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Dn= Daniel.
Hos=Hosea.
Jl=JoeL
Am=Amos.
Ob=Obadiah.
Jon= Jonah.
Mic=Micah.
Nah= Nahum.
Hab= Habakkuk.
Zeph = Zephaniah.
Hag=Haggai.
Zec=Zechariah.
Mal=Malachi.

1 Es, 2 Es= l

Esdras.

Apocrypha.

and 2 To= Tobit,

Jth= Judith,

h

Ad. Est = Additions to Sus= Susanna.

Esther. Bel = Bel and tht

Wis=Wisdom. Dragon.

Sir = Sirach or Ecclesi- Pr. Man = Prayer of

asticus. Manasses.

Bar= Baruch. 1 Mac, 2 Mac=l and 2

Three= Song of the Three Maccabees.

Children.

New Testament.

Mt= Matthew.
Mk=Mark.
Lk=Luke.
Jn=John.
Ac= Acts.

Ro=Romans.
1 Co, 2 Co = l

Corinthians.

Gal= Galatians.

Eph= Ephesians.
Ph = Philippians.

Col=Colossians.

1 Th, 2 Th = l and 2
Thessalonians.

1 Ti, 2 Ti=l and 2

Timothy.
Tit= Titus.

Philem = Philemon,
and 2 He= Hebrews.

Ja= James.
1 P, 2 P= 1 and 2 Peter.

1 Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Jn = l, 2,

and 3 John.
Jude.
Rev= Revelation.
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III. For the Literature

1. The following authors’ names, when unaccompanied by the title of a book, stand for
the works in the list below.

Baethgen=Bei^m^e 56m. Beligionsgesch.^ 1888.
Baldwin =Z>ic^. of Philosophy and Psycholoay.

3 vols. 1901-1905.
y

ominalhildxing in dm sem, Sprachon^
2 vols. 1889, 1891 (n894).

Benzinger=J?65. Archaologie, 1894.
Broekelmann= 6^65cA. d, arah. Litteratur, 2 vols.

1897-1902.
Bruns - Sachau = Syr. - Rom. Recktsbuch aus dem

funften Jahrhundert, 1880.
Budge= Gods of the Egyptians^ 2 vols. 1903.
Baiemberg-SagliossDic^. des ant. qrec. et rom.^

1886-90.
De la Saussaye= der Religionsgesch.^^

1905.

'D^mingex^ Enchiridion Symbolorwm'^'^. Freiburer
imBr., 1911.

^

Deussen=Z)ie Philos, d. Upanishads. 1899 [Enff.
tr., 1906].

Doughty Deserta^ 2 vols. 1888.
Grimm- Deutsche Mythologies 3 vols. 1875-1878,

Eng. tr. Teutonic Mythology, 4 vols. 1882-1888.
'Rdum\i\vcgQx=^RealencyclopddiefurBihelu. Talmud,

i. 1870 (21892), ii. 1883, suppl. 1886, 1891 f., 1897.
=Altceltischer Sprachschatz, 1891 if.

Holtzm&nn-Zopffel=lexicon f. Theol. u. Kvrchen-
wesen\ 1895.

nowitt=i'/a^i-y6 Tribes of S. E, Australia, 1904.
Jubainville = Cowr5 de Litt. celtique, i.-xii., 1883 ff.

Lagrange= Etxidessurles religions skmitiques^, 1904.
ljSLne=An Arabic-English Dictionary, 1863 ff.

hBmg!,= Myth, Ritual and Religion^, 2 vols. 1899.
'L^pm\^=Denkmaler aus AEgypten ti. AEthiopien,

1849-1860.

Lichtenberger=jB'ncyc. des sciences religieuses, 1876.
LidzbarskissifancifdwcA der nordsem. Epiaraphik.

1898.
^

McCurdy Prophecy, and the Monuments,
2 vols. 1894-1896.

Muir=^S'an5A;r^^ Texts, 1858-1872.
Muss-Arnolt=.4[ Concise Diet, of the Assyrian

Language, 1894 ff.

Lehrbuch d. heb. Archdologie, 2 vols.

1894.

Pauly-Wissowa=i26a^cwcyc. der classischen Alter-
tumswissenschaft, 1893-1895.

Perrot-Chipiez=jS"z5^. de VArt dans VAntiquitt,
1881 ff.

Preller= Mythologie, 1858.
Religion des peuples non-civilis6s, 1883,

'Rmh.m = Hanaworterbuch d. bihl. Altertums^, 1893-
1894.

Ilobinson=jBi6^ica? Researches inPalestine^, 1856.
Roscher=L6a;. d. qr. u. rbm. Mythologie, 1884.
Schaff‘-Herzog=TA6 New Schaff-Hm^zog Encyclo-

pedia of Rclig. Knowledge, 1908 fl*.

SchGrik&\=Bibel-Lexicon, 5 vols. 1869-1875.
Schurer=(?,/F^ 3 vols. 1898-1901 [HJP, 5 vols.

1890 ff.].

Schwally=L65en nach dem Tode, 1892.
Siegfried-Stade=jEre5. Worterbuch zum AT, 1893.
Smend= ZeAr5wcA der alttest. Religionsqesch.^,

^
1899.

Smith (G. A.) == Historical Geography of the Holy
Lands \m.

Smith (W. B.)— Religion of the Semites^, 1894.
Spencer (H. )

= Principles of̂ Sociology 1885-1896.
Spencer-Gillen*=Native TribesofCentralAustralia,

1899.
_

Spencer-Gillen ^ = Northern Tribes of Central
Australia, 1904.

Swete=27ie OT in Greek, 3 vols. 189311’.

I>lor (E. B.)^Primitive Culture'^, 1891 [^1903].
\febeYweg=IIist. of Philosophy, Eng. tr., 2 vols.

1872-1874.
Weber =:Judische Theologie auf Grund des Talmud

u. verwandten Schriften^, 1897.
Wiedemann = Die Religion der alien Aegypter,

1890 [Eng. tr., revised. Religion of the Anc.
Egyptians, 1897].

Wilkinson =ilfa7i7ie7'5 and Customs of the Ancient
Egyptians, 3 vols. 1878.

Zrmz^Die gottesdienstlichen Vortrdge der Juden^,
1892.

2. Periodicals, Dictionaries, Encyclopaedias,

AA =Archiv fiir Anthropologic.
AAOJ = American Antiquarian and Oriental

Journal.
= Abhandlungen d. Berliner Akad. d.

Wissenschaften.
.4J?=Archiv fiir Ethnographie.
^ZG=Assyr. and Eng. Glossary (Johns Hopkins

University).

AGG=Abhandlungen der Gdttinger Gesellschaft
der Wissenschaften.

A(rPA=Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie.
Af/JJ=American Historical Review.
AHr=Ancient Hebrew Tradition (Hommel).
A i/PAssAmerican Journal of Philosophy,
A/p5= American Journal of Psychology.
A«/PPP=American Journal of Religious Psycho-

logy and Education.
A«7jS'X=

A

merican Journal of Semitic Languages
and Literature.

AJTA=:American Journal of Theology.
A.W=Annales du Mus6e Guimet.
APP»S=American Palestine Exploration Society.

Archiv fiir Papyrusforsenung.
AP= Anthropological Review.
APlFsArchiv fiir Relmonswissenschaft.
AS =: Acta, Sanctorum (Bollandus).

, and other standard works frequently cited.

A5G=Abhandlungen der Sfi-chsischen Gesellschaft
der Wissenschaften.

A5oc=L’Annee Sociologique.
A<8JF7=Archceol<^ical Survey of W. India.
A.2’=Allgemeine Zeitung.
PAG=Beitrage zur alten Geschichte.
PA^>8= Beitrage zur Assyriologie u. sem. Sprach-

wissenschaft (edd. Delitzsch and Haupt).
PCir= Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique.
PP= Bureau of Ethnology.
EG=Bombay Gazetteer.
P«7=:Bellum Judaicum (Josephus).
PZ=Bampton Lectures.
PZP= Bulletin de Litt6rature Eccl^siastique.
POP= Bab. and Oriental Record.
P5= Bibliotheca Sacra.
BSA =Annual of the British School at Athens.
P5AA = Bulletin de la Soc. arch^ologique a Alex-

andrie.

PPAP=Bulletinde la Soc. d’Anthropologicdo Lyon.
PPAP= Bulletin de la Soc. d’Anthropologic, etc,,

Paris.
P^S'Oss Bulletin de la Soc. de Geographic.
Pr»8= Buddhist Text Society,
PW= Biblical World.
PZ'=Biblische Zeitschrift.
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(7^JBX= Comptes rendus de TAcad^mie des Id-

scriptions et Belles-Lettres.

CBT>S'= Calcutta Buddhist Text Society.

Catholic Encyclopsedia.

CF= Childhood of Fiction (MacCulloch).
C6^>S= Cults of the Greek States (Farnell).

C/= Census of India.

CIA = Corpus Inscrip. Atticarum.
C7^= Corpus Inscrip. Etruscarum.
C7(?= Corpus Inscrip. Grsecarum.
CTX= Corpus Inscrip. Latinarum.

Corpus Inscrip. Semiticarum.
(70J=Cuneiform Inscriptions and the OT [Eng.

tr. of KAT ^
; see bmow].

CB= Contemporary Review.
(76i2= Celtic Review.
CIB— Classical Review.
C6i2= Church Quarterly Review.

Corpus Script, Eccles. Latinomm.
DA (7= Diet, of the Apostolic Church.
DACT = Dict. dArch^ologie chr6tienne et de

Liturgie (Cabrol).

DD=Dict. of the Bible.

D(7A=Dict. of Christian Antiquities (Smith-
Cheetham).

D(7jB=Dict. of Christian Biography (Smith-
Wace).

DC(T=Dict. of Christ and the Gospels.

D/=Dict. of Islam (Hughes).
DA'jB=Dict. of National Biography.
DP7iP= Diet, of Philosophy and Psychology.
DIFA IF=Denkschriften der Wiener Akad. der

Wissenschaften.
PPi= Encyclopsedia Biblica.

PPr=Encyclopsedia Britannica.

PPPifer=Egyp. Explor. Fund Memoirs.
P/=rEncyclopaedia of Islam.

EBE—Ttie present work.
P£i^= Expositor.
PiCjoTs Expository Times.
PRG=Fragmenta Historicorum Grsecomm (coR.

C. Mimer, Paris, 1885).

PP=Folklore.

FLJ=Folklore Joumal,
FLB= Folklore Record.
GA = Gazette Arch^ologique.
GP= Golden Bough (Frazer).

GGA = Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen.
GGN= Gottingische Gelehrte Nachrichten (Nach-

richten der kSnigl. Gesellschaft der Wissen-
schaften zu Gottingen).

G/AP=Grundriss d. Indo-Arischen Philologie.

G/rP=Grundriss d. Iranischen Philologie.

G/F'=Geschichte desjiidischen Volkes.

GF/=Geschichte des Volkes Israel.

PA/= Handbook of American Indians.

PDP= Hasting’ Diet, of the Bible.

PP= Historia Ecclesiastica.

PGPX= Historical Geography of the Holy Land
(G. A. Smith).

P/= History of Israel.

HJ= Hibbert Joumal.
Pt/P= History of the Jewish People.

PL= Hibbert Lectures.

PP= Historia Naturalis (Pliny).

ffWB - Handwdrterbuch.
lA = Indian Antiquary.
Z(7G= International Critical Commentary.
/C70= International Congress of Orientalists.

J(7P= Indian Census Report.

/G= Inscrip. Grsecse (publ. under auspices of Berlin

Academy, 1873 E).

IGA= Inscrip. Grsecse Antiquissimse.

IGI= Imperial Gazetteer of India* (1885); new
edition (1908-09).

LIP= International Journal of Ethics.

ILL= International Theological Library.

tIA=Journal Asiatique.

JAFL=Journal of American Folklore.

JAI= Journal of the Anthropological Institute.

tIAG5=Journal of the American Oriental Society.

eIA/SP=Journal of the Anthropological Society of

Bombay.
tIAiS'Pe=Joum. of As. Soc. of Bengal.
tIPL= Journal of Biblical Literature.

JPP/S=Journal of the Buddhist Text Society.

JB=Journal des D6bats.
JI>PA= Jahrbiicher f. deutsche Theologie.

JE=Jewish Encyclopedia.
tIGG^= Journal of the German Oriental Society.

J‘PG=Johns Hopkins University Circulars.

c7P>S'=Journal of Hellenic Studies.

tILP= Jenaer Litteraturzeitung.

tIPA=Journal of Philology.

«IPrA= Jahrbiicher fiir protestantische Theologie.

tIPL8= Journal of the Pali Text Society.

JQB—Jewish Quarterly Review.
JPAI=Journal of the Royal Anthropological

Institute.

tIPA/8=Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

JPA/SPo= Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Bombay branch.
tIBA^S'G=Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Ceylon branch.
, ^

«IBA/S^P= Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society

Korean branch.
JPG/Sf=Journal of the Royal Geographical Society.

«IB/Sf= Journal of Roman Studies.

tITA>8i=Journal of Theological Studies.

PAT* = Die Keilinschriften und das AT*
(Schrader), 1883.

PAT*=Zimmern-Winckler’s ed. of the preceding

(really a totally distinct work), 1903.

KB or PiP=Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek (Schra-

der), 1889 ff.

PGP= Keilinschriften und die Geschichtsfor-

schung, 1878.

LGP7=:Literarisches Centralblatt.

LGPA=Literaturblatt fiir Oriental. Philologie.

LGT= Introduction to Literature of OT (Driver).

LP=Legend of Perseus (Hptland).
L/SjS^^==Leipziger sem. Studien.
Jf=Melusine.
ifAJPL =Memoires dePAcad. des Inscriptions et

Belles-Lettres.

MBAW = Monatsbericht d. Berliner Akad. d.

Wissenschaften.
AfGP=Monumenta Germanise Historica (Pertz).

j)IG*IF=Mittheilungen der Gesellschaft fiir jiid-

ische Volkskunde.
MGWJ= Monatsschrift fiir Geschichte und Wissen-

schaft des Judentums.
Afl=: Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas

(Westennarck).
MNDPV = Mittheilungen u. Nachrichten des

deutschen Palastina-Vereins.

iIIP= Methodist Review.
MVG= Mittheilungen der vorderasiatischen Gesell-

schaft.

MWJ = Magazin fiir die Wissenschaft des

Judentums.
NBAG=NuovoBuUettino diArcheologia Cristiana.

PG= Nineteenth Century.
PPIFP=Neuhebraisches Worterbuch.
iVZN5=North Indian Notes and Queries.

iVPP=Neue kirchliche Zeitschrift.

p§= Notes and Queries.

PP= Native Races of the Pacific States (Bancroft).

NTZG=Neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte.

GPD= Oxford English Dictionary.

GLP= Orientalische Litteraturzeitung.

G^=Onomastica Sacra.

0T«IG= Old Testament in the Jewish Church (W.
R. Smith).

GTP= Oriental Translation Fund Publications.

PA Proceedings of American Oriental Society.
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Pj5^=: Publications of the Bureau of Ethnology.
PC= Primitive Culture (Tylor).

Palestine E:^loration Fund Memoirs.
FEFSt = Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly

Statement.
P6^=Patrologia Grseca (Migne).
P«/P= Preussische Jahrbiicher.

PZ=Patrologia Latina (Migne).
PiV^Q=Punjab Notes and Queries.

Pi2= Popular Keligion and Folklore of N. India

(Crooke).
PPjS^®=Prot. Realencyclopadie (Herzog-Hauck).
PPP= Presbyterian and Reformed Review.
PPa^ss Proceedings of the Royal Society.

PP^S'jEss Proceedings Royal Soc. of Edinburgh.
P<SP.4=: Proceedings of the Soc. of Biblical Archae-

ology.
PPS=Pali Text Society.

BA = Revue Archeologique.
BAnth=Revue d’Anthropologic.

Royal Asiatic Society.

Revue d’Assyriologie.

PP= Revue Biblique.

Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology
(Washington).

P(7= Revue Critique.

Revue Celt^ue.
PC%=Revue Chr4tienne.

Revue des Deux Mondes.
BE= Realencyclopadie.

Revue des Etudes Grecques.
BEg= Revue Egygtologique.

Revue des Etudes Juives.

BEth=Revue d’Ethnographie.
PirXP= Revue d’Histoire et de Litt^rature Re-

ligieuses.

PirP= Revue de THistoire des Religions.

PiV'= Revue Numismatique.
PP= Records of the Past.

PPA= Revue Philosophique.
PQ=Rc>mische Quartalschrift.

BS = Revue s6mitique d’Epigraphie et d’Hist.

ancienne.
= Recueil de la Soc. archeologique.

BSI— Reports of the Smithsonian Institution.

PPAP=Recueil de Travaux r^latifs k TArcheologie
et h la Philologie.

PTP=Revue des traditions populaires.

Pr4PA=Revue de Theologie et de Philosophie.

PPr=Recueil de Travaux.
BWB= Realworterbuch.
•5PATr=Sitzungsberichte der Berliner Akad, d.

Wissenschaften.

PPP= Sacred Books of the Buddhists.

PP-S= Sacred Books of the East.

Sacred Books of the OT (Hebrew).

<S'DP=Single-vol. Diet, of the Bible (Hastings).

PjK’=Studien u. Kritiken.

SMA = Sitzungsberichte der Miinchener Akademie.
iS<SGir=Sitzungsberichte d. Kgl. Sachs. Gesellsch.

d. Wissenschaften.
Pir.4 Sitzungsberichte d. Wiener Akad. d.

Wissenschaften.
TAPA = Transactions of American Philological

Association.
Transactions of the Asiatic Soc. of Japan.

PC= Tribes and Castes.

P^iS'= Transactions of Ethnological Society.

ThLZ,= Theologische Litteraturzeitung.

rAT=Theol. Tijdschrift.

Transactions of Royal Historical Society.

Transactions of Royal Soc. of Edinburgh.
Texts and Studies.

TSBA = Transactions of the Soc. of Biblical Archic-

ology.
P27=Texte u. Untersuchungen.
IFA/sWestern Asiatic Inscriptions.

TTZATlfrs Wiener Zeitschrift f. Kunde des Morgen-
landes.

-214=Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie.

ZA'= Zeitschrift fiir agyp. Sprache u. Alterturns-
wissenschaft.

ZldPITss Zeitschrift fiir die alttest. Wissenschaft.
ZOTs: Zeitschrift fiir christliche Kunst.
Z'CP= Zeitschrift fiir celtische Philologie.

-ZD.d = Zeitschrift fiir deiitsches Altertum.
ZDMG = Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenliind-

ischen Gesellschaft.

ZDPV = Zeitschrift des deutschen PalSstina-

Vereins.
ZIP= Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologic.
PA'P= Zeitschrift fiir Keilschriftforschung.

^^6^= Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschichte.
ZAT=: Zeitschrift fiir kabhol. Theologie.
PiriFX= Zeitschrift fiir kirchl. W'issenschaft u.

kirchl. Leben.
Zeitschrift fiir die Mythologie.

Zeitschrift fiir die neutest. Wissen-
schaft.

ZPhP = Zeitschrift fiir Philosophie und Pada-
gogik.

PPPrs Zeitschrift fiir Theologie u. Kirche.
PFA= Zeitschrift fiir Volkskunde.
ZVBW = Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Rechts-

wissenschaft.
PTFP= Zeitschrift fiir wis.senschaftliche Theologie.

TA small superior number designates the particular edition of the work referred to,

as KAT\ LOT\ etc,]
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HYMNS.

Avestan.—See Avesta.
Babylonian (T. G. Pinches), p. L
Buddhist (T. W. Rhys Davids), p. 3.

Celtic (J, A. MacCulloch), p. 4.

Chinese (J. Dyer Ball), p. 4.

Christian

—

Greek (A. Baxtmstark), p. 5.

Syriac (A. J. Maclean), p. 12.

Ethiopic (D. S. Margoliouth), p, 15.

Latin (G. M. Dreves), p. 16.

Irish (E. Hull), p. 25.

HYMNS (Babylonian),—In the extensive litera-

ture of Assyria and Babylonia a considerable

number of hymns are found, most of them in the
old Sumerian language, and ^neralljr accompanied
by renderings into Semitic Babylonian. Several

examples of this class of literature, however, are

known to us only in the Semitic idiom, and do not

seem to have been based on any Sumerian original.

These compositions are generally in praise of the

gods, and are such as might be expected from a
nation so appreciative of the benefits showered
down upon them from on high as the Babylonians.

Hymns to heroes are exceedingly rare, unless

those addressed to Merodach, Tammuz, and other

deities who are stated to have been originally kings

m^ be regarded as poems of that nature.

Though the Sumero-Babylonian hymns are ad-

dressed to various deities, it cannot be said that

they vary greatly. They sing the gods’ praises,

extol their might, and descant on the glories of

their temples. They also speak of the gods’

mercies, their places in Nature with regard to man,
and the benefits which they conferred on the world

as the Babylonians knew it. The wording is often

well-chosen and even elegant, whether the idiom

is Sumerian or Semitic.

The poetical form is somewhat monotonous,

variety in these compositions, whether Sumerian
or Semitic, having apparently not been aimed at.

This is probably due to the fact that most of them
were composed hj the priests, with whom all re-

ligious forms originated, and who copied the style

ofolder compositions.
VOL. VII.—

J

Christian

—

Modern (T. G. Crippen), p. 28.

Egyptian (J. Baikie), p. 38.

Greek and Roman (T. W. Allen), p. 40.

Hebrew and Jewish (G. Margoliouth), p. 42.

Inca.—See Andeans.
Japanese (M. Anesaki), p. 46.

Manichaean.—See Manich^ism.
Muslim (D. S. Margoliouth), p. 47.

Samaritan and Karaite (G. Margoliouth), p. 48.

Vedic (A. A. Macdonell), p. 49.

Naturally many theories concerning the nature

of primitive Sumerian poetry are possible, but in

all probability it was the root-syllable, or the

principal root -syllable, which was accentuated,

the others being passed over lightly. The lines

are generally divided into two parts by the csesura,

indicated by a space so arranged that the text

seems to be written in two columns. The Sumero-
Babylonian hymns are often of considerable length,

but among the shorter compositions of this nature

may be cited the hymn to the setting sun, from
the temple-library at Borsippa—a gem in its way :

* Samas in the midst of heaven, at thy setting

May the bolt of the limpid heavens speak thee greeting

;

May the door of heaven bless thee ;

May Misarum, thy beloved minister, direct thee.

At*fe-babbar, the seat of thy lordship, thy supremacy sb^W
shine forth.

May Aa, thy beloved spouse, joyfully receive thee

;

May thy heart take rest

;

May the feast of thy divinity be set for thee.

Leader, ^ero §amal, maj’’ there be praise to thee

;

Lord of E-babbar, may the course of thy path be straight

;

Make straight thy road—go the direct road to thy resting-

place.
Thou art the country’s judge, the director of its decisions.’

The above being part of a series (the next was a

hymn to the Sun-god on his rising), the composi-

tion deals only with the satisfaction and peace that

the god experienced when, after fulfilling his task

in the sky, he was greeted by his home and his

spouse, and, having been refreshed, thought over

all that he had seen on his course above the earth,

the decisions of whose tribunals he directed. The

[

first four lines are alternately of 11 and 15 syllables,

1

while the 5th and 6th contain 18 each. At this
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point are again four short lines (10--12 syllables),

followed by two long ones (18-19 syllables). Evi-

dently this regularity of form is intentional
The Sun-god was one of the deities whose influ-

ence the Babylonians could appreciate, hence the

tone of the above composition addressed to him.

Enlii, the older Bel, however, was a divine person-

age whose ways were more inscrutable, and in

some of the compositions addressed to him there

is noticeable a tone of reproach. This is exhibited

bv the text beginning A7ne TimctAavia §egihbinehain

(6. Keisner, Sumerisch>bahylon, Eymnen^ Berlin,

1896, p. 130 tr.)~a composition in dialect, where the

god is called Mullil

:

* The fold of the lord bitterly laments

;

The fold, the fold of the lord, bitterly (laments).

0

lord of tlie lands, honoured one, lord of the lands

;

0 lord of the lands, heart-remote, whose woid is Imtliful

;

He does not turn—with regard to his command he does not
turn

—

The honoured one, Mullil, changetli not his utterance.’

Troubling the waters, be caught tlie fish, he
snared the birds, he sent ‘the son of the jilain’

up to the mountain, and he sent ‘ the son of the
mountain’ down to the plain, etc.

:

*01ord of the land, heait-romote Mullil, how long will thine

heart not be aupeasccl >

Father Mullii, wlio re^iiirdest, how long will thine eye not pity V

Thou wlio coverest thine head with a garment, how long?
Who sinkest tliy chin (lit. * neck to thy bosom, how long?i
Who closest thiiie heart like a reed, how long?
Honoured one, who placest thy fingers m thine ears, how
long?'

A kind of litany closes this long and interesting

enumeration of * the older Bel’s ’ inattention to the
world created under his auspices. It contains much
hidden teaching of the Babylonian piiestbood.

Before the rise of Merodach, the worship of

Enlil was probably more favoured in Babylonia
than that of almost an^y other god except Ea, and
the importance of Nilier, which was originally

his city (before the adoption of Ninip as patron),

always maintained Enlil’s supremacy. This is

shown by the descriptive hymn published in F^BA ,

]\farch 1911, p. 8511. After describing the district

wherein the temple of Enlil and his spouse Ninlil

lay, the text continues as follows

:

* The god fixing the fate of (? everything)
Caiiseth Enlil to be taken to the reception-hall.
Enlil, may the sodomite (’) go forth from the city

;

Nu-namnir,2 may the sodomite (?) go forth from tlie citi™
O Enlil, for the fate which thou hast decided

;

O Nu-naminr, for the fate which thou hast decided.
Enlil cometh, Nmlil descendeth—
Nu>nainnir cometh—the kin-^.

Enlil calleth to the man of the great gate

:

“Man of the great gate, man oi the lock—
Man of the bolt, man of the holy lock

—

Thy lady N'inlil cometh 1

If (anyone) ask thee for my name,
Thou Shalt not reveal to him my place.”
Enlil callei-h to the man of the great gate

:

“ Man of the great gate, man of the lock

—

Man of the bolt, man of the holy look—
Thy ladv Ninlil cometh

—

The handmaid who is so bright, so siiiningl
Let none woo her, let none Iciss her

—

Ninlil so bright, so sinning !

”

Enhl, the bright, the fair, will pronounce the decision.*

In contnidisoiiKtiion to the ‘heart-remote Enlil’
or ‘ older Bel ’ is his younger representative, Bel-
Merodach, ‘ the merciful one,’ who, later, took
Eiitil’s place. The hymns to Merodach are natur-
ally, troni the attributes of that deity, among the
most intereHling

:

‘The merciful one among the gods.
The nioroiful one who loveth to vivify the dead

—

Merodach, king of heaven and earth,
long of Fabylon, lord ot E-sagila,^
King of E-zida, lord of E-mali-tila,
Heaven and earth are Ihme

;

Even as heaven and earth are thine.
The incantation of life is thine,
The philtre of life is thine,

1 Cf. 1 K 1827.

2 Probably another name (or title) of Enlil.
3 The temple of Bel there.

Jht-azftffa-gu-iibru^ is thine,

Mankind, the people of the black head

;

The living creatures, as many as there are, which bear a name
in the land

;

The four regions, as many as there are ;

The Nun-galone, which are the host of heaven and earth, as

many as thei e are,

To thee do they (turn) their ear
’

More popular than other deities of the Bab.
pantheon were in all probability Taminuz and
Istar, whose worship goes back to the fourth

millennium B.C. Hymns to them are generally

composed in dialectic Sumerian, and are, therefore,

of compar«atively late date. As examples of Semitic

Bab7/loiiian hymns to these deities will be found
farther on, an extract from the exceedingly well-

preserved bilingual liynm to Istar, excavated by
George Smith, is given here:

‘The light of heaven, which dawneth like fire in the land,

art thou.
Goddess in the earth, in thy fixed abode ;

She who, like the carlli, statelv advanceth, art thou.

As for thee, a path of nglitcousness blesselh thee.’

The goddess then answers

;

‘ Twin sister of the sun, the adornment of the heavens.
To produce the omens I exist—in perfection I exist;

To produce the omens lor my father Sin I exist—in perfection

I exist

;

To produce the omens for my brotlier the Sun I exist—in
perfection I exist,’ etc.

Though daug-htcr of Ann, the god of^ the

heavens, Istar is here called daughter of Sin or

Nannar, the Moon -god, probably because, like the

moon, the jilanet shows phases. She was regarded

as the sun’s sister because she accompanied him
on his course, sometimes at his rising, at other

times at his setting.

One of the gods of war and also god of pestilence

—Nergal, patron-deity of Cuthah—was worshipped
as one of the sons of Enhl, the great divinity

who, as the author of the story of the Finod in-

forms us, desired to destroy mjuihind to iirevcnt

them from increasing too (]niclJy on the earth.

Notwithstanding Nergal’s nnsriaring nature, hymns
were addressed to him, and he wasgloriiieil therein

with every contidence that harm w'ould not over-

take the BrJjyiomaus at his hands, huL 'would hofall

their enemies

:

‘ Let me glorify the hero of the gOfls, the powerful, the
brilluint one, the son oi Knlil ;

Urra (i- e. Ncrgnl) let mo t;ion<v, the hero of the gocl% the
powc'iful, tiie brilhaiJi ore, ihe sou of Euhl

;

Tlie beloved of Eiihh the supreme leader, tlie avenger of his

father

:

The otihpring of the Lady of the gods, the great queen, the
son oi the king, who tru«;ts in his imgiit

;

The clever one of tl 'rc *•*, bhe aublunc oracle-pricst, the
gloat hero, the tru^l ei 1‘‘ ’ ’

He is, after this, addressed as tlie one tvho over-

comes evil devils and fates, the evil and poiverful

foe, subduing the evil gods, and loving the saving
of life. Bel-remanni, who seems to be mentioned
as the composer of tlie h^nnn, asks for the god’s

favour upon the city of Marad, -where the god was
worshipped

;
and for the saving of his own life,

wdiich was threatened by some hostile fate. An-
other noteworthy Sumerian hymn addressed tc

Nergal is in the form of verses chanted by the
priest, and repeated by the people, as folloxvs *.

Priest :
‘ IJis bright image (?)ovGrKhadoweth the demons right

and left.’

People : ‘ His bright image,’ etc.

Priest: ‘The long arm whose blow (?.<:. disease and pestilence)
is invisible, the evil one with his arm (he sinitethj.’

People :
‘ Nergal, the long arm,’ etc.

This text, which is very mutilated, -was of con-
siderable length when complete, and is important
not only on account of its form and the words used,

but also because of the light -which it sheds ux^on
the Babylonian conceptions of this deity.

Another Sumerian hymn (WAI iv. pL 26, no. 8,

and 27, no. S), regarded as being in the form of a
1 ‘The holy incantation, the word (from), the Ab3'ss,’ so called

because communicated to Merodach by Ea, king of the Abj'ss
and lord of wisdom
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dialogue, differs widely from the above. To w^hat
god it is addressed, however, is uncertain

:

Priest :
* In [affliction] of heart, in evil weeping, in sighing

he sits

;

In bitter crying, affliction of heart,
In evil weeping, in evil sighing,
He moans like a dove, in anguish night and day.

To his merciful god he lows like a wild cow

—

Bitter sighing he constantly makes.
To his god m supplication he has bowed down his face

;

He yreeps, crying out without ceasing.’
Penitent :

‘ I will tell my deed—my unspeakable deed

!

I will repeat my word—my unspeakable woid !

’

(These lines are repeated, after which the text is broken
away.)

From the other inscriptions of a similar kind, it

would seem that the gods of Babylonia loved to
hear the confessions of their worshippers, which,
composed in poetical form, were regarded as having
weight wdth them to the penitent’s advantage (cf.

also art. Confession [Assyr. -Bab.], vol. iii. pp.
825-827),

The above extracts show the nature of the
Sumero-Bahylonian hymns, composed, apparently,
in that ancient idiom, and generally, on the tablets
which have preserved them to us, provided with a
Semitic (Assyro-BabyIonian) tranSation. Those
composed in the Semitic Babylonian (Assyrian)
idiom only were modelled, to a certain extent,
upon the Sumerian hymns, but, naturally, as the
language is a widely differing one, the poetical
form departs from that of the old writers of Sumer.
The personal and prepositional infixes of the
Sumerian verb, and the nse of post-positions in-

stead of prepositions, account for such differences

as are noticeable.

As far as can be judged, the diction of Semitic
Babylonian poetry is more regular, and, therefore,
has an appearance of greater dignity. Each half-

verse has four principal accents, as a rule, though
this is by no means without exceptions. The
following will give an idea of the nature of the
Semitic compositions

:

* Thou, IStar, whose spouse is Tammuz,
Daughter of Sin, the heroine traversing the land,
She who loveth reproduction, she wholoveth all men art thou.
I have given to thee thy great gift

—

A vxdva of lapis-lazuli, a m%dti of gold, the adornment of thy
divinity.

To Tammuz, thy spouse, take my pledge

—

May Tammuz, thy spouse, take away mine indisposition.’

After this the suppliant addressed Tammuz him-
self :

‘ Tammuz, the lord, shepherd of Ann, son of lla art thou

;

Spouse of Istar the bride, ruler of the land

;

Clothed with the scarf (?), bearing the staff

;

Producer of all things, lord of the fold

;

Eater of pure (food), the ashcake
;
i

Drinker of water from the sacred skins,’ etc.

In certain of the Semitic compositions a simi-

larity with the Hebrew psalms has been pointed
out. The following is from a tablet of this nature

:

‘ God, my lord, maker of my name

;

Keeper of my life,2 causing my seeds to be

:

My angry 4 god, may thine heart be appeased

;

My wrathful goddess, be at peace with me.
Who knoweth, my god, thy seat?

Thine holy dwelling-place, thine abode, have I never seen.s

As for ill-luck (?), let (it) pass from me—
Let me be preserved with thee.

Allot to me then the lot of life

;

Let my days be long—grant (me) life.’®

Among the most noteworthy texts of the nature
of hymns may be mentioned also those which
accompanied the new-year ceremonies in honour
of Merodach. The lines are couplets, the first

of each being dialectic Sumerian, and the other
Semitic Babylonian. Though the second is re-

garded as a translation of the first, this is only
exceptionally the case. One of the couplets reads

:

* Celestial king of men, celestial king who bestoweth

;

Lord of kings, bestower of gifts,’

1 So Zimmern ;
a cake baked in the ashes is apparently in-

tended.
2 Cf. Ps 609. 3 ps 8929.

» Cf. Job 117 3728. 6 Pa 214.

and every other line at most merely reflects the
sense of that preceding.
Among the royal hymns are compositions con-

taining the names of Nebuchadrezzar i. of Babylon
(about 1200 B.C.), Sargon of Assyria, Esarliaddon,
and Assurbanipal. The name of the last occurs
in a dialectic bilingual psalm, A hymn contain-
ing the name of Nebuchadrezzar is an acrostic

upon the name of the god Neho.

Literature.—^Further examples will be found in A H. Sayce,
Origin and Growth of Religion (Hibbert Lectures, 1887), London,
1891, p. 149 ff. ; H. Radau, Sumerian Hymns and Prayers to

the God Nin-ip (=JBab. Exp. of the University of Pennsylvania,
vol. xxix.pt. 1), Philadelphia, 1911; PSBA, 1906, pp. 203 fic.,

270 n. ; 1908, pp. 53 ff., 77 ff. ; 1909, pp. 37, 57 £C.
; 1911, p. 77 ffl.

;

and the works mentioned in art. Babylonians and Assyrians,
vol. ii. p. 319, section (d). T, G. PINCHES.

HYMNS (Buddhist).—The word ^hymn’ is am-
biguous. It has been defined as a ‘ song of praise,’

a ‘religious ode,’ a ‘sacred lyric,’ a ‘poem in

stanzas written to be sung in congregational ser-

vice.’ In the last of these various senses the
Buddhists, w’ho have neither churches nor chapels,
neither congregations nor services, have conse-
quently no hymns. In the other senses there are
quite a number of hymns scattered throughout the
longer prose books in the canon

; and in the sup-
plementary Nikdya we have twelve anthologies,
mostly short, of religious poems of difierent kinds.
These are collected in the anthologies either accord-
ing to subject (as in the Vimdna and Feta Vatthus)
or according to the kind of composition (as in the
Uddnas and the Iti-vuttaJcas).

An example or two will make this clear. In the
Sutta Nifidtay undoubtedly containing some of the
very oldest of these hymns, we have seventy-one
lyrics of an average length of sixteen stanzas each.
These are arranged in five cantos (each of which
existed as a separate booklet before they were
brought together in one book),^ and in them the
arrangement and order of the lyrics have little or
no reference to the subjects of which the lyrics

treat. Quite the opposite form of arrangement is

found in the well-known Dhammapaday where all

the verses are arranged according to subjects—such
as Earnestness, Thought, Wisdom, Foolishness, the
Path, Craving, Happiness, and so on. The title

means ‘VersSets of the Norm’—that is, of the
Dhamma. This word is often rendered ‘ religion ’

;

but the idea is not the same, and the word ‘religion
’

is not found outside the European languages. Slore
than half of these ‘Verselets of the Norm’ have
been traced back to the extant canonical books. ^

The rest were verses current in the community at
the time of the rise of Buddhism ; and some of

them may even be pre-Buddhistic, belonging to
the stock of moral sayings handed down in verse
among the general body of Indians interested in

such questions. This will, however, always remain
doubtful, as no verse has as yet been traced in pre-

Buddhistic literature. We can only say for certain
that quite a number of the verses are reproduced,
in either identical or closely similar words, in the
various sectarian books of later speculation. We
cannot be sure that these verses were not first

composed among the Buddhists.
The fact is (though it has not been noticed any-

where in the voluminous literature on the Dham-
mapada) that the ‘ Verselets of the Norm ’ deal for

the most part with the lower morality of the un-
converted man—that is, with the ethics more or

less common to all the higher religions. This
may explain the great vogue that this anthology

1 See, on the growth of the Sutta Nipdta, Bhys Davids,
Buddhist India^y London, 1903, pp. 177-180. The Pali work
has been translated by V. Fausboll (SBE, vol. x.2 [1898]), and a
second edition of the text by D. Anderson appears in the PTS
for 1913.

2 For the details see Rhys Davids, JRAS, 1900, p. 659 ff.

4 Ps 711.
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has had in Europe.^ Most of its verses were easily

understood. They had none of the strangeness

and difficulty of those dealing with the ethics of

the Path. So also in India, When the Buddhists

began to write in Sanskrit, they imitated the

Dhammapctda, changing the title, however, omit-

ting the difficult verses, and adding others. This

new anthology, the Udd,navarga, became very

popular, was current in different recensions, and
was translated into both Chinese and Tibetan.

^

The fate of the JSutta Nipdta has been exactly

the opposite. It is concerned mostly with the

higher ethics of the Path, and in both form and
matter its hymns come much nearer to Christian

hymns than do the * Verselets of the Norm.’ But
it is scarcely read in Europe except by Pali philo-

logists, and except for three ballads which it con-

tains. In India it did not survive the decline of

Pali, and it has not been translated into Tibetan
or Chinese.®

In early times in N. India such hymns or verses

were intoned or chanted either for edification or

for propaganda. In the 7th cent, of our era I-Tsing

gives an interesting account of the manner in which,

in his day, the Sanskrit hymns then current were
used as processionals, either round a monument to

some religious leader or through the halls of the
great Buddhist monastery at Nalanda.^
The hhihhhus in Ceylon now chant certain of the

above-mentioned Pali hymns in a kind of visitation

of the sick—a ceremony called Parittd^ instituted

as a protest against the charms used by those of

the peasantry who are still pagans at heart.® It

is not known when or under what authority this

custom was introduced, or to what extent it has
been adopted.

Litbraturb.—M. Winternitz, Gesch. der indisohen Littera-

tur, Leipzig, 1905 fl., ii. 00-134, gives a detailed account, with
examples of all the early Buddhist anthologies. An eailier

account is in Rhys Davids, Buddhism : its 12tst. and Lit,,

London, 1896. T. W. KHYS DAVIDS.

HYMNS (Celtic).—^Apart from scanty notices

in classical authors, documentary information re-

garding the continental Celts is lacking, and we
have no relics of their sacred chants or poetic in-

vocations or hymns. Cajsar writes that those who
went for instruction to the Druids ‘are said to

learn thei*e a great number of verses’ {de Bell.

Gall, vi, 14); and there can be little doubt that
many, if not all, of these were of a religious or
magical character—runes, poetic invocations and
incantations, and hymns. The prayers which ac-

companied sacrificial rites or were used in invoca-
tions and the like were perhaps couched in formulae
of verse like the Roman cannina. This is certain
so far as the battle-chants are concerned. These,
as well as the loud war-cries, are referred to by
several writers, and are called cantus, or ^5^? dwet-

XijTiK-ri. These ritual battle-chants were accom-
panied by a dance, as well as by the waving of
weapons and shields, and by measured noises—the
clashing of the weapons, etc. (cf. Livy, xxi. 28,
xxxviii. 17 ; Dio Cassius, Ixii. 12 ; Appian, Celtica,

8). In single combats, warriors chanted or de-
claimed as they advanced on their opponent (Sil.

Ital. iv. 278-280, Livy, vii.). After a victory an
exultant chant was sung (Livy, x. 26. 11, ovantes
moris sui carmine ; cf . xxiii. 24). These w^arrior-

chants were composed by bards, and doubtless in-

cluded both invocations of the war-gods and the
1 The translations into European languages are specified by

M. Winternitz, Qesch. der ind. Litteratur, li. 63.

2Sylvam Levy, in JA, 1913, has compared in detail one
chapter of this with the corresponding chapter of the Dhain-
mapada.

s That is as a whole ; see Anesaki, in JPTS, 1906, p. 50.
4 1-Tsing, Record of the Buddhist Religion, tr. J. Takakusu,

Oxford, 1896, pp. 162-167.
5 See R. 0. Childers, Pali-Bng. Dictionary, London, 1872-76,

S.tf.

recital of ancestral deeds ; and they may have

been a kind of spell ensuring the help of the gods.

Chants were likewise sung by the ‘ priestesses ’ of

Sena for the purpose of raising storms (Mela, iii. 6).

Such hymns were used also by the Irish Celts

(cf. Celts, vol. iii. p. 298®). A curious archaic

chant, preserved in the Book of Leinster, is said

to have been sung by Amairgen, the poet of the

Milesians, as they approached Ireland, and by its

means the magical dangers raised against them
were overcome. It is an invocation of Nature w
of the natural scenery and products of Ireland,

and was evidently a ritual chant used in times^ of

danger. The following represents the translation

given by H. d’Arbois de Jubainville {Cours de litt.

celt., Paris, 1883-1902, ii. 250; Book of Leinster,

12, 2 ; cf. the gloss on these lines cited by E. O’Curry,

Manners and Customs of th^ Ancient Irish, London,

1873, ii. 190)

:

‘ I invoke the land of Ireland I

Shining, shining sea

!

B’ertile, fertile hill

!

Wooded valley

!

Abundant river, abundant in waters I

Fish-abounding lake I

Fish-abounding sea !

Fertile earth !

Irruption of fish I

Fish there !

Bird under wave

!

Great fish !

Irruption of fish !

Fish-abounding sea
'

'

Such archaic formuhc, unrhymed and allitera-

tive, which have parallels in savage ritual, may
have been in common use. There is a similar one

in the words spoken after the destruction of Da
Derga’s hostel, by MacCecht on his finding water,

lie bathes in it and sings [ECel xxii. [1901] 400)

:

‘Cold fountain,
Surface of strand,

Sea of lake,

Water of Gara; stream of river

;

High spring well ; cold fountain.’

At a .still later period there is a trace of hymn-
invocations in Highland folk -custom in Lewis.

A man waded knee-deep into the sea and poured

out an offering of ale or gruel into the waters,

chanting

:

* 0 god of the sea,

Put weed m the drawing wave
To enrich the ground,
To shower on us food,’

Tliose on shore took up the strain in chorus,

their voices mingling with the noise of the waves
(A. Carmichael, Carmina Gadelica, Edinburgh,

1900, i. 163 ; cf. M. Martin, Descr. of the W. Isles

of Scotland'^, London, 1716, p. 28). In Ireland, the

Scottish Highlands, and Brittany many charms
still survive and are sung or chanted in connexion
with magical rites, usually for healing, or as in-

vocations for a variety of purposes. In these,

name.s of the Persons of the Trinity, the Virgin,

and the saints have taken the place of those of

older divinities (for these see Charms and Amu-

I

LETS [Celtic] and reff. there given). Scanty as

these data are, they prove sufficiently that the
agan Celts must have had a large number of

ymns, chants, and the like in common use.

Literature.—C. Jullian, Reckerches sur la religion gauloise,

Bordeaux, 1903 ; J. A. MacCuHoch, Religion of the Ancieid
Celts, Edinburgh, 1911. J . A. MACCULLOCH.

HYMNS (Chinese).—It must be premised that
idolatry is not social in its service in the way in

which Christianity is. The worshippers do not
gather together in a congregation to hymn the
praises of the gods, nor is singing employed by
those who go into the temples to present their

solitary petitions and prostrate themselves before

the images.
In ancestor-worship there is an approach to a

united service, but it is confined to the family oi
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clan, and the use in such worship of an ode or
hynan of ^aise is not entirely unknown. The Shi
King (or nook of Poetry) contains among odes and
folk-songs somehymns orsacred songs of filial piety,
which were in use in ancient times in the worship of
ancestors. The following is one used at one of the
services and addressed to the progenitor from
whom the kings of the Chow dynasty (1122-249
B.c.) traced their origin ;

* 0, thou accomplished great HMu-chi,
To thee alone ’twas given

To be, by what we owe to thee,
The correlate of Heaven.

On all who dwell within our land
Grain-food didst thou bestow :

•Tis to thy wonder-working hand
This gracious boon we owe.

God had the wheat and barley meant
To nourish all mankind.

None would have fathomed his intent
But for thy guiding mind.

Man’s social duties thou didst show
To every tribe and state :

From thee the social virtues flow.

That stamp our land “ The Great.” ’ >

A hymn in honour of his ancestors was sung
before the Emperor of China when he performed
ancestor-worship. It was divided into three parts,

and was begun when His majesty stood before the
table or altar on which were placed the representa-
tions of his ancestors. The second part was sung
while he performed the kow-tow; and, after the
offerings had all been made, the third part followed,

during which the spirits of the ancestors were
supposed to return to heaven. The hymn was
accompanied by music of a slow and solemn nature,

played on a number of instruments. The solem-

nity and pomp of the occasion were increased by
grave men who postured, and by their motions and
attitudes expressed the feelings which the Emperor
should evince at such a time, while the singers also

expressed in the words of the hymn the sentiments

that should actuate him. The first stanza of the

second part was as follows

:

*To you I owe my all, as I willingly confess.

Your body is the source of this body I possess.

The breath I breathe it comes from you,
From you the strength to dare and do.

When 'my deep gratitude I wish to make appear
And prompted by high duty devoutly I draw nigh,

I rejoice, Paternal Spirit, that you are present here,

Descending to greet me from your glorious home on high.’ 2

In the worship of Confucius—a State-worship

performed at stated times by high officials of

government—a stanza adulatory of the Sage was
chanted by a chorus

:

‘ Confucius ! Confucius !

Great indeed art thou, 0 Confucius.
Before thee

None like unto thee

;

After thee
None equal to thee.

Confucius ! Confucius

!

Great indeed art thou, 0 Oonfucius.’S

Hymns also are used in the worship of Heaven
and Earth. In the Taoist canon there are several

hymn-books containing hymns of aspiration and
of repentance, and hymns to the ‘Three Pure
Ones,’ as well as to other deities, such as ‘The
Dipper,’ or ‘ Charles’s Wain,’ and certain other

constellations and stars. ^ In the Buddhist books
used in worship there are also stanzas which are

chanted with the rest of the ritual employed in the

services. In both Taoist and Buddhist tracts

short hymns of praise to deities are to be found.

1 J. Legge, Religions of China^ London, 1880, p. 90 ; see also

‘ Shi King,’ in Legge, Chinese Classics, Hongkong, 1861-72, iv.

i 7, IV. ii. 7 IV. iii. 2. , , ,
2 Chinese Recorder, xv. [Shanghai, 1884] 61--64, and J. J. M.

Amiot, ‘ M6moire sur la musique des Chinois,’ in Mimoires sur

les Chinois, vi. [Pans, 1779] Iff.
,

3 G. G. Alexander, Confucius, the Great Teacher, London,

1890, p. 297.
4 L. Wieger, Le Canon taoiste, Paris, 1911, pp. 73, 169-160,

168. 191

The old rural processions in Greece and Rome,
which were mixed vdth religious ideas, had a
counterpart in the China of Confucius, and the
Sage countenanced them.^ These ceremonies of

No, as they were called, >vere somewhat of the
nature of a play, and the processions were com-
posed of singers. The performers at the present
day sing as they go round. The name now is

Yang ko, ‘raising a song,’ and a Buddhist priest
in modern times forms one of the number. ^

The celebrated Venetian traveller, Marco Polo,
in his account of funerals at the city of Kinsay
(the modern Hang Chow), says that the mourners
follow the corpse to the sound of music ‘ and sing-
ing hymns to their idols,’ and that
*the instruments which they have caused to be played at
his funeral and the idol hymns that have been chaunted shall
also be produced again to w'elcome him in the next world

;
and

that the idols themselves will come to do him honour.’

8

Literatuxb.—

T

his is cited in the footnotes.

J. Dyer Ball.
HYMNS (Greek Christian).—The vast accumu-

lation of Christian hymns in the Greek language
falls, in respect of form, into three sections diti'er-

ing widely in magnitude and importance. Thus
we have ( 1 ) the prose hymns of Christian antiquity

;

(2) Christian hymns in the ancient quantitative
metres ; and (3) the new rhythmical compositions
of Byzantine hymnody, the metre of which de-
pends upon the enumeration of syllables and the
stress accent.

I. Prose hymns.—The first praise-book of Greek-
speaking Christians was the Psalter in the LXX
version. This was at an early period supplemented
by an appendix containing other Biblical passages,
nine of which, already brought together in the
Codex Alexandrinus, form the group of so-called

Songs, viz. (i. ) and (ii.) the Songs of Moses (Ex
and Dt 32^*^®); (iii.) that of Hannah (1 S 21'^®);

(iv.) Habakkulc (Hab 3); (v.) Isaiah (Is 26®'®®)
;

(vi.) Jonah (Jon 2®’i®)
;

(vii.) and (viii.) the Three
Holy Children (Dn and LXX [=Three
8-34. S5-6I])

. and (ix.) Mary and Zechariah (Lk P®’®®*
®’’^®). Here we should note that the mode of

rendering these Biblical lyrics was of decisive im-
portance for the development of Greek hymnody
in the centuries to follow ; they were recited by a
single person, while the congregation, or, as repre-

senting it, the choir, simply responded at the end
of every verse with a short refrain, the hypopsalma.
Such hypopsalmata (a list of which, as used in

Constantinople in the early Middle Ages, is still

extant [DACL i. 3031 ff. ; cf. 2467 f.]) may be said
to constitute the simplest form of Christian prose
hymnody in the Greek language.
Even in the 1st cent., however, we can trace the

production of new Christian hymns, for which the
Greek text of the ‘ Psalms of David ’ served as a
model ; and, as that text has no regular metrical
structure, the imitations likewise were composed
in prose form. Now and then we hear the echoes
of such ‘ psalms and spiritual songs ’ in the Epistles

of Paul and the Apocalypse (see Eph 1 Ti 1^®

316 ei5£.^ 2 Ti 211-13, Tit 3^-7, Ja li^ [Julian, Diet, of
Hymnol.^, London, 1907, p. 458'*]) ; and in the 2nd
cent, we find a non-Christian writer, Pliny the
Younger [Ep, x. 97), speaking of the ‘ carmen ’ in

which—as an essential element of their worship

—

the Christians of Bithynia glorified ‘ Christ as their

God secum invieem,’ z.e. probably, in some kind of

antiphonal song. The statement of the heathen
writer strikingly recalls ‘the psalms and hymns
written by the brethren from the beginning,’ which,
on the testimony of a work against Artemon,
quoted by Eusebius {EE V. xxviii. 5) as by an un-
known writer of the early part of the 3rd cent.,

1 Legge, Chinese Classics, i. 97.
2 J. Edkins, Chinese Buddhism, London, 1880, p. 269 f.

3 Marco Polo, ed. H, Yule2, London, 1874, ii, 174 f.
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praised ‘Christ the Word of God, calling Him
God/ The hymn which was composed by Atheno-
genes, who suffered martyrdom in the reign of
Septimius Severus (193-211), and to which St.

Basil appealed (c?<j Spir. Sane. 29) in support of

the Deity of the Holy Spirit, was probably one of
those primitive prose hymns. An early Christian
hymnal of this kind— the ‘Odes of Solomon’

—

fragments of which had long been known in a
Coptic translation, has been recently re-discovered,
almost complete, in a Syriac version. But whether
the Gr. text upon wliich the two versions un-
doubtedly rest was the original or was itself a
translation from Hebrew ; wliether these spiiited

lyrics are, as a whole, of Christian origin, or
simply a Christian redaction of a Jewish original

;

whether they are Gnostic or Montanistic produc-
tions or hymns of the Catholic Church—these
questions are still in dispute, and may perhaps
never find a definite answer. It may at all events
be taken as a fact that a type of religious poetry
designed to compete with the OT i'salter was
zealously cultivated in Gnostic circles. Certain
pieces in the Apocryphal Acts of Thomas and
Acts of John give us an idea of the nature of such
heretical compositions, although in the case of those
in the Acts of Thomas the Syriac text is probably
the original.

The favour enjoyed by such non-Biblical pieces
among heretics naturally led the Church to make
a stand against them and their use in Divine
service. Thus Paul of Saiiiosata, writing not
later than a.d. 260-270, sought to justify the sup-
pression of certain ‘ psalms ’ In praise of Christ, to
which he objected on the ground that they were of
quite recent origin (Eus, HE Vli. xxx. lU). Never-
tlieless, the Church of the 4th cent, still lield in
high regard various prose hymns whic.li were un-
doubtedly a legacy from the pre-Constantinian
period, and at least two of these maintain to the
present day an important place in the worship of
the Greek Church, (a) The evening hymn sung
at the close of vespers, the 'CKapbv, is attested
c, 375 by St. Basil (loc. cit.) as a iiuivei sally
known part of Evening Prayer, the origin of wliicii

was altogether unknown. (6) 'flie corresponding
morning hymn, the Ad^a iv v^la-roiSj &€(p, called ‘ the
Great Doxology ’—an extended form of the original
on which the Western ‘ Gloria in excelsis ’ is based—occurs in the group of hymns appended to the
Codex Alexandrinus, and also in a moie archaic
redaction at the end of l>k. vii. of the Apostolic
Constitutions. In the former ])Iace is found another
evening hymn and a hymn-like grace before meat.
Moreover, the Or. original of a short hymn to
which the Buie of St. Benedict (ed. W’oelfilin,
Leipzig, 1895, p. 25. 20) gives a place in the monastic
Morning Office of the Western Church is, at least,
not of later origin than these. A relatively early
origin must be assignetl likewise to another prose
text having the essential features of a hymn, viz.
the ‘Prologue,’ which in the consecration of water
at the Feast of Epiphany precedes the consecration
prayer proper, and is a glorification of the day
upon which Jesus was baptized in the Jordan,
akin to the Easter * Exultet ’ of the Homan libuigy.
Of this there are, besides the Greek, a Slavic
and a remarkably interesting Armenian version.
Certain Gnostic featui'es still adhering to it show
that its composition was long prior to the days
of St. Sophronius of Jerusalem (f 638), to whom
it is ascribed, apparently without MS authority,
in the printed edd. of tlie Gr. Euchologion.

2. Hymns in classical metres.—Besides the
prose hymns connected wfith the Gr. version of the
OT, we find also, from the 2nd cent., a Graeco-
Christian hynanody employing the ancient poetic
forms. It is in accordance with the general posi-

tion of Gnosticism in the religious sphere that it

took the lead here, and guided the development
along fresh lines.

We are unable to say whether the ‘psalms’ or ‘odes’ of

Basilides and a psalm-book of Jlaicion oi the Marcionitea
attested by the Frat;mentum Muratonanum belonged to the
prose or the metrical type. But a b>mn of the Naa&enes and a
specimen of the psalms of Valentinus, inserted by Hippolytus ir.

his Ffidosophoumena (v. 10, vi. oi), both exhibit logatyiuc ana-
ptcsts, and thus, in spite of a certain irreg-ulanty ortrraUnent,
show indubitably that here the Gnostic hyinnology studiously
followed the traditional forms of ancient lyrical oumpobitiou.

In the sphere of Catholic Ciirisiianiiy the new'
style appears in the hymn to Christ w'ltli w^hich

Clement of Alexandria closes his Fevdagogus.
Apart from its introductory lines, wdncli are of

very doubtful authenticity, this hymn is mani-
festly composed in aiiapiests, and, as com])ared
with the Gnostic survivals, exhibits an even more
rigid adherence to the law's of classical metre,
while its contents do not seem to preclude the
possibility that compositions of the kind w'ere

actually used in the service of the Alexandrian
churches about the beginning of the 3r(l ceiituiy.

The further stages of a dev’clopnient wdiich doubt-
less begins at this point are certainly very obscure.

The h'^.t of the works of Ilippolytus inscn'ocd noon his statue
in the I>ateran makes mention of ‘Odes ' We heui of c'u Kl;vp-
tian bishop named Nepos as a prolinc unter »*f p'-.dm'i about
the middle of the lird cent. (Uiony^ms of Ale\audiia, up.
JiiiHebius, HP vn. x\»\. 4), and of I in,, f .i«, a riLtorousl’, dnal-
istic ascetic, likewise an Eucyptian {r, who \v'ro!e ‘p'-aliny

of a new kind' (Eiiipiiamus, atfe. Lviii. 3{/-*(rxlii. I7Gj);

I

and we may assiiiiie cliat all these writers \vot’k(‘d upon the
lines of the deMdopmou* hi ‘

! .in. Ithoicxh tiie histonc.ii

data are not suUicieiit *1111 '
. i i.i li.^ pothesis.

To the hymn of Clement, however, is closely

allied in a formal W'ay a fnignient pres(3rved in a

papyrus of the Aniher.st Collection ; this also is in

anapjc.stic metre, and dates piohably s'roin the 3i'd

rather than the 4th century, lb has been dc.scribed

as a versified ethical catechi&m of early i ’hristen-

dom, although it might quite as fitly he ri'gaided
as a hymn forming part oi the liturgy (d‘ iiiUiation,

and addres.sed to the newdy baptized. By leason
oftheiorinal chsiractcrlstlcs w'hich difieicntiato if

from Clement’s hymn to Christ, it is ol great in-

terest in the development of Greek hymnooy.
Its anopicsts, c.//., are constructed with aa mu(‘h rc'^ard to

accent as to (piani-itv, and it thus mari.M the tr.ow.f i«m fro. j

the older iiietrc.s of quantity to tlie newer luetjes oi accent;
while its verses are linl.cal logetlier bv the tlaice-i'0 |)e.ated
artifice of the alphabetical acrostic, winch was to form so
prominent a feature in the rhythmical hymns of the Church.
This artifice i.s also the connectin'^- mt’dium between the

stroplics of a hymn—like wuse in anap.rsuc measure—which
purports to be sung by a soul enterin;^ idler death into the cii-

joynicntot etex*nal bliss, and the condusion of which is found
in a Berlin papyrus. Above all, tlie acro-.tic forms the coo-
iiective between the slmphes of the ‘psalm 'of the vin'm-,
with which yi. Methodius of Olympms (t c. Kll) cnnchidca I*.-*

Sj/mposioii. The latter is perhaps not entirel;y unrelated to t

ancient Parthenia of Aleman and i’lndrir. But in t he expanai . e
freedom of its iambic rhythms it conforms not less closely to
the accentual style of rhythmical verse man does the anajKO'-tic
text of the Amherst papyrus, and in the ep/u/mmun rejieaUvi
after each strophe there appears for the liz.st time anotlh-r
feature which came to be of j^reat importance for that k ofi

of composition. We may, therefore, reprard this nroduction,
which was in the first instance purely literal^, as tlie represen
tative of really vital elements in contemporary iifcurgy.

An altogether different type appears iu the ai chain
Grfeco-Christian lyrics of the subserpient part of
the 4th and the beginning of the 5th century.
While it is explicitly said of the here.siarcli Apolli-
naris, bishop of Laodicea from a.d. 361, that he
sou|^ht to win acceptance for his doctrines by com
posing short metrical lyrics intended for the use
not only of the community in public w'orship, but
also of individuals in their hours of w'ork or re-
creation (Soc. HE iii. 16), yet in general this type of
lyric took a course w'hich from tlie outset divergeil
w'ideiy from the sphere of congregational w'or.ship.

This is true not only of the lost ‘Odes’ in w*hich
the younger Apollinaris (rather than his father)
tried to emulate the art of Pindar, and of the
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extant hexameter paraphrase of the Psalms which
hears his name ; it holds good equally of the hynm-
like poems which are found in the rich and varied
literaiy heritage of St. Gregory of Nazianzus, by
far the most eminent representative of this school
(t SS9 or 390). As altogether subjective expressions
of personal piery, these compositions of Gregory,
which in their learned perfection of form are closely
akin to the Hellenistic poetry of the Ptolemaic
period, cannot possibly be regarded as liturgical
prayers uttered by a Christian assembly. Of the
ten extant ‘ hymns ’ in the Doric dialect composed
by the Neo-Platonic philosopher Synesius, who be-
came bishop of Gyrene in 406 or 409, not more than
five in all (nos. 5 and 7-10) belong to the Christian
period of their author, and these, no less than the
poems of Gregory, exhibit an individualistic spirit

and a technical structure incompatible with their
liturgical use.
In the Byzantine period the classical metres sometimes

employed in hymnody as in other kinds of poetrj- came to be
reduced m effect to two, viz. the Anacreontic strophe and
iambic trimeter. Hymns to saints are first found among the
Anacreontics of St. Sophronius, in which the artistic devices
and forms of the new rhythmical poetry appear in the linking
together of the le^ular strophes bj the alphabetical acrostic
and the introduction of a stanza with a different metrical
structure after every four stiophes. As regards the poems
which in them general style may be compared’ with the hj-nins
of the Western writer Prudentius, there is, again, good reason
to doubt whether they were ever actually used in the litui gy.
Such liturgical use, on the other hand, is clearlj’^ implied by the
note indicating the ecclesiastical tone to which the Anacreontic
penitential hymn of a certain Syncellus Elias w^as to be sung,
and here, too, the strophes are connected by the alf>habeiical
acrostic. The iambic ti'imeter w-as used by Georgius Pisides,
deacon in the Church of St. Sophia in Constantinople in the
reign of Heraclius (610-C41), in an Easter liymn of 129 verses

;

though It is certain that this w'ork never held a place in the
liturgy. As regards a truly liturgical t^-pe of composition in
rhythmical verse, we find that St. John ot Damascus (cf. below,

3 (5)) employed the ancient dramatic metre in his three canons
—for Christmas, Epiphany, and Pentecost, respectively—in
which the initial letters of the iambic verses form an acrostic
of two elegiac distichs. It is tiue that this artifice produced
no imitations worthy of note, and it was left for a much later
writer, Manuel Philes, in the first half of the 14th cent., to
commit the barbarism of recasting in quantitative iambic tri-

meters one ot the noblest examples of accentual sacred song in
the early period, the hymn Akathistos (cf. below, 3 (i)).

3. Rhythmical hymnody.—The earliest examples
of Greeco-Christian sacred poetry in a metrical form
based upon the stress accent alone are found in two
of the poems of St. Gregory of Nazianzus, where
they appear strangely out of keeping with their
surroundings. One of them at least, an evening
song addressed to Christ, is of the nature of a
hymn. The fact which conditioned the develop-
ment of the new type of hymnography was that
Greek had in ever gi-eater measure lost the quanti-
tative distinction of its vowels. The development
was prepared for by the artistic prose of the
rhetoricians, and was in an equal degree influenced
by the example of Christian Semitic poetry, which
was accentual from the outset. Besides tire aban-
donment of quantitative metre, there were two
artistic devices which had an important influence
upon the new gmre^ viz. rhyme and the acrostic.

The purely rhetorical use of rhyme emanated un-
questionably from Greek prose, which in the hands
01 Christian preachers made use of it with increas-

ing frequency, v/hile the employment of the acrostic

was based essentially on Semitic models, though,
as has already been noted, an occasional use of

this artifice can be traced in the earlier poetic
composition. Whether and to what extent, in
addition to the influence of the ancient litera^
prose, that of ancient quantitative metre made it-

self felt in the extraordinarily copious and artistic

foims assumed by the new rhythmical poetry must
be left an open question.

(1) The simplest type of rhythmical hymnody

—

a type to which the two merely tentative pieces in

the poems of St. Gregory of Nazianzus form a direct

link of transition—is found in a class of liymns

with lines of equal length, to which attention ha.«

been paid only in recent times. 01 a group of

primitive compositions of this type one example,
found in a papyrus of the 6th or 7th cent., has pei
manently maintained a regular place in the ‘ Great
Apodeipnon,’ the solemn compline for Lent in the
Greek rite. The other components of the grou])

must also have been actually intended for a plact

in the liturgy. One of them is a special form o.

Evensong for the twofold festival of the Birth ano
Baptism of Christ, still celebrated together on the
6th of Januaiy (cf. artt. Christmas, Epiphany)
Another begins Vvuth what are in reality the opening
words of a hymn after communion, of which a piece
in the Anti^jkonary of Bangor (ed. F. E. Warren,
London, 1893-95, i. 32 v, Ad oommonicare, ‘ Corpus
domini acci[)iinus ’) may be a Latin translation. All
these were x^robabiy composed in the 5th century.
•To the same j period belongs a song in adoration

of the Cross on Good Friday which is found only
in MS liturgies of the Italian Basiiians. Its two-
line strophes, which already indicate the beginnings
of a less sinijiie metrical structuie, aie connected
by means of the alphabetical acrostic, which it has
in common with several other kindred poems (on
the Mother of God, for Ciiiistmas, for the festival

of the Presentation in the Temple).
This form was resorted to at an early period in Greek imita-

tions of the poetic meditations of St. Ephraim. Subsequently it

was used oiil> exceptionall}’^ and in unpretentious compositions
of a wholly personal character ; as, e.fy,, in a v/xt-o? e/c irpotrcoTrov

BacrtXetou rov Secnrorov b}? Pbotius (t 881), and in a penitential
hymn ox the Emperor Leo vi. (886-912)—compositions in strophes,
which exhibit alphabetical acrostics, and the accentual metre
of ivhich seeks to imitate the quantitative Anacreontic.

(2) Dependence u{)on the Semitic poetry of Syria,
of which St. Ephraim (t 373) was the chief repre-
sentative in Nisibis and Edessa, appears in the
principal form of ancient Byzantine hymnody, viz.

the hontaldon. Here the Eastern Aramaic class

of sdgtthd was of fundamental importance, though
this, again, in its characteristic fe^^tures can be
fully understood only as a product of Hellenistic
influence. Its fructifying etiects upon the work of

Greek hymn-writers, according to a recent theory,
were to a great extent mediated by Greek preachers.
The use of the (originally alphabetical) acrostic, an
introductory stanza of a difleient metrical struc-

ture, the refrain, or ephymnion^ sung by a choir,

which, breaking in upon the solo parts, 'hound to-

gether 'pro(jimion or huhiilion and the ordinary
strophes, or oihoi houses ’), and a highly dramatic
treatment of the subject—such were the features
borrowed from Syrian hymnody. The rhetorical

splendour of the diction, and an artistic structure
ot line and stanza which was intimately related to

the melody and did not need to fear comparison
with the most elaborate metrical examples of

ancient choral lyric poetry, were eontiibutions of

the Greek genius. Of Greek origin likev ise were
those forms of the acrostic which, instead of being
alphabetical, give the name of the writer, or the
theme, or the liturgical purpose of the piece

—

forms which, it is true, are found also in the
Carmina Nisibena of Ephraim.

If the Virgins' Psalm of Methodius may be regfarded as a
transitional form between the himins imitative of ancient models
and the kontakion, theie are other two early compositions which
show how the new mode was related to tiie prose hymn. These
are (a) a purely prose hymn which is found, almost intact, in a
6th cent papyrus in the John Rylands Library, and which in

its alphabetical acrostic and its short ephymnion (Kvpie^ S6^a
<rci) exhibits two essential features of the kontakion ; and (b) a
complete for Good Friday, which, however, surrenders
the prose form for accentual metre only in the ephymnion, and
which, like a related poem for Palm Sunday, is known thus far

only in the Italo-Greek liturg^y. The Good Friday kontakion is

of interest also as regards its theme, being the eailiest example
of a lamentation supposed to be spoken by the suffering Saviour,
after the style of the Western impropena.

The new species of poetic composition is first

met with in its full maturity in a series of hymns
and iragments of hymns which, like the earliest
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examples just specified, are anonymous. The
oldest instance is probably a kontakion on the first

man, showing simple four-line strophes and the
alphabetical acrostic. A lamentation of Adam for

the loss of Paradise, as also a kontakion (dating
from before 553) on the ‘ holy fathers ’ of the earliest

councils, and a fragment of another on Elijah and
the widow of Zarephath, deserve mention as
compositions of singular vigour and beauty. If

Cyriacus, the writer of a hymn on the raising of

Lazarus, could with confidence be identified with
the Palestinian ascetic of the same name who, on
the testimony of his biographer, Cyril of Scythopolis
{AS^ Sept. viii. [1865] 151), acted as choirmaster
{mvovdpxni) in the Laura of St. Chariton for thirty-

one years (from 488), we should have to regard him
as the earliest writer of kontakia known to us by
name. But the unrivalled master in this kind of

composition was Komanus, the deacon, who in the
centuries following was revered as a saint and dis-

tinguished by the epithet of ‘the Melodist.*
Romanus, born at Emesa of Jewish parents, removed from

Beirut, where iie had laboured in the Church of the Resurrec-
tion, to Constantinople in the reigrn of the Emperor Anastasma
(491-518), probably towards its close, and jQlled the magnificent
churches of Justinian's day with the music of his hymns. His
sacred poems, according to a notice that is probably legendary,
numbered nearly one thousand. Some eighty pieces bearing
his name have survived, though with a legacy of authentic
productions of undeniable merit tradition has mingled much
that is spurious and inferior. The poets Dometius and Anastaaius
mav be regarded as nearly contemporary with Romanus. Of
the anonymous compositions of his time the most outstanding
is the festal hymn for the second dedication of the Hagia Sophia
of Justinian (662).

In this first and golden age of Byzantine hymnody,
however, as in later times, it was not customary to
create a new form of strophe and a corresponding
melody for each fresh composition. On tlxe con-
trary, the metre and melody of older pieces were
frequently adopted. The typical strophe used as
the pattern either of the kukulion or of the oikoi of
a later song was called its hivrmos (‘series’).

The heirmos reproduced in the oikoi of the so-
called hymn Akathistos had already been used by
Romanus, and the nucleus of that hymn must
therefore have been composed as early as the 6tli

cent., and probably in the first third of it. Tradi-
tion assigns the highly esteemed Song in honour
of Mary variously to Romanus himself and to a
considerably later writer, Sergius, patriarch of
Constantinople (t 638), while Georgius Pisides and
even as late a writer as Photius have also been
credited with its authorship.

Originally a kwntakion on the Annunciation, this production
of the 6th cent, seems to have been subsequently transformed
by the addition of a new kukulion into a song of thanksgiving
addressed to the Most Blessed Virgin by the city of Con-
stantinople for deliverance in the stress of war, and in sill

probabilit}^ the change was made at the time when the city was
threatened by the Avars in 626. It was at that period also that
twelve of its twenty-four strophes were furnished with doxologies
beginning with the word —ascriptions which form a signal
contrast to the short ephymnion of a simple Alleluia at the end
of the other twelve, and give a peculiar .stamp to the whole.

In its enlarged form the hymn Akathistos was
occasionally imitated, as in a lyric on St. Sabas
the Younger by a melodist named Orestes, and in
others on the Falling Asleep of the Most Holy
Mother of God and on the Holy Cross by unknown
authors. Even in later centuries, indeed, certain
writers added not a little to the store of kontakia
in the Greek Church. Writers whose compositions
belong in the main to another and a later poetic
type, such as Theodorus Studites and Joseph the
Hymnographer (cf. below, (5)), cultivated also the
older form. Bub in genuine poetic qualities the
productions of the later period, destitute as they
are, above all, of dramatic power, are far inferior
to those of the 6th century. Then from the 10th
cent, the kontakion itself lost the place which it
had hitherto held in the liturgy.
The book known as the Tropologim^ in which the hymns of

this class were collected, fell more and more into oblivion.

Only a few strophes of the older hymns, and at length—apart
from the kukulidm—generally but one, retained a permanent
place in the daily office, and the poems composed for this office

under the names of kontakion and oikos (or oikoi) were mere
imitations of such mutilated survivals. The kontakim of

Romanus for Christmas, however, continued to be sung annually
on the 25th of December, even at the Emperor's festive board,

until the downfall of the Eastern Empire. The Akathistos still

forms the nucleus of a festival office dedicated to the Mother of

God on the Saturday of the fifth week in Lent, and for the
popular religious sentiment of the Orthodox East it takes the
place filled conjointly by the Litany of Loreto, the rosary,

and the Te Deum in the Roman Catholic West Finally, the
impressive funeral kontakion of Anastasius—though in a much
mutilated form—is used to the present day in the office for the
burial of priests.

i (3) As compared with the kontakion^ which in

the zenith of its vogue appears to have been called

also the tropos, the term troparion^ a diminutive
of the latter word, signified a shorter form of what
was essentially the same thing: it was a single

strophe constructed generally of accented lines of

various kinds, the part perfox’ined by the precentor
being, at least originally, supplemented by an
ephymnion sung by the congregation or the choir.

We learn the nature of this species of sacred song in its

earliest form from the troparia with which St. Auxentius, a
prominent representative of Greek monachism, enriched public
worship in Bithynia and Constantinople in the first half of
the 6th cent., and specimens of which have been preserved by
his contemporary biographer Georgius (PG cxiv. 1412). They
are artless pieces, composed of a few short lines of lyrical

rhythmical prose, in which genuine piety finds homely though
effective expression. Anthimus, a pupil of Auxentius, once a
court official, latterly a deacon and presbyter of the Church,
and Timocles, his contemporary, who are said to have flourished
c. 457, are named as the leading representatives of what was
probably a more artistic type of troparion, although nothing
survives that can be definitely ascribed to them.

The rich developmentwhich this form of liturgical

poetry likewise speedily attained, more especially
on the native soil of the kontakion^ Le. in Greek-
^eaking Syria, can still be seen in the so-called

uctoeckos of Severus of Antioch—a complete hymn-
book, the groundwork of which was laid by that
celebrated exponent of Monophysitism in the years
512-518. This invaluable liturgical monument,
lost in the original, is preserved in the revised
form which Jacob of Edessa re-constructod in 675
from the older Syriac translation executed by a
bishop of Edessa named Paul.

Its component pieces, 366 in number, are, without exception,
bTics of a single strophe, and in their general structure are all

to be classed as tropaiia, although they exhibit a special and
characteristic feature in the fact that by far the larger number
of them were meant to be sung m connexion with a verse from
the Psalms. Many of them already show an affinity, in manifold
forms of expression, with the numerous troparia found in the
later liturgical books of the Greek rite. On the other hand,
a group of its texts, meant for use in the celebration of the
Eucharist and called prosphorikoi^ bear, in virtue of their archaic
style, a close resemblance to the troparia of Auxentius.

Besides Severus, two contributors of special
importance are John bar AphtCnyft (t 538), and
John surnanied Psaltes, both archimandrites in
the monastery of Qen-nesr6 on the Euphrates. A
terminus ad quern even for the latest poems in the
original collection is found in the date of Paul’s
translation, which may be assigned to 619-629.
A number of very short pieces seem to be of even
earlier date than those of Severus. Two of the
lyi-ics in this Syriac hymn-book are definitely called
‘Alexandrian.’

In point of fact the ancient Greek liturgj* of Egypt also must
have had its own stock of troparia. To that must oe assigned,
first of all, the residue of hymns for the Feast of Epiphany found
in a papyrus of the Archduke Rainer’s Collection—lyrics which
some, probably overshooting the mark, would trace back to
the first half of the 4th, if not even to the 3rd century. Be-
sides ostraka and various papyrus fragments, the Egyptian
Monophysite Church has preserved further materials of great
value in this connexion. Thus troparia^ definitely so designated
in their original Greek and in a Saidic translation, are furnished
by fragments of the earlier MS liturgies of the Coptic rite. The
almost indescribable state of neglect in which the Greek text
of these fragments has been left points to the lapse of a con-
siderable interval between the date of their composition and
that of the surviving transcripts. Nevertheless, a terminus
ad guem is indicated by the fact that several of them are based
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on ih^Trisagion in its distinctively Monophvsite expansion.
These Egyptian texts may, therefore, be regarded as of con-
temporary origin with those of the hymn-book of Severus.

The rapidity with which the entire public worship
of theGreek Orthodox Church came to be permeated
by the troparion is shown by a very interesting
account which two monks named Johannes and
Sophronius have given of a visit paid bv them to
Mt. Sinai, probably towards the close of the 6th
cent. (Pitra, Juris eccl. Grcec, hist, et 7non. i. 2205).
Here they found an anchorite, NUiis by name,
living in complete seclusion from the world, and
adhering to a form of Church daily prayer which
on principle he kept clear of the new-fangled em-
bellishments of liturgical poetry.
With his uncompromising devotion to antiquity, the writers

contrast what, in its conjunction of troparia with the essentially
Biblical elements of the Sunday Office, was for them ‘the rule
of the Catholic and Apostolic Church ’ According to that rule,
they say, the Kiipte e/ceKpa^o, i.e. Pss 140. 141. 129 and 116 in
vespers, and a selection from the nine Biblical songs, viz. the
7th, Sth, and, from the 9th, Lk 146-55 (the ‘Magnificat’ of the
West), as also Pss 14S-150, called the Ainoi, in matins, were
associated with a series of troparia. Each of the three parts
into which the psalmody of matins preceding the rendering of
the odes was divided was followed by a hymn of the same class,
called a kathisma, and in the rendering or the odes a corre-
sponding piece, called a mesodion^ marked a pause after the
3rd and 6th odes. In vespers, finallv, a troparion was conjoined
with the evening hymn tAapot', and in matins, another,
specially commemorative of the Resurrection, was combined
with the Great Doxology.

We bhall meet with not a few of such elements
of a poetic character in the final form of the Greek
Office, and we may, therefore, safely assume that
many of the compositions performing a like service
in that office date from the 6th century. Although
we have not the necessary external evidence from
which to draw definite conclusions regarding such
ancient works, yet tradition furnishes the date of
certain very old troparia which hold to this day
an honoured place in the Eucharistic liturgy of
the Greek Church. We are told that the Emperor
Justinian himself (527-565) was the author or the
Christologically important troparion entitled *0

fjLovoyev^s 'Tt(5s, which comes shortly before the Scrip-
ture lessons. In the reign of his successor, Justin ii.

(565-578), the ‘ Cherubic Hymn ’wiiich accompanies
the procession knoTsm as the ‘ Great Entrance ’ was
inserted in the Byzantine Mass ; while other two
pieces, the ToO del-irvov <rov rod iivcttlkov and the 'ZiyTj-

(rdru) iracra jSporeta, which are substituted for
that hymn on Maundy Thursday and Easter Even
respectively, are probably not of later origin. The
introduction of a troparion to be sung alter Com-
munion (nX77pw0'))rc(? TO crrdyua pp.Q:v) is assigned to
the year 624, and of another (NO*/ ai dvvdjaeis tu>v

oipavQv)j which takes the place of the Cherubic
Hymn in the Mass of the Pre-sanctified, to 645.

(4) The early Antiochene troparia of JSeverus’s

hymn-book, perhaps because they are essentially
connected with verses from the Psalms, are assigned
to a distinct class, the antiphon (Syr. ma'nithd).
On the testimony of the Western pilgrim Etheria,
or Eucheria [Feregrinatio, xxiv. 5, xxvii., xxix.,
xxxi. 5, XXXV., xxxvii., xl., xliii. 5, xlvii.), lyrics

bearing that title, together with * hymns’ and
* psalms,’ had already won an important place in
the worship of the cnurches in Jerusalem towards
the close of the 4th century. In the Greek liturgy
of the following period a hymn formed of a Biblical
passage and a hgpopsalma rendered between the
verses by two different choirs alternately was re-

garded as ‘antiphonal.’ Here it was customary
at first to render whole psalms in this way;
later, with increasing frequency, a few verses
only Avere sung. The hypopsalma^ again, in

extending beyond the narrower limits of the
formulje originally employed, developed first of

all into a somewhat longer prose formula, as
found, e,g,, in the three antiphons at the begin-
ning of the Eucharistic liturgy. Afterwards, how-

ever, it became the practice to introduce a real
troparion, of Avhich eitlier the whole or the con-
cluding part was repeated betAveen the verses of
the Biblical passage ; characteristic examples of
the latter method are retained to the present day
in the vespers for Christmas and Epiphany. This
unvarying repetition of a single troparion, how-
ever, AA’-as at length superseded by a whole series
of such pieces, each of Avhich Avas sung but once by
either of the choirs, and thus, Avhen these troparia
Avere welded into an integral whole either by an
acrostic or by an ephymnion common to all, there
arose a distinct artistic type ot antiphon.

It niav be assumed that the use of this form of choral an was
not altogether infrequent at an earlier stage of liturgical de-
velopment. An extant example is furnished by the third of the
fifteen so-called antiphons of Good Friday, which an unreliable
tradition ascribes to St. Cyril of Alexandria. Generally, how-
ever, Avhat we find here in the early period is a combination of
verses of psalms with troparia which have no definite inner link
of connexion, and at the present day even the v erses ot psalms
formerly so employed have disappeared, so that only the name
of the antiphon now survives.
The name ‘ antiphon ’ came also to be associated with the .so-

called anabatkmoi, which had a recognized place in the matins of
Sundays and important feast days, as also in the office of burial.
The anabatkmoi are two senes of poetical paraphrases of the
beginning and middle of the Psalms of Degrees (119-130 and 132)
in two troparia^ to which was attached, as a sequel to the
Lesser Doxology (A6$a Harpi xal Yt(3, k.t.A.), a third troparion
in praise of the Holy Spirit. It must be taken for granted that
these very ancient forms likewise were originallj' intended to be
used in an antiphonal rendering of the psalms in question.

Finally, special significance seems at one time to
have attached to an antiphonal rendering of Ps liS.
That psalm, sung antiphonally in combination
with a hypopsalma of very short fornnilae, has
remained a regular feature of the burial service.
In similar manner the stichera (see below, (6)), called
from their opening words Ai dyyeXLKal, which come
before us as the work of Komanus, and Avhich,
divided into short groups, are used at the present
day in the matins for the 20tli-24th, 28th, and 30th
of December for quite a different purpose—forming
a peerless festal nymn on the Redeemer’s birth in
the stable at Bethlehem—must originally have
been the poetic investment of an effective three-
fold antiphon constructed with the aid of the same
psalm. On the other hand, a lyric in its own way
not less magnificent, though doubtless of much
later date, is now combined with Ps 118 in a
peculiar antiphonal rendering for the matins of
Easter Even.
These are the so-called enkomia—comprising a markedly

poetical lament at the Saviour’s bier—which, surviving in vari-
ous recensions, and bearing the names of various writers, as,
e.g,, Germanus, Michael Files, an archimandrite called Ignatius,
and a patriarch called Arsenius, perhaps go no further back
than the 12th or 13th century. Similar enkomia were composed
at a later date in honour of the Mother of God and John the
Baptist, and—at least in the local form of worship prevalent in
Jerusalem—a funeral hymn upon the former, an imitation of
the enkomia of Easter Even, has permanently retained a place
of importance as a special feature in the matins of the 15th of
August.

(5) The essential feature of the antiphon, i.e,

the organic combination of tropai'ia with a Biblical
passage, appears also in the structure of the canon,
which was the leading form of hymnody from the
Sth cent., and which from the 10th cent, super-
seded the older JcontaMon in the liturgy. The
canon, to speak more precisely, is a mode in which
the singing of troparia is combined Avith all the
Biblical songs recited in matins, the short and
unvarying hypopsalma of an earlier day giving
place to poetical strophes of considerable length and
of the same metrical structure. The consistent
application of this principle led necessarily to the
composition of very long poems in nine parts, in
each of which the number of strophes formed upon
a particular model strophe as a heirmos corresponds
to the number of verses in the associated Biblical
song. A composition essentially of this kind is

actually found in the so-called ‘ Great Canon,’ a
penitential poem of tAvo hundred and fifty t^vpa^ia,
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which, notwithstanding its rhetorical embellish-
ment and its wearisome difiuseness, is of a most
impressive character, and is now recited annually
on the Thursday of the fifth week in Lent, in
exactly the same way as the hymn Akathistos two
days later.

Its author was Andreas, archbishop of Crete (t 740), a native
of Damascus, who, trained in the clerical circles of Palestine,
became in his youth secretary to the patriarch of Jerusalem,
and then lived in Constantinople for a considerable time pre-
vious to his promotion to the archbishopric. He was a prolific
writer, and in the tiadition of the Eastern Church is actually
regarded as the inventor of the new poetic form, to which was
applied the name of ‘ Canon,’ hitherto given to the whole morn-
ing office, or to its most important part, viz. the nine Eiblical
songs.

Certain other compositions of Andreas, as, e.g.^

the canon on the Myropbori, sung on the second
Sunday after Easter, and one of 180 troparia on
Simeon and Anna, approximate in length to the
Great Canon. But, in general, the practical ne-
cessity of limiting the duration of public worship
soon led to the practice of attaching not more tlian
three or four poetical strophes to each Biblical
song. The same requirement led here, as in
other parts of the office, gradually to the entire
omission

^

of what was origiiiall^r the cardinal
feature, i.e. the Biblical passages, or to their being
restricted to a few verses. Thus the essential
nine sections of the poetic canon—to whicli the
term ‘odes’ was henceforth siiecially applied—
actually came to take the place of tlie very ele-
ments with which they were once intended to be
combined. A further departure from the earliest
order is seen in the regular omission of the second
ode of the lyrical group, the reason being that
the second Biblical song had been previously left
out of the actual recitation—from a superstitious
dread, it was said, of uttering the imprecatory
threats contained in it. Then, besides complete
canons, diodia^ triodia, and tetraodia were com-
posed to be Sling with groups of two, tliree, and
four Biblical passages respectively. Of special
importance are the triodia and tetraodia of the
Lenten season, which owe their existence to the
circumstance that during Lent one of the Biblical
songs, i.-v,, was recited on week-days from Mon-
day to Friday, and nos. vi. and vii. on Saturday,
these being followed eacli day by nos. viii. and ix.
The term heirmos, conformab’ly to what was noto.d
in the case of the kontakioh, denotes here tlie
model strophe which ivas in most cases borrowed
from an older canon, and with wliich the troparia
of each ode had to conform both in metre and in
melody.
The entire mass of compositions which follow the norm intro-

duced by Andreas of Crete comprises two strata d]fferin<'’ in
date and place of origin. The earlier stratum had ils ongm in
the ancient Byzantine form of worship found in Jerusahna and
embraces the lyrics of Passion Week, and of the chief festivals of
Che Christian Year, and the morning canons of the so-called
OctoecAos, which contains the ordinary Simrlay offices arran<«-ed
for the esght ecclesiastical tones. The hirLhi>iace of tins irrciup
was the Laura of St. Sabas m the Kedron Valley, where, in the
first half of the 8th cent,, its siandard lornis took sliape in the
hands of St. John of Damascus (t ante 754) and his adoptive
brother Cosmas, surnamed the Hagiopolite, who was conse-
crated bishop of Maiiima, near Gaza, in 743. The later stratum
was deposited in Constantinople, where the Stadion monastery,
as a centre of sacred poetry, attained an eminence correspond-
ing to that of the Laura of St. Sabas. It was, above all, tliree of
the most prominent residents of that monastery—Theodorns the
Studite (1 8*20), his younger brother Joseph, subsequently arch-
bishop of Thessalonica, and Theophanes, surnamed Graptus
promoted to be metropolitan of Nicsoa in 842—who, during the
Iconoclastic conflicts of the 9th cent., completed the work of
their Palestine forerunners in composing canons for Lent, for
numerous Saints’ Days, and for the festal offices arranged for
the eight ecclesiastical tones in the so-called Parakletike. John
of Damascus and Cosmas the Hagiopolite had been pupils of a
Sicilian named Cosmas, who is also said to have been a writer of
poetry, and was ransomed from slavery among the Arabs by the
father of the former ; and afterwards another Joseph, a Sk ilian
like his fellow-countryman Methodius of Syracus. developed his
talent as a hymnographer in the capital of the Eastern Enipire
alongside of the three just mentioned. The poets Georgius of
Vicomedia, Metrophanes, and Theodorus of Smyrna, with other

hj’-mnographers of the Studion—as, e.g.^ Antonius, Arseniua,
Basilius, Gabriel, and Nicolaus—were all natives of the East.

In the hands of these and of later writers the aitistic type ol

the canon, once it had become completely independent of the
nine Biblical songs, came to occup') an* essentially different

position in the liturgy as a whole, being now employed in the
most diverse parts of it. Thus, in the midnight office, on each
of eight successive Sundays, the psalms were superseded by one
of the eight canons on the Most Holy Trinity, two of which at
least were the w'ork of Metrophanes. A canon occupies a central
position in the various forms ot the burial ofiice, in the adminis-
tration of Extreme Unction, and in the Frocking of Plonks
When the land suffered from drought or earthquake, or was
threatened with war or pestilence, the canon was the official

form ot Church prayer, and it was likewise used at the sick-beii

and the death-bed. Of two canons thus employed, the one iss

worthy of note as the work of Andreas and the other as being
connected with the Western form of prayer called the commen
daha animee^ and with the sepulchral paintings of ancient
Christian art. In contcssion and in preparation tor Comnuinion
a canon was used for private devotion, and for a like purpoa
one on the Guardian Angels, composed about the middle oi tin

11th cent, by dohaniies Mauropus, bishop of Euchaita, w'a^

frequently employed The ‘ small ’ and the ‘ large ’ trapaKXvj-

TLKoi fitti'ove? on the Mother oi God—the iormer probably by a
monk named Tlioost er’cius, the latter by the Emperor Tlieodoru!-
Ducas Lasearis (I2r)i-a8)—form the nuclei respectively ot two
votive oflices ot the Viigin.

In real poetic merit, not only such productions
of a relatively late iicriod, but even tlie canons of
the St!i and 0th centuiies, are far inferior to the
classical creations ol tlie writers of hoatakia^ though
we cannot ignore tlie high itchieveinent of works
like tlie celebrated Easter canon of John of Dii.nias-

cus, or the Cluistmas canon of Cosmas. As regal ds
its form, the canon borrowed from the kontakior
the frequent device of linking its stropiies togethei
by the acrostic, which in some cases was, as before,
simply alphabetical, and in others—where it was
used to indicate tlie substance or purpose of the
poem, often naming the author as w ell—was wont
to take the form ol a hexameter or an iiunliic tri-

meter. The solitary attempt to apply the laws ol

chussical metre to the com])osition oi canons was
noted above (2).

(6) In the iinal form of the Greek liturgy the
canon is the central feature in what is called the
akoluthia (‘sequence’) of a particular liturgical
day or festival — a term whicli corresponds in a
manner to the Western offinum. But, luisides the
canon, numerous otiier compositions belonging to
various classes of rhythmic poetiy occur as more
or less regular elements in every akoluthia. To
say nothing of lamtakion^ oikos^ and anahatkmoi^
we may recognize here, generally without diffi-

culty, the types of troparia which, on the testi-
mony of the monks Johannes and Sophroiiius (see
above under 3 (8)), found a place in public worsiiip
during the latter half of the Cth century. Thus
the ancient troparion to the 'hwy i\ap6if .seems to
survive in the apolytikion, the closing troparion
of ves[iers.

The kath.i6-mata formerly sung in matins after the three poi-
tions from the Psalms have also been retained—or, at icasl,
two of them, as, on Sundays, instead of the third, a s-h.jrter
strophe of rhjthinical poetry (tailed the fnipnkoe leads to tlie
aiiaoatkmoi. Of the two mr.suib.r, the fust, now also (‘idled
the wr/^7’.sm,a, interrupts the (*ontiniiity of the eanoH after the
third ede, pist as at an earlier i>urioil'it interrupted tin- senes
of J!ibli<*al songs at a eorrefipond’ 'g jioiiit, while the seeond waa
Siipei'-f(b*d bv iZniit\ikiou:un\ mli;,. The nkfujaltjaana saeg in
connexion with the iiint.h ode of the rvanon at'the ehief fe.slivalb
of Chi 1st and the Mother of God »*f‘C!di tne tropana formerly
associated \Mth the ‘ Magniticat

'
(Jik 1

Next to the canon, the mo.^t important elements
in an akoluthia are the stirhera, which almo.st
always occur in groups. They tlerive their name
from tlie fact that they are combined witli venses
of Biblical passages {(ttIxol) usually taken from
the Psalms. The stichera to the Khpie iKiKpa^a of
vespers and to the awoi are manifestly identical
with the tropana which in the 6fch cent, were
attached to these Scripture passages ; and the
present usage of reciting in matins, not the whole
of Pss 148-150, but only a few verses, in con-
nexion w'ith the appropriate stichera is mciely
a later abbreviation. Another class of stichera.
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however, which are rendered towards the close of
vespers, just before the canon, in the hours of
prime, tierce, sext, and nones, in general, and, in
particular, in the so-called ‘ great hours * of Good
Friday and of the vigils of Christmas and Epiphany,
as well as in the most diverse parts of the uturgy
outside the regular Daily Office, were meant fr<?m
the lirst only to be inserted between two stichoi
separated by the Lesser Doxology, and appear to
have some affinity with the ancient Antiochene
antiphons of Severus’s hymn-book. A tliiid class
of tropaHa^ which now have no connexion with any
Biblical jjassages, were in all likelihood originally
rendered in a similar way.
On their purely formal side the stichera fall into three groups.

Those which in metre and melody are not in any way related
to the rest are called idiomela, and are generally of considerable
length. Those which serve as the metrical, and therefore also
the musical, patterns of others are automela. Those, again,
^vhich in the form of their strophes follow the pattern of par-
ticular automelay and are set to their tunes, are prosomoia.
There are several other distinct forms of the

troparioTif but all of minor importance. Thus in
matins the ‘hymns to the Trinity’ {ijpvoi rpLahKol\
composed according to the eight ecclesiastical tones,
are sung regularly at the beginning, and the
exaposteila'i'ia after the canon; the eulogetaria^
devoted to prayers for the dead or to the praise of
the Resurrection, are used especially on Saturdays
and Sundays, and the photagogika, which hail the
light of the dawning day, in Lent. In the Euchar-
istic liturgy of Sunday, in the nocturn of Good
Friday, and in the burial office, the singing of the

i

so-called makarismoi is interwoven with the text
of Mt A troparion in praise of the Mother
of God, called a theotokion, is conjoined with the
single odes of each canon and with all other forms
of troparion', and here the strophes specially de-
voted to her maternal sjrmpathy with the sufferings

of her Son are called staurotheotokia. Of less

frequent occurrence are the so-called triadika and
nehrosima, expressing respectively a doxology to
the Trinity and a prayer for the dead.
The vast mass of texts exhibiting these various kinds of

troparia in the MSS and printed editions of the liturgical

books was, of course, a slow and gradual growth. The texts
themselves are for the most part anonymous. Not a few of
them were the work of writers who have already been men-
tioned as authors of canons. Among other writers whose
names are found, the most prominent is a certain Anatolius,
who should not be confounded w-ith his namesake, the patriarch
of Constantinople in the 5th century. Like Anatolius, Sergius,
a Hagiopolite, Stephen sometimes called a Hagiopolite, some-
times a Sabbaite, and probably also Andreas Pyrrhus belong
to the older Palestinian school of rhythmical composition ; the
characteristics of this school appear also in a few idiomela by
St. Sophronius, whose work is generally on such radically dif-

ferent lines. It is not easy to say w'hether, or to what extent,
certain extant compositions bearing the name of Johannes * the
Monk ’ are the w'ork of a writer not to be identified either with
John of Damascus or John of Mauropus. In Constantinople,
St. Germanus the patriarch (t 740) and the nun Casia or Icasia,

a woman of undeniable and peculiar gifts, who flourished in the
reigns of Theophilus (S29-S42) and Michael ni. (842-867^, won
repute in historically traceable compositions, especially in the
class of idiornela. A series of morning hymns on Sundays
attached to the eleven Resurrection gospels of their matins
were composed by the Emperor Leo vi. (886-911), and the
series of corresponding exaposteilaria by his son Constantins vii.

Porphyrogenitus (912-959). These fall below mediocrity, while
the apolytika^ kathismata^ and stichera of an earlier age surpass
the contemporary canons in sheer poetic qualities.

In Byzantium and the East, hymnography as an
active and living development virtually came to an
end in the 11th cent., with the codification of the
definitive liturgical books of the Greek rite, viz.

the Octoechos and the ParakUtike, and, above all,

the Triodion, the Pentekostarion, and the Menaia,
which contain the choral texts respectively for

Lent and Passion Week, for the period between
Easter and Pentecost, and for the fixed feasts of

the Christian year. Only in the Italo-Greek West
was there about the same time a noteworthy re-

vival of rhythmical hymnody. The art was assidu-

ously cultivated in the famous and still surviving

Basilian Abbey of Grottaferrata, near Rome, tiD

weU into the 12th century. The founders of the
abbey, St. Nilus the younger (t 1004), and his
successors, Pauius and Bartholomzeus, were the
heads of a school to which Arsenins, Germanus,
Jos^h, Procopius, and others belonged. Within
the Greek Orthodox Church itself, moreover, whole
akoluthicB and single lyrics were incorporated in
the liturgical books at a still later date. Mention
may be made of Nicephorus Xanthopulus and the
Patriarch Philotheus (f 1379) in the 14th, and
Nicolaus Malaxus in the 16th cent., as authors of
such later elements of the liturgy.
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102 ; and P. Maas, ‘ Kontakion auf den heil. Theodores unter
dem Namen des Romanos,’ m Oriens Christianus, new ser., ii.

[1912] 48-63. A complete critical ed. of the hymns of Romanus
was prepared by Krumbacher, and will be published by Maas.
The kontakion on the dedication of the Kagia Sophia was ed.
by (S. Gassisi), ‘Un antichissimo “Kontakion” inedito,’ in
Roma e VOriente, i. [1911] 165-187

; the troparia of Auxentius,
in Pitra, Analecta sacra, i. xxiii. f. The editio princeps of

Severus’s hymn-book: E. W. Brooks, ‘James of Edeasa; The
Hymns of Severus of Antioch and Others,’ in Patrologia Ori-
entalis, vi 1, vii. 6. There is as yet no collection of the ancient
Egyptian troparia scattered through edd. of Greek papyri and
catalogues of Coptic MSS, but T. Schermann, Agyp. Abend-
mahlsliturgien desersten Jahrtausends in ihrer (Jherlieferung,
Paderborn, 1912, pp. 211-230, may be consulted. The liturgical

books of the Greek rite for use in the Greek Orthodox Church
were formerly printed for the most part in Venice, latterly also

in Athens. A text critically collated wdth the older MSS, and,
on the whole, the best, is that of the Roman edd. prepared for

the use of the Uniat Greeks, Tpioi^tov, 1879 ;
IlevrTjKoo-Toptov,

1884 ; UapaKkrjTLKn ^rot ’Oktw77X0s 17 yeyaKyj, 1885 ; MTjvata tov
6A.0V iviavrov, 6 vols., 1885-1902

; canons of John of Damascus
and Cosaias respectively, in PG xevi. 817-856 and xcviii. 459-524.

ii. General works. —The Prolegomena of Christ and
Paranikas, and of Pitra, Analecta sacra, i., are of paramount
importance; based on them and on the textual material fur-

nished by them are: H. Stevenson, ‘ L'llyinnographie de
r6glise grecque,' in Revue des questions histoi iqnes, xi. [1876]

482-643, and L. Jacobi, ‘ Zur Gesch. des griecli. Kirchenliedes,’
in ZEG V. [1882] 177-250 ; E. Bouvy, PoUcs et melodes : Etude
sur les origines du I'ythme tonique dans Vhymnographie de
Vdglise grecque, Nimes, 1886; K. Krumbacher, Gesch. der
byzantin. Litt. von Justinian bi^zum Ende des ostrom. Reiches 2,

Munich, 1897, pp. 656-705, * Die byzantin. Kirchendichtung ’

;

in the 3rd ed., which is in preparation, this section will be
edited by P. Maas ;

also F. Cabrol, L*Bymnographie de Vdglise

grecque. Angers, 1893 ; O. Bardenhewer, Patrologie Freiburg
im Br., 1910, pp. 485-492 ; H. Jordan, Gesch. der altchr. Lii.^

Leipzig, 1911, pp. 455-470 ; and, above all, the excellent art. of

L. Petit, ‘Antiphone dans la Uturgie grecque,* in F. Oabrol’s
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DACLf Paris, 1903 ff., i. 24r61-2488; A. Baumstark, ‘Psalmen-
v'ortrag und Kirchendichtung des Orients,’ in Gottesminney vii.

[1912-18] 290-305, 413-432, 640-558, 887-902.
iii. Special studies.—On the origin of rhythmical form in

poetry : W. Meyer, * Anfang und Ursprung der latein. und
griech. rhythm. Dichtung,’ in ABAW, ersce Klasse, xvii. ii.

[1885] 270-450; E. Norden, Die antike Kunstprosa vom vi.

Jahih. vor Christo bis in die Zeit der Renaissance^^ Leipzig,
1909, p. 841. On equilinear hymns ; P. Maas, G. S. Mercati,
and S. Gassisi, ‘ Gleichzeilige Hymnen in der byzantin. Litur-
gie,’ in Byzantin. Zeitschr. xviii. [1909] 309-356 (with recension
of texts). On the composition of kontakia and on Romanus
(with recension of texts throughout) : K. Krumbacher, ‘Studien
zu Romanos,’ in SMA^ 1898, ii. 69-268, * Umarbeitungen bei
Romanos, mit einem Anhang uber das Zeitalter des Romanos,’
ib. 1899, ii. 1-156, ‘ Romanos und Kyriakos,’ ib. 1901, pp. 693-
766, ‘Die Akrostichis in der gnech. Kirchenpoesie,’ ib. 1903,

pp. 661-691 (with an exhaustive collection of kontakia alrea^
printed or known in MS), ‘Miszellen zu Romanos,’ in ABAW,
philos.-philol, u, histor. Klasse, xxii. iii. [1902] ; T. M. Wehofer,
‘ Untersuchungen ziim Lied des Romanos auf die Wiedcrkunft
des Herrn,’in SWAW, 1907; P. Maas, ‘Die Chronologie der
Hymnen des Romanos,’ in Byzantin. Zeitschr. xv. [190b] 1-44,
‘Das Kontakion, mit einem Exkurs uber Romanos und Basileios
von Seleukeia,' ib. xix. [1910] 285-306. On the hymn Akatkistos :

P. de Meester, ‘L'Inno acatisto,’ in Bessarione, vi. [1903-04]
9-16, 159-165, 252-257, vii. [1904-05] 36-40, 213-224; P. F.
Krypikiewicz. ‘De hyinni Acathisti auctore,’ in Byzantin.
Zeitschr. xviii. [1909] 309-356. A good introduction to the
music associated with liturgical poetry in the Greek Church
will be found in J. B. Rebours, TraiU de psaltiqvie : thdoHe
et pratique du chant dans V^glise grecque, Pans, 1907, to which
may be added the valuable special artt. of H. Gaisser, ‘Les
Heirmoi de paques dans I’ofhce grec,’ m Ortens Christianus,
iii. [1903] 416-510, and H. J. W. Tillyard, ‘A Musical Study of
the Hymns of Cassia,* in Byzantin. Zeitschr. xx. [1911] 420-485.

A. Baumstark.
HYMNS (Syriac Christian).—Our knowledge of

tlie hymnody of the Syriac-speaking Churches has
been greatly increased during the last 25 years by
the publication of much literature in that language
which formerly existed only in MSS, and in par-
ticular of many of the East Syrian or Nestorian
service-books in Syriac, with English translations.
But much still remains to be done, and until a
similar work is eflected for the West Syrian, or
Monopliysite (Jacobite), service-books, some con-
siderable gaps in our knowledge will remain.

I. Early history of Syriac hymnody,—The
earliest known waiter of Syriac hymns was Bar-
daisiin (Bardesanes), whose book of 150 hymns
after the number of the Psalter was in the hands
of Ephraim the Syrian (see below). Bardaisan
was born at Edessa (Syr. Ur-hai), the capital’ of
Osrhoiine, A.D. 155 (for the date, see DCB i. 250),
and was deemed by his successors to be heretical
(for his doctrines see Eusebius, HE iv. .30). Sozo-
men {HE iii, 16) tells us that his son Harraonius
was learned in Greek erudition, and
‘ was the first to subdue his native language [Syriac] to metres
and musical laws; the verses he delivered to the choirs, and
even now the Syrians frequently sing, not the precise copies
by Harmonins, but the same melodies.’ As these verses were
somewhat infected with Bardaisiin's heresy, ‘Ephraim .

applied himself to the understanding of the metres of Ilar-
monius, and compo.sed similar poems in accordance with the
doctrines of the Church. . . . From that period the Syrians
sang the odes of Ephraim according to the law of the ode
established by Harmonius ’ (cf. Theodoret, HE iv. 20).

From these statements of Sozomen it has been de-
duced that the liymns ascribed by Eiihraim to Bar-
daisan were really written by Ilarmonius, or at
least that father and son worked together. It is
clear, if Sozomen is to be trusted, that the Syrians
derived their methods of hymnody from the Greek
Christians in the first instance

; and we know from
Eusebius that the latter used sacred poetry at an
early date. That historian speaks {HE v. 28) of
the ‘many psalms and hymns, written by the
faithful brethren from the beginning,^ celebrating
‘Christ the Word of God, ispeaking of Him as
Divine {deoXoyovvresy There is no indication here
that these hymns were sung in church ; but there
is such an indication in Pliny’s famous letter to
Trajan {Ejp. 96)

;

‘They affirmed . . . that they were accustomed on a fixed
Gay to assemble before dawn and to sing antiphonally a hymn
fco Christ as to a god.'

In Eusebius {HE vii. 24), Dionysius of Alexandria
(t265) is quoted as praising the schismatic Nepos,
an Egyptian bishop early in the 3rd cent., for his
‘extensive psalmody,’ and saying that his com-
positions still delighted many of the brethren.
Probably Antioch led the way in the use of hymns
in churcli. Socrates {HE vi. 8) ascribes the origin
of singing antiphonal hymns to Ignatius the
martyr, who ‘ saw a vision of angels hymning the
Holy Trinity in alternate chants.^
The most famous hymn-writer of the Syriac-

speaking Christians was Ephraim (c. A.D. 308-375),
a native of Mesopotamia. He is always repre-
sented as a deacon, and his words ‘ Christ gave me
the talent of the priesthood’ {Ojp. Syr. iii. 467 D;
DCB ii. 138) are not really against this, for the
Syriac kahnutha (‘priesthood’) includes all ranks
of the ministry (A. J . Maclean and W. H. Browne,
Catholicos of the East, London, 1892, p. 185) ; so the
E. Syr. Sunhadhus (Book of Canon Law), vi. 1.

In addition to his numerous other works, he com-
posed metrical homilies and other religious poems,
including commentaries in metre on Holy Scrip-
ture ; and he also wrote a large number oi hymns
for liturgical purposes, many of which are still

sung (see below, § 4 {a)). He made use of hymnody
to spread orthodox doctrine, just as Bardaisiln and
Harmonius had used it, and as the Arians did, to
spread their erroneous teaching (for the latter, see

;

Socrates, HE vi. 8, where we read that they went
about Constantinople at night chanting antiphonal
hynms to support their heresy, while the Catholics
imitated their example). Ephraim seems to have
done much to promote and improve ecclesiastical
music, and his compositions oecaiue extremely
popular (for an account of his writings see Ii.

Payne Smith, in DCB ii. 137). His metres are
irrej^ular, and, as is the case with all the earlier
Syriac poetry (see below, 3), his lines do not
rhyme. There is no good reason to sup[)ose that
he ever wrote in Greek ; his extant works in tliat

language are doubtless translations. A very inte-
resting and newly published Syriac metrical homily
by him on l>ard!ii>rin may be seen, with English
translation, 111 JTkSt v. [1004] 546 11.

After the separation of Ne.storian and Mono-
physite Syrians,^ the most famous Syriac hymn-
wnter was the Nestorian Narsai (Narses), known
as the ‘ Harj) of the Spirit ’ {JanCira d'rukhd), who,
after spending 20 years at the gi’eat school of
Edessa, left it A.D. 457 to preside over the scarcely
less celebrated school at Nisibis ; he died A.D. 502.
His metrical compositions include 360 homilies

;

of these 47 have been publi.shed in Syriac by A.
Mingana (Mosul, 1005), together with 10 short
poems {soghyrdhd)

;
and four of these homilies,

dealing with the Liturgy and the Bajitismal Ollice,
have been translated into English by U. H.
Connolly, with illuminative Introduction and
Notes (‘The Liturgical Homilies of Narsai,’ TS
viii. 1, Cambridge, 1909). These homilies, how-
ever, were not meant for church use, and for the
hymns by this writer used in the service.s reference
must be rnaile to the East Syrian oflice books (see
below, § 4 (a)). Narsai’s favourite metre was the six-
syllable line (see E. A. W. Budge’s ed. of Thomas
of Marga’s Book of Governors, London, 1893, ii.

300 II.), but hymns by him in other metres are found.
Of other early Syriac hymn-writers may be

mentioned Isaac of Antioch, a native of Amidh
(Diarbekr), who was an Orthodox priest at Antioch
c. A.D. 450, and a disciple of Zenobius, who him-
self had learnt from Ephraim {DCB iii. 295) ; and
Jacob, bishop of Batnan (Batnae) in Srugh (Sarug),
a district of Osrlioene, in the 5th cent, (t A.D. 521
or 522). Two volumes of the Homilies of the latter
have been published by Bedjan (Paris, 1905-06),
and some account of them may be seen in JThSt
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viii. [1906-07] 581 (R. H. Connolly). It has been gives from Cardakhi (see in Literature) a list of
disputed whether he was Monophysite or Orthodox 9 or 10 writers of the 13th cent, who wrote in
(see E.^ Kenaudot, Lit, Orient, Collection Erankfort, rhymed verse. Of these the most famous were the
1847, ii. 366 f., and DCB iii. 327). He ordinarily Monophysite Bar-hebraeus, and the Nestorian Au-
wrote in twelve-syllable lines. A third well-known dishu^ (*Abhdisho, Ebedjesus) the bibliographer,
hymn - writer was Balai (Balaeus), who wrote in Khamis (West Syr. Khamis), and George Warda.
quinquesyllabic metre (Connolly, ‘Narsai,’ p. ix; From Warda and Khamis, hymn-writers of great
BOB iii. 296^), which he seems to have invented, repute, have been named two East Syrian service-
He was a disciple of Ephraim, and a chorepiscopus books, containing ‘propers’ for festivals, etc.,

(R. Payne Smith, Thesaur, Syr,^ Oxford, 1897- several of them probably having been written by
1901, i. 534). these authors.
The plan of writing homilies and expositions in

metre continued for a long time. We lind one by
Thomas, bishop of Marga, inserted in his Book of
GomrnorSn a long biographical composition of 415
utanzas in the twelve-syllable metre (9th cent.

;

Budge, i. 172, ii. 345). Thomas afterwards became
metropolitan of Beth Garmai (east of the Tigris).

2. Syriac hymns and poems translated from
Greek.~We have seen that the Greeks gave the
Syrians the incentive to compose religious poetry.
The Syrians also used many hymns translated from
Greek, Of these the earliest example, probably,
is to be found in the Odes of Solomoun poems in
Syriac (some also in Coptic), which have been
lately recovered. J. H. Bernard (in JThSt xii.

[1910-11] 1 £f., and in his ed. * The Odes of Solomon,’
TS viii. 3, Cambridge, 1912) suggests that they
are a collection of Christian hymns ‘ packed with
allusions to baptism, and comparable to Ephraim’s
Hymns on the Epiphany’ {JThSt xiL 29), though
perhaps his theory of their object and contents
goes too far. He dates them c. A.D. 150-200

;

R. H. Connolly {JThSt xiv. [1912-13] 311) possibly
a little later; J. Rendel Harris, the first editor

{Odes and Psalms of Solomon, (Cambridge, 1909),

a little earlier ; E. A. Abbott {Light on the Gospel

from an ancient Poet, Cambridge, 1912) thinks
that they were written by a Jewish Christian in
the 1st cent. ; Harnack considers them to be a
Jewish work with Christian interpolations

—

against this see Connolly in JThSt xiii. [1911-12]
298. That the Odes were used in public worship
in the 4th cent, is made probable by a reference
to them in the Testament of our Lord, which we
know only by a Syriac translation made by Jacob,
bishop of Edessa, in the 7th cent. (tA.D. 708 or

710). This Church Order has a direction (i. 26) :

‘ Let them sing psalms and four hymns of praise

{tishhkhatha, see below, § 4 {a)), one"by Moses, and
of Solomon, and of the other prophets.’ The
present writer accepts Bernard’s correction {JThSt
xii. 31) of his own suggestion in the English edi-

tion of the Testament (Edinburgh, 1902) that the
Song of Songs is meant, and adopts his view that
the Odes are here referred to. Now, though it

has been suggestedbyAbbott(Liy^^ on the Gospel,

and JThSt xiv. 441) that Syriac, or some Semitic
dialect, is the original of the Odes, yet the argu-
ment by Connolly xiv. 315 f., 530 fi*.), that
our Syriac text is translated from the Greek,
appears to be very strong (see also JThSt xv.

[1913-14] 44 ff.). If it be sound, we have here

a good example of the use by Syriac-speaking
Christians of Greek hymns.
Another example is the Syriac version of the

Greek hymns of Severus, Monophysite patriarch

of Antioch (A.D, 512-519), made by Paul, bishop

of Edessa (A.D. 510-526 ; see DOB iv. 2o9), and
revised by Jacob (see above). The Syriac has been
edited by E. W. Brooks in Patrologia Orientalis,

vii. 5 (Paris, 1912).

3. Rhymed poetry.—The metrical compositions
hitherto mentioned are not rhymed, but about the
12th cent, the Syrians learnt from the Arabs the

art of rhyming. A. Mingana states (Connolly,
‘ Narsai,’ p. xiii) that after a.d. 1150 all the poetry

had this characteristic ; and Connolly (p. xxxviiif.)

These later writers are distinguished by an
extremely artificial style, and by a profusion of

Greek words and strange forms. For examples of

their compositions reference may be made to the
anthems at the Blessing of the Months, sung at
Evening Service on the first day of every month
except February (A. J. Maclean, East Syrian
Daily Offices,^ p. 230). The stanzas attributed to
Mar Abraham of Sltikh (Seleucia) on the Tigris

contain the following: Ahiyah=nMM, Ti’un=^€<5y,

Aghu3tus=Augustus, the reigning king, and
Ti’ulugh=55oXo7oy, the reigning patriarch (these

stanzas rhyme in -ta). In the anthems given on
p. 231 fil each line of a stanza ends in -td, ~nd,

-an, -thd, -rd, -zd, -dkh; while the last four
stanzas are non-rhyming. The authors of these
rhyming stanzas are of the 13th cent, or later. A
good example of the style of these later writers
may also be seen in the highly artificial prayers
said before the psalms in the East Syrian Morning
Office on festivals, composed by Mar Eliya (Elijah),

Catholicos, surnamed Abukhalim (J. S. Assemani,
Bihl. Orient,, Rome, 1719-28, III. i. 289); they are
given in an English translation in Conybeare-
Slaclean, Bituale Armenorum,^ Oxford, 1905, pp.
377-379. They are taken from the book called

Abukhalim after Eliya ; they abound in foreign
•words to such an extent as to make them quite
unintelligible to the Syrian. The famous Audishu
(see above) was a great composer of hymns of praise
{tishhkhdthd) and anthems (Payne Smith, Thes,

Syr. ii. 4028 ; Assemani, m. i. 708), but his style is

greatly disfigured by its artificiality.

4.

Hymnody in the present service-books.—In
what follows the East Syrian service-books are
those principally dealt with. They were largely
re-modelled and systematized by Ishuyaw ili.

(Isho yahbh, Jesujabus, lit. ‘Jesus gave ’), who was
the Nestorian Catholicos from A.D. 647 to 658.

Till his time there was no system of hymns, and
probably he borrowed ideas from the Byzantine
churches when he visited Antioch and other Greek
cities. He revised the Khudhrd (lit. ‘Cycle’), or

book of ‘propers’ throughout the year, and in-

troduced much hymnody into it. For some account
of this Catholicos see Thomas of Marga, bk. ii.

§ 11 ; Budge gives some of his Epistles in Syriac in

his edition of Thomas (ii. 132-147), and relates

what is known of his life (i. pp. Ixxxiv-xcvii). In
addition to his work on the Khudhrd, Ishuyaw re-

modelled the baptismal rite.

The hymns in the East Syrian books are of

different kinds, and may now be considered in

order.
{a) The Hymn of praise, Syr, tishbukhtd (pi.

tishhkhdthd), lit. ‘praise.’ This word, which is

used in the Peshitta of the hymns in Ex 15^, Dt
3119.30 a^nd of the Song of Songs {tishbkhath
tishhkhdthd) is used also in the service-books, both

1 In this article the more common names are given in their

Western form, as George, Ephraim; others are ^ven as
pronounced by the East Syrians, with the exact transliteration

of the Syriac added if necessary, and with their Westernized
forms. In the pronunciation aw=o ;

ai=French i (usually);

hh and gh are hard and soft gutturals; aw final is hallway
between ow (as in *cow’) and av ; dh and th represent the two
sounds of th in English. Consonants in words derived from the
Pa'el con]ugation, etc., are not doubled in pronunciation.

2 Hereafter cited as ESDO. s Hereafter cited as RA.
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East and West Syrian, of prose hymns like the

‘Gloria in excelsis’ (called by the West Syrians

the ‘ hymn of praise of the night ’) and of the ‘ Song
of the Three Children ’ (called by the East Syrians

the ‘ hymn of praise of the company of Ananias’).

The ordinary ‘hymn of praise,’ however, is a
metrical composition consisting of a number of

stanzas sung alternately by the two choirs (which

are called respectively ‘the former’ and ‘the

latter’), and usually of two lines each, though
occasionally of four or more. Karely these hymns
of praise are acrostic, beginning with the letters of

the alphabet {ESDO, 231, 233), or with the letters

of a name, as Ishu Mshikha (‘Jesus Christ’) or

Shimsha-sahra (‘ sun and moon ’) or the like {ESJDO,

167, 230),

The East Syrian service-books frequently (but

not always) ascribe these hymns of praise to de-

finite authors. The following, among others, are

mentioned : Ephraim and Narsai (above, § i)

;

Shimun (Shimon) Barsaba'5 (Simeon Barsaboe),

Catholieos in the 4th cent. ; Awa (Abba, Abbas),
Catholicos in the 6th cent. ; Thomas of Ur-hai
(Edessa), contemporary and friend of Awa ; Bawai
(Babhai, Babaeus: W. Syr. Bahai) the Great,

Abbot of Mount Izla early in the 7th cent, (see

Budge, op, cit, ii. 46), Bawai of Nisibis (Sth cent.

;

Budge, ih . ; he was famous for his beautiful voice)

;

George, Monophysite metropolitan of Nisibis (7 th

cent. ; see jDoB’ ii. 642, Assemani, ill. i. 456)

;

‘Abraham, Doctor’ or ‘Abraham of Izla,’ i.e,

Abraham of Kashkar, the reviver of monasticism
in the 6th cent., the head of the monastery of

Mount Izla near Nisibis (Budge, ii. 37) ; Abimelech
(date?),* Abraham of Nithpar, whose life was
written by Saurishii BQstam (Sabhrisho' RSstam,
Sabarjesus Rostam), a disciple of Narsai (Thomas
of Marga, bk. i. § 32, bk. ii. § 17 ; see also Budge,
ii. 108 n.) j John of Beth Raban (6th cent.), founder
of a monastery in Dasin, a district on the Great
Zab south of the modern Quchanis, the seat of the
present Nestorian Catholieos Mar Shimun (Budge,
li. 67, 301 , DCB iii. 405) ; Saurlshu, Catholicos c.

A.B. 600; Barsauma (Barsumas) of Nisibis (5th

cent.) ; IChnana of Kh’dhayaw (Kh’dhayabh, Adia-
bene), a district east of the Tigris, betAveen the
two Zabs (Assemani, ill. i. 81). The ascriptions

are in some cases doubtful, and the scribe himself
sometimes hesitates, and gives two names as alter-

natives.

(b) The Madrashd (lit. ‘commentary,’ Payne
Smith, Thes, Syr, i. 956

;
pi. Madrashd), said to be

a ‘doctrinal hymn.’ This is a less common form
of hymn. It consists of an antiphon (undya) and
two or more verses {bat

6

: these tAvo names are used
by the West Syrians also). The antiphon is said
first, and the two choirs then sing the verses in

turn. There is a daily Madrasha at Compline
(which is uncommon as a daily service, but is used,
combined Avith Evensong, on saints’ days and in
Lent ; it is, however, used by the more religious as
a private devotion ; see Maclean-Browne, Catholicos

of the East, p. 234) ; tAvo Madrashd are said at the
Night Service on Feasts of our Lord

; one is said on
Sundays, on saints’ days, and on Aveek days in
Lent.

^
A Madrasha is sometimes called a ‘ station

’

(Syr. istatyund),

(c) The Anthem (unlfhd, ^1,'unydthd

;

thisAvord
sometimes denotes a stanza of an anthem) is at
once the most characteristic and the most common
form of East Syrian hymnody. It consists of a
number of stanzas ; each stanza is prefaced by a
clause from the Psalms (occasionally from other
books of the Bible) said in monotone ; then the
metrical stanza is sung to a chant. The Anthem
usually ends with a stanza prefaced by ‘ Glory be
to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy
Ghost.’ and often with another prefaced by ‘For

ever and ever. Amen,’ sometimes with a third

prefaced by ‘ Let all the people sayAmen ’ (Ps 106*^^).

The length of the stanzas varies greatly ; but they

are usually short, consisting of 2, 4, or 6 lines ,* the

lines are often of 4 feet (spondees or dactyls), some-

times of 3J or of 5 feet or more. Under the heading

of the ‘Gloria’ and of ‘Let all the people’ there

are frequently gioiiped several stanzas, and these

are sometimes elaborate and probably late com-
positions ; they often commemorate tlie East

Syrian martyrs and other Avorthies (see, e,g., ESDO,
13411*., Avliere several other groups of stanzas are

added after the ‘ Gloria’).

As this form of hymnody is unknoAvn in the

West, it may be useful to give a specimen, taken
from the Ferial Evening Service of First Tuesday
{ESDO, 24)

:

Our help is in the name of the Lord (Ps 124«). Our help is

from God : who by means of IIis mercies chaslJseth us all : for

He is the giver of our life : The hope of the sah'ation of our

souls shall never more be cut oif : but let us cry and say ; Keep
us, O my Lord, in thy compassion and have meicy upon us.

And our helper ni times of trouble (I*s 46^). Our help, etc.

he to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Ghost.

O Christ, who didst reconcile at thy coming all creation with

Him who sent thee : pity tliy Church saved b> thy blood : and
bring to an end within it stiifeiul divisions: winch allow the

devil to enter : to the wonderlul disnciMition of ih.\ manhood:
and raise up in it priests to preach tlie sound la.tli.

In the Anthems some of the stanzas inserted

before the ‘ Gloria Patri ’ are often called ‘ Of
prayer’ (see, c.g., ESDO, 145, 105) ; but the mean-
ing of this lieading is not clear. Some are ‘ occa-

sional’ stanzas, as ‘for a journey’ or ‘for rain’

(p. 149). The Anthems at the Night Service,

especially on Festivals of our Lord, aie extremely
long ; tlie translation of those appointed for tiie

Epiphany takes 84 octavo pages of small })rint

in llA
;
*but the daily Anthems are only of from

3 to 6 stanzas. The ‘'Martyrs’ Anthems’ in prai.'^e

of the heioes of the past, Avhich are sung tAvice

daily on ferias except in Lent (acconling to the

rubric, they are appointed for Sundays also), are

somewhat lunger. They are a great feature of the

services. The martyrs arc calleil architects, the

beams of a building, combatants {dghmilsU, dyw-

viarai), merchants buying the pearl, precious stone.s,

etc. In almost every one of these Martyrs’ An-
thems the folloAving are mentioned: St. (leorge,

the famous martyr under Diocletian {DCJi ii. 645 f. )

;

St. Cyriac, the hoy-martyr in the same persecution,

and julitta, his iliother (T. Kuinart, Acta Sinccra,

Martyruni^, Amsterdam, 1713, p. 477) ;
St. Pithyun,

‘ Avho opposed the magi ’ and Avas martyred by
Adhur-prazd’gard (for a detailed account see the

anthem in ESDO, 130) ; St. Sergius, martyr in

Syria under Maximian or Maximin {DCB iv. 616 :

sometimes his companion, St. Bacchus, is men-
tioned, for Avhom see DCB i. 236) ; and the sons

of Shmuni (the seven martyrs of 2 Mac 7), and
Eli’azar (Eleazar) their teacher (4 Mac 51f.) : their

names are given {ESDO 111) as Gadai, j^IaqAvai

(Maqbhai, Maccabteus), Tarsai, ivhyurun (Khi-

bhrou, Hebron), Khyusuii (KliibhsOn), Baktls

(Bacchus), Yunada-Av (Yonadabh, Jonadab). [In

the Latin paraphrase of 4 Mac SfL, published by
Erasmus (the Itulc of Ecaso7t), the names are given

as Maccabseus, Aber, Machar, Judas, Achas, Areth,
Jacob ; and the motlier’s name is Salamona (W. R.

Churton, Uncanonical and Apocryphal Scriptures,

London, 1884, p. 579 ff.).]

Anthems are used at each of the four daily

serA'ices (Evening, Night, Morning, and Conipline
—^for the last, see above, (6)) and also in the

Eucharistic Liturgy, in the baptismal service,

and in large numbers in the occasional offices such

as marriages and funerals. Many of the anthems
at the burial of the dead are of great beauty, and
are highly dramatic. Those used at the Eucharist
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are: the ‘Anthem of the Sanctuary/ sung after
the psalmody at the beginning of the service ; the
‘Anthem of the Gospel/ sung after the Gospel is

read ; the ‘ Anthem of tlie Mysteries/ sung after
an unnamed and fixed offertory anthem ; an
Anthem at the Fraction; and the ‘[Anthem] of
the Bema/ sung by the choir in the nave during
the communion of the people, which is unlike
other anthems, and more nearly resembles a Ma-
drasha, consisting of an antiphon and verses (for

that sung on Ascension Day see F. E. Brightman,
Liturgies Eastern and Western,^ Oxford, 1898, L
29S ; for that sung on the Epiphany see BA^ 388).
While ‘ Anthems ’ are most highly developed in

the East Syrian books, somewhat similar com-
positions are found in Greek (see LEW, 354, where
three parts of a prayer are ‘farsed’ with the
clauses of the ‘Gloria Patri*; the prayer, how-
ever, is not metrical). Much nearer to the East
Syrian anthem is the West Syrian sedro (E. Syr.
Sidra, lit. ‘order’), though it is not so highly
developed (for specimens see LEW, 71, 74, 80,

108). The sedro begins with a prumlon, or anti-

phon {TTpoolfiLov), and this is followed by stanzas.

The psalm-clauses, however, have in some cases
dropjjed out ; the best example is that on p. 108,

which retains not only the clauses of the ‘ Gloria,’

but also Ps 36®^ Payne Smith (Thes. Syr, ii. 2534)
says that a sedo'o is so called because it is arranged
in order, and often is acrostic, or rhymes.
The authorship of the Anthems is seldom men-

tioned in the East Syrian service-books, but the
Martyrs’ Anthems are said in some MSS of the
QdIidm-U‘Wdthar (lit. ‘Before and After’)—^the

book of the daily offices Jess the ‘propers’ of the
season, etc., named after the two choirs who sing

the services—to have all been composed by Mar
Marutha (Maruthas), metropolitan of Miparqat
(Maipheracti), a city on the Tigris between Mosul
and Baghdad, otherwise known as Takrit (Tagrit)

or Mariyropolis. Marutha became metropolitan
A.D. 640, or, as some say, A.D. 624 ; for his life,

by his successor, Mar Dinklia, see Batrologia
Orientalis, iii. 1 (ed. F. Nan, Paris, 1912). G. T.
Stokes, in DCB iii. 859, appears to confuse him
wdth one or two earlier namesakes. The Sunday
Martyrs’ Anthems difier in style from the week-
day ones, and seem to be of a later date {ESDO,
173). A few names of authors are given in the

service-books to particular parts of other Anthems,
especially to certain long and elaborate groups of

stanzas added, in some cases, at the end. In the

MSS translated in ESDO and BA these are:

Khakim of Beth Qasha (lit. ‘ house of the pres-

byter’), Shimsha Saidnaya, Audishu the biblio-

grapher (13th cent! ; see above), Shlmiin, metro-

politan of Amidh (Diarbekr), Abraham of Slukh
(Seleucia on the Tigris), and Gabriel. The Anthem
of the last-named is dated in the MSS ‘ 1910 of the

Greeks,’ i,e, A.D. 1599 {ESDO, 231). It would seem
that, \vhen an author’s name is given to an Anthem,
the composition is comparatively late. Some of

the Anthems in BA are said in the MSS to have
been derived from the Wardd (above, § 3), and the

Gazd (lit. ‘treasury’), a large volume containing

propers for Festivals of our Lord, etc.

{d) The Turgdmd (lit. ‘ inteimretation ’) is an

expository hymn sung in the Liturgy. An in-

variable turgdmd is sung before the Epistle

(‘Apostle,’ i.6. St. Paul), and a variable one before

the Gospel {LEW, 257, 259).

{e) The Canon (Syr. gdnund-^ ko.v^v) is a hymn,
metrical or non -metrical, consisting of verses

‘farsed’ with a psalm or other composition (for

other meanings of this word see ESDO, 292) ; it is

another great feature of the East Syrian services.

A conspicuous example is the Canon ‘ Terrible art
1 Hereafter cited as LEW.

thou,’ sung on Feasts of our Lord {LEW\ 297),

which runs thus

:

‘ Terrible art thou, O God most high, out of thine holy place,

world without end. Blessed be the glory of the Lord from Hit
place,’

and is sung between several clauses moper to the
piirtieular festival. A very elaborate Canon occurs
in the Third Motwa {Mauthhd, a series of anthems
sung sitting, Gr. f:d6i(rjj.a) at the Night Service on
Epiphany {BA, 365). The stanzas farse the clauses

of Dt 32^^^"^, and are remarkable as including four
unique verses in an old Persian dialect, in metre
of lines of 8 syllables. D. S. Margoliouth judges
them to belong to a dialect of Christians in Persia

before the Muhammadan Conquest {JBAS, Oct,

1903, and BA, 367 n.). Another instance of a
Canon is the Ldkhu mdrd (lit. ‘ Thee, Lord ’), named
from its first w’ords, and sung at almost ail the
services

:

‘Thee, Lord of all, we confess : thee, Jesus Christ, we glorify

:

for thou art the Quickener of our bodies, and thou art tme
Saviour of our souls.’

This is used as a farsing of a psalm-clause with
‘Gloria Patri’ (see ESDO, 3, 104, etc,; LEW, 249).

Yet another instance is the ‘Holy God, Holy
Mighty, Holy Immortal, have mercy upon us,’

wdiich is farsed with the ‘ Gloria Patri ’ {ESDO,
iO; LEW, 250). These two compositions, how-
ever, are not called ‘ Canons ’ in the service-books.

It may be added that ‘ farsing ’ is a favourite prac-

tice of the East Syrians; the psalms, and even
the Lord’s Prayer, are farsed (for the last see

LEW, 252; ESDO, If.).

Literatuhb.—

A

s the subject is so little known, it may be
desirable to name certain East Syrian service-books where
specimens of the hymns described above may be found. The
following two service-books, published in Syriac by the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury’s Mission in London and at Urmi in

Persia, may be mentioned out of several similar works : g!akhsd
(lit. ‘Order,* ra^ts), the Missal (1S90); Qdham‘Vrwdthdr, the
book of daily offices (1892), for which see above, 4 (c). These
contain the services as used by the Nestorians. The services

as modified for the ‘Uniat Ohaldseans* may be seen in the
Breviarium Chaldaicum, Paris, 1886. For Eng. tr. of the
services see A. J. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Ojffices,

London, 1894 ; F. C. Conybeare and A. J. Maclean, Rituale
Arrmncynim and the East SyHan Epiphany Rites, Oxford,

1905 ; F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, i.

do. 1896 (contains one Liturgy, with the ‘propers’ for the
Ascension) ; Liturgy of Adai and Mari, London, 1893 (con-

tains three Liturgies and the baptismal service).

Besides the works mentioned in the course of the art.,

reference may be made to Gabriel Cardakhi, Idber Thesauri
de Arte Poetioa Syrorum, Rome, 1876 (an anthology of poems
of different dates) ; G. Bickell, S. Ephraemi Syri Carmina
Nisibena, Leipzig, 1866 ; J. Julian, Dictionary of Hymnology^,
London, 1907, art. ‘Syriac Hymnody.’ A few Syriac hymns
have been rendered in English verse by R. M. Moorsom
Renderings of Church Hymns, London, 1901, and by others.

A. J. Maclean.
HYMNS (Ethiopic Christian).—Hymns enter

largely into the services of the Abyssinian Church,
and in catalogues of Ethiopic MSS the names of

certain hymn-books are usually found, viz. the

Degwa, the Egziahher nages (‘ The Lord is king ’),

the MeWdf (‘Chapter ’), and the MawdsheH (‘Re-

sponses’). Like other hymns, they are dedicated

to particular persons, and intended for special

occasions; a complete hymn-book is one which
contains hymns for every solemnity in the year.

A specimen of a Besponse or Antiphon is ^iven

by A. Dillmann in his Chrestomathia uEthiopica

(Leipzig, 1866, § 10) ; it consists mainly of Scrip-

ture texts, chanted by the minister, and partly

repeated by the choir; their response is called

Meltdn, Although it bears the title Wd^m
(‘Hymn’), which resembles the Arabic wazn
(‘metre’), it bears no trace of rhythm or rhyme.

Other hymns exhibit rhyme similar to that used

in Arabic versification; i,e. a series of lines all

terminate in the same consonant or consonant and
vowel : but, whereas in Arabic this rhyme per-

vades the poem, in Ethiopic it pervades the strophe,

which is ordinarily of five lines (see examples in
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E. A. W. Budge, Miracles of the Virgin Mary,
London, 1900) ; sometimes, however, it is only of

three. The lines of a strophe do not appear to

correspond exactly in other respects, and at times

vary considerably in length and sequence of syl-

lables. The chanting is of three styles : Geez (or

Zemd), 'Ezel, and Ardrdi, said to be suited re-

spectively to holy days, fasts, and feasts ; of these

names the second appears to be identical with the

Arabic Ghazal, ‘love songs,’ but the others are

obscure. The Degwa is supposed to be the com-

position of one YarM of tlie 8th cent. ; but this

ascription is probably valueless. The matter con-

tain^ in these hymns does not difier from the con-

tents of analogous compositions in other branches

of Christianity.

LiTERATUftB.—'Catalogues of Ethiopic MSS, especially A.
Dilltnann, Cat. codd. MSS cethiop. BihliothecoB Bodleiance,

Oxford, 1848 ;
W. Wright, Cat. of the EtMop. MSS in the

Brit. Mus., London, 1877 ;
H. Zotenberg, Cat. des MSS

orient, de la bibliotMque nat. iii., Paris, 1877.

D. S. Margoliouth.
HYMNS (Latin Christian).—!. Earlt CHRIS-

TlAN Hymns. — The language of the Western
liturgies was originally Greek, not Latin, and the

numerous Greek expressions in the present Roman
liturgy remind us of this original dependence.

Greek, moreover, was the written language of the

early Fathers and ecclesiastical writers till Ter-

tullian, so that it is not surprising to find that no
I

original and independent Latin hymns were com-
j

posed before the 4th cent, after Christ.

Isidore of Seville designates Hilary of Poitiers

as the first hymn-composer of the Latin-speaking

West,^ and, according to Jerome,^ he composed a
whole book of hymns, but had apparently no de-

cisive success.® The reason of his failure was that
he made no attempt to condescend to the unculti-

vated Gallic populace, but tried to raise them to

his own level.

Regarding the hymns of Hilary there was no
certam information until quite recently. The
Liber hymnorum of which Jerome spoke was lost,

and the other compositions which circulated under
his name in anthologies and literary histories either

could not be proved authentic or were associated

with his name only through an error which has
found itsway from Daniel’s Thesaurus hymnologicus
into countless works. In 1884, G. F. Gamurrini
discovered fragments of the missing Liber hymn-
orum in the public library of Arezzo, and pub-
lished them in 1887 in the Bihlioteca delV academia
storico-giuridica, vol. iv., under the title, ‘ S. Hilarii

Tractatus de Mysteriis et Hymni et S, Silvise

Aquitanse Perigrinatio ad loca sancta.’ Unfor-
tunately, the hymn-book is in a mutilated condi-

tion ; it contains only three hymns, which are all

incomplete, two being defective at the beginning,
and one at the end ; two of them are acrostics,

or alphabet-hymns. In spite of this mutilation,
the hymns are of priceless value to us, for they
help us to estimate the oldest Latin hymns, and
the poetical attempts of the great Gallic Church
Father. Their contents—especially those of the
first hymn, which deals with the doctrine of the
Trinity and the consubstantiality of the Son—are
not very clear, and have no popular character-
istic. They are metrical in form, but show no
artistic taste ; and great liberties have been taken
with the metre.®

Although Hilary was the first Western writer to
compose hymns in Latin, Ambrose may be rightly
called the Father of Latin hymn-composition, and,
indirectly, of all Church hymnody and popular

1 de Eccl. off. i. 6. 2 j)e yir, must. 100.
3 Com. in Gal. ii.

,
pref.

4 Of. Analecta hymmca, xxvii. [1897] 49 f

5 For other questions connected with Hilar3'*8 hymns see the
detailed account in Anal. hymn. 1. [1907] Ji f.

song.^ There is far more evidence of the activity

of Ambrose as a hymn-writer than in the case of

Hilary. Many testimonies from Christian anti-

quity, among which his own takes the first rank,
assure us of his poetical activity as well as of his

striking success.® Augustine, his younger contem-
porary, has preserved quotations from the hymns
of Ambrose ; we have his good authority for four
of them, viz. ‘-^Eterne rerum conditor,’ ‘Dens,
creator omnium,’ ‘Jam surgit hora tertia,’ and
‘ Intende qui regis Israel.’ If, by means of these
four hymns, which are undoubtedly genuine, we
examine the characteristics of Ambrose’s style of

thought and poetical expression in language and
metre, we may be able to prove his authorship of a
series of other hymns in the collection of the Church
of Milan.®
The first fact that strikes us in connexion with

the success of Ambrose is that his influence as a
hymn-writer was as strong as it was lasting. Both
Au^stine and Ambrose himself describe the in-

spiriting and even fascinating effect which these
hymns exercised when they first appeared. They
were songs for the people and the congregation in

the fullest sense of the term, being thorouglily
popular in contents, form, and melody. Of course,

the population of an imperial seat of residence like

Milan stood at a higher level of culture than the
people of a Gallic provincial towm like the Poitiers

of Hilary, and those who could follow the sermons
of Ambrose wfith intelligence and affection would
also appreciate his hymns, and sing them with
enthusiasm.
The hymns of Ambrose spread rapidly over the

West, and became popular everywhere. Tiie

ancient Latin hymns were also folk-songs, and
they continued to be so as long as Latin remained
a living tongue. When it became a dead language
of liturgy, the sphere of influence of these hymns
naturally became narrowed ; instead of being the
property of a whole people, they became, as jjoetry

of tlie Churcli and cloister, the pos.session of a
privileged c^ass. But, later on, a popular form of
poetry was evolved from this ])oetry, which con-
tinued to exist, and even flourish luxuriantly, in a
dead language—an evolution which took place not
in one, but in many languages

; and thu.s wc have
the surprising phenomenon of a popular form of
composition passing through an artistic stage to
return again to the popular level. In this sense,
also, Ambrose is the father of our pojiular ecclesi-

astical hymns ; even to-day some of his poems and
melodies are sung by the people. It is impossible
now to discover the .stages through which the
popular hymn of Ambrose passed in its develop-
ment into the clerical and monastic hymn of the
Middle Ages, or the time when the transformation
was completed. The want of liturgical records,
and especially of MS hymns, reduce.s us almost
entirely to the expedient of combining fragments
—an untrustw^ortny method when the data are so
scanty and uncertain. With tlie exception of a
few MSS, such as Vatiennus Reg. 11 and the Anti-
phonary of Bangor (ed. F. E.‘ Warren, London,
1893-95), which, however, belong to ijuite a differ-

ent environment and a different kind of composi-
tion, we have hardly any hymn-collections before
the 10th century. In all of them the transforma-

ISee G. BfL Dreves, Aurelius Ainbrnsius, *der Vater des
Kirchenpesavnes,' Freibur" im Br.,

2 Ib. pp. 4, :28

3 This 18 the aim of Dreve&’s Aurelius Ambrosius. Following
the example of L. Biraghi (Jnni sinceri e carml di S. A ntht ogto,
Milan, 1862), he proves fourteen hj'mns to be undoubtedly
authentic, and four others to be probably composed bv Ambrose
(see Aur. Amb.

,

pp. 127-14C, and Anal. hymn. 1. 11-21). Dre\ es
IS also the first to attempt to ascertain by the same critij'al
method the melodies which ^\e are justified in regarding as
originating from Ambrose (Aur. Amb. p. 129 ff.). His state-
ments on both points have not been contradicted or disproved.
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tion is complete ; and they also show another
change— the hymn governed by quantity and
metre has evolved one governed by rules of accent.
The single certain fact in this long period we de-
rive from the monastic rules of Benedict, and of
Aurelian and Csesarius of Arles, which show us a
small number of hymns as existent in the 6th cent.,
and the Latin hymn almost completely transformed
into the monastic hymn.^
Contemporary with Ambrose, although liis

hymns appeared later, Prudentius^ introduced a
new kind of religious poetry; the non-liturgical
hymn appeared and developed alongside of the
liturgical ; to the poetry expressing official and
public congregational devotion was added the
poetry of personal and domestic edification.

Besides his greater works (he wrote in all over
ten thousand verses), which are mostly didactic
and polemic, Aurelius Prudentius Clemens com-
posed two works of mixed lyric and epic content,
the Cathemerinon and PeHstephanon^ which have
given his name a leading place in the history of
nymnology. The first is a collection of hymns for
the different hours of prayer in the day and the
festivals of the year

; the second consists of a series
of poetical narratives celebrating the sufferings,
conflicts, and victories of various martyrs, especi-
ally those belonging to Spain. These compositions
belong to epic rather than to hyinnic verse, but
some of them were adopted into popular use as
hymns.
Prudentius presents a striking contrast to his

immediate predecessor Ambrose, writing as he did
from an entirely different point of view, and only
for private reading. Among the early Christian
hymn-writers, Ambrose may be called the Classic
and Prudentius the Romantic. While Ambrose
everywhere betrays the genuine Roman charac-
ter, with its sustained dignity and strenuous self-

control, in the poems of the hot-blooded Spaniard
there is a sparkle and glow, a thrill and enthusiasm
unknown to the ancient Roman poets. The con-
trast between the liturgist and the poet is also

obvious in the external form chosen by the two
writers. W'hile the hymns of Ambrose invariably
consist of eight stanzas—a number which remained
the rule till far into the Middle Ages—those of

Prudentius are much longer. All the hymns of

Ambrose are composed in the iambic dimeter

—

s.

metre whose simplicity was specially adapted to

meet the requirements of congregational singing,

and in which the majority of Latin hymns have
been composed down to the present day; on the
other hand, Prudentius takes pleasure in imitat-

ing and, if possible, surpassing, the rich variety of

metres in Horace ; so that, even in poetical form,
self-limitation marks the one, and self-expansion

the other, of the two protagonists of ancient
Christian poetry.

As regards the influence of both writers on the
hymn-composition which they originated, we may
say that Ambrose has exercised a more powerful
iniiuence on the form, and Prudentius on the
subject-matter, of sacred poetry, and that in later

hymnody the one acted more as a restraint, and
the other as a stimulus ; the influence of Ambrose
has been the more permanent, and that of Pru-
dentius the more extensive, as he did not confine

himself within the narrow limits of liturgical hymn-
composition. Further, the influence of Prudentius
on posterity was as great as that of a conspicuous

poet has ever been, because, like the poets of clas-

sical antiquity generally, he became the common
property of all nations who shared the intellectual

wealth bequeathed by ancient Rome.

J Cf. O. Blume. Der CursusSancti Bevedicti NursinU Leipzig,

908.
2 PL lix.-lx.

VOL, VTl.—

2

In comparison with these two masters of ancient
Christian hymnody, the other Christian hymn-
writers belonging to this period fall into the back-
ground. We possess numerous inscriptional poems
of Pope Damasus (t 384), which are distinguished
by elegance of expression and artistic polish.^ The
hymns attributed to him, however (one in praise of

Agatha, and a hymn commemorating St. Andrew,
which has long been in liturgical use), apparently
do not belong to him ; the former is probably of
Mozarabic, and the latter of Gallo-Frankish, origin.

Augustine (t 430) also touches the province of

hymnology in so far as he composed a ‘rhythm’
against the sect of the Donatists, each strophe
beginning in alphabetical order from a to v. He
himself calls it ‘Psalmus contra partem Donati:
liber unus.’ ^ It was intended for popular singing,
in order to make the common people better ac-

quainted with the distinctive teaching of the two
parties, and had a refi-ain {hypopsalTnc^. Although
the form is lyrical, the contents are so pronouncedly
didactic that the poem can hardly be counted among
sacred lyrics ; but it is of the highest importance
for the history of rhythmic Latin poetry because
of its indisputable authenticity. Pontius Meropius
Anicius Paulinus, bishop of Nola in Campania
(t 431), composed a whole ‘book of hymns.
Either this refers to the Carmina Natalitia on St.

Felix or the book has been lost. Among the ex-
tant poems of Paulinus, all that can be called
hymns are the ‘Prayer’ {Oarm. iv.) and three
paraphrases of Ps 7-9.^ Caelius Sedulius, who
flourished about the middle oi the 5th cent., has
left two poems besides his great ‘ Carmen Paschale. ’

These he himself intended to be hymns, although
the first is really a combination of didactic and
lyrical poetry ; and the second, the famous ‘A
solis ortus cardine,’ is a poem in iambic dimeters,
the initial letters of whose strophes form an acros-

tic. This hymn was used in the Mozarabic
liturgy, where it was divided into six sections for

the Festivals of the Annunciation, of the Virgin
Mary, the Birth of Christ, the Epiphany, Inno-
cents’ Day, the Feast of Lazarus, and Maundy
Thursday; it is also used in the Roman liturgy,

but in a condensed form. Some verses from the
‘ Carmen Paschale ’ have a place in the Roman
missal, in the Introit of the votive Mass of the
Virgin.® Pope Gelasius (t 496) also composed
hymns in the manner of Ambrose.® Unfortun-
ately his hymnary is lost, and we cannot authen-
ticate any single hymn as his literary property.

II. Merovingian — Between early

Christian and mediaeval hymn-composition there
are two transitional periods—the time of the
Merovingians, which snows a further develop
ment from metre to rhythm, and the Carlovingian
period, which is a time of artistic renaissance, and
which also inaugurates a completely new epoch.
Ennodius, bishop of "^avia (f 521), like Gelasius,

belongs in time to the Merovingian period, although
in his whole character and tone of thought he is a
product of the former early Christian age. We
possess a complete hymnary written by him con-

taining twelve hymns, most of which have sur-

vived only in a single Brussels MS."^ Ennodius
was obviously roused to poetical activity by the
example of Ambrose, and at any rate wrote his

hymns as archdeacon of Milan for the use of the

Church there. His hymns, with the exception of

the eighth, are in the same measure as those of

Ambrose. He always divides them into eight

1 PL xiii. 376 fli. ; ed. M. Ihm, Antholog, Led. supplemental i.

[Leipzig, 1895].
2 Retract, i. 20. 3 Gennadius, de Script, accl. 48,

4 Anal. hymn. 1. 47 ff. ; PL Ixi. 439 f., 449-452.
5 Ih. 1. 53 ff. The poems of Sedulius are to be found moat

conveniently in PL xix. 649 ff,

6 Gennadius, 94. 7 PL Ixiii. 320-334.
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stanzas, and chooses only subjects that had not

already been treated in verse by Ambrose. The
Church of Milan, however, did not respond to his

desire ; his hymns were not adopted in her liturgy,

and only three of them can be traced in other

liturgies. Ennodius is one of the poets on whom,
as a rule, literary historians pour out the vials of

their wrath. His hymns hardly deserve the cen-

sure generally heaped on them ; in spite of being

modelled on those of Ambrose, they are not entirely

devoid of originality, and, notwithstanding their

obscurity of style, tney do not lack a certain in-

spiration.^ We must mention here Pope Gregory
the Great (t 604)—not as a hymn-writer, but as a
supposed hymn-writer. Just as all the reforming

energy of this Pope with regard to the Liturgy

lies in obscurity, so nothing is known about his

poetical activity. All that we read about hymns
which he is said to have composed is either the

product of private supposition (such as that of

Mone) or derived from Jodocus Clichtoveus, who,
in his Elucidatorium ecclesictsticum (Basel, 1517),

was the first to assign a few hymns to Gregory,

without any reason. During the whole mediaeval

period, down to the time of Gregory himself, almost
absolute silence prevails on the subject.

^

The greatest and most conspicuous figure of

this period is Venantius Honorius Clementianus
Fortunatus, who was made bishop of Poitiers in

599. His poetry, with the exception of the four

books of his Life of St. Martin, is ‘occasional

poet^* in the strictest sense of the term. Ac-
cording to Paulus Diaconus,® he also composed
numerous hymns for the various Church festivals,

but these have not been handed down. In his

eleven books of ‘ miscellaneous poems ’ ^ there are

three hymns on the Holy Cross and an ‘ occasional

poem ’ on Easter, which, in an abbreviated form,
was used as a processional hymn. Besides these
there are other threehymns ascribed to Fortunatus

:

the baptismal hymn, ‘Tibi laus, perennis auctor’
(called ‘Versus Fortunati presbyteri’ in an 8th
cent, office-book from Poitiers preserved in the
‘ Bibliothfeque de FArsenal’ in Paris), the Christ-

mas hymn ‘Agnoscat omne sseculum,’ and the
beautiful hymn in praise of Mary, ‘Quem terra,

pontus, setliera.*® In spite of neglect of artistic

form, the hymns of Fortunatus belong to the ac-

knowledged pearls of Christian literature. Hymns
like the ‘ Pange lingua ’ and the ‘ Vexilla re^is ’

have never been surpassed, and will remain im-
mortal. They had a great influence on both text
and music of later hymns.®
Among the contemporaries of Fortunatus we

may mention Eugenius of Toledo (t 658), who
bestowed special care on Church-hymnody, and
revised the Church oflice-books ; but, as no ecclesi-

astical hymns have come down under his name, we
cannot ascertain his probable share in the hymn-
composition of the Mozarabic liturgists."^ After
Venantius Fortunatus the most conspicuous poet
of the period is the Venerable Bede (t 735). In
the last chapter of his Ecclesiastical History of
England, in which he inserted a synopsis of his
original works, he says that he had also composed
‘a book of hymns in various verse-measures and
rhythms.* We have to lament the loss of this
book as a whole; but eleven hymns have been

1 Anal. hymn. 1. 61 ff.

2 Of. Dreves, ‘ Haben wir Gregor den Groasen als Hymnen-
dichter anzusehen ? ’ TuUnger Quartalschrift, 1907, pp. 648-562.
0. JBlume, in an art. in the Stitnmen axis Maria-Laach (bcxiv.
[Freiburg im B., 190S] 269 ff.), has ventured to reclaim Gregory
for sacred hymnody, but he seems scarcely satisfied with his
own arguments.

8 de Gest. Longobard. ii. 13.
4 PL Ixxxviii. 63 ff.

5 Of. Dreves, Hymnologisehe Studien zu Venantius Fartu-
riattut und Rahanus Maurus, Munich, 1908, pp. 1-54.

^ Anal. hyirniA. non. 7 76. 1. 89ff.

handed down to us under Bede’s name by Georgius

(Dassander in his Hymni Ecclesiastici (Cologne,

1556), regarding the genuineness of which there

has been much controversy.^ Besides these hymns
we have an abecedary hymn on St. Edilthrida in

the Ecclesiastical History (iv. 20), and two Psalm-

E
araphrases preserved in various MSS. Bede’s

ymns are of unmistakable sobriety, corresponding

with the whole character of their author. They
did not circulate widely, however, and exercised

no lasting influence on later Latin hymn-writing

;

only a few of them occur in liturgical MSS. The
hymn on St. Edilthrida was imitated in a large

series of Anglo-Saxon and Irish hymns, e.g.

those of Wulstan of "Winchester (cf., further,

below, p. 20**).®

We may mention here a double series of hymns,
which began in the Merovingian period, and have

a decidedly national character, which is strikingly

evident in the national form of writing ; the

ancient Irish and the Gothic or Mozarabic hymn
collections. The ancient Irish Latin hymns are

discussed in art. Hymns (Irish Christian). More
important than these, however, are the hymns col-

lected in the Mozarabic Liturgy. This Liturgy,

which dift’ers very little from the Roman, was first

entitled ‘ Old Spanish,’ then, with the dominion ol

the Goths, ‘Gothic,’ and, finally, after the con-

quest of Spain by the Arabs (A.D. 711) ‘ Mozarabic,’

%.e, the Liturgy of Christians living among Arabs.

Isidore of Seville seems to have done for this

Liturgy what Gregory the Great did for the

Roman, but the facts of the case are equally un-

certain. The hymns, numbering about 200, which
can still be collected out of old Mozarabic brevi-

aries, are by no means the product of one period ;

on the contrary, there are some in the classical

metre of the early Christian period, some which
show the gradual transition from

^

metrical to

rhythmic composition, and some displaying all

the linguistic barbarism of the lOth century. The
Mozarabic Liturgy is much richer in hymns than
the Roman. It has a whole series of hymns for

special occasions, such as the consecration of a

bishop, a bishop’s birthday, a coronation, a king’s

birthday, marriages, etc.

With the disuse of the Mozarabic Liturgy this

mass of lyrical poetry became obsolete, and found
its way from the Church into the libraries and
archives.®

III. The CARLOVimiAN Benaissafce.^t:)x^
empire of the Carlovingians, with its Csesaropap-
ism often resembling that of Byzantium, marKS
a new epoch for Latin hymnology. During this

period two tendencies appear which afterwards
run parallel through the whole of the Middle
Ages, viz. the artistic reproduction of the old and
the obsolete, and the preparation of the new and
original. Charlemagne was not only a warrior
but a patron of art, and under his rule artistic

Latin poetry received a new impetus which has
been called the ‘ Carlovingian Renaissance.’ The
central focus of these etforts was the * palace-
school’ of Charlemagne, •with which the most
famous learned men of the time -were connected.
It must be admitted that, considering their num-
bers and their poetical activity, the authors be-
longing to the learned circle of the palace and its

‘school’ composed few hvmns—no doubt because
the introduction of the Roman Liturgy into the
whole empire of the Franks checked the impulse
towards hymn-composition. Still, the majority of
themmade small contributions towards the treasury
of Church hymnody.
The most important -was Paul the Deacon (f 799),

1 See Anal. hymn. 1. 96 ff. 2 /&.
8 See ih, xxvii. for Cienfuegos’s attempt to resuscitate it. The

Liturgy is found most conveniently in PL Ixxxvi.
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who from 782 to 786 stayed at the Court of Charle-
magne. Besides a hymn on the miracle-worker,
Benedict of Nursia, in his History of the Lombards
(i. 26), we have the immortal poem on John the
Baptist. 1 Paulinus li., patriarch of Aquileia
(t 802), was a more productive composer. His
best known and most popular hymn was that on
the Apostles Peter and Paul, beginning * Pelix per
omnes festum mundi cardines.’ ^ Alcuin (f 804), a
centra] figure in this group and one of the most

E
rolific hymn-writers, is represented by only two
ymns—one on Vedastus and an evening hymn.®

Legend says that Theodulf, bishop of Orleans
(t 821), from his prison-window greeted the Palm
Sunday procession in Angers, in which King Louis
the Pious took part, with the improvised hymn
‘Gloria, laus, et honor,’ fragments of which are
still in use in the Roman Liturgy. The only
other extant hymns of Theodulph are those for
‘ The Salutation of the King,’ In Adventu Eegis.*
In this circle of poets we may also include Florus,
fche deacon of the Lyons Church, and Sedulius
Scottus (t c, 874), the scholar of Li^ge. We have
some hymns by Florus (fl. middle of 9th cent.) com-
posed in elegiac verse, and some free translations
of psalms in heroic metre (one Psalm-paraphrase is
written in iambic dimeter). ® The poems of Sedulius

I

Scottus belonging to the rank of h3Tnns are very
few.®

^
Besides this group of poets of the early Carlo-

vingian period, there is another in the later period
—the ‘Singers’ school’ of St. Gall.’ The two
groups are connected by Rabanus Maurus, who
was a pupil of Alcuin, and Walafrid Strabo, who
came from St. Gall to Rabanus at Fulda, and later
on became abbot of Reichenau. Walafrid, the
younger of the two, is the better and more artistic
poet, Rabanus the more productive and influen-
tial. The poems of Rabanus (t 866), especially his
hymns, are known chiefly from the ed. of C. Brower
(Mainz, 1617), who took them from a MS which
probably belonged to the Fulda monastery. A
small portion of this MS is preserved in the
monastic library at Einsiedeln,^ In his hymns
Rabanus is more original and inspired than in
his other works. The immortal ‘Veni Creator
Spiritus ’ is assigned to him by a BreslauMS now in
London.® Walafrid, nicknamed Strabo or Strabus
(‘the cross-eyed ’), abbot of Reichenau (t 849), seems
to have composed a ‘Book of Hymns’ {sacrorum
hymnorum hhrum unum [J. Pitseus]), but it has
been lost. Only a few hymns of Walafrid are
known—a Christmas hymn, a hymn on Gallus,
well known in Germany in the Middle Ages,
hymns on Mammes, Januarius, Sergius, and Bac-
cnus, and poems to welcome the Emperor.^® An-
other pupil of Rabanus—the monk Gottschalk of
Orbais (f 869)—composed hymns, or, rather, spiri-

tual songs. Two of them are specially interesting
because of their original rhythms.
The * School of St. Gall,’ to which we now pass,

produced two classes of writers—the first class
being an offshoot of the Carlovingian Renaissance,

1 From the opening words of this hymn, * Ut queant laxis
resonare fibris,* Guido of Arezzo borrowed the tonic ‘ Ut, re, mi*
notation. For the hymns see PL xcv. 472-474, 1697 f.; cf. also
E. Bummler, *Zu den Gedichten des Faulus Diaconus,* in
Neues ArcMv der Gesellsehaft fur altere deutsohe Gesohichts-
kundCi xvii. [1891] 397-401, and Anal. hymn. L 117 ff.

2 Anal. hymn. 1. 126 ff.; PL xcix. 479-604.
S Ih. 1. 162 ff.; PL ci. 681 f., 726 f.

*lb. 1. 160 ff.

6

Ih. 1. 210 ff.; PL Ixi. 1083-1087.
6 Ih. 1. 229 ff.; PL ciii. 293 ff.

7

A. Schubriger, Die SangerschuU St, GallenSt Einsiedeln,
1868.

8

On the genuineness of the poems assigned to Babanus by
Brower, see Dreves, Eyrrmologische Studienzu Venantiu$F<yrtu-
natus und Rabanus Maurus^ pp. 65-186.

^ Anal, hymn, 1. 180 ff.; for the hymns see also PL cxii,

1649 ff.

10/d.l. 167 ff.

cultivating the liturgical hymn in classical metre
and developing the processional hymn, and the
second (especially Notker and Tutilo) introducing
an entirely new art of sequences and tropes.

(1) In the former class Ratpert (t after 884) was
an active writer, although all tliat remains of his
liturgical writings is a short litany for Sunday
processions, composed partly in elegiac, partly in
heroic, verse, beginning ‘Ardua Spes mundi,’ a com-
munion hymn ‘ Laudes, Omnipotens, ferimus tibi,

dona colenteSj’a processional hymn for the festival
of St. Gall, and a song to welcome the Queen. ^

Waldrammus (wrongly entitled ‘ deacon ’ by Ekke-
hart IV.) composed a processional, ‘ Sancte Pater,
juva nos,’ two hymns to welcome the King, and a
sequence for the Church-dedication festival.® A
contemporary and brother-poet of his is the younger
Hartmann, abbot of St. Gall (f 925), of whose com-
positions we possess a hymn to be sung before the
Gospel (really a precursor of the ‘Conductus’
which came into use later), a hymn and a pro-
cessional for the festival of the Holy Innocents,
a metrical litany for Sunday processions, hymns
to welcome the King, and hymns for the proces-
sion bearing the remains of St. Magnus.® Others

:

in this class are Notker Physicus (t975), who
I

wrote hymns on the Virgin Mary and St. Othmar,^
and Ekkehart the Deacon (t973), the author of
some sequences.

(2) Notker the Stammerer (Balbulus; t912)
stands at the head of the second class. He in-
troduced rhythmical sequences into the Church
liturgy, freed hymn-composition from the trammels
of early Christian art, and thus inaugurated the
rhythmical composition of the Middle Ages, which
afterwards developed so luxuriantly. In Not-
ker’s time there was no proper musical notation.
Melodies had to be memorized ; and the notation
in use was merely an aid to memory for the singer,
marking the groups of notes and the general rise
and fall of the melody, but not the exact intervals
between the notes. It was very difficult to re-
member passages in which a long sequence of notes
(sometimes occupying several lines and called
‘melisms’ and ‘jubilations’) had to be sung on a
single syllable of a word, as, e.g., in the Alleluia at
the end of the Gradual. Notker had often wondered
how this difficulty could be obviated. When the
monastery of Jumi^ges in Northern France was
destroyed by the Normans, one of the monks came
to St. Gall. In the choir-books which he brought
with him Notker saw that there were words fitted
into the long sequences of notes—a syllable for
every note ; and he determined to attempt some-
thing similar. Under the wordless ‘melisms’ he
introduced words of his own composition, so that
each note was sung to a single syllable ; and he
composed two lines of words for each musical
phrase (clausula)^ which, if we may infer earlier
custom from later, were rendered by choirs of men
and boys alternately. After Notker had overcome
the first difficulties with the help of his teachers
Iso and Marcellus, he composed sequences for
nearly all the festivals of the ecclesiastical year,
divided them into two books, wrote a preface, and
dedicated them to Bishop Liutward of Vercelli,

the patron of his monastery. Notker’s collection
of sequences, which held its ground in Germany
till the time of the Council of Trent—and some of
it even later—exists in numerous MSS, in many
of which, however, there is a mixture of later
additions, e.g. sequences of Ekkehart and others.
In contents, form, and manner of musical phrasing
Notker’s sequences areentirely original—a liturgi-

1 AnciZ. hymn. 1. 237 ff. ; PL Ixxxvii. 89-41, 46u
2 J6. 1. 244 ff.

S lb. 1. 260 ff. ; PL Ixxxvii. 29-33, 43 f.. 47.
4 PL Ixxxvii. 48-60.n Ih. L 219 ff.
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cal, poetical, and musical innovation— as the

hymns of Ambrose had been, and their circulation

and influence find no parallel except in the case of

the great Milanese. As with Ambrose’s hymns,
Rome alone showed little appreciation for the
Teutonic innovation of Notker—a circumstance
which afterwards, at the Council of Trent, proved
momentous for sequence-composition. Besides his

sequences Notker composed a series of hymns on
St. Stephen.^
Next to Notker the Stammerer, Tutilo (t898) is

the most influential member of the St. Gall school

;

for he ranks as the first writer of ‘tropes’ (i.e.

additions in prose or verse to an already existing

liturgical text).
These insertions were afterwards more frequent in Missals or

Graduals than in Breviaries or Antiphonaries. In the former
we find them in the ‘ Kyrie,* * Gloria,' * Sanctus,' * Agnus Dei/
and ill the Epistles (Epltres farcis) as well as in other fixed or

changing parts of the Mass (Introit, Gradual, Offertory, Com-
munion) ; m the latter, as a rule, only in some of the Responses.

Only a few tropes composed by Tutilo remain,
and these are mostly in prose, and therefore inte-

resting to liturgists, not hymnologists. As regards
hymn-wTiting Tutilo is important, not on account
of what he composed, but for wdiat he inaugurated
and suggested : the composition of tropes, intro-

duced in German tendtory and cultivated to a
moderate extent in Germany, spread into France,
Italy, and England, where it attained a much
fuller development.
The ‘ School of Saint Amand ’ {Schola Elnonensis)

also flourished during this period. Milo (t872)
was one of its most celebrated teachers and a
prolific poet, but none of his hymns have been
preserved. The most distinguished, however,
was Hucbald (t 930), one of the first composers
of harmony. He discovered the organum^ or ars
organizanclif i.e. the art of accompanying a melody
in perfect fifths; and his name is also connected
with the introduction of the metrical or rhymed
office {Historia rhythmica)^ ix. a daily liturgical

prayer-office, comprising the seven canonical hours,
in which the hymns and everything else sung,
except the Psalms and lessons,* are composed in
metre, rhythm, and rhyme. Besides hymns on
St. Theodoric of Rheims and St. Cyricus of
Nevers, he composed rhymed offices on St. Ric-
trude of Marchiennes and others. At any rate,

the district of St. Omer, St. Amand, and Li^ge
may be rightly regarded as the birthplace of this
kind of composition.^
IV. The Early Mediaeval Period,—

treating of the school of St. Gall as a whole, we
have already touched on the early mediaeval period
(10th and 11th centuries). The 10th cent, takes up
the task-interrupted and postponed by the Carlo-
vingian Renaissance—of liberating the Latin hymn
from ancient metrical laws and of bringing it under
the government of rhythm. During the process,
which is tedious and confusing, the hymns which
appear are neither metrical nor rhythmical

; they
have neither accent nor metre—in fact, the com-
posers seem simply to have followed the principle
of counting syllables. Rhyme appears in a de-
sultory manner in the Carlovirigian period, in
Rabanus and Gottschalk, but throughout the 10th
cent, it remains weak and imperfect. It was not
till the 11th cent, that both accent and rhyme
reached^ the pitch of perfection which they main-
tained in the 12th and 13th centuries. At the
same time the art of writing sequences, begun by
Notker, continued to be cultivated, although it

1 The legend of the origin of the * Media vita in morte sumus,'
which attained such celebrity, is the invention of a later time.
Notker’s hymns are conveniently edited in PL cxxxi. 1005-1026,
Ixxxvii. 68-62.

2 The rhymed offices of the Middle Ages, as far as they are
known, will be found in Anal. hymn. v. [1889], xiii. [1892], xvii.
[1894], xviii. [1894], xxiv.-xxvi. [1896-97], xxviii. [1898], xlv.a

never again attained Notker’s depth of thought

and mysticism. In the 11th cent, sequences ap-

peared in France which, re-constructing Notker’a

prose tropes in poetic form, and his syllable-

counted cadences in rhythms and strophes, intro-

duced a new type of sequence. They constitute

—

to borrow a figure from architecture—the transi-

tion-style, in which Romanesque forms are mixed
with Gothic elements. During this period, as

throughout the whole of the Middle Ages, metre
holds its ground, but, like rhythm, it is re-modelled

and re-moulded in the disguise of the most variable

and purely ornamental forms. ^

One of the most famous hymn-writers of this

eriod is the Anglo-Saxon Wulstan, precentor of

t. Swithin in Winchester. We have several

abecedaries composed by him in elegiac measure
on local saints of Winchester—Athelwold, Birin,

I

and Swithin. They are modelled on Bede’s hymn
on Edilthrida, and have been revised by Ordericus

I Vitalis.2 The monastery of the reformed Bene-
^ dictine order at Clugny, which at this time in-

fluenced not only Fiance but all the Christian

kingcloms of the West, is represented in hymn-
comj)osition by the two most celebrated abbots
that it possessed—Odo, the best musician of his

time (t 943), and Odilo (t 1048). Only a few frag-

ments of their hymns remain. Odo celebrated St.

Martin of Tours Odilo panegyrized St. Majolus,
abbot of Clugny, and the empress St. Adelheid,
consort of Otto the Great.'* The German poet-

pope Leo IX ., a count of Egisheim (t 1054), is

closely connected with the Clugny group. Besides

two hymns he composed a rhythmical olfice in

honour of Gregory the Great.®
More famous than all these, how^ever, as theo-

logian, schoolman, and poet, is Fulbert of Chartres
(tl028). The comparatively few poems of his

which are extant are composed in the most vai ied

metres and rhythms. The moie widely-circulated

of his writings were the semience * Sonent regi

nato,’ the Epiphany hymn ‘Nuntium vobis fero

de supernis’ in France, and the Easter Song
‘Chorus nov£e Jeru.salem’ throughout Christen-
dom.® Other French hyrnn-writers of this period

are Adhtoar of Chabannes, a monk of Angoulcme
(t 1034), who panegyrizes in hymns the patron of

his monastery, St. Eparchius ;
’ Eusebius Bruno,

bishop of Angers (t 1081), who composed a number
of rhythmical religious poems, of which one on
St. Stephen became the common property of the
media3val Church

;
® and Anselm, archbishop of

Canterbury (tll09), the coiujioser of some pious

prayers. It is to be regretted tiiat we cannot give

more substantial proof and a more detailed de-

scription of Anselm’s activity as a hymn-\vriter.‘'

In a MS of the poems of Eusebius Bruno theie is a

poem of Berengar of Tours (tlOSS), ‘Juste Judex
Jesu Christe.’

In Italy, besides pope Leo ix. just mentioned,
there are two conspicuous poets, who in other
respects ditter as widely as two writers can—Peter
Damiani (t 1072) and Alfanus of Salerno (t 1085).

One writes in mediaeval rhytlmi.s
; the other might

be designated as a herald of humanism.
Peter Damiani belongs to the prolific hymn-

writers of the Middle Ages. As regards artistic

form, his poetry can hardly bear comparison with
1 Of. the countless varieties of Leonine verse with its elabora-

tions and artificialities, the ‘ versus caudati ’ and * bi-caudati,'

‘cruciferi* and ‘cruciati,’ etc. (Anal. hymn. v. 12 ff.).

2 Anal. hymn, xlviii. [19u5] 0 ff.; see also 0. Blume, ‘ Wolstan
von Winchester and Vital von St. Evroul, DichterderdreiLobf^e-
Bunge auf die heil. Athelwold, Birin, und Swithun,’
cxlvi. [1903] p. iii.

3 PL cxxxui. 513-616.
4 Anal, hymn, 1. 264 ff., 297 ff.; i»L cxlii. 961-964, 991f., 1030 ff

5 302 ff.

6 Ih, 1. 280 ff. ; PL cxli. 339-352.
7 /&. xlviii. 19 ff. */6. xhiii. 79. 76. xlviii. 94 ff

10 Mone, Lat, Hymnen des Mittelalters^ i. 359.
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the more polished and elaborated compositions of
the succeeding age ; but under its bald exterior
with the feeble assonantal rhymes are hidden a
genuine poetic genius, and a warmth of feeling
which at times bursts into a volcanic blaze. In
the ordinary hymn-forms he celebrates the Virgin
and the local saints of his native place, Ravenna,
and depicts the joys of heaven and the terrors of
the Judgment. His poem on the joys of Paradise,
beginning ‘ Ad perennis vitae fontem, ’ has actually
been honoured by being wrongly assigned to the
6th cent, or to St. Augustine himself.^ Alfanus
of Salerno composed a series of 21 liturgical
hymns, a metiical office, and a number of religious
lyncs.® With one exception all his poems are in
classical metre, and are, for his age, remarkably
pure in expression and form.
Germany also produced several important hymn-

writers. Heribert of Eichstatt (f 1042), a count of
Rothenburg, composed a series of liturgical hymns,
some of wnich, e,g. his hymn on the Holy Cross,
and a poem on St. Lawrence, found a general
circulation in Germany. In other hymns he cele-
brates the local patron saints of Eichstatt—^Willi-

bald and Walpurgis.® Bern of Reichenau (Bemo
Augiensis ; f 1048) was a musician as well as a poet,
and he certainly wrote more than the few hymns
and sequences known to us as his. Othlo, monk
of St. Emmeran in Regensburg (t 1072), deserves
mention as the composer of a series of prayers in
stiff hexameters and stanzas.^ There were two
writers of greater influence than these, however

—

Heriman the Lame (Hermannus Contractus) of
Reichenau (f 1054), one of the most celebrated men
of his time, and Gottschalk of Limburg (f 1098),
the most distinguished composer, after I^otker, of
sequences in Germany. Heriman was a popular
teacher and a prolific as well as celebrated -writer.

Besides his chief work, his Chronicon Augieme (the
first universal history of the Middle Ages), he com-
posed mathematical, astronomical, and musical
works. Very few of his liturgical writings have
come do-wn to us under his name. The sequences
which we know to be his are marked by a mysti-
cism going far beyond that of Notker, and by the
trick of inserting Greek words in the Latin text.

The one most free from the latter mannerism is

the most celebrated and -widely used of Heriman’s
sequences, ‘Ave prseclara maris Stella,’® which
also shows the writer’s preference for long cadences
in contrast to the much shorter ones of Notker.
Besides this we have an office in honour of St. Afra
composed mostly in prose, and (probably) the
beautiful antiphons still used in the services of

the Church, ‘ Alma Redemptoris Mater ’ and ‘ Salve
Regina. ’ ® Asa composer of sequences, Gottschalk
of Limburg far surpassed Heriman. With the ex-

ception of Notker of St. Gall there is no composer
of sequences during this period when rhymeless
rhythms were in vogue from whose hand we have
a greater number of 'proses’ than Gottschalk.
He writes in a very peculiar style. He is especially

fond of the figures known as ' enumeratio,’ ‘ poly-
ptoton,’ and ‘ annoniinatio.’ He shares with Heri-
man the preference for long cadences, and, without
imitating him, resembles him very closely in his

manner of conceiving and presenting a subject.’
1 Anal. hymn, xlviii. 29 fiE. ;

PL cxlv. 861-864, 930 ff.

2 The list of his hymns will be found in Anal. hymn. 1. 330,

the text, ib. xxii. [1895], on the pages referred to in 1. 330 ; his

religious poems of a non-liturgical character are collected in ib.

1. 330-338. This ed. corrects the numerous faults of the earlier

ones, since all the original MSS were freshly collated. For a
convenient, though less critical, ed. see PL cxlvii. 1219 ff.

s Anal, ht/mn. 1. 290 ff. ;
PL cxli. 1369-1374.

4/b. 1. 320 ff.

5 On the question of the authorship of this sequence see Anal,
hymn. 1. 309.

6 AtwlI. hymn. 1. 308 ff.

7 Ib. 1. 339 ff. ;
Dreves, ‘ Godescalcus Lintpurgensis,* in Hym-

nolog. Beitr. i. [1897] ;
PL cxli. 1823-1334

Mention must be made of one more contemporary
composer, Wipo, a Burgundian, Court-chaplain
to the Emperors Conrad ii. and Henry iii., and,
according to a marginal note on an Einsiedeln MS,
author of the famous Easter sequence, still in use,
‘Victim® paschali laudes.’ This sequence is of
special interest because it is a classical example of
those transitional sequences in which the old forms
initiated by Notker are adorned with rhymes and
re-cast in a rhythmical mould.
V. Tee Middle Ages.—

W

e now reach the
acme of medieval culture, the period of Early and
High Gothic, in which poetic composition keeps
abreast of the sciences and arts, and not least in
the form of religious Latin poetry. There are
more -writers of reputation ; the forms of composi-
tion show a richer variety ; the rhythms are more
correct, the language more tuneful, and the rhymes
purer. Good writers of the 12th and 13th centuries
obey the rule that the masculine (iambic) rhyme
must be two-syllabled.
The -writers of this period may be arranged into

several groups. The first group is formed round
Hildebert of Lavardin and the second round
Abelard. The whole mass of liturgical composi-
tion, however, culminates in Adam of St. Victor.
Another OToup is dominated by Philippe de Grdve.
Finally, tnere are several less celebrated writers.

(1) The chief members of the first group are
Marbod, bish^ of Rennes (t 1123), Baudri (Balderi-
cus), abbot of Bourgueil and bishop of Dol (t 1130),
and Reginald, monk of Saint Augustine’s, Canter-
bury (t 1 109). All thesewriters have two character-
istics in common: they cultivate classical and
metrical poetry, although Marbod and Reginald
also write Leonine or rhymed hexameters ; and
in their poems they incline towards worldly or
religious - epical or didactic poetry. Marbod
wrote a series of hymns and prayers (the latter
partly in metre and partly in rhythm).^ Of
Baudri’s compositions only a few hynms on St.

Samson of Hoi remain. ^ The form which he pre-
fers is that of the poetic epistle, and the collection

of his letters is of great importance from the point
of view of the historical student. Reginald of
Canterbury, in the last book of his chief work, the
Life of St. Malchus, has collected a series of hymns
addressed to God, to Christ, to the Holy Spirit,

etc., all of which he puts in the mouth of his hero.

These hymns show unmistakably a feeling for

poetic form and a certain energy of sentiment
which secure for their author an honourable place
in the great throng of medieval writers.®

Hildebert himself (t 1133), archbishop of Tours,
belongs to the most careful cultivators of form
among the medieval poets. Some of his verses
were actually included by modern philologists in

the anthology of Latin classical authors, and were
taken for genuine productions of antiquity, till

Haurdau drew attention to the mistake. It is

unfortunate that there are no liturgical composi-
tions of Hildebert kno-wn. But, even if Hildebert
had given us nothing but the single Oratio devoU
issiina ad Tres Personas SS. Trinitatis, ‘ Alpha et

ft magne Deus,’ this one poem w’ould give him a
claim to be reckoned with the greatest hymn-
-writers of all ages and tongues.^

(2) Of an ‘ Abelardian ’ group we cannot, strictly

speaking, say anything from the literary-historical

point of -sdew, since Abelard does not belong to any
one school or tendency ; but, considering the fact

that the two men who most deeply and perma-
nently affected his life—^Bernard of Clairvaux and
Peter the Venerable—were both engaged in hymn-

1 Of. Anal. hymn. 1. 888 ff. ; PL cbcd. 1647 ff.

2/6. xviii. 262f. 3/&. i. 370ff.

4 Ib. 1. 408 ff. ;
PL clxxi. 1411-1414 ; cf. also B. Haur6au, Lei

Milangespoitiqties d*Hildebert de Lavardin, Paris, 1882.
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composition, it is perhaps justifiable to bring them
together in a group. Bernard ofClairvaux (f 1 153)
composed only a few hymns on the saints Victor
and Malachias,^ which are not very remarkable in
contents or form. All the other works ascribed to
him in the medigeval period have been proved by
B. Haur^au^ not to be his. The well-known
‘ Jubilus’ of the Name of Jesus, in which two-
syllabled masculine rhyme is employed through-
out, is certainly not his. It is probably not earlier

than the 13th centu:

and extra-liturgical rhymed prayers have come
down to us from the hand of Peter the Venerable,
abbot of Clugny (t 1156). His compositions are more
numerous and of a higher quality than Abelard’s,
displaying variety and polisn of form. His melodies
are also preserved.®

Peter Abelard (f 1142) surpasses both Bernard
and Peter the Venerable as a hymn-writer. He is

one of the few mediseval poets who composed a
whole hymnary. It is very copious in contents,
and has come down to our time almost complete.
The first book contains the ferial hymns, the second
the hymns for the festivals of our Lord, the third
for the feasts of the saints. These hymns are not
so rounded and complete as the hymns of later
writers, and their contents sometimes suggest the
philosopher rather than the poet; but their im-
perfections are due to the fact that the hymnary
was not composed gradually in hours of inspiration,
but had to be executed all at once. Still, as a
whole, it is a remarkable piece of work, not only
because of the new forms which Abelard introduces
into hymn-composition, but also on account of the
beauty of the contents. It is unfortunate that the
two original MSS, which mutually supplement
each other—the older Brussels codex and the more
recent and fuller one at Chaumont-sur-Marne

—

do not record the melodies of the hymnary, since
Abelard enjoyed a wide reputation as a melodist.^

(3) The writings of Adam of St. Victor (t 1192)
stand at the head of liturgical composition of the
Latin-speaking Middle Ages—indeed, of all Chris-
tian lyric poetry. He is unquestionably one of the
greatest poets who ever mastered the Latin tongue.
His poetical works were edited four times during
the 19th cent., three times by L^on Gautier (who
deserves to be called his discoverer; Paris, 1858,
1881, 1894), and once by Eugene Misset and Pierre
Aubry (do. 1900), whose edition gives the melodies
of the sequences.® In the contents of his writings
—e,g. his sequence on the Holy Trinity, ‘ Profitemur
unitatem,’ which in theological scholastic know-
ledge surpasses even the ‘Lauda Sion’ of Thomas
Aqumas— in the euphony of his language, and in
the incomparable grace with which he wears all
the shackles of rhythm and rhyme imposed upon
him, Adam of St. Victor is equally great.

(4) In the 13th cent, we come upon a group of
poets who may be called the ‘hymn-writers of the
Mendicant ordei-s,’ although the central figure of
the group is a personagewho during his life belonged
to the most strenuous opponents of the Mendicants
—the ch^cellor, Philippe de Grfeve. In this group
we find Thomas Aquinas (f 1274), the sin|er of
the Sacrament of the Altar, and the author of the
justly-celebrated ‘ Lauda Sion,’ the ‘ Pange lingua,’

ciicliTimr"* 779,

^ Des Pohrn^s latins attribuSs d saint Bernard. Paris 1890 •

for a convenient ed. see PL clxxxiv. 1307 ff.
8 Anal hymn. rfvHi 233 ff.

; PL clxxxix. 1012-1022.

t
^ 141 ff. ; PL clxxvm. 1775 ff.

9)y M. Legrain, Bruges, 1899) appeared in

V®
scolanwn, which attempts the prmseworthy,

master
^ fJL bT* blown to young students:

n « ' UT
U28-16S4

; Eng. tr. (with Original text) byD S Wrangham, 3 vols., London. 1881
^ ^

and the * Adoro Te ’
;
^ Johannes Pidanza, surnamed

Bonaventura (t 1274), a theologian and poet like

Aquinas, author of the ‘Tree of Life,’ an office

celebrating the Passion of Our Lord, and of the
beautiful Passion-hymn ‘Recordare sanctee crucis’;^

John Peckham (Johannes Pechamus), a pupil of

feonaventura, subsequently archbishop of Canter-
bury (t 1292), who composed the lovely nightingale-
song ‘ Philomela praevia,’ a rhymed office celebrat-

ing the Holy Trinity, which displays deep thought
and warm feeling with the most elaborate rhythmi-
cal expression, and some widely celebrated hymns
in honour of the Virgin, etc. ;* Julian of Speier
(Julianus Teutonicus ; 1 1278), the author ofrhymed
offices in honour of St. Francis of Assisi and Antony
of Padua, remarkable for both contents and form

;

^

Constantinus Medici, archbishop of Orvieto(t 1257),
the author of an equally elaborate office in honour
of St. Dominic ;

® and Thomas of Celano (t after

1250), the author of some sequences and probably
of the immortal sequence on the Last Day, the
‘ Dies Irse,’ so often translated and set to music.
This was originally composed for private devotion and ended

with the words, ‘ Gere curam mei finis.' In the 13th cent, it

was sometimes adopted as a sequence in the Mass-books of the
Franciscan Orders, and for that puipose the six last lines (which
are not consistent with the rest either in contents or in form)
were appended to it. It was not till towards the end of the 16th
cent, that the ‘Dies Irse’ was used more frequently as a se-
quence. By that time it had been forgotten that a Mass with-
out an ‘Alleluia,’ such as the Mass for the dead, ought to have
no sequence.

All those writers, to whom a large number of
less importance might be added, are surpassed by
a man who until recently has not received the
recognition and honour wnich he enjoyed among
his contemporaries—the chancellor of the Church
of Paris, Philippe de Gr^ve (Philippus de Grevia

;

1 1236). From his handwe have aSiimma Theologica
(unfortunately still unprinted) and three collections
of sermons—for feast-days, on the Psalms, and on
the Gospels appointed for Sundays. These sermons
are still for the most part unpublished. In spite
of his zealous and deep theological studies, Philippe
de Grbye found time for copious poetical activity.
His chief poem was the ‘Cantie,’ a sacred song
intended for vocal performance. Although extra-
liturgical in contents and origin, it found its way
into the liturgy and pervaded it, while it also
prepared the way for the sacred popular song in
the vernacular. We have a whole series of such
songs composed by him on subjects ranging from
hymns to the Virgin, of a child-like simplicity and
devotion, to verses of keen wit and satire. He also
wrote some hymns properly so called ; and there
are few hymns in the great treasury of the mediseval
Church with which his hymn on Mary Magdalene
will not bear comparison, Henri d’Andeli, in his

E
oetical panegyric of Philippe de Grbve, called
im the most valiant and wisest ‘qui fut en la

crestiente.’®

(5)

We have still to mention a series of writers
belonging to this period who produced some fine
religious lyrics: the ‘doctor universalis,’ Alanus
of Lille (t c. 1203), on account of his Anticlaudianus,
ranks among the most famous and widely read
poets of the Middle Ages

; Alexander Neckam
(latinized as Nequam), abbot of Cirencester (f 1217),
also one of the most skilled artists in verse of his
time, composed fine hymns to the Virgin and in

1 Anal. hymn. 1. 683 ff.
2 At the end of the 16tb cent., when canonized by the

IJanciscan pope Sixtus iv., he was credited, like Bernard ol
dairvaux, with a series of ascetic poems which he did not
compose.

8 Anal. hymn. 1. 692 ff.

4 /6. V. 12Cff., 176 ff.
; cf. also J. E. Weis, Julian von Speier^

Munich, 1900, and Julianas von Speier Chorale m den Jkeim-
of^en des Franzisem- und Antoniusfestes, do. 1901 ; H. Felder,
Duliturg. Reimojjicien au/ die heil. Frandscus und Antonius.

und componiert durch Julian von Speyer, Freiburg

5 h. XXV. 11897] 239 ft. ft Ib. 1. 628 ff
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honour of Mary Magdalene;^ John Hoveden
(t 1275), Court-chaplain of Queen Eleanor of
England, mother of Edward III., composed a series
of mediocre religious lyrics, and a narrative lyric
poem on the life and sufierings of Christ entitled
rhilomela, which is of conspicuous excellence;
Guy de Basoches (Guido de Bazochis), precentor
of Chalons-sur-Marne (f 1203), in his collection of
correspondence, which is important for the literary
history of the period, has interwoven numerous
hymns and religious poems ;

^ Adam de la Bassee
(Adamus de Basseia), canon of Saint Pierre de
Lille (t 1258), composed songs of the most varied
kindsto suit existing liturgical orpopular melodies ;

®

and Orrigo Scaccabarozzi (t 1293), the arch-
presbyter of Milan, ^vrote several liturgical hymns,
rhymed offices, and Masses, which, how-ever, are
not remarkable either for contents or for form.**

We must specially mention two female writers :

St. Hildegard, the abbess of Rupertsberg in Bingen
(t 1179), and Herradis of Landsberg, abbess of
Hohenburg or Odiiienberg in Alsace. Hildegard,
the great seeress of the 12th cent., also composed
hymns and sequences, or, rather, rough drafts
of hymns and sequences, which are corrected by
another hand. In the Wiesbaden MS (the only
one in which they occur) these rough drafts are
set to music—whether by Hildegard or some one
else we do not know.® The compositions of Her-
radis of Landsberg (t 1167) are of a different kind.
She enriched the lujrary of her convent with a MS
which is equally interesting for the history of art

and the history of literature. The * Hortus delici-

arum,’ as it was called, seems to have been a kind
of theological Encyclopaedia, and was illustrated

by interesting miniatures which are qmte famous.
On 23rd August 1870 the MS was destroyed by
fire. This * Pleasure-garden ’ of Herradis also con-

tained a series of poems ascribed to the anthologist.®

Whether these are her composition or not, she
certainly wrote poetry, and so far mastered the
Latin tongue as to be able to clothe sentiments of

sinrnle piety in an unadorned and pleasing garb.

We must here merely mention the fact that a
number of hymns had been appearing anonymously
during these early centuries, and, in fact, these far

exceed in numbers the compositions whose authors
are known.
VI. This Later Middle Ages.—

I

n the 14th
and 15th centuries Latin hymn-writing slowly but
steadily declined from the high level which it

attained in the 12th and 13th centuries. There
were more writers interested in the further develop-

ment of the art, but they do not rouse our admira-

tion. And the great stream of anonymous poetry
increased. Some works of first-rate quality ap-

peared, but the gradual falling-off continued. The
form of hymn-writing seems to have undergone the
most rapid eclipse in France, where it had reached

its most perfect development. Word-accentuation,

which constitutes the basis of rhythmical composi-

tion, did not even with Abelard attain the perfec-

tion to which Adam of St. Victor brought it, and
in Philippe de Grave’s work it perceptibly declined.

The process of deterioration went on rapidly until

hymn-writing was again reduced to the system of

syllable-counting from which it had begun to

emerge in the 10th century. In England, and
perhaps more gradually m Germany, the same
deterioration took place; in Italy it had never

reached the perfection which it attained in France.

This period begins with Jacopone da Todi

(t 1306), the Franciscan poet, who composed many
celebrated Italian religious poems. He is com-

1 Anal. hymn, xlviii. 262 £P. 2 ih. l, 507 ff.

8 Ib. xlviii. 298 ff. ^ Ih. xiv.6 [1893] and 1. 617 ff.

6i&.l. 483ff.
. ^

« In ZKT xxiii. [1902] 682 ff. the present wnter has shown
that this is incorrect.

monly regarded as the author of the world-renowned
* Stabat Mater,’ the most beautiful mediseval elegy
in honour of the Virgin. Like the ‘ Dies Irae,’ the
‘ Stabat Mater ’ was originally a hymn for private
devotion ; but it occurs in many of the 15tli cent,

books of prayer, and before the end of the century
it found its way into the Liturgy. Cardinal
Jacobus de Stephanescis (f 1343) displayed activity

as a liturgical writer and as a composer. Among
acknowledged compositions of his are hymns on St.

George, antiphons in honour of pope Ccelestin v.

(Petrus Morrone), and a few other liturgical and
extra-liturgical pieces.^ Another cardinal, Guil-
lermus da Mandagoto (t 1321), more famous as a
lawyer than as a poet, composed sequences which
his nephew (of the same name) included in the
Missal of Usez, and thus handed down to posterity.

Faultless in form, these i^oems are greatly lacking
in the glow of inspiration.® These writers are
succeeded by two Austrian poets, the Cistercian

Christan of Lilienfeld (t before 1332) and the
Carthusian Konrad of Gaming (Gemmicensis

;

1 1360), who is also called Konrad of Heiinburg,
after his birthplace. From the pen of the former
we have a great number of hymns and sequences,
offices and prayers in rhyme, which are all remark-
able for their carefully-cultivated form and their

tone of deep piety. His rhymed prayers are short

;

they nearly all contain five stanzas, each beginning
with the word *Ave.’® Konrad of Gaming has
left liturgical compositions, chiefly hymns in honour
of the Virgin and the saints. Tney are, as a rule,

rather long, but reveal a child-like and touching
piety.^ Konrad of Gaming was more widely read
in Germany than his model, Christan of Lilienfeld,

whose poems are preserved almost exclusively in

the MSS of his monastery. There were other
imitators of Christan of Lilienfeld besides Konrad,
e.g. the Carthusian Albert of Prague (first half of

14th cent. ), who compiled a book of devotion entitled

Scala Cosli, in which there is a series of his own
compositions. They are inferior in style, and of

wearisome prolixity.® The prolific writer, Ulrich
Stbcklin of Rottacn, abbot of Wessobrunn (t 1443),

shows skilful manipulation of the forms, but
suffers from the same weakness of barren verbiage.

He followed the lines marked out by Christan and
Konrad, and may therefore be mentioned here,

although he properly belongs to the next century.®

Turning from this group of South German writers

to the North, we find in the 14th cent, a small
group of Scandinavian hymn-writers of some im-
ortance. The oldest of them is Brynolphus I.,

ishop of Scara (f 1317), the author of a rhymed
office on St. Helena of Skfifde, with the hymns
belonging to it, and probably also of a rhymed
office in honour of St. Nikolaus of Linkfigiiig.’

To Birger Gregorsen (Birgerus Gregorii ; 1 1383),

bishop of Upsala, we owe rhymed offices in honour
of St. Birgitta and St. Botuidus, with accompany-
ing hymns.® The hymns of both these writers are
distinguished by carefully modelled poetic forms,

showing French influence. A third northern
writer, Petrus Olavi, attendant of St. Birgitta

and confessor in Vadstena (t 1378), seems more
careless regarding cadence and rhyme. He arranged
the choral office of the nuns of the order of St.

Birgitta, and composed a whole series of new hymns
for it.®

In the first half of the 14th cent, there flourished

in France Guillaume de Deguiileville (Guillermus
de Deguilevilla ; t after 1358), prior of Chaalis,

1 Anal. hymn. 1. 624 ff. 2 j&. xlviii. 317 fl.

8 Ib. xli.a [1903].
4 The first complete ed. of the poems of Konrad is in Anal

hymn, iii, [1888] 1-102.
5 Ib. iii. 105 ff. 8 Ib. Vi. [1889], xxxviii. [1902].

7 Ib. xxvi. 90 fif. 8 Ib. XXV. 166 ff.
,
179 flf.

8 Ib. xlviii. 410 ff.
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known through his epic-didactic poems in his

mother-tongue, ‘ Pfelerinage de la vie humaine/
*PMerinage de I’S-nie,’ ‘FMerinage Jesu-Christ.*

He has also left several very long Latin poems, in

which is noticeable a vanishing of the word-

accentuation.^ Along with him should he men-
tioned the Englishman Gualterus Wiburnus, a
Franciscan poet (f after 1367), who composed
several hymns in honour of the Virgin, in carefully-

handled forms.® At the end of the 14th cent, lived

two poets who are closely connected through the

Feast of the Visitation of Our Lady, which was
just then beginning to be observed—Cardinal Adam
Easton, also called * Adam Anglicus ’ (f 1397), and
Johann of Jenstein, archbishop of Prague (+ 1400).

An illuminated edition of Jenstein’s works, which
he himself revised, appeared in Rome. This is

the present Codex VaticcbnuSt 1122. It also con-

tains the ecclesiastical compositions of Jenstein

—

sequences, tropes, rhymed offices, hymns, and
rhymed prayers, which are very unequal in con-

tents and form, his worst being the hymns on St.

Wenzel.® Jenstein was the first to introduce the

observance of the festival of the Visitation of the
Virgin into his Archiepiscopal see, and urged
Urban vi. to introduce it into the whole Church.
Urban VI. was prevented by death from carrying
out the suggestion ; but his successor, Boniface IX.,

in 1389 issued the bull commanding the observance
of the festival. The office composed by Jenstein,

however, was not adopted into the Roman breviary,

for that honour was reserved for a rhymed office

composed by Cardinal Adam Easton. It begins
with the words, 'Accedunt laudes virginis,’ and
exhibits an acrostic on his name, which, however,
has fallen into disorder.^ This office was handled
severely, and not altogetheHustly, bythe Humanist
Jakob Wimpheling in his Uastigationes locorum in
cantids eccUdasticis et divinis officiis depravatorvm
(1600). The festival of the Visitation of the Virgin
caused great activity on the part of poets. There
are no fewer than ten difierent rhymed offices

in honour of it. One of them, used by the Domini-
can order,® and beginning, * Collactentur corda
fidelium,* was composed by Raimund of Capua
(t 1399), confessor and biographer of St. Catherine
of Siena. Another Dominican, Martialis AuribeUi
(t 1473), wrote acrostic hymns in honour of Saint
Vincent Ferrer.
We have already entered the 15th century.

Among the writers in the earlier part of it is the
unfortunate fanatic Johann Hus (t 1415). Only a
few of his hymns remain, composed partly in
Czech and partly in Latin. The most widely
celebrated was his *Jesu Christe, nostra salus,’
which shows his name woven into an acrostic, and
which is still occasionally sung. With the name
of Hus we may connect the host of anonymous
Bohemian poets who zealously cultivated a special
kind of Church hymn, the so-called ‘ cantiones.'
Next to France, no country has so delighted in this
form of vocal music as Bohemia. Their form-
doubled stanzas, and a concluding song to follow,
sometimes similarly doubled—is often very artistic

;

their rhythm and rhymes, however, show every
sign of decadence.
A figure whose fame belongs to universal history

marks the end of the 15th cent,—that of Thomas
k Kempis (tl471). He wrote a number of hymns
and rhymed prayers. Some of the prayers seem
to have been provided with melodies, most of them
not for public but for private use. The composi-
tions of the famous mystic are not of great poetic
value.® Somewhat younger than h Kempis, and
Following in his track as a mystic and poet, is

1 Anal hyvm. xlviii. 321 fi. 2 n, i. 630 flf.

3 Ih, xlviii. 421 ff. 4 jj. xxvi. 89 ft,
fi Ih. xxiv. 94 ff. 6 Xh. xlviii. 467 ff.

Johannes Mauburnus (tl503), abbot of Livry,

Most of his works are still unprinted. Those

which we know to be his are found in his Jdosetum

exercitiorum spiritualium (first printed, 1491).^

With these two mystics we may associate a third.

Henricus Pistor, canon of St. Victor in Paris.

Jodocus Cliclitoveus has preserved in his Elucida-

torium ecclesiastimm a fine sequence of his com

g
osed for the festival of St. John the Baptist,

me of the most prolific theological authors of

this period is Dionysius of Rickel, known also as

‘Dionysius Carthusianus ’ (11471). He has been

given the cognomen, * Doctor Ecstaticus,’ although,

as a matter of fact, his character appears to have

been the prosaic one of compiler. He also com-

posed some Latin rhythms. There are extant long

poems on God and the Holy Trinity, or, rather,

rhymed dissertations and reflexions which are

wearisome from their prolixity. They are knoi-vn

only from the author .s Opera Minora, Cologne,

1532. A few other religious poets of this period

deserve mention. Matthaus Ronto, a monk of

the Olivetan convent at >Siena (t 1443), wrote some
hymns which are preserved in a MS of the Wil-

hering monastery.®
Hieronymus de Werdea (as he was called in the

convent, though christened John), prior of Monsen
(tl475), wrote religious poems (which never take
the form of liturgical composition) celebrating

Christ and the Virgin, Saints Benedict, Florian,

George, etc. Considering the period in which he
wrote, their form is well managed, but there is

no genuine poetical inspiration in them. We may
also mention Wynandus de Stega, priest at Ba-
charach, who has left hymns and sequences in

honour of St. Werner. A Vatican Mo has pre-

served two other poems of his, one in a German
adaptation. At the close of the century stands

the Franciscan Johannes Tisserand, who founded
an order of Magdalens in Paris in 1493. A Paris

MS has handed down some of his poems, whose
form reminds us of those of Guillaume de Deguille-

ville. He composed the Acts of Bernhard do (Jorbio

and the five martyrs of Morocco, and possibly also

the rhymed office which exists in honour of these
martyrs.
Summary,—It would be easy to add to the fore-S list of hymn-writers, but the purpose of this

e has been rather to indicate only the princi-

pal figures and most significant tendencies at work.
We have seen that all through the Middle Ages
metrical as well as rhythmical poetry was culti-

vated, while poetry modelled on that of ancient
Rome was never entirely extinct. But towards
the end of the mediseval period the character of
this poetry changed

; and tne so-called humanistic
poetry, the product of the Renaissance of classical

teaming, appeared. It is distinguished from the
metrical poetry of the Middle Ages, not only by
greater purity of language and poetical form, but
also by greater dependence on the common models
—a dependence which is sometimes repellent. This
kind of composition first appeared in Italy in the
beginning of the 14th cent., but soon passed over
into Germany. At first it was only rarely in the
form of religious poetry or hymns, but later it

became quite an important branch of religious lyric

poetry. As this humanistic poetry seldom found its

way into liturgical use, for the exigencies of which
the period of rhythmical poetry had made ample
provision, we have here disregarded it. It was
a new art, alien and hostile to the Middle Ages.
Although mediaeval composition in its oftshoots

reaches far past the Council of Trent, while the
beginning of humanistic poetry goes far back into
the departing medimval period, we may designate
the Council of Trent as the dividing line between

I Cf. Anal hymn. 1. 616 ft. ^ Ib, xlviii. 456 ff.
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the intellectual world of the Middle Ages and a
more modem period. This line, at any rate,
separates the freely developing liturgical composi-
tion of the mediseval period from that of the post-
Tridentine period, which was executed to order.
When the Roman rite obtained exclusive validity,
the very conditions of existence were withdrawn
from liturgical composition. It had to come to an
end because there was no more scope for it in the
liturgy ; and the liturgy itself was looked upon as
something finished and complete. Provision was
made for the few necessities of the kind by a
Roman Congregation, which gave a commission
for hymn-writing, but could not supply poetic in-
spiration. On one occasion, however, a national
Church, a Gallican, burst from these fetters and
created liturgies and liturgical poems, although
only one poet, J. B. Santeul, deserves mention.
Even in the Gallican poems there is no pulse of
genuine liturgical life; they were commissioned
work ; it is a matter of indifference whether the
authority who commissioned them resided in Rome,
Paris, or Lyons; they were manufactured, not a
natural growth, and only furnish another proof
that what has been extinguished cannot be called
back to life by an arbitrary decree. And, since
history is always the representation of life, we
may without exaggeration affirm that the his-

tory of the liturgy in general and of liturgical
poetry in particiuar closes with the Council of
Trent.
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G. M. Beeves.
HYMNS (Irish Christian).—Like all the hymns

of the Middle Ages, the religiouspoems of Christian
Ireland fall into two groups

: (1) those directly

intended for use in liturgical worship, and (2) those
written for purposes not originally connected with
the offices of the Church, such as hymns in praise

of special saints, or verses composed as charms
against disease or pestilence, or as safeguards in

moments of danger. Many of these personal
poems seem afterwards to have been used in the
Church services, although they were not written
expressly for this purpose. Of the first group all

are in Latin ; of the second group some are in

Latin and some in Irish.

I. Liturgical hymns.—The use of hymns in the
offices of the Church seems to have been a vei^
ancient custom in Ireland. In Adamnan’s Vita R.

ColumbcB, a hymnorum liber septimaniorum sanctce

Columbce manu descriptus, apparently a book of

hymns for use on each of the days of the week, is

mentioned (ii. 9), and we learn from one of the
prefaces to St. Columba’s hymn, * Altus Prosator ’

{Ir, Lib. Hymn. ii. 24), that Gregory sent a ^ft to

St. Columba of the Hymns of the Week. We find

also that, on the morning of the death of the Saint

(9 June 697), hymns were sung in the monastic
offices at Iona ; hymnis matutinalibus terminatis
is the phrase used by Adamnan (iii. 23). These
slight indications point to the use of hymns in the
offices of the Church as early as the 6th century.
That they were so used in times not far removed
from this at least is certain. The Antiphonary of
Bangor dates from the end of the 7th cent., and
twelve hymns used in the Church offices are given
in it. Again, in the directions given in the litur-
gical fragment found at the end of the 9th cent,
copy of the Gospels called the Book of St. Mulling,

g
ortions of three (possibly four) well-known Irish
ymns are directed to be sung, with certain sup-

plementary stanzas, in the course of a short office

which seems to have been designed as a service of
intercession against the yellow plague, a pestilence
wffiich decimated Ireland at frequent intervals
during the 7th and following centuries. An office

practically identical with this is appointed in the
tract entitled The Second Vision of Adamnan
{Leabhar Breac, p. 258** f.) for special days of
fasting and prayer ; also on the first three leaves
of the 10th cent. (?) Greek Psalter at Basel (A.
vu. 3), which contains some Latin pieces and
directions for what appears to be a monastic office

in Irish handwriting, three Irish hymns are
found.
In the largest existing collection of Irish and

Latin hymns, that known as the Irish Liber Hymn^
orum, of which two MSS, slightly differing from
each other in contents, exist—one now in the
Franciscan Library, Merchant’s Quay, Dublin,
which belonged to the Library of Father John
Colgan at Louvain in the 17th cent. ; the other in
the Library of Trinity College, Dublin (classed E.
4. 2), aMS of the 11th cent.—^the material does not
appear to be arranged in any order of service. It
contains in the main body of the collection 17
hymns and poems in Latin and 9 in Irish, also the
‘ Te Deum,’ ‘ Benedictus,’ ' Magnificat,’ * Gloria in
excelsis,’ an abridgment of the Psalter, etc.; and
amoi^ the extra matter added at a later time in
the Franciscan MS are found two other Latin
hymns and the ‘ Lorica ’ of Gildas, with the ‘ Bene-
dicite,’ the ‘ Quicunque vult,’ etc.
From the manner in which the material is thrown together

and the elaborate prefaces in Irish with which it is accompanied,
it would appear that this is a miscellany of religious pieces
rather than an actual choir book. The editors suggest fiiat it

may have been compiled at a time when the older Celtic services
were giving place to the use in England, in order to preserve
all those pieces which were most cherished in the memories of
the monks, as connected with a system of worship which was
being superseded by a new and less national order of religious
service.

Several of the poems contained in the Liber
Hymnorum are ascribed to saints of the 6th and
7th centuries. Besides the ‘ Lorica,’ or hymn of
protection, ascribed to St. Patrick himself, there
are hymns by St. Sechnall (Secundinus), a con-
temporary and disciple of St. Patrick, by St.

Columba (t597), by St. Ultan (t656), by St.

Broccan (t 650), by St. Cummian Fada ( ‘ the Tall ’

)

(t 661-2), and by other saints of the 7th and 8th
centuries. That many of these hymns are of great
antiquity is shown by the use in them of pre-
Hieronymian texts in both the OT and NT quota-
tions and allusions, such as are found in SeehnaU’s
‘ Audite omnes ’ in honour of St. Patrick, and in
St. Columba’s ‘ Altus Prosator.’ The surprise of

St. Patrick, expressed in the Preface, at the use by
St. Sechnall of the word ‘ maximus ’ in the phrase
‘maximus namque in regno caelorum’ is also

interesting, as this is the reading of St. Cyprian
and of the Rushworth Gospels, the Vulgate (Mt 5“)

having ‘magnus.’ It shows that the hymn pre-

served a reading already almost forgotten at the
time of the composition of the Irish prefaces, which
are probably in all cases later than the hymns
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themselves, and that the author of the preface was
perplexed at the use of a word unfamiliar to him.

The ascription of the ‘Lorica’ to St. Patrick

(t461), and of the hymn ‘Audite omnes’ to his

contemporary St. Sechnall, is confirmed by their

rude Latinity and by the use of uncouth grammati-

cal forms in the former, as well as by the structure

of both poems. The ‘ Lorica ’ is not in metre, and,

though constructed with a sense of proportion,

it shows no knowledge of either Irish or classic

forms of verse. It contains allusions to pagan
practices, and is evidently the direct descendant of

the native pagan rune or charm.
^

The hymn of St.

Sechnall is unrhymed, and quantity and elision are

completely ignored ; nor does it show acquaintance

with the Irish poetic rules of composition, which
required a certain fixed number of lines and syl-

lables, besides alliteration, rhyme, and assonance.

It would seem that these poems were composed
before the native poetic metres had reached perfec-

tion, and this is in accordance with their early

legendary origin. In St. Columba’s great poem,
the * Altus Prosator,’ we are carried a step forward,

for some more definite effort at structural confor-

mity is shown; each line is closed by a word of

three or more syllables, with a rhyming sound in

the last syllable and a careful choice of concurrent

vowels. This hymn recounts in an alphabetical

poem of 24 stanzas of six lines each, addressed to

the Trinity, the creation and fall of the angels, the
creation and fall of man, the foundations of the
earth and the under world, and the second coming
of Christ and final judgment. It shows curious

affinities with the Book of Enoch and may be com-
pared with the Saltair-na-BanUf the longest Irish

mediaeval poem on any religious subject, which
contains sections treating of the same questions of

cosmogony and speculations on the system and fate

of the universe. It is found in many MSS among
works ascribed to Prosper of Aquitaine (403-465)

;

in three cases or more it follows on the work de
Vita contemplativa, now known not to be a genuine
work of Prosper’s. But its subject and char-
acter, its barbarous Latinity, and its use of words
found only in a few pieces which have Celtic

origins (see below, § 3), as well as its use of an 0.
Lat. text similar to that in early use in Ireland,

tend to confirm the traditional ascription of the
hymn to St. Coluinba. The inclusion of a long
portion of this poem in a hymn by Rabanus
Maurus, archbishop of Mainz (786-856), and its

appearance among the works of Prosper, testify

to its popularity. It is said in the preface to have
been written in Hi (Iona) and sent as a gift to
Pope Gregory, who * found no fault with it except
the scantiness in it of praise of the Trinity per se,

though the Persons were praised through their
creatures.* This reproof reaching St. Columba, he
wrote the hymn ‘ In te Christe ’ to amend this lack
in the former composition.
A gradual approach to a more perfect form of

verse-structure according to native Irish ideals is

seen in the hymn of St. Cummian ‘the Tall,*
‘ Celebra Juda,* which has a rich end-rhyme or
harmony of two or more syllables, with a careful
correspondence in the vowel sounds and occasional
alliteration and internal rhyme. In the later
hymns by St. Colman mac Murchon in praise of
St. Michael, and in St. Cuchuimne’s hymn to the
Virgin,^ written about the middle of the 8th cent,
(at a time when we know from the fragments of
non-liturgical verse that remain to us that Irish
poetry was approaching its highest perfection), we
find this verse-system developed with the richest
and noblest eftect. The prosody of the classical
language is replaced by accent and rhyme, and
the technical skill of such lines as this, with
its rich trisyllabic rhymes, its alliterations, cor-

respondences, and harmonies, could not easily

be surpassed :

aeterna possint praestare regis regni aulia

ut possideam cum Christo paiadisi gaudia
(Hymn of St. Colman ft 731]),

or again

:

ckntemfis in 6mni die c6ncin6ntes v^ri6

ctnclamiintes D60 dignum hjnnnum s^nctae MkriJie

(Hymn of St. Cuchuimne [f 746]).

The only hymn in the Ir, Lib. Epmn. not by
Irish saints is that ascribed to St. Hilary of

Poitiers, ‘ Hymnum dicat turba fratrum,’ a classic

unrhymed poem which is praised by Bede {de

Arte met. 23 [PL xc. 173]), but without naming
any author. It is not accepted as Hilary*s by
Daniel or Dreves ;

the latter considers that only

the three hymns found in the Gamurrini MS in

Arezzo are genuine works of Hilary. Yet there

is much more solid ground for accepting it as his

than there is for receiving the seven nyinns printed

under Hilary’s name by Daniel and accepted b^
D. S. Wr.'ingham in Julian’s Diet, of Hymnologxf
(London, 1907, p. 522), the authorities for which
are very late. The ‘ Hymnum cheat’ is expressly

ascribed to Hilary in the Antiphonary of Bangor,
7th cent., in two ancient codices of St. Gall (codd.

567 and 577) of the Sth and 9tli centuries, and in

the two MS copies of the Ir. Lib. Hymn. ; it is

also so named by Hincmar, archbishop of Rheims
(t 882), twice (de Una et non Trina Deitate, i. and
xii. [PL exxv. 486, 566]) ;

it forms part of the

offices in the Book of St. Mulling, in the Second
Vision of Adainnan, and in the Book of Cerne—
the last a document which shows signs of having
been formed under Irish influences ; in the Second
Vision of Adamnan, as in ‘ de Arreis,’ an old Irish

tract (for which see MCel xv. [1894] 285-298, it

is directed to be repeated as a charm or peniten-

tial exercise, and the value attached to its recita-

tion is shown by the story of the three clerics (W.
Stokes, Lives of the Saints from the Book of Lis-

more, Oxford, 1888, pp. viii, ix). It would appear
from the Rule of St. x^Vilbe of Emly (f 542 [?]), and
from its place in the Book of Cerne, that it was sung
in the early morning ; but one of the prefaces sug-
gests another purpose. It savs sic nobis convenit
canere p>ost prandinm, and tiie St. Gall MS no.

567 directs its recitation omni tempore. The last

eight lines seem to be an addition by an Irish

writer. Among the additamenta copied into the
Liber Hymnorum at a later date are the well-
known ‘ Christe qui lux es et dies,’ and a hymn in

praise of SS. Peter and Paul, ‘ Christi Patris in

dextera* ; the latter poem is not found elsewhere,
and it is probably a native composition. Among
the hymns in Irish, the poem in praise of St.

Brigid, variously ascribed to St. Columba and to
St. Ultan (t 656), beginning Brigit b6 bithmaith—
‘Brigid, ever-good woman —is the most perfect,
and shows a complete mastery of the diffioiilt

teclmical laws which governed Irish verse.

In the Antiphonary of Bangor are found twelve
Latin hymns, ten of them placed close together in
the first section of the book, and two at the end,
but probably sung at intervals during the offices,

for we find the musical rubric ‘ Post Hymnum ’

attached to four of the Collects. Besides these
hymns proper, there is a whole series of rhym-
ing Collects for the day and night hours (nos. 17-
26), and similar Collects are found elsewhere inter-
spersed among the prayers and antiphons. Of
the twelve hymns, two, the ‘Hymnum dicat* of
St. Hilary and St. Sechnall’s hymn in praise of St.
Patrick, ‘Audite omnes,* are found in the Ir.
Lib. Hymn, and elsewhere. Three (nos. 14, 95,
129) are personal to the monastery of Bangor (Co.
Down), from which the service book originally
emanated ; thejr celebrate the praises of this im-
portant foundation and of its first abbots. It con*
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tains also a hymn in praise of a St. Camelac, of
whom very little is known. Of the remaining six
hymns, one, ' Mediae noctis tempns est ’ (no. 10),
is well-known and is given both here and in the
Mozarabic Breviary (see FL Ixxxvi. 932 f.) for
‘medium noctis.’ It is cited in the Rule (xi. 69)
of Csesarius of Arles (f 542 ; AS, Jan. ii. 18) for
use at the first nocturn and by the Codex Kheno-
viensis (9th cent.) for use at noctums on Sunday.
Daniel (i. 46, iv. 26) thinks that it is an Ambrosian
hymn, and that it is distinct from the hymn ‘ Jesu
defensor omnium’ with which it has often been
printed. It does not seem to be of Irish origin.
The remaining five hymns are not found elsewhere,
and nos, 3, 8, 9 are almost undoubtedly Irish.
Nos. 11, 12 do not show sufficient indications to
pronounce upon their origin, but they are found
in no other copy, which argues in favour of their
local origin. The Iwmn of the Apostles (no. 3)
was very popular in Ireland and is mentioned with
St. Sechnall’s hymn ‘ Audite omnes,’ St. Colman’s
hymn to St. Michael, ‘ In Trinitate spes,’ and the
‘ Hymnum dicat ’ of Hilary as among the peniten-
tial hymns recommended in The Second Vision of
Adamnan (c, 1096). It consists of 42 stanzas be-
ginning ‘ Precamur Patrem,’ and was probably an
Eastertide or Sunday hymn. Daniel thinks, and
J. D. Chambers (in Julian, p. 642) agTees with him,
that it bears evidence of having been translated
from a Greek original.

The beautiful hymn, ‘Sancti venite, Christ!
corpus sumite’ (no. 8), is entitled Hymnus quando
communicant sacerdotes, and was sung during the
communion of the priests who formed part of the
monastic body. Hence Daniel’s argument (i. no.

160, iv. 109) that the administration of the
sacrament in both kinds to the laity is implied in

such lines as ‘Hoc sacramento corporis et san-

guinis ’ falls to the ground so far as this hymn is

concerned. Tradition says that, when Patrick
and Sechnall were passing a church, they heard
this hymn chanted within by a choir of angels at

the offering. It is still used in the offices of the
Western Church, and is familiar in Neale’s trans-

lation, ‘ Draw nigh and take the Body of the Lord.’

The hymn ‘ Ignis Creator igneus ’ (no. 9), entitled

Hymnus quando cereus benedicitur, seems to have
been sung at the daily lighting of lamps at the
‘ Hora Vespertina’ or else at the annual festival

of the benediction of the Paschal candle on Easter
even. The custom of lighting a Paschal fire was
very ancient in Ireland, and Duchesne thinks that

it spread from there to other countries {Christian

Worships liO-nAon, 1912, p. 250 f.). The hymn to

martyrs, ‘ Sacratissimi martyres summi Dei ’ (no.

11), IS rhythmic rather than metrical. No. 12,

‘ Spiritus divinae lucis ^loriae,’ is for use at matins
on Sunday. Its origin is unknown.

' It is to be remarked how common was the use

of alphabetical hymns in the Irish Church. Nos.

1, 2, 14, 25, and 28 of the hymns in the Ir. Lib,

Hymn, are alphabetical hymns, and nos. 13, 14,

15, and 129 in the Antiphonary of Bangor, In

some instances, as in no, 14, the hymn to St.

Comgall, abbot and founder of Bangor monas-
tery, the whole poem is a tour de force ; almost

every line in the stanzas of 8 or 10 lines each

begins and ends with the same letter or syllable.

The hymn of Cselius Sedulius, ‘ A solis ortus car-

dine,’ is also alphabetical, and there are other

examples. Among the Latin poems of St Colum-
banus (b. 543) and Sedulius Scottus (t after 874)

are several on religious subjects. Dreves includes

seven hymns by Sedulius in his collection, three of

them being Paschal hymns {Anal. Hymn. 1. [Leip-

zig, 1907] 229). Others will be found interspersed

in the Lwer de Becioribus Christianis of Sedulius.

A number of Irish hymns which found their

way abroad about the 11th cent, are studied by
C. JBlume in Der Cursus S. Bened, Nurs. (Leipzig,
1908).

2. Hymns used as charms.—A large number of
the Irish hymns were composed as charms, the
recitation of them being supposed to ward off

famine, disease, fire, or pestilence, or they were
used to safeguard a traveller on going a journey.
Such are the ‘Noli Pater’ of St. Columba, the
‘Loricas’ of St. Patrick and St, Columba, the
hymn of St. Colman mac Ui Cluasaigh {Sin Di),
the hymn of St. Cuchuimne, ‘ Cantemus in omni
die,’ the hymn of St. Colman mac Murchon, ‘ In
Trinitate spes mea,’ and many others. The re-

citation of such hymns was supposed not only to
confer protection on the author, but to be a safe-
guard against similar perils to all who recited
them afterwards, besides in most cases securing
heaven to those who kept up the practice regularly
(see prefaces to these hymns in Ir. Lib. Hymn.).
In several instances, where the hymn was long
or difficult to remember, the same benefits were
obtained by reciting the last three stanzas only.
For instances of this practice see the office in the
Book of St. Mulling, in which the last three
stanzas of the hymns ‘Audite omnes,’ ‘Celebra
Juda,’ and ‘ Hymnum dicat ’ only are given. In
one instance, ‘ Christus in nostra,’ only the last

three stanzas of what seems to have been a long
alphabetical poem have survived either in the Ir.

Lib. Hymn, or in the office in the Basel MS (A.
vii. 3), where also it is found. A similar custom
is the recitation of 365 veises gathered from the
Psalms, which was held to be equivalent to that
of the whole Psalter.

3. Loricas. —Among these charm-hymns, the
Luricas or Loricas, ‘ Hymns of the Breast-plate,’
which were composed as a protection against danger
or disease, form a group by themselves, showing
special peculiarities. Ten of these are known, but
they are, doubtless, only examples of a common
form of religious invocation. They usually fall into
two or three parts, the first invoicing the power of

the Trinity and of the angels and heavenly hosts,
the second enumerating at great length and with
extraordinary minuteness the members of the body
which might be subject to injury, with often a
third part detailing the dangers to which the body
is exposed, as in St. Patrick’s ‘ Lorica.’ A common
feature of all these charm-hymns is the repetition
of the same phrases and invocations, often at great
length and with slight variations.

The following are the most important of these
Loricas; (1) The Lorica of St. Patrick va of early
date, though it is not found in Muirchu’s Life of
the saint. It was traditionally composed as a
protection when the saint and his companions were
m flight before the king of Tara, and is said to have
rendered them invisible. It is uncouth in lan-

guage ; but in spirit and structure, as in religious

fervour, it is by far the finest of all the charm-
hymns.

(2) More pagan and very fatalistic in tone is an
ancient and rude Lorica of St. Columba, in which
God is addressed as ‘ King of the White Sun ’ and
Christ as ‘My Druid.’ It is said to have been com-
posed as a protection when the saint was journey-
mg to Donegal after the Battle of Culdremhne.

(S) The authorship of the long Lorica of Gildas (called also

the Lorica of Lathaeen, Lading, or Lodgen) is uncertain. In the
oldest document which contains it—the Book ofNunnaminster
(Harl. MS 2966 ff. 38«-40 ; 8th cent.)—it is said that * Lodgen
appointed this Lorica in the year of danger, and that the virtue

of it is great if it he chanted three times a day.’ The Darmstadt
MS printed by Mone, now at Cologne (no. 2106, end of 8th cent.),

has at the end, ‘ Explicit hymnus quern Lathacan Scotigena

fecit/ and the Book of Ceme (9th cent.) says in its preface,
* Lodgen sang this Lorica three times a day.’ The copy in the

Leabhar Breac (fol. Ill*) is more explicit. It has ‘Gillus hanc
loricam fecit addemones expeUendos eos adversaverunt Uli . . .
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Lai[d]cend mac Bdith bannaig venit ab eo in Insolam Hiberniam,
transtulit et portaaib super altare sancti Patricii episcopi sanos
nos facere, amen.’ The Laidcend, son of Buith the Blessed, of

the Ledbhar Breac MS, is evidently the same as the Lathacan
Scotigena of the Cologne MS. He was a monk of Olonfert-
Mulloe in Ossory, and died 12th Jan. 660. Taking it for granted
that Gilius is identical with Gildas the historian, a saint well-

known in Ireland, who is so called in the Irish Ann. of TigJier-

nachf the Ann, of Ulster^ and elsewhere, it seems likely that
the ‘ Lorica ’ was brought into Ireland at a later date by Lodgen,
and appointed by him for use in ‘ the year of danger * or plague
as a charm against the disease. If it was frequently used by
him, as the Booh of Ceme states, and placed by him on the altar

of Armagh, it might easily be thought to be his own composi-
tion. Hugh Williams (Cym. Record Series^ no. 3 [1901], 304-313)
considers that the hymn is later than the time of Gildas, but
that it belonged to the S.W, British group in which the name
of Gildas was pre-eminent. Zimmer (Jxenniits Vind.^ App.
291-342) also ascribes its origin to the S.W. British monasteries,
but places it early in the 6th century.

The great interest attaching to this ‘Lorica’
arises from the number of peculiarities of language
that it contains, some of the forms being found
elsewhere only in the Folium LuxemburgensOy a
fragment containing an abstract of rare and diffi-

cult words from a continuous Latin text with por-
tions of an enlarged recension of the tract Hisperica
famina (first published by A. Mai in vol. v. of his
Olassici Auctores [Rome, 1828-38], pp. 479-500,
from God. Vat. Beg. Ixxxi. ; cf. also Migne, PL xc.

1187-96).

(4) The same pompous and artificial Latin, inter-
^ersed with Greek and Hebrew, is found in the
Lorica of Leyden^ a fragment strongly resembling
the Lorica of Gildas in its detailed list of the parts
of the body as well as in the obscurity of its word
forms (V. H. Friedel, ZGP ii. [1898] 64).

|

It will be seen that the two prominent features
of all these charm-hymns are {a) a tendency to
repetition of words and phrases, and (5) the use of
uncoinmon words and forms. These peculiarities
occur in a greater or less degree in the two remain-
ing ‘Loricas’ hitherto published, the Lorica of
Mugrony successor of Oolumcille (t 980) (K. Meyer,
Hihernica Minoray Oxford, 1894, pp. 42^, from MS
Rawl. B. 512), and a ‘Lorica,’ classed 23. E. 16,
p. 237, in the Royal Irish Academy (partly trans-
lated by E. Gwynn, in Ir. Lib. Hymn. ii. 210 5

text printed by K. Meyer, Archiv fur celt. Lexiko-
graphie, iii. [1907] 6 f., from MS 23. N. 10, p. 19,
Royal Ir. Acad., and by A. O’Kelleher, in Eriu,
iv. [1910] 236, with translation). The ‘Altus
Prosator ’ of St. Columba shows similar peculiari-
ties of language, while redundancies of expression
are a common feature in prayers, confessions, etc.,
produced under Irish infiuences (for examples see
Booh of Cerncy nos. 17, 15, 18, 54, 7 ; Ir. Lib. Hymn.
ii. 211-212, 213-215).
To any one familiar with the ancient pagan

charms or incantations universal among the peasan-
try of Europe,

^
and in common use among the

Gaelic peoples, it will at once be clear that these
‘ Loricas,’ repeated as incantations against evil,
come down in direct descent from earlier pagan
models. In many cases, as in the Lorica of St.
Patrichy the Christian tone and sentiment may
have been added to an existing pagan charm.
Such charms and runes a,re stul found in the
Western Highlands and in Ireland, and a glance
at some of those collected in A. Carmichael’s Car-
mina Gadelica (Edinburgh, 1900), or in Hyde’s Re-
ligious Songs of Connacht (London, 1906), will show
that their form is precisely that of the ‘ Lorica ’ of
St. Patrick or of Mugron. Incantations were taught
and practised as a regular part of their profession
by the bards down to the 14th-15th cent, or later,
and the fragments of incantations on the same
model found in the St. Gall MSS show that they
were also used in the monasteries. The pagan
charms were Christianized in tone but their forms
remained unchanged (see, further. Hymns [Celtic]
above, p. 4). It is also to be remarked that all

charms contain large numbers of words that have
become so corrupted by constant oral repetition

that they remain as mere meaningless sounds ; they
are simply spell-words essential to the charm. Is

it not probable that some of the uncouth forms
found in the ancient ‘ Loricas ’ of Ireland may be
explained in this way ?

Litbraturb.—J. H. Todd, Booh of Hymns of the Ancient
Church of Ireland^ 2 vols., Dublin, 1865-65 ; J. H. Bernard
and R. Atkinson, The Irish Liber Hymnorum, 2 vols., London,
1898; E. Windisch, Ir. Texts, i. [Leipzig, 1880] ; W. Stokes
and J. Strachan, Thesaurus PalceohioemicuSy ii. [Cambridge,
1903] 298-359

; F. E. Warren, Antiphonary of Bangor^ 2 vols.,

London, 1893-95 ; H. J. Lawlor, Chapters on the Book of Midi-
ing, Edinburgh, 1897, cb. vii. ; C. Blume, Der Cursus S. Bene-
dicti Nursiniy Leipzig, 1908 ; J. Burkitt, ‘ On two early Irish

Hymns,’ JThSt iii. [1902] 95 f.; A. Holder, Die Reichenauer
Eandschriften, i. [Leipzig, 1906] ; W. Stokes, ‘ Second Vision
of Adamnan,’ RCel xii. [1891] 420-439 ; the poems of Sedulius
are edited by L. Traube, Poetce Lat. cevi Carohni, iii. [Berlin,

1896] ;
the * Audite omnes ’ of Sechnall may be found most con-
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The * Lorica ’ of St. Patrick is given in the Liber Hymnorum^
L 133, ii. 49 ; W. Stokes, Tripartite Life ofSt. Patrick^ i. [Lon-
don, 1887] 48, etc. ; the * Lorica’ of Gildas, in W. de Gray Birch,
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;

the ‘ Lorica ’ of Oolumcille, in J. 0*Donovan, M'iscellany of Ir.

Archceol. Soc., i. [Dublin, 1846] ; the * Lorica* of Mugron, in K.
Meyer, Hibemica minoray Oxford, 1894; the * Lorica ’ of Leyden,
in V. H. Friedel, ZCP ii. [1893] 64; the Hisperica faminay in
PL xc. 1187-96 ; Luxemburg fragment and St. Omer poem, in

J. M. Stowasser, Wiener Stud. ix. [1887] 309-322, and Pro-
gramm des Franz-Joseph's Gymnas.y Vienna, 1887-89; R.
Thurneysen, RCel xi. [1890] 89 ; H. Zimmer, op. cit. pp. 291-
342, and ‘ Zwei neue Fragmente von Hisp. fam.,’ in Nachrichten
der konigl. Gesell. der Wissensch. zu Goftinpen, phil.-hist. Klasse,
1895, ii. 120 (cf. F. J. H. Jenkinsou, The Hisperica Faminay
Cambridge, 1908); the hymns of Hilary, in G. M. Dreves,
Analecta hymnica medii ceoiy 1. [Leipzig, 1907] ; H. A. Daniel,
Thes. hymnolqg.y Halle and Leipzig, 1841-56, i. 191, iv. 30 ; A.
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[1904] 699-603. ELEANOR HULL.

HYMNS (Modem Christiau). — The rise of
modexm hymnody may be regarded as synchronous
with the rise of Protestantism, and in the earliest
hymns is mirrored the antithesis between the old
faith and the new.

I. German hymns.—The earliest hymns of the
Reformation were those of the Bohemian Brethren,
of which a collection of 89 was printed at Prague in
1501, and another, of about 400, in 1505 ; but these
were so effectually suppressed that only one imper-
fect copy of the former is known to exist, and none
of the latter. For practical purposes the history of
modern hymnody begins with the publication,
in 1524, at Erfurt and Wittenberg respectively, of
two small books of German hymns, in each of
which about three-fourths of the contents were
from the pen of Luther. Altogether, Luther’s
hymns and sacred songs number 38 ; of these 11
are wholly or partly translated from the Latin, 4
are revised from pre-Reformation hymns, 6 are
metrical psalms, 6 paraphrases of other portions of
Holy^ Scripture, and 11 original. At least 24 are
still in more or less common use.
The hymnody of Protestant Germany is the

richest in Christendom, and by 1820 it was known
to include more than

^
80,000 hymns of varying

merit. The great majority of the authors were
members^ of the Lutheran Church, whereas the
hymn-writers of the ‘ Reformed,’ or Calvinistic,
Church were comparatively few, and their effusions
were generally more suited to private devotion
than to public worship. This is due to a belief,
strongly held by Zwin^i and Calvin, and generally
accepted by their adherents, that the Biblical
Psalms furnish a complete manual of praise for
public worship, and the only one divinely sanc-
tioned. As a result of this belief, more than 130
German Metrical Psalters, more or less completer
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are known to exist, and seven-eighths of them were
composed by members of the Reformed Church.
The ^’eat German hymn-writers may be con-

veniently arranged in seven successive periods,
each of which has its own distinctive character.

(1) The first group consists of Luther and his
contemporaries, from about 1517 to 1560. Their
hymns are neither didactic nor retrospective, but
natural, cordial, and fearless, at once popular and
churchly. As long as the German language en-
dures men will sing Luther’s pathetic ‘ Aus tiefer
Noth,* his child-like ‘ Von Himmel hoch da komm
ich her,’ and his immortal ‘ Ein feste Burg.’ With
him must be associated Michael Weisse (1480-
1534), who translated many of the Bohemian
Brethren’s hymns into German, but who is perhaps
best remembered for his funeral hymn ‘ Nun lasst

uns den Leib begraben,’ Paulus Speratus (1484-
1551), Nicholaus Hermann (tl561), Paul Eber
(1511-69), Johann Zwick, of the Reformed Church
(1496-1542), and Hans Sachs, the cobbler-bard of
Nuremberg (1494-1576).

(2) The second period, 1560-1618, is one of
transition towards the subjective style of later

times. There are occasional references to personal
circumstances, and didactic matter is sometimes
introduced. Many worthless compositions of this

age have come down to us, and the best authors
were too prolific. Among these may be named
Bartholomaus Ringwalt (1532-98), Johann Michael
Altenburg (1584-1640), and, above all, Philipp
Nicolai (1556-1608).

(3) The third period is that of the Thirty Years ’

War, 1618-48. The Psalms now become the
model and type

;
prominence is given to personal

matters ; brevity and terseness give
^
place to

enlargement of thought. From this estimate one
hymn must be excluded, the ‘Nun danket alle

Gott’ of Martin Rinckart (1586-1649), which is

almost the only one of his voluminous writings

which has escaped oblivion, and which has become
the national doxology of Germany. Martin Opitz
(1597-1639) was a literary man of no very decided
principles ; but he greatly influenced German
hymnody by his literary style, and as a reformer of

German prosody. This influence operated chiefly

on writers of what is called the Silesian School.

Of these the foremost place belongs to Johann
Heermann (1585-1647), the author of 400 hymns,
including ‘Herr Jesu Christ, du wahres Licht,’

and ‘ Herzliebster Jesu, was hast du verbrochen?’

Joliann Rist (1607-67) was also a prolific writer.

Others of the school are Josua Stegmann (1588-

1632), Paul Flemming (1609-40), Matthaus Apelles

von Lowenstern (1594-1648), and Johann Matthaus
Meyfart (1590-1642). To the contemporary school

of Khnigsberg belong Simon Dacii (1605-59),

Georg Weissel (1590-1635), Heinrich Alberti (1604-

51), and others.

(4) The fourth period reaches from the peace of

Westphalia to the outbreak of the Pietistic con-

troversy, 1648-90. Hymns of this period assume
more and more of a subjective character, the objec-

tive features tending to disappear, while hymns
relating to various circumstances and events in

life—as suffering, consolation, death, the family,

etc.—become more numerous. There is often a

tendency to excessive length, a common fault of

meditative verse. The chief singer of this genera-

tion—in the judgment of many, the greatest of all

German hymnists—is Paulus Gerhardt (1607-76).

Foremost among his 120 hymns is the incomparable
*0 Haupt voll Blut undL Wunden,’ and not far

behind it comes the ever popular ‘Befiehl du deine

Wege.* To the same school belong Ernst C.

Homburg (1605-81), Johann Franck (1618-77),

Georg Neumark (1621-81), and Johann Georg

Albinus (1624-79).

Contemporary with these is a gi*oup of poets
whose hymns are, in general tone, mystic and
contemplative. Foremost among them is Johann
SchefiHer (1624-77), who, becoming a con\ert to the
Roman Communion in 1653, assumed the name of
Angelas Silesius. Many of his hymns, written
both before and after his transition, display a
marvellous sweetness, in strange contrast with the
bitterness of his controversial writings, e,.g, ‘Ich
will dich lieben, meine Starke,’ ‘ Liebe, die du
mich zum Bilde,’ etc. With him may be associated
Christian Knorr von Rosenroth (1636-89), Michael
Franck, Sigismund von Bircken, Christoph Weg-
leiter, and others of less note ; and in the Keformed
Church Joachim Neander (1650-80).

(5)

The fifth period is that of Pietism, about
1690-1750. The hymnists of these two generations
are far too numerous to be particularly specified,

but they may be classified in five groups, (i.) The
contemporaries of Spener, pervaded by a healthy
and sincere piety. Spener himself wTOte few
hymns of any value, and those produced by the
rest of the group are noticeable for quality rather
than for quantity. We may mention Adam
Drese (1620-1701), Johann Jakob Schiitz (1640-90),

Cyriacus Gunther (1649-1704), Samuel Rodigast
(1649-1708), Laurentius Laurenti (1660-1722), and
Gottfried Arnold (1666-1714).

(ii.) The older school of Halle. Their hymns
are of a scriptural, practical, and devotional
tendency, and are mostly for individual edification

and for the closet, rather than for the church.
Most worthy of notice are Wolfgang Christoph
Dossier (1660-1722), the author of more than
100 hymns, of which the best known are ‘Mein
Jesu dem die Seraphinen* and ‘Ich lass dich
nicht, du musst mein Jesus bleiben,’ Johann
Anastasius Freylinghausen (1670-1739), Johann
Heinrich Schroder (1667-99), Bartholomaus Cras-

selius (1667-1724), and Johann Joseph Winckier
(1670-1722).

(iii.) To these succeeded a younger school, repre-

senting the decline of Pietism into sentimentalism
and trivialities. The better writers of this school

are Johann Jakob Rambach (1693-1735), Johann
Ludwig Conrad Allendorf (1693-1773), Carl Hein-
rich von Bogatzky (1690-1774), and Leopold F. F.

Lehr (1709-44).

(iv.) Side by side with these is a group of poets

devoted to strict Lutheran orthodoxy, and there-

fore unsympathetic towards Pietism. Three of

these composed, among them, nearly 2000 hymns,
many of which, though not of the highest order of

merit, are of great and permanent value. Salomo
Franck (1659-1725) is best remembered by his

hymn for Easter even, ‘So ruhest du, O meine
Ruh’; Erdmann Neumeister (1671-1756) was the
author of many cantatas for use in church, and
re-modelled a number of older hymns ; Benjamin
Schmolck (1672-1737) was the most prolific of the
school.

(v.) The school which is represented in theology

by Bengel and Crusius, mediating between Pietism

and orthodoxy, claims a few sacred poets. The
chief of these are Johann Mentzer ^658-1734),
Johann Andreas Rothe (1688-1758), P. F. Hiller

(1699-1769), and C. C. L. von Pfeil (1712-84).

Two distinguished hymnists of the period appear

to stand apart from all these various groups.

Gerhard Tersteegen (1697-1769), brought up in tlie

Reformed Church, but from early manhood a

mystic and a separatist, has more in common
with Schefiier than with any other poet. His
numerous hymns were long restricted to a limited

circle, but during the last 70 years have been repre-

sented in most German hymn-books, Lutheran as

well as Reformed. ‘ Gott ist gegenwartig ’ is the

most popular ; but ‘ Siegesffirste, Ehrenkfinig,’
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‘Gott rufet noch/ and others are of sterling

value.

Nicholaus Ludwig von Zinzendorf (1700-60),

patron and afterwards bishop of the Moravian

Brethren, wrote upwards of 2000 hymns’ of almost

every possible degree of merit, but even at the

lowest displaying deep personal devotion to Christ.

His extraordinary aptitude for improvising led to

the production of a huge mass of rhyme, of which

sincere piety is the only redeeming feature. The
use of his hymns is almost restricted to the

Moravian Church; but ‘Jesu, geh voran' and
‘ Christi Blut und Gerechtigkeit ’ are hymns that

Christendom will not willingly let die ; and a few
centos, translated into various languages, are

current.

(6 ) The sixth period, from about 1750 to 1830, is

that of the ‘ Enlightenment* (g'.^.), whose effect on
hymnody was for the time disastrous, especially in

the dilution of the church hymn-books and sacred

poetry in general. During its earlier years the

orthodox tradition was worthily maintained by
Christian Fiirchtegott Gellert (1715-69), who in

1757 published 54 hymns characterized by rational

piety and good taste, but generally individual

rather than churchly. Many of them are still in

use, the most popular being ‘Jesus lebt, mit ihm
auch ich.* Friedrich G. Klopstock (1724-1803)

produced in 1758 modernized re-casts of 29 earlier

German hymns, apparently without any doctrinal

motive. Of his original pieces, mostly emotional
and subjective, by far the best is the triumphant
funeral song ‘ Auferstehn, ja, auferstehn wirst du.’

Modernizing of standard hymns, without doctrinal

purpose and with undesirable results, was under-
taken by Johann Andreas Cramer (1723-88) and
Johann Adolf Schlegel (1721-93). The one spiritual

singer who stands conspicuous in this dreary time
is Johann Caspar Lavater (1741-1801). Of his 700
hymns the best known is ‘ Jesus Christus, wachs
in mir.* Georg F. P. von Hardenberg, commonly
called Novalis, was a religious poet rather than a
hymn-writer.

(7) A seventh period, one of Evangelical revival,

may be dated from the publication by Christian
Karl Josias Bunsen in 1833 of his Vermch tines

allgemeinen evangeliscJien Gesang- und Gehetbuchs^
containing 934 hymns, followed in 1837 by the
Evmigelischer Liederschatz of Albert Knapp, with
3590. Bunsen endeavoured to restore, as nearly as
possible, the original text of each hymn ; Knapp,
unfortunately, was less scrupulous ; but from that
time the colourless hymn-books of the preceding
age gradually disappeared ; and those now in use
usually contain the best productions of evangelical
singers from the Reformation downward. It
would be impossible to pass in review the original
compositions of the last three generations. Five
names are specially worthy of mention : Ernst
Moritz Arndt (1769-1860), Christian F. H. Sachse
(1785-1860), Johann Wilhelm Meinhold (1797-1851),
Albert Knapp (1798-1864), and Carl J. P. Spitta
(1801-59), of whose Psalter und Harfe 55 editions
were printed in as many years.
2. Dutch hymns.~ Even in the 16th cent, a

number of macaronic hymns, partly Latin and
partly Dutch, and generally of a Hussite charac-
ter, were current in the Netherlands. A collection
of these was printed at Kempen in 1550. The
Reformation in these regions was of so strongly
Calvinistic a type, however, that several synods
forbade the singing of any hymns except those
found in Holy Scripture. A collection of metrical
Psalms, with music, was printed at Antwerp in
1539 ; and two complete metrical Dutch Psalters
appeared in 1566. To another Psalter, published
in 1580, were added metrical versions of other
Scripture canticles, together with the Ten Com-

mandments, the Lord’s Prayer, the Creed, and the

‘Gloria in excelsis.* Altogether between 30 and

40 Dutch Psalters appeared before 1773, in which

year the Synod of South Holland issued an author,

ized version, which is still commonly used in the

Dutch Reformed Church.
The Dutch Lutherans, in 1615, published at

Utrecht a collection of 58 hymns translated from

the German. The suppression of these was at-

tempted by the Synod of Dort (1619) ; but a few

years later local synods authorized their use on

festival occasions. In 1659, Willem Sluiter pub-

lished a volume entitled Psalmen, Gezanqen en

geestelijke Liederen^ which, together with a posthu-

mous volume of hymns by the same author, was
long in popular use for domestic worship.^ The
first religious bodies in Holland to authorize the

use of hymns in public worship, however, were
dissenters from the Dutch Reformed Establish-

ment. The Anabaptists published an Appendix
to the Psalter in 1713 ; a hymnal for a separatist

congregation, compiled by Jacob Groenewegen in

1750, ran through several editions; and a large

volume of Mennonite hymns appeared in the latter

half of the 18th century. It was not till 1805 that

the first authorized hymn-book of the Dutch Re-
formed Church was offered to the public. It con-

tained 192 hymns, of which a large proportion were
translations. An Appendix, which had been nearly

20 years in preparation, was authorized in 1866.

This hymn-book and appendix are still in common
use both in Holland and in South Africa; and
nearly all other Dutch hymnals have borrowed
largely from them.
Of the older Dutch Lutheran hymns almost half

were appropriate only to festivals. It was not till

1826 that the Lutheran Synod of Holland published
its own hymn-book, containing 376 hymns, of which
150 were from the older Lutheran books, and 162

were new compositions. Some serious omissions
were supplied in an Appendix 24 years later. The
other most important Dutch hymn-books are the
modern Baptist hymnal, a volume of translations

from the Latin by R. B. Janson (1860), and a
volume of revival hymns, translated from English
and American originals. Very few Dutch hymns
are original compositions; according to the best
authority, the whole number does not much exceed
3000, of which at least two-thirds are translations.

3. Scandinavian hymns.— The Reformation in

the Scandinavian countries was, to a greater extent
than elsewhere, the work of the rulers rather than
of the people. The national Churches of Sweden,
Denmark, and Norway were thoroughly Erastian.
These facts had some influence, if not on the com-
position of church songs, at least on their publica-
tion and use in public worship.
The father of Swedish hymnody was Lars Peter-

sen, archbishop of Upsala (t 1573), who, in addi-
tion to original pieces, made many translations
from Latin and German hymns. His brother, Olaf
Petersen, also has some repute as a hymn-writer.
They were assisted in their poetical w^ork by two
other brothers, Lars and Peter Andersen. Tfhese,

in 1536, published Swenske songor eller wiser nw
pa nytt prentade^ forokade, och under en annan
slack an tilfbrenna vtsatte (‘Swedish Songs or
Hymns, now newly printed, enlarged, and pub-
lished in a different shape from the former *

; what
that former book was we are not informed). Two
kings of Sweden—Erik xiv. (f 1677) and Gustavus
Adolphus (slain at Liitzen, 1632)—contributed to
the national hymnody ; the latter, shortly before his
death, wrote the renowned battle-song, ‘ F6rfa,ras
ej, du lilla hop.*

The number of Swedish hymn-writers is not
great. Of the 15 who wrote within the 17th and
18th centuries the greatest wras Johan Olaf Wallin
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(1779-1839). In 1819 he published D&n swenska
Psalmboken af Konungen gillad och stadfastad
(‘The Swedish Hymn-book, approved and con-
firmed by the King’), which is still in common
use throughout the country. To it he contributed
about 150 original hymns, besides translations and
revisions.

In^ 1529 there was published at Rostock, in the
Danish language, Een ny Handbog^ med Psabner
oc aandelige Lofsange^ wdragm aff then hellige
Schrifft (‘A new Handbook, with Psalms and
Spiritual Songs of Praise derived from Holy
Writ’). This contained translations from the
Latin, German, and Swedish, and some originals.
I ts principal author was Claus Martenson Tonde-
binder (1500-76) ; and it was the hymnary of the
Danish and Norwegian Lutherans for more than
a century. In 1683, Thomas Kingo, bishop of
Funen, whose Aandelige Sjunge-chor (‘Spiritual
Choral-Songs’) had attracted attention, was com-
missioned to prepare a new hymn-book for the
churches in both countries. The first part ap-
peared in 1689 ; it contained many of Kingo’s own
compositions, and was greatly aamired by some,
while others, of the Pietistic school, unfairly de-
nounced it as rationalistic. The controversy was
so violent that the completion of the book was
entrusted to a committee, who, however, v/orked
on Kingo’s lines, and included many of his hymns.
The resultant Forordnede ny KirJce-^Psalme-Bog
(‘Authorized New Church Hymn-book’), in its

complete form, appeared in 1699. Several attempts
were made to supplant it by collections on Pietistic

lines. Especially notable was a Ny Salmebog (‘New
Hymn-book ’) edited in 1740 by £ric Pontoppidan.
This contained a large number of hymns, both
original and translated, by Hans Adolf Brorson,
bishop of Ribe, whose views were decidedly Piet-

istic. Another attempt in the same direction "was

made by N. H. Balle, bishop of Seeland, who in

1797 produced a revision of Kingo’s book under the
title Evangelisk-KHstelig Salmebog (‘Evangelical
Christian flymn-book ’). The attempt failed, how-
ever, because of the feebleness of the verse ; and
more than half a century passed before any real

improvement was effected. This at length was
brought about, mainly through the influence of

Nikmai Frederik Severin Grundtvig (1783-1872).

This eminent scholar, true poet, and fervent evan-
gelist waged war for many years against the pre-

vailing Rationalism and Erastianism of the national
Church, and sufiered accordingly. While under
ecclesiastical suspension he wrote and compiled
Sang-Vdrk til den danske Kirke (‘Song-Work
for the Danish Church ’). His moral influence at

length prevailed so far that his worth was appre-

ciated, and steps were taken to pre^re a new
Salmebogen til Kirke- og Bus- Andagt ( ‘Hymn-book
for Church and House Worship’). This was sanc-

tioned for general use in 1853, having been edited

by the poet Bernhard Severin Ingemann (1789-

1862). It was based on the old book of Kingo, but
contained many hymns by Brorson, Grundtvig, and
Ingemann.

Iceland is closely bound to Denmark by political

relations. For a long time the only hymn-book in

use there was the Graduate or Mesm-saungs bbk

(‘Mass-Song-Book’), consisting of translations into

Old Norse of a few of the earlier hymns of Marten-
sdn’s collection. The last edition is dated 1773.

Since then local translations of the Danish books
have been in use. In 1861, Thordersen of Reyk-
javik issued N'^r vidbcetir vid hina evangelisku

Sdlmahbk (‘New Contributions to the Evangelical

Psalm-book’), much on the lines of the Danish

book of 1855.

Norway, until 1814, had been politically united

with Denmark ; and Danish hymn-books, or re-

visions of such books m modernized language, have
been in common use—the churches allowing them-
selves considerable freedom. The books now most
in use are Kirke-Salme-Bogen (‘The Church Hymn-
book ’), edited on the basis of older books by Magnus
B. Landstad, and authorized in 1869 ; and Christ-

elige Psalmer til Husandagt og Skolebrug (‘Chris-
tian Hymns for Domestic Worship and for Use
in Schools’), published in 1851 by Johan Nikolai
Frantzen.
A very large proportion of the Scandinavian

hymns are translated from German Lutheran
authors. The older hymns are generally doctrinal

or invocative ; those of later date are rather sub-
jective, expressing personal sentiments, hopes, and
fears. As to the characteristics of individual

singers, it is commonly said that ‘ Kingo is

the poet of Easter, Brorson of Christmas, and
Grundtvig of Whitsuntide,’

4. French hymns.—The earliest known French
hymn-book was prmted in 1527. It was entitled

Hymnes communs de Vannte^ and consisted of

translations of Latin hymns by Nicolas IMauroy.
In 1533 appeared the Miroir d^une dme jpicheresset

by Marguerite de Valois, to which were appended
metrical versions, by Clement Marot, of the Creed,
Lord’s Prayer, Ave Maria, Grace before Meals, etc.

Between this date and 1597 nine small books of

Huguenot Songswere published, containing hymns,
carols, ballads, and paraphrases of Scripture. Mean-
while, in 1542, Marot published his 50 metrical
Psalms, which, being sung to ballad tunes, became
widely fashionable. In hope of supplanting these,

Guy de la Boderie, a Roman Catholic, published
Hymnes eccUsiastigues in 1578, also Cantiques spwi-
tuelsy consisting of translations from Prudentius,
Petrarch, and Vidas, and some paraphrases of Scrip-

ture songs. Before the end of the century, several

other volumes of devout songs were produced by
Huguenot writers, such as Nicolas Denisot, Charles
de Naviferes, Etienne de Maizon Fleur

; but none
of them were designed for public worship. The
Reformed Church in France, as inGermany and else-

where, limited its church-song to Biblical Psalms
and Canticles. Various writers, therefore, sought
to supply what was lacking in Marot’s work ; and
in 1550 a complete Psalter was published in Paris,

consisting of Slarot’s versions, with others by Gilles

d’Aurigny, Robert Brincel, *C. R.,’ and ‘Cl. B.’

This was generally supplanted by Les Pseaumes
misenrimefrangoisepar Clement Marot et Thiodore
de Bbze, 1562. Of this at least 24 editions were
printed within the year, at Paris, Caen, Lyons,
Geneva, and other places. Until the early years
of the 18th cent, this Psalter alone was used in the
public worship of the Reformed Church

;
and be-

yond the bounds of that community its influence

has been far wider than that of any other metrical
Psalter.

The Lutheran Church in France, besides using
the Psalter, made free use of translations of the
best German hymns. Pseaumes^ hymnes et can-
tiques . . . mis en rime frangais selon la rime et

melodies allemands^y Frankfort, 1612, contains 63
hymns or paraphrases. Successive enlargements
or developments of this book appeared under vari-

ous titles in the 17th and 18th centuries, that of 1739
having 381 pieces. The rigidity of the Reformed
Church also gave way in 1705, when Benedict Pictet

published Cinquante-quatre cantiques sacrez pour
les prindpales solemnitez. Twelve of these were
authorized for use in public worship, and became an
^pendix to the Psalter throughout the Reformed
Church. Some of them are among the finest hymns
in the French language.
The French Roman Catholic hymnists of the 17th

cent, are not numerous. La PhilomHe straphique,

by Jean I’Evangeliste, 1632, consisted of hymns of
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a mystical type, set to secular tunes. It was re-

garded as a Jansenist book, and was not designed

for use in cliurch. Pierre Corneille versified parts

of the Imitatio Christi, thus producing a few hymns
still current. Ptacine also wrote, in 1689, two hymns
which are still in use. A few hymns of a soberly

quietistic strain were written by the illustrious

Fdnelon, and a large number by Madame Guyon

(1648-1717); but few, if any, of these have come

into common use. A number of hymns by Abbe
Pellegrin were published in 1706-15, and set to

lively secular tunes ; some of them are still in use.

A meritorious collection of hymns was made for

the Seminary of St. Sulpice in 1765. The Mecueil

de cantiqueSi traduits de Vallemandj 1743, was a

Moravian hymn-book of 75 pieces. In successive

editions the number was raised to 576 in 1778, of

which about 370 are translations from the German,

the rest being French originals.

Probably the greatest of French hymn-writers

is H. A. C6sar Malan (1787-1864), pastor at Geneva,

champion of Evangelicalism, and the founder of

modern French Eeformed hyninody. He is said

to have written about a thousand hymns ;
and,

though many are weak and full of literary faults,

others are of great value. A large number are

still in use, and some of them are found in every

French Protestant hymn-book. Of contemporary
and later writers of the same school may be named
Ami Bost, Merle d’Aubignd, Henri Lutteroth,

Alexandre Vinet, and Adolphe Monod.
Modern French hymn-books are very numerous,

and suited to every phase of Protestant Christi- i

anit^r. The first French Methodist hymn-book
was issued in England about 1813, for the benefit

of French prisoners of war; it contained many
translations of English hymns. Another, for use

in the Channel Isles, appeared about 1818, and in

an enlarged edition in 1828 ; it was frequently re-

printed, until replaced by a better book in 1868.

in 1831, or earlier, appeared Cantiques chritiens d
Vusage des assemhUes religieuses, which reached
a 14th edition in 1881. The Keformed Church has
overcome its aversion to ‘human compositions,’

and since 1787 has sanctioned several good iiyran-

books. The Walloon Collection (1803) contained
133 hymns ; a good collection published at Frank-
fort in 1849 contained 289 ;

and the Nouveau Livre
de cantiques, edited by E. Bersier, Paris, 1879, has
217. At least six French Lutheran hymn-books
were published in several editions during the
19th cent, at Paris, Montbeliard, Strassburg, and
Nancy; and a French Moravian hymn-book, in

1880, contained 700 pieces, mostly translations

from the German. Several modern books of tlie re-

vivalist type have had wide circulation, especially

those published in connexion with the Protestant
Mission called ‘L’QEuvre MacAll.’ The most
noteworthy of these is Cantiques populaires, which
with its supplement contains upv/ards of 60 trans-
lations of English and American ‘ revival hymns.’
An undenominational hymn-book, with music,

appeared at Paris in 1834, under the title of Chants
chrUiens, edited by Henri Lutteroth. Its aim was
to collect the best hymns of the older poets, as
Eacine, Corneille, Pictet, etc., together with others
of recent date. It was much modified in successive
editions, assuming its final shape, with 200 hymns,
in 1857.^ Its influence has been wide and bene-
ficial, bringing into common use numerous hymns
of great merit. Its chief blemish is that it is too
didactic—an unusual fault in French hymnody,
which is, for the most part, intensely subjective.
French hymns rarely or never have the strength
of good German or English poetry

;
but the best

of them have much sweetness and tenderness,
while some are highly picturesque, and others of
delightful simplicity.

This seems a fitting place to mention a group

of French Koman Catholic poets of the 17th and

early 18th centuries, who wrote in Latin, and

whose hymns are to be found in the Paris Breviary

of 1726 and other Gallican Breviaries. The fore-

most of them in merit is Charles Cotfin (1676-1749)

;

next must be ranked Jean Baptiste de Santeuil

(1630-97) and his elder brother Claude (1628-84);

with these are honourably associated Guillaume

de la Brunetifere (tl702), Nicolas le Tourneux

(1640-86), S. Besnault, and several of lesser note.

Their hymns, especially those of Cotfin, are of a

high standard of excellence.

5. Italian hymns.—The religious revival initi-

ated by St. Francis of Assisi in the 13th cent,

called forth a number of religious songs in the

Veronese and Umbrian dialects, some of which

were sung by the Flagellants in their processions.

Towards the end of the century Jacopone da Todi

(to whom is usually attributed the ‘ Stabat Mater
dolorosa’) wrote many vernacular songs extolling

the divine love, which, though never used in the

regular church services, were much sung during

the two following centuries by members of the

religious orders. Toward.s the middle of the 15th

cent. G. Savonarola wrote ‘ Hymns of Praise and
Contemplation,’ which, however, were not suited for

use in public worship. Two of his contemporaries,

Maftei Belcari and Girolamo Benevieni, wrote

hymns which were widely known and used. The
spiritual poems of Vittoria Colonna (1490-1547)

were highly esteemed, but there is no evidence

that they were ever used in public worship.

From this time till late in the 17th cent, no
religious poet of eminence arose in Italy. But in

1688, Matteo Coferati, a priest of Florence, edited

a collection of about 330 hymns, under the title

Corona di sacre canzoni, 0 laude spirituali di pin

divoti autori. The authors’ names are not stated.

This is the earliest known Italian hymn-book.
Beraardo Adimari, a priest of the Oratory of

San Filippo Neri, was the author of 212 hymns,
published at Florence in 1703. These were accom-
panied by tunes in four parts ; and there is evi-

dence that at this time it was common in many
places to sing hymns antiphonally, or one verse by
the choir and another by the people. The next
prolific hymn-writer was Alfonso hfaria de Liguori

(1696-1787). His verses were designed for popular
use. Some are devotional, some ascetic, and some
mystical ; they abound in utterances of intense

devotion, but are for the most part too warm and
assionate for English taste. Liguori has often

een credited with the authorship of the best

known of all Italian hymns, ‘Viva, viva Jesu’;
but the ascription is v'ery doubtful. The well-

known poets Metastasio and Manzoni wrote hymns
which have been included in church collections

;

and several recent Roman Catholic poets of less

note might also be mentioned. Among the princi-

pal Protestant hymn-writers of the 19th cent, are

Gabriele Rossetti, his kinsman, T. Pietrocola
Rossetti, C. Mapei, G. Niccolini, and Michele di

Pretoro. An Englishman, Thomas W. S. Jone.s,

who lived many years in Italy, is also the author
of more than 140 hymns in the Italian language.
At least 10 Protestant Italian hymn-books, some of

considerable bulk, have been published since the
Italian Revolution, at Florence, Naples, Rome,
Trieste, and Caselia. Some of these contain
numerous translations of English and American
hymns. In Italy the Roman Catholic Church does
not favour the singing of hymns in the vernacular
in public worship ; nevertheless, in extra-liturgical

services such hymns are used with some freedom.
6. English hymns.—Popular tradition has con-

stantly associated hymn-singing with the Lollards.
But. although a number of devout songs are pre-
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served in MSS of the 14th and 15th centuries,
some of them of no little merit, they are all—ex-
cept a few carols—too intensely personal to have
been used in public worship, llie earliest printed
English hymns are probably those in Marshall’s
Primer of 1535 and the Sarum Primer of 1538.
These are translations from the Latin, and their
versification is of the rudest.
The first English hymn-book, properly so called,

is the Goostly Psalmes and Sj^rituall Songes of
Miles Coverdale, 1539. It contains 41 pieces,
all but 5 of them translations or imitations from
the German—17 being from Luther. There are
versions of 13 Psalms, the ‘Magnificat,’ ‘Nunc
dimittis,’ ‘Gloria in excelsis,’ the Creed, the
Lord’s Prayer, and the Ten Commandments.
Efforts were made to suppress this book, but in
1545 Henry vill. authorized a new Primer, which
contained 8 hymns, smoother in versification than
the former primers. In this Cranmer is believed
to have had a hand, and it was his desire that
English versions of the old Church hymns should
have a place in the projected new service-books.
It is thought that the influence of Calvin and
Eucer had to do with the abandonment of this
project.

During the interval between the death of Henry
and the accession of Elizabeth the ‘ old version ’ of
the Psalms was gradually compiled, the chief con-
tributors being Thomas Stemhold, John Hopkins,
Thomas Norton, William Kethe, and William
Whittingham. To several successive editions a
few hymns were prefixed or appended; the com-
plete edition of 1562 has 23, including ‘ The Lamen-
tation of a Sinner’ and the earliest known non-
Homan Communion hymn in the English language,
‘The Lord be thanked for His Gifts.’ The next
really important hymnological publication is the
Gude and Godlie BallatiSi whicn bears the same
relation to the Reformation in Scotland as Cover-
dale’s Goostly Fsalmos does to that in England.
The principal, but not the only, authors were the
brothers John and Robert Wedderbume, clergy-

men of Dundee, who became exiles on account of

their Protestant principles. The earliest editions

have entirely perished, and their date is matter of

conjecture; the oldest known perfect copy was
printed at Edinburgh in 1578, with the title Ane
Copendious Buih of godlie Psalmes and spirituall

Sangis. It contains 116 pieces, all in the Scottish

dialect. There are 22 metrical Psalms, 8 Scripture

paraphrases, the Creed, 34 hymns, 8 graces, and
43 ballads, some devotional and some satirical.

More than a fourth of the whole is translated from
the German, and a few pieces are borrowed or

adapted from Coverdale. Several of the devo-

tional ballads are remarkable for their beauty and
tenderness, while the satirical pieces, some of them
coarse as well as humorous, attack the Roman
Catholic clergy with considerable vigour.

It may seem surprising that, of about 130 Eng-
lish writers of religious verse in the latter half

of the 16th cent., scarcely any contributed to the

worship-song of the Church. The explanation lies

in the fact that—largely, no doubt, through the

Calvinistic influence brought to bear imon the

formative period of the English Book of Common
Prayer—only the scantiest scope was allowed for

hymns in public worship, an injunction of the first

ear of Elizabeth granting merely that ‘in the

eginning or in the end of the Common Prayer,

either at morning or evening, there may be sung
an hymn, or such like song, to the praise of

Almighty God.’ It was not until the revision of

1661-62 that the insertion, after the third collect at

morning and evening prayer, of the rubric for the

anthem opened the way, even though slowly taken,

to a true hymnody. In modern times a few Eliza-
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bethan hymns have come into common use, e.^,,

the earliest original English morning hymn, ‘You
that have spent the quiet night,’ by George Gas-
coigne, and the delightful ‘Hierusalem, myhappie
home,’ of which the author, ‘F. B, P.,’ has not
been satisfactorily identified.

Between the death of Elizabeth and the out-
break of the Civil War the conditions were much
the same ; and the sacred poets of the d^, such
as John Donne, George Herbert, and Phineas
Fletcher, for the most part offered no contribu-

tions to public worship, though a few of their

devout lyrics have found a place in modem hymn-
books. A few attempts were made to supplant
the Stemhold and Hopkins Psalter, but with little

success. The very meritorious version of George
Sandys failed to win the public ear; that of

William, Earl of Stirling, though put forth in the
name of King James, had no better success ; and
the faithful but intolerably harsh version of Henry
Ainsworth found favour only with the Separatists.

To this period, however, belongs the first really

great English hymn-writer, George Wither (1588-

1667). His poetical works, sacred and secular, are
numerous. BEis noble version of the Psalms has
been undeservedly neglected. His Hymns and
Songs of the Church was printed in 1623, with * the
particular approbation both of the king and of

convocation,’ but the intrigues of the Stationers’

Company frustrated the intentions of the king and
clergy, and practically suppressed the book. It

contained all the OT and NT Canticles, the Song
of Songs, the Lamentations, versions of the Lord’s
Prayer and ‘ Veni Creator,’ and 44 original hymns
for various ecclesiastical seasons and special occa-

sions. In 1641, Wither published or
Britain's Second Bememhrancery with a dedication

to the Parliament, his sympathies being at that
time on the popular side. The book contained
233 hymns, classified as occasional, temporary, and
ersonal ; 42 of them are taken from the former
ook, often with alterations which are not always

improvements.
The Stemhold and Hopkins Psalter had become

unacceptable to the Puritans, not because of its

ragged versification, but because it was not, in

their opinion, sufficiently close to the original.

They conceived the impossible idea of a literal

translation from the Hebrew in an English metre
that could be sung. Between 1640 and the end of

the century there were at least half-a-dozen
attempts to realize this fancy—among them the

curious Bay Psalm-Book of the Puritan Colonists

in New England (1640). When the Long Parlia-

ment undertook to remodel the Church ofEngland
on Puritanical lines, part of the scheme was to

provide a metrical Psalter for general use through-

out England and Scotland. The work was assigned

to a committee, who, by conflating two versions

by Francis Rous and William Barton respectively,

produced what is known as ‘ The Scots Version’

—

it being approved by the Scottish General Assembly
in 1649. With all its faults—and they are neither

few nor small—^it has endeared itself to the hearts

of the Scottish people, and will not be supplanted

for generations yet to come. The wonderful 23rd

Psalm in this version is probably the most perfect

metrical Psalm in Christendom.
Between the fall of the Monarchy and the Re-

volution several poets produced lyrics which,

though not designed for use in public worship,

were utilized by later compilers of hymn-books.
Such were Henry Yaughan, Richard Crashaw, and
John Quarles. There were also at least three

enuine hynmists—^William Barton, whose work
as been unaccountably neglected, Samuel Cross-

man, and John Mason, whose best productions are

still deservedly popular. Mention must also be
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made of two rhymesters, whose verses are unmiti

gated doggerel, but who did excellent work as

pioneers. Abraham Cheare, a Baptist minister of

Plymouth, who died in prison in 1668, is the first

known English author of hymns for children.

Benjamin Keach, also a Baptist, had been set in

the pillory for seeking to propagate his opinions

through the press. His Spiritual Melody^ (1691)

is poor; but by it, and by a couple of vigorousSalets, he practically broke down the prejudice

until then existed among Baptists against

singing in public worship.
In 1&2 was printed the first edition, unauthorized

and incorrect, of Bishop Thomas Ken’s Morning
and Evening Hymns, At first written for the
scholars of Winchester School, they have won an
abiding place in the esteem of all English-speaking
Christendom. Ken’s other hymns, for the festivals

of the Church, were a posthumous publication, and
have been little regarded.
At the time of the Kevolution the Psalms of

Sternhold and Hopkins, already archaic, were still

almost exclusively used in the Anglican Church

;

the well-meant attempts of W. King, John Patrick,
John Denham, and others had totally failed to
supplant them ; and the noble versions of Sandys
and Wither had apparently been forgotten. About
1698 a New Version, by Nahum Tate and Nicholas
Brady, was put forth under royal patronage, and
soon became immensely popular, its one merit is

that, smooth and unimpassioned, it suited the
literary taste of the day. For 150 years it held the
field against all rivals ; at present about half-a-
dozen psalms of the ‘ New v ersion ’ continue in
use, the most popular being the 34th and the 67th
In the Church of Scotland, on the re-establish-

ment of Presbyterianism after the Revolution, the
General Assembly considered the question of an
authorized appendix to the Scottish Psalms.
Patrick Simson of Renfrew had published, at
Edinburgh, six books of Spiritual Songs or Holy
Poems, consisting of versified paraphrases of ail
the poetical parts of Scripture except the Psalter.
The work is of consideraole merit, the rendering
being fairly close, without that rigidity which
marked the Scottish and New England Psalms.
In 1695, Simson being Moderator, the Assembly
appointed a Commission to revise the Scripture
Songs; but the business was delayed year after
year, and in the end nothing was done, so that the
Scottish Psalms continued in exclusive use for
about 50 years longer.
Among English Nonconformists the manuals of

Church Song chiefly in use were the Scottish
Psalms, a revision of the New England Psalter,
and, occasionally, Barton’s. During the last decade
of the century several ministers—Robert Fleming,
Joseph Boyse, Thomas Shepherd, Richard Davis,

Joseph Stennett—produced hymns for the use
of their own congregations, some of which found
wider, though very limited, acceptance. Nearly
all these hymns are personal rather than congrega-
tional; and most of them are mere Calvinistic
theology in rhyme. The first selection of hymns
tor Nonconformist worship of which we have found
any trace was published in 1694 under the title A
^lle^yon of Divine Hymns upon several Occasions,
lo thm seven authors contributed, among whom

Baxter, John Mason, and Thomas
Shepherd. The next selection, Matthew Henry’s
Family Hymns (1695), consisted entirely of centos
trom various metrical versions of the Psalms.
In 1695 a young Nonconformist student com-

mented on the unsatisfactory character of the
rhymes in use atthe Meeting-house inSouthampton,^d was challenged to produce something better,
ihe next Sunday the spirited paraphrase ‘ Behold
the Glories of the Lamb Amidst His Father’s

throne’ was ‘lined out,’ to the delight of the
worshippers. The young man was Isaac Watts, in
after years renowned as pastor, phiIoso])her, and
poet. In 1707 he published Hymns and Spiritual
Songs, in Three Books, containing 2*J2 pieces, wdiich

in the second edition (1709) w'ere increased to 360.
These were followed in 1715 by Divine and Moral
Songs for the Use of Children ; and in 1719 by The
Psalms of David imitated in the Language of the
New Testament. Other publications in verse
followed; and Watts’s various w’orks contain at
least 750 hymns, of wdiich nearly 20i) are still in
common use. Before his death, in 1748, fifteen or
sixteen editions of his hymns had been circulatetl

;

and for more than 100 years their use, wdth or
without a supplement, w’as all but universal among
Congregationalists and Baptists. His meditative
hymns are not usually superior to those of Cross-
man, Ken, and Mason ; but in hymns of praise
fitted for united utterance he has no superior and
few equals. His theology is in the main Puritan,
without the Puritan rigidity and intolerance.

Watts was the first who could be deemed the founder of a
distinct school of Enjjlish hynin-wnters, Anionjjf his followers
may be reckoned, in addition to a multitude of inferior rhymers,
Simon Browne (16S0“17:>2), Philip Doddridge (1702-01),' Amie
Steele (1716-78), Thomas l»ibbons (1720-85), Samuel Stennett
(1727-96), and Samuel Medley (173S-99).
The influence of Watts extended into Scotland. In the hyni ns

of John Wilhson (f 175U), and in the Scripture S<mp:s of Kalnh
Erskine (f 1752), he is plagiarized almost wholesale. In tne
Transtations and Paraplu atten piepari d by a committee of the
General Assembly in 17*15, of 15 jian.plirases IS were bv Watts.
In the Paraphiases of 1781, of 07 pieces 19 are based iJn Waits
and 4 on Doddridge, but all more or less altered. liy far the
most successful of these alterations is the fine paraphrase

—

transmuted from one of Watts’s feeblest hymns—* How bright
those glorious spirits shine.’
Of writers more or less contemporary with Watts, but outside

the sphere of his influenee, the following deserve mention:
John Drydon (t 1701), who is believed to nave translated from
the Latin most of the hymns which appear in the Koman
Catholic Primer of 170(5; Nahum Tate (t 1715), alrcaiiy mentioned,
the chief author of those hymns and alternative versions which

We come next to the greatest of all English
hymn-writer.s, Charles Wesley (1707-80), the poet
of the Methodist revival. The exact number of his
hymns is doubtful, becau.se of an arrangenumt wuth
his brother John (1703-91) that in works for which
they were jointly responsible their rci^pective parts
should not be distinguished. The poetical pubiica-
tionsof the two brothers number 62 distinct is.sues,
ranging from single leaflets to stout volunu^.s, 9 of
which include pieces by other authors. (Jn the
lowest estimate tliese works contain 4395 hymns
by the Wesleys. Of these 100, including all those
translated from the German, are certainly tiie work
of John, while of 325 the authorship is uncertain

;

^ that 3970 pieces at least may te ascribed to
Charles. His general tone is strongly Arminian.
At least 500 of Charles Wesley’s hymns are in use
in the Methodist Churches, and a large proportion
of them are equally valued in other communions.
The unapproachable greatness of Charles Wesley

seems to have had a repressive influence on hymn-
writing in Methodist circles

; not more than three
or four of his Methodist contemporaries left any-
tong of value ; and even the most gifted of these,
Thomas Olivers, is chiefly remembered by one
great hymn, * The God of Abraham praise.’A totally different school is represented by a
succession of writers who seem to have derived
toeir inspiration from the Moravian Brethren.
The German Moravian hymns are too often char-

by a kind of spiritualized sensuousness,
and the same feature is found, in a mitigated form,
i^^8,ny English hymns of the same denomination,
^hn Gambold (1711-71), sometime vicar of Stanton
Harcourt, and afterwards Moravian bishop, edited
the great hymn-book of 1754, containing 115?:
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Hymns of the Children of God in all Ages, which,
expurgated and revised, furnished most of the
material of Moravian hymn-books till quite recent
times. Its influence is evident in the hymns of
John Ceniiick (1718-55), of James Allen (1734-1804),
of Walter Shirley (1725-86), and of Jonathan Evans
(1749-1809). Some characteristics of this school
are also found in the poems of Augustus Montague
Toplady (1740-78) (*Kock of Ages, cleft for me");
but they are modified by his militant Calvinism.
Yet another school, that of moderate Calvinism,

is represented by the Olney Hymns, first published
in 1779, the joint work of William Cowper (1731-
1800) and John Newton (1725-1807). The romance
of Newton’s adventurous youth, and the pathetic
story of Cowper’s intermittent insanity, are well
known ; the efiect of each on their respective
contributions is easily traceable. The features
common to both resemble those of J. Mason;
Cowper is remarkable for his tenderness, and
occasionally for expressions or thoughts that seem
suggestive of Moravian sources ; Newton is some-
times gloomy, and sometimes descends to mere
doggerel, but at his best he exhibits a strength and
joyousness to which his colleague is a stranger.
His hymns number 280, of which 50 or 60 are still

in use ; Co\;^er produced 68 (besides his translations
from the French of Madame Guyon), of which
nearly half have a place in modern hymn-books.
To the Olney school may be referred Thomas
Haweis (1732-1820), John Fawcett (1740-1817),
John Hyland (1753-1825), and many others of less

note.

A few writers of the 18th cent., who cannot be
classed with any particular school, are remembered
as the authors of single hymns ; while the rest of
their works, sometimes voluminous, are all but
forgotten. Such are Eobert Seagrave (1693-1750)
(‘Else, my Soul, and stretch thy wings’); James
Fanch (1704-67) (‘Beyond the glittering starry
skies’); John Bakewell (1721-1819) (‘Hail, Thou
once despised Jesus’); Edward Perronet (1726-92)
(‘All hail the power of Jesus’ name’) ; and Eobert
Eobinson (1735-90) (‘ Come, Thou Fount of every
blessing’).

Two small sects which originated in Scotland
about the middle of the 18th cent, yielded hymns
of some literai-y interest. Among the Christian
Songs of the Glasites, or Sandemanians (1749), are
several especially designed for secular tunes ; and
this idea was still more vigorously carried out by
John Barclay (1734-98), the leader of the Bereans.
Some of Barclay’s hymns, set to familiar Jacobite
and other Scottish tunes, possess real beauty.
Similaradaptations occur in^ CollectionofSpiritual
Songs, published in 1791 by John Geddes, a Eoman
Catholic clergyman. Here, too, may be mentioned
the Christian Hymns, Foems, and Sacred Songs of

James Eelly, the Universalist (1720-78), published
in 1777 ; these display a good deal of rugged vigour.

It seems fitting to notice also some of the more
important selections of hymns that appeared in the
18tli century. The first of any note offered to

the Church of England seems to have been the
Collection of Psalms and Hymns, 70 in number,

S’

’ished by John Wesley at Charlestown in 1737.

excited little interest, and was not reprinted.

More important was George Whitefield’s Collection

ofHymns for Social Worship (1753). The hymns
were mostly from Watts and Wesley, often freely

altered; and, though compiled by an Anglican
clergyman, were chiefly used in ‘ Tabernacles ’ and
Meeting-houses for Nonconformist or undenomina-
tional worship. This collection passed through
many editions, the 25th being dated 1781. Martin
Madan’s Collection of Psalms and Hymns (1760)

had a great influence on subsequent developments
of hymnody, chiefly through his very skilful

alterations and corrections. Other collections were
those of Dyer (1767), E. Conyers (1767), Eichard
de Courcy (1775), and Toplady (1775). All these
editors were Anglican clergymen of the Evangelical
type, and the tone of their books was distinctly
Calvinistic. So were the various collections used
in the Countess of Huntingdon’s chapels from 1764
till 1780, when they were displaced by her own
Select Collection, A strong Evangelical Arminian-
ism, on the other hand, pervaded the selections
edited by John Wesley, from 1741 onward till the
production, in 1780, oi his Collection ofHymns for
the Use of the People called Methodists. A mild
type of Calvinism characterized the selections
compiled by Congregationalists, usually as supple-
ments toWatts’s Psalms andHymns. The earliest

of these was that of Thomas Gibbons (1769), which
was followed by Eowland Hill’s (1783), George
Burder’s (1784 ; 2Sth ed. 1829), William Jay’s (1797),
and a considerable number of local publications.
Eather more pronounced was the Calvinism of the
Particular Baptist selections of J. Ash and C. Evans
(1769), and John Eippon (1787), while the General
Baptist Hymn-book (1771) and Dan Taylor’s (1793)
were just as distinctively Arminian. Two Scottish
Baptist books also deserve notice: the collection
made by Sir William Sinclair of Keiss (1751) and
A Collection of Christian Songs and Hymns (Glas-
gow, 1786).

The growth first of Arianism and then of Socin-
ianism in the English Presbyterian Churches
necessitated a special provision for worship. This
was usually made by eliminating from the hymns
of orthodox writers every allusion to the Trinity,
the Incarnation, and the Atonement. The earliest

selection made on this principle was printed in
London in 1757, and at least 10 such books
appeared at various places before the close of the
century ; one of them, by William Enfield (Warr-
ington, 1778), professed to be ‘unraixed with the
disputed doctrines of any sect.’ Most of these
books contain little that could not be sung by a
pious Jew or Muhammadan.
The earlier years of the 19th cent, were barren

of new or striking hymns ; but before long there
burst forth such a flood of sacred melody as
England had never heard before. It is quite im-
possible to review, within any reasonable limits,

the English and Scottish hymnists of the century,
of whom more than 550 are enumerated between
1800 and 1890. A few points may be briefly noted.

(1) The large number of women writers who
produced not merely sentimental verses, but
genuine hymns of lasting worth. Prominent
among them are Cecil Frances Alexander (1823-95)
(‘The golden gates lift up their heads’), Sarah
Flower Adams (1805-48) (‘Nearer, my God, to
Thee’), Charlotte Elliot (1789-1871) (‘Just as I
am, without one plea ’), Frances Eidley Havergal
(1836-79) (‘ Take my life, and let it be ’), Adelaide
Anne Procter (1825-64) (‘The way is long and
dreary’), and Anna Letitia Waring (1820-1912)
(‘My heart is resting, O my God’). Others have
displayed remarkable skill as translators, especially

from the German, as Jane Borthwick (1813-97),
Frances Elizabeth Cox (1812-97), Sarah Findlater
(1823-86), and Catherine Winkworth (1829-78).

Others, again, are unrivalled in adapting them-
selves to the capacities of children, e.g, Cecil

Frances Alexander (‘There is a green hill far

away’), Jane E. Leeson (1807-82) (‘Saviour,
teach me day by day ’), and Jemima Luke (1813-

1906) (‘I think when I read that sweet story of

old’).

(2) The appearance, for the first time, of really

good hymns for children, child thought in child

language. Isaac Watts had led the 'vvay, but for

two generations he had no followers. Even
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Charles Wesley’s efforts in this direction were
far from being a complete success ;

his famous
‘Gentle Jesus, meek and mild,’ needs explaining
to make it intelligible to children. But Jane
Taylor (1783-1824) and her sister, Ann Gilbert

(1782-1866), understood child nature ; and, though
sometimes entangled in theology, their songs for

children usually excelled those of Watts as far

as his did the efforts of Abraham Cheare. The
path they opened up was worthily followed not
only by C. F. Alexander and Jemima Luke, but
by E. Paxton Hood, W. W. How, Annie Matheson,
Albert Midlane, Hugh Stowell, and many more.

^
(3) The naturalizing, by satisfactory transla-

tions, of the best Latin, Greek, and German
hymns. The last named have found most favour
in the Evangelical section of the Anglican Church,
and among the Free Churches. Some of the most
capable translators have already been indicated

;

others are mentioned in the literature at the end
of the article. Attention was drawn to the rich
stores of Latin hymnody in connexion with the
Oxford Movement between the years 1830 and
1840. Naturally the chief, though not the only,
translators of the Breviary and other mediaeval
hymns were men of the High Church school, such
as J. D. Chambers (1805-93), John Chandler (1806-
76), W. J. Copeland (1804-85), K. F. Littledale
(1833-90), and, above all, John Mason Neale (1818-
66). With these may be associated a few Roman
Catholics, especially Edward Caswall (1814-78).
The foremost translator of the late Latin hymns
of the Gallican Breviaries was Isaac Williams
(1802-65). These hymns first found acceptance in
High Church circles; but the best of them are
now in common use in almost all Christian com-
munions. The Greek hymns were first urged on
public attention by J. ht. Neale, and his versions
are still most in favour; but many others have
been effectively translated by John Brownlie.

(4) The enormous output of mission and revival
hymns, mostly subjective or hortatory, and many
of them set to the tunes of popular songs. These
became common in connexion with the great
religious revival of 1858, and were augmented
about 1873 by hymns of American origin. Some
of them were valuable, but many were sentimental
and, when judged by strict canons, not always in
the best of taste. It must be owned, however,
that songs of this class, used by Evangelistic bodies
like the Salvation Army, have often availed to
call forth genuine religious emotions in persons of
the most degraded type.
The hymn-books of the 19th cent, are literally

innumerable. No fewer than 160 were compiled
for use in the Anglican Church alone between 1800
and 1860, to which in the next 30 years 90 more
were added. The use of many was merely local,
while others are fairly representative of distinct
schools of thought within the Church. Of the
collections in use prior to 1860 by far the greatest
number represented the Evangelical school

; and it
IS estimated that these were used in nearly three-
fourths of the English parish churches. The most
^pular books of this class were William Mercer’s

Fsalter and Hymn Book (1854), Charles
hnepp s Songs of Grace and Glory (stronfflv

Calvimstic, 1872), and Edward H. Bickerstetli’s
Mymnal Companion (1870, revised 1876) Of
the moderate High Church type was Hymns

and Modem (1861, revised 1876; appindix
1^9 ; another revision 1904), which has become
the most popular of all English hymn-books. To
the same school belong William Cooke and Ben-mmm ^ ebb s The Hymnary (1872), and Ohweh

(1871, revised 1903). To the advanced

Sols, EymnoA Noted
(1852), with its many supplements, James Skinner’s

Daily Service Hymnal (1863), R. F. Littledale’s

Peopys Hymnal (1867), C. F. Hernaman’s Altar
Hymnal (1884), and the English Hymnal (1906).

Recently a few books of the Broad Church type
have appeared, but they are not extensively used.
Of hymn-books compiled for the use of the various
Nonconformist Churches during the century, a list

of at least 250 is before us, not including innumer-
able selections designed for Sunday schools, or the
multitudinous ‘undenominational’ books, large
and small, compiled in the interests of revival,

missions, temperance, or merely as publishers’
speculations. But the tendency has long been
towards concentration ; the local collections have
generally gone out of use, and all the great de-
nominations have their authorized or characteristic
hymn-books, by which most of the others are being
gradually supplanted.

It remains to indicate a few of the most distinjyuishcd
hymnists of the 19th cent., not heretofore mentioned, accord-
ing to their ecclesiastical aasociations. Two of them can
scarcely be regarded as belonging? to any special communion

:

Thomas Kelly {176&-1854) and James Montgomery (1771-1854),
who between them produced nearly 1200 hymns, of which no
fewer than 160 are still in common use. To the Anglican Church
belonged Reginald Heber (1783-1826), bishop of Cialcutta, John
Keble (1792-1866), author of the ChrUtvan year, Henry Francis
Lyte (1793-1847), Christopher Wordsworth (1807-85), bishop of
Lincoln, John S. B. Monsell (1811-75), William Walsham How
(1823-97), bishop of Wakefield, Godfrej Thnng (1823-1903),
John Ellerton (1826-98), and F. T. Palgrave (1824-07). Among
Roman Catholics, John Henry Newman (1801-90) and F. W,
Faber (1814-63) stand pre-eminent. To the Presbyterian
Churches belong Horatius Bonar (1808-89), John Ross Macduff
(1818-95), James Drummond Burns (1823-64), and Anne Ross
Cousin (1823-1906). Among the Methodists bub few hymn-
writers are conspicuous: Benjamin Gough (1805-77), W. M-
Punshon (1824-81), Mark Guy Pearso (b. 1842), and Thomas B.
Stephenson (1839-1912) deserve mention. To the Congrega-
tional Churches belong W. B. Collyer (1782-1854), Josiah Conoer
(1789-1855), George Rawson (1807-89), Thomas Toko Lvnch
(1818-71), Edwin Paxton Hood (1820-85), and Thomas Horn-
blower Gill (1819-1906). Among Baptists w’o note, of the ex-
clusive OaMniat school, John Kent (176f^l843X William Gadshv
(1773-1844), and Joseph Irons (1785-1862) ; of the m^ern liberal
school, W. Poole Balfern (1818-87), llawson Burns (1828-1909),
T. Goadby (1829-89), Marianne Hearn (1834-1909), and J, M.
Wigner (1844-1911). Of Unitarians, at least fifty have written
hymns of merit ; the beat known are Anna Letitia Rarbauld
(1743-182.5), John Bowring (1792-1872), J. Johns (1801-47),
William Gaskdl (1806-84), and James Martineau (1805-1900),
Swedenborgian hymn-writers of note arc Joseph Proud (1745-
1826), Manoah Sibly (1707-1840), and F. M. Hodson (c, 1819).
Among the Plymouth Brethren we oliserve E<lward Denny
(1796-1889), J. N. Darby (1800-82), J. O. Deck (1802-84), and
P. Tregellea (1813-76). Bernard Barton (1784-1849) starifia
conspicuous in the Society of Friends ; while of the Irvingiles,
Edward W. Eddis and Ellen Eddis deserve fuller recognition
than they have yet received.

7. American hymns.—The celebrated BayPsalm-
Book of 1640 was the first English book printed in
America. The 3rd edition, about 1650, revised
and augmented by a number of Scripture hymns,
was reprinted about 70 times, and continued in
almost exclusive use in New England for about a
hundred years. In 1757 a revision by Thomas
Prince failed to gain public favour; but about
that time Tate and Brady’s New Version began to
be known ; and this, together with Watts’s Psalms
^d Hymns, CTadually superseded the older book.
It IS doubtful whether a single original hymn of
American origin had been printed in America
before the date last mentioned. Certainly the
first American hymnist^ whose work any part is
still in use was Samuel Davies (1723-61), whose 16

noble ‘ Great God of wonders,
all Thy v^ys,’ were printed posthumously in
England. Scarcely any collections of hymns were
published in America before the War of Inde-
pendence

; probably the earliest was an appendix
of 27 hymns, annexed to Tate and Brady’s Fsalms,
msued by the Eniscopal Church in 1789. The
Reformed Dutch Cnurch also published a collection

^ Psalms and Hymns in 1789. A Methodist Pocket
Hymn Book, which was not approved by Wesley,
certainly appeared before 1790; and a Baptist
collection was printed at Newport, R.I., not later
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than that year. Two Universalist collections were
published in 1792 ; Lutheran and Unitarian eoUec-
tions in 1795 ; the first Congregational selection of
any merit is dated 1799; and no Presbyterian
selection was authorized untU 1828. It is a notice-
able fact that in all these books, and in most of
those which followed, by far the greater number of
the hymns were by English authors. In 18 of the
most extensively used hymn-books of the Episcopal,
PresWterian, Methodist, Baptist, Congregational,
and Reformed Churches, published between 1826
and 1880, less than 14 per cent of the hymns are of
American origin.

Until the great religious revival which com-
menced in America about 1858, and extended over
a large part of English-speaking Christendom, very
few hymns of American authors were included in
English collections. Since that time, however,
many have gained great popMarity, especially
hymns embodying the Gospel call, hymns of
aspiration, and such as relate to the future life.

A common fault of American hymns is a too great
tendency towards sentimentalism; and many of
them seem to owe their popularity to the light
jingling tunes to which they are wedded.

8. Welsh hymns.—^There is some evidence of the
use, in the Early British Church, of hymns in the
native language ; but no specimens remain, and by
the time when Protestantism arose the Welsh had
apparently lost the gift of composing hymns.
Early in the 17th cent, the celebrated Vicar of

Llandovery, Rees Prichard, published a volume of

religious poems, largely didactic, entitled Canvyyll

y Cymry (‘The Welshman’s Candle’), portions of

which were commonly sung as hymns. It became
I

immensely popular, was many times reprinted, and
its influence is not yet extinct. In 1621 Arch-
deacon Edmund Prys produced his metrical version

of the Psalms, which is still in use, though par-

tially supplanted by the more modem version of

William Morris. &ill in poetical composition is

so widely diffused among Welsh-speakmg people

that the number of hymn-writers is very great,

while the paucity of family names makes them
somewhat diflScult to distinguish. Two poets of

the 17th cent., Rowland Vaughan (c. 1629-58) and
Elis Wyn (1670-1734), are held m honourable
remembrance, each by a single hymn. As early as

1703 a collection of sacramental hymns was pub-

lished by Thomas Baddy, a dissenting minister.

A few years later a collection was issued by the

celebrated educationalist, Griffith Jones of Llan-

ddowror (1683-1761), but it is not certain whether

it included any of his own compositions.

The great outflow of Welsh sacred song began
with the religious revival initiated by the early

Calvinistic Methodists, in whose ranks are enrolled

the greatest of all Welsh hymnists, William
Williams of Pantycelyn (1717-91), his contem-

porary David Williams, Morgan Rhys (t 1776),

and Ann Griffiths (1776-1805). Outside that circle

we find the names of David Jones of Caio, who in

1753 translated into Welsh Watts’s Psalms, and
afterwards his Divine Songs, He was a Con-

gregationalist, as was loan Thomas of Rhaiadr

(fl. 1776-86), many of whose hymns are still in use.

The great hymn-writer among the Unitarians was
Edward Williams, renowned as an antiquary under

the name of lolo Morganwg (1745-1826). The first

Baptist hymn-book in Wales was compiled by
Joseph Harris, called * Gomer,’ in 1821 ; it con-

tained many of his originals.

The most striking characteristics of Welsh
hymnody are depth of emotion and abundant use

of metaphor—every kind of natural object being

enlisted for the illustration of things spiritual. The
hymns are for the most part intensely subjective.

Q. Missions,—Since the year 1800, agents of the

various missionary societies have produced hymns
in upwards of a hundred and twenty languages
and dialects, of which more than half had never
previously been reduced to writing. Some of these
are in native, some in English, metres, and, as
might be expected, a large proportion of them are
translations from English or German originals.

[lo. Cumanic and other early vernacular hymns.
—In a Latin-Persian-Cumanic glossary of 1303
(ed. G. Kuun, Codex Cumanictis, Budapest, 1880)

are a few hymns in Cumanic, the language of a
hybrid Turkish tribe then occupying Moldavia and
the neighbouring districts. The majority of these
hymns are translated from the Latin ; e,g. there is

a rendering of the ‘Vexilla regis.’ One hymn,
however, Eucharistic in character, is thus far

believed to be an original composition (cf. W.
Bang, ‘ Beitrage zur Erklarungdes koman. Marien-
hymnus,* in GGN, 1910, pp. 61-78, and ‘ Ueber
einen koman. Kommunionshymnus,’ in Bull. Ac.
roy. de Beige [classe des lettres], 1910, p. 230).

it is by no means impossible that a considerable

body of early vernacular hymnody was composed
in various languages, only to disappear. Thus, the
Observantine Minorite Ladislaus (c. 1440-1505) is

recorded by his biographer, Vincentius Morawski,
writing in 1633, to have composed many hymns.
Psalters, etc., some of which were in Latin, but
others in Lithuanian (‘ Vita,’ I. ix. 59, in AS, May, i.

[1866] 579). All trace of these Lithuanian produc-
tions has vanished.—Louis H. Gray.]
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T. G. Ceippen
HYMNS (Egyptian).—The religious literature

of ancient Egypt is fairly prolific in the depart-
ment of hymnology, and a considerable amount
of religious poetry has been preserved and trans-
lated ; but, on the whole, it cannot be said that
the q^uality is on the same level with the quantity.
To a great extent the hymns which have survived
bear the stamp, not of a genuine personal religious
feeling on the part of the writer, as in the case of
our own best hymns, but of a purely official and
stereotyped attitude tow’ards the divinities whose
praises are celebrated. Religion in Egypt, as we
know it, was far too much of a business of cast-
iron ritual to leave much room for any natural
outpouring^ of thoughts and feelings of devotion
and affection. If there were such outpourings,
they were probably not on account of the great
gods, whose position was infinitely removed from
that of the ordinary worshipper, but rather of
some of the minor deities, whom, as we know, the
common people of Egypt took to their hearts in
preference to the distant and unsympathetic figures
of the great triads and enneads. Such effusions
were not at all likely to survive in any quantity

with the stilted official odes which
sanction of the priesthood, were multi-

plied in an infinity of copies, and were continually
used for ritual purposes.
In the time of the New Empire, however, there

are traces of a feeling of impatience with the
stereotyped formulae of the official religion, and

hymnswhich have survived from
this penod give us what is otherwise very unusual
the expressmn of a personal and living interestm religion. Thus, from a hieratic papyrus of this

penod we have the following

:

‘Amen-Ea, I love thee and enfold thee in my heart , .
^ anxiety in my heart

; what Amen-Ra kithcometn to pass.

«« i IT ^ wnicngivesu^ne of the ve^ few emdetioes that the devout
Jigyptwn everreahzed his ownsinfulness : ‘Chastiseme not, says avniter whose poem is preserved

Anastasi Pwyrus, ‘according to my many
to T^oth from the Sallier Papyrus

presents us with a ^ew of the inward and secretnatoe of trae relimon totally alien to the beliefs
religious cults of the

?W h’. *0 thoughtthat they would be heard for their much speaking

:

the desert ; it is clostd

Se« to™ tSfrfw”’ ^ who keepsSecnwe. When the silent man cometh, he findeth the spring.’
natural expressions of love, confidence, and
^^^fpnnrse with God are, however, quiteexceptional in Egyptian hymnology. Taking theordinary run of the hymns to thi great gods, we

cycle of ideasm practically the same phrases—a repetition whichbecomes wearisome, and gives a very poor idea

feelfru caXv“ (CtiS

P- sfpf.)

part^f in £ <5evoiaonal feelings on the

u £s

raMVaT^htM h^en^i^rj

received the dignity of his father, that he is praised
by the great cycle of the gods, that all creatures
are full of delight at his coming and adore his
beauty, and so forth. All this belonged to any of
the gods. In order to make the effusion a charac-
teristic hymn to Ra or Amen, there were added
the name of the god in question, and perhaps one
or two allusions to the myths associated with him
and to the particular temple or temples which he
most affected

; the result was a standard hymn
which had this advantage, that with a few altera-
tions it would do equally well for Ptah or Osiris.
Thus we have the following from ‘ A Hymn to

Ra when he riseth’ (Papyrus of Nekht)

:

‘Homage to thee, O thou glorious being, thou who art
dowered with all sovereignty. . . . The regions of the north
and south come to thee with homage, and send forth acclama-
tions at thy rising in the horizon of heaven. . . . The goddess
Nut doeth homage unto thee, and the goddess Maat einbraceth
thee at all times. ... The company of the gods rejoiceth at thy
coming, the earth is glad when it beholdeth thy rays.’

Ani (Papyrus of Ani) can find nothing more
original to say of the same deity ;

‘ Homage to thee, 0 thou who hast come as Khepera, the
creator of the gods. . . . Thy mother Nut doeth an act of
homage unto thee with both her hands. The land of Manu re-
ceiveth thee with satisfaction, and the goddess Maat einbraceth
thee both at morn and eve.*

Osiris fares no better than Ra at the hands of
his devout worshipper

:

‘ Glory be to Osiris Unnefer, the great god within Abvdos,Kmg of eternity, lord of the everlasting. . . . Eldest son of thewomb of Nut, lord of the crowns of the north and south, lord
of ^e lofty white crown. As prince of gods and of men he
hath received the crook and the whip and the dignity of his
divine father. Thou art crowned lord of Busiris and ruler in
Abydos.’

The great bulk of Egyptian hymn literature
consists of poems in praise of one or other of the
three great gods, Ra, Amen, and Osiris.

I. Hymns to Ra,—A certain amount of real
religious feeling was apparently awakened in the

mind by the contemplation of the rising
and setting of the life-giving sun, and this was
transferred to the Sun-god, though its expression
IS often very stilted.

‘Homap to thee,’ says an interesting hymn in the Papyrus
of Hu-nefer, 0 thou who art Ra when thou risest and TurnT wxien tnou risesG ana Turnwhen thou settest ! Thou nsest, thou risest, thou shinest, thou
smnest, thou who art crowned king of the gods. . . . Thou

create the earth, thou didst fashion man, thou didst
the Nile,

iu !?
deop, and thou dost give light unto all

that therem is. . . . Thou art unknown, and no tongue isw>rthy to declare thy likeness : only thou thvself Millions

nf thni! ^ number
Passed. Thou didst pass

f
requiring millions and hundreds

oLf?. passest through them in peace,
thy way across the watery abyss to the place

tile hows *
^^^ down, and dost make an end of

Thus Ra is here adored as the Creator, the In-
enable, and the Eternal, and in this hymn, at
least, there IS a distinct vein of genuine poetical
reeling in the description of the Sun-god^s swift
journey over space. But even in such hymns the
constant reiteration of the creation formula and
the endless repetition of the solar journey in thomorning and evening boats become very tiresome.
One of the most important of the Ra hymns isth^ senes which is sometimes called the ‘Litany

of Ra. It exists m the form of a long text sculp-

Valley of the Kings at Thebes. Its importance
poetical merits, which are very smallmdeed, hut in the fact that throughout the hymnKa IS successively identified with 75 various gods

elements. They are all forms of thegod, who, as pnmordial deity, embraces all, andfrom whom emanate all the other gods, who areonly his manifestations.
thee, R» supreme power, he who descends intothe sphere of Amentet, his form is that of Turn. Homage tc
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thee, Ra, supreme power, he who sends forth the plants in their
season, his form is that of Seb. Homage to thee, Ra, supreme
power, the great one who rules what is in the Nun, his form is
that of Nut,’ . . . and so on.

2. Hymns to Amen.—Next in importance to the
Ka hymns come those addressed to Amen. Of
these perhaps the best is that found in a hieratic
papyrus (no. 17, Boulaq). It contains, of course,
the usual formulae, which belonged to Amen, as
they belonged to Ra, to Osiris, or to any of the
^reatgods, and were mere matter of habit, so many
lines to be filled according to the usual recipe,

* Chief of all the gods, lord of truth, father of the gods,
creator of beasts, maker of men, lord of existences, creator of
fruitful things, maker of herbs, feeder of cattle,’

and it expressly identifies Amen, not only with
Ra, but with Turn, Min, and Khepera. ’Yet it
contains also here and there traces of that realiza-
tiqn of divine power in the sustenance of living
things which always, as Erman has observed {Life
in Ancient Egypt, p. 391), brings reality, and some-
thing of beauty and freshness, into the arid desert
of Egyptian hymn-writing.

* He it is who makes pasture for the herds and fruit trees for
man ; who creates that whereby fish live in the river and the
birds under the heavens

; who gives breath to them who are in
the egg and feeds the son of the worm ; he creates that whereby
the gnat lives, and also the worms and fleas ; he creates that
which is needed by the mice in their holes, and that which feeds
the birds upon all trees.*

The verses, with their minute description of the
divine care for the smallest creatures, suggest a
far-off anticipation of Coleridge’s

* He prayeth best who loveth best
All things both great and small.

For the dear God who loveth us
He made and loveth all.’

At the same time the writer has a sense, somewhat
unusual, of moral quality in his god. To him,
Amen is a god
‘ listening to the poor who is in distress, gentle of heart when
one cries unto him, deliverer of the timid man from the violent,
judging the poor, the poor and the oppressed, Lord of wisdom,
whose precepts are wise. Lord of mercy most loving, at whose
coming men live.’

The pantheistic tendency of Egyptian religious

thought is clearly seen in the late hymn found
in the inscription of Darius at the Oasis of el-

Khargeh. The hymn is specifically addressed to
Amen ; but we find that the god is completely
identified with the other great gods of Egypt

:

‘ He is Ra, who exists by himself.’ ‘It is Amen who dwells
in all things, the revered god who was from the beginning. . .

,

He is Ptah, the greatest of the gods.' ‘ Thy august ram dwells
in Tattu ' identifies him with Osiris. ‘ Shu, Tefnut, Mut, and
Khons are thy forms, dwelling in thy shrine under the types of

the god Khem.’ ‘We cannot,' says Naville (2'A« Old Bgyp.
Faith, p. 149), ‘ sum up more clearly the Egyptian doctrine
than in the following phrase: “ Thy throne is reared in every
place thou desirest, and, when thou wiliest it, thou dost
multiply thy names.”

'

3. Hymns to Osiris.—Of all Egyptian hymns,
those addressed to Osiris are perhaps the most dis-

appointing. Here, if anywhere, Ave should have
expected to find the evidence of sincere religious

feding. For the cult of Osiris was not only the
most popular and long-enduring of Egyptian cults,

butwa.3 so precisely because of the human elements
in the life of Osiris, the sympathy which these

createc between him and his Avorsliippers, and the
ethical character of many of the beliefs regarding
him. If any personal relationship existed between
an Egyptian Avorshipper and any of the great gods,

it is to be looked for in the Osiris cult. Yet, when
Ave turn to the Osirian hymns, Ave find, almost
more than anywhere else, only the multiplication

of bombastic and meaningless epithets.
* Praise to thee, Osiris, son of Nut, who wearest the horns,

and dost lean upon a high pillar ; to whom the crown was given,

and joy before the nine gods. . . . Great in power in Rosetta,

a lord of might in Ehnas, a lord of strength in Tenent. Great
of appearance in Abydos . . . before whom the great ones of

might feared ; before whom the great ones rose up upon their

mats. ... To whom Upper and Lower Egj'pt come bowing
down, because his fear is so great and his might so powerful.’
* Beyond this,’ says Erman (Bgyp. Rel. p. 48), ‘ this pneatly poat

could find nothing to say of this most human of all the gods.’

A certain amount of human feeling does, hoAv-

ever, enter into the funeral hymn knoAvn as the
‘Lamentations of Isis and Nephthys,’ in Avhich
these goddesses are supposed to beAvail the deceased
Osiris

:

* Come to thy house, come to thy house, O god On t ... 0
beautiful youth, come to thy house that thou mayest see me.
I am thy sister whom thou lovest; thou shalt not abandon
me. . . . Come to her who loves thee, Unnefer, thou blessed
one. Come to thy sister, come to thy wife, thy wife, thou whose
heart is still. ... I call to thee and weep so that it is heard
even in heaven, but thou dost not hear my voice ; and yet I am
thy sister, whom thou lovedst upon earth. Thou lovedst none
beside me, my brother, my brother !

*

This is both genuine and touching; but, as it

was the typical funeral lamentation, it is per-

missible to believe that these qualities are due,
not to the worship of the god, but to the human
loss which was actually bewailed.

4. Hymn to Hapi.—Besides thehymns addressed
to the great gods, there are others, such as the well-

known hymn to Hapi, the Nile-god, in which the
formulae have a little more of life and reality be-

hind them. The worshipper was here addressing
a god who Avas a necessity of his daily life, and
there could scarcely fail to be an element of sin-

cerity in his approach to such a deity.
‘ The flowing stream, laden with blessing, is a visible sacred

being, and when the Egyptian treats of the real, and describes
the thmgs he daily sees, his art always succeeds the best’
(Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, p. 391).

The following extracts are from Maspero’s trans-

lation of the ‘Hymn to the Nile’ (from the 2nd
Sallier and the 7tn Anastasi Papyrus) i

‘Hail to thee, Hapi, who appearest in the land, andcomest
to give life to Egypt ; Dhou who dost hide thy coming in dark-
ness. . . . Creator of com, maker cl barley. ... Do his fingers

cease from their labours, then are all the millions of beings in

misery ; doth he wane in heaven, then the gods themselves and
all men perish ; the cattle are driven mad, and all the world,
both great and small, are in torment. But if, on the contrary,
the prayers of men are heard at his rising, thenthe earth shouts
for joy, then are all bellies joyful, each back is shaken with
laughter, and every tooth grindeth. . . . Stones are not sculp-

tured for him ... he is unseen, no tribute is paid unto him,
and no offerings are brought unto him ; nevertheless the gene-
rations of thy children rejoice in thee, for thou dost rule as

king ... by whom the tears are washed from every eye I
’

5. Royal hymns.—Among all the gods there was
probably none who was so real to the ancient
Egyptian as the one whom he called ‘the good
god,’ in contradistinction from ‘ the great gods’

—

the reigning Pharaoh. It was the duty of all loyal

subjects to offer adoration to him, and even the

answers of the courtiers to the questions of their

sovereign had to be prefaced with a short hymn of

praise in which all the stock attributes of divinity

were piled upon the king. Two of these royal
hymns stand out above others, and are important
enough to require notice, though their poetical

merit is not very great. The first is that addressed
to Senusert III. (Usertsen) of the Xllth dynasty.
It is remarkable for its exact strophic structure,

and for the illustration Avliich it gives of the fact

that at so early a period the Egyptian literary art

was already bound, not to say strangled, by hard
and fast rules.
* Twice great is the King of his city, above a million arms ;

as

for other rulers of men, they are but common folk.

Tw'ice great is the King of his city ; he is as it were a dyke,
damming the stream in its water flood.

Twice great is the King of his city ; he is as it were a cool lodge,

letting men repose unto full daylight.

Twice great is the King of his city ; he is as it were a bulwark,
with walls built of the sharp stones of Kesem.’

The hymn runs thus, Avith carefully balanced
lines, through six long strophes, in which the king
is compared to all sorts of good and gracious inffu

ences.

The second hymn Avas inspired by the warlike
prowess of Tahutmes IH. of the XVfllth dynasty.

After an introduction in praise of Tahutmes, the
poet makes the god Amen guide his son the king
round the whole circuit of the world, giving it all
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into his power. Occasionally in this long geo-

graphical excursion there are passages of vigour

and fancy which show that the fierce energy of

the old king had awakened the imagination ot his

subjects.

‘ I have come, giving thee to smite down those who are in their

marshes.
The lands of Mitanni tremble under fear of thee ;

I have made them see thy Majesty as a crocodile

;

Lord of fear in the water, unapproachable.
I have come, giving thee to smite the Libyans,

The isles of the Utentiu belong to the might of thy prowess

;

I have made them see thy Majesty as a fierce-eyed lion,

While thou makest them corpses in their valleys.

I have come, giving thee to smite those who are nigh thy
border.

Thou hast smitten the Sand-dwellers as living captives

;

I have made them see thy Majesty as a southern jackal,

Swift-footed, stealthy-going, who roves the Two Lands.’

By far the most significant relics of Egyptian
hymnology, however, are the two hymns addressed

to the Aten, or life-giving power of the solar disk

by the King Amenhot^ IV., better known as

Akhenaten, of the XVIIIth dynasty. The longer

of these has been frequently translated, and it

stands alone in its simple realism, its vivid depic-

tion of the benefits received from the Aten, and
its conception of a universal deity to whom all

nations are alike dear

:

Thou restest in the western horizon of heaven,
And the land is in darkness like the dead .

Every lion cometh forth from his den,
And all the serpents then bine

;

The night shines with its lights,

The land lies in silence
;

For he who made them is in his horizon.
The land brightens, for thou risest m the horizon.
Shining as the Aten in the day

;

The darkness flies, for thou givest thy beams

;

Both lands are rejoicing every day.
Men awake, and stand upon their feet,

For thou liftest them up ,

They bathe their limbs, they clothe themselves,
They lift their hands in adoration of thy rising,
Throughout the land they do their labours . . .

The ships go forth, both north and south,
For every way opens at thy rising

;

The fishes in the river swim up to greet thee

;

Thy beams are within the depth of the great sea.’

Then passing to the universality of his deity

:

* In the hills from Syria to Kush, and the plain of Egypt,
Thou givest to every one his place, thou framest their lives.
To every one his belongings, reckoning his length of days.
Aten of the day, revered of every distant land, thou makest

their life,

Thou placest a Nile in heaven that it may rain upon them . .

.

Oh, lord of eternity, the Nile in heaven is for the strange
people,

And all wild beasts that go upon their feet.
The Nile that cometh from below the earth is for the land of

Egj^t,
That it may nourish every field. . . .

Thou makest the far-off heaven, that thou mayest rise in it,

That thou mayest see all that thou madest when thou wast
alone.

. . . Thou art in my heart, there is none who knoweth thee
excepting thy son Nefer-Kheperu-ra-ua-en-ra.

Thou causest that he should have understanding, in thy ways
and in thy might ’ (Griffith, in Petrie’s Hist, of Egypt,
li. 215 f.).

While there is perhaps nothing absolntely
original in the hymn except the acknowledgment
of a universal and spiritual god to whom all men
are dear, yet even the familiar motives are handled
with such freshness and vigour as to make Akhen-
aten’s hymn a welcome oasis in the dry and thirsty
land of Egyptian hymnology. The misfortune is
that it stands practically alone.

Religion,

G.

Litbraturk. —- A. Brman, Eandiooh of
Eng. tr., London, 1907, Life in Ancient Egypt,'do. 1894:
Steindorff, Rel. of the Anc. Egyptians, do. 1906 ; E. Naville,
The Old Egyp. Faith, do. 1909 ; G. Maspero, The Lmm of
aoihzation, do. 1894. The Struggle of the Nations, do. 1896

:

P. le Page Renouf, Origin and Growth of Rel of Anc. Eaypt
(Hibbert Lectures, 1879), do. 1880 ; J. H. Breasted, Hist, of
Egypt, do. 1906, Le Hymnis in Solem sub rege Amenophide IV,
conoeptis, Berlin, 1894 ; E. A. W. Budge, The Gods ofthe Egyp~
tians, London, 1904, Egyptian Religion, do. 1900, The Book of

ser., do., various dates

;

W. M. Flmders Petrie, A Histwy of Egypt, vol. ii., London,
James Baikie.

HYMNS (Greek and Koman).—I. GREEK,--
The term 1}fivos (first found in Horn. Od, viii. 429,

and Hesiod, Works and Days, 657), of unknown
and probably (like ^eyos, rraidv, didijpafx^os, etc.)

non-Greek derivation,^ was applied to poems
addressed to the gods, as dyKdjfiioy was used to

denote eulogies of human beings. In its widest

sense it included such species as dithyrambs,

pseans, nomes, threni, etc. ; but, according to the

definition of the grammarians, it was appropriated

to narratives of or addresses to divine personages,

without dancing and without music, other than
that of the cithara (Proclus, Chrestomathia, p. 244,

ap. Phot. Bibl. 320A 12, Bekker : iKoXow 5d KadbXov

vdvTa rb. eU rods {fveprdpovs [{nrrjpiras MS] ypa(p6ixeya

Hfiyovs' dib Kal rb irpoaSdioy Kal rb &Wa rb wpoeipruxdva

(palvovTai bvTibLaffTiKKovTes rip Cfiytp ws etbr) rrpbs ydvos

6 dk KifpLos ii/jLvos Tpbs Kidipav ^dero iardrcoy ; cf.

also Plato, Leygr. 700 B, 801 B, Ion, 534 C ; Aristotle,

Boet 14485 27). It will be convenient to distinguish

Greek hymns according to their metre, since the

character of the hymn varied materially with the

metrical form,

1 . Hexameter hymns.—These originally con-

stituted a kind of department of epos, and were in

the hands of its executants, the rhapsodes. They
were of different dimensions : some, such as the

greater Homeric hymns (see below), were as long as

a book of the Odyssey

;

others consisted of a few
lines. The latter were known as TpooLfiia and were
used by rhapsodes as a preface to their recitation

(Pindar, Nem. ii. 1-3, who says that the usual

invocation was of Zeus).® The word, however, was
applied to the longer hymns also, as, for instance,

by Thucydides, iii. 104, to the Homeric hvmn to

Apollo. The lay of Demodocus upon the loves of

Ares and Aphrodite {Od, viii. 266-366) appears to

be an imitation of a hymn of the first class ; the
first ten lines of Hesioa’s Works and Days are the
earliest specimen of the second. In the same poem
(654 ff‘. )

Hesiod says that he won a three-legged pot
with ears at the wake of Amphidamas at Chalcis
with a hymn ;

and a quotation from an unknown
Hesiodic poem (fr. 265, Ezach) represents Hesiod
and Homer competing at Delos with * new hymns ’

to Apollo. Another hymn which we can refer to

an early period is the irpoadbiov written by Eumelus
of Corintn (8th cent.) for a Messenian pilgrimage
to Delos. Two Doric hexameters are quoted from
it by Pausanias, iv. xxxiii. 2.

ELymns began with a formula of invocation

—

usu^ly to the Muses ; MoOo-at . . , 5e0re Al’ dyvirrere

(Hes. Works and Days, If.); 'Bp/xijv HfiveL, NLovaa,

Albs Kal Matd^os vl6y [Hym, Homer, in Eerm. 1)

;

afx^l pot *'EpfM€Lao (pl\ov yhvov dweve, MoOcra {Hym,
Homer, in Fan. 1) (the last opening was so frequent
in the dithyramb as to give rise to a verb d/A^ta-

vaKrl^eiv [Suid. ^.v.])—and ended with one of tare-

well and transition to another theme (dXXd, &va^,

fiaXa x^dpe [Zenobius, v. 99] ; vvy 5d Beol fiaKapes rtay

iadXQy &<f)dovoi dare [iElius Dionysius, ap. Eustath.
360] ; Kal <rb jah oC/rw Kal Arjrovs vid* avrbp

dy^ Kal creio Kal &X\7js doib^s [Hym. Homer,
in Apoll, 545 f.]).®

The extant hexameter hymns may now be con-
sidered.

{a) Homeric hymns,—This name is applied to a
collection of 33 poems handed down usually together
with the hymns of Callimachus and Proclus and
similar poetical literature (ed. A. Baumeister,
Leipzig, 1860 ; A. Gemoll, do. 1877 ; E. Abel, do.

1 It is possible, however, that vfivos has arisen from *v5ju.05,

and is connected with tlSco, v6ea>, *to tell of, celebrate*; cf.

Brugmann, Gr, Gramm.^, Munich, 1913, p. 89, and the lit.

there cited.
2 This statement is confirmed by the hymnal language of

Theocritus, xviL 1 ; Aratus, 1.

3 Imitations of these formula are frequent in literature:
Theocr. i. 132, ii. 14, xv. 142, xvii. 186 ; Ion of Chios, i. 16

;

Nonnus, xix. 174, 192 ; inscr. ap. Plut. Vit. Aem, Paul 16.
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1886; A. Goodwin, Oxford, 1893; T. W. Allen
and E. E. Sikes, London, 1904 ; Allen, do. 1912).
The antiquity of the collection as such is limited
by the neo-Orphic character of the eighth hymn
{to Ares), and cannot at earliest be fixed much
before the Christian era.
The first five hymns in the collection were on a large scale,

and of them a short account may be given. The hymn to
Dionysus (i.) is a fragment, but that to Demeter (ii.) is of
considerable poetical value. It narrates the rape of Persephone
by Pluto ; the wanderings of Demeter in search of her daughter

;

her reception, disguised as an old woman, in the house of Celeus
at Eleusis ; and her intention of making the Demophon
immortal. Frustrated in this by the child's mother, Metanira,
she reveals herself, orders the foundation of a temple at Eleusis,
and causes the fruits of the earth to cease. 2eus eventually
commands that Persephone return to the upper world, although
she must pass a third of each year in the under world. The
crops once more come up, and to the Eleusinians are revealed
the rites of Demeter’s worship upon which depends happiness
in another world. The date of this hymn turns almost entirely
on an argument ex silentio. The doctrine of the after happiness
of the initiate (ver. 480 ff.) is otherwise not found before Pmdar,
and there is no definite evidence by which to date its first

appearance. Further, the hymn makes very large omissions

;

in fact, it ignores the whole of the mystery proper, as it was
practised, nor does it mention one prominent personage,
lacchus, or the obscene part of the Baubo-story. As this was
clearly intentional, just as was the dignified and epic tone of
the story, no definite date can be inferred from it. Of more
importance is the absence of any allusion to Athens, which, it

is generally believed, had absorbed Eleusis by 600 b.o. This,
together with the lofty style of the poem, leads us to date it

not much later than 700 b.c. Subsequently, at a date unknown,
it was excerpted and adapted to assist a prose narrative of the
etory in its fuller and Orohic form (cf. papyrus ed. W. Schu-
bart and U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Berliner Elassiker-
texte^ v. [Berlin, 1907] 7 fl.). Tradition is silent regarding the
authorship of the h^min.
The hymn to Apollo (iii.) is unique in that it was ascribed in

antiquity to Cynsethus of Chios, a rhapsode (Hippostratus,
F£[(x iv. 433), who ‘was the first to recite the Homeric poems
in Syracuse in the 69th Olympiad.’ The date has been recognized
to be wron^ on the ground that, firstly, it contradicts the other
statement in the passage, since it is incredible that Homer
should first have reached Sicily in 504 b.c. in the age of
Epicharmus; and, secondly, from an argument ex silentio

derived from the poem itself, which alludes neither to the
Pythian games (instituted 686 B.c.) nor to the burning of the
temple of Trophonius and Agamedes (548 B.C.). This is decisive
against 01. 69, and Cynsethus may revert to his natural date
among the Homeric and Peloponnesian rhapsodes of the 8th
century. 1

The hymn begins with the birth of Apollo. Leto, seeking a
place in which to bring forth her son, wandered in vain round
the coasts of the iEgean, from Crete to Athos, from Pelion to
Cnidus; only barren Delos received her. Here Apollo was
born, and the island burst into flowers of gold. So it is be*
loved by Apollo more than any other ^lace, and there the
lonians gather with their wives and children and ships and
possessions, for boxing, dancing, and singing. Here is the
marvel of the Delian singing-women, who imitate the words
and the music of all men, and here the sweetest of singers,

a bUnd man who lives in Chios. Besides Delos, Apollo inhabits

Lycia, Maeonia, and Pytho, as well as Olympus, the home of

Zeus. Brides hath he too, but the poet will tell how he set

up the first oracle in the earth. To accomplish this, he left

Olympus and set foot in Pieria ; thence, passing the .Snianes,

the Perrhsebi, and lolcus, he reached Censeum in Euboea. The
Lelantine plain displeased him, so he crossed the Euripus and
travelled [along the later Sacred Way] by Thebes and Onchestus,
Haliartus, and the city of the Phlegyse to Crisa. There, with
the help of Trophonius and Agamedes, he built his temple, and
shot a great snake which wasted men and sheep, from whose
rotting (^jnSOeiv) the place was called Hv^w, and the god midtos.

He still required ministers, and them he brought by sea from
Minoan Knossos in Crete—meeting their ship in the guise of a
dolphin (6eA.<#»ts)—and there he established them to pray to him
as and to maintain themselves upon the sheep that

should be sacrificed by the tribes of men. But, in case of idle

word, or deed, or insolence, other men should rule them.
It has long been recognized that this hymn consists of two

parts, the Delian and the Delphic. The character of the two
IS different : the former is brilliant, and deals with the lonians

and the poet at least as much as with Apollo ; the second is

impersonal, and contains a number of essential details, local

and historical. Moreover, the lines constituting the junction

of the two parts (179-206) are not natural in the context, and
the opening of the second hymn is unusual (207-214). If, then,

Cynsethus wrote the first part, another author must be sought

for the second, and probably in Bceotia, since the interest is

entirely continental, and the events take place on the Pilgrims'

Way from Mycalessus to Pytho. It is usually supposed, but
without definite evidence, that the two parts were put together

1 His antiquity is assumed by Philodemus, who mentions him
together with Orpheus {Herculanensium voluminum quae

supersurU, Naples, 1793-1866, vi 166, col. 7; cf. Gomperz,
SWAWcxxiii. [1890]).

at a later period; yet it is quite as likely that Cynsethus
composed the first part as a preface to the second, which was
already existent, and joined them together without much ado.
The Hesiodic Scutum is an ancient document of similarly com-
posite character. The whole hymn, like the others, is distin-
guished by its omissions : the Delian porUon mentions none of
the sights and sacred places of Delos, which were well known
at least as early as the 6th cent. (Theognis, 6ff.); this is prob-
ably a proof of its antiquity, as is the cheerful description of tiie

lonians, and the allusion to Maeonia (i.«. Lydia) and Lycia as
seats of Apolline worship. This outlook has been recognized
to date from a time before the Lydian monarchy had begun
to threaten Ionian independence, i.e. from the 8th century.
Another important omission is that of Apolline worship in the
north, and the story of the Hyperboreans (q.i>.), which was
sung by Olen (see below (e) (1)). It is uncertain what interpre-
tation IS to be put upon this fact. The Delphic portion equally
omits most of the features of the oracle, especially the I^thia
(see A. P. Oppd, JHS xxiv. [1904] 214 ff.), and its allusion to the
pre-Apolline worship at Pytho (300 ff.) is superficial and vague.
The hymn to Hermes (iv.) is equally eclectic, and describes only
the following features of the god’s functions and history : his
birth of Maia at Cyllene in Arcadia ; the invention of the lyre
four days afterwards ; the theft of Apollo's cattle at Pieria

;

the invention of fire (produced by the friction of sticks) ; the
slaughter, dismemberment, and roasting of two kine, and the
portioning of the cooked parts into twelve, of which Hermes
did not taste ; Apollo’s search and discovery of the cattle ; the
terms struck between these two gods—Apollo received the lyre,
and Hermes, besides retaining the care of cattle, also received
the caduceus (‘ rod of wealth ’) ; and the witchcraft of the
three crefivai or epitU. The story, therefore, is very simple,
although reference is incidentally made to most of Hermes'
functions. The hymn is more astiological than the others. On
the other hand, it has a peculiar racmess ;

Hesiod is parodied
(36), and the indifference of the Olympians towards mankind is

roundly asserted (577 f.). The date of the hymn may be obtained
by considering the geographical state of fJie legend ; the cows
are driven from Pieria (in an earlier form of the tale this had
probably been Pereia in S. Thessaly) to the Alphean Pylus

;

later authors substituted the Messenian Pylus. The Alphean
or Nestorian Pylus appears to have been sacked towards the
end of the 7th cent, in consequence of the events narrated by
Herodotus, iv. 145, and Mimnermus, fr. 9, and it rapidly became
forgotten. Hence its mention here appears to make the docu-
ment not later than the end of the 7th cent., for in Stesichorus,
fr. 44, of the same period, we find mention of the adjacent
Alphean Samos or Samicum, which was soon also to vanish from
memory. Some slight linguistic peculiarities (Allen-Sikes, p.
133) perhaps point to a Boeotian or Euboean origin. The same
story of the invention of the lyre and the theft of the cattle

is told in the newly discovered satyr-play, the 'IxvevTat of
Sophocles (Oxpr, Pap. lx. [1912]), but the influence of the hymn
is not apparent.
The hymn to Aphrodite (v.) is a straightforward account of

one episode in the goddess’s life, telling how, in revenge for her
influence over the whole universe, Zeus inspired her with a
passion for the Trojan prince Anchises, who begat on her a child,

iEneas, whose stock should rule over Troy for ever (196 f.). The
poetical merits of the hymn are very high. Its date and place
are uncertain, but the theme, the prophecy, and the detail that
the Trojans and Phrygians speak different languages (113 ff.

;

cf. P. Kretschmer, Einleitung in die Qesch. der griech. Sprache,
Gottingen, 1896, p. 182), as well as one or two verbal usages,

point to a colonist, doubtless a Homeric, author.

A word must be said upon the evidence of the presence or
absence of the digamma in these hymns, since it affords a legiti-

mate criterion for their relative age. The result of the calcula-

tions (Flach, Bezzenberger’s Beitragej ii. [1878] 1-43 ; Allen-Sikes,

p. Ixxi) is (1) Pythian or Delphic part of the hymn to Apollo,

(2) Aphrodite, (3) Delian part of the hymn to Apollo, (4)

Demeter, and (5) Hermes. It should also be added that the
style of their composition is a continuation of the Homeric
manner ; it is dignified and anthropomorphic. Although ritual

anopprira are alluded to (as in Demeter), and the origin of rites

is explained (as in Hermes), the details are not given. There
is, therefore, the same apparent absence of magic and primitive

symbolism as in Homer. This is in striking contrast to the
Orphic literature (see below).

The remaining hymns may be briefly dismissed. They appear
to be all invocations or 7rpoot>(a, and are insignificant except
that to Dionysus (vii.) and that to Pan (xix.). Their age is un-

certain, but they contain no trace of Alexandrian style or,

except in Ares (viii.), of eastern doctrine. It is doubtful if any,

except viii., can be brought below 500 b.o.

(6) Callimachus of Alexandria.—This poet (t o.

240 B.C.) has left six hymns, handed down in the

same MSS as the Homeric, which, until the recent

recovery of fragments of the HecaU and the JStia,

were all the writings of Callimachus that had
directly survived. The hymns (ed. 0. Schneider,

Leipzig, 1870 ; U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff^,

Berlin, 1897) are to Zeus, Apollo, Artemis, Delos,

on the Bath of Pallas, and to Demeter. The AourpA

IlaXXAfios is in elegiacs, and this and the hymn to

Demeter are in Doric. As might be supposed from
Callimachus’sreputation, thesehymnshave superior
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literary quality, but they are quite unepic and
i

frankly modern, and, like the Alexandrian epics

in general, find their interest in aetiology.

(0 ) Orphic hymns.^These poems (ed. G. Her-

mann, Leipzig, 1908 ; E. Abel, do. 1885), 88 in

number, have nothing save the name in common

with the older Orphic hymns and poems. Ihey

are of mystic signification and no litera^ value.

According to A. Dieterich {de hymnis Orphtcis,

Marburg, 1891, p. 24), they are of different dates

;

the extremes are, on the one hand, the allegorizing

doctrines of the Stoics ; on the other, the magical

inscriptions (A.D. 100-150) in which the hj^mns are

quoted (see also Petersen, PhiloloyuSf xxvii. [i8o8j

(d) Hymns of Proclus,— This philosopher, the

head of the Academy (t A.D. 485), composed,

amongst his many other works, 8 hymns of a Neo-

Platonic character (ed. A. Ludwich, Konigsberg.

1895). Like the Orphic hymns, they are contained,

for the most part, in the same MSS as the Homeric

hymns. Their literary value is not great.

(e) Lost hexameter hymns.—Among hexameter

hymns which are no longer extant the following

deserve mention ; •

(1) Olen of Lycia wrote hymns to Eileithyia,

Hera, and Achaia, which were in use at Delos.

According to Pausanias (IX. xxvii. 2), he was the

oldest of nymn-writers. His name which is

not Greek, confirms their Lycian origin, and Lycia

is the most probable source of the Apolline wor-

ship. It is remarkable, therefore, that Herodotus

(iv. 35) quotes him for the northern extension of

Apolline influence, viz. the legend of the Hyper-

borean tribute, which, as -we have seen, is passed

over in the Homeric hymn. As Suidas calls Olen

^TTorotds, we may infer that his hymns were in

hexameters.

(2) Pamphos (IldjLi^ws), whom Pausanias (ix.

xxvii. 2) puts between Olen and Orpheus, wrote

hymns for the Athenian sacral family of the

Lycomidee, who had the hereditary function of

performing worship to Demeter at Phlya in Attica.

He wrote about Demeter, and perhaps also on
other divinities. Two hexameters (on Zeus) are

quoted in Philostratus, HeroicuSt 693.

(3) The quotations of the hymns and hymnal
poems which go under the name of Orpheus are

collected by E. Abel, Orphica, Leipzig, 1885, pp.
224-251 (see also Dieterich, de Hymnis Or^^icis;

H, Diels, Fragments der VorsohratikeT^, Herlin,

1906-10, pp. 473-482). According to Clem. Alex.
[Strom, i. 21), the greater part of the Orphic corpus
was composed by various hands in the 6th cent.

B.C., although both the hymns and the poems
were universally believed to be older than Bfomer.
These hymns, like those of Pamphos, were written
for the Lycomidse for temple-worship at Phlya,
and were used also at Eleusis. They were more
devotional and less literary than the Homeric
(Pausanias, IX, xxx. 12), short and few in number
(i5.), and appeared incredible and grotesque to the
uninitiate (Menander, de JSneom. v. 41). The poem
dealing with the rape of Persephone (fr. 209 ff.)

illustrates this criticism, and, compared with the
Homeric hymn to Demeter, shows the difference

between the Orphic and the Homeric treatment
of myth.

(4) Very similar to the Orphic hymns were those
of Musseus (Pans. X. vii. 2), which were in use also

at Phlya and Eleusis. Plato [Bep. 364 E) men-
tions Musaeus and Orpheus together. There are
no quotations. On Musseus in general, see Kinkel,
Fp. gr. fr.y Leipzig, 1877, p. 218 tf.; Diels ^ 482-488.
Other hexameter hymns hardly require mention.

Socrates wrote one in prison to the Delphic god
[Phoedoy 60 D) ; a beautiful imitation (to Adonis) is

inserted into Theocritus’s 15th Idyll ; and the exist-

ence of many short ritual hymns in the classical

period is inferred from imitations in drama by

Adami, Jahrh.f. klass. Philol.y 1901, p. ^1^1^*

2. Melic hymns.— The paean is as old as the

niad[i. 473, xxii. 391); the also (Eurip.

Here. Fur. 607) and the Cretan ministers of Delphi

[Hym. Homer, in Apoll. 518) sang a paean ; and,

if we took the word ^\i.vos to cover the p^an, nome,

dithyramb, and dprjpos, a long list of titles wo^d
have to be given. When we adopt the somew’hat

arbitrary ancient restriction of meaning (see p. 40‘),

we find the following among poets who wrote

hymns: Alcaeus, Aleman, Anacreon, Castorio,

Lasus, Simonides (all in T. Bergk, Poetce lyr. Gr.^

Leipzig, 1882, iii.), Pindar, and Bacchylides, as

well as Ion of Chios [ib. ii. 251, with a kind of

elegiac hymn to Dionysus) and Aristotle (to Arete,

ib, 360, of uncertain classification). All these,

however, have perished, so far as direct tradition

is concerned. A certain number of hymns or

similar compositions have been preserved on stone

;

among these are Isyllus’s poem on Asclepius [IG

Pel. Ins. i. 950) of about 300 B.C., of unusual

literary merit (see von Wilamowitz-Moellendorfl,

Isyllos von EpidauroSy Berlin, 1886) ; three hymns
discovered bv the French at Delphi [BCH xvii.

[1894] 651, xviii. [1895] 71, xix. [1896] 393) by
Aristonous, Cleochares, and Philodamus ; a hymn
sung by the Cretan Curetes [BSA xv. [1908-09] 347,

with commentary by Bosanquet and Murray) ; a

hymn to Asclepius ill. i. 171 [3rd cent, a.d.]).

See in general the article ‘ Hymnus ’ by S. Keinach

in Daremberg-Saglio, Lex. des ant. gr, et rom.y

Paris, 189611, p. 337.

II. Hymns play a very small part in

Latin literature. The axamentay hymns of the

Salic priests of Mars, unintellif|ible even to the

priests (Quintilian, I. vi. 40), exist only in a few
quotations (see Teuffel-Schwabe, Gesch. der rbm.

Lit.\ Leipzig, 1890, § 64). The hymns of the

Fratres Arvales, however, pe preserved in inscrip-

tions first dug up in 1570 in the Vigna Ceccarelli,

near Magliana, on the road from Home to Porto.

They are edited in CIL vi. (1886) 2023 ff., and by
Henzen, Acta Fratrum Arvalium (Berlin, 1874).

In literature proper we may point to Catullus’s

34th poem (‘ Dianse sumus in fide’) and his invoca-

tion of Venus (xxxvi. 11-16), and Horace’s Carmen
sceczilare.

Literature.—Besides the sources mentioned in the article

reference may be made to the usual Histories of literature,

e.g. G. Bernhardy, Gnindrm der griech. TAteraturyesch..

Halle, 1876, i. 301 ff. ; K. Sittl, Gesch. der griech, Lit.y Munich,

1884, pp. 15 ff., 193 fl. T. W. Allen.

HYMNS (Hebrew and Jewish).—It will for the

present purpose be best to adhere to the boundary
line between Hebraism and Judaism provided by
the destruction of the Temple by the Konians,
A.D. 70, and the consequent substitution of syna-

f
ogue worship for that of the Jerusalem sanctua^"

y the Jewish leaders assembled at Jamnia. We
shall thus have to consider (1) the hymns embodied
in the OT and the apocryphal and pseudepi-

graphical writings, which stand in some degree of

relation to the Hebrew Canon, and (2) the hymns
found in the Jewish liturgy and other literary

sources belonging to Synagogue times.

I. Hymns of the OT and Hebrew writingfs re-

lated to it.—^The ancient Hebrews were endowed
with a high degree of poetical sensitiveness which
often showed itself in quick lyrical utterance re-

flecting the inward emotion with wonderful truth
and vividness ; and, as the select and most refined

spirits among them were also pre-eminently gifted

with religious feeling and intuition, it was only
natural that their lyrical faculty should have often
exercised itself in strains of sacred song. Such

! song, moreover, though in each case naturally
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issuing from an individual spirit, generally ex-
pressed the feeling and thought of the national or
tribal circle to which the poet belonged

; for the
sense of communal oneness, which is to the present
day a marked characteristic of the Jewish diaspora,
was probably stronger among the ancient Hebrews
than among any of the nations surrounding them,
and the religious poet, as a rule, gave genuine
utterance to the emotions which at the moment
swayed the community to which he belonged, or
were supposed to have swayed it in the historical
period which his song was intended to celebrate.
The three outstanding national songs of victory

indited by some of the most gifted poets of the
race are the Song of Deborah (Jg 5), which critics

generally admit to be the earliest source for the
history of the events which it celebrates; the
Song at the Red Sea (Ex 15), which, though
apparently composed in the time of the monarchy,
may embody a nucleus from very ancient times

;

and the Song of Victory contained in 2 S 22 and
Ps 18, supposed by some critics to be in part a
genuine product of the Davidic age. The sense
of Jahweh’s might and of gratitude to Him for
victories vouchsafed is a dominant note in all the
three songs, but in power and intenseness of ex-
pression the Song of Deborah stands unequalled.
‘With might steppest thou onward, 0 my soul’
(v.®^) fitly expresses the spirit of exultation which
pervades the whole poem.
The outstanding antithesis to these strains of

triumph is the Book of Lamentations, or Threni^
which is traditionally ascribed to the prophet
Jeremiah, and for the most part undoubtedly re-

flects the mournful attitude of the community
in the early years of the Exile. In the highly
finished five elegies comprised in the collection,

Israel is seen heartbroken and weeping with bent
head in the presence of Jahweh, who has allowed
judgment in its fullest measure to fall on the sin-

ful nation. The book thus consists of five dirges

of a type akin to * Dies Irae,’ written, not in the
dread contemplation of future judgment, but in

actual sight of the havoc wrought hy the ‘ wrath ’

of the ofiended Judge whom the nation, in a flood

of tears, nevertheless implores to allow His love

and pity to reassume its ancient sway.
Striking instances of lyrical utterance occasioned

by special situations, real or supposed, in the life

oi individuals, but affecting the community by
reason of the great significance to it of the persons

concerned, are the triumphal hymn of Hannah
(1 S the Thanksgiving of Hezekiah (Is

and what may be called the Psalni of Jonah (Jon
23-10). The literary prophets, with their souls

wrapt in the contemplation of things supra-mun-
dane and hidden from ordinary sight in the counsel

of the Eternal, also naturally break out at times in

longer or shorter hymnal strains in the midst of

scathing admonition or description of happiness

to come (so, e,g,, Is 9^^* 12. 44-®, Jer 14^®^* 16^®, and
note particularly Hab 3) ; and the controversies of

the Book of Job regarding the justice, power, and
providence of God are as naturally apt to lead to

occasional outbursts of hymn-like utterance (so,

e.^., 25. 205®*).
. ^ ^

Apart, however, from the pieces named and
others of a similar nature to be found in different

parts of the Hebrew Canon, the Book of Psalms is

the great hymnal treasury of the ancient Hebrew
Ecclesia, or Church, embodying the typical ex-

pression of all possible religious moods, and rang-

ing historically from David and the Davidic age

down to the re-awakening of the national and
religious life in the time of the Maccabees. Be-

sides the compositions which were primarily

communal in character (as, e.g., Pss 33. 47. 50.

36. 106. 113-115), many Psalms appear to have

been originally lyrics of individuals ; but personal
experience of whatever kind—whether of peni-

tence, exaltation, prayer for help, or even of

violent resentment of oppression and thirst for

vengeance—^is there, so far as it was considered to

represent a true aspect of Israel’s relation to

Jahweh and the world, fully owned and echoed by
the community at large, so that the original ‘ I

’

of the poet has everywhere become the symbol of

the great communal self, of which he was, in truth,

the genuine mouth-piece, uttering individually

the religious emotions of the great body to which
he belonged.^
The titles most in use to denote a hymnal com-

position are shir, shlrd, mizmoTf t<^hilld, and Pfilld.

The first three terms point, in one way or another,

to the rhythmical and musical character of the
pieces concerned ; Philld denotes a hymn of praise

;

and Pfilld, which primarily means ‘prayer’ or
‘supplication,’ sometimes bears the general sense

of nturgical composition (see particularly Ps 90).

‘Lamentations’ or ‘Threni’ translates the term
J^lnoth, though not so styled in the Hebrew
Canon, the Synagogue name of the Book being
nD'K (‘ How 1’), which is the first word of the first

chapter.®
Regarding the question of rhythm, a subject

which has been much discussed of late (for refer-

ence to summaries see Literature at the end), one
can say that there is now a suflScientljr general
consensus of opinion in favour of the view that
it is the accentual beat which mainly, if not
exclusively, counts in Hebrew versification, the
intervening number of syllables having (within

limits, of course) no determining effect on the
poetical structure. The ‘ parallelismus membro-
rum,’ though ‘not a constant phenomenon of

Hebrew poetry’ (G. B. Gray, ‘ Isaiah i.-xxvii,,’ in

ICC [1912], p. Ixi), is yet almost everywhere as

striking a characteristic in hymnal pieces as in

gnomic composition. The only special kind of

rhythm so far definitely established in OT poetry

is the elegiac or Iplnd form (first pointed out by
K. Budde), in wliich the second hemistich of a

line is shorter than the first, the mourner being
supposed to break off his plaint in a sob.®

The proposition, however, that this rhythmic
form had its origin in the ancient lament for the

dead performed by women mourners (see, 6*g.,

HDB iv. 5) is so far incapable of verification, and
it is, moreover, true that ‘it can no longer be
maintained that the rhythm is to elegy,

though it may be said to be characteristic of it
’

(Gray, op, cit, p, Ixiii, note).

The question of strophical arrangement in

Hebrew hymns and OT poetry in general has also

been much discussed in recent times (for a sum-
mary see HDB iv. 7f.). A decisive factor in

favour of, at any rate, occasional strophic structure

is the refrain that is sometimes found (see, e.pr.,

Pss 42. 99) ; and there is, besides, a strong auxili-

ary argument for fairly frequent strophic arrange-

ment in the undoubted fact that music, both vocal

1 The question of the individual element in the Psalms has

often been discussed in recent times. But we have something
very similar in Modern English hymnal collections. Toplady’s

‘Eock of Ages, cleft for nw,* and Newman’s ‘Lead, Kindly

Light . . . lead Thou me on,' for instance, were primarily

utterances of personal religious emotions, but they at the same
time express the genuine cry of all Christian believers, that is

to say, of the whole community or Church. A striking modern
instance of the patriotic emotion of an individual poet becoming

truly national in character is that of Theodor Korner, who died

while fighting for the liberation of Germany. In the Psalter

the national and religious spirit is one and indivisible, so that

the hymn-writer is one and the same with the politician and

nationalist.
, , ^ .

2 For terms that are used more or less rarely the reader is

referred to the Introductions and Commentaries on the Psalms

8Cf. the classic elegiac metre, in which the pentametei

alternates with the hexameter.
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and instrumental, regularly accompanied the
recital of hymns (besides the headings of Psalms,
which are by themselves quite conclusive, see 1 Ch
26®* ^ 2 Ch 7®), for the musical tune is naturally
either repeated with the successive longer units of

the poetical composition, or else changes its char-

acter at the beginning of a part meant to express
a different strain of poetical emotion. Congrega-
tional responses at certain intervals, for which
there is some evidence (see Ps 106®*^’), would
seem to lead to a similar conclusion. A composi-
tion like Ps 136, in which the second hemistich is

throughout the antiphonal response to the first,

has, of course, no bearing on the question of

strophical arrangement.
The poetical compositions embodied in the

Apocrypha stand on a lower level, both with re-

gard to inspiration (using this term in its widest
sense) and to their bearing on the national life;

yet they do in some limited, and partly sec-

tarian, manner continue on lines similar to the
hymnal pieces contained in the Canon.
The Song of the Three Children^ (the Benedicite)

has a grand liturgical effect, notwithstanding the
deliberate artificial attempt to enlist every part of
creation in the great symphony of praise. Among
other notable examples are the Prayer of Manasses,
portions of Baruch, 2 Mac l^*"^**, Wis 9. The
praise of Famous Men in Ecclesiasticus (44-^0) is

in reality also of the nature of a hymn, all praise
being finally ascribed to the God whom the famous
men served. Specially noteworthy are the 16 lines
which in the Hebrew Cairo text are inserted be-
tween vv. 12 and 13 of ch. 51, and of which the
first 14 are modelled on the antiphonal strains of
Ps 136. It is a disputed point, however, whether
these verses formed part of the original composi-
tion of Ben Sira.

The most notable hymnal section of the pseud-
epigrajohical writings connected with the OT is the
collection of 18 pieces belonging to the time of
Pompey’s invasion of Palestine, which are known
as the Psalms of Solomon ;

^ but shorter or longer
hymn-like strains are also found in the fourth
Book of Ezra and the Book of Enoch. The Greek
hexameters of the Sibylline Oracles, iii., of which
the greater part is also Hebraic in spirit, follow
the prophetical writings with regard to the pre-
sence of an occasional hymnal strain.
Apart from the Psalms of Solomon, which have

their root in important national events, the poeti-
cal portions of these writings are, as may be ex-
pected, as much removed from actuality as the
prose frameworks in which they appear

;
yet they

sound a genuine note of the religious idealism by
which the Bseudepigrapha—largely sectarian in
origin—were called into existence.
2. Hymns of the Synagogue.— After the de-

struction of the Temple by the Romans, Judaism
definitely succeeded the ancient Hebraism. The
bulk of the Hebrew pe^le could not see their way
to adopt the form of Christian adoration which,
in the minds of its true devotees, was expressive
of the most real inwardness of the religious life.
The Jews, therefore, clung to their own ceremonial
and devotional forms, which, indeed, enshrined
a peculiar inwardness of their own, and it is this
special Judaic religious inwardness that was per-
petuated and developed—very often in beautiful
language of true devotion—in a long series of

1

The question as to whether Hebrew or Greek was the
origrinal medium of composition for this and the other pieces
named is not important in the connexion, the spirit pervadine
them being in all cases Hebraic, though no doubt influenced
by Hellenistic tendencies.

5 maintained by some that the so-called
Od6s of SolomoTiy of which J. Bendel Harris discovered a Syriac
rendering, were also originally Hebraic

; but this opinion is not
likely to gain many adherents.

hymnal compositions, which have become more or

less closely attached to the general framework of

the daily and festival prayers. The great model
in the earlier stages of this liturgical development
was naturally the Psalter, which, as in the Temple
services, was itself largely drawn upon for pur-

poses of synagogal and individual devotions, and
which to the present day provides the ritual with
some important constituent elements (so particu-

larly the Eallel in the festival services and the
series of Psalms in the earlier portions of the daily
prayers). The liturgy, moreover, in its general
idea as well as in its prevailing form, is a systematic
elaboration of the B^rdhlid, or Benediction, which
is in its simpler form well represented in the OT
(see Gn 24^^ 1 K 1^®, Ps 28®, Keh 9®), but in the
specifically Jewish period gradually developed
into a system of prayers and doxologies, to some
parts of which the lyrico-religious genius of the
race could not but give a high poetical form.
Among the finest and most important of the

poetical Benedictions which thus came into exist-

ence are the pieces which precede and follow the
recitation of the (‘Hear, 0 Israel, the Lord
our God is one Lord,’ etc.) in both the morning
and evening services, the former having fcwo Bene-
dictions before and one after the Sh^rtid, and the
latter two before and two after this central con-
fession of the Divine Unity (see Mishna B^rakhoth,
i 4).^ Among the other pieces whose existence in
early times is attested by Talmudical references
are the temoMA Nishmath (‘ The breath of all things
living ’) in the Sabbath and festival prayers, and
several compositions in litany form; and the
elaborate Benediction at the end of a meal, to
which much importance has always been attached,
also exhibits a decidedly poetical tone in some of
its parts.

^

Among the various compositions belonging to the
time of the Geonim, which followed the Talmudical
period, are the famous Bdrukh Shedmer of the
morning service, and the equally famous En KHo-
henu, which stands in the modern Ashkenazi ritual
at the end of the Sabbath service, but is recited
every day by the members of the Spanish and
Portuguese congregations scattered in different
parts of the world. The Aramaic * Y^kum PurJcdn,
inserted in the Sabbath services, which also belongs
to this period, may be classed as an interesting
and characteristic congregational supplication in
poetical prose.

The earliest synagogal hymn-writer known by
name is Jose ben Jose, who appears to have lived
in the 6th or 7th cent., and among whose composi-
tions is an 'Abbdd (on this term see below, p. 45^)
wHch is still used in Piedmont and other places.
His pieces exhibit no rhyme, whereas Yannai, as
well as his famous pupil and successor El'azar ben
Jacob li^alir, adds the use of rhyme to the acrostic
and other earlier marks of poetic form, ^falir
opens a new and most prolific epoch in the history
of synagogal hymnology. On his date and birth-
place widely conflicting views have been held, but
Zunzy who IS the highest authority on questions of
this kind, places him in the latter half of the 10th
cent.,® and names southern Italy as the place of
his nativity. He composed no fewer than 200
pieces, scattered over divers portions of the Ash-
kenazi and Italian forms of the Mahzbr, as used at
the present d^. His subject-matter is deriver
mainly from Talmudic and Midrashic sources.

iZunz (GottesdUmtlicJie Vortrage^^ p. 382 f.) considers that
in their present form these pieces show later additions ; but
the rhyme of some parts, on which he largely relies, may be
accidental.
2 On the j^addish, which is also Aramaic, see vol. i. p. 459 f.
3 So in Gottesd. Vortrdge 2, pp. S76 and 395 ; in Literatur-

geschichte, p. 31, however, the first half of the 9th cent is
regarded as the earliest jwssible date.
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His lan^age is very often obscure and to the ear
of the Hebrew purist strange and even uncouth,
but his synagogal inspiration is of so high an order
that the impression which he made on his contem-
poraries has— notwithstanding much influential
opposition—continued its sway down to the present
time.
An impetus to an entirely different style of

liturgical poetry was given by Sa’adya Gaon (891-
941), whose original home was Egypt, but who
spent the most active part of his life as head of the
Academy of Sura in Mesopotamia. He cannot be
said to have been the founder of a liturgical school
in the same sense as ^alir. His poetical composi-
tions are not very numerous, nor was he strong as
a poet, his genius enabling him rather to shine as
philosopher, commentator, and controversialist;
but, on the other hand, he brought to his task the
best literary and scientific refinement of his age
and surroundings, and he was in this way able,
among his greater successes, to give an important
fresh direction to liturgical efforts, which later on
developed into the finest poetical achievements of
mediaeval Jewry. Acquainted as he was with the

|

ure classical themes and forms of Arabic literature,

e naturally aimed at similar purity of language
in his Hebrew compositions ; and the subject-matter
of his devotional pieces rested for the same reason
on philosophic contemplation rather than on Tal- i

mud and Midrash. His strophic system is elaborate,

and he also uses rhyme besides the alphabetical
acrostic.

Thus arose two distinct schools of liturgical

composition, ^falir representing the more exclusive
Jewish spirit of nationalism which found its chief I

nourishment in Talmudism, and Sa’adya paving
|

the way in the direction of general human culture
j

and the philosophico-scientific aspect of religion ;

!

and so deep-rooted as well as far-reaching were
these two tendencies that each in its turn became

|

the starting-point of one of the two main divisions
|

of the Jewish liturgy, the Romano-Germanic order
of festival services belonging, in the main, to the

|

school founded by Ifalir, whilst the Hispano-

1

Arabian liturgy has been built up by the great

,

poets who worked on in the spirit of Sa'adya.
No wonder, therefore, that the names of the

leading writers of the last-named school, such as
Solomon ibnGabiroP ( fl. 1050), in whom the Spanish
school reached its most classical development,
Moses ben Ezra (11th to 12th cent.), Yehuda hal-

Levi (t about 1140), and Abraham ibn Ezra (t 1167)

sound more familiar to the cultured Europe of the
resent day than the, in their own way, also highly
istinguished names of men like Meshullam ben
Kalonymos of Lucca (10th cent.), Gershon ben
Yehuda (fl. first half of 11th cent.), Solomon
Yisbaifei (t 1105), and his son-in-law Samuel ben
Meir.

It was, however,—on account of the general bond
uniting all synagogal communities into one great

organization,—^inevitable that the poetical composi-

tions of each school should exercise an influence on
the other. The Jewish liturgical writers of each
country were, moreover, naturally to some extent
affected by the surroundings amidst which they
worked ; nor could individu^ poets help importing

into their compositions their own mtellectual,

doctrinal, or emotional peculiarities. Among the

later (post-classical) writers of sacred poetry who
thus, for one reason or another, become entitled to

particular mention in even a brief historical survey
of the subject are Abraham of Beziers (13th cent.),

his son Yeffaya (entitled hap-Penini), Yehuda
l^arizi (t before 1235), Moses Rieti (fl. flrst half of

16th cent.), Israel Nagara (16th cent.), Isaac Loria
I Latinized as Avicebron, and widely known under that name

u the author of Fms ViU» (D'’n ^^pD).

the Kabbalist (1534-1572), and the Yemenite
Shalom ben Joseph Shabbezi (17th cent.). The
most prolific authors of short hymnal compositions
among those just named were Israel Nagara and
Shalom Shabbezi, though of the former only a few
penetrated into the liturgy; and of the other
apparently none.
Among the most important terms used since

early times in connexion with synagogal liturgical

poetry are (besides Paytdn and Piyyuty respectively
denoting ‘poet’ and ‘poetical piece of devotion,’
the significant part of both words coming no doubt
from the Greek : (1) JS^^rdbd, which is some-
times used in the general sense of liturgical poetry
(the word denoting ‘ coming near ’ in prayer), but
in the plural usually bears the more restricted

meaning of pieces accompanying the Prayer of
Eighteen, or, rather, its festival representative;

(2) Yos^rofh, i,e» Piyjiitim accompanying the bene-
diction Ydser Or ( ‘ Creator of the Light ’), but some-
times also used in a more general sense ; (3) SHihoth,
or penitential pieces; (4) ^noth, or elegies; (5)

*Abddd, a species of elaborate composition for the
Day ofAtonement descriptive of the Temple Service
as solemnized on that day, the account being based
on the Mishna Ydmd; (6) Azhdroth^ embodying
the Pentateuchal commandments ; (7) Hbshdnbth^
i.e. pieces with a Hosannah refrain, used on
Hos^naRahha (the 7th day of the feast of Taber-
nacles) ; and (8) Widdui, or confession of sins.

The entire collection of the festival services is

entitled Mahzor, i.e. ‘(annual) cycle.’

The introduction of rhyme into liturgical poetry
prior to the time of Kalir has already been referred
to. With regard to the use of acrostics, it is im-
portant to mention that, besides the very frequent
employment of the alphabetical device, the authors
of Piyyutim were very much in the habit of mark-
ing their compositions with acrostics of their own
names, the motive underlying this practice probably
being, not vanity, but the desire of linking their

own personalities with their sacred compositions.
In the case of !l^alir it has been shown (see Zunz,
Gottesdienstliche Vortrdge^,"^. 398 f.) that he also

often achieved this object by means of Gematria,
i.e. by the equation of the numerical value of his

name with that of a sentence in the poem. Of
special interest is the form of metre whicn has been
employed in Hebrew hymns—and, indeed, Hebrew
poetry in general—from the time of Solomon ibn
Gabirol onwards. The measure rests neither on the
quantity of the syllables nor on the accent, but on
the difference between a simple syllable

and a syllable beginning with a moving shMjoa

(called ycdhed, i.e. ‘tent-pin’ or ‘nail’). The
simple syllable is in modem editions of Hebrew
verse marked -, irrespective of quantity in the
usual sense of the term, and the yathsd is marked
u“. Seventeen different forms of verse founded on
this principle are generally counted, but it will

here suffice to give examples of two only, repre-

sented by the opening hemistichs of the well-known
hymns respectively beginning Adon 'Oldm and
Ylgdal :

1. Adon
I
*6lam

I
S.shgr

|
malakh.

[
i

2. Ylgdal 1 1116
1

9ai
I
weyish

|
tabba^?.

In the first case the line is described as consisting

of a ydiked and two Pnuoth, followed by another
ydiked and two t^nuotk; in the second case the
scansion is two t^niiotky a yathedy and two Pnuotky
followed by another ydiked and two t^nuotk.

Among the most popular pieces attached to the
daily services are Adon 'Olam and Yigdcd (just

referred to), and L^khd Dddl. The first-named

poem, which was probably not composed before

the end of the 13th cent., lays special stress on the
1 The ^oet has, however, allowed hiznself considerable licence

in this piece.
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Divine Unity, and was in this way probably meant

to enforce the Jewish side of a polemic^ religious

topic. The Yigdal^ written in Italy by Daniel ben

Yehuda Dayyan in the early part of the 14th cent.,

embodies in brief poetic foim the thirteen articles

of faith formulated by Moses Maimonides in the

12th century. The L^hha D6d% composed by

Solomon Ben Moses al-Kabis (16th cent.), is a fine

poetical greeting of the ‘Bride of the Sabbath

recited at its entrance in the Friday evening

service.! Qf considerable popularity are also the

Hahdaloth, i,e. poetical pieces recited m the home

at the close of the Sabbath, some of which embody

legends of the prophet Elijah. Solomon ibn

Gabirol’s great philosophico-relimous poem entitled

Kether Malkuth deserves special mention i it may
be described as a great Hymn of Adoration and

Penitence, though only attached, and that loosely,

to some of the rituals.
, . i i-

The number of Piyyutim of various kinds for

fasts and festivals, and more particularly for the

New Year’s Feast and the Day of Atonement, is so

large that much space would be occupied by even

a careful selection. But it should be reniarked in

conclusion that the note of sadness that is so very

prominent in the recital of the nation’s manifold

sufferings and its deep penitence, as well as the

strain of joy in other parts of the liturgy, is very

often of so intensely lyrical a character that musical

expression becomes almost a necessity, and it is for

thispurpose mainlythat the profession of Hazzamm,
or Synagogue Cantors, came into existence in early

times, and has remained an institution down to

the present day.

LiTBRATURB.—On the Psalms and hymnal compositions in

other Books of the OT, see the Biblical Introductions and Com-
mentaries. Summaries of the different theories regarding metre

in OT poetry will be found in the artt. ‘ Poetry (Hebrew)/ in

HLB iv. 3 ff. (K. Budde), and ‘Poetry,* inJE x. 93 1!, (E. K5nig),

as well as ‘Poetical Literature/ in EBi iii. col. 3793 ff. (B.

Duhm). For a general survey of the more primitive period the

reader should be referred to TM Early Poetry of Israel in its

Physical andSocial Origins^ by G. A, Smith (Schweich Lectures,

1910 ;
published London, 1912). Until quite recently the best

edition of the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha was that of E.
Kautzsch (Tubingen, 1900) ; but there is now R. H. Charles’s

edition (Oxford, 1913), in which fuller information will be

found on points connected with the present article ; specially

to be mentioned among editions of separate parts is R. H.
Charles’s Boofc of Enoch^, Oxford, 1912, in which special atten-

tion is given to the rhythmic form of some parts.

The great authority on Synagogal poetry is Leopold Zunz,
Die synagogale Poesie des Mittelalters, Berlin, 1855, Die Ritvs
dM syncbgogalen Gottesdienstes^ do. 1859, Literaturgeschichte

dev synagogalen Poesie, do. 1865, also parts of Die gottesdienst-

lichen Vortrdge der Juden, Berlin, 1832, 2 Frankfort, 1892.

Consult also M. Sachs, Religiose Poesie der Jttden in Spanien,
Berlin, 1845 ; Franz Delitzsch, Zur Geschichte der jicdischen

Poesie, Leipzig, 1836; the article ‘Piyyut,’ in JE x. 65 ff.

(besides “Ab5dah’ and the artt. on individual liturgical

writers [of varying merit, however] in the same Encyclopedia)

;

‘ Liburgische Poesie,’ in Hamburger, Supplementband ii. (a very
serviceable summary of the entire subject). Among Catalogues
of MSS giving lists of hymns may be mentioned A. Neubauer,
Catalogue of the Hebrew MSS in the Bodleian Library, Oxford,
1886, cols. 218-418, and the present writer’s Catalogue of the

Hebrew and Samaritan MSS in the British Museum, ii. [1905]
197-487.

Among the very numerous editions of the Daily Prayers and
the MaTjzbr are the Prayer Book of Amram Gaon, Warsaw, 1865

;

Mdfyzor Vitry (compiled about 1210 ;
published Berlin, 1893)

;

'Abddatk Yisrael (ed. Seligman Baer, Rodelheim, 1868 [the best
edition with a Hebrew Commentary]) ;

‘ The Authorized Daily
Prayer-Book ’ (with a tr. by S. Singer, London ; often reprinted)

;

the Sephardic Forms of Prayer (with D. A. de Sola’s tr., London,
originally published 1836-38 ; revised by M. Gaster, 1901-06) ; 5er-
mces of the Synagogue ; a New Edition of the Festival Prayers
with an Eng. Tr. in Prose and Verse, London, 1904-09.

G. Margohouth.
HYMNS (Japanese).—^Before the introduction

of Buddhism, the hymn was not an integral part of
the liturgy of Japanese religion. The religious
dance {kagura) ^ seems to be of a pre-historic origin,

1 Compare particularly the designation * Princess Sabbath ’ in
vogue among the Falashas (see J. HalSvy, Th’^z&za Sanbat, Paris,
1902).

2 Aston’s explanation (Shinto, London, 1905, p. 238) of the
Chinese signs for kagura as meaning ‘ God-pleasure ’ is mislead-
ing ; they mean ‘ divine music.*

and itwas performed with musical accompaniments,

both instrumental and vocal. The songs clianted

on these occasions were called the kagura-uta, but

the extant ones are not so old as the dance itself ;

the collection dates from the 9th cent., and their

style and language point to their composition at

Itwas Buddhism that introducedhymns to Japan,

or gave them an important role in the religious

performances. In the first period of Buddhism in

Japan they were sung in Sanskrit or Chinese, and

were called gcithdi (Jap. g& or kcidci), wliicli were

later adapted to Japanese and ga\'e lise to a new
style of poem composition, called ima-yd, or

‘ modern style.’ It consisted of a stroplie of 48

syllables, namely in four feet, each of which con-

tained 12 syllables. The kagura-iUa were mostly

the regular Japanese verses of 3 1 syllables, and these

were gradually superseded by theima-yd, especially

since the 11th century. These hymns were sung

after the melody of the Indian gdtkd, and the art

was carefully cultivated in Buddhist college.s and

monasteries, according to the^ theories and tradi-

tions of the Indian kahtla-mdyd (Jap. shomijo,

‘theories of language and music’). A collection

of these hymns (along with some secular poems)

dating from the middle of the 12th cent.! handed

down to us, and they show a great extension of the

ima-yo hymns. Tne themes are either Shinto

benediction and felicitation for worldly pros-

perity, or they are taken from Buddhist legends

and praises of Buddha. Thus, parallel "'vith the

distinction in style, these hymns show a division of

labour between Shinto deities, w’ho care for the

earthly good, and Buddhist deities, who guide men
to the other shore of bliss. Heie we .shall cite

some examples

:

‘What a pity, we cannot see Buddha face to face,

Though he is everywhere at any time ;

Yet, as in a vision, he appears to uh
^

In the calm morning hour, when there is no human bustling.

* A mere illusion it was that we saw dispersed

The smoke (of cremation) arising from the Sfila grove (of Kusi-

nagara)

:

The Lord Sakya never died (in reality),

But He is preaching the truths eternally on Vulture Beak.’ a

‘ The Deity of Mikasa Hill,

Whom wo worship and pray now,
He is surely looking upon us

;

So long as he blesses us.

Sure is the prosperity of our Lord,

Who rules the lands under he.aven.’ a

These hymns, both Buddhist and Shinto, were
not only chanted in front of a sanctuary as a part

of the liturgy, but were sung on various occasion.s,

at banquets and musical evenings, in .sitting rooms,

and on streets. The intention in doing so ^vas not

profane, but it was meant to dedicate daily life

and even amusement to the praise and glory of the

deities. Yet the secularization led to the de-

gradation of the sacred poems ; and this circum-

stance gave rise, on the other hand, to particularly

religious hymns, mostly composed by pious monks,
in contrast to the composition of the ima-yd by
court nobles.

We distinguish two categories in these piou.s or

pietist hymns, the one called wa-san and the other

go-eika. The wa-san means Japane.se gdthds ; they
consist of 48 syllables and difier little from the

ima-yo in style and themes. Yet there was a certain

difference of melody, and the wa-san were chanted
only at religious performances. The oldest wa-san

1 Ryujin Hishd (* A Precious Collection of Chanting Pieces ’),

compiled by the monk-Emperor Go-Shirakawa, contained 1C

fasciculi ; but only one of them was recently discovered and
edited by N. Sasaki.

2 The contrast between the earthly life of Buddha and hia true

immortal life, the idea taken from ch. xv. of the Lotus of the

True Law.
3A 31 syllable poem ; the deity of Mikasa is the famom

Kasuga, the ancestral deity of the clan B'ujiwara.
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are ascribed to Ktiya (901-972) and Genshin (942-
1017), the famous pioneers of Amita-Buddhism.
Though the authenticity of this tradition is not
well established, the rise of this category of hymns
seems most probably to date from the last part of
the 10th century. These pioneers were followed
by many composers, and the wa-san were almost
exclusively dedicated to Amita, the redeemer in the
western paradise, Sukhavati. ^ The best known and
most popular iva-san are ascribed to Shinran (1173-
1262), the founder of the Shinshu, the largest of
Buddhist sects in Japan up to this day. The
following are three specimens from Shinran’s
wa-san ;

‘ Beings so numerous as dusts and fine sands, who are in the
worlds in the ten directions,

They are all embraced by Amita’s grace and never forsaken,
Only if they invoke his name

;

Our Lord is, therefore, called Amita, the Infinite.*

* Without end is the dreary ocean of births and deaths,
Immersed in it are we since eternity

;

We can in no way be carried across (to the other shore)
But by being loaded on the ship of Amita’s vow to save all.*

* Lo 1 There a torch illumines the ever-dark night of illusion 1

Never regret yourself that the eyes of wisdom are troubled.
There is here a ship on the ocean of births and deaths,
No need of groaning over the heavy sins and obstacles.*

Nearly four hundred of Shinran’s hymns make
up a collection—the largest in the hymnology of
Japanese Buddhism; and they are chanted and
sung in many temples and families, so that the
nomewa-san has almost beenmonopolized bythem.^
The second category, the go-eika, consists of the

poems composed by deities. It owes its rise to the
practice of pilgrimages to various sanctuaries
scattered over the country. The mountaineering

I

practice of S3mcretic Buddhists was very old in its
|

origin, but it was limited to the priest class belong-
ing to regular orders. Towards the end of the
10th cent, the example of an ex-Emperor, who be-
came a pilgrim, was followed by many nobles and
common people. During the centuries of civil

wars which lasted from the 14th to the 16th, the
practice became universal. The disgraced nobles
and defeated warriors, the men who had lost dear
ones, and those whose properties had been ravaged
derived their consolation from their devotion to
deities, and especially from the itinerancies made
from sanctuary to sanctuary. The most popular
of these places of pilgrimage were the thirty-three
Kwannon (Skr. Avalokitesvara, the god or goddess
of mercy) in the central provinces, the eighty-eight
temples dedicated to KTobo Daishi,® the sixty-six

places for the recitation of the EoJcJce-kyo {Lotus

of ths True Law), etc. The pilgrims go their way
and prostrate themselves before the shrine, chant-
ing the hymn ascribed to the deity of each shrine.

Most of these hymns are simple in idea, saying that
the deity appeared on the spot because he loved the
place and wished to attract the people to the place
and to his worship, and the like. They are also

crude in rhetoric, and represent the poetic genius
of the uncultured people in the ages of wars. Yet
many of these are quite popular even at the
present day, and they are chanted at meetings in
private houses.^

Since the 17th cent., Buddhist hymnology has
made hardly any progress (Shinto hymns almost in
disuse since the 14th). Changes or development in
melody were left to the various branches of secular

music (which owe their origin to religious music),

1 Later on, some wa-san were composed in praise of various
other Buddhas and saints.

2 Many of the Buddhist sects in Japan do not use hymns, but
recite their sacred texts and litanies.

3 A popular saint who lived in the 9th century.
4 One group of these hymns is dedicated to Jizo (Skr. Ksiti-

garbha), revered as the patron deity of children, especially

dead
;
and they are sung in mournful tones in the houses of the

common people where a child has died.

and the hymn retains its archaic simplicity,
with some minor deviations according to sects. A
feature of Japanese hymns (both Buddhist and
Shinto) is that they are not always sung by all

the worshippers but often by the priests alone.
Another characteristic is the absence of refrain.
In the case of the Shinshu hymns, Amita’s name
is repeatedly chanted, in the place of a refrain,
between two strophes of the hymns.

Lftbraturb.—^The only literature bearing on the subject has
been mentioned in the article. ANESAKI.

HYMNS (Muslim).—Music and verse have no
place in the ordinary worship of the Muslims,
so that it might be difficult to find in Islamic
literature anything precisely analogous to the
Christian hymn. The Qur’an is hostile to the poets,
and the Prophet was at first careful to dissociate
himself from them; he *had not been taught
versification’ (Qur. xxxvi. 69), and seems never to
have had any appreciation of it, though towards
the end of his career he employed a court-poet,
and allowed poetical eulogies on himself to be
recited. Still it is asserted that his troops inspired
themselves on the field with war-songs, which,
owing to the religious character of their cause,
might be called hymns ; and the songs of triumph
which celebrated the early victories of Islam seem
to deserve the same name; an example is to be
found in the verses of the poet *Afif celebrating
the victory of the Muslims over the apostates of
Bahrain (Aghani, xiv. 49).

In the early poetry the verses had ordinarily
little more than an artificial connexion with each
other, so that the same poem might contain edify-
ing and unedifyin^ matter ; but, with the settle-

ment of the Arabian State and the consequent
development of study, the departments of poetry
came to be separated, and two which bear some
analogy to hymns are encomia of the Prophet and
his Companions, and the subject called zuhd, i.e,

‘ contempt of the world.’ The composition of the
former sort began, as has been seen, in the Pro-
phet’s lifetime, and has ever since been popular.
Perhaps the most celebrated poem of the kind is

the Burdah of Sharaf al-din Muhammad b. Sa*id
al-Btisiri (t A.D. 1295), in 170 lines. Miraculous
powers are supposed to be attached to this work,
which has been frequently interpreted and trans
lated. An example of a poem in praise of the

Companions is that by the inventor of the maga-
mak, Badi* al-zaman al-Hamadhani (f A.l>. 1008
see Yaqut, Diet, of Learned Men, ed. Margoliouth
London, 1907 ffi, i. 114-116). The Shfah naturally
have poems in praise of *Ali, Fatima, and theii

family; an author of celebrity in this line was
*Ali D. 'Abdallah al-Nashi’ (f a.d. 976), one o
whose laments on ^usain was chanted by a pro
fessional mourner in a mosque (Yaqut, v. 240).

The beginnings of ascetic poetry are found verj
early ; the author who is usually regarded as th(

best representative of this department is AbuT
'Atahiyah (f A.D. 826, 827, or 829). His diwm
(published at the Roman Catholic Press, Beirut
1886) is mainly devotional and introspective ; and
were the odes rendered into European verse, thei
content would be found to resemble that of man;
a hymn-book.
The use of music for the purpose of stirrin,

religious emotions scarcely goes back to the tim
of Muhammad, but appears to have commence
early in Islam ; 'Ata b. Abi Rabah (t A.D. 734) i

said to have introduced the practice at Mecc
during the days of the pilgrimage month calle

tashrlq ; he kept two singing-women to perform o
these occasions {Qut al-quluh of Abu Talib a
Makki, Cairo, 1310, ii. 62), and the custom ws
maintained in the pijaz. Probably the verst
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suns by these women were erotic ;
but the Sufis

habitually address the Divine Being m the terms

of the erotic passion, and it is often dithCTUt to ten

whether a poet is allegorizing or not. The erotic

poems of Ibn al-Mu'allim (t A.D. 1196) com-

mitted to memory by the dervishes of the Kitai

order, who sang them at their religious concerts,

for the purpose of exciting their souls to a state oi

rapture (Ibn Khallikan, tr. de Slane, London,

1842-71, iii. 169). These appear to have been

primarily erotic ;
but those of Ibn al-Farid (t a.d.

1238), probably the most aifecting in the Arabic

language, seem to have been primarily religious.

The propriety of employing music and erotic odes

for this purpose was naturally questioned by the

orthodox, and some authorities condemn it un-

hesitatingly. Those who approve of it are inclined

to confine it to persons who have attained a high

stage of holiness, and in whom the music can wake

only sublime thoughts, or with whom it serves as

an aid to fasting {Qut al-quluh, ii. 61). The in-

fluence of music on the mind and its effect on

persons of dift’erent spiritual attainment are dis-

cussed by Sufi writers with great subtlety, e,g, in

the KashfaUMahjub (tr. Nicholson, London, 1911,

pp. 397-413). It seems clear that there need be

nothing essentially religious about either the verses

or the tunes which can be employed devotionally

;

and the enemies of the Sfifis taunt them with

singing frivolous songs in the mosques and even in

the great sanctuary of Mecca {aVAlam al-ShamiJch,

by Salih b. Mahdi al-Muqbili [t 1696], Cairo, 1328,

p. 380).‘ Naturally the legal systems which forbid

all music could be quoted in condemnation of these

performances.

Litbraturb.—This has been given in the article.

D. S. Margoliouth.
HYMNS (Samaritan and Karaite).—The hyrnnal

compositions of the Samaritans and the Karaites,

though in each case decidedly particularist in

spirit, are, nevertheless, properly comprehended

in the wider Israelitish family of devotional verse.

I. Samaritan hymns.—Out of the great mass of

valuable details that have resulted from A. E.

Cowley’s investigation (see Literature at the end),

it becomes evident that the data bearing on the

composition of the Samaritan liturgy, which con-

sists of Pentateuchal lections alternating with

poetical and prose compositions, appear to justify

the assignment of special significance to the follow-

ing three periods, each marking a fresh departure

in liturgical development: (1) the 4th cent, a.d.,

when Aramaic was the language used ; (2) the

10th and llth centuries, when Aramaic had ceased

to be the vernacular, but was still used in litur^,

though it had become artificial and mixed with
Hebraisms ; and (3) the 14th cent, and after, when
Hebrew, mixed with Aramaisrns. had become the

liturgical language.
The names of great composers of hymns in the

4th cent, are Marqah and Amram Darah, the latter

being possibly identical with Amram b. Sered, the

father of Marqah; and the leading synagogal
reformer, in conjunction with whom both of them
worked, was Baba the Great, a contemporary of

the high priest Nethanael, who died a.d. 332.

Marqah’s son Nanah also wrote some devotional

poetry. The collection of their poems (Marqah’s
pieces being referred to in the texts under his name,
and Darah’s work being known as the Durran)
constituted, together with the lections from the
Pentateuch and a number of prose pieces, the
original form of the liturgical canon which later

acquired the title of Defter {^*Js=8L<pdipa)t its

earliest known representative being the Biir-ish

Museum MS Oriental 5034, the greater part of

whichwas written in A.D. 1258.

The dates of the leading writers of the 10th and

subsequent centuries cannot, in the present state

of our knowledge, be fixed with much certainty

;

but Cowley, whSst fully appreciating the confused

character of the references found in the chronicles

and elsewhere, considers that the style of the com-

positions assigned to al-Dustan suggests a date

in the llth cent., that Ahn’l-Sasan of Tyre also

belongs to some part of the llth cent., and that

Ab Gelugah and Tabiah b. nnm flourished in the

early part of the *12th century. Firmer ground

is reached in the allocation of dates in the third

period. The founder of the new school of writers

was apparently the high priest Pinhas (1308-63),

and the talent and zeal shown by him remained

hereditary in his family for some generations. Of

his two sons, Eleazar and Abisha, the former, who
left only a small number of liturgical pieces, sim-

ceeded to the office of high priest, whilst to the

latter, who enjoyed a great reputation as a writer,

seventeen pieces can be assigned with certainty,

and seven others wdth a high degree of probability.

Pinhas, the son of Abisha, who succeeded his uncle

Eleazar in the high priesthood, and died in 1442,

was also a liturgical writer.

There is, on the other hand, considerable uncer-

tainty regarding the date of the liturgist Pinhas

b. Ithamar, who was high priest at Dania.scus.

Cowley is inclined to accept A.H. 793 (a.d. 1391)

as the beginning of his term of office, but he ac-

knowledges that the possibility^ of his haviiig

flourished about a century later is not excluded.

There is also some uncertainty about the date.s of

several other hymn-writers connected witJi Damas-

cus (e.a., Abraham umM, probably about the middle

of the 15th cent. ;
Seth Aaron b. Isaac, probably

about the same date). Of the hymn-writers of

later times, chiefly belonging to the Levitical,* the

Danfi, and the Marhib families, only a few repre-

sentative names can be mentioned in this place.

A prolific writer of the first-named family was

Tabiah (or Ghazzal) b. Isaac (t 1787), and among
the latest hymn-wTiters of the same stock was

Pinhas b. Isaac (t 1898). The Danfi names which

most frequently occur are Murjan and Muslim
(sshoWd), and the latest member of the Marhib

family to write liturgical compositions was Abra-

ham b. Ishmael, who was living in 1828.

For a list of the services (which, as may be

expected, follow mutcitis mutandvi the^ order^ of

the Jewish liturgy) and the manner in which

the poetical pieces are distributed in them, see

Cowley’s edition of the Samaritan liturgy, which

includes an ‘ Index of First Lines ’ of tlie pieces

published in the work (Intpd. pp. Ixxiii-xcv).^

* With regard to metre in the poetical composi-

tions,’ writes Cowley, ‘no certainty is po.ssible,

since pronunciation varied at difl’erent periods and
we know little about it at any time.’ He, how-
ever, agrees that some pieces seem to be metrical,

though the majority exhibit only ‘some sort of

rhythm.’ The alphabetical acrostic has been very

usual since the time of Marqah, and the acrostic

giving the author’s name, which is found once in

Marqah (piece beginning nmm 'n ifyn nnmVxn niD),

is very usual in later pieces. Rhyme, which is

used by neither Marqah nor Darah, becomes very

common in the later periods, when it is not infre-

quently (in the long hymns) employed up to a high

1 The higrh- priestly family of Aaronic descent died out in

1623-24 ; from that date onward the office descended to mem-
bers of the family of Uzziel, a younger son of Kohath.

2 The services in praise of the prophet Moses, as exemplified

by the British Museum MS Additional 19,021 (Arabic ;
composed

in 1537 by the Shaikh Ismail ibn Badr ibn Abul-Tzz ibn Eumaib).
should be added to the list embodied in Cowley’s edition. It

should also be noted that the Samaritan order appears to betray

at some points conscious imitation of the Jewish liturgy (so, e.g.^

the frequently occurring forms of nanz^’)-
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degree of tediousness, a long row of lines ending
in the same rhyme.

2. Karaite hymns.—At the foundation of Kara-
ism, about A.D. 750, the traditional liturgy of the
Jews was, as a part of Talmudical legalism, dis-
carded by the sectaries, and the Pentateuch, the
Psalter, and other parts of the OT were henceforth
to constitute the only sources from which, besides
lections, prayers and devotional songs were to be
drawn. The totally unima^native and stationary
attitude which Anan enjoined on his followers
couid^ not, however, be maintained for very long

;

and, just as the abandonment of Talmudical her-
meneutics and general Halakhah led to the gradual
development of an almost equally involved system
of Karaite legal hermeneutics, so also in the course
of time, the Rabbinic liturgy was replaced by a
Karaite ritual running on parallel lines with the
Rabbanite services. As, moreover, the Karaite
leaders possessed the sense of logical consistency
in a much higher degree than the poetic faculty,
they for the most part not only found it necessary
to imitate the hymnal models of the Rabbanites,
but even could not help admitting Rabbanite com-
positions into their liturgical collections (as by
Solomon ibn Gabirol and Yehudah hal-Levi).
The most prominent among Karaite liturgical

authors was Moses Dar* i, who was also successful
as a writer of secular poems. He is believed in
Karaite circles to have nourished about the middle
of the 9th cent., and it is, accordingly, claimed
that Solomon ibn Gabirol, Moses ibn Ezra, Yehudah
hal-Levi, and other Rabbanite poets worked on
models provided by Dar'i. Investigations—princi-
pally by Steinschneider and Geiger—have, however,
shown that the position must be reversed, Bar'i
having in reality been the borrower from the Rab-
banite poets referred to, so that the end of the 12th
cent, is the earliest date that can be assigned to him.
The greatest name connected with the develop-

ment of the Karaite liturgy is that of Aaron b.

Joseph (called Aaron the Elder to distinguish him
from Aaron b. Elijah of Nicomedia), who flourished
at Constantinople (though bom in Sulchat in the
Crimea) in the second half of the 13th and be-
ginning of the 14th cent. , and who is often affec-

tionately referred to at the head of his poetical
compositions in the printed Karaite Service Books
as (‘the Master, may his memory be for a
blessing’). The impression made by Aaron b.

Joseph’s personality and work (which includes a
series of poetical pieces for the pericopes of the
Pentateuch as liturgically recited throughout the
year) was, indeed, so great that his redaction of

the liturgy remained, under somewhat varied
forms, the norm of the Karaite services down to
the present day. Traces of other rituals, in some
cases actually exhibiting different sets of liturgical

poems, and m other cases also having no doubt
contained pieces by other authors, are, however,
not lacking. Jose^ b. Mordecai Troki, writing
to his countryman Elijah Bashiatsi (both of them
having belonged to the Byzanune body of Karaites)
towards the end of the 16th cent., states that
there were at that time three different rituals in

the hands of the Karaites
: (1) by one of the early

litur^ists (DUimpnD 'k), (2) by Aaron b. Joseph, just

mentioned, and (3) by Joseph, the father of the
same Aaron (see Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger
Bibliothek, Leipzig, 1866, pp. 68, 140). More de-

finite evidence of the existence of different rituals

is afforded by the British Museum MSS Or. 2531
(dated A.D. 1700), 2530 (16th-17th cent.), and Or.

2532 (written about A.D. 1700), the first represent-

ing the ritual of Damascus, and the last two that
of Jerusalem (for full descriptions, witb^ lists of
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Among the other noted Karaite authors who

—

for the most part in addition to works of larger
compass—composed liturgical poems are Aaron b.
Elijah of Nicomedia (14th cent., already referred
to), Israel b. Samuel Rofe (early 14th cent,), Samuel
al-Maghribi {i,e. of North Africa; in this case,
Cairo; early 15th cent.), Elijah Bashiatsi (already
referred to), Caleb Efendopolo (latter half of 15th
cent., first at Adrianople, then Constantinople),
Yehudah b. Elijah Gibbor (author of mirr nnx>,
consisting of a series of poems on the pericopes of
the Pentateuch ; beginning of 16th cent.), Daniel b.
Moses Peroz (living at Damascus in the latter part
of the 17th cent., where he also composed an intro-
ductory treatise on the Damascus ritual), Isaac b.
Shalom (end of the 18th cent. ), and another writer
of the same name (presumably resident in the
Crimea, now the only important part of Karaite
settlements), who edited the Karaite Service Book
printed at Vienna in 1854. In the Museum MSS
referred to the name Samuel ud very frequently
appears as the author of hymns, and other names
(such as d!?b^d=

M

uslim or Meshullamj and Mansfir)
occurring there also await further investigation.
Among the topics dealt with are the praises of
Moses, Aaron, Samuel, and Elijah. In the hymns
occurring in the MSS, Hebrew is sometimes inter-
mixed with Arabic, and occasionally Arabic only
is employed. It furthermore remains to say that
the order of the Karaite services corresponds
(again, of course, mutatis mutandis) to the Jewish
Synagogue services, and that in point of metre,
rhyme, acrostics (both alphabetical and of authors’
names), etc., the Karaite liturgical poems run on
parallel lines with the Rabbanite Piyyutlm.

liiTBRATURB.-—i. SAMARITAN.—^The inost important w >rk to
consult is The Samaritan Liturgy^ ed. A. E. Cowley, Oxford,
1910, on which the section dealing with Samaritan hymns has
been based. Other works (or articles) are : W. Gesenius,
Carmina Samaritana e codicihus Loyidoniensibus et Gothanis
Leipzig, 1824 ; M. Heidenheim, Du samaritanUche Liturgies
Leipzig, 1885 {^Bibliotheca Samaritana, ii.), and a number of
liturgical pieces in different parts of Deutsche Vierteljahrs-
schiift fur englisch - theol. Forschung und Kritik, 1861-71

;

A. J. Merx, ‘ Carmina Samaritana e codice Gothano,' in Atti
deUa reale academia dei Lincei, Rome, 1887 ; L.. Rappoport,
La lAturgie samantaine : office du soir des f&tes, etc., Paris,
1900 ; G. Margoliouth, * An Ancient MS of the Samaritan
Liturgy ' [i.e. the Brit. Mus. MS Or. 5034, referred to in the
article], in ZDMG li. [1897] 499; J. A. Montgomery, The
Samarita^is, Philadelphia, 1907, where also a number of further
details on this literature will be found (bibliography, pp.
S22-346).

ii. Karaite.—^The two principal editions of the Liturgy (t otb
representing forms of Aaron b. Joseph’s redaction) are mo
D’«npn mVsn, Vienna, 1854, and D’Kipn j.udd m'rijn, Odessa and
Wilna, 1868-72. Complete lists of hymns found in the Brit.
Mus. Karaite liturgical MSS are given in G. Margoliouth, Cat.
of the Heb. and Samar. MSS in the Brit. Miu., London, 1900 ff.,

ii. 450-487. Lists of hymns in the comparatively few Karaite
liturgical MSS in Berlin are given in M. Steinschneider’s Heb.
Eandschr. ii. [Berlin, 1897] no. 198 ; Aus der Petersburger
Bibliothek, by A. Neubauer, has been referred to in the body
of the art., and scattered information on liturgical topics will
be found in the works named in the bibliography appended to
A. de Harkavy’s art. ‘Karaites,’ vaJB vii. [1904] 438.

G. Margoliouth.
HYMNS (Vedic).—i. Importance.—The body

ot literature comprising the Vedic hymns claims
a very high place in the histoiy of civilization ; for
it supplies the investigator not only of Indian but
of Aryan life with his most ancient data. The
lan^age in which they are composed furnishes the
student of comparative philology with his oldest
and most abundant material. From the informa-
tion contained in them can be constructed a fairly
detailed description of the social and political con-
ditions of the earliest Aryan inhabitants of India.
In them we find the sources of Aryan mythology
and religion : here alone can be traced the process
of personification by which gods were evolved from
natural phenomena, and the stages by which poly-
theism was transformed into the pantheism that
for far more than two thousand years has donii-
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nat«d the thought of the Hindus. In them can he
discerned the foundations of the indigenous Aryan
religions of India—Hinduism, Jainism, and Buddh-
ism : the first the faith of four-fifths of the Indians
of to-day, the last a world religion that has pro-

foundly influenced the civilization of the Farther
East. Without a knowledge of them these later

religions cannot he understood any more than the
NT without the OT.

2. Definition.—Owing to the somewhat difierent

sense attaching to the word in other literatures, it

is necessary to define the term * hymn * as applied
to the Vedas. Here it means a ritual poem con-
^isting, on the higher side of religion, in praises of
the gods, and generally accompanying the sacrifice

offered to them ; or, on its lower side, in spells or
charms tweeted against hostile powers, and ac-

companying some domestic practice of a magical
character. Hymns of the former type, in which
praise of one or more of the gods associated with
prayers for all sorts of worldly goods is the chief
feature, are collected in the Rigveda, the oldest of
the four Vedas. Hymns of the latter type consti-
tute the main contents of the latest of the four,
the Atharvaveda. The use of the term ‘ hymn ’ is

also extended so as to include a certain number
of poems, philosophical or even quite secular in
character, that have found their way into the
canonical form of both these Vedas. These two
collections alone consist of hymns.
The other two Vedas are formed of disconnected

verses or spells employed solely for application to
special ritual purposes. The Samaveda contains
hardly any independent matter, all its verses (ex-
cept 75) being borrowed from the Rigveda and used
^clusively in the ritual of the Soma sacrifice.
These verses are strung together without any in-
ternal connexion, being significant only as appli-
cable to particular nte when they are chantedm the v^OTous melodies collected in certain son^-
hooks. The Yajurveda consists solely of ritual
fomuias (about one-half being in prose), which,
unlike the verses of the SSmaveda, are successively
a^h^ble to the^ whole sacrificial ceremonial.
About one^alf of its metrical portion is borrowed
irom the Rigveda, the remaining three-fourths of
Its contents being original. Owing to the com-
pelling force which, by the time of this Veda, the

as possessing, its formulas
virtually belong to the sphere of witchcraft : they

not differing fondamentaUy
from the domestic spells of the AtLrvaveda.

^

,.3* ^^onology.—According to the native tra-
the Ve(6e were the creation^ revealed to or, as theyexpress it, seen by various seers (f’^is). Scientific

myesfcigation, however, has shown from internalendence only the four Vedas but parts ofthe same Veda differ in age, and that they werebj seers who belonged to various familiesand who often refer to the skill with which th^have endeavored to fashion a newhyZ Vwi^
V relativethe vanous Vedas are known, we havnnottog m the nature of exact chronology in re-gard to them. .^1 that we can say is that tfie lower

enee not only of the Vedas t^emsefves h^ of themte^ening theological and theosophical literature

their geographical data proves that the Vedas vary
greatly in age. Thus we find that, between tlie

time when the earliest and the latest Vedic hymns
were composed, the Aryan invaders had ipiread

right across Northern India from Eastern Kabul-
istan to the delta of the Ganges.

^

Similar evidence
indicates the existence of successive chronological

strata within each Veda, To allow for all this

gradual development it is necessary to postulate a
period of some centuries, decidedly longer, foi

example, than that between Homeric and classical

Greek. Hence tne age of the Vedic hymns cannot
be assumed to begin later than about the 13th cent.

B.c. In the opinion of the present writer, which
practically agrees with the earlier moderate esti-

mate of Max Miiller in his Ancient Sanskrit
Literature, five hundred years are amply sufficient

to account for the gradual changes, linguistic, re-

ligious, social, and political, that this hymn litera-

ture reveals. We have only to reflect on the
vast transformation wrought on the continent of
America by the lapse of only four centuries since
the European immi^ation began. H. Jacobi,
however, and an Indian scholar, B. G. Tilak, in
1893 independently arrived at the conclusion, on
astronomical grounds, that the period of Vedic
culture goes back to a far higher antiquity. The
latter claims for some Vedic texts the immensely
remote date of 6000 B.C., while, according to the
former, the hymns of the Rigveda must at any rate
be earlier than 3000 B.c. This is not the place to
discuss the complicated arguments on which these
results are based. Suffice it to say that such dis-
tinguished authorities as Whitney, Oldenberg,
and Thibaut all refuse to accept these deductions,
which are founded on the assumption that the
early Indians possessed an exact astronomical
knowledge of the sun’s (not the moon’s) course in
relation to the lunar mansions, such as there is no
evidence, or even probability, that they actually
possessed.

^
The astronomical calculations are not

in doubt ; it is^ the validity of the assumptions and
inferences which constitute the starting-point of
those calculations that is in the highest degree
questionable. The possibility of extreme antiquity
seems to be disproved by the relationship of the
earliest literature of the Avesta (g.v.), estimated
to date from the 6th cent. B.c., to the Vedic hymns.
That plationship is linguistically (to say nothing
of religious ideas and practices) already so close
that, if the language oi the Avesta were known
to us at a stage earlier by six or seven centuries, it
could hardly differ at all from that of the Vedic
nymns.^ It therefore seems impossible to avoid the
conclusion that the Indians cannot have separated
from toe Iranians much earlier than about 1300
B.c. By Jacobi’s hypothesis the Indians had al-
ready separated from them before 4500 B.c. From
this It follows that both the Indian and toe Iranian
lanpage remained practically unchanged for the
truly vast period of over 3000 years, whereas ina similar period the Vedic language has undergone

represented by the present
condition of the modern vernaculars of IndiL The^ters view does not seem to be invali-
dated by Hugo Wmckler’s discovery, in 1907, of the

deities Mitra,Waruna Indra,Nasatya (in the form of mUUra, uru^w^'na, in^da-
inscription dating

?oghaz.keui in isia mS
mits of

these names quite well ad-
to the Indo-Iranian

period, when the Indians and Persians were still

inscription would
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4. Growth of the hymn collections.—When the
Indo-Aryans entered India the passes of the
Hindu-Kush, they brought with them a religion
in which various powers of Nature were personified
and worshipped as gods, of whom a few, such as
Dyafis (

= Zei}s), go back to the Indo-European
period, and several others, such as Mitra, Varuna,
Indra, to the Indo-Iranian period. A comparison
of Veda and Avesta shows that they also brought
with them the cult of fire and of Soma, and were
ac(^uainted with the art of composing religious
lyrics in several metres. The object with which
most of these ancient hymns were composed was
to win the favour of the gods by praises accom-
panying the oblation of melted butter in the fire
and the offering of the juice of the Soma plant on
a litter of grass. Doubtless many hymns of this
character composed in the earliest period of the
Aryan invasion have been lost. Those which
have survived were composed almost exclusively
by singers of the hereditary priestly class. They
were handed down in different families by memory,
not by writing, which cannot have been introduced
into^ India before 800 B.c. at the earliest. These
family groups of hymns were by gradual stages
brought together till, with successive additions,
they assumed the earliest complete form of the
Rigveda, from which the later Vedas, when they
came into being, borrowed a considerable part of
their matter. The different Vedas were then
handed down by a separate tradition till they
were edited in their final form called Samhitdy
with which the second period of their textual his-

tory begins, and in which they have come down to
us. The constitution of the Saihhita text of the
Rigveda must have taken place at the end of the
period of the BrShmanas or about 600 B.C., but
before the appendages to those works, called
Upani§ads (see Vbdio Religion, 2, c), came into
being. The editors of the Samhita did not alter

the diction of the text already in existence, but
merel^r applied to it certain later euphonic rules,

by which, in particular, vowels are contracted or
changed to semi-vowels in such a way as to obscure
the metre. On the completion of this work extra-

ordinary precautions were taken to preserve intact

the sacred text fixed in this manner. The first

step was the constitution, by a grammarian named
Sakalya, of the Pada, or ‘ word ’ text, in which all

the words of the Saihhita are separated and given
in their original form as unaffected by the rules

of euphonic combination, and all compounds are
analyzed. This text, which practically consti-

tutes the earliest commentary on the Rigveda,
was followed by others of a more complex character

devised to prevent the possibility of any change or
loss in the sacred collection of hymns. The result

of all these safeguards is that the text of the
Rigveda has been handed down for 2500 years
practically unmodified, with a fidelity elsewhere
unparalleled. There is evidence showing that even
in the earlier period of the text the hymns of the
Rigveda were preserved with such care that, if the
Saihhita text is pronounced with due regard to

metre, it represents the hymns almost in the very
form in which they proceeded from the lips of their

composers. The Saihhitas of the other vedas were
also provided with Pada texts and other safe-

guards, but the tradition in their case has been
a good deal less trustworthy than that of the

Rigveda.
5. Language and metre.

—
^The language in which

the Rigveda (and to a less extent the other Vedas)
is composed represents the oldest stage of the
classical Sanskrit stereotyped by the grammarian
Panini (c. 300 B.C.), differing from the Tatter about
as much as Homeric from Attic Greek. It is much
richer in grammatical forms. Thus it possesses a

subjunctive in frequent use and some twelve forms
of the infinitive. The former has entirely died
out in Sanskrit, while of the latter only a single
form survives. The language of the Vedic hymns
also differs from Sanskrit in its accent, which is

marked in all the Saihhitas, and, like that of the
ancient Greeks, is of a musical nature, depending
essentially on the pitch of the voice, not the stress.

This accent was, some time after the beginning of
our era, exchanged in Sanskrit, as in later Greek,
for a stress accent.

All the hymns of the Rigveda are metrical.
They consist of stanzas mostly of four verses or
lines, but also of three and sometimes five. The
line, called pdda (‘a fourth’), forms the metrical
unit, consisting generally of eight, eleven, or
twelve syllables. A stanza is usually composed
of lines of the same kind ; but a few of the rarer
forms of stanza consist of a combination of different

lines. The metres are about fifteen in number,
but of these only seven are at all common. Three
of them, the tristuhh (four lines of eleven syllables),

the gdyatrl (three of eight), and the jagatl (four of
twelve), are by far the most frequent, accounting
for two-thirds of the total number of the stanzas
in the Rigveda. The metres of the Vedic hymns,
compared with those of Sanskrit, of which they
are largely the foundation, are somewhat elastic

and irregular : only the rhythm of the last four or
five syllables in the line is fixed, while that of the
first part is not subject to any fixed rule. They
occupy a position midway between the metres of

the Indo-Iranian period, in which (according to

the evidence of the Avesta) the metrical principle
was the number of syllables only, and those of

Sanskrit, in which (excepting tne epic stanza
called Uoka) the quantity of every single syllable
in the line is determined. Generally a Vedic hymn
consists of stanzas in the same metre : a typical
variation of this rule is to mark the conclusion of

the hymn by a stanza in a different metre. A
certain number of hymns are strophic in their
construction. The strophes in them consist either

of three stanzas in the same simple metre, usually
gdyatri, or of the combination of two stanzas in
different mixed metres. The latter strophic type
is found chiefly in the eighth book of the Rigveda
and is called pragdtha.

6. Extent and divisions of the Rigveda.—The
Rigveda consists of 1017 or (counting eleven that
are recognized as a later addition) 1028 hymns,
containing altogether about 10,600 stanzas. The
average length of a hymn is thus rather more than
ten stanzas. The shortest hymn consists of only
one stanza and the longest of fifty-eight. The
Saihhita text, if printed continuously like prose
and in Roman characters, would fill an octavo
volume of about 600 pages of 33 lines each. The
Ri^eda is divided into parts in two ways. The one
division is a purely mechanical one into cbstakasy

or ‘eighths,’ of about equal length, each of these
consisting of eight adhydycLS, or * lessons,’ each of

which is subdivided into vargas, or ‘groups,’ of

five or six stanzas. The other division is into ten
mandalas^ or ‘books’ (literally ‘cycles’), and
suktas, or ‘hymns.’ The latter system is a his-

torical one, throwing light on the manner in which
the collection arose. It is, therefore, the division

invariably followed by Western scholars at the
present day in dealing with or quoting the hymns
of the Rigveda.

7. Arrangement.—Of the ten books, six (ii. to vii.

)

are homogeneous. The hymns contained in each
of them were, according to native tradition, com-
osed (‘ seen ’) by singers of the same family, which
anded them down as its own collection. This

tradition is supported by the internal evidence of

the seers’ names mentioned in the hymns and of
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the refrains occurring in those books. Hence they
are generally designated the ‘family books.* The
principle of arrangement which prevails in them is

uniform, each of them being divided in the same
way into ^pups addressed to different deities.

Books i., viii., and x. are not the composition of

families, and the groups of which they consist are
llie productions of different individual seers. Book
ix, is peculiar in that all its hymns are addressed
to one deity. Soma, while their arrangement is in
no way connected with their authors, for the groups
within it are constituted by identity of metre. In
the family books the first OToup is always addressed
to Agni, the second to India, and those that follow
to less important deities. The arrangement of the
hymns within these deity groups is in the diminish-
ing order of the number of stanzas. Thus in hk. ii.

the Agni group of ten hymns begins with one con-
taining 16 stanzas, the last having only six. The
first hymn of the Indra group here has 21 stanzas,
the last only four. The entire group of family
books, again, is arranged according to the ascend-
ing number of the hymns they contain, if later
additions are allowed for. Thus the second book
has 43 hymns, the third 62, the sixth 75, and the
seventh 104. The homogeneousness of these books

Indo-Iranian period, date from early Vedic times,

I

It has not as yet been possible to detect differences

of chronology in this book. As to its internal
arrangement the order of its first 60 hymns depends
on the number of their stanzas, which decreases
from 10 to 4. In the remaining 54, some of which
are very long (one having as many as 58 stanzas),
this principle is not observed. The two parts also
differ in regard to metre ; for, while the first 60
hymns are composed (except 4 stanzas) in gayatm,
nearly all the rest consist of groups in other metres

;

thus 68-86 form 2>,jagatl, 87-97 a tristubh group.
Book X. was added last of all. It is undoubtedly,

x>.igveaa, wnicn grew to its tinal extent by later
successive accretions. The first of these additions
seems to have been the second part of bk. i., which,
as formed of nine groups, each by a different author,
came to be collected and prefixed to the family
^Ilections, following the latter as their pattern in
thear internal arrangement. The eighth resembles
tne famdy books, inasmuch as it is composed for
the most part^ by members of one famUy, the
Kanvas. But it differs fi-om them in other re-
spects. Tims it does not begin with a group of
hj^ns addressed to Agni

; and it is peculiar in the
piedommanee of the strophiopragatAa metre. The
fact that It contains fewer hymns than bk. vii.
mdicates than it was not included in the collection
of family books

; but its somewhat analogous
the first to be added at

f
?^^®®tion. The hymns forming

cnmmni
of bk. 1. (1-50) have various points in

fwTJif f
contained in bk, viii. - more

composed by

c.*

^ reappears in them ; andmany smnlar or identical passages are found inthe two collections. The present state of research

^ collections or to explain whv

Md redted
^ addressed to SoL

bks ii
families as those of

respectively to Soma^°^
beinggathLd into one

character).

priest), and added It the end^d b5°?’vai

d Book X. was added last of all. It is undoubtedly,
y as its language and contents show, of later origin
e than the rest of the Rigveda. Its composers were
L- evidently acquainted with the older books. Not
. only the position that it occupies at the end of the
• whole collection, but the fact that the number of
e its hymns (191) is made up to that of bk. i., is an
, indication of its supplementary nature. It consists
r of hymns by a large number of seers of different
- families, the names of some of which occur in other
r books. But the traditional names of the authors
: of a great many of these hymns are very doubtful.
i Though this book is in general more modem than
i the rest, it contains some hymns as old, and at
: least as poetical, as the average of those in other
“ books, buck hymns perhaps found their way into
i this supplementary collection because they had for
some reason been previously overlooked. As a
whole, the tenth book approximates in language
and general character to the Atharvaveda, with
which it is also closely associated. For of about
1350 stanzas from the Rigveda incorporated in the
Atharvaveda more than 40 per cent are taken from
bk. X. Here, in contrast with the other books, we
tind earlier grammatical forms and words growing
obsolete, while indulgence in abstract ideas and
ihiiosophical speculation, as well as the introduc-
tion of matter connected with witchcraft, such as
IS characteristic of the Atharvaveda, has much
mcreased,

or toe Kigveda consist of invocations of various

• ,

contents are, therefore, largely
mythological, and furnish the main source of ourknowledge of Vedic religion {q.v.). The gods to^om most hymns are addressed are Agnf(about
^), Indra (over 230), and Soma (over 100), who

“J??™
considerably more than

of the whole Rigveda,
hymns (not exceeding 30) are not

Ahonf
the worship of gods or deified objects.

I

^^out a dozen of these, almost restricted to bk. x
toLr^lf

was-tof practices, the propertohere of the Atharvaveda. Two such (ii. 42 43)

unlr'*'* directed a^’iM
ya/csma {X, 163) ; two (x. 58 ; 60, 7-12) consi«if nf
mcantetions forthe preservation of life • one (v 35)

®f®®P; ‘wo(x. 183ri62uSyens for procunng oftspnng or for warding iff !demon destractive of Mren • one Tv ifim it
directed against enemies, another (x 145) acriinvt

o vx XOilU.

gathlred from foeide^^ “®'y f’®

through the rest of ttt. scattered

mostSotewtrtoyiiyi*? 0“® of the
connected with^the (*• 85)
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matter. There are also in bk. x, five hymns
(14-18) dealing with funeral rites. Four of them,
however, are addressed to deities concerned with
the life beyond the grave. The last, being quite
secular in tone, supplies more information than
any of the rest about the funeral usages of early
Vedic India (see Death and Disposal of the
Dead [Hindu]).

Besides several mythological dialogues in which
the speakers are divine beings (iv. 62; x. 51, 52;
86 ; 108), there are two in which one or both agents
are human. One is a somewhat obscure colloquy
(x. 95) between a mortal lover Pururavas and a
celestial nymph, who is on the point of forsaking
him. The other (x, 10) is a dialogue between the
twins Yama and Yami, the ancestors of the human
race. This group of hymns has a special literary

interest as precursors of the dramatic poetry of a
later age.

Among the secular hymns of the Rigveda are to
be included the danastutis (‘praises of gifts’),which
are represented by one complete hymn (i. 126) and
appendages of 3-5 stanzas to over 30 others. They
are poems of a semi-historical character, being
panegyrics on liberal patrons in whose behalf the
singers composed their hymns to accompany the
sacrifice. They furnish incidental genealogical

information about the seers and their employers,
!

as well as about the names and habitat of the
j

Vedic tribes. They are late in date, belonging
chiefly to bks. i. and x., and to supplementary
hymns of bk. viii.

Four of the secular hymns are of a didactic type.

One of them (x. 34) is a remarkable poem, being
the lament of a gambler who, unable to resist the
fascination of the dice, deplores the ruin he has
brought on himself and his family. The other

three, describing the various ways in which men
follow gain (ix. 112) and praising wise speech

(X. 71) or the value of good deeds (x. 117), are the
forerunners of the sententious poetry which was so

assiduously cultivated in post-Vedie Sanskrit

literature.

Two of the hymns of the Rigveda consist of

riddles. One of them (viii. 29) in ten stanzas

describes various gods by their characteristic

marks, leaving it to the hearer to ^ess who in

each case is meant. A far more elaborate collec-

tion of riddles is a long hymn (i. 164) consisting of

52 stanzas. These propound, in mystical and
symbolic language, a number of enigmas, many
of them connected with the sun. Thus the wheel

of order with 12 spokes, revolving round the

heavens and containing within it in couples 720

sons, means the year with its 12 months and 360

days.
, .

Lastly, there are six or seven cosmogomc hymns
containing speculations regarding the origin of

the world in connexion with a Creator (called by
different names) as distinct from any of the ordi-

nary gods. Only one of them (x. 129), however,

treats the subject in a purely philosophic spirit,

as an evolutionary process from the non-existent

{a-sat) to the existent [sat], and thus forms the

starting-point of Indian philosophy.

From the geographical data furnished by the

Rigveda, especially the numerous rivers mentioned

there, we are justified in concluding that at the

time when these hymns were composed the Aryan
tribes were in occupation of the territory drained

by the Indus river system lying between 35® and
28® northern latitude and 70® and 78® eastern longi-

tude, and corresponding roughly to the North-

west Frontier Province and the Panjab of to-day.

This conclusion is borne out by the references to

the flora and fauna of the country in which they

were settled.

From the historical data of the hymns we further

learn that the Aryans were stiU engaged in war-
fare with the original inhabitants. Many victories

over these foes are recorded, and once 1000 of them
are said to have been bound and 30,000 slain with
the aid of Indra. That the Aryans were still bent
on conquest is to be inferred from the mention of

rivers as barriers to their progress. Though split

up into numerous tribes, they were conscious of

religious and racial unity, for they contrasted the
aborigines, whom they called Dasyus or Dasas,
with themselves, designating them as non-sacri-

ficers and unbelievers, and calling them ‘black
skins’ and the ‘Dasa colour’ as opposed to the

‘Aryan colour.’ This racial contrast appears to

have been the starting-point of the later system
of caste the Sanskrit name of which [varna)

means ‘colour.’ The enslaved Dasas became the

Sudras, the fourth or lowest caste, first mentioned
in one of the very latest hymns (x. 90) of the

Rigveda.
The names of many of the Vedic tribes are men-

tioned. There was no political cohesion among
them, for, though they sometimes formed coali-

tions, they were constantly at war with one

another. A coalition of several tribes is referred

to as talcing part in the ‘ battle of the ten kings,’

when Aryans fought against each other on the

banks of the Parusni river (now Ravi).

The hymns also furnish material for a fairly

detailed account of the social conditions of those

early days. Thus we find that the family^ was the

foundation of society with the father as its head,

and that women held a freer and more honoured
position than in later times. Mention is made of

various crimes, of which robbery, chiefly in the

form of cattle-lifting, seems to have been the com-
monest. Indebtedness was known, mainly as a
result of gambling, and reference is made to the
clearing off of debt by instalments. Various de-

tails are given about clothing and personal adorn-

ment. Thus we see that it was usual to wear an
upper and lower garment, which were made of

sheep’s wool and were often decorated. Bracelets,

anklets, necklets, and earrings were used as orna-

ments. Hair is mentioned as worn in different

ways. Men usually grew beards, but occasionally

shaved. The usual food consisted of milk, clarified

butter, grain, vegetables, and fruit. Meat was
eaten only on ceremonial occasions, when animals
were sacrificed. The commonest kind was ap-

parently beef, since bulls were the chief offerings

to the gods. But the sanctity of the cow which
prevailed, having in fact come down from the

Indo-Iranian period, gradually grew in strength

till in later times beef in general came to be abso-

lutely forbidden, and has remained so among the

Hindus dovm to the present day. Two kinds of

spirituous liquor were made : soma was restricted

to religious ceremonies or festivals, while sura,

made from some kind of grain, was that in ordinary

use.

That one of the main occupations of the invad-

ing Aryan was warfare is only natural. He fought

either on foot or from a chariot ; but, as far as can

be seen, not on horseback, as in later times. The
usual weapons were bows and arrows, but spears

and axes were also employed. Cattle-breeding
seems to have been the chief means of livelihood

:

cows are the most prominent objects of desire in

the prayers to the gods. But tillage was also

practised to some extent. Fields were furrowed
with a plough drawn by bulls. Corn was cut with a

sickle, and then threshed out and winnowed. The
mention of channels excavated for water seems to

indicate that irrigation was not unknown. Wild
animals were trapped and snared, or hunted with
bows and arrows, sometimes with the aid of dogs.

Navigation in boats (doubtless of a very primitive
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type) propelled by paddles seems to have been em-
ployed mainly for the purpose of crossing rivers.

Fishing hardly seems to have been practised, prob-

ably because the rivers of Kabulistan and or the

Panjab were in those days, as they are now, poor

in fish. Trade was known only in the form of

barter, the cow representing the standard by which
the value of commodities was estimated.

The primitiveness of life in those days enabled
every man to supply most of his own wants. But
it is clear that certain trades and crafts already
existed, though doubtless in a rudimentary stage.

One of them was the combined occupation of the
carpenter and the wheelwright, who, since the
construction of chariots and carts required special

skill, must have been much in demand. Still in

the composition of hymns is often compared by
the singers of the Rigveda with the deftness of the
wheelwright. Mention is also made of the smith
who smelted ore in a forge, and made kettles and
other vessels of metal. The tanner, too, is spoken
of as preparing the skins of animals. Women
practised plaiting mats of grass or reeds, sewing,
and especially weaving, but whether they as yet
ever did so professionally is not clear.

Among active amusements chariot-racing was
the favourite one, as might have been expected in
a 'warlike and conquering population. The social
recreation most practised was paying with ice,
which -were four in number. IDancing was also
indulged in, chiefly by women. The people were
fond of music, playing on the drum {dunduhJii),
the flute [vana), and the lute (mna). The lute has
from those early days been the favourite musical
instrument of the Indian. Singing also is often
mentioned. This art, at least as applied to religi-
ous purposes, must have advanced beyond a rudi-
mentary stage by the time the SS-maveda was
compiled, for the melodies in which it was chanted
were numerous, and are already often referred
to by their special names in the Brahmanas and
Upanisads.

9. Literary merit.—The diction of the hymns of
the Rigveda is, on the whole, simple and natural.
The moderate use of compounds, which are practi-
cally restricted to two members, contrasts strik-
ingly with their frequency and inordinate length
in classical Sanskrit. Considering their great
antiquity, the hymns are composed with a remark-
able degree of metrical skill and command of
language. But, as they were produced by a sacer-
dotal class and were generally intended to accom-
pany a ceremonial that was no longer primitive,
their poetry is often impaired by constant sacrificial
aUusioias. This is especially apparent in the hymns
addressed to the two ritual deities Agni and Soma,
where the thought, otherwise artless and direct’
becomes affected by conceits and obscured by
mysticism. This tendency was probably aggra-
vated by the necessity of rmging the changes on a
limited range of ideas throughout a large number
of hymns, comprising nearly one -third of the
whole collection. Here we already meet, in its
earliest form, that partiality for subtle and difficult
inodes of expression which prevails in post-Vedic
literature, and which one of the Brahmanas already
mdicates by observing that *the gods love the
obscure.’ In spite of such defects, the Rigveda
contains much genuine poetry. Since the gods
addressed are, for the most part, personifications
of natural phenomena, and their connexion with
those phenomena is still felt, the praises addressed
to them give rise to much beautiful and even noble
imagery. It is, however, only to be expected that
the literary merit of so large a body of poetry
should vary considerably. Some hymns accord-
ingly consist of commonplace and mechanical verse,
while others attain a nigh level of poetic excel-

lence. The average degree of literary skill is in

fact remarkably high. This is perhaps partly due
to the fact that these early singers felt the necessity

of producing a hymn composed with the highest

art in order to please the gods. A poet often says,

generally in the last stanza, that he has praised

the deity according to his knowledge or ability,

that his hymn is like a well-wrought car, a well-

woven garment, or a bride adorned for her lover.

The hymns in which literary merit is most con-

spicuous may be briefly indicated. The group of

some twenty addressed to Usas, goddess of Dawn,
is the most poetical in the Rigveda. It will prob-
ably be admitted by all who read them, even if

only in a good translation, that their beauty is

quite equal, if not superior, to that of the descrip-

tive religious lyrics of any other literature. Some
of the hymns to Indra (esp. i. 32) show much
graphic power in their account of the conflict of

that god with Vrtra, the demon of drought ; those
to the Maruts, or storm-gods, often depict with
much striking imagery the phenomena ot thunder
and lightning, and the mighty onset of the wind.
One hymn to Parjanya (v. 83) paints the devastat-
ing eftects of the rainstorm with great vividness.
The hymns addressed to Varuna, the most ethical
of the Vedic gods, describe the various aspects of
his sway as moral ruler of the world, in an exalted
strain of poetry. Several of the mythological

I

dialogues already referred to set forth the situation

I

with much beauty of language. Such are the
I dialogue between Indra’s messenger, Sarama, and
the demons who have stolen the cows (x. 108), and
that between the primeval twins, Yama and Yami
(x. 10). The gambler’s lament (x. 34) is the finest
specimen of pathetic poetry in the Rigveda. Ideas
connected with death are treated in language of
impressive and solemn beauty in one of the funeral
hymns (x. 18). Among the cosmogonic hymns one
in particular (x. 129) is an example of how pro-
found philosophic speculation can be clothed in
poetry of a high order.

10. Interpretation.—In dealing with the hymna
of the Rigveda, the important question arises, to
what extent are we able to understand their real
sense, considering that they have come down to
us as an isolated relic from the remotest period of
Indian literature ? The reply, stated generally, is

that as the result of the labours of scholars the
meaning of a considerable proportion of the Rig-
veda is clear, but of the remainder many hymns,
and a great many single stanzas or passages, are
still obscure or unintelligible, as a comparison of
different translations suffices to show. This was
already the case in the time of Yaska, the author
of the Nirukta^ the oldest extant commentary on
parts of the Rigveda (c. 600 B.C.); for he quotes
one of his predecessors as declaring the v edic
hymns to be obscure, unmeaning, and mutually
contradictory. Detailed critical research has al-
ready done much to reduce the number of passages
the sense of which is questionable. It cannot be
doubted, however, that an irreducible minimum of
unintelligible matter will always remain, simply
because no evidence survives of the particular
circumstances that could enable us to understand
the allusions made. Much progress is still to be
expected from patient and minute research guided
by the method of interpretation now generally
accepted. In the earlier period of Vedic studies,
commencing in the middle of the 19th cent., the
traditional method, which follows the great com-
mentary of Sayana (14th cent.) and is represented

^ the translation of the Rigveda begun oy H. H.
vYilson in 1850, was considered adequate. But
now the critical method initiated by Rudolf von
Roth, the founder of Vedic philology, is, vrith
some modifications, that which has been adopted
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by practically all Western scholars. Roth proved
tfiat, though the native commentators were in-
valuable guides in explaining the theological and
ritual texts of the Brahmanas and Sutras, with
the atmosphere of which they were familiar, they
did not possess a continuous tradition from the
time of the Vedic hymns. They could not in fact
possess any such tradition, for interpretation began
only when the meaning of the hymns had become
obscure. That the gap between the poets and
interpreters even earlier than Yaska must have
been considerable is shown by his predecessor’s
opinion quoted above. That Yaska’s own inter-
pretations are often merely conjectural appears
from his frequently giving two or more alternative
meanings for a word. Yet he must have had more
and better means of ascertaining the sense of vari-
ous obscure words than Sayana, who lived nearly
2000 years later. Sayana’s interpretations, how-
ever, sometimes differ from those of Yaska. Hence
either Yaska is wrong or Sayana does not follow
the tradition. Again, Sayana often ^ves several
inconsistent explanations of a word in interpret-
ing single passages or commenting on different
passages. In short, it is clear from a careful ex-
amination of their explanations that neither Yaska
nor Sayana possessed any certain knowledge about
a large number of different words in the Kigveda.
Hence their interpretations can be treated as de-
cisive only if they are borne out by probability,
by the context, or by parallel passages. For the
traditional method Roth therefore substituted the
critical method of interpreting the difficult parts
of the Rigveda from internal evidence by the
minute comparison of all passages parallel in form
and matter, while taking into consideration con-
text, grammar, and etymology, without ignoring
the help supplied by the historical study of the
Vedic language in its connexion with Sanskrit or
the outside evidence derived from the Avesta and
from comparative philology. In the application
of his method, Roth attached too much weight to
etymological considerations, while he undervalued
the evidence of native tradition. Pischel and
Geldner, on the other hand, in emphasizing the
purely Indian character of the Vedic hymns, con-
nect the interpretation of them too closely with
the literature of the post-Vedic period and

^

the
much more advanced civilization which is described
therein. There is good reason to hope, from the
results already achieved, that a steady adherence
to the critical method, by admitting all available

evidence, including that of ethnology, and by avoid-

ing the excesses just indicated, m^I eventually
clear up a large proportion of the obscurities and
difficulties that still baffle the translator of the
Vedic hymns.

II. The Atharvaveda.—The Atharvaveda, re-

garded as a whole, deals with the lower side of

religion as represented by witchcraft, the word
itself meani^ the ‘lore of the Atharvans or

magicians.’ The oldest designation by which this

Veda is known in Indian literature is Atharvdn-
girasahj ‘ the Atharvans and Angirases,’ the names
of two’ classes of pre-historic fire-priests, referring

respectively to the two kinds of spells, the propiti-

ous and the hostile, that form tne main content

of the collection. Very different from the world
of the Rigveda is the sphere to which we are now
introduced. There we have moved among the

beneficent gods of the bright heavens. Here w’e

are confronted with the dark hostile powers that

the sorcerer seeks to win over by flattery or to drive

away byimprecations. The priest and the magician,
though originally one and the same, had from the

beginning of the Vedic period been separated, the

functions of the former being concerned with the

gods, those of the latter with the uncanny world of

demons. The ceremonial, moreover, to which the
spells of the Atharvaveda apply is that of domestic
rites or of such as are connected with the person of
the king. It has nothing to do with the great sacri-

ficial ceremonial of the three other Vedas which, in

the works of the Brahmana and the Sutra period,
are constantly characterized as the trayl vidydt or
‘the threefold, sacred lore.’ A long time accord-
ingly elapsed, after its hymns had assumed the
form of a collection, before it attained to canonical
recognition as the fourth Veda. The Samhita text,

in the shape in which it has come down to us, un-
doubtedly came into being later than that of the
Rigveda, for internal evidence of different kinds
shows that a good many of its hymns belong to a
more recent period than any in that collection.

It probably dates from after the completion of the
Brahmanas of the Rigveda, which do not mention
it, while it is referred to in two of the Brahmanas
of the Yajurveda. Its original contents had already
been Brahmanized by the addition of many hymns
which are of a theosophic character, or contain
references to the sacrificial ceremonial, or were
composed directly in the interests of Brahman
priests. But it was probably not till it had been
superficially connected with the great sacrificial

ceremonial by the addition of bk. xx., which,
excepting twelve hymns, is borrowed unchanged
from the Ri^eda, that the Atharvaveda came to

be acknowledged as a canonical work. It appears
to have gained that position by the second cent.

B.C., when it is referred to in this sense by the
Mahabhdsya, the ‘ great Commentary ’ on Panini’s
grammar.
Probably the composition of the Atharvaveda,

like that of the Rigveda, extended over a period
of several centuries, which, however, is not to
be regarded as a period subsequent to that of the
Rigveda. While some of its hymns are later than
any in the Rigveda, and the Brahmanized additions

are contemporaneous with the late portions of the
Rigveda, many of the characteristic hymns forming
the nucleus of the collection may be considered just

as old as the earliest in the Rigveda. There is,

indeed, a probability that some of its spells go
back in their original form to a very early pre-

historic age, being cognate in form and matter to

ancient spells preserved in other Indo-European
languages.
The language of the Atharvaveda, considered

grammatically, is later than that of the Rigveda,
but earlier than that of the Brahmanas. Lexically
it is noteworthy for the many popular words that
appear in it. This is doubtless due to its material
having been current among the people and not the
priestly class. Another peculiarity of this Veda is

the introduction among its hymns of a considerable

amount of prose like that of the Brahmanas. The
whole of one bk. (xv.) and the greater part of

another (xvi.) are composed in prose, while six

others (viii.-xiii.) contain prose passages of some
length. The metre in which the great bulk of the

Atharvaveda is written does not essentially differ

from that of the Rigveda, But two points in regard

to it are to be noted. One is the extreme metrical

licence that appears in its hymns : it is so great

that the irregular verses probably outnumber the

regular ones. The other is the predominance of

the anustuhh metre, which in the Rigveda comes
only fourth in order of frequency.
The Atharvaveda consists of 20 kdrdas, or books,

containing 731 hymns. The number of stanzas in

a hymn ranges from one to eighty-nine, their total

being about 6000. Leaving out of the calculation

what is borrowed direct without alteration from
the Rigveda, the Atharvaveda has 5038 stanzas, or

about one-half as many as the older Veda. Inter-

nal evidence shows that this collection also under-
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went a process of growth by successive additions

till it assumed the form in which it has come down
to us. It is clear that the first eighteen hooks had
been combined before the last two were added.
That older collection consists of three main divi-

sions, in the first two of which, bks. i.-vii. and viii.

-xii., the hymns are arranged according to the
number of stanzas they contain, while the guiding
principle in the third, xii.-xviii., is unity of subject-

matter in each book. The first group comprises
short hymns (none exceeding eighteen stanzas),

the second long hymns with more than twenty
stanzas, the subjects in both being miscellaneous.
There can be little doubt that the first six books

of the first group formed the nucleus of the
Atharvaveda, their hymns consisting of its charac-
teristic matter, charms and spells exclusively in

metrical form. These six books are arranged
primarily according to the amount of text they
contain in an ascending scale, the first having 153
stanzas, the sixth 454. This principle is supple-

mented by the arrangement of these books accord-
ing to the normal number of stanzas contained in

their hymns, also in an ascending scale. Thus bk.
i. contains hymns of 4, ii. of 5, iii. of 6, iv. of 7, v.

of 8 stanzas. Book vi. contains hymns of only
3 stanzas, occupying this position because the
secondary principle here is subordinated to the
primary one of amount of text. Book vii. is to be
regpded as a supplement to this group. This is

indicated by the fact that it infringes both prin-
ciples that govern the arrangement of the preceding
books, being both much shorter than bk. vi. and
consisting of hymns which have normally one
stanza only, and which can, therefore, hardly be
accounted hymns at all.

In the second main division, bks. viii.-xii., the
hymns are arranged according to decades, each of
the first four containing ten hymns of 20 to 60
stanzas, while bk. xii. has five of more than 50
stanzas. This group further difiers from the first
in two special points. As contrasted with the
mainly popular matter of that group it is clearly
of hieratic origin, its sphere of thought being that
of the Brahman priesthood. It also contrasts with
the first group in form, each of its books contain-
ing an extensive passage of prose like that of the
Brahmanas.
The third main division, xiii.-xviii., distributes

its hymns among its six books according to their
subject-matter. Thus xiv. deals with the wedding
ceremonial, and xviii. with burial rites, both
borrowing most of their stanzas from bk. x. of the
Rigveda, and thus not being specifically Atharvanm character. Bks. xiii. and xvii. consist of hymns
addressed to the sun, in the character of Kohita,
or the Ruddy one, in the former, and as identified
with Indra and Visnu in the latter. The whole of
XV. and most of xvi. consists of prose resembling
that of the Brahmanas. The former treats mysti-
cally of the vrdtya, probably meaning the religious
mendicant ; but it is hard to say exactly what
unity of subject-matter connects the hymns of the
latter.

Some time after these main divisions had been
formed into a collection of eighteen books, the
nineteenth was added to it as a supplement. That
this was the case is proved by a considerable
amount of cumulative evidence. The most strik-
ing is that the 23rd hymn of this book supplies a
sort of table of contents to the eighteen preceding
books, and presupposes their existence practicallym their present arrangement. It is also to be
noted that the corrupt state in which the text of
this book has been handed down is in marked
®®^^rast with that of the earlier collection. Last
of all was added bk. xx., which consists almost
entirely of extracts from the Rigveda taken over

i unchanged (while the material borrowed from the
, Rigveda at an earlier stage had undergone con-

,
siderable modification), and is in no way related to

the rest of the Atharvaveda. This supplement
was appended simply in order to bring the Veda
of spells into connexion with the sacrificial Soma
ceremonial of the Brahman priesthood. It is a
significant fact that two of the most important
auxiliary works belonging to the Atharvaveda and
dating from the latest period of Vedic literature,

its Pratisakhya and its Kausika Sutra, ignore bks.

xix. and xx.
It now remains to give a brief survey of the

various contents of the Atharvaveda. A large

number of its hostile spells are intended as reme-
dies, together with the use of different herbs,
against a number of diseases, ailments, and in-

juries, such as fever, jaundice, scrofula, leprosy,

dropsy, cough, baldness, ophthalmia, impotence,
poisoning, snake-bite, wounds, and fractures (cf.

Disease and Medicine [Vedic]). These incanta-
tions are addressed to the diseases personified as
demons, or to whole classes of demons supposed to
cause them. This Veda, supplemented by its

Kausika Sutra, is thus our earliest source for the
history of Indian medicine. Allied to the remedial
spells are the charms which invoke or praise heal-
ing plants, the purifying waters, and fire, the most
potent dispeller of demons. Among the auspicious
spells are many prayers for protection from the
various forms of death and disease, and for long
life, often expressed in the form of a desire to live
* a hundred autumns.’ Others are charms for the
prosperity of flocks and the produce of the fields,

or for luck in undertakings, especially in gambling.
Another group aims at the attainment of harmony
and concord or of success in the assembly. A
large class is concerned with wedlock and love.
Several of these are of a pacific character, being
charms for the obtainment of a husband or bride,
blessings on a newly married couple, prayers for
children or a happy wedded life. More numerous,
however, is the hostile type, such as imprecations
against rivals or incantations to compel the love
of an unwilling person. A considerable group of
hymns concerns the person of the king. They con-
sist of spells to be employed at the royal inaugura-
tion or intended to secure for him the attainment
of power, fame, and especially victoi^ in battle.

1
There are, again, a few hymns consisting of spells
for the expiation of sins or moral transgressions,
such as the non-payment of debts. Finally, there
remain three or four classes of hymns which, being
alien to the true Atharvan spirit, date from a late
period in the growth of this collection. One of
these comprises the hymns composed in the interest
of Brahmans. Though the later literature fre-
quently refers to witchcraft and sorcerers in a
hostile spirit, their use is even sanctioned when
employed by Brahmans against others. In these
hymns the inviolability of the person and property
of Brahmans is emphasized, while imprecations
are hurled against their oppressors. They also
contain exaggerated panegyrics of the sacrificial
fee {daksind^y the liberal bestowal of which is pro-
nounced to be the height of piety. In this group,
prayers of a less interested nature, as for wisdom
and theological knowledge, are rare. Sacrificial
hymns and spells, besides those borrowed whole-
sale from the Rigveda in bk. xx., occasionally
appear in other parts of the Atharvaveda. The
group of cosmogonic and theosophical hymns
doubtless constitute the latest additions to this
collection. Their speculations and terminology
indicate a development of philosophy correspond-
ing to that which appears in the Upanisads. They
are not to be regarded as forming a connecting
link between the philosophy of the Rigveda and
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that of the Upanisads. They are mystical pro-
ductions not of genuine seekers after truth, but
of sorcerers who utilize the philosophical notions
current in their day mainly to subserve their
practical purposes. Among the hymns of this
class may be mentioned those in which the sun
appears as a cosmogonic principle (xiii.; xi. 6), and
those in which personifications of Prana, or Breath
(xi. 4), Kama, or Desire (ix. 2), Kala, or Time
(xix. 53-54), and even Uchchhista, or ‘Remnant’
of the sacrifice (xi. 7), are deifiei as the Supreme
Being.
The liUrary merit of the Atharvaveda is, as may

be expected from its contents, much lower than
that of the Rigveda. But a few of its hymns,
besides many isolated verses scattered throughout
the collection, furnish specimens of true poetry.
Such is the long hymn (xii. 1) in which the Earth
is invoked as the supporter of all living things and
the bestower of all blessings. Another (iv. 16),

though concluding with two verses essentially
Atharvan in character, exalts the omniscience of
Varuna in language unsurpassed by any hymn
addressed to that deity in the Rigveda.
The geographical data found in the Atharva-

veda indicate that its composers lived in a region
much farther east than the home of the singers of

the Rigveda. Certain tribes of the north-west are
referred to as remote, while the country of the
Magadhas (Bihar) and that of the Angas (Bengal)
are mentioned as known. By the time this Veda
was completed the Aryan migration appears, there-

fore, to have extended as far as the Delta of the
Ganges. It is noteworthy that the Atharvaveda
seems never to have penetrated to South India,

and that it is practically unknown there at the
preseait day.
The Atharvaveda and the Rigveda combined

enable us to understand fully the character and
spirit of the oldest poetry of the Aryan Indians.

The information we derive from the former supple-

ments in a remarkable manner what we know
from the latter about the religious and social con-

ditions of the times, especially the more intimate

side of domestic life, the regulated form of which
is presented by the Grhya Sutras, or manuals of

domestic ritual, belonging to the latest stratum
of Vedic literature (c. 500-200 B.O.). Between

!

them these two Vedas furnish a body of material

which is of inestimable value, not only for the

early history of India in its various aspects, but
for the study of the development of human insti-

tutions in general.

12. Though the two liturgical Vedas cannot be
said to consist of hymns, it is perhaps advisable

to describe as briefly as possible their form, their

arrangement, their contents, and their relation to

the other Saihhitas. The Samaveda consists of

1549 stanzas chanted in various melodies, called

sdmarii to accompany the Soma ritual. Its stanzas

are nearly all borrowed from the Rigveda, chiefly

from bks. viii. and ix. The 75 stanzas not de-

rived from the Rigveda are to be found in other

Saihhitas or in ritual works. Its stanzas are

mostly composed in the gdyatri metre or in the

so-called strophe, both of which metrical

forms were originally meant to be sung (their

names being derived from gd, ‘to sing’). It is

divided into two parts. The first consists of 585

single stanzas arranged in decades, the first group

of which is addressed to Agni, the second to Indra,

the great Soma drinker, and the third to Soma.
The second part, containing 400 chants, is arranged

on a different principle. It consists throughout

of small groups of stanzas, closely connected and
generally three in number, which follow the order

of the Tnain sacrifices. Internal evidence shows

that the second book is secondary in character as

well as later in date. As regards the age of the
Samaveda, it is at least certain that the divisions

of the first book are known to the Satapatha
Brahmana. There is also some ground for be-

lieving that as a collection the Samaveda is older

at any rate than two of the recensions of the
Yajurveda, the Taittiriya and the Vajasaneyi
Samhitas. The two parts of this Veda supply
only the words. The melodies of the chants were
doubtless long handed down by vocal tradition

only. They were later collected in gdnas^ or
‘ song-books,’ which indicated in musical notation
the manner in which the words were to be sung.

These tunes received special names in very ancient
times, two of them, the Brkat and the Bathantaray
being even mentioned in the Rigveda. There axe

indications that the oldest of them may have been
of popularorigin and connected with the rites of pre-

Brahmanical sorcerers. Thus the second part of

the Samavidhana Brahmana, a ritual work belong-
ing to the Samaveda, is a manual of witchcraft

which prescribes the employment of various sdmans
for purposes of sorcery. The injunction of the
Brahmanical law-books, that the recitation of the
Rigveda and the Yajurveda must cease on the
sound of a sdman being heard, is perhaps a remi-

niscence of such early use.

Thus, though the contents of the Samaveda are
worthless from a literary point of view, they are

of some value for the history of sacrifice and witch-

craft, and decidedly important for that of Indian
music.

13. The Yajurveda is the prayer book of ‘sacri-

ficial formulas ’ {yajus), from which it receives its

name, and which are in prose. These form about
one-half of its matter and are original. The re-

mainder is metrical, consisting of stanzas {fchas),

about one-half of which are original, while the other
half are borrowed from the Rigveda. The latter

are taken over singly or in groups for application

to a particular ceremony, but a few entire hymns,
such as the purusasukta, ‘ Hymn of Man ’ (x. 90),

have found their way into this collection. In the
characteristic prose formulas and prayers of the
Yajurveda, the gods are not always invoked or

prayed to, but various sacrificial implements or

rites are brought into connexion with them. Thus
the priest, in offering an oblation, says, ‘ Thou art

the body of Soma, thee (I offer) to Visnu ’
; or, in

taking hold of some utensil, he exclaims, * At the

stimulation of god Savitr I grasp thee with the

arms of the Asvins, with the hands of Pusan.’

The object of most of these formulas is not to

worship the gods, but to force them to fulfil the

desires of the sacrificer. Many of them are in

fact nothing else than spells in prose. Among
them imprecations like those of the Atharvaveda
are also to be met with. Here, too, we find the

beginnings of that form of prayer which seeks to in-

fluence a god by the repetition of his various names,
and which was greatly developed in later times.

This is represented by the Satarudriya, or enu-

meration of the hundred names of the god Rudra.

A similar tendency appears in the frequent em-
ployment of sacredbut xmintelligible exclamations,

especiallythe syllable om, which, having originally

been a particle of assent, is somewhat analogous

to the Hebrew ‘ Amen.’ Thus prayer in the Yajur-

veda shows deterioration as compared with the

Rigveda and a proclivity to revert from the domain
of religion to that of witchcraft.

The language and the metre of the prose formu-

las and of the original verses of the Yajurveda
agree on the whole with those of the Rigveda, but

represent a distinctly later stage. The internal

evidence of the subject-matter points in a similar

direction. It shows that the country in which the

Yajurveda was composed lay much farther east
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than that of the Rigveda, having as its centre the 85ff., W. D. Whitney, Proc.o/^rner. Oriental

trnPt hptw^^PTi thp twn <!Tnn11 riv5r«a RarflQvnfT /Sar- 'S'ocieiy, 1894, p. Ixxxuff. ; A. A. Macdonell, Eistorpof Sans-
tract Detween tne two small rivers barasi ati (oar Literature, p. ii f. ; A. A. Macdonell and A. B. Keith,
snti) and Drsadvati (Chautang), somewhat to the Vedie Index, 2 vols., London, 1912, vol. i. pp. viu f., 405, 420-

west of the Jumna. The organization of society 427 ;
M. Winternitz, op dt. 246-268. ^ „

5) TttrtT'p o’p I"!!#!?! IT) t'hp S* J^^N'GUAGJS AN'D JI/Jsrr/j-B. B. BGibnicky SyTitdhtisch^also appears at a more advanced stage tnan m tne
p^sohungen, vols. i, ii. v. [Halle, 1871, 1872, 1S88] ; A A. Mac-

Klgveda, the caste system in particular haying donell, Fedic Grammar, Strassburg, 1910; E. V. Arnold, F«dzc
grown njp and heen consolidated in the interval. ilfeire, Cambridge, 1905 ; H. Oldenberg, ‘Die Metrik des Eig.

The Yaiurveda has come down to us in six re- veda,' in his JJymnen des Eiprweda, pp.i-i90.
^ .

censions. Four of these form a closely connected
group, called the Black Yajurveda, the texts of l, v. Schroeder, Indiens Literatur und Cultur, Leipzig,

grown njp and been consolidated in the interval. ilfeire, Cambridge, 1905 ; H. Oldenberg, ‘Die Metrik des Eig.

The Yaiurveda has come down to us in six re- veda,' in his JJymnen des Eiprweda, pp.i-i90.
^ .

censions. Four of these form a closely connected
group, called the Black Yajurveda, the texts of L, v. Schroeder, indiens Literatur und Cultur, Leipzig,

which are often identical word for word. They 1887, pp. 1-178 ; A. A. Macdonell, History of Sanskrit Litera-

agree in mlxmg up, to some extent, explanatory M
matter with their sacrificial formulas and stanzas, sfcrassburg, is99 {GIAP ii. ib].

The two other recensions, which are very closely 7. Interpret Muir, * The Interpretation of the

allied, form the so-called White Yaiurveda. This ?* FediscAe

contains the prose and verse formulas to be recited Rig^eda^TT&itMe
at the sacrifice only, the explanatory matter being und exegetische Noten, 2 parts, Berlin, 1909, 1912; K. Geldner,
collected in a Brahmana. It is divided into 40 Hipveda in Auswahl, pt. i., ‘Glossar,’ Stuttgart, 1907,

chanters, in which several chronoloo-ieal strata mav ‘ Kommentar,’ do. 1909 ;
L. v. Schroeder, Hysterium undchapters, in which several chronological strata may

|

be distinguished. It appears to have originally
*' -

- A A Macdonell
consisted of the first eighteen alone, for this is

the only portion explained word for word in the HYPERBOREANS.—A people who, in Greek
Brahmana and recurring in the Taittiriya recen- legend, were fabled to live in the extreme north,
sion of the Black Yajnrveda. To them were then beyond {pHp) the north wfind (/3op^a?), and hence to
added the next seven chapters. These 25 chapters enjoy a warm climate which continually gave them
together form the older part of this recension and sunshine and abundance. They were imagined to
contain the prayers for the most important gi'eat exist without war, and free from all natural ills

;

sacrifices, which corajprise food ofierings on the one but they were not supposed to be immortal, the
hand and Soma offerings on the other, both being life of each Hyperborean being 1000 years in dura-
associated with the cult of fire. The remaining tion. They are mentioned in poems attributed to
fifteen chapters are evidently of a supplementary Homer and to Hesiod, and are described by Pindar
character. The fortieth, being an Upanisad, was and Herodotus. iEschylus {Choeph, 373 ) alludes
added last of all. Even the original part of this to their proverbial felicity. Later writers, like
recension must have assumed shape at a later date Strabo, accept them (on the authority of Pindar,
than any of the recensions of the Black Yajurveda, Simonides, etc.) as having at least a legendary
because the separation and distribution of its matter existence. They were thought to be worshippers

Mimus im Mig-veda, Leipzig, 1908.

are more systematic than in the latter. of Apollo, and especially to have sent maidens to
Though the Yajurveda can scarcely be said to Delos for the service of that god. Herodotus

display any literary merit, it is important and (iv. 36) says: ‘If Hyperboreans exist, then there
even interesting to the student of the history of must also be Hypernotians* (who live as far to the
religions, especially with reference to the signifi-
cance of prayer.

south as the Hyperboreans live to the north), and
seems sceptical as to the real existence of the

LiTERATuitB.~i. .HnjTro27s.—Eigveda: T. Aufrecht2, Bonn. People, though he narrates the legend of the
77: F. Max MiillerS. Tjmjdnn iRQn_Q9 , d 001877 ; F. Max Muller2, Loudon, 1890-92. Atharvaveda : R.

Roth and W, D. Whitney, Berlin, 1855-57; Shankar P.
Pandit, Bombay, 1895-99; T/ie Kashmirian Atharvaveda

maidens coming to Delos (iv. 33-35). Pindar {FijtL
X. 29-34) says that it is impossible for men to

(Paippalada Recension), M. ’Bloomfield and R. Garbe, Balti- to heaven or reach by sea or land the
more, 1901* books i.-iii. ed. with critical notes by L. C. Hyperboreans, ‘ with whom Perseus once feasted,

^
^ere sacrificing asses to the god ’ (Apollo).

Jaiminiya Sariihita of the Samaveda, W. Caland, Bresslau, 190
?’ clepicts them as a Joyous, musiC-loving race, tO

Yajurveda ; Vajasaneyi Samhita, A. Weber, London and whom disease and old age never came.

""•'St
“ot.‘=ertain, but

Saihhita, L. v. Schroeder, 4 vols., do. 19U0-13, Index vol *1912
probably the same as Skr, y^r, mountain ;

Translations,—Ripiveda: (a) English.—H. H. Wilsonl hpper - borean may at first have meant (as
and w. P. Otto Scliioeder thinks) ‘ above the mountains ’ (in

97 j partial, F. MimS, Hpmrntto’Maml! Eiurt V’ i®’Vayu, and VUa)=SBE xxxii., Oxford, 1891
; H. Oldenberg’ celestials. But, from a comparison ot similar

Fei«icify»/i^(to Agni in books i.-v.)=5EJ5?xivi., do. 1897. (6) myths, it seems more probable that, while ‘over

m^rmetacaV" ®ufetTA? rSSiions • k”f Jh® rT^V“lf
’

'®
,V‘®Geldnerand A. Kaegi, Siebenzig Lieder des Migveda, Tubingen*

locality thus indicated had, as is usually under-
,^ifiei>yandt, Lwder des Bgveda, Gottingen, 1913.* Stood, the sense ‘across’ rather than ‘above’ the

mountains For the Hyperborean mytli is not
Griffith (popular), 2 vols., Benar^, 1895-96; M. ’Bloomfield* Hindu fable of
Hymns of the Atharva-veda (full classified selection)- SJsi Northern (^^«am) Kurus,’ who live for ‘10,000

R T J'- 1848; and 1000* years in a land of bliss beyond the
northern mountains-a land of perpetual bloom.

3. HlSTORr OF THE Texts.^H. Oldenberg, Lie Eymnen tood IS the ‘ nulic of the milk-tree, re-

Atfaarvaveda : W. D. Whitney, ed. 0. R. Lanman, in Harvard mountains.
Cambridge, Mass., 1905; R. T. H. unioue IfGriffith (popular), 2 vols., Benares, 1895-96 ; M. Bloomfield,wittitn (popular), 2 vols., Benares, 1895-96; M. Bloomfield mxf* ...Syvms of the Atharva-veda (full classified selection)- SJSi Northern (^^^^am) Kur

Samaveda : T. Ber*fey, Leipzig, 1848; and 1000* years in a Ian

3. Eistorf OF THE TEXTS. Oldenberg, Lie Eymnen food IS the ‘ nil
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Festgniss an the north, and is described as the abode of blis.s.
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legend in the

191^ pp. 766-764; A. B. Keith, »’6. 1909, pp. 1100-1106 1910 n’
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death/ although this paradise seems to be com-
bined out of various elements, and may origin-
ally have referred to a happy realm of the blest
hereafter.

The tradition of a northern home, which suc-
ceeding generations would conceive of as an
abode of greater and greater felicity, is not in-

compatible with the geographical origins of the
Indo-Europeans, who entered Greece and India
from a northern land ; and it is possible that the
myth of the Hyperboreans has in it some germ of
historical truth, especially as there is other evi-
dence in the Vedic age of the northern origin of
the people holding this tradition. The same myth,
however, is found among some of the tribes of
North America—of course, set in an appropriate
frame ; and this fact has led to the more or less

fanciful interpretation of the story as a tradition
belonging to tne whole human race, and commemo-
rating descent from the arctic zone, the garden
of Yima and Mount Meru being the North Pole.
Such a hypothesis is too ill supported to meet with
general approval, and much of the literary evidence
adduced in its support is unconvincing.
Literature.—Homer, Epigoni, and Hymns (vi. 29) ; Pindar,

10th Pythian Ode ; Herodotus, iv. 32 f. ; Strabo, p. 711 (xv. 57);
Hesiod and Simonides, as cited by later writers

; Plutarch,
Moral. 1136; O. Crusius and M. Mayer, * Hyperboreer,’ in
Roscher, i. 2805-41 ; B. G. Tilak, The Arctic Home in the Vedas^
Poona, 1903; J. T, Wheeler, TJie Zonal -Belt Hypothesis,
Philadelphia, 1908. For the etymology of the word, of. Otto
Schroeder, in ARW viii. [1906J 81 : see also W. Mannhardt,
WaldL- und Peldkulte, Berlin, 1875-77, ii. 234 fE.

E. Washburn Hopkins.
HYPNOTISM.—Hypnotism is the name now

generally given to the study of, and the practice of
inducing, a peculiar abnormal state of mind which
in some respects is allied to sleep (hence the name,
from ijvvos, ‘sleep’)- The modern practice of

hypnotism has been developed from the practice
of ‘magnetic’ or sympathetic healing, which en-

joyed a great vogue in Europe and especially in
Paris in the latter half of the 18th cent., owing
chiefly to the labours of F. A. Mesmer (whence the
term ‘ mesmerism,’ still in popular use). Until the
middle of the 19th cent, almost all practitioners of
‘ mesmerism ’ followed Mesmer in attributing the
effects they produced in their patients to the pas-

sage from the operator to the patient of some subtle
physical influence or fluid, generally called ‘ animal
magnetism.’ The adoption by the mesmerists of

this unverifiable conjecture largely accounts for,

and to some extent perhaps justifies, the extreme
scepticism and hostility with which the arts of

the mesmerists were regarded by the great bulk of

the medical profession until almost the close of the
19th century.
To a French physician, Alexandre Bertrand,

belongs the honour of having first pointed out
(Traits du smnTtamhulisme, Paris, 1823) that the
therapeutic and other effects attributed to ‘ animal
magnetism ’ are (in so far as they are genuine, and
not, as in the early days so many were, errors due
to fraud or to malobservation) to be regarded as in

the main produced through the mind of the patient

working upon the organism, as effects of expecta-

tion induced in the mind of the patient by sugges-

tions given directly or indirectly by the operator,

these eflects being^ generally favoured and in-

tensified by a peculiar mental and bodily condition

of the patient induced by the mesmeric procedures.

Bertrand’s great discovery remained, however, al-

most unheeded by the medical world ; and twenty
years later James Braid, a surgeon of Manchester
[Neurypnology, London, 1843), arrived indepen-

dently at the same conclusions, and by his success-

ful application of hypnotic measures in his practice

secured for them, under the name of ‘ Braidism,’

a certain consideration «ven in medical circles.

But it was not until the ^^ruth was discovered

and published independently for the third time
in 1884 by H. Bernheim, Professor of Medicine at
Nancy, that it began to gain general acceptance
in the scientific world and (under the name of

‘hypnotism,’ which Braid had suggested) to be
applied by medical men in all parts of Europe
without serious risk of loss of their professional
reputations. In the last decade of the 19th cent,

it became generally recognized that hypnotism was
a legitimate method of medical practice, extremely
useful in many cases of nervous and functional
disorder.

When Bernheim published liis work [D& la Sug-
gestion, Paris, 1884), he took the view that tte
therapeutic effects he recorded were secured by
creating in the mind of the patient the expectation
of the disappearance of symptoms ; and the process
of inducing such expectation, which generally took
the form of confident affirmation on the part of the
physician, he called ‘ suggestion.’ He recognized
that such ‘ suggestions’ operate more powerfully if

the patient bo whom they are directed is first

brought into a drowsy or half-sleeping state. But
he did not recognize that this state, so favourable
to the operation of suggestion, differs essentially
from a normal state of drowsiness. On the other
hand, Charcot, the celebrated physician who ex-
tensively applied the hjmnotic methods in the
Salp^tribre Hospital at Paris (in the eighties),

taught that the hypnotic state is a peculiar and
abnormal condition which can be induced only in
persons suffering from certain nervous deficiencies.

These two views of the hypnotic state were opposed
to one another in a lively controversy prolonged
through many years. It is now generally recog-
nized that the truth is to be found by adopting the
middle way. Hypnosis (as the hypnotic state is

now generally called) is a peculiar state of mind,
involving some abnormal condition of the nervous
system, as Charcot maintained ; but this condition
is one which can be temporarily induced by a
skilful hypnotist in the great majority of normal
and perfectly healthy persons. The most constant,
perhaps the only constant, feature or symptom of
hypnosis is the increased suggestibility of the
subject; for, although in most cases, especially in
cases of deep hypnosis, the subject presents the
appearance of drowsy passivity or even profound
sleep, this is not always the case; and in this

respect much depends upon the methods used for

the induction of hypnosis and the general handling
of the case by the operator.
In a typical condition of hypnosis of moderate

depth, the subject appears completely plastic in

the hands of the operator. He remains unre-
sponsive to, and apparently unaffected by, all

persons and things or his environment, except the
operator and those things or persons to which the
latter may direct his attention. But, in relation

to the operator, his mind and senses seem to be
peculiarly alert and responsive ; and he obeys im-
plicitly the slightest indications of the operator’s
wishes or expectations. This responsive obedience,
however, which is the essence of the abnormal
‘ suggestibility * of the subject, is not a voluntary
obedience ; it differs from the most abject voluntary
obedience in two important respects. First, the
hypnotized subject may, and sometimes does, exert
his will to resist the suggestions of the operator ;

and, though such exertion may be attended with
more or less success according to the depth of the
hypnosis, the deOTee of training of the subject, and
the extent of tlie personal influence established
by the operator, the measure of its success is

very much less than in the normal condition, or

the effort required for success is much greater.

Secondly, the subject’s obedience to, or acceptance
of, suggestions is much more complete, unhesitat-
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ing, and uncritical, than in the normal state. He
accepts with conviction suggestions so improhahle

and against all common experience that in his

normal state he could not accept them or believe

in them even though he should endeavour to do so.

For example, he may be told that he cannot lift

his hand from his knee, and forthwith he finds

himself unable to perform this simple action. And
in a similar way he may be prevented from per-

forming any other movement or be made to execute

any * suggested ’ movement. In such cases it seems

that the essential condition of the effectiveness of

the ‘ suggestion * is that the notion suggested to

the subject shall be accepted by him with complete

conviction, and shall prevail firml;;7
in his mmd

wdthout being subjectea to the criticism or opposi-

tion of other notions. There is good reason to

believe that, if any person in a normal condition

could be induced to accept any such suggestion

with complete conviction, the notion thus estab-

lished in his mind would be just as effective in

controlling his movements as is the suggestion

made during hypnosis ; for we occasionally observe

instances of such control of movement by an idea

suggested under peculiarly favourable conditions

to a person in a normal state. And not only

control of bodily movement, but many others of the

phenomena of hypnotism, notably the induction of

hallucinations and delusions of all sorts, and the

abnormally increased influence of the mind over

organic functions such as sleep, the action of the

bowels, and the circulation of the blood, may
plausibly be brought under the same type of

explanation.
According, then, to one view widely prevalent

among the more orthodox psychologists and prac-

titioners of hypnotism, hypnosis is essentially a
condition in which the suggestibiliby (the tendency
to accept any proposition imparted) normal to all

minds is temporarily increased owing to some
peculiar condition of the patient’s brain induced by
the process of hypnotizing him ; and this condition

of the brain is held to be one of * relative dissocia-

tion,’ i.c. one in which the interplay of the systems
of neurons (the anatomical elements of which the
brain is composed) is rendered less free and lively

than it normally is, so that, any one system being
excited, it works out its effects in an untrammelled
and thorough manner.
But there is a class of hypnotic phenomena which

does not easily lend itself to interpretation of this

simple type ; in various ways the subject’s behav-
iour may seem to express two independent but
simultaneous streams of mental activity, and this

peculiar condition seems in many cases to be pro-
longed beyond the period of hypnosis into the
fully waking state. It is, in fact, in the influence
of commands or suggestions given during hypnosis,
but designed to take effect after the termination
of that period (post-hypnotic suggestions), that the
dual stream of mental activity is most clearly
revealed. For the waking subject may be quite
unable to recall to consciousness any incident of
the period of hypnosis or the nature of any sugges-
tions made to him during that period, and yet he
may carry out such suggestions with minute ac-
curacy ; and these post-hypnotic suggestions thus
carried outby the waking subject, wi&out conscious
recollection of the instructions given, may be such
tha.t their execution implies complex intellectual
activities. For example, the subject may be in-
structed to perform some simple action after the
lapse of a given number of minutes ; and in some
cases the number of minutes so named may be
so large that the accurate determination of the
appointed moment may necessitate either con-
tinuous counting of the passage of the minutes
throughout hours, days, or even weeks, or the

carrying out of complicated arithmetical operations

which seem to be beyond the normal powers of the

subject. Such post-hypnotic executions of sugges-

tions are typical of a large class of phenomena
which seein to render necessary the notion of

subconscious or co-conscious mental activity.

Some of the exponents of the hypothesis of

neural dissociation attempt to apply it to the

explanation of the facts of this order also. Others,

notably Pierre Janet, attempt a rather different

line of explanation. They argue that, while truly

productive mental process is always fully conscious

and involves the activity of a centre ot synthetic

mental energy, the subconscious processes are

always of the nature of semi-meehanical or auto-

matic repetitions of processes previously achieved

by true mental activity.

To many students of hypnotism it seems that

both these attempts at explanation are wholly

inadequate. It may be admitted that neural dis-

sociation of various degrees is characteristic of the

hypnotic state, while yet it is recognized that this

hypothesis affords but a partial interpretation of

a part of the facts. By those who take this view

it is urged that, according to both these theories,

hypnotic and subconscious mental processes must
be of a relatively low grade of efficiency (and many
of them, no doubt, answer to this description)

;
yet

in some cases, it is pointed out, they far surpass in

intellectual level or in range of control over bodily

functions the normal mental processes of the sub-

ject ; and it is insisted that these features of hyp-
notic process must be considered in relation to a
wealth of facts which have been recorded in the

course of modern studies of hysteria, spontaneous

trance, mediumship, genius, religious conversion

and ecstasy, and other unusual mental states and
processes in which the bounds of normal mental
activity seem to be transcended.

When hypnosis is thus regarded in relation to

the larger field of manifestations of obscure but
wide-ranging powers of the mind, hypnotism ap-

pears as a means of experimental investigation

capable of greatly extending and deepening our
conception of human personality ; and it is from
this point of view that many of the most effective

students have pursued it, and that many interesting

speculations have been made for the purpose of
rendering the facts in some degree intelligible.

Such speculations are, in the main, of two types.
On the one hand, the psychical constitution of man
is regarded as indefinitely richer and more complex
than is revealed by the course of our normal
mental life, as comprising potentialities or faculties

which normally find no expression owing to the
limitations imposed by our bodily organization,
and which find only partial and very incomplete
expression in the super-normal phenomena of the
abnormal states of which hypnosis is the experi-
mental type. Of speculations of tliis group, the
conception of the ‘ subliminal self ’ put forward by
F. W. H. Myers {Human Personality and its Sur-
vival of Bodily Deaths London, 1903) is the boldest
and most elaborated.

Speculationsof the other type (bestrepresented by
William James in A Pluralistic Universe, London,
1909, and other writings) attempt to account for
the super-normal phenomena by conceiving human
individuality as relative only and as conditioned by
the nature of the bodily organization. Each
human mind or personality is conceived as but a
fragmentary and temporary expression of some
larger psychical whole ; and it is sought to explain
the super-normal phenomena by assuming that they
are rendered possible by some temporary relaxation
or breaking down of the conditions by which the
isolation of the individual mind is commonly main-
tained, so that for the time being it may share in
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the larger life of the whole, of which it is in reality
a part, and may draw psychical or spiritual ener^
from the common store more freely than is possime
in normal conditions.

That some such far-reaching hypothesis would
he needed for the explanation of the facts is indis-
putable, if any large part of the mass of super-
normal phenomena reported by careful and credible
observers should be finally established—telepathy,
clairvoyance, expression of knowledge possessed
only by deceased persons, and so forth. Those
who attempt to explain all the facts of hypnosis
in terms of the hypothesis of the division or dis-

sociation of the normal mind generally ignore or
repudiate the alleged super-normal phenomena as
the products of fraud or error. The decision as to
the type of theory which must eventually gain
general acceptance for the explanation of hypnosis
thus depends upon disputed questions of fact in
that obscure and difficult province of investigation
in which the Society for Psychical Research has
now for a generation been actively engaged.
Literature:.—J. M. Bramwell, Hypnotism. : itsHistory^

Prac-
tice^ and Theory

^

London, 1903; C. L. Tuckey, Treatment by
Hypnotism, and Suggestion^ do. 1913 ; A. Moll, Her Hypno-
tisinus^ Berlin, 1889 (En^. tr., London, 1901) ; art. * Hypnotism,*
in ; several artt. m Proc. of Soc. for Psychical B£searc\
especially those by E. Gurney, in vols. i.-v.

W. McDougall.
HYPOCHONDRIA.—In the literature and

practice of medicine, hypochondria is regarded as
one of the many forms of mental affection embraced
under the term ‘ melancholia.’ Any uneasiness or
disease of the regions on either side of the abdomen
beneath the cartilages of the false ribs, of the hypo-
chondriacal regions in short, was, from the earliest

times, associated with those feelings of profound
depression and sense of ill-being which constitute

the basis of the afiection. This is well illustrated

in the old Folio frontispiece of The Anatomy of
Melancholy

i

where Hypochondriacus is depicted
leaning on his arm

:

* Winde in his side doth him much harm
And troubles him full sore, God knows,
Much pain he hath and many woes.’

Underlying all signs of hypochondria are func-

tional disorders, less frequently organic disease, of

any portion of the intestinal tract from the stomach
downward or of the larger secretory glands in

the abdomen, especially the liver and the sexual
organs, or a combination of these conditions. Con-
sequent on deranged chemical processes initiated by
the abnormal functioning of the abdominal organs
and the absorption of poisonous products thus
elaborated into the blood system, all parts of the
body may be functionally disturbed, and more par-

ticularly those organs and tissues which are predis-

posed. There is a consensus of opinion that hypo-
chondria is induced by poisons arising from the
deranged chemical processes above mentioned
(metabolic origin) ; but recent researches suggest

that the virus in the blood may be due to the pre-

sence of micro-organisms, which find a footing in

the disordered wsdls of the intestinal tract \ cases

of hypochondria have been recorded in which the

mental affection has disappeared with the elimina-

tion of such organisms under appropriate treatment
(microbic origin).

Sense impressions received by way of the several

intestinal and abdominal organs do not intrude on
the mind in healthy states save as vague, and
not clearly distinguishable, pleasurable emotions.

Where disordered or diseased functioning occurs,

the affective or emotional elements of mind are of a
more or less painful nature. Further, where there

is an insane or neurotic inheritance, such as is com-
monly found in hypochondria, varied manifesta-

tions of this malady are excited by worry, shock,

or mental stress and strain of any kind.

Hypochondria is more prevalent in men than in

women, and is usually met with in middle age ; it

is rarely seen in persons under thirty. It is pre-

ceded, as a rule, by dyspeptic and anaemic condi-
tions, is insidious in its origin, and develops slowly.
The attack may be slight, and take the form of

mild depression. In such circumstances it does
not interfere Avith one’s occupation, and ends in

recovery after a few weeks or months of proper
attention. In many cases, especially where there
is a hereditary taint, the disease develops and
may pass the limits of sanity. Here the disturbed
general sensations already referred to force them-
selves on the attention, gradually arrest it, and
occupy the whole mental domain. The affected

person becomes fearful and anxious. There is

marked mental inhibition and particularly of will

power. The sensations perceived are much ex-

aggerated; thus excessively painful spots are
pointed out, shooting pains are complained of, and
loud lamentations are made of loss of power or

want of sensation in various parts of the body.
The trouble grows worse until the hypochondriac
thinks of nothing but his many ailments, and
believes he is the subject of some frightful malady.
He seeks relief in all sorts of remedies, and consults

all kinds of persons in the hope of finding help.

He is constantly searching his excretions for signs

of serious disease; he reads medical and quack
literature in order to diagnose his condition. Any
mild disorder he has, or change in his appearance,
is magnified into a grave malady ; spots on his skin
are signs of syphilis ; vague pains and throbbing
in the head tell him that his brain is dissolving or

breaking up. He points to well nourished limbs
and says they are wasted or dead. He believes he
is the source of infectious disease, and recounts
all his ailments in endless variety. The sensations

arising from the disordered or diseased organs of

the body are falsely interpreted, and are, therefore,

to be classed as illusions. These illusions consti-

tute prominent symptoms of hypochondria, and
the most striking examples of the serious effects of

illusion are seen in this connexion. The misinter-

pretations thus referred to pass insensibly into

false conceptions and judgments. Hallucinations,

Le, the experience of sensations, when the terminal
sensory organs are not excited, are not common.
When they do occur, they are generally auditory

and incidental (see, further, art. Hallucination).

A lady known to the writer, when labouring under hypochon-
dria in an advanced stage, believed that an egg, which she had
partaken of, had developed into a chicken. She heard the chirp

of this chicken for some days coming from the region of the epi-

gastrium. As the chicken grew the chirp was no longer heard,

and the beliefs changed into ideas based on the illusion that a
fowl was located somewhere in the intestine, and that, whenever
food was taken, this bird picked it up. The sensations of the act

of picking were graphically described. The gnawing pains of an
ulcer, subsequently discoveredm this patient, accounted for the
sensations and the beliefs experienced, as they disappeared with
the surgical treatment of the ulcer.

The mental pain felt by the hypochondriac is

more apparent than real. He maylook the picture

of grief when detailing his distresses, but, unlike

the true melancholic, he can for the moment be
diverted from his troubles to talk rationally and
act brightly. Defective will power and loss of

memory are associated with hypochondria. The
memory defect is due to the concentration of the

mind on the bodily troubles. All other thoughts

for the time are excluded, and so the experience of

recent events not obtruding on his limited mental

outlook is lost.

Hypochondria is not easily confused with other

mental affections. Though it differs in degree only

from true melancholia, which is more concerned

with morbid thoughts than morbid sensations,

there are obvious differences; the hypochondriac

is restless, always seeking for syinpathy and the

ear of one to whom he may detail his sorrows ; the
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melancholic generally keeps to one place and one

attitude, and does not dwell on his mental state

unless under pressure. The frequency of suicidal

attempts, which are generally openly made, is to

be explained by the desire of the hypochondnacal

to elicit sympathy and not from any inapiiise to

self-destruction, though it has to be noted that

in a few cases such attempts may be accidentally

successful. The suicidal attempts of the melan-

cholic are generally deliberate and secrt^ive.
^

The condition known as * psycliasthenia has

been confounded with hjrpochondria. In this dis-

ease, there are irrepressible thoughts, fears, and

impulses, and an absence of those morbid sensations

which are the central theme of hypochondria.

Hypochondriacal symptoms not infrequenuy arise

in the course of many forms of mental disease

;

they are generally of a temporary nature, ^i^d due

to the same causes as are at the basis of the real

affection.
, , i. j • •

With appropriate treatment, hypochondria is

eminently recoverable. The main lines of treat-

ment are rest, alteratives, tonics, milk and farinace-

ous foods, and, above all, cheerful surroundings

and skilful nursing.

Litbrature.-D. Hack Tuke, art. ‘ Hypochondria,’ in Diet,

of Pyschol. Medicine^ London, 1892 ;
chapters in the many

works on Mental Disease, such as T. Clouston’s Clinioal Lectures

on Mental Diseases-^, do. 1896, Hygiene qf Mind, do. '‘906, and

Unsoundness of Mind, do. 1911; H. J. Berkley, MentoZ

Diseases, do. 1900 ; W. H. B. Stoddart, Mind and its Dis-

orders, do. 1908 ; L. C. Bruce, Studies in Clinical Psychmtfy,

do. 1906 ; A. Church and F. Peterson, Heroous and Mental

Diseases^, New York, 1905; Eugenio Tanzi, Mental Diseases,

Eng. tr., I^ondon, 1909; Ernesto Lugaro, Modem Problems in

Psychiatry, Eng. tr., Manchester, 1909.

Hamilton Mark.
HYPOCRISY.—Primitive man was so much a

member of the society to which he belonged that

he was unable to conceive of any existence apart

from it. It was all-important to him that there

should be a body with power to regulate his habits.

What he wanted most urgently was to be disci-

plined, and early society undertook this task with

a will. What he got was a comprehensive rule

binding men together, making their conduct in

similar matters the same, moulding them, as it

were, into a common pattern. The rules evolved

covered the whole field of life as completely as a
modern bureaucrat could desire. There was no
room left for individuality, for conduct in every
respect must conform to the common type. Primi-

tive man, too, Tvas most anxious to comply per-

fectly with the rules laid down for him ; he was
afraid of the wrath of the gods incurred by any
departure from them. The element of fear bulked
largely among the motives controlling his life.

Like ourselves, from this point of view, he hated
trouble, and chose—though he was barely conscious
that he made a choice—the line of least resistance.

In tropical Africa the country is covered by a net-

work of narrow footpaths, made by the natives.

These paths seldom run straight, and their flexu-

osities witness to small obstacles, here a stone
and there a shrub, which the feet of those who
first marked the path avoided. To-day one may
perceive no obstacle. The prairie which the path
crosses may be smooth and open, yet every travel-

ler follows the windings, because it is less trouble
to keep one’s feet in the path already marked than
it is to take a more direct route for oneself. The
latter process requires thought and attention

; the
former does not. Primitive man instinctively felt

this, and discouraged aU independence of judgment.
He was most desirous of creating what Bagehot
called ^ a cake of custom ’ to bind all his actions
into a whole that would commend itself to his
community. Consequently, hypocrisy was an idea
outside his line of action, for he wanted to con-
form.

This intense eagerness to conform can easily be

seen in such arrested civilizations as those of the

East. The hardening of the cake of custom be-

came too much for India, and men were so stereo-

typed by this hardening that they were unable to

break through it. There is a tendency m de-

scendants to differ from their progenitor, but the

Indian discouraged variation from the ongmal

type. Among successful peoples the difierers dis-

sembled at first, until they became strong enough

to soften the cake of custom, though they pre-

tended to themselves that they had changed

nothing. ,

This course, however, was the exception, not the

rule ; for the propensity of man to imitate what is

before him is one of the strongest parts of his

nature. In early times it was a case of ‘

which hath been is that which shall he ; and that

which hath been done is that which shall done

:

and there is no new thing under the sun (Ec 1 ).

This extreme propensity to imitation forms one

great reason of the amazing sameness which every

observer notices among savage nations. No bar-

barian can bear to see one of his nation deviate

from the old barbarous customs and usages of his

tribe. All the tribe would inevitably expect a

punishment from the gods if any one of them re-

frained from what was old or began what was

new (cf., further, art. CUSTOM).
^

Comparative

sociology at once reveals a substantial uniformity

of genesis. The habitual existence of chieftain-

ship, the establishment of chiefly authority by

war, the rise everywhere of the medicine-man and

the priest—these are evident in all early organiza-

tions. It is true the old order changes—leaving

some room for dissemblers—yielding place to the

new, but the new does not wholly consist of posi-

tive additions to the old ; much of it is merely the

old very slightly modified, very slightly displaced,

and very superficially re-combined. ‘ If you want,’

remarked Swift, *’to gain the reputation of a

sensible man, you should be of the opinion of the

person with whom for the time being you are

conversing.’ It is obvious, then, that all primi-

tive men were profoundly sensible. When Lord

Melbourne declared that he would adhere to the

Church of England because it was the religion of

his fathers, be was acting upon one of the most

deeply rooted maxims of his ancestors.

Conduct in the olden days w^as never individual-

istic ; it was always corporative. To early man
all his acts were tribal, for all the acts of the tribe

involved him in their consequences. Hypocrisy to

him was abhorrent, for he could not bear any
divergence from the observed ritual. When the

street statues of Hermes were mutilated, all the

Athenians felt afraid ; they thought that they
would be ruined because one of their corporate

body had mutilated the image of a god. The mind
of the citizen had been so permeated by the ideas

of the day that they were part and parcel of its

mental furniture. His brain, not merely his

actions, was so cut and marked as to conform to

the orthodox type. His habits, his superstitions,

and his prejudices were absolutely those of his

fellow-tribesmen. In the Fiji Islands, for example,
a chief was one day going over a mountain path
followed by many of his people, when he happened
to stumble and fall. All his followers, save one,

also stumbled and fell. Lnmediately the^^ beat
the defaulter, asking him whether he considered
himself better than the chief.

The Greeks and the Romans possessed the seed
of adaptiveness, and were, therefore, able to free

themselves from the cake of custom. This freedom,
however, made possible the existence of the hypo-
crite, and iEschylus {Agam, 788 ff) analyzes the
traits in his character

;
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iroAAol Se pporSav to Boxelv elvai
irpoTLovtrL BLktiv 7^apa^dvTes.
Tw Sva-Tr^ayovvTi. 5’ iirtoTevaxeiv
Iras' Tts kroLpLOS’ Srjyfia Se kvmqs
ovSev €<ji’ i^Trap irpocTLKvelraf
ical ^vyxo-ipov<7LV o/iOtoTTperreis

aye\a(TTa TrpdcrcjTra jSta^o/Ltei/ot.

OffTts S' ayaOos TrpojSaToyvup.(oj/,

OVK eoTTt \.adeLV ofipiaTa (fxaTOSy

ra SoKovvT ev<f>povos sk SiavoCas
vSapel oraiveiv ^iXoTTfru

The Iliad (ix. 312 f.) speaks even more plainly :

ex^pb? yap p,ot Kelvos opi^s ‘Atfiao TruArjcrtv,

os x’ €Tepov pLev Kevd^ evl ^pea-tv^ aXkd Sk eLTTQ.

With this passage may be compared Od. xviii.

282 f., and Theognis, Eleg. 87. So far has the
Greek travelled from the old conception that Plato
lays down in the Eepuhlic (iii. 394) that our guard-
ians ought not to he imitators, and that the
productions of the imitative arts are bastard and
illegitimate (x. 603 If., Laws, xi. 915 f.).

During the last two centuries of the Roman Re-
public the presence of superstition and scepticism
is very noticeable. With the unreality of Roman
literature was combined the unreality of education.
The teacher often selected questions of casuistry
for discussion by the pupil. Such discussions in-

evitably developed the tendency of the age to
affectation and lack of reality. To this Lucian
and Seneca, Statius and Velleius bear witness.
In the pages of the first writer we meet the sham
philosopher, speaking loudly of virtue while his
cloak covers all the vices of dog and ape. Cicero
{de Nat. Deor, ii. 28. 70, iii. 17. 43, de Div. i. 3.

6), Seneca (frag. 39), Panaetius, Polybius (vi. 56),

Quintus Scaevola, and Varro (Aug. de Civ. Dei,
vi. 4) regarded religion as the device of statesmen
to control the masses by mystery and terror. It

had become impossible for these men to believe in

the old faith, yet the people had to continue to
take part in a gross materialistic worship. Accord-
ing to Gibbon, all religions were regarded by the
people as equally true, by the philosopher as
equally false, and by the statesman as equally use-

ful, Cicero quotes a dictum of a Pontifex Maximus
tliat there was one religion of the poet, another of

tlie philosopher, and another of the statesman.
Stoicism maintained the idea of a * double truth ’

—one truth for the intellectual classes and one for

the common people, the climax being reached in

tlie phrase, ‘it is expedient for the state to be
deceived in matters of religion ’ {expedit igiturfalli

in religione civitatem). Thinkers in the community
adopted this attitude towards religion in the last

cent. B.C. It is too much to say that they were
hypocrites, but the outcome of their thought was
hypocritical. Sulla used religion for State pur-

poses, and with him it became merely another
department of political activity. In Cicero’s time
old women had ceased to tremble at the fables

about the infernal regions {de Nat. Deor. ii. 2-5).

Even boys, according to Juvenal, disbelieved in the
world of spirits (5a^. ii. 149-152). Cicero was an
augur, yet he quotes with approval Cato’s saying

that he wondered how one augur could meet
another without laughing. On the whole, how-
ever, the people still retained their faith in the old

gods, which the educated had lost. The latter, in

spite of their disbelief, attended carefully to the

details of ritual. In their case creed and practice

were utterly divorced, and the effects of this

divorce on the moral character can easily be imag-

ined. In commenting upon the life of Seneca,

Macaulay remarks

:

‘The business of a philosopher was to declaim in praise of

poverty with two millions sterling out at usury ; to meditate

epigrammatic conceits about the evils of luxury, in gardens

which moved the envy of sovereigns ; to rant about liberty,

while fawning on the insolent and pampered freedraen of a

tyrant ; to celebrate the dVine beauty of virtue with the same
pen which had just before written a defence of the murder of a
mother by a son * (Essays, pop. ed., London, 1870, p. 893).

Just as many a sturdy beggar in the Middle
Ages donned the cowl of a begging friar, many an
idle vagabond and profligate called himself a Stoic,
and brought discredit upon the name. (See Taci-
tus, Ann. xvi. 32, for Egnatius, a hypocrite of this
order; A. Grant, Ethics ofAristotle, London, 1866,
i. 281 ; J. B. Lightfoot, Ep. to Philippians^, London,
1878, p. 284, note 5.)

The latter-day philosophies of Greece proved to
the Roman that the foundations of his religion
were baseless, yet its existence was indispensable
for the preservation of the State. This conflict

between private belief and public conduct can be
seen, for example, in Ennius. He wrote treatises,

embodying advanced sceptical doctrines, and he
also wrote patriotic poems in which the whole cycle
of Roman gods was exhibited and most reverently
treated. From Augustine’s de Civ. Dei (iv. 27) we
learn that Quintus Sceevola develops the ‘ double
truth ’ of Ennius into the familiar triple one—the
religion of poets, of philosophers, and of statesmen.
The writing of Scaevola and Varro came too late,

for Sulla’s control of religion by the State had
killed it.

Contemporary with the classical possessors of
‘ double truth ’ and ‘ triple truth ’ were the Pharisees,
the people often taken as typical hypocrites. Their
hypocrisy was a consequence of their past history,
for, in the catastrophe of the Exile, Ezra perceived
the danger of associating with the neighbouring
peoples. The policy of splendid isolation was that
best fitted to save Israel : it must ‘ observe to do
all that is written in this book of the Torah,’ that
is, what is contained in the five books of Moses.
The importance of the Torah forms the central
point in the outstanding reformation of Ezra.
Henceforward the Jew felt, as he had never felt

before, that he had a guide laying down a detailed
code of conduct ; it was an honest attempt to guard
the religious life of the family from the corruption
of intercourse with strangers. The strict Jew
became the Pharisee, ‘the separate one.’ As his
strictness increased, he explored the Torah more
thoroughly, and came to see that by analogy its

precepts applied to cases not originally contem-
plated. The Scribes, the Sdpherim, interpreted
the Divine teaching so widely that many traditions

came into being ,* the Responsa Prudentium, the
‘answers of the learned in law,’ furnishes a parallel

case from Roman law. The Sdpherim worked out
rules applying to particular cases, much after the
fashion of the Jesuits. Their system inculcared
deliberation in judgment, which is the key to the
casuistry of the Talmud. Moreover, the Scribe
and the Jesuit equally urged that this deliberation
proceeded from the desire to do justice to every
possible aspect of the question at issue.

Under the princes of the Maccabsean house there
was a steady tendency towards a stricter enforce-

ment of the Torah. The Pharisees (PtrUshim,
‘separated’) frowned upon the worldliness of the
rest of the nation, and formed themselves into
distinct societies pledged to observe certain rules

in the matter of meat, drink, and clothing, accord-
ing as the Torah or traditions derived from it

allowed or forbade these points. The rules of right

conduct, the HS-lakhah, increased so much in scope
that they practically covered all the actions of a
man’s life. It is plain that the Hfilakhdth imposed
upon the many what only the few could obey, and
the result was hypocrisy, and formalism became
prevalent. The tithing of mint, anise, and cummio
was performed, while the motive of these actions

was not sufficiently scrutinized. Jesus, then, was
obliged to speak plainly in the long speech con-

tained in Mt 28, when He said :
‘ Woe unto you,

scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites !
’ In their case

the letter had killed the spirit. They had played
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a noble part in Jewish life, but their hypocrisy (cf.

the seven classes of Pharisees, of whom five are
hypocritical or foolish, Sotah 226) had destroyed
their usefulness. They had been truly patriotic,

truly scrupulous, but their social ritual forced
them to become unscrupulous. It is the degenera-
tion of the best which makes the worst, and the
sincere observer of the Torah in the days of Ezra
left for his successors in the days of Christ the
most insincere of men.
Most men want their lives regulated for them,

and what the SdpMrim had done before the Chris-
tian era the Christian Church undertook to carry
on. Cases of conscience had rules formulated for
them, and in the writings of Thomas Aquinas we
find an elaborate code of morality. In the Summa
Theologica, ii. 2, the question of hypocrisy receives
careful treatment.
Qu. cxi. arb. i. asks, *Is all simulation sinful?* Simulation,

we learn, is ^properly a lie enacted in certain signs, consisting of
outward actions ; and it makes no difference whether one lies

in word or in action. Hence, as all lying is sinful, so also is all

dissimulation. As one lies in word when he signifies that which
is not, but not when he is silent over what is—which is some-
times lawful

; so it is simulation when by outward signs, consist-
ing of action or things, any one signifies that which is not, but
not when one omits to signify that which is ; hence without
any simulation a person may conceal his own sin.

Art. ii. : ‘Is hypocrisy the same as dissimulation ? * Augustine !

says: ‘As actors {hypocritce^ vnoKpirai) pretend to other
characters than their own, and act the part of that which they
are not

; so in the churches and in all human life, whoever
wishes to seem what he is not, is a hypocrite or actor

; for he
pretends to be just without rendering himself such.* So, then,
hypocrisy is simulation, not, however, any and every simulation,
but only that by which a person pretends to a character not
his own, as when a sinner pretends to the character of a just
man. The habit or garment of holiness, religious or clerical,
signifies a state wherein one is bound to works of perfection.
And, therefore, when one takes the holy habit intending to
betake himself to a state of perfection, if afterwards he fails by
weakness, he is not a pretender or hypocrite, because he is not
bound to declare his sin by laying the holy habit aside. But if
he were to take the holy habit in order to figure as a just man,
he would be a hj^iocrite and pretender.
Art. iv. : ‘ Is hypocrisy a mortal sin ? ’ There are two things

in hypocrisy, the want of holiness and the state of possessing
it. If, therefore, by a hypocrite we are to understand one
whose intention is carried to both these points, so that he cares
not to have holiness but only to appear holy—as the word is
usually taken in Holy Scripture—in that understanding it is
clearly a mortal sin

;
for no one is totally deprived of holiness

otherwise than by mortal sin. But if by a hypocrite is meant
one who intends to counterfeit the holiness which mortal sin
makes him fall short of, then though he is in mortal sin, still
the mere prudence on his part is not always a mortal sin, but
is sometimes only venial. To tell when it is venial and when
mortal, we must observe the end in view. If that end be
inconsistent with the love of God and of one's neighbour, it will
be a mortal sin, as when one pretends to holiness in order to
dissemble false doctrine, or to gain some ecclesiastical dignity
of which he^ is unworthy, or any other temporal goods, placing
his last end in them. But if the end intended be not inconsistent
with charity, it will be a venial sin, as when one finds pleasure
and satisfaction in the mere assumption of a character that does
not belong to him : of such a one it is said that ‘there is more
vanity than malice in him.’

This analysis is noteworthy because it is the
presentation that dominated mediaeval life, and in
the Summa Theologica Latin Christianity received
a definitive form, covering all the transactions of
life. The separation between law and custom,
thought and action, lies at the very root of all
forms of hypocrisy, and literature bears witness to
this divorce of creed and life.
The poem Piers the Plowman exposes the corruption of the

times, while Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales does not overlook the
ecclesiastical courts. In The Scourge of Villanie, Marstou
analyzes the most offensive forms of the hypocrisy of the
sensualist. The Reformers devote much attention to this
particu^r vice. Bradford describes a hypocritical profession
of the Gospel {Sermons, Cambridge, 1848, p. 436 f.f Ridlev
shows that hypocrisy is a double evil {Works, do. mi p 60)
Becon points out its prevalence (Barly Writings, do. 1843 v
40), analyzes it (Prayers, do. 1844, p. 610 ; cf. Buliinger, Pecad^’
V. [do. 1852] 11 f.), exposes the dislike of God*3 word (Catechism
do. 1844, p. 468), the liability to fall away in time of persecution
(Prayers, 263), and the vaingloiy of its prayer (Parly Wntings,
130). Bulhnger compares hypocrites to chaff and rotten
members (Decades, v. 12-13). Latimer emphasizes the difficultym knowing them {Remains, Cambridge, 1845, p. 62), dwells on
their salutation and conduct {Sermons, do. 1844, p. 289) and
their desire to sell their works, their ‘opera supererogationis*

(ib. 482 ; Remains, 200). John Woolton notes their observance of
rites and ceremonies {The Christian Manual, Cambridge, 1851,
p. 45). William Tindale observes that they extol their own
works above the law of God {Expositions, do. 1849, p. 127),
notes their alms, prayers, and fastings {ib. 78), their desire to be
praised of men {Doctrinal Treatises, do. 1848, i>. 73), their
outward abstention from sin {ib. 80), their impurity in heart
{Expositions, 26, Doctrinal Treatises, 496), their faith {Exposi-
tions, 11, 130), their judgment of others {ib. 112), that they have
the world on their side {Doctrinal Treatises, 133), that they
must be rebuked (Expositions, 44), and their wisdom must be
turned to foolishness (Doctrinal Treatises, 134).

A perusal of the works of the Reformers proves
how conscious they were of the relaxation of moral
discipline in the 16th century. Moreover, when
persecution overawes, it transforms a man into a
hypocrite. The weak bent to the intolerant policy
of the time by the use of the weapons of intrigue
and falsehood, and both then and ever since escape
has frequently been sought from censure—whether
ecclesiastical or social—by a feigned compliance
which is the mark of hypocrisy.

Litbraturb,—J. Lubbock, The Origin of Civilisation'^,
London, 1912; W. Bagehot, Physics and Politics, new ed.,
do. 1896 ; H. S. Maine, Ancient Law, new ed., do. 1906 ; E,
Schiirer, HJP, Edinburgh, 1891; R. T. Herford, Pharisaism,
London, 1912 ; F. Weber, System der altsynag. palast. Theologie,
Leipzig, 1880; J. Wellhausen, Pharisder und Sadducaer,
Greifawald, 1874 ; W. Bacher, Die Agada der Tannaiten,
Strassburg, 1884-90; D. Chwolson, Das letzte Passamahl
Christi und der Tag seines Todes, St. Petersburg, 1892 (contains
an essay on the Pharisees)

; M. Friedlander, Die religiosen
Bewegungen innerhalb Judentums im Zeitalter Jesu,
Berlin, 1906; J. Earle, Microcosmographie, reprint, London,
18C8 (contains an essay on ‘A she-precise Hj^ocrite*); Jeremy
Tay^lor, Doctor Dubitaiitium, ed. A. Taylor, do. 1851-56;
J. Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Progress, ed. 0. H. Firth, do. 1898

;

S. Butler, Hudibraa, ed. A. R. Waller, Cambridge, 1905,
Characters, ed. A. R. Waller, do. 1908; J. B. Mozley,
University Sermons^, do. 1876, p. 25 ; J. H. Newman, Parochial
and Plain Sermons, i. (new ed., do. 1868], sermons x.-xii.

;

T. de Quincey, Works, viii., Edinburgh, 1890, p. 310.

Robert H. Murray.
HYSTERIA,—Hysteria {baHpa, * the womb *)

is a psychical, or at any rate a functional, nervous
disease, which is so much more frequent in women
that its consideration as regards the male sex may
for the present be omitted. The chief clinical
feature of the disease, which, however, is not
manifested by the majoritjr of the subjects of the
affection, is the hysterical fit ; the other symptom.s
are either preliminary or subsequent to the fit, or
they occur as isolated symptoms with a tendency
to culminate in the fit. The fit may succeed a
period of great excitement, or it may come on
spontaneously, but it never occurs suddenly, as is
the case in epilepsy ; and it usually takes place
when other people are present. Consciousness is

never entirely lost, as may be ascertained by
touching the conjunctivtTe, when a protective spasm
of the eyelids will at once occur. The eyeballs are
always turned up, so that the pupils are concealed
under the upper eyelids. The hands are clenched,
and the thumbs inverted. There is usually clonic
spasm of the muscles, and the patient struggles
and throws herself about. She may moan or cry
and breathe stertorously, but there is no biting of
the tongue or bloody froth about the mouth, as in
the epileptic fit. The paroxysm generally termin-
ates with crying, laughing, sighing, or yawning,
and IS followed by a feeling of exhaustion. Various
mental, motor, and sensory symptoms appear in
hysterical subjects, subsequent to the fit, associated
with it, or independent of it.

I. Mental symptoms.—The subjects of hysteria
are neuropathic, and a hereditary tendency to
insanity or the neurose.s is usually present in
their family history. They manifest prominently
those symptoms of instability which are described
by modern writers as mental degeneracy. Chief
among these are a want of intellectual vigour,
excitability, osteutation, vanity, deficient self-
reliance, and a craving for sympathy and notoriety.
The subjects are extremely susceptible to sugges-
tion by stronger wills than their own, and exhibit
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a feeble resistance to various instinctive promptings
or temptations to which they may be subjected.
At the same time, they are by no means deficient
in intelligence, and the ingenuity they display in
attracting attention to their supposed maladies, or
in simulating diseases, is often phenomenal. Upon
such a psychical basis it is easy to see that the
diseased mental symptoms may assume many and
diverse forms. Some of the patients are depressed
and moody ; others gay, excited, and reckless in
their conduct. Many of them are restless, irritable,
impatient, and difficult to manage or to live with.
The morbid ambition of others leads them to such
means of attaining notoriety as prolonged fasting,
the invention of improbable tales of assault upon
themselves—usually of an indecent nature—or the
simulation of various forms of obscure diseases, of
which paralysis of motion is the principal.

2. Motor symptoms.—It is a mistake, however,
to suppose that true hysterical paralysis is a simu-
lated affection. This paralysis is distinguished
from ordinary organic forms in so far as sensation
in the paralyzed limb is never abolished, and the
nutrition of the affected part is not impaired. In
hysterical hemiplegia the face and tongue are
rarely implicated, while in hysterical paraplegia
the two lower limbs are usually unequally para-
lyzed.

3. Sensory symptoms.—The principal sensory
disturbance is a condition of hypersesthesia, or
over-sensitiveness, which involves both the special
senses and the general sensibility of the patient.
Slight sounds, bright lights, or a small degree of
cutaneous pressure produce undue and exaggerated
effects upon the nervous system. Neuralgic pains
in various parts of the body are often complained
of. One of the most common symptoms is the
globus hystericus, described as a choking feeling or
a constriction in the throat or chest, as if a ball
w^ere passing up or down the cavity. Anaesthesia
of difierent parts of the body, sometimes involving
one whole side, is not an unusual symptom in
advanced cases. The patient may be unaware of
the presence of the symptom, and the anaesthesia
may be eitlier complete or partial. Generally
speaking, in hemianaesthesia the condition is per-
manent, but fluctuates in degree from time to
time. Charcot attached great importance to
tenderness of the ovary, usually the left, in

hysteria. The ovarian hyperaesthesia is indicated
by pain in the lower part of the abdomen, corre-

sponding in site to the position of the affected

ovary. This pain may be so extremely acute that
the slightest touch on the part is dreaded, while in

other patients firm pressure is required to elicit it.

Firm pressure has usually a decisive effect in

checking the advent of the hysterical fit. In other
cases it tends to bring out certain sensations which
are known as the aura hysterica, prominent among
which is the globus hystericus already referred to.

The hypersesthetic ovary is usually upon the same
side of the body as is affected by the various
sensory and motor disturbances which have been
mentioned.

4. It is necessary to refer briefly to three pheno-
mena which are associated with hysteria. These
are : (1) catalepsy, (2) trance, and (3) ecstasy.

These three phenomena are so intimately asso-

ciated with one another that the one may merge
into the other in the same subject. In catalepsy

thei:e is a condition of stupor, accompanied or not
with loss of consciousness, and followed or not by
a recollection of what took place during the con-

dition. The will to move is in abeyance, and the

muscles are rigid. When a 1iuib is moved passively

by an observer, it remains in any position in which
it may be placed. In the state of trance the

patient lies as if dead—some persons have even
VOL. VII.—
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been * laid out ’ as dead in this state ; the skin
assumes a deathly paleness ; and the functions of

respiration and circulation are so attenuated as to
be almost imperceptible. In the ecstatic state the
patient becomes so vividly hallucinated that com-
plete scenes which she is able to describe fluently
pass in sequence before the mental vision. The
nature of the ‘ visions ’ changes according as the
mental condition of the patient varies emotion-
ally from grave to gay. The ecstatic state is

accompanied by posturing and gesturing of an
exaggerated character, which not infrequently
terminate in dancing movements such as are prac-
tised by certain religious communities.

5. Estimated by its universal diffusion over the
world and by the frequent references to it in the
writings of travellers, lay and medical, hysteria
must be the most common of all the neuroses. In

I

the very oldest Brahmanical writings, which pre-
cede the Christian era by thousands of years,
mention is made of it among the diseases of the
nervous system (J. Jolly, Medicin {GlAP iii. 10

(1901)], p. 119). The origin of the word, derived
from the writings of the Greek physicians, is also
very ancient. Coming down to comparatively
modern times, we find it constantly referred to in
the writings of travellers. Judging from the com-
parative frequency of these references, we can
form the opinion that ‘ one of the principal seats of
the malady is the group of countries in the Arctic
latitudes of the Eastern Hemisphere, including
Iceland, the Faroe Islands, Lapland, and the parts
of European and Asiatic Kussia in the extreme
north. From the last of these we have information
of the truly endemic prevalence of hysteria among
the women of the Samojeds . . . and of the Jakutes
and other Siberian tribes, as well as among the
inhabitants of Kamschatka . . . thus hysteria is

unusually common among the women of the Baltic
Provinces, and among those of Viatka, Simbrisk,
Samara and the Kirghiz Steppes ’ (A. Hirsch, Geog.
and Hist. Pathol., Eng. tr., London, 1883-86, iii.

519). Among the inhabitants of the Malay Penin-
sula a peculiar manifestation of the disease, known
as latah, is very common, of which an excellent
description has been given by Ellis {Journ. of
Mental Science, 1897, p. 32).

6. When we turn from endemic to epidemic hys-
teria, a wide and difficult field of inquiry presents it-

self. As hysteria is a hereditary disease, it must be
latent in otherwise apparently normal populations
to an enormous extent. This latent potentiality
may suddenly become active, under the influence
of any powerful excitant, moral or spiritual, acting
on a people. It is generally believed that these
powerful emotional excitants sharply delimit the
neuropathic from the normal elements in a popula-
tion. The history of religious hysterical epidemics
is inextricably associated with the history of the
human race, so far as we know it, and can be
traced, through the records of the Asiatics and
other Eastern races, down to the accounts of the
Mad Mullahs of our own day. In Europe, during
the Christian era, the most remarkable instance of

it was the * dancing mania * of the Middle Ages.
An account of it given by Kaynaid, as it was
witnessed at Aix-la-Chapell’e in 1374, is as follows .

‘They formed circles hand in hand, and appearing: to have
lost all control over their senses, continued dancing, regardless
of the bystanders, for hours together, until at length they fell

to the ground in a state of exhaustion. . . . While dancing they
neither saw nor heard, being insensible to external impressions
through the senses, but were haunted by visions, their fancies
conjuringupspiritswhosenames they shrieked out. , . . Where
the disease was completely developed, the attack commenced
with epileptic convulsions. . . . They foamed at the mouth, and
suddenly springing up began their dance amidst strange contor-
tions

* (quoted from J. F. 0. Hecker, Ep'Ldemii^ of the Middle
Ages, Eng. tr,, London, 1844, p. 87).

Those interested in this peculiar form of psycho-
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pathology ^vill find a very full description of it in

J. F. C. Hecker’s EpideTnics of the Middle Ages.

That such epidemics are not necessarily associated

with religious fervour alone is seen from the similar

outbreaks of hysterical excitement which occurred

in Paris during the Revolution and after the close

of the Franco-German war. In Madagascar, in the

year 1864, an epidemic of hysteria occurred among
girls and young married women between fifteen

and twenty-five years of age. The occasion of the

outbreak, which began at one point and spread i

gradually over almost the whole island, was the

profound sensation caused among the people by
the violent death of the king, and the consequent

changes in the form of religion and laws. The
morbid phenomena were almost identical with

those of the dancing mania of the Middle Ages
(Hirsch, loc. cit. p. 529). See also art. Degenera-
tion.
From the above facts and many others that

might be cited, it appears probable that in every
population there is a certain amount of hysteria

;

that it varies in amount in ditierent communities
or races ;

and that in predisposed individuals the
disease varies in intensity—from those subjects
who without known cause present the pronounced
clinical symptoms of convulsion, hallucination,
mental aberration, or disease-mimicry, up to those
who only under extreme excitement manifest
perversions of feeling and conduct of a pathological
nature.
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I

IBADIS.— The Ibadis were a Muslim sect, a
branch of the Khawarij {q.'o.). They were called
after'Abdallah b. Ibad, who figures in the Chronicle
of Tabari (ii. 517) in* the year 65, as separating
himself from the Kharijite leader, Nafi b. Al-Azraq
(founder of the Aziriqah), and taking a more lenient
view of the treatment to be accorded to the unor-
thodox than Nafi', but less lenient than that of
'Abdallah b. Safiar, founder of the Sufriyya. The
chronicles otherwise say little about him, and in-
deed confuse him with other personages

; but, in an
Ihadite treatise excerpted by E. Sachau {Mittheil.
des Seminarsfur orient. Sprachen, ii. [Berlin, 1899]
47-83), two letters purporting to have been written
by him to the Umayyad Khalif 'Abd al-Malik are
preserved, and his birth and death are said to ^ave
taken place in the reigns of Mu’awiya (A.D. 661-68O)
and *Abd al-Malik (685-705) respectively These
letters are homiletic in character, and contain little
that is definite respecting the special doctrines of
Ihn Ibad, though insisting on the political pro-
gramme of the Kharijites, who were responsible
for the assassination of Othraan, and afterwards
for that of ' Ali. There is probably little reason for
supposing them to be genuine, and analogous for-
geries are common. Ihn Ibad appea/rs to have
devised a new interpretation for the word kafir,
‘ denier,’ which ordinarily means ‘ unbeliever,’ but
may also signify ' ungrateful’

; according to him,
a Muslim who committed a capital ofience might
be described as a kafir in the latter sense

; and the
consequence to be deduced was that the goods of
Muslims might not be appropriated as spoil, though
their lives might be taken. This doctrine, which
is sketched by Tabari [loc, cit.), is afterward.^ said
to be characteristic of the Ibadis by writers on
sects ('Abd al-Qahir [t A.H. 429], in aUFarq hain
aUFirap Cairo, 1910, p. 82; 'Abd al-Qadir al-

f^76”\9)^*^*
^ aUQhunyah, Caif.-o, 1288 a.h.,

Umayyad period the views of
ipn luad appear to have found numeivms adherents
since the Ibadi 'Abdallah h. Yahya, who headed
an insurrection in a.h. 130, found support in
Basra, IJadramant, and Yemen. A detailed ac-
coimt of £us revolt is given in the Aghanx (1st ed.,
Bulaq, 1280, xx. 97-114); and perhaps the most
authentic documents which we possess about the
tenets of the sect are the senn<^ns which in that

narrative are ascribed to the heads of the rebellion,
which was shortly crushed by the Umayyad forces,
after the Ibadis had enjoyed brief supremacy in
both Mecca and Medina. Early in the Abbasid
period they gained ground in Afhca, where in a.d.
758 they founded Sijilinasa, and held Qairawan
from 758-762. They became pron)inent again be-
tween a.d. 942 and 947, but were defeated by the
hatimids, and the survivors took refuge in Jebel
Nefusa, where they were to be found in the time of
Ibn Hauqal (i* a.h. 36G), and where the coninmnity
still survives. From Africa they spread to Spain,
where in the time of the aublior last quoted they
were represented in Castille, and an author of the
5th cent. A.H. (Ibn Uazm) speaks of the Ibadis in
that country rejecting moat slaughtered by Jews
or Christian.s.^ In the somewhat earlier treatise
by Abd al-Qahir they are divided into four sub-
sects, called HaMyph, ^Jarithiyya, Yazidiyya,
and ‘Believers in pious acts not done for God’s
sake’; they diflered on a variety of subjects, but
all agreed on the interpretation of the word kafir
gi^n above, with the consequences deduced.
From an early time they appear to have been

dominant in Oman, where their religion is still
official. There they were found by Ibn Batuta in
the 14th cent. ; he observes that at midday on
Friday they have a prayer of four inclinations,
and something like a hhuthn (‘sermon’). They
ask God’s favour for the first two khalifs, but say
nothing of the third or fourth, and imieed speak of
the last as ‘the man,’whereas tliey call the assassin
at who^ hand he fell ‘the faithful .servant’ (ed,

Sanguinetti. Paris, 1853-59,
11. —8). J. R. wellsted (7''m?;€<f^ m Arabia, Lon-
don, 1838, 1. 332) claims to be, after Sale, the first
European to give any account of their tenets ; he
appears to have employed an account drawn up
by a contemporary aervi.«}h, which he imperfectly
understood

; the statement that the Ibridi.s deny
that the Deity will he seen in the next world (as the
ounnis thmk) is, however, confirmed by Sachau’s
treatise. The account of W. G. Vd.V^^e.ve {Travels,

even less accurate than
vv existed s. Other places, besides Jebel Nefusa,
where Ibadi communities continue to exist are the
island and the Cercle Laghouat in Algeria,M zab profess this doctriae. L. Riaa
{marabouts et Khouan, Algiers, 1884, p. 143) states
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that this settlement dates from about A.H, 400, and
that those who started it had originally dwelt south
of Vargla at Kerima, Sedrata, and Jebel Ibad.
These Algerian Ibadis, who in 1884 numbered
about 49,000, are, according to this author, more
like an ascetic sect than a political community.
He speaks very highly of their honesty, morality,
and devoutness. Their organization resembles in
many respects that of the Sufi confraternities.
The most accurate account hitherto published in
Arabic is that excerpted, as stated above, by
Sachau from a treatise called Kashf al-Ghummah,
which is only one specimen of a large Ibadi litera-
ture, little known in Europe. The treatise is evi-
dently late, and appears to be modelled on the
manuals in use among the larger Muslim com-
munities; and the differences betiveen the Ibadi
doctrine and the Sunni do not appear to be very
numerous; moreover, the author, in his polemic
against the Sunni doctors, seriously misrepresents
them. Like the Sunnis, the Ibadis believe in pre-
destination ; they define * faith * as ‘ word and deed,’
and declare that repentance is only for uninten-
tional offences. The bulk of their polemic is di-
rected against views which are associated with the
Shi'ah, the Murjis, and the Mu'tazils.
Owing to the French annexation of the M’zab

confederation in 1882, the legal system of the com-
munity has been studied by French scholars, and
a manual of M’zabite legislation was drawn up by
E. Zeys (Algiers, 1886). This is based on a work
called the NU by the Shaikh 'Abdal- Aziz, of the
second half of the 18th century. A further list of
Ibadite works is enumerated by A. Imbert, Le
Droit ahadhite chez les Musulma'iis de Zanzibar
et de VAfrigue (Algiers, 1903); the ear-
liest of these is called Bdyarial Bhct'r (‘Explanation
of the Code ’), in more than 70 volumes, composed
by Muhammad b. Sulaiman (f A.H. 508), while
the most authoritative is of about the year 1840
A.D., called Qdmu8alSharl*a{^ Ocean of the Law’),
in more than 90 volumes. Imbert gives some ac-

count of the peculiar features of the system in the
matter of inheritance, based on a monograph by
Sachau ( * Muhammedauisches Erbrecht,’ inSBA Jr,

1894, p. viii).

Litbraturb.—^To the authorities quoted above add I. Gold-
ziher, Vorlemngen uber den Islam, Heidelberg, 1910 ; E. Mer-
cier, Histoire de VAfrique septentrionale, Paris, 1SS8-90.

D. S. Margoliouth.
IBN EZRA.—1. Ibn Ezra, Abraham ben Meir

(Aben Ezra, Avenares), Jewish philosopher, poet,
grammarian, and exegete, and one of the most
widely-known Jewish scholars of the Middle Ages,
was bom in Toledo, Spain, during the last decade
of the 11th cent., and died c, 1167. The first part
of his life was spent in his native country, which
he seems to have left in the year 1140. From that
ear until his death he was a continuous wanderer,
is way leading him to Egypt and through

Northern Africa, Italy, and Southern France, and
to England. His place of death is variously given

;

some authorities contend for Rome, others for

Calahorra on the frontier of Navarre. Ibn Ezra
was a prolific writer; his roaming life did not
prevent him from composing works upon a variety

of sub3ects. His style is always precise—sometimes
so precise as to be slightly unmtelligible, especi-

ally in his commentaries ; and at times hurried

—

owing to the circumstances of his life.

As a poet, Ibn Ezra is a worthy representative

of the Hispano-Jewish Hebrew poetry, which was
modelled upon that of the Arabs. While not
possessing the simplicity and naturalness of its

greatest representative, Jehudah Halevi (g.v.), he
excels him in the depth of his feeling and in the
pungency of his wit. Fully 150 of his religious

poems—lyrie, didactic, and historical~have found

their way into the prayer-book of the Synagogue.
His Dlwdn, or collected poetical works, comprises
about 260 different pieces, and contains many that
are of a purely worldly character. He often plays
with numerical relations, as he was much interested

in mathematics. As is the fashion in Oriental
literature, he clothed a variety of subj'ects in poetic

garb. Not only did he intersperse snort poems in

the introductions to his various commentaries on
parts of the Bible, but he versified treatises on
religion, on calendar-rules, and on chess.
His Diwdn has been published by Jacob Egers, Diwdn des

Abraham ibn Esra, Berlin, 1S<S6 ; and his collected poetical

works by David Kahana, Kobe^ hoJcmat ha-Ra"ba\ 2 vols.,

Warsaw, 1894; and with German tr. by David Rosin, Reime
und Gedichte des Abraham ibn Esra, Breslau, 1885-1894. Cf.

K. Albrecht, * Studien zu den Dichtungen Abrahams ben Ezra,*

2D3fG Ivii. [1903] 421-473.

In philosophy, Ibn Ezra shows distinct traces of

Neo-Flatonic and Pythagorean influences. His
Neo-Platonic ideas he seems to have adopted from
his earlier contemporary Solomon Ibn Gabirol

iq.v,) ; the Pythagorean from the writings of the
Arabic ‘Brethren of Purity.’ According to Ibn
Ezra, the whole universe is made up of substance
and form—with the exception of God, who is

substance alone; though substance is defined as

that of which being can be predicated. God is

further described as the power out of which comes
that which is felt and thought. He is incorporeal
and spiritual, ‘ knowing in a sense very different to

the knowledge of man, since He is at one and the
same time the Knower and the thing known.’
But God knows only general ideas—the immutable
and permanent species, not the individuals that go
to make up the species. When we attribute
wisdom, goodness, and righteousness to Him, we
are describing His actions only, not His essence.

When we speak of Gods creative act, we refer

only to the sublunar world ; the rest of creation

—

heavenly bodies, angels, spheres, and stars—have
neither beginning nor end. He is thus opposed to
what became the official theological doctrine of

Judaism, the creatio ex nihilo, God determines
the species, to which He gives the power to fashion
the individual. The sublunar w'orld is created
through the instrumentality of the angels. In
fact, God acts upon the world through the angels,

and through certain human beings who have not
entirely lost the character of angels—prophets,
pious ones, and the righteous. He also uses as

intermediaries the heavenly bodies, which, by their

conjunction, work good or evil upon mankind.
But, in order to save his religious conceptions,
Ibn Ezra holds that God can overpower the work-
ings of the heavenly bodies ; and that this inter-

ference depends upon the moral condition of the
subject affected, tlius making free will possible.

It is accomplished through the angels. Ibn Ezra
does not rationalize the wonders in the Bible,

though he warns against exaggerating their im-
portance. The universe is composed of the Highest
world (angels), the Middle world (sun, moon, and
stars), and the Lowest world of Nature (made up
of the four elements and the three kingdoms).
With the exception of his ^Aruggat ha-^ohmah
and Bardes ha~Mezimmdh, written in rhymed prose,

Ibn Ezra has left no work of a peculiarly philo-

sophic character. His ideas are scattered through-
out his other writings.
See Rosin, in Monatsschrift fur Gesch. und Wissensch. des

Judenthums, xlii. [1898], xliii. [1899] ; Hamburger, Real-Ency-
clopadie des Judentums, lii., vl.

Two theologico-religious works of Ibn Ezra
deserve mention. The first is the allegory J^ai

ben Meins, a rhymed prose description of the
Supreme’ Being, composed upon the lines of

Avicenna’s J^ai ibn Yaksdn, and to be classed with
Ibn Gabirol’s Keter Malkut (best text in Egers’

ed. of the Diwdn), The second is his Yesbd Mora
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(ed. and tr. by M. Creiznach, Leipzig, 1840), a

pamphlet written in England, in which he treats

of the stndy of the Law and of the nature of the

divine commandments. But Ibn Ezra not only

gives semasiological explanations ; he tries to find

the ethical foundations for the various coinmand-

ments.
As a grammarian, Ibn Ezra was the first of the

Spanish school to write in Hebrew, though his

method of treatment and his terminology are still

wholly dependent upon his Arabic prototypes.

His wish was to popularize the Arabic system

among the Jews and to make them acquainted

with the works of his noted predecessor, Judah

Hayyuj. His largest work on grammar is his

Sefer Sahof, written in 1145. To this must be

added a number of smaller treatises : Yesod

Dikduk, Sdfdh Berurdh, Yesod Mispdr, Sefer^ ha,-

Shim, Sefer Yether, and a popular treatise entitled

Moznayim, a sort of terminological dictionary of

Hebrew lexicography. Most of these works are

poor and hun’ied in their arrangement, and written

probably merely as text-books.

See W. Bacher, *Die hebraische Sprachwissenschaft,* in

J. Winter and A. Wunsche, Die ;)udische Litteratur, ii. [1892-95]

184.

Ibn Ezra is best known as a commentator of the

Bible. His commentaries were always popular
among the Jews, being usually printed together

with the glosses of Rashi. He wrote commentaries
upon the following books: Pentateuch, Isaiah,

Tweh^e Minor Prophets, Psalms, Job, Canticles,

Ruth, Lamentations, Kohelet, Esther, and Daniel

;

and a second commentary to Exodus, Canticles,

Esther, and Daniel. As a commentator Ibn Ezra
opens up a new era among his compatriots because
01 his judicious aloofness to the claims of tradition

when they cannot be substantiated by the plain

meaning of the text. In the introduction to his

commentary on the Pentateuch he discourses upon
the methods hitherto employed in explaining the
Biblical text : the digressive, the anti-traditional,

the allegoric, and the Midrashic. All of these he
rejects in favour of his own method, which he
characterizes as a combination based on tradition
and free research. In this manner a scientific

sanity pervades his comments, which causes him
to reject the theory of the verbal inspiration of
the text, to lay minor stress upon the miracles,
and, exegetically, to oppose any insistence upon
the difi'erence between scriptio plena and scriptio
defecta as indicating a difference of meaning.
Whoever he himself departs from this level, it
is either with the object of finding a deeper and
more philosophical meaning or of indulging in
astrological speculations, to which he was much
given. Free research, however, leads him to take
up positions on certain questions which, though
on a line with currents which were not strangers
to the Synagogue (see Gottheil, ‘ Some Early Jewish
Bible Criticism,’ JBL xxiii. [1904] 1-12), would
have rendered him an object of suspicion, had he
not at times veiled his real meaning, at times
given his reader a choice of explanations by adding
such expressions as ‘the reader will aclopt the
opinion which recommends itself most to his judg-
ment,’ or ‘he who understands the difficulty should
keep silence.* Thus, because he does not believe
that the writers of the Bible anticipated history,
he holds that the latter part of Samuel was written
by some one other than the prophet ; and that the
second part of Isaiah was not written by the author
of the first part. His influence upon Spinoza’s
theories in this respect {Tract, Theot-PoL viii ) is
evident.
See M. JotJI, Sp^za’stheol.-poL Traktat, Breslau, 1870, p. 64 *

Wunsche, Die judiscld

In addition, Ibn Ezra wrote a number of works

on mathematical subjects, e.g. Sefer ha-Mi^ar

and Yesod Mispdr on arithmetic ; Sefer ha- lobur

on the calendar ; and Kele ha-Nehoshet on the

astrolab, as well as a treatise on chronology.

Despite his tendency to rationalism, Ibn Ezra

was a child of his times, and, as mentioned above,

was much interested in astrology. As many as

eight small treatises on this subject have come

from his pen.

See M. Steinschneider, ‘ Abraham ibn Ezra . , . zur Gesch.

der mathem. Wissensch. im xiii. Jahrhundert,’ in Abhandl. zur

Gesch. der Mathematik, Leipzig, 1880, pp. 57-128.

Literature.—M. Friedlander, Dssays on the Writings of Ibn

Ezra, London, 1876 ; N. Krochmal, Mbreh Nehuke ha-Zcman,

Lemberg. 1851, ch. xvii. ; H. Graetz, Gesch. derJuden, Leipzig,

ISGl viT note 8 ; W. Bacher, Abraham ibn Ezra als Gram^
matter, Strassburg, 1882, also in JF vi. 520-524.

2. Ibn Ezra, Moses ben Jacob, Jewish poet and

philosopher ;
contemporary and relative of his

greater namesake Abraham ibn Ezra; born in

Granada c. 1071, died c. 1138. He w^as a most
fruitful writer of religious poetry, which is all

characterized by gravity and a touch of pessimism.

It is not surprising, therefore, that of the 220 such

poems ascribed to him the greater part are to be

found in the rituals for the solemn festival of New
Year and the Day of Atonement. Of his secular

poems, which do not possess the wit and sparkle

of Abraham ibn Ezra, a large number (300) are

found in his Dlwdn, which is still unpublished.

He is also the author of a remarkable poem, vari-

ously styled Tarshlsh ond'Aiidk, containing some

1

1210 verses and written in the style of the Arabic

I

tajnis, in which the lines of each strophe end in

words similarly written and pronounced, but difier-

ing in meaning (homonyms). Ibn Ezra intended

by this totir de force to show the possibilities of

the Hebrew language in the working out of such
literary conceits. The poem is divided into ten

chapters, in which the ^a/m5-rhymes are arranged
alphabetically. The first chapter is occupied with

I the praise of some great man, who is supposed to

I

have been the learned astronomer Abraham bar

I

5iyyah of Barcelona.

I

Even in his secular pieces, Moses ibn Ezra pre-

I

serves his seriousness ;
but so varied is his use of

I

the Hebrew language that his compositions are
I often preferred to those of Jehudah Halevi and

I

Abraham ibn Ezra.

I

The Tarshlsh has been inadequately edited by David Gunz-
I

burg for the society Melji§e Nirdanilra, Berlin, 1886. See, how-
ever, T. Lewenstein, ProUgonmia zu Moses ibn Ezra's Buck der

\

Tajnls, Halle, 1893.

The most important work that has come down
to us from Moses ibn Ezra is his Kitdh al-Mulid-
darah, written in Arabic. It is the only work of

its kind written by a Hebrew scholar, and contains
a detailed treatise on Hebrew prosody, a history
of Hebrew poetry, and a mirror of the history of

the Jews of his time. It is evidently fashioned
closely upon the model of the Arabic Adah books.
Only a portion of it has been edited by P. K. Kokovtzov, in

Vosto6nyja Zamitki, St. Petersburg, 1895 (pp. 193-220) ; but a
general account of its contents has been given by M. Schreiner
in REJ xxi. [1890] 98-117, and xxii. [1891] 62-81, 236-249.

Moses ibn Ezra also wrote a philosophical work
under the title 'Arugat ha-Bosem, Only frag-
ments of this composition have been published,
so that it is impossible to understand the system
to which he adhered. He cites a number of Greek
philosophers, al-Farabi, and, of Jews, Saadia Gaon
and Ibn Gahirol. It is evident that this work
must be of inferior importance, as it has left little

trace in the literature of the time.
A few selections have been published by L. Dukes in the

Hebrew periodical Ziyyon, ii. [1842] 117 fiP.

Literature. — L. Dukes, Closes ben Ezra aus Granada,
Altona, 1839; L. Zunz, Literaturgesehichte der synagogalen
Poesie, Berlin, 1865, p. 202 ; M. Sachs, Die religiose Poesie der
Juden in Spanien, do. 1845, p. 276.

Richard Gotthlil.
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IBN GABIROL.—Solomon ibn Gabirol (Gab-
riel) enjoyed two distinct reputations. To the
Synagogue he was known as a hymnologist, to the
Church as a philosopher. It was S. Munk who,
first in a periodical in 1846 and later in his
Milanges de philosophie juive et arabe (Paris,
1857-59), proved the identity of Ibn Gabirol with
Avencebrol or Avicebron. This name seems to
have arisen by successive corruptions of Ibn
Gabirol into Aven-gebrol, Avicebrol, and the other
forms familiar from quotations in the mediseval
Scholastics. E. Renan [Averro^, Paris, 1852, p.

76) describes Munk’s discovery as an ‘ eminent
service to the history of philosophy.’ For the
curious implications of the identification, com-
pare the remarks of Ueberweg-Heinze, Gesch, der
Philos, (Berlin, 1898) ii. 296.

Ibn Gabirol W’as a Spanish Jew, w'ho passed
the years 1040-50 in Malaga (M. Steinschneider,
Die heb, TJebersetzungen des Mittelalters^ Berlin,
1893, § 219). It is commonly supposed that he
was born about 1020 and died about 1070. Some
authorities fix his death in the year 1058. The
picture drawn of his personal life by H. Graetz
may be found in the latter’s History of the Jews
(Eng. tr., London, 1891-92), vol. iii. ch. ix. There
are no materials for a more definite narrative. Of
his literary activities, however, we are better in-

formed. Many of his Hebrew poems have been
preserved in the Synagogue liturgy. Among these
may be particularly cited his Boyal Crown, which
has been more than once rendered into German,
and is fco be found fully in English prose in the
Prayer-Book of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews
(ed. M. Gaster, Day of Atonement, Oxford, 1904,

p. 47), and in part in English verse in Alice Lucas’s
Jewish Year (London, 1898), p. 140. It is an inte-

resting fact that Ibn Gabirol, famous philosophi-

cally as a Platonist, should in this poem, the
masterpiece of the neo-Hebraic muse, have gone
for inspiration to Aristotle’s short treatise ‘On
the World.’ Gabirol’s text is Aristotle’s sajdng:
‘ What the pilot is in a ship, the driver in a chariot,

the coryphssus in a choir, the general in an army,
the lawyer in a city—that is God in the world’
[de Mnndo, ch. 'V’i.). Where Gabirol differs from
Aristotle is not merely in the moral optimism of

his outlook, but in the mystical fervour of his

inward gaze. There is, moreover, a charm of

‘youthfm freshness’ in his verse, a quality which
led to the erroneous belief that the poet died

young. Many others of Gabirol’s poems are found
in the ‘Spanish’ liturgy; a short invocation of

his, translated by Mrs. R. N. Salaman, is now
included in the ‘ German ’ service-book (see Author-

ized Hebrew Prayer-Book, annotated ed., London,

1913, p. ccxlvi). Gabirol also wrote didactic

hymns, such as his Azhdrdth {Exhortations)—

poetical summaries of the Biblical Laws, for reci-

tation on Pentecost. Another long poem of his

is termed 'Andg; this is a linguistic treatise.

Others of his poems previously unknown have

been recently published. Ibn Gabirol, like other

mediaeval Hebrew authors, wrote secular as well

as religious poems ; several of his epistles have

come down to us. His command of a pure Hebrew
style is as remarkable as is the elevation of his

thought. He stands very high among'post-Biblical

writers of Hebrew.
Besides his poetical works, Ibn Gabirol com-

posed ethical and metaphysical treatises, some of

them of minor importance. A full account of

these may be found in the work of Steinschneider

cited above. One popular collection of moral

maxims, the Choice of Pearls, is attributed to

Ibn Gabirol, though authorities are divided as to

the correctness of this ascription. The book was
translated into English by B. H. Asher (London,

1859). More authentic is the Improvement of the

Moral Qualities, written in Saragossa about the
year 1045 (ed. S. S. Wise, in Arabic and English,
New York, 1901).

* In two respects the “ Ethics ” (by which abbreviation the
work may be cited) is highly original. In the first place, as
compared with Saadia, his predecessor, and Bahiya and Mamio-
nides, his successors, Gabirol took a new stand, in so far as he
set out to systematise the principles of ethics independently of

religious belief or dogma. Further, his treatise is original in

its emphasis on the physio - psychological aspect of ethics,

Gabirol’s fundamental thesis being the correlation and inter-

dependence of the physical and the psychical in respect of

ethical conduct ’ {JB vi. 629). This thought, indeed, permeates
the philosophy of our author.

By far the most important of Ibn Gabirol’s

philosophical treatises was the Arabic work of

which the original is lost, but which is known in

Hebrew as M^gdr ^ayyim and in Latin by the
equivalent title Fotis Vitce. The fullest edition of

the Latin is by C. Baeumker, Avencebrolis Fotis

Vitce (Munster, 1895). Mysticism naturally at-

taches itself to Platonism ; hence the Fons Vitce,

being Platonic in spirit, easily influenced the
Jewish Qabbala, especially in its theory of emana-
tions. On the other hand, it did not affect the
progress of Jewish scholastic theology, partly be-

cause the latter assumed an Aristotelian guise,

and partly because the Fons Vitce, though
^
it

essentially is an attempt to harmonize the Jewish
monotheism with Platonism, is based on extra-

Biblical foundations. The Fom Vitce is, how-
ever, frequently quoted by Christian scholastics.

Albertus Magnus cites its author as an Arab
(Ueberweg-Heinze, 266). Duns Scotus, whose
hostility to the Jews is notorious, had no suspicion

that the author w’hom he so admired was himself
a Jew. Of Duns Scotus the historian just cited

(p. 291) says that ‘ many Platonic and neo-Platonic
ideas penetrated into his thought by the channel
of the Fons Vitce,

^

Holding that every created substance, whether spiritual or

bodily, possesses matter as \\ ell as form (a position contested
by ijbertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas), Duns Scotus
asserted :

‘ ego autem ad positionem Avicembronis redeo.’ He
agrees with Ibn Gabirol in holding ‘ quod unica. sit materia * (p.

296). Platonic realism and its underljnng hypostatization of

ideas have obvious relations with Ibn GabiroVs maUria univer-
salis, though, unlike Spinoza, Ibn Gabirol does not identify

God with the materia universalis. On the contrary, he abso-

lutely excludes God from any such category. The theory of

the identity of substance running through the universe of spirit

and body is a hypothesis of far-reaching import, and interest in

Ibn Gabirol has been revived in recent times because of the
new turn which has been given to mystical and monistic con-

ceptions.

Literature.—Besides the works cited in the course of the

article, the following may be added, out of the extensive litera-

ture on the subject : M. Sachs, Die rel, Poesie der Juden in

Spanien, Berlin, 1845, pp. 3-40, 213-248
; G. Karpeles, Gesch.

der jud. Lit., do. 1886, pp. 465-483 ; W. Bacher, Bibelezegese

der jud. Religionsphilosophen des Mittelalt., Strassburg, 1892,

p. 45 ; J. Winter and A. Wiinsche, Die jud. Litt., ii. (Trier,

1894) 723, iii. (1896) 28, 109 ;
D. Kaufmann, Stud, uber Salomon

ibn Gabirol, Budapest, 1899; D. Neumark, Gesch. der jitd.

Philos, des Mittelalt., L (Berlin, 1907) 167, 600, 524, 565.

I. Abrahams.
IBN HANBAL.—Ahmad ibn Hanbal, the

founder of the Uanbalite school, was born in the

month of Rabf the first, A.H. 164 (A.D. Nov. 780)

in Baghdad. His lineage was of pure Arabic
stock, from the great tribe of Bakr ibn Wa’il.

Hanbal was the name of Ahmad’s grandfather.

His father, Muhammad, died when Ahmad was
still in infancy. Rarely the imam is called Ahmad
ibn Muhammad ibn Uanbal. When 15 years of

age, he began the study of tradition and other

Muslim sciences. To acquire a full knowledge
of the holy texts, he visited Mecca and Medina,
Yemen, Syria, Mesopotamia, Kufa, and Basra,

and studied under Sufyan ihn 'Uyaina, Abii

Yusuf, al-Shafi*i, and many other famous teachers

of those days. During this time he often lived in

penury and suffering. Yet, when still a youth, he
was held in reverence as an authority in matters
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of Muslim tradition. Al-Shafi'i too seems to have
had a great respect and affection for Ibn 5anbal.
It is told that, when al-Shaffi went at last to

said: ‘I do not leave behind any one
greater as &faqlh or more pious and learned than
Ahmad ibn ^anbal.’
After this ^riod of travelling, Ahmad continued

to reside in Baghdad. Soon he was regarded as
one of the greatest teachers of tradition and Jigh,
During his whole career he was a great defender
of orthodoxy. In his personal life he was very
scrupulous in his adherence to the ritual observ-
ances. It is said that he was wont to pray every
day 300 ralcds at least (every prayer consists of a
certain number of raJccCs). It was his custom at
night, after the last prayer of the day, to sleep
only for a short time, and then to arise and offer
prayers of supererogation until the morning. He
recited the whole Qur’an once every seven days.
His needs were so extremely few that his life

might seem a continuous fast. His demeanour
was that of a man abstracted from the common
concerns of life.

Ahmad’s maintenance of the integrity of ortho-
dox faith, during the inquisition {mihna) ordered
by the Khalif al-Ma’miin and his successors, is
looked upon as one of his greatest merits by his
Muslim biographers. Al-Ma’mun had adopted in
the year A.H. 212 (A.D. 827) the doctrine of the
Mutazilites, that the Qur’an was created. The
IChalif made this tenet obligatory upon his sub-
jects, and sent letters to all the provinces, order-
mg that his governors should cite the qcLd^ and
learned men and demand of them a clear answer
as to Allah’s creation of the Qur’an. Those who
would not yield, as the test was applied, were
frightened by threats and tortures. But Ahmad
Ibn Hanbal remained firm in the orthodox faith
that the Qur’an was Allah’s uncreated word. He
was cast for some time into prison, in chains, but
refused to assent to the !l^alif’s doctrine. In
the year A.H. 219 he was scourged in the palace
of the Khahf Mutasim, Ma’mhn’s successor,
rinally, as the crowd outside became moved with
anger and was preparing to attack the palace, the
ivnaiii ordered the suspension of the punishment,
and soon after set Ahmad free.
After the scourging Ibn 5anbal was let alone.

It may be that the Government feared a popular

1

if any further action was taken against
toe holy man. In the year A.H. 234 (a.d. 848) the^ahf al-Mutawakkil stopped the application of
toe test by public proclamation. When Ahmadwas asked by this Khalif to undertake the teach-
ing of al-Mutazz his favourite son, in the palace

fh
he excused himself, fearing that

the Surt^^
attach^ to

As &/aqzA and a traditionist, Ibn 9anbal borea great reputation among his own and the follow-ing generations. He was a man of great influence
? people, and the leading representative

of the strictest orthodox party in those days. Hedied on the 12th of Rabf the 'first, a.h. 241* (a d

news of his death became known, there was
m Baghdad and evenK is told that manythousands were present at his funeral.

^

know very

wJ^t .*''® Us greatwork, IS well known. It is a compilation con-toing about 000 or 40^000 traditions relating
of the Prophet. According to

traditions in it were
for argumrat in /oA and otherMuslm sciences, whilst the traditions omittStherem were not at all to be regarded as a“^

basis. The Musnad is not arranged with any
reference to the subjects of the traditions it in-
cludes, but only according to the earliest authori-
ties of the citea traditions. The work has always
had a great reputation in Muslim circles ; it has
been used by many tradibionists, but its immense
size and the inconvenient method of its arrange-
ment prevented it from becoming a popular book.
A printed edition was issued at Cairo in 1896.

After the death of Ibn ^fanbal, his pupils and
admirers continued to form the so-called ^anbalite
madhhabi one of the four Muslim schools of Jiqh,
which still exist at the present day. The ^Janhal-
ites have always distinguished themselves by their
aversion to liberal theories in matters of faith, and
their enmity against the Muslim rationalists and
freethinkers (see, further, art. Sects [Muslim]).
Litbraturb.-—Waiter M. Patton, Abrmd ibn Hanhal and

Biography of the Irndm^ including 'an Accountvj wto jLinuin^ zitcbuainQ an Account
of the Mohammedan Inquisition called the Mihna^ Leyden
1897 ; I, Goldziher, * Anzeige von Patton’s Ahmed ibn Hanbal
and the Mibna,’ in ZDMG Hi. [1898] 155-160, ‘ Zur Gesch. der
hanbalit. Bewegungen,’ ib. bcii. [1908] 1-28, ‘ Neue Materialien
rar Litt. des Ueberlieferungswesena bei den Muhamniedanern *

ib. 1. [1896] 465-506, and art. * Alined b. Mubammed b. Hanbal!*

r*.
188-190

; C. Brockelmann, Gesch. der arab.
Ltt.y Weunar and Berlin, 1897-1902, i. 181-183.

Th. W. Juynboll.
^

JSN HAZM.—Ibn !^azm (Abii Muhammad
All b. Ahmad), a celebrated theologian and bel
esprit of Muslim Andalusia, was born a.h. 384
(A.D. 994) in a suburb of Cordova, the Umayyad
capital. He belonged to a Spanish family of con-
verts {muwallad; cf. ZDMG liii. [1899] 602 ff.)
hailing originally from Niebla. His great-grand-
father, 5azm by name, had renounced the Chris-
tianity in which he was bom, and embraced Islam •

but the family subsequently denied their Christian
descent, and fabricated for themselves a Persian
origin, claiming to be descended from a Persian
who had been emancipated {maula) by Yazid, the
brother of Mu'awiya, the first of tHe Umayyad
Khalifs, and to be the prot6g4s of that family.
Ahmad, the father of Ibn Hazm, had served as
vizir under the ‘Amirids (al-Mansur ibn Abi ’Amir

j
and Ibn Uazm himself

. * i ,
^ sh<^rt time under tlie Khalifs

AbdaJrahman iv. (al-Murtada) and ’Abdalrahman
V. (al-Musta?hir), taking part in the wars forced
upon the tottering Umayyad Khalifate by the
insurgent Berbers under the claimant ’Ali b.
Hammud. He was for a time a captive amone

of Mu.sta?hir (A.D.

7 1 ti’ .
was ^rown into prison by Muhammad ll.

^1-Mustakfi), the next occupant of the throne.Un regaining^ his liberty, he withdrew entirely
from the political arena, and lived a rather solitary
life on his ancestral estate near Niebla, devoting
himself to the literary and scientific pursuits which
at length ^ade him one of the most prominent
figires in Andalusian Islam. He died there A.H.
456 (A.D. 1063).
His literary work was of a varied character. His

son, Abu Rah
, estimates that he was the author of

consisting in the aggregate
of 80,000 paps, and there is no doubt that he was
a most prolific writer. He was a tasteful poet, and

He iso com-
posed a belletristic monograph on love, entitledTauq al-hamdma fi-Uulfa wal-ullaf (‘ the dove’spck-rmg on sociality and the sociable’), still^tant in a single MS (in Leyden), an ediion ofwhich IS being prepared for publication by aRussian scholar. Prom this work a charniing
love-expenence of its author has been translated by

contributed also to historicalA short treatise of a historical character,
taw&rlkh ahkhulafa, was re-centlj edited from the sole surviving MS finMunich), and published with a SpaniS transit
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tion (‘ Regalos de la novia sobre los anales de los
califas ’) in the Revista del Centro de Estudios Sis~
toricos de Granada y su Beino (i. [1911] 160-180,
236-248),^ by C. F. Seybold. Of more importance
in this field is Ibn ^azm’s great work entitled
Jamharat al-ansab (in Maqrizi, Kitah itti 'dz al~
hunafa [‘ History of the Fatimids"], ed. H. Bunz,
Leipzig, 1909, p. 8, 1. 4—the title appears as Kitah
al-jamdhir fl ansah aLmashaMr)^ treating of tlie
genealogy of the Arab and Berber tribes, with
special reference to the branches of the former in
the Maghrib. This work, a section of which has
been published in India by S. Khuda Bukhsh, was
highly prized by Ibn Khaldun (‘ Ibn gazm is the
imam of genealogists and learned men ’

;
‘ trust-

worthy, he has no equal’), and was often used by
him {Bistoire des BerUres, ed. de Slane, Algiers,
A.D. 1847-51, i. 106 f., 147, ii. 2, passim)^
But the bulk of Ibn ](jazm’s literary work is

devoted to theology. Even a treatise on Logic—now lost—he is said to have brought into the
theological sphere, thus disregarding the position
assigned to the former by Aristotle. Voluminous
works on the the hadith, the dogmatics, and
other elements of Islam are ascribed to him ; but,
for a reason to be mentioned presently, the greater
number have perished. He was at the outset an
adherent of the Shafi'ite school, but, following in
the wake of Hawud b. *Aii (q.v.), the founder of
the Zahiriyya school, abandoned it for the latter.
Just as, in a general sense, he vindicates the
rejection of the non-traditional sources for the
deduction of the Laws in a special work {Ibtdl al~
qiyds) first made known by the present vTiter, so,
m particular, he develops his Zahirite polemic
against the dominant schools {madhdhib) in the
special chapters of his work al-Muh>alld^ which
deals with the religious law, while in various works
in systematic theology he exhibits the Zahirite
method in its broadest application. In one direc-
tion, however, he advanced beyond the normal
osition of the Zahirite school ; for, whereas they
ad hitherto limited the scope of their principle to

the science of law (/jA), and had regarded the
province of dogmatic theology as indifferent, Ibn
5azm applied their method to the latter as well.
In controverting, on the one hand, the Ash*arite
theology, which in his day represented the orthodox
conception of the faith, and, on the other, the
dogmatics of the Mu'tazilites, he interprets theo-
logy in the light of the Zahirite school, and from
that standpoint assails all other views. He develops
his criticism in his best known work, the Kitah aU
fisalfi4-milal wal-ahwd wal-nih^al—a title usually
abbreviated to Kitdb al-milal wal-nihal—of which
a printed edition is now available (4 vols., Cairo,
A.H. 1317-21 ; on the MSS cf. ZDMG Ixvi. [1912]
166).
In this treatise he first of all gives, for polemical purposes, an

account of non-Muhammadan religions and their doctrines, and
then a critique of tne doctrinal duisions of Islam. The first

part of the work is devoted mainly to Judaism and Christianity,
and to criticism of the OT and NT and the inconsistencies and
absurdities therein, his design being to confirm a view already
expressed in the Qur’an and elaborated with increasing distinct-
ness in later Islam, viz. that the alleged documents of revelation
in the hands of Jews and Christians cannot possibly be the
sacred writings given by God. He deals also with later religious
writings of Judaism and Christianity, and, in particular, he
submits the Talmud to severe criticism. This side of his work
would never of itself have aroused the animosity cf other theo-
logians, but it was a very different matter with the bitter and
merciless spirit in which, alike in the work before us and in his
writings on the he speaks of the most eminent authorities
in Muslim junsprudence and dogmatics.

In his theological writings his tone is immoder-
ate, fanatical, and unsparing, and he shows not
the slightest respect for authority or for the great
personalities of the past w'ho stood high in the
general esteem. His character for severity be-

1 A quotation will be found in Nawawi, TaMihSb, ed. Wiisten-
feld, Gottingen, 1842-47, p. 876, line 4 from foot.

came a proverb in literary circles : Baif al-Hajjdj
waqalam Ibn Eazm (‘The sword of ffajjaj and
the pen of Ibn 5azm ’). The result was that he
lost all favour with the theologians ; his books
were banned, and left unstudied (cf. Subki, Taba-
qdt al-Shafi'lya, Cairo, A.H. 1324, iv. 78), and
Avere seldom quoted. This explains why most of
his Avorks are lost, and why some are extant only in
rare MSS. Under the Abbadid ruler al-Mu'tamid,
indeed, his books were publicly burned in Seville

—

a proceeding upon which Ibn Jlazm commented in
an epigram charged with supreme disdain :

‘ Though you burn the paper, you cannot burn what the paper
contains, for it is la’d up in my breast

;

It goes wich me whithersoever my camel betakes himself
; it

stops where I stop, and will be buried with me in my
grave

;

Let me alone with your burning of parchment and paper, and
speak rather about science, so that the people may learn
which of us knows anything

;

If not, go to school again. How many secrets has God be-
yond the things you aspire to I

'

In his increasing isolation he was shunned even by
students. Of the few pupils Avho availed them-
selves of his oral teaching the best known is

Muhammad b. Abi Na§r al-Uumaidi (fA.H. 488
[a.d. 1095]), who speaks in laudatory terms of his
learning, and his moral and religious character.
Amongst his polemical works may also be in-

cluded a still extant satirical poem of 137 couplets
in which he holds up Christianity and its institu-
tions to derision by way of a rejoinder to a
Byzantine writer who had assailed Islam and the
Khalifate in verse. A complete text of this poem
appears in Subki {op, cit, ii. 184-189). Ibn U^zm
never speaks of Judaism or Christianity except in
fierce and virulent language.
Cf his theological writings, besides the polemical

work above referred to, his treatise on Abroga-
tion in the Qur’an {Kitdb al-ndsikh wal-mansukh)
has^ been published (Cairo, a.h. 1297, in con-
nexion with an edition of the Jalalain Com-
mentarjr ; also at the Khairiya Press, A.H. 1308).
An ethical work, Kitdb aUahhldq wal siyar
mudawdt al-nufus (‘ Cn the healing of souls’)—

a

series of maxims relating to morals and the
conduct of life, arranged in chapters—has also
appeared in print (ed. Mahmasani, Cairo, 1905).

This tractate, in which the Imiiaiio Muhammedis
is set forth as the ideal of the ethical life (cf. I.

Goidziher, Vorlesungen uber den Islam^ Heidel-
berg, 1910, p. 30), is of importance as affording a
vivid impression of the author’s personal character,
and reveals very candidly his qualities and defects.
He refers in it to the arrogance which ruled him
for a time, but from which he was delivered by
self-discipline. His intolerance, his propensity to
bitter criticism of his fellow-men, and his ill-

humour he ascribes to an enlargement of the
spleen resulting from an illness (p. 77). This work
is the tranquil outcome of the mature experience
to which he constantly appeals. He complains
here of the inconstancy of friends ; after long
years of intimacy his own best friend had deserted
iiim (p. 40). But in spite of all he is able to say

:

* Everything has its advantages : I myself have derived great
benefit from the attacks of the ignorant. They have stirred up
my spirit, quickened my feeling, stimulated my thought, and
fostered my activity. They were the cause of my composing
large works which I should never have written unless they had
disturbed my peace and fanned the spark hidden within me ’

(p. 62).

Of his sons, besides the Abu Bafi* mentioned
above, we hear also of an Abti Usama Ya'qub as
the tran.smitter of one of his father’s works {Nuqat
al-'arils I cf. Ibn al-*Abbar, Mu jam [Bibl, arab.
hispana^ iv.], p. 29, line 2 from foot).

Literature.

—

Sources for the life of Ibn J^iazm : C. Brockel-
mann, Gesch. der arab. Litt. i. (Weimar, 1898) 400 ; R. P, A.
Dozy, Bist. des Musulmansd^Espagne, Leyden, 1861, iii. 341 ff.

{Gesch. der Mauren in Spanien^ Leipzig, 1874, ii. 210 ff.); the
Arabic periodical al-M-uqtabas^ i. (a.h. 1324) 39 ff., ii. (a.h. 1326)
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313 fl. For his work on the sects: I. Friedlander. in them .. ' •.

V^vw m.-AAii. (1903-09). vn ms cnwcism oi uuaaism ana
Christianity: M. Steinschneider, Polem. und apologet, LiU
zwischen MusUmen, Christen, wnd Juden, Leipzig, 1877, pp.

Gol<^ziher, ‘ Muham. Polemik ge^n Ahl al-Kitab,* in
ZpMG xxxii. [1878] 365 ; M. Schreiner, ib, xlii. [1888] 612,
xlviii. [1894] 39 ; his polemic against the Talmud was published
by Goldziher, in Kobak, Zeitschr, fur Gesch. des Judentums,
viii. [1872] 7d-104 ; his dogmatic system with references to his
works IS set forth in Goldziher, Die ^dhhiten, ihr Lehrsystevn
und ihre Gesch,, Leipzig, 1884, pp. 116-170.

„ I. Goldziher.
IBN TAIMlYA.— Ibn Taimiya (Taqi al-din

Abu-1- Abbas Ahmad b. 'Abdalhalim), the most
eminent Muslim theologian of the 13th-14th cen-
turies, was the scion of a Syrian family of scholars,
and was born a.h. 661 (A.D. 1263} in Harran, near
Damascus, a locality where a rigidly puritanical
conception of religion had prevailed from early
times (Dliahabi, Tadkkirat al-huffdz^ ^aidarabad,
n.d., ii. 48, line 3 from foot), and where the Han-
balite school was strongly represented. The family

Tiamiya belonged to that school. As a
public exponent of its tenets in Damascus he suc-
ceeded Ms father in A.H. 681 (A.D. 1282), and in
a short time his lectures and writings, in which he
assumed a position of decided antagonism to the
dominant tendencies of Muslim orthodoxy, made a
great stir and aroused vehement opposition. He
rejected the unthinking and slavish adherence to
a particular school of religious law {taqlld), and in
the discussion of that subj'ect he called upon his
rellow-Muslims to fall back upon the old tradi-
tional soirees.

^
It is true that he went further

than the zahirites (see art. DZwud b. ‘Ali), with
whose principles he closely agi-ees, in the range
which he assigned to arguments from analogy
Wyas). Alike in the sphere of theology and m
that of religious usage, he relentlessly assailed the
innovations

) which had found their way into
the religious life, and,^ above all, he fought strenu-
ously agamst the spiritualistic interpretation of
the antoopomorphic passages in the Qur’an and
thQJadith, agamst the Ash'arite method of dog-
matics, and against the mysticism of the Sufis
(g.v.). in the cultus, again, he declared war upon
the WOrshlTt nf .Cflin+cs an/l i_ _ »

in prison on 22nd Dhulqa'da 728 (29th Septembei
1328).

Though a stringent interdict was laid upon the acceptance
of his doctrines, he was not left without champions. Even after
his death, pamphlets were written on the question whether he
was to be regarded as a kajir (‘unbeliever’) or as a genuine
representative of orthodoxy. The tradition of his teaching was
continued by his faithful pupil Shamsaddin ibn Qayyim al-
Jauziya (t a.h. 761 [a.!). 1360]) in numerous works. At a much
later period his views enjoyed a furtive revival in smaller circles,
and the most striking historical result of his teaching is the fact
that in the 18th cent, the founder of the powerful Wahhabi
{q.v.) movement in central Arabia derived his initiative from
the writings of Ibn Taimiya (cf. Goldziher, ZDMG hi. [1898] 150).
His name is the shibboleth of the Wahhabite theologians in their
controversy with the orthodox, who in turn take as their watch-
word the name of Ghazali.
As regards the influence of Ibn Taimiya at the present day

it should be noted that the party championed by Muhammad
Rashid Ricja in his periodical al-Man&r (now m its 16th year)—
a party which rejects the ta<jUd of the four orthodox schools,
appeals to the ho-dith, and is opposed to the worship of saints
and the superstitious practices associated therewith—draws its
constant inspiration from the writings of Ibn Taimiya and Ibn
Qayyim al-Jauziya. It is perhaps due to this wide-spread accept-
ance of Ibn Taimiya’s views that within little more than a decade
so many of the hitherto much neglected works of the great
Hanbalite theologian have been issued in printed form in Cairo
and l^aidarabad.

^
Ibn Taimiya displayed a vast literaiy fertility

in books, tractates, epistles, smdfaitods. The list
of his works given in Brockelmann’s Gesch. der
arah.^ Litt. ii. 103-105 is by no means exhaustive,
and, in particular, attention should be drawn to a
series or treatises {majmuat al-rasail aUkuhrd)
published in 2 vols. at Cairo, A.H. 1322.
Litbraturb.—I. Goldziher, Die ZAhiriten, ihr Lehrsystem

1884, pp. 188-193, and in ZDMG Ixii.
[1908] 25 f.; M. Schreiner, Beitrage zur Gesch. der theoloa.
B^egungen im Islam, Leipzig, 1899 (,=ZDMG lii. [1898] 640-
663, liii. tl899] 61-61), with a bibliography of the controvVsial
writings for and agamst Ibn Taimiva; C. Brockelmann, Gesch.
der arab. LitLt u. (Berlin, 1902) 103. I QqI DZIHFR

il iT-
— iic ucciarea war upon

the wo^ip of samts and tombs which had cr^mto Islam, and ^ even objected to tlie practices
of mvoking the Prophet and making pilgrimao’es

whni the acknowledged
schools of jumprudence with reference to the law

Special importance to note his
oppositaon to the abuses which brought in theirtr^ the practice of fahXU, viz. that a man should

‘i® liad been
definitely divorced, unless she had meanwhileWMummated a vahd marriage with another andbeen divorced from him. In his writings he hazealot adversary of Greek philosophy, fudaisL

inciting the Muslimsagainst them, he pomted to the Mongol inva.

thS; assertingthat the yiata.tion was in part due to the laxitv o1

that°;h?^“^^®- a/atoa deSng
destro^<3i

synagogues in Cairo should be

^ape^ of other faiths to exist in their midst fed
in ItEJ xxxi. [1895] 214 ff.). In hiscntmisms he did not spare the most widelvacceoted

authorities of Islam,^not even thrust
ut the special object of his antagonism was alGhazali, whom he dUliked both m aS

pnsoned both in Damascus and in Cairo. He died

TUFAIL.--IbnTufail (Aba Bakr Muham-
madibn'Abd-al-malikibn Muhammad ibn Muliam-

al-Qai§I), referred to by the Chris-
tian Scholastics as Abubacer, was born, probably
at the beginning of the 12th cent, a.d., in the little
Andalusian town of Guadix (Wadi Ash), and died
in the royal city of Morocco in 1185. Besides the
name Abu Bakr he also bore that of Abu JaTar
^s in theMS of the British Museum tr. by Pococke)
from the name of another of his sons. Our in-
formation regarding his life is but meagre, and
what we are told is by no means always reliable,
lo is certain, however, that he was possessed of the
learning and culture of his day, that he composed
verses, and th^ he was activelyengaged in medicine
and politics. Thuswe read that hewas the physician
and vizir of Khalif Abu Ya'qub Ydsuf (1163-84)
with whom he lived on terms of friendship. He
performed a special service to Muhammadan philo-
sophy by introducing Ibn Rushd (Averroes) to that
prince, and encouraging him to write a commen-
tary on Aristotle. This event has been generally
assigned to the year 1154, but L. Gauthier brings
it down to 1169. *=*

We possess no scientific work from the hand of
®^«'™ of l>eing able to improve

Prof>aWy to be interpreted
merely as expressing his conviction that he must

th^toPtolemyf
’'^ork—a work that securesfor Its author a niche in the temple of universal

*_ Philosophical allegory entitled
the introduction to that

MDhv^
his position in Muslim philo-

t
ProWs to be an adherent oi thepnuosop^ of enlightenment (ishraq, ‘illumina-

hi j d ®™‘i® pantheism current

S . ^ “d Persia, but a speculative mysticism
*y.P®- laid theSr

tions in the observation of Nature and in ration)
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thought, he aspires to ascend to the highest—i.e-
to the state of ecstasy, in which the soul experiences
what the eye has never seen, the ear never heard
and the heart of man never imagined. Just because
such a spiritual process cannot be described easily
or even described at all, in words, it must be
presented allegorically. The persons in his allegory,
so far as their names are concerned, are borrowed
from the mystical treatises of Ibn Sina (Avicenna)
But ‘Salaman’ and ‘Asal’ are in all probability
derived from the field of Hellenistic-Jewish legend
while *Haw’ recallsthe first syllable of ‘ Gayomart ’

a mythical king of Persia. Many features of Ibn
Tufail’s work are of legendary origin, but the
arrangement is doubtless his o^vn. The theme
proposed was a practical question in Western
Islam at the time, just as it had been in the East
at an earlier day. The problem was, in fact, the
relation of

^
the individual to society, or, to state it

more precisely, the relation between the philo-
sophical reflexion and intuition of the individual
and the traditional belief of the multitude.
The author seeks to portray as clearly as possible three

distinct types
: (1) the philosopher, who b}’’ natural endowment

and his own reflexion and self-abne^tion is fitted to receive
enlightenment from above—one, that is to say, who rises step
by step to a mystic unity with higher spirits, and ultimately
with the Divine Being Himself (2) the man of
traditional beliefs (‘ Salaman ’) ; and (3) the speculative theo*
logian, who interprets the figurative language of revelation, as
given in the Qur’an, in a spiritual sense (‘Asal’^Ibn Sina’s
‘Absal’). The last-mentioned, accordingly, stands for the
allegorical method of interpreting the sacred writings—a legacy
of Alexandrian thought—which had been far more widely
assimilated in Islam than philosophy in the stricter sense as
represented by Hayy.
The thread of the narrative is as follows ; Hayy ibn Yaq?an

(‘ The Living, son of the Awake ’) is, when a mere child, cast
upon an uninhabited island below the equator—or, according
to another legend, comes into being there by spontaneous
generation. He is suckled by a gazefle, and grows up among
animals, the languageof which he learns, and from which, after
trying the leaves of trees, he obtains his first primitive clothing.
This is the starting-point of his development, which completes
itself in 7x7 years. He has an intense desire to learn. The
gazelle that suckled him dies, and shortly afterwards he begins
to dismember it, continuing till he comes to the conclusion that
the heart is the central bodily organ, the seat of the principle
of life. Having discovered how to produce fire, and having
found a relish in roasted flesh, he proceeds to dissect various
other animals, either dead or alive. Then, just as he studied
the animals of his island, even taming a number of them, so he
investigates its plants and minerals, its atmosphericphenomena,
and, in a word, the whole philosophy of Nature. He is struck
by the multiplicity of phenomena, and he endeavours to find
unity in all—the unity of the organism, thau of the species and
the genus, and at length the all-pervading unity of the world.
From his study of physical Nature, in every part of which he
traces the distinction between matter and psychical or spiritual
form, and, accordingly, an ever-recurring birth and decay, he
infers the existence of a pure and invariable Form as the cause
of all that is, and in this way he comes to know the Deity from
His works. The existence of the Divine Spirit he infers also
from the fact that space must necessarily be conceived as finite.

Thus far he has recognized the Creator of the world only as
the most perfect spiritual being. He now proceeds to study
his own spirit as the medium through which he has obtained
that knowledge. He perceives that he belongs to a realm above
the animal kingdom, and that he is akin to the spirits who
control the celestial spheres. It is only as regards his body that
he is of the earth ; his soul or spirit {rulj.) is indubitably of a
celestial nature, and the highest that is in him—that by which
he has come to recognize the Supreme Being—must surely be
akin to that Being. These reflexions furnish him with the law
for his future conduct (cf. the exercises of Buddhist monks and
of whirling dervishes). He restricts his physical wants to what
is absolutely necessary. By preference he eats ripe fruits and
vegetables, and only in case of necessity resorts to animal food,
while he fasts as often and as long as possible. He resolves
that no species of animate beings shall become extinct on his
account. He aims at scrupulous cleanliness, and in his move-
ments, as, s.p., his walks around the beach of his island, copies
those of the heavenly bodies. By these means he is gradually
enabled to raise his true Self above the heavens and the earth,
and so to reach the Divine Spirit

;
and at this stage, in place of

his earlier logical proofs of God’s existence, he enjoys iiie visio

beatifica and the unio mystica. He has now transcended the
mathematico-Io^ical categories of unity, plurality, etc. So far
as the world still exists for him, he regards it only as a reflexion
of the Divine light.

Hayy has often enjoyed the raptures of ecstasy, when at length
bis solitude is interrupted. Upon a neighbouring island live a
people who, though adherents of the Muslim faith, are given to
sensuous pleasures. A friend of Salaman, the ruler of this

island—an individual named Asal—desiring to devote himself
to study and self-denial, sets out for Hayy’s island, which he
supposes to be uninhabited. Here, then, he meets with Hayy,
and, when the latter has at length acquired human language
the two become convinced that the religion of the one, in its
rational interpretation, and the philosophy of the other are
essentially the same. With a view to proclaiming this pure
vereion of the truth to the credulous multitude, Hayy proceeds
to the adjacent island, accompanied by Asal. But their design
miscarries

; and the two friends have ultimately to admit thatMuhammad had acted wisely in giving the truth to the people
under a veil of symbolical language. They, therefore, go back
to the uninhabited island, in order that they may further give
themselves to a life consecrated to God.
The greater portion of Ibn Tiifail’s book is devoted

to the course of Hayy's education, and it is not to
be wondered at that those who first translated the
work, and gave an account of the author’s philo-
sophy, were mainly concerned with the person of
Hayy. But the central theme of the allegory, as
has been indicated, is the relation between religion
and philosophy, and the principle that philosophy
is one with religion properly understood. This
has been specially emphasized by Gauthier, though
perhaps somewhat one-sidedly. It is certainly quite
obvious that in several passages Ibn Tufail is on
Hayy’s side: the eyes oi Asal are opened to the
profoundest mysteries of the Spirit, not by the
direct revelation of the Qur’an, but by Hayy’s
philosophy of enlightenment; and at all events
the work permits the inference that man may
attain to supreme salvation by the inner light
alone, and without the aid of prophetic revelation.
This point of view was enough of itself to render
the book objectionable to the Christian theologians
of the Middle Ages, while, in particular, tlie
monopsychitism of its author was stigmatized by
Albertus Magnus as * error omnino absurdus et
pessimus ’ {de Nat. et Orig. An. ii. 4), and as a thing
‘omnino deliramento simile’ {de An. iii. i. 7).
TheHayy ibn Yaqzan had at first but few readers.

The Neo-rlatonists of the Renaissance seem not to
have known it, else they would have found it
acceptable, inasmuch as they taught that there
were rays of the one Divine truth in all religions
and philosophies. Certain points of connexion
between Hayy and 1^1 Critic6n, a work by the
Spanish author Baltasar Gracidn published in
1650-53—links recently pointed out by Menendez y
Pelayo—have not yet been satisfactorily explained.
Literature.—i. Translations ofHatt ibn Yaqzan.—

Arabic text with a Lat. tr. by E. Pococke, Jr,, and an in-
troduction by his father, was published at Oxford in 1671, and
reprinted in 1700. The first Eng. tr. (1674 ; from the Lat.) was
the work of George Keith, who, as a Quaker, probably set a
higher value upon the * inner light ’ than upon the letter of a
revelation. A second Eng. tr. (also from the Lat.), by George
Ashwell, appeared in 1686. In 170S, Simon Ockley, the orientalist,
published a new English version from the original, and this was
recently re-issued with few alterations by E. A. van Dyck, * for
the use of his pupils’ (Cairo, 1905). Of Dutch translators
probably the first was J. Bouwmeester, a friend of Spinoza,
whose rendering (Amsterdam, 1672) was executed from the Lat.
of Pococke, and this w’ork was re-published at Amsterdam in
1701, while in the same year another issue, collated with the
ori^nal Arabic and furnished with notes by the oriental scholar
H. Beland, a professor in Utrecht, was published at Rotterdam.
The earliest Germ, tr., by J. G. Pritius (Frankfort, 1726), was
based upon the English of Ockley; that of J. G. Eichhorn
(Berlin, 1783) is more independent. French and Spanish trr.
have appeared only in recent times (see below).
Pococke’s designation of thework, ‘ PhilosophusAutodidactus,’

appears on the title-page of most of the trr., even the Spanish
of 1900. Eeland (1701) has *De natuurlijke Wijsgeer’ (‘The
Natural Philosopher’), and Eichhorn, ‘ Der Naturmensch ’ (‘ The
Natural Man’). In the 19th cent. Hayy was often compared
with Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, but to us it is surely rather the
contrast than the resemblance that suggests itself : Crusoe is

the pattern of the practical man, while Hayy is the ideal of the
reflective and mystical mode of life. Since 1882 the original
has been frequently issued in the East—in Cairo and Con-
stantinople—and has thus been brought within the range of
active European study.

ii. Discussions, etc.

—

A. Merz, * Eine mitbelalterliche Kritik
der Offenbarung,’ in Die protestantische Eirchenzeitu^ fdr d.
erang. Deutbchland, 22nd July-12th August 1885; *1^ J. de
Boer, The History of Philosophy in Islam, London, 1903, pp.
181-187: El Fildso/o avtodidacto de Ahentofail: Novela p^^
Idgica tradudda . . . del arabe por D. Francisco Pons Boigues,
con un prdlogo de Mendntiez y Pelayo {^OoUctMn de Estudios
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Jimbes. V.), Saragossa, 1900; L6on Gauthier, Eayy Ben
Taqdhdn: Boman pkitosophioue d'Ibn Tho/ail, texte arabe

, , , et traduction frang,^ Alters, 1900, and Ilm Thofail: sa

viet ses oeuvres {^Publ. de vMcole des Lettres d’Alger^
Bulletin

de Corresp, A/rie. xlii.), Paris, 1909 (with bibliography).

T. J. DE Boer.

IBN TUMART.—Ibn Tumart was a famous
Muslim reformer of Morocco, surnamed ‘ the

Makdl of the Almohads.’ According to Ibn

Khaldim, his name was Amghar^ Berber for ‘ the

chief.’ The names of his ancestors were also

Berber. The date of his birth is unknown ; but it

must have taken place between A.H. 470 and 480.

He was born in a village of Siis called Ijli en
Warghan. His family were Isergliins, a section

of the Hintata, one of the chief tribes of the Atlas.

Ibn Khaldun says that they were celebrated for

their piety, and that Ibn Tumart seemed eager to

learn, and frequented the mosques, where he
burned so many candles that he received the sur-

name Asafu (Berber), ‘the fire-brand.’ It was
probably the thirst for knowledge that drove him
to the East.

At this time the Almoravid dynasty, which
ruled in the Maghrib and a part of Spain, was
declining, and corruption of morals had followed
close on conquest. One of the strictest Muslim
sects, that of Malik ibn Anas, was in power ; it con-
fined its attention to the study of furu\ manuals
which had usurped the place of the Qur’an and the
hadlths. Ghazali had strongly opposed its doc-
trines in the East in a chapter of his IJiyd 'ulum

the Kiiah al "Urn, which called forth the
hatred of the lawyers {faqlh)y such as the qadl
lyad, and even Ash'antes like al-Turtushi, wlio
did not admit independent minds into their sects.
His works were burned by order of the Almoravid
amms. Further, the grossest anthropomorphism

was prevalent ; the allegorical expressions
of the Qur’an were taken literally ; and God was
given a corporeal form.
Ibn Tumart started his travels in Spain, and it

was^ undoubtedly there that he began to modify
his ideas under the influence of the writings of Ibn
J^azm (q.v,). He then went to the East, but the
chronology of his travels is not certain. If, con-
trary to the opinion of al-Marrakushi, it was
during his first stay in Alexandria that he imbibed
the doctrines of Abu Bakr and Turtushi, the latter—a believer in the Ash'arite teaching, although
opposed to Ghazali—must have imparted it to his
pupil. He afterwards made the pilgrimage to
Mecca, and studied at Baghdad and perhaps at
Damascus. There he became imbued with the

I

ideas of Ghazali. Later writers say that it was
under Ghazali’s influence that Ibn Tflmart decided
to reform the beliefs of his country ; but the tw'o
men never met.

liad transformed
the Maghribine tdlib. If his plan was not yet
feed in all its details, he had at least thought of
It, On the vessel in which he sailed he preached
to the crew and the passengers, who, in obedience
to his words, set themselves to read the Qur an
and to pray. Thoroughly inspired with Ash'arite
doctrines, he continued his preaching in Tripoli, in
Mahadia, where the ruling sultan, Yahya ibn
lamim, showed him great regard after hearing
him state his case, at Monastir and at BougieT
ihere he played the part of moral reformer without
restraint, makmg liberal application of an earlvmaxim: ^

anything reprehensible must
tonmfft

hand
; if he cannot, he must do it with his

taZriito™ ofTffin!'’
it'rithhi, heart. This

_
The Hammadite sovereign was annoyed at thisimpeachment of his authority

j the people them-
selves rose up, and Ibn TOn^ fled to the Beni

Uriagol, a neighbouring Berber tribe, 'who took
him under their protection. There he met^ the
man who was to continue his work, 'Abd al-

Mu’min, a poor tdlib of Tajira, to the north of

Nedroma, "wlio, like himself, went to the East to

study. Legend, which ascribes to Ibn Tumart a
knowledge of the qabbala, which he learned in the
East, claims that he recognized, from certain signs

in this young man, the person for whom he was
looking, just as Ghazali had recognized the future
reformer in him. All that we know is that he had
an interview with 'Abd al-Mu’min, that he ques-
tioned him minutely, and that he ended by making
him decide to give up his travels in the East in
order to follow him. He then returned to the
Maghrib by way of Warsenis and Tlemsen, out of
which he was driven by the governor; and then
he passed through Fez and Miknasa, where the
people received his remonstrances with blows. At
last he arrived at Morocco, where he asserted more
than ever his r6le of uncompromising reformer of
morals and doctrines. The Lemtuna women, like
the Tuaregs and Kabyle of the present day, did
not veil their faces. On this account Ibn Tumart
insulted them, and even assaulted Sura, the sister of
the Almoravid amir 'Ali. 'Ali himself 'was not
free from his insults. He rebuked him even in the
mosque. 'Ali, who was more patient and tolerant
than the reformer, did not punish him as he
deserved; he merely summoned a conference at
which Ibn Tumart had to argue with Almoravid
lawyers. They discussed such points as : Are the
ways of knowledge limited or not ? The principles
of the true and the false are four in number:
knowledge, ignorance, doubt, and supposition.
He had no difficulty in defeating them, although
among them there 'v\'as a Spaniard as intellectual
and as intolerant as himself—Malik ibn Wuhaib,
who advised 'Ali to put him to death, but in vain.
The amir spared him, and Ibn Tumart fled to
Aghmat, where he took part in further discussions,
and thence to Agnilin, where lie inaugurated his
apostleship in a methodical way. At first he
posed simply as the reformer of morals in so far as
they were contrary to the Qur’an and tradition

;

then, when he had obtained a certain influence
over his followers, he went on to prejwth his own
doctrines, inveighing violently against the dynasty
‘that followed false doctrines,’ and pronounced as
infidel ’ any_ who transgressed his teaching : it
was a preaching of holy war, not only with pagans
and polytheists, but also with other Muslims. He
chose ten companions, 'Abd al-Mu’min among
them,^ and, after preparing their minds by a de-
scription of the cferacteristics of the Mahdi, he
made them recognize him as such, and composed a
genealogy for himself which made him a descendant
of All ibn Abu Talib. His doctrine w^as not pure
Ash'arism

; it was mixed with Shi'ism. The
historians mention tricks of jugglery and perfidy
to which he resorted in order to justify liis claims.
He rallied round him all the Hergha and a large
section of the Masmtida, who had always been
hostile to the Lemtuna (Almoravids), so much so
that Yusuf (ibn Tashfin) had founded Marrakesh
in order to keep them at a safe distance. He had
witten various treatises for them in Berber—

a

language 'which he spoke very well.^ One of them,
preserved in an Arabic version,

published^ at Algiers in 1903. He completed the
organization of his followers, whom he divided

According to the Batid al-Qirfds, this meeting took place at
Tajira, the birthplace of 'Abd al-Mu’rain.

The Berbers knew so little Arabic that, in order to teach the
uneducated Ma^muda the Fdiifia (first sura of the Qur’an), he

- ). By asking them torep^t their names m order, he succeeded in teaching: them to
recite the sura. *
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into categories : the first was composed of the ten
who had been the first to recognize him ; they
were called the juma'a (‘community*). The
second was made up of fifty faithful ones ; these
he sometimes called ‘believers’ [mv!minun) and
sometimes ‘Unitarians’ [mu'ahhidiin, from which
comes the name ‘ Almohads* j. His authority,
however, was not recognized all over, as was
shown particularly by the inhabitants of Tinmal
(or Tinmelel). He entered this town by strategy,
massacred 15,000 men, took the women a.s slaves,
divided the land and houses among his foUow^ers,
and built a fortress. He converted the neighbour-
ing tribes with their consent or by force, and in
A. H. 517 he sent an army against the Almoravids
under the leadership of 'Abd al-Mu*min. It sus-
tained a terrible defeat, and the Mahdi found him-
self blockaded in Tinmal. Some of his followers
suggested surrender. Ibn Tumart had recourse to
charlatanry with the complicity of Abu 'Abd Allah
al-Wansharisi, whom he nad brought from War-
senis; and, having regained his prestige, he mas-
sacred those of whom he was not sure, ibn al-Athir
gives the evidently exaggerated number of 70,000
men as that of those thus slain. The cause of the
Almohads revived as the power of the Almoravids
weakened in Spain and Africa, and, when the
Mahdi died in 524 (522 according to others), 'Abd
al-Mumin, whom he had chosen as his successor,
was ready to re-commenoe the struggle. His tomb is

in Tinmal, but his name and his history are com-
pletely forgotten.

Litkraturb.—^Arabic authors : Ibn al-Athlr, Al-Kdmil fVl-
ta'rikh, ed. 0. J. Tornberg, vol. x., Leyden, 1864, no. 8, pp.
400-407 ; *Abd al-Wahid ai-Maxrakushi, Kitdb ed.
B. P. A. Dozy, do, 1847, pp. 138-189

; Ibn Khailikan, Wa/aydt
aUA'ydn, 2 vols., Bulaq, 1299 a.h., ii. 48-53 ; Holal aUMaushya
(anon.), Tunis, 1329 a.h., pp. 78-88; Ibn KHaldiin, Kitdh al-
^Ibar, 7 vols,, Bulaq, 1284 A.H., vL 22.5-229

; Ibn Abi Zar', Eau^,
al~Qirtds, ed. Tornberg, 2 vols., Upsala, 1843-46, i. 110-119; Ibn
al-Kbatib, Raqm al-bolal, Tunis, 1316 A.H., pp. 56-58; Al-
Zarkashl, Ta'nkh aUdaulatain^ do. 1289 a.h., pp. 1-6; Ibn
Abi Dinar, Al-MunUJi akhbdr Tfriyyah^ do. 1289, pp. 107-109

;

As-Salawi, Kitdb al-Istiq^a^ 4 vols., Cairo, 1812 A.H.,i. 180-139;
Le Livre de Mobammed ion Toumert, ed. J. D. Luciani, Algiers,
1903.
Western authors : I. Goldziher, * Materialien znr Kenntniss

der Almohadenbewegung,’ ZDMG xli. [1887] 80-140 ; the Introd,
to Livre de Mobammed ibn Toumert, pp. 1-102

;
cf. also R. P, A.

Dozy, Essuisur Vhist. de Vislamisme, Leyden, 1879, pp. 368-377;
A. Muller, Der Islam, 2 vols., Berlin, 1885-87, ii. 640-644

; C
Brockelmann, Gesch. der arab. Litt., 2 vols., Weimar and
Berlin, 1898-1902, i. 400-402; A. Bel, Les Almoravides et les

Almohades, Oran, 1910, pp. 9-16. ReNE BaSSET.

IBSEN.—Henrik Ibsen (dramatist and poet)
was born at Skien, in southern Norway, on 20th
March 1828, the eldest son of Knud Ibsen, a sub-
stantial merchant. Scottish, German, and Danish
strains preponderated over Norwegian in his

ancestry. While Henrik was still a child, his

father failed in business, and the family removed
from his first home, a stately house in the market-
place, to a humble suburban dwelling. His school-

ing was brief, and distinguished chiefly by a bent
for art. This could not be indulged, and he was
apprenticed at fifteen to an apothecary at Grimstad,
a place still smaller and more remote. Here he
spent seven years (1843-50), his time of storm and
stress. The revolution of 1848-49 quickened his

instinct of revolt and wakened his lyric power.
He wrote fiery appeals on behalf of struggling
Hungary and Denmark. He chose a Roman
revolutionary for the hero of his first drama.
Catiline (1850) excited no attention whatever ; but
its importance is great. Ibsen re-published it in

1875, with a preface in which he points out that it

foreshadows the standing theme of his later drama—‘the conflict of will and power.* And he is

already a dramatist ; in spite of his revolutionary

empathies, he has not idealized his hero; his

Catiline is a tragically mixed character, who owes

his ruin more to his own inner corruption than to
the power of his foes.

A few months before its publication, Ibsen,
having completed his apprenticeship, had come to
Christiania.

^
Here a second piece, A Viking^s

Barrow [Kjcempehojen), was acted with some
success. He lived precariously by journalism,
editing, with two friends, a short-lived periodical.
In Nov. 1851 an appointment as stage-poet of the
theatre at Bergen cut short these desultory
activities, and decided his career. In accordance
with the terms of his contract, he spent some
months of 1852 in the study of stage arrangements
at Copenhagen and Dresden. The five following
years at Bergen brought him a practical training
in stage technique of the utmost value to him.
Besides staging numerous plays by other men, he
produced four new pieces ofhis own—in particular
Dame Inger at Dstraat and The Feast at Solhaug,
Enthusiasm for the national past was in the air at
Bergen, and Ibsen did not escape it. But his
mind was utterly unhistorical ; history, even the
national history, attracted him only as a source
of dramatic or psychological problems, and these
he was soon to find were furnished in greater
abundance by contemporary society. Even when
he drew upon history he re-shaped it freely to his
needs. The historical Dame Inger was a spirited
and high-handed, but not a tragic, figure ; Ibsen
involves her in a harrowing conflict between
ambition and motherly love, which ends in her
involuntary murder of the son for whom she has
dared and endured. The Feast at Solhaug (1855)
was the first result of his study of the sagas of

Iceland. Something of their tragic grandeur is

already reflected in the heroine Margit. But the
lyrical form of the dialogue echoes the Norwegian
ballads, and the temper of the play has a romantic
buoyancy which Ibsen never again recovered. Two
other new pieces were wTitten and perfonned at
Bergen

—

St, JohrCs Night and Olaj Liljekrans,
both baseduponNorwegian legend. Both remained
till recently unprinted.

In the summer of 1857, his contract at Bergen
having terminated, Ibsen accepted a similar post
at the Norwegian theatre in Christiania. A few
months later he brought a wife to his new home,
Susannah Daae Thoresen of Bergen.
The theatre had been recently established ex-

pressly to combat the dominant Danish taste by
promoting a national Norwegian drama. With
The Vikings at Helgoland (1857), Norway definitely

acquired an original and very noble drama of her
own. But the resources of the Norweman theatre
were unequal to staging it, and the older theatres
both at CMstiania and at Copenhagen rejected it

with scorn. Danish poets like Oehlenschlager had
dramatized the heroic saga in elegant iambics, and
with a persistent effort to assuage and refine.

Ibsen kept the rude strength of persons and
situations, and the sinewy unadorned prose of

their speech. HjSrdis, the passionate wronged
woman, who slays in deliberate vengeance the man
she loves, is a tragic creation worthy of her proto-

types in myth and saga, Brynhild and Gudrun.
The rejection of The Vikings, which was not

played anywhere before 1861, increased Ibsen’s

estrangement from Christiania society. Conserva-
tive in politics, orthodox in religion, and devoted
to Danish ideals of culture, the official and mer-
cantile circles of the capital ofiered a stolid resist-

ance to the young and needy idealists of the
Nationalist cause. Bjdmson, four years Ibsen’s

junior, a born orator, and already the author of

Synnove Solbakken (1857), stood above the taciturn
Ibsen both in persuasive potency and in populM
repute. And Ibsen’s next drama was a satiric

comedy which ridiculed well-to-do society at its
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most sensitive point, and turned its apathy into

furious indignation. Lovers Gomedy (1862) is, on

the surface, an amusing exposure of the foibles

incident to conventional courtship and marriage

;

a plea for the subjection of these relations to calm

good sense, undistracted by sentiment and romance.

But this attack upon * romance * was inspired by a

conception of love romantic in the extreme. Love’s
* comedy ’ concerned only the shallow sentiment

which society called by that name. The plight of

genuine love in marriage could only, in Ibsen’s

eyes, be tragic ; the routine of married life, the

cares of household and children, vulgarized, he

thought, the passion of soids. Falk, the young
poet who preaches this doctrine, is at once ardent

and shallow enough to make it, in his own case,

plausible. The heroine, Svanhild, one of Ibsen’s

loveliest and most pathetic creations, gives him
her heart, and they are on the point of adopting

the conventional solution when the representative

of calm good sense, an elderly merchant, inter-

venes, poses the young lovers with their own
forgotten principles, and offers his own hand to

Svanhild, who sadly accepts it. The play is

written with abounding wit in ringing rhymes,
and is now popular on all Scandinavian stages

;

but its imperfect technique and impossible ethics

have iiindered its vogue elsewhere. Lovers Comedy
is, however, important as Ibsen’s first essay in the
modern ‘social’ drama. A second saga-drama
followed. The Pretenders to the Crown was
written in a few weeks of the summer of 1863.

Like Dame Inger, it is built upon Norwegian
history, but is at once less unhistorical and more
Ibsenian. The two figures, whose prolonged duel
for the throne of Norway we watch, are admirably
imagined and drawn: Hakon, the born ruler,

clear-sighted and strong-willed j Skule, paralyzed
by his own doubts. In Skule, Ibsen’s own still

hesitant faith in his powers may be reflected ; but it

is Hakon, not Skule, who is suggested by the clear
structure and powerful build of this striking play.
Early in 1864 Ibsen’s affairs reached a crisis.

His outward circumstances, always precarious, had
been seriously embarrassed by the failure, in 1862,
of the Norwegian theatre. A small appointment
as ‘aesthetic adviser’ at the Christiania theatre
barely aflbrded a livelihood. His inner estrange-
ment from society grew more bitter and intense.
Some measure of it is given by the terrible stanzas
of On the i^e/^5(1860), an autobiographic confession
shot through with the passion of Faust and the
cynicism of Mephistophdes. The outbreak of the
Bano-Prussian war in the spring of 1864 added a
new and more definite provocation. Norway and
Sweden declined, as in 1849, to support their
Danish brothers ; and the poet, who as a young
man had then striven vainly to rouse them, felt
their abstention yet more bitterly now. Some
enthusiastic students went to the front as volun-
teers, but the government remained neutral ; and
service in the Norwegian army remained, as Ibsen
intimated in his mocking verses. The Ground of
Fctith^ one of the safest of callings. He sought to
leave the country, and applied for a travelling
pension, such as had recently been granted to
Bjbrnson. But Lovers Comedy was too recent, and
the favour was refused. In April 1864, Ibsen left
Christiania for the south. Off Duppel he heard
the Prussian guns ; at Berlin he saw the Danish
trophies, and the first idea of a great retributive
poeni upon his unfaithful fellow-countrymen flashed
into his mind. It was the germ of Brand. In May
he settled in Borne. The project at first made
little progress. Brand was originally planned as
a narrative poem, but the few cantos executed are
aboured, and they were finally tlirown aside and
lost sight of. Thirty years later the Danish col-

lector Pontoppidan discovered the MS in an
antiquarian shop at Rome

;
it was published at

Copenhagen in 1907. Meanwhile Ibsen, better

inspired, had reverted to the dramatic form in

which he was a master, and to a swift, flexible,

ringing verse ; he now wrote with fire, and in

three months of the summer of 1865 completed the

colossal poem. Brand, the prophet of ‘ All or

Nothing,^hero and fanatic, is a great tragic figure,

sublimely, but not quite consistently, conceived

;

and the drama itself is something less and some-
thing more, and greater, than the invective against

Norway which it set out to be. Types of her
prevailing weaknesses—of compromise, sentimen-
tality, faintheartedness—are drawn with brilliant

and incisive touch
;

peasants and artists, officials

and clergy, come under the satirist’s stroke ; but
the final upshot is in the spirit of Agnes the
devoted wife rather than of Brand, of love rather
than uncompromising will. Brand has longueurs,

but in its greatest moments, such as the close of

the fourth act, it reaches a tragic intensity unsur-
passed in the literature of the century. Contrary
to the expectation of both author and publisher, it

was received throughout the Scandinavian w'orld

with rapturous applause; its fierce invectives
counted for nothing with readers who recognized
that the poet who lashed his country passionately
loved it, or who saw in it, above all, a thrilling

religious romance. With Brand, Ibsen’s Scandi-
navian fame begins.

A yet greater work was immediately to follow.
In Peer Gynt (1866), Ibsen found a totally new way
of saying essentially the same things. The hero,
instead of being the prophetic assailant of Nor-
wegian failings, is their embodiment. The sombre
tone and Hebraic intensity of Brand are replaced
by an action of immense scope and many-coloured
diversity. Peer, a romantic egoist, living only to
‘fulfil himself,’ finds at the close of a career of
self-indulgence that he has no self to fulfil. From
the Nemesis pronounced by Ibsen upon fragmen-
tary and purposeless lives he is saved, apparently,
by the devotion of Solveig, in whose faith and love
his ‘ self ’ has lived—a beautiful incoherence which
betrays^ the persistence of the romantic heart in
Ibsen himself. In wealth of poetry, sometimes, as
in Ase’s death-scene, of the most daring originality,
Peer Gynt marks the highest reach of modern
Scandinavian literature. Even more than in Brand
the poetry overshadowed the polemical animus
which had inspired its inception.
But in Ibsen himself the polemical animus was

still vigorous. The desire to give it more direct
and searching expression contributed to shape The
League ofYouth ( 1869), the first of the prose comedies
of modern society. It was written at Dresden,
whither he had moved from Rome in the previous
year. The Liberal party, which was the main
support of Norwegian separatism, is here brought
with scathing realism upon the stage. The temper
of the piece is as far removed from poetry as the
form. Ibsen compared it to the Dresden ‘ beer
and sausages,’ after the Roman ‘ wine ’ of Peer
Gynt, The play provoked a storm of obloquy, to
which Ibsen retorted in the verses At Port Said,A vaster work, meantime, was approaching com-
pletion. Cmar and Galilean, publislied in 1873,
had been planned in 1864, and occupied much of
the^ intervening years. The spell of classical
antiquity, which inspired Julian’s overthrow of
Christianity, Ibsen himself, living at Rome, did
not escape, and Julian is drawn with unmistakable
sympathy. But Ibsen profoundly understood the
futility of his enterprise, and portrayed his failure
with an emphasis which procured for the drama the
plaudits of the orthodox. Julian’s character, how-
ever, is not perfectly maintained ; in the Second
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Part he is too far degraded to rouse genuine tragic
pity. Ibsen, for the first and last time, appears
not completely master of his material. In both the
contendmg forces, Hellenism and Christianity, he
saw the seed of failure, and looked forward, like
Heine, to the coming of a ‘ Third Kingdom,’ super-
seding and surpassing both.
The passage containing this prophecy is deeply

interesting; but Ibsen never reverted to it. It
suggests a belief in the permanence of some form
of political or religious community, which events
were rapidly sapping in his mind. His fervid
championship of Scandinavian brotherhood, of a
union of the Northern States, had for years held in
check his^ native individualism. He had allied
himself with the Norwegian conservatives, and,
not without astute arrangement on their part, had
received flattering attentions and distinctions from
the_ Swedish king, as an illustrious pillar of the
Union. He was thus drawn into a false position.

To political and ecclesiastical institutions as such
he had at no time attached value. He had derided
them in the persons of the Mayor and the Dean in
Brand, His letters of the early seventies express
a yet more radical antagonism. * The State must
go !

’ he wrote to Brandes in the crisis of the fate
of France, 1871; ‘all religion will fall!’ The
pillars of society, he was convinced, were rotten

;

and the hope of humanity lay in a revolution
which would alone make possible the free develop-
ment of the individual. That such a revolution
was imminent in Europe Ibsen for at least twenty
years (1864-84) believed. One who thought thus
could not long remain in alliance with the con-
servatives; in 1877, Ibsen cut himself loose with
the drama significantly called Thz Pillars ofSociety,
‘ It may pass in some sort as an antithesis to The
League of Youths he wrote to his publisher slmrtly
before its appearance. The satire is now aimed,
not at the democratic agitators, but at the men
of social standing and prestige, the magnates of

finance and business
;
and it is aimed with more

conviction and more passion. In technical mastery
and psychological force the Pillars falls short of

Ibsen’s finest work ; but the impact of the sharp
tonic of truth, in the person of Lona Hessel, upon
the fabric of an imposing but hollow respectability

is represented with extraordinary verve. The
conservatives deeply resented tnis unexpected
blow. One yet more searching followed. A
DolVs House (1879) probed the roots not merely of

social status, but of the family itself. That women
were to count with men as individuals, and to

share men’s claim to self-development, was now
first made clear. In marriage this claim seemed
to be all but universally ignored. Ibsen’s ideal

for women had hitherto been the selfless devotion

of an Agnes or a Solveig to husband or lover.

Even the emancipated Lona shatters the ‘ Pillars
’

only that she may vindicate her brother. Nora is

the first to discover that she herself has a person-

ality, and a duty towards it, which as the wife of

Helmer she cannot fulfil. The play, a capital

stage piece, called forth a storm of protest, which
made its author’s name for the first time widely
known in Europe. The weightiest criticism took
the form of the inquiiy: ‘What then of the

children?’ Ibsen replied in the terrible drama
Ghosts (1881), a work far greater in technical

mastery, as well as in intellectual reach, than any
of its predecessors. In laying bare the horrible

possibilities of inheritance, Ibsen discovered a new
source of tragic terror and pity, analogous to the

antique destiny, but indefeasibly real; he also

struck a courageous blow for the cause of woman-
hood. But Ghosts only redoubled the scandal of A
DolVs House, Ibsen, provoked by what he took to

be a general conspiracy to ignore ugly facts, re-

torted the next year with An Enemy of the People
(1882), an incisive and brilliant satire, in which
patricians and democrats fare equally ill, and
Ibsen’s individualism culminates in the ringing
declaration that ‘ the strongest man is he who
stands alone.’

With this challenging cry, however, the pol-
emical phase of Ibsen’s drama closes. In his eight
remaining plays the temper of revolution is con-
stantly present as a subject, but it no longer
altogether reflects his own; on the contrary, he
probes its weaknesses as remorselessly as those of
conservatism and orthodoxy ; and his attitude is

now that of the inscrutable doubter who puts
searching questions everywhere and answers none.
To find answers, as he said, was not his business.

The Wild Duck (1884), a masterpiece of construc-
tion, is a wonderful study^ of the disasters wrought
by the blundering idealist; Gregers Werle is a
diminutive Stockmann, Hjalmar Ekdal a mean and
shabby Peer Gynt. Bos^nersholm (1886), perhaps
the ^eatest of the prose dramas, paints the guilty
passion of an emancipated woman, and her puri-
fication by love and m death. No other modem
lay is informed wdth so deep a sense that sin may
e forgiven, but must be atoned for, as this master-

piece of the ‘immoral’ Ibsen. Here, too, the
mysterious suggestions of folklore, so abundant in

Brand and Peer Gynt, so severely banished from the
revolutionary prose dramas, once more recur. The
* white horses of Rosmersholm ’ gleam eerily in the
background, foreboding the fateful issue ; and The
Lady from the Sea (1888) is a study of such revolt

as Nora’s, inspired by no doctrine of self-develop-

ment, but by the spell of the sea. Contrary, too,

to Ibsen’s wont hitherto, the spell is finally

mastered ; Eline is reconciled to her husband. In
Hedda Gabler (1890), even more than in The Wild
Duck, he is occupied with the meaner and baser
types of emancipated character ; Hedda is a pitiful

parody of romantic revolt drawn with merciless
power. The Master-Builder (1892), which shows a
growing use of symbolism, portrays emancipation
in a form at once more fascinating and more
dangerous ; his old theme of rivalry between youth
and maturity is resumed but in other terms.

Solness succumbs to no young men’s revolt but to

the too stimulating homage of a girl. Little Eyolf
(1894) and John GahHel Borkman (1896) painted
other tragic issues with diminishing power.
Finally,in 1900, When WeDead Awaken,
than an eccentric parody of an Ibsenian play, closed

the great series. In 1901, Ibsen sufiered a nervous
collapse, from which he never recovered. On the
23rd of May 1906 he died. He was buried with
national honours.
The fierce controversies once provoked by Ibsen’s

name have long subsided, even in England, where
they survived longest. It is premature to deter-

mine the final rank of his work ; but there can be
no doubt that it will count among the most potent
and original literary forces of the 19th century.

One of the last descendants of the Revolution,
near of kin to the poets of Young Germany, above
all to Heine, he added to their ardent individualism

and to their brilliant imagination artistic con-

science, method, and will. Drama was for him
from the first a means of expressing his own im-
passioned apprehension of the dissonances of

modern society ; but he fashioned the instrument
to his purpose with deliberate and calculated

precision. In mastery of dramatic resource, in

knowledge of the stage, he has no superior; but
his technique, without disdaining tradition, was
shaped essentially by the need of presenting with
the utmost cogency and clearness what he had to

say. This meant, however, a wholesale rejection

of stage conventions, stage situations, and stage
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talk ; a return to fearless realism, especially in

dialogue. It meant also a re-discovery of some
long disused but potent ways in drama—the con-

centrated or inverted tragic plot, as in Oedipus

Tyrannus, and Bosmerskolm,, the stress of an
irresistible fate, rooted in past events, as in the

Oresteia, and Ghosts, His subject always con-

cerned the forces which disturb or shatter social

cohesion ,* but his normal sympathy with these

forces was at no time unqualified ; he exposed the

corruption of a Catiline, the fanaticism of a Brand ;

he angered both political parties, and perplexed

his warmest partisans by an ironical impartiality

which spared the failings of neither side. To see

the truth under many aspects, ‘to see life

thoroughly and see it whole,' in the great Sopho-

clean way, was less signally his gift ; and the
drift of his thinking is accordingly not towards
any kind of harmony, but to the statement of

fundamental problems about life which cannot be
resolved and must not be escaped. With all this,

Ibsen was fundamentally a poet. His few but
enthralling lyrics, and his magnificent verse
dramas, amaze the reader of his colourless prose by
their splendour of imagination, their metrical
brilliance, and the romantic intensity with which
they render the passion of love. It was one of the
secrets of his dramatic achievement that the white
heat of poetry was in him united, as it has rarely
been, with logical rigour and precision, and inflex-
ible self-control. He gave the drama not merelym original technique, but immensely heightened
intellectual and ethical significance. Since 1870
the influence of his work has told powerfully upon
the scope and status of the drama throughout
civilized Europe.

Lfteratubj:.—Collected editions of Ibsen’s works, with intro-
ductions to the several plays, are now accessible (1) in the
original, ed. Halfdan Koht, and others, Copenhagen, 1898 ; (2)m German, ed. G. Brandes, and others, Berlin, 189911. ; (8) in
English, ed. W. Archer and C. H. Herford, London, 1906. The
best study of his life and work, as yet untranslated, is R.
Woerner, Henrik Ibsen, Munich, 1900. Halvorsen’s biblio-
graphy, included in the Norwegian edition of the Works, is in-
^uable. The first drafts of the plays are collected in EfUrladte
Skrifter, 3 vols., Christiania, 1909. Ibsen’s Letterswere publishedm 1904, Eng. tr., Christiania, 1905. Many of the lyrics have
been excellently translated by F. Garrett, London

, 1912. Other
studies are : Brandes, Essays, Copenhagen, 1868 flf.; E. Gosse,
losm, London, 19^ ; G. Bernard Shaw, Quintessence ofIbsen-

do. 1892 ; R. E. Roberts, Ibsen, do. 1912. The literature of
Ibseman commentary and exposition, esp. in German, is already
measurable. Much of it is catalogued in the appendix to
Woerner’s iz/e mentioned above. C H HerfORD

ICELAND.—See Teutons.

ICONOCLASM.—Iconoclasm is the name of a
movement against the worship of holy pictures in

Church, in the 8th and 9th centuries,
which was repeated on a smaller scale in the
Frankish kingdom.

Origin.- The source of Iconoclasm is much
tocussed. Just before the Roman Emperors began
^ persecute image-worshippers, their rivals, the
Khalifs at Damascus, had started asimilarcampaign
mong their Christian subjects (Yazid i., 680-683 •

Yaz^ n., 720-724). The Iconoclast movement in
the Empue was warmly approved by the Muslims

;

yet it IS unlikely that it should have been caused
solely, or even chiefly, by the influence of the great

the Christian Emperors. Undoubtedly inthe 8th cent, the worship of images in the East had
arrived at an extreme point. When we read of

^ ^^t some special
icon (ekwv) to be the godfather of their child, and

powder, mixed this withwater, and drank it as a magic medicine,^ it is not

^ the Pious (Mansi, xiv“ the Byzantine Church Sit

difficult to understand that a reaction would come.
Moreover, long before the Iconoclast troubles began
there were parties in the East which objected to

the prevalent cul t of holy images. ^ The Paulicians,

thinking all matter bad, rejected material pictures.

In the early 8th cent, several Orthodox bishops
(Constantine of Nakolia, Theodosios of Ephesus,
and Thomas of Klaudiopolis) had already preached
against images and relics. A Jacobite bishop,
Xenaias of Hierapolis, was a forerunner of the
Iconoclasts; and, when this party succeeded in
getting the ear of the Emperor, the Iconoclast
persecution began.
2. The first Iconoclast persecution.—Iconoclasm

throughout was a government movement
; the

chief secondary issue all the time—indeed, from
some points of view, the main issue—was the riglit

of the Emperor to legislate for the Church. On
the other hand, the monks were always defenders
of images. The Isaurian dynasty of Emperors
were the Iconoclasts of the first period, and the
first of this dynasty, Leo III. (A.D. 716-741), began
the campaign. As soon as he had made himself
Emperor, he developed a policy of strengthening
the Empire by enforcing uniformity and central-
izing the power. 2 He persecuted Jews and Paulicians
cruelly. Then he was persuaded by tlie party
opposed to images that they were the riiain obstacle
against the conversion of Jews and Muslims.
There was also a certain rationalizing tendency in
this dynasty which helps to explain his attitude.
Constantine of Nakolia and his party persuaded
the Emperor that the worship of images was the
great hindrance to the unity of the Emf)ire, that
it caused, superstition and divisions, and that it

was forbidden by the first commandment (in the
Byzantine numbering). Seeing the coming trouble,
Jolin of Synnada wrote to warn the Patriarch of
Constantinople of Constantine’s views ; and the
Patriarch, (iermanos i. (A.D. 715-730), wrote a
treatise in favour of images, addressed to Thomas
of Klaudiopolis.3 But the Emperor, having now
made up his mind to forbid image-worship, began
to enforce their destruction ruthlessly. In 725 he
published an edict declaring that image-worship is
idolatry, and commanding all icons in the churches
to be destroyed. The soldiers began to carry out
his order, and there were disturbances througdiout
the Empire."* Germanos protested against the edict
and appealed to the Pope (Gregory ii., a.d. 715-
/31) in 728,® whereupon the Emperor declared him
a traitor, deposed him, and set up an Iconoclast,
Anastasios, in his place (730). Leo had already
written to the Pope, commanding him to accept
the new edict, destroy his images, and summon a
general council to forbid their use. In 727 Gregory
answered by a long defence of images ; he *also
blamed the Emperor’s interference in Church
matters, denied the need of a council, and demanded
that Leo should cease his policy in this matter.®A correspondence between the Emperor and thePope followed inwhicheach maintained his position,
Leo claiming the right to legislate for the Church,
on the strength of being both Kal
Meanwhile the persecution of image-worshippers
raged in the East. The government was specially
herce against the monks, asbeing the chief defenders
of imag^. Monasteries were destroyed, monks
banished, tortured, and put to death. The Icono-
clast movement took the further lines of rejecting

of
'oreranners of Iconoclasm was Serenus

8 Harduin, iv. 245-262.

959!!)!
to the Emperor (Mansi, xii

® Earduin, iv. 233 S. 6 Mansi xii 9591 jafle. Regesta, nos. 2180-2182.
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and destroying relics, and denying the intercession

of saints. These two further points, though not
necessarily involved hy Iconoclasm, became gener-
ally identified with it. At this time St. John
Damascene, safe from the Emperor’s anger at the
Khalif’s court, wrote his famous defences of icons. ^

In the West, too, the people rose against the
Emperor’s Edict. In 727 there was a revolt in

Greece against the Iconoclast Emperor, and a
certain Kosmas w’as set

^

u^ as anti-Emperor,
ostensibly to protect the images. It was easily

put down ; then followed a second and severer law
against image-worshippers. In 731 Pope Gregory
II. was succeeded by Gregory ill. (731-741), and
the new Pope at once held a synod of 93 bishops at

Kome, who excommunicated all who defiled or

destroyed pictures of Christ or the saints.^ The
legate sent to Constantinople with a copy of this

decree was stopped and imprisoned in Sicily. The
Emperor then sent a fleet to Italy to punish the
Pope ;

but it was wrecked by a storm on the way.
He confiscated all the property of the Holy See on
which he could lay his hands (in Sicily and Southern
Italy), and affected to withdraw Illyricum from
the Koman Patriarchate and to join it to that of

Constantinople. To make the fiyzantine Patri-

archate coterminous with what was left of his

Empire was part of his general centralizing policy.

He continued an active persecution of all image-
worshippers till his death in 741. His son, Con-
stantine V. (Kopronymos, 741-775), was an even
fiercer Iconoclast than his father. At Leo’s death
there had been another rebellion when Artabasdos,

who had married Leo’s daughter, set himself up as

Emperor and restorer of the icons. The intruded

Patriarch, Anastasios, veered round (in the usual

Byzantine way) under Artabasdos, restored the

images, and excommunicated Constantine. The
reb^lion was soon suppressed. Artabasdos was
blinded and imprisoned ; Anastasios was blinded,

publicly flogged, forced to return to Iconoclasm,

and then reinstated as Patriarch. In 753, Con-
stantine summoned a great synod, which was to be
ecumenical and to forbid image-worship for ever.

;

Borne, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem refused
j

to send legates. About 340 bishops attended. The
see of Constantinople was vacant by the death of

Anastasios (who did not long survive his mishand-

ling), and Theodosios of Ephesus and Pastillas

of Perge presided. This synod carried out the

Emperor’s wishes exactly, and declared all images

idols forbidden by Ex 20^**, Dt 5®, Eo I^s-m

Pictures of Christ must be either Nestorian or

Monophysite, since it is impossible to represent His

Divinity; the only lawfful representation of our

Lord is the holy Eucharist. It is blasphemous to

represent by dead matter those who live with

Christ. Image-worshippers are idolaters ;
Leo and

Constantine are the glory of the Orthodox faith,

our rescuers from idolatry. With regard to three

great defenders of images, already dead (Germanos

of Constantinople, John Damascene, and a monk
George of Cyprus), the synod declares that ‘the

Trinity has destroyed these three.’ An Iconoclast,

Constantine ll. (754-766),® was elected to the vacant

see of Constantinople, and the government at once

published the decrees of this synod, demanding

that all bishops in the Empire should sign the acts

and destroy images in their dioceses. Instead of

pictures of saints the churches were now decorated

with those of flowers, fruit, and birds. The
Paulicians were well treated, but the monks were

tortured and put to death. A great number of the

martyrs of the Iconoclast persecution come from

1 Three apoloiries ‘ Against those who destroy holy images’

(PG xciv. 1231-1420).
2 Mansi, xii. 299 ff. j •

8 The acts of the Iconoclast synod of 753 are contained m
those of Nicsea II., Mansi, xiii. 205-363.

this time. Belies were thrown into the sea. Then
the Emperor, seeing in monasticism the mainstay
of image-worship, made a great eflort to abolish it

altogether. The monastic habit was forbidden,
monasteries w^ere turned into barracks, and the
Patriarch was made to denounce his former state
as a monk in his own Church. It is noticeable that
the army especially became fiercely Iconoclast.

Constantine died in 775. His son Leo iv. (775-780),

though he did not repeal the la-ws, was milder in

enforcing them. He tolerated monks and, at least

in the first part of his reign, carried out a policy of

conciliation. Towards the end of his life, however,
he renewed the active persecution of his father.

But his wife Irene was always a devoted image-
worshipper, and kept icons secretly in her apart-

ments.
3. The first reaction.—As soon as Leo iv. died

(Sept. 780), a complete reaction set in. His son.

Constantine vi. (780-797), was only nine years old,

and the Empress Irene became regent for him. As
soon as her fear of the army allowed, she set about
to repeal the Iconoclast laws. All this time
Iconomasm had prevailed only within the territory

over which the Emperor actually ruled. Outside
the Empire, under the Muslims and in the West,
image-wmrship wrent on as before; indeed, in the
West especially, there was much angry feeling

against the Iconoclast Emperors. Irene first

deposed the Patriarch of Constantinople (Paul iv.,

780-784, naturally a partisan of the late govern-

ment), and apronounced image-worshipper, Tarasios
(784-806, an uncle or cousin of Photios),^ was
appointed to succeed him. Then the Empress
renewed relations with Home. She sent an embassy
to the Pope (Adrian I., 772-795) begging him to

come himself or to send legates to a synod -which

should undo the work of the former one.® Adrian
in answ’er sent two letters, one for the Empress
and one for the Patriarch.
He is not pleased with Tarasios’ succession to the Patriarchate,

but praises his orthodoxy about the images. He repeats

arguments in favour of these, insists on his own authority, and
demands the restitution of Illyricum to his Patriarchate.^ As
legates he sends an Archpriest Peter and Abbot Peter of St.

Sabbas near Borne. The other Patriarchs were then too much
harassed by the Muslims to be able to send legates. However,
the monks of Egj'pt and Syria send deputies, who seem in some
sort to have been accepted as representing their Patriarchs too.

So the synod w’^as opened by Tarasios in the

church of the Apostles at Constantinople in August
786, hut it was at once dispersed by the soldiers.

Irene then disbanded these and replaced them hy
others, and for neater safety the synod reassembled

at Nicsea in Bithynia (where the first General

Council had been held). Here it -was opened in the

summer of 787. This is the council counted hy
Orthodox and Catholics as the seventh General

Council (Nicsea II.). About 300 bishops attended.

The Boman legates signed first and were named
first in all lists of members ; but Tarasios conducted

the proceedings, apparently because of the usual

difficulty of language. The synod declared the

lawful use of icons, and defended this by texts

showing that there were images in the Temple
(Ex 25^®-®®, Nu 7®^*, Ezk 41^®^*, He 9®) and by quota-

tions from the Fathers. In the 6th session an icon

was set up in the hall of the synod. The former

council (of 753) was declared to be not ecumenical,

since neither the Pope nor any of the other Patri-

archs was represented at it, and its arguments

were refuted one hy one. The 7th session drew up
the symbol (Spos) of Nicaea II., in which, after the

usual renewed condemnation of old heresies, it is

declared that the holy icons are to receive venera-

tion (orworship, TrpojrxiJj'ojff’ts), not adoration (Karpela),

The honour paid to them is only relative (o-xertKi)),

1 Vita Tarasiif ed. J. A. Heikel, Helsingfors, 1889.

3

Mansi, xii. 984-986.
. ..

S Jaff6, Reg.f nos. 2448 and 2449 ; Mansi, xu, 1073 ff.
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and is given for the sake of their
_

prototypes.

There is nothing new in this. It is what the

defenders of image-worship had said throughout

the controversy. The synod then anathematizes

the chief Iconoclasts, and, in opposition to the

phrase of the other council, declares that *the

Trinity has made these three (Germanos, John

Damascene, and George of Cyprus) glorious.’

Twenty-two Canons were drawn up, of which the

third forbids the civil government to appoint

bishops. 1 Copies of the acts were sent to the

Pope, who approved them and had them translated

into Latin. Then the images were restored in all

the churches, and the first Iconoclast movement
was at an end, although there remained a strong

Iconoclast party, especially in the army.

4. The second Iconoclast movement.—Twenty-
seven years later Iconoclasm broke out again.

This time it is easily explicable, for the Iconoclast

party, which had not ceased to exist, again got the

power. After Nicsea II. the Empire was singularly

unfortunate. The image-worshipping Emperors
were defeated by the Muslims and Bulgars, and
tlie soldiers looked back with regret to the glorious

reign of Constantine v. Michael I. (811-813) was
defeated by the Bulgars and forced to resign,

while in his place the army set up Leo V. (the

Armenian, 813-820), whom they persuaded that
all the troubles of the Empire came from image-
worship. The new Emperor invited the Patriarch
of Constantinople, Nikephoros I. (806-815), to re-

open the question of the icons; but he refused,

saying that it was already settled by a general
council. In spite of this the old laws against
images were renewed, and the work of breaking
images in the churches began again. In the year
815 Nikephoros ^ was deposed by a synod of bishops
in obedience to the Emperor’s orders, and an Icono-
clast, Theodotos I. (815-821), was made Patriarch
in his stead. Nikephoros was banished, and the
new Patriarch immediately summoned a synod
which undid the work of Nicaea II. and renewed
the acts of 753.® The persecution of image-
worshipers broke out again, more fiercely than
ever. Bishops, monks, clergy, and laymen who
would not accept the Iconoclast laws were banished,
tortured, or killed. The great champion of the
images at this time was St. Theodore, abbot of
the Studion monastery,^ who, with the image-
worshippers generally, appealed to the Pope (Pas-
chal I., 817-824). Paschal wrote to the Emperor,
protesting against his renewal of the old heresy,
but without effect.® He also welcomed the exiled
monks at Borne, and gave them a monastery. In
820 Leo V. was murdered, and Michael ll. (the
Stammerer, 820-829) was made Emperor. He
continued the same policy, and the persecution
went on as before. In 842 Theophilos (829-842),
who had succeeded Michael ll., died. The story
of the farmer Iconoclast movement is repeated in
this one with curious exactness. Theophilos left
a son three years old (Michael iii. the Drunkard,
842-867), and again the Empress, Theodora, be-
came regent for her son. At once she put an
end to Iconoclasm. She deposed the Patriarch

S22-842) and put an image-worshipper
(Methodios i., 842-846) in his place. She opened
the prisons and let out the image-worshippers
In 842 a synod renewed the decrees of Nic^alL,
approved John vii.’s deposition, and excommuni-
cated all Iconoclasts. On the first Sunday of Lent

1 The acts of Nicaea II. in Mansi, \ii. and xiu.
2 His writings against Iconoclasm in PG c. 201-850 • Vit

LTptig^^SSO)^^’’’
deacon Ignatius (ed. 0. de’Boo

S Mansi, xiv. ]36fF., 417.
His life, by a contemporary monk, in PG xcix. 113 ff.* h

Gwdner, of Studinm, London, 19ok
J. B. Pitra, Sjnc. Solesm., Paris, 1852-58, ii. p. xiff.

(19th Feb. 842) the images were taken in triumph

in a great procession, and were restored to the

churches. That is the end of the story in the

East. Iconoclasm disappeared; the holy icons

have ever since been honoured by the Orthodox

Church ; the decrees of Nicsea II. have not again

been disputed, and the memory of the restoration

of the images is still kept every year (Feast of

Orthodoxy, first Sunday of Lent).

5. Iconoclasm in the West.—At the end of the

8th cent, there was a slight echo of the great

Iconoclast movement in the Frankish kingdom,

caused by two misunderstandings. First, the

Frankish bishops misunderstood what had been
decreed at Nicasa II., and knew its acts only

through a grossly inaccurate version.

For instance, in the 3rd session of the council a bishop had
declared :

* I receive the holy and venerable images, but I give

that worship which is real adoration (/cara Aarpetar) only to the

eonsubstantial and life-giving Trinity.’ This phrase had been
translated : * I receive the holy and venerable images with the

adoration which 1 give to the eonsubstantial and life-giving

Trinity.’ The Franks misunderstood the word ‘ worship ’ (irpocr-

jcvvijcrts)too. It is abundantly clear from the acts of the council,

indeed from the whole controversy in the East, that this means
reverence, a relative honour, for the sake only of the prototype

(such is the explanation given by all the defenders of miage-
worship, St. John Damascene, St. Theodore, etc.). But in Latin

irpo(ricuvT,<rL^ was translated adoratio, and the Franks thought it

meant what we generally mean by * adoration.’

Further, they were not used to, and did not under-
stand, Byzantine etiquette. The Byzantines pros-

trated themselves before the Emperor, incensed

him, and kissed his feet ; they even gave these

marks of respect to his portraits. So it was
natural that they should do the same to portraits

of the saints. Really all such forms have no abso-

lute nor inherent meaning. They moan just what
the custom of the time and place makes them mean.
But the Franks, unused to such ceremonies, inter-

preted them according to their more reserved cus-

tom, and thought them idolatrous. Lastly, there
was already the dislike of the Greeks and deep dis-

trust of all that they did (the Franks wore just about
to break with the Eastern Empire altogether and
to set up their own king as rival Emperor). Yet
it should be noticed that these Frankish bishops
never meant to take the side of the Eastern Icono-
clasts. If they for a time condemned the second
Council of Niciea, they also condemned the Icono-
clast Council of 753.

Already, in 767, Constantine v. had tried to gain
the Frankish bishops for his views, but without
success. A synod at Gentilly sent a declaration to
the Pope (Paul I., 757-767) which quite satisfied

him but, when Adrian I. (772-795) sent the acts
of Nicsea II. (wrongly translated) to Gaul, the
bishops sent back a refutation of them (790) in 85
chapters (790). This answer, expanded later, is

the famous Capitula^'e de imaqinihiis^ or Libri
carolini? In it the bishops admit that images
and relics should be kept in churches and treated
with due respect

; but God only can receive adora-
tion. The images are to have opportuna um&ratio^
not adoratio. Except for the misunderstood use
of the word adoratio (Trpoo-Ki/viyo-ts), this is exactly
what Nicsea II. had declared. In 794 they held a
synod at Frankfurt in the presence of two papal
legates, who seem to have done nothing to clear up
the misunderstanding. This synod formally con-
demns Nicsea II., while showing plainly that the
bishops do not understand what has there been
decreed. They report it as a synod held by the
Greeks at Constantinople (they do not even know
where Nicsea II. sat), in which the ‘ Greeks ’ had
declared that the same service and adoration are
to be given to images as to the holy Trinity ; and,
accordingly, the Franks at Frankfurt, not sorry to

1 Hefele-Leclercq, Hist, des cmciles, iii. 726.
® 1061-1091 ; in PL xcviii. 999-1248. The authenticity oi

the Ztion earolinij once disputed, is now admitted-
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be able to condemn ‘Greeks,’ declare that they
‘despise and condemn that synod.’ ^ They sent
their acts to Rome with a petition that the Pope
would confirm them, which, of course, he refused
to do. He had already written a long explanation
of the acts of l!^icsea II.; but this did not arrive in
Gaul till after the synod of Frankfurt. There
matters rested for a time. When the second
Iconoclast persecution had broken out, Michael ii.
wrote to Louis the Pious demanding that the Greek
image-worshipping monks who had fled to the West
should be handed over to Byzantine justice, and
also arguing at length against the images,^ Louis
then begged the Pope (Eugene n., 824-827) to
receive from the Frankish bishops a collection of
texts from the Fathers bearing on the subject,
and to prepare this document Siey met in Paris
in 825, where they again attempted a middle way,
but leant decidedly towards Iconoclasm. The
treatise was sent to Rome with every possible
expression of respect, as useful material for con-
sideration in the crisis. Nothing is known about
the result of this document, except that it made
no change in the attitude of the Holy See. Then
gradually the Frankish misunderstanding was
cleared up, and the movement in the West died
out. Pope John viii. (872-882) sent a more accur-
ate translation of the acts of Nicjea II., which
hej^ed to allay the suspicion of the Franks.

^
There are a few later isolated cases of opposi-

tion to the veneration of images in the West. In
824 Claudius of Turin destroyed all pictures, crosses,
and relics in his diocese ; for which action he was
reprimanded by a number of other bishops and by
a Frankish abbot, Theodemir. He was condemned
by a local synod. Agobard of Lyons at the same
time shared Claudius^ views

; but Walafrid Strabo
and Hincmar of Rheims defended the attitude of
Nicsea II., and so explained it that we hear little

more of Frankish Iconoclasm. Still, as late as
the 11th cent., Joceline of Bordeaux was severely
reprimanded by Pope Alexander ii. for Iconoclastic
ideas,

6. The cult of images.—^Both the Catholic and
the Orthodox Churches accept the decrees of Nica?a
II., with their distinction between (rxeriKT] irpoa-K^-

vTjcns and Xarpela. But there is a practical differ-

ence in their application. The Orthodox have in-

numerable pictures, and even bas-reliefs, which
they treat with great reverence. But they have
no solid statues, and are very much disposed to
regard these as idols. The Catholic Church, on
the other hand, sees no difference in principle
between a solid statue and a flat picture. Except
the Nestorians, all the other Eastern Churches
agree with the Orthodox in this matter. They,
too, have pictures, but no statues, though some of

them (notably the Armenians) are more reserved
in their forms of reverence towards pictures, and
sometimes blame the Orthodox in this matter.
The Nestorians now have no pictures of any kind,
only a plain cross, to which they pay the great-

est reverence. They alone among the Eastern
Churches make a principle of not venerating
images, although there is evidence that formerly
they had them, according to the usual Eastern
custom.
Litbrattjrb.—C. J. Hefele, Eistoire des eoncileSy French tr.

by H. Leclercq, vols. iii.-iv. (Paris, 1909), contains a complete
account of Iconoclasm with the acts of all the councils, and
copious bibliography. The acts are in Mansi, xii. and xiii.;

Natalis Alexander, ‘ de Iconoclastarum haeresi/ in F. Zaccaria,
Thesaurus Tfieologicus, Venice, 1762, iv. 64-83 ; L. Maimbourg;,
Eistoire de Vhirisie des ieonoclastes^ 2 vols., Paris, 1683 ; F. C.
Schlosser, Gesch. der bildersturmenden Kaiser^ Frankfurt,
1812 ; J. Marx, Der Bilderstreit der byzant, Kaiser

^

Trier, 1839

;

K. Schwarzlose, i)er Bilderstreit^ ein Eampf der griech. Kirehe
um ihre Eigenart und ihre Freiheit, Gotha, 1890 (the best short

1 Mansi, xiii. 861 ;
Pertz, Mon. Germ. hist. iii.

a Hefele-Leclercq, iv. 43-49.
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history) ; L. Br^hier, La Querelle des images, Paris, 1905 ; J. B.
Bury, A History of the later Roman Empire, London, 1889, iL
428-438. Adrian Fortescue.

ZDHA.—This word has been used by philoso-
phers to denote {a) eternal natures or essences,
the objects of true and abiding knowledge,* (b)

such natures considered as contents of a Divine
mind, and archetypes of the things which we per-
ceive with our senses

; (c) the contents, or some of
the contents, of the human mind or consciousness.
The present article will be devoted to tracing the
historical origin and connexion of these several
usages.

I. In Greek philosophy,—The importance of the
word in the vocabulary of philosophy is due to
Plato, and its earlier history concerns us mainly
as illustrating his usage. Both ibia and the kindred
term etSoj, from whose history its own is, down to
the time of Aristotle, inseparable, are derived from
the root of IMv, ‘ to see,’ and originally had the
sense of^ ‘look,’ ‘looks,’ ‘outward appearance.’
Already in Homer ( Od. xvii. 454) eXbos is used for
‘beauty.’ The primary sense of ‘appearance’
passes easily into that of ‘form’ or ‘kind,’ and
in such passages as Thucydides, ii. 50 (t6 eXbos rrjs

voaov), the reference is plainly not so much to out-
ward appearance as to true structure or essential
nature ; and this meaning seems to have estab-
lished itself in scientiflc circles before the time
of Plato. A. E. Taylor has recently contended
{Varia Socratica, Oxford, 1911, p. 178 ff.) that it

is independent of the meaning ‘Tdnd,’ and is de-
rived from a Pythagorean use of the word for
geometrical figures, conceived as the ultimate ele-

ments of reality (cf. Plato, Tim. 53 C) and then
extended to such elements {aroixeia), however con-
ceived. The evidence seems insufficient to support
this conclusion (see C. M. Gillespie, in Classical
Quarterly, July 1912).

We learn from the latriea of Meno (see J. Burnet, Early
Greek Philosophy^ London, 1908, p. 285 n.) that Plato’s con-
temporary, Philistion, called Empedocles* four elements ISiat,

;

but this may only have meant ‘ kinds of body.’ The fact that
Democritus called his atoms iSeai or elB-q (Sext. Emp. Math.
vii. 137 ; Plut. adv. Colot. 1111a ; see Burnet, p. 388 n.) is expli-
cable by his view that the atoms differed from each other only-

in shape (Aristotle, Met. A 4, 985t> 13, de Gen. et Corr. i. 2, 316^
7). On the early history of the word see C. A. Brandis, Gesoh.
der gr. undrom. Phil., Berlin, 1835, pp. 242, 299, 307 ; H. Diels,
Elementum, Leipzig:, 1899, p. 16 ;

Burnet, op. dt., p. 354, and the
re£f. under elSos, ioea, in the index ; Taylor, Varia Socratica,
p.l78ff. ; Constantin Ritter, JVette Untersuchungeniiber Platon,
Munich, 1910, p. 228 ff.

The full examination of Plato’s doctrine of Ideas
and of the questions how far it was original, how
far the common inheritance of the Socratic circle

(see Burnet, p. 354 ff*.), and what changes it under-
w'ent at different periods of his life, lies beyond the
scope of this article, which will confine itself to a
general description of his usage, especially in rela-

tion to the later history of the word. Aristotle
[3Tet, A 6, 987*^ 29 ff'.) tells that Plato, when young,
learned from Cratylus the doctrine of Heraclitus,
that everything sensible or corporeal (and to such
things alone Heraclitus referred, according to
Arist. Met. M 4, 1078^ 14) was involved in a pro
cess of perpetual flux or change ; and that Plato,
who perceived the deadly consequence of this

doctrine for knowledge, sought a way of escape
suggested to him by his intercourse with Socrates,

who, in dealing with attempts to show the purely
conventional nature of such notions as those of

justice, courage, and the like, had attempted, by
defining these terms, to reach fixed objects of

moral approval. For the very statement that
what was just under these circumstances is unjust
under those becomes meaningless unless what is

meant by * just ’ is the same in both cases. Plato,

by extending this principle beyond the ethical

sphere, reached his doctrine of Ideas—permanent
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realities or natures corresponding to general terms.

Such permanent natures are not objects of sense
\

they are apprehended by understanding. Others.

e,g, Democritus, had thought that such
^

truly

existent natures, or Z5^at, must underlie the

shows of the world ; but it was definitely realized

by Plato (and, it would seem, first by him) that

they must be incoi^oreal.
^

Aristotle, by giving this account in close con-

nexion with a treatment of the theory, usual with

him, as a modification of the Pythagorean doctrine

that Numbers are the ultimate realities, suggests

that the Pythagorean influence on Plato was not

independent of the Socratic ; and there are other

indications (collected and insisted upon, not with-

out exaggeration, in Taylor’s Varia Socratica) that

Socrates stood in closer connexion with Pytha-
^rean circles than has always, despite Plato’s

rhcedo, been recognized.

Aristotle’s account brings out clearly the fact

that Plato’s ideas are objects of thought {voTjrd)

;

they are not ‘ concepts ’ or ‘ thoughts in the mind ’

{vorfiiLara), The latter explanation is actually put
by Plato {Farm, 132 B) into the mouth of the
youthful Socrates, only to be dismissed by Par-
menides with the pertinent inquiry whether there
could be a thought which was a thought of nothing

oi8ep6s), Plato must not be regarded as one
who, at first a * conceptualist,’ went on to ‘sub-
stantiate’ or ‘ hypostatize * concepts. Such a
gratuitous proceeding could not be regarded as an
important contribution to philosophy (see Lotze,
Log,, Leipzig, 1874, iii. 2, § 313 if., Eng. tr., Oxford,
1888, ii. 200 ff.). We should rather approach his
theoiT' by considering that, while we should readily
admit that we might be mistaken about the motive
of an act we thought just, or the beauty of a face
which affection predisposed us to love, or which
had been injured since we last saw it, we could
not claim even to have an opinion about them, did
we not know what justice or beauty is. So, too, a
judgment that two visible lines are equal to one
another can never express more than an opinion j

but, if we did not know what equality is, no such
judgment could have any meaning at all. One
could not doubt what was just in a hard case, or
correct a wrong definition of justice on the produc-
tion of a case not in accordance with it, except in
virtue of a knowledge of the nature of justice. This
nature or Idea is no corporeal being perceptible by
the senses, but something more lasting, better
known, and more properly to be called real than
^ything which is so perceptible. It is no notion
in my mind ; I have a notion or knowledge of it,
but for that very reason it is distinct from the notion
or knowledge which I have of it. We may legiti-
mately ask how this Idea is related to particular
instances of it, or to the sensible phenomena which
exhibit it, or to the mind which apprehends it

;

but in all such questions we are talking and
thmking of it as something real, permanent,

V^ ; and, whatever it be, it is certainly neither
a body nor a mode of consciousness

; if it is less
plain that it is not a spirit, it is certainly not plain
that it IS so.

Anstotle held that Plato was wrong in asserting
mat this Idea was x^pt(^T6v, separable and separate
trom the particulars which might be said to ‘ copy ’

former metaphor Arw-
totle {Met, A 6, 987'’ 11) ascribes to the Pythagor-
eans, the latter to Plato. The difficulties of both
are exhibited by Plato himself {Farm, 130 E ff

)

But Aristotle did not hold that it should have been
described as a ‘thought in our minds.’ Such
thoughts are not the individual substances of
which we think; and ‘conceptualism’ is at least
as open as Platonism to the charge of x<api<ru,6s,
the separation of the universal from the particu-

lars. What Aristotle denied was the Platonic

view that science required^ the assumption of
‘ separate * Ideas [Fost, Anal, i. 1 1, 77*^ 5 ff ), whereas
it only required the possibility of universal predica-

tion. What Plato called an Idea Aristotle called

a Ka&6\ov, or universal, an expression not used by
Plato (but see Meno, 77 A) and implying the
Aristotelian criticism. The dpx^ iTncTT^/jLrjs is for

Aristotle ‘ one beside the many ’ (^^^ irapd rd xoXXd)

like Plato’s Idea {Fost, Anal. ii. lOO®- 7), but as
thtis separated from the particulars it is in the
mind only. Any other separation is not necessary
for science, and involves insuperable difficulties.

Aristotle, then, did not take Plato for a con-

ceptualist who ‘substantiated concepts,’ but for

a realist who placed the essence of individual sub-
stances outside of them, and supposed that in

predicating universally of them \ve were asserting
another substance beside them, which possessed
their common predicates without their distinct

individualities. This had led to denial that the
individual substances were substances at all, be-
cause they were not this additional substance.
Hence Plato’s or lUai to which Aristotle said
good-bye {rh, etdTj [Fost. Anal. i. SS"- 33])
were mere idle sounds {reperLa-fiara)

;

but Aristotle
himself held to etdTj otherwise conceived. For
Aristotle every individual had its own eUos ( Met,
A 6, 1071“ 29) ; thus the soul of every animal is

the eUos of its body {Met. Z 10, lOSS** 16). In
perishable beings a perpetual succession of indi-
viduals of the same kind realizes as near an ap-
proach to immortality as is possible to them. Of
all such individuals the same things which belong
to the essence of each can be predicated in common

;

hence eWos may be used, not only of the individual’s
‘form,’ but of that of the group of beings of whom
the same essential predicates hold, the infima
species {drofiov elSos). Where one individual is (like
a planet) eternal, there is no multiplicity of indi-
viduals of that kind. Eventually ‘ form ’ has come
to be the usual rendering of etdos in the sense of
the essential or fundamental characteristics of a
substance ;

‘ species ’ in that of a group of sub-
stances, whose essential characteristics are not to
be distinguished. But this difterentiation has been
piify gradual. Cicero preferred as a render-
ing of eldos, because it could be declined through-
out, while species must borrow the gen. and dat.
pi. of forma {Top. vii. § 30) ; but he gives species
as the Latin equivalent of {Acad. Fost. i. 8,

§ 30, Tusc. Disp. i. 24, § 68).

We have so far not distinguished the use of from that
of etfioy

; but a preference for iSea in certain contexts may be
noted even in Plato. See L. Campbell's note in Jowett and
Campbell, Republic, Oxford, 1894, ii. 294 ff. ‘Uia is the more
picturesque term, and signifies ‘ form ’ rather than * kind ’ or
•class.' Of. P. Natorp, Platoa Ideenlehre, Leipzig, 1903, p. 2f.

:

RittBY,Neu$ ITnteTSUchungen, p. 826 £f. In consequence of the
fact that Aristotle rarely used iS4a in its philosophical sense
pcept when referring to Plato, while «T5o? is used by him no
less when expounding his own views, Idea has become the
recognized name for the Platonic Form

; and, even when it has
come to be used in very un-Platonic fashion, its Platonic asso-
^ations have constantly led either to a misinterpretation of
^atonic Ideas, because so-called, or to such a modification of
the words non-Platonic meaning as will bring it into closer
accordance with Platonic usage.
In the Euthyphro (the earliest Platonic dialogue in which thewo^ occursjthe iBea of holiness is to be used as a irapaSety^uwi

(6 D, E). This is important in view both of the subsequent

» expression by Plato himself (e.g. Rep, v.
132 D) and of the fact that it is as

P^e'iomenal things that the Ideas werereUmed m the mediaeval tradition of Platonism.
For passages illustrating the Platonic usage, see G. A. F.

(until superseded
0} Burnet s), fitter s very full essay (vi.) in his Reue Unter-

Campbell’s discussion of timinology in Jowett
Campbeir shows, the

iS p^ J
Platonic use is well marked in Farm.

of notice
Sequent combination ISm is deserving

question whether to all or only to some general terms
there correspond Ideas, see Parm. 130, where the young
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Socrates’ hesitation to allow Ideas of mean things Is treated as
a mark of philosophical immaturity. On the relation of the par-
ticulars to the Ideas see Farm. 131 fF. It cannot be explamed
in terms of a different relation, such as /u.t>i

7(rt5 or yet
the doctrine of Ideas must not be given up, else even so indis-
pensable a notion as Unity, which also involves puzzles, must
also be given up. The attempt to describe the relation as
/itjuipris is presupposed in the criticism embodied in the argu-
ment called TptVo? invented (see Alex. Aphrod. on
Arist. Met. 990^ 15) by the sophist Polyxenus, often referred to
or used by Aristotle Met. A 9, 990^ 17, where cf. Alex, ad
loe.% and answered in principle by Plato, Rep. x. 597 C.
In Rep. vi. 60SAff. the ISeaTouayafloO is the supreme principle

of the being of the other Ideas, and of the knowledge whose
object these are, ovk overtax ovtos toC ayadov a\A* eri eireKeiva. Trie
cverCae vpecr^eiq. #eal Swafiei virepexovTos. This account greatly
influenced later, especially Neo-Platonic, speculation. In Axis-
totle’s Met. we learn of a doctrine of Ideas which are also
numbers, which is not expounded in the Dialogues. See, for
Aristotle’s criticism of Plato’s ideas, esp. Met. A 9; but it is to
be found in all parts of his works.

The essential features of the Platonic Idea are
that it is (1) an object of thought^ not a thought
{voTjrdvy not vdrjfia); (2) an object of thought or
knowledge, not of sense (poip-oif, not ala‘67rr6v).

Plato’s philosophy is not Idealism in the sense of
a doctrine which resolves the phenomenal world
into facts of human consciousness. Lotze’s ex-
planation {Log. iii, 2) of the oMa of the Ideas as
‘validity’ {Geltung) or Natorp’s description of
them as ‘laws’ {^esetze) may be useful, if not
understood as making them mere attributes of
something else, considered in abstraction from
their substances; but J. A. Stewart’s expression
‘ points of view ’ {Platons Doctrine ofIdeas^ Oxford,
1909 ; see esp. p. 4) so plainly makes them ways of
apprehending, not realities apprehended, that its

use is fundamentally incompatible with the account
given above.

Aristotle’s abandonment of the word to Plato
determined^ its subse<^uent history, although in-

stances of its use which involve no reference to
Plato’s doctrine are to be found in many later
writers, and even in the Middle Ages (see Du
Cange, s.v.).

Among the problems about the Ideas bequeathed
by Plato to his successors historically the most
important was that of their relation to the Divine
mind. A doctrine of a personal God in the Chris-
tian sense forming no part of Plato’s theology, he
himself freely varied his language to suit his

context. God ‘makes’ Ideas {Rep. x. 597 B),

‘contemplates’ them {Pheedr. 247 D, E), ‘uses

them as models’ in creation {Tim. 39 E). Such
expressions are mythical or imamnative. More
philosophically important is the line of thought
illustrated by Sopjh. 249 A, Phileh. 28 D. The
Ideas cannot be of inferior nature to the soul which
finds its chief good in knowing them ; they must
themselves possess life and thought. Again, as

the material elements of our bodies are derived

and replenished from the vaster masses of like

nature in the great world, so must our souls be
derived from the ‘ royal soul and royal reason ’ in

the nature of Zeus, wherein dwells the wisdom to

which the order in the world is due. The relation

of the Ideas to this world-soul (for which see also

Phmdr. 245 ft*., Tim. 34 ft*., LawSy x. 892 ff.) is a
genuine problem for Platonism, but there is nothing
to suggest that in order to solve it Plato would
have surrendered the objectivity of the Ideas.

Rather they inform it and our souls, which are

parts of it, ‘ as a light to enlighten and a guide to

govern’ (Berkeley, Siris^ § 335 {Works, ed. Fraser,

Oxford, 1871, ii. 496]). It was their indwelling of

the soul as the tSttos eldQp (Aristotle, de An. 429* 27)

that proved to Platonists that it was immortal.

Though Aristotle rejected Plato’s Ideas, his

speculations influenced the development of thought
respecting them, which led to the view of them as

Divine thoughts. While no idealist in the later

sense, he held that the Divine mind cannot be (like

ours) in a position of dependence upon its object

;

still less can it exercise itself in knowledge of what
is inferior to itself : thus its object must be what
itself is, and its activity vdiicris {Met, A 9,

1074^34).
After an interval of five centuries Plotinus stands

in the direct line of succession from Plato and
Aristotle. While in sense-perception the perception
conforms itself to an object other than itself, vovs,

or understanding, can have no alien object external
to itself. Its object must exist in it, out such an
immanence in vom, just because yoOs is higher than
anything but the One or the Good which transcends
(like Plato’s Id^a rdyaffoD) the distinction between
subject and object, is a higher kind of existence
than the independence which the objects of inferior

faculties enjoy over against the apprehending
faculties. The intelligible natures of all things,
which, of course, are no other than the Platonic
Ideas, thus form the content of the eternal yoOs,

which is the ‘ second person ’ of Plotinus’s Trinity
(the One, the voOs, and the World-Soul) ; see Rnn.
V. ix. 8. Here we reach the interpretation of the
Ideas as Divine thoughts which became traditional
in the Middle Ages ; but the yoOs of Plotinus is not
what we should call a ‘ personal ’ God.

2. In mediaeval philosophy.—^A further step is

taken under the influence of Christianity, which
seriously conceives God as ‘personal.’ A passage
of Augustine {de Div. qu. 83, xlvi.) became in the
Middle Ages the locits classicus on Ideas, and is

quoted as such by Albertus Magnus {Sum. Theol,
I. xiii. qu. 55. 2, § 2), Alexander of Hales {Sum,
Theol. i. qu. 23. 2, § 4), Thomas Aquinas {Sum,
Theol, i. qu. 15, art. 1 ; cf. in I. Sent. dis. 36. qu. 2.

art. 1, deVeritate, art. 3, ‘de Ideis’), Bonaventura
{in I. Sent. dis. 35, Comp. Theol. i. 26, Stem. Theol,
qu. 11, art. 1), and Duns Scotus {Op. Oxon., in
1. Sent, dis. 35, art. 1). Augustine could reconcile
his earlier conviction that w’e must suppose Ideas
as eternal and immutable patterns of phenomenal
things with his Christian belief in one eternal
Being, the Creator of all others, only by suppos-
ing the Ideas to be internal to God’s essence and
to participate in its eternity and unchangeable-
ness. The world is in time, which (according to
Plato, Tim. 38 B) began along with it ; its exist-

ence is throughout dependent on the Divine will

;

but its eternal pattern, the world of Ideas, is an
integral part of the Divine nature. Augustine
assists himself by the analogy of the designs in
an artist’s mind. This illustration had already
appeared in Philo (who as a Jew was also accus-
tomed to regard God as personal). See de Opificio
Mundi, §§ 16, 26, pp. 4, 6 (the Divine Logos, as one
with the world of Ideas, the Kbcfios voTjrbs, is caUed
by Philo Idia rQv Witav, the phrase, however—
which occurs in Origen, c. Cels. vi. 64—is bracketed
by Cohn). The same metaphor of an artist’s designs
had been used by Seneca {Ep. 58, § 19) in exposition
of Plato

;
and we may compare with it a passage

(in which, however, the word Idia does not occur)
in the Introd. Arithm. of the 1st cent, mathema-
tician Nicomachus of Gerasa in Palestine (i. 6).

The Pladta Philosophorum (i. 882 D [Diels, Dox,
Gr., Berlin, 1879, p. 309]) already assert that Plato
held the Ideas to exist iy rots yo'^ixoat /cal rats 0tty-

ravlats rod Beov Tobr€<m rod vov. The use of such lan-

guage w^as encouraged by the new stress which
Christianity laid on the thought of Divine person-
ality. Hence the importance of Au^stine’s adop-
tion of the analogy with the artistes designs. In
the earlier period of Western mediaeval thought
Augustine’s influence was paramount, and to the
same still powerful influence it was due that even
after the triumph of Aristotelianism in the 12th
and 13th centuries the Platonic Ideas, as inter-

preted by Augustine, retained their place in the
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tradition beside the Aristotelian

In the 12th cent, we meet with an explicit

Platonism which regards the Ideas as eternal

patterns; in Bernard of Chartres (John of

Salisbury, Metalogicony ii. 17, where the author
traces the history of the doctrine of Ideas, and, it

may be noted, speaks of elSos as standing to in

the relation of exemplum to exemplar),^ We find

other examples in the Megacosmus et Microcosmus
of Bernard Silvester (sometimes identified with his

probably older namesake of Chartres) and in the

Anticlaudianus of Alan of Lille. This Platonism
depends not only on Plato’s Timoeus (the only
accessible dialogue) and Augustine, but on such
writers as Boethius, Macrobius, and Marcianus

|

Capella. After the triumph of Aristotle the
acceptance of Ideas was still, as we have seen,

general. It was a subject of controversy whether
they were Ideas of individual things (Thomas
Aquinas) or of universals only ; whether they were
practical or only speculative (Henry of Ghent)

;

whether they were in God’s essential nature as
rationes comoscendi or only in His intelligence as
objects of His knowledge (Ockam). The answers
given to such questions depended, of course, on the
general philosophical ana theological position of
the thinker concerned.

3. Transition from the mediaeval to the modern
use.—We have now to trace the process by which
a word hitherto associated with eternal natures
and archetypal Divine designs came to be commonly
employed for the thoughts and even imaginations
of human beings. The Stoics (perhaps carrying on
a Cynic tradition

; see E. Zeller, Socrates and the
Soeratic Schools, Eng. tr., London, 1868, p. 264)
interpreted the Platonic Ideas as mere concepts
{ivvoT^fiara) or even as images of sensible things
{Plac, PhiL 882 E, Stob. i. 12, p. 332 H ; Diels, Box.
(xT, pp. 309, 472). Great as in certain directions
was the influence of Stoicism (esp. through Cicero,
Seneca, and Boethius) on mediaeval thought, it is
doubtful whether this interpretation of the Ideas
affected the fortunes of the word before the
Renaissance, when a general revolt against Aristo-
telianism^ brought into favour a word free from
Aristotelian associations, while at the same time
attention was drawn to the Stoic logic as the chief
ancient rival of the Aristotelian. Thus the habit
gradually crept in of using idea where the originally
equivalent species had been commonly employedm the sense of votiTbv etdos, alo’dTjrbv etSos {species
%nteUigibilis, species sensibilis) of Aristotle’s de
Anima. We find Pietro Pomponazzi (1462-1525)
passing from the Divine Idea to the idea quoe est in
rmnte nostra, quce est species {de Incantationihus,
Basel, 1567, p. 36). Melanchthon identified idea with
the actus intelligendi, which is best described as
the formation of an image {de Anima, Lyons, 1555,
p. 187), andcharacteristicallyattempted to reconcile
Plato and Aristotle by interpreting Plato’s Ideas
^xmagmesinmente (‘ Erot. Dial.’, in Corp, Reform.

exposition of
ine Jimics) as communes notiones. In the latter
mterpretati(m he was taken to taskby J. C. Scalieer
{de Subtil., Frankfort, 1576, vi. 4) on the groimdtm notiorm are accidents, whereas Plato held the
Ideas to be substances, but was defended bv^oleMus (m&erej<. J. C. S. de SubtU., Marburg

PhUosopMcum, (Frank-
* Idea,’ is worth consulting.

The 16th cent, physician Fracastorius {de In-
tellectione, i. [Opera, Venice, 1574, p. 129 A, 130 AD
uses as equivalent to universale, and the so-
cked Spap-nc school of medical writers affected
gie use of the word, from which their masterParacems formed a number of technical derivatives
(see B. Castellus, Lex. Med. Renov., Nuremberg’

: 1682, pp. 705, 706). The Paracelsian terminology

was the source of Jacob Boehmds, to whom the

word ‘idea,’ when he heard it from his friend and
biographer von Frankenberg, ‘proved vastly agree-

able,’ suggesting to him ‘a beautiful, heavenly,

chaste virgin’ such as is Sophia or Wisdom in his

theosophical system {Memoirs of Life, etc., tr. F.

Okely, Northampton, 1780, p. 16).

Outside the Scnools the tendency at this period

to give the word a wide extension of meaning may
be illustrated from Shakespeare. Here the general
sense of ‘pattern’ or ‘model,’ itself directly de-

scended from that current in mediseval philosophy
(cf. Hooker, Eccl. Pol. i. 4, § 1, ed. Oxford, 1874,

p. 212, of the Lord’s Prayer :
‘ the perfect Idea of

that which we are to pray for ’), passes into that
sense of the ‘idealizing’ memory in Much Ado, iv.

i. 226 (‘ the Idea of her life ’), and into that of a true
copy of the pattern in Rich. III., ill. vii. 13 (‘the
right Idea of your father ’), while ‘ ideas ’ appear in

Love's Labour's Lost, iv. ii. 69, along with ‘ forms,
figures, shapes, objects, apprehensions’ among the
furniture of ‘a foolish, extravagant spirit.’

4. In modern philosophy before Kant.—In the
technical language of philosophy the substitution
of idea for species served to some extent to conceal
the fact that the difiiculties of the old theory of
‘ representative species ’ passed unsolved into a later

psychology (cf. Reid, ‘Human Mind,’ ii. § 6, in
Works, ed. Hamilton, ii. 140 ; H. W. B. Joseph,
in Mind, Oct. 1910). These difiiculties are trace-
able to Aristotle’s statements in de Anima, ii. 12,

iii. 2, about the reception by the perceiving soul of
the form of the object without the matter, which
easily lent themselves to a quasi-materialistic
interpretation, and in any case tended to make the
immediate object of perception and ultimately of
conception also an image or representation within
the mmd of the real thing without. This substitu-
tion becomes generally current through its adoption
by Hobbes and Descartes. In his Hist. Animce
Humanoe (Paris, 1636), David Buchanan frequently
uses^ idea as the equivalent of species for the im-
mediate objects {objecta interna) of human con-

; sciousness. There is no evidence that he enjoyed

E
ersonal intercourse with Descartes, but the facts of
is life do not exclude the possibility

; his clara et
liguida idea {^. 339) reminds us of the Frenchman’s
‘ dear and distinct’ perceptions. With Hobbes idea
is synonymous with phantasma and signifies an
‘appearance which remains in the brain from the
impression of external bodies upon the organs of the
senses.’ Such appearances, if they represent ex-
ternal bodies where they are not, are properly
‘idols,’ false ‘ ideas.’ ^ How the false idea or idol
is to be distinguished from the true Ilobbes leaves
obscure ; but it is clear that ‘ idea ’ and ‘ idol ’ alike
are something in the brain or mind. Thus we have
different ‘ideas’ of the same thing in successionwhen
what we first saw at a distance to be some material
object we see on coming nearer to be a living thing,
and on coming yet nearer to be a human being.
An instruotive controversy arose between Descartes and

Hobbes over their use of the word ‘ idea.’ Descartes had
spoken freely m his Meditations of the ‘ idea ’ of God ; Hobbes
objected that he had no such ‘idea.’ He did not mean that
there is nothing to suggest to us the existence of a God

;
but

that we have no image in our minds of a being such as the
admirable order of

_
the world leads us to suppose exists. Des-

cartes admitted this, but said that by ‘ ideas ’ he did not mean
images of material things in the corporeal phantasy.’ but

always anything of which the mind is directly aware ’
; so that,

^'9-. willing or afraid, hewould call the volition or the fear ‘ ideas.’ He adds :
‘ I havemade use of this name because philosophers have long been

^ signify the forms of the perceptions of
mind, although we do not suppose any phantasia

(seMible imagination) m God.’ Thus the historical associations
of the word with the Divine thoughts recommended it to Des-

1 Bacon had already contrasted humanoe mentis idola with
aJsCractiones ad pladtum with wra

signaovZa Creatons (Nov. Org. i. §§ 23, 124).
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cartes as a very g'eneral expression for the immediate or direct
object of consciousness, which would not commit to a
materialistic theory of tlie nature of consciousness. He was
naturally, therefore, displeased by Hobbes’s assumption that its
proper meaning was that of an ‘ image in the corporeal phantasy.*
Hobbes appealed to etymology ; and so went back behind the
associations which recommended the word to Descartes, who
indeed had himself in Med. //., before Hobbes’s criticisms ^d
raised the question, observed that, although volitions, fears,
and judgments are all cogitationes, yet that kind of cogitationes
to which alone the word ‘ idea * properly refers are those which
are tanquam reram imagines. This use of * idea ’ it is difficult
to distinguish from that found in Hobbes (see Hobbes, Lev. i. 11,
iii. 84, iv. i5t.,de Corp. i. 1, § 3, 2, § 14, 5, § 9 ; Descartes, Med.,
Obj. iii. 6. For Descartes’s use see refE. collected in Veitch'a
note to his tr. of Meth., Med., etc., Edinburgh, 1880, p. 276 flE.).

Thus the word came into common philosophical
use tainted with an ambiguity as carrying with it

at once an association with a materialistic theory
of experience and an association with one (the

Cartesian) which insisted on the impossibility of any
such theory. But in both Hobbes and Descartes it

was associated with the view that the immediate
object of knowledge is something in the mind—

a

view which admits of different developments accord-
ing to the different views entertained of the nature
of the mind. Notwithstanding the ambiguity,
Gassendi (1592-1655), the friend of both Hobbes
and Descartes, proposes to use it in the widest
sense as less open to ambiguity than other equiva-

lent words, such as species, notio, etc. {Inst. Log.
pt. i. [Opera, Lyons, 1658, i. 92]). Cudworth
(1617-83) speaks of ‘sensible ideas’ {Int. Syst.,

London, 1678, i. §§ 5, 39), but does not limit the
word to these ; against Hobbes he recognizes an
‘idea of God’ (iv. § 1). Euet (1630-1721) regards

Descartes as restoring the Stoic usage {Cens. Fhil.

Cartes., eh. ii. § 7, ed. Paris, 1694, p. 48). Male-
hranche (1638-1715), like his contemporai^ Locke,

uses idie for ‘ objet imm^diat de notre esprit ’ [Beck,

de la vtriti, iii. 2, ch. i., ed. Paris, 1700, i. 386) ; but
his doctrine (based on the Cp’tesian emphasis on
the disparateness between mind and matter) that

the immediate objects of our perception are not
bodies, but rather the Divine archetypes of bodies,

reverts in a way to the mediaeval use of the word.

Finelon (1651-1715) follows Malebranche : the ideas

which constitute the human reason are universal,

necessary, eternal, immutable, in fact they are God
revealed in our souls so far as the limitations of our

nature allow {De VExist, de Dieu, ii. 4 [CEumes, ed.

Paris, 1787, ii. 228 tf.]). For the use (or uses) made
of the word by Spinoza (1632-77) the reader must be

referred to Spinoza himself (see esp. Eth. ii. def.

3 , 4, prop. 48, 49) and his commentators (esp. H.

Joachim, Study of Spinoza, Oxford, 1901). As
the spiritual or psychical correlate of an extended

thing or body, a man’s mind is described as the
* idea ’ of his body.

Locke (1632-1704) and Leibniz (1646-1718) both

make ideas ‘ the immediate objects of the under-

standing in the widest sense’ (JLocke, Ess. i. 1, § 8

;

Leibniz, Nouv. Ess. ii. 1, § 1 [ed. Erdmann, Berlin,

1840, p. 222]). Locke held, against Descartes,

that they are never ‘innate,’ but always derived

from experience or from reflexion upon experience.

For Leibniz all ideas are innate ; if distinct, they

represent God ; if obscure, the world. Thus for

both Locke and Leibniz they rejpresent objects from

which they are themselves distinct. With Berkeley

(1685-1753) ideas, though conceived,^ after Locke,

as the immediate objects of conception, represent

no objects beyond themselves. They are them-

selves the only objects; of everything, except

spirits or minds (of which we are said to have not
‘ ideas’ but ‘ notions ’), the esse \s,percipi ; thus the

object of perception is called an idea rather than a

thing, because things are ‘ generally supposed to de-

note somewhat existing without the mind ’ and also

to include ‘spirits’ {Brine, of Human Knowledge,

i. § 39 [Works, ed. Fraser, Oxford, 1871, i. 175]).

Out of this very un-Platonic theory of ideas a
more Platonic one is developed by Berkeley in the
much later Siris. Among the ‘ideas’ of Locke
and Berkeley, Hume (1711-76) distinguished direct

perceptions as ‘impressions,’ while the name
‘ ideas ’ is confined to reproductions of these which
are known as such by their inferior ‘liveliness.’

This has become, on the whole, the tradition of
later English philosophy (see Spencer, Brine, of
Bsychology, London, 1872, pt. vii. ch. 16 [vol. ii. p.
454 ff‘.] ; cf. Baldwin, DBhB, s.v. ‘ Idea ’). Hum^s
contemporary Johnson, who in his Dictionary
defines ‘ idea ’ as ‘ mental image,’ branded (errone-

ously) as ‘ modern cant ’ the use of it for a notion
or opinion of which there can be no such image
(Boswell, Life, ed. Oxford, 1826, iii. 176).

5. In modern philosophy since Kant.—This use
of ‘ idea ’ as primarily denoting a sensation repro-

duced in memory or imagination passed with the
English empirical philosophy to which it belonged
to the French free-thinkers of the 18th cent.,

among whom Condillac (1715-80) uses idie for a
sensation remembered and related to an external
object, except in the case of a sensation of touch,
where the sensation by itself is an id6e because
directly relating itself to such an object {Extr.
rais. du traiti des sensations [(Euvres, Paris, 1798,

iii. 39 ff.]) ; and, similarly, Holbach (1728-89)
uses the term for the image of an object which
causes a sensation or perception {Syst. de la nature,
Paris, 1821, i. 133). Not altogether dissimilar is

the account of ‘idea’ given by Wolff (1679-1754),
in Bsych. Emp., Frankfort, 1732, § 48, as a ment^
representation in relation to the represented object.

This use of ‘ idea,’ however, was not to prevail in

Germany. Kant (1724-1804) set himself {Kritik
der reinen Vemunft, Transc. Dial. i. 1 [Werke, ed.

Hartenstein, Leipzig, 1867, iii. 256 ff.]) to restore

the word from a deplorable degradation, in which
it could be used for ‘the representation of the
colour red ’ to its original Platonic use of a ‘ con-

ception transcending the possibility of experience. *

Of such conceptions, which Reason inevitably

forms, but which cannot be verified in experience,

he recognized three : the soul, the world, and God.
To Kant, that we necessarily think a thing to be
so and so by no means implies that it is so in itself

;

but to Hegel (1770-1831), who does not thus divorce

thought from reality, such a conception, transcend-

ing but implied in our experience in space, in time,

as Kant called an Idea is no mere speculative

problem or at most a postulate of action ; it is the
ultimate unity, in the light of which alone what-
ever is real is seen as it truly is, and that because
it is only what it is as a stage in the eternal pro-

cess wherein the Idea unroUs, as it were, before

itself the riches of its own nature (see Log. §§ 213,

236 [Werke, Berlin, 1843, vi. 385, 408]). As the
Platonic Ideas constitute in Philo the content of

the supreme Idea, the Divine mind or Logos, so in

Hegel the one Idea breaks itself up into a system
of definite Ideas ; and similarly for Schelling (1775-

1854) the Ideas are the living Universals in the

Divine mind {Tories, uher die Meth. der akad.
Stud. xi. [Werke, Stuttgart and Augsburg, 1856-

61, V. 317]), or, as it is put elsewhere {Syst. der

Bhilos. § 33 [ih. vi. 183]), the essences of things as

grounded in God’s eternity.

If divested of the theistic language, this use of

Idea approximates to Schopenhauers (1788-1860)

(see Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, Leipzig, 1873,

§ 25). An Idea is a ‘ definite and fixed ^rade of

the objectification of the Will so far as it is thing-

in-itself and therefore has no multiplicity.’ These
grades are related to individual things as their

eternal forms or prototypes. Such Ideas are the

forces of Nature (gravity, electricity, etc.), life,

the various organic species, the chief types of
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humanity. This Schopenhauer holds to he in agree-

ment with Plato’s true meaning, while Kant’s three

Ideas of the Reason have nothing in common with

Plato’s except a transcendence of experience which
they share with the merest chimeras. The Idea,

thus conceived, Schopenhauer holds to be the object

which the fine arts aim at representing (it is to be
observed that Kant also recognized sssthetic Ideas,

Kritik der Vrth, i. §§ 17, 49, 57 ed. Harten-
stein, Leipzig, 1867, v. 238, 324, 353]). Such a
view gives to art a higher rank in the scale of

values than is assigned to it by Plato, who, al-

though sometimes describing the apprehension of

the Ideas in language suggestive of aesthetic con-

templation, regards the productions of the artist

as an imitation not of the Ideas, but only of the
sensible copies thereof (^e^. x. 596).

Following Kant, who had taught that the Ideas,

which were mere problems for the Speculative
Reason, became postulates for the Practical,

sufficient grounds for action though unveritiable

in experience—thus we can, and indeed are bound
to, act as though free, yet a speculative proof of :

freedom is impossible— (1776-1841) speaks
of 'practical Ideas (Freedom, Perfection, etc.)

springing from judgments of value {K'arze Encyc,
der Phil. § 47 [Werhe, Leipzig, 1850, ii. 79]). A
similar usage is found in Wundt.

6. Ambiguity of the word * Idea. —Some of the
ambiguities which have beset the word * idea ’ are
merely verbal, and may be removed by careful
definition. Such is that arising from the applica-
tion of the word at once to eternal principles which
underlie appearances and are discovered by the
exercise of reason, and also to varying modes or
states of a finite consciousness. Less easily kept
apart are the sense of ‘mental image’ and the
sense of ‘concept’; but the distinction between
the words Vorstdlung and Begriff (in recent philo-
sophical English represented by ‘ concept ’) has to
a large extent saved German writers from this
equivocation.

^
But less easily eradicable is the

ambiguity w'hich the word ‘idea’ inherited from
the word species’ when, in the 17th cent., it took
its place in the philosophical vocabulary. Used
now for an activity of the mind apprehending an
object (cf. the phrase ‘I have no idea’=‘I do not
know,’ or the occasional use for ‘the faculty of
apprehension,’ as in the well-known line in Thom-
son’s SeasonSf ‘to teach the young idea how to
shoot ’[‘Spring,’ 1152]), now for the object imme-
diately apprehended (even where, as in Berkeley,
this is not treated as representative of anything
beyond itself), it inevitably comes to suggest a
tertium quid internal to the mind as compared
with the external object it is supposed to repre-
sent, yet not the mental process or activity of
apprehending, but its immediate object. The
assumption of such a tertium quid is rendered
plausible by the difficulties due to a comparison
between the experiences which different indi-
viduals, or the same individual at different times
claim to have of one and the same object. Even
justice seems to be done to all of these if each be
considered as an apprehension of a different ‘idea’
of the same thing, which is itself in no case the
direct object of the experience. This may seem to
be supported by the fact that we can seldom, if
ever, think without imagery—a fact expressed by
Aristotle in the saying, oi55^ore voei dvev (payrdc-
fiaros {de Anima, iii. 7, 431* 17), ‘the soul
never thmks without an image ’—even when, as in
the instance of a chiliagon or of the Roman Empire,

present itself is plainly not
that of which we are thinking. In thinking, how-
ever, of a sensible thing not actually present to the
senses, but remembered, it is easy to confuse the
image with the object, to talk as though it were

the object of our thought, as though it were what
we remembered (and yet, as it is here in our
imagination now, it is clearly not it, but what it

represents, that we remember) ;
and, lastly, as

though, even in perceiving an object actually

present to the senses, it were such an image, and
not the object, that is before us. This is a way of

speaking which, when used of others, comes natur-

ally enough, because we do not share their per-

ceptions, but picture to ourselves what we take
them to be perceiving, forgetting that this is not
what they perceive, but only a picture of it in our
imagination.
The assumption of such a tertium quid between

the apprehending mind and its object appears to

be confirmed by the existence of hallucinations

and of dreams, where what seems, as presented in

consciousness, to be indistinguishable from a real

object is afterwards judged not to have been such.
This suggests that, both when a real object is

present and when it is not, what we actually per-
ceive is not this object, but a ‘mental image,’
which may or may not be representative of a real

original. But this assumption only transfers the
difficulty ; it is no more easy to understand how,
on the hypothesis that our immediate object is

always such an ‘idea,’ we can become aware at
all of an external object represented by some of
them and not by others (ci. Berkeley, Princ. of
Human Knowledge, § 8), than how in any case we
sometimes come to think we perceive external
bodies when we do not. These disadvantages of
so ambiguous a word as ‘ idea ’ (which are not re-

moved by substituting, with J. Ward, ‘ presenta-
tion’—a literal rendering of the Vorstellung of

! Herbart and Wundt) make it a hindrance rather
than a help in discussing the nature of our experi-
ence prior to any such reflective discrimination
between the respective shares of subject and object
as must appear in any account which can be given
of it. It is significant of the realization of this by
English psychologists that W. McDougall avoids
its use on the ground that most who have so named
features distinguished in the stream of conscious-
ness have tended to ‘reify’ them, preferring to
use the word ‘ feelings,’ which describes them as
features of our behaviour rather than as objects of
our apprehension (see Psychology, a Study of Be-
haviour, London, 1912, p. 50) ; and that in Loveday
and Green’s Introd, to Psych. (Oxford, 1912) the
word ‘idea’ and its scarcely less misleading syno-
nyms do not occur at all.

Literature.—For further information os to the history of
the word ‘ idea,’ see W. Hamilton, Discimions, London, 1852,
p. 70, Works of Thomas Reid, Edinbunjh, 1872, p. 025 if. ; R.
Eucken, Geschickte der philos. Terminologie, Leipzi;?, 1879, pp.
199-201; R. Eisler, Worterbuch der philos. BegntJe und Aus-
drucke, Berlin, 1899, s.v. ‘Idee,’ i., to all of which this article is
much indebted. j Webb.

IDEAL.—I. Use of the term.—The term ‘ ideal
’

is perhaps one of the vaguest in common use. In
popular usage it signifies sometimes what is ex-
cellent of its kind, e.g. ‘we had ideal weather’ ;

sometimes what would be perfect if it could be
attained, but as a matter of fact is utterly unat-
tamable, as when we speak of the ‘ideal’ State;
sometimes what is regarded as unworthy of serious
attention as being purely fanciful and oblivious of
the facts of the case. With the last two usages in
mind, Hegel speaks of

fancy that ideals are nothing but chimeras, and
different fancy^ that ideals are something far too

excellent to possess reality, or something far too feeble to

1874^p^§
themselves’ (W. Wallace, Logic of Hegel, Oxford,

From philosophical language, too, there comes an
ambi^ity, for the adjective ‘ ideal ’ may correspond
to either of the two nouns, ‘ idea ’ and ‘ ideal ’

; andm the former ease, corresponding to ‘ idea.’ in the
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sense in which the English psychological philo-
sophers from Locke to Hume made the term
current, * ideal ’ is apt to be interpreted as in con-
tradistinction to what is actual. The ‘ ideal * and
the ‘ real ’ are distinguished, and the distinction
becomes an opposition, and the tendency is intensi-
fied to think of what is ideal in any sense as non-
existent and permanently so—something that is

‘all in the air.’ Further, this notion of ideals
derives strength from consideration of the ideals of
the artist. His ideals, the types of beauty which
he depicts, are commonly taken to be representa-
tions of a beauty which never and nowhere existed,
nor can be found.

‘ The light that never was, on sea or land,
The consecration, and the Poet’s dream ’

(Wordsworth, Peele Castle).

Turning from popular usage to writers on
psychology and ethics, one’s impression that ‘ ideal

’

is a word of vague import is strengthened. Some
have no use for the word at all. Some introduce
it casually in the course of discussions without any
explanation. Some use it as synonymous with
‘end.’ Some draw a careful distinction between
ideal and end, and, having drawn it, seem to ignore
it. Various writers deal with various aspects or
characteristics of the ideal ; few think it necessary
to define the term or give a connected treatment of

the topic. It is difficult to understand why ‘ ideal’

should not be handled with something of the care
which, e.g.y ‘motive,’ ‘intention,’ and ‘desire’

receive.

2. Definition.—An ideal in general may be
defined as a conception of what, if attained, 'would

fully satisfy ; of what is perfect of its kind, and,
in consequence, is the pattern to be copied, and the
standard by which actual achievement is to be
judged. The ideal is the standard of value, and
the actual has worth in so far as it embodies the
ideal. (For a general discussion of ideals and their

significance, see Epistemology, § 2of., in vol. v.

p. 352 ff.).

The moral ideal is what we are now concerned

with ; and a moral ideal is a conception of what,
if attained, would completely satisfy man as a
moral being. It stands, as what ought to be, over

against what is in character and conduct, and
constitutes a standard by reference to which char-

acter and conduct are estimated. The ideal is not
synonymous with the end. It is a product of

constructive ima^nation in which tne end is

envisaged as attained, embodied, and expressed.

Individuals who agree in their way of defining the

end may differ widely enough in their ideals. The
ideals of a hedonist, for instance, may be high or

low. On the other hand, it seems quite erroneous

to say, as has sometimes been said, that difference

of conception of the ideal determines the difference

between various schools of ethical speculation.

For men who differ profoundly as moral philo-

sophers do not necessarily differ widely as moral

individuals. They may approve, condemn, seek

after, and avoid the same things; their ideals,

therefore, are not dissimilar. It will appear below

that difference of ideal—the kind of difference in

view in the statement which we are considering

—

marks, not school from school of ethical theory, but

stage from stage of moral progress.

To entertain ideals is part of man’s nature. It

is given with his power of retrospect, forecast,

and choice. All men have an ideal of some kind,

for all rational beings distinguish what is and what
should he. The moral ideal can be only formally

defined as a conception of man with his powers at

the best, using them for the best. It cannot be

concretely defined. For man is a developing being,

and does not know what his powers at the best may
be. And conceptions of ‘ for the best ’ may difl'er.

and do differ. Further, a particular individual

may find that, in constructing his ideal, the
peculiarity of his circumstances requires that there
is a conflict of some kind between ‘ at the best

’

and ‘for the best.’ It is a serious question for

some, e.g., whether, in view of all their circum-
stances and obligations, they are justified or not
in taking a University course, or entering a
career for which they are fitted, but which requires
an expensive training which will mean hard sacri-

fice for others. Hence it is that ‘ideals are

relative to the lives that entertain them’ (W.
James, Talks to Teachers on Psychology, London,
1899, p. 292). An ideal, however, is not conceived
to be something purely or essentially individual-

istic. He who holds it is not impressed with the
relativity of it, but with its universality. It is not
something which he alone should seek after ; it is

what he conceives all should follow.

There is an infinite variety of ideals as held, by
different individuals. They may be low or high,

sordid or sublime; they may be limited by the
seen and temporal, or stretch forward to the unseen
and eternal ; they may be so worth striving after,

and the individual so thwarted and baffled in

pursuit of them, that an argument for immortality
may be founded thereon. Whatever its nature,

the ideal is that which inspires, directs, and gives

coherence to the moral life. (For an excellent dis-

cussion of the meaning of ideals, see Leslie Stephen,
The Science of Ethics, p. 74 ff.

)

3. The forming of ideals.—As character is partly

an endowment, partly an achievement, so ideals

are partly imposed upon the individual, partly

chosen by him. A child develops towards moral
individuality by obeying authority which it did

not itself constitute, when it awakens to moral
consciousness, its standai*ds of judgment ^e
already so far fixed for it. It has been following

an ideal chosen by others, set before it, and im-

posed upon it. And obviously the imposed ideal

may determine in varying degree the deliberately

chosen ideal. The ideal in many cases never

differs appreciably from the ideal found in the

home or the commxmity. Many are never aware
of any break or contrast between what they are

ordered or expected to obey and what they freely

choose to obey. Such freedom to choose, indeed,

is only dimly, if at all, realized ; or, if realized,

may be regarded only as a temptation to be com-
bated. In communities, however, where individual

freedom is safeguarded and esteemed, and where
there is a wide range of choice of life-work open,

the necessary choice of some definite life-work,

which brings a multitude of varied possibilities

before the individual, contributes to his becoming
keenly conscious of his power of choosing an ideal

of what his life, character, and achievement are

to be.

The psychology and the whole process of such

choice, such ‘ setting up ’ of an ideal, are very

obscure. Factors enter into it due to temperament,
pre'vious training, and all sorts of ‘ personal equa-

tion,’ which make analysis in any particular case

very difficult and generalization impossible. Our
earliest ideals glow with colour and romance, and,

literally enough, baffle description. There is some-

thing great and splendid that we wish to attain,

but what more definitely it is we cannot say. We
hear the wind rise ‘ roaring seaward ’ and feel we
must go, but whither and wherefore we are not

clear. We are inclined to think of our ideal as

something absolutely new, unheard of till we dis-

covered it (cf. W. James, Talks, p. 292 ; J. Royce,

Studies, New York, 1898, p. 80). The truth in

this exaggerated view of ourselves and our ideals

is that there is an element of uniqueness in every

personality. With the lapse of time the ideal
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loses in colour but gains in clearness. It comes
down from the skies to common earth. While it

remains something personal, peculiarly our own,
we lay more stress on its universal character. (On
the contrast between the ‘ idealism * of youth and
the ‘realism’ of maturer years, see H. Lotze,
Microcosmos, Eng. tr.^, Edinburgh, 1899, ii. 305 ff.)

4. Is the ideal realized?—To this question the
answer is Yes and No. {a) On the one hand, we
must hold that the ideal is attainable and is real-

ized. An ideal which is absolutely and inherently
unattainable cannot be an ideal ; for, as we have
said, the ideal is our conception of what should bci
and, as Kant says, * an ought implies a can.* If a
thing cannot be, there is no sense in saying it

should be. And, unless we are prepared to deny
that men ever act rightly, or that there is such a
thing as moral progress, we must hold that the
ideal is realized. ‘ The moral ideal may be said to
be realized every time we truly act’ (J. S. Mac-
kenzie, Manual of Ethics^, p. 29). We know, too,
that multitudes find their ideal realized in some
individual ; their effort is to try to be like him.
What would he think of this ? is their standard of
judging. (6) On the other hand, most men are
constrained to admit that the ideal is never attained
by them. Strive as they like, it remains ahead of
their accomplishment. The fact is that man is a
developing moral being, and that moral progr
means, not only that in achievement the individual
is ever coming nearer an ideal, but that the ideal
itself is progressing. Like character, the ideal is
only relatively fixed and permanent. If, as we
have said, the ideal gives coherence to the moral
life, it must obviously have stability of a kind.
But we have to think of a stability in progress—

a

mobile ecjuilibrium. As we progress in the moral
life, the ideal unfolds and expands.

* Every achievement of good deepens and quickens our sense
Of the inexhaustible value contained in every right act. With
achievement, our conception of the possible goods of life in-
creases, and we find ourselves called to live upon a still deeuer
and more thou^hthil plane. An ideal is not some remote all-
exhaustive goal, a fixedsummum bonum ’ (Dewey-Tufts, Ethics
D. 421 f-V ^ ’

is that what at any moment in the
moral life we picture to ourselves as the best turns
out to be only a better. As in achievement we
approach what we regarded as the best, we gain a
co^eption of something still more excellent.
Hence the statement ‘ideals are realizable’ is

means that moral progress is possible.
Ihe statement ‘the ideal is not realizable’ is also
true, as meaning that we can assign no limit to
moral progress. To say that there is an absolute

T siich limit
can be fixed, that there will come a time when no
rarther moral progress can take place. (For full
discussion of the points dealt with briefly in thispar^^h, and of the problems which emerge, see
i. H. Green, to Ethics, bk. iii. ; SAlexai^er, Moral Order and Progress, bk. iii.

)

ideal.—Apart, however, from thechange of ideal which proceeds in every life gradu-
imperceptibly, probably the majority arefa^iar mth a change of another kind, when the

and new is distinctly marked
^® on® sharpestcontr^t. There are tunes when one can say, ‘ The

1 ^
®“® ^®®^® oneself to be a new

looking out Upon a new world. This maycome about under a manifold variety of cirouni

be"“disLmed“t“**'®\'^ “y- g®ii®r^ r,j”y^ t'-
happen that needs of our

sudde^v m«kp
previously conscious

1^ ,*hemselves felt, so that what
wwf^ ^ satisfied is no longer adequate. Needswhich were weak or suppressed may become

relatively stronger. Or we may find that what
we thought would satisfy proves in experience
unable to do so. It may happen that our call to,

and assumption of, fresh responsibilities give a
new vision of what life and character ought to be.

We see that the old ways are unworthy, tliat the
old habits must be broken, that our standards must
be raised, and our wdiole scheme and view of life

revised, as Henry V. found when he assumed the
dignity of kingship. A new bond of friendship or
love may mean a similar new vision. Or the change
may be, and often is, concomitant with a religious
experience ;

‘ if any man is in Christ, he is a new
creature ’ (2 Co 5^^).

In some cases the phenomenon admits of ex-
planation ; in others, especially when religious
elements enter, it is too recondite ; obscure factors
are involved of which the individual himself can
give no clear account, and the case defies psycho-
logical analysis. We cannot explain our tastes,
our likes, and aversions

; it is a cold-blooded sort
of love if one can explain why he prefers one person
before others. And of that change of ideal whicli
means a revolution in the moral life, and comes, or
seems to come, suddenly, an adequate explanation
is seldom possible. ‘The wind bloweth where it

listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but
knowest not whence it cometh, and whither it

goeth ; so is every one that is born of the Spirit ’

(Jn 38).

When a new vision of the ideal comes to us, it

may affect us in a variety of ways. We may feel
at once a peace and satisfaction like that of the
merchant who has long been searching for the

g
oodly pearl, and, having found it, sells all that
e has and buys it ; we may yield to its attraction

and inspiration. More often, especially when we
not merely get a new conception of the ideal, but
see the ideal realized or approximated in an actual
life or deed, we may experience a sort of despair

;

we may feel overpowered with a sense of the con-
trast between what we are and what we now see
we ought to be (on this topic generally, and the
value of self-abasement, see Iverach, The Other
Side of Greatness, serm. i. ). Or we may for a time
be involved in a conflict of ideals, undecided as to
how the moral life is to be directed, and, like Paul,
‘ kick against the pricks ’ (Ac 9*'^).

While moral progress is often marked by the
positive appearance of a new ideal, it is also fre-
quently marked mainly or entirely, negatively, by
the failure of the old ideal any longer to satisfy us.
Sometimes we see more or less clearly what the
new ‘ better ’ is, sometimes we have nothing but a
sense that what we used to regard as best is not
good, and that a ‘better’ there must be, though
we cannot yet say what it is. We have to grope

‘moving about in worlds not realized’
(Wordsworth, Intimations of Immortality).

6. The teaching of ideals.—It may be said to be
the duty of every moral being to unfold and com-
mend an ideal to those who are morally unde-
veloped, or are searching for an ideal, and to
propose something better to those who are plainly
following a low ideal. In various aspects of it,
this IS the special task of preacliers, teachers, and
Pfjents (see art. Education, Moral, vol. v. p.
216 ffl

) We may note some of the most important
prmciples which must be kept in mind in this con-
nexion. Regarding the kind of ideal that should
be commended for imitation, some remarks by
' I • Hobhouse are worth noting

:

last worth noticing, as we pass, that ideals are interest-
according as the element of construction or

firpw m them. Types in which differences
which you try to get down to the pure thing,^ incrustation of other elements, are nauseating inpropo^on as their delineation is successful. This kind of

Idealism gives us the heroes and heroines who live to utter
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moral platitudes, and spoil whole chapters of good writing It
inspires the morality which tries to make all life a study of what
you ought not to do. The constructive idealism, on the other
hand, finds dissatisfaction always in incompleteness, and finds
completeness only in the many-sided character and the varied
life ’ {ThA Theory of Knowledge^ p. 211).

It is very important that the ideal exhibited
should be positive, and not negative. Otherwise a
boy will get the impression that a good boy is one
who does none of the things that an average boy
wants to do, and at any age one will conceive of
virtue as an anaemic thing, and goodness as essenti-
ally some form of abstinence. Further, the aim must
be to make the ideal concrete, not abstract, to show
flesh and blood examples, not merely to lay down
precepts, to point to lives or deeds in which the
ideal has been approximately embodied, to show
that, as actual occurrences prove, virtue is not in-
capable of attainment. (On this topic see S. M.
Bligh, The Direction of Desire,

)

7. The unrealized ideal.—We have seen that
the ideal is unrealized and unrealizable in the
sense that it is a mobile thing which constantly
keeps ahead of us in our moral progress. It ever
appears as ‘ a better beyond the best,’ But, apart
from this, every one who is in earnest in moral
endeavour knows that the ideal is not realized in
another sense—in the sense, namely, that in his
conduct he comes short more or less, and usually
more rather than less, of what he purposed. Tak-
mg the moral life at any moment, and the ideal as
it is then presented to us, and striven after, there
is often a wide gulf between what was to be and
what is. This may be due to our fault or to our
misfortune. We may find, like Paul, that the
good we would we do not ; and the evil that we
would not, that we do (Ko 7^^). Or in ignorance
we may adopt a wrong means of realizing our
ideal. Or we may find that circumstances are in

conspiracy against us, and forbid the realization

of our purposes, thatwe are handicapped, thwarted,
baulked by the force majeure of practical facts

which we cannot circumvent or surmount. Be-
sides, we must take account of our general in-

ability to give adequate or appropriate expression
to the deepest things of the spirit. Take the case
of emotion. We can only stammer brokenly, and
to an unsympathetic or uninterested ear ludi-

crously, about our love. We search in vain for an
adequate mode of expressing contempt or hate.

In an excess of joy we are moved to tears, and a
smile may be all the expression we can give to

heart-breaking disappointment or despair. So
|

with the ideal which in our highest moments may
be revealed to us. Unutterable thoughts, in-

expressible aspirations may come to us ; we feel,

we know, that they are the most valuable of our
possessions, though neither in word nor in deed
can we fully reveal them. They are among the

truest riches of our nature though we cannot ex-

hibit them

:

‘ Thoughts hardly to be packed
Into a narrow act,

Fancies that broke through language and escaped

;

All I could never be,

All, men ignored in me,
This, I was worth to God ’

(Browning, RahU Ben Ezra).

The familiar words of Kant respecting the good
will may be applied to the ideal

:

‘ Even if it should happen that, owing to special disfavour of

fortune, or the niggardly provision of a stepmotherly nature,

it should wholly lack power to accomplish its purpose, . . .

then, like a jewel, it would still shine by its own light, . . .

its usefulness or fruitlessness can neither add nor take away
anything from its value ’ (T. K. Abbott, Kanins Theory ofEthics^,

London, 1883, p. 10).

A lover of paradox might well say that a man s

real worth depends on what he fails in. ‘ Thou
didst well that it was in thine heart ’ (2 Ch 6®).

The ideal in some cases is doubly ideal ; it is a

conception not of what would but of what should

satisfy._ The individual does not feel the needs
which it would meet, but in some sense he ac-
knowledges that he ought to feel them, or at least
that they ought to be felt generally. An audience
the individuals of which are immoral, or even
criminal, will hiss the villain of melodrama, and
applaud the triumph of long-suftering virtue.
One who makes no attempt to realize high ideals
in his own conduct may be very exacting in de-
manding them of others, or very earnest in com-
mending them to others. Ideals which are not
realized in conduct may thus still be determinant
of character ; though ineftective to shape conduct,
they do have a share in making the individual
what he is. Further, ideals which he never seeks
to realize as a private individual may none the
less mould his conduct in various ways as a
member of society. They may determine his con-
tribution to public opinion, his attitude on public
questions, his vote at elections, his discharge of
public duty. If he be a parent, they may pre-
scribe the rules he lays down for his children. The
moral standard of his home may be very difierent
from that of his office, and both very difierent from
the standard he acts up to when he feels himself
free for the time from his usual social obligations.
We may regard such a man as we please, but we
cannot say that the ideals he never seeks to real-
ize are altogether valueless, either for himself or
for society. Conduct is at the best but an imper-
fect expression and revelation of an individual’s
ideals, and, similarly, institutions and customs
are imperfect embodiments of the ideals, the moral
worth, and the moral standpoint of a community
(see art. Good and Evil, vol. vi. p. 318 ff.). This
has been so well said by Julia Wedgwood that we
may close the subject with a quotation from her
work ;

‘That which gives life its keynote is, not what men think
good, but what they think best. True, this is not the part of
belief which is embodied in conduct : the ordinary man tries

to avoid only what is obviously wron^ ; the best of men does
not always make us aware that he is striving after what is

right. We do not see people Rowing into the resemblance of
what they admire ; it is much if we can see them growing into
the unlikeness of that which they condemn. But the dominant
influence of life lies ever in the unrealized. While aU that we
discern is the negative aspect of a man’s ideal, that ideal itself

lives by admiration which never clothes itself in word or deed.
In seeing what he avoids we judge only the least important
part of his standard; it is that which he never strives to
realize in his own person which makes him what he is. The
average secular man of to-day is a different being because
Christendom has hallowed the precept to give the cloak to
him who asks the coat ; it would be easier to argue that this
claim for what most would regard as an impossible virtue has
been injurious than that it has been impotent. Gbristianit}'

has moulded character, where we should vainly seek to discern
that it had influenced conduct. Not the criminal code, but
the counsel of perfection shows us what a nation is becoming

;

and he who casts on any set of duties the shadow of the second
best, so far as he is successful, does more to influence the moral
ideal than he who succeeds in passing a new law ’ (fThe Moral
Ideals p. 373 f.).

Literature.—Leslie Stephen, The Science ofEthics, London,
1882, ch. ii. sect. iv. ; T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics,
Oxford, 1884, bk. iii. ; S. Alexander, Moral Order and Pro-
gress, London, 1889, bk. iii.

; Julia Wedgwood, The Moral
Ideal, do. 1889 ; H. Spencer, The Data of Ethics, ed. do. 1894,
ch, XV.; L. T. Hobhouse, The Theory of Knowledge, do. 1886,

pp. 209-213; J. S. Mackenzie, A Manual of Ethics^, do.

1900 (see index); J. Dewey and J. H. Tufts, Ethics, do.

1910, p. 421 f. ; J. Iverach, The Other Side of Greatness, do.

1906, sermon i. ; S. M. Bligh, The Dire^ion of Desire, do. 1910

W. D. Niven.
IDEALISM.

—

I. The term.—‘Idealism’ is a
term of very varied application. As ‘ipersonal ideal-

ism ’ it may denote a view of human life in which
all utilitarian and eudsemonistic considerations are
subordinated to duty or to objective ideals of

culture, and in which the mind asserts its superi-

ority in the face of all determinism and material-

ism. This is the type of idealism the attainment
and vindication of which find imposing and even
classical expression in Carlyle’s Sartor Eesartus.
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Again, the term may be applied generally to

philosophical and religions systems, to views of

the universe and poetic creations, in which the

world is represented as being dominated by spirit-

ual ends of a moral, religious, or aesthetic character.

An idealism of this kind is found in all^ the great

national religions, in the most diverse philosophical

systems, and in poems such as Dante’s T)wina

Com/rmdia and Goethe’s Faust

;

its antitheses are

sceptical relativism and hopeless pessimism. But

these rather general applications of the word have

no place in a scientific terminology, and have not

much significance even in the inexact speech of

everyday life, as everytliing turns upon the par-

ticular ethical, religious, or sesthetic sense in which

the nature of the ideal and its authority over

personality are conceived. As a technical
^

term,

idealism concerns us only as denoting a distinct

type of metaphysical thought, and in that sense

alone will it be dealt with here.

2. The fundamental position of idealism.—In

order to determine the philosophical import of the

term ‘idealism,’ it will be necessary to fix the

place which the corresponding theory occupies

among the various fundamental philosophical posi-

tions. These fundamental positions may be com-
bined in the several systems of philosophy, but
they always remain separate and distinct as

regards their starting-pomts. No one single or
solely possible point of origin can be ascribed to

philosophical reflexion. On the contrary, the data
of experience form from the outset the subject of

various problems, the very variety of which renders
anything like a real monism impossible. Thus we
have, first of all, the question as to the ultimate
reality given in experience ; secondly, the question
as to what the thinker expects to attain by a
logical elaboration of the given ; and, finally, the
question regarding the attitude to be assumed to
the facts oi becoming and change, and therefore
also to the existence of ends and values, in the
data of experience. These three questions, even
if the answers to them can be harmonized and
combined, cannot, as has been said, be reduced to
one another. To begin with the last: we note
that from this question arise the systems of pan-
theistic changelessness on the one hand, and of
pluralistic change on the other, the two sides of
the antithesis being exemplified by the Eleatics
and Heraclitus respectively. In the second ques-
tion originate, on the one hand, the systems which
by logical elaboration of the given find amore specific
and certain reality behind or above the manifold
of experience—as, indeed, the basis and explana-
tion of it ; and, on the other hand, the systems
which seek merely to explain psychologically the
formation of the concepts actually applied in ex-
perience, and thus to regulate such application.
These systems are respectively the dogmatic a
priori theories of which Platonism is the type, and
the empirical pragmatic theories represented by
the Sophists. The first question, again, gives rise,
on the one hand, to the systems which regard
material reality as the primary element of experi-
ence, and find in it the explanation of consciousness

;

and, on the other, to the systems which begin with
the individual consciousness, and pass thence to
the trans-subjective reality : they are respectively
the realistic systems represented by materialism
and by a naturalistic {pantheism of the Spinozistic
type, and the idealistic systems framed by Des-
cartes, Malebranche, Berkeley, and Hume.
Now the place of ‘ idealism*^ among philosophical

conceptions lies within the confines of the last of
these antitheses. It denotes the metaphysical
th^ij which, as regards the primary and most
certam datum of experience, takes its stand upon
consciousness and its contents. In its most un-

compromising and self-consistent form idealism is

solipsism, and finds its initial and most difficult

problem in the question regarding the trans-sub-

jective reality of knowledge, or the separation

of the merely subjective element from elements

which are super-subjective and universally valid.

This problem, which had been touched upon by the

Greek Sophists and Sceptics, by Augustine and
the mediaeval Nominalists, became the real crux of

Descartes and Malebranche, of Locke and Berkeley,

and it is impressively expounded by Fichte in his

Bestimmung des Menschen, This idealism is often

called ‘Phenomenalism’—a designation which
implies that consciousness and its content of phe-

nomena must form the starting-point of all philo-

sophical reflexion, that the entire range of physical

and psychical reality is given as a mere phenomenon
to a consciousness which carries the w'hole within

itself. Whether the phenomena thus imnaanent
in consciousness have correlatives of an objective

character, and what such correlatives may be, are

questions left entirely unanswered. Of late it has
become common to speak of this view as ‘ Imma-
nence’—a term signifying that all reality is com-
prised in consciousness as sensation, perception,

and idea. All these, however, are neither more
nor less than metaphysical idealism in the only
technical sense that we can ascribe to the term.
Hence, to put tlie matter shortly, idealism implies

that the relation of subject and object is one ot the
essential starting-points of philosophy, and in its

view of that relation it lays down the decisive

principle that objects can exist only for a subject,
and that the subject which carries the objects
within itself is the higher category, and as such
must determine the process of philosophical
thought.

3. Various developments of the idealistic prin-
ciple.—As thus understood, idealism is simply one
of the essential starting-points of philosophical
thought. But in its further development as a
system it may assume a vast variety of forms.
It really implies a method, not a school of opinions
and beliefs with a definitely fixed result, or, at
most, it involves such a result only in so far as it is

opposed to materialism, according to which consci-
ousness has its source in material reality, and
arises from it in certain conditions, as was main-
tained by the ancient materialists and their suc-
cessors, as well as by the naturalistic monists and
agnostics, who often approximate very closely to
them ; and, of course, it similarly opposes every
kind oi objectivism which would derive personal
consciousness and its contents from some such sup-
posed primordial datum as God, nature, the All,
or cosmic law, as was done by Neo-Platonism and
the ecclesiastical philosophy, by Spinoza and his
modem followers. So far, it is true, idealism
means something more than a mere method

; it

signifies a mode of thought whose subject-matter
is fixed and defined from the standpoint of consci-
ousness and the ego. Even so, however, the most
varied lines of systematic development lie open
to it.

{a) Various attempts to reach trans-suhjecMve
reality from the idealistic standpoint* — Thus we
may, with Descartes and Malebranche, begin with
the idea of God as_ a fact of consciousness, pass
thence to the objective world, and then from that
position explain consciousness, or the ego. Or
we may, with Locke, assert merely the probable
existence of objective correlatives to the contents
of consciousness, and upon that probability con-
struct a system that ditiers but little from objec-
tivism. With Berkeley, we may attribute our
^jpsrience of phenomena to the divine will, and
thus attain to a theological theism, or, with Hume,
Comte, and the l^ragmatists, we may hold the
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relation of subject and object to be inexplicable and
inscrutable, and so content ourselves with what
can be based upon the laws of phenomena. Some,
with Schelling and Hegel, deduce from experience
the identity of subject and object, and with this
identity as a basis elucidate the being and evolu-
tion of all things. Others, again, with Leibniz,
Herbart, and Lotze, derive from the facts of con-
sciousness a pluralistic reality corresponding there-
to ; while some, finally, with Schopenhauer, deduce
from the individual consciousness the theory that
it subsists in the unconscious, from which subject
and object severally arise, only to faU back again
into the unconscious. There is thus an extra-

'

ordinary variety in the systems evolved from the
fundamental position of idealism. Some of these
approximate to materialism, or else to objectivism

;

some do not pass beyond the subject ; while some
propound an objective reality corresponding to it.

But in virtue of their common starting-point they
are all rigidly opposed to pure materialism or
pure objectivism.

I

{b) Idealism combined with epistemological
theories,—Further specialized forms of the ideal-

istic theory present themselves, however, when
this metaphysical starting-point is combined with
conclusions developed from the epistemological
starting-point. Here we meet with tlie great main
divisions of idealism related to the second source
of philosophical reflexion (as noted in § 2 above),

viz. empirical-nominalistic and a priori realistic

idealism—a distinction which, as represented by
the Greek Sophists and Sceptics on the one hand,
and by Plato on the other, differentiates idealistic

systems to the present day.
i. Nominalistic idealism culminates in Berkelej^s

Phenomenalism, in Hume, in Pragmatism, in

James’s Voluntarism, and in the entire psycholo^-
cal philosophy of modern times. It emphatically
affirms that not only the facts of mind but also the
facts of nature are phenomena of consciousness.

Here consciousness becomes simply the stage on
which the facts exhibit their movements. The
associations and dissociations which take place

according to the laws of nature and the psycho-

logical laws of social life are the material oi which
our so-called knowledge—and, therefore, also our
philosophy—is built. Here philosophy explains

the genesis of the conceptual world as a process of

moulding the contents of experience, or conscious-

ness, and distinguishes between the elements that

pertain to a trans-subjective world and those that

pertain to the ego, and it asciibes to both groups

of conceptions a power of continuous self-direction

and of progressive self-adaptation to the ends of

practical life. What these ends really are is a
question that cannot be decided from the stand-

point under consideration ; it belongs to the ethico-

teleological series of problems (see (c) below). But,

if we bring the modem doctrine
^
of biological

evolution within the epistemological circle^ of

problems, then the theory of empirical idealism

resolves itself into the doctrine of the continuous

adjustments, inheritances, and selections according

to which the contents of consciousness group them-

selves conceptually with reference to the ideal

ends realizing themselves therein. We have here,

in fact, a psychological relativism having the ideal-

istic method as its pre-condition, but it entirely

avoids the metaphysical endeavour to reach abso-

lute reality, and abstains even from a metaphysical

interpretation of its own starting-point. At the

same time, however, it lends to the systems which

it embraces an anti-materialistic bent that does

justice to the mystery of existence and of spirit.

The idea of the great mystery which Comte recog-

nizes in his * Id6e de l’humanit6,’ Spencer in his

‘ Unknowable,’ and Simmel in his hypothesis of a

‘ relativistischer Pantheismus ’ emanates from the
idealistic starting-point.

ii. The idealism directed by an a priori and real-

istic epistemolo^, i,e. Platonism in its various
forms, proceeds in a directly opposite way. From
the psychical data of consciousness and the psycho*
logicaDy explicable laws of association it dis-

tinguisnes a specific inner capacity of forming con-
cepts. This function cannot be explained by, or
derived from, anything else, but, on the contrary,
is itself the necessary condition of all explanation
and derivation. It is a spontaneous and creative
faculty of spirit or reason, and is independent of

the soul as such, of its contents and their inter-

action under the operation of psychological laws.

This independence finds expression in the attri-

butes ‘a priori’ and ‘autonomous,’ which imply
that the faculty does not originate in experience,
but that, on the other hand, experience is spiritu-

ally permeated and so rendered intelligible by it.

Thus a priori idealism does not merely difierenti-

ate between the bare elements of consciousness
and their associative combinations, but also dis-

tinguishes from the latter the conceptual faculty,

which follows its own logical laws. As valid, self-

consistent, and necessary knowledge results only
from an elaboration of the data of consciousness
in conformity with these laws, it is the conceptual
faculty that transforms the chaos of mental pheno-
mena into a reality systematized and apprehended
by means of concepts. True reality is generated
only by a process of thought governed by autono-
mous a priori principles. Hence this type of

idealism is also designated realism—the knowledge
of the veritably real by means of concepts. Such
an idealism, by reason of its epistemology, stands
at the opposite pole from nominalist-empirical
idealism. But in this very circumstance lie the
eculiar difficulties of the position, viz. (I) the
ependence of all conceptual activity upon experi-

ence, and the observed variability of the views
advanced—facts ever in conflict with the apriority

and autonomy maintained by the theory ; (2) the
very idea of a reality which is attained by means
of concepts—an idea which led Plato to hyposta-
tize the concepts as absolute entities, and has led

others to regard them as the laws by which the
divine mind acts ; (3) the question as to how far

the entire manifold of consciousness can be ration-

alized by concepts, and whether the process does
not leave a residuum of non-rational elements—

a

doubt which has re-asserted itself in fresh forms
from Plato to Schelling and Schopenhauer ; and,

finally, (4) the diflerence between the purely theo-

retical general concepts, on the one hand, and, on
the other, the practical ideals or values whose
inherent a priori necessity coincided, in Plato’s

view, with the cognate necessity of theoretical

knowledge, but whose genuinely practical and
theoretically inexplicable character could not per-

manently remain unrecognized. Thus, while the
subsuming of idealism under the a priori episte-

mology corresponds to the true import of know-
ledge and of the conception of truth—since, of

course, every sceptical and relativistic theory must
likewise find its warrant in autonomous and logical

evidence—yet this idealism, in setting up a reality

which is apprehended only through concepts, and
stands higher than the reality of immediate ex-

perience, involves all the difficulties of rationalism.

The idealism which is interpreted on nominalistic-

empirical principles lies closer to reality, and does

I

more justice to the changes that occur in the

separate sciences and their presuppositions, but
precisely on that account it surrenders the idea of

truth, and falls into scepticism and sophistic

relativism.

(c) Idealism combined with teleological theories ,

—
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Idealism assumes definite forms of yet another

type, and encounters fresh problems, when it is

brought into relation with the third main philo-

sophical position (cf. § 2 above), i.e. that from

which arises the antithesis of pluralism
^

and

monism, of change and immutability.
^

In itself

idealism is not exclusively bound up with either

of the alternatives, but may take both directions.

It contains elements which may lead to the one as

well as to the other. But, once it becomes involved

in the two antitheses, it manifests a very different

character in each.

i. Thus, when it proceeds from the individual

consciousness, it encounters at the very outset the

fact of a variety of consciousnesses. The joint

action of these and the dialectic of their common
discovery of the concepts are here held to be the

necessary conditions of a kingdom of knowledge.
From this point, then, idealism becomes plural-

istic
; and, moreover, when the question is raised

as to the possibility and j^robability of an extra-

human consciousness, idealism must, on the higher
plane, admit the existence of a plurality of intel-

lectual realms, and, on the lower, must regard it

as probable that the sub-human, and perhaps even
the inorganic, world is endowed with a spiritual

life. Now, as such pluralism involves the idea of

movement and reciprocal influence, consciousness
—conceived as a subjective activity seeking to
reduce its contents to clearness and order—contains
also the impulse to strive and advance towards
self-comprehension and self-organization. Then,
as ethical and practical values are at length recog-
nized in this striving and developing subjective
principle, there arises the ideal of personality and
of a kingdom of individual minds. This form of
idealism finds typical representatives in Augustine,
Nicolas Cusanus, and Leibniz. Further, this multi-
tude of spirits must, of course, remain united in
their common starting-point—in consciousness in
general. But this in turn brings us naturally to
an absolute relativism, as in Heraclitus; or to a
pan-psychism, as in Averroes

; or to that unrecon-
ciled opposition between the cosmic consciousness
and finite personal spirits which is characteristic,
above aU, of European idealistic thought.

ii. At this point, however, we touch upon the
other factor of the antithesis—that which presses
towards monism and changelessness. The con-
sciousness that forms the starting-point here is not
the capal finite consciousness at all, the latter
being indeed simply its representative. The in-
dividual consciousness represents consciousness in
general, inasmuch as it is a quintessence of the
simplest metaphysical conditions. Here * being’
means being for a consciousness : esse est percipi.
Then, as consciousness in its individual aspect
cannot perform this function except on the absurd
supposition of solipsism, and as, moreover, the in-
dividual consciousness has its genesis and its
decay, its ovm ‘ being ’ can exist only for and in an
absolute consciousness. In this way the individual
person, like all else, becomes an element in the
divine mind. Here then we find ourselves within
the sphere of monism—the monism of conscious-
ness. If, however, we begin with the absolute
consciousness, it is difficult to find a place for
becoming and movement, as these can be pre-
dicated only of particular, finitive, and relative
thmgs. Hence, either the absolute consciousness
is mterpreted anthropomorphically, i.e, as a beingwho creates, imparts, and directs the movement of
things, or else movement is altogether denied, and
the finite consciousness becomes a mere illusory
appearance of the absolute consciousness. With
the surrender of plurality and movement, in fact
the ego and consciousness themselves disappear
and become the unconscious. From the mysticism

of Brahmanism to Schopenhauer runs a quite in-

telligible line of development, which Western
thought, under the influence of Christianity, has
been able to avoid only by tracing the human
personality in some way to the Deity, and so
lapsing into the well-known antinomies in the idea
of God.
We thus see that the bare adoption of meta-

physical idealism does not carry us very far.

Idealism acquires definite character only by being
combined with the tendencies of thought which are
definitely moulded by actual decisions regarding
the other two philosophical starting-points. To
exalt the mind, or consciousness, above all its con-
tents is doubtless an important step, but it in no
way determines the fundamental character of philo-
sophical thought. The vital question is how the
mind as thus exalted above its phenomena is itself

regarded as to its own nature and the direction of
its activity. But this, as we have seen, brings us
face to face with a vast variety of alternatives, and
with antinomies of the most formidable kind.

4. Transcendental idealism.— The recognition
of these innumerable complications and paralog-
isms led to that unique form of idealism which is

known as Transcendental or Critical Idealism—the
doctrine of Kant. That doctrine concerns us here
only in so far as it is idealistic, and has furnished
modern thought with a new weapon against
materialism and semi-materialism. The character
of this idealism finds its clearest expression in the
distinction which Kant drew between his own views
and the empirico-nominalistic idealism of Hume,
as well as that of Berkeley—certainly no less em-
pirical, but corrected and supplemented by a meta-
physical theology. Kant’s doctrine is idealism of
the type evolved from the first starting-point. It
is a metaphysic from the standpoint of conscious-
ness as embracing all experience, in so far as that
standpoint itself implies a metaphysical position.
But this idealism is distinguished from Hume’s by
the fact that it is developed and explained, not by
the^ empirical-nominalistic, but by a rationalistic-
aprioristic, method, and from Berkeley’s by the
fact that it does not simply accept the facts of
consciousness as given psychologically, and then
graft upon these the metaphysical element, but
transforms them by a critical and rational pro-
cedure into real knowledge, and at the same time
will have nothing to do with a metaphysical pro-
cedure that would transcend the rational order of
the phenomena themselves. Here we have the
grounds of the two leading characteristics of the
Kantian philosophy, viz. (1) the rational a priori
transformation of the facts of consciousness into
real knowledge by the a priori forms of reason

;

and (2) the limitation of the validity of this trans-
forination to the actual data of experience, and tlie
tracing of all contradictions and antinomies to an
legitimate application of the categories to a reality
beyond experience. Experience itself, in its intui-
tions of time and space, in its synthesis of phe-
nomena by means of the categories, and in the
unity which it presupposes, becomes real only in
virtue^ of the a priori forms of reason already
operative within it. But these forms are to be
applied only to the experiential material of the
human consciousness

; for, if they are applied to
what lies beyond, they inevitably become involved
111 all the paralogisms of traditional metaphysics.
Adhesion to the fundamental idealistic position

;

the expansion of this position into the intra-experi-
ential^ rationalism 01 a logically necessary sys-
tematization’ and a practically necessary valuation,
of the contents of experience or consciousness ; a
demonstration of the fact that a metaphysic which
seeks to transcend experience necessarily results in
antmomies

; the vindication of ethico-religious con-
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victions by a practical postulate on the basis of the
moral reason ; and, finally, the reconciliation of
the metaphysical postulate of moral freedom with
the theoretical-rational system of an ordered total-
ity of experience by the doctrine of the purely
phenomenal character of the latter—these are the
leading features of the Kantian idealism. It is,
accordingly

, a philosophical fabric sui gtn&ris^ and,
in fact, could not come into existence at all until
the several starting-points of philosophy had been
adequately developed, and until, in particular, the
idealistic principle had been fully wrought out.
Still, it is essentially idealism—idealism within the
sphere of consciousness as embracing aU experience,
and in it the individual consciousness represents
consciousness in general, JBut it does not sanction
any advance beyond the idea of representation, or
any reaching forth towards what is represented.
The rational articulation and valuation of the con-
tents of consciousness—that and that alone is its
aim.

^
How consciousness itself comes into being,

how it is related to what transcends it, how the
theory comes to embrace a plurality of conscious-
nesses and the possibility of their mutual inter-
course—these are for it unanswerable questions.
The metaphysical range of Kant’s idealism does not
pass beyond the fundamental thesis of a system
within the limits of conscious experience.
The nature and deduction of the principles by

means of which the contents of consciousness are
reduced to order and valued need not concern us
here.

^
But it is necessary to point out that the

Kantian system is also a form of 'personal idealism,
i.e. that in its recognition of ethical ends and im-
peratives, and its corresponding conception of the
All, it rests upon practical judgments and postu-
lates which lie wholly outside its metaphysical
idealism as such, and are admittedly drawn from
interests of a non-logical character. Hence it is

possible, hj divesting the system of its practical
aspect, to interpret it in a decidedly naturalistic
way. In point of fact, however, Kant himself, by
thus expanding his system, has burdened it with a
dualism which brings in its train all the old anti-
nomies and perplexities of philosophical thought.
Whatever significance is to be ascribed to the

Kantian idealism, it at all events broke away from
the practice—inherited from Greek philosophy—of
simply identifying theoretical and metaphysical
with personal and ethical idealism, and of extend-
ing the consistency of the former to the latter.

Theoretical procedure and practical procedure,
logical articulation and ethical judgment, natural
law and moral imperative, though Doth members
of each pair have a common idealistic foundation,
are rigorously differentiated by Kant. While
necessity and validity are predicated of either
side, yet they are not of the same type in both,
and are in each case demonstrated on different

grounds. The personal idealism of the ethical,

religious, and sesthetic sphere must, accordingly,
be clearly distinguished from the metaphysical
idealism that ranks consciousness above all its

phenomena, nor is it to be identified with the logi-

cal and theoretical articulation of these phenomena.
Thus a fresh source of philosophical principles is

recognized and set apart, while at the same time
further perplexities are added to philosophical re-

flexion. The manner in which Kant ultimately at
once distinguished and combined the antagonistic
elements by his dual conception of the world, viz.

a phenomenal, empirical, and logical, on the one
hand, and a noumenal, intelligible, and personal,

on the other, is obviously unsatisfactory, as human
experience exhibits, and, for a true interpretation,

demands, not the mere juxtaposition, but the actual
fusion, of the two aspects. This explains why
Kant’s subjective idealism of logically ordered ex-

9Z

perience and moral^ freedom soon fell back again
into an objective idealism, i.e. a theory which
derives reality from the absolute or divine con-
sciousness.

5- German idealism.—The objective idealism
evolved from the Kantian system is usually called
‘German Idealism ’—a term covering the movement
of speculation from Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel
to Schopenhauer and Herbart, of the last of whom,
again, such thinkers as Lotze, Fechner, and W^undt,
notwithstanding the independent character of their
contributions, ma3r be regarded as the legitimate
successors. But tnis type of idealism has spread far
beyond the confines of Germany. In France it is
more or less independently represented by Cousin,
Renouvier, and Maine de Biran ; in Britain by
Coleridge, T. H. Green, Hutchison Stirling, the
Cairds, and the Seths. It thus forms one of the
outstanding phases of modem philosophy. It is im-
possible to deal here with the movement in detail.
Suffice it to emphasize its most vital feature, viz.
that m all cases its starting-point is the individual
consciousness, and that, as this is treated as repre-
senting consciousness in general, it forms the
bridge by which thought advances to the concep-
tion of the divine universal consciousness or the
divine universal will—the internally organized
process of the former, or the active movements of
the latter, being then the source of the world of
subjective consciousness, which, in turn, will merge
in the universal consciousness or universal win.
Of the utmost importance in this connexion, accord-
ingly, are the several interpretations of the idea of
God which is disengaged by analysis from the sub-
jective consciousness—as being, in fact, its neces-
sary foundation and pre-condition. Thus we have
theistic, pantheistic, or pessimistic interpretations,
corresponding to the various leading conceptions of
the subjective consciousness. This form of ideal-
ism is,_ in reality, a revived Platonism or Neo-
Platonism, except in so far as, on the lines of
Descartes and Kant, the idealistic factor depends
upon the principle of a philosophy of consciousness,
and all laws and values are regarded as respectively
but the processes and ends of the absolute con-
sciousness which is deduced from that principle,
whereas in the older systems named their idealistic
character rests, not upon any central element ab-
stracted by analysis from consciousness, but upon
the hypostatization of the general concepts readily
evolved from it. This expansion of tne central
idea of Kant—a position which was of set purpose
narrowly circumscribed—brings back, of course,
all the antinomies and perplexities which in his
conscious and studied agnosticism he had so ingeni-
ously got rid of.

6. 19th cent, development.—The remarkable
advance of physical science and the concrete study
of sociological development which mark the 19th
cent, brought about the collapse of this ideal-
istic metaphysics in the grand style, and thus gave
materialism once more an open field and a position
of far-reaching influence. But a part of still greater
moment was played at this juncture by semi-
materialism or positivism, which declared the
problem of subject and object to be insoluble and
of no consequence, and recognized the phenomenal
order of nature as of no less decisive import for the
mind than an order metaphysically deduced. Our
whole task, it was held, is to adjust ourselves to
the laws actually operative in the world, in life,

and in society as a means of the fullest possible
self-expression and of the utilitarian organization
of society. The determinative factor is in all cir-

cumstances the law of physical and psychical
phenomena

; the mind has no creative power of its

own, but has only a capacity of adaptation by
means of which, in its differentiations and integra*
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tiotts, it may maintain and further the existence of

human beings. To that existence itself no inde-

pendent spiritual content is ascribed; there is

nothing beyond the adaptation of an empty

capacity for existence. Here the mind, is not

derived from matter,—and so far an idealistic ele-

ment is retained,—but it is divested of all specific

and spontaneous content, and receives everything

from the surrounding world. Hence the relation

between subject and object, and thus also the

E
roblem of idealism itself, together with all the

indamental views which serve to determine its

development, may, as being insoluble and of no

practical utility, be relegated to the sphere of the

unknowable. This positivism, it is true,^ was

challenged by a revival of the Kantian idealism

—

—in the form of Neo-Kantianism, in which, how-

ever, Kant’s ethics, his doctrine of freedom, and

his philosophy of religion were for the most part

set aside. Strong opposition came also from the

nominalist-empirical idealism which, in the hands
of G. Simmel, jproduced a type of thought as

definitely idealistic as it was relatiristic.

But the modem or German idealism,^ as a philo-

sophy based on consciousness, met with a very

severe and powerful criticism from the side of

modem psycholo^, with its experimental investi-

gation of consciousness. This psychology de-

molished the conception of the ego, the soul, and
the unity of consciousness, and thus made it

difficult to deal with and make use of the individual
consciousness as the representative of consciousness
in general. Still more effective were the investiga-

tions regarding the relation of supraliminal con-
sciousness to subliminal consciousness (or the
unconscious). Consciousness now became a mere
series of isolated movements associated by con-
ti^ty—-a mere fortuitous intensification of the
subconscious. It is in the latter that the real

continuity of consciousness lies, and in it likewise
subsist the most important movements and forms,
of which only a few ever come into the light of
clear consciousness. This being so, supraliminal
consciousness cannot be regarded as the primordial
metaphysical datum, or as representative of the
universe, or of reality in general. It should be
remarked, however, that the subconscious, in
which Schopenhauer and E, v. Hartmann find the
principle or the cosmos, is itself no immediate
datum of thought—no ultimate reality of experi-
ence.

But, as a matter of fact, these psychological
theories of consciousness merely shift, and do not
subvert, the foundation of idealism. Even the
Kantian idealism—like the earlier Leibnizian
theory of petit&s perceptions—took as its basis an
unconscious or pre-conscious activity of reason,
and his entire system was based rmon the develop-
ment of the occurrences due to that activity into
the consciousness of principles, and upon the self-
reflexion of reason which it rendered possible.
Hence we should probably distinguish between a
cntico-transcendental conception and the psycho-
logical conception of consciousness. The latter
alone need be taken into account by the idealistic
philosophy, and for that conception the distinction
between the psychologically subconscious and the
psychologically conscious fusion of subject and

matter ; in fact, that fusion
and the preponderance of the subject over its con-
tents are thought of here as only relative, as more
or less complete. But, even if the foundation of
tue philosophy of consciousness is thus maintained
and r^ognized, its development therefrom is con-
frouted with new problems. Account must be
taken from the outset of the distinction between
the two ^ades of consciousness, and consciousness
in the ordmary sense must be regarded as in itself

inadequate, and as capable of being supplemented

by elements and ideas which emanate from the

subconscious. Above all, the higher concept,

which embraces both ordinary consciousness and
subconsciousness, becomes something w'hich lies

beyond the possibility of experience, and the^ true

conception of reality is detached from experience

and thought in quite a different way from Kant’s

method in the doctrine of the antinomies. To
enable us to grasp that conception, in fact, we
must fall back upon an imaginative and poetic

intuition of the feeling of life and reality—a feeling

the object of which cannot be demonstrated in

experience or grounded in thought. Idealism thus
becomes intuitive, as in the most recent school,

viz. that of Bergson—a school whose influence is

steadily increasing—and the conclusions drawn
from that fundamental position conform less and
less to the idea of a homogeneous and complete
system.

7. The significance of idealism for religion.

—

Having thus surveyed the development of the
idealistic conception of things,^ we are now in a
position to determine its significance for the veri-

fication and valuation of the constitutive ideas of

the Christian religion. Here, however, we must

j

always bear in jmind that idealism is concerned

I

with only one of the fundamental problems of

philosophy, and that, whatever its contributions

to religious thought may be, it does not thereby

I

solve the problems associated with the other main
starting-points of philosophical reflexion. Thus it

in no way furnishes a solution of the questions
arising from the antithesis of an empirical-relative
versus a rational-absolute epistemology, or from
that of pluralism versus monism, for these ques-
tions lie outside its range. Nor, again, does it

decide anything with reference to practical and
personal idealism, inasmuch as the question re-

garding the import of ideas and values is not solved
simply by ranking consciousness above all its con-
tents. What is ot importance in personal idealism
is rather the question as to the practical ends
which we must recognize in the mind—ends that
always have a spontaneous character and are not
to be established by formal reasoning; here, in
point of fact, the decisive factor is the personal,
individual will.

Still, even with due recognition of all these
reservations, idealism is of immense significance
for religion. It invalidates all materialism and
semi-materialism. It maintains that consciousness
cannot be derived from matter, but that, on the
contrary, matter exists only for consciousness—
that its esse is percipi. Nor doeslthis imply that
matter is simply given in consciousness, for in that
case it would be of no consequence whether we
started from the one or from the other. But in
the fundamental relation between the two, accord-
ing to idealism, consciousness is the formative and
regulative principle—that which contains in itself
meaning and life, and is, therefore, pre-eminent,
and intelligible to itself. Idealism a.sserts the
mind’s supremacy over the real. But the convic-
tion that mind cannot be explained by matter,
and that it is the formative principle of the real, is
a fundamental scientific postulate of religious life
and thought, and is recognized as such wherever
religious thought is consciously directed upon its
^ssibility and its rights. It is true that the
idealistic theory cannot in itself determine the
direction in which the mind’s supremacy will assert
itself, or the ends and values which that supremacy
involves.

^
Idealism regards the mind merely as a

formal principle, the materials of which are given,
and the ends of which are revealed to the will in
the process of spiritual development. What par-
ticular ends the mind will choose are determined
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in part by the solutions of the other two CTOups
of philosophical problems, and, above all, are
drawn from the supreme convictions of the mind
itself. No more than any other form of philosophy
can idealism by itself develop into religion

; it must
ever be supplemented by independent elements of
religious life, and from these receive a concrete
determination. But in so far as mind and the
supremacy of mind form the metaphysical pre-
condition of religious belief, idealism is to that
extent of the utmost significance for religious life

and thought.
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IDENTITY.— I. General (logical Law of
Identity).—Any discussion of the problems con-
nected with Identity must necessarily start from
a clear understanding of what is meant by Identity
as a concept of pure logic, and what is the precise

sense of the so-called logical Law of Identity.

This is the more needful since Hegel at least pro-

fesses to reject the Law of Identity, and since

some of the most eminent of our modem philo-

sophers have, in consequence, been led to minimize
the significance of the formula, though they have
usually stopped short of actually denying it.

There are several ways of defining sameness or
identity as a notion in pure logic, but all of them
are logically equivalent (on the meaning of ^ equiva-
lence ’ a few words will have to be said further on).

Thus, in a logic which, like that of Boole and
Peano, is founded on the notions of class, member
of a class, and the relations of inclusion in and
exclusion from a class, we may conceivably begin
by defining the identity of individuals, and proceed
to consider identity between classes as derivative,

or we may first define the identity of class wdth
class and then deduce an expression for individual

identity. Taking the first course, we may say that,

if X and y are terms (i.e. determinate individual

objects of thought represented in language by
singular names or denoting phrases), x and y are

the same term when every assertion which is^ true

of X is also true of y, and every assertion which is

false if made of x is also false when made of y

;

or,

to put it in other language, if x and y are not to be

the same, there must always be at least one asser-

tion which is true of the one but false of the other.

Now, this definition of identity will also hold good
if X and y are not individuals but classes. For
classes are identical only when they comprise pre-

cisely the same members, and in that case it is

clear that whatever can be truly asserted of class x,

and nothing else, may be truly asserted of class y.^

Or, again, we may reach an equivalent result by
first defining identity as a relation between classes

;

thus, the class x is identical with the class y when,
and only when, every member of oj is a member of

y and every member of y a member of x. Bearing

m mind that for every individual term there is

always at least one class of which the term in

question is the only member (as, e.g,, Thomas
Hobbes is the only member of the class * author of

Leviathan,^ 2 the only member of the class ‘ even

prime number,’ and so on), we get the result that,

1 If, e,g,s there is a certain tenn in which belongs to % but not

to y, there is a proposition, viz. ** contains m,' which, as it

stands, is true, but would be false if y were substituted for x.

if X and y are both classes of one member, the one
member of x is the same term as the one member
of y. This obviously reduces to our previous
formula for the identity of individuals. For, if a
be ‘ the x^ and there is a proposition Avhich is true
of ‘ the X ’ but not of ‘ the y, such as ‘ the a; is a v),

it must be true that * a is a if?,’ but false that ‘ the

2/ is a contrary to our previous deduction from
the definition of identity between classes.

When we say of anything that it is ‘ the same ’

or is ‘ identical,’ our statement is manifestly in-

complete, and, as it stands, without significance,

unless we say what it is the same with. Identity
is thus clearly a relation of some kind. Further,
it is a symmetrical relation, i.e. it is its own con-
verse, since, if a is the same as 6, b is always
the same as a. Also, the relation is transitive,

i.e. it is always true that, if a is the same as h
and b the same as c, a is the same as c.^ Again,
identity, like self-love, self-support, suicide, is

a self-relative, since eve:^thing is always ‘the
same as ’ itself, or, to put it more technically, the
same term which is antecedent, or first term, in

the relation may always be sequent, or last term.
It is this that is expressed in the abstract formula
known as the Law of Identity, a=a (for some
remarks on the meaning of the symbol = in this

formula, see immediate^ below). It should be
noted that the formula of itself does not state that
the asserted identity excludes the co-existence of

difference or variety, and that the attacks which
have been directed against it on this ground thus
arise from misapprehension of its precise purport.
Thus, if for a we substitute ‘the crosser of the
Eubicon,’ the formula in no way denies that the
person who crossed the Eubicon is the same person
who was killed by Bnitus and Cassius ; ail that it

denies is that the person who crossed the Eubicon
can be identical with a person who never crossed
the Eubicon, or who did not cross it in the circum-
stances described in the proposition. This con-
sideration of itself largely invalidates the Hegelian
attack on the principle. There is, however, a
further peculiarity about the relation of identity
which is not taken into account by the formula,
but has now to be mentioned, and does afford more
plausible grounds for raising metaphysical diffi-

culties. Self-relatives in general are relations

which may subsist between a term and itself, but
may also subsist between one term and another.
Thus, a suicide is one who kills himself, but the
relation of killer to killed may, and most often
does, hold between distinct persons ; a man may
govern or love himself, but ne may also love or
govern other persons. But absolute self-sameness,

or identity, can subsist only between a term and
itself. If a and b are numerically distinct terms,
then it is never absolutely true that a and h are
identical—a point which is perhaps most clearly

brought out when we consider such relations as
those studied in pure mathematics, where, e.g.y

it is fundamental that a point or an integer is

never identical with any point or integer which is

not itself. And, as we shall see directly, the same
consideration that a thing is never identical with
anything but itself is really of no less moment
in the study of human moral and social relations.

Summing up, then, we may say that identity is

a relation which is symmetrical, transitive, and
self-relative, and that in its strictest logical sense
it is the only relation which can exist only between
a term and itself. We have now to consider some
of the objections w^hich have been urged against
admitting the reality of such a relation. But per-

1 In the case where a, b, c are geometrical magnitudes, this

formula becomes the familiar ' first axiom * of Euclid, * things
which are equal to (i.e. have the same magnitude with) the same
thing are equal to one another.'
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haps it will be well first to say a word about one

or two possible misapprehensions which arise from

the ambiguity of the commonly adopted symbol =
to express this relation.

It must be remembered that the symbols which represent

relations and operations are, in the first instance, arbitrary.

Such signs as =, -h, x , -r- of themselves tell us nothing of the

relations or operations for which they stand. The person who
first introduces them is at liberty to put what sense he pleases

upon them, provided only that the sense intended is made per-

fectly clear and that the same symbol retains, so long as no

notice to the contrary is given, the same precise sense. It

follows, further, that there is no objection to the employment
of an already familiar symbol in an extended or otherwise

modified sense, provided two conditions are observed : the

relation or operation for which the symbol is henceforth to

stand must have certain formal logical characteristics in com-

mon with that for which it had been formerly used ; the same
symbol must not be used for relations and operations which

bear no analogy at all with one another. And it ought to be

clearly indicated exactly how far the analogy between the old

sense and the new extends, 'what formal characteristics are

common to the two cases. Thus, in arithmetic, if the sj’-mbol x
has first been ‘ defined ’ for the domain of natural integers, and
‘multiplication’ of one natural integer by another has thus

received an unambiguous sense, we have no right to use the

same symbol x or the word ‘multiplication' to denote an
operation with rational fractions, or with ‘ algebraic * or ‘ r^ ’

numbers in general, without first fixing its sense by re-defining

the word or the symbol for the new domain in which it is hence-
forth to be employed. It follows that, taken apart from its

definition for a given domain, a siunbol of relation or operation

is usually ambiguous, and some at least of the criticisms which
have been passed on the formal expression of the Law of Iden-
tity seem to be mere consequences of the ambigruity of the
symbol =. It has been said, in support of the view that the
relation - has no meaning unless it relates two distinct terms,
that the whole point of such expressions as a;-{-7=10, or (a-l-b)2

=a2+2a6-|-62j would be destroyed if the sides of the * equation *

were not different expressions. It must be replied that m the
first case, where we are dealing with a genuine ‘ equation,’ the
symbol — does not denote logical identity at all, but equality

^

t.«. identity of magnitude. The symbol x here stands for a
number, as yet supposed to be unknown, but such that, when
it is discovered, the sum of it and 7 is equal to 10. If we replace
X by the only value which satisfies the equation, viz. 3, the state-
ment 8-f7al0 becomes a strict identity. Its meaning is that
the self-same number which results from the operation of adding
7 to 3 is tAe number which results from adding 1 to 9. The two
operations are distinct

; but, since each integer occurs only once
in the series of natural numbers, the result of the operation is

identical in the strictest sense, and it is of the result thatwe mean
to speak. There is only one 10 in the whole universe of thought,
and it is this unique object 10 about which we are making an
assertion. If there could be two different numbers 10, one of
which resulted from the addition of 1 to 9 and the other from
the addition of 7 to 3, arithmetic would be impossible. Thus, if
we take S-4-7-9+1 as a statement about the results of two
different operations, we are asserting the identity of a term—10
—with itself ; if we take it, as we are also at liberty to do, as a
statement about two operations of addition, the symbol « no
longer denotes identity but equivalence (i.e. the operations of
adding 1 to 9 and of adding 7 to 3 are not identical, but they
jdeld a result which is identical). So in an algebraical formula,
like that given above, which contains no ‘variable,’ though it is
often convenient to speak of the formula as an ‘identity,’ or to
say that the two sides of the expression are ‘ identically equal,’
what is really stated is an equivalence. The meaning is not that
the operation of multiplying (a-f6) by itself is the same as that
of multiplying a by itself, b by itself, and 2, a, b by one another,
and then adding the results, but that the two processes yield a
final result which is identical.

It may still be urged that, at any rate when we
make significant judgments of identity, there is
always an assertion of difference included in our
statements. (For an able statement of the view,
here criticized, that two terms are required for
^e relation of identity, see particularly Varisco,
Conosci te Stesso, p. 147, note.) Thus, it may be
said that, even in the ‘identities’ of which we
have just been speaking, by our own admission
what we assert is that difierent operations deter-
mine one and the same result, and that, apart from
the diiference of the operations, it would not be^th while to assert the identity of the result.
Wno, for instance, would be the wiser for knowing
that 10=10, or, to take Hegel’s example, that *a
plant is~a plant ’ ? And it may even be urged, as
by Bradley, that the so-called Law of Identity a-

a

IS not a judgment or proposition at all, since every
significant proposition is a synthesis of different
elements. Yet neither criticism seems to go to the
root of the matter. It is not true to say that

10=10 (the symbol = being here taken as meaning
‘is identical with’) is an unmeaning or otiose

assertion. For it means that the number 10 is

unique in the series of natural integers, so that,

in counting, when one has once passed 10 he
wul never come back to it, or, to use other words,

that the series of integers is non-recurrent. If we
do not usually think it necessary to mention this

eeuliarity of the series of integers, that is merely
ecause of its familiarity ; in a logical study of the

properties of number the peculiarity is a highly
important one, and the proof of it a highly elabo-

rate affair. Hence it is not strictly true to say
that, whenever we assert identity, we simul-
taneously assert or, at any rate, iniply difference

as well, though this is, no doubt, most commonly
the case. And reflexion will show that, where we
assert ‘identity in difference,’ there is always an
assertion of absolute self-sameness involved. Thus,
if we say ‘ the wall-paper in Mr. X’s study has
exactly the same shade as that in Mr. Y’s dining-
room,’ we do state a difference ; the papers are not
the same papers, and tlie walls which they cover
are not the same walls. But the shade of colour
of the one paper is numerically one and the same
with that of the other. There are not two colour-
shades, but one. Or, if an actor in a stage recog-
nition-scene exclaims, ‘ That person is my long-lost

son,’ it is implied, of course, that the long-lost son
has changed in many ways, but there is something
of which absolute identity is asserted ; he is

numerically one and the same person. If personal
identity were the fiction that Hume asserted it to
be, such a statement as ‘ This is my long-lost son ’

vrould always be false. Hence, wdierever a state-

ment of identity in diversity is made, it will be
found to include as part of its meaning an assertion
of the form a= a. This is not to denjT- tliat j)hysical
things change or that organisms grow ; it is luerely
to state that, unless the change or growth is a pro-
cess within something permanently self-identical,

the very statements ‘ I'/iis changes,’ ‘ This grows,’
cannot be true.

With respect to the statement that an expi'ession
of the form a=a, if it means what it says, is no
genuine judgment, one may say that the matter is

partly one of arbitrary definition. If, in Bradley’s
fashion, a judgment is defined in such a way a.s to
make the presence of distinct terms part of the
definition, ^en, of course, with such a definition,
no affirmation in which there is only one term will
be^ a judgment according to this definition. But
this obvious consideration does not dispose of the
question whether there may not be true and sig-
nificant statements which fall outside tlie limits of
this definition. Thus 10 = 10, according to what
has just been maintained, is significant and true,
since it disposes of the conceivably possible view
that the number-series may be recurrent

; but it

would not be a judgment according to Bradley’s
definition. And certainly the abstiact schema of
all such propositions, the formula a=a, cannot be
an actual judgment, for the simple reason that a
has here no determinate signification, but is merely
a blank form standing equally well for any actual
term, but not itself a term at all. And, where
there is not even one term, there clearly can be no
judgment.

^
But this criticism has of itself no more

direct bearing on the Law of Identity than upon
any other pure logical schema of possible judg-
ments, such as, e.g , ,

‘ All a’s are y’s. ’ A s the present
writer understands it, none of tne so-called formal
laws of thought claims to be more than a rule or
formula according to which true propositions can
be made, and in violation of which no true propo-
sition can be made. The real function of the Law
of Identity is thus simply to assert that every
object of thought has a definite character. Simi-
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larly the Law of Contradiction (which, it may be
incidentally observed, is not the Law of Identity
disguised in a negative form, but a wholly inde-
pendent law) adds that no object of thought can at
once have and not have a given determinate char-
acter, while the Law of Excluded Middle further
adds that, if the given character is fully determin-
ate, any given object of thought must either have
it or not have it. The effect of the three taken
together as postulates of thought is to ensure that
the logical universe of discourse shall contain only
determinate and distinct objects of thought, or, in
other words, that its members, whatever they may
be, shall possess a definite and recognizable indi-
viduality. Since each of the three ‘laws’ is re-
quired to guarantee this result, it seems impossible
either to deny the logical value of the Law of Iden-
tity, or, in Hegelian fashion, to maintain that an
actual thing is only identical with itself because it
is also different from itself, and vice versa. Indeed,
we have seen that, in the case of such objects as the
natural numbers, there seems to be a self-identity
which excludes all difference whatsoever. To revert
to our example, 9-1-1 = 10=3+7, there is undoubt-
edly a difference between 9+ 1 and 3+7, but it is

a difference not in the result of the operations, the
number 10, but merely in the methods by which it

is obtained. What is identical here, the result,
has no element of difference within it ; and what is

different, the two operations, is not identical, but
merely equivalent. So, when we say that two
different men, A and see the same sun, the
whole situation exhibits identity in difference ; but
the identity belongs to one thing, the object seen,
and is absolute down to the utmost particular ; the
difference to something else, the processes by which
the perception of the object is effected in the case
of A and of B respectively. So more generally, if

it is said of A and B that they are ‘ the same and
not the same,’ meaning, e.g,, that their formal
structure is the same but their material different,

it is clear that identity is asserted about one con-
stituent element of A and B, and difference about
quite other constituent elements. The common
formal structure, e.g,, in respect of which A and B
are pronounced the same, is strictly and numerically
one and the same with itself, and it is precisely

this that is expressed in the affirmative part of the
statement.

2, Application.—It is no part of the business of

logic to formulate criteria of identity, or to say
when any particular assertion of identity is correct.

Still it may well fall within the logician’s province

to utter a warning against one or two popular fal-

lacies, which might, if unnoticed, prevent the
recognition of identity where it exists. The chief

of these prejudices is perhaps the inveterate ten-

dency to assume that identity, wherever it is

asserted, means the presence of an identical ma-
terial constituent or constituents in a complex.

This, of course, need not be the case ; the point

of identity in a given case may lie entirely in the

formal structure of the complex, as when a melody
is said to be the same, though it has been trans-

posed into a different key. Or we may mean to

assert identity of formal structure together with
identity of some, but not all, of the material con-

stituents. In such cases it may be impossible to

say with certainty how many of the material con-

stituents of a complex must remain the same in

order that our assertion may be regarded as true.

This is illustrated by the old question whether the

pair of stockings which had been darned so often

that no part of the original silk remained were still

the same or a new pair. The point is that, in a
case like this, we mean in ordinary life to assert

something more than the formal or structural iden-

tity of the pair of stockings ; we feel that the
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identity of the stockings is not preserved unless
at least some part of the material has remained all

through the processes of mending ; but we have no
fixed standard by which to determine how much of
the material must be preserved, and thus the ques-
tion admits of no determinate answer. What we
may learn from it is that in any concrete case the
question of identity cannot be answered unless
the exact respect is specified in which identity is

sought. It is possible to have, for instance, abso-
lute identity of material constituents without iden-
tity of formal structure, or, again, complete identity
of formal structure without any identity whatso-
ever of material constituents. This shows us that
the Law of Identity is in no way affected by the
fact that change is real, since either the material
constituents of a complex or its formal element
may change without affecting the other element.
Hence, if a person is, in any given context, speci-

ally interested in the one aspect, he may correctly
assert identity, though there may have been con-
siderable change in the other. We also see that
the identity which co-exists with change is not well
described as a permanent substratum. Where what
we mean to assert is identity of form or structure,
the use of a word like substratum, which inevitably
suggests a material factor in a complex, is wholly
misleading. In general we may say that, owing
to the fact that in concrete cases we usually mean
to assert an identity which is neither wholly formal
nor wholly material, the question whether some-
thing is still ‘ what it was^ or has become ‘ some-
thing different ’ cannot be satisfactorily answered
except with reference to the end we have in view
in raising it. To take a trivial instance—the fact

that every material constituent of one’s body may
be different from any of what were its material
constituents ten years ago is irrelevant to an
‘identification* in the police-court.

So far we have been in the main considering the
case of complexes which on their material side

have been treated as mere aggregates capable of

receiving a structural determination from without

;

and we nave seen that, with respect to them, there
appears to be always a certain degree of arbitrari-

ness involved in deciding the question how far they
can be modified without losing their identity. (For
some general remarks applicable to the case in

hand, see Varisco’s observations on the arbitrary

element in scientific formulas [Conosci te Stesso,

pp. 118-120].) The case of wholes which are not
mere aggregates, and whose formal character con-

sists not in a structure imposed from without, but
in internal development along definite lines and
towards a definite end, requires some further con-

sideration. In what does the identity of a living

organism or, again, of a personal self consist ? In

the case of the organism, which is constantly re-

newing itself by getting rid of superfluous material
constituents and building up fresh elements to take
their place, it is plain that identity does not de-

pend on the retention of any material constituent

throughout the whole of the organism’s life. If

we interpreted rigidly the Aristotelian formula,
‘ presence of the same form in the same matter,* it

would clearly not be a correct account of the iden-

tity of any living organism. What seems to be of

primary importance is formal identity as shown
not in unchanging retention of one and the same
structure, but in the continuous development of

structure 'through successive phases according to a

definite law of growth. We do not mean by this

merely a law of growth common to all the members
of a class or species, but a law or principle of struc-

tural development which in its full determinate-

ness is unique and peculiar to this one organism.

(It is true that, e,g., one oak grows on lines which
are much the same for all oaks ; but there are
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always individual differences: no one oak is a

mere replica of any other, and no mere general

formula applicable to all oaks alike is an exhaust-

ive statement of the living law of development or

‘ form ’ of this special oak.
) ^

From the continuity

of development presupposed in such a formal iden-

tity, it seems to follow at once that identity would

he destroyed if there could be an instantaneous

change of all the material constituents of the

organism. There would be no sense in speaking

of a structure in which all the material constitu-

ents were simultaneously replaced as a growth or

development. It Avould be in the strictest sense a
new creation. Finally, a word or two may be said

about personal identity. Does it reside solely in

the som or mind, or does it involve identity of the

physical organism ? In actual practice, of course,

life does not present us with cases in which per-

sonal identity is found apart from such an identity

of the organism as has just been spoken of. But
we can at least imagine such a possibility.

Suppose, for example, that the Pythagorean doctrines were
true, and that the soul of a man could become associated with
the body of a parrot. If it were possible for the supposed parrot
to convince us that it retained the psychical character which we
had previously known as that of a friend, it is difficult to see
how we could refuse to believe that we were dealing, not indeed
with the same man, but with the same person. We should, e.g.,

be morally bound to treat the parrot, not as a mere parrot, but
as having the same moral claims and rights as our friend. And
we should hardly regard the belief in personal immortality as
capable of refutation by the mere consideration that there can
be no identity of organism between an embodied and a disem-
bodied spirit.

again, though many theologians would
maintain that complete immortality involves a
‘resurrection of the body,’ it is hard to see in
what sense they can maintain that the ‘glorified’
body is the same organism as the ‘corruptible’
body.

^
Personal identity would thus seem to be

essentially psychical and, in its concept (whatever
the full concrete facts may be), independent of
bodily identity. Once more, as in the case of the
organism, it is important to understand that per-
sonal identity is, primarily, identity of form. It
does^ not req^uire the permanent and unchanged
persistence of any special material content, such
as a group of sensations or thoughts or feelings,
throughout the course of personal existence. It is
no more required, in order that a man may be
the same person as he was twenty years ago, that
some mental ‘contents’ should have persisted un-
changed during the twenty years, than the same-
^®ss of his body requires that some of its particles
s|^uld still be the same as twenty years ago,
Wnat is required is that the succession of changes
in mental and moral character should be linked
together as a continuous development according to
a law of growth which in its concrete Mlness is
chara^enstic of the person in question and of no
other being in the universe. A man’s present ex-
perience IS his experience, because it fits on to his
past experiences as it does not fit on to any other
senes of individual experiences. It is thus an
abuse of language, which may easily lead to the
^avest confusion of thought, to speak of personal
identity as mvolvmg anything in the nature of an
unonanging psychical ‘ substratuin.’
.rae confusion appears in the crudest form in the

f V ®-’™® personal identity,
^difficulty IS real onlyif rre assume thatpersonal
Identity means the permanent persistence of some
identinahle mental ' state’ or group of states. If
this IS conceded, it is, of course, easy to show thatwe have no evidence for the existence of any such
permanent ‘impressions ’or ‘ideas.’ EvenBradley’s
suggested minimum of a persisting core of
thesia IS somethmg m which it is very hard to
heheve. The difBpulty vanishes when it is seen
that personal identity is primarily identity of form

not of content or matter. The same mistaken de-

mand for identity of content as a basis of personal

identity seems to lie at the bottom of the contem-
porary tendency to exalt the ‘ subliminal ’ self into

a principle for the explanation of all psychological

dimculties. It is, of course, a fact capable of

establishment by careful observation, even if it

were not already presupposed in the conception
of the mind as a thing tlxat grows and develops,

that mental ‘states’ do not arise and vanish in-

stantaneously ; they have a period of ‘ marginal ’

existence which may exist both before and after

their occupation of the ‘ centre ’ of attentive con-

sciousness. But the doctrine of the ‘ subliminal ’

self extends this conception of the ‘ margin ’ sur-

rounding the ‘ focus ’ of consciousness beyond the
limits within which its validity can be submitted
to experimental tests. The ‘ subliminal ’ is thought
of as a region in which mental contents of all kinds
still persist as actual, though unconscious, when
they have disappeared from even the ‘ margin ’ of
consciousness, and from which they can be evoked
again in the processes of recall. As a symbol for
the truth that the actual condition of conscious-
ness may be largely determined by experiences
Avhich are no longer present to consciousness, there
can be no objection to the use of such a notion

;

but when the attempt is made to regard the symbol
as an explanation—for instance, to explain recol-

lection by the supposed persistence of a percept or
idea ‘below the threshold,’ or to convert a mental

I

tendency into an actual conjunction of ‘ subliminal’
I states—and, most of all, when personal identity is

supposed to rest upon such an actually unchanging
body of ‘ subliminal ’ mental contents, it should be
clear that we are dealing with the Humian fallacy
in a new dress. An identity which is really one of
form and law is being illegitimately converted into
one of material constituents. If we are right in
holding that personal identity requires no notion of
an unchanging * substrate,’ the theories which may
be formed of the character of the supposed ‘ sub-
liniinal ’ self will have no bearing upon the problem
of identity. In fact, the very problem to be solved,
in what the identity of a person consists, obviously
breaks out again w^hen we ask what is meant by
the unity and self-identity of the supposed ‘ sub-
liminal ’ personality itself.

^
Without introducing any reference to the ‘ sub-

liminal,’ we may simply state the facts of which
it appears to ^ve a mythological account thus.
Since personal identity would appear to depend on
the unique linking up of past with present mental
states in virtue of a formal law or principle of
mental development, it seems to involve as a con-
sequence at least the possibility of a recall in
memory of whatever experiences have belonged
to a self. That we in all probability forget most
of our experiences so completely that they are
never recalled, at least in the life that Ave know,
m no objection to such a view. For it may well
be that they are not recalled simply because
further experience does not provide us with the
appropriate cues. From abnormal cases, such as
those of persons who have survived the very near
approach of death and have recorded their experi-
ences, it would seem unsafe to assert of any ex-
perience that it has certainly passed beyond all
possibility of recollection. On the other hand, it
IS haxd to see how the kind of continuity in mental
development without which there would be no
meaning in speaking of certain past experiences
as mme, and not those of another person, could be
preserved ^ all possibility of their actual recovery
were precluded.^ Such totally lost experiences
would not be ‘linked up’ with any personality at
au, and, if they could be supposed to exist, would
seem to have become ownerless. But an owner-
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less experience is surely a contradiction in terms.
On the contrary, if there is such a continuity in
ersonal development that there is always a real
ependence of the later phases of a personality

upon the earlier—a dependence which is different
in kind from the dependence of one man’s person-
ality on that of another—this would seem to be of
itself enough to guarantee the possibility that any
experience which has been that of a given indi-
vidual may be, when the cue for it arrives, rein-
stated in the form of memory. Hence it seems,
to the present writer at least, that memory is

essential to personal identity, and that there is

ultimately no sense, in speculations which
represent the same person as passing through a
succession of lives in each of which he is absolutely
precluded from all possible memory of the events
of those which have gone before. If all links of
memory are destroyed at death (or at re-birth), on
what ground do we pronounce a given man A to
be a reincarnation of another man B rather than
an entirely new creation ?
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IDENTITY (Buddhist).—!. We find the notion

of identity principally in material objects which
preserve the same aspect for a long time, and which
may be moved in space without change of form.

The Buddhists have carried the doctrine of non-

identity so far that they have come to deny move-
ment. According to them, when a body seems to

move, it is really being continually renewed, and
is, so to speak, re-bom of itseif-^re-bom each

moment in a difierent spot. Such is the opinion

of the orthodox (Skr. AbhidMrmas), The Vatsi-

putriyas, who are heretics, believe that a gesture

is a movement, whereas, according to the orthodox

opinion, gesture is but a new disposition of a body,

which is no longer the same body as it was before.

Yet, like all Buddhists, the Vatsiputriyas admit—
basing their faith on Scripture and experience—

that a flame is always being renewed, and that it

never remains for one moment identical with itself.

The flame of the lamp in the third watch of the

night is the continuation of the flame in the first

watch ; these two flames form a series {santati)

;

the first is the cause {hetu) of the second, for they

have both the same nature ; the wick and the oil

are not causes, but only coefficients {pratyaya).

This series may be developed in space while it

lasts : when there is a prairie fire, the flame of the

Northern extremity of the prairie stands in the
same relation to the flame of the Southern ex-
tremity as the bird arriving in the South to the
bird which has come from the North. But we may
follow the problem still more closely. It may
quite well be the case that flame, sound, and
thought are essentially ‘momentary,’ ‘perishing
from moment to moment,’ and yet that certain
objects and the atoms originally constituting all

objects remain identical. Certain things remain
in existence as long as there is no cause to destroy
them.^

If things [samshrta)^ are momentary, then they
perish of themselves, without any cause. It is

denied that the flame dies because it is blown out,

or that sound dies because a hand is laid on the
bell. The cause which is in opposition to the
existence of the flame does not destroy the flame

;

for how can we destroy what exists, or how can we
destroy what does not exist ? This cause prevents
the new flame from springing up to replace the
present one ; it interrupts the series of the flame
by paralyzing the forces which made it last. From
all evidence, it is the same with wood.

* Are we to think that wood perishes by contact with, flame ?

—Yes, for we no longer see the wood when it is burnt, and no
reasoning is worth the evidence of our senses.—No. It is a
matter of reasoning ; for, even if we no longer see the wood, that
may be the outcome of the fact that it perishes of itself and
ceases to be renewed. The non-existence of the wood, which,
you say, is caused by the fire, is a pure nothingness, a non-
entity: and non-entity cannot be an effect and cannot be
caused. Besides, if destruction, the non-existence which suc-

ceeds existence, had sometimes a cause, it would alwaj's, like

birth, have a cause. And you willingly admit that flame, sound,
and tihought are momentary by nature’ (Abhidhamiakoia-
bhdsya, iv. 2).

If things perish without cause, from their very
nature—as objects thrown into the air fall—they
must perish in the very moment of birth, and they
cannot exist beyond the moment in which they
actually receive being; they perish in the spot
where they are born, and they cannot pass from
one place to another.

* If destruction, being without cause, does not take place at

the very birth of the thing, it will not take place later, for the
thing remains what it is.’ But, one may say, the thing changes,
it ripens, it grows older. What grows older and what changes
is a ‘ series,’ for the notion of change is by its very terms contra-

dictory :
‘ That the same thing should become other than it is,

is absurd; that the thing should remain the same, and its

characters become different, is absurd.’ s

There is much discussion over the example of

water which disappears by ebullition. The fire

prevents the atoms of water, which disappear every
moment, from procreating new atoms of water

;

‘ thus the mass of water is reduced more and more,
until it entirely disappears, and finally does not
exist in its series, or in its being.’ ^

2. The point of view of the Cignaga school (5th

cent. [?]) is too well known to require more than
brief mention here.® By existence is meant the
capacity for producing an effect {arthakriyaka-
ritva). Now, a permanent thing is inactive. Does
it possess, at the moment when it is accomplishing
its present act, the power to accomplish its past
and future acts? If so, then it will certainly

accomplish them at once, for it is not usual that
anything capable of an act should postpone it. If

iThe old school believes that things are anitya, ‘non-
eternal,’ * fragile ’

; but it does not say that they are all h^aryika,

‘momentary,’ ‘instantaneous.* Buddha says: ‘It is evident

that this body lasts one year ... a hundred years, and even
more. But that which is called mind, intellect, consciousness,

keeps up an incessant round by day and by night of perishing

as one thing and springing up as another ’ {Sanhyutta, ii. 96).

2 Samskrta—* what is composed, caused.* The sanhskrta

alone exists. The * non-caused,* be it ‘ space ’ or nirvdya., is

but a name.
3 Vasubandhu (Srd-4th cent. a.d. [?]) in Abhidharmakoia

bhd?ya, iv. 2, fol. 180 of Tanjur, Mdo, vol. Ixiii. (India Office

Library copy).
4 Ib.
s See Sarvada/r^aTiasarhgrciha, Calcutta, 1858, tr. A. E. Gough,

London, 1882, p. 16 ; tr. L. de la Vallde Poussin, in Mus6on, new
ser., i. [1902] 64.
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not, it will never accomplish them, just as a stone,

which is at the present moment incapable of pro-

ducing a bud, wul never produce one. It may be
said that the permanent thing produces such and
such an effect by reason of the co-operation of

additional factors. If these factors remain ex-

terior, then it is they that are active. If they
give some new capacity to the permanent thing,

then our point is proved : the primitive being, who
lacked this capacity, has perished ; a new being
has been born who possesses this capacity. It is

veiT* difficult to attribute to a non-momentary
thing, to a thing which is permanent and identical

with itself, a successive activity. That which pro-

duces no efiect—space or nirvana—^is not a thmg,
since it is incapable of action or reaction, and
incapable of being caused.

3. If we consider in a series [santati) two
moments which are very close, the one ‘cause’
and the other ‘effect,’ we shall have no difficulty

in persuading ourselves that they are neither
identical nor different. The philosophy of Nagar-
juna ( 1st cent. A.D. [?]), arguing from the fact that
the relations of cause and effect are ‘ inexpressible,’
gives its opinion in favour of the relative character
of the idea of causality ; there is, in absolute truth,
no cause and effect. A more moderate or less criti-

cal philosophy admits a certain identity in the
series. Every atom of water, according to it, is

fluidity
; every atom of fire, heat.

With regard to the most interesting of all series,
the mental or intellectual series which consti-
tutes our pseudo-individuality, our substantial and
permanent pseudo-ego,^ the Milindapafiha remarks
that the murderer deserves to be punished, although
he is, at the time of punishment, no longer the
same being who committed the crime

;
just as the

marriageable woman belongs to the man to whom
she has been promised as a little girl.^ Thus the
series which constitutes our soul is divided into an
infinite number of existences {nikdyasahhdga, jan-
man)i each one of which is prepared to make
retribution for a certain lot of actions (see art.
Death and Disposal op the Dead [Buddhist]).
In each of these existences the soul really remains
identical with itself : its acts, with the exception
of the very gravest, will not be requited till a
future existence. There is no reason for surprise
over the fact that it makes retribution [vipdJca)
for its past acts, or that it is disposed either to
good or to evil by reason of the ‘issuing’ {nisyanda)
of its past acts, although there is nothing per-
manent in itself. It is a parallel with the flower
which receives the counter-blow from the sub-
stances on which the seed has fed.
The Sautrantikas believe that acts bring about

a certain modification in the series, i.e. in the soul—a spiritual modification, if we may call it so,
retribution springs. The school of

Abhidharma^believes that the act creates a subtle
matter {avijnapti)^ which develops in an uninter-
rupted series, forming part of the series of thehuman being, just as the series of thoughts or the
senes of ^oss elments does. So the past is per-
petuated in the future

; and the being, although

to itseff
remains to a certain extent similar

io
^Intelhgence^, Paris, 1879, pref. p. 9)

•
‘ There^ M except the train of its events *

2 n. iy
, ed. V. Trenckner, Lend, and Edinb 1880

Flgqm’ Milinda.' in SBExxxy[1890] 63: ‘The Jang said: “He who is born, Naeaseim doJahe remain the same or become another?” “ Neitl^ namf

think, O king? You were once a baby, a tender thin^ and smnii
'^as that thi same as you whoare now grown up?” “No. Thatchildwasone lamaJofwS

are not that child, it will follow that you have had^ither mother nor father, no ! nor teacher . .
.” * fcf H P

Oambndse,

Literature.—This has been indicated in the notes. See also
H. Oldenberg, Buddha^, Stuttgart, 1914, Eng. tr., London,
1882 ;

P. Oltramare, Hist, des idies tMosophiques dans VlndCy
i. [Paris, 1906] 197 ; L. de la Vallee Poussin, Boitddhisme, do.
1909, p. 17a L. DE LA VALLIiIE POUSSIN.

IDLENESS.—The essential idea of the word
‘ idle ’ seems to be empty or unoccupied. This idea
may be applied va^ely to what is void of any con-
tent, unsubstantial, trivial, useless, fruitless. More
definitely it may refer to time that is not filled

with occupations. In English the latter is the
more prominent meaning ; m the German eitel, the
former. Probably the German usage keeps nearer
to the original meaning of the word, and the pro-
minent English meaning is derivative; but it is

this meaning that gives definite import to idleness
as descriptive of a condition in the moral life of
men.

In this sense idleness presents an aspect that is

not necessarily unfavourable, but is at times even
favourable, to morality and happiness. It offers an
agreeable relief from the irlcsomeness which is

occasionally attendant on nearly all the occupa-
tions of lire. This dolce far niente has found a
delightful expression in Thomson’s Castle of In
dolenccy and Tennyson’s Lotos-Eaters. It is in the
spirit of these poems that W. Morris speaks of
himself in The Earthly Paradise as ‘ the idle singer
of an empty day,’ and Johnson entitled one of nis
well-known series of papers The Idler. But in its
higher purport idleness is commonly denoted by
‘leisure’; it means such relief from the occupa-
tions that are necessary for physical existence as
leaves time and ener^ for the higher interests of
life. In a practical shape this idea of idleness has
found embodiment in the holidays or festivals of all
races. Of these the highest type is the Hebrew
Sabbath. But the Greek mind embodied the idea
of the Sabbath in its own way. The name for an
institution designed to cultivate the higher life—
the name from which our ‘school’ is derived—is
the common Greek word for ‘ leisure,’ In
his blunter fashion the Roman called a school
Indus, ‘play’ or ‘sport.’ Both of the great races
of the ancient pagan world thus saw, like the
Hebrews, that the culture of a higher life becomes
possible only when men have secured a certain
relaxation from the serious labour for physical
existence—such relaxation as appears compara-
tively like playful exercise. As Gray puts it, life
must ‘ leave us leisure to be good ’ {Hymn to Adver-
sity, 20).

But this is not the most prominent feature in the
morel aspect of idleness. The truth is that in this
higher aspect idleness is conceived as idleness only
in a relative sense of the term. The idle man en-
joys relief from one class of occupations only that
he may be free to occupy himself with others,

* various his employments whom the world
Calls idle, and who justly, in return,
Esteems that busy world an idler too I

*

(Cowper, Tas*, iii. 862-364).
Accordingly idleness, as such, is never viewed by
the moralist in a favourable light. Even Thomson,
though the praise of industry in his second canto is
a very palpable failure to neutralize the drowsy
spell of the first, has yet to describe indolence as ‘ a
most enchanting wizard, . . . than whom a fiend
“i®re fell IS nowhere found’ (canto i. 2 ). The
ethical literature of the world is therefore full of
warnings against the evils to which moral character
18 exposed by a life of idleness. These evils corrupt
both spheres of the moral life, that of personal
char^ter and that of social relations.

**. character is injured in variouswavs hvan idle ^z/=e.—

(

1 ) Even if morality be interpreted in
the spmt of a narrow egoistic hedonism, recognizing
no worth or aim beyond personal pleasure, it is clea?
that that aim itself is defeated by idleness. What*
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ever theory of pleasure and pain may be adopted, it
is self-evident that they are but emotional products
of the activities that make up life. Pleasure, there-
fore, can be obtained only by a sufficient degree of
occupation to create an interest in life. The pleasure
of ease itself is enjoyable only as a relief from the
fatigue of work. If the interest of life is not sus-
tained by adequate employment, there is apt to
grow up an emotional condition of Hfe-weariness

—

tedium or ennui—which may become so intolerable
as to drive its victim, if not to suicide, at least
into some escape from idleness bymeans of laborious
sports or fevensh excitements like gambling.

(2) But not only is activity necessary to enjoy-
ment ; it is necessary also to maintain our energies
in vigour. Bodily organs become atrophied from
lack of exercise, and all the powers of fife become
enervated if not constantly employed. Conse-
^[uently a general enfeeblement of character is the
inevitable result of idleness.

(3) Probably, however, the malign aspect of idle-

ness, which is mainly emphasked by the moralists,
is that vacuity which leaves the unoccupied mind
open to any seductive influences of evil. We have
seen that sheer idleness becoi’ae^ intolerable by
eliminating all interest from life, leaving nothing
to make life worth living. The craving for relief

in some direction becomes irresistible \ and, if it is

not found in useful occupations, it will be sought
in occupations that are frivoloiis, if not positively
pernicious. This is such an obvious teaching of

common experience that it has found embodiment
in many a familiar proverb, as well as in the
homely lessons of popular moral and reli^ous
literature.

2. But the larger aspect of idleness, as of ethical

problems in general, is that which bears upon social

relations. By its very nature idleness connects
itself with the economics of society, and it draws
its significance for social morality from a familiar

commonplace of economical science with regard to

the production of wealth. All those commodities
—the necessaries and comforts and luxuries of life

—which constitute wealth are producible only by
labour e:q>ended on raw material furnished by
nature. Every human being, therefore, who lives

in unproductive idleness, who is merely a consumer
without being a producer of wealth, requires others

to labour not only for their owm subsistence, but
also for his. This fact forms the foundation of that

sturdy moral sentiment to which St. Paul gives

expression, that, if a man will not work, he has no
riAt to the means of subsistence (2 Th 3^®). In
this sentiment St. Paul represents a peculiar feature

in the moral ideal of the Hebrews. For they stand

almost alone among the nations of the ancient world

in their appreciation of the moral value of industrial

labour. On this subject there is nothing in all litera-

ture more noble than the utterances of some of

their Kabbis (some are quoted in E. Deutsch’s

essay on the Talmud, published in the volume of

his Literary Remains, London, 1874, p. 5).

Among other races social sentiment with regard

to industrial labour took a ve^ different course.

The ideal of uncivilized tribes is well known. It

is often illustrated by Herodotus’s description of

the Thracians (v. 6) : ‘To be idle is accounted the

most honourable thing, and to be a tfller of the

ground the most dishonourable. To live by war
and plunder is of all things the most glorious.’

This ideal was undoubtedly confirmed by slavery.

The origin of this institution is generally regarded

as indicating an advance upon a more savage prac-

tice, by which captives in war were ruthlessly

slaughtered, if not also eaten, to gratify hunger, or

revenge, or some horrid superstition. Instead of

this, captives came to be adopted by their victors,

and forced to undertake those peaceful, steady

labours which are out of harmony with the bodily
and mental habits of a warlike race. The result
was that such labours came to be viewed as appro-
priate occupations only for persons of an inferior

rank in society ; and, as slavery was perpetuated
in all the later and higher civilizations, the pre-
judice against industrial labour became deeply
engrained in the moral sentiment of the nilmg
classes everywhere (see W. E. H. Lecky, Hist, cy
Rationalism^, London, 1877, ch. vi. ad init . ; see also
his Hist, of European Morals^, do. 1869, i. 277

;

the fullest exposition of the varied influence of

slavery upon the free classes will be found in H.
Wallon, Hist, de Vesclavage dans VantiquiU^,
Paris, 1879, especially bk. i. ch. xii., and bk. ii.

ch. ix.).

The great pagan races of the ancient world in

general regaraed most forms of industrial labour as

mcompatible with the highest morality, and more
particularly with the moral character of a free

citizen. It is not indeed to be understood that the
great States encouraged idleness. On the contrary,

in some the law required every citizen to show that
he had some honest means of living, and failure to

do so was punishable by death (Herod, ii. 177).

According to Herodotus, this law was imposed upon
Athens by Solon’s legislation ; but, though Grote
{Hist, of Greece, London, 1846-56, ch. xi.) rightly

judges this to be improbable, it may be taken as
innplying that the great reformer did provide some
measure to protect the State against idle vagrants.

Herodotus, however, himself indicates the sweeping
qualifications by which such condemnations of idle-

ness are to be interpreted. For he takes care to

inform us that, among the nations with whom his

researches had made him acquainted, barbarian as

well as Greek, the prejudice against trades {rix^fif)

was almost universal, those persons being held in

highest rank {ysvvalov^) who kept themselves aloof

from such occupations, and especially those who
devoted themselves entirely to war (li. 166, 167).

The truth is that the ancient States were in their

whole sentiment military, not industrial, societies.

The strength of their prejudice against trade, as

Herodotus observes {loc. cit. ), went at times so far

as to prohibit their citizens from engaging in trade

;

i.e. tradesmen were not allowed the frill rank and
rights of freemen. This remarkable prohibition is

taken by Montesquieu {HEsprit des lois, Geneva,

1748, iv. 7) to illustrate the prevalent conviction of

ancient legislators, that the trading spirit is in-

compatible with the moral character necessary for

civil freedom. It was for this reason that ancient

thinkers sometimes justified the institution of

slavery as being the only means by which in-

dustrial labour could be carried on in a free State.

It is, moreover, significant that the moral treatises

of ancient pagan&m, being designed to expound
the moral life of freemen, not only ignore the

industrial >irtuos, but, when they do touch upon
trade, are in general opposed to the recognition of

it as a legitimate sphere of life for the virtuous

man. The only great teacher among the Greeks
who had surmounted this prejudice was Socrates
(Xenophon, Memorabilia, i. 2, ii. 7. 8, iii. 9 )

;

and
his wholesome teaching on the subject throws a
light, which has seldom been appreciated, on his

personal character and influence. We seem to

catch an echo of his teaching in that of his great

disciple. For Plato recognizes the fact that trade

cannot be harmful in its essential nature, as it is in-

dispensable to society. He admits, therefore, that,

if it were conducted in accordance with reason, it

would be an honourable employment. But, as he

holds this to be impossible lor human nature, he

would exclude the trader from the rank of freemen

(Laws, xi. 918). Aristotle is unwilling to go even

so far as his master in his concession to trade.
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While holding that the best democracy is that of

an agriculture country, and next that of a pastoral,

he declares democratic government by a town popu-
lation to be far inferior, because ‘ there is no room
for moral excellence in any of their employments,
whether theybe mechanics, or traders, or labourers

’

{Politics^ vi. 4. 12, vii, 9. 3-4). The latest utter-

ances of Greek philosophy carry the same sentiment
to an extreme. Two extraordinary illustrations are
fimiished in Plutarch*s Pericles and Lucian’s Som-
nivm. Both of these authors speak with contempt
of sculpture, even in the hands of Phidias and
Praxiteles, as merely a manual occupation. In
such employments, says Plutarch, op. c^^., ad init,,
‘ though we are charmed with the work, we often
despise the workman, as we are pleased with per-
fumes and purple, while dyers and perfumers
appear to us m the light of mean mechanics.’

It thus appears that the prejudice against manual
labour continued down to the beginning of the
Roman Empire. Cicero, in fact, during the last
days of the^ Republic, had struck the keynote of
Roman sentiment on the subject. After dismissing
nearly every kind of productive industry, except
agriculture, as ‘sordid,’ he turns to commerce ; and
the utmost length he is willing to go is a grudging
admission that, if it p conducted on a large scale—
if it is ‘ magna et copiosa, multa undique apportans,
multisque sine vanitate (cheating) impartiens*

—

then it is not to be severely condemned— ‘ non est
admodum vituperanda ’ {de Offidis, i. 42 [151]). Such
a state of sentiment accounts for the vast number of
Roman citizens who were content to live the para-
sitic life of clients, or even to accept a daily dole of
bread from the Government rather than take up
any mdustrial occupation. Even the learned pro-
fessions, mth the exception of law, suffered social
degradation from the same cause, and were left to
i^n of lower rank, mostly slaves or freedmen
(Ucero, fee. c^^.). Apparently it was this cause also
that prevented a freeman or any of his family from

A
music professionally. In this connexion

Amtotle s discussion on the place of music in edu-
cation IS curious. While recommending that the
young should be trained in music, he insists that
the practice of it should be abandoned in maturer
years, and must never be undertaken for gain,
rrofessional nerformers ’ he savs ‘wo

dustrial life of the world. One of these was the
happy prominence given in the Christian ideal to
the gentler virtues, and especially to charity.
There is evidence, indeed, that at first careful pre-
cautions were taken to avoid the abuse of this
expansion of moral and religious life. The best
proof of this is the fact that some of the official

titles in the Church seem to have been adopted
originally to designate those officers who were ap-
pointed to administer the Church’s charitable funds
(G. Uhlhom, Chr, Charity in the Anc. Church,
Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1883, bk. ii. ch. iv. ; E. Hatch,
The Organization of the Early Chr. Churches,
London, 1881, especially Lect. ii.). But, notwith-
standing all precautions, there is ample evidence
to show that unfortunately the charity of the
Church was often misdirected to the encourage-
ment of idle beggary (Uhlhom, ojo. dt. bk. ii. ch. v.

;

a glimpse of this abuse is afforded by Lucian’s do
Morte Pereg., even if it be but a fictitious story of
contemporary life). This unfortunate effect was

J. J-TL - • 1

evidenay to the same
sentiment that Juvenal is shocked at a man of

chariot. Thes^st ^ds m the mcident a proof of the de-grading innovations that were invading society
palate the degradation even ontoe ^ound of its havmg occurred by night, for

stars w^ere -witnesses ’—‘sed

(to. ^’4^*162® '
Intendunt ocnlos’

that, when Christianity

a deeply-rooted prejudice that encouragedid^ess so fM M most forms of industrial labour

^th°
“ true that Christianity brought

HphrpS.
'^^olesome sentiment of toeHebrews. It is also true that in toe voune Chris^ community industrial labour was elevated^

true still further that it would
o-ve^timate toe far-reaching in-

TOOK equal rank with his owner m relation tncommon Master (1 Co 12“ Col 4u\
version of the EmjSe di^ not mL toafl.'Z's^iment died out altogether. On the Mnte^

“ Christendom iScreated some additioma forces hostile to the hi-

ception of almsgiving as a sacrifice into the theologi-
cal dogma of its efficacy as an atonement for sin,
and still more by that strange perversion of moral
sentiment which elevated mendicancy into a
peculiar grace of religious life. Under these in-
fluences it is no wonder that the aristocratic
prejudice of the ancient pagans against labour was
carried over into the aristocracies of mediaeval
Europe. In fact, it was apparently intensified in
the transmission. In many countries a nobleman
or gentleman lost all the privileges of his rank by
engaging in trade (H. Hallam, Middle Aqes\
London, 1846-48, i. 191).

It will thus be seen that practically through all
the ages and nearly all the races of men there has
been an ideal of social rank strongly hostile to in-
dustrial activity, strongly favourable to industrial
idleness. This inheritance has come down to the
modern^ world, and infects even its most advanced
mdustrial communities. It is still an object of
ambition among many of the most energetic in-
d^toal workers to attain rank in the leisure class
of their community

; and all the usages of such a
class are based on the principle of avoiding every-
thing that has the appearance of industrial labour

rr conspicuously the fact
ttiat they are living in unproductive idleness (T.
B. Yeblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class, New
York, 1898; cf., by way of antithesis, his The
ineory of Business Enterprise, do. 1904). There is
obwusly but one cure for this condition of things

;

and that is a revolution in the ideal of social rank,
such as was foreshadowed in the memorable ad-
dress ; Ye know that in other communities the
rufers are those who lord it over them, and the
noWes those who exercise authority. Not so shall
It be among you ; but whoever will become a nobleamong you shall be a servant, and whoever will be
yoim pnnee shall be the slave of all. For the Son

served, but to serve
^ T

^ ^ ^^^som for many ’ (Mk 10^").
idleness extremes meet. Besides

tne idle rich who live upon accumulated wealth,
toere IS m every community a vast horde of idlers

®“®^ iiabite renderst^y l^our so irksome that they prefer sub-

BW or theft. Not only is this

°J®®*
senous concern to moral and

^^®™®rs, but its maintenance and itscontrol impose such a burden upon toe industrial

'
"*n.sss

IDOLATRY.—See Images and Idols.
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IGNORANCE.—Ignorance has a bearing on
the ultimate problems of philosophy (see art.
Agnoiology) ; but it has an important significance
in moral and religious life as well. This sig-
nificance, as might be anticipated, has been but
OTadually evolved. In the moral and jural con-
dition of primitive society there are many facts
which prove that ignorance regarding the nature
or injurious tendencies of an action is not recog-
nized, at least not unequivocally recognized, as
freeing the agent from responsibility for the injury
done. This early confusion of the moral conscious-
ness was evidently connected with the peculiar
jural organization of primitive tribes. It is now a
commonjjlace of historical science that society did
not originate by previously isolated inividuals
combining. On the contrary, society is historically
prior to the individual. Its primitive unit is not
the individual, but some community—^a family or
clan—^in which the individual is bom and brought
up. The moral life, therefore, is at first associated
with the community rather than with the individual.
The moral responsibilities of the individual are ab-
sorbed in those of his family or elan. The whole
family or clan is held responsible for the misdeed
of any member, nor is the misdeed fastened
specially on the offender personally even when he
is well hnown. In such a condition of society any
individual may find himself involved in responsi-
bility for an action of^which he was entirely ignor-

ant ; and consequently iterance is not felt to be
of essential importance in determining whether or
how far any one can be called to account for

an action. All this is abundantly illustrated in

societies at the tribal stage of development. It

was a striking feature of the abori^al tribes of

North America at the time of their tocovery, and
it may be traced still in the conduct of the sur-

viving tribes with which the Governments of

Canada and the United States are called to deal.

An elaborate and interesting illustration of this

phase of moral consciousness is given by F. Parkman
in his Jesuits in N. AmericaJ^, Boston, 1876, pp.
354^360. More familiar illustrations are furnished

by the clans of the Scottish Highlands prior to the
collapse of the clan-system after the disaster of

Culloden. It is but a logical corollary from this

moral and jural condition that criminal juris-

prudence in its primitive crudeness often involves

the whole family or kindred of the offender in the

punishment of his offence. A well-known example
of this, bringing it down even into a later civiliza-

tion, is the story of Haman in the Book of Esther.

War has continued this barbarous confusion of

moral ideas to a much later period. Even in the

wars of (Christendom down to a very recent date it

remained the custom to plunder and even butcher

indiscriminately not only the combatants, but also

the unoflending civilian population of a conquered

town or an invaded country.

The tribal organization, with its limited moral

ideas and sentiments, has not always vanished at

once on the welding of tribes into a nation. Among
the ancient Hebrews tribal distinctions remain

clearly marked long after the attainment of a

larger nationality. Among the Hellenes the old

tribal alliances and tribal feuds continued to the

very last to complicate and fetter all nobler polit-

ical aspirations, so that they never succeeded in

establi&ing any unity of national life. In actual

histoiy, therefore, the morality of the great nation

is still narrowed and hampered by the moral ideas

of tribal life In the States of the ancient world

generally the individual finds his chief, if not his

sole, moral value in being a citizen. Man exists

for the State, not the State for man. It is true

that with the loss of political freedom individuals

in the ancient States took to personal culture as

the supreme object of life ; and this explains the
vigorous vitality which for generations was im-
parted to the ancient schools of philosophy, to the
Academics and Peripatetics, the Stoics and Epi-
cureans, and even the Sc^tics. But the absolute
worth of the individual finds distinct recognition
for the first time in the teaching of Christianity
that it can profit a man nothing, though he gain a
whole world, if he himself be lost (Mt 16-®

ll). Still,

the significance of this teaching did not make itself

felt at once in the reorganization of society after
the conversion of the Koman Empire. Tne old
ideas of social organization continued to dominate
the minds of men and modified the whole mediaeval
interpretation of Christianity itself. Under that
interpretation the individual lost his direct religious

responsibility and entered into relation with <jh>d

only as a member of the religious community, the
Church. The great revolution of the 16th cent,

was a new assertion of the independent worth of

the individual, and that not in his religious life

alone, but in all his relations, social, economical,
and political as well (this is illustrated by many
interestmg facts in the monograph by E. Belfort
Bax on German Society at the Close of the^ Middle
Ages, London, 1894).

But, if the narrow ideas of a tribal society con-
tinue to cramp the larger life of nations, on the
other hand the ideas of a more spiritual morality
begin to purify the moral life even of rude com-
munities. Then the import of ignorance for moral
responsibility comes to receive more or less explicit

recognition. Thus among the Hebrews, while the
tribal custom of blood-revenge is still recognized in

law, there is an explicit distmction drawn between
the deliberate murderer and the man who happens
to slay another ‘ignorantly’ (Dt 19^), ‘unawares
and un\\ittingly ’ (Jos 20®; cf. Nu 35). For the
latter, the law makes the equitable provision of

cities of refuge where he can find protection from
the avenging jdnsmen of the person slain. More-
over, Deuteronomy (24^®) explicitly abolishes the
custom of punishing a whole family for the misdeed
of a single member, limiting the penalty to the
actual transgressor. This enactment is given as

the ground in lawwhy the children of the murderers
of king Joash were not put to death (2 K 14®* ®). On
this point, of course, the prophets represented the
higher morality, and it finds eloquent expression in

a singularly noble passage of Ezekiel (18^^"®®
; cf. the

more brief out pithy expression in Jer 31®®*®°).

Athenian law had followed a similar course to

that of the Hebrews. At an early period it had
drawn a distinction between (pbvoi eKobcnos and <pbvo$

dKoi^a-ios (Smith’s Diet of Gr. and Mom. Ant, s.v.

‘ Phonos ’), recognizing the fact that actions done
in ignorance do not bmong to the same moral cate-

gory as those done in full knowledge. It is true
that some of the old Hellenic myths, like that of

Oedipus, point to a state of moral confusion which
does not (nscriminate between an unwitting trans-

gression of law and an intentional "wrong
;
yet the

handlmg of these myths by the great dramatists of

the 6th cent. B.C. indicates in general a complete
emancipation from the perplexed morality of the
myths fiiemselves. In fact, the two great tragedies

of Sophocles on the Oedipean myth, especially the
Oedipus in Golonus, might be inte^reted as taking
for fiieir leading motive the vindication of an un-
fortunate transgressor on the plea of ignorance

(see esp. lines 262-270, 646-547, 957-988).

While the import of i^orance in relation to

moral responsibility was being brought into clearer

light by the great dramatists of Greece, it received

at the same time a more explicit recognition by
the philosophic teachers. This was specially the

case with Socrates. The one defimte doctrine

which can with certainty be ascribed to him seems
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bo give an exaggerated value to knowledge and
ignorance in the moral life. This is the doctrine

that in its essence virtue i$ knowledge, and vice

ignorance (Xen. Mem. iii. 9, iv. 2 ; cf. Plato’s

LacheSj Frotagoras^ MenOy and numerous refer-

ences in other dialogues). In later ethical systems
of the Stoical type there has been generally and
logically a tendency to the same view. The view
is criticized by Aristotle on the ground that virtue

k not a single act of knowledge or of any other
kind, but a habit {g.v.) trained by repeated
action. The Socratic doctrine undoubtedly fails to

recognize sufficiently the fact that virtue implies
somethin^ to be done, not merely something to be
known. But, as Aristotle himself points out {Eth.
Nic. vi. 13. 3), though all virtue is not knowledge,
there can be no virtue without knowledge {(ppdviio-ts).

That is to say, in order to do what is right a man
must know what is right ; and therefore knowledge
is an indispensable factor of virtue. A very fair

plea may also be made for the contention that at
the critical moment in a vicious action the agent is

so blinded by passion that he does not really know
what he is doing. To this extent also Aristotle
recognizes a certain truth in the Socratic doctrine
{Eth. Nic. vii. 3. 14).

But the truth implied in the doctrine is not the
whole truth. The doctrine overlooks at least two
other truths

: (1) that knowledge does not neces-
^rily involve will to do what is known

; (2) that
ignorance is not always or wholly involuntary.

(1) Socrates assumed that, as virtue is know-
ledge, and vice ignorance, a man needs only to
have^ his ignorance removed—to learn what virtue
requires— in order to become virtuous. That
would imply that the doing follows with certainty
the knowing of what is right. Now it may be
admitted that a scientific psychology does not
allow us to regard knowledge and feeling and will

^ absolutely dissociated in actual life. Not only
is_ there an element of will in all knowledge, but
without knowledge will becomes merely the blind
impulse of emotion. The power of will is thus
so intimately dependent on knowledge that to
common thought they appear at times identical.
\Ve sa,y, in Bacon’s phrase, that ‘knowledge is
power’; in many a popular phrase in dilierent
languages the knowledge how to do a thino- is
spoken of as equivalent to being able to do it ; and
etymology seems to identify in origin ken and can,
kennen and konnen. Yet, while every allowance
may be made for these significant facts, a scientific
psychology also obliges us to admit that at times
one of the aspects of mental life—knowledge or
teelmg or will—may so predominate as bo make
the others practically negligible quantities. There
is often a cool inert contemplation of bare fact

response from the emotions or the
will. J here are even morbid conditions of mind,m which the patient has a perfectly clear idea ofwhat It would be wise for him to do or not to do,
while his Avill IS so enfeebled that he has no power
of constraint m the one case or restraint m the

ni
^ pathology of mind furnishes strange

illustrations of this practical dissociation of intelTi-
gence and will. (T. Ribot. in his Les Malad^

^ detailed ex-
^^-^dsley also treatsitm Body and Will, London, 1883, pt. iii., ‘Will

in its Pathological Relations,’)
These morbid phenomena exhibit in an ex-

mental unitywhich m less mjunous forms is a common char-
mental action in general.For the healthiest mental life is that in which

intellect and emotion and will harmoniously co-operate. Moral and religious teachers thereforeve found it necessary to distinguish that mentS

state which represents merely an intellectual ac-
tivity from that kiiOAvledge or faith which carries
the whole mental nature with it, involving the
assent of the afiections and the will as well as of
the intellect. But all this implies that virtue
cannot be identified with knowledge, nor vice with
ignorance, in the ordinary sense of these terms.

(2) But there is another invalid assumption in
the doctrine of Socrates. It is not true that a man
may not be willingly ignorant. Knowledge is not
a state of passive reception ; it always implies
active efibrt, even if it be only the eflbrt of atten-
tion. Consequently, as a man cannot do his duty
if he does not know what his duty is, he is bound
to put forth the voluntary efibrt required to obtain
a knowledge of his duty. If he does not make the
necessary efibrt, then he is to be blamed not merely
for having done wrong, but for the ignorance that
led to his wrong-doing. Such ignorance may
relate either bo particular facts or to general prin-
ciples.

() To discern what is right in particular cases,
the facts must be kno\vn. But the agent may fail
to learn the facts because he makes no efibrt to
know them, possibly even because he makes some
efibrt not to know them. In such cases his is pro-
perly said to be wilful ignorance ; and, if it is

pleaded as an excuse, the plea must be met with
the reply that he ought to have known better.

() Often moral ignorance extends to general
principles. In the moral life of men there is no
fact more familiar than the experience that con-
science is kept clear by a consistent course of
virtuous conduct, while it is darkened by persistent
indulgence in vice. Men may come to prefer moral
darkness to moral enlightenment because their
deeds are evil (cf. Jn 3^^). As this darkening of
moral intelligence is a natural penalty resulting
from habitual disregard^ of its teaching, the condi-
tion has been described in old religious language as
judicial blindness. Such moral ignorance, so far
from being an excuse for sin, may be its most

I heinous aggravation. In an extreme form it may
I

become that fixed habit of resisting the enlighten-
ment of the Divine Spirit—that ‘ sin against the
Holy Ghost ’ (Mt 12^“* ||)—which by its very nature
cannot be forgiven.

.
ignorance is often involuntary. Not only

individuals, but whole races and classes of men are
placed at times in such circumstances that it is
practically impossible for them even to conceive
any lofty ideal of morality. In particular cases,
also, the most cultured moral intelligence may be
unavoidably ignorant of facts necessary to a coirect
judgnient ; and consequently it is nob an infrequent
reflexion of good men that they would have acted
diflerently if at the time of action they had known
better. Under such conditions ignorance is, in the
technical language of the old moralists, spoken of
as invincible

; and it forms a valid apology for
faulty conduct. The same principle of justice
demands further that all moral judgments on the
conduct of men must be modified by a regard for
wie opportunities of enlightenment which they
have enjoyed. This principle is made peculiarly
explicit in the teaching of Christ (see esp Lk

’ Mt Cf. iWcibS iSoraTce
ihe problem of the moral import of ignorance is

thus seen to be by no means simple. The external
circumstances and the internal motives of moral
action are so comolicated that human judgment
practically breaks down in attempting to determinehow far m mdividual cases ignorance is a just plea.
It remams, of course, one of the sustaining assur-
ances of reh^ous faith that in the final accSunt all
the complications of every man’s life will be truly

appreciate by an Omniscient Intelli-
gence. But the perplexity arising from these com-
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plications has naturally opened a wide field for
casuistical ingenuity. Unfortunately the science
of casuistry, which might be made a valuable dis-
cipline for the enlightenment of moral intelligence
has commonly sho^vn a tendency not to err on the
side of moral safety, but rather to try to find how
near action may go to the brink of the precipice of
sin without actually slipping over into the abyss.
But, fortunately, jurisprudence takes a healthier
attitude ; and in the problems connected "with the
moral import of ignorance probably the jurists will
be found more helpful even to the moralist than
any of the casuists. It is true that the juridical
point of view differs from the moral. Still it is
based upon it ; and, as jurisprudence demands
specific statement of the conditions under which ^^.ti

action is done, it can hardly fail to impart some of
its own definiteness to the moral aspect of the
^tion as well. In regard to our present problem,
jurisprudence is in general governed by the maxim
that ‘ignorantia facti excusat, ignorantia juris,
^uod quisque scire tenetur, neminem excusat.’ It
is specially in medical jurisprudence that the prob-
lems of moral ignorance take their most interesting
and important shape. For the largest section of
this science is that which deals with insanity in
its relation to responsibility, and the old legal
definitions of insanity generally made moral ignor-
ance its test. It was a common judicial decision
that, unless a person was at the time ignorant of
the moral quality of the action for which he was
called to account, he should be held legally respon-
sible (Maudsl^, Responsibility in Mental Disease^
pp. 88-98). Obviously this involves the assump-
tion, which has been shown to be involved also m
the Socratic doctiine of virtue, that the knowledge
of what is right implies will-power to do it, and
that the knowledge of what is wrong implies will-
ower to refrain from doing it. But this assumption
as been shown to be upset by psychology, especi-

ally in its analysis of morbid phenomena. It is

now, therefore, acknowledged that mere ignorance
of wrong-doing is not a sufficient criterion of
insanity. Nervous or cerebral disease may gener-
ate an impulse which the patient knows to be
wrong, but which is so irresistible that he cannot
in justice be held responsible for yielding to its

power.
There is another class of actions arising from

ignorance, on which the moralist may receive some
guidance from the more specific definitions of the
jurist. These are the actions coming under the
general category of mala praxis—the malpractice
of men in their professions or trades. In all the
occupations of life, injury may be inflicted by the
ignorance of practitioners or by that negligence
which, as etymology indicates, is a peculiar fonn of
ignorance, a temporary lapse of intelligence. In
cases of this kind, while allowance must be made
for a certain amount of ignorance or negligence as
‘invincible,’ yet justice also demands that every
man shall show reasonable diligence in mastering
and applying the knowledge which he professes in

his occupation. But the complications of modem
professional and industrial life ran this general
principle of justice into an infinitude of details, for

which the legislation of all countries has been
obliged to make elaborately minute provisions.

It may be added that a peculiar modern phase of

semi-professional life raises a curious question of

moral ignorance. There seems to be good ground
for believing that in their abnormal condition
‘ mediums ’ mdulge at times in trickery or deceit,

although in their normal consciousness they are not
aware of what they have done. It is therefore a
valid question, how far such persons are justified

in allowing themselves to lapse into a condition in

which they lose intelligent self-control, and become
|

capable of doing unwittingly actions which in their
normal state they know to be wrong.
Literature.—-On the doctrine of Socrates, the original sources

of information in the works of Xenophon and Plato have been
given above. Reference has also been made t-o Aristotle's
critique, and it may be added that the whole of the first three
chapters in the seventh book of the Nicomwihean Ethics are of
interest in this connexion. The casuistry of moral ignorance is
discussed at length in J. P. Gury, Compendium Theologian
Moralis, Paris, 1S50, w'hich is illustrated by its companion volume
of Casus Consdentice, do. 1863. In this work Tractatus i., de
AetihusHumanis, has a section (cap. ii. art. iii. § l)de Ignorantia^
and Tractatus ii., de Conscieiitia, also bears on the subject.
These passages should, of course, be read in the light of the
illustrative cases of conscience. On the relation of ignorance to
legal responsibility the maxim quoted above finds a discussion
of some interest to the moralist in A Selection of Legal 3IaxCm$t
Classified and Illustrated^ by H. Broom (pp, 205-227, 7th ed.,
London, 1900). On the connexion of insanity with responsibility,
moral as well as legal, valuable aid will be found in any of the
great works on medical jurisprudence. H. Maudsley’s Re-
sponsibility in ilental Disease, London, 1874, has been already
referred to, and with it may be mentioned his Pathology of
Mind^, do. 1895, which devotes nine out of its eleven chapters
to insanity. It must always be remembered, however, that
Maudslej-’s psychological and ethical views are deeply moulded
by an extreme determinism. In The Juridical Review for
March, June, and September, 1904, the present aspect of the
problem of insanity is discussed from both the medical and the
legal points of view in a series of articles, by J. B. Tuke and
C. R. A. Howden, conjointly, on ‘The Relation of the In-
sanities to Criminal Responsibility and Civil Capacity.* On
the moral aspect of malpractice there is a discussion in W.
Whewell’s Elements of Morality^, Cambridge, 1864, art. 114.
Responsibility for negligence is the subject of a vast juridical
literature, but it is mostly an exposition of special provisions in
local legislation. In T. Beven’s elaborate work, Segligence in
Law^ (1st ed. Principles of Negligence), London, 1895, bk. i.

may be referred to as dealing with the * constitutive principles
of the law. F. Pollock’s The Law of Torts'^, London, 1904,
devotes two chapters to negligence. Browning’s Sludge the
Medium is an attempt at psydiological and etmcal analysis of
a peculiarly subtle condition of mind, but it cannot be accepted
as based on a fair study of facts. Of real psychological and
ethical value, however, is the discussion of the same mental
condition in F. Podmore’s Modern Spiritualism, London, 1902,
ii. 316-328. J, Clark Murray.

ILLEGITIMACY.—The subject of illegiti-

macy, in general, presents a number of complex
problems which demand the close attention of the
sociologist. No single explanation can account for
isolated cases, still less can it be used as a reason
for the wide variations in the rates of illegitimacy
in civilized communities. Differences of religion,
of mental range, of social conditions and aptitudes,
of race, and of the marriage laws of the different
countries, must all be taken into consideration.
The importance of the subject, so far as it concerns
Great Britain, is shown in the fact that 48,517
iUegitimate births were registered in the British
Isles during the year 1910. As the most recent
statistics available are those for Great Britain and
Ireland, a detailed examination of the prevalence
of illegitimacy in the several parts of the United
Kingdom will throw light on some of the problems
before mentioned. Taking the countries in the
order of an ascending scale of frequency of illegiti-

macy, and estimating the percentage of illegitimate
births to the total number of births, unless where
otherwise stated, the percentage for Ireland is 2*8,

for England 4*3, for Wales 5*4, and for Scotland
7*29.

The percentage of illegitimacy in Ireland varies
in the four provinces from 0*7 in Connaught to 3*7

in Ulster. The latter province is the only one
which has been above the mean for Ireland (2 ’8)

during the quinquennium period 1906 to 1910. Of
the counties of Ulster, the two with the highest
percentages are Antrim (5’6) and Down (4*6), the
two wdth the lowest percentages are Donegal (2*0)

and Cavan (IT). In Antrim, the district of Bally-
money had 7 '7 per cent of illegitimacy, and that
of Ballymena 7*3 per cent ; in Down the district of

Newtownards hacf 5*5 per cent of illegitimacy, and
Banbridge 5 *2 per cent. The percentages of illegiti-

macy in the cities of Dublin and Belfast were 2*5
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and 3’3 respectively. An analysis of those varying

ratios in the different parts and districts of Ireland

points to the prevalence of iHegitimacy in large

market towns subserving agricultural districts,

and the populous rural and maritime districts of

North East Ulster—a condition of affairs quite

different from that obtaining in England, Wales,

and Scotland, where illegitimacy is most common
in thinly populated rural districts. At first sight

racial differences may appear to account for the

distinction referred to. In the eastern half of

Ulsterthe majority of the inhabitants are ofScottish

descent, while in Connaught the race is almost

wholly Celtic. Illegitimacyis, however, as common,

if not more so, among the Celtic population of

Scotland as among the Teutonic, ana commoner in

Celtic Wales than in Teutonic England. Probablj

the explanation, so far as Ireland is concerned, is

to be found in the influence of the Roman Catholic

Church, which has a wholesome effect in preventing

illegitimacy.

Of the ten districts into which England is divided,

those which are under the mean rate of illegiti-

macy (4*3 per cent) are the South Midland (3*7 per

cent) and West Midland (3*9 per cent), and those

which are over it are the North Midland (4*9 per

cent). North Western (4*5 per cent), Yorkshire (4*5

per cent), and Northern (5*5 per cent). Eight
counties form the South Midland district, and in

four of these (Middlesex, Hertfordshire, Bucking-
hamsMre, and Northamptonshire) illegitimacy is

on a relatively low scale ; in the remaining four

the percentages are : Bedfordshire 4*4, Cambridge
5*1, Huntingdon 6*6, and Oxford 5*7. In the
Thame district of Oxfordshire, which comprises
Lewknor and Thame, the high percentage of 8*2 is

attained. This rate is higher than that obtaining
in the highest of all the districts, the Northern,
and exceeds by 2*9 per cent that of the County of

Westmorland, which is the county with the largest

amount of illegitimacy in the Northern district.

In London there is 4*0 per cent of illegitimacy. It
will be noted that illegitimacy is more prevalent
in the rural and agricmtural districts of England,
and especially where those districts are not thickly
populated. The relatively low rates in London
and large towns are undoubtedly helped by the
steady influx of well-doing and enterprising young
people from country districts; the same cause
adversely affects the country districts. In this
connexion, however, it may be pointed out that
illegitimacy and immorality are not synonymous
terms. In large cities, sexual immorality is
prevalent, and opportunities for its practice are
more abimdant and less exposed to the force of
public opinion than in the country. Li large cities,
moreover, illegal means to prevent the fulfilment
of pregnancy are not uncommonly used, and can
be resorted to with less risk of detection, injury,
and punishinent. On the other hand, the system
of cohabitation, especially in the poorer districts
of large cities, is a source of illegitimacy; and
such a mode of life is not necessarily associated
with continuous immorality.
W^es affords, in contrast to Ireland, the example

of a Celtic race with the presence of a large amount
of illegitimacy in its midst. The average percent-
age for the whole of Wales is 6*4, or 1*3 per cent
iugher l^an that of England and 2*6 per cent above
that of Ireland. In the country districts of Wales,
the hipest levels are reached in Anglesey (8*7 per
cent), Radnor (7*5 per cent) and Montgomery (7*6
per cent). The most thickly peopled county,
Glamorgan, has the low percentage of 2*8. When
subdivisions of counties are taken into considera-
tion, B^a, an inland rural district of Merioneth,
gives the high rate of 13*1; and Anglesey, a
maritime-rural district, has 11 per cent of illegiti-

macy. The same remarks which were made on
England with respect to the prevalence of a high

rate of illegitimacy in a rural and thinly scattered

populace apply to Wales, and, as the sequel will

show, to Scotland, with this proviso regarding the

last two countries, that the proximity of a mari-

time population to such rural districts tends to an
increase of illegitimacy. In Wales, as in Scotland,

peculiar social customs, concurred in by tradition,

are not uncommon in country districts during

courtship, and these exercise an influence on the

amount of illegitimacy.

Of the four countries, Scotland has the highest

percentage of illegitimacy, namely 7*29. The
percentage varies from 14*51 in Banffshire to 4*49

in Dumbarton. All the Scottish counties, towns,

and cities have an average illegitimacy rate above
the English mean of 4*3 per cent. In the principal

towns, there is a variation from a maximum of 9*79

in Edinburgh to a minimum of 3*96—the percentage

found in Govan and Coatbridge. It is worthy of

notice in passing that Govan and Coatbridge are two
large industrial centres, whose population consists of

theworkingclasses. The average percentage for the

principal towns in Scotland is 7*35. Large towns
have 5*74 per cent of illegitimacy ; small towns
6*63 per cent; mainland rural districts 7*24 per

cent ; and insular rural 6*14. The Eastern districts,

with a more fertile soil and better adapted for

agricultural purposes than the Western, show a
greater prevalenceof illegitimacy than the Western.
The Northern and Southern districts have the high
rates of 8*7 and 11*85 per cent respectively. When
a comparison of county districts is made, three

have an unusually high percentage of illegitimacy

—Banff 14*51, Elgin 14*27, and Wigtown 13*41.

These three counties are mainly agricultural, with
a large admixture of seafaring population. More
than one-fourth (5951) of the male population of

Banffshire are engaged in agricultural pursuits,

and more than one-iifth (4183) are fishermen or

seafaring men. Almost similar conditions to those
prevailing in Banff with respect to the occupation
of the population are to be found in Elgin and
Wigtown. On the other hand, in counties with
the lowest number of illegitimate children, such
as Dumbarton (4*49 per cent), the populace is to a
large extent occupied in shipbuilding, foundries,

engineering, andcalico-printingworks. The housing
of farm servants of both sexes in bothies—a custom
peculiar to Scotland—is regarded as a fruitful

source of illegitimacy, especially in those districts

where the rate is high.
The decline in the birth rate of the majority of

civilized countries throughout the world has been
very marked. If the quinquennium 1901-1905 is

compared wdth that twenty years earlier, the fall

in the birth rates in Switzerland, in Ireland, and
in Spain has been about 3 per cent ; it reached 14
per cent in France and Italy ; 16 per cent in Servia,
England, Wales, and Hungary ; 25 per cent in the
Australian Commonwealth ; and 27 per cent in
New Zealand. Except in the cases of the German
Empire, Sweden, France, Belgium, and the Aus-
tralian Commonwealth, the decrease in the number
of illegitimate births is greater than the correspond-
ing fall in the general birth rate. This marked
decrease in the majority of European and other
civilized countries has been almost continuous
during 20 years. With the exception of Sweden
and France, where there has been an increase of
7*5 and 8*5 per cent respectively, it has varied
within wide limits. Thus it has been 3*1 per cent
in Spain, 39*7 per cent in England, 37*4 per cent in
Scotland, and 13*6 per cent in Ireland. The
proportion of illegitimate births per 1000 unmarried
and widowed women between the ages of 15 and 45
years of age and for the years 1900-1902 reached
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highest points in Austria and the German
Empire ; the numbers in those two countries were
40-1 and 27*4 respectively. Calculated on the same
basis, the smallest number of illegitimate births
took place in the Netherlands and Ireland, where
the numbers were 6*8 and 3*8 respectively.

Countries (arranged in
order of rates in 1900-
1902).

Austria
German Empire
Sweden

.

Denmark
Prussia .

Italy
France .

Belgium
Norway

.

Spain .

Scotland
Australian Commonwealth
Switzerland .

New Zealand
England and Wales
The Netherlands
Ireland .

Proportion of illegitimate
births per 1000 unmarried
and widowedwomen aged
15 to 45 years.

40-1
27‘4
24*3

. . . 24*2
23-7
19-4
19*1
17*8

17*2
15*5
13*4
13-2
9*8

8*9

8*5

6*8

8*8

The causes underlying the almost universal
decline in^ the amount of ille^timacy are difficult
to determine. Beneficent legislation, social activi-
ties, a more elevated moral tone, and extended
practice of the Christian religion are undoubtedly
at their root. In the discussion of illegitimacy
throughout the British Isles, reference has already
been made to the influence of race, religion, and
some social surroundings and conditions. It now
remains to refer to these more fully and add other
factors which exert a modifying power.
There are differences in laws relating to illegiti-

macy which have a restraining influence or the
reverse on its prevalence. By the law of Scotland
and in accordance with the laws of most of the
Continental countries, an illegitimate child is fully
legitimated by the subsequent marriage of the
parents. Such laws were intended to benefit the
child by removing its dishonour and disgrace ; but
a subsequent marriage does not always take place,
and a woman is often led into immoral courses by
the promise of marriage, which the man either
refuses or never intended to fulfil. In Scot-
land at any rate, this state of the law, combined
with a common custom among the lower classes in
country districts and fishing villages, whereby
marriage does not take place until the woman is

with child, is mainly responsible for the high
position it takes with respect to illegitimacy. This
conclusion is justified when the effect of the exist-
ing state of the law in other portions of the British
Isles is considered. By English common law, an
illegitimate child cannot be legitimated, though
the civil and canon laws legitimate children whose
parents subsequently marry.
A factor that cannot be disregarded in the pro-

duction of illegitimacy is the state of the law to-

wards the fathers and mothers of such children.

In Scotland, the mother has legal custody of the
child until the age of 10 years, and the father is

legallybound to contribute from 2s. 6d. to 3s. weekly
towards the aliment of the child ; in England, the
putative father may be summoned and compelled
to make a proper allowance not exceeding 6s. per
week. Here also the maintenance of the child

devolves on the mother, who is bound to maintain
the child as part of her family so long as she
remains unmarried, or until the child is 16 years of

age or gains a settlement in its own right, or, being
a female, is married. Thus a man is penalized for

having an illegitimate child to the extent of, at
most, a meagre pittance of 5s. per week, and is

often allowed to go scot free, either from fear on
the part of the mother to sue for aliment, lest such
action might spoil the prospects of a future marri-

age, or by the facilities afforded of escaping his
obligations by emigration to another country.
Even when all the legal obligations are undertaken
by the parents, an illegitimate child is expected to
earn its own living and^ take care of itsdf at the
early age of 16. Social legislation tending to
guard child life from immorality, and providing
for the better care and training of such children,
ought to embrace more suitable provision for the
illegitimate child as well as sounder measures for
combating illegitimacy. .Already the Children’s
Act in this country has had a beneficent effect in
these (Erections, and it is much needed when the
mortality of illegitimate children is compared with
that of legitimate. It cannot be doubted that the
illegitimate starts life less fitted physically for the
battie than the legitimate. The deaths from all
varieties of disease are greater among illegitimate
children under one year than among legitimate
children of the same age. With reference to stat-
istics applicable to England and Wales for 1910,
the proportion of deaths among illegitimate infants
to 1000 illegitimate births, and among legitimate
infants to 1000 legitimate births is seen in the
following teble to be^ greater for the illegitimate
in all varieties of disease, and with respect to
diarrhceal and tubercular diseases more than double
the deaths from similar causes among legitimate
infants.

Mortality of illegitimate as compared with legitimate for
England and Wales under one year of age, 1910.

Cause of death.

L. Common infectious diseases
2. Diarrhoea! diseases
3. Wasting diseases

.

4. Tubercular diseases .

5. Miscellaneous diseases

Both sexes.
Illegitimate. Legitimate.

8*92 7-16
26*34 12*05
75*29 39*02
7*86 3*74
76*43 39*67

As in Great Britain, so it is elsewhere. In
several European countries, new legislative meas-
ures have been adopted or are in the course of
being promulgated which will have a material
effect on the existing amount of illegitimacy. In
Germany, where the illegitimacy rate ranks next
to the highest amount, that shown by Austria
(see Table i.), the laws which allow the father of
an illegitimate child to be freed from his responsi-
bilities by a small monetary payment have been
vddened in their scope so that such a father, in
addition to monetary aliment, is now required to
provide training for his child such as will fit it

to earn its own living in after life. Further, if the
child should be physically or mentally unfit to earn
its own livelihood after the statutory age limit of

16 years, the father must then support it all his
life. The governing principles of recent legislation,

both in Germany and in Austria, are for the better-
ment of the ille^timate child. It is generally re-

cognized that neither the mother nor the father is

the most suitable guardian for an illegitimate
child ; such parents make the interests of the child
subservient to their own, and in general they have
not the moral strength to retrieve the honourable
position which they have lost by giving the same
attention and care to the child which it would
receive had it been bom in lawful wedlock. On
these grounds an official guardian—the Vormund-

—

is appointed to enforce the laws. In Germany the
mother may be—though she seldom is—appointed
guardian. In Austria, it is illegal for the mother
to be appointed to this position. The reasons
given for forbidding the mother to be Vormund
are those already mentioned, in addition to the
fear that she might not like to displease the father
by putting into force the laws protecting the child,

and this might lead to the child’s being neglected.
Again, the Vormund must be some person other
than the father of the illegitimate child, or the
father’s relatives, or any one who may have an
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interest in saving expense to the father. In the

performance of his or her duties, the guardian is

assisted by voluntary agencies—such agencies as

the Vigilance Societies of Britain. The guardian

appointed by law is usually the president of one of

these societies, and among the duties which are

required to be performed are the proper direction

of aliment so as to educate and train the child to

be self-supporting, and the legitimation of the

child by inducing the father to marry the mother.

In Austria about one-half, 45*4 per cent, of the ille-

gitimate children have become legitimated in this

way through the influence of the Vormund and

his voluntary helpers.

In France, where the lot of the illegitimate has

been made extremely hard by the existence of

article 340 of the civil code containing the well-

known clause, *La recherche de la paternity est

interdite,’ an Act to remove the hardships and

amend the existing law has been announced.

There are many points in this Act which find

general acceptance throughout France ; and, should

it become law, it will tend to diminish illegitimacy

and confer benefit on such as are illegitimate. By
a process at law a mother may escablisli legal re-

sponsibility on the father for his child if the action

is brought within two years of its birth. Such an

action may also be brought by the Court which,

according to the Law of July 1907, acts in the

capacity of the conseil defamille.

One source of illegitimacy has not been referred

to, but is worthy of special prominence—that

which occurs as the result of the seduction of feeble-

or defective-minded women. Legislative action

is at present under consideration in Great Britain,

which, if’successful, will prevent or at least minim-
ize such occurrences in the future, either by
placing the feeble-minded woman under strict

guardianship or by visiting with severe punish-

ment those who thus take advantage of her. The
clauses referred to have the following purposes

;

(1) feeble-minded persons who are in receipt of

poor relief at the time of giving birth to an illegiti-

mate child, or who are with child, may be dealt

ynih and placed under special care ; (2) any per-

son having carnal knowledge of a feeble-minded

person w'ho is under the provisions of the Mental
Deficiency Act is guilty of a misdemeanour. Legis-

lation such as has been described is being under-

taken in many countries other than those referred

to, but on similar lines to those to which reference

has already been made. There is good reason to

believe from experience that it will not only reduce
still further the general prevalence of illegitimacy,

but also, where the latter occurs, will remove or

alleviate the dis^'ace that clings to the illegiti-

mate throughout life.

Literature.—The statistical information and the tables for

Great Britain and Ireland are taken from the Annual Reports
for 1910 of the Registrars-General of the several countries.

The Report of the Registrar-General of England and Wales for

1910 contains mach valuable information relating to foreign

countries. See also Reports by the Presidents of Statistical

Departments or Bureaus of European countries, Reports of the
Registrars-General of the British Colonies, and Reports of the
Chief Statistician for Vital Statistics, Bureau of the Census
U.S.A. Cf. C Smith Rossie, *The Love Child in Germany and
Austria,’ Eng. Rev., June 1912 ; O. Spann, Die Lage tmd das
Sehicksal der unehelichm Kinder, Leipzig, 1909 ; A. ICelier and
H. Reicher, Die Fiirsorge fur uneheliche Kinder, Vienna,
1909; F. Janisch, Die offentliehe Schutzfursorge fur die une-
kelichen Kinder, do. 1906 ; Memoranda on ' A Social Evil in
Glasgow,’ by J. R, Motion and J. Lindsay, Glasgow, 1911

;

Acts of Parliament and Bills before Parliament such as ‘ The
Children Act ’ (1908), * Criminal Law Amendment Act ’ (1912),
and ‘ Mental Deficiency Bill’ (1912-13\

Hamilton Marr.
ILLUMINATION. — See ENCYCLOPiEDiSTS,

Enlightenment.

ILLUSION.—By the common usage of psy-
chology the name Mllusiou’ is now reserved for

certain special anomalies of sense, which do not

necessarily involve any process of cognition in the

strict sense of the term.

For the most part our senses provide us with a
well ordered and steadily integrated system. This

is most probably based upon the various^ series of

difterences that are known as the attributes of

sensation. States also occur that are dependent

upon variations in these attributes, and that pre-

sumably are founded upon them or consist of them.

These are known as ‘ forms ’ {Gestcdten) or modes,

and usually constitute variable series. Examples

are found in the series of distances of increasing

length in any of the three dimensions—in the line

of sight, or vertically or horizontally perpendicular

thereto—in the series of motions of increasing

speed, in the series of surfaces of increasing area,

in the series of positions ‘round the head’ of

auditory space, and so on.
_
These series become

correlated with one another in the sensory experi-

ence of ourselves, and presumably of all other

creatures in proportion to their complexity and
development. In these higher developments at

least the order of the system is manifest. No one

fails to respond coherently, by action or by thought,

to the integration of apparent size with distance

from the point of observation.
^
To uniocular vision

the apparent surface of an object varies inversely

with the square of the distance. In normal bin-

ocular vision this rule holds good without modifica-

tion only from beyond a certain distance from the

eye. For nearer distances, within which difler-

ences of optical position (convergence, divergence)

are efiectively distinct, the apparent surface tends

to retain one and the same size. We do not

notice differences in the apparent size of equally

tall persons seated around a drawing-room or mov-
ing about in it. But a photograph shows us how
their projections on our retinae must differ. And,
if we seat them in a row and look along it, we can
easily see these differences. For we then destroy

the integrative process which usually guides us

at near distances, and base our perception solely

upon such differences as are conveyed by the size

of the retinal impressions, which alone guide us

at great distances. Thus in various circumstances

various integrative processes, based upon a mani-

fold of simpler sensory data, guide us, or rather

our cognition. From their own point of view,

however, our sensory processes are simply har-

monious and systematic. If I am startled by
the sound of a motor horn, I can usually locate

it in a position in the horizontal plane round my
head with considerable accuracy. If my head and
eyes are impelled to turn towards this point, its

source, they will turn rapidly and accurately. If

the motor horn is a familiar one, I shall also have
some ‘ idea ’ (I shall experience some mode) of the

distance of the motor from me, even before I see

it. And, when I see it, this auditory distance will

be confirmed by the visual distance at which it

will appear, and that again by its apparent size.

In a sense there is, of course, no confirmatory pro-

cess here at all, for that strikes beyond the senses

into cognition, anticipatory belief, and judgment
of coherence. It is rather merely the fact that

all the more complex and usual sensory processes

are adjusted to one another, integrated and cor-

related in a systematic way. It is also true that,

if sense is stripped of cognition, it can never be
illusory, in so far as illusory is taken to include

a reference to the realities of the external world.

For, stripped of cognition and the memory which
it involves, sense can refer only to sense, both
being actually present and given, linked to one
another by integrative processes. A reference to

a permanent object means at least a reference to

the contents and implications of experiences that
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are not actually present. Nevertheless, every
cognition of the outer world implies and involves
such an inte^ation of sense as will make it

possible. And sense must be systematic for
systematic knowledge to be possible by means
of it.

In the major part of the complex integrations
of sense, then, the combining factors and their
references and attachments to one another are
patent and manifest. An illusion, on the con-
trary, is a ‘departure’ from these generally pre-
vailing schemes of sense by reason of the operation
of ‘hidden’ factors—factors which do not them-
selves fall within any of the main integrative
schemes of sense. As their effects, however, ap-
pear in sense and within a common integration,
they get wrongly attributed to the operation of
that process which in the course of ordinary in-

tegration would bring them about. Thus arises

a primitive kind of error, which has much interest
for epistemology, just because it is so primitive.

It j^rovides a case of natural or unavoidable error,

which is, none the less, erroneous and misleading.
This peculiarity gives special importance to the
study of illusions, and raises them far above the
triviality which any practical considerations would
attach to their study.
Thus in the case of retinal irradiation whereby

a bright surface looks larger than a dark surface
of the same real size, the untutored mind will act
and think as if the bright surface were really
larger. Such a mind is guided by the habitu^
integration of distance from the eye and apparent
size of surface, according to which two surfaces of

the same apparent size and at the same apparent
distance should be of the same real size, i.e, should
give the same results by the method of visual
superposition through the medium of, say, a foot-

rule. The hidden cause of this illusion is sought
on the retina, where its presence is hardly verifi-

able, because there is no psychical difference be-

tween the two cases which might account for the
effect. Similarly the red letters of a coloured
lamp sign appear farther away than the green or
blue ones, because the cause—a mere matter of

the difference of refraction of coloured lights, and
hence of retinal ‘ disparity ’—is hidden (ci. the red
and blue patterns on many rugs). We soon dis-

cover the illusion in this case when we see that
the frame of the sign or the glass upon which the
letters stand is flat. Still it is to be noted that
we discover this only in virtue of the correlations

of sense with which it disa^ees.
In the illusions of reversible perspective there is

no retinal distortion. The cube that appears solid,

though merely drawn upon a flat surface, makes
identical impressions upon both eyes. This is

proved by the fact that the paper upon which the
cube is drawn still appears flat, that the illusion

holds also for uniocular observation, and that the
illusory solid changes its aspect from moment to

moment, all the then far points now appearing to

be near and vice versa* If there is thus no change
in the outer or in the retinal impressions to account
for the apparent solidity and its reversal, the
cause of these will lie in some more central physio-

logical factor or in a purely psychical factor.

Thus fatigue is said to determine at which moment
the reversal shall happen, when the psychical de-

terminations given by change of fixation and by
thinking of one or other form of the solid have
been excluded. Under certain circumstances, e,g.

momentary exposure, supporting indices, suppres-

sion of background, etc., the illusion can be greatly

increased. The cube will appear to be ‘really’

solid. Here, of course, we have succeeded in ex-

cluding only the integrations of sense which in

ordinary circumstances make the illusion obvious.

viz. that we see the object looked at—paper and
drawing of cube upon it—as if it were at once flat
and solid. The hidden cause of this illusion prob-
ably lies in the nature of stereoscopy as a purely
psychical process. Possibly a primitive form of
integrative recall operates here. It is not sur-
prising that the cause of the illusions of reversible
perspective, whether it be found in the process of
redintegrative memory or not, should be hidden

;

for the fusion that characterizes stereoscopy almost
entirely obscures any psychical integrative factors
it may contain. We are not usually aware of the
double images that all vision involves, but only of
their integrative result.

The other illusions of sense still await definite
classification. Much research has been done on
them, but the discovery of their causes is per-
plexingly difficult. A familiar example and one
of the most pronounced is the Miiller-Lyer illusion,

in which the lengths of two equal horizontal lines

are distorted by the addition to their ends of
two arrow-heads, pointing, in the one outwards
( <:—> ), in the other inwards (

>~——< ). The
former line seems much shorter. The amount of
the illusion has been measured under various cir-

cumstances. Anything that tends to let the com-
pared horizontal lines become prominent reduces,
or destroys, the illusion. Certain primitive people
are not subject to the illusion ; their synthetic
visual capacity is probably low. If an analytic
habit of vision is practised, the illusion can like-

wise be suppressed. But the synthetic attitude is

the usual one in ourselves ; for the illusion appears
even when the exposure is momentary. If a regu-
lar series of Miiller-Lyer figures is prepared in
which the arrow-head lines revolve harmoniously
about the two end points of the horizontal line,

and if this series is shown in the stroboscope
(projection by the cinematograph would be the
equivalent of this), the illusion will show its pre-

sence most emphatically, for the horizontal line

will appear to shorten and lengthen, and the end
points will appear to move up and down. Many
theories of this and other similar illusions have
been given, but most of these—especially such as
involve a reference to the physiology of the retina
or of the optical muscles—have been shown to be
untenable. The final explanation, however, is not
even yet quite clear. Though we are told to com-
pare the len^hs of the horizontal lines, we seem to

be compelled by the hidden cause of the illusion

to compare the spaces enclosed by the two figures

instead, and to refer the result of this comparison
to the comparison which we were instructed and
endeavoured to make. Of course, it is easy to
learn that it is the end lines which are ultimately
responsible for the illusion ; but it requires very
little insight into psychological science to discern

that this most patent factor is insufficient to account
for the illusion. There is nothing in the side lines

which should alter lengths or spaces. The cause
must lie hidden in psychical processes, built upon
the skeleton of lines given in the figure, but not
atent in it ; for the illusion just consists in the
ifference between the size of the line as a mere

line and the size of the line as an element in a
complex of lines and spaces.

Much remains to be discovered before we can
fully explain the illusions. Apart from the dis-

covery of sj^ecial facts, the gi*eatest contribution

towards their solution will probably be made by
the progress of general psychological theory re-

garding the interconnexions of sensory states of

different complexity.
In the illusions of perception proper, we have

to deal with the redintegrative completion of a

sensory presentation that forms a part of two or

more of the perceptual complexes of an individual.
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Thus a shadowy form seen at the roadside on a dark
night might be the outline of a hush, a brigand, or a

beast. One would suffer from illusion if one took it

for anything but the harmless shrub. But the mis-

takes one makes have clear though hidden motives.

What is seen and heard and felt a.nd known all

suggest the ordinary wayside objects, but the

fears that more or less assail us all in the dark
help us to see what -we dread. To children, who
instinctively dread the darkness, the terrors of the

way to bed up the dark stair through the unlit

hails are very real indeed. We need not appeal

to special ‘traumata’ for an explanation of the

origin of these fears. Children naturally fear

dancness, strangers, and animals separately; and
these fears are sufficiently similar to be able to

induce one another where that is possible. Of
course, many a child knows that there is really

nothing to fear in the unlit home, but revived

images combine so readily with the data of per-

ception of the same sense which evokes them
that they are at once referred to the usual cause
of the latter. Their o'vvn cause thus becomes
hidden. In the illusions of suggestion we also see

the operation of hidden causes which, of course.

may be either emotional or merely associative and
cognitive, or both.

In general, then, true illusions all owe their

being to the fact that incidental integrative and
fusional coherences of (broadly) simultaneous ex-

periences may obscure or usurp to themselves the
references which parts of these experiences pos-

sess and would otherwise plainly reveal. True
illusions are, therefore, all of psychical origin.

There is no sense or purpose in speaking of the
disparity between the psychical and the material
as being illusory. For the same reason, illusions

caused by the anomalous distortion of impressions

by the sense-organ hardly deserve the name. They
enjoyit only in virtue of the fact that the anomaly
which they represent exists both on the material
and on the psychical side.

Litbraturb.—^For a very broad treatment of illusion as
equivalent to error, see James Sully, Illusions^ London, 1881.

For an introduction to the experimental investigation of the
illusions, see any good text-book of experimental psychology,
e.g. C. S. Myers, A Text-hook of Experimental Psychohgy^^
Cambridge, 1911, ch. xxii., or E. B. Titchener, ExperimentaL
PsycJwlogy, New York, 1905, i. 161-170, and ii. 303-328, where
numerous references to the experimental literature will be
found. Henry J, Watt.
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^
IMAGES AND IDOLS (General and Primi-

tive).—^There is a theory that certain species of

animals have the instinct of proportion and even a
feeling for art, as shown by the habitations which
they make for themselves, the way in which they
ornament them, the influence of the plumage or
the song of the male on the female, etc. ; but it

must be admitted that man alone possesses the
gift of making images, i.e. of creating figured
representations of beings and objects for a utili-

tarian or sentimental purpose. Tnis kind of repre-
sentation implies not only that man reasons about
his ocular impressions, but also that he claims the
power of exteriorizing them accurately and even of
reproducing them after they have disappeared
from his vision.

I. Classification.—Imageshaving a religious
value may be divided into three classes : (1) purely
representative images, (2) magical images, and (3)
idols,

1 . Purely representative images.— This class
mcludes drawn, carved, sculptured, or painted
images of a purely commemorative, instructive, or
edifying nature, i.e. whose only aim is to repro-
duce the features of a real or ideal person, the
shape of a well-known object, an episode taken
from history or legend, the appearance of a sacred
spot, or the celebration of a rite. Every one likes
to have near him whatever reminds him of the
beings whom he loves or worships—especially their
image ; this feeling alone would suffice to explain
the frequency of figures representing either persons
who have played an important part in worship,
such as priests, reformers, miracle-workers,
scholars, theologians, and martyrs, or the super-
human beings to whom the worship is rendered.
J. B. de Rossi, ^ analyzing the different kinds of

1 Apergu g&n&ral sur les catacombe8t Paris, 1867, p. 17.

Greek and Roman (P. Gardner), p. 133.

Hebrew and Canaanite (Adolphe Lods), p. 138.

Indian (W. Crooke), p. 142.

Japanese and Korean (T. Harada), p. 146.

Lapp and Samoyed (D. MacRitchie), p. 148.

Muslim (E. Sell), p. 160.

Persian (A. V. W. Jackson), p. 151.

Teutonic and Slavic (M. E. Seaton), p. 165.

Tibetan (L. A. Waddell), p. 159.

images found in the catacombs of Rome, makes a
classification which might be applied to the figured
representations of religions in general

: (1) hieratic
portraits, (2) ideographical symbols, (3) allegorical
aintings illustrating parables, (4) historical scenes
rawn from OT and NT, (5) scenes taken from the

histoiy of the Church, and (6) reproductions of
ritualistic ceremonies.
The maker of an image may either content him-

self with imitating an accepted type or seek in-

spiration for the treatment of his subject in the
character and r61e ascribed to his model by
tradition. As a matter of fact, the resemblance
to the original person and the accuracy with which
scenes are represented are secondary points ; all
that is necessary is that people should believe in
their accuracy or convention sanction them. It is

a short step from this to purely allegorical images
—representations of abstractions or ideal beings,
such as Faith, Hope, Charity, Virtue and Vice,
Religion, in forms borrowed firom life. Even God
Himself has been treated in this way. A. N,
Didron, a famous 19th cent, archseologist, wrote &
volume on the iconographical history of God.^
As an antithesis to this we might mention the
copious iconography of the Devil published by
Paul Cams. 2

The image may be realistic, but interpreted in
such a way that it becomes a pure symbol

—

e,g.,
among Christian images, the lamb and the dove ; in
Buddhism, the wheel and the lotus-flower ; among
the Egyptians, the crux ansafa, the winged globe,
etc. Some of these symbols are so clear as to
require no comment: the representation of the
moon by a crescent, of the sun by a disk or a rayed
face, the scales of Justice, the bandage over the
eyes of Love, the aureoled hand coming forth from

1 leonographie ehritienne, higtoire de Lieu, Paris, 1844,
9 History of the Devilfrom the earliest Times, Chicago, 1900.
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a cloud and brandishing a weapon ; others are so

complex that they become rebuses or hieroglyphs,

the origin of which it is not always easy to trace

—

e.g,, the fish, which in Greek gives the
anagram of Christ.

These remarks are still more applicable to the
representation of religious groups and scenes.

Every great historical religion except Judaism
and Islam has attempted to express its legends and
myths in images. These representations may have
only a commemorative or explanatory intention

;

but we must remember that certain religions use
them especially for the purpose of education and
edification.

* All the pictures that we see in the Church tell us as plainly

as if the image spoke the story of Christ’s coming down among
us, the miracles of His Mother, or the struggles and exploits of

the saints, so that we may imitate their wonderful and ineffable

actions.’ i

No religion can rival Christianity in the multi-

plicity of its images. In some large churches, such
as the French cathedrals of Paris, Chartres, Reims,
and Amiens, there are as many as two, three, or

four thousand statues; and in the cathedrals of

Chartres, Bourges, and Le Mans, three, four, or

five thousand figures on stained-glass. ^ Although
quite a number of these are merely figures of

unimportant personages, nevertheless we have
here what has been called a whole Bible for the

use of the unlettered. Next to Christianity comes
Buddhism, which has covered India, Ceylon, and
the Malay Archipelago with its bas-reliefs, and
flooded Tibet, China, and Japan with its painted

images ; in this it has been imitated by the other

religions of the Far East, including Hinduism. It

is superfluous to mention here the service rendered

to art by the mythological compositions of Grseco-

Roman sculpture. Of less importance from an
aesthetic point of view, but none the less interesting,

are the bas-reliefs and paintings of Egypt, and the

sculptures of Mesopotamia and Asia Minor. It

may be said that the region where religious images
are found forms a belt on the surface of the globe

which includes the Northern hemisphere from
Japan to Mexico, while in the Southern hemisphere
there are only some rudiments of art.

The desire to be permanently in touchy with
venerated objects led man to set up his own image

I

in places where everything evoked the memory of

his Divine patrons ;* hence the effigies of private

persons which were so frequent in the sanctuaries

of pagan antiquity. In the Oriental monarchies,

the right to a place in the sanctuary was almost

entirely confined to the images of the Pharaohs,

the Patesi, and the Great kings ; even the most
favoured citizens never aspired beyond having
their features reproduced on a stele or in a statue

placed near their tomb. In Greece, the privilege

of figuring in the temples was accorded to the

images of the most illustrious citizens or of private

individuals who were rich enough to present a

generous donation along^ with their effigy. The
sanctuary chosen for this purpose was generally

the one belonging to the god who had watched over

the professional occupation of the donor, or to the

god whom he specially worshipped.® The two
aims of having the gods near oneself and being

near them were frequently combined by placing

religious images on objects of everyday use—jewels,

pendants, whorls, clothing, weapons^ and tools,

vases, lamps, seals, and coins, the discovery and
interpretation of which have contributed so much
to our knowledge of the principal ancient religions.

For a still closer combination the faithful engraved

the portrait or the symbol of the god on their veij

bodies. Tatuing has enabled man to assume this

1 John of Damascus, oAv* CoTistcintinuiTi CcLhQiliwu/ni> Ordt, 7

{PG XGV. 324).
,

2 Didron, Mistoire de Dieu^ Paris, 1843, Introd. p. 1.

3 E. Oourbaud, in Daremberg-Saglio, 8,v, ‘Image.’

Divine uniform, and examples are found all over
the world, from the Australian savage who paints
on his breast the image of his totem to the Breton
or Italian sailor who has the image of the Madonna
or of the Sacred Heart figured on his arm. It is

now admitted that everywhere the tatuing of the
uncivilized has a religious or magical significance.

2. Magical images, /.e. images having magical
properties.—Recent ethnology has thrown light on
the close connexion which primitive intelligences

establish between a being or object and its figured
reproductions. This is an application of the laws
of similarity and contiguity, in which J. G. Frazer
has found two of the chief sources of magic belief.

Primitive man believed that, by tracing an image,
he was producing the reality, and that, when he
acted on the image, he was also acting on the
thing itself. From the quaternary age onwards we
find, on fragments of stone and bone, and also on
the walls of caves, sculptured, carved, or painted
images, representing animals of the period.

Salomon Reinach^ reproduces more than 1200 of

these figures, and points out that they nearly all

represent species of animals which formed the food
of the people of the time, and therefore the people
would naturally desire to favour their multiplica-

tion—mammoths, reindeer, horses, goats, etc.

As a result of observations made in our own
day among the savages of Australia, it has been
proved that among the magical proceedings for

promoting the development of species which pro-

vide clans with their totem and their food there is

a certain worship of the churingas^ i.e. blocks of

stone or pieces of wood on which there has pre-

viously been traced the schematic image of the
totem and which are placed underground in sacred

places. In other places, these same figures are

painted on rocks, and become the centre of cere-

monies for furthering the multiplication of the

totem.® Another hunting people, the Bushmen of

S. Africa, painted on the waUs of their caves very
good likenesses of the animals that they hunted
or carried off’ from their neighbours, the Kafirs.®

Finally, similar paintings have been observed on
the rocks of California and North Africa,^

Even among the figured representations of pre-

historic times, however, we find some images of

harmful and undesirable animals; but these ex-

ceptions may also have a magical import. Thus
the negro of West Africa cuts out figurines repre-

senting crocodiles, tigers, or serpents. Attempts
have been made to explain these images by totem-

ism, but it is simpler to account for them thus

:

the negro thinks that, possessing the copy, he will

be able to compel the original to go away or even

destroy it altogether.

The Kaitish of Australia believe that the rainbow prevents

the rain from falling or makes it stop^ prematurely. They
therefore draw a rainbow on a shield, which they hide far from

the encampment, thinking that they will prevent the pheno-

menon by making its image invisible.® The natives of Malaysia

use as preservatives bamboo stalks carved with representations

of the scorpions and centipedes which infest the country ; but

they set the remedy and the scourge side by side by also

carving on the bamboo the image of the pheasant which devours

this vermin. Among the Burmese, the natives of the Shan
States use the capsule of a plant called martinya as a snake-

charm because it roughly resembles the head of a venomous
snake with its two fangs.® All these are applications of the

principle that like acts on like, evokes it, or produces it. Emile

1 Repertoire de Vart quatemaire, Paris, 1913, and ‘L’Art et la

magie ’ in IfAnthropoloqief 1903, p. 257.

2 For the various applications of the process in Australia and

among other savages, see ERE i. 821-823, * Note on the use of

Painting in Primitive Religions.’

3 E. Cartailhac and H. Breuil, La CavemedAltarmra, Berlin,

1906; cf. C. H. Tongue, Bushman Paintings, Oxford, 1909; A.

Schweiger, ‘ Neuentdeckte Buschmannmalereien in der Oape-

Provinz* in Anthropos, viii. (1913) 652-669, 1010-1025
^ ,

4 J. D^chelette, Manuel daroTidologie prihistonque, i. (Pans,

1908).
5 Si
6H.

Ipencer-Gillenb, p. 294 f

.

I. Balfour, Evolution of Decorative Art, London, 1893, p. 83.
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Darkheim has even extended this formula thus: ‘Anything
that affects an object affects also whatever has any relation of

proximity or solidarity to that object.’ i

As a general rule, the portrait of an object is

supposed to give its possessor control over the

original. This is the belief of savages, who usually

refuse to be photographed or sketched, and who in

nearly all countries make use of this kind of spell

to work evil on their enemies. The oldest cases

of such sorcery which have come down to us are

perhaps the figured representations discovered on
the walls of the grotto of Niaux (Ariege), where
we find bisons riddled with barbed arrows. We
have here, combined with the solidarity of the

image, the idea that the realization of an event
may be brought about by simply sketching it.

According to the practice of the Middle Ages, when
one wanted to wound, paralyze, or kill an enemy,
it was sufficient to malke a figurine more or less

like him, have it blessed by a priest on some pre-

text or other, and then prick it with a needle in

the heart or wherever it was desired to harm
the original. Similar spells were in use among
the Chaldseans, Egyptians, Hindus, Greeks, and
Eomans. They are also found among most un-
civilized peoples who employ the arts of black
magic.
The same idea of artificial solidarity is found in

eX’Votos, where imitations of legs, arms, other
organs, and even of whole bodies are placed near
sacred images by believers who have been granted,
or are praying for, the cure of certain ills ; in the
one case the donor hopes that, on account of this

proximity, the gods will act on the injured member
through the medium of its image; in the other,
the desired effect having been obtained, he ex-
presses his thanks to the deity by offering up the
organ, of which the deity has already in a sense
taken possession by expelling the malady. These
same images, which abounded in the temples of
.^sculapius and other gods of healing,^ are found
on the continent of Europe, without any modifica-
tion of material or form, even in the smallest
chapels of Roman Catholic rural districts. Often
the possession of the image is sufficient toward off

illness and all kinds of calamities. Each image
has its special charm : some guard against fever,
others against plague, others against lightning, the
perils of the sea, the enemy’s shot, and so on;
there are even some which show where lost objects
may be found, as, e.g., certain of the Congo fetishes.
Some have still wider scope, as talismans for ap-
peasing fate and mastering destiny.

Central Africa is the promised land of fetishism
yet the negro, according to a statement

made by Albert R6ville, which seems to be well
founded,® distinguishes clearly between fetishes,
which he believes to be inhabited by a spirit, and
amulets, which he wears about his person, but
does not worship, even when they reproduce the
form of a living being. Schoolcraft also speaks
of domestic idols in human or animal form found
in the huts of the American Indians, but they were
more of the nature of talismans, for they were not
worshipped in any way."* We may place in the
same category the zemis of the Antilles, i,e. figur-
ines made of wood, stone, or bone, representing
fish, turtles, lizards, serpents, and even men.®
These were so numerous at the time of the dis-
covery of the Antilles that the Benedictine monks
who came in the train of Columbus boasted of
having destroyed single-handed more than 170,000
of them at Hayti, To the same class perhaps
belonged the teraphim of Laban, which Rachel

1 Formes iUmentaires de la vie religieuse, Paris, 1912, p. 508.
2 Cf. the art. ‘ Donarium,’ bj' Horaolle, in Daremberg-Saglio.
3 Religiom des peuples non-oivihs^s^ i. 97.
* H. Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, Philadelphia, 1861-67, v. 169.
6 Of. J. W. Fewkes, So FBEW (1907), pp. 42, 53-69.
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concealed in the camel’s furniture (Gn 31^®-®“*)
; and

the statuettes which abound in ancient tombs from
iEgean times to the end of paganism.
Large statues are as highly prized by com-

munities for their magical services as small ones
are by individuals and families. The desire to

possess them frequently gave rise to armed con-

tests, which took place as often between the cities

of antiquity as between the towns of the Middle
Ages; the desire was not so much to have the
monopoly of paying homage to the divinity or the
saint as to gain possession of a talisman of repute.

This is proved by the bad usage which the images
sometimes received, either to punish the original

for having refused a demand, or to compel him to

fulfil it. It is not only in the Congo that nails are
hammered into the sacred image to command its

attention.

In a church in Louvain there was until quite recently an old
statue of Christ, the red velvet robe of which used to bristle

with pins. Now worshippers stick their pins into two cushions
placed at the feet of the image, over which is the inscription
in French and in Flemish :

* Please do not stick pins into the
robe.’ This practice, however, may be explained in another
way ; it may be a case of getting rid of an illness by nailing

it into the image, or sometimes of passing it on by hangring on
the image linen which has been in contact with the injured
member. Frazer, following Mannhardt, gives sufficient evi-

dence in his Golden Bough of cases of folk-lore, where agricul-

tural populations, having manufactured an image or a mannikin
representing the spirit of the last harvest and sometimes the
spirit of death, destroy, burn, or drown it, after having loaded
it with the sins or calamities which they desire to get rid of

periodically.

Just as the copy procures the services of the
original, it may replace it on every occasion ; the
offering of the image instead of the reality thus be-
comes both an attenuation and an extension of sacri-

fice. Thus the Chinese offer to the divinity clothes,

houses, furniture, sumptuous repasts, and even
considerable sums, without growing any poorer,
for these offerings are simply paper images. The
E^ptians painted on the walls of the tombs
offerings intended to maintain indefinitely the
posthumous existence of the deceased, or depicted
experiences that they would like him to be able
to continue or repeat ; they even added figurines
representing his wife, slaves, and workmen, so that
in the life beyond the grave he might have all the
co-operation that he enjoyed on earth. It seems
now to be admitted that this was also in many
cases the aim of the bas-reliefs and paintings
decorating the tombs of Etruria and ancient
Greece.

3. Idols, /.e. conscious and animated images.

—

The talisman, the fetish, and the idol form an
ascending scale. The talisman is a material object
endowed with marvellous properties, either because
of its nature or of some magical operation it has
gone through, or because it is invested with super-
natural properties by some external Power. The
fetish is a talisman in which resides the spirit that
gives it its power. The idol is a fetish represent-
ing the supposed form of the spirit dwelling inside
it.

Idols are formed in various ways. {!) By the
natural association of natural objects with the
human features which they resemble^ e.g, the rocks
resembling human beings worshipped by Negroes,
Fijians, Chippewas, Lapps, and, indeed, by all

peoples inhabiting hilly countries—not to speak
of other similar ludi natures, (2) Byforgetfulness
or ignorance of the significance originally attached
to an image. This, however, is an exceptional oc-
currence. In most cases, it is only a question of
the transfer of an image from one cult to another.
Sometimes an attempt is made to explain the image
by creating personages and even inventing myths
for the occasion. Clermont Ganneau has called this
by the apt name of ‘ocular or optic mythology,’^

1 J3vthologU ioonographiguct Faris, 1878.
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and he gives several examples of it : the child
Homs, who becomes among the Greeks the god
of silence, because he holds his finger to his lips ; a
Pharaoh sacrificing three barbarians, which forms
the prototype of Cacus slaying the three-bodied
Geryon, etc. Examples of* legends which origi-

nated in misunderstood images are no less frequent
in mediaeval Christianity. It has often been
asserted that the stories of cephalophorous saints
{i.e, saints who are pictured with their heads in
their hands) had their origin in the figured repre-
sentation of their decapitation. The martyrs and
saints recognized by naive and perhaps interested
parties in the bas-reliefs of pagan sarcophagi are
too numerous to be quoted.^ (3) By simply manu-
facturing an image representing a superhuman
being. The artist, choosing his subject either
according to his own taste or in obedience to
orders, may conform to tradition; but it is the
popular voice alone that ratifies and sanctions his
work. Sometimes the idol is an ancient fetish of
wood or stone which has been carved so as to give
it the appearance of a human being; at other
times it is a statue whose reputation for super-
natural power is due to the fetish enclosed in it, as,

e.g.^ the statue of the Magna Mater ideea in Rome.
(4) By the supposed command of the divinity
whom the image represents. In the Antilles,

the tree in which a spirit dwelt revealed to the
sorcerer how to set about manufacturing a statue
Avith its Avood. In the public square of Corinth
there were two statues of Dionysus which Avere

held in great veneration
;
according to Pausanias

{II. ii. 7), they Avere cut out of the wood of a tree
Avhich the Corinthians, in compliance with the
command of an oracle, had worshipped under the
name of Dionysus. In France, Italy, Spain, and
the East there are frequent examples of images of

the Virgin which are said not to have been made
by the hand of man. We might mention in passing
the Buddhist legend that the portrait of Maitreya,
the future Buddha, Avas drawn by an artist tem-
porarily transported into the special division of

Paradise Avhere Maitreya was awaiting the moment
to descend on earth. ^ Among the Greeks the
same reputation was enjoyed by many of the most
A'enerated statues, including the palladium in the
Acropolis at Athens, representing the protective
goddess of the city. (5) By means of some magical
operation. Among the Negroes of the West Coast
there are regular shops for fetishes and idols, kept
by sorcerers. The purchaser makes his choice,

and it is only then that the sorcerer causes the
spirit to descend into the idol. Among the New
Zealanders, the priest makes the souls of the dead
pass into statues which he shakes up and doAvn as

if he Avere rousing a sleeping man ; if the opera-

tion is unsuccessful, the soul may pass into the
body of the officiating priest, who then falls into

convulsions. In Finland a kind of doll, or para^
made out of a stick and some rags, is carried nine
times round a church to the words, ‘ Live, Para ’

;

the para then begins to live, or, rather, a spirit

comes and dwells in it.® Towards the end of

classic paganism, the operation was more complex,
but its nature remained the same. According to

Augustine {de Civ. T)eiy viii. 23), Hermes Trisme-
gistus speaks of it in the following terms :

‘ To unite, therefore, by a certain art those invisible spirits

to visible and material things, so as to make, as it were, ani-

mated bodies, dedicated and given up to those spirits who in-

habit them—-this, he says, is to make gods, adding that men
have received this great and wonderful power.’

The last upholders of paganism met the taunts
of the Christians with the reply that they did not

1 P. Saintyves (pseudonym for E. Nourry), Les Saints, succes-

seurs des dieux, Paris, 1907.
2 A. Foucher, Iconographie bouddhique, Paris, 1899, p. 118.

8 M. A, Oastren, Finnische Mytkologie, St. Petersburg, 1853,

!. 106.
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Avorship the bronze, gold, or silver of the statues,
but the divinities that had passed into them on
consecration (Arnobius, adv. Gent, v. 17, 19).

Nevertheless, an explanation is needed as to how
this unlimited multiplication of the person of the
divinity, and the belief in his actual }>resence in
each of these images, could be reconciled Avith the
unity of his personality. Here, we must remember,
we are in the domain of things sacred, Avhere a lack
of logic is overlooked, or, rather, a particular logic
is admitted Avhich applies the principle of contra-
diction in a different Avay from that of ordinary
logic. According to a rudimentary idea, a super-
human individuality may be doubled or multiplied
ad infinitum, and yet remain an unbroken Avhole
in its original type and in each of its manifestations.

II. History.—^A favourite theory among 18th
century theologians and philosophers was that
idolatiy Avas a degeneration. Man Avas supposed
to have begun with a very high and pure idea
of the divinity. Then, desiring to have a
material picture of his deity, he represented
him by the noblest and most elevated thing that
he knew—his owm image. Gradually he came to
regard these symbolical images as real portraits,
and ended by treating them as divine individu-
alities. As early as the time of the author of
Wisdom (14^®-20) it was held that idols were origin-
ally the images of deceased ancestors ; and Herbert
Spencer has revived this idea.^ It is not difficult

to shoAv, however, that history, pre-historic archae-
olo^, and ethnology are agreed in giving an
entirely different explanation of the origin and
evolution of idolatry. Undoubtedly there may be
found in more than one religion periods of decadence
in Avhich idols, which had been more or less out-
grown, re-appear in the worship. Thus, Buddhism,
which had shaken the very foundations of idolatiy,
judging from the quasi-philosophical doctrine of its

founder, re-installed the ancient idols of Hinduism
and even of Tantrism, merely surrounding them
with a new mythology created specially for them.
But these are cases of infiltration or retrogression,
not of logical and spontaneous development.

Strictly speaking, idolatry is neither a general
nor a primitive fact. It Avas entirely unknown
in India in Vedic times. We have to come
far down in the history of China and Japan to

find any traces of its development. It was not
practised by the nomadic tribes of the Semites.
Among the Jews it appeared only in exceptional
cases {e.g., the Golden Calf and the Brazen
Serpent). Csesar {de Bell. Gall. vi. 21) and
Tacitus [Germ, ix.-x.) assert that there were
neither temples nor images among the Teutons.
In Rome, according to Varro (Augustine, de Civ.

Dei, iv. 31) the Romans lived 170 years Avith-

out representing their gods by images. Even
among the Greeks we find scarcely any traces of

idolatry in the time of the Pelasgi* The question
is whether this absence of idols is due to the fact

that these peoples had too spiritualized a conception
of their gods to give them material forms. It will

be sufficient answer to note that idolatry is equally
unknoAvn to most of the peoples who are to-day
still on the loAvest rungs of the social ladder

—

Bushmen, Hottentots, Fuegians, Eskimos, Akkas,
etc., who are at the first stages of intellectual and
religious development. This seems to have been
the mental condition of the future civilized races

at the period of which we have just spoken.® Even
1 Sociology, London, 1885, pt. vi. § 685.
2 For the period of cults without images see (a) among the

Greeks, Farnell, CCri8, 1896-1909, Index, s.z?. ‘Aniconic worship ’

;

(6) among the Romans, W. Warde Fowler, The Religious Ex-
perience of the Roman People, London, 1911, pp. 146, 264 ; G.
Wissowa, Rel. und Kultm der Romer^, Munich, 1912, pp. 32,

66; (c) among the Hindus, H. Barth, The Religions of India,
London, 1882, pp. 61, 128, 269; (d) among the Semites, W.
Robertson Smith, Rel. Sem.^, London, 1894, p. 207 ff. ; (e) among
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among the nations where idolatry has been pushed
to the furthest extreme, e.g, the Egyptians, Chal-
dseans, Greeks, and Hindus, it came into being only
with their progress in the arts of civilization. In
the case of the aborigines of the New World, while
idolatry flourished in the civilized States of Mexico,
Peru, and Central America, it was encountered
but rarely amon" the savages of the two American
continents. Lafatau recognized this fact as early
as the 17th cent. : ‘W'e may say in general that
the majority of savage peoples have no idols. In
Japan, idolatry was equally unknown before the
spread of Buddhism. Even to-day, * broadly speak-
ing, Shinto has no idols.’ With a few exceptions,
* the pictures of the gods sold at Shinto shrines in
the present day are owing to Chinese or Buddhist
influence.’ But, as the same author shows, this
is simply due to the arrest of development which
made itself felt, more than a thousand years ago,
in the ritual as well as in the theology of the old
national religion of Japan.
*Tbis absence of idols from Shinto is not owing, as in Judaism

and Islam, to a reaction against the evils caused by the use of
anthropomorphic pictures and images, but to the low artistic
development of the Japanese nation before the awakening im-
pulse was received from China. It indicated weakness rather
than strength.'

2

We may conclude, then, that idolatry is but a
step in religious evolution, and that it even repre-
sents a comparative advance. From the time of
its first appearance onwards, man appeals to art

—

however rudimentary the attempt may be—to aid
him in giving material shape to his religious ideal.
Several authors maintain, with every appearance
of reason, that the plastic arts originated in the
service of religious or magical ideas (see Art,
vol. i. pp.^ 817-827). The oldest images that
have been discovered are the sculptures and paint-
ings mentioned above, which go back to the rein-
deer period, in the second half of the quaternary
age. For a long time before that, man had prob-
ably imitated the attitudes and movements of the
animals he wished to capture or cause to multiply.
Then it suddenly dawned upon hiTn that ap-
proximate images of them existed in certain frag-
ments of stone, bone, or wood, or in some seed or
shell. In his magical operations he may already
have used objects which to his infantile imagination
seemed like living beings, and for this purpose he
naturally employed the natural or chance pro-
ducts most favourable to his illusion. He would
then try to increase the resemblance by clumsily
touching up the object. Examples of this have
been found in the primitive sculpture of various
entirely different peoples. The next step would
be to carve, or directly manufacture with the help
of suitable materials, the image which he wished
to possess and utilize. The fig. represents an object,
now m the Oxford Museum, which was used as a
charm by seal-hunters in the Queen Charlotte
Islands. It is simply a pebble roughly resem-
blmg a seal, hut sufacientlylike it for the natives to
have tried to increase the resemblance by scratch-
ing m the eye, mouth, and nostrils.®

It was probably a similar idea that inspired the
first fij^red representations of the superhuman
personalities whom man desired to have within
reach so as to make them more accessible to his
evocations and sorceries as weU as to his prayers
and homage. Whatever opinion one may have of
the OTigms of religion, it must be admitted that ata certain penod man began to experience the need
tor representing in concrete and personal form the

cAmoise, Paris, 1889, p.

\ ® amiricains, Paris, 1723, i. 161.

; «e also M. Kevon. is
2 Given in H. Balfour’s Evolution of Decorative Art^ fig. 31.

mysterious forces which he conceived of as being,
on the one hand, embodied in certain natural or
artificial objects, and, on the other, situated at the
very source of the phenomena —
of nature. The first images

|

which seem to have been the
object of real worship occur
long after the quaternary
age. These are the rudely
sculptured female figures in
the caves of Marne, in France,
found side by side with the
representation of an axe, just
as in the pre-Myceneean pic-
tures discovered in Crete. ^

As a matter of fact, statues of
women have been found be-
longing to the reindeer age,
with the abdomen, breast, and
hips exaggerated out of all

proportion; but these very
probably represent pregnant
women—a magical means of
ensuring the increase of a
tribe. At any rate, it is cer-

tain that man began at a
given moment to make his
fetishes in the form of the
spirit which he believed to
dwell inside each one.
Examples of the transition from

fetish to idol may be found among the
most widely differing peoples. The
first step seems to have been the wor-
ship of upright stakes or more or less
conical stones, found among the abo-
wo^nes of India, the tribes of the Upper Nile, the Ostiafcs of

and some small tribes of Oceania and North and South
America—not to speak of the ancient populations of Western
E^ope. Elsewhere the natives set themselves to manufacture
a kind of doU. The idols of some of the Siberian tribes consist
of skins stuffed with ^ass. The Orees of the United States
worship bundles of sticks topped with a head made of rags
The Brazilian sorcerers make idols out of calabashes which they
set <m a stick and bore with a hole to represent the mouth. In
the Society Islands, fragments of columns dressed in native
costume are worshipped. In the Fiji Islands, the natives
decora^ comcal stones with a girdle and assign a sex to them.
In the Deccan, the head at the top of the cippus is represented
by a round mark painted red. Among the Indians of Virginia,
a head was carved at the top of the stave, as is seen in a curious
lUustmtion m Lafitau’s work. The head once formed, the rest
must have followed rapidly. Arms and legs stUl joined to the
body were sketched, and then finally these were separated off
to give them the necessary appearance of life and action.

These facts are nearljr all given in Lord Avebury’s
ThA Origin of Civilization, so it is not a little sur-
prising to find, even in the seventh and last edition
(London, 1912, p. 284), the following assertion ;

.
^etichism is an attack on Deity, Idolatry is an act of sub-

mission to Him, rude, no doubt, yet humble. Hence Fetichism
and Idolatry are not only different, but opposite ; so that the
one cannot be directly developed out of the other.*

As a matter of fact, fetishism is a direct ante-
cedent of idolatry, and is everywhere co-existent
with it. The fetish and the idol are both con-
ceived of as the body of a spirit ; they are used
for the same purposes and employed under the
same conditions, except that idolatry lays more
stress on the anthropomorphic, or rather zoo-
monihic, conception of the divinity, and so lends
itself to a more accentuated development of the

exist, on the one hand, domestic
mols, and, on the other, tribal or village fetishes.
There are even fetishes that fill a sfcill higher rdle,

vl®
black stone of Pessinus, which represents

the Mother of the Gods in the Palatine temple.
No occurrence is found of an intermediary state
between fetishism and idolatry ; on the contrary,
the history of art makes it clear that idolatry is
the direct and immediate outcome of fetishism.
Nowhere is this continuity more evident than in
Greece, from the thirty stones of Pharse, which in

I D6ohelette, ArcTUologie prihxstwique, i, 586 ff.
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the time of Pausanias (vn. xxii. 3) were regarded
as the most ancient images of gods, down to the
masterpieces of Phidias and Praxiteles.^

Among the fibrst idols, representations of fl.TiiTn ft.1fi

or monsters predominate, as is still the case with
the uncivilized peoples of to-day. All that can
be maintained with certainty is that the tendency
to invest supernatural beings with human shape !

increases with the growing conception of their
|

personality as a type of ennobled manhood. At
the same time the animals which originally re-
presented these beings did not entirely disappear
from iconography; they became the companions
or slaves of the divinities whom they used to
embody, as, e,g.^ the owl of Athene, the eagle of
Zeus, the hind of Artemis, the dolphin of Poseidon,
and the dove of Aphrodite. In other cases, the
bestial or repugnant forms have been left to evil
spirits, the enemies of gods and men ; examples of
this are too numerous to be mentioned here. A
third combination has perhaps helped to give rise

to composite figures, sometimes with a human
head on an animal’s body, sometimes with an ani-
mal’s head on a human body. The Egyptian pan-
theon is formed almost entirely of these curious
figures, and they are found in nearly all ancient
and modem forms of polytheism. Peoples such as
the Egyptians, Assyrians, and Chinese, who had
left barbarism far behind, undoubtedly believed in
the actual existence of such monsters. Their
written traditions testify to this belief, and traces
of it are found even among French authors of
the Middle Ages.
We must remember, however, that, when the

sculptor in ancient times represented Janus as a
god with three faces, to mark his faculty for seeing
the present, the past, and the future all at one time,
he was probably as fully conscious of making a pure
allegory as the sculptor who in Christian times
symbolized the Trinity by a three-headed being.
It is questionable whether the Greeks, or before
them the Phoenicians, when reproducing the image
of a spirit with two pairs of wings, the one raised
and the other lowered, really aimed at representing
perpetual movement and not at simply reproducing
superhuman beings who for the Assyrians had
an actual existence. Again, it is a moot point
whether, when the Buddhists assigned to their

future Buddha, Avalokitesvara an infinite

number of arms, it was really, as they say, so that
he might the better save all his creatures, or
whether it is not rather an express imitation of

t,he numerous pairs of arms attributed to the Hindu
Siva.

We must, however, take into consideration

another factor, viz. the possibility of the fusion
of two types. There is a law in symbolism which
holds good for all kinds of images. When two
signs or two plastic types in any given neighbour-
hood express the same or similar beliefs, they are
inclined to amalgamate, if not to unite, and form
an intermediary type. An attempt has been made
by the present writer® to show how symbolic
images differing as much as the wheel, the winged
globe, the rose or the lotus, the conical stone, the
crux ansata, or ‘ key of life,’ the cuneiform star,

the sacred plant, and even the human outline,

have changed their forms and passed into each
other, making composite types, in the different

features of which the various ori^als may be
recognized. These phenomena of ^astio hybridi-

zation are rarer in the case of the representation of

living creatures, but even here some examples are
found. Bancroft, referring to the totems in use
among the Indians of North-West America, says :

1 Cf. M. CoUignon, Mythologie figurie de la Grice antique^
Paris, n.d., pp. 11-17.

2 In The Migration of Symbols^ London, 1894, cha. v. and vi.
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‘When the descendant of the “hawk” carries off a wife from
the ** salmon ” tribe, a totem representing a fish with a hawk’s
head for a time keeps alive the occurrence, and finally becomes
the deity.* 1

This emblem is just as odd as the hawk-man who
represented Homs among the Egyptians.
We have also to reckon with religious types

which continue to exist after the disappearance of
the worship to which they originally belonged. In
present-day iconography, we may still find repre-
sentations of subjects which originated among the
sculptures of ancient Chaldsea, five or six thousand
years ago, and which have come down to us through
two or three intermediary religions and still retain
at least a symbolic value. Such, e.g,, is the sacred
tree between two monsters facing each other, which
has passed, on the one hand, to India, Persia,
China, and Japan, and, on the other, to Greece,
Rome, and the Christian countries of the West,
where sculptors used it in cathedrals to represent
the tree of the Garden of Eden. The transmission
of images does not necessarily imply the trans-
mission of the beliefs to which they were originally
attached. When in a new religion it is desired to
represent personages or traditions which have not
yet been expressed in plastic art, the artists natur-
ally treat the subject on the principles of the only
art within their reach. In the catacombs, Chris-
tians did not scruple to use the image of Orpheus
taming the wild animals with his lyre, to sym-
bolize Christ teaching men. Psyche being teased
by Cupid came to represent the soul guarded byan
angel. The ram-bearing Hermes, who originally
figured in the sculptures of Asia Minor as a priest
bearing the sacrificial lamb, furnished the essenti-
ally Christian type of the Good Shepherd, and we
know from the sculptures of Gandhara that this
subject passed into Buddhist India about the same
time.® The fiorst representations of the Heavenly
Father as an old man seated in a cathedra were
inspired by certain statues of Juppiter; it is even
possible that their prototype may be found among
the Assyrian images of seated divinities which occur
among the rock sculptures of Malthai.
Again, we have to reckon with the deformations

which in the long run always appear in the re-

production of images. It is somewhat difficult to
recognize in the classic type of the thunderbolt
two tridents soldered together at the base. Joachim
Menant* has shown that the Greek Sagittarius
has its prototype in the winged bull of Assyrian
palaces, which became among the Persians the
image of the mythical bull Gayomart, half trans-
formed into an archer ; and, by a series of easily

discernible modifications, the bust of Apollo has
become the simple epsilon found on coins. Among
the paddle carvings exhibited in 1872 at the
British ALSSociation for the Advancement of Science,
there was a crouching human figure and next to
it a crescent placed on the point of an arrow. No
one who did not possess the whole series of inter-

mediary figures could possibly have imagined that
the latter was the outcome of the former,^ In-
versely, there are examples of the transforma-
tion of a linear image into a human figure.

The sacred baetyl which figures on the coins of
Byblos reappears, modified in form through con-
tact with the Egyptian crux ansata, in certain
representations of Astarte and Tanit which de-
pict these goddesses in a conical form with their
elbows close to their sides and their forearms out-

stretched.^

It must be borne in mind that a religion, more
1 NR m. 37.
2 A. Griinwedel, Buddhist Art in India, Eng. tr., London,

1901, fig. 44.
8 Pierres gravies de la Saute Asie, Paris, 1886, p. 191.
4 For other examples of the same kind see H. Balfour, Evolu^

Uon of Decorative Art, p. S3ff.

8Cf.iiirExx.(1889)142.
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especially when it has just superseded another, has
often to tolerate the worship of images and even of
sanctuaries belonging to former cults. When it is

unable to destroy them, it finds that it is more
advantageous to appropriate them. By adopting
the labarum, Constantine mttingly chose an
emblem which could be accepted both by the
worshippers of Christ and by the worshippers of
the Sun. Even to-day, Leroy-Beaulieu ^ speaks of
an old Buriat idol, preserved in the Monastery of
Posolsk on Lake Baikal, which has been trans-
formed by the monks into a statue of Saint
Nicholas, and is worshipped by pagans and Chris-
tians alike. The Buddhists are still less scrupulous
about appropriating the images of the religions
which they have succeeded in suppressing by their
propaganda : the solar wheel becomes the wheel of
the Law; the feet of Visnu are transformed into
the feet of Buddha. When the Buddhists gained
possession of the sanctuary erected at Bharhut
by tree- and serpent-worshippers, they simply
appropriated the bas-reliefs for their own religion
by attaching to each scene an inscription giving
it a Buddhist interpretation.^ The followers of
Hinduism acted in the same way when they had
succeeded in expelling Buddhism from India.

It is sometimes rather difficult to judge whether
the image of a superhuman being should be classed
as an idol or as a magical or purely commemorative
representation. Even the people who use them
are not always clear on this point. When the
priests of Hierapolis explained to Lucian {de Dea
Syria, 34) that they had not placed the Sun and
the Moon among the images of the gods in their
temple,^ because men could see and worship
them directly,^ it is possible that, at least to the
priests, divine images were merely representational
signs. But, when the T3rrians, besieged by Alex-
ander, chained up the statue of Baal Melkart to
keep the god from escaping to the enemy’s side
(Curtius, IV. iii. 21 f.), it is evident that they con-
sidered and treated it as an idol. The same idea
recurs in Spai-ta, where, according to Pausanias
(III. XV. 5), the statue of Ares was chained up to
prevent its escaping.®
Speaking generally, we may include in the

category of idols all images that open or close their
eyes, gesticulate, utter oracles, move of their own
free will, or converse with their worshippers. On
the^ other hand, it would be an exaggeration to
maintain that every image worshipped or even
venerated is necessarily an idol. Nothing is more
natural than to set up in a conspicuous place the
images of the beings loved or esteemed, and to take
as a personal insult outrages jperpetrated on them.
Later, the image is regarded as an intermediary
in aU dealings with its original, and it is invested
with the supernatural faculties attributed to the
original. This tendency is co-existent with the
mental state, mentioned above, which confuses
the copy with the original and leads to investing
the images with a personality of their own. In
the time of Pericles, Stilpo was banished from
Athens for having maintained that Phidias’s statue
of Pallas Athene was not the goddess herself
(Diog. Laert. ii. xii. 5). In Buddhist iconography,
Gautama’s entry into Nirvana was represented at
first only by an empty throne or by footprints.
Gradually his image was introduced, and it finally
ended by working innumerable miracles and
becoming a regular object of worship. In order to
escape from these superstitions certain monotheistic
religions, such as Judaism and Islam, have entirely
forbidden representations of the human figure or
even of any animate being.

1 La Religion dans Vempire des Tsars, Paris, 1889, p. 113
2 A. Cunningham, The Stupa of Bharhut, London, 1879.

,
instances see J. G. Frazer, Pausanias, London,

IS9S, III, 3.% f
*
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IMAGES AND IDOLS (iEgean). — It was
thought a few years ago that dEgean religion was
aniconic, that the Mycenseans envisaged their
deities in no form, human or other, and that with
a sublime simplicity they confined their worship
to trees or stone monoliths in which the divine
spirit was supposed to take its residence, or placed
in sacred spots a single stone seat, an empty
throne, for the god to sit on, unseen by his wor-
shippers. This view, however, always seemed
rather improbable to some observers, who were
convinced that, the phenomena of religion being
pretty much the same in every country and all
over the world, the .dEgeans would eventually be
proved to have been by no means so lofty in their
ideas as the ‘aniconic’ view would imply. This
has come to pass, and we now know that the
iEgeans made idols and venerated them as did
every other people of their time. Whether D. G.
Hogarth is right or not in claiming {JEIRE i. 143%
147% EBr^^ i. 247®’) that the ^Egeans worshipped
only two deities, the Mother Rhea and the son
Zeus, or whether we should rather say that these
were the two primary objects of worship, it is at
least probable that the ‘ Dual Monotheism ’ which
he postulates was accompanied by the veneration
of spirits of w-ood and water, sky, sea, and land,
as in every other country of the world. In later

I

Greek religion there is many a trace of these pre-
Hellenic worships ; and, though we may say that
Artemis, Diktynna, or Britomartis of Crete is but
another form of Rhea, yet we may doubt whether
the worshippers themselves thought so. They
surely would, have considered that they were vene-
rating difterent goddesses. And in the representa-
tions of deities which we have on seal-rings, etc.,
we no doubt see different forms of the goddess.
We have representations, too, of demons, Tike the
Thueris-headed water-carriers, no doubt deities of
streams, who must be regarded as, if not gods, at
any rate supernatural beings worthy of worship
ana distinct from the two primary deities.^
We have not, however, many representations of

other gods than Rhea and Zeus, although we may
yet find them. The few images of the gods that
have been found in the Cretan and other excava-
tions are almost exclusively female, and represent
different forms of the great goddess, who is usually
associated with the snake, no doubt to mark her
chthonic character. The faience images of her, or
of various different forms of her (or of different
but closely-related goddesses), found at Knossos
{EME i, 143®) are well known. One figure has on
its head a jotted cat curled up. This is a curious
attribute oi the goddess, and may perhaps connect
with Egypt (are we to see by connexion also the
panther of later Greek iconography ?).

The ruder figures of the goddess round at Knossos
and Goumia, with their accompaniment of votive
clay trumpets, are well known. They are contem-
porary with the equally rude * owl-headed ’ figures
from Mycenae, also representing a goddess.

1 Primary Rhea and Zeus certainly were ; one only doubts if
they were the sole objects of worship. Such monotheism is,
after all, an artificial development of human religion : the natural
man^ is polytheistic and idol-making. Monotheism is a product
of high spirituality. We have no proof that the ACgeans were
at all a spiritual people : it is highly probable that they were
nothing of the sort ; and, if Egyptians and Hittites worshipped
gods. It is probable that iEgeans did so too.
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The young god, Zeus-Velchanos, has not been

found represented in the round, but we have hints of

his appearance. On a fresco at Tiryns he stands, a
warrior, upright, holding spear in hand, and guarded
by a great 8-shaped shield. On a ring from My-
cense and on a sarcophagus from Palaikastro he
descends to earth with long hair flying behind him
in the wind. He is a true Minoan in appearance.

Some of the demons look like strange dog-

headed insects, perhaps locusts. Certainly they

are modelled after the Egyptian hippopotamus-
goddess Thueris.

One cannot say more as yet of Minoan icono-

graphy; but more light will doubtless reach us

with the further progress of study, and we may
be able to distinguish between different forms of

different deities. For, though one may consider

that Hogarth’s fundamental characterization of

iEgean religion, its special worship of Rhea and
Zeus, is no doubt correct, yet one may doubt
whether their ‘Dual Monotheism’ excluded all

other worship. It certainly did not exclude the

veneration, if not worship, of the genii already

mentioned, who resemble sometimes Egyptian
deities, sometimes certain queer Anatolian demons
whom we see on the rocks of Yasili Kaya.

^

An odd feature was the veneration as idols of

natural concretions of stone, which
^

bore some
fortuitous resemblance to the human figure : such

crude objects of adoration have been found in the

Western Palace at Knossos.

It is perhaps strange that the Minoans, with

their love of art, should not have cared to repre-

sent their deities more often and more grandiosely

than they did. But neither did they represent

mankind in the grandiose style of Egypt, and we
do not yet know how many of the representations

of the human form which we have in fresco and

other materials are really meant to portray men,

and how many are intended, to shadow forth the god-

head. One would expect, as one obtains in the case

of Rhea and Zeus, complete anthropomorphism.

The theriomorphic demons look exotic. The
likeness to Thueris may have some special reason

of which we are ignorant. Can it be referred to

the most ancient days, when the iEgeans first

came from the Nile-delta (as they probably did)

to Crete? They might have brought with them
a memory of the great hippopotamus, a beast

associated in their minds with water. This is but

a suggestion. The cat on the head of the Knossian

f
oddess points, as we have seen, to Egyptian in-

uence. This may have acted occasionally, but

we have no further trace of it. The goddess and

her male companion have nothing Egyptian about

them ; and there is nothing Egyptian about the

Thueris-headed demons but their heads. Thueris

never carries water-pitchers
^

in Egyptian icono-

graphy. We must regard this as a chance bit of

foreign influence, like the cat, which is, by the

way, treated in quite un-Egyptian fashion.

The demons themselves, however, cannot be ex-

otic. They are emphatically racy of the soil of

Greece, the land of naiads and hamadryads. The

two great gods are, of course, closely related to

the Anatolian Kybele and Atys, and this Ana-

tolian relation of the Minoan religion is not con-

tradicted by the Greek naiads and hamadryads,

since we know from the treaty of Rameses ll.

with king Khattusil of Khatti (1279 B.C.) that

the Hittites worshipped innumerable spirits and

divinities of mountain, wood, and stream, as well

as the great gods.

Literature.—C. Tsountasand J. I. Manatt, The M'^encean

Aqe, London, 1897, ch. xiv. ; A. J. Evans, Mycenoian Tree and

Pillar Cult, do. 1901; D. G. Hograrth, /
^ean Religion, m

EPE i. 141 ft., and ‘ ^Egean Civilization,’ in

H. R. HaIuL.

IMAGES AND IDOLS (Babylonian).—Idol-
atry and image-worship form a very striking

feature of the Babylonian religious system, and
already meet us in an advanced stage of develop-

ment in the earliest cultural period of which
material remains have been preserved. In Baby-
lonia we have no means of tracing the ^adual
evolution of image-worship out of the fetish and
the stock-and-stone worship which necessarily pre-

ceded it. The earliest inhabitants of the country,

of whose existence we have obtained evidence by
excavation, were the Sumerians, and they weie
immigrants who brought with them an extraneous

civilization from some mountainous region of Cen-

tral Asia. Their gods were already anthropomor-
phic, and their cult-images undoubtedly combined
the character of portrait with that of fetish. It is

a remarkable fact that even the earliest repre-

sentations of Sumerian deities that we possess

are not of the Sumerian racial type ; they ex-

hibit characteristic features of the Semite, the

other racial element in the country which gradu-

ally displaced the Sumerians after absorbing their

culture. The most probable explanation that has

been suggested is that the Sumerians found a

Semitic population in possession of Babylonia, and
that the representation of their own deities was
subsequently influenced by the Semitic cult-images

in the ancient centres of worship which they took

over.^ But the question is one of externals only,

and, though of interest in another connexion, does

not affect the essential character of the divine

image itself. Fashioned in the god’s human form,

it was believed to enshrine his presence, and for

the Babylonians of all periods it never lost this

animistic character. It never became a mere
portrait or memento of the deity, but was be-

lieved to have a life and spirit dwelling within it

and acting through it.

Originally, no doubt, a Sumerian tribal or city-

f
)d was wholly identified with his^ cult-image.

o more than one image of each deity was wor-

shipped, and the idea of the god’s existence apart

from this visible form must have been of graaual

growth. It is possible to conjecture circumstances

which would tend to encourage speculation in that

direction. The capture and deportation of a god,

followed by the substitution of another figure in its

place and the subsequent recovery of the original

image, would have led to the incorporation of two
figures within one shrine. A king’s ambition to

rebuild or beautify a temple might have been ex-

tended to the image itself, if the latter had suffered

damage or decay. The misfortunes of the material

image, especially if unaccompanied by national

disaster, would in any case foster a belief in the

god’s existence apart from his visible body of

wood or stone. And such a belief undoubtedly

developed at a comparatively early period into the

Babylonian conception of a heavenly division of

the universe in which the great gods had their

dwelling, making their presence manifest to men
in the stars and planets which moved across the

?*his was a great stage in advance of pure image-

worship, and the development undoubtedly followed

the growth of a pantheon out of a collection of

separate and detached city-gods. Th® identifica-

tion of the more powerful of these deities^ with the

great forces of nature emphasized the distinction

between the god and his image. The sun-god

could not be confined within his shrine, if he was

seen to pass daily overhead from one gate of heaven

to the other ; and the moon-god’s continual activity

1 See Eduard Meyer, ‘ Sumerier und Semiten in Babylonien

(Abh. der konigl. preuss. Akad. der Wmenschaften, 190Q, Phil.-

histor. Classe, iii.), and L. W. King, Bistory of Surrur and

Akkad^ London. 1910, p. 47 ff.
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and changing phases precluded the possibility of

such a limitation in his case. The god of lightnmg
must surely leave his temple, since he is seen riding

upon the storm-cloud, while the true dwelling of

the god of the abyss must obviously have been the

abyss of waters below the earth until he was trans-

lated to the Southern heaven. We have no means
of dating this association of some of the greater

gods with natural forces. It is possible that the

Sumerians had passed this stage of thought before

their arrival in Babylonia, and also that they
found some of the ancient religious centres of the

country already associated with sun- and moon-
cults and with other divisions of nature-worship.

However that may be, it is quite certain that

during all subsequent stages of Babylonian history

the divine images never degenerated into mere
symbols of divinity. They continued to enjoy a
very real, though mystical, connexion with the

gods they represented. Without consciously postu-

lating a theory in explanation of his belief, the
Babylonian never lost nis faith in his god’s actual

presence within the image, and he found no diffi-

culty in reconciling such a localization of the
divine person with his presence at other cult-

centres and with a separate life in the heavenly
sphere. That this was actually the case will be at
once evident if we refer to a few historical ex-

amples of image -worship taken from different

periods.

Of the Sumerian epoch it is unnecessary to speak
at any length, as Gudea’s cylinder-inscriptions

prove the sacrosanct character of a city- god’s
image even in the latter half of the period. The
elaborate ritual and purification of both people
and city, preceding the removal of Ningirsu’s
image from the old shrine at Lagash to the new,^
are a sufficient indication that the god and his
image were still identified. With the rise of
Babylon we note the important part which the
actual image of Marduk played in each king’s
coronation-ceremony and in the renewal of his
oath at every subsequent Feast of the New Year

;

the hands of no other image than that in Esagila
at Babylon would serve for the king to OTasp.
In the reign of gammurabi, the real founder of
Babylon’s greatness, we see the Babylonian’s
conception of his visible gods reflected in his
treatment of foreign images. It was not merely
as booty, but in order to gain their favour, that
Sin-idinnam and his army carried off to their own
land the images of certain Elamite goddesses.
And, when misfortunes followed, it was simply
because these foreign goddesses resented their
enforced banishment from their own country.
On the careful restoration of the images to Elam,
the goddesses themselves returned thither.® Later,
in the 15th cent. B.C., we know that an image of
the goddess Ishtar was carried with great pomp
and ceremony from Mesopotamia to Egypt, and
in one of the letters found at Tell el-Amarna the
statue and the goddess herself are absolutely
identified. The land of Mitanni and Egypt were
on friendly terms at the time, and the city of
Nineveh was under the former’s control. So,
when Amenophis III. requested Tushratta, king
of Mitanni, to send Ishtar of Nineveh to Egypt,
he consented, and with the image sent a letter
which throws light on the relation which the
goddess was believed to bear to her image.®
lOf. B. de Sarzec, Dio. en ChcUdiOt Paris, 1884-1912, pi.

83-36; P. Thureau-Dangin, Die sum. ujid ahhad. Zonigs%7i-
schriften, Leipzig, 1907, p. 88 ff.; L. W. King and H. R. Hall,
Egypt and WesternAsia, London, 1907, p. 195 ff.

2 Of. King, Letters of Hammurabi, London, 1898-1900, i
p. xxxviiff.

8 H. Wlnckler, Die Tkontafeln von Tell-el-Amama (Schrader’s
EeiUnsohriftliohe Bibliothek, v. [Berlin, 1896]) 48 f., no. 20;
and J. A. Knudtzon, Die M>Amama Tafeln, Leipzig, 1907.
etc..p.l78ff.,no. 28.
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In the letter the goddess Ishtar herself is made to declare her
intention of going to Egypt: ‘Thus saith Ishtar of Nineveh,
the lady of all lands, “ Unto Egypt, into the land which I love,

will I go.”* Tushratta exhorts Amenophis to pay her due
honour and to send her back, saying :

* Verily now I have sent

(her) and she is gone. Indeed, in the time of my father, the
lady Ishtar went mto that land ; and, just as she dwelt (there)

formerly and they honoured her, so now may my brother

honour her ten times more than before. May my brother
honour her, may he allow her to return with joy.’ There is

here no question of the image being a mere symbol of the
goddess : the image is the goddess herself.

It is clear from Tushratta’s letter that this was
not the first occasion on which Ishtar had paid a
friendly visit to Egypt. Indeed, we may infer that,

at any rate at this period, the custom was not
uncommon for the image of a deity—^in other words,
the deity himself—to be sent on a ceremonious visit

to a foreign country, where, if properly treated, he
would, no doubt, exert his influence in favour of

the land in which he was staying. And this con-

clusion explains the great value that was always
set on the capture of another race’s gods. The
captured images were not valued simply as symbols
of victory ; they constituted the conquered nation’s

chief weapon of oflence. Not only were the con-

quered deprived henceforth of their god’s assist-

ance, but there was a very great probability that,

if the captured image was pleased with its new
surroundings and the deference paid to it, it would
transfer its influence to the side of its new worship-
pers. This explains the care with which captured
images were preserved both by the Babylonians
and by their more civilized neighbours, and the joy
which marked any subsequent recovery of them.

It is needless to cite instances : the most striking is Ashur-
banipal’s recovery of the goddess Nana’s image from Susa in

650 B.C., which an Elamite king had carried off from Erech
sixteen hundred and thirty-five years before.! During this long
period the Elamites had doubtless carefully ministered to the
image, for their civilization and their religious cults had much
in common with those of Babylonia. It is probable that, even
when a barbarous mountain tribe was conquered and its villages

sacked, its divine images were never destroyed, but carried off

and preserved in the same spirit. This close connexion between
the god and his image endured into the Neo-Babylonian period,
and Nabonidus’s offence in the eyes of the priesthood, which
rendered Cyrus’s conquest of Babylonia so much more easy,3
was simply the fact that he ignored this feeling. With his

natural mstincts blunted by archaeological study, and probably
in furtherance of some ill-advised idea of centralizing worship,
the king collected all the old images throughout the country
into his capital, little recking that he was tearing the gods them-
selves from their ancient habitations. The gods had long had
their real abode in the heavens, but this had in no way weakened
their mystical infusion of their images on earth.

Far less close was the connexion between a
Babylonian deity and his sculptured symbol or
emblem, by means of which his authority or pres-

ence could in certain circumstances be insured or
indicated. The origin of such emblems was not
astrological, nor is it to be sought in liver-augury

:

the emblems were not derived from fancied resem-
blances to animals or objects, presented either by
constellations in heaven or by markings on the
liver of a victim. They clearly arose in the first

instance from the characters or attributes assumed
by the gods in the mythology ; their transference
to constellations was a secondary process, and their
detection in liver-markings resulted not in their
own origin, but in that of the omen. The spear-
head of Marduk is a fit emblem enough for the
slayer of the demon of chaos ; the stylus or wedge
of Nabu suits the god of writing and architecture

;

the lightning-fork was the natural emblem of the
weather-god, and the lunar and solar disks for the
moon-god and the sun-god. Some divine emblems
were purely animal, such as the dog of Gula, the
walking bird of Bau, the scorpion of Ishkhara. In
these cases there is nothing to indicate a totemistic
origin, and the analogy of the goat-fish of Ea, the
god of the Deep or the Abyss, suggests that they

! H. 0. Rawlinson, Cwn. Inscr. West. Asia, London, 1861-84,
iii [1870] pi. 38, no. 1.

2 O. E. Hagen and F. Delitzsch, Beitr. zur Assyr., Leipzig,

189011., iL [1894] 206 ff.
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are not to be traced beyond the mythological stage.

In the earliest period the emblem of the city-god

was the same as that of his city, and might some-
times symbolize the city’s power, as in that of
Ningirsu of Lagash, represented by a lion-headed
eagle grasping lions. Images of divine emblems,
when sculptured upon a stone monument, ensured
that the monument was under the protection of the
deities to whom the sculptured emblems belonged.
Legal documents concerning owmership of land
were protected in this way from the Kassite period
onwards,^ and it was with a similar object that the
later Assyrian kings carved at the head of their

stelae the emblems of the chief gods of their pan-
theon. Divine emblems, in addition to the figures

of patron deities, were also engraved upon cylinder-

seals,® and both were, no doubt, intended to ensure
the owner’s protection.

Another class of animal images entered very
largely into the Babylonian religious scheme, and,
though not the emblems of gods themselves nor
the objects of direct worship, are entitled to be
referred to in this connexion. The colossal lions

and winged bulls which flanked the doorways of

Assyrian palaces and were borrowed for the
Persian palaces at Persepolis, the enamelled lions

of Sargon’s palace at Khorsabad and of the Sacred
Way at Balwlon, and the brick bulls and dragons
of Ishtar’s Gate were not purely decorative, but
symbolized protective influences under animal
forms. Texts of earlier periods also describe the
lion, the bull, the raging hound, the serpent, the
dragon, and other mythological monsters as charac-
teristic of religious decoration. In two instances

at least, the lions of the Gates of the Sun on whose
backs their pivots rest, we may undoubtedly trace

their origin to the noise of the creaking gate ;
^ and

it is probable that sound, rather than sight, was
the more important factor in determining the out-

ward form of many mythological creations, whose
protective qualities were portrayed in images which
were often strange and ferocious.^ Other Baby-
lonian images of repulsive form represented evil

and not beneficent beings, and spells engraved upon
them were intended to ensure the employment of

their powers in the owner’s favour or, in any
case, not to his detriment.® Clay images of gods,

along with those of doves, were also buried near

the gateAvays of palaces and temples to ensure
their protection ; but these, again, were not objects

of worship, but merely foundation-figures.® For
the use of images by the Babylonians in sympa-
thetic magic, see Magic (Babylonian).
LiTERATtJRB.—In addition to the references given in the foot-

notes, the general works dealing with Babylonian religion and
cult may be consulted, such as M. Jastrow, Religion Baby-
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IMAGES AND IDOLS (Buddhist).—It would
naturally seem as though, of the great religions

of the world. Buddhism were the least likely

1 See W. J. Hincke, A New Boundary Stone of Nebuchad-
rezzar 7., Philadelphia, 1907, p. 87fiF. ; King, Bab. Boundary-
Stones and Memorial Tablets in the Brit. Mus.t London, 1912,

p. xfp.
2 See J. Menant, Recherches sur le glyptique orientalej Pans,

1883; L. Delaporte, Cylindres orientauXf do. 1910; and W.
Hayes Ward, Seal Cylinders of Western Asia, Washington,
1910.

8 Of. L. Heuzey, RAssyr, jx. iii. [1912] 85 S.
^

4 Cf. King, * The Origin of Animal Symbolism in Babyloma,
Assyria, and Persia ’ (PSBA, Dec. 1912, p. 276 ff.).

8 For examples of such devil-images, see R. O. Thompson,
Devils and Evil Spirits of Babylonia, London, 1903-04, i. pi. ii.

frontispiece ; 0. Frank,* Kopfe babylonischerDamonen
’(RAssyr,

viL i.[1909]21fl.).
,

6 Of.,e.^.,R. KoldovfOYiDioTempedvonBabylonundBomppa,
Leipzig, 1911, pp. 19, 26, 29.

to have developed a system ot idol-worship and
veneration for images. The founder consistently
deprecated the rendering of any special honour
or reverence to himself, made no claim to divine
prerogative or rights, and ignored, if he did not
distinctly repudiate and deny, the presence and
influence of the supernatural in human affairs.

What he had done in the way of the attainment
of perfect knowledge and of achieved deliverance
or salvation, every man might do by the force of
his OAvn will and perseverance. The office of the
Buddha Avas but to show the Avay. Each man
must tread the road and win the goal for himself,
none helping or hindering him in the supreme task.
In a system of philosophy controlled by such
principles there would appear to be no room for
adoration or worship, and no authority to whom
such worship might be addressed. Ultimately,
however, and after no great interval of time, the
tendency to create or conceive supernatural beings
to whom homage might be rendered and from
whom assistance might be hoped for re-asserted
itself. Apparently the conception of the deifica-

tion of the Buddha himself began to find a place
in the thought of his immediate disciples even
during his lifetime, and thus a system in intent
and purpose non-theistic, neither postulating nor
reqmring the divine, became endoAved with as ex-
tensive and varied a pantheon as the most frankly
polytheistic religion ever conceived. In the monas-
teries and temples expression was given in plastic

form, in image and sculpture, to t&se deities, the
recipients of a true Avorship, which in concrete
and visible presentation emboied and satisfied the
desire of the worshipper for a substantial object of
his adoration and regard.

I. Deification of Gautama himself.—It Avas upon
the person of the Buddha that this reverence and
worship concentrated itself; and throughout the
entire history of Buddhism the figure of the founder
remained central for all art and imagery. The
degree of prominence assigned to him, however,
varied greatly in the difterent countries in which
Buddhism found a home. In some instances the
influence of pre-existing faiths, Avith their popular
divinities, proved too strong for the doctrines and
principles of the imported creed; and the figure

of the historic Buddha was in effect superseded
by forms of gods or goddesses, to whom a more
sympathetic and helpful r61e was assigned. Theo-
retically, for the present age, Gautama Buddha
is supreme ; and in general it is his image that
occupies the place of honour in the temples, and is

indefinitely multiplied in the halls of the monas-
teries, and in all places where an opportunity
offered itself for a work of merit in erecting an
image designed to embody in actual concrete form
the gentle spirit and teaching of the founder of

the faith.

/ The tendency, therefore, to regard Gautama as

more than human, and to endow him with some
at least of the attributes of divinity, began to de-

velop itself during his lifetime, and thereAvith the

tendency also to represent him in imagery and
sculpture as an object of adoration. The earliest

sculptures, hoAvever, do not yet venture apparently

to depict him as a man, but his presence is sym-
bolicsu-ly indicated by the sacred Avheel [dharma-
chakra), the Bo-tree, the footprint (jpa<fa), or

a ddgaha, etc. In the older representations also,

the more important figures of the Hindu pantheon
retained a place, especially Sakka (Sakra, Indra)

with his thunderbolt, who was later identified

with one of the celestial Buddhas, Vajrapani,

and to the end occupied a considerable place in

Buddhist legend and tradition.

It is nob possible to determine at how early a

period this desire for concrete and visible por-
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traiture of the Buddha himself did in fact find

expression in art. Images of him were certainly
known before the time of the Chinese pilgrims
Fa-Hian and Hiuen Tsiang. Their narratives
suggest, if they do not assert, that such images
were neither rare nor a novelty. A more or less

conventional and idealized type also was adopted,
alike of choice and from the necessities of the
case, which then imposed itself upon all repre-

sentations of the Buddha in every country and for

all future time. The typeAvas Hellenic, not native
Indian

; and was derived from the Grseco-Buddhist
art of Gandhara and the North-West. Its artistic

development, however, Avas checked and limited
by the historical conditions of Gautama’s life and
character, and the need to preserve a general
identity of aspect and feature throughout the
wide area to Avhich the Buddhist faith had gained
access. The type, therefore, became stereotyped,
the conventional and recognized form under which
the Buddha Avas depicted. Almost the only variety
ermitted to the artist Avas in the pose of the
ands [mudrd], and, to a less extent, the arrange-
ment of the feet. The Hellenic character also
was consistently maintained throughout, and is

noticeable especially in the expression of the
face and the disposal of the folds of the robe.
In the earliest and oldest representations this is

most apparent; in the later there is a distinct
approximation to Hindu forms and ideals. The
figure thus delineated is that of a young Indian in
the garb of a monk, Avith gentle and thoughtful
countenance. In frescoes and paintings the head
is often surrounded Avith a nimbus or halo, the
symbol of deity and of the claim to adoration, a
feature which is derived from Greek model and
precedent. The type adopted was severely simple,
and afforded comparatively little opportunity for
the development of artistic taste or the display of
artistic skill. These found a limited opportunity
for expression in the figures of the Buddha’s dis-
ciples, and more widely in the extensive pantheon
of divinities, Bodhisattvas and others, of the Maha-
yana school.

The character of the type was thus determined,
and is easily recognizable. From whatever part
of the Buddhist world the figure may be de-
rived, the general features are the same, and
convey the same impression of calm dignity and
untroubled repose. The painter or sculptor had,
as it Avere, tne main outline and framework of
his subject already laid doAvm, and comparatively
little latitude Avas admissible in the filling in
of details. Three attitudes or poses of the
figure are represented~ sitting, standing, and
lying or recumbent. Within each of these there
are varieties of type, which are usually asso-
ciated with events of the Buddha’s life or offices
which he performed. The ascetic ideal was main-
tained in all, and in all the dress and outward
appearance Avere plain and decorous, contrasting
strikingly, on the one hand, with the richly orna-
mented figures of the Bodhisattvas and other
divinities,^ and on the other Avith the nude statues
of the Jaina saints. Images, however, in each of
the three attitudes are by no means equally com-
inon on the sculptures or in the temples. The
sitting posture is most frequently represented in
all Buddhist countries. The recumbent figure, on
the contrary, is hardly met with in the monas-
teries of the north.

2. Types of sculptures.—There are three main
types or varieties of the seated Buddha.
In all of them the Buddha was represented sitting cross-

legged, the right foot resting on the left, the soles usuaUy up-
turned and bearing one or more of the auspicious marks which
indicated his character as a ‘perfected’ bemg. The body is
clad in the conventional robe of the monk, which leaves the
ri^iht shoulder bare, and in some examples is very lightly indi-

cated by a mere line across the chest. Less commonly the robe
is drawn over both shoulders. The latter arrangement of the
dress is found at all periods and in all the three attitudes, but
is perhaps more characteristic of the early Graeco-Buddhist art.

The head is shaven, but is never entirely bare, a few tufts of

hair being left to represent the stumps of the locks which re-

mained when Gautama cut off his own hair with his sword on
the occasion of his flight from home.l On the top of the skull
also is the swelling or protuberance known as a mark
of the sacred character of the wearer, but perhaps originally

representing merely the coil of hair on the head.2 A tuft or
circlet of hair (urnd) also appears in the centre of the forehead,
for which a pearl is frequently substituted both in early and in

late examples. The ears and arms are long, the former de-
pendent as far as the shoulders. In Indian sculpture long arms
are conventionally recognized as a sign of high birth. The
figure is seated upon a lotus flower or throne (padmdsana), or
upon the coils of the cobra which then raises its crest above the
Buddha’s head to protect him from the heat of the sun. In the
Indian sculpture the face is always clean-shaven, but in images
from China and Japan, or from Korea, a light moustache or
beard is sometimes found. Others also of the laksa^tas, the
marks of physical beauty or perfection, may be represented, the
most common perhaps being the chakra, the wheel of the law,
figured on the upturned soles of the feet.3 Moreover, in the
southern school the entire treatment is more stiff and formal,
and seems to lack the freedom and spontaneity of the earlier

northern types.

The three fundamental types are distinguished
by the position of the hands {mudra), which is

always symbolical, designed to express the thought
or office of the Buddha in some great crisis or event
of his life. There are numerous less important
varieties, devised by the artists to correspond to

the biographical details contained in the tradition-

(1) The * witness ’ attitude. The left hand lies fiat upon the
lap, while the right is stretched downwards, the palm towards
the body, and touches the ground. The scene commemorated
is the conflict with Mara before the attainment of Buddhahood,
when Gautama called upon the earth to testify to the events
of his previous existences, and it responded with a roar like

thundet.4

(2) The ‘meditative’ attitude, representing the Buddha in
profound thought upon the mysteries of existence. The crossed
hands lie flat in the lap with the palms upturned, the right
resting upon the left.

(3) The * teaching ’ attitude. The right arm is half raised to
bring the hand on a level with the breast, with the palm out-
wards, while the left hand hangs down by the side or grasps
and supports the robe. As the name indicates, Gautama is en-
gaged in preaching or teaching his disciples, as in the Isipatana
Park at Benares.

In the standing figures the hands are represented as in the
teaching mvdrd. The robe is more frequently drawn over both
shoulders, and falls to the ground, covering the entire body.
The feet are held close together. A rare variety of the upright
pose represents the Buddha moving forward, the right foot
raised and slightly advanced beyond the other.
The ‘lying ’or ‘recumbent’ attitude represents the Buddha

at the moment of death, when he passed into parinirvdxi,a. The
figure lies at full length on the right side, the right hand sup-
porting the head, the left arm and hand extended and resting
ujron the body. The face, turned towards the spectator, re-
tains its thoughtful and placid aspect. The attitude and
features convey no impression of old age, although, according
to the tradition, Gautama had reached the age of fourscore
years at death.

The earliest figures of the Buddha that have been
preserved are from the North-West of India and
the border-land of Afghanistan, the ancient Gan-
dhara. They all exhibit the same Grecian type of
features and pose, a type which changes slowly,
approximating more and more to a Hindu ideal in
the later centuries and more particularly in the
southern school. Many of the later statues and
images are rough and rude in comparison with the
delicacy and refinement of the early Indian ex-
amples. The difference, however, consists entirely
in the execution. No innovation Avas made upon
the normal and established Buddha type, and no
departure therefrom was admissible. The general
lines of the workmanship) of the figure were deter-
mined by precedent, and it was only within narroAv
limits that the genius or capacity of the artist
found opportunity to express itself. It is unlikely
that any tradition of the real appearance of

1 Jdt i. 64.
2 Hackmann, Buddhism as a Religion, p. 105.
3 There are li2 lakiiano,as, of which 32 are primaryand 80 smaller

or secondary. They are enumerated, e.g., in Grunwedel, Bud
dhist Art in India, p. 161 f.

<Jdt, i. 7i.
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Gautama Buddha himself should have been pre-
served, The presentation of face and figure is
entirely ideal, and is that of a young Indian prince
of noble birth, embodying the conception of a
gentle, thoughtful, deeply mystical and religious
character, which tradition associates with the
name of Gautama.

3. Ancient images.—The Chinese Buddhist pil-
grims in their writings make reference to existing
images, which were believed to be authentic and,
in some instances, contemporary portraits of Gau-
tama himself.

^

The earliest of which mention is

made by Fa-Hian was a sandal-wood image which
Prasenajit, king of Kosala, had caused tg be carved
and placed in the Jetavana vihdra in Sravasti in
the seat usually occupied by the Buddha, but now
vacant during his absence in the Trayastriihsa
heaven. On his return Gautama is said to have
recognized the image as a faithful copy of himself.
Not long after, the monastery was accidentally set
on fire and consumed. The image, however, was
preserved unscathed, and later was restored to its
place. ^ A second and even more famous sandal-
wood image about 20 ft. high is described by Hiuen
Tsiang, erected by Udayana, king of Kausambi, a
replica of which the Chinese monk carried with him
on his return home from India. The royal city
was in ruins at the time of Hiuen Tsiang’s visit,
but the statue stood within an ancient vihdra, a
stone canopy above its head, having resisted, as it
was said, every attempt to remove it. This image
also had been carved in the Buddha’s lifetime, the
work of an artist who had been transported to the
Trayastrimsa heaven that he might there observe
the appearance of the Buddha and take note of the
sacred marks on his body. A miraculous and
bright light shone forth from it intermittently.

2

Mention is made of other images, and, in addition
to sacred relics and books, Hiuen Tsiang took with
him on his return a considerable number of statues
of the Buddha in silver and gold as well as in
sandal-wood.

4. Hinayana school.—With the exception of the
figures of the Buddha thus stereotyped in normal
and regular form there is no uniformity in the
number, character, or disposition of the images
worshipped in the diflerent Buddhist countries.
No general or comprehensive description which
would be of universal application is practicable.
It will be most convenient, therefore, to give a
brief account of each of these separately, in regard
to the nature and variety of the images recognized,
following as far as possible the geographical order.
The pantheon of the Hinayana is usually simpler,
of a more severe and restricted character, than that
of the Mahayana.

(1) Ceylon,—In Ceylon, and in the southern school
generally, no representation is foiled of the earlier
Buddhas, or of the Bodhisattvas whose images
fill so large a place in northern B 'ddhist lands

;

except of Maitreya, the Buddha of the future.
The images are exceedingly numerous, but the
effect of the constant repetition of the same features
and pose is to a certain extent monotonous. They
are of all sizes, huge figures being sometimes seen
carved in the living rock. The materials used are
various, but for the most part the ordinary images
in the temples are made of clay, overlaid with
chunam highly polished, and are usually gilded
and ornamented with real or imitation precious
stones. The mouth and eyes are frequently painted,
to render them more distinct. Stone figures are
also numerous, and more rarely cast images of
metal are found, copper or bronze, and also statues

1 F&-Hien*8 Travels in India and Ceylon^ tr. J. Legge,
Oxford, 1886, ch. xx. ; cf. Beal, Buddhist Records 0/ the Western
Worldy London, 1906, ii. 4.

® Beal, op. dt. i. 235 f.

of ivory and wood. Formerly in all Buddhist
countries and for many centuries the manufacture
of the images was almost entirely in the hands of
the monks, who were able to bless and consecrate
tbeir handiwork. It is now for the most part a
specialized occupation or trade, and the work is
done by skilled artisans. Some of the more ancient
and famous idols were traditionally said to have
been self-produced. The temples also contain
frequently a specimen of the sacred footprint
{krlpada), to which adoration is paid. Of these
footprints the most renowned is the hollow upon
Adam’s Peak, held sacred by Hindus, Muham-
madans, and Christians alike, as well as by Bud-
dliists, and explained in accordance with the creed
of each as the footprint of Gautama or Siva, of
Adam, Muhammad, or St. Thomas.
By the side of the principal image in the vihdras

are frequently represented one or more of the
Buddha’s chief disciples, especially Moggallana and
Sariputta, or, -mth the recumbent Buddha in the
nirvana scene, Ananda. They stand on either side
or at his feet in attitudes of worship. Figures also
of the ancient Hindu deities, especially Brahma
and Visnu, are found, usually in buildings {dewala)
attached to the vihdra itself, and representations
of demons, etc., to which homage is paid by Bud-
dhists equally with Hindus. The members of the
stricter sect of the Kamanya, however, refuse to
associate themselves with this worship of strange
gods, which they denounce as heretical. In an
ancient temple, e.g,, at Kelani near Colombo, said to
be on the site of an older shrine built at the close of
the 4th cent. B.c,, there is a recumbent figure of
the Buddha, 36 ft. long, by the side of which stand
huge images of the guardian deity of the temple,
and of the Hindu gods Vi^nu, Siva, and Gane§a.
In the temple of the sacred Tooth also, at Kandy,

I

either side of the central shrine is occupied by
images. In the country vihdras, where the wor-
shippers are few in number and poor, the images
often suffer from neglect, and little heed is paid to
them even by the priests or monks themselves.
Not far from the same temple at Kandy there is

an ancient shrine of Visnu with a silver-^lt image
about 6 in. high, wearing a rosary. Shrines also
are found in Ceylon dedicated to Skanda, the
bpther of Ganesa. The only prominent Hindu
dmnity, indeed, whom the Buddhists appear never
to have adopted is Krsna.
The sites of ruined cities which have been ex-

cavated in Ceylon have supplied many ancient and
remarkable figures. It is evident that in former
times the concrete representations of the Buddha
for purposes of worship were no less numerous than
at the present day.
One of the oldest is a dark granite statue of the seated

Buddha, 8 ft. high, carved from a single block of stone, believed
to be more than 1000 years old, now deserted and lonely in the
jungle not far from Anuradhapura. In the rock temple at
Polannaruwa also are three colossal images, that of the Buddha
lying at full length, 46 ft, long, the head resting on the right
hand on a bolster, and the details of the robe carefully and
skilfully rendered ; the erect image by the Buddha’s side on a
pedestal ornamented with lotus leaves, 23 ft. high, probably
represents Ananda, the favourite disciple. Within the temple
is a large seated Buddha, carved in high relief out of the rock

;

and at the further end behind the altar a similar figure, 16 ft.

high, on a pedestal with lion ornamentation, in front of a carved
and decorated screen. At Anuradhapura itself all the great
temples and monasteries were possessed of countless images;
and numbers of monolithic statues still exist there, prostrate
on the ground, or standing amidst the ruins. On the circular
platform of the Ruanweli ddgaba, for example, together with
royal statues are three of the standing Buddha more than life-

size. The larger statue by their side, 10 ft. high, represents
king Dupthagama^i, of whom the Ceylonese chronicles report
that he caused a golden image of the Buddha to be made, and
set up near the sacred Bo-tree of Anuradhapura.

(2) Burma.—In the monasteries of Burma the
principal hall or room set apart for the reception
of the images contains usually a large central

fisrnre of the Buddha against the further end,
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while others stand on either side or are ranged
round the walls. Smaller figures are placed on
brackets or shelves. The material employed is

brick, wood, or alabaster, or, for more costly

images, brass, silver, or gold. The process of

casting an image is accompanied by religious cere-

monies, and the occasion is made a public holiday.

Formerly, and perhaps in some places at the pre-

sent day also, offerings of silver, gold, and jewellery

were thrown into the melting-pot by pious donors—
to whom much merit accrued, as their gifts were
thus incorporated in the body of the image. Similar

offerings are said to have been made at the casting

of bells for the temples.
The same three positions of the figure are found

as in Ceylon, but the seated Buddha is more usu-
ally in the ‘ witness ’ attitude. Kneeling in front

of the figure of the Buddha, the two disciples,

Sariputta and Moggallana, are frequently repre-

sented, worshipping or listening to his words.
Gautama’s three predecessors also, the earlier

Buddhas of the present age, Kakusandha, Kona-
gamana, and Kassapa, sometimes find a place, and
Dipankara, the first of the 24 great Buddhas, his

forerunners. In the larger temples and vihdras
other buildings beside the central hall are filled

mth images. Great and important temples like
the Shwe Dagon at Rangoon contain numerous
shrines with many hundreds of images of different

sizes. These are, for the most part, the gifts of
Buddhist laymen, presented as an act of merit. It
is prescribed also that the offering of the images
must be made in a definite order, first the stand-
ing figure, then the seated, and, finally, in the
recumbent attitude. In the courtyard of the
temple will often be found, as in Ceylon, a de-
lineation of the sacred footprint. The steps that
lead up to the temple or shrine are ornamented
mth fantastic figures, in plaster or stone, of lions,

dragons, and other monsters.
Offerings of incense, flowers, and plain or coloured

candles are made before the images, with prostra-
tions and prayers. The more enlightened Burmese
declare that worship is not thereby intended, but
that the image serves as a reminder of Gautama
himself, and excites in their minds similar feel-

ings of reverence and devotion. It is only in the
temples of Lower Burma that considerable numbers
of images are seen. In Upper Burma few except
the more important images are to be found. Of
these the standing figures in the attitude of preach-
ing are often of great size, some of the Pagan images
reaching a hei^t of over 40 feet. A Buddha in
marble at the foot of the hill at Mandalay is 25 ft.

high ; and around the dimly-lit building in which
it stands are smaller shrines, the gilt images in
which direct their gaze towards the central figure.
In Burma, as elsewhere, the recumbent attitude
is the least common ; but very large figures exist,
usually constructed of brick, as at Pegu and Ava.
These are often surrounded by the figures of the
disciples, or of mythological rulers of the heavens
or other deities.

It is comparatively seldom that the images are
found in the open air. There exists, however, a
large seated statue at the ancient capital, Amara-

g
ura, which is judged to be 90 ft, high ; smaller
gures are grouped around. At a few riverside

places on the Irawadi, rock -cut statues may be
seen, facing Ava, and a few miles below Prome,
some of which are of great size. Opposite Pegu
and elsewhere, with the aid bricks, the rocks
themselves have been moulded and shaped into the
form of enormous Buddhas. These, for the most
part, are now crumbling to ruins, and are overgrown
with jungle.

(3) The images and worship of Siam are
entirely similar to those of Ceylon and Burma,

and further description of them is therefore un-
necessary.

5. Mahayana school.— In the pantheon and
imagery of the Mahayana school new develop-

ments of the most rich and ornate character have
been introduced. In some forms of the faith and
doctrine, Gautama Buddha himself has ceased to

occupy the central and most important position;

and the sculpture and temple furniture reflect the
views of the worshipper, who addresses his prayers
to one or another favourite divinity, and in prac-

tice ignores the personality and claims of the
founder of the faith. In the result, the Buddhism
of some of the northern countries has become en-

dowed with perhaps the largest pantheon in the
world. The image^ and cult, however, vary in
the different lands, in each of which the introduced
worship of the Buddha has blended with the native
religion, and more or less completely taken over
the native gods to form a composite whole, the
characteristic features of which are clearly seen in
the figures and images with which the temples are
provided. The restrained and ascetic type of the
image of the Buddha himself is preserved un-
changed. The artistic sense of the worshipper,
however, finds its opportunity in the variety and
lavish adornment of tne figures of the deities that
surround him, whose popularity and influence ex-

ceed that of Gautama himself to a very marked
extent. The source and home of all these develop-
ments and varied types, as of the legends and tra-

ditions on which they were based, was Northern
India, and especially the districts of the North-
West and the border-land of Afghanistan, where
the Grasco-Buddhist art of Gandhara was respon-
sible for more or less rigidly determining the con-
ventional forms under which the principal gods
should be delineated. These chief types or classes

of images, therefore, which are more or less com-
mon to all the northern Buddhist countries, it is

possible summarily to describe. In greater detail

account may then be given of the features in which
the imagery and worship of the different countries
vary from that which may be supposed to be the
original form, the modifications which have been
introduced, or the actual additions that have been
made to the accepted figures of the pantheon.
Reference has already been made to the

by Buddhism of the principal Hindu gods
retain their distinctive attributes and appearance
in the carved representations and idols. The most
ancient images found in India are Buddhist. In
the older Buddhist sculpture, however, at Sanchi,
and on the Bharhut stupa of the 2nd cent. B.C.,

the Buddha himself is not depicted, although the
figures of other gods appear. Only in the early
centuries of our era do images of the Buddha be-
come common. Their existence at a previous date
cannot, however, be disproved ; and it would appear
most probable that as the attractive centre of
worship the Buddha early dispossessed the ancient
Hindu deities. Later carvings at Ellora and else-

where exhibit numerous figures of the Buddha,
among which are some of great size. Occasionally
a triad is found, in which Brahma and Indra are
represented on either side of the Buddha, as if

guarding him, or in an attitude of reverence. The
lesser deities or semi-deities also of Hinduism, as
the Nagas, etc., sometimes find a place.

_
The sacred triad of the Buddha, the Law or Re-

ligion, and the Order {Buddha^ Dharma, SahgJia)
found early and frequent representation, and, al-

though Gautama usually occupied the central
place, the relative order seems not to have been
invariable. It has been suggested indeed, perhaps
without adequate justification, that in this triad
Buddhist thought first gave concrete expression to
its feeling of reverence to the person of its founder,

adoption
. These
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and the personified doctrine and order in which he
embodied and perpetuated his teaching. Ancient
examples have been found at Bodh Gaya and
elsewhere.
The Safigha is usually depicted as a male figure with the right

hand resting on the knee, and holding a lotus flower in the left.

The images of the Dharma have four arms and hands, two of

which are raised and touch one another in front of the breast

;

the others grasp respectively a book or lotus and a rosary of

beads (mala). In Nepal and Sikhim the Dharma is always
represented as female, the personification of prajfLd pdramitd,
‘supreme wisdom.’ The worship of Dharma still maintains

itself in India (in Orissa and Western Bengal), a solitary sur-

vive and witness to a faith once so wide-spread and influential

throughout the peninsula. In some of these districts images of

the Dharma are common, before which animal and other sacri-

fices are offered by the lower classes of the people, and in parts

of Bengal a Dharma temple stands in nearly every village. A
figure of Dharma, recently discovered at Badsai in Orissa, ex-

hibits an arrangement of the arms and hands which seems
designed to be a compromise between that described above

and one or more of the mudrds of the Buddha. Two of the

hands are laid on the knees, the right pointing downwards

;

the others, uplifted to the level of the head, bear a rosary and
an open lotus. At a village in the Bankura District an actual

image of the Buddha is, or was, worshipped as Dharma.

In the elaborate and extensive pantheon of the

Mahayana the favourite figures are those of the

Bodhisattvas (gf.v.) and the Dhyanibuddhas, none

of which find a place in the south. The general

type is that of a young Indian prince, with turban

or crown on the head ; and the richness of the dress

and ornamentation forms a striking contrast to the

severe plainness of the monk’s robe in the statues

of the Buddha. The principal Bodhisattvas appear

in the ancient Indian sculptures ; and in the Bud-

dhist caves at Ellora Avalokitesvara and Vajra-

pani are represented in attendance on Gautama.
These two with Manjusri form a kind of second

Buddhist triad, the members of which are suffi-

ciently distinct to be identified for the most part,

without much difficulty, in the sculptures. For

others a general character or type is made to serve,

and it is often impossible to determine which par-

ticular Bodhisattva is intended. It is worthy of

note also that, in scenes before the attainment of

bodhi, the figure of Gautama where it appears is

always depicted after the Bodhisattva model, not

according to that of the Buddha.
The most usual emblem in the hands of the

Bodhisattva images is the full-blown lotus, or

sometimes a bunch of blossoms. The presence of

the flower is due not only to the fact that it is the

emblem of purity, but also to its constant as-

sociation with offerings and worship. Figures of

Padmapani or Avalokitesvara are the most common,
and are frequently mentioned by the Chinese

pilgrims, who state that the images were found on

the summits of the high hills.

The portraiture of this Bodhisattva seems to have been bor-

rowed from that of the ancient Indian deities, especially Vis^u.

He appears usually with several faces, with two or four pairs of

arms, and bears on the front of his crown a small figure of a

Buddha. Two of the hands are raised in the attitude of adora-

tion ; the others carry emblems, as the lotus or the chakra.

Figures of AvalokiteiSvara, therefore, resemble those of Visnu,

but may readily be distinguished by the position of the hands,

which in the case of the Hindu god are never in the attitude of

worship. A special form or representation of Avalokitesvara is

Imown as the eleven-headed ; this is especiallycommon in Tibet

and Nepal, but is met with already in early Buddhist cave

temples. The heads are arranged in pyramidal form, in three

tiers of three each, with two single heads one above the other

at the top. The uppermost head represents Amitabha, the

spiritual father of the Bodhisattva.
^
The rows or tiers of he^s

sometimes exhibit each its appropriate colouring in the order

upwards of white, yellow, red, blue, red.
^
Other figures have a

larger number of arms, and the god is then described as

‘thousand-handed.* , ,. . . j j
Vairapaiji carries a <^aitya or ddgala on his forehead, and a

vajra in his hand. Manjusri is represented as a seated figTire,

holding a sword and a book, the latter either grasped directly by
the hand or supported on a flower which the hand holds. The

two other principal Bodhisattvas have each their appropriate

emblem or emblems by which they may be recognized. Maha-

thanaprapta has the vajTaandchaityay likeVajrapapi; visvapapi

carries a sword resting on a flower. ...
Of the Dhyanibuddhas only Amitabha, judging from the fre-

quency of the representations, established a claom to poplar
approval and worship. He is depicted seated in the ‘medita-

tive ’ pose, the hands laid one upon another, in the dhydna-
mvdrd. According to a well-known form of the legend, he was
born from a lotus flower, and is sometimes so represented in
the sculpture.

Ka^yapa, the Buddha who immediately preceded Gautama,
may be recognized by his close-fitting robe, which hides the
right hand m its folds at the level of the breast, while the left,

resting on the knee, su]^orts the garment.

Of the series of Buddhas besides Gautama him-
self, only Maitreya, the Buddha of the future, finds

a place in all the schools, and is worshipped by all

Buddhists. His image was apparently common in

North India at the time of the visits of the Chinese
pilgrims. Both Fa-Hian and Hiuen Tsiang report

having seen a wooden image of Maitreya, 80 cubits

in height, from which a bright light proceeded. A
second figure of sandal-wood was possessed of the
same light-giving virtue ; a third at Bodh Gaya
was made entirely of silver. Since he has not yet
become a Buddha, Maitreya is not usually repre-

sented in the conventional Buddha pose, but appears

in the dress and equipments of a young Indian

prince. Both standing and seated figures are

found, the former being more common ; in the

latter case, the feet are not crossed, but the legs

hang down, as though seated in Western fashion

on a chair. In standing figures the robe is often

drawn up, to leave the left leg bare. His emblems
are the water-flask and rosary, both of which are

sometimes depicted resting upon lotus blossoms,

which the hands hold. The latter usually assume
the attitude knowm as the dharmachakramudrd,
in which the hands are raised to the breast with
the fingers touching. The hair is abundant, and
often curls. His image is also found in the con-

ventional Buddha form 5 but it retains in all cases

the characteristic position of the hands.

(1) Tibet--

A

marked feature of the imagery and
worship of the Lamaistic type of Buddhism is the

prominent place assigned to deities of Hindu origm,

and to gods and demons derived from the native

mythology. * The pantheon is perhaps the largest

in the world. It is peopled by a bizarre crowd of

aboriginal gods and hydra-headed demons, who
are almost jostled off the stage by their still more
numerous Buddhist rivals and counterfeits.’ ^ The
number of images and statues is correspondingly

great ; and these are not confined, as for the most

part in other Buddhist lands, to the temples, but

are found eveiywhere in the open air and in private

houses ; and in the form of charms, talismans, etc.,

they are carried on the person. Local and tutelaiy

divinities are also very numerous; and a place is

given to deified saints, to present and past incarna-

tions of Buddhas or Bodhisattvas, and to mytho-

logical conceptions of every kind, the offspring of

an unrestrained fancy and speculation.

The largest images are usually those of Maitreya,

the Buddha of the future. The material employed

is clay moulded into shape and painted or gilded.

Wooden images are not common, and, except in

the rock-cut figures and bas-reliefs, stone is rare.

Others are of metal, ordinarily copper or, less

frequently, bronze. The more costly are gilded,

and often inlaid with real or imitation precious

stones. In the temples and halls of the monas-

teries [Iha Bang, ‘hall of the gods’), the arrange-

ment of the images is the same as is usually found

in other Buddhist countries, but no uniform rule is

observed. The image of Gautama is placed in the

centre behind the great altar, and on either side

are the figures of Maitreya and Avalokitesvara.

The latter is usually present, as would naturally

be expected, seeing he is incarnate in the Dalai

Lama ;
but Amitabha not seldom takes the place

of Gautama, and instead of Maitreya there stands

the founder of the sect to which the monastery

belongs. The triad of the ‘three holy ones’—

Buddha, Dharma, Sahgha—is said to be rare.

1 L. A. Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet London, 1896, p. 826.
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Waddell^ apparently does not cite a single in-

stance ; in comparison with other countries, there-
fore, it is little if at all known or held in regard.
The normal attitude and pose of the Buddha

images are determined, as elsewhere, by convention
and precedent. The seated ‘witness* attitude is

the most common, few figures are represented
standing, and the recumbent position is seldom
found. The Buddha is usually seated upon a lotus,

and wears the umtsa

;

behind and overshadowing
him is the sacred pipal tree, beneath the shade of
which Gautama attained supreme wisdom. Accom-
panying the larger figures the two disciples fre-

quently appear, Sariputra on the right of the
Buddha, and Maudgalyayana on his left.

The same general type was employed to represent
the earlier Buddhas, the predecessors of Gautama.
The more distant and mythical of these were not
as a rule depicted, except Dipahkara, whose image
is often found, with small holes or sockets in which
lighted lamps are placed at the festivals. Of the
more recent Buddhas a frequent arrangement is in
groups of seven or five. The former consists of
Gautama together with his six immediate prede-
cessors; the latter, of the three latest Buddhas,
Krakuchchhanda, Kanakamuni, and Kasyapa, with
Gautama himself and Maitreya. The five corre-
sponding celestial Buddhas, or Jinas, are depicted
in general in the same attitude, but they never
carry a begging-bowl such as is often seen in the
figure of the earthly Buddha. Each, moreover,
has his appropriate mudra, or pose of the hands,
and a ditterent colour. Amitabha is the only one
of the five who receives a popular worship, as is

attested by the frequency with which his image
meets the eye. He is seated in the ‘ meditative ’

attitude, without begging-bowl, and is coloured red.
Healing or medical Buddhas so-called are also pre-
sent and are held in high honour, being resorted to
in times of sickness ; their pictures or images are
believed to be possessed of magical healing virtue.
Jtaiages of these Buddhas, however, are not common
m Tibetan temples, A superior or primeval Buddha
is also worshipped. He is represented seated in the
‘meditative* attitude, as Amitabha, but with the
body of a blue colour, and often unrobed.
The most distinctive feature, however, of the

Mahayana, or Northern, school of Buddhism in art
and sculpture, as in doctrine and cosmology, was
associated with the Bodhisattvas. In Tibet their
images are to be found everywhere, and their cult
far surpasses in popularity that of the Buddha
himself. The figure of Avalokitesvara, the Bodhi-
sattva who becomes incarnate in the Dalai Lama,
is most frequently encountered ; but the others

—

Manjusri, Vajrapani, and especially Maitreya

—

are to be seen in very considerable numbers. The
original type is that of the youthful Indian prince
as on the Gandhara sculptures, in rich embroidered
pbes, crowned and wearing earrings, and carrying
in the hands distinctive emblems. The typicsd
form, however, has been modified and transformed
almost beyond recognition under the influence on
the one hand of the ancient Indian deities, and on
the other of the native gods, tutelary divinities,
demons, and others, of the early religion of Tibet.
The result is that the pictures and images are pre-
sented under various ‘aspects,* which are distin-
guished not only bjr appearance and mien, but
usually also by colouring.

The mild or Indian tj'pe is coloured white or yellow, and a
halo surrounds the head, and not infrequently the entire body.
A red or black shade is characteristic of the fiercer forms,
desig’ned to excite terror and remorse. These last forms belong:
more especially to the.Tantrik type of Buddhism, which h^
close affinities with the Saktism of the Hindu faith. The figures
are both male and female, the latter differing only m the absence
of the beard and by the prominent breasts. The head is large,
with a third eye in the centre of the forehead, and the whole
expression is uncouth and terrifying. They stand or are seated

upon a * vehicle,* in the form of some animal. In other instances
they are represented trampling upon the bodies of their victims
brandishing weapons, and wearing necklaces of skulls.
Manjusri, as the personification of wisdom, carries a book and

sword. With the latter he dispels the clouds of ignorance.
Almost alone of the Bodhisattvas he has no female counterpart.
He is usually represented seated in the ‘ mild ’ aspect.

Vajrapatii bears a vajra or bolt in his right hand, and a bell
or other emblem in the left. His aspect is fierce, and his image
is correspondingly coloured dark blue or black.
Maitreya’s figure usually appears seated in the ‘ teaching ’

attitude with the legs hanging down. Colossal figures of this
Bodhi8attva_ are to be seen, carved in the rock.

Avalokitesvara is said to have twenty-two forms.
In all he is represented with features or members
beyond those appropriate to ordinary men. The
eleven-headed figure is the most usual, but a type
almost as commonly depicted is four-handed, with
the ornaments and dress of a prince. Two of the
hands carry respectively a lotus and a rosary ; the
others are joined in the attitude of worship. As
Vajrapani has borrowed the manner and weapons
of India, so the figure of Avalokitesvara is modelled
on that of Brahma.
In Tibetan Buddhism not only AvalokiteSvara

but the other Bodhisattvas also frequently bear on
the head a small figure of one or other of the Dhyani-
buddhas, who is the spiritual father of the Bodhi-
sattva represented. Exceptionally, however, Mai-
treya is found with the figure of his predecessor
Gautama. Instead of the actual figure the symbol
or emblem alone of the Jina sometimes appears,
placed on the head or seated among the locks of
the Bodhisattva*s hair.

Moreover, each of the female powers who are
worshipped has its characteristic figure or delinea-
tion, and appears under a ‘mild* or ‘fierce* type.
The most common and popular is Tara, wife or
consort of Avalokitesvara, who corresponds to the
Chinese Kwanyin. Her forms are ‘green* and
‘ white * re^ectively

; and the two foreign wives of
king Sron Tsan Gampo, who introduced Buddhism
into Tibet in the 7th cent., are believed to have
been incarnations of Tara, the Chinese princess of
the white form, the Nepalese of the green. The
latter is depicted as an Indian lady seated, with a
lotus^ in her hand and the left leg pendent ; the
face is green. The ‘ white * form of Tara, with a
white face, is seven-eyed, the palms of the hands
and the soles of the feet being each provided with
an eye, while another is placed in the centre of the
forehead ; her worship is said to be confined mainly
to the Mongol peoples. Like the Mahamatris of
India, the number of Taras was multiplied almost
indefinitely.

Marichi, the queen of heaven, is represented
with three faces and eight hands, carrying weapons.
She is seated on a lotus throne, drawn by swine,
and one of her faces is that of a sow. The abbess
of the Samding monastery near Lhasa, who bears
a high character for sanctity, is an incarnation of
a sow-goddess who is perhaps to be identified with
Marichi. At Lhasa there are shrines of Kali,
where the figure of the goddess is black, orna-
mpted with skulls, masks, etc., and others of a
mild type of handsome aspect, wearing robes of
silk and adorned with pearls and precious stones.
The four Guardians of the four quarters appear

frequently in the temples. Yama also, the god of
the under world, has numerous shrines. His con-
sort, Lhamo, is the tutelary divinity of Lhasa.
The images of local and tutelary deities are to be
found everywhere

; and the demoniacal powers of
evil are not less numerously represented. Deified
saints and the founders and patrons of local monas-
teries obtain considerable worship, and are fre-
quently represented with unnatural features or
members in excess of the normal, to emphasize
their superhuman character. Of these the Dalai
Lama is the most popular. Padma Sambhava also,
the founder of Lamaism, takes a high place.
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Of the disciples of Gautama Buddha, besides
Sariputra and Maudgalyayana, a group of sixteen
is commonly found. These are the early arhats, or
saints ; and the same group reappears in the other
countries of Maliayana Buddhism, enlarged to
eighteen in China, and there known as the Lohan.
Few of the images are of skilful or attractive

workmanship. In the more important monasteries
at Lhasa and elsewhere may be seen statues of
Buddha or of other deities, of much value, either
from the material employed or the costly precious
stones and ornaments with which they are adorned.
In the private chapel of the Dalai Lama at the
Potala palace in Lhasa there stands an image of
Avalokitesvara of solid gold. The great temj^e in
the same city contains, among many other images,
a celebrated gilt figure of Gautama, said to have
been brought from Peking by the Chinese wife of
Sron Tsan Gampo. Another representation is that
of Gautama as a young prince, crowned and robed,
at the time when he left his home. The work-
manship of the latter figure is said to be poor and
inartistic, but the crown and shrine are thickly set

with precious stones. In a third temple in the
same city, the * Temple of Medicine,’ is a renowned
figure of the * healing ’ Buddha, with a bowl of blue
lapis-lazuli stone, surrounded by other statues,
which are supposed to represent physicians whose
skill and fame have won for them deification after

death. Cf. Images and Idols (Tibetan).

(2) China ,—The Buddhist images of China are
similar in character, but not so numerous as those
of Tibet, and they are almost entirely confined to

the monasteries and temples.^ In addition to the
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, tutelary deities and
demoniacal powers, together with patriarchs and
saints of olden time who have been raised to the
position of gods and receive homage, occupy a
large place. In the monasteries there are usually
two halls set apart for the service of the gods. A
central and more important hall contains the
effigies of the Buddhas, with their disciples, and
of the Bodhisattvas, placed at the further end of

the hall and ranged round the sides. Large mon-
asteries have, in addition, more than one entrance
hall, where the figures of the guardian spirits stand,

and of the protecting genii of the place, the images
of founders or patrons, and of tne native popular
gods adopted by Buddhism into its pantheon.
Of the Buddhas, Gautama is the chief.

His image is most frequently found in the ‘ meditative ’ pos-

ture, seated on a lotus, with and pendent ears. The robe

is usually drawn over both shoulders so that the arms also are

covered, the neck and chest being exposed. Frequently a halo

surrounds the head, or an ornamental screen behind the image
represents the leaf of the sacred Bo-tree, and serves the purpose
of a bright and gilded background. Two standing postures are

not uncommon : the one as a child, with the arms extended
and pointing upwards and downwards, in reference probably to

the shout of victory and conquest uttered immediately after

birth ; the other as an ascetic, with begging bowl, rough and
unkempt, in ragged monastic dress. Recumbent figures are

rare. They are represented fully clothed, lying in the usual

attitude upon the right side, sometimes even upon an ordinary

Chinese bed.

Of the celestial Buddhas, Amitabha (in Chinese,

O-mi-to-fo) is the most reverenced and popular.

The normal Buddha type of figure is adopted for

all, but each has his characteristic mudrd, Ami-
tabha is usually depicted in a standing position,

with long arms hanging at his sides. Among the

Buddhas of the past, Dipankara alone is generally

recognized. His image is often found with the

niches and lamps. The number of these last

varies ; but usually there are 108, a number said

to correspond to that of the sacred books.

With the exception of Gautama himself, certain

1 The alienation within recent years of many Buddhist temples

and halls to educational purposes, and the neglect and destruc-

tion of the images, make it difficult to determine how far the

changed conditions of the country have affected either the

number or the cult of the idols.

of the Bodhisattvas are more widely reverenced
and leceive more constant worshipj than the
Buddhas. The image of Kwanyin, the ‘ goddess
of mercy,* the female form of Avalokitesvara, is
universally honoured. There is evidence that in
the early centuries this Bodhisattva was wor-
shipped in his proper male form

; and the circum-
stances under which the transition to a female
deity took place are altogether obscure. There
seems to be no definite or accepted type for the
figure of Kwanyin. The goddess is represented
under very varied forms. Universally, however,
she is beloved, and perpetual offerings are brought
to her shrine. Of the other well-known Bodhi-
sattvas of Indian origin, Manjusri (Chin. Wen-shu)
and Samantabhadra {Pu~hsien) are perhaps the
most widely known and most frequently delineated
in painting and sculpture. Each is depicted riding
upon his ‘vehicle,’ Wen-shu on a lion, Pu-hsien
on an elephant. They often appear as members of

a triad in which Kwanyin takes the middle place.

A frequent triad also is that of the ‘ three holy
ones of the western region,’ Le, the paradise of

Amitabha. In this triad Amitabha himself is in

the centre, Kwanyin on his left in the place of

honour, and the Bodhisattva Mahasthanaprapta
(Chin. To-shih-chl) on the right. The Chinese
Yama, Ti-tsang^ the ruler of Hades, with his

twelve subordinates, who execute punishment and
torture upon the wicked, is a familiar effigy in

the idol temples and halls.

An altogether strange and anomalous figure is

that of the Bodhisattva Maitreya {Mi-U-fo\ the
Buddha of the future age. He does not occupy so

prominent a position as in Tibet and^ elsewhere,
and seems to nave become identified with a native
genius or tutelary deity.
He is usually represented in a crouching attitude, the robe

thrown back so as to expose the breast, with long pendent ears

and shaven head, and the left leg drawn up in front of the
body. In the right hand is a lotus flower or a rosary, in the
left a purse or bag, described as containing the ‘ five lucky
gifts.’ The expression of the face is lively and even merry, and
the whole figure is reminiscent of a comfortable, well-living

friar of the Middle Ages.

Other tutelary deities are the four Guardians of

the four quarters, whose images stand in a defen-

sive or protecting attitude on either side of the

entrance to the temple or hall of the monastery.
Their figures are usually of more than life-size, and each has

his own appropriate colour, and emblem or device which he
carries in his hand. The Guardian of the North {To-wen) is

black, and bears a snake and a pearl ; the Guardian of the East

(Chih’kwo) is blue, with an instrument of music ; the Guardian
of the South (Tseng-chang) is red, with an umbrella ;

the

Guardian of the West {Kwang-mu) is white, and holds in his

hand a sword. In the same hall, in addition to the Guardians,

two figures are generally placed in the centre, facing in opposite

directions, towards and away from the entrance. Moreover, a

special deity presides over the culinary department, and his

figure is said to be found in the kitchens of most monasteries.

The well-known and popular god of war, Kwangti, is a deified

hero of early Chinese history ;
and the Images of other gods,

saints, or demons, of native origin or derived from Indian

sources, are very numerous, and are more or leas closely asso-

ciated with Buddhist worship.

Of the disciples of the Buddha, the most com-
monly figured are Ananda and Kasyapa. They
stand or kneel on either side of Gautama, in

reverential attitude, with upraised hands, Ananda
having the appearance and mien of a young man.

The group of the IS Lohan frequently finds a

place in the temples, where their statues are

ranged along the sides of the buildings. In the

older monasteries the original group of 16 disciples

is sometimes found, as elsewhere in the Northern

school. Comparatively rarely a larger group of

500 Lohan is met with, consisting for the most

part of deified emperors or other notable heroes

and men of former times. Of deified saints, the

most prominent and popular are the six patriarchs

of Chinese Buddhism. The first of these, Bodhi-

dharma (Ta-mo), who established the patriarchate
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in China in the 6th cent., is universally known and
honoured. His appearance lends support to the
tradition of his foreign origin, the face being
bearded and possessing none of the characteristic
Chinese features. His image usually stands near
the principal altar, at the further end of the great
hall.

In the principal hall a trio of images is often
found behind the principal altar. The members
of the trio vary. Frequently Gautama is accom-
panied by Amitabha and Yo-shih-fo, the Buddha
of healing ; sometimes by other Buddhas or Bodhi-
sattvas. Maitreya seems never to be represented.

If the figure of Gautama is unaccompanied by
others of his own rank, then the two disciples,

Ananda and Kasyapa, stand before him. In front

of the altar are smaUer images of Bodhisattvas
and others. The 18 Lohan, occasionally with
other gods, occupy the sides of the room.
The material employed for the images is generally

wood or clay. Bronze images are rare and costly

;

a few are of marble. They are painted or gilded,

and a curious ceremony is observed, by virtue of
which the deity is supposed to take possession of
his habitation. Through a hole at the back of the
statue a living animal—a frog, snake, or other
small creature—is introduced into the hollow
interior. The hole is then sealed up, and the soul
of the animal passes into and gives life to the
image of the god. The last act is the painting in
of the eye, that the deity may have complete
vision. This is known as kai-kwangt the giving
of light.

(3) Korea ,—There is little that is distinctive of
the temple images and statues of Korea as com-
pared with China or Japan. The most remarkable
feature is the presence of pictures on the walls of
the rooms of the monastery. These are never so
found in the two countries named, with which the
Buddhist thought and practice of Korea have
otherwise been in the closest relation. The images
themselves are few in number, and with little or
no decoration ; they are usually also of compara-
tively small size, gUded as in China, the material
used being wood or clay. The five chief Buddhas
are represented, and the corresponding Bodhi-
sattvas, Kwanyin taking the place of Avalokite^-
vara. Amitabha maintains a popular worship,
which rivals, if it does not surpass, that of Gautama
himself. Of the celestial beings and deified saints,
Indra and other gods recur, and the 16 Lohan

;

the larger group also of the 600 disciples is met
with in some of the temples. Tutelary deities
are common, and personifications of the forces of
nature. The mountain god, whose emblem is the
tiger, and the ‘ kitchen ’ god are well known, and
are worshipped with offerings and prayer. Perhaps
the most feared divinity, whose wrath is most to
be deprecated, and whose image is most frequently
set up, is Ti-tsang, the ruler of the lower world.
There are traces also of a solar cult, adopted by
Buddhism, in the reverence paid to the sun and
moon, the Great Bear, etc. For the last a special
hall or chapel is sometimes provided within the
monastery.

(4) Japan,—Themost strikingfeature ofJapanese
Buddhism is the extent to which it has asserted
its independence of Chinese influence. The inde-
pendence of thought is reflected in its images and
worship. There is similarity in the external form,
in the architecture and arrangement of the
temples, and the general disposition of the figures
of the deities therein, but in the spirit and in
detail the dhOferences are very considerable. In
the principal hall of the temple the chief images
are placed, as in China, on the altar at the further
end. In front a partition is sometimes erected,
and the remainder of the haU remains free and

unoccupied for the purpose of worship. There is

usually also a chapel dedicated to the founder of

the sect to whom the temple or monastery belongs,
and separate rooms or chapels with the image of

Kwannon, Amida, or other favourite divinity. In
addition to deities of Hindu and Buddhist origin,

Japanese Buddhism has adopted Shinto and
Chinese gods also into its pantheon.
Of deities that are definitely Buddhist in origin

the five Buddhas and Dhyanibuddhas, and the
five corresponding Bodhisattvas, are naturally the
most prominent. The Adibuddha is not repre-
sented. Of the Dhyanibuddhas Amitabha
(Amida), the compassionate ruler of the western
paradise, is the favourite, and his figure is to be
met with everywhere, especially in the temples and

I
monasteries oi the Pure Land Sect. His effigy is

represented in the usual Buddha attitude, cross-

legged, with the hands lying in the lap. The
umm on the forehead is said to be indicative of
wisdom. At Kamakura the great bronze daibutsu
represents Amida. The figure is nearly 50 ft.

high, and is hollow, with a small shrine within to
which access is obtained by means of a ladder.
The larger daibutsu in the Todaiji temple en-
closure at Kara is said to represent Vairochana
(Jap. Dainichi), The image has suffered from
successive fires, and has been repaired. It is 53 ft.

high, and is seated on a lotus throne, with the
right hand upraised to the level of the shoulder,
the left resting on the knee. The whole is

believed to have been originally gilded. Behind
is a wooden halo richly gilt, ana on either side of
the principal figure and at the back are images of
Bodhisattvas and other deities, of more than life-

size.

In Japan as in China Avalokitesvara has become
a female deity, Kwannon, the Chinese Kwanyin,
the goddess of mercy.
She is depicted under various forms, sometimes with three

heads and many arms. The hands grasp objects typical of
Buddhist doctrine or practice, as the wheel, a pagoda, a lotus,
or an axe, etc. A begging bowl is sometimes held in the
lap. The Sanjusangendo temple at Kyoto contains 83,333
images of Kwannon. A thousand larger figures, each 5 ft. high
and gilded, represent the goddess in her ‘thousand-handed*
form. On the hands, foreheads, etc., of these there are
executed smaller figures, the arrangement of which is said to
be different in every instance. Besides Kwannon, the Bodhi-
sattvas most commonly represented are ManjuSri (Jap.
Monju) and Samantabhadra (Fugen). They often appear
seated on the left and right hands respectively of the Buddha.
The only other Bodhisattva who commands wide reverence
and worship is Daiseishi, joint ruler with Amida and Kwannon
of the western paradise. The figure of Maitreya (Miroku) also
is sometimes seen roch-carved, of great size ; but it is not found
in the temples.

The temple entrance is usually guarded by the
ancient Hmdu deities Brahma {Bonten) and Indra
{Taiskaku), who stand in threatening attitudes on
the left and right sides respectively. The popular
divinity Fudo is by some authorities identified

with Siva, but others regard him as representing
Vairochana. His appearance is fierce and grim,
with black face, and he bears in his hand the
sword of justice. Other Indian gods are found, as
Vaisravana {Bishamon\ the god of wealth, who
has become one of the seven deities of good
fortune, and Gane^a. The real god of wealth is

Daikoku, who carries with him bales of rice. The
ruler of Hades, Emma-0, is frequently depicted.

He is seated with a judge’s cap on his head and a
staff in his hand, and is usually accompanied by
attendants who bear writing materials. The name
is probably a corruption of the Sanskrit Yamaraja.
Ti-tsang, the Chinese ruler of the world below, is

represented by the Japanese Jizo, whose stone
image is perhaps the most common and popular
object of worship throughout the country. He is

the patron of travellers, the guide and helper of

all who are in trouble, and is represented in the
attitude of a monk sitting cross-legged, with
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closely shaven head, holding in his hands a jewel
and a staff.

Of the disciples of the Buddha, Ananda and
Kasyapa (Jap. Anan and Kasho) are most usually
found with Gautama. The 16 Lohan (Jap. Rakan)
are often represented, and the larger group of 500,
the latter sometimes in a special hall or chapel.
Of the Bakan by far the most popular is Binzuru,
the healer of disease, whose image in the forepart
of the temples is frequently defaced and has its

features almost obliterated by the constant rubbing
to which it is subjected, the practically universal
belief among the lower classes being that relief

from pain may certainly be secured by rubbing in
succession the corresponding part of Binzum’s
image and the affected limb or other portion of
their own bodies. The Chinese patriarch Bodhi-
dharma [Dartima) is also present in many instances

;

and the founders or patrons of the various sects

are deified and their images erected in the temples.
Of Shinto deities that have been adopted by

Buddhism the most popular is Hachiman, the god
of war, to whom many temples are dedicated. He
is said to represent a deified Emperor of the 3rd or

4th century.
Literature.—-i. General.—Monier-Williams, Buddhism^
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Religionsgeschichte^, 2 vols., Tubingen, 1905, i. 104-114, ii.
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burg, 1896 ; A. Griinwedel, Buddhist Art in India, Eng. tr.,
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H. Alabaster, Wheel of the Law, do. 1871.
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IMAGES AND IDOLS (Celtic).—i. Termi-
nologfy.—^A specific Celtic terminology for idols is

found only in Irish, Ir. idal, ‘ idol,’ being borrowed
from Gr. through Lat., while Ir. arracht is a
native term meaning * shape, likeness, spectre, or
idol.’ A more common word is Idm-dia or Idm-deo,
‘ hand-god,’ a small, portable idol, a kind of house-
hold god somewhat similar to the penates of the
Eomans {ZCP ii. [1895] 448). In Cormac’s Glossary
(tr. J. O’Donovan, ed. W. Stokes, Calcutta, 1868,

p. 163), O’Donovan cites the word tromdhe from
an old Irish glossary as meaning ‘ tutelary gods,
i,e, floor-gods, or gods of protection.’

2. Gauls.—For lack of evidence to the contrary,
|

it has been hitherto an accepted fact that the pre-

Boman Gauls had no images or idols of their gods.
The reasons advanced in support of this belief are
that the Druids, who were pre-Celtic in origin, but
who became eventually the priests of the Celts,

were opposed to image-worship, which they pro-

hibited m Gaul as early as the end of the palseo-

lithic age (S. Beinach, ‘L’Art plastique en Gaule
et le druidisme,’ in BCel xiii. [1892] 189 ff. = CtiUes,

TmgtheSy-et religions^, Paris, 1908, i. 146 ff.). No
direct evidence, however, has been found of the i

existence of such a prohibition, save that various
|

classical authors postulated a connexion between
|

the Pythagoreans and the Druids, and that the
|

analogy which they saw between these doctrines
|

was obviously hostile to anthropomorphism. More
|

recent authorities, who refuse to accept this ex-

1
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planation, claim that the similarity between the
two sects is to he found in the common belief in
metempsychosis or the immortality of the soul.
Since no evidence of the existence of a prohibition
against image-worship has been found in the
doctrines taught by the Druids, or in the observa
tions of Latin and Greek historians, who would,
no doubt, have been quick to notice it, it is main-
tained that the reason why no pre-Boman images
have been discovered, while those of Gallo-Boman
times have been unearthed in rather large numbers,
is that the Gauls made their idols, like their
houses, of wood only (J. A. MacCulloch, ReL of the
Anc, Celts, Edinburgh, 1911, p. 288).^ Yet it re-

mains to be explained why the primitive Gauls'
were able to carve on stone various animals,
wdiich may or may not have been objects of wor-
ship, but did not make use of the same material to
represent their gods—^unless one or two figures
among those that have been recently discovered
belong to the period antedating the invasions of
the Bomans.
Most authorities seem to hold that, though an-

thropomorphism was an accepted belief among the
primitive Gauls, their gods did not figure in visible
lorm at the rites performed in their honour because
they were considered to be invisible (C. Juilian,
Hist, de Gaule, Paris, 1908, i. 359). This was
especially true of those tribes who dwelt in other
countries than ancient Gaul. Only after the gods
had for a long time assumed a more or less clearly
defined human shape in the belief of the people
did poets and artists attempt to relate their lives
and deeds and give to them an individuality like
that of man (Juilian, Reeherches sur la rel, gauL,
Bordeaux, 1903, p. 48).

According to Diodorus xxii. 9), the Celtic chief
Brennos, having entered a Greek temple and found there
images of wood and stone, laughed loudly at the Greeks who
made their gods in their own likeness. This chief was obviously
not acquainted with deified images of the anthropomorphic
kind ; although that face does not preclude the possibility that
he as well as his soldiers worshipped the crude figures of
animals painted or scratched by man in the neolithic age on the
walls of grottos or on stones—a cult that persisted in most of
the tribes (H. d’Arbois de Jubainville, Les Vruides et les dieuse

celt, dforme d'animaux, Paris, 1906, p. 150). But in primitive
times in Ireland, even these divinities were invisible. Among
^e many that could be mentioned, the most interesting is

probably Badb, the goddess of war and murder, who only on
important occasions—usually the death of a great warrior

—

appeared to the human eye, always in the form of a raven
(J. Strachan, Stories from the Tdin, Dublin, 1908, p. 6 ; W. M.
Hennessy, RCel i. [1870-72] 34).

Anthropomorphism arose among the Celts from
the cult of trees and stones, principally of those
set up over the graves of the dead. The stone
associated with the dead man’s spirit became an
image of himself, and was perhaps later on rudely
fashioned in his own likeness (MacCulloch, 284).

This is probably the point of departure of the neo-
lithic idol whose artistic history has been so aptly
traced by J. Dechelette (cf. ‘ Les OriMes de I’idole

neolithique,’ in his Manuel d^archdol, prihist, celt,

et gallo-romaine, Paris, 1908-10, i. 594 ff. ). Lucan
describes trunks of trees in a sacred wood roughly
carved to represent gods

—

simulacra maesta de^

orum {Phars. iii. 412 f.), and this rude likeness

became an image of the spirit or god of trees.

When Cassar states [de Bell. Gall, vi. xvii. 1) that
there vf&LQplurima simulacra, especially of the god
Teutates in his time, he does not mean carved

1 St. Maurilius is said to have burned several idols at
Prisciacus in Gaul (A8f, Sept. iv. [1868] 73), and Clovis, on his

conversion, burned his idols [AS, Oct. i. [1866] 146). St,

Firminus of Amiens destroyed idols wherever he could find

them {AS, Sept. i. [1868] 179), and St. Mello routed the fiend

Seragon, who apparently dwelt in a brazen, gilded idol of Rotb,
near a ‘ tons qui Meretricum dicitur * at Rouen {AS, Oct. ix.

[1869] 672). Whether the idols destroyed by St. Oolumban and
St. Gall on the continent, especially in Germany, and by St.

Augustine in England {AS, Oct. vii. [1869] 886 ; Mai, vi, [1866]

882), were Celtic is uncertain.
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imatjes, but probably boundary stones, like those
of the Greeks and Romans, or shapeless pillars

that symbolized the god but did not show him.
On seeing them objects of a special cult, he con-
cluded that they were really simulacra of a god
(MacCulloch, qp, cit.). Some authorities even
maintain that these simulacra were nothing else

than accumulations of stones, menhirs, etc., found
all over ancient Gaul (Reinach, loc. cit.); and
JuUian maintains that there is only one statue
found thus far that really belongs to the pre-

Roman period—a stone inscribed with geometrical
figures, swastikas, and the like {Bull, archdol.,

1898, pp. 339-401). If this be true, then it forms
the sole exception, for not another one has been
found anywhere in Gaul belonging to a period
previous to the Roman epoch (G. Dottin, Bel. des
Celtesy Paris, 1903, p. 32 f.).

The adoration of boundary stones and pillars, or
menhirs, continued until well into Christian times.
In the life of St. Samson of Dol, written at the
beginning of the 7th cent., there is mention of
a standing stone

—

simulacrum abominabile—wor-
shipped by the ancient Bretons (J. Mabillon, Acta
sanctorum ordinis S. Benedicti, Paris, 1668-1701,
i. 177 f. ; .4^8, Jul. vi. [1866] 584**). For the pur-
pose of stopping these heretical practices, the saint
carved a cross upon this stone. The fact that
many menhirs have been found in France contain-
ing this mark is an indication that this was the
usual method adopted by the Church to oppose
such worship (Reinach, BA xxi. [1893] 3S5=Cultes,
iii. 402 f.).

Later on a terrestrial abode was assigned to the
gods, usually an oak-wood, for the oak and the
mistletoe were especially sacred, according to the
doctrines of the Druids (G. Callegari, II Druidismo
neir antica Gallia, Padua, 1904, p. 68 ff.). Then,
when the tribes had more fully developed the
c^tom of apotheosizing their dead chiefs, the
divine and the human were brought into still

closer relations with one another, which tended
to strengthen the belief in anthropomorphism.
Thereafter, such gods as Teutates, Esus, Taran,
and Belenos not only assumed human form, but,
under the influence of other nations, were clothed
and armed like the Gauls (Jullian, EisL ii.

152).

The Gauls at Ephesus and Marseilles were the
first to take up the practice of idol-worship, due,
without doubt, to their contact with the Greeks
and Romans. Justin (xliii. 5. 7) informs us that
the Celto-Ligurians in the environs of Marseilles
'worshipped the image of Minerva. Other classical
pthorities state that the Galatian Celts had
images of their native Jupiter and Artemis, while
the conquerors who entered Rome bowed to the
senators as to the gods (Strabo, xii. v. 2

;

Plutarch, de Virt. Mul. xx.
; Livy, v. 41). What

was the attitude of the Druids towards the spread
of idolatry among the people ? Reinach maintains
that they discouraged it as far as they could, be-
cause they realized that the moment a man gives
to his god a figure and lodges him in his home he
has less need of the intervention of priests {BCel
xiii. 1S9 S. = Cultes,^ i. 146 ff.). Whatever may be
our opinion of this ingenious explanation, it is
possible that the Druids did not encourage the
spread of this worship

; for, according to Lucan (i.

452, iii. 416 f,), much of their prestige was due to
the fact that they claimed to have sole knowledge
of the divinity. This might lead us also to the
belief that they had such a high idea of their gods
that they disliked to clothe them with the human
form.
While in remote parts of Gaul the statues of the

gods reveal attributes approaching closely those
of the early Germanic tribes (G. Grupp, Kultur

der alien Kelten und Germanen, Munich, 1905,

p. 153 fl*.), the gods of those Celts who fell under
the yoke of the Romans assumed at times so

many of the attributes of the divinities of their

I
conquerors that complete identification was the
result.

The images of the Gallo-Roman period are usually divided
into two categories. First, we have the native divinities, such
as Tarvos Trigaranos, Oernunnos, Smertullos, and the tri-

cephalous gods, the crouching gods, the horned gods, etc., all

of which belong to the pre-Roman period (Jullian, ii. 155, n. 8).

To this period belong also the statues of water-goddesses, of

Epona, and of the Matres, usually in the form of three seated
figures with baskets of fruit or flowers, or with one or more
infants QilacOulloch, 289). The second category comprises those
images bearing the name of a Roman god, but often with a
Celtic name added thereto. Of these images that of Mercury is

the most common. Finally, we must include also in this class

the small figures of white clay, representing probably some
kind of ex-voU>, which have been found in large quantities (for

the archaeological history of these images see D6chelette, op.

Clri.).

3. Irish.—That the Irish were given to^ the
worship of idols or images in pre-Christian times
is obvious from the explanation of the word hin-

delba in Cormac’s Glossary. According to this

authority, the name hindelha was given to ‘the
altars or those idols from the thing which they
used to make(?) on them, namely, the delba or
images of everything which they used to worship
or of the beings which they used to adore, as,

for instance, the form or figure of the sun on the
altar.’ Again, the \foxdi hidoss is explained as being
derived from ‘the Greek cISos which is found in

Latin, from which the word idolum, namely, the
shapes or images {arrachtal of the idols [or elements]
the Pagans used formerly to make.’
To these idols or images sacrifices were offered,

usually for the purpose of securing abundant
harvests. Whether the Druids had private idols

for their own worship cannot be definitely ascer-

tained, though some authorities affirm that they
had (D. Hyde, Literary Hist, of Ireland^, London,
1906, p. 84), this supposition being based on the
evidence given in a passage of Cormac’s Glossary
which describes the incantation called imbas for-
osnai, or ‘ knowledge that enlightens.’

‘ This describes to the poet or druid,’ says the glossator, * what-
soever thing he wishes to discover, and this is the manner in

which It is performed. The poet chews a bit of the raw red
flesh of a pi^, a dog, or a cat, and then retires with it to his

own bed behind the door [or, according to Stokes, ‘ he puts it

then on the flagstone behind the door where he pronounces an
oration over it and offers it to his idol gods. He then invokes
the idols, and if he has not received the illumination before the
next day, he pronounces incantations upon his two palms, and
takes his idol gods unto him [into his bedj in order that he may
not be interrupted in his sleep. He then places his two hands
upon his two cheeks and falls asleep. He is then watched so
that he be not stirred nor interrupted by any one until every-
thing that he seeks be revealed to him at the end of a nomad
[i.e. a daji or two or three, or as long as he continues at his

offering, and hence it is that this ceremony is called imbas, that
is, the two hands upon him crosswise, that is, a hand over and
a hand hither upon his cheeks. And St. Patrick prohibited this

ceremony, because it is a species of teinm laeghdha [another kind
of incantation mentioned in the Glossary], that is, he declared
that any one who performed it should have no place in heaven
or on earth ’ (Stokes, loc. cit.

;
Hyde, loc. cit. 84). It is related

also in the J5ook of Leinster that Dathi, who succeeded Niall of
the Nine Hostages as King of Ireland in a.d. 405, consulted the
Druids on the eve of the great festival of Samhain in the seven-
teenth year of his reign, or a.d. 422, regarding his destiny
during the next year, for he vras then contemplating an in-

vasion of the continent. Dathi and nine of his chiefs were
taken to the plain of Rath Archaill, where the Druids had
their idols and altars, and there the prediction was made
(E, O’Ourry, Lectures on the MS Materials of Anc. Ir. Hist,
Dublin, 1878, p. 284). As stated above, these passages seem to
indicate that the Druids had private images at that time which
they alone were permitted to consult. They show also that,
whatever may have been the attitude of the Druids on the
continent towards idol-worship, those in Ireland had no
hesitation in accepting it and adapting it to their own
ends.

As for public idols, there is sufficient e\ddence
that they were very numerous throughout the
country. To these sacrifices were offered up by
the people, or rather by the Druids on behalf of the
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people, for the purpose of securing good weather

for the crops and an abundance of cattle. St.

Patrick states in his Confession (xviii.) that previ-

ous to his arrival in Ireland the people ‘ worshipped

only idols and abominations ’ {FL liii. 810 ; N. J.

D. White, ‘The Latin Writings of St. Patrick,’ in

Froc, Boy, Ir. Acad, xxv. [1905] 270, § 41), Ac-

cording to the Tripartite Life, during a certain

year Patrick found no more fitting place to

celebrate Easter than Mag Breg, ‘in the place

wherein was the chief (abode) of the idolatry and
wizardry

—

baili imbai cend idlachta ocus druidechta

—of Ireland, to wit, in Tara ’ (W. Stokes, Tripar^

tite Life of Fatrich, London, 1887, p. 41). Again,

when Patrick visited Oengus, the son of Natfraich,

in Munster, the morning after his arrival ‘ all^ the

idols were on their faces

—

inna arrachta huili inna

ligiV (lit. ‘in their beds’; ib, p. 195). Further-

more, Jocelinus, in his biography of Patrick, re-

marks that ‘ idola corruunt ad adventum S, Patricii

in Momoniam ’ {AS Mart. ii. [1865] 553). That the

chief purpose of Patrick’s sojourn in Ireland w-ould

be the destruction of ‘ all the images of the idols
’

was, in fact, foretold by the wizards and enchanters

at the court of King Laegaire, son of Niall {ib, pp.

32-35) ;
and when, at the end of the Tripartite Life,

we are told that, ‘ after destroying idols and images,

and the knowledge of wizardry, the time of holy

Patrick’s death drew nigh,’ the prophecies were

fulfilled {ib. p. 259). So strong a hold had idolatry

upon the people that two maidens, converted to

Christianity, were persecuted and drowned by a

petty king named Echaid for haying refused to

engage in the pagan form of worship {ib. p. 225).

These idols were generally very rudely carved,

most of them, in fact, being mere pillar-stones (J.

B. Bury, Life of St, Fatrick, London, 1905, p. 74).

There was, however, in the plain of Magh Slecht

one great idol which apparently was of much finer

workmanship. The image, ornamented with gold

and silver, was called, according to the Dinnsenchtis

in the Book of Leinster (p. 213^), Cromm Cniach

(‘Bloody Crescent’), but in the Tripartite Life of

Fatrick the name given to it is Cenn Cruaich

(‘Bloody Head’; Stokes, 91). This gold-covered

idol, surrounded by twelve lesser ones ornamented

mth brass, was the special tutelary deity of certain

Irish tribes, representing, in all probability, the

sun-god ruling over the twelve seasons. Accord-

ing to the Dinnsenchus mentioned above, this great

idol exacted a terrible tribute from its worshippers.

In return for the beautiful weather they desired

for their crops, they offered up to it their nrst-bom

children ‘ with many cries and heart-rending

moans for their death, assembled about Cromm
Crdach ’ (d’Arbois de Jubainville, Le Cycle mytho-

logique irlandais, Paris, 1884, p. 107).

The Rennes MS of this poem teUs us that Cromm Oriiach

was, before the arrival of Patrick, the Hg-idal h-menn, or

*kinff idol of Ireland.' ‘Around him [were] twelve idols made

of stones : but he was of gold. Until Patrick’s advent he was

the god of every folk that colonised Ireland. To him they used

to offer the firstlings of every issue and the chief scions of every

dan. . . . And they all prostrated themselves before him, so

that the tops of their foreheads and the gristle of their noses,

and the caps of their knees and the ends of their elbows broke,

and three-fourths of the men of Erin perished at these prostr^

tions’ (K. Meyer and A. Nutt, Voyage of

97, ii. 149 f.; for the versified form, see i6. p. SOlff.). Many

were the legends grouped about this idol. The Dinnsenchus m
Book of Leinster informs us that, several centun^ before

the Christian era, King Tigernmas and crowds of ^ people

were destroyed in some inexplicable manner while they were

worshipping it on the eve of the of

Eve (prSoyce, Soc. Hist, of Ano. Ireland, London, 1903, i. 276).

According to the Tripartite Life (pp. 91-98), this idol, which

was worshipped by King Laegaire and many
thrown by St. Patrick, who cast his curse upon it. The ground

opened up and swallowed the twelve lesser idols as far as their

heads, which may be interpreted that, when the

Saint was written, the pagan sanctuary had so fallen mto de^y
that only the heads of the twelve lesser idols remained atove

ground (J. Rhys, Celtic Heathendom [HL, 1886]2, London, 1892,

p. 201).

Another famous idol in western Connaught was
Cromm Dubh, or ‘Black Crescent,’ whose name,
according to O’Cui^, is still connected in Munster
and Connaught with the first Sunday of August
{MS Materials, 632). This Sunday, the anniver-

sary of its destruction, is still called ‘Cromm
Dubh’s Sunday ’ {Domnach Cniimm Duihh). There
was also an idol called Kermand Kelstach, which,
it appears, was the special tutelary god of the
province of Ulster (Joyce, loc, cit.). Cormac’s
Glossary (p. 23) mentions the idol Bial, which is

called elsewhere BU (G. Petrie, On the Hist, and
Antiq. of Tara Hill, London, 1839, p. 84). At the

festival of Bron-Trogin, i.e. the beginning of

autumn, the young oi every sort of animal was
assigned as an offering to this god {BCel xi. [1890]

443). According to another legend, ‘a fire was
always kindled in Bial’s name at the beginning of

summer, and cattle were driven between the two
fires ’ (Stokes, Cormads Glossary, p. 23).

According to the passage quoted above from
Cormac’s Glossary, St. Patrick abolished the imbas
forosnai and the teinm laegda, because the per-

formance of these incantations needed an offering

of some kind to idols or demons. These prob-

ably include the Idm^dia, or ‘ hand-gods,’ which
were small images used for divination. When
Cormac mac j!^t refused to worship^ idols and was
punished therefor by the Druids, it is probable

that the Idm-dia are referred to {BCel xii. [1891]

427 ; MacCulloch, 286) ;
and, before the lady Cessair

decided to make a trip to Ireland, she consulted

her hand-gods to see if the omens were favourable

{ib.). In the account of the Battle of Moytura,

mention is made of a speaking sword, which had
that power, because at that time ‘men worshipped

arms, and they were a magic safeguard’ (d’Arbqis

de Jubainville, Bpopie celt, en Irlande, Paris,

1892, i. 444).
. . . ^ ^

Notwithstanding St. Patrick’s prohibition, idol-

worship in certain forms continued in many places

in Ireland far down into Christian times; and

traces of these rites exist even to-day in some of

the more remote districts of the country.

4. Welsh.—The lives of the early Saints of

Britain inveigh frequently against idolatry or

image-worship, to which the British Celts were

addicted (MacCulloch, 286 f.). Gildas tells us that

in his time there were images ‘ mouldering away
within and without the deserted temples, with stiff

and deformed featmes ’ {de Excid. Brit, ii. ). Like

the Irish, the Welsh had also their speaking stone,

called lech-lawar, or ‘stone of speech.’ Giraldus

Cambrensis relates {Hib, expug, i. 38) that, when
Henry li., king of England, landed at St. David’s

on his return from Ireland, a Welsh woman threw

herself at his feet and made a complaint against

the bishop of the diocese. Keceiving no redress,

us this^lay, Lechlawar, avenge our race and nation

on this man.’ According to the same authority,

this was a stone ‘which was placed across the

stream, dividing the cemetery of St. David’s from

the north side of the church, to form a bridge.’

The surface of the stone, which was of beautiful

marble, wasworn smooth by the feet of pedestrians.

Once, when a corpse was carried over it, the stone

spoke, but in the effort it cracked in the middle.

Giraldus also mentions {Itin. Camb. ii. 7) a stone

in the island of Mona which always returned to the

same place, no matter where it was transported.
^

5. Scots.—M. Martin relates that the inhabit-

ants of the Scottish islands worshipped an image

of a god called Bel, without doubt the same as

the Irish god of that name {Descrip, of the Western

Islands of Scotland^, London, 1716, p. 105).
^

6. Bretons.—The ecclesiastical canons of Brittany

mention stones, fountains, and trees as being

VOL. VII.—
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worshipped even as late as the 10th cent. (J. Fer-
gusson, Eude Stone Monuments in all Countries,

London, 1872, p. 24 f
. ). Processions of images were

quite common in Brittany up to a recent date.

St. jMartin stopped one of these processions, be-

cause he considered them a form of pagan worship
(Snip. Severus, Vita S. Martini, xii.). These pro-

cessions were forbidden by the edicts of various
councils, and often, finding this method of inveigh-
ing against them to be of no avail, they Christian-

ized them. Thus the rogation processions with the
crucifix and the Madonna, as well as the pilgrim-

age of St. John's image, at the Midsummer festivals,

were but a continuation ot these ancient forms of

worship. The Groah-goard, or ‘ Venus of Quinipily,’

which maj" date back to pre-Roman times, was for

many centuries an object of important rites in

Brittany (D. Monnier, Trad. pop. co7nparees, Paris,

1854, p.‘362).

LiTERATiJEE.--This has been sufficiently indicated in the
article. John Lawrence Gerig.

IMAGES AND IDOLS (Chinese).—China is

full of images. Buddhism, Taoism, and Con-
fucianism have all fostered the use of them, and
they are^ to be found in Buddhist and Taoist
temples in the greatest abundance, in private
houses, in boats, in streets, and almost every-
where.
The Ernperor Wu Yik (1198-1194 B.O.) is credited

with having made the first images or idols. The
objects of worship then were heaven and earth,
the spirits of mountains and streams, etc. The
Emperor looked upon them as mythical ; and, to
show^ his disbelief in, and contempt for, them, he
had images of clay and wood made to represent
them, and ordered men to fight with them. As a
result, he said that men were stronger than the
gods, and it was folly to worship them,^
The art of sculpture and the making of images

of stone do not reach back in China to the high
antiquity that they attained in Egypt and some
other ancient lands, though the germ was present
before the Christian era, and revealed itself in
sculpturing in bas-relief on the surface of stone.
The earliest known specimens were executed in
the _2nd cent. B. o. They display a primitive charac-
ter in their composition, and convey the impression
that the art was in its infancy and could not have
been in existence more than one or two centuries,
though the development of art in China was nearly
as old as Egyptian and Chaldeean civilization.^
The mural decorations of buildings were apparently
the precursors of the isolated image which later on
came out, as it were, from the stone stelse of which
it had previously formed a part, and on the surface
of which it was carved.

^
Chinese art is also greatly

indebted to Buddhism in the treatment of animal
and. human life as we see it revealed at a later
period

; for it, again, developed the germ of the
idea in the Chinese mind, and gave a great exten-
sion to it. It inspired the statue w^hich hitherto
had only half emerged from the stone, and, copying
the examples introduced by the Chinese Buddhist
pilgrims on their return with the idols which they
brcmght from India, the first Chinese statues were
of Buddhist deities.

I. Buddhist.—^The majestic forms of some oi
the gigantic images—one is 100 ft. in height—beai
a certain grandeur in their mien ; a serenity and
calmness appears in their faces in keeping with the
control which a Buddha should have over the
passions. The Indian inspiration is distinctly tc

« China, London, 1897, p. 137 ; alsc
Hist, of China, Shanghai, 1902, p. 9.

Sculpture surpierre en Chine, Paris, 1893,
andMission archeol. dans la Chine, do. 1909; R. Petrucci, Peintrea

PaI6ologue, HArt chinois, do.

pp xr c^^ii
London, 1904-05,

be seen, and for some time the Chinese were mere
copyists. In the stone work of images there has
been no development in an artistic sense. Arrested
progress has been the type of it, whether seen in
the gigantic figures of warriors that line the
approaches to royal tombs or in the more common
stone idol of Buddhism. Images of animals also
appear, cut in stone, at these royal mausolea, and
a pair of lions before temples and official and public
buildings, these stone images of lions, as well as
clay images of cats on the topmost part of a roof,

being believed to act as charms against the malign
influences.^ Clay images placed by evilly-disposed
builders and plasterers in the wall of a house are
believed to exert an evil influence, since these
images, it is said, are imbued with life by the
infusion into them of some of the men’s own life-

blood.^ * Ghosts of idols are not unknown.’ ® Straw
images are used to injure enemies in witchcraft.^
Two miniature images of white cocks in sugar are
conspicuous objects at a Chinese wedding. Bits
of them are broken off and given to the newly-
married couple to eat. A white cock, or a paper
image of one, is carried on the coffin in a funeral
procession to induce one of the souls of the deceased
to enter it.®

Both Buddhism and Taoism have legends of images of their
founders being revealed in dreams to Emperors, and the intro-
duction of the former into China is ascribed to one of these—
a dream of a golden image. As the result of the Taoist dream,
a stone image of foreign material, 3 ft. in height, was found.
P. L. IVieger is inclined to believe that this image, discovered in
A.D. 741, was Nestorian, and not that of Lao-tse ; for he says that
it was a Nestorian service conducted by seven priests which was
held in the palace on receiving the image, and it was the same
Emperor who showed favour to that sect.®

In bronze-work (gilded bronze is much used for

Buddhist images) copied from Buddhist sources,
it was not servile copying, but judicious imitation,
with freedom for the artist to carry out his own
ideas in the world which he created of gods, god-
desses, heroes, sages or patriarchs, ascetics, and
others. The technique is such as to call forth the
unstinted praise of the artist. In the image of

Buddha himself the Chinese have adhered most
closely and longest to the Indian models which
were introduced centuries before, and which give
the characteristics of Buddha as told in the sacred
books (cf. Images and Idols [Buddhist]). The
Chinese have excelled in their images of the God-
dess of Mercy, some of which have been compared
to the work of Donatello and Ghiberti.'^

j

2. Taoist.—^Viewed from an artistic standpoint,
the Taoist bronze images as well as some of other
materials are most interesting. Here there is a
freedom from foreign influence, and a national
expression shows itself. The images thus produced
are not confined to one type, but much variety is

seen. An animated life often reveals itself in
place of the serene contemplative mood of many of
the Buddhist images, which have, of course, a
beauty of their own. The founder of Taoism,
Lao-tse, is often represented with long beard, bushy
eyebrows, and huge forehead ; and the Eight Genii
are also often produced. It would be impossible to
particularize all the celebrated Taoist deities which
are constantly to be seen. One must confine one-
self to a mention of only a few of the most notable.
One of the most interesting is the Star-god of

Literature, who is more a Confucian god, and
whose attitude is most artistic. Poised on one
foot on a sea-monster’s head, with outstretched
arm and hand holding a pen, he recalls some of the
classic statues of Mercury. Another common one is

the Northern Ruler, with unbound locks, and bare
1 N. B. Dennys, Folklwe of China, London, 1876, p- 48 ; H.

Du Bose, Dragon, Image, and Demon, do. 1886, p. 343 f.

2 Dennys, 83. 3 76. 78.
4 Du Bose, 839. 6 Dennys, 16, 22.
6 he Canon taoiste, Paris, 1911, Introd. p. 19 f,

7 Pal6ologue, pp. 47, 60, 62 ; BusheU, p. 60.
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feet, one placed on a tortoise, while his banner has

a sombre ground on which appear the seven stars

of the plough, or Charles’s Wain. There are also

the Ten Judges of Hades, and in their courts are

images of men and women undergoing the punish-

ments of Hell. Besides these, there are the State-

gods, such as the God of War, the Patron Saint

of the late Manchu dynasty, and a number of

others.

3. Confucian.—Statues of Confucius came into

vogue during the T’ang dynasty {A.D. 618-905). It

may be noted here that there is not much scope in

China for images or statues except for religious

purposes, since the form wdiich monuments take

IS not that of statues, but of ornamental arches

over roads or streets in town or country. These

images of Confucius, however, seem to approach

nearer to our idea of a statue than any others ; for

the tablets to the Sage are retained as well. At
one time these images were prayed to for the

granting of posterity ; but this was stopped. The
adoration ottered to him is adulatory and not

supplicatory in its nature. For some time the

images ^vere of wood, but in A.D. 960 clay images

were used.

In A.D. 1457 a copper statue of the Sage was
placed in the Imperial Palace and saluted by
ministers before admission on State business. The
literati did not approve, and it was done away
with. In A.D. 1530 the images were removed from
Confucian temples.^ There are still, however,

images of Confucius and his disciples to be found

here and there throughout the country. No image
of the Sage is allowed in Buddhist or Taoist

temples; but there are some temples styled ‘ Three

Religion Halls,’ in which Buddlia, Lao-tse, and
Connicius are enthroned as a triad.^

4. Images of ancestors.—Images have not been

used in ancestor-worship, tablets for one of the

souls of the deceased bem^ considered the wper
mode of providing an object of worship. But a

notable instance of a contrary practice is recorded

;

one of the Twenty-four Paragons of Filial Piety

carved wooden images of his parents, and served

them as if alive. His jealous wife pricked the

fingers of the images, and they wept.®

5. Aboriginal images.—In the south-east of the

empire there is a large boat population who are

descended from aborigines. They have customs of

their own, and one is that of having wooden images

made of their dead children, which they worship.

As the space on the boats is limited, the shrines,

which every boat has, are small, and conseq[uently

the images are likewise of small dimensions, rang-

ing from about 4^ to 8 or 9 inches in height. Most
of these images represent what are evidently older

persons than mere children. There is quite a

variety in the positions and attitudes : some, like

many of the gods, are seated on thrones and are

clothed in official attire ; others are represented p
standing, perhaps even on dragons, and clad in

warlike robes ;
and many of them carry swords or

daggers and halberds in their hands. One in the

writer’s collection has English clothes on—a blue

jacket, light green trousers, and a low-crowned hat.

One curious feature of these images is that some of

the girls, or women, are represented as riding on

storks—^that bird being supposed to carry the som
to heaven—and some of the boys, or men, on small

ponies. In others, not content with one, the image

is astride two ponies or two tigers, and has its feet

resting on two of these wild beasts as well.

6. The spirit of the being worshipped is supposed

1 B. Laufer, * Confucius and his Portraits,' in Open Courts

xxvi. [1912] 166 ;
E. H. Parker, Studies in Chinese Religion,

London, 1910, p. 182.
2 CAmese jRecorder, xl. [1909] 104. j
s S. W. Williams, Middle Kingdom, London, 1883, 1. 639, and

Chinese Recorder, xxxi. [1900] 397.

by the Chinese to be present in the image when a

ceremony has been performed invoking its presence.

At a temple near the writer’s home in Canton,
where extensive repairs were to be ettected, the
spiiits were asked to vacate their abode in the
images; and, when the repairs 'were finished,

another ceremony was held in which the spirits of

the gods were invited to return.

Some images are made hollow, and models of the
internal organs are placed inside them. At times
a live creature, such as a lizard, is placed inside,

and the idol is then apparently considered to be
vivified.

There is a niche or shrine or loft in a Chinese
house or shop for images, or a red-painted board,

or red paper, with the names of one or more gods,

in addition to ancestral tablets, unless the clan has

an Ancestral Hail ; but in Central China this general

rule does not hold good, for * a considerable propor-

tion of the houses . . . are devoid of idols or even
Ancestral Tablets.’ ^ The changes now taking

place in China are causing a movement towards
disbelief in idols and a discarding of them.

Literature,—^This has been sufficiently indicated in the foot-

notes. J. Dyer Ball.

IMAGES AND IDOLS (Egyptian).—!. E^ly
methods of representing deity.—In the earliest

stages of the Egyptian religion, the images of the

gods were of the rudest and simplest description

—

mere fetish emblems such as pillars of stone or

wood, trees, or cairns. Thus the god of the high'

ways, Min of Koptos, revealed himself either in a

rough stake, or in a heap of stones by the wayside

;

the goddess Hathor dwelt in a sycamore tree ;
and

Osiris was represented by a curious pillar ap-

parently composed of the capitals of several pillars

superimposed. An alternative method of repre-

senting divinity, which co-existed in early times

with the crude fetish emblem, was that in which

the god was presented in the form of an animal.

Sebek, the water-god of the Fayum, manifested

himself as a crocodile ; Khnum, the god of the

cataract district, as a he-goat ;
Upuat of Siut as

a jackal ;
while Sekhmet, the goddess of Memphis,

appeared as a lioness, and Hathor of Denderah as a

cow. These rude early methods of representing

deity maintained their influence in a modified form

down to a very late period, and, even when the

original emblems had been superseded by more
elaborate images, traces of the original emblem are

still to be perceived in the form of the image.

Thus down to the very latest stages of the worship

of Osiris, the original pillar, which was supposed

to represent the backbone of the god, was stiH an

object of worship, and its setting up, w^hich typified

the restoration of Osiris after his murder by Set,

was the occasion of great festivals in particular

localities, while the later images of Min of Koptos,

though adorned writh a human head and rudely

shaped to human form, are merely the ori^al
stake wrapped in swathings of linen. The animal

form of representation was also perpetuated, in the

case of many of the gods, by the curious combina-

tion of an animal’s head with a human body. In

the case of the Sun-god, Ra, the exploration of

the Sun-temples at Abusir has made it evident

that, as late as the period of the Vth dynasty,

this god was worshipped imder the guise of

his original emblem. The central object of

adoration in these temples was, not an image

of Ra, but a huge truncated obelisk, standing

on a pedestal in the midst of an open court.

The earliest dmne images known to us are the

three colossal figures of the god Min, found at

Koptos by Flinders Petrie. These belong to a

very early dynastic period, are of very rude work-

1 W. A. Cornaby, Call of Cathay, London, 1910, p. 33.
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mansMp, and, among other reliefs sculptured upon
them, have representations of the fetish emblem
of the god—a tall pole, adorned with a garland.

2. Images of deity in human form,—Somewhere
about the time of the Ilnd dynasty the Egyptians
began systematically to represent their gods by
images of a human form. The god appears as a
man wearing the ordinary clothing of an Egyptian,
a tunic, adorned, as in the case of a king, with the
tail of an animal. On his head he wore a helmet,

a crown, or a head-dress of tall plumes, while in

his hand he carried a sceptre or leading staff, the
goddesses carrying, as their distinctive emblem,
papyrus stalks. From this time onwards through-
out the historic period, the use of images, either

human in form orhuman with an animal’s head, to

represent the gods to the senses of the faithful

was constant, save for one short interval, when, in

the reign of the reforming King Akhenaten (c.

1385-63 B.C.), all such representations of deity were
forbidden, and the only image tolerated was the
figure of the solar disk with outspreading rays
ending in human hands.
Of the images of the gods used for purposes of

worship, the most important type was that of
which, unfortunately, we have no surviving
example—the small cultus image which was kept
in a costly shrine in the Holy of Holies of each
Egyptian temple, duly tended day by day by the
priests, and exposed to the view of the general
public only on great ceremonial occasions. While
no identifiable specimen of this most sacred object
of^ Egyptian worship has survived, we can form a
fair idea of its style and material from the literary
references which have come down to us. The
sacred image was in curious contrast to the gorge-
ous and gigantic temple which existed for its sake.
It was generally neither of large size nor of costly
materials. Thus in the temple of Hathor at Den-
derah, there were, among others, the following
sacred statues : Hathor, painted wood, copper,
inlaid eyes, height 3 ells, 4 spans, and 2 fingers

;

Isis, painted acacia wood, eyes inlaid, height 1 ell

;

Horns, painted wood, inlaid eyes, height 1 ell and
1 finger. The largest, therefore, was scarcely of
life size, the smallest only about 16 inches in
height. The reason for this insignificance in size
was that for certain acts of worship the images had
to be easily portable.
The paltry size and material of these little

wooden dolls were, however, atoned for by the
splendour of their abode, and the reverence with
which they were served. The shrine of the god
was in the^ innermost chamber of the temple,
which was in total darkness save on the ent^
of the officiating priest bearing artificial light. It
consisted generally of a single block of stone, often,
especially in the later periods, of enormous size,
hewn into a house which surrounded with im-
penetrable walls the image of the god. The door-
way in front was closed with bronze doors, or
doors of wood overlaid with bronze or gold-silver
alloy ; and each day, after the daily ritual had
been gone^ through, these doors were closed,
fastened with a bolt, and then tied with a cord
bearing a clay seal.^ On either side of the sanc-

principal god of the temple were
subsidiary sanctuaries, containing images of the
other two members of his triad. Thus in the
temple of Amen at Thebes, Amen would occupy
the central sanctuary, while his consort, Mut
would be on one side, and the Moon-god, Khonsm
on the other. Within the shrine, the image of the^d reposed in a little ark, or portable inner
shrine, which could be lifted out and placed upon
the barque in which the deity made his journeys
abroad on stated occasions.
The daily ritual of service to the image was in

its main outlines the same in all the temples,
though there were many minor variations, and in
some temples the ritual was much more elaborate
than in others. At Thebes the priest of Amen
had sixty separate ceremonies to perform each
day ; at Abydos there were only thirty-six.

Generally speaking, the procedure was as follows. Early in
the morning the priest of the day, after lustrations, entered the
Holy of Holies, bearing incense in a censer, and stood before
the shrine. He first loosened the door that closed the shrine,
repeating as he did so a stereotyped phrase :

‘ The cord is

broken, and the seal loosened,—I come, and I bring to thee the
eye of Horus. Thine eye belongs to thee, O Homs.’ The
breaMng of the clay seal was accompanied by another set
phrase, and also the drawing of the bolt. As the doors of the
shrine opened and the god was revealed, the priest prostrated
himself and chanted * The gates of heaven open, the gates of
earth are undone. . . . The gates of heaven are opened, and the
nine gods appear radiant, the god N is exalted upon his great
throne. . . . Thy beauty belongs to thee, O god N; thou
naked one, clothe thyself.' Taking his vessels, the priest then
began to perform the daily toilet of the god. He sprinkled
water on the image twice from four jugs, clothed it with linen
wrappings of white, green, red, and brown, and painted it with
gpreen and black paint. Finally he fed the image, by laying
before it bread, beef, geese, wine, and water, and decorated its

table with flowers.

This was the regular daily service; but in
addition there were great festival occasions when
enormous quantities of food and drink were offered
to the god. After their ceremonial appropriation,
the greater part of these provisions, no doubt, be-
came the perquisite of the priests ; but a certain
portion was reserved for the use of the distin-
guished dead who had adorned the temple by the
dedication of votive statues. ‘ The dead desired to
share in the food from the altar of the god, after
that the god had satisfied himself therewith.’ In
addition the wrappings of the divine image were
taken off, and given as bandages for wrapping
the mummies of those who had been benefactors of
the temple—thereby, no doubt, securing their
blessedness in the other world.
On great festival occasions, there was one

special addition to the ordinary ritual, besides the
multiplication of ofierings. The chief event of
such a day was that th^eople shoidd ‘ behold the
beauty of their Lord.’ The little image was, there-
fore, taken out of its chapel in its portable shrine,
which, carefully swathed in veils, was placed on a
barque carried by poles on the shoulders of several
priests. This barque was carried through the open

I

court of the temple, and thereafter through the
town. At intervals it was set down upon a stone
pedestal, and, when one of these stations of the
god was reached, incense was burned and prayers
were offered, and at last the hangings which closed
m the sides of the ark were withdrawn, and the
image of the god was revealed for a moment to the
eyes of the faithful. Besides these journeys
through his own town for the benefit of his faithful
people, the image was in the habit of making
occasional ceremonial visits to the gods of neigh-
bouring towns— voyaging, on these occasions,
in one of the ships which were attached to the
temple. The visit, which doubtless had its origin
in some traditionary intercourse of the two gods,
was duly returned by the image which had neen
visited.

These little cultus images were supposed to be
endowed with the power of giving oracles. For a
discussion of the consultation of images, see art.
Divination (Egyptian), vol. iv. p. 793 ff.

One other attribute of these images remains to
be noticed. They were endowed with magical
powers of healing, and, on sulficiently great occa-
sions, these powers were brought into requisition.
A late legend, composed for the glory of the Moon-
god, Khonsu, relates how Bent-resht, princess of
Bekhten, and sister of Neferu-ra, the wife of
Kamses li., was possessed by an evil spirit which
could not be driven out. In answer to a request
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made to Rainses by the prince of Bekhten, the

image of Khonsn was sent to the rescue, healed

the distressed damsel, and was detained in the

land of Bekhten for more than three years. The
prince of Bekhten would fain have kept the wonder-

working image altogether, but was induced to send

the god back to Egypt bjr a vision in which he saw

Elhonsu coming out of his shrine in the form of a

golden hawk, and flying back to his native land

(cf. art. Disease and Medicine [Egyptian], voL

iv, p. 763).

Tkese little images were the chief objects of

Eoyptian worship, so far as the temples were

concerned ; but, in addition, the temples of the

various deities were provided with innumerable

other images of the gods. These were mainly

votive ofi’erings contributed by pious people who
believed themselves to have been the recipients of

favours from some particular god, or who desired

to receive favours. Thus the little temple of Mut
at Thebes became, for some reason, a perfect store-

house of votive images of the goddess Sekhmet;

and the bronze and stone images of the gods found

in most museums are largely of this votive class.

Further, images of the gods were extensively used

in connexion with the family religion of the Egyp-

tians. The remains of several houses give evi-

dence of the existence of a recess in the wall of the

central hall, whose adornment of religious scenes

points to it having been the focus for family wor-

ship, and the multitude of little statuettes of the

gods in pottery, bronze, silver, and even gold,

shows how wide-spread was the custom of having

a tutelary image of the favourite god to watch

over the house. In the later stages of the Egyp-

tian religion the image of Horns subdumg the

powers of evil seems to have been the standard

protective figure for the house; but under the

Empire the favourite domestic divinities were not

any of the great gods, but minor deities. Chief

aniong these were the grotesque little bandy-legged

god Bes, and his wife, the hippopotamus-sh^ed

Taurt. Images of these very humble gods had an

unbounded vogue, and were supposed to protect

against evil spirits. They were found m every

household, and were often wrought into the handles

of mirrors and other toilet articles, while they were

frequently worn, especially by children, as ammets.

The curious little images of deformed children,

called pataihoi by Herodotus (iii. 37) and reg^ded

as the sons of Ptah, shared in the popularity of

Bes and Taurt. ^ ^ _ ,

3. Animals as living images of deity.—It must

not be forgotten that, in addition to all their

graven and molten images, the Egyptians pos-

sessed living, images of certain of their gods, and

that in the later historical period the worship of

these developed to an extraordinary extent, so

much so as to have impressed upon other nations

the idea, totally erroneous at least as regards the

greater part of Egyptian religious histoiy, that

the Egyptians were a race of animal-worshippers.

Originally, as we have seen, certain deities were

conceived of under the guise of animals,^ and

through the whole historic period certain animals

were keld to be living images, incarnations of

divinity. Chief among these, of course, were the

Apis-bull of Memphis, the incarnation of Ptah,

and the Mnevis-bull of Heliopolis, the incarnation

of Ra. But, while this is so, the development of

animal - worship which excited the attention of

Herodotus and the derision of Juvenal belongs

only to the decadence of the religion. ,;it was a

reinarkable adjunct to the E^ptian religion, but

it did not belong to its ongmal structure. In later

times veneration for the sacred cat, sheep,

and serpent increased greatly ... but the ancient

faith of the people knew nothing of this craze

(A. Erman, Handbook, p. 24). Of one Egyptian
divinity alone no image was ever made for pur-

poses of worship. This is Maat, the goddess of

truth, who appears in the scenes of judgment be-

fore Osiris, and whose little figure, crowned with

a single feather, is continually presented by the

king as an offering to the god whom he is wor-

shipping.
.

4. Images of human beings used in a religious

connexion.—There remains to be noticed the ex-

tensive use made by the Egyptians^ of images of

human beings in a religious connexion, especially

in connexion with their belief in the life after

death. The necessity of securing that the ka of

the deceased person should have a recognizable

habitation to which to return resulted in steps of

a very elaborate kind being taken to secure so

important an end. First of these was, of course,

the mummification of the body, ensuring its con-

tinuance for a long period. But the mummy might

perish or be destroyed, so there grew up, from a

very early period, the custom of placing^ in the

tomb of the deceased an image, or many images,

of bim in stone or wood. The first requisite of

these images was that they should be absolutely

faithful likenesses of the person whom they were

meant to represent ; and the result is a series^ of

statues which aim, not at beauty, but at life-like

resemblance— physical deformities^ being repro-

duced with as much care as beauties. No other

nation offers anything in the least corresponding

to the series of portrait-statues which has been

preserved to us in the tombs of Egypt.

Besides the portrait image or images, the tomb

of an Egyptian was furnished with a number 01

other images, of tiny size, representing the servants

who were supposed to discharge for their master

any work which he might be called upon to do

in the Sekhet-Aaru, or ‘Fields of the Blessed.

These uslutbtis, or ‘ answerers,’ probably represent

the survival from a time when the slaves of the

Egyptian grandee were slain at his tomb to accom-

pany and serve him in the other world (cf., further,

art. Death, etc. [Egyptian], vol. iv. p. 460).

In common with many other nations, the Egyp-

tians believed in the magical power of images of

gods and men. These images, made of wax, and

smuggled into the house of the person to be in-

jured, were believed to ‘ cripple the hand of man.

The standard instance occurs in the trial of certam

conspirators against Ramses III., where ib was

proved that the ‘ superintendent of the cows had

taken a magical book from the Pharaohs wn
library, and, in accordance with its directions, had

made waxen images, and introduced them intone
palace for the purpose of injuring Ramses. This

belief plainly comes down from a very early period,

as a waxen crocodile is used to punish a criminal

in the earliest of Egyptian folk-tales, whose action

is supposed to take place in the time of the Illrd

dynasty.

LrrEBATUKB.—A. ’Brm&a, Handbook of Hgyp. Iieliffion,Eng.

tr., London, 1907, Life in Ancient Egypt, En^ tr., do. 1894

,

G. Steindorff, Rel. of the Ano. Egypti<ms, ^
London, 1905 ; E. Naville, The Old Egyp^Fai^, London,^09 ,

mm, do. 1904? A. W--’. /iedemann, JRel. of the Anc, Egyptians,

da 1897,"art."* Religion of Egypt,’ in JJDH v. l76fE. ; G. ®Jas-

pero, Hist. anc. des peuples del'<Ment

Oriffines ’ Paris, 1896 (Eng.tr., TheDavm ofCivilizati^,Lonoxm,

myew Lighrok Ancient 1909); W.
Petrie, Jtel. of Anc. Egpt, do. 1^06, J«^*»^oa89^
iiP, 1st and 2nd series, do., various dates ; J. Capartj

AH in Egypt, Eng. tr., do. 1906 ;

IMAGES AND IDOLS (Greek and Roman).

—I, Greek.—The cult of images belongs to a later

stage of religious development than mere feti^ism,

or the holding sacred of any object which has

acquired supernatural power {rnana). It is devel-
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oped out of such fetishism by growing anthropo-

morphism, as the gods become humanized and come
into closer relations with the human spirit. Among
primitive peoples there is a belief in a near

connexion between an image and the person or

thing portrayed ; so that what affects the image
must also affect the original of the image. Con-

nected with beliefs of this kind were some of the

customs of early Greek religion. The temple was
the abode of the deity, his imagebeing his surrogate,

and taking his place. The deity in a measure

resided in the image; petitions to him were laid

on its knees, incense was burned before it, and the

treasures given to the god were heaped about it.

Among the most pleasing gifts to the god were

other images, whether of himself or of votaries.

The notion appears to be that, as the image of a

votary stands in the presence of the image of the

god, so the god will be near the votary’s person to

aid and direct him. The tomb rivalled the temple

as a place for images, and with the dead were
buried a great quantity of terra-cotta figures.

The religious objection to the use of images in

the worship of gods and heroes, which w'as strongly

developed among the Jews, and has been adopted
by the Muhammadans and some branches of the

Christian Church, can scarcely be said to have
existed in Greece. We have learned from the
brilliant discoveries of Schliemann and Evans that
idols were known in the country many centuries

before the arrival there of the Greek race. The
chief deity at Knossos in Crete seems to have been
a great goddess of nature, of the same class as

Mylitta and Cybele, who is represented on gems
as flanked by lions, and in a remarkable statuette

of enamel as holding snakes in her hands. With
her was associated a male deity of less importance,
”\vho is sometimes depicted on gems, but who was
usually worshipped in the symbol of a double axe,
which' is of frequent use in Crete (see, further,
* .^gean ’ section above, and art. Axe).

^
After the decay of the Minoan and Mycencean

civilizations, and the entry of the Greeks upon the
scene, still in a barbarous condition, the art of
image-making, like all other products of civiliza-

tion, seems to begin again at the lowest level, and
gradually to rise. When a site of an ancient city
in Greece or on the coast of Asia is excavated,
there is usually found on the lower levels a
multitude of rude terra-cottas. The same is true,
in some districts, of graves.

It is a noteworthy fact that the great mass of
these images represent the female figure. This
may be the result of religious conservatism, as the
Greeks probably adopted from their predecessors
in the country the cultus of goddesses of growth
and procreation, the varieties of the great Mother-
goddess whose cultus was spread over the whole
East, from Babylon to the ^gean. Figures of the
characteristic deities of Greece—Zeus, Apollo,
Poseidon, and others—do not appear. Figures of
men on horseback and in chariots do, however,
occur

^

(fig. l),i most commonly in Cyprus, but
also in Greece Proper. Whether these images
represent ordinary mortals or the heroized dead is
a question not easy to answer.
Before the 7th cent. B.o. these works are of a

very primitive character, and their date is not easy
to determine. If of stone, they represent the naked
female body in rudest form, the arms and legs
being roughly indicated, and the head a mere flat
protuberance. These figures are especially char-
acteristic of the Islands of the .dilgean. Commoner
on all the coasts of that sea are figures of terra-
cotta of conical form. Sometimes they are naked,
more often draped, the legs hidden by the garments,
- 1 Pigrures 1 to 6 are from F. Winter’s Typen der figiirlichm
Terrakotten, Stiittg-art, 1903.

the arms mere stumps, the head formed by a few
pinches of finger and thumb in the soft clay. Some
points, such as the breasts, are roughly indicated.

There is the standing type (fig. 2, 3) and the seated

type but slightly distinguished from it by a bend

in the front of the figure (fig. 4). Jewellery and
adornments are added, for the most part in paint.

Sometimes the image grasps an infant in its arms.

Such images have been found in abundance on
the great religious sites of the Greek world

—

Ephesus, Argos, Naucratis, and elsewhere. Num-

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

hers of them are also found in the early tombs.
That they had a religious meaning can scarcely be
doubted ; but clearly to define that meaning is not
easy. In some way they were regarded as a gift

pleasing to the gods, and as talismans to protect
the spirit of the dead in his journey to the land of
souls. The outstanding feature is that they are pre-
dominantly female, male figures being almost en-
tirely absent ; here we have a point of contact with
pre-Greek religion in Greek lands. It seems that
the worship which in the Mycenaean age adhered
to certain sites, and dedicated them to the worship
of the ancient goddess of nature, still survived for

many ages. It has, in fact, survived in those
regions to the present day, when the Mother-
goddess of Christianity takes in the beliefs of the
people the place of her heathen prototype.

In the 6th cent. B.c. the old generalized type of

goddess becomes differentiated in various localities.

She merges in the goddesses of the Greek pantheon,
and^ carries their symbols. As Aphrodite she
carries the dove, as Artemis the stag (fig. 5), as

Persephone the sacrificial pig ; as Athene she wears
the helmet or the segis. Excavations, e.g., on
the Athenian Acropolis have brought to light a
multitude of seated and standing figures which can
represent only Athene herself, and are sometimes
armed (fig. 6). In Corfu there is a series extending
over a long period, in which Artemis may clearly
be recognized. Many such local series may be
studied in our museums; and at this time male
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deities as well as female become common. The
terra-cotta figures are now swept from the vague
and merely traditional use of the pre-historic age

into the full current of Greek Olympian religion.

Fia. 5. * Fig. 6.

a conical stone or the trunk of a dead tree. The
coins struck in the Koman age in cities of Asia
preserve for us the outlines of simulacra, which can
scarcely be said to be of human form, yet are by
no means shapeless blocks. Of such a kind were
the images at Perga of Anassa or Artemis (fig. 7),^

Fig. 7.

In the 4th cent. B.C., if not earlier, we may trace

a further change of usage. The great mass of

terra-cottas from temples and from graves at sites

like Myrina in ^Eolis and Tanagra in Bceotia are

clearly not religious in character. They represent

youths and girls of pleasing type, either simply or

as engaged in conversation or in games. Sacred

figures are rare among them. When such figures

were thrown into a grave, they seem to have been

purposely broken, as if to unfit tliem for any but

sepulchral use. The meaning of these images has

been much discussed. Some archeologists wmuhl

see in them survivals of the primitive custom of

slaying wife or slave to accompany the dead to the

world of shades ;
others W'ould see an intention to

furnish the tomb with pleasing copies from the

world without. Probably the true explanation is

a very simple one. Figures of terra-cotta were

used as playthings by children, and they were part

of household decoration. When representing the

gods they served as images for domestic worship,

and were placed in niches or on pedestals.^ The
Greeks were so devoted to the representation of

the human form that they applied it everywhere,

even to common household utensils. »So they

naturally regarded little images as gifts grateful

alike to the gods and to the dead, fitted to people

alike the temple and the tomb. And they had one

very great advantage as offerings—they were

extremely cheap. ^

Meantime, for the larger cultus-images of the

gods and goddesses who were brought in by the

Greek invaders we may trace another origin. The
primitive Greeks have no scruple in attaching

divine virtues to stocks and stones ; but they must
be stocks and stones of a special character, such as

the divine powers themselves had marked out and

chosen. Trees which for some reason were regarded

as full of divine energy, and meteoric stones which

had fallen, or were supposed to have fallen, from

the sky, easily acquired a sficred character.^ That
mere obelisks, called dpyoi XldoL, were even in later

Greece regarded as sacred we learn from Pausanias,^

who saw ranged in the agora of Pharse thirty

conical stones, each of which received the name of

a particular deity. The testimony of Pausanias

has been confirmed by the recent discovery in

Arcadia of a number of square pilasters, each

surmounted by a conical stone, and inscribed with

the name of a god—Zeus, Artemis, the Hero, and

so on.3 .

As the spirit of anthropomorphism m religion

grew strong in Greece and Asia Minor, it was very

natural to add something of human appearance to

1 An excellent general account of Greek figurines will be

found in E. Pottier’s Statuettes de terra cuite, Pans, 1890.

2 vir. xxii. 4. ^ 'AfiXo-ioX. ’E</>T]jaept?, 1911, p. 150.

at Ephesus of the local goddess (fig. 8), at Euromus
in Caria of the Carian god of the double axe (fig. 9).

A head, wearing a tall crown, emerges from the
stone ; arms are inserted ; the wooden cylinder is

covered with bronze or gold wrought by an artist.

The process is well described in Is 40^^*^-. Some-

times rude images excavated from the ground, or

brought from foreign lands, were accepted as a

kind of revelation of a deity. Their uncouthness

was no obstacle ,* for there is truth in the well-

known saying of Goethe :
‘ Wonder-working images

are usually but ugly pictures.’

The origin of idols is similar in most countries.

But what is most interesting in the present con-

nexion is the way in which Greek artistic taste

and the love of human beauty formed out of such

unpromising beginnings a pantheon of exquisite

forms. In this the Greeks are almost unique ; for,

although medieeval Europe ran riot in the produc-

tion of images of angels, apostles, and saints, there

was not then in existence the appreciation of

beautiful bodies which is shown in Greek sculpture.

In the religion or religions of historic Greece

there w^ere several strata or tendencies; and the

tendency to religious sculptural idealism does not

belong to all of them. To the philosophers the

representation of the gods in human form did not

appeal ; and the writings of Plato and other great

thinkers show a steady contempt for plastic art.

At the other end of the scale, the uncultured

husbandmen and slaves Avere ready to venerate

figures of the gods in proportion to their wonder-

working power rather than in proportion to their

beauty. The Dionysiac and other mysteries

afibrded to their religious feelings a more suitable

field of exercise than did the staid worship of the

great temples. But between the intellectuals on

the one hand and the superstitious on the other

came the mass of intelligent and art-loving citizens.

To them the State-religions, belonging to the cities

and great shrines of Greece, centring in the worship

of the deities of Olympus, and the heroized ancestors

of the clans, afforded full satisfaction. For them
1 Figures 7 to 18 are from coins in the British Museum.
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the poets and dramatists worked into beautiful
poems the tales of mythology; and for them the
artists incorporated in bronze or marble or ivory
and gold the ideas of the race as to the higher
powers. As to the great city festivals, they were
of mixed character. The conservative tradition,

which is so marked a feature of all religious cult,

retained in them much that had belonged to pre-

historic and even to non-HeUenic days, scraps of
savage religion preserved as flies are preserved in

amber. But as a whole the festivals were re-

moulded by the Olympian religion and filled with
Hellenic sweetness and light.

Maximus of Tyre, a rhetorician of the Antonine
age, has left us a pleasing, if somewhat verbose,
defence of Greek image-worship.^ Men, he says,

who can raise their spirits directly into commxmion
with the divine perhaps need no images. But
this kind of man is rare ; and it would be impossible
to find any whole race conscious of the divine and
needing no such aid. The Persians worship fire,

and solemnly feed it with logs; the Egyptians
regard the animals of the Nile as sacred, poor
things though they be ; the Celts venerate the oak,
the Paeonians a sun-disk set up on a pillar; the
Paphians worship Aphrodite in the form of a white
pyramid. But the Greek custom is to represent
the gods by the most beautiful things on earth,
pure material, the human form, consummate art.

The idea of those who make divine images in
human shape is q[uite reasonable, since the spirit
of man is the nearest of all things to God and most
god-like. If the Greeks are lifted to the contempla-
tion of God by the skill of a Pheidias, and the
Egyptians by honour given to animals, while others
honour a river and others fire, the variations do
not vex Maximus ; only let men know God, love
him, think of him.
There is a well-known saying of Herodotus,^ that

it was Homer and Hesiod who first distinguished
the functions of the gods and assigned their forms.
Of course, in the time when the Homeric poems
were written, there could be no question of statues
of the gods; there can have been none but the
rudest

^
images. But it is doubtless true that

Homeric incidents and descriptions may have
dwelt in the minds of great sculptors of subsequent
ages, and inspired them. It is expressly told us^
that, when Pheidias made the great statue of Zeus
at Olympia,^ he had in his mind the lines of Homer
which describe how the nod of Zeus shook Olym-
pus, and how his hair floated out, although in fact
the Homeric lines -would far better suit a Zeus
of the Hellenistic a^ than the stately and self-
contained colossus of Pheidias. Homer aid much to
settle the order and personalities of the Hellenic
pantheon ; but, as a matter of fact, he has not a
statuesque imagination. We should be mistaken
if we took back to Greek times that predominance
of literature over art which has been, though of
late years less markedly, a feature of modern
times.

The great difference between the religious art of
the Greeks on the one hand, and that of Babylon,
Egypt, and India on the other, is that, whereas the
Oriental nations were content with merely symbolic
representations of the divine powers, the Greeks
were ever struggling to merge mere symbolism in
anthropomorphism.

gods Egypt differ one from the other not in shape but
in the attributes which they hold, or in the animal heads which^e placed on their shoulders. Isis has the head of a cow
Horns of a hawk, and so on. The deities of the Babylonians
are often furnished with wings to indicate swiftness, but they
are only ceremonial wings, and not meant for real flight.
Sometimes they hold a pair of animals or birds in their hands
to indicate their power over animal nature

; but the arrange-

1 Dissert, viii. 2 ij. 53,
s Strabo, virr. xxx. [p. 354].

ment is merely a conventional one ; the creatures are not
carried suitably. In India the symbolic turn given to art runs
riot : the varied powers of the gods are indicated by giving
them many heads, and many hands fuU of instruments for
various purposes.

In the earliest distinctive Greek art, deities like
those of Egypt and Babylon sometimes make their
appearance. On the chest of Cypselus, preserved
at Olympia, Pausanias saw represented a female
figure which puzzled him. It was inscribed with
the name of Artemis, but it had wings on the
shoulders, and carried in the two hands a lion and
a panther,^ As it became adult, Greek taste set
aside this crude symbolism, and preferred to re-
present the swiftness of Artemis not by wings,
but by the litheness and vigour of her frame, and
her power over nature by giving her as an attend-
ant and friend a dog or a stag. In the art of the
6th cent, the Greek deities almost always carry
an attribute by which they may be identified

—

Zeus an eagle or a thunder-bolt, Hermes a herald’s
staff, Apollo a bow or a lyre, and the like ; but
these become less necessary later, when the deity
can be identified by bodily type. There is no fear
of hesitation whether a 6th cent, image represents
Apollo or Herakles, Athene or Aphrodite, since in
each case the qualities of the deity are thoroughly
incorporated and revealed in the bodily form. In
mature Greek art external symbolism is not en-
tirely absent. Eros (Love) and Nike (Victory)
still retain their wings, though they use them to
fly with, and do not merely carry them. Hermes
has small wings on his cap or on his heels, and
river-gods are still bull-headed. These, however,
are little more than survivals.

If we bring together Pliny’s Natural History
(bks. xxxiv.-xxxvi.) and the descriptions of Paus-
anias, we are able to discern the historic origins of
religious sculpture. Just as Homer stands at the
source of Greek poetry, so at the source of Greek
sculpture we have the figure of Daedalus, who is

himself merely mythical, and who was set down
as the maker of most figures the actual origin of
which was lost in the mists of antiquity. But a
number of artists classed by the ancient writers
as pupils of Daedalus (Daedalidae) really existed,
for we find their signatures on existing bases of
statues. Beginning about 600 B.C., we can trace
lines of descent in a variety of materials. One
school in Peloponnesus began with work in wood

;

and so, by inlaying the wood with gold, ivory,
and ebony, or clothing wooden statues with metal,
worked their way towards that technique in gold
and ivory which was used in the 5th cent, for the
most magnificent of the statues of the gods.
Another school, of which Rhcecus and Theodoras
of Samos were the most noted members, discovered
or improved the art of casting statues in bronze,
and so made antiquated the earlier fashion of
beating out plates of bronze into the required
shape, and fastening them with nails. Other
schools, belonMg mostly to the Greek islands,
such as Chios, Paros, and Naxos, used their native
marble,^ and superseded the old rude figures cut
out of limestone by delicate and beautiful statues
of glittering material.

It is impossible here to follow, even in outline, the process
whereby the sculptors of Greece succeeded in embodying more
and more completely the types of the great deities of their
ra.ce. It was a long and intricate history. A great English
book on the subject is L. R. FarneU’s Cults of the Greek States
(5 vols., Oxford, 1896-1909). A still larger work had been
planned by J. Overbeck (^Kunstmythologie^ Leip2dg, 1871-89),
but he ^ed after publishing only three volumes. The articles

I .
^oscher’s Aysfujirlicnes Lexihon der gr. urd rhm.

Mythologie (Leipzig, 1884 ff.) contain usually the most recent
information on the subjects with which they deal ; but the
material grows every day

; and a complete digest of it is scarcely
possible. Three statues of Apollo, represented on coins, may
serve to illustrate the process ; fig. 10 is of the Apollo of

1 Paus. V. xix. 6.
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Delos, a 6th cent, work of Daedalidje
; fig. 11 is of the Apollo of

Miletus, made by Canachus of Sicyon late in the 6th cent.
; fig.

12 is of the Apollo at Alexandria Troas, a work of Scopas, but
in a somewhat stiff and archaic style.

It is evident that the higher qualities of the deity-

are much less easy thus to incorporate than the

Fig. 10.—Coin of Athens.

lower. Apollo as the god of the gymnasium was
easy to render in art, since he had to be only an
idealized athlete. Apollo, the god of music and
song, could also he embodied, a rapt and poetic
expression being not beyond the resources of
developed Greek art. But Apollo as the prophet

Fig. 11.—Coin of Miletus. Fig. 12.—Coin of Troas.

of the supreme Deity, or as the great patron of
purification, was a less easy subject for art. In
the same way, Artemis as an archeress or as the
queen of the nymphs naturally attracted the artist,

but Artemis as goddess of moisture and source of
the springing powers of nature was less easy to
depict. Thus the rendering of the gods in human
form did undoubtedly tend in a measure to limit
them, and to throw into the background that
which in them inspired awe rather than pleasant
appreciation. Perhaps, however, we may make
a few exceptions to this rule. Of the gold and
ivory colossus of Zeus at Olympia (fig. 13), Quin-
tilian says that it added something to the accepted
religion ;

^ and Dio Chrysostom in the 1st cent.

A.D. tells us how it afiected educated men.

Fig. 13.—Coin of Elis.

* Our Zeus is peaceful and gentle in all ways, as the over-
looker of an undivided and united Hellas ... set up gentle
and stately in form above all grief, giver of life and means of

living and all good things, the common father and saviour and
guardian of men, so far as it was possible for a mere man by
meditating to copy the divine and infinite nature. ... If any
man were utterly burdened in heart, after meeting in life many
misfortunes and troubles, a stranger to sweet sleep, even he,
I think, standing before this image would forget all the terrible

pains and sufferings of our mortal life * (Orat. xii.).

In the same way, the great statue of Athene
Parthenos at Athens (fig. 14) concentrated about
herself the patriotic ardour of the people of the
city

; she was not only the deity who gave wisdom
1 Inst. Orat. xii. x. 9.

in council and skill in craft, but she also embodied
the common life, the destiny, the star of the
Athenians, and all the better because she was as
dignified and majestic as Pheidias could make her.
So also, when, about 300 B.C., Eutychides the
sculptor made for the people of the newly-founded
city of Antioch a representation of the Fortune,
or Tyche, of that city, he represented her as a
most graceful figure seated on a rock, with the
river-god Orontes emerging at her feet. The
statue, of -which copies are extant (fig. 15), not

Fig. 14.—Coin of Athens. Fig. 15.—Coin of King Tigranes.

only gained wide admiration, and was copied in
many other cities, but w^e are told that it was held
in the highest religious reverence. Probably it

greatly helped to make the people of Antioch feel
that they were citizens of no mean city. In Greece,
civic politics and religion were nearly related : the
general or the statesman was often also a priest of
the deity of the city.

^
A different fate attended another sculptural crea-

tion of the same period—the Sarapis of Bryaxis.
Religiously, Sarapis was of great importance, as
he united the conquering Greek and the conquered
Egyptian in a common cultus,^ since the former
coma see in him a form of Hades, and the latter a
modification of Osiris. But the sculptor, if we may
judge from the poor copies extant, tried to intro-
duce into the expression of the face of the deity too
much of mystery and solemnity, and so passed the
bounds of possible sculpture. In a painting he
might have been more successful.

Strict anthropomorphism in the embodiment in
art of their deities was eminently suited to the
Greeks. They w^ere little inclined to mysticism

;

their minds were clear-cut and practical ; and they
were content to abide within the limits set them
by the eminently statuesque character of their art.

At the best, they could produce images perfectly
adapted to the character of their worship and their
religious festivals—figures which a gooci citizen of

fine taste could look on with pride, and which he
could with self-satisfaction contrast wfith the poorer
inventions of surrounding peoples. But in the
latter part of the 4th cent., when the city-State was
falling into decay, and the city festivals were becom-
ing mere pageants, we cannot be surprised that the
statues of the gods lost their high dignity. Sculp-
tors of that age, notably Praxiteles, though they
could still produce exquisite forms, produced them
at a lower level. The images of the gods no longer
embodied human nature at its highest ideal stage,

but rather human nature on the level of the average
sensuous man. The Apollo killing a lizard, by
Praxiteles, represents the deity on the model of an
idle and sportive youth. His Aphrodite, though she

cannot be called impure or sensual, is yet little more
than a woman of exquisite form engaged in taking a
bath. The tendency thus begun soon went further,

and in the Hellenistic age we find images of male
and female deities which could satisfy only a sen-

sual and pleasure-worshipping people. Of course,

there were reactions. The great statues of Demeter
and Persephone set up by Damophon at Lycosura
in Arcadia in the 2na cent. B.C., still extant in a

1 Of. Gr^ico-Egyptian Religion, § z (1), vol. vi. p. 376.
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fragmentary condition, have much of the ancient

dignity. Sculptors who were set to make cultus-

images for temples went back for their models to

the great creations of the 5th century. Some new
types, such as that of the Fortune of Antioch al-

ready mentioned, had real religious value. But an
art which cannot produce original types suited to

the genius of a new age must soon cleca,y. In the

Roman age the figures of the Greek deities which
were produced in unlimited abundance in the work-
shops of the sculptors have no vitality. They are

only elegantly eclectic— charming compositions,

but not at all stimulating to the powers of worship.

We are not, therefore, surprised to find, from the

trustworthy evidence of coins, that many of the

cities of Asia Minor set aside the fine Greek statues

of their city deities 'which held the place of honour
after Alexander the Great, and re-installed the

quaint and ugly figures which those statues had
superseded. In the time of St. Paul the people of

Ephesus had gone back to the image which fell

from heaven. Rome 'vvas filled with splendid statues

of the gods brought from Greece by conquering
generals and by Emperors ; but they were cherished

mainly as works of art, and not as cultus-images.

In fact, the same transition from worship to admira-
tion took place in regard to these statues which has
occurred in the change of modern feeling in regard
to Gothic cathedrals.

2. Roman.—In Roman religious usage, images
do not take nearly so important a place as they do
in Greek. Neither the anthropomorphic tendency
nor aesthetic taste was so highly developed among
the Romans. In fact, the primitive deities of the
Romans were in nature too vague and abstract to

be at all appropriately rendered in plastic art. At
lowest, they were mere traditional daemonic forces

connected with agriculture, or the pastoral life, or

the various actmties of man ; at highest, special

aspects of a great spiritual force. Perhaps, apart
from Greek and Etruscan influence, the Romans
would not have had any statues of the gods. The
early graves of central Italy furnish us with no
such population of terra-cotta figures as do those
of Greece and Asia. Perhaps the only images of

true Roman type, which the Romans themselves
called imagines, were the naturalistic portraits or
masks, in wax or metal, of heroes and ancestors
which Romans of birth set up in their houses and
carried in funeral processions, and which served to

localize the spirits of the departed, and bind them
to the living. But Greek influences began at an
early period to tell upon Rome, alike radiating
from Greek colonies such as Cumse, and coming
through the mediation of the Etruscans. As the
Greek gods, through the influence of the Sibylline
Books, were called to Rome on the occasion of
famine or pestilence, or any crisis with which the
native deities seemed unable to cope, they must
needs have their temples, and Greek sculptors were
called in to make images for those temples. On
the coins of the Roman Republic we find copies
of many such statues ; but there is little that is

Roman about them ; they are merely Greek figures
of the Hellenistic age. Occasionally the sculptor
was called on to portray beings of Roman origin,
such as Vejovis (tig. 16), Saturnus, Janus (fig. 17),

Nerio, or Acca Larentia
; but he fulfilled his task

by merely adapting the nearest Greek type in his
repertory. The veneration of images, however, by
the 1st cent. B.c. had become part of the ordinary
domestic religion. We learn from the excavations
at Pompeii that many houses had a Lararium, or
private shrine, presided over by the Lares (fig. 18),

who were represented either by snakes or by the
figures of young men, the t^e of whom was prob-
ably taken from the Greek Dioscuri.
The vast crowd of images of the gods which had

been constantly increasing in Greece and Italy until

the 3rd cent. A.D. met with extreme hatred from
the Christians, who were as eager to destroy them

Fig. 16.—Roman coin. Fig. 17.—Roman coin.

as were the Puritans of England to break up the

sculptured figures of our churches. A few great

statues were carried to Byzantium, as works of art

Fig. 18.—Roman coin

rather than as objects of cultus ; but they gradu-
ally disappeared ; and naturally none survived the
Turkish conquest.

Literature. —In addition to the works mentioned in the
course of the art., reference may be made to H. B. Walters,
Art of the Greeks, London, 1906, and Art of the Romans, do.

1911 ; P. Gardner, Principles of Greek Art, New York, 1913

;

S. Reinach, Repertoire de la statuaire grecque et romaine,
3 vols., Paris, 1897-1904 ; G. Wissowa, Pel. und Kultus der
Romer 2, Munich, 1912. P. GARDNER.

IMAGES AND IDOLS (Hebrew and Canaan-
ite).—I. Hebrews in pre-Palestinian times.
—Israelite tradition on this subject is confused and
contradictory. In its oldest form (J) there is no
suggestion of idol-w'orship among the forefathers

of Ime nation, except in the Golden Calf episode
(Ex 32), which is a satirical narrative directed

against the bull-wmrship of the Northern kingdom.
The E cycle, while admicting that not only the
Fathers, including Terah, the father of Abraham,
but also the Hebrews in Egypt (Jos wor-
shipped other gods, shows no knowledge of the
legend according to which the father of Abraham
was an idolater and even a maker of idols {Jubilees,

12; Apoc. Abr. 1-8; Gen. E. xxxviii. 13 ; Quran,
ix. 115, xix. 43 ff., xxi. 53 fF., xxvi. 70 fF., xxxvii.

81 ff. etc; cf. JE, s.v. ‘Abraham’). This cycle

represents the worship of the t^rdphim, that is to

say, of at least one class of images, as a foreign

custom (Gn 31^®- ^*)* Ezekiel, on the other hand,
accuses the Israelites of having worshipped ‘ abomi-
nations,’ no doubt images, in Egypt (20®- 23^- ®

;

cf. 16®®), and perhaps also of having served their

tribal gods (‘ the “ aboMnations ” of the house of

Israel ’) under the form of ‘ creeping things and
abominable beasts ’ (8^®'^®),

It is probable, however, that, as long as the
Hebrews led a nomadic existence, they made little

or no use of figured representations of the divinity,

at least in public worship (cf. the case of the pre-

Islamic Arabs [J. Wellhausen, Eeste arab. Heiaen-
tums\ Berlin, 1897, p. 102]). Even at a more
advanced stage of culture, the Semitic peoples

still represented the divinity in their most venerated
sanctuaries {e.g. on Mount Carmel) by objects which
had little or no resemblance to the human form
(Tac. Hist. ii. 78). Analogies may be found in the
case of the Romans (Varro, in Aug. de Civ. Dei,

IV. xxxi. 2 ; Pint. Numa, 8 ; Pliny, HN xxxiv. 4

[15]), Greeks (Lucian, de Sacrif. 10 f.), Egyptians
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(Lucian, de Dea Syr. 3), and Persians (Deinon,

in Clem. Alex. Protrept. 65 [ed. Dindorf, i. 71]

;

Herod, i. 131 ;
Strabo, XV. iii. 13 [732]).

As a matter of fact, the religion of Jahweh at
the time of the sojourn in the desert probably did
not carry with it such a strict prohibition against
the use of images in worship as the first decalogue
ascribes to Moses (Ex 20^-, Dt 6®**)

; otherwise it

would be difficult to explain the freedom with
which the most faithful worshippers of Jahweh
made use of them down to the 8th cent, (see II. 2).

The much more ancient decalogue of Ex 34 con-
demns only a certain kind of images (34^’). It is

probable that the nomadic Hebrews used statuettes

as amulets and in private worship (Gn 3P®* 352* 4.

cf. Ex 33®*’ 35^^). Among the Arabs of the time of
Muhammad (W. R. Smith, Bel. Sem.^, London,
1894, p. 208 f.), the Phoenicians, and the Canaanites,
images were much more frequently employed for

domestic purposes than for public worsnip. The
same is true of the Algean peoples (G. Karo, ABW
vii. [1904] 155 f.).

11. AFTER THE SETTLEMENT IN Palestine.^
I. Idol-worship among the Canaanites.—Canaan
was a land of idols (Nu 33®^, Dt 7^® 12® 29^^ Ps 106®®,

etc.)—a fact which has been confirmed by the
excavations recently made in Palestine. As yet
nothing has been found in the sanctuaries but
stelse, and it is probable that the deity was usually
represented on them under the form of a vmssehha,,

or some natural object. But in private
houses, in tombs, and in a sacrificial trench at
Gezer, statuettes have been discovered in profusion
which were obviously used in private worship
(amulets, ex-wtos, etc.). Those of most frequent
occurrence are images of goddesses (Astarte) in

bas-relief or, more rarely, in the round, tending
towards the Babylonian type in the North and
becoming more ‘Egyptized’ in the South. An
Atargatis (?) has also been found, some phalli,

heads and shoulders of the bull, a brazen serpent,

figurines of doves, cows, fish, statuettes of Egyptian
divinities—Ptah, Osiris, Thoth, Naprit, Thueris,
and, above aU, Bes. Although statues were of

rarer occurrence in the public sanctuaries of Pales-

tine, we need not conclude that they were entirely

lacking (1 S 5®”^)
; they were naturally much more

exposed to destruction than private ones.
LrrBRATURR.—PEFSty especially from vol. xx., new ser. (1890)

;

ZDPVy from vol. xxv. (1902); MNDPV, from vol. viii. (1902);
Harvard TTieol. Review, ii. [1909] 102-113, iii. [1910] 130-138,
248-263, iv. [1911] 136-143 ; RB. vols. i.-xii. (1892-1903), new ser.

vol. i.ff. (1904 if.); H. Vincent, Canaan, d'aprls Vexploratim
rieente, Paris, 1907, pp. 162-180 (an excellent general survey).

2.

Idol-worship in Jahwism.—^After they had
settled in Palestine, the Israelites, no doubt taking
their lead from the people of the country, proceeded
freely to the fabrication of images of Jahweh (and
eventually of other gods), and began to worship
them in the public sanctuaries as well as in private.
Micah had in the ‘ house of gods * of which he was proprietor

a graven image and a molten image (according to another
version, an ‘Sphdd and a tsrdpMm) which were afterwards
transferred to the great sanctuary of Dan, where priests of the
line of Moses officiated (Jg 17-18). Gideon made an ’iphdd which
was worshipped by the whole of Israel (S^^-a?). At Nob there
was an "^phdd served by the priests of the family of Eli, which
was often consulted by Saul and David (see II. 7% David had a
terdphim in his house (1 S 19i3-l^.

In the great sanctuaries of the Northern king-

1

dom, e.g. at Bethel and Dan, and perhaps in
Samaria (Hos 8®), Jahweh was worshipped in the
form of a golden bull(l K 12®®"®®), The author of
the Book of Kings, who looks on the past from
the point of view of the prophets of the 7th cent.

B.C., describes these acts or idolatry as innova-
tions of Jeroboam I., but they were quite in keep-
ing with the ideas which were dominant in the
Jahwism of the 10th cent. B.c. : neither Elijah nor
Elisha, nor even Amos in the 8th cent., thought
of censuring the worship of ‘golden calves.’ In

the kingdom of Judah a brazen serpent, said to
have been made by Moses himself, received sacrifices
till Hezekiah destroyed it (2 K 18^). The land was
full of idols (Is 2®). Ezekiel, about 592 B.C., men-
tions an ‘ image of jealousy ’ set up in the Temple

At Gezer and at Taanach several statuettes of
Astarte have been found in heaps of Israelite debris
(Vincent, op. cit., 162, 164 f.).

3. The meaning attached to idol-worship.—The
first Semitic statues were probably stelse {massehhd)
which had been given a human or animal form

;

the statue of Panammon is called ws6, the same
word as n^^hh (a Heb. synonym of massebhd), and
the Arab. nush. Idolatry was thus in principle
only a variety of fetishism, commonly practised
by the Hebrews and the other Semites {massehhd,
*ai$rd, ‘ ark’). We must, then, consider the image
as having been, like all other fetishes, a dwelling-
place ofiered to the god, where he consented to

take up his abode only after the performance of

certain inauguration ceremonies (Jg 8®^; cf. C.
Fossey, La Magie^syrienne, Paris, 1902, p. 132 f.

;

M. J. Lagrange, Etudes sur les rel. sem.'^, do. 1905,

pp. 166, 229; E. B. Tylor, P(7®, London, 1891, ii.

168 ffi).

4. The rites connected with idol-worship.—In
ancient Israel images were kissed (Hos 13®, 1 K 19^®;

cf. Job 31®^
; Mish. Sanh.^ vii. 6 ; Apul. de Magia,

56 ; S. I. CurtisSj Ursemit. Bel. im Volkslehen des
heut. Orients, Leipzig, 1903, pp. 164, 287) ; incense
was ofiered to them (Ezk 8^^)

; they were consulted
as oracles (see II. 7 and 8) ; they were placed in a
closed cella, differing thus from most of the other
sacred objects of the ancient Semites (Jg 17® ; cf.

Ep. Jer. ®®, 1 Mac 10®®, Wis 13^®)
; they were

clothed in sumptuous garments (Ezk 16^®; cf. Jer
10®, Ep. Jer. ®®' ®®*

;
Mish. Sank. vii. 6).

other customs connected with idol-worship are mentioned,
but in passages which refer expressly only to pagan idolatry

—

e.g., the custom of carrying idols in procession (Is 46i* 7, Jer 105,

Am 626m Ep. jer. 4. 26), of giving them food (Sir 3018 [Heb. 19],

Ep.Jer.^ 80
; Bel and the Dragon), of embracing them, anointing

them, washing them, and sprinkling them with water (Mish.
Sanh. vii. 6), of bowing before them {ib. ; Ep. Jer. 5), of decorat-
ing them with jewels and garlands (Ep. Jer.2 ; Mish. Ahoda
Zara, i. 9), of fixing them in their place with nails (Is 417, jer
104, Wis 1316) or chains (Is 4012), and of lighting candles for

them (Ep. Jer. is).

5. Names for idols.—^The diffusion of the worship
of images in ancient Israel is attested by the multi-
plicity of words used to designate them (cf . HDB ii.

451 ; G. F. Moore, EBi ii. 2146-2150). [a) General
terms.’—{\) Selem, ‘ image ’ (2K 11^® [2 Ch 23^’], Ezk
720 1017^ 3352^ 5®® [gloss]) ; (2) semel, ‘ statue’

(Dt 4^®, Ezk 8®* ®, 2 Ch 33'^' ^®)
; (3) tabhnith, origin-

ally ‘model,’ whence ‘representation’ (Dt 41®"^®,

Is 44^®, Ezk 8^® [gloss ?]) ; (4) Pmdnd, * form ’ (Dt
4i6.2s.26 58 j-^Ex 20^]; (5) nHiiL^d, ‘portable idol’

(Is 46^). (5) Names takenfrom material or manner
offabrication.—(6) 'Asahhim (sing, 'dseh ; to it, as

to many of the reputedly pagan terms, the Mas-
soretes gave the vowels of ‘ shame,’ and it thus
became identical with ‘grief’). This term,
which is usually applied to idols in general,

even idols of silver and gold, doubtless originally

meant clay statues (cf. a^j^) ; this is probably the
reason why the D'asy; are sometimes distinguished

from the graven image (Is 48®, Mic T) and from
the molten image (Is 48®, Hos 13®). Besides clay

statues (Vincent, 158-162, 166, 169, 172 [idol

mould] ; cf. Wis 15^"“), there are also
: (7) the

p^Mim (sing, pesel), ‘graven images,’ made of

wood (Dt 7®* 2® 12®) or of stone (Is 21®, 2 Ch 34;‘;

Vincent, 153, 157, 173), and sometimes (at least in

the case of pagan idols) painted (Wis 13^^ 15^) or

ornamented with silver and gold (Jer 10^). This
must have been a very common kind of image, for

the word p^sUim could be applied to idols in general,

even those made of metal (Is 40^® 44^®, Jer 10^^).
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There was also (8) the molten image, mass^kha,
nesekh (Is 4129 48®, Jer 10^* 51^^), ncLsikh (Dn 11®), in

gold, silver, or sometimes bronze (see II* 6 (2)).

According to certain texts, the bulls of Dan and
Bethel were massikhdth (Hos IS®, Ex 32^, Dt 9^®*

Neh 9^®), made by pouring the molten metal into a
mould (Ex 32^- ®* to cast,’ * to melt’ (Is

401® 4410 ). cf. Vincent, 163 f., 167 f., 173-175.

Again, we have (9) the Treplxpva-a and veptdpyvpa

(Dt 7®®, Is 30®®; cf. also Ep. Jer.8*24-89-«>-“-®7.70f.).

The framework on to which the sheets of gold or

silver were hammered and soldered might be of

some common metal (Is 40i® 41’ | cf. the statuette

of Osiris, E. A. S. Macalister, PEFSt^ new ser.,

XXXV. [1903] 39) or of wood, such as the ‘ golden
calves,* according to the evidence of Hos 8® (‘in

pieces ’), Ex 32^ ( ‘ fashioned it with a graving tool ’),

32®® burnt it with fire . . . strewed it upon th&

xoater^). (10) Figured stones, 'ehhen maskit (Lv
261, Nu 33®®, Ezk 8“ [?]), probably intermediary
between the stele and the statue (Lv 201), were
used as idols, and also (11) images carved out (or,

according to others, ‘ drawn ’ [‘ graven ’ images]) on
the inner walls of the Temple (Ezk S^®).

There are numerous ironical descriptions of the manufacture
of idols, but they are all post-Exilic, and are directed against
foreign idols—Hab 2^8^^ Is 4018-20 4i6f. 449-20 466f., Jer 102-5- 9. 14i:^

Ps 1154-8= 13515.18
,
Wis 1310-16 15, Ep. Jer. (=:Bar 6 [cf. Weigand

Naumann, Uinierauchungen uher den apokr. Jeremiashnef,
Giessen, 1913, pp. 3-9]), Apoc. Abr. 1-8.

6. Forms of idols.—(1) Human.—The Israelites,

like the Canaanites (see II. i), the Philistines

(1 S 5^), and the pagans (Is 44^, Ps 115^"®), pos-
sessedhuman idols (Dt 41®, 1 S 19^2, Ezk 16^’*-

)» but
theriomorphic images were of much more frequent
occurrence (Dt 4^’** 6®^=Ex 20^^- )•

(2) Animal.—(a) The serpenV
{n^hdi&th), was worshipped in Jerusalem down to
the 8th cent. B.O. (2 K 18^). As far as one can
judge from tradition (Nu 21^’®), the Israelites
regarded this statue as the image of the/mn

—

subject to Jahweh rather than identified with Him,
as has been supposed (A. Loisy, Eel. d^Isr.^,

Paris, 1908, p. 81 f.)—who becomes incarnated in
fiery serpents {^rdpMm), and in turn heals and
inflicts mortal wounds (cf. E. Meyer, Die Isr. und
ihre HaMarstammo^ Halle, 1906, pp. 116, 426 f.).

It is quite probable, however, that this bronze
statue was originalljr an ancient Canaanite idol
representing the spirit of a spring (there was a
* serpent stone ’ by the side of the sacred spring of
Edghel in Jerusalem [1 K 1®]), perhaps the eponym-
o^ ancestor of the Hivvites. In the Canaanite
high place of Gezer a little brazen serpent, and at
Taanach six or seven real serpent heads and one
in terra-cotta, have been found (Vincent, 117,
174-176). (J) Jahweh was usually represented
under the form of the bull^ as a symbol of His
irresistible force (Nu 23®® 24®). Hosea and the
prophetic writers call these statues ‘ calves,’ per-
haps derisively, from their small size. Keisner,
however, in 1910 found on a Samarian ostracon
the proper name Hghelyo {Harvard Theol. Eev. iv.

[1911] 141), which may be interpreted ; ‘Jahweh is
a calf, i.e. a young bull’ (said in no spirit of
mockery) ; the name, however, seems rather to
signify ‘calf of Jahweh,’ i.e. ‘son of the bull-
Jahweh’ (cf. Abel, EB, new ser., viii. [1911] 293).
The Israelites probably borrowed this symbol from
the Canaanites (see Bull [Sem.]), who in their
turn may have got it from the Egyptians.
In Palestine, besides several bulls’ heads and figurines of cows,

statuettes of goddesses have been found with horns on their
head [Vincent, 160, 164, 169 f., 174]—a decoration probably
copied from the statues of the Egyptian goddess Hathor.

This symbol occurred with great frequency
throughout Israel, and played a ^eat part in the
ornamentation of j;he temple in JerussSem. The
seal of a certain ‘ Sema’yaM ben 'Azaryahfi’ bears
the figure of a bull (I. Benzinger, Heb. Arch(iol.\

Tubingen, 1907, p. 227). From this probably
comes the epithet of ^*&bMr (‘strong man’ or

‘bull’) of Israel’ or ‘of Jacob,’ given to Jahweh
(Is 1®4, Gn 49®4, Is 492® 601®, Ps 1322- ®), and perhaps
also the custom of placing horns at the corners of

the altar (1 K 2®®, Am 3^^; cf. Lagrange, EB, new
ser., iv, [1907] 501, for the same custom in Crete).

7. The Ephod.—The "iphdd and the t^rdpMm
must be treated separately because of the un-
certainty as to their true nature. The word 'tpMd
signifies : {a) in certain ancient texts, a garment
worn by the priest {'iphdd badh) (see HDB i. 725)

;

(5) in P, a piece of cloth which the high priest wore
above his dress and from which hung a pocket (|»n)

containing the oracle {'drtm-tummtm) (see art.

Dress, vm. v. p. 67®'). But there are (c) a certain
number of ancient passages where certainly
stands for some symbol of the divinity, and prob-
ably for a sort of statue.

In Jg 824-27 Gideon, with the golden ear-rings taken as spoil

from the Midianites, the weight of which amounted to 1700
shekels, made an *&pMd which he set up (or * put ’) in Ophrah,
and ‘ all the sons of Israel went a whoring after it there,* which
means, according to the ordinary sense of this expression, that
the Israelites offered it an illegal worship (cf., however, Hos 412

,

Lv 205f*, Nu 1589). It would obviously be impossible to wear a
garment or an oracle pocket weighing over 60 lbs. It was also
the custom to manufacture divine symbols out of gold or jewels
used as amulets or otherwise held sacred—the Golden Calf (Ex
32) ; the ark (Ex 334-6 3522

; cf. Dt 725t). In the story of Micah
(Jg 17-18) the '^ph6d is mentioned in connexion with tfirdphtm
and ‘ a graven image and a molten image.* In the sanctuary of
Nob, there was an *&ph6d behind which the sword of Goliath
was kept wrapped up in a cloak (1 S 219^-). This 'ephdd was
often consulted by Saul and David in their campaigns

; the
priest on those occasions held it ‘in his hand* (1 S 236) ;

he was
asked to ‘bring it hither,* and carried it to the person who was
consulting it (1418 239 SO?)—he ‘ carried* it (i«^^=* ‘ to carry,* not

to wear* ;
14S 2218 [LXX]).

It would be utterly impossible to bring together
all the different acceptations of the word 'tpMd
under one general meaning, by supposing, e.g.^ that
the word nad always the signification of ‘ pagne,*
one corner of which formed a pocket for holding
the sortes (Foote, The Ephod, pp. 19, 27, 41-44;
Moore, EBi, art. ‘Ephod’ [exception made for

*iph6d of Gideon]), or that it was the golden mask
of the divine statue which the priest put on when
he was delivering oracles (Duhm, Handkomm. zum
AT, Gottingen, 1892, on Is 30®®).

One would rather do well to remember that semantics has
disclosed in every language diversities of meaning which are
far more singular than those attaching to the word %phAd.
llSKi, whatever its et3Tnologic0.1 significance, and whether the

verb ‘ to cover,* is a denominative of ll£3N or not, could
mean a ‘garment,’ then a ‘covering* of precious metal on a
statue (this is the natural meaning of niag in Is SO22 ; y »^3s)j
and in the end a * statue * covered with a^ layer of gold or silver

(cf.II.s(9)).

The objection has been raised that a statue does
not declare oracles, especially oracles obtained by
a sort of drawing of lots like the Urim and
Thnnimim (1 S 14^^ [LXX]). Yet the Prdphim (Ezk
21®®, Zee 10® [see, however, II. 8]) and the molten
image (Hah 2^®) gave consultations. In Babylonia,
questions were apparently ‘whispered’ to newly
consecrated idols (Lagrange, Mudes rel. s6m.“,

232). In Egypt there were statues which nodded
their heads or spoke, the priests who made them
move or speak being supposed to be inspired by the
god. Another suggestion is that the 'iphdd was a
statuette which, when set in motion by the priest,

could stop in two or three different positions, or an
idol with a cavity containing sacred lots, possibly
like the vases of female or animal shape found in
the Palestine excavations (Vincent, 229, 314).

Litbratxjrb.—

I

n addition to the works qpoted above, see
G. F. Moore, Jvdges^ London, 1898, p. 381 ; T. C. Foote, The
Ephod, its Forms and Use, Baltimore, 1902 (with bibliography);
H. T. Elhorst, ZATW xxx. [1910] 269-276.

8. The Teraphim.—It is difficult to draw from
the text any coherent idea of what the Praphim
were.
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Bachel steals those of her father Laban, and, when he asks
for ‘ his gods,' she conceals them in the camel’s furniture (Gn
8119. 80-35). Later, Jacob buried these * strange gods ’ under the
(sacred) terebinth of Shechem (352^). Here t^rapMm signifies

small statues representing strange gods. Micah has in his
sanctuary an 'tphdd and terdphim (Jg 17-18), which were
used in the worship of Jahweh. Hosea also mentions the
Urdphim, connecting them closely with the *iph6d as one of
the indispensable elements of the Israelite cult of his day
(34). Michal assisted her husband David in his flight from
Saul by putting ‘the Urdphim* in bed in his place (1 S 19i3)

; for

the subterfuge to be successful, the terdphim in question must
have had the size and appearance of a man. From this anecdote
we gather that in the time of David the ferdpAim was one of the
normal articles of furniture in an Israelite house. On the other
hand, in all texts belonging to a date later than the 8th cent. B.c.,

the terdpMm are condemned side by side with divination (1 S
1623), necromancy, and idolatry (2 K 2324). Nebuchadnezzar,
hesitating between two ways, consults the oracles : he shakes
the arrows to and fro, consulcs the fcrdpAfm, and inspects the
liver; the divination for Jerusalem having come into his right
band, he sets his face towards that town (Ezk 2l26f.). Here
terdphtm is used for a pagan means of divination. In Zee 102

the word is used of a pagan or illegal mode of consultation
(connected with soothsayers and dreams).

The suggestion has been made that t^rdpMm
should be identified with s^rdphtm (C. S. Wake,
Serpent Worship, London, 1888, p. 47), but there
are no clear grounds for adopting it.

Others think that the t^rdpMm were statuettes
used as sortes and enclosed in the 'iphdd, which
would then be a kind of pouch (Foote, op, cit,

;

K. Marti, Kurzer Handkomm, xiii., Tubingen,
1903, on Hos 3^ ; cf. John Spencer, de Leg, H^ros-
orum ritualihus et earum rationihus, Cambridge,
1685, bk. iii. diss. 7). This explanation, however,
would not suit Michal’s PrdpMm of human size,

and in any case the use of Prdphim for divination
is supported only by late texts.

It is held that the PrdpMm were images of
ancestors (Lippert, Stade, Schwally, Nowack,
Budde, Charles, Torge). If this were proved, the
fact that the Prd]^tm sometimes appeared as
domestic idols (Laban, Michal) and were used in

various countries (Laban, Nebuchadnezzar) would
be explained. But why should the Danites have
transported the images of Micah’s ancestors into

their public sanctuary, or why should the daughters
of Laban have stolen the terdphim of their father,

since ancestor-worship could not be taken part in

by women ? Would Rachel and Michal have treated

tne images of the ancestors of their family with
such scant ceremony ? Again, no traces have been
found up till now of any statues of ancestors

among the Babylonians.
According to another explanation, the t^dpMm

originally represented the familiar spirit of the
house, and were analogous with the lares and
penates (Cornelius ^ Lapide, Comm,, Antwerp,
1681 ; E. Reuss, Die Gesch. der heil, Schriften Alien
Testaments^ Brunswick, 1890, p. 177 ; J. Frey,
Tod, Seelenglaube und Seelenhutt im alien Israel,

Leipzig, 1898, pp. 102-104 ; C. Griineisen, Der
Ahnenkultus und die Urreligion Israels, Halle,

1900, p. 175; H. Gunkel, Gen.'^, Gottingen, 1910,

p. 345 ; A. Loisy, Bel, d^IsrJ^, 202).

In Babylonia each place has its tutelary genius,

each individual even has ‘his god’ and ‘his god-

dess.’ The cult of the genius loci, of the gad
(Fortune) of the house, continued among the Jews
down to Talmudic times (Bab. Sank. 20®*; Ned,
56*) ; clear traces of it are found in the foundation

sacrifices of modern Syria (Curtiss, Ursem, Bel.,

pp. xvi, 208 f., 265-267). This interpretation seems
the most plausible, at least if the word t^rdphtm

always signifies one and the same thing. It still

seems rather curious, however, in spite of the
analogy of the k^riibMm, that these statues of

genii loci should almost always have had a place

in the sanctuaries of Jahweh (Jg 17-18, Hos 3^),

and that the Danites should have carried off to

Laish the statue of a genius loci of Mount
Ephraim.

The explanation of the difficulty of finding any
agreement between the different contexts in which
terdphim occurs may be that the word, for which
no satisfactory etymology has been found, is one
of the opprobrious terms used by the Jews of
recent times in Biblical texts as a substitute for
the abhorred names of idols and false gods (see
III. 3).^ T^raphim may be the plural of toreph,
which in the Hebrew of the Mishna means ‘ foul-
ness,’ ‘obscenity.’^ Now, in this case, we have no
assurance that this abusive term was everywhere
and always substituted for one single expression.
In Zee 10^ the Peshitta still appears to have read
D'jJn? (‘spirits of divination’ or ‘necromancers’),

)lo^(of. Lv 20” 1 S 283, 2 K 23“ etc.) ; in

other contexts there may have been some term
signifying idol in general {p^silim, Ezk 2P® LXX

;

'dsahhim) or god (eldhtm).

Literaturb.—

I

n addition to the works quoted, reference
maybe made to A. Lods, La Croyance a la vie future et le culte

des morts dans V antiquiU israilite, Paris, 1906, i. 231-236

;

P. Torg-e, Seelenglaube und Unsterbliohkeitshoffnung im AT,
Leipzig, 1909, pp. 141-143.

III. Beaction a&ainst idol-worship,—1,

Before the 8th cent. B.C.—The worship of images
soon became suspect to the upholders of the true
religion of Jahweh ; Asa is said to have done away
with those which his fathers had made, but the
second decalogue (Ex 34^'^), towards the 9th cent.,

condemns only the worship of ‘ molten gods,* i.e.

statues whose splendour contrasted too strongly
with the simplicity of olden times. The history of

the Golden Calf (Ex 32) reflects the same point of

view.
2. The Prophets.—Hosea is the first to lay doTsm

the principle of the incompatibility of idol-worship
with the true worship of Jahweh (8^® 13^**

; cf. 3^).

Isaiah forbids the use of idols of gold and silver
(2®* 2®)

; and Hezekiah, apparently at his instigation,

breaks the brazen serpent in pieces (2 K 18^). It

was probably about this time that all manufacture
or worship of images of the deity was absolutely

prohibited (Ex 20^*- )• The reforms instituted by
Josiah (621 B.C.) include a prohibition against all

representations of Jahweh—even unfigured ones

(Dt 1621^-, 2 K 23®* 14* 24). Dt 4i«* (7th-6th cent.

B.C.) indicates a motive—the only one formulated
in the OT—for this prohibition, namely, the fact

that the Israelites on Mount Horeb saw no form or

shape.
One of the arguments used by the prophets of

the 7th cent. B.C. and later against pagan gods is

that they are gods of stone and wood. They de-

scribe the manufacture of these idols with^ com-
placent irony, and identify them purely and simply

with the divinities that they represent (a frequent

theme from the 6th cent. B.C. onwards ; see il. $).

This line of argument presupposes that it is an

accepted Jewish belief that Jahweh has not, and
cannot have, any material representation.

3. Judaism.—^These divine images still retained

their prestige among the common people to a cer-

tain degree (2 Mac 124® . (jf_ perhaps Ps 164 31?^ 2ec

10* [?], Is 3022, if these passages are pqst-Exilic and
refer to Jews). In the ruins of Jewish houses at

Elephantine some bas-reliefs and statues have been

found, which were probably worshipped by the

members of the Jewish colony of that town (0.

Rubensohn, xlvi. [1909] 30 ; E. Meyer, Der
Papyrusfund von Elephantine, Leipzig, 1912, p.

65 f.). But probably idol-worship was now only a

popular superstition ; and, when the author of

Fnoch (99^4 1049) accuses his Jewish adversaries of

‘ following idols,’ it is apparently to be understood

as a polemic exaggeration respecting their tolerance

of the pagans and Greek art.

Among the Jews who were most rigorous in

keeping the law, the Second Commandment was
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so scrupulously followed that all manufacture of

images was forbidden, even when the images were
not intended for worship at all (cf. Wis
Thus, while animal representations abounded in

the decoration of the pre-Exilic Temple (cf. Sir

38^), a perfect storm of disapproval arose when
Herod set a golden eagle above one of the doors of

the sanctuary (Jos. Ant. XVII. vi. 2-4, BJ I.

xsxiii. 2-4). Pilate also met with great opposition

when he attempted to allow the legions to enter

Jerusalem with their ensigns {Ant. xviii. iii. 1,

BJ II. ix. 2f.). In A.D. 66 the Jewish insurgents

destroyed the palace of Herod Antipas at Tiberias

because it was decorated with sculptures repre-

senting animals (Jos. Life, 12). It was out of

regard for this scruple that neither Herod nor the

Homans put human or animal effigies on the as or

fractions of the as coined for Judiea.

The pious Jew avoided even pronouncing words
simifying ‘images,’ 'idols,’ etc. (Zee 13^, Ps 16^),

siibstituting for them opprobrious terms, which
were usually those used to replace the names of

pagan gods (Ex 23^®, Dt 12^, Hos 2^"^
;

‘

7523, e.g., was
read 'shame,’ in proper names), so that it is

often difficult to tell whether idols or strange gods
are meant: 'elUtm, 'nothingness’ (according to

others, ‘ small gods ’)
;
gilMlim, ' dung ’ (RV ‘ abo-

minations’; according to others, * shapeless masses,’
‘grotesque figures’); iiqq4s, td'ebhd (Is 44^®, Jer
16^^ Dt 27^®), ‘abominable thing’; mipMeseth,
‘object of horror’; p^ghdrtm (Lv 26^®), n^bheld

(Jer 16*^), ‘ carcass’ ; r^thtm (Ps 106^8), ‘the dead’

;

'dwen, ‘ trouble,’ ‘wickedness’; hehhel, ‘vanity’

;

^elbhtvn (Hos 8®), ‘not God.’ Some of these terms
of abuse go back to the Prophets {e.g.. Am 5®, Jer
2®, Is 4420

) ; but in many cases they were intro-

duced into Scripture at a very late date by Jewish
scribes as a substitute for neuter terms. As a
matter of fact this process continued even after the
time of the Septuagint version (2 S 1 K 11®*

2 K 2313
, Is 1^). Cf. G. F. Moore, EBi ii. 2148-

2150.

Lttbratdrb.—W. W. Baudissin, Stud, zur sem. Religons-
ge&ih., Leipzig, 1876-78, i. 4&-177 ; P. Scholz, Gdtzmdienst und
Zauberwesen bei den alien Hebraem UTid den benachbarten
Volkem, Regensburg, 1877; B. Stade, Bibl. Theol. des AT,
Tubingen, 1905, pp. 119-121; W. Nowack, Heb. Archaol.,
Freiburg, 1894, ii. 21-25 ; I. Benzinger, Heb. Archaol.^, Tub-
ingen, 1907, pp. 219 f., 327-329; E. Kautzsch, Bibl. Theol, des
AT, do. 1911, pp. 94-99, 215-217, 220 f., etc,

Adolphe Lods.
IMAGES AND IDOLS (Indian).—i. Intro-

ductory.—In no part of the world, perhaps, can
the characteristics of idolatry be investigated with
more success than in India, owing to the abundance
of the material, and the attention given to it since
Hinduism and its allied faiths, Buddhism and
Jainism, came under the observation of the
foreigner. A visitor to one of its sacred cities is

at once aware of the prevalence of image-worship.
The streets, like those of Athens in the time of
St. Paul, appear to be ‘ wholly given to idolatry ’

(Ac 17^® AV). Writing forty-five years ago, M, A.
Sherring estimated that the city of Benares con-
tained 1454 temples, and that
* the number of idols actually worshipped by the people certainly
exceeds the number of the people themselves, though multiplied
twice over ; it cannot be less than half a million, and may be
many more.’ ‘Idolatry,’ he adds, ‘ is a charm, a fascination to
the Hindu, It is, so to speak, the air he breathes. It is the
food of his souL It is the foundation of his hopes, both for this
world and for another’ {The Sacred City of tha Hindus, London,
1868, p. 41 flf.).

Since his time, for reasons elsewhere explained
(§ 8), the number of temples and images m this
and other sacred cities has largely increased. There
are in all about sixty temples in Nasik, a number
which has earned for it the name of the Benares of
W. India {BG xvi. [1883] 503). Within the sacred
enclosure at Puri rise about 120 temples ‘ dedicated
to the various forms in which the ELindu mind has

imagined its god ’ (W. W. Hunter, Orissa, London,
1872, i. 128). At all the Hindu sacred places the
minor idols enshrined in little niches along the
streets and the entrances to the bathing-places are
innumerable.
Among the more primitive tribes only a few, like

the Mundas or Kandhs, are said to practise nc*

image-worship ; but this does not exclude the cult

of rude stocks and stones (E. T. Dalton, Descript.

Ethnol. Bengal, Calcutta, 1872, p. 256 ; S. C. Roy,
The Mundas and their Country, do. 1912, p. 122

;

S. C. Maepherson, Memorials of Service in India,
London, 1865, p. 102). According to J. G. Scott,

in Burma ‘ none of the races have, or at any rate

admit that they have, idols. There is no bowing
down to stocks and stones’ {Upper Burma Gaz.,

1900, pt. i, vol. ii. p. S3). There are, of course,

numerous images of the Buddha, but to the Burman
‘ the accusation of bowingdown to stocks and stones

is intolerable, and the implication is combated with
feverish energy. Where there are no prayers, in

the technical sense of the word, there can be no
idolatry.’ The words uttered before his impassive
features ‘ are not a supplication for mercy or aid,

but the praises of the Lord himself, through the
contemplation of whose triumphant victory over

passions and ignorance the most sinful may be led

to a better state’ (Shway Yoe [J. G. Scott], The
Burman, London, 1882, i. 220).

Many writers, missionaries in particular, fiercely

denounce the grossness of Hindu idolatry (J. A.
Dubois, Hindu Manners and Customs'^, Oxford,

1906, pp. 548, 581, 590 f. ; W. Ward, The Hindoos^,
Serampore, 1818, Introd. ii, x f.). Some later

writers, however, recognize that the prevalence of

image-worship is not the chief obstacle to the
spread of Christianity. The growth of agnosti-

cism, the revival of Vedantism, and the rise of

modern sects, like Sikhism, or the Arya and the
Brahma Samaj {gthv.), which reject the idolatrous

Puranic cults, and seek to revive an earlier and
simpler form of worship, are a more serious hin-

drance to Christian propaganda.
2. The historical development of idolatry.—The

universality of image-worship in its more elaborate
form is comparatively modem among the Hindus.
In the Vedas we observe the deification of terres-

trial objects—rivers, mountains, plants, trees, im-
plements, and weapons ; and ‘ material objects are
occasionally mentioned in the later Vedic literature

as symbols representing deities ’ (A. A. Macdonell,
Vedic Myth., Strassburg, 1897, p. 154 f.). The
existence of idols in Vedic times has been asserted
in the cases of a painted image of Rudra, of Varuna
with a golden coat of mail, in the distinction drawn
between the Maruts and their images (Rigveda,
II. xxxiii. 9, 1. XXV. 13, v. lii. 15, in J. Muir, Orig.

Skr. Texts, v. [1872] 453 f.). The comparative
scarcity of these references, however, does not sup-
port the conclusion that idolatry, in its general
sense, as contrasted with the lavish idol-worship of

a later age, is modern, because, though the higher
Vedic religion may not have admitted images or
sacred places, there must have been a lower stratum
of Animists, who did not confine their worship to
the deities of Nature (cf. A. Barth, Bel. of India,
London, 1882, p. 601). Fergusson Ind. Arch,,
do. 1899, p. 183) pressed the case too strongly when
he suggested that ‘ it may become an interesting
investigation to inquire whether the Greeks were
not the first who taught the Indians idolatry,’

The influence of the Hellenistic school of Gandhara
on Hindu sculpture is undoubted (V. A. Smith,
Hist, of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, Oxford,
1911, p. 97 ff.). But it is more than doubtful
whether the use of idols can be solely attributed
to this influence. Manu (c. A,D. 200 in the present
recension, but embodying much more ancient
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material) gives rules about circumambulating an
image, forbids stepping on its shadow, and refers

to the taking of oaths in its presence {Laws of
Manu, iv. 39, 130, viii. 87). In the Mahdhhdrata^
with which the Laws are closely connected, idol-

worship is found fully established (E. W. Hopkins,
Rel. of India, London, 1902, p. 370 ff.). Early
Buddhism knew nothing of image-worship, which
arose with the spread of the Mahayana school (A.
Cunningham, Mahdhodlii, London, 1892, p. 53 f.).

In fact, the worship of the image of Buddha, if the
attitude of the Buddlaist to images of the Master
can be considered a form of idolatry, dates from
the 1st cent. A.D., about four or five centuries after

his death (L. A. Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet,

London, 1895, p. 13 ; H. Kern, Manual of Indian
Buddhism, Strassburg, 1896, p. 95 ; A. Griinwedel,
Buddhist Art in India, London, 1901, p. 67 ; Smith,
Eist, 79, 106). The early artists did not dare to
portray his bodily fcrm, which had for ever
vanished, being content to attest his spiritual

presence by silent symbols—the footprints, the
empty chair, and so forth. Further, the absence
of images of Buddha from early Indian art does
not imply that images of the Hindu gods were
then unknown ; they were certainly in use as early

as the 4th cent. B.C. (Smith, 79 n. ; IA xxxiii.

[1901] 145 ff.). The modern idolatrous system
dates from the establishment of neo-Brahmanism
on the downfall of Buddhism. Though image-
worship prevails widely in S. India, it must be
comparatively late in its present form, because all

the Malayalim terms for images are of Sanskrit
origin (W*. Logan, Malabar, Madras, 1887, i. 184).

3

.

The aniconic stage.—It is needless to discuss

whether the stage of aniconism historically pre-

cedes or leads up to that of pictures and images—
an evolution denied by some modern anthropo-
logists {EBr^'^ xiv. 329). In India the two stages

exist side by side, and it is possible in many cases

to watch the rude stock or stone developing into

the anthropomorphic image. The so-called ‘ fetish
*

—to use a term which has lost most of its signifi-

cance to students of the present day—appears in

many forms, included in the two general types of

poles or stocks and stones. We observe, first, the
pre-aniniistic type, in which a rude stock or stone,

from its quaint or unusual appearance, is looked
on as the manifestation of some unknown, vague
power, which impresses the imagination of the

observer. In the case of stones, this form of belief

is more apparent in the great alluvial plains, where
stone is a rare substance, and is naturally regarded
with a feeling of awe. Thence we pass to the
animistic stage, where the stone, stock, or pole

suggests a well-defined form, animal or human,
which fits it to be the abode of a spirit. In one
type of such beliefs the stone is supposed to be a
etrified man or animal, the conversion into stone

eing due to the wrath of some offended god or

saint, or it is a punishment for the breach of some
stringent tabu. Many such peculiarly shaped
stones are connected by some eetiological legend

with the cults of one or other of the orthodox
deities. Some stones, stocks, or poles, again,

acquire special sanctity, like the boundary-stone,

the guardian stone of the village, death and
memorial stones, the stone on which the bride is

made to stand so that she may acquire strength

and stability, the grindstone used as a fertility

charm at birth or marriage rites. Similarly,

among stocks, posts, and poles, we have the sacri-

ficial post, the wedding post, the tank post, the

village guardian post, the death post, the house
pillar and posts, the post burned at the vernal fire

festival, the Holi, symbolizing the burning of the

old year (see artt. STONES [Indian]; POLES AND
Posts [Indian]).

IDOLS (Indian)

4. The iconic stage of idolatry; anthropo-
morphism.—The Hindu forms his gods in his own
ima,ge, and we can trace the development, by
various means, of the rude stone or stock into the
idol.

In parts of the Central Provinces, squared pieces of wood,
each with a rude figure carved in front, representing the village
goddess with her five brothers, who are credited with the power
of sending disease and death, are set up close to each other
beside the highways (S. Hislop, Papers relating to the Abori-
ginal Tribes of the Central Prooinces, Nagpur, 1S66, p. 15). In
ifirzapur, similar figures, with rude heads and faces, represent
Birnath, the cattle godling of the Aliirs (W. Crooke, TO, 1S96,
i. 63 f.). In honour of spirits, the Naikdas of Gujarat fix teak
posts in the ground, roughly hacking them at the top into some-
thing like a human face

;
these posts are smeared with red dye,

and rows of small clay horses, the * equipage ’ of the spirits, are
placed round them {LG ix. pt. i. [1901] p. 327), In the Telugu
country, the stake representing Potura^u, brother or husband
of the village goddess, develops into a painted image, on which
the deity sits as a warrior, sword in hand, and carries a lime
and nine glass bangles belonging to his sister Ellama (H. White-
head, Bull. Madias Museum, v. 124). In the same districts,
four village goddesses are represented by stone pillars with the
figures of women carved upon them (ib. 143). On the same
principle, one of the chief hiigas, or representations of Siva, is

shaped in front into an image of Brahma holding a small figure
of Visnu on his head, thus forming the sacred Triad {BG vii.

[1S83] 551). The development of the ‘fetish ’ into an anthropo-
morphic image is also shown by the use of masks which are
permanently attached to the stone or stock, or used only at
special feasts or ceremonies. At Nasik in the Deccan, a liiiga

has a silver mask with five heads, which it wears on special
days, particularly the full moon of the month Karttik (Nov.)

;

and Balaji, a form of Krspa, always wears a golden mask {ib,

x^d. [1883] 505, 607). A liiiga at Pur wears a rude copper mask
of a man’s face, with staring eyes and a curled moustache {ih.

xviii. pt. iii. [1885] p. 427). At Benares, Bhaironnath, warden
of the city, occasionally wears a silver mask fixed on the stone
which represents him, and the image of Durga is covered with
tinselled cloth and has a face of brass, silver, or other metal,
according to the whim of her priests, who keep on hand a stock
of masks which fit the head of the image (Sherring, 62, 166).

The result of this process of anthropomorphiza-
tion is that the idol is supposed to possess powers
of volition and movement.
There are numerous instances in which the image refuses to

be moved by human agency, or moves only by order of certain
persons. When, in anticipation of a raid by Aurangzlb, the
ancient image of Ke^ava Deva was removed from Mathura to
Mewar, as they journeyed the wheels of the carriage refused to
move, and the image, one of the most venerated statues of

Kr§9a, insisted on remainmg at the village now known as Nath-
dwa’ra, ‘ door of the Lord,’ where it stands to the present day
(F. S. Growse, Mathura''^, Allahabad, 1883, p. 130; J. Tod,
4.nna1s of Rajasthan, Calcutta, 1884, i. 553). The image of

Siva was being taken to his capital, La^ika, by the demon
Ravapa, and preferred to remain at Gokarn {q.u.'), where it is

at present (F. Buchanan, Journey from Mysore, London, 1807,

iii. 166). A Raja in Berar found an image on the river bank,
and praj ed that the god w'ould accompany him to his capital

;

the reply was that it wuuld follow him so long as he did not
look back ; at Sirpur he violated the tabu, and the image refused

to move farther (A. Lyall, Berar Gaz., Bombay, 1870, p. 178).

The image Balmukand, found lying in the river Jumna, attached
itself to the Brahmanical cord of the saint Vallabhacharya, as

he was bathing in the river (Bholanauth Chunder, Travels of a
Hindoo, London, 1869, ii. 49). The image of Jagannath followed

a gardener’s daughter as she sang a verse frOm the Gita-govinda

(M. A. Macauliffe, The Sikh Rel., Oxford, 1009, vi. 9). There is

a story current in S. India that an image of Krs^ia, plundered
from a Hindu temple, shared the bed ot one of the Delhi prin-

cesses, and that she finally became absorbed within it ^F.

Buchanan, ii. 70 f.). The liiiga at Nagardhan opened to receive

a pious woman who was unjustly suspected by her husband of

mfidelity (R. V. Russell, Nagpur Gaz., 1908, i. 307 f,). Some
images are known to grow in size, like the stone called the ‘ cat

mother’ (Bilai Mata), which has grown from infancy to youth

;

TilabhandeSvara, ‘ Lord of the sesamum storehouse,’ increases

daily in size to the amount of a grain of the seed (A. E. Nelson,

Raipur Gaz., 1909, i. 287 ; Sherring, 161). An image of Buddha
in Burma recently began to develop a moustache (Shway Yoe,
The Burman, London, 1882, i. 235). An old legend tells that

an image sweated so copiously that the Brahmans were obliged

to cool it with their fans, and a similar story is current in Burma
(Stobseus, Physica, i. 66, in J. W. McCrindle, Ancient India as

described in Classical Lit., Westminster, 1901, p. 17S; Shway
Yoe, i. 234 f.). In Baroda, an ancient image is called * Mother
of the Scorpions,’ because a gummy substance, like a small red

scorpion, oozes from its belly (BG vii. [1883] 601).

5. The manufacture and consecration of images.

(a) The substances from which images are made.

—These are numerous, and in the case of the so-

called ‘ fetishes ’ the variety is specially great.

In Bombay, Humai, the goddess of the Varlis, a forest tribe,

is represented by a ball made from the brains of a cow, or by a
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email figure of the animal ; their household deity, Hirva, is a
bunch of peacocks’ feathers, or the figure of a hunter with his

gun, a warrior on horseback, or a five-headed monster riding on
a tiger (BG xviu.pt. i. [1885] p. 188). An image of one of the
village goddesses in S. India is made of turmeric kneaded into a
paste (H. Whitehead, 143). The Mala goddess, Sunkalamma, in
S. India, is in the form of a cone made of boiled rice and green
gram ; a little hollow is made in the top, and this is filled with
butter, onions, and pulse

; four lampwicks are put into it, a
nose-jewel is stuck on the outside of the lump, two garlands are
tied round it, and the whole structure is decorated with re-
ligious symbols (Thurston, TC iv. 357). Ashes, either from the
sacred fire or from the funeral pyre, are often made into images

;

among the Gaudos of Madras, an image of the deceased is made
on the spot where he was cremated, and to this food is offered
(ib. ii. 275 ;

cf. vi. 357). Balls or cones of clay often represent
the deity or a sainted ancestor, as among the Aruvas, whose
gods are a mass of mud in conical shape, with an areca-nut
stuck on the top (ib. i. 60 ; cf. iii. 461 f.). Eight little heaps of
brick plastered over with clay represent the village gods in the
Shahabad district of Bengal (2fJNQ i. [1891] 128). The house-
hold deity of the Koravas of Madras is a brick picked up at
random (Thurston, iii. 469). The Kanphata Jogis represent
their ancestors by unhusked coco-nuts, changed yearly on New
Tear’s Day, the old coco-nut being made into oil to feed the
lamps of their shrine ; the family god of the Mukris is an un-
husked coco-nut

; the house nat is represented in every Burmese
house by a coco-nut hung in a frame of cane (BG xv. [1883] pt. i.

pp. 354, 376 ; Census Eep. Burma, 1911, i. 156). Amba Bhavani,
a caste goddess in Sholanur, is a lamp (BG xx. [1884] 108). Clay
pots are commonly used to contain the deity, as among the
Malas of Madras, who represent Laksmi, goddess of prosperity,
by a pile of six pots ; in W. India pots are commonly used as
homes for spirits (Thurston, iv. 359; BG xv. pt. i. [1881] p.
248 n.).

For anthropomorphic images the material most
used in ancient times, as in the case of the Greek
^6ava, -was probably wood (J. G. Frazer, Fausanias,
1898, iv. 245 f. ; Famell, CQSi. [1896] 14 f.).

Jagannath, originally a rude block, has, under Buddhist
influence, been adapted to represent the Triad— Buddha,
Dharma, Safigha (A. Cunningham, Bhilsa Topes, London, 1854,
p. 358 ff.; W. W. Hunter, Orissa, i. 92 ff., 129). The wood
of the nim, or margosa tree (Melia azadirachta), is used for
the most sacred images (JASBo ii. 275), Ancient wooden
images have naturally, for the most part, disappeared. But
there are records of their existence in Ka^mir. ‘In Inner
Kashmir, about two or three days’ journey from the capital, in
the direction towards the mountains of Bolor, there is a wooden
idol called Sarada, which is much venerated by pilgrims * (al-

Biruni, India, tr. E. 0. Sachau, London, 1910, i. 117). Com-
menting on this passage, Stein (Kalha.n&,RdjataraiigivA, London,
1900, ii. 285) remarks that al-Biruni associates this image with
other famous idols, like that of the sun-god at Multan, ChakraS-
vamin of Thane^var, and the li'Aga of Somnath

; ‘.I am unable to
trace elsewhere any reference to the image of Sarada being a
wooden one. There was a famous wooden statue of Maitreya,
much venerated by Buddhists, in Daril, not far from Cilas. It
is mentioned by Fa-hien and Hiuen Tsiang (see Si^yic-ki, tr.

Beal, i. pp. xxix, 134). This image was 80 feet long, and ite
ujpturned feet 8 feet, much worshipped by neighbouring kings.
Hiuen Tsiang says it was about 100 feet high.’ Similar images
have recently been found in Orissa (Nagendranath Vasu, Arch,
Surv. Mayurhhanja, Calcutta, 1911, i. c). For other religious
carvings in wood, see V. A, Smith, Hist, of Fine Art in India
and Ceylon, p. 364 ff.

Many of the images now in use are made of
metal of various kinds. Among the more primi-
tive tribes iron in various shapes is used.

If a Savara dies of wounds caused by a knife or other iron
weapon, a piece of iron or an arrow is thrust into a rice-pot to
represent the deceased (Thurston, vi. 331). Among the gods of
the Gopds are found a spear, sword, or iron bar (R. V. Russell,
Census Rep. Cent. Frov., 1901, i. 94). Spears often represent
the S. Indian village goddesses, and among the Lamanis of
Bombay needles are worshipped in the name of dead ancestors
(H. Whitehead, 124 ; Fth. Svrv. Bombay, no. 140 [1909] 10).
For house images and for those carried in procession, brass is
usually employed, and, cast by the eire perdue process, is found
even among primitive tribes like the Kandhs (Thurston, iii. 391).
A ooinbination of eight metals—gold, silver, copper, tin, lead,
brass, iron, and steel

—

(astadhdtu) is specially sacred ; of tbi«
substance the face of the image of BagheSvari at Benares is
made (Sherring, 90).

Metal images are made at Benares, Mathura, Ujjain, Ahmad-
abad, and other places; Gaya, Bardw'an, and, in particular,
Jaipur, supply stone images (T. N. Mukharji, Art Manufactures
of India, Calcutta, 1888, Index, s.n. * Idols ’). Tavernier states
that in his time Armenians used to export idols to India, and
his editor asserts that at the present day Bohemia sends idols
made of cast glass to India, which undersell the marble images
of Agra (Travels, ed. V. Ball, London, 1889, ii. 261). J. G.
Scott says that images of Gautama are imported from Bir-
mingham to Burma ; but this has been denied (Bw/wwi, London,
1906, p. 336).

(b) Carving and style of images.—The style of
the sculptor is always dominated by ritual pre-

scription or hieratic formalism, and hence the
modern idol is monotonous in execution, and pos-

sesses little artistic beauty ; it is only artists of

exceptional ability that have been able to make
their powers apparent, and elevate compositions
mainly conventional to the rank of works of art
(V. A. Smith, 184 f.; Shway Yoe, The Burman,
London, 1882, i. 2371). The proportionate sizes

of the various parts of an image are carefully pre-

scribed by the ancient authority known as the
Silpa ^dstra (Rajendralala Mitra, i. 134 ff.). In
making idols the Madras stone-carver distinguishes
by the ring of the stone, when struck, whether it

is male or female, suitable for the image of a god
or a goddess (Thurston, vi. 388). The extra-
ordinary multiplication of images and the intro-

duction of monstrous and impossible forms, such
as the Chaturanana or Chaturmukha, ‘ four-faced ’

Brahma, the Chaturbhuja, or ‘four-armed’ Visnu,
the Basabhuja or Astabhuja, ‘ten-armed’ or ‘eight-

I

armed ’ Devi—the intention being to enhance the
dignity and power of the deity—are, from the
artistic point of view, indefensible (V. A. Smith,
61, 100, 182). But these are not modern inven-
tions, as the type of four-handed figures appears
in the later Gandhara period, and polycephalic
images in the Kusan age (ib. 124, 143). Even in
the Buddhist period multiplication of stupas was
common (ib. 153). In modern times the multiplica-
tion of images, generally of the lihga, has assumed
a monstrous form (R. V. Russell, Bhandara Gaz.^

1908, i. 241 ; BG xiv. [1882] 175; Sherring, 421).
Colossal images are more common among the Jains
than among the Hindus.

* Undoubtedly the most remarkable of the Jain statues are
the celebrated colossi of Southern India, the largest free-

standing statues in Asia, which are three in number, situated
respectively at ^ravana Belgola in Mysore, and at Karkala,
and Yenur (or Venur) in South Kanara. All three, bemg set
on the top of eminences, are visible for miles around, and,
in spite of their formalism, command respectful attention by
their enormous mass and expression of dignified serenity.
The biggest, that at Sravana Belgola, stands about 56| feet
in height, with a width of 13 feet across the hips, and Is cut
out of a solid block of gneiss, apparently wrought in situ. That
at Karkala, of the same material, but some 16 feet less in
height, is estimated to weigh 80 tons. The smallest of the
giants, that at Yenur, is 85 feet high. The three images are
almost identical, but the one at Yenur has the “special peculi-
arity of the cheeks being dimpled with a deep, grave smile,”
which is considered to detract from the impressive effect’ (V. A.
Smith, 268).

(c) Consecration of images.—The molten or carved
image, until the deity can be induced or compelled
to enter it, is useless and unfit for worship among
those castes and tribes which have risen beyond the
level of mere ‘fetishism.’

The rite of consecration, in parts of S. India, provides that
the image, when brought from the workshoj), should be washed
with the five products of the cow, and kept in a copper pot for
twenty-four hours. It is then taken out, and the sacred fire is

lighted; while this is burning the priest recites verses. The
image is k.ept buned under a heap of rice for about half an
hour, and it is then covered with a silk cloth. The priest
touches the image in all its limbs, and finally breathes into
its mouth. The sacred fire is re-lighted, and the image is then
fit for worship (BG xv, pt. i. [1883] p. 147 n.). In Bengal, at
the festival of Durga, the officiating Brahman consecrates the
image of the goddess, and, placing it in its appointed place in

the temple, recites the proper formulaa. After this comes the
giving of eyes and life to the image. With the two forefingers
of his right hand he touches the breast, cheek, eyes, and fore-

head of the image, saying :
* Let the soul of Durga long con-

tinue in happiness in this image I
’ After this he takes a leaf

of the vilva tree (Mgle marmelos), rubs it with butter, and
holds it over a lamp until it is covered with soot, of which he
takes a little on the stalk of another vilva leaf and fills the
pupils of the eyes with the soot (Ward, ii. 85). In other
places, when an image is not prepared, the goddess Devi is

caused to enter an earthen pot by a priest, who is obliged
to undergo fasting and submit to other tabus of food durmg
the nine days’ ceremony (xVZA^Q iv. [1894] 20 f.). Following a
still cruder form of ritual, among the Tibetan Buddhists,
‘internal organs of dough or clay are sometimes inserted into
the bodies of the larger images, but the head is usually left

empty
;
and into the more valued ones are put precious stones

and fihngs of the noble metals, and a few grains of consecrated
rice, a scroll bearing “ the Buddhist Creed,” and occasionally
other texts, booklets, and relics. These objects are sometimes
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mixed with the plastic material, hut usually are placed in the
central cavity, the entrance to which, called “the charm-
place,” is sealed up by the consecrating Lama ’ (Waddell, 329)
The rite of making the eyes of the image is often supposed
to confer life upon it, and until this is done it is not wor-
shipped (Thurston, iii. 106 f.)• A strange story is told regard-
ing Jagannath, that the priests periodically make a new image
of the god, and place something inside-according to some, a
bone of Krsna, according to others, ‘the spirit of the god.’
‘When two' new moons occur in Assur [Asarh] (part of June
and July), which is said to happen once in seventeen years,
a new idol is always made, A Nim tree is sought for in the
forests on which no crow or carrion bird was ever perched.
It is known to the initiated by certain signs. This is prepared
into a proper form by common carpenters, and is then en-
trusted to certain priests who are protected from all intrusion

;

the process is a great mystery. One man is selected to take
out of the idol a small box containing the spirit, which is

conveyed inside the new ; the man who does this is always
removed from this world before the end of the year’ (Col.
Phipps, Mission Register

^

Dec. 1824, quoted by A. Sterling,
Orissa, London, 1846, p. 122 ; Ward, iL 163 ; Calcutta Review^
X. 223, quoting Bnj Kishore Ghose, Bist. of Ruri, 18). The
i^th-jatra, or car festival, of 1912 was of special importance,
because the iniage, after thirty-six years, was to be changed
{Times of India, weekly ed., 20 July 1912). It is, of course,
quite contrary to the spirit of the Vaisnava cultus of Jagannath
that anything in the shape of a bone should be enclosed in
the image. The tradition obviously represents a survival of
Buddhist relic-worship, as in the Tibetan customs quoted
above.

6. The ritual of image-worship.~(a) Forms of
worship .—The ritualistic worship of images takes
various forms, ranging from that adopted by the
more primitive tribes in the cult of the rude stocks
and stones in which their spirits, usually malevo-
lent, are embodied, through the more highly
organized cult of the village and local deities, up
to the worship of the orthodox gods conducted by
Brahmans or by members of the ascetic orders.

Among the forest and menial tribes the worshippers, more
particularly when disease or other calamity menaces the hamlet,
make a sacrifice to the stone or collection of stones wUch repre-
sents their local or tribal deity. The victim, usually a chicken
or a castrated goat, is taken to the shrine, the worshipper or
his priest decapitates it with a single stroke of an axe or knife,

the form and material of such ritualistic implements being
sometimes specially prescribed, and they are placed in charge
of the Baiga or other medicine-man, who hands them down to
his successor, at the same time explaining to him the form of
the ritual and the invocations which are used at the service.

Some of the victim’s blood is then dropped on the stone, and
sometimes rude offerings consisting of milk or the fruits of the
soil are laid on an earthen platform or altar in the hut which
the deity is supposed to occupy. After this the victim is cooked
and eaten in the immediate presence of the deity by the wor-
shipper and his friends, the head being usually reserved as the
perquisite of the priest.

Among the more settled tribes, particularly in S. India, the
ritual assumes a coarser form. Thus, at the worship of Mari-
yamma in the Bellary district, men and women substitute
garments of the margosa tree {Melia azadirachta) for their
ordinary clothing, and offer to the image milk and curds, which
are drunk by the priest. The change of dress possibly points

i

to a survival of the leaf clothing which up to quite recent times
was worn by the Juangs and other primitive tribes, or it may
merely indicate that they are in a state of tabu and remove
their usual clothing lest fb may become infected (cf, the special
dress (i^irdm) worn by the Muhammadan pilgrim at Mecca
[W. R. Smith, Rel. Semites, 1894, pp. 833, 484 ; T. P. Hughes,
Diet Islam, 1885, p. 196]). A buffalo bull is bound with ropes
and dragged with shouts to the shrine ; it is beheaded and its

head is placed on the ground beside the goddess, with the right
foot, which is also cut off, in its mouth. On the fourth day of

the festival a booth is erected in which the goddess is repre-
sented by a brass plate containing ashes, red powder used by
women for their adornment, earthenware bangles, and a gold
necklace. ‘The people congregate there, and a man whose
patronymic is Poturaz [“ox-king”] brings a small black ram
to the goddess. Standing in front of the goddess he holds the
ram in his arms, and seizing its throat wdth his teeth bites the
animal until he kills it. He tears the ram’s bleeding flesh with
his teeth and holds it in his mouth to the goddess. The body
of the ram is then buried beside the booth, and Poturaz is

bathed by the headmen of the idllage, who ^ut a new turban
on his head and give him a new cloth’ (JASRo ii. 164 ff.

;

G. Oppert, Original Inhabitants of Bharatavar^a, Westminster,
1893, p. 475 f.). Accounts of similar rites of sacrifice will be
found in H. Whitehead, ‘ The Village Deities of Southern India,’

Bull. Madras Museum, v. [1907], no. 8. Similar brutality is

shown at the sacrifices performed by the Gorkhas at the
Dasahra or Durga Puja festival in Nepal (H. A. Oldfield,

Sketches from Nipal, London, 1880, ii. 345 ff.). A survival of
these rites of blood sacrifice appears in the custom of smearing
rude stones and images with red paint, in order to endow them
with a warm vitality, or as a substitute for an older practice of
feeding a god by smearing the face, and especially the lips, of I
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an idol with the blood of a sacrificial victim {CGS v. [1909] 243

:

GjBS, pt L ‘ The Magic Art,’ vol. li. [1911] p. 175 f.).

When the worship falls into the hands of Brahmans, who are
influenced by the humanistic traditions of Buddhism, particu-
larly in the Vaispava cultus, the grosser types of worship dis-
appear. Thus, in the case of the cult of Devi at Bechraji in
Baroda, though the local legend implies the former prevalence of
animal sacrifices, the chief priest, in the morning, after ablu-
tion, enters the sanctuary, and pours five holy liquids (pafLchd-
mrfa)—milk, curds, butter, sugar, honey—over the image,
and drops cold water on it from a perforated pot. While this
rite {abhiseka) is taking place, the Brahman chants Vedic
hymns. The goddess is then dressed and ornamented with
coloured powder and flowers, and incense is burnt. The first
meal, known as the ‘child’s meal* {hdlbhog), is offered in the
morning, and then the waving rite {arti) is performed, in which
lamps are waved, camphor is burnt, and hjTuns are sung to the
ringing of bells and beating of gongs. She is again fed at
10 p.m., a little food being sprinkled over the image and the
rest consumed by the priests. In the evening, passages from the
sacred books describing the exploits of the goddess are read,
and the evening meal, known as the ‘great offering’ (mahd-
naivedya), with gifts from pilgrims, is presented {BG viL [1888]
611 f.).

The widest extension of the rites of feeding and dressing the
image is found in the Vallabhacharya cult of Krspa, which in-
cludes the washing of the idol at dawn, dressing it, feeding it

at noon—the food being shared between the temple priests
and the votaries—the siesta and the awaking, the afternoon
repast, the evening toilet, and the repose for the night {BQ ix.

pt i. [1901] p. 535 f. ; F. S. Growse, Mathura, p. 29,0).

In contrast to this elaborate ritual, that of Siva is much
simpler. To the lihga are offered sandal-wood paste, water,
and the leaves of the vilva or bel tree {uEgle marmelos). It is

only on his special ‘nights* that the stone is covered with a
mask (§ 4), or decked with pieces of refrigerated butter, or
carried in procession (BG ix. pt. i. [1901] p. 541) Sometimes
as a rain-charm, a form of sympathetic or imitative magic, the
li7\ga is covered with water {PR^ i. 76 ; B& xiv. [1882] 6, xviii.

pt. iii [1885] p. 339 ; GB^, pt. i. vol. i. pp. 304 ff.).

(6) Processions of images.—There is a commoii
custom of carrying images in j^rocession, often
accompanied with a ‘sacred marriage,’ of washing
them in water to remove pollution and strengthen
them for the discharge of their duties, or of flinging
them into water as rain or fertility charms. The
idol procession, which is intended, partly to please
the deities, partly to spread their beneficent influ-

ences through the streets along which they pass,

usually implies Jain or Buddhist tradition, and is

more common in S. than in N. India.

A typical instance of such processions is the car festival

(rath-jatra) of Jagannath. At Madura, during the spring
festival, Siva is wedded to Minak^, the local goddess, and a
leading incident of the rite is the dragging of the images through
the streets (W. Francis, Madura Gaz., 1906, i. 270, 273). The
rite of bathing their patron goddess, Gauri, consort of Siva,
by the Rajputs of Udaipur is one of their most solemn festivals

(j. Tod, Annals of Rajasthan, 1884, i. 603 ff.). At the Eundal-
pur temple the chief rite is the ceremonial bathing (jaljdtrdj

of the god Mahavira or Vardhamana ; the water in which the
god has been bathed is sold by auction, and votaries buy a little

to rub on their hands and faces (R. V. Russell, Damoh Gaz.,

1906, i. 203). Among the Prabhus of the Deccan, their goddess,
Gauri, is fed, laid on a winnowing-fan, and stripped of all her
ornaments, except her nose-ring, glass bangles, and black bead
necklace. Some food and four copper coins being tied to her
apron, she is placed in the arms of a servant, who, without
looking back, while an elderly woman sprinkles water on his
footprints, walks straight to a river or lake, and, leaving the
goddess in the water, brings back her silk waist-cloth, the
winnowing-fan, a little water, and five pebbles {BG xviii. pt. i.

[1885] p. 248). On the banks of the Indus, Darya §abib, the
river-god, is represented by an image made of reeds, which is

ornamented with flowers, worshipped, and finally thrown into

the river (H. A. Rose, Punjab Census Rep., 1901, i. 118).

(c) Images used in divination.—The use of images
for the purpose of divination is common.
At the Dharmavaram temple, when any worshipper craves a

boon at the shrine of a famous SannyasI, the priest puts a leaf

of the 'oilm tree on the head of the image, and, if soon after

it falls off, it is believed that the request will be granted (W.
IVancis, Vizagapatam Gaz., 1907, i. 316). At the shrine of

Pisharnath, on Matheran Hill, near Bombay, the priest explains

to the god what is desired, and la:^8 two stones in a hollow
formed m the breast of the image ; if the right-hand stone is

first to fall, he tells the worshipper that his request is granted

;

if the left-hand stone falls, an additional offering is needed
{BG xiv. [1882] 263 n.). When the Muhammadans destroyed the
temple at Mandhata on the Narbada river, the leader was told

that the liiiga had the power of showing by a reflexion within

its surface the creature into which the soul of the inquirer

would pass at the next metempsychosis ; when the Musalman
officer looked into it he saw a pig, and in his rage flung the

lihga into the fire ; this explains how it gained its jet black

colour (O. Grant, Cent. Prov. Gaz., 1870, p. 261).
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{d) BiTiding the groc?.—The custom of binding an

image so as to keep the deity under control is found

in India {FL viii. [1897] 325 ff.).

The image of Hanuman, the monkey-god, is sometimes barred

in by means of strips of wood nailed in front of his shrine, to

prevent him from wandenng in the jungle (R. V. RusseH,

Betul Gaz.t 1907, i. 53). In Kumaun, some of the local gods

are shut up in a copper vessel or covered with a cylinder, le^

they may^ mischief (jV/JVQ iii. [1893 J 145). Near Madras is

a temple where the reformer, Safikaracharya, put the goddess

Kali down a well, and placed a large stone on the top to k^P
her confined, because she used to eat a Brahman daily {JASBo,

ii. 281). The Kurumbas of Madras worship their god, Vira, the
* hero,* only at his annual festival, and for the remainder of the

year keep him shut up in a box (G. Oppert, 238).

(e) Stolen images, — Images which have been

stolen from other people are more valuable than

those acquired by purchase or gift, because they

bring with them the luck of the former possessor,

and are more easily propitiated {NINQ iii. [1893]

55 ; cf. J. Grimm, Teut. Myth., tr. J. S. Stallybrass,

London, 188*2-88, iv. 1321 ;
Gn 31^®).

Among the Meitheis, in recent times, a celebrated ammonite,

which had been stolen more than once, was the subject of a

lawsuit in the British Courts. In ancient da3’'s the Meitheis

used to plunder and remove to their capital the sacred stones

of the Nagas (T. C. Hodson, 102). The Kalians, a thieving tribe

in Madras, do not hesitate to steal a god, if thej" think he wUl
be of use to them in their predatory excursions (Thurston, iii.

S5 ;
F. E. Hemingway, Tri^inopoly Gaz., 1907, i. 3313). It was

the habit of some Kandhs to steal their neighbours’ gods in

order to acquire influence as priests (S. 0. Macpherson,
Memorials, 200 ff.). A Raja of Kulu, afflicted with leprosy, was
advised in a dream to steal the image of the god Raghunath
from Oudh ; his messengers stole the god, were pursued and
overtaken, but the god showed such a decided wish to go to

Kulu that they were allowed to take him away, and the Raja
was cured {FL ix. [1898] 184 f.).

7. Legends of discovery of images.—Most of

the legends of the discovery of images are aetio-

logical, invented to explain the rudeness of the

type, their existence in spite of iconoelasm, or other

miraculous powers attributed to them.
The image is often said to have been originally a shapeless

log which was found floating down a river or discovered on
the seashore. That of Gokulnath in Mew§,r was discovered in

a ravine on the river hqnk (J. Tod, i. 680). That of Jagannath
was discovered by a Savara, one of the jungle tribes (W.
W. Hunter, Orissa, i. 92 ff.). About a century ago the god
Manoharji appeared to a fisherman in Bombay, and
informed him that his image had floated ashore; when
search was made, it was discovered {BG v. [1880] 81). Many
famous liiigas have been identified by a cow dropping her milk
on the spot where they were subsequently discovered. That of

Balaohari still bears the mark of the cow’s hoof ; that at Indi
was identified by a cow dropping milk on it, and, when being
dug out, it sank into the ground, and was thus proved to be
self-existent (svayambhu) (§ 3). At BbimaSankar, a man, while
cutting timber, saw blood oozing from a tree, hut the wound
healed when a cow dropped her c^k on the stump, and a Unga
came out of the tree ; at Pashan, a man found a cow feeding a
snake in an ant-hill, which, when excavated, disclosed five

Ufigas {BG xiii. [1884], 655, xxiii. [1884] 655, xviii. pt. iii. [1885]

pp. 120, 265). Ln image is often discovered as the result of a
dream, like one which recently appeared in Bombay, or that of
Jagi§vara Mahadeva at Bandakpur (NIFQ i. [1891] 166 ; 0.
Grant, Cent. Prov. Gaz., 1870, p. 175). Sometimes,when attacked
by foreigners, an image is miraculousl}’^ defended by swarms of
hornets, as in the case of the Bile^var liiiga in Katihiawar, or
that at Bheragarh on the Narbada (BG viii. [1884] 401 ; W. H,
Sleeman, 1. 66 f.). When the Muhammadans attacked the
image of the bull Nandi, at Nirvangni, or that of Omkarjl on
the Narbada, blood gushed out, and the assailants were dis-

comfited (BG xviii. pt. iii. [1885] p. 263).

8. The future of idolatry.—The attitude of the
Hindus towards their images has been discussed
elsewhere (art. Hinduism, § 38). The influence of
monotheistic religions, like Christianity and Islam,
has done much to suggest purer conceptions of the
Godhead—the belief in a single, spiritual, benign
Providence. A similar effect has keen the result
of sectarian movements, such as Sikhism, the
Brahma and the Arya SamS-j, and other recent
movements of the same kind which encourage the
study of the Vedanta, reject the Puranic scheme
of Hinduism, and aim at restoring tHe Nature-
worship of the Vedic age. But, wanting this,

idolatry still not only prevails widdy among the
menial and forest tribes, but is actively encouraged
by the Brahman hierarchy, and, in particular, by

those priestly classes which act as pilgrim guides

at sacred cities and places of pilgrimage. The
growth of a moneyed class under British rule has

largely encouraged the erection of temples, which

are still built in great numbers, as the result of

religious enthusiasm and ostentation, and from the

belief that little merit can be gained by the

restoration of an ancient shrine or the repair of an

old image. It is improbable that a form of worship

which is so deep-rooted and universal, and which,

in the present state of their culture, meets the

wants of the masses of the population, will readily

disappear.
To quote A. 0. Lyall (Asiatic Studies^, London, 1907, ii. 161)

;

* Idolatry is onlythe hieroglyphic writ large,in popular character

;

it came because unlettered man carves in sticks and stones his

rude and simple imagination of a god; and this manner of

expressing the notion by handiwork continues among even

highly intellectual societies, until at last the idea becomes too

subtle and sublime to be rendered by any medium except the

written or spoken word.*

Literature.—The vast subject of Indian idolatry has as yet

been investigated in no single monograph. The illustrations of

images contained in the popular works on Hinduism are, as a

rule, taken from the coarse lithographs found in the houses of

many castes. It is understood that the Indian Archeological

Department contemplates the preparation of a complete

iconography showing the development of the idol during

historical times—a work which is much needed. Many illustra-

tions of Indian sculpture will be found in V. A. Smith, A
History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, Oxford, 1911. The
existing books on Hindu mythology and cults, such as E.

Moor, The Hindu Pantheon, London, 1810 ; C. Coleman,
Mythology of the Hindus, do. 1832; W. J. Wilkins, Hindu
Mythology, Vedic and Puranic^, Calcutta, 1900; J. Dowson,
Classictu Dictionary of Hindu Mythology, London, 1879 ; B.

Ziegenbalg, Genealogy of the South Indian Gods, Madras,

1869, are largely based on literary sources, and give little

information on local temples, their images, and cultus. The
illustrations of these works are, as a rule, inferior. For the

earlier period much information will be found in the various

series of ArchDeological Reports edited by A. Cunningham, J.

Burgess, J. H. Marshall, and others, with special works, such

as A. Cunningham, The Bhilsa Topes, London, 1854, Stupa of

Bharkut, do. 1879, Mahdbodhi, do. 1892 ; J. Ferpisson and J.

Burgess, The Cave Temples of India, do. 1880 ; A. Griinwedel,

Buddhist Art in India, ed. J. Burgess, do. 1901 ; J. Fergusson,
Tree and Serpent Worship, do. 1868, 21873, and History of

Indian and Eastern Architectwre^, do. 1910 ;
al-Birlinl, India,

tr. E. 0. Sachau, do. 1910 ;
the article, including a bibliography,

in IGI, 1908, ii. 89 ff. ; J. N. Farquhar, Crown of Hinduism,
Oxford, 1913. For the Tantrik worship of images, see Tantra of

the Great Liberation (Mahanirvdna Tantra), ed. A. Avalon,

and Hymns to the Goddess, tr. A. and E. Avalon, London, 1913.

For idolatry in its modern forms the information is scattered

through a wide literature of Indian ethnography—accounts of

tribes and castes, local gazetteers, census reports, and similar

publications, to which reference is made in the course of the

present article. W. CrOOKE.

IMAGES AND IDOLS (Japanese and Korean).

—1. Japanese.’—i. In the indigenous religion.

—I. The use of images and idols as objects of

worship is not indigenous to Japan, for one charac-

teristic of pure Shinto is the absence of all figures.

Among the archaeological remains of greatest anti-

quity, however, many clay images of men, and of

horses and other animals, known as haniwa, have
been found in the burial vaults of Imperial and
noble famflies. It had been the custom at a

funeral to sacrifice attendants,^ servants, and
beasts of burden, that they might acconipany

their master upon his journey and attend him in

the sph’it land. In the rei^ of Suijin (29 B.C.-

A.D. 23), when the Queen died, Nomi-no-sukune,
councillor to the throne, advised the^ Emperor to

substitute clay images for living victims. One
hundred potters were summoned from Idzumo to

the court, and these made figures which were
placed about the royal tomb. The custom thus

established was followed by the nobles and promi-

nent families for several hundred years, down to

the 7th cent. A.D. Kecent excavations in ancient

tombs have brought haniwa to light in as many as

32 provinces of the Empire, thus witnessing to

their widely prevailing use.
^
The rules concerning

tomb-construction issued in the first year of

Taikwa (A.D. 646) make no mention of hanma

;
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but in special cases their use was probably con-
tinued to a later date. The latest instance was
in 1912, when haniwa were placed by the tomb of

the Emperor Meiji Tenno, in deference to ancient
custom and sentiment. At no time were these
images objects of worship, though they possessed
reli^ous significance as symbolic offerings to the
spirits of the dead (see, further, art. Human
Saceifice [Japanese and Korean]).

2. Although in Shinto no images are used to
represent objects of worship, a mirror is usually
placed in the holy place within the shrine. The
mirror within the Shrine at Ise is alleged to be the
one used by Ama-terasu, the sun-goddess, or
ancestress of the Koyal Family. It is octagonal,
although usually the mirrors are round. They
are not strictly objects of worship, but typical of

the human heart which in its purity rejects the
image of Deity; and faithful followers of Shinto
are instructed to bow before the mirror of the
shrine morning and evening in an act of self-

examination.

3. Before the mirror of the Shinto shrine hang
the gohei, strips of white paper cut into small
squares and draped upon an upright of wood,
supposed to symbolize the ancient offerings of

cloth. Together with the mirror, the gohei are
not infrequently objects of popular worship.

4. About the shrine the shime-nawa, a straw
rope with tufts of straw or cut paper at regular
intervals, is often hung. This rope may be placed
about anything considered sacred or worthy of

reverent care, and is supposed to avert evil in-

fluences. Trees, rocks, and caverns are occasion-

ally so defended ; and the custom of surrounding
with straw rope the area upon which a house is to

be erected may have its origin in the idea of thus
averting evil.

ii. As INFLUENCED BY BUDDHISM.—The begin-
ning of real image-making in Japan dates from the
coming of Buddhism, whose mfluence is to be
noted even in Shinto shrines, for a gradual mutual
adaptation took place and various images came to

be placed in the shrines.

1. The most popular of these is that of Sugawara
Michizane (t A.D. 901), worshipped by the people
under the posthumous name of Tenjin, as the god
of learning, especially of calligraphy. He is repre-

sented in the robe of an ancient court-noble seated
on a matted floor.

2. The Ni-o or Deva, as gate-guardians to scare
away demons, are often found before Shinto
shrines as well as before the temples of certain
Buddhist sects ; and the images of animals tradi-

tionally associated with specific deities are placed
in their shrines and popularly worshipped as
images of the deity itself. For example, InaH,
called also Uga-no-Mitama, is the goddess of rice,

and hence much worshipped by J^anese, who are
rice-raising, rice-eating people. The fox is her
servant or messenger ; and images of foxes are
always found at Inari shrines, being regarded by
many as images of the goddess herself. In the
case of Benten, one of the seven deities of luck,

the snake, her attendant, is often imaged as an
embodiment of the goddess.

3. Images of Buddha.—For the most part,

images to which religious reverence is paid are
closely associated with Buddhist temples. The
first record of the introduction of Buddhistic
images is to the effect that, in A.D. 522, Shibatatsu
of Ryo (one of the provinces of China at that
time) came to Japan and settled in Yamato,
bringing with him several images which were
worshipped in his home. The people in general,
however, paid little attention to the fact. Some
time later, in a.d. 552, the Korean king sent
ambassadors to the Japanese court, who brought

(Japanese and Korean)

a gilt-bronze statue of Buddha with hanging
canopies and several Buddhist Scriptures. The
new faith gained ground through favour of the
court circle, and the making of images became a
professional art. Shibatatsu was himself a skilled
sculptor, and was succeeded by his son and grand-
son, the latter, Tori-busshi, being considered one
of the greatest ever known in Japan. Several of
the most famous images at Horyuji, the oldest
Buddhist temple in Japan, are declared to be by
his hand. In the sixth year of Bintoku (a.d. 577)
the king of Kudara made a present to the court of
Japan of a large image of Buddha which was
accompanied by the artist; and in a.d. 585 a
Japanese sculptor is known to have executed two
images of Buddha. The images of this early

E
eriod were of wood ; but during the reign of

dntoku a large stone image of Miroku -vvas pre-

sented by the court of Kudara, and set the fashion
for worK in stone. Gradually bronze, clay, and
hard lacquer were used ; and images were made in

great numbers, especially about the middle of the
Sth century. This continued till the 12th cent,
when the art began to decline. From the Sth to
the 12th cent., many famous sculptors, including
Keibunkai and Kasuga (Sth cent.), Eshin (10th
cent), Jocho, Kokei, and Unkei (11th cent), and
Tankei and Kwankei (12th cent), devoted their

energy and skill almost exclusively to the making
of Buddhist images and idols. Among the most
famousimages are the daibutsu in Kara, Kamakura,
and Kyoto. See art. Daibutsu.

4.

One of the most popular objects of worship
is the image of Kwannon (Skr. Avalokite^vara
[g.v.]), the goddess of mercy, who listens to the
prayers of the unhappy. The sex of the deity is

a matter of dispute, but in popular worship the
pity invoked is that of the eternally feminine.
The San-ju-san-gen-do, a temple to Kwannon in

Kyoto, contains 33,833 images of the deity. The
temple was originally founded by the ex-emperor
Toba in 1132, and in 1662 the present building was
erected. Banged in rising tiers throughout the
length of the temple are lOOO figures, each 5 ft.

high, and bearing upon its head and hands smaller

images, making a total of 33,333. Some of these

were executed by the best artists of their time;
and, while all represent the same deity, no two
are exactly alike in the arrangement of the myriad
hands which hold forth various articles.

5.

Jizo (Skr. Ksitigarbha) is a very common
figure, not only in temples, but also along country
roadsides and by mountain paths. He is a helper

of those in trouble ; and is especially besought by
premant women and by children. A stone image
of Jizo swathed in little bibs, the offerings of

women in distress, is one of the most pathetic

sights amid all the image-worship of Japan.

6.

Among other popular Buddhist images may
be mentioned Rakan, Emma, Fudo, and Benzuru.
Rakan (Skr^ Arhan) includes all the immediate
disciples of Sakyamuni, such as the five hundred
disciples (Gohyaku Rakan) or the sixteen disciples

(Juroku Rakan). Emma (Yama ’^aja) is the ruler

of the Buddhist hell, a most ferocious-looking

image. Fudo (Achala), the immovable, is repre-

sented in blazing fire. Benzuru, one of the sixteen

Rakan, is a god of healing sympathy ; and the
lower classes believe that their bodily diseases will

be healed by their touching the corresponding part

of his sacred image.

7.

The seven gods of Luck—^Ebisu, Daikoku,
Benten, Fukurokuju, Bishamon, Jurojin, and
Hotel—receive special regard from merchants and
small traders. Their images, now as much in jest

as in earnest, are frequently to be seen ; and
figures of them adorn popular advertisements.

The present trend of things is clearly seen in the
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fact that less and less respect is paid to the images

which once meant something very real in the life

and thought of the people.

8. Besides images, the commonest object of wor-

ship is the ancestral tablet, ihai^ which plays a prom-
inent part in Japanese Buddhism.

_

The custom

was introduced from China and is universal among
all classes of people, and with Shintoists as well as

Buddhists. The tablets are usually of rectangular

shape, a slip of planed wood, rounded at the top,

and placed on a pedestal. The size differs accord-

ing to the rank or wealth of the family^ and^ the

age of the dead. On the front side is inscribed

the posthumous name of the dead, and on the back

the date of his or her birth and death. They are

put in a small shrine or on a shelf, not infrequently

with the images of Amida or other Buddhist deities,

and are placed in a room specially prepared for the

purpose or in a sitting room of the family. Often

duplicates of the tablets are kept in the Buddhist

temples of their own attachment. P’or a certain

length of time after death food and drink are

offered, generally until the 49th day, and there-

after on the 100th day and on the 1st, 3rd, 7th, 13th,

25th, 33rd, and 50th anniversary. The idea of

these offerings before the tablets is not the same
as for deities. It is with the idea of feeding the

souls in the world beyond, or simply to keep bright

the memory of the dead. Priests are invited on
the anniversaries to read scriptures before ihaL

In the time of the Sow-festival on the 13th, 14th,

and 15th days of July (old calendar) the souls of the

dead are believed to come to the world in order to

visit the members of their family, when special

feasts are offered before the tablets. The custom
is steadily declining, giving way to the coming in

of more intelligent faith.

9. Picture-trampling.—It may be of interest to

note that, following the introduction of Boman
Catholic (Christianity by the Jesuit missionaries in

the 16th cent., the persecution found expression in

a peculiar form of efumi, or picture-tramping, all

suspected of Christian sympathies being required

to trample upon the picture of the Christ. Later,

an iron plate was substituted for the picture ; and
the practice was continued until the beginning of

the Meiji era, when religious freedom was allowed
to the people.

II. Korean,—^Buddhism was introduced into

Korea at a time when the country stiU formed
three separate kingdoms—Shiragi, Korai, and
Kudara.

1. Buddhist images.—Korai, being nearest to

China, Vv^as the first to receive Buddhist mission-
aries, with whom came the idols of that faith, in

A.D. 343. Soon after there was built a large
Buddhist temple called Ihuranji, Twelve years
later. Buddhism was introduced into Kudara, and
forty years later into Shiragi, gradually spreading
over the entire peninsula. The idols and images
in the Korean temples are for the most part not
different from those in Japan, images of Buddha,
Kwannon, Amida, Jizo, Emma, and Rakan being
most frequent. The largest Buddhist statue in
Korea is that of Mirohu (Maitreya), in the temple
of Kwanchokji in the province of South Chusei
(Chung Chong). It was made in stone about 1000
years ago, by a priest called Emyo (Heimiung),
who, it is said, employed one hundred workmen
for thirty-seven years. It is 55 ft. in height, with
a width of 30 ft. On the forehead, which
measures 6 ft. in width, is set a precious stone.

2. In addition to Buddhist images, the image of

Kwang-woo is frequently seen. Kwang-woo was
an ancient Chinese general; and in the city of

Seoul alone there are four shrines to his honour,
one each in the north, south, east, and west. He
is popular as a household deity with the common

people ; and the images of Gentoku, Chohi, and
Komei, three other generals, are often placed near

his.
.

3. The mountain-god.—The image of the

mountain-god is that of an old man mounted upon
a tiger. He is very popular, and occupies small

shrines upon the hill-tops.

4. Post-gods.—Everywhere in Korea, by the

wayside and at the entrance to villages, stand

demon-posts, rudely cut with grinning teeth and
horrible faces. They were originally distance-

osts, which gradually became objects of worship,

elieved to be strong defences against the countless

forces of the unseen world.

5. Ta Chue, or ‘ the Lord-of-the-place,’ is made
of straw in a hollow form generally about 1 ft.

long and 5 in. wide
;
and within him are placed old

coins, bits of pretty cloth, and similar treasures.

He is enshrined in the corner of the roof, of the

kitchen or store-house, and offered mochi (rice

cake) on the 1st and the 15th of the old calendar

months. He is supposed to avert evil and bring

luck to his owner.
Litbraturb.— B. H. Chamberlain, Things Japanese^,

Iiondon, 1902 ; John Murray, Handbookfor Japan^ do. 1907

;

Kakuzo Okakura, The Ideals of the Eastj do. 1904.

Tasuku Harada.
IMAGESAND IDOLS (Lapps and Samoyeds).

—The worship of idols and images of wood and
stone appears to have been at one time common to

all the Ugrian races occupying the Arctic regions

of the Eurasian continent. This worship still sur-

vives among the Samoyeds of the Russian Empire,

and it has notbeen long abandoned by the Samelats,

or Sameh, of Lapland, otherwise known as Finns or

Lapps, the former term being current in Norway,
and the latter in Sweden, Denmark, Britain, and
other countries. It is true that the peoifie of Lap-

land outwardly professed the Lutheran form of

Christianity as early as the 17th cent. ; but even

at that time they secretly retained the religious

ideas which they had inherited from their fore-

fathers. Of the condition of the Lapland Samelats

in the 17th cent., the best contemporary exponent

is John Scheffer, Professor in the University of

Upsala, whose Lapponiat published at Frankfort

in 1673 (Eng. tr., Oxford, 1674), contains very pre-

cise accounts of the existing religious practices of

these people. A striking feature or the Lapp
religion was the worship of certain idols.

These were two in number, popularly known as

‘the wooden god’ and ‘the stone god.’ The
wooden god {muora juhmel) was called Aijeke,
‘ the ancestor,’ and, alternatively, Thor, or Tier-

mes, ‘the thunderer.’ It may be that the name
of Thor, and his association with this particular

idol, ought properly to be regarded as a Teutonic

intrusion in Lapland, but that is a detail into

which it is unnecessary to enter here. The image
of Aijeke or Thor was always made of birch wood.

* Of t'Hifl wood they make so many idols as they have sacrifices,

and, when they have done, they keep them in a cave by some
hill side. The shape of them is very rude ; only at the top they

are made to represent a man’s head* (Scheffer, p. 40, Eng. tr.).

Scheffer’s book portrays one of the rudest of

these idols, a mere wooden block, but there is also

a more elaborate representation of Thor’s image,

standing upon a table or altar. The trunk is

simply a block of wood, with sticks projecting on
either side to represent arms. At the end of the

right arm is fixed a mallet, intended for the hammer
of Thor. Across the chest are cross-belts or ban-

doliers. The head is shaped to resemble a human
head, with eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth. On
either side of the skull are two spikes, in accord-

ance with Scheffer’s words

:

‘Into his head they drive a nail of iron or steel, and a small

piece of flint to strike fire with, if he hath a mind to it * (p. 40).

On the table, in front of the figure, is a plate of
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birch bark, containing portions of a sacrificed

reindeer. Behind the figure are deer’s antlers, and

round the base of the table are branches of birch

and pine. A Lapp kneels in adoration before the

^Gustaf von Duben, in his work Om Lappland

och Lapparne (Stockholm, 1873, p. 288), reproduces

a drawing from a MS of the year 1671, hy Eehn,

Stockholm, which is in close agreement with

Scheffer’s contemporaneous picture. Rehn’s draw-

ing shows three images of Thor upon one table,

aim in front of them are three upright sticks bear-

in portions of the sacrificed animal. Von Duben
draws attention to the branches adorning the sides

of the altar, to the two antler-heads between the

images of Thor, to the hammers wielded in each

hand of these images, and to the haloes encircling

their heads. It is noteworthy that the sacrifice of

animals is an essential element in the worship of

these idols. Scheffer states that the Lapps make
a new image to Thor every autumn, consecrating

it by killing a reindeer, and smearing the idol with

its blood and fat. The skull, feet, and horns are

placed behind the image. Part of the meat is

eaten by the Lapps, and part is buried, together

with the bones.
, , ,, -r i

In addition to * the wooden god, ’ the Lapps also

worshipped * the stone god ’ {jiUtd Tci& jtchTYi&l),

otherwise, in Swedish, Storjunkar, or ‘the great

Lord.’ The term seita was also applied, generic-

ally, to a stone god. In form, the seita sometimes

resembled, or was supposed to resemble, a bird, or

a man, or some other creature.

‘The truth is, its shape is so rude that they may sooner fancy

it like something themselves than persuade other people that it

is so Their imagination is so strong that they really believe

it represents their Storjunkar, and worship it accordmgly.

Neither do they use any art in polishing it, but take it as toey

find it upon the banks of lakes and rivers. In this shape, there-

fore, they worship it, not as though it were so made by chance,

but by the immediate will and procurement of their god
— - • .. j Si. — 1.1. i._ liim /Si'll

I

Storjunkar, that it might be sacred to him (Scheffer,^ p. 41).

The last sentence, it will be seen, implies that

the seita was the medium through which an m-
visible deity was worshipped, and was not itself an

object of worship. Von Diiben shows {op, cit, pp.

236-246) representations of three Lapp seitas, one

taken from a reindeer-pasture and another from a

stream, while the third, of white marble, vdth a

covering or cap of calcareous spar, was found in a

small island, at a spot known to Lapp tradition as

a place of sacrifice, where many horns and bones

were found. It may be added that, although the

seitas are generally quite unworked, there are

some instances in which the upper part has been

carved sufficiently to bring out a resemblance to

the head of a man or of an animal.

The ceremonies connected with the worship of

Storjunkar were very similar to those associated

with ‘the wooden god.’ The animal specially

selected for sacrifice was a male reindeer. Its right

ear having been pierced and
^

a red thread

through it, the reindeer was killed, and Us blood

carefully preserved in a barrel. The omciatmg

priest then took the blood, some of the fat, the

antlers, the bones of the head and neck, and the reet

and hoofs, to the hill where the sacred stone had

already been placed. Uncovering his head and

bowing reverently, he then anointed the stone

the fat and blood, and placed the antlers behind it,

the right horn having the penis of the reindeer

attached to it, while on the left horn was

amulet of tin and silver worked together with

red thread. . . .

Although not represented by any special ima^,

the sun was also worshipped by the Lapps of the

17th century. Schefier states his_ belief that the

sun was incorporate in Thor, who, it may be noted,

was sometimes decorated with a nimbus round his

head. The act of sun-worship, at any rate, was

performed before the altar of Thor, upon which

occasion the sacrificial bones were arranged in a

circle upon the altar.

In return for the reverence paid to them, or

through them, the wooden and stone gods were

believed to protect their worshippers against mis-

fortune and to aid them in hunting and fishing.

Each family had its own sacrificial mount, with its

wooden or stone god ; but in some cases individuals

possessed seitas who were understood to be specially

interested in their welfare and to whom they

prayed. ^ ,,

Rites similar to these are common to other

cognate races in Northern Europe and Siberia.

‘The Samoyedes, Ostiaks, Voguls, and Lapps all smear the

mouths of their idols with blood and fat* (John Abercromby,

JPra- and Proto-historic Finns, London, 1898, 1. 159).

Among the Samoyeds of to-day the religious

practices of the 17th cent. Lapps are still in full

swing, as several modern travellers have shown.

In 1875 and 1878 the Swedish pjilorer Nordenskiold

and his comrades visited sacrificial sites on Vaygatz

Island and the Yalmal Peninsula. To these places

the Samoyeds are accustomed to make pilgnmages,

sometimes from a distance of six or seven hundred

miles, in order to offer sacrifices and make vows.

At a sacrificial eminence on the south-vrestern

headland of Vaygatz Island, the Swedish exmorers

found a large number of reindeer skulls and horn^

bones of the bear, various objects of metal, and

several hundreds of idols, described as

‘small wooden stacks, the upper portions of which were

carved very clumsily in the form of the human countenance,

most of them from fifteen to twenty, but some or them 370

centimetres in length. They were aU stuck in the on

the south-east part of the emmence. Near the place of sacrifice

there were to be seen pieces of drift-wood and remains of the

fireplace at which the sacrificial meal was prepared. Our gu^e

tofd^ urffiat S these meals the mouths of the idols were be-

smeared vnth blood and wetted with brandj^ and the fomer

statement was confirmed by the i^^ge ®pots of blood which were

found on most of the large idols bel^ the holes i^ended uO

represent the mouth ’ (Nordenskiold, Voyage of ths Vega^ Eng.

tr., London, 1881, i. 94 f.)

That these customs are still in force seems quite

evident. In 1894, Frederick Jackson, in the course

of his expedition to Franz-Josef Land, learned that

the Samoyeds of Vaygatz at that date were ac-

customed to sacrifice a reindeer to their god, km-

ing the animal by slow degrees. The Samoyeds,

moreover, carry small portable gods with them

during their sledge-journeys. In 1878, Nordens-

kioldWchased four of these gods from a Samoyed

woman. Two of them were dolls, one was a minia-

ture garment, and the fourth was ‘ a stone, wapped

round with rags and hung with brass plates, a

corner of the stone forming the countenance of the

human figure it was intended to resemble (op. cit,

i. 86). This last appears to have been identical

with the ‘ stone god,’ or seita, of the Lapps.

' ProfessorDe Harlez thinks it possible that the small domestic
- - -

j raffs, used by the Mongols, and mentioned as
idols of felt and raffs, usea uy uu.© —
early as the year 1200 by Armenian authors, may have been

introduced by the Buddhist preachers, as Vartan states without

hesitation * (Abercromby, op, cit, 1. 163).

The stationary wooden idols of the Samoyeds

seem to have been larger in past times. Martmiere

in 1653, Linschoten in 1601, and an old Dutch

engraving reproduced by NordenskioM (i* ^
show images as large as a man ; and m the last

instance the human trunk as^ weU as the head

is carved with some elaboration. Probably the

earliest written description of Samoyed idok is

that given by an English traveller, Stephen Bur-

- if IRKA /TTflVlnvf’a Vovaaes, new edition,

Burrough speaks of his visit to

‘ft heap of theSamoeds idols, which were in number above

300, the worst and the most
the eves and mouthes of sundrie of them were bloodie, they

Sd S Xpe of mV women, and children, very grosly

& ?harwS^ they ha^ made °ther pam wm
5so ^rinokled with blood. Some of their idols were an olde
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sticke with two or three notches, made with a knife in it. . . .

There was one of their sleds broken, and laj' by the heape of

idols, & there I saw a deers skinne which the foules had
spoyled : and before certaine of their idols blocks were made as

high as their inouthes, being all bloody, I thought that to be
the table whereon they offered their sacrifice.*

A comparison of these various statements makes
it evidentr that the idol-worship of the Samoyeds
and of the Lapp Sanielats was substantially the
same. The only striking dilierence is that the
Samoyed idols have not the outstretched arms
wielding the hammer of Thor which formerly
characterized the wooden gods of Lapland. It is

reasonable to presume, therefore, that the idea of

Thor and his hammer was introduced into Lapland
from the South.
Literatceb.—

A

ppended to Von Duben’s Lappland f’Stock-

holm, 1S73) there is a list of over 250 works relating to Lapps,
a considerable number of w’hich include references to their
religion. Xearlv as ample is the bibliography prefixed to
Abercromby’s B'mns (London, 189S). Special mention may be
made of C.'E. Leneqmst, De supe-ratitione veterum Fenrwrumy
Abo, 17S2 ; C, Ganander, MptholfMna Fennica, do. 1789 ; A.
Andelin, ‘Religion der heidni'^chen happen,’ in Erman’s Archtv
fur tviss^n&chajtl. Kunde Busdands, x.x. 167-180 and 349-365;
and V. M. Miknailovskii, ‘ Shamanism in Siberia and European
Russia,’ in JAI xxiv. (1S94) 62.

David MacRitchie.
IMAGES AND IDOLS (Muslim).—Muham-

mad protested strongly against idolatry, hut other
Arabs had done so before him. While he was yet
a lad, there -were men, called the JEanifs, who re-

jected the gross idolatry around them. Some of
these afterwards became Christians ; someremained
Unitarians. Of the latter, Zaid ibn *Amr was one
of the chief. He embraced neither Christianity
nor Judaism, but said that he worshipped the God
of Abraham. He kept entirely aloof from idol-
worship and all connected therewith, and had a
great influence on Muhammad’s early preaching.
So Jong as Muhammad only exhorted to better
lives, or spoke of the Last Day, the Meccans
treated him with good-humoured contempt; but
when he attacked the idolatry of the Kaba, the
ease was dilferent. He must respect their temple
and its gods, for which Mecca was famed far and
wide. His uncle Abu Talib begged him to make
some concession, hut he replied^ * Say there is no
God except Allah, and renounce what you worship
beside Him.’ So the friendly offices of his uncle
came to nothing. The persecution now became
severe. The Meccans called him a liar, a de-
moniac, a sorcerer. Again he had to seek the
protection of his powerful relatives. Some of the
Meccan leaders then proposed that the God of
Muhammad should be worshipped at the same
time as the Meccan deities, or alternately each
year. Muhammad did not faU into the snare,
but produced this revelation, showing that the
two religions must be kept quite distinct

;

* Say, O ye unbelievers, I worship not chat w'hich ye worship,
and ye do not worship that which I worship ; I shall never wor-
ship that which ye worship, neither will ye worship that which
I worship. To you be your religion

; to me my religion ’ (cix.).

Very soon after he gave the most emphatic testi-
mony to the doctrine of the unity of God which
is to he found in the Qur’an :

* Say, He is God alone : God the Eternal ! He hegetteth
not, and He is not begotten

; and there is none like unto Trim *

(cxii.).

Still the people of Mecca were hard-hearted, and
the preaching of the Prophet at this time is full of
denunciations of the despicable person, the back-
biter, the defamer, the insolent, as he terms the
prominent individualswho led the opposition. Pro-
tected himself by his powerful family connexions,
the Prophet conld not save his followers from per-
secution, and a number took refuge in Abyssinia.
His cause did not gain ground. Then came another
proposal for compromise. A leading man of Mecca
was deputed to call on Muhammad and to point
out to him that blaspheming their gods, reviling
their religion, and charging them and their fore-

fathers with unbelief had done no good. Would
it not he better to come to some terms? If he
would only acknowledge their deities, the Meccans
would accept Allah as one of their gods and wor
ship him. It was a great temptation. Under
circumstances such as these, Muhammad one day
came upon a group of men near the Ka'ba, and in

a fiiendly way began to recite the opening verses

of sura liii. :

* By the star when it setteth, your compatriot erreth not, nor
is he led astray, neither speaketh he from mere impulse. The
Qur’an is no other than a revelation revealed to him: One
mighty in power taught it him.’

Then he went on to refer to some of the Meccan
idols byname. ‘Do you see al-Lat and al-Uzza
and Manat, the third besides?’ Then, to the
astonishment and joy of the Meccans, came the
words : ‘ These are the exalted females, and verily
their intercession is to be hoped for.’ They pros-

trated themselves in worship and said, ‘Now we
know that it is God alone that giveth life and
taketh it away; that createth and supporteth.
These our goddesses make intercession for us, and,
as thou hast accorded to them a position, we are
content to follow thee.’ Thus were they willing
to fulfil their part of the compact. But to the
credit of Muhammad it must he said that he saw
the grave error that he had committed, and that
the people would still retain their idols. Tradition
records that a verse inserted in a later sura now
came, showing Muhammad that as other prophets
had been tempted of the devil so had he

:

‘We have not sent an apostle or prophet before thee, among
whose desires Satan injected not some wrong desire, but Goa
shall bring to nought that which Satan had suggested ’ (xxii. 51).

The mind of the Prophet being set at rest, the
revelation came as it now stands in the Qur’an

:

‘ Do you see al-Lat and al-'Uzza, and Manat, the third idol
besides? What, shall ye have male progeny and God female?
This were, indeed, an unfair partition ! These are mere names

:

ye and your fathers named them thus ’ (liii. 19--23).

The Meccans were much displeased at this, and
said, ‘ Muhammad hath repented of his favourable
mention of the rank held by our goddesses before
the Lord. He hath changed the same and brought
other words in their stead.’ The persecution re-

commenced ; but Muhammad henceforth attempted
no compromise, and now and for ever broke with
idolatry. He received a solemn warning never to
run into such danger again

:

* Verily, they had well-nigh beguiled thee from what we re-

vealed to thee, and caused thee to invent some other thing in
our name ’ (xvii. 75).

The idols of Mecca are derided

:

‘What think ye of the gods whom ye invoke besides Allah?
Show me what part of the earth they have created* (xxxv. 88).

Before he left Mecca, Muhammad said to his
opponents

;

‘Call now on those whom ye made God’s companions; and
they shall call on them, but they will not answer them*
(xxviii. 64).

The statues of false gods furnish fuel for hell

:

* Fear the fire prepared for the infidels, whose fuel is men and
stones ’ (ii. 22).

Idolaters are likened to
‘the spider who buildeth her a house : But, verily, frailest of
all houses surely is the house of the spider* (xxix. 40).

They are not to be prayed for (ix. 115) ; their end
is to enter into the fire (vii. 36). Marriage with
an idolatress is forbidden (ii. 220). Idolatry is an
unpardonable sin (iv, 51).

A few converts were gained at Medina, who,
when they came to Mecca to perform the annual
pilgrimage, took an oath of obedience to Muham-
mad, in which a promise to give up idol-worship,
as with all converts, was an important point.
Later, in Medina the Prophet made it quite clear
that idolatry was a great crime, an unpardonable
sin;

‘Verily, God wiU not forgive the union of other gods with
Himself I But other than this will He forgive to whom He
pleaseth. And he who uniteth gods with God hath devised a
great wickedness ’(iv. 61; cf. 116 f.).
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In the year a.d. 629, Muhammad, with the per-

mission of the chief men in Mecca, was able to
perform the pilgrimage to the Kaha, and went
throagh the usual ceremonies—after which he re-

turned to Medina. The time, however, soon came
when it was necessary that Mecca should be the
centre of the new religion ; and so, seizing an oppor-
tunity for a quarrel, he marched with 10,000 men
against the city. The Meccans saw that the time
for opposition was past, and submitted. Muham-
mad proceeded to the Kaba, saluted the Black
Stone, but destroyed all the idols. Idolaters are'

henceforth to be severely dealt with ;

‘ When the sacred months are past, kill those who join other
gods with God, wherever ye shall find them ; and seize them,
besiege them, and lay wait for them with every kind of ambush

;

but if they shall convert, and observe prayer, and pay the obli-

atory alms, then let them go their way ’ (ix. 5).

dolaters are no longer to make the pilgrimage

:

* 0 Believers ! onlj' they who join gods with God are unclean 1

Let them not, therefore, after this year come near the sacred
Temple ' (ix. 28).

The people of Ta’if made a stout resistance to
Muhammad, and, when they finally submitted,
begged to be allowed to retain their idols. They
received fairly good terms, but this request could
not he granted, and the idols were all destroyed
by Muslims appointed to do the w’ork. Whilst
Muhammad destroyed all the idols at Mecca, he
still retained the pagan ceremonial of the Pil-

grimage and the Black Stone as an object of
superstitions reverence, thus leaving the old stone-

worship of the pagan Arabs intact. The retention
of the Pilgrimage was perhaps a necessity in order
to win over all the Arab tribes, by yielding to their

reverence for Mecca as the centre of a national
faith ; but it has worked evil since, not only by
^ving undue importance to the mechanical per-

formance of the old pagan ritual, hut by emphasiz-
ing the fact that Islam was started as a local and
national religion, and that rules suited for Arabs
in til e 7th cent, are binding on the most diverse

peoples in the 20th.
There is a curious tradition which relates how Muhammad

was lost when a little bo3^ An old man comforted his nurse
and led her to the idol house. He then walked seven times
round the idol, kissed its head, and said, ‘0 exalted Hubal,
wilt thou be pleased to bring back Muhammad ibn ‘Abd Allah,

whose wet-nurse this woman is?’ Hubal and the other idols

fell prostrate to the ground, and Hubal said, ‘ 0 old man, do
not mention Muhammad’s name before us ; the destruction of

ourselves and the other idols and the idolaters is to be in his

hands. Tell the idol-worshippers that our greatest sacrificer is

to be Muhammad ; that is, he is to kill us all, whilst they that
follow hiin shall be safe ’ (Mirkhond’s Rau4>at-a$-$afa, pt. ii.

vol. i. p. 115).

The Wahhabites, who are most careful to avoid
anything which might seem to impair the dogma
of the unity of God, and who look upon many
practices of other Muslims as tending towards
polytheism, or shirkj

have defined the latter in

these four terms: shirk al-ilm, ascribing know-
ledge to others than God; shirk at-tasarrtcf,

ascribing power to other than God_; shirk al-

'ibada, offering worship to created things; shirk

aVdda, performing ceremonies which imply reli-

ance on other than God. It is shirk aVilm to

suppose that prophets and holy men have any
knowledge apart from that which God gives them.
Hence it is wrong to place any reliance on the

words of soothsayers and astrologers. It is shirk

at4asarruf to look upon any human being as an
intercessor with God. The orthodox view is that

Muhammad is now an intercessor. The Wahha-
bites deny this and quote the verses

:

‘ Who is he that can intercede with Him hut by His own per-

mission?* (ii. 256). *Say: Intercession is wholly; with God’
(xxxix. 45). ‘No intercession shall avail with Him but that

which He shall Himself allow ’ (xxxiv. 22).

It is shirk aVihada to prostrate oneself before any
created thing, or to visit the shrines of saints. It

is shirk al'dda to trust in omens and lucky days
and to keep up superstitious practices. Though

idolatry is severely condemned and the worship of
idols is unknown, saint-worship is very common,
and in all Muslim lands pilgrimages to the tombs
of holy men are constantly made.

Literature.— Koran, tr. G. Sales, London, 1825, ‘Pre-
liminary Discourse’ ; D. S. Margoliouth, Mohamrned, London,
1905 ; W. Muir, Life of Mahomet, London, 1S61, Edinburgh,
1911; E. Sell, The Life of Muhammad, London and Madias,
1913 ; T. P. Hugrhes, DicLio-nary of Islam, London, 1895 : E.
Sell, Historical Development of the Qurdn, London and Madras,
1905- Edward Sell.

IMAGES AND IDOLS (Persian).—i. Intro-
ductory.—From the earliest antiquity the Persians
had no idols in the sense of a representation of the
godhead set up as an object of worship. Such
allusions to the practice as are found are always
in the w^ay of condemning it as an abhorrent
custom employed by foreigners and unbelievers.
Zoroaster, the Prophet of Ancient Iran, makes no
reference to idol-worship, even though his vision
saw graphic pictures of the hosts of heaven. These
vivid images, however, which might easily have
been given a plastic form, remained, with the seer
and with his people, simply a visualization of the
ideal. Throughout the history of the religion of
Iran, idolatry played no part.

This is true despite the fact that the Persians
of Achasmenian and Sasanian times had no religi-

ous scruples against images, as is shown by the
delineation of the divine being, and occasionally
of other spiritual manifestations, on the monuments
of the great Persian kings and the monarchs of

the House of Sasan. This use of sculptured forms,
however, did not mean to them in any sense a
\vorship of graven images. If Darius and the
other Achsemenian sovereigns portrayed in bas-
relief on stone a conventionalized half-figure of

Ormazd as floating in a circle above the head of

the king, and presenting to him, as by divine right,

a ring or symbol of sovereignty, it was a motive
borrowed from Assyrian and Babylonian art, and
was doubtless chosen with the express purpose of

appealing to the non-Persian conquered nations,

who Avere more anthropomorphic in their ideas. ^

Nor is an exception made by the Sasanian bas-

relief at Naqsh-i-Rustam, on which Ormazd is

represented on horseback approaching to offer the
sovereignty to Ardasir, Avho is similarly mounted

;

the intent was the same as before.^ There is

kindred evidence regarding the nimbus-crowmed
figure, holding a fluted staff, in a Sasanian sculp-

tured niche at Taq-i-Bustan, near Kirmanshah,
which is supposed to represent Zoroaster, but may
possibly portray hlithra, genius of the sun (see

Jackson, Persia Past ana Present

^

New York,
1906, pp. 215-220, for a discussion of the subject

and for photographs). A like possibility may he
claimed, though it seems less certain, for the view
that the figure graven in a group in the adjoining
vaulted arch portrays Anahita {q.v,), goddess of

the heavenly streams
;
yet such an interpretation

still awaits more authoritative corroboration (cf.

Jackson, op. cit. p, 225, n. 3). Other examples
of images as effigies, but not as idols, may like-

wise be cited from Sasanian carvings as referred to

in Art (Persian), in vol. i. p. 881 f. The general

result is the same, and the statements of the Greek
and Latin authors bear out this fact, as shown by
the testimony from the classic writers cited in the
following paragraph.

1 For a discussion of this special subject and for reasons

against assuming (as some do) that the conventionalized figfure

represents not Ormazd but the fravaH, or idealized spirit of

the king, see Jackson, * Ormazd,' in The Momst, ix. (Chicago,

1899) 168 f.

2 The figure is known to represent Ormazd, because his name
appears in the inscription on the stone as describing the purport

of the bas-relief ;
for references see Jackson, op. cit. p. 169,

n. 1; and cf. E. W. West, ‘Pahlavi ’^^iterature,’ in GIrP ii,

(Strassburg, 1904) 77.
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2. Greek and Latin testimony to the Persian
abhorrence of idols and image- worship. —The
oldest Greek reference, though somewhat indirect,

to the Persian hatred of images and temples is

found in ^-Escliylus, PerscBi 809 (produced in 472
B.C.), in •which the Athenian dramatist places on
the lips of the spectre of Darius the statement that

the Persian hosts,
‘ when invading Greece, shrank not from destroying the wooden
figures (/SpeTTj) of the gods, nor from burning the temples.*

"VYell-kno-wn above all, however, is the classic

passage, '?v^hich was written a few years later in

the 5th cent. B.c. bjr Herodotus {JBtist. i. 131), in

which the father of history said of the Persians

:

* They do not make it a custom to erect images (ayoA/xara)

and temples and altars ; on the contrary, they impute a charge
of folly upon those who do so ; because, as it seems to me, they
do not conceive of the gods as having the nature of men, as the
Greeks do.’ 1

This statement by Herodotus has always been
justly regarded as representing in its tenor the
true facts of the Persian view.
Four centuries later the same statement was

reiterated by Strabo (c. 63 B.C.-A.D. 21) when he
emphasized it as holding good in his time, for he
says {Geog. XV. iii. 13 [p. 732])

:

‘The Persians do not erect images (aydXfiaTa) and altars,*

though he does mention, a few paragraphs beyond (xv. hi. 15
[p. 733]), the existence of ‘temples of Anaitis [’Avam?, i.e. Av.
AndMtd] and of Omanes [’Ofxdjnjs, i.e, Av. Vohu Manah] as
belonging to these shrines ; and a statue [ioavov] of Omanes
IS carried in procession ; we ourselves have seen these things ’

(cf. SI. viii. 4 [p. 512]).!

The Church Father Clemens Alexandrinus (at
the end of the 2nd cent. A.D.), when referring to
the Persian Magi in his Protrept, 5, cites the older
authority of Deinon in his statement that
* they, as Deinon says, sacrifice beneath the open sky, regard-
ing fire and water as the only images (ayaX/aara) of the gods ;

. . . nor have they presumed stocks and stones to be images of
the gods, like the Greeks (dydXfiara jaev de&v ov $vXa. koX Xi0ovy
vireiAij^tto-tv, wcnrep 'EAXijves), nor ibises and ichneumons, like
the Egyptians, but fire and water, as do the philosophers ; and
Berossus, in the third (book) of his Ckaldaies, shows that it

was later—after many periods of years—that they worshipped
images in the likeness of man,2 this practice having been intro-
duced by Artaxerxes, son of Darius Ochus,3 who first, after
setting up the image of Aphrodite Anaitis in Babylon and Susa
and Ecbatana [and] Persepolis [lit Persse],^ and Bactra and
Damascus, and Sardis, taught that she be worshipped.* In
connexion, furthermore, with the latter half of this citation
it may be added that the names Mithra and Anahita appear
in the inscriptions of the Achsemenians first on the monuments
containing the edicts of Artaxerxes n., 404-358 b.o. (cf. Justi,
Gesch. Irans,’ in GlrP ii. 467).

The great patristic -writer Origen (c. A.D. 185-
253), m his controversial defence of Christianity in
opposition to Celsns, inveighs against all the points
made hy that Epicurean philosopher, but dialecti-
cally admits some matters in favour of the Persians,
who had a natural aversion to idols and image-
worship. In referring to other peoples who, like
the Persians, were non-idolaters, Celsns says of the
latter (in Origen, c. Celstim, vii. 62) :

* They cannot tolerate temples, altars or images,* and he con-
tinues by citing the passage quoted above from Herod, i. 181 as
to the Persian abhorrence of such usages

; to which Origen
replies (vii. 63 f.) that the Persians do not reject idols for the
same reason as do Jews and Christians.

Equally strong is the statement of the later
Greek historian and biographer, Diogenes Laertius
(fll. c. A.D. 200), in his reference to Persian Zoro-
astrian Magi, of whom he says

:

‘The Magi . . . give accounts of*the existence and genera-
tion of the gods, saying that they are fire, earth, and water

;

1

On certain elements connected with the general interpreta'
tion of Strabo’s remarks in the light of the Avesta, observe the
bone in the rest of the present art. and cf. what has already
been stated in Art (Persian), vol. i. p. 881.

^
2 This sentence, referring to Berossus, fierd iroXXas p,dvroi

vajepov irepidSovi erav avflpwiroeiS^ dydXiiaTa. (re^eiv outovs
Bijpwa-<ro5 iv rpirip XaXfiaiKwv iraptcmjort, is rendered in the
tr. by W. Wilson, Clement of Alexandria, Edinburgh, 1867,
1. 67, as: ‘Berosus shows that it was after many successive
years that men [sic] worshipped images of human shape.*

3 i.e. Artaxerxes n., 404-358 b.c.
4 On PerssB (neptrats) as Persepolis see Curzon, Persia and

the Persian Q-uestion, London, 1892, ii. 132, n. 3. The copula

and the^' condemn the use of carved images (^odvtav), and above
all things do they condemn those who say that the gods are
male and female. ... It was quite consistent (therefore, for
Xerxes) to destroy the images (ayoAptara) of the gods* (de
Clarorum Philosophorum Viiis, Prooem. 6, 9).

The allusion in the last sentence of Diog. Laert.
is evidently to the burning and pillaging of the
temple on the Acropolis at Athens by Xerxes when
he took the city (cf. Herod, viii. 50-54). Barbaric
as was the act (and Cicero sufficiently condemns
it, d& Leg. II. x. 26), it did not prevent Xerxes
from carrying away to Persia two cult-statues of

Greek divinities— one the Brauronian Artemis,
plundered from Attica, and the other the bronze
statue of Apollo, stolen from the noted shrine at
Brancliidse near Miletus, as told by Pausanias (c.

A.D. 175) in his Bescription of^ Greece, viii. xlvi. 3,

I. xvi. 3.^ Nor, again, did it deter Xerxes from
taking to Sardis a Greek statue in bronze of the

I

‘Water-carrier’ (Plutarch, Themist. 31), or from

j

removing from Athens the famous sculpture of the
‘Two Tyrannicides’ (see Pans. I. viii. 5 ; cf. Pliny,
HN XXXIV. viii. 70 ; Arrian, Anah. ill. xvi. 8

;

Val. Max. Mem. ii. 10, ex. 1).^ The significance

of these passages in their general bearing upon the
religious attitude of Xerxes is discussed by G. P.

Quackenbos, in the Dastur Hoshang Memorial
Volume, Bombay, 1913, p. 299 f. In the same
connexion it is plain that the procedure of Xerxes
is referred to likewise by the Greek rhetorician

and Platonic philosopher Maximus of Tyre (2nd
cent. A.D.) when he upbraids the Persians for their

fire-worship and their destroying and robbing of

Greek sanctuaries and images {Dissertationes, viii.

4, ed. Fr. Diibner, Paris, 1840, p. 2S= Dissert. 38, in
the ed. of J. Davis, Cambridge, 1703, p. 397 ; and
cf. the comments on the passage hy J. F. Kleuker,
Zend-Avesta, Anhang, ll. iii. [Riga, 17831 106 f.,

n. 1 f.).®

The late Latin historian Ammianus Marcellinus
(c. A.D. 330-400) records, in his History, xxiii. vi.

23 f., that in the latter part of the Parthian period
the Arsacid capital Seleucia
‘was stormed by the ^nerals of Verus Cse^r (in ad. l^)_and a

torn from its seat and earned off to Borne, and the^ attendants
upon the gods set it up in the temple of Apollo on the Palatine.*

This allusion to a simulctcrum Comaei Apollinis
may possibly he compared with the existence of
statues of Omanes, or Vohu Manah, as referred to
hy Strabo in the passage (XV. iii. 15) quoted above
and again discussed below. The disasters which
afterwards fell upon Rome were regarded by the
superstitious as a direct -risitation in consequence
of this act of spoliation, and are referred to by
several other late Latin writers (see the references
given by G. Rawlinson, Sixth Oriental Monarchy,
London, 1873, ch. 19, pp. 326-329, and compare
Justi, p. 609 f.).

In the Greek ‘ Passion of SS. Acindynus and his
Companions,’ written at an unknown date, men-
tion is made (ii. 9) of an image {^6avov) in a temple
{vabs) to which the persecuting king Sapor leads
the martyrs. As they pray, the image falls to
Kttt, ‘and,’ has been necessarily supplied in the tr, above from
the context.

1 From statements as to the subsequent fate of the Artemis
statue, see Paus. m. xvi. 8. In this connexion it may be noted
that among the sculptures in the modern Museum at Athens
there is a finely carved female figure which was taken to Persia
by Xerxes, but afterwards sent back to Greece by Alexander
the Great.

2 According to Paus. i. viii. 6, the latter group was eventually
restored to Athens. It is possible that in carrying away this
trophy Xerxes may have been influenced more by a desire to
remove such a memorial than by any appreciation of it as a
work of art.

3 It would be far-fetched, if not altogether wrong, to inter-

g
ret as a reference to an image the allusion by Pheenix of
olophon (in Athenasus, Deipnosophistce, xii. 40) to ‘ touching

the god with sacred rods ’ when he speaks of Ninus, king of
Assyria, as not taking his place among the Magi in worship

;

the passage, however, does allude to the 6arsom-twigs, or rods,
used in the Zoroastrian ritual (cf. art. Barsom).
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the ground and is broken in pieces. A parallel

text calls the image ‘ the idol of the statue ’ (to

eid(t)\ov rod avdpLavros), and yet another MS names
the idol ‘ Zeus/ which would be Ahura Mazda {AS,

Nov. i. [1887] 470 ; cf. also the version of Simeon
Metaphrastes, ib, p. 496 l=PG cxvi. 20]). These
citations practically exhaust the material that may
be drawn from outside sources ; what follows is

derived from the Persian sources themselves,

3 . Earliest times : before Zoroaster, or at least

rior to the 7th cent. B.C.—There is little or no
irect evidence regarding the use of idols and

images in the most remote period of Iranian

history, because no truly archaic sculpture of any
size has yet been found. It is possible that some
of the small terra-cotta images and bronze figurines

which have been unearthed from ancient graves or

excavated from antique sites may indicate signs of

idolatry (see Art [Persian], vol. i. p. 881) ; but, if

so, it would be merely a witness of primitive beliefs

or of foreign practices that were later rooted out

when Zoroastrianism became the religion of Persia.

Support is lent to such a view” by the tenor of some
of the passages referred to below, especially in the

section on Pahlavi literature.

4. Absence of special allusions in the Avesta.

—

The Avestan texts, which represent the conditions

prevailing in the period of Zoroaster, or before and
after the 7th cent. B.C., contain practically no
references that can be construed into a direct

allusion to any prevalent existence of idol-worship

in Iran. It is true, as already stated, that some of

the passages in the Avesta referring to demon-
worshippers {daeva-yasna) and sorcerers {ydtu)

may possibly contain an implication as to idola-

trous customs existing among infidels, but, if so, an
execration of such practices is equally implied.^

An obscure Avestan word baosavas (possibly a plural, though
its etymology is wholly uncertain), which occurs in the frag-

mentary Eatdxt Nash, ii. 13, and in the likewise fragmentary
ViStdsp YaSt, 37, has been interpreted as alluding to the sin of

idolatry among unbelievers, because its obscure Pahlavi render-

ing, b nn d k, ia glossed by aighSdn {ku Ian) llddidhTS)'y(iza)Ah,

that is, ‘ the demon-worship of these.* Possibly some support

for this interpretation may be found in the Pahlavi rendering of

the word baosdyd (as it is there written) in the parallel Avestan
fragment, ViUasp YaSt, 37, the gloss being in Pahlavi, auz-

dist’but’parastlh, lit. * idol-image-worship ’
; but the whole

matter remains rather uncertain (see Darmesteter, Le Zend-
Avesta, ii. 653, n. 15, and ii. 676, also in SBE xxiii. 316 ; and
cf. West, Arda Viraf Translated, Bombay and London, 1872,

pp. 287, 312, andO. Bartholomae, Altiran.Worterb., Strassburg,

1904, S.V. * Baosav-,’ col. 920).

A further question might be raised as to whether
a passage in the Avesta (

Vend, xix. 20-25) relating

to cleansing may not imply indirectly an image of

Vohu Manah, the Zoroastrian archangel of Good
Thought, such a supposition being based on
Strabo, xv. iii. 16 (p. 733), and possibly on Amm.
Marcell, xxiii. vi. 23-25 (both cited above); but

to interpret the Avestan passage in that manner
would be extremely hazardous (see Art [Persian],

vol. i. p. 881). On the other hand (since sculp-

tures, though not images in the sense of idols,

certainly did exist as early as Achaemenian times),

it is not unreasonable to regard the description of

Ardvl Sura Anahita in YaSt v. 126-129 as possibly

influenced by some consecrated type of statuary of

the goddess of the heavenly stream.^ Yet this

particular passage need not be understood as in-

volving real image-worship, any more than does

the description which Xenophon (400 B.C.), in his

historic romance ((72/rqp. vill. iii. 11 ff.), gives ofthe

1 For some references also to certain passages in the Pahla^
literature which might be similarly interpreted see West, SBE
xlvii., Introd. pp. xxvi-xxvii. ...

2 Such is the interpretation by Darmesteter, SBE xxm. 63,

and Zend-Avesta, ii. 366 ; also by Justi, Gesch. des alten

Persiens, Berlin, 1879, p. 95, where is reproduced from Loftus,

Travels in Chaldcea and Sttsiana (reprinted), New York, 1857,

p. 379, a clay figurine of Anahita found at Susa among a

number of small terra-cotta images of the goddess, the

type, especially the profile, being decidedly Assyrian.

triumphal procession headed by Cyrus the Great
with chariots of pomp, each of w^hich w”as dedicated
to a particular divine being. The same may be said
of the statement of Dio Chrysostom (a.d. 100), in
his Borysthen, Orat. 36, p. 448, regarding Zoroaster’s
glorification of the celestial chariot, because the
Avestan passages which refer to the ' course of the
sun ’ (Gabha Av. x^eng . . . advdnem, Ys, xliv. 3),

‘the swdft-horsed sun’ (Younger Av. hvar^ aurvaU
aspem, Yt. vi. 4, x. 13, x. 90), and the like, are
purely metaphorical expressions, and in no sense
imply image-worship. Itmay be re-afiirmed, there-

fore, that the Avesta, especially the Zoroastrian
Gathas, or oldest part of the canon, is significantly

lacking in any allusion to idol-worship.

5 . Bas-relief sculptures in Achasmenian, Par-
thian, and Sasanian times.—Sufficient intimation
has already been given and references enough have
been made to prove the existence of sculptured

bas-reliefs, though not the use of images as idols,

in Achaemenian, Parthian, and Sasanian times.

For a discussion of the entire subject in its relation

to the Achaemenian era (559-330 B.C.), it may suffice

to refer to Art (Persian). A like reference may
be made with respect to the antique stone lion at

Hamadan (exceptional in Persian art, as being
carved in the round)—a sculpture which may
possibly date back to Median times, and is still

regarded as a sort of talisman of that ancient city.

With regard to the bas-relief winged figure of

Cyrus the Great at Pasargadse (nep the modern
Mashad - i - Murghab) and the high -reliefs of

Darius I., hewn on the Bahistan Rock, and again
of Darius, Xerxes, and their royal successors,

chiselled at Naqsh-i-Rustam and Persepolis (mod.

Takht-i-Jamshid), in all of which, as stated above,

an effigy of Ormazd appears, a similar reference is

enough. Besides the Achaemenian monuments
themselves, Herodotus (vii. 69) refers to a golden

statue of Darius’s favourite queen, and (ii. 110)

alludes to the fact that Darius, while in Egypt,

wished to set up a sculpture {dvdpiduTa) of himself

in front of those which Sesostris had erected, before

the great temple, in his own honour and in com-
memoration of his family, but was dissuaded from
this act by the officiating Egyptian priest.^

For Parthian times (c. 250 b.o.-a.d. 224), reference may be

made to the stiU existing martial image of the Arsacid king

Gotarzes (a.d. 46-51), hewn in a panel near the base of the

Bahistan Rock (cf. Jackson, Persia Past and Present, p. 209 f.)

;

likewise to the moulded effigies on the so-called slipper coffins

(Loftus, Travels in Chaldcea and Stmana, p. 204), and to some
Parthian terra-cotta figurines (Loftus, op. at.); but they all are

memorials, and have in them no element of idolatry and image-

worship.
As to a sculptured panel possibly representing Mithra (if not

Zoroaster), which belongs to the Sasanian era (a.d. 224-650), see

above, § i ;
and for other Mithraic monuments, as bearing in-

directly upon the whole question in relation to Persia, consult

Art (Mithraic) by Oumont, vol. i. pp. 872-874. In direct con-

nexion, however, as covering the general subject of image-

carvings during the Sasanian Period, reference may once more
be made to Art (Persian) ; and for numismatic representations

of Iranian divinities see M. A. Stein, in BOR, 1887, pp. 165-166.

6. Allusions in Pahlavi literature of Sasanian
times and later,—Important in its bearing—as a

sequel and to supplement the material drawn from

glyptic art—^is the testimony oflered by the

Pahlavi literature of the Sasanian age and later,

or the centuries directly preceding and following

the Muhammadan Conquest about A.D, 650. The
entire subject will be found fully discussed in a

monograph prepared for the forthcoming Jubilee

Volume of the Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy Zarthoshti

Madressa, to appear in Bombay, 1914. Many of

these Pahlavi allusions refer back to an age, a

millennium or more, before Zoroaster appeared
1 In t.hig connexion mention may be made, without laying

undue stress upon the fact, of the action of Cambyses in slay-

ing the Apis buU (Herod, iii 29), and of his derision of the

Egyptians for having ‘gods of blood and flesh, sensible to

steel,’ as well as of Cambyses’ mockery of the idol {dyahfia)

in the temple of the Egyptian Hephastus (iii. 37).
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as the founder of the national religion of Persia,
and are the more valuable as showing the tradi-

tional attitude of Iran in regard to idols and
images. Only the main references need he given
here.^

The Dmkart (vii. 1, 19), which is a Pahlavi work
based upon very old material, contains an antique
legend of Takhmurup (a monarch placed by tradi-

tion in the 4th millennium B.C.) that names him as

a pioneer who ‘ cast out idol-worship [auzdes-pai'a-

stdhih) and promulgated among creatures the
reverence and worship of the Creator.’ ^ The same
work alludes in another passage (vii. 4. 72) to the
idol-worship [auzdes parastlamh) and witchcraft
practised by the monster Dahak of Babylon, whose
usurping reign over Iran is assigned by tradition

to the Srd millennium B.C., and whose baneful
induence in this heretical regard was only eradi-

cated two thousand years later by the establish-

ment of the religion of Zoroaster. The passage
reads in translation :

‘Through that seduction [of Dahak] mankind had come to
idol-worship

;
. . . but through the words of the triumphant

religion, which Zartusht [i.e Zoroaster] proclaimed in opposi-
tion to that sorcery, it [i.e. the heresy'] is all dispersed and
disabled.’^

Another legend, oft-repeated in the Pahlavi
books, is the story of the crusade w^aged against
idol-worship by the ancient ruler Kai Khusran
{Kavi Haosravah of the Avesta), who is reputed
to have reigned about 800 B.c. By the help of the
Kingly Glory (Pahl. x^drih\ cf. Av. x'^arenah)
this monarch demolishes the idol-shrine which his
arch-enemy, Frangrasiak of Turan (Pahl. Frdsiak,
Mod. Pers. Afrdsidbi cf. Av. Tuirya Franrctsycun),
had maintained on the shore of Lake Chechast,
and substituted for it the great fire-temple of
Adliar-gushnEsp, with which his name was after-

wards associated.”* The Dinkart (vii, 1. 39), e.y.,

tells of how Kai Khfisrau
‘vanquished and smote FrangrasiS^k of Tar, the sorcerer, and
his fellow-miscreants, [namely] those of Vak.^ir, Kersevazd, and
many other vile world-destroyers, and applied himself to the
demolition of that idol-temple on the shore of Lake
Chgchast, which was a frightfid thing of fiendishness,’

The same legend of the destruction of this noted
idol-temple is referred to several times in other
Pahlavi works. The BUndahiin, xvii. 7, e.g., in
telling of this pious achievement adds a detail
regarding the help_ given to the hero in his work
by the sacred fire, Atar Gushnasp, as follows :

J When Kai Khusrau was demolishing the idol-temple (ailsdSa-
&&r) of Lake Chechast, it [i.e. the Fire] settled upon the mane
of his horse and drove away the darkness until he destroyed
the idol-teraple.’ 5

Kai Khusran’s religious act is praised, further-
more, in two passages of the MainogA, Khrat (ii.

93-95 and xxvii. 59-61), which may be dated some-
where about the 6th cent. a.d. The idolatrous
practices of the tyrant Frasiak (Afrasiab) are
alluded to in a somewhat later treatise, Shatroihd-l
Aerdn, 7, which anathematizes this foe for having

1 For full citation of the Pahlavi passages in transliteration,
with tr., see the above-mentioned monograph in the JubiUe
Volumes tr. of almost all the texts will be found in West,
‘Pahlavi Texts Translated,* in SBE v., xxiv., xxxvii., xlvii.

2 The Pahlavi word for ‘idol’ (which is here transcribed as
auzdes and is also written in Pahlavi as auzdez, auzdest, with
other variations) is derived from Av. uzdaeza, the original
meaning of which is ‘elevation, something raised up,’ and
may refer to an idolatrous structure as well as to an image
itself.

3 An allusion in later Persian literature to the use of images
by Dahak (or Pahhak, as he is called in Mod. Pers.) is found in
a passage referred to below from the epic poet Firdausi.
4 Lake Chechast (Pahl. Far-i ce6ast, Av. Fam cae6astd) is

the ancient name of the body of water corresponding to the
modern Lake Urumiah and its environs in Azarbaijan, N.W.
Persia ; see Jackson, Persia Past and Present, pp, 70-73.

5 The fact that a reminiscence of this legend of the descent
of the fire, in the form of lightning which settled on the pommel
of Kai Khusrau’s saddle, while thus engaged, lingered as late as
the 16th cent, of our era is shown hv a passage in the Pers.
Lexicon {Risdlah, or Farhang) of Vafai, dated a.d. 1526, which
is discussed by A. Yohannan, in Spiegel Memorial Voluine,
Bombay, 1908, pp. 150-152.

transformed each of the sacred shrines in the city
of Samarkand, in Sogdiana, into ‘an idol-temple
(Pahl. auzdest’Cdr), the abode of demons.’
A statement has been made above regarding the

attitude which Zoroaster in his own time must
have held towards anything approaching idolatry,
as shown by the tenor of his religion, even though
no direct pronouncement by him on the subject is

preserved in the Avesta itself. Additional evidence
is furnished by the fact that in the Pahlavi Bahinan
Yait, iii. 30 and iii. 36 f., the hero Pesyutanu, the
son of Zoroaster’s patron Vista^, is said to have
received divine authority from Ormazd, combined
with the archangelic aid of the Amsaspands and
that of the sacred fires, in his crusade to ‘ destroy
and smite the idol-temple (auzdest-zdr) of the
demons’; and ‘that idol-temple was destroyed
through the glorious exertion of the illustrious

Pesyutanu.’ Again, a section in the Pahlavi
Jdmdsp Ndmah (vi. 1 ; ed. J. J. Modi, Bombay,
1903, p. 73), which is a book probably written some
time before a.d. 900 and purporting to hand down
the words of the sage Jamasp, chief-counsellor at
the court of Zoroaster’s patron Vistasp, contains,
in its Pazand version of this chapter, a prophecy
of the time (not then wholly fulfilled because of
heretics) when the true spirit of the faith will
prevail and * the priests will come to the country
of Iran and smite idolatry {auzdesy The Malnog-l
Khrat, ii. 93-95, looks forward to the final destruc-
tion of the wicked ‘ idol-worshippers ’ {auzdes-
parastdn) in the last millennium of the world when
the Saviour (Pahl. SuSdns, Av. SaoSyant) shall

appear before the Day of Judgment.
There are several general allusions to the hatred

of idolatry in other Pahlavi books besides those
already mentioned.
The Ar0, Vlrdf NdmaJc, Ixviii. 11, e.g., in an account of an

apocalyptic vision, enters upon the roll of the damned a woman
whose perversity led her to choose the practice of ‘ idol-worship ’

(auzd§s-6ar)

;

and the Sdyast Id-Sdyast, ix. 2t, a compUation
dating from about the 7th cent. a.d., though based on older
sources, sees a like fate awaiting a priest ‘ who passes over to
idolatry’ (or, possibly, ‘passes away in idolatry ’). Among the
moat abominable places on earth, according to Malnog-l Khrat,
vi. 7, is the one * on which they build an idol-temple (auzd^-
6dr) ; and accordingly the commandment is given (ii. 93-95)

:

‘Abstain from idol-worship (auzdes-parasti^nih) and demon-
worship,’ because its enormity is * eighth ’ (Pahl. ha&tum) among

I
the most heinous sms (xxxvi. 10). For this reason the ^nkart,
vi. 275, sees in the disappearance of idolatry a sign of the growth
of the true religion, on the ground that, ‘if idol-worship he
annihilated, no faith in the good spirits will thereby disappear.’

It is easy, theiefore, to understand the importance attached
to the exploit of Arda§ir, founder of the Sasanian Empire, in
overthrowing an idolatrous monster that ruled over Kirman
and was known as the ‘ VVorm

'
(Pahl. Eerm), a vile practiser of

idolatry {auzdes), as told in the Pahlavi romance Kdmdmak-i
Artdkhshir, vii. 1-12, viii. 1-11; this story presents inter-
esting parallels to the OT narrative of Bel and the Dragon,
as discussed, with bibliographical references to the Pahlavi!
editions of the work concerned, by Jackson, ‘Notes on OT
Apocrypha,* in Essays published as a Testimmidl to Charles
Augustus Briggs, New York, 1911, pp. 95-97.

The practice of idol-worship by foreign nations,
who were outside the pale of Zoroastrian Iran,

comes in for a share of condemnation in the Pahlavi
texts. For instance, the veneration which the
Hindus paid to images, personified as the idol
But (lit. ‘spectre, spook,’ then ‘image, idol’), is

execrated in BundahUn, xxviii. 34 (cf. also Great
Iranian BundahUn, ed. B. T. Anklesaria, Bombay,
1908, p. 187) as follows

:

‘The demon Buti is he whom they worship among the
Hindus, and his prayer is in the 5il£-shrme abode li.e. goblin-
shrine].*2

A similar damnable practice of the worship of a
but is attributed, according to the Pahlavi-Pazand
Jdmdsp Ndmak, vii. 3-4 (ed. Modi, p. 76 f.), to the
people of China, Barbaristan, and the Tajiks—the

1 Regarding this word, which appears in Pahl., Av., Skr., and
Mod. Pers., see Bartholomae, s.v. ‘ Butay,* col. 968.

2 The designation in Pahl. is preferably thus to be read as
but-gdh, ‘idol-shrine,’ even though West, SBE v. 111, n. 6, and
Darmesteler, Zend-Avesta, ii. 259, n. 4, read the word as bUtihd,
‘ idols.*
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name of the latter nation probably including the
tribes of Central Asia as well as those of their
Islamitic ancestors in Arabia who conquered that
territory and may have retained traces of pre-
Muhammadan idolatry fostered by the primitive
beliefs of the people they vanquished.

7. After the Muhammadan Conquest in the 7th
cent. A.D.—The overthrow of Zoroastrianism as the
national faith through the Muhammadan Conquest
by the Arabs in the 7th cent. A.D., whatever it

may have signified in other regards, meant no
significant change with respect to the true Persian
hatred of idolatry. Vanquished and victors were
at one in this matter, and many of the citations
given above from the Zoroastrian patristic works
in Pahlavi may, in fact, date from a time after the
Muslim victory over Persia, even if the sources on
which their standards were based go back to a far
earlier period. It must be conceded, however, that
the iconoclastic spirit of Islam killed off all progress
in the Persian art of sculpture, as being a factor

that might lead to encouraging idolatry, despite

the fact that there was no such inclination in the
Persian heart. This circumstance accounts for the
fact that no sculptured portrait was carved after

the downfall of the Sasanian Empire through
Islam until modern times, when, about the begin-
ning of the 19th cent.. Path 'Ali Shah (1798-1835)
caused his effigy to be sculptured over an antique
carving of Sasanian times, thus unfortunately
effacing an old bas-relief that had been cut some
1500 years before ; but this innovation, or, rather,

this resumption of the old practice of carving
portraits on rocks, combined with one or two other
modem instances, is a matter of recent times
(consult Aet [Persian]).

8, References in later Persian literature.—The
whole tone of later Persian literature, or for the
past 1000 years and more, has been strongly against
idolatry, andthat, too, irrespective of Muhammadan
influence as well as under a natural sympathy with
the iconoclastic tenets of the Qur’an. Only a few
references need be given to show this. The great
epic poet of Persia, Firdausi (fl. A.D. 1000), e.g,,

tells with evident zest and in spirited heroic verse
how Faridun, 2500 years before, overthrew a
talisman (Pers. talismi) in the form of an idol which
the monster Dahhak (or Dahak, whose idolatry has
been alluded* to above) maintained in his palace
(see Firdausi, ShdhndmaJi, ed.Vullers andLandauer,
Leyden, 1877, i. 53, 1. 357 ;

tr. J. Mohl, Le Livre
des roiSf Paris, 1876, i. 72 ; tr. A. G. and E. Warner,
Shdhnama, London, 1905, i. 161). Many instances

might be cited from other Persian authors. The
poet and moralist Sa*di (c. A.D. 1184 -c. 1291) re-

counts how he discovered in his travels the trick

by which the famous idol in the great temple of

Somnath in India lifted its hand ; and, outraged
by^ the infamous delusion, he thereupon slew the
priest in charge of the sanctuaiy.^ Yet it must be
confessed that, in his account, Sa*di has hopelessly

confused some of his allusions to Hindu idolatry

with the so-called worship of fire in the ‘Avasta
and Zand’ to which he refers (cf. Sa'di, Bustdn,
ch. viii., story 9, tr. A. H. Edwards, London, 1911,

pp. 106-109). Sa'di also makes use of a story of an
idolater to adorn a tale in his Bustdn, ch. x., story

3 (tr. Edwards, p. 121 f.). The great lyrist 5afi?
(c. A.D. 1325 -c. 1389) often makes allusion in his

Ghazals, or ‘Odes,’ to ‘ idol-worship ’ {hut~parcLstl),

or likens his beloved to an ‘idoP {hut) or to an
‘ image ’ {sanam) ; but his references are mostly in

the way of poetic similes drawn from love {e.g,

Ghazals, 301, verse 3 ; 210, v. 3 ; 254, v. 8 ; 297,

V. 5 ; 172, V. 10, in the ed. by H. Brockhaus, Die
Lieder des Hafls, Leipzig, 1863, pp. 225, 130, 175,

221, 92). Finally, the last classic Persian poet,

Jami (A.D. 1414-1492), in vol. vii. of his Eaft

Aurang, entitled Khirad-7idmah4 Iskandar%, or
‘Book of Alexander’s Wisdom,’ represents Alex-
ander the Great as destroying a well-known temple
of idols. Citations might easily be multiplied from
other later Persian writers, but they would all be
of a similar character as showing the deep-seated
Persian hatred of idolatry. This persistent detesta-
tion of the use of idols and images is as marked as
ever in the attitude of the Parsis, or modern
followers of Zoroaster, both in India and in Persia.
Literature.—The bibliographical references to edd. of the

Gr. and Lat. works quoted have been given above. For the
Avesta consult the Eng. tr. by J. Darmesteter and L. H.
Mills, in SBH iv., xxiii., xxxi., Oxford, lSSO-87, and the Fr
tr. by Darmesteter, Le Zend-Amsta, traduction nouvelle, 3
vols., Paris, 1892-93. For trr. of the Pahlavi works, see E.
W. West, Pahlavi Texts Translated, in SBE v., xviii,, xxiv.,
xxxv’ii., xlvii., Oxford, 1880-1897; cf. also the forthcoming
monograph by A. V. W. Jackson, in the Jubilee Volume 0/
the Sir Jamsetjee Jeyeebhoy Zarthoshti Madressa, Bombay, (to
appear in) 1914. A. V. WILLIAMS JACKSON.

IMAGES AND IDOLS (Teutonic and Slavic).

—I. Teutonic.—The evidence for the existence of
idols and images among Germanic peoples is some-
what conflicting. The pronouncement of Tacitus,
that the Germani had no images of their gods, is

repeated by later Christian writers; but this is

evidently an uncritical re-statement. On the other
hand, there is sufficient, if not abundant, evidence
to attest the existence of images among the different
Germanic peoples, at the several periods of their
conversion to Christianity.

Tacitus definitely says of the Germani

:

* Ceterum nee cohibere parietibus decs, neque in ullam human!
oris speciem assimulare, ex magnitudine coelestium arhitrantur *

{Germ. 9)

;

and again, of the Nahanarvali, that they have no
simulacra of their twin-gods Alcis (Germ. 43). Else-
where, however {Germ. 7), he tells of the symbols
taken from the sacred groves, and borne into battle

:

signa, probably attributes of the gods, as the ship
which he names the signum Isidis {Germ. 9)

;

and effigies, probably representations of animals
which possessed a sacred significance. Such might
be the ferarum itnaqines of the Batavi {Hist, iv.

22). Later examples would be the dragon-heads
on poles shown among the spoils taken from the
Germani by Marcus Aurelius, and depicted on the
Antonine Column (cf. P. S. Bartoli, Columna
Antoniniana, Rome, n.d., pi. 37 f.); these are per-

haps similar in form to the Dragon of Wessex dis-

layed as Harold’s standard in theBayeux Tapestry,
uch representation of animals appears in a slightly

different form in the eoforcurnhol and eiffiorUc

mentioned in Elene, line 259, and in Beowulf, line

303 ; or in the hoar-helmets worn by the warrior-

figures on the Torslunda helmet. On the other
hand, Tacitus’s account of the worship of the
goddess Nerthus {Germ. 40), in which numen ipsum
is immersed in a sacred lake, would seem to point

to some kind of image, although it may mean
nothing more than a symbol. It is probable that
Nerthus appears in Norse mythology, with change
of sex, as the gods Njor^Jr and Freyr ; and in the
worship of Freyr a similar ceremonial procession is

described, in which an image is used {Oldfs Saga
Tryggvasonar, Fornmanna Sbgur,^ ii. ch. 173). If

the cult of Nehalennia, representations of whom
were found at Waleheren, contains any Germanic
elements, we then have very early evidence of the

representation of a deity; but, even if she is

Germanic, the whole style of the figure shows very
strong Roman influence.

It seems probable that the Germanic representa-

tion of gods passed through the usual stages of

development (cf. R. M. Meyer, Altgerm. Religions-

gesch. ch. v. § 24). There is no actual evidence for

the shapeless log or stone, which was probably the

earliest form of idol, or for the worship of meteoric
1 Hereafter quoted as F.M.S.
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stones, as in classical mytliology. But it is likely,

from what we know of the later use of logs, straw
figures, branches, etc., in plough, harvest, and
other ceremonies, that this stage did exist (cf. W.
Mannhardt, Mytholog, Forschungen, Strassburg,

1884, p. 332 f. ; Grimm, Teut. Myth, ch. 24, pp. 768,

782, 784) ; and it is even possible that some such
rough figure may be denoted by the numen ipmm
of Kertnus. Contemporary evidence does exist,

however, for the second stage—the trunk or log,

carved with a representation of the head only, or of

the head and shoulders. Pillar-worship, of which
the reverence paid to the Irminsul by the Saxons
and to the high-seat pillars by the Scandinavians
seems to have been a late survival, probably belongs
to this stage. For the more artistic stage—-the
complete reproduction of deities—there is sufficient

evidence, especially from Scandinavia; they are

represented with their attributes, as Thor 'svith his

hammer; or with ornaments of gold and silver.

Finally, as with some statues of classical gods, and
with Christian images, one finds instances of images
that can move, walk, and speak.
The earliest definite evidence for the existence

of Germanic idols is connected with the Goths, and
dates from the latter half of the 4th century. The
Constantinople Column, erected by Arcadius to
commemorate the wars of Theodosius, has re-

presentations of Gothic gods, borne on the backs
of camels in his triumph. These are life-size

figures of bearded men, of which the head and
shoulders only are carefully carved ; the rest of the
figure is of the xoanon type, with slight indications

of ornament to represent a robe (cf. A. Banduri,
Impermm Orientate, Venice, 1729, ii. 417, pi. ix.).

Sozomen, EE vi. 37, writing of the same period,

mentions that Athanaric, king of the Goths, in his

attempt to revive heathenism, caused a statue
{^6apov) to be carried in a waggon to the houses of
Christians, that they might worship and sacrifice.

The referencesof Christianwriters tothe existence
of idols among the remaining Germanic peoples are
numerous, but reliance can be placed only on those
in which images are specifically mentioned or de-
scribed {simulacra, imagines). Phrases such as
‘idola colere’ are not definite enough, nor is the
mention of temples positive evidence, as it is possible
that Germanic temples did not invariably contain
images ; the custom of alluding to Germanic gods
under the names of the approximately correspond-
ing classical deities sometimes causes confusion.
For FranJcish images, there is continuous evi-

dence. The earliest reference, dating from 491, is

the speech of Clotilda to her husband King Clovis,
in favour of baptism

:

* Nihil sunt dii quos colitis, qui neque sibi, neque aliis poterunt
subvenire ; sunt enim aut ex lapide, aut ex ligno, aut ex metallo
aliquo sculpti’ (Gregory of Tours, Hist, Franc, ii. 29).

In the Gonstitutio of Childebert, c. 554, punish-
ment is decreed against those who refuse to destroy
from off their land, or who prevent the priests
from destroying, ‘simulacra constructa vel idola
daemon! dedicata ’ (Pertz, MGH, ‘ Leges,’ Hanover,
1835 ff., i. 1). In the Vita S, Goaris, contained in
the Acta Ordinis S. Benedicti, Paris, 1668-1701,
sect. ii. p. 282, we are told that c. 649 the saint
* coepit . .

.
^entUibusper circuituin (i.e. Bipuaria) simulacrorum

cultui dedims et vana idolonun superstitionis deceptis verbum
salutis annuntiare.'

The only definite authority for Saxon idol-

worship is to be found in the anonymous Indiculus
\

Superstitionum of the 8th century. With entry 26, I

‘Be simulacro de consparsa farina,’maybecompared
the story of the figure of Baldr, which was baked
and smeared with oil {Fri^jdfs Saga, 9 ; Fornaldar
Sbgur, ii.). Possibly such cakes were sometimes
representations of a (uvine attribute, or of an animal
sacred to the god, and not of the god himself.
Entry 27, ‘ Be simulacris de panais (pannis), factis,’

may refer to doll-images for the private use of wor-
shippers (cf. A. Saupe, Indiculus Superstitionum,
Leipzig, 1891, ad loc.)-, or to figures in straw and
rags, such as the effigy of Beath, which in later

times we know to have been carried round in

procession (cf. Grimm, ch. xxiv. p. 771). Entry 28,

‘Be simulacro, quod per campos portant,’ shows
that the Saxons practised the general Germanic
custom of religious processions, probably to secure
fruitfulness and prosperity.

There is little definite reference to the practice

of idol-worship among the English i the most
convincing is the description of the heathen reaction
in Essex, "c. 660 :

* Coeperunt fana, quae derelicta erant, restaurare, et adorare
simulacra ' (Bede, HE iii. 30).

Other references are found in Bede ; Pope Gregory,
writing to Bishop Mellitus, gives instructions,
‘ipsa quae in eis {i.e. fanis) sunt idola, destruantur

'
(i. 80).

Boniface V. in his letter to Edwin, king of North-
umbria, quotes the description of idols in Ps 113,

and reinforces it thus

;

* Quomodo . . . possunt habere virtutem hi, qui ex corruptibili
materia inferiorum etiam subpositorumque tibi manibus con-
struuntur ; quibus videlicet artificium humanum adcommodans
eis inanimatam membrorum similitudinem contulisti

;
qui, nisi

a te moti fuerint, ambulare non poterunt, sed tanquam lapis in

uno loco positus, ita construct! nihilque intellegentiae habentes
. . . nullam . . . facultatem adepti sunt’ (ii. 10 [PL Ixxx. 437]).

The force of these two references is weakened
by the fact that the writers of the letters were
foreigners, and not immediately in touch with
English conditions. Again, in tne story of Coifi,

and of his active share in the destruction of the
temple at Goodmanham (Bede, HE ii, 13), no word
more definite than ydola is used ; but in the poetic
account of the incident by Alenin, Versm de
Pontificibus et Sanctis Ehoracensis Ecclesice, 1.

162, Paulinus is represented as saying, ‘omnia
stemantur fundo simulacra deorum.’ The word
wih occurs in Old English in the meaning of ‘ idol ’

;

thus it is used of Nebuchadrezzar’s golden image

;

its most peculiar use is in the phrase Wdden worhte
weds (Gnomic Verses, 1. 133, Exeter Booh), Again,
in BeowulfOmQ 176) the word wigweor^ung, ‘honour
to idols,’ is used in an express description of a
heathen custom : ‘ At times they ordained worship
of the idols in the temples.’

For the Frisians the evidence is neither full nor
very conclusive

;
there is no direct reference to an

idol in the descriptions of the sanctuaiy of Fosite
on Heligoland given by Alcuin, Vita S. willehrordi,

i. 10 [FL ci. 700) ; by Altfrid, Vita Liudgeri, i. 19

{MGH, ‘ Scriptores,’ Hanover, 1826 ff., ii. 410 [PL
xeix, 778]); and byAdam of Bremen, Gesta Hamma^
hurg, iv. 3 {MGH, ‘Script.’ vii. 369 [PL cxlvi.

623 f.]). Elsewhere (i. 13) Alcuin speaks of Wille-
brord’s arrival
*ad quandam villam Walachrum nomine, in qua antiqui erroris

idolum remansit.*

In Willibald’s description of the heathen reaction
under the Frisian king Kedbod, c. 716, we read

:

* idolorum quoque cultura exstructis delubrorum fanis lugubriter
renovata* {Vita S. Bonifacii, iv. 12 [MGH, ‘Script.’ ii. 839;
PL Ixxxix. 611]).

The most definite reference is that of Anskar in his

account of the preaching of St. Willehad in the
middle of the 8th cent, to the Frisians at Humarcha

:

‘ Barbaria coepit . . . persuadere . . . dicens insanum esse . .

a lapidibus auxilium petere, et a simulacris mutis et surdia
subsidii sperare solatium’ (Vita Willehadi, 8 [MGH, ‘Script.

ii. 380; PL exviu. 1016 f.]).

Grimm quotes from different lives of St. GaU an
incident which would be a proof of the existence
of idols in Alamannia, if, as he thinks, it can be
referred to Germanic deities (Grimm, ch. vi. p. 108).

Although there is some confusion in the account of

Ratpert, Casus S, Galli, 1 {MGH, ‘Script.’ ii. 61

[PL exxvi. 1058]), it seems clear that on the Lake
of Constance, near Bregenz, St. Gall and Colum-
ban discovered, c. 612, a sanctuary dedicated to
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St. Aurelia ; it nevertheless contained ‘ tres ima-
ges aereas et deanratas’ {Vita, S, GalU i. 6

IMGS, ‘ Script.’ ii. 7 ; AS, Oct. vii. ii. [1869] 886]).

These the missionaries threw into the water.
Walafrid Strabo says definitely that they were
images of heathen gods; ‘isti sunt dii veteres et

antiqui huius loci tutores.’ He says, further, that

they were * parieti affixas ’
( Vita S. Galli, vi. [Acta

Bened., sect. ii. p. 233 ; PL cxiv. 983]). Grimm
cites later instances of this practice of retaining

the ancient gods, ‘ probably to conciliate the people ’

(p. 108, n. 1), and it has approximate parallels in

classical mythology (cf. Pausanias, m. xiv. 5 :
‘ the

wooden [i.e. the archaic] image of Thetis is still

preserved in secret ’).

For Scandinavian images there is very full evi-

dence, the most trustworthy coming from Christian

sources; the words skwr^gdQ and trigd^ are used
in Icelandic, but the custom prevails of speaking
of the image merely by the name of the deity.

The most important evidence is the account by
Adam of Bremen, in the 11th cent., of the great
sanctuary at Upsala, with its statues of Thor, Odin
(Wodan), and Freyr (Fricco). Odin is represented

armed, Freyr with the symbol of fertility, and
Thor ‘cum sceptro lovem simulare videtur ’ ; this

probably refers to his hammer, the attribute of

the thunder-god {Gesta Hammdbiirg, iv. 26 [MGE,
‘Script.’ vii. 379 ; PL cxlvi. 642 f.]). Other statues

of Thor and Freyr are mentioned {ih, ii. 60, p.

327, iv. 9, p. 371 ; PL cxlvi. 543, 627). The most
detailed accounts we owe to the Christianizing

expeditions of OMfr Tryggvason, and St. 014fr.

Thus at RauSsey, OUfr Tryggvason encountered
a representation of Thor which could speak,

walk, and even make war upon him {Oldfs Saga
Tryggvasonar, 150, F,M,S, i.). At Mori near
Trondhjem the same king found an image of Thor
with his hammer, adorned vdth gold and silver;

it stood in a chariot drawn by two wooden goats,

round the horns of which was a silver chain
{Mateyjarbdk, Oldfs S. Trygg. 268). St. Oldfr was
opposed in the Highlands by Gu5brandr, a votary
of Thor, and a great chief; Gu?5brandr’s son

described Thor’s image to the king

:

* He has a hammer in his hand, and is great of stature ... he
is hollow within . . . four loaves are brought to him every day,

and therewith meat in the same proportion.’ The image stood

upon a pedestal, and was adorned with gold and silver ; when
it was shattered, out came * mice as big^as cats, and lizards and
snakes’ {Oldfs S. him Edga, 107-108, F,M.S. iv.).

Statues of Thor seem to have been particularly

numerous ; in Njdlasaga 88 we find, in a temple at

HlaSir, Thor in a chariot, and with him Th(5rger?yr,

Holgafcii^yr, and Irpa; each wears a great gold

armlet, and Th6rger5r has a kerchief on her head.

Reference has already been made to the story of

Freyr, and of his image being borne in yearly pro-

cession {Oldfs S. Trygg, 173, F.M,S, ii.); also to

the story of the baked image of Baldr {FrifSjdfs^ S,

9). It seems to have been a common Scandinavian

custom to place several statues in one temple;
even the temple built by Hrafnkel, who was a
special votary of Freyr, contained other

^
gods

{Erafnkels S, FreysgdQa, 15). Still, the notice of

the great temple in Gautland, with its hundred
gods, is probably an exaggeration {Jdmsvikinga S,

12).

Traces are found of the practice of carrying on
the person small images, probably for secret wor-

ship, or as amulets ; the skald Hallfre?yr carried an
ivory ‘ likeness ’ of Thor in his pocket {Eallfre^ar

S. 6) ; and Ingimundr wore a silver talisman of

Freyr {Vatnsdccla S, 10). For similar protective

reasons Earl Eirikr carried an image of Thor at

the prow of his ship {F.M,S, ii. 253). We even

find such a familiar use as the image of Thor
carved life-size on the back of a chair {FdstbrceitSra

S,, pt. ii. 9). The walls of Oldfr Pdi’s hall in Ice-

land were adorned with representations of old
stories, probably in painted wooden reliefs (Lax-
dcela S. 29) ; these were described by Ulfr Ug-
gason in the Hdsdrdpa, and, from the fragments
that remain of the poem, they seem to have
depicted the burning of Baldr, Heimdallr’s fight
with Loki, Thor’s journey to Kfmiv, and his fight
with Mi?ygar5sormr. The high-seat pillars were
also adorned with figures ; thus Thor was carved
upon the pillars which Th6r61fr Mostrarskegg
tnrew overboard on approaching Iceland, in order
to find a landing-place; these same pillars were
afterwards set up in the temple built by Thorolfr.
To sum up, then, our knowledge of Scandinavian

images ; they were very numerous, often life-size,

generally of wood (cf. trdma^r, ‘wooden man’),
and frequently adorned with gold and silver. In
later times the people identified the image with
the god, and in this way they were able to believe
that the figure had the power of movement;
a very clear example of this occurs in the story of
Thr6ndr of Gata {Fcsreyinga S. 23), where the
statue of Th6rger5r loosens a ring as a sign of
acquiescence, but clasps it tightly when she denies
her favour. The story of Gunnarr and his inter-

course with Freyr’s priestess proves that the god
was identified with his image. The idea of vitality

and volition in the image is carried so far that the
statue of Thor at RauSsey is made to compete in
wrestling with Oldfr Tryggvason, the object being
to hurl the vanquished into the fire; the king
proved the stronger, and the wooden figure was
burned to ashes.

There is very little archaeological evidence for

Germanic gods ; the representations of Nehalennia
and of the decs matrcs are more Roman than
Germanic in style, and with them may be classed

the altar to Mars Thingsus, with its representation
of the god armed. Although it was found in

England on Hadrian’s Wall, the votaries, who
came from near Deventer, were probably Batavi

;

the stone dates from the first half of the 3rd cent,

(cf. Helm, Altgerman, Beligionsgesch, i. 366 ff.).

Again, the most important evidence is connected
with Scandinavian mythology. The figures on the
Gallehus horns are too promematical to count as

evidence ; and even the figure on one of the plates

of the Torslunda helmet may represent a mere
warrior, though it is tempting to identify it with
Odin, accompanied by his two ravens. Undoubted
representations of Odin exist on the gravestones

of Ardre, Hablingho, and Tjangvide ; here we see

Odin on Sleipnir, but even these are late repre-

sentations and show a somewhat specialized aspect

of the god (cf. Helm, i. 213). Curiously enough,
the clearest r^resentations of Scandinavian deities

are found in England. The Gosforth Cross in Cum-
berland shows probably the last fight of Vi5arr with
the Fenrisulfr ; another group probably represents

the punishment of Loki. On the Gosforth Stone
is a group evidently meant to represent Thor’s

fishing. From time to time wooden figures have
been unearthed, especially in Jutland, which seem
to show primitive types of images ; for a detailed

discussion of these, cf. Helm, i. 214 ff. ; according

to him, the majority of them may be considered

to represent deities of fertility.

2. Slavic.—The discussion of Slavic images is

rendered difficult by the fact that much of the

early evidence really refers to Scandinavians who
were settled among Slavic populations ; in parti-

cular, the chief god of whom one finds images is

really Thor, the Swedish thunder-god, worshipped

under the same aspect, but under a Slavic name,
Perun, thunder-bolt. It is therefore not easy to

disentangle the Scandinavian worship from the

Slavic, and only at one period does the evidence

refer incontrovertibly to the Slavs—^the period of
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Slavic settlements in the island of Riigen, and

around the Elbe. The evidence for Poland, how-

ever, appears fairly trustworthy.
The 10th cent, narratives of Arabian travellera,

though nominally concerned with the Slavs, in

reality treat of the Russians, i.e. of the Scandi-

navian settlers around the Volga. Ibn Eadlan (ed.

Praehn, St. Petersburg, 1823), ambassador to the

Russians, describes the worship paid to ‘a high

wooden pillar, that has a human face and is sur-

rounded by small figures.’ Here, again, is evidence

for the rougher form of image. The narrative of

Mas'udi, in the Fields of Gold, is far less trust-

worthy ; he describes gorgeous temples, one of

which contained ‘ a colossal statue of an old man
holding a rod with which he called forth skeletons

from their tombs,’ while another temple contains

an idol formed wholly of precious stones (Mas udi,

Les Prairies (Tor, ed. and tr. C. Barbier de Mey-
nard, Paris, 1861-77, ch. Ixvi,). Apart from the

inherent improbability of his account, it is duficult

to know of whom he is speaking, and of what

place; Arkona has been suggested, but there

seem to be no means of settling the question.

Even some of the early Christian evidence really

refers to Scandinavians. The so-called Chronicle

of Nestor, dating from the 11th to the 12th cent.,

gives a detailed account of the setting up of idols

in 978 at Kiefi* by Vladimir :

* Upon a public eminence he set up several idols ;
Perun in

wood with a silver head and a golden beard, and also Khors,

Dazbog, Stribog, Simargl, and Mokoch. Sacrifices were offered

to them ; the people offered their sons and their daughters as

victims to the idols’ (ChroniQue de Nestor, ed. andtr. L. Leger,

Paris, 18S4, ch. 38).

We hear again of an attempt to force a Christian

Vareque to sacrifice to the idols ; he replies :

‘These are not gods; these are only wood, which is to-day,

but to-morrow is rotten ; they do not eat, or drink, or speak.

It is the hand of man which has cut them out of wood’ (i6.

39).

Ten years later Vladimir reversed his work at

Kieff:
‘ He commanded the idols to be thrown down. Some he had

burnt, and the rest cast into the fire. He commanded men to
|

tie Perun to the tail of a horse, and to drag him down ... to
i

the stream ; and he ordered twelve men to beat him with staves,
j

not because he thought the wood had any feeling, but to insult
|

tJie demon who in this form had insulted men, and to punish
|

him for his deceptions. . . . While he was being dragged along
;

the stream as far as the Dnieper, the heathen wept for him.

. . . liien . . . they threw him into the Dnieper’ (^&. 43).

Another statue of Perun was set up by Vladi-

mir’s uncle at Novgorod [ib. 38). There are later

references to the statue of Perun at Kieff, and to

the church of St. Basil which stood upon its site,

but apparently nothing independent of the account

in Nestor (cf. Dlugosz, Historia Polonica, ed. H.
von Hnyssen, hk. ii., Leipzig, 1711, col. 104).

From the Chronica Bcemorum of Cosmas of

Prague, we have 12th cent, evidence for the primi-

tive worship of idols by the Czechs, The passage

has a legendary tone, and is not above suspicion,

but is interesting as far as it goes. A certain

princess Tetcka taught the people the worship of

Oreads, Dryads, and Hamadryads

:

‘sicut hactenus multi villani velut pagani, hie latices seu ignes

coluit, . . . iste lucos et arbores aut lapides adorat, . . . alius

quae ipse fecit idola surda et muta rogat et orat, ut domum
suam et se ipsum regant ’ (i. 4 [MGS, ‘ Script.* ix. 85 ; PL
clxvi. 62]).

Similar practices are described more in detail in

the account of the extermination of paganism by
Duke Bracizlaus, hut there is no mention of actual

idols {ih, iii. 1, p. 102 {PL clxvi. 189]). On the

other hand, the princess Ludmilla, in her pagan
days, had a golden idol of the goddess Krosina,

which was of more than human size {AS, Sept. v.

[1866] 344).

Dlugosz, who wrote his Historia Polonica late in

the 15th cent.
,
gives a long and somewhat doubt-

ful list of Pdish gods, identified with Roman

deities, and shows that their cult was practised

by the Poles with all the apparatus of delubra,

simulacra, andfiamines. The notice on Diana or

Dziewanna is interesting

:

‘Diana quoque quae superstitione gentile femina et virgo

existiuiabatur, a matronis et virginibus serta simulacro suo

ferebantur’ (bk. i. col. 37).

Later on, at the conversion of Miecslans, he de-

scribes the measures taken to stamp out idolatry

;

* Strictissimo posthaec Miecslai edicto, . . . confringuntur

idola, et falsorum deorum simulacra. . . . Quae quidem deorum
et dearum idolorumque immersio et confractio tunc facta . . .

simulacris Dziewannae et Marzannae in Iqngo ligno extoUenti-

bus, et in paludes in Dominica Quadragesimae Laetare, projici-

entibus et demergentibus, repraesentatur, renovatur in huno
diem nec hujus consuetudinis vetustissimo effectus usque modo
apud Polonos defluxit.’

This account of Dlugosz is cited by Cromerus,

De origine Polonorum, iii., Basel,
^
1568, p. 33 B ;

for survivals of this Polish custom in Mid-Lent see

Grimm, ch. 8, p. 190 ; ch. 24, pp. 773, 782.

The evidence of foreign chroniclers is fairly

abundant, and is, on the whole, inore trustworthy,

although even such circumstantial testimony as

that concerned with Otto of Bamberg is not free

from suspicion. The greater part of this foreign

evidence deals with the Slavs settled on the shores

of the Baltic, and round the basin of the Elbe. An
early reference occurs in the Annales Weissembur-

genses for 1069

:

‘Rex Heinricus barbaros trans Alpiam flumen constitutes

cum exercitu invasit . . . fana cum simulacris succendit’

{MGS, * Script.’ iii. 71 [PL cxli. 627]).

Adam of Bremen’s testimony is important as

contemporary 11th cent, evidence; he mentions

the town Rethra

:

‘templum ibi magnum constructum est demonibus, quorum
princeps est Redigas. Simulacrum eius auro, lectus^ osero

paratus ’ (Gesfflt ScLYn/metbuTg, ii. 18 [MGS, ‘ Script.’ vii. 312

;

PL cxlvi. 613]). ......
Thietmar, Chronicon, vi. 17 {MGH, ‘ Script.’ ni.

p. 812), gives a more minute description of this

sanctuary in Mecklenburg-Strelitz, but differs in

some important details, notabhr in calling the

town Riedegost, and the god Zuarasici (contrast

Helmold, Chronicon Slavorumfi, 23 [iWiT,* Script.’

xxi.]). In the temple
‘dii stant manu facti, singulis nominibus insculptis, galeis

atque loricis terribDiter vestiti, quorum primus Zuarasici dici-

tur. . . . Vexilla quoque eorum, nisi ad expeditionis necessaria

. . . hinc nuUatenus moventur.’

Later, he speaks of the Lintici and of their

goddess whom they carried with them into battle

‘in vexillis formata’ {ib. vii. 47, p. 857); and
elsewhere he refers to the general Slavic practice

of image-worship

:

* Quot regiones sunt in his partibus, tot templa habentmr, et

simulacra demonum singula ab infidelibus coluntur ’ (ib. vi, 18,

p. 812).

Next in chronological order come the references

connected with the Christianizing missions of Otto

of Bamberg to the Pomeranian Slavs, early in the

12th century. The references to idols and their

destruction are frequent ;
unfortunately the value

of these lives by Herbord and Ehho is much dis-

puted. The most detailed description is that of a

great temple at Stetin, apparently very like that

at Rethra
: . x •

Erat autem ibi simulacrum tricejp^ quod injano corpore^ria

_..pita habens,
“ ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ’ ’

Ottonis, ii. 32 [

capita habens, Triglausvocabatur* (Herbord, Lialogus de Vita

Ottonis, ii. 32 [3IGS, ‘Script.’ xii. 794: AS, Jul. i. [1867] 357]).

At Gutzkow there was an idol of great size and

beauty, which was mutilated and burned (Ebbo of
D.. ;;; inrii/rn-TT * yii.Bamberg, Vita Uttorns, m. lu [mofM, 'oenpu. xu.

866]). Ebbo gives more details on the image of

Triglaus at Stetin

:

‘Tricapitum habebat simulacrum, quod aurea cidavi oculos

et labia contegebat, asserentibus idolonim sacerdotibus ideo

summum eorum deum tria habere capita, quoniam^ tria

curaret regna, id est coeli, terrae et inferni ; et faciem cidari

operire pro eo quod peccata hominumqu^i non videns et tacena

dissimularet* (ib, iii. 1, p. 859 ; AS, Jm. i. 388).

In the temple at Julin were ‘ statuas . . . auro

et argento decoratas’ {ib. iii. 1, p. 858 ; AS, Jul. i.

387).
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Helmold, who went on his mission in 1155, is the
first to mention the sanctuary at Eiigen, and the
image of Svantovit, with the confusion between
Svantovit and Saint Vitus {Chronica Blavorumy
i. 6 [MGH, ‘ Script.’ xxi.]). An interesting general
reference occurs

:

* Hi (i.e. Slavi) simulacrorum imaginaria formas praetendunt
de templis, velut Plunense idolum cui nomen Podaga

;
alii . . .

iucos inhabitant, ut est Prove . . . quibus nuUae sunt efiSgies

expressae ’ (t6. i. 83, p. 76).

In 1168, Waldemar of Denmark captured Riigen,

and destroyed
‘simulacrum iliud antiquissimum Zvantevitb, quod colebatur
ab omni natione Sclavorum’ {ib. ii. 12, p. 96).

Helmold’s evidence is confirmed by the more
detailed account, by Saxo Grammaticus, of Wal-
demar’s campaign in Riigen and capture of Arkona
{Gesta Danorum, xiv. p. 565, ed. A. Holder, Strass-

burg, 1886). The temple is described minutely,
and the image of Svantovit

:

‘ Ingens in aede simulacrum, omnem humam coiqDoris habitum
granditate transceridens, quatuor capitibus totidemque cervi-

cibus miraudum perstabat, e quibus duo pectus totidemque
tergum respicere videbantur. Ceterum tarn ante qiiam retro
collocatorum unum dextrorsum alterum levorsum contempla-
cionein dirigere videbatur. Corrase barbe, cnnes attonsi
figurabantur ut artificis industriam Rugianorum ritum in

cultu capitum emulatam putares . . . Leva arcum reflexo in

latus brachio figurabat. Tunica ad tibias prominens lingebatur,
quae ex diversi ligni materia create, tarn arcano nexu genibus
lungebantur, ut compaginis locus non nisi curiosiori contem-
placione deprehendi potuerit. Pedes humo contigui cerne-
bantur, eorum basi intra solum latente.’

On the gate-tower of the town the people dis-

played signa and aqnilas :

‘Inter quas erat Stanitia (marg. Stuatira), magnitudine ac
colore insignis’ {ih. p. 575).

Bishop Absalon found at Karentia {i.e, Garz), in

Riigen, three temples similar to that at Arkona

;

in the inmost shrine of one was found a gigantic
oaken figure,
‘ quod Rugievithum vocabant . . . In eiuscapiteseptem humane
similitudinis facies consedere, quae omnes unius verticis super-
ficie claudebantur. Totidem quoque veros gladios cum vaginis
uni cingulo appensos eius lateri artifex conciliaveraU Octa\’um
in dextra destriotum tenebat. Hunc pugno insertum firmis-

simo nexu ferreus clavus astrinxerat, nec manui nisi precise

evelli poterat; quae res truncande eius occasio extitit. . . .

Nihil in hoc simulacro iocundum visentibus fuit; lineanientis

impoliti celaminis deformitate sordentibus ’ (i6. p. 577).

In the next temple was the image of Poreuithus

:

‘Id quinque capitibus consitum sed armis vacuum huge-
batur.’

In the third temple was found Porenutius

:

*Haec statua, quatuor facies representans, quintam pectori
insertam habebat, cuius froutem leva, mentum dextera tangebat ^

(p. 578).

The destruction of the idols in Riigen is de-

scribed in Knytlingasaga, 122 ; Svantovit appears
as Svantaviz, and the names of the three images
at Karentia are given as Rinvit, TurupiS, and
Puruvit. Statues with several heads seem to be
peculiarly Slavic; there is apparently no similar

representation of Germanic gods.
Unfortunately there appears to be practically

no trustworthy archaeological evidence for Slavic

images (cf. Leger, Mythologie slave, pp. 33 f., 221 ff.).

3, In connexion with the Teutonic and Slavic evi-

dence, brief reference may be made to the neigh-
bouring Prussian peoples ; Simon Grunau, Preuss-
ische Chronik, tract II. cap. v. § 2, describes a
Prussian sanctuary built in an oak, in the 6th
century.^ The description is thus adapted and
rendered in Latin by Alexander Guagninus,
Berum Polonicarum, Frankfort, 1584, ii. 107 f.

:

* Quercus haec tripartita fuit ; ... ex una parte Prutenonim
Deum, qui Peruno, id est fulmen, dicebatur, habebant. ... Ex
altera parte collocatum erat Patrimpo idolum ; cuius cultus erat
in serpente vivo retinendo. . . . Tertia ex parte daemoniacum
idolum, Patelo nomine, situm fuit.’

1 It must be admitted that Usener, Qbttemamen, Bonn, 1896,

p. 83, discredits the accuracy of Grunau in general, and of his

mythology in particular, thus following the lead given by M.
Toeppen, Geseh. der prevss. Historiographies Berlin, 1853, p.
i22ff., esp. 178 ff., 190 ff. On the other hand, H. M. Chadwick,
Origin of the Bng. Nation, Cambndge, 1907, p. 254 ff., accepts
the evidence of Grunau on the characteristics of Prussian gods,
and uses it in connexion with his Nerthus-Preyr theory.

In descriptions of late survivals of Prussian or
Lithuanian paganism, mention of the serpent-cult
recurs frequently, but apparently there is no other
reference to images.
To sum up tiie evidence: Teutonic and Slavic

peoples alike seem to have had no idols in early
times, but they must certainly have possessed
them at a later stage; in their* adoption of them
they may have been influenced by classical cults.
Although individual references by early chroniclers
may not be above suspicion, the weight of their
collective testimony is too great to be disregarded.

Litera.tuPwB.— i. Teutonic,— W. Golther, Handb. der
german, MythoL, Leipzig, 1S95, p. 602 ff. ; J. Grimm, Tent.
Mythol., tr. J. S. Stallybrass, London, 1880-88, p. 105 ff.

; E. H.
Meyer, Germ. Mythologie, Berlin, 1891, p. 195, and Mythol.
der Gennanen, Strassburg, 1903, pp. 317 ff., 1318 ff.; R. M.
Meyer, Altgerman. Religion sgesch., Leipzig, 1910, p. 431 ff.;

P. Herrmann, Nord. Mythol., do. 1903, p. 519 ff.; K. Helm,
Altgerman. Religionsgesch., Heidelberg, 1913, i. 214 ff.

ii. Slavic.—L. Leger, La Mythol. slave, Pans, 1901, passim ;

G. Krek, Slav. Littei aturgesch.'^, Graz, 1887, p. 410 ff.; W. R. S.
Ralston, Songs of the Russian People^, London, 1872, pp. 94,

211, 240 ff. M. E. Seaton.

IMAGES AND IDOLS (Tibetan).—i. Occur-
rence.—In Tibet images and idols abound, though
not, perhaps, to any greater extent than in other
Buddhist countries, even of the * Southern,’ or
relatively primitive, division of that religion

—

e.g,

Burma and Ceylon. Whilst, however, in the latter
case, the images are mainly reduplicates of the con-
ventional efiigy of the historical Buddha, Sakya-
muni (in one particular attitude, namely that of

‘the earth-touching pose’ [bhidparsamudra], at
the supreme moment of attaining Buddhahood,
under the ‘ Tree of Wisdom ’ lBodhi\), in Tibet, on
the other hand, as in the other countries of the
polytheistic Mahayana form of Buddhism, the
images rejiresent also a host of deified Buddhas
and celestial Bodhisattvas (or potential Buddhas),
saints, and demons. Besides the images enshrined
in temples and other religious buildings, chortens
(g.v.), etc., a large number of miniature images
are met with on domestic altars, and worn by the
people in amulet-boxes, as talismans. Pictures of

many of these divinities are as abundant in the
houses of laymen as in temples, and illuminated in

colours on the title-pages of favourite scriptures and
manuals of -worship. Consecrated medallions are
also bestowed by the grand Lamas upon generous
donors of alms. The images of the pre-Buddhist
aboriginal religion, the Bon, are now cast in
Buddhist form.
2. Divinities, saints, etc., represented.— The

great majority of the divinities represented by the
idols are those of the orthodox Mahayana Buddhism
of India, as was first elicited by the present -syriter,

who has also traced the origin of the majority^ of

these divinities and their images to an adaptation
of Brahmanist myth, and to the deification of meta-
physical categories and different modes of Buddha’s
‘ Word’ (or Logos) by a concrete symbolism. The
more commonly prevalent images are as follows.

{a) Buddhas, celestial and human.—Of these the
most frequently represented is perhaps the divine
Amitabha {^ Od-dpagmed), or ‘The Buddha of

Boundless Light’ (see Adibuddha) of the Western
Paradise, and his mode Amitdyus {Tde-dpag~med),
‘ The Boundless Life ’ (see Amitayus). 0 th’er com-
mon forms are the Medical_ or ^Esculapic Buddha
{sMan-hla), the primordial Adibuddha as Samanta-
hhadra {Kun-tu-hzah-po), or Vajradhdra {rDo-rje-

ckah), or Vajrasattva {rDo-rje-sem-dpa), and their

mystical Tantrik modes displaying their female
energies ; also the remaining Buddhas of the four

quarters of the universe ; and-~-less common than
these—the historical Buddha, Sakyamuni {Bdkya-
tu^h-pa).

{b) Bodhisattvas: the coming Buddha, or Mai-
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treya {Byams-pa), usually figured seated in Euro-
pean fasMon, not cross-legged, and usually of

gigantic size, as a several storeyed image, or carved
on rocks; AvaloJzitesvara (g.-u.) {Spyan-ras-gzigs)^

or personified Compassion, ManjuiH {Jam-dhyahs) ;

personified Wisdom, Vajrapdni \P' yags-rdor)

;

Tara {Sgrol-ma), consort of Avalokita, as *the
white ’ {Sitd) and ‘ the green ’ {Bhrkuti) ; Marlcki
{rDO’Tje p'ag-mo ) ;

PrajMpdramitdj personified

Divine Wisdom ;
‘ the all-victorious Diadem,’

Usnisavijayd

;

‘ the White Umbrella Invincible

against others,’ Sita-dtapatra-apardjitd

;

‘the
Great Turner away of Harm,’ Mahapratyangird ;

‘the Flaming Crown,’ Umlsajvala,
(c) Placid gods {Ihk) of Brdhmanist type : modes

of Indra and Brahma as door-keepers and attend-

ants on Sakyamuni ; the four Guardian gods of

the Quarters ; and Jambhala, the god of Wealth.
{d) Demoniacal tutelaries of the fierce type of

Siva as ‘ Defenders of Religion’ {GK^s-skyoh)^ e.g,

‘ the fearful Thunderbolt,’ Vajrabhairava {rDorje-

^jigs-hyed), a form of Yama, the god of the Dead

;

‘ the horse-necked demon,’ Eayagrlva {rTa-mgrin) ;

‘the Goddess,’ Dem or Lha~mo,

(6 ) Local gods and demons \ chiefly indigenous,
namely ‘country-gods,’ ytd4ha, and earth-demons,
sa-hdag^ of which the most numerous are red {tsan)

and black (bdud),

if) Saints : the sixteen apostles or ‘ the sixteen
Arahats ’

; also the two chief disciples, ‘ Mongol-pu ’

and ‘ Sari-pu ’
; Padmakara or Padmasambhava^

whom the present writer has shown to be the
founder of Lamaism ; also the reformer of Tibetan
Buddhism, Tsonkhapa, the founder of the Yellow-
hat sect, now the dominant Church, to which
belong the Grand Lamas of Lhasa and Tashilhunj^o.
The image of Padmasambhava is given the chief
place in temples of the Red-cap sect, and Tson-
khapa in the Yellow. Each or the other minor
sects accords its own particular founder a chief
place on its altars.

3. Canon descriptive of images.—The authori-
tative source for the detailed description of the
images of Buddhism is the great body of the Sd-
dhana {Sgrub-t'ab) literature of rituals for the wor-
ship of these respective divinities. The rituals
were composed in India, in the early centuries of
our era ou’wards, during the rise of the bhakti, or
devotional movement, which permeated both Brah-
manism and Buddhism. They number many hun-
dreds, and each purports to contain minute descrip-
tions of the form assumed by the deity on becoming
manifest to a votary ; the distinctive form, dress,
posture, and pose of body and hands, as well as the
colour, and the symbols held in the hands to em-
blemize the functions and attributes, are all de-
tailed therein. Several recensions of these texts
are on record as translated into Tibetan. Two
large collections are included in the great Tibetan
commentary, Tangyur, of which the titles have
been published by F. W. Thomas and P. Cordier.
It is from these Indian manuals that Tibetan artists
form their images. Many of the deities are given
a variety of forms, owing, it seems to the present
writer, to the apparent incorporation of popular
Brahmanist and other abori^nal divinities to
whom their functions and symbolism are thereby
assimilated. These polymorphic forms fall into
three types

:
(a) placid, mild, or benign {Hva)

; (6 )

fierce {khroda)
; (c) terrible and demonist {dragpo),

4. Style of art and technique. — The Tibetan
artists have preserved to a great extent the
mediaeval Indian stjrle of Buddhist art. This is

especial)^ noticeable in the dress and form of the
female divinities, who are represented displaying
exuberant charms of figure, according to the Indian
ideals of female beauty. This character contrasts
strikingly with the Chinese treatment, which tends

to repress sexual distinctions. In the conventional
treatment of externals, such as landscape effects,

clouds, water, trees, and houses, the Tibetan images
and pictures exhibit a decided Chinese influence
rather than Indian, though Tibet has to some ex-
tent evolved a special style of its own, intermediate
between that of its two great neighbours, and dis-

tinct from that of Nepal. Some of the large images
in Tibet were cast in Nepal by Newar artisans.

5 . Materials of image.—The commonest images
are composed of plastic material—clay, or a mix-
ture of incense-paste, flour, and clay moulded into
shape, dried, painted, and gilded. The better
images are fashioned from brass or copper, usually
cast from moulds and gilded. The most valued
imajges are inlaid with turquoises and other precious
or imitation stones. Stone is seldom used for
images or statues, though figures are sometimes
outlined on rocks. Bas-reliefs and medallions are
often made in butter, in the winter season, for
certain festivals. Following the Indian custom,
auspicious times must be selected for the prepara-
tion of the materials, and for the execution of the
work, especially of the principal organs, e,g, the
eye, etc. A remarkable realistic detail is the in-

sertion into the larger images of models of brain,
heart, lungs, stomach, and intestines. The con-
ventional colour of Buddha’s hair is dark blue.

On completion of the image, it requires to be con-
secrated. For this purpose sacred texts are recited,

and into the hollow interior are inserted small
rolls of texts, one of which often is ‘ the Buddhist
Creed’ or a spell {dhdrani). Other objects thus
inserted are grains of consecrated rice from the
altar, bodily relics, hair, nail-parings, shreds of
the robes of holy men, and filings of pecious metals.
The image is usually wrapped with silk scarfs,

giving the impression that it is clothed. Pictures
{z^al-fah) of images are painted in distemper,
usually on cotton, seldom on silk. Sometimes
the paintings are executed on the walls of temples
as mural frescoes.

6. Worship of images.—The image, as in othei
Buddhist countries, is popularly worshipped as a
sort of fetish, holy in itself, and not merely as a
diagram or symbol of the infinite or unknowm.
Food and drink are regularly offered to it. It is

believed to hear and answer prayers. It is a com-
mon experience to hear the devotees in a temple
addressing personal requests for benefits before the
image. Certain of the older images of which the
history has been forgotten are, like those in
Brahmanism and other religions, regarded as
miraculous in construction, and credited with being
‘self-formed’ or as ‘fallen from heaven ready
fashioned.’

See also ‘Buddhist’ section above, esp, p.

123 ff.
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L. A. Waddell.
IMAGE OF GOD.—I, General view.—(1) ‘ God

is a Spirit,’ said J esus to the woman of Samaria at
Jacoos well at Sychar (Jn 4^), thereby giving
utterance to the deep truth that God is free and
self-determining, essentially ethical in His nature.
This great idea is the basal conception on which
the interpretation of man as made in God’s image,
as set forth in Scripture, must proceed. For, if

God is a Spirit, then man, reflecting Him, must be
a spirit too ; in other words, human nature has more
in it than what we find in sensuous experiences,
animal proclivities, and fleshly inclinations. He
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stands erect, and is hj nature allied to the Divine

;

and his attachments, in the first instance and pro-

perly, are heavenwards and not towards earth.

He has fellowship with the Source of his being,

then ;
and his own nature, to the extent that it is

pure and unsullied, may be held as revealing the
Divine. The foundation of his being is deeper than
anything that may be seen or tasted or handled

:

it is found in relation to the unseen and the eternal.

Consequently, what the nature of the great God is

can be discovered in part by consideration of His
image as reproduced in man ; and, however much
more God may be than what finite intellect, finite

will, finite conscience, and finite love may disclose,

He must at least correspond to the reflexion of

Himself that the higher faculties and emotions of

man’s soul exhibit : if the human spirit is not the
Divine Spirit, at any rate it reflects it, and may be
trusted as a revealer to the extent of its capacity.

Tlie line of argument which is suggested by
Jesus’ utterance is supported by the OT, and
especially by the Creation narratives (P and J) at

the opening of the Book of Genesis. t\Tiatever be
the historical or the scientific value of these twm
narratives, they lie at the root of both the Jewish
and the Christian faith, and embody truths that

are indispensable for the understanding of redemp-
tion. According to them, man is a spirit, being
created by God, who is ‘the Father of Spirits,’

and having the breath of life ‘breathed into his

nostrils’ by God Himself. This renders him the
image of his Maker : the Divine Spirit is the
Source of the human spirit, and the rational

creature is thus far stamped with the stamp of the
Creator.

(2) Now, if this be the Scripture teaching, OT
and NT, what is the practical significance of it?

Clearly this—that, if man is essentially a spirit,

drawing his being from the great Creator Spirit,

the agnostic position that God, even if we suppose
Him to exist, is unknown and unknowable is

untenable. God cannot be unknown, much less

unknowable, if man bears in him the Divine
image. Even the reflexion of a face in a mirror is

a copy ; and, although it lacks the warmth and
fullness of the original, it does, nevertheless, within
limits reproduce it, and thus far gives a true idea

of it. Further, on the Bible conception of man’s
spiritual nature and original heavenly relationship,

both natural theology and Divine revelation become
possible, and, indeed, are seen to be inevitable;

and the distinction between the two becomes one
of degree and not of kind. But, on the supposi-

tion that man is not a spirit, it is not possible to

see how either natural theology or Divine revela-

tion could be. Divine revelation is shown to be a
necessity from the fact that, as man’s deepest need
is God, and as God is a Person, it is only if God
reveals Himself that we can come to know Him.
It is the characteristic of personality to be self-

declaratory and self-communicative. Even in the

case of our fellow-men, who are persons, we cannot
know them unless they themselves will to disclose

themselves to us. Knowledge of a neighbour de-

pends upon whether he opens his heart aud lays

bare his thoughts to us: the motion must come
from his side ; otherwise, we are powerless. We
might, without his revelation, come to learn some-
thing about him ; but we should not know himself.

Now, the revelation of one person to another is

also the revelation of that other to hiniself. We
can never know ourselves except in the light of our
experience and knowledge of others. This arises

from the necessities of the case—^in particular,

from the circumstance that our nature is in the

essence of it social, and that imitation is largely

our teacher in our early days. How much more,
then, is the revelation oi God to us also the revela-
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tion of ourselves to us ! It is only in His liglit that
we see^ light. But the meaning of this is that
humanity is taken up into the Divine ; which,
again, implies that the image of God—and, there-
fore, the Godward attitude—is the primary fact in
man. God and man in union and communion is

the same thing as saying that man is naturally
allied to God, that the Infinite is not the contra-
dictory, but the complement, of the finite.

Still more obvious is the need for revelation if

we introduce, as Scripture does, and as our own
experience attests, the idea of sin, or voluntary
transgression, intervening to create a rupture
bet\veen man and God. There is now not only
ignorance or limited knowledge to cope with, but
also voluntary alienation or estrangement. The
imderstanding is weakened, but the will also is

perverted, and the aflections are turned away in

the wrong direction. A thorough transformation
has to be effected in the sinner—clearness of per-
ception has to be brought back to his intellect,

strength to his will, purity to his heart, and peace
to his conscience. Only a Divine revelation can do
this.

2. OT teaching.—(1) The psychology of the
OT centres in the terms ‘body,’ ‘soul,’ ‘heart,’

and ‘ spirit.’ Of these four factors man consists.

His body is at first conceived simply as ‘ dust ’

{*aphdr, nsj;)* or ‘ dust of the ground,’ i.e. simply as
the earthly part of him, composed of dust and
resolved at death into dust again, but without any
idea of unworthiness or degradation attaching to
it. It is a work of the Creator, and, like other
such works, it was pronounced at the beginning
to be ‘ very good.’ Looked at as an animated
and sentient organism, it is viewed as ‘ flesh

’

(6c^ar, devoid, however, of any implication
of vitiosity or carnil desire, which so frequently
attaches to ‘flesh’ in the NT. Nevertheless,
although ‘flesh’ is not represented in the OT as
the source or origin of sin, it is regarded as indicat-

ing man’s mortality and frailty, and also the fact

that the body may be the instrument of evil

desires and passions. Thus, while, on the one
hand, it says, ‘ All flesh is grass ’ (Is 40®), on the
other hand, it records the depravity of the race at

a particular moment in the significant phrase,
‘ Ail flesh had corrupted his way upon the earth ’

(Gn 6^2), though even then the congruity of ‘flesh
’

with * spirit ’ is not lost sight of, for it is said, in

almost immediate connexion, ‘ My spirit shall not
alw^ays strive with man, for that he also is flesh

’

(Gn 6®). The body as flesh is congruent with
spirit : hence the rsalmist can say, ‘ My heart
and my flesh cry out unto the living <j^od ’ (Ps 84^).

The ‘ soul ’ {ncphesh, is specially the seat of the
emotions and the will, although other functions are

frequently accorded to it. It is the soul that
‘ hopes,’ ‘ fears,’ ‘ trusts,’ ‘ desponds,’ * praises,’ ‘is

glad’ and ‘longs,’ etc.—all emotive aud volitional

states. To the ‘ heart ’ {Ubh or lehhdbh, are

assigned thought, wisdom, intellect, understanding;
so that ‘the heart,’ in Hebrew usage, so far from
signifying the chief seat of affection, as in English,

is the nearest equivalent to the English term
‘ mind.’ It is also the seat of character—the centre

of man’s being, moral and religious. As the seat

of sin, ‘ the heart is deceitful a&)ve all things, and
it is desperately sick : who can know it ? ’ (Jer 17^).

It is deep and hidden from common view, and is

reached only by God :
‘ I the Lord search the

heart, I try the reins, even to give eveiy man
according to his ways, according to the fruit of his

doings’ (17^®). But neither soul nor heart consti-

tutes man’s outstanding greatness. That is reserved

for his ‘spirit’ (rwacA, nn), which is distinctively

the heaven-derived principle in him, drawn immedi-
ately from the Divine Spirit, ‘ breathed ’ into him
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directly from that Source, and thereby making
him specihcally a person, a self, with power to

determine his actions and to control his nature,
and, therefore, above all, an ethical being—an
ethical being whose inmost inclination is religious,

who, if unsullied, is ever looking towards God,
responsive to His iniluence, and drawing his inspira-

tion from Him. This is what gives him his supreme
digni^ and worth, making him 'but little lower
than God’ (Ps 8®), and securing his dominion over
the lower animals and over all the earth. Thus we
are introduced to the fundamental conception of

man as made in God’s image :
* And God said. Let

us make man in our image [lit. 'shadow,’ selem,
js], after our likeness {d^muthy n^D^] ; and let them
have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over
all the earth, and over every creeping thing that
ereepeth upon the earth. And God created man in
his own image, in the image of God created he
him ; male and female created he them ’ (Gn

(2) All this goes to show that, in the view of the
OT, man holds a unique place in the earth. He
is, like the lower animals, a creature of God indeed

;

but he is more. His body, like that of the brutes,
is dust of the earth, and is animated as a physical
organism ; but he is spirit, and stands to his Creator
as a son to his father. Thus are the facts of our
pperience interpreted. It is not for nothing that,
in the first creation narrative, with its charming
pictorial setting, the account of man’s creation is

isolated from that of the other creatures by being
introduced by the solemn injunction, ‘ Let its make
man,’ and followed up by the sublime announce-
ment, 'And God created man in his own image,
in the image of God created he him.’ There is no
word here of creation ‘after its kind,’ which is the
formula used in the case of both animals and plants

:

it is a peculiar and special creation. Nor is any
secondary agency invoked to bring about the
result, such as we read of in the case of animals,
‘ Letjf^e eari^ bring forth the living creature after
its kind,’ and of fishes, ‘ Let jfAe waters bring forth
abundantly the moving creature that hath life.’
The act in man’s case is immediate, personal,
direct, thereby indicating the exceptional worth
of the spiritual being now brought into existence,
and his special kinship to his JMaker.
The OT estimate of the worth of the Divine

image in man is further shown by the fact that it
uses the possession of it as an argument for the
just and impartial treatment of man Wman in the
world. In the pronouncement that God is repre-
sented as making to Noah, as recorded in Gn 9®,
the condemnation of murder and the punishment
of it are based on this very fact :

* Whoso sheddeth
man’s blood, by man shall his blood be shed ; for in
the image of God made he man.’ And in this
same spirit St. James, in the NT, tries to curb the
unruly tongue, and to show the enormity of slander,
backbiting, and the like (all of which are really
species of murder), by the very same argument of
nmn’s native dignity and celestial relationship

;

' Therewith bless we the Lord and Father
; and

therewith curse we men, which are made after the
likeness of God ’ {Ja 3^).

(3) In man’s spiritual nature, drawn from its
heavenly Source, is involved the fact of immor-
tality and never-ending life. This is a logical
deduction from the possession by man of the
Divine image : spirit cannot die. How far, how-
ever, this was understood by the Jews is subject
to dispute. What is obvious is that the idea of a
future life grows in the OT as the ages run ; and,
when it does crop up, it comes as an intuition
of the_ heart rather than as the result of logical
reasoning, and is associated with the thought of
communion and fellowship with God. It is the

expression of the vision and the aspiration of
psalmist and of prophet prompted by the longing
for purity and righteousness, and poured out of
the individual’s glowing faith :

‘ As for me, I shall
behold thy face in righteousness : I shall be satis-

fied, when I awake, with thy likeness ’ (Ps 17^®

:

‘ likeness ’= n^iDn, LXX 56^a, '^'ulg. gloria).

But the objection has been raised that immor-
tality was lost by the Fall ; for our first parents
were driven out of the Garden of Eden (such is the
representation), lest they should ‘put forth their
hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and
live for ever.’ The signification of this clearly
is that an everlasting life to a fallen or sinful

creature, in the condition to which his fall had
reduced him, would not be a blessing but a curse,

and that something better was in store for erring
man, even though it should cost him labour, pain,
and sorrow. To eat of the tree of life and live for
ever just as he was would simply be to prolong
degradation and misery. But the whole lesson of

the Fall is that of hope for man. The curse of the
ground was for man’s sake ; it was for man’s sake
that he was expelled from the Garden, and that
access to the tree of life was strictly guarded by
cherubim and a flaming sword. In a finely im-
pressive way the myth brings out that man has

;

now realized that his life is to be a battle of the
right against the wrong, of good against evil, of
strenuous resistance of temptation, of rising to
higher things through personal effort; and that
through this continued warfare the potentialities

that are in him are to be actualized, character is

to be formed, and spiritual progress secured. And
the NT throws further significance into the fact
when it insists that the conflict is not confined to
men, but is shared by Heaven itself. It is the
characteristic of the very Son of God, the Ideal
Man, who was made perfect through suffering, and
in whose victory over sin and temptation we have
the highest revelation of the Divine purpose with
men and the truest manifestation of the Father’s
love,

3. NT teaching.—The fact of sin and the uni-
versal degradation and bondage of men on account
of it, and the need, nature, and purpose of the
remedy offered in Jesus Christ, are the subject-
matter of the NT, The worth of the individual
soul lies at the root of it—the supreme value of the
image of God in man, which hadbecome corrupted,
defaced, and blurred (‘How is the gold become
dim ! how is the most pure gold changed ! ’ [La 4^]),

and the determination of God that this image
shall not be finally lost. A new creation is re-

quired : man has to be regenerated, ‘renewed in
the spirit of his mind ’ {a.vo.v€ov(rd<ii 5b welfiiari
Tov vob^ submitted afresh (in the altered
circumstances) to the enlivening, quickening influ-

ence of the Divine Spirit. The means is the person
of Jesus Christ and His work of redemption—His
life on earth. His death. His atoning sacrifice. His
resurrection and ascension. His sovereignty and
continual priesthood, and, through all, the active
working of the Spirit in the hearts and minds of
believing men, m^ing application to them of the
remedy, creating them anew, purifying, enlighten-
ing, subduing them, and reinstating sinners in
their sonship to God and keeping them in im-
mediate filial communion with Him. ‘ If any man
is in Christ, he is a new creature : the old things
are passed away ; behold, they are become new ’

(2 Co 5^'^). And not only so, but Nature itself is

represented as suffering through man’s sin. As
he was created with dominion over all the earth,
his fall had a cosmic significance ; and, therefore,
St. Paul pictures ‘the earnest expectation of the
creation ’ as ‘ waiting for the revealing of the sons
of God. For the creation was subjected to vanity,
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not of its own will, but by reason of him who sub-
jected it, in hope that the creation itself also shall

be delivered from the bondage of corruption into

the liberty of the glory of the children of God.
For we know that the whole creation groaneth
and travaileth in pain together until now* (Ro
819-22),

This gives the meaning of the whole teaching of

the NT regarding^ man and God.

(1) In regard, first, to the NT psychology, it is

pertinent to remark that it follows largely that of

the OT. Neither of them is, strictly speaking,
philosophical. How should they be, seeing that
religion, not philosophy, is the great end of the
Bible? But Christianity is the completion of

the OT revelation, and would be unintelligible

if severed from it. Yet it must not be forgotten
{a) that Divine revelation is a progressive thing,

and, consequently, that the terms received new
content as time went on

; ^

and (6) that Christi-

anity was affected by Hellenism, especially through
the LXX. It is only quite recently that scholars

have come to realize how much the NT owes to

the LXX, not least for its language ; and, indeed,

it is hardly extravagant, in the face of modern
research, to say, with E. C. Selwyn {Expositor,

8th ser., v. [1913] 169), that ‘the time is not far

distant when it will be seen that the Greek Bible

was the cradle of the Christian faith.’ St. Paul’s

teaching, too, bears many traces of Hellenism, as
was inevitable in the case of a man who was a
Roman citizen of Tarsus (a chief seat of Stoicism
in St. Paul’s day), and a pupil of the scholarly and
liberal-minded Gamaliel. Above all, it is essential

to remember that Christianity is offered as the
remedy for sin. Its object is to bring man back
to the Source from which he had wandered,
and to reinstate him in his rightful heritage.

Consequently, it has much to say of mortality,

corruption, death ; and much also of immortality,
incorruption, life.

(2) How, then, is sinful man’s nature renewed?
Through redemption brought by Christ, and applied

by the Holy Spirit.

In considering this, it is well to begin with the
fact that Jesus is set forth in Scripture as ‘the
Image of the Invisible God’ (ekcbv rod deoO roO

dopdrov), ‘the firstborn of all creation’ (Col 1^®).

This means that He is Himself a Spirit (for ‘ God is

a Spirit ’), and that, in a special sense. He is God’s
Son, the ‘ Son ’ of His love ; for He is ‘ t/ie Image’
of God, and not simply, like man, ‘made w’it.
On this account He makes to men the supreme
revelation of God’s nature, which is that of a
Father, whose essence is love—the revelation of a
compassionate God ( ‘ not willing that any should
perish’), and of a suffering God with love at the
core of it, bringing redemption through sacrifice.

He is also said by St. Paul (Ph 2®) to be * in the
form of God’ {iv fiopcp^ deov). That refers to Christ

in His pre-existent state ; but it cannot fail also

to suggest the Divine image in which man was at

first made (Gn 1^®), where ‘form’ might not inaptly

translate the Hebrew §dem (‘shadow’). And,
agreeably to this, St. Paul, in Ro 8^, speaks of

those who are predestinated as ‘ conformed to the
image of his Son’ {crvfJi.iJ.6p(povs rrjs eUdvos tov vloO

airrov), where the word ‘ conformed ’ clearly takes

us back to the original Hebrew term for ‘ shadow,’
with outline or form as the predominant idea.

And it is significant in this connexion that, when
St. Luke traces the genealogy of Jesus from Joseph
upwards (Lk 3^‘®®), he ends with Adam, whom he
designates ‘the Son of God.’ Thus^ the Lucan
pedigree connects the second Adam with the first

Adam :
‘ it places a son of God at either end of

this list of names ’
;

‘ it makesm out to be children

of God both by nature and by grace, by birth and

by second birth’ (S. Cox, Expositions, i., London,
1885, p. 27). And so it is well for us to remember
that ‘ both he that sanctifieth and they that are
sanctified are all of one’

—

i,e. have all the same
origin

—

ij/bs Trdpres (He 2^^).

(3) How the image of God in sinful man is re-
newed is set forth in many ways in the NT. Some-
times we meet with terms that are common to
Christianity and Greek thought, such as ‘ follow-
ing ’ and ‘ imitating’—significantwords to be found
frequently in Plato and among the Stoics and the
Neo-Platonists ; but, when this is the case, the
powerful personal influence of Jesus lies at the
root of the process. It is not simply ‘ following ’

Jesus that we find, but it is Jesus’ magnetic person-
ality drawing men towards Him as disciples and
Himself saying to each, ‘Follow me’ {dKoXodeeL
(loi). Hence, it is not the verb ^irofiat, that is used
(that verb never occurs in the NT), but dKoXovddca,

thereby indicating that it is the following of dis-

ciples who are also companions that is meant—men
who are living in the constant consciousness of the
Master’s presence with them. Again, it is not
only the command to ‘imitate’ Jesus and take
Him as our Example or Model that is issued to us,

but it is also St. Paul exhorting us, ‘ Be j’-e imi-
tators ifjiLfiTjrai) of me, as I also am of Christ ’ (1 Co
11^). In other words, the personal note in this
connexion is distinctive and supreme. But there
are other modes of statement, all of them recog-
nizing the fact that the renewal of the image in
the individual man is a gradual process, requiring
time and life’s experiences, and even looking for-

ward to the future life; ‘Now are we children
of God, and it is not yet made manifest what we
shall be. We Imow that, if he shall be manifested,
we shall be like him ; for we shall see him even
as he is’ (1 Jn 3^). Yet, although the renewal is

a process, in every man who has accepted Christ
the new image is there at anjr moment, needing
only to be resized, for ‘ Christ is all and in all.’

This is brought out very clearly in Col 3®"^^ and
in 2 Co 3^®. These passages and many more go to

show that re-creation, or the new birth, or regenera-
tion, does not mean a despising or rejecting of the
faculties that man as man possesses, or a making
of any addition to them, but a taking of them up
by the Spirit of Christ into a higher influence, im-
parting to them a new vigour, quickening them in

their exercise, and turning the operation of them
in a new direction. Intellect, feeling, and will are
found in eveiy man (that is the heritage from the
original creation), but, through Christ and through
Divine grace, they are purified and invigorated and
dedicated afresh to the service of God.

(4) It is obvious, from the whole tenor of what
has now been said, that the renewed image of God
in man cannot be restricted to man’s life on earth.

We saw, under the OT teaching, that immortality
is logically involved in the conception of man as a
spirit. But this is explicitly brought out in Chris-

tianity and put in the forefront. St. Paul claims
for Christ that He ‘ abolished death, and brought
life and incorruption to light through the gospel

’

(2 Ti 1^®). That vras the end and aim of His
earthly mission : resurrection and immortality are

effected by Himself as ‘ a life-giving Spirit ’ {irvedfia

^ojoTTOLovjf, 1 Co 15'^®). The assurance of immortality,
therefore, is now complete: ‘Because I live, ye
shall live also ’ (Jn 14*^®). And the life promised is

to the whole man—body and soul, not soul only

apart from body. There is more than philosophical

immortality promised ; there is the final redemption
of the body, as well as the salvation of the soul-
complete redemption means complete future exist-

ence for the redeemed. Even under the OT, the

fact of future life might have been evident, as Jesua

Himself indicated to the Sadducees (Mt 22®^^*),
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when He reasoned from God’s revelation of Him-
self to Moses in the land of Midian as the God of

Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob, on the ground
that ‘ God is not the God of the dead, but of the
living.* But it is accentuated now, and become
the great motive power of the Christian teaching.

The constraining Scripture passages are such as

these: ‘I am the resurrection and the life’ (Jn

11^), and ‘ \yhen Christ, who is our life, shall be
manifested, then shall ye also with him be mani-
fested in glory ’ (Col 3^).
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William L, Davidson.
IMAGINATION.— Originally both the Gr.

term <l>avra(rta and the Lat. imaginatio meant simply
the power of bringing an object before the mind
in the absence from perception of the obj’ect itself.

The product of imagination was an ‘image’ or
copy of the object as perceived. Later, when per-
ception was known to have a physiological basis
in the central nervous system, the image was
regarded as produced through the revival, without
an external stimulus, of the same cerebral process
as accompanied the original perception—a ‘ decay-
ing sensation ’ or perception, as Hobbes put it, or,
in Kuelpe’s phrase, a ‘cenfcrally excited sensation.’
Such images might be combined in the same order
as that in which they were originally given, or in
new and different orders. The former was called
‘reproductive,’ the latter ‘productive,’ imagination.
But, as Wundt points out [Grundziige der physio-
log. PsychoU, Leipzig, 1902-03, iii. 631), this usual
distinction of productive imagination from memory
(or reproductive imagination), as that faculty by
which we can reproduce ideas and experiences in
altered arrangement, is quite unsatisfactory, for
memory itself invariably alters the experiences it
recalls. The differences must be sought either in
the mechanism or in the purpose of the processes
m question. In memory, as Wundt argues, the
mind moves in succession from point to point,
according to the ordinary laws of association by
contiguity, while in imagination, in the narrow
sense, some idea of the whole that is to he formed
always precedes the actual formation; it is a
development from within, while memory is an
accretion from without of part to part. On the
other hand, recent experiments have shown that in
memory also there is invariably an idea of the
whole anteceding the recall of the details of an

experience, and that the laws of association are
quite inadequate to explain the processes involved
(seej^.^^., H. J. Watt, Theorie des Denkens^ Leipzig,
1904). A more fruitful distinction between memory
and imagination is in the purpose or function of
each. The object in memory is to revive a past
experience of the individual, something that has
already occurred, a ‘real’ event, perception, or
thought. In imagination the purpose is to con-
struct or prepare for a new experience, something
hitherto unrealized by the individual ; it faces the
future, as memory the past ; its product is essenti-

ally new, spontaneous, original, as that of memory
is essentially old, reproduced, imitative. In the
history lesson, it is by memory that a child recalls

the words of the textbook, or of the teacher ; it is

by imagination that he pictures, and ‘ lives himself
into * the personalities and events. So I may re-

member what I have read or heard of Tibet, but it

is imagination that makes real to me the country
and its people. The two processes are to a certain
extent antagonistic to each other ; a strong and
accurate memo^ for details is rarely found accom-
panied by a vivid power of realizing in imagination
the events passed through, or of communicating
their spirit to others.

Imagination does not work merely with images,
but also with percepts—as in the child’s play with
doU or pet, the artist’s work with colours and
canvas, or the sculptor’s with clay or marble—and
with concepts, abstractions, non-presentational
meanings and thoughts—as in scientific invention
and literary creation. On the other hand, images
are used not only by imagination and by memory,
but also by every otner process of the mind, includ-
ing perception itself. Thus images are by no
means characteristic of imagination, either as
materials or as products. Ima^nation is a com-
plex power, to be paralleled with reasoning and
with will, not with sensation or feeling. It is the
primitive form of reasoning, ‘thinking in pictures.’

Beasoning works more in the abstract, with verbal
images, imagination more in the concrete, with
object-images; reasoning is governed by concep-
tions of law and necessity, imagination is free and
unlimited ; reasoning in the main seeks to deter-
mine what is, or what must he, as the necessary
outcome of what is, imagination is concerned with
what might he, or might have been, had other con-
ditions been present. But none of these characters
is essential. Some recent criticism would reduce
reasoning to a special form of imagination (see

F. C. S. Schiller, Formal Logic, London, 1912).

In all higher thinking, at any rate, imagination is

as essential a constituent as reasoning in the
narrow sense. Both rest, as Ribot points out
[Essai sur Vimaqination criatrice, Introd. ), upon a
faculty of perceiving or thinking resemblances—

a

preponderance of exact resemblances on the one
side, or of remote and superficial resemblances on
the other, making the difference between the
‘thinkers’ and the * imaginatives ’ or ‘dreamers.’
One may add that vividness and accuracy of
imagery may be a bar rather than an aid to imagi-
nation; the French are described by Galton as
the keenest visualizers among European races ; in
science and criticism they are also among the
foremost ; but one of their own psychologists de-
scribes them as devoid of imagination (A. FouilUe,
ap. Ribot, p. 161). No one would deny that Edgar
Allan Poe had imagination, but a study of his
poems and tales shows his imagery to have been
vague and formless in the extreme. So it is not
definiteness, but vagueness in a child’s imagery,
that makes its thinking ‘imaginative.’
What most strongly separates imagination from

reasoning is, however, the personal and individual
element—the emotional tone, that characterizes
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the first, and is absent, in theory at least, from the
second. Imagination, like other psychophysical
functions, has, in its origin, a purely practical

value. It is an extended perception, an anticipa-

tion of experience, foresight of the issue of an
action that is in process, of the effect from an ob-
served cause, of the outcome of a given situation.

Its possession enables the organism to adapt itself

to new situations and environments, not merely,
as in memory, to cope with recurring cases. It

retains this practical side, from the earliest at-

tempts to meet physical dangers or to satis^
hunger, up to the scientist’s search into the hidden
causes of things or the artist’s pursuit of the ideal.

Its driving force is, therefore, always an emotion
of some kind—a want or desire and its accompany-
ing dissatisfaction with the present. In the ima-
ginative mind there is necessary a combination of

strong desires and impulses, on the one side, and a
rapid and varied flow of imagery, on the other.

* There may be in the mind an inexhaustible mass of facts and
images, yet nothing is created, for example the great travellers

who have seen and heard much, and who cannot draw from
their experiences anything more than colourless recitals, men
taking part in great political events or military adventures,
which leave memories of the driest and poorest kind

; pro-
digious readers, living encyclopaedias, crushed under the
weight of their learning " (Ribot, p. 37).

Eq^ually uncreative, however, is the vigorous
active type, with poor imagery and intellect. Two
good examples of the contrast referred to are to be
found in the two tramps in R. L. Stevenson’s essay
‘ On Beggars.’

Several features of ima^ation are explained by
the closeness of its connexion with emotion

: (1) the
vagaries, the bizarre connexions, the inexplicable

leaps, in its lower forms; ideas and experiences

tend to be revived, not through their direct con-

nexion with other ideas, but through the emotional
tinge which they have in common with the excitant

ideas ; (2) the predominance in emotional natures
of the type called ‘ passive imagination,’ as opposed
to ‘ active imagination ’

; in the former the now of

imagery is spontaneous, uncontrolled by the will

of the subject, who is a spectator rather than an
actor, while in the latter the subject can alter the
imagery at will, but has a far poorer ran^e and
vividness (see A. Binet, Stude expir, de rinfelli-

gence, p. 42) ; (3) the intensity and concentration

of the imaginative state, as in the ‘ psychic ’ blind-

ness and deafness of day-dreams, of play, of the

creative mood (see Stanley Hall, Aspects of Child

Life)

;

as in all strong emotion, there is a temporary
dissociation of the personality ; from this point of

view the imaginative state suggests conaparison

with somnambulism, hypnotism, and with the

phenomena of double consciousness ; (4) the sense

of strangeness, suddenness, ‘ inspiration,’ or ‘ pos-

session,’ with which innumerable creations of the

imagination are accompanied. Much of the elabo-

ration which is embodied in imaginative products

takes place unconsciously. R. L. Stevenson’s

account of the source of some of his plots (see ‘A
Chapter on Dreams ’) is paralleled by the reports

of many writers, artists, musicians, as to how their

greatest creations ‘came to them.’ The most in-

teresting attempt to explain this feature is that of

Freud and his pupils (references in Lit. ). A dream,
as it is experienced by the subject (the manifest

content), is the transformed, symbolic presentment
of a deeper system of ideas (the latent content)

suppressed by the censorship of consciousness;

this latent content in its turn may be the suggested

realization of some hidden desire, which the con-

scious subject has repressed, because impossible of

attainment, absurd, childish, or immoral. These
principles, originally formulated for dreams and
tor some forms of mental disease, are being applied

to the materials of poetry, of art generally, and

especially to the myths, fairy tales, and legend? of
primitive imagination.
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IMBECILITY. — See Degeneration, De-
velopment (Mental), Insanity.

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. — The
Roman Catholic Church teaches that from the
very first instant of her conception the Virgin
Mary was immune from original sin. This privi-

lege is called ‘immaculate conception.’ Before
the 12th cent, there was no thought of exempting
the mother of Christ from the law of original sin.

The Feast of the Conception of Mary, however,
was in vogue ; and it is from this Feast that the
belief in the immaculate concejition arose.

I, The Feast of the Conception of Mary ori^-
ated in a legend circulated by the Protevangelium

of James, a 2nd centui^ apocryphal writing. The
substance of the book is as follows

:

Joachim and Anna had no children, and their unfruitful

union cjaused them to be exposed to public contempt. One
day an angel appeared to Anna, and said to her :

‘ Anna,
Anna, the Lord hath hearkened to thy prayer : thou shalt

conceive and bring forth a child, and thy posterity shall be
spoken of throughout the whole world.* At the same moment
Joachim, who was tending his flocks in the field, also received

a revelation from heaven. An angel said to him :
* Joachim,

Joachim, the Lord God has hearkened to thy prayer ; descend
hence, for behold thy wife Anna has conceived in her womb *

(according to other MSS : * thy wife Anna will conceive m her

womb,* but the reading * has conceived * seems to be the
original ; this is the form known and followed by Epiphanius in

the Panarium [Beer. Ixxix. 6]). Nine months later, Anna
gave birth to a daughter, whom they called Mary, and who
became the mother of the Saviour. The Protevangelium seems
to say that Mary was conceived in the womb of Anna in a virginal

manner (especially if we follow the reading: *thy wife has

conceived ’). In any case it was in this sense that the story was
interpreted for a long time by popular piet3\ But Epijjhanius

(he. oit.) and, following him, several other writers explain that

the conception of Mary took place according to the ordinary

laws, after union with Joachim. Gradually the justice of their

explanation was allowed, and the virginal conception gave place

to a conception which was no doubt miraculous—for Anna was
barren—but at least conformed to the ordinary laws of human
reproduction.

Christians wanted to celebrate the marvellous

events related in the Protevangelium, and so they

held a Feast of the Conception of Mary—of the

conception as they understood it, i.e. at first the

virginal conception, and later, the miraculous,

though not virginal, conception. This Feast made
its appearance in the East probably during the 7th

cent. ; but its first witnesses are Andreas Cretensis

and tfoannes Euhceensis, who belong to the 8th

century. Andreas, in his Canones {PG xcvii. 1305

and 1312), mentions, under the date December
9th, what he calls the ‘ conception of St. Anna,’

i.e. the conception of Mary in the womb of

Anna. Joannes Euhceensis has left a sermon on

the conception of Mary [PG xevi. 1469-1500), which

concludes with the words

:

* On the 9th of December we celebrate the anniveraary of the

day on which the blessed Joachim and Anna were informed of

the conception of Mary. We celebrate this festival, which is

not universally accepted.’
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From the East the Feast of the Conception
spread into England. As regards the details of

time and manner we are reduced to guess-work.
Most probably Theodore, archbishop of Canter-
bury, was the cause. Born at Tarsus, a monk at

Rome, placed by Pope Vitalian at the head of the
church of Canterbury, which he governed for more
than twenty years (668-690), Theodore was an
Easterner dwelling in the West—a combination of

the conditions necessary for the solution of the
problem before us. A pontifical of Canterbury
revious to 1050 contains a benediction :

* For the

ay of the conception of the holy mother of God,
Mary ’

; and two calendars belonging to the abbeys
of Old Minster and New Minster in Winchester
contain under the date of December 8th the follow-

ing inscription :
‘ The conception of the holy

mother of God.* The Irish Church supplies similar

texts, some of which go back to the 10th century.

From these evidences it is clear that the Feast of

the Conception of Mary -was celebrated in England
and Ireland long before the Norman Conquest.
At the beginning of the 12tli cent, wonderful
stories came into circulation tending to prove that
the Virgin Mary patronized this liturgicju practice.

Supported by these ‘revelations,’ the Feast of

the Conception gradually spread, and was approved
by the Council of London in 1129. It even reached
the Continent, penetrated into Normandy, and as
far as the church of Lyons, where we find it about
1128. At this date it encountered a formidable
enemy—Bernard of Clairvaux. This famous abbot
wrote a very strong letter {Ep, 174) to the canon
of Lyons, in which he tried to prove that the Feast
of the Conception was a ‘superstition’ [suparsti-

tione deprehenm) condemned by the principles of
theology. But, in spite of Bernard’s protestations,
the Feast continued to spread. At the end of the
ISth cent, nearly all the dioceses in France cele-

brated it, and England placed it among the
obligatory festivals (council of Exeter, 1287). The
papacy refused at this time to join the general
movement; but it also yielded, during the resi-

dence at Avignon (14th cent.). Long before this
the Feast of the Conception had lost its original
object. Its purpose was no longer to honour the
virginal, or simply miraculous, birth of Mary ; what
it celebrated was the exemption of Mary from the
law of original sin—an important transformation,
the history of which we shall now trace briefly.

2. The belief in the immaculate conception.

—

The Feast of the Conception caused no difficulty
in the East. In the West, however, the August-
inian theory was prevalent, according to which the
generative act, vitiated by the concupiscence
which accompanies it, vitiates in its turn the
human organism which issues from it; and this
organism also vitiates the soul that comes to dwell
in it. By virtue of these principles, the conception
of Mary, which took place in conformity with the
law of generation—they believed in a miraculous
but not virginal conception—was necessarily
vitiated. It could not, therefore, decently be
celebrated by a Feast. Objection was made as
early as 1125 by the English monks ; it was made
emmiatically by Bernard in his letter to the canon
of Xjyons. An answer had to be given. Some
English monks replied by explaining that, by a
special privilege, Mary had escaped the defilement
of the generative act performed by her father
Joachim, and that, therefore, her body and soul
were immaculate from the first moment of their
existence; i,e., the objection of the opponents of
the Feast was met by the proclamation of the
immaculate conception of Mary. In a word, the
belief in the immaculate cenception made its
appearance between 1121 and 1130; its apostles
were a few unknown English monks ; it aimed at

the legitimization of the Feast of the Conception, of

reconciling this Feast with the Augustinian theory
of original sin.

For nearly a century and a half scholars were
unanimous in asserting that it had not attained
its aim. Hugh of St. v ictor and Peter Lombard
held that Mary was under the dominion of sin

until the moment when the mystery of the in-

carnation tojk place within her womb, and they
did not condescend even to discussion with the
upholders of the new belief. Alexander of Hales,
Albert the Great, Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura—^in fact, all the scholars of the 13th cent.—dis-

cussed and refuted it. They all taught that Mary
had contracted the original stain, and that the
hypothesis of an immaculate conception was in

contradiction to the principles of the faith. They
should, logically, have condemned the Feast of

December 8th, but it had become so wide-spread
that there was no possibility of suppressing it.

Being forced to tolerate it, they found themselves
reduced to interpreting it. They said, therefore,

that the Feast had as its object not the conception
of Mary itself, but the sanctification with which
Maiy had been gratified after her conception at
a date which was unknown, but before she came
forth from her mother’s womb—a false statement,
for, wffierever the festival of December 8th was
celebrated, the homage of the pecmle was offered

to the conception of the mother of Christ. In fact,

theology and popular piety were in conflict. One
or the other had to come to terms.

It was theology that capitulated. Its opposi-

tion to the immaculate conception came from its

Augustinian doctrine of original sin. Now, towards
the middle of the 13th cent., it modified its doc-

trine. For the theory that concupiscence infects

the body of the child, and then, by means of con-
tact, its soul, it substituted a theory according to

which the hereditary stain was constituted by
the lack of original righteousness. This sub-
stitution was accomplished by Thomas Aquinas.
Naturally Thomas did not intend to serve the
cause of the immaculate conception, of which he
was one of the keenest opponents; he allowed
himself to be guided solely by metaphysical con-
siderations, the elements of which he bon'owed
from Anselm of Canterbury. But the immaculate
conception benefited from the operation. From
the day on which the concupiscence inherent in

the principle of generation ceased to be original

sin, the conception of Mary might be regarded as
immaculate, although taking place under the
dominion of concupiscence.
Theology had come to terms ; but not the theo-

logians. They—at least those of them who were
well known—^remained firm. It was not until the
14th cent, that scholars took account of the new
fact expounded by Thomas Aquinas. Duns Scotus,
the Franciscan monk, took the initiative. He was
English, and had been brought up in the belief in

the immaculate conception which the English
monks had handed down from the 12th centu^.
When he became a scholar, in spite of the authority
of the scholars, he remained faithful to the con-
victions of his childhood, and exonerated Mary
from the law of original sin. He was followed
by the order of Franciscans, of which he was the
oracle. After that time the immaculate concep-
tion ceased to be a purely popular belief ; it took
first rank among the most serious, as well as

the most disputed, theological doctrines. The
Dominicans, out of respect for Thomas Aquinas,
retained the attitude of the ancient Scholastics,

and accused the Franciscans of teaching heresy.
The immaculate conception became a battlefield

where Dominicans and Franciscans engaged in

ever renewed conflicts. In these conflicts the
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empathies of the people were on the side of the
Franciscans, who maintained the most glorious
theory for Mary ; and the papacy, although very
circumspect, found itself obliged to follow the
people. The immaculate conception assumed a
more and more important place in the liturgy,

and in the religious life of the faithful. Pious
souls gradually became accustomed to venerate it

as a dogma, and were impatient for the day when it

would be placed among the verities of the Catholic
faith. Their prayers were answered by Pius ix.,

who, in the bull Ineffabilis, which was promul-
gated on 8th December 1854, wrote as follows

:

* We declare, pronounce, and define that the doctrine which
holds that the Most Blessed Virgin Mary, from the first instant
of her conception, was, by a most singular grace and privilege
of Almighty God, in view of the merits of Jesus Christ, the
Bedeemer of the human race, preserved from all stain of
Original Sin, is a doctrine revealed by God, and therefore to be
firmly and steadfastly believed by all the faithful.’
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IMMANENCE.—i. Meaning of the term,

—

The word ‘ immanence ’ is used in modem theology
to denote the presence or indwelling of God in the
world. Its opposite is ‘transcendence,’ which
means God’s apartness from or elevation above the
world. The two conceptions may exist together

;

God is at once in the world and above it ; or they
may be mutually exclusive : God is wholly in the
world or He is wholly apart from it. The theo-

logical use of the words is modern, dating only
from the 19th cent.,^ hut the ideas for which they
stand are very old.

2. History.—Christianity inherited from Judaism
belief in God as a strictly personal being. Creator
and Ruler of the world ; and, though Jesus in His
emphasis upon God’s love and men’s filial attitude

towards Him substituted the sense of His nearness

and approaehahleness for the notion of His remote-
ness and inaccessibility, which had become in-

creasingly common in later Judaism, the idea of

Divine immanence in the full sense of the word
seems to have been far from His thought. At
least there is no trace in His recorded utterances of

the notion that God is within the world of nature
or physical things. The Oxyrhynchns Logion

—

1 In the vocabulary of philosophy the worcte have had a long
and varied history, being employed, though in different senses,

by the Schoolmen, Spinoza, and Kant. With the philosophical

use of the words this article is not concerned.

* Raise the stone and there thou shalt find me

;

cleave the wood and there am I ’—is in sharp con-
trast with the canonical Gospels in this lespect.
Nature to Jesus was not the seat of God’s in-
dwelling, but the work of His hands.
In the Hellenistic world of the period two opposite

conceptions of the relation between God and the
universe were widely current. By many God was
thought of as wholly above the world and separate
from it (as in the dualism of the later Platonists),
by others as completely resident within it, its soul
or vital force (as in the pantheism of the Stoics).
To these two contrasted views the names ‘ tran-
scendence ’ and ‘ immanence ’ may justly he applied.
The Gnostics were the most consistent r^resen-

tatives of the former view in the early Church.
The conception of God as a person and the belief

that He was the Creator and Ruler of the world,
made the latter view in its extreme form impos-
sible to most Christians. The words of Hernias
are typical of the common Christian attitude

:

‘First of all, believe that God is one ; even He who created all

things and set them in order, and brought all things out of non-
existence into being, and comprehendeth all things, being alone
incomprehensible ’ (Mand. i. ; cf. also the Apology of Aristides,
chs. i. and xv., and the Apology of Athenagoras, ch. iv. fF.).

Clement of Alexandria, following the Jewish
philosopher Philo, undertook to combine Platonic
transcendence \\dth Stoic immanence by means of

the Logos conception. As the Absolute, God is

remote from the world, inaccessible and incon-
ceivable

; in the Logos, He is present, creating and
informing all things and revealing Himself to His
creatures. But the identification of the Logos with
the Son of God incarnate in Jesus Christ, and its

consequent personalization, tended to narrow the
sphere of its activity and to confine its significance
to the revelation and mediation to Christian be-
lievers of the Supreme God, in Himself remote and
unapproachable. As a consequence the dogma of
the Trinity, by which the Logos idea was given an
assured place in Christian theology, while it has
made the synthesis of Divine transcendence and
immanence possible to many theologians (particu-

larly in the West, where the subordination of the
Son and His distinction from the Father were less

marked than in the East), has more often had the
value, which it had primarily to Athanasius him-
self, of guaranteeing the deity of Christ in order
to the redemption of man. Christ possesses the
Divine nature, and hence union with Him through
the sacraments means participation in the nature
of God, otherwise entMy foreign to ns. Thus the
Catholic doctrine of salvation denied implicitly,

if not explicitly, the immanence of God in the
world apart from the Christian Church.
The absorption of most ancient theologians in

the Christian revelation and its implications pre-

vented much speculation upon the question of

God’s general relation to the world and the recon-
ciliation of the notions of Divine transcendence
and Divine immanence ; but, when the matter was
thought of at all, it was commonly taken for

granted that the transcendent God who was before

the world and above it, its Creator and Ruler, is

et in some sense at least present and active in it,

ometimes this presence was interpreted in terms
of substance, as, e.g,, by Scotus Erigena :

‘ When we hear that God made all things, we ought to under-
stand by it nothing else than that God is in all things, that is,

subsists as the essence of all things ’ i^de Div. Nat. i. 72).

Sometimes it was interpreted rather in terms of

activity or power, as, for instance, by Origen, who
taught the doctrine of eternal or continuous crea-

tion, and by Augustine, who declared that God did

not withdraw from the world after He had created

it, but was always filling heaven and earth with
omnipresent power {fie Gen, ad Litt, iv. 12 ; de Civ.

Dei, vii. 30). This was a very common notion both
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in East and West, it being everywhere believed
that God’s activity was necessa^ to sustain the
world and keep it from lapsing into nothingness.
The idea of God’s ever-active power did not exclude
the notion of substance, which was always present,
at any rate where the influence of Neo-Platonism
was felt with its conception of absolute being apart
from which there is no reality ; nor did the idea of
substance exclude that of activity. In the passage
just quoted from Erigena we read: ‘In God is

there no difference between being and doing, but
are they one and the same thing ? I cannot avoid
this conclusion.’

A position similar to Augustine’s was held by
many of the Schoolmen, e.g, Anselm and Thomas
Aquinas. According to the latter, God is the
absolute being, apart from whom there is no real
existence. He has not only created all men and
things, He is in them all, and ev^ery event is but
an expression of His all-coritroliing will. Nothing
but God has any independent reality or activity
of its own (Summa, i. qu. 8). God is thus tran-
scendent, existing independently of men and things,
but He is also immanent in the fullest sense of the
word. In spite of this metaphysical theory of
immanence, Thomas was an orthodox Catholic,
denying the possibility of communion with God
here and hereafter to any but Catholic Christians.
A still more consistent and outspoken statement

of the theory of immanence is found in the writings
of the Protestant theologian, Ulrich Zwingli, parti-
cularly in his striking little work entitled de
Provideniia, According to Zwingli, God is at once
the only real being and the only real will. All
that is exists only in Him, and all that occurs is
due to His immediate agency. All the acts of men,
evil as well as good, are God’s acts ; but, as man is
under law while God is above law, what is sin in
man is not sin in God. There is nowhere to be
found a clearer and more fearless statement of the
view that God is the alone being and the alone
will, a view in which an extreme doctrine of
Divine immanpce is associated with the unhesi-
tating recognition of Divine transcendence.
A conception of Divine immanence, no less

thoroughgoing but of quite a different type, is
ulustrated by many of the great medicBval mystics.
Some of them, e.g, Meister Eckhart, were so full
of the sense of God’s presence that they almost
wholly lost sight of the difference between God
and the creature, and taught a mystical pantheism
of an extreme, if not always consistent, form.
Eckhart’s pupil, John Tauler, and the author of
the famous Theology Deutsch, while emphasizing
the immanence of God and the possibility of imme-
diate contact with Him, and while making religion
consist in the complete loss of oneself in God, yet
kept the distinction between God and the creature,
insisting upon the majesty of the former and the
meanness of the latter. They thus escaped the
pantheism of many of the mystics and reached a
religious position closely allied to the metaphysical
position of Thomas.
Meanwhile in the period of the Renaissance anew conception of Divine immanence became com-

V to contempt for the world,
which in Neo-Platonism and in the Christian
theology influenced by it had resulted in the denial
of all reality apart from God ; it was due rather to
the sense of the world’s greatness. A more or less
sentimental exaltation of the beauty, sublimity,
and harmony of Nature grew increasingly common
and resulted sometimes in its complete deification.
The way was thus opened for a genuine pantheism
in which the world itself is identified with God
and in which Divine transcendence, retained by all
the Fathers and Schoolmen, entirely disappears
(cf. especially Giordano Bruno).

A similar tendency to magnify the dignity and
worth of the creature—in this case man rather
than Nature—a tendency in which the modern age
was foreshadowed, had already led Duns Scotus to
exactly the opposite conclusion. Duns was inter-
ested primarily to conserve the freedom and inde-
pendence of the human will. Reading reality in
terms of will rather than of substance, and re-
acting against the determinism of Augustine, he
pushed God out of the universe altogether, and
gave the latter a wholly external relation to its

creator. Closely allied with the voluntarism of
Duns was the Nominalism of his successors, which
was pluralistic in its interest rather than monistic.
As Nominalism gained in popularity in the later
years of the Middle Ages, the transcendence of
God was inevitably more and more emphasized at
the expense of His immanence.
A conception of Divine transcendence closely

allied to that of Duns is found in the system of
the Protestant theologian, John Calvin, who inter-
preted God, as Duns had done, wholly in terms of
will. At the same time, sharing with Augustine
and most of the mediaeval theologians a low estimate
of man and the world, his doctrine of God as wffl
resulted in the belief that God is the only inde-
pendent will in the universe and that all the acts
of man are caused by Him. The extreme tran-
scendence of Duns was thus supplemented by an
immanence doctrine of a certain kind (immanence
of will only, not of substance) which resulted not
in the glorification of man but in his belittlement.
In the 17th and 18th centuries the development of

physical science led to views of Divine transcendence
more extreme than anything found in earlier days.
As men became increasingly aware of the univer-
sality and invariability of natural law, the tendency
was to push God back to the beginning of things,
and to find Him less and less necessary to account
for the ever changing phenomena of the world.
Galileo’s first law of motion had wide influence in
this connexion ; ‘ Every body continues in its state
of motion or of rest unless acted upon by some
opposing force.’ Hitherto it had been commonly
believed that the power of God was needed, not
only to start the heavenly bodies upon their
courses, but also to keep them in motion. Newton
still thought Divine interference occasionally neces-
sary to correct observed irregularities in their
movements ; but La Place, a century later, showed
that such irregularities corrected themselves, and
that Newton’s assumption was, therefore, gratui-
tous. The steadily-growing tendency, indeed, was
to find ever less place for Divine activity in con-
nexion with the conduct of the physical universe.
It came to be more and more widely believed that
in the beginning God had impressed upon the
world the laws by which it was thenceforth to be

f
oyerned, and had then left it to run of itself.

'his extreme doctrine of Divine transcendence is
commonly called Deistic, though it was neither
shared by all the Deists nor confined entirely to
them. Increasingly it took possession of the minds
of the 18th cent., and it may fairly be called its
characteristic conception of the relation of God and
the world.
In the 19th cent, the idea gave way again to

views of Divine immanence, as extreme in com-
parison with the ideas of an earlier age as was the
iSth cent, notion of Divine transcendence. The
prevalence of the new conceptions was due largely
to reaction against the current notions of tran-
scendence, but this was only one phase of a general
reaction against many of the leading tendencies of
the 18th cent., and it was aided by various in-
fluences. The reaction found its most striking
expression in the literary and aesthetic movement
known as Romanticism, which dominated Western
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Europe during the early part of the 19th century.
Bomanticisro was a complex phenomenon, Wt it

was commonly rnarked by emotionalism, subjectiv-
ism, self-expression, often in the most untrammelled
forms, by love of nature, ahectedif not real, and by
the recognition of man as part of a larger whole, in
oneness with -which and in openness to whose
influence he finds his true life. An important part
of culture, according to the Komanticists, consisted
in learning to appreciate the beauty and harmony
of the universe, in coming into more intimate
sympathy with it, and in acquiring a sensitiveness
to the whole world of nature and of man. It was
a common tendency among them to try to repro-
duce the conditions of earlier ages before the
modern spirit of enlightenment had taken posses-
sion of the world, when every one believed in
immediate intercourse between man and the uni-
verse about him, in apparitions, fairies, and fables,
and when the fancy had free play and was not yet
destroyed by the rutliless hand of reason. The
eflect upon religion was very diverse. Some of the
Romanticists felt the religious impulse strongly,
but were led by their hostility to the dominance
of reason which they believed began with the
Reformation, and by their distaste for the pre-
valent coldness and barrenness of contemporary
Protestantism, to turn to Catholicism and to seek
in it what they could not find in the newer faith.

The result was a great revival of Catholicism in
Germany and France, and later in England, where
the Oxford Movement gave expression to certain
elements of the Romantic spirit. Many of the
Romanticists, on the other hand, particularly in
Germany, far from finding themselves attracted
by Catholicism, revolted against religion alto-

gether, which they knew only in its rationalistic
form, and looked down upon it in contempt. It
was for Romanticists of this class that the theo-
logian Schleiermacher wrote in 1799 his famous
Discourses upon Religion addressed to the Educated
among its Despisers. The most important of the
Discourses is the second, on * The Nature of
Religion.'

^

Its general thesis is that religion has
its seat neither in the intellect nor in the will, but
in the feelings, and consists in the sense of the
universal or infinite. Schleiermacher's religious
sense was simply a translation into other terms of
the artistic sense of the Romanticists. What they
called openness to the universe he called openness
to God. What they regarded as a sense of the
beauty and harmony of the universe he made a
sense of the Divine. And hence he claimed that
the highest culture, of which the Romanticists
made so much, includes religion, and that to be
without the latter is to neglect an important part
of one’s nature and to be content with a partial
and one-sided development. Religion raises a man
above his individual limits into converse with the
Infinite, and the religious man recognizes in every-
thing a manifestation of the Divine. Every event
is a miracle, a sign of God’s presence and activity.

The ego, or spirit, and non-ego, or matter, are
simply differentiations of the Infinite. In the
Infinite the two exist in perfect unity; in the
world they are separated, but they become one
again in every impression of the world upon us.

The universal manifests itself only through the
individual, and, on the other hand, the individual
comes to his true life only in the universal ; and to
be aware of this life is to be religious.

^ The usual conception of God as a single being outside of the
world and behind the world is not essential to religion. It is

only one way of giving expression to it, seldom entirely pure,
andalways inadequate. . . . The true essence of religion is neither
this idea nor any other, but the immediate consciousness of
Deity as we find him in ourselves as well as in the world*
(*Beden uber die Religion,’ Sainmtliche Werke, Berlin, 1843,
i. 264).

This IS a genuine doctrine of Divine immanence,
and fitly illustrates the influence of Romanticism
in the sphere of religion.
The influence of c&ctoin philosophiccd tendencies

9^
^Ddem age has also promoted the theory of

the immanence of God. ISiluch of modern philo-
sophy, from Descartes down, was frankly dualistic :

but now and then monism, even before the 19th
cent., when it became almost eveiywhere dominant,
had its representatives, and resulted in a more or
less thoroughgoing doctrine of Divine immanence,
as, for instance, in the occasionalism of Male-
branche and the ide^sm of Berkeley, both of
whom made God the immediate and sole cause of
all phenomena ; as also in the Neo-Platonism of
Jonathan Edwards, who thought of the universe
as an emanation of the infinite fullne.ss of God.
Of still greater historical importance was the

system of Spinoza, in which the modern conception
of Di-vine immanence had one of its principal roots.
For a hundred years and more after his death
Spinoza found little favoui*. The dominant spirit
of the age was radically opposed to his spirit. He
first came to his rights in the revolt against the
one-sided rationalism^ and individualism of the
century which began in Germany under the lead
of such men as Lessing, Herder, and Goethe. In
1787, in a little book entitled Gott (see art. by
A. C. McGifiert, in EJ iii. [1905] 70611.), Herder
came to the defence of Spinoza, claiming that he
had been commonly misunderstood, and at the
same time setting^ forth an original interpretation
of his system, which was in many respects a mis-
interpretation, but had profound influence upon
his contemporaries. Reading Spinoza in the light
of the philosophy of Leibniz, he succeeded in show-
ing, at least to his own satisfaction, that the former
was neither an atheist nor a pantheist. In sub-
stituting force for extension in his definition of
matter, Leibniz had departed not only from
Descartes, but also from Spinoza. He had de-
parted from the latter also in substituting multi-
jplicit;^ for unity. The universe, according to
Leibniz, is not the embodiment of one great and
all-embracing force, but of an infinite number of
forces. Spinoza was a monist, Leibniz a pluralist

;

and hence the two systems represented two radi-
cally different tendencies. But, unlike as they were,
they were combined by Herder, -who preserved the
unity of Spinoza’s system -without sacrificing the
multiplicity upon w^hich Leibniz laid stress, by
making force the essence of Spinoza’s infinite

substance. The result was a conception of Divine
immanence of such a sort as to prove very attrac-
tive to multitudes of thinkers of his own and sub-
sequent generations. The theory was essentially
monistic, and yet it did not sacrifice individuality,
but rather, so Herder claimed, promoted and
deepened it. It thus fell in admirably with the
growing Romanticism of the age.
Among others of the late 18th or early 19th

cent, whose thought -was dominated more or less

completely by the influence of Spinoza, were the
poet Goethe, the theologian Schleiermacher, and
the philosophers Schelling and Hegel, and it is

largely because of Spinoza’s influence that post-
Kantian philosophy, whether idealistic or realistic,

spiritualistic or materialistic, has been so control-
lingly monistic. Religious thought, too, has shown
the same tendency. Many of the leading religious

thinkers of the 19th cent, were completely under
the sway of one or another monistic system, par-
ticularly Hegelianism. But the modem conception
of Divine immanence is due ultimately, not to the
prevalence of any particular system of philosophy,
but rather to the general monistic tendency which
mns through various systems, and of which they
are the exponents. It is, therefore, enough simply
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to have called attention to the revival of Spinozism,

and to have pointed out its general effect.

Meanwhile the influence of science, to which
modem scepticism was largely due, was also work-

ing to promote belief in the immanence of God, or

at any rate to make the belief seem natural and
rational. By most thinkers of the 17th and ISth

centuries the universe was looked upon as a

machine, and the laws of nature were viewed as

mechanical laws imposed upon it from without.

A classic illustration is found in the familiar

passage in Paley’s Natural Theology (1803), where

the world is represented as a watch. When the

universe is viewed under this aspect, God, if He
exists at all, can be transcendent only, outside of

the machine which He has made and set in motion.

But during the 18th cent, evolutionary ideas be-

came common, and in the 19th cent, took almost

entire possession of the field. Whatever form the

theory of evolution may take, the general concep-

tion means the recognition of immanent energy by
virtue of w’hich the universe is continuously chang-

ing and advancing. The world as we know it has

not come ready-made from the hand of God or of

any other power; it has gradually grown to be
"svhat it is through the play of forces resident within
itself. This great change from a mechanical to

an organic conception meant much for religious

thought. With the old idea a transcendent God,
maker of the world machine, Himself entirely

above and apart from it, was a natural assumption.
But the new idea of the universe as an organism
suggests a God within rather than without the
world process, and, as a matter of fact, one of the
most notable consequences of the increasing pre-

valence of evolutionary ideas has been the rapid
growth of the doctrine of Divine immanence at
the expense of the doctrine of Divine transcen-

dence. The following quotations will illustrate the
situation :

* Ouc of all this the modern conviction has arisen that God
creates now and will always create ; that his creative act is

normal and Incessant, and that the notion of a definite era at
which he brought the world into being is as puerile and gratui-
tous as is that of a theatrical “Day” of Judgment with God
seated on a throne. Hence, whatever matter may be, it seems
to follow that it is co-eternal \vith God, and the thought inevi-

tably presses itself in that the great forces of the universe,
gravitation, electricity, and such-like, are the means by which
creation and other divine action are carried on. In fact, they
seem to be strictly inseparable from the divine existence. And
if what we call nature is inextricablj'' interwoven with God, we
have to make fundamental changes in the deistical theory of
the last century *

(F. W. Newman, Relations of Theism to Pan-
theism, Earasgate, 1872, p. 11).

‘The one absolutely impossible conception of God, in the
present day, is that vrhich represents Him as an occasional
Visitor. Science had pushed the deist's God farther and farther
away, and at the moment when it seemed as if He would be
thrust out altogether, Darwinism appeared, and, under the
gu^e of a foe, did the work of a friend. It has conferred upon
philosophy and religion an inestimable benefit, by shewing us
that we must choose between two alternatives. Either God is

everjw?here present in nature, or He is nowhere. He cannot be
here and not there. He cannot delegate His power to demi-
gods called “second causes.” In nature everything must be
His work or nothing. We must frankly return to the Christian
view of direct Divine agency, the immanence of Divine power
m nature from end to end, the belief in a God in Whom not
only we, but all things have their being, or we must banish
BQm altogether. It seems as if, in the providence of God, the
mission of modem science was to bring home to our unmeta-
physical ways of thinking the great tmth of the Divine imma-
nence in creation, which is not less essential to the Christian idea
of God than to a philosophical view of nature * (Aubrey Moore,
in London, 1891, p. 73 f.).

Such passages as these, and they could be multi-
plied indefinitely, do not show that modem science
promotes faith in God, but only that it leads
many to substitute Divine immanence for Divine
transcendence. Belief in God is not a scientific,

but a philosophical or religious, belief. Science
may affect the form which faith in God takes, but
the faith itself has commonly other roots. It has
proved of great religious significance, however,

that the science of recent times permits for those

who desire it a theistic interpretation of the
universe, which was becoming increasingly difficult

in the face of the science of an earlier generation.

Religioiis considerations have also had their part

in promoting the doctrine of the immanence of

God. In this connexion the influence of German
Pietism and English Evangelicalism must not be
overlooked. The Pietists and Evangelicals em-
hasized the immediate presence oi the Holy
pirit in the hearts of believers, witnessing to

their regeneration. This, of course, did not mean
a recognition of Divine immanence in the strict

sense as distinguished from Divine transcendence,

for it was only in the hearts of believers, not in

the world and in nature, that immediate Divine
activity was recognized. But set over against the
common tendency of the age to push God far

away and to admit His presence only in ages
known, in distinction from their own, as the ages
of revelation and inspiration, the assertion of the
presence of the Divine and its constant activity,

even in a limited sphere, could not fail to have its

effect in breaking down the old ideas of exter-

nality and aloofness. Closely connected with this

emphasis upon the presence of the Holy Spirit was
the Evangelical notion of the redeemed man’s
possession of a special faculty enabling him to per-

ceive spiritual things as directly as he perceived

the material world with his bodily senses. This,

of course, promoted the idea of the nearness of

the Divine and led to the growing substitution of

the witness of one’s own individual experience for

the external Christian evidences upon which the
Bational School of the 18th cent, laid all the stress.

There can be no doubt that this increasing atten-

tion to reli^ous experience has made the older

ideas of Divine transcendence less satisfying to

religious men of various sects. And yet we must
not over-estimate Evangelical influence in pro-

moting the theory of jDivine immanence. The
Evangelical doctrine of the Holy Spirit is in some
respects radically opposed to modern immanence
ideas, for the essence of the doctrine is that the
Spirit works in the hearts of believers in a wholly
unique way, and the existing tendency to see the
immediate presence of the Divine in all nature
involves commonly the neglect, if not the complete
repudiation, of tnose peculiar doctrines of Chris-

tianity which Evangelicalism made most of, such
as the Fall of Man, Original Sin, and Vicarious
Atonement. As a matter of fact, the influence of

religious considerations upon the rise and spread
of the doctrine of Divine immanence has been
largely secondary, not primary, and negative, not
positive. Modern science tended to make belief

in a transcendent God appear superfluous and
unfounded. Only by the doctrine of Divine
immanence did it seem possible to vindicate the
reality of God, who had heen proved unnecessary
to account for the creation and maintenance of

the physical universe. And so their religious

need of God has led many to faith in an immanent
God simply because no other God seems possible.

The effects of the various influences that have
been described are similar and yet in many respects
diverse. All have tended to promote belief in

Divine immanence, but the belief takes many
forms, according as one or another interest is

dominant. God is conceived as the soul of the
world, the spirit animating all nature; the uni-

versal force which takes the myriad forms of

heat, light, gravitation, electricity, and the like

;

the all-embracing substance of which men and
things are but differentiations; the principle of

unity underlying all multiplicity ; the infinite

consciousness in which all things have their exist-

ence ; the indwelling personality with whom we
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comnnine when we contemplate nature or look
into our own souls. The conception may be crass

or refined, spiritual or material, idealistic or real-

istic, but in every case it is a form of cosmical
theism, faith in a god of whom the world of nature
is in some real and. immediate sense a manifesta-
tion or expression.

3, Present position.—An important result of the
process which has been described is the outflank-

ing of the scepticism of the 18th century. The
God who had been read out of the universe by the
progressive discovery of natural forces adequate
to account for all phenomena has now been
brought back into it, not as before to supplement
its insufficiencies and incapacities, but to give it

spiritual meaning and worth. Science, of course,

can never prove the presence of God in the world,
nor can it disprove it. The indweUing God
is an object of faith, not of sight. To him who
believes in an immanent God the multiplying dis-

coveries of modern science have no terrors. Physi-
cal forces may accomplish all that is claimed for

them, and natural laws be accurate descriptions of

their way of working, but they are interpreted by
such a believer only as manifestations of Divine
activity. The doctrine of Divine immanence
evidently offers a refuge for faith which science is

powerless to invade, and this constitutes one of its

t
reatest attractions to the religious men of our
ay, who live in an age of science and know the

havoc vTOught by the modern study of nature in
the theism of the past.

The modern notion of Divine immanence has
also led to many significant changes in the tradi-

tional system of Christian theology. The old
chasms between the Divine and the human, God
and the world, this life and another, have been
bridged by it, and the result has been a profound
modification of the old doctrines of salvation,

eternal life, the incarnation, the person and work
of Christ, the sacraments, religious authority, and
the like.

But the conception of Divine immanence is beset,

from the ]^oint of view of Christian theism, with
serious difficulties. The tendency of the doctrine
is undoubtedly pantheistic. In the hands of many
of its exponents, indeed, it has been nothing more
nor less than thoroughgoing pantheism. But
pantheism imperils, if it does not destroy, the
personality of God, the individuality of man, and
the reality of sin, and hence seems to make religion

and ethics in the Christian sense alike an illusion.

As a consequence, many modern theists, while
accepting the doctrine of Divine immanence, have
striven to distinguish it from pantheism and to
safeguard the interests imperilled thereby.
Thus they claim that, wnile God is immanent in

the universe, He also transcends it. All things
are pervaded by Him, but He is more than them
all. A strict pantheism identifies God with the
totality of men and things. The theists referred

to recognize God as including this totality, but as
more and greater than it. This form of theism has
been called, in distinction from pantheism, panen-
theism {e.^. by the German philosopher, K. C. F.
Krause), its formula being not ‘all things are
God,’ but ‘all things are in God.’ In reaction

against the extreme transcendence of the 18th
cent, the tendency among Christian theists of the
early 19th cent, was to emphasize immanence to
the complete exclusion of transcendence. But
more recent theologians have tried to make again
the old combination, and it is now frequently said

that the difference between theism and pantheism
lies not primarily in the character or nature of the
God assumed by theists or pantheists, but in the
assertion or denial of his transcendence (cf. Illing-

worth, Divine Immanence, p. 82). When, how-

ever, it comes to the definition of transcendence,
there is as great variety as in the definitions of
immanence. Some take it crassly and baldly as a
qu^titative conception ; God is larger than the
universe of men and things, which exhausts only
a ^art of His being; or the universe is but His
activity in space while He Himself in His im-
mensity transcends ail space. Others interpret it

temporally; God is eternal, and the universe is

but a passing expression of Him, His manifesta-
tion in time, while He Himself transcends time.
Again, the objections to pantheism are avoided

by insistence upon the personality of God. Herder
denied the Divine personality on the ground that
the term is anthropomorphic, but he ascribed in-
telligence and will to God, and so distinguished
his theism from pantheism, which, as he claimed,
makes God mere unconscious substance or blind
force. Difficulties in the notion of personality as
applied^ to an immanent God have been felt by
many since Herder’s day (cf. Sehleiermacher’s dis-
cussion in his ‘ Reden uber die Religion,’ Sdmmil.
Werlce, i. 256 f.). Personality seems to involve
limitation—a self and a not-self—and hence to be
inapplicable to the being who includes and em-
braces all that is (cf. Strauss, Die christL Glaubens-
lehre, Tubingen, 1841, i. 500 f.). This difficulty is

now commonly met by asserting that the essence
of personality lies not in the distinction of self
from not-self, but in free intellectual and voli-
tional activity. Such personality, it is claimed,
belongs^ in complete measure only to the absolute
or inffiiite being, God. As the philosopher Lotze
says:

‘ Perfect personality is in Qod only . . . the finiteness of the
finite is not a producing condition of . . . personality, but a
limit and hindrance of its development ’ (quoted from Illing-
worth, Divine Transcendence, p. 47).

To this may be added the following passage
from the theologian James Martineau :

‘For these reasons the modem scruples that are felt with
regard to the personality of God appear to me not less intel-
lectually weak than they are morally deplorable. If any one is

fastidious about the word and thinks it spoiled by the Athan-
asian controversy, let him supply us with a better

; but some
symbol we must have of the divine freedom in the exercise of

the acknowledgment of which makes the difference be-
tween theism and pantheism, and gives religion its entrance
into the conscience and affections of men. As the parts of our
nature which thus enter into relation with God are precisely
those which make us persons and distinguish us from other
living things, it is diflScult to see why the same term should not
be given to the corresponding attributes of rational and moral
will in him, and where the idea is really present and craving
expression I believe that for the most part it will be glad of the
word. At all events its contents are just what we rescue from
pantheism * (Sfwdy of Religion, Oxford, 1888, ii. 183). 1

Similarly, the evils of pantheism are avoided by
interpreting God in ethical terms. The God who
is resident in the world is a God of moral ideals,

and is working out His holy will through all the
processes of nature and of life. Such ^v^iters as
John Fiske in his Through Nature to God (London,
1900), Joseph Le Conte in his Evolution and its

Delation to Religious Thought (New York, 1888),
and C. B. Upton in his Bases of Religious Belief
(London, 1894) assert that God must be ethical,

because the ethical is the highest thing in the
universe, and God is the indwelling force in aU
the evolutionary process from the beginning to the
end. Eventuating as it does in the ethical and
spiritual, the process involves the ethical and
spiritual character of God, the immanent cause.

Again, immanence has been guarded against
some of the defects of pantheism by emphasis
upon the reality of human personality. Already
in the 2nd edition of his Gott, Herder grappled
with the problem of individuation, and maintained
that Divine immanence does not destroy the

I Of. also W. A. Brown’s Christian Theology in Outline, New
York, 1906, pp. 200, 229, where God’s transcendence is found in

His personality. God is a personal being, and so transcends,
or is distinct from, the universe, which is His dwelling-place.
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personality of man, but only makes it the more
real and vivid (cf. also Schleiermacher’s Mono-
logen^ which appeared the year after his Beden
uher die Religion^ and in which human personality
and freedom are strongly emphasized). The dis-

cussions of Josiah Royce in the volume entitled

The Conception of God (New York, 1897) and in

his Gifford Lectures on The World and the In-
dividual (do. 1901) are among the most notable
of modem contributions to the subject. According
to Royce, individuality consists in the partial

nature of human consciousness which is dis-

tinguished from the Absolute’s all-embracing
consciousness by its limited and fragmentary
character.

A still more emphatic assertion of human
individuality, providing a more secure place for

freedom and initiative, and so for moral responsi-

bility on the part of man, is found in Martineau’s
Study of Religion^ according to which God is

immanent in nature, but not in man. All natural
phenomena are due to the immediate activity of
God, who is their sole cause ; but man is a free
spirit, created such by God, and his actions are
his own, not God’s. He thus in a real sense,
though, of course, by Divine appointment, tran-
scends God, and constitutes a sphere of indepen-
dent causality, a centre of free ethical life.^ Thus
the individuality of man and the reality of human
righteousness and sin are preserved by a partial
denial of immanence and its limitation to only a
portion of existence—a significant admission of the
ethical inadequacy of any thoroughgoing doctrine
of immanence.
The many attempts to combine immanence with

Christian theism abundantly reveal the serious
difiSculties involved in immanence. That the
difficulties are insuperable need not be asserted,
but it is evident at any rate that two disparate
interests, the cosmicaJ, leading to the emphasis
of immanence, and the ethical, leading to the
emphasis of personality, are involved in the
combination.®
The modem books setting forth the doctrine of

Divine immanence in one or another form are
legion, but few of them have large philos<mhical
or theological value. The doctrine of Divine
immanence, indeed, common as it is, is seldom
clearly conceived or carefully defined. With most
it is hardly more than an instinctive protest
against traditional mechanical and external notions
of the relation of nature and the supernatural, or
against the deistic banishment of God from the
world and from human life ; and, when the attempt
is made to say what is involved, problems emerge
most of which are neither solved nor as a rule
seriously grappled with.
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IMMORTALITY.—I. Introductory.—The sig-

nificance of this term—in that sense of it which
has determined the shape of the problem as it has
come down to modern reflexion—may be stated in
the words of Kant ;

‘ The Immortality of the Soul
means the infinitely prolonged existence and per-
sonality of one and the same rational being.’ ^ By
‘ personality ’ is here meant the conscious rational
unity which links together the years of a sane
man’s life on earth ; and immortality signifies the
continuance of this rational consciousness in scecula
sceculorum—the degree of its continuity being at
least as great as in earthly life, and the duration
of its continuity being essentially unlimited. The
purpose of the present article is to investigate the
degree of truth and of value involved in this con-
ception. Its adequacy, even as a mere conception,
forms one of the primary questions to be raised

;

we shall have to ask whether it must not he
materially modified in order to reveal even the
significance of the problem itself. There are, how-
ever, certain inquiries which must first be referred
to in their relation to the point of view here
adopted, although the treatment of them lies

outside the scope of this article.
(a) It is said that every form of belief in the power of human

personality to survive bodily death is invalidated because
such belief arose among primitive men in consequence of an
erroneous interpretation of sleep, dreams, and similar psycho-
physical phenomena. Against this, it must be insisted that
the validity of a conception is a question entirely distinct from
that of its origin or genesis. When the truth or falsity of a
belief is under investigation, it is a mere irrelevancy to raise the
question of the manner in which the belief arose in distant ages
of time. The latter question constitutes an important historical
inquiry, belonging to a branch of anthropology in which valu-
able work is now being done (see artt. Soul, Animism, Dreams
AND Sleep, Lite and Death, Demons and Spirits, Ancestor-
worship, Communion with the Dead) ; but these historical and
descriptive inquiries have no bearing on the validity of the
developed forms of the belief in survival. From the historical
point of view, we assume that assignable conditions and causes
can be found not only for the first beginnings, but for the con-
tinued survival of an;^ belief

;
and we must insist that the

causes which condition its continued survival may differ funda-
mentally from those which originally brought about the belief.*

(b) The
I
animistic * explanation of the origin of belief in the

soul as distinct from the body calls for a critical comment
which has a bearing on our present argument. The theory is

that the dream-image is the prototype of the ‘ soul.* In dreams
the primitive man sees himself and others, together with
common objects of expeiience

; and to all these images he attri-
butes an independent and etherial existence. This interpreta-
tion becomes specially impressive to the man when in dreams
he sees the images of those who have died (see reff. under art.
Animism ; esp. Tylor, PC). This theory needs to be supple-
mented in one important respect. We must ask : What leads
the man to attribute mental life to the moving image which he

1 Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, bk. ii, eh. ii, § 4 (cf. John
Watson, Selectionsfrom Kant, Glasgow, 1897, p. 294). Kant does
not intend^ to exclude the idea of groufth ; but he assumes that
the essential element in the idea of immor1n.lity is t^at of mere
endlessness.

2 Of. S. H. MeUone, Immortal Hc^e, London, 1910, ch. L
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eees in his dream, and which resembles the living body seen in
waking life ? It is evident that he must have had some vague
awareness of a mental life of his own, before he could regard
the image even as an animated * double.’ Hence some writers

have spoken of a ‘ personifying tendency ’ leading primitive

man to attribute an inner life, resembling his own, to forms
which he recognizes as outwardly more or less like himself
(cf. H. Siebeck, Geschichte der Psychoingie, ‘Einleitung,’ Gotha,
18S0-S4; R. Avenarius, D&r menischliche WeltbegriJ^ Leipzig,

1847, ch. iii.).

2. Survival of personality.— marked feature

of the scientific and philosophical thinking of the
resent century is the gradual substitution of
ynamical for statical views of existence. There

has prevailed a tendency to assume that (notwith-
standing the universality of change) everything
has a fixed nature, and that, when we know any-
thing of this fixed nature or constitution, we know
so far what the thing is.^ The tendency which
now prevails—and which is progressively justify-

ing itself by its results—^is to regard existence

as an active productive process, so that to the
question ‘What is it?’ the first answer must be
‘ What it is is shown in what it does ’

; and ‘ what
it does ’ means especially ‘ what it can produce or
bring forth ’

; a thing is what it does. This is the
principle which we apply in our conception of the
material world, of human nature, of the human
mind and its faculties—in a word, in our concep-
tion of the universe and all that it contains. In

evefy case, it must be remembered that we thus
derive only a partial answer to the question ; for,

if we want to know all that a thing is, we must
know all that it does and all that it is capable of

doing; and as yet we do not know this of any-
thing.

In the application of it which especially con-

cerns us here, this principle leads us to lay special

stress on the idea of growth in reference to human
personality. ‘Growth’ is not exclusive of self-

direction. The growth of human personality is,

so to speak, an achievement, realized through
conscious activity. The essential nature of mind
consists in its creative functions, which are inex-

haustible, though they work under conditions
which are given. From this point of view it

follows {a) that the value of human personality

must be estimated by considering not merely what
men are, but what they have it in them to become

;

(b) that the future life, if it is to be anything at
all, must be not a life of mere sameness, or mere
endlessness, but of continued growth; (c) that
human personalities as such—^not merely the ag-

gregate of the results of the best human achieve-

ments and ideals, but the personal lives from
which these achievements spring—are themselves
worth preserving, and will not perish in growing.
It is evident that this involves a material modifi-

cation of the conception of immortality which was
stated above (after Kant). The vitally important
factor in the conception, we repeat, is not mere
endlessness, but continued ^owth. It is true,

growth is the progressive fulfilment or realization

of latent powers ; it involves, and must involve, a
process in time. But to suppose that the process

is literally endless in time is to go far beyond any-
thing that experience or reflexion warrants in our
present state. When it is asked, * If there is an
end, why not at death ? ’ the answer is that the
‘end’ we look for is not annihilation at some
point of time ; it is the absolute completion of our
nature—the complete fulfilment of the purpose or

meaning of each individual life. We have no
means of knowing how far this fulfilment will

carry us ; only we know that it is not realized at

death.
The survival of personality, so understood

(whether as problem or as belief), must be care-

fully distinguished from two entirely different

conceptions with which it has been confused.

() It must be distinguished from the so-called
‘corporate immortality’ based on the solidarity
and continuity of the human race, which simply
means that the effects of each man’s thoughts,
desires, and deeds on his fellow-men are real and
permanent. The reality of this permanent influ-

ence of every personal life is not in question ; but
we must insist that it is mere confusion of thought
to regard this as equivalent to or as an adequate
substitute for the belief in personal survival. In
truth, the human individual cannot be regarded as
a mere means to the survival and improvement of

the race. W^hen individuality has risen to self-

conscious personality, it cannot be a mere means,
existing only to contribute to an end in which as
an individual personality it has no share. For, if

the individual were only a means, the humanity
as a whole could be nothing more than a system
of means, and, therefore, would exist only for

the sake of some end outside itself; and the
supposed ‘corporate immortality’ would prove
illusory.^

() It must be distinguished from that ‘ eternal
life ’ which means experience of the super-personal
and eternal, in which we may share irrespective of

time. This is not a question of survival—‘Does
our individuality endure ? ’ It is not a question of
what is to be. It is a question of present reality,

of what is ; ‘Do we share in the Eternal Life of

God, and may this connexion become a matter of
experience ? ’ It is evident that an answer to one
of these questions is not necessarily an answer to

the other. If man is a ‘ reproduction ’ or ‘ differ-

entiation’ of the Eternal Mind, it does not follow
that, regarded as an individual spirit, he is

eternal ; and, if this metaphysical tie is what gives

absolute value to human life, the thing of value
would remain, however transient each single life

might be.

The most prominent representatives of this point of view in

the history of modern philosophy are Spinoza and Schleier-

macher. Whether Hegel also shared it is open to debate.
There is no doubt that for Hegel the essential element in

experience is the eternity of Spirit, which is not merely future,

but is realized even now whenever the human spirit thinks and
vdlls what is universal ; but it does not appear that Hegel made
any distinct pronouncement as to the survival of the individual
soul. With Spinoza it is different. In his early treatise, de Deo,
Eomine, et ejus Felicitate (c. 1055), he asserted the immortality
of those souls who in love to God had come to have part in His
unchangeable being. But in bk. v. of the Ethics this view
appears in a different light. He there speaks of a pars cetema
nostri—the eternity of the active spiritual element in the
human soul, which is greater as our love to God is ^eater.
But memory, on which the continuity of self-consciousness

depends, is treated by Spinoza as part of the imaginatio, which
is a function of the physical body and perishes at death. Hence
there can be no survival of finite personality. For Sohleier-

macher, in like manner, the only real immortality is one which
we may fully possess in this life in time, and which it is the
purpose of this life to realize : in the midst of the finite to be
one with the Infinite—^to be eternal every moment. Hence
Schleiermacher denied both the reality and the value of per-

sonal survival of bodily death. This is equivalent to saying

that the value of the Eternal, as such, is not affected by the
transiency of the finite forms in which it is manifested ; or—as

some have urged, against belief in the value of finite personality

—that what we want is depth, not length, of life.

It has been our purpose not to criticize this conception of

eternal life, but to point out that it cannot be substituted for,

and must not be confused with, any belief in the survival of

personality. We may, however, with McTaggart, seriously

question the assumption that the value of the eternal, as such,

is unaffected by the transiency of its finite manifestations :
‘ It is

not justifiable to assert that a state of consciousness can ever

rise so high that its duration or extinction in time should be
completely irrelevant. It is true that if such a state reached
absolute perfection, it would not matter if it were extinguished

immediately afterwards. But why is this? Only because a

perfect stats is an eternal one, and the eternal does not require

duration in time for its perfections to be displayed in ; but then

the eternal is the timeless, and therefore its end in time is not

only unimportant but impossible. . . If we deny that a perfect

state is eternal, we have no reason to suppose that a perfect state

is indifferent to its duration. But if the perfect is the eternal, it

lOf. T. H. Green, Prol^gormna to Ethics, Oxford, 1883,

§ 184 ff. ; J. M. E. McTaggart, Studm in Hegelian Cosmology
Cambridge, 1901, § 12 ff.
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seems quite clear that no state which is imperfect enough to

cease in time can be perfect enough to entirely disregard its

cessation.* i

3, Objections to belief in immortality.— The
main contentions of those who at the present time
reject all belief in personal immortality appear to

resolve themselves into three propositions; {a)

there is ‘no evidence* of the power of human
personality to survive bodily death; (5) more
definitely, such survival can be shown to be im-

possible on scientific grounds; and (c) if it were
possible, it would have no ethical value.

(a) In dealing with this proposition, we must
ask; (1) What kind of evidence is in fact de-

manded? and (2) What kind of evidence would
it be reasonable to expect in the subject under
consideration ?

If by ‘ evidence * is meant ‘ conclusive evidence,’

it must be pointed out that of conclusive evidence
for anything mankind possesses comparatively very
little. What we usually have is a convergence of

reasons more or less fundamental in character,

which, taken together, may in some cases be over-

whelming, but which are not strictly conclusive.

Scientific evidence is essentially of the^ same
character as that which in law is termed ‘ circum-
stantial evidence,* and has the same elements of

strength and weakness.^
The kind of evidence available in the various

branches of physical science, where experiment is

applicable, does afford a high degree of reliability

in the results, because these rest on definitely

measurable facts of sense-perception, constantly
and uniformly recurring in our experience. The
* exactness ’ of physical science consists in measure-
ment. If, then, definite facts of sense-perception

are the only kind of evidence admissible, it is true
that there is ‘no evidence* for the survival of

personality. This criterion of what is credible

would, however, rule out most of the evidence on
which, in this and countless other matters of seri-

ous import, we as rational beings are wont to rely,

since we can find no principle of logic, or mathe-
matics, or ethics, and no psychological fact in the
way of thought, feeling, or will, whose reality and
validity can be warranted by sense - perception
alone. This may be said to be one of the assured
results of modern philosophy since the publication
of Hume’s Treatise ofHuman Nature (1739).

What, then, are the actual logical conditions of
the argument? The truth of personal survival
may be held, not as we hold the results of par-
ticular observations and experiments, but as a
reasonable faith, based on the essential reasonable-
ness of the world. The primary facts, which are
appealed to, are not definitely measurable facts,

and their adequate interpretation is not immedi-
ately obvious ; but they form a constant and uni-
form experience. It has been well said that
* within the whole range of the wide world’s litera-

ture we find no more constant theme than this
disparity between man’s possibilities and aspira-
tions on the one hand, and the narrow scope
afforded them in the brief space of the present life

on the other.’ ® These possibilities and aspirations
are the distinctive features of human life, which
is thus planned on a greater scale than earthly life

can ever satisfy ; hence, if existence has a meaning,
human life extends beyond earthly life. This we
may call the ‘ teleological argument * for survival.
This is the only avenue of direct proof; and we
must repeat that what it establishes is not con-
clusive certainty but reasonable faith. Trom this
point of view, the special work of philosophy in
the matter is to show the connexion of this faith

1 Op. cit. p. 44.
2 Of. Mellone, Introductory Text-Book of Logic London,

1909, ch. viii. §§ 3, 4.

3 James Ward, Realm of Ends, Cambridge, 1911, p. 386.

with the distinctive features of human personality,

to demonstrate its value, and to purify it from all

comparatively unworthy motives.
In addition to these considerations, there are

lines of indirect proof converging to a conclusion
which may be held with considerable confidence

;

namely, that there are no sound reasons for deny-
ing the power of human personality to survive
bodily death. The purpose of these lines of

thought is to show that the apparent indications
of the annihilation of personality at death, which
are supposed to be warranted by some of the facts

of ordinary experience, or by some of the con-
clusions of 19th century science, are only apparent
and not real, and break down one by one upon
examination. Hence the original conclusion,

established as a reasonable faith, remains in
possession of the field.

The * indirect proofs ’ are, as we have already implied, occu-
pied with objections, difficulties, and denials which have
actually been alleged against belief in survival. In effect, they
amount to a demonstration of the impossibility of a materialistic
interpretation of the world.
Those constructive philosophical systems which admit per-

sonal immortality have usually done so by combining with
metaphysical spiritualism a teleological view of personality.
That is to say, they defend an interpretation of existence
throughout in terms of mind, implying that the world consists
fundamentally of spiritual beings, sharing the Life of the
Absolute Spirit, acting and reacting on one another, and carry-
ing in their nature the power of survival ; so that what we call

the physical world is the result of the interaction of * subjects,*

or beings ultimately spiritual in nature. This involves the
teleological view that the fulfilment of the potentialities of

fimte personality is part of the purpose of the universe and
involves life beyond death.
The most celebrated and impressive system of this type is

that of Leibniz (g-w.), presented in popular form in his Monad-
ologie (1714), and involving the fundamental view of the soul
as an independent ‘ monad ’ capable of infinite development, to
which death imports no more than a transition to a new stage
of growth. The more definitely pluralistic philosophy of Her-
hart, for whom the individual is alone the real, naturally
carried with it a doctrine of the immortality of the individual
soul ; but an element of difficulty arises because, according to
Herbartian principles, the consciousness of the soul springs only
from its union with the elements which form the body ; hence
it is not easy to find a place in the system forthe continuance of
the same personal self-consciousness beyond death. The teleo-

logical argument for survival was revived and restated by
K. 0. F. Krause (System der Philos., Gottingen, 1828; cf.

Pfleiderer, Phil, of Ret. , Eng. tr. , London, 1887, iv. 48 ff
.
). Deal-

ing with the assertion that interest in the future life promotes
forgetfulness of the claims and value of the present life—that
our earthly life as such has its distinctive value and justifiable

satisfactions, and is not to be degraded into a mere means for a
life to come—Krause observes that, just as each period of our
earthly life (e.g. childhood, adolescence, early manhood, mature
manhood) has its own peculiar significance and worth, and is

never merely a means to the succeeding period, so this earthly

life as a whole, when compared with the life beyond death, has
its own peculiar significance and worth. The fact that it is not
the whole, but only a fragment, is no reason for treating it as
nothing but a means ;

and the law of development holds of every
individual life now as it will do in the future.

Among the pureljr metaphysical, as distinguished from the
ethical and teleological, arguments for the immortality of the
soul, there is one of special historic interest, which was elabo-

rately worked out by Moses Mendelssohn in his Phcedon (1767),

He deduced the immortality of the soul from the abstract

metaphysical idea of a simple substance, which idea he regarded
as expressing the essence of the soul. A simple substance, from
its nature, cannot cease to exist ;

hence the immortality of the
soul follows. If so, we must add, it also follows that the soul

can never have been created ; it existed from the infinite past

and must exist through the infinite future. Even if the validity

of this use of the conception of substance be granted, it does
not logically involve personal immortality, since the imperish-

able substance which constitutes the nature of the soul must
have borne, in its past lives, qualities totally different from
those which form the personality in which it now expresses

itself, and it may do so again in its future lives. But in any
case such a use of the conception of substance is not now ad-

mitted to be valid. It was attacked by Kant, in his Critique

of Pure Reason (1781 and 1787), as a serious logical paralogism
(see J. Oaird, Critical Philosophy of Immanuel Kant, Glasgow,
1889, vol. ii. p. 290 ff.). Kant pointed out that the unity of the

soul is not that of a simple substance, but the unity of self-

consciousness, in which the many different mental activities

are held together in so far as they are able to be referred to

the common centre, self, as * mine.* Kant's own view, in the
Critique of Practical Reason (1788), made immortality a postu-

^te of the practical reason. Reason prescribes absolute obedi-

ence to the Moral Law as the highest good : this is virtue.

Reason also prescribes, as the complete good, the union of
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happiness with virtue. The highest virtue is unrealizable in
any finite period owing to the persistent opposition of man’s
animal, impulsive, and passional nature to the demands of the
moral imperative. Further, the complete good (the union of
virtue and happiness) is, as a matter of fact, unrealized in this

life. Hence Kant formulates immortality (an endless duration
of personal life) as a postulate which must be granted if the
supreme ends of practical reason are to be possible.

The defect in Kant’s argument consists in the implicit
dualism of duty and inclination or desire. Duty can never
completely overcome and never be completely reconciled with
natural desire. But nothmg less than this victory is the purpose
and meaning of duty ; hence an endless life is” demanded for
duty to do what can never be completely done (see Caird, op.
cit. ii. 303). Apart from this ethical dualism, the inner mean-
ing of Kant’s argument is akin to what we have called the teleo-
logical proof. It IS noteworthy that Mendelssohn, in addition
to developing the argument referred to above (from the concep-
tion of substance), accurately conceived and stated the teleo-
logical argument from man’s natural striving after ever greater
perfection—a striving which Mendelssohn held to have been
implanted in man by his Creator as his destiny. This destiny
even death cannot hinder him from fulfiUmg; and, if this
striving is to go on, the soul’s essential properties of thought
and will must continue.

It is of much interest to notice that some philosophical
thinkers of the first rank have been prepared to defend a
doctrine of the type described as Conditional Immortality:
those shall be immortal who are worthy of it. Spinoza appears
to have held such a view in his early treatise de Leo, etc. In
hke manner, J. G. Fichte at least held as a possible view that
not every individual is destined to share in the life beyond
death, but only those who in this life have developed out
of themselves a character of abiding and universal worth.
Similar views were held by Goethe, I. H. Fichte, C. H. Weisse,
and Lotze. The spirit of the doctrine is well expressed in the
following quotation from Lotze :

‘ Every created thing will con-
tinue, if and so long as its continuance belongs to the meaning
of the world ; everything will pass away which had its author-
ized place only in a transitory phase of the world’s course.
That this principle admits of no further application in human
hands hardly needs to be mentioned. We certainly do not
know the merits which may give to one existence a claim lo
eternity, nor the defects which deny it to others.*! (On this
subject, see art. Conditional Immortality.)

(6) Are there any valid scientific reasons for
denying that survival of bodily death is possible ?

We are not concerned with speculative philoso-
phical systems which involve this denial, such as
those of Spinoza or Schopenhauer. A theory of
the universe may be by no means * materialistic,’

and yet may completely exclude belief in a future
life. The examination of such theories is mani-
festly beyond the scope of this article. We are
now concerned with the appeal which is made to
‘modern science,’ and the attempt to cover the
denial of immortality with the prestige which
science enjoys. Only on one condition can this

attempt succeed, namely, that the view of the
world Known as Materialism is shown to be a valid
inference from the assured results of science. We
are concerned with Materialism, not as a general
tendency partly ethical in character, and not
merely as a mental inclination to affirm certain
things and deny others ; we are concerned with it

as a definite conception. In this sense it rests

directly on the assumption that the mechanical
aspect of existence is the fundamental aspect, all

else being derivative. Two primary principles are
involved in this assumption. (1) Until recently it

was believed that the material world was built up
out of some seventy elementary substances which
are themselves changeless in their properties and
indestructible ; these elements, separately and by
‘ combining ’ with one another, make up the various
substances which we know. The discovery and
study of ‘ radio-activity ’ have led to the modifica-
tion of these conceptions in form rather than in

principle. The ultimate elements of matter are
difierently defined—as ‘units of negative elec-

tricity,’—but still, so far as experience and induc-
tion can penetrate, they are found to be indestruc-
tible : hence the ‘indestructibility of matter’ is

assumed as an axiom of universal validity. (2)

Along with this principle is likewise assumed the
so-called ‘ Conservation of Energy.’ This principle
is usually stated in a semi-metajphysical form : ‘ the

^ Lotze, Metaphysio, Eng. tr., Oxford, 1884, § 246.

quantity of energy available in the universe is
constant, and can neither be increased nor dimin-
ished.’ In their actual use of the principle, scien
tists are not concerned with ‘the universe,’ but
with the verifiable fact that energy passes from
one form to another, passes, e.g.^ from electricity
to heat, and from chemical attraction to electricity,
but in all its changes undergoes neither increase
nor diminution. The direction in which these con-
ceptions point was concisely indicated by Helm-
holtz ;

‘ If, then, all elementary substances are unchangeable in
respect to their properties, and only changeable as regards their
combination and states of aggregation—that is, in respect to
their distribution in space—it follows that all changes in the
world are changes in the local distribution of elementary matter,
and are ultimately brought about through Motion.*!

This is the fundamental assumption of modern
physics

; the substance of the world—however
that substance may be defined—has, as its most
fundamental and essential attribute, motion ; and
motion is always a change determined from
behind, t.e. by some other mode of motion pre-
ceding it in time. This is the essence of what
we may call the ‘Mechanical Theory.’ This
theory has been applied to the human body and
brain with remarkable results ; it is a theory which
has been found to work. The laws which regulate
the constant interchange of material in the brain-
cells—so far as physiology is able to investigate
them—are found to be not different in kind fiom
the laws derived from a study of the less complex
forms of matter. The difference is one of com-
plexity. It has been computed that there are in
the ‘grey matter’ of the brain (i.e. that portion of
it which is specially the * seat of mina ’) about
3,000,000,000 cells

;
and every one of these cells is

‘an active organ of most complicated internal
arrangements, so far independent in action, and
each has attached to it as part of it “dendrites”
and means of connexion with other cells and with
the organs of the body.’^ Yet, notwithstanding
this unimaginable complexity, the human brain
becomes merely one small aggregate in the vast
material imiverse, and as such is swept into the
system of matter and motion to which physics has
reduced the world.
Now the question is not one of the right of

physics and physiology, as special sciences, to
regard the facts in this way and exclusively in
this way. It is clear that only in the light of the
hypothesis that the ordinary physical laws do hold
in the brain can physiology hope to make any
progress in the investigation of that organ. The
mechanical assumption ‘works’; and this means
that life, mental and physical, actually has a
mechanical aspect. And, when a special science

limits itself to the exclusive study of a real and
important feature of things, then for the purposes
of that special science this feature of things is

fundamental. We cannot, however, infer that it

is the fundamental feature also in r&rum natura
and from the point of view of ultimate truth. We
cannot infer that all natural law is mechanical law.

We cannot infer that the series of physical changes
which take place in the brain (the building up and
breaking down of the brain-cells, which are the
concomitants of mental activity) is in absolute

conformity to mechanical law. In a word, the
laws of motion do not hold good absolutely.®

Materialism rests entirely on the assumption
which is here rejected—namely, that the mechani-
cal theory is capable of providing a complete ex-

planation of the facts because it is a complete and

1 H. L. F. von Helmholtz, die Erhaltung der Kraft
(Lecture), Berlin, 1847.

2 Mellone and Drummond, Elements of Psychology^, London
and Edinburgh, 1912, p. 78.

3 For a further development of the foregoing points see

Mellone and Drummond, op. cit. ch. v.
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accurate copy of the fundamental nature of things.

This assumption involves a pushing of scientmc
hypotheses into regions where they have never
been verified ; and it leads to absurdities so in-

tolerable that we have a prinm facie right to deny
that such verification will ever be forthcoming.
The absurdity of the mechanical theory is seen
when we ask : What is the place of consciousness

in such a universe? The distinctive feature of

mechanism is determination a tergo, by previous
mechanical movement. The distinctive feature of

consciousness is determination afroute: i.e. human
conscious activity is essentially purposive activity.

It involves a specific process in the way of fore-

casting of ends. Now, in a purely mechanical
universe consciousness is useless. Any momentary
brain condition is the inevitable result of the con-

dition immediately preceding, and both are only a
part of the continuous series of mechanical move-
ments which constitutes the universe. Hence the
actions and words of every individual of the human
race would have been exactly what they have been
in the absence of mind. Had mind been wanting,
the same empires would have risen and fallen, the
same battles wmald have been fought and won, the
same literature and art would have been produced,
the same indications of friendship and affection

given.
^
Thus we have a universe devoid of purpose

or rational meaning, continually evolving more
and more complex forms of mechanism, and at
numerous points producing a kind of existence
(consciousness) diametrically opposed in its dis-

tinctive properties to those of mechanism—making
no difference to the course of events—^yet con-
tinually creating illusions as to its o-wn place and
importance in the course of events.

Purposive rational action is not the only feature of human
experience which is inexplicable if the Mechanical Theory is

true. The same may be said of the unity of consciousness.
Every retrospect of our past mental life arouses the idea of the
ego as the combining centre of its simultaneous variety and its
temporal succession ; these are thus unified by their relation to
a being which is in nature one.i The unity of conscious life,

centred in one single being, is utterly without parallel in the
material series

; 3,000,000,000 cells, each highly complex and
variable, certainly provide no such central unity. Taking into
account their molecular constitution and acti^ties, it may be
maintained that the3f do not even form a physical basis con-
ceivable as the correlate of such a unity.
Further illustrations might be given of the intellectual im-

possibilities involved in Materialism, but it is enough to point
out that careful scientific thinkers are aware of these considera-
tions. The futility of attempting to reduce mental activities
to mechanical processes is admitted. ‘ No effort enables us to
assimilate them. That a unit offeeling has nothing in common
with a unit of motion becomes more than ever manifest when
we bring the two into juxtaposition.’ 2

In order to evade some of the more obvious of these diffi-

culties, the speculation has been put forward that to every
particle of matter in the universe there is attached an element
of feeling or sentience. Clifford, who vigorously defended this
doctrine, called these minute particles of sentience ‘ mind-stuff
and the use he made of the doctnne is shown in the following
statement : ‘ When matter takes the complex form of a living
human brain, the corresponding mind-stuff takes the form of a
human consciousness, having intelligence and volition.’ 3 This
quality of sentience attributed to material particles is, of course,
a mere speculation for which there is not a shadow of evidence.
Hence it throws a somewhat sinister light on the attitude of
some materialistic writers, when we find this hypothesis stated
dogmatically as an assured ‘ scientific ’ result, as i^ done by
Haeckel in his well-known book, TAe Riddle of Universe
(London, 1900).4

1 Lotze, Microcosmus, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1894, bk. ii. ch. i.

§ 4 (on the unity of consciousness), Metaphysie, Eng. tr.,
Oxford, 1884, §§ 273, 268-269, 241, and Microcosmus, bk. ii. ch.
iv. § 1 (on the ‘relating activity’ of the mind as a process of
unification).

2 Spencer, Principles of Psychology, London and Edinburgh,
1890, i. § 62 ; cf. also the well-known utterance in J. Tyndall’s
Address to the British Association at Norvdch (‘the passage
from the Physics of the brain to the corresponding facts of
consciousness is unthinkable ’) and Huxley’s similar admission
(CR xviii. [1871] 443).

3 ‘ On the Nature of Thiugs-in-Themselves,’ in Mind, iii, [1878]
64.

4 Of. also Haeckel's Criiics Answered, London, 1903, by Ja«iepn
McOahe, an enthusiastic disciple.

Haeckel calls his system ‘ Monism * and repudiates the name
‘ Materialism,’ on the ground that the sj'stem affirms the reality
of ‘ force ’ as well as of ‘ matter ’ and assumes the elementary
particles to be sentient. The arbitrary hypothesis of mind-stuff
avails little in relief of the difficulties of Materialism. The
material particles are conceived to be combined in the brain
according to mechanical laws : how are the corresponding
particles of sentience combined ? In thought, especially in the
unity of consciousness involved in juclgmentand self-knowledge,
we have a concrete indivisible activity, which, accordingly,
must pertain, not to an assemblage of particles of sentience
devoid of intelligence and volition, but to a single central agent
or permanent principle of intelligence and volition. Nor are
the difficulties of Materialism affected by any distinction be-
tween ‘matter’ and ‘torce.’ In fact, such distinctions only
conceal the real point at issue—the place of Mechanism in tlie

universe. The Mechanical Theory means that the substance of
the world (whether that substance is defined as ‘matter,
‘force,’ or ‘mind-stuff’) has, as its most fundamental attribute,
motion determined a tergo. If it manifests itself not only in
mechanism but also in other modes of activity, this means that
there are changes in the universe where mechanical laws do not
hold

; and the fundamental assumption of Materialism breaks
down.
In an Essay to which we have already referred (CR xviii.

[1871] 464) Huxley said : ‘There is every reason to believe that
consciousness is a function of nervous matter, when that
nervous matter has attained a certain degree of organization,
just as we know the other “ actions to which the nervous S3^stem
ministers,” such as reflex action and the like, to be.’ We must
ask : What is meant by a ‘ function of matter ’ ? The term is

ambiguous in the extreme. It might be made to cover what
William James has called ‘ transmissive function,* in connexion
with the hypothesis that brain and nerve are the instruments of
transmission by which the conscious mind manifests itself in
the spatial and temporal world. The mind is dependent on the
instrument, but the instrument does not in any sense create or
produce the mind.i
Those who use the language of ‘ function ’ do, however, by no

means desire to turn the conception in this direction. If we
keep to assured scientific results, what can the word ‘ function

'

mean when used of the mind’s relation to the brain ? We may
answer in the words of W. James :

‘ If we are talking of science
positively understood, function can mean nothing more than
bare concomitant variation. When the brain activities change
in one way, consciousness changes in another. ... In strict

science, we can onlj’- write down the bare fact of concomitance.’ 2

This fact has suggested the famous hypothesis of ‘psycho-
physical parallelism,’ that every change in consciousness corre-
sponds to a change in the activity of the brain—a hypothesis
which is well grounded as regards the more elementary facts of
sensation and ideation, and is assumed to hold throughout.
This principle, rightly used, should exclude materialistic and
all other assumptions as to the real connexion between the
mental and the physical series, for about this connexion it says
nothing. It is adopted by careful writers for that reason, as a
hypothesis regulating the stud^^ of mental in relation to physical
facts. But many of the physiological school have given it a

matenalistic turn by speaking as if the mental state were
entirely ‘deiiendent’ on the bodily, and assuming that the
mental state is ‘ explained ’ when the corresponding bodily state
is assigned. Hence the idea has arisen that the ‘ new * psy-
chology has proved everything characteristic of human person-
ality to be due to the activit}’’ of the brain and nervous system,
while the truth is that, if such results appear in the end to be
proved, it is only because in the beginning they were taken for
granted.s
In addition to the works already referred to, we may add the

following references to literature dealing with Materialism: F.
A. Lange, History of Materialism, Eng. tr., London, 1892 ; J.

Martineau, ‘Modern Materialism,’ in Essays, Reviews, and
Addresses, London, 1890-91, iv.; James Ward, Naturalism and
Agnosticism ; G. T. Ladd, Outlines of Physiological Psychology,
London, 1896, pt. iii. ch. iii. §§ 15-24, ch. iv. §§ 11-25 ; S. H.
Mellone, The Immortal Hope, chs. iv, and v.; Oswald Kulpe,
The Philosophy of the Present in Germany, Eng. tr., London,
1913, chs. iii. and iv.; T. M, Herbert, The Realistic Assumptimis
of Modem Science Examined, do. 1886, §§ 7-19; M. Guthrie,
Spencer's Unification of Knowledge, do. 1882, ch. iv. § 3 ; artt.

Body and Mind, and Brain and Mind, in this work. On Haeckel
the best is Erich Adickes, Kant contra HaeckeP, Berlin, 1906
(not yet translated into English).

On the whole, modern physiology has nothing
valid, positive or negative, to contribute to the
solution of our problem. Physiology has efiec-

tually disposed or ‘the whole ' classic platonising
conception’ of soul and body as two separate
things, of which the body is necessary to the soul

1 See W. James, Human Immortality (Ingersoll Lecture),
London, 1906, pp. 32-58, 142-144 ; andMellone, Immortal Hope,
pp. 48-54. H. Bergson’s conception of the relation of mind and
brain is essentiallj'' in harmonj' with this interpretation ; see
Matter and Memory, Eng. tr., London, 1911, passim.

2 Human Immortality, p. 42.
3 On the doctnne of ‘parallelism,’ see James Ward’s Gifford

Lectures on Naturalism and Agnostidsyn'^, London, 1903, ii.,

lectures xi. to xiii.; and Mellone, Studies in Philosophiem
Criticism and Construction, London, 1897, p. 84 ff.
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only in this world of sense. We find it impossible to

say where body ends and soul begins ; but physi-

ology affords us no means of making clear the
distinction between them. And, apart from mere
assumptions, we are told nothing as to their con-
nexion which is not obvious from common experi-

ence. We do not need the physiologist to teU us
that there is a good deal of the body in the affec-

tions and emotions of the soul, that in deep thought
the brain is taxed, that anxiety or joy affects the
heart, that other instincts affect other organs.
There is nothing in all this to prove the identity
of the soul with the body, since all the facts are
reconcilable with the supposition mentioned above,
that the dependence of the soul on the body is the
dependence of an agent on the instrument which
transmits and expresses its activities. All experi-

ence points to the view which may be thus stated

:

the soul is distinct from the body and has a being
in and for itself as the subject of its various activi-

ties ; the functions of the soul are in many ways
dependent on those of the body through which
they act, but not dependent in such a way that
the soul necessarily perishes wdth the death of the
body ; we can conceive the distinction between the
two only by saying that the soul is more essential

to the personality and the body less so. Our
whole discussion in the preceding paragraphs tends
to show that there is no scientific ground for

questioning any of these propositions.

(c) Our third proposition raises the question of

the ethical value of the belief in a future life. It

has been urged that the race would rise to a higher
point of view if the hope of immortality were dis-

p€.nsed with.
Most of those who hold that the immortal hope

is grounded on truth and reason are prepared to

lay down a primary and fundamental principle,

namely, that the superiority of truth, beauty, and
goodness to their opposites is not condition^ on
the permanence of the individual life. If some
one doubted their superiority, we could not cure
him of his moral scepticism by convincing him
that his personality was to last for centuries or

millenniums. To ask, as Tennyson^ asks, what
it is all worth, if death is the end, is to put the
emphasis in the wrong place. Immortality is not
the whole of the religious view of the world, but a
part of it—a consequence of the fundamental view
that truth, goodness, and love are supernal reali-

ties, whose permanent worth does not depend on
the continued existence of any man or million of

men. ‘ Human ministers of justice fail, but justice

never.’ Hence, far from saying that a noble
earthly life is not worth living without immor-
tality, we say the opposite ; immortality is worth
having, because a noble earthly life has an intrinsic

worth of its own. It follows that the only true
preparation for another life is to make this life

noble
; and the profound truth of Spinoza’s saying

appears— * Homo liber de nulla re minus quam de
morte co^tat.’

It is affirmed that a true substitute for person^
immortality may be found in the fact that, if indi-

viduals perish by the way, their work survives

even after they are forgotten. This is true so far

as it goes. How far it goes will be made clear to

any one who tries to answer Huxley’s forcible

question : * Throw a stone into the sea, and there
is a sense in which it is true that the wavelets
which spread around it have an effect through all

space and all time. Shall we say that the stone
has a future life ?

’ ® The universal life of human-
ity, deepening, developing, and advancing through
the ages to its consummation, has a deeper unity

1 * Vastness' (xvi.-xviii.), in Demeter and other Poems
(p. 850 in Works, ed. Hallam, Lord Tennyson, London, 1913).

* Huxley, in The Nineteenth Century, ii. [1877] 334.
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than any which science finds in dead matter ; but
it is none the less true that to take this fact—^the

fact of the results of our individual lives being in-
corporated into this wider life of humanity—as a
substitute for the belief in personal immortality
is to deceive ourselves.
The desire to live after death has been declared

to be merely the barren utterance of human egoism.
It is admitted by believers in immortality that the
desire for another life as affording ‘ compensation ’

may be so held as to become a refined form of
selfishness. But it is affirmed, on the other hand,
that the real meaning of the wish for ‘ compensa-
tion ’ is nothing ignoble or selfish. Frequently we
can trace in it a motive like that which animated
Milton in his greatest work to ‘assert Eternal
Providence, and justify the ways of God to men,’
to live to see the meaning of the apparently unde-
served sufferings of life. Even when we regard it

simply as the expression of a man’s interest in his
own destiny, it is the opposite of a merely per-
sonal or selfish wish. The man who desires the
compensation of another life is not desiring any-
thing which he can enjoy by himself, and from
which others are excluded. Ilis desire is to go on
being and doing whatever of truth and good he has
realized in this life, and more than this life has
ever given him opportunity to realize.

The ‘ethical’ objections to belief in another life are not char-
acteristic of any particular school of writers and thinkers,
though they appear to be professed most widely among the
followers of Auguste Comte. It cannot be said that the objec-
tions are of great weight

;
but the discussion of them serves to

bring out further features of the true meaning of the immortal
hope. We may refer to John Caird, Fundamental Ideas oj
Christianity (Gifford Lectures), Glasgow, 1899, esp. ii. 292 ff.

;

Edward Caird, Lay Sermons, do. 1907, esp. p. 276 ff. ; H. Jones,
Immortality of the Soul in the Poems of Tennyson and Brown-
ing (Essex HaU Lecture, London, 1905) ; Mellone, The Immortal
Hope, ch. ii.

The ‘teleological argument* for immortality,
e have already indicated the general nature of

what may be called the ‘teleological argument’
for immortality (§ 3 {a))

;

and in the absence of any
valid scientific or ethical reasons for (Questioning

the possibility and value of a future life, it must
be admitted that this argument holds the field.

The root of the argument lies in a twofold motive
which is specially prominent in forming the desire

for another life : that personal affection may con-

tinue, and that personal goodness may grow ;
^ i.e.

that our faculties may he realized and exercised to

their fullest capacity. In this life we do not find

it possible to be and to do all that w’e feel and
know ourselves to be capable of ; every element in

the life that now is seems rudimentary, incomplete,
and preparatory.
This principle is applied to the distinctive quali-

ties of human nature. Without entering into

interrupting refinements concerning ‘ animal intel-

ligence^ or ‘ animal conscience,’ it is evident that,

while human life includes animal life, it rises above
the latter; and that those higher things which
distinguish man from the animals are his higher
rational, spiritual, and moral qualities. It must
be admitted that everything that is best in us
hears -witness in itself to a power of life and growth
far beyond the utmost afforded by the opportuni-

ties of this world. It is, indeed, true that there

are human beings in whom the higher emotional,

intellectual, and moral qualities seem crushed out
of existence, and there are others who seem to show
no sign of possessing such qualities. Yet every one
who has begun to use the higher gifts of his man-
hood has begun to find in them possibilities of

gi-owth to which no limit can be seen ; and, the

more truly he does all that this life calls for, the

1 Of. Mellone, Immortal Hope, chs. i. and iii. ; J. M. E.

McTag^fjErt, Studies in Hegelian Cosmology, §§ 47, 48 : and
A. C. Pigou, Brouniing as a Religious Teacher, London 1901,

chs. iv,, V., vi.
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more lie feels that many such lives would not
exhaust his powers.
We may make in the sphere of spiritual life an

assumption similar to that which science makes in

the sphere of physical life; i,e.y we may assume
that these characteristically human qualities have
their proper use and function, which is not realized

until they are exercised in all their fullness. Some
writers have treated this principle as a self-evident

axiom. It is, rather, a consequence or corollary of

a deeper principle, which is not a logical axiom
but a progressively verified faith—that the world
is at bottom a harmonious and completed whole, a
rational whole, and not *a confusion and disper-

sion ’
; so that nothing which exists and shares in

the universal sustaining life of the whole can re-

main permanently incomplete and imperfect. Man,
as a spiritual being, cannot completely realize his

owers in that round of experience which he calls

is life in this world. Their complete realization

demands another life ; and, if all things form, in
God, a perfect system, that other life will be
granted. Apart from this act of faith in the
reasonableness of the world—an act of faith on
which tile trustworthiness of all reasoning depends,
and which is progressively but never completely
verified by acting on it or working it out-—there
would be no reason for supposing that human
capacities fulfil any purpose by their growth, or
that the incompleteness of life has any meaning.
These distinctively human qualities do not serve

any merely physical purpose ; they are not useful
in the biological sense. As soon as we enter into
the inner circle of human characteristics, the inter-
pretation of these characteristics as instruments
for working the bodily organism utterly fails us.
In fact, to explain them, in their present form, by
this means is never attempted ; but it is supposed
that they were manufactured out of primitive
animal wants whose utility to the organism needs
no^ demonstration. Against this whole conception
it is contended that such a process of manufacture

inconceivable when seriously examined, and that
it rests on a fundamental misconception of all that
development can possibly mean.^

It appears then to be a reasonable assumption
that human existence is constructed on a scale such
that each man can put forth in their fullness the
distinctive possibilities of his humanity ; and this
means that the life begun here is continued beyond
death, where these endowments may find progres-
sively more adequate scope and employment. At
first sight the analogies of nature’s ways do not
lead us to regard this suggestion as a very hopeful
one. What if the undeniable waste in the animal
and vegetable world has its analogue in the human
world ? It appears to involve a waste of resource
and a frustration of purpose and capacity ; if in the
case of man death ends his life, there would only
be a similar blighting of promise, and perishing of
capacities which have only^ just begun to unfold.
Granting that the analogy is a true one

—

i,e, that
there is mere waste in both cases—we must observe
that in the one case it is a waste of physical capac-
ity, in the other a waste of intellectual, moral, and
spiritual capacity. Has this difference any signifi-
cance? Have we a right to hold the growth of
human love and reason as worth more—to expect
that, though physical life may be wasted, spiritual
life will not be wasted ? A conviction of the abso-
lute and indefeasible worth of these human ideals
answers the question. These are the only things
that give value to life ; and, if we have a right to
believe anything, we have the strongest moral and

1 See J. Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism, passim

;

A. S.
Pringle-Pattison, Man’s Place in the Cosmos^, London, 1902
(esp. Essay i.); H. Bergson, Creative Evolution, Eng. tr., do.
1912, passim \ J. Martineau, Types of Ethical Theory, Oxford.
1885, u.

intellectual right to believe that they shall abide
for ever. And, if the progress of humanity con-
tinues, while the actual human beings whose efforts

contribute to it perish by the wayside, then what
perishes is the best part of the whole achievement
—the effects of each man’s work which remain in
his living, growing self ; since all ideals are realized

in life only by personal activities which grow by
their personal use.

It is at this point that we reach the absolutely fundamental
issue of all arguments really relevant to the problem of im-
mortaUty. In the last resort they all depend on the view taken
of the worth of human personality, as such, in the nature of
things. The essential question could hardly be stated better
than by Pringle-Pattison :

* Man as rational, and, in virtue of
self-conscious reason, the free shaper of his own destiny, fur-

nishes us, I contend, with our only indefeasible standard of
value, and our clearest light as to the nature of the divine.
He does what science, occupied only with the laws of events,
and speculative metaphysics, when it surrenders itself to the
exclusive guidance of the intellect, alike find unintelligible,

and are fain to pronounce impossible—he acts. As Goethe puts
it in a seeming paradox, Man alone achieoes the impossible.
But inexplicable, in a sense, as man’s personal agency is—nay,
the one perpetual miracle—it is nevertheless our surest datum
and our only clue to the mystery of existence.* i

Whatever view may be taken of this question of the signifi-

cance of personality, if the question is seriously dealt with, its

decision will determine the decision of the problem of immor-
tality and, in fact, of all the fundamental problems of meta-
physics; and this question of personality may be used as a
pnnciple of division for the classification of philosophical
systems and tendencies. In this reference, systems otherwise
opposed ie.g. extreme Idealism and extreme Materialism) may
be found on the same side of the line. This does not prove that
the principle of division is nob fundamental ; on the contrary,
it is so fundamental that it brin^ to li^ht the inner affinities of
philosophies which in form are diametrically opposed. Extreme
idealism and extreme materialism are opposed much more in
appearance than in reality. Thus, speculative materialism
treats the soul as a merely derivative function of the brain and
nervous system, whence it follows that the distinctive features

of human personality are not what they appear to be, and per-

sonality has no real existence. A^ain, some forms of specula-
tive idealism treat the soul as a derivative function (realized by
means of the body) of a universal ideal principle

; and, since the
individuality of that soul rests exclusively on the body, the soul
is in effect the derivative function of the body ; and the dis-

tincfive features of human personality are an unreal apjiear-

ance. From the point of view adopted in this article, it is

contended that all such systems involve ah initio a fatal fallacy,

resulting from the arbitrary rejection of a fundamental fact of

experience, namely, our own immediate awareness of our indi-

vidual reality and personal agency. If this primary fact is

treated as an illusion, it is hard to see what else can claim
superior validity. The classic example of a philosophy involv-

ing the assumption that finite personality is an unreal appear-
ance is, of course, seen in the system of Spinoza. In quite
recent years the same result has been reached by two eminent
English thinkers: F. H. Bradley, Appearance and Reality^,
London, 1893, and B. Bosanquet, The Principle ofIndividuality
and Value (Gifford Lectures), do. 1912.

We must insist that the primaiy and funda-
mental aspect of experience consists in its personal
form. Indeed, when we investigate the full con-
crete meaning of fact as such—when we ask, What
is any fully concrete fact in our experience ?—we
seem compelled to admit that, whatever more it

may be, it is always an element in some one’s

personal life. Whenever you have a ‘fact’ in the
full meaning of the word, you have ‘a conscious

field plus its object as felt or thought of plus an
attitude towards the object plus the sense of a self

to whom the attitude belongs.’ ^

5, Conclusion.—From different points of view
we are thus led to the conclusion that ‘ matter,’ as
it figures in the literature of physical science, is an
abstraction. Some of the prophets of science would
admit this, and eagerly assure us that we do not,

and perhaps never shall, know what matter really

is. But they would at once repudiate the supposi-

tion that the qualities of ‘ matter ’ which we do
not yet know should make any difference to those
which we do know ; i.e., that they should be
capable of any efficient action inside the region
which is known. It is as if we were shown ‘ a sort

of sunlit terrace’ where mathematical physics
1 Man’s PlcLce in the Cosmos, p. vi.

2 W. James, Varieties of Religious Experience (Gifford LeO'
tures), London, 1903, p. 499.
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builds up its constructions of the world
; and, where

that terrace stops, science stops, and the absolute
metaphysical ground of the world begins (for science

the unknowable). Certain types of recent idealistic

philosophy ^ have done much to encourage this con-
ception, that the teeming universe in which we live

is veriljr nothing else than a thing of two aspects

—

mechanism and causation on the one hand, and
meaning on the other ; the world of mechanical
causation being the world in which science is at
home, and the other world (not a world of other
things, but another way of viewing the same
things) being the eternal world of the absolutely
real. ‘ If anything,’ says W. James, ‘ is unlikely
in a world like this, it is that the next adjacent
thing to the mere surface-show of our experience
should be the realm of eternal essences, of platonic

ideas, of crystal battlements, of absolute signifi-

cance.’ ^ And we may add : if anything is likely,

it is that the material world contains objects of

many kinds and degrees of reality operative within
it, that there are kinds of matter and sources of

energy subtler and more complex than were dreamt
of, that the universe has in it resources deeper than
any of which we have the faintest inkling, deeper
than our deepest thought can reach so long as our
bodily senses are limited as they now are. These
statements are in accord with the whole tendency of

recent science, which is opening up to us a material
universe with possibilities of embodied existence

far larger than any that science has destroyed.®

When, however, we seek for detailed knowledge
of the manner of the future state, we find ourselves

standing before the ultimate mystery, of that which
‘ eye saw not, and ear heard not, and which entered

not into the heart of man ’ (1 Co 2®). We have not
any conception, much less any mental picture, of

the conditions of that existence. Dogmatic insist-

ence on any particular representation is nowhere
more blameworthy than here. But it may be
maintained that this absence of knowledge is

entirely beneficial. It leaves the possibility open
to every one to frame such a view of the future as

will meet his practical needs ; and at the same
time it checks the inclination (which easily becomes
dangerous) to revel in these representations of the

future to such an extent as to forget the claims and
value of the present.

There are, nevertheless, two distinct ideas, or

ideals, of the future state which may claim con-

sideration, since both are equally based on human
nature, and both have found expression in many
historic types of doctrine. This question, we may
observe in passing, is independent of the problem
of conceiving how wilful wrongdoers will be treated

in the world to come. On the one hand, we find

that the dominant thought governing all repre-

sentations of the future is that of restful peace

;

on the other hand, that of active progress. The
one ideal is of that service of the Highest which

finds its perfect realization in Vision and Com-
munion ; the highest blessedness is pictured to the

mind as that of the Divine Home, the Heavenly
Fatherland. The other ideal is of rising in an
unwearying progress from one stage to another

through the countless spheres of labour in the vast

economy of the Infinite Whole. It need not be

said that these are not two mutuall^p- exclusive

ideas, one only of which can be entertamed. They
correspond to different types of temperament and

experience, both of which must enter into the

fuUness of a complete life. Neither the man of

Vision nor the man of Energy can claim that his

1 Of. Bosanquet, The PHncipl^ of IndividvxLlity and Val'(^\

and the same writer’s Essay on ‘ The true Conception of Another

World,* in his Essays and Addresses, Londoi^
2 * In Memoriam F. W. H. Myers,’ in Proceedings of the

Society for Psychical Research, London, 1901.

S See Mellone, The Immortal Hope, p, 65 ff.

experience is the whole experience ; and we may
be assured that both point to aspects of life which
are reconciled in the Perfect Whole. It may be
said that both elements are reconciled in the con-
ception which we have suggested as defining the
future life

—

the development and perfecting ofevery
personality in thought, feeling, and will. The ideal
of knowledge is Truth, and of feeling, Love; the
perfect Will is that which is guided by perfect
Truth and Love. These are inseparably bound up
one with another ; we can love only what we know
to be true, and we can truly know only Avhere we
lovingly seek and find communion. The realiza-

tion of these capacities brings us to God, the
goodness in all that is good, the truth in all that is

true. The perfect life, the final end of Divine
Wisdom and Love, is the knowledge and love of

God, not only God by Himself, but God along with
all that is of Him in the world—all that is divine
in nature and man. This conception satisfies at
once the ideals of Communion and of Action (see,

further, art. State op the Dead).

Literature.—J. Fiske, Man's Destiny, London, 1SS4; J.
Martineau, *A Study of Religion, London and Oxford, 1888

;

E. Pdtavel, The Problem ofImmorcality, Enpr. tr., London,1892

;

C. B. Upton, *The Bases of Religious Belief {BVcibert Lectures),
do. 1894 ; G. A. Gordon, Immortality and the Hew Theodicy,
New York, 1897; J. E. Carpenter, The Place of Immortality
in Religious Belief, London, 1S98; J. E. C. Weildon, The
Hope of Immortality, do. 1898; William James, Human
Immortality (Ingersoll Lecture), do. 1898 ; J. Fiske, Through
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IMPLICIT FAITH. — Implicit in contrast

to explicit faith means believing all that the

Church believes, or may in future believe. Ac-
cording to William of Auxerre (t 1215), in nearly

the first reference to the subject, Credere, explioite

esf credere in hoe unvoersali, quicquid credit ecclesia,

credere esse verum.^ He believes implicitly who,

although ignorant of the details, accepts whatever

is taught by the Church or is contained in Holy
Scripture. The conception was designed to meet
the case of the simplices or minores, i.e. the less

instructed laity and lower clergy. The higher

clergy {doctores et maiores) niust believe explicitly,

or with knowledge of detail, as being bound to

give a reason for their faith. For, as the doctrine

handed down by traditional theology became more

complex, it was necessary to recognize an ever

larger number as incapable of rightly understand-

ing or expressly accepting all the Church doctrines.

Learned theologians soon perceived the dangers of

this. Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus both in-

sist that the laity must believe expressly those
1 Com. in IV. libros Sent., lib. iii. tract. S, cap. 1, qu. 5.
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articles of faith which are concerned with redemp-
tion through Christ and are proclaimed in Church
festivals. This practically means the Apostles*

Creed. Items in the Scripture narrative, however,
for which they admitted implicit faith to be suffi-

cient are such facts as that Abraham had two sons
or that David was the son of Jesse. The lower limit
of express belief appears to be fixed by He 11®.

Alarm may have been felt at the statement of

Innocent III. (t 1216) that no holder of an unortho-
dox pinion, provided he regards it as a belief of

the Cnurch, is a heretic; Innocent further says
that by holding it in this sense he actually ac-

quires merit. The scope of fides implicita was
later much widened by William of Occam, who
used it to protect himself against the charge of

heresy; and Biel took a position which really

permits to the implicitly believing ignorant a
total indifi'erence towards all specific Christian
truth.

The conception has been defended or explained
in two ways. (1) The Church believes, and my
faith is contained in hers, since I am a constituent
art of her. (2) The Church is the supreme
octrinal authority; hence whatever the Church

teaches, I accept. I give a blank cheque, under-
taking to honour it to any sum.

It is obvious that the notion of fides implicita is

derived from the intellectualistic thought of faith
current in Scholasticism. If, as with Thomas
Aquinas, faith is an act of the intellect impelled
to assent by the will, and if, being the acceptance
of doctrinal propositions, it is an act of obedience
to authority rather than of personal conviction,
provision must of course be made for all those
who are unable to follow the subtle obscurities of
detailed theology.
The mediaevaf discussion ended in opaque and

inharmonious conclusions, very various opinions
being held regarding the scope of explicit and im-
plicit faith respectively. Roman Catholic writers
subsequent to the Reformation tend to narrow the
range of the latter. Modern Jesuit divines seldom
touch the subject. Ritschl argues that theVatican
Council of 1870, in its determination of the rela-
tions between faith and reason, virtually gives a
wide scope to implicit faith even in the case of the
learned.

Luther was the first to protest against the
general notion, and Calvin echoes his denunciations.
He says that it is very absurd to decorate with the
name of faith what is merely ‘ ignorance tempered
by humility.*^ Some later ftotestant writers,
who revive the conception, argue that implicit
faith suffices for justification but not for salvation

;

others, that it avails for both.
A man’s verdict on the admissibility oifides im-

plicita vdll depend on his conception of faith and
of the Church. If it be held that Christ offers a
present salvation, in fellowship with God, and that
faith means the heartfelt trust by which we take
this boon, implicit faith must be rejected as un-
meaning. It is indeed a strange suggestion, in
that case, that things are made easier for any one
by waiving the necessity for a clear and conscious
apprehension of the mercy of God in Christ. Noth-
ing but explicit faith can avail, since the trust
of others is not our trust. In Protestantism this
can be denied only by those who assign a sub-
stantial value to what is called ‘ unconscious Chris-
tianity.’ The fact which has been wrongly inter-
preted under the rubric of fides implicita is this,
that a saving experience of Christ may be accom-
panied by very different degrees of knowledge.
But, wherever faith is regarded as the obedient
acceptance of dogmatic statements, not trustful
adherence to a Person, the notion of implicit faith

1 Jnsi. in. ii. 3.

will appear unfailingly, and piety will so far be
gauged by theological attainment.
Literature. — G. Hoffmann, DU LeTire von der Fides

Implicita^ 3 vols., Leipzig, 1903-09 ; A. Ritschl, Fides Implicita
(posthumous), Bonn, 1890 ; L. Ihmels, Fides Implicita und der
&oangelische JSeilsglaube, Leipzig, 1912; F. Loofs, Leitfaden
der Dogmengesehichte^, Halle, 1906.

H. R. Mackintosh.
IMPOSITION OF HANDS.—See Hand.

IMPRISONMENT.—See Prisons.

IMPUTATION.—Imputation is a term which
belongs in the first place to law, and in the second
place to Christian theology, where that has been
expressed in legal terms. The meaning is thus
defined by Hodge, Syst TheoL ii. 194: ‘In the
juridical and theological sense of the word, to

impute is to attribute anything to a person or
persons, upon adequate gi'ounds, as the judicial

or meritorious reason of reward or punishment.*
The theological use of the term belongs (apart

from Biblical references) essentially to the Western
Church, and may be distinguished as threefold.

(1) There is a general usage, in which it has refer-

ence to God’s judgment of individual persons on
the basis of their own merits or demerits. He is

said to impute to them fault or blame {culpa) or
merit {meritum). In so far, however, as merits
are transferable, the merits of others also can
be imputed to a non-meritorious individual (see

Merit). (2) In particular, however, the term is

used of the judgment passed by God upon the
human race as guilty in view of the sin of Adam.
This usage prevails in orthodox theology, Roman
Catholic and Protestant alike, from Augustine
onward, the view of Pelagius, that Adam’s sin

entailed no guilt upon his posterity, having been
stamped as heretical. (3) Peculiar to the Protes-

tant orthodoxy is the third usage, which speaks of

the imputation of Christ’s righteousnessto believers.

The last two usages demand further consideration.

I. The imputation of Adam’s sin to his pos-
terity.—This forms one aspect of Augustine’s doc-

trine of original sin, for which see R. Seeberg,
Lehrhuch der Dogmengesch, ii.^, Leipzig, 1910, p.

450:
* Augustine conceives the matter thus. God visited Adam’s

guilt with punishment. In this state of punishment Adam
begat children. On the one hand, these were now involved
ideally in the guilt and punishment of Adam. On the other
hand, they participated thereb;^ in the concrete condition of

Adam, i,e. they received from him a languor of the enfeebled
nature, or evil concupiscence, ignorance, and mortality. Materi-
ally, however, the two things are identical, for just in this

languor consists the punishment for Adam’s sin. In that,

therefore, all are placed, through procreation and birth, in the
penal state of Adam, the punishment visited upon Adam’s guilt

realizes itself in them, or his guilt is punished in them, and is

therefore also their guilt.*

This doctrine of Augustine determined the gen-
eralview ofWestern Catholicism. ThomasAquinas
virtually repeats it, but defines further especially

the point that, since original sin involves guilt be-

fore God, and guilt necessarily implies a voluntary
act, therefore it is not enough merely to teach that
from Adam his posterity derived a corrupt nature,
but they must be regarded as involved in the guilt

of his voluntary act of transgression. Cf. Summa
Theol. II. i. qu. 81, art. 1

:

* All men, who are born of Adam, can be considered as one
man, so far as they agree in the nature which they receive from
their first parent

;
just as in civil matters all men who are of

one community are reputed as one body, and the whole com-
munity as one man.’ Thus all men are to be regarded as mem-
bers of one body by reason of their common descent from Adam;
and just as murder is not imputed to a man’s hand except as
part of his body, so original sin is not guilt by reason of the will

of each individual man, but by reason of the will of Adam.
This is a very clear doctrine of imputation.

Aquinas accompanies it with an equally clear

statement, after Augustine, that materially ori-

ginal sin is languor natures (il. i. <][u. 82, art. 1).

Aquinas, however, also defines original sin (as
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Anselm had done before him) as the lack of ori-

ginal righteousness ; and this definition opened

the way to a more Pelagian apprehension of its

nature, which, appearing first in Duns Scotus,

reaches its full development in the Roman Catho-

lic theologians of the time of the Reformation,

Albertus Pighius and Ambrosius Catharinus.

Duns admitted a corruption of human nature in

so far as to acknowledge a proneness to inordinate

desire. This corruption, however, means for him
much less than the languor naturae meant to Aug-
ustine or Aquinas. Of. F. Loofs, Dogmengesch.^,

Halle, 1906, p. 596 :

‘The will remains free in spite of the pronitas. . . . Sin,

however, can exist only in the will. . . . Original sin is, there-

fore, for Duns only original guilt or, more properly, a state of

condemnation, which God inflicts upon all the posterity ofAdam,
since they as his posterity ought to possess but do not possess

the jvstitia originalis data a deo ipsi Adae pro omnibus Jihis.'

Following along this line opened by Duns, Pigh-

itis and Catharinus taught that original sin was
nothing but the imputed guilt of Adam (see Bel-

larmine, ‘de Amissione gratiae et statu peccati,’

Disputationes, vol. iii., Ingolstadt, 1693, lib. v.

cap. xvi.). It was in opposition to this tendency

of Roman Catholic theology that the early Protes-

tant doctrine of original sin was framed. The con-

sequence is that it is chiefly the material side of

the doctrine, or the corruption of human nature,

that is emphasized m the early Protestant state-

ments upon the subject (cf. Hodge, Syst, TheoL ii.

194, n. 1). The result as regards the Luther^
iheology is thus expressed by H. F. F. Schmid
{Die Dogmatih der eijangeUsch-lutherischen Kirche^,

Frankfort and Erlangen, 1863, p. 198)

:

‘ The doctrine of the imputatio culpae et poenae prinwrum
parentum is first developed by the later doctors, say from

Calov onwards, though a suggestion of it is to be found in the

sentence of the Form. Cone. (sol. decl. 19), qiiod hoc haeredi-

torium malum sit culpa et reatus, ut omnes propter inobedien-

Ham Adae et Hevae in odio apud Deum et natura filii irae

sumus.*

The doctrine is very clearly stated by David

Hollaz, who says
: , .

‘ The first sin of Adam in so far as he is regarded as the com-

mon parent, head, stem, and representative of the whole human
race, is imputed to aU his posterity truly and by the just judg-

ment of God, as guilt and as ground of punishment (see Schnud,

p. 196).

It was in the Reformed Church that the doctrine

of imputation was most fully developed and dis-

cussed. It was here that the controversy arose as

to whether the imputation of Adam’s sin was im-

mediate or mediate, i.e, whether men were punished
directly for Adam’s transgression, and the corrup-

tion that they derived from him was part of the

punishment ;
or whether, inheriting as a matter of

fact Adam’s corruption, they are punished directly

for this, and only indirectly for the sin which

brought it into being. It is to be observed, more-

over, that, in the very beginning of the history of

the Reformed Church, Zwingli repudiated the doc-

trine of imputation altogether
: . .

‘ Oulpam originis non vere sed metonymice a pnmi parentis

admisso culpam vocari* (A. Schweizer, Die Glaubmslekre der

evangelisch-reformirten Kirchet Zurich, 1844-47, u. 54).

As to the other great initiator of the Reformed

theology, Calvin’s doctrine of original sin certainly

leans a good deal on the doctrine of mediate impu-

tation. He asserts that,
* being perverted and corrupted in all parts of our natore, we

are merely on account of such corruption deservedly ^ndemn^
by God. . . . This is not liability for another s fault (Inst. n.

8).

The general doctrine of the Reformed Church,

however, is undoubtedly that of immediate impu-

tation. B. Keckermann says
: .

‘Imputatum (sc. peccatum) est nobis, quatenus m Ad^o m
radice et primo nostro principio potentia fuimua (see Scdiweizer,

To the same effect also J . H. Alsted and M. K.

Wendelin (see Schweizer, p. 54). The doctme of

mediate imputation is especially connected witn

the name of Placafus (La Place) of Saumur, who
presented his views in a disputation de Statu
hominis lapsi ante gratiam^ and afterwards more
fully in a treatise de Imputatione primi peccaii
Adami. But the doctrine was condemned by the
National Synod of Charenton in France (1644-45),

by the Swdss Formula Consensus, and by the theo-
logians of Holland. J. H. Heidegger, one of the
theologians of the Swiss Consensus, says :

‘ The imputation of Adam’s sin is immediate and antecedent,
not mediate and consequent. . . . The imputation of sin is not
by the mediation of inherent corruption, but the imputation of

sin is the cause of inherent corruption * (Schweizer, p. 55).

2. The imputation of Christ’s righteousness.

—

This is a form taken by the doctrine of justification

by faith in the Protestant theology, though not in

its earliest stage of development.
‘The expression “justitia Ohristi iraputatur” is seldom

found in the older documents of the Reformation, and first

comes more generally into acceptation through the controversy
with Osiander’ (R. A. Lipsius, Dogmatik^, Brunswick, 1893,

p. 676).

Osiander taught that the forgiveness of sins was
the effect of the historical work of Christ, but that
justification was more than mere forgiveness, and
consisted in the imputation to the believer of the
essential righteousness of the Divine Person, Jesus
Christ. This imputation however, involves the

infusion of this same righteousness in the believer,

since God’s imputation is necessarily according to

truth (cf. Loofs, p. 870). This doctrine was re-

jected by the Lutheran Church as Catholicizing,

and in opposition to it the Formula of Concord
(sol. decl. iv. 16) maintains :

‘ The righteousness (of Christ) which is imputed before God
to faith or to believers, is the obedience, passion, and resurrec-

tion of Christ, by which He satisfied the law for our sake and
made atonement for our sins.*

There is, however, considerable difference in the

later Lutheran doctrine as to the exact relation

of the forgiveness of sins and the imputation of

Christ’s righteousness.
‘The Formula of Concord sometimes sets both expressions

side by side, sometimes it reduces the content of the justif^g
judgment to the single expression of the remission of sins’

(Schmid, p. 856).

J. Brenz says that the imputation of Christ’s

righteousness is the reason of the forgiveness or

non-imputation of sins {ih, p. 357). D. Hollaz says

:

‘ The remission of sins and the imputation of the righteous-

ness of Christ are acts undivided and intimately united, but still

formally distinct, since the tormer is privative, the latter posi-

tive : the former follows immediately from the passive obedience,

the latter from the active obedience of Christ’ (i&.).

As regards the Reformed Church, we may take

as typical statements those of F. Turretin {Inst.,

Edinburgh, 1847, loc. xvi. 3. 9) and Jonathan
Edwards (‘Justification by Faith alone’ [WorJes,

London, 1817, vi. 257]). Turretin’s statement is

as follows

:

‘ When we say that the righteousness of Christ is imputed

to us unto justification, and that we through that imputed

righteousness are just before God, and not through a righteous-

ness which inheres in us ; we mean nothing else than that the

obedience of Christ, presented to God the Father in our name,

is so granted to us by God, that it is to be regarded as really

ours, and that it is the one and only righteousness on account

of which, and through whose merit, we are absolved from the

guilt of our sins and obtain a right to (eternal) life.’

Edwards says as follows :

‘First, I would explain what we mean by the imputation of

Christ’s righteousness. Sometimes the expression is taken by

our divines in a larger sense, for the imputation of all that

Christ did and suffered for our redemption, whereby we are

free from guilt, and stand righteous in the sight of God ; and

so implies the imputation both of Christ’s satisfaction and

obedience. But here I intend it in a stricter sense, for the

imputation of that righteousness or moral goodness that con-

sists in the obedience to Christ. And by that righteouswss

being imputed to us, is meant no other than this, that that,

righteousness of Christ is accepted for us, and admitt^ instead

of that perfect inherent righteousness that ought to be in our-

selves : Christ’s perfect obedience shall be reckoned to our

account, so that we shall have the benefit of it, as though we had

performed it ourselves.’

It may finally be observed that in Protestant

theology the imputation of Adam’s sin and that
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of Christ’s righteousness are closely connected.

The one is set over against the other, as balancing

and countervailing it. B. de Moor, Commentarius
in Marckii Compendium, Leyden, 1761-71, says :

‘ Imputatio justitiae Christi et culpae Adami pari passu am-
bulant, el vel utraque ruit, vel utraque agnosci debet* (see

Hodge, ii. 207).

3. The Scriptural basis of the doctrines of the

imputation ofAdam’s sin and of Christ’s righteous-

ness. — This is to be found principally in the

Epistles of Paul. In the first place, Paul, follow-

ing the Rabbinic theology, tends to view man’s
relation to God along juridical lines, though this

is by no means his exclusive point of view, nor is

Ms legalism thoroughgoing, even where it exists.

In particular, as regards the imputation of Adam’s
sin and of Christ’s righteousness the fundamental
passage is Ro where the effects of Adam’s sin

and of Christ’s righteousness are contrasted ; as

sin flows from Adam, so righteousness flows from
Christ. When this great passage is examined,
however, it is found to lack altogether the sharp
formulation of the later doctrine, and it cannot
be said that the imputation either of Adam’s sin

or of Christ’s righteousness is distinctly taught in

it. All efforts to make Paul, here and elsewhere,

an exact systematic theologian must fail; there

is always about his statements a breadth and ex-

pansiveness in which much is left to the imagina-
tion, and the meaning is suggested rather than
precisely defined. In the passage before us, -while

it is clear that Paul believed in the Divine impu-
tation of sin and in the derivation of all human
sin from Adam’s transgression, it is by no means
clear that he held, let us say, the doctrine of

immediate imputation. In fact, is inconsistent
-with this and with the doctrine of mediate impu-
tation alike :

‘ untU the law sin was in the world

:

but sin is not imputed when there is no law.’ The
famous 9 of v.^® will not bear the sense put
upon it by Origen and Augustine of *in whom,’
i.e, in Adam. ‘ In that case (i.) M would not be
the right preposition; (ii.) y would be too far

removed from its antecedent’ (Sanday-Headlam,
Commentary on Bomans, Edinburgh, 1895, p. 133).

Again, v.^®^* are by no means theologically precise.

It is clear in v.^® that Paul traces back in general
the condemnation of men to the trespass of Adam,
but the intermediary links establishing the con-
nexion are left vague. And so again with the
connexion in the latter half of the verse between
the iv oLKatcofia and the diKalojats ^caijs. Besides, the
exact meaning of diKaiufxa is uncertain, whether
the righteous act or merit of Christ (K. C. J.

Holsten, C. J. Vaughan, R. A. Lipsius, H. P,
Liddon) or the justifying sentence (H. A. W.
Meyer, E. H. Gifford, W. Sanday and A. C.
Headlam). Einaliy, the exact sense in which we
are to understand iu v.^® that the trespass of Adam
and the obedience of Christ constituted the many
sinners and righteous respectively is left vague.
It is, no doubt, right to understand Paul to mean
‘ constituted’ in the Divine judgment, i.e. imputed

;

but how the sin of Adam and the obedience of
Christ bring about the imputation of sin or of
righteousness is left unexplained.
If we turn to Ro 4® we find, instead of the doc-

trine of the imputation of Christ’s righteousness,
that of the imputation of faith for righteousness,

|

which Paul derives from Gn 15®, perhaps as a result
i

of his Rabbinic training. It is at least interesting
to observe that the imputation of one thing for
another is kno-wn to the Rabbinic theology, e,g.

vow for performance, -willingness to suffer for
martyrdom (see F. Weber, Jud. Theol,, Leipzig,

1897, p. 282). The Mechilta actually says on Ex
14®^ : Abraham inherited this world and the world
to come solely by the merit of faith, whereby he

believed in the Lord, and He reckoned it to him
for righteousness (see J. B. Lightfoot, Galatians,

London, 1896, p. 162).

4. Opposition to the doctrines of the imputation
of Adam’s sin and of Christ’s righteousness,—
With the above statements in view, it is not sur-

prising that, even apart from the moral difiSculties

of the doctrines, they should have been challenged

on Scriptural grounds, even where the legal ter-

minology of St. Paul has not altogether been
abandoned. The Pelagians, and the Socinians

after them, entirely repudiated the doctrine of the
imputation of Adam’s guilt. The Socinians and
Arminians objected to the doctrine of the impu-
tation of Christ’s righteousness; the Arminians
proposed instead to follow Paul in speaking of the
imputation of faith for righteousness. On the last

point the opinion of A. JB. Bruce, St. FauVs Con-
ception of Christianity, Edinburgh, 1894, p. 155 f.,

is noteworthy

:

‘The great doctors of the Lutheran and Reformed Con-
fessions emptied faith of all moral contents, that no pretext
might remain for ascribing to it justifying virtue, and assigned
to it simply the humble service of claiming an interest in the
foreign righteousness of Christ. They even went the length of

setting aside the scriptural idea of the imputation of faith,

and substituting for it the idea of the imputation of Christ’s

righteousness, keeping themselves right with St. Paul by the
ingenious device of taking faith, in the texts where it is said

to be imputed, objectively, so bringing out the meaning that not
the act of believing, but the object believed in, the righteous-

ness of Christ, is imputed. This manner of handling the locits

of justification is very open to criticism. In the first place, it

is unfortunate that the Protestant doctors, in their laudable

zeal against neo-legalism, should have found it necessary to
become un-Pauline in their terminology, banishing from their

theological vocabulary the imputation of faith as not only
inexact but even heretical, and employing exclusivelj- a phrase
which, however legitimate as an inference from Scripture texts,

has no express scriptural warrant. This fact is an index that
somehow they had got upon the wrong track, and had fallen

into one-sidedness.’

Modem theology, as governed by the new em-
phasis on the Synoptic teaching of Jesus, and
especially on His doctrine of the Fatherhood of

God, tends away from legal analogies and modes
of statement. The consequence is that the term
‘ imputation ’ has tended, except on account of its

historical associations, to be banished from recent
theology. So far as concerns, not the term, but
the matter of the doctrines of the imputation of

Adam’s sin and Christ’s righteousness, it is widely
felt to be morally impossible to maintain that
men in general are guilty because of Adam’s sin,

and also that, as above stated, Paul himself does
not distinctly teach this. The usual line of modem
teaching, therefore, follows the suggestion made
by Paul in Ro 5^®, and, while recognizing the
inheritance from the past of sinful propensities,

admits guilt only where there is conscious and
wilful transgression (so, e.g,, J. Kaftan, in his

Dogmatik^, Tubingen, 1901).

As regards the imputation of Christ’s righteous-
ness, the passage above quoted from Bruce is, on
the whole, typical. Since Kant’s Beligion inner-

halb der Grenzen der blossen Vernunft, the doctrine
of justification by faith has been commonly stated
in the form that God accepts our faith in Christ
as the earnest of the Christlikeness which it is des-

tined to produce, or sees in Christ the full fmition
of what in the believer is present only in the germ.
It is noteworthjr, however, that Ritschl, -with his

glowing admiration for the principles of the Refor-
mation, here substantially maintains the orthodox
doctrine, though without the parallel doctrine of

the imputation of Adam’s guilt.

* On the other hand, when what we want is to see forgiveness
become operative as the attribute of a community, this aspect
of it is guaranteed by the community’s Representative, whose
inviolably maintained position towards the love of God, which
is distinctive of Him, is imputed by God to those who are to be
accounted His. Because Christ kept Himself in the love of God
by His obedience even unto death, God’s forgiving love i.'

thereby secured beforehand to those who belong to Chiiat*3
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community. Their guilt is not taken into account in God's
judgment, since they are admitted in the train of God’s beloved
Son to the position towards God which was assumed and main*
tained by Him. The verdict of justification or forgiveness is

therefore not to be formulated in such a way that the com-
munity has its relationship to Christ imputed to it, but in such
a way that the community which belongs to Christ has imputed
to it His position towards the love of God, in which He main-
tained Himself by his obedience ’ (^Justification and Reconcilia-
tion, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1900, p. 547).

This fine passage may be regarded as the classical

modern restatement of the doctrine of the imputa-
tion of Christ’s righteousness.

See, further, artt. SiN, Justification.
Litbraturb.—The principal literature has been indicated in

the course of the article. It is to be observed that C. Hodge’s
Systematic Theology^ London and Edinburgh, 187ii-73, especi-
ally ii. 192 ff. and iii. 144 fi., is particularly valuable, both for
the history of the doctrines of imputation and for an exact
statement of their orthodox Protestant foim.

Bobert S. Franks.
INCAS.—See Andeans.

INCANTATION. — See Charms and Amu-
lets, Divination.

INCARNATION.
Introductory (N. SSderblom), p. 183.

American (H. B. Alexander), p. 184.

Buddhist (L. DE LA Vall^ie Poussin), p. 186.

Chinese (P. J. Maclagan), p. 188.

Christian.—See Jesus Christ.
Egyptian (A. Wiedemann), p. 188.

INCARNATION (Introductory). — The term
* incarnation ’ is applied to the act of a divine or
supernatural being in assuming the form of a man
or animal, and continuing to live in that form upon
the earth. Incarnation is thus distinguished, on
the one hand, from ‘ transmigration,’ in which the
vagrant entity is not a deity, but a soul ; and, on
the other, alike from ‘possession’ (y.-y.), in which
a spirit or a deity takes up its abode in a human
being, but only temporarily, and not for a whole
lifetime, from ‘ emanation,’ which implies a divine
source, but not the actual presence of a deity, and
from the capacity of deities, or of holy men and
magicians, to assume on occasion whatever forms
they please (as, e.y. , Verethraghna [ Yt. xiv. 7 ff.

]
and

Tishtrya[i5. viii. 16 ff.] ; see art. Metempsychosis).
Among primitive peoples there is really no such

thing as incarnation in the strict sense of the term.
The men and animals worshipped among such
peoples are usually regarded and treated as actual
deities, or at least divine, and not as the manifesta-
tions of certain gods or demons. Frequently, in

cases where the men or animals worshipped have
been supposed by investigators to be the embodi-
ments of demons or other supernatural beings, a
more searching inquiry has shown that in reality

they ranked, and were worshipped, as living deities

(J. G. Frazer, Lectures on the Early Hist, of the

Kingship, London, 1905, pp. 132ff., 279f.). At a
later stage, sacred beings of this type might be
regarded as the incarnations of a god (e.^r. Avalo-
kitesvara becomes incarnate in the Dalai Lama;
see ‘ Tibetan ’ section of this art.).^ Among primi-
tive races the closest approximations to the con-

ception of incarnation are found in (1) the animals
in which the primitive mind traces the peculiar

and mysteriousforce ^ (see art. Holiness [(5en. and
rim.], vol. vi. p. 736) of the dead—^now regarded as

ivine and endowed with power—and which there-

fore become objects of worship, and (2) the aged
and the medicine-men in the parts they play in the

performance of the mysteries; here they assume
the forms of the great personages of sacred tradi-

tion, and feel that they are one with these super-

human beings and deities (K. T. Preuss, Die
Nayarit Expedition, Leipzig, 1912, p. xcvff.). It

is true, of course, that this impersonation or

embodiment was not permanent or complete. The
sacrificed man-god of the Mexicans, ‘our Lord
God,’ to impersonate whom a young and beautiful

man was chosen from among ten picked captives,

was regarded as the ‘ figurer ’ or representative of

1 The approximation was much closer when this power came
to be regarded as a soul, represented in the later civilizations

of Greece and Rome as a migratory individual being.

Greek and Roman (St. George Stock), p. 192.
Indian (H. Jacobi), p. 193.

Muslim (G. A. Barton), p. 197.

Parsi (N. SODERBLOM), p. 198.

Semitic (G. A. Barton), p. 199.

Tibetan (L. A. Waddell), p. 200.

Tezcatlipoca (E. Seler, ‘Die achtzehn Jahresfeste
der Mexicaner,’ in Verbffentl, des kbnigl. Museums
fur Vblkerkunde zu Berlin, vi. [1899] 194; see
‘American’ section). Even at a more advanced
stage of religious development the craving for
the immediate presence of deity gives rise, as a
rule, to the practice of deifying men (as, e.g., in
the Athenian Hymn to Demetrius, Athenaeus, vi.

253c-6, or in the cult of the emperors) rather than
to the belief in incarnation.
Among Western peoples, again, the idea of

incarnation in the proper sense seems to have
originated in Egypt (see the ‘Egyptian’ section),

and then, with Hellenism as its medium, to have
reached its highest form in Christianity (see art.

Jesus Christ) and heterodox Islam. A parallel

development is the Indian doctidne of avatdras
(see the ‘ Indian ’ section)—first mentioned in the
Bhagavadgltd, iv. 7 f.—which in turn also exercised
an influence upon the Muslim sectaries, i,e, in the
Shi'ite doctrine of the imam.
The moderate Shi'ites do not teach incarnation in

the strict sense
;
but certainly the Shi'ite doctrine

that the right of succession belongs to the descen-
dants of 'All, the Prophet’s cousin, and of Fatima,
his daughter, in virtue of blood-relationship and
divine ordinance, and not, as the Sunnites hold, to

the klialifs installed by human election and appoint-
ment (I. Goldziher, Vorlesungen uher den Islam,
Heidelberg, 1910, p. 210), has some affinity with
the idea of incarnation. The theory of the imams,
like Islam in general, rests upon various grounds.
The divine sequence of these rulers is guaranteed
not only by their legitimate descent from the
Prophet’s family and by their superhuman gifts,

but also by their possession of a divine light-

substance (cf. Shahrastani, tr. T. Haarbriicker,
Halle, 1850, i. 172, 206, 217 f. ; it is a divine power
[217], a part of deity [172, 200], and even the spirit

of deity [170, 173]) which had streamed dowm from
Adam in a succession of divine men, passed into

the loins of the grandfather of Muhammad and
'All, and was then portioned out to 'Abdallah with
his son, the Prophet, and the latter’s daughter,
Fatima, on the one side, and to Abti-Talib with
his’son 'All, on the other ; transmitted thereafter by
the oftspring of the marriage of 'Ali and Fatima, the

martyrs of Kerbela, and by the successive imams of

the Prophet’s lineage, it will culminate in the last,

the ‘hidden,’ imam, who will appear in the final age.

The Sunnite tradition, too, had a place for the

nur MuMmmad, the ‘light of Muhammad,’ which
rested upon the forehead of Adam, and from which
all the prophets have sprung. This light pervades

all the ages, falling ever upon the bearers of the
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divine tradition. It went through the forefathers
of Muhammad, But the Shi'ite sect invested *Ali

with one of the brightest aureoles of that light.

Fourteen thousand years before the creation of the
first man, the combined lights of Muhammad and
'All shone before God, and then flowed ‘through
the pure and holy loins’ (Goldziher, ‘ Neuplatonische
und gnostische Eleraente im Hadith,’ in ZA xii.

[1909] 328 if.). This light-substance, which attests

the prerogative of each successive imdm^ and
endows him with the supernatural gift, strikingly

recalls the khwarenah of the Avesta (Pahlavi
khurrah ; in Firdausi, farr)j and has perhaps some
historical link with that Parsi conception (see

Parsi’ section). Goldziher {ZA xii. 327 ft'.), it is

true, rejects the hypothesis of any such relationship,

though he emphasizes the close connexion between
the light inherited throughout the ages and the
pre-existence of the Prophet, and shows that traces

of Jewish thought appear in this sphere of ideas.

It is, at any rate, a significant fact that the idea
of the inherited consecration, which is foreign to the
orthodox doctrine regarding the Prophet, should
have been specially developed in Persian Shi'itism.

It is true that Shahrastani (Haarbriicker, i.

170, 172 f.) associates the transmission of the divine
spirit or divine light to the imam with metem-
psychosis, which is unknown in the Avesta. The
idea that every age must have its own imam—the
love and trust accorded to him being regarded by
the Shi'ites as a sixth pillar of the faith, and so
added to the usual five—is undoubtedly influenced
by the ITeo-Platonic emanational theory of the
cyclical manifestations of the cosmic reason (Gold-
ziher, ZA xii. 339), and by the Indian doctrine that
an avatdra of Visnu is given to every successive
age. The eschatological aspect of the last irndm^
who has been withdrawn from the earth, and now
rules in secret, and who is destined to return and
assume the final dominion, is a product of Jewish-
Christian aspirations (Shahrastani, i. 199, 216;
Goldziher, VorUsungen, p. 219). Jewish influence
can also be traced elsewhere ; thus the sakina,
which, in the sense of a divine and holy consecra-
tion, is sometimes ascribed to the imdms^ is derived
from the Jewish sh^klndhi i.e. the divine presence
manifesting itself in visible symbols (Goldziher,
Abhandl. zur arah, PhiloL i., Leyden, 1896, p.
188). In like manner, the Jewish shekinah abode
with Israel from the days of the Sinaitic legislation
till the destmction of the Second Temple, and it

rested upon Jacob and other men of God (F. Spiegel,
Erdn, Altertumskunde, Leipzig, 1871-78, ii. 50;
cf. the k^bhbdh Jahweh in the OT).
The party of ‘exaggeration’ {ghuldt) were not

content with the doctrine of the divine light, but
taught an actual incarnation of deity, so that the
title ‘ God ’ was applied at least to 'Ali (Shahrastani,
217). Incarnation however, was condemned
even by the ordinary Shi'ites (cf. R. A. Nicholson,
Trans, of the Third Intern. Congress for the Hist.
ofBeligions, Oxford, 1908, i. 295), and believers in
incarnation {hulullya), like the ‘ exaggerators ’

ighaliya), were compared by Shahrastani (199 f.) to
the Christians. In these circles 'Ali and his family,
as embodiments of deity, were not infrequently
exalted above Muhammad himself, who, in relation
to Allah, -was clearly conscious of his human
limitations, and the Semitic-Muslim conception of
God was modified in the direction of Aryan thought
(see art. ShI'a). In Persian Islam, God and man
were regarded as more closely related. The identi-
fication of the Sufi with deity, which has been
fairly common since it began with the great Sufi,
Bayazid of Bistam,^ in the 9th cent., must be

i Baya2ad said : ‘ Of a truth I am God
; there is no god beside

me ; give homage unto me ! Glory be unto me I How great is
my majesty !

'

I

distinguished from incarnation strictly so called.

That Neo-Platonic and Indian ideas of union with
the All-One played a ruling part in the rise of

Sufiism was already noted by al-Biruni.^ Such
forms of pantheistic extravagance are common in

ali mystical theories of the kind, and in reality

involve an expansion of the idea of incarnation
that results in mere indefiniteness. An incarnation
that embraces all religious persons has lost its

specific meaning.
The conception of one solitary incarnation of

deity is peculiar to Christianity. In India the
development of the idea resulted in an exactly
opposite view. The earliest incarnation of Visnu
would seem to have been Krsna. Thereafter there
is a constant increase in the number of embodiments
—we find successively the figures ten, twelve,
twenty-two, twenty-four, twenty-eight (A. Barth,
Religions of India^, London, 1891, p. 171)—until
at length they are spoken of as innumerable, so
that the great teachers of any religion whatever,
as, e.^., Buddha and Jesus, could be numbered
among the avataras. Eventually every guru
(‘teacher’) claimed to be an avatdra. Even the
theory of a single incarnation for each age leads
here to the idea of an infinite number, as the
several ages always recur. In certain schools of

the Mahayana the doctrine of a Buddha in each
‘non-void’’ cosmic period (see art. Ages of the
World [Bud.], vol. i. p. 189 f.) developed into the
theory of a celestial prototype for each earthly
Buddha, and subsequently into the idea of the
one Buddha-god, of whom the various individual
Buddhas are emanations. Schopenhauer [Sammt-
liche Werke^ Leipzig [Reclamp, 1892, v. 413) and
others are of opinion that the idea of a plurality of

Buddhas is more rational than that of the one
Christ.

The Shi’a and its sects adopted an intermediate
position. There is among them no unanimity as
to the number of imams. On the ordinary enumera-
tion, ofidcially recognized by the Persian State
religion, there are twelve, the last of whom,
Muhammad Abu-1-Qasim (9th cent.), will return in

the final age as the Mahdi. In the Middle Ages,
the * Sect of the Seven Imams,’ the Isma'ilites, had
a great vogue. They enumerated seven Ndtig
(‘speaking ones’) or manifestations of God, viz.

Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Muhammad
(with 'All as his Asds, ‘ deputy ’), and Muhammad
Mahdi, the son of Isma'il, from whom the sect took
itsname (A. Christensen, Muhamedanske Digtere og
Toenkere, Copenhagen, 1906, p. 77 ft'.). As Islam,
in conformity with the Bible as its literary source,

teaches that human history has a consummation,
the number of possible incarnations must in any
case be limited.

Literaturb.—-This has been given in the course of the article.

N. SODERBLOM.
INCARNATION (American). — The notion

that the ‘ life ’ may be transferred from one body
to another is wide-spread among the American
aborigines. It is a conception fostered by that
type of Animism which sees in Nature powers
rather than things, or, at all events, no sensible
thing without its active and concealed potency

;

and, again, it is a conception already mythically
expressed in the frequent cosmogonies which de-
rive the life of the Earth and of Earth’s children
from that of the demiurge whose transformed
body the Earth is.

‘The thought originally expressed by the ancient teachers
of the Iroquoian and other barbaric peoples,* writes J. H. B.
Hewitt (^I jaRjErir [1903], p. 138), ‘was that the earth through
the life, or life power, innate and immanent in its substance

—

the life personated by Tharonhiawakon—by feeding itself to
them produces plants and fruits and vegetables which serve

1 Jndi'a, ed. E. 0. Sachau, London, 1910, i. 33.
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ag food tor birds and animais, all which in their turn become
food for men, a process whereby the life of the earth is trans-

muted into that of man and of all living things.*

‘ Tharonhiawakon ’ is the demiurgic titan, de-

scended from the sky to become the fashioner
and the soul of earth-life. The word means, says
Hewitt, ‘He grasps the sky (by memory)’—

a

designation which clearly places this being in

the pan-mythic group of beings cast dovm Som
heaven to become sources of earth-life (cf., further,

Hewitt, in HAI ii. [1910] 718 if.). Other designa-
tions, such as ‘Sprout’ and ‘Sapling,’ indicate the
reverse consideration of this being, i.e. as already
fallen and as incarnate in the vegetable life of

Mother Earth. This character appears explicitly

in the close of the Onondaga version of the myth,
as given by Hewitt {^1 BBEW, pp. 218-220)

:

‘ Moreover, it is said that this Sapling, in the manner in
which he has hie, has this to befall him recurrently, that he
becomes old in body, and that when, in fact, his body becomes
ancient normall3% he then retransforms his bod^ in such wise
that he becomes a new man-being again and again recovers his

youth, so that one would think that he had just then grown
to the sise which a man-being customarily has when he reaches
the youth of man-beings, as manifested by the change of voice
at the age of puberty. Moreover, it is so that continuously
the orenda immanent in his body—the orenda with which he
suffuses his person, the orenda which he projects or exhibits,
through which he is possessed of force and potency—^is ever
fuU, undiminished, and all-sutncient ; and, in the next place,
nothing that is offcon, or deadly, nor, in the next place, even
the Great Destroyer, otkon in itself and faceless, has any effect

on him, he being ;perfectly immune to its orenda ; and, in the
next place, there is nothing that can bar his way or veil his
faculties. Moreover, it is verily thus with all the things that
are contained in the earth here present, that they severally
retransform or exchange their bodies. It is thus with all the
things that sprout and grow, and, m the next place, with all

things that produce themselves and grow, and, in the next
place, all the man-beings. All these are affected in the same
manner, that they severally transform their bodies, and, in
the next; place, that they retransform their bodies, severaJly,

without cessation.*

This may be regarded as the general philosophy
of those Animists who have not attained a clear

conception of personality : life is regarded as fluid,

passing readily from one embodiment to another

;

it has no monadic totality, but separates into
(qualities and functions rather than into organ-
isms ; into effluences and simulacra rather than
into individual spirits. Almost universally the
Indians hold such a view—the notion of individ-

ual immortality, and even the ‘ Happy Hunting
Ground,’ being largely developed under White
influence.

This conception of a fluid life permeating all

material things finds an early and logical expres-
sion in the innumerable sacramental rites where-
by the Indians endeavour to acquire the traits of

those creatures whose flesh they eat or of those
divinities symbolized in the sacramental food.

Thus Le Jeune {Jesuit Relations, ed. R. G.
Thwaites, 1896-1901, ix. 121) notes

;

* A savage, seeing a Frenchman eat the heart of a certain
bird, said to him, “ How 1 thou who art a man, darest thou eat
that ? If we people should eat it, our enemies would surprise

us and would kill us ; that is a woman’s food.” *

The inter-continental custom of eating the flesh,

especially the heart, and of drinking the blood,

of an enemy who had proved his courage in death
by torture, that this courage might be transferred

to the partakers (cf. Ethics and Morality
[American]), is but a further, and terrible, illus-

tration of this idea. Indeed, Garcilasso {Royal
Commentaries, ed. Paris, 1830, l. xi.) states that

some of the S. American tribes, after having eaten
the body of such a victim, dried the nerves and
bones and worshipped these remains as divine.

In Mexico, in various festivals, we find cakes
fashioned into the likeness of the deity, or of its

attributes, or even, in the case of Omacatl, into

the shape of a bone regarded as a hone of the god,

which are then eaten as sacraments. Similar
sacramental notions underlay the various forms
of ceremonial cannibalism practised by the Aztecs

and other Mexican peoples. The hearts of victims
were customarily devoted to the divinity, but the
bodies were eaten by the worshippers in many, it

not all, cases. It seems to be beyond doubt that
the partaker was expected to derive some magical
or ‘ holy ’ power from the flesh of one who had in
turn derived it from consecration to the divinity.

In the large number of Aztec instances in which
the sacrificial victim is regarded as a personation
of the god, this is certainly true. The thean-
thropic idea is everyvrhere present. Sahagun
{Sist. gin., Paris, 1880, bks. i., ii.) gives a multi-
tude of examples. Thus, in the worship of the
god of merchants, with his five brothers and his

sister, ‘they sacrificed to all together, or to each
of them, one or more slaves, clothed in the orna-
ments of the god, as if they \vere his image.’
Slaves were bought for this special purpose, care
being taken that they were sound and without de-
fect ; they were fed and fattened for the sacrifice

and the sacramental banquet following it, all the
while being encouraged to dance and sing and live

a life of rejoicing, so that, says Sahagun, ‘ they
made no case of the death that was reserved for
them’ (I. xix.). The typical instance of this sort
is perhaps that of the young man who for a year
personated the great god Tezcatli^oca, living amid
the splendour of temple service, with four maidens
having the character of divine consorts. At the
end ot this time he was sacrificed to the god, while
at the same time another youth, beautiful and un-
blemished, was chosen in his place.
‘During the year he traversed the city carrj'ing flowers in

his hands and accompanied by a great following. He saluted
graciously all whom he encountered, and they, on their part,
taking him for the veritable image of Tezcatlipoca, threw
themselves on their knees before him and worshipped him*
(n. V. ; see also the brilliant description in Prescott's Con-
quest of Mexico t

London, 1874, ch. iii.).

The flaying of the victims and the wearing of
their skins was a not uncommon mode of trans-

ferring the divine attributes. In the worship of

the ‘ Mother of the Gods ’ the woman who person-
ated the goddess was flayed and her skin worn
by a priest, who, ‘ thus clothed, traversed the citjr,

where he was the occasion of a thousand insani-

ties ’ (Sahagun, I. viii. ; cf. II. xi.). A curious
divinity was Xipe Totec, ‘the flayed one,’ in

whose rites the worshippers wore the skins of the
sacrificed victims, assuming that they were clothed
in the skin of the god, and expecting thereby to
be healed of skin diseases {ib. I. xviii.). The
notion appears to some extent in the northern
tribes—at least the Pottawatomi ‘Story of the
man with six sons,’ narrated by de Smet {Life,

Letters, and Travels, New York, 1905, VH. viii.),

presents striking analogies.

Ritualistic impersonation of mythical beings,

spirits of ancestors, the heroic dead, etc., is to be
found in many localities. It is probably a factor

in all totemic rites and in symbolic face-painting.

In the Pawnee Hako, when the consecrated child

has been painted with the lines in which, says

the priest, ‘we see the face of Tirdwa atius, the
giver of life and power to all things,’ it is told to

look into a howl which has been filled with run-

ning water

:

‘The running water symbolizes the passing on of generations,

one following another. The little child looks on the water and
sees its ownlikeness, as it will see that likeness in its children

and children’s children. The face of Tirawa atius is there

also, giving promise that the life of the child shall go on, as

the waters flow over the land
'
(A. 0. Fletcher, Si RBBWt pt.

2 [1904], pp. 233, 241).

The most notable development of this conception

is among the Indians of the North-West, where
masked shamans personate mythic powers, and
among the Pueblo Indians, with whom veritable

mysteries are enacted by the priesthoods—tests of

initiation implying at least some degree of partici-

pation in the supernatural character represented
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(see J. W. Fewkes, 15 BBEW [1897] and n
BBEW) M. C. Stevenson, ^3 BBEW [1904]; J.

K. Swanton, BBEW [1908]).
It is not 'without significance that the Shawnee

prophet Tenskwatawa was regarded hy his fol-

lowers as an incarnation of Manahozho. For
Manabozho is the demiurge, the servant of the
Good Manitou, through whose labours power has
been brought from heaven to earth, and the life

of man made tolerable—and it is in this capacity
of creator and mediator that Manabozho holds a
central place in the Midi rites. And not only was
Tenskwatawa himself an incarnation of this demi-
urge, so that ‘ his words were believed to be the
direct utterances of a deity,’ but his body was
regarded as transubstantiated in ‘four strings of

beans, which we were told were made of the fiesh

itself of the prophet’ ; these
* were carried with much solemnity to each man in the lodge,
and he was expected to take hold of each string at the top, and
draw them gently through his hand. This was called shaking
hands with the prophet, and was considered as solemnly en-

gaging to obey his injunctions, and accept his mission as from
the Supreme ’ (J. Mooney, U JKJSJSF, pt. 2 [1896], pp. 676, 678 f.).

It is with Manabozho, again, that Longfellow iden-

tifies the Iroquoian chief and prophet Hiawatha

—

possibly with some traditional right, since the Iro-

quoian demiurge is very similar to the Algonquian.
The Aztec myth of Quetzalcoatl is a typical

case of belief in re-embodiment. This deity-god
of the winds, closely associated with the quetzal
{Pharomacrm moccino), which was his emblem,
was the ruler of Anahuac in a golden age of

peace and plenty ; driven thence by the conquering
Tezcatlipoca, he set sail, over the eastern waters,
for the land of Tlapallan, promising one day to
return and rule again, king of a re-juvenated
realm. The appearance of Cortes was mistaken
for the millennial return of this deity, re-embodied
in his ancient form, for he was traditionally bearded
and light of hue—a fact which modified the resist-

ance offered to the Spaniards by the superstitious
Montezuma. Possibly Quetzalcoatl is but the per-

sonification of the quetzal itself (to which temples
were erected as far south as Guatemala), regarded
as a symbol of the Sun, and, like the phoenix,
periodically dying to be born again. The plumes
of the quetzal were insignia of the Mexican rulers,

and it is an interesting analogy that the Peruvian
Incas wore as a special sign feathers of the
‘ coraquenque,’ of which they supposed but a
single pair to exist, the earthly representatives
of their sun - descended ancestors, Manco Ccapac
and his spouse (see Garcilasso, Boyal Commen-
taries, VI. xxviii.).

The Aztec deity Huitzilopochtli is another deity
regarded as having once been an earthly hero, to
whom ‘ after his death they rendered the honours
of godship, making him offerings of slaves

’

(Sahagun, i. i.). A very curious rite in his service
was his symbolic slaying, an elaborate effigy being
made of cereals, into the heart of which a dart
was plunged by a man personating Quetzalcoatl.
Afterwards the body was eaten, but the partici-

pants in this strange sacrament were compelled to
undergo such penance that, says Sahagun, they
sometimes fled the country, preferring death at the
hands of their enemies (III. i.).

This god, like many another god and wizard,
possessed the shape-shifting power

; and from this
to belief in transmigration and reincarnation is a
step the Indians were certain to take. ‘ They be-
lieve that souls enter other bodies after death ’ is

the simple form in which this general notion is

expressed by the Jesuits (Thwaites, xv. 183). The
most primitive and crude form in which the idea
appears is in that form of cannibalism which con-
sists in eating the bodies of deceased relatives, in
order that their ‘ life ’ may be transmitted to the

partakers. This custom appears only among the
lower peoples, chiefly in S. America, one form of

it, interesting as probably representing a transition

from the cruder forms noted by Garcilasso, being
that of the Yapura river tribes, who burn the bones
of their dead and then mingle the ashes with their
drink.

An interesting custom in this connexion is the
rite of bestowing the name of the deceased upon
another person, who is then supposed to have
assumed the dead person’s character

:

* It has often been said that the dead were brought to life by-

making the living bear their names. This is done for several
reasons—to revive the memory of a brave man, and to incite
him who shall bear his name to imitate his courage ; to take
revenge upon the enemies, for he who takes the name of a man
killed in battle binds himself to avenge his death ; to assist the
family of a dead man, because he who brings him back to life,

and who represents him, assumes all the duties of the deceased,
feeding his children as if he were their own father—in fact, they
call him their father, and he calls them his children. Mothers
or other relatives who love a son, or a daughter, or any of their
kindred, cause such persons to be resuscitated, through a desire
to see them close by them—transferring the affection that they
felt for the deceased to the persons who take their names’
(Thwaites, xxii. 289 ; cf. xxvi. 155-63, where the ceremony of

resuscitating a chieftain is described in detail).

Nor must we forget the Indian messiah of the
‘Ghost -Dance Religion,’ who taught that the
Indian dead were to be resurrected, the old life

restored, and even the buffalo and other game
of former days to be brought back in the body
(see 14 BBEPT, pt. 2). Christian influences were
at work here, but they fell on "Vi’eU- prepared
aboriginal ground.
See also Possession, Reincarnation.
Literature.—In addition to authorities cited in the article,

see list appended to Communion with Deity (American).

H. B. Alexander.
INCARNATION (Buddhist).—i. It has been

held that certain Australian tribes deny all con-

nexion between conception and sexual intercourse,

and believe that the spirit—an animal totem or the
soul of an ancestor—takes its place in the womb of

the mother in accordance with certain mysterious
laws and under certain trees, without the normal
intervention of any physical cause. ^ The savage
theories of conception, however, do not necessarily
imply such ignorance of physiological laws. It

would be more accurate to say that many primitive
peoples believe in the pre-existence of the soul of

the child, and hold that it is independent of the
soul and life of the parents. From all time it has
been accepted as a fact that only divine union is

always productive—o^/c 6i,7ro<pdi\Loi, eivaX 6,6av6.T(av

(Horn. Od, xi. 249)—and from this it has been
logically concluded in Australia and India that
sexual intercourse, though it may condition con-

ception, is not the cause of it. A living and in-

telligent germ is necessary. The Brahmans
thought that this germ was a soul descended from
the moon through air, smoke, rain, rice, and
seminal fluid. Among the Australians and Hindus
the belief was that a kind of spirit, a totem or a
gandharva, lay in wait for a suitable opportunity
to penetrate the womb of some woman and so

become reincarnated.
According to Buddhist belief, three causes are

necessary to conception ; (1) that the father and
mother nave intercourse, (2) that the mother fulfil

her time, and (3) that a gandharva should be in

readiness. Such is, in so many words, the reply
of the Buddha wken he is asked how children
are born {Majjhima, ii. 156 ; Divyavadana, 440

;

Milinda, 123). In scholastic circles this gandharva
is given a name which is really^ a definition—
antarahhava, an intermediary being, succeeding
the mamnaSAa-ya, ‘the being in the dying state’

or ‘ death,’ and preceding the upapattiohava, ‘ the
being in the state of being born ’ or ‘ conception.’

1 See, e.gr., S. Eeinach on the Ratapas, in CAIBL xii. (1912)
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A certain sect possesses a sutra^ which is lacking

in the Pali canon, where the Buddha speaks of the
antardbhava ; the Pali canonical sources mention
only the gandharva.
3 . All sects do not believe in the antarahhava.
In this conne:'aon we might quote more particularly the case

ol the Mahasamgikas (W. 'VVassiliefi, Budahismus, St. Peters-

burg:, 1860, pp. 266, 274, 281 ;
W. W. Eockhill, Life of the

B-uMhay London, 1884, p. 191) and the school of the Kathavatthu
(viii. 2 ; cf. xiv. 2). In the time of Vasubandhu (Srd-4th cent.

A.D. [?]) a certain sect of India proper considered the doctrine of

the antardbkava heretical, and its arguments coincide in many
respects with those of Tissa-Buddhaghosa (Kathavatthu) ; but,
while the Pali school preserves the traditional text: ‘Three
causes are necessary . , . that a gandharva should be in

readmess,’ the Sanskrit scholars, who deny the exist-ence of the
antardbkava, read :

‘
. that a being m the d3ing state (mara-

Xiabhava). . . They believe that, just as an object projects its

reflexion directly and without intermediarj- on a mirror, so the
constituent elements (skandhas) of the dying being are immedi-
ately replaced by other elements, situated in a suitable womb,
which form a new being who inherits the karma of the djdng
being. It is in this sense that we must understand H. C.
Warren’s formula ^Buddhism in Translations, Cambridge,
Mass., 1900, p, 234): ‘Rebirth is not transmigration’ (see the
long and interesting discussion in Abhidharmakoiabkdsya, Fr.
tr., London, 1914, p. 16 L).

3. The belief in the antarabTiava, however, is

not contradictory to the doctrine of non-identity
or to the denial of * transmigration ’ {samkrama)^
Le. the passage of a person (pudgala), or skandhas
(the hve constituents of the ego), from one exist-

ence to another. The skandhas do not pass from
one existence to another, but, as a flame, con-
tinually renewed, sweeps over the whole prairie,

so the skandhas of the dying being engender the
skandhas of the intermediary being, which, being
continually renewed, finally* arrive at the point
where they are to enter a womb and engender the
skandhas of the new being.
The sutra {Blgha, ii. 63), as a matter of fact,

speaks only of the * descent of the vimdna into the
womb,’ Le, the descent of ‘thought,^ ‘ the spiritual

element,’ ‘ the series of thoughts ’
; but here, we

are told, we must understand by vijhdna the five

skandhas. In the sphere of desire and matter
{kdma^f rupadhdtn; see COSMOGONY AND COS-
MOLOGY [Buddhist], vol. iv. p. 130), thought is too
weak to exist without the support of matter.
The opinion, common to several European writers,

that only the karma is reincarnated, would he of

more weight if confirmed by undisputed texts. In
cases where the existence of the intermediary being
is denied, it is believed that the skandhas of the
dying being project their substitutes into the
womb, and such skandhas indeed—infernal, brute,

human, or divine—as the retribution of karma
requires. But it is not to be explained how a
karma could exist independently of the skandhas^
or produce the skandhas,

4. The intermediary being is ‘projected’ by the same karma
as projects the future existence. It will in consequence have
the form and aspect of the future being, i.e, it will be infernal,

human, divine, and so on, according to the nature of the future
being. Its dimensions are those of a child of 5 or 6. Its organs
are developed ; e.g., the intermediary being which is to gene-
rate a Bodhisattva bears all the marks of a Bodhisattva. It

penetrates the womb, not along with aliments, but by the
natural way ; that is why the second-horn of twins is considered
the elder. The body of the intermediary being is transparent
and subtle and is ‘ not susceptible to touch.’ Nothing can stop
its progress towards the place of its birth, since it is armed with
the magic power of karma ;

it feeds on the aliment called ‘ In
mouthfuls’ (contrasted with touch, joy, etc.), but only on the
subtle part of it, viz. the smell (gandha), from which it derives
its name, gandJiarva^ * smell eater.’ Some say there is no fixed
rule as to how long this being lasts ; it simply exists till the
conditions requisite for conception are realized, e.g. till the
union of the animal, human, or divine couple of the species it is

to belong to is completed, or else, in the case of beings horn of

heat, i.e. from the exudation of the elements (sarhsvedaja'), till

masses of fiesh in a state of decomposition permit of its incarna-
tion as a worm, and so on. Others maintain that the inter-

mediary being lives seven days. If, at the end of this time,
incarnation has been impossible, it dies and is reborn for
another week. Others put the length of the period at seven
weeks. Instead of being reincarnated as an ox, a dog, or a
black bear, it may be reincarnated as a buffalo, a jackal, or
a brown bear, if it is not the season for oxen, etc. But the

animal clasps may be definitely determined; in this case the
karma which has determined the intermediarj' being will bring
about the realization of the causes necessary to incarnation,
irrespective of season.

5. How is the intermediary being incarnated?
With an eye horn of the force of*karma, it recognizes,
even from a great distance, the place where it is to
be horn and 'where its father and mother are united.
When it is female, it conceives a desire for the
father ; -wdien it is male, for the mother. Troubled
by thoughts of love and hate, it hovers round the
place of its birth ,* in its desire for the delights of
love, it imagines that it is the agent, and it enters
into the impurity (seminal fluid and blood) already
formed in the womb. The skandhas of the inter-
mediary being then grow hard; it dies, and con-
ception takes place. Conception presupposes also
the destruction of the elements of productivity

—

sperm and blood ; the first cause of the embryo is

the intermediary being, for sperm and blood are
devoid of thought. This is how the beings which
are to be bom ont of the chorion or the egg are
incarnated.
Those which are to be born of the exudation of the elements

are attracted by smell. There is a fourth matrix (:yoni) or
category of birth : the appantional beings (aupapdduka, i.e.

‘easily bom’) which come to life instantaneously, with all their
organs intact, and all their members and sub-members complete.
To this category belong the gods, the beings of the lower world,
the intermediary beings themselves, and some prhileged men,
who are born without the aid of blood, seminal fluid, or the
exudation of the elements. The intermediary beings who are
to be born in this way are attracted to the place of their birth
by a desire to be in a special place or to dwell in a certain abode,
e.g. the nether world. ‘How does the future infernal being
come to desire to dwell in the lower regions? He is troubled in
spirit, he thinks he is tormented by icy wind and rain, and he
sees the fires of hell burning ; his desire for heat hastens him
thither. The inverse takes place in the case of the cold infernal
TQ^ons* (Abhidkarmako§abh(l^ya, Fr. tr., p. 26). In this class,

incarnation is rapid, for it depends solely on the conditions
proper to the intermediary being itself. For the beings bom in
what is called the * immaterial ’ domain (dr ilpya ; see Cosmogont
AND CosMOLOGT [Buddbist], vol. iv. p. ISO), the intermediary
being is useless. Under the very tree where the saint dies in
meditation, and at the verj' moment of his death, he begins an
existence above and beyond space.

6. A detailed account of the incarnation of the
‘ future Buddha ’ (Bodhisattva [q.v.]) would require
too much space, so we must be content with in-

dicating a few of the chief points, some of them
unpublished as yet.

(a) The old school, represented in this case at
least by the Sanskrit school of Abhidharma, makes
no essential distinction between the incarnation of

the Bodhisattva and that of other men

:

* Which is the best of all matrices (yoni) ? The apparitional
matrix (aupapdduka). It is exempt from sperm, blood, and all

foreign matter on which an intermediary being could fix. Why
then did the Bodhisattva at his last birth choose the matrix of

the chorion (jardyu) ? He possesses the “ mastery ” over birth,
i.e. he can be born where be wills. Because he saw the great
advantages of being bom gf the chorion, the advantage of bind-
ing the great familj' of Sakyas by ties of parentship to the
Dharma, the advantage of inspiring with respect the people
who would say of him :

“ He belongs to a family ol Sovereign
Kings (chakravartin),” the advantage of encouraging the faith-

ful who would say : “He is a man ; even men can attain to this
perfection.” If he had neither race nor family, people would
ask: “Who is he? A magical man or a demoniacal being
(piideha)^’*—^There is another explanation: nothing remains
of the bodies of apparitional beings at death, just as no oil

remains in the lamp at morning. Now, the Bodhisattva wanted
to leave behind him at death remains through the worship of

which thousands of men could gain heaven and deliverance.
That is the reason why he was bom of the chorion. Bub this
explanation cannot be accepted by the Buddhists, who attribute
to the Buddha a magic power of creation ; he could have created
vemems’ (Abhidharmakodabkd^ya, Fr. tr., p. 14).

The Bodhisattva, however, is not incarnated in

exactly the same way as the intermediary beings
destined for the human race. These generally
enter the womb under the impression that it is a
hut to protect them from rain and cold (in the case
of common beings), or a palace (in the case of noble
beings). The Sovereign Kings enter the womb
knowing that they are entering it. So also do the
Pratyekabuddhas, who in addition, while remain-
ing, know that they are there. The Buddhas
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alone enter the womb, remain there, and leave it

in full consciousness of what they are doing.
The future Bodhisattva does not assume an

animal form to penetrate the womb of the mother,
the vision of Maya (in which the Bodhisattva
becomes a white elephant with six tusks) being
merely a portent of the future.

(6) The Great Vehicle, in its first stages (viewed
from the logical point of view), continues to believe

that the Bodhisattva is a man, ‘not a god.’ Men
must not be given the chance of thinking ‘ we are
only men, incapable of fulfilling this task, incapable
of reaching this state of perfection ’ [Lalitavistara,

87 f.). But the blessed or noble (bhadriJca) char-

acter of his descent into and sojourn in the womb
is insisted on ; he is not soiled by the impurities of

the womb or by excremental matter. The question
of the ‘ virginity ’ of Maya, of the absence of blood
and seminal fluid, has been settled, since Maya
[Lalitavistara, 42. 9) takes the octuple vow before

conception ; but the author of the Lalitavistara
does not press the point.

The Mahavastu, the Suvarna, etc., hold that the
Buddha is bom as an apparitional being ; his body
is, therefore, defined as ‘spiritual’ {manomaya),
which means ‘ produced by the spirit ’ without the
aid of the elements of generation. It follows from
this that there are no remains of his body after

death.
The Bodhisattva was also regarded as a magical

apparition [nirmita), the unreal reflexion of the
true body which is resplendent in the Tusita
heaven or in the distant and colossal empyrean
familiar to the later sutras [Saddharma).

LiTBRATiJaB.~E. Windisch, Buddha's Geburt und die Lehre
von der Seelenwanderung, Leipzig, 1908 (numerous Buddhist,
BrShman, and medical sources); A. Barth, in Journal des
Savants^ August, 1899 ; L. de la Vallde Poussin, in JA ii.

[1902] 294, JRASi 1897, h. 466, TMone des dome causes, London,
1918, pp. 12, 127, Abhidharmako^abhd§ya, Fr. tr., London, 1914

;

H. Olaenberg, Religion du Veda, tr. V. Heniy, Paris, 1903, p.
209; T. W. Rhys Davids, in JRAS, 1899, p. 79; if. A.
Jaeschke, Tib.-JBng. Dictionary, London, 1881, p. 867; Sarat
Chandra, Tib. Dictionary, Calcutta, 1902, p. 867 ; MlmdrKisdS'
lokavdrttika, Benares, 1898, p. 703; Bodhisaitvabhumi, MS,
Cambridge, foL 144a ; SutrakridUga, ii. 3 (SBE xlv. [1895] 393)

;

Mahdbhdrata, iii. 188. 76, xii. 298. 18 (E. W. Hopkins, Great
Epic, New York, 1902, pp. 39, 176; JAO-S xxii. [1901] 372);
Anugitd, iii. (SBE viii [1898] 241); Pratastapddabha§ya,
Benares, 1896, p. 33. L. DE LA VALL^IE POUSSIN.

INCARNATION (Chinese). — Incarnation in
anything like the meaning attached to that term in
Christian theology is unknown in Chinese religious
thought. We find there the idea of human beings
elevated to the sphere of the divine in the case of
those worthies who are worshipped with divine
honours. We find also the idea of the manifesta-
tion of spiritual beings, or the possession by them
of human persons^ who are their mediums in such
a way that the spiritual power may be regarded as
temporarily resident in the medium ; but in neither
is there any approach to the thought of true
incarnation.
When we disregard the secondary spiritual

powers and confine ourselves to the consideration
of Shang Ti, we find that the idea of the Incarna-
tion of the Supreme is as remote from Chinese
religious thought. We have, it is true, such ideas
as occur in connexion with the birth of Hou Chi.

" The first birth of our people was from Chiang Yuan. How
did she give birth to our people? She had presented a pure
offering and sacrificed, that her childlessness might be taken
away. She then trod on a toe-print made by God (Ti;,i and
was moved, in the large place where she rested. She became
pregnant ; she dwelt retired ; she gave birth to and nourished
a son w'ho was Hou Chi. When she had fulfilled her months,
her first-born son came forth like a lamb. There was no burst-
ing, nor rending, no injury, no hurt-showing how wonderful
he would be. Did not God (Shang Ti) give her the comfort?

1 ‘ Made by God ’ is by some Chinese authorities translated
‘ made by the sovereign * and so this element of the super-
natural is eliminated.

Had He not accepted her pure offering and sacrifice, so that
thus easily she brought forth her son?' (Shi King, pt. ui. bk.
ii ode 1 [SBE iii.2 (1899) 396 f.]).

But the idea of supernatural conception and
birth must be distinguished from the idea of in-

carnation. The former does not imply the latter,

and of the latter idea, understood as Shang Ti be-

coming man and revealing himself in and through
the development of a human personality, there is

no trace in Chinese thought.
The classical conception of Shang Ti is re-

markably high. Physical anthropomorphism is

restrained, and no image of Shang Ti has ever been
made; but he is freely spoken of as an ethical

being, righteous and loving. As the Christian
doctrine of the Incarnation, then, finds its funda-
mental Biblical presupposition in the conception of

man as made in the image of God, so, if within
the circle of Chinese religious ideas it seeks a point
of attachment, it must find such a point in the
ethical affinity of Shang Ti and man, which, e.g.,

makes Shang Ti the ethical standard for man’s
imitation [Shi King, pt. iii. bk. i. ode 7), and
underlies the thought of the Emperor, in so far as
he is worthy of his position, being, like the theo-
cratic King of Israel, the Son of Heaven. Perhaps,
also, there might be brought into connexion with
the cosmical significance of the Incarnation the
conception in ‘ The Doctrine of the Mean ’ of the
Sage, in whom the principles involved in nature
are brought to perfection, and who in turn brings

to perfection the world of men and things.

P. J. Maclagan.
INCARNATION (Egyptian).— The ancient

Egyptians had great difficulty in forming abstract
or general conceptions,^ therein resembling certain

negro races who to this day do not frame such
general terms as, e.g., * woman ’ or ‘ crocodile,’ but
think always of a particular woman or a particular

crocodile. 2 Like children, therefore, they found
it difficult to think of an ego or self as an integrat-

ing conception, and instead of saying ‘ I see,’ ‘ you
walk,’ ‘ he strikes,’ they said ‘ my eyes see,’ ‘ your
legs walk,’ ‘his hand strikes.’® Similarly, they
lacked originally the concepts ‘ all ’ and ‘ whole ’

;

so that, instead of the expression ‘all men,’ they
used the phrases * each men,’ or, more commonly,
‘each eyes,’ ‘each legs,’ etc., according to the
bodily organ concerned in the particular case.

For ‘whole’ they had no distinct term, but ex-

pressed the idea by some such circumlocution as
‘ to its limit,’ ‘ to its extent,’ ‘ in its scope.’ *

This inability to frame abstract ideas operated
powerfully upon the formation of religious concep-

tions among the Egyptians. The thought of a
more or less abstract deity, exercising his power in

a transcendental manner, was entirely foreign to

the Egyptian mind. Even a supreme being was
conceivable only as a concrete existence. In order

that such a being might conform to earthly norms,
it must have earthly attributes, and give effect

to its powers by earthly means. The Egyptian
deities were accordingly thought of as being em-
bodied in men, or in animals, or, though less

frequently, in plants, and even in things fashioned
by human hands, such as statues, obelisks, houses,

and temples. A deity had to eat and drink ;
® he

lived and died. He was, therefore, always con-

nected with a particular locality. If he went
elsewhere, he deserted his previous locality, as he
could not in his complete individuality be present

1 A. Wiedemann, Mus4on, x. [1891] 42 f.

2 K. Weule, Negerleben in Ostafrika^, Leipzig, 1909, p. 66.
s Of. E. de Boug4, Chrestomathie igyptienne, ii. [Paris, 1868]

64 ff.

4 Examples, i&. p. 91 ff.

5 According to 0. R. Lepsius, Denkmdler aus Aegypten und
Aethiopien, Berlin, 1851-59, iii. 306, line 16, each of the fom
obelisks of Thutmosis m. in Thebes received as sacrificial offer-

ings a hundred loaves and four pitchers of beer.
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in diflerent places at one and the same time. If

he desired to hear or to see, he required ears or

eyes ;
and while, e.g., ears were ascribed to a

deity in large numbers^ in order that he might
perceive more sounds and words than human beings
can perceive, yet the faculty was of limited range.

It is true that certain texts speak occasionally of

a deity as omnipresent and omnipotent, but these
assages are in reality invocations designed to

atter that particular aeity, and to induce him to

maintain his reputation as a supreme power by
granting his suppliant’s prayer. ^ The conception
of a truly omnipotent deity was one that the
Egyptians never attained ; and that the ostensible

references to such are, after all, but phrases to

which no real conviction attached is made quite
clear by the fact that similar qualities were
ascribed to the reigning Pharaoh in the panegyrics
of his subjects.®

When the Egyptians sought to attribute a more
universal character to a deity in a precise and
complete sense, they had to resort to a kind of

syncretism. They fabricated a number of figures

as manifestations of the deity, and as bearing in

that capacity various names {ren-u). To the
Egyptian mind, however, the * name ’ was not, as

in modern languages, a general term. It was a
thing by itself, and independent of the object

which it denoted, and it possessed an immortality
of its own.”^ It was related in the closest way to

what it signified, but was not identical wuth it.

To have knowledge of a name was to have power
over its bearer, but in certain cases the name might
continue to exist apart from the latter. The
* name,’ in fact, was related to its bearer in some
such way as the Jca^ the 6a, and other immortal
elements were related to the individual human
being.
The several ‘ names ’ of a deity were not simple

incarnations thereof, but were generally distinct

personalities. Thus, if Isis was designated by,

and worshipped under, various epithets, such as

Hathor, Mut, etc., these were not regarded as

mere emanations existing in and through Isis, but
were figures complete in themselves and endowed
with a power and activity of their own. The
Egyptians did homage to each by itself, and did

not think of such homage as accorded to the

central deity. When they wished to worship Isis

herself, they required to direct their thoughts
specially to her. The primary deity always re-

mained a unity, neither surrendering any of his

distinctive characteristics to the subsidiary figures,

nor taking from them any of their attributes or

achievements.
In order that a deity might exercise his power

at a particular place, he required a material pody,

which served him for a longer or shorter period as

a vesture or embodiment ; and, by way of facilitat-

ing such material manifestation, the temples were
furnished with statues or symbols which corre-

sponded to his supposed corporeal form, and could,

accordingly, be used by him at once as a place of

sojourn. When such object had been animated by
the presence of the deity, it was regarded as

actually the deity himself. But a material tene-

ment of this kind was not absolutely necessary.

1 A god with 77 eyes and 77 ears is met with in the Magic
Papyrus Harris (vu. 6), ed. P. J. Ohabas, Le Papyrus magique
Harris, Chaion-sur-Sadne, 1860, p. 99;^ cf. E. A. W. Budge,

Facsimiles ofEgyptian Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum,
London, 1910, pi. 26, p. 26. ....

2 Of. the remarks m the art. God (Egyptian), vol. vi. p. 276.

8 Papyrus Anastasi, ii. pi. 6, line 3fE.-iv. pi. 6, line 6ff.
j

cf.

G. Maspero, Du Genre ipistolaire chez les andens Egyptiens,

Paris, 1872, p. 79 f.

4 Wiedemann, Die Amulette der alien Agypter, Leipzig, 1910,

p. 16, Religion ofthe Ancient Egyptians, Eng. t^, London, 1897,

p. 293 fl., in Musion, xv. [1896] 49ff ,
and in L’Egypte, i. [Alex-

andria, 1895] 573 ff.

Thus the god of Edfu, in order to help the sun-god
against his enemies, assumed the form of a winged
solar disk, and thereafter some portion of his

divinity always inhered in this new figure, which,
accordingly, became one of the most potent apo-
tropseic symbols in the religion of Egypt. ^ In
exactly the same way statues and symbols likewise
permanently retained something of the divine per-
sonality. They became separate deities, whose
existence in no way interfered with the continued
existence of the original deity as an integral entity,

or with his capacity to become incarnate in similar

fashion at another place. Here we encounter a
mode of thinking which is found among many
other peoples, viz. the belief that in the painted
figure, or even in a mere reflexion, there inheres
permanently a part of the personality of the
original, though without in any way taking from
the latter any portion of his individuality.

Such modes of thought explain the rise of

numerous distinct forms of one and the same deity
in a single locality, and also, when once he had
become embodied there in various objects, their
continued co-existence. The several forms were
differentiated from one another either by the attri-

butes which the deity had manifested in his various
embodiments or by the sacred localities from which
he had been derived under a certain characteristic,

and at which he usually resided in a particular
form. Each of these forms of the original deity
had a distinct individuality. They were repre-
sented side by side in long rows of statues or

reliefs, or else were enumerated in extensive
lists.^

So far as a deity was not compelled by incanta
tions to abide in a particular place in order to

serve the purposes of the person casting the spell,

the choice among the various available forms of

incarnation lay with the deity himself. By means
of certain spells, a dead man, being endowed with
magical powers, could, after his resurrection to

life, avail himself of existing embodiments or not,

having the power to assume whatever forms he
liked, as that of a bird, a serpent, a crocodile, the
god Ptah, etc., and was subject to no compulsion
in the matter.
Wbat 'we find here is not metempsychosis, but the capacity of

the dead to incarnate themselves as they willed. The number
of possible transformations was unlimited. It is true that the
Book of the Dead^ gives only a few—about twelve—but these
are merely a selection of peculiarly important forms, and by no
means exhaust the series. The fact that in a text of late origin *

the regular twelve transformations are brought into relation

with the twelve hours of the day doubtless points to a later

attempt to reduce the forms to a scheme. But the arrangement
of the relative chapters in the Book ofthe Dead shows no uni-

formity, and the forms given in that text are not exhaustive,
while such a relation between forms and hours is nowhere else

referred to.

The dead might also assume a human form.

Thus, in the first tale of Setna, Ahure becomes
incarnate in Tabubue, and Neferkajitah in an old

man. In this narrative, indeed, even the pieces of

a game have incarnations as the fifty-two human
1 H. E. Naville, Textes relatifs au mythe d’Horus, Geneva,

1870, pi. 12 ff. ; tr. H. Brugsch, * Die Sage von der geflugelten

Sonnenscheibe,’ in A GG xiv. [1869] 173-236.

2 e,g., the ro'ws of statues exhibiting the forms of the goddess
Sechet in Karnak, founded by Amenophis ni., and completed
by Sheshonk i.

;
cf. P. E. JTewberry, in PSBA xxv. [1903] 217 flf.,

M. Benson and J. Gourlay, The Temple of Mut in Asher, Lon-
don, 1889, pp. 31, 41, 248. Some of the figures in that series

bore no distinguishing epithet, and were manifestly intended to

represent new, and not as yet distinctive, types of incarnation

assumed by the goddess. For a series of reliefs representing

forms of Amon, cf., e,g,, Lepsius, Denkmdler, hi. 36c, d. For
lists of the forms of Osiris, see the Book of the Dead, cxlii.—

a

chapter which can be traced as far back as the Theban period ;

cf. the important list in W. Pleyte and F. Eossi, Papyrus de

Turin, Leyden, 1869-76, pis. 11-13, p. 22 S.
8 Ixxvi.-lxxxviii. The texts of the Book of the Dead dating

from the Middle Kingdom devote numerous chapters to the

subject ; cf. the enumeration given by G. Eoder, in ARW xvi

[1913] 79 f.

4 Brugsch, Zl V. [1867] 21-26 ; Wiedemann, ib. xvi. [1878] 96 f
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menials of Tabubue.^ The same text tells us that

Ahuie and her child Merab lay buried in Koptos,

and yet that they repose in the tomb of the hus-

band and father. They desire that their mummies
should likewise be brought to the tomb—a desire

all the more natural because the mummy was

regarded as the principal form in which the dead

became incarnate ; it was a vesture which he could

restore to life, and in which he could once more

move about.
The mummy was subject to bodily needs, and the more

mobile da-soul is depicted as conveying bread and water to it

through the shaft of the tomb 2 Of equal importance with the

mummy were the statues ,

2

which in the Old Kingdom were

erected in the serdab, and sometimes also in the chamber of

worship ; in later times mainly in the latter._ They were some-

times mven a place m the temple,^ where, being near the gods,

they could more naturally look for a share in the sacrificial gifts

than in a tomb situated at a distance. In particular, statues

were placed in temples by kings as marks of special distinction

for men of merit.®

The dead man, moreover, had a singular power of

incarnation in relation to the reliefs in his tomb.

When he uttered his magic formula, the incidents

portrayed in the reliefs became real. He incarnated

himseff in his own figure, and at the same time

compelled the other persons and the animals and
things depicted in the relief to become embodied in

theirs, and to perform the actions represented.® To
the same mode of thought belonged the notion that

a magician could by means of spells change the wax
figure of a crocodile into a real crocodile.'^

If beatified men could thus become incarnate in

so great a variety of forms, there can be no doubt
that the same capacity was assigned to the gods

also, though it is true that our documents furnish no
lists of the forms usually or possibly assumed by the

individual deities, or of the magic formulae employed
by them in order to assume such incarnations.

Of more importance among the forms of incarna-

tion resorted to by the gods were the sacred

animals. This idea was not indigenous to Egypt.
The god-animals were originally the independent
deities of the primitive inhabitants. The normally
anthropomorphic and spiritually conceived deities

introduced into the country during the Nagada
period by the invading and conquering peoples

were brought into relation with the old indigenous
objects of worship.® The deity of a conquering
tribe that settled in a particular locality was de-

clared to be identical with the sacred animal
hitherto worshipped there, and the latter was
thereafter regarded as his material manifestation.
But the deity did not thereby surrender his inde-

pendent existence. Thus we find, besides the Ptah
incarnate in Apis, the god Ptah ; and, besides the
ram Amon, the god Amon. In these identifica-

tions of deity and animal, no attention was paid
to possible differences in the distinctive properties
of the associated pair, and this inherent disparity,

as we might expect, permanently stood in the way
of a real fusion between the primitive and the
incarnate deity. Even when the similarity of the
two was more marked, as in the case of the hawk
of Edfu and the sun-god, they stiU maintained a

1 G-. Maspero, Contes populaires^ Paris, 1911, p. 123 ff., where
further literature on the text is cited. On the figures used as
* men,’ cf. Wiedemann, Altdgyp, Sagen und Marcken^ Leipzig,
1906, p. 186.

2 Vignette in the Papyrus Nebket in the Louvre, ed. T.
Deveria and P. Pierret, Le PapyriLS de Neb-Qed, Paris, 1872,
pi. 3.

3 On these, cf. Maspero, Etudes de mythologies i. [Paris, 1893]
53 iff., 77 fi.

4 Of. the numerous statues of private persons in the hiding-
place at Karnak, in G. Legrain, ‘ Statues et statuettes de rois
et de particuliers’ (Cat, du Mus4e du Caire^ i. [Cairo, 1906], ii.

[1909]).
5 e.g. Legrain, op., ciU i. 23, 79.

6Cf. Maspero, Etudes igyptiennes, i [Paris, 1886] 193 f.,

Etudes de mythologie, vi. [do. 1912] 898 f.

7 Papyrus Westcar ; cf. Slaspero, Contes„popiilaire$^s P* 27 f.

8 Wiedemann, Eer TierkuM der alten Agypter, Leipzig, 1912,
p. 27 ff.

mutually independent existence. The incarnation,

in fact, added a fresh and independent by-form to

the deity, but the distinct individuality of the

latter remained as before.

These ideas emanate directly from the Egyp-
tian conception of what is involved in personality.

Man was not in himself an integral unity, nor, by
analogy, was any other existent being. Each
individual existence was rather a mosaic-like com-
plex of various severally independent constituents

which merely happened to he conjoined in a par-

ticular body, but was not in its own being de-

pendent upon that body or its continued existence.

Thus, in the individual human personality there

were, besides the body, the various constituents of

the soul—the ka^ the ha, the sech&m, etc. which,

while conjoined in the man during life, first attained

complete independence after death, each of them
then repairing to the world beyond in order that,

according to the Osirian doctrine of immortality,

it might, as a result of the judgment before Osiris,

be once more united with the rest in the person-

ality so restored in the realm of the dead. In

beings of a higher rank, such as kings and gods,

the partition of the soul was carried still further.

These had not simply a single ka and 6a, but several

of each, and in these the various attributes com-
bined in the divine person were at a later date

supposed to be severally incarnated.^

A crucial instance of the distinct individuality

of these elements is found in the idea that the

divinity of the king might be detached even from
himself. In this case the divine personality is

figured as a man bearing a general resemblance

to the earthly ruler, but sometimes it wears other

crowns besides his, and it seldom has even the

hawk^s head corresponding to the hawk-soul of

the Pharaoh. It receives sacrificial oflerings from
the king himself, and bestows upon him heavenly

gifts.® The proper divinity of the Pharaoh is

embodied in this figure, but such disengagement
of a part of the monarches personality in no way
diminishes his own individuality. The sacrificing

king remains in. himself complete, and is in no
sense a merely partial or fragmentary being.

The ka of the Pharaoh is often represented as a little child-
less frequently as a grown man 4—who walks behind the king,

bearing the royal fca-name on his head, and carrying the royal

symbols. It sometimes appears also as the^ hieroglyphic tran-

script of the fca-name, furnished with arms in order to hold the

symbols.® Here the incarnation of the Aa-element in a^ hiero-

glyphic expression is effected in the same way as the individual

hfe, power, stability, etc., of the king are embodied in the
hieroglyphs for ‘life,’ ‘power,’ ‘stability,’ etc., which are fitted

with arms and legs, and carry symbols of the monarch.6

Further, attributes which seem to us purely

abstract were regarded as becoming incarnate,

as, the divine protection, which was em-
bodied in the blood of Isis, and is represented

by the knot-amulet tet. This amulet likewise

is fitted with hands,’ or, in some instances, with
1 Wiedemann, The Ancient Egyptian Doctrine of the Im-

mortality of the Soulf Eng. tr., London, 1895, also in Congrhs
provincial des OrientalisteSs St. Etienne, 1878, p. 159 ff., and in

M-usSon, XV. [1896] 46 ff.

2 Lists of the sun-god’s 14 ka8» in F. W. von Bissing, SMA,
1911, no. 5, pp. 6, 12 f. The sun-god, moreover, had seven bos

(J. Diimichen, Altdgyp. Tempehnschriftens i., Leipzig, 1867,

pi. 29 ; cf. P. Le Page Renouf, Life Works ii. [Pans, 1903] 241

;

Brugsch, Hieroglyph.-demot. Worterbuchs Suppl. vii. [Leijjzig,

1882] 997, and R. V. Lanzone, Dizionario di mitologia egizia,

Turin, 1881-86, p. 1205). We read often of the ba-u (pi.) of the

king, though their precise number is not given.
3 Lepsius, DenkmalcTs iii. 86a, 189, 191,

4J&. iii. 78e.
5 Of. the illustrations in W. M. F. Petrie, A Season in Egypt^

London, 1888, pi. 20, p. 22 ; well-defined illustrations in Lepsius,

iii. 20a, 21, 65b, 61.
6 As in Lepsius, iii. 86a ; A. Mariette, Abydos, i., Paris, 1869,

pis. 28, 32 ; E. Naville, The Festival-hall of Osorkon IL, London,
1892, pis. 1, 9, 14 ; Lepsius, iii. 209b ; Mariette, Lenderah^ i.,

Paris, 1870, pis. 13, 38, 44, 46, iv., 1873, pis. 2, 12.

7 Book of the Leads clvi. ; cf. the vignette in Naville, Lai
dgy-p, Todtenbuch der XVIII-XX Dynasties Berlin, 1886, i.

>1. 105.
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a head.^ Similarly, incarnate forms of various
senses and ideas, as taste and feeling,^ hearing
and sight, year, eternity, infinity, joy,^ male and
female darkness,^ etc., are met with as deities to
whom homage is paid, and who are, therefore,

expected to manifest an individual activity in
favour of the suppliant. Of such forms the most
fi'equently mentioned is Truth, who became a
goddess~the Maat worshipped in a number of

temples as a woman with the symbol for ‘ truth ’

upon her head.® Further, the particular truth
which dwelt in a particular man or deity could
become incarnate in a similar figure, and this type
of truth might be eaten or drunk, while the long
might ofier it to th-e deity.®

The possible co-existence of a number^ of indi-

vidually distinct entities in another being wdiich

yet maintained an existence independent of them
5s seen also in a curious conception of the royal
person. The Pharaoh comprised in himself the
kin^s of Upper and of Lower Eg3rpt, each of whom
retained his own individuality. The monarch not
only bore the titles and dignities that severally

belonged to the two provinces, and had a double
house and a double treasury, but, as king of either

province, he also offered two distinct sacrifices, and
in some instances had two tombs,^ which, as it

would seem, belonged severally to the king of

Upper Egypt and the king of Lower Egypt,
The king was regarded as of divine origin, and

even as a god. In this aspect, however, he was
not merely the incarnate form of a particular

deity, but was a new addition to the pantheon

—

one who, clothed in a human form and bom of a
human mother, lived as a man amongst men, and
yet could associate with the other gods on a footing
of perfect equality. At death he discarded his
purely human traits, though he did not completely
surrender his human nature. In the earlier period,

he was supposed to eat the older gods, thereby
acquiring their peculiar qualities, and so becom-
ing the supreme divinity.® In later times the
process of complete deification after death, by
which he became a kind of Osiris, is not depicted
in detail.

The Pharaoh owed his divine nature to his

having been begotten by a god—a transaction
which is often brought clearly before us.® When
the procreation of a new deity had been resolved
upon by the higher powers, the god Ba or Amon-
Ba assumed the form of the reining king, and
visited the queen upon her couch in the palace.

He revealed to her his divine character ; his love
sufiused her person, and he begot the coming ruler,

1 e.g., on the late-Tbeban coffin in the Museum at Cairo, first

floor, vestibule, no. 1161. Similar forms of incarnation might
be ascribed also to the gods, as in a relief from the reign of

Amenem^at in., ed. H. Schafer, Amtliche\ Berichte aus den
Jconigl. Kunstsammlungeny xxxiii., Berlin, 1911-12, cols. 40-46
(the Sebak of Crocodilopolis).

3 Wiedemann, in Sphinx, xvi, [1912] 40 f,

S Altar of Pepi i. m Turin ; ed. J. Bonomi and S. Sharpe, in
TSBA iii. [1874] 110 ff., pis. 1-S.

4 References for these and similar conceptions in Lepsius,
*t7ber die Gotter der vier Elemente bei den Agj'ptern,* in

ABAW, 1856, p. 181 ff.

5 Cf. E. A. W. Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians, London,
1904, i. 416 ff,

6 Wiedemann, AMG x. [1887] 561 ff.; A. Moret, Le Rituel du
cults divin jowmalier en Egypte, Paris, 1902, p. ISSff.

7 Cf, H. R. Hall, JHS xxvi. [1906] 176 f.

8 Pyramid Unas, 1. 496 ff. (tr. Maspero, RTr iv. [1883] 69 ff.).

9 e.g., in reliefs (for Amenophis m.) at Luxor, ed. A. Gayet,
Le Temple de Louxor [=3Iim. de la mission arch, du Caire,
XV. 1], Paris, 1894, pis, 63-67 ; in better form, with discussion,

Colin Campbell, The Mirations Birth of King Amonhotep m.,
Edinburgh, 1912 ; at Deir el-Bahri (for JHatshepsut), ed.

Naville, The Temple of JDeir el Bahari, ii., London, 1897, pis.

46-55 ; a fragment (for Ramses n.), ed. 0. Campbell, op. cit.

48 f. ; alluded to in the Papyrus Westcar (for kings of the Vth
dyn.), in the royal titles, etc. ; cf. Wiedemann, in Musion,
xiii. [1894] 372 f.; A. Moret, Du CaracUre religieux jie la

royauU pharaonique, Paris, 1902, p. 48 ff.; Maspero, Etudes
de mythologie, vi. 263-286.

and decided what his name should be. So far,

however, the god had implanted in the mother only
the divine element of the son. He now commis-
sioned the god Khnuphis to form the child’s bodily
members, and accordingly that deity fashioned the
body of the future ruler, as also that of his ka,
which was of like shape with himself,^

potter’s wheel, while a goddess bestowed life upon
these fresh creations.® Then at length the child
was born in the presence of, and with the aid of,

various gods and goddesses.
The circumstance that, when the god begot the

child, only the divine element of the latter was
created enables ns to understand why occasionally
not merely a single deity was implicated in the
act, but why all the gods might claim to have
begotten the Pharaoh,® and to exist in him. To
the purely concrete mode of thought characteristic

of the Egyptians such an infusion of deity could
be most simply represented after the manner of s

procreation. It was only in respect of this divine
element, and not in respect of the whole divine
personality, that the god became incarnate in the
king.
That a mere particle of divinity sufficed to make

the newly created king a partial incarnation and a
divine person is also implied in the myth of Ba and
Isis."^ Here Isis kneads earth with the spittle of

the snn-god, and forms a serpent which, ha virtue
of the spittle, may be a source of danger to the god
himself. The same idea is found in an extant
legend from the Xllth dynasty,® in which Isis tries

to secure a portion of the seed of Set as a means of

gaining power over him. In such instances the
implanted particle of deity does not always carry
with it the entire range of the divine nature as an
incarnation in another being. Sometimes, indeed,
it is only a particular attribute that is transferred
in this way. Thus the man who sucks the milk of

a goddess or a sacred cow absorbs thereby, not her
entire divine ego, but only her inherent immor-
tality.®

The choice of the reigning monarch’s figure for

the act of procreation was determined by the fact

that the god, on other occasions of his intercourse
as an incarnate being with the king, chose a form
which corresponded externally to that of the
Pharaoh then upon the throne. Inasmuch as the
two homologous figures both existed at the same
time, it is clear that the deity did not become in-

carnate in the king, but really assumed an inde-

pendent figure of similar appearance. This figure

might be designated by a special name, which
applied both to the deity and to the reigning king.
Thus we read of the Amon of Bamses IL, of the
Sechet of Sahura,*^ etc. When a monument, and
especially a temple or chapel, was founded, not by
a king, but by a private individual, the latter was,
equally with the king, regarded as the creator of a
new divine by-form. Thus, e.g., in the reign of

Bamses II. worship is said to have been accorded,

The ka and its relation to the man have been discussed most
recently—with references to earlier works—by Maspero, in
Memnon, vi. [1912] 125 ff.

2 Haville, op. dt. li. pi. 48 ; Gayet, oj). dt. pi. 66. On the life-

givine frog-deities of Egypt, cf. A. Jacoby and W. Spiegelberg,

m Sphinx, vii. [1903] 215 ff., viii. [1904] 78 f.; and on the closely

related idea that frogs might be generated from the slime of the
Nile, Wiedemann, in OLZ xi. [1908], col. 179 ff.

s As, e.g., in the Stele of Kuban, ed. E. Prisse d’Avennes,
Monuments igyptiens, Paris, 1847, pi. 21, 1. 3.

4 Pleyte-Rossi, Papyrus de Turin, pis. 31, 77, 131-8 ; tr.

Wiedemann, Beligion of the Ancient Egyptians, 64 ff.

5 P. LI. Griffith, Hieratic Papyri from Kahun and Gurd),
London, 1898, pi. 3, p. 4 ; cf. Wiedemann, in Sphinx, xiv. PL^ll]

39 ff.

6 'Wiedemann, * Die Milchverwandtschafb im alten Agypten,
in Am Urqae.ll, iii. [1892] 269 ff.

7 Of. the texts given by L. Borchardt in Mitteilungen der
deutschm OrienUGesellschaft, no. xxxvii (Aug. 1908) 29 f.;

Brugsch, PUcadl de monuments igyptiens, i. [Leipzig, 1862], pi.

4, no. 3.
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not only to the Ptah of Kamses himself, but also

to the rtah of a certain Menna.^
Besides real incarnations, however, considerable

interest attaches in Egypt to psendo-incarnations.
The adept in magic, when uttering his spells,

frequently claimed to be a particular deity, and as

such demanded obedience and threatened the
powers that resisted him.^ It need not be supposed
that he actually believed himself to be the god in

question, but he was at all events convinced that
such a claim would make an impression upon other

gods. By way of making the identification more
emphatic, the adept in some cases had the name of

the particular deity inscribed upon his person.

From similar motives the names of Isis and
Nephthys respectively were inscribed upon the
bodies of the two principal female mourners who
recited the dirges in mourning celebrations, and
effected the resurrection of the dead person by
sympathetic magic.® Whether in early times
masks of the gods likewise were employed with a
view to a more complete identification cannot be
decided by the extant records, but the practice is

attested in connexion with the cult of Isis in the
Hellenistic period, and may well go back to earlier

usage.
Again, the glorified dead^ and the gods might

assume the forms of other deities. Thus Isis took
the form of a sacred cow, and Horus that of

the Apis bull, in order to reach the city of Apis
unmolested.® In this case the incarnation was
efiected, not in the sacred cow and the Apis bull

themselves, but in figures resembling them, and
so, of course, commanding a like degree of respect.

The story in which Batau is said to have assumed
the form of a bull with all the beautiful symbols
in its hair, and thus to have been honoured as a
sacred bull—though in reality it was not such ®

—

must be interpreted in the same way. This text
also shows the vast variety of possible metamor-
phoses which a higher being might assume in his
incarnations. When the bull had been slaughtered,
Batau caused two trees to arise from the drops of
its blood, and in these he then took up his abode.
From the trees, again, he passed, in the form of a
splinter, into the body of a woman. She becamenant, and the child she brought forth was his

brm of incarnation, i.e. Batau himself.
In most cases a particle of the being incarnating

himself was implanted in the new form that he
adopted, though, as we have seen, this was not
absolutely necessary. But certainly the Egyptians,
with their concrete habit of thought, persistently
sought to invest all beings with a tangible and
material form. If the gods, or the dead, or any
other entities were to endure and to evince their
power, they could do so only by means of an in-

carnate form.
Literature.—There is as yet no monograph on the Egyptian

ideas of incarnation. Apart from the passages cited in the
article, we have in modern literature nothing to fall back upon

1 See a writing-palette in Berlin, no. 6764. The omission of
the cartouche and the mode of writing the name Menna show
that the reference here is not, as Erman {ZA xxix. [1891] 48 fE.)

supposed, to King Menes, but to a private individual—perhaps
that charioteer of Eamses n. of whom we read in the Pentaur
poem.

2 Wiedemann, Magie und Zaudereiim alten Agypten^ Leipzig,
1905, p. 13 fE. Of peculiar interest in this connexion is the
Magic Papyrus Leyden, no. 348, pi. 11, line 2fE., ed. Pleyte,
JStydes ^gyptologiques^ Leyden, 1866, p. 173 fE.; cf. Pap. Ebers,
ed. G. Ebers, Leipzig, 1875, pi. 1.

8 See lamentations of Isis and Nephthys in the Papyrus Berlin,
no. 1425, ed. P. J. de Horrack, CEuvres diverses, Paris, 1907, p.
34 fE.; and in the Papyrus of Nes-min in the Brit. Mus., no.
10188, pi. 1, 1. 4 ; cf. Budge, Facsimiles of Egyptian Hieratic
Papyri in the British Museum, p. 1.

4

Attested as early as the time of the Pyramid of Pepi i., in
which (line 166) that king takes the head of the Anubis jackal.

5

J. Diimichen, Die Oasen der U^schen Wuste, Strassburg,
1877, pi. 6, p. 27 ;

cf. Brugsch, in ZAxvii. [1879] 19.

6

Pap3nrus d’Orbiney, pi. 14 fl.; cf, Maspero, Contes popu-
Udres^, p. 1 ff.

except treatises dealing generally with the Egyptian religion,
as cited in the artt, Egyptian Religion, vol. v. p. 236 f , and
God [Egyptian], vol. vi. p. 279. A. WIEDEMANN.

INCARNATION (Greek and Roman).—The
term * incarnation ’ usually implies God becoming
man, and connotes the opposite process to ‘apo-
theosis.’ But thought wavers in a curious way
between the two. When virtue in man’s esteem
has won its way to heaven, when a Pollux, a
Hercules, an Augustus, a Bacchus, a Quirinus—to
employ the examples used by Horace [Carm. iii.

iii. 9-15)—have assumed their seat at the celestial

board, and begun to quaff the nectar of the gods,
then it is suspected that merit so transcendent
must have been of heavenly origin, and a birth-
story is 'invented which goes to show that the
person Avho has been apotheosized was in reality
already divine.

Strictly speaking, incarnation means the putting
on of flesh by the divine ; it need not necessarily
be—although, as a matter of fact, it usually is

—

the flesh of man. When Zeus visited Leda in the
form of a swan, that was incarnation as much as
when he visited Alcmene in the form of Amphi-
tryon ; but we must insist on flesh of some kind.
There would be no propriety in applying the term
incarnation to the visit of Zeus to Danae in the
shape of a shower of gold. Artemis, according to

one legend, compassed the destruction of Otus and
Ephialtes by turning herself into a stag, and
running between the young giants, who shot each
other in their eagerness to hit the beast. We have
also an instance of this lower form of incarnation
in the tale that on the appearance of another of
earth’s monstrous brood the gods were so terrified

that they changed themselves into beasts and took
refuge in Egypt, this part of the story being per-
haps a Greek attempt to account for the theriolatry
in the Nile country.
To the Greek mind the specific difference be-

tween gods and men lay in the fact that the former
were immortal and the latter mortal (except in case
of apotheosis). All other differences, as in wisdom
and beauty, were of degree, not of kind. Herein
is the key to the Greek concept of incarnation, and
throughout the pagan period it was really believed
that the gods could and did assume the form of
men. Their motives for so doing were many and
various, but the most prominent was to gratify
their amorous desires. The sons of Zeus by human
mothers were innumerable. Among them were
Perseus, Castor and Pollux, who were sjjecially

called ‘the sons of Zeus’ (though it is said that
only one was really so), Heracles and Bacchus,
.^acus and Sarpedon. The mothers of these were
Danae, Leda, Alcmene, Semele, iEgina, and Lao-
dameia. Many, too, were the sons of Poseidon,
most of whom are marked by gigantic size and
insolence. Of the three brothers who divided the
world between them. Hades alone seems to have
been without issue of any kind.
The sons of the gods did not fail to follow the

example of their sires in the way of amours with
mortal maids or matrons ; and, in consequence, a
particular member of a human family might have
in him or her a strain of the divine. Thus Theseus
was said to have been the son of Poseidon, Troilus
the son of Apollo by Hecuba, Deianeira was said
to have been the daughter of Dionysus, Meleager
the son of Ares, Linus the son of Apollo, and so on.
These were perhaps appreciations arising out of

the characters of those persons either in fact or in

fiction ; but one obvious motive for the invention
of such stories was the general desire to ally
oneself with the divine. Thus Hellen was said to
have been really the son not of Deucalion, but of

Zeus, which at once conferred the patent of nobility
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upon every Hellene. All Greek physicians claimed
to be descended from Asclepius, and so from
Apollo ;

and on the same lines Socrates is made
playfully to argue in the Euthyphro (11 C) that all

sculptors were descended from Daedalus, and so
from Hephaestus.
But love was not the only motive which induced

divine beings to take human flesh upon them. It

was anger at the gods that drove Demeter to
leave heaven and incarnate herself as a woman.
It was to gratify her spite against Heracles that
Hera assumed the form of an Amazon. Occasion-
ally, however, it is the censorship of human morals
that is the operating motive. Thus it was to

test the insolence of Laomedon that Apollo and
Poseidon assumed the form of men ; and the great
god Zeus himself came to earth in the likeness

of a working man (Apoliod. iii. 98, elKa.<TdeU dvSpi

X€p^'^v)i order to make trial of Lycaon and his

fifty sons, who excelled all men in impiety. The
same motive underlies the well-known story of

Baucis and Philemon, which has been immortalized
by the genius of Ovid ; and we know from Hesiod
that the belief was entertained that the gods
roamed the earth in the likeness of men to take
note of human conduct. That is the highest moral
use that is made of the idea of incarnation in pagan
mythology.
The idea of divine birth appears now and then

among the Greeks even in historical times. Plato,

after he had achieved immortality for his writings,

was reported to have been the son of Apollo. He
is the only philosopher who has attained the
honour of a birth-story. The Spartan king
Demaratus, we are told by Herodotus (vi. 69), was
declared by his mother to have been the son of the
hero Astrabacus ; but then there w'as a malicious
counter-statement that the supposed hero was
really the donkey-driver. Alexander the Great
was believed even in his own lifetime to have been
the son of Ammon ; and there is a story told by
Plutarch {Alex, 3) that the reason for the loss of

Philip’s eye was that he had peeped through the
keyhole of his wife’s chamber, and had seen the
god in the form of a serpent entwined about her
couch. The birth-story of Romulus and Remus is

an echo of many similar tales in Greek mythology.
Literature.—See references in text and art. Greek Religion.

St. George Stock.
INCARNATION (Indian).—The tenet of incar-

nation {avafdra) is a fundamental one in mediaeval
and modem Hindu religion as taught in the
Purdnas and similar works ; it is so especially

with the Visnuites, the greater number of whom
worship either Rama or Krsna, the two last incar-

nations of Visnu, not that god in his proper form ;

the reverse holds good with Siva, who is adored as

such, or under one of his various forms which
cannot be properly called incaraations. We must,
therefore, examine the incarnations of Visnu in

order to comprehend the nature of incarnation as

conceived in India, and to form an idea concerning
the origin and development of the complex body of

beliefs on the subject.

The theory of the incarnations of Visnu pre-

supposes the reco^ition of Visnu,
^

or, as he is

more appropriate^ called in this connexion,

Narayana, as the Supreme God, the creator and
ruler of the universe, the upholder not only of the

cosmic, but also of the moral, order of the world.

When the enemies to his rule endanger the order

of the world, the god incarnates himself for the

purpose of defending it. This is expressed in two
much quoted verses of the Bhagavadgltd (iv. 7 f.)

:

* Whenever there is a decline of the Law, 0 Bharata, and an
increase of iniquity, then I put forth myself (in a new birth). ’

For the rescue of the pious and for the destruction of the evil-

doers, for the establishment of the Law I am born iii every
age.’

VOL. VII,—13

Originally, therefore, the number of these ap-
pearances or births of the Lord seems to have been
regarded as indefinite ; but theological speculation
tended not only to fix the number of incarnations,
but also to define more clearly their relation to the
Supreme God. This can be seen from the account
of the incarnations in the HarivaMa, i. ch. 42 f.

It commences with a verse made up of the begin

-

I

ning and the slightly altered end of the passage
from the Bhagavadgitd just quoted :

* Whenever there is a decline ot the Law, 0 Bharata, then the
Lord appears for the establishment of the Law.’

And it continues

:

‘One form of him, the best one, for ever abides in heaven
practising austerities (NSrayaua seems to be intended], the
second [form] is gone to sleep on his couch, for the destruction
and creation of beings, meditating on his mysterious self ; who
after sleeping a thousand aeons becomes manifest for the pur-
pose of action, at the end of a thousand years, as the god of

gods, the Lord of the world [Vispu].’

Then some of his incarnations are related, the
last of which—that of Kalki—being designated as
the tenth (v. 2368), proves that the number of his

incarnations amounted to ten, as in later times.
It is worthy of note that in this place the incarna-
tions are pradurbJidvci, ‘ manifestation,’ and
not auatdra, wnich has since become the current
term ; thus it is usual to speak of the ten avatdras
of Visnu. According to the common belief these
are : (1) Fish, (2) Tortoise, (3) Boar, (4) Man-lion,

(5) Dwarf, (6) Parasurama, (7) Rama, (8) Krsna, (9)

Buddha, and (10) Kalki, whose incarnation is still

to come.^
Now, if we examine the various incarnations of

Visnu, we shall find that they fall into several
groups. First the Vamana, or Dwarf, incarnation
is a legend developed from a mythical feat of Visnu
frequently mentioned in the Rigveda, viz. the
three strides with which he measured the three
worlds. Secondly, the Ktinna, or Tortoise, and
the Varaha, or &ar, incarnations ascribe to him
deeds which originally were believed to have been
performed by Prajapati the Creator (see Satapatha
Brdhmana, vn. v. 1, 6 ; Taittirlya Sartihitd, VI, ii.

42 ; Taittirlya Aranyajca, i. 13 ; and ^atapatha
Brdhmana, XI7, i. 2, 11). Prajapati is frequently
represented as taking one form or other for some
special purpose ; in our case the reason of his being
assumed to have taken the form of a tortoise and
of a hoar may have been that his primitive worship
had been of a theriomorphic character, at least

with some classes of the people. When Narayana
(Visnu) became the Supreme Deity, the Creator

1 The incarnations (jarddurbkava) actually related in the
Hariva7h4a {loo, dt.) are: (1) Varaha, (2) Man-lion, (3) Dwarf,

(4) Dattatreya, (5) Jamadagnya (Paraiurama), (6) Rama, (7)

Krsna, and (8) K^ld, which, as stated in the text, is called the
tenth. In the Santiparvan of tlie MaJidhhdrata (cccxxxix.
103=12966 f.) the following incarnations {prddurhhdva) are
enumerated : (1) Haihsa, (2) Tortoise, (3) Fish, (4) Boar, (6)

Dwarf, (6) (Para^u) Rama, (7) RSma Da^arathi, (8) Satvata
(Kyspa), and (9) Kalki. The Bhagavadgitd {loc, dt.) speaks of

the ‘many births* (janmdni) of the god; the Mahdohdratat
Vanaparva (487), of the ‘thousands of his manifestations*
(prddurbhdva). Of the account in the Matsya and Bhdgavata
PurdT^as, Muir (Orig. Skr. Texts, iv.* [1873] 155 fO says:
‘Vispu's incarnations are then enumerated {Matsya Purdy.a,
xlvii. 234-254), viz. (1) a portion of him sprung from Dharma,
(2) the Narasimha, or Man-lion, and (3) the Dwarf, incarnations,

which are called the celestial manifestations {samibhuti), the
Remaining seven being the human incarnations caused by
Sukra’s curse. These seven are

: (4) the Dattatreya, (5) Man-
dhatr, (6) Para4urama, (7) Rama, (S) Vedavyasa, (9) Buddha, and
(10) Kalki incarnations. (Eight instead of seven are obtained if,

wito the Marathi expounder, we understand the beginninpr of

verse 243 to refer to Kyspa.) The Bhdgavata Purdina gives

twenty-two incarnations (i. Ui. 1 fl.), viz. those in the forms of

(1) Puru§a, (2) Varaha, or the Boar, (3) Narada, (4) Nara and
Naraj^apa, (5) Kapila, (6) Dattatreya, (7) Yajna, or Sacrifice, (S)

l^sabha, (9) Prthu, (10) Matsya, or the Fish, (11) Kurma, or the

Tortoise, (12 and IS) Dhanvantari, (14) Narasirhha, or the Man-
lion, (15) Vamana, or the Dwarf, (16) Parasurama, (11) Veda-
vyasa, (18) Rama, (19 and 20) Balarama and Krspa, (21) Buddha,
and (22) EaJkL The last two are represented as future. But
the incarnations (avatara) of Vispu are innumerable, like the
rivulets flowing from an inexhaustible lake, l^is, Manus gods,

BODS of Manus, Prajapatis are all portions of him.'
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and Lord of the world, he stepped into the place

of Prajapati, the Creator in the period of the

BrahmayiaSj and the deeds of Prajapati were

transferred to Visnu. In this class of incarnations

we may reckon, besides the Tortoise and Boar

incarnations, the Matsya, or Fish, incarnation,

which refers to the legend of Mann’s being saved

by a fish during the Deluge ; for that hsh, ac-

cording to the later version of the story in the

Mahahharata (iii. 187 = 12474 ff. ), reveals himself as

Brahma Prajapati. The incarnation of Narasiihha,

or the Man-lion, stands by itself, or might be

ranged with the Dwarf incarnation ; it refers to

a popular legend of Vi§nu killing, in the form of a

Man-lion, the demon Hiranyakasipu

—

o, legend

which is once alluded to in the Vedic literature,

viz. Taittiriya Aranyaka, X. i. 6.

The remaining' three incarnations, viz. those of Para^urama,

of Rama Dasarathi, and of Krsna, have this in common, that

those heroes had originally no connexion with Visyu. The
story of Para^urama itself, as told in the Mahabhardta (iii.

115 ff., xii. 49), has no reference to Visi?u, but the first book of

the Rdmdya(ia, which is a later addition to that epic, contains

a continuation of Para^urama’s story, according to which the

hero was in possession of Visnu’s bow and met the young Rama,
son of Da^ratha, exp.ressly to subdue him

;
bub the latter, who

had already broken Siva’s bow, now bent Vi§nu’s bow and de-

urived Para^ur^ma of his glory. This legend, apparently a late

invention, would be absurd on the supposition that both Ramas
are incarnations of Vis^u, since then the god would humiliate

himself ; but it shows that ParasSurama had, in popular tales,

been brought into some connexion with Visnu ; and this circum-

stance, together with the name Rama, which he shares vdth the
more famous seventh incarnation of Visnu, may have facilitated

his reception m the series of incarnations of that god. He was
recognized as such at the time of the redaction of the present

text of the Mahahharata (see note on p. 193h), and thus in the
introduction of his story there (iii. 115) a confused passage is

inserted (v. 15-19) in order to make allowance for the current
belief.

The incarnations with which we have dealt seem
more or less to be set up by theological speculation

rather than to have constituted part of a general

and popular belief. It is different, however, with
the two next incarnations, those of Eama and
Krsna. They are the only ones which have any
practical importance in the religion of India ; for,

as stated above, their worshippers form a consider-

able part of the Hindus and the great majority of

Visnuites. Hence it will he necessary to enter
into more details with regard to these two
avatdras. According to the unanimous belief of

the Hindus, Kama came long before Krsna, the
former at the end of the Treta, the latter at the
end of the Dvapara, Yuga. The reason of this

belief is, no doubt, the fact that the Rdmdyana,
which celebrates the life and deeds of Rama, does
not mention Krsna, while, on the other hand, the
Mahahharata, in which Krsna plays a most im-
portant part, not only frequently mentions Rama
and the other heroes of the Rdmdyana as belong-
ing to a past age, but also relates his adventure in
a lengthy episode (Ramopakhyana).
In the case of Rama we seem to watch an incar-

nation in the making, for in the original parts of
the Rdmayarj^a, viz. bks. ii.-vi., the poet regards
his hero as essentially human, and seems entirely
to ignore his divine character. The latter, how-
ever, is fully acknowledged in hks. i. and vii.

, which
by common consent of all critics are declared to be
later additions.-^ Therefore between the composi-

1 This question has been discussed at great length by Muir,
Orig, Skr. Texts, iv. 441 ff. As it is important for the problem
under discussion, we adduce here an argument which, in the
writer’s opinion, is conclusive. Near the end of the original
work occurs a chapter (vi. 117) which is, without doubt, a
later addition. It relates that, when SIta entered the fire, the
^ods appeared and Brahma declared Rama to be Nar^yapa, the
highest deity;, etc. ; for Rama had thought himself a man till

then. Now, if in the preceding part of the onginal poem R§.ma
had been asserted to be Narayapa, no such passage as the above
could have been inserted in this place ; nor would the author of
the original work have deferred till its end mention of the fact
that the hero is no other than the highest god. It may be noted
that this is the only passage in this epic in which we meet with
a name of Kpspa.

tion of the original work and the addition of these

later parts the belief that Rama is an incarnation

of Visnu must have arisen and have gained uni-

versal assent. Before that time Rama had been
an epic hero, but the Rdmdyana seems to have
made him immensely popular. Since the poet has
described him as the best of men, the most dutiful

son and loving husband, as possessed of every
virtue, in short, as a model of morality, he became
the favourite of the people at large and so the

subject of veneration.^ There is still another
cause for Rama’s promotion to divine rank. His
adventures are of such a wonderful character that

he certainly appears more than a common mortal

;

he associates with superhuman beings represented

as monkeys and bears, he undertakes an expedition

against Lanka over one hundred yojanas ot sea,

fights and vanquishes the demon race of the

aksasas, etc. Thus it is not difficult to imagine
that the epic hero became a popular god, and that

in order to account for his divine dignity, notwith-

standing his human character, he came to be re-

garded as one of the manifestations of the highest

god—as an incarnation of Visnu.

This belief has a popular as well as a speculative

side. The latter is determined by the ideas about
brahma, the evolution of the world from it, and
the identification of Narayana with Brahma. The
popular side of the belief in the incarnation of

Visnu is to some extent founded on that god’s

popular character as destroyer of demons {daityari)

;

V isnu vanquishes the fiends to relieve the world,

gods and men, from their oppression. The same
ninction, ascribed to some minor deity, becomes
the bond that connects him with Visnu in popular

opinion. The idea of manifestation was probably
beyond the grasp of the mind of the people ; they

required a more material link between the god and
his incarnation. In fables and epic poetry the

connexion of a hero with a god is usually accounted

for by a m;^h relating how the god begot the hero

in question with some girl or woman ; the hero is

the offspring of the god. This relation did perhaps

savour of Ulegitimacy ; at any rate, it was not

assumed in the case of the highest god and his

manifestations, hut was replaced by one of a more
mystical character. The story about Visnu’s in-

carnation in Rama is told in the Rdmdyana, i,

15 ff.

The gods complain to Brahma about the oppression and
violence of the Raksasa Ravar.ia, on whom he had conferred the

boon that he could not be killed by a god. But, as he could be
slain by a man, Visnu consents to be born as such in the persons

of the four sons of King Da^aratba by his three wives. When
that king celebrates a sacrifice for the purpose of begetting

sons, Visnu appears in the sacrificial fire and gives DaiSaratha a
big vessel filled with divine sacrificial food (^dyasa) which he
enjoins him to divide among his wives. Kausalya gets half of

the potion, and Sumitra and Kaikeyi the remaining part, but in

unequal portions.^ In due time all the three queens are delivered

of sons, Kausalya of Rama, Sumitra of Lakgmapaand Satrughna,

and Kaikeyi of Bharata.

In accordance with this stoiy, the incarnation of

Visnu is not of the same degree in all four sons

;

but his essence is present to a greater degree in

Rama than in his brothers. Probably Rama alone

was originally considered an incarnation, and his

brothers were only later, through their connexion
with him, regarded as partial incarnations. By a
similar process the wife of Rama, Sxta, came to

be regarded as an incarnation of Visnu’s wife,

Lak§mi, though originally Sita seems to have been
a chthonic deity before she became an epic

heroine.® These details, however, are apparently

1 In the original story on which Valmiki based his epic, the

character of Rama does not seem to have reached perfection.

He perfidiously killed Vali—a deed which the poet struggles

hard to show in a good light.

2 The same story is told in different Purd'o.as and other

works ; but there is no agreement regarding the proportion

of the several parts of the pdyasa given to the three queens.
3 Of. art. Heroes and Hero-gods (Indian), vol. vi. p. 661.
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the outcome of theological speculations, not of

popular belief.

The remarkable change in Rama’s position from
an epic hero to an incarnation of Visnu, which, as

stated above, took place between the redaction of

the original Eamdyana and the addition of its

first and last books, does not appear to be the

result of a slow development of religious ideas, but
seems to have been caused by the apijlication to

him of a theory already fully established. In other

words, it is not likely that the theory of incarna-

tion was first suggested by the story of Rama
;
in

all probability there was already another similar

incarnation of Visnu acknowledged by the people

of India. This must have been his incarnation as

Krsna, since the preceding incarnations, as appears

from our remarks on them, seem to have had little

importance as far as popular religion was con-

cerned. In the opinion of the present writer, the

wide-spread worship of Krsna as a tribal hero and
demi-god, and his subsequent identification with
Narayana, the Supreme Lord of creation in that

period, gave birth to the theory of incarnation,

not as a philosophical speculation of learned

mythologists and theologists, but as the great

principle pervading and upholding a popular re-

ligion. For Krsnaism in this sense prevailed in

India probably centuries before the beginning of

our era, while Ramaism, so popular from the

10th cent. a.d. downwards, is a comparatively

late development. The incarnation of Krsna is,

therefore, the most important one for the elucida-

tion of the problem under discussion—the origin

and the development of tlie theory of incarnation.

The identity of Krsna and Visnu (or Narayana)

is generally aclcnowledged in the original sources

of the history of his life and deeds, viz. the

Mahdbhdrata, Harivamia, and the Puraiuis.

References to him in the literature w'hieh precedes

the redaction of our text of the Maliabhdrata are

few and short; but they are of the highest in-

terest, and therefore deserve to be examined with

great care. In these ancient allusions to Krsna

we must distinguish between the names Vasudeva
and Krsna, though in historical times they denote

the same persom Vasudeva is mentioned first in

the Taittiriya Aranyaha, X. i. 6 ,
as a god together

with Narayana and Visnu, iipparently as mysti-

cally identical with them. We next meet with

this name in Panini, IV. iii. 98, where the w^ording

of the sutra and’ the context in which it stands in-

dicate that Panini regarded him not as a Rajput,

but as a person of the highest rank, probably as a

god.^ Krsna’s name occurs first in the ChMndogya
Upanisad, III. xvii. 6, where it is said that Ghora

Ahgirasa imparted a particular piece of secret

knowledge to Krsna, the son of Devaki. Here,

chen, Krsna is still regarded as a man and not as

a god. But in a verse quoted in two late Upani-

sads, the NdrdyaiidtharvaHras and the Atmahodha
Upanisads, he, the son of Devaki, is mentioned to-

gether Avith Madhustidana (=Visnu) as having the

attribute hrah/manya ;
whatever that word may

mean in this connexion, it is evident that the son

of Devaki is here regarded as equal to Visnu, or at

least as a deity. The testimony adduced seems

to warrant the assumption that, when the Vedie

period drew towards its end, Vasudeva was con-

sidered an equal of Narayana and Visnu, but that

Krsna, the son of Devaki, was still regarded in

1

See Patahiali’s remarks on the mtra in question. It is clear

that Panini did not regard Vasudeva as a hsatnya vo. the usual

sense of'the word, since he then would fall under the rule in the

next sutra. The compound Vasudevarjunahhyam is against

Panini’s own rule (ii. ii. 33), according to which Arjuna should

be placed first. The inversion of the order in the coinpound

was apparently occasioned by Papini’s regarding Vasudeva as

superior to Arluna, abhyarhita, though the rule which assigns

the first place in a Dvandva compound to the aonyarhita was

first given by Katya5’ana, his successor (ii. 2. 34, vartt. 4).

the Vedic period as a wise mau inquiring into the
highest truth, and only at some later time was he
put on an equality with Visnu. We conclude that
Vasudeva, the god, and I^sna, the sage, were
originally different from one another, and only
afterwarcls became, by a syncretism of beliefs, one
deity, thus giving rise to, or bringing to perfection,

a theory of incarnation.

Vasudeva is unanimously explained by all Indian
writers as a patronymic of Vasudeva, his father

according to the epic narratives. But Baladeva,
who is likewise reputed a son of Vasudeva, is

never called Vasudeva. Besides, an old variant

of Vasudeva, noticed by lexicographers and used
by Bhasa in the Dutavdhya, v. 6, is Vasubhadra,
a form which recalls the similar name of another

popular deity, Manibhadra, king of the Yaksas.

Now, as Manibhadra is also spelt Manibhadra
(Manibhadda in Jainaprakrit), and Narasiihha

Narasimha,^ by an inorganic lengthening of the

first syllable, so Vasudeva and Vasubhadra seem
to have been forms, perhaps popular, of Vasudeva
and Vasubhadra— names directly derived from
vasu, denoting either ‘ wealth, riches,’ or the gods

of that name. If this etymology of Vasudeva is

right, we must assume that the story of his being

the son of a knight Vasudeva and the name of

his father have been developed from his very

name Vasudeva. In support of this assumption
it may be said that the oldest tradition does not

mention Krsna’s father, but his mother, calling

him the son of Devaki.
If the narrative of Kpspa is more closely examined, we find

indications that two different persons, a god and a man, are

combined m him- For the story itself is nanurally divided into

two distinctive parts ; the first (bdlacharita) relates his early

life among the cowherds as foster-child of Nanda; and the

second, covering the rest of his life, relates his adventures as

the leader of the clan of the Vr§9is, and his alliance with the

Pa^^avas, especially with Arjuna. In the former part it is easy

to recognize him as a cowherd-god (Govinda, the cow-finder),

and in the latter, as a Rajput hero. As infant, child, and young
man, he worked many wonders, destrojnng demons chiefly, and
mostly in company with Baladeva, his brother, who is also

called Rama and Hall, ‘ he with the plough,* or Halayudha, * he
whose weapon is the plough.’ Now, Baladeva too was a popular

god—of husbandmen, as his plough proves. He is call^ Rau-
hineya, the son of Rohipi ; but the story is that he was con-

ceived by Devaki and aherwards transferred to the womb of

Rohipi.2 This story is apparently invented in order to make
him a brother of Kpspa

;
probabh" the two popular gods

Govinda-Vasudeva and Baladeva 3 were closely connected, and,

after the former was identified with the Rajput hero Erspa, the

latter came to be regarded as his brother. Tney are always found

together till Kpspa has slain Kaihsa and placed Ugrasena on the

throne of Mathura. Henceforth he appears as the tribal hero

of the Yadavas ; he is their leader in all important events of

their history, he defends their town Mathura against mighty
enemies, and when resistance seems hopeless he leads the tribe

of the Yadavas to the shore of the western ocean ; there he

builds Dvaraka, the new capital of the Yadavas. He enters into

an alliance with the Papdavas, and with their help overcomes

his great enemy Jara^andha, king of Magadha ;
and he slays

the latter’s general Si^upala, king of Chedi. He took part in the

tribal feuds of the Yadavas, and at last witnessed their ruin and

the destruction of Dvaraka. His death was occasioned by the

hunter Jaras (old age), who mistook him for an antelope and
pierced his foot with an arrow. The unmistakably epic char-

acter of this story seems to prove that it has been the subject

of an epic or a cycle of epic songs. This epic must have been

current among the Yadavas, the Rajput race which revered

Kpspa as its tribal hero ;
and, as the numerous clans of the

Yadavas were settled in Northern as well as in Western India,

the assumed epic must have had a wide circulation. The
originals, if ever they were written down, have been lost, but

the matter they contained has been preserved in the J?an*-

varh^a and some Purd7}.as» Their great popularity in so large a

part of India seems to have been the cause of their hero Kpspa

having, by an epic syncretism to he observed in other litera-

tures also, been introduced into the great national epic of the

Bharatas, where he appears as the friend and counsellor of the

Papdavas.

Now in the Mahdhhdrata, the Harwamia, and

the Furdnas the poets take every opportunity of

1 Taittinya Jranyaka, x. i. 7.
, ^ . a v

2 A similar transfer of an embryo is told by the Svetanibara

Jains of Mahavira, who was transferred from the womb of

Devananda to that of Tri^ala.
, « , -

3 Notice the similarity of the names Vasudeva and Baladeva,

and of their variants Vasubhadra and Balabhadra.
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glorifying Krsna as the Supreme God ; but their

description of his deeds, and especially of the
counsels he gives to his allies, reveals to us a man,
certainly not eminently good, like Rtoa, but
rather the contrary—a crafty Rajput chief who is

not over-scrupulous in his choice of means for

accomplishing his ends. Even the Hindus seem
to have been conscious of the fact that he is not
quite an ideal hero ; for there is a very interesting

chapter in the Visnu Furdna, (iv. 13) which under-
takes a vindication of the character of Krsna in

one particular instance.

The question, then, is how this Rajput hero
should have come to be acknowledged not only
as a god, but as the incarnation of the Supreme
Deity. ^ Christian influence, assumed by^ Weber,
is excluded by chronological considerations, for

the Jains have built up their entire hagiology on
the model of the history of Krsna ; they assume nine
Vasudevas, Vasudevas, Baladevas, and Prativasu-

devas. As this curious system of the Jains, which
presupposes the worship of Krsna as a very poxmlar
religion of India, is already found in some of their

canonical books, and as these are prior to our era,

there can have been no Christian influence at work
in originating the worship of Krsna. R. G. Bhan-
darkar supposes
* that a Ksattriya of the name of Vasudeva belonging to the
Yadava, Vrsni, or. SaCvata race founded a theistic system as
Siddhaiiiha' of the Slkya race and Mahavira of the Jnatrka race
founded atheistic systems.* 2

This theory seems scarcely tenable for a very
weighty reason : the deeds and adventures of Krsna
related hy the authors of the great epic and the
Purdnas are essentially those of a warrior and
Rajput chief, and there is none which shows him
in the light of a founder of a reli^on. All that
may safely be conceded, as a surmise, is that this

Rajput chief, like some other kings of Ujpanisad
renown, took a great interest in the highest th’eo-

sophical questions, and thus gave an impetus to
the formation of a new religion. Bhandarkar
proposes an alternative theory ;

^

* Or, perhaps, it is possible that Vasudeva was a famous prince
of the Satvata race and on his death was deified and worshipped
by his clan

; and a body of doctrines grew up in connexion witii
that worship, and the religion spread from that clan to other
classes of the Indian people.’

This theory is, in the opinion of the present
writer, more probable than the former, but it

requires some alteration. We must keep in mind
three significant points. (1) Vasudeva seems to
have been regarded originally as a god and as
distinct from Krsna ; for. Desides the general reason
adduced above, there is an interesting story related
in the Sabhaparvan of the Mahdhhdrata (ii. 14)
in connexion with the history of Jarasandha.
Paundraka, king of the Bangas, Pundras, and
Kiratas, pretended and was bSieved to be Puru-
sottama (i.e. Vi§nu) ; he was known under the
name Vasudeva, and had assumed the emblems of
Krsna. In Earivam.ia and several Purdnas^
his conflict with and destruction by Krsna are
related at some length. Now, whatever facts, if

any, may underlie this legend, it is obvious that it
could not have been invented unless at that time
the dignityof Vasudeva was notthought inseparable
from the person of Klrsna ; or, in other words,
Vasudeva was still regarded as an independent
deity, probably a form of Visnu. (2) A religious
system based on the worship of Vasudeva-Krsna

^ A good account of the opinions put forward by various
writers on this problem is given hy Richard Garhe in the intro-
duction to his (German) tr. of the Bhagavadgita (Leipzig,
1905). The reader will find there the references to the original
papers.

2 Report on the Search for Sanskrit Mamtscripts, 1S8SSL
Bombay, 1887, p. 74.
3/&.
4 Purdv^a, v. 34, tr. H. H. Wilson, London, 1864-77, v.

123, n. L

as the highest god is that of the Pancharatras oi

Bhagavatas. The oldest account of it is contained
in the Narayaniya section of the Mahdbhdrata
(xii. 334-351).

There ‘the Pancharatra is represented as an independent
religion professed by the Satvatas and is also called the Watvata
religion (cccxlviii. 55, 34, 84) ; and Vasu Uparichara, who was a
follower of that religion, is spoken of as worshipping the Supreme
God according to the Satvata manner (vidhi) which was revealed
in the beginning by the Sun * (cccxxxv. 19, 24).i

It appears from the above quotations that the
new religion was originally a tribal religion con-

fessed by the Satvatas. Now, the Satvatas are an
important section of the Yadava race ; thus we see
that the religion which recognized Krsna as the
Supreme God was originated in that race to which
Krsna belonged. On this supposition we can
understand that Vasudeva-Krsna is not found in

the Pdmdyancb and the early Buddhist writings;
for these works belong to Eastern India and the
home of the Yadavas was Northern and Western
India. (3) Some indications of the character of

the religion professed by Krsna may be found in

the Chhdndogya Upanisad. There (III. xvii. Iff.)

human life is described under the form of a soma-
sacrifice, the natural functions—eating, drinking,

etc.—are interpreted as elements of the sacrifice,

and the cardinal virtues as the reward {dakdam).
Then the text goes on

:

Ghora, son of Afigiras, having explained this [subject] to

Efspa, son of Devaki, said :
‘ He who has become exempt from

desire should repeat, at the time of his death, these three
[Yajur Vedic mantras] :

“ 0 1 thou art undecaying ! Thou art
unchangingl Thou art the true essence of lifeT’* About it

there are these two stanzas from the Rigveda [vm. vi. 30 and
I. 1. 10] : “ They see the morning light of that primeval seed
which burns beyond the sky ”

;
“ Having beheld the superior

light from beyond the darkness, we go to the Sun-god amongst
the gods, to the highest light.’”

The idea that human life itself is equal to a
Vedic sacrifice is more than once expressed in the
Upanisads

;

® it tends to lessen the importance of

sacrificing, which was the highest dutjjr in the old

Brahmanical religion, but has no place in a pojDular

religion. Further, the imi)erishabie nature of the
soul is insisted upon, and its ultimate union with
the Hiighest Light. These are some principles

which have been fully developed in the religion

which teaches the identity of Krsna with the
Supreme God.
The facts explained above allow us to form an

opinion on the origin and gradual development of

the belief in Krsna’s incarnation. During the
Brahmana period*frajapati the creator was believed

to assume, on occasions of distress, various forms,

as that of a boar or a tortoise, in order to rescue

the creation. After him came Narayana ; he was
identified with Visnu, the slayer of demons. About
the end of the Yedic period a popular deity,

Vasudeva, came to be acknowledged as a form of

Visnu. Now the race of the Yadavas, whose clans

were settled both in the North and in the West of

India, revered as their tribal hero Krsna, the son
of Devaki, who, like other princes of the Upanisad
period, had the renown of having been an earnest
seeker of religious truth. We assume that about
this time the worship of Vasudeva as a form of

Visnu had become the popular religion of the same
people who worshipped iCrsna as their tribal hero,

and that both kinds of worship influencing each
other became in the end one in such a way that
Krsna was believed to be a manifestation of Visnu
—^in a word, a human incarnation of the Supreme
God.
To continue the account of Kpsi^a's incarnation, a myth must

now be mentioned which connects his incarnation bodily with
Narayana. When the latter was implored by the gods to save
the earth from the oppression of her enemies, Narayana plucked
out two of his own hairs, a black and a white one. Descending

1 Bhandarkar, Report^ p. 73.

2 C£. Mahdnarayav^t Si.
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to the earth and entering the womb of Devaki, the black hair

was bom as Krsna, and the white one as Baladeva. This legend
explains the names Kysna, ‘black,’ and Ke§ava, fancifully

derived from ‘ hair ’
; it accounts, moreover, for Krsna

being of dark colour and Baladeva light. It is to be noted that

this myth makes Baladeva also an incarnation of Visijiu, though
he is generally declared to be an incarnation of Se$a', the snake<

god.

As has already been mentioned, the incarnations

of Narayana seem originally to have been termed
‘manifestations’ {prddurhliciva)^ whereby it is

indicated that the god continued to exist in his

true form though at the same time he manifested
himself in a form chosen for a particular purpose.^

However, instead of prddurbmva, another term
has become current, viz. avatdra^ literally ‘ descend-

ing.’ It was imagined that a part of the deity

descended from heaven and took bodily form as a
man, etc., or was born as such; we find also the

word ariisdvatdra, ‘ partial incarnation,’ and even
am^dmAdvatdray ‘ incarnation by a part of a part.’

These terms were probably originated by a some-
what materialistic conception of the process of

incarnation, evidenced also in the case ot the four

sons of Dasaratha. The orthodox opinion in the

case of Krsna, however, denies that the Supreme
Deity is not wholly present in him. What the

orthodox opinion was will be seen from the follow-

ing extract from a commentary on the Vimu
Purdna which we transcribe from Muir, Orig. JSkr,

Texts, iv. 258

:

‘ Purusottama is here figuratively said to have become incar-

nate with a portion of a portion of himself, because in the Kfsna
incarnation he was manifested in a merely sportive body in the

very circumscribed form of a man, and not because of any
diminution of his power, since even in the Kr§aa and other incar-

nations he is said to have shown himself in every possible form,

and to have possessed all divine power, and so forth. But is it

not the case that, if a portion is taken from a whole composed
of parts, there is a decrease of power, etc. [m that whole], and
that thus an inferiority of power wiU attach to the portion rela-

tively to the whole, just as when a heap of grain, or any other

such whole, is divided? I answer, No ; since such a dimmution
does not occur in him whose nature is light ; for though there

is a seeming difference in the individuality of one lamp, and of

another lamp derived from it, yet an equality of power is per-

ceived in each; agreeably to the text from the Veda .
. “That

is full, and this is full ;
a full arises out of a full : if a full be

taken from a full, a full remains” ; and also agreeably to such

texts as this, “The supreme Brahma with the form, and with

the characteristics, of a man, is a great mystery ; but Kysna is

the lord of himself.” And the employment of the term “ hairs”

in the words, “ My hairs shall descend to the earth,” and “This

sh^ slay Kaihsa,” etc., is intended to signify that the task

of removing the earth’s burthen was such as Brahma in all his

plenitude could effect by a very slight instrumentality, and not

to assert that the two hairs were identical with [Bala]raina and

Kr?pa : for two insensible hairs, not being conscious spirits ani-

mating toe bodies ofthose two persons, could not fulfil their task.

If it be said that the lord occupying the bodies of Balarama and

Krsna, which were produced by the magical operation of the

hairs, will do so and so, we reply, "Yes ; for there is no differ-

ence in the result, and because he himself said, *I [shall be

bom] on the eighth night of toe dark fortnight of the moon.’

It remains to notice the ap]plication of the incar-

nationtheory to other gods besidesVisnu-Narayana.

We may exmude as alien terthe present subject the

various forms under which Siva is adored as Rudra,

Bhava, Mahakala, Ardhanarisa, etc., and the wor-

ship of his spouse as Gauri, Parvati, Devi, Vin-

dhyavasini, Chamunda, etc. ;
for these are not

limited and successive manifestations of the deity,

as in the case of Visnu’s avafdras, but they may
be said to be co-existentwith each other. Diiferent

from them are the avatdras or aihidvatdras of many
gods which are acknowledged in epic or classical

works, and are intended to establish a connexion

between a person, famous in mythical or legendary

history, and some god or goddess. In original

epics, in India as elsewhere, many of the heroes

are supposed to be sons of a god. Thus, in the

Rdmdyana, Hanuman is the son of the Wind-god,

Vali of indra, Sugriva of Surya, etc., and in the

Mahdbhdrata Bhima is the son of the Wind-god,

1 A wiTTiiiftr power is ascribed to toe accomplished yopt, who

is credited with the faculty of creating several bodies and bemg

present in all of them at the same time (see Yogdsutroif iv, 4r-o].

Arjuna of Indra, Karna of Siirya, Yudhisthira of
Dharma, Nakula and Sahadeva of the Asvins, etc.

The same view still prevails in the first book of the
Rdmdyana (eh. 17) where Brahma exhorts the gods
to beget sons wdth nymphs and demi-goddesses

—

sons who as monkeys and bears will be the helpers
of Rama in his strife with Ravana. In the i/a/w?-

hhdrata (i. 67, xv. 31), on the contrary, all the
heroes of the epic are declared to be partial incar-
nations of gods, demi-gods, demons, great saints,

etc. Here it is obvious that the idea ot incarnation
becomes mixed with that of re-birth ; for only the
latter could apply to the two last-named categories.

It may be mentioned that something similar holds
good also in the fully developed theorjr of Visnu’s
avatdras % for the demon Hiranyakasipu, whom
Visnu slays as Krsiihha, is born again as Ravana,
ani* for a third time as Sisupala, to be killed by
Krsna. But in the case of gods we have true

avaidras, and, in this part of the epic, partial in-

carnation is substituted for the original parentage.
In some cases, hoAvever, opinions diliered. Thus
Arjuna is the son of Indra, and should, therefore,

also be an avatdra of Indra, and so he is called in

a passage of the Harivaniia (v. 3040) ; but in the
Mahdbhdrata he is considered an avatdra of Kara.
The reason for this opinion, apparently, was that

he is associated with Kr§na, and, as the latter is

an incarnation of Narayana, who Ls also named
together with Nara, Krsna’s friend was regarded
as an incarnation of Nara. For a similar reason,

Baladeva is occasionally regarded as an incarnation

of Visnu, because his brother Krsna is one; but
usually he is regarded as an incarnation of the

snake-god Besa.

This theory of avatdras has become very popular,

and is being applied in many cases even now.
When a local saint has a proper shrine where he
is worshipped, and his fame continues to increase,

a legend is sure to be fabricated which declares

him an avatdra of some god or rfi. A similar

notion of avatdras is also frequently met with in

Sanskrit and Prakrit tales ; a hero or heroine of

the fable is declared to be an avatdra of a Gan-
dharva, Vidyadhara, Apsaras, etc., in the sense that

the latter has been born as a man or woman on
earth, usually by a curse of some higher god whose
displeasure he or she has incurred, and will resume
his divine state when the period assigned for his

punishment is over. Finally, the notion of incar-

nation has occasioned a frequent metaphor in San-

skrit ; a man may be calleu an avatdra of Kama,
or a girl of Rati, just as we would saj^ of a man
that he is an ApoRo, or awoman that she is a Venus.

Such expressions prove how deeply rooted the idea

of incarnation is in the Indian mind.

Litbraturb,—^The necessary references have been given in the

article. The subject has not been treated systematically before.

Hermann Jacobi.

INCARNATION (Muslim).—Among the Mus-
lims an interesting development of belief in incar-

nation occurred, though it is confined to the Shi* ites

or Persian section of Islam and is in no sense

Semitic. The details of the belief have varied with

different sects and individuals, but its general out-

line is clear. It arose out of the fact that All,

whom Muhammad desired as his successor, was set

aside by the leaders at Medina until after Aba
Bakr, 'Umar, and ‘Uthman had occupied the posi-

tion of Khalif, and out of the further fact that ’Ali

was assassinated in A.D. 660 by a Kharajite dagger.

Al-Uasan, his elder son, died of poison nine years

later, while al-^usain, the younger, perished at

the battle of Kerbela in 680. In time these tragic

events led the followers of *All in Persia to regard

him and his sons as semi-divine, or even as incar-

nations of God. Thus the Shiites, who are called

ghdliya or ghuldt (‘ultras’) or 'All ildhl (‘deifiers
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of ‘All ’), go the length of believing that God became
incarnate in the person of the Prophet’s son-in-law
by descent (cf. T. Haarbriicker, SchahrastAni^s
Beligionspartheien, i. 199). The best known of these
sects, the Nusairi, regard ‘All as the first of the
three persons of the triad.

According to the more general Shi*ite view, *Ali

and his two sons were imams^ or divinely appointed
leaders, and were succeeded for a time by other
iindms. By some of the sects these imams are re-

garded as Nuqat, or ‘Points,’ of divine manifesta-
tion. The Shiites are divided as to the number of

imams, one part holding that there were seven, the
other that there were twelve. Both agree that the
last imam did not die, but is concealed, awaiting
the proper time of his full manifestation. From
each of these branches of Shi’ites important claim-

ants of incarnation have appeared.
From the believers in seven imams arose the sect

called by Europeans ‘Assassins,’ a branch of which
was established in Syria during the Crusading
period. ‘ The Old Man of the Mountain,’ Rashid-
ad-Din Sinan, who was for many years the terror

of the region, claimed to be not only an imam, but
an incarnation of the deity. His claim won large
acceptance among the Ismailians, though some
hesitated to believe it because he was lame (see art.

Assassins, vol. ii. p. 138 ff.). From those who be-
lieve in twelve imams there arose in the last century
the Babis and Baha’is. On May 23, 1844, Mirza
All Muhammad, a merchant of Shiraz in Persia,
announced himself as the Bab, or gate through
which men might communicate with the concealed
imam. He rapidly advanced from this point, soon
claiming to be an incarnation of God—-a claim that
was allowed by a number of enthusiastic followers,
some of whom suffered martyrdom for the belief.

The Bab himself was martyred at Tabriz, July 9,

1850. One of the followers of the Bab named
Baha’u’llah in the year 1866-67 proclaimed himself
as ‘ He whom God shall manifest,’ whom the Bab
had foretold, claiming that the Bab had been but
as a John the Baptist to him. This caused a schism,
thefollowersof Baha’u’llah being known as Baha’is
and claiming that their founder was an incarnation
of God (see art. Bab, Babis, vol. ii. p. 299 ff.).

Another interesting outcome of the Shfite doc-
trine occurred in Egypt, where, in a.d. 967, the
Fatimid dynasty, founded upon the claims of ’Ali,
was established. In the reign of the Khalif 5akim
(A.D. 996-1021), of this dynasty, there came to
Egypt an Isma'ilian named Darazi, and publicly
expounded Isma'fiite doctrines. Though repulsed
by the people, he was well received by the reigning
family. In time he taught that the soul of Adam
had^ entered into 'Ali and so had passed to the
Fatimid line, and that consequently !l^akim was an
incarnation of God. 5akim was an eccentric char-
acter, whose persecutions of Christians and Jews,
and whose attempt to purge Egypt of sexual im-
morality, had taken fantastic forms. It is doubtful
whether he was altogether sane. The teaching of
Darazi appealed to him, and, while he lived, these
views ^pear to have dominated the court at Cairo.
When Hakim finally vanished in a mysterious way,
the followers of Darazi were driven out and went
to the Lebanon, where they founded a new sect,
called Darassean, now commonly termed Druses.
The Druses still regard H^him as an incarnation
of God. During the lifetime of Hakim a difference
arose between Darazi and another teacher named
Hamzah. The teaching of Hamzah prevailed. He
became the real founder of the Druses. It thus hap-
pened that Darazi is counted a heretic by the sect
that bears his name. The Druses hold that at the
beginning there emanated from God a pure spirit
of light called the universal mind, who became the
medium of creation, and that, when God was in-

carnate in Hakim, this universal mind was incar-

nate in H^'inzah. For a fuller account of them
see Sects (Christian) and Sects (Muslim).

Litbeaturb.— T. Haarbriicker, Abu*l-Fath' MvJCammad
aseh-Sckahrastdni*8 Religionspartheienund PhilosopJteTischulen,

Halle. 1850-51, i. 164-230 ; C. Huart, artt.
*
'Ali ’ and ‘ ‘AH ilahi,’ in

Eli., Leyden, 1913, pp. 283 ff., 292 f. ; Silvestre de Sacy, Expos4
de la religion des Druses, Paris, 1838 ; J. Wortabet, Religion in
the East, London, 1860 ; F. J. Bliss, The Religions of Modem
Syria and Palestine, New York, 1912. For literature on other
phases of Muslim incarnation see the bibliographies under
Assassins and Bab, BabIs. GeORGE A. BARTON.

INCARNATION (Parsi).—Incarnation in the
;^roper sense of the term has no place in the re-

ligion of the Avesta (‘the incarnation of Ahura
Mazda’ not being a proper designation of Zara-
thustra [it. Edulji Dastoor, A True Zarathosti
Guide, Bombay, 1913, p. 182]), but the conception of

the king’s sacred endowment, or ‘ holiness ’ (see art.

Holiness [General and Primitive]), in virtue of

the somewhat vague personification of its super-
natural efficacy, developed into something in the
nature of incarnation. This khwarenah was the
mysterious element which made the gods [Yt. xiv.

2, xvii. 15, V. 89, x. 141 ; Nyd. iii. 11 ; Ys. Ivii. 3,

i. 1) and the souls of the dead {Yt. xiii. 1, 9, 11,

14-16; Ys. lx. 4) powerful {Yt. xix. 9ff.) and
worthy of worship; which gave the sun {Yt. vi.

Iff.), the moon {Yt. vii. 5f.), the stars {Yt. viii. 1),

the pre-eminent star, Sirius {Yt. viii. 2ff.), and
water {Yt. viii. 34, xiii. 65 ; Ys. Ixviii. 11, 21) their

benign influences ; which protected the house ( Ys.

lx. 2, 7) and the nation {Yt. xix. 64, 69, x. 27)

;

which, as the ‘Aryan glory’ {Sir. ii, 9), or the
‘glory of the Aryans’ {Yt. v. 42; Sir. i. 25), be-

stowed wealth upon the Aryans, i.e. the Iranians
{Yt. xviii. If.), endowed men with vigour and
wisdom, with the power of overcoming the hos-

tility of nature and of demons ( Yt. xviii. 2), with
success and prosperity {Yt. v. 86; Ys. lx. 7); and
effected what they sought to attain by their sacri-

fices {Yt. xiii. 24, 41, xvii. 6, x. 108, xxiv. 34, 46).

Etymologically the word khwarenah means
‘light,’ ‘ lustre,’ and there is perhaps some con-
nexion between this original meaning and the
fact that, when Zarathustra’s mother, who was
richly endowed with the khwarenah, was a young
girl, she glowed like a great fire {Dinkart, vn. ii.

7 f.), and so also the bodj^ of the Saosyant will

shine as the sun {ib. vii. xi. 2 ; cf. iii. 7). In the
Avesta, however, the ‘ glory ’ is never spoken of

as ‘ light.’ Here it flies in cosmic space {Dinkart,
vn. ii. 3) like a bird {Yt. xix. 34fi‘.) ; it swims and
hides in the sea {Yt. v. 42, xix. 56 ff‘.) ; it sojourns
in reeds and in milk {Bund. xxxi. 32) ; in the form
of an animal it accompanies the Chosen.^
The khwarenah of the Kavi dynasty was of a

special and distinct ty^e ; here the ‘ Kavi k?ma-
renah^ becomes the ‘king’s glo^’ {Ys. i. 14; Yt.

i. 21, xix. 9, 69 ff.). It was in virtue of this Kavi
glory that the world-rulers of that dynasty ac-

quired their title to their position, and their ability
to perform their exploits. Now, as this power-
substance manifested itself as a deity, and was
invoked and worshipped as such {Yt. xviii. 7f.;

Sir. ii. 9), we may speak of it in this aspect as in
some sense an incarnation. The line of the Elect,
of the men in^ired and possessed by the khwarenah,
begins with fiaosyanha {Yt. xix. 26), and is con-
tinued through Takhma Urupi to Yima, the ruler
of the blissful primal age (31). When once, in
foolish arrogance, Yima spoke false words, the
power-substance broke forth from him thrice (F^.
xix. 34, i.e., doubtless, as priestly glory, warrior

1 According to the E&mdmah, 41 ff., and the S&h-naTnah
(B. G. Browne, The Literary ffistory of Persia, London,
1902 ff., i. 137, 143), ***a very large and mighty ram” caught
up Ardagir and rode beside him on his horse, the fine ram
being the royal glory.'
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glory, and peasant glory, respectively; cf. ih, 53),

passing to tne god Mithra and the heroes Thraeta-

ona and Keresaspa (cf. Dlnkart^ Vll. i. 25 ff.), and,

finally, after a fierce struggle between the god of

fire and the dragon for its possession, seeking

shelter in the world-ocean. Here the Turanian
chieftain Frahrasyan vainly sought by dint of

swimming to gain possession of it. The legend

that tells how this head of a Turanian people,

hostile to the Iranians {Yt, v. 41 f., ix. 18, 22, xix.

56 fl‘. ), once delivered the Iranian country from an
Arab conqueror is in all probability based upon
pre-historical events (cf. E. Blochet, Introd. d
Vhist, des Mongols, Leyden, 1910 \Gihh Memorial
Series, xii.], p. 205 ff.). A fragment preserved in

the Hymn to the Khwarenah ( Yt, xix. 93) actually

recognizes that Frahrasyan too possessed the Kavi
glory. At that period, however, it properly be-

Fonged to the monarchs of the pre-Zarathustrian

Kavi dynasty {Yt, xix. 71 ff.) down to Vistaspa,

who at length embraced the religion of Zara-

thustra. But the richest in glory was Zarathustra

himself ( Yt, xix. 83). From him the supemattiral

endowment passes to the renewers of the world

(xix. 22), and especially to the Saosyant, who
comes in the final age (89). According to cer-

tain lost additions to the Avesta, the Kavi glory

was transmitted to Ardasir (Artaxerxes) and the

Sasanian dynasty {Dinkart, VIII. xiii. 17 ff.).

Literature.— In addition to the works cited in the art.

see J. Daxmesteter, *Le Zend-Avesta,’ in AUG xxi.-xxiv.

(1892-93). N. SODEEBLOM.

INCARNATION (Semitic).—One cannot p-
pect to find among the ancient Semites a doctrine

of incarnation as the term is ordinarily understood

in Christian theology, for such a doctrine pre-

supposes a reasoned conception of the universe,

in which the natural and the supernatural, or

the divine and human, are set over against one

another. The Semites were far too primitive in

their thought to have made such a distinction. In

the period in which their religious ideas took shape

they conceived that gods, men, and animals foimed

a single society, and even plants were sometimes

thought to have a connexion with this society.

One might, accordingly, expect divine potency to

manifest itself in men, animals, and trees. Such

a stage of thought is preparatory to that in which

real incarnation may be thought to take place;

it is itself too primitive. The Semites did not

approach the later conception of incarnation until

they came under the influence of the philosophical

Greeks, and even then their thoughts were coloured

by their earlier and less philosophical views,

1. Rocks, springs, and trees.— In its earliest

form their thought pictured the manifestation of

the divine as exhibited in springs of water, trees,

and crags of natural rock.^ This was, of course,

not incarnation, but materialization, or rather the

recognition of a divine power as resident in these

material forms. It is not really materialization,

for they had never conceived the gods as pure

spirits separated from these things. Survivals of

this stage of thought are seen at the present day

in the East, where Muslims hang personal offermgs

on sacred trees, as at Suf.^

2. Animals.—A closer approximation to mcar

nation was the conception of gods as living in

animal forms. This stratum of thought is ^hib-

ited in its greatest perfection in Egypt (see ‘Egyp-

tian’ section, above, p. 190). The sacred animals of

Egypt were at the beginning but the totems of the

originally distinct tribes, and what the ultimate

explanation of totemism may be is not yet clear.

1 Cf W. E. Smith, Rel. Sem.^, London, 1894, pp. 132, 167, 185,

193 ; G. A. Barton, Semitic Origins,^ do. 1902, pp. 87-97.

2 Of. Barton, A Yearns Wandering in Bible Lanoii, i’niia-

delphia, 1904, p. 162.

Among the Semitic peoples the traces of totem-
ism are not so pronounced as among the Egyptians,
and yet the investigations of Robertson Smith ^

made it a probable view that the Semites had also

passed through the totemistic period of religious

thought. It seems that among the heathen
Arabs there may have been animal-gods, for some
of the tribes trace their descent from animals, as

other Semites trace their descent from gods, as will

be shown later. One or two animal-gods clearly

existed in Arabia. Yaguth, the lion-god,^ was
worshipped in the time of the prophet. Ya'uq
was an idol in the form of a horse, ^ w^hile Nasr
w’as said to have the figure of a vulture.^ At
Erech in Sicily, Ashtart was thought to have the

form of a dove,® and at Tyre the head of a bull.®

Ancient Babylonian hymns often speak of gods as

bulls,^ and in Palestine the Baals were symbolized

by images of bulls. Whether the deity was actu-

ally thought to reside in the animal, or the aninial

was only a symbol of the strength and creative

power of the god, is an open question. It is quite

possible that the thoughts of the worshippers were
not clear as to this. Obscure and equivocal as

some of the evidence is, it is, nevertheless, clear

that in vai^ng degrees, and at times in a shadowy
way, the Semites frequently thought of the gods

as incarnate in animals.

An early stratum of thought discernible in a few
passages in the OT conceived of God as taking the

form of a man and then discarding it at will.

Such was the man who came to Abraham’s tent in

Gn 18, the one who appeared to Gideon in Jg 6, to

Manoah’s wife in Jg 13, and to Joshua in Jos 5^®"^®.

These were special manifestations of Jahweh
;
cf.

art. Demons and Spieits (Hebrew), I., 2.

3.

Descent from gods.—The possible incarna-

tion of a god in human flesh appears to have given

rise to two difterent conceptions. These are the

descent of men from gods, and the deification of

certain men. Of these two conceptions the former

seems to be the older. In Gn 2'^ God is said to

have breathed into man’s nostrils the breath of

life, and man became a living soul. This implies

that man has a kind of kinship to God. In one of

the Babylonian myths of Cannes it is said that he

mingled bis own blood with the soil and thus made
man. This myth expresses in this way the sense

of man’s kinship to the divine which Gn 2^ ex-

pressed. In Gn 6^”^ it is said that beings of the

divine order [b^ni hd-el6Mm) married human wives,

and that the issue of such marriages consisted of

the heroes and men of renown of olden time. This

is a recognition of a divine element in men of un-

usual or heroic qualities. The Babylonian Adapa,

a man of unusual wisdom, is called a son of the

god Ea.®
The view that unusual persons were god-begotten

was undoubtedly universal in the early Semitic

world. It lingered in an attenuated form down

to the beginning of the Christian era. Philo

Judseus declares that Zipporab was found by

Moses ‘ pregnant by no mortal ’
;
® Isaac was ‘ not

the result of generation, but the shaping of the

unbegotten’ Samuel was ‘bom of a human
mother’ who ‘became pregnant after receiving

divine seed’;^ Tamar was ‘pregnant through

divine seed.’” It is possible that in the mmd of

Philo there was no thought of setting aside the

iJPk ix. [1880] 79 fP., Lectures and Essays, London, 1912,

p. 455 f. ,
Kinship and Marriage'^, do. 1903, p. 217 fE.

2 W. E. Smith, Kinship^, p. 224 ff.

8 J6. 242.
*

6 iEliian, de Nat. anim, iv. ® Hebraiea, x. [1893] 80 L
^

7 Of. the references cited in Studies in the History of Meligion

Resented to C. H, Toy, New York, 1912, p. 199,
. .

8 R. W. Rogers, Cuneiform Parallels to the Old Testament,

New Fork, 1912, p, 68 ff.

9 ed. Mangey, i. 147. ” V 215.

u i. 273. ^
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human father. He may have thought that the
divine life-giving power of God was manifested
through Abraham and Elkanah. His language
with reference to Zipporah is, however, hardly
open to that construction. But, whether he
thought of the human father as an agent in these
births or not, it is clear that the older conception
lived in some form in his mind.
At least as old as this conception is the idea

that whole tribes are of divine descent. Thus the
Moabites are called the sons and daughters of
Chemosh (Nu 21^^). Jeremiah (2^^*) speaks as
though the heathen Semites generally claimed
descent from their gods : and, since these gods were
represented by idols, he sarcastically refers to
them as ‘a tree’ and ‘a stone.’ Virgil {Mn, i.

729 f.) by the i)hrase ‘Belus et omnes a Belo’ de-
scribes tne Tyrians as claiming descent from Bel.
As pointed out above, the Arabian tribes who
claimed descent from animals probably in reality
claimed descent from gods.
This more general conception, that whole tribes

were descended from gods, is further removed from
what we understand by incarnation than the con-
ception that heroes or eminent persons are god-
begotten. The ordinary plane of human life is

too commonplace for early men, who are as yet un-
able to distinguish the spiritual from the material,
or to have any strong realization that God is in it.

4. Deified kings. — Another close approach to
the idea of incarnation is presented by the deifica-
tion of kings in Babylonia, where, however, this
was not as common as in Egypt. Most Babylonian
kings recognized that they were quite distinct
from the gods. Urumush, king of Kish, seems,
however, to have been deified in his own Hfetime,
and his name enters as that of a god into the name
of another man.^ Shargani-sharri has the deter-
rninative for god written before his name ^ during his
life, while Naram-Sin,® of the same dynasty, is con-
stantly called a god, and had himself portrayed with
the horns which represented divinity.^ Haram-
Sin is called on some seals the *god of Akkad.’
What led these kings to assume, contrary to the
general Babylonian custom, that they were gods,
we c^ now only conjecture. Some have supposed
that it was the possession of the shrine of Nippur,
but many monarchs who controlled that shrine
never claimed divine honours. Others have sug-
gested that it was the sudden world-wide expansion
of the territory of these kings that led to their
deification. Still others attribute it to Egyptian
influence.

Two cr three centuries later these kings of Agade
were imitated by Dungi, Bur-Sin, and Gimil-Sin,
kings of the dynasty of Ur. The founder of the
dynasty, Ur-Engur, had not been regarded as a
god, but Dungi greatly enlarged the dominion of
Ur and contemporaneously began to write the
determinative for divinity before his name. He
had a festival ordained to himself as a god, and
rearranged the calendar so that one month should
be called Ituezen-dungi, or * Month of the festival
of the god Dungi. ’» His name also enters, as the
name of a deity, into the composition of the names
of a considerable number of other men. Perhaps
he and his successors in his dynasty meant by these
claims to inform the world that they were the
equals of the great monarchs of Agade. Durino-
the reign of these kings of Ur, offerings were made
to Gudea and Urlama, former patem of Lagash,
as though they were gods. This was a post-
mortem deification, for during their lifetime these
rulers had claimed no divine honours.

1 L. W. King, History of SuTner and Akkad, London. 1910.
p. 203.
2 lb. 261. 8 /&.
^ Cf. J. de Morgan, DiUgation en Perse, Paris, 1900, ii. 62.
6 See King, op. cit. pp. 28S, 298. i

Apart from these cases we have no clear evidence
of the deification of Babylonian kings. Ishmi-
Dagan, of the dynasty of Isin, claimed to be the
‘ beloved spouse ’ ^ of the goddess Ishtar of Erech.
Possibly this was because the king himself laid
claim to divine rank. From whatever source or
cause the deification of these kings arose, it was
an even more emphatic way of marking their un-
usual quality than their supposed descent from
a god would have been. To represent them as
full-fledged gods in human form was to claim for
them a real incarnation. It was all the more
effective because opposed to the general customs
of Babylonian thinking.
Litkbatuee.—

T

his has been fully cited in the footnotes.

George A. Barton.
INCARNATION (Tibetan).—The theoiy of

incarnation attains its most extreme development
in Tibet. It is utilized there not merely in the
usual Buddhist (and Hindu) way to explain by
re-incamations the ethical doctrine of retribution
by the karma acquired by the individual, but also
as a practical method of regulating the succession
tothe hierarchy, and even to postulate the perpetual
incarnation of Buddhist gods within the bodies of
the Grand Lamas.
Thetheory of hieratic succession byre-incarnation

appears to have been introduced by the first of the
series of Dalai Lamas, named Geden-dup (+ a. d.

1473), the successor of Tsonkhapa who founded
the now dominant Yellow-hat sect, the Ge-lug-pa.
It seems to have been a device, on quasi-Buddhistic
principles, to secure stability for the succession, by
providing to some extent against the intrigues of
rival party leaders. It assumes the continuous
succession to the headship by the same individual
under an uninterrupted senes of consecutive re-

embodiments. This obviously differs from the
orthodox Buddhist conception of re-incarnation of
an individual, which is not confined to any one
particular channel. It supposes that the deceased
head Lama is always re-born as a child within the
country and often in the neighbourhood of the
monastery, and the infant is to be discovered by
oracular means and then duly installed in the
vacant chair. On his death, he is similarly re-born,
and so the process is repeated ad infinitum.
At first this system of selection appears to have

been restricted solely to the Dalai Lamas of Lhasa

;

but about A.D. 1662 it was extended by the then
Dalai Lama tothe newlyinstituted Grand Lamaship
of Tashilhunpo, and now it has been adopted by
nearly all the great monasteries throughout Tibet,
China, and Mongolia. It gives opportunities for
much intrigue ; and China as the suzerain of Tibet
has found it necessary politically to take an active
part in controlling the * re-incamation ’ of the
Dalai Lama, the temporal sovereign of the country.
In A.D. 1793, China prescribed for the selection of
this priest-kiug a lottery-scheme called the * oracle
of the urn,’ by which the names of the competing
infants are written on slips of paper and put into
a golden um, and, after prayer and other rites, the
name first drawn is the fortunate one. The official

directions for the working of this scheme are
notified in a Chinese Imperial edict of A.D. 1808
engraved on stone slabs at the door of the great
temple of Lhasa and translated by the present
writer. It is a long document, and states near its

beginning

:

*On the passins away of the Lama the individual born in his
stead is called ‘‘the incarnation of the illusory emanation”
(jsprul’Sku), which in Chinese is called “ So-so-i,” meaning “ the
accepted and undoubted individual [re]-born ” ’ (wc).

The lottery takes place in the immediate presence
of the Chinese ambassador, the Amban, and it is

also prescribed for the other three Grand Lamas of
the Yellow-hat Church, namely at Tashilhunpo,

1 See King, op. cit. 310.
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Peking for inner Mongolia, and Urga for outer
Mongolia. In practice the Lamas occasionally
contrive to evade this form of nomination. In the
exercise of its control over these * re-incamations ’

the Chinese Government arrogates to itself powers
which if taken seriously \yould imply direct inter-

ference with the soul, or its Buddhist equivalent.
Thus the Peking Gazette of 31st March 1877, in

denouncing a recalcitrant ‘ re-incamating ’ Lama
who had insulted the Imperial Chinese Besident at
Lhasa and carried off the official seals, intimates
that the Emperor as ‘ Son of Heaven ’ had decreed
as a punishment that ‘his [the Lama's] soul should
not he allowed to transmigrate at his decease.'

The fiction which credits the Dalai Lama of

Lhasa with being the perpetual incarnation of the
greatestand mostpopular of the Buddliist divinities,

Avalokitesvara (pv.), the God of Mercy and the
special object of the popular Om-mani magical
formula, has been shown by the present writer to

have been the invention of that Dalai Lama who
was the first of the Lhasa priest-kings, namely
Lo-bzang Gya-mts’o (A.D. 1615-1682). He posed
thus as a priest-god as well as temporal sovereign.

Contemporary evidence of this title and position is

found also in a letter from the J esuit missionary
(J. Grueber) then resident in Lhasa in the middle
of the 17th cent., which refers to this Dalai Lama
as * that devilish God-the-Father who puts to death
all such as refuse to adore him.*

Literature.—W. W. Rockhill, ‘Dalai Lamas and their

Eelations with the Manchu Emperors,’ Toung-PaOt xi. (Leyden,
1910) Iff.; L. A. Waddell, Buddhism, of Tibet^ London, 1895,

p. 230 ff., ‘Chinese Imperial Edicc of 1808 a.d. on the Grand
Lamas of Tibet,’ JRASy 1910, pp. 69-86, Lhasa and Its
31ysterieSt London, 1905, pp. 27-36. L. A. WaDDELL.

INCENSE.—The custom of burning sweet-
smelling substances in religious ceremonies, or

sometimes as a separate rite, has been of

wide-spread occurrence, especially in the higher
religions.

I. Kinds of incense.—While frankincense and
other gum resins are more strictly to be called

incense, many other substances have been used
for the purpose of producing an agreeable odour
when burned—various kinds of wood or bark,

branches or roots of trees, herbs and odoriferous

plants, seeds, flowers, fruits, aromatic earths, etc.

Of substances referred to in the Bible which are known to

have been used by the Hebrews and other peoples as incense

there are : (1) Wood—aloes (eagle-wood), Ca 4^-^, cf. Dioscor.

i. 21 ; sweet cane, Jer 620. (2) Earfc—cassia, Ps 45^ ; cinnamon,
Rev 1813. (3) iioois—costus, Ex 3034. (4) Qum resins—balm
(? mastic), Gn 8725, Ezk 2717; tragacanth (spicery), Gn 3725;

balsam (spices), Ca 6i*i3; bdellium, Gn 212
,

cf. Dioscor. L 80;
galbanum, Ex 3034; ladanum (myrrh), Gn 3725; stacte. Ex
30^ ;

frankincense, Ex 3034. (6) Flower prodwcfs—saffron, Ca
414

; spikenard, Ca 4i4. (6) Animal prodncis—onycha (the oper-

culum of a marine mollusc), Ex 30^54.

The sacred incense used in later Hebrew ritual was a com-
pound of stacte, onycha, galbanum, and pure frankincense,

seasoned with salt and reduced to a fine powder.i In still later

times—the Herodian period—Josephus records that thirteen

ingredients (sweet-smelling spices) were used.2 Plutarch gives

a fist of sixteen ingredients used by the Egyptians in preparing

kuphi—honey, wine, raisins, sweet rush, resin, myrrh, frankin-

cense, seselis, calamus, asphalt, thryon, dock, both kinds of

arceuthids, cardamum, and orris root.3 In both cases the com-
pounding was of ritual importance and a matter of mystery.

Sacred books were read aloud while the kuphi was being mixed.

Frankincense (Gr. Xipaviorbs, Heb. l^hhdnahi Med.
Lat. olibanum, libanus in Vulg. of Sir 24^^ 39^®) is

the gum resin of trees of tne genus Boswellia

{B. Carterii, B. Prereana, B, Bhua-Dajiana), and
is exported from Somaliland, probably the Punt of

Egyptian inscriptions. Pliny ^ refers to it as a

product of Arabia (Hadramaut), and says that the

Sabsei alone behold the tree which produces it,

and of these only 3000 families by virtue of heredi-

tary succession. The trees are sacred ;
and, while

pruning the trees or gathering the resin, men must
1 Ex 3034. 2 FJ V. V. 6.

3

delsid. 81, iHFxu.UQ.

not contract pollution by sexual intercourse or
contact with a corpse. It is carried to Sabota,
where the priests claim a tithe of it in honour of
their god Sabis ; until this is paid, none of it may
be disposed of. Herodotus^ speaks of winged
serpents which guard the trees and are driven off

by burning styrax. It was one of the ingredients
of Jewish incense,® as it is still of that used in
Christian ritual. Classical authors, in speaking
of frankincense, usually refer to its exporting place
as the seat of its origin, e.g. Syria and Phoenicia,

2. Purpose of incense.—The use of incense is

connected primarily with the psychical aspects of
the sense of smell. Pleasant-smelling perfumes,
in whatever way they are obtained, are agreeable
to men. They were offered to honourable persons
in ancient times, or diffused over the roads on
which they travelled.® Incense was also used at
banquets as an agreeable accompaniment of food
and wine. Hence it was supi>o&ed that such per-
fumes w’’ou]d also be agreeable to gods or spirits,

on the same principle as that by which foodstuffs
which men liked were offered to them. This is

obvious when we consider that the smoke of
sacriffce is pleasing to the gods, and that they are
thought to seize on ‘the unctuous smoke’ with
delight,^ and that flowers are commonly offered to
the gods, or scented oils applied to their images.®
The bodies of the dead are also decked with flowers,
aromatic oils, and perfumes for the same reason.
Disagreeable odours, being obnoxious to men, were
also obnoxious to supernatural beings. Hence it

came to be thought that beneffcent gods not only
liked, but actually themselves possessed, pleasant
odours.

Egyptian texts iUustrate these beliefs. Isis has a wonderful
odour which she can transfer to others, e.g. to the dead. Osiris

transfers his odour to those whom he loves. At the anointing
of the corpse, the ‘ perfume on the head of Horus ’ is besought
to place itself on that of the deceased.6 Similar ideas are found
in Mandsean belief. The Light beings have a perfume which
invigorates those who smeU it.7 In Persian belief the righteous
after death are said to have a sweet odour.s The region of the
gods, the place of bliss, has also a sweet perfume. The Poly-
nesian Rohutu is free from all noxious odours.3 In the Persian
texts the deceased, approaching the blissful regions, is sur-

rounded by a perfumed breeze.i® Sweet odours form one of the
characteristics of Hindu and Buddhist Paradises, and, where
Divine beings or saints descend to the malodorous hells, they
change the evil odour to sweet perfume.u Evil odours charac-

terize the Persian regions of punishment, as well as the Muham-
madan and Christian hell.is The idea that Paradise has a
pleasant odour is found in Jewish, Christian, and Gnostic writ-

ings. Thus in the regions of the eastern Paradise and the
‘garden of righteousness' visited by Enoch there are many
fragrant aromatic trees, i.e. those which yield material for

incense, and among them one * with a fragrance beyond all frag-

rance.’ 43 The idea that Paradise is a region of fragrantperfume
appears already in the Apoc. of Peter, and is found m most
accounts of visits to or visions of the Other-World, while the
same idea is referred to in inscriptions on Christian grave-

stones. 44 Spiritual persons and martyrs also possess this

fragrance.45 In Gnostic writings this perfume is connected with

1 iii. 107. 2 Ex 3034.

3 Dn 246
;
Herod, vii. 64.

4 Cf. G. Maspero, TAe Dawn of Civilization, London, 1894,

p. 681 ;
Lucian, de Sacr. 9.

5 W. Ellis, Polyn, Researches, London, 1831, i. 338, 351 ; Mas-
pero, p. 679 (Babylonian) ; this caused the actual persons of the
gods to be anointed.

6 E. A. W. Budge, Osiris and the Bgyp, Resurrection, London,
1911, i. 6, 78, 103 ; H. M. Tirard, The Book of the Dead, do. 1910,

p. 32.
7 W. Brandt, Mand. Schriften, Gottingen, 1893, p. 114.

8 SdtoxtFask, li. 10. 3 Ellis, i. 245.
10 Hatoxt Bask, ii. 7. 4i of. ERE iv. 662».

42 M. Haug, Essays on the Sacred Language, Writings, and
Religion of the Parsis^, London, 1907, p. 222; E. W. Lane,

Modem Egyptians, do. 1846, i. 101 ; J. A. MacOulloch, Early
Christian Visions of the Other-World, Edinburgh, 1912, passim.

43 JSn. 243ff-
; for other examples, cf. Slav. En. 82 ; Syr. Bar.

297
;
Apoc. Mos. 29, 38, 40.

14 MacCuUoch, op. cit. p. 11, andpassim ; A. Dieterich, Bekyia,

Leipzig, 1893, p. 84. , « « ,

46 Of. Apooryphal Acts, pcLssim ; Martyrdom of S. Polycarp,

§ 16 ;
Eusebius, HE v. 1 (martjj’rs of Lyons and Vienne are so

‘impregnated with the sweet odour of Christ that they seem
as if anointed with earthly perfumes ’) ; cf. also 2 Co 214-16, and
Ignat, ad Ephes. § 17.
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the powers of the upper world, or the various heavens.^ In
Gnostic and Christian circles the anointing with fragrant oil had
the effect of repelling the demons, because it was * a type of that
sweet odour which is above all things/

2

While evil odours are obnoxious to gods, they
also scare off demons, who are likewise put to flight

by pleasant odours, e.g. that of incense, which is

one of the material objects commonly credited
with magical virtues. The Andaman Islanders
believe that the smell of bees’-wax is offensive to
a demon of epidemic, who is kept off* by stakes
ainted with it.® The Kei Islanders (New Guinea)
um the scrapings of buff’alo horn to drive off

demons.^ The Thompson River Indians scare off

ghosts by burning juniper.® In India, incense,

which pleases the gods, drives off* demons, who are
also kept off by offensive odours.® In Canton, on
the third day of the tenth month, filth is swept out
of the house, and three sticks of incense are used
jx) drive off the demon of penury.’ In Palestine it

is commonly used as an apotropjeic,® and in Morocco
before and during the ‘Great Fas?t’ incense is

burned to keep off the jinn,^ Incense, because
dreaded by evil spirits, is one of the ingredients of
the ‘amulet-box’ in Tibet. In Greece, at the
Anthesteria and also at child-birth, doors were
smeared with pitch to keep out ghosts and demons.
The Book of Tobit illustrates this belief among
the Jews. The liver and heart of a fish are laid
on ‘ ashes of perfumes ’ so as to cause a smoke.
When the demon smells this, he flees away to
Egypt. In modem survivals similar ideas are
found. In the Tyrol, witches are expelled by
fumigating houses with juniper, and by burning
rosemary, hemlock, sloe, and resinous splinters.
Fairies are also kept off by strong odours, e.g.

burning an old shoe, or by garlic.^® Hence, gener-
ally, fumigation is a method of puiifjring persons
and places, and of scaring off* all kinds of evil

influences ; and for this incense is often used, as,

e,g., in mourning ceremonies in China.
Besides the primary purpose of the use of

incense as an offering pleasing to the gods, there
were other practical, symbolic, or mystical uses
which it served. (1) It was burned to neutralize
the strong odours of bloody or burnt sacrifices,

especially in hot regions. It was also used for
sanitary reasons, e.g, in places where the dead were
buried.^

(2 ) It was likewise a s3rmbol or vehicle
of prayer. This is already found in Egypt, where
it was thought that the smoke as it rose We
words of power or of prayer to the gods, who were
pleased by its odour. The soul of the dead ascended
to heaven by the smoke of the incense burned on
his behalf.^® In Jewish thought, prayer was con-
nected with incense. In Ps 141® it is compared to
incense. Cf. Rev 5®, where golden bowls full of
incense represent prayer. In Rev 8®* ^ prayer rises

1 Of. Iren, i, iv. 1 ; Hippol. Philosoph, v. 14, vii. 10 ; Apoo.
Acts^ passim.

2 Iren. i. xxi. 3.

3 E. H. Man, JAI xii. [1883] 97.
4 Frazer, GB^ ni. 63.
5 J. Teit. Memoirs Amer. Mus. of Nat. Hist. ii. pt. 4 [19001.

p. 332.
6 Crooke, PR 2, 1896, ii. 21 ; cf. ERE iii. 445a.
7 UAnthrop. iv. [1893] 175 f. a PL xviii. [1907] 59.
9 E. Westermarck, PL xxii. [1911] 132, 142.W See ERE iii. 468^.
Hesychius, s.v. pxapaX inUpai ; Photius, s.v. pdjxvos.

13 16* 1-7

13 J. G. Campbell, Superstiticms of the Highlands and Islands
of Scotland, Glasgow, 1900, p. 36 ; E. S. Hartland, Science of
Fairy Tales, London, 1891, p. 99.

1-* J, J. M. de Groot, Rel. System of China, Leyden, 1892 ff., i.

33, 77 ; cf. W. R. Smith, Rel. Sem.^, London, 1894, p, 428 ; M.
Jastrow, Aspects of Rel. Belief and Practice in Bab, and Assyr.,
New York, 1911, p. 318 (purification of house after sickness with
torches and censers)

; cf. also ERE iv. 729b, 762a,
13 Cf. Tert. de Cor. Mil. 10 ; Apol. 30, 42.
16 Budge, op. cit. iii. 256 ; cf. the idea current in the New

Hebrides that the soul of the departed rose to the sun on the
fire kindled at the grave (G. Turner, Samoa, London, 1884,
p. 2.?5].

with the smoke of the incense, as in the Egyptian
view. So in Christian thought incense has usually
been regarded as symbolic of prayer, though it

also typifies contrition, the preaching of the faith,

etc. (3) More mystical views have sometimes been
entertained. Plutarch explains the beneficial effect

of the Egyptian kuphi by saying that its sixteen
ingredients are a square out of a square. Being
composed of aromatic ingredients, it lulls people
to sleep, loosens the tension of daily anxieties, and
brightens the dreams. It is made of things that
delight most in the night and exhibits its virtues
by night. ^ Plutarch gUso ^ves medico-mystical
reasons for the burning of other substances at
other times, e.g. resin in the morning to purify the
air, because of its strong and penetrating quality

;

myrrh at midday, because its hot nature dissolves
and disperses the turbid qualities in the air.®

Philo explains the four ingredients of the Hebrew
incense as symbolizing the four elements, and thus
representing the universe.® Josephus writes that
the altar of incense, with the thirteen kinds of
sweet-smelling things gathered from all places,

points to the fact that God is Lord of all.** In the
Orphic hymns the different substances used and
off‘ered to the gods are chosen because of some
occult reason in each case.

W. R. Smith (426 f.) considers the religious value of incense
as originally independent of animal sacrifice, since frankincense
was the gum of a very holy species of tree collected with re-

ligious precautions. The right to see the trees was reserved to
certain sacred families. While harvesting the gum they must
practise continence and take no part in funerals.s The virtue
of the gum lay in its being regarded as the blood of a divine
plant.

3. Ritual use of incense in ethnic religions.—-(a)
Lower races.—The use of incense among lower
races is hardly known, save perhaps where they
have been in contact with higher races using it.

We may, however, note the American Indian
custom of offering tobacco smoke to the gods, and
the Polynesian offering of flowers and aromatic
substances.® Among the Sakai, Semang, Jakun,
etc., the only common kind of offering is the burn-
ing of incense (benzoin). At a death among the
Satai, the magician waves a censer seven times
over the body, recommending the dying man to

think of his dead ancestors. As the smoke mounts
up and then vanishes, so does the soul. Good
spirits love its smell and evil spirits hate it. In
sickness, among the savage Malays of Johore, the
magician burns incense. The fumes rise to the
abode ofJewa-Jewa and gratify him. He welcomes
the soul of the magician and grants him medicine
for the sick.’ Incense is burned as an off'ering at
shrines, saints’ tombs, etc., among the Malays, and
is the usual form of burnt sacrifice, with invocation
to the Spirit of Incense. It reaches the nostrils of

the gods and propitiates them as a foretaste of

other offerings to follow.® It is also used in magical
ceremonies, e.g. to make one walk on water or
remain under water in an ordeal, in the use of the
divining rod, or to cause a spirit to possess a
magician.® Callaway refers to ‘incense’ burned
with Zulu animal sacrifices (blood and caul of a
bullock) to the spirits, in order to give them a
sweet savour. It is apparently some native pro-

duct and is also used in rites for the cure of

sickness.^®

(h) Among the Semites the use of incense came
to be wide-spread. Its name among the Baby-
lonians was Ifutrinnuy and the incense-offering

1 dM Isid. 81. 2 2b. 80.

8

Quis rerum divin. heres. 41. * BJ v. v. 6.

5 Pliny, xii. 54. 6 Turner, i. 36, 71.

7 Skeat-Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay Peninsula,
London, 1906, ii. 98, 199, 352.

8 W. W. Skeat, Malay Magic, London, 1900, p. 74 f.

9 Skeat. FL xiii. [1902] 136, 144 f., 152.

10

Religious System ofthe Amazulu, Natal, 1870, London, 1874,

pp. 141, 174.
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consisted of odoriferous woods (cedar, cypress),

myrtle, cane, and sweet herbs, by which the gods
were made to snaell a pleasing odour. After the
Deluge, its survivor offered calamus, cedar, and
fragrant herbs, and Hhe gods inhaled the sweet
odour ’ and ‘ gathered like flies round the sacrificer,’^

Incense is frequently mentioned in the texts—-e.y.,
‘before Samas he makes an incense-ofiering -or

kings are represented making this offering. Nab-
onnedos is described as filling the temple with the
odour of incense.2 Herodotus ^ says that 1000
talents of frankincense were offered on the great
altar of Bel at his annual feast, and the author of

Is 65^ refers to Babylon as the land where incense

is offered on bricks. It was burned as a ritual

accompaniment of incantations, prayers, and the
presentation of oracles, and also at the yearly
mourning for Tammuz, with which was combined a
memorial of the dead, who are said to ‘ arise and
inhale the incense of offerings,’ as well as at funeral

rites. It was also used as a fumigatory, e.g, of

the gods’ table and its accessaries and the place
whither the gods were supposed to come, of houses,

and of persons.®

Evidence of the popularity of incense-offerings

among the peoples of Canaan and the surrounding
districts is found in the fact that it is the most
commonly denounced form of idolatry in Israel.

Incense was offered on altars of brick or on the
housetops to Baal, the sun, moon, stars, etc.®

Lucian describes the sweet odours and the incense
smoking without ceasing in the temples of the
Syrian goddess.

(c) Although in the OT the Hebrew use of incense
seems to be early, this is due to the rendering of

the word Ic^tCreth as ‘ incense,’ when, strictly speak-
ing, it means the savoury odour or smoke of a burnt
sacrifice.'^ The word translated * frankincense ’ is

l^hhdnah, Xl^avos, Arab, lubdn, meaning a sweet
resinous gum, and incense in this sense was not
certainly used until

^
the 7th century.® KHdretk

also came to mean ‘incense.’® Ezekiel makes no
reference to incense in his description of the re-

formed ritual. The first distinct reference to its

use in the cult of Jahweh is in Jer 6^® ‘To what
purpose cometh there to me frankincense from
Sheba, and the sweet cane [calamus] from a far

country.? ’ Cf . 17^® 41® and Is 43^- ^ 60® 66®—the
latter passages show that it was not required, and
was an innovation in the cult of Jahweh and was
expensive. Once admitted, however, it came to be
a regular part of the ritual, and is frequently re-

ferred to in the Priestly Code (P). Incense was
offered either (1) by itself, or (2) as a part of other

sacrifices. (1) It was offered in censers, e,g, on the
Day of Atonement when the high priest appeared
before the mercy-seat;^® or when Aaron passed
through the congregation to stay the plague with
his censer and incense (an atonement and fumiga-
tion). Theincense used in these rites was carefully

compounded according to a set formula,^® and was
obviously regarded as sacred—‘ most holy ’ and not
to be used for common purposes. It must not be
consumed on ‘strange fire,’ i.e, fire from some
other source than the glowing altar coals, and it

1 Jastrow, Rd. of Bab* and Assyria^ Boston, 1898, p. 603.

2 Jastrow, p. 666 ; F. Delitzsch, Assyr. EWB^ Leipzig, 1896,

p. 600.
s i. 183.
4 Jastrow, pp. 281, 346, 675 ; A. Jeremias, The Bab. Conception

of Heaven and Rell^ London, 1902, p. 11.
s M. J. Lagransje, Btudes sur les religions simUigues^, Paris,

1905, p. 239 ff,
;
fierod. i. 198.

6 Of. 1 K 118, 2 K 2217 235, Jer 79 Ills 191s 3229
, Hos 218, Ezk

613 811.

7 Cf. Ps 6615 * incense of rams *
; see also Dt 3315, 1 s 223, la

118 etc.
8 Of. the absence of any denunciation of incense in the well-

known passages. Am 44 6^^, Is lH, Mic 66.

9 Cf. Ezk 811. 10 Lv 16128^

11 Nu 1646. 12 Ex 3034, and see § t above.
73 Lv 101, and cf. passages just cited.

must not be offered by any but the priests.^ Prob-
ably as a later custom a separate altar on which
this incense "was burned came into use, and on it

incense was burned morning and evening.® (2)
Frankincense {i.e. not the compounded incense of
Ex 30®*) w^as offered with the meat-offering,® and
firstfruits,^ and burned with them on the altar. It
was also placed on the shewbread as a ‘ memorial,’
"azkdrdhi in two golden vessels and then consumed
on the altar at each weekly renewal of the bread.®
But it was not to be offered with a sin-offering or
with the ‘ meal offering of jealousy.’®
In later times the daily offering of incense be-

came an elaborate ceremony, and priests were
chosen by lot to offer it."^

(d) In Egypt the burning of various kinds of in-

censewas ^ways an important rite, each ingredient
of it having magical properties, and, as has been
seen, its smoke was supposed to carry the vrords of

mayer as well as the souls of the dead to heaven.
Prayer was made, e.y., to Ra, that he would draw
the soul up to heaven on the smoke of the incense.
Probably the earliest reference to the use of in

cense in any religion occurs in the notice of Sanch-
kara, a long of the XIth d3masty, who sent an ex-
pedition for aromatics through the desert to the
Red Sea towards the incense land of Punt.
Hdtsepsu, a queen of the XVIIIth dynasty, also

sent an expedition by sea thither. Punt is prob-
ably Hadramaut ana Somaliland.® Incense was
also obtained from Gilead.® A common represen-
tation on the walls of temples is that of a king
offering incense. He holds a censer in one hand
and with the other throws little balls or pastilles

of incense upon it, praying the god to accept it

and give him a long life. Immense quantities of

incense are often spoken of as having been offered,

e.g. 1000 censers, or, as an inscription referring to

Rameses m. reports, 1,933,766 pieces of incense,

etc., during the 31 years of his reign. ^® It was
offered to all the gods, who delighted in its odour,
their statues being censed with it and perfumed.
Often it accompanied other offerings, greater or

smaller—e.y., frankincense, mynh, and other per-

fumes were placed in the carcass of the bullock
offered to Isis —or was presented by itself, as de-

scribed above. The censer was an open cup hold-

ing fire, with or without a handle, but other forms
were also used.^ At funerary rites the deceased
was purified with incense. Five grains were twdce
offered to mouth, eyes, and hand, once for the
north and once for the south ; then incense from
foreign parts was similarly offered, along with the
litany of purification. Myrrh, resin, etc., but not
frankincense, were placed in the body which was
embalmed.“

(e) Incense, in the sense of a gum resin, does
not seem to have been used in Greece until post-

Homeric times, and Pliny says that people knew
only the smell of cedar and citrus as it arose in

volumes of smoke from the sacrifice. The idea of

a fragrant odour, e.g. of sacrifice, being pleasant
to the gods was well known.^ The wood of odor-

iferous trees, e.g. a kind of cedar {rh as well

as myrtle was burned in houses for its fragrant
smell. In Homer Btlios probably means no more
than the burning of such wood or some native pro-

1 Nu 167ff-. 2 Ch 26l9ff-

2 Ex 301- 7- 8 a secondary part of P.
3 Lv 21 615. 4 Lv 2l4f..

5 Lv 245ff-
; Jos. Ant. ill. x. 7. 6 Lv 611, jju 5I6.

7Lkl8-l0; jEBi,col. 2167.
8 Schrader, ReaZlex.^ s.v.

* Weihrauch.'
9 Gn 3725.

10

J. G. Wilkinson, i/ariTiers and Customs^ ofA nc. JSgyptiamt
London, 1878, iii. 414, 417; A. Ennan, Xgypten und dgypt.

Leboti im Altertum^ Tubingen, 1886, p. 407.

11

Herod, ii. 40. 12 Wilkinson, Ui 398.

13 See also § s. 14 HN xiii. 1.

15 Homer, II. viii. 548 ff. 16 Od. v. 60.

17 e..g. II. ix. 499.
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duct as an offering, or it may simply mean ‘ sacri-

fice.’ Later it came to mean ‘incense,’ and was
the source of Lat. tus. The word for ‘frankin-

cense,’ Xi^avorrdit was of foreign derivation. In-

cense as such was not used before the 8th cent.

B. C. , ^ and is first mentioned in Euripides. * Schrader
is of opinion that it may have been introduced
through the cult of Aphrodite, and it was certainly

traditionally thought to have come from Phoenicia
via Cyprus, where it was used in her cult.* It

was brought into Greece commercially from Arabia,
and imported thence by Phoenicians.^ Incense
was burned with bloody sacrifices as an offering or

to combat evil odours,® or with fruits, cakes,

wheat, etc.,** or as a separate offering, both in

domestic ritual and in the cult of the gods ; e.g., it

was burnt to Zeus Meilichios, to Demeter before
consulting tlie oracle at Patrse, and to Hermes
and So&ipolis.'^ The inventory lists of some temples
contain evidence of the large quantities which
came to be used, and it was sometimes given as a
gift by one person to another.* Incense of differ-

ent kinds was also used largely in the Orphic cult,

as the hymns show. It was offered along with
cakes of honey, without being burned, in
the rites of certain divinities.® The method of
burning incense was to throw it on the altar so as
to mingle with the smell of the victim, or to fill

the victim with it,^® or to bum it in braziers stand-
ing on or near the altar, or even outside temples,
or in vessels which could be borne on the hand.

(/) In Boman religion, incense {tus) was one of the
mostimportant of the bloodless oferings {lihamina)^
and indeed without it no rite was regarded as com-
plete. But, as in Greece, odoriferous woods and
herbs had probably been used first, as described by
Ovid in his account of the Palilia^^—olive, pitch-
wood, laurel branches, and Sabine herbs. Gums
and resins came to be used—frankincense {mas-
culum^ tus)i^^ myrrh, crocus, costum. In the case
of animal sacrifices, incense, saffron, and laurel
were burned as a preliminary, and, as the animal
was led up, incense and wine were sprinkled on
the altar.^ It was also offered with the blood, and
burned with the exta,^^ Incense was also offered by
itself in public or private ritual ; and this is illus-

trated by the fact that one method of forcing a re-

nunciation of Christianity was to burn some in-

cense on an altar before an image or to the Emperor.
Incense was offered to the lar familiaris daily.
The method of using it was to burn it on the
greater altars, or in braziers, or small portable
altars {focus, turihulum). It was carried in a
casket called acerra (much used in funerary cere-
monies), whence it was taken and burned. It
was also offered for the averting of prodigies c. 296
B. c. and burned in magical ceremonies. The in-
troduction of incense into the cult was connected
with Bacchus, the first to make offerings of cinna-
mon and frankincense®®—an obvious suggestion of

1 Farnell uses this as an argument against the likelihood of
Mesopotamian influences affecting Greece in earlier periods
{Greece and Bab., Edinburgh, 1911, p. 232 f.).

2 Baceh. 144.
s AthenaBus, xii. 10 ; Hesychius, s.v. 0ua.
^ Herod, ii. 8, lit i07 (the trees are said to be guarded by

winged serpents).
s Paus. ix. 3. 8 ; Daremberg-Saglio, iv. ii. 964a.
6 Paus. V. XV. 10, VI. XX. 3.

7 Paus. V. XV. 10, VI. XX. 3, vii. xxi. 12, xxii. 3 ; Lucian, de
Satyr. 12 ;

Plaut. Aul. 24.
8 Boeckh, CIG 2852, 6773 ; Lucian, Cronosolon, 16.
9 L. F. A. Maury, Hist, des religiom de la Grbce ant., Paris,

1857-^9, ii. 116.
10 Paus. IX. iii. 8.
11 Fasti, iv. 741 f. ; cf. L 338 ff.

12 For the burning of laurel in a magical ceremony, see Verg.
Eel. viii. 82 f. ; cf. Theocr. Id. ii. 33.

13 Verg. Eel. viii. 66. 14 Fasti, i, 339 ff.

16 Ib. IV. 933 ff. ; Arnobius, vii. 26.
16 Plaut. AvZ. prol. 23 f.

17 Verg. AEn. v. 745. 18 Livy, x. 23.
19 Verg. Eel. viii 65. 20 Fa^ti, iii. 727.

its entrance into Roman ritual through the Greek
cult of Dionysos. Elsewhere Ovid^ speaks of its

importation from the Euphrates region, perhaps
connecting ib with the Oriental cults which intro-

duced it into Greece.

{g) Hindus have always been fond of pleasant
odours, and India was already celebrated for its per-
fumes in ancient times. Incense from Arabia was
early imported there, but many native kinds of
sweet-smelling materials have long been in use

—

benzoin, and other gum resins, seeds, roots, dried
flowers, and fragrant woods. These are burned
ritually or in ordinary domestic usage. In ancient
times sandal-wood was burned as incense in temples
and as a fragrant stuff in houses, and in the daily
rites the sacred fire was fed with consecrated wood,
usually from the Palasa tree.® In modern Hindu-
ism the use of incense is wi(^-spread in all forms
of cult. Thus in the cult of Siva it is daily burned
by the priest before the stone representing the god
at Orissa, and perfumes are also placed on it. In
the Vallabha sect of Vaisnavism the Maharajas
offer incense and swing lights before the images,
and the same act of homage is paid to them by the
people. Camphor and incense are burned before
the image of Krsna, and in the demon cults of

Westem India perfumes are commonly burned. In
the Panchdyatana ceremony of the Brahman house-
holder perfumes and flowers are offered, and among
the sixteen acts of homage is the offering of per-

fumes, sandal, flowers, and incense {dhujpa ; see

Monier Williams, passim).
{h) Incense was unknown in early Buddhism,

which was opposed to external ritual, but in the
course of time its use, especially in northern Bud-
dhism, has become general. Thus, in Ceylon, per-

fumes and flowers are offered before the image of

Buddha, and inthePirit ceremonialincense isburned
round the platform on which the relics of Buddha
are exposed.* But it is in Tibet that the use of

incense is most prevalent, and Hue and other trav-

I

ellers there have referred to the likeness of its

ritual use and of the censers to that of the Roman
Catholic Church. It is used in the initiation of a
monk ; it is offered to the good spirits and Lamas
in the daily cult of the monasteries and of the
village priesthoods ; it is one of the usual offerings

in the temples, and is prominent in the festivals at
which ‘ clouds of incense fill the air ’

; it is used in

exorcisms, in baptisms, and other ceremonies; it

is burned in censers before the Lamas at the per-

formance of religious dramas, or in shrines and
chapels, etc. Perfumes and incense form one of

the five sensuous offerings, and fi^re prominently
in the ‘ presentation of offerings,^ which is one of

the seven stages of vyorship. These seven offer-

ings are ‘essential,’ and among them flowers and
incense occur as early as the 7th century. They
bear Sanskrit names, and are borrowed from
Hinduism.* In Japanese Buddhism, incense is also

commonly used, and has influenced the native
Shinto religion. In earlier Shintoism incense was
unknown, but it is now burned in censers at many
ceremonies, e.g. at the new moon, and at magical
rites.®

(i) In China, incense is much used in public and
private cults. It is offered in the temples as part
of the daily worship, and it is burned at festivals

and in processions. It is also offered before the

ancestral tablets or before the household deities,

and is used in consulting the gods and in magical

1 Fasti, i. 338.
2 0. Lassen, Ind. Alterthumskunde^, Leipzig, 1858-74, i. 334 f.

;

M. Monier Williams, Bel, Thought and Life in India, London,
1883, p. 366.

3 Monier Williams, Buddhism, London, 1889, pp. 315, 319.
4 Monier Williams, pp. 329, 345, 350, 357; L. A. Waddell. The

Buddhism of Tibet, London, 1895, passim.
6 W. G. Aston, Shinto, London, 1906, pp. 213, 292, 854.
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ceremonies. Chinese Buddhism also used it ex-
tensively.^ In Chinese funeral ceremonies the
burning of incense plays an important part, both
as an onering and as a tumigatory, and one purpose
is to gratify the olfactory nerves of the soul of the
deceased.^

{j) In the ancient Persian religion incense was in
use. It was burned five times aaily in the official

cult, and at times was used in large quantities.
Herodotus^ describes Darius burning 300 talents

of frankincense upon the altar. It was also burned
as a method of purification or fumigation, and in

a passage of the Vendidad ^ it is called ‘ incense of
whu-gaona^—‘Thou shalt perfume Vohu-mano
[perhaps an idol; see above, p. 153“‘] therewith.’®
Sandai-wood and incense are burned in modem
Parsi ritual.® Bahman-YaiV describes how,
in the * sheep period,’ firewood and incense wiU be
properly supplied.

{k) Incense was very largely used in the religion of

ancient Mexico

^

was ofiered to all the gods,
and in all festivals, processions, and sacrifices.

Incense-burning was performed four times daily in

the temples. Images of gods were censed in the
temples and in processions, and the chief officiant

was also himself censed. Some gods desired only
bloodless sacrifices, of which incense was one, e.g,

Quetzalcoatl, wffio delighted in fragrant odours and
perfumes. The incense was carried in an em-
broidered bag and thrown on an open censer
{temaitl) of baked clay containing fire. It consisted

of copal, or it was sometimes made from a herb
called yiaulitli. Its fumes were of a narcotic kind
and were also used to stupefy human victims. The
fumes of incense were regarded as typifying prayer.®

Incense consisting of sweet-scented gums was used
in Peruvian ritual and offered as a sacrifice. Golden
censers or braziers stood in the temples,®

{1) In Muhamtnadan cultus proper, incense is not
used, but it is commonly offered at the shrines of

saints, and is permitted by the traditions as^ a
perfume for a corpse. Muhammadans in India,

possibly as an influence from Hinduism, use it in

their rites, e.g, circumcision, marriage, funerals,

etc., and it is supposed to have the eflect of keep-

ing off* evil spirits. But among all Muhammadans
it is burned in houses on braziers, or at marriage
processions it is burned in a mihkharah, and it is

also commonly used in magical ceremonies, e,g, to

counteract the evil eye, or in the ‘science’ of

ddwah, a method of incantations in which various

perfumes are burned according to a table showing
the letters of the alphabet. The letter of the name
of the person for whom the incantation is made
gives the required perfume. The materials used

for incense are frankincense, benzoin, storax,

coriander-seed, aloes-wood, etc.^®

4. Incense in the Christian Church-—Although
incense was used in Jewish ceremonial, while such

a prophecy as Mai 1^^ might seem to point to its

continued use in the new dispensation,^ and though
it was one of the offerings of the Magi and its use

is referred to in the Apocalypse, there is no evidence

that it was part of early chiurch ritual ; indeed there

is strong evidence against it. Some of the Fathers

refer to it as a type of prayer; but Tertullian,

Athenagoras, AmoDius, and Lactantius clearly

witness against its ritual use.

1 J. Doolittle, Social Life of the Chinese^ London, 1866, passim,

* J. J. M. de Groot, op. cit, i. passim.
3 vi. 97. 4 xix. 24.

5

Fend. xix. 24 ; cf. Hang, pp. 335 f., 385.

® Haug, 404, 408.
7 iii. 40 ; cf. SBB v. [1880] 230.
8 Bancroft, NR iii. chs. 7-10, passim.
9 W. H. Prescott, Hist, of Conquest of Peru, 1870, pp. 47, 60;” -

* j^iigions of Mexico and Peru, London, 1884,A. R4ville, Native
p. 218.

10 See E. W. Lane, Mod. Bi
ii. 71, 93, iii. 164 ,

Hughes,
.s, London, 1846, L 186, 217,

2, 72 ff., 206,

Tertullian 1 says : ‘Not one pennyworth of incense do I offer
Him.’ Athenagoras 2 declares that God does not require the
sweet smell of fioT\ ers or incense. Arnobius,3 referring to the
fact that the early Romans did not use it, maintains that
Christians may safely neglect it. Lactantius 4 says that odours
are not desired by God, and agrees with Neo-Pla'tomst writers
that frankincense and the like should not be offered to Him.

The fact that it was a Jewish usage may have
tended to make Christians neglect it, but what had
probably a more powerful effect was its use among
pagans and the common practice during the ages
of persecution of insisting that Christians should
offer a few grains of incense to the gods or on the
altar of the Emperor as a token of their renuncia-
tion of their faith. Such apostates as yielded in

this way during the Decian persecutions w'ere

called Thurijicati. Incense was, however, used
for fumigations as a sanitary precaution, e.g. at
burials or in places with a disagreeable odour;®
but otherwise its ritual use was almost unknown
during the first four centuries. The Apostolic
Canons refer to the use of incense (dvfiiafia) at the
Eucharist, but this is probably a later interpolation.

It was used at the vigil offices on Sunday in

Jerusalem towards the end of the 4th century.®
Pseudo-Dionysius 7 speaks of the priest censing the
altar and making the circuit of the holy place. In

the Liturgy of St. James it is used in the pro- and
post-Anaphora portions, and in that of St. Mark
before the gospel, at the great entrance, at the kiss

of peace, ^nd at the commemoration of the dead.
In the Litmrgy of St. Chrysostom the sacred vessels,

the Gospels, altar, priest, and sanctuary are censed
in the pro-Anaphora, and the altar is censed in the
Anaphora. Evagrius® refers to the gift of a
thurible to a church in Antioch by a Persian king
c. 694. In the West the Ordines of the 8th cent,

describe the swinging of the censer during the
procession of the pontiff and his acolytes from the
sacristy to the altar in the church at Rome. ‘As
for censing the altar, or the church, or the clergy

or congregation, such a thing is never mentioned.’ ®

The furt&r use of incense was gradual, since it is

not mentioned by writers of this period who treat

of ritual, and its use at the elevation and bene-
diction was not known in the West till the 14th

century. In the Roman Catholic Church at the

present time incense is burned at solemn Mass
before the introit, at the gospel, offertory, and
elevation, at solemn blessings, processions, choral

offices, consecration of churches, burial rites, etc.

In the Church of England there is no decisive

evidence of its ritual use in Divine service during
the period after the Reformation. It was used,

however, for sanitary purposes, as a fumigatory,

and for the sake of its agreeable odour in churches,

at feasts, at coronations, etc. Its ritual use was
resumed towards the middle of the 19th cent.,

but this was decided to be illegal in Martin v.

Mackonochie, 1868, and in Sumner v. Wix, 1870.^®

Incense is used ritually in many churches of the

Anglican communion, and the practice is cer-

tainly spreading as a pleasing adjunct to worship,

and as a symbolic rite typifying prayer.

Litbraturb.— H- von Fiitze, Die Rauchopfer hei den
Griechen, Berlin, 1894; Pliny, HN xii. 30 ff., xiv. 33ff. ; O.
Schrader, Reallexikon, Strassburg, 1901, 8.v. ‘Weihrauch’;
Theophrastus, de Odoribus ; H. Zwaardemaker, Die Physio-

logie des Geruehs, Leipzig, 1895 ; E. G. C. F. Atchley, Hist, of

the Use of Incense in Divine Worship, London, 1909; R.

Sigismund, Die Aromata in Hirer Bedeutung fur Religion . .

.

des Alterthums, Leipzig, 1884. Of. also the authorities cited in

the footnotes of the present article.

J. A. MacCulloch.

1 Apol. 30 ; cf. 42. 2 Leg. 13. 3 adv. GerU. viL 26.

4 Div. Inst. vL 25, Bpit. 2.

5 Tert. Apol. 42, de Cor. MU. 10.

6 Peregr. Btherice, cited by L. Duchesne, Christian Worships

London, 1912, p. 495.

7 de Hier. Bcc. iii. 2. « HE vi. 21. » Duchesne, p. 168.

10

See the summary of the evidence by L. T. Dibdin, in BBr^^
xiv. 352 f., s.v. ‘Incense.*
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INCEST.— See Ckimes akd Punishments,
Ethics and Morality.

INCUBATION.—Incubation, a translation of

tbe Gr. technical term eyKoLfiTjais, denotes in com-

parative reli^on the practice of sleeping (or at

least of passing the night) in a shrine or other

sacred place with the object of receiving a Divine

revelation or Divine aid; in a still more specific

sense—which is also the one most commonly de-

noted by the word because of the Greek use of the

rite—the aid in question is cunrently held to be

the cure of disease, though this limitation is of

later development. Naturally, the subject of in-

cubation is connected with those of communion
with Deity, disease, divination, dreams, omens

{qq.v.)i etc.

In the state of sleep, when the soul is released

from the ordinary trammels of the body, it is par-

ticularly subject to Divine »'*isitations, and may
receive revelations from Divine beings (cf. Gn 28^^“*

375fF. 411-86
^
1 K 3®*^® etc.). Indeed, the whole basal

theory of incubation could not be better expressed

than in the words of Job (33^®^*)

:

‘In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep falletli

upon men, in slumberings upon the bed ; then he [God] openeth
the ears of men, and sealeth their instruction.*

It is perfectly true that Divine revelations in

dreams may come in almost any place (for examples,

see art. Dreams); and, as when the American
Indian goes forth in search of the revelation of his

maniiou, the inquirer may have no idea as to the
spot in which the Divine will draw near to him (cf.

art. Communion with Deity [American], vol. iii.

p. 741). Yet it is obvious that a god will reveal

himself more readily in a distinct locality with
which he is already associated by legend or by
cult, and where he has a dwelling provided in the
shape of temple or shrine. In some instances this

dwelling may be only temporary, and prepared for

the special occasion on which Divine revelation is

sought.
Thus, among tbe Malays, after a proper site for a house is

found, four sticks are laid down to form a rectangle in the
centre of the plot, and a clod is taken from this enclosure, with
the prayer to the lords of the spot

:

* If it [my purpose] is good, show me a good omen,
If it is bad, show me a bad omen.’

After this, ‘ wrap the clod up in white cloth, and after fumi-
gating it with incense, place it at night beneath your pillow,
and when you retire to rest repeat the last two lines of the above
charm as before and go to sleep. If your dream is good pro-
ceed with, if had desist from, your operations ’ (W. W. Skeat,
Malay Magic, London, 1900, p. 142 ; cf. also p. 144 ; and, for a
similar usage in Torres Straits, see ERE iv. 776»). The ancient
Irish had a kindred practice in the tarbfess, which is usu-
ally translated ‘ bull feast,’ although fess,

*
feast,* is probably

identical wich fess, ‘to pass the night* (H, Pedersen, Vergi.
Gramm, der kelt. Sprachen, Gottingen, 1908-13, ii. 524, 559;
cf. also i. 80). In Serglige Conculaind, 22 f. (ed. E. Windisch,
Iriscke Texts, i. [Leipzig, 1880] 212 f.) we read that the Irish
kings Medh, Ailill, Oilroi, Tigernach, and Find assembled, but
did not decide upon a king for Ulster because they were united
against that kingdom. * Thereupon a tarbfess is made there
among them, that thev might know from it to which of them
they should give the kingdom. ’Tis thus this tarbfess was done,
i.e. a white bull to be killed, and a man to eat to satiety of its

flesh and its broth, and slumber for him from this satiety, and
the ds firindi [a certain charm] to he sung over him by four
druids, and the sort of man who should be made king there was
seen by him in vision from his form and from his description
and the sort of work he did. The man awoke from his sleep,
and his dream is told to the kings.* Similar in principle was the
ancient Irish imbas forosnai, in which incantations were pro-
nounced over his palms by him who sought a revelation, after
which he placed his palms to his cheeks and fell asleep, being
guarded against any interruption. During his slumber the
future was revealed to him (see above, p. 128^ ; the text is con-
veniently given by Windisch, 616). Very frequently incubational
dreams are facilitated by fasting, vigils (qq.v.), and the like (cf.
PC ii. 410 ff.

;
M. Hamilton, Incubation, pp. 114, 161, 159, 164 f.,

169).

The place where such a revelation was vouch-
safed would naturally he regarded as an abode of
the Deity (cf. Gn 28^®“^® 35^- ‘^), and might long be
held a centre of worship, as in the case of Bethel
(‘ house of God,’ cf. 2 K 22f-, Am 7^®-!®). Incuba-
tion might also be practised at sacred stones and

sacred trees. An excellent example of the former

is found in the instance of the pre-Islamic priests

who slept near the oracular stone of al-Jalsad (J.

Wellhausen, Beste arah. Heidentums'^, Berlin, 1897,

p. 55), and of the latter in the revelation received

by Alexander the Great as he slumbered under tbe

plane tree at Smyrna (Pausanias, vii. v. 2). Con-

sultation might likewise be sought in grave crises

of the State, as was done on at least one occasion

in Greece (Pausanias, m. xxvi. 1).

The usual locality for incubation is the shrine or

temple.
Thus, among the Meitheis, when the king and his people had

been alarmed by the gods, who desired to show their power lest

they be forgotten in Meithei prosperity, a maibi (f wise woman ’)

gave a message to the king directing him ‘ to send all the maibas
and maibis of the country to sleep in the temple of Thangjing
[the god of the countrj'- of Moirang] wearing their sacred

clothes. . , . There in their dreams they were instructed to

divide the people into sections, some for one duty and some
for others. . . . Then, when they had told the King all the

wonderful things communicated to them in their dreams, they
were bidden to do as the God had said* (T. 0. Hodson, TJui

Meitheis, London, 1908, p. 131).

Incubation in shrines for advice in all sorts of

problems of life is common, as in ancient Egypt
(cf. EBE iii. 762% and especially v. 351.) and among
the modern Berbers (cf. EBE ii. 513). Of modem
Mesopotamia we are told that
‘the shaikhs, the Muhammadan mullas, the Kurds, and the

Arabs lie down in mosques or places of pilgrimage, and in

ancient convents which formerly belonged to Christians, and
to which they give the generic name of niazdr [from zdr, ‘ to

visit, go on pilgrimage ’], with the purpose of obtaining good
dreams or inspirations suited to guide them in their dreams.
In Mesopotamia it is not uncommon to find heretical or Catholic

Christians who seek slumber in churches or convents to have good
and lucky dreams ’ (J. Tfinkdji, in Anthropos, viii. [1918] 506).

From such consultation as to the proper course

to be adopted in problems of various Kinds has
developed that type of incubation which, because

of its prominence m Greece, has gained a natural,

though not wholly deserved, prominence in the

common parlance of comparative religion. This
is incubation for the purpose of gaining cure from
disease of the most diverse kinds. The subject

has been so thorouglily discussed (see Literature

appended below) that the briefest summary will be
sufficient here (cf., for some special instances, also

EBE vi. 542, 5481, 652). There was a primitive

American centre at Izamal.
‘In their heathendom those Indians [the Mttyas of Yucatan]

raised one altar and temple on another to their king or false god
Ytzmat-ul, where they placed the image of a hand which served

them as a memorial ; and they say that there they carried the

dead and the sick, and that there they were resuscitated and
healed by touching the hand. . . . And therefore it was called

and named Kab-ul, which means “ artificial hand **
* (Lizana, in

Landa, Relacion de las cosas de Yucatan, ed. C. E. Brasseur de
Bourbourg, Paris, 1864, p. 858, quoted by H. H. Bancroft, JVRii.

[1882] 796, n. 44).

The princip^ classical accounts, apart from the

burlesque in Aristophanes’ Blutus (v. 634 fif.), are

the stelae of cures at Epidaurus {OIG iv. 951 1

;

J. Baunack, Stud, auf dem Gebiete des Griech. und
der arischen Sprachen, i. [Leipzig, 1886] 120-144

;

Hamilton, op. cit. 17-27) ; the Sacred Orations of

Aristides (ed. W. Dindorf, Leipzig, 1829, summar-
ized by Hamilton, 44-62) ; and the inscription set

up at Epidaurus in the 2nd cent. A.D. by Julius

Apeilas, a Carian sophist {CIG iv. 955 ;
Baunack,

110-118; Hamilton, 40 f.). In the earliest period

there was entire dependence upon the god for

healing, and he might work the cure either by
himsefl acting as surgeon or by advising certain

medicaments. Later skilled medical men became
connected with the shrines, co-operating with, but
not superseding, the revelations given by the god
in visions. Much obscurity exists as to the precise

methods of procedure, and details doubtless varied

at different times and places, and under special

circumstances. The general mode, however, seems
to have been as follows

:

On arriving at the shrine, the patient probably received in-

struction from the priest or priests, and was caus^ to perform
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some rites and sacrifices to bring him to a thoroughly recipient
frame of mind. After successful incubation, durmg which the
patien;, sleeping within the shrine of the god, had been visited
by the deity with actual cure or with counsel, the person thus
healed was required to make payment of a fee (Zarpov), non-
payment being punished by recurrence of the disease. Votive
offerings would also be made, and in some instances were com-
manded by the god. The costliness of these votive offerings—
which, it IS to be conjectured, were the earlier mode of showing
gratitude, the ‘fee’ bemg introduced only when the shrine bad
oecome comparatively elaborate and expensive in upkeep
naturally varied according to the means of those who had been
cured. Phalysius of Naupactus gave 2000 gold staters (£1900)
when healed of blindness (Pausanias, x. xxx\iii. 7) ; a boy offer-

ing the god ten dice for cure was healed without charge (Scele
oflEpidaurus, i. 68-71).

The rite of incubation for the cure of disease still

prevails widely in churches of the Greek and, to a
less extent, Latin countries, as in Tenos, Cyprus,
Mytilene, Rhodes, Argolis, Achasa, Phocis, Bceotia,
Laconia, Cyzicns, Amalfi, Sardinia, and Styria;
and in the Middle Ages the practice is mentioned
in connexion with Saints Cosmas and Damian,
Therapon, Cyrus and John, Martin, and Fides
(cf., e.gr., Hamilton, 109-233). The reality of at
least some of the cures resulting from incubation
IS acknowledged by even the most prejudiced of
writers ; and there can be no doubt that faith is a
potent agency in the amelioration and even com-
plete cure of bodily ills.

There is, however, at least one point 'where
scepticism seems warranted. It appears rather ques-
tionable whether the Greek system of incubation
can be definitely derived (as by E. Thramer, above,
vol. vi. p. 542^) from Bab3rlonia by way of Lydia.
Incubation in its full meaning is far too wide-spread
to be traced to any single locality for its origin

;

it is an expression of a religious conviction to a
large part of the earlier human race; even the
exact relation of the incubation of Asia Minor to
that of Greece (cf. vi. 649*^) is not certain. It

may, in view of the lateness of our sources, have
been influenced by the Greek practice ; or it may
(and this, perhaps, is the more probable hypothesis)
have been an independent development.
Literature.—Meibomius, de Incubatione in fanis deorum

medunncB causa olim facta, Helmstadt, 1659 ; F. A. Wolf,
Vermischte Schriften und Aufscitze, Halle, 1802, pp. 382-430;
F. G. Welcker, Klein, Schriften, Gottingen, 1844-67, iii. 89-114
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L. P, A. Gauthier, Recherches hisior.surl^exerdcedelamidecine
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INDEX, — The Index {i.e. ‘ librorum pro-

hibitorum ’) is the catalo^e of books which
ecclesiastical authority forbids Roman Catholics
to read or have in their possession ; by an exten-
sion, the name Index is used to cover the rules for

the proscription of pernicious literature, and for

the examination and censorship of hooks before

publication. The Index is a product of positive

ecclesiastical law; it is based on the assumption
that bad books are dangerous, and concerns society

as such ; the moral law forbidding the reading of

pernicious books is motived by the real danger
lurking in them, and aflects the individual

directly.

I. History.—

I

t is natural that every religious

authority should set itself to prevent the publica-

tion and reading of such books as might disturb

the faith and religion of its followers, or corrupt

their morals. In the first centuries of Christianity

the Church condemned and prohibited the apo-

cryphal and heretical writings (see especially the
catalogue known as the Decretum Gelasiamtm
‘ de libris recipiendis vel non recipiendis ’ [FL lix.

162-164, 175-180]); and commanded pernicious

writings to be committed to the flames (cf. Ac
19^®) ; and the burning of heretical works, decreed
by the Church, was sanctioned by Christian Im-
perial law (cf. lex 3 Cod., lib. i. tit. i. *de Summa
Trinitate,’ anno 449). Throughout the Middle Ages
we find cases of heretical books being condemned.
The true history of the Index does not begin, how-
ever, until the introduction of prmting—when bad
books were likely to be multiplied as rapidly as
good ones. Before the close of the 15th cent, the
University of Cologne passed the measure that
finally became the ‘Imprimatur,’ or preliminary
censorship of books ; it prescribed the examination
of every book before printing, and earned for the
University the congratulations of Sixtus iv. and
Innocent Vlii. (14th Nov. 1487). By the constitu-
tion ‘Inter multiplices’ (1st June 1501) Alex-
ander VI. extended this practice ; he forbade the
printers of the dioceses of Cologne, Mainz, Treves,
and Magdeburg, on pain of excommunication and
fine, to print any book whatever without the per-
mission of the bishop ; as for books already in
print, the bishops -were required to demand the
printers’ catalogues, and make them hand over the

I

pernicious works to be consigned to the fire. These
prescriptions became common law at the Lateran
Council (Leo X., constitution ‘ Inter multiplices,’
4th May 1515). The prohibition of books byname
began in 1520 by Leo x.’s bull ‘ Exsurge Domine,’
condemning aU the writings of Luther ; in 1524,
Clement VII. inserted excommunication latce sen-
tentzee in the bull ‘Coense,’ as the penalty for
reading books in support of heresy; this Las
remained unchanged to the present day.

Lists of prohibited books soon began to be pub-
lished by the Universities (Paris, 1542 ; Louvain,
1546; Cologne and Venice, 1549, etc.), the bishops
(Milan, 1554, etc.), and the Inquisitions (Venice,
1554, etc.). Such an important movement de-
manded the attention of Rome ; Paul iv. ordered
the recently established Congregation of the Holy
Ofl&ce to make a catalogue of prohibited books;
their first efibrt, printed in 1557, failed to give
satisfaction, and a revised edition appeared at the
beginning of the year 1559—the first official Roman
Index. All the books in it are prohibited on pain
of excommunication, and they are classified in
three dmsions: (1) authors condemned, with aU
their writings ; (2) condemned books whose authors
are Icnown

;
and (3) pernicious literature, mostly

anonymous. This Index was very strict ; after a
decree of the Holy Office, recently discovered, dated
14th June 1559, Cardinal Michel Ghisleri (after-
wards Pope Pius V. ) published, by order of Paul iv.,

a modification (moderatio) of the Index (24th
June 1561). Almost immediately the Council of
Trent took up its interrupted labours. In session
xviii. (26th Feb. 1562) it commissioned eighteen
fathers, assisted by theologians, to re-compile
the catalogue of prohibited books and revise the
general rules of the Index. The Commission had
accomplished its task when the Council was
abruptly concluded ; but a detailed discussion of
its work was impossible, and the assembly remitted
the whole matter to the pope (sess. xxv., 4th Dec.

1563)

. The catalogue was almost the same as that
of Paul IV., with its distribution into three classes;
the rules, ten in number, were aimed principally at
the books of heresiarchs and heretics, and the edit-

ing and reading of the Bible ; rule x. demanded the
bishop’s ‘ Imprimatur’ for everyprinted publication.
These rules, with several additions, remained in
force until the time of Leo xin. The Index and
the rules of the Council of Trent were published
by Pius IV. (bull ‘ Dominici gregis,’ 24th March

1564)

.

In order to relieve the Congregation of the Holy
Office without impairing its competency, Pius v.
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established the Congregation of Cardinals ‘de
reformando Indice et corrigendis libris ’ in March
1571. This institution, improved by Gregoryxm.,
was included by Sixtus V. in the general re-organi-

zation of the Congregations (buU ‘ Immensa,* 22nd
Jan. 1588), with the title ‘ Congregatio pro Indice

librorum prohibitorum.’ This Congregation was
composed of a fixed number of cardinals, a per-

manent assistant, the Master of the Sacred Palace
(a Dominican, specially entrusted with the pre-

liminary censorship of books in Rome), a secretary

(also always a Dominican), and several consultors,

and has continued almost unaltered down to our
own day, Pius X. having retained it in his re-

organization of the Roman Curia (constitution
‘ Sapienti consilio,’ 29th June 1908). It is respon-

sible for the successive editions of the Index since

Sixtus V. and for various additions to the general

rules, as well as for the majority of condemnations
of books deemed pernicious.

A few words will suffice about the successive

editions of the Index. Those of 1590 and 1593,

printed, but not published (cf. Hilgers, Der Index
der verhotenen Bucher, pp. 12, 524, 529), were super-

seded by the 1596 edition, by order of Clement Vlii.

In Alexander vii.’s edition (1664) the three classes

of the Trent Index were combined into one alpha-
betical series. In 1757, Benedict xiv. provided a
more correct edition, of which later editions, until

that of Leo Xlii., were simply reprints, supjile-

mented by works condemned since the preceding
edition. Of the additions to the rules, we may
mention the Instruction of Clement Vlll. on the
preliminary censorship ; the constitution of Bene-
dict xiv. ‘Sollicita ac provida’ (9th July 1753) on
the procedure in carrying out the same, the only
document preserved by Leo Xlil. ; and the general
decrees of the same pope on the prohibited books
not contained in the Index. Then, without any
notable alteration, we come to the reform of Leo
xni. by his constitution ‘ Officiorum ac munerum,’
25th Jan. 1897.

II. Modern legislation.—

T

he rules and the
Index of the Council of Trent had been drawn up
at a time when the Roman Catholic Church had
to struggle against militant Protestantism, when '

they hoped that it would be possible to control all

books on account of their small number, and when
reading was not wide-spread among the lower
classes. In the 19th cent, these conditions were

j

greatly changed, especially since the civil authori-
ties almost everywhere lost their interest in the
preliminary censure and in the publication of
books. Reform was necessary : the law had to be
fitted to the new conditions, and at the same time
carried into execution with more force, as was now
possible. In the preamble of his constitution, Leo
XIII. recalls these changes; he mentions the de-
mands for reform addressed to the Holy See by the
bishops of various nations, especially at the time
of the Vatican Council ; it ^vas on their account
that he ordered a thorough revision of the Index
and of the general rules. All previous law, except
the constitution ‘ Sollicita ’ of Benedict xiv., is

abrogated by the new general decrees. These are
divided into two classes: (1) the prohibition of
books, and (2) their preliminary censure. The
first contains ten chapters, and the second five, the
whole forming a single series of forty-nine articles.

I. Prohibitions.

—

{a) There is now no general
prohibition of all the works of any heretical
writer; books which uphold heresy or schism,
and those which attack the very foundations of
religion, are banned ; but the writings of the
heterodox, even on religious topics, are no longer
banned if they contain nothing against the faith

—

much less those that do not treat of religious
matters at all (artt. 1-4).

(6) The reading of the Bible, which was the
object of the minute prescriptions of rules iii. and
iv. of Trent, is the object of modified prescriptions

:

those who are engaged in theological studies may
use heterodox editions of the sacred text, and
versions in vulgar or non-vulgar tongues, provided
the introductions and notes contain nothing against
the faith. Before being allowed, the versions in
vulgar tongues must be approved by the Holy See,
or published under the supervision of the bishops,
with annotations taken from the Fathers of the
Church or from Roman Catholic writers ; versions
in vulgar tongues by heterodox authors and BibJe
Societies are still prohibited to Roman Catholic
lay-people at large (artt. 5-8).

(c) Obscene books are always banned ; the
classics alone are allowed as far as necessary for
professional ends, but they must not be put into
the hands of young people without being expur-
gated (artt. 9-10).

{d) Books derogatory to God or the Saints, to
the Roman Catholic Church and the liturgy, to
Scripture and the hierarchy, are banned; also
books which propagate magic, divination, and
spiritualism; works published without approval
which recommend new cults, apparitions, and
rophecies; and those which defend as lawful
uelling, suicide, divorce, free-masonry, etc., and

also the errors condemned by the Holy See (artt.

11-14).

(e) Holy images which deviate from the author-
ized tradition, and apocryphal indulgences, are
condemned

;
formal approval is demanded for all

books, summaries, collections, and sheets of in-

dulgences (artt. 15-17).

(/ ) Ecclesiastical approval is required for official

liturgical books, litanies, prayer-books, books of

devotion, and books of religious instruction (artt.

18-20).

iff) Ecclesiastical law also proscribes bad news-
papers and periodicals already condemned by
natural law ; it desires the bishops to dissuade
the people from reading these, and hopes that
Roman Catholics will not publish anything in

these periodicals without a good reason (artt.

21-22). Bishops may, and ou^ht to, condemn and
prohibit in their dioceses pernicious or dangerous
newspapers and periodicals, especially * modernist ’

writings.

2. Censorship.

—

{a) The permission to read and
to keep prohibited books is given by the Congre-

f
ation of the Index, accessorily by that of the
Propaganda for its subjects, and for Rome by the

Master of the Sacred Palace. Bishops may give
this permission in isolated cases, but they receive

more ample powders from Rome by indults. Those
who have permission to read the books on the
Index are not exempt from the observance of the
moral law; they must observe the reservations
regarding their permission and take care that the
prohibited books do not reach other hands (artt.

23-26). Permission to read books condemned by
a bishop naturally depends on that bishop.

(6) Denunciation of wicked books to the Holy
See is open to all ; it is an official duty of the
representatives of the Holy See and of bishops

;

it is desirable that the denunciation, which is kept
secret, should be accompanied by a review. To
this outside denunciation Pius X. has added the
obligation of the Congregation of the Index to

inquire officially into pernicious books (artt. 27-29

;

const. ‘ Sapienti,’ 29th June 1908).

(c) The steps taken by the Congregation of the
Index to condemn books denounced or inquired
into are explained in the constitution ‘Sollicita’

of Benedict Xiv. : first the secretary, with two
consultors, makes a cursory examination of the
l>ook; if he concludes that the work should be
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retained, he appoints a competent reviewer to
make a detailed study of it and indicate the
objectionable passages; this report is discussed
at a preliminary meeting in which several con-
suitors take part, together with the secretary and
the Master of the Sacred Palace ; the opinions of
these men, along with the report, are presented to
the assembly of cardinals who form the Congrega-
tion ; they pronounce the condemnation of the work
either absolutely or until correction (the condemna-
tion ‘donee corrigatur’ is now very rare). There
is no injustice in condemning a book by a Roman
Catholic author without hearing him, as the con-
demnation is directed not against him but against
his book, which is circulated among the public,
and against which readers must be warned.
Benedict xiv., however, recommended that the
Congregation should inform such an author and
receive his defence. The decrees of prohibition
are declared and promulgated in the name of the
Congregation; the books are condemned every-
where and in every language (art. 45). Below the
decrees are published the submissions of the authors
received by the Congregation.

3. The preliminary censure of books and their
publication,—(a) Certain books must be specially
authorized ; books put on the Index cannot be
reprinted unless the corrections have been approved
by the Congregation ; official documents and col-

lections of decrees of the Roman Congregations
cannot be edited except with their permission (artt.

30-33).

(5) Further, there are special regulations for
certain classes of persons: missionaries must ob-
serve the decrees of the Propaganda ; monks must
obtain the permission of their superiors, besides
that of the bishop

;
priests cannot publish any

work or undertake the management of any
periodical without the permission of their bishop
(artt. 34, 36, 42).

(c) It is necessary to have the permission to print
—the ‘Imprimatur’—of the bishop of the place of
publication for all books on religious topics or
sciences, but not now tor ail books, as rule x. of
Trent desired. The bishop entrusts the examina-
tion of the MS to a competent, upright, and im-
partial censor, who studies it without bias ; if, on
examination, he sees nothing objectionable, he
writes on the MS ‘ Nihil obstat,’ and signs ; on
this evidence, coming even from a censor of
another diocese, the bishop of the publisher gives
ermission to print. All this must appear at the
eginning of the book, except in Britain, accord-

ing to a decision of 1897 (artt. 35, 38-41).

Preliminary censure of religious newspa^rs and
periodicals was practically impossible; Pius X.
substituted for it a special censor to read every
publication officially and then submit his report
(encyc. ‘ Pascendi,’ *8th Sept. 1907).

4. Penalties.—There are two kinds of penalties.

Excommunication is incurred by those who wit-

tingly and without permission read, keep, print,

or defend, not any book on the Index, as many
people say, but any books of apostates and heretics

countenancing heresy, or the works condemned
directly by the pope with mention of this penalty.

Excommunication is the penalty also for those who
without permission print or cause to be printed

the books of Holy Scripture, or annotations, or

commentaries on those books. For all other de-

linquencies the penalties are awarded by the
bishops according to the degree of culpability

(artt. 47-49).

5. The Revised Index of Leo Xlll.—The Index
revised by order of Leo xili. was published in 1900,

and reprinted in 1907 and 1911. It has been greatly

modified ; and the prohibitions are mitigUited ; e.^.,

the clause * Opera omnia ’ put after the author’s

VOL. VII.—14

name does not now include those of his books that
are not objectionable.
6

.

Conclusion.
—

"While the rules of the Index
are wise and prudent, we must admit that the
catalogs leaves room for criticism, owing to the
conditions of our time rather than the actions of
authority. It is abundantly evident that the
Index is unsatisfactory. While allowing numerous
harmful books by non-Catholic authors to pass,
it seems to reserve its severity for the works of
Roman Catholics which expose themselves to
criticism by certain tendencies rather than by de-
finite errors. For this reason the uniformity of
condemnations without any indication of the degree
of harmfulness, as if all the books on the Index
were equally pernicious, is the more regrettable.
Further, the faithful are led to regard the books
inscribed in the catalogue of the Index as the most
harmful, w'hile they do not pay sufficient heed to
the general rules, and think that every book that
does not appear in the Index may be read. It would
be far more to the purpose to appeal to the con-
science and the observation of the general rules

;

for the Church finds it difficult to sanction its

prohibitions in present-day conditions, and is forced
to grant permission to read prohibited books far
and wide.
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A. Boudinhon.
INDIA.—See Vedic Religion, Brahmanism,

and Hinduism. Caste and other subjects are
treated separately, and under each of the great
subdivided topics, like Birth, Death, Demons,
etc., there is an Indian article. See also the
varions provinces and the religious cities each
under its own name, and the art. Muhammadan-
ism in India. Christianity in India will he dealt
with under Missions.

INDIAN BUDDHISM.—The religion which
was founded by Bnddha (g.-y.) towards the end of

the 6bh cent. B.c. is one of the three great world-
religions, and has been calculated (but with con-
siderable uncertainty) to have 500 millions of

adherents. Its original and essential doctrine is

that all earthly existence is sufiering, the only
means of release from which is renunciation and
eternal death. The main importance of the Indian
form of Buddhism lies in the fact that it represents
the earliest phase of the religion ; that it produced
aU the canonical texts of the faith ; that without
a knowledge of it the Buddhism of the many
countries to which it has spread could not he
understood ; and that without the evidence of its

architecture and sculpture the history of Indian art
would be impossible. Though, like Christianity,

it disappeared many centuries ago from the land
of its birth, it has profoundly influenced the
civilization of the Farther East, much as Christi-

anity has done in the West. In India itself,

Buddhism deeply affected the spiritual life of the
country for over a thousand years, and occupies a
prominent place in the history of its literature.

I. History. — Buddhism arose on peculiarly
favourable soil, the S.E. half of the Ganges terri-

tory, w^hich, being far removed from the centre of

Brahman culture, was imperfectly Brahmanized.
This geographical area comprised the two principal

kingdoms of Kosala (the modern Oudh) and Ma-
gadha (now Bihar).

Buddha’s death has been calculated with the
greatest probability to have taken place about
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48U B.C. This, the earliest approximate date in

Indian history, is of the utmost importance in tke

chronology not only of Buddhism, but of Vedic and

Epic Sanskrit literature also.

According to the statements of the Pali texts, a

few weeks after the death of the Master one of his

most trusted followers, Kasyapa the Great, pro-

E
osed, now that the Order was without a head, to

old an assembly of monks who had been the im-

mediate disciples of Buddha, for the purpose^ of

rehearsing the precepts of the Master, and fixing

a canon of the doctrine {dhcc>m7na) and discipline

{vinaya) of the Order, An assembly was accord-

ingly held at Bajagrha, constituting the so-called

first Buddhist Council (see COUNCILS AND SYNODS
[Buddhist], vol. iv. p. 182). Buddhist tradition is

unanimous in stating that exactly a century after

Buddha’s death the second General Council was

held at Vaisali {ih, p. 183). In the reign of the

famous king Asoka (2^.v.) a third Council was held

at Patalipiitra after the schism of the Mahasah-

ghika (or Acharyavada) had arisen {ib. p. 183).

The reign of Asoka, who ruled over the whole of

India except the extreme south, forms an epoch of

the highest importance in the history of Indian

Buddhism. The patronage of so powerful a king

must undoubtedly have supplied a mighty stimulus

to the growth and spread of Buddhism in India,

for it raised the religion of what was only one of

several sects to the dominant position of a State

religion. An era of zealous propaganda, not only

throughout India, but in distant foreign countries,

was inaugurated. Since all the Buddhist traditions

agree as to the latter statement, it may be accepted

as a historical fact. The conversion of Ceylon (see

Ceylon Buddhism, vol. iii. p. 331) was the most
important result of these missionary expeditions.

It is ascribed to Mahendra (Mahinda), son or

(according to the Skr. Buddhist texts) younger
brother of Asoka and a pupil of Tissa Moggali-

putta. All sources a«Tee in attributing the intro-

duction of Buddhism into Ceylon to the reign of

Asoka. Another prominent apostle was Madhy-
antika, who carried the faith to Gandhara and
Kasmir, while Mahadeva proselytized Mysore.
That a body of canonical texts already existed

in the time of Asoka is shown by one of his edicts

(that of the Bairat rock), in which he pumerates
some such works, and recommends their study by
monks and nuns as well as by the laity. Some of

the titles, moreover, show that works of the

doctrinal {sutta) and disciplinary {vinaya) type of

canonical text were among them.
It is to be noted that, in consequence of his zeal

for the faith, there arose in Asoka’s reign that

religious architecture which furnishes continuous
and striking monumental illustrations of the his-

tory of Buddhism in India for many centuries till

the disappearance of that religion from the land
of its origin.

During the 330 years that elapsed between the
death of Asoka and a.d. 100, Buddhism steadily

strengthened its position in the north of India,

t^hough it was not favoured by the kings of the

Sunga dynasty, the founder of which, Pusyamitra,
is stated in more than one Buddhist source even to

have been a persecutor of the faith. In the 2nd
cent. B.C. the doctrine certainly flourished in the
N.W. under the Grseco-Indian rulers. There
seems no reason to doubt that the most celebrated

of these, king Menander (Milinda), became a con-

vert to Buddhism about 100 B.C., as stated in the
Pali work Milinda-Panha, or * Questions of Men-
ander.’ Meanwhile, Buddhist doctrine spread
beyond the confines of India to Bactria and China,

while in Ceylon it established that supremacy
which it has retained ever since. In India itself,

however, dissensions and schisms had been growing

to such an extent that by the end of this period

eighteen distinct sects were in existence.

With the reign of the Indo-Scythian kijig Kan-
iska (g'.v.), from whom probably dates the Saka era

(A.D. 78), a new epoch in the history of Indian

Buddhism begins. The wide dominion conquered

by him comprised Kabul, Gandhara, Kasmir,

Sindh, and part of the United Provinces of to-day.

The memory of this mighty monarch was revered

by the Buddhists of Northern India almost as

much as that of Asoka. Like the latter, he was
not originally a Buddhist, as is indicated by the

fact that most of his coins bear the symbols of an
Iranian religion ;

comparatively few of them have
Buddhist emblems, but one shows a figure of

Buddha, with the legend ‘ Boddo ’ on the reverse.

The Skr. Buddhist tradition ascribes his conversion

to Sudan^ana, but we have no evidence as to the

probable date of its occurrence. Under Kani^ka’s

auspices, another Buddhist Council was held,

probably about A.D. 100 (see Councils and
Synods [Buddhist], vol. iv. p. 184). The place

where it met is variously statea as Jalandhara (in

the Eastern Panjab) or Kundalavana (in Kasmir).

The traditional accounts given of it are vague and
conflicting ; but we may conclude that it was
attended by representatives of all the 18 sects of

the older Buddhism called Sravakas or Hinayanists,

and that the views of the new school of the Maha-
yanists (see artt. HINAYSna, MahayaNA) were

either not represented or found no support. Yet
all the Indian Buddhists, including the Mahayan-
ists, acknowledged the authority of the Council.

The Ceylon branch of the Buddhist Church, how-

ever, took no part in its deliberations. The main

result of this meeting was the cessation of the

dissensions that had prevailed for a century among
the Hinayanists, although it by no means extin-

guished the new doctrine of Mahayanism ; and

the statement of a Tibetan authority that on the

occasion of this Council the sacred books were

revised, and that some parts of the canon were

then written down for the first time, is not improb-

able. None of the sources says anything about

the language in which the sacred books were now
recorded, but the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang

appears to assume chat they were written in

Sanskrit.
Under the influence of Hinduism the Mahayana

doctrine, combining a fervent devotion [hhakti] to

Buddha with the preaching of active compassion,

was a kind of theism in which Buddha occupied

the place of the personal deity in the Vedanta sys-

tem of the Brahmans. This doctrine was destined

to have a far-reaching influence on the history of

Buddhism as a world religion ; for by appealing to

the sympathies of the masses it ultimately not

only absorbed all the Buddhist sects of Northern

India, but became the religion of all the countries

that derived their faith from Skr. Buddhism. The
old orthodox faith of the Pali canon henceforth

became restricted to Ceylon and the countries

proselytized from that island. Since even the

name of Kaniska is not found in the religious

literature of (Ceylon, its Buddhism appears to

have been cut off from that of India by the 1st

cent. A.D.
Many inscriptions, ranging from^ the time of

Kaniska over more than two centuries, show that

Buddhism flourished at Mathura (Muttra) by the

side of Jainism. Other sources indicate that the

Doctrine prospered in Kabul, Kasmir, and the

N.W. of India. The epigraphic evidence of Nfisik

and Karli proves that there were numerous Bud
dhists in the West, while that of Amaravati shows

that there were many in the South also.

About A.D. 400 one of the Chinese pilgrims, Fa Hian, describes

the condition of Buddhism as very flourishing in Udyana (the
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Swat territory), in the Panjab, and at Mathura, though he
makes no mention of Nalanda (in Magadha), the chief seat of
Buddhist learning two centuries later. The same authority
informs us that at this time four Buddhist philosophical schools
were fully developed

;
two, the Vaibha^ikas and the Sautrau-

tikas, who were realists, were adherents of the Hinayana, while
the Yogachaias and Madhyamikas belonged to the Mahayana.
The Madhyamikas, whose reputed founder was Nagarjuna, were
pure nihilists, holding that the phenomenal world is a mere
illusion, an adaptation of the Maya doctrine of the scholastic
Ved^ta of Hinduism. Fi'om Pa Hian we also learn that at
Mathura the Bodhisattvas Manju^ri and Avalokite^vara were
worshipped, and that at Pataliputra the HInayanists had one
monastery and the Mahayamsts another, with 600 or 700 monks
between them. Two other Chinese pilgrims, Hiuen Tsiang and
I-Tsing, who visited India in 629-40 and 675-93 respectively, tell

us much about the state of things in the 6th and 7th centuries.
During this period Buddhist scholasticism flourished greatly,
the contention between the sects gradually weakening and
resolving itself into rivalry between the two main parties of
lEnayanists and Mahayanists. The great patron of the faith in
the 7th cent, was the famous king Harfavardhana of Kanauj
(A.D. 606-648), who, originally a Saivite, became an ardent Maha-
yanist, but was tolerant to all sects except the Hinayanists. In
fact, such religious rancour as prevailed existed between Maha-
yanists and Hinayanists, while the relations between Hinduism
and Buddhism were peaceful. Hiuen Tsiang found Buddhism
prospering not only in India, but in Ka^mir and Nepal, where
Buddhists and Hindus lived in harmony. The last great literary
champion of Buddhism in India was Dharmakirin, vmo flourished
between the visits of Hiuen Tsiang and I-Tsing.

In the 8th and early 9th centuries a revival of
Hinduism took place, chiefly under the influence
gf the two great dialecticians Kumarila and
Sankara (born A.D. 788), whom the tradition of
the Buddhists regards as the two most formidable
adversaries of their creed. Partly owing to the
activity of these opponents and partly to its own
degeneracy caused by increasing approximation to
Hinduism) the religion of Buddha gradually lost

ground in India. Its decline set in about A.D. 750,
and was accelerated in the West by the Muham-
madan conquest of Sindh by the Arabs in A.D. 712.

This decline went hand in hand with the growth
of Tantrism, a kind of degraded yoga, which, with
the aid of mental concentration, muttered prayers,
spells, and other magical expedients, sought to
secure all kinds of material advantages and super-
natural powers. This system of sorcery flourished
under the kings of the Pala dynasty of Bengal
(A.D, 800-1050), who were protectors of Buddhism.
Under their successors, the Sena kings, who were
Hindus, though not active opponents of the Faith,
Buddhism still further declined till it received its

death-blow in Magadha from the Muhammadan
invasion in A.D. 1200, all the monks either being
killed or escaping to other countries. It lingered

on for a considerable time after that date in other
parts of India. Thus a Buddhist stone inscription

of A.D. 1220 from Sravasti shows that the doctrine

was not altogether extinct in Oudh early in the
13th century. In Bengal it still had a few adher-
ents in the 16th century. In Orissa it died out in

the middle of that century, in consequence of the
conquest of the county by the Musalman Governor
of Bengal. In Kasmir the accession to power of a
Muhammadan ruler put an end to Buddhism in

A.D. 1340. In Nepal, however, Buddhism has
maintained its existence, in a degenerate form,

by the side of Hinduism down to the present

day.
2. Literature.— For this see art. Literature

(Buddhist).

3. Doctrine.—Since Buddhism arose on the basis

of Brahmanism, its essential features cannot be
fully understood without clearly ascertaining which
of the religious ideas of the antecedent religion it

rejected and which of them it retained. On the

one hand, Buddha repudiated the authority of the

Vedas and the Vedic sacrificial system ; he con-

demned self-mortification ; he denied the existence

both of a world-soul and of the individual soul ; he
discarded the distinctions of caste within the mon-
astic order, though not as a general classification

of society ; and he was entirely averse to specula-

tion on metaphysical problems, to which the
adherents of Brahmanism were so prone. On the
other hand, Buddha held fast to the belief in trans-
migration {sarhsdra) and retribution {karma) prac-
tically unchanged ; he also adhered to the doctrine
that the great goal of endeavour is release from
transmigration to be attained by means of renun-
ciation. But this meagre residuum of Brahman
tenets could not possibly have constituted a new
religion. What, then, were the fundamental
features that made the teaching of Buddha a new
force in the life and thought of India? Stated
quite generally, the doctrine of Buddha, on its

philosophical side, was pronounced pessimism : the
deep-rooted conviction that all earthly existence
is suflering, the only means of release from which
is the abandonment of ail desire. Even this funda-
mental doctrine is only a development of the view
of life already apparent in the Upanisads. Buddha
may in this respect be regarded as a genuine de-
scendant of the Yajnavalkya of the Brhaddranyaha
Upanisad, who turned with aversion from this im-
satisfying world and sought refuge in the homeless
life of the spiritual mendicant. It must also be
noted that H. Jacobi and R. Garbe hold that the
Sankhya [q.v.) supplied the foundations of the
metaphysical side of Buddhism. On the other
hand, we know this most pessimistic of all the
Brahman systems of philosophy only in its fully

developed form, as it appears in the classical texts
of the system, which are posterior by many cen-

turies to the rise of Buddhism. Yet it is possible

that, as the Sahkhya doctrine and the philoso-

phical side of Buddhism have some points in

common, a much earlier phase of the Sankhya (of

the existence of which we have no direct evidence)
may have exercised a certain influence on primitive

Buddhism in India. On what may be called its

religious side—it was rather a religion of human-
ity-primitive Buddhism was a system of practi-

cal morality, the key-note of which is universal

charity : kindness to all beings, animals as well as

men. It is here that the originality of Buddha’s
teaching is chiefly to be found ; for the sphere of

ethics had been neglected by Brahman thought,
which was mainly directed to ritual and tneo-

sophical speculation. To this source is to be
traced the profound influence exercised by Bud-
dhism as a world religion.

The whole of the early Buddhist doctrines are

set forth in the fundamental ‘ Four Noble Truths,’

the first three of which represent the philosophi-

cal, the fourth the religious, aspect of the system.

These truths are ; all that exists is subject to

suflering ; the origin of suflering is human passions

;

the cessation of passions releases from suflering

;

the path that leads to the cessation of suflering is

the eightfold path. They already play the chief

part in the first address 01 Buddha, the sermon of

Benares, and they continually recur in the sacred

books of the Buddhists.

(1) The very first of them shows the thoroughly
pessimistic character of the Buddhist attitude.

Indeed, the Buddhist scriptures constantly dwell

on the transitoriness and worthlessness of all

things, and no other religion is so penetrated by
the belief in the utter vanity and misery of

existence.

(2) The origin of suflering is described as due to

‘thirst’ {trma, Pali tanhJ^, or the desire of life,

which, until it is destroyed, leads to continued

transmigration and the return of suflering. The
origin of ‘thirst’ is explained by the formula of

causation {pratltya-samutpdda, Pali patichcha^

samuppdda, ‘ origination from an antecedent

cause ’). This is one of the fundamental teaching

of Buddhism as supplying a solution of the prob-

lem of evil.
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* Thirst ’ is traced backward through a chain of several causes

to its ultimate source, ‘ ignorance * {avidya\ or lack of know-
ledge of the doctrine of Buddha. From ignorance are derived

the latent impressions (saihskdras) of former acts, constituting

predispositions leading^ to further acts. Buddha taught that

TT>a.Ti on his own initiative could influence these predispositions

and determine his own fate, while his contemporary Mafikhali

GosaJa, founder of the S3ivika(g.u.) sect, denied the freedoin of

the will. But he who did not know the formula of causation

could not be freed from the predisposition to a new Jairth.

From the sarhs&aras were produced ‘consciousness* (vijndna),

the thinking part of the individual, regarded as a non-corporeaJ

element that does not perish with the body, but remains along

with the safhskdras after death, and with them forms the germ
of a new existence. From consciousness are evolved ‘ name and
form * {ndma~rupa), equivalent to ‘ the individual.’ Prom these,

again, arise the six organs, that is, the flve senses and * mind *

{manas) ; in other words, the individual assumes a practical

form. From the organs are produced ‘ contact,* thence ‘ per-

ception,’ which is the immediate source of ‘ thirst.* From
‘thirst* arises ‘attachment’ (updddna) to worldl3^ objecte.

This leads to continued ‘ becoming ’ (jbhava), an infinite series

of new existences. These, finaUjs are the cause^ of birth, old

age, and death, pain, suffering, sorrow, and despair.

The doctrine next in importance to that of

causation is the doctrine of the five skandhas (Pali

khandha), or elements of existence, of which every

thinking being is composed : body, sensation, per-

ception, sapiskd^'a, and vijfidna. in this connexion
saihskdra means mental powers or emotions, such
as reflexion, joy, and hate, of which there are 52.

Vijncma as a skandha signifies critical cognition or

judgment, of which there are 89 subdivisions.
A being thus composed was regarded as not in a permanent

condition, but alwas's in a state of becoming, personality being
only a sum of perpetually successive movements. A man
remained the same m the next existence ; as only the elements
of which he was composed constantly changed, like the flame of

a lamp in successive watches of the night, he thus suffered the
consequences of his deeds in the previous existence.

Similarly, ‘what was called soiiV was regarded by Buddha
only as an aggregate of changing individual elements, not as
eternal and unchangeable, different and separate from the
body. Vijfidna^ ‘ consciousness ’ or ‘ thought,* is spoken of as
ruling the body, but it is not essentially different from the
mental powers and the sensations which it surveys. There is

no conception of an Internal entity which sees, hears, thinks, or
suffers, a separate soul or self, a spirit or ghost, existing inside
the human body.

(3) With the view of Buddha regarding the soul
is closely connected that of Nirvana, which means
* extinction ’ like that of a lamp. This is of two
kinds, representing two stages of release. The first,

which is a necessary condition of the second, is the
extinction of desire {trmd), resulting in ‘blissful

calm’ during the remainder of life (correspond-
ing to the jlvanmukti [j.-y.], ‘deliverance while
alive/ of the Brahmans). The enlightenment now
attained causes the cessation of ignorance and con-
sequently of re-hirth, hut the results of deeds done
before enlightenment have to be suffered while the
released man is still alive. The second stage is

not reached till decease, after which there is no
awakening, transmigration is at an end, and birth
and death are^ overcome without a remainder.
This is Parinirvana, or ‘complete extinction/
often inaccurately spoken of simply as Nirvana,
Buddha has sometimes been thought to have

avoided a clear definition of complete Nirvana,
because in many passages he puts aside the ques-
tion what the exact condition after death is when
release has been obtained. But he appears to have
done this because he considered the question
immaterial, the main object of his doctrine being
deliverance from suffering. He left no doubt as to
the goal to which his teaching led : the cessation
of all the samskdrobs, annihilation of all the skan-
dhas, eternal death. The glowing colours, however,
in which the bliss enjoyed in the first or living
stage of release is described gave rise to the trans-
formation of complete Nvrvdin^a into a positive
paradise in Skr. Buddhism.

(4) The first three noble truths, being concerned
with the philosophical side of Buddha’s teaching,
were meant for the learned only. It was the
fourth truth, the way leading to the cessation of
misery, embracing practical morality, and meant

for the people, that made Buddhism a religion. It

is the ‘eightfold path’ comprising right belief,

right resolve, right word, right deed, right life,

right endeavour, right thought, right meditation.

The first sta^e, true belief, was, of course, indis-

pensable for all who entered on the path of salva-

tion, but especially for the monk who had re-

nounced the world. The next five stages comprise
the five commandments prescribed for laymen, and
include duties to one’s neighbour. The cardinal

virtue dominating them all is charity {maitri, Pali

mettd), which Buddha declared to be of far greater

value than all other means of acquiring religious

merit, and the practice of which is constantly em-
phasized in the Buddhist scriptures. From this

fundamental principle of human kindness flow

compassion {mrund), sympathy {mudita), and
equanimity {upek^d), these together being called

the four ‘ lives in God ’ of Skr. Buddhism. One of

the precepts inculcated in connexion with mettd

is to requite evil with good. The history of

Buddhism shows that such precepts were actually

practised.

That the standard of the moral law in Buddhism
is very high appears from the five commandments
mentioned above. The first of these is ‘ Thou slialt

not kill. ’ The meaning conveyed by the prohibition

is that one should refrain not only from taking

life directly or indirectly, but from doing harm to

creatures both strong and weak. With the desire

to avoid crushing insects and the shoots of plants

was connected the practice of remaining in the

monasteries during the rains. For similar reasons

the Buddhists abominated the animal sacrifices of

the Brahmans as well as hunting and war.
^
A

practical result of this appears in one of the edicts

of Asoka, which forbids the killing and sacrificing

of animals. The extension of kindness to animals

was undoubtedly influenced by the doctrine of

transmigration. The far-reaching application of

the principle made Buddhism the most tolerant

of religions, for it has never extended itself by the

sword or by force. But this very toleration was
disastrous to it, especially when it came into contact

with Islam.
‘ Thou shalt not steal,’ the second commandment,

means that one should refrain not only from taking

what is not given, but from causing or approving
of such action. On its positive side it implies

liberality, which comes next to mettd, seems some-
times to be accounted the chief of all virtues, and
is even expected to go the length of giving one’s

life for others.

The third commandment, ‘Thou shalt not be
unchaste,’ as applied to laymen, prohibits adultery,

but in regard to the monastic order further enjoins

celibacy.

The full meaning of the fourth commandment,
‘Thou shalt not lie,’ is that falsehood of every
kind, including calumny, misrepresentation, and
false witness, is to be avoided. On the positive

side it implies that one should say only what is

good of one’s neighbour and only what is conducive

to harmony.
The last of the five, *Thon shalt not drink

intoxicating liquors,’ also implies that one should

not cause others to drink or approve of their doing
so, because it leads to folly and ends in madness.
These five commandments are to be observed by

the Buddhist monk also, but there are five addi-

tional ones specially applicable to him. These
enjoin that he should (6) not eat at unlawful times

;

(7) not engage in dancing, singing, music, or plays

;

(8) not use garlands, perfumes, and ornaments

;

(9) not sleep in a high or broad bed ; (10) not accept

gifts of silver or gold.

The last two stages of the eightfold path, right thought and
right contemplation, concern the individual himself only.
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Thought could only be represented by confessional formulas and
hymns in praise of Buddha and the Church. But there was no
prayer ;

for there was no god towhom prayer could be addressed,
and Buddha was only a human being who, after he had entered
Pan’mrcd^ia, no longer existed. Thus to the early phase of
Buddhism prayer was unknown. Its place was taken by con-
templation. The four stages which are distinguished in it, and
which can be practised only by the monk, are concentration of
the mind on one point ; the attainment of certainty ; deliverance
from joy and sorrow ; and indifference to all things. As aids
to menfad concentration, exercises in expiration and inspiration

were much indulged in by the monks. Thus, though Buddha
rejected all self-mortification, he was not unsympathetic towards
some of the practices of yoga.

There are, moreover, four stages of holiness called
the ‘four paths.’ These are represented by the
following four classes. (1) The srota-dpanna (Pali
sotdpanna), ‘ he who has joined the stream,’ is one
who has become a member of the community with
a vow that he will obey the commandments. Such
a one is freed from re-birth in the hells, or in the
world of ghosts and of animals, but he must be
bom again seven times. (2) The sakrd-dgamin
{V^isakad-dgdmi), ‘ who returns once,’ is one who,
having overcome desire, hate, and delusion, will be
born again only once in this world. (3) The an-
dgdmin (Pali an~dgdmi), ‘ who returns not again,’

is one who is born again only once in one of the
worlds of the gods before attaining Nirvana. (4)

The arhat (Pali arahdt) {q.v.), the ‘saint,’ being
free from all sins and desires and enjoying perfect
mental calm, has attained earthly Nirvana, The
Sanskrit Buddhists have also a threefold classifica-

tion comprising the hrdvaka, or * disciple ’
; the

‘Dratyekaouddmt or ‘individual Buddha,’ who by
nis own efforts has gained all that is necessary for

the attainmentof Nirvdnaj but cannot communicate
the law to others; and the bodhisattva {q.v.), or
‘ future Buddha,’ who can be bom again even as
an animal, but can never commit sin.

High above all is Buddha, ‘ the (fully) enlightened
one.’ In descriptions of him it is said that no
being, no Brahman, no god, can equal him, and
no one can fathom his grandeur. Among his in-

numerable qualities 32 were later singled out as

the characteristics of a great man. One of these

is the umisa, a round excrescence on the top of

the head, always represented in images of Buddha.
In the latter there also generally appears between
the brows a kind of wart {urnd, Pali unnd), which
is described as emitting powerfully illuminating

rays of light. Nevertheless, Buddha was regarded
as a man, perfect indeed, but mortal.

Gautama is not the only Buddha. Each cosmic
age is supposed to have at least one Buddha, some-
times as many as five. The names of the last 27
are enumerated, a short life of 24 of them being
given in the Buddha-vamsa, a w^ork of the Pali

canon. Of the present age Gautama is the fourth

Buddha, while the fifth will be Maitreya (Pali

Metteyya), who at present is in the stage of a
Bodhisattva.

4, Organization and cult,—The Buddhist Church
was organized as a celibate order of monks and
nuns by Buddha, who only gave fixity, by rules of

ordination, to conditions which already existed in

the antecedent Brahmanism. In the latter system
the institution of the four dkramas {q.v.), or stages

of life, already contained all the elements of a
monastic order. Thus the hrahmachdrin^ or re-

ligious student, was required, during the whole
course of his apprenticeship to a teacher, both to

practise absolute chastity and to beg his food daily.

He might remain a student all his life. He did

not in thatcase differ essentially from the mendicant
ascetic (bhikm) of the fourtn stage. Groups of

the latter type in all probability formed the
nucleus of distinct sects, which both duriag the

lifetime of Buddha and after his death developed
into monastic communities with disciplinary rules

and outward characteristics of their own. Since

Buddha laid great stress on the propagation of his

I

doctrine by means of missionaries, his monks were
I
scattered all over India and beyond its confines,
forming many small and remote communities, over
which his influence could not possibly extend.
There was thus during his lifetime not one
community, but very many. His personality,
however, gave unity to the Order. But he neither
designated nor made provision for a successor as
visible head of the Church. This necessarily
resulted in the formation of many sects, of which,
two centuries after Buddha’s death, there were no
fewer than eighteen, with their own monasteries.
The highest authority was the whole Church, or
Sangha. ‘ Elders ’ {sthaviray Pali thera) were dis-

tinguished, but they were not officials, the term
being merely an honorary title bestowed on monks
who had long been ordained. This obvious loose-

ness of organization in the Buddhist Church was
undoubtedly a great source of weakness through-
out its history, and was one of the main causes
leading to its ultimate downfall in India.

() Confession.—The disciplinary and penal code
of the Church was embodied in the Pdtimokkha
(Skr. Frdtimoksa), a formulary of confession con-
stituting one of the oldest parts of the Pali canon.
It is a Imt of sins enjoined by Buddha to be recited

twice a month on the days of full and new moon
in an assembly of at least four monks. At the end
of each section the reciter inquired whether any of

those present had transgressed any one of the
articles that it contained. These two confessional
days are called upavasatha (Pali uposatha)y a term
originally meaning ‘ fast-day,’ since it was inherited
from Brahmanism, in which it designated the fast-

day on the eve of the great soma-sacrifice. The
eighth day after new and the eighth after full

moon were also upavasatha days, though not for

confession. These four days together constituted
weekly recurring festivalsor the nature of Sabbaths.
On these days laymen put on their best clothes,

and the pious refrained from business and worldly
amusements. Laymen were also regarded as irre-

ligious if they did not observe, on the Sabbath,
the first three of the five commandments specially

enjoined on monks.
() Admission.—A man became a Buddhist lay-

man by pronouncing the creed consisting in the
words, ‘ I take refuge in Buddha, I take refuge in

the Law, I take refuge in the Order ’—these refuges

being called the three ‘jewels.’ He then had to

promise to keep the first five commandments. To
the life of a monk or nun any one, without distinc-

tion of caste or rank, could be admitted excepting
murderers, robbers, slaves, soldiers, and persons

sufiering from contagious diseases or certain bodily

defects. The act of admission is called pravrajyd
(Pali pahajjd), ‘ leaving the world,’ every one be-

coming a monk {pravrajita, Pali pahbajita) by
putting on the yellow robe, shaving his hair and
beard, and uttering the creed thrice in the presence

of an ordained monk.
(c) Ordination.—Ordination proper, called upa-

sampada (‘ accession ’), w^hich gave all the privileges

belonging to the Order, might be conferred on all

who had been admitted excepting those who had
been guilty of serious crimes or offences. Twenty
was the lowest age for ordination. Young novices,

above seven years of age, could be received, but
only with the consent of their parents. Converts

from heterodox sects w^ere, in addition to the

ordinary formalities, subjected to a probationary

period [pamvasa) before ordination. The ceremony
of ordination was more formal than that of ad-

mission, taking place before a committee of at

least ten monks. The candidate was examined
as to his qualifications and possible disabilities by
the president, who, if the proposed ordination was
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accepted by the assembly, exhorted him to restrict

himself to the four ‘ requisites ’ and to avoid the
four capital sins. A monk could be temporarily
or permanently expelled for committing any of

these sins, or for general nnsuitableness ; but he
could also voluntarily leave the Order. A result

of entering the Order was the dissolution of

marriage. The new monk had also to give up all

private property, and was debarred from acquiring
anything individually.

{d) Clothing and equipment.—A monk might
possess only one suit of clothes, consisting of three
parts : an under-garment, equivalent to a shirt ; a
lower garment, a kind of skirt reaching to the
knee and fastened with a girdle; and a mantle
which, coming down to below the knees, was
thrown over the left shoulder, leaving the right
shoulder and part of the breast bare. The colour
of the garments in early times was yellow (as it

still is in Ceylon), but in the Middle Ages it was
reddish. Only a few other articles were required
to complete the monk’s equipment. One of these
was an alms-bowl, which he carried in his hand
for the purpose of collecting food. He was also

rovided with a razor, which he used for shaving
is head and his beard twice a month on the

upavasatha days of new and full moon. The rest
comprised a needle, a water-strainer, and later
also a mendicant’s staff. Besides regularly paring
his nails, he used tooth sticks for cleansing his
teeth.

[e) HousiTig .—Originally the monks had no fixed
abodes, but lived in woods or caves, though wnthin
easy reach of a village or town, so as to be able to
beg food. It was their duty to wander about
preaching the doctrine, but during the rains they
went into retreat {vdrsiJcay Pali vassa), generally
several of them together. For their use during
this season pious laymen often built shelters to
which they annually returned during the rains.
These were called mhdras^ in which monks later
began to live even at times other than the rainy
season. In this way regular monasteries gradually
gre-w up.

{/) Food,—lu early times the monk was allowed
only one daily meal, and that at noon, after his
return from his begging rounds. The use of gh%
butter, oil, honey, and sugar was permitted to
members of the Order only in times of sickness

;

otherwise it was treated as an offence requiring
confession and absolution. Fish and meat were
allowed under certain restrictions. Thus Buddha
himself is recorded to have eaten pork. Like the
Brahman religious student, the Buddhist monk had
to beg his food, but he was not allowed to ask for
alms by word of mouth.

{g) Worship.-^ln the early days of Buddhism,
religious observances were of a very simple charac-
ter. Twice a month all the monks of a district
assembled to celebrate the upavasatha, or Sabbath
days, at new and full moon. The meeting, having
been convoked by the eldest among them, was held
in the evening at the place designated. It was re-
stricted to ordained^ monks, but all of these had to
be present. It consisted, as has alreac^ been said,
in a ceremony of confession. The Sabbaths in
general were days of rest and fasting, when no
trade or business was allow^ed, hunting and fishing
were forbidden, and schools and courts of justice
were closed. Preaching and hearing sermons were
a common feature of the celebration of eveiy Sab-
bath. But the regular time for this w^as the retreat
during the rains—an institution dating from the
very commencement of Buddhism. The retreat
began on the day of full moon in the month of
Asadha (June-July), and ended with the day of
full moon in the month of Karttika (about the
middle of October), Its conclusion w'as marked

by the Pravdrand festival, held, before the wan-
derings of the monks again began, on the 14th and
15th days of the light fortnight, the latter being
at the same time a Sabbath. This was made an
occasion for giving presents, especially in the form
of clothes, to the monks, for inviting them to
dinner, and for celebrating processions.

In later times there was also a quinquennial fes-

tival, called Pahcliavdrsika, on a grand scale, its

distinctive feature being the practice of extraordi-
nary liberality to the Order. In the first half of
the 7th cent. King Harsa of Kanauj regularly con-
voked such assemblies. In the 7th cent, the date
of the Nirvana of Buddha was also celebrated as a
great festival.

It was not long after the establishment of Buddhism that the
worship of relics and the adoration of sacred sites began to
develop. Buddha himself, before he died, recommended four
sites as deserving to be visited by the pious : his birthplace, the
placeswhere he obtained enlightenment, where he first preached,
and where he entered into JPannirvaV'a. After the cremation
of Buddha, his relics, as we are told in the liahapannibbdna-
sutta, were divided into eight parts, over w'hich the various
recipients built stupas. The veneration of relics later became
a much developed form of worship. Among these, the tooth
relic, with which a whole sutta is concerned, played a prominent
part. The records of the Chinese pilgrims show that stupas were
also erected over the relics of Buddha’s disciples and of saints
in various cities, such as Vai^ali and Mathura. Fa Hian, about
A.1}. 400, saw Buddha’s alms-bowl at Peshawar, and his staff

near Nagara (south of the Kabul river). In the 7th cent, the
head-dress of Buddha when a boy was to be seen in South India
at Kofikanapura, where it was displayed on Sabbath days and
honoured with flowers. In the same century, shadows, regarded
as relics left b^’’ Buddha, were shown in caves at Kauiambi,
Gaya, and Nagara. From the 1st cent. a.d. onwards, images
of Buddha, of Pratyekabuddhas and Dhyanibuddhas, and of
Bodhisattvas began to be made.

5. Art,—Indian Buddhist art is peculiarly import-
ant, not only because it is of ^eat value as illus-

trating the fortunes of Buddhism in India during
nearly the whole course of its existence there, but
because, if it had been lost, there could be no his-

tory of Indian art at all. The remains of Buddhist
art in India are almost entirely architectural and
sculptural. None of them, with one exception, goes
back to a period earlier than the reign of the em-
peror A^oka (variously fixed at 272-231 B.C. and
264-223 B.C.). The nine centuries over which they
spread may be divided into three roughly equal
periods. In the first, 250 B.o. to A.D. 50, stone
began to be employed in India for building. Before
this the architectural use of brick was known, as
is shown by the stupa of Piprahwa, w'hich dates
from about 300 B.C. or perhaps earlier. But the
ornamental edifices of the pre-Asokan age must
have been built of wood, like the modern palaces
of Burma, the substructure alone being of brick.

The whole history of Indian architecture points to
previous construction in wood, the stone monu-
ments being largely imitations of wooden models.

(a) Architecture.—Indian Buddhist architecture
may be divided into three classes: (1) stupas

,

or
relic mounds ; (2) chaityas, or assembly halls, cor-

responding to our churches ; (3) vihdras, or dwellings
for monks.

(1) The stupa was a dome-shaped structure, de-
veloped from the sepulchral mound, in which baked
bricks were substituted for earth with a view to
durability. They were first intended to serve as
monuments enclosing relics of Buddha. Some,
however, were only commemorative of important
events connected with his history. The best extant
example of a stupa in India is that at Sanchi, which
probably dates from the 3rd cent. B.O.
The stupa is a hemispherical dome erected on a low circular

drum, the upper rim of which formed a procession path round
the base of the dome. On the top of the dome was a box-like
structure surrounded by a railing, and surmounted by an um-
brella. The stupa itself was encircled by a massive stone
railing which had gates on four sides, and enclosed a procession
path and a sacred precinct. Both the rails and the gates are
unmistakable imitations of wooden models. The stupa became
to the early Buddhist tfm religious edifice. In the oldest sculp-
tures w« constantly find representations of its adoration %
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celestial beings, men, and even animals, such as elephants. It

was also the sacred object always set up for circumajubulation
in all the temples of early Buddhism in India.

(2) The chaitya {q.v,), or assembly hall, is the
exact coTinterpart of Christian churches not only
in form, but m use. Till recently only rock-cut
examples, to the number of about thirty, were
known in India, The typical assembly hall con-

sists of a nave and side aisles terminating in an
apse or semi-dome. The pillars separating the
nave from the aisles are continued round the apse.

Under the apse and in front of its pillars is the
stupat in nearly the same position as that occupied
by the altar in a Christian church. The tee was
doubtless usually surmounted by a wooden um-
brella, which has, however, every^vhe^e disajipeared

except at Karli, the finest cave of this type in India.

The roof is semicircular. Over the doorway, which
is opposite the stupa, is a gallery, and above this

a large window shaped like a liorse-shoe. This
window is constantly repeated on the facade as an
ornament.
In the rock chaityas, the excavation of which

extended from about 260 B.c, to about A.D. 600,

the development of their style can be followed step

by step throughout these nine centuries. The
oldest, dating from near the commencement of the
reign of Asoka, are at Barabar, 16 miles north of

Bodh Gaya. The front of one of these is carved so

as to represent in rock the form of the structural

chaityas of the age, all the details clearly imitating

those of wooden buildings. All the most important
examples of chaityas occur at six places in Western
India. As we pass from the earliest to the latest

specimens, we can clearly trace progress towards
stone construction on the one hand and degeneracy
in cult on the other. In the later specimens at
Ajanta (^.v.) a striking change is the fact that
figure sculpture has superseded the gainer orna-

mental carvings of the earlier caves- The greatest

change, however, is that figures of Buddha have
no'vv been introduced in all his attitudes. In the

earlier caves only ordinary mortals are sculptured,

but Buddha himself never appears. Now he is the

object of worship, his image being^ introduced in

the front of the stupa itself, which alone was
adored in the older chaityas. In place of the ear-

lier total lack of images we are here confronted

with an overwhelming idolatry, in which Buddha,
originally regarded as a human being, is the chief

deity. In the latest of the Ajanta caves, dating

from about A.D. 600, the sculptures are moie
mythological, evidently

_

approximating to the

iconography of Brahmanism.
The caves of Ellora [q.v,) are particularly inter-

esting, because here the juxtaposition of Buddhist

with Hindu and Jain temples throws light on the

relation of the three religions. The large Buddhist

assembly hall at this place dates from about a.d. 600.

Besides many other evidences of architectural lateness, its

most striking feature is the stupa which, instead of being cir-

cular, has a large frontispiece that makes it rectilinear on this

side, and contams a figure of a seated Buddha surrounded with

attendants and flying figures in the latest style. In what is

probably the most recent Buddhist cave temple in India, at

Kholvi, the stupa is no longer solid, but is hollowed out into a

cell, in which an image of Buddha is placed. This marks the

latest step in the development of the chaitya. A link connect-

ing this stage with the later Jain and Hindu temples is to be

found in an old structural Vis^u temple dating from about a.d.

700. Here the stupa is superseded by a cell for the image, but

this cell still has a semicircular back, and is separated from the

wall behind bva passage for circumambulation. The transition

is completed by making the cell square, as is the case at Pattad-

kal in an early Hindu temple, otherwise the same in plan as the

one just described. The archaeological evidence of the develop-

ment of the chaitya thus shows how the Buddhist religion

gradually grew idolatrous, and came nearer and nearer to Hin-

duism. It supplies us with concrete evidence showing how
by this time that religion was gradually disappearing before the

encroachment of the neiv form of the faith, from an earlier phase

of which it had itself sprung.

(3) Beside the chaityas there arose viharas, or

monasteries, as residences for the Buddhist moiiki>.

Our knowledge of these is still more dependent
than that of chaityas on rock-cut examples. There
are about 900 Buddhist examples of this class in

India.
The vihdra consisted, aa a rule, of a hall, generally square but

sometimes oblong, surrounded by a number of cells or sleeping-
cubicles, and shaded m front by a pillared verandah. The
cubicles in the oldest caves usually contain a stone bed. There
is generally only a single floor, but two-storeyed vikaras also
occur. Nearly all the caves of this class are found in Western
India. Probably about forty were excavated before the Christian
era. The most important of them are found at Ehaja, Bedsa,
and Ajanta. In those of the earliest period there are no figure
sculptures, no reliefs, not even carved emblems. The onb orna-
ment consists of horse-shoe arches and the Buddhist rail as a
string course, with an occasional pilaster. Towards the end of

the first period, four pillars supporting the ceiling began to be
introduced. In the second period the number of pillars was
increased, and finally reached twenty-eight. This feature is

always accompanied by the introduction in the back wall of a

sanctuary containing an image of Buddha.

The vihdras at Ajanta are specially important,
because they constitute a complete series of ex-

amples of Buddhist art without any admixture
from Hinduism or any other religion. They extend
from 200 B.c. to A.B. 600, and thus belong to all

three periods. The viharas at Ellora, on the other

hand, are interesting mainly because they illustrate

the inter-relation of the three Indian religions,

Buddhism, Brahmanism, and Jainism. For here
we have three groups of caves which distinctly

represent these religions, and in which the transi-

tions from one to the other can be clearly traced.

Most of the eleven viharas at this place iiave sanc-

tuaries containing figures of Buddha seated. Thus
the Buddhist monastery is seen to be becoming a
place of worship, in which images of Buddha are
ousting the monks from their cells. These viharas
come down to about A.D. 700, at which point the
earliest Brahman examples begin. Three two-
storeyed caves at Ellora illustrate clearly the

transition from Buddhism to Brahmanism. The
&st is entirely and unmistakably Buddhist. The
second is similar in plan, and the sculptures are

still all Buddhistic, but deviate sufficiently from
the usual simplicity to have justified the Brahmans
in appropriating this cave as belonging to their

religion. The plan of the third resembles that of

the second, but the sculptures are all unmistakably
Brahman. This is evidently the earliest Hindu
cave, being a close copy of the preceding Buddhist
example.

(6) Sculpture.—In the earliest period there are

no images of Buddhas or Bodhisattvas. No sculp-

ture of Buddha, in any of his conventional atti-

tudes, that has been executed in India can be
assigned to an earlier date than the end of the 1st

cent. A.D. Reverence was paid during the first

period to relics, stupas. Bo-trees, footprints of

Buddha, and sacred symbols, such as the trident

and the wheel of the law. These are constantly

represented in the sculptures as adored by men,
and even animals.
The sculptures of this period are found at Bharhut (now in

the Calcutta Museum) and Sanchi, at Bodh Gaya, and m the

early temples and monasteries of Western India. They appear
on the rails and gateways of stupas, on monolith columns, on

the pillars and facades of chaityas and vihdras. The most
ancient railings, as those at Sanchi, are quite plain. But thej

soon began to be adorned with bosses, panels, and friezes.

The railing at Bharhut (200-150 B.c.) is covered in every pari

with elaborate sculptures in relief, and is practically a treatise

in stone on Buddhist mythology. The gateways of Sanchi

are covered with sculpture, including all sorts of incidents

connected with Buddhist legend. It is worthy of note that

both here and at Bharhut occur representations of Laksn<i,

the Hindu goddess of fortune, with an elephant on each side

pouring water over her from pots. This is the earliest example

m Indian sculpture of worship being paid to any being, divine

or human.

The commencement of the second period of

Buddhist religious art coincides with the rise of

the Mahayana school. Its history begins in the

extreme north-west, the region of Gandhara.
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Representations of Buddha and of numerous
Boahisattvas suddenly appear in the Buddhist
monasteries of this district for decorative pur-

poses in the first cent. A.D. It is characteristic

of this new phase of Buddhism that figures of

Buddha occupy the cells originally meant for

monks, and that the heads of these figures are

always adorned with a halo. In this corner of

India was created the conventional type of Buddha
which, spreading from this source to other parts

of India, was finally diffused over the whole of

the Buddhist world. From the already stereo-

typed character of the figure^on^ the votive casket

discovered in the stupa of Kaniska at Peshawar
in 1909 we may infer that some nameless Greek
artist first produced this type of the Enlightened

One in the century preceding our era. It has

perhaps been the most enduring, as well as the

most widely dispersed, type that the history^ of

ai*t has ever recorded. In the hands of the artists

of Gandhara the image of Buddha became a centre

for groups of sculpture in which Buddha plays the

same part as Christ in Christian works of art.

Buddhist art, even in the western caves, represents the
figures of its mythology in ordinary human form only, while
it is characteristic of Hindu sculpture frequently to represent
the gods with several heads and many arms. Probably the
earliest figure of a Hindu god with more than two arms is one
of Siva on a coin of Kadphises ii., dating from the 1st cent.

A.D. This feature of Hinduism made its way into Buddhist
sculpture only in the third and decadent period. Thus we find

m one of the caves at Kanheri the Bodhisattva Avalokite^vara
represented with eleven heads. These disfigurements never
extended to images of Buddha. But the sculpture of the
second period furnishes melancholy evidence of the most
striking feature in the degeneration of Indian Buddhism;
Buddha, who denied the existence of a supreme god and
rejected the worship of gods altogether, himself came to be
treated as a supreme god, and the images representing him
gave rise to a vast development of idolatry in the later forms
of Buddhism.

(d) Fainting,— About half-way through the
second period another branch of art—painting

—

begins to appear as a handmaid of the Buddhist
religion. The actual remains of these early paint-
ings are chiefly limited to the frescoes found on
the ceilings, walls, and pillars of several of the
Ajanta caves. The oldest belong to the end of
the 2nd cent. a.d. They extend through the
third period of Buddhist art, the best and most
interesting specimens dating from c. A.D. 550 to
650. They ‘comprise pictures of Buddha with
drapery and nimbus in the style of the Gandhara
school of about the 4th century. The frescoes,

like the sculptures on the rails at Bharhut and
Amaravati, were intended for the edification of
pious Buddhists. The subjects are confined to
such as are drawn from Buddhist mythology or
legend. xAjnong them may be mentioned frescoes
(of about the 6th cent.) illustrative of the Jataka-
mala accompanied by inscriptional verses by its

author, Aryasura.
As regards sculpture, Buddhist religious art

declined more and more in the third period,
gradually approximating to that of Hinduism.
The Buddhists now used images as freely as the
Hindus. The mediaeval statuary of Bihar is found
to be almost identical with tnat in the Hindu
temples, and the two classes of images became
so similar that they are often confounded even
by skilled archaeologists. Thus the history of
the art of Indian Buddhism shows how that re-

ligion lost its original characteristic features, and
became almost indistinguishable from reviving
Hinduism.
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INDIFFERENTISM.—This doctrine makes
its first clear appearance in Stoic ethics. Virtue
consists in living according to nature ; but certain

things are in our power, certain things are not.

The latter are ddidtpopa, things indifferent ; they
have nothing to do with the motives of the virtu-

ous man ; he must be entirely independent of

them, taking them as they come, but trying to

do nothing—^for, indeed, it is really impossible—
either to secure or avoid them. ‘ Some things are

in our power, such as desire, impulse, inclination

;

others are not, such as the body, property, reputa-

tion. ... If you really know what is your own,
and what is not your own, no one will be able to

exercise compulsion or restraint over you ; you will

never blame or chide another ; no one will injure

you, and you will never have an enemy* (Epict.

Man, i. 1 ff. ). Virtue is nothing but the good
will ; Epictetus illustrates this by the story of

two lads who were sent to fetch Plato ; the one
sought for him everywhere, but missed him ; the
other spent his time listening to strolling jesters

in the street, and then happened to see Plato pass-

ing, and gave him the message. 'A8id<popa, on the
other hand, are things which, properly speaking,

‘neither help nor injure, such as life, health,

pleasure, beauty, strength, wealth, good repute,

good birth, and their opposites, death, disease,

toil, disgrace, weakness, poverty,* etc. (Diog.

Laert. vii. 102). It is this conception that is the
chief element in the popular view of Stoicism;
and it forms an interesting contrast to Aristotle’s

description of the ‘ great-souled man,* for whom
the things in the first class of ddtd<popa as described

above are a necessity, but wbo despises what can
only be received from other people.

But there are three objections to the conception.

(1) It leaves man without guidance in a large part
of life ; (2) it is too severe for most men ; (3) it is

impracticable, since all life involves a continuous
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series of choices, even in our dealings with d5id<pof>a.

Even if pain is an indifferent thing, does it not
matter how one acts under it ? Hence the doctrine

was modified, hut only in the direction of the
second—and least importani>~objection ; and a
distinction was introduced between what were
knoAvn as KadTjKovra {officia media) and Karop-

ddjfiara {officia perfecta)^ the former denoting acts

that are suitable and commendable, the latter acts

that are positively right. The latter term refers

to virtue and vice, i,e. things according or contrary
to nature ; they are absolute. The former refers

to things relative to ends ; they involve degrees,

and allow of considerations of convenience j hence
only with KaTopd(I)/jt.ara can there be no compromise ;

there the imperative is, as Kant would say, cate-

gorical. It must be noted here that we are not
dealing with counsels of perfection, as they have
been called, for KaTopddjfjLaTa are necessary for all

;

and in the same way aU may have the benefit

of the principle of the KadrjKOP. Nor is casuistry

involved ; for casuistrj^ whose existence the
Stoics did not recognize to any great extent, arises

in the case of a conflict of duties.

The distinction between Kad^Kovra and Karop-

di^fiara implies a further distinction in indifierent

things, between Trporjypt.dva and diroTTporiyiUva, things

to be preferred or rejected, or <S|ta and dTra^La, i.e.

things with or without value; thus, even in the

class of indifferent things is found the distinction

of being either according to or contrary to nature

;

and objects in the one mass may be lawfully pur-

sued, in the other avoided.

This, however, is really an excrescence on the

system, not an integral part of it. For, if an act

is according to nature, surely it is a KarSpOcapa ;

how could it be anything but definitely vnrong to

turn from what is according to nature, or pursue

what is contrary to it? Or, if d^ia are what they

are because they involve ends at which we may
rightly aim, on what grounds are these aims admis-

sible ? They are either good or bad. What makes
them so? Nature again. Further, if ends are

right, are all the means to them right? If not,

how are we to decide between the different means ?

Only as they involve virtue or vice ; in any case,

we are driven back to Karopd^opaTa. Indeed, the

Stoic ideal is now destroyed, for the sage is no
longer a rival of Zeus— ‘ rex denique regum ’

; he

is jostling in the crowd for objects whose lack

makes biTn confessedly in an unsatisfactory posi-

tion, and to secure which he will at least be

tempted to evil. Hence, the introduction^ of

this distinction does nothing to relieve Stoicispa

from the burden of the doctrine of d5td(f>opa in

general.

The question did not again take an important

lace in ethics tUl Kant. Kant recognized in the

toics a school with whose views he could not but
{

sympathize ; most austere of moralists as he ap-
i

pears to be, however, he blames them for not seeing

that, while happiness cannot be the cause of virtue,

it ought to be its accompaniment and result.
^
It is

the second, though only the second, element in the

summum bonum. To the Stoic doctrine of d5Ld(popa,

however, he does not explicitly refer ; but by
implication it is roundly condemned. For, just as

to Kant there is nothing good except the good

will, so there is no freedom save in the absolute

obedience of the will to the Moral Law ; and what-

ever is not of freedom is immoral. But to be

guided by inclination or preference is to set other

ends above the Moral Law.
* Freedom and the consciousness of it as a faculty of following

the moral law with unyielding resolution ^ independence on

inclinations, at least as motives determining (though not as

affecting) our desire ’ (Critique of Practical Reason^ tr. Apoott,

London, 1879, p. 310). So also religion is ‘ the recognition of

all duties as divine commands, and here, too, all remains dis-

interested and founded merely on duty, neither hope nor fear

being made the foundation sprmgs, N\hich, li taken as principles,

would destroy the moral worth of actions ’ (ib. p. 329).

It thus appears that, while Kant criticizes the
Stoics for neglecting happiness altogether, he is

totally opposed to the issue in which they as a
matter of fact recognize it, and there can be no
doubt that he has logic on his side. On the other
hand, he has certainly laid himself open to Schiller’s

well-known epigram,^ Argument by epigram is

dangerous, however ; and Kant did not call an act
done from affection wrong necessarily, but only an
action done from affection instead of from respect-

ful obedience to the Moral Law. Strictly speaking,
affection which leaves such respect intact is itself

an d8Ld<popov, unimportant from the point of view
of morals. But here Kant is on dangerous ground.
The consideration, indeed, that led the Stoics to

their doctrine of irporp/fiiva he would neglect, since

he is confessedly describing the implications of

complete virtue, and he has no interest in the
secondary virtue of the ordinary man ; but he
cannot avoid challenging comparison with the
NT, to which, indeed, he constantly, though some-
w^hat patronizingly, refers in the Religion within
the Bounds of Pure Reason. In Paul’s experience,

Christianity, as with Kant, is essentially a prin-

ciple of freedom ; but it is freedom from a purely
moral law, to a supreme person. Moreover, the

spring of obedience to this person, i,e. Christ, is

not respect, but gratitude and love. The relation

of obedience to love in Christianity is similar to

the relation of happiness to virtue in Kant. In
each pair the former member has its roots in the

latter, and without the latter is of no value. But,

when it is said that Christian freedom is freedom
from the law, this does not mean that the necessity

for conformity to the law disappears. It is rather
‘ established ’ (Ko 3®^). Its scope, mdeed, is infinitely

extended. * Whatsoever ye do ... do all to the

glory of God ’
( 1 Co 10®^). I’hus nothing can be indif-

ferent ; there is no place for dStd^opa ; for there are

certain things at which a Christian will never

think of aiming (Lk 10^®)
; there is nothing to

which his attitude is not of supreme importance.

As long as respect for the law is the sole motive,

it is difficult to escape such distinctions as that

between Trpo7fyp.iva and dTrorrpoTjyfiha, But Kant
himself has provided a way out in his second state-

ment of the categorical imperative :
‘ Treat every-

one as a member of the Kingdom of Ends.’ This

formula shows the real strength and weakness of

Kant’s system. Obedience to the formula brings

one very near to the Christian rule of loving one’s

neighbour as oneself ; and, indeed, the two formulae

explain one another
;
and both exclude dStd^opa,

since in dealing with oneself there are no dbid^opa.

At the same time, such an attitude is impossible

unless the deepest emotions and affections, instead

of being expelled, are made central.
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INDIGITAMENTA.— The Eoman Indigita-

menta were those portions of the pontifical books

(Serv. Georg, i. 21 : ‘in indigitamentis ... id est,

in libris pontificalibus’) whose origin was traced

to King Numa Pompilius (Amob.^ ii. 73 :
‘ Pom-

piliana indigitamenta’). The citations made from

them by the ancients go back to the work of

Granius Flaccus (Censor, de Die Nat. iii. 2:

1 ‘ Gerne dien’ ich den Freunden, doch thu' ich es leider mit

Neigung,
|
Und so wurmt es mir oft, dass ich nicht tugendhaft

bm* (Die Philosophen, ‘ GewissensskrupeJ ’).
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‘Granius Flaccus in libro quern ad Caesarem de
indigitamentis scriptum reliquit ’), and to the Anti-
quitaUs rerum divinarum of M. Terentius Varro
{cf. R. Agahd, Jahrh, fur Philol,, Suppl. xxiv.

[1898] 131 If.). As the verb indigitare (which is

not connected with the di indigetes) has, on the
testimony of the ancient lexicographers (Paul. p.

114 ; Serv. xii. 794; Corp. gloss. Lat. vi. 564),

the same meaning as invocare, the Indigitamexita

were formulae of invocation not to be differentiated

from the ‘ comprecationes deorum immortalium
quae ritu Romano fiunt’ which Gellius (xiii, 23. 1)

cites from the Libri sacerdotumpopuli Bomani—
i.e, the books of the pontifces. Accordingly, the
Indigitamenta were lists containing the names and
epithets of the gods, and specifying the occasions

on which the help of each should be invoked ; and
the fact that the function and sphere of a deity

were generally indicated by his name explains the
statement of Servius {Georg, i. 21) to the effect

that the Indigitamenta had contained * et nomina
deorum et rationes ipsorum nominum.’ The few
passages that explicitly mention the Indigitamenta,
or else make use of the word indigitare, refer to
the deities Bona Dea (Macr. Sat. I. xii. 21),

Tibei'inus (Serv. ^n. viii. 330), Genius (Censor,
iii. 2), Numeria (Nonius, p. 352), and Apollo (Macr.
Sat. I. xvii. 15). The last-cited passage may seem
to conflict with the testimony of Arnobius (ii. 73 :

‘non doctorum in litteris continetur, Apollinis
nomen Porapiliana indigitamenta nescire? ’), but
W’e must suppose that, while the name of Apollo
may not have occurred in the oldest portions of
the Indigitamenta, the latter were in course of
time supplemented in order to correspond with the
expansion of the Roman pantheon.
The absence of Apollo’s name from the Pom-

piliana indigitamenta is referred to by A’'nobius,
or his source, as conclusive evidence that that
deity w'as unknown in the earliest religion of
Rome. This proves that when the Indigitamenta
were composed they must have embraced all the
deities then worshipped in Rome. It is, therefore,
an error, and one that has become fairly common
since its promulgation by J. A. Ambrosch (occur-
ring recently, e.g., in A. v. Domaszewski, Ahhandl.
zur rbm. Religion, Leipzig and Berlin, 1909, p. 159),
to regard the Indigitamenta as lists of those deities
whom Usener {Gbttemamen, Bonn, 1896, p. 74 f.)

has designated Sondergbtter, i.e. gods 'whose sphere
of power was narrow—being restricted to particu-
lar actions and circumstances of human life—and
to apply the name ‘ indigitamenta - deities ’ ex-
clusively to these. That the Indigitamenta really
contained the names of such deities is distinctly
implied b;jr Censorinus

;

‘ Sed et alii sunt praeterea dei compliires hominum vitam pro
8ua quisque portiorie adminiculantes, quos volenteni cognoscere
indigitamentoruiii libri satis edocebunt’ (iii. 4 ; cf, Serv. Georg.

but that th6y were not 'svholly conlined to that
class of deities appears from the mention of Bona
Dea, Tiberinus, and Genius in the fragments cited
above. The much discussed lists of di minuti,
which were arranged according to the various
phases of divine action, and which can be recon-
structed, especially from the writings of the Church
Fathers (cf. Agahd, op. cit. 36 ff*.), are not derived
in that particular form from the Indigitamenta,
but were drawn up by Varro {Autuptitaies rerum
divinarum, xiv.) as lists of the di certi, i.e. deities
regarding wdiose function and signification the
ancient scholars w^ere still able, as he thought, to
speak w'ith certainty. Varro may have taken
many of the names and interpretations from the
Indigitamenta, but many were derived from other
sources, and most of the accompanying explana-
tions rest entirely upon etymologies which are open
to question or even demonstrably false.

Literature.—J. A. Ambrosch, Vber die Religionshuch&r det
Romer, Bonn, 1843 ; R, Peter, art. ‘ Indigitamenta,’ in Roscher,
ii. [1897] 129 ff. ; G. Wissowa, Gesammelte Ahhandlungen zur
rom. Religions- und Stadtgeseh., Munich, 1904, pp. 176 f.j 304 ff.;

W. Wards Fowler, The Religious Experience of the Roman
People, London, 1911, p. 159 ff. G. WiSSOWA.

INDIVIDUALISM.—The term ‘individual-
ism’ may be taken either in a genetic or in a
nonnative sense. In the former sense it denotes
the systems which appear in religious and political

society and their laws, as well as in the great
manifestations of the human mind, creations of
isolated or associated individuals ; in the latter it

denotes a principle according to which the integral
and free development of the individual ought to
be the aim of social life. Individualism in the
genetic sense has a historical significance

; in-

i dividualism in the normative sense has a moral
significance. They may stand independently of
each other ; but, as a matter of fact, individualism
in the genetic sense of the word is often allied to
a tendency which is individualistic in the normative
sense, i.e. indi-vidualism in the genetic sense only
traces back to the origins of societies, which thus
form a First Cause, the aim which we claim to
assign to them, or, in other words, transfers into
the historical mode a certain conception of moral
and social life. It seems best, therefore, to treat
these two notions without separating them ; as a
matter of fact, they are often united and even
confused. We shall discuss : (1) religious individ-

ualism, (2) moral individualism, and (3) political,

social, and juridical individualism.

I. Religious individualism.—Primitive religions

regarded the individual merely as the member of

a clan, tribe, or race. Even their deities are not
developed individualities, but personifications of

forces of nature or of social laws. It was only
gradually that the imagination of the poets gave
them more definite characteristics. In this con-
nexion the religion of Israel has the same character
as the other national religions. Jahweh is the God
of a people. It is to this people that He has given
His law. For transgressions of this law He demands
satisfaction indifferently from just and unjust

—

the descendants who have not sinned as well as the
ancestors who are guilty. The individual simply
shares the lob of the whole of which he is a part.

The time of the prophets witnesses a transforma-
tion of ideas in the meaning of individualism.
The prophets themselves were powerful individ-

ualities who, strong by means of their inspiration

and the revelations of which they were the conscious
objects, opposed the people and the national tradi-

tion, preaching the religion of justice in opposition

to the religion of worship, and realizing in their

person an individual communion between God and
man. They undoubtedly still speak to the people
as a whole ; they announce the punishments of God
to the people as a whole, but in a different spirit.

On the one hand, there appears the idea that the
sufferings of the just are not punishments, but
dispensations of God in view of the salvation of

sinners by means of expiation : it is prominent in

the parts of Deutero-Isaiah referring to the servant
of God ; on the other hand, Ezekiel develops the

idea of a strictly individual justice : every one will

suller for liis own sins ; they will no longer say in

Israel ;
‘ The fathers have eaten sour grapes, and

the children’s teeth are set on edge’ (Ezk 18**^).

The book of Job also marks an important stage

in the development of religious individualism in

Israel. Conscience was still subordinated to facts

;

the Israelites judged people according to their fate,

and they judged themselves in the same way.
This is the point of view of Job’s friends:^ they
prove to him that he is guilty because he is un-

fortunate. But Job protests. To the verdict of
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outward conditions he opposes that of his conscience,
and maintains that, even if he were to despair of

the justice of God, Ms exceptional misfortunes are
not the proof of exceptional wickedness. He does
not regard himself as an example of a sinner ; his
predominant feeling is that his conduct has been
upright ;

and his friends are in the end disowmed
by God Himself, whose cause they thought they
were defending. This is the triumph of the in-

dividual conscience over the collective conscience

—

the slave of appearances. The victory of individual-

ism is completed by the coming of the doctrine of
resurrection and the judgment of the dead w^hich

is announced in the book of Daniel and gradually
becomes implanted in the mind of the Jewdsh
people. The triumph of this belief w^as due—at
least in the minds of many scholars—^partly to the
effect of foreign influences on the Israelitish mind.
Certain religions, e.^. Parsiism and the ancient
Egyptian religion, in their beliefs concerning the
life to come and the judgment of the dead, have a
very important individualistic element. As regards
Jewish piety, it more and more assumed the
character of an individual effort to merit eternal

life, by good works and a strict observation of the
law. The ancient idea of national solidarity did
not disappear, however, and religious hopes still

continued to bear a national character.

The individual soul is the special interest of

Jesus. It is the object of His appeals, His solicitude,

His promises. To Him the work of saving souls is

more important than that of saving His people,

although this too is not neglected. He was the
real initiator of religious individualism, by the
announcement of His filial connexion wdth God
and of God’s solicitude for all sinners, and by
His invitation to His followers to enter into a
communion with the heavenly Father similar to,

if not identical with. His O'wn communion with the
Father. With St. Paul also the care of individual

souls is predominant ; w^e find in him, however,
the idea of the Church as the body of Christ. He
does not place it above individual souls, but there
appears in his Church the notion of a spiritual

reality which enters into competition with the
individual. Afterwards the Church is regarded as

an institution of divine origin, the mediator be-

tween God and man, and the regulator of the
thought and life of the individual. In fact, if not
in theory, the individual exists for the Church
rather than the Church for the individual. The
Christian becomes a member of the Church by a
sacrament which is officially administered to him
at a time when he has not the power to reject it,

and he remains a member, not because of personal

qualities, but because of the sacrament, as long as

the Church does not think fit to exclude him from
its communion.
Alongside of the Church institution another type

of religious association appears in the Middle Ages,
viz. the sect—if we may use this word to signify

communities to w’hich persons voluntarily attach

themselves on account of personal convictions, and
membership in which consists in the fulfilment of

certain rules or vows. The sects were incontestably,

in many cases, the refuge of individual piety and
conscience from the hand laid by the Church on
the religious autonomy of individuals. The Re-
formers proclaimed the principle of justification by
faith, i.e. by a certain disposition of the soul with
regard to the promises of God, and so brought the

individual face to face with God, and prepared
for the maturing of personal piety and reli^ous

thought. The consequences of their principle,

however, were of slow development. The two
great Churches resulting from the Reformation
preserved the idea of the Church-institution on the

whole, and took up a position against the sect of

Anabaptists, w^hich w’as based on the individualist
principle. But the idea of universal priesthood
expounded by Luther did not readily harmonize
wuth the Church’s dogma of a special priesthood.
On the other hand, the idea of predestination
favoured individualism, and relegated to the second
place the idea of a Church as the guardian of the
means of salvation. In the Lutheran Church,
Pietism sought to realize the idea of universal
priesthood, and, without attacking the ecclesiastical
institution in general, to revive it by the formation
of groups of Cliristians animated by a conscious
personal piety. The Reformed Church gave birth
to a series of sects, Baptist and Methodist, which
are all founded on the idea that the holiness of the
Chui*ch and the efficacy of its w'ork depend upon
the character of its members—that the Church is

an association of living and converted Christians
who have adhered personally to the Christian
faith.

As the doctrine of the Church came to be con-
tested more and more by criticism, the question of
the rights of individual religious thought in the
Church was a pressing problem. Catholicism could
not solve it except in a negative w^ay ; the tradi-

tionalist section of Protestantism could do no more
than make certain concessions

;
wffiile the reformist

section set itself to ensure the independence of
individual thought, by insisting on liberty of
thought as an essential element of Christian liberty,

or by reducing the doctrinal consensus to a
minimum, or by making thought and doctrine
quite secondaij elements of the religious life, and
seeking to unite souls in mystical and practical
aspirations. In this order of ideas, of which
Schleiermacherwas the instigator, religiousthought
follows reli^ous experience, wdiich by its nature is

much more individual than collective. The rights
of the individual with regard to every religious

doctrine are, therefore, assured, and the doctrinal
decisions of the Church have to take account of

them. And, in addition, although mysticism
properly so called has always offered a protective
refuge to individual piety, it is not positively

favourable to individualism, as it tends to absorb
the human individualities in God rather than to

make them independent.
Once at this point of development, religious

individualism necessarily generated in the bosom
of the official Protestant Churches a movement in

favour of ecclesiastical individualism, w’hich the
sects had been practising for a long time, and this

movement had its reflex action on the connexion
of the Churches with the State. The Church-
institutions were all united to the State. At first

the effect of this union was to enslave the Church,
but afterw'ards it produced exactly opposite results.

The Western Catholic Church very soon regarded
itself as invested with spiritual glory in Christen-

dom, while the State held the temporal glory
under its authority and for its protection. The
Protestant Churches too, at first, spoke more or

less consciously of the idea of ‘ Christendom ’—

a

politico-religious body, of which the Church (sub-

ject, of course, to the State) was the inspiration.

The union of Church and State, therefore, was
part of a system in wffiich the individual was sur-

rounded in every respect, even intellectually and
morally, by society, and in wdiich the State was
the prop of a particular form of the Christian

religion. In so far as the State, under the influ-

ence of the widening of ideas and the enfranchise-

ment of intellect, became more unconfessional and
even unreligious, its union with the Church ap-

peared to many minds prejudicial to the liberty

of the latter, and to the liberty of the individual.

The idea of a civilization founded on religion

became gradually more vague, and in some places
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disappeared entirely. A new notion made its

appearance—that of the Church-association, com-

posed of men animated by one and the same
faith, independent of the State, and exerting no
influence whatever on it or on persons who^ do not

voluntarily belong to its membership. This is the

system of the Independent Churches, or of ecclesi-

astical individualism. The great theorist of this

system was Alexander Vineb, the promoter of the

Free Church movement in the canton of Vaud.

According to this system, persons cannot become
members of a church except by voluntary adher-

ence to a confession of faith which forms the base

of the Church (Churches of professing Christians).

The Churches have no longer anything in common
with ethnic or historical groups ;

they are regarded

as free creations of the spirit of God by means^ of

individual souls who, on coming into contact with

each other, form religious societies. As a matter

of fact, the principle of ecclesiastical individualism

has nowhere been carried out to its full extent,

even in the communities in which infant-baptism

is not practised. It clashes with the existence of

the Christian family, which is itself a small church,

and which, in reality, entails membership of the

Church on the children born within it.

From the Protestant point of view religious

individualism is legitimate, and inseparable from
every higher form of religion, in so far as it asserts

the ri^ht and the duty of the individual to enter

into direct communion with God, to think freely

about religious matters, to join or not to join such
and such a religious society, and in so far^ as it

asserts the decisive influence of the great reli^ous
individualities on the historic march of religions.

Religious individualism, however, runs the risk

of weakening religion, when it does not recognize

its social past, its ori|^n in beliefs common to all

the members of a society, and the inevitable con-

nexions between the religious society and the
political society—connexions which are beneficial

when they are based on respect for the real nature
of the two institutions.

2. Moral individualism.—Moral individualism is

seen mainly in three forms: (1) the criticism of

national customs and traditions ; (2) the view that
moral obligation is born in the individual con-
science, and that the latter is also the heuristic

principle of moral duties; and (3) the view that
the development of the individual is, if not the
only aim, at least one of the chief aims, of the
moral life.

We find the first form in antiquity. The
Sophists submitted the traditional morality to a
dissolving criticism, which opposed individual re-

flexion to national tradition. Socrates, building
on the ruins, appealed to reason to re-construct a
morality. This we may call individualism in its

second form. Naturally, this rational morality of
Socrates is strongly influenced by tradition ; it is

even more so with Plato, who, when not under the
influence of his mystic ideas, places the citjr above
everything; and it is equally so with Aristotle.
The Epicureans and the Stoics represent in their
way the third form of moral individualism. They
aim above all at the happiness of the wise man
considered ‘ alone by himself.’ This individualism,
however, is very relative, or, rather, negative, for
it allows of hardly any variety in the conception
of the moral ideal. Each school produces only one
uniform type, but this type is no longer that of
the citizen who lives for his country ; it is now
the man who seeks his way and his place in the
universe and in humanity. The Catholic Church
regards morality essentially as obedience to a
coUection of divine and human laws. In the
Middle A^es, Abelard was almost the only one
who (in his Sdto te ipsum) invited man to look

within himself for the foundation of morality.

The Renaissance was, in theory at least, if not in

practice, a very pronounced individualistic move-
ment. Powerful individualities asserted them-
selves to such an extent that in many cases they
freed themselves from all tradition and all law.

Among the Reformers, Luther especially laid

emphasis on the internal character of the moral
obligation ; the only actions with any moral value
in his eyes were those accomplished by the indi-

vidual in virtue of this inner constraint; while
Calvin insisted above all on the notion of the

divine law, not forgetting, however, that this law
is inscribed on the conscience. The philosophy of

Kant exaggerates Luther’s theory : moral obliga-

tion is not only internal, but absolutelyautonomous,
and this obligation, which proves the liberty of

man, is in a way his proper aim : all the contents

of morality flow from it. Kant is the most char-

acteristic representative of the second and third

forms of moral individualism : morality comes from
the individual, and it has as its aim the freedom
and the dignity of the individual. Fichte’s idea is

similar, although less formalistic.
^

For Hegel, on

the contrary, the moral subject is only a stage

towards the realization of the objective mind in

the State. The last word of morality for Hegel
is the sovereignty of the State, which shows its

majesty by sacrificing individuals, if need be, to

the maintenance of its independence and authority.

Hegelian morality is the finished type of an anti-

individualistic morality, although Hegel had really

no intention of sacrificing the individual and dis-

regarding his dignity. It is the spirit of Hegel
that animates Ludwig Feuerbach when he at-

tempts to make the idea of space {Gattung) the

preciominating idea of morality, and D. F. Strauss

when he makes a similar attempt in his work
entitled Der alte und der nme Glaube (Bonn, 1872).

Later, however, Feuerbach passes to an individual-

ism so extreme that it was exceeded only by Max
Stimer (whose real name was J, Kaspar Schmidt),

author of a book entitled Der Einzige und sein

Eigenthum (Leipzig, 1893), which recommends not

only individualism but egoism, and which ends in

the paradoxical idea of an association of egoists.

If the philosophy of the second half of the 18th

cent, and the first half of the 19th was in general

favourable to moral individualism, the literature

was equally so. In Germany the Sturm und
Drang period, an age of geniuses, was ultra-

individualistic ; the neo-humanism of the classics

also made much of human individuality, without

disregarding, however, man’s social aspirations

and work. Romanticism, again, exalted the in-

dividual in a way sometimes approaching the

morbid, and now and then carried the cult of the

individual so far as to forget all moral rules.
^
It

was as a disciple of Romanticism that Schleier-

macher, encountering the abstract individualism

of Kant, which he criticized with sagacity, de-

veloped a concrete individualism which takes

account of the diflerence between individuals, and
no longer cultivates the single individual, but

individuality. This is the object of the Mono-
logues (Berlin, 1800), which are all impregnated
with the Romantic spirit. If in his later works
on morality Schleiermacher attributed more im-

portance to society, he none the less sought to

safeguard in every sphere the rights of individual-

ity, whose development alone renders possible the

complete moral life. Richard Rothe, the disciple

of Schleiermacher, defines morality as the penetra-

tion of nature by the personality ; he was clearly

dominated by the idea of the value of the human
person. The individualism of these two theo-

logians can be traced back to the Gospel ; it is

no less connected with the philosophic and literary
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movement of their time. Another theologian and
writer, Soren Kierkegaard, the Dane, opposed the
Hegelian tendencies in Ms conntry, and became
the defender of a very extreme individualism which
he identifies with tme Christianity. This indi-

vidualism is both intellectual and practical : sub-
jective experience alone grasps the truth; the
suffering which is bom of the opposition of the
individual to his surroundings is inseparable from
moral life. Kierkegaard was driven by the logic

of Ms position into conflict with the Established
Church.

In England an individualism wMch is the parent
of German Romanticism, and has yet a distinct

character as in a way the privilege of the powerful,
appears in Byron. Alongside of this great poet
we must mention Carlyle, who, in his praise of

a sort of hero-worship, sets forth great indi-

vidualities as the flower and the perfection of

humanity.
In France, moral individualism in the spirit of

Kant was the distinctive characteristic of the
morality of the spiritualist and neo-criticist school.

The Positivism
^
of Auguste Comte, on the other

hand, was anti-individualistic; it made society

the aim of the individual, and ended by preaching
a kind of social religion. The neo-Positivism of

which Emile Durkheim and Lucien Levy-BraM are
the principal representatives goes still further in

this direction. It identifies morality with custom,
and submits the individual unreservedly to the laws
of society ; for man owes everything to society

—

Ms development from the animal state, the creation

of language, religion, and law.

In opposition to this extreme anti-individualism

there is at present a new form of individualism,

viz. Nietzschianism. Nietzsche exempts the strong
man from all rule, despises moral laws as an in-

vention of the weak in order to triumph over the
strong, and sees in the Superman the terminus of

human evolution. In the fragments of his last

work, The Will to Power (in Nac^elassene Werhe,
Leipzig, 1901), however, there is a tendency to

make the supennan the creator of a new social

rule.

3, Political, social, and juridical individualism.

—Primitive races present the spectacle of the ab-

sorption of the individual in the clan or the tribe.

Later, when the family, in the modern sense of the

word, was constituted, it generally exercised, in

the person of its chief, considerable rights over

its members. The State gradually weakened this

family authority in order to put itself more or

less in the place of the family, although at the

same time recognizing important rights in the indi-

vidual. Graeco-Roman antiquity, to the very end,

imposed an official cult on every individual. The
Roman Catholic Church afterwards tried to impose
a similar conception of society upon the State,

and Protestant Churches did not at first proclaim

the principle of individual religious liberty. The
idee, of tolerance and of non-interference of the

State in religious matters did not begin to obtain

a footing in Europe, and especially in America,

until the Revolution in England. Apart from re-

ligion, the ancient State and the feudal State of

the Middle Ages, for different reasons, were less

concerned about the happiness of individuals than
the modern absolutist State, at least at the be^n-
ning of the 18th century. It had no hesitation

in unscrupulously sacrificing the individual, when
necessary, for the benefit of the State.

^
At the

beginning of the epoch of Cesare de Beccaria (1735-

94), author of Dei Delitti e dellejpene^ Milan, 1764,

there are signs of benevolence even with regard to

criminals. From the end of the 18th cent, the

system of economic guardianship and direction of

commerce and industry by the State was gradually

attenuated,
^

or even abandoned, in favour of a
^stem of liberty and of free competition, which
is often called economic individualism. Adam
Smith, Cobden, and Bright in Britain, and Bas-
tiat in France, were the chief exponents of this
movement.
As regards the general welfare of individuals.

Great Britain was for a long time the only country
where serious precautions were taken to ensure im-
prescriptible liberties for the individual. British
traditions, the Anglo-Saxon temperament, and the
Calvinist education all tended to the enfranchise-
ment of the individual. The idea of inviolable
individual liberties was afterwards recognized in

several constitutions of the States of North Amer-
ica, whence it passed into the Declaration du
droits de Vhomme in 1789. The French Revolution
was at first bent on establishing the liberty of the
individual, though it was forced in the end to

sacrifice it. The Liberal school took up this aim,
and reduced the State to the position of guardian
of the rights of the individual. This theory, how-
ever, coTud not meet the reality, and to the abstract
individualism of the Liberals socialism opposed a
more practical care for the material welfare of all

—at the risk, it is true, of compromising their

liberty, and of making them purchase a moderate
happiness at the expense of their independence

;

though idealist socialists claim that this will not
follow. Anarchism is the extreme form of political

and social individualism. It seeks to put free and
contractual association in place of the State, and
repudiates all constraint of society with regard to

individuals. Down to the present it has not been
able either clearly] to define its ideal or to put it

actively into practice.

We must now consider, independently of these
theoretical and practical efforts to make the indi-

vidual the chief or, at least, one of the chief con-

cerns of the State and social life, the theories

according to which governments^ and societies are

the product of the conscious will of individuals.

The idea that governments owe their origin to

contracts entered into by individuals was known
even to antiquity. It is round in the Middle Ages,
and later among the Jesuits, with the distinct ten-

dency to break down civil governments, originating

as they do from contracts wMch are always revoc-

able, in favour of the Church, an institution which
goes back to God Himself. In the hands of the

theorists of modem natural law, i.e. non-religious,

the idea of contract becomes, on the contrary, a
means of freeing the State from the Church.
Hobbes was the first to trace back net only gov-

ernment, but society itself, to a social contract.

Rousseau was his disciple in this matter, but with
neither of these two thinkers did this theory profit

individualism. Both of them, on the contrary,

make the individual abdicate in favour of the

society which he has helped to create—with this

difference, that Hobbes makes society itself abdi-

cate in favour of an absolute monarch, while
Rousseau makes society supreme.

^
Rousseau’s

theory of social contract, treated in the book
which bears the same name (1762), shows the

wildness of his dreams about the happiness of the

savage, free from all fetters because he lives out-

side of society, and makes for the support of a
civic ideal which is not even compatible with full

religious liberty. The French Revolution was in-

spired by him when it instituted an obligatory

civil religion, without any regard to the rights of

conscience.
There is a kind of individualism also which has

attacked the family and the institution of mar-
riage. At the beginning of the second half of the

19th cent, marriage began to be looked at far more
from the individual point of view than from the
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social. Under the intiuence of Romantic ideas,

even a theologian like Schleiermacher held for

some time that marriage could be dissolved if the
two individuals united by it no longer suited each
other. Free love, or a conception of marriage
which is veij near to it, has been extolled by a
series of writers (e.y. the brothers Margueritte,
Ellen Key), in the interests of individual liberty.

It is far from being the case, however, that all the
attacks against marriage and the family have been
inspired by individualistic tendencies; sometimes
they are the result of an anti-individualistic ten-

dency which regards the strongly constituted family
as an obstacle to the omnipotence of a society which
aims at equality.

With regard more particularly to the idea of
law, individualist theories and social or socialistic

theories stand in opposition. The former maintain
that the essential origin and aim of the law is the
establishing of the liberty and dignity of individuals
whose spheres of action and of influence are so pre-
scribed as not to encroach on one another. This
is especially the theory of Kantianism and French
spiritualism. The German historical school, on
the other hand, finds in law a manifestation of the
national spirit holding sway over the individual.
Auguste Comte, with his Positivism, opposes the
idea of individual rights, and insists on the rights
of society and the duties of the individual towards
it. The same theory is held by contemporary neo-
Positivism.^ Every school that finds in law only
the expression of the social relations demanded by
the nature of men and things or by social utility
either limits or entirely suppresses the individualist
character of the law.
Moral and social individualism is an enormous

improvement on the instinctive and brutal soli-

darity of ancient times. It ennobles man, but at
the same time it runs the risk of isolating him,
on the one hand, and, on the other, rendering
him proud and making him forget what he owes
to the community and to tradition. Individual-
ism is fruitful only when it leads man to accept
solidarity with his fellows without reserve, and
to make it an instrument of justice and liberty
for all.
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INDIVIDUALITY.-i. The term—The word

tndwiduum is simply the Lat. translation of the
Gr. &TOfiov, and thus originally signified ‘ that which
cannot be cut,’ or ‘divided.’ In this sense the
word is found in Cicero, and Seneca uses it in the

same way.^ Even by the later period of antiquity
however, the word had come to denote a single
thing as * unique,’ ‘ distinct from others,’ * alone of
its kind.’^ The mediaeval writers adhered to this
sense of the word, and, by the 12th cent, at latest,
they had also coined the terms individualis and
individualitas. The modern usage of the words in
the sense specified is mainly due to Leibniz.

2. Historical survey.—Just as the word indi-
viduum has two meanings, viz. that of a ‘single’
thing, and that of a ‘ unique ’ or ‘ peculiar ’ thmg,
the corresponding idea is associated with two main
problems, which, it is true, are closely connected.
These problems are : (1) whether human society is
to be traced chiefly to the action of single indi-
viduals or to a general order which is superior to
them; and (2) whether the development of the
qualities shared by all or the development of those
peculiar to the individual is to be regarded as of
more importance in the sphere of education and
culture. These two questions are closely related
also in the process of historical development.
The historical process of human society exhibits

a rhythmical tendency ; we perceive in it a move-
ment from a general order to the individual, as also
a movement from the individual to a general order,
and the culmination of either seems to lead inevi-
tably to the other. In the earliest stages of culture
the human individual is but part of a social economy
which hedges him in with its laws and customs, and
rigorously controls his conduct. The progress of
civilization brings with it a more extensive division
of labour, and at the same time carries the indi-
vidual to a position of greater independence

; the
human units do not now simply hearken and obey,
but begin to question the authority of the existing
order, and at length, feeling themselves superior
to it, they repudiate all outward control, and
refuse to recognize anything that does not clearly
and definitely approve itself to their minds. Suck
emancipation, however, tends naturally to bring
about a state of things in which the stability of
life is dissolved, and all communal existence abol-
ished, with the result that a counter-movement
sets in, and attempts are made, by spiritual means,
to restore that relationship of human beings which
in its natural form had been irretrievably lost. At
this stage the distinctive quality of the individual
may be duly recognized so far as it fits in with the
wider order. But, even when such an order has
been attained, it by no means implies finality. In
the further progress of humanity it may be found
to be too narrow, too inflexible, and may at length
become intolerable. There will then set in once
more a movement in favour of the individual, and
a concomitant transformation of the entire situa-
tion.

In this^ conflict between the general order and
the individual the former is usually defended by
an appeal to the necessity of a fixed and stable
organization, transcending the aims and powers of
the individual units, while, on the other band, the
individuals maintain that the true human life wells
up in the individual soul alone, that that life re-

^ Seneca, de Provid. 5 : * quaedam separari a quibusdam non
possunt, cohaerent, individua sunt.’

2 The various senses borne by the term individuum towards
the end of the ancient period are set forth by Boethius in his
commentary on Porphyry (Basel, 1570, p. 65): ‘Individuum
pluribus dicitur modis. Dicitur individuum guod omnino
secari non potest, ut unitas vel mens ; dicitur individuum quod
ob soliditatem dividi nequit, ut adamas

; dicitur individuum
cujus praedicatio in reliqua similia non convenit, ut Socrates,
nam cum illi sint caeteri homines similes, non convenit pro-
prietas et praedicatio Socratis in caeteris, ergo ab iis quae de uno
tantum praedicantur genus diflfert eo quod de pluribus praedi-
catur.’ The leading passage in Porph3rry runs as follows : arofta
Keyerai to. Totavra, ori iSiorTjrbiv crvvetmjKev eKoorrov, Siv to
aSpoiCfLOL OVK av hr’ aXkov Tiros iroTe to avro yevotro t5>v Kara
M€pos. This definition held its ground throughout the Middle
Ages till modern limes.
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quires perfect freedom for its development, and
that a far greater inwardness and fullness of life is

to be ioolced for from such unhampered develop-
ment than any general order could ever produce.
This oscillation between the two sides can be

distinctly traced in the history of European civili-

zation. "The complete emancipation of the indi^dd-

uai, as manifested in the philosophical sphere by
the Sophists, was presently recognized as a grave
danger, and the political constitutions drawn up by
Plato and Aristotle are largely dominated by the
idea of once more giving a commanding position to
the conception of a general order. By availing
themselves in particular of the idea of a living
organism, these thinkers illustrated, on the one
hand, the absolute subordination of the individual
to the community, and, on the other, the dis-

tinctive function of each individual svithin the
community. While Aristotle certainly concedes
to the individual a position of greater importance
than does Plato, that position must nevertheless
lie within the whole ; he never admits that the in-

dividual has any rights as against the community,
and sets no limit to the community’s claims upon
its single members. Aristotle’s view finds its most
significant expression in his assertion that the
State (the organized community) is prior to the
individual.^

The idea of the organism was extended by the
Stoics to the universe as a whole. At the same
time, however, the Stoics insisted strongly upon
the unique character of every particular element in

the whole, asserting that no two hairs or grains of

com were perfectly alike.* Thereafter the meta-
phor was adopted by Christianity, and was applied

to the Kingdom of God, as, e.^., in the figure of

the vine and the branches, although this concep-

tion is found only in the Fourth Gospel, which was
strongly influenced by Greek modes of thought.

The endeavour made in the later period of antiquity

to fortify the individual by the formation of per-

manent associations appears also in the rise of

various schools—as, those of the Stoics and
the Epicureans—the object of which was not
merely unity of opinion, but also a certain com-
munity of life.

The movement towards a stable organization

of human society, however, attained success not
through the instrumentality of philosophy, but by
linking itself to religion. It was, in fact, the

Christian Church that flrst proved capable of

creating an organization which united its members
in a firm bond, and imparted truth and salvation

to them individually. The commanding position

won by that organization was largely due to the

rise of new nationalities, which required to be

trained to independent spiritual effort. But philo-

sophy likewise nad a share in bringing about the

alliance with religion—in so far, namely
,_

as it

gave the individual a link of relationship with the

cosmic whole. The outstanding name here is

Plotinus, who includes all things in their multi-

plicity and variety in a universal life, and regards

all individual existence as being permeated thereby.

Thus, as the universal life is immediately present

in the individual, and may indeed become his own
essential nature, he is undoubtedly raised^ to a
much higher position ; nevertheless he is still de-

pendent upon the universal, and the development
of his peculiar qualities is left out of account.

This mode of thought was fostered by mysticism.

But, while mysticism advances to the desired unity

with the Ali by means of individual effort,
^

and
aspires to realize that unity directly, and while it

1 Polit. 1253<x. 19 (Bekker) : irporepov rp <}>v<ret iroXty ^ oiKta koa

e^acTTOS yifxiav eartv.
2 Cf. Cic. Acad., QiLosst. iv. :

‘ Stoicum est . . . nullum esse

pilum omnibus rebus talem qualis sit pilus alius, iiullum

«franum,’ etc.

therefore admits of a greater freedom than does the
ecclesiastical system, yet here too all life is de-
rived from the universal, and devotion thereto pre-
vails over the development of individual qualities.
Of the modern period, again, nothing is more

characteristic than the fact that it came to find
the mediaeval form of human life too narrow and
restrictive, and brought the independence and
opulence of the individual life to their full develop-
ment. The various civilized peoples have furthered
that development in various spheres : the Italians
in art, as is shown by the Benaissance ; the Ger-
mans, as the people of the Keformation; the
British, in the political and economic sphere

; the
French, in the structure of social life. These
movements have generated enormous activities,

unchained vast forces, and radically altered the
entire conditions of life—facts so palpable as to
require no fuller treatment here. In the modem
period, moreover, the full development of indi-

vidual characteristics came to be recognized as an
end of the first magnitude. Here, on the theoretic
side at least, it was especially the Germans who
led the way ; thus Leibniz enunciated with telling

eflect the unconformable character of the indi-

vidual ‘monads’; Schleiermacher and the older
Bomanticism asserted that the great end of life

was to be an individual, a personality, and to
invest every action with one’s own individuality

;

while German pedagogy made it its aim to ^ve the
most careful attention to the peculiar qualities of
individual children, and bring those qualities to

their full development. J. H. Pestalozzi emphasizes
the opposition between individual and ‘ collective’

;

he scoffs at ‘collective actions,’ at the idea of a
‘collective conscience,’ at ‘official creeds,’ and
asserts that the collective life of the race can at

best civilize it, but cannot give it a true culture

{‘kultivieren’ ; see Werke, ed. L. W. Seyffarth,

Berlin, 1881, xii. 154). In all this we can trace the
powerful influence of Bousseau, who, as regards
the whole range of human life, was the first to
bring out with perfect clearness the antithesis

between the individual and society.

Valuable as were the results of this individual-

Jstic tendency, and powerfully as it still operates,

we nevertheless cannot fail to see that its limita-

tions and its dangers are being more and more
recognized, and that a counter-movement is setting

in and increasingly asserting its power. This
counter-movement is due to various causes. Among
these we should note first of all the theory which
from various sides directed attention to the signifi-

cance of societary groups, and to the individual’s

dependence upon them—facts emphasized by his-

tory and the historical mode of thought, to which,

in particular, Bomanticism gave an artistic form of

expression ; by philosophic^ speculation, which, in

the hands of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, inter-

preted the manifold of experience as the evolution

of a single principle ; and by modern sociology,

which showed that the individual cannot exist at

all except in connexion with others, and also

made manifest the close dependence of the in^-
vidual’s personal characteristics upon the social

environment—the milieu.^

Theoretic considerations, however, were much
less effective than practical experience in counter-

acting the preponderance of the individuaL
^

The
perils of the unlimited freedom of the individu^
manifested themselves, above all, in the economic

sphere. As labour became more and more techni-

cal in character, and was more and more concen-

trated in huge factories, and as, in consequence,

1 The term * milieu,* as comprehending all the surrounding

conditions of life, was probably first used by Lamarck in his

PMloso'phic zoologique, Paris, 1809. It was transferred from

the sphere of zoology to that of sociology by Comte, but it was
Taine’s predilection for the term that gave it general currency.
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the antagonisms between varying interests became
increasingly fierce, the evils of unrestricted com-
petition became ever the more marked, and the
social process seemed to be less and less capable
of self-regulation. In such conditions some inter-

ference of the State was imperative, and this policy
has been more and more adopted even among those
peoples who by their character and their histoiy
are in a pre-eminent degree the champions of indi-

vidual freedom.
If a tendency to narrow the sphere of State action

was characteristic of the 18th cent., a reversion to
the opposite procedure asserted itself strongly in
the course of the 19th. If reason and moiality
were to rule the societary life of man, it appeared
to be urgently necessary alike to strengthen the
power of the State and to circumscribe that of
the individual. No exaggeration of this idea

—

such as we find very specially in the proposals of
Social Democracy—can detract from its rightful
claims.

This reaction against a sheer individualism takes
its ground, in the first instance, upon the conditions
necessary to the mere maintenance of life, and
treats the inward interests of man as matters of
secondary importance. Yet it cannot be denied
that a movement towards a closer association of
mankind is increasingly at work in the inward
sphere as well—that there is a growing desire for
spiritual fellowship. The inner experience fur-
nished by religion has for many people at the
present day become all but evanescent, and the
spiritual association based on such experience is
likemse largely dissolved. The individual realizes
that he is thrown upon his own resources, and
begins to feel himself isolated ; even in what he
regards as exalted and sacred he encounters endless
inconsistency. In such a state of things his con-
victions cannot attain stability or win power over
his conduct. The more earnest a man is in the
spiritual life,^ the more intensely does he feel his
isolated position to be unsatisfactory, and, indeed,
intolerable, and the more eagerly does he crave for
some fresh spiritual bond of union with his fellow-
men, and for the support that such a connexion
would afford. It may be said, in fact, that the
unmistakable movement towards religion at the
resent time proceeds in a special degree from such
esires—from a positive reaction against the threat-

ened isolation and the growing apathy of the indi-
vidual. Here emerge great problems for the future ;
the present generation is engaged in the search for
a new mode of life and a new framework of human
society.

3. The problem of individuality.—On the prob-
lem of individuality itself we would add but a
few reflexions suggested by our historical survey.
Mankind is acted upon by two opposite tendencies,
each of which has its own strong points as well as
its o^vn weaknesses. It is indisputably the case
that^ the immediate sources of spiritual life lie in
the individual alone, and thus a system of things
which places the individual above all else must un-
doubtedly prove superior to any other system in
oripnality, mobility, and variety. But, on the
other hand, the individual would appear to be in-
capable by himself of fully developing and consoli-
datmg such spiritual capacities as he possesses,
while, again, the separate individuals tend to come
into such opposition and conflict with one another
as threaten the existence of all fellowship whatever.
Society then develops a form of organization, but
this in turn is exposed to the danger not only of
permanently fettering human life to the organized
structure of a particular age, but also of seriously
heniming in the individual and depriving him of
all freedom in life and thought. It is thus quite
intelligible that in the piocess of history now the

one tendency, and now the other, should gain the
upper hand.

It is scarcely to be expected that we shall arrive
at a solution of the problem that would avail for
all ages, but we may at least discover certain points
of view which help towards a decisive conclusion.
Such a conclusion will depend, first of all, upon the
value attached to the spiritual and moral capacity
of the individual 'per se. Those who take an opti-
mistic view of that capacity will base society as tar
as possible upon the will and ability of individuals,
while a pessimistic estimate prompts the demand
for a social order higher than, and as far as pos-
sible independent of, its individuals. Thus modern
liberalism is pervaded by a vigorous optimism, while
pessimists like Hobbes and Schopenhauer were in
favour of absolute forms of government. In another
aspect of the subject it is important to note the
value that is attached to the dement of change in
human history. Changes are brought about pri-
marily by individuals, and, accordingly, the more
human affairs are regarded as being in a state of
flux, the greater is the rdle assigned to the indi-
vidual, while, in societies where human life is felt

to be sustained by eternal truths, a social order,
as preserving and bearing witness to these truths,
ranks as the higher factor. In anjr case the actual
decision between the two tendencies depends, not
upon abstract considerations, but upon the existing
conditions of human life.

A question of a different character is how far a
particular age does justice to the peculiar nature
of the individual. Manifestly the various periods
differ very greatly in this respect, some developing
more fully the characteristics common to all, while
others rather foster the qualities which differentiate
individuals from one another. The present age
finds itself in great perplexity in this matter, its

conscious purposes being at variance with the actual
social structure. Modern culture favours ahigh esti-

mate of individual qualities, and seeks to develop
thera^ fully, while the contemporary forms of social,

political, and economic life tend strongly to work
against them. Modern life, with its technical
arrangements of labour, its huge aggregations of
human beings, its increased power of locomotion
and its annihilation of distance, its complicated
inter-relations of individuals, its railways and its

newspapers, tends strongly to wear down the dis-

tinctive traits of individuals and to produce a uni-
form and average type. The social environment
is asserting its power ever the more forcibly, and
man appears to become a mere product of that en-
vironment. The dangers involved in this process
were clearly recognized by John Stuart Mill, who
^d his best to counteract them. The immense
influence of Nietzsche in our own day is due, above
all, to his vigorous crusade against the levelling
tendencies of our modern social system. It is true
that the positive elements of his polemic, and
especially his doctrine of the Superman, are hardly
adequate to the task of circumventing the evils

against which he fought. In a world of necessary
law there can be no freedom or independence for
the individual.

4. The educational problem involved.— From
ancient times the demand has been put forward
that education should recognize and foster the
individuality of the pupil, but men have often
failed to realize the perplexities inherent in this
demand. To begin wnth, education must maintain
against an extravagant optimism its right to put
an individual qualities to the proof ; its task here
is not simply to recognize, but, if need be, to reject

;

and hence it must first ascertain which elements
of the individual character are of value and worth
cultivating. Even so, however, it is not implied
that the valuable elements spontaneously combine
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fco form a rounded individuality
; on the contrary,

the several characteristics of the individual often
hang loosely together and even conflict with one
another, so that it is only with great pains that a
leading and controlling tendency can he won from
the materials. A complete individuality is not the
starting-point, but the goal ; it is no mere gift of
nature, but a high ideal that in most cases calls for
strenuous efibrt. Think of the travail undergone
by great minds, as, e.gr., a man like Goethe, before
they came to a clear understanding of their peculiar
gift. Here too, then, we light upon an arduous
task in what is often regarded as simple and self-

evident.

LiTERATTJRE.—R. Eucken, Main Currents of Modem Thought^
London, 1912, pp. 341-384,^ ‘Society and the Individual’;
Theobald Zieg’ler, Die geistigen und socialen Stromungen des
19ten Jahrhunderts^, Berlin, 1901 ; H. Dietzel, in Handu'or-
terbueh der Staatswissenschaften^, v., Jena, 1910, s.v. ‘Indi-
vidualismus.’ Jt. EuCKEN.

INDO-CHINA (Savage Races).— The name
‘savages’ is applied in French Indo-China to a
group of half-civilized races inhabiting Tongking,
Annam, Cochin-China, Cambodia, and Laos, and
called Muongs, Mois, Penongs, or Khas, according
to their locality. All these words mean ‘ barbarian^
or ‘ savages.’ These races are scattered over a vast
district of 130,000 sq. miles, extending from 22® to
12® N. lat., from the frontiers of China to the con-
fines of Cambodia, Cochin-China, and Annam. The
length of territory occupied by them is 30 miles
between 21® and 22®, 300 between 20® and 21®, and
90 to 180 betw’een 12* and 18®.

X. Habitat. —The country inhabited by the savages is an
immense forest stretching from the plain (where they seldom
stay) to the higher slopes and mountains. This forest, which
is more or less dense, has little variety of growth in the plain,
but great variety on the slopes. Along the river-banks im-
penetrable undergrowth affords shelter for all the beasts of
the forest, birds, and innumerable insects. The temperature
varies, according to the season, from 30* to 40* C. during the
day, and from 10* (sometimes 5") to 25“ during the night.

Visited on different occasions by missionaries, officers, militaiy
doctors, explorers, and colonists, these tribes have been the
object of several monographs, which are usually sincere and
interestingi^but always wanting in precision and method. Since
1900 the ‘ Ecole frangaise d’ExtrSme-Orient ’ has been conduct-
ing a very full inquiry into this subject—an inquiry which will

no doubt occup3^ many years.

2. Origin.—At the present day it seems possible to make the
assertion that the savages of French Indo-China form one race,

practically the same in all the districts in which they are found,
except for modifications due to admixture with the more civil-

ized Khmer, Tai, Annamese, and Tibeto-Burman races round
about them. It is even possible to see in some of them the
relics of a Malay or Indonesian race, to which the Chams of
Cambodia also belong.

3. Physical characteristics and mode of life.—Generally
speaking, the different sections of the people present certain

physical, psychological, and social affinities, so that the account
given of one of them may be applied to all, except in minor
details. They nearly all belong to the physical type (with very
slight differences) whose characteristics have been summarized
as follows by Noel Bernard, medical officer to the colonies, in a
study of the Khas of French Laos ;

* Straight black hair, ;^ellow

skin with a tinge of red, smooth body, short stature varying in

the different tribes from 1 m. 52 to 1 m. 69, long narrow head
(dolichocephalic), average cephalic index 76, flat nose, generally

bruised, breadth of nose average, transversal nasal index vary-

ing between 86 and 94, prominent cheek-bones, short broad
face (chamaeprosopic), general shape of head viewed from front

pentagonal or lozenge-shaped— these are the characteristic

features of the Indonesian race ’ (Bernard, Les KMs, i). 36).

They are robust, active, and hardened against fatigue, and
they sleep little. Their senses of hearing, smell, and sight are

acutely developed, and seem to be much superior to their sense

of taste. Very abstemious as a rule, they can live on a handful

of rice or on roots tom up in the forest ; but under easy cir-

oumstances they eat as much as they can, and then drink more
beer or rice-wine than is wise. They are very improvident, /ind

famine fails to make them more economical when a piece of

good fortune comes, or more careful to prevent the return of

want by cultivating a larger area or sowing a greater variety

of crops. The only thing that rouses them from their idleness

is actual need : when the savage sees his rice-granarj’’ empty,
and hears his wife and children complain of hunger, he puts aside

his apathy, lays down his eternal pipe, and, with a basket on
his back and a pruning-hook in his band, sets out for the forest

to hunt or gather fruit ;
then no difficulty baffles him, and for

whole days he will scour the woods in search of food for his

family.
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The savages have no ambition, and are naturally generous.
They are, nevertheless, as greedy as children, and sometimes
mercilessly impose upon ill-protected strangers who come asking
guides, carriers, or simplj' shelter. Because they themselves
are ruthlessly robbed by all the Annamese, Siamese, Chinese,
and Laos who deal with them, they naively believe that they in
their turn are justified in imposing upon any strangers whose
merchandise attracts them. But they are not such thieves
among themselves as might be imagined from their covetous-
ness, and people of the same village preserve the most absolute
resnect for each other’s property.
They are very suspicious of a stranger, because thev firmly

believe that he comes with evil intent on their lives or goods
Yet they very rarely break their promise to him, Thev are not
cruel, but timid rather, in spite of their innate braver\ . They
never kill any one unless they believe their own life to be in
danger, or when moved by a superstitious terror which urges
them to avenge on an intruder a ritual offence, committed, it

may be, in ignorance, which would bring misfortune on the
whole village. The perpetual state of tribal war in which they
live, always in danger of being taken unawares and sold as
slaves, makes them reserved. Generally speaking, they are
hospitable, proud, and extremely jDolite without becoming ob-
sequious. Conspicuous among their qualities is their love of
liberty. They submit to no authority or legal constraint. To
agree to any kind of taxation is regarded as a mark of slavery.
They would rather live in poverty and wretchedness, alw'ays on
the alert, than obey any authority—even among themselves.
Quite unconsciously they realize the spirit of perfect anarchy.
Their communism is equally stnking, for a trulj brotherly

solidarity reigns among them. Great works are always under-
taken in common, and, if a man’s property keeps him, he always
shares with his neighbours. In time of famine those who have
nee divide their resources equally with those who have none.
When one of their number kills a pig, a buffalo, or a goat, he
divides it into as many parts a- there are inhabitants in the
village

;
his own share is no larger than his neighbour’s, except

in the case of an animal slain in the chase, when a little extra
allowance is made to the hunters as compensation for their
exertions. Even a hen is doled out among 6(J persons to satisfy
this instinct of brotherhood. So strong is this feeling, even
among the children, that, when one catches an earth-crab, a
lizard, or a mouse, he will not eat it until he has given all his
comrades a share. By the same instinct of solidarity the whole
village takes the part of any one of the inhabitants who com-
lains of injury or loss at the hands of some member of a neigh-
ouring village. They will even take vengeance for an insult

dealt to a stranger who has once made friends with them.

All the missionaries and explorers who have
stayed any time among them are at one in praising
the general purity of their morals, exception, of
course, being made in the case of a few tribes
(Jarais, Bolovens, etc.). Although their rules of
morality are not the same as ours in eveiy detail,

it is noticeable that they are modest and have a
keen sense of decency. These remarks apply speci-

ally to those savages who have not come into con-
tact with the more civilized populations. The result
of such contact is that they lose the best of their
traditional virtues, and adopt the vices of their
Khmer, Annamese, or Laotian neighbours.

4

.

War.—^Although they live with arms continually at hand
and in a constant struggle with the animals of the forest, the
savages (with the exception of a few bellicose tribes of pillagers
like the Jarais and the Sedangs) do not like war. They hardly
ever make war except to avenge some injustice suffered by one
of their number, and only after repeated conferences with the
enemy with a view to compromise. Nevertheless, they some-
times launch into war from sheer covetousness, or even from
poverty, in order to steal cattle or elephants, or to get posses-
sion of prisoners, whom they then release for a ransom, employ,
or sell as slaves, and thus enrich the village. Slavery, in fact,

is a perpetual menace to their lives, and war is their best means
of obtaining those feasts for which they long so much after the
periodic famines.
The savage employs a very clever ruse to start an offensive

war : he glides noiselessly across the almost impenetrable under-
growth of the forest either to surprise the hostile village—^this

M a common occurrence—or to carry off women, children, or
solitary men who have left their shelter to w»ork in the fields.

In either case, old men are mercilessly massacred, being worth-
less as slaves, and liable to raise the alarm if spared. Except in

cases of offensive w^ar, the fighting of the savages is not very
serious; it is merely a few simple and dexterous razzias. In
defensive war, however, the savage sometimes proves resolute

even to heroism ; he would never dream of leaving wife and
children and fleeing. When the village is surrounded, the war-
riors place the old men, women, and children in the middle and
defend them to the death. Under such circumstances there is

nothing that will make them draw back—neither fire-arms nor
the prospect of a cruel death,—and the enemy, excited by the
fight, usually finish it wdth a general massacre of the weak.
The Sedangs have a custom of eating the livers of their slain

enemies.
Before declaring war, the village always convenes an assembly

(rf the men, at which the youths’ enthusiasm for war is some-
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times in conflict with the prudence of the older men. This

council is always accompanied by invocations to the spirits,

sacrifices, and a feast. If war is decided on, one of the cotm-

cillors announces it to the enemy, giving an enumeration of the

wrongs which his tribesmen have suffered without reparation.

Of course, the exact time of the war is not specified, and from

this event onwards the two villages live in a state of constant

alarm, while their neighbours maintain an anxious neutrality,

lest they too become involved in the conflict.

'i^en the war has been bloody and directed against the whole

village, the rejoicings on the return of the victors are in propor-

tion to the risks that they have run. Among the Eahnars,

especially, the very solemn feast called the ‘Festival of Victory

is announced every night for a fortnight beforehand by the

beating of gongs and warlike marches in the common house.

The number of buffaJoes to be slain is equal to the number of

prisoners taken.
, , ,

If weariness of the war on both sides does not lead to recon-

ciliation by means of a mediator, every expedition is inevitably

followed by a series of others, for vengeance is a sacred duty

among the savages. The tribes which are too weak them-

selves will suffer injustice under force, but will never become

resigned to it ; they cherish the secret hope of some day being

avenged by means of alliance with a more powerful tribe. The

savage spirit of independence of each village, however, makes

these alliances very rare. The confederation attempted in 18S4

between the Bahnars, Bdngaos, and Sedangs by J. B. Guerlach,

director of the Roman Catholic Mission, who assembled almost

1200 warriors of different villages under his command, in order

to pub an end to the continual and unjust incursions ot the
|

Jarais, was such an extraordinary phenomenon that it suc-

ceeded in defeating the Jarais by its moral effect. When
establishing Christianity among the more peaceable^ tribes,

which are always the first to receive them, the missionaries

try to unite them in order to guarantee them material as well

as moral security.

5. Social organization.—The family, constituted

among the savages by marriage, as a rule includes

the immediate predecessors and descendants as far

as first cousins ; but first cousins on the male side

are often excluded, • as marriages are allowed to

that degree in almost all the tribes though for-

bidden on the female side. This reservation arises

from the belief that in heredity the maternal strain

is much stronger than the paternal. Among the

Rad^s it is the woman who occupies the first place

in the home. Consanguinity among the savages

forms a sacred bond which entails the avenging of

each other’s injuries, and never permits war with
each other.

Marriage is endogamous, although some small

tribes, such as the Alak, allow their daughters to

marry men of neighbouring villages. It generally

takes place at puberty, t.e. at the age of fourteen

or fifteen years ; and in almost all the tribes the
older the girls are, and, therefore, the more skilled

in household work, the better marriages they
make. Among the Kha-Pi, however, marriages
are mentioned where the wife is only eight years
of age. Rich Halang chiefs often marry girls at
this age, who continue to live with their parents at
the husband’s expense until puberty, when the
marriage is consummated. As a general rule

woman is greatly respected among the savages,
and everywhere rape and seduction are punished
by a heavy fine. It is even forbidden to abuse
women prisoners of war. Among the Western
savages, sexual relations before marriage are not
considered improper, and a woman is often married
at an advanced stage of pregnancy. The custom
of sending the young boys to sleep in the common
house fosters a strict morality. The Nialibns and
the Bolovens impose a fine of three bufialoes for a
case of seduction ; but, if there is an acknowledged
betrothal, the betrothed pair have full liberty of

intercourse.

The woman nearly always chooses her husband,
and the latter very often pays an indemnity to the
woman’s family ; or he lives for a certain time

—

for some months to several years—in a kind of

slavery in the family of his parents-in-law, in order
to compensate them for theloss of their daughter.
When he does not want to do this, he nearly
always offers them a strong healthy slave instead.

Under these conditions 'we can understand how
many of the tribes welcome the birth of a

daughter with more enthusiasm than that of a

son; if the one will afterwards defend the tribe,

the other will enrich it. Among the Alak the
husband is compelled to provide a dowry, which
usually includes four buffaloes and two Cambodian
jars. Among the Kha-Pi, custom prescribes that
the rich must marry among themselves, and the
poor likewise members of their owm class.

Among a great number of tribes, the intended
husband gives only a few unimportant presents,

and works for a year with his future father-in-law.

The eldest daughter, however, even after marriage,

never leaves the paternal roof. The asking in

marriage is almost always done by the youth him-
self, through his parents or a mutual friend. The
length of the betrothal depends on individual

circumstances, especially on tne time necessary for

the making of all the rice-wine for the marriage-

festival. The date of the marriage is usually fixed

by the chief of the village, wdio for this purpose
examines the entrails of a chicken. After the

omens relating to the marriage have been received,

and invocations and sacrifices made to the spirits,

the marriage is celebrated, followed by a feast

more or less magnificent according to the resources

of the couple, in which the whole village takes

part until a state of satiety and complete intoxi-

cation is reached. Rich and poor alike find means
to pay the expenses. Among the Kha-Pi, where
marriages take place earlier, it is noteworthy that

they are arranged by the parents ; among the

Radbs, on the contrary, it is the girl herself who
chooses her husband and asks him in marriage.

Although chiefs and .rich men marry as many
wives as they can support, monogamy is the rule.

The savage has generally only one wife, to whom
he is very much attached and faithful ; but the

wife is never in any way opposed to new alliances,

which would bring her valuable assistants in her

household work.
Divorce is rare, and takes place on either side.

The man sometimes seeks divorce on account of

incurable illness or barrenness in his wife ; the

wife, when she sees an opportunity of getting a

better home, or when her husband requires her to

do too much work. The assembly of the old men,

or the chiefs of the village, hears complaints and
pronounces judgment. The husband as far as

possible avoids seeking a divorce, for his wife

represents for him an actual value—the dowry he

has paid to get her and the compensation he will

I have to pay for casting her ofi*. Among the

I

Niahons this fine is three buffaloes ; among the

Halangs seven slaves. In a case of divorce the

children are divided between the two parents,

the mother usually taking the younger ones. As
a rule this course of action is seldom resorted to,

for the family ties of the savages are nearly always
very strong.

Adultery is even rarer than divorce ; some
missionaries state that during twenty years among
the Bahnars, Sedangs, and Stiengs they have not

recorded a single case of it. Among all the tribes

it is punishable by heavy fines, varying according

to the rank of the injured husband, who always
has the right to kill culprits takenflagrante delicto^

and in some cases the right to sell the lover as

a slave. Among the Stiengs, only the man is

unished by being sold into slavery, the woman
eing considered irresponsible. As a rule, in

practical life, punishment is limited to a fine paid

by the lover: then the husband takes back his

wife.

Among the Kha-Pi there is a sort of expiatory ceremony
before this peaceful settlement : a pig is killed at the expense

of the culprit, and the right foot of the injured husband is

sprinkled with its blood ;
then he takes back his wife.

Though the moral and legal condition of the
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women is based on the principle of complete

equality of rights ^vith. the men, their material

condition is miserable. On them devolves all the

labour of the household, the fields, etc. They
work from dawn like beasts of burden, carrying

water and wood, grinding rice, cooking, weeding,

planting, weaving, plaiting, and dyeing, under the

calm eye of their husbands, who pass most of their

time drinking or smoking on the doorstep of the

common house. In spite of real affection for his

wife, the savage would feel degraded if he did any-

thing but fish, hunt, or fight. His duty is to pro-

tect the home, and to provide sustenance in time
of famine, when he can show extreme bravery and
devotion.
As a result of the spirit of anarchical indepen-

dence of these tribes, the authority of parents over

their children is very feeble. Correction is rare,

and, besides, useless. Owing to the sweetness of

the domestic harmony, parents are honoured by
their children, and love them tenderly. In cases

of serious offence on the part of children, the Kha-
?i perform the expiatory ceremony mentioned
above in connexion with adultery.

The old men are very much respected, but in

spite of this their importance in the life of the

village is diminished by their physical uselessness.

Their number is very small, however, on account

of the hardness of the savage life.

6. Death and disposal of the dead.—When a

savage dies, his family proclaim their grief by
cries and tears, and among certain southern tribes,

particularly the Bahnars, by laceration of their

bodies and faces with their nails or even with

weapons. Young men have been known to wound
themselves even mortally in such circumstances.

In the north, under the influence of the Laotians,

death soon loses its mournful character ;
and rela-

tives and friends flock to the house of the deceased

in order to prevent the near relatives from giving

themselves over to too keen sorrow, as well as to

mourn. Hence the Bolovens, NiahSns, etc., hold

great feasts, with generous supplies of alcohol, at

which the survivors get intoxicated m honour of

the dead. In the south, as well as in the north,

burial, not cremation, is the rule ; the ceremony is

more or less complicated according to the wealth

and position of the dead man.

In the case of the death of a poor man, as soon as he has

breathed his last, his relatives or his children wash him, put on

his best clothes, and, leaving’ his eyes wide open, wrap him in a

mat, along with sever^ small axes, pots, necklaces, and baskets

for his use. They close the mat vrtth a strong piece of rattan,

and then bury him in a grave with the remainder of his personal

goods, within 24 hours, taking care to put beside him two

baskets of rice and two jars of alcohol, one of each at his head

and one at his feet. The grave is filled up and covered with

tree-trunks to prevent wild animals from disinterring the body.

For a chief or a rich man a coflBn is always made, hollowed out

of a tree-trunk. The use of coffins is becoming more^ prevalpt

throughout the south, and the shape of the coffin is improving

the nearer the savages come to civilized races. The making of

the coffin of a chief requires from 48 to 72 hours, that of a poor
iwft Ti 24 hours : this is what settles the time of burial.

Before la3ring the dead man in his coffin, the Bahnars bind up
his lower jaw with a cotton thread fastened on the top of his

head, his arms are stretched by his sides, and his great toes are

tied together with a cotton thread. The Radfes bind the dead

man’s hands and feet with a cotton thread. Among these two

tribes the coffin is filled to the brim with the dead man’s most

precious belongings, closed up with a resinous subst^ce, or,

more simply, with a paste of glutinous rice, and (»rried out of

the house to the sound of gongs. At the burial-pl^e, while

one party of mourners digs the grave, the otoer kills the buffalo,

ox, pig, or chicken (according to the station of the sur'pvors)

which is to be given to the dead man. A bamboo, pierced from

one end to the other, is fitted into a little opening made m the

coffin at the place where the head is. When the grave is suffi-

ciently deep, the coffin is lowered into it with the customary

two baskets of rice and two jars of alcohol ;
then, besides these,

part of the buffalo, ox, pig, or chicken, raw; and, ^aUy,
various utensils for the dead man’s use. The generosity vnto

which the relatives deprive themselves for his sake shows the

depth of their sorrow at his death. The grave is

everything being covered except the bamboo tube. But ^_e

soul of the dead man is not yet supposed to have left his

original dwelling; the body alone is ii the ground with its

vital needs. This is the reason why the widow or the children

of the deceased come every morning for a variable period of

time, usually two or three months, and pour a little soup, rice,

and alcohol down the bamboo tube, and blow down some puffs

of tobacco smoke, to cheer him. At the end of this period a

small thatched shed is erected over the tomb, which becomes
the dwelling-place of the ghost. As soon as this is achieved,

the dead man finally leaves the family. This event is celebrated

by a feast, and the animals which are to form the banquet are

sacrificed near the tomb. The dead man receives his shaie of

the food, and what is left is earned back to the home of fais

heirs.

From that time the dead man is not visited any more except

at the end of each lunar month. When the moon is disappear-

ing from the horizon, the relatives and friends, to the sound of

tom-toms, gongs, and tambourines, carr:i food and alcohol to

the dead man with the customary lamentations. The offerings

are left on the tomb, and, after begging the deceased not to

come back and torment the living, the mourners retire. They
eat and drink till sunset, wffien they return home to wait until

the next moon. This ceremony is called glo7n por^ ‘ throwing
down cooked rice,’ among the Bahnars.
This worship hardly ever lasts for more than a year, and it is

completed by a ceremony which marks the final separation of

the deceased from his terrestrial parentage and his entrance

into the kingdom of the dead. It vanes in grandeur and im-

portance in different tribes. Among the Bahnars the ceremony
IS very costly ; the families of all those who have died within the

year m a village unite in celebrations at the common expense.

A month or two before the appointed day, the cleverest artisans

of the neighbourhood carve wrooclen statuettes representing

each of the dead to be honoured, and bearing the name of kon
ngai, ‘eyeball.’ These puppets are dressed in mourning
costume, ornamented with hair or beards of grass tufts, and set

up in a row side by side on a common bunal-mound covered

with a roof of bamboo trellis-work. Each one has its arms
stretched out, laden with little pieces of food, and holds in its

left hand a wax torch, and m its right a piece of meat; and a

pipe rests on each one’s breast. At their leet are little wheels,

baskets, axes, cross-bow's, pots, and cups—all the utensils

wffiich the dead had used during life. This common tomb is

surrounded by a strong enclosure of stakes, many of which are

surmounted by other kon ngai, seated, with their heads in their

hands as if weeping.
.

On the morning of the ceremony the relatives and friends

come great distances, each bringing a chicken and a 3ar of rice-

wine—the rich sometimes bringing a pig. A large opening

allows the mourners to enter the enclosure and present their

offerings to the dead. Buffaloes, oxen, and pigs are killed ; and
the frontal bones of the buffaloes and the jaws of the pigs are

carefully fastened to the arras of the kon ngai. The mourners
dance, laugh, play most unmusical instruments, and make most
licentious jokes, all to entertain the dead, to whom they offer

wooden platters of carefully prepared food. The living in their

turn eat and drink by the side of the tomb until they are quite

intoxicated ; then, as the day advances, they plant banana-

trees, pumpkins, and sweet potatoes in the enclosure, the fruit

of which nobody will dare to eat. Any person impious enough
to risk it, besides incurring the anger of the gods, must pay a

heavy fine to the village. Before departing the mourners tie

a chicken to a little stake by a cotton thread and imprison it in

the enclosure. The creature soon breaks its feeble bonds : if it

escapes into the forest, it is a good sign ; if it returns^ to the

vUlage, it is pursued wfith bows and arrows, and, when killed, is

thrown into the forest. There is no more thought of the dead

after this feast.

The period of mourning varies with the different

tribes and circumstances. Mourning for a chief

always lasts longer than that for an ordinary man.
The rules regarding re-marriage are also very

variable.
Among the Radfes the widow may give a feast after three

months at her own expense in the home of her deceased hus-

band’s parents, and, if they have another son, she may ask him
in marriage. If refused, she marries any man whom she chooses.

Among the Kha-Pi the duration of mourning and, consequently,

of inability to contract a fresh marriage is two years. Of course,

these rules do not affect the poor ; they may re-marrywhenever

they get the opportunity. One of the characteristics of mourn-
ing among all the tribes that wear long hair is that they keep

their heads shaved during the whole period.

From what has been said, it is clear that ancestor-

worship is by no means general among the savages,

and that, as far as death is concerned, all that

takes place is a few funeral rites performed at the

time of death and at intervals comparatively soon

thereafter.

There is a vague notion among certain tribes

that the soul of the dead relative wanders round

his former dwelling-place, on the threshold of

which the son places offerings for his acceptance ;

hut tins practice is neither fundamental nor general.

At the end of a year the dead are supposed to have

gone to join their fellows ‘in the mysterious regions
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of the South.’ If they return, they are feared

rather than honoured, and it is not necessary to

offer sacrifices except to the manes of those who
have been very rich or powerful during their lives

and might be able to transmit a little of their good

luck to their descendants.
Suicide is ve^ rare, though not unknown, among

the savages. It entails, particularly among the

Bahnars, an isolated burial, in the forest, far from
the haunts of men. Those who have buried a
suicide must not enter the village again until they

have performed certain purificatory rites and a
sacrifice.

7. Eschatology.—If ancestor-worship is vague
among the savages, their ideas of what follows

death are even more so. They almost all believe

that the personality subsists after death and con-

tinues its terrestrial life in another place and
another way ; but among many of the tribes the

idea of a judgment of the dead and a reward for

good deeds in this world is very confused. The
Bolovens, the Kha-Pi, and the Rad^s do not, as a

rule, believe in the rewards and punishments of a
future life. The Kalangs believe in these things,

but without any clear notion as to what they may
be.
The Bahnars believe in a whole mang lung^ ‘ kingdom of the

dead,’ which the dead enter, a y’ear after their burial, by means
of the feast described above and called mut to kiek^ ‘ to enter

the cemetery.’ This kingdom is hidden in the depths of the
earth. The dead do not reach it until after they have crept in

fear and trembling between two huge stones which continually

strike against each other. They must slip through at the
instant when the stone which is acting as hammer is raised in

the air. They have next to avoid the formidable motion of two
gigantic scissor-blades, and then to cross a frightful precipice on
a bridge of tree-trunks, stripped of their bark, and animated by
a constant rotatory movement which makes the smallest step
dangerous. The bridge, moreover, does not reach across the
whole abyss ; there is a considerable empty space, which the
dead man must leap across. Only those who have done good
deeds on earth can accomplish this leap ; thieves and liars fall

into the chasm, without hope of resurrection. When a person
issues victorious from this third trial, he finds himself standing
before the cottage of an old witch or sorceress who is busy
pouncUng rice from morning till night, and who in return for

glass-ware or little axes provides the maiies with fire and light,

which are absolutely necessary in these gloomy realms. If the
ghost cannot pay in current coin, he must allow his ears to be
cut off. They immediately attach themselves to the sorceress’s

ears, which, as a result of additions of this kind, reach down to
the ground. Equipped with safe fire, the dead man reaches a
cross-road—^the junction of two roads leading to two cities.

One of these roads, strewn with brambles and briars, is for men
who died a natural death ; the other, very smooth and bordered
with red flowers, is taken by those who have met a violent
death—e.p., warriors slain by the enemy, in expedition, or by
their own arms, or from wounds inflicted by a dart. Dressed in
brilliant red, because of the blood which they have shed, they
dwell in a specially privileged village. In both the cities and
the village, life is much the same as it was on earth, and the
dead there are happy in proportion to the abundance of the
supplies of meat, flocks, utensils, slaves, and necklaces which
their relatives place in their coffins or on their tombs, of glom

and, above all, of mut t'6 Jciek. Slaves are represented by
rough little figures placed along with pots, cross-bows, wooden
sabres, etc., at the foot of the kon ngat
The Bahnars have no definite idea of a judgment

of men after death, but their traditions imply that
only the good can reach the cities of the kingdom
of the dead ; the wicked succumb to the trials of
the journey.

8. Sorcerer-chiefs and sorcerers.—Although the
savages of Indo-China do not recognize any consti-
tuted power, it is worthy of mention that there
are among them three individuals with mysterious
moral power. The best known are the ‘water
king’ and the ‘fire king.’ We have only vague
information about the ‘ wind king.’ The designa-
tion sadetes, which they receive in Indo-China, is

simply the Laotian saaet (=Khmer sdec), ‘king.’
They belong to the powerful Jarai tribe. In spite
of tlieir title, they have no effective power, and
their authority, which is purely spiritual, is not
even recognized except by the few villages border-
ing on their own territory. But all the savages
know them by name, and dread them. They seem

to offer an analogy with the god-kings of whom
Frazer speaks {GB^ i. 164). Their influence can
greatly facilitate the movements of an explorer if

he manages to approach them and to get into their

good graces. The sadete who is most feared is the
Ire sadete^ known especially by the savages of the
Annaniese slope ; the water sadete exercises a less

perceptible sway over the Laotian slope ; the power
of the wind sadete seems insignificant.

The sadetes live in the neighbouring villages, and it is believed

that at least those of fire and water are always at hand in a

certain pair of families which are related to each other. Thej'

possess objects endowed with magic power. The fire king has
a sacred sword, or magic blade, badly hewn, and carefully

rolled in white cotton ra^. No savage would dare to approach
it. If the sadete drew this blade half-way, they say it would be

enough to make the sun disappear and men and animals fall into

a profound sleep ; if he were to draw it full length, the whole
world would be devoured by flame. The traditions of Chams,
Cambodians, and Laos claim that this magic sword was stolen

from them long ago. The Cambodians, monks and laymen, and
even a rebel chief, it would appear, have several times gone right

into these inhospitable regions to ask for it or to try to get it

back again. They never returned, being destroyed, the savages

say, by fire from heaven in punishment of their unjust claim.

The water sadete has a magic cup and wand, according to

some authorities, and, according to others, a rattan bearing

flowers that never fade, and a bindweed saved from the Deluge,

but still green. Armed with these objects, the sadete, if he is

roused to anger, is able to bury the earth under the waters.

Although legends of the most confused kind are

current about the sadetes, and although the savages

shrink from giving explanations of the subject to

strangers, and the sadetes themselves are very

difficult to approach, it seems certain that, in spite

of their occult power, they live the simple life of

the other savages, and go through the villages

asking a tribute of alms, which is seldom refused

them, but still more rarely offered. Certain Radfe

villages, of their own accord, present the fire sadete

every year with a little cotton, some rice, and a

chicken.
The sadetes must never die a natural death.

When one of them falls ill, the chiefs and the old men assemble

to examine his condition. If this is judged to be very serious,

the invalid is dispatched by spear-thrusts.
^
The sadetes, alone

among the savages, are cremated, not buried. The ashes are

gathered, and honoured for five years. The widow receives

some of them, which she has to carry on her back in an um
when she goes to mourn at the tomb of her husband.

It is certain that, in spite of its prerogatives, the

office of sadete seems to be forced upon the members
of families which benefit from it. To succeed the
sadete a descendant on the female side is always
sought ; and the nomination of the new sadete often

meets with undisguised unwillingness from the
privileged family. This has given rise to several

stories.

It has been claimed that immediately after the death of a
sadete, all his relatives eligible for succession flee to the forest

to escape this honour. The village inhabitants set out to look

for them, and the first one discovered is nominated. Another
tale is that all go to sleep in the common house ;

an old man
enters quietly during the night, and asks the sleepers in a loud
voice, ‘ Who will succeed ?’ The spirits prompt one of them to

answer, *1.’ The old man ties a cotton thread, as a guarantee
of the will of the spirits, to the wrist of the chosen one, who is

thus recognized next day. Surer and more numerous testi-

monies lead us to believe that the new sadete is chosen by the
old men from the appointed family.

Until the time of king Norodom, predecessor of the present
king Sisowath, the sovereigns of Cambodia, at their accession,

used to send expensive presents to the fire sadetes ; elephants,
silk stuffs to wrap round the sacred sword, glass trinkets, etc.

The two savage chiefs in return sent several rural presents to

Phnom-Penh : rhinoceros-tusks, rice, sesame, and cakes of un-
wrought wax, on which w^as seen the impress of a finger as

signature. Rice, sesame, and wax were sent to the hams, or
Brahman priests of the royal palace, who used them in certain

ritualistic ceremonies. In spite of the objections of the sadete,

Norodom put an end to these traditional customs without giving
any reason for his action. Perhaps he saw in this gift a form of

disguised tribute to Cambodia, which doubtless recalled either

the services rendered long ago to the Khmer kings in the evolu-
tionary epoch, or a relation of kinship between the sovereigns
and the savages.

The sadetes or pataos, still so little known,
remain, as regards both origin and attributes, one
of the most interesting problems to be solved in
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the political and religions organization of the Indo-
Chinese.
The extremely wavering beliefs and the com-

plicated worship of the savages have given rise

also to a whole class of sorcerers expert in sooth-

saying and in nullifying the evil designs of the
yang. They may be grouped in two categories

:

(a) wizard-doctors, ^yho are employed in exorcizing
diseases and prescribing remedies and sacrifices

;

they are in greatest demand, and best paid, but
not most influential ; (6) wizard-soothsayers ; they
alone know how to burst eggs, and their business

is to discover by this means theft, murder, or deatih

by witchcraft. All-powerful among these super-

stitious tribes, they are very much feared, for their

word alone is sufficient to have a man convicted

of witchcraft and reduced to slavery. Naturally
many sorcerers abuse their terrible power. Cer-

tain wizard-soothsayers practise casting spells by
means of wax figures, and belief in the effects of

this practice is general among the Indo-Chinese
savages.
A man is either born a sorcerer or may become

one ; there is, in the one case, direct inspiration of

the spirits, and, in the other, preliminary initiation.

The wizard-soothsayers who practise divination by
means of the crushing of eggs receive their mission

directly in a dream from the spirit of the lightning.

The wizard-doctor {hbjdu) may also be directly

inspired by a special spirit called yang gru.

When the yang takes possession of a man, the latter becomes
aware of it from the fact that he can no longer eat certain foods

without becoming sick or fevered: do^s, frogs, lizards, and
mice, from which sorcerers always abstain. Soon he is seized

with a sort of hysterical delirium, which often lasts five or six

days, and flees into the forest to follow the yang ; then he has

paroxysms of fever, refuses to eat, and holds long conversations

with his yang gru^ who reveals to him all the diseases with
whidi such and such inhabitants of the village are to be smitten

;

and then he goes to sleep, overcome by fatigue. These paroxysms
seize him periodically for several months, but each time becom-
ing feebler, and at last the initiated one appears to have returned

to his normal condition, except that he has become a tojaM, i.e.

seer and healer. He always has with him in a little bag his

special domong, one of which concains the yang gru^ or spirit

which inspires him.

The bbjau may also be initiated by another

sorcerer. i

He first of all feels himself becoming feverish after having

eaten the foods mentioned above. An mitiated sorcerer exam-

ines him, and then, lifting up his eyelids, by the light of a

small candle, and repeating a certain incantation, commumcates
the magic power to him. Thereupon the yang makes sure that

the initiated man finds several domongs, and he immediately

becomes a perfect sorcerer. But many of the savages show
greater confidence in the sorcerer who has waited till the spirit

possessed in one who compels it by means of a fellow'-

sorcerer.

It is a remarkable fact that the majority of

these sorcerers, the soothsayers as well as the

doctors, are women. The hbjdu of the Bahnars,

Rongaos, and numerous other tribes, with her

hysterical stamping and her cataleptic sleeps, re-

sembles the pajaUf the pythoness of the Chams.

9. Penal law.—The crime most severely pun-

ished is theft, especially of domestic animals or

of rice; the latter is sometimes punishable by

death. A less serious theft is punished by a fine,

almost always equal to double the value of the stolen

object. If the thief cannot pay, his debt makes

him the slave of the man whom he has robbed.

Crimes of passion—adultery, rape, and murder-
are, as a rtue, punished with a variable fine, which

is handed over to the injured family or person.

The laws of the savages are averse to punishing by

death, because a man can always be useful to the

village. Crucifixion, however, is practised among

certain tribes, and cudgelling to death is allowed.

Slavery for debt is fairly_ frequent, but the slave

may always regain his freedom by paying the

sum due.

10. Oaths and ordeals.—When a person denies

his guilt, the savages have recourse to ordeals.

which are undergone in the presence of a sorcerer.

The most usual, the water test, is a custom still in

vogue among the Khmers

:

The accused and the accuser, both holding on to a post firmly
fixed in the river, plunge at the same time underneath the
water. If the accuser remains longest under the water, the
accused is judged to be guilty ; if the accused, he is innocent.
The savages firmly believe that the haemorrhage which occurs
in the weaker of the two at the beginning of asphyxia results

from the fact that the spirit of the waters, indignant at his

falsehood, has pricked his nostrils.

Other ordeals consist in making the culprit

plunge his hand into boiling pitch or even into

molten lead. If his hand remains unhurt, he is

E
reclaimed innocent. A more formidable test,

ecause it allows more scope for manipulation or

wickedness, is the ordeal of ‘ breaking an egg be-

tween the thumb and the first finger,’ among the

Bahnars, Rongaos, Sedangs, etc. It is used in

cases of theft and poisoning ; and, especially in

cases of witchcraft, it takes place with the aid of

a sorcerer or a sorceress.
When, by superstition, ignorance, or brazen-faced falsehood,

a savage of any village accuses a member of the same village, or,

more usually, of a neighbouring village weaker than his own,
of having stolen something from him, or cast over him a spell

of illness or of death, the two villages assemble to decide the
issue. As a rule the accused is a poor man or woman, or one
of no lineage ; and it also very often happens that, having no
faith in the fairness of the ordeal, and fearing that he will be
abandoned by his village or that he may involve it in war, the
victim pleads guilty rather than resist, and, though innocent,
allows himself to be sold as a slave to the Annamese or the
Laotians. W'hen the accused is rich and of influential family,

the attitude of his relatives and of the whole village sometimes
makes the accuser beat a rapid retreat. When the parties are

about equal in rank, the case is nearly always decided by the
egg-test. The bojdu takes an egg between his thumb and fore-

finger and asks it if there has really been deng^ ‘witchcraft.’

The egg, if cleverly pressed, never fails to break if the sorcerer

wishes it. Other eggs are then taken to find out in which
village the deng is ; generally one of the eggs collapses with a

cracMe at the name of the guilty village. A third time the
sacred eggs are interrogated, to find out which person in this

village, the inhabitants of which are aJl enumerated by name,
has the power of casting spells (deng)

;
when the egg; breaks at

the mention of one of these names, the unfortunate individual,

irrefutably convicted, is immediately bound, and handed over

as a slave to the accuser. It is evident that the greed or
wickedness of the bojau may draw great profit from such a

custom.

Another very repugnant test is to make the

accused lick the decomposed corpse of the person

he is suspected of having poisoned, while saying

:

‘ May I die within the year if I am guilty of the

death of this man !
’ If he reaches the end of the

year without accident, he is pronounced innocent.

When the body has been buried for some time, the

accused may clear himself of the accusation of

poisoning by repeating the same formula while

swallowing some of the earth taken from under
the coffin and pounded with dry leaves.

Very often the peaceable tribes, e.g. the Bahnars,

are satisfied with a more kindly ordeal.

The families of the deceased and of the accused and the

accused himself go into the cemetery. A little earth is taken

from the grave, and a model of a tombstone is made with it.

This is sprinkled with rice-wine and the blood of a chicken,

while one of the company pronounces the following impreca-

tion: ‘ Thou6 1 We are making libations of chicken’s blood and
wine in order that this business may be ended ! May the per-

jurer die, slain by the axe or the knife ! May he be caught

in a snare ! May he be drowned in the water ! May the

lightning strike him ! May his enemies pierce him with arrows 1

May they slay him with the sword in battle 1 May cancer eat

him away ! May the blood gush from his nostrils and his

mouth I

’ ‘ Then they mix the earth, moist with the blood and
wine, with a little ground stag-horn, each one present swallows

some of it, and a bumper of alcohol all round closes the cere-

mony. According to the savages’ ideas, the culprit, if there is

one, is sure to die within the year.

The oath of friendship is a complicated one, for

it serves to create a bond as sacred as kinship

between those who exchange it.

Intermediaries are chosen between two persons who wish to

swear allegiance to each other, and are charged with sounding

their intentions. They receive two jars of rice-wine and two
chickens from the contracting parties ; one half is to pay them
for their trouble, and the other is required for the ceremony.

One of the chickens is roasted, and each of the future friends

receives an equal share of the heart, the liver, and the legs,
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which be must eat. Then both drink together from the same
jar of rice-wine by means of a flexible bamboo tube, while the
spectators utter the usual imprecations: ‘Remember that to-
day you become brothers. ... If one of you betrays his
brother, may he be struck by lightning I May he be reduced
to slavery ! May he die miserably, andmay his unburied body
become the prey of the ravens !

‘ In most cases they prick the
arms of the two friends with the point of a dagger, in order to
mix their blood with the wine, which they have to drink
together. The solemnity is greater still when not two indi-

viduals, but two villages, swear indissoluble friendship after a
war. Into the jar of rice-wine are put a boar's tusks, spear-
heads, and arrows

; above it are hung fish, ropes, fetters, and a
serpent’s head. Then the whole assembly drinks, after having
uttered the most terrible maledictions against the village which
should try to break the peace.

The savages are somewhat extravagant with
their oaths when they wish to affirm or convince.
They ‘ eat ’ their sword, their spear, their pipe, or
their clothing—which means that, if they lie, they
give themselves over to be killed by the sword or
by the spear, or to smoke their last pipe, or wear
their last dress in this world.

II. Religion.—The religion of the Indo-Chinese
savages appears to be Animism strongly tinged with
fetishism and polytheistic naturalism. It is both
ublic and private, demands an infinite number of
uties, often very onerous, and constitutes a utili-

tarian worship based on the fear of evH powers
and the desire to conciliate them in order to obtain
satisfaction of personal interests. The savages
give souls or spirits to animals, objects, plants,
and phenomena

; these evil spirits take vengeance
for even involuntary neglect of a rule or an offer-
ing. Famine, bad luck at fishing, hunting, etc.,
illness, accidents, and death are the result. Every-
thing that the savage does to guard his wretched
life must be preceded or followed by rites and
sacrifices to baffle these formidable powers. These
spirits, which are very numerous, are the possessors
of considerable but not hierarchical power, and
are dependent on one another. Having the same
passions as men, they are in constant rivalry,
contending for the ofierings of men. Among the
savages all manifestations of a supernatural power—genii, souls, spirits—bear the generic name of
yang, a word of Malajo-Polynesian origin.
The spirits, or genii, are aivided into two great

categories ; the good and the wicked. Among the
good are those whose mission is to make the fruits
of the earth grow, who dispense light and heat,
rain, cold, or wind as there is occasion, and who
bestow rich harvests, health, and happiness, ii-
though much honoured (for their anger might
become dangerous in a case of neglect of an offer-

yet they are less honoured than the maleficent
spirits, who hate men, and try to torment them
in every possible way, or to make them die, and
whose neutrality must be conquered by means of
sacrifices. These evil genii live in large trees,
in huge rocks, or in mountain caves. A savage
would not dare to cut down a large tree or begin
to cut wood in the forest without first having
killed a dog, dipped some arrows in its blood, and
drawn them across the tree. Then the tree may
be cut down ; the yang has changed its abode.
These spirits vary in power, attributes, and

dwelling-place. First of all, there are the most
powerful, the spirits of the sky. At their head
IS the god of lightning, whose voice is the thunder.
This god, called by the Bahnars BdJb GlaiK, ‘ the
Grandiather who thunders,’ comes down to the
earth in the ^ise of the storm, and with a stone
axe strikes those who have offended him ; hence
the veneration among the savages for cut flints
and meteoric stones. He is also the god of war,
and then he assumes the form of a goat or of a
shaggy old man with a long beard. He lives in
the sky with the goddess of the harvest (Bahnar
Yang sbri ; cf. Skr. or?, and Malayo-Polynesian
Seri) and her mother, who has a pair of wings.

and is ugly, dirty, and poor, but very fond of the
liver of victims, and who comes down to earth to
test the enthusiasm of men. The person who gave
her a good welcome, in spite of her repulsive ap-
pearance, was immediately loaded with fortune’s
gifts, but he who turned her away through pride
came to misery.
Between the sk^ and the earth, in a zone of

space, live certain ill-intentioned spirits, of whom
the most famous is Grandfather Nu, who, without
a rag to cover him, tries to snap up the livers of
victims, the blood, and the wine offered to other
gods. These deities hurl their wrath on the un-
fortunate savagewho is believed not to have offered
anything, and becomes the prey of mischance.
This spirit is by nature such a thief and so male-
ficent that it would be useless to attempt to stop
his depredations by heaping him with sacrifices.

The inferior spirits live in holes under the earth.
Wounded unwittingly by the savage who is plough-
ing his field, they have their revenge by inflicting
internal diseases upon him, which become fat^
unless they are disarmed by means of offerings.
Along with these should be mentioned the earth-
spirit and the water-spirit.

Among the inferior spirits, many become incar-
nated in the form of human beings or enter in-

animate objects. There are certain crickets whose
cry always foretells a successful hunting expedition
to the savage. In order to thank them, an offering
is made in their honour of certain hairs of the
captured game (these hairs are roasted and a liba-

tion of rice-wdne is then poured out) and of birds
whose singing is taken as an omen. Omens are
also taken from the kite—the sight of which in
time of war fills all hearts with joy—and certain
sparrows, whose flight, to right, to left, in front,
or behind, decides what action the savage is to
take. He never starts on any expedition or voyage
without consulting the birds.

The savages also worship rocks which have
roughly the shape of a man or an animal; they
are supposed to harbour a yang. There is nearly
always a legend attached to them. Libations are
offered to them, or a leaf from a neighbouring tree
is plucked in passing.

Fractically all the Bahnars, Sedangs, Jarais,
and Hadrongs still believe that spirits reside in
those huge jars which, along with the gongs, con-
stitute the chief wealth of the savages. The
presence of spirits in the jar is shown by some
external sign, but they are not incontestably geS,

* spirit-jars,* nor are they honoured as deities,

a dream reveals their value to the savage
who possesses them or washes to buy them. On
holidays the mouths of these jars are coated with
blood and rice-wine. When a Sedang makes up
his mind to sell a very expensive one, he breaks off

one handle of the jar in the hope of keeping the
yang in the handle, and continues to worship it in
the same way as before.
We have still to mention the protecting spirit of

villages. The coarse figure which represents him
is made of wood and adorned with a plume of

f
rass, and he is armed with a sword and a bow,
ound to his diminutive arms. As soon as the

grain is cut and the rice stored, the images of this
spirit, carefully sprinkled with the blood of a
chicken and with rice-wrine, are fixed on the

E
alisade of the village and on the roofs of the
ouses, with the notion that he will pierce with

his arrows the evil genii who might kill or ruin
the inhabitants. The next year the little figure,

very much worn out, is replaced by another of the
same kind without ceremony, the spirit having left

the old one when it became too dilapidated.
More formidable is a malevolent spirit wdth

human form, his body tom with wounds, his en-
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trails han^ng out of his lacerated body, and his

heart visible in his open breast. He wanders
about unceasingly through the mountains and
forests, chuckling and groaning alternately, leav-

ing large bloodstains as he goes. The savages
are in mortal terror of him, and never dare to

ask :
* What blood is this ? ’ The angry yang

would pursue them, seize them by craft, and
drown them in a sea of blood. Perhaps we may
recognize in these spirits, whom the Bahnars call

laih Um kleng bri, * spirits which bar the forest,’

the souls of men who have died a violent death
and lain unburied in the forest or been devoured
by wild animals ; for these and the souls of women
who have died in child-birth are particularly male-
volent spirits in the eyes of the savages. This
last belief is very wide-spread throughout the whole
of the Far East, and is found among the Malaysians,
the Khmers, aud the Annamese.
The worship of the savages consists chiefly in

sacrifices and offerings, varying according to the
circumstances and rank of the yang to w’hom they
are offered. Almost every action of their life

entails a sacrifice: the choice of the site of a
village, the building of a house (there are special

rites for the erection of the first pillar and for the
arrangement of the hearth), the act of drawing
water from a well for the first time, birth, mar-
riage, death, war, hunting, fishing, sowing, reaping,

the gathering of roots in the forest, etc.
_
These

sacrifices include several ritual actions, an invoca-

tion, and the presentation of certain ofierings and
certain dishes to the gods. They are always con-

cluded by a feast, at which the savages consume
almost the whole of the victims and drink rice-

wine until they are quite intoxicated. The princi-

pal animals ofiered in sacrifice are the bufialo (for

expeditions of war, to celebrate a victory, in cases

of serious illness, and at funerals), the pig, the

goat (in cases of reparation of a crime or to cele-

brate a gorgeous glompor)^ and the chicken (in all

the many daily occasions). The share of the yang
is the victim’s liver, a little of its blood, and some
rice-wine. In sacrifices made after a successful

chase, the hunter generally adds to the liver and
the blood an ear or the tip of an ear of the quarry.

Ofierings of food are usually presented to the yang
by the sorcerer on a board adorned wdth little

candles stuck on the edge ; he then throws several

grains of rice over his left shoulder, reciting form-
|

ulas which the bystanders repeat in chorus. In

several villages small buildings are erected with

a miniature roof and a platform, on which are

placed dishes of meat for wandering or hungry
spirits.

The Radbs still remember the human sacrifices

which they used to offer at the funerals of great

chiefs; but this custom has disappeared every-

where except among the Sedangs, who, sit the

construction of a common house, cast a prisoner

of war alive into the hole dug for the first post,

and crush him under the post.

12. Cosmogony.—Almost all the savages of

Indo-China have ideas, identical in their confu-

sion, of the creation of beings and of the world.

The sky and the earth existed always, but the

human race comes, in their opinion, from the

‘Grandfather and Grandmother with the big

box.’ These two survivors of a deluge which de-

stroyed everybody long ago were saved in a large

box, where they took refuge along with a pair of

animals of every species. Warned by the cry of

a chicken sent by the yang, they came out at last

from their floating prison, and, while the animals

again spread over the earth, from their union was

born a new race of human beings—a race happy

in every way, for another messenger ironi the

yang, a big black ant, had brought to the ‘ Grand-

parents of the big box ’ tw o grain.® of celestial rice

which grew without cultivation, and a single grain
of •which filled a pot. By the help of a magic
fire, w'hich burned without fuel and made savoury
dishes—a fire which one of the sons of the Grand-
father of the big box had stolen from a powerful
fairy—the Golden Age reigned on the earth ; the
deaa, buried at the foot of a certain tree, were
restored to life in adult state ;

the earth abounded
in happy beings. Then credulity and the malice
of the yang deprived them of order; the magic
fire, the celestial rice, and the tree of resurrection

disappeared. Since then the savages have been
troubled, and sutler famine, cold, and death.

The evil •was aggravated by the confusion of

tongues which, among the direct sons of the

Grandparents of the big box, followed the build-

ing of a vague tower of Babel. This confusion led

to the dispersion of the races, or, rather, of the

different savage tribes.

The legends of the savages still mention the existence of

heroes of gigantic size who declared war against the gods. All

were killed except their chief, Diong, a Bahnar w^ho conquered
Bok Glaih, the god of lightning. This Diong also became
reconciled with the for he fought the Jarais, who sought
a quarrel with him, by getting the gods to stop the sun in

order to allow him to obtain his victory. In order to console
the Jarai chief, trampled in the the yang transformed
him into a constellation—an honour granted to several other
people famous for their misfortunes or their bravery in the
savages’ traditions.

Although the savages do not know how or by
whom the world Avas created, they hold that it

will come to an end by a terrible fire due to a
giant who lives in the centre of the earth.

13. Fetishes.—Pebbles of uncommon shape or

colour, pre-historio axes or arrows of flint, and
splinters of meteoric stones are the favourite

fetishes of the Indo-Chinese savages. When a
savage comes upon one of these objects, he picks

it up, wraps it in cotton thread, and puts it into

a basket which he carefully closes. He waits

until the spirit of his fetish manifests itself in a

dream and shows him by what sacrifice it wishes

to be honoured. If the yang of the fetish-pebble

does not reveal itself during the night in human
form, or if it demands a sacrifice as costly as, e.g,,

a bufialo, the savage throws the pebble away in

the forest, and there the matter ends. Otherwise
he offers it a chicken and a jar of rice-wdne ; then

the pebble, rubbed -svith the chicken’s blood and
sprinkled with wine, is put, along with similar

objects, into a hag made of bamboo fibre, and
the bag is attached to one of the pillars of the

house.
These fetish-pebbles, -which among the Bahnars

receive the name of dbmong, are not peculiar to

any individual ; the village possesses a large

number of them, carefully preserved in the

common house, on a little altar placed on the

principal pillar, or jbrang. They are the city-

protectors, and a savage is specially employed to

sprinkle them with blood and wine during the

ceremonies. Those most reverenced are the

domong of war, which are generally picked up
on the return from an expedition, and whose
spirits manifest themselves in the form of strong

shaggy men. After the return from a success-

ful razzia, they are coated with the blood of a
sacrificed bufialo.

When fire breaks out, if the flames reach the

domong, they are thrown away, for it is believed

that the yang must have gone away before the

fire had reached them. These domong are the

protectors of the rice, of fishing, hunting, health,

etc. Each one has his o-wn particular sacrifice by
which the others also henefe, receiving after him
their share of blood and -wine. Perhaps the

domong who is most worshipped is the rice domong,

but great care is taken not to sprinkle him 'with
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buffalo’s or even pig’s blood. In order that he
may not get accustomed to such costly sacrifices,

he is never offered anything but a chicken. Both
male and female domong exist. Their sex is

determined by the sorcerer. Their power is

equal.

We may add that, according to the missionaries,
the savages, amid the great number of super-
natural beings to whom they render worship, have
an idea of a higher Being, the creator and absolute
master of all that exists, rewarding good and
punishing evil ; but this Supreme Being, stripped
of all ill-will towards men and inspiring no fear in

them, is not an object of worship.

14. Tabu.—Prohibitions are as numerous as

offerings among the savages. The words dieng,

deng, kb^ tan, man, kbm, etc., in Lower Laos,
halam in Upper Laos, or even tabung, among
certain tribes bordering on ancient Champa, mean
the prohibition against doing certain things at
certam times, certain ritual interdictions—^in a
word, an ensemble of tabus.
When a village removes to another place, no one is allowed

to walk on the road which it followed at its exodus. When a
woman is confined, or when any one is married or dies, the
village, or merely the house, is tabued for a variable period.
When there is a famine, the village which is suffering from it is

forbidden to strangers, for fear that the riae-yang, already
angry, may want to go with them. When the wind blows in
a certain way, hunters must not kill such and such an animal in
the chase. The small spaces round the ge yang, ‘ spirit-jars,’
and round the pillars where the domong are hung are tabued.
Gold and silver are kalam for several villages of the Stiengs
round Attopen (Laos), who, on the other hand, accept copper.
Every action not in accordance with the settled traditions of
the savages at once appears to them unlawful, and a great many
presents and arguments are required to prove their innocence.
It must be said, however, that among the savages who are
neighbours of more civilized races, and especially since the
French occupation, the extent and i^exibility of tabus are on
the decline.

15. Totemism.—Properly speaking, food abstin-
ences do not exist among the savages

; nor do they
appear to render special worship to any animal,
and so far no clearly totemistic tradition has been
recognized among them. Nevertheless it must be
said that all the savage tribes speak of the tiger
with timid reverence, and, when they do bring
themselves to eat its flesh, it is only out of revenge,
and only among tribes which abstain from the
flesh of the domestic elephant.
Among the Rad6a, when a domestic elephant is wounded,

they offer him a roasted pig, place some rice on his head, and
our libations of alcohol, all the while reciting prayers. The
tiengs beg the animals’ pardon before slaying them. A curious

legend of the Bahnars * of the first ages of the world ’ relates
that the men of the village had gone away on business, and, on
their return, found their wives and children transformed into
monkeys, doubtless by the vengeance of the yang. In order to
restore these metamorphosed beings to their human form, their
relatives made incisions on themselves, and with the blood that
flowed forth rubbed them limb by limb; all that were thus
treated immediately resumed their human appearance. All
the savage tribes and the Indo-Chinese in general—like the
Indonesians—have a strong antipathy to killing monkeys.

16. Festivals.—The chief festivals are the Fes-
tival of Victory (see § 4), the Festival of the Dead
(see § 6), and the Festival of the Fructification of
the Rice.
When rice is sown, a chicken is first sacrificed

; but the real
ceremony in its honour does not begin until the rice is in the
blade. To ensure fructification, the domong are taken down
from the granary where they stay, and placed in the house after
a chicken or a goat and a jar of rice-beer have been offered to
them. Then early next day the owner of the field carries them
off with a chicken whose beak and claws have been washed in the
juice of a certain forest-plant, and a tube of bamboo filled with
millet-wine. In the middle of the field he digs a hole, into which
the^ domong of the rice are laid ; he surrounds this hole with
a ciro.le of sticks ornamented with tufts of bamboo and joined
togetherby seven strands of cotton thread. The chicken is killed
and with its blood are sprinkled the fetish-pebbles, which are

i j
grave a post is stuck, adorned with

tufts of bamboo, and smeared with blood
; this post ends in a

leaf rolled up into the shape of a horn and filled with wine and
chicken s blood

; to the foot of the post is fastened a small
bamboo tube full of millet, wine, and chicken’s blood. The
^acnficer offers the contents to the beneficent yang, after
having adjured the malevolent spirits to depart from his
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^
INDONESIANS.^—I. Names for the concep-

tion ‘soul.’— The Indonesian peoples use two
names for the conception ‘soul,’ and by these
names they express two different things. The
first soul plays a part only in this life on earth

;

it occurs both impersonally as the vital force which
animates all nature, and personally. With the
peoples whose life is still strongly communistic,
and among whom there is therefore little room for

the individual, the impersonal character of the
soul stands out more clearly. "Where the feeling
of individuality is more developed this soul is

naore personal. The second soul plays a part only
in the next life ; then the first soul vanishes, and
the second appears as an essence of the human
being itself. The first soul we shall call ‘ soul-

substance,’ in contradistinction to the second soul.

Soul-substance is therefore the spiritual substance
which pervades man during his life on earth

; in
its impersonal character man can have too little of
it, and then he must add some soul-substance to
it, derived from men, animals, plants, or things

;

in its personal character it is addressed and flat-

tered. After the death of the human being this

soul - substance animates another part of nature
—an idea which has given rise to the belief in
metempsychosis. The soul, however, which only
after death separates from man, carries on a per-

sonal existence in a realm of spirits, which is similar
to the earth. This soul dies several times (mostly
seven or nine times), and finally turns into soul-

substance. Sometimes the Indonesian says that
he has more than one soul, even as many as
seven ; but these are simply different modes of
appearance of the one soul-substance which is in
him during his life on earth. For the impersonal
soul the Indonesians have no general name. A
very common name for the soul-substance is

sumangat with the Malays, with several varia-
tions, as sumangb in Minaukabau, sumanga and
s-umange with tine Macassars and the Buginese,
esrrtangan in Burn, and sumangan in Ambon. In
Northern and Central Celebes we find words mean-
ing ‘little man,’ whereas the Dayak words ham-

1 On the geography and ethnology of the region dealt with in

this article cf. art. Australasia. See also art. Papuans.
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baruan and bruwa point to a derivation from
ruwa, ‘ two ’

; so that these names probably mean
‘ companion/ a meaning which we find in rSnga-
rengan of the inhabitants of Minahassa, kakeduoM,
of the Sanirese, katutuho (‘of the same nature as
another ’) in Luzon, and ikarama of the Ibanag.
Among the Batta tribes in Sumatra we meet with
tendi and tondi ; and the races which have been
strongly under the influence of the Hindus, as the
Javanese and the Balinese, use Sanskrit words,

e.g. yitmd and mkmd. Besides these names for

the soul-substance, njawa, originally ‘breath/ is

often used. The soul, i.e, man as he lives on after

death, bears quite difterent names. A word of

frequent occurrence is nitu, anitu^ onitu, meaning
‘ souls ’ in the Moluccas, but ‘ spirits ’ in Celebes,

Nias, and other islands. The Batta tribes and
the Niassians use the word begu, which means
‘ spectre,’ anga in Central and and]

a

in Southern
Celebes. The Dayak tribes in Borneo have words
such as liau^ andiau^ luwa, etc. The belief in a
life after this life is so vague with the Indonesians,

and the conception they form of the soul is there-

fore so indistinct, that, having come into contact

with monotheistic religions, they have adopted
words for the soul from other languages

—

e.g,, the
Sanskrit nva among the Malays and Javanese,
and the Arabic malcCekat, whicn all through the
Malay Archipelago does not stand for ‘ angel,’ but
for tlie soul of man after death.

2. The impersonal soul - substance in man.

—

All parts of the human body, and its secretions,

contain impersonal soul-substance. This may be
extracted rrom any part; and then pain is felt

at the part.

(1) Many customs show that the Indonesians con-

sider the human head to contain soul-substance.

The great object of head-hunting is to possess

themselves of their enemy’s som-substance, in

order to increase their own. In the Moluccas,
missionaries have sometimes been charged by the

natives with having made medicine out of human
heads.

(2) Other important storehouses of soul-substance

are the bowels and the liver. For this reason it

is a general usage in the Archipelago to offer to the

gods a piece of the liver of an animal, which means
that not only the material part, but also the soul-

substance or the animal is sacrificed. The Olo-

Ngaju in Borneo and other Dayak tribes regard

the liver as the seat of all emotions. The Battak
also hold this belief, and are therefore very much
afraid of abdominal operations, because they think

that then the soul-substance is removed from the

body. With the Javanese, the Malays, and the

inhabitants of the Mentaw'ey Islands and Halma-
hera also the liver is the seat of the emotions, iivith

the Papuans the bowels. Among a few tribes

(Minankabauians, Niassians, and Kailians) the

heart is believed to be a receptacle of soul-

substance.

(3) The blood is of much greater importance in

this respect. It is sacrificed as containing soul-

substance. In the consecration of the house it is

customary to rub the blood of the victim on the

woodwork, in order to give it strength. The
Macassars smear old sacred objects with blood, in

order to infuse new life into them. The Orang
Sakai in Siak sprinkle, as pars pro toto, a few

drops of their blood on a corpse, lest the soul of

the dead man should take with it all their soul-

substance and they should die. Throughout the

Archipelago the law holds that the blood of a man
guilty of incest must not be spilled, because this

would make the soil barren.

(4) That soul-substance is found in the placenta

and umbilical cord appears from the connexion

which the Indonesians see between child and after-

birth ; the latter is called elder or younger brother.

The placenta is carefully preserved or buried.

The Battak call upon the soul of the afterbirth.

Other peoples (Macassars, Tomorians) preserve the
placenta with salt and tamarind. The little piece
of the umbilical cord which has fallen off is gener-
ally preserved by the Indonesians, and administered
as medicine to the child 'when it is ill.

(5)

A great amount of soul-substance is thought
to reside in the hair of the head; hence many
object to having their hair cut, as this might
cause them to fall ill for want of soul-substance.

When a Javanese has lost two or more children

by death, he does not shave the head of the next
child. After their conversion to Christianity,

many of the Battak were afraid that they would
die if their long hair was cut. In case of accident

or disease the mother rubs her child with her hair,

to supply it with new soul-substance (Minahassa,
Sani, Central Celebes, Aiikola, Central Nias).

Among the Dayaks, parents protest against the
cutting of the hair of school children, for fear of

disease. Hair is laid at the foot of fruit trees

to make them more fruitful, i.e. to adduce soul-

substance (Torajas, Malays, Karo Battak, Timor,
Dayaks). The Kayans in Borneo administer burnt
human hair to delicate people by way of medicme.
Betrothed couples exchange some of their hair, in

order to become one in soul and always to think
of each other (Moluccas, Central Celebes, Mina-
hassa, Timor, Battak, Dayaks). With the Karo
Battak the hair of bride and bridegroom is knotted
together at the wedding. Father and mother give

some of their hair to a child, that it may feel that

its parents are near it, and that it may not cry too

much during their absence (Central Celebes, Mina-
hassa). Therefore it is a prevailing custom to pre-

serve some hair of deceased relatives, lest they
should die with longing for the dead. According
to Indonesian belief, a little hair (hence a little

soul-substance) taken from a man gives power over

all his soul - substance ; whatever happens to the

hair happens also to the man. This idea is at the

root of ail the sorcery with hair which occurs

among the Indonesians. As a rule the hair is first

wrapped up in a parcel with pimgent spices, and
then buried or hung in a tree ; the owner of the

hair is afflicted with all kinds of diseases as the

consequence of this. The worst thing one can do
is to bum a person’s hair with an imprecation.

The person is then sure to die. Hair is also used

as a sacrifice : a Toraja pulls out a hair when he
has told a lie the consequences of w^hich he fears.

A Boni prince offered tiis hair when he had de-

livered his country from the enemy, Dayaks
sacrifice some of their hair when they have re-

turned uninjured from war. A general form of

sacrifice in the Malay Archipelago is the cutting off

of the hair of children. Frequently, however, a

lock of hair is spared, as if to retain the soul-

substance. The sacrifice of hair at a death is

common : the relatives offer part of their spiritual

existence, that the soul of the dead one may leave

them undisturbed (Moluccas, Halmahera, Timor,

Bali, Dayak tribes, Engano, Malays, Battak,

Malagasy). This entire or partial cutting or

shaving off of the hair is sometimes required only

of the widow or widow^er, sometimes of the nearest

relatives, at other times (when a chief of special

imnortance has died) of all the subjects.

(6)

Of equal value with a man’s hair are his

nails. Hair and nails are therefore generally men-
tioned together. Great care is taken that nail

parings do not fall into the hands of people who
might do harm with them. Among many of the

tribes the nails must not be cut after sunset, 1^-

cause the spirits wandering about then might seize

them.
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(7) The Indonesians imagine the Ueth to be
filled with soul-substance. This appears from the

knocking out of teeth (as it occurs still in Central

Celebes, Formosa, and Engano), and from the

general custom of filing off teeth, which reaches its

height in the skilful way practised by the Javanese
and others. Originally this was intended as a
sacrifice when entering upon puberty. What is

left of the teeth after they have been filed off is

blackened—originally for the purpose of hiding
from the spirits the fact that part of the sacrifice

was withheld. The sacrifice ot teeth as a mourn-
ing rite is still found among the Indonesians in

Kedu in Java, in Benkulen in Sumatra, and in

the isle of Saleier.

(8) The secretions of the human body also con-

tain soul-substance, as, e.g., the saliva. Many
Dayak tribes spit on an offering or bite it, that
the spirits may know that it comes from them.
Spitting occurs as a sacrifice, in order to get rid

of something impure or sinful. When the Indo-
nesian hears some ominous sound, he spits ; the
Battak do so when a corpse is carried past them

;

the Galelarese immediately spit when they have

E
renounced a forbidden name. A dying man
saves some of his saliva, that the survivor may

not long too much for him (Macassars, Olo-Busun
in Borneo, and Javanese). By the possession of a
person’s saliva one gets power over all his soul-

substance; therefore the Indonesians do not spit

near graves or high trees, because the spirits might
avail themselves of this saliva to take away all

their soul-substance. Saliva is used in sorcery
also, generally in the form of a quid (Moluccas,
Nias). All the tribes are careful with everything
that has been in contact with the mouth (with
saliva), e.g, remains of food. That saliva contains
soul-substance, force, is proved by the fact that
tools are rubbed with it to make them stronger
(Minankabau)—especially rifles (Ankola, Kaili, and
others). The Land Dayaks of Sarawakbegged Euro-
peans to spit on bits of coco-nut shell, which were
then scattered over the fields to make them fertile.

Sweat also—and consequently the clothes satu-
rated with it—contains soul-substance. Hence a
Javanese thinks that his child will fall ill if an
article of its dress has been carried away by the
stream ; and it is customary among different tribes
to ask for worn clothes of European children, that
their children, wearing them, may thrive the
better through the svreat which the clothes con-
tain. Water in w^hich persons of high standing
have washed off the perspiration of their hands
and feet is believed to have the power of making
the soil fertile, or is taken as a medicine (Dayaks,
Macassars, Javanese) ; and the water in which
clothes of certain people have been washed is used
to cure all kinds of diseases, but especially (and in
this case it is a garment of the husband which is
washed) to hasten a confinement. Even earth from
footprints, to which something of a person adheres,
is sometimes used to injure that person by sorcery
(Malays, Battak, Galelarese).
From the stories current among Galelarese,

Torajas, and Javanese relating to deceased per-
sons who were restored to life by means of tears, it
appears that this secretion of man is also thought
to contain soul-substance. Uri/ne has similar effects
where it is used as a medicine (Javanese, Kailians,
Macassars, Battak, Dayaks). The Buginese rub
people with urine to make them bullet-proof, while
in Ankola and Halmahera a person’s urine is used to
destroy him ; in the island of Kisser a young man
urinates on the urine of his heart’s elect, hoping
that this will make her love him. Moreover, many
stories are found among the Indonesians about
animals which were impregnated with a human
being by drinking human urine. Among the

Macassars and Torajas fceces are used to heal
wounds. Among the former and the Karo Battak
they are also used to practise in sorcery.

3. Ways in which man increases his soul-
substance.— In the opinion of the Indonesians
the soul-substance discussed above is impersonal

;

it can be both increased and decreased. Primi-
tive man was always bent on increasing his soul-
substance in order to make his life stronger.

(1) He accomplished this by eating and drinking.
The Indonesian imagines that the soul-substance
of the food is absorbed by him (though he does not
always realize this), as may be seen from the food
which he forbids in different illnesses. This pro-
hibition is not founded on empiricism, but on
shape, taste, name, and properties of the various
foods. On account of their form, name, etc., they
are considered injurious to the patient, and their
soul-substance corresponds to their name, form,
etc. The Dayaks do not eat the flesh of deer, lest
they should become cowardly (like a deer). The
eating of white buffaloes causes leprosy ((Central
Celebes), etc. The Malays believe that they
strengthen their own soul-substance when absorb-
ing the soul-substance of the food. They tell a
story, in which a poor man grows strong and
healthy by eating the flavour of a rich man’s food ;

whereas the rich man, eating the food itself, grows
thinner and weaker. Moreover, many Indonesian
peoples call rice the strengthener of soul-substance,
if a person’s shadow falls on food, the food
must not be eaten, else the soul-substance of the
person is also eaten (Atche, Halmahera). Canni-
balism is founded on the idea of eating some one
else’s soul-substance. It existed (or still exists)
among the Battak, some Dayak tribes, and the
Papuans

;
among other peoples we find traces of

it in the drinking of hmnan blood, the eating of
brains and other parts of the body. That the
great object was to add to their soul-substance
appears from the parts eaten : the palm of the
hand was eaten to get strong hands (Battak,
Dayaks, Galelarese) ; knee-caps, to get strong
knees (Battak) ; scrapings of human bones, to make
the whole body strong (Olo-Ngaju, Macassars,
Torajas). In the Moluccas, pieces of the heart,
liver, and lungs are eaten to become ‘ brave ’

; and
for the same reason dogs are eaten (Nias, Torajas,
Moluccas). It is a general precept that a pregnant
woman must not eat pungent, stimulating, hot
things, else the child she brings forth wiU also be
‘ hot,’ i.e. unhealthy.

(2) A way of adding to one’s soul-substance is by
drinking blood. The Macassars, Buginese, Tora-
ms, Kailians, Gorontalese, Minahassians, and
Tobelorese drink the blood of a slain enemy in
order to become brave and strong. Those who
conclude peace drink each other’s blood, as well as
those who wish to become blood-brothers; some
drops of blood from the shoulders or arms of the
two parties were mixed and drunk ; this betokened
that their soul-substance, and so also their wishes
and thoughts, had become one. This custom is

specially prevalent among the Dayak tribes ; but
it also occurs among the Battak, in many of the
islands of the Molucca group, and in Timor.
Among the Olo-Ngaju in Borneo, when a child
was adopted by others, it was given some blood to
drink from the right shoulder of the foster-father
and from the right breast of the foster-mother;
and a newly married couple on their wedding-day,
a man who has been appointed chief, or persons
who settle a quarrel are smeared with blood to
strengthen their soul-substance. The same cus-
toms also occur in the south of Celebes. In Java
it is believed that the blood lost during confinement
by a woman who has borne a child in juTnat l^i
or sSloso klivjon has a special healing power.
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(3) Since saliva contains a large amount of soul-
substance, the Indonesians think that they can
add to a man’s soul-substance by spitting on him.
This spitting is very general; sometimes some
herb or root is chewed to strengthen the effect of
the saliva, Dayak parents spit on their children
daily to promote their growth

; sores and wounds
also are spat on

; the remuneration which a witch-
doctor receives for this spitting is still called ‘ re-
ward of the saliva’ among the Madurese. Some
years ago there w^as a holy man in Padang whose
saliva ^vas said to be particularly efficacious

; many
people had themselves spat on by him to become
strong and healthy. The Indonesians try to cure
a benumbed leg by rubbing it with their sahva,
the numbness being, in their opinion, caused
through temporaiy want of soul-substance.

(4) The breath is another manifestation of soul-
substance ; hence a man may be supplied with
new soul-substance by being breathed upon. It is

therefore a prevailing custom among the Indo-
nesians to breathe on sick or dying people. This
is also done in cases of confinements which do not
go smoothly, and when any one faints. With the
Muhammadans water is exorcized and breathed
on to give it healing power. Soul-substance is also
transmitted from one man to another by mere
contact. In most parts of the Archipelago the
people like Europeans to touch their chudren;
and offerings are touched by the participants.
Connected with this is the belief that, if a person
has been infected with a skin disease through con-
tact with a person suffering from the disease, the
latter wdll have got rid of his illness.

4. The personal soul-substance in man.—The
soul-substance of a man is also imagined to be
personal; this is specially the case with the
tribes among whom the idea of individuality is

more highly developed than in the case of a com-
munistic society. This personal soul-substance is

then the personification of aU the impersonal
soul-substance in man. It has the shape of its

owner, but the Indonesian always imagines it

as a diminutive human being, as large as a
thumb ; hence it is concentrated soul-suostance.
It can separate from the body voluntarily or by
compulsion. Some tribes, e.y. the Tolba Battak,
endow it even with an independent existence out-
side of man. This is also found among the Karo
Battak, who recall the soul-substance w’hen it is

going aw^, not to its owner, but to his house.
A Loda (Halmahera) sto^ tells of a person who
keeps his soul-substance in a bottle. Sometimes
people procure a certain object of which the soul-

substance is supposed to be very fond, and this

object is then thought to bind the soul-substance
to the house. This custom is specially prevalent
among the Battak. Most of the Indonesians hold
the belief that, although the soul-substance may
carry on an independent existence, it has its home
in the body. If it is too long separated from the
body, the person falls ill and dies.

(1) The Indonesian sees his soul-substance em-
bodied in his shadow. To the question whether
a new-born child has soul-substance, the answer
in Halmahera is : ‘Of course, for it has a shadow.’
Some assert that there are people who have no
shadow, or only a very faint one ; they will die

soon, as their soul-substance is gone (Macassars,
Kailians, Ankolaians). Food on which a person’s

shadow falls must not be eaten, else the person is

harmed, for his soul-substance is eaten (Dayaks,
Niassians, Achinese, Ankolaians, Javanese, Ma-
lays). Throughout the Malay Archipelago no one
must stand on a shadow, tread on it, hew, or stab

it, nor let his shadow fall on a grave or a tree or

any other object in which a spirit is thought to

reside, as the soul of the dead person in the grave

or the spirit in the tree might seize the shadow
(soul-substance), and cause the person’s death.

(2) There is also a close relation between the
and the soul-substance of a man. If sorcery

is practised, the soul-substance of the man who is
to oe ruined is called upon by his name to approach.
The Javanese think that writing some one^ name
on a bier is sufficient to destroy him. The names
of those who are out hunting, or on a journey,
must not be mentioned by those at home, else their
soul-substance returns home, or they fall ill—at all
events, th^ are unable to carry out their intention
(Torajas, Galelarese). The Indonesians think that
an evil spirit loses its power as soon as its name
is pronounced. Many plants owe their supposed
healing power only to their name. The names of
those who are iU are changed, in order to mislead
the spirit who is annoying them. A child who
has not yet received a name is not regarded as a
human being; when such a child dies, it is put
into the earth without any ceremonies (Dayaks,
Torajas, Macassars, Javanese, Ankolaians, ‘Toba
Battak).

(3) During sleep the soul-substance separates
from the body, and wanders about; what it sees
the man dreams. In sleep the soul-substance
meets the souls of the deceased. It is universally
assumed by the Indonesians that, when the souls
of the deceased receive the dreamer kindly, and

f
've him food, he will soon die. The Dayaks,
orajas, and Javanese court meetings with spirits

by going to sleep in places inhabited by Imem.
On various occasions an attempt is made to learn
through a dream what the dead say, e.g. in case of
marriage (Dayaks, Niassians) ; when tryii^ to find
suitable trees when seeking camphor (Battak)

;

when choosing a branch of trade (Javanese), etc.
Among some tribes a person watching near a
corpse must not sleep, because the soul of the de-
ceased might easily seize the roving soul-substance

;

and a sick person is not allowed to fall asleep, lest
the soul-substance should go away and never re-
turn. After an oppressive dream, which may have
frightened the soul-substance and caused it to
depart, it is necessary to bring an offering to call

it back. It is wrong to wake a person suddenly,
because the soul-substance may not have had time
enough to return. The strict prohibition against
stepping across a sleeping person, Avhich at present
is only looked upon as bad manners, may be traced
to the same idea.

(4) Fright,

^

a yearning for some one or something,
want, ana discontent also cause the soul-substance
to move to pother place, with the result that the
person falls ill. Hence it is only when in a passion
that Indonesian parents dare to beat their children

;

when it is beaten the child gets discontented, then
its soul-substance may run away and the child fall

ill. To prevent the loss of soul-substance, e.y.,

in times of epidemics, bits of tape are tied roimd
the wrists (Torajas, Dayaks, Minankabauians,
Niassians, and Battak). The soul-substance goes
into and out of the body through mouth, nose, or
ears, but usually through the crown of the head,
through the large fontanel. Only the Papuans
say that it goes in and out at the shoulder, under
the collar-bone. The soul - substance does not
always leave voluntarily ; it may be carried off by
other pe^le, or it may follow a man of its own
accord. The custom of refusing a stranger admit-
tance to mother and child during the first few days
after a confinement must be owing to fear of this

;

the very frail soul-substance of the cbdld might
cling to the stranger and go with him (Achinese,
Dayaks, Macassars, Javanese). Women must ab-
stam from festivities, dances, and some daily
occupations while their husbands are travelling,

in order not to hamper them on their journey
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(Central and Southern Celebes). The fear which
most Indonesian tribes have of being photo^aphed
arises from the thought that the soul-substance

may be carried oif with the photograph. The
som-substance of a man is often lured away by
sorcerers for the purpose of injuring him ; and in

times of war the soul-substance of enemies is lured
away in the conviction that the enemies themselves
will follow it—thus causing them to fall an easy
prey to their lurking foes. Rice and eggs are

always used as an enticement (Battak, Niassians,

Torajas, Dayaks). Finally, a man’s soul-substance

may be tempted away by the soul of one of his

deceased relatives, either because it longs to have
him with him or as a revenge for some otfence.

If the soul-substance remains long separated
from its home in the man, the man must die.

When it is suspected that the soul-substance is

gone it must be brought back. The sick person
tells where he first felt ill, and the soul-substance
is found there. After a burial the soul of the
deceased is accused of having stolen the soul-

substance, and it is brought back from the grave.
If a spirit has taken away the soul-substance, this

is revealed by sorcery or in a dream. The calling

back of the spirit is very simple : a mother, think-
ing that the soul-substance of her child is gone,
calls, * Come, soul-substance,’ sometimes accom-
panying this by the soimd with which chickens are
called. Among the Olo-Ngaju, when a child falls

downstairs, the mother scoops up in a basket the
soul-substance, which she thinks has been lost by
the fright

; and among the Javanese, if a person
comes home feeling ill, a relative takes one of his
garments, and, trailing this along behind him, runs
to the spot where the person first felt ill, catching
up the lost soul-substance in this way. Generally,
however, they have recourse to a sorcerer. He
goes to the spot in question with an offering and
a piece of cotton or a oranch of a tree. The soul-
suDstance is caught in the piece of cloth or in the
branch, carried home, and applied to the sick man’s
head (Moluccas, Minahassa, Central and Southern
Celebes, Timor; among the Dayaks, Javanese,
Sundanese, Niassians, Battak, and Gayos), In
Bolan Mouondou and among the Malays it is

sometimes caught in a doH; among other tribes
generally in a bowl or in a bag of rice (Southern
Celebes, Watubela, Olo-Dusun, Land Dayaks,
Karo and Timor Battak, Malays). The priestesses
among the Bahau Dayaks declare that they split
the sick man’s head, and thus open a way for the
soul-substance ; or remove it by placing a beautiful
garment on the patient’s head. Occasionally the
sorcerer uses a ladder for the soul-substance to
pass along ; this is a thread (Timorese) or a string
of beads (Land Dayaks of Sarawak). When the
soul-substance has been caught, it looks like a
piece of a leaf (Minahassians, Torajas), a little
spider (Timor, Nias), or hair (Dayaks of Sarawak),
coal, oil, earth, or blood (Olo-Dusun and others).

(5)^ Sneezing is generally looked upon as one of
the signs that the soul-substance is leaving the body
or returning to it. The belief is wide-spread that
a sick man will recover when he sneezes, because
then the soul-substance has come back. The
wishes pronounced by a mother when her child
sneezes are to the effect that a spirit may not take
away the soul-substance which has issued out of
the child (Torajas, Javanese, Battak, Dayaks).
For grown-up people sneezing is a sign either that
friends think of them or that enemies want to
harm their soul-substance. In consideration of
the latter case imprecations are frequently uttered
with sneezing.
When a spirit has caught the soul-substance, a

doll is often made representing the sick person,
and this, instead of the soul-substance of the

E
atient, is offered to the spirit (Uliassians, Torajas,
linahassians. Macassars, all Dayak tribes, Malays’,

Battak, Niassians). The name given to this doH
often has the meaning of * ransom,’ ‘ substitute ’

‘price for which something is bought,’ etc. The
doll is generally brought beforehand into closer
connexion with the sick person by adding to it a
thread of his clothes, a hair, some saliva, or some
scrapings of skin and nails, or by simply pressing
it against him. Another kind of substitute is a
doll representing the patient, which is ill-treated,
in order to give satisfaction to the spirit which
has caused the disease, that it may refrain from
troubling the sick man any longer.

5. Voluntary departure of soul-substance.—
When the sicx person continues to be ill in spite
of all efforts, this is a proof for the Indonesian
that the spirit has taken the soul-substance to a
spot whence men cannot bring it back. Then a
priest or a priestess must be summoned, who is

conversant with the spirits, and who can conjure up
well-disposed spirits to help them in their search
for the soul-substance. These priests and priestesses
generally intone a litany, in which they record
their experiences on the journey to the spirit

world. Then the priest invokes the help of the
spirits which are well disposed to man. The spirits

come for the priest in some vehicle (generally the
rainbow), and conduct him {i,e. his soul-substance)
to higher regions, where after many meetings with
gods and spirits, and after some vicissitudes, he
regains the lost soul-substance, and, havingreturned
to earth in the same vehicle, restores it to the sick

person. The idea which gives rise to this practice
is that in sleep the soul-substance can move about
freely in the haunts of the spirits. Among the
Javanese and Buginese, and in the Moluccas, the
priests and priestesses still actually lie down to
sleep. Among other tribes sleep is only^ feigned.

The language used by the priests is a mixture of

words of their own, circumlocutions, and words
derived from foreign languages. All these things
have certainly been used to enhance the import-
ance of the priests and priestesses, but among the
Indonesians the priests have never practised a
secret cult. The ^ove is true of Dayaks, Torajas,
Minahassians, Tobelorese, Buginese, Minanka-
bauians, and Javanese.
The personal soul-substance may separate from

the body in order to harm a person. Those who
ossess this power are wer-wolves and witches,

ome tribes believe that the whole wer-wolf changes
into a tiger (Malacca, Sumatra, Java), into a
crocodile (Philippine Islands, Lombok), into a dog
or cat (Timor) ; but most of them believe that only
the soul-substance changes into an animal, and
the body remains at home. As a rat, dog, snake,
milliped, owl, etc., it penetrates into the houses
of people to injure them. When the soid-sub-

stance leaves or enters the body, it does so in the
shape of a mouse (Timor), a firefly (Bali, Central
Celebes), or a lizard (Malays). The harm which
the wer-wolf is supposed to do to people is to eat

their soul-substance; he does this by taking the
entrails (especially the liver) out of a man (Bali,

Halmahera, Central Celebes, and other places),

by drinking the blood (Southern Timor), or by
preying upon the heart (Korinchi). A man be-

comes a tycanthrope by inheritance or by trans-

mission (Central Timor, Central Celebes, Dayaks,
Malays), by pronouncing certain charms (Java,

Bali), or by offerings to evil spirits (Halmahera).
It is not always possible to recognize a lycan-

thrope ; sometimes, however, he may be known
either by twisted feet (Atche), or by want of the

groove under the nose in the upper lip (KorincM),
or sometimes by peculiar actions, as, e,g.f standing
naked on his head (Central Timor). When some
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one is suspected of being a wer-wolf, it lias to be

decided by an ordeal whether he is really guilty

or not ;
if he is guilty, he is killed.

The witch (vampire) is a w'oman, who can sever

her head from her body, and make it dy through

the air to harm people ; the bowels fly along with

the head ;
she uses her ears (sometimes her lungs)

as wings. Generally the name for mtch points to

this power; e,g.i among most of the Indonesian

tribes the word is connected ^^ith the Malay
tanggalj ‘to draw out, to pull out.’ The witch

may be recognized by the noises which she makes
on her journeys (represented by ho or ^o). She
works harm in the same way as the wer-wolf.

She can go on her expeditions only by night; if

she has not returned to her body before daybreak,

she dies. The Indonesians try to protect their

homes from visits of witches by all kinds of means,

the most common being the hanging up of some
thorny boughs. The vdtch is killed when her

guilt lias been convincingly proved.

6. Soul-substance of animals.—According to the

Indonesians, the soul-substanceof animals is simflar

to that of man. This appears from their folklore.

In the story of creation of the Karo Battak, men
were to be born from eggs, but through the care-

lessness of a mythical personage the eggs broke

too soon, and animals and plants issued forth.

Numerous stories tell that animals were originally

men ;
this applies specially to monkeys, crocodiles,

and birds; but also to deer (Macassars, Torajas,

Malays) and to dogs (Halmahera). Women give

birth to animals, as is generally told of the croco-

dile, of the iguana (Papuans, Madurese), of snakes

and lizards (Battak). Animals also may bring

forth human beings, as monkeys (Malays), dogs

(Java, Lombok, Southern and Central Celebes,

Nias), buflaloes (Macassars), and deer (Dayaks).

Men sometimes turn into animals by eating part

of an animal, into birds by eating birds’ eggs

(Minahassa), into crocodiles by eating crocodiles’

eggs (Dayaks), into snakes by eating the flesh of

snakes (Minahassa, Padang). Animals sometimes
|

play the part of allies of man.
Man uses the soul-substance of animals for his

own benefit : the ashes of the milliped or of theburnt

prehensile tail of the cuscus are rubbed between the

hands to make them strong in combat (Galelarese)

;

lizards are used in cases of leprosy, on account of

their regenerating power (Java) ;
the head and the

fat of the tortoise are used to bring splinters to

light, in virtue of its power of drawing in^ or

putting out its head from under its shell (Toraja.s,

Battak). The bones have special power ;
bones

of crows make a person dexterous in stealing, and

in Central Celebes they make^ a person invisible.

Everywhere we meet with stories that miraculous

trees grow out of buried bones of animals. Skulls

of deer and pigs are hung up in the house to call

the soul-substance of their fellows (Macassars,

Torajas, Galelarese, Niassians). The blood of

animals plays an important part at sacrifices.

Sacred heirlooms are rubbed with blood to give

them power (Macassars and Buginese) ;
padi-seeds

are sprinkled with blood to make them grow

rapidly (Torajas, Dayaks). The Macassars drank

deer’s blood to assimilate themselves to these ani-

mals, in order to catch them more easily. The

saliva of animals also has power ;
we find cases

where people are cured by the saliva of a cow

(Padang panjan), a tiger (Javanese), and dogs

(Ankola, Halmahera). The saliva of hens is

applied to cure stings or bites of venomous beasts.

On the other hand, the animal itself is very often

used, burnt and pounded to powder.

Animals which are of special importance to man
are endowed with a personal soul-substance. Thus,

among a tribe of hunters dogs are considered to

possess personal soul-substance ;
they have names,

and are spoken to and treated as men (Torajas,

Galelarese, Dayaks). This continues up to the

time when they are no longer hunters (Minanka-
bauians, Malays). Buflaloes and co\vs also have
personal soul-substance ; they are addressed, their

soul-substance is invoked, and offerings are given

to them (Minankabauians, Achinese, Battak,

Dayaks, Javanese, Timorese, Macassars, Buginese,

and Torajas). As a rule one animal in a herd is

considered as the leader which keeps the herd

together, and is neither killed nor sold.

7. Soul-substance of plants.—According to the

Indonesians, plants too have soul-substance similar

to that of man. The close relation between man
and plant appears from stories. Sometimes a per-

son going on a journey gives the relatives whom
he leaves behind a plant, 'which w^ill languish when
he is in danger or ill. Many tribes plant a coco-

nut at the birth of a child ; the soul-substance of

the child is then bound to the tree 'svhen it grows

up. Other stories tell that some trees were origin-

ally men, e.g., the Metroxylon and the Arenga
sncckarifera ; others deal with persons v,^ho have

come forth from trees or plants, especially from
rotan and bamboo. There are plants to which a

particularly strong soul-substance is attributed,

on account of their tough vital power. With all

Indonesians the Draccena terminalis stands fore-

most among them. It is the sacred plant, 'which

is used by the priests in all their proceedings, and
whose strong soul-substance they try to transfer

to man. The name and shape of plants char-

acterize their soul-substance, and to this the Indo-

nesian pays heed when seeking for cures for

diseases, or for bringing about some change in his

body. In Central Celebes there is a tree called

lenturu ; now t\iru means to sleep, and therefore

the leaves of this tree are used to alle\date (cause

to go to sleep) pain. The soul-substance of the

principal trees and plants which are of great use

to man is imagined to be personal : thus fruit-

bearing trees are often addressed as persons. The
rice is fed by touching the stalks 'v\uth rice-

porridge ;
wood and leaves of trees with large fruit

are laid between the rice, that it may form large

S
ains; all kinds of precautions must be taken,

5t the soul-substance of the rice should be fright-

ened and flee. If from the languishing condition

of the rice it appears that the soul-substance is

gone, then it is brought back as with man. This

soul-substance is imagined in the shape of a bird

or a snake
;
particularly at the moment when the

rice is to be cut, it is necessary to be careM not

to startle the soul-substance; then an object is

made out of rice-plants, the * rice mother,’ which

will keep back the soul-substance of the other rice ;

it also attracts the soul-substance of rice which has

got lost through birds or in other ways ; the soul-

substance of the rice mother is still more strength-

ened by the addition of stones, iron, and plants with

strong so'ul-substance ; it is spoken to kindly, and

it is told what is desired from it ; with great show

of honour the rice mother is carried home, and

preserved in the bam with the other rice. Among
trees the coco-palm has a personal soul-substance.

It is said to have grown out of the head of a man.

The nut is frequently used in sorcery ;
various ani-

mistic actions take place when planting it. In

order to prevent the tree from shooting up too

rapidly it is planted in the afternoon, when it

casts a short shadow, or the people who plant it

squat down ;
in order to make it bear much fruit,

it is planted by a person who has many children

and grandchOdren, etc. The Arenga sacch/xrif&ra

grew out of a woman ; the palm wine is milk

from her breasts, or it is her tears ;
during all the

operations to which the tree is subjected it is also
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g>okeii to (Torajas, Dayaks, Javanese, Niassians,
Battak). In the Moluccas the clove tree is con-
sidered and treated exactly in the same way as a
woman with child, during the time that it is in
bloom; people are particularly careful to avoid
anything that might frighten the soul-substance of
the tree. The Sattak believe that the camphor
tree has a spirit of its own to which sacrifices are
offered; the camphor-seekers use a language of
their own making, lest the soul-substance of the
tree should understand what their object is and
hide its camphor crystals from them. In Sumba
the natives call the sandalwood tree ai nitu, i,e,

spirit wood, and formerly nobody dared cut down
such a tree. In a grove of caoutchouc trees there
is one tree which is considered the chief of all, and
which takes care that the soul-substance of the
other trees does not vanish (and with it the sap)

;

such a tree is never tapped.
8. Soul - substance of objects.— That objects

also have soul-substance appears from the use that
is made of them. Very often people carry with
them iron objects, stones, china, beads, or hard
fruits, as some kinds of nuts, or make their chil-
dren carry them about, that their soul-substance
may be as hard as that of the objects mentioned
(Malays, Battak, Gayos, Dayaks, Sundanese,
Macassars, Torajas, Galelarese). Brittle objects
are brought into contact with hard ones, to make
them hard ; e.pr., an earthen pot is touched with
iron or stone (Macassars, Torajas). Objects are
also fed : agricultural tools are fed on the new
rice (Dayaks, Torajas, Central Timor) ; the plough
gets an ofiering (Macassars) ; the loom is given
rice to eat (Southern Timor); the rifle gets part
of the game (Central Timor) ; the Javanese offer
sac^ces to all kinds of objects—to their cart,
their bam, etc. The Indonesian smiths in par-
ticular ofier sacrifices to their tools. A large
piece of gold is supposed to attract other gold
(Achinese, Pari^ans, Torajas, Dayaks); a par-
ticularly large diamond to attract other diamonds
(Dayaks). The soul-substance of iron plays an
important part among the Indonesians : they sit

|

down on iron to make their own soul-substance
strong (Malays, Macassars) ; iron is used to make
people invulnerable (Karo Battak) ; water in which
iron has lain is drunk to produce strength (Nias,
Java, Central Celebes, Halmahera); a Javanese
woman-doctor always carries iron about with her,
in order to give additional force to her massage

;

among the Torajas and Dayaks iron pl^s an im-
portant part in various solemnities. The smith,
who handles iron every day, is considered a very
important man (Battak, Dayaks, Torajas), and
among the peoples who have become Muham-
madans he has continued to be the representative
of heathenism. In those countries where gold is
found there are all kinds of precepts not to drive
away the soul-substance of the gold (and with it
the gold itself) (Malays, Minankabauians). The
Dayaks believe that the soul-substance of gold can
avenge itself on the gold-seeker and make him ill.

In the tin explorations among the Malays it is
necessary to avoid everything that might frighten
the soul-substance of the tin ; the tin ore is always
heated with great respect.

9. Metempsychosis.—What becomes of the soul-
substance after death ? Some of the tribes believe
that it passes into soul, but most of them do not.
The facts prove that after the death of a person the
soul-substance continues to be distinguished from
the soul (Dayaks, Torajas, Papuans, Timorese, and
others). The general idea is that after death the
soul-substance returns to the chief god, who doles
it out again to other people, animals, and plants;
or this animation takes place directly. The con-
ceptions concerning the soul-substance have given

rise to the belief in metempsychosis—which in its
turn has been superseded by the belief in the scul
in man living an independent spiritual existence
after death. Even in this earthly life the soul-
substance can move to another person. It is uni-
versally believed that, when a child resembles its
father (or its mother) strongly, it has got possession
of that parent’s soul-substance, and he (or she)
must die. If a child resembles a person who has
died, the dead one has been incarnated in the child
(Javanese, Balinese, Niassians, Dayaks). The soul-
substance of the dead is also transmitted to animals
and plants : beasts of prey are ancestors who

I

avenge a violation of moral laws. The dead are
also supposed to live on in animals which have some-
thing in common with the spirits ; the firefly, be-
cause of its mysterious light ; birds and butterflies,
because they can soar up to the realms of the spirits

;

snakes, because they come forth from holes in the
earth, from the under world, etc. ; and house
lizards and mice, because they live with men in the
same house, etc.

The soul-substance of a living person is imagined
as a firefly (Torajas, Battak, Niassians) ; also that
of deer and swdne (Battak, Dayaks), and of plants
(Javanese). Moreover, all the Indonesian tribes
look upon the firefly as the incarnation of a de-
ceased person. The soul-substance leaves a sleep-
ing person in the shape of a cricket (Sundanese and
Galelarese). The cricket is a dead person, showing
the living the way to the Land of Souls (Torajas).
Sometimes a blowfly is an embodied curse which
comes to some one (Kailians, Dayaks)

;
generally,

however, it is a dead person who comes to fetch a
rel^ative to the Land of Souls (Torajas, Javanese,
Ankolaians, Battak, Niassians)

; sometimes it is

a person who has died abroad, and has come to
announce his death to his relatives (Galelarese,
Macassars). Only in Ankola and Nias is the butter-
fly regarded as a dead person ; everywhere else it is

looked upon as the soul-substance of a friend who
has come to announce his visit to some house;
sometimes it is the soul - substance of animals
(Torajas, Battak), If a butterfly settles on a sick
person, the latter improves in health, for his soul-
substance has returned (Torajas, Minahassians,
and Ankolaians). Soul-substance is also supposed
to have the shape of a bird, as is proved by the fact
that it is^ summoned back W interjections with
which chickens are called (Buginese, Macassars,
Malays, Minankabauians, Central Celebes). The
idea that birds are incarnations of the dead is

prevalent throughout Indonesia.
Among the Torajas, Dayaks, and Timorese the

mouse is supposed to be the soul-substance of a
living person. When a mouse nibbles at the
clothes or nails of some one, it is considered by
nearly aU the tribes as a dead person who has come
to take him to the Land of Souls. A snake is

generally looked upon as a dead person, whose
coming forebodes evil. Among some tribes, e.g,

the Dayaks, the soul-substance appears as a snake,
but as a rule a reptile represents a dead person.
If it enters a house, it is a person who has died and
has come to fetch one of the inmates. The soul-

substance of a lycanthrope appears among some
peoples as a house lizard (Malays) ; but in other
cases this animal is taken as the incarnation of a
dead person who wishes to continue living in the
same house wdth his relatives.

Remnants of the belief in the transmigration of
souls are found everywhere throughout the Archi-
pelago. Man can pass into all kinds of animals

;

but in these ideas concerning metempsychosis
there is not a trace of any thought of retriWtion.
This is met with only among the Javanese and
Balinese, who have been under the influence of
the Hindus, and who try to find charms to secure
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for themselves a new birth into a higher being, or
lead the life of a hermit for this purpose.

10. The worship of animals.—Closely connected
with the belief in the transmigration of souls is

the worship rendered to some animals by the Indo-
nesian peoples, because they think their ancestors
are embodied in them ; such animals must not be
harmed. Examples are the white hen (Battak), or
another bird (Tagalas), or a species of monkey
(Battak, Dayaks), pig (Babar), buftalo, deer (Da-
yaks), eel (in the Philippine islands, in Southern
Celebes, and the Moluccas). An object of universal
worship among the Indonesians is the crocodile.

In Java and Sumatra it is believed that the souls
of the ancestors have become crocodiles, which pro-

tect their descendants. They are killed only by
way of revenge when they have killed a man.
Mothers place the placenta of their children in a
small vessel and let it float down the river, as an
offering to the crocodiles (to the ancestors). In
Banka good and evil are supposed to be due to
the crocodile ; it is addressed as ‘ high lord ’

; at
festivals sacrifices are offered to it ; the highest
thing imaginable is to become a crocodile after

death. Btiginese and Macassars see their ancestors

in crocodiles, and throw offerings into the water

;

a crocodile is believed to devour a man only by
mistake. Formerly a virgin was offered to the
crocodUes by the Timorese when a new ruler
ascended the throne. All through the Moluccas
the crocodile is worshipped, and people refrain

from eating its flesh. In Celebes and the islands

north of it the crocodile is called ‘ grandfather.’

In all the temples of the Torajas figmes of croco-

diles are found. Many Indonesian tribes consider

the lizard as the incarnation of the household gods
of the ancestors living in the house. If an offering

is put reader for those household gods, and a lizard

is heard, tnis means that the souls of the departed
have eaten enough, or that they want more
(Halmahera, Southern Celebes, Nias). A worship
proper, however, as is found among the Poly-
nesians, does not occur in Indonesia. It is probably
because there were no crocodiles found there that

the lizard cult has developed so strongly. Wher-
ever tigers are found (Java, Sumatra, and Malay
peninsula) they are worshipped as incarnations of

ancestors ; they are called * grandfather,’ and
are never hunted. The Timor Battak believe that

only very old men who have lived exemplary lives

change into tigers, and protect their descendants
in this shape.

11. Fetishism.—The fetishes of the Indonesians

are objects with a soul-substance which is thought
to be personal. These objects are used by men to

their own advantage. All through the Archipelago

stones are found in the shape of men, animals, and
plants, but they are not generally fetishes. The
Indonesians do not pray to their fetishes, but they
feed them on rice, eggs, and blood to stren^hen
their efficiency and power to bless. The fetish is

addressed as a person.

( 1 ) All objects can become fetishes ;
this depends

on their singularity or rarity, or the circumstances

under which they are found. Very common fetishes

are bezoar-stones, which are found in animals and
plants. The Indonesians consider them as the con-

centrated soul-substance of the animal or plant.

They are used for various purposes : they are worn
on the naked body, to make the strength pass from
them into the bo^ly ; they are supposed to^ ensure a

long life, to stanch blood, to procure invulner-

ability. In some parts of the Archipelago a trade

is carried on in these stones. So-called thunder-

stones, objects from the Stone Age, are also treated

as fetishes. They are considered as the * teeth ’ of

thunder and lightning. They occur eveiywhere,

and are used to allay the elements and bring about

rain or dry weather. They also render a person
invulnerable in war. Among the fetishes common
stones are also found. The Indonesians look upon
stones and mountains as the skeleton, the bones, of
the earth ,* and, just as they consider the bones of
man as the most important, the least transitory
part, so they think stones the most important part
of the earth ; hence their objection to the chipping
of stones by explorers. Special stones may become
fetishes ; sometimes they are indicated in dreams,
or their shape or colour reveals them, or they strike
some one’s fancy. Stones as fetishes are found
everywhere ; the Minaiikabauians have even stones
producing soimd; they are rubbed wdtli blood to
make them efficacious, and fumigated with incense.
Stones are used as fetishes mainly in Timor ; they
tell their owners in a dream what sacrifice they
wish ; altars are erected for them ; they are gener-
ally fed on rice and eggs. There are State and
family fetishes. The som-substance of the precious
sandalwood is embodied in a stone. Among some
tribes a lar^e stone is erected at every village, and
this embodies the soul-substance of the whole
population (Nias, Minahassa, Borneo). Stones
which are said to have brought forth little stones
are also found as fetishes (Alinankabau, Central
Celebes). Fetishes are frequently used as amidets

;

they are worn round the neck, on the beUy, or
across the shoulder, and consist mostly of stones,

t'wugs or roots of a peculiar shape, or teeth of men
and animals. War amulets are in general use as
fetishes which give luck in w^arfare. The Torajas
use a string of homed sheDs for this purpose. In
Timor this amulet is a little bag filled with stones
and roots, which is kept at the top of the house,
where the ancestors are supposed to live. In Hal-
mahera and among the Dayaks little pots filled

with sacred oil are often worn round the neck- The
Dayaks also use strings of the teeth of beasts of

prey. Other amulets are hung in^ fruit-trees, to

save them from being robbed of their fruit. They
are often known by the name of ^red-eye,* and
mostly consist of nettles and other things causing
itching, which will bring illness to the thief. They
have the distinguishing feature of fetishes—viz. to

act self-consciously like persons. A remarkable
fetish is the panguluhalang^ a rough stone image,
in which holes have been bored, and filled with a
pulpy substance made of eyes, lips, nose, and other

parts of a corpse. With this mixture the stone it

animated, Le, made into a person. The soul of the
corpse of which the mixture has been made has
notmng to do with this. These stone images are

planted near the villages, and warn the inhabi-

tants of an approaching danger. These stones are

^so found among the Dayaks, Minahassians, Nias-

sians. Among the first and the last mentioned, life

is infused into them by means of blood. The
Dayaks sacrificed to them before they went to war,

and the captured heads w’ere placed near them.
Among the Battak this principle is applied in the

magic wands, carved sticks, which are also ani-

mated by means of blood, and are used for various

purposes—especially to bring about rain or

weather. The perminakan is a pitcher filled with
blood, wuth a wooden st(^per, on which a human
figure has been carved. Fagar ( ‘ fence ’) consists of

fetishes prepared in different ways and hung up in

the house ; these objects guard the owner agamst
all kinds of evil practices and magic spells and
poison.

Objects wdiieh have gradually become fetishes

are old heirlooms, knowm in the Archipelago as

pusaka. They derive their fetish powder from the

circumstance that in olden times they w'ere used

by the ancestors. The objects are so sacred that

nobody wrould think of selling them. It is impos-

sible to give an enumeration of the differentpnsaka ;
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their number is continually added to. We need
mention only the helangas, or sacred earthen pots,

of the Dayaks, seen all through Borneo. These
pots are ola and of foreign origin—the Dayaks say,
of supernatural origin. Frequent attempts have
been made to copy the pots, but the Dayak easily
distinguishes the genuine ones from the imitations.
The Dayaks pay fabulous prices for these objects.
It is recorded that vessels have been bought for

£330, £1200, and one for as much as £2000. When
a pot breaks the shards are sold separately at liigh

prices. These pots have supernatural power ; they
bring luck and avert evil. They secure to their
owners a flourishing trade, a plentiful harvest,
success in hunting and catching fish; they ward
off diseases and disasters, and banish all evil sijirits

from their neighbourhood. Water drunk from
them has healing power. They are worshipped like
gods ; after one has been bought a sacrificial feast
is given ; frequently they are rubbed with the
blood of pi"s or of fowls.

Among ^Qpmaka, or heirlooms, the State orna-
ments call^ for^ special mention. Each of the dif-
erent Toraja districts in Central Celebes preserves
some object—as a spear, a baju, a wooden rice-
spoon, a ladle of coco-nut shell, or an earthen pot.
Ihese objects are said to have belonged originally
to the household of a prince who ruled all the
Torajas. Nobody dares to take charge of these old
heirlooms but the chief himself, who is the repre-
sentative of the tribe. Among more primitive
tribes these State ornaments are no more than
fetishes which bring luck to the country. They
have become of more importance to more civilized
tribes, as the Macassars and the Buginese. Their
State ornaments consist of all kinds of objects;
offerings are made to them, and they are fumi-
gated with incense ; frequently a vow is made, in
cases of disease, pregnancy, childlessness, etc., to
sacrifice an animal to these objects. In cases of
general disasters, sacrificial feasts are organized
for them, at which they are rubbed with the blood
of a bufialo. The man to whose care they are en-
trusted is the ruler of the people. All kinds of
wonders are told about the State ornaments in the
Padang highlands

; they are said, inter alia, to
enait a glow which is injurious to the health of
children. People wash themselves with water in
which they have lain. Another ornament killed
the^ person whose shadow was cast on it. In some

j

regions of the Malay Peninsula the natives were so
afraid of the ornaments that they did not dare to
look at them. The State ornaments at the courts
of the Javanese princes are displayed only at feasts
and ceremonies; they consist, for the greater part,
of solid gold objects representing myfliical beings
or animals.

_
A cannon was supposed always to

warn the prince of imminent dangers, and another
cannon could make women fruitful ; for this reason
barren women made offerings to that fetish, during
which they sat astride on horseback like men.

(2) Persons^ may also become fetishes even during
their lives, ^ i.e. some persons are considered to be
endowed A^dth supernatural power, which renders
them objects of adoration. This may be said to
be generally true of all native princes in the Archi-
pelago: their parents are supposed to have de-
scended from heaven

; they have white blood
; their

curse alone is sufficient to ruin all the land, and so
forth. Perhaps the most striking example of this
rnay be found in the singa-mangaraja, or priest-kmg of the Battak : he was said to have been in
the womb for seven years

; his birth was attended
with all kinds of miraculous natural phenomena

;

when at a more advanced age he slept with his legs

1 Objections may be raised to ranking men and animals wit
supernatural power among the fetishes. We have classed thei
nere because they come very near to fetishes.

upwards and his head downwards, all the rice grew
with its roots in the air. His tongue was over-
grown with hair, and one word uttered by him
could destroy a man or lay waste a region. An-
other example is furnished by James Brooke, the
raja of Sarawak; water which he had blessed, or
in which he had washed his hands or feet, was
scattered over the land to make it fertile

; and he
was invoked by the Dayaks in their prayers.

(3) We know only one example of living animals
becoming fetishes, viz. the worship of the turtle-
dove by the Javanese and Malays in Sumatra.
This, however, is not purely Indonesian, hut was
introduced by the Hindus. For the dove with the
special marks a hi^h price is paid ; it brings its
owner all kinds of blessings, averts disease, gives a
good harvest of rice, and so on. These birds are
tended with great care. Their dead bodies are
embalmed and preserved, as they retain their
power even after death. (See art. Australasia.)

12. Spiritism; the appearance of the soul.—
The soul living on after death is to the Indo-
nesians a kind of essence of the dead body, having
the same shape and the same defects as the materid
body ; e.g,, the souls of people whose heads have
been cut off by the enemy enter the Land of Souls
without heads.
On this belief is based the practice of tatuing,

which, as far as the Malay Archipelago is con-
cerned, occurs only in the Moluccas and in Borneo.
The tatu marks are also impressed on the soul.
It is no longer possible to ascertain for w-hat pur-
pose this is done—whether it serves as clothing for
the soul, or as a record of important events, or (and
this is most probable) whether it is connected with
puberty. Of the same nature is the practice of
wounding shoulders and breast, as a proof that one
does not shrink from pain, and as a test of courage
—a virtue which is highly valued in the Land of
Souls.

Most of the Indonesian races believe that the
soul is black. During or after a funeral they
blacken each other with charcoal, soot, or ashes
(Torajas, Minahassians, Dayaks, Niassians, Karo
Battak, inhabitants of Halmahera and the Am
islands, Papuans), to make the soul of the dead
person believe that they also are souls ; else
it might resent its own death so much that it

would kill its relatives. In Timor people cover
themselves with a piece of black cotton for this
purpose. There are other occasions when the arti-

fice of making people black is practised to delude
souls or spirits ; babies are blackened when they
are left alone (Dayaks, Niassians), and the custom
is followed during a thunderstorm or other natural

E
henomena, in which spirits are supposed to have a
and (Ankolaians, Toba Battak, Karo Battak).
13. Man’s fear of the soul.—Now and then we

meet with instances of the love for the dead one
overcoming the fear of his soul

; this happens
especially with dead children. But as a rule the
Indonesians feel great fear of the soul of a dead
person. They naturally think that the dead person
resents leaving this earth, and in his resentment
wishes to have his fate shared by others. He
therefore tries to carry off the soul-substance of

the surviving people into the grave, which will

cause them to die.

The soul of a woman who has died in childbed
is especially feared. Such a soul is called ponti-
anak with some variations. It has the appear-
ance of a bird with long claws, which utters a
plaintive sound. Resenting that she has died in

childbed, she tries to make other pregnant women
sufier the same fate that has befallen her. She
penetrates for this purpose into the woman’s belly,

and drives her claws into it. In this way she kills

both mother and child. Some peoples believe that
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the pontianak tries to emasculate men (Western
^vision of Borneo, Ceram, Key Islands, Savn). As
a safeguard against the pontianak, people hang up
thorny houghs (generally of a particular lemon
tree) at the entrance of houses in which there are
pregnant women. The pontianak will keep out-
side for fear of being wounded by the thorns. The
inhabitants of the Philippine Islands bare the
genital parts in order to drive away the pontianak.
The fear of the souls of the departed has given

rise to innumerable methods of keeping them at a
distance. Soul and body are believed to be in close
connexion with each other, and it is thought that
what is done to the body happens also to the soul.

Therefore the corpse oi a woman dying in child-

birth is bound down to prevent her soul from turn-
ing into a pontianak. Needles and thorns are
stuck into her hands and limbs, that she may be
afraid to stir for fear of hurting herself, figgs

are placed in her arm-pits, that she may not open
her arms like wings, for fear of losing the eggs.

Besides these measures, which are universal, the
Achinese give such a corpse an entangled ball of
cotton and a needle without an eye ; when the
pontianak wants to go off, she must first sew
trousers from her shroud, but spends the time in
disentangling the cotton and seeking the eye of the
needle.
The corpses of other people also are bound

(Engano, Malacca, Halmahera, Central Celebes,
the Moluccas), or the thumbs and the big toes are
tied together, that the soul may not be able to run
and seize (Battak, Niassians, Bayaks). The open-
ings of the head, eyes, ears, and mouth are filled

up, that the dead person may not be able to see,

hear, or speak (Malays, Achinese, Battak, Nias-
sians). Another way of keeping souls from doing
harm is to throw ashes, by which the soul is blinded
(Torajas, Battak, Niassians, Baduis in Java, Da-
yaks, Galelarese in Halmahera, in Ceram, and in
feabar). The Indonesians also feel the need of re-

presenting symbolically the breaking of all con-

nexions with the dead person : by splitting or
cutting through a piece of rattan (Toba Battak,
Torajas, inhabitants of Babar) ; by hewing a bam-
boo into two (Tanimbar), or a coco-nut (Macassars)

;

by tearing a leaf in two (Papuans) ; by tearing the
waist-cloth of the deceased in two (Niassians).

Among the Karo Battak, if a woman dies, the
\^ddower splits the oblong stone with which spices

are ground or tears a sirih-leaf in two. Another
common method of separating oneself from the soul

is bathing. Bathing is in general a means of getting

rid of something unpleasant, something ominous,
especially of something in connexion with the
dreaded soul. Among the Olo-Ngaju in Borneo
this bathing takes place in a curious way. After

the burial the relatives of the dead person sit down
in a boat, which is upset in the river, so that they
all fall into the water ; this is done three times.

Among some tribes this rite has been reduced

to a partial bathing. Some wash only their hands
or their feet (Karo Battak, Torajas, Minahassians,

and in Babar). The Bayaks in Sarawak break a
stone bottle of water to pieces on the ground after

the funeral. The tribes which have adopted Islam

generally sprinkle water on the grave. Numerous
are the methods used to make the soul lose its way
to the house, lest it should return to it and haimt
it. The Karo Battak bury the corpse of a person

who has died a violent death, and whose soul is

therefore supposed to bear malice even more than
others, with its head towards the village, that the

dead man, when he rises, may not be able to see

the village. Some, as, 6,g.y the Battak and the

people of Halmahera, run away from the grave,

every one trying hard not to be the last. Of very

general occurrence is the custom of making the
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dead body leave the house through a window or a
gap in the wall

; this wundow or gap in the wail
must face the west (Central and Southern Celebes,
Halmahera, New Guinea, Borneo), Some peoples
carry out in this way only the corpses of special
personages whose souls are particiuarly dreaded ;

thus the Battak and the Balinese of earlier times
did so only w'ith the bodies of persons of high rank ;

in Nias the corpse of a woman who has died in
childbirth is removed from the house through the
floor. The Minahassians try to bew’ilder the soul
of a dead person by running quickly a few times
round the house with the corpse. This is probably
the origin of the rapid pace at which the Muham-
madans in Java and elsewhere in the ALrchipelago
bury their dead. The Niassians make a special

path to the burial-place to mislead the soul. It is

a common practice, -when returning from a funeral,
to erect a forked stalk or piece of wood behind
oneself on the road to keep back the soul (To-
bunku. Sea Bayaks, Battak, Niassians). Others
block up the road with poles (Bum, New Guinea),
or light fires and make noise (Sunda, Minahassa,
Bolan Monondou, Southern Celebes, Butch New
Guinea; among Bayaks, Battak, and Niassians).
Some tribes make the coffin as narrow as possible,

to prevent the dead person from taking one of the
survivors with him into it (Torajas, Galelarese,
Olo-Ngaju, Niassians).

14. Mourning customs.—The Indonesians as-

sume that, when a person has died, his soul is

angry at renouncing life on earth. Afterwards it

gets used to its new condition, but at first it is in a
mood dangerous for the survivors. Therefore gi'eat

care is recommended for the first few days after a
death ; this fear has given rise to the institution

of mourning customs.
During the first days after a death the inhabit-

ants of a village must keep perfectly <][uiet. No
noise must be made, dancing or singing is for-

bidden, music must not be heard, rice must not be
pounded, nor coco-nuts throvm down from the
trees, nor shots fired ; in fact, they go so far as to

forbid fishing, sailing on the water, and carrying
goods in the usual 'way. The intention is that no
sound should meet the ear of the soul to indicate

the way to its home ;
people try to conceal them-

selves from it. Such injunctions are found among
all Indonesian peoples.

In the mourning clothing of the Indonesians is

embodied the idea of hidmg from the departed
spirit or making oneself unattractive to it by wear-
ing old, worn clothes ; but these clothes have
another purpose : the wearer wishes to make him-
self as much as possible similar to the dead person.

Hence the Galelarese wear pieces of the shroud
as clothes or as vTraps round the wrists. This is

found in the Tanimbar Islands and in Southern
Celebes. It is also advisable to wear old clothes

or clothes no longer in use, because the souls of

the departed in the Land of Souls are supposed to

wear cdd-fashioned clothes. Thus the rule survives

here and there to wear mourning clothes of bark
(Bayaks, Central Borneo, Torajas), or to return in

some way to old times (Ceram, Ajmbon, Am, Boni).

It is a wide-spread custom to take off all orna-

ments, or to wrap pieces of cloth round them, to

prevent them from being seen.

These mourning customs are observed by the

nearest relatives, or by a wider circle when the de-

ceased was the chief of a tribe. Wido^vs and
widowers especially have to beware of the revenge
of the soul. They must have their hair cut or

shaved off ; among some tribes more distant rela-

tives also submit to this rule (New Guinea, Hal-

mahera, Luan-Sermata, Babar, Timor, Sarawak,
Borneo, Engano, Battaland). In Timor all male
subjects shave their heads at the death of a ohief,
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and among some Dayak tribes the serfs do so at

the death of their master. Sometimes this shaving

of the head is considered as the laying down of the

ornament of the hair, but more probably it be-

tokens a sacrifice of a part of oneself to save the

whole.
Widows and widowers must also hide themselves

from the souls of their dead mates in a special way,

namely, by covering the head with a mat (Torajas),

a piece oi cotton or bark (Babar, Boni, Kenyah
Dayaks, and Battak), a hat or cap (Papuans, Mina-

hassians, Bahau Dayaks, Olo-Ngaju, Engano), or a

net (Papuans).
^ ^

One of the mourning customs is abstinence from

certain food, especial^ daily food ; hence sago-

cakes are eaten mstead of the usual sago-porridge

(Papuans, Galelarese, Tobelorese) ; or maize in-

stead of the daily rice (Torajas, Minahassians,

Dayaks) ; eating in the house of death is not

allowed (Silindun, S.-E. Borneo, Southern Cele-

bes) ; eating is allowed, but not cooking (Mina-

hassa, Minankabau) ; among some tribes the

\vidow is fed (Engano, Southern Nias). Several

authorities regard these customs as a renunciation

in order to propitiate the souls of the departed.

More probamy they are attempts to be taken for

souls, and thus to escape the vengeance of the de-

parted soul. The rationale of these practices is

that the souls of the departed do not eat—at least

not in the same way as men ; what they eat is

invisible ;
hence those who wish to pass for com-

panions of the dead must pretend not to eat;

therefore they leave the house, or the food is put
into their mouths by others.

The Indonesians have a short, deep mourning-
time and a long, light mouming-time. The former
is generally observed by a wide circle of relatives,

and lasts from three to seven days (sometimes also

till the new moon, as in some islands of the Mo-
luccas). The light mourning is observed only by
widow or widower, and lasts till the feast of the

dead has been celebrated, when the soul is supposed
to have gone to the Land of Souls. Among some
Dayak and Toraja tribes the deep mourning is

ended by the sacrifice of some animal, which
pacifies the vexation of the departed soul. This
may have been general in earlier times.

15. Human sacrifice.— The fear that a person
who has died, especially when he is of high rank,
wishes to have a companion in his misfortune, has
led the Indonesians to kill a human being, that the
departed soul may be satisfied. Afterwards the
thought has been attached to this custom that
the victim may serve the dead person in the future
life. The Indonesians have also a bloodless human
sacrifice. Among the Torajas on the south and
east of Lake Posso and among the Balinese, when
a chief dies, a family of slaves who are to live in

the grave-hut are set apart, and treated as souls

;

nobody may deny them anything, or talk with
them. After the feast of the dead has been held,
this family is set free, but they are not allowed to
live in the village ; they are looked on as dead.
This custom must also have been prevalent among
the Toba Battak; in former times nobody was
allowed to give shelter or food to such slaves.

Among the Buginese and the Macassars the custom
survives to the present day that the slave, male or
female, who receives the water in which the corpse
of a high-born personage is washed is set free. The
Baduis in the west of Java, who guard the sacred

f
raves of the princes of Pajajaran, are most likely
escendants from such a slave-family. It is re-

corded of numerous Indonesian tribes that for some
nights after the death of a person watchers are
placed on the grave, that the dead person may not
feel lonely. This bloodless human sacrifice might
be called the link between the mourning rites and

the bloody human sacrifice ; it was a preliminary

measure, which, however, did not do away with the

bloody human sacrifice.^

In order to get a victim the Torajas go out
head-hunting, or buy a slave from another tribe.

The scalp is stripped olf the head; with it the

people who have captured the head dance seven

times round the grave, after which they nail bits

of the scalp on the coffin and the posts of the hut.

The leader of the expedition rips up the widow’s

or widower’s mourning baju in the middle of the

back, and cuts off a piece from the other mourning
clothes. The Mountain Torajas sing for several

days round the victim before they kill him ; then
the head is placed on the sleeping-mat of the

deceased, and the scalp is stripped off and hung
up in the house. In former days head-huntiim on
behalf of a dead person was universal in IVuna-

hassa. With the blood of the person killed the

woodwork of the grave-hut was painted red, and
the heads were buried by the side of the grave.

Among the Dayaks in S.-E. Borneo the victim

was exorcized on the evening before his death,

to drive the soul out of his body; hence they

thought that they were killing a soulless man the

next day. The bodies of the victims were burned,

and the ashes placed with the corpse in the coffin.

The Kinjin Dayaks threw the heads into the grave,

and placed the coffin on them. In Central Borneo

they generally bought a person of another tribe,

whom they slowly speared to death ; the body was
buried under the pole which was erected in honour

of the dead person, and the head was placed on the

top of it. Among the tribes in the district round

Sarawak human sacrifices were of frequent occur-

rence. The victim was tied to the grave, and left

there to starve, or he was slain, or buried alive

;

generally he was a slave from another tribe. In

earlier times the custom of finding victims must
have been prevalent among the Battak, as it still

is among the Niassians. In Bali it has died out,

but there are indications that formerly it was
deemed necessary to offer a human sacrifice for a

dead person. In Sumba, Savu, and Timor the

custom existed, and continues to exist. In the

first-mentioned island sometimes thirty men were

slain for one chief. Human sacrifice was also uni-

versal among the inhabitants of the Philippine

Islands. Sometimes a favourite slave was given

as a companion to the dead person. Under the

corpse of a brave man a bound warrior was buried

alive.

The meaning of human sacrifice is generally held

to be that it gave the dead man a servant to attend

on him in his future life. Taking into account,

however, that originally there were no slaves, this

conception must be of later date ; besides, the con-

ception formed of the Land of Souls is incompatible

with the idea of servitude. No doubt the fear^ of

the disappointed soul of the dead man, which

would like to make others sharers in his fate, has

been one of the principal motives. But there is

another reason : valour secures a foremost place

to the departed soul in the life hereafter. The
human sacrifice was intended to endow the de-

parted man with a show of valour ;
the idea

must therefore be that the valour displayed in

head-hunting by the relatives left behind would

profit the departed soul. This is rendered the

more probable by the custom prevalent among the

Torajas and Dayaks of enumerating the brave

deeds (which are much exaggerated) of the de-

ceased on certain occasions, in the firm conviction

that these brave deeds will benefit the departed

soul. That the slaughter of slaves must be of a

later stage than head-hunting is proved by the fact

that those slaves had nearly always to be from

another tribe.
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16. Widow sacrifice,—Widow sacrifice occurred

only in Java, Bali, and Lombok. (It is also re-

orted of the Bimanese and the Orang-benuwa,
nt this is open to doubt. ) It has been said that
widow sacrifice was universal, and that the mourn-
ing rites are a mitigation of that custom ; but this

is not probable. In Java and Bali widow sacrifice

has undoubtedly been introduced under Hindu
influence. In Java women vowed that they would
follow their husbands in death, and insisted on
being burned with the corpse. The last recorded
widow sacrifice took place at the end of the 16th

cent, in the empire of Balambanan in East Java.

At that time women were stabbed with a dagger.

They carried a turtle-dove with them, in which the
soul was supposed to soar up.

In Bali the burning of widows exists up to the
present day, in spite of the earnest attempts of

the Government to prevent it. Only women of

the second and third castes are burned. Among
the Brahmans widow-burning is rare ; and the
fourth caste is too poor to pay the cost required for

the ceremony. Widow sacrifice is perfectly vclun-

tary. As soon as they have offered themselves

they are considered as saints ; offerings are made
to them, and all their wishes are satisfied ; they
are in a state of exaltation about all the delights

which await them in heaven. Their death raises

their relatives also in the estimation of the people.

Widows are burned alive, or they kill themselves
beforehand by falling upon a dagger. In Bali also

the turtle-dove is used to convey the soul to higher
regions.

17. Sacrifices to the dead.—Sacrifices to the
dead are not voluntary g^s ; the dead are receiv-

ing what is due to them, i,e. their own possessions.

Originally there was no private property ; every-

thing was the common property ot a group of

people ; there was no question 01 offerings to the

dead ; they- were not necessary, for the feeling of

individuality was so undeveloped that there was
no thought of an independent existence of the soul

after death. The first individual possessions were
no doubt hunting trophies and, in a wider sense, all

personal adornments. These ornaments were, of

course, taken into the grave, as they were supposed

to be of no use to anybody but the deceased.

The offerings to the dead are paid from the

inheritance of the deceased; sometimes presents

are added, but this is not essential, and is done

more for the sake of the survivors than for that of

the dead ; these presents are returned later. The
Indonesians exert themselves, therefore, during

their lives to provide themselves with clothes and
sacrificial AniTnals which may be given to them at

their death. The distribution of the inheritance

is also connected with the offerings to the dead.

As a rule, the inheritance is not divided ; but, if it

is, this takes place only after the great festival of

the dead, because first all expenses must be paid

from the inheritance. Generally the dead man
receives the mat on which he slept, his clothes,

cooking-pan, rice, water, betel, tobacco, valuables,

and ornaments.
In earlier times, when giving possessions to the

departed soul to take with him, people were

prompted by fear of the dead man’s envy, if he

should see that his property was used by his

descendants, rather than by the wish that the gifts

might be useful to him in the life hereaiter. This

fear must have given rise to the custom of giving

the possessions of the dead to others (New Guinea,

some islands of the Moluccas, Minankabau).

At present the Indonesians are universally of

opinion that the departed soul really uses these

objects, or rather their souls, in the life hereafter

;

and in order to detach the soul from the objects, the

food offered must be cooked and the objects broken.

It is also usual to give the deceased some trees

of his plantation ; these trees are then cut down
(New Guinea, Moluccas, Halmahera, Minahassa,
Borneo, Engano, Nias, Malacca).
The conviction that the departed soul makes

use only of the soul of his possessions must have
led primitive men to spare the real objects, and to

present the dead person only wdth representations

of them. For this reason sfirouds and coffins are

painted with figures of men and animals; the

Dayaks give tw’o boards to their dead, on w^hich

aU kinds of desirable objects are represented.

Arms especially, so valuable to the Inaonesians,

are copied in wood and given to the dead man
(Key Islands, Bum, Halmahera, Batu Islands,

Malacca). All other property of the deceased is

only exhibited and put away again after the

funeraL
Many of the tribes provide the dead person with

money (Madagascar, Battaland, Nias, Timor, Eal-

mahera, Macassar, Central Celebes, Borneo), which

is laid on his eyes, in his mouth, on his breast, or

in his hand. It is supposed that he can procure

something for the money in the Land of Souls

;

but this interpretation is of later date. The money
may be considered as part of the dead man’s pro-

perty, w^hich is given to him to take with him, or

as an indenmification for all the rest of his property

which is not given to him.
The Indonesian thinks it of the highest import-

ance that at least one sacrificial animal should ^
slain at his funeral, and this is universally done in

the Archipelago. Often at the funeral of a man of

rank so many animals are butchered that a great

many of them remain unused.
^

Among agricul-

tural peoples, like the Indonesians, cattle con-

stitute the greatest riches, and in order to be

rich in the life hereafter the dead man must there-

fore take cattle with him. Among those that

have become Muhammadan the animal slain at

the funeral is considered as a beast to ride on

across the bridge to the future life. It is also

customary to kill one or more horses for the de-

parted soul (Madagascar, Battaland, Botfci, Timor,

Suniba). There are also a few' records of dog

sacrifice (New Guinea, Leti, Rotti, and among
the Bahaus in Borneo).

18.

Lingering of the soul temporarily near the

f
rave or the house.—The soul of the dead person

oes not go to Hades immediately after death, but

roves about for some time in the neighbourhood

of the grave ; therefore the Indonesian builds a hut

on the grave as an abode for the soul. In the

house of the dead man a kind of bed of state is

arranged for his use, near which his property is

exhibited and a light is burned every evenmg.

This bed of state is left from three to forty days

(Galelarese, Ambonese, Torajas, Philippine Islands,

Dayaks, Minankabauians). The third day after

death plays an important part among the Indo-

nesians, for they hold the belief that the soul is

imconscious of tne death of the body, and does not

find it out before the third day after death. Gener-

ally the soul of the person who has just died must
first be convinced of his death by the souls of the

departed (Dayaks, Galelarese, Battak, Niassians).

The native Christians in the Moluccas spend this

day, therefore, in prayer and psalm-singing. For

the same reason people attach great importance to

having the bodies of their relatives with them in

their native country, that the soul may immedi-

ately have the souls of the departed of his own
tribe as companions. When a person dies abroad,

his friends, if possible, take his skeleton ydth

them, or only the head. If this is impossible,

they take at least his clothes, his hair, or rarely

(in Ajnkola) some earth from the spot where he has

died. If they cannot get any part of his corpse.
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a doll is sometimes used to represent him (Papuans,

Galelarese, Ankolaians). The objects mentioned

are used as a medium to convey the soul of the

departed to his native country. The soul remains

bound to the corpse, to the earth, till the great

festival of the dead has been celebrated. This

celebration cannot take place until all the flesh

has been consumed ; for until then the soul
‘ stinks,’ and is not admitted to the Land of Souls.

The most important part of the feast of the dead

is the collecting of the bones of the
^

deceased,

which are then buried or put away in a cave

(Central Celebes, Aru and Key Islands, Ceram,
Timor Laut, Halmahera, Burn, Timor, Borneo,

Battaland, Nias). Sometimes (as in Nias) all these

solemnities are performed only with the head of

the dead man. Many Indonesian tribes take the

bones to a cavern, which they consider as the

entrance to the Land of Souls.

19. Burning of corpses.—Generally corpses are

buried in the ground, or placed on a scaffold or in

a tree. One tribe sometimes practises different

methods. The essential thing is that the flesh

must be decayed before the soul is really soul,

and for this purpose corpses are burned among the
Dayaks, Battak, and Balinese. The Dayaks in

the Southern and Eastern division bury the bodies,

and then at the festival of the dead bum the bones.

This custom is also prevalent among some Dayak
tribes in Sarawak; corpses of chiefs are often

burned two or three days after death. Among
the Battak, only the Karo Battak and some more
Northern tribes burn the bones of their dead.

The ashes and the remnants of the bones are
gathered in earthen pots and entombed. One of

the divisions of the Karo Battak, the Marga Sim-
biring, put the pots with the ashes into miniature
vessels, and let these float down the river. Among
the Balinese, cremation is in direct relation to

metempsychosis ; for this enables a soul to ascend
to heaven, and descend from there to the earth to
animate another body. The souls of those whose
bodies have not been burned become spectres, or
ghosts. The corpses of people of rank are some-
times burned only a few days after death. In-

vestigations have made it certain that cremation
is not originally an Indonesian custom, but has
been introduced by the Hindus.

20. Conducting the soul to the Land of Souls.
—When the soul has got quite clear of the body
because all the flesh has decayed, it is not sufficient

to give it various objects to take with it on its

way to the Land of Souls at the feast of the dead

;

it must also be ‘conducted’ there. This is done
by the priests and priestesses whose soul-substance
leaves their bodies in their songs, and conducts
the soul of the departed to the Land of Souls.
Among the Papuans the bones of the departed are
wrapped up into a parcel and carried round in the
dance ; afterwards they are collected and put into
a hut, round which the people dance faster and
faster till at last they run back to the village. By
this dance the soul is led or, rather, driven away.
Among the Galelarese the feast of the dead con-
sists chiefly in performing dances, which after some
days end in the people running four times round
the house of the family, and four times round the
OTave

; on this occasion a daughter or sister of the
dead man arrays herself like a warrior ; she repre-
sents the deceased, and as such is treated with
homage and reverence by the guests. The Tobe-
lorese keep the feast of the dead for several dead
persons at the same time, whose bones are wrapped
up in a piece of cotton and placed in the temple.
On this occasion the priests are supposed to deliver
the souls from the power of evil spirits and convey
them safely to their destination. After the feast
the bones are placed on scaffolds round the temple,

and left there to decay, or they are taken to a
small island, pointed out for the purpose. The
Sumbanese believe that the souls of the departed
trouble men in many ways ; through the feast of

the dead they find rest, i.e. they settle finally in

the Land of Souls. The Sundanese have a feny-
man, who is summoned by the priests during the
feast of the dead to ferry the souls to the island

where they are supposed to assemble. In the
Luaii Semata islands a very old person calls upon
the souls to place themselves in a diminutive
vessel, which is then buried by the side of the
grave. In the island of Babar only the skulls are
dug up from the graves ;

they get something to

eat at the feast of the dead, after which the women
take them to a cavern. In Central Celebes the
feasts of the dead are very elaborate. At the open-
ing of the feast the souls are summoned ; the next
day the bones are dug up ; they are cleaned and
wrapped up in white bast. Among some tribes

they are provided with a mask with a human
face. These collections of bones are placed in

huts erected for the purpose in the temple. The
priestesses are constantly engaged in conducting
souls to the Land of Souls through their songs,

and to illustrate this dramatically the bones are

now and then carried round the temple. The
tiwahi or feast of the dead, of the Dayaks in the
Southern and Eastern division of Borneo is gener-

aUy very extensive. Three days before the feast

commences, a chest containing the bones is placed

in a hut built for the purpose, where it is decor-

ated, and where the dead person receives some-
thing to eat. The priest summons Tempon telon,

the Dayak Charon, to convey the souls to the

Land of Souls ;
he himself also accompanies them,

and in his song he informs the assembled guests

what place he reaches on his journey. At this

feast the bones of those who have been buried in

the earth are dug up, and in festive procession

they are carried to the sandong, the family grave.

They cross the water in native boats. When the

bones have been entombed in the family grave,

the priestesses dance round it, and pray the souls

of those who have previously been interred in this

grave to welcome kindly the newly arrived souls.

A separate ceremony takes place to convey the

souls of the offerings to the Land of Souls. The
whole ceremony is concluded with a sumptuous
banquet, at which the older people are supposed to

drink palm-wine with the souls from the Land of

Souls. With another Dayak tribe (the Manyan)
the priestess relates that she sees the souls chase

a pig without being able to catch it; the newly
arrived soul kills the animal without the slightest

difficulty, since this is the pig which has been killed

for him at his fimeral. The Dayaks of Sarawak
make a vessel of bamboo, and call i^on the spirit

of the winds to convey the souls. On account of

the expense of the feast which must be held when
the bones of the dead are dug up, the Battak
celebrate it only with the bones of pecmle of rank

;

I

these souls then go to the Land of Souls, and

I

gradually rise in rank till they are gods ; the souls

I

of the common people, for whom this feast is not

held, continue to wander about on earth. Even
among the Indonesian tribes who have been con-

verted to Islam, this feast of the dead, at which
the departed soul is conveyed to the Land of Souls,

survives. It is generally celebrated on the fortieth

or hundredth day after death.

21.

Experiences on the way to the Land of

Souls.—The priest or priestess conducts the soul

to the Land of Souls, because, according to the idea

of the Indonesians, there are many difficulties to

be overcome—e.y., the climbing of high moun-
tains and the crossing of rivers ; the Dayaks even
speak of passing through a cataract of fire. Some
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tribes believe that it is a dog (Sarawak, Olo-
Ngaju), others that it is a hog (Minahassa, Cen-
tral Celebes), that keeps 'watch ; in order to pass
the animal the soul gives it a hard nut (Central
Celebes) or a bead (Sarawak) to eat; while the
animal is trying to chew the hard object, the soul
can pass unmolested. It is a common idea that
there is a guardian in the Land of Souls who
interrogates the souls. In Central Celebes he is

called Lahkoda, and is a smith by trade. Un-
married people and those who have never been
incontinent receive a blow on their knees, which
prevents them from going on ; also the souls of
men who have never l^led any one are not allowed
to pass undisturbed. Of the same nature is the
kukaii of the Dayaks : the soul of a chaste man
is pushed into a ditch, and that of a chaste woman
crushed by a trunk of a tree (the ditch represents
a vagina, the tree a penis). Among the Mina-
hassa the guardian of heaven is Makawalang,
who treats the souls of the rich to a piece of pork,
but sends away those of the poor. According to
the Macassars, the guardian of heaven asks the
souls whether they have faithfully observed the
duties imposed by Islam. Among the Orang Lorn
in Banka the guardian of heaven is called Ake
Antak. An aged person always whispers to the
corpse what it has to answer to the questions of

this spirit. In Ankola two spirits are supposed to

keep watch near a trap. If the soul answers to

their questions with lies, the trap comes down and
the soul is crushed to death. Among the Karo
Battak it is Bapa nibadabadia, ‘the illustrious

father-^ardian,’ who questions the souls, chiefly

concerning the way in which they have died (this

being, in Indonesian thought, closely connected
with the character of their earthly life) ; he makes
the souls pass over a plank which lies across a
precipice ; then he draws back the plank, and the
souls are separated from the earth for ever. In
Nias the guardian of heaven is called Kalekamd

;

he inquires about the deeds of the people on
earth, and about the number of feasts they have
given. When he judges a soul to be evil, he
makes him cross the river on the edge of a sword

;

the soul wounds his feet, falls into the water,

and dies. Many Papuan tribes also believe in a
guardian of heaven ; he admits to the city of souls

only those who have brought something.
An idea common to all conceptions of the here-

after is that the soul has to cross a sea ; this belief

found its origin in the sun, which crossed the sea

every day on its way to the Land of Souls under
the earth. It is only 'with further development
that this notion has oegun to play an ethical part

in the ideas about retribution.^ Ori^ally the

coflSin must have been the vessel in which the soul

was supposed to cross the sea. The Torajas,

Dayaks, and Niassians still use words for ‘ coffin
’

which have also the meaning of ‘vessel.’ Some
tribes put the corpses in vessels even to this day
(some Dayak tribes, Karo Battak, in the Moluc-
cas) ; the Kayans give an oar to the dead person.

In the Moluccas and in New Guinea the dead
receive miniature vessels in which to make the

voyage.
Among the tribes who lived far inland, the idea

of the sea gradually gave place to that of a river,

across which a bridge was laid (Central Celebes,

Southern Celebes, Minahassa, New Guinea, Borneo,

Sunda, Battaland). This bridge consists of a plank

or tree trunk, which bends and rocks violently

when it is crossed, or it is a sword, or at least

something as sharp as a sword (Galelarese, Bahaus,

Niassians). It is only among the Papuans that we
And the idea of a snake serving as a bridge to the

Land of Souls.

22, Retribution,
—

^The Indonesians have no idea

of retribution, in our sense of the word
;

yet
they try men by a moral standard, ^^'hether they
will be allowed to enter the Land of Souls is made
dependent on the possession of some virtues

:

valour, liberality (and in connexion with this,

riches), the gift of eloquence, or the ob&ervance
of the marriage-duty. Killing an enemy after the
death of a chief had also the purpose of endow-
ing the chief with the character of valour. The
souls of some people were not allowed to enter the
Land of Souls ; in the idea of the Indonesians they
either have their own City of Souls or continue to

'wander about on earth. They are the souls of

those who have perished suddenly by some acci-

dent, of those who have been killed in battle,

of suicides, and of those who have died of smallpox,
leprosy, or cholera. Such a sudden death was
regarded as a judgment of the gods; they had
offended in some way or other, and therefore the
gods had suddenly cut oft* their lives. People are

afraid of these souls; their bodies are often left

unburied, and, if they are buried, this is done
'without any ceremonial. Some Indonesian tribes

have notions about retribution 'which must have
been borrowed from other peoples— e.g.^ 'svhen

thieves are condemned to carry for ever tne things
stolen by them (Battak, Southern Celebes, Sanir
Islands), or when souls have to pass through a fire

in 'which those of the bad perish and those of the
good are uninjured.

23. The Land of Souls.— The course of the
sun, which disappears in the West every day, and
is supposed to take the souls with it to the land
of the dead, gave rise to the belief that the Land
of Souls 'was situated in the West, and also to

the custom of indicating the age of people by the
different positions of the sun

;
thus the word for

‘setting of the sun’ is used for ‘dying’ (Torajas,

Macassars, inhabitants of Halmahera, Ankola,
Battaland). Allied to this is the custom of build-

ing houses with the ridge from East to West, the
entrance facing the West, so that a person, on
entering the house, will have his face turned to

the rising sun. For the same reason corpses are

buried from East to West ;
or, in places where the

Land of Souls is no longer supposed to be in the

West, with the feet in the direction where it is

supposed to be. Many peoples think that the Land
of Souls is under the earth, and they look upon
chasms and caves as being passages leading to

it. Originally all the Indonesians believed in the

under world, as may be seen from data still extant.

At present many Imagine the Land of Souls to be
on the earth—on a mountain or in a valley. Among
the inhabitants of Northern and Central Celebes
it lies in the land 'which is their original home,
so that the direction in which it is supposed to

lie also shows where the people have come from.

The religious conviction of the Tengerese and the
Baduis (both in Java) has had a share in the de-

termination of the Land of Souls : the former
consider it to be the volcano of Bromo, the latter

the tombs of the last princes of the empire of

Pajajaran.
The views about life in the Land of Souls har-

monize fairly well among the difterent tribes.

Two features in them are strongly marked ; life in

the realm of the dead is simply a continuation of

the life on earth ; he who was important here is

important there; he who was of no consequence
here is of no consequence there. The second
feature is that there are difterent divisions in the

realm of the dead ; in every division the souls who
have died in the same way live together

; ^
those

who have perished in warfare live in one 'village,

those who have been drowned or committed suicide,

etc., live in others. Certain actions are done in

the Land of Souls contrary to the way in which
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they are done on earth : thus the souls give each
other things with the left hand ; the language of

the souls is the same as that of men, but the mean-
ing of the words in the Land of Souls is the direct

opposite of their meaning on earth ; e,g.y ‘black’
tneie means ‘white,’ ‘ backward ’ means ‘forward,’
etc. (Borneo, Ceram, Halmahera).
Some tribes believe that the hereafter consists

of layers, generally seven, one above the other.

This is, no doubt, connected with the belief that
the soul dies several times—three, seven, or nine ;

finally, it turns to water or dew (Torajas, Macas-
sars, Dayaks, Balinese), a tree or a species of grass, a
fruit or a blossom (Dayaks, Karo Battak, Papuans),
earth (Minankabauians), an animal (Niassians,

Minaukabauians, Papuans). This belief is another
proof of how material the soul is thought to be.

When it has died a few times, it finally becomes
soul - substance, and animates another part of
nature. If, the soul which has been converted
into dew or into a fruit is eaten, a new man is

animated.

24.

Nature of the souls worshipped.—About the
Land of Souls and the life of the soul the Indo-
nesians are indifferent ; but there is fre<^uent inter-

course between the souls and the living people,
which shows itself in the greater or less reverence
which the people feel for the souls (the difference
between the souls of the departed and spirits which
have always been considered as such is often
hardly noticeable). For the souls of the departed
continue to live with their descendants ; they are
feared for their superior power, but they are also
looked up to for help in the daily work ; they have
power over rain, and they accompany the living in
war. The souls punish with bad crops, illness, or
death, when t\iQi\Kdat (‘customary law’) is not
observed. Therefore the living always try to
conceal from them careless observance of the old
customs. Thus an oath which has been made must
be kept. The Indonesians have a strong sense of
justice, and, when they know that they are wrong,
they do not think that they can rely upon the he^
of their ancestors. The souls of the departed have
a very exclusive character; the souls reverenced
by one tribe will not help members of another.
Tne Indonesians cannot form a conception of a
universal God. Strangers may violate the 'Adat
without being punished by the souls, but the latter
avenge themselves in this case on the inhabitants
of the land, or their descendants, over whom they
have power ; this punishment can be averted only
by killing the offender.

Among the Karo Battak the souls of stillborn
children, or children who have died before teething,
are honoured with sacrifices, which induce them to
avert fflness from the house and to grant the wishes
of their relatives. In the eastern part of the Archi-
pelago it is chiefly the souls of those who have
perished in warfare and who have died by accident
that are reverenced as helps by their living rela-
tives. Very often the Indonesian does not realize
what souls he invokes, as he very rarely mentions
them by name.
The souls of people who have called into life a

new state of things are worshipped. So in Java
every village worships the soul of the man who
founded the vAlage or first cultivated the land.
At the beginning of every year a village-feast is
held in his honour. In many islands of the Mo-
luccas the founder of the village is reverenced

;

sacrifices are offered to him when a disaster is im-
minent. This is found also among the Galelarese,
Minahassians, and Niassians. An even more
natural object for adoration is the soul of a man
who has brought about a great change in the
economic or political state of things—e.o., the first
tiller of the soil, the first smith, etc.

25. Accidental meetings with souls. — As the
Indonesians believe that many souls wander about
on earth, they must sometimes come in contact
with them. So there are stories relating how some
one has seen a soul, and as a rule the consequence
is that he dies soon after. It is generally believed
that, when a dog howls without reason, it is seeing
a soul or a spirit. This power of seeing spirits is

often ascribed to chickens, cats (Macassars and
Battak), and pigs (Niassians). Occasionally a
spirit or soul copulates with a woman, and the
result is an ‘albino’—a timorous person who is

afraid of the society of his fellow-men and soon
withdraws to the wood—or a man endowed with
supernatural strength. Some peoples pretend that
they can perceive footprints of souls in ashes which
are scattered on the floor for this purpose

; these
footprints are either transverse or only as large
as the joint of a finger (Philippine Islands, Central
Timor, S.E. of Borneo, Ankola, Battaland). When
a soul returns to the house, it generally makes its

presence known by imitating the noise of some one
moving or dropping all kinds of household articles.

When a soul or spirit speaks to, hits, or bites a
erson, the consequences are generally bad; a
eadache, fever, or a feeling of illness ensues. An

irritating eruption of the skin, shingles, and similar
diseases are also attributed to contact with a spirit
or soul.

26. Incidental worship of souls. — At such
casual meetings there is no question of adoration,
Reverential acts generally take place in the house,
because the souls of the departed usually stay in
places where they lived during their lives. At
feasts the souls of the departed always get a share

;

it is placed in the attic, or in the ridge of the roof,

the places where the souls are supposed to reside.
But the souls receive a share not only of the food,
but of eveijthing that is made in the village or
outside it ; if a house is built, the souls get a minia-
ture dwelling (Torajas, Gorontalese, Galelarese,
Dayaks ; the Torajas also make miniature smithies
and salt factories for the souls) ; if a rice field is

made, a small garden is specially laid out for the
souls (Niassians, Minahassians, Torajas).

27. Worship of souls in houses specially
^ected for the purpose.— The souls worshipped
in the homes are naturally the ancestors of the
family living there. Besides these, there are an
cestral souls that look after the interests of all

the village. These are the souls of chiefs and
brave warriors, who protected the inhabitants of
their own village during their lives, and continue
to do so now that they are dead. For them a home
is bunt—a temple. We find such houses among
nearly all Indonesian tribes ; and, where they are
no longer extant, there are usually indications that
they did exist. We sometimes read that souls,

battling for the people in war, live in the temple
(Timor, Halmahera, Central Celebes, Nias), but the
village guardian spirit has joined them. Where,
through the influence of the Government, warfare
has been made impossible, as among the Macassars
and Buginese, only the ^lage guardian spirit is

worshipped in the temple. When the people go to
war, sacrifices are made in the temple, and the souls
are asked to march with them ; as a rule nobody is

allowed to enter the building till the warriors have
returned. But offerings are also made in the temple
when a general disaster visits the village, or when
the peoj^e join in work of a general nature, such as
planting or reaping rice. Some tribes keep the
captured skulls of enemies in the temple (Papuans,
Dayaks of Sarawak, Torajas) ; among the Niassians
the idols in the temple are touched with the skulls.

Even among such tribes as the Kailians and the
Luwuians in Celebes, who have adopted Muham-
madanism, heads of slain enemies are preserved in
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the temple, which in other respects has more or less

assumed a Muhammadan character.

One of the chief functions of the chiefs is to dis-

cuss matters of general interest uith their fellow-

villagers (= relatives). The souls of the departed
chiefs, however, must also have a share in the con-

sultations of their descendants ; therefore the
temple of the village has come to be used as a
council-house (Solor, Halmahera, Central Celebes,

Borneo, Nias, Battaland).

The temples are mostly decorated with figures

of animals, especially of crocodiles and serpents

(New Guinea, Solor, Halmahera, Central Celebes,

Borneo). These figures are believed to represent

the incarnations of the souls that live in the temple.

In the temples are kept the instruments wnth wmch
the souls are summoned or their attention drawm,
such as drums, bamboo speaking-trumpets, and
triton shells (New Guinea, Ceram, Solor, Central
Celebes).

28. Corpse and parts of the body as mediums
in soul-worship.—When the Indonesian invokes

the souls, he has in view either a certain class of

souls or the souls of the departed in general. When
he >vants to have intercourse with the soul of a
definite person, he does so usually by a medium.
The medium must always be something with
w-hich the dead person was in close connexion
during his life on earth—e.y., the corpse or the
bones. So the corpse of a person is sometimes used
to find out who is guilty 01 his death ; if the coffin

begins to move at one of the questions, this is con-

sidered to be an affirmative answer (Babar, Bum).
Among the Torajas a skeleton is preserved in his

former home or in the temple to remain in contact

with the soul. The numerous graves where the

Indonesians continue to bring their offerings from
year’s end to year’s end to obtain the fulfilment of

a wish prove that the skeleton is considered as a
medium for the soul. Among the Torajas an an-

cestor’s skull is sometimes kept in the house, and
on certain occasions people bring it offerings and
ask it to heal their sick. Particularly among the

Dayaks, preserving the skulls of deceased chiefs is

of frequent occurrence. The Battak consider the

loss of such a skull so important that they would
sacrifice anything to get it back ; all the happiness

of the house is intimately connected with it. The
Niassians bury the skulls of theirmen of rank before

the house ; in times of illness a cord is passed from

the graves into the house, and prayers are uttered

for the patient’s recovery. In the islands of Timor
Laut, Ceram, and Bum, and among the Papuans,

skulls are often used as mediums. Hair and naik

of the deceased are used throughout the Archi-

pelago to get into contact with the departed soul.

The Papuans frequently use the teeth and the low’er

jaw for this purpose.

29. Objects as mediums.—Objects used by the

deceased are considered as mediums, for something

of its late possessor is supposed to cling to them.

Many objects which have now become fetishes must
originally have been mediums, which carried on

intercourse with the former owners; the State

ornaments mentioned above are examples. Besides

these old heirlooms which constitute the connexion

with the deceased, many other objects are used as

mediums, not to get into contact with a definite

soul, but with any of the souls— experiments,

resembling our table-turning, by means of which

thieves are found out. The experiment with the

rice-\an resembles our table-turning very closely ;

it is laid on the extended fingers, and, when it begms
to tap on the floor, the answer is considered to be

affirmative (Luwu, Ambon) ; among the Macassars

the van rolls over the floor and falls at the feet of

the thief. The Dayaks spin an axe on the top of

their fingers. In Babar, Leti, and Halmahera a

s of rattan or bamboo is made to vibrate ;

Galelarese measure a ^iece of rattan with
the span of the hand, and, ii the fingers begin to

trill when stretching the span, this is considered

to be an affirmative answer, A lemon, a basket,

or a stick is suspended on a rope ; the answer
is affirmative when the object begins to swing
to and fro (Malays, Macassars, Bum). There
are countless experiments of this kind among the
Indonesians.

30. Images as mediums.—Maldng images which
represent the departed is certainly of a much more
recent date than the use of relics as mediums. The
Torajas use w^ooden masks, which are bound before

the bones at the feast of the dead ; after the feast

the bones are buried, but the masks are preserved

till another feast of the dead ; they are rarely used

as mediums, yet people are very much attached to

them. An image in itself has no value. It gets

its value only when something of the deceased has

been transmitted to it. Among the Torajas the

masks owe their sacredness to their contact with

the bones of the dead person. In Nias one of the

shapes in which the soul appears, namely, a spider,

is brought into contact with the image. In New
Guinea the Papuans drive the soul into the image,

etc. The Papuans call their images korwar ; they

are hideous things, carved in wood, a foot long

;

people pay homage to them, and on important

occasions consult them, e.g. when going on a

journey. When the questioner is seized by a fit of

trembling, the aflair looks ominous, and he gives

up his plan ; in cases of illness the images are

placed at the head of the sick-bed. When a

J^rwar has predicted something that has not come
true, the image is ill-treated or sold. In many of

the Molucca islands images of the departed are

found, which are generally stored awaym the attic

of the house ; in times of need or illness the father

of the family feeds them, and asks for their assist-

ance. Sometimes the tribes of the Moluccas do

not use images as mediums, but stones and pieces

of wood (Wetar, Timor), or palm-leaves cut in the

form of a hand with six fingers (Rotti). At every

death such an object is made, hung on the root,

and sprinkled vdth blood ; it is left there till it

has completely decayed. In Halmahera the soul is

gradually lured into an image, but only temporarily.

In earlier times the Javanese must have made
images of the departed ; we meet with a remnant
of this in a children’s game, called Nini Towong^

in which a doll made in a special way is animated,

after which it jumps about in a jerky manner, to

the great enjoyment of the children. From many
particulars of the game it appears clearly that

we have really to do with an image used as a
medium in former times. The Tengerese in Java
have their household gods, consisting of images,

up to this day. The Battak use some images of

ancestors which they call dehata idup. They are

kept among the rafters of the roof, and frequently

receive food-oflerings. They are believed to give

life and to bestow Blessings, and are particularly

worshipped by barren women. The Niassians

aiw'ays worship their ancestors by means of skil-

fully carved images called adu. They feed them
by rubbing them with blood and egg, and adorn

them by sticking feathers of fowls and bristles of

pigs on them. If an image receives a crack, it is

thought that the soul has escaped, and. a new image
is made. Offerings are made to the images on all

important events of life, in illness, etc. Several

Dayak tribes in Sarawak keep images, wffiich they

feed at stated times, and which guard the village

and watch over the work of the fields. Some tribes

in the Philippme Islands used images of ancestors

made of stone, gold, and ivory. They were kept

in the houses. Here and there, as, e.g.y in the
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Philippine Islands and in Borneo, the souls of the
departed are worshipped by means of pots.

31. Shamanism.—It is possible to get into con-
tact with the souls of the departed not only by
means of objects, but also by means of men.
Spirits wandering about freely enter a human
being, take possession of him, and act and speak
through him. Such a human medium is called a
shaman. To summon the spirits, drums are beaten
(Central Celebes, Halmahera), dracaena leaves are
woven, rice is stewed, etc. During the ecstatic

trance the soul remains on the shoulder of the
medium or in the apex of his heart. The spirits

enter through the joints, under the nails, through
the anus, and so forth. The spirit generally leaves
the medium imperceptibly ; sometimes the medium
snaps his fingers, or presses his hands on the back
of his head ; sometimes people blow into his ear to
expel the spirit.

The spirits are believed to arrive when the body
or the limbs begin to tremble. This trembling
passes into shocks, after which the medium calms
down, and answers the questions put to him ; or
else he leaps to his feet and begins to dance to the
measure of the drums. A shaman is simply a
medium who allows himself to be used as a mouth-
iece for the spirits. A priest’s only aim is to make
is soul-substance rise up to the lord of the heavens,

and to reclaim the lost soul-substance of a man.
Among some Indonesian tribes this is still the
salient trait in their shamanism, and the medium
phenomena are a mere appendage

; among others
priesthood and shamanism have been blended

;

and among others priesthood has been merged in
shamanism. Among the Torajas of Central Celebes,
priesthood only is found. Among the Toba Battak
the two classes are sharply distinguished. A sha-
man is called sihaso

;

he works quite spontaneously,
and is perfectly unconscious of what he says or
does ; datu is the word for the real priest, who
practises sorcery, banishes the spirits of disease,
and recalls runaway soul-substance to a man. At
sacrificial ceremonies it is the datu who calls upon
the spirits, but they manifest themselves in the
sihaso. The Papuans also keep^ the two functions
separate ; the inderri reveals his predisposition to
be a shaman by a fainting fit in the presence of a
corpse ; the konoor, on the other hand, is simply a
priest who acts as a mediator between men and
spirits. The Javanese, too, distinguish the ordinary
dukun, who bears the same character as the Batta
datu, from the dukun shaman

; the Javanese
dancing-girls are probably a degeneration of the
earlier shamans.
There is a blending of shamanism and priesthood

among the Dayaks, Buginese, and Minahassians.
The priests perform some shamanistic actions in
addition to their priestly functions. Among the
Dayaks the only shamanistic element is that the
sph*it which has helped the priest in discovering
the soul-substance, or in conducting the soul of the
dead person, incarnates itself finally in the body
of the priest, who in this condition performs some
actions as if it were the spirit itself that did so.
Among the Minahassians the only sign of the sha-
manism part is that, wherever the priest in his
peregrination through the heavens to seek the soul-
substance meets a spirit, he makes the latter speak
through himself. With the Buginese priests and
priestesses the shamanistic side is not essential.
Among the inhabitants of Halmahera and the

Parigians in Central Celebes, priesthood has been
resolved into shamanism. Among the Halmahera
the priest is entirely inspired by a spirit called jini

;
then he speaks another tongue

; different spirits
manifest themselves, according to which the jini-
feasts are divided into different divisions. The
shamanism in Parigi is exactly the same. It may

be demonstrated with all but absolute certainty
that both these peoples have adopted shamanism
from the Muhammadans.

32, Demonology.—For different reasons souls of
dead people may rise so high in the esteem of the
people that they come to be regarded as gods.
Besides these, the Indonesians have other gods
who have never been men. They ascribe the
mystery of the origin of man, natural phenomena
—e.g., volcanic eruptions, landslides, storms—to

I
gods who have always been gods. With the souls
of his ancestors the Indonesian has daily inter-
course ; he fears them, but at the same time he is
familiar with them. With gods and spirits he
comes only occasionally into contact

—

e.g., when he
happens to cross their path or offends them

; but
for the most part he feels indifferent towards them
and leaves everything to the priests, who know how
to manage them.

33. The Creator and Creation.—In the Archi-
pelago we find some Hindu names for the gods,
but it is going too far to say that the gods have
been borrowed from the Hindus : the foreign
names were given to existing conceptions. Thus
the name of Batara Guru is found among Battak
and Malays ; among the Dayaks in Mahatara and
Betara or Pitara ; among the Balinese in Pitara

;

and among the Tagals in the Philippine Islands in
Bathala.^ In the same way we find the Arabic
Allah ta did in Hatalla among the Dayaks, Laha-
tala in Burn, and Latala in Solor.
Among all peoples we find a supreme Being who

has created the world; sometimes his functions
are divided among different gods. In the Moluccas
the creator is often called Upulero, but the con-
nexion between him and the creation of man is

very vague. In some islands people are supposed
to descend from a woman who came down from
heaven. In others the first men are believed to
have originated from trees or bamboo. In Buru
the highest god is called Opo-geba-snulat, * the lord
moulder of man,’ ‘the lord creator of man.’ He
is said to have sent his messenger to the earth in
olden times ; this is Nabiata (the ‘ prophet Adam ’).

The name has certainly been derived from the
Muhammadans, but messengers of gods who de-
scend to earth are prevalent among all Indonesian
peoples. Among the peoples living more to the
West we find creation stories. Thus the Buginese
say that the first men were born from a union of a
son of the god of the upper world with a daughter
of the god of the under world. Their children were
the first men, who, when their parents returned
home, were left behind in this world, which was
formed from a handful of earth given by the god of
the upper world to his son. This is the poetic ex-
pression of an idea current among the Indonesians
that man has arisen by conjunction of sun and
earth. It is also strongly pronounced among the
Minahassians. The first human being, a woman,
is moulded from the earth, and is impregnated by
the west wind. She bears a son, who wanders
about on the earth, and, meeting her afterwards,
but not knowing her to be his mother, marries her,
and in this way becomes the progenitor of the first

men. The son, Toar, is merely the sun, who in
the morning arises from his mother, the earth, and
in the evening returns to her again as her husband.
Ainong the Torajas of Central Celebes the two gods
Ilai, ‘man,’ and Indara, ‘maid,’ make man. These
two again stand for the sun and the earth. They
make a couple of men of stone, who are animated
by the wind and live. In Siau the highest god is

called Duata or Ruata, a corruption of the Skr.
Devata (‘divinity’). (This name is also found
among the Macassars and Buginese in Dewata ;

among the Javanese in Dewata, Debata, and Juata ;

among the Dayaks in Jebata and Jata ; among the
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Mongondouians in Duata ; in the Philippine islands

in Divata, Davata, and Diuata.) The Dayaks in

S.E. Borneo think that the world was created by
Mahatara and data, who are simply the sun and
the earth. The Battak believe that the first men
were born from the daughter of the chief god Ompu
Tnhan mnla jadi, who descends on earth, after

having moulded it in the world-ocean with the
aid of her father. Probably this daughter stands :

for the earth itself. In Nias the chief god Lowa-
j

iangi (Lubn-langi) and the lower gods and men
are all believed to have come forth from the buds ;

of one and ihe same tree.
I

34. The preserver of Creation.-Nature-worshi]p,
j

which is found in the Eastern part of the Archi-
j

pelago, passes into myths of gods towards the
|

West. The chief god is the sun, and this god
j

continues to exert influence on his creation ; he I

makes the earth fruitful, penetrates 'with his
!

light everywhere, sees everything, and punishes
|

what displeases him (chiefly incest, sexual inter-

course with animals, lies, and theft). On the other
hand, this sun-god has entered so little into the
life of the people, that he is not w'orshipped to any
extent.
Sometimes creator and preserver are united in

|

one person ; but often the creator has transferred to
|

one or more other gods the task of the administra-
|

tion of created things. Then the creator retreats
|

to the background and he is known only by name,
j

while his servants, to whom he has transferred his !

task, are worshipped. In the Moluccas, creator
j

and preserver are one person ; he is worshipped
under the symbol of a lamp. Once a year a great
sacrificial feast is held, at the time when he is

thought to descend to earth to make it fruitful.

He never interferes with the deeds of other spirits,

whether good or evil ; he does not rule. In Bum
the chief god is invoked only on special occasions,

at oaths, at ordeals, or in general calamities. The
Timorese calls upon the preserver %vhen making a
vow, or by way of confirmation of the tmth of

what he has said.

The chief servant of the creator among the
Torajas is Pue mpalaburu ; he is the sun, -who sees

everything and punishes; he receives offerings

in cases of general disaster, and his name is called

upon when some one takes an oath or is cleansed

from sin. The myths of the Minahassians set forth

with great clearness how the creator has divided

the administration of the world among different

gods, but all these difierent gods may be traced

back to the sun. The Mahatara of the Dayaks
does not take notice of unimportant things ; he is

called upon only in cases of tne utmost need, and
then it is always necessary to sacrifice a buflalo to

him, the sacrificial rites being performed by seven

priestesses. Tamei Tingei is the chief god of the

Bahaus, who punishes misdeeds and gives rew^ards.

Other gods have the charge of husbandry, and are

therefore called upon at harvest-festivals. The
chief god of the Battak, Ompu mula jadi, has trans-

ferred Ms powder to three gods: Batara guru,

Soripada, and Manalabulan. The last is a w^anton,

inconstant, and fickle divinity. He has^ the prin-

cipal share in the conduct of human aflairs, and is

alw'ays able to thwart the good intentions of the

other two gods. For this reason the Battak are

particularly anxious to secure his favour.^ The
Niassians assert that the god Lature resides in the

sun ; he is the owner of mankind, and can kill

people at pleasure ;
therefore offerings are made to

him that hemay spare them. But Lownlangi (Lubu-
langi) is even more powerful than Lature.^ Lowra-

langi has power over life and death, blessings and
curses, riches and poverty ; he appoints kings and
deposes them ; he is omnipotent, omniscient, omni-

present, and ail avenger of evil. His name occurs

* in numerous expressions in daily life, but in spite

of this the Niassians pay very little heed to him.
The administrator often interferes with men

by means of animals, wEich are his messengers.
Thus birds of bad omen are sent as the mes-
sengers of the gods to w^arn men. Among different

peoples, crocodiles and tigers are sent by the gods
1 to avenge some evil, and by ordeals also the gods
judge guilt or innocence among men.

35. Predestination. — The Indonesians always
consider an accident w’hich has befallen a man as

a punishment for some evil that he has committed.
They also believe that their lot here on earth is

predetermined, and that they themselves have
w’anted it to be as it is. This idea is illustrated

in a great many stories. There is, for instance, a
story of a man who was dissatisfied with his lot,

and w^ent to the supreme lord to ask him to change
it. The lord consented, and allowed the com-
plainer to choose again, and then it was found
that he had chosen the same as had fallen to his

share before (Torajas, Battak, Dayaks, Galela-

rese, Niassians). The w^ay in which a person is to

die is also predestined at his birth ; to prove this a
story is told about a man who was always on his

guard against tigers, because at his birth he had
been told that a tiger would kill him, and w^ho w^as

crushed by a falling w^ooden image of a tiger ; of a
child w^bo was killed by a string of crocodile teeth,

because it had been foretold that crocodiles w’ould

cause its death (Torajas, Battak). The length of

a man’s life is predestined among the Battak and
Sea Dayaks by means of a plant ; among the
Dayaks of S.E. Borneo and the Torajas by means
of a rope ;

among the Karo Battak by means of a
measure for rice ; among the Minahassians by a
burning torch.

36. Moon-worship. —At the present stage of

development of Animism in Indonesia a definite

moon-w’orship is rarely found. Here and there in

the Moluccas the moon is worshipped. In Babar
the war-spirit is supposed to reside in the moon ;

the Tomorians point out the moon as the abode of

the rice-spirit ; and they have many songs in its

honour. The Mafors in New Guinea receive

the crescent of the new moon with shouts of joy,

and the w^omen sing in its honour. The Papuans
believe the moon to be the abode of a woman.
Jvlany Indonesian peoples believe that happiness

and misfortune are caused by the difierent positions

of the moon—wiiich proves that its influence on
their spiritual conceptions must have been much
greater in earlier times.

37. Intermediate gods.—Just because the gods
who have never been men are so far above the
inhabitants of the earth, the latter have felt the

need of intermediate gods, souls of the departed

w'ho have risen to be gods. They can assist man
in approaching the ori^nal ^ods. A frequently re-

cnrring name for these issaniarh, and other modified

forms. They are of little use to the people, but of

infinite use to the priests, who call upon them to

assist them in their w’ork, and then the spirits

accompany and help them. The Dayaks have the

most intimate knowdedge of these intermediate

gods. According to them, they have not been

souls of men, but are allied to men. They used

to live wdth them on the earth, but a quarrel

induced them to move to the heavens. Every
priest (or priestess) has his own sanian who assists

him, from which it appears that here we really

have souls of the departed. This is also seen from
the fact that heroic exploits are told of some of

these sanians. In a storm a special spirit is called

upon, wdiilst another has power over the tribes.

These spirits punish their servant (the priest) when
he does not fulfil a promise. The Torajas say that

their intermediate spirits carry on an endless war
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fare with other evil spirits, who live in the air, and
who always lie in wait to fall upon men.

38. Abode and manner of living of the gods.~
These gods and spirits are supposed to live in

heaven or on high mountains. As they always
live in the light, they are imagined as white
figures, who for that reason require white offer-

ings : white hens, white buffaloes, etc. Stories

prevail everywhere that heaven used to he close to

earth, so that it was possible to reach it with the
hand. Grease or oil was scraped off from heaven,
but, in consequence of some injudicious action of

an inhabitant of earth, heaven was drawn up (Mo-
luccas, Central Celebes, Borneo, Nias). In former
times there was a lively intercourse between men
and gods; numerous stories survive telling of

somebody climbing up to heaven along a liana or

rattan. Mountains are considered as leading up
to heaven (Minahassians, Toba Battak) ; or the
rainbow is the way upward (Central and Southern
Celebes) ; or a gossamer thread (Halmahera). In
the abode of the gods everything is imagined as

earthly, only much more beautiful ; often wonder-
ful trees are found there, which bear cotton, or
gold and silver fruits. A peculiar trait in the con-

ceptions Avhich these people form of the gods is

that they are easily deceived and imposed upon,
one of the commonest deceptions being that a
buffalo, pig, or other animal is promised as a
sacrifice, whereas in reality nothing is given but
an egg or some such trifie.

39. Volcano gods and sea gods.—Volcanoes and
seas, with their dangers, in which some perish and
from which others escape, are thought by the
Indonesians to be inhabited by spirits. In Mina-
hassa every volcano is supposed to be inhabited
by a god, and numerous stories are current about
these volcano gods. The volcano Gunun Awu in
the island of Siau received an annual sacrifice of
a child. Human skulls were occasionally thrown
as sacrifices into the crater of Ternate. Every
year the Teiigerese in Java hold a great sacrificial

festival for the crater of the volcano Bromo.
Throughout the Archipelago sacrifices are made

to the spirits of the sea. The most widely known
of all these is the goddess Njai or Ratu Loro
Kidul, who lives in a beautiful palace at the
bottom of the ocean on the south coast of Java,
whence she holds sway over the spirits living in
the caverns. With great reverence and with offer-

ings the Javanese enter this region. She is also
supposed to live at some definite places on the
south coast ; there people lie down to sleep in
order to receive revelations from her. Those who
live by gathering swallows’ nests in the crevices of
the rocks especially reverence her. A temple has
even been built for her there, in which sacrifices

are made.
A spirit, Karaeng lowe, ‘ the high lord,’ is wor-

shipped in Southern Celebes under the sign of
the lihga and yoni. This is the only instance of
this kind of worship in the Malay Archipelago.
In many places in Southern Celebes there are
houses dedicated to this spirit, where he is wor-
shipped under the sign of two stones, which evi-
dently represent the genitals of the two sexes.
Karaeng lowe dispenses fortune and misfortune;
he has dominion over life and death ; the patient
who desires health, the mother who desires a child,
the merchant who desires success, the gambler who
desires gain, the husbandman who desires a good
harvest, all pray to Karaeng loAve, and vow to
give him something if he will grant them their
desire. When they have obtained what they
wanted, it would be very dangerous to refrain from
keeping their vow ; Karaeng lowe w^ould avenge
this by sending Ulness. The Karaeng lowe worship
is probably of Hindu origin.

40. Tree spirits.—Besides gods and demi-gods,
the Indonesians have lower spirits, who reside in
trees, mountains, and rivers. It is only when
people cross their paths that they injure them. If

a person supposes himself to have been made ill by
such a spirit, he makes offerings to him; other-
wise there is no worship oliered to these lower
spirits. Among them the tree spirits occupy a
foremost place. Every tree has soul-substance, but
not every tree has a spirit. These spirits inhabit
large trees, generally some species of ficus. If the
Indonesians cut down a large tree, they first make
an ofiermg to the spirit, and beg him to go to
some other place. These tree spirits are very
dangerous. They often carry off the soul-sub-
stance of a man, and then a sacrifice is made to
reclaim it. The Dayaks believe that they some-
times carry off even living people. They can also
cause lunacy. Some tribes (as in Borneo and in
Siau) imagine the tree spirits to be spirits wander-
ing about independently. The Minankabauians
believe that they appear in the shape of animals.
The Dayaks of Sarawak hang on a tree a piece of

their clothing, as being a part of themselves, as
an offering for the spirit.

41. How spirits appear and how they are
banished.—We have already mentioned that tree
spirits sometimes appear as animals. This is also
the case with other demons, when they reveal
themselves to man. They sometimes appear as
serpents (Burn, Sunda, Borneo), as fireflies (Babar),
as birds (Minankabau), as tigers (Sundanese), or
as men. Some tribes believe that the spirits may
appear in all possible shapes. The universal
means of keeping them away is the use of pungent
and bad-smelling things, among which onions and
ginger-roots take a foremost place ; very often a
bad smell is produced by burning something. A
custom of frequent occurrence in the Archipelago
is to lay women after childbirth near a smoulder-
ing fire, to keep the spirits at a distance from
them. Besides fire, thorny boughs are used to
ward oft' spirits, who are supposed to be afraid
of being wounded by them. When a man knows
the spirit’s name and pronounces it, the spirit’s

power over him is broken. Alb. C. KETJua’.

Litbsatuee.—

T

he greater part of Indonesia is under Dutch
rule, and the Dutch have paid great attention to the customs
and religions of their subject races. Many valuable contribu-
tions to these subjects are dispersed in a number of Dutch
scientific periodicals, among which may be particularly men-
tioned : Tijdschrift voor Indiscke Taal-^ Land- en Volkenkunde
^atavia and The Hague) ; Bijdragen tot de Taal-^ Land- en
VolkeTikunde van Nederlandsch-lndie (The Hag^e) ; Verhande-
lingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en
Wetenschappen (Batavia); Mededeelingen van wege het Neder-
landsehe Zendelinggenootsckap (Rotterdam); Tijdschrift van
het koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap
(Leyden); and Tijdschrift voor Hiederlands(M- Indie (Zalt-

Bommel).
i. General.—

O

t general works dealing with Indonesia may
be mentioned : F. valentyn, Oud en Nieuw Oost-lndUn^
8 vols., Dordrecht and Amsterdam, 1724-26 (still valuable)

; J.
Crawfurd, History of the Indian Archipelago^ 3 vols., Edin-
burgh, 1820; C. j. Temminck, Coup dceil giniral sur les

possessions nierlandaises dans VInde archipilagique^ 3 vols.,

Leyden, 1846-49 ; S. Muller, Reizen en Onderzo^eningen in
den indisch. Archipel, 2 vols., Amsterdam, 1857; A. R.
Wallace, The Malay Archipelago^ London, 1877 ; H. von
Rosenberg, Der malayische Archipel, Leipzig, 1878 ; A.
Bastian, Indonesieii, i pts., Berlin, 1884-89 ; G. A. Wilken,
Handleiding voor de vergelijkende Volkenkunde van Reder-
landsch-lndie:^ Leyden, 1893 (the best general introduction in a
moderate compass). The writings of G. A. Wilken are a store-

house of information on the religion and sociology of Indonesia.
They were published in the form of articles in mai^ periodicals,

but are now accessible in a collected edition: 3e verspreide

Geschriften van Prof. Dr. G. A. Wilken^ ed. F. D. E. Ossen-
bruggen, 4 vols., The Hague, 1912. The fullest general account
of the animistic beliefs of the Indonesians is the work of A. C.
Kruijt, Het animisme in den indischen Archipel, The Hague,
1906,

ii. SPECIAL.—(a) Malay Peninsula : T. J. Newbold, Political

and Statistical Account of the British Settlements in the StraiU
of Malacca, London, 1889 ; W. W. Skeat, Malay MagiCf do.

1900 ;
W. W. Skeat and C. O. Blagden, Pagan Races of the
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Malay Peninsula^ 2 vols., do. 1900 ; N. Annandale, Fasciculi
Malayejises, do. 1903-04; R. J. Wilkinson, 2tcUay Belief
London and Leyden, 1906.

(&) Sumatra: W. Marsden, History of Sumatia^ London,
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J. G. Frazer.

INDULGENCES.—Indulgences, as employed
in the Roman Catholic Church, are a partial sur-

vival of the primitive discipline of penance ; they
are the remission of the penitential satisfaction
due for pardoned sins, and are granted hy spiritual
authority for the performance of optional works of
merit. In order, therefore, to understand the true
nature of indulgences, we must first trace their
historical evolution.

I. History.—The fundamental principle, admir-
ably stated by the Council of Trent (sess. v. n. 5,
sess. xiv. chs. i.

j
ii., viii.), lies in the different con-

ditions controlling the pardon of sin by baptism
and by sacramental penance. Baptism brings com-
plete remission of all sins previously committed,
and entails no^ further expiation ; as soon as he
leaves the baptismal font, the adult, born to super-
natural life by the sacrament, is no longer respon-
sible to God or to Christian society for any past
fault or punishment. But the same conditions do
not hold for the remission of sins committed after
baptism, in violation of baptismal vows. Remis-
sion of post-baptismal sin takes the form of a sort
of jud^ent, comprising a confession of guilt and
a punishment— a penal reparation called ‘satis-
faction* in theological language. The Christian
who by mortal sin violates the law which he pro-
mised at baptism to observe assumes a moral
responsibility of which he must give an account
to God ; and he also renders himself unworthy of
the holy society into which he has entered, un-
worthy of the sacred mysteries into wliich he has
been initiated. To recover his former status, to
participate worthily once more in the holy mys-
teries, he must present himself as guilty bemre the
tribunal of the priest, confess his unworthiness,
and ask to be reinstated by sacerdotal authority.
Absolution remits his fault {culpa), and at the
same time the punishment due for unpardoned
sin (‘ eternal punishment’)

; but it still obliges the
sinner to undergo a certain penalty, and to earn
full rehabilitation by reparations or ‘satisfactions’
(‘temporal punishment’ for pardoned sin). It is
to this satisfaction, or temporal punishment, that
the concession of indulgences refers. Following
the development of penitential discipline, indul-
gences did not attain their final form until the 11th
cent. ; but the essential element was present from
the very beginning, viz. the remission, in considera-
tion of certain good works, of such penances as the

sinner would otherwise be bound to perform. Ie
the early centuries this remission would result in
hastening the return of the sinner to ecclesiastical
communion ; later, it would consist in the substitu-
tion of easier works or works of shorter duration
for the required penances; and, when penances
ceased to be individually imposed, they would be
remitted all the more readily and generously.
The characteristic feature of ancient public peni-

tential discipline was the exclusion of the culprit,

by way of satisfaction, either from ecclesiastical

communion or at least from eucharistic communion,
this exclusion being supplemented by penances
under ecclesiastical control. But the Church al-

ways reserved the right to terminate this exclu-
sion; the bishop, who had judged the fault and
given the sinner his penance, could also decide
when the penitent had made sufficient satisfaction.

The principle is clearly stated by one of the most
ancient penitential canons

:

‘The bishops shall have the power, after having tried the
conduct of each, to mitigate the penalties, or to extend the
time of penitence ; but they must take care to inquire what has
passed before and after their fall, and their clemency must be
exercised accordingly* (Council of Ancyra (a.d. 314], can. 6;
cf. 2, 4, 7 ; Nicsea, can. 12 ; Basil’s canonical letter [ccxviL],
can. 74ff.).

We have facts of even earlier date. If Cyprian
denied confessors, imprisoned for the faith, the
right of admitting penitents to ecclesiastical com-
munion by giving them ‘certificates of peace’
{libelhts pads), he himself reclaimed that right

;

for we know that he absolved all the penitents of
Carthage en masse at the approach of the persecu-
tion (Cyprian, Ep. x., xiv., Iv., Ixiv., ed. Hartel,
ii. [Vienna, 1871]); and it has always been the
custom to give full ecclesiastical communion to re-

pentant sinners at death. So much for the indul-
gence in the initial stage of penitential discipline.

In the system of the Penitential Books, the most
important part of the satisfaction is no longer ex-
clusion of the sinner from communion, but works
of reparation, prayer, psalms, fasts, mortifications,
and alms, every sin having its penance assigned,
and the whole system being reckoned by days,
weeks, months, or even years. The priest imposed
penances on the various sinners in accordance with
the Penitentials, and naturally had the right to see
that they were fulfilled. Primitive indulgence took
a new form analogous to that new form of penance.
Not only did the Penitentials allow the priest great
latitude in assigning the penance, but they pro-
vided various methods of compensation and commu-
tation with a view to mitigating the satisfactions
required. Thus, a bread-and-water fast equalled
two or three ordinary fasts; the recitation of a
psalter (50 psalms), or a flagellation, was equiva-
lent to several days of penance ; while alms, which
could not be prescribed indiscriminately for all,

served as a basis for compensation which varied
with the wealth and charity of the penitent. This
gave rise to ‘ redemptions ’ of penance, left at first

to the discretion of the confessor, and then offici-

ally regulated, in particular by the Councils of

Tribur (A.D. 895, can. 56 ff.) and Rheims (A.D. 923).

A relic of this method of imposing and remitting
penances has been preserved in the scale of indul-
ences, which are granted for a stated number of

ays, months, or years; the remission is in pro-
portion to the penances indicated by the Peniten-
tial Books, though the scale is no longer employed
in imposing them.
The control of penance by the priest who had

imposed it gradually fell into disuse, and penitents
could proceed to redemptions of penance on their

own account. It was then possiole to offer them
not only compensations, which were calculated ac-

cording to the amount of their personal debt, but
even general reductions, from which all might
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profit, by performing a work, not prescribed for

each one'^of them, but which ail were invited to do,

even though they did not know their own exact
penitential debt. From the 11th cent, onwards
we meet with reductions of penances, either propor-
tional (a seventh, a quarter, or some other fraction)

or absolute (ten, twenty, or forty days), otiered to
every one on such occasions as the consecration of

a church, the translation of relics, the festival of

a venerated saint, or a pilgrimage, or even for alms
towards the building or upkeep of churches, abbeys,
hospitals, etc. This method of redemption or sub-
stitution reached its zenith when it covered all

kinds of penance, which was done at the indul-

gence of the Crusade. At the CouncU of Clermont
(1095), Pope Urban li. passed the following decree :

‘ Whoever, out of pure devotion and not for the purpose of

gaining honour or money, shall go to Jerusalem to liberate the
Church of God, may count that journey in lieu of all penance *

(can. 2 ;
Mansi, Concilia^ Venice, 1759 ff., xx. 816).

Moreover, he preached the same thing to the
masses. This was not only an indulgence, but a
plenary indulgence—indeed for a long time the
type of plenary indulgence—until it was imitated
by so many others. Though the work proposed to
Crusaders was peculiarly hard, the Crusade indul-

gence contains all the constituent elements of an
indulgence according to the accepted definition:

ecclesiastical authority remits the penitential satis-

faction, without considering the personal debt of

each sinner, in virtue of the accomplishment of

an optional task proposed equally to all. This
remission, far from dispensing with confession of

sins, presupposes and demands it, since it is the
confessor wdio imposes the penance when he par-

dons the fault. On the other hand, an indulgence
is valid directly in the eyes of the Church, and
indirectly in the eyes of God, in the same way as

absolution is
j for the Church, the authorized inter-

mediary between God and the Christian for the
pardon of sin, is none the less the intermediary
for the imposition, and consequently the reduction,

of satisfaction.

In those days, just as in our own, it was mainly
for their value in reference to God that indulgences
were sought, and, then as now, above all by those

who had least need of them, since it is never the
greatest sinners who frequent the confessional

most. Thus people set themselves, as they still

do, to pursue penitential works for their o'wn value

and to nave the right to be liberated from penance,
without considering carefully whether their pen-

ance had been determined or even incurred, ^d,
when the gradual mitigation of penitential ^sci-

pline had reduced penance or sacramental satisfac-

tion almost to the vanishing point, the remission

obtained by indulgences, by the performance of

less and less arduous works, served to reduce this

indeterminate but certain debt of every one to the

divine justice, even for pardoned sins. The im-

portance of commutation, which is the basis of ^1
indulgence, decreased as that of condonation in-

creased ; at the same time, the primitive idea of

debt to the Church and of the penitential scale

disappeared gradually from the view and practice

of the faithfm and even of theologians, so that the

indulgence has come to be the extra-sacramental

remission of the temporal punishment due to God
for our pardoned sins.

The transition evidently took place by degrees

;

towards the end of the 11th cent, we meet with

the practice of getting definite penances imposed

on oneself in order to ransom them more surely.

St. Peter Damianus relates {Sanctorum vitts, viiL

[PL cxliv. 1015 f.]) that a pious hermit, St. Dominie
of the Cuirass (Loricatus ; 1 1062), so named from

the iron cuirass which he always wore for mortifi-

cation, made his confessor impose years of penance,

once even a thousand years, on him ; and this the
holy man accomplished in a single Lent, thanks to

the methods borrowed from the ancient Peniten-
tials; by singing a psalter, e.g,, while dealing him-
self fifteen thousand disciplmary blows, he did five

years of penance. This exceptional fact, even in

the 11th cent., practically marks the end of pen-
ances actually imposed on and redeemed by indi-

viduals ;
sacramental satisfaction could no longer

be redeemed. There was, accordingly, nothing
left but penitential works proposed indiscriminately

to all. These, however, continued to be quite con-

siderable, so that the remission of satisfaction had
a Yery real counterpart. The Crusade indulgence,

the first of the plenary type, was almost a commu-
tation ; though it was extended later to those who
did not go themselves to the Holy Land, but sent

a representative to fight, and then to those who
merely supported the holy enterprise by their alms,

it was still not too easOy won. On the other hand,
partial indulgences w'ere still reckoned by ten,

twenty, and forty days in the 12th and. 13th cen-

turies ; there was no more than a year’s indulgence
for a pilgrimage to the tomb of Christ or to the
basilicas of the holy apostles in Rome. This means
that figures still retained nearly all their old sig-

nificance. Further, when the Lateran Council

(1215, Deer. Ixii.), after checking the abuses of cer-

tain churchmen and alms-gatherers, decreed that
bishops should not gi*ant more than a year’s indul-

gence after the consecration of a church, and forty

days in other circumstances (by a concession of

Pius X., of 28th Aug. 1903, this is extended to fifty

days for bishops, a hundred for archbishops, and
two hundred for cardinals), it must not be imagined
that it was making a great reduction of a right

that had hitherto been exercised to a much larger

extent. Undoubtedly the Council was aiming^ at
making episcopal concessions uniform and restrict-

ing abuses ; but the limits which it assigned w’ere

by no means excessive at the time.

The whole history of indulgences after this, howr-

ever, is summed up in constantly increasing con-

cessions, ever more easily obtained, for the most
varied acts of piety and charity. iBy the end of

the 13th cent, there were numerous indulgences for

a year, five years, and so on. TTe then come to

the second plenary indulgence, the Jubilee, granted
for the first time in 1300 by Boniface vill. for the

pilgrimage to the apostles’ tombs in Rome. Orig-

inguly proclaimed for secular years, the Jubilee

w^as afterwards renewed at shbi-ter periods, and
was then extended beyond Rome, and imitated on
various solemn occasions. Later, plenary indul-

gences were multiplied and made extremely easy
of access ; but by this stage the evolution of the
indulgence was complete.

2. Theology.—The theology of indulgences was,

in early times, complete according to the prin-

ciples stated above: temporal punishment to be
undergone after sin has been pardoned

;
penance

imposed, controlled, and even reduced, by ecclesi-

astical authority, its concessions being approved
by God, as pardon given in His name, but in a
degree which cannot be definitely stated. When
theologians came to consider, chiefly in relation to

God, both the remission of the penalty and the
absolution of the sin, they wrere inclined to ask
how this temporal debt to divine justice w’as paid.

This is where the theory of ‘treasure’ came in—^the theory not, as has been alleged, invented by
Alexander of Hales, but brought into relief by
him and introduced into everyday teaching. It

is no more than an aspect and a consequence of

the Communion of saints : ought we not to pray
for one another? If merit properly so called is

not directly communicable betw'een the members
of the Chnstian society, at least satisfaction can
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be transferred, almost as a man can pay a friend’s

debts. The infinite satisfaction of our Lord and
the superabundant satisfaction of the Virgin Mary
and the saints form a treasure which the Church
guards and administers, drawing upon it for the

payment of the debts remitted to the faithful by
mdulgences. This explanation pleased the realist

spirit of the scholastics, and was accepted by the

whole school
;
provided the limits of the compari-

son with debts between human beings are not tran-

scended, it is indeed quite satisfactory. Clement
VI. was the first to make much of it, in his bull

promulgating the Jubilee of 1350, and the Church
upheld it against the attacks both of Luther (Leo

X.’s bull ‘Exsurge Domine,’ 15th June 1520) and
of the Jansenist Synod of Pistoia (Pius VI. ’s bull
‘ Auctorem fidei,’ 28th Aug. 1794).

Connected with the theory of treasure are the
theory and practice of the application of indul-

gence to the dead, a new form which helped, rather
than hindered, the development of prayer for the
dead, a custom always employed in the Church.
The transfer of indulgence to the dead seemed to

clash with the principle that the Church has no
control over the other world; to this the theo-

logians replied that it was not a case of granting
indulgences directly to the dead, but simply a
matter of oftering to God for them the indul-

gences which the living could acquire ; they added
that the application of indulgences to the dead
was not made in the form of strict, just payment,
but bj; means of prayer—‘per modum sunragii,’

according to the accepted expression; in other
words, it depended on the mercy of God. On
this understanding the application of indulgences
to the dead was adopted by the whole school (cf.

Thomas Aquinas, in IV. Sent., dis. 46, qu. 2,

art. 3 ;
Bonaventura, In IV. Sent., dis. 20, p. 2,

art. 1, qu. 5). It was not included in any official

document till 1476 under Sixtus rv. This Pope, the
first to accord indulgences to the dead, explained
its significance ; and from this time it became
official doctrine and general practice (see the re-

sponse of the Congregation of Indulgences of 28th
July 1840 [Decreta authentica, no. 283]). The
most notable official document on the theology of
indulgences is the decree of the Council of Trent
(sess. XXV.), affirming the traditional authority of
the Church to grant them (cf. Mt 16^®, Jn 2(P),
and declaring the practice most salutary for the
Christian people.
This decree avoids precise statement, but this is

because the real efficacy of indulgences cannot be
estimated with precision. Not only is the Chris-
tian ignorant of the degree of temporal punish-
ment that is his due (the scale for imposition of
pen^ce has not been preserved, but only that for
remission), but he does not know how God measures
this punishment or in what proportion He accepts
the indulgence ; and this uncertainty is, of course,
more marked in the case of the efficacy of indul-
gences for the dead.
At least it is clear what indulgences are not:

they are not merits, though some pious persons
seem to think they are; nor the remission or

E
ardon of sin itself, though this has been inferred
:om the celebrated expression, ‘ a culpa et a poena ’

;

nor the purely gratuitous, unconditioned remission
of the expiation due for pardoned sin ; nor a sort
of authority to sin gained by making a promise of
some simple expiation. Without entering into
discussions raised by so-called indulgences ‘ a culpa
et a poena,* we may formulate some conclusions

:

(a) no single extant text implies the remission of
mortal sin without recourse to the sacrament of
penance ; (6) a person who, after receiving absolu-
tion from his sins, obtains a plenary indulgence is
actually free ‘ a culpa et a poena *

; (c) as a matter

of fact, this expression is not found at first, except
in reference to the two early plenary indulgences,
the Crusade and the Jubilee, for which every one
was allowed to apply to the confessor of his own
choice ; (ct) the same explanation holds for letters
of confession and indulgence, so frequent from the
14th cent.; (e) the expression has always been
correctly interpreted by theologians : after all, it

is no more difficult to explain than such expres-
sions as ‘peccatorum remissiones,* which continue
to appear in pontifical letters without being mis-
understood by any one; besides, is sin fufly re-

mitted so long as it leaves an expiation to be
accomplished ?

3. Abuse and reform.—The abuse commonly
known as the ‘sale of indulgences’ was a very
real exploitation of the concessions of indulgences
ranted in return for almsgiving to the churches

;

ut it must be remarked that this was always an
abuse, never a legitimate custom, and that it was
always combated and finally suppressed by the
Church. The principle that the Church can reward
the contributions of the faithful to the temporal
needs of the religious society by spiritual favours
is unassailable, and requires no justification. The
abuse consisted in the exaggerated and inaccurate
statements made by preachers in order to encour-
age generous giving (especially for the deliverance

of souls from purgatory), the culpable maladminis-
tration of alms, the deductions made from the
alms for the benefit of the Church dignitaries and
even of civil authorities, and other modes of pro-

cedure which gave to the granting of indulgences
the appearance of a traffic. It is well known that
the grantii^ of indulgences for reconstructing the
church of St. Peter in Rome was the occasion of

Luther’s revolt ; if the doctrine was sound, as

Tetzel proved, appearances were very unfavourable.
The Lateran Council (1215) and the Council of

Vienne (1311) had tried to crush the abuses of

alms-gatherers, but without much eftect; it feU
to the Council of Trent to strike at the root of the
evil by condemning abusive practices, and abolish-

ing the collecting of alms and trading in indul-

gences (sess. xxi. ‘de reform.’, ch. 9; sess. xxv.)

;

the publication of indulgences was put in the hands
of the bishops, assisted by two canons ; they had
to collect the alms of the faithful themselves, and
keep nothing back. A further step was taken;
indulgence-alms were completely suppressed (ex-

cept the bull for the Crusade in Spain, which was
also freed from all abuse) ; on the rare occasions

when general indulgences included almsgiving, the
latter was only one of the prescribed duties ; its

taxation and employment were left to the free

choice of the faithful.

The reform of indulgences was energetically pur-

sued by the popes, and the problems relating to

them were entrusted by Clement Viil. to a pro-

visional commission of cardinals. Clement IX.

re-established it on a stable basis in 1667, charging
it ‘ to resolve the difficulties that arose, to correct

and suppress abuses, to do away with false, apo-

cryphal, and indiscreet indulgences, etc.’ This
Congregation of Indulgences continued to exist

till 1904, when it was united with the Congrega-
tion of Rites; in 1908, at the re-organization of

the Roman Curia, indulgences were entrusted to

a section of the Congregation of the Holy Office.
^

4. Practical remarks.—A plenary indulgence is

one which covers all penance required of the

penitent; a partial indulgence covers a part of

the penance, and is counted by days, months, or

years. A better distinction would be that the

latter is reckoned, not according to the actual

debt of the sinner, but according to the ancient

penitential scales, while the former is not. While
all indulgences really refer to persons, those which
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are granted directly to persons, to a con-

fraternity, are called personal 5 those directly

attached to a church, an altar, etc., are called

local; while those attached to holy objects

—

crucifix, medals, beads, etc,—are called real. It

is easy to understand the distinction between
temporary and permanent indulgences, indul-

gences obtaiaed for certain specified days, or once

a day, or ‘ toties quoties,’ whenever the penitential

actions are repeated, and so on. The chief in-

dulgences are, as formerly, the Crusade (still kept

up in Spain in a special form) ; the Jubilee, which
occurs every quarter-century, and is imitated more
or less frequently by solemn indulgences called ‘in

form of J ubilee ’

;

" indulgences attached to the

most popular devotions, as the Rosary or the

Stations of the Cross ; those of famous sanctu-

aries, as Rome, Jerusalem, Compostella, Assisi’s

Portiuncula, etc. ;
‘ apostolic ’ mdulgences, at-

tached by the pope (or the priest authorized by
him) to iioly objects blessed by him, etc. The
Congregation of indulgences published an official

collection {Racoolta) of indulgenced devotions

(Rome, 1854, and numerous editions), and two
collections, one of decisions [Decreta authentica

ab anno 1668 ad annum 1882, Ratisbon, 1883), the

other of rescripts and summaries of indulgences

{Bescripta authentica . . . Tiecnon^Summaria in-

dulgentiarum, Ratisbon, 1885). Numerous other

private collections exist, recognized and approved

by Roman or Episcopal authority.
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INDUSTRIALISM.—The conditions govern-

ing the progress of a country in civilization are

exceedingly complex. Among these the industry

of the people occupies a position of considerable

importance. Wealth and culture are far from

being interconnected ; but, at the same time, a

very poor country is unlikely to attain to the same

stage of progress as one in which commerce has

developed sufficiently to provide^ a moderate

standard of comfort for the majority of the in-

habitants. Thus industrial progress becomes the

potentiality from which other agencies can realize

a higher stage of civilization. In some recent

discussions of progress, there are two forms of
]

description, each of which is liable to mislead. On
j

the one side, industry is spoken of in terms which

imply that it is something altogether modern,

while, on the other side, it appears to be inferred

that industry alone will create a satisfactory

amount of national wealth. Against the first

trend of thought, it is to be noted that among

primitive peoples, whose situation is disadvan-

tageous, there are periods of sustained and pain-

ful labour. A tribe, trembling on the verge of

starvation, wdll be condemned to severe toil, and

the demands which this condition makes on mind

and body account for the stationa^ or even

declining state of such a society.^ Hence there

must be conjoined with habits of industry a not

unfavourable geographical position, in order t^t
progress may be made—to modify a savmg of W,
Petty :

‘ Labour is the father, and natural resources

the mother of wealth ’ {Economic Writings of Sir

W. Petty, ed. C. H. Hull, London, 1899, p. 377).

But of these two conditions of progress it is easy
to over-estimate the importance of natural re-

sources. There is some instinct or gift in certain

peoples which urges them either to force their

way from a disadvantageous situation or by their

labour to modify a country which was originally

almost barren so that it becomes modelately fruit-

ful.

Wherever a society maintained itself for any
considerable period, mdustry was a characteristic

of its life. If it existed in a nomadic or pastoral

state, there was the care of the cattle, while at the
same time there was, no doubt, in most cases the
work of providing clothing for the tribe. With
the general advance of civuization there came the

time when, as in England during a great part of

the Middle Ages, the occupations of the people

were predominantly agricultural. At this stage,

the manor constituted a complete economic unit,

providing for almost all its own normal wants. In
it one can trace the beginnings of organization in

the allocation of specific functions to certain

workers. The rise of the towns involved important
economic and social consequences. The bringing
together of a population of some size and the
contact w-ith distant markets enlarged the horizon

of the mediaeval burgess as compared with the man
living in the country, and the tovms were centres

of initiative and, on the whole, stood for the break-

ing down of oppressive customs. In fact, with the

growth of towns the way was prepared for the

beginnings of the period which is distinguished as

the modern one, as compared with Medisevalism.

The problem of the 17th cent, w^as the substitution

of some new method for the series of customs and
laws which had been found to hamper industry

during the previous two centuries. The method
available was the enlarging of the productive unit,

and for this capital was required. Gradually
capitalistic production began to replace the purely

domestic system. The former had been early

adopted in the woollen, the coal, and the iron

trades, and it had the advantage of enabling a
certain amount of division of labour to be adopted

;

but in the 17th cent, and the early part of the

18th cent, there were limits to the specialization

that was possible. When, for instance, one reads

of a Glasgow woollen ‘manufactory’ which in

1700 employed 1400 hands, it is to be inferred that

the majority of the workers were engaged in their

owm homes, wdiile power was used for the finishing

of the cloth. Such industries \vere, in fact, carried

on under the domestic system in the preliminary

processes, under factory conditions in the final

processes, and there was a capitalistic regime in

the marketing of the product.

During the first part of the 18th cent, in England
considerable additions were made to the capital of

the country. At the same time markets were
being extended, and by the joint action of both

causes it became possible to increase the <^aantity

of capitalistic production. The latter again led to

further division of labour—a phenomenon to which
Adam Smith drew attention in The Wealth of
Nations. Then there followed a series of important
mechanical inventions, affecting first the textile

trades and later other industries. As a result there

was a great displacement of hand labour, followed

by increased specialization and organization of

mdustry. In many ways the period from 1770 -to

1840 was one of change, even of upheaval, and it is

usually termed ‘ the industrial revolution.’ In the

middle of the 18th cent. British mdustry was largely

of the cottage or domestic type. A hundred years

later the factory system had become predominant.

1 Nor did the change end here ; the second half of
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the 19th cent, witnessed a revolution in transport,
which is still continuing. The facilities of com-
munication tend to bring distant places into
commercial relationship, and thus to render possible
production on a larger and larger scale, with further
specialization of industry and increased invention
of machines.
All these changes may be summed up in the

word ‘industrialism,’ and they have profoundly
modified not only the mode of production, but also
the whole social life of those countries where they
have taken place. The effects of industrialism
extend into almost all departments of the national
life. Under the domestic system the power required
for the primitive instruments then in use was
supplied either by the workers or by animals.
Now it is drawn from purely mechanical sources.
Thus it has become possible to use the labour of
men and women for purposes which, on the whole,
require greater skill, while the total product can
be very many times greater. Keal wages are much
higher, and the condition of the skilled artisan is

certainly much better. The concentration of
factories in large towns gives the workers the
advantage of city life, and their lives are brighter
and fuller than those of their predecessors who
worked under the domestic system. These consti-
tute some of the chief gains of the system, as
against which allowance must be made for its losses
and its_ evils. During the transition period of the
industrial revolution great classes of the population
sustained severe hardships, and in the early days
of the factory system the conditions of female and
child labour were deplorable. These, as well as
other abuses, have been lessened by the Factory
Acts ; but there remain certain dangers to national
well-being in the aggregation of large populations
in the towns. When public sanitation was little
regarded, the mortality of urban life was high?
and, even yet, when so large a proportion of the
population lives in towns, there is a certain danger
to the physique of the people. There are signs
which encourage the anticipation that for large
numbers of the working class population this dis-
advantage is capable of remedy. Town-planning,
the opening up of slums, increased air space in the
smaller houses, greater care of the children, and
better knowledge of hygiene among the people
themselves point to an ultimate improvement in
the physique of those who live in towns. Then,
as regards the state of the worker in the course of
his employment, some occupations are ‘ dangerous
trades,’ either through the mechanical processes
involving risk of accident or through danger to
health from the substances which have to be dealt
with. Kegulation of factories tends to limit the
number of the former, and, while the total accidents
are distressingly great, the percentage according
to the numbers employed has diminished as
compared with earlier periods. Thus the number
of accidents per 100 stage-coach drivers was higher
than that per 100 engine-drivers, and similarly
with the travellers. The best medical opinion
pomts to trade diseases being preventable. From
the purely economic standpoint there are strong
inducements to their eradication. As a rule, w'here
there is risk of a trade disease the nominal wages
of the workers tend to be higher than they wouldh^e been otherwise, since such risk checks the
inflow of labour and lessens the earning time of
those employed. Besides, almost every trade
disease is traceable to a waste of material, the
saving of which represents an economy of human
life.

^
It has been urged against the factory system

that it tends to create a surplus of labour which is
kttle more than on the verge of starvation, which,
maeed, apart from Poor Law relief, would be in the
deepest distress. This ‘ submerged ’ portion of the

population sufters either from irregularity of em-
ployment or from the unremunerative character of
the employment that it can obtain, as in the case
of sweated industries. Neither of these charac-
teristics is generally prevalent among the artisan
classes which have been called into existence by
the factory system. Accordingly, it may be con-
cluded that the cause of a depressed market for
certain kinds of unskilled labour is to be sought
elsewhere. Attempts have recently been made to
deal Tvith these unfavourable conditions by legisla-
tion—as regards sweating by the institution of
wages boards, and as regards irregularity of em-
ployment by the second part of the Insurance Act
of 1911 (see Insurance).

It follows then, on the whole, that, while the
disadvantages of industrialism appear to be capable
of gradual amelioration by the exercise of know-
ledge, forethought, and improved organization, the
advantages are substantial, and they tend to be
cumulative. At the same time, it is a dangerous
error to suppose that, because industrialism has
increased the material welfare of the nation, it has
established a condition of life which is to be
regarded as altogether satisfactory. Opinion has
fluctuated between two extremes. * For some years
after the success of the industrial revolution it was
commonly held that industry throve best in the
absence of all interference and regulation by the
State—a doctrine which reached its most forcible
development in the interpretation of laissezfaire
by the Manchester School. Gradually this attitude
was modified by the acceptance of exceptions from
the principle of laissez faire in industry—as, for
instance, in the FactoryActs. Of late the pendulum
of opinion has tended to swing in the direction of
increased State-regulation of industry. And, if

this tendency is carried too far, there is the danger
that initiative may be checked. Economic forces
are so complex that the prevention of one evil
sometimes occasions another no less serious. Thus
the problem of the future will be, on the one hand,
to correct, or at least diminish, some of the ills of
the industrial sjrstem ; while, on the other hand,
this should be effected without the sacrifice of any
of its essentially valuable characteristics.
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INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.- See Juvenile

Criminals.

INFALLIBILITY.— I. GENERAL: INFALLI-
BILITY in COMMON LIFE.—I. Infallibility a uni-
versal idea; its basis and general significance;
equivalent terms and cognate ideas.—At the heart
of such universal questions as What shall I believe ?

Whom shall I trust ? Whom shall I obey ? Where
shall I find certitude ? What is the foundation of
faith? What is truth? there lies a principle of
faith in the existence of a source and channel of in-

fallible knowledge. The quest and discovery of an
infallible authority has, in some form or other, been
the business not only of the great systems of re-

ligion throughout the world wnich have canonized
the utterances and injunctions of their prophets,
priests, and legislators, but also of innumerable
social and political associations, each inspired with
an analogous hope and confiidence. Usually

, it may
be said, it is a practical or working infallibility

that men agree to recognize ; but just in proportion
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as that infallibility is challenged and placed in
,

need of vindication"it is apt to be invested with a s

robe of mystery, and advanced to a dignity which I

it is fondly hoped will make it absolute and above i

question.

The word ‘ infallibilit;7 ’ is late Latin in its origin ; !

but the idea, both religious and political, which it
!

conveys is as ancient as authority in Church and i

State. As a negative virtue or perfection it is

practically equivalent to * inerrancy ’ and * indefecti-

bility,’ the root notions of ‘stumbling,’ ‘straying,’

and * failing ’ lepresenting obvious and kindred de-

fects in a guide to truth. As a positive virtue or

perfection it has for its counterpart ‘reliability,’

‘trustworthiness,’ or ‘trueness.’ The same difi&-

culties and problems inhere in both sets of terms.

In considering them we are brought face to face

with an impressive series of ultimate questions,

moral, social, political, legal, ecclesiastical, and
religious. It is impossible to define, analyze, and
weigh the concept of infallibility without reeo^iz-

ing that there are involved in it the foundations

upon which human thought has built up its ideas

ofan absolute authority, a court of final appeal, a
majesty of law” and government, a divine right of

persons or of institutions, a w”arrant of certitude,

a rule of faith, a code of honour and of duty, a
system of truth. To believe in inspiration, in reve-

lation, in Uiumination, to accept a dogma, to pro-

claim a truth, implies in every case a faith in some
infallible. Human intelligence may locate this

ultimate ground of faith and conduct very vari-

ously. A man may be convinced that it resides

in his ovra unaided mind or heart or conscience, or

in the unaided faculties of some ruler or official or

dignitaiy ,
or in the unaided instinct of some family

or corporation or people, or in the contents of a

sacred book or law or literature, or in any one of

these conceived as dictated or imparted by super-

natural instruction. But that an infallible seat

and oracle of authority does exist is axiomatic in

ethics and in politics not less than in religion.

‘ Oh that I knew where I might find it !
’ is the

burden of a longing for it, hardly to be distin-

guished from the aspiration after God Himself.

It is easy to say that to err is human, that in-

errancy as a perfection belongs to God alone, that

any human claim to it savours of rank presumption

and, indeed, of blasphemy. And certainly it w'ould

be insufierable that any mortal mind or will should

arrogate it to itself as an indefectible individual

possession. But, as w”e shall see, its claimants^ in

Church and State seek to elude tne condemnation

which they would otherwise incur, and w”hich they

freely inflict upon others in like case, by represent-

ing themselves as hereditary or official life-renters

of a divinely delegated authority and wdsdom.

Kings or castes claim divine right, not as created

or won by themselves, but as given irrevocably to

themselves. A prophet or a priest claims to express

the very will of God, not as a maker but as a re-

cipient of revelation. The maxim of civil law,

‘The King cannot err,’ is neither more nor less

intelligible and defensible than the later maxina

of canon law, ‘ The Supreme Pontift cannot eir.

Each rests upon a philosophy of absolute monarchy

as profound, subtle, and elusive as the other ; each

springs from an instinct deep-seated in human

nature, and satisfies in its ow”n way psychological

needs that never fail to assert themselves.^ It will

be the principal suggestion of this article that

ecclesiastical or papal infallibility is imt to be ex-

plained or criticizea in theological or philosc^hical

terms so much as in political and practical, horen-

sic and public rather than academic considerations

have defended it during its protracted develop-

ment. Sentiment and a sense of corporate dis-

cipline have done more for it than logic and
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apologetic. It was no accident that in the Vatican
Council of 1870 and in the Roman Catholic Church
outside that imposing assembly the conflict resolved

itself into a bitter opposition between the scholarly

and the administrative genius of the Church, the

former as hostile to the definition of papal infalli-

bility as the latter was urgent in its favour. The
Curia is a court, not an academy. Its utterances

are decrees, not theories. Its language is not

theological so much as legal, and is to be inter-

preted and judged as such. To construe it liter-

ally, as if its vocabulary wrere derived from science,

is perhaps as imprudent as to insist that court dress

be made compulsory in the schools, or that wig and
gowm be borrowed from the hall of justice and made
the dress of commerce and of recreation. It is true,

of course, that infallibility, like other dogmatic

formulations, has called into being a scholarship,

or a scholasticism, of its own. But it rested on

grounds distinct from scholarship and philosophy.

It had silent reasons superior to the texts of Scrip-

ture w'hich it cited. It w”as the canonization of a
practical and essentially political principle. For

its ecclesiastical promoters the douots and hesita-

tions and objections of their learned and eloquent

opponents served no other purpose than the set

speeches of the advocatus diaboli at the canoniza-

tion of an already venerated saint. They w”ere as

shadows to enhance the new Uiumination.
^
They

w”ere the resistance needed to give zest and triumph

to a victory.

2. Degrees of infallibility ;
qualified forms of

the idea.—The term ‘infallible,’ as applied to an

individual, an organization, a system of doctrine,

or a body of literature, does not, on the face of it,

lend itself to qualification or modification. As a

thing is either perfect or inreerfect, so is a thing

either fallible or infallible. But, in fact, the term

is confidently employed, especially in controversy,

in a variety of senses, its extreme asserters having

in reserve a citadel of common sense for refuge

when their exaggerations have been exposed and

made untenable. As the term ‘ truth ’ has had to

sustain a formidable diversity of interpretations,

infallibility, as befits an idea so near of kin to it,

has passed through the same experience. It may
denote, as we have stated, absolute or practical

immunity from error or failure. At the top of the

scale a person may be conceived as in himself so

perfectly constituted as not only in all circum-

stances to be found never to fail of right and

truth in any degree, but as to be incapable of

thus failing. At the bottom of the scale one may
conceive a person not in himself, hut by external

influence, saved, on the wffiole and in the long run,

from material or in-emediable error. Between

these two conceptions there lies a considerable

series of descending degrees of infallibility, each

of which is an adequate basis of faith and con-

duct, though it comes short of the ideal.
^
Viewed

scientifically, the proud boast of infallibility tends

more and more to qualify itself. Though real, it

is virtual, official, conditional, occasional, derived,

or relative, in every claimant except God. The

Bible is deemed infallible as inspired anti kept

pure by divine agency, either in every syllable

and letter or as a whole, either in matters of faith

and morals only or in matters of historical fact

also, either in text or in substance, either in the

original or in a particular version, either in the

literal, in the historico-literary, or in a figura-

tive sense, either as interpreted by the Fathers,

by the Reformers, or by a particular branch of the

living Church, and so on. The Church is deemed

infallible in its clergy alone or in the episcopate,

in councils or in popes, or in its clergy and laity

together, either in matters touching faith and

morals only, or in discipline or science or scholar-
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ship also, either at a certain era or in its unbroken
practice, either in a certain denomination or in its

entirety, and so on. But, when viewed through

the medium of religious or patriotic faith, infalli-

bility rises in the scale and ascends to the lofty

altitude at which truth and authority are absolute

and divine. Of infallibility, as of truth, there are

idealist, utilitarian, and pragmatist interpretations,

and each varies in an individualistic or an institu-

tionalistic direction.

3, Wide range of the idea.—It is important that

the wide range of the idea should be recognized.

Infallibiliby is claimed in some measure or degree

in a large number of regions of human activity.

While the ecclesiastical and political uses are the

most familiar as themes of literary and academic
discussion, others deserve mention in an article

like this, since the analogies they present are

valuable, and have undoubtedly lent support to

the former. Wherever in human affairs authority

is respected and truth recognized, a degree of infal-

libility appropriate to the circumstances is implied.

Usually the quality of perfect trustworthiness is

attributed simply to the object, person, or institu-

tion in which it is believed to reside. But in

reality it is also implied that the mind which re-

cognizes infallibility has itself formed an infallible,

an absolutely trustworthy, judgment, whether
directly on the basis of evidence before itself, or

indirectly on the basis of evidence accepted by a
reputed infallible, external witness or authority,

such as tradition, usage, or a living organization.

Nothing assists the student of infallibility more
effectively to appreciate its essential complexity
and subtlety than a swift glance at the less noto-

rious and controversial regions of life in which it

is acknowledged to be operative.

{1) In external Nature.—External Nature, upon
any view of an ultimate explanation, presents the
eye of man with a spectacle of infallibility. Think
what you will of her achievements, her products
in detail, her tragedies, and her catastrophes, her
laws operate with a serenely or a grimly perfect
regularity, her processes are so absmutely reliable

that an alleged suspension of them or exception
to them becomes a miracle, and no one credits it

except a theist who may find himself able to ex-
plain it as a divine suspension of a divine custom
lor divine ends, and thus implicitly leaves intact
the general conception of Nature’s normally xm-
broken regularity and uniformity. The sequence
of the seasons, the alternation of day and night,
the undeviating course of physical processes and
of natural laws which know no exceptions, have
passed into a proverb of unfailing trustworthiness.
Eor religious faith Nature is infallible within her
appointed sphere, because her Author and Upholder
is infallible, and expresses His mind and will, within
limits, through her. Failure in her would be failure
in Him.

(2) In human Nature .—Trust Nature, says one
school, and she will guide you rightly in the end.
In other words, instinct is infallible. Convention
is artificial and represses Nature. But Nature,
though you expel her with a pitchfork, will make
her way back and master you. A return to Natiu'e
in its primitive sense, however, is not more attrac-
tive than a return to his cradle would be to a
grown man. The trouble for a sansculottist philo-
sophy of any type is that the great conventions of
life are themselves profoundly natural ; they are
the dictates of instinct guided by long experience.
It is more natural to the genus homo to go clothed
than naked, to observe law than to be anarchist.
And for the individual the rule to trust one’s in-
stinct as a sure guide is not to be crudely simplified
into a wanton and libertine indulgence of each
[)assing whim or fugitive passion. Even the brutes

are above that. Instinct, the nature in us, is as com-
plex as the universe, nature around us. Each has
required an age-long evolution to bring it to what
it is. Nature, instinct, is a perfectly trustworthy
authority, but it needs patience and impartial in-
vestigation to know her mind and catch her final
mandate. *Be natural,’ a first law of manners
and of style in art and literature, and, rightly
understood, also in morals and religion, does not
mean ‘Play the new-born babe, or play the back-
woods savage,’ but ‘Be true to your real genius
and station and mission in life.’ Nature is in-

fallible, in the region of human instinct as in her
own external province, the world of the elements
and forces ; but her mind and will are expressed
in decrees which are not momentary or inter-
mittent or capricious, but are in time discerned as
universal laws making for progress and cohering
in consistency.

(3) In human society. — In human social life

various degrees of infallibility are recognized under
the conceptions of authority and discipline. No
one pretends that all parents or that any parents
are incapable of making mistakes and misleading
their children, yet the will of the parent and the
information and instruction of the parent are for

a time infallible to the child, gladly accepted by
him as such, and within limits authorized as such
both by law and by public opinion. The rights of
the parent in the child who is flesh of his own flesh

and is brought up by him, the mutual affection

that is natural to both and inspires trust, sym-
pathy, and understanding, and makes submission
to authority no hardship, the special knowledge
which the parent possesses of the temperament
and capacity of the child and his natural desire to
develop the best in him—such considerations make
interference between parent and child at a certain
stage in life profoundly undesirable, and lend at
least a temporary infallibility to parental author-
ity. The same is true of the authority of the
teacher in school and university not only to com-
mand obedience, but to command faith in his

instruction. The apprentice in business or in

handicraft, the subordinate official in well-nigh
every organization in commercial, military, pro-

fessional, and public service, accepts, and is author-
ized to accept, within limits as final for him the
mandate or advice of his superior. Such infalli-

bility is maintained as socially economical and as

conducing to efficiency in the common interest.

It is held to be justified as working well, and
flagrant instances of abuse of power are held to

discredit the individual, not the system. Demo-
cracy itself is not less a form of government,
entailing discipline and subordination in its public

departments, than a theory of citizen equality.

Expediency alone, based on confidence in special

knowledge, is the warrant of military infallibility

with its autocratic subjection of all ranks to one
mind and will, of legal infallibility with its judicial

cul de sac in a court of final appeal, and of political

infallibility with its autocratic or constitutional

vesting of all authority ultimately in a sovereign

power. The physician in practice is assigned an
all but arbitrary infallibility, tempered by occa-

sional appeal to the specialist, and restrained from
gross incompetency or crime by professional honour
fortified by the common law and the Medical
Council. ‘Trust the expert’ is a rule in which
humanity for the most part has a childlike con-

fidence, utterly misplaced in numerous particular

instances, yet based generally on a solid founda-

tion of close observation and long experience.

Proverbial though it is that doctors differ, no
roverb encourages the patient to differ from his

octor. Proverbial though it is that tastes differ,

each generation suffers itself willingly to be
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directed in its architecture, art, and music by the
experts of the day, in spite of the fact, too clearly
shown by history, that their judgment in many
cases proves to be as transitory and as unfortunate
in its issue as the aesthetic canons and decrees of
sartorial fashion.

(4) In reason.—If we turn to reason, the ulti-

mate differentia of msinkind in the world of life,

in search of an infallible principle, our quest is not
in vain, but the result is not the discovery of an
automatic solvent of all problems. Reason is in-
fallible. It is the organ of truth. But, though it

resides in every normal human being, it confers
no immediate miraculous identity of judgment or
opinion upon humanity. All men reason ; but not
all reason accurately or consistently. Fortified

|

though it is by increasing personal experience and
'

individual knowledge, and fostered and assisted
though it is by tradition and by common inter-
course, the individual reason is not delivered from
errors and shortcomings. When we speak of
I'eason as infallible, we look beyond the individual
and even beyond the aggregate to what is any-
thing but an abstraction, to the common principle
of aU our thinking and judmg, which is not many
but one, which guides ana directs our science in
all its departments, w-hich appeals to men of every
race. The rationalist isolates it as a standard and
criterion of faith and duty, forgets that it is but
in instrument, though the highest in our use, and
in its favour ignores other elements in our spiritual

constitution which ^ve force and value to life.

But reason, by which we discriminate truth from
error, reli^on from superstition, and in ^eat
measure right from wrong, as an indwdling
principle in humanity, must be infallible. Apart
from its complete and unimpeded exercise there is

no rest to the soul. Through it the observation
of nature and its operations rises from a pastime
into science, enhancing not more man’s knowledge
than his power, and approximating his intelligence

and his insight nearer and nearer to the divine.

But, as with nature or instinct, so wdth reason—^it

is infallible as an ultimate principle, fallibly em-
ployed by individual intelligences even in the
exalted sphere of science, which, outside the some-
what frigid bounds of pure mathematics, is never
altogether innocent of questionable dogma and
changing fashion.

(5) In conscience .—It is an axiom of all schools

and all sects that a man ought to obey his con-

science in all circumstances and at all costs. Re-
ligion, indeed, recognizes in human conscience the
very whisper of the infallible Spirit of God. But
what one man’s conscience sanctions for him
another’s sometimes in the same circumstances

refuses to permit. The slavery which one genera-

tion contemplates with equanimity and justifies

without a qualm revolts the soul of its successor.

The polygamy which one race practises deliber-

ately as its social duty appears abhorrent to

another people. The pride, the ambition, the

love of power and wealth, which are the breath
of life to one class of men, are as death to the soul

of another. Usages and impulses which pass un-
challenged in the OT, or are regarded as directly

approved, are condemned in the NT. Yet con-

science is not dethroned from its sovereign dignity,

nor is it acknowledged to lack essential unity.

For the individual, the time, the race, it is final

;

it is to be beheved implicitly, and obeyed. But
even conscience can be developed and trained, as

in the individual so also in the race. It is^ the

same principle in all its variations, in all^ indi-

viduals, periods, and peoples. Its function is the

same. Its genius or spirit is the same. But, like

everything human, it has to grow, to
^
come to

itseli, to increase in self-knowledge and in vision.

If it is the whisper of God, it is also a still, small
voice sounding in human ears amid the distrac-
tions of other sounds, and it speaks a language
whose vocabulaiy, accent, and tones man does not
learn at once without education and taking pains.
Conscience is not an oracle before whose tripod
the human soul can sink its native intelligence and
responsible discernment and resign itself to passive
listening. To regard it as an automatic index to
duty, operated supematurally apart from the
dispositions of the heart and mind in 'which it is

resident, is to degrade both it and its divine
operator. The compass is an infallible pointer to
the pole, but science which gave it to the seaman
for his guidance has had to toil and search in
order to discover its true direction and to instruct
him how to house it, how to allo-w' for its deflexion,
ho'w to strengthen its power and protect it from
external interference, how to construe its be-
ha'riour in all circumstances. So conscience in
the indmdual, for all its dignity as a divine voice
speaking in the soul of man, is no exception to
the sacred law that revelation, though it comes to
earth from heaven, enters through human faculties,

entrusted to human vision, human intelligence, and
human utterance. Essentially the same conjunc-
tion of human and divine which Christological
theology has made familiar in the Incarnate Word
as a mystery to faith, and which baffles prosaic
analysis in the divine message of the prophets and
in the written Word of God, which are at the same
time intensely human, presents itself to reverent
mc[uiry in the divine Word which we call con-
science. It is infallible for religious faith, though
its organs of utterance are in themselves found to
be imperfect and errant. In the moral world it is

better to do the wrong thing under the conscientious
conviction that it is right than to do the right
thing in spite of the conscientious conviction that
it is wrong. But in either instance the organ of
moral discrimination is at fault and is in need
of further education. Thus the infallibility of
conscience, absolute as it rightly is for the indi-

vidual, is always relative to his enlightenment,
and ought to be consciously so, and therefore open
to fresh enlightenment. Education and develop-
ment^ may modify its actual decrees, but as a
principle it represents a consistent attitude towards
ethical values as in the course of time and experi-
ence they are successively understood and rightly
appreciated.

(6)

In the State and in political life.—^Again, it

is a maxim and mark of good citizenship that the
laws of one’s country are to be loyally obeyed.
They possess a certain majesty more sovereign
even than the king in whose name they are pro-

mulgated and enforced. They express the genius
and spirit of a people, mould its life incessantly,

and outline for common instruction a certain
minimal suggestion of its ideal of justice. What
represents the settled con-viction of many genera-
tions of experience must, it is readily felt, be true,

and has a right to be enforced. Conscience and
expediency combine to dignify its authority. But
in all civilized countries the development of parlia-

mentary legislation has introduced so great an
amount of legal detail into statutoiy obligations,

and the victories of party which carry legislative

programmes into the statute-book frequently re-

present so attenuated, shortlived, and doubtful a
majority of public opinion in their favour, that
the majesty which once rightly belonged to the

g
reater and often unwritten codes of earlier days
as become at once a moral and a psychological

impossibility. Party government is everywhere
in just disrepute, except among the politically

ambitious whose ends alone it serves, because
more and more it presumes to employ coercion in
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the name of the whole State and with the resources

of the whole commonwealth to enforce the will

of a section of the people in things morally in-

different. On one plea or another it will not wait
to secure moral unanimity, the only legitimate

basis of compulsion. It seldom cares to invite an
explicit mandate, but prefers to merge a number of

separate issues in its appeal to the constituencies,

juggling as it pleases with their aggregate re-

sponse. Yet in the Crown, the State, the common-
wealth, however organized for government and
administration, there resides a real infallibility.

Its authority, like tliat of conscience, articulates

itself in different lands and at different periods in

veiy various utterances, and sanctions things which
in course of time it would fain repudiate.

_
Even

with the best and most honourable intentions it

may do wrong, act tyrannically, and retard pro-

gress. But such cases constitute to the right-

minded reformer simply a signal of the need of
education. The just authority of public opinion,

and of immemorial tradition, and of the institu-

tions which they have constructed for the public
good must not be overthrown if it is to be brought
to bear with a freshly enlightened purpose upon
the establishment of a better order of things.
Infallibility, therefore, in the State, vested in its

head and officers, its government and administra-
tion, absolute though it appears from moment to
moment when the interests of individuals collapse
in conflict vdth it, is and always has been relative
and conditioned. Autocracy at its worst has its

restraints, and owes the very continuance of its

power to them. Democracy is but a readjust-
ment and redistribution of responsibilities and
authorities. The legal principle that the king
or the legislature cannot err holds its own only by
the help of the seemingly inconsistent rule that the
sovereign power is in duty bound to redress wrongs
and to promote reforms as need arises. The same
ministers and members of parliament who on ad-
mission swear to uphold the constitution of their
country are vested with power to alter or modify
it. If the interest of common order and public
peace demand immediate obedience to the existing
law, that obedience will not long be rendered
where there is no confidence that the highest good
of the people is being vigilantly promoted by the
occupants of official power. Closely as the ecclesi-
astical claimants to infallibility have modelled
their politics upon the theory and practice of the
secular powers under whose shadow they have
had to live, they have not found in them any
example or analogy for an absolute regime whose
decrees were not only affirmed to be final for the
time but irreformable and unalterable for all time.
It was reserved for ecclesiastical statesmen to
endeavour to erect a hierarchical autocracy dis-
tinguished from all secular organizations By its
steadfast and immovable exclusion of innovation
even by constitutional means.

(7) In religion.—It is in religion that the prin-
ciple of infallible authority asserts itself most
powerfully. Every religion has its solemn ordi-
nances and obligations, its absolute decrees which
rule the public and domestic life of its people.
The higher religions, which claim in some sense
to save men here and hereafter, use the same
order of language and operate with the same
instruments of instruction and discipline as the
lower, but they leave the lower far behind in
respect of the urgency of their appeal, the dignity
of their claims, and the wealth of means which
they bring to bear upon mankind for the accom-
plishnient of their lofty purpose. They make
explicit and articulate the presuppositions and
the genius of earlier faiths. They are theo-
logicaDv and ecclesiastically self-conscious. They

are not content merely to proclaim, but feel bound
also to explain. They develop organizations for
their propagation and diffusion comparable in
extent and in cost with the secular politics of
history. They are not content to rest on the
authority of custom or usage as the valid basis
of their law, but affirm their direct origination
by divine agency. They describe their authority
not only as a power demanding to be obeyed, but
as a power desiring and requiring to be believed.
The truth they preach does not derive its credi-
bility or its cogency from human sources. It is

God’s Word. It is a divine revelation, not a
human discovery. Tradition itself can add no
sanctity to it : it can only keep it pure and pass
it down the generations. In such a setting in-
fallibility takes on an enhanced solemnity. It
is no longer an empirical convention founded on
natural right and supported by simple expedi-
ency, but rises into an august principle of dog-
matic faith. In Christianity most of all it has
come to mature self-consciousness, and found
expression in a series of transcendent affirma-
tions of faith. Buddhism, Muhammadanism, Hin-
duism, Sikhism, Parsiism, have precisely analogous
dogmas associated with their conceptions of an
inspired founder, an inspired literature and canon,
a holy organization or fraternity, and a provi-
dentially safeguarded tradition and interpretation.
But in Christianity the questions relating to in-

fallibility have been developed and worked out
both by scholarship and by administration with
a completeness that is without rival, and a litera-

ture of extreme value and great impressiveness is

available for the student who desires to master
them for himself.

II. Special : Infallibility in the Chris-
tian RELIGION.—I . Introductory considerations.
—In the Christian life and within the Christian
organization of society the various types and de-

grees of infallibility which have been sketched in

the first division of this article all have their counter-
parts. Each of the Churches and every type of

Christian has a seat of authority, simple or complex,
accessible or remote, to which it habitually refers

its doctrinal and practical difficulties. The response
of the oracle may not be regarded as final for more
than the occasion or the party concerned, but it is

believed to represent an independent and in some
sense authoritative voice, confirming or correct-

ing individual opinion. This authority in the
Christian world is at once a rule of faith and of
duty, promoting, if not demanding, belief in its

testimony and obedience to its injunctions. In
every case it is believed to owe its prerogative and
ower to divine inspiration and to a permanent
ivine commission. In argument and counter-

argument the advocates of these authorities are
apt to draw distinctions between the rival prin-

ciples as in themselves either more or less spiritual

in character. But the Christian rationalist, for

example, who makes reason supreme, does so only
under the conviction that God gave reason to man
to be his guide through all his perplexities of faith

and conduct, and that it is impiety towards the
Author and Upholder of that nofile faculty to

doubt its authority and its adequacy. He can
point effectively to the fact that all schools of

Christian thought argue or reason, when they can,

the correctness of their views, even when those
views have reached the paradox Credo quia ah~

surdum ; and there is justice in his judgment that
for Christendom reason is infallible within its own
legitimate province, inferring truth from the data
supplied to it by nature, experience, or revelation,

correlating truths derived trom whatever souice,

and exposing error either directly or by reduction
to absurdity.
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Broadly speaking, infallibility has been sought
by Christian faith in a direction either external or
internal to the individual. In historical docu-
ments, the Scriptures or the Creeds and Confessions
of Faith, or in sacred traditions embedded in litera-

ture or embodied in life, or in the living Church
either as a whole or represented by some class or
individual, or in the historical Jesus, a funda-
mentally external norm of infallible truth is found.
In the Christian reason, or in the witness of the
Holy Spirit within the individual Christian soul,

an inward norm is accepted. But the common
presupposition of all these views is that God may-
be trusted not to fail the believing soul, that His
guardian and guiding Spirit is increasingly at -work
in the Church, bringing infallible conviction to
those who, officially or personally, use the means
of grace and knowledge available in the Church in
reliance upon God. Individuals and Churches
emphasize differently the particular instruments
and vehicles of infallible guidance, but under all

their differences it is clear that they operate with
the same elements of spiritual power and know-
ledge. There is one Spirit, the common ultimate;
and His instruments, though they are many, are
essentially alike for all. In a sense no claims to
infallibility are more provincial than the ultra-

catholic in so far as they are ultramontane, and
none are more individualistic than the papal since

they are vested in one man. Thus do extremes
meet in their pursuit of a common object.

The principal forms of infaHibilist theory which
have been urged by Christian thinkers locate the
seat of Christian authority in sacred writings, in
the organized or visible Church, in the historical

Jesus, or in the Christian reason, conscience, or
spirit. In that order they are here reviewed.
2. Infallibility of Holy Scripture.—Christianity

was bom to revere a Bible. Its earliest place of
worship was the Galilsean synagogue, a House of

the Book, a provincial equivalent for the distant
Temple, whose open Holy of Holies, in the full

view of the congregation, contained the Old
Covenant, the rolls of the Word of God, in their

shrine or ark. Master and disciples had alike

learned in the synagogue and its schools to regard
the Law and the ftophets as the veritable utter-

ance of the Spirit of God. For them a visit to the
Temple at the great feasts owed its impressiveness

not less to the Scriptural instruction than to the
ritual and sacrifice which it housed. Their nation,
in the phrase so picturesquely used by Muhammad
in the Quran to describe them, was the ‘ People of

the Book.’ The most admired and distinguished

class in the nation, according to the popular judg-

ment, were the scribes and Pharisees, whose pro-

fession it was, not by birth, but by learning and
talent, to be the priests and Levites of the Temple
and Cultus of the Book. If the Temple priest-

hood who served in the sight of Israel principally

at the great festivals represented Aaron in their

ephods, the Rabbis sat in Moses’ seat with the
phylactery on their forehead as their symbol,

exercising an authority which practically over-

shadowed the direction of public ritual in the

Capital alone, since it reached the infinitesimal

details of daily life and piety throughout the

country. Public opinion invested them in "the

period of the ministry of Christ with an authority

m matters of faith and morals which Christian

E
riesthoods with significant and ominous avidity

ave made the precedent and the model for their

o\vn. Yet it was the Book they handled rather

than the way they handled it that surrounded

them with popular veneration. To the almost

superstitious awe with which the popular mind
universally regarded book-learning in ancient

times, the transcendent character of the Holy

Book which they expounded lent vastly added
force. If we remember what the OT in Hebrew
and in Greek was to Israel, and also bear in mind
the profound impression that it made, in spite of
its foreign atmosphere and peculiar exclusiveness,
upon the cultured classes of neighbouring races
among whom it gained thousands of disinterested
proselytes by its sheer grandeur, elevation, and
spiritual uniqueness, -we shall not wonder that
from the beginning something verging on Biblio-
latry was native to Christianity. The NT, which
has no infallible pretensions for itself any more
than the OT had for itself, and gains our allegiance
none the less readily because of their absence from
its unafiected pages, from first to last quotes from
the OT and defers to it as a treasury of literal

oracles of God. The reader of it does not need to
recall particular references of Jesus to the author-
ity of the Bible of His people whose * Scripture
cannot be broken’ (Jn KP®)—ignorance of which
and of God’s power is a cause of error (Mt 22®)

—

an authority which was common ground for the
strangely different interpretations of it made by
Him and by His enemies. The ‘ oracles of God,’
as Paul calls them (Ro 3"), are as truly the basis of

Christ’s teaching, and, as in the Temptation and
the Transfiguration, the strength of His life, as
they are the source of the language and imagery
in which the Apostolic writers set forth His teach-
ing and His life and character. The most con-
summate scholarship of onr time is only coming to

realize fully the minute and profound dependence
of the NT upon the OT, Gospels and Epistles,

Master and disciples alike. For one and all the
OT was the Infallible Book, God’s own "Word and
Revelationthrough inspired seers, singers, thinkers,

statesmen, and annalists, every word of which was
authoritative for the soul, if rightly understood.
The composition and publication of the Apostolic

writings was necessarily followed by an almost
immediate extension of the Canon, the infallible

rule of faith and life. For, apart from their inti

mate connexion with the Lord Himself as veracious

records and expositions of Him composed by men
belonging more or less closely to His earliest

following, they have a spiritual tone, power, and
distinction, and they proclaim a message, which
not only raised them at once to the exalted level of

the Oi*, but made them in sober truth its com-
pletion and perfection, the crown of its hopes and
promises, the light that in earlier days had pro-

jected moving shadows as it drew near the world.

If the OT was inspired, much more the NT. If

the OT was infallible, much more the NT. If the

OT formed a Canon, with or without the late

Apocrypha, much more the NT, also with or

without the later writings, which were painfuUy
marked by waning power. Detailed examination,
sentence by sentence, of these newer writings only
served to vindicate the comparison. They pre-

serve, to this day, the same inexhaustible edifica-

tion and stimulus for religious minds which Israel

and the first Christians found unfailingly in the

reverent perusal and study of the older Bible of

their race. Both Testaments remain inextricably

bound up together as the Bible and Common Rule
of the whole of Christendom. Greek, Roman, and
Protestant alike use it, and cherish it, as the
fountain of sacred truth, the unfailing and inerrant

source of Christian instruction, God’s literal Word
for all time, dictated by His Spirit and phrased by
his chosen servants to be an eternal possession of

the faithful in His Church. For the Greek and
Latin Fathers, for the Schoolmen great and small,

for all branches of the divided modem Church,^ the

unmistakable teaching of the Bible is infallible.

‘ It is written,’ for them as for the first Christians,

is officially final proof, where the Scripture is at
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one and its sense correctly reached, just as * Thus
saith the Lord’ is final on the lips of a true

prophet.

Then how comes it that there are so many Churches, and so

many Biblical theologies at their foundation, it may be asked,

if the Bible is one, and infallible, and accepted by all Christians?

The answer is twofold.
(a) While the Bible is one, its contents are far from homo-

geneous, representing many historical strata of religious experi-

ence and many types of religious temperament ; so that a Book
which comes to us from so many minds may very naturally

appeal to men very differently, some responding to one element
in it, others to others, no smgle individual and no Church, it

may be, ever being capable of appreciating all alike. It lends
itself, not unintentionally, to as many interpretations as it finds

interpreters. The rival Church theologies are neither wrongm
themselves nor, as we are apt to judge in haste, destructive of

the unity of Holy Writ, any more than the rival tendencies
within its own pages, as, for example, of priest and prophet or
of PauHnism and Petrinisra, are subversive of it. Scholarship
and common sense have come to doubt the wisdom and the
justice of making the Bible into a code, or a quarry of materials
for a code, of statute law which must be rigorously administered
if justice is to be done to it and to the lieges. The letter killeth

;

the spirit giveth life. Faith cannot be legislated
;

li has to be
‘inspired.’ Unity or conformity may become a fetish, and its

cult a superstition, if it is not comprehensive enough to admit
of a certam play of freedom and spontaneity in the faith which
inspires it. The division and subdivision of the Church in all

lands, far from disclosing a merel.y schismatic spirit, is in great
measure a proof that the Christian mind has been alive and
awake, that it has demanded a wider catholicity than ortho-
doxies would acknowledge, and that the many-sidedness of the
Christian Scriptures has received recognition in spite of all

legalistic repression and restraint. Bossuet’s controversial use
of the variation of Protestant doctrine rests on a grotesque
misconception of the nature of unity, and consorts very iU with
the spirit of his native Qallicanism. Christianity itself was at
first known as a sect, a atpeo-is, because it rested upon an inter-
pretation of the Hebrew Scriptures which was contrary to that
of the accepted schools. The Sermon on the Mount, with it®
‘ It was said of old time . . . but I say unto you,’ is a perfect
illustration of the mingled reverence and independent dis-
crimination of Jesus’ attitude to the OT. The conflict of texts
in the threefold temptation in the wilderness, some being
rejected as lower and worldly, others accepted as spiritual, is

another proof of the cntical position which He took up towards
the letter and details of the Book whose inherent infallibility
He invariably assumes. And, far from discouraging a like
reverent freedom in His followers, He was at no pains to pre-
clude variation in Christian thought, and prescribedno dogmatic
interpretation either of the OT or of His own words and
ordinances, although the daily conversation of His immediate
disciples, even the inner circle, revealed with unmistakable
clearness the grave differences of opinion which were inevitable
in the future. It may, indeed, be part of the moral vocation
and intellectual responsibility of every Christian to form his
own best judgment as to the message of the Word of God, and
Christian unity may find expression less in identity of opinion
than in identity of attitude, less in finding a uniform doctrine
than in finding the truth for oneself, whatever others may seem
to find. Certain it is, in any case, that from the very outset of
its career Christianity has expressed itself through diverse
interpretations of its common Scriptures, retaining its sense of
their divine authority notwithstanding unimpaired.
Moreover, the infallibility of Scripture was not incompatible

with a varying Canon. At first the Canon was simply the
accepted OT, but it existed in both its Hebrew and its Greek
form, each of which was authontative, and was, in fact, em-
ployed as the textual basis of quotations in the NT. An arti-
ficial identity of Hebrew text was secured by rabbinical care
greatly to the loss of later scholarship

; but, though the legend
of the Septuagint credited the work of the seventy Greek
translators with miraculous identity in a similar interest, the
same miracle-loving Providence omitted to supply an identical
text or even an identical number of books to the received
Hebrew and^ to the received Greek Canons, suggesting thereby
that infalhbihty was to be found in something higher than the

copying scribe and the selective judgment
of the Canon-former. It was not otherwise with the Christian
Bible when by degrees the NT drew together as the comple-
ment of the OT. No doubt it was comparatively easy to set
aside mfenor aspirants to a place in the completed Canon
though some writings ultimately included and some excluded
hung m the balance for a considerable time. But, as time went
on, and versions into the vernaculars of Christian Europe, Ahi>,
and Africa were made and recognized for use, and the process
of manuscript reproduction steadily increased the distance be-
tween the cupent copies and the lost originals, the difiiculties
which beset the natural ideal of a single mterpretation of the
Bible were greatly multiplied. Rome in its own practical and
not over-scrapulous fashion cut the knot by ordaining that the
Greek and Hebrew texts should retire into academic seclusion
as antiquarian matter, and that a standard re\usion of Jerome’s
V ulgate should for all time coming be the only Bible for doc-
trinal and disciplinary and liturgical use. Even that Vulgate
has coii^ to need textual revision and standardization bv a
Biblical Con^ission. The Scriptural infallibilist who desiderates
a smgle authentic text as the oasis of his scholarship and dogma

might well despair. But it is clear that the kind of infallibility
which Jesus Christ and the early Church recognized in Scrip-
ture was not textual or linguistic or historical in character, but
spiritual, and the Roman Catholic or Protestant controversialist
who fiees for refuge to an arbitrarily selected version and text
as his infallible Canon, or postulates an infallible authority to
be its interpreter, has succumbed to an unchristian panic, and
has failed to recognize the true nature of the inerrancy of Holy
Writ. It must be acknowledged without reserve that scholar,
ship has made it simply impossible for any man or any church
to point to one text, or one rendering, or one interpretation of
the Bible and say, ‘This is the one true Word of God, infallible
and exclusive.* It is self-delusion, and in the strictest sense
superstition, to set up any authority, whether amateur or ex-
pert, and appeal to it to settle controversy either temporarily
or finally. We may make increasing approximation to the
true answer, but nothing is more certain than that a certainty
upon it which is beyond question can never be reached. Can
Christendom, however, not be content to take up its Lord’s
position in the matter? He lays down no rule for posterity
about the Massoretic text or the Septuagintal rendering. He
frames no rules for exegesis. He proclauns the establishment
of no court to settle such disputes. The inerrancy of Scripture
for Him was compatible with its inclusion of much that was or
had become imperfect. He distinguished weightier from minor
matters of the Law (Mt 23). For Him there were Messianic
elements in it so misleading and seductive as to be satanic
and there were encouragements to what in a Christian would
be vice and sin. The divine kernel of Scripture was what alone
concerned Him, the Canon within the Canon, the element
which reached and held fast the Christian conscience and satis-
fied the demands of the Holy Spirit operating in the Christian
soul.

(&) There are many divergent schools of Christian opinion
and many types of church life for this further reason, that,
apart from the differences of text, rendering, and interpret-
ation just considered in relation to the Bible as one and
infallible, traditions external altogether to the Scriptures have
been taken as a conjunct and co-ordinate basis of faith and
duty. No Church, however devoted or however servile in its
Biblicism, has succeeded in eliminating the authority of tradi-
tion altogether, for in the sphere of interpretation it makes ite
presence universally felt. But in no Church is a tradition
hostile to the plain sense of Scripture welcome in itself. Roman
Catholic dogma expressly co-ordinates tradition with Scripture
as a source of revealed truth and duty. ‘ This [saving] truth
and [moral] discipline,* says the Council of Trent in its ‘Decree
concerning the Canonical Scriptures,* ‘are contained in the
written books and the unwritten traditions, which, received
by the Apostles from the mouth of Christ Himself, or from the
Apostles themselves, the Holy Ghost dictating, have comedown
even unto us, transmitted as it were from hand to hand : the
Synod, following the examples of the orthodox Fathers, receives
and venerates with an equal affection of piety and reverence all
the books both of the Old and of the New Testament—seeing
that one God is the author of both—as also the said traditions,
as well those appertaining to faith as to morals, as having been
dictated, either by Christ’s own word of mouth, or by the Holy
Ghost, and preserved in the Catholic Church by a continuous
succession.’ And in the ‘ Decree concerning Original Sin ’ it
professes to follow * the testimonies of the sacred Scriptures, of
the holy Fathers, of the most approved councils, and the judg-
ment and consent of the Church itself.’ But conflict between
them is not conceived as possible, the function of tradition
being to make explicit as need arises what has lain implicit in
the treasury of ecclesiastical authority and Scriptural truth.
But any addition of Church tradition to the letter of Scripture
on equal terms must increase the room for divergence in men’s
intei^retation of the Bible viewed as an infaUible document.
Great as is the opportunity for honest difference of opinion on
the teaching of Scripture, it is as nothing compared with the
opportunity provided by accumulated custom and convention
in the Church. It may be difficult to determine the harmony
or ‘consent’ of Scripture, but will any one seriously maintain
that a consenstLS patrum or a consemus traditionum with any
approach to unanimity could be produced for a similar range
of doctrine?

The infallibility of Scripture consists of no
absolute immunity from error in matters of his-
torical and scientific fact. Even the Gospels defy
the harmonist in some details, misquote at least
one passage from the OT (Mk l^, Lk 7^, where
‘thy ’ is substituted for ‘ my,’ and the whole mean-
ing of Malachi altered), and misattrihute another
passage (Mt 27®, where ‘Jeremiah the prophet’
should he ‘ Zechariah ’). The OT, in its cosmogony
and in its history, fails again and again to satisfy
an exact standard of accuracy and 5) consist with
modern knowledge, while its statistics are not
seldom inconsistent in detail. Many of its lapses
are covered up by the kindly offices of textual
tradition and translation, though every scholar
knows them familiarly. Others have been smoothed
over by the indulgent resources of an ingenious
interpretation. It is now a commonplace of
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Biblical learning that God has been at no pains to
prevent errors of history and knowledge and de-

fects in the text and its transmission from finding an
entrance into the sacred pages of His written Word.
The marvel is, in truth, that detected errors are so
few. The devout reader of Scripture may indeed
accept them as there, if not from accident, on
purpose, to protect him from the sin of Bibliolatry,

and to chasten the religious instinct which demands
infallibility of a literal sort and insists on revela-

tion as an o^us opzratum and on inspiration as a
finished fact. Add together the sum of Biblical

inaccuracies and flaws, and, while they do disprove
the notion, formed a priori of aU divine instru-

ments, that the Book contains no blemish, the
aggregate is so slight as to be practically negligible.

It merely serves to admonish us that Bimical in-

fallibility is not to be sought in the letter, and
proves to the discomfiture of our instinctive literal-

ism that jots and tittles can pass away without
disturbance of the spirit of the Book. Ko one will

suspect the Westminster divines of disloyalty to

the doctrine of Scriptural infallibility, and there
is therefore a peculiar impressiveness in their dis-

criminating conclusions regarding it. Speaking,
as they do, the last dogmatic word of tne older

Calvinism, they devote a great part of the opening
chapter of their Confession to the subject as the
key to their whole doctrine.

‘ The authority oi the holy Scripture, for which it ought to
be believed and obeyed, dependeth not upon the testimony oi

any man or church, but wholly upon God (who is truth itself),

the Author thereof ; and therefore it is to be received, because
it is the Word of God. We may be moved and induced by the
testimony of the Church to an high and reverent esteem of the
holy Scripture ; and the heavenliness of the matter, the eificaoy :

of the doctrine, the majesty of the style, the consent of all the !

parts, the scope of the whole (which is to give all glory to God),
;

the full discovery it makes of the only way of man’s salvation,

the many other incomparable excellencies, and the entire per-

fection thereof, are arguments whereby it doth abundantly ^

evidence itself to be the Word of God ;
yet, notwithstanding, '

our full persuasion and assurance of the infallible truth, and
]

divine authority" thereof, is from the inward work of the Holy
Spirit, bearing witness by and with the Word in our hearts. • . •

i

Those things which are necessary to be known, believed, and
j

observed, for salvation, are so clearly propounded and opened
in some place of Scripture or other, that not only the learned but i

the unlearned, in a due use of the ordinary means, may attain :

imto a sufficient understanding of them. . . . The infallible rule

of interpretation of Scripture is the Scripture itself ;
and there-

!

fore, when there is a question about the true and full sense of

any Scripture (which is not manifold, hut one), it must be

searched and known by other places that speak more clearly.

The Supreme Judge, by which all controversies of religion are

to be determined, and all decrees of councils, opinions of ancient

writers, doctrines of men, and private spirits, are to he ex-

amined, and in whose sentence we are to rest, can be no other

hut the Holy Spirit speaking in the Scripture.’

Thus, in Calvinistic as in Lutheran orthodoxy,

rooted though each is in a thoroughgoing BibU-

cism, a spiritual principle of dogmatic authority

-was resorted to in distrust of all external infalli-

bility. The infaUihle in Scripture was not to be

learned by scholarship nor by application to Church
Councils in their wisdom.

As A. B. Davidson says in The. Theology of the OT(Edinburgh,

1904), p. 205, * When we speak of the infallibility of Scripture,

we must remember it is not a scientific or philosophic infalli-

bility, but the infallibility ... of common-sense.’

It could be divined by the simple through the

illuminating grace of God’s Spirit. It concerned

not secular knowledge but salvation. In the

Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England
there is no formal reference to Scriptural infalli-

bility, hut, instead, to ‘ the sufficiency of the Holy
Scriptures for Salvation.’

* Holy Scripture containeth all things necessary to salvation

:

80 that whatsoever is not read therein, nor may be proved

thereby, is not to be required of any man, that it should be

believed as an article of the Faith, or be thought requisite as

necessary to salvation* (Art. VI.). ‘The Church hath power
to decree Rites or Ceremonies, and authority in Controversies

of Faith : and yet it is not lawful for the Church to ordain any
thing tiiat is contrary to Go(l'’s Word written, neither may it so

expound one place of Scripture, that it be repugnant to another.
Wherefore, although the Church be a witness and a keeper of
Holy Writ, yet, as it ought not to decree anj' thing against the
same, so besides the same ought it not to enforce any thing to
be believed for necessity of Salvation ’ (Art. XX.),

In both these articles the authority of Scripture
is drawn upon only so far as relates to the great
practical needs of religious life and experience.

3, Infallibility of Creeds and Confessions, of
dogma.—The dogmatic symbols of Christendom,
on any view of them, invite discussion in this con-
nexion as a sequel to Holy Scripture and as a pre-
limina^ to the Church in the series of accredited
authorities ; for, on the one hand, like the Bible
they are written documents, scriptures, and they
are also canonical in their own degree ; and, on the
other hand, they owe their official authority to the
consent of the Church and to unbroken tradition.

They are regarded as inspired, but only in a second-
ary and derivative sense ; not as delivered by pro-

phetic men by whom the Holy Spirit uttered fresh

truth, but as compiled from Scripture or deduced
from Scripture by saints, scholars, and churchmen
under the guidance or illumination of the same
Spirit. In high theory they are all subordinate to
Scripture, and unmistakably sprung from it. To
the primary Canon of Apostolic writings they form
an appendix of ecclesiastical dogma. But in prac-
tice they came to receive a liturgical, disciplinary,

and didactic deference hardly inferior to Scripture.

Not seldom, indeed, in their character as authori-
tative summaries of its contents and definitions

of the sense in which a Church accepted and con-
strued God’s Word, they effectively supplanted
Scripture. Scripture, by its many-sidedness, its

informality, its popular speech, its unconventional
freedom, and its infinite suggestiveness, every-
where prompted men to think for themselves and
fashion systems of doctrine for themselves. All
the heresies, great and small, appealed to it. Each
of the Churches was convinced that it was founded
on it, and could cite a wealth of passages palpably
in its favour. Thus, if uniformity was to he se-

cured in Christendom, Scripture was seen to be
inadequately narrow and exclusive as a standard of

orthodoxy, and Creeds and Confessions with
growing elaborateness were employed by supreme
ecclesiastical authorities, ostensilJiy to condense
and supplement it, but in effect, for disciplinary

purposes, to replace and supersede it. That has
been a virtually universal process throughout
Christendom. There is much to be said for it.

Much of it was salutary. It represented a long-
continued endeavour not only to exclude grave
error and to keep the faith pure by the help, where
possible, of Scripture itself, but also to define the
essence of Christianity as a faith. The ancient
Creeds have a character and a venerahleness all

their own, so impressive as well-nigh to disarm
criticism. Yet even the simplest of them is scarred
by controversy. The Apostles’ Creed, the Nicseno-
Constantinopolitan, the Athanasian, or Quicunque
Vult, and the Te Deum form a monumental group
of dogmatic symbols, owing less of their authority
to formal acceptance by councils and enforcement
by discipline than to their willing and, indeed,
proud acceptance by the devotion and the scholar-

ship of the Christian centuries. But, different as
they are in character, origin, form, and popularity,
they are alike acts of faith in Scripture, human
responses to the initiative of revelation rather than
inspired objects of faith. Their authority is Scrip-

tural in so far as their clauses are borrowed from
Scripture with all the advantages and the limita-

tions of mere quotation. If they gain by leaving
out much that can he dispensed with in Scripture,

they necessarily lack its comprehensiveness, catho-
licity, and intimate touch with life and experience.
What they add to Scripture is controversial in its
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origin, and as majority-opinion claims only a ques-
j

tioned immunity from error. What they gain
|

through their approbation or imposition by coun-

cils is but a ministerial and, as compared with
Scripture, a secondary authority. Fashioned by
the Church—^for the most part quite obscurely,

since even the Nicseno-Constantinopolitan largely

consists of pre-conciliar materials— the Creeds
difler from formal decrees and deiinitions like the
Confessions, inasmuch as they represent a more
spontaneous growth and wield an authority less

widely resented; but ultimately the question of

their Infallibility is the same as that of the infalli-

bility either of the Scriptures from which they are

drawn or of the Church which gave them birth,

shelter, and recognition. Whether one has regard
to the Scriptural elements within them or to the

theological additions made in the varied interests

of orthodoxy, comprehensiveness, and precision,

they are one and all to be interpreted historically

;

their language, vocabulary, topics, and scope must
all be understood in the light of their particular

times. What Scripture owes to the affectionate

patience of Christian scholarship dare not be with-
held from the Creeds and Confessions, if they are
either to be understood or regarded with affection.

No Creed, not even the Apostles’, has the universal
currency of Scripture. No Confession has the ecu-

menicity of the Bible. The same agency which
produced dogma is at any time competent to

emend, augment, or unmake it. The same au-
thority which gave it sanction is at liberty, if duty
should demand it, to set it aside. Few such docu-
ments make any claim to be infallible, except in

so far as conviction of their truth may be taken
to imply infallibility; and those which do— the
Athanasian Creed, the appendix to the Nicene,
and, for example, the Decrees and Canons of Trent
—betray on close inspection no generic difference,

no theological elevation, no religious genius, to

warrant such distinction. Though Newman and
his school counted it a point in favour of the title

of the Roman Catholic Church to be the exclusive
representative of the infallible Church Catholic
that it persistently and deliberately claimed to

be such, nothing can exempt the products of the
human intellect from the conscientious scrutiny of

a living and enlightened scholarship, or from the
practical but never completed test that by their
fruits they shall be known. Most of them, it may
freely be acknowledged with gratitude, served their
original purpose admirably, and were faithful to
the assured results of the learning and experience
of their time.
But, as W. Sanday says in Christologies Awient and Modem

(Oxford, 1910), p, 237, although they are ‘ great outstanding
historical monuments of the faith of the Church,’ which we
cannot hut regard with veneration, and to which we desire in
loyalty to conform our opinions, *it is impossible that the
thought and language of those centuries should exactly coin-
cide with the genuine, spontaneous, unbiased, scientific . . .

language of the present day. We must modernize, whether we
will or no.’

4. Infallibility of the Church.—(a) The Universal
Church,—Christian faith in the infallibility of the
Church has expressed itself in a protean variety
of ways. Some of these verge closely upon the
theories which have already been considered. All
of them rest on principles which have already been
touched upon.

* Whatever various modes,’ says W. Palmer in The Church of
Christ, London, 1888, ii. 123 f., ‘of treating the authority of the
church there may have been, I believe that scarcely any Chris-
tian writer can be found, who has ventured actually to maintain
that the judgment of the universal church, freely, and deliber-
ately given, with the apparent use of all means, might in fact
be heretical and contrary to the gospel.*

At their foundation is a common appeal to the
promises of Christ regarding His Church, and an
a 'priori theory or presumption as to the means
which Providence must needs employ to have them

fulfilled. Undeterred by the scantiness of Christ’s
allusions to the Church as an organization, by His
silence regarding its government, and by the un-
mistakable immediateaess of the communion which
He taught and promoted between the individual
believer and the Father and Himself, church-
manship has fastened upon a few allusions in the
Gospels, and erected upon their slender basis an
imposing doctrine of the duty of the Christian, in
all matters of faith and morals, to trust and obey
the Church. Appeal is made to the dictum of
Augustine :

‘ Ego vero Evangelio non crederem,
nisi me Catholicae Ecclesiae commoveret auctori-
tas.’ The Church, it is urged, is a living institu-

tion, linking all the Christian generations together,
nourishing and fostering the faith of individuals,
bringing the Scriptures and other means of grace
to bear upon them, and investing those saving
instruments with authority, whereas the Bible is

a mere book, holy but inanimate in itself, re-

quiring the attestation of the Church, requiring
authoritative interpretation by the Church, itself

indeed originally a product of the Church’s experi-

ence and self-utterance as well as a compilation
made and adjusted by its care. In the nature of

the case, the Church, as the Society which was
founded to promote God’s Kingdom, preceded the
NT, just as Israel, the older theocracy, preceded
the Hebrew oracles, and, as it preceded it, also

ushered the Canon into being and opens its mys-
teries to view. Plausible as this theory appears,

its inadequacy to fit the facts of history and to

bear the inferences which have been drawn from
it is becoming more and more evident. It is valid

only against a doctrine of Scripture as a book, a
mere record and compilation as distinct from the
utterance and activity which it records. Thus, for

example, though the Gospels as books were com-
posed by members of the Church, and were pre-

served by the Church from loss, the Church did not
utter the words of Jesus which they record. We
have to thank the Church for recording and trans-

mitting them, not for their authority. The words
and acts of Jesus founded the Church, not vice versa.

He preceded both Church and Scripture. No matter
how accurate and honest the Apostolic writers were,
no matter how careful and trustworthy the trans-

mitting and explaining Church, it would avail noth-
ing but for the ulterior authority of the voice which
they echo. The Protestant preference of HolyWrit

to tradition and Church authority rested upon the
simple conviction, derived from sorrowful observa-

tion and painful experience, that the two mandates
differed, and that the Christ of Scripture was un-
speakably superior to the Christ who, they were
commanded to believe, spoke through the tainted

lips of the Renaissance papacy, or through the

veiy human and variable opinions of Schoolmen
and Fathers. And it is significant that Rome
itself betrays an unmistakable preference for Bib-

lical authority where texts can oe cited in favour
of its views with any show of exegetical warrant.
It will not do to set Scripture over against Church
tradition as a dependent and apologetically inferior

authority, and then to proceed to prove the superi-

ority of Church and tradition by appeal to Scrip-

ture texts. Both sides in the long controversy
have erred. If Protestantism has tended to harden
its doctrine of Scripture and to evade the duty of

discriminating between its contents in the light of

the mind and spirit of Jesus Christ, Roman Catho-
licism, while guilty of the same error, has added
to it a grave exaggeration of the independent value
of tradition. The Bible itself is tradition at its

highest, supremely valuable and authoritative
because of its intimate proximity to Jesus Christ,

and its undimmed reflexion for all time of His
image. The Bible is not a person, it is true ; but
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neither is the Church. The Bible is not more
‘dead’ than the woids of pope or Council, once they

are spoken. Its divine spirit and power are death-

less. When ecclesiastical tradition is invited to

make an inventory of all the truth in Jesus Christ

which it has stored up in its treasury apart from

Scriptui-e, the aggregate is ludicrously meagre and
painfully at variance with Biblical tradition. At
once, in fact, the ecclesiastical claim is driven to

shrink into a mere office of interpretation. It

cannot, it is said, pretend to new revelations. Its

inspiration'IS scholarly, its authority is rabbinical,

its office is hermeneutic. Scripture is there. Scrip-

ture IS God’s undeniable Word. But it is in places

obscure, and its testimonies are at times divergent.

The Church must save the unity of faith by pos-

sessing and by exercising the prerogative of Oetini-

tion. It can say, and it must say, what Scripture

means upon any point of controversy. And what

by the grace of God it is pleased to say, the faithful

ought, without question, to receive as God’s very

Word. There must be in ever^ age, in every genera-

tion, at any moment, some voice on earth, whether
|

single or conjunct, which can allay mortal question-

ings by the sincere and lawful use of the formula

of the Apostolic Council; ‘It seems good to the

Holy Spirit and to us.’

Leaving out of account OT passages which have

been brought to bear upon ecclesiastical infalli-

bility, such as Is 59’^^, quoted in the Preface to

the Vatican Decrees, where the prophecy of thethe Vatican Decrees, where the prophecy or the

coming of a Redeemer to Zion is followed by tne

divine covenant, ‘ My spirit that is upon thee, and

my words which I have put in thy mouth, shall not

depart out of thy mouth, nor out of the mouth of

thy seed . . . from henceforth and for ever,’ ecclesi-

astical infallibility in general is founded upon the

following Scriptural warrants: Mt
Jn and 1 Ti 3^'** In Mt 16"®- immedi-

ately after Jesus’ acceptance of Simon Peter’s

confession of Him as the Christ, which He declares

to have been revealed, not by ‘ desh and blood,’ but

by His Father in heaven. He continues :
‘ And I

also say unto thee, that thou art Peter (Ilerpos), and

upon this rock [Trerpg.) I will build my church ; and

the gates of death shall not prevail against it. I

mil give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of

heaven : and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth

shall be bound in heaven : and whatsoever thou

shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.’ In

Mt the risen Jesus says to the Eleven :
‘ All

authority hath been given unto me in heaven and

on earth. Go ye therefore, and make disciples of

all the nations, baptizing them in the name ...

teaching them to observe {rripeLv) all thmgs what-

soever I commanded you : and, lo, I am with you

alway, even unto the end of the world. In Jn

after the words ‘ If ye love me, ye will keep

(TTip^ffeTe) my commandments,’ Jesus says : ‘And I

will pray the Father, and he shall give you another

Paraclete, that he may be with you for ever, even

the Spirit of truth : whom the world cannot receive

;

for it beholdeth him not, neither knowethh^ ; ye
|

know him ; for he abideth with you, and shaU be in

you’ - and in : ‘But the Paraclete, even the

Holy’ Spirit, whom the Father wiU send m iny

name, he shall teach you aU things, and bring to

your remembrance all that I said unto you ; and

in 16^2-14 .
« I have yet many things to say unto

you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit

when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he shall gmde

you into all the truth : for he shall not speak nom
himself. . . . He shall glorifyme -.for he shall take

of mine, and shall declare it unto you. m 1 Ii

31^* 1® Paul writes: ‘These things wnrite I unto

thee, hoping to come unto thee shortly ; but if^ I

tarry long, that thou mayest know how menougnt

to behave themselves in the (a) house of God,

which is the (a) church of the (a) living God, the (a)

pillar and ground (<rrcXos /cat idpaiupLa) of the truth.’

The passages in the Gospels belong to portions

of the NT which have not escaped controversy as

to their authenticity and historicity. The two
passages in Matthew have not unnaturally been

subjected to the same kind of doubts as the

Johannine narrative regarding their fidelity to the

mind and words of Jesus, and the inherent nature

of the teaching they contain, the acute difierences

of opinion they have ever since occasioned, their

I

divergence from other teachings in the NT, and

the Silence of the other Gospels upon their mo-

mentous affirmations have lent confirmation to

those doubts. But we may accept the passages as

they stand and consider them as a group. They
belong to the same order of utterance as the say-

in^'‘s :
‘ Heaven and earth shall pass away : but

mv words shall not pass away ’ (Mk 13®S Lk 21®®),

‘ The word^ that I have spoken unto you are spirit

and are life’ (Jn 6®®). Their common aim is to

proclaim the eternity of Jesus’ message, and the

security of the guarantees for its continuance after

His departure from visible fellowship with His

disciples. ‘ This gospel of the kingdom shall be

preaciied in the whole w’orld for a testimony unto

all the nations; and then shall the end come’

(Mt 24^“*), and ‘ Behold, I send unto you prophets,

and wise men, and scribes’ (Mt 23®^), are also cog-

nate passages. The same message which upon

Jesus’ lips gave rest to the souls that laboui-ed and

were heavy-laden under the bondage of the scribes

and Pharisees, and replaced a hard and heavy yoke

and burden of teaching by one that w-as easy and

light, since it was imposed by a Master w-ho w-as

not proud and self-righteous, but meek and lowdy,

w'as not to fail upon the lips of His Apostles wdio

were to carry on His earthly work and mission and

be His ‘ prophets, wise men, and scribes.’ It is to

be remembered that ‘ binding’ and ‘ loosing ’ were

rabbinical technical terms current at the time,

which denoted ‘ forbidding ’ and ‘ authorizing a

practice or an opinion ;
so that, w-hen the Apostles,

Peter and his fellows, were empow’ered to ‘bind

and loose,’ it was signified that, wffiereas the

Jewish Synagogue had its wise men and scribes,

the Apostles would be the corresponding teachers

in the Church, very different in^ spirit and in

message, exercising an altogether diflerent type of

authority, shunning claims to precedence, avoiding

the title of Rabbi, Master, or Teacher, not lording

it over one another or over the flock entrusted to

their care, but remembering that they had one

Master or Teacher only.
^ • • -j.

When these passages are taken in conjunction it

seems clear that Jesus was confident, and intended

to assure His disciples and Apostles, that His gospel

I would never cease to be proclaimed while the world

endured ;
that faith like Peter’s, or the utterance

• of faith like Peter’s, or men of faith like Peter,

L would be the rock-foundation of His Church against

;
which the powders of death and decay wmuld war in

i vain ; that His bodily mthdxawal w^ould neither

i terminate nor impair His mission ; that a^ suhsti-

5 tute for His bodily presence w-ould be provided, to

r teach His foilow^ers His truth, to remind them of

> His wmrds, to lead them into aU needed truth—in

i a word, to ‘ glorify’ the Son hy fulfilling the pnr-

3 pose for which He came, and revealing His div^e

t person and mission. In the exercise of His ‘ full

e authority ’ He bids His disciples make disciples of

a all nations, baptizing them and teaching them to

e ‘ keep ’ all his ‘ injunctions ’
; and He promises

'i them, what is manifestly the same assistance

0 phi-ased in two alternative w-ays, first. His oym

1 unfailing and everlasting presence— ‘ I ^ mth
it you alway even unto the end of the world, that is,

I, His positive help and approval ; and secondly, m
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answer to His prayer to the Father, the Spirit of

Truth, as it is in Christ Jesus. In Mt 10^^* the

Spirit of God their Father is promised to the

Twelve Apostles to give them utterance when they

are arraigned by their accusers and persecutors, so

that they are not to be anxious how or what they

are to speak. In Lk 10^® Jesus says to the Seventy

Apostles : * He that heareth you heareth me ;
and

he that rejecteth you rejecteth me ;
and he that

rejecteth me rejecteth him that sent me’ ; and in

Lk 11^® He says :
‘ If ye then, being evil, know how

to give good gifts unto your children, how much
more shall your heavenly Father give the Holy
Spirit to them that ask him ?

’

As to the passage in 1 Timothy, it is far from

certain that pillar and ground of the truth’

refers to the ‘ household of God ’ which is the

‘church of the living God.’ Gregory of Nyssa
and Gregory of Nazianzus make it refer to

Timothy, while Bengel links it with the ‘ mystery
or revelation of godliness’ which immediately
follows it in the text. But, assuming that it does

refer to the Church, God’s household, and that

edpaicajia means ‘ground’ rather than ‘stay’ or
‘ support,’ the passage teaches simply that the

Church is a pillar and ground or base of revealed

truth, just as individuals like James, Cephas, and
John are called ‘ pillars’ by Paul in Gal 2®, and in

Kev 3^^ ‘he that overcometh’ is to be made ‘a
pillar in the temple ’ of God. There is no sugges-

tion that the ‘ house of God ’ is the only ‘ pillar
’

of the truth, or that the temple of truth is so

ruinous as to have only one column and base.

It seems clear, upon a review of the evidence of

the Gospels, that Jesus gave His disciples to under-
stand that, as His words would never pass away,
but would live on in the world by the power of the
Spirit of truth, so His Church, built as on a rock
upon Apostolic faith in His Messianic Sonship to

the living God, would never perish, the gates of

death would never close upon it. Faith in His
followers’ mission was the necessary complement
to faith in His own. Faith in their teaching was
essential to faith in the future of His own. He
would inspire and teach them unseen as He had
inspired and taught them in the flesh. His Spirit

would lead them aright to the truth which they
required. But of the teaching that His Church
would never err, would never have to learn through
experience of misjudgment and occasional error,

would be able through certain Councils or officials

to command immunity from mistake or fault in

matters of faith and morals, there is no trace.

History lends no sanction to any such interpreta-
tion of the mind of Jesus. As the prayer of Jesus
that Peter’s faith might not fail (Lk 22®®) was
followed by Peter’s desertion and denial before it

was fulfilled through his ‘turning again’ and
subsequent fidelity so that he could stablish his
brethren, so the ‘ultimate’ or the ‘essential’
guidance of the Church into all truth may satisfy
the requirements of its Lord’s promises. The
Providence which makes all things work together
for good does not preclude the incidence of evil in
the experience and conduct of God’s saints. The
Church may by the grace of God withstand the
gates of death and be guided into all truth, in
spite of many partial and temporary and local
defections and mistakes. It will not help the
Church to walk circumspectly if it is convinced
a priori that it enjoys infallibility at every step
that is precarious or debatable, w hat it needs is

to know itself fallible in detail, to be ready to
confess error and to profit by experience, and to
maintain a steadfast faith that the Spirit of God is

leading it, however deviously, to the truth that it

needs. Further, the gift of the spirit of truth is

not promised to the Church and denied to the

individual. Each of the Seventy, as we saw, was
identified with his Lord, so that those who heard
them heard Him. The Father in heaven will no
more withhold the Holy Spirit from individual
believers than an earthly father will deny good
gifts to his children. Is the Holy Spirit unable, or
unwilling, to bestow the same immunity from error
upon the individual Christian that He confers
upon the Church ? Uhi Spiritm ibi ecclesia. Ubi
Spiritus ibi veritas. The same promise of guidance
is given to the individual as to the Church

; the
same assurance belongs to each. The faith that
can move mountains, the believing prayer whose
persistence will prevail, is not vouchsafed to the
Church and withheld from the Church-member.
The High Churchman or the Koman Catholic and
the Quaker are on the same ground when they
claim infallible guidance for the Church or the
pope or the individual Christian through the inner
light or illumination of the promised Spirit, except
that the preponderance of authority derived from
the Gospels lies unmistakably in favour of the
Friends. All Christians are agreed that the Spirit

of God can and will guide God^s believing children,

the humblest not less than the most exalted or the
most learned; but experience has taught most
Christians to beware of constructing that faith

into an assurance of particular infallibility. His-
tory deepens the conviction that on man’s part a
lively sense of liability to err, and a willingness to

be corrected and to acknowledge fault, are an in-

dispensable pre-requisite and guarantee of ultimate
arrival at the goal of truth.

{b) The universal consent of Christendom,—Few
minds would hesitate to acknowledge the impres-
siveness and authority of the unanimous consent
of Christendom in favour of any matter touching
faith and morals. We are all so profoundly in-

debted to authority, voicing the lessons of long
experience external to ourselves, that the strongest

presumption arises that what all Christians are

agreed upon must be right and true. The con-

sensus Ecclesioe Catholicce counts for Christian
faith as the argumentum e consensu gentium
counts for theistic faith. ‘ De quo omnium
natura consentit,’ says Cicero {de Nat. Deorum,
I. xvii. ; cf. Seneca, Ep. 117), ‘ id uerum esse

necesse est.’ It is the principle, urged by Augus-
tine against the Donatists, which appealed so

powerfully to Newman : securus iudicat orbis

terrarum. It is the principle also which finds

expression in the Vincentian Canon of faith and
practice; quod semper, ubique et ab omnibus
creditum est. Unquestionably the moral unanim-
ity of all types of Christian belief in every land
and in everjr period of the Church’s history could
not fail to inspire trust in a doctrine or a usage,

and would go far to protect it in advance against

any onslaught of scepticism or criticism. But in

practice the rule fails us lamentably. Outside the

Holy Scriptures, and indeed outside the cardinal

elements in their narrative and teaching, it is ex-

ceedingly difficult to point to any extensive group
of universally accepted traditions and usages.

Even the great Creeds and the great Festivals

and the great Sacraments fail to satisfy a demand
so exacting. Catholicity so complete is the attri-

bute of few things in the Christian system.
But short of an extreme form of the Vincentian

Canon of infallibility the principle of a ‘ common
sense ’ of Christian people still asserts itself in all

Christian lands. Even the Churches which elevate

the clergy as authorities high above the laity and
use ‘church’ and ‘clergy’ as almost equivalent

terms, assign, when it suits them, no small virtue

to the consent of the people. If the clergy have
authority as teachers, their teaching gains added
force when it carries the people with it, for they
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can bring experience to reinforce and vindicate the
experts who are their guides. To a far greater
degree than is generally credited the determina-
tion of orthodoxy has rested with the popular
mind. What appeals to the people, helps their
life, stirs their imagination, inspires their faith
or satisfies their credulity, or calls forth their good
works and piety, is naturally regarded by their
instructors as demonstrably good and right and
therefore inherently true, very often there is

divergence betw’^een the churchman and the theo-
logian because of the different attitudes which
they tend to adopt towards popular ideas and
experience. The ecclesiastic may value as a help
to piety and obedience w’hat the scholar distrusts
as promoting superstition and servUity. The
ecclesiastic may be suspicious of the scholar’s
‘truth’ and ‘open-mindedness’ as savouring of
scepticism and private judgment. The voxpopuU
not only enthroned an Ambrose in the cathedral
of Milan and procured for a Newmian the red hat
of his ambition, but it has, not less -wholesomely
though less obtrusively, controlled the selection
of many a form of dogma and many a pious usage.
When true to itself our religion has always cared
for the poor, the simple, the humble, the masses
of the people, the ‘little ones,’ the ‘babes and
sucklings,’ as Jesus called them. It has founded
universities, but no university founded it or
fashioned its forms of thought and speech and
piety. The people may be easily led astray. They
may make a poor judge, but they form the best
of juries. Like the first Apostles, who represent
them in their strength and weakness, they are
apt to confound poetry with prose, parable with
fact, myth with truth. But their heart is essenti-

ally as sound, and their instinct as reliable, to-day
as when they heard Jesus gladly and gave Him
His first followers and friends. It is from their

ranks that the Christian priesthood and ministry
are still mainly recruited. It is for their minds
that Christian dogmas and devotions are still

principally framed.
(c) t^ariicnlar representatives of the Church; the

Episcopate; general Councils.—Impressive as the
consensus of Christendom is, and weighty as is

the authority of Christian common sense and
popular feelmg, their movement and utterance

are too slow and unwieldy to enable them to be
employed for the speedy solution of faith’s prob-

lems, perplexities, and controversies. Accordingly,
infallible direction has been sought in the consensus

of office-bearers of the Church, The testimony
of the Apostles, or the Fathers, or the Councils

deemed Ecumenical, or the Episcopate, or the
papacy, has been regarded and proclaimed in cer-

tain relations and at certain times as the final organ

of infallibility. Even in these groups of official

representatives a perfect consensus is in every

case lacking ; as between the gjroups it is equally

hard to find. But the assertion of their claims

to implicit credence interestingly illustrates the

determination of humanity to leave no stone un-

turned in its search for an infallible oracle of divine

truth. One might have supposed that the Old
Dispensation would have taught the Christian

Church to beware of trusting either the official

or the hereditary transmission of hierarchical

authority or prophetic vision or inte^retative in-

sight or governing power. But, as time advanced
and the interval which separated each genera-

tion from the historical person of^ Christ steadily

wddened, it was natural and inevitable that men
should cherish with augmented force the convic-

tion that their Lord had constituted^ the Apostles

and their successors in some definitive sense the

heirs to His own divine authority and infallibility.

Had He not laid Kis ordaining hands upon them.

bestowing His Holy Spirit upon them for the dis-

charge of their sacred responsibilities, and had
they not transmitted to successors the ordination
and the gift of the same Spirit? Further, since
the Apostles had differed from one another upon
occasion and had met in council at the chief seat
of the infant Church to confer upon their differ-

ences and difficulties, and had issued authoritative
decisions for the guidance of the local churches,
what more natural than that their successors
should do likewise with results as binding upon
the Christian conscience, especially if they w'ere
similarly unanimous in their decisions ? Tims re-

liance came to be placed on the conjunct mind and
unanimous consent of the Episcopate met upon
occasion in duly convened universal councils, or
acting through the administration of common
creeds and ritual and discipline, or accepting the
doctrine of certain great teaching Fathers or
Doctors on faith and morals. Faith was turned
into dogma ; a mission into a hierarchy ; a brother-
hood into a group of federated but rival monarchies.
Unanimous consent became majority-finding raised
to the dignity of a conceded or a coercive uni-

formity. The Canon of Scripture was reinforced
by a Canon or rule of faith constructed by au-
thority out of creeds hitherto voluntarily cherished
by local churches. The Church insensibly became
an empire after Constantine’s adhesion. The
patriarchs, spiritual overlords of subject groups
of bishops and dioceses, received among them-
selves an order of precedence, partly through
unsolicited court influence, partly through general
consent and usage, partly through deliberate and
unashamed arrogation. At length through the
vicissitudes of history Home emerged as the sole

vigorous survivor of the patriarchal family, practi-

cally untouched by the Arab conquests, at the
centre of the culture, the art and architecture, and
the politics of the w’estem world.

It is not necessary to dw'ell at length upon the
limitations of the graded office-bearers and courts

of the Church as organs of infallible utterance.

The summoning of local and general Councils, the
party differences in each, the variations of their
findings according to their time, place, and racial

composition, are sufficient evidence that spontane-
ous unanimity in doctrine wras not to be found in

the Episcopate or in the liierarchy. Bishops were
seldom selected for purely theological or doctrinal

eminence : their business called for other qualities

more urgently. It was an extremely distinguished

representative of the Episcopate w’ho, according

to Lord Acton (‘The Vatican Council,’ in North
British Beview, liii. [1871] 208), said at the be-

ginning of the Vatican Council

:

‘We bishops are absorbed in our work, and are not scholars.

We sadly need the help of those that are. It is to be hoped
that tiae" Council will raise only such questions as can be dealt

with competently by practical experience and common sense.’

They were often not so much leaders as mouth-
pieces of religious opinion, chosen by their clergy

to administer rather than to receive illumination.

For that reason they may jnstly be claimed as

representative men, living epitomes of the faith and
common sentiment of their people. If they w^ere

incapable of securing freedom from controversy

throughout their dioceses, and in crises had re-

course to Councils in which to confer upon their

difficulties, they were at once confronted with the

problem of method. The gathering w^hich^ in

theory was an ideal instrument for the determina-

tion of the Church’s belief and practice ^peared
in a very different light at close quarters. Councils

convened by princes and intended to be ecumenical

were seldom, if ever, attended by bishops from all

parts in geographical, racial, or popnlational pro-

portion, Nicaea, the first meeting-place, w'as con-
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venient enough for Constantinople, the Emperor’s

own seat, but the prelates who came at the Em-
peror’s summons were almost to a man Easterns

or Greeks, the bishop of Old Rome himself being

absent though the occasion was one of extrenae

gravity for the peace of Christendom. And so it

has always been. Ecumenical in name, general

Councils have invariably assumed the conaplexion

of the region of the Christian world in which they

chanced to be held. Not seldom the locality was
selected with a definite view to secure certain

results. Moreover, they were increasingly re-

stricted through the abstention or exclusion of

particular Churches, the Oriental first, and the

Greek Orthodox next, until the claim of the latest

Councils of Trent and the Vatican to be ecumeni-

cal w^as reduced to the verge of the farcical by the

absence of the Greeks, the Protestants, and all but

Roman Catholic delegates. The conciliar illusion

was yet further disturbed by the problem of a
common language in which effective debate and
controversy might take place without substantial

disadvantage to any section of the membership,
by the problem of rules of debate, of the deter-

mination and preparation of the subjects to be
propounded, of the method of voting, and the

means of securing ‘ unanimity.’ The breakdown
of the conciliar apparatus of infallibility was evi-

dent in the long-drawn-out and continually inter-

rupted proceedings at Trent, when the prestige

won at the close of the Great Schism by the Council

of Constance (a.d. 1414-18), the unmaker and
maker of popes, was dissipated under papal and
Jesuit influence, and it was remarked that the
‘ inspiration ’ of the Council, in which, as always,
Italian bishops and abbots predominated, was
strangely affected by each arrival of the courier

from the Vatican. In 1854 the publication by
Pius IX., before a mere congress of assembled
cardinals and bishops, of the dogma of the Im-
maculate Conception as a papal decree, and in

1870 the preliminary determination of the busi-

ness and method of the Vatican Council by the
same pope, the adoption of the principle of the
sufficiency of majority - findings, and the final

supersession of Councils by the dogma of papal in-

faHibility were signs that, so far as the Cnurch in
communion with Rome was concerned, the age of
Councils was at an end. Christendom had scarcely
ever derived prestige from the meeting and pro-
ceedings of a Council. Wire-pulling, manoeuvring,
wrangling, recrimination, and acute division of
sympathies had almost always been unconcealable
features of their sessions.
Under the rhetoric and polemical exaggeration of James

Martineau there is a solid foundation of fact when he says
(‘Catholic Infallibility,’ ch. ii. of his Rationale of Religious
Rnquirg, London, 1836): ‘When you tell me of an infallible
assembly—a.n inspired parliament, whose decrees are neverthe-
less liable to error, till confirmed by the signature of a certain
bishop, I try in vain to conceive where the divine agency can
take place, of what separate atoms of inspiration the collective
miracle is made up, from what distribution of influence on the
faculties of the several parties the elimination of error results.
Every individual member in his separate capacity, and before
he entered the assembly, is perfectly fallible ; when there, he
utters the very opinions which he brought thither, and tenders
the vote which he previously designed

; yet the aggregate of
these fallibilities is inspiration. . . . When I remember the
motives which actuate the members of such assemblies, and of the
vehement operation of which no reader of ecclesiastical history
can doubt

; the anxiety for imperial favour, or dread of popular
displeasure ;—^the love of display, the passion for influence, the
ambition of promotion the dread of episcopal molestation,
and the hope of party triumph, and the horror of the reputa-
tion of heresy,—I look in vain for the resting-place of the divine
and guiding light; it escapes me like an ignis fatuus, quitting
every point on which I gaze

; and goes out at last in those mists
and marshes of_ human corruption.’ And again (Seat of Att-
thority in Religion, London, 1891, p. 67), ‘ No crowd of pig^mies
can add themselves up into a God.’

Whatever might be said of the value of their
decisions—and there is to this day no ecclesiastical
agreement as to which of them are genuinely ecu-

menical—it was impossible to pretend that the
speeches and votes were invariably free and dis-

interested, or that their ‘ unanimity ’ in the Holy
Ghost was cordial and voluntary. Each Council
could determine in the plenitude of its constitu-

tional authority which of its predecessors were to

be regarded as ecumenical, and as a matter of fact

they dilBfered among themselves in their verdicts

on the question. They were unwieldy, unmanage-
able, insubordinate, polyglot, costli^, inconvenient,

and inefficient. They disturbed discipline in the
effort to promote it. They took men away from
the administration of their dioceses and ecclesi-

astical offices, in many cases to a work which
was uncongenial and outside the range of their

individual competence. And, within the Roman
Catholic regime, they had no freedom of initiation

or of action or of utterance. Over against a settled

and continuous system like the papacy, with its

administrative bureaucracy and its gradation of

offices culminating in the autocratic head, the
spasmodic and intermittent and heterogeneous
authority of Councils was bound to lose ground.
When they ceased to command absolute loyalty

to their decisions, and could not obtain a dis-

interested unanimity in their decrees, they were
reduced to employing something of the same
coercive force of excommunication that Rome was
accustomed to use. The logical outcome of that
conception of authority and infallibility is the
papal system, close-knit, outwardly homogeneous,
imperial, imposing, and continuous. It is difficult

to conceive how this method, conciliar or papal,

can be harmonized with the teaching of the Gospels
or with the practice of the Apostolic Church.
How it appeared to so gifted and so loyal an
observer from within as Dollinger on the eve of the
Vatican Council may be gathered from the closing

section of the work entitled, in its English version,

The Pope and the Council^ by ‘Janus’ (p. 419 ff.)

:

‘The experiences of the non-Italian bishops at the Council of

Trent, its results, which fell so far short of the reforms desired
and expected, the conduct of Rome in strictly prohibiting any
explanations or commentaries on the decrees of the Council
bemg written and reserving to herself the interpretation of

them, while she quietly shelved many of its most important
decisions (e.g, on indulgences, and many others), without even
any semblance of carrying them out—-all this lea to the call for

a new Council, so often repeated previously, being silenced

from that time forward. In countries subjected to the Inquisi-

tion, the mere wish for another Council would have been
declared penal, and have exposed to danger those who uttered
it. The Roman See had no doubt suffered considerable losses of

privilege and income in consequence of the Tridentine decrees,

and still more from the opposition of the different Governments

;

hut, on the other hand, those decrees, the activity of the Jesuits,

and the establishment of standing congregations and of the
nunciatures, which had been previously unknown, had very
materially increased the power and influence of Rome. But at

Rome Councils were always held in abomination ; the ve^
name was strictly forbidden under penalties there. When in

the controversy about grace in 1602 the Molinists spoke of its

being decided by a Council, the Dominican Pena wrote that in

Rome the word Council, at least in matters of dogma, was
regarded as sacrilegious, and excommunicated.
And thus it has come to pass that three centuries have elapsed

without any earnest desire for a Council making itself heard
anywhere—a thing wholly unprecedented in the past history of

the Church. It is commonly taught in theological manuals,
schools, and systems, that the Councils of the Church are not
only useful but necessary. But this, like so much else in the
ordinary teaching, was held only in the abstract. It was at

bottom universally felt that Councils as little fitted into a
Church organized under an absolute Papal monarchy as the
States-General into the monarchy of Louis xiv. The most
faithful interpreter of the Roman view of things, Cardinal
Pallavicini, put this feeling into words when he said, “To hold
another Council would be to tempt God, so extremely dangerous
and so threatening to the very existence of the Church would
such an assembly be.” In that point, he thinks his History of

the Council of Trent will make the same impression on the
reader as Sarpi’s, Even National Synods, he says, the Popes
have always detested.
But the chief reason why nobody any longer desired a Council,

lay in the conviction that, if it met, the first and most essential

condition, freedom of deliberation and voting, would be wanting.
The latest history showed this as much as the theory. In the
Papal system, which knows nothing of true bishops ruling

independently by virtue of the Divine institution, but only
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recoarmses subjects and vicars or officials of the Pope, who
exercise a power lent them merely during his pleasure, there is

no room for an assembly which would be called a Council in

the sense of the ancient Church. If the bishops know the view
and will of the Pope on any question, it would be presumptuous
and idle to vote against it ; and if they do not, their first duty
at the Council would be to ascertain it and vote accordingljL

An cBCumenical assembl}^ of the Church can have no existence,

properly speaking, in presence of an ordinarius ordinaHorum
and infallible teacher of faith, though, of course, the pomp,
ceremonial, speeches, and votings of a Council may be displayed
to the gaze of the world. And therefore the Papal legates at
Trent used at once to rebuke bishops as heretics and rebels

who ever dared to express any view of their own. Bishops who
have been obliged to swear “to maintain, defend, increase, and
advance the rights, honours, privileges, and authority of their

lord the Pope”—and every bishop takes this oath—cannot
regard themselves, or be regarded by the Christian world, as
free members of a free Council

; natural justice and equity
requires that. These men neither will nor can be held responsible
for decisions or omissions which do not depend on them. There
have certainly been the weightiest reasons for holding no
Council for three hundred years, and avoiding such a “ useless
hubbub,” as the infallibilist Cardinal Orsi calls Councils.
Complete and real freedom for every one, freedom from

moral constraint, from fear and intimidation, and from
corruption, belongs to the essence of a Council. An assembly
of men bound in conscience by their oaths to consider the main-
tenance and increase of Papal power their main object,—men
living in fear of incurring the displeasure of the Curia^ and
with it the charge of perjury, and the most burdensome
hindrances in the discharge of their office—cannot certainly be
called free in all those questions which concern the authority
and claims of the See of Rome, and very few at most of the
questions that would have to be discussed at a Council do not
come under this category. None of our bishops have sworn to
make the good of the Church and of religion the supreme object
of their actions and endeavours ; the terms of the oath provide
only for the advantage of the Curia. How the oath is under-
stood at Rome, and to what reproaches a bishop exposes himself
who once chooses to follow his own conviction against the
tradition of the Curia, there are plenty of examples to show.

In Rimini and Seleucia (359), at Ephesus (449), and at Vienne
(1312), and at many other times, even at Trent, the results of a
want of real freedom have been displayed. In early times,
when the Popes were as yet in no position to exercise compulsion
or intimidation upon Synods, itwas the Emperors who sometimes
trenched too closely on this freedom. But from Gregory vn.’s

time the weight of Papal power has pressed ten times more
heavily upon them than ever did the Imperial authority. With
abundant reason were the two demands urged throughout half
Europe in the sixteenth century, in the negotiations about the
Council,—first, that it should not be held in Rome, or even in
Italy ; and, secondly, that the bishops should be absolved from
their oath of obedience. The recently proclaimed Council is to
be held not only in Italy, but in Rome itself, and already it has
been announced that, as the sixth Lateran Council, it will adhere
faithfully to the fifth. That is quite enough—it means this,

that whatever course the Synod may take, one quality can never
be predicated of it, namely, that it has been a really free

Council.
Theologians and Canonists declare that without complete

freedom the decisions of a Council are not binding, and the
assembly is only a pseudo-Synod. Its decrees may have to be
corrected.’

Ddllinger’s words are deliberate, and are based
on unrivalled knowledge. But they provoke a
still deeper reflexion than they intend, for they
expose to view the weakness of both papacy and
Councils. In neither is true freedom, such as he
desiderates and demands, conceivable. To bind
the conscience of Christendom is the motive and
the office of both institutions. Neither in reality

is at liberty to claim the freedom it would with-
draw from its subjects. The binder need not
complain if he finds himself in bonds. Admit the
principle of coercive authority in your Council and
you will not be able to deny it to the permanent
officials of your Church. Better on such principles

a living pope than a dead Council, or a Council
yet unborn. You cannot indulge in Councils very
often. The pope is always with you. He need
not act arbitrarily. He has advisers innumerable,
informants innumerable, and access, presumably,
to the mind of the vast dominion over which he
rules. May not God be trusted to give none but
the best popes to His confiding Church, and none
but the best advisers to His confiding Vicegerents,

and pour out His Holy Spirit upon them all to

save them from error and lead them to truth?
The theory is plausible, and valid as against

Councils for those who believe in a hierarchy

endowed with corporate^ infallibility. But, as we
have seen, there is nothing in our Lord’s teaching
to suggest that God values the Church or watches
over the Church -with a more fatherly solicitude
than over the individual. On the contrary, in-
dividual infallibility through perfect faith in God’s
readiness to bestow His Holy Spirit has a much
stronger and more explicit warrant in the Gospels.

If it be assumed, though none but Homan
Catholics are prepared to acknowledge it, that the
Vatican Council of 1870 was ecumenical and
ecumenically binding, its results are interesting in
the present connexion. For it, a valid Council,
decreed, in assent to the mind of the pope, that
the pope is, when pronouncing on faith and morals
ex cathedra^ infallible. It follows that, if the pope
is not infallible, neither is the Council which
pronounced him immune from error. It does not
follow that Councils are henceforth set aside for
ever.

^
They remain infallible instruments of

authority, obsolete but revivable at any time.
Princes or popes may still convoke them, though
it would be strictly unnecessary to do so in the
lifetime and health of a supreme pontiff*, and might
be construed as an insult and act of treason to the
office and prerogative of the occupant of St. Peter’s
throne. But henceforth, unless the Council of
1870 is ruled out as merely Homan Catholic and
therefore provincial and sectarian, or as morally
lacking in unanimity, or as devoid of genuine
freedom in voting, debate, and business, it may be
maintained that, while a Council is infallible only
when its decrees enjoy the adhesion of the Homan
See, when it acts in communion and harmony with
its chief bishop, the infallibility enjoyed by the
reining pope does not depend upon any consent
of future Councils. It may, however, be observed
that in a great autonomous institution no law or
convention can absolutely fetter the resources of
corporate freedom, or destroy its initiative in great
crises of its existence. The Council of Constance
may serve as an example of an extreme emergency
calling out into active service extreme and scarcely
contemplated methods of procedure. The Vatican
has not yet decreed that henceforth Councils are
incompetent, lacking in infallibility, and therefore
prohibited. It is one thing to supersede them, and
to prevent their resumption; quite another to
forbid them altogether or to pronounce them for
all time defunct.^

(c^) Fapal infallibility .—The Church of Rome is

but one of the sects of Christendom, but it is out-
Avardly at least the most catholic of Churches.
The most exclusive in its communion, it is the
most comprehensive in geographical diffusion and
in racial distribution. The most complex in its

organization, it is the most rigorously unified in
its discipline. Its history, its service to Christian
life, piety, and tradition, and its numerical strength
lend a peculiar importance to the theory of infalli-

bility with which it has come finally to be identified.

The term ‘ Papist,’ which might formerly have been
resented throughout Homan Catholic lands, is now,
since 1870, at least as accurate a designation as the
term ‘ Homan Catholic.’ Since that date the doc-

trine that the pope is infallible, which had hitherto
been repudiated in the strongest terms by the
Homan Catholic authorities and manuals in Great
Britain and in Ireland, has become a dogma of

faith, part of the distinctive working creed of the
Church. Its evolution is one of the most interest-

ing and, in certain aspects, one of the most
significant episodes in Church history. Thanks
to the voluminous literature which arose out of

the controversy in which the completion of the
dogma was involved, the story can be studied with

1 For the Roman Catholic view see artt. Church, Doctrinb
OF THE (Roman Catholic), Papacy.
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UBusuai thoroughness and ease. In the present

article a review of its broader features and main
facts must suffice.

It is beyond dispute that the dogmatic infalli-

bility of the bishop or patriarch of Koine stands

in the closest possible relationship to his general

authority as a ruler in the Church.

In a letter to Lady Simeon, of date 1S67, quoted in W. Ward’s
Zifc ofJohn Renry Cardinal Neti'inan"^ (Londojiy 1912, ii. 193),

Newman writes :
* I say with Cardinal Bellarmine whether the

Pope be infallible or not in any pronouncement, anyhow he is

to be obeyed- No good can come from disobedience. His facts

and his warnings may be all wrong
;
his deliberations may have

been biassed. He may have been misled.
^
Imperiousness and

craft, tyranny and cruelty, may be patent in the conduct of his

advisers and instruments. But when he speaks formally and
authoritatively he speaks as our Lord would have him speak,

and all those* imperfections and sins of individuals are over-

ruled for that result which our Lord intends (just as the action

of the wicked and of enemies to the Church are overruled),

and therefore the Pope’s w’ord stands, and a blessing goes witii

obedience to it, and no blessing with disobedience.’^ And in a
letter to Pusey (2&. ii. 217) in the same year he writes: ‘Any
categorical answer would be unsatisfactory—but if I must so
speak, I should say that his jurisdiction (for that I conceive you
to mean hy “ powers ”) is unlimited and despotic. And I think
this is the general opinion among us. . . . There is nothing
which any other authority in the Church can do, which he
cannot do at once—and he can do things which they cannot do,
such as destroy a whole hierarchy. ... As to the question of
property, whether he could simply confiscate the funds of a
whole diocese, I do not know—hut I suspect he can. Speaking
generally, I think he can do anything, but break the divine law.
. . . But such a jurisdiction is (1) not so much a practice as a
doctrine—ajid (2) not so much a doctrine as a principle of our
system.’

In an institution which rests faith upon authority
or tradition and makes belief a duty of obedience,
the right to prescribe or decree dogma is naturally
included witliin the wider right to rule m spiHtVr-

alibus. Much of the wide-spread reluctance on
the part of Protestants to regard with seriousness
the dogma of papal infallibility is due to their
instinctively different attitude towards faith and
the means by which it may be secured ; they find
it difficult to conceive of faith as a product of
obedience, as an activity to be ordered. In Roman
Catholicism, under the demands of ecclesiastical

discipline, the principle has broken down that
obedience to the supreme earthly head of the
Church is to be restricted in any way so as to
exclude the authoritative interpretation of re-
vealed doctrine, and the definition of the sense in
which Holy Scripture, the Creeds, and the Conciliar
Decrees are to he understood and applied.
On the Roman Catholic view our Lord bestowed

upon Peter, after his great confession and again
after the Resurrection, a unique authority and
office as His peculiar representative in the Apos-
tolic company and in the Church. ‘Peter’ and
‘Cephas’ mean ‘rock,’ it is urged, and Peter is

the rock-foundation of the imperishable Church;
not simply his confession, or Ms faith, but he
himself, the living Apostle, the utterer of his faith
in the Christ. Isot a doctrine, not a belief, but a
living person is the basis of a standing Church.
The gift or charge of the keys of the Idngdom
denotes his authority as a teacher ; what he * binds
or looses,’ i.e., in rabbinical language, ‘affirms or
denies,’ in teaching spiritual truth is ‘ in heaven,’
i,e. ‘divinely,’ affirmed or denied. In Lk 22^2,

though the context and sequel are painfully adverse
to the Roman Catholic theory, it is said by Christ
that He has prayed for Peter that his faith ‘fail
not,’ from which it may he deduced that the prayer
has been answered ; and the command is laid upon
Peter: ‘Do thou, when once thou hast turned
again, stablish thy brethren.’ The risen Lord,
moreover, commissions the forgiven Peter to feed
His lambs, to tend His sheep, and to feed His
sheep (Jn It is inconceivable, it is urged
further, that our Lord intended such a charge to
terminate with Peter’s individual tenure of it.

Each successive generation would require at least

the same guaranteed infallibility in a living in-

spired instructor. A living rock-foundation cannot
have been withdrawn on Peter’s decease ; his faith
cannot be allowed to fail in any age ; his brethren
still need stablishing; the sheep of Christ still

need not only to he fed but to he shepherded,
which implies guidance and protection from error.

The need grows greater rather than less with the
passage of time, since faith tends to cool as distance
from its objects is increased.

On the face of them, these passages in the
Gospels cannot he so construed with any con-
fidence. Simon Peter is anything hut a model of
infallibility either in the Gospels or in Acts or in
the Epistles of the NT. To the same person who
received the words ‘ Thou art Peter ’ came all too
soon the words ‘ Get thee behind me, Satan.’ The
‘Rock’ of the Church’s foundation became in a
few hours a ‘stumbling-block,’ a rock of offence.

The same Apostle who confessed the Christ not
only denied Him, hut endeavoured to deter Him
from going to His death, and, as mistakenly though
as naturally, tried to defend Him with the sword.
It is the faith he utters that fits him for our Lord’s
beatitude, since it is recognized hy its recipient
as divinely revealed

;
yet that faith did soon ‘ fail,’

Satan did ‘have’ him. If he has infallibility in
any sense, it is ultimate or practical infallibility,

and it does not render him immune from par-
ticular failure of judgment in faith and duty.
Further, it is brethren that he is to stablish, not
subjects, after his restoration, and the duty of
stablishing is plainly enough a duty that each
Apostle owed to the others, however their gifts

might vary (cf. the parallel use of crTrjpL^eLv with
reference to Paul and others in Ac
18^, Ro 1“). ‘Binding and loosing’ is not a
prerogative conferred upon one man alone; it is

given to all the Apostles as such, the Seventy
as well as the Twelve, as an essential of authori-
tative proclamation of Christ’s message. There
is no indication that particular infallibility was
given to every Apostle, or that Peter’s gift differed
in kind from that of the others. It is also un-
fortunate that Lk 22®^ should follow immedi-
ately Christ’s rebuke to the disciples in their
contention on the very subject of precedence, and
His warning to them not to be like Gentile princes
who lord it over their people, and assume grandilo-
quent titles such as ‘benefactor.’ Peter’s final

commission, thrice repeated, contains no single
unique element ; it is simply a pastorate, whose
triple injunction refers to his threefold denial
and repudiation of his Master. As for the claim
that Peter’s office could not die with Mm, it proves
too much for papal theory, since no pope has ever
claimed an apostolate identical with his ; but it

contains a kernel of truth. Apostolic faith, and
faithful Apostles, are needed by the Lord of the
Church in every generation, and we are justified
in believing that they will not fail. But we are
still in total ignorance, as was the general Church
in the first four centuries, of any evidence that our
Lord desired to have Peter’s faith and Peter’s pre-
rogative confined to one man, and in particular to
the bishop of Rome.

* Of all the Fathers, writes Bollinger (pp, cit. p. 91 ff.), * who
interpret these passages in the Gospels (Mtxvi. 18, Jn xxi. 17),
not a single one applies them to the Roman Bishops. How
many Fathers have busied themselves with these texts, yet not
one of them whose commentaries we possess—Origen, Chrysos-
tom, Hilary, Augustine, Cyril, Theodoret, and those whose
interpretations are collected in catenas—^has dropped the
faintest hint that the primacy of Rome is the consequence of
the commission and promise to Peter ! Not one of them has
explained the rock or foundation on which Christ would build
His Church of the ofiEice given to Peter to be transmitted to his
successors, but they understood by it either Christ Himself, or
Peter’s confession of faith in Christ ; often both together. Or
else they thought Peter was the foundation equally with all the
other Apostles, the Twelve being together the foundation-stones
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of the Church (Apoc. xxi. 14) . . . they did not regard a power
first given to Peter, and afterwards conferred in precisely the
same words on all the Apostles, as anything peculiar to him, or
hereditary in the line of Roman Bishops, and they held the
symbol of the keys as meamng just the same as the figurative
expression of binding and loosing.

Ever}’’ one knows the one classical passage of Scripture on
which the edifice of Papal Infallibility has been reared, “ I have
prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not: and when thou art
converted, confirm thy brethren.” But these words mani-
festly refer only to Peter personally, to his denial of Christ
and his conversion ; he is told that he, whose failure of faith

would be only of short duration, is to strengthen the other
Apostles, whose faith would likewise waver. It is directly
against the sense of the passage, which speaks simply of faith,

first wavering, and then to be confirmed in the Messianic
dignity of Christ, to find in it a promise of future infallibility

to a succession of Popes, just because they hold the office

Peter first held in the Roman Church. No single writer to
the end of the Seventh Century dreamt of such an interpreta-
tion ; all without exception—and there are eighteen of them

—

explain it simply as a prayer of Christ, that His Apostle might
not wholly succumb, and lose his faith entirely in his approach-
ing trial. The first to find in it a promise of privileges to the
Church of Rome was Pope Agatho in 6S0, when tr3dng to avert
the threatened condemnation of his predecessor, Honorius,
through whom the Roman Church had lost its boasted privilege
of doctrinal purity.
Now the Tridentine profession of faith, imposed on the clergy

since Pius iv., contains a vow never to interpret Holy Scripture
otherwise than in accord with the unanimous consent of the
Fathers—that is, the great Church doctors of the first six
centuries, for Gregory the Great, who died in 604, was the last

of the Fathers; every bishop and theologian therefore breaks
his oath when he interprets the passage in question of a gift of
infallibility promised by Christ to the Popes.’

Human nature and political analogy can supply
many reasons for vesting in the single holder of
an eminent office a monarchical authority in faith
and morals as in government, but we turn in vain
for any warrant in the words of Jesus Christ for

such a claim. Think what one may about the
limitations of argument based on silence, it is a
grave omission indeed on the part of an infallible

and divine Teacher and Legislator to have left His
infant Church entirely without authorization and
explicit instruction in so vital a matter, and en-
tirely without a single allusion either to Rome or
to its Episcopate. Think what one also may about
the legitimacy of a doctrinal ‘development,’ the
postponement till 1870 of a revelation of dogma so
momentous to Christendom seems to call for delicate
explanation.
The fact is that, while all the world deferred in

many ways, especially after Constantine’s acces-

sion, to the See of Rome, while the freq[uent

dependence of lesser sees upon its guidance and
direction prepared for the Western Church’s ulti-

mate submission to its authority, and while the
bishop of Rome was a great power to reckon with
in any ecumenical interest, the ancient Church
betrayed no sign of any recognition of his infalli-

bility. A patriarch among patriarchs, bishop of
a diocese which came to overshadow and usurp the
Empire itself since it proved itself more lasting
and more trustworthy, heir to traditions of office

without rival in historical prestige, it was inevit-

able that the Roman jpope should be given, and
should accept, a rank of his own as the centuries
attested the permanence and the power of his

office. No competent student of mstory would
desire to detract from the dignity of the papal
name as a historic fact. But it is plain that
neither the early popes themselves nor the rest

of the world credited their office with infallibility.

The unapostolic See of New Rome erected by
Constantine in his Eastern capital never acknow-
ledged its authority as overruling its own. Coun-
cils, deemed ecumenical by East and West alike,

were convened and issued their decrees without
submitting them to the separate or final approval
of the ruling pope. No one suggested that the
existence of the Roman See made Councils un-
necessaiy, much less presumptuous and incom-
petent, How much trouble might have been
saved to the Christian world if direct appeal to

an oracle in the Eternal^ City had been recog-
nized as sufficient to decide all controversies in
faith and morals ! But, as Bollinger {op. cit. p.
64 ff.) says:
‘None of the ancient confessions of faith, no catechism, none

of the patristic writings composed for the instruction of the
people, contain a syllable about the Pope, still less any hint
that all certainty of faith and doctrine depends on him. For
the first thousand years of Church history nob a question of
doctrine was finally decided by the Pope. The Roman Bishops
took no part in the commotions which the numerous Gnostic
sects, the Montanists and Ohiliasts, produced in the early
Church, nor can a single dogmatic decree issued by one of
them be found during the first four centuries, nor a trace of
the existence of any. Even the controversy about Christ
kindled by Paul of Samosata, which occupied the whole
Eastern Church for a long time, and necessitated the assem-
bling of several Councils, was terminated without the Pope
takmg any part in it. So again in the chain of controversies

!

and discussions connected with the names of Theodotus,
Artemon, Noetus, SabeUius, Beryllus, and Lucian of Antioch,
which troubled the whole Ohur<ffi, and extended over nearly
150 years, there is no proof that the Roman Bishops actei
beyond the limits of their own local Church, or accomplished
any dogmatic result. ... In three controversies during
early period the Roman Church took an active part,—the ques-
tion about Easter, about heretical baptism, and about the peni-
tential discipline. In all three the Popes were unable to carry
out their own will and view and practice, and the other
Churches maintained their different usage without its leading
to any permanent division. ... In the Arian disputes . . .

Julius and Liberius (337-366) were the first [Popes] to take
part in the course of events, bub they only increased the
uncertainty. Julius pronounced Marcellus of Ancyra, an
avowed Sabellian, orthodox at his Roman Synod ; and Liberius
purchased his return from exile from the Emperor by con-
demning Athanasius, and subscribing an Arian creed. . . .

The apostasy of Liberius sufficed, through the whole of the
middle ages, for a proof that Popes could fall into heresy as
w’ell as other people. . . . During all the fourth century
Councils alone decided dogmatic questions. If fee Bishop
of Rome was ever appealed to for a decision, it was under-
stood that he was desired bo call a Sjmod to decide the point
at issue. At the second CEcumenical Council in 381, which
decreed the most important definition of faith since the
Nicene, by first formuhzing the doctrine of fee Holy Ghost,
the Church of Rome was not represented at aU; only the
decrees were communicated to it as to other Churches. . . ,

Pope Siricius (384-898) declined to pronounce on the false
doctrine of a bishop (Bonosus) when requested to do so, on
the ground feat he had no right, and must await the sent-
ence of the bishops of the province, “to make it the rule of
his own.” ’

It is impossible in an article like the present to
trace in minute detail the long course of the de-
velopment of the papal claims, and of the resist-

ance to them; but the following historical facts

are of interest, and in various ways have a signifi-

cance of their own. They are set down almost as
a miscellany in a roughly chronological sequence,
and they reflect the varying attitude adopted by
popes. Councils, and teachers of the Church.

in the middle of the Srd cent., Stephen, bishop
of Rome, in controversy with Cyprian of Carthage
on the validity of heretical baptism, asserted his
claim to a superior authority as the occupant of
Peter’s chair, and claimed for Roman tradition a
supreme value as having been delivered by Peter
and Paul ; but Cyprian rejected the notion of the
existence of a bishop of bishops, and appealed to

the Apostolic Scriptures as a higher authorit;^,

and Eastern bishops at once supported his atti-

tude.

‘None of us,’ he writes (of. G. Salmon, Infallibility of the

Church^ London, 1899, p. 407), ‘sets himself up as a bishop of

bishops, or by tyrannical terror forces his colleagues to a neces-

sity of obeying ; inasmuch as every bishop, in fee free use of

his liberty and power, has the right of forming his own judg-
ment, and can no more be judged by another than he can
himself judge another.’

In the Srd cent, the Church was still a federation

of bishoprics in communion with each other, each
with its own distinctive influence and prestige,

Rome manifestly the most powerful, but all to-

gether in a fraternal parity. But in 343 the

Council of Sardica, from which the Eastern bishops

had departed in indignation, made the pope, m
certain circumstances, a court of appeal for ag-

grieved bishops in the West. This step was taken
in the interest of security of episcopal tenure in
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cimes of heated controversy and frequent deposi-

tions.

It provided that *as due to the honour of St. Peter, the

Roman bishop Julius shall be informed ... by letter, m order

that, under the presidency of a presbyter sent by him, a new

trial may be held by bishops of a neighbouring: province (cf.

K. von Hase, Handbook to the Controversy with Rome, Eng. tr.,

London, 1906, i. 226).

In the 5th cent., Augustine’s much abused saying

in a sermon (cxxxi. 10), * Rome has spoken ; the

case is ended,’ had reference to local African con-

troversy, and does not contradict his reiterated

adherence to Cyprian’s position. For him, Coun-

cils as well as bishops were fallible, though vener-

able, and appeal might be taken as need arose.

To give his words an ecumenical application is

unhistorical. But the pontificate of Leo the Great

enhanced the dignity and power of the Roman See

in all eyes. In 445 the Eniperor Valentinian gave

supreme judicial and legislative power to it over

the bishops of Italy ana Gaul. Leo’s Epistle to

Flavian in 449 was the first doctrinal utterance of

a pope to be accepted ecumenically ; but it did not

receive dogmatic force until it had been submitted

to the Council of Clialcedon, and examined by the

bishops therein assembled, and ratified by them

—

a procedure whose necessity its author acknow-

ledged. But Leo’s successors quickly dissipated

the authority which his powerful personality and

successful enterprise had w’on. Vigilius in 546

pronounced orthodox the * Three Chapters ’ of

Theodore, Theodoret, and Ibas, which had been

accused of Nestorianism ; a year later he con-

demned them, though he had formally anathema-

tized their accusers; later still he reversed his

judgment a second time, only to be condemned
himself by the Fifth Ecumenical Council, to whose
decree he bowed in 554, saying, very sensibly, that

it was no disgrace to perceive and recall a pre-

vious error. Even more serious was the fate of

Honorius I., who in 638, in two public letters to

Eastern patriarchs, had endorsed the Monothelite

heresy, and after his death was solemnly condemned
as a heretic by the Sixth Ecumenical Council with-

out any dissentient voice, in presence of the legates

of his successor—a sentence which his own suc-

cessors carried out, expunging his name from the
liturgy.

Until the fabrication of the Isidorian decretals

nothing more than an episcopal and patriarchal

primacy was effectively claimed by the popes or

conceded to them : that primacy no one in Church
or State seriously disputed. Tne bishop of Rome
could not summon Ecumenical Synods : he had to

petition the Emperor to do so. It was not his

right to preside over them in person or by legate.

Rome was not their usual place of meeting. The
Pope’s signature was not required as a final for-

msdity to validate their decrees. His legislative,

administrative, and judicial powers, i.e. his sover-

eign authority, did not extend beyond his own
province; neither Africa nor the East acknow-
ledged it. No counsellor and no arbiter enjoyed
the same acceptance or the same influence

;
but as

et there was no Curia or sovereign Court, no tri-

ute, no granting of sovereign dispensations from
the obligations of ecclesiastical law. Of the power
of the keys, the power to bind and loose, the power
to excommunicate, Rome had no monopoly, either
claimed or conceded. But there was a spirit at
work which operated steadily in the direction of
securing these things. The Sardican canons, the
name, prerogative, and throne of Peter, the social

influence and appellate counsel of Rome, were
steadily turned to increasing account. As the
Empire weakened, the papacy found its oppor-
tunity and became heir to its secular methods and
spirit as well as to its dignity and power. The
sixth canon of the First Nicene Council had recog-

nized the rights of the Roman See over part of the

Italian Church, but had assigned similar rights to

the bishops of Alexandria and Antioch over their

patriarchates ; but the local Sardican canons were
speedily confused with it in the West, and the re-

sultant claims were advanced by Innocent i. as

recognized by ‘the Fathers’ and the Synod. At
the Council of Ephesus it was affirmed by the

Roman legates that Peter lived and judged in the

persons of his successors in the Roman throne.

Leo I. reiterated the same plea. But the Council

of Chalcedon, in its 28th canon, maintained that

Rome owed its primacy to the decision of the

Fathers in view of the political eminence of the

city, and, in spite of Leo’s opposition, it reco^ized
Constantinople as a patriarchate of the highest

rank, second only to Rome in precedence, and
equal to Rome in rights. When Leo declined to

recognize that canon, he did not base his action

upon any complaint of injury to his own bishopric,

or on the lack of his consent, hut only on the in-

justice done to the older patriarchates of the East,

especially those of Alexandria and Antioch—the
one founded by Mark, Peter’s disciple, the other

by Peter himself before he went to Rome—and on

the alteration of the Nicene canon. When dealing

with other than Eastern bishops, he made much of

the ‘ merit of St. Peter ’ as a ground of Roman dig-

nity, and strengthened his disciplinary hold upon
the West. But nothing demonstrates so clearly

the long distance which the papacy had yet to

travel, before it reached its final claims, as the re-

buke of Gregory the Great addressed formally to

the patriarch of Constantinople, who assumed the

title of ‘ Ecumenical Bishop ’ (lib. v. ep. 18 ; lib. vii.

ep. 33 ;
cf. von Hase, op, cit. i. 225 ; Salmon, op. cit.

p. 423).

‘It is with tears that I say that a bishop, whose dut^ it is to

guide others to humility, has himself departed from it. Paul
was unwilling to suffer that any one should call himself after

him or after Apollos. What art thou prepared to say to Christ,

the Head of the universal Church, at the last day, when thou
seekest to bring all members of the Church into subjection to

thee by means of the title of the universal ruler ? This haughty
name is a copying of Satan, who also exalted himself above all

angels. . . . Far from Christian hearts be that blasphemous
title, in which all priests have their honour taken away, while

the one foolishly usurps it.’

Gregory did not hesitate to contrast his rival’s

pretensions with those of St. Peter, who, although

first of the Apostles, did not place himself in a

superior rank to his brethren—a piece of historic-

ally sound pleading which was to prove subse-

quently embarrassing to the pope’s successors.

The subsequent course of the papal development
is matter of common knowledge. The decretal

forgeries, beginning about the middle of the 9th

cent,, many of them motived by provincial, not

primarily Roman, ambitions, assisted powerfully

the extension of the papal primacy into an abso-

lute monarchy combined doctrinal with disciplin-

ary powers, required papal confirmation for the

decrees of every Council, and elevated the bishop

of Rome into the sovereign bishop, from whose
hands all other bishops receive their authority in

matters of faith as well as government and order.

It was assumed that the extension of papal dignity

and authority over bishops would liberate them
from secular control and jurisdiction— a policy

which survives at the present time in full vigour.

But, in liberating the provincial bishops from one

yoke, another yoke wasimposed. Secular authority

was avenged. The bishops found themselves in the

grasp of a power once spiritual, now both secular

and spiritual. The power from which they shrank
in the dioceses laid its firm hand upon them in the

Vatican. For a papacy which wielded^ temporal

power as a spiritual prerogative it was impossible

to exclude dogma from the sovereign function.

The papacy accordingly assumed control of synods
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greater and lesser ; it alone could convene, accredit,

and dissolve them. It assumed the appointment
and institution of bishops ; dealt with vacant sees ;

made subjects of princes and kings ; and claimed
the right to overrule Councils and the teaching
of the Fathers. The theocratic achievements of
Gregory vii. made it easy for the most extreme
views of papal authority to impress the imagina-
tion of Christendom as a realizalble ideal. He did
not hesitate to claim personal sanctity as the suc-

cessor of Peter, and to make the supernatural
holiness of p^es the foundation of their absolute
power. ‘ In Peter ’ they had ' power to bind and
loose on earth and in heaven.’ They were subject
to no man’s judgment, but answerable alone to
God. The forged decretals of Isidore and Gratian
were eagerly employed by an age already prepared
for them ; and in good faith mediseval Schoolmen,
like Aquinas, drew from them, and frequently
from corrupted texts of conciliar decrees and writ-
ings of the OTeat Fathers, materials which confirmed
their confidence in papal autocracy. In the 13th
cent, the rise of the great monastic Orders, under
vows of obedience through their generals to the
pope, and exempt from episcopal authority, in-

creased yet further the exaltation of the papal
dignity, while the Reunion Council of Florence,
1439, short-lived though its recognition of the
Roman primacy proved, revealed the extent to
which dignitaries of the Eastern Church were pre-
pared to abate their claims and their rivalry,

under pressure of that Rowing Muhammadan peril

which was so soon to cripple them, and leave Rome
without an effective rival in the ecclesiastical wnrld.
Unfortunately, however, for the papal regime,
access of temporal and spiritual authority brought
with it no ^arantee of a noble employment of its

perilous privileges. Instead there ensued a swift i

deterioration of the papal personnel, and even more
|

of the curial entourage. At length Christendom
was amazed and shocked by the spectacle of rival

popes, and disgusted and revolted by the gross
luxury and unconcealed immorality of the Vatican.
The secularization of the Roman bishopric was
responsible for both scandals. Both combined to
make the wrork of reformation not only an urgent
and clamant need, but by their notoriety a thing
possible for part at least of Europe. In an age of
new learning and kindled imagination— an age
which explored the Apostolic past as enthusiasti-
cally as it thought about the future—the papacy
proved incapable of supporting its triple crowm.
The lofty theory of a working infallibility and a
practical autocracy broke dowm abjectly before the
Great Schism and the Great Scandal. With three
claimants of the heritage of Hildebrand in power,
the common sense and the reserved energies of

Christendom asserted themselves in the Reforming
Councils of Constance and Basel. Whatever popes
in their majesty had asserted, their subject bishops,
met in Council and supported by the conscience of

the Christian world, dealt sternly with their rival

overlords. The Church’s necessity knew no refine-

ment of law. The Council pronounced deposition.
The rivals, one after another, submitted. For a
brief period the Council came to its own again as
a supreme authority in the Church. In its 4th
and 5th sessions the Council of Constance decreed
that
‘ every lawfully convoked Ecumenical Council representing the
Church derives its authority immediately from Christ, and
every one, the Pope included, is subject to it in matters of
faith, in the healing of schism, and the reformation of the
Church.’

Without protest, the painfully elaborated doc-
trine and practice of papal infallibility and mon-
archy was cut down to modest proportions by a
lawfully convoked Council, which appointed the
new pope, Martin v., as well as deposed his pre-

VOL. VII.
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decessor or predecessors, and thus gave practical

j

illustration of conciliar authority. The Council
of Constance, indeed, decreed that Councils should
meet ever^^ ten years. In 1431 the Council of Basel
met, and, in spite of dissolution by Eugenius ly.,
who viewed with misgiving its energetic assertion
of the principles of Constance, it persevered with
its work and secured the withdrawal of the papal
dissolution, the pope acknowledging that the
Council had been justified in proceedmg, promis-
ing to adhere to it ‘ with all zeal and devotion ’ as
‘ the holy Ecumenical Council,’ and renouncing his
claim as pope to the right to suspend or dissolve
any Council. Reaction followed, intensified by the
natural reluctance of the remnant of the Fathers
of Basel to dissolve and to lay aside their power.
The very name of Council became a by-word. The
opportunity of the papacy returned. Reform had
been accomplished neither by Council nor by pope

;

but the papacy had at least continuity, whereas
the Council had none. In 1516, Leo x, issued the
bull Pastor Mternus, with the approval of the
Fathers of the fifth Lateran Synod, in which he
asserted the authority of the pope over general
Councils, including the right to convoke, transfer,
and dissolve. In the Council of Trent the papal
view \vas powerfully strengthened by the new
Jesuit Order, itself built upon the absolutist
theory of authority, and dedicated from the first

mth unquestioning devotion to the service of the
mind and will of the sovereign Father. It would
have been too much to expect that an Order whose
conspicuous talent w^as prostrated in the cause of
the needful counter-reformation before the papal
throne would encourage independence either in
faith or in morals on the part of the secular cler^.
It was inevitable that in the absence of the Re-
formers, who had no faith in papal infallibility,

the restorers of the residual Church should use
every instrument in their power to strengthen its

disciplinary unity and homogeneity. The lessons
of recent centuries were still so freshly impressed
upon all minds that a decisive victory was impos-
sible in the Council for either side. National
feeling asserted itself in the deliberations, and
the bishops were too gravely exercised concerning
the condition of the Church to be willing to abdi-
cate their own responsibility. The innuence of

the Vatican was so strong as to give point to the
wit of the French ambassador when he remarked
that the Holy Spirit appeared to arrive every
Friday from Rome in the mail-bag ; but no decree
of papal infallibility was then procurable. The
Tridentine Catechism is content to affirm that the
Church cannot err in matters of faith and morals,
without defining the particular organ of that in-

fallibility. But it was significant that the admin-
istration and interpretation of the decrees of the
Council, with the completion of the ecclesiastical

manuals other than the Catechism, were entrusted
to the Vatican. In France, Bossuet’s Declaration

of 168S represents the attitude of the Gallican
clergy towards the papal prerogative. Its four
propositions denjr the pope’s authority in secular
aftairs, assert its inferiority to that of Councils in
accordance with the decrees and action of the
Council of Constance, and subject it to the judg-
ment of the Church {see art. Gallicanism, vol. vi.

161 f.). Not until the alarms and vicissitudes of

us IX. ’s troubled reign did the papal and Jesuit
policy of the rigorous centralization of all ecclesi-

astical authority find its final opportunity. On
the eve of the loss of the temporal power, the
Vatican Council met to compensate a venerated
pope for the withdrawal of a worldly crown by
the bestowal of a spiritual (see art. Councils and
Synods [Christian], vol. iv. p. 201). Ever since

Pius IX., in his own exile from Rome, had turned
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for help to the then proscribed Society of Jesus,

his policy had been more and more closely identi-

fied with the principles for which that Order had
worked and had suffered. His first great experi-

ment in dogma—the proclamation of the Decree on
the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin
^lary in the bull Ineffabilis DcuSy read before a
Concourse of Cardinals and Bishops in St. Peter’s,

in Dec. 1854—acknowledged no other authority
than ‘that of our Lord Jesus Christ and the

blessed Apostles Peter and Paul and . . . our
own.’ Though it was preceded by a formal epis-

tolary consultation of the individual bishops

throughout the Church, the Decree was uttered

without conciliar assistance, and, with the long

succession of dogmatic judgments which were
gathered together to form the Syllahus of En'ors,

1864, it signalized the practical advent of a con-

summated infallibility. Nothing was left for the
Vatican Council of 1870 to do but to add the cere-

monial form of a conciliar sanction, and to furnish

the already operative principle with a definitive

form of words. For good or for evil, the vision

held ont before the eyes of a long line of pontiffs

seemed to be realized in accomplished fact. The
work of Isidore and Gratian, of Loyola and Lainez,
of Cajetan, Bellarmine, and Torqiiemada, appeared
to have been justified. In faith as well as morals
and discipline the pope was at last declared, in his
own person, as the official teacher of the Christian
world, supreme and infallible.

The terms of the Decree and of some portions of
its setting, in Manning’s rendering, are as follows
[Petri PrivUegium: Three Pastoral Letters to the
Clergy of the Diocese, p. 214 ff. ; they occur in
the First Dogmatic Constitution on the Church of
Christ, chs. iii. and iv. )

:

‘ We teach and declare that by the appointment of our Lord
the Roman Church possesses a superiority of ordinary power
over all other Churches, and that this power of jurisdiction of
the Roman Pontiff, which is truly episcopal, is immediate ; to
which all, of whatever rite and dignity, both pastors and faith-
ful, both individually and collectively, are bound, by their duty
of hierarchical subordination and true obedience, to submit, not
only in matters which belong to faith aud morals, but also in
those that appertain to the discipline and government of the
Church throughout the world ; so that the Church of Christ
may be one dock under one supreme pastor through the pre-
servation of unity both of communion and of profession of the
same fmth with the Roman Pontiff. This is the teaching of
Catholic truth, from which no man can deviate without loss of
faith and of salvation. . . . Wherefore they err from the right
course who assert that it is lawful to appeal from the judg-
ments of the Roman Pontiffs to an CEcumenical CouncD as to an
authority higher than that of the Roman Pontiff.
Moreover, ihat the supreme power of teaching is also included i

in the apostolic primacy, which the Roman Pontiff, as the sue- i

cessor of Peter, Prince of the Apostles, possesses over the whole
Church, this Holy See has always held, the perpetual practice
of the Church confirms, and CEcumenical Councils also have
declared, especially those in which the East with the West met
in the union of faith and charity. . . .

To satisfy this pastoral duty our predecessors ever made
unwearied efforts that the salutary- doctrine of Christ might be
propagated among all the nations of the earth, and with equal
care watched that it might be preserved genuine and pure where
it had been received. Therefore the Bishops of the whole world,
now smgly, now assembled in synod, following the long-estab-
lished custom of Churches, and the form of the ancient rule,
sent word to this Apostolic See of those dangers especially which^ang upm matters of faith, that there the losses of faith might
be most effectually repaired, where the faith cannot fail. AnH
the Roman Pontiffs, according to the exigencies of times and
circumstances, sometimes assembling (Ecumenical Councils, or
asking for the mind of the Church scattered throughout the
world, sometimes by particular Synods, sometimes using other
helps which Divine Providence supplied, defined as to be held
those thmra which with the help of Ckid they had recognised as
conformable with the Sacred Scriptures and Apostolic Tradi-

promised to the successors
of Peter Sis revelation thej' might make knoivn new
doctrine, but that by His assistance they might inviolably keep
and faithmily expound the revelation or deposit of faith d^
hyered through tiie Apostles. And indeed all the venerable
Fathers have embraced, and the holy orthodox Doctors have
venerated and followed, their apostolic doctrine ; knowing most
iully_ that this See of holy Peter remains ever free from all
blemish of error, according to the Divine promise of the Lord
onr Saviour made to the Prince of His disciples : I have prayed

for thee, that thy faith fail not : and, when thou art converted,
confirm thj' brethren.
This gift, then, of truth and never-failing faith, was conferred

by Heaven upon Peter and his successors in this Chair, that
they might perform their high office for the salvation of all

;

that the whole flock of Christ, kept away them from the
poisonous food of error, might be nourished with the pasture of
heavenly doctrine ; that, the occasion of schism being removed,
the whole Church might be kept one, aud, resting on its founda-
tion, might stand firm against the gates of hell.

But since in this very age, in which the salutary efficacy of
the apostolic office is most of all required, not a few are found
who take away from its authority, we judge it altogether
necessary solemnly to assert the prerogative which the only-
begotten Son of God vouchsafed to join with the supreme
pastoral office.

Therefore, faithfully adhering to the tradition received from
the beginning of the Christian faith, for the glory of God our
Saviour, the exaltation of the Catholic Religion, and the salva-
tion of Christian people, the Sacred Council approving, we
teach and define that it is a dogma divinely revealed : that tiie

Roman Pontiff when he speaks ex cathedra, that is, when in
discharge of the office of Pastor and Doctor of aU (jhristians, by
virtue of his supreme apostolic authority, he defines a doctrine
regarding faith or morals to he held by the Universal Church

;

by the Divine assistance promised to him in blessed Peter, is

possessed of that infallibility with which the Divine Redeemer
willed that His Church should be endowed for defining doctrine
regarding faith or morals : and that therefore such definitions
of the Roman Pontiff are irreformable of themselves, and not
from the consent of the Church.
But if any one—w'hich may God avert—presume to contradict

this our definition, let him be anathema.*

It is not necessary to enter into a detailed dis-

cussion of the somewhat painful features of the
process through which this definition came to light,

and of the policy which issued in this long-desireci
result. Nothing wmnld be easier for a future
Council more representative of ecumenical Chris-
tianity than on technical grounds to pronounce the
Vatican Council no true and Ecumenical Council,
e.g, because of its lack of freedom and autonomy
in debate, in conference, and in final vote, or
because of papal interference and dictation, or
because of its lack of voluntary^ unanimity. The
result is not a Decree of a Council, but a Decree of
the pope, with the approval or submission of the
Council. The papal correspondence with the
bishops of the Church had tested their attitude
beforehand, and confronted each as an individual
with the prospective displeasure of the Vatican as
an inevitable consequence of dissent from the policy
of their venerable Head. Eminent theologians,
like Dollinger and Newman, known to be hostile,

were not officially invited to attend. Eminent
prelates of the same mind who had to be invited
ex officio were harassed throughout the proceed-
ings by papal remonstrances. The proceedings
were anything hut reassuring to contemplate (cf.

Lord Acton’s account in the North British Review,
liii. [1871], art. ‘The Vatican Council’). But,
while it is true that learning and ecclesiastical
statecraft were in irreconcilable opposition, the
opponents of the dogma were in an impossible posi-
tion from the first. For ‘ Decrees’ are essentially
matters of statecraft, not of learning, science, or
philosophy, and are proverbially fashioned with
reference to expediency and opportunism, not
with reference to truth. The ground on which
alone they dared or desired to fight the issue out
was^ that the Decree, though true, would he
untimely.^ They were Inopportunists, whose in-

tense feeling in debate andl in controversy threw
grave doubt upon the genuineness of their faith in
the doctrine itself. Probably the failure both of
pope and of Council to trust the divine illumination
and guidance in serious and free deliberation and
conference was never more distressingly displayed
For purposes of dogma, for ex cathedra utterance,
the majority were entitled to brush aside questions
of mere timeliness. They knew their own mind

;

they^ knew the mind of their beloved and com-
passionated pope; they were smarting under an
acute sense of injustice and humiliation inflicted
upon him and up<>n the Church by the times ; they
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were practical men bent upon drawing tighter

the bonds of unity and discipline ; and they, not

their more brilliant antagonists, were the true

the logic of the system to which they belonged

more accurately than such academic minds as New-

man and Bollmger. No one can survey the past

of the papacy without recognizing that, however

undignified and desperate the method was by which

the aefinition was secured, it was profoundly con-

sistent with the traditions of the papal Church.

A Church which gave authority so exalted a place

in faith as well as government, whose bishops were

bound by oath to obey the bishop of Kome and

accept) his conscience and his judgment as their

own, a Church which made external unity one of

its vital notes and counted coercion when necessary

a duty, could not be accused of betraying its past

by cr&iting its visible Head with that infallibility,

that absolute assurance of divine guidance, without

which unquestioning obedience to him was mani-

festly a crime. In von Ease’s words {op, cit. i. 251),

infallibility is ‘the supernatural condition of the

unlimited power.’ From one standpoint the Decree

of 1870 is the reductio ad absurdum of the vener-

able Koman method of securing unity, a method as

old as the desire of the Apostles that Jesus should

forbid those who followed not with them, as old as

the contention of the Apostles concerning pre-

cedence. From the opposite standpoint it was the

consummation of the system, the crown or climax

of its development. For once Newman’s dialectic

failed him when he opposed the dogma ; he had

forsaken one via W/^dwb only to be discovered plod-

ding along another. In 1867 he had urged to Pusey

(Ward, Lifo of John Henry Cardinal NewTnan,

ii. 222)

:

‘ Our feeling as a fact ... is this that there is no use m a

Pope at all, except to bind the whole of Christendom into one

polity ; and that to ask us to give up his universal Jurisdiction

is to invite us to commit suicide.’

In 1870, in the famous letter to UUathome
{ib, ii. 288 f.), he counted the threatened Decree a
‘ calamity ’

s

‘ As to myself personally, please God, I do not expect any trial

at all, but I cannot help suffering with the various souls tMtare
i9 T anvialnr of. nrHSTtent Of havinCT tO
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of historical facts. What have we done to be treated as the

Faithful never were treated before? When has definition of

doctrine de fide been a luxury of devotion and not a stern pam-

ful necessity ? Why should an aggressive and insolent faction

be allowed to make the hearts of the just to mourn whom the

Lord hath not made sorrowful? . . . If it is Go^s Will thaMihe

Pope’s Infallibility should be defined, then it is His BlessedTOl

to throw back the times and the moments of that tnumph He
has destined for His Kingdom ; and I shall feel I have but to

bow my head to His Adorable Inscrutable Providence.

But the fact is that the Decree was not substanti-

ally in advance of the theory and practice of the

Church. In 1862 at Whitsuntide the bishops had

addressed the pontiff in these words :
‘ Thou art

the centre of unity, thou art the Divine Light pre-

pared by the Divine Wisdom for the nations, thou

art the rock, thou art the very foundation of ^e
Church.’ He had taken them at their word. He
desired, in fact, his official apotheosis in the Decree

for the same reason that alone made Newman
eager for his Cardinal’s hat, viz. to protect and

guarantee his teaching in the future, and to pre-

vent it from being set aside. He had made no

secret, as Lord Acton points out (op, cit, p. 186),

from the first of his policy

:

* In his first important utterance, the EnoyclicaJ of Noy. 1846,

he announced that he was infallible ; and the claim raised no

commotion. Later on he applied a more decisive test, ana
hishoTia. summonedgained a more complete success, when the bishops, summoned

TO Eome, not as a council but as an audience, received

him an additional article of their faith. But apart from the

dogma of infallibility, he had a strong desire to establish

certain cherished opinions of his own on

to outlast his time. They were collectedm the Syllabus, which

contained the essence of what he had written during many
years, and w-as an abridgment of the lessons which his life had
taught him. . . . The Syllabus was not rejected ; but its edge

was blunted and its point broken by the zeal which was spent

in explaining it aw’ay. ... In private he said that he wished

to have no interpreter but himself.’

What the divine right of anointed kings meant
for past ages this divine right of popes to decree

or interpret faith means for the papal Church.
Its strength lies in the fact that it forms a focus of

institutional loyalty and unity. The breast of the

pope is, as a mediaeval pontiff put it, ‘ the shrine

of all rights,’ as in the State the hand of the

sovereign is the source of all authority. Every
one knows that a king is fettered, even though
the fetters be of gold, by the custom of his pre-

decessors and by the law and the circumstances of

his time. So with the pope—his infallibility is

not unlimited, though he is answerable to none
and there is none to limit him. In wise and holy

hands the decreed right need do no harm. In un-

wise, in worldly, in selfish hands such as^ have
often held the office, and in times of panic and
unrest, the powermay be employed to the Church’s

hurt. In normal circumstances its attribution to

the Vicar of Christ may intensify the care with

which his peers in the Sacred College select him
from their number. It is questionable whether
the dogma conferred any really new power. A
distinguished Cardinal prophesied that, as worded
finally, it would be such as to prevent any sub-

stantial exercise of the power to innovate. New-
man’s own fears were considerably allayed when
he read its terms. In the historical introduction of

the authoritative publication, prepared by Fathers

Franzelin and Kleutgen (Ward, Life ofJohn Henry
Cardinal Newman, ii. 307), occurs the statement

;

‘The Roman Pontiffs, as the state of things and times has

advisable, at one time calling Ecumenical Councils or

finding out the opinion of the Church dispersed through the

world, at another by means of particular SjTiods, at another
naing other means of assistance which Divine Providence sup-

plied, have defined those things to be held which by God’s aid

they had known to be in agreement with sacred Scripture and

the ApostoKc traditions, for the Holy Ghost was promised to

the successors of Peter, not that by His revelation they should

disclose new doctrines, but that by^ assistmtia they might

preserve inviolate, and expound faithfully, the revelation or

deposit of faith handed down by the Apostles.’

Newman recognized all that, but basod his^ fears

less upon the risk of papal vagaries or arbitrari-

ness than upon the fact that ‘ there will necessarily

always be round about the Pope second-rate people

who are not subjects of that supernatural guidance

which is his guidance ’ {op, cit, ii. 635). The trouble

also is that no one but the ruling pope can authori-

tatively determine what is and what is not ex

cathedra definition and de fide. Newman, Man-
ning, and a host of theologians tell us, each in his

own fashion, what are the tests of this august

qualification, and unlimited ingenuity has been

expended upon the problem. One by one the

awkward instances of historical misdemeanour on

the part of popes in the definition of doctrine have

been taken in hand with a view to their elimina-

tion by hook or by crook. When misdemeanour

has to be admitted, it is pleaded that the act was

an indiscretion and less than ex cathedra, or that

the intention was good, but that the pope was

under compulsion, and so on. The result has

certainly been to curtail, as far as subordinate

opinion can curtail, the limits of the pontifical

power; but the real foundation for legitimate

anxiety lies in the fact that in any crisis the per-

sonal will of the pope must prevail by virtue of

his unbounded claim to obedience in faith, moral^

and discipline. It is obvious that matters which

pertain to morals and the discipline of the Church,

not to speak of faith, may touch at a thousandHub bU UA ACUAWAJ., AU.WIJ — —

-

points the private conscience and the preroga-

tive and interests of the civil powers. Gladstone

in his powerful and impressive attack upon the
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dogma has no difficulty in exposing this danger,

and in espousing the legitimate cause of the

threatened State. But in the statesman for once

he forgot or sank the churchman, and his argu-

ment ib open to the retort that the Church has the

same need for autonomy, the same right to legis-

late for itself 'wdth sovereign authority, as the

State. By all the principles which fence about

the jurisdiction of the Crown, the tiara may
equally be guarded by its cassocked defenders.

With "no consistency can civil power reproach

ecclesiastical power for copying its o'wn methods

and invoking the same instruments of order. The
churchman is subject to no temptation whose
counterpart the statesman has not to encounter;

his fault is the greater because the^ King of bis

allegiance sanctioned no coercive discipline, depre-

cated precedence and titular dignity, and author-

ized no legislative apparatus to pass laws for

human faith and conscience. Short of the com-
plete renunciation of the life-long tradition and
policy of Home, it is difficult to see how the Roman
Catholic Church could have laid aside the mani-
festly unworkable and unmanageable instrument
of world-wide Councils either for the determination
of doctrine or for the exercise of discipline, with-

out vesting in the papacy the right and duty of

using all proper means of consultation, learning,

and prayer to ascertain the will of God by His
Spirit for the instruction and edification of the
flock entrusted to its charge. There is no need
to vindicate this faith in divine providence by
appealing, with an old-time Jesuit professor and
theologian of Mainz, to OT Scripture and urging
that * a thoroughly ignorant Pope may very well
be infallible, for God has before now pointed out
the right path by the mouth of a speaking ass.*

Trusting the Church, trusting the Episcopate,
and trusting the ‘assisted’ head of the Church
on earth are co-ordinate duties for the Roman
Catholic mind- They rest on the same order of

faith in the Holy Spirit which animates every
individual Christian, and they are subject to the
same order of limitations. But it wul not fail

to impress the reflective student of history as a
singular fact that in the cycle of its progress the
Church which condemns juivate or personal judg-
ment in things of faith should now anathematize
those who distrust the personal or individual
judgment of ^pes ‘apart from the consent of
the Church.’ Hven Rome cannot evade the awk-
ward circumstance that, after all, our acceptance
of the pope as in any character and capacity
infallible depends in the last resort upon an
exercise of individual conscience and private judg-
ment. ‘ How otherwise,’ WTote Mivart to Cardinal
Vaughan in 1900, ‘ could we know that authority
had spoken at all, or what it had said ? ’ Before
the soul has any right to fling itself into arms
extended to receive it in its quest of truth and
peace, it must first convince itself that the arms
are^ everlasting and that the proffered bosom is

divine. If even popes have justified the with-
drawal of their pledges by reason of their having
been extorted under fear, is the individual faith
which is yielded on pain of spiritual anathema to
be accounted any whit more valid ? Most readers
of the history and proceedings of the Vatican
Council, and, for that matter, of the Tridentine
Council also, will rise from their occupation with
a profound sense of the soundness of the papal
conviction that ecumenical Councils are not to be
trusted any longer, if they ever were, that the
spirit guiding them is not infallibly holy, that
they are subject to a multitude of infirmities in-
herent in their nature. But it is not every reader
who wfill be guided by these histories to the further
conclusion that the Sacred Breath which has been

withdrawn from the Chamber of Council is now
both assured and restricted to the apartments of

the Vatican.

5, Infallibility of Jesus Christ and His Spirit.

—

It was indicated above that, while Scripture has
been authoritative for all types of Christian faiths

the infallibility it possesses for them resides, even
within the Gospels, in the person of Jesus Christ.

The Bible is for Christianity the record of a Life

and its setting.

(1 ) Objectively, Jesus Christ is the authority

which lends it its unique impressiveness. His life,

His teaching, His character, His person, and His
attested influence upon the world around Him
constitute a fact of history to which^ the human
heart and mind go back again and again, to test it

and anon to bow before it. System follows system
of doctrine, mode succeeds mode of piety and
devotion, but Jesus Christ, learned from history

and triedby experience, remainsthe same yesterday,

to-day, and for ever. Othc’* foundation can no
man lay. Back to Him, down to Him, up to Him,
are the watchwords of reviving faith. Age after

age rediscovers Him behind the veil of tradition

and convention and religious pedantry. To enjoy
His sanction or authority is the highest boast of

any Christian usage, ordinance, or teaching. Amid
all their differences of sectarian opinion and
sectarian life, Christians are at one in^ acknow-
ledging His historical life to be their ideal and
their example, not only an incarnation of the
divine, but at the same time a complete embodi-
ment of human excellence. Though there is no
agreement in the Christian world as to the details

of His teaching, there is in progress a steady

approach towards a common understanding and
exegesis of His words. No year passes without
bringing some new light upon the record of that

holy and sublime life, and, instead of taking
Him further from us into the past, time seems but
to define His character and genius and message
more sharply. Faults have been found in lEs
character by hardy critics. He has been adjudged
too stem, too gentle, too visionary, too ascetic, or

not ascetic enough. Scholarship has recast tradi-

tional notions of the meaning of His words and of

the composition of the Gospels, To some extent
the halo and the Fact which it encircles and
illumines have been distinguished. The mind of

the Master and its interpretation by His disciples

stand out with a new distinctness. But, in spite

of all, the Figure and the Countenance form a
Presence which decomposes but to recompose, and
without wincing abides the unsparing scrutiny of

every passing generation. Philosophy, history,

science, poetry, art, and devotion show no signs of

faltering in their interest in Him. Their acknow-
led^ent of His greatness and all-sufficient per-

fection has not grown fainter. There is no sign

that Christendom has discerned an example more
appealing, a message more arresting, an authority
more commanding, an ideal more exacting, a good-
ness, truth, and beauty more satisfying to the soul,

(2) Subjectively, Jesus Christ and His Spirit

experienced in the soul have proved the unfailing

authority before which Christian people without
compulsion and without humiliation are content
and glad to kneel. To contemplate Him from
without is sooner or later to admit Him within,
and to admit Him within is to surrender to His
influence and guidance without a murmur. Christ
and His indwelling Spirit are for Christian ex-

perience the source of power from above, yet from
within. Something more than a memoryj however
tender, however sacred, possesses the believer. A
Power demonstrates a Presence. Faith says from
age to age :

* He is not dead : He is risen.’ History
has not enclosed Him within a niche. Experience
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does not exhaust Him. His words have not passed
away, hut are still spirit and life to those whose
ears are gladdened and solemnized by them. His
Church has not succumbed to the gates of death.

He has never been so intimately realized by men
as at the present time. Social life is reckoning
with Him on a scale never previously attempted.
He is transforming the world more radically than
science and invention can. In all that constitutes
spiritual influence the infallibility of Jesus Christ
and His Spirit is the common faith of Christendom.
By the fruits of His contact with us we know Him.
Every evidence of His divinity is testimony to His
infallibility in thought, word, and deed. He is not
only flawless but unfailing,

6. Infallibility of the Christian conscience.

—

The Christian conscience or consciousness, human
conscience stimulated, educated, transformed,
transfigured, possessed by the Spirit of Christ, is,

for the individual, the nation, the Church, the
world, the final arbiter of all duty and all faith.

Whether we speak of Christ dwelling in the soul,

of the soul at one with Christ, or of the Christian
conscience, our meaning is essentially the same.
The seat of judgment on earth is that tribunal
within the heart. The Spirit of Christ, the Christian
Spirit, is the common denominator of all Christian
authorities. It is the power that animated the
Christian Scriptures and breathes from them still,

that inspired the Creeds and Confessions, that
prompted the heroism of the faithful, that enlightens
the judgment of clergy and laity, of pope, bishop,
presbyter, and deacon alike. It is invoked to
constitute and sanctify and overrule the delibera-
tions of Synods and Councils. It is divinely
promised to the two or three met in the name of
Christ, and promised to the solitary believer whose
isolation it ends not less than to the world-wide
fellowship of the Faith. It is not the monopoly
of the individual, nor is it the monopoly of the
organization. Its authority is as universal as truth,
as various in its embodiments. All mechanical
or official oracles of the Christian Spirit are to be
regarded with distrust. Our a prion assumptions
of the modes in which God must have provided for
our need of guidance and enablement are very
liable to be overturned in the school of daily
experience. The letter of Scripture does not more
surely kill or deaden faith and discernment than
would unreasoning reliance upon the mere word of
an official or a caste or an organization, however
devout and well-intentioned. The Church which
vests infallibility exclusively in an order of office-

bearers who are human, humanly trained, and
humanly appointed fetters the very liberty of God
to choose His instruments as of old from every
class, every race, and every type of men. One
may honour the faith in divine providence and
divine predestination which can bind together a

t
reat communion of believers, yet recognize the
angers, which inhere in it, of superstition,

arrogance, and illusion. To err is human : not to
err is a divine perfection. To learn through error
is our lot, both Churches and men. Therefore it

is essential to a reverent faith, on the part of both,
while believing that God’s Spirit will not fail us,

to avoid the presumption of believing that we shall

never fail God’s Spirit. Timorous mistrust and
reckless arrogance are equal enemies to faith. To
trust majority-findings in all cases is as fatuous as
to trust no one but oneself. Genius is greater than
majorities or averages. An inspired priest is a
higher guide than a commonplace and conventional
prelate or pope. God has sanctioned and hallowed
many forms and instmments of authority in the
Church as in the world. The teaching of history,

which is the sphere of His providence, seems to

admonish us to learn from all, to give all their just

place in our confidence, to be loyal to their dictates
according to our conscience. The promise stands
that the Church will not perish, but the promise
also stands that the Spirit will not fail the individual
believer. The heart of the Master-shepherd goes
out to the one sheep even more than to the ninety
and nine. One with God is a majority. Where
the Spirit is, though there be but two or three,
there is the Church. Where the truth is, there
alone is infallibility, a revelation that is divine.
Every Christian is a vicar of Christ, representing
Him and His Spirit in the world. The servant is

not greater than his Master. If Christ disclaimed
or deprecated the name of ‘good,’ assigning it to
God, and if Christ disclaimed or deprecated titular
dignity and precedence, interpreting His Master-
hood in terms of service, there is surely danger and
disloyalty in any claim of particular human in-
fallibility. Earthly authority, even the best, is

intended to educate its subjects into independence
of its

^
help and its restraint. Every historic

authority, as Sabatier justly says, demands at once
respect and criticism. One may be loyal without
being obsequious.

^
One may be obedient without

being a slave. It is as dangerous for obedience as
for authority to be blind. For both there is no
organ of vision save an open eye, no organ of truth
save a reverently open mind.

^Thete have always oeen,’ wrote W. E. Gladstone in his
Vaticanism (London, 1876), ‘and there still are, no small
proportion of our race, and those by no means in all respects
the worst, who are sorely open to the temptation, especially
in times of religious disturbance, to discharge their spiritu^
responsibilities by power of attorney. As advertising Houses
find Custom in proportion, not so much to the solidity of their
resources as to the magniloquence of their promises and
assurances, so theological boldness in the extension of such
claims is sure to pay, by widening certain circles of devoted
adherents, however it may repel the mass of mankind. There
are two special encouragements to this enterprise at the
present day; one of them the perhaps unconscious but manifest
leaning of some, outside the Roman precinct, to undue exaltation
of Church power ; the other the reaction, which is and must be
brought about in favour of superstition, by the levity of the
destmctive speculations so widely current, and the notable
hardihood of the anti-Christian writing of the day ^.46). . . .

There are those who think that the craving after an infallibility

which is to speak from human lips, in chapter and verse, upon
each question as it arises, is not a sign of the strength and
healthiness of faith, but of the diseased avidity of its weakness.
Let it, however, be granted for the sake of argument that it is

a comfort to the infirmity of human nature thus to attain
promptly to clear and intelligible solutions of its doubts, instead
of waiting on the Divine pleasure, as those who watch for the
morning, to receive the supphes required by its intellectual and
its moral trials. A recommendation of this kind, however little

it may endure the scrutiny of philosophical reflection, may
probably have a great power over the imagination and the
affections of mankind (p. 106).

One thing is clear : Between the solid ground, the terra firma
of Infallibility, and the quaking, fluctuating mind of the in-

dividual, which seeks to find repose upon it, there is an interval
over which he cannot cross. Decrees e» cathedra are infallible

;

but determinations what decrees are ex cathedra are fallible

;

so that the private person, after he has with all docility handed
over his mind and its freedom to the Schola Theologorum^ can
never certainly know, never know with “ divine faith,” when
he is on the rock of infallibility, when on the shifting quicksands
of a merely human persuasion * (p. 108).
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William A. Cttrtis.
INFANCY. — The period of individual life

immediately following birth. In law, human
infancy extends to the attainment of one’s * ma-
jority,’ usually the age of twenty-one years. In
other than legal usage the term signifies, according
to convenience, any number of years from one to
seven. The present article concerns a period of
about five years during which, in an unusually
complete sense, the famSy is the child’s educator.^

1. The relation of infancy to moral evolution.

—

John Fiske has shown ^ that the extreme unripe-
ness of the human child at birth and the extreme
length of his immaturity are crucial points for
intellectual and moral evolution, (a) Life begins
with fewer ‘sets,’ and fewer of them are formed
early, than is the case with other species of animals.
Here is the opportunity for accumulating experi-
ence in an individual way—for originality, indi-
viduality, and progress. Applying this to morals,
we may say that the prolongation of infancy in the
human species makes character possible. (5) The
peculiar and prolonged helplessness of the human
child has been the chief factor in producing, first,

maternal affection, and then the stable monogamic
family. It is chiefly from the family, in turn, that
regard for others has radiated into the wider social
groups. Human infancy, then, is a hinge on which
both the moral growth of the individual and the
moral evolution of the race have turned.

2. The physical basis of the beginnings of
character.—At two points the body of the infant
has the closest relation to his start in the moral
IHe. {a) In the absence of the habits and inhibi-
tions of later life,^ incidental physical conditions,
whether good or HI, have a peculiarly pervasive
effect. Wrong feeding, is a potent cause of
depressed states, such as peevishness. Inadequate
care, or overstimulation, produces nervousness.
The significance of nervous poise and of physical
comfort or their opposites reaches far beyond the
date of their occurrence, for all of them tend under
the law of habit to become fixed as disposition.
{h) The acquisition of muscular co-ordinations con-
stitutes the earliest will-formation, which includes
self-control and self-direction. Hence each of the
following conditions is unfavourable to moral
growth ; swaddling the body so as to prevent free
movement of any part ,* lack of objects to handle
(though toys can easily be too numerous or too
complicatea) ; repression of free movement and
experimentation ; failure of the parents to play
with the infant.

3* Yhe moral endowment of infants. — The
individual begins life neither moral nor immoral,
but pre-moral. Yet is there not a moral nature or
hereditary endowment that favours the attainment
of a positive moral character? In view of the
moral evolution of the race, it cannot be that the
endowment of individuals is, on the whole, either
unfavourable or neutral. Two questions, how-
ever, remain.

(a) Specifically where, among the instincts and
1 The art. Growth (Moral and Religious) contains a systematic

aescnption of the stages of growth, infancy included. See also
UHILDHOOI).
3 The Meaning of Infancy, passim.

other unlearned tendencies, do we find the infant’s
moral nature ? The answer, in general, is that a
complex of unlearned tendencies towards truly
voluntary social reactions is the moral nature.
One of these tendencies, the sexual instinct, does
not appear in infancy. But even in infancy we
can discern gregariousness, imitation, sympathy,
and rudiments of the parental instinct in attitudes
toward babies, pet animals, and even toys. These
do not of themselves constitute a genuinely moral
endowment, however; there must be provision,
also, for the growth of an individual will that may
erect into deliberative, discriminative, and general-
ized ideals the otherwise fitfully exercised social
motive. Without individual wills there is no true
society. We include, therefore, in the infant’s
moral endowment his enjoyment in being a cause,
his curiosity, his instinct for collecting and hoard-
ing, and certain instinctive self-assertions, as
jealousy;, and what Thorndike calls ‘ mastery and
submission’ and ‘approving and scornful be-
haviour.’ ^ Granted this whole complex of original
tendencies, together with a human environment
in 'which they may find expression, the individual
tends to become deliberately as well as instinctively
social. That is, he has a moral nature.

(5) But a moral nature grows into moral charac^
ter only under some sort of stimulus. What, then,
is the special condition or stimulus under which
an otherwise fitful social motivation becomes the
principle of a socialized will ? The answer is that
character is formed through confiict within the
very tendencies that have just been described as
constituting the moral nature. Moral growth does
not pursue a straight line such as might represent
a single instinct, but a zigzag from predominant
self-regard to predominant other-regard and back
again. This inherent conflict of impulses is in-
tensified by the pains and pleasures incident to the
child’s membership in a regulated group. Thus
arises conscience. In its earlier forms, which
clearly appear in infants who live in well-regulated
families, conscience is simply the coincident ex-
erience of egoistic and social impulses which
ave not yet found their unity. Yet the resolu-

tion of the conflict may begin very early. Even
in infancy, wherever wise nurture prevails, we
behold genuine efforts at self-control in the social
interest, and genuine victories over mere egoistic
desire. That such victories bring a heightened
sense of individual self-realization is an added
evidence that a genuine moral nature is growing
into moral character.
The common impression that the conduct of

every infant is purely egoistic arises from the
relative immediacy of his objects, i.e. his lack of
consideration. Such impulsive action on the part
of an adult would, indeed, connote selfishness,
since adult society depends upon the pursuit of
remote ends ; but the ends of infant conduct are
often social in the sense of pleasure in the pleasure
of others, and even, as we have just seen, in the
sense of preferring the social good even when it
conflicts with egoistic desire.

4. The infant’s life in the family.—Not only has
human infancy produced the human family ; but
this is the only social organization that is inherently
adapted to the^ infant’s moral needs. The family
develops individuality; the members cannot be
dealt with as classes or impersonally. Yet the
intimacy that prevails among its members, based
partly upon natural affection, partly upon the
smallness of the group and the physical conditions
of home life, is the most powerful socializing
influence in the world. Institutional care of
children, as in orphan asylums, can provide the

^ E. L. Thorndike, Education, New York, 1912, ch. v., also
The Original Nature of Man, do 1913, ch. vii.
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conditions of physical health, but not the indi-

vidualizing and socializing influences that are

essential to normal moral growth. It is now an
axiom among social workers that a child who is

deprived of his natural family connexion should

be placed, as promptly as possible, in another

family, not in an institution.

Even the intellectual ^owth of the infant is

best fostered by the same individualizing intimacy.

The reason is that genuine intimacy betw^een

parent and child becomes reciprocal—the parent

fondles and plays with his child, but also grants

him access to mature thoughts, attitudes, and
activities. The soundest educational practice pro-

vides a rich environment for the child, never fear-

ing that he will partake too freely or extend his

interests unduly as long as fellowship with mature

mind is part of the situation. To answer a child’s

questions in a serious way, to create situations in

which his curiosity will lead him to ask important

questions, to cultivate his imagination, and to

enjoy with him mutual intellectual discovery

—

this IS the proper method of promoting intellectual

progress in infancy. Children who have an early

intSlectual development without forcing or abnor-

mality are generally those who are admitted to

such intellectual intimacy with their parents.

These considerations, to say nothing of freedom

as included in the individual’s moral destiny,

make against the popular belief that the first

virtue to be inculcated in infants is absolute obedi-

ence. What parent, moreover, is wise enough to

prescribe rules that deserve such obedience The
first moral need of an infant is to act conscio^ly

as a member of the family group. This conscious

mutuality involves law and obedience, but it gives

content to the moral will as ‘ absolute ’ obedience

does not, and it begins at once the process of

acquiring freedom.

5. The infant and religion.—No one at the

present day looks for innate ideas of God, but

there is a common notion that infantile thinMng
is spontaneously animistic. If the term *Animism ’

is used in Tylor’s sense of belief in yirits, then

Animism is not spontaneous in the infant, for he

acquires the notion of spirits just as he acquires

other concepts. On the other hand, the abstrac-

tions that cnaracterize adult thought have not yet

been made ;
the infant thinks in wholes, and these

wholes are of the sense order. Yet emotional

thinking still prevails with him,^ and this gives an
anthropomorphic tinge to his objects. The reason

is simply that the emotionality of a whole mental

situation still inheres in particular objects as they

appear in it ;
i.e. , a strictly objective point of view,

which implies abstraction of the object experienced

from the experience itself, has not yet been attained.

The infant’s mind moves freely within stories that

attribute language and motives to any object of

his experience. As early as the^ age of four there

is delight in dramatic * make-believe,’ w’hich, help-

ing the infant to make himself and other persons

definitely individual, helps also to differentiate

persons from things. At this age, and even

younger, one easily believes in God ; but the

nature of this belief appears in the acceptance

of fairy stories, and stories of the ‘ black man,’

<%o unwisely used by nurses to secure obedience,
^

This god-belief is notyet distinctly monotheistic,

for neither the thought-problem nor the naoral

problem underlying monotheism has^ yet arisen.

The infant’s belief may be polytheistic, or simifljy

vague. (Concerning its relation to the child s

scientific and religious growth respectively, see

Childhood, § 4. )
Further, the idea does not neces-

sarily have any specifically religious value.
^

The
writer has a drawing, made without suggestion or

guidance, by a chfld of four years and eight

months, in which a toy railway train, a house, a
Christmas tree, Santa "^Claus, and God all figure,

evidently on terms of approximate equality. This
child’s interests have not been much diflerentiated

;

the idea of God is on substantially the same plane
as that of Santa Claus. Another child of about
the same age invented during the Christmas
season a play in which he himself impersonated
God, and brought in the star of Bethlehem, a
crude device made of sticks that he had fastened
together. The infant’s possession of an idea of

God, then, is not of itself an evidence of religion.

Does the infant mind show traces of a religious

instinct ? The fact that religion is not altogether

a deliberate device or a product of logical thinking
has led to the assertion that it is instinctive. This
use of the term ‘ instinct ’ is too broad and in-

definite. In strictness an instinct implies a_definite

motor response in a type of situation that is objec-

tively definable. The readiness of infants to

believe in God and to perform religious acts

requires no special instinct as its cause. These
ideas and acts originate in the same way as those

that concern a human relative as yet unseen, or

those that concern Santa Claus. The ideas are

acquired on authority ; they are made real through
imagination, and the acts are imitative.

The springs of real religion are present, however,

in what we have just described as the moral nature.

As the Christian religion, broadly taken, is ^
idealized expansion of family relationships, Chris-

tians should regard infants as religious to the

extent that they idealize parenthood in the direc-

tion of a universal Divine Fatherhood, and childish

goodwill in the direction of universal brotherhood.

Under instruction and example, infants do, in fact,

make idealizations of this kind that become potent

in conduct. To focalize one’s social ideals in the

thought of a Heavenly Father ; to talk to thm
Father in prayer ; to submit one’s impulses to this

superior will—this is religion, and it is easily pro-

duced in infants under Christian nurture.

Literature.—John Fiske’s essay on ‘Infancy,’ originally pub-

lished in his Outlines of Cosmic Philosophy t
London, 1874, pt. ii.

chs. xvi., xxi., xxii., is now available in briefer form, together

with * ’The Part played by Infancy in the Evolution of Man,’ in

a booklet bearing the title, The Meaning of Infancy^ Boston,

1909. The best brief analysis of unlearned tendencies is ch. v.

of E. L. Thorndike’s Education, New York, 1912. For a full,

critical discussion of this subject see his The Original Nature of

Man, do. 1913. The line of the child’s social growth is traced

most fully in E. A. Kirkpatrick, The IndivUual in the Making,

Boston, 1911. Help in getting the small child’s point of view

will be found in Patterson du Bois, Fireside Child-Study, New
York, 1903, and Beckoningsfrom Little Hands, do. 1900. E. P.

St. John, Child Nature and Child Nurture, Boston, 1911, is a

series of simple studies for parents with respect to the moral

and religious nurture of children. It contains useful reading

lists. On child religion see, further, Childhood, § 4, and Litera-

ture appended. See also Gr. Compayrd, L’Evolution intellec-

tuelle et morale de Venfant^, Paris, 1896 ; J. Sully, Studies of

Childhood, new ed., London, 1896; A. F. Chamberlain, The

Child, do. 1900 ; W. E. Urwick, The Child's Mind 2
, do. 1910;

W. B. Drummond, An Introduction to Child-Study^, do.

1912 ; and art. Familv (Biblical and Christian).

George A. Coe.

INFANT BAPTISM.—See Baptism.

INFERENCE.—All attempts at logical science

assume that inference is a source, distinctive, effec-

tive, and authoritative, of knowledge. It is in

view of these three characteristics that schemes are

framed for the self-conscious revision of it, and

that mutual criticism goes on between different

logical systems.

I. Distinctiveness of inference. — Inferential

knowledge is distinctive because of its dependence

on other Imowledge the security of which is differ-

ently founded and cannot be helped or hindered in

the same way by revision. At the first beginning

of logical science, the Hindu Gotama distinguished

inference from the deliverances of sense-perception,

the recognition of likeness between things, and doe*
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trine intrinsically worthy of belief or commended
to ns by the good ana wise (see artt. Logic,
KySya). On these inference is dependent. From
its obvious dependence, Aristotle, in his theory of

science, argued to the independence of other know-
ledge, though he could not for science, as he did

for mere debate, appeal to the opinion of the good
and wise ; and he left in some obscurity the share

in the complete function of intelligence which
should be assigned to sense-perception and intel-

lectual intuition respectively—these being the in-

dependent faculties which he mentions. Modem
epistemology has raised the latter question more
definitely. Kant’s logical teaching seems to accept

as independent the whole interplay of the two
faculties, sensibility and understanding, which are

required by his epistemology, until it sunders into

the distinct moments of reason and consequent,

and then it becomes inference [Introduction to

LogiCi tr. Abbott, London, 1885, § vii.). Modern
psychology has encouraged a more definite list,

such as that given by Mill
:
perception, conception,

memory, belief—the forms of ‘immediate con-

sciousness’ by reference to which inference may
be viewed as dependent. Dependence may also

be treated as a mere matter of degree. Even the
‘ irreducible datum ’ contained in perception exists

only through qualifications imposed by judgment,
and judgment itself is nascent or implicit inference,
while inference owes its stability to its place in

total knowledge ; so that the paradox which Aris-

totle wished to avoid by his theory of independent
sources of knowledge is accepted as a truth, and
the system of our inferences is one that returns
into itself like a circle (B. Bosanquet, Essentials

of Logic, London, 1895, § ii., and Logic, Oxford,
1888, ii. 7). But this still allows a dependence
that is relative.

2, Effectiveness of inference.—^Inference becomes
worthy of its special theory through its efiective-

ness in enriching our endowment with truth. Mill
acknowledges it only when we ‘ believe a fact or
statement by reason of some other fact or state-
ment’ [Logic^, 1872, ii. 1. 1). Kant defines it as
‘that function of thinking by which onejudgment
is derived from another ’ {Logic, § 41). Hamilton,
consistently with the stress he lays on the concept
as an instrument of thought, requires merely a new
recognition of the relation of whole and part be-
tween one concept and another. While Hamilton’s
requirement, as Mill urges {Exam, of Hamilton's
Philosophy, London, 1872, ch. 19), is too slight, in
view of the countless riches of truth open to us
beyond immediate consciousness, Mill’s own de-
mand for belief in new facts is too stringent. It
ste^izes both immediate inference and the syl-
logism taken apart from an inductive foundation,
and perhaps even scientific induction taken apart
from deductive applications in detail. And it
might well excuse the logical paralysis affected
by Mono in Plato’s dialogue {Mono, 80 D) when he
was invited to proceed to knowledge out of con-
scious ignorance :

‘ How will you know, when you
light on a result, that this is what you did not
know?’ Aristotle, ^vith this affectation in mind,
required merely that the ‘manner of knowing’
should be new: ‘We possess knowledge after a
certain fashion before induction or the assump-
tion of a syllogism, but in another manner not’
{Anal. Post. i. 1). And a recent writer remarks

:

‘ Much of inference consists in demonstrating the
connection of matters that as facts are pretty
familiar’ (Bosanquet, Essentials of Logic, p. 138).

3. Authoritativeness of inference.—The despair
of Meno in regard to novelty was a sequel to the
demand of Socrates for cogency ; and the union of
these two requirements constitutes the crisis in
pursuing any systematic logical theory. Mill’s

insistence on new ‘ facts ’ hampers him throughout
a long labour to show a satisfying authority. He
unites the two requirements, as the primitive logic

of Gotama did, in the ‘recognition of signs.’ And
he perverts incidentally the scholastic axiom of

intensive reasoning to suit this conception and to

mean that whatever possesses any significant attri-

bute possesses the significate of which it is a sign.

But that one thing can be a sign of another is

not a truth that can be left in this primitive
crudity ; and Mill only slightly softens the crudity
when he appeals to empirical or causal laws. These
do, indeed, confer signification on facts, but, being
themselves inferences from facts, they appear to

have no more title to do so than facts have to

assume it for themselves. Signification remains a
mere shadow from the unseen. In contrast with
Mill, Hamilton’s choice of the minimum in ids

requirement for novelty allows inference to carry
with it the full authority of the conceptual faculty,

but at the expense of efectiveness. With Kant it

has the authority of a law of the understanding
imposing the relationship of reason and conse-

quent, while other logicians, with doubtful suc-

cess, attempt some formula which pledges reality

more definitely than a reference to understanding
can do.
‘The logical forms and the laws of their application are

the conditions through the fulfilment of which thought satisfies

its own requirements, and brings the connection of its ideas
with one another into that form, which for it, for thought
itself, is truth ’ (H. Lotze, Logic, Oxford, 1884, § 334).

And it is sufficient for the reassurance of philo-

sophic doubt that the Kantian principle of rational

consequence ‘is but the side, normally turned
towards empirical thinking, of the fact that there
is in the thought-content itself such an immanent
inter-connexion that if something is true then
something else is true and something else not
true’ (W. Windelband, in Encyclopaedia of the

Philosophical Sciences, vol. i p. 25 ; see also Losskij,

ib. p. 240 fl*.).

4. Immediate inference.— If the same fact,

understood through the same concepts, neverthe-
less comes to be known in a new way without a
new reference to independent sources, there is

immediate inference as distinguished from mediate.
In speech or in writing, the transition from one
judgment to another appears as a change in the
order of ideas, ‘A is B,’ ‘B is A’ ; or in the use
of one rather than the other of a pair of contra-
dictory ideas, ‘A is B,’ ‘A is not other than B’

;

or in what may be described as the logical self-

consciousness o{ judgment, ‘A is B,’ ‘It is false

that A is not B.* To Mill such ‘ ways of knowing ’

are merely schemes for the use of whatever equiva-
lent expressions may be available for the same
fact. To Kant they suggest distinct plans of

synthesis in the interplay between sensibility and
imderstanding, of which one may be a reason for

the other ; and he names them syllogisms of the
understanding. And other logicians recognize an
internal development of the concepts employed in
a judgment, wliich alters the judgment in ‘type,’

but not in ‘substance,’ There may thus be a
change from a historical import to a scientific,

or vice versa

:

‘ Some sovereigns are tyrannical,
A tyrant may have sovereign power.’ Or a con-
tradictory idea may arise as a species comple-
mentary within an implicit genus: ‘Lovers are
prone to jealousy, Lovers are not indifferent to
each other’s friendships ’

; though the formula for

this, ‘ A is B, A is not other than B,’ is considered
meaningless by Kant.

5. Mediate inference.—Where the new way of

knowing is through a concept new in substance
and boundaries, ‘X is P,’ * S is P,’ the authorita-
tiveness is due to some mediating idea, and the
inference is entitled ‘mediate.’
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A scheme of expressions with letters as symbols
for concepts has been inherited by current Logic
from Aristotle, to which nearly all examples of

mediate inference can by ingenuity be made to
conform. As a personal discipline in making clear

the mediating idea that is employed in any ex-
ample, this schenie has been almost universally
commended ; but it fails to make clear the ground
and hazard of the mediation. And its rules can
justify only the classifications or the intensive
subordinations of concepts which accompany in-

ferential belief. That ‘All men are mortal, and
the king is a man and therefore mortal,’ reveals
‘ the human ’ as mediating idea, and arranges king,
man, and mortal in a classificatory or conceptual
hierarchy. That ‘Alexander, Muhammad, and
the other persons of history have died, and these
are men, and therefore man is mortal,’ reveals the
list of historical persons as mediating idea, cor-

relates the list with ‘ man ’ as a class concept, and
subordinates this to ‘mortal.’ Nature, however,
as Mill contends, has not arranged all the objects

of the universe into definite a priori classes {Logic,

le’s ed., London, 1884, ii. 2, § 2), and we might
that neither does the universe present itself

as a museum of permanently assorted attributes,

^d it is only inferential predication already
accomplished that enables us to systematize our
concepts either in extension or in intension, or to
correlate a list with a concept.

6. Interpretative deduction.—A more material
value may be given to such schemes, as represent-
ing a plan of co-operation between different minds
in building up a common inferential system. The
insight transforming incident into generalization
or law, ‘ Man is mortal,’ may be accomplished by
one mind ; and concrete expectation may be framed
accordingly, ‘The king is mortal,’ by another.
The rules of the deductive syllogism mark a divid-

ing line between originative and interpretative
thought in their co-operative function, whether
the personality requiring the distinction be that
of teacher and disciple, audience and orator, legis-

lator and magistrate, earlier and later self, or other-
wise. Mill considered that deductive interpretation
does not amount to inference unless there is a
reference back to the original datum for the
authoritative rule itself {Logic, ii. 3, § 4). If, how-
ever, the formula of authority be not merely
understood as a meaning, but also adopted by the
interpreter as a conditioned rule for his own beliefs,

and tlien developed into a specific belief according
to the rule, there really arises in the passage from
rule to instance a ‘new way of knowing.’ The
traditional maxim for the deductive syllogism

—

whatever is predicated concerning a class dis-

tributed may be predicated in like manner con-
cerning anything contained therein— does not
express this. But Kant’s maxim does : Whatever
fulfils the condition of a rule falls under the rule
itself {Logic, § 57). And it is relatively to such
inference that Gotama’s inclusion of extrinsic

authority, as an independent source of knowledge,
along with perception and intuition may be still

approved.

7. Demonstrative deduction.—Independently of

authority as a source, the deductive intersub-

ordination of concepts also represents inference
when the ‘ conditions ’ of a rule are fixed and their

fulfilment exemplified, intuitively, that is to say,

when the occasion of inference is what has been
known in widely separated epochs of philosophy
under such phrases as ‘intrinsic worth of a doc-

trine’ (Gotama), primary scientific principle (Aris-

totle), a priori synthesis (Kant). Mul as an
empiricist in epistemology would reduce this kind
of inference to the same level as the interpretative
—a treatment which is the less plausible in logic

because the class extensions so natural and useful
in the interpretation of experiential knowledge
are here a superfluous gloss on the demonstration.
It is as easy to see that a triangle ABC, con-
stmcted in Euclid’s first proposition, is equilateral,
without refeiring to anything outside that figure,
as with the aid of generalizations.
Where intuition fails us, and, according to em-

piricists, in all knowledge, the ultimate occasion
of inference that is not merely interpretative must
be the coincidences and sequences of experience,
and the ‘new way of knowing’ converts special
features of these into a ‘ conditioned rule ’ for our
expectations. The universality of the rule is not
the ‘ logical ’ or a priori universality conferred by
intuition (Kant, Logic, § 81), but analogous to it—
a reaching towards ‘the thought by which all

things through all are guided ’ in the flux of Hera-
clitus. Inference here is ‘ belief’ in contrast with
strict knowledge (cf. art. Belief [Logical]) ; and
Kant entitles it ‘ syllogism of reflective judgment.’

8. Enumerative induction.— Where many ex-
periences^ repeat the connexion of some attribute
with the instances of a given concept, we infer the
concept as the condition for a rule as to predicat-
ing the attribute. The concept may be simple,
‘Yellow is the brightest colour’; or it may be
composite, ‘ Metals conduct electricity.’
‘From perception memory results, and from repeated recol-

lections of the same phenomenon comes experience; from
experience, or from the entire universal which is retained in
the soul . . . comes the elementary principle of artand science*
(Arist. AnaZ, Post. ii. 19).

Eecurrence has no meaning except when environ-
ments or specific determinations change, but it is

the recurrence, and not the change, that appeals
to our inferential activity. The maxim followed
is : Many things do not agree in one characteristic
without a reason (Kant, Logic, § 84). The number-
ing of recurrences is, for progressive intelligence,

the primitive mode of inference; and Mill con-
siders that out of it scientific analysis grows as an
effort to sustain or correct a narrower enumerative
induction by a wider {Logic, iii. 3, § 2). And, con-
verting this psychological precedence into a logical

one, he declares that the distinctive maxim of

scientific analysis, the Law of Causation, can ‘ have
no better foundation ’ than our wider faith in uni-
formity as mere recurrence (iii. 21, § 2). But, while
faith in recurrence is an indispensable factor in

our expectations if these are to meet the require-

ments of concrete life, its authority is less secure
than that of inference from change of environing
circumstances or in specific determinations. Bacon
describes it as ‘ puerile, precarious, and exposed to

danger from contradictory instances.’ Aristotle’s

doctrine that ‘ the universal becomes evident out
of a plurality of particulars’ must be supple-

mented by Bexcon’s, that the evidence depends on
‘rejections and due exclusions’ {Nov. Org. i. 105).

Current logic prefers to justify enumerative induc-

tion as a nascent causal analysis, and so reverses

the order of precedence assigned by Mill.

9. Eliminative induction.—^Where the instances

of a concept differ in their environing circum-
stances or in their specific determinations, varia-

tions that are concurrent with each other may
become condition and rule. Friction between
flint and steel is an incident that concurs with
heat; minute grooving and iridescent colour are

specific determinations of surface that concur in

mother-of-pearl. Mill’s two types of elimination,

entitled ‘ Method of Agreement ’ and ‘ Method of

Difference,’ are ways of isolating and defining such
concurrences. With Agreement, the relation be-

comes isolated by repeating itself throughout
several instances while any passing concurrence

of its terms with other circumstances or deter-

minations is inconstant. The condition for iri-
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descent colouring of a surface cannot be the

peculiar chemical composition of mother-of-pearl,

for the colouring appears also on grooved wax or

metal ; nor can it oe molecular consistence, nor

weight. With Difference, on the other hand, an
instance or species of the concept is found where
the concurrence is isolated even as a passing one.

Only friction and heat distinguish the moment of

use from the moment of rest, in flint and steel.

Because eliminative induction infers a rule of

change or variation, that is to say, a causal or

determinative relationship rather than^ a class

attribute, its influence on our concrete life is dis-

tinguishable from that of enumerative induction.

The latter enables us to select from among means
provided by Nature the best for our end—e.g'., the

camel for desert transport. The former subserves

the invention of new mechanisms for an end—g.g'.,

the conversion of electric strain into light, heat,

or movement. But neither of the two ventures

of our reason can thus pass freely into practical

wisdom without the co-operation of a further

venture which constitutes a distinct species of

inference—the analogical.

10. Analogy.—In connexion with environments
or specific determinations that remain unchanged
or are repeated, the partial exemplification of a
concept is the condition for a rule that completes
it. Mars is habitable, because it is so like our
habitable earth. Such a venture of belief fulfils

the same function in practical wisdom^ as the a
priori construction of examples fulfils in demon-
strative science. And it is in view of this func-

tion that Aristotle submerges it in a double
syllogism which he entitles ‘ Example.’ War be-

tween Athens and Thebes would be calamitous,

as being a border war, like that between Thebes
and Phocis. Gotama classes the ‘recognition of

likeness,’ not as an inference, but as an indepen-
dent source, like perception, that may contribute

to inference. Modem Logic allows it as a kind of

inference, or at least as an independent source of

inductive hypothesis, co-ordinate with enumerative
induction (C, Sigwart, Logic, Eng. tr., London,
1895, § 83).

Within a sphere of belief where environments
and specific determinations are sustained by pur-
pose or by the power of organic life—e.^., when we
follow judicial precedents or recognize physio-
logical functions—we may justify analogy by a
maxim corresponding to Kant’s maxim for induc-
tion : since the many characteristics do not unite
in one thing without a reason (cf. Kant, Logic,

§ 83). But even where the finality which unifies

a collocation is not definable in terms of purpose or
of life, our conceptual faculty still demands, in the
spirit of the ancient realism, that destiny shall

pre-ordain the repeated exemplification of limited
conceptions, and that the impending shall not be
infinite in sunrise (see art. CONCEPT; and cf.

J. Venn, Empirical Logics, 1907, ch. 4). It is not
sufficient that the world of facts follows, as Mill
describes it, ‘ from laws of causation together with
a primeval collocation of forces that is inexpli-
cable ’ {Logic, iii. 5, § 9).

* It is necessary to suppose that not merely do general laws
hold good in the world, while the arrangement of facts on
account of which a definite form of actuality flows from the
laws is . , , given over to chance, uncontrolled by any principle ;

but rather that in the arrangement of the aforesaid facts ahio,

a principle (that is to say, an * Idea *) is effective, and that this
principle fixes beforehand . . , the whole system of the future
phenomena which are to be actualized’ (Lotze, Outlines of
Logic, Eng. tr., Boston, 1887, § 62).

Litbraturb.— This is co-extensive with systems of Logic.
Among recent writers, in addition to those quoted above, may
be mentioned as specially important on the nature of inference

:

T. H. Green, Lectures on Logic, London, 1886 {Works, ii.);

F. H. Bradley, Principles ofLogic, do. 1883 ; L. T. Hobhouse,
Theory of Knoioledge, do. 1896 ; J. Dewey, Studies in Logical
Theory, do. 1909; ISBr^, art. ‘Logic’; and the several con-

tributors to the Encyclopoedia of the Philosophical Sciences, voU
i., Eng. tr., London, 1913. Among recent German writers, W,
Schuppe, H. Lotae, W. Wundt, and C. Sigwart are most
frequently referred to. There are numerous monographs and
essays on species of inference speciallycormectedwith philosophy
or with particular sciences. J. BroUGH.

INFINITY.—The {problem of infinity is one of
considerable complication and difficulty; and all

that it is possible to do in such an article as this is

to give some account of the place of the conception
in the development of human thought, to indicate
some of its chief difficulties, and to suggest methods
by which they may be met.

I. The meaning of the term,— There are two
senses in which the term tends to be used, and it

is very important to distinguish them. It may
mean simply that which is endless, or it may mean
that which is complete or perfect. One of the
simplest illustrations of infinity in the former
sense is to be found in the series of cardinal num-
bers. When we arrange the numbers in order

—

0, 1, 2, 3 . . .—it is evident that no point can ever
be reached at which the series can be regarded as
complete. However large the number may be that
we have reached at any point, it is always possible

to add one more. Hence this series is infinite, in

the sense that it never reaches an end. On the
other hand, the circumference of a circle may be
said to be infinite, in the sense that it is complete.
It seems clear that these two senses of the term
are not identical, and are even in some respects

opposed to one another. Yet they are apt to be
confounded.
A simple mathematical instance may serve to bring out the

reason for this. The series 1, f, . is infinite in the
former of the two senses. Each member of the series is of

the iorm ^4 the value of n is doubled at each successive
n

step. Here, again, however large n may be made, it is always
possible to double it. But, in this case, when n is made very

large, the value of is very little different from that of —

•

n n
Hence it may be said that 2 is the ultimate value to which the
series is approximating. This is sometimes expressed in the
form that, when n becomes infinite, the value is 2. Here
the series is represented as becoming completed when it reaches
infinity. The endless series is thus regarded as reaching an
end, in which it is completed. A more concrete illustration of

this is found in one of the puzzles that were put forward by

Zeno with regard to motion— g- If a

body moves from the point A to the point B, it is evident that

it must first traverse half the distance, AG, and that in order

to do this it must fimt traverse the half of that, AD ;
and so on,

indefinitely. Hence it may be said that, in the motion from
A to B, an infinite series is completed. In such instances the

two notions of endlessness and completion, which appear to be
opposed to one another, are somehow brought together.
Another illustration, from the sphere of religion, may now be

given. God has sometimes been represented as infinite, in the
sense of having no assignable end as regards duration of exist-

ence in time or })ossihility of action. He has been said to be
Eternal and Omnipotent. These attributes may be interpreted

as meaning simply endlessness with respect to two character-

istics. They may be taien to imply that, however far we may
go back in His history, there is something prior to the point
that we have reached ; and, however far we might go forward,
there would be something to come after ; and, again, that, how-
ever great may be the action that is performed by Him, there

is something greater that He might do. Here we have simply
the conceijtion of endlessness. But God has also been repre-

sented as infinitely wise and infinitely good ;
and it is clear,

on the face of it, that these are qualitative conceptions. They
do not mean endlessly wise and good, but completely or per-

fectly wise and good. We can hardly suppose, in these cases,

that what is meant is that, however wise or good God may be
at any particular point, He has always the possibility of being
still wiser or better. The meaning would seem to be rather
that at every point His wisdom and goodness are complete or
perfect. But, as perfection with regard to duration and action
tends to be thought of as implying endlessness, perfection with
regard to wisdom and goodness is apt to he vaguely conceived
in a similar way.
How far the term ‘infinite’ is rightly applied to

any form of perfection is a (question for further
consideration. In the meantime it may suffice to
note that the conception of endlessness appears to
he applicable only to things that consist of numer-
able parts. If there are any things that do not
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consist of mimerable parts, they cannot be said to

be either finite or infinite, in the purely quanti-
tative sense of the word. This appears to be true
of goodness, wisdom, beauty, colour ; and, in

general, of all things that are essentially quali-

tative rather than quantitative. But it is com-
mon to apply the term ‘infinite’ to such things
when they have a high degree of perfection—as in

such phrases as ‘infinite penetration,’ ‘infinitely

pure,’ and the like. As the term means primarily
‘endless,’ it may be best to use it only in this

seme ; but, as the two meanings are not always
easy to disentangle, the more qualitative sense of
the term must also be taken into account.

2. History of the conception.—At a very early
period in Greek speculation we find traces of the
conception that the universe is to be regarded as
formed from a material that is in some sense
boundless. Anaximander, in particular, took this

as his starting-point, and thought of the difierent

forms of existence as having been ‘ separated out’
from a vague and chaotic mass to which no definite

bounds could be assigned. What we have here is

perhaps rather the conception of the indefinite than
that of the infinite ; but the transition is easy from
the one to the other, and we seem to see it being
made most clearly in the development of the
Pythagorean school. It would appear that the
fundamental view of the early Pythagoreans was
that a boundless material, described as rb dircipoy,

received definite form through the imposition of
limits. This may be regarded as the earliest form
of the doctrine tnat ‘determination is negation.’
Against this may be set the Eleatic doctrine, which
involves the denial of negativity. According to
the view of Parmenides, reality is to be thought of
as always definite, and not boundless. It is com-
pared to a well-rounded sphere. Here we may
perhaps recognize the first statement of the con-
ception of a perfect whole, as opposed to that of a
chaotic mass. Melissus, however, appears to have
urged that this perfect whole should be conceived
as infinitely extended both in time and in space,
thus bringing together the two conceptions of the
complete and the endless. But it was apparently
Zeno who first realized the difficulties involved in
the conception of the infinite. Reference has al-

ready been made to the way in 'which he brought
out the difficulty involved in the recognition that
the space through which a body moves may be
regarded as capable of indefinite subdivision. His
familiar paradoxes—that ‘ the fiying arrow rests,’

and that ‘ Achilles could never overtake a tortoise’

—were evidently intended to emphasize the same
difficulty. The service which Zeno rendered to
exact thought by the statement of such difficulties

can hardly be exaggerated. The Atomists, how-
ever, whose views were developed from reflexion
on the points brought out by the Eleatics, do not
seem tobave taken much account of the problems
of Zeno when they postulated an infinite space and,
apparently, an infinite number of atoms moving in
the void, though, no doubt, they gained something
by avoiding the conception of the infinitely little.

In the later developments of Greek thought, espe-
cially under the influence of Socrates and his
school, the conception of endlessness becomes rela-

tively unimportant ; and its place may be said to
be taken by the thought of perfection. This change
is perhaps partly due to Parmenides, but appears
to be more directly traceable to the speculations of
Anaxagoras. The view that Mind is to be taken
as the principle of order was readily interpreted as
implying that determination is not merely negation
or limitation, but is due rather to the effort after
perfection. The ‘Form of Good’ thus comes to
be the central conception, as it is especially 'with

Plato; and the material tends to be thought of

only as something by which the working out of
the Good is in some way limited. This may almost
be said to involve the inversion of Pythagoreanism—an inversion which comes out most definitely in
the philosophy of Aristotle. The Form has now
become the positive aspect, and the Matter is the
negative by which it is limited ; and that which is

thus limited is no longer the boundless, but the
perfect.

This brief sketch must suffice as an account of
the way in which the conceptions of endlessness
and perfection first came into prominence in Euro-
pean speculation. The most definite attempt to
combine the two conceptions is found in the doc-
trines of the Cartesian school. The most funda-
mental doctrine of the Cartesians is that the
absolutely perfect must be thought of as existing.
The grounds on %vhich this is maintained cannot
be considered here. It is enough to say that the
absolutely perfect is regarded as the standard by
reference to which all other things are determined.
But this standard tends to be thought of as bound-
less. Space is conceived as an infinite whole, and
ail other realities are thought of on the analogy
of space. This is most definitely the case in the
philosojphy of Spinoza, in which the fundamental
conceptions of the Cartesians are most logically
developed. Thus the perfect comes to be identi-
fied with the boundless, and everything determin-
ate is regarded as involving negation. Leibniz
corrected this tendency by treating space as a
confused mode of thought, and by definitely re-

introducing the Platonic conception of the Good.
On the other hand, he sought to give a positive
significance to the conception of the infinitely
little, and thus revived those problems which had,
on the whole, lain in abeyance since the time of
Zeno.
The difficulties involved in the conceptions of

the infinitely great and the infinitely little were
strikingly set forth by Kant in his first two anti-
nomies. The main point there urged is that the
conceptions of infinite extent and infinite division
involve the recognition of a completed endlessness,
which is self-contradictory. Reflexion on this led
Hegel ^ to regard the simply endless {schlecht un-
endlich) ^ as an incorrect conception to take as the
opposite of the finite. The positively infinite,

according to him, means that which is complete

;

but he urged further that the complete should not
be simply opposed to the incomplete, but should
rather be regarded as including it. The perfect
whole necessarily includes parts which, regarded in
abstraction from the whole, are imperfect. It is in
this way that his conception of perfection differs

from those of Plato and Leibniz. Thus conceived,
however, the perfect is not, it would seem, to be
regarded as boundless.
More recently the conception of infinity has been

largely dealt with from the more purely mathe-
matical side. It is impossible here to enter into
any full consideration of the work that has been
done in this direction. The most important result

would seem to lie in bringing out the fact that the
conception of infinity, as em^oyed in mathematics,
is not that of simple endlessness, but rather that of

a definite kind of endlessness, due to the formal
working out of some system of relations. The
infinite thus comes to be sharply distinguished
from the indefinite. Every infinity that has mathe-
matical significance is a definite infinity ; and there

1 Hegel’s Sstinction was partly anticipated by Spinoza and,
more definitely, by Leibniz.

2 Sometimes, not quite happily, translated *bad infinite.

Sahleoht^ as Hutchison Stirling pointed out (Secret of H^el,
new ed., Edinburgh, 1898, p. 553), has here its original meaning
of * simply’—as it still has in schlechthin. Stirling translates

it * downright.’ But Hegel seems to have been punning. He
intended the term to convey the implication of *bad’ or
* vicious ’ as well. He calls it also * negative.’
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are as many dilFerent infinities as there are systems
of relations that can he worked out without limit.
A simple case of this is found in the conception of a part

that is exactly similar to the whole of which it is a part.
A Thus, if the small square B is exactly

similar to the large square A, its
similarity implies that it also will have
a part 0 which is exactly similar to
itself and to A. 0 also must have a
similar part, and so on without end.
The endlessness arises here from the
constant repetition of the same relation
of similarity

; and the constant repeti-
tion is necessitated by the statement
of the first relation. This particular

t.- 1. .i.
special interest from the way

in which it has been applied by Royce to the relation between
the universe and its parts.

3. Critical summary,—We may now consider
more definitely the exact significance which the
conception of infinity has for us at the present
time. In doing so, we may set aside the concep-
tion of perfection and also the conception of simple
endlessness, and concentrate our attention on the
definite conception of an endlessness that is in*
volved in the working out of a system of relations.

It seems clear that certain systems of relations
do lead us into an infinite series. The instance
already referred to is evidently such a case, and it
seems to have a large range of possible applications

to the parts into which the path of a mov-
mg body may be subdivided, and the like. It is
important, therefore, that we should consider the
exact significance of this conception.
There are three main ways in which it may be

regarded.
^
It may be contended (1) that such

mathematical determinations are essentially sub-
jective, and need not be supposed to have any
objective validity; (2) that they express definite
characteristics of existing things ; or (3) that they
are hypotheses having a certain obj'ective signifi-
cance, but not necessarily having any direct
application to particular existences. To discuss
these views thoroughly would involve a meta-
P^ysical investigation of the meaning of reality,^d of the place of mathematical determinations
in it. It must suffice to say here that the first
view at least appears to he erroneous. It connects
with such theories as those of Berkeley and Hume
and the modem pragmatists

; and it falls to the
ground along with the general doctrines of sub-
jective idealism. The arguments of Frege and
others have probably convinced most people that
mathematical determinations cannot he regarded
as purely subjective. Hence we are left to choose
between the other two views. The former of them
appears to err by overlooking the distinction be-
tween the possible or hypothetical and the actual
or existent, or, in other words, between what is
formally vahd and what applies to particular con-
crete objects. Any hypothesis, or (in Meinong’s
language) ‘Amnahme,Ms no doubt, in a certain
sense, objective. It is a real meaning, and is
subject to the conditions that are involved in that
meaimg. The thought; of a centaur, for instance,w subject to the^ determinations that are impliedm a de^ite union of certain characteristics of
horse and man. Nevertheless, so far as we know
centaurs do not exist and never have existed

; or
if a mathematical mode of expression is preferred^
we may ^y that the number of existing centaurs
IS zero. Similarly, it may be asked, with reference
to any other hypothetical determination, how far
it can be applied to any existing things. In some
cases undoubtedly a direct application can be made
whereas in other cases this is not legitimate. For
instance, any number is capable of subdivision-
and there are some numerable things to which such
subdivision is immediately applicable. A flock of
100 ^eep, for instance, can readily be divided into
two halves

; and each half can again be subdivided

into two. But the flocks thus formed could not
again be cut into two equal portions 'without
destroying some of the sheep. Yet the conception
of such a subdivision has a real meaning; and
though it is not directly applicable to the sheep itmay be applicable to some special aspect of them
(e.g., their price). Similarly, the conception of an
endless number has a real mathematical signifi-
cance ; but the^ question remains to what par-
ticular objects, if any, that conception is directl-v
applicable.
Some illustrations may serve to make this clear. Take the

case, previously referred to, of an object that contains a part
exactly similar to itself. It is clear that in this case we are led
to the conception of an endless series. The meaning of this isqmte definite and ob3 ective. But the question remains whetherwe can point to any existing object that contains a part exact!v
similar to itself. It has been suggested that such an objectwould be provided if within any country a perfectly accuratemap of that country were constructed, showing every detail
For such a map, being perfectly accurate, would contain, amon^
other things, a representation of itself

; and the map of the map
would, of course, contain another similar map within it and
so on \^thout end. But this is manifestly an unreal illustra-
toon. A picture always represents something other than itself
Further, no materials could be provided by which such a
detailed map could be constructed. At the same time, the
concepuion is, no doubt, objective, in the sense that it conveys
an intelligible meaning. Again, it has been said that, if it istpe to hold that when I know anything I know that I know it
then w must also be true that I know that I know that I know
It, and so on ad infinitum. This is a better illustration : for
in this case, there is no definite limit that can be set to this
knowledge of knowledge. The knowledge is actual, however
only m so far as we produce it by reflexion

; and, as a matter of
fact, we should soon tire of this reflective process. Another
illustoation that has been given is that of two mirrors facingone
another. Each mirror contains a reflexion of the other, and in
ttus reflexion there is an image of itself, and so on without end.But this also IS unreaL The conditions of the reflexion of light
would not allow the process to go on beyond a certain pomt.pother ingenious application of the conception of endlessness
h^^ been given by B. Russell in his statement of the problem
which he has called ‘ the Tristram Shandy ’

:
1 ‘Tristram Shandy

as we know, took two years to write the first two days of his
Ufe, and lamented that, at this rate, material would accumulate
faster than he could deal with it, so that he could never come toan end. Now, I maintain that, if he hadlived for ever, and notweaned of his task, then, even if his Hfe had continued as
eventfully as it began, no part of his biography would havereamed unwritten.’ This seems to be a clear case of a reductio
aa absurdum of the attempt to apply the mathematical concep-
tion of mfimty directly to a concrete problem. For, however
convincing the mathematical reasoning may be, it is surely
obvious that toe conclusion must be wrong.* The longer Tris-tram Shandy lived, the more would he be behindhand with his
biography. It would, indeed, be difficult to find a clearer
mstance to show that the mathematical conception of infinity
has only a formal validity, and that its applicability to any
concrete case must be tested by other considerations. Every
existing thing excludes certain abstract possibilities. This is at

senses in which we may interpret the saying
that ‘ determination is negation.’

®

With this general view in mind, we may now
consider briefly some of the chief cases to which
the conception of endlessness has been thought to
he applicable.

4. Infinite extension.—The conception of infinite
extension is commonly thought to be applicable to
things in space ^ and to events in time, and also to
the series of conditions (whether temporal or not)
upon which existing things are dependent. It
might he supposed to^ he applicable also to series

qualities (e.^., degrees of heat or
shades of colour). From a formal point of view, it
IS evident that there is no reason for stopping
short anywhere in such relations as that of before
and after, side by side, greater and less in degree,
more and less of particular qualities, or causal
antecedent and consequent. However far we may
proceed in the application of these relations, it
appears to be always possible to think of a further
extension ; and it seems quite arbitrary to stop at

+TU
^ Particular point. It does not follow, however,

that there is an endless number of existent cases
that can be determined by these formal relations.

J
Principles of Mathematics, London, 1903, p. 358.
Jonathan Edwards has an ingenious argument against the

application of mfinity to spatial objects. But it does not appear
to be convincing. See Works, London, 1840, vol. i. p. cclim.
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In the case of the alphabet, B comes after A and
before C, but there is no letter prior to A. Here
the limitation is arbitrary ; i.e., it is dependent on

a human convention. On the other hand, grey is

darker than white and lighter than black, but

there is nothing darker than black or lighter than
white. The fact that this particular scale of

qualities has two ends is not arbitrary, like the
{eiTnilfl.r limitation of the alphabet ; but the limita-

tion seems to be quite as definite. Similarly, red

and blue appear to present themselves as end-

points in a scale of colour-qualities. May it not,

in like manner, be the case that there is some
occurrence that has nothing before it, that there is

some star that has nothing due west of it, that

there is some happening that has no determining
antecedent, and so on in other instances ? There
are, no doubt, difficulties in conceiving any such
end-points. The difficulty in the case of spatial

extension was vividly stated by Lucretius.^ He
supposed himself to stand at an extreme end of

the physical universe—say, at its extreme western
verge—and to shoot an arrow outwards. What, he
asks, is to prevent him from doing so ? The answer
seems clearly to be that there is nothing in the
formal constitution of space to prevent him ; but,

on the other hand, it might be physically impos-
sible for him to get to the extreme verge or to

shoot his arrow outwards. Though there is nothing
in the form of space to prevent him, there may be
some* hing in the general conditions of the Cosmos.
A more serious difficulty was urged by Kant in

the case of time. He contended that we could not
sujipose a first occurrence in time, because there

could be no reason for it to happen at one point in

time rather than at any other. It seems clear,

however, that this is not a difficulty with regard

to the temporal series as such, but rather with
regard to the causal series. If causation is con-

ceived, as Kant conceived it, as temporal sequence,

the first member in the series of causes would be
unexplained. If, however, the causal series is

thought of in a different way—e.y., teleologically

—this difficulty would disappear. In a teleological

series there may be a reason for beginning at one
point rather than at another. What is necessary

& only that something should be taken as self-

explanatory or causa sui. It does not, of course,

fail within our present scope to consider whether
this is a legitimate hypothesis. It is enough to

urge that it is a conceivable one. If this is granted,

all the series to which reference has been made
might be supposed to be finite, Le., not endlessly

extended.
But, of course, this does not prove that they are

finite. It may still be asked whether there is any
real objection to the supposition that they may
be endless. The chief objection appears to be
the one that was urged by Kant with reference to

the particular case of time—^viz. that the sup-

position of an endless series which is actually

completed seems to be self-contradictory. If we
say that, however great anything may be, there

is always something else that is greater, we seem
to be in effect stating that there both is and is not
something which is greatest. If there is a greatest

—viz. the infinitely great—^the series is not end-
less ; if there is not a greatest, the series is incom-
plete. Similarly, if we say that every ground has
another ground, we seem to be saying both that
there is and that there is not an ultimate ground.
But, it may be urged, does not the conception of

a limited whole involve difficulties quite as great?
Not, it would seem, if some real ground can be
assigned for the limitation. In most cases of

limitation, the limits seem arbitrary or imper-
fectly explained. Why, for instance, it may be

1 de Rerum Natura, i. 968-973.

asked, are there only three dimensions in space
as commonly conceived in the interpretation of the
physical system? Why is there only a limited
number of possible colour-experiences? Perhaps
grounds could be given for such limitations. At
any rate, there seems to be no reason for assuming
that no ground could be given for the limitation
of any jparticular series of concrete things. The
conception of limits to existence in time is perhaps
the most difficult. For some considerations bear-
ing upon this, reference may be made to art.

Eteenity.
5. Infinite division.—The objections to endless

division are even more apparent than those to
endless extension. It involves the same difficulty

of the completion of an endless series ; but it has
a further difficulty with respect to the limiting
conception that is involved in it. When we think
of anything as being divided without end, the
ultimate parts have to be conceived as infinitely

little. Now the infinitely little seems to be
indistinguishable from zero; and zero seems to

be indistinguishable from the non-existent. On
the other hand, the pounds that lead us to
postulate endless division are in some respects
more cogent than those that lead us to the con-
ception of infinite extension. We start in this

case with a completed whole, so that at least its

completion cannot be questioned; and yet there
seems to be no reason for stopping at any point in

its subdivision. Hence Kant urged that, in the
case of division, the series must be supposed to be
actually infinite, and not merely indefinite ex-
tensible. But it is to be observed that Kant’s
argument depends upon the homogeneity of the
whole that is to be divided. And this is where
the weakness of the argument lies. If we assume
that a given whole is homogeneous throughout, we
are assuming that it is divisible throughout. The
real question is whether any given whole is homo-
geneous. Now, this at least is clear, that we are
not entitled to make any such assumption in the
case of degrees and qualities. An intense heat
does not appear to be made up of a number of

smaller heats ; nor does it seem legitimate to say
that the distinction between any intensity and the
next intensity below it is the same as the distinc-

tion between any other intensity and the next
below it. Nor are we entitled to say that the
distinction between blue and green is the same
as that between green and yellow. Hence in such
cases we do not seem to have any ground for the
postulation of an infinite series of homogeneous
units within a given whole. Moreover, if we
confine ourselves to recognizable distinctions in

degrees and qualities, it seems certain that the
number is finite. Similarly, modern physical

science tends more and more to throw doubt on
the view that physical bodies can be indefinitely

divided into homogeneous parts. Bather it seems
at least probable that physical bodies consist of

parts which cannot themselves be described as

physical bodies. If so, the argument from homo-
geneity is not cogent. There may be parts that

are not capable of further subdivision. Similarly,

it may be doubted whether any such conception

is applicable to conscious states. An experience of

pleasure, for instance, does not appear to be cap-

able of subdivision into a number of homogeneous
parts.

The strongest case is probably that of motion,

to which reference has already been made. When
any body moves from one point to another, it is

certainly natural to think of it as passing through

an indefinite number of intervening positions ; and
it is here that we come upon the paradoxes of

Zeno. With regard to Achilles and the tortoise,

however, it seems clear that the motion does not
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consist of homogeneous parts. Both of these mov-
ing bodies would presumably advance step by step.

This suggests the question whether it may not be
the case that all motion is discontinuous. If so,

we, of course, come upon one of the other para-

doxes of Zeno, viz. that ‘the flying arrow rests.’

If the flight of the arrow is discontinuous, this may
be interpreted as meaning that it is successively

at the points A, B, C, etc., but is never moving
between them. But is this a serious objection?

If it occupies these points successively, it does

move from one to another. Its motion would
not be made any the less real by the^ fact that it

did not occupy any intervening positions. The
fact that there is no cardinal number between two
ind three does not make the transition from two
to three any the less real. Considerations of this

kind may serve to show that there is no real

reason for denying that the number of parts in the
subdivision of any concrete thing may be finite.^

6. Infinite attributes.—The^ conception of in-

finity—especially in the Cartesian school, where it

was most freely applied—has been special^ used
as a determination of the idea of God. In this

use it is generally regarded as being applicable

to certain attributes, of which the chief are know-
ledge, power, and goodness. Temporal and spatial

infinity have also been frequently ascribed to God

;

but with these it is not necessary to deal further.

The other three forms of infinity call for some
notice. As regards the first, it may be observed
that, if infinite is interpreted as meaning bound-
less, infinite knowledge would seem to mean the
knowledge of an endless number of things. Now,
there is evidently a sense in which any one who
has a clear apprehension of number at all does
know an infinite number. A competent mathe-
matician may be said to know all conceivable
numbers, since the formation of numbers depends
upon a single principle ; and, if it be allowed that
an infinitenumber is conceivable, themathematician
knows that. But he does^ not know all the rela-

tions that might be ascertained as holding between
different numbers. Infinite knowledge would pre-
sumably include this. It would also include a
full apprehension of the temporal, spatial, causal,

intensive, and qualitative orders, and of all the
different kinds of existences, and of all the relations
that could be ascertained as holding within or
between these various types; and this kind of
knowledge might be held to be boundless. As
regards particular existences, the knowledge of
these would not be boundless, unless the things
to be known are boundless—which is at least
doubtful ; but it would include the apprehension
of every particular thing that actually does exist.

In this respect it would be all-inclusive, but not
endless.

Infinite power is more difficult to interpret when
infinity is understood in the sense of endlessness.
Some writers have interpreted it in a way that
seems to lead to absurdity. J. M. E. McTa^gart,^
for instance, takes it as meaning the possibility
of bringing about anything, however self-contra-
dictory it may be—of making black white, good
evil, the existent non-existent, the infinite finite,

2-1-2=5 or 100, and so forth. This, however,
seems meaningless. A being infinitely powerful in
this sense might evidently also be lacing in aU
power. Such a being would be, in the fuUest
sense, unconditioned or indeterminate. We might,
however, interpret infinite power as meaning the
possibility of accomplishing whatever is chosen.
It would then be limited oy the condition that
what is chosen is not evil or absurd—i.e., it would
be taken in conjunction with the conceptions of
infinite goodness and knowledge. Infinite power,

1 Some Dogmas of Religion^ London, 1906, ch. vi.

thus interpreted, would be boundless, if there is an
endless nmnber of things to be chosen.

Infinite goodness, again, interpreted as bound-
less, would seem to mean the cnoice of what is

best in every case. If the number of cases is

endless, the choices would be endless. In dealing
with goodness, however, it is certainly better to

regard the attribute as essentially qualitative.

The attitude of always choosing the best seems
to be in itself a simple determination of will or
character. It does not really consist of a number
of distinct things. The endlessness lies only in

the number of cases to which the one principle of

choice may be applied. Hence it seems better tc
speak of j^erfect goodness than of endless goodness.
And this suggests the question whether the same

is not really true of the other attributes as well.

If infinite power means the possibility of bringing
about what is chosen as best, this also does not
seem necessarily to involve in itself anything that
is endless, though there may be an endless number
of things in which the potentiality is displayed.

Similarly, infinite knowledge might be interpreted

as meaning complete insight into the conditions
on which anything is to be known. A thoroughly
skilled mathematician might in this sense have
infinite knowledge within his own domain, and yet
not have an endless number of facts present to his

mind. It may be ur^ed, therefore, that it is better

to apply the conception of perfection, rather than
that of endlessness, in the interpretation of all

these attributes.

It is perhaps partly the difficulty in the applica-

tion of the conception of endlessness that has led

some writers to postulate the existence of a ‘ finite

God.’^ If an infinite God exists, it seems clear

that such a being must be thought of as complete

;

yet it is difficmt—if not self-contradictory—to
think of anything that is endless as being complete.
It is, however, mainly from the point of view of

erfection that the conception of a finite God has
een brought forward. It is urged that what we
know about the imperfections of the world forces

us to believe that, if there is a God at all. He is

either not perfect in goodness or not perfect in
knowledge or in power. But the consideration of

this question lies beyond the scope of the present
article.

7. The infinity of the Cosmos.—It is evident
that, in a certain sense, the Cosmos includes the
endless; for it includes number, and number is

endless. This does not necessarily imply, however,
that the Cosmos contains an endless number of

existences. This distinction hasbeen partlybrought
out in the present article ; but to explain it fully

would require a careful consideration of the
distinction between existence and reality. It must
suffice to say here that existence seems to present
itself as a selection from a larger realm 01 possi-

bility. If we mean by existence that which occurs

in the time order, within -which our own conscious

experience falls, it seems clear that some things

—

e.g.y perfect knowledge, goodness, and power

—

may be real, though they do not in that sense

exist. Again, there is a sense in which anything
that is conceivable may be said to be real. If it

is conceivable, it is really conceivable; and the
conditions of such conceivability would seem to be
contained within the structure of the Cosmos.^ In
this sense itmay be said that endlessness—inasmuch
as it has a real meaning—is contained in the
Cosmos. But it does not appear to be correct to

say that the Cosmos itself is endless. Bather it

^ One of the best statements of this view is to be found in H.
Rashdall’s Thetyry of Good and Oxford, 1907, ii. 287-244

;

of. also McTag^rt, iSome Dogmas of Religiont oh. vii., and J.

Ward, The Realm of JSnds, Cambridge. 1911, especially p. 448 f.

2 Reference may be made to an article on ‘The Meaning of

Beali^,' in Mind^ Jan. 1914.
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would seem that, if there can properly be said to

be a Cosmos at all, it must be supposed to be a

complete whole. But it may be infinite, in the

sense that it is perfect and all-inclusive. Indeed,

to say that it is a complete whole seems to imply
that it is perfect and all-inclusive ; but whether it

is to be really so conceived, and, if so, how, is a
problem that cannot be adequately dealt with in

such an article as this. Nor is it possible to discuss

here how far the conception of such a perfect

Cosmos would agree with or differ from the con-

ception of an infinite God referred to in the preced-

ing section.

See also artt. God, Good and Evil, Hegel.
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INFORMERS.—One who has knowledge that

a crime has been committed is morally, and fre-

quently legally, bound to lodge information of such
crime in order that justice may be done. This
holds both in the strictly legal and in the religious

sphere ; indeed, in many strata of civilization

there is no demarcation between the two. The
duty is binding, moreover, not only upon the
official classes, whether civil or religious, but
upon every one who has cognizance of the crime.

Morally speaking, he who conceals his knowledge
of, e.y., a murder, and thereby assists the inurderer

to escape detection (to ^ve the least possible con-

sequence of his dereliction), is jparticeps criminis.

This principle is recognized in primitive codes, as

when, among the Aztecs, one wno had cognizance

of treason and did not divulge his knowledge wp
j

enslaved (H. Post, Grundriss der ethnolog. Juris-
\

prudenz, Oldenburg, 1894-95, ii. 314, 324, with
further instances and lit.).

^
At the same time,

there may be limits to this obligation. Thus
Chinese law forbids a kinsman or a slave to lodge
information, and even punishes with death anony-
mous informers, if their identity is established,

while the African Kru regard as a culprit one who
divulges information concerning a crime in which
he has no concern (Post, ii. 314 f.).

The important assistance rendered to justice by
the informer receives recognition in the usage of

giving him a substantial reward, generally from
the fine which the convicted must pay, this reward
being a ninth among the Kalmuks ; and the same
code also recognizes the principle of ‘king’s evi-

dence,* so that he who deserts a robber band and
lodges information regarding them escapes punish-
ment (Post, ii. 315 f.).

Such is the ideal theory of the informer, whose
importance in aiding the ends of justice must be
frankly recognized. Yet the informer is a hated
creature, often despised by those who profit by
what he tells. The code of Manu, for instance,

places him in the same category as madmen and
scoffers at the Veda; no Brahman may eat food
proffered by an informer; and the lodging of
(false [?]) information is equivalent to the most
heinous sin of killing a Brahman (iii. 161, iv. 214,
xi. 56). In Europe any private citizen who,
with the most unexceptional of motives, seeks to
secure evidence of the violation of the laws of the

land, such laws, for example, as those governing
the sale of liquor or those regulating houses of
ill-fame, may, indeed, further the ends of justice,
but will too often be exposed both to the more or
less concealed contempt of the official service and
almost certainly to the contumely of the public,
even of the more enlightened and thoughtful of its

members.
This attitude, too, has its justification. The

informer may be the most honourable of men
; but

he may also be a thoroughly despicable creature,
serving not for the promotion of the welfare of
society, but for the mere money that he can make,
or he may be influenced by personal hatred. This
is why the informer is loathed, with the added
factor that all peoples of even moderately advanced
ethical development have a predilection for fair

play and for open fight, if fight must needs

To summarize the ethical aspect of the informer,
we may say that in many cases he undoubtedly
advances the cause of law and justice where with-
out his aid crime could be perpetrated and flourish.

That by his means many an instance of unjust
punishment has been inflicted does not in the least

militate against the use of his services ; it merely
signifies that his motives and evidence need to be
tested with more rigidity than in the case of official

guardians of the law. Indeed, he is a check
upon these guardians, who may err on the side
of leniency (and not always from disinterested
motives), just as he may be guided by undue
severity (and sometimes from motives at least

equally interested). As regards the ethical posi-

tion of the informer, each case is to be judged
separately. If he is convinced that the offence

concerning which he lodges information is indeed
wrong and that it should be punished, his act is

commendable and in the interests of society, even
though he may have a sub-motive of personal hate
(perhaps in consequence of injury which he has
suffered either from the system of crime as a whole
or from the person or persons involved in the par-

ticular offence). If, however, his motive is merely
to gratify personal resentment or to secure the
pecuniary or other reward offered, then, while his

act may be to the welfare of the social organism,
he himself is ethically to be condemned.
The informer does not seem to have become a

real problem until the days of the late Republic
and early Empire of Rome. By the former period

he must have become a peril, for Cicero urges (rfe

Offic, ii. 14) that his statements must be received

only for cogent reasons and in infrequent cases,

and then with caution. Yet under the worst of

the emperors the evil side of the delator waxed
luxuriant. Tiberius ‘decreed special rewards to

accusers, and sometimes to witnesses; credence

was refused to no informer* (Suetonius, Tih. Ixi.)

;

and probably the rhetoric of Pliny the Younger
was not very far beyond the mark when he said

{Panegyr. xxxiv.)

:

‘Vidimus delatorum agmen inductnim, quasi grassatorum,

quasi latronum. Non solitudinem illi, non iter, sed templum,
sed forum insederant. Nulla iam testamenta secura, nuUus
status certus : non orbitas, non liberi proderanb. Auxerat hoc
malum principum avaritia.*

While the system of delatio flourished in all its

worst forms, repeated efforts were made to curb it,

Nero reduced to a fourth the rewards offered by the

Lex Papia (Suetonius, Nero, x.), and in his reign

was passed the Senatusconsultum Turpillianum, by
which assistance of informers by procuring evi-

dence or supporting unjust charges was penalized

(Digest, XLViii. xvi. ; Cod. Justin. X. xL). Women,
‘viri clarissimi,* veterans, etc., were absolutely

forbidden to act as informers, while soldiers and
guardians could do so only in special cases (Dig.

XLIX. xiv. 18). But despite every effort, as S. Dill
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remarks {Itoman Soc. from Nero to Marcus Au-
relius, London, 1904, p. 35 f.),
* the profession grew in reputation and emolument. It is a
melancholy proof of the degradation of that society that the
delator could be proud of his craft and even envied and ad-
mired. Men of every degree, freedmen, schoolmasters, petty
traders, descendants of houses as old as the Republic, men from
the rank of the shoemaker Vatinius to a Scaurus, a Cato, or
a Regulus, flocked to a trade which might earn a fabulous
fortune and the favour of the prince. There must have been
many a career like that of Palturius Sura, who had fought in

the arena in the reign of Nero, who had been disgraced and
stripped of his consular rank under Vespasian, who then turned
Stoic and preached the gospel of popular government, and,
in the reign of Domitian, crowned his career by becoming a
delator, and attempting to found a juristic theory of absolute
monarchy.’
After scourging delators, Titus either sold or

exiled them (Suetonius, Tit. viii . )

;

every possible
impediment was placed in their way (Dig. XLViii.
ii. 7. 1 ; Cod. Justin, rx. i. 3, ii. 17, iii. 2) ; in 319
Constantine imposed the death penalty on any
delation (Cod. Theodos. X. x. 2) ; and in 365
Valentinian and Valens forbade anonymous dela-
tions (Cod. Justin, ix. xxxvi.); but all these
measures proved ineffectual.

Yet in all these enactments attention was evi-
dently directed to the suppression of the abuses
of the system rather than to the abrogation of the
system itself- It is true that Trajan banished the
delators {Panegyr. xxxiv.-xxxvi.) ; but, at least in
the provinces, they were not merely tolerated, but
their evidence was received. This is admirably
attested by Pliny’s famous letter (xcvii.

) regarding
Christians and the Emperor’s reply.

Certain individuals were denounced (deferelantur) to Pliny
as Christians, and he tried each case strictly upon its merits.
To this course the Emperor replies approvingly, directing that
‘ they [the Christians] are not to be sought out

; if tihiey are
denounced and convicted, they mustibe punished ’ (‘ conquirendi
non sunt : si deferantur et arguantur, puniendi sunt ’).

The early Christians must frequently have suf-
fered from the zeal of informers, whether honest
or not (doubtless both types were to be found). It
was not, however, until the early 3rd cent, that
the Councils of the Church took official cognizance
of them. The 73rd canon of the Synod of Elvira
(305 or 306)—a canon incorporated in the Canon
Law (C. 6, causa v. qu. 6)—enacts that

* Delator si quis extiterit fidelis, et per delationem eius aliquis
fuerit proscriptus vel iuterfectus, placuit eum nec in finem
accipere communionem: si levior causa fuerit, intra quin-
quennium accipere poterib communionem; si catechumenus
fuerit, post qumquennii tempora admittetur ad baptismum.’
The ISth canon of the Synod of Arles (314) requires the degrada-
tion of all ecclesiastics who had delivered over (tradidisse)
sacred vessels, copies of the Scriptures, or ‘names of the
brethren.’ ‘But this penalty was only to be inflicted in case
the offence of traditw was proved, not merely by private de-
nunciations (verbis nudis), but by the public laws, by writings
signed by oflBcers of justice (ea; actis publicis), which the Roman
officers had to draw up in executing the Emperor’s edict ’ (0. J.
Hefele, Hist, of the Christian Councils, Eng. tr., i.2 [Edinburgh,
1894] 192). The ordinations previously performed by bishops
who had turned delators were, however, valicL The following
canon of the same Sjmod excommunicates until they die
(‘usque ad exitum’) those ‘ who falsely accuse their brethren’
(cf. Hefele, i.2 191 f.).

If, however, the Church coudemned those who
delated against her, she encouraged those who in-
formed for her, and even bade them do so. In her

efforts to suppress all manner of heresy in the
Middle Ages, the informer was called into service.
To further the extirpation of the Cathari, peni-
tents were obliged to denounce all whom they knew
or suspected to be heretics of that type, and dela-
tion was regarded as necessary proof of conversion.

‘ How useful this was is seen in the case of Saurine Rigaud,
whose confession is recorded at Toulouse in 1254, where it is
followed by a list of one hundred and sixty-nine persons in-
criminated by her, their names being carefully tabulated with
their places of residence for immediate action. . . . Delation
was so indispensable to the Inquisition that it was to be secured
by rewards as well as by punishments. Bernard Gui tells us
that those who voluntarily come forward and prove their zeal
by confession and by betraying all their associates are not only
to be pardoned, but their livelihood must be secured at the
hands of princes and prelates; while betraying a single “per-
fected” heretic insured immunity and perhaps additional re-
ward. ... It became, in fact, a settled principle of law that
either husband or wife knowing the other to be a heretic and
not giving information within a twelvemonth was held to be a
consenting party without further evidence, and was punishable
as a heretic’ (H. C. Lea, Hist, of the Inquisition of the Middle
Ages, London, 1908-11, i. 409, 432).

Where it was possible to take vengeance on the
informer, he -was not spared. This is clearly
exemplified by the history of delation among the
mediaeval Jews. Under Arab dominion, informa-
tion was rife in Jewry, as when, about 1089, Khalfa
ibn al-A*jab and his son Uayyim drove Isaac al-
Fasi from N. Africa to Spain ; and after the
expulsion of the Moors from Spain, the informer
continued to harass the Jews under Christian rule,
as was the case throughout Europe generally. No
new principles appear, but the penalty of death
was not merely pronounced upon the delator, but

I
was actually carried into effect, often with the
consent of the King, notably in the cases of Joseph
Pichon, royal farmer of taxes, beheaded at Seville,
21st Aug. 1379, and of a notorious delator executed
by royal authority at Barcelona about 1280. So
heinous was the offence of an informer deemed that
he might be seized and condemned to death forth-
with, and the penalty might even be imposed in
his absence. In Germany the tribulations Drought
upon the Jews by the informer ("idd, ‘traditor,’
iiaVn, ‘ delator,’ ‘ slanderer ’) were especially
severe, as in the expulsions from Augsburg, Nurem-
berg, and Regensburg ; and in Poland, where, with
government sanction, an informer’s tongue or
ears might be cut off, the death penalty is said to
have been inflicted as late as the close of the 18th
century.

‘As a survival of that gloomy phenomenon of mediseval his-
tory, there had long existed in the Ritual of Congregations a
prayer, which was repeated on Mondays and Thursdays and at
other times, against this social evil, and which in various lands
was extant in manuscript for the use of the readers of congre-
gations. Excommunication and execution had thus yielded to
prayer and imprecation ’ (D. Kaufmann, J'QiJ viii. 228).

Litbraturb.— The various treatises on Roman Law (con-
veniently summarized in Pauly-Wissowa, iv. [1901] 2427 f.) ; J.
Bingham, Ant. of the Christian Church, xvi. x. § 10 (Oxford,
1843-45) ; artt. ‘ Delator,’ in W. Smith, Diet, of and Rom.
Ant. (London, 1876), p. 388 f., ‘ Informers,’ in DCA i. [1875] 838,
‘Moser,’ in ix [1905] 42-44; D. Kaufmann, ‘Jewish In-
formers in the Middle Ages,’ in JQR viii. [1895-96] 217-238.

Louis H. Gray.

INHERITANCE.
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Egyptian (G. Fouoaet), p. 299.
Greek (W. J. Woodhouse), p. 302.
Hebrew (H. P. Smith), p. 306.

INHERITANCE (Primitive and Savage).—i.
Primitive property and the conception of inherit-
ance.—Among primitive races, both religious beliefs
and social organization are such as to hinder rather

Hindu (J. Jolly), p. 308.

Jewish (I. Abrahams), p. 309.
Muslim.—See Law (Muhammadan).
Roman (W. J. Woodhouse), p. 310.
Teutonic (B. S. Phillpotts), p. 311.

than favour the origin and growth of the conception
of the transfer of estate, by regular succession, to
a rejjresentative of a former i)ossessor. This is

especially the case with material property. In-
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dividual possessions are confined to a few weapons,
implements, ornaments, and utensils. At death

these are buried with the owner or destroyed by
breaking or burning, either that they may serve

for his use in the future life, or because of the

pollution of death which has made them useless to

the living. The hut is pulled down or allowed to

decay.
Even when the principle of inheritance is re-

cognized, this custom of destroying property is

continued, and may seriously diminish the estate,

although not unnaturally there is a tendency to

limit the practice to articles of little value.

In Savage Island the heir receives only what remains of the

material possessions of the deceased after the greater part has

been destroyed in his honour.i The Nagas of Manipur seriously

reduce the value of the inheritance by placing a number of

articles in the grave—^usually those most dosely associated with

the deceased in his lifetime—though as a rule the custom is

confined to articles of small value.2 Death among the Bathonga
is regarded as a great pollution, and is followed by elaborate

purificatory ceremonies :
part of the property of the deceased,

such as rugs, clothes, mats, and old earthen pots, is placed in

the grave ;
articles of value are purified and the hut is crushed.3

It is clear that the practice, whether based upon
the idea of continued ownership after death or

upon pollution, did not, in the earlier stages of

development, allow for any rights of the heirs.

Nor are the conditions of land tenure such as either

to originate or to foster such rights. Amongnomad
hunters, even if their sense of possession is strong

enough to lead them to guard their hunting grounds

from trespass by their neighbours (which is not

invariably the case), rights of individual ownership,

which might be inhented, are, as a rule, not re-

cognized ; and the same applies to lands in the

occupation of primitive pastoral tribes such as the

Yakuts, while among agricultural peoples, where
transmission of land to heirs is from the nature of

the case of greater moment, it frequently happens

that the conditions of tenure ana the custom of

periodical redistribution are such as to indicate a
communal tenure, not entirely superseded, rather

than an absolute individual ownership. The right

to hunt or pasture over certain lands, however,

although belonging to the individual in virtue of

his membership of a certain group, is hereditary in

a somewhat vague and undefined manner, inasmuch
as it is in fact transmitted from father to son.

It is said of the tribes of the Lower Hunter River that the

males inherited tiie hunting grounds of their fathers.^ Probably

it would be more correct to say that the rights were transmitted

to them as members of the local group to which their fathers

belonged. An initiation custom practised by the natives of

Gape York in reference to territorial rights seems to stand

midway between this form of transmission in virtue of group
membership and inheritance in the stricter sense.

^
Inheritance

is through the mother, or a man’s heirs are his uterine nephews,

but the country over which the youth who is being initiated

shall have the right of hunting and collecting roots and fruits

is determined at one stage of the ceremony when one of his

teeth IS knocked out by repeated blows with a bone. At each
blow the operator names the ‘country* of his mother, his

mother’s father, or one of her relatives. The country named
as the tooth falls out is the one over which he has rights.® He
has been admitted to a group to which the countrj' belongs

;

at the same time it is a group with which he has a hereditary

and not merely a local connexion.

2. Origin of inheritance.—^Although custom and
religious belief operate in this way to prevent
personal property from passing to those who might
be regarded as the heirs of a deceased person, it is,

nevertheless, probable that the practice of inherit-

ance and the rules of succession first grew up in

connexion with this rather than with land, rank,

profession, or calling, and the like, which, though
1 B. Thomson, * Note upon the Natives of Savage Island or

Niu6,* tT’AJ xxxi. [1901] 143.
2 T. 0. Hodson, The Ndga Tribes of ManipuTt London, 1911,

p. 99.
8 H. A. Junod, The Life of a, South African Tribe, London

and Neuchatel, i. [1912] 140, 142 ; cf., further, on the subject as

a whole, A. H. Post, Grundriss der ethnolog. Jurisprudenz, ii.

174 f.

4 B. McKiernan, * Some Notes on the Aborigines of the Lower
Hunter River, New South Wales,* Anthropos, vi. [1911] 888.

® A. 0. Haddon, Head Hunters, London, 1902, p. 191.
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at this early stage transmitted by other means,
are inherited at a higher level of culture (see below,

3 (fl?)). This seems clear from the fact that inherit-

ance of personal property is recognized while the

tenure of land continues to be communal, or subject

to rights originating in communal tenure ; the

chieftainship or headship of a group is wholly or

partly elective ; and a profession, such as that of

the medicine-man, or anindustrial calling is assumed
by association rather thanby relationship. Further,

it arises out of the action of the living rather than

the dead. Testamentary disposition appears at a

comparatively late stage of development, and gifts

inter vivos are frequently rendered void by death.

It is the desire of the living to possess some specially

valuable weapon or ornament which has overcome
religious scruples, rather than the wish of the owner
to benefit those who come after him.

Among the Arawak it is not uncommon for the hammock in

which the body is laid in the grave to be withdrawn afterwards

if it is new and good.1 In New Guinea, among the Koita and
Motu tribes, although the house of a dead man is allowed to

decay, the fioor beams, which are valued on account of their

fine workmanship, are not allowed to suffer the same fate, but
are regarded as the most important part of the inheritance.^

The familiar custom of substituting ceremonial

objects or models for objects of utility or value,

and avoiding the sacrifice of slaves and wives, which
is found in its most highly developed form in the

burials of ancient Egypt, is probably due to the

wish of the heir to prevent too serious a reduction in

his inheritance rather than to the desire of the owner
to pass on his estate intact. It may also be noted

that an important or a chief part in
^

the rites

accompanying the burial ceremony, which would
afford the opportunity of withholding any of the

personal property from destruction, is frequently

entrusted to a near relative, who at a later stage

is either the heir or takes a considerable share of

the estate.

In Samoa only the sister or the sister’s child had the privilege

of sitting at the head of the grave and breaking the bottle of

scented oil to pour over the uncovered face of the dead man,*

while among the Bathonga the younger brother, who inherited

the chief vufe of the deceased, entered her kraal, of which he

became the master, performed the ‘rite of the twig,* and
delivered the address to the ancestors.4 If a Kikuyu son refuses

to assist in digging his father’s grave, he is disqualified from

receiving a share in the estate.® The sons or grandsons chosen

by the Baganda clan to perform the burial ceremonies each took

a widow from the inheritance, and the sister|s son received a

woman for performing the ceremonies which brought the

mourning to an end.®

3. The inheritable estate.—(a) Personalproperty,

Material things, such as weapons, implements,

utensils, and ornaments,wouldbeamong tne earliest

kinds of articles to be regarded as falling by suc-

cession to a man’s connexions at his death. In

ordinary circumstances these are affected by_ no

S
pecial rule, but followthe regular line of succession,

though certain articles may be by custom assigned

to a particular person or class of persons.^

The Tube-tube tribes of New Guinea distinguish two categories

of personal property. Drums, lime-pots, lime-spatula^ and

canoes go to the sister’s chfidren, even if they are girls, but in

this case for their children. If the sister has no children,^ this

class of property w^ould pass to the maternal uncle, but with a

reversion at his death to a man’s own brothers and sisters.

Property of the second category, such as arm-shells and the

like; and also pigs, was divided between a man’s own children

and those of his sister. Among the Waga-waga tribes, ornaments

given to a wife by a husband are regarded at his death as the

heritage of his gariaiina, a man who performs certain ceremonies

1 E. Im Thum, Among the Indians ofBritish Guiana, London,

1883 p 226.
2 6.*^G. Seligmann, The Melanesians of New Guinea, 0am-

^^^G.^Brownf o>nd Polynesians, London, 1910, pp.

42, 403.
4 Junod, i. 142, 200.

, ^ ,

5 0. W. Hobley, ‘ Further Researches into Kikuyu and K^ba
Religious Beliefs and Customs,’ JBAl xli. [1911] 418; cf. Post,

4 Roscoe, The Baganda, London, 1911, p. 270.
^

7 On the primitive regulations concerning alienable and m
' alienable property see Post, i. 200 f.
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at the grave, or his brothers.1 Among the Bathonga, of the
tuo assegais which are a part of a man*s regular equipment,
one, the larger, passes to the son, the other to the uterine
nephew

; the nephew has first choice, but by custom leaves the
big assegai to the son.^ A regular classification ot inheritable
property among the Kayans and Kenyaks of Borneo allots all or
most of the domestic utensils to the widow ; old beads, cloth,

bead-boxes, and female slaves to the daughters^ and war-
coats, weapons, and canoes to the sons.3

{h) Land.

—

Inheritance of land is closely bound
up with the system of land tenure. Ijidividual

ownership is a late development, and even among
civilized races communal ownership still aflects

the terms upon which land is held. In the more
primitive types of society—the hunting, pastoral,

and early agricultural stages—it is the right of

user and not the absolute ownership that is

transmitted. Indeed, in the case of a nomadic
community of hunters ranging over a wide tract

of country, the term ‘inheritance,’ as has been
stated above, is hardly applicable in the strict

sense to the methods by ’which members of the
tribe enter into or are admitted to the territorial

rights of their group. They obtain and hold their

rights primarily in virtue of birth in a group, and
not in virtue of their relationship to an indmdual.
The same applies in a less degree to the concep-
tion of land held among pastoral tribes, except
that the group tends to be smaller or a subdivision
of a larger group, such as the sib^ or the family,
among the Yakuts and the mediseval Basques.
The land descends through the head of the family
as a joint possession and not as the property of

a single indmdual. The strong gentile organiza-
tion of the tribes of the north-west coast of
America points to group tenure as the origin
of the custom whereby the hunting grounds of

the Western D4n4s and other tribes of that region
are the hereditary property of the chiefs or the
nobles.^

In an agricultural community, some de^ee of
recognition of individual right of O'wnership ’with

power of transmission to heirs is usual.
Uganda affords an instance to the contrary. All the land,

with the exception of the clan burial-grounds, belongs to the
king. The holdings cultivated hy a man’s wives are granted
him by the chief or directly by the king, who gives estates
to the nobles holding ofl5ce in various districts of the country.
These estates are not inherited, and, on the promotion of
the official, pass to his successor without allowance for
improvements.®

It is more usual, however, where all land is

regarded as the property of the chief, for the
custom to be modified by what is practically a
grant in perpetuity from the chief, either -wdth or
without an annual .payment, the land then being
transmitted as hereditary property, but being
inalienable by sale.
This form of tenure was found in ancient Mexico, where,

among the Nahua races, the property of the nobles was held
directly from the king by the individual, but the land of the
common people was the property of the clan, and held from it

as inalienable but inheritable property by the individual.®
In Nigeria, land was granted in perpetuity subject to an

annual rental and occupation. Although the grantee had no
power to alienate, at his death it did not revert to the chief,
but descended to his heir, usually a son,? who held it on the
same conditions as his father. Similar rules of tenure and
succession are found among the Bathonga, with the exception
that the grants are made by the chief in the first instance to
the local headman by whom the lots are apportioned among the
members of the \illage, without, however, affecting the right of
transmission to heirs.®

_
The mode in which land may be inherited some-

times varies in the same community, the variation
being based upon a distinction between group and
individual ownership, with the result that the
right to inherit is vested in two distinct classes
of persons.

1 Seligniann, p. 522 f. 3 Junod, i. 208.
3 C. Hose and W. McDougall, The Pagan Tribes of Borneo^

London, 1912, L 83; of., for further examples, Post, i, 224 f.

4 0. Hill-Tout, The Far West^ London, 1907, p. 146.
5 Eoscoe, pp. 238, 278.
6 H. H. Bancroft, NR ii. 224 ff.

7 E. E. Dennett, Nigerian Studies^ London, 1910, p. 195.
8 Junod, li. [1913J 6,

Among the Mafulu, each man has a house site in the village,

which at his death ceases to be the property of his family
and reverts to the village; it is, or may be, then allotted to
another member of the group. In addition, he possesses garden
land and bush land, which are his absolute property, but in
the latter case subject to a right of the villagers to pass over
it. This land descends to his sons, but is held m common by
them and their heirs

;
it is never divided, so that the number

of individuals holding a plot of such land in joint ownership
in time may become very large. Any house built upon this
site remains the property of the tamily.i In Melanesia an
analogous distinction is maintained. There, however, the
ancient garden lot (because, it may be assumed, it was
originally cleared by the labour of a group of settlers organized
on a kinship basis) descends to the members of the owner’s kin,

his sisters’ children, but bush land cleared by the owner him-
self and made into a garden lot descends to his children and
continues to be inherited in the direct line so long as the origin
of the clearing is remembered. 2 In Fiji, though the bush land
was held in common, and the tenure of arable land, descending
according to a fixed law of inheritance, was little more than
a grant of user from the chief, land in the Eewa province, con-
sisting of tracts reclaimed from the delta of the river, -was

appropriated by individual families, and as such was subject
to ordinary chattel lavr, alienable, and inheritable by the elaest
son in the first instance, and not by the eldest brother.s An
interesting point arises in connexion with the tenure of trees

as apart from land tenure in Melanesia and the adjacent area.

Property in the trees being distinct from property in the land
on which they stood, they might, and, indeed, frequently did,

descend to an entirely distinct class. Trees planted with the
consent of the owner of the land were inherited by the planter’s

sons ; and trees planted on his own land might be declared to
be the property of his sons instead of the members of his kiu.4

As the principle of individual tenure becomes
more generally recognized, the custom regulating

its transmission at a break in continuity of owner-
ship caused by death tends to approximate more
nearly to the rules of inheritance characteristic

of a highly developed type of civilization, and to

ignore Saims outside the direct line. If any traces

of the more ancient system remain, they may be
sought in the rules for the disposal of the house
and the house site, this being the part of the land
in which the individual first makes good his claim

to absolute ownership, and as sucm tending to

preserve the original form of transmission.
In New Guinea the house site formed an important part of

the inheritance, although the house itself was usually allowed
to rot. It passed either to the son (Koita, Motu) or to the
brother’s sister or sister’s son (Waga-waga, Tube-tube, Bartle

Bay).®

(c) Women as inheritable property.—Many primi-

tive peoples, especially in Africa, regard wives and
daughters as an important part of the estate, to

be transmitted in accordance -with the regular

rules of inheritance with the rest of the property.

The explanation is to be sought partly in the
economic value of women either as workers, or,

in the case of daughters, as potential wealth in

the shape of a bride-price
;
partly in the solidarity

of group feeling which tends to regard everythmg
over which the head of the group has authority

as his absolute possession, and, as such, to be
transferred to his successor; and partly in the
necessity, where the independent status of women
is not recognized, for every woman to he attached
by some definite relation to a male protector. As
a rule the heir married the widow, except when
she was his own mother, and received the bride-

price for the daughters on their marriage.
Among the Akikuyu the son, if adult, inherits his father’s

vsddows, but, as a rule, takes as his own wives only those in

excess of three ; as it is usual for a man not to marry more
than three wives until his son has been received into the tribe,

these widows would be of about the same age as the heir.® In
Nigeria (Kagoro) the son takes any of the widows not taken by
his paternal uncles.? According to the rule of the Wa-Sania,
the wives become the property of the eldest brother of the
deceased ; but, if he already has three wives, or if the number
inherited would give him more than three, the number allowed,

1 E. W. Williamson, The Mafulu^ London, 1912, p. 117.

2 E. H. Codrington, The MelaTiesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 61 f.

s B. Thomson, The FijianSt London, 1908, pp. 358, 369.

4 Codrington, loe. cit.

5 Seligmann, pp. 89 f., 521-524.
® W. S. and K. Boutledge,TritA a Prehistoric People^ London,

1910, p. 148.
7 A. J. N. Tremeame, ‘Some Nigerian Head Hunters,’ JRAl

xlli. £1912] 189.
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he hands them over to other men, whHe their children remain

his property.! Among the Bahima, if the brother already has

two wives, the eldest son takes charge of the widows, althongh

they are looked upon as the property of his uncle,2 The
Araucanos assigned the widows to the eldest son, but in

default of a son they were either given to the eldest brother

or distributed among all the brothers in the order of their

marriage.3 Among the Arunta the wife passes to the younger

brothers.4

{d) Chieftainship, rank, status, —Although

the tendency is for the chieftainship or headship

of a group to be hereditary, this is by no means

a matter of course, and among many primitive

peoples other considerations are taken into account

m choosing or accepting a leader of the group.

In the Australian tribes the office is elective ; though the

choice usually falls on a son of the previous headman, he must

have distinguished himself as an orator or bard, and as a rule

be skilled as a medicine-man and qualified to perform magic

rites at initiation ceremonies.5 Among the Salish of the upper

waters of the Fraser River the office is elective, but among the

tribes who live lower down the river social conditions become

less democratic until the coast is reached, when the chieftain-

ship becomes purely hereditary in the normal course.6 The
hereditary principle is so clearly recognized by the HaJkom^lem

tribes that the daughter of a headman transmits the chieftam-

ship to her husband, though ineligible to hold it herself,? while

the headship of the Roro-speaking and Mekeo groups of New
Guinea is not only hereditary, including in the latter case the

war chieftainship, but may be held by a daughter of a deceased

headman.8 On the other hand, personal prowess may be all-

important, and may delay or prevent recognition of a reg^ar

line of descent. In most American tribes the oflfce of mchem
was hereditary in a family or clan,butelective within that group,

"i^en a war chief existed side by side with the sachem^ the

office was conferred in virtue of personal prowess, while among
the Tlingits election was dependent upon wealth.9 ^l^e war
chieftainship of the Araucanos in the time of the Spanish wars

was elective *, now the chieftainship is hereditary in the families

claiming to be descended from the founders of the local groups.!o

Both election and hereditary succession were found among the

ancient inhabitants of Central and South America. In the

royal line of Peru, in Ecuador, and in Colombia, hereditary

succession was the rule.u The Nahua monarchy at Tezcuco and

Tlacopan was hereditary and lineal, while in Mexi^ it was

collateral and elective, the election falling upon the tangs

brother. Among the Jakun of the Malay Peninsula, the eldest

son of the deceased headman is presented for election, wmle
among another group of jungle tribes of the Peninsula, the

Sakai, the office is hereditary.12 in Oumana, on the other hand,

it is the youngest son of the head wife who inherits the chief-

tainship.!3 in Borneo, among the Kayans, the office of chirf is

elective, with a bias in favour of the son, who, if not of matoe
age, is held to have a strong claim to election after the death of

hiH father’s successor ;
but among the Kenyahs, where the ctaef

has greater authority, the heir (a son or a nephew) is recognized

during the lifetime of his father, and given a certain amount of

authority as a preparation for the duties he will have to per-

form later.M In Uganda the chieftainships of the various

districts were not hereditary, bub in the disposal of the tang.

As a rule the son of the deceased chief, especially if^ he was

killed in battle, was appointed, as being by upbnnging and

training most fitted to hold the position. The principle of

office being subject to appointment but hereditary in a l^ted
group also appeared in Uganda in the appointments to the

great offices of State, which by custom were frequently assigned

to members of the clan of the previous holder, and even m
the royal succession ; the three great officers of State chose as

the successor to the throne the prince whom they considered the

most suitable, without necessarily paying regard to the noi^^
taon customarily made by the previous king at the tune of his

deabh.i5 The lucrative village offices of the Nagas,’which are

the most valuable part of an estate, are hereditary in the male

1 W. E. H, Barrett, ‘Notes on the Customs and Beliefs of the

Wa-Giriama, etc., British East Africa,* 81.

3 Roscoe, * The Bahima,’ JRAI xxxvu. [1907] 103.

s R. E. Latcham, * Ethnology of the Araucanos,* JRAI xxxix.

W?*Thomas, Natives of Australia, London, 1906, p. 202.

sjb.p. 142.

7 Hfil-Toutl ^Ethnological Report on the Stse61is and SkaiiUte

Tribes of the Halk6m61em Division of the Salish of Bntish

Columbia,’ JAJxxxiv. [1904] 318.

8 Seligmann, pp. 219, 342. ^

9 F. S. Dellenbaugh, The North Americans of Yesterday, New
York and London, 1901, p. 424.

10 Latcham, p. 356.
^ , , _ ,

11 T. A. Joyce, South American Archceology, London, 1912,

pp. 19, 69 ; Letoumeau, Property, p. 326.

12 w. W. Skeat and C. O. Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay
Peninmla, London, 1906, L 600 ff.; for other instances see

Waite, Anthropol. der Naturvblker, iiL (Leipzig, 1862)

883
14 Hose-McDougaU, i. 66-68.
16 Roscoe, T?ie Baganda, pp. 189, 249, 269.

line,i but among the neighbouring Lushei Euki tribes both
elective and hereditary offices exist, sometimes side by side in

the same village.3 The great offices and the accompanying
^ants of land of the Mayas and peoples of ancient Mexico and
Central America either were hereditary or, when in the gift

of the monarch, tended to become hereditary, while the

nobles about the person of the king formed a hereditary

caste.3 Hereditary castes or classes are found in many parts

of the world, the most noteworthy examples perhaps being
in British Columbia, where hereditary social distinctions

are most strictly observed.4 In Samoa the office of councillor

was hereditery in certain families, descending to the next eldest

brother.5

The position of medicine-man of a group or

tribe, although, like the chieftainship—an office

with which in the early stages it is usually com-
bined—^not originally hereditary, but the replt of

a real or supposed mental or physical peculiarity,

becomes in <3ie course of development an office

which is transmitted in accordance with a rule of

inheritance. This may be due partly to the influ-

ence of association.

In New Britain, on the death of the chief, who is regarded as

a powerful sorcerer, his brother frequently assumes the position

on the strength of a declaration that his brother’s powers have

passed to him—a declaration in full accordance with the Mela-

nesian conception of mana, and its power of affecting persona

or objects with which it comes into contact.6

On the other hand, those who are closely associ-

ated with the medicine-man by ties of kinship may
be held notonlyto be infectedwith his powers, but to

have special opportunities of acquiring a knowledge
of magical rites and incantations—an idea which
would be fostered by a not unnatural desire to keep
a position of power and profit for children and
relatives.
Not only is the Baloki medicine-man succeeded by his son, to

whom he imparts the secrets of his powers, but it is extremely

difficult for any one who is not a member of his family to become
a medicine-man.? At Bartle Bay, in New Guinea, the headman,
who is also a kind of medicine-man, is succeeded by his brother

or sister’s son, to whom he has passed on his knowledge.8 The
inheritance of the priesthood either by individuals or by families

or groups, as among the Chibcha of Colombia 9 or among the

ancient iiffiabitonts of Central America—at Yopaa the office of

priest was hereditary in the family of the WiyataolO—may be

assigned to an origin in similar ideas.

In connexion with these sacred offices may be

mentioned the inheritance of special functions,

privAeges, and objects in connexion with religious

matters.
The Arunta sacred objects, including the ehuringa, and the

privilege or duty of performing certain parts in the religious

ceremonies are the property of individuals. As such they form

part of the property transferred byinheritance, but not otherwise
alienable. The women may also own ehuringa nanja, though

theymay never see them ; these are inherited, but not according

to the ordinary rule, passing to the women’s younger brothers

and not to the other half of the tribe, as they must not leave

the local group. The same conditions are found in other tribes

of the region.li Among the Kwakiutl of the north-west coast of

America the right to wear a certain crest, to perform certain

duties, to sing certain songs, to eat human flesh, to have certain

manitvas, and the membership of secret societies (after initia-

tion) are hereditary in the clan or the family, and may be

acquired for the children by marriage to an heiress or by tailing

the possessor. It may be noted that the position of the owner

of these privileges is defined by the fact that only one person at

a time is regarded as the representative of the ancestor from

whom they are ultimately derived.is Names and crests in the

i British Columbian tnbes are regarded as family property, and
5 as such are transmitted to the heir.13

1 Hodson, p. 98 f.

2 J. Shakespear, The Lushei KuJei Clans, London, 1912, p.

153 f.

3NRii.lS7,636fl.
4 Hill-Tout, The Far West, pp. 146, 160.

6 Brown, p. 287. ® P*

7 J. H. Weeks, * Anthropological Notes on the Bangala of the

Upper Congo River,* JRAI xl. [1910] 381.

8 Seligmann, p. 466. ® Joyce, p. 32.

10 See NR ii. 142 f.

11 Spencer-Gillen^, p. 615ff.
j. « • 4.*

12 F. Boas, * The Social Organization and the Secret Societies

of the Kwakiutl Indians,’ Rep, US. Nat. Mus., Washington,

1897 p 334 ff.

IS See Hill-Tout, JRAI xxxiv. 822 f., ‘Report on the Etho-
logy of the Siciatl of British Columbia,’ ib. p. 21, ‘ Report on

the Ethnology of StlatlumH of British Columbia,

130 ff., ‘Report on the Ethnology of the South^astmm

of Vancouver Island,’ t6. xxxvii. 308 ff., and The Far West,

loc. cit.
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For the inheritance of the totem and of tabus,
reference must be made to the special articles

dealing with these subjects.

Mention may be made, however, of an inheritance of a food
tabu which is round among the Bangala of the Congo, whereby
a man who may be forbidden a certain food by the medicine-
man, as part of the course of treatment for a disease, transmits
the disabilitj" to his descendants,i while among the Bambala a
hereditary class, wearing a distinctive head-dress and a bracelet
which passes at death to the uterine nephew but cannot be
purchased, also inherits a tabu against eating human flesh or
fowls.2

(e) Debt,— Inheritance usually connotes the
acquisition of property by the heir. It may, how-
ever, on occasion involve the reverse, as among
the Bangala* and the Ba-Yaka,^ where a man’s
heir is responsible for his debts, even if there is

no property, or as among the Johor Jakun, where
the heirs must pay one half of the debt, irrespective

of the size of the inheritance.®

4. The heir.

—

(a) The kin and its members,—As
inheritance tends by custom to follow the line of

descent, in a matrilineal society the heirs to a man’s
estate will be not his own children, but the mem-
bers of his kin either as a whole or as represented
by those members who are more immediately re-

lated to him (see art. Family [Primitive], § 12).

There is ground for believing that inheritance by
the kin was far more wide-spread than it is at

f
resent, even if it was not at one time universal,
t still survives, with or without modification, in
a considerable number of instances, of which the
following may be regarded as typical.

Among the Melanesians the normal heir to a man's property
is his nephew, the son of his sister.S So also among the Kurnai‘7
The Arunta rule is that a man’s property shall pass to that half
of the tribe to which he himself does not belong, i.e. to his
mother’s brothers or his daughters’ husbands.^ In the Lonisi-
ades, land is inherited by the owner’s brothers, sisters, and
sistei^’ children, i.e. by the members of his kin. Among the
Waga-waga tribes of New Guinea, garden land passes to the
sister’s children, or, if these are too young, to the maternal
uncle, or the owner’s mother, with reversion to the sister’s
children. On the other hand, a woman’s garden property, in-
cluding coco-nut trees, descends to her children, while her
personal property, such as ornaments not given her by her
husband, is divided between her children and her sisters.^
Among the North American tribes this rule was followed in
the majority of cases. Property was shared among the clan,
and chiefly by the kin.io it sometimes occurs in Africa, c.o.

among the Bambalan and some of the tribes of the Great Lakes.i2
The Selangor Sakai choose the successor to a deceased headman
from among his sister’s children,13 and among the Orang Ber-
lanus the chieftainship falls to the sister’s son.M Among the
Chibcha of Colombia, as already mentioned, the priesthood was
hereditary in the female line. In New Britain, land, it is said,
could not pass to a son because descent was traced in the female
line-15

Only certain classes of property may be heredi-
tary in the female line.
Among the Zaghiwa, succession to the headship passes to the

son of a sister or, failing him, the son of a maternal aunt, though
propertydescends to the children,I6and amongthe Piets a sister’s
son likewise succeeded to the chieftainship.i7 Among the Nairs,

1 Weeks, p, 366.
2 E. Torday and T. A Joyce, ‘ Notes on the Ethnography of

the Ba-Mbala,’ JAl xxxv. 409.
3 Weeks, p. 425.
4 Torday-Joyce, ‘ Notes on the Ethnography of the Ba-Yaka,'

J xxxvi. [1906] 44.
5 Skeat-Blagden, i. 519 ; of. also Post, ii. 186 f., 206-209.

3

Codrington, p. 59 ff.

7 A. W. Howitt and L, Fison, Kamilaroi and Kumai, Mel-
bourne, 1880, p. 129.

8 Spencer-GiUen p. 623. 9 Seligmann, pp. 621, 739.
10 L. H. Morgan, ‘Houses and House-Life,’ Contrih. to Amer,

Ethnol.j Washington, 1881, p. 5; for instances see Morgan,
Ancient Society, London, 1877, p. 628 fP.; HR L 273, 606
'Salish, Navahos).

11 Torday-Joyce, JAI xxxv. 411.
12 E. Burton, Lake Region of Central Africa, London, 1860,

i, 37, SS.
13 Skeat-Blagden. i. 504, quoting liOgan.
14 F. W. Knocker, ‘The Aborigines of Sungei Ujong,* *7jRA

J

.vxxvii. 294.
15 Brown, p. 272 ; for nnaierous other instances see Post, i.

77 f.

18 H. A. MacMichael, ‘ Notes on the Zaghlwa and the People
of Gebel Middb,’ JRAI xlk. 336.

17 H. Zimmer, in Zeitsohr. der Savignystiftung fur Reehts-
gesek., Eom. Abt. xv. [1894] 209 fP.
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personal etPects pass to a sister’s children, and land belonging
I

to the wife is inherited by a daughter or sister.i

Property may pass exceptionally to a sister or
her children when direct heirs fail.

Among the Bathonga a sister holds the property in trust for
her own children, if her brother should leave no direct heirs—in
this case if no brothers survive him.

2

In New Guinea the Koita
rule of inheritance of the clan chieftainship is that, failing sons,
or if the sons are too young, the property passes to the sister’s

sons. In the latter case it would revert to the sons if they -were
grown up when their uncle died. 3 The heir among the Congo
tribes, failmg a brother, is the sister’s son 4 (see, further, below,
(d)).

Some instances of the privileged position of
women and of those related in the female line
seem to point to an earlier system which has been
superseded in general usage.
The peculiarly close relation between maternal uncle and

nephew existing in the Torres Straits and in Fiji (where it is

known as vcbSi^, which allows the nephew to treat his uncle’s
property with the greatest freedom, suggests that, although
now patrilineal, these peoi>le were once matrilineal, and the
nephew was the uncle’s heir.® A similar relation in dealing
with property as between maternal uncle and nephew (and to
a limited extent between paternal uncle and nephew) is found
among the Nandi and the Masai. In this case it is reciprocal

:

an uncle may claim any article from the father of his nephew,
and the nephew must buy it for him. The nephew, on the
other hand, may claim any property belonging to his uncle.8
In Savage Island, where the people are in a transition stage,
though the son inherited his father’s property, the daughters
had a claim on their maternal uncle.7 In tl^nda the fact that
one of the queens is the king’s sister and that princesses are not
allowed to marry and have children suggests that at one time
the kingship was transmitted in the female line.8

(b) Transition from kin to family,—It is not
sui'prising to find that, with the growth of family,
as opposed to kin, feeling, an attempt should he
made to avoid this law of inheritance by various
means, either by gifts inter vivos, as among the
Melanesians, or the Buntar of South India, among
whom, however, these gifts become nuU and void
at death,® or by adoption of the heir, a common
device among the Iroquois, in order to perpetuate
the chieftainship in their family,^® or by marriage
of the heir—the sister’s son—to the daughter, as
among the Carriers (Den^).^^

Evidence of what appears to be a transition stage is aSorded
by arrangements such as that which prevails among the people
of Tiga Loeroeng, whereby the inheritance is divided equ^y
among the children of the man himself and of his sister.12 a
similarcompromise between the maternal and paternal branches
amongthe Wolaroi of Australia divides the boomerangs, waddies,
etc., between a man’s sons and his brother-in-law.13 Among the
Koita, personal property, such as canoes, spears, etc., is divided
among the nana (elder brother, sister, or cousin) and rora
(younger brother, sister, or cousin) by the eldest son, but a por-
tion is put aside for any youn^ children, while the garden land,
assign^ out of the clan holding, descends to the children, and
the house site descends rigidly in the male line.i4

(c) Thefamily and its members,—In addition to
the father’s increasing desire to benefit his own
children rather than those of his sister, as the
family ties OTadually assume an ascendancy over
those of the kin, two influences are at work which
would tend to divert the line of inheritance to sons
in preference to nephews. As the sense of property
inland grows stronger, increased importance is

attached to residence as a factor determining the
heir. Even in Australia, where, as has been men-
tioned, in the case of the chieftainship the idea of
inheritance is not highly developed, and the hunt-
ing grounds are regarded as the common property
of the tribe and not of the individual, hunting
IJ. F. McLennan, Primitive Marriage, Edinburgh, 1866,

p. 147.
2 Junod, i. 208. 8 Seligmann, p. 62.
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5 W. H. R. Rivers, ‘On the Functions of the Maternal Uncle
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son, Fijians, p. 76.
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J-jRAJxl.479.
7 Thomson, JAI xxxi. 143. 8 Roscoe, p. 187.

9
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rights descend from father to son, because the
patrilocal organization, providing a residence for
the sisters and daughters with their husbands’
tribe, makes any assignment of these rights to
another than the sons an impossibility.
This cause underlies the Naga custom, in case of default

of sons, of assigning immoveable property to the deceased
man’s brothers, and moveables to his daughters;! amone the
Lusheis, the son who is to inherit the paternal house and land—usually the youngest—remains with the parents, while the
other sons at their marriage leave the parents to found a village
of their own.2 ^

^

The substitution of an agricultural for a pastoral
life, with the consolidation of individual property
in land, strengthens this tendency. Further
where the cultivation of the groun(l is the duty
of the men, the inheritance of land is, as a rule,
confined to the male members of the family.
Among the Basques, while pastoral pursuits predominated,

the estate passed to the eldest child, whether male or female
*

but with an increased practice of agriculture, of which women
were unsmted to take charge, and the gradual obsolescence of
land tenure based upon the communal idea, male inheritance
tended to become the rule exclusively.s In Nigeria, where
security of land tenure depends upon the land being kept under
cultivation, women cannot inherit it, because they are regarded
as unable to comply with this condition.^

The second set of circumstances which supports
the patrilocal organization in diverting inheritance
from the female collateral to the male collateral
or direct line, but affects moveable as well as im-
moveable property, is that which is connected with
the payment of the bride-price. This custom not
only frees the woman from the claims which the
family or tribe may have over her, but at the same
time, by effecting her transfer to her husband, cuts
off herself and her children from participating in
the estate of her father or brothers (see art.
Family [Primitive]). It is found, accordingly,
among most of the African races, e.y., where the
bride-price is a regular institution, that inherit-
oice in the male line is commonly the rule. Ex-
ceptions, however, are to be found among races
in a state of transition or who retain some traces of
the institution of mother-right (see below, p. 294).

^ Korea;! and other analogous
.instances could be adduced—-suggest that

heir was taken by the clan,
narrowed to the more immediate

relatives, the brothers. Among the Ba Kwere the heir is a^ the brothers must hold the
before it can fall to the heir, the son.2 In Nigeria(h^goro) a grown-up son mherits such of the wives as are nottaken by his paternal uncles.s The Buduma of the Chad assign

eldest brother, while personal property^is

f between the children and theiruncle.4 The ceremony performed by the Kamba heir before he
Ids father’s property, in the course of

® branch at his patermd uncle, saying, ‘ I pay
and the ceremonial cohabitation of theuncle with the wives of the deceased, seem to be a form ofcoi^ensation or propitiation of the uncle, either, as is suggestedby Hoblev. as the rewesentefivA Af fKn

superseaea. in either
case it implies the solidarity of the family group.s The Wa-SMia chieftamship is inherited by the eldest brother and bythe son only m defaiilt.6 In_Samoa the legitimate heir was the

eldest brother.? In Fiji the succession to the chieftain-
®“^?. ?®P®“d®d upon a limited election for which the son was
*

® m.default, firstly of brothers, and secondly of sons
of the late chief’s paternal uncle. The normal heir to thehouse site is the eldest brother.8 Among the Nahua, Mayaand other races of Central America, where the succession was
strictly hereditary, it descended to the son, but, where therewas a uuut^ election, choice was made from among the
brothers.9 The uncle, if the children are minors, is usually
regarded as the natural holder of the estate until they are of
age, when, m some cases, as with the Suk, he shares it withthem,!o and sometimes hands it over to them as a whole.

When once the predominance of the female line
en down, it does not follow that the inherit-
1 I.

has broken down, uxia.u uuc .^r-

ance will fall to the sons as a matter of course,
noT that the eldest son will take precedence over
his brothers. Indeed, there is ground for believing
that, in some regions at least, the course of de-
velopment has been from the female collateral to
the male collateral rather than from the female
collateral to the direct line; that is to say, the
principle of group inheritance continues to hold
good, hut it is organized on a basis of male rela-
tionship rather than female. This is suggested by
the priority or prominence given to the brothers
of the deceased. A factor of importance which
also helps to support the claim of the brothers or
other ad^t members of the group as against the
children is that only those are allowed to inherit
who are able to hold the property, by force if
necessary, or to take their share in the affairs and
the defence of the group if required. This leads
to the exclusion of women and minors.
The custom among the tribes of Manipur, that a clan should

estate when daughters inherit in default
of mme heirs ;

® the trace of clan tenure of burial grounds in
Uganda, the only land which is not regarded as belonging to
the king, and for which at the death of the holder, who is a
tenant for life rather than owner, a successor is chosen by thedan suyect to the king’s sanction, as well as to the control
^ercised over the inheritance of personal property by thed^

;
6 the fact that in Ashanti the king is theoretically the

he^ of all his subjects, though in practice he receives only a
certain quantity of gold dust on tbe death of chiefs ;

? the

s F.*
103. 2 Shakespear, p. 42.

* whitway, * Customs of the Western Pyrenees,* £no.
Stst. Rev, XV. [1900] 625-640.
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A# ^ "-..^^i®’ ^Shi-speaking Feoples^ London, 1887, p. 277

:

Of. Post, 12. 184 f
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When the inheritance passes to the children, the
eldest son being normally the strongest, primo-
'^eniture is a common hut not an invariable rule

;

Jut, should the eldest son be unsuitable, he may
V*

his father, or, in the case of a
chieftainship, by those in authority. A chieftain-
ship may descend in a family while the actual
member to hold office is chosen by election. A rule
of inheritance may definitely set aside the eldest
son.
Among the Naga tribes, especially among the Maos, the

/oungesb son, as already mentioned, inherited the house,
bometunes, as among the Suk, the eldest son inherited the
fatr^r^ the youngest son the mother’s property, or, according^ j

Temusi rule, the eldest takes all the mother’s property
and the largest share of the father’s.!2 An interesting parallelm a civilized community is afforded by the custom of
Borough English,’ still in existence in certain parts of England,
whereby certam classes of property descend to the youngest

l^en primogeniture is the rule, it is generally an obligation
on the eldest son to look after and provide for his brothers out
of the estate, as among the Akikuyu, where each son ultimately
receives about an equal share.!® In some Naga villages the
eldest son has to maintain his brothers ; among the Quoirengs
he supports the rest of the family ;

!^ at Ladak, when the eldest
son marries for himself and his brothers, the paternal posses-
sions are transmitted on the understanding that he
ins brothere.!® Sometimes the younger brothers acted as the
eldest brother’s assistants, or were virtually his slaves, as among
the Bahii^.!® A rule which places a further restriction on
pi^ogeniture, not uncommon, especially among the Bantu
tribes, confines the inheritance to certain of the children only.
In Uganda the eldest son of the king, who acted as his brothers*
keeper or guardian, was expressly debarred from inheriting.
The successor to the throne must be chosen from * children of&e drum,’ i.e. children born after the accession of the father.!?
frequently only the children of the chief or principal wife are
eligible to succeed to the father’s position, as among the Nandi !8
or the Zulus,!® the chief wife in the latter case being the first of
tiie ^ves for whom the bride-price was paid with cattle from
the father’s estate and not from cattle earned by the Trig.T> him-
self. In ancient Mexico at Tezcuco only children born of the

1 W. Hough, ‘Korean Clan Organisation,’ Amer, Anthropoi<h
gzst, new ser., i. [1899] 160-154.

2 Junod, i. 883. 8 Tremearne, JRAI xlii. 189.
« P. A. Talbot, * The Buduma of Lake Chad,’ JRAI xli. 248.
5 O. W. Hobley, JRAI^ Hit.
6 Barrett, p. 85. ? Brown, p. 314.
8 Thomson, Fijians^ pp. 356, 358.
9 NRy loo. Git.

10 M. W. H. Beech, The Suk, Oxford, 19H, p. 35.
!! For examples see Post, i. 220 ff.

!2 Beech, p. 35 f.

!8 Routledge, p. 144.
!4 Hodson, p. 103 f.

15 W. Moorcroft and G. Trebeck, Travels, London, 1841. i. 120
16 Roscoe, JRAI xxxvii. [1907] lOa
17 Roscoe, Baganda, p. 188.
18 A. 0. Hollis, Tlie ATandi, Oxford, 1909, p. 73,
19 H. Callaway, Fursery Tales, TradiUons, and Sistories oi

the Zulus, Natal and London, 1868, i. 256 ff.
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principal wife, generally a princess of blood royal, or afc Tlas-

cala of a wife married according to certain rites, could succeed.!

Except in the last-named case, this disability has no reference

to the question of legitimacy.

At the stage of development where the value of

the individual as adding strength to the tribe is

the chief consideration, children of free and slave

women are treated equally, while those of doubtful

paternity are regarded without question as mem-
bers of the putative father’s family. As abeady
mentioned, adoption is practised for the purpose of

inheritance, though sometimes the adopted child

is disqualified from sharing the estate of his

adopted parents.

In Korea, where only the eldest son can hold the family

estates, it is a frequent practice, in a family without sons, to

adopt the second son from another famll3^2

Even slaves are permitted to inherit in certain

circumstances.
The Bangala might free slaves after long service, and allow

them to receive a portion of the estate.s Among the Ba Taka,
in default of heirs a slave may inherit the estate, thereby
becoming a free man.^

(d) Women as heirs.—Notwithstanding the im-
portance attached to female descent and the part it

plays or has played in determining the disposal

of property, women are, among many peoples,

debarred from inheritance.® This is due partly to

the unstable conditions of a primitive society

mainly based on physical force, and partily to the
fact that, where the economic value of women is

high, it tends to keep them in a subordinate
position, without rights to hold or receive property
apart from their male relatives or connexions.
Throughout the greater part of Africa not only is

a woman incapacitated from receiving a share of

the property of her husband or father, but she
frequently constitutes the most valuable part of

the estate.

(a) Widows.— The custom of regarding the
widow or widows as part of the responsibility or
part of the property falling to the heir, which
arises from the fact of their close incorporation
into the group by marriage, secures a provision or
a protector for them after the death of the hus-
band. Where the wife holds a position of neater
independence, she may return to her own rSatives
when she is left a widow. In neither case, gener-
ally speaking, would it he consonant with primitive
modes of thought that she should hold property
belonging to her husband’s group. A woman may,
however, sometimes be allowed at the death of her
husband to retain such articles, especially clothes,
utensils, or ornaments, as have become closely
associated with her by use, although her right of
ownership during her husband’s lifetime has not
been recognized.

Ainong the Arunta, a man’s widows are allowed to take
nothing but the yam sticks.® The Mafulu widow takes the
current season’s crop, which she baa helped to plant, unless she
has returned to her own people.7 On the other hand, among
the Waga-waga tribes of New Guinea, valuable shell ornaments
given to a wife revert to the husband’s brothers at his death.®
In Nigeria the widow appears to have an interest in the house
il she has no grown-up familyand no relatives by marriage. In
this case she may marry again, taking her husband to the
house.® Among the tribes of the Baringo district of East Africa,
the property given to the wife at marriage is divided among the
children on the death of the hushandA® Among the Nuotic
Kavirondo, each widow receives a certain number of cattle,
which, at her death, pass to her sons.!! Among the Wagiriama
and the Kikuyu, personal ornaments are distributed among the
female members of the family of the deceased.!®

1 NR ii. 132, 141.
2 Hough, Am^r. Anthrop.^ new ser., i. 150-164.
3 Weeks, loc. cit. 4 Torday-Joyce, JAI xxxvi. 44.
5 For instances see Post, i. 218 f.

; on the general relations of
female to male inheritance, ib. i. 222-225.

6 Spencer-Gillen b, p. 651.
7 "Williamson, p. 119. 8 Seligmann, p. 522.
® Tremeame, JRAX xlii. 189 ff.

!0 K. R. Dundas, JRAI xl. 60.
!! G. A. S. Northcote, JRAI xxxvii. 61.
!2 Barrett, JRAI xli. 26 ; Hobley, ib. 419, 481.

It sometimes hafipens that, in cases where there is

apparent transmission of property to a female, it

is held upon terms resembling a trust.

The Mafulu widow, on the death of her husband, receives a
pig from the estate, which does not, however, become her pro-

perty, but is kept by her for the mourning rites which take
place at the end of a year.! Among the Dinkas the property of

a man who dies without a son passes to his widow, the reason
being that it is her duty to perpetuate the family ; she must
provide an heir to the property by taking a second husband,
whose children are regarded as children of the first husband.2
Among the Akikuyu, each of the widows at the death of the hus-
band retains the plantation and the hut which were hers during
his lifetime, together with the goats which lived in her hut, to
enable her to provide for her children ; but they are in no way
regarded as her absolute property, and, as her sons marrj”, a
portion of the land is cut off and transferred to the first wife of

each.3
Even where there is a distinct tenure of lands, as among the

Tube-tube tribes of New Guinea, and the husband and wife
work side by side on their respective plots, the wife has to give
one half of her first year’s crop after her husband’s death to his

relatives as the product of his labour.4

(P) Daughters.—Although it is generally true
to say that among primitive races of to-day women
do not inherit, there is evidence to suggest that at

an earlier stage, and in a community organized
on matriarchal and matrilocal lines, women were
regarded not only as heirs, but as even taking
precedence of men (see art. Family [Primitive],

§ 6).

In the island of Kythnos the eldest daughter inherited the
house,5 and in Telos she inherited all the property.® The Can-
tabrians, on the authority of Strabo,7 are, like the Lycians,® said

to have transmitted property to their daughters, while among
the Basques property descended to the eldest child, whether a
son or a daughter.® The Iroquois bride stayed in her own house
at marriage, as the heiress.!® The influence and predominant
position occupied by women among the American tribes are

shown by the customs affecting inheritance among the tribes of

the south-western region of the United States. Among the
Hopis, the Zunis, the Spokanes, and other tribes, the house and
its contents belong to the woman, and are transmitted in the
female line.!! Among the Navahos, a woman’s property de-

scended to her nieces.!® The peculiar social organization of the
Nairs extends to the tenure of property. All land belongs to
the women, and the heir is the eldest daughter or the sister.^®

In Egypt, a daughter had an equal, or in early times a pre-

ferential, right to a share in her father’s property.!^

In some cases, when the daughter does not
inherit, she may transmit the inheritance to her
husband or to her children; this is especially

frequent when the husband takes up his residence

with the family of his wife.
Among the Puyumas of Formosa, the son-in-law resides with

his wife’s parents, and on their death takes possession of the
house and property,!® In Japan the man who marries an only
daughter may be adopted as a son, and bis children inherit the
grandfather’s property.!® Among the Bororo the husband, after

rile death of his wife’s parents, takes up his residence in the
family house and becomes head of the family.!? An analogous
transmission through a woman is found among the Salish (Hal-

komdlem) and among the Kwakiutl of North America, where the
husband transmits the hereditary name, crest, and privileges of

his wife’s father to his own children.!® In those cases where, as

in the Malay a/m^il’anak system, a man on marriage sustains no
further relation to the family in which he was born, he natur-
ally forfeits all rights to inheritance from it. His rights as

regards the family into which he marries range widely accord-
ing as his status there varies from that of a slave, as in Kaur and
the Banau districts of S. Sumatra, to that of a son of the house,
as in Kroe, where his property passes to his children or the
nearest female relatives of his wife, while he himself can have
the usufruct of inherited property only so long as he resides

with his parents-in-law.!®

! Williamson, p. 199. 2 H. O’Sullivan, JRAI xl. 173.
3 Routledge, p. 144. 4 Seligmann, p. 523.
® H. HautteccBur, Le Folklore de I’Ue de KytknoSy Brussels,

1898, p. 17.
® F. von Vincenz, in Globvs, 1877, p. 46.
7 in. iv. 18 (p. 166). 8 Nic. Damasc. 129 (FSG iii. 461),
9 Whitway, p. 627.
!0 Charlevoix, quoted in Hartland, Prim. Paternity

y

iL 67.
1! See Hartland, ii. 73 ff., for detailed references.
!2 NR i. 606. !S McLennan, p. 147. !4 Letourneau, p. 326.
!5 J. W. Davidson, The Island of Formosa^ London, 1903,

p. 677.
16 ASoe viii [1906] 422.
!7 K. von den Steinen, Unter den Naturv'dlkem ZentraX-

JBra&ilienSy Berlin, 1894, p. 601.
!® HUl-Tout, JAI xxxiv. 317 ; Boas, pp. 334-338.
!® G. A. Wilken, Over Jiet huwelijks- en erfreckt bij de voGcen

van Zuid-Sumatray The Hague, 1891, pp. 68, 71, cited by Post,
i. 216 ; of. also Post, ii. 182 f

.
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It is also possible, in exceptional circumstances,

for an estate to fall to a woman, among a peoi)le

who do not, as a rule, recognize female inherit-

ance.
Among the Bangala, failing male heirs, a man’s sister will

inherit his property. Married daughters, however, among the
Bangala usually take from the estate of their deceased father

the women who were paid as bride-price for themselves, and
hand them to their brothers, who thereafter make presents

g
eriodically to their brothers-in-law.i In Samoa, land might be
eld by females when all the males in the family were dead.s

The inheritance may be in the nature of a temporary provision.

Among the Nandi, the daughters received the mother’s utensils

and ornaments as well as a share in her plantation until their

marriage, while the eldest son of the principal wife, whoinherited
the chief share of the prope^, was expected to give a cow to
each widow.3 Clan or kin rights may be revived to emphasize
the exceptional circumstances, as in the customs followed at
Laiyi and Liyai among the Maos, whereby, in the event of the
inheritance falling to girls through lack of male heirs, the clan,

the male relatives, or a paternal uncle took a share of the
inheritance, usually the house.4

Where it is generally recojgnized that women
may hold property, the inheritance is frequently
shared among all the children,® subject to any
regulation as to a larger or special share being
allotted to any one or other of them.
The Mafulu woman can hold as property only clothes and

personal ornaments, which, at her death, go to her husband, or
are divided equally among her children.® Among the Benua
Jakun of the Malay Peninsula, one-third of the property is

assigned to the daughters, two-thirds to the sons, and the Jakun
of Johore make an equal division among all the children.7 The
Tuareg children divide equally all lawful property, Le. property
acquired by lahour.8 Among the Koita and Motu tribes of New
Guinea, coco-nut trees are divided equally between boys and
girls, while the latter inherit a life interest in the land which is

commonly extended to their children.9 Among the Kenyahs
and other jungle tribes of Borneo, there is a customary allo-

cation of the different classes of property to the widow, sons,

and daughters, the latter obtaining old beads, etc. ; while among
the Dajaks the Chinese jars, which are highly valued, are
divided equally among all the children, Artificial brotherhood
and kinship frequently involve the rights and obligations of
mheritance.-ii

5. Testamentary disposition of property.—It is

evident from what has already been said that
inheritance to the primitive mind depends upon a
rule or custom, invariable outside certain limits,

over which the deceased person has no control.

Property, in so far as it is not required by the
owner in the life after death, is at the disposal of the
living, originally the group-kin—family, village,

or the like—of which he was a member, and sub-

sequently the limits of this ^ronp are restricted

until it is composed only of his children or more
immediate relatives. Virtually the disposal of the
property is with the living ; but by usage it comes
about tnat those to whom it shall fall stand in

certain relations to the former owner. In these

circumstances it is not surprising to find that it is

not usually possible for a man to dispose of his

property by will. It is definitely stated in most
cases that no such power exists. On the other
hand, it is clear that in some cases the desire to

modify the regular line of succession does exist,

and attempts are made to evade the rule. This is

a frequent cause of gifts infer vivos,
Eeference has already been made to the ^fts presented by the

Melanesian father to bis sons in his lifetime to kee^ property
in the family, or, in the case of a chief, to secure the chieftainship

for them, and the marriage of a daughter to the heir among the
Salish. Among the Veddas, the gifts made to a daughter on
her marriage are counted against anything she might inherit

at her father’s death. But it was also usual for a man on his

death-bed to give to his unmarried nephew—the man allotted

by custom as the husband of his daughter—the land which he
would not otherwise have received until his marriage, and also

to divide his land and property among his children in prepara-
tion for death, handing to each the tokens of possession—^usually

a stone, a tooth, flint and steel, and a lock of hair—to be produced
as title-deeds in the event of dispute,i2 in this case the wishes

1

Weeks, JAI xxxix. 426. 2 Brown, p. 287.

8 Hollis, p. 73. 4 Hodson, p. lOS.
® Of. the English custom of gavelhind,

6

Williamson, p. 123. Skeat-Blagden, i. 616, 519,

8 Letoumeau, p. 826. 8 Seligmann, p. 90.
10 Hose-McDougall, i. 83. u Post, i. 96, ii. 177.
12 C. G. and B. Z. Seligmann, The Veddas, Cambridge, 1911,

p. list

I

of the dying man seem to be regarded with more respect and
to carry more force than is usual. In Uganda, the king de-
signated his successor, but his wishes might be disregarded if,

in the opinion of the officials who made the selection from
^ong the sons, the one designated was not suitable. The clan
in determining the apportionment of an estate might also
disregard the wishes as to its disposal expressed by the owner
before his deach.i It is usual among the AkikujTi for a man to
call his family together and express his wishes as to the disposal
of the property; the heir-at-law is expected to carry out
those wishes in making provision for the members of the family.
Theoretically the ov^ner had absolute power of appointment;
practically the demise was dictated by custom. Although it is

customary for a woman to keep the goats and land which she
has tended in her husband’s lifetime, she might, if not on good
terms with him, be assigned a smaller share. It was also
possible, by means of the kirume, or dying curse, to ‘ tie up ’ a
particular piece of property, such as a cow, so that it could not
be alienated, but must remain a family possession.2 i^ong
the Kenyahs and Kaj^ans of Borneo, property was dividedamong
the women and children at the death of the father. The division,
however, was frequently made before death to avoid disputes.^
In Samoa, part of the property was sometimes apportioned by
the owner on his death-bed. In New Britain, a djfing man
would call together his relatives and tell them what to do with
his properly ; but his directions would, as a rule, be strictly in
accordance with custom, except that he might assign a small
portion of diwara to his children and wives.^ In Savage Island,
house,land, andsuchpersonalpropertyaswould not be destroyed
out of respect to the memory of the deceased was transmissible
bytestamentary disposition ;

5 so also in Tahiti.® The limitations
usually imposed upon the wishes of the owner are perhaps best
indicated by the custom among the Tube-tube peoples and in
the Louisiades, where, though the property fell in the one case
partly to his sister’s children, partly to his own, and in the other
to the kin, a man might suggest to his heir-at-law that certain
ornaments or persons possessions should be ^ven to particular
children. In the latter locality, gifts inter vtvos did not revert
to the estate for division, nor were they counted as part of an
individual’s share.? Melanesian customs also paid considerable
deference to an owner’s wishes as to the disposal of his property.
In Florida he might direct that his canoe be given to his son.
In Banks Island he might ask his heir to allow his sons to
remain in possession of his land, and this might be permitted
on payment by the sons, while personal property could be
disposed of by an ante mortem declaration which held good on
the same terms.8
Among the Basques there was a limited power of testamentary

disposition, the individual being permitted thus to dispose of

any property acquired by himself, but not of that acquired as

part of the family inheritance.^
An ingenious method of evading the laws of succession has

been devised by the Bangala. The dying man sent for the one
whom he wished to benefit and committed a technical assault

upon him
;
after the death had taken place the assaulted man

then claimed compensation from the heirs. Another method was
to promise that the property should pass to the individuals whom
it was desired to benefitand to bandthem tokens in the presence
of witnesses. After the death of the owner, the property was
handed over to the heir on production of the tokens.^®
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E. N. Fallaize.
INHERITANCE (Babylonian),—We must be

careful not to assume the implications in English
law of words used to translate into our tongue the
legal terms occurring in Babylonian and Assyrian
documents. The Assyrian civilization and customs
were so entirely the same as those of Babylonia
that they may be treated as one. The sense in

which the verb ‘inherit’ is here used implies a
right on the part of another to take possession, on
the death of the possessor, in virtue of a personal

relation between the ‘ inheritor ’ and the deceased.

The nature of that relation constitutes for our
purpose the ‘ law of inheritance,’

The prime source of information as to inherit-

ance in Babylonia is the Code of Hammurabi,
which appears to have remained in force from the

close of the 3rd millennium B.O. down to the

1 Roscoe, pp. 183, 270.
2 Routledge, p. 148 f. ; Hobley, JRAX xli. 427.

3 Hose-McDougall, i. S3. ^ Brown, pp. 288, 384 f.

5 Thomson, JRAI xxxi. 143.

6 W. Ellis, Polynesian Jtesearohes, London, 1831, ii. 862.

7 Seligmann, Melanesians, pp, 623, 739.

8 Codrington, p. 63 ff. 8 Whitway, loo. eit.

10 Weeks, JRAI xxxix. 426 f.
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6th century. The almost endless legal documents
which deal in some way or other with the practice

of which the Code records the theory may he
noticed as illustrations and occasional exceptions.

The rules as to inheritance differed with the

status of the deceased possessor.

I. Father’s estate.—On the death of a father

his children divided his estate equally. But real

estate was often kept together and enjoyed in

common. It thus constituted the hit ahishu, ‘ his

father’s house,’ on which a son had claims of

revenue and which he was hound, if possible, to

preserve intact and redeem if sold. When por-

tions had been parted with by the family, by way
of sale, lease, pledge, or inheritance, to distant

branches, it was redeemable, and an heir had a
right to exercise this power of redemption to the

prejudice of another claimant’s power to sell. If

one son sought to sell his share, another had power
to stop the sale by buying it in.

All estate was divided equally by agreement
among the heirs, who executed documents assert-

ing that they were satisfied and pledging them-
selves not to dispute the settlement. Each took
a signed and sealed document setting out the
items of his share and giving attestation of accept-

ance. In the case of real estate which could not
be conveniently divided, as a house, pond, or even
a right to revenue from office, etc., the division

was often stated formally and liquidated on some
convenient sale, or one heir paid off the others.

The division was subject to some reservations.

A father might give a favourite child real or

personal property by executing a deed of gift

explicitly defining its extent. In such a case the
gift was not brought into * hotchpot,’ and the son
so favoured could claim to share equally with the
other children in the residual estate.

A father was bound to provide every son with a
bride-price, or means to procure a wife, and usually
set him up with his ‘portion,’ which would include
both real and personal property. At the division

of the residual estate an attempt was made to
allow for this portion already received in estimat-
ing the share then to be taken, unless exempted
by deed of gift as above. But, if a son was still

unmarried at his father’s death, the others had to
reserve him a bride-price and then share equally
with him.
A father was bound to provide a dowry for each

daughter, on her marriage, or on taking vows, if

this were done with his consent or at his instiga-
tion. Apparently a daughter might take vows
without nis consent. In that case she was entitled
to her dowry on his death. If a daughter was left

unmarried, she was entitled to receive her dov^
from her brothers and sisters, and in addition
they were expected to find her a husband.
The daughter’s dowry was her portion, but her
right in it was only for life, unless she had children,
when it passed to them. If she died childless, it

reverted to her family—brothers in the first in-

stance, and their heirs after them. A deed of gift

might convey real property as weU as personal, the
dowry usuaUy consisting of the latter. In the
case of vowed women the brothers were usually
stewards to their sister ; but, if not satisfied with
their administration of her estate, a votary might
appoint her own steward.
The sons and daughters, having grown up, been

married, and therefore portioned off during their
father’s lifetime, were bound to maintain him in
his old age. But for various reasons this duty
might be burdensome to them or their ministra-
tions unsatisfactory to the father. It was in his

g
ower to adopt a son by deed, leaving to him all

is residual estate and usually specifying the
maintenance to be given (cf. Adoption [Semitic],

vol. i. p. 114 f.). On such an adopted son devolved
the funeral rites so important in the Babylonian’s
eyes (cf. Death and Disposal of the Dead
[Babylonian], vol. iv. p. 444). This an*angement
excluded the other children from any further
share in the father’s estate, but also relieved them
of further responsibility. Hence they usually
appear as parties, or at any rate witnesses, to the
deed of adoption. It is not clear that they could
object to or veto such a settlement, but tnere is

often an express statement that they shall have no
claim on the adopted heir. There may here be an
indication that the son adopted was a natural son
by a slave woman on whom the legitimate children
might have a claim, but, as such sons were freed
at their father’s death, it could in any case be
pressed only during his life. It is more likely to
refer to a claim to share in the property left by
the father to the adopted son.

But sons were not always adopted solely because
the earlier children had grown up and left the
paternal roof. A wedded pair might adopt a child
while they still cherished hope of a family. In
such a case, they might stipulate in the deed of
adoption that the child now adopted should rank
as elder brother to the family, if they should have
other children.

If a man acknowledged his natural sons by a
slave woman during his lifetime, at his death they
shared equally with his legitimate sons ; but these
took first choice at the division of property on his
death.

2. Mother’s estate.— The same things held
mutatis mutandis for mothers and daughters. In
fact, more evidence is available of cases where
women, widows or vestals, nuns or votaries,

adopted daughters to care for them in their lonely
old age and succeed to their estate and property.
As a rule, women could not transmit estate which
had come to them from their own family, but only
what was given by their husbands, or purchased
with their own money, although the
Code expressly gives to a votary of Marduk power
of testamentary disposition of whatever estate she
received from her father. In some cases, a votary
of some other god did so dispose of real property,
which she had received by will from another
votary, who had in turn received from yet another.
In these cases, however, there was a blood relation-

shfy between the women, as aunt and niece, etc.

In the case of a married woman her children
inherited or divided what had come to her from
her father on marriage, what she had been given
by her husband, and whatever she had otherwise
acquired during her life.

If, after her death, her husband married again,
the children of such a second marriage had no
share in her property, nor had the natural sons of

her husband by a concubine or a slave wife, even
though he acknowledged them as his. If she
married again and had a second family, both her
families together shared in her estate ; except that
the second family had no claim on her first hus-
band’s gift to her on marriage, which was divided
among his children by her. This expressly applied
only to her * dowry,’ nudunnu^ or gift on marriage,
but may not have touched presents made to her
afterwards, which seem to have been hers to dis-

pose of as she pleased among her children. But
the nudunnuy what he ‘ paid ’ her, was the price of

the children, and she must leave it to them. The
husband also paid her father a price for her—the
bride-price, or terkhatu—which the father usu^ly
handed over to her. The presents which as suitor

a man had made to his prospective parents-in-law,

and which he forfeited to them if he jilted the
girl, seem to have been retained by them on her
marriage, although they often formed part of her
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property. In every case half-brothers and half-

sisters shared m the estate of their common
parents, but not in that of a step-parent.

If a woman died childless, all she had received

from her father went back to his heirs, except the
‘ bride-price * which her husband had paid for her

to her father. If her father had given her that,

her husband could keep it ; if not, her father or

his heirs had to repay it to her husband. But, if

her father had given her the right of disposal, she

could dispose of it where she chose.

A widow would be left in possession of w^hat her
father had given her on marriage, but had only a
life interest in it. She could not leave it away
from her children. She had the right to live on
in her husband’s house, which, however, she could
not dispose of, as it must go to her children. If

her husband gave her a gift on marriage, she
continued to enjoy it ; and, if not, she took the
same share of his property on his death as a child

of his would do, but it reverted to their children.

If, however, she preferred to leave her husband’s
house, she could return to her own family, but
must leave her children the wedding gift she had
from her husband, and could carry ol‘ what her
father had given her on marriage and re-marry if

she chose. But her children by the first husband,
if any, retained the right to share equally with her
children by the second marriage in her father’s

gift to her on the first marriage. So long as she
Bved she would enjoy it as her child’s portion of

her father’s estate ; on her death all her children

shared equally. If she had no children by either

marriage, it reverted to her family.

3. Slave marriages.—If a man married a slave

woman, or, being married to a free wife, had
natural sons by another woman, he could acknow-
ledge them in nis lifetime by the same formula as

that of adoption. In any case, they were free on
his death, and the slave wife obtained her freedom
also. But, unless so acknowledged by the father,

these sons would not inherit his property. If he
made them heirs, theyshared equally in his property
with the legitimate sons, but took second choice.

If a slave married a free woman, as well-to-do

slaves often did, their children were free. They,
of course, inherited their mother’s property andh^
their father’s, the other half going to his master.
The children of two slave parents were, of course,

slaves. It appears that custom allowed them to
inherit, as if free, from their parents and under
the same laws, but probably the master had a large
share also.

4. Vowed women.—Some special features at-

tached to the cases of women who were vowed to
a religious life. It is doubtful if these were ever
temple prostitutes, but they did include vestals

who were expected to be childless. A woman who
was vowed by her father to a religious life was
given her portion as if on marriage, and her brothers
were constituted her trustees. If her father chose,

he could by deed make it her absolute property and
she could devise it as she willed ; otherwise it went
back to her brothers, like the portion given to a
married daughter who proved childless. If her
father died without giving her a portion as for

marriage, she, like an unmarried daughter, would
take an equal share with her brothers, and, whether
she subsequently married or not, this would be her
brothers’ on her death unless she had children to
inherit it.

It is not altogether certain how the various
classes of votaries should be distinguished, but in
some cases where the father had not given avowed
daughter a share before his death she came in for
only one-third of a son’s share at his death. Of
this she had the life interest, and on her death it

reverted to her brothers.

The votary of Marduk had a special treatment.
If her father had not given her a share during his
lifetime, she was entitled only to one-third of a
son’s share of his personal estate. But she had
always the disposal of it at her death ; it did not
revert to her brothers. Further, she was not
responsible for the State obligations which such
property usually carried with it. By deed of ^t
her father might give her both real and personal
property, over which she had absolute power.

5. Concubines.—The children of concubines were
free, but did not inherit unless acknowledged. A
father might give his daughter to be a concubine,
and he might give her a marriage portion and also

a deed of gift. But she had no share in his property
on his death. If the father, however, made her no
provision, her brothers were bound to give her a
proper marriage portion.

6. Disinheritance.—Sons might be disinherited,

but only by legal process. If a father intended to
disinherit a son, the judges were bound to look
into the story of the disagreement, and, if the son
had not committed a serious crime such as could
be held to justify disinheritance, they would forbid
it. Even if the crime was bad enough to justify
such a penalty, they were bound to reconcile the
father and son on the first offence ; but, if repeated,
disinheritance was permitted. The exact nature
of crime which would be held sufficient to deserve
this penalty is nowhere stated, nor is the exact
nature of the consequences. It would, however,
certainly imply exclusion from share in the father’s

estate at his death.
The child adopted to care for a parent’s old age

was usually bound to perform certain duties of
maintenanceand personal care. Thesewerespecified
in the deed of adoption, and a failure to perform
them involved the annulment of the deed. This
was a cutting off from sonship which amounted to
disinheritance.

The adopted son might be repudiated by the
adoptive father. In the old Sumerian Family
Laws this was most heavily penalized. The father
forfeited aU his estates and the adopted son took
them over. Whether this rule continued into the
time of gammurabi is not yet certain. The Code
deals with a different case. A man might take a
child to adopt as a son, and repudiate him when
he grew up. If he did so, the young man had no
claim, probably on account of the advantages he
had already received. But, if a man had so adopted
and reared a child and afterwards acquired a family
of his own, he was not allowed to send away the
young man empty-handed. He must give him
one-third of a son’s share, but not of real estate.

An artisan who adopted a son was bound to teach
him his trade or handicraft, and there his obliga-

tion ended. But indentures of apprenticeship were
often entered into which strictly defined the obliga-

tions of both parties, so that this form of adoption
may be merely a legal fiction for apprentice-
ship.

A man who committed incest was cut off from
his father’s house. This, of course, involved dis-

inheritance, but was always more ; it was outlawry
also,

Litbraturb.—S. A. Cook, The Laws of Moses and, the Code
of ^amrmirali, London, 1903; H. Winckler, Lie Gesetze
Hammurabis, Leipzig, 1904; C. H. W. Johns, Babylonian
and Assyrian Laws^ Contracts, and Letters, Edinburgh, 1904

;

J. Kohler and A. Ungnad, Hammurabis Gesetze, Leipzig,

1909-11. C. H. W. Johns.

INHERITANCE (Celtic).—As has been already
indicated in artt. Family (Celtic) and Crimes and
Punishments (Celtic), one of the chief features of

Celtic society in ancient times was the prominence
therein of the social factor, and this feature is con-
spicuous in the case of Celtic inheritance. The
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succession to property is here essentially the con-

tinuity, with any necessary readjustments on the
death of one or more of its members, of a society

of joint-owners and tillers. For this purpose, Celtic

society, as known to us from Irish and Welsh law
in historic times, had been articulated and organ-
ized into distinct family groups within the wider
group of the tribe (Ii*. cend, Welsh cenedl). In
theory the land of the tribe belonged to the tribe

as a whole, and doubtless originally the land was
so held as a matter of fact ; but in course of time,

through the evolution of the definite family groups
in question, the land of a tribe had come to be
allotted in a regular customary manner, and,
though inheritance still continued to be regarded
from the collective standpoint, cases of liability

through contract had often arisen which required
the emphasizing of individual responsibility. In
mediaeval times, side by side with the older system,
much of the land even of Ireland had come to be
held by individual owners. Since the Celtic legal

system of Scotland was that carried over by the
Dalriad Scots from Ireland, the essential features

of Scottish land tenure can best be studied in the
Irish laws, especially in some of its earlier phases,

such as the original exclusion in Ireland of women
from any right to succession. When the Dalriad
Scots entered Scotland, the few concessions after-

wards made to women in Ireland through the influ-

ence of the Church had not been made, and, in the
custom of the Highlands, never were made under
Celtic law.

I. Ireland.—i. General.—Lands of inheritance
were in Ireland technically called orba lands.

These belonged in theory to the tribe {cend), and
were subdivided into eoibne and dibad lands. The
tribal land had upon it the dwellings of its mem-
bers, the share of the chief, which was tilled by
his special tenants, portions in exclusive ownership
(made as ^ants), and the portion cultivated by
common tmage. The portions cultivated by com-
mon tillage would be divisible into those held by
members holding through recognized family groups,
notably the geljine, and those held under the chief,

as representing the tribe, by others. For the
present purpose, the important portion of the land
was that held by the recognized family groups (see

Faimily [Celtic]), called the geljine, the derbfiney
the iarfin&y and the indjine respectively. The
aelfine consisted of the group of agnates or male
Idnsmen comprised in the series father, son, grand-
son, great-grandson, and great-great-grandson ; the
derhjine was a similar and wider group commencing
with the grandfather ; the iarjtne with the great-
grandfather ; and the indfine with the great-great-
grandfather. Of these, the most important group
m practice was the gelfine. This consisted essen-
tially of a group formed of a father with his sons
and their descendants, the father occupying until
his death the main dwelling of the group, while his
sons, beginning with the eldest, would, as they
came of age and married, occupy dwellings of their
own, until at last, on the death of the father, the
youngest son occupied the original family dwelling.
On the extinction of the geljlne mvision, f of the properly

passed to the next in point of exclusiveness, viz. the derbjfme
division, while the other quarter was divided between the
iarjine, which received and the indfine^ which received
On the extinction of the derbjfine^ ^ of its property went to
the gelfine^ while the other quarter went to the iarfim and the
ind^ne—the iarjine had while the indfine had tV* On the
extinction of the iarfine^ f of its property went to the derbfine,
the other quarter to the gelfine and the indfine, i.e. ^ to the
gelfine, and to the indfina. On the extinction of the indfine,

I of its property went to the iarjine, and the other quarter
to the derhjine and the gelfine, the derbfine receiving toe
gelfine -h.
The land was held by the gdfine as land held by a community,

or, to use the Irish technical term, as eoibne-land. The gelfine
family-group owed its stability largely to the fact that it was
a union not of individuali, hut of householders wito separato
homesteads.

The right of hereditary succession in the gelfine
was not transmissible beyond the fourth generation
of the descendants of the original acquirer of the
plot of ground on which the gelfine was settled

;

the sons of the fifth chief or head had no right to
allotments; and no more independent households
could be formed. The youngest son of the fourth
occupier had to divide the original holding. The
land of the family was broken up among the mem-
bers of the various independent properties. It is

this that explains a reference to covenants relating
to eoibne property, which the sixth chief could not
confirm, while the power of confirming them was
allowed his five immediate predecessors. He was
disqualified, because the sixth chief of the family,
in whatever way elected, would be the first who
was not a representative of the rights of the original
acquirer of the property.

It naturally followed from this system of tenure
that a close restraint was placed on the alienation
of property; and so we find that the head of a
family who owned property could not part with it

for his own purposes, to the injury of his descend-
ants. A persoms sons, even in their father’s land,
had a sufficient right to restrain the latter’s power
of alienation. While the gelfine was in existence,

assent of the gelfine chief was necessary for the
validity of contracts dealing with eoibne property
and with the head of the main tribe {cenil). Great
importance was attached to correct conduct on the
part of members of the family groups in the matter
of contracts.

Inheritance lands {orba), outside those which the gelfine had
occupied, were called d^&ad-lands. The latter term is a very
difficult one, since it appears to be also used for the property
that passed from a deceased person to the persons entitled to
succeed him ; and, in the latter sense, it is clearly used to
describe the share of a deceased co-owner in c&ibneA&ud, when
land of that kind passed by succession.
The term dibad seems to stand in opposition to eoibne rather

than to describe any specific class of lands. It appears to call

attention to the divisible character of land among various per-
sons as tenants in common, and not as members of an associated
group. The same land might conceivably be classed as eoibne
or dibad, according to toe standpoint from which the rights of

toe individuals holding it were regarded.

2. Tanistry.— This term (in Ir. tdnaisteachd)

comes from the Irish tdnaise (‘next’), and refers

to the Irish system whereby a king’s successor was
not his eldest son, but the oldest member of the
family, or possibly one from another family. The
term tdnaise was used for the heir-presumptive of

a king.

3. Inheritance of fuidir-tenants.—These tenants
were mainly recruited from those members of the
tribes who had lost land and kinship, and who
were settled on the chief’s share of the tribe-land.

In the tribal system they were supposed to form a
portion of theJine, or familygroup, of the chief ; but
they appear, at an early period, to have formed
artificial family-groups, based on the principle of

reciprocal liability, and among them the custom
of the hereditary transmission of property came to

be established. They do not appear to have been
originally regarded as kinsmen for the purpose of

paying compensation for crimes ; but, if there were
five houses of fuidir - tenants, each householder
having a stock of a hundred cattle, and all under
one chief, they formed an association recognized
as a part of a tribe. Each in that way shared in

the common tribe-land (dibad), and paid compensa-
tion for the crimes of the other members of their

separate organization. In their case, too, it was
said that the father sold nothing to the prejudice
of his sons, grandsons, great-grandsons, or great-

great-grandsons.
Inheritance of an adopted child.—An adopted

child (mac foesma) could not inherit without the
consent of the family. If the gelfine or the derb-

fine had concurred in the verbal act from which the
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adoption resulted, and if the distant branches had

not objected, the consent was presumed.
_

K Inheritance through the mother.—Originally

in Ireland a woman could receive only a dowry

(tindl), hut no inheritance. At the same time, a

kster or a daughter of a member of the agnatic

ffroup who was married to a stranger with the con-

sent of the tribe could obtain tribal rights for her

son (see H. d’Arbois de JubainviUe, La Famille

celtique, Paris, 1905, p. 72). Among the Pictish

Idngs there appears to have been a tendency for

the crown to be transmitted to a sister’s son (W.

F Skene, Chronicles of the Ficts, Edinburgh, 1867,

p’
7), and in the Welsh Mabinogi stories of Bran-

wen and Math ab Mathonwy there are appare^ly

echoes of such a practice even in Wales. The

evidence is not sufficient to warrant us in seeing in

this custom the vestiges of a decayed matriarchal

system. It is possible that the marriage of an

acceptable stranger into the tribe was regarded

as an accession of strength, and, accordingly, it

would not be unnatural to see provision made for

the incorporation of his sons in the tribe. The

will was the instrument adopted in Ireland by

fathers for enabling their daughters’ sons to suc-

ceed them in the inheritance technically known as

orba cr%(iih ocus sliasta. The property, however,

which a daughter owed to a father’s wdll was not

indefinitely transmissible by her to her heirs, and,

in Irish law, there was a maxim that ‘ the property

of a woman returns.’ As a matter of fact, the

daughter had to give a security in such cases that

the property would in future be restored to her

father’s kinsmen on the male side, i.e. to her

father’s agnates. When property passed from a

mother to her son, care was taken to see that

there was a guarantee of concurrence in the pay-

ment of the composition for crimes, and also of

the share in the private wars waged by the famdy.

II. WALES.--1- General.—The Welsh evolution

of the tribe {cenedl) was essentially parallel to that

found in Ireland, and, consequently, it is clear that

a form of the family group has been developed

which was practically identical ivith the gelfine of

Ireland. This family group was known as a

(lit. ‘bed’), and the land occupied by it was called

tvr gwelyog. The members of these family groups

were called free tenants in contradistinction to the

taeogiaid, or unfree tenants, of W^ales.

On the death of their father the daughters took

nothing, unless there was a failure of male heirs

;

the sons divided the land among them in the

following manner:
* When brothers share the patrimony between them, the

youngest is to have the principal homestead and all his fatl^r s

buildings and eight acres ot land, his boiler, his fuel totchw,

and his coulter; because a father cannot give ^ese ttiree to

any one but to the youngest son ; and though they should be

pledged, they never become forfeited. Then let every brother

take a homestead with eight acres of land ; and toe 75^?^“
son is to sha
eldest to the
London, 1841

1909, p. 199). ,

When the inheritance had been thim divided

among the first generation of descendants, it was

again divided among the grandsons, and again

among the great-grandsons, after which time there

was no further apportionment. The re-sharing

had to be so arranged that no one should remove

from his homestead to another, because the home-

steads were of such a number that no one was

obliged to be a builder for another.

The right to inherit the share of any deceased

relative was not held by any one as a collateral heir

of the deceased, but as a direct descendant of the

original ancestor. The inheritance, however,

stopped short at the fourth generation of descend-

ants. The descendant of the fifth degree had no

hereditary claim derived from his ancestor to any

,re, and they are to choose in succession irom ouc

youngest* (Aneurin Owen, Ancient JjCiws oj WctleSf

, i. 543 ;
Wade-Evans,Tfeto/i MedievalLaw^ Oxford,

portion of the lands of inheritance. Consequently,

kinsmen more distantly related than third cousins

could not be heirs to each other in the matter of

shares in lands of i^eritance. On the failure of

relatives within this degree, the land escheated

to the king. According to the Venedotian (or

North-West Wales) Code, the division between

cousins-german and their children took place only

if they wished it.

It will be seen from the foregoing statement

that the Welsh equivalent of the Irish gelfine did

not take into account the great-great-grandson

;

otherwise the two groups are identical, and are a

clear proof of the parallel development of the

tribal institutions of the two countries.
^

In Wales
there were special provisions for inheritance be-

yond the sixth degree in the case of the descendants

of an exile. The process was called dadanhudd,

2. Succession through the female.—In Wales,

as in Ireland, the son of awoman who was married

to a stranger that joined her tribe was allowed,

under certain conditions, to become a member of

his mother’s father’s tribe, and to inherit along

with the tribesmen. In N. Wales, the brothers

had a say in the case of a daughter’s marriage to

a stranger, while in S. Wales (according to the

Dimetian Code, II. cxxiii. art. 7) a woman might

inherit in the absence of a son.
^
In_ a system of

tribal law there was an obvious objection to female

succession, in that it naturally tended to alienate

the lands of the family, and, by marriage with

strangers, to transfer them to members of foreign

tribes. When the idea of female succession enters

into a social system, it is usually a clear sign of the

emergence of the principle of absolute ownership,

in place of the older conception of collective agnatic

tenure. In Welsh law, the woman’s counterpart

to succession was her dowry {gwaddol).
* As a brother is rightful heir to his patrimony, so is his sister

rightful heir to her gwaddol, through which she may obtain a

husband entitled to land : that is to say, from her father, or

from her co-inheritors if she remain under the ^idance of her

parents and co-inheritors* (Aneurin Owen, op, cii. i. 646).

3. Succession to a Hngdom.
—

^The heir-apparent

to a kingdom is called in the Welsh l&wsedling, a

term borrowed from the English ‘ etheling,’ He
had to be either the king’s son, his brother, or his

nephew (brother’s son).

Iatbeaturb.—See Literature under Fauilt (Celtic).

E. ANWYL.
INHERITANCE Introductory.--

The sources from which we gather our knowledge

of this subject are of several kinds : (a) mural

inscriptions (or isolated stelse) from private tombs,

hypogees of the feudal lords of the provinces,

sepulchres of high Theban dignitaries, and funer-

ary temples; (6) indirect information furnished by

the official temple -inscriptions; (c) graffiti', and

{d) papyri, referring more especially to the six last

centuries of Egyptian history—a more abundant

source than any of the other three. Generally

speaking, the sources known to us cover a period

extending from the end of the Illrd dynasty (Amten
inscription) to the Grseco-Roman period (to which

belong the Greek texts, which have enabled EevU-

lout to find the exact equivalent for numerous

Egyptian legal terms). As a matter of fact, how-

ever, we have no positive information on our

subject till about the Saite period. Before that,

except in the case of the Xllth dynasty, we have

only conjecture and analogy to_ help us, rather

than positive sources of information. Discoveries

like the Kahun papyri and the more assured inter-

pretation of Memphite inscriptions allow us to hope

tor better things in the future.

In spite of the inequality and the restricted

number of our sources, and the many diflerences

of opinion among authors on this difficult subject,

we may give a certain number of sufficiently well-
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founded details concerning inheritance (1) in the

succession of the nobility belonging to the provinces

or * nomes ’
; (2) in the priesthood ; and (3) in private

family law. As a preliminary, we might note
that, as is the case with everything connected with
Egyptian property, the question is dominated by
a general principle ; more or less fictitiously, yet
theoretically, all land of the ‘eminent^ property
belongs to the Pharaoh.^ Even the cessions that
he has made by special act from his nominal right

of property may always be recalled. This is a
principle which we find frequently in other Ori-

ental civilizations, with the same consequences.

1.

Inheritance among the feudal nobility.—The
largest amount of information regarding the laws
of feudal inheritance is gained from some inscrip-

tions belonging to the Middle Empire, the theory
of investigation being founded on the idea that the

laws of the old nobility would preserve more clearly

than the laws relating to ordinary private indi-

viduals visible traces of the rules of primitive

society, and thus furnish a means of guessing
what the Egyptian family was like in its origins.

Feudal inheritance must be divided into several

different categories. The succession to the exer-

cise of the law and to the position of head of the
province, from an administrative point of view,
IS hereditary from father to son, but is subject to
the royal investiture. ^ It bears with it also the
inheritance of the priestly prerogatives or laws
peculiar to the feudal province.® Such a succession
is entirely distinct from the inheritance of goods
or lands constituting the lordly domain. In this

case, as is seen from the ‘Contracts of Siut,’ for

example, Egyptian law distinguishes between two
kinds of property for which the hereditary rights
are different ; (1) the private domain, and (2) the
feudal fief."* In spite of the lack of agreement on
this subject resulting from the obscurity or the
small number of the sources at our disposal, it

would appear that the feudal fief is regarded as
forming part of the succession to the mgnity of
head of the province, and is, consequently, handed
down to the one whose investiture is confirmed by
the Pharaoh.® As for the private domain, the rule
seems to have been equal shares for each of the
children, carrying with them the same rights for
sons and daughters, and again in turn for their
sons and daughters.

It should be added that the patrimony of a
daughter is never fused with that of the man she
marries, but passes intact to her child at birth.®
The child inherits separately from its father and
from its mother—a characteristic which we find
again in the laws relating to piivate inheritance
(see below)."^ This peculiarity of Egyptian law
clears up a great deal of the mystery surrounding
the difficult feudal inscriptions of el-Bersheh and
Beni -Hasan, which have sometimes been inter-
meted (not without hesitation, however) ® as signi-
fying that in ancient Egypt there were traces of
an inheritance^ passing to the son of the eldest
daughter. This, however, is a confusion arising
from the fact that sisters have the same hereditary
rights as their brothers, and can pass on these rights
after their marriage to their own children.® It is a
mistake, then, to suppose that there is, in this con-
nexion at least, any text which would suggest the
existence of a matriarchate in ancient Egypt. On

J Maspero, Histoire^ i. 296, 328 ; for further details see Bevil-
loui, m REg vii, [1893] 49.

s ex’. Maspero, Bihl. igyptol. viii. [1899] 161, 163.
* Maspero, Sistoire, i. 297, 299.
* Eevillout, REg i. [1880] 75.

5

Erman, Life in Andmt Egypt, p. 91 ff.

8 Maspero, Bibl. igyptol. viii. 168, 166.
7 EeviUout, REg x. [1903] 55.
8 Erman, p. 156 f

.

9 Maspero, Grande inscription de Beni-Sassan (^Bibl.
igyptol, viii. [1900]) 163, 166.

the other hand, all the acts and other documents
known to us establish the independence of the
woman in the disposal of her hereditary share, her
equality with man in all laws, and the high rank
that she holds in the Egypt of history.^ This
generosity towards the woman, which is so appa-
rent in feudal law, is found again in everything
regarding succession in private family law.®

2. Inheritance of priestly functions.—These do
not pass to the eldest son by law. As a matter of
fact, no charge or function of a priestly character
constitutes a property which an individual can
dispose of in another’s favour de jure,
A mistake has been made in taking as a le^al assertion of the

exercise of this right a series of formulae like the following:
*I shall leave my son in my place after me.* This assertion is

frequently made, but is merely an euonymous expression.3 An
even more definite case would seem to be the office left to a son
* between his hands, as an inheritance for ever,’ ^ but it is simply
another example of the preceding. This is seen more clearly
if we consider the case of the dead, who in their formulse of
adjuration make exactly the same promise to those who are
faithful to their memory or to their funerary cult. They
promise them that ‘you will transmit your offices to your
children as an inheritance for ever’—a thing over which they
have obviously no control whatsoever.5

Legally, the ‘ titularization ’ in a priestly charge
belongs to the king, as it does in the case of public
functions. What really takes place in practice,

however, is that the priestly functions are trans-

mitted defacto to the members of the same family,
and generally from father to son. The Pharaoh
considered that this transmission was desirable,

and regarded it as the legitimate reward for ser-

vices rendered by the father.® All the same, it

remained a favour, even though the favour came
to be the general rule. The formal proof of this

lies in inscriptions like those of the priest Roy
mentioning that Siphah is handing over his father’s

charge to him.'^

It is of importance to distinguish carefully here between the
priesthood properly so called and the ‘perpetual revenues*
mstituted in connexion with some priestly group or body in
return for a funera-ry cult or some other favour. In the case
of these revenues, it may be stipulated in the contract that the
benefice is to form part of the inheritance (always supposing,
of course, that the priestly function is to remain in the family).
In the same way, the benefits attaching to the possession of a
priestly charge may be disposed of in an act of cession (amitpi),
so that they pass to one of the children, to several of them, to
a collateral relation, to a stranger,8 in return for certain pay-
ments, or, again, to the eldest son on condition that he wul
provide a maintenance for his father 8 (literally : so that he may
be his father*s ‘ staff of old age ’). This is, however, not a real
hereditary transference. These priestly functions might be
compared in a summary fashion with the modern professions of
lawyer, summoner, recorder, or notary, the office and benefices
of which maybesold or transferred to another, but never without
the sanction of the head of the State.

3. Inheritance in family law.—The law relating
to private individuals offers numerous difficulties,

principally as a result of the scarcity of legal
documents belonging to the ancient period of
Egyptian histoiy. The time of Amasis and the
following periods, on the other hand, abound in
testamentary acts or acts connected with inherit-

ance, and the untiring work of Revillout on the
demotic papyri has thrown a great deal of light on
these times. For the preceding centuries, no de-

finite statements can be made without the greatest
reserve. The discovery by Petrie, however, of the
splendid Kahun documents (Xllth dynasty) enables
us to give a far greater cohesion to the fragmentary
indications furnished by certain stelse and certain
passages of the tomb inscriptions. The combina-

1 Maspero, in Journal des Savants, Feb.-March, 1897.
2 Eevillout, ‘Condition de la femme,* in JA x. vi. [1905] 473,

and vii. [1906] 67, 162, 346.
8 Of. e.g. Breasted, Ancient Records, ii. nos. 53, 766, 925.
4 Cf. iii. no. 622. 6 Cf. i&. iiL no. 626.
6 Cf. Erman, pp. 290, 292, 294.
7 Cf. Breasted, iii. no. 647 f.

8 e,q. Griffith, Hier. Papyrifrom Kahxm, pi. xiii. lines 19-88.
9 Ib. pi. xi. lines 10, 27.
10 See, in addition to the literature quoted at the end of this

art., EeviUout, in REg i. 97 f., ‘Les E6gimes matrimoniaux,’
and vii. 71 f., ‘Notice sur les papyrus d4motiques.*
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tion of these, already connecting, to a certain

extent, the laws of the XXVIth and following

dynasties with those of the Theban and even the
proto-Theban period, enables ns to interpret the
Memphite monuments far more clearly than for-

merly, at least in their essential points.

The initial principle that the ‘ eminent ’ property
always belongs (at least theoretically) to the
sovereign (or to the lordlof the province, or to the
provincial god of the temple) lies at the foundation

of every interpretation of the laws regulating
inheritance. It explains the registering of testa-

mentary or similar acts in the presence of repre-

sentatives of the sovereign,^ the forms of publicity,

the ratifications given by officers of the crown,^ and
also the mutation taxes collected by them. Revil-

lout has proved at great length the ancient and
permanent character of these taxes.® As constant
characteristics of these laws, we have : (1) the
absolute equality of the rights of men and women
to will and to inherit, (2) the equal rights of in-

heritance of all children, -whether male or female,

(3) the preference given to the eldest, but only as
administrator of thA real estate^ (4) the hcBres sui

character of each of the children, and (5) their

right of intervention, even in the lifetime of the
paterfamilias, in the acts disposing of real estate,

either gratuitously or under burden of certain

conditions.

The act disposing of an inheritance is known by
the general name of amitpi (lit. ‘ what belongs to

a domus,^ taking the Latin word to mean what
constitutes * the family estate ’—buildings, gardens,
lands, etc,). The exclusive meaning of ‘ will,’ sug-

gested by Chabas, and accepted by Griffith, Mas-
pero, and Revillout, was afterwards extended by
the three last-mentioned to include various acts of

donation, cession, constitution of usufruct, etc.

The antiquity of the terminology of the amitpi
itself and the legal expressions referring to it have
been established by tracing it back from the Saite
period to the Xllth dynasty, and even up to a
certain point of the Memphite period.

^

The formality of registering the amitpi attested

by the demotic contracts is proved to have existed
as early as the Theban period by a passage of the
great Rekhmara inscription. It is called hobsu.

An examination of the Kahun documents shows
that it was in existence even in the Xllth dynasty.
This registration of wills is often accompanied by
an attestation to ensure the carrying out of the
will and to prevent future lawsuits. It consists in

a copy or an extract from a copy being placed
in the funerary temple of the king or prince to
whom the testator is bound, on the one hand, by
some function which he performs for him or by a
royal pension, or, on the other hand, by a religious

endowment (analogous to the Arab, waqf), A good
example of this is found in the Sonames stela,

placed in the funerary chapel of Uadzmasu.^ The
copy may also be placed in the testator’s own
tomb.
The act regulating inheritance ought to be com-

peted, if it is to have its full value, by the pro-
uction of family registers (uaprotu), which are

necessary to put the heir in legal possession of the
property. These registers give an account of rela-

tionships, the origin of the property, and the
legatee’s right to inherit. They are submitted to
legalization by competent magistrates, and at the
same time the Exchequer is enabled to levy the
mutation taxes. The Ptolemaic custom of (1)
proving one’s right to inherit by authentic docu-
ments, (2) paying the dTrapx^j and (3) registering

* e.g., Kahun papyri (Xllth dyn.).
2 Of. ib. and Rekhmara vnscriptum (XVIIIth dyn.).
8 Revillout, RKg viii. 147 ff., vii. 59, b4.
4 Cf . Daressy, * La Ohapelle d’Ouadzm^s,’ in Ann. Serv. Antiq.

iii. [1903] 155.
^

the transaction, on public tablets, on pain of a fine
of 10,000 drachms, is a prescription from the time
of the Pharaohs, going back at least as far as the
Xllth dynasty, which is as far as our present
research can follow it.^

The pre-eminence of the eldest son, which has
been definitely proved for the whole of the last
period of history, from Amasis onwards, is sup-
posed, and not without reason, to have existed
from the earliest times,® or at least from the time
of the Kahun papyri.® Revillout and Maspero
have shown that this peculiarity of Egyptian law
persisted in modem Egypt, especially in Coptic
families, until the introduction of the civil law
emanating from Europe.'^ Later, in the time of
Nepherites, we find that the shares to be inherited
are regulated by the father, who deals exclusively
with his eldest son. He, in his turn, has to settle
the claims of his younger brothers and sisters. It
is he that administers the hereditary domain
for the common good.® He is responsible for the
dividing of the revenue, as his fathers -w^iJl has
decreed, into the shares due to his brothers and
sisters and the usufruct instituted for his mother’s
benefit,®whether by will, marriage contract, or act
registered during wedlock, before or after the birth
of the children.^ The eldest, as representing his
mother, brothers, and sisters, is legally bound to
defend their inheritance against strangers. He
acts as nib, or ‘master.’ Revil]out’s opinion is

that he had even the right to prevent the family
property from being disposed of by his father in
any way contrary to family law.® This last point,
however, has not been definitely proved. Gene-
rally speaking, the eldest seems to have taken the
place of paterfamilias at the death of his father,
administered the estate, pleaded in the law courts,
and been generally responsible for the family estate
to each of his brothers and sisters and other mem-
bers of the family, including his mother, his aunts,
and any children who were still minors. At his
death me inheritance passed to the second oldest
son,® who must observe the clauses regarding
usufruct for the benefit of the testator’s wife,
which he accepted as binding by registered act.

The share to which the eldest was entitled does
not seem to have been in any way larger than that
given to the rest, and the principle of equal shares
seems to have been the rule down to the Ptolemaic
period, when a law was made entitling the eldest

to a larger share than his co-heirs.^®

In these rules regarding inheritance, we find the
same Egyptian characteristic as in everything re-

lating to property in general—^the permanence and
fixity of the domain [nuit) is set above the claims
of individuals. The estate, as we find from the
stelse, is often preserved intact with the same
name, personality, and boundaries tor several cen-
turies.^^

Two examples of wills belouMg to the Xllth
dynasty will give us a good idea of the general
scheme

;

‘The last will and testament of . . . surnamed Ankhranu.
All my goods, in the gardens or in the town, are for my brother
tbe priest . . . Uahu. Everythingconnected with them belongs

lOf. Revillout, Transmissions Mriditaires(^^REg-x.. [1903]),

p. 172, doc. 82, 88, 90, 92-97.

the Amten inscription and the information about it

given by Maspero, Etudes igyptiennes, ii. 238.
8 Maspero, Journal des Savants, Feb.-March, 1898.
4 Revillout, Origines dgyptiennes du droit civil romain, p. 87.

Maspero {RQ, Nov. 1905, p. 343) thinks that ‘ indivision ’ was not
obligatory.

6 Revillout, p. 89.
6 REg i. [1880] 91, 97 (=Pap. Leyden, 379).

7/6. vii. [1893] 49.
8 Revillout, op. (M. At any rate it is certain that the father

could not by post mortem disposal of property infringe the rules

relating to inheritance.
» Maspero, ‘Petrie Papyn,* Joum. des Savants, March, 1898,

p. 137.
10 Revillout, p, 87. u Of. REg vii. [1893] 58.
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to this same brother. This was registered at the oflBce of the

second conservator of Acts for the South canton, in the year 44,

in the 2nd month of Shomu, on the 13th day.’

The above is an example of an elder brother’s

will, giving his younger brother full possession post
mort&m of ail that he had as administrator of the
common estate. The following is the will of Uahu
himself

:

* The last will and testament of the priest . . . Uahu. To
my wife . . . surnamed Teti, I bequeath aJl that was left to me
by Ankhranu, all moveable estate which I inherited from him,
so that she may give it to any one she likes of the children she
has borne me. I leave her also the four slaves bequeathed to
me by my brother, so that she may give them to any of the
children she likes. With regard to the sepulchre where I shall

be laid with my wife, let no one, whosoever he may be, take
aw’ay any part of it. Touching the buildings -which my brother
constructed for me and where my wife resides, let no one dare
to evict her from there. The Wakil Sibu w'ill be my son’s

guardian.* (Then follows a list of witnesses.)!

Hereditary patrimonies always seem to have
been kept quite separate. The daughter has the
same rights as her brothers. At her marriage, her
share remains distinct, as far as we can gather
from the contracts known to us. She still has the
administration of it and bequeaths it, separately
and with entire independence, to her children. The
husband may pass part of his property over to his
wife, but only in the name of tne children bom
or to he born of the marriage ^ (see MAERlAaE
[Egyptian]). The children then have two distinct

inheritances, one from the paterfamilias and one
from the materfamilias (Egyp. nihitpi). The
woman’s right to will away her own personal
estate has been attested by many different texts.

The marriage contracts published up to date lead
us to suppose that the widow might receive a nsu-
fract decided by marriage contract or after mar-
riage (by will, etc.). The acquisitions to the joint
property during marriage were not subject to the
rigorous rules affecting the family estate. In this
case (as we find, in contracts of the time of
Psammetichus) these acquisitions are registered
in the name of the children that the husband will
have or has had by his wife.®

All that has been said so far concerns the in-

heritance of family estate exclusively, and has
nothing to do with the transference of an income
from any employment or office. This is regulated
by a far more complicated law, of which we get

Generally speaking, the divisible revenue from the
fixed or casual income coming from the employ-
ment is equally divided, wherever possible, among
all the children ; if not, the benefice goes to the
eldest son to divide among his younger brothers
and sisters. Theremarks concerning the priesthood
(see above) apply to the inheritance of the dignity
or functions of office properly speaking (distinct
from its material advantages).
The double formality requiring (1) a warrant

from the central power (thelong, the feudal lord,
or the temple administrations), and (2) the presence
of the children interested at the signing of the act
of partage, has given rise (as, e.y., in the case of
testamentary acts or ante mortem acts of cession
in connexion with the family estate) to ahrigis
which describe the event, in a conventional way,
in the^ form of frescoes or bas-reliefs, and may
serve, in case of future dispute, to bear witness to
what really took place. The conferring of an

! Maspero, Journal des Savants^ Feb.~March, 1898.
2 This was separate from the indemriity, consisting- of move-

able estate (kannu), money, or income, decided upon in the
marriage contract, to be paid in the case of desertion or divorce.
There was also a resolutory clause for the case of adultery on
the part of the woman (see Marriage [Egyptian]).
sof. GriflBth, PS3A xxxi. 212; Revillout, Precis du droit

igyptimi^REgi. [1880]), pp. 91-100.
4 Cf. G. Fraser, Ann, Sera. Antiq. iii. 122-130 : Maspero, tb.

131-138
» ^ »

5 A. Mariette, Mastdba de Vanden emtnre, Paris, 1882-89,
p. 318.

*

emblem or insignia by the paterfamilias, or the
holding of a baton, a sistrum, a sceptre {hiku),

etc., or the wearing of some special article of dress
by tbe inheriting son or daughter, serves in these
cases as a sort of resume of the solemn ceremony
gone through in the past. There is still a ^eat
deal of work to be done in tbe way of interpreting a
number ofMemphite and Theban stelae and frescoes
of this kind.

Of lawsuits or disputes concerning inheritance, the best
example is found in the long inscription discovered by Loret,
in 1898, in the tomb of Mes, a scribe in the treasury of Memphis
under Ramses ii. This functionary claims and finally obtains a
piece of land, his right to which was disputed by relatives. It
had been given to one of his ancestors more than a century
before by the Pharaoh, who stipulated that it should be the com-
mon property of the whole family. The series of la^vsuits over
this lasted several generations, and exhausted everykind of trial

and all the different methods of jurisdiction. An epitome will
be found in Maspero, RO (Nov. 1905, p. 342), of the masterly
publication of these texts by Alan H. Gardiner (see Literature).
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INHERITANCE (Greek).—^The general unity
of Greek law is seen in the rules governing inherit-

ance, adoption, and participation in the blood-
feud.^ Rights of property and succession ’ were
universally based upon the principles regulating
the life of the family, in its extended form as

{gens, clan) ; they were the outcome neither
of caprice nor of policy directed by a legislator or

Assembly, being, in fact, prior to the State, and
religious in origin. These primitive ideas, and
the rules to which they gave birth, were only
slowly subjected to reconstruction as society de-

veloped. The general course of this evolution
consisted in the discovery or creation of the in-

dividual as the unit witn which the State had
properly to deal. In some departments the sub-
stitution of the individual for the group was
carried out with logical completeness, but in others
the older ideas were very tenacious of life and led

to strange results. Naturally, our knowledge is

chiefly confined to the details of Attic family law,

but the Athenian rules were not necessarily in all

rejects the most admirable and enlightened.
1. The family property and family cult were con-

ceived as forming a whole, which, as far as possible,

remained stable in the hands of successive genera-
tions of male representatives. Under such a con-

ception intestate succession within the family (olxos)

was necessarily the rule, for there was no place for

a personal expression of will to direct the devolution
of a body of rights and duties which could proceed
only along lines sanctioned by immemorial, and

! See Mitteis, Reichsreeht und VolJssrecht, p. 72 :
* es ist nicht

eine Summe einzelner Stadbrechte, sondern das Recht einer

grossen, weltbeherrschenden Nation.’
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therefore sacred, usage. Even when testation

became possible, the will was for long but a pre-

carious means of regulating succession, because
generally in conflict with the cupidity of relatives

who could always fall back upon the traditions of

intestate succession. ‘ AtAthens a willwas thought
fair game’ (Wyse, The Speeches of Isceusy p. 650).
According to the letter of flie Solonian law, a man wit^ a

legitimate son of full age could not make a will at all, the
devolution of his estate being entirely beyond his control
(Is. vi. 28). Whether he could by any legal means disinherit his
son is at best uncertain—at any rate not by will.i Nor could
he disregard his daughter’s rights (Is. iii. 42 : owe yap Stadeadat.

ovre Sovvai ovSevl ovBev e^ecrrt tuv eavrow avtv rav OvyareptoVt
edv Tts KaraXiiroiv yvnjo'Ca^ Te\evr^, Isaeus certainly speaks too
strongly, as he practically asserts that the testamentary power
permitted to a man whose only legitimate descendants were
girls, still unmarried, meant simply the appointment of their
husbands, and did not include the right to bestow legacies
outside his family. Usually, if a man wished to divert his
estate from his next-of-kin, he would adopt the legatee in his

but^it "seems clear that he might, if he wished, bequeafh her
and the estate together, without adopting.2 oaie original
signihcance of a will being to enable a man without a son to
adopt one, thus in effect also enabling him to defeat the
anticipations of the next-of-kin, a will which adopted any other
than the next-of-kin himself, and a fortiori one bequeathing
both daughter and estate v,dthout at the same time adopting
the devisee, challenged assault ; and a perfectly legal will was
always liable to be annulled by the omnipotent jury on grounds
of equity.s If the estate was worth powder and shot, the girl

would inevitably become etrtSt/cos, claimed at law as ‘heiress’
(iiriiekiqpos) by the next-of-kin. Anyhow, the law was explicit
that the estate could not be willed away from daughters, but
must go ‘with them’ (Is. iii. 68). It was generally futile for
a man to try to divert his estate from his legitimate offspring
on the one hand, or from his next-of-kin on the other. But
custom, if not law, allowed him to give by will a specied legacy
to a son, even an illegitimate son, or to non-relatives or religious
bodies, such bequests often being of considerable magnitude.
Only the childless man of full age and in lull possession of his
faculties was at liberty to choose his own heir ; and even he was
powerless to thwart the application of the traditional rules of
inheritance ab intestato If the cupidity of the next-of-km
tempted him to try his luck against the vmL^
The right of iBheritance of legitimate male

descendants, including the son adopted inter vivos
(see Adoption [Greek]), was indefeasible, and was
placed on a different footing from all other claims

;

for collaterals and testamentary heirs must claim
before the Archon {iTTLducd^ecrdai), and get an order
of him, or ultimately of a diKcum^pLov, before taking
possession of the estate; i.e,, they must submit
their claim to public challenge (Is. iii. 59). Sons
of the body, or one adopted inter vivos, entered on
possession at once without this process, and had as

|

against a third party in actual possession an ‘ action !

of ejectment’ SUrj), On the other hand,
I

lineal heirs could not escape the inheritance with
all its encumbrances, whereas for all other heirs
declinature was possible. ® Rights of primogeniture
were unknown in Greece, although an eldest son
had by courtesy, as primus inter pares, a privilege
of choice {wpeff^eLa), The law asserted the principle
of e(^ual division (Is. vi. 25 : rod vbjxov KeXobovros
airavTas robs yvijaiovs UrofJLoLpovs eTyai rCHy Trarpcpcav

[whether the sons were by the same mother or not
was immaterial]). If a married son predeceased his
father, his sons were entitled to his share in equal
parts ; i,e,, distribution was joer stirpes.^

1 At Sparta in the 4th cent, b.o., if the story of the law passed
by the Ephor Epitadeus is true (Plut. Apis, 6), thiswas possible.

2 Of. Artetoph. Vesp. 683.
^ , i^Of.Is. i. 41: . . . ojrepirotetTe, rots icarayevos

I

pJaXKov ^ rots Kara SLaOrjiajv aju.0t<rj8wova-tv. It was
a symptom of the moral collapse of Bmotia in the 3rd cent. b.c.

that childless men left their property by will away from
collaterals, while many who had children left the bulk to their
clubs (Polyb. xx. 6).

4 Hence the Speeches of Isasus, being aU about claims to
property, turn not upon evidence of its legal transfer, and the
like, but upon proofs of kinship. For the statute of limitations,
which only partially protected the will, see Is. iii. 68. ^ ^

5 Of. Dem. xxiL 34 : kXtqpovopov Kadt<m\<yiv 6 vopos rv9 arifitas
tt}9 rov warpos. In the Gortynian Oode the son is not heres
necessarius, as at Athens.

6 The principles of equal shares to all of the same degree, and
of representation and distribution per stirpes, seem to have
been applied also to collaterals ana when the estate passed
through daughters.

At Athens daughters had absolutely no rights of
inheritance by the side of their father’s sons ; but
their brothers were under obligation to provide
them with a suitable dowry and to give them in
marriage (Dem. xlv. 74).^

Failing lineal heirs, or a valid and undisputed
adoption by will, it was necessary to fall back upon
the rules of intestate succession.
The law, obscure already in the 4th cent, b.c.,2 ran as follows

:

* Whosoever dies withouta will, if he leavebehind him daughters,
[the next-of-kin] with their hand [shall inherit]. If he do not
[leave daughters], the following shall be masters of his estate.
If there be brothers of the same father [as the deceased, they
shall inherit] ; and if there be legitimate children of brothers,
they shall take their father’s share. If there be no brothers or
brothers’ children, [sisters, of the same father as the deceased,
and children] s of them, shall inherit, in the same way. But
males and the issue of males shall have precedence [over females
and the issue of females], if they have the same origin [as the
said females], even if [such males] be in degree more distant.
If there be none on the father’s side as far as children of first

cousins, the collaterals on the deceased’s mother’s side shall in
like manner inherit. But if there be no descendants on either
his father’s side or his mother’s side, within the prescribed
limits, the nearest in descent on his father's side shall inherit.
But an illegitimate son or illegitimate daughter cannot claim
as next-of-km either family cmt or family estate, If born after
tile Archonship of Eukleides.’^

Succession at Athens, therefore, was arranged
according to a series of stocks

:
(a) lineal descend-

ants of the deceased; failing these, an heir must
be sought in (6) that inner circle of relatives
constituting the deceased’s dyx^a-rela : (1) descend-
ants of his father ; (2) descendants of his paternal
grandfather ; (3) descendants and coUaterws of his
mother ; (4) failing all these, the nearest kinsman
of any degree discoverable on the father’s side.®

The downwards and outwards limit, which was
also the limit of the dyx^fftea, was given by the
deceased’s first cousins once removed, i,e. children
of his first cousins (cousins-german). That is to
say, ultimately any great-grandson could claim as
heir-at-law to succeed any grandson of a common
ancestor ; with respect to that inheritance a new
succession began at this point, so that second
cousins, as such, had no claim upon one another’s
estate, but each found his heir, failing a son, in
the circle of his own dT^carets as aforesaid.® The
oTkos included four generations, down to great-
grandsons (second cousins to one another).^ Such
an one could not inherit from any below the third
generation, being himself, as neir (=son), the
fourth. That is to say, the third generation could
call upon the fourth to undertake the duties of
sonship— in primitive times doubtless without
escape.

* Whether we look at the rights of succession, or at the duties
of the blood-feud, or at the honours owed to the dead, we
discover on all sides signs that the dy^icrreta was not a con-
ception that could be extended indefinitely ’ (Wj^se, p. 666). It is

an archaic classification, one of the oldest facts of Greek social

1 There was no legal definition of a suitable dowry. A father
in Lys. xxxii. 6 stipulates in his will the amoxmt to be given

;

but this probably could not bind his heirs as a matter of law.
Inscriptions seem to prove that at Mykonos (BCJS vi. [1882]

590), and at Ephesos (Dittenberger, Leipzig, 1898-1901,
no. 510, 1. 65), the law was the same as at Athens.

2 Of, Aristotle, Ath. Pol. 9 : Bid rb yeypd^ai rovs vojjlovs

airA.t^$, jXTjSe cra^Ss, cAA.* uarrep 6 rrepl rS>v Kk^pcav Kctl €':nK}<"rjp(i>v,

dvdyKTj iroA-Xaff d/Ji(f>ia‘firirr}crei9 yCyveoOai. Solon, who pernaps
really was the fiirst to redact these laws, was, of course, simply
formulating the practice of immemorial antiquity. The law is

paraphrased by Issbus (xi. 1).
s But the gap here may he much larger (see J. H. lipsius,

Att. Proc.^, Berlin, 1887, p. 584).
4 The text of the law, clearly not complete, is quoted in pern.]

xliii. 51.
6 Nothing is known about the disposal of bona mcantia at

Athens. Perhaps the case never arose; at any rate there is

nothing like the Eoman usucaptio pro Jierede.

6 Stnctly, the term ayxicrrela did not embrace sons or grand-
sons, but meant those who succeed on failure of lineal heirs,

and must, therefore, prove their title (Is iii. 69).

7 Of. Oic. de Ojf. i. 17 : ‘ Prima societas in ipso coniugio est

;

proxima in liberis ; deinde una domus, communia omnia . . .

sequimtur fratrum coniunctiones, post consobrinorum sobrino-
rumque, qui cum una domo iam cap! non possint, in alias domes
tanquam in colonias exeunt.'
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organization, perhaps designed to apply not originally to the

transmission of property, but to distinctions of religious obliga-

tion towards the dead, and community in blood vengeance.

The effect of the maxim KpoLreiv robt dppevas was

to split each stock into two sections, the male

excluding the female. Sons and sons’ sons inherited

before daughters and daughters’ issue. Similarly,

a brother’s son, though a step further from the

common ancestor (the deceased’s father in^ this

case), excluded his own aunt, the deceased’s sister.

This principle governed all successions, whether in

the direct line or as between collaterals. But it

held only within each in turn of the orders or

stocks of succession, so that a female in stock (1)

excluded a male of stock (2). Thus, a sister of the

deceased by the same father ofioTrarpia)

ranked before his male cousin on the father’s side

{ave^Lds irpbs irarpds), because, the condition iK t&v

airruj', or issue from the same point on the stem,

not being realized, male preference did not here

operate ; a female cousin on the father’s side (dve^la

TTpbs Trarpds) would, on the same principle, exclude

the uterine brother {dde\(pbs b/iop.'jrpios). The law
called to succession the paternal kindred down to

and including first cousins once removed before

admitting the relatives on the mother’s side. And
these in their turn ranked as follows : (1) uterine

brothers, and issue ; (2) uterine sisters, and issue

;

(3) maternal uncles of the deceased, and issue ; (4)

maternal aunts, and issue. The limit here also was
first cousins’ children. The symmetry of the table

of orders of succession is intelligible; the real

difificulty is to understand how precedence of males
was combined with the principle of representation.^

Greek family law does not exemplify the levirate, or marriage
of the widow by the deceased’s brother for the pu^ose of per-

petuaring the line. The wife, as such,2 could not inherit from
her husband, whose estate, faUing lineal heirs, must pass to his

father’s or mother’s relatives. An analogy to the levirate is

perhaps to be found in Sparta, where a wife might be commis-
sioned by her husband to bear children to another (Xen. JSesp.

Lae. i. 7; see M. P. Nilsson, ‘DieGrundlagendesspartanisohen
Lehens,’ in Klio, xii. [Leipzig, 1912] 325 ff.)*

Did Attic law recognize the ‘melancholy succession* of

parents to the estate of deceased children? A passage in

Issus (xi. 30) seems to assert that under certain conditions a
mother might succeed her son, and perhaps in his time the law
was interpreted as containing an implicit recognition of her
right ; hut this contradicts another passage in the same speech
(A 17). That a father ranked before all collaterals has been
deduced from the obligation of sons to maintain parents and
grandparents (Is. viii. 82) ; hut this would prove too much, if

it will bear any inference at aU (of. J. H. Lipsius, Las attische

j^cki UTid Reehtsverfdhren, ii. 550).

If a man, having no son of his body, died with-
out adopting an heir, leaving only a daughter (or

daughters), she was in a peculiar position, in that
she could not claim her father’s estate, hut was
herself liable to he claimed at law {iTrldcKos) by col-

laterals as an appendage thereto (Is. x. 5). She
was an MkXtjpos ‘ on the estate,’ and became the
object of a claim at law [iinbLKaa-la.), in which a
court® decided who was next-of-kin and entitled

to take her to wife {avvoLKrjtTai. ry yvvaiKl Kijpiost Is.

viii. 31) with the estate.

The rules of succession to an ^ttUXtipos followed
those of intestate succession to the estate (kXtjpos)

1 Would representation be possible when the division was
amongst cousins’ children, and so bring in the fifth generation,
which feH outside the ayxioreCa? When Issbus (vii. 18f.)sa3's
thaij male preference really began only with first cousins, he is

simply dishonest (see Wyse, p. 660).
3 She might he, and in fact perhaps generally was, related to

him by blood.
3 At Sparta it was the duty of the kings SiKdCfiv irorpovxov

vap9evov wept, ey tov t/cveerot W M «'ep 6 irarrjp avrrtv
ey^cru (Herod- vi. 57). This power of decision was important,
and sometimes entailed serious consequences for the body politic
(ct Aristotle, PoZ. 1304a : xal irepl MvTtXiinjv e| eiriKkrjpav
trraeretoy yevojLte'i^s, ; and so in Phokis, tbJ). At Sparta, king
Kleomenes having died awatSoy epo-evoy yovov, his daughter
Gorgo was married by her uncle Leonidas (Herod, vii. 206).

4 The law in respect of girls not yet marriageable is not
known. The Gortynian Code permits the * heiress ’ (rraTpMwicoy)
to be married when she is twelve. If Blass has rightly restored
Aristotle, Aih. Pol. 56. 7, fourteen was the lower limit at
Athens

itself, with the obvious modifications, the general

principle being that she was the prize of that male
relative (d7Xi<rr€j)s) who would have inherited the
estate ah intestato had she not existed. Claimants
fell into stocks as before. Within each stock the
rule of seniores priores may have been followed.

As the primitive aim had been to continue the
male line, descendants and collaterals of the de-

ceased’s mother were perhaps not originally ad-

missible; the tendency would be to enlarge the
list of claimants when property was at stake, and
in the 4th cent. B.c. the mother’s relatives had a
legal claim to the iirUXTipos just as they had to the
kXrjpos.

The next-of-kin could not be compelled to marry the girl if

she was poor ; he had the choice of bestowing her in marriage
with a portion on a scale fixed by law according to his own
property-classification, and it was the Archon’s duty (on which
see Is. vii. 30) to see that he adopted one or other course (law
in [Dem.] xliii. 54 : rS>v eTrt/cX^pwv oo-ai ByynKov Te\ov<rtv, ktA.).

The decision of the next-of-kin would generally turn upon the
size of the estate, and a rich ‘heiress’ was naturally a coveted
prize. If he was himself below the third property-class, he was
apparently free of obligation to dower. Contumacy was probably
construed as leaicftMrty eirtK\^pov,^the penalty for which was seri-

ous. Her enforced dowry would probably make it worth the
while of a more distant kinsman to take the girl. In the case of a
rich imicXyjpos, waiver by the first kinsman entitled to her opened
the door to the next in succession. In Sparta apparently the
next-of-kin gained the right to bestow in marriage an e7rc/eAi7poy

upon whom he pleased, and this was one cause of the gradual
concentration of wealth (Aristotle, Pol. ii. 9. 1270a ; see W. L.

Newman, Pol. of Ar.y Oxford, 1S87, ii. 327).

The estate to which an eTrt/cXrjpoy was appended did not pass
to the next-of-kin who married her, but to the son (3uyorptoovy)

or sons on attaining majority—their father in the meantime
being controller (/cvptoy) of the estate, and enjoying the usufruct
(Is. lii. 50). The itrUXripoi was thus not strictly an ‘ heiress,’

but an intermediary through whom the estate passed to her
father's heir (Is. viii. 31).2 Whether her first son had an exclusive

right to his grandfather’s estate is^not clear {[Dem.] xlvi. 20:
KM. edv 6^ emieK'npov yevrjrM, tcaX apa eirl Steris, Kpa-Tfiv

r<av xp’QP‘d‘T(ovy rhv Se mtov perpetv rfj jutifjTpt—not in accord with
Is. viu. 31 : oi yevopevoi watfies, ktK. ; see Wyse, p. 861). It is

obvious that it might indeed be little to the advantage of the
boy to pass out of his father’s ot/co? into that of his maternal
grandfather by posthumous adoption, leaving his brothers to

inherit the paternal estate. One thing, however, is certain—
that primitive family law or custom took no account whatever
of personal likes or dislikes ; it was left to esprits forts and the
lawyers of a later age to defy or evade its rules, pending their

abrogation by the emancipated community.

Interest in the dTrkXTjpos culminates when the
complications of previous marriage are considered.

What happened if she had been given in marriage
by her father to one® who was not also next-of-

kin? Isseus is explicit that the next-of-kin had
an absolute right to compel her to abandon her
husband and tomarryher himself (Is. iii. 64: ttoXXoI

(TvvoLKOvvrss ijbn] dtfnjpTivTaL rds kavrrOiv ywaiKas), In
practice, doubtless, she might escape by sacrificing

the estate, if the next-of-kin would be satisfied

with that ; but such bargains can hardly have been
legalized, and what fiction was in use to prevent
the next in succession from asserting his claim
upon waiver by the first is not known (cf. Is. iii.

74 ; And. i. 121 : KaXXlas Xayxdvei vUt rqJ Lavrov

rijs imKX'fipoVy tva fi^ imdtKd<ro)fmi iyd)). Perhaps the
existence of male issue of the marriage may have
extinguished the claims of the next-of-kin, as at
Gortyn. General considerations of equity are
quite inapplicable to the problem. ‘All the rules

1 It must be borne in mind that a female, married or un-
married, without brothers or grandfather became eirtit\i]pos on
her father’s death, though she had not a penny in the world
(and whatever her age), and nad a claim as such upon the next-
of-kin. The intention of the institution was not to discover
who should receive a windfall, but upon whom lay the sacred
duty of perpetuating the dead man’s line. Naturally, as the
older religious ideas at the basis of the family decayed, the
purely financial aspect of the situation tended to become para-
mount.

^

2 Hence she is never called nXtipovdiio^ (cf. Dem. IviL 41:
CTrifcAijpov KkTipovop’qcras).

3 If he had been adopted, in lifetime or by will, he was, of

i

course, ‘son,* and his wife did not become IviKkripos on her
I
father’s death. If the will or the act of adoption were contested

I

and declared invalid, she would at once become iiriKkripos and
I
he subject to claim.
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concerning the MkXtjpos are a violation of equity*

(Wyse, p. 609).

It seems that a man, on becoming entitled to an

irlKXTjpo^, could put away his wife, or at least

bestow her on another, in order to take advantage

of his good fortune (cf. Dem. Ivii. 41 : iin.K\iipov

K\r]poyofir}cras einrdpov),
. , r • r -x

II. The interest of the Attic law of inheritance

lies largely in its application of the rules govern-

ino- primitive society to a democratic organization

steadily drifting away from the old point of view.

The Gortynian Code ^ exhibits these principles as

modified in a Dorian oligarchical society.

At Gortyn intestate succession is the rule, for

testamentary power is unknown, so that the Code

in this respect is more archaic than Solon’s laws.

Male precedence is in force, as at Athens. The

estate passes to the following series of heirs : (1) the

deceased’s children, grandchildren, or great-grand-

children ; (2) his brothers, their children, or grand-

children ; (3) his sisters, their children, or grand-

children ; (4) failing these^, it goes to ‘those

entitled’ {oh k iTi^dWxi oirw k i*e, the next-of-

kin) ; (5) failing a kinsman, to ‘ those constituting

the family lot ’ (rfis FoiKias otrtv4s k ttavri 6 /cXapos, i.e.

the serfs on the estate, who are thus a man’s heirs

in the last resort).

^

The Code is in advance of the Athenian law in its treatment

of women, for (1) although sons have sole right to the tow-
house and its furniture, and the cattle, daughters share m the

rest of the patrimony, a daughter’s share being fixed at half

that of a son; 3 (2) a woman has rights of several property

absolute during her lifetime against both husband and children

,

(3) her property is transmitted in the same way as a man s

estate.

The Code contains elaborate rules about the

TaTp<pQKos (rrirtKXTipos). Clearly the original idea

of providing male succession to the deceased has

come to be felt less strongly than at Athens, and

the pecuniary interests of the relatives override

the conception of duty to the dead ; in especial,

the institution conflicts with the right of inherit-

ance given to women by the Code. The Gortynian

TrarptpCoKos is, in fact, a true ‘heiress,’ retaining her

inheritance in severalty for life, and is not, as at

Athens, a mere vehicle of the estate to her s<m.

The right to marry the heiress belongs to (1) her

father’s brothers according to seniority—if there

are several irarpjpw/cot, the second brother is entitled

to the second sister, and so on ; (2) if there are no

living brothers of the dead man, the sons of the

senior uncle claim their cousins in order of seni-

ority ; but any living uncle excludes his nephews,

sons of a predeceased elder brother. There is

nothing to show that the right to marry the

‘heiress’ passes beyond these to the other col-

laterals ; the conception of the dTxtcrrela is

looser than at Athens. The rule is that each

claimant lays his account with one iraTptpQKos only

(v. 27 ; filo4V d’ ^K€v TonrpmOjKov rhv iTTL^oXXovra, tcXlclS

/Aii) ; i.e., if a compromise is accepted by him,

he cannot go on to assert a claim^ to the next

sister ; and, conversely, compromise with the senior

claimant frees the TrarpipuKos from all. But, if

there are no next-of-kin, she is required to find

her husband among her tribesmen, if possible

giving them the chance by public advertisement.

1 The date of the actual Oode is perhaps not earher than the

5th cent. B.C., hut its basis is very much older,
^
The sections

concerning inheritance and heiresses seem to give the wnoie

law on their subject, and to belong to the newest section of

^^2 St on this see Kohler-Ziebarth, Das Stadtrechtvon G^yn.
3 A daughter previously given in marriage witti (wwy ^ner

father has no further claim, the dowry being fixed amount

by law as half a son’s share in the intestate estate. E^horos

(quoted by Strabo, p. 482 ;
3’ av a5e\^.oi, »o-t, t5

Tov AZek<t>& /uteptfiog) makes this the umversal rule m
^4

is marked as an innovation in the Code by the ^ct that

a retrospective limit of its working is given. The definition oi

a va7p'j>aKos is the same as at Athena.
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The Oode deals with the situations arising when one or other

of the parties is too young to marry, or is unwilling to do so.

Neither is, in fact, compelled to marry the other ; the next-of-

kin may simply waive his daim, in which case it is open for the

next in succession to claim, or he may accept the legal indem-

nity of half the estate (which frees the Trarpwwieo? from ^ther
r^faima of next-of-kin). It rests solely with the TraTpwwicos to

decide whether she will marry or indemnify the claimant.

The Code lays down definite rules for the follow-

ing interesting cases : (a) when a woman who is

already married becomes Trarpcpu/cos by the death

of her father and (or) her brother, and (b) when
a irarptpcaKos becomes a widow. In each case the

liabilities turn upon the presence or absence of

children, (a) The married irarpyw/cos is not com-

pelled, but is at liberty, to separate from her hus-

band : (1) if there are children {riicya), the rights of

all claimants are extinguished, and she may remain

in statu quo, or, by surrendering one-half of the

estate to her husband,^ regain her freedom to re-

marry within her tribe ; (2) if there are no chil-

dren, the rights of the next-of-kin operate, but, at

the price of half of the estate paid to him who has

first claim, she can either remain in statu quo or

separate from her husband and re-marry within

her tribe. (6) In the case of a TrarpcpCoKos who be-

comes a widow: (1) if there are children, rights of

relatives lapse, and she may re-marry, if she pleases,

within her tribe, without penalty ; (2) if there are

no children, the first marriage is of non-effect, the

rights of relatives revive, and she must either marry

the next-of-kin or indemnify him, as before.^ The
‘ heiress’ must, therefore, marry under any circum-

stances ; she is not free from that obligation either

through failure of next-of-kin or b3f indemnifying.

Again, it is not until she has borne a child thet she

has fulfilled her duty wholly, and is thenceforth

free. On the other hand, she cannot, as at Athens,

be forced into a distasteful union.

III. An interesting inquiry is as to what hap-

pened when this body of Hellenic legal principles

came into contact with other systems—those of the

East and Egypt, and finally with that of Home.

Especially interesting must nave been the relations

established in the great Hellenistic foundations of

the Sdeucids. As regards Ptolemaic Egypt, the

answer is being given by the Papyri (cf. Mitteis,

p. 46 ff.). In the East the S^ian Code shows how

the social structure was modified by the combined

working of Hellenic tradition and Roman legal

ideas in the early centuries of the Empire.

The Svrian Oode, in its rules of intestate succession exhibits

the following chief analogies with Hellenic law: (1) na-toal

riffht of legitimate children to inherit the patrimony ; (2) a

succession of stocks ; (3) male precedence ;
s (4) equal distnbu.

tion within the stocks ; (5) rights of inheritance given to rela-

tives of the deceased’s mother on failure of the paternal side.

On the other hand, the Code exhibits the following departures

from the Athenian rule : (1) daughters rank with sons, and

sisters rank with brothers of the deceased, for equal share ,

(Z) his mother ranks with his brothers and sisters for an

share with them ; (3) yet issue of daughters and sisters inherit

after the agnates,4 i.e. after his uncles and their sons, but

before his aunts and their issue. A fourth divergence wo^d
lie in the fact that, by the Syrian rule, the father inherits before

brothers and sisters of the deceased—if it were proved that at

Athens he could not inherit from a son.
_

The right of daughters to some share in the patrimony was

already recognized in the Gortynian Oode ;
bi^ it seems pmo*

able that these divergences from the general Hellenic Practice

are due to the influence of Roman law, and perhaps to definite

interference on the part of Constantine (see Mitteis, p. 3423.).

1 The law says simply, * parting the estate as laid down by law

'

(SiaXaK6v(rav rSiV Kp^iiiaruiv a eyparrai)

;

“/ge®
that in this case also the indemnity goes to the

Remeil des inscr. jund. grecqv^, i. 474). The next-of-kin

miffht. of course, already be her husband.
j,.

°^Cf Varro: ‘Venio nunc ad alteruna genus testamenti jiuod

dicitur physicum, in quo Graeci belliores quam nostn (f^«

m F. Schulin, JDos gr. Testament verglichen mvt dem

’'7&<;d^ve8?^onL this : Deim die Ge«tee «}ch«.

den SaWheraus. und wer der Niohste ist, den brmgen

sie der Erbschaft nahe * (quoted in Mitteis, 32o).
^ . ,

.

. _

4 £.e., daughters and sisters cannot be

law, by their children *, hut sons are represented by their sons.
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INHERITANCE (Hebrew). — Our word ‘in-
heritance ’ has no exact equivalent in Hebrew.
The various terms which denote possession may be
used when the possession comes in the way of suc-
cession to a person deceased. But, if this is the
case, the context must show how the possession
came about. When we inquire of the documents
in the Canon how this succession was regulated,
we find no answer until we come to the latest
period of the history. The oldest code of laws is
silent on this point, and the patriarchal narratives
reflect later conditions. The Biblical writers evi-
dently supposed matters of this kind to be regu-
lated by well-known family and tribal customs.
For Israel’s nomadic stage, therefore, we are

left to conjecture. Fortunately the customs of the
desert are much the same in all ages, and conjec-
tures based on the analogies of nomad life may
claim a considerable degree of certainty. In-
dividual ownership of land is unknown in this
state of society, and personal property is small in
amount. The man owns his arms, the woman her
ornaments. The cattle, while nominally the pro-
perty of the shaikh, are really common to the
whole clan.

^
The spoils of war are divided among

the able-bodied men. At a man’s death his arms
are seized by the next-of-kin, or are divided, like
the spoils of war, among the men able to bear
arms. Women do not inherit, because they are
themselves the property of their husbands and
pass to the heirs with the rest of the estate. This
was the rule in Israel even after the settlement
in Canaan. Muhammad’s regulation, giving a
daughter half as much of the estate as went to a
son, was an innovation on the earlier custom,
according to which none could be heirs who did^t take part in battle.^ In the nature of the case
Hebrew custom must have been the same.

Israel established itself in Canaan partly by
conquest, partly by amalgamation with the older
inhabitants. So far as the arable land was ac-
quired by conquest it was treated like other spoils
of war. Each family group assigned portions for
tillage to its able-bodied men, but without relin-
quishing title. On the other hand, we must sup-

i

pose the Oanaanites to have had private propertym l^^d. The cultivation of the vine and olive is
hardly practicable under any other system. Light
on the state of things in this period may be eot
from present custom in Palestine. Here we find
private ownership of part of the land, and alongmth It communal ownership of another part. The
land of the commune is laid out in portions of
equal value, and then assigned by lot to the culti-
vators.2 The frequency with which the lot is

Maniage in E<urly

189^p^57£
^ Verhatnisse der l&raeliUn, Berlin,

spoken of in the OT indicates some such system
of allotment. But private property in land is also
indicated. Naboth refuses to sell his vineyard,
and the narrative shows that there were no re-
strictions on his title. ^ The patriarchal stories
represent Abraham and Jacob as buying land
from the earlier inhabitants, ^

While we suppose that private property in land
was fully recognized in this period, it is probable
that the ri^t of inheritance was limited to male
kinsmen. There is no clear case of women owning
land before the Exile, though they had person^
property. The mother of Micah saved a consider-
able sum of money, and her title was recognized
by her son.® Abigail brought five slaves to David,
though this seems to have been the whole of her
fortune. Rachel and Leah each received a slave
girl from her father.^ The case of Achsah, who is

said to have received territory from Caleb,® forms
no exception, for Achsah is only the eponym of a
clan. Laban’s daughters, just referred to, say
quite frankly that there is nothing for them in
the house of their father, and that he has sold
them and eaten up the price. The language shows
conclusively that at the time when the account

I

was written daughters had no claim as heiresses,

I

and that the most they could hope for from a
generous father was some part of the price that
he had received for them. The persistency with
which the Hebrew writers represent the widow as
an object of charity indicates that widows were
without claim on the estates of their husbands.
The dormant rights of the clan may have re-

asserted themselves when a man died. But in the
period of the monarchy it probably came to be
recognized that the sons were the rightful heirs.
Gifts by the father during his lifetime were recog-
nized as valid, if we may argue from the conduct
of Abraham towards the sons of his concubines.®
But the inheritance went to all the sons—there
was no difference between the son of a wife and
the son of a concubine. The sons of Zilpah and
Bilhah are on the same footing with the sons of
Rachel and Leah.’ Probably this was always the
theory, and we may venture to adduce the Baby-
lonian parallel. Ilere we read that, if a man
recognizes the son of a slave woman by calling
him ‘ my son,’ that son is entitled to a share of the
estate. In Hebrew practice the son of a slave
woman often sufiered injustice. The expulsion of
Ishmael is an illustration, and so is the banishment
of Jephthah by his brothers.®
The first-born son had special rights.
The law in Deuteronomy, which probably reproduces ancient

custom and guards it from abuse, is as follows :
* When a man

has two wives, one beloved and the other hated, and they bear
him chil(^en, if the firstborn belong to the hated wife, then in
the day in which he gives the inheritance to his sons he shall
not be allowed to treat the son of the beloved wife as the first-

born instead of the son of the hated. He shall recognize the
firstborn (son of the hated) by giving him a double portion of
whatever he has ; for he is the firstling of his strength and the
right of the firstborn is his.'

9

The birthright seems to have been originally
connected with the chieftainship of the clan.
That some sort of priestly prerogative also be-
longed to the oldest son seems clear from the
Pentateuchal narrative, which makes the tribe of
Levi a substitute for the first-born sons of the
people, and this prerogative was probably connected
with the worship of the clan ancestors.
The sharpness with which the law forbids the

transfer of the birthright to any but the actual
first-born indicates that earlier the matter had
been in the power of the father. This also is illus-

trated by the patriarchal story where Isaac is

induced (unwittingly, to be sure) to give the
1

1

K 2116. 2 Gn 239ff; 3319, 3 ifUL
4 1 s 2542, Gn 2924. 29

; cf. 8114-16

5 Jos 1516-19, Jg 112-15. 6 Gn 266. 7 Gn SSSSfif.

8 Gn 2l9ff-, Jg 112 9 X)6 2116-17.
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blessing to Jacob, and where Jacob in turn pre-

fers Ephraim to Manasseh. The Chronicler be-

lieves that the birthright was taken from Reuben
and given to Joseph,^ AU these stories are the
reflexion of tribal relations, but they show that
the transfer of the birthright was not a strange
conception to the writers. We are nowhere told

that the double portion given to the oldest son
was to enable him to support the widow and the
younger children, though this has usually been
assigned as the reason. That the dependent
members of the family passed into the care, or

rather into the possession, of the heir, w’e have
already had occasion to note. The right of the
first-born son of a king to succeed to the throne
was not necessarily a part of his prerogative, as

we see in the case of Solomon.®
In default of sons the patriarchal system makes

the brothers inherit, and after them uncles, that
is, father’s brothers. Next come cousins in the
various degrees, always on the father’s side ; for,

the women being excluded, their descendants have
no rights. The Hebrews, however, always felt it

to be a misfortune that a man should have no son
to succeed him. The root of this feeling must be
sought in the animistic stage of religion. The
spirit of a man is left without sustenance and
honour if he has no son to pay these dues. To
prevent the name from being blotted out, custom
early enjoined the levirate marriage, and, as in

other cases, the custom was finally embodied in

the written law. Deuteronomy is specific on this

:

‘When brothers dwell together, and one of them dies leaving

no son, the wife of the deceased shall not be given to a stranger.

Her brother-m-law shall come to her and take her to him for a
wife and perform a brother’s duty. And her first-bom son shall

succeed to the name of the brother who is dead, and his name
shall not be blotted out from Israel.’ 3

How seriously the brother’s duty is taken is

made clear by the story of Tamar in the book of

Genesis,* where the reason given for Onan’s early

death is his refusal to raise up seed to his brother,

and where, also, it is held that Tamar, when re-

fused another husband, is justified in taking a
substitute by deception. In Deuteronomy the
recalcitrant brother is put to open shame by the
ceremony of puUing off the shoe.®

The arrangement under discussion is a survival

from the time when a man’s wives went to the
next-of-kin. In fact, the levirate was the duty,

not of the brother alone, but of the next-of-kin,

whoever he might be. So Judah was the one upon
whom the duty devolved when his son was in

default. This is also the theory of the book of

Ruth. Ruth offers herself as wife to Boaz in the
belief that he is next-of-kin to her deceased hus-

band. Boaz informs her that there is a nearer

kinsman, and he takes her only after this other

has refused. Here the connexion with the right

of inheritance is made clear by the statement
that the kinsman has the right of redemption of

such real estate as belonged to the deceased, the
mfe going with it. The book is not altogether

clear, because it does not give the first-bom son to

the deceased ; but in its general conception it agrees

with what we know elsewhere of the levirate. At
the present day it is Jewish custom to release the

brother from his duty. The subject has a place

here only so far as it throws light on the Jewish
ideas of inheritance. The levirate was in force so

long as it was thought necessary for a man to have
a male heir. When the right of daughters to

inherit was recognized, the law forbade the mar-
ri^e of a woman to her brother-in-law.

The device of adoption, by which a man who has
no heir of his body begotten takes a child from
another family to be his son, seems not to have

1 Gn 2732-37 4817-20 1 Ch 61. 2 1 K 1, and cL 2 Oh 213.

3 Dt 255-10. 4 Gn 3S6-26, 5 Dt 253.

been much in use among the Hebrews. Where
Abraham expects his slave to become his heir,
however, 1 we think of the slave as having been
made a ‘ son ’ of the clan. In the patriarchal
period we find also the recognition of Ephraim and
Manasseh by Jacob,® which may be called an
adoption; and the reception of Moses into the
family of Pharaoh® shows the idea not to have been
unknown to the writers of these stories. At a
later date one of the genealogists tells of a Hebrew
who had no son, and who gave his daughter to his
Egyptian slave to wife, and the children were
counted in the Hebrew line.* None of these cases
can be called historical ; and Esther, who was
brought up by Mordecai, came to him not by
adoption, but as his ward by the ordinary law of
inheritance.® The declaration of the book of Pro-
verbs, that a maid may ‘ inherit ’ from her mistress,
is too slight to build upon.®
We come to a time, finally, when daughters are

allowed to inherit. It would not be strange to
discover that the idea of women holding pr^erty
arose in connexion with the clan sagas, when
the clans were brought into genealogical relations,

those which had feminine names appeared as
daughters of the eponym heroes of the whole
people. As all the clans had territory in the land
of Israel, it was believed that the patriarchs had
given portions to daughters as well as to sons.

The story of Achsah, already mentioned, is in
point.^ So is the statement that a daughter of
Asher has a place in the genealogy. Further, we
find an explicit declaration in the book of Joshua
that the daughters of Manasseh took possession
along with his sons. ® The genealogy in Ezra knows
of a certain Barzillai who received that name
because he married the daughter of Barzillai the
Gileadite.® We must suppose the daughter to
have been an heiress, and the case naturally leads

up to that of the daughters of Zelophehaa. We
read in the book of Numbers that, when Israel was
about to take possession of the Promised Land, the
daughters of Zelophehad came to Moses informing
him that their father had died, leaving no son. In
conseq^uence they fear that his name will be blotted

out, for he will receive no portion in the coming
division of the land. On consultation with the
oracle, Moses is directed to grant their implied
request, and to assign them the portion which
should fall to their father. The conclusion of the

S
aragraph is a specific direction that hereafter

aughters shall inherit where there are no sons.

The law, however, is amended, or supplemented,
in another chapter by the requirement that, where
daughters succeed to landed property, they shall

marry within their own tribe ; otherwise the land
of their father will be lost to the tribe of which he
was a member.^® The regulation here given shows
how precedents for new laws were sought in the
history of the people. When it was seen to be an
injustice that daughters should be shut out of the
inheritance in favour of remoter relatives, a pre-

cedent was found in the tribal traditions. If

females inherited in the patriarchal age—which
seems to be shown by the narratives—why should

they not now have the privilege ? The answer to

the question is given in the law here promulgated.
But along with the desirability of giving these

rights to daughters was a sense of the inviolability

of the tribal boundaries as fixed in the Mosaic age.

On this account the regulation was supplemented,
as we have seen. The arrangement by which the

1 Gn 168. 2 Gn 488ff.. » Ex 25ff..

^ 1 Oh 234-42. In Babylonia we find elaborate regulations on
the subject of adoption (Code of Igammurabi, §§ 186-19S ; cf. B.
Meissner, Aus dem hah. RechtsUheny Leipzig, 1905, p. 27).

5 Bst 25ff-. 6 Pr 8023, 7 Jos 161^.
8 Jos 176. 9 Ezr 261.

10 Nu 271*11 861-18, Jos 178-6.
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daughters are obliged to marry within their own
tribe could not have seemed a hardship—perhaps
it hardly seemed an innovation—because from the
earliest times a kinsman was thought to be the
most desirable suitor for a young woman’s hand.
Arab custom in this matter is well known, and as

late as the time of Tobit the cousin had a presump-
tive right as against other suitors.

In the post-Exilic period, therefore, the idea of

w'omen holding property and inheriting it became
thoroughly established. Job gave his daughters
portions along with his sons, and the author of the
last chapter of Proverbs found it natural that a
capable woman should buy a field with the earn-

ings of her own hands. ^ Written testaments are
nowhere spoken of in the OT, but it is assumed
that a man about to die will dispose of his estate

by word of mouth. So Ahithophel * gives orders

concerning his house ’ before committing suicide

and Hezekiah, when dangerously ill, is advised to
regulate his affairs.® The last words of a father to
his sons would naturally couple advice and admoni-
tion with directions concerning property. Hence
the character of the testament (though not so
called) put into the mouth of Jacob. Ben Sira
recommends that one distribute his goods at the
end of life, but not earlier.* It is not certain that
a written will is intended in any of these passages,
or in the passage in Tobit sometimes cited in this
connexion.
The latest portions of the Pentateuchal legisla-

tion aim at limiting the right of testamentary
disposition in accordance with the theory of divine
ownership. The land being Jahweh’s, and assigned
by Him to the various tribes, it should be kept in
perpetuity in possession of those tribes. To this end

to any one but the next-of-kin.
*

Moreover, in case
he were driven by poverty so to dispose of it, he
could give only a lease for the time to the next
Jubilee year, when it would revert to him or his
direct descendants. The basis of this regulation
is probably the old clan order by which the indi-
vidual held only what was assigned him by the
commune. We learn from Jeremiah that, when
land was sold, it was offered first of all to a
kinsman.®
Whether a criminal forfeited his property rights

is nowhere specifically told us. When l^aboth was
executed for blasphemy,® his estate was seized by
the king ; but this may have been simply an act of
tyranny, and without authority of law or custom.
If we may argue from Achan’s case,^ the man
guilty of sacrilege had his property destroyed
with himself. What became of liis lands when
he had any is not clear. We should expect them
to be forfeited to the temple, as * devoted ’ to the
divinity.
Literature.—^The Hebrew law as understood by the trad

tional authorities is formulated in the Talmud treatises JSab
JSathra and yeba/motk. The most thorough discussion, and on
still valuable, is J. Selden’s De Successionibus ad Leges Hebra
orum in Bona Defunctorum (1638), in his collected worki
London, 1726, vol. ii. 1-76 ; J. D. Michaelis treats the subjec
with his usual learning in his Mosaisches Reeht. Frankfort, 177
(Eng. tr. Commentaries on the Laws of Moses, London. 1814
§§ 78-80 and 98 ; L. Ldvy, La Famille dans Vantiquii
tsraiMe, Pans, 1905, andT. Engert, Ehe~und Familienrecl
der Sebrder, Munich, 1905, give good summaries of what i

known on the subject. On the levirate, see S. R. Driver’s con
mentary on Dt where other literature is cited. The cus
tom of release among modern Jews is described by f. Buxtor:
Synagoga Judaica^, Basel, 1661, § xxx., and by J. C. G. Bodet
schatz, Kvrchliche Verfassung der heutigen Juden, Erlanger

pp; 1^58. Reference may be made also to the article
Heir, in EDB, *Erbe,* in Hamburger, ‘Inheritance,’ in Ji

and ‘ Pamilie und Ehe bei den Hebraern,’ in PRJgs vol t

(1898), condensed as * Family and Marriage Relations,* in Sch’af
Herzog, vol. iv. (1909). H. PRESERVED SMITH.

1 Job 4215, Pr 3116. 3 2 S 1723. S 2 K 201®-
* Sir 3310. 23, Tob 831. 6 Jer 328-14. 6 i K 21i3ff*

7 Jos 72^.

INHERITANCE (Hindu).—The rules, of sue-
cession, as developed by the Brahman lawyers of
India, may be described as to some extent a
spiritual bargain in which the right to succeed
to another depends on the successor’s capacity for
benefiting that person by the offering of funeral
oblations {kraddm). Thus the term sapinda, which
is commonly used to denote a heritable relation,

means literally a relation connected through
funeral oblations of food, such as a ball of rice

ipinda). The more remote ancestors, viz, the
great-gjrandfather, his father and grandfather, who
are ofiered only the fragments of that of
rice which remain on the hands of the offerer, were
therefore called 'partakers of the wipings’ {lepa-

hkdginf Manu, iii. 216). Still more distant is the
relationship of samanodakas, or kinsmen, connected
by the mere offering of water, said to extend to
the fourteenth degree. In a decision of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council, it was declared
that ‘there is in the Hindu law so close a con-
nexion between their religion and their succession
to property, that the preferable right to perform
kraddh is commonly viev’^ed also as governing the
preferable right to succession of property.’ Dubois
(in India, 1792-1823) observes {Hindu Manners^,
p. 374) ‘ that the right of inheritance and the duty
of presiding at the obsequies are inseparable one
from the other. When, therefore, a wealthy man
dies without direct descendants, a crowd of remote
relatives appear to dispute with each other the
honour of conducting the funeral rites. The con-
test is occasionally so tumultuous and prolonged
that the body of the deceased is in a state of com-
plete putrefaction before a definite settlement of
these many pretensions is arrived at.’ And so an
old Sanskrit authority says, ‘ He who inherits the
wealth presents the funeral oblation,’ and ‘A son
shall present the funeral oblations to his father,

even though he inherit no property’ {Institutes

of Visnu, XV. 40, 43). The doctrine of spiritual

efficacy was further developed, and relied on as a
corroborative argument in favour of certain ex-
positions of the texts on inheritance, in the Ddya-
bheiga and other leading works of the Bengal School
of law. The Mitdksard^ on the other hand, which
is the leading authority on the law of inheritance
for the majority of the Hindus, explains the term
sapinda as denoting one of the same body, i.«. a
blood relation, and does not give countenance to
any other principle than propinquity, or proximity
of birth, as regulating the order of succession.

Nevertheless, the connexion between the right of
succession and the obligation to offer the customary
srdddhs may be supposed to have been constantly
present to the Hindu mind. The wddow, in par-
ticular, who succeeds to her husband’s property
on failure of male descendants, is enjoined to offer

up the regular oblations to him at stated times.
The religious element enters largely into the

Indian law of inheritance in other respects besides
the general rules of succession. Thus civil death,
i.e, the exclusion of a man from his caste on
account of some offence or breach of caste rules,

has the same consequences as natural death, and
causes the property oi the person out-casted {patita)

to devolve on his heirs, and himself to lose the
capacity to inherit any property devolving on him.
Civil death is now inoperative, as loss of caste,

according to an Act of 1850, does not affect a man’s
civil rights. Spiritual relationship is recognized as
well as blood relationship, the pupil succeeding to
his spiritual teacher and vice versa. No relative
can, as a rule, claim any property acquired by a
man during the time he was a sannyaM (ascetic).

It is taken by one of his disciples, who should per-

form the funeral rites according to custom. The
succession goes either by nomination by the previous
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sannyd^ or hy election after his death. The san-

nydsis are, in many cases, heads of a matha {mutt),

i.e, of a religions institution founded and endowed
for the purpose of maintaining and spreading the

doctrines of some religious sect. These monastic

institutions were endowed with considerable grants

of land by Hindu princes and noblemen, their pro-

perty being vested in the preceptor or head for the

time being, generally called mahant. Though many
of these Tnahdnts have become worldly, or are not

even versed in the first principles of their religion,

the acquirement of wealth by trade being their great

object, the old rule of succession remams, and the

propertypasses by inheritance to no onewho does not

fill the ofiice. It is devoted to the maintenance of the

establishment, but the superior has large control

over it and is not accountable for its management.
The two principal Sanskrit treatises on inheritance

and succession on which the law as administered

by the British Courts of India is supposed to be

based are the Mitdksard and the Ddyahhdga,
Colebrooke’s English translation of these two works
was first published in 1810.

Letbeatuee.— R. West and G. BUhler, A Digest of the

Hindu Laiv of Inheritance, Partition, and Adoption^, 2 vols.,

Bombay, 1889 ; J. D. Mayne, Hindu Law and Usage^, Madras,

1906; J. Jolly, History of the Hindu iaw^Calcutta, 1885 ; G.
Sarkar, Hindu Law^, do. 1903; J. A. Dubois and H. K.
Beauchamp, Hindu Manners'^, Oxford, 1906; E. J. Tre-
velyan, Hvndu Law, London, 1912; Madras Law Journal,

1891 ff. J. Jolly.

INHERITANCE (Jewish).—The Jewish law
of inheritance based itself on the Biblical regula-

tions (on which see W. H. Bennett, art. ‘ Heir/ in

EDB ii. 340). In the Babbinic Code these rela-
tions were systematized, and the accepted principles

are given in the Codes of Maimonides {HilJcKoth

Nahaloth) andJoseph Qaro {^oshen Mishpat, §§ 250-
258* and §§ 276-289). In modem times, Jewish
practice naturally conforms to the civil laws of the

States in which Jews are domiciled. So far as

the older Babbinic laws are concerned, the rule

of inheritance may be summarized as follows

:

*The order of succession in intestacy is : first, sons (eldest son
taking a double portion), their descendants ; daughters, their

descendants. Failing issue, the father succeeds, then brothers

(Mishn. BabaBathra, viii. 2). Sisters come after brothers and
their descendants (ib.). If a son dies in his father’s lifetime,

grandchildren succeed to their father’s share in the estate of

their grandfather (Bab. Baba Bathra, 122b). A man is his

mother’s heir, the husband is the wife’s heir, but the wife is

not her husband’s heir. She has, however, her dower. JUe*
gitimacy is no bar to inheritance or transmission.

^
Recognition

Dj father is accepted as proof that children are his (ib. 6).

Hotchpotwas not recognizedin Jewish jurisprudence (ib. viii. 8)*

(M. Hyamson, Mosaicarum et Romanarum L^um CoUatio,

London, 1913, p. 161 ; cf. J. H. Greenstone, in yj? vi. 583X

The owner of property could not depart from this

order in bequeathing by way of inheritance, though
he could do so if he bequeathed by way of gift.

*The law of testamentary succession, as laid down in the Bible

(Nu 278-13
), is unalterable ; and any attempt made by the owner

of property to bequeath it as an inheritance to those who would
not natur^y inherit it is null and void. Ho one can be made
an heir except such persons as are mentioned in this Biblical

law ; nor can the property be lawfully diverted from the heirs

by the substitution, either orally or in writing, of some other

person as heir (IVlishn. Baba Bathra, viii. 6) ; but the owner of

property has such control over it that he may dispose of it by
sale or gift to any person, to the exclusion of his heirs. This

important distinction, therefore, must be noted, that a bequest
by way of inheritance to persons other than the legal heirs is

null and void, whereas a bequest by way of gift is valid ’ (D. W.
Amrayn, in JH iii. 43).

Such procedure was, however, regarded with
much disfavour by the Babbis (Bab. Baha Bathra,

1335 ; Kethuhoth, 53a), and it was very unusual
for the owner to depart through bequest by way
of gift from the order of succession (see L. N.
Dembitz, in JE xii. 522). One important point

deserves special mention. The Pharisaic Law
denied to daughters any share in the inheritance

if there were sons, though the Sadducees (Bab.

Baha Bathra, 1155) and later on the Qaraites

(J. Burst, Gesch, des Karderthums, Leipzig, 1865,

i. § 9) gave the daughters equal rights with their

brothers. Nevertheless, in the Pharisaic scheme
the daughter had ample rights for maintenance
while unmarried. Very significant is the decision

of Admon (first half of 1st cent. A.D.)—a decision

confirmed by Gamaliel

:

* If a man die, leaving sons and daughters, and his estate be
large, the sons inherit it and the daughters are maintained by
it ; but if the estate be small, the daughters are maintained by
it, and the sons may go begging * (Mishn. Kethuhoth, xiii. 3).

The Court might set aside a part of the estate

in trust for the maintenance of the daughters (on

all these matters see D. W. Amram, in JE iv.

448). In general, it must be remembered that the
family solidarity (see art. Family [Jewish]) and
sense of good-will among its merabers secured an
equitable distribution of the family goods, which
were to a large extent enjoyed in common.
As to the extra-legal ideas associated in Jewish

thought with the idea of inheritance, the Babbis
were concerned to combat the view that the

Israelite inherited the Law. He had to acquire

his part in the Torah by his active study and per-

formance of it. B. Jos6 (Mishn. Ahoth, ii. 12)

said : ‘ Set thyself to learn Torah, for it is not an
heirloom unto thee.’ This, at first sight, may
seem contradictory of Dt 33^ ‘ Moses commanded
us a law, an inheritance for the assembly of

Jacob.’ But the Stfrg (§ 345, ed. M. Friedmann,
Vienna, 1864, p. 143’^) interprets the text to mean
that the Law is not an aristocratic possession ;

it

belongs to all Israel. The Babbinic attitude

closely illustrates the saying of Goethe: ‘What
thou hast inherited from thy fathers, be sure thou
earn it, that it may be truly thine.’ This is en-

forced in another saying :
* Pay special regard to

the sons of the poor, for from tnem the Torah
goeth forth ’ (Bab. Nedarim, 81a), the point being,

as the Talmud remarks, that a learned man’s on-

spring are not always learned, lest it be believed

that the knowledge of the Torah is an inheritance.

On the other hand, the children of the unlearned
might be among the active promoters of the know-
ledge of the Law {Sanh. 96a). All Israel (and the
righteous of all nations were included in the boon
[Tosefta Sanh, xiii.]) had its share in the future

life (Mishn. Sanh, x. 1), in accordance with the
Babbinic exegesis of the text (Is 60^^), * thy people

also shall be all righteous, they shall inherit the

land for ever.’ So, for a while Israel may forsake

the law, but, when he seeks to return, he need feel

no shame ; it is his ancestral inheritance that he
resumes possession of {Exod. Bahbah, xxxiii. 7).

This combination of confidence in Israel’s future

and demand for Israel’s present effort is a unique
quality in the Babbinic system of morality. Yet
another way of meeting the difference between the

two points of view may be cited. The Torah is

Israel’s communal inheritance, but the individual

has to win for himself the right to share (cf. Comm,
of W, Einhom to the passage cited from Exod,
Eahhah, ed. Wilna, 1878, p. 123).

Turning to another aspect of the idea of inherit-

ance—it was considered a misfortune for a man
to leave no son to inherit his estate. Such mis-

fortune was sometimes regarded as due to the

father’s misconduct ; witness such sayings as ; ‘If

one destroys by fire his neighbour’s produce, he
leaves no son to be his heir’ (Bab. Sotah, 11a).

Absalom {loc, cit,) was childless at his death ; his

three sons and his daughter predeceased him as a
punishment for his having set fire to Joab’s grain

(2 S 14®®). The pious Israelite was also considered

to have neglected one of his main duties unless he
married with the hope of leaving issue (Bab. Bera-

khoth, 10a ; Yehamoth, 635, and often). The idea

went beyond the desire to continue the race.

Almost mystically the divine presence dwelling

in a man was carried over to his children ( Yeba-
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tnoth^ 64), or—and this is significant—to a disciple

vcf. Bab, Baha Bathra^ 116a). In particular, it

was the father’s duty to ensure that the inherit-

ance of fidelity to God was carried on through
the generations. This thought was based on the

example of Abraham. ‘ I have known him, to the

end that he may command his children and his

household after him, that they may keep the way
of the Lord, to do justice ’ (Gn 18^®). And, further,

he who teaches his son’s son is esteemed as though
he had himself stood at Mt. Sinai, a personal

participator in the original revelation (Bab. Qid-

dush, 30a). From the text in Genesis just cited

was derived the custom of Jewish fathers writing
for their children an ethical testament containing
moral and pious directions ; and these testaments
were an honoured heirloom (see I. Abrahams, art.

‘Jewish Ethical Wills,’ in JQB. iii. [1891] 436).

For the part played in Judaism by the conception
of the child’s inheritance of the father’s merits see

S. Levy’s volume on Original Virtm and Other
Studies, London, 1907.
liTTBRATURB.—This is given throughout the article.

I. Abrahams.
INHERITANCE (Roman).—As compared with

the Greek, two features in chief distinguish the
Roman laws of inheritance taken as a whole : (1)

the very early, and relatively extended, power of
devising, by the testamentum calatis comitiis or
the testamentum in proeinctu, i.e. the recogjnition

of the individual wul as a decisive factor in the
activity of the group ; and (2) the peculiarly Roman
conception of the paternal relationship, the patria
potestas.

In the regal period the estate of a paterfamilias
was inherited by such of his descendants as were
‘ under his power ’ {mpotestate) at the time of his
death and became by that event sui iuris. Such
were his sons and grandsons (unless they were no
longer subject, through emancipation), his daugh-
ters (unless they had passed by marriage in manum
of their husband, t.6. into another family), and
his wife m manu, and, therefore, standmg loco

filioe. All these were styled sui keredes, ‘self-

heirs,’ as having an inherent right dormant during
the father’s life. All, including the widow, took
an equal share. Failing sui heredes, the gens of
the deceased inherited. Of primogeniture there
is no trace. But from the first the father was able
to regulate the succession by testament, if he
cared to do so, within such limits as recommended
themselves to his peers in the Curies.
Succession of abates, as such, was perhaps

established by the All Tables, so as to bring both
plebeians ana patricians under the same law as
far as possible.^

Strictly, a man*s agnates were those of his collaterals who
were under the same patria potestas as himself, or would have
been had the common ancestor been alive. His children
(whether of the body or by adoption) in potestate, and his wife
in manu, being loco filice, were mutually agnates ; but a wife
not in manu, or a daughter who had passed in manum mariti,
or emancipated children, were not their agnates, nor were they
sui heredes to the lather—for the tie of the potestas was broken
(and in the case of the wife not in manu had never been
created). So a man was agnate to his brothers and their
children (assuming that there bad been no capitis minutio on
either side) ; but not to his sister married in manum or to her
children, for they were not of the same/amtKa Qiaving become
agnates of her husband’s relatives).

In the absence of a will, succession was now
open to the agnatic heirs ah intestato (law: ‘si
intestato moritur cui suns heres nec escit, adgnatus
proximus familiam habeto ’). How far the agnatic
circle extended is not clear. The order of suc-
cession established by the XII Tables was, there-
fore, as follows

: (1) sui heredes
; (2) the nearest

agnate or agnates ; (3) the gens as a body—this
last possible only in the case of a patrician. The
law was interpreted in the sense that only the

1 Ulp. fr. xxvii. 6 : * legitimae hereditatis ius . . . ex lege
Duodecim Tabularum descendit.’

nearest agnate^ (or agnates of the same degree)
could claim, so that, if they declined, the next
in degree could not take the estate, and, further,
that no female agnate more remote than a sister

could inherit.
Sui heredes, whether instituted by will or taking <26 in-

testato, could not decline the inheritance however burdensome
(hence they are called heredes necessarii); but a stranger
instituted bj*' will, or an agnate heir db intestato, could reject
the inheritance.

The interpretation put upon the clause in the
XII Tables—‘uti legassit super peeunia tutelave
suae rei, ita ius esto ’—together with the growth
of that form of testament called per ces et libram
(originally not a testament, but a fictional substitute
for one) made the testator’s will supreme, even to
the extent of disinheriting his sui heredes in favour
of a stranger, if he expressly mentioned the dis-

herison [exheredatio). In thelater Republic, owing
to the decline of religion and family morality, chil-

dren were often disinherited, or cut off with a mere
fraction of the estate, for the benefit of a stranger.
This led to the recognition of the querela inofficiosi

testamenti, or the challenge of the will by a suus
heres capriciously treated. Under the early Empire
this developed the rule of the legitim of children,

giving them a right to at least one-fourth of the
father’s estate in spite of the will, except for good
grounds.
Very important was the effect of the oonorvm

possessio {secundum tahulas), by which the Praetor
gave provisional enjoyment of the estate to the
heir named in a ^vil^ prima facie valid, pend-
ing possible claim by heirs-at-law.® A year’s

undisturbed possession gave him full ownership
by usucaption. The ultimate effect of the Prae-

torian action, in granting honorum possessio in

relief of various classes of petitioners, was to
establish the following Praetorian order of in-

testate succession
: (1) in place of the sui heredes

of the old iits civile, they put descendants {liheri),

including the wife in manu, sons and daughters
of the body whether in potestate or emancipated,
and representatives of predeceased sons and adopted
children who were in potestate of the deceased
when he died ; (2) legitimi heredes, i.e. the nearest
collateral agnates; (3) cognates, this class not
being precisely defined; (4) survivor of husband
and wife. It was open for these classes in turn
to petition for honorum possessio

;

but it was for

them to maintain the grant against any who
claimed as heir according to the itis civile.

The above changes were in part the outcome of

the doctrine of the ius naturale as embodying a
higher ideal of justice than the old ins civile. The
process was carried further in the Tertnllian sena--

iusconsultum in Hadrian’s reign. This gave pre-

ference to the mother over all agnates of her
deceased child, except father, brother, or sister

—

father and brother excluding her ; but with a sister,

and failing father and brother, she shared equally.

This right was confined to women with the ius

liherorum, i.e. free women who had three children,

or freedwomen who had four. In A.D. 178 the Orphi*
tian senatusconsultum gave legitimate or illegiti-

mate children a prior right over all her agnates to

succeed a mother. The Code of Justinian made
a mother’s right of succession independent of the
ius liherorum, and extended that of a daughter
or sister to her descendants. In his 118th and
127th Novellce, Justinian wiped away the rights
of agnates entirely, except as regarded adopted
children, and settled the orders of succession
purely on a basis of blood-relationship : (1) descend-
ants of the intestate, male and female alike taking
1 Division between agnates was per capita, not per stirpes.

In the case of a freedman his patronus and his children took
the place of agnates.

2 There were two other forms of honorum possessio—contra
taJmlas,, practically setting the will aside, and ah intestato
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per capita if of the same degree, per stirpes if of

different degrees ; (2) the nearest ascendants, con-

currently \sdth full brothers and sisters and chil-

dren of predeceased brothers and sisters (division

equally per capita when there were ascendants

and brothers and sisters, or brothers and sisters

only; per stirpes when children of a deceased

brother or sister participated ; if there were only
ascendants, the estate was divided equally to the
paternal and maternal sides of the account) ; (3)

half-brothers and half-sisters, and their issue, and
grandchildren of full brothers and sisters, dividing

on the same principle ; (4) all other collaterals of

all degrees, those nearest akin excluding those

more remote, and dividing per capita between all

of the same degree.

In his 119th Novella, Justinian laid down the

principle that a child had an indefeasible right

to some share at least as an heir of his father,

and conversely, and enumerated the legal grounds

of disherison. It followed, therefore, that a will

to be valid must state the reasons for disherison

;

and, further, that it was liable to challenge upon
the facts. A child not given some share, however

small, could have the will nullified ; and, if not

given his legitim (at least one-third of the estate,

and under certain circumstances one-half), he

could claim to that amount ; but nullification could

not extend to any accessory provisions of the will.
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W. J. WOODHOUSE.

INHERITANCE (Teutonic). —-For the last

sixty years this subject has been a prolific source

of controversy, which at present shows no sign of

abating. Thus, it is not decided whether the right

of inheritance was originally limited to the near

family, or whether the wider kindred reserved it

for themselves. The organization of this wider
kindred is still a matter of debate, and scholars are

not yet agreed as to whether matrilineal inheritance

prevailed at the beginning of our era among the

Teutons, or whether inheritance fell exclusively

to males descended through males. A few facts,

however, stand out clearly. Tacitus {Germ. 20)

tells us that the Germans had no system of testa-

mentary dispositions, but that they had rules of

intestate succession ; and his statement holds good
of almost all Teutonic countries until far into the

Middle Ages. The heir, as some of the laws tell

us, is bom, not chosen. Adoption during lifetime

is the only way of selecting an heir, and this pro-

ceeding is hedged about by restrictions. It is per-

mitted only if the adopter is without near kinsmen
of his own, as in the case of the Frankish affatomy
and the Langobardian thinx ; or else the amount
which may oe bequeathed to an adopted son is

limited and subject to the consent of the legal

heirs or kindred (Scandinavia).

Wills, which were introduced by the Church
under the infiuence of Roman law, made their

way very slowly, though encouraged by^ ecclesi-

astical institutions, which would otherwise have
been debarred from receiving bequests of land.

In most Teutonic countries such bequests w^ere

of the nature of a donatio post ohitum, and were
subject to the consent of heirs or kindred. Among
the Frisian inhabitants of the little island of Wan-

geroog, testamentary dispositions 'were almost un-
knoTO^ far into the 18th cent., the children, or,

in their absence, the nearest kinsmen, succeed-
ing^ automatically to the inheritance, which they
divided among themselves by agreement, disputes
being very rare. Certain mediseval laws will not
admit disputes as to inheritance among kindred in
the ordinary courts of law, regarding them as a
matter to be settled by the ‘ common kinsmen ’ of
the parties concerned.
The principle of primogeniture appears to have

found no'place in ancient Teutonic society. Tacitus
says [loc. cit.) that the children inherit, and in later
times (with the exception of the feudal nobility)
all the sons, at least, had an equal claim to
inheritance. Where there are two heirs, the
division of the shares usually devolves on the elder,

the younger having the right of choice between
them. In the case of a number of heirs, the
matter is decided by the casting of lots after the
eldest has divided the shares. Equal division
among all the sons or other heirs is still common
in many parts of Teutonic Europe, and this feature
survives in the Kentish gavelkind.
In many parts, however, the farm is not divided

among all the heirs, either for purely economic
reasons or in order to facilitate the collection of
dues or taxes. In such cases the farm is either
held in common by all the co-heirs—a system which
seems to have been common in England—or one of
the heirs is allowed to purchase it at a price quite
irrespective of its market value, but calculated not
to be an undue burden on the farm. This system
ersists in Schleswig-Holstein to the present day.
ometimes this right of purchase is granted to the

eldest, but more often to the youngest son, the
idea being that, while his brothers have had time
to set up establishments of their own, he has not
done so, but has remained with his parents. In
the custom known as Borough English, stiU pre-
vailing (in the case of intestacy) in certain
English districts and boroughs, the youngest son
inherits land to the exclusion of all the other
children.

The inheritance of real property is often limited
to males, especially in the case of ancestral land
such as the terra aviatica, which appears in the
earliest Frankish (ripuarian) law, and the Nor-
wegian odal. Frequently the son excludes the
daughter, but she inherits in his absence. In
other parts—Denmark and Friesland—^the daugh-
ter receives half as much land as the son. Low
Saxon law gives preferential treatment to sons;
but, as soon as an inheritance falls to collaterals,

it makes no distinction between males and females,

nor between the paternal and maternal kindred.
On the whole, we may say that a tendency to limit

inheritance to agnates (persons descended through
males) is observable chiefly in South Germany.
The supporters of the mother-right theory lav
weight on certain statements of Tacitus (with
regard to the privileged position of the mother’s
brother, and to inheritance by children, not by
sons only), but find the chief confirmation of

their view in the earliest texts of the Frankish
Lex Salica, which, in the absence of children,

gives all moveable property to the mother, or,

in her absence, to her relatives, females taking

E
recedence of males (Lex. Sal. tit. 29). It must
e pointed out that it is unsafe to base theories of

inheritance mainly on the rules governing the trans-

mission of real property, since individual owner-
ship of land was of late growth among the Teutonic
races. Neither Tacitus {Germ. 26) nor Cajsar {de

Bell. Gall. vi. 21 f.) knows of it ; and as late as 574

a Frankish edict intimates that tribal land had
only recently and partially become heritable.

Moveable property may be regarded under three
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heads
: (1) cattle, farm implements, etc.; (2) armour

and weapons {Heergewdte ) ; (3) household furniture,

clothing, and women’s ornaments
(
Gerade). { 1 ) Ex-

cept in some of the earliest laws, cattle, etc., went
with the land. (2) In Old Saxon law, agnatic kins-

men, males descended through males, succeeded to

armour, weapons, and the war-horse. This form
of property was restricted to persons of noble birth,

but in certain towns we find the workman’s tools,

even the tailor’s scissors, being treated as Heerge-

wate as regards succession. (3) Gerade falls in

almost all early laws, and in the Old Saxon Sachsen-

Spiegel^ to women, and generally to those whose
connexion with the deceased person is to be traced

through women. It cannot, however, be regarded
merely as dowry, for we find unmarried women
also in possession of it. It is best defined as

consisting of those chattels which are under the
woman’s charge. The Sachsenspiegel enacts that,

on the death of a man’s wife, the successor to the
Gerade must leave the widower his bed, a table

and cloth, and a stool and cushion, so that evi-

dently the entire household furniture is included
in the term. With regard to (1) and (2), it is im-
portant to remember that in heathen times a con-

siderable proportion of the personal property of

the deceased (weapons, ornaments, cattle, and even
slaves) would be buried or burned wth the original

owner. The Arabian traveller Ibn Fa^an says
that among the Scandinavians in Eussia one-third
of a man’s personal property was burned with him,
and another third expended on the funeral banquet.
A memorial banquet was common all over Scandi-
navian territory, and was usuallymade the occasion
for the heir to succeed to the dead man’s property.
In Scandinavia this was signified by his taking up
his position for the first time in tne ‘high-seat.’

In Germany the inheritance was usually entered
into on the thirtieth day after the death of the
previous owner.

In historical times rank is so closely bound up
with the possession of land that its transmission
necessarily follows the rules governing inheritance
of real property. There can, however, be little

doubt that in earlier times succession to hereditary
royal rank and title was independent of inheritance
of land, indeed probably of any form of inheritance.
With regard to the order of inheritance, we must

make a distinction between the immediate family
(persons related within the first degree) and the
wider kindred; for the principles governing in-

heritance are different in the twogroups. The inner
group, which is supposed to have once formed a
‘house-community,’ consists of children, parents,
and brothers and sisters. The Frisian law calls

these the ‘nearest six hands’; i.e. (1) son, (2)

daughter, (3) father, (4) mother, (5) brother, (6)

sister. To this group the Salic law added mother’s
brothers and sisters, and, later, father’s brothers
and sisters. It seems that, if the son was dead,
his sons did not originally precede all other rela-

tives, but were regarded as no nearer to the inherit-

ance than grandfathers of the deceased. This,
however, is disputed by some authorities.

In the outer group the degree of consanguinity
is alone regarded: all persons equally related to
the deceased have an equal claim, though, as we
have seen, in certain forms of inheritance prefer-
ence may be given to persons related through the
father’s or the mothers kindred. It is necessary
to indicate the mode of reckoning kinship which
prevailed among the Teutons, This is a subject
round which a storm of controversy still rages;
but, without committing ourselves too deeply to
any theory, we may say that the Teutonic kindred
was regarded as falling into groups centring round
the person whose property was to be inherited,
and that any one tracing his descent through the

grandfather of this person was nearer than one
tracing his descent from the great-grandfather.
Thus kinship was not reckoned by the number of
births between the persons concerned, as in Eoman
law, but by the number of generations (‘knees’)
between one of them and the common ancestor.
The first ‘ knee ’ is formed by the parents : thus
brothers and sisters are in the first degree; the
second by the grandparents: first cousins are,
therefore, in the second degree, and so on. To
describe persons related in the unequal collateral
line, Teutonic languages employ circumlocutions.
Sometimes the kindred is clearly thought of as

divided on a ‘parentelic’ system, the first paren-
tela being {a) the parents and their descendants

;

the second (6) the grandparents and their descend-
ants, exclusive of {a) ; the third and fourth (c) being
the two pairs of great-grandparents and their de-
scendants, other than {a) and (d)

;

while the fifth,

sixth, seventh, and eighth are thedescendants, other
than the preceding, of the four pairs of great-great-
grandparents. The descendants of these are called
inDutch dialects the four ‘ quarters ’ (vierendeele) of
the kindred, while the eight groups descended
from the couples one degree higher are known as
acMendeele, It is supposed that the Scandinavian
astt^ ‘kindred,’ is derived from a word meaning
‘eight’ and referring to these eight divisions;

otherwise there is little evidence for a ‘parentelic’
ordering of the kindred in the North. There are,

however, traces of a reckoning of the kindred in
‘ cousinships ’ both in Scandinavian and in old
Continental law.
The outer limit of the kindred is variously de-

scribed in the early Continental laws as the fifth,

sixth, or seventh generation. It is probable that
the degree of kinship referred to is the same, the
reckoning beginning in one case with the common
ancestor himself, in another with his children, and
in the third with first cousins, the children being
in this case regarded as belonging to the family.
When the outer limit of the kindred varies, as m
Norway, popular ideas on the subject have prob-
ably been affected by ecclesiastical ordinances
determining the prohibited degrees of affinity.
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B, S. Phillpotts.
INHIBITION.—Inhibition is a term commonly

and loosely applied to certain aspects of physio-
logical and mental processes in which one process

is checked or displaced by another. It is thus not
a function comparable, e.<7., with nutrition or

circulation on the physiological side, or with
perception, memory, or emotion on the mental
side ; it is rather descriptive of a condition result-

ing from the action or inter-action of these or other
functions.

Whether regarded as a mental or as a physical

phenomenon, it is a result of the incapacity of the
organism to give simultaneous expression to its

many different impulses to action. The organism’s
energy being limited, under ordinary circumstances
it tends to he more or less concentrated in a few
directions. If it is scattered over much ground,
it is less effective. If it is concentrated, it is

correspondinglymore effective. For instance, great

activityofone part of the body, while not necessarily
or always incompatible with the action of other
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parts, may frequently interfere with the action of

these other parts through the draining off of need-
ful energy ; when, e.g,, the forces of the body are

devoted to the digestion of a full meal, there is not
much energy available^ for mental work or for

vigorous physical exercise. If two such processes

involving the large use of bodily force are attempted
at the same time, the effectiveness of each is greatly
diminished. Then, again, one type of action may
be antagonistic to another. An athlete cannot run
a race and observe the scenery at the roadside at
the same time. If he wishes to run well, he must
suppress the impulse to gaze about.

Inhibition is, then, an incident of the fact that
effective action must be relatively concentrated,

both because of the limitation of one’s energy and
because too many disparate processes interfere with
one another.
On the physiological side there is some evidence

of specifically inhibitory nerves. The best attested

example is that of the vagus, which, when stimu-
lated, tends to check the action of the heart.

According to Yerkes, how’ever,

‘the cases of inhibition which result from the functioning of

inhibitory nerves or centres, if such exist, are few and un-
important in comparison with those which appear to be due to

the conflict or competition of impulses w-ithin the nervous
system’ (art. ‘Inhibition,* in Cyclop, of Education^ iii. 457)—
the inhibition, in other words, which results from the fact that
the action of the nervous system tends to be confined at any
one time to relatively few channels.

Only in extreme cases is this actually due to the
limited fund of energy at the disposal of the organ-

ism; but every such case is a manifestation, in

degree at least, of the fact of the limitation of the
organism’s resources. It may in its simplest form
be due, however, to the neutralization of one nerve
impulse by another when they meet in the same
centre, as when
‘the appropriate reflex of the leg of the frog to stimulation of

the foot may be inhibited by simultaneous stimulation of the
other leg ’ (fb.).

The higher nerve centres, especially those of the
cortex, tend to hold in check the impulses emanat-
ing from the lower centres. Hence in a broad
sense the brain may be regarded as an inhibiting

centre. The function of the brain is in part

‘to hold back or to inhibit the activity which other centres,

left to themselves, would carry out in response to the sensory
stimuli which reach them ’ (Royce, OutlinesofPsychology

^

p. 70).

On the psychical side, there is abundant Ulustra-

tion of the apparent interference of states of con-

sciousness. Within narrow limits one sensation,

as an auditory, seems sometimes to enhance the
vividness of another, as a visual ; but, ordinarily,

two vivid sensory experiences interfere with each
other, both being diminished in their conscious

effects, or one being ignored for the sake of the
other. The distraction of attention bysome exciting

situation wiU render one suffering from acute pain
unconscious of it. Strong emotions interfere wdth
ideation and tend to annul weaker feelings or

emotions. One absorbed in thought is unaware of

many sensory impulses impinging on his nervous
system. Two disparate trains of thought cannot
occur with complete efiectiveness in consciousness
at the same time.

Historically, several different views of the nature
of inhibition, as it appears in mental phenomena,
have been held. The oldest, that of Herbart,
regarded ideas as permanently existing entities or

psychical forces which constantly tend to interfere

with each other, some being thus prevented by the
repellent force of others from appearing in con-

sciousness. Another view is that ‘inhibition is

the negative side of the associational process’

(Breese, ‘On Inhibition,’ p. 12). The number of

mental elements which may co-exist is limited, and
those which cannot fit into the associative system
that is uppermost are suppressed. According to

this view, inhibition is an aspect of the control of

mental elements through attention. Logical con-
tradiction has been considered by others as one
phase of inhibition ; e,g,, one cannot think of an
object as white and not-white at the same time.
In so far as this is true, however, it is really a
special phase of the preceding type. Others have
regarded inhibition as an aspect of the control of
mental and physical processes by the will. It is

ointed out that the will may not only excite and
irect, but also hold in check, a movement or a

mental process.

All views, however, which assume that inhibition
may be a purely psychical process are inadequate.
It is rather a phenomenon of the action of the
organism as a whole, i.e, of the psycho-physical
organism. It depends ultimately upon the drawing
off of the nervous energy from certain centres,

resulting in the checking of their action, and the
concentration of the energy in other centres, result-

ing in their heightened activity. Every case of

apparent psychical inhibition is associated definitely

with some re-adjustment of the energies of the
physiological organism. Hence it is only relatively

true that we can say that thought is opposed to
action. It is opposed only to some kinds of action,

for thought itself is bound up with and expresses
itself through the expenditure of a definite amount
of energy of the ^physiological system. In fact, to
the degree in which there is inhibition of move-
ment, to that degree mental processes are them-
selves rendered impossible. The problem of in-

hibition, then, whether on the side of the physical
organism or on that of the mind, is the problem
not of merely suppressing action, but of substitut-

ing one kind of action for another kind. When
we speak of thought as suppressing bodily activity,

we mean only that one kind of
^
bodily activity is

suppressed. When a person thinks intently and
his outer movements are inhibited, there has simply
been a shifting of the locus of psycho-physical
action. For the gross overt forms of bodily move-
ment there have been substituted the more subtle

inner movements of the vaso-motor system and
those of the cortex itself, which are more intimately
associated with the thought processes. Only
relatively speaking, then, does inaction take the
place of action when a process is inhibited. What
actually occurs is a transfer of psycho-physical

energy from one point to another, a lessening or

suppression of one form of action and a correspond-

ing intensification of another form.
It is frequently and truly said that the higher

the process (e.y., the more intellectual), the more
numerous are the inhibitory influences which it

exercises on the nerve centres controlling the more

E
rimitive forms of action ; but this means, as we
ave just pointed out, not that the psychical, as

such, inhibits the physical, but that different

action complexes are associated with the higher

intellectual processes, and that, if the latter are

to function, it must be at the expense of the
former or lower types of action. It is for this

reason that all phases of character development
and growth of personality involve a large amoimt
of inhibition. In fact, it is through the capacity

of the psycho-physical organism to suppress in-

consistent modes of action that it is possible for

any definite type of behaviour to emerge at all.

The growth of an individual from childhood to

effective maturity is associated from start to finish

with the building up of certain complexes of

conduct, the obverse or which is always the drain-

ing of energy from the lower, less organized forms

of action and their consequent inhibition. Thus
the little child has an excess of gross, overt, bodily

activity. He is apt to be flighty and inconsistent

in his behaviour. He gives way to all sorts of
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instincts and impulses. The problem of character
development is not that of suppressing the energy
thus exhibited, but of gradually organizing it into
more definite and desirable mrms. The higher
types of behaviour, therefore, displace the lower
by consuming their energy or by giving it outlets
in accord with more definite purposes and ideals.
The re-construction, which thus takes place so

conspicuously in the development of child-nature
into maturity, is typical of the process which
occurs in every instance of change of attitude in
the_ adult. Whenever an adult inhibits an un-
desired act or mode of behaviour, he must accom-
plish it by fixing his attention upon some other
mode of action, which thereby has a chance to
develop. Nor is this fixing of attention to be
thought of as some intervening outside agency. It
is simply the expression of the fact that another
impulse, or set of impulses, is present which, for
the time^ being, is felt to be more definitely in
accord with the real personal character as that
has gradually integrated through many previous
reactions. The inhibition of one mode of behaviour
by another is due to the superior jDower of the
then dominant complex of psycho-physical attitudes
over those less perfectly organized and for the time
being inconsistent with the action of the dominant
mode. The re-construction thus effected may be
partial or complete. It is partial when the sup-
pressed impulse is merely suppressed or ignored
rather than utilized. In that case the suppressed
factor may drop out of consciousness and be
apparently forgotten, but it is still capable of
exerting an influence or of causing a stress beneath
the level of consciousness which is injurious.
The strain of merely holding the undesired

tendency in check or of preventing its finding
expression acts as a drag, though unconscious,
upon conscious processes, preventing their attain-
ing their highest degree of efficiency. Moreover,
the^ suppressed impulse may have various patho-
logical effects. In extreme cases, as Freud has
shown xxi. [1910] 1911), it may result in
producing the condition of nervous disease known
as hysteria. All those modes of training which
attempt flatly to prohibit the expression of un-
desirable tendencies in children incur this danger.
The inhibition resulting is not genuine. The
better method, and the one which would accomplish
real inhibition, would be that which would seek
to re-direct the impulse into some more desirable
channel. The energy of the impulse could thus be
saved and turned to positive account in character
formation. The tendency to tell falsehoods is
undesirable, but it is of little avail to say to the
child, ‘Thou shalt not.’ What is needed is to
determine the underlying motive leading to lying,
and see that it can find expression in a more desirable
form. The correction must, in other words, be
positive, by opening to the child other lines of action
which will afford an outlet to the energy thus far
finding expression in an undesired form.

What is true of child-training is true of every
phase of character development. Many adults
suffer from excessive inhibitions. The energy they
expend, sometimes unconsciously, in holding in
check their undesired tendencies greatly reduces
their positive efficiency. The root of the difficulty
is that their inhibitions are only partial. The
undesired forms of behaviour are struggling to
assert themselves instead of being assimilated by
more approved complexes of conduct. The work
of Freud, referred to above, and of his followers in
the treatment of hysteria furnishes many examples
of this condition. While some pathological con-
ditions of adults have been traced to the improper
suppression of impulses in early childhood, in the
majority of cases they are the outcome of the
determined repression of intense desires which
develop in youth and which are usually connected,
directly or indirectly, with the sex impulse. This
normal and necessary phase of human nature
frequently runs counter to accepted social usages.
Desires recognized as improper are thrust into the
background of the mind, are ignored or even
forgotten, but when thus dealt with are apt to
continue to exert a harmful and mysterious in-
fluence over the person’s conscious life.

Thus, a governess treated by Freud for hysterical tendencies,
finally confronted with the question as to whether she was not
in love with her master, replied ;

* Yes, I believe it is so, but
I did not know it, or rather I did not wish to know it. I wished
to crowd it out of my mind, never to think of it, and of late
I have been successful.’ But this impulse, thus ignored and
forgotten, became the exciting cause of a host of hysterical
symptoms.

The problem presented by this case, which is

typical, was to dispose of the energy of the impulse
in a manner that would not conflict with the
woman’s own sense of social propriety. One of
the serious problems of the education of the
adolescent is tnat of finding ways of using in sports,
in physical and mental labour, in artistic creation
of various types, and in social intercourse impulses
which, though intrinsically sexual, may thus be
transmuted into forces of the utmost worth in the
development of a well-rounded character. Here,
if ever, it is important to recognize the practical
character of the psychological dictum that the
most effective inhibition occurs only through the
re-direction of the energy into other channels of
expression.

Literature.—^J. M. Baldwin, Mental Development in the
Child and the Race, New York, 1895, pp. 286, 308 f., 322 f.; A.
Binet, ‘ L’Inhibition dans les phdnomenes de conscience,’ RPh
XXX. [1890] ; A. Binet and V. Henri, ‘Les Actions d’arrdt dans
les ph6nom6nes de la parole,’ RPh xxxvi. [1894] ; B. B. Breese,
* On Inhibition,’ Series of31(mo(jraph Supplements, Psychological
Review, vol. iii. no. 1 [1899] ; S. Freud and J. Breuer, Studien
uber Hysteric^ Vienna, 1909 ; W. McDougall, Brain, London,
1903, pt. 0, ii., ‘ The Nature of Inhibitory Processes within the
Central Nervous System’; J. Royce, Outlines of Psychology,
London, 1903, pn. 70-80, 264 ; C. S. Sherrington, The Inte-
grative Action of the Nervous Syst&m, New York, 1906; G. F,
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INITIATION (Introductory and Primitive).—
I. Definition and nature of initiation.—Initiationm its general sense is synonymous with ‘be-
ginning’ {initium), ‘training,’ ‘instructing.’ The
word is usually applied in a restricted sense to

signify admission to ceremonies or traditions of a
religious or magical order. The communications
made to the initiated are not necessarily secret

;

they may consist of teaching whose efficacy de-
pends on the authority of the one who gives it, the
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character of the one who receives it, and the con-

ditions in which it is imparted. But ordinarily

they are a secret carefully guarded from the pro-

fane, and so initiation comes to mean * introduc-

tion to a mystery,’ whether we take ‘mystery’ as

meaning truths beyond the reach of vulgar com-
prehension or practices jealously reserved for a
chosen few. Among the Romans initia was a
generic term for mysteries.^

Two exegetical schools, which have often held
rival opinions on the subject of the history of

religion, differ also in their conclusions as to

the origin and function of initiation ceremonies.
Accordmg to the one (Dupuis, Creuzer, Guigniaut,
etc.), initiation furnished a philosophical explana-
tion of vulgar beliefs and led to a rationi and
moral interpretation of official cults. The other
school (Lobeck, Andrew Lang, etc.) holds that it

tended rather to perpetuate, under cover of secrecy,

rites and myths of primitive barbarism, which
their adepts were ashamed to lay bare to the open
day. These two theories may both be applied in

particular cases, but neither of them can be ac-

cepted as a general view. Another theory, which
is no better founded, is that every initiation is

invariably an embodiment or a dramatic repre-

sentation of old legends or mjrths. In most cases

it is not the myths that have given birth to the
ceremonies of initiation, but rather, as has been
superabundantly proved by Robertson Smith and
Frazer, the ceremonies that have been explained
by myths, after their original meaning has been
lost sight of. In any case, an unbiased study of

the forms and circumstances of the initiation

ceremonies themselves in the difierent regions
where they are found will enable us to gain some
enlightenment as to their nature and function.

All known peoples admit the existence of a
sacred world, peopled by mysterious influences,

which are sometimes propitious, sometimes bale-

ful, but always to be feared. In every country,

too, there are individuals or groups of individuals

who claim to be able to find out these forces, dis-

arm them, and use them for their own purposes.

This power is given by initiation into certain pro-

cesses. The ceremonies of initiation are divided
into two categories, {a) In the one the ceremony
has as object the granting of a certain power to

the neophyte, who uses it exclusively in his own
personal interest, or, in return for a remuneration,
for the benefit of others. This is the kind of ini-

tiation which is practised by sorcerers all over the
world—shamans, angakoks, and so on. Those to

be initiated are chosen by preference from young
men showing a tendency to hysteria or visions, a
tendency which is developed by the aid of intoxi-

cants or narcotics, fasting, over-fatigue, hypnotism,
and all kinds of devices. The apprenticeship at
an end, these new sorcerers set out to apply the
magic recipes which have been imparted to tnem,
and add new ones from their own experience.
Even when, as is sometimes the case, men set up
as sorcerers of their own accord, they do so only
after dreams or hallucinations either naturally or
artificially induced, which are regarded as being
a veritable initiation in which they have received
direct revelations from above.® {b) The second
category includes initiation ceremonies forming
an integral part of the social institutions of so-

called primitive peoples; they are usually per-

formed on behalf of the community by a natural
or artificial group. It is impossible to say with
certainty which is the older of these two forms of

initiation, but the second is by far the more im-
portant, not only because it forms a necessary

1 Varro, de Re Rust, iii. 6 (ed. H. Keil, Leipzig, 1889).
2 H. Hubert and M. Mauss, * Th^orie g6n6rale de la magie,’ in

J-Soc vii. [Paris, 1902-03] 239.

part of the life of individuals and communities in
primitive society, but also because its development
is parallel with the modifications taking place in
the structure of the social body.

2. Aims of initiation,—Those who penetrate the
domain of the sacred with the sole ambition of
finding there a means of satisfying their personal
desires run the risk of entering into conflict with
the community, and not without reason. The day
is sure to come when the community will recognize
the distinction between witchcraft and priesthood,
and these sorcerers will be finally and utterly pro-
scribed. Yet, in the heart of primitive societies,

and later in the less developed strata of cultured
populations, the magician’s claims are still acknow-
ledged or submitted to, not only because of the
fear he inspires, but also for the services he can
render to most individuals, and even to the com-
munity itself, by curing disease, bringing rain,

favouring the multiplication of useful animals or

plants, ensuring the periodicity of heavenly pheno-
mena, finding out the guilty, exorcizing e^ spirits—^in a word, fulfilling real priestly functions in the
dealings of the people with certain parts of the
sacred world or certain personages belonging to it.

This function of influencing natural phenomena is

frequently assumed by groups of initiated persons
representing a subdivision or the tribe or by secret

societies, which gain new recruits by co-optation.
Where division into clans still prevails, the prin-

cipal magical operations are undertaken by the
elans for the benefit of the community, each clan
acting on its owm particular totem.
Among the natives of Australia, e.g., it is the emu clan that

performs the rites supposed to be capable of ensuring the
multiplication or the capture of this species; the rain clan
which recites the incantations necessary for forming clouds, and
so on.

In all primitive societies, individuals of the same
sex and age, having the same interests, tastes, and
occupations, have a tendency to group themselves
into particular societies within the general society.

Thus arise many classes standing in juxtaposition

andincluding respectively youths, adults, c^bates,
married men, old men, women in difierent condi-

tions, totemic groups, clans, phratries, inhabitants

of the same territory, strangers, even dead men,
and also, as Van Gennep has noted, certain social

categories constituted by normal though particular

and temporary events, such as illness, pregna-ncy,

a common danger, travel, seasonal occupations,

etc.^ It was not until later that distinctions

founded on permanent professions appeared. Now-
every passage from one of those states to another
is accompanied by a modification in the form or

nature of the superhuman influences with which
the individual has to deal. In each group these
influences, whether personified or not, are in-

offensive and even hi^ly useful to those who are

•within and who know how to avail themselves of

their help, but dangerous and extremely harmful
to strangers. On the other hand, those passing

into a new group are apt to bring with them the
magical and infectious taints of their old milieu.

They must therefore be purified, assimilated, and
instructed, which is the threefold object of initia-

tion.

Among initiation ceremonies of this nature, one
of the most important and most common is that

which marks the attainment of puberty, or rather

the ceremony which about that age officially breaks

all ties binding the adolescent to children and
women, and admits him into the society of men.
This ceremony is found, either as an established

institution or as a survival of an older cere-

mony, among nearly all uncivilized peoples—among
the Fuegians, the natives of Korth and South
America, Arctic populations, in Australia, Poly-

1 Van Gennep, Rites depassaget 1C.
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nesia, Melanesia, in New Guinea, and in India—^not

to speak of the traces of it still found among the
civilized peoples of antiquity. Its function is to

confer on the adolescent the rights and obligations

of an active member of society; i.e., it enables
him to take part in war, to lay the foundations of

family life, and to observe the customs and rites

necessary for the well-being of the tribe. Initia-

tion, so understood, may be considered as the
oldest form of public instruction.
This was realized by the Tuscarora of North Carolina when

they explained to Lawson more than two hundred years ago
that initiation * was the same to them as it is to us to send our
children to school to be taught good breeding and letters.* i

This instruction, nevertheless, retains a magico-
religious character which often envelops the whole
official cult of the tribe. Women also are divided
into similar age classes ; but with them initiation,

even when it is a close imitation of the men’s cere-

mony, is less important because it confers fewer
privileges.^ There are many other social transi-

tions entailing rites which may be considered as
initiatory— ,

naturalization, adoption, marriage,
the consecration of priests, funeral ceremonies, etc.

Sacrifice, too, at least in connexion with cults

which regard it as a means of penetrating into the
sacred world, assumes the form and functions of

initiation. The spot on which all these ceremonies
take place is, as it were, a sanctuary, to which
access is forbidden to the uninitiated. The organ-
ization of the rites of initiation remains in the
hands of the old men, who are the natural guardians
of the tribal traditions, and they lay down as the
first duty of man obedience to the ancients and to
their teaching.

3, Evolution of initiation. — The initiation of
adults loses its general character in proportion as
the authority of the chiefs develops and legal
institutions become separated from the magico-
religious rites of which they were at first part and
parcel. The age classes tend to become subdivided
mto a hierarchy of different grades, which fill up
them ranks sometimes without regard to age or
seniority. The initiated of the higher grade think
that they have a right to rule over those of the
lower grades. Sometimes even their privileges
become hereditary, at least to the extent that their
children alone have a right of initiation into the
grade. The age class is thus turned into one or
more secret societies, which sometimes recruit
them members from various tribes and even open
their doors to women, as, e.g,, in West Africa and
North America.
In the district of Gabun, we are told, there was a secret

society exclusively composed of women, who, like the ancient
Bacchantes, celebrated orgiastic rites in the depths of the
forest, and were much feared by men, who ran the risk of death
if they surprised them in their ceremonies.^

The same individual can thus belong to several
‘ brotherhoods,’ especially when they have different
aims. Some of these societies become mere schools
for working magic arts, and thus assimilate them-
selves to the societies of sorcerers who unite
for mutual benefit in the exercise of their art.
Most of the societies, however, continue to play
some part in the affairs of the community. In
Africa they sometimes reinforce and sometimes
limit the authority of the chiefs. Sometimes, like
the Vehmgericht of mediaeval Germany, they form a
sort of superior police actingwith repressive justice,
and they are all the more to be feared that they
do their work m secret. The societies whose
members belong to different tribes contribute to-
wards the maintenance of peace, and on occasion
we find them performing the function of arbiters.
Yet almost all these societies respect the social
and religious traditions and customs that have

1 J. Lawson, History of Carolina,, London, 1714, p. 380 ff.
2 H. Webster, Primitive Secret Societies, p. 45.
s J L. Wilson, Western Africa, London, 1856, p. 393.

come down to them, and transmit them to their
successors. As de Jonghe says with regard to the
Lower Congo, they form, in spite of their abuses,
* a centre of religious instruction and civic forma-
tion.’-^

An analogous evolution has taken place among the Kafirs,

the Polynesians, the Melanesians, and the tribes of New Guinea.
Each of the numerous secret societies of the natives of North
America deals with some kind of magical operation which influ-

ences the course of nature—the ripening of crops, the falling of

rain, the success of hunting or fishing, and the treatment of

innumerable individual ailments. In the Oceanic Islands and
among the American Indians, the ceremonies connected with
all these societies are partly public and partly secret, according
as they represent scenes from current mythology or explain to
their neophytes the esoteric meaning of these representations.

When belief in the efficacy of magic begins to

disappear, or when public cults gain in importance,
secret societies gradually develop into mere clubs,

from which all mystic element has disappeared;
their old sanctuaries become the social meeting-
places of the club, and their rites degenerate into

popular rejoicings or mere buffoonery. But we
must not lose sight of the fact that these brother-

hoods, which monopolize all communication with
the domain of the sacred, are able to fulfil the
characteristic functions of a cult as well as the
magic rites proper to sorcery.
TUe transition may be seen in the order of the Areoi in

Polynesia, who accompany the worship of the god Oro with all

sorts of magic practices. There were eight or nine different
gmdes, entrance to which was gained by successive ceremonies
of initiation. All the great religions of the East had room for
initiation ceremonies over and above their public cults. Some
of the Greek mysteries certainly go back to the pre-Homeric
period.2 Texts analyzedby Moret, Lef6bure, and others confirm
the opinion of Herodotus and Plutarch that there was in the
Egsnptian cult an initiation reserved for a chosen few, which be-
sides the regular and official cult included the celebration of
the passion of Osiris. 8 The famous Ohaldasan poem describing
the descent of IStar to the gloomy abode of Aralu to look for her
lover Tammuz presents all the characteristics of an initiation

ceremony. From texts edited by A. H. Sayce we learn that
certain priests or soothsayers had to submit to a formal initia-

tfon ;
they were made to pass through an artificial representa-

tion of the under world, where they were shown ‘the altars
amid the waters, the treasures of Anu, Bel and Ea, the tablets
of the gods, the delivering of the oracle of heaven and earth,
and the cedar-tree, the beloved of the great gods, which their
hand has caused to grow.*

4

O. P. Tiele hasshown that, among the Western Semites, Bybloa
and other centres of Syrian cults had their mysteries from
before the time of the Assyrian conquest of the country.^ l^e
or has more than one allusion to mysteries reproved by the
Prophets.6 In India, a man was a Brfihman by nght of birth,
bus could not exercise sacrificial functions without first having
passed through a complicated initiation.

Even the subjection of a nation by conquerors
and the superimposing of new cults tend rather
to develop than to discourage initiation cere-

monies. Sometimes the victors organize them
for the use of peoples desirous of adopting the cult
of the victorious god.
Thus the Mazdaean religion, which was essentially a national

religion (to be bom a Mede or a Persian was also to be born a
worshipper of Ormazd and Mithra),7 had no initiation ceremony
other than the admission of children into the cult ; but, when
the Achasmenians had extended their sphere of influence as far
as the Mediterranean, Mazdaeism had to organize the mysteries
of Mithra, which were to become of such importance in the
Western world.

On the other hand, the victorious people often
become converts to the cult of the conquered
nation.
After the subjugation of Eleusis, the Athenians could not gain

admission to the sacra gentilida of some Eleusinian families who

^E. de Jonghe, ‘Les Soci4t4s secretes au Bas-Congo,* in
Revue des questions historiques, 9th ser., xii. [1907] 611.

2 K. Otfned Muller thought the origin of the Greek mysteries
was to be found in old Pelasgian cults, which were turned into
secret cults after the invasion of the Greeks (see art. ‘ Eleusinien,
in Allgemeine Encyclopddie, vol. xxxiii. [1840] sect. L).

8 A. Moret, Mystores igyptims (Mus4e Guimet Lecture),
Chalons, 1911, p. Iff.
4 A. H. Sayce, Origin and Grovjth of Beligi<m as illustrated by

the Religion of the Ancient Babylonians^ (Hib. Lect. 1887),
London, 1891, p. 241.

5 0. P. Tiele, Religions de VJ^gypte et des peuples simitiques,
Fr. tr., Paris, 1881, p. 296.

8 W. R. Smith, Rel. SemJ^, p. 858 ff.

7 F. Cumont, Les Mystores de Mithra, Brussels, 1900, i, 239
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worshipped Demeter, until they had g-one through the formal-

ities of an initiation ceremony. This ceremony, which was
instituted exclusively for the citizens of Attica, was gradually
opened to the other inhabitants of Greece, and even to all Idle

subjects of the Eoman Expire, *as a sanctuary common to the
whole earth* (Aristides, MleusinioSt ed. W. Dindorf, Leipzig,

1829, p. 416). Every foreign religion which spread through the
Boman world assumed the form of mysteries open to all who
showed themselves worthy or merely desirous of oeing initiated

into them.

Thus initiation paved the way for universalistic

cults by substituting community of beliefs and
rites for nationality as the foundation of religious

ties.

The Christian sacrament of baptism (^.n.), the primary rite of
initiation into the Church, was elaborately developed by the
Gnostics. Two MSS, belonging to the sect of the Valentinians,
the Pistis Sophia and the Book of the Great Logos according to

the Mystery

i

give a description of four grades of initiation : the
Baptism of water, * which gives access to the place of Truth
and the place of Light *

; the Baptism of fire, * which admits one
into the company of the heirs of the kingdom of Light ’

; the
Baptism of the Spirit ; and, finally, * the mystery which forces
all the Archons to remove iniquities from off the Disciples and
make the Disciples immortal.*! Among the Druses, according
to the Arab historians al-Maqrizi and al-Nuwairi, there were no
fewer than nine grades of initiation where the hidden meaning
of the QuT^an^ the real origin of the universe, the inaccessibility

of the supreme principle, and, finally, the equivalence of all cults
werersuccessively taught.® The Christian sects of the Middle
Ages had frequent recourse to initiation ceremonies, the secrecy
of which served to protect them from the attacks of orthodoxy.
The favour which symbolism then enjoyed allowed them to
attribute to texts and to sacred or at least inoffensive emblems
an esoteric significance which was gradually revealed to neo-
phytes. Even such exclusively technical details as the formula
and tools employed in the art of building lent themselves in the
apprenticeship of mediaeval freemasons to a moral or philo-
sophical interpretation, which has preserved their use in the
initiation of modern Freemasons, though freemasonry (g.D.) has
long ago lost its professional character.^

It is of importance to note that, while preserv-
ing its outward form throughout this evolution,
initiation changed its object somewhat in passing
from magic to the service of religion. What was
required of it now was to make the gods better
known, and to bring about a closer intercourse
with them. As a consequence, we notice among
neophytes new feelings of curiosity, anxiety, and
even anguish, allied with an ardent desire for com-
munion with their religions and moral ideal. The
rites giving them access to the sacred world

—

whether these ceremonies were originally held in
connexion with the changing of the seasons, the
revolutions of the stars, or the transformations of
the crops—^recurred in a rhythm of periodicity and
alternation which the initiated applied to their own
destiny. In the liturgical drama, in which he had
to play a part, the novice now saw the passion of
a god—some divine sacrifice, the benefit of which
he was personally called upon to reap. All the
symbolism of the ancient mysteries found an outlet
in this direction. The aim of initiation thus be-
came once more the attainment of an individual
advantage, but this time on a different plan:
* Thanks to these beautiful mysteries which come
to us from the gods,’ we read in an Eleusinian
inscription, ‘ death is for mortals no longer an evil,

but a boon.’ ^

The question is to discover whether, as Paul
Foucart maintains,® initiation confined itself to
furnishing the neophyte with topographical in-

formation, as it were, to prevent him from losing
his way in the under world, and with magic
formulae to baffle the demons lying in ambush in his
path, or whether it insisted also on the necessity
of his having led a just and righteous life, it

would seem that initiation was sufficient in itself

to ensure eternal life, and Diogenes of Sinope was
more or less justified in putting the crucial ques-

! E. Am^lineau, Le Onostidsme igyptien^ Paris, 1887, p. 243 f.

2

A. I. Silvestre de Sacy, Bxpos6 de la religion des Bruses,
Paris, 1838, p, Ixxiv f.

8 E. F. Gould, Concise History of Freemasonry

^

London, 1904,
pp. 127, 304 ff.

4 *E^i7/Aept9 ’ApYatoA.oyiK^, Athens, 1883, p 82.
* P. i^ucart, Recherche swr Vorigine et la nature des myS'

tkres d*Me%Lsis^ Paris, 1896, 1st M6moire, p. 63.

tion : ‘ Will the brigand Poetacion be happier after
his death because he has been initiated than
Epaminondas, who has not been initiated ?

’
^ In

Greece an attempt was made to satisfy the de-
mands of morality more or less by excluding from
initiation all traitors, perjurers, and criminals—in
a word, all those who had not ‘ clean hands.’ The
Egyptians had found a more practical expedient.
They introduced as part of the ceremony repre-
senting the supreme journey into the infernal
regions a summons before the tribunal of Osiris;
only those who were acquitted there could benefit
by the formulae and amulets provided to help
tne dead to attain safely to the blessed region
of the fields of Aalu. If this had not been the
case when the culture of the ancients was at its

I height, men like Plato, Cicero, Plutarch, and
Diodorus would have been more careful about pro-
claiming the moralizing and civilizing influence of
initiation into the mysteries of their time.

4. The ritual of initiation.— The formalities
of initiation, whether its dominant function is

magical or religious, present striking general
resemblances. Andrew Lang notes the foUowing
general characteristics : (a) mystic dances ; {b) the
use of the tumduriy or bull-roarer [q.v.) ; (c) daub-
ing with clay and washing this off; {d) perform-
ances with serpents and other ‘ mad doings.’ To
these we might add : (e) a simulation of death and
resurrection

; (/) the granting of a new name to
the initiated

; (g) the use of masks or other dis-

guises. ^ In any case, we may say that initiation
ceremonies include

: (1) a series of formalities
which loosen the ties binding the neophyte to his
former environment ; (2) another series of formali-
ties admitting him to the superhuman world ; (3)
an exhibition of sacred objects and instruction on
subjects relating to them; (4) re-entry or re-

integration rites, facilitating the return of the
neophyte into the ordinary world.® These rites,

especially those of the first three divisions, are
found fulfilling a more or less important function
in all initiation ceremonies, both among savages
and among the civilized,

(1) Separation rites.—In every initiation of any
importance the neophyte has to leave his family,
live in isolation, consent to all kinds of restrictions

and tabus, and submit to purifications, aspersions,
purgations, fasting, flagellation, even mutilation
(and, more particularly, circumcision), and, finally,

assist at his own burial, or at least pretend to have
left this world. Sometimes spirits wearing masks
corresponding to their supposed character come
and carry him off to some hut or enclosure, or to
some isolated spot where he lives in their company
for a certain period, which may be months or even
years, as in Africa, America,* New Guinea, and
other countries. Even when initiation is nothing
but a mere transmission of magical powers, the
neophyte is supposed to be carried off to the spirit

world.
Among the Eskimos, an angakoh goes through the ceremony

of killing the aspirant to magical powers, and his soul then
flies off to probe the depths of sky, sea, and earth, and thus
learn the secrets of nature. On its return it resuscitates the
body, which has been lying stretched on the frozen ground, and
the patient then becomes an angakoh in his turn.4 It would be
useless to insist upon the importance of this practice of simu-
lating death in the initiation ceremonies of the ancients. Many
mysteries included, we are told by Lampridius in connexion
with Mithraic mj^steries, something similar to an immolation
‘which was described or represented so as to produce unneces-
sary fear.’ There is a story that the Emperor Commodus, filling

1 Plutarch, de Audiendis Poetis i^Moralia, ed. F. Diibner,

vol. i. [Paris, 1841] p. 26).
2 Andrew Lang, Mythy Ritual^ and Religion^ i. 282.
3 Van Gennep adds to these what he calls * margiaal* rites or

periods, the object of which is * to facilitate changes of state,

without violent shocks or abrupt stops to individual and col*

lective life * (Rites de passage, 14).

4 Hubert and Mauss, * Th4orie g6n6rale de la magie,’ in ASoe,
vii. 38.
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the r61e of mystag:ogue, one day took his part too seriously and
really killed the unfortunate candidate.^ The allusion of

Apuleius to his initiation into the mysteries of Isis is well

known.2 Even to-day, in the * profession of vows * in use among
the Benedictines, the novice is laid out on the ground between
four candles, and covered with a winding sheet, the service of

the dead is performed above his body, and the whole congrega-
tion chants the Miserere for him.

It is noticeable that among nearly all peoples

funeral ceremonies themselves imply a sort of

initiation of the deceased into the society of the
dead ; without this, he would have no^ choice but
to remain on earth and torment the living.

(2) Admission rites,—^Plato has rightly written
TcXeurav reXeicdaL, 'to die is to be initiated’; we
might reverse the order and say, * to be initiated

is to die.’ But it is only to die so as to be re-born

under better conditions. ‘ That which thou sowest
is not quickened, except it die’ (1 Co 15^®) is a re-

flexion which must always have occurred to man
from the day when he conceived the idea of a
higher life in the sacred world. We find this

notion wherever initiation ceremonies exist, as we
may see by a glance over the examples collected

by Frazer in GB^ ii.

In the Lower Congo, initiation ceremonies are called himbasi^
which means * resurrection.’ During a dance the neophytes
fall dead, and then the sorcerer resuscitates them.J* Sometimes
the rdle is filled by persons who have already been initiated,

and the neophyte is present simply as a spectator. On the
Eiver Darling in New South Wales, an old man lies down in a
grave which nas been dug and holds a small bush in his hand.
He is then covered with a thin layer of earth and the branch is

allowed to protrude, to look as if it were growing. Other
bushes are stuck in the soil to heighten the effect. The novices
are then brought to the edge of the grave, when a singer begins
a chant invoking the totem, and a dance is performed by old
men. The dancing and singing are continued till the bush held
by the buried man begins to quiver, and he rises from the
grave.4 In the Fiji Islands the novices are set before a row of
men lying on the ground and seemingly dead, their bodies
having been previously covered with the blood and entrails of
pigs. At a given signal they rise and run down to wash in the
neighbouring river.® Among the Omahas of the United States
the neophyte is bound to a plank, after which one priest
pretends to kill him, and another brings him back to life.®

Where we can penetrate behind the veil of secrecy over-
hanging the initiation ceremonies of the ancients, we find in
nearly all cases the representation of the passion of a divine or
senu-divine being, who is attacked or carried off by infernal
powers, descends to the realm of the dead, is liberated by the
intervention of some higher divinity, and brought back to the
region of light in the presence or company of those assisting in
the ceremony. It is curious to find the same idea not only in
Japan, Polynesia, etc., but also amon^ peoples who could never
have had any connexion whatever with the mythology of the
ancient world. Father de Smet discovered in 1840 among the
Pottawatomies of North America a legend about the introduc-
tion of agriculture and organization of mysteries which bears an
astonishing resemblance to the drama played at Eleusis.’
more recently, J. W. Fewkes, describing the secret rites per-
formed among the Eopi of Arizona by the Brotherhood of the
Antelope and the Snake, reports that there the initiated are
treated to a representation of the adventures of a personage
called Ti-To—his journey to the spirit world, the ordeals he
assed through there, and his return to the land of the living,
ringing with him the knowledge of the rites for making

rain.®

Sometimes the idea of re-birth is still more
clearly marked ; the initiated passes into a state
of embryo.

Initiation with the Nosairis of Lebanon was closely connected
with child-birth, and the neophyte received the embryonic
name of alakali, lit. ‘clot of blood.*® In Egypt the Pharaoh,
who was solemnly consecrated in ceremonies which were sup-
posed to ally him with Osiris, had to wrap himself up in an
animal’s skin which was called ‘the cradle skin,* or * the place
of becoming, of transformations, of renewed life,* and this
was used also in funeral ceremonies as a temporary shroud.
According to A. Moret, a similar ceremony was celebrated for

1 Lampridius, Comrnodus, ch. ix.
2 Apuleius, Met. xi. 23.
3 De Jonghe, in Remte des questions historiques. 9th ser., xii.

467ff.
’

4 A. W. Howitt, ‘ On some Australian Ceremonies of Initia-
tion,* in JAI xiii. [1883-84] 453 f.

5 L. Fison, ‘ The Nanga,’ ib. xiv. [1884-85] 22.
6 J. Q, Kohl, Eitschi-Gami, Bremen, 1859, i. 69 ff.

7 P. de Smet, Missions de VOrigon^ Ghent, 1848, i. 2S4.
8 J. W, Fewkes, * The Snake Ceremonials at Walpi,’ in Joum.

of Amer. Ethnol. and Arehml. iv. [Boston, 1894].
s R. Dussaud, EiM,oire et religion des Nosairis. Paris, 1900, i

p. no. >

certain privileged persons, whose return to a state of embryo
was simulated in the same way as in the legend of the resurrec-
tion of Osiris; this is what is called ‘passing through the
skin.*i The same symbolism is found in India, where the
young Brahman had also to assume the attitude of an embryo
in the course of his initiation, by setting himself on a black
antelope’s skin which represented the womb.® After this cere-
mony he was called dvija^ * twice born.* The Romans had an
analogous expression (in cetemum renatus) to designate one
who had passed through the ceremonies of the Taurobolium and
the Criobolium ; and we find the same expression again in an
inscription which Pope Xystus m. had carved on the baptistery
of the Lateran

:

‘ Coelorum regnum sperate, hoc fonte renati.
Non recipit felix vita semel genitos.*

It is obvious in all these cases that initiation is

literally a re-generation. This is brought about
in two ways : (a) the ceremony evolves mystic in-

fluences which modify the spiritual and even the
physical nature of the neophyte.
Among the Australians these influences materialize as pebbles

or bits of quartz which are supposed to enter the body of the
candidate for magicianship.3 Some clans even believed that
his entrails were replaced by new ones. In other parts, a snake
is supposed to enter his head.4 In still other cases there is the
substitution or even the superposition of a new soul which
comes down from the spirit world ; J. G. Frazer has shown
that this is a very common way of explaining the change, but
he is mistaken in thinking that this avatar is invariably the
work of a totem which communicates its own soul to the novice,
while retaining its own individuality. There is, as a matter of
fact, nothing to prevent the soul or spirit thus incarnated from
being ascribed to an entirely different source. This new factor
may be merely a quality, a virtue, or a gift of grace, which the
sanctifying influence of initiation has poured down on the
neophyte to purify and exalt his inner nature.

(b) The neophyte may pass for the time being
into the spirit world. He lives the life of the spirits,

becomes like one of them, and so enjoys their

E
rivileges. Perhaps the idea here is, reasoning
:om imitative magic, that, since the neophyte has

once died and been resuscitated, the same thing
will happen again when he dies in reality.

It is impossible to enter into details of the
rites which finally admit the neophyte into the
superhuman world. Those which are quoted by
Andrew Lang nearly all belong to this category.

It is a curious thing that among almost all un-
civilized peoples the noise produced by the bull-

roarer, or rattle, is supposed to be the voice of
spirits; but it is still a moot point whether this

instrument was in general use in initiation cere-

monies among the ancients. Daubing with clay,

chalk, or other colouring substances is a very
common rite, but the washing which follows it is

not to be confused with the lustrations whose
object is to rid the novice of all pernicious taints,

and which belong rather to the rites of separation.

On the other hand, the mutilations which were
classed under separation rites (circumcision, the
drawing of a tooth, the removal of a phalanx, etc.)

may also be taken as admission rites when their

object is to test the courage of the neophytes and
their power of resistance, or to set a mark on them
by which they will know each other. Dancing, as
Lucian noted when he wrote 'there is no mystery
without dancing,’ ® may be regarded as of universal
use in initiation ceremonies, 3 we include under it

all rhythmic movements, from the corrohoris in

which the Australians imitate the actions and
gestures of their totems, to circumambulations
(g.v.), which aim at drawing a circle to separate
the two worlds (except when these circumambula-
tions are a m^c ceremony to influence the course
of nature). The giving of a new name is often
accompanied by the use of a new language, formed
either from archaic expressions or turns of speech,

or from everyday words which are given a new in-

tonation. Again, we must notice the frequent re-

course to communion, through which the neophytes,
1 A. Moret, Mgstires igypHens, 90.
2 Satapatha Brdhmaiij.a, iii. ii. 1. 6 (^SBE xxvi. 27).

8 M. Mauss, L’Origine des pouvoirs magiques danslesst sUtes
australienneSt Paris, 1905, p. 16.
4 Ih. p. 43.
® Ilepl 6pxi7cr«cas, XV.
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by partaking of the food of the initiated, become
assimilated with them, or, in the case of sacrifice,

with the gods themselves.

(3) Communication of the sacra,—The communi-
cation of the sacra is at once the complement and
the essential obiect of the admission rites. It

includes :
{a) exhibitions, (&) actions, and (c) in-

structions—a threefold distinction already made
by the ancients (at Eleusis : ra deiKvifiGva, ‘ what
is shown’; rd dpdjjmeva, ‘what is done’; and rh

\ey6/j.eva, ‘what is said’), {a) The exhibitions in-

clude magical or evocatory instruments (amulets,

charms, relics, the churingas of the Australians,

certain shells, the rattle of the American Indians

and Negroes, the contents of the medicine bags,

the cithern of the Egyptians, the fan, the cist,

the tympanum of the Greeks) ; representational

and symbolic objects (various images and effigies,

masks, animals, ears of com, etc.); or pictures

representing the adventures of superhuman beings

or scenes from the other world. In this way the

novice gets to know the inhabitants of this higher

world, to familiarize or identify himself with them,

and to live their life. (&) The performances vary

according to the goal aimed at, but we must dis-

tinguish between those whose object is initiation

properly so called, and which are performed only

once for each neophyte, and those which are re-

peated periodically and form the essential aim of

the institution.^ (c) The instruction, which often

comprises several ^ades or degrees, bears of

necessity on wffiat the neophytes are to gain by
initiation, but it generally extends toother matters

than the explanation of rites and the teaching of

formulse. It includes the communication of the

real name of divine personages, theogonies, and
cosmogonies, mythical history, common law, the

exercise of certain arts, moral and social obliga-

tions, tabus, and marriage laws.
Among the Basutos,the initiated are adjured to *be men, fear

theft, fear adultery, honour your father and mother, obey yo;ur

chiefs.’ 2 Here we are reminded of the laws attributed to Trip-

tolemus, and said by St. Jerome to have been carved in the

sanctuary of Eleusis :
‘ To honour one’s parents, to worship the

gods by offerings, and not to eat flesh.* 3

The revelations may even include, under pres-

sure of a more advanced state of crdture, a sup-

posed rational interpretation of vulgax beliefs, or

even a religious philosophy agreeing with the most
advanced philosophical views of the time. In any
case, this instruction is protected by the obligation

of secrecy, which the neophyte cannot infringe

without laying himself open to the gravest conse-

quences. But, as Seneca says, speaking of the

mysteries of his time, the secrecy could apply only

to the sacra^ i,e. to the formulse of incantation,

the esoteric explanation of symbols, and the signs

by which the initiated recognized each other ; it

could not cover philosophical precepts, if philo-

sophy there was, because they were current among
the uninitiated also.^

(4) Reintegration rites,—It is only very rarely

that the initiated can remain for ever in tne realm

of the sacred. By some means or other he has to

renew his relations with the ordinary world. But
he does not return in exactly the same state as he

went avray. Since he reappears laden with mystic

influences, which are, of course, dangerous for the

uninitiated, he has to be, so to speak, ‘ detabuized

and readmitted to his original sphere. He has,

for a certain period, to submit to rules of silence

and abstinence, and, yet more, he must, in his new
character, pretend to have forgotten all about his

1 Perhaps some such distinction is alluded to in Horn. Hymn
to Demeter1 481, where the author seems to mention successively^

‘initiation into’ and ‘participation in’ the mysteri^: ”9^.^

areAijs tepSiv, 6s r efifiopos (cf. Goblet d’Alviella, Hleusinidf

Paris, 1903, p. 60).
3 E. CasalS, Les JBassoutos, Paris, 1860, p. 2/8.

3 Jerome, adv. Tovinianum, ii. 14.

^ Seneca, Hp. xcv.

previous existence and re-leam everything con-

nected with ordinary life.

In the Congo, he must pretend that he cannot either walk or

eat by himself, and be has to be fed like a new-born infant. In
Virginia, he has to learn the language of his tribe all over again.
In New Guinea, he has to go backwards into his house. Among
the Brahmans, he throws his old garments into the river and
puts on new ones.

These precautions are only transitory, yet a man
who has once been initiated is, throughout his

whole life, subjected to a special and more or less

strict discipline. Sometimes he bears a special

mark or wears special garments or insignia, as,

e,g,, the cord worn by the Brahmans, the white
dress of the Essenes and Pythagoreans, etc.

;

he must also respect certain tabus and avoid

certain localities. In every case he gains ^eat
prestige in the eyes of the uninitiated. When
one has visited the infernal regions, even though
it is only after the manner of Dante, some trace of

it always remains.
Literature.—H. Webster, Primitive Secret Societies^ New

York, 1908 ; A. van Gennep, Lee Mites de passage, Paris, 1909

;

H. Schutz, AUersklassen und MdnnerbUnde, Berlin, 1902;

Andrew Lang, Myth, Ritual, and Religion, London, 1887

;

J. G. Frazer, do. 1900, ii.; L. Frobenius, Masken und
G^imbiinde Afrikas, Halle, 1898; W. Robertson Smith,
Religion of the Semites^ Loudon, 1894; F. Cumont, Les
Religions orientales dans U paganisms romain, Paris, 1906

(Eng. tr.. Oriental Religions in Roman Paganism, Chicago,

1911). Goblet D’Alviella.

INITIATION (Buddhist).-i. Forms of initia-

tion.—Admission to the Buddhist Order {samgha)

is gained by two forms of initiation, a lower,

pravrajya (Pali, pahhajjd)^ and a higher, upasam-
paddy though the former is only preparatory to the

latter and, in fact, a probationary part of it.

[) Pravrajyd means ‘ going out ’
; and by this

ceremony one goes out from a prior state of life,

either from the worldly life in the case of an
ordinary person, or from a monastic life in the case

of one changing to another faith. This is in a

certain way analogous with the Brahmanical initia-

tion {upanayana)\fj which a boy is^ admitted to a
teacher’s hermitage [jaMrama [g'.v.]) iu order to live

with hiTw {antevdsin) as a hrahmachdrin. With
the Buddhists a layman is thereby admitted to the

Order, and is henceforth obliged to live with a

preceptor, without whose directions he is not

allowed to do anything. The lowest limit of age

is eight, children under that age being meHgible.

With this ordination the child begins his life as a
‘ homeless one ’ {pravrajita, pahhajita)^ and is called

a ^rdmanera {sdmanera)^ ‘ novice.’ The period of

novitiate’ lasts for twelve years, and, in the case of

one initiated at eight, his higher ordination takes

place only in his twentieth year.^

() Upasampadd means ‘ arrival,’ and is the

entry into the circle of the fully accredited mem-
bers of the samgha. This second and full ordina-

tion is never conferred on a novice under twenty
years of age; but, if he receives the pravrajyd
ordination at or after twenty, and is otherwise

properly qualified, he can proceed at once to the

upasampadd. One who has gone through the

upasampadd is henceforth an upasampanna bhik-

su (‘fully ordained mendicant’}, and will be

called, after ten years’ standing, a sthavira {thera)y

‘elder,’ eiders only being allowed to instruct

others, that is, to become an upadhydya [upaj-

jhdya), ‘ preceptor,’ or an acndrya {dchariya),

‘tutor.’ Those who cannot as yet be named
‘ elders ’ are called daharas ( ‘ small teachers ’),

according to I-tsing.^

The names, sramana (Pali, sama%a\ ‘one per-

forming austerity, ascetic,’ hhiT^u (Pali, hhiklchu),

‘ one begging, mendicant,’ and especially SdkyapU’

fmya ^amana {sakyaputtiyasarmna),^ ‘ an ascetic

belonging to the son of the Sdkya tribe,’ are ap-

1 1-tsing, Record of the Buddhist Religion as practised in

India, tr. J. Takakusu, Oxford, 1896, p. 104.
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g
lied to all the members of the Order except the
lity, though, strictly speaKifig, these terms can

be applied to the elders only, for no one can be
designated an ascetic or a mendicant until he is

fully confirmed by the upasampadd and becomes
himself responsible for such a mode of life.

While the pravrajyd resembles the initiation

{upariayana) to the first stage of the Brahmanic
life, the upasampadd makes the Buddhist system
^uite different from that of the Brahmans. Com-
ing of age and finishing his study, a bramacharin
becomes a bathed ’) and"returns to house-
hold life {grhastha), whereas a ^rdmanera becomes
by the upasampadd a sthavira, a full member of

the Order, or a bhiksu in the proper sense of the
word, corresponding to the fourth and last stage of

the Brahmanic life, i.e. sannydsin, an ascetic.

2. Particulars of initiation.

—

{a) The pravrajyd
ordination chiefly consists of (1) the investment
•svith a yellow robe, (2) a tonsure, (3) the declara-
tion of the Three Refuges {saranattaya)^ and (4)

the imparting of the Ten Precepts [dasasikkha-
paddni),
A lay person desiring to enter the Buddhist

Order first chooses a mhdra (‘monastery’), ap-
proaches an elder living therein (bringing with
him a suit of yellow robes), and requests to be
initiated. The elder invests him with the robe,
and instructs him to keep the Three Refuge creed
by repeating it

:

*I take refuge with the Buddha, I take refuge with the
Religion, I take refuge with the Order. For the second time I
take refuge with the Buddha. For the third time I take refuge
with the Buddha,* etc.

After this the candidate is again taught to
adhere to the Ten Precepts idasasikkhdpadani )

:

* Abstinence from taking life, Abstinence from taking what
is not given, Abstinence from impure practices, Abstinence
from telling a lie, Abstinence from intoxicating drinks. Absti-
nence from eating out of time, Abstinence from dancing, sing-
ing, and seeing shows, Abstinence from the application of
perfume, incense, etc.. Abstinence from the use of a high or
large couch or seat, Abstinence from receiving gold and silver.*

So far the ceremony. Henceforth the novice lives
with his preceptor and acts under the latter’s
supervision until he is fully qualified for the next
ordination.
The pravrajyd is in reality a preparatory cere-

mony by which one enters into the probationary
course of the priestly life. Without this course of
novitiate one cannot proceed to the higher Order,
the relation between z.krdmansra and"a iramana
being analogous to that between deacon and Driest
in the Anglican Church.

(6) The upasampadd ordination is not so simple
as the pravrajyd, since it involves the fullest pos-
sible enjoyment of the privileges of the Buddhist
Order and the final registry of the right of seniority
among the younger brethren. Every step of the
ordination has to be performed before a chapter of
fuUy equipped elders, tlie number of the members
being in tnis case at least ten.^ An ecclesiastical
vote of the chapter of elders is called kammavdehd,
and there are two forms of arriving at a resolu-
tion:^ (1) a summary decision {nattidutiyakam-
ma), in which a resolution is arrived at by the
first reading, and (2) a decision by the third
reading [natticJiatuttTiakamma).^ In the upasam-
padd ordination all questions are decided by three
readings. The metnod of voting is very simple.
Those who assent remain silent, while those who
dissent speak out. Occasionally, however, when
there are dividing opinions in case of a diflicult
question,^ the chapter has recourse to the use of
voting slips [saldm), which are divided in colours,

f
enerally white and black, but sometimes of several
iflerent colours. The time generally chosen for

holding the ordination is the full-moon day of
Vaisakha (April-May), and the three successive

1 SBE xiii. [18S1] 175. 2 p. leg.

days of quarters of the moon.^ The proceedings
are as follows.

First a preliminary examination of the candidate takes place
A novice is brought by a tutor before the president of the
chapter,3 and an upddhydya (updjjhdya, ‘ preceptor ’) is

appointed for the candidate. Meanwhile one of the assembly
comes up as a second tutor, or, rather, witness. By these
two tutors he is questioned as to his name, his preceptor’s
name, his bowl, and his robes. All being well, he is ordered
to stand on a certain spot, while the tutors remain before
the president, and, having asked the permission of the
chapter, they instruct the candidate to tell the truth, and
further exaniine him as to his qualifications. He is first ques-
tioned if he has iany such diseases as leprosy (kuttha), boils

(gav4^)i itch (Jcildsa), asthma (sosa), or epilepsy (apamdra).
These questions being answered in the negative, he is asked if

he is a human being (manussa), a male {purisa\ and a free man
(bhujissa) ; if he is free from debt (ana^a), exempt from mili-
tary service (rdjahhata\ and permitted by his parents (anufi-
Vdta mdtdpituhi) ; and, further, if he is of the full age of
twenty. The questions as to the state of the bowl, and the
robes, and his name and his preceptor’s name, are also
asked.

This strict and searching examination being over,
the two tutors go up to the president of the chapter
and report the result, and then the candidate is

called out (dgachchhdhi or ehi).^ Thereupon he
comes out and stands between the two tutors and
says :

‘ Venerable sirs, I ask the chapter to confer
upon me the upasampadd. Have pity on me and
lift me up {ullumpetuy He repeats this request
three times.

Now the tutors repeat the above examinations
once more before the assembly, and finally a motion
{fiatti) is proposed publicly with the words

:

‘This Naga desires the upasampadd under the venerable
Tissa. He is free from disqualifications (antardyikd dkammd).
If any of the venerable chapter approves the ordination of the
candidate, let him be silent

;
but if any objects, let him speak.*

This motion also is repeated three times. If all

are silent, the president declares that the resolu-
tion is carried.^ As soon as the ceremonies are
over, the shadow of the sun {chhdyd) must be
measured, and the season {utupamdna) and the
division of the day {divasahhaga), with the details
of the assembly [samglti), should be recorded.
The four reg^uisites {nissayd) for a bhikm and

the four interdicts [akaramydni) must be minutely
taught.
The four requisites are (1) food collected in the almsbowl

(piv4iyalopa'-bhojana)

;

(2) robes made of rags (jpaihsukHla-
chivara) ; (3) lodging at the foot of a tree (rukkhamulasend-
sana)

;

and (4) cow’s urine used as medicine (jputimutta-hhesajja).
To each of these several exceptions are given
The four interdicts are (1) sexual intercourse {methuna-

dhamma) ; (2) theft (adinndddna) ; (3) killing (pdv>dtipdta) ; and
(4) a claim of superhuman power {uttarimanussadhamma). To
these also many exceptions are allowed.

With the instructions as to these two series of
important moral precepts the ordination comes to
an end.

3. Training of the initiated.—The upasampadd
ordination confers on the candidate no mystic
ower, as is the case in the abhiseka described
elow ; nor is it regarded as an indelible Order

imposed upon him, for one’s free will is always
respected in the Buddhist Order. But the upasam-
padd ordination alone does not give a man freedom
of conduct, for he has further to live under the
supervision of the superiors whom he has chosen.
The superiors are generally two, one being the pre-
ceptor [upadhyaya), the other the tutor {dchdrya).

1 The full-moon day of Vaisakha is the day of the Buddha’s
parinihbdna\ see Buddhaghosa’s Samantapdsddikd, in H.
Oldenberg’s Vinaya Pitaka, London, 1879-83, iii. 283.

2 An elder who becomes president must be of more than ten
years’ standmg after his upasampadd ordination ; see SBE
xiii. 178.

3 Of. 'Rigveda, iii. viii. 4, which is used in the Brahmanic
initiation in the Grhyasutras. The first verse, Yuvd mvdsd^
parivita dgdt, etc., is recited by a candidate, and the second
verse, Tam dhlrdsa Kavaya unnayanti, etc., is said by the
teacher. Agachchhdki-dQdt and ullumpeiu-unnayanti are in-
teresting. The ordination is sometimes called ehi-bhikkku-
pabbajjd, * come-priest-ordination * (V. Fausboll, DhammcL’
padam, Copenhagen, 1855, p. 119).
^SBExiiinO
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The duties of the two superiors are very difficult to

define; it is perhaps impossible to draw a line

between them. Their offices, as detailed in the
MakoLvagga, i. 25-33,^ are exactly identical. Most
probably, as the general purport of the two words
mdicates, the upadhyaya (preceptor) is responsible

for his pupil’s study of the sacred texts, while the
achoLrya (tutor) takes charge of the pupil in respect

of conduct. The latter is sometimes called 'karma-
charyay meaning, most probably, a tutor in the
ecclesiastical act, but personally a tutor in dis-

cipline. ^

Thus an upasampanna hhiJcsu is dependent on
the two teachers. Though the upadhyaya seems
to be more important than the achdrya, contrary

to the Brahmanic usage,® the duty of giving a
nissaya (dependence, protection) properly belongs
to the dchdrya. It is prescribed by the Buddha in

the Vinaya that a hhikm after the lopasampadd
should live ten years in dependence {nissaya) on an
dchdryay and that he who has completed his tenth
year may himself give a nissaya to others.^ Thus
an dchdrya is a proper nissaya-da (‘giver of pro-

tection’), and his prot^gd is nissaya-antevdsika

(‘ pupil in dependence’). The pupil should be
regarded as a son, and the tutor snould be looked
up to as a father.® Yet it is said in the Vinaya that
a nissaya will cease when the upadhyaya and the
dchdrya come together.® This would imply that,

though a pupil is always dependent on his dchdryay
when he is in the presence of his upadhyaya for

instruction or otherwise his dependence on the
dchdrya would cease for the time being.

As a hhiksu is an antevdsika (‘ dwelling close by
pupU ’) towards his dchdryay so he is z.saddM'cihdrim
(‘living in the same vihdray co-resident’) towards
his upadhyaya. Of the two superiors one is some-
thing like a private tutor whose duty is chiefly

towards the progress of morals, while the other is

a professor in the college {mhdra) who is mostly
responsible for the instruction of the pupil.

4. Initiation in the mystic school of Buddhism
{Japan).—^The mystic doctrine of Buddhism is

imparted only by the abhiqcka (‘anointing’) rit^,

which is important, as it raises one above the level

of ignorance and reveals the real state of nature.

Through this one can witness the true hodhichitta

(‘mind arising from perfect knowledge’) of the
Buddha, unite one’s mind with it, and become
blessed and enlightened. An dchdrya^s sprinkling

over the head of a novice of the water of know-
ledge {jndnodaka) of the Mahavairochana Buddha
(one of the Dhyanibuddhas) is at once symbolical

of dispelling one’s ignorance and one’s sms. The
ahhiseka is certainly a reproduction of the crowning
of Indian Rajas.^
In contrast to the upasampaddy liturgical ele-

ments come to the front, which are considered to

effect a mystic transmission in the candidate’s mind
and person. A new name is always given to the
anointed {ahhidkta).

In the Buddhist alhi^eha there are, theoretically, the three
following forms: (1) the abhi§eka of siras (mvdrd); (2) the

ahhiseka of actions (Jearma); and (3) the ahhiseka of mind
(chitta). The mudrd-abhiseka, chiefly consisting of finder inter-

twinings symbolicaJ of actions, is a curtailed form of initiation

to be conferred on an earnest believer who is short of means,
whereas the chitta-abhiseka, which is beyond the scope of

speech and action, is conferred only on a holy personage {drya-

pudgala) like a Bodhisattva (q.v,). The karma-abhi^eka is the
ordinary rite which an dchdrya performs for a fullj^ equipped
pupil, and is important in proportion as it is elaborate in details.

The karma-abhi$eka is again divided into three kinds : (a) the
ahhiseka for forming a sacred connexion (pratityabandha-
a^hi^eka); (b) the abhi^eka for holdmg a magical power

1 SBJS xiii. 151-180. 2 i-tsing, tr. Takakusu, pp. 106, 198.

3 Achdrya is more important ; Manu, ii. 146 ; yajnavalkya, L
35 ; see SBE xiii. 179, note.

4 SBE xiii. 179. 5 ih. xiii. 179 ; I-tsing, p. 104.

6 SBE xiii. 182.
7 See art. Abhiseea, vol. i. pp. 20-24.
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{vidyadhara-aBki§eka) ; and (c) the abhi^eka for transmitting
the law (dharmasaThchdra-abhi^eka).
These ordinations are the stages of training in the mystio

school. The mostcommon of all is the pratityabandha-abhifekay
which may be performed for any person, making no distinction
whatever of qualiflcations, either good or bad ; sometimes one
is forcibly brought to the ordination hall so as to improve one's
character. The object of this particular rite is to form a sacred
connexion with a Buddha or a saint in the mav,ddla (sacred
diagram), a fact which in the end will lead one to perfect know-
ledge. Every one who believes in the mystic doctrine is entitled
to receive this ordination. During the rite the candidate is

made to throw a flower over the sacred ma'^^ala placed before
him. If the flower falls on a Buddha or a Bodhisattva, he is

considered to be worthy of the Buddha-gotra ; but, if it falls on
the outer circle of the vajra-kulay as on Vinayaka (Gapapati),
he is not allowed to study the mystic doctrine, though at the
present day there is no strict adherence to this rule. The
vidhyddhara-dbhi§eka is a step higher than the jpratit2/a5anciha.
It is conferred on the best qualified pupils who are able to grasp
the highest truth. Vidyd (‘ science, ’ especially * occult science ’)

means mantra (‘incantations’), stotra (‘praises’), dhdravA
C charms *), and mvdrd (‘ signs ’). One who is possessed of this
knowledge is called vidyddhara (‘holder of occult science’).
An dchdrya through this ordination gives his select pupil
permission to acquire the vidyd above specified, and also the
myd, a religious achievement such as the four pdramitds
(‘perfections’); and this rite is, accordingly, also called the
ahhiseka for the position of a pupil iH^yasthdna-abhi^eka).
While the pratUyabandha-abhiseka is an admission to the
mystno circle, the vidyddhara-abhi§eka is an introduction to
the mystic doctrine, and is therefore placed much higher than
the pratityabandha. Still higher in grade is the dhwrma-
sarhchdra-abhi^eka, which gives one, not the position of a pupil,
but the position of a teacher, especially a transmitter of the
mystic doctrine. The name means, therefore, the transmission
of the teaching (dharmasarhchdra or idsanasarhchdraX but
sometimes it is called the dehdryasthdTM-dbhi^eka (the ahhiseka
for the position of a teacher). This ordination is not conferred
on a hhiksu under fifty years of age, however well qualified he
may be. This was in any case the rule set forth by Kukai, the
founder of the Japanese school of mystic Buddhism.

5. The ceremonial of the Buddhist ahhiseka.—
The object of the abhisekas as specified is to* create
(a) an ideal religious personage, (0) an ideal religious

scholar, and (c) an ideal religious instructor. Con-
sequently the rules of the religious performance
preparatory to the ahhiseka {samaya4Ua) are very
minute and strict. By the samaya practice the
candidate should produce a believing mind (‘faith’),

a compassionate mind (‘compassion’), deepjpmyna
(‘wisdom’), and a great hodhi-chitta (‘mind arising

from perfect knowledge’), and remain firm in de-

termination. Samaya means ‘ agreement,’ ‘ union,’
‘ communion,’ and the samaya-lila is intended to

keep a man in communion with the Mahavairochana
Buddha. Through the efficacy of this preparatory
performancethe candidate now assumes the position
of the Buddha-son, Vajrasattva, and enters into the
haU of ordination (Pah, slmdmandala).
Among the chief objects in use during this rite

are a tooth-stick symbolizing the cleansing of

passion and sins, a bundle of vajra threads in five

colours representing the five Buddhas in union, a
ot of the holy vajra water indicating the firm

etermination to seek hodhi (‘supreme knowledge’),
and so on. This ended, the dchdrya blesses the
candidate and covers his eyes, meaning to shut the
gate of evils so as to open the divine eye. He is

now led into the room of ordination with his eyes
covered, and is made to throw a flower as before
described, his object of worship being determined
in this way. Afterwards he is allowed to gaze
on this sacred mandala. He is then led into the
terrace of Bodhi {bodhi-mandct)^ and is made to sit

in the padmasana fashion or on a lotus seat, and
wear a diadem of the five Buddhas {ratna-mukuta)
and a necklace {hard). The dchdrya sprinkles over

his head the holy water of knowledge from five

jars {pancha-hwtiddka)y and furnishes him with
several things, such as a wheel [chakra) and a
conch-shell {§ankha). While the ahhiseka is still

going on, a homa rite is performed, in which a
sacred fire is lighted to bm:n all the past sins of

the candidate.
Each ceremony is performed twice, first for the

garbkako^adhatumandala (or dharmadhdtu)y and
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then for the vajradhdtumandala, or vice versa,
Without entering into details of these mandalas^
it "will he sufficient to say that these two are quite
d^erent in Japan, whereas in Nepal the distinc-
tion is very vague, one mandala serving for the
other, in spite of the existence of two separate
names.
The description here given follows the practices

oftheJapanesemantra school which were originally
taught in China, by Subhakara Simha, an Indian
acharya, who was active in China A.D. 716-724,
and w’hich were brought to Japan by Kukai (A.D.
774-835).^ The tradition on the whole is no doubt
much older than that in Nepal.

6. The pravrajya rites (Nepal).—

uwuuur, priest } la ajam QinerenE irom cnose given above. A
ffuru (teacher) in charge of the candidate prepares a pot (Jcalaia)
full of water and puts into it a lotus made of gold. Five con-
fectdons, five flowers, five drugs, thread of five colours, etc.,
are properly provided. The candidate sits in the vajrdsana
fashion before the pot and the four sacred specially
provided. He repeats the formula of the Three Refuges, and
the first day’s service is over. On the second day the candidate
sits on the svastikdsana, and the gum gives him (i) the vajra
ra^a (‘protection’) by placing a vajra on his head; (2) the
loha (‘iron’) rak^d by placing three iron padlocks on the belly
and on the two shoulders ; and (3) the agni (‘ fire *) Tak$d by
plat^g a wine-cup (surdpdtra) on his head. Then comes (4)
the t.. /

his head.
(‘monastery

u-c/.u,, 6.C. liuuuua, jjuarma, ana aamgna), ana the prajnd~
paramitd text, and, lastly, he receives the Ten Precepts. He isa^m given three rak?ds, invested with a robe, and tonsured hy
a hMber. Thereupon a diadem of the five Buddhas is put on
his head, and the holy water is sprinkled on it, mantras being
repeated all the while. With an offering (piMd) the ceremony
comes to an end, and a new Buddhist name is given to him
ThoxLghmandalasj five-coloured threads, the holy

water, aud^ the diadem of the five Buddhas are in
common with the Japanese abhiseka, the Nepalese
rite is more Hmdu in its appearance. The cere-
mony of initiation in Tibet is generally to
that of the southern Buddhists.* The viTiaya

T? jjIl
^ Japan also mainly follow southern

Buddhism in their ordination. The ahUseka
belongs only to the mantra school of the mystic
Buddhism. ^

LmaATUo.—In addition to the references given in the art.

Tiryns, went mad and ranged over the moun-
tains. They were finally cured by the soothsayer
Melampus, who healed them by a ritual dance
and eventually married one of them. The time
when they went mad is most instructive : * when
they had grown to maturity’ (ws ireXeidjeTiaav),
The reason why they went mad is equally so i

‘they refused the maturity rites of Dionysos’ (tAj
Aiovtlxtov reXer&s ofi /cared^ovro). It is not safe to
grow up without the orthodox rites of maturity

;the crisis is momentous, and needs rites depassaae!
Not only baptism is needed, but confirmatmn.
Another version of the story given by Apollo-

dorus says that the maidens went mad because
they held the image of Hera cheap. Hera was
worshipped in three forms : as child (iraw), as full-
grown woman (reXela), and as widow (xijpa)

;

she
represented the three stages of a woman’s life.
This explains the sequel of the story of the Proe-
tids. The maidens who are healed by initiation
are immediately married. Marriage, in fact, is
the sign-manual of maturity. A boy among
primitive peoples cannot take a wife tul he has
been initiated. In some cases initiation is not
complete tHl after the birth of the first child.
This explains the statement of Pollux (iii. 38)

*:

‘ The married are mature ’

—

oi yeyajuTjKdres!
This explains also why to the Greeks the Danaids
both were ‘uninitiated in marriage’ (dreXets yd/aov)
and became the prototypes of those who were ‘ un-
initiated ’ in the Mysteries. To the Greeks, as in
the English Prayer-Book, marriage is ‘ an excellent
mystery.*

Initiation rites will be discussed under the head
of Mysteries (Greek). All that concerns us here is
to ^asp the important fact that the primal reXenj,
or initiation rite, was the rite of maturity. This
rite was, of course, carefully concealed from the
immature, and in sex rites from the uninitiated

Therein resided the mystery, which was

— TO cue reierences given in
see F. Spieg-el, EarnnavdJcyam, Bonn, 1841: T. F. Dickson

k“ PP- DavidiH. Oldenberg-, Vinaya Tsxts, i. {SBE xiii. [1881]) : R. C
f*

iang., London, 187^ pp. 305 f.^

o!?!
** » Buddhism iii 8)Strassburg. 1896, pp. 76-79. j. TaKAKUSU.

initiation (Greek).—The Greek word for
initiation, reXeri}, has nntil quite recently not

been nghtly understood. The lexicons teU us that
It means ‘accomplishment,’ ‘fulfilment,’ ‘attain-
ing ^ end, a hence a rite of accomplish-
ment, hence initiation into the mysteries. But we
are left uncertain as to what end is to be accom-
plished.

^
The word lyXcri) is derived from reX^w:

its gist IS best seen in the cognate rAeios, which
means full-grown.’ A rikeios tinros is a full-grown
home as contrasted with a foal. A Mp is

+L
man, an adult % reXen^ is the rite of

the tirst hnman accomplishment, the rite of growinff
up, of commg^ to maturity.

®

.
meaning of reXeTT) is very clearly shown

in the myth of the Prcetids told us by Apollodorus
(n. 11. 2). The daughters of Proetus, king of

vioJBf
®^oounfc of the abhi^eka was furnished by S

aeobje^of

JjiUratwn of the HemOeet
\

P- : L. A. Wadden,BvAZ
P* note 3.

3 See ‘Tibetan’ section below, and \Waddell, 173-186.

- ——...v*** ..wwANAv/w. wAiw iivyouviy, WHICH WebB
indeed the social sanctity of the whole proceeding.
How little ‘mysterious’ in our sense the rite of

inaturity was is seen from a marble relief, prob-
ably funerary, now in the Central Museum at
Athens, and dating about the 1st cent. a.d. A
matronly figure seated on a decorated chair is
inscribed ‘ Increase ’ (’Ett^/ctt/o'cs). Before her, on a
base, is a statue of ‘Fertility’ {mdrivLa), who
carries a basket of fruit. Behind ‘ Fertility,’ on a
Doric pillar, is a goddess of the Artemis type,
l^ar her in the field is the inscription TeXer^,
‘Kite of Maturity.’ Whether this refers to the
figure on the pillar or to the whole scene is not
very clear. What is clear is that TeXer^, ‘ Initia-
tion or Maturity Rite,’ stands both for the fer-
tility of man and for that of the fruits of the earth,
for behind the figure on the pillar is a great tree
with a fillet hanging from one bough and round
the stem a snake, the emblem of the fertility of
the ground. According to ancient thinking, the
same rite promotes and protects the maturity of
man and of nature. In the li^t of this conception
we understand why the great JEleusinian Mysteries
were a festival of sowing. In the light of the fact
that TeXer^ stands on a gravestone we understand
those hopes of immortality which centred round the
Mysteries.^ Death was a rite de passage to a new
life. ‘It is sown a natural body, it is raised a
spiritual body.’ ‘Thou fool, that which thou
sowest is not quickened, except it die’ (1 Co
1544,

LnraEAXUKB.—For Greek initiation rites see Mtsteries (Greek)
ana Kourbtbs

; for possible survivals of initiation rites in the
mysteries of the Kouretes and the Myth of Zagreus, J. E.
Harrisom TAewis, Cambridge, 1912, pp. 1-29 ; for marriage as
an initiation nte, J. C, Lawson, Modem Qrssk FolMors. do.
WIO, p. 690 ; forthe Danaids as unmarried and uninitiated, j. E.
Hamson, BroUg, to Study of Or, do. 1908, p. 618 ; for
death as initiation rite, R. Herta, ‘La Representation collective
de la mort, in ASoe x. [1906-06] 48 ; for sculptured relief of
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TdL«™. A. B. Cook, Zeta, Cambridge, 1918, p. 585, fig. 407 : for

Mrvivals of initiation rites in the customs of the Greek jBpA«oeta,
;

Daremberg-SagHo, a.r. •Epbbbe.-

haBEISON.

INITIATION (Hindu). — The ceremony of

initiation, or girding mth the sacred thread, is

considered one of the most important events in the

life of a young Hindu. Before it he is, under the

ancient Sanskrit law, equal to a low-bom Slidra,

but the investiture is supposed to confer a spiritual

birth in virtue of which he is reckoned a member

of the higher classes, and these are therefore called

the twice-born {dvija). It appears probable that

the original meaning of this Indian custom has

been preserved in those celebrations which take

place among wild tribes all over the world at the

time when a youth attains pubei^, the Indian

notion of a spiritual re-birth, or beginning of a new
life being present at many of these ceremonies.

The Brahmanical law of India seems to have nar-

rowed the original meaning and importance of the

custom by converting it into an ‘introduction’

(Skr. upanayana) to the future teacher, but the

extension of the privileges confeired by it to many
non-Brahmanical castes was retained, and the now
prevailing neglect of the course of sacred studies

prescribed for the young novice seems to have been

very common from an early period even among
the Brahmans. The Sanskrit law-books and the

Grhyasutras (domestic rules) are prolix in their

descriptions of the rite of upanayana, the principal

part of which consists in the communication of an

ancient Sanskrit prayer {ydyatT^ to the novice by

his future teacher, and m the investiture of the

boy with a girdle which he puts round his waist,

and with the sacred thread which he carries over

the left shotQder. The performance of tto rite is

enjoined in general for a BrShman in his emhth

year, for a Ksatriya in his eleventh, and for a

V aisya in his twelfth. After initiation the youth

has to live at the house of his spiritual teacher,

studying the Veda under him, obeying his com-

mands, begging for alms on his behalf, and collect-

ing fuel for his fire. The period of studentship

lasts for twelve years, or until the student has

acquired a knowledge of the Vedas, and it termm-

ates with another ceremony called samdvaHana
(‘return’). The expense incurred by initiating a

boy is defrayed by his parents, and after their

death it becomes a charge on the inheritance.

At the present day the rite of upaimyana is per-

formed by Brahmans and other high castes all

over India, and the ancient ceremonies are pre-

served more or less in their original form. Th^
among the Madhva class of DeshSsth Brahmansm
Dharwar (Bombay Pres.) eight is the usual age

for a boy’s thread-girding, and the season from

mid-February to mid-July is the right time. An
astrologer chooses a lucky day for the ceremony,

for which great preparations are made, the house

being cleaned and whitewashed, a porch erected

in front of it, with posts omaniented with twi^
and flowers, an altar raised facing the east, and

invitation letters sent to friends
^

and Idnsmen.

The lucky day having arrived, musicians begm to

play at the boy’s house ; he is anointed with ou

and turmeric, and bathed ; a barber shaves hm
head, leaving three or five locks, according as he is

supposed to study the Rigveda or the Yajurveda.

He is then taken to the dining-haU,^ where his

mother places him on her lap, feeds him, and for

the last time eats from the same plate with him.

The barber shaves the boy once more, leaving

the top-knot on his head ; he is bathed, and m^e
to sit down on a low wooden stool between his

parents, and the Brahman priests present chant

eight auspicious hymns. As soon as the ‘lucky

moment’ nas arrived, the musicians raise a loud

noise, the guests clap their hands, and the Brahman
priests and guests throw red rice over the boy.

The priest then formally girds him with the sacr^
thread, one part of which rests on the boy’s left

shoulder, the rest falling below the right arm.

A piece of deer-skin is tied to the sacred thread,

and a staff is placed in his hand. Money presents,

are made to Brahman priests, and fniits and
flowers are handed round among the guests. At
noon the boy is made to say his middayprayers, and
in the evening his evening prayer. He asks alms

of his mother in Sanskrit, and afterwards of his

father, and in the same way of friends and kins-

men. Each drops rice and silver coins into the

boy’s cloth wallet. On the following three days

he is taught to say his regular prayers, and is made
to worship the sacred fire. On the fifth day he^ is

dressed in fine clothes and taken in procession with

music to a temple in the village, where he worships

the idol and returns home. Among the Paradesa

Brahmans of Travancore, in the extreme south of

the Peninsula, the upanayana consists of no fewer

than fourteen parts, which have retained their

old Sanskrit names, and correspond in the main
to the ceremonies in vogue at l)h3.rwar as above

described. The actual initiation, however, is per-

formed by the teacher instructing the boy in the

holy gdyatri prayer, which he mutters in a low

voice so that the assembled throng of friends may
not hear it. Elsewhere it is the father who mutters

the gdyatH in the boy’s right ear, whereas it rests

with the priest to kindle the sacred fire and to gird

the boy witli the sacred thread. The initiation

ceremony entails considerable expense ; thus it is

said to cost 40 to 100 rupees among the Beshastb

Brahmans of Bijapur, and 20 to 60 rupees among the

Patane Prabhus of Poona. The course of instruc-

tion in the sacred books and prayers after upam-
yand bn-s in most cases dwindled down to a period

of a few days, but the privilege of wearing the

sacred thread continues to be highly prized. In

the 17th cent, the valiant Sivaji, the founder of

Mahratta power, on account of his low origm md
not venture to wear the sacred thread till his

solemn coronation had taken place. On the other

hand, customs precisely analogous to the initiation

of the BrShmans are found to occur even among
those castes the members of which never wear the

sacred thread. Thus among the Agarvals of Poona

it is customary for every boy at the age of eigiri or

nine to prostrate himself once before his teachei^

who presents him with a wreath of flowers and

mutters a sacred verse in his ear. The Kanphatas

of Cutch, a religious body, give every novice a

black woollen thread, which he ties round his neck

with a knot ; and on receiving him into their Order

the teacher whispers a certain verse into his ear.

LiTKRATtJEB.—J. Jollv, *Uter die indische Jiinglingsweilie,' in

schafU Berlin, 1897 ;
A. Hiilebrandt, Muuaiazieraiur,

bu^, 1897 ; Cmsm of Travancc^et 1891, vol. n, Keport

;

Bombay Gazetteer^ passim, J . JOLLY.

In modem practice only a few of the initiatory

or purificatory rites {samsJcdra) remain in force.

In the case of a boy, on the twelfth or on some

other luc]^ day after the fortieth from teth the

naming rite {ndmakarma) is performed, the name
being regarded as a part of the personality. It is

selected either by astrological calculations, by

adoption of that of some deceased ancestor, or in

other ways. In the sixth or eighth month after

birth comes the ‘food-giving’ rite {annapr^aruti

in W. India hotan)^ at which boiled milk with nee

and sugar or coarse wheat-flour mixed with sugar

and clarified butter is laid on a rupee or gold plate

and given to the child bythe maternal mcle or

by some other near relation (B(r ix. [1901] pt. i.

p. 35; Census ^Reports, Kashmir, 1911, i. 145,
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Central Provinces, 1911, i. 156 ; W. J. Willis,
Modem Hinduism^ London, 1887, p. 13). This is

regarded as an initiation into caste, and the child

henceforth is supposed to observe the food rules

and tabus peculiar to his group. In the Central
Provinces, the lower Hindu castes and the Gondb
{q.v.) regard the ear-piercing (Skr. karnavedhii,

Hindi kan~chhedan) as the mark of admission to

the caste community. It is generally done when
the child is four or five years old, and up to this

time he or she is not considered to be a member
of the caste, and may consequently take food from
any one (R. V. Russell, Ethn, Survey, Central
Provinces, pt. viii. Allahabad, 1911, p. 99 ff.).

There have been various explanations of this

rite. F. B. Jevons (Jntrod. Eist, Bel,, London,
1896, p. 171 f.) considers it to be a survival of the
oSering of blood to the deity. A. E. Crawley {The
Mystic Bose, London, 1902, p. 135) classes it with
other forms of savage mutilation :

* When we find that the mouth and lips, the teeth, nose, eyes,
ears, and genital organs are subjected to such processes, we
may infer that the ouject is to secure the safety of these sense-
organs, by what is practically a permanent amulet or charm.’

Russell {op. cit, 101) suggests that
* the continuous distension of the lobe of the ear by women and
the large hole made is supposed to have some sympathetic
effect in opening the womb and making child-birth easy.’ In
this connexion he refers to the horror felt by women if the flesh
surrounding the hole is tom by accident or design. In such
case the woman has to undergo a rite of purification as severe
as in the case where it is found that maggots have formed in a
wound or sore.

On the whole, the theory that it is intended as a
protection to one of the body exits appears most
probable (cf. Kapalakeiya).
The initiation of a child of one of the higher

castes into the Hindu religion is provided by the
rite in which the guru-, or spiritual teacher, whispers
into the ear of the child a formula containing the
name of some god, which thenceforward becomes
his special personal deity {i^tadevatd), *by re-
peating whose name he is to obtain present and
future happiness ’ (W. Ward, A View of the Hist,,
Lit,, andmythol, ofthe Hindoos^, Serampore, 1815,
ii. 253 f.). Marriage is the only form of initiation
required for a girl, as she thereby enters the group
of her husband ; but in some cases tatuing {q,v.

)

is
an indispensable preliminary to marriage, and is
regarded as a form of initiation.

Literature.—Besides the authorities quoted above, see M.
Mouier Williams, BrdhTnanism and Hinduism^, London,
1891, p. 357 ff. ; H, A. Rose, ‘Hindu Birth Observances in the
Punjab,* JRAI xxxvii. [1907] 226 ff. ; Census Reports, Assam.
1911, i. 76 ff.. Centra] Provinces, 1911, i 166 ff., Rajputana

W. fcROOKE.

INITIATION (Jewish). — x. Philo of Alex-
andria regards the assumed allegorical sense of
the Scriptures as a mystery. Thus, in a fragment
of his Qticestiones in Genesin entitled irspl esLwv
Xdytay, and preserved by Johannes Damascenus
{Sacra Parallela, p. 782; in Philo’s Opera, ed.
M^gey, London, 1742, iL 658), he declares that
it is not proper to divulge the sacred mysteries to
the uninitiated before they have been purified by
a perfect purification,^ and speaks of the words
of Scripture as the true mysteries (rds dXTjdsU
reXerds) which must not enter into profane ears
{djra ystrrd (pXvaplas), That these are only meta-
phorical terms,

^
by which the author does not

allude to any initiatory rite of mysterious descrip-
tion, appears from the conditions he lays dovm
for those to whom the Scriptural mysteries may
properly be communicated, viz. (1) piety and holi-
ness, corresponding to a strict belief in the one
true God ; (2) ‘ to be cleansed by the sanctifying
purification, in body and soul alike—by (through ?)

^
1 Sacra Parall. 782 A : ou Se'/mts ra lepa fivarnijpta eicA.oAeii'

axfii^ av Kadap9tb<ri reXeCa KaBdpreu The reason given
18 tJmt an uninitiated person will laugh at what is not to be
laughed at {fuofnfii^trtTtu rd apjafiyfra)

the laws and customs of the fathers ’
;
^ (3) serious-

ness of mind. Here the ‘ cleansing of the body ’

{KadapdijvaL Karh cQya) can be regarded only as
being effected by the purifying baths prescribed by
the law (see Purification [Jewish]), perhaps also
by abstinence from forbidden foods, and by ob-
servation of the traditional Jewish fasts, while the
‘ cleansing of the soul ’ (Kadapd^vai Karh ^vxw) must
be understood as that which is effected by the
influence of religious and moral principles. The
words 5td v6y.(av irarpliav, ktX,, require this inter-
pretation, which we find fully confirmed by similar
utterances of the same author.-

2. In another work Philo {de Pcenitentia, p. 717

;

Mangey, ii. 406), in counselling a kind behaviour
towards proselytes, says that, having abandoned
polytheism in order to worship the one God, they
are ‘like men who, once blind, have recovered
their sight, having from the deepest darkness de-
scried a most glorious light.’® The context, as
^ven here, shows that the statement of Philo is

simply a rhetorical simile, for the instruction and
baptism of Jewish proselytes cannot rightly be
regarded as an initiation into a mystery, nor were
they ever associated with any such rite.

3. The ‘dreadful oaths’ required of the neo-
phytes of the Essene order (6'pKous . . . 6p.vv(n

<ppiK(h8eLs) might with more confidence be regarded
as forming part of an initiatory ceremony.
Josephus, after recounting the obligations which
the candidates were bound by oath to fulfil, con-
tinues as follows

:

‘Moreover, they swear that they will communicate the
doctrines to no one on any other condition than those on which
each himself received them, . . . and that with like care they
will preserve the books of their sect and the names of the
angels,’ ^ and adds : * By such oaths do they ii.e, the Essenes]
make their proselytes trustworthy.’

Now, in his autobiography {Vita, 2), Josephus
tells us that, when a youth, he became a pupil
successively of the Pharisees, the Sadducees, and
the Essenes, and thereafter of an eremite named
Bannfis, with whom he remained in solitude for
three years, and then, at the age of nineteen,
returned to the city. It is thus clear that he must
have parted from the Essenes in his sixteenth or
seventeenth year—at an age, that is to say, when
he could not yet have been received into the full

membership of the sect. Accordingly, he had not
taken the oath that would have obliged him to
maintain the secrecy of the Essene doctrine, nor
had he undergone the consecrating ceremonies or
taken part in the initiatory rites of the order, so
that, however willing he may have been, as a
historian, to speak of these things in detail, he
was not in a position to do so.

The present writer is, nevertheless, inclined to
believe that, if initiatory rites were now and again
performed among the Essenes, either in connexion
with the admission of new members or on other
occasions, Josephus would certainly have become
aware of the mere fact, and in that case would
doubtless have expressly attested it.'J Our con-
clusion, accordingly, is that, although baptism of
proselytes is an initiatory rite, there was among
the Jews no^ practice of initiation in the technic^
sense ; that is to say, no mysterious initiation and
no initiations into a mystery. W. Brandt.

INITIATION (Parsi).—There are two distinct
forms of initiation among the Parsis : nadjot, the
reception of a child into the Zoroastrian faith ; and

1 Sacra^ Parall, 782 B : KaeapOrjvai ras ayveyovras KaSdpatis
Kara re trStiM koX Sid vofjLtav Trarpitov <cal rjdujv (e&iav).
® Of. de Plantations NoS, p. 237 (Mangej’, i. 354 ;

L. Cohn and
P, WeniBand, Berlin, 1896 ff., ii. 166): crw/aara KoX^yyds KoBr^pd'
fievoi, rd ixev Xovrpot?, ra 8e vSfitav Kal iraiSeiai op&ijs pevfmcrt, lerk,

8 Ka$d.Trep dv el koX rvipXol ir^orepov ovres dvepXe^av, ix fioBv
rdrov tTKorov^ avyoetSeerrarou ISovres.

4 £J u, viii. 7 adds d<t>e^e<r$at Sk XporeCas ; these words seem
not to be in their proper place here.
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ndvar and maratih^ the initiation into the priest-

hood.
I. Naojot.—The nadjot is essentially the cere-

mony of investing a child with the sacred shirt

[sudrah) and giriDe (kustl), which must be worn
throughout the remainder of a Zoroastrian’s life,

though otherwise he may adopt any costume he
desires.

The word na^ot (Pers. niiz^) is derived from Avesta * navor
zootoTy * new priest,’ because after the completion of the rite a
Parsi child is held responsible for prayer and for the observance
of religious customs and ceremonies. According to another
view, it represents Pers. nauzddy * new-born,’ thus implying
spiritual re-birth. The modern Persian Zoroastx^ns term l^e
ceremony Sii)-kust%t ‘ basal girdle.’

The age of initiation is seven, when, according
to the pseudo-Platonic Alcihiades Primus (121 B),
as confirmed by the Vendtdad (xy. 45) and the
Dinkart (ed. and tr. P. B. Sanjana, Bombay,
1874 fl*., iv, ch. 170), the education of the chiid

began (see, further, art. Education [Persian]).

If a child is not sufficiently intelligent to under-
stand the ceremony and to know its responsi-

bilities, the nadjot may be postponed to any age
below fifteen, when investiture must take place, or

the child will be claimed by the Evil Spirit (ef.

Verid, xviii. 54-59; Sad-dar, x. 1, xlvi. 1 ; Sdyast
la-hdyasty x. 13), and is guilty of the sin of ‘ run-
ning about uncovered * 0lnd~i-Ma%n6g-l-Xraty ii.

35; Artd-l-Vtrdf Ndmak, ed, and tr. J. ECoshang
and M. Haug, Bombay, 1872, xxv. 6 ; Patet 10).

Both the sudrah ^ and the kusti bear a symbolic
meaning, though the symbolism is not explained in

the Avesta, but only in later Persian works.

The sudrah is made of white cambric, the white colour being
symbolic of innocence and purity. It must not be made of one
continuous piece of cloth, out of two pieces sewn together on
the sides, so that one seam may be on the right-hand side and
the otlier on the left-hand side, thus dividing the shirt into two
parts, front and back. These two parts are said to be symbolic
of the past and the future, both being related to each other
through the present. The mostimportant part of the shirt is the
girihb&n (* that which preserves the knot ’) or kissah-i-karjah
(‘bag of righteousness’), which signifies loyalty to or faith in
the religion. It is made in the form of a bag or purse, a little

below the throat. It indicates symbolically that a man has to
be industrious, and has not only to fill his purse or bag with
money, but also with karfah, i.e. righteousness.
The kustly^ or girdle, is made of lamb’s wool, which is first

combed and then spun into a fine thread on a hand-spindle
(jBhhdtri^. Two such threads are twisted into one, and this is

woven into the kusti on a hand-loom, the ends of which are
movable, so that it can be adjusted to the length required.

The twisted thread is passed round the loom seventy-two times,
so that the kusti consists of seventy-two threads, which are
divided into six strands, each of twelve threads. In the process
of weaving, a continuous thread is made to pass through each
of the six strands, and, when the weaving is almost finished, and
only about a foot of the threads remains to be woven, the whole
thread is removed from the loom and handed to a priest to be
cut and consecrated. It is the privilege of the women of the
priestly class to weave and prepare the sacred thread, and it is

the privilege of a priest finally to cut and consecrate it.

To consecrate the thread, the priest first performs the pady&b
(see next col.), and then recites the sradS baj (for which see
J. Darmesteter, Le 2end-Avestay Paris, 1892-93, ii. 68&-688) as
far as the word a£afie. He next recites the nirang (hturgical

formula) for cutting and consecrating the thread, followed by
the aSemvohu and yadd ahu vairyo (Ys. xxviL 14. IS), and while
reciting the latter he cuts the kusti into two parts as he utters
the word SyaoOananam. On finishing the yadct ahu vairyoy he
utters a brief Pazand formula, and then finishes the baj.

The women who prepare the kusti generally get it cut and
consecrated by the male priestly members of their own families.

When they have no such members, and have, therefore, to get
it consecrated by other priests, they have to pay a small fee

for it.

After this consecration the kustx is returned by the priest to
the owner, who now completes it. First, by means of a needle,
she turns the kustiy which is hollow, inside out, and then knits
by hand the remaining part of the thread. Three tassels, each

1 The term is probably Persian, and may mean ‘ advantageous
path.’ Anquetil du Perron (Zerid-Avestay Paris, 1771, ii. 529)
traces it to an alleged Avesta seUhr peesckenghiy ‘tapis (^tofie)

utile.’

2 The word kusti is the rendering of Avesta aivrydnhanay
* girdle * (cf. Ts. ix. 26, Yt. i. 17, Vend, xviii. 64, 68). It is vari-

ously derived from Pers. kuSty ‘direction,* or kuSt, ‘waist,’ or
kuMy ‘limit, boundary,’ or is even identified with Pers. kiSti,
* ship.’ The true etymology is quite uncertain.

of four threads, are formed at each end of the woven thread.
The kusti is then finally washed before being used.
The kustiy being prepared from the wool of a lamb, is held to

remind a Zoroastrian of the purity of life and action which he
has always to observe ; the seventy-two threads composing the
kusti symbolize the seventy-two chapters of the Yasna

; the
twenty-four threads which make up each of the three tassels at
each end of the kusti symbolize the twenty-four sections of the
Visparady a part of the liturgy ; the six strands, each of twelve
treads, into wluch the seventy-two threads of the kusti are
dirided at the time of weaving, are said to symbolize the six
religious duties i of a Zoroastrian ; the twelve threads in each
of the strands symbolize the twelve months of the year

; the
six tassels symbolize the six seasonal festivals of the Zoroastrian
year

;
the hollow of the thread symbolizes the space between

this world and the next ; the doubling of the thread in the
beginning symbolizes the connexion between the present cor-
poreal world and the future spiritual world ; the turning of the
kusti inside out symbolizes the passage of the soul from the
corporeal to the spiritual world ; the final uniting of aU the
threads into one symbolizes universal brotherhood.
The kusH is said to have existed in the pre-Zoroastrian

religion, and to have been adopted by Zoroaster, who held
it to be a symbol of obedience to God, closing the door against
sin, and breaking the power of eviLS
Except when bathing, the sudrah and kusti must always be

worn, but the latter must be untied and re-tied immediately
after rising in the morning, after answering a call of nature,
before prayer, after bathing, and before meals. After perform-
ing the p&dydby or ablution of the face and other exposed por-
tions of the body, the Parsi recites the a^em vohu, and then
(facing the sun by day, and the moon or a lamp or the stars by
night) the kim-nd Mazda (Ys. xlvi. 7, xliv. 16 ; Vend. viii. 21

;

Ys. xlix. 10), after which he unties the thread and, holding the
doubled end in his left hand and taking in his right the centre
of the remaining portion, recites the nirang kusti (for which see
Darmesteter, ii. 685, and E. W. West, SBE xviii. SS4 f.). After
re-t3dng the kusti (forwhich see below, p. 326) Ys. xii. 8 is recited.
When the kusti is put on, it must be fastened with two knots,
one on the front and the other on the back. While forming the
first half of the first knot on the front in the second round of the
thread, a Zoroastrian must think that Ahura Mazda exists, and
that He is one, is holy, and is matchless. WMle forming the
second half of this first knot, he must remember that the Maz-
dayasnian religion is the word of God, and that he must have
full faith in it. In the third round of the thread, while forming
the first half of the second knot on the back, he has to remem-
ber that Zoroaster is the prophet of God, and shows the proper
path of worship. While forming the second half of the second
knot, he must bear in mind that be has always to attend to
‘ good thoughts, good words, and good actions ’ (Sad'dar, x.).

Before a Parsi child is eligible for the naoiot, it

must know a few short prayers, of which the
mrang kmtl is the most important. A short time
before the actual ceremony, which may now he
performed in the evening, though formerly only in

the morning,® the child, until recently required to
be fasting, is bathed and taken to the room where
the nadjot is to he performed. The child, the
upper part of whose body is covered with a piece
of white cloth, is seated on a low stool, facing the
east, with a lighted lamp, new clothes, etc., near
him, and with the officiating priest sitting before
him. After all the priests have taken their places,

the officiating priest places a new sudrah in the
child’s hand, and all recite patet (for which see
art. Expiation and Atonement [Parsi], § i,

vol. v.
J).

664 f.) or Yt. i., the child repeating this

or reciting the yadd ahu vairyd. The priest and
chUd now rise, and the investiture proper begins.

This consists of four parts : (a) the recital of the Oonfession
of Faith 4 by the child, led by the ofiSciating priest, who then
invests the child with the sudrah ; (6) the recital of the nirang
kustiy prefaced by Yt. i. 0, and accom]panied by investiture with
the kusti; (c) the recital of Ys. xii. 8f., as a brief summary of

the Zoroastrian faith ; (d) the recital of the tan darustiy or final

benediction.^ The process of donning the kusti is as follows.

The priest holds the centre of the kusti in his left hand, and
takes in his right a part of the two cords thus formed, the
remainder hanging verticaU^ until the recital of the words
manaSniy gavaSniy kuna^ni (‘thought, word, deed’) in the

1 The enumeration of these duries differs in different Pahlavi
and Pazand books (cf. Sdyast Id-Sdyasty xii. 31 ; Sad-dar, vi. 2

;

iyindA‘Maln^g-i~Xra%y iv. ; Sar-ndmah-i Rdz-i-Yazddni, ed.
P, J. Hataria, Bombay, 1256 a..y., pp. 38-40).

2 Sad'dar, x. ; Ddtistdn-i-Mniky xxxix.
3 The priest recites, in the course of the naqjoty the hbSbdmy

or prayer to the rising sun (on this see Darmesteter, iL

688-690).
4 See art. Orebb [Parsi], vol. iv. p. 247 f

.

s For the text of this see E. K. AntiS., Pdzend Teats, Bombay,
1909, p. 160 f. ; for the tr., F. Spiegel, Avesta ubersetzU Leipzig*

1852-63. in. 250 f.
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nirang ktu^ With the recital ol these words, a part of the
stringr is then formed into circular curves in both the hands, and
then, on recitingr the words xSnao9raAhurakeMazddo (* through
the joymg of iSliara Mazda’), the curves are let loose, and with
the recitij of the aSem vohu, the thread is passed around the
child’s waist. With the recital of the first ya9d ahu vcdryot the
second round is completed, the first knot in front bein^ tied

with the recital of the word iyaoOaTWLn&m. With the recital of
the same word in the yaSd ahu vairyd the second knot in front
is tied, and then, with the recital of another aSem vohUf the
thread is passed round the waist for the third time and the final

two knots at the back are tied.

After being thus invested with mdrah and hmtl, the child
recites Fs. xii. 8 f., and the imtiation, in the strict sense of the
term, is now complete. The officiating priest then repeats the
tan darusti, with a special invocation of blessing on the new
member of the Zoroastrian faith ; and as he recites it, he showers
over the child’s head a mixture of rice, pomegranate grains,
raisins, almonds, and slices of coco-nut, after which all the
priests join in another tan darusti. The priests then receive
their fees, and, like the assembled guests, are given presents of
fiowers, betel-leaves, and rose-water, afterwhich a formal dinner
is given in honour of the event.

2. Initiation into the priesthood.—^Among the
Parsis only the son of a priest is eligible for the
priesthood (see, further, art. Priest, Priesthood
[Iranian^. This law, reintroduced by the Dastur
Tausar, in the reign of Ardasir Papagan,^ is tradi-
tionally as old as the mythic period of Jamsid
(Yima),2 and there have been but few exceptions,
notably Dastur KustEm Gustasp Ardasir, who, in
the 17th cent., * is said to have sprung from the
laity, and not from a priestly family,* ® being raised
to the priesthood for his services in averting a
massacre by proving to tbe Muhammadan king of
Persia that the Zoroastrians were monotheists. At
the present time it is held that a priest’s father
need not necessarily have been a priest, but, after
the fifth generation of a priestly family, the right
of its members to enter the priesthood is forfeited
if in the meantime none of them have been priests.
To become a thoroughly qualified priest two

grades of initiation are requisite, ndhar and
mardtih,

(a) iVauar,—The first rite of initiation into the
priesthood is termed ndvar (also written ndtbar,
ndghar ; Pahlavi ndpar, ndwar).^ The etymology
and exact meaning of the word are uncertain,®
The rites connected with the ndvar are three in

number : the baraSnum (for which see art. Puri-
fication [Iranian]), the getvrd, and the initiation
proper. The bar^nums are two : one for the
priest himself who is being initiated; and the
other for the person, whether dead or living, in
whose memory or honour the priest is initiated.

|

The two baralnumA may be performed either con-
secutively or with an interval of a few days.
When they have been completed, two priests per-
form the gtwrd ® ceremonjr, which consists of the
recital of the Yasna^ with its ritual, for six
consecutive days.
The priesti who recites the whole TasTia is called jdtl (Pers.

z5tt Avesta zaotar), or the officiating priest ; and his assistant is
the Tdtkvn (Pers. rdspi, Avesta raedioiSkara^ ‘mixer’).? TheWo alternate in the performance of the gewr&y the jdti for each
day being obliged to remain awake on the night of that day to
obviate danger of poUutio noctuma, which would vitiate the
whole gewTd and require it to be begun again. As a further
pre^utaon two priests frequently act as ;dfi, and a third as
rdthvn.

During these six days the candidate must devob
himself to religious duties and avoid contact wit!
any non-Zoroastrian, On the seventh day h<
bathes and is clothed in white jdmd (loose robe
B,ndi jpicchori (linen ^rdle). In his left hand h<
carries a shawl as insignia of temporary office anc

1 J. Darmesteter, ‘ Lettre de Tansar au roi de Tabaristan.* JA
DC. lU. [18943 518-520.

’

3 Firdausi, Sdk-ndmahy tr. J. Mohl, Paris, 1876-78, L 49 f
A. G. and E. Warner, London, 1905 ff., i. 132; cf. Tabari
Ckronique ... sur la vBrsion persane de . . . BeVamL tr. h’
Zotenberg, Paris, 1867-74, i. 103.
3 E. W. West, SBE v. p. xxxiii. 4 75. xviii. 234,
5 Of. Darmesteter, Zend-Avesta, i. p. liv, note 2.
6 The word is derived from Avesta garew, ‘to seize, acquire *

7 For the etymology see Darmesteter, ZeTid-Avesta, i. p. Ixii.
note 4.

’ ^ *

function, and in his right a mace or club (Pers.
gurz^ Avesta vazra) to symbolfre his resolution to
fight against all evils, physical or moral. ^ If local

conditions permit, as at iNaosari, the headquarters
of the Zoroastrian priesthood in India, the candi-
date, escorted by the head-priest or by his deputy
and other elders of the community, heads a pro-
cession of invited friends of both sexes to the Dar-i
Mihr, or fire-temple, in which he is to he initiated.

Where conditions are unfavourable to a public
procession, as at Bombay, the candidate lives in
the Dar-i Mihr during the gewrd^ and the friends
assemble there, representing the procession by
moving from one part of the temple to another.
The guests having taken their places, the candi-

date goes to the yaziAn-gdh, where he is to per-
form the yaziSn^ or recital of the Yasna, The
assembled priests are generally seated on carpets
spread on the floor. The candidate removes his
upper garments, performs the pddydb-kustl^ and
puts on the paddn (mouth-veil), wmch, at firat, is

not thrown across the face, but is held up and
made to lie on the turban. Thus prepared, the
candidate is brought before the assembly by one
of the priests, who asks permission to initiate him.
The head-priest present, after the interval of a
few seconds, takes the silence of the assembly for
assent, and nods his head or puts forward both
his hands to signify the acquiescence of the
gathering.

If the candidate suffers from leprosy,3 or if he has a wound
on his body from which blood oozes, it is expected that he may
be rejected, and, accordingly, in order to enable the assembly
to see him well, he is presented after the removal of his upper
garments.

The candidate now returns to the yaziSn-gdh to
go through the ceremonies of his initiation and to
recite the Yasna with its ritual. The visitors dis-

perse after flowers and rose-water have been pre-
sented to them. If the father or the guardian of
the candidate is well off, he distributes money
among the assembled priesthood. Kelatives and
friends are, at times, feasted at noon and even at
night when the parents can afford to do so.

On retiring to the yazUn-gdh the candidate
recites the mind ndbar Yasna {Yasna without the
Vlsparad) * with its ritual, he acting as the jotl,

and the priest who initiates acting as the rdthm.
In the afternoon he performs the bdj^ ceremony
and^ takes his meals, after which he performs the
dfringdn ceremony.
On the second day, on which, as also on the

third day, the candidate is allowed only one meal,
these three ceremonies are repeated in honour of
SraoS, the bdj being performed in tbe morning
instead of the afternoon, as on the first day. On
the third day they are again repeated in honour of
Sih rocak (the thirty days of the month). On the
fourth day, the Yasna is recited with the Vis-
paradj the bdj and dfringdn being in honour of
Ahura Mazda.
Thus qualified, the priest, now called herbad

(Avesta aeOrapaiti, ‘teacher’), can perform the
dfringdn, naojot, marriage, and such other rites,

but not the Yasna, the Vendldad, or the bdj
ceremonies.

It appears that the ndva/r has been, from the first, a cere-
mony of trial—of self-abnegation, self-denial, and self-renuncia-
tion. (1) The candidate is expected to pass his days during the
whole ceremony, which lasts about a month, in a kind of
retreat, in order to be free from worldly thoughts and engaged
in pioiu thoughts ; he must sleep on the floor and not on a cot,
take his meals at stated hours after prayers, eto. According to
the present custom, if the candidate has a polhxtio noctuma
during the two hara^nuTns, he is disqualified and has to go

1 Cf. the mace of Mithra Tt. vi. 6.
2 On the Iranian horror of leprosy cf. Vend. ii. 29 and Herod,

i. 139,
3 On the meaning of Vasrui, Vlspa^rad, and Vendidad, in this

connexion see Darmesteter, Zend-Avesta, i. p. Ixvii.
4 On the hdj see Daimesteter, Zend-Avesta, ii. 162 f.
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throuffh the baraSnum again, since the untoward occurrence is

held to show that he was not passing his time in pure medita-

tion which he was expected to do, as a would-be priest, but

that he thought of worldly matters.i (2) During the last four

days when he is being initiated and performs the Tasna cere-

mony himself osjotl^ he may take onfy one meal on the second

and third days, tiiis also impl3ring that the Tidbar is intended to

prove whether he has control over hunger and thirst, and hence

•ver otilier passions.

To obviate risk of the special danger jnst in-

dicated, candidates are now made to pass through

the ndbar before the age of fifteen or sixteen.

Furthermore, not only those intended for the

priesthood, but many others whose parents plan

for them very different walks in life, are thus

initiated with the idea that the ndbar is a good

ceremony to have performed, whatever the future

occupation is to be. In these cases only a portion

of the Yasna is recited.

(6) Mardtib*—Since the herhad is forbidden to

perform for others the Vendldad, and hdj

ceremonies, or to officiate at the rites of purifica-

tion, even though he has himself performed them
at his ndbar, he must, in order to qualify for

these higher functions, undergo a second initiation

called mardtib (Arab. ‘ high degrees,’ pi. of mar-
taba). For this he must read the Vendiddd, in

addition to the Yasna and Vlsparad read for his

ndbar.
In the rrwbrdtih the candidate has to go through

one baraSnum of ten days. On the eleventh day,

in the company of a qualified priest, he performs the

Ichub ceremony ^ and recites for it the mind ndvar
Yasna with its ritual. On the second day, in the

morning, he has to recite another Yasna in honour
of Sraos, and at midnight he recites the Vendiddd,

This completes the mardtib. He is then entitled

to perform and recite any of the Zoroastrian

ritual and prayers, and his official title is mdhad
(Pahlavi Tnagnpat), ‘ chief of the magi.’

Literatuebi.—Jamaspji Minocheherji Jamasp PisaMK, Short

Treatise onltho Navjot Ceremony, Bombay, 1887; Dosabhai
Framji Karaka, Hist of the Parsis, London, 1884, i 165-168,

iL 237-240; J. Dannesteter, Le Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1892-93,

L pp. li-liv ; A- V. W. Jackson, Persia Past and Present,

New York, 1906, p. 380 f.; J. J. Modi, The Naojote Cermony
of the Pdrsis, Bombay, 1909. The Pahlavi texts to which refer-

ence has been made are translated by E. W. West,SBE v., xxiv.

[1880-853. JiVANJI JAMSHEDJI MODI.

INITIATION (Roman).--Although the word
initio is used by Latin writers of the best period

to express the same idea as our * initiation,’ the

concept of advancement from a lower to a higher

stage in cult hierarchy, by means of a rite which
often partakes of the mysterious, is not native to

Homan religious practice. In early Roman times

the worship of the gods was more a matter of State

than of private enterprise. It involved a cornpli-

:

cated ritual, for the observance of which a tramed
body of men was retjuired. Naturally this priest-

hood had its method of obtaining and training

new members, but this can hardly be classed ^
‘initiation.’ Apart from the State worship, it

may be said that the very life of the people was a

continuous practice of religion. They imagined

themselves surrounded by unseen forces, and
practised innumerable means of appeasing those

that were evil, and returning tlfanks for favours

received. This was a matter of everyday; ^age,
and required no special training or initiatory

rites.

The practice of initiation involves a close organ-

ization of a more or less secret character, into

which the initiate is received after an examination

and ordeal, of which the tendency is to excite the

imagination and render of more apparent value

1 If this occurs during the last four days, the candidate is

called ndbud (*non-existent*) and is absolutely rejected as unfit

for the priesthood. , .
a The khvib is of two grades. For the major the recital of

the whole Yasna is requisite ;
for the minor the recital of Ys,

li.-vi.

the knowledge he is to receive. It is but human
nature to desire that which is difficult to attain,

and this is the trait which, at all periods, the wiser
or more clever of mankind have used for their own
advantage.

It must also be remembered that we ourselves
use the word * initiation ’ rather carelessly, and
that in all probability the Romans did the same.
Thus, even when we find the word in their litera-

ture, without some explanatory context, it is often
impossible to determine whether the writer means
a distinct ceremony, or merely that the individual
referred to has attained some slight degree of

knowledge over and above those about him, or is

well informed concerning a given subject. More-
over, the border line between initiation proper and
cult practices which deal with the admission of

new members is very narrow. Thus, in the cults

of Vesta and Bona Dea, in which no men were
allowed to partici^te, new followers were of

course taken in. Tor the sake of limiting the
subject, the word ‘ initiation ’ is here understood
to involve a more complicated ceremony, with
secret and mysterious rites, by means of which
one was admitted to a close organization.

Even at a fairly late period initiation did not
play the part in Roman religion that one would
expect from its use at other times. The references

to it in literature are by no means frequent ; they
are so slight, in fact, that the more important
modem classical encyclopaedias and dictionaries

{e.g, Pauly-Wissowa, Baremberg-Saglio, etc.) in-

clude no treatment of the subject save for scanty
references under other headings. In Roman litera-

ture there is no mention of any such practice

before the introduction of the cult of Demeter
(identified with the Roman Ceres) in the first years

of the Republic. The Eleusinian mysteries con-

nected with the worship of this goddess must
soon have become known, although they were not
officially introduced into Rome until much later.

I

Cicero refers to them in de Leg, ii. 9

:

‘ Let no one be initiated into the^ mysteries save those of

Geres, and according to the Greek rite *
; cf. also ii. 14 :

* Cer-

tainly I do [i.6, make an exception of the mysteries into which
we have been initiated], for among all the excellent and divine

institutions which Athens has given to mankind, there is

nothing better than these mysteries, which have raised us from
a wild and savage state to one more noble and refined. As is

indicated by the word initia, in very truth have we learned the

first principles of life, and not only to live happily, but to die

with hope for a better future.* In de Leg, ii. 15 also Cicero

insists that the initiation of women into the rites of Ceres must
take place as it is done in Rome.

These passages bring out the respect in which
the Eleusinian mysteries were held, and also the

fact that they received some modifications at the

hands of the Romans. They; show indirectly that

there existed at the same time other cults of a

more harmful nature.

Something of the same import is also found in

Varro, de Me Rustica, III. i. 5

;

‘Not without reason do they call her Mother Earth, and
Ceres, and believe that those who worship her lead a virtuous

and useful life, and that they are the sole survivors of the

ancient Saturnian stock. With this is in harmony the fact that

the term initia is generally applied to those rites which are

held sacred to Ceres.’

Here, too, initia means the sacred mysteries to

which only the initiated were admitted. In this

connexion may be mentioned two references of

merely general import in Seneca. In Ep, xc. 29

he says

:

‘These are her [wisdom’s] initiatory rites, bymeans of which

are revealed, not the mysteries of a municipal temple, hut of

the world itself, the vast temple of all the gods.* And in LwniL

xcv. 64 :
* I^us, just as only the initiates know the most holy

of the sacred rites, so in philosophy,’ etc.

We learn from Vitruvius that in temple con-

struction account was sometimes taken of those

who were to be initiated. In the preface to bk.

vii. he says

;
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‘Thus by the addition of a vestibule he gave to the initiates
an increase of space, and to the work a supreme dignity.’

There is also a reference to initiation as
general practice in Terence {Pkorm, i. 13, tr.

Sargeaunt)

:

‘ Then again Geta will be hit for another present when a child
is born : and another on its birthday, and another at the initia*

bion ceremony.*

On the whole, however, in spite of these and
few other references, we know very little of the
actual rites of initiation—a fact which is not sur-

prising when we consider the mystery in which
they were involved.
Even in the case of the cults of Cybele, Isis,

Bacchus, and Mithra, we know comparatively
little concerning the initiation ceremonies. In
Livy we have several references to the Bacchan-
^ia, especially In bk. xxxix., and the verb initio

is often used \e.g, xxxix. 9 : * Bacchis eum se initi-

aturam (vovit)^], showing that certain definite
rites w’ere performed. Concerning the Mithra cult
something more is known (see art. Mithraism).
Still other mysteries were connected with the
worship of Isis and Serapis, and their cult attained
great importance in Borne. In Apuleius {Met.
xi.) are described the various stages by which the
initiate gradually became familiar with the secrets
of the cult of Isis ; but not even here are the actual
details revealed, and the language used is pur-
posely figurative ; e.g. xL 23

:

*I approached the confines of Death. Having trod the
threshold of Proserpina, I returned through all the elements.
At midnight I beheld the sun brightly gleaming. I was in the
presence of the gods above and the gods below, and worshipped
them close at hand.’

All of these cults appealed to the love of the
mysterious. They aroused the interest of their
followers, and often led them on to the highest
pitch of frenzied excitement and fanaticism. With
this in mind we understand why the initiates were
numbered by the thousands, and w’hy the cult of
Mithra was for some time a serious rival to Christi-
anity. This state of afiTairs could not have existed
at an early period, when individual action was
suppressed and made subservient to the welfare
of the family and of the State. The banding
together of men of different w^alks in life for some
cult practice meant the downfall of the early unity,
and of the cold formalism of a State religion as
'well.

Litbraturb.—2%es. Linp. Lat. (the material for initio, initia,
kindly placed at the present writer’s disposal in

Munich); artt. on different cults, in Roscher, Daremberg-
^lio, Pauly*Wissowa, etc.; G. Wissowa, Rel. und Kultus der
Romfr\ Munich, 1912 ; J B. Carter, The Religion of Numa,
^imon, 1906, The Religtuus Life of Aneimt Rome, do. 1911

;

Textes et monuments figures rdatifs aux mysUrea
ae Mithra, Brussels, 1896-99, Astrology and Religion among
ttu Greeks and Romans, New York, 1912; J. Toutain, Les
^Ites paiens dans Vempire remain, Paris, 1908 ; W. Warde
Fowler, The Roman Festivals, London, 1899, Social Life at
Rome, do. 1909 ; E. Rohde, Psyche^, Tubingen, 1907.

C. Densmore Curtis.
INITIATION (Tibetan).—^Admission into the

Bud^ist Order in Tibet follows generally in its
details^ the orthodox practice of ancient Indian
B|^dhism. The most notable exception is that in
Tibet, in common with the countries of ' Southern *

Buddhism, the nominal age limit is reduced to
wnsiderably below the sixteen years of primitive
Buddhism. This earlier entrance, however, is in
the case of Tibet expressly regarded as a pre-
limmary stage of probation, anterior to the actual
novitiate, and is, therefore, analogous to the period

o (Skr. parivasa) imposed in early
Buddhism upon adult converts from a heterodox
religion before their initiation into Buddha’s Order.
In Tibet, therefore, we find three stages in the
process of initiation—probation, novitiate, and full
initiation or ordination.

I. Probation.—In this preliminary stage, which
corresponds to the *leavmg home to become an
ascetic’ (prawflyya) of primitive Buddhism, there is

little ceremony. The boy-candidate is brought to
the monastery by his parent or guardian between
the ages of eight and twelve. His parentage is
inquired into by a senior monk (not necessarily the
head of the monastery) to ascertain that he is not
the son of a butcher, smith, or other irreligious
trade, and that he is free-bom ; and he is physi-
cally examined to ascertain the absence of any
disqualifying bodily or mental defect. On passing
this examination, he has a tuft of his hair snipped
off, as a preliminary tonsure, and he is clad in the
monastic robe, and made over to one of the senior
monks, preferably a relative, as a tutor. He is
now a * pupil,’ or adpa {grvapa) of the monastery.
His tutor or teacher {ger-gan, Skr, upadhydya)
takes him to an informal conclave of fellow-monks,
and gains their consent to taking the boy as his
pupil. The boy is not allowed to take part in the
public services, but performs acts of personal
service to his teacher. After several years spent
in learning to read and 'write and recite from
memory the elementary scriptures, he becomes
eligible for the novitiate.
2. Novitiate.—This may not be entered before

the age of sixteen years, and the ceremony is more
formal and solemn than for the preliminary en-
trance. In Tibet it has two stages, a lower and an
upper initiation. The candidate himself applies
for admission into the Order. He is conducted by
his tutor to the abbot or prior of the monastery,
who examines him with any other candidates as to
his desire to enter the Order, and his knowledge
of some elements of the religion, and hears him
recite some sacred texts. The candidate, on being
passed, has his he^ shaved, excepting a tuft on

religionthe crown, and he is given a new religious personal
name, usualljr that of some ancient Buddhist
divine. He is taught to repeat the ‘ Three-
Befuge ’ formula, ‘ I go for refuge to Buddha, His
Word, and His Congregation,’ and is exhorted to
keep the fasts, the first five (or eight) moral com-
mandments {6ilct)i and ‘the ten precepts’ {Hksd-
pada), the transgression of which creates ‘ the ten
sins.’ The novice is now of the class called gi-Hen,
the approacher towards '\drtue,’ a translation of

the Skr. updsakay 'with which stage it generally
corresponds, so that it is practically equivalent to
the stage of the lay devotee of primitive Buddhism.
The great majority of the so-called ‘monks’ of
Tibet do not advance beyond this stage of what is
practically a lay devotee, and they stiU are called

or ‘pupil.*

The higher ^ade of the no'vitiate, which is the
real novitiate, is attained only by the more intel-
ligent and meritorious pupils and those who can
afford to pay the somewhat hea'vy education^ fees
necessary. In this stage the neophyte is called
ge-ts'ul, ‘follower in the path of virtue,’ the
equivalent of the hdToanera of Indian Buddhism.
He must be specially approved by the superior of
the monastery, and he solemnly vows to renounce
the world for a religious life, to embrace poverty
and celibacy, and to keep the thirty-six moral and
disciplinary rules. He is then permitted to mix
with the other h%her monks in the routine of the
mqnaste:!^, recite with them the sacred texts, par-
ticipate in the 'various celebration rites, and take
part in discussions. Initiation into this grade
takes place in a formal chapter or conclave of the
monks, presided over usually by one of the higher
‘ re-incarnating ’ Lamas, who during the ceremony
completes the tonsure by removing the remaining
tuft of hair, and calls the novice by his religious
name, which now is exclusively used as his personal
designation. This consecration to the higher novi-
tiate is supposed, in Tibet, to bind the individual
to the Order for life.

3. Full initiation or ordination.—Admission to
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the final stage of full monkhood cannot take place

before the age of twenty, and is usually much
later. In this stage the monk receives the title of

ge-long^ ‘ the virtuous beggar/ the literal equiva-

lent of the Indian bhiJcm, or mendicant friar, the
usual epithet of Buddha and his disciples. This
stage is attained by comparatively few of the
monks in Tibet, owing to the high standard of

qualifications, intellectual and moral, demanded,
and the educational expense. For this purpose
several years of study must be passed in one or

other of the great collegiate monasteries, at
Tashilhunpo, Gahldan, Sera or Depung at Lhasa,
Kumbum, etc., for the yellow-hat sect, or at

Saskya, Mindolling, etc., for the red-hat sects.

To reach these centres of learning the novice has
to undertake long journeys on foot, and great priva-

tions, and be for a time in a very literal sense a
‘ beggar of virtue.* The examination, which is

searchingly severe, is undertaken by a chapter of

the most learned monks available, usually over ten

in number. The successful candidate formally

vows to keep the full rules, 253 in number. The
fully fledged monk, or ge-long, is the acme of the
Buddhist Order in Tibet. The Dalai Lama himself

rejoices in this title. From the ranks of the ge-long

are recruited the abbots, teachers, chief celebrants,

high priests, and astrologers of the great monas-
teries and temples.

The initiation of nuns is substantially identical

with that of themalemembers of the 0rder. Into the
esoteric doctrines and practices of Yoga mysticism
special personal teaching is imparted by adepts.

Literature.—L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism, of
London, 1895, Lhasa and Its Mysteries, do. 1904. See also art.

lurriATiOK (BuddMst) and the literature appended to it.

L. A. Waddell.
INNER LIGHT.—See Cektainty (Religious),

Experience (Religious), Friends, Society of,

INNOCENCE.—There are two words in the
NT which, though not uniformly translated in the

English versions, seem to convey the ideas sug-

gested by the word ‘innocent.’ In Ro 16^® the

word dKaKos is translated (RV) * innocent *
; in He

7^ (of Christ) ‘ guileless.’ The other word, ddoXos,

occurs in 1 P 2^, where the Apostle exhorts his

readers to ‘ long for the spiritual milk which is

without guile ’ {ddoKov). Each word, however, has
its own strict sense.

1. The &KaKos (Vulg. innocens) is he who hurts

nobody by word, deed, or thought—the character

virtually described in 1 Co 13^’. In He 7*^® our

Lord is described as 6'<rtos, &KaKos, dfilavros (cf. Cypr.

de Orat. Dom. 15 ;
‘ Voluntas Dei est quam

Christus et fecit et docuit . . . iniuriam facere

non nosse, et factam posse tolerare ’). Cicero per-

haps overlooks the word dKaKia (used by Demosth.)
'when he remarks that innocentia has no exact

Greek equivalent, but that possibly d^hd^eia would
express that state of mind which injures no one
(Tusc. Disp, iii. 8 ; the same definition is given by
Augustine, Serm. cclxxviii. 8). It is obvious that

the character which ‘ taketh not account of evU,’

and which believes to any extent in the integrity

of others, is apt to be credulous and easily deceived.

Hence the word ^Ka/cos, like dirXous, tends to acquire

a contemptuous sense in some heathen writers,

suggesting the notion of one who is inexperienced

and readily imposed upon.
2. ddoXos (Vulg. sine dolo, 1 P 2^) clearly connotes

the absence of conscious fraud or intention to

deceive (cf. Jn 1*’). The word may thus be re-

garded as virtually synonymous with dirXous. Thus
Augustine asks, ‘ Quid est dolus nisi aliud agere et

aliud simulare? . . . dolus duplicat cor’ {Serm.

cccliii. 1 ). But it seems also to include that kind
of quality which we describe by the word ‘ inno-

cent,’ or, in other words, the characteristic grace
of childhood, the grace commended by St. Paul in
1 Co 14^ (tj KaKlq. PTjTTLdi^eTe) and by St. Peter in
1 P 2^"®.

3

.

The d«a/cos, then, is he who has no malitia in
him, and who harms no one ; the dSoXos is without
‘ guile,’ and deceives no one. The two 'words taken
together express the childlikeness, the simplicity,
which our Lord requires in the citizens of His
Kingdom (Mk 10^*). In fact, ‘ innocence ’ is speci-

ally claimed by Tertullian as the characteristic

g
ace of Christians: ‘ Nos ergo soli innocentes. . . .

nocentiam a Deo edocti, et perfects earn novimus
ut a perfecto mag'istro revelatam, et fideliter cus-

todimus, ut ab incontemptibili dispectore \ctL dis-

pensatore] mandatam ’ [ApoL 45). Cf . the aphorism
of Lactantius, Div. Inst, vi., ‘de Vero Cultu,’ 1 :

‘ Nihil sancta et singularis ilia majestas aliud ab
homine desiderat quam solam innocentiam

;
quam si

quis obtulerit Deo, satis pie, satis religiose ntavit.’

In a sermon ascribed (incorrectly) to St. Bernard^
some useful distinctions are drawn.

(i. ) There is an ‘ innocentiasecundumpotestoLtem^
the innocence which is incapable of committing sin.

Innocence in this sense is the attribute of Christ
alone. He only is without sin; the Evil One
comes ‘and hath nothing in’ Him (Jn 14®°). In
Him only is there ‘ that absence of all evil which
implies the presence of all good.’ He is innocent
because He fulfils ‘ all righteousness ’ (cf. Aug.
Enarr, in Ps. 100 [101]®; ‘ Tota ergo iustitia ad
unum verbum innocentiae redigitur’).

(ii.) There is also an ‘innocentia secundum aeta-

temj* the ‘ harmlessness * of those who through
weakness of body or simplicity of mind know
not how to sin. This is the primal innocence
of childhood, a negative state—the state of those

who either are untempted or have not yet awakened
to the consciousness of good and evil in choice and
action. The ‘ innocence ’ of the first man was of

this kind. He was not ‘perfect’ in the sense of

having reached his full or final development, but
‘upright’ in the sense that he was on the right

line towards the perfection of 'which he was capa ble.

He had not the perfection either of knowledge or

of sanctity (we must not confuse ‘ innocence ’ with
‘ sanctity ’) ; but he possessed those faculties which
made him capable of a progressive development,
which was to be conditioned, ennobled, and secured

by communion 'with God (see G. Bull, Discourses,

no. 5, ‘ The State of Man before the Fall,’ in his

Works, Oxford, 1846, ii. 52-136; H. Martensen,
Christian Dognvxtics, Edinburgh, 1878, § 78).

Perhaps it is also appropriate to mention under this head the
assertions of innocence and integrity, both personal and
national, with which we meet in the Psalter. It must be
remembered that side by side with language of this tenor we
find the most heartfelt acknowledgment of sin {e.g. in such
Psalms as 32, 61, and many others), together with a deep sense

of dependence on the divine mercy {e.g. Pss. 25, 86, 130). The
fact is that the consciousness of innocence awakened in

devout Israelites by the study of the Law is ‘relative, not
absolute.’ ‘ The assertion of integrity ... is that of the Tj^id.,

the “godly" man, who is determined to keep well within the

bounds of the covenant which is the charter of national religiom

or is conscious of having done so’ (W. T. Davison, in uDB
iv. 167b). Further, the spirit of childlike confidence in God
which pervades many of the Psalms in question is entirely

opposed to the temper of self-righteousness. It is si^ificant

that, in the argument of Ro 4 on the blessedness of justification

by faith, St. Paul illustrates his point by citing the language of

a Psalm (S2if*).

(iii. ) There is, finally, an ‘ innocentia secundum
voluntatem,* Le, the confirmed habitual innocence

of those who have retained their purity of heart in

spite of temptation, and have consistently striven

to be true to their highest ideals. This state is

compatible with minor faults of ignorance or in-

firmity, but it is essentially a Christ-like state.

The Christian believer does faU into sin ; but for

him sin is exceptional, and contradicts the habitual

1 Oyera, ed. Paris, 1839, ii. 1620 (PL clxxxiv. 1119).
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tenor of his life, leaving his essential character

intact (1 Jn 1® 2^ 3®).

Here, then, we pass beyond the conception of

innocence as mere harmlessness. The innocence

which man lost in the Fall is restored to us in

Christ. He enables men to become what He bids

them to become—-as * little children,’ and so * simple

concerning evil ’ (Ro 16^®
; cf. Ph 2^®). Innocence is

practically equivalent to that simplicity or single-

ness of mind which springs from whole-hearted

and entire devotion to Goid. As Augustine more
than once insists, innocence belongs to him who
injures neither others nor himself; that is, who
abstains from the wilful self-injury involved in sin.

Innocence, then, means the personal integrity of

which the heathen dreamed, but which he had no
means of realizing (Hor. Carm, i. 22). Nor does it

exclude zeal for the good of another. * Pertinet

ad innocentis officium, non solum nemini malum
inferre, verum etiam cohibere a peccato vel punire

peccatum, ut aut ipse qui plectitnr corrigatur

experimento, aut alii teireantur exemplo’ (Aug.

d& Civ. Dei, xix. 16).

4. The question may be raised whether innocence

once lost can be restored. Augustine touches upon
this point in his Op. Imperf. c, Julian.^ vi, 19. The
answer to the question is that there is no limit to

the power of true repentance so long as the soul is

capable of it, and is willing to accept the discipline

which penitence implies. There is such a thing as
a re-created purity and beauty of character. And
in this re-creative process a chief agent is the vei^
spectacle of innocence. Christ acts upon the sin

of the world, not only or chiefly by unveiling and
denouncing it, but also by exhibiting to men a
flawless pattern of goodness, which exercises its

own attractive power and elicits goodness in others.

Men are drawn to Christ by what He is, not less

than by His words of grace and works of power.
The vision of stainless purity, combined with per-

fect humility and gentleness to the sinful, awakens
the longing for holiness ; the dumb yearning of the
soul for righteousness is kindled by the actual
presence and influence of a righteous personality.
This power of kindling the desire for holiness is

one of the many precious privileges of innocence.
Others might be mentioned, such as * the boldness
and frankness of those who are as if they had no
sin, from having been cleansed from it ; the uncon-
taminated hearts, open countenances, and un-
troubled eyes of those who neither suspect, nor
conceal, nor shun, nor are jealous’ (Newman,
Paroch. and Plain Serm. viii. 268)—the clear con-
science, strong will, and joyous temper of those
who have experienced the renewing power of grace,
and have * tasted the powers of the world to come ’

(He 6®).

Litbraturb.—R. C. Trench, Syn. of the NT, Cambridge,
1854, § Ivi. ; J. H. Newman, FarochicU and Plain Sermms,
London, 1868, vol. v. no. 8, vol. viii. no, 18 ; J, R. lUingworth,
Univ. and Cath. Sermons, London, 1898, no. vii. ‘Innocence’

;

R. Rainy, Sojourning with God, and Other Sermons, London,
1902, no. ix. ii. L. OTTLET.

INQUISITION.

—

I. History.—Inquisition was
a method for searching out heretics, instituted by
the Church with a view to bringing them to re-

pentance, or punishing them in proportion to their
offence.

In the present article we shall confine our dis-

cussion to the Inquisition of the 12th and 13th
centuries against the Cathari and the Waldenses,
and of the 14th cent, against the Franciscan here-
sies. The Spanish Inquisition established in 1478
by the Catholics Ferdinand and Isabella, with the
approval of Sixtus rv., and specially directed
against the lapsed Jews, Moors, and Moriscoes, is

outside of our scope; we shall also leave out of
account the Sacred Congregation of the Holy Office

or Inquisition which Paul III. established by his

Constitution Licet of 21st July 1542, and to which
Sixtus V. put the final touch (Constitution Immensa
of 25th Jan. 1587 or 1588).^

From the 12th cent, onwards the repression of

heresy was the great business of Church and State.

The aistress caused, particularly in the north of

Italy and the south of France, by the Cathari, or
Manichseans, whose doctrine wrought destruction
to society as well as to faith, appalled the leaders

of Christianity. On several occasions and in vari-

ous places, people and rulers sought justice at first

in summary conviction and execution; culprits

were either outlawed or put to death. The Church
for a long time opposed these rigorous measures,
its representatives forming three classes— those
who denied the right of punishing heterodoxy as

a crime, and limited their opposition to discussion

;

those who wished to use only spiritual weapons
against it, such as excommunication, and so pre-

serve the orthodox from contamination ; and,
lastly, those who, while advocating temporal pun-
ishments for the heretics, resorted to extreme mea-
sures only half-heartedly and against their better
feelings. The death-penalty was never included
in any system of repression.

Towards the end of the 12th cent, and the begin-
ning of the 13th a change took place. At the
Lateran Council of 1179 (can. 27), Jrope Alexander
m. invited sovereigns to employ force of arms to
protect the Christian people from the violence of

the Cathari, Braban^ons, etc., giving princes the
right to imprison offenders and confiscate their

property. The pope even offered indulgences to

those who should accomplish this work of piety.

In 1184, Pope Lucius m., in consort with the
Emperor Frederick Barbarossa, published an edict

at Verona with still more severe measures : here-

tics, once excommunicated, were to be handed over
to secular authority to be punished according to
their deserts {animadversio dehita). This animad-
versio did not mean the death-penalty, but it in-

cluded exile, confiscation of property, demolition
of their houses, infamia, loss of civil rights, and
so on.

The most noteworthy measure of the Council of

Terona was the institution of episcoj)al inquiry, or

inquisition. Every bishop was required to inspect

carefully, in person or through his archdeacon or
by means of trustworthy clerks, all suspected par-

ishes, and to make the inhabitants denounce under
oath all heretics, acknowledged or secret. The
latter were then required to See themselves from
suspicion by oath ; and, if they refused to take the
oatn, or recanted later, they were sentenced and
punished. Counts, barons, rectors, and consuls

of towns and other places were required to assist

the Church in this work of repression, on pain of

forfeiting their office, being excommunicated, and
seeing their lands laid under interdict.

The pontificate of Innocent in., which began in

1198, marks a lull in the development of the penal
legislation of the Church. Neither his Letters nor
the Lateran Council of 1215, over which he pre-

sided, did anything beyond confirming the decisions

of his predecessors. But, if Innocent m. did not
add to the canons, he justified them by motives
which afterwards served to make them considerably
more severe.
‘According to civil law,’ said the pontiff, ‘criminals convicted

of treason are punished with death and their goods are confis-

cate
;
if even their children’s lives are spared, it is simply out

of pity. With how much more reason then should they who
offend Jesus, the Son of the Lord God, by deserting the faith,

be cut off from Christian communion and stripped of their

goods, for it is infinitely more serious to offend against the
Divine majesty than to injure human majesty ’ (* cum longe sit

gravius aetemam quam temporalem laedere majestatem ’).

1 For the farther history of the Inquisition, see art. Offioi
(Holy).
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This saying, addressed to the magistrates of

Viterbo on 25th March 1199 {Epp, ii. 1), will live

for ever. Frederick n. set himself to deduce the
consequences implied in it ; and the Constitution

which he promulgated on 22nd Nov. 1220 for the
whole empire exactly reproduces (ch. vi) Innocent
ni.’s phrase {Mon. Germ. Leges, sect. iv. vol. iL

p. 107-109). In the Constitution of 1224 for Lom-
ardy, the death -penalty is decreed against the

Manichseans ; and, as the ancient legislation im-
poses upon them the penalty of death by burning,
we may take it that Frederick n. condemned here-

tics to die at the stake. In 1230, the Dominican
Guala, bishop of Brescia, exacted this law in his

episcopal town.
Pope Gregory ix., who had frequent dealings

with Guala, adopted his point of view. The Im-
perial Constitution of 1224 was entered in the
register of pontifical letters either at the end of

1230 or at the beginning of 1231, and is found
there under the number 203 in the fourth year of
Gregory’s pontificate (Auvray, Begistres de Gri-
gjire IZ.,tlo. 535). The pope then set himself to
put this Constitution into practice, beginning with
the city of Home. He promulgated a law, prob-
ably in Feb. 1231, in which he commanded that
heretics convicted by the Church should be aban-
doned to secular justice, to be punished as they
deserved {animaaversio debita). A municipal
regulation published at the same time by the
senator of Home, Annibaldi, established the new
jurisprudence for the Eternal City (J. F. Boehmer,
Acta Imperii selecta, Innsbruck,1870, xiii. 378). The
penalty to be imposed was not specified ; but the
Mnd of punishment was sufficiently indicated by
the Constitution of the Emperor, which had just
been entered in the registers of the pontifical omce.
From the month of Feb. 1231 onwards a number of

Patarins were arrested in Kome ; those who resisted

conversion were condemned to be burned alive, and
the others were sent to Monte Cassino and Cava
to do penance {Mon. Germ. Script, xix. 363). The
actual facts thus showed, in a very striking man-

|

ner, in what sense these documents were to be
i

interpreted (see Vacandard, L'lnguisition, pp.
129-134).

The bishops, who, in virtue of their ordinary
powers, were originally charged with the duty of

I

searching out heretics and judging them in con- !

cert with the secular authority, performed their

duty with more or less precision. Where their

zeal was insufficient, Kome was obliged to step

in. The popes commissioned their legates to take
'

action against heresy over and above the bishops

;

and, from the end of the 12th cent., we find two
inquisitions at work at the same time—^the epis-

;

copal inquisition of the ordinary bishops in theh
own respective dioceses ; and the legatine inquisi- !

tion carried on by the legates throughout the dis-
|

tricts under their supervision, in Tortue of their
j

commission from the Holy See. For example, we I

know that, in 1178, Pope Alexander m. had sent !

the cardinal of St. Chfysogonus to Languedoc as
|

legate, with full power to repress heresy.
I

* In virtue of this commission, the legate and the Cistercians
|

who accompanied him extracted a promise under oath from the
|

bishop of Toulouse, a section of the clergy, the consuls, and all

the citizens whose orthodoxy was not under suspicion, to give

written information against all heretics and their abettors*
|

{Hist. gin. de LangxtedoCj Toulouse, 1879, vi. 79).
i

Similarly, in 1198, Innocent m. gave absolute
power to the Cistercian religious whom he sent
mto the county of Toulouse as apostolic legates.

The princes received orders to put themselves at
their disposal

;

* It is our wish also that all the people take arms against the
heretics whenever brother Eaynier and brother Gui may deem
it advisable to give the command * (Potthast, Megesta, no. 95).

St. Dominic, who has been credited with being
the first inquisitor, acted at first only as a subor-

dinate ; any services that he rendered to the Inqui-
I

sition were done in fulfilment of an office which he
held—^the Cistercian legateship under the direction
of Amaud of Citeanx and Pierre of Castelnau (cf.

AiS', Aug. L [1867] 410 f.).

The time was sraproaching when the papacy was
to confine the office of inquisitor exclusiv^y to
religious Orders, and, among them, particularly to
the Dominicans and Franciscans. It was in this
form that the Inquisition was established nearly
everywhere under Pope Gregory ix. In 1132, the
pope put the prosecution of the heretics in Bour-
gogne into the hands of the Dominican prior of
Besan^on and Fathers Gautier and Bobert. This
mission, limited at first to a well-defined area, soon
extended over the whole of France. On 13th April
1233, Gregory IX. advised the bishops of France
that he had invested the Dominicans with the
office of inquisition in this country, because ‘the
cares of their multifarious duties hardly left the
bishops time to breathe.’ Finally, by another
bull, dated 21st Aug. 1235, the pope nominated
as iiquisitor-General of the kingdom of France
(‘per universum regnum Franciae^) brother Eobert
(sumamed ‘le Bougre’ because, before he joined
the Dominican Order, he himself had been a mem-
ber of a body of Cathari known by the name of
Bulgari, Bougres). Robert was required to act
in concert with the bishops and religious Orders
(Frederichs, Bobert le Bougre, premier inquisiteur
gdndral de France, p. 13).

It is well known how these pontifical measures
were welcomed by the king of France. The
statute-book known as Establissements de Saint
Louis and the Coutumes de Beauvoisis of Beau-
manoir attest the readiness of the civil power to
support the work of inquisition

;

* Quand le juge [ecjcl^siestique] aurait examine [l’accus6], se

il trouvait qu’il fut bougre [h^r^tique], ei le devait faire envoler
k la justice laique et la justice laique le doit faire ardoir [brdler}

(E. J. de Launfere, Graonnances des rots de France, Paris, 1723,

i. 211, 176). * En tel cas,’ says the Coutumes de Beauvoisis (ed.

Soci^t6 de l*bist. de France, Paris, 1842, i. 157, 413), * doit aider la

Mque justice ksainte Eglise ; car quand quelqu’un est condamnd
comme bougre par Texaminatiou de sainte Eglise, sainte Egli^
le dolt abandonner k la laique justice et la laique justice le doit

ardoir, parceque la justice spintuelle ne doit nul mettre k mort*'

The Inquisition soon overstepped the boundaries
of France. Flanders and the Low Countries, for

example, were subject in 1233 to the authority of

the Grand Inquisitor of France, Robert le Bougre
(cf. Fredericq, Corpus documentorum inquisitionis

neerlandicce, i.
,
passim).

In the south, the ecclesiastical dioceses had their

seat on the two slopes of the Pyrenees ; hence the

frequent communications between the orthodox,

as also between the heretics, of Spain and France.

The King of Aragon, Jayme i., was always inter-

ested in questions of faith. On the advice of his

confessor, the Dominican Raymond of Pennafort,

he requested Gregory ix. to send him some inquisi-

tors; and in a bull of 26th May 1232 the pope
invited the archbishop of Tarragone and his suf-

fragans to institute a general inquisition in their

dioceses, either personally or with the help of

the Dominicans or some other relimous Order.

A little later (30th April 1235), in rej^y to several

questions, Gregory ix. handed over to the king

of Aragon a whole code of inquisitorial procedure

which had been drawn up by Raymond of Penna-
fort. From this time the Inquisition operated

regularly throughout Aragon, with the co-operation

of Dominicans and Franciscans, and extended^ its

sway into Navarre (Lea, Hist, of the Inquisition,

tL 162 ffi). Castille could not escape its influence.

The Fuero real, a code promulgated by Alphonso

the Wise in 1256, and the Siete Partiaas of 1266

reproduce the prescriptions against heresy inserted

into the Decretals of Gregory rx., and also those of

his successors, which figured later in the Sextus of
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Boniface fui. (cf. El Fuero real, iv. 1 ; Siete Par-
tidas, i. 6. 58, viii. 24. 7, vii. 25).

The Cathari heretics in the south of France had
come over from the north of Italy ; hut Italy stiU
cherished a goodly number in her breast. Even
before Gregory ix. adopted the laws of Frederick
n., the Inquisition was doing active work in these
regions. As early as 1224, Honorius iii. had
ordered the bishops of Brescia, Modena, and Bimini
to expel the heretics from their dioceses. In 1228
the papal legate, Geoffrey, commanded the uncon-
verted and lapsed heretics of Milan to be handed
over to the secular authority. We have already
noticed the inquisitorial work of Guala in Brescia in
1230. Seeing the trend of the movement, Gregory
IX. nominated the Dominican Alberic inquisitor in
Lombardy (1232), the Dominican Peter of Verona
(St. Peter Martyr) inquisitor at Milan (1233),
and the Dominicans Aldobrandini Cavalcanti and
Buggieri Calcagni inquisitors at Florence—the
former in 1230, the latter about 1241 (cf. Lea, ii.

201 ff-.).

In Germany, it was given to the Dominican
Conrad of Marburg to apply the Imperial ordi-
nances and pontifical bulls relating to the Inquisi-
tion. A letter from Gregory ix., dated 11th
Oct. 1231, gave him minute directions as to the
procedure to be followed (J. P. Kuchenbecker,
Analecla Hassiaca, Marburg, 1730, iii. 73).
From Germany the Inquisition spread into

Bohemia and Hungary and even into the Slavic
and Scandinavian countries, la short, with the
exception of England, it soon covered the whole
of Latin Christendom.
2. Procedure.—The working of the Inquisition

is explained in a letter addressed by Gregory rx.
to Conrad of Marburg on 11th Oct. 1231 as follows

:

* When you arrive in a town, convoke the prelates, clergy,
and people, and deliver a solemn address ; then, with the help
of some discreet persons make a very diligent search forheretics
and suspects (who have been denounced to you). Those
who, after examination, are considered guilty or suspected of
heresy must promise absolute obedience to the orders of the
CEhurch ; otherwise you will have to proceed against them ii
accordance with the statutes recentiy promulgated by us
(Kuchenbecker, Icc. dt.).

Here we have the whole inquisitorial process

:

the ‘ time of grace ’
; the summoning andi deposi-

tions of witnesses ; the examination of the accused

;

the sentence of reconciliation of repentant heretics

;

and the sentence of condemnation of the unre-
pentant. The several acts of this drama call for
separate explanation.
The first duty of the inquisitor was to invite

those who acknowledged heresy to present them-
selves voluntarily before him, within a fixed time
varying from fifteen days to a month. The time
thus set apart for voluntary confession was called
the ‘time of grace’ (‘tempus gratiae sive indul-
gentiae’ ; cf. Processus inquisitionis, composed
between 1244 and 1254, in Vacandard, App. A,
p. 315). Those who took advantage of this and
whose offence had not been previously discovered
were exempt from all penalty, or were prescribed
a secret and only nominal penance ; those whose
heresy was already known before confession were
exonpated from the penalties of death and life-
imprisonment, and suffered no worse punishment
than a short pilgrimage or some other of the usual
canonic^ penances (Consultation of Cardinal Pierre
of Colmieu, bishop of Albano, formerly archbishop
of Bouen, in fonds Doat, xxxi. fol. 5; cf. Tanon,
Hist, des tribunaux de VInquisition en France, n
144 f.).

With the edict of grace was connected an ‘ edict
of faith,’ which made it incumbent upon any one
who knew a notorious heretic or any person sus-
pected of heresy to point him out to the inquisitor
(Eymenc, Directonum, pt. iii. nos. 52, 53-56).
Thus, if they failed to give themselves up volun-

tarily, the heretics were rooted out by the de-
nunciation of the orthodox catholics. The number
of witnesses required to make an accusation valid
was not fixed at first, but was finally settled as
two. Gui Foucois (afterwards Pope Clement iv.)
thought that more than two witnesses would be
advisable in certain circumstances (Consultation
in Doat, vol. xxxvi. qu. xv. ; cf. Eymeric, pt. iii.,

‘De testium multiplicatione,’ p. 445). In theory
the inquisitor was not supposed to accept the evi-
dence of any but discreet persons, and it had long
been acknowledged by the Church that the evidence
of a heretic, an excommunicated person, a homi-
cide, a thief, a sorcerer, diviner, or false witness
was not valid in a criminal prosecution (Gratian,
Decretum, pt. ii. causa v. qu. iii. cap. 5). But the
^eat fear of heresy made room for an exception
in matters relating to the faith. In the 12th
cent. Gratian decreed that the evidence of a
heretic or a person under civil disability {infamis)
should be received on the question of heresy {De-
cretum, pt. ii. causa ii. qu. vii, cap. 22, causa vi.

qu. i. cap. 19). The edicts of Frederick' ii. denied
the right of appearing in a court of justice to
members of a sect, but this disability was removed
in the Constitution of Bavenna of 22nd Feb. 1232

:

‘adjicimns quod haereticus convinei per haereti-
cum possit ^ (cf. Huillard - Br6holles, Historia
Diplomatica Frederici //., iv. 299 f.). At first the
inquisitors sometimes hesitated to consider evi-
dence so obtained. But in 1261 Alexander iv.

soothed their consciences (bull Consuluit of 23rd
Jan. 1261, in Eymeric, App. p. 40). From this
time onwards it was agreed that the evidence of
a heretic should be valid at the discretion of the
inquisitor. This principle was accepted gener-
ally, incorporated in canon law (cap. vi. ‘ In fidei
favorem,’ Sextus, V. ii. ; Eymeric, p. 105), and con-
firmed by constant practice. Of all the legal pleas
of common law that an accused person comd bring
forward against the witnesses to a charge, only
one held good—mortal or very serious enmity
(Eymeric, pt. iii. qu. Ixvii. p. 606 f. ; cf. Penna^s
remarks, ih. pp. 607-609).

It was quite useless to count on witnesses for
the defence ; in fact, we very seldom hear of their
presence (cf. Lea, i. 446 fif.). And this is natural,
tor they would be practically certain to be sus-
pected of complicity as abettors of the heretics.
For the same reason, the accused could not put

their case in the hands of advocates except under
conditions. The bull Si adversus nos, signed by
Innocent ill. in 1205 and inserted by Grego^ IX.
in the Decretals (cap. xi. ‘De haereticis,’ lib. v.

tit. vii.), expressly forbade advocates and notaries
to defend heretics; and this rule, though meant
by the pontifif to concern only the acknowledged
heretics, was insensibly extended to the accused
who were striving to establish their innocence
(Eymeric, pt. iii. qu. xxxix. p. 665; cf. p. 446;
Vacandard, p. 151, n. 3).

The heretics and suspects, therefore, usually
found themselves quite alone in the presence of
their judges. They had to reply to the various
charges {capitula) collected against them. It was
important that the sources of these denunciations
should be known. But the fear—a fear, moreover,
that was justified (cf. Vacandard, 162, n. 1)—that
the accused or their friends might take vengeance
on their denunciators made the judges keep a
prudent silence as to the names of the witnesses
(see Processus inquisitionis, in Vacandard, App. A,
p. 317 ; cf. hull of Alexander IV., Layettes du Msor
des cJmrtes, vol. iii. [1875] no. 4221). When Boni-
face VIII. incorporated this rule in the canon law
{Sextus, V. ii. cap. 20), he made express reservations,
and required the inquisitors to communicate the
names of the witnesses to the accused when there
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was no danger involved in doing so (cf. Eymeric,
pt. iii. qn. 72 :

* An nomina testinm et denuntia-
tomm sint delatis pubiicanda/ p. 627). But, as a
rule, the accused had no other means of invalidat-

ing the evidence against him than the privilege

of naming enemies whom he knew to be bent on
his destruction ; if his denunciators were of their
number, their evidence was dropped (Eymeric,

p. 446 ff.).

But the real aim of the inquisitor was to induce
the heretic to confess. For this pui'pose various
means were employed, an account of which is

given by David of Augsburg (analyzed in Douais,
VInquisition, p. 170) : (1) the fear of death ; the
supreme penalty and the stake were held before
the prisoner’s eyes if he should refuse to confess ;

on the other hand, he was promised that he would
be spared these punishments if he would consent
to speak ; (2) more or less strict imprisonment,
made more trying by very scanty fare and the
total absence of friends; (3) the visit of two
capable judges who could^ force a confession from
the prisoner by clever insinuations and tricky
questions ; (4) finally, from the time of Innocent
rv., torture {Tractatusde inquisitione hcereticorum,

ed. Preger, Mainz, 1876, p. 43).

Torture could not be resorted to until the judge
had exhausted all the gentler methods on the
prisoner, and unless the latter w’as under very seri-

ous suspicion. Even in the torture-chamber, while
the prisoner was being stripped and bound, the
inquisitor continued his exhortations to confes-

sion. The vexatio then began with the mildest
ordeals ;

if these were ineffectual, others were
tried, and from the very beginning care was taken
that the prisoner should see the whole series of

punishments, so that he might be inspired with a
salutary fear by; the thought of the pains in store

for him (Eymeric, pt. iii. p. 481, col. 1). But, of

course, the prisoners life and limbs were not meant
to be endangered :

‘ cogere citra membri deminu-
tionem et mortis periculum,’ says the bull Ad
extirpanda of Innocent iv. (in Eymeric, App.,
p. 8). Originally it was not even allowable to
repeat the torture; but later it became the rule

that, if necessary, torture might be applied several

times and even at intervals of a few days, not by
way of ‘ repetition,’ but by way of ‘ continuation

’

(‘ad continuandum tonnenta, non ad iterandum,’
as Eymeric says in Directorium, pt. iii. p. 481,
col. 2).

If on leaving the torture-chamber the accused
repeated his confession, his case was easily dis-

posed of ; but, if he withdrew the confession made
under the pressure of torture, he necessitated
recourse to witnesses. The rule of the Processus
inquisitionis was that the accused must not be
condemned without confession or certain and clear

proofs (cf. Vacandard, p. 321). But, whether he
confessed or not, if two witnesses deemed com-

g
etent by the inquisitor agreed in charging him,
e was declared a heretic.

Helpless in the face of such witness, the accused
could only choose between two courses ; either he
had to make a confession and show his penitence
by submitting to whatever penance the Church,
in the person of the judge, decided to impose upon
him, or he might stand firm in his denial of crime
or in his profession of heresy, and bravely take the
consequences.

If converted, the heretic bowed before the in-

quisitor as a penitent before his confessor. He
had no cause to fear his judge, for the latter did
not inflict real punishments, but rather penances.

These penances ‘consisted, firstly, of pious observances—
recitation of prayers, frequenting of churches, the discipline,

fasting, pilgrimages, and fines nommally for pious uses, such
as a confessor might impose on bis ordinary igenitents. These
were for offences of trifling import. Next in grade are the

“pcencB confp,sibile8 ”—the humiliating and degrading penances,
of which the most important was the wearing of yellow crosses
sewed upon the garments

; and, finally, the severest punish-
ment among those strictly within the competence of the Holy
Office, the “ mwrtis,” or prison’ (Lea, i. 462; cf. O. Molinier,
L’Inquisition dans le rmdi de la France aux slides.
pp. 358-398).

Imprisonment might be temporary or for life.

‘There were two kinds of imprisonment, the milder, or
“ mums largus** and the harsher, knowm as “ mums strictus **

or “ durus ” or “ arcius.*’ ... In the milder form, or “ mums
largus’’ the prisoners apparently were, if well behaved, allowed
to take exercise m the corridors, where sometimes they had
opportunities of converse with each other and with the outside
world. This pri%ilege was ordered to be given to the aged and
infirm by the cardinals who investigated the prison of Carcas-
sonne and took measures to lalleviate its rigors. In the harsher
confinement, or “ mums strictus" the prisoner was thrust into
the smallest, darkest, and most noisome of cells, with chains
on his feet—in some cases chained to the wall . . , When the
culprits w'ere members of a religious Order, to avoid scandal
the proceedings were usually held in private, and the imprison-
ment would be ordered to take place in a convent of their own
Order. As these buildings, however, usually were provided
with cells for the punishment of offenders, this was probably of
no great advantage to the victim. In the case of Jeanne, widow
of B. de la Tour, a nun of Lespenasse, in 1246, who hsid com-
mitted acts of both Gatharan and Waldensian heresy, and had
prevaricated in her confession, the sentence was confinement
in a separate cell in her own convent, where no one was to enter
or see her, her food being pushed in through an opening left
for the purpose—in fact, the living tomb known as the “ in
pace" . . . While the penance prescribed was a diet of bread
and water, the Inquisition, with unwonted kindness, did not
object to its prisoners receiving from their friends contribu-
tions of food, wine, money, and garments, and among its docu-
ments are such frequent allusions to this that itmay be regarded
as an established custom ’ (Lea, L 486, 487, 491).

The greatest penalty was that of death. The
inquisitor, indeed,
* never condemned to death, but merely withdrew the protec-
tion of the Church from the hardened and impenitent sinner
who afforded no hope of conversion, or from him who showed
by relapse that there was no trust to be placed in his pretended
repentance * (Lea, i 460).

It was then that the civil authority intervened.
The ecclesiastical judge handed the prisoner over
to the secular arm (cf. Ziher sententiarum, in
Limborch, Eistoria Inquisitionis, p. 91), and it

applied the legal punishment {animaaversio dehita),

death by tire. The ;prisoner had one last resource,

however : to save his life he could, even at the
stake, renounce his error, and his sentence was
immediately commuted to imprisonment for life

(Constitution of Frederick ll. of 1232 ; cf. Eymeric,
pt. iii. p. 515).

Death did not protect heretics from the con-

demnation of the Inquisition. Trial after death
was not unknown to the Bomans ; it was applied
to criminals who had committed treason, and, in

case of conviction, entailed confiscation of property
and spoliation of heirs. The analogy established

by Innocent III. (bull of 25th March 1199, inserted

in the Decretals, V. vii. 10) between heresy and
the crime of treason led the tribunals of the
Inquisition to punish deceased heretics just as if

they were stiU alive. They were regarded as

condemned in default, and treated accordingly;

their goods were seized and their remains exhumed.
The exhumation was carried out with great solem-
nity; bones and even semi-decomposed bodies

were carried through the streets to the sound of

trumpets, and then burned at the stake. The
names of the dead were proclaimed, and the living

were threatened with a similar fate if they fol-

lowed their example : ‘ qui aytal fara, aytal

p4rira,’ sajj^s the Chronique de Guilhem Pelhisso,

first inquisitor of Albi (published in Douais,

p. 110).

These various penalties could be applied only
after sentence pronounced in a public assembly
convoked for the purpose and known by the name
of Sermo generalis (see Tanon, pp. 425-431). This
assembly was what is commonly called the auto

daU, or auto defe (‘ act of faith ^). To the masses
and to many others the name auto da suggests

the very worst of the Inquisition ; they
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can scarcely picture it without towering flames

and fierce-eyed hangmen. In reality there was
neither hangman nor burning stake. The heretics

who appeared at this tribunal had simply to listen

to a speech and then hear their sentence, which
was sometimes very light. The death-penalty was
not always the result of these ‘ solemnities/ which
were meant to appeal to the imagination of the
orthodox. Of the 18 auto da fi presided over by
the famous inquisitor Bernard Gui, 7 pronounced
no greater penalty than prison or dungeon. When
the heretic deserved a worse punishment, he was
handed over to the secular arm. This was the

device employed by the Church to avoid transgres-

sion of the principle forbidding her ministers to

shed blood (‘ Ecclesia abhorret a sanguine ’).

3* Appreciation,—We need not discuss the abuses
which crept into the inquisitorial system through
the fault of individuals. Whatever their origin,

history, and extent, they should be the object of

inexorable and universal reprobation. No one
would ever dream of defending the memory of

Cauchon, the sole judge of Joan of Arc. Nor is

there any excuse for those inquisitors like him who
used their authority to convict all suspects brought
before their tribunal with no thought of justice or
moderation.

It is the institution itself that we must judge
here, according to our idea of a higher social

justice. The form of inquisitorial procedure ap-
pears in itself to be inferior to that of accusatory
procedure. In the latter it was the accuser’s duty
to prove the truth of his words ; in the former the
accused had to prove his innocence, no one was
allowed to speak in his defence, he was reduced to
a desperate self-defence before a secret tribunal
without the help of an advocate. It is possible,
indeed, to allege important reasons in justification
of this system. The risks that the witnesses would
have run if their names had been divulged are
patent to aU ; and publicity of debate would cer-
tainly have hindered the success of the work. But
these considerations do not alter the nature of the
institution ; the large part left to the discretion,
or rather licence, of the judges marks an inferiority
that leads inevitably to suspicions of its strict
justice. All that can be said in defence or even to
the credit of the Boman pontiffs is that, once the
principle of inquisition was admitted, they did
their best to prevent its inconveniences and to
repress its abuses. They stipulated for exception-
ally high moral qualities in inquisitors; Alex-
ander IV. (1255), Urban IV. {1'262), Clement IV.

(1265), Gregoij X. (1273), and Nicholas iv. (1290)
insisted on spiritual qualities, moral purity, and
scrupulous honesty in these judges (Potthast,
^esta, nos. 16132, 16611, 18387, 19372, 19924, 20720,
20724, 23297,^ 23298) ; Clement V. made a decision,
in confirmation of one already made by his pre-
decessors, that, in order to guarantee against any
possibility of frivolity, no one under the age of
fortyshould exercise inquisitorialpower (Clementin.
ii. 2). In Bernard Gui (Fractica, vi,, ed. Douais,
p. 232 f,, tr, in Vacandard, p. 156) we have a por-
trait of the ideal inquisitor ; it is a model which
leaves nothing to be desired. It was, further,
decreed by Innocent iv. and Alexander iv. that, in
order to protect the judges themselves against
sudden outbursts of passion, they should be guided
by a certain number of doni viri and gather a
body of experts (periti) about them (cf. Layettes du
trisor des chartes, iii. no. 4111 ; Potthast, Begesta,

\

no. 15804 ; Vacandard, p. 165, n. 1). The official
|

reports of sentences, in fact, often mention the
presence of ^eriti and honi viri in great numbers
(see Douais, ‘ LaFormule “ Commumcato bonorum
virorum concilio’’ des sentences inquisitoriales,’ in
Congr^ scientifigue international des catholiqtees.

section ‘Sciences historiques,’ Freiburg, Switzer-
land, 1898, pp. 316-367). We see in these council-
lors a foreshadowing of the modem ju^ ; and it
has been rightly observed that the inquisitors
generally followed their advice and even tempered
it with mercy (Douais, pp. 324-326, with examples).
They were, furthermore, forbidden, from the time
of clement V. (biillMultorumquerela) to make any
serious decision without first hearing the advice of
the bishops, the natural judges of the faith. In a
word, although they do not present ‘a sublime
spectacle of social perfection^ caftolica,

Borne, 1853, i. 595), the tribunal of the Inquisition
conformed to a very high ideal of justice—an ideal
as lofty as that conceived by the best spirits of the
Middle Ages.
We could not adopt this ideal for our own ; for

among the methods employed by the Inquisition
there was one, namely, torture, which could never
find favour in the eyes of criminalists with a love
of justice.

^
If they had even restricted themselves

to flagellation, such as was administered, to quote
St. Augustine, at home, in school, and even in the
episcopal tribunals of the early ages, or such as
was recommended by the Council of Agde in
A.D. 506, and applied by the Benedictine monks
(Augustine, JSp. cxxxiii. 2 ; cf. clxxxv. 23 ; Concih
Agath,, can. xxviii. ; Benedicti Begula, xxvii.

; cf.

Vacandard, p. 38, n. 3), their conduct would not
have appeared so scandalous. We might have
looked upon it as a sort of domestic or paternal
practice, somewhat rigorous, of course, but har-
monizing with the ideas of goodness prevalent at
the time. But the rack, strappadoy and lighted
torches were particularly inhuman inventions (cf.

St. Augustine, Ep, cxxxiii. 2). When they were
employed in the first centuries against Christians,
every one agreed in regarding them as relics of
barbarism and inventions of the devil, Theii
character did not changewhen they were employed
by the Inquisition against heretics ; and it is a sad
fact that, in spite of Innocent iv.’s appeal for
moderation (‘ citra membri diminutionem et mortis

E
ericulum ’), it was possible to draw a comparison
etween the pagan and the ecclesiastical tribunals.

Pope Nicholas l. delivered a judgment on torture
as a means of getting judiciary information which
is worthy of remembrance.

* Such processes,* he said, ‘ are contrary to both Divine and
human law, for confession should be spontaneous and not
forced ; it should be made voluntarily, not extracted by violence.
The prisoner can endure all the torments you inflict without
confession, and then what shame there is for the judge, and
what an exhibition of his inhumanity I If, on the other hand,
the prisoner is overcome by pain and confesses a crime of which
he is innocent, on whom does this enormous impiety recoil if

not upon him who forced the poor wretch to tell a lie?'
{Respoma adfionsvZta Bvigarorumt IxxxvL, in Labbe, Concilia,
viii. col. 544).

Innocent iv. was, of course, ignorant of this text
when he recommended the use of torture. His
excuse, if he had any, was that he was only follow-
ing the example of the civil courts and conforming
to the customs of his time.
The penalties imposed by the tribunals of the

Inquisition are more diflScult to judge. The death-
penalty is of the first importance. Let us notice,
to begin with, as a point of history, that the
punishment of death for the crime of heresy owed
its origin to the people, and passed into the penal
code only at the wish of the princes, without any
intervention of ecclesiastical power; the Churcn
never admitted the penalty of death into her code.

This being so, it remains for us to see whether
heretics could be justly condenmed to death, and
whether the Church could have, or actually had,
any share in their condemnation.
The early Fathers, notably Origen, Cyprian,

Lactantius, Chrysostom, and Augustine, did not
approve of the death-penalty for heresy (see texts
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in Vacandard, pp. 3, 5, 20, 34) ; and their doctriiie
leems to conform to onr Lord’s parable of the
wheat and tares : * Is it not possible,’ said Wazon,
bishop of Li^ge, in the 12th cent., ‘ that those who
are tares to-day- may be converted into wheat
to-morrow?’ Vasonis, xxv. [PL fi-gh'i 753]).
To put them to death, then, was to deprive them
at a stroke of any possibility of conversion.
Those who advocated the death-penalty, Fred-

erick n. and Thomas Aquinas (SumTna, n. ii.

qu. xi. art. 3), tried to support their doctrine hy
arguments from reason. The supreme penalty,
they said, was the recognized punishment for per-
sons guilty of treason or forgery, and accordingly
. . . and so on. Their argument is, of course, a
case of mistaking comparisons for reasons. The
State criminals in question were a serious menace
to the social order, which could not be truly said
of all and every heresy as such. There is nothing
in common between a crime against society and
a crime against God ; and, if these were to be
assimilated, it would_ be ^uite an easy matter to
prove that every sin is Divine treason, and conse-
quently punishable with death.
To tell the truth, the heresies of the Middle

Ages were nearly always interwoven with anti-
social systems. Such a sect as the Cathari, for
instance, which -wrapped itself round in mystery
and corroded the heart of the people, inevitably
called down the vengeance of society and the
sword of the State for no other crime than existing
and acting

;

* and, however much we may deprecate the means used for its
suppression and commiserate those who suffered for conscience*
sake, we cannot but admit that the cause of orthodoxy was in
this case the cause of progress and civilization. Had Oatharism
become dominant, or even had it been allowed to exist on equal
terms, its influence could not have failed to prove disastrous.
Its asceticism with regard to commerce between the sexes, if
strictly enforced, could only have led to the extinction of the
race, and as this involves a contradiction of nature, it would
have probably resulted in lawless concubinage and the de^ruc-
tion of the institution of the family, rather than in the disap-
pearance of the human race and the return of e^ed souls to
their Creator, which was the summum bonum of the true
Gatharan. Ite condemnation of the visible universe and of
matter in general as the work of Satan rendered sinful all
striving after material improvement, and the conscientious
belief in such a creed could only lead man back, in time, to his
original condition of savagism. It was not only a revolt against
the Church, but a renunciation of man's domination over
nature ’ (Lea, i. 106).

Its development had to be stopped at any cost.
In fighting it to the death, society was only acting
in s^f-defence against the inroads of an essenti-
ally destructive force. It was the struggle for
existence.

It is not surprising that Church and State should
combine to oppose their common enemy. If all dis-

turbers of public order and ordinary law-breakers
were to be struck from the list of sect-members
sent to the stake or the dungeon, we should find
the remaining number of condemned heretics to be
very small indeed. They were, according to com-
momy received doctrine, equally amenable to the
ju^diction of Church and of State. It was incon-
ceivable that God and His revelation should lack
defenders in a Christian kingdom ; the magistrates
were held responsible to a certain extent for oflences
committed against the Deity. Hence heresy be-
longed indirectly to their tribunal. It was their
privilege and duty to combat errors of faith as
they did anti-social theories.

regards the Church’s attitude, in principle no
heretic was condemned to death. The sacred for-

mula ran : 'Damnati per ecclesiam secular! judicio
relinquantur, animadversione debita puniendi ’ (ch.

Excommunicam/us, 15, x. lib. 5, tit. 7 [ed. E. Fried-
berg, Leipzig, 1882, col. 789]) ; and the sentence of
delivery to the civil judges added ;

‘ We recommend
the secular court, and with confidence, to such
moderation in your sentence as will avoid all efiu-

gon of blood or danger of death’ (Eymeric, p. 588).
But these formulae evidently belong to a time when
the afiimadversio debita aid not include death
at the stake; Lucius m. (bull Ad aholendam, in
Decretals, y. vii. 9) ^d Innocent m. {ib, v. vii.
13) could use them without any reservation. But
it was different from the time when Gregory DC. and
Innocent iv. sanctioned the code of Frederick n.
and imposed it upon the tribunals of the Inquisi-
tion. The Church continued to recommend the
State to act with moderation and avoid all ‘ eflRa-
sion of blood and danger of death,’ This was, un-
fortunately, only an empty formula that deceived
no one.

^
Its puroose was to safeguard the prin-

cmle which the Church had taken for its motto

:

‘Ecclesia abhorret a sanguine.’ The inquisitors
imagined that, by boldly proclaiming this tradi-
tional rule, they removed all responsibility in the
matter from their own shoulders. It was their
only safeguard against being soaked in judgments
of blood, and it naust be taken for what it is worth.
It has been described as a ‘device’ and ‘hypocriti-
cal ’ (Lea, i. 224) ; we may call it simply a legal
fiction.

It is impossible to claim that the Church had
never any responsibility for the execution of here-
tics. This was attempted, however, in the 13th
cent.:

‘Our Pope,’ so says a clumsy apologist (‘Disputatio inter
Catholicum et Patarinum haereticuxn,' in E. Marttoe,
nomis anecdotorum, Paris, 1717, v. col. 1741), ‘neither kills nor
orders to be killed any person ; it is the law that kills those
whom the Pope allows to be MUed, and it is they themselves
who cause their own death by committing deeds that must be
punished by death.*

The same ^sition has been taken up by modem
apologists. But they forget that the Church ex-
communicated princes for refusing to bum the
heretics delivered into their hands by the Inquisi-
tion (Boniface vm., Sextus, *de Hsereticis,’ xviii.,
in Eymeric, fpt. ii. p. 110; cf. qu. 47, p. 360 f.). It
was undoubtedly the princes who passed the death-
sentence ; but there were two authorities involved—^the civil power, which applied its own laws ; and
the ecclesiastical power, which forced it to apply
them. Hence the command to Peter the Cantor
not to kill the Cathari immediately after an eccle-
siastical judgment, as this might compromise the
Church ; ‘illud ab eo fit cujus auctoritate fit* was
added in justification ( Verbum abbreviatum, Ixxviii.
[PL ccv. 231]).

The question whether the Church’s responsibility
was a juridical or simply a moral responsibility is
of no importance historically. Let us notice,
however, that in the tribunals of the Inquisi-
tion sentences involving death were not frequent.
We have the sentences of Pamiers from 1318 to
1324, and of Toulouse from 1308 to 1323. During 9
Sermones or auto da held by the tribunal of
Pamiers, and involving the sentence of 75 persons,
only 5 heretics were handed over to the secular arm
(Tidal, Le tribunal de Vlnquisition de Pamiers,
pp. 60-56). Bernard Gui presided over 18 auto da
fe in Toulouse, and pronounced 930 sentences ; of
this number only 42 were marked with the fatal
sign, ‘relicti curiae secular!’ (cf. Douais, DocU'‘
rmnts, i p. ccv; Vacandard, App. B). The pro-
portion is, therefore, one in 15 for the tribun^ of
Pamiers, and one in 22 or 23 for that of Toulouse
(cf. Vacandard, p. 2361, -with notes). Taking
everything into consideration, we may hold that
the institution and working of the tribunals of the
Inquisition were the means of real social progress

:

not only did they close the era of summary judg-
ment (cf. Vacandard, pp. 38-66), but they also

considerably lessened the number of sentences in-

volving the death-penalty. Lea, who could not be
charg^ with any bias in favour of the Church, has
found it possible to say in all truth : ‘ The stake
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[of the Inquisition] consumed comparatively few
victims ’ (i. 480).
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E. Vacandard.
INSANITY.—1. Introduction,—

T

hQXQ is no
comprehensive definition that can adequately em-
brace the vpious types of insanity. The nervous
system, which is the physical substratum of mental
manifestations, is liable to disorder of function
arising from many causes. Among these may be
mentioned congenital defects in its development,
lesions of its structure due to disease such as
tumours or apoplexies, and toxic conditions such
as the poisons of fevers, or syphilis, or alcoholism,
or metabolic changes within the body which, al-
though imperfectly understood, have nevertheless
been proved to act after the manner of toxins,
causing not only mental disturbance but also well-
marked physical changes. The nature of these
poisons has not been wholly determined, and those
who most strenuously support the theory of their
influence admit also that other elements enter into
their action in the causation of insanity. The
chief of these is immunity, or the resistance which
the tissues of the body ofier to the action of certain
toxins, \yere it not for this element of immunity,
which varies greatly in different individuals, all
persons would be equally liable to acquired in-
sanity. Upon immunity, therefore, depends, to

a large degree, heredity or predisposition, which
plays so large a part in the causation of mental
diseases. But there is another aspect of heredity
which is not necessarily concerned with the ques-
tion of immunity, namely, the germinal transmis-
sion of inborn variations in the structure and
functions of the nervous system, and which are
manifested by the repeated appearance of idiocy,

imbecility, eccentricity, and anomalies of vari-

ous kind's in members of certain families. We
see, therefore, that the main divisions of mental
unsoundness are

: (1) congenital defects in the
structure of the brain, which prevent the proper
manifestation of its function, and produce idiocy
and the various grades of imbecility and mental
weakness or imperfection

; (2) the acquired in-

sanities which occur as a rule between the ages of
20 and 50 years, and which chiefly depend upon,
or are invariably accompanied by, definite physical
changes of a subtle nature, indicating in the
majority of forms a general toxsemia of the sys-

tem ; (3) the toxic insanities caused by the effects

of poisons such as metabolic toxins, syphilis,

alcohol, lead, etc., acting directly or indirectly
upon the cortical cells in the convolutions of the
brain; (4) the insanities which accompany such
nervous affections as epilepsy, hysteria, etc.; (5)

the mental unsoundness caused by gross lesions of

the brain, including injuries, tumours, apoplexies,
and other vascular diseases which destroy or injure
its substance ; and (6) the mental symptoms which
accompany the decline of physical and mental
vigour in old age.

1 . Causes of insanity.—^As scientific investiga-

tion proceeds to throw light upon certain limited
fields of this broad question, two facts begin
to assume prominence; the great influence of

hereditary predisposition, and the extreme com-
plexity of the changes in the human system which
occur in all cases of mental disease. As we con-
template these facts we are compelled to admit
the importance of hereditary predisposition, and
to relegate to a more distant sphere of influence
the host of popular influences which our forefathers
regarded as the proximate, intimate, and essential

causes of insanity.

The question of heredity itself is beset with great
difl&culties, and it has to be admitted that we are
very far from a true comprehension of its in-

tricacies (cf. art. Heredity, vol. vi. p. 597 if.).

It is clear, however, that the individual inherits
from his ancestors both his mental and his physical
characteristics. In most ordinary families it is

impossible to obtain the accurate information upon
which to found an undoubted history of trans-
mitted disease. On the other hand, in the case of
certain races, sects, and castes, e.g, Jews, Quakers,
and the aristocracy, fuller information on these
points can be obtained, and the result shows in-

dubitably that insanity in the ancestors tends to
reproduce itself either in the same form or as a
mental anomaly of some kind in the descendants.
But, according to the law of reversion to the
normal which has been expounded by Galton, and
according to the law of atavism, the incidence of

this heredity varies greatly in different members
of the same family, so that the majority of the
members may escape the taint altogether. Even
although it may be shown that actual mental
disease has not occurred in the family history of

an insane person, it is often possible to ascertain
the presence of nervous degeneration as exemplified
by epilepsy, neuralgia, sexual and alcoholic ex-

cesses, or paralysis of various kinds, in the past
and present members of his family. Perhaps the
most common precursory symptom of insanity in

a family is what is known as mental degeneracy,
which includes feeble-mindedness, great impres-
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sionability, suspiciousness, violent temper, impul-
siveness, or excessive timidity. Certain families

show a marked tendency to produce at intervals
individuals afflicted with certain physical defor-
mities of various types. This is, of course, the
result of an innate germinal variation. When
this variation affects the structure of the nervous
system, especially that of the brain, it is apt to

be accompanied by idiocy or imbecility. In esti-

mating the influence of mental defect and aben*a-
tion in ancestors upon the production of insanity
in their descendants, it must be kept in view that
the strain of circumstances may determine the
appearance of insanity in a predisposed person who
might, under different conditions, have escaped
the incidence of the malady. Nor must it be
forgotten that a person predisposed to insanity
by heredity may, in favourable circumstances,
manifest no symptoms of insanity during his life,

and yet transmit the tendency to his children.

Here we meet face to face one of the problems of

hereditary predisposition. What is, in the latter

instance, transmitted ? There can only be specu-
lation on such a problem, but, so far as we can
perceive, there are probably two elements, among
others, transmitted, namely, a structural, func-
tional delicacy of the nervous system, and a
defective immunity of the body tissues against the
action of toxins of various kinds.
Kaces and families become acclimatized to special

environments and modes of life, and their removal
from them is attended by degeneration. It is a
well-established fact that the type of town dweller
differs in many respects, physically and mentally,
from the rural inhabitant. A little consideration
will show that the change from the one type to
the other is effected, chiefly, by the elimination of
those individuals 'who are not fitted for the life of
the new environment. The process of this elimina-
tion of the unfit must necessarily be attended by
disease both of the body and of the mind. It has
also to be remembered that the conditions of all

localities, whether urban or rural, are constantly
varying, in consonance with the universal sur-

rounding change. Populations fluctuate ; new
inventions disturb ola social relations ; food,

dress, and customs vary. To one and all of these
changes the human organism has to adapt itself,

and always the less fit types—not necessarily the
less strong or the less favoured—with respect to
these variations in the environment have to suffer.

But those who become first, and most readily, the
victims of mental alienation as the result of

changes in their environment are the hereditarily
predisposed.

Closely allied with the influence of the environ-
'

ment in producing insanity is the question of the
|

influence of certain habits and excesses. Chief
among these is the alcohol habit. There can be
no question that over-indulgence in alcohol exer-
cises a baneful effect upon the nervous system,
^d that a considerable number of people now
insane might have remained sane had tliey ab-
stained from its use. Sexual excesses are, though
to a less degree, accredited causes of insanity.

There is also to be mentioned indulgence in nar-
cotic drugs, such as opium, hashish, and cocaine.

With regard to all these causes of insanity it

must be pointed out that their causative relation
to insanity is complicated by the following facts

;

(1) in some cases they constitute symptoms of an
incipient or an already established insanity; (2)
in regard to certain of them (alcohol in particular)
there undoubtedly exists a special inherited ten-
dency towards their excessive use, and this in itself

gives alcoholism a right to be regarded as a separate
neurosis

; (3) unfortunately, the tendency to both
alcoholism and insanity may be inherited by
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the same individual. This double heredity and
the independence of alcoholism and insanity are
established by the existence in the same family at
the same time of alcoholic members who do not
become insane, and of insane members who never
become alcoholic.

With regard to the hosts of moral causes w^hich
are popularly regarded as producing insanity, their
influence has to be accepted with great caution.
That a sudden moral shock may cause insanity in
a highly nervous individual is probably true, but
such shocks 'when they do occur must be regarded
more as of the nature of traumata, or direct in-
juries affecting the nerve cells and fibres, than as
subtle influences of a spiritual nature. That pro-
longed anxiety and worry may cause insanity in
redisposed individuals is probably also true, but
ere the effect is indirect, and due to the lowering

of the general health and nutrition of the body
as a result of insomnia, decreased appetite, and
disorder of function.
The wide field of toxcemia and its rOle in the

causation of mental troubles can only be touched
upon. It is usual to divide such toxic agents into
two great classes

:
(a) those introduced into the

system from without, e.g. alcohol, syphilis, etc.;
and (6) those formed -within the system, e.g. uric
acid, oxalic acid, gastro-intestinal toxins, and
toxins due to defective gland secretion, especially
that of the thyroid gland. The effect of these
toxins will be refen-ed to under the headings of
the diseases which they are supposed either to
cause or to influence.

2. T^minology of the symptoms of mental
aberration.

—

{a) Mental exaltation or mama is a
condition in wiiich the subject, under the influence
of a corresponding emotion, exhibits intellectual
excitement with defective self-control, impaired
judgment, and consequent anomalies of conduct.
This condition is known as simple mania. When
the excitement becomes acute, the flow of ideas
more rapid, the conduct of the patient less and less

restrained, the speech incoherent, and the bodily
restlessness incessant, the condition is known as
acute mania.

(6) Mental depression or melancholia is the
antithesis of the preceding condition. It is charac-
terized by mental pain and gloom, slow reaction to
stimuli of all kinds, slow muscular action, and
diminished general sensibility. The ideational
centres are always implicated in melancholia, and
the thoughts of the patient are constantly engaged
in formulating explanations of his misery, and in
the invention of self-accusatory and self-depreca-
tory ideas. When the condition becomes acute,
there may be motor restlessness, and, under the
influence of gloomy delusions, strenuous resistance

to any ofiers of assistance on the part of others.

Suicide is probably contemplated seriously by all

sufferers from this affection.

(c) Mental confusion or delirium.—In this condi-
tion, in contrast to both mania and melancholia,
where the intellectual functions and memory re-

main clear, there is obfuscation of thought, greater
or less unconsciousness of surroundings, and an
imperfect memory, or total loss of memory, of

what has taken place during illness. The con-
dition is met 'with most typically in the delirium of

fevers, in acute alcoholism, and in many forms of

mental affections which owe their origin to toxic
infection.

{d) Stupor is a symptom which may occur in

the course of any mental affection. It is especially

characteristic oi the katatonic form of ‘ dementia
prsecox ’ described below. Patients suffering from
stupor manifest little or no volition, and do not
respond to any of the ordinary sensory stimuli.

They usually retain the power of walking and
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eating, but in severe cases even these functions

may be suspended. The conscious state varies

greatly, some patients being aware of and capable

of recalling all that occurred during the attack,

while others are unconscious and without memory.
Most of the subjects exhibit in greater or less

degree the curious phenomenon of catalepsy, or the
tendency of the muscles to maintain a limb in any
position in which it is placed by another person.

(e) Delusions or insane ideas.—A delusion is a
partially dissociated train of ideation which invari-

ably involves the personality of the subject, which
possesses a distinct emotional tone, and the content
of which refers to subjects either inimical or bene-

ficial to the welfare of the individual.

The new school of morbid psychology has done
much to extend our knowledge of the origin of

delusions. According to their teaching, certain

ideas or trains of thought possessing a strong
emotional tone which tend to interfere with the
ordinary thought processes must either be wholly
excluded from the mind or suppressed. When
they are suppressed and sunk below the level of
conscious thought, they manifest a tendency

—

stronger in ill-balanced minds—-to force them-
selves upon attention. Hence arises in some
persons a constant conflict between the will and
the morbid idea. In time the suppressed idea
may gradually force itself into the sphere of con-
scious thought and capture for itself a place in the
ideation and personality of the individual, but in
the great majority of such instances the sphere of
influence of the morbid train of thought is rigidly
delimited and to a large extent independent.
Having once entered the sphere of personal idea-
tion, it assumes the position of an intuitive cer-

tainty similar to that occupied by any other
fundamental belief of the individual. The fact
that it may be absurd in the opinion of others
does not affect the individuars belief in its truth,
for he builds around it a system of * rationalization

*

whereby he satisfactorily accounts to himself for
its validity in the same way as a normal indi-
vidual explains his religious, political, or social
opinions apart from any rational bases. The
partial dissociation of the morbid train of thought
^d its rigid delimitation from the ordinary normal
ideation of the individual explain the otherwise
incongruous phenomenon of divided personality
and the not uncommon spectacle of an individual
endowed with intelligence above the average and
eminently capable in the affairs of life being yet
dominated by beliefswhoUy incre^ble to ordSiary
people, and being often thus influenced in his con-
duct to an extent which compels his sequestration
in his own interests or that of others. Delusions
form the basis of the two large and important
groups of insanity described below under the
headings ‘dementia prsecox* and ‘paranoia.’

Hallucinations of the senses are frequently
observed in different forms of insanity. All the
five senses may be implicated, but by far the most
common is that of hearing. Next in order of
frequency come false sensations of touch or pain,
of taste, of smell, and of sight. Hallucinations are
of two kinds—primary or peripheral, and secondary
or ideational. When the stump of an amputated
limb is electrically^ stimulated, the absent fingers
and toes are distinctly perceived—^the cause of
which can only be that the excessive irritation of
the afferent nerves forces into association neuron
paths long previously disused. In the same way
peripheral irritation of the aural or optic nerves
tends to arouse latent ideas by forced association,
and in this way to cause auditory or visual halluci-
nations. Seconda]^ hallucinations are of ideational
origin, and are intimately associated with the
emotional tone of the mental state of the patient.

Thus a man who believes himself the victim ol

persecution generally develops hallucinations cor-

responding to his delusions, and a man who is the
subject of delusions of pride and grandeur is liable

to hallucinations corresponding to these ideas (see,

further, art. Hallucination, vol. vi. p. 482 ff.).

{g) Obsessions and impulses.—^An obsession is a
dissociated idea, or group of ideas, which suddenly
enters consciousness, disturbing the ordinaiy course
of ideation, but not involving the personality of the
individual—that is to say, the subject of obsession
regards it as an unreality, and as apart from his

ordinary ideation. Obsessions are most common
in neurasthenic, hysteric, or hereditarily degenerate
people. The number of obsessions is endless, there
being almost as many forms as there are of thought.
Some are harmless and meaningless, as, e.g., the
desire to repeat certain words or phrases, to count
objects of no interest, or to touch certain articles.

Others are fateful, as the desire to kill, to commit
suicide, or to steal.

As thought precedes action, so does obsession
lead up to impulse. Some impulses are harmless

;

others are serious. Among the latter are suicidal

and homicidal impulses, the impulse to drink (dip-

somania), or the impulse to steal (kleptomania).
True impulse is generally preceded by mental
distress, due to the strength of the obsession
against which the purposive will of the individual
contends. The recognition of this contest between
impulse and will is important in the diagnosis of

obsession and impulse.
(h) Dementia or mental enfeehlement.—Mental

enfeeblement is of two kinds—primary and second-
ary. The first is congenital, and will be referred

to under congenital mental defect ; the other is a
terminal condition of many forms of mental disease.

Secondary dementia vanes greatly according to

the nature of the preceding malady, the hereditary
power of resistance of the individual, or the charac-

ter and extent of the iiyury to the nerve cells of

the cortex of the brain, it may manifest itself vari-

ously from a mere change in disposition up to the
most complete ineptitude for the simplest duties,

with abolition of the faculty of ordinary thought,
loss of memory, and absence of thehuman instincts.

11. Congenital mental defeots.--i. Idiocy
varies from a condition in which the mental
faculties are rudimentary, if, indeed, they can be
said to exist, up to a state of mind characterized
by such limited ideation that the subject is unable
to take proper care of himself, or to perform ordi-

nary social or civil functions. All idiots are incap-

able of acquiring literary education. The higher
grades of them, however, may be trained to habits
of decency and cleanliness. There are various
types of idiocy, e.g. the genetous or congenital
type, which are malformed germinal variations;
the paralytic type, in which an early brain injui^r

or inflammationhas resulted in infantile paralysis,

with accompanying arrest of mental development

;

the microcephalic type, in which the head measures
less than 17 inches in circumference, and in which
the skull sutures are for some reason prematurely
ossified ; the hydrocephalic type, accompanied by
enormous enlargement and deformity of the head

;

and cretinism, a condition associated with failure

of development of the thyroid gland, and accom-
panied by dwarfishness and abnormality of the
skin and its appendages. In addition to a paucity
of ideas, idiots usuaCy present speech defects and
a host of physical abnormalities. Their resistance

to disease, especially to tubercle, is low, and they
are liable to suffer from caries of the teeth, and
from gastro-intestinal disorders.

2. Imbecility is a much less pronounced form of

mental degeneracy than idiocy, from which it

differs more in degree than in kind, so that it is
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often difficult to classify borderland cases. The
absence of mental power in imbeciles may be so

slight that it becomes apparent only in the con-

tinuing infantilism which the subject manifests as

puberty is approached. On the other hand, it may
manifest itself by inability to acquire ordinary
education at an early period of life. Not only so,

but imbecile young children generally manifest
peculiarities of conduct, unusual attitudes of mind,
and abnormal ways of thought, all of which are
characterized by a feeble and undeveloped mind.
Physicaldeformity is rare, as compared with idiocy,

and many imbecues, though not well developed
physically, are of robust bodily constitution.

The mental reaction of imbeciles towards their

environment is, generally speaking, defective;

they are incapable of learning by experience the
common social relationships of everyday life, or of

understanding anything beyond the merely animal
and the simpler human necessities of existence.

At the same time, these defects are, in a few
exceptional individuals, associated with some musi-
cal or arithmetical faculty, with an extraordinai^
memory for dates, or even an aptitude for certain

limited mechanical skill. The power to protect
themselves varies greatly, from helplessness in the
midst of ordinary dangers up to a capacity for

partially or even wholly earning their own means
of livelihood by the performance of, as a rule,

unskilled labour. The majority of imbeciles are
deficient in self-control and in the moral sense;

and, though many are good-natured, not a few are
impulsive, passionate, and vicious.

3. Higher grade imbecility or degeneracy.

—

Tius class of imbeciles, though often apparently
normal, physically and mentally, are only a
degree removed from imbeciles. Ai a rule, such
inmviduals, though of average intelligence

—

occasionally even exhibiting genius—are mentally
ill-balanced, and the subjects of certain distm-
guishing peculiarities. Chief among these are
eccentricity in manner, extravagance in thought
or conduct, extravagant immorality of various
kinds, and anomalies of emotion either in the
direction of hyper-emotionalism or in the absence
of certain emotional qualities, such as sympathy,
which not infrequently results in cruelty. Certain
g^es of criminals undoubtedly belong to this class.

The intellectual development of such persons is

always defective, and presents well-marked irregu-

larity, On the physical side they do not present
any constant signs of degeneracy. As a class, they
are subject to various forms of psychopathic affec-

tion, such as paranoia or hysteria, and to such
nervous diseases as epilepsy.

III. T3EACQUIRED INSANITISS.^TheBjQqmredi
insanities include those mental affections which
manifest themselves between puberty and the end
of the fourth decade in life. Undoubtedly they
may appear, though rarely, both before and after

these periods.

i. MANIA-MELANCHOLIA GKOUP,—The relation-
ship between mania and melancholia, which until
recently were regarded as separate entities, consists
in the fact that they are often associated in the
same individual The manifestation may be alter-

nate (circular insanity) ; or the recurrent attacks
of mania may be ushered in by a slight mental
depression, which rapidly disappears ; or an attack
of melancholia may be followed by a slight tran-
sient mental exaltation ; or, finally, a person who
has suffered for many years from attacks of recur-
rent melancholia may suddenly develop an attack
of mania, or vice versa. Notwithstanding the fact
that one solitary attack of mania or melancholia
may be the sole manifestation of the disease in an
mdividual lifetime, the validity of the relationship
is not thereby affected.

(a) The circular form of mania-melaricholia.

—

The attacks of mental exaltation and of mental
depression succeed each other usually without
intermission, and are followed by a lucid interval
of longer or shorter duration {folie d doubleforme).
When the alternate attacks follow each other
without a lucid interval, or are continuous, the
form is known as ‘circular insanity* (/oZic rnrcu-
laire). The term ‘ circular insanity ’ is, however,
used to embrace both forms. It is unimportant
whether the mental depression succeeds or precedes
the mental exaltation.

Although the form of mania which occurs in
circular insanity may assume an acute type, it is

usually of the form known as ‘simple.* There
is a general exaltation of the mental functions,
without any apparent incoherence of ideas, with-
out hallucmations of the senses, and without
the presence of marked delusions. The memory
becomes extraordinarily acute, and the patient
talk or write incessantly. At the same time,
although they appear capable of reasoning cor-

rectly, they lose their sense of proportion and of

the ntness of things, and their judgment loses its

normal balance. Thus they become less reticent
regarding themselves and their affairs, and less

cautious in speculation, or in what they say to
or about other people, and their moral conduct
becomes faulty and untrustworthy. They lose

their natural affection for their relatives, and
affect the company of people of an inferior type.
In short, they become extraordinarily active,

vain, vindictive, quarrelsome, and lose their moral
status. When this condition has lasted for

months, it may be years, the subject gradually
loses his abnormal energy, though occasionally it

may dicker 1^, and lapses into a state of mental
depression. The contrast between the same patient
labouring under melancholia and in his previous
maniacal condition is profound. He becomes
silent, pale-faced, seeks solitude, and shows a
disinclination to converse. His former energy is

replaced by extreme lassitude and an almost
paralyzing disinclination to, or an incompetence
for, mental or physical work. The durations of

the two periods or mania and melancholia are not
always the same, the period of depression being
generally longer than that of excitement. Great
irregularity sdso exists in the duration of the lucid
interval, although there are some cases in which it

bears a stated relation to the length of the mental
affections which go to form the cycle. Circular
insanity is, from the point of view of recove^, a
very unhopeful condition; for, though the indi-

vidual attacks are almost always recovered from,
the condition tends to recur with an almost fatal

certainty. It is a condition that is more common
among the educated classes of society, and which
occurs not infrequently in persons with an in-

herited tendency to insanity.

(b) The recurrent forms of rmnia^Ttielancholia.

—I. Mania.—^The form in which mania appears
may be either simple or acute. The description

of simple mania given above in connexion with
circular insanity must suffice for the present pur-
pose. Acute mania differs from it only in degree
of intensity, and simple mania may in any patient

suddenly pass into the acute form. In acute
mania there is great mental exaltation combined
with intellectual disturbance, sensory disorders,

and uncontrollable motor restlessness. The first

appearance of the affection is usually ushered in

with malaise and mental depression generally of

short duration. Gradually mental excitement
supervenes, sometimes suddei^, at other times

after lapses into depression. The patient’s ideas

soon become confused, for the ideation becomes
so rapid that there is difficulty in consecutively
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expressing them, until finally speech becomes inco-
herent. The exaggerated excitability of the senses
of sight and hearing becomes so intense that a
stray word or an object starts a train of ideation
unconnected with the train of thought. Thus the
patient’s attention becomes unfixed, and he tends
to associate his ideas more by their external than
by their essential relationship. The motor excite-
ment manifests itself by incessant movement and
loquacity. The will-power at this stage can hardly
be said to exist, and actions are determined, not
by any formulated principle, but by the idea pre-
dominant for the time. Further, there is complete
loss of the moral sense and of natural affection,
and the emotions are equally disturbed : grief, joy,
fear, and hatred may be manifested by the patient
within a few minutes of each other. Notwith-
standing this^ extraordinary mental disturbance,
the memory' in many cases remains intact. Not
only do many of the patients remember afterwards
what had been said and done to them, but they
are able to describe their sensation and repeat
their own sajdngs. The physical symptoms com-
prise a marked change in the facial expression,
which betrays the instinctive and varied passions
which dominate the mind. The disorder of move-
ment to which reference has been made expresses
itself in an agitation of all the voluntary muscles,
which during intense mental excitement results in
violent movements. Insomnia is always a more
or less marked symptom of acute mania ; it often
resists all treatment, and, when long continued, has
a deleterious effect upon the patient. The func-
tions of digestion and nutrition are always dis-
ordered during the attack

; the appetite, whether
diminished or^ increased, is capricious, and the
patients invariably lose weight during the acute
stages.^ The body temperature is only slightly, if
at all, mcreased. Finally, there is high blood pres-
sure and a marked increase in the relative number
of the white corpuscles of the blood. This last
change is regarded as indicating a toxic condition
of the blood. Mania may be associated with
various nervous and cerebral affections, such as
hysteria, epilepsy, and general paralysis. After
one attack the disease tends to recur at regular
or irregular intervals. Although it is not a usual
occurrence, it is right to remark that at any time
in the course of recurrent mania an attack of
melancholia may take the place of one of the
mamacal attacks. The termination of the attacks
is by recoveiy in from 70 to 80 per cent, a small
percentage die of some complication, and a certain
number pass into chronic mania.
Chronic mania is simply the indefinite persist-

ence, in a milder form, of the symptoms of acute
mania. The excitement is continuous but less
intense, and the patients are more manageable.
Many of the subjects are able to perform some
simple work. The illusions and morbid ideas of
the acute stage become more fixed and crystal-

£ j
many patients exhibit the symptoms

of delusional insanity (paranoia). A certain de-
gree of mental enfeeblement is always present,
and m^y such patients are unable to express
the^elves coherently. The patient may be
liable, from tune to time, to acute attacks of
excitement which resemble those of the primary
condition. ^ ^

2. Mel^cholia.—^The characteristic feature of
melancholia is a morbid depression of feeline
which expresses itself in every degree from silent
resignation up to the most violent despair. At
the 8&pi6 time, there is intellectual disturbance
in which painful impressions predominate. In
contradistinction to mania, the ideational centres
are more or less depressed and inactive, so that

i

instead of the pleasurable feelings which accom-

1

pany their activity there is produced a feeling of
pain and misery. The treatment of the attacks
of manic-depressive insanity is symptomatic, and
as a rule the patients make satisfactory recoveries
from the individual attacks. From the point of
view of prognosis, however, the matter is more
serious, for the danger of a relapse at some future
period can never be ignored. In the circular form
of the disease the recurrence of the attacks is
almost certain.

ii. The dementia pr^ecox group.—Dementia
prsecox is essentially a disease of adolescence

; by
far the greater number of cases develop between
the ages of 20 and 35 years. The fact that some
cases develop before the age of 20 and a few after
40 does not affect the validity of the above state-
ment. The onset of the disease is so slow and
insidious as almost to escape observation. The
early symptoms extend over a period of years.
Patients, the majority ofwhom have given promise
of a normal development, may gradually exhibit,
in early adolescence, unmistakable signs of pro-

f
ressive mental deterioration. This intellectual
ecadence is almost always accompanied by emo-

tional disturbances, such as outbreaks of temper,
mpulsive conduct, or violent language. These
irritable manifestations are at first rare and iso-
lated, and the patient may fully realize, and be
truly repentant for, his behaviour. As the disease
processes, these unaccountable and unprovoked
emotional outbreaks may become more numerous,
alarming, and even dangerous, and the patient
becomes apathetic, careless in his habits, tends to
lie in bed too long, and often gives up work alto-

j

gether without any adequate reason. Then his
natural affection abates until it may disappear
or become peperted into an antipathy towards his
nearest relatives. Finally, he may develop loose
ideas of persecution, rarely co-ordinated except in
the paranoiac form of the disease. These delu-
sions of persecution are accompanied by hallucina-
tions and illusions of the senses. The disease ends,
in the great majority of instances, in dementia or
permanent mental decay.
Dementia prsecox presents three forms: hebe-

phrenia, katatonia, and paranoia, or the delusional
form.

!• Hebephrenia occurs, as a rule, in young sub-
jects who, although fairly normal up to a certain
point in the inteUectual sphere, yet have always
presented some symptoms of emotional instability
or eccentricity. The mental deterioration, which
sets in vey gradually, is characterized by a desire
for solitude, reticence, shyness, and suspicion of
others. Suddenly a period of slight mental exalta-
tion may appear, during which the behaviour of
the patient attracts attention; or, on the other
hand, an attack of depression may supervene, in
many respects similar to a mild attack of melan-
c^lm. These mental disturbances quickly pass
off, but sooner or later they recur. The patient
mav pffer from indefinite delusions, or even
ha^ucinations, but these, as a rule, are rare in
hebephrenia; meantime the mental deterioration
progresses. The patient comes to lose all initia-
tive, all interest in his work or surroundings

;

becomes indifferent towards relatives ; careless of
appearance and negligent of duties. His speech
becomes jerky and hesitating, and the power to
carry on a conversation is gradually lost. Through-
out the course of the disease, and up to the time
when actual dementia sets in, there is a surprising
de^ee of accurate knowledge of his surroundings^d of what is being said or done in his presence.
The inability of the patient to respond or react is
the characteristic feature of the disease. Sooner
or later, however, the patient lapses into a state of
irresponsiveness due to permanent loss of mental
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power. Before this final stage is reached, it is not
infrequent to observe violent and impulsive con-

duct, as a result, probably, of hallucinations, of

delusions, or of both,

2. Katatonia differs from hebephrenia chiefly in

the presence of peculiar attacks of muscular ten-

sion or cataleptic rigidity of the muscles; in
mutism-phases of the disease, during which the
patients refuse to speak; and in the peculiar

symptoms of negativism in which the patients

resist all attempts on the part of others to do any-
thing for them. Impulsive actions are perhaps
more marked in the Jkatatonic form than in tne
other varieties of dementia preecox. In other re-

spects, such as the presence of acute temporary
attacks of mental excitement and depression, and
in the gradual mental deterioration of the sub-

ject, katatonia bears a general resemblance to

hebephrenia.

3, Paranoia.—This variety of dementia prsecox

may commence exactly like hebephrenia, or kata-
tonia, or with an acute attack of manic-de-
pressive insanity followed or not by katatonic
symptoms. Its chief and distinguishing feature,

however, is the presence of delusions of a more
or less systematized nature, and of hallucinations

of the senses. These delusions lack the clearness

and consistency of true paranoia (see below) ; and,
moreover, the patients almost always exhibit

peculiarities and mannerisms indicative of mental
degeneration. Sooner or later one or other of the
symptoms which have been described as character-

istic of dementia praecox supervenes and is followed

by a tendency towards dementia.
From the point of view of prognosis, dementia

praecox is a particularly grave form of mental
disease, and only a small minority of the subjects

make a satisfactory recovery. It has been estimated
that no less than 80 per cent of the eases fall into

permanent dementia, that about 15 per cent recover
partially, though more or less mentally crippled,

and that only 5 per cent recover absolutely. So
little is as yet known of the pathology of the
disease that no scientifically formulated line of

treatment can be laid down. As regards causation,

the hereditary factor would appear to be of great
importance, no less than 75 per cent of the cases

showing a hereditary tendency to mental affec-

tions. The environment of the subject is also,

apparently, important, and it has been pointed

out by some observers that dementia praecox is

particularly liable to occur in families which have
been subjected to sudden and extreme social

changes, such as from poverty to wealth, or from
a country to an urban life.

iii. The paranoia group. — Paranoia is a
chronic mental disease of which systematized de-

lusions, with or without hallucinations of the

senses, are the prominent characteristic. The de-

lusions may take the form of ideas of persecution

or of grandeur and ambition; these may exist

separately or run concurrently in the same indi-

vidual, or they may become transformed in the
course of the patient’s life from a persecutory to

an ambitious character. The disease may begin

during adolescence, but the great majority of the

subjects manifest no symptoms of the affection

until full adult life. The prominent and distin-

guishing symptom of paranoia is the delusion,

which is gradually organized out of a mass of

original but erroneous beliefs or convictions, until

it forms an integral part of the ordinary mental
recesses of the subject and becomes fused with
is personality. This slow process of the growth

of a false idea is technically known as ‘ system-

atization,’ and the delusion is then said to be
‘systematized.’ As such delusions are coherently

formed, there is no manifest mental confusion in

their expression. Notwithstanding the fixity of
the delusion, it is subject in some cases to trans-
formation which permits of the gradual substi-
tution of delusions of grandeur for delusions of
persecution. It happens also that periods of
remission from the influence of the delusion may
occur from time to time in individual cases, and
it may even happen, though very rarely, that the
delusion may permanently disappear.
Paranoia is classified for elmical purposes ac-

cording to the form of delusion which the patients
exhibit. Thus there are the persecutory, the am-
bitious, the amatory, and the litigious types, these
divisions depending upon the prevalence of the
primary emotions of fear or suspicion, pride or
vanity, and love.

I. Persecutory paranoia.—This form is charac-
terized by delusions of persecution, with hallucina-
tions of a painful and distressing character. In
predisposed persons there is often observed an
anomaly of character dating from early life. To-
wards the commencement of the insanity the
patients become gloomy, preoccupied, and irri-

table. Suspicions regarding the attitude of others
take possession of their minds, and they ultimately
come to suspect the conduct of their nearest re-

latives. Certain physical symptoms caused by
sleeplessness and anxiety gradually supervene, and
the patients become pale and worried in appear-
ance, and their appetite is affected. The mental
symptoms slowly become more pronounced, until

the patient believes that people are conspiring
against him. The conversations of his friends are
supposed to be interlarded with phrases which,
on examination, he believes to contain hidden
meanings, and the newspapers appear to abound in

veiled references to him. A stray word, a look, a
gesture, a smile, a cough, a shrug of the shoulders
on the part of a stranger, are apt to be misinter-

preted and brooded over. The extraordinary pre-

valence of this imagined conspiracy may lead the
patient to regard himself as a person of great
importance, and may result in the formation of

delusions of ambition which intermingle them-
selves with the general conceptions of persecution,

or which may wholly supplant the persecutory
insanity.

At this juncture, however, it generally happens
that hallucinations begin to appear. These, in

the OTeat majority of instances, are auditory, and
usuflly commence with indefinite noises in tbe
ears, such as ringing sounds, hissing, or whistling
Gradually they assume a more definite form, until

isolated words and, ultimately, formed sentences

are distinctly heard. There is great diversity in

the completeness of the verbal hallucinations in

different patients. Some patients never experi-

ence more than the subjective annoyance of iso-

lated words, generally of an insulting character,

while others are compelled to listen to regular

dialogues carried on by unknown voices concern-

ing themselves. A not uncommon form of verbal
hsSiucination is formulated in the complaint of

the patients that ‘ all their thoughts are read and
proclaimed aloud.’ Even more than the enforced

Ustenmg to verbal hallucinations this ‘thought
reading" distresses the patient, and often leads

him to acts of violence, for the privacy of his in-

most thoughts is, he believes, desecrated, and he
often feels helpless and desperate at a condition

from which there is no possible escape.

Though some of the subjects do not develop any
other form of hallucination, it is the unfortunate

lot of others to sufier, in addition, from hallucina-

tions of taste, smell, or touch. The misinterpre-

tation of the subjective sensations in these sense

organs leads to the formulation of delusions of

poisoning, of being subjected to the influence of
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noxious gases or powders, or of being acted on by
such agencies as electricity. Such are the persons
who take their food to chemists for analysis ; who
complain to the police that people are acting upon
them injuriously; who hermetically seal every
crevice that admits air to their bedrooms to pre-

vent the entrance of poisonous fumes ; or who
place glass castors between the feet of their beds
and the floor with the object of insulating electric

currents. Such patients obtain little sleep ; some
of them, indeed, remain awake all night~for the
symptoms are usually worse at night—and have
to be content with such snatches of sleep as th^
are able to obtain at odd times during the day. ft

is obvious that a person tormented and distracted
in this way may at any moment lose self-control

and become a danger to the community.
This type of the disease may persist for an in-

definite period—even for 20 or 30 years—without
any change, except for the important fact that
remissions in the intensity of the symptoms occur
from time to time. These remissions may be so
marked as to give rise to the belief that the patient
has recovered ; but in true paranoia this is never
the case, and sooner or later the persecution begins
again in all its former intensity.
2. Ambitious paranoia.—^After a long period of

persecution, a change in the symptoms may set in,
in some cases, and the intensity of the hallucina-
tions may become modified. Delusions of grandeur
begin to appear, at first faintly, but gradually they
increase in force until they ultimately supplant the
delusions of persecution. At the same time, the hal-
lucinations of a disagreeable nature fade away, and
are replacedby auditory hallucinations conformable
to the new delusions of grandeur. Undoubtedly,
however, paranoia may commence, so far as can
be observed, with delusions of grandeur, in which
ease there is^ seldom or never a transformation of
the personality, or of the delusions from grandeur
to persecution, although delusions of persecution
may engraft themselves upon or run side by side
with the predominant ambitious diseases. The
emotional basis of ambitious paranoia is pride, and
every phase of human vanity and aspiration is re-
presented in the delusions of the patients. There
is, moreover, considerably less logical acumen
displayed in the explanations of their beliefs by
such patients than m the case of the subjects of
persecution. Many of them, without any regard
for accurate gen^logical detail, affect to be the
descendants of historical personages. They have
no compunction in disowning their natural parents
or explaining that they have been ‘changed in
their cradles,^ in order to account for the fact that
they are of exalted or even of royal birth. Domi-
nated by such beliefs, paranoiacs have been known
to travel all over the world in search of confirma-
tion of their delusions. It is people of this kind
who drop into the ears of confidmg strangers vague
hints as to their exalted origin and kindred, and
who make desperate and occasionally alarming
attempts to force their way into the presence ot
princes and rulers. The sphere of religion affords
an endless field for the ambitious paranoiacs, and
some of them may even aspire to divine authority;
but, as a rule, the true paranoiac does not lose touch
with earth. The more extravagant delusions of
persons who^ call themselves by divine names and
ass^e omnipotent attributes are usually found in
patients who have passed through acute attacks
of such insanity as mania or * dementia prsecox,*
and who are mentally enfeebled.
A not micommon form of paranoia, combining

both ambition and persecution, is where the sub-
ject believes that he is a man of unbounded wealth
or power, of the rights to which he is, however,
deprived by the machinations of his

These patients frequently obtain through auditory
hallucinations the knowledge on which they base
their delusions. They are often so troublesome,
threatening, and persistent in their determination
to obtain redress for their imagined wrongs that
in the public interest they have to be forcibly de-
tained in asylums. On the whole, however, the
ambitious paranoiac is not troublesome, but calm,
dignified, self-possessed, and reserved on the sub-
ject of his delusions. He is usually capable of
reasoning as correctly and of performing work as
efficiently as ordinary people. Many of them,
however, while living in society, are liable to give
expression to their delusions under the influence
of excitement, or to behave so strangely and un-
conventionally on unsuitable occasions as to render
their seclusion either necessary or highly desirable.

3. Amatory paranoia.—A distinguishing feature
of this form of paranoia is that the subjects are
chivalrous and idealistic in their love. Some of
them believe that they have been ‘mystically’
married to a person of the opposite sex, usually in
a prominent social position. The fact that they
may have never spoken to or perhaps never seen
the person in question is immaterial. The con-
viction that their love is reciprocated and the
relationship understood by the other party is un-
shakable, and is usually based upon suppositions
that to a normal mind would appear either trivial
or wholly unreal. The object of affection, if not
mythical or of too exalted a position to be ap-
proached, is not infrequently persecuted by the
admirer, who takes every opportunity of obtruding
personally or by letter the evidences of an ardent
adoration. The situation thus created can easily
become complicated and embarrassing before it is

realized that the persecutor is insane.
The subjects of this form of paranoia are in

the majority of instances unmarried women well
advanced in years who have led in*eproachable
lives, or men of a romantic disposition who
have lived their mental lives more in the realm
of chimeras than in the regions of real facts.

4* Litigious paranoia (paranoia querulans).

—

The clinical form of liti^ous paranoia presents
uniform characteristic features which are recog-
nized in every civilized community. The basic
emotion is vanity, but added to that is a strong
element both of acquisitiveness and avarice. More-
over, the subjects are, as regards character, per-
sistent, opinionative, and stubborn. When these
qualities are superadded to a mind of the paranoiac
type, which, as has been pointed out, is more
influenced by the passions or emotions than by
ordinary rational considerations, it can readily be
appreciated that the subjects are capable of creat-
ing difficulties and anxieties which sooner or later
may lead to their forcible seclusion in the interests
of social order.

It is important to observe that the rights to
which such people lay claim, or the wrongs of
which they complain, may not necessarily be
imaginary. But, whether imaginary or real, the
statement of their case is always made to rest upon
some foimdation of fact, and is, moreover, pre-
sented., if not with ability, at any rate with
forensic skill and plausibility. As the litigants
are one-ideaed and capable of seeing only one side
of the case—^their own—^and as they are actuated
by convictions which preclude feelings of delicacy
or diffidence, they ultimately succeed in obtaining
a hearing in a court of law under circumstances
which would have discouraged any normal indi-

vidual. Once in the law-courts, their doom is

sealed. Neither the loss of the case nor the
ayment of heavy expenses has any effect in
isheartening the litigant, who carries his suit

from court to court until the methods of legal
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appeal are exhausted. The suit may be raised

again and again on some side issue, or some differ-

ent legal action may be initiated. In spite of the
alienation of the sympathy of his relatives, and
the advice of his friends and lawyers, the paranoiac
continues his futile litigation in the firm belief that
he is only defending himself from fraud, or seeking
to regain his just rights. After exhausting his
means and perhaps those of his family, and finding
himself unable to continue to litigate to the same
advantage as formerly, delusions of persecution
begin to establish themselves. He accuses the
judges of corruption and the lawyers of being in

the pay of his enemies, and imagines the existence

of a con^iraey to prevent him from obtaining
justice. One of two things usually happens at this

stage. Though well versed in legal procedure, he
may one day lose self-control, and in open court
resort to threats of violence. He is then probably
arrested, and may on examination be found insane
and committed to an asylum. Another not un-
common result is that, finding himself non-suited
in a court of law, he commits a technical assault
upon, it may be, some high legal functionary, or
on some person in a prominent social position, with
the object of securing an opportunity of directing
public attention to his grievances.

Paranoia is generally a hopeless affection from
the point of view of recovery. From what has
been stated regarding its genesis and slow develop-
ment it is apparent that no form of ordina^
medical treatment can be of the least avail in

modifying its symptoms. The best that can be
done in the interests of the patients is to place

them in surroundings where they can be shielded
from influences which aggravate their delusions,

|

and in other respects to make their unfortunate
I

lot as pleasant and easy to endure as possible.

IV. Tee toxic insanities.-—Ir this division

are included those forms of mental affection which
we know to be associated with the presence of

toxic substances within the body. Among these
substances are the poison of iniective fevers and
of syphilis, the auto-intoxication of the body by
waste products, as in fatigue, the disturbance of

metabolism by shocks, either physical or mental,
or by exhausting and wasting illnesses, and,
finaUy, the poisoning of the system by the habitual
abuse of such drugs as alcohol. Such a number of

causes necessarily produce different clinical symp-
toms, which for convenience and clearness have
been labelled as distinct varieties of disease. It is

manifest that only the typical forms can be dealt

with here.

There are certain general symptomatic features

common to aU these affections. On the mental
side there is more or less marked confusion of

ideas, in striking contrast to the mental clearness

found in patients labouring under the so-called

acquired insanities, especially in the manic-
depressive and paranoiac groups. The mental
state is dreamy, thought is dissociated, speech is

incoherent, and memory is blurred. There is

great restlessness of an aimless character, accom-
panied often by mental and physical uneasiness,

or pain, or an anxious emotional state. False
sense-perceptions amounting to hallucinations,

accompanied by delusions of a passing kind,
are common. All the mental manifestations are
further coloured by the bodily weakness which is

present. On the physical side there are grave
bodily symptoms, characterized either by fever

and prostration, or by slow, chronic changes and
wastmg of the tissues. There is always a ten-

dency to destruction of the finer nerve elements
and cortical cells of the brain. In the acuter forms
the prognosis is always serious, but the course is

more rapid, and recovery often takes place. In

the more chronic forms, such as chronic alcoholism
and general paralysis, the prospect of recovery is
almost hopeless.

1. The delirium of fevers.—^This delirium is
typical of the whole of the toxic insanities. The
delirium varies greatly in different fevers, being,
as a rule, more severe in typhus and certain types
of smallpox, and less severe m the milder exanthe-
mata, such as measles or scarlet fever. Much,
however, depends upon the individual resistance
of the nervous system to the influence of the toxin.
Some persons, children in particular, tend to become
confused and delirious when subjected to the
action of any disea»se poison, e.g, pneumonia or
influenza, which

^
raises the temperature of the

body. The delirium generally subsides after the
crisis of the fever.

2. Septic delirium.—Delirium is also apt to
occur when the system is invaded by certain
poisonous micro-organisms. This condition is fre-

quently observed in the blood-poisoning arising
from wounds, in puerperal conditions, and in
purulent affections of the pleural and abdominal
cavities, and in some conditions unaccompanied by
urulent inflammation. The puerperal insanities,
ecause of their frequency, are important; but

there are various forms of this disease. In pre-
disposed individuals, insanity may occur during
pregnancy, especially in the later months ; at the
time of parturition the ordinary forms of manic-
depressive insanity may occur. The shock of

pa^urition may induce the symptoms of exhaus-
tion delirium, or the system may become infected
by some pathological micro-organism which may
occasion an attack of septic dSirium, It is with
the last variety that we are at present concerned,
because it m m all respects similar to the other
septic deliria associated with blood-poisoning as
distinct from the delirium of fevers. The mental
symptoms of septic delirium reach their climax of
intensity very rapidly after infection, though in
some cases there is a preliminary period of mental
depression, with apathy and listlessness. The
speech is incoherent ; there is great motor rest-

lessness, and a subdued but intense excitement.
Vivid hallucinations of sight and hearing are
present, so that the patient loses touch with the
environment and lives in a world of phantasy.
Sleep is invariably suspended, and the expression
is anxious and morbidly mobile. The bodily
symptoms point to prostration with fever, and the
temperature ranges from 100® to 103® F. or higher.

The pulse is weak and rapid, the tongue furred,

and there is marked loss of appetite. The great
majority of the patients (70 per cent) recover, the
recovery being often preceded by a period of stupor.

In those cases which do not recover, the patients,

as the disease advances, become more and more
prostrate, their movements become more feeble,

and they lapse into coma from which they do not
emerge.

3. Delirium of collapse (the exhaustion insani-

ties).—These mental affections are most apt to
occur in persons who have been exhausted by long-

continued fatigue, insufficient food, or wasting
diseases ; but they are found most frequently after

the crisis of fevers or during convalescence from
fevers, after surgical operations, injuries of a
severe kind, or shocks. The insanity breaks out,

as a rule, with suddenness. The prevailing mental
condition is one of confusion, with excitement,
incoherence of speech, and weakened ideation.

The patients suffer from vague hallucinations,

and not infrequently express delusions of perse-

cution or of self-importance. Such delusions ^e,
however, fleeting and ill-defined. On the physical

side the patients are weak, and manifest profound
diorder of nutrition ; the pulse is feeble and slow,
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the pupils are dilated, and the skin is clammy

;

the tongue is furred, and the appetite so perverted

that the patients are averse to taking food. The
great majority of the patients recover, but the

prognosis is by no means always favourable.

When the predisposing cause has been compara-
tively slight, as, e.gf., influenza or pneumonia, the

patients rapidly recover ; but, when it has been
prolonged and grave, as, e.y., some forms of

typhoid fever, long-continued wasting illnesses, or

severe injuries, the prospect, depending always
upon the patient’s strength, is more grave.

4. Alcohoiisin.—Many other drugs be.sides alco-

hol, when habitually taken into the system, may
produce chronic poisoning, accompanied by mental
disturbances; but, in view of tneir greater fre-

quency, the eflects of alcohol only will be referred

to berk
() Ordinary intoxication.—Alcoholic intoxica-

tion is itself an insanity, and a person who drinks
himself from sobriety into unconsciousness passes

through many phases of mental alienation. In
certain predisposed or degenerate persons, ordinary
alcoholic intoxication may develop great excite-

ment, with a tendency to violence. In this con-

dition, of which the patients retain but a confused
recollection, serious* crimes against others, or
suicide, may be committed.

( ) Acute alcoholism [delirium tremens) is the
result of excessive drinking, but it is a secondary
and not a direct consequence of alcoholic poisoning.
For instance, a person who has drunk to excess,

but who has abstained from alcohol for several
days, or even for several weeks, may, after some
physical shock, such as a surreal operation, an
illness like pneumonia, or a bodily injury, develop
the symptoms of acute alcoholism. Such an onset
points to a seconda^ toxsemia from the intestinal
canal, for alcohol is very rapidly eliminated from
the system. The chief mental symptoms are vague
terror, mental distress, and confusion of ideas.

These symptoms are further complicated by vivid
hallucinations of the senses, especially of sight
and hearing. The dangers attending the mental
symptoms of acute alcoholism are the violent
impulses to which the patients are liable—impulses
to homicide and suicide. These impulses are partly
obsessional, but they are undoubtedly often the
result of the despair produced by the hallucina-
tions. The chief bodily symptoms are insomnia,
w’ant of appetite, great thirst, and trembling or
twitching of the muscles. The danger accom-
anying the physical symptoms is death from
eart failure, from pneumonia, or from nervous

exhaustion.
^
Under suitable medical treatment

the great majority of the patients recover.
(c) Dipsomania.—Dipsomania is really more an

obsessional condition than an alcoholic disease,
but it is more convenient to consider it here.
Probably all the subjects have a hereditary pre-
disposition to alcohol, but the chief inherited
quality is an instability of the nervous system
which renders them liable to obsession, and con-
sequently to impulse. The impulse to drink prob-
ably would not appear in a person who had never
experienced the pleasurable effects of alcohol, but
an attack may occur suddenly in a predisposed
person of perfectly irreproachable character. There
are generally, however, exciting causes, such as
moral shocks or strain or physical illness, and the
attack is usually preceded by malaise or mental
depression. The attacks usually last several weeks,
often with short intermissions, during which the
patient strives with all his might to overcome
his obsession. According to circumstances and
the environment, the attacks tend to become
more numerous or less frequent. If the former,
then rapid physical and mental deterioration takes

place, and the case becomes hopeless ; if the latter,

(unfortunately the minority), the patient may ex-
perience only one or two attacks and afterwards be
immune.

(d) Chronic alcoholism is a somewhat vague
term including numerous conditions. It may be
defined as a condition of mental deterioration,

emotional depression, and enfeeblement of the
Avill, with a progressing tendency towards demen-
tia, met with in persons who have habitually used
alcohol to excess. The enfeeblement of the will-

power, which is the cardinal mental symptom, is

not confined to the inability to resist the craving
for alcohol, but extends into all the social and
business relations of the individual. So much is

this the case that the subjects are apt to become
the tools or dupes of other people. In more
advanced types of the disease there is loss of
memory, especially for recent events, with con-
fusion of ideas. The bodily symptoms are also

characteristic, and include tremor of muscles,
weakness of certain muscle groups, various sen-
sory disturbances, and, not infrequently, epilepti-

form seizures. Certain internal organs, especially
the liver, kidneys, and heart, are liable to organic
disease. The condition is incurable.

5. General paralysis.—While modem authori-
ties have long been a^eed that syphilis is the
antecedent cause of this disease, the recent dis-

covery by Noguchi of the spirochaete of syphilis
[Treponema pallidum) in the cerebral tissues of
persons dying of general paralysis has placed
beyond doubt the fact .that the disease is of direct
syphilitic origin. General paralysis is a disease
chiefly of middle life, occurring most often between
the ages of 35 and 45. It is a disease of modern
civilization, and affects chiefly persons residing in
industrial urban centres. It may be stated gener-
ally that it does not exist in the remoter rural
parts of England, or of Ireland, or in the High-
lands of Scotland. The male sex is more liable

than the female. General paralysis is a subacute
inflammatory disease of the brain, occasionally
involving the spinal cord and the larger nerve
trunks. It is characterized by the concomitant
appearance of mental and physical symptoms. On
the mental side there is progressive dementia, to
which is superadded, in the majority of instances,
insanity of the maniacal, melancholic, or confu-
sional type ; on the physical side there is weakness
of the muscles and incoordination of movement,
with partial degeneration of the osseous, carti-

laginous, and muscular tissues.

For clinical purposes the disease is divided into
three stages, sQthough a prodromal stage is also
recognized. The symptoms of the first stage are
chiefly mental, although certain bodily symptoms
can be detected by medical experts, or by the near
relatives of the patient. These bodily symptoms
vary, but they may include lassitude, headache of
a severe type, nervous pains, or epileptiform con-
vulsions. Insomnia is almost always a feature of
the early period. Mentally, while the intelligence
remains apparently unimpaired, the patients are
usually conscious of defects of memory, revealing
themselves in odd and unaccountable lapses in
writing, in spelling, or in the performance of their

ordinary routine duties. The chief change, how-
ever, is in the moral character : at home the
patient is irritable, and occasionally violent

;

among strangers he is facile, versatile, and easily

led astray. Gradually there develops in typical
cases a condition resembling simple mania, with,
however, a certain amount of mental confusion
depending upon the underlying condition of pro-

gressive dementia. Delusions of grandeur are
common in this stage; these delusions, which
result from the predominant state of mental
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exaltation, do not always exceed the hounds of

ssibUity and credibility. It is important to

ar in mind that the insanity of the first stage

may be a simple mental confusion without any
conspicuous feature, or may be of the melancholic

type. The latter forms are more common in

females. Towards the end of the first stage, the
affection of the innervation of the muscular mechan-
ism becomes more pronounced. The muscles of

the face show tremulousness, and the speech be-

comes incoordinate. Difficulty is experienced by
the patient in pronouncing certain words, such
as ‘artillery,’ ‘British Constitution,’ ‘incompati-
bility,’ etc. The staccato manner of pronouncing
such words is characteristic of the disease.

In the second stage, the mental weakness and
confusion are more marked, the delusions become
extravagant and absurd, and the conduct of the
patient uncertain and foolish. He is apt to steal

useless objects, to stuff his pockets with rubbish,

and to lose all sense of propriety, especially with
regard to instinctive human habits. The embar-
rassment of speech becomes painfully apparent,

and the muscular incoordination becomes so great
that the patient loses the power of performing
accurately such habitual movements as buttoning
clothes or untying knots. The handwriting be-

comes shaky and unrecognizable, the gait ataxic,

and all muscular movements feeble ; towards the

end of this stage there appear convulsive seizures

which are known as congestive attacks, and which
appear to accelerate greatly the downward course

of the patient’s strength.

The state of mental weakness and confusion

reaches its acme in the third stage. The patient

appears to be devoid of emotion, sentiment, or

memory, and the only animal instinct which seems
to remain is that for food. The physical symp-
toms of the third stage are characterized by a
progressive weakness and paralysis which necessi-

tate ultimately the patient’s continued confinement
to bed. The third stage terminates his life. He
usually dies in a convulsive seizure, or from ex-

tension of the disease to some vital centre in the

brain, or from blood-poisoning or pneumonia.
General paralysis is the most fatal of all diseases,

for no authentic instance of recovery is known.
The average duration is from 2 to 3 years in the

male, and from 3 to 4 years in the female.

V. Insanity connected with the neuroses,
—There are many forms of neurosis, but the types

with which insanity is most usually associated are,

in order of importance, epilepsy, hysteria (g'.v.),

neurasthenia, and chorea. It must be remembered
that the majority of persons who are the subjects

of the neuroses do not become insane. As epi-

lepsy is the most important of all the neuroses,

and the one most commonly associated with in-

sanity, it alone will be described here.

Epilepsy is a disease which is characterized

by convulsions of a definite type, or by sudden and
temporary loss of consciousness without convul-

sions. The former is known as the ‘grand mal,’

the latter as the ‘ petit mal.’ In the severer form
the patient falls to the ground and is violently

convulsed ; in the milder form he does not usually

fall ; he is suddenly overwhelmed with mental
darkness, Wt after a few seconds he is able to

continue the work in which he^ may have been
engaged at the time of the seizure. The

^

t^yo

forms of fit are often combined in the same indi-

vidual. As a rule, beyond the congenital degener-

acy or mental deterioration, to which reference

will be made, the subjects of epilepsy who mani-
fest insanity are free from mental symptoms in the
interval between the seizures. Mental disturb-

ances are most commonly observed either immedi-
ateJy preceding the fit, immediately succeeding it.

or replacing it. The last form is desimated
‘larvated’ or ‘masked’ epilepsy. Of all the
forms of insanity accompanying the fit, either
before or after it, mania is the most common.
The kind of mania varies, not only in different
cases, but very markedly in the same cases at
different times. From mere irascibility with
capricious conduct it may vary to the most violent
excitement, incoherence, and fury. But insanity
does not always accompany the fits in the same
person, and an epileptic may be free from it for
long periods notwithstanding the regular recur-
rence of the fits. The insanity may then occur
quite suddenly and be attended by acts of violence
of which the patient retains after\vards no recol-

lection. In the pre-epileptie mania the mental
symptoms usually come on gradually, and may
last a few days preceding the fit ; the post-epileptic

mania, on the other hand, is sudden in its onset,

and usually of very short duration.
Another, but less common, post-epileptic form

of insanity is stupor. When stupor occurs it is

more persistent in its duration than mania, and
may be accompanied by hallucinations and a
tendency to automatic impulsive action.

The least common form of insanity connected
with epilepsy is melancholia, which is not a passing
insanity accompanying the fits, but a progressive,

chronic, and usually incurable condition.

Many epileptics exhibit mental degeneracy of a
congenital kind which manifests itself by certain

oddities and eccentricities of conduct, want of

self-control, and instability of the emotions. An
extreme form of degeneracy is observed in epi-

leptic idiots where epilepsy is superimposed upon
a markedly degenerate physical and mental con-
stitution. On the other hand, epilep^ is often
the cause of mental deterioration, tinder the
inffuence of repeated attacks the mental faculties

tend to become enfeebled ; the patients gradually
become more and more demented; their move-
ments lose energy; and the facial expression

reveals a condition of feeble-mindedness. Sooner
or later, in greater or less degree, all prolonged
cases of epilepsy tend towards mental feebleness

and mental deterioration. Generally speaking,

the younger the age at which epilepsy occurs, the
greater the tendency to mental enfeeblement be-

cause of interference with mental development.
When it occurs in infancy or childhood, the normal
development of the brain is more or less arrested,

with the result that idiocy or imbecility may be

E
reduced in otherwise normal children. Recovery
rom epUeptic insanity is rare. The insanity de-

pends upon the recurrence of the seizures, and
epilepsy is a chronic persistent disease.

VI. Insanity caused by gross lesions op
the brain,—I . Of these various lesions, apoplexy
is by far the most common in ordinary life. ‘ Apo-
plexy ’ is a vague popular term which in medical
nomenclature is generally divided into two dis-

tinct lesions : (a) haemorrhage from a blood vessel

within the skull, and (b) the blocking of a small

artery supplying an area of the brain. Although
any cerebral artery may become diseased, the most
commonly affected artery is the middle cerebral

;

and, as it supplies the motor cortex of the brain

and the chief basal ganglia, the symptoms are

usually well marked, and depend upon the branch

of this artery affected. In haemorrhage, or block-

ing of the branches of this artery, there is generally

paralysis of some limb or portion of the body ; as

in every cerebral affection, the resulting mental

symptoms depend upon the health, age, and state

of nutrition of the brain. If, e.y., the person is

young and the lesion slight, complete recovery

may take place ; on the other hand, if the arteries

are atheromatous and the brain tissues feeble.
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recovery does not take place so readily, if at all.

In a typical case of apoplexy occurring after middle

life, there ensues as an almost invariable result a

certain amount of dementia accompanied by emo-

tional disturbances. Depending upon the nature,

situation, and extent of the lesion there may also

occur loss of memory, mental confusion, and an
Impairment of judgment. Again, in most of the

older patients the mental enfeebleraent is slowly

progressive, but in the majority of the younger
cases and sometimes, though exceptionally, in the

older cases, the condition is not progressive.

Apoplexy may be followed by any of the chief

forms of insanity. Perhaps the most common form

is mania which^is gi’eatly moditied by the under-

lying condition of dementia. The mania is char-

acterized by a noisy excitement accompanied by
restlessness, and illusions or hallucinations of the

senses. The symptoms are usually more accentu-

ated during the night, so that it is not uncommon
to find a patient either quiet or slightly excited

during the day become noisy and sleepless during

the night. This form of mania is also often inter-

mittent, the attack lasting for two or three weeks,
followed by a period of calm which, however, cannot
be regarded as a true lucid interval. Melancholia
is less frequently an accompaniment of cerebral

lesions of this kind. It is usually acute in appear-
ance, but there is probably less mental distress

than the restlessness and noisy emotionalism of

the patient would lead one to suppose. Delusions
with visual and auditory hallucinations may also

be met with as a result of such lesions. The
delusions are of the persecutory form, but are
irregular and badly systematized.

2, With regard to the insanity arising from
tumours and injuries to the head, it may be said
in a word that it is very irregular and difficult to

describe. In cerebral tumour, by far the most
common form is a progressive enfeeblement ending
in complete dementia. Traumatic injuries may
undoubtedly cause a confusional insanity in pre-
disposed persons, immediately following the injury.
Where a portion of the skull has been depressed
and affects the brain, serious cerebral affections

may be caused, which are relieved by operation,
i

In the class of case in which insanity is said to
I

occur long after the receipt of the injury, some
excusable doubt has been cast upon the relation of
the injury to the mental trouble. It is believed
by many authorities, however, that profound moral
deterioration accompanied by impulsive tendencies

I may supervene as a result of injuries to the head
! received years previously.

VII. Senile The insanity of old

age has been divided into ; {a) cases in which there

is no dementia present, and (6) cases in which
dementia is the most prominent mental symptom.

{a) In the first class any form of insanity may
be observed, but by far the most common are mania
and melancholia. The mania usually presents

itself in an acute form, the patients being restless,

confused, and often troublesome and destructive in

their habits. The subjects are generally heredi-

tarily predisposed, or have suffered from mania at
previous periods of their lives. The melancholia
is also acute. The patients present a debilitated

appearance, and suffer from dwusions of persecution

and from hallucinations of hearing. Melancholia
in senile persons is not so favourable as mania so

far as recovery is concerned, and either lasts a long
time or becomes chronic.

(5) The second class, who present dementia, owe
their condition to advancing age, which varies in

its onset according to the cerebral integrity of the
individual. In some cases it occurs as early as 50,

in others as late as 90. Superadded to this

dementia there may be either mania-melancholia
or a form of systematized delusional insanity. The
mania and melancholia correspond closely to the
tyi^es already described as accompanying gross
lesions of the brain. Systematized delusions may
take the form of either persecution or ambition.
In the former type the patients are in constant
dread of being roobed. They may hide their more
valuable possessions in out-of-the-way places which
on account of their faulty memory they are after-

wards unable to find ; or they barricade their house
or room doors to prevent the ingress of imaginary
thieves or robbers. The delusions of ambition
usually exist side by side with those of persecution,
and are generally accompanied by hallucinations
both of a pleasant and of a disagreeable character.
The progress of senile insanity combined with
dementia is always unfavourable.
For primitive views concerning the insane, cf,

the various sections of art. Possession.
Litbraturi5.~L. Biaochi, Text-Book of Psyohiatry^ Enc. tr.,

London, 1905 ; L. C. Bruce, Studies in ClinieaX Psychiatry,
do. 1906 ; T. S. Clouston, Clinical Lectures on Mental Diseases*,
do. 1896 ; M. Craig, Psychological Medicine, do. 1905 ; B. Hart,
Psychology of Insanity, Cambridge, 1912; E. Kraepelin, Psy-
chtatrie^, Leipzig, 1913; J. Macpherson, Mental Affections,
London, 1899 ; H. Noguchi, Serum Diagnosis of Syphilis and
Luetin Reaction^, do. 1912; W. H. B. Stoddaxt, Mind and
its Disorders^, do. 1912. J, MaCPHEESON.

INSPIRATION.
Primitive.—See Possession (Primitive).
Christian (Protestant) (J. Strahan), p. 346.
Christian (Roman Catholic) (E. L. van Bece-
laere), p. 350.

INSPIRATION (Protestant doctrine).—Pro-
testant scholars of the present day, imbued with
the scientific spirit, have no a priori theory of
the inspiration of the Bible. They do not attempt
to define the term by abstract reflexion. Thwr
method of inquiry is critical and inductive, not
metaphysical and deductive. They do not, of
course, attempt to make the mind which receives
and weighs evidence a mere tabula rotsa—that is

neither possible nor desirable—but they do their
best to free it from prepossessions and presupposi-
tions. They reject eveiy foregone conclusion as
bo^ the mode and shape in which God must reveal
His ways to men. They do not open any book of

Greek and Roman.—See Possession (Greek and
Roman).

Hindu (A. S. Geden), p. 352.

Japanese.—See Possession (Japanese).
Muslim (E. Sell), p. 354.

the OT or NT with the feeling that they are bound
to regard its teaching as sacred and authoritative.
They yield to nothing but what they regard as
the irresistible lo^c of facts. They feel that, if

they are not convinced of the inspiration of the
Bible by its intrinsic merits, they cannot be legiti-

mately convinced in any other way. And, if in the
end they formulate a doctrine of the Divine influ-

ence under which the Scriptures were written, this

is an inference from the characteristics which, after

a free and fair investigation, they are constrained
to reco^ize.
The time of privilege and prestige among books is

past for them. The attitude of all liberal thinkers
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towards the Scriptoes was admirably indicated half

a century ago by Richard Rothe

:

* Let the Bible go forth into Christendom as it is in itself, as

a book like other books, without allowing any dogmatic theory
to assign it a reserved position in the ranks of books : let it

accomplish what it can of itself through its own character and
through that which each man can find in it for himself : and it

vvill accomplish great things ’ (quoted by W. N. Clarke, The Use
of the Scriptures in Theology

^

p. 154).

Some believers in inspiration prefer to avoid ‘ the
ancient, ambiguous, confusing word.’ They think
that this word
‘has lost its clearness without losing its claim: it bears the
urgency of sacred tradition after definableness has forsaken it

:

it is now an enemy to clear thought, and a misleading guide to
reverence for the Scriptures. It will be a good day for theo-

logy, and for religion, when we fearlessly take the Bible for

exactly what it is, with an abiding value resident in itself*

(th. 155).

The term * inspired of God’ {eeorrvevcToi) is, how-
ever, used in the Bible itself (2 Ti 3^®)

; and if, after

the application of the most rigid tests, inspiration

is proved to be a fact, it is better not to abandon
the accepted word, but, if possible, so to re-mint it

as to free it from all misleading associations.
|

1. Inspiration and experience.—It is through an i

experience of the spiritual power of the Bible that
the term first comes to have a real meaning. Some-
thing more than the * criticism of pure reason ’ is

required for the correct and just vsduation of the
|

Scriptures. They make their appeal not only to
the intellect but to the imagination, the heart, and
the conscience. Their light is for the seeing eye,

their message for the spirit which hungers and
thirsts after righteousness and truth 5 and it is the
testimony of one generation after another that
through the Scriptures God finds the soul and the
soul &ds God.
Two Christian utterances may be regarded as typical. In his

LeUerson the Inspiration of the Scriptures (Letter!.), Coleridge
tells how he re-read the books of the Old and New Testaments,
each book both as a unit and as an integral part, and then he
continues :

* Need 1 say that 1 have met everywhere more or
less copious sources of truth, and power, and purifying im-
pulses ; that I have found words for my inmost thoughts, songs
for my joy, utterances for my hidden griefs, and pleadings for
my shame and my feebleness? In short, whatever finds me,
bears witness for itself that it has proceeded from a Holy Spirit,

even from the same Spirit, v:hioh remaining in itselfy yet re-

generateth all other powers, and in all ages entering into holy
sottZs maketh them friends of God and prophets (Wis 727).* * If

I am asked,* says W. R. Smith, * why I receive Scripture as the
Word of God, and as the only perfect rule of faith and life, I

answer with all the fathers of the Protestant Church, Because
the Bible is the only record of the redeeming love of God, because
in the Bible alone I find God dravnng near to man in Jesus
Christy and declaring to us in Him His will for tmr salvation.

And this record I mow to be ti*ue by the witness of His Spirit
in my heart, whereby I am assured that none other than God
Himself is able to speak such words to my soul* (Exp, iv. x.

[1894] 260).

2. Inspiration and ecstasy.— The theory that
Inspiration is an ecstasy, or possession, has prob-
ably few advocates to-day. It was the view pro-
pounded by Plato, from whom it was borrowed by
Philo, Josephus, and some early Christian writers.

* God has mven the art of divination not to the wisdom, but
to the fooliwness of man. No man, when in his wits, attains
prophetic truth and inspiration; but when he receives the
inspired word, either his Intelligence is enthralled in sleep, or
he is demented by some distemper or possession* (Plato,
TimeeuSy 71). * For a prophet gives forth nothing at all of his
own, but acts as interpreter at the prompting of another in all

his utterances, and as long as he is under inspiration he is in
i^orance, his reason departing from its place and gelding up
tbe citadel of the soul, vmen the Divine Spirit enters into it and
dwells in it and strikes at the mechanism of his voice, sounding
through it to the clear declaration of that which He prophe-
sieth * (PhUo, de Spec. Leg, iv. 8 [ed. llangey, ii. 34S]). Josephus
takes Balaam as a typical prophet, who spoke * not as master of
himself, but moved to saywhat he did by the Divine Spirit,* and
makes him express himself thus to Balak : * God is stronger than
my resolve to serve thee. For those who fancy that of them-
stives they can foretell the fortunes of men are all too weak to
help saying what God suggests to them or to resist His will

;

for when He has entered into us nothing that is in us is any
longer our own * (Anl. iv. vi. 6). Athenagoras, the Christian
apologist (c. A.i>. 177), said, in reference to the prophets, that,
* while entranced and deprived of their natural powers of reason
by the influence of the Divine Spirit, they uttered that which

was wrought in them, the Spirit using them as its instru-
ments as a flute-player might blow a flute ’ (Apol. ix.). Another
fevoui^e figurewas that of a plectrumstrikinga lyre(Epiphanius,

This theory commended itself to the Montanists
{q.v,)y whose excesses were castigated by MiJtiades
in a treatise bearing the title, That the Prophet
ought not to speak tn Pcstasy, which recalls the
words of St. Paul, ‘ The spirits of the prophets are
subject to the prophets’ (1 Co 14®2). Few people
now cling to the idea that the Divine infiiience
was communicated to the Bible by dictation to its
writers. It is seen that the prophet, the psalmist,
and the apostle are degraded if they are regarded
as the mere mouthpieces or penmen of Deity. In-
spiration does not suspend the powers and faculties
of the soul, but raises them to their highest activity,
the supernatural intensifying the natural. A cog-
nate word to inspiration {deoirvovcrla) is enthusiasm

I

{ivdomLacpdty from iv and 0e<5s), and the Divine
energy is comparable to a breath which quickens,
a seed which fertilizes, a flame which kindles the
human spirit to the finest issues,

3. Inspiration and revelation.—Inspiration is the
correlate of revelation. Whenever God revealed
Himself, He inspired men to receive and to com-
municate the revelation. It is a truism that no
lesson, human or Divine, is taught until it is

learned ; and it is inconceivable that the facts of
the Kingdom of Heaven should have failed to find
appreciative minds. There were seekers ready to
be initiated into the mysteries. Spiritual truths
made their due impression upon the finest minds
in the Hebrew nation and the Christian Church,
in order that they might ultimatelymake a similar
impression upon all mankind. Amos was disci-

plined to become the stem prophet of Divine right-
eousness. Hoseahad an experience which sensitized
his mind to receive a new image of Divine love.
Isaiah’s regal spirit apprehendedmeDivinemajesty,
Paul knew himself to be separated and callea that
God’s Son might reveal Himself in him (Gal 1^®^).

Rare indeed were the minds which at first were
possessed by any new truth, and impelled to utter
it with a power greater than their own. Yet the
Divine influence felt by the few was not essentially
different from that which affected a much wider
circle. Without a general inspiration there could
have been no special one. Behind the inspired
prophets and psalmists of the OT there was the
mspired Hebrew nation, and behind the inspired
apostles there was the inspired Christian com-
munity. The organ of revelation was never a
solitary visionary. It was in the religious con-
sciousness of the many, purifying itself in the life

and the teaching of their noblest representatives,
expanding itself from age to age, and ultimately
concentrating and consummating itself in the Gns-
pel of Jesus Christ, that the voice of God was heard.

4. Inspiration and literature.—^It is self-evident

that the true medium of revelation is not a book,
but a man. Inspiration is a condition of the soul
in relation to God, and can be ascribed to a roll or
book only in so far as this is the record of a vital

experience. It was not into prophecies and his-

tories, laws and psalms, gospels and epistles, that
the Spirit of God was directly breathed, but into
their authors. The living truth always shaped
itself first in some living mind, and whether it

was published viva voce or by writing was imma-
terial. As a means of preserving the truth the art

of writing was of immense value, but it could make
no difference to the inspiration.

* The authority of the word written was precisely the same as
that of theword spoken, neither less nor more. Itwas inherent
in the person who wrote or spoke, and was derived from the
imecial action upon that person of the Spirit of God * (W. Sanday,
Inspiration^, 226 f.).

5. In OT.

—

(a) The_2?wi^0^5 are by pre-eminence
the inspired men of the OT. Their inspiration is
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the type of all inspiration. The * madness * of the

earlier prophets, such as those among whom Saul

found himself (1 S 10“^), had certain well-marked
affinities with heathen mantic and with the excesses

of the Muslim dervish, but the inspiration of the

later Hebrew prophets purified itself from that

taint ; and, if the claims which they made can be
established, the Divine influence upon the minds
of men is an indisputable fact. Judged by their

gesta, their credibility is the highest. The estab-

lishment of etliical monotheism as the religion of

Israel was their achievement, and their affirmations

regarding the righteousness and love, the faithful-

ness and holiness of God, are to-day the kernel

of the world’s faith. It was their characteristic

that, instead of reasoning and conjecturing, they
announced and commanded. Each of them spoke
as if he was commissioned to publish the laws of

heaven in the language of eartn, as if his mind was
a medium for the transmission of the white light

of eternity. The ideas of which they were the

bearers were not proclaimed as their own pious

opinions or shrewd guesses. They drew a firm

and unwavering distinction between the thoughts
of their owm minds and the sacred authoritative

truths which came to them by God’s own prompt-
ing. They thus separated themselves from the
false prophets who uttered the deceits of their

own hearts. The whole fello'wship of the prophets,
whose activities extended over several centuries,

made the same claim to inspiration. ‘ Thus saith

the Lord,’ or some equivalent expression, was the
formula with which they habitually introduced
their utterances. And on the fact of their own
consciousness, the belief of their contemporaries,
the unanimity of their testimony, the ethical qua-
lity of their teaching, and the beneficent results

of their labours a strong foundation is laid for the
truth of their assumption that they were the organs
or instruments of the Most High.
‘There is no alternative between accepting this belief as true

and regarding it as a product of mental disease or delusion.
But to bring such a charge, not against a few individuals but
against the whole line of prophets from Moses or Samuel to
Malachi, is a step from which most of us would shrink* (Sandaj,
op, eit. 394).

(d) In what sense and to what extent w’ere the
historians of Israel inspired ? It is a remarkable
fact that the books of the OT from Joshua to the
end of Kings (Ruth excepted) are called ‘the
Former Prophets.’ Historical criticism justifies

tMs title, finding, as it does, that aU the older
historical writings were the work of men imbued
with the prophetic spirit. That imbuement was
their sole and sufficient inspiration. They had the
double function of relating and interpreting events,
and as narrators they were dependent upon the
ordinary channels of information—folk-ballads,
oral traditions, State annals, and the like. In
their researches they were as liable as ordinary
historians to fall into errors. Their inspiration did
not fill up lacun® in their knowledge of events. If
their sources of information were good, their nar-
ratives w^ere full and accurate, but not otherwise.
It is evident that they sometimes glorified the
institutions of which, as patriots, they were justly
proud, and that they frequently idealized the past
by reflecting upon it the beliefs and practices of
a later time. The monuments of Assyria have
shown how unreliable is their chronology. In the
execution of the whole technical part of their
work—the collecting, sorting, and combining of
materials—the scientific historian of to-day finds
man^ grounds for criticism. Yet their value
remains unimpaired. It is by their insight into
the true meaning of events, their interpretation of
history, and the lessons which they educe from the
past for the guidance of men in the present, that
they demonstrate their prophetic inspiration. His-

^ tory as well as Nature was for them a book written
by the hand of God, and their community of

spirit with Him made it possible for them to read
His secrets. The stories which they tell—often
with astonishing dramatic power—might, if other-

wise related, have done infinite mischief, but in

the light of inspiration the annals of Israel’s

fortunes and misfortunes are so transfigured as
to become the vehicles of spiritual and eternal

truth for all men of all ages.

(c) If a measure of inspiration is also conceded to
the Pentateuch, this cannot mean—except for the
orthodox Jew—that the Torah is still authorita-

tive in matters of conduct and worship. The
ancient Rabbis considered that the highest degree
of inspiration was necessary for the Law, a lower
for the prophets, and only a small degree for the
other Scriptures (called the KHhUbhim, or Hagio-
grapha). The ‘Reform Judaism’ of to-day, on
the contrary, recognizes that the inspiration of

the prophets excels that of the Law, and accord-
ingly would like to see such a revision of the syna-
gogal lectionaries as would do justice to the finest

parts of the OT (C. G. Montefiore, LiheralJudaism,
London, 1903, p. 125 ; see, further, art. Liberal
Judaism). Those elements of the Torah which
have an intrinsic and permanent value—such as
the humane provisions of Denteronon^—are just
the parts that embody the ideals of Prophetism,
and, for the rest, the ritual of Judaism may be
regarded as a sacred form without which the
volatile spirit of true religion would perhaps have
perished in Israel’s days of tribulation and dis-

tress.

{d) The common origin of certain Chaldcean and
Biblical legends—notably those of the Creation,
the Fall, and the Flood—cannot be disputed ; but,
with all the apparent affinities, which are too close

to be mere coincidences, the stories in Genesis dis-

play a remarkable difterence, and the difference is

the measure of their inspiration. The spirit of
true religion penetrated the primitive traditions

of the human race, purified them of their grossness
and polytheism, and. brought them into harmony
with the ethic^ monotheism of the prophets of
Israel.

(e) If one of the marks of a book’s inspiration is

its spiritual power over its readers, no part of the
OT is more fully inspired than the Psalter, which
was originally the hymn-book of the second
Temple, and is now the world’s chief classic of

praise and prayer, giving lyric expression to every
mood of religious feeling, every phase of spiritual

life. Its authors were the successors of the
prophets. It need not he denied that some of

them had a primary inspiration, a direct and
original insight into the things of God ; but as a
class they were poets and singers who assimilated
the characteristic ideas of the prophets and applied
them to all the varied relations of human life. The
products of their secondary inspiration are certainly
not inferior in practical value to those of prophecy.
Expressing for every man the grief of repentance
and the joy of forgiveness, the agitation of doubt
and the serenity of faith, the agony of spiritual

abandonment and the rapture of communion, the
Psalter bears on the face of it the unmistakable
stamp and sign of the Spirit of God. Not that
every psalm is equally inspired, or that every
sentiment can be endorsed by a Christian.
‘We cannot and we do not mean that the passages which

show an ignorance about the immortality of the soul, or the
passages which breathe out cursings and threatenings against
personal enemies, are in any sense whatever the words or the
utterances of God ' (R. F. Horton, Inspiration and the Bible,
224 f.).

(/) The inspiration of the Wisdom literature-^

Proverbs, Job, Ecclesiastes—is for the most part
secondary. Impregnated with the ideas of a
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religion whose first principle is the fear of the

Lora, the writers apply their minds now to the

ordinary questions oi conduct in the household

and in society, now to the world’s ultimate

enigmas of sin and suffering, of life and death, and
nearly always as sages observing, reflecting, and
even speculating, rather than as seers coming forth

from God’s immediate presence with authority to

publish new truths in His name. Yet in some of

the noblest passages of Job, where a great mind
wrestling with deep and difficult problems is re-

warded, if not with a satisfying solution, at least

with glimpses of Divine greatness and goodness

which make life’s mystery bearable, and in such
p^sages as the eighth chapter of Proverbs, where
Wisdom is personified as God’s Master-workman
in creation, the inspiration may be regarded as

primary.

{g) In the Book of Esther^ whose canonicity was
long disputed by the Rabbis, and which Protestant

Christian theologians accepted only in deference to

Jewish tradition, inspiration is at a minimum.
A certain vague doctrine of providence is pre-

supposed, but God’s name is never mentioned in

the story, and no spiritual interpretation is at-

tempted, while the massacre over which the reader

is invited to gloat sends him, by reaction, either

to the critical verdict that one is here perusing
romance and not history, or to the higher criticism

of Marjory Fleming, ‘But then Jesus was not
then come to teach us to be merciful’ (John
Brown, Hotcb SuhsecivcRt Edinburgh, 1882, iii.

214). The Song of Songs is instinct with at least

the highest poetic inspiration, and, though the

allegorical interpretation which secured it a place

in the Canon is regarded by Protestants as a mis-

take, it cannot but be welcomed on other grounds,
such as its passionate delight in nature, its en-

thusiastic praise of a pure idyllic love strong as

death and mightier than the grave.

To sum up : the old doctrine of the equal and
infallible inspiration of every part of the OT, with
its correlated doctrine of the ahsence of inspiration

from every book outside the Hebrew canon, is now
rapidly disappearing among Protestants. There
is, in reality, no clear dividing line between what
is and what is not worthy of a place in the Scrip-

tures. If some of the books of the Apocrypha
could be admitted into the canon, few would be
found to object.

* It is out of the question to say that the Book of Esther is

wholly filled with the Spirit of God and the Book of Wisdom
wholly devoid of it. . . . Just as there is a descen<hng scale

witlain the Canon, there is an ascending scale outside it Some
of the books in our Apocrypha might well lay claim to a
measure of inspiration * (Sanday, op. dt, 268 f.).

Further, our leading authority upon the Apoca-
lyptic books finds in their contribution to the
doctrine of immortality ‘a genuine product of

Jewish inspiration,’ and in the ethics of some of

them an advance upon the highest morality of the
OT and a preparation for the Sermon on the
Mount (R. H. Charles, Eschatology^, London, 1913,

pp. 179, 226 ff.).

6. In NT,—The writers of the NT were as

conscious of their own inspiration as those of the
OT. The apostles, like the Lord, spake with
authority. They were not pedants like the scribes.

Whether they used tongue or pen, they somehow
knew that their minds were under the control of

the Spirit of God. {a) SL Paul's claim to teach is

based on a special call and a special endowment.
The ‘ gospel which he preaches was not received

from man, but came to him through the revelation

of Jesus Christ (Gal 1^®). He had no need to confer

with flesh and blood. His inspiration was primary,
immediate, and personal. Having drunk at the
fountain-head, he affirms that he and others who
share his inspiration speak ‘not in the words

which man’s wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy
Spirit teacheth ; comparing spiritual things with
spiritual ’ (1 Co 2^®). Like the OT prophets, he can
in general distinguish clearly between the revela-
tions of God and his owm opinions. After express-
ing his preference for the celibate life, he adds,
‘ and I think also that I have the Spirit of God ’

(1 Co 7"). Evidently there is a borderland between
inspiration and uninspiration, a region in which he
has to tolerate, if he cannot w^elcome, difference of
opinion, because the oracle is silent. On some im-
portant points—e.^. ‘concerning virgins’—he has
no commandment of the Lord, but can only offer

his own judgment for what it is worth (v.^®). When
he is about to give advice to the brother who has
an unbelieving wife, or the woman who has an un-
believing husband, he is careful to premise that
his counsel is based merely on his own sense of the
fitness of things :

‘ But to the rest speak I, not the
Lord’ When, however, he admits that he
speaks ‘ after the manner of men ’ {Mpdoinvov \iy(a,

Karh dvdptaTTOP \4y(a, Ro 6^®, 1 Co 9“^, Gal 3^®), he im-
plies that, unless he chooses to descend from a
privileged position, he speaks and writes under a
Divine influence to which most men are strangers.

(6) If the writers of the other Epistles do not
directly refer to their inspiration, this is apparently
because their authority nas never, like St. Paul’s,

been questioned and resisted. When St. Peter,
St. James, and St. Jude teach and command, warn
and exhort, they expect to be believed and obeyed.
St, John’s claim to first-hand knowledge of Christ
and His gospel is peculiarly impressive

:

‘That wMch was from the beginning, which we have heard,
which we have seen with our eyes, which we have looked upon,
and our hands have handled, of the Word of life . . . declare we
unto you ’ (1 Jn li-S).

(c) The author of the Apocalypse makes a strong,

explicit claim to inspiration. He is a prophet, and
his book a prophecy (1® 10’* 22®^ The things
of God are revealed to him when lie is ‘in the
Spirit’ (P®42 17*21^®). His letter to each of the
seven Churches is ‘what the Spirit saith.’

{d) Like the OT historians, the Evangelists did

not depend on inspiration for any of the facts

which they wished to record.
The Prologue to the Gospel of St. Luke is in this relation

singularly instructive. It indicates that a narrator required to

be in touch with ‘ eye-witnesses, and ministers of the word,’ and
thus be able to trace the course of all things accurately from
the first, before he could ‘write in order.’ Papias of Hiera-
polis indicates the source of St. Mark’s information by saying

that this evangelist, * having become interpreter of St. Peter,

wrote down, as far as he remembered accurately, the things

said or done by Christ’ (Eusebius, HE m. xxxix. 16).

Inspiration cannot, and there is no reason why it

shonld, do the work of memory and research. It

rather makes its presence felt in the spirit which
was breathed into the evangelical narratives, and
which is exhaled from them by the receptive

reader. Two of the evangelists, according to tra-

dition, were themselves apostles, and the other

two belonged to the apostolic circles, St. Luke
being the companion of St. Paul as St. Mark was
of St. Peter. But behind all the narrators was the

Spirit-filled Church, and many parts of the Gospels

are doubtless not the composition of the evangel-

ists themselves, but their transcripts from vivid

traditions, first oral and then written, which had
taken derfinite shape within the Church as the

result of the apostles’ own preaching and teaching.

It may be assumed that the Logia of the Synoptic

Gospels come, as a whole, directly from Christ

Himself, whose words are the standard of the

highest inspiration. While the Divine power
which seized the OT prophets was intermittent,

and even that which worked in the_ apostles was
not without breaks and flaws, the inspiration of

Jesus was continuous and perfect. His words are

revelations which touch the common heart of man-
kind as no other utterances of human lips. He is
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the incarnate Word, and no part of the Bible can
be profitably used as a rule oi faith and life until

it proves itself to be in harmony with His Mind
and Will.

7. Non-inspired Bible passages.—-Tried by this

standard, there are not a few passages in the Bible
which cannot be regarded by Protestants as in any
true sense inspired. Its sixty-six books certainly

have not all the same measure of the Divine fire.

Yet the old phrase ‘the inspiration of the Bible’
continues to have a real significance, w’hich is thus
expressed by Sanday

;

‘ It may be bard to sum up our definition in a sing'le formula,
but we mean it to include aU those concrete points in which as
a matter of fact the Bible does differ from and does excel all

other Sacred Books. . . . And if we are asked to define the
measure of this fecial influence, we can see it reflected in that
wide margin which remains when the common elements of the
Biblical reli^on and other religions have been subtracted and
that which Is peculiar to the Bible is left * (op. cit. 128, 140).

8. Inspiration in the Church and individual.

—

The last matter is the bearing of the doctrine of
|

inspiration upon the living Church and the indi-
I

vidual believer. Every Christian is inspired in so
far as he is enlightened and renewed by the Divine
Spirit. It is sometimes maintained that there is

a distinction in kind between the inspiration of
the apostles and that of the ancient or modem
Church. This is probably a mistake. The real
distinction is one of degree rather than of kind.
The inspiration of an apostle should he conceived
as that of a common Christian raised to a higher
power in proportion to his clearer vision of Christ,
his closer fellowship with Christ, and his deeper
devotion to Christ.

must be insisted on, that the Inspiration of the NT
writings is not due to the mysterious endowment of a few
choice souls, hut must he traced to the inspired life of Christian
believers of greater or less intensity according to the moral
and reli^ous condition. If the Church of Christ to-day were
as a whole cleansed and renewed, so that a like receptivity
for the divine truth and grace were secured, who can doubt
that the divine activity in the presence and power of the Spirit
of God in man would once more be made manifest?* (A, E.
C^rvie, A Sandbook Christian ApologeU&, London. 1918*
p. 66).

' *

Lw^tdbb.—W. Sanday, Inspiratwnfi^ London, 1896
R. F, Horton, Inspiration and the BibUy do. 1888; C. A.'

Churchy and the Beason, Edinburgh,
1892; 'W. N. Oarke, The Use of Cis Scriptures in Theology.
do. 1906 ; Marcus Dods, The Bible, its Origin and Nature,

J Jsunes Orr, Bevelation and Ir^spiraticm, London,
WIO ; P. Gardaer-Smith, ‘Revelation,* in Tfu Parting of the
Moods, ed. F. J. P. Jackson, do. 1912, p. S28ff,

J. Strahan.
INSPIRATION (Bomau Catholic doctrine).-—!.

In ascertaining what is meant and must be under-
stood by inspiration in Roman Catholic doctrine,
we are helped by several dogmatic definitions issued
at different times. For the Catholic these are
documents of the greatest possible weight and
authority, next to the texts of the Scriptures
themselves, since they are accepted by all, within
the Church, as pronouncements of an infallible
anmority. All are of a comparatively recent date
—from which it is plain that the doctrine of in-
spiration remained for many centuries a universally
recognized tradition, and that it was only laten
imder the pressure of accidental and historical
circumstances, that it was considered necessary to
crystallize it, partially at least, into a defined
dogmatic form.
The date at which the first authentic doctrinal

statment concerning the Scriptures was issued in
the Church (at the Council of Toledo in 442) 1 is
accordingly, ^th comparatively late and compara-
tively early. The eighth anathema then formulated
reads thus ; ‘Si quis dixerit vel crediderit, alteram^emn ^se |)riscae Legis, alteram Evangeliorum,
A. S. (Denzinger, no. 28 ; cf. also no. 707). The
obvious meaning of this declaration is that the oneCtj however, Denzinger, no. 19, note, where the Libellusin modumSymbolt is tentatively ascribed to a Gallaecian bisLuof about the midcUe of the 6th century, ^

and only God whom the Christians adore reveals
Himself in both Testaments alike, and that they
are, therefore, of equally Divine authority. Several
similar declarations were made later, at different
times, explicitly stating the belief of the Church
in the Divine authorship of the books of Scripture,
for the detail and text of which H, Denzinger’s
Enchiridion Symholorvm'^^ (Freiburg, 1911, nos.
348, 421, 464, etc.) may he consulted.
The first definition, however, in which the

doctrine of the Divine authorship is stated with
use of the word ‘ inspiration ’ is the decree of the
Council of Florence for the Jacobites (1441), in
which we read (Denzinger, no. 706) that the Roman
Church
‘ Unum atque eundem Deum Veteris et Novi Testamenti, hoc
est, Legis et Prophefcarum atque Evangelii profitetur auctorem

;

'luoniam eodem SpirituSanctoinspirante utriusque Testamenti
lancti locuti sunt.*

This decree evidently marks an important doc-
trinal advance, since it not only asserts, as a dogma
of faith in regard to the Scriptures, the Divine
authorship, but explicitly assigns inspiration as the
peculiar mode by which it exercises itself. The
same assertion was afterwards renewed by the
Vatican Council in the following terms

:

*Si quis sacrae Seripturae libros integros cum omnibus suis
partibus, prout illos sancta Tridentina Synodus recensuit, pro
sacris et canonicis non susceperib aut eos divinitus inspiratos
esse negaverit ; A. S.* (Denzinger, no. 1809 ; for the Tridentine
Decretum de canonicis Scripturis, see t5. no. 783 f. ; cf. also the
present Pontiff’s condemnation of the Modernist assertion
‘Nimiam simplicitatem aut ignorantiam prae se ferunt, qui
Deum credunt vere esse Seripturae sacrae au^orem* no.
2009]).

To the doctrine of the Divine authorship we find
here added the important statementthat inspiration
must be held to extend to the books in their entirety
and mclnding all their parts. It remains, there-
fore, established as an undisputed dogma of the
Catholic Church that God is the author of the
Holy Scriptures through this peculiar mode of
influence to which the Church gives the name,
borrowed from the Vulgate,^ of ‘inspiration.’
2. The texts that we have quoted thus far

establish the belief of the Church in the fact of
inspiration. But, in order to understand what is
meant by it, and what is the nature of the fact
expressed by that name, we must have recourse to
another doctrinal pronouncement—a definition of
the Council of the Vatican, which is both very
explicit and very guarded. After having once
more re-asserted the Divine character of the books
of the two Testaments enumerated by the Council
of Trent and contained in the Vulgate, as extend-
ing to all their parts, the Vatican Council adds, by
way of explanation

:

‘Eos vero [libros] Ecclesia pro sacris et canonicis habet, non
ideo, quod sola humana industria concinnati, sua deinde
auctoritate sint approbati ; nec ideo dumtaxat, quod revela-
tionem

^
sine errore contineant

; sed propterea*, quod Spiritu
Sanoto vnspvrante eonscriptiDeum hdbentauctorem * (Denzinger,

Is plain, from this definition, that in the inter-
pretation of what is meant by inspiration two hypotheses are
exclude^ The first is that of what has been called subsequent
mspuration, a theory propounded in 1682 by the two Jesuits L.
i^ssius and J. du Hamel, in the following terms: ‘Liber
ahquis . . . humana industria, sine assistentia Spiritus Sancti

® postea Spiritus Sanctus testatur ibi nihu esse fftlflum
efflcitur Scnptura Sacra.’ Manifestly the Council rejects the
notion of books which were originally human in authorship
being raised, by a suteequent approbation, to the dignity of

The second hypothesis, which is also
excluded by the above definition, is the theory held, at a later
tote, by pother theologian, J. Bonfr6re, and proposed by himm the foUomng terms: ‘Hoc modo potest Spiritus Sanctus
scnptorem duigere, ut in nuUo enm errare fallive permittat;
ita ei adstat ut sicubi videret eum erraturum, inspiratione sua
illi esset adfuturus.* This way of conceiving inspiration makes
it practi^Uy identical with the ‘assistance* of the Holy Spirit

® Church understands to accompany the Supreme
Pontiff m his ex cathedra definitions, both gliding and pre-

‘omnis scriptura divinitus inspirata’ (n-aora
e^t^worros) ; 2 P 121 * Spiritu sancto inspirati locuti sunt

^ncti Del homines* i../— .lJLa i\'\
caro 0eov avOpmroi).
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nervinff him from error ; but inspiration implies more than t^s.

Sie meaninff of the Council requires something of a higher

order, something positive, not negative ; antecedent, not con-

Smitant, a motion sui generis w^ch man Mts as an

Wrumekt, conscious and free, while God remams the pnmaiy

Imd responsible author ; or, as it has been very happily expressed

bv J B. Franzelin (de Div. trad, et sc/n'pt.^ p, 334 f.), Deus est

ftuctor Scripturae Sacrae per conscriptores humanos.’

If the fomnila of the Vatican Cottncil implies

this much and no more, inspiration is not necessarily

either a mechanical, automatic performance, in

which the Holy Spirit is the exclusive agent, and

the human writer the mere material writing

machine or ‘penholder,’ so to speak; nor is it

necessarily a process of dictation, in which the

writer acts simply as a scribe or registrar of effata,

or oracles, in relation to which he is a mere conscious

but passive recipient. On the contrary, the defini-

tion of the Council does not even require that the

things thus inspired by the Holy Spirit should

always have been new and revealed to the sacred

writer. It may have been so, and in some cases at

least the Council does not exclude such a possibility;;

it might very well not have been, and the Council

says nothing about it,

3. If we seek now to form a theory in harmony

with the definition of the Vatican Council, we can,

by applying to the dogma of inspiration the old

scholastic doctrine of the instrument, give a notion

of it which will appear both^ very luminous and

very consistent, although this is no longer a matter

of faith, but merely a theological explanation. An
instrument may be defined as a cause which receives

its impulse and activityfrom a superiorandprincipal

agent, in virtue of which it produces the effect of

that principal agent, but produces it according to

its own peculiar mode of action. An instrument

is bound to show the traces of its own partici^ar,

specific, or individual characteristics in the effect

which it produces in virtue of the impulse of the

principal cause. Assuming now that, in the case

of inspiration, God is the principal cause, and man
the instrument, an instrument of a conscious and

free nature, we understand that man will act

through the impulse of God, who supematuraily

inclines bis will and illumines his mind to enable

it to grasp, conceive, and view such things as God

desires and in the light in which God means the

agent to do. Sometimes God might reveal to the

mind of the writer new and hitherto unkno-^ facts

or doctrines ;
sometimes He might content Himself

with inspiring him with regard to facts or things

already previously known to him through ^^turm

means. At the same time we shall find no <^culty

in understanding why the result of inspiration, vm.

the sacred book of one writer, is very unlike the

work of another equally inspired writer, ihe

conscious and free ‘instrument, of which i^a

makes use, retains his own individual character-

istics, either congenital or acquired, his own

temperament, culture, style, idiosjmcrasies, etc.,

which will necessarily be reflected m his wotk.

Hence the inspired writings of Isaiah niiist ^e®ds

be unlike those of Jeremiah, the Gospel of Matthew

unlike that of John, etc. ,

4. Such being the most accurate conception ot

the Catholic doctrine of inspiration—^viz. toat God

is the moving agent and responsible author, and

the sacred writer His free and conscious instrument

—we are naturally led to inquire about the com

sequences that are likely to follow from such

premisses. We have already seen, by

the definition of the Vatican Council, that all the

books and all the parts of each book enumerated

as canonical by the Council of Trent and c^tamed

in the Roman edition of the Vulgate are Divinely

inspired. Hence, if a CathoHc should convince

himself, through critical researches, that the history

of the adulteress, for instance, in the Gospel ot

John, or that the final chapter of the Gospel of

Mark, cannot possibly have been "written by the

same authors as those Gospels themselves, he must
nevertheless maintain that they are the work of

some (other equally) inspired writer. But, if we
grant, as we must in the Catholic Church, that

inspiration extends to all the hooks and to ^ the

parts of the books, it does not necessarily follow

that we are bound to believe that all the things

which we find referred to in them are, by that

very fact, to be declared sacred, Divine, and God-

appointed in themselves, so that God should be

made answerable for every one of them ; the defini-

tion of the Council, at least, does not say so.

Accordingly, Catholic theologians are in the habit

of distinguishing several classes of thingSy such as

the teachings of faith and morals, the historical or

scientific facts that may be known to the writer by

natural means, the minor details or ohitor dicta,

the quotations, etc., and, finally, the words of the

text themselves, and to inquke of each class

separately whether they too are inspired.

The obvious cause for establishing^ such distinc-

tions and separate inquiries is the difficulty often

experienced, apparently at least, of^ reconciling

some statements contained in the Scriptures with

what seem to be the well authenticated and

reasonably certain conclusions of modern science.

The natural tendency of some theologians^ is to

limit inspiration to such things (viz. dogmatic and

moral teachings) as belong exclusively to the do-

main of revealed religion, getting rid of scientific

or historical objections by asserting that inspiration

does not extend to scientific or historical matters,

even w’hen they are touched upon in the Scriptures.

5. jPrevious, therefore,^ to entering upon the

question whether inspiration extends to the vari-

ous classes of things or facts that can be distin-

guished among the contents of the Scripture, it is

advisable, first of all, to answer the often mooted

and vexed question. Can there be any errors in

Scripture? It is granted on all sides, and the

concession has been officially recognized in the

Encyclical Frovickntissirnus Deus of Pope Leo

xm., that, once committed to writing, the sacred

text became subject to alterations and vicissitudes,

analogous to those to which all books subject to

repeated transcription are exposed; that, as a

consequence, some errors foreign to the ongii:^

slipped into the copies through the mistakes of the

transcribers, or otherwise. The original text itself

might even contain such expressions or modes of

speech as a fastidious and scientifically trained

mind might consider not strictly and rigorousJ^y

accurate from a scientific point of view, since the

authors themselves saw no reason for departing

from the modes of speech that were prevalent at

the time, lest they might uselessly arouse con-

troversies foreign to their main object by ost&R-

tatiously discarding the received notions m the

minds of their hearers in non-religious matters.

Every one nowadays Avill grant this. The ques-

tion, however, remains, and must be solved, Can

any inspired writer ever utter a false statement or

perpetuate a positive error?

The older theologians for whom the problm

did not exist, and those modern theologians who

apparently do not suspect that the question exists,

used to decide the question by simply answering

in the w^ords of Thomas Aquinas (Sum. Theol.,

prima pars, qu. I. art. 10, ad 3): ‘Patet quod

sensui litterali sacrae Scripturae numquam potest

subesse falsum.’ The sacred text, givmg expression

to an utterance of the first truth, can contain no

error, since God can neither deceive nor be mis-

taken. Other theologians, however, for whom
the problem does exist, have often endeavoured

to modify in a more or less subtle way the rigour
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of the Thomistic axiom, while, of course, claiming

to remain, both at heart and in word, perfectly

orthodox.
As it would be tedious to enter upon a detailed historical

account of the various phases of the question, we shall content
ourselves with recalling a simple distinction, in which, in our
opinion, might be found a means of conciliation between the
opposing parties. If and whenever it is the manifest intention

of a sacred author authoritatively to teach us a fact, however
slight or unimportant, in any department whatsoever, the
principle of Thomas Aquinas must find its full and irresistible

application. Thus, to use a companson of Thomas Aquinas
himself, if it should be definitely the intention of the Scripture
to teach us authoritatively that Samuel was really the son of

Elkanah, it is impossible that the statement should be errone-
ous, and that Samuel should have been in reality the son of

another. There are, however, obviously many cases when such
an intention is absent, and can be introduced only by arbi-

trarily forcing one’s private view on the text; the author
writes in conformity with received historical or scientific views,
which are evidently immaterial to his purpose. Who could, for

instance, without assuming to himself the rdle of an authori-
tative interpreter of the mind of the sacred writer, maintain
that the latter certainly meant to teach us that, at the battle

of Gibeon, the sun itself stood still in the heavens in the literal

sense of the words, and that any other interpretation of the
text is positively excluded ?

Briefly, to assert in an absolute manner that
error is compatible with inspiration in the mind
of the sacred writer is to adopt a position which
most Catholic theologians would characterize as
* erroneous ’ or ‘ error! proxima,’ as being indirectly
opposed to the Catholic dogma of inspiration.^ To
maintain, on the other hand, that every statement
in the Scripture must be taken as strictly accurate
in^ the literal sense in which it appeared in the
original text seems unnecessary, besides being out
of harmony w!th many clearly established and well
authenticated facts.

It will be enough Co note here, by the way, that no one
nowadays thinks or claiming inspiration for any of the versions
of Scripture, either the Septuagint or any other ; and, indeed,
the decree of the Council of Trent declaring the Vulgate of St.
Jerome ‘authentic ’ (pro authentica kaheatur) means only that,
being suflaciently accurate for the purposes of Catholic theology,
it is adopted by the Catholic Church as its oflSci^ version.

^
6, The question of the compatibility of inspira-

tion with error being thus disposed of by denying
the possibility of any falsehood being authorita-
tively asserted in the Scripture, even hy mistake,
it becomes comparatively easy to answer the
various questions raised concerning the extension
of inspiration to the various classes of subjects
contained in the Scripture. There is really no ne-
ce^ity for any classification whatsoever. Every-
thing that is contained in the sacred books—be it
dogma, moral precept, historical statement, quota-
tion, or the words themselves—was clearly selected
and put there by a mind under the actual influence
of inspiration. Inspiration, therefore, must be
understood as extending to everything ; for why,
mdeed, ought it to have stopped short at anything
in the sacred text?
Leaving out of account the desire to avoid im-

puting to the Holy Spirit a certain number of
supposed erroneous statements in matters not
strictly religious — a desire which apparently
haunts some minds—there is no class of things
contained in the Scripture to which there is any
apparent reason to deny the benefit of the influ-
ence of inspiration, except perhaps the words
themselves, those material particles, so to speak,
of wdiich the^ text is composed. VerM inspira-
tion, indeed, is denied by a large number of theo-
logians, but mainly on two grounds

: (1) it seems
impossible, on that hypothesis, to account for the
diversity of style, 'which is so marked between two
diflerent authors

; (2) because most theologians are
averse to the notion of dictation, which they eon-

1 The recent condemnation of the Modernist proposition
that inspiratio divina non ita ad totam Scripturam sacram
extenditur, ut omnes et singulas eius partes ab omni errore
praemuniat ‘ expressly reproves that opinion (Denzinger. noMil; the pronouncement of the Commissio Biblica of 23rd

1^05 may also be consulted in this connexion fib. no

sider inseparable from that of verbal inspiration.
But, for any one who has read and understood
our exposition of the theory of the instrument, as
applied to the case of inspiration, those difficulties
do not exist. Inspiration is the same in all sacred
writers, in kind at least ; but its result, the style
and wording of the Divine oracles, ought neverthe-
less to be different, owing to the natural differences
that exist between the various free and conscious in-
struments. An Isaiah and a Jeremiah, a Matthew
and a John, write under the same pervading Divine
influence, but each one in his own natural way,
modo jproprio. Moreover, the same theory has
nothing in common with the conception of a dicta
tion of God to the sacred writer. For to inspire
is to illumine, and to illumine is not to dictate.
Instead, therefore, of conceiving of a kind of dimin-
ished inspiration, stopping short at the selection
of the words, we ought to conceive of a super-
natural influence full and one, pervadii^ the
sacred writing throughout, and casting its Divine
splendour on everything contained in it, even the
most minute particles of the sacred text. There
is no necessity to assume that inspiration enlight-
ened the mind of the sacred writer in regard to
his thoughts only, but abandoned him to his own
natural industrywhen endeavouring to give literary
utterance to his Divinely inspired conceptions.
Litbraturb.—J. B. Franzelin, Tractatzts de divina tradi-

tione et scriptura^^ Rome, 1875 ; F. Schmid, de Inspirationia
Bibliorumm et ratione^ Louvain, 1886 ; D. Zanecchia, Divina
in^ratio Sacrce Scriptures^ Rome, 1898; L. Billot, de In-
spiratione Sacrce Scriptures^ do. 1908 ; C. Pesch, de Inspira-
tione Sacrce Scripturce, Freiburg, 1906; P. Dausch, Die
Sehriftijispiration^ do. 1891; K. Holzhey, Die Inspiration
der heil. Schrift in der Anschauung dee Mittelalters^ Munich,
1895. E. L. VAN BeCELAERE.

INSPIRATION (Hindu).—Indian authorities
and scholars in their references to the Hindu 'writ-

ings draw a clearly marked distinction between
Scripture, revealed and inspired, and other com-
positions which, however great their antiquity and
worth, have, in their judgment and in accordance
with the verdict of tradition, no valid claim to divine
inspiration, or to direct derivation from a super-
human source. The former are iruti, that which
is heard, the human ear receiving the divine voice,
and communicating its message direct to men by
the pen or by oral teaching. The latter are
that which is stored up in the mind, learning
acquired by observation and study, which is then
delivered as the ripe fruit of human intelligence
and application, moulded and fashioned at the
writer’s will, and presented as the reasoned con-
clusions of his meditation and thought. The
writings known as smfti, therefore, however choice
their theme and style, or however high the regard
in which they are held, occupy an entirely subordi-
nate position of authority. They furnish no proof-
texts, and, great as their popularity may be, they
may not in a formal and strict sense be dra’wn upon
for the establishment of rule and doctrine. The
theory formulated with regard to ^uti, on the
other hand, assumed and taught a doctrine of
literal and verbal inspiration, as consistent and
exacting as has elsewhere ever been conceived. In
practice the line was not seldom overstepped,
especially in regard to works which appealed to
the general taste and inclination, and enjoyed in
consequence a wide popularity. In many instances
these gained and retained a hold upon the allegi-
ance and affections of the people, and especially of
the non-priestly classes, wnich lay entirely outside
of any theory or dogma of inspiration limited in its

application to certain hooks and to these alone.
The volume of Sruti, however, was absolutely
clo.sed, and was incapable of either addition or
diminution.
The language also that is employed with regard
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fco the Yedas is sufficiently definite to remove all

doubt as to the religious estimate which the writers

themselves placed upon them,^ For, although in

certain passages a degree of inspiration appears

to be claimed for other and later works, yet in

more formal doctrine and practice the distinction

was always observed between the Vedic writings

which possessed authority as kruti and other com-
positions, in the production of which the mind and
skill of man played the predominant part. Thus
in Brhad. Up. ii. iv. 10 it is said that the Rigveda,
Yajurveda, Saraaveda, Atharvafigirasas, Itihasa,

Purana, and other works have been breathed forth

from Brahman alone. The same theory is ex-

pounded elsewhere in^ the same Upanisad, not
always with an identical enumeration of texts.^

A definite doctrine of inspiration is assumed and
stated, e.g.i by Ramanuja on Vedantasutras, ii.

ii. 43 :
* the Veda ... on account of its non-

human character, is raised above all suspicion of

error and other imperfections ^ ^nd the Veda,
therefore, is the final authority and court of appeal
on all questions of teaching and interpretation.

The epithets applied to the Veda appear to be
intended to convey the same idea, e,g. ‘ imperish-
able,’® ‘eternal,’^ etc. And the most compre-
hensive and profound teaching is enunciated when
the Veda, or the syllable Om, which is the
beginning and the end of the Veda, is identified

with Brahman.® The same thought also is poeti-

cally expressed when it is elsewhere said that the
deity is resident in the sacred text.®

A further indication of the sacred character
attached to the Vedic writings was the elaborate
provision made in the schools for the exact pre-

servation of the letter of the text. Apparently
each of the schools had its own traditional recen-

sion, of which the members of the school w'ere

jointly and severally in charge, and which it was
their office and duty faithfuUy to bear in mind,
and to communicate orally to their disciples. The
Vedic texts, therefore, were committed to memory
by all ; and the precise and perpetual recitation of

them was their safeguard, and a sufficient check
against alteration even in the least detail of the
accepted order and form of words. Moreover, as
an additional precaution against accidental varia-

tion, the sacred text was learnt and recited not
only directly, but also according to a method
known as kramapatha, or ‘serial reading,’ in

which each word was repeated twice in progressive

order, wdth the preceding and also with the suc-

ceeding word. An extension of the same method,
which further illustrates the anxious care with
which it was sought to secure the ipsissima verba
of the sacred text, was jatdpdtJia, ‘twisted’ or
‘inverted reading,’ in which each successive pair

of words was repeated three times, in one instance
in inverted order. Moreover, the verses and words
of the hymns were laboriously coimted, and the
records ijreserved in the works of the Sanskrit
grammarians; these numbers are found to be in

agreement wdth the extant texts. It was in har-

mony also with this conception of the peculiarly

sacred character of thesp writings that the com-
munication of them to Sudras, or out-castes, was
strictly forbidden.^ They were the heritage and

1 Brhad. Up. IV, V. 11 ; cf. Safikara on VeddrUasutraSf i. i. 8, a

text which be interprets to mean that Brahman is the source of

Scripture, the latter being defined as consisting of the Eigveda !

and other Vedas, with the works subsidiary to them. i

2 Of. SBB xlviU. [1904] 435, 473 f., 529 f.

8 Satap. Br. x. iv. 1. 9.

4 Manu, iii. 284, purdtaniy rendered * eternal ' by G. Biihler

{SBE XXV. [1886] 127), but perhaps connoting rather high
antiquity, and the dignity and authority which the texts ac-

cordingly were believed to possess.
e Baudhayana, ii. x. 17. 40, iv. i. 26 ; cf. Vasistha, xxv. 10.
8 ‘ I [Laksmi] reside ... in the sound of the Veda’ (Jnst. cf

xeix. 14 f.).

7 c.p,, * The Veda must not be recited in the presence of a
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possession of the ‘twice-born,’ and might not be

I

carried beyond the circle of the elect, lest defile-

ment in any form should reach them. Parallel
instances to this scrupulous limitation of the
circulation of a sacred book or books are numer-
ous among other peoples. A sutra of the Vedanta
prohibits to Sudras the hearing or studying of the
veda.^
Further, it would appear that the method of

revelation, as it was conceived by the Hindu
authors themselves, and the descriptive terms em-
ployed with regard to it were intended to imply
the same sacred and inviolable character of the
text. The the ancient poets and seers of the
Vedic hymns, are said to have ‘seen’ {drs) the
sacred texts which they then conveyed to men.
Although in some instances they claim in so many
words to have been the authors of the hymns which
bear their names, the claim is disallowed, as far as
the play of individual character is concerned, or
the application of human intelligence and skill.

Their part is limited to that of exact recorders
of a message in the ordering of which they have no
share, as regards either subject-matter or form.
Their merit is that of faithful transmission of the
words and teaching which the eye ‘saw.’® No
doubt the lan^age employed is to a very consider-
able extent figurative and metaphorical. The
‘eye’ is the eye of the mind. The figure, how-
ever, in harmony with the universal tendency of
thought and language, became obscured, and was
literally interpreted. The mental or spiritual
vision was transformed into a real ‘ seeing^ of the
actual letters and words, presented to the eye in

material form. It is not improbable also that to
the mystical meditative temperament of India a
strong capacity for visualizing the creations of the
mind may have played a considerable part in the
elaboration of the metaphor, and have contributed
not a little to its ready acceptance and popularity.

Moreover, in India and, it may be said, to the
Eastern mind in general, inspiration is much more
a matter of men than of books or of the written
word. The Veda 'was regarded, indeed, as the
source and spring of all knowledge, and the teach-
ing which it conveyed was the final and infallible

standard of practice and belief. Even so, however,
the veneration with which the Vedic text w^as

regarded by the people as a whole hardly equalled
the strict and anxious care with which the Jevdsh
Rabbis erected a ‘hedge’ about their Law, In
part this was due to the fact that the sacred writ-

ings were so jealously guarded by the Brahmans,
and screened from profane knowledge, that to the
great majority of the Hindus they were and always
have been invested with attributes of distance and
mystery rather than accepted and known as a
guiding presence and authority in the life. The
theory of the inspiration and inerrancy of the
scriptures was universally taui^ht and received,

being denied only by the ndstikas, the atheists

l§udra ’ CVasiBthat xviii. 12) ; ‘Let him not recite (the texts) in-

distinctly, nor in the presence ot Sudras * (Manu, iv. 99).
1 Vedantasutras, i. lii. 39 ; cf. Safikara’s comment and citation

of passages {SBE xxxiv. [1890] 228 f.).

8 Cf. Manu, xi. 244 ;
‘ the sages . . . obtained (the revelation

of) the Vedas through their austerities’ ; and ih. 234. Safikara
(on Vedantasutras, i. iii. 30) quotes the authority of earlier

writers that the ten books of the Rigveda were ‘ seen ’ by the
ancient r^is ; and elsewhere asserts the same of the mantra and
brdhmav-a portion of the Veda(on i. iii. 34). Ramanuja seems to

make an attempt to combine the theory of inerrancy with a
natural belief in the effective authorship of the poets : ‘The
eternity of the Veda admits of being reconciled with what scrip-

ture says about the mantras and kan^as of the sacred text hav-
ing “ makers,” and about Rishis seeing the h3Tnns . . . the
Rishis . . . thus gifted by Prajapati with the requisite powers
... see the mantras, and so on . . . perfect in ail their sounds
and accents, without having learned them from the recitation

of a teacher,’ etc. (SBB xlviii. 332 f., on Veddntasutras, i. iii. 28).

To the r§is themselves, in their divine or semi-divine character,

worship was offered.
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or infidels, whose influence appears at no time
to have been wide-spread, or their numbers
considerable. But its practical effect upon the
everyday thought and experience of the Hindu
was slight. Like the books themselves, it was the
doctrine and possession of a learned class. And,
although theoretically acknowledged and accepted
by all, it was in reality little in touch with the
needs and movements of everyday life.

It w"as entirely otherwise with the belief in the
inspiration and authority of the teacher, the man
upon whom the spirit of the god had descended,
and whose utterances, like his actions and person,
were invested with the sanction and force of the
divine. It would be^ difficult to indicate any one
doctrine or belief "which has had a more profound
influence on the habits and character of the Indian
peoples. Beginning "with the themselves, and
passing dowm through a long series of deified men,
among whom the guru, the teacher, has in India
always occupied the most important place, the
doctrine of the direct inspiration of the individual
has never ceased to be an effective and influential
article of faith. The repeated incarnations of the
gods bear witness to the same tendencies of thought
and belief. And, although modem conditions of
life, and the forms under which modem education
is being conveyed,^ are gradually and perhaps in-
evitably undermining and destroying the ancient
reverential habit of thought and life, it will be
long before the Hindu affection deserts its ancient
ideals, or regards as other than unwelcome a new
theory of life, which minimizes the spiritual ele-
ment in the heart and character of the individual. ^

These numerous incarnations of the gods, and
the readiness with which men or women endowed
with unusual qualities or an attractive and domin-
ating personality are deified, are evidence of
similar characteristics of thought. The high-
pnests^ of the different sects, in their formal
visitations of the districts under their charge for
p^poses of pastoral oversight and confirmation of
the young men, journey in state and are greeted
by an ^uth a reverence which implies the assump-
tion of di^dne or semi-divine rank. Their persons
and utterances are inspired ; their touch confers
nappmess and deliverance from the bondage of
evd. In a similar manner the recognition of
authority concentrated in the hands of an indi-

'

\udual, whether European or Indian, is separated
by a very narrow line in the thought of the Hindu
irom a belief in definite inaniratinTi "K-rr

burden of proof lies with those who deny. And
this disposition or tone of mind is part of the
larger bias and tendency of the Eastern nature,
which, for whatever reason, seems to live in closer
touch -with the realities of the unseen and the
spiritual than the more practical and unemotional
mind of the West.
Literaturb.—

S

ee artt. God (Hindu), Hinduism.

A. S. Geden.
INSPIRATION (Muslim).—Inspiration may

come to a prophet in an external form, and consist
of the very words which God wishes him to give
forth as the divine message. This is called wahl
zdhir, ‘external inspiration.’ It is the highek
form of inspiration, inthe opinion ofMuhammadans,
and was used for the production of the Qur’an!
The mind of Muhammad was passive, and the
message, an external one, was brought to him by
Gabriel. A somewhat lower form of this is called
isharat al-malah, ‘ the sign of the angel.’ Muham-
mad refers to this when he says : ‘ The Holy Ghost
has entered into my heart,’ that is, the inspiration
came through Gabriel, but not orally. The other
term is ilhdm, which means the saint or prophet
using his mental powers and, under divine guid-
ance, giving forth the message of God, though not
in the very words of God.
The recipient knows the medium, i.e, the angel, by which he

receives the information. This is the inspiration of
prophets, the inspiration of the Qur’an. The recipient receives
information from an unknown source and in an unknown way
This is the inspiration of saints and mystics. It is called ilhdm
The difference between and ilhdm is that in the former
an angel is the medium of communication, and in the latter he
is not. It comes direct to the mind of the Prophet (see al-
Gha^i in the Mitdaq al-Arifin, an Urdu tr. of rhe Ihvd'Ulum
ad-Din, Lucknow, 1873, iii. 30).

I
Some theologians hold that, whilst the Qur’an

was revealed by the wahi method, the teaching of
the Prophet as recorded in the traditions was by
the ilham mode ; that is, the traditions are a real
revelation and convey divine injunctions, only the
mode was different. Others hold that even the
traditions were of wahl authority, and ash-Shah-
rastani speaks of ‘ the sayings of the Prophet which
have the marks of wahl’ (quoted in Dobistan, ed.

irom a belief in definite inspiration by the deity,
who m greater or less fullness has taken up his
abode wi^m, and thus manifests his presence and
power. The experience of any Englishman who
has come mto real touch with the mind and heart
oi the Indian would furnish many instances of the
facility with which exceptional or unfamiliar gifts
and powers are set down to the credit of a super-
natural afflatus which for the time being, or per-
manently, confers upon the man the rights and
dignity of a god.

®

To the Hindu, therefore, the conception of an
inspired personality or an inspired book is perfectly
natmal.^ In neither case would the affirmation of
inspiration suggest doubt, or the necessity of anmquiry into the validity of the claim advanced or
the possibility of the fact asserted. The disposi-
tion woffid rather be in favour of its acceptance as
part of the natural order of things. It is regarded
as not improbable, it is even looked upon ashighly probable, that the god will thus communi-
cate his will and make known his ways. The

i The conception is illustrated, e,g., by Manu, iv. 182 • ‘Th^
world of Brahman*; ii. 233: *By

ma^ sains] the world of Brah^
xxxL lO, etc., I. iv

Gurus must be embraced (every day) bya student who has returned home.*
^ j

Bombay, A.H. 1242 [A.D. 1826], p. 21), In support
of this view this verse is quoted

:

‘By the star when it setteth, your companion Muhammad
erreth not, nor is led astray, neither doth he speak of his own
will. It is none other than a revelation which hath been
revealed to him’ (Qur’an liii. 1).

The latter part seems to refer to the Qur’an, hut
the former distinctly asserts that he was rightly
guided either by the wahl or by the ilham mode of
inspiration,^ and so all his worus and actions form
a rule of faith called the Sunna, which all Muslims
must accept, for they were said and done under
the constant influence of a divine inspiration.
The revelation given to Moses is fiius described

in the Qur’an.
‘ We wrote for him upon the tables a monition concerning

every matter, and said, ^‘Receive them thyself with steadfast-
ness, andcommand thy people to receive them for the observance
of its most goodly precepts’* * (vii. 142).

This equally describes the inspiration of the
Qur’an. The Muhammadan cannot conceive that

[

there can he a human as well as a divine side to
I

inspiration. This is clearly stated in the verse in
which Muhammad is directed to disclaim any
knowledge apart from the words revealed

:

^ say not to you, ** In my possession are the treasures
of God"; neither say I, “I know things secret”; neither do I
say to you, Verily, I am an angel”; only what is revealed to
me do I follow * (vi. 60).

The Qur’an, then, comes direct from God. The
word ‘say’ is either expressed or implied before
each sentence. This to the Muslim mind is its
highest perfection. It is verbal inspiration in its
most extreme form. The Christian view of in-
spiration—the divine mind working through the
human consciousness—is considered to be very
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inferior, and any book so revealed to be altogether

on a lower plane.

Thus, Ibn Khaldun says

:

*Of all the divine books, the Qur’an is the only one of which

words, and phrases have been communicated to the

So^S’by an audible voice’ {ProUgom^s, tr. de Slane, i.

196).

This is the universal belief, and it shows how
mechanical is the Muslim view of inspiration.

The Qur’an, both as to matter and as to form, is

all of God ; but the mode in which it was revealed

varied. It is only once clearly stated in the Qur’an

that Gabriel was the medium of communication

:

‘ Sav “ whoso is the enemy of Gabriel ? ** For he it is who by

God’s'leave hath caused the Qur’an to descend on thy heart*

(ii. 91)-

Other passages, though they do not mention

Gabriel by name, are generally believed to refer

^^‘^^'faithful spirit hath come down with it* (xxvi. 192);

«one terrible in power taught it to him’ (liii. 6); ‘the Holy-

Spirit hath brought it down with truth from thy Lord* (xvi.

Tradition, however, is very clear on the point

that Gabriel was the medium. Sometimes a bright-

ness surrounded the Prophet, out of which Gabriel

delivered his message; sometimes the angel ap-

peared in the form of a man called Duhiyya, one

of the Companions of the Prophet, renowned for

his beauty. This statement is supported by the

T^0XS6 «

‘And* if we had appointed an angel, we should certainly have

appointed one in the form of a man * (vi. 9).

When the revelation was one of denunciation or

a prediction of woe, the angelic nature of Gabriel

overcame the nature of Muhammad, who was then

transported to the angelic world ; when the message

was one of comfort and consolation, the a^el, in

the form of a man, delivered his message. Gabriel

sometimes made his message known through the

tinkling of a bell, a mode of operation which ^d
a most dis(iuieting effect on the Prophet. His

body became agitated, and even on a cold day the

perspiration rolled off him. His countenance bore

mtness to the agitation of his mind. If riding,

the camel on which he sat would fall to the ground.

Zaid said :
‘ One day when God sent wajf.% on the Prophet, his

thiffh was on mine, but it became so heavy that I feared mine

womd be broken* ‘ Kitab a§-9alat, Leyden,

1862-68,1. 105).

Gabriel sometimes, without appearmg in person,

so influenced the mind of the Prophet that what

he spoke was a divine message. This is ilkaTn, the

inspiration of the traditions.

On the occasion of the night journey to heaven,

‘ great mysteries and numerous conversations took

Dlace’ (Mirkbond’s Baudat as-Safd, Kas, 1893, n.

I. 211). God is said to have spoken to the Prophet

directly, though whether with face veiled or not is a

matter of doiuit. God sometimes appeared to toe

Prophet in a dream and made known His will. On
two occasions angels, each having six hundred

wings, appeared and brought toe naessage (for

other accounts see Baudat cts-^afdy II. i. 135-148).

The seasons when it came were usually perio^

of anxiety and care. His countenance changed

;

his fear seemed uncontrollable. This terrifying

effect of inspiration is shown in the verse

;

‘The best of recitals hath God sent down, a book m unison

with itself and teaching by repetition. The very skins of those

who fear their Lord do creep ai it * (xxxix. 24).

The fear caused to men is not to be wondered at

when it is believed that in heaven toe effect of it

is that angels become senseless and that Gabriel is

the flrst to return to consciousness {Khulasat at-

Tafastr, Lucknow, A.H. 1311 [A.D. 1893], iv. 76).

The revelation of sutos xi., Ivi., and ci., ki^wn as

toe ‘ suras of terror,’ turned the hair of the Prophet

Khaldun thus describes inspiration.

After stating that some souls cannot attain to a perception

of spiritual truth, and that others can enter into a state of

contemplation and ecstasy, which is the intuition of the saints,

he goes on to speak of those whose souls can rise from the

human body to the angelic state and there hear the divine voice.

Such are the souls of the prophets. God has given them the

power of leavingthe human body and, when so separated from

it, they receive His revelations, which, when they return from

the spiritual world, they make known to men. The journey to

and the journey from the angehc world and the comprehension

of the message received occupy less time than the twinkling of

an eye. This is why inspiration is called woijii, which, accord-

ing to Ibn Khaldun, means ‘ to make haste ’ {ProUgomMneSt i*

196-206, quoted in full in Sell, Faith of Islam s, p. 242 f.).

The orthodox view is that a prophet knows^ all

thingswithout having received previous instruction,

that he gives information regarding toe past and

the future, otherwise than by analogical reasoning,

and that he is superior to other human beings, as

he has communion with the angelic world.

The sacred month of Ramadan has been specially

selected as the time for the descent of divine books

:

on the first day the book of Abraham, on the sixth

the book of Moses, on the thirteenth the Gospel,

and on the twenty-seventh the Lailat al-Qadry or

‘Night of Power,’ toe Qur’an which then came
complete to the ‘ House of Glory,’ situated in toe

lowest of the seven heavens, from which, as

occasion required, portions were brought by Gabriel

and revealed to Muhammad: ‘Verily we have

caused it [the Qur’an] to descend on the Night of

Power* (xcvii. 1 ff.). This is the blessed night, the

night ‘ better than a thousand months,’ the night

‘which bringeth peace and blessings to the rosy

dawn’ (i6.).

that tne woras or nne coniiexi;, Kinaiy lowex wing wvc*

faithful who follow thee ' (z&. 215), and * who seest thee when
thou standest at prayer and thy demeanour among those who
worship’ (218 f.), presuppose the existence of a small Muslim

community. There are other objections also connected with

the style and use of words in this chapter which show that it

must be a later one. ,

The general view, then, may be accepted as

correct, which is that, when in toe cave at !5&a,

a little distance from Mecca, toe Prophet heard a

voice calling on him to recite the opening words of

toe mra xcvi. Tradition has surrounded the event

with many marvels. The following is a condensed

account of the narrative concerning toe inspiration

of the Prophet given in Mirkhond’s Baudat aq-^afa

^ The Prophet was sleeping in the cave of il^ira when J^^del

made his appearance in the form of a man, and said, Bead.

But his Lordship answered, ‘ I am not a reader.’ Then Gabriel

squeezed him so hard that he thought his end was near ;
but

the angel again said ‘ Read,’ and received the same answer.

Having again given the command, Gabriel said : Recite them

in the name of thy Lord, who created man from clots of blood.

Recite thou 1 For thy Lord is the most Beneficent, who hath

tauc'ht the use of the pen; hath taught man that which he

knoweth not’ (Qur’an, xcvi. 1-4). The first squeezing purified

his august nature from all concupiscence; the second, from ail

sinful desires. Though free from all ignominious qualities, his

purification was necessary to divest his heart from all human
failings and to prepare it for the reception of divine rey^ation.

TTia terror was so great that he meditated suicide, but Gabnel

called out :
‘ Thou art the Apostle of Allah and I am Gabriel.

Another account is that, when the third call was made,

Gabriel struck his foot on the ground, and a spring of water

gushed out. He then performed the ablutions before prayer

and taught Muhammad to do the same, after wluch they said

the namaz, or stated prayers. When the Prophet was terrified

at the appearance of Gabriel, whose feet were yellow and his

wings green, and between whose eyes the words were written,

‘There is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is the apostle of

Allah,’ Gabriel comforted him by saying that he was the

messenger of God to prophets. When Muhammad said that he

could not read, Gabrieltook from beneath his wing apiece of the

silk of Paradise, embroidered with pearls and gems, and threw

it on his blessed face.
, „ , j. j u

All this very much alarmed the Prophet. He hastened home,

and Khadiia.'his wife, said :
‘ I perceive a light in thy counten-

ance, the like of which I have never beheld* ; but in terror he

lay down in a paroxysm of fear. When he recovered, he said,

‘ 0 Khadiia, I have become a soothsayer or mad.* She rephed,

‘ God will not surely let such a thing happen to thee, for

speakest the truth, dost not retura evil

art of a good life, kind to thy relatives and friends. Hast tlwu

seen aught terrible?* He then told her wlmt

whereupon she said: ‘Rejoice, dear husband, and be of pod
i

cheer. Me in whose hands stands Khadija s life is my witness

1 that thou wilt be the Prophet of His people’ (iMerary Remavris
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of Emmanuel DeuUek, London, 1874, p. 77). She then went
to 'VVaraqa, one of the J^auifs, and told him that Gabriel had
appeared to Muhammad, He assured her that great benefits
and blessings would follow from this (see Raut^at ii. i.

Then, for a while, the revelations ceased, and the mind of
Munammad was much disturbed thereby. He doubted the
reality of his call and became so melancholy that he sought to
put an end to his life. On such occasions Gabriel appeared and
strengthened him in the belief that he was to be the apostle of
God, and so gave him comfort. A tradition states that Khadija,
alarmed at his state, not only wrapped him up, but sprinkled
cold water upon him, which seems to show that he had a fit

{Mishkai Madras, a,h . 1274 [a.d. 1857], p. 846).
Bukhari relates how on one such occasion he saw the angel
seated on a throne midway between heaven and earth. Alarmed,
he hastened home and said to his wife : ‘ Cover me with a cloth.*
Then God revealed to him mra bcxiv., beginning ‘0 thou,
enwrapped in thy mantle, arise and warn’ Qa^ifyu’l-BukMri,
i. 2). This became the first of a continued series of revelations.
The penod of suspense—the fatmh—vf&s now over. Hence-
forth there was no intermission in the revelations, which came
with remarkable aptness to time and circumstance for the rest
of his life.

The doctrine of wahl, the inspiration of the
Quran, is closely connected with the attribute of
God, called kaldnij ‘word,* or ‘speech,* and con-
cerning which there was a long and hitter conflict
between the Mu^tazilite and the orthodox section
of the Muslims. It ranged round the great dispute
as to whether the attributes of God were eternal
or not. The orthodox belief is that the Qur’an was
\mtten from all eternity on the Preserved Table.

‘ The unbounded reverence of the Muslims for the Qurian
reaches its climax in the dogma (which appeared at an early
date through the influence of the Christian doctrine of the
eternal Word of God) that the Book, as the divine word, i,e.
thought, is immanent in God, and consequently eternal and
unseated* (T. Nbldeke, Sketchesfrom. EasUm Ei8t<yry, p. 58).
This \new has been well stated by D. B. Mac-

donald :

* There had grown up very early in the Muslim community
an unfunded reverence and awe in the presence of the Qur’an.
In It God speaks, addressing His servant, the Prophet : the
words, with few exceptions, are direct words of God. It is.
therefore, easily mteUigible that it came to be called the word

Allah), But Muslim piety went further and
held that it was uncreated and had existed from all eternity
vath GocL whatever proofs of this doctrine may have been

later from the Qur’an itself, we can have no
^fficidty m recogniziiig that it is plainly derived from the
Clwistian Logos and that the Greek Church, perhaps through
John of Damascus, has again played a formative part. So, in
correspondence with the heavenly and uncreated Logos in the

stands this uncreated and eternalWord of^God
; to the earthly manifestation in Jesus corresponds

the Qur an, the Word of God which we read and recite. Theme 18 not the same as the other, but the idea to be gainedfrom the expressions of the one is equivalent to the idea which
from the other, if the veU of the flesh were re-

ir
notice how, right in the heart

01 the Islamic system, there is such a near approach
to a ^eat tmth, and how, in rejecting the Incar-
nate yv ord, the eternal Son of God, Muslims have
accepted mstead the dead letter of a book.
The history of the development of the Qur’an

and of Its exegesis lies outside the scope of this
article ; and so it only remains to state tlie various
views on Jcalam, ‘the word,* so far as they are
connected with the question of inspiration (see,
further, art. Kalam). The orthodox viewof kaldm,
one of the attributes of God, is that
God ‘speaks, but not with a tongue as men do. He sneaks

wi f tlie intervention of anther,
and to Muhammad on the night0^ vilG &«SCG113X0Z1 fco Hfi S'D&'ilrQ Ktf

tostrumentality of Gabriel, and this b the 4ialwa?in which
prophet ft Toliows^remthis that the Qur An is the word of God, and is eternal anrf

Isrnm^p.
al-Birkawi, quoted in Sell, Faith o/

The speech (Icaldm), then, that is necessary toGod IS not the glorious expressions revealed tothe rrophet, because these are originated, and the
quality that subsists in the essence of God is eter-
nai. Both the glorious expressions and the eternal
quality are called the Word of God; but the former
are created and written in the Preserved Table
from which on the Night of Decree they were

brought to the lowest heaven, and thence were
revealed to the Prophet.
These are the views held by the Sunni Musal-

mans. They were earnestly opposed by the Mu'ta-
zilites, who deny the eternity of the Qur’an on
the following grounds. It is written in Arabic,
it descended to earth, and is written and read!
Events are described in the past tense, whereas, if
the Qur’an existed before all time, the future tense
would have been used

; it contains commands and
prohibitions; who, then, were commanded, and who
were prohibited? If it existed from eternity past,
it will exist till eternity future, and so in the next
world its laws -wdll be incumbent on men who must
perform the same religious ceremonies as they d©
now ; if it is eternal, then there are two eternals
God and the Word, which would destroy the Unity
of the Divine Being. If it is said that it is speech
only which is eternal, and not the word and sounds,
then how can there be speech without sound ? To
the latter objection the Sunnis reply that a man’s
thoughts are a kind of speech without sound. It
is true that, as man’s thought is originated, it
cannot be compared to God’s speech, which is
eternal; yet the illustration is good as far as it
goes to show that speech does not necessarily need
sound.
The Mu'tazilites produced such texts as ‘ Verily

we have made it an Arabic Qur’an ’ (xii. 2, xiii. 37
XX. 112, xxxix. 29, xli. 2, xlii. 6, xliii. 2). Now!
what God made He created, as it is said ;

‘Who
hath created the heavens and the earth’ (vi. 1).
To which the reply is made : ‘ Are not the creation
and the command His?’ (vii. 52). Here there is a
difierence between the creation and the command
and, inasmuch as the command ‘Be’ creates, it
cannot itself be created, and is, therefore, eternal.
Some of the 'Abbasid Khalifs of Baghdad were
supporters of the Mu’tazilites, and the TChqbTMamun in the year 212 A.H. issued a decree de-
daring that all who asserted that the Qur’an was
eternal were heretics. A little later on the TTbaiff
sent an order to the Prefect of Baghdad denouncing
as a mere rabble and mob, as men of no insight or
knowledge, those who held the orthodox views.
He was told to assemble the Qaris, the Qur’an
readers, to question them as to their opinions, and
to inform them that the Khalif neither wished for
nor would retain in his service any one whom he
considered to be untrustworthy in the faith. The
inquiry was unsatisfactory, and so this order was
issued

:

pretenders to orthodoxy and the seekers after the
authonty for which they are unfitted have replied has reached
me. Now, who does not admit that the Qur’an is created, sus-pend his exercise of judicial powers and his authority to relate
tr^itions (Jalal-ad-din as-Suyuti, History qf the Khalifs, Cal-
cutta, 1881, ch. on Ma mun).

The next Khalif, al-Mu’tasim, severely punished
and imprisoned the Imam Ibn Hanbal(^.v.), a theo-
logian of great repute, because he would not admit
that the Qur’an was created. Al-Buwaiti, a theo-
logian, was brought from Cairo to Baghdad, and
there imprisoned till the day of his death for the
same reason. Whilst they led him on fettered and
chained, he kept repeating to himself, ‘Almighty
God created the world by means of the word “ Be.^’
Now, if that word was created, one created thing
would have created another,’ which he held to be
impossible.

reference here is to the verse, ‘ Verily our speech unto
a thing, when We will the same, is thatwe say to it only “ Be,”

if
(xxxvi. 82). This was a standing argument against

the Mu tazilites. So also the verse, ‘ Nay, but it [the Qur’an]
18 a warning . . written on honoured pages, exalted, purified’

Ilf.), is said to refer to the etern^ copy of the TTiddan
Table, an argument repudiated by the Mu'tazilites,

When times changed and the orthodox returned
to power, Imam ash-Shafi'i called before him a
theologian named XIafs, and, quoting the verse,
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‘God said “Be” and it is/ said, ‘Did not God
create all things by the word “ Be ” ? * 5afs assented.

‘Then, if the Qur’an was created, must not the

word “ Be ” also have been created ? ’ To this J^ais

agreed. ‘ Then aU things were created by a created

thing, which is a gross inconsistency and manifest

impiety.’ Such was the effect of Shafi’i’s reason-

ing that 5afs was put to death as a pestilent heretic

(Sell, Faith of Islam^, p. 217).

The Mu'tazilites opposed the orthodox view, for

they said that it limited their freedom of thought.

To them the Qur’an had a human as well as a
divine side ; but, if it was an eternal word, it was
clearly beyond even reverent criticism. Their view
of the nature of the divine attributes also led them
to fear that there was a danger lest this idea of an
eternal attribute {Jcalam^ ‘word’) should impair the
great doctrine of the Unity of God. However,
the reaction came, and the orthodox school gained
the day. The Mu’tazilite movement was a OTeat

one, and, when it failed, Islam again resumed the
rigid form which has characterized it till this day.

In India, under the influence of Western thought
and a UlDeral government, there has been some
attempt to revive Mu*tazHite teaching. The leaders

of the movement see that the mechanical view of

inspiration taught in Islam is fatal to enlightened
progress, and they have selected this very subject

as one to be discussed, and as one on which sounder
views should be propagated. One of them says

:

* A prophet is neither immaculate nor infallible. A prophet
feels that his mind is illumined by God, that the thoughts which
are expressed by him and spoken or written under this influ-

ence are to be regarded as the words of God. This illumina-

tion of the mind, or effect of the divine influence, differs in the
prophet, according to the capacity of the recipient, or accord-
mg to the circumstances—physical, moral, and religious—in
which he is placed* (M. Oheragh *Ali, Critiecd Exposition of
Jihads p. bdx).

Another well-known writer, an avowed Mu*ta-
zilite, speaks of the realistic description of heaven
and hell as borrowed from Zoroastrian and Tal-
mudic sources (see Syed Amir Ali, Spirit of Isldm,
London, 1891, p. 394). It may be said that, as his

followers grew in the apprehension of spiritual con-

ceptions, so the mind of the Prophet developed;
but the objection to this is that the later chapters
of the Qur’an are, as a rule, less spiritual than the
earlier ones ; and so the development, if such there
was, tended in a downward direction. But it is

clear that there are a few Muslims who see wherein
the weakness of their system lies, who boldly re-

pudiate all the teaching of the past, and adopt
what is practically a Christian view of inspiration.

These men, however, are repudiated by the great
mass of the Muslim world, as men having forsaken
a revealed religion, and are to be shunned as inno-

vators, a class most distasteful to the orthodox
Muslim. But herein the only hope of Islam lies

;

for, until more reasonable views of inspiration be-

come general, until the dead weight of traditional-

ism is lifted off, and until intelligence and reason
are allowed some force, there can be no enlightened
progress in the community.
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INSTINCT,—With regard to the exact mean-
ing which we should attach to the words * instinct’

and ‘ instinctive ’ there is much difference of

opinion. There is, indeed, a general agreement
that, as W. Paley long ago phrased it, an instinct

is, in some sense, *a propensity prior to experi-

ence [in the individual] and independent of in-

struction’ {Natural Theology, London, 1802, ch.

xviii.). But the word ‘propensity’ is somewhat
vague. Then it must be a^ed to what end the
propensity leads. Is it a propensity to behave in
some more or less specific manner, or to experi-
ence certain emotional states, or to believe certain
things, or to frame certain types of judgment? Is
it one of these, or all of these ? Furthermore,
what are we to understand by an instinct? Is it

a propensity to a specific mode of behaviour, a
particular belief, a definite type of judgment?
And can such a propensity be clearly marxed off

and isolated in analytic treatment? There are
difficulties in doing so ; and it is probably better
to use the noun as a grouping term—as we use
‘ intelligence ’—to cover all those processes to which
the adjective ‘instinctive’ is properly applicable.

But this still leaves on our hands the question

:

What is the distinguishing nature of these pro-

cesses ?

Those who approach this question from the
biological side tend to limit the term ‘ instinctive

’

to certain more or less specific modes of behaviour
which are characterized by the fact that they just
come, without any intervening and guiding mental
process, when the organism is appropriately stimu-
lated by the presentation of a more or less com-
plex situation, often supported by stimulations
arising within the organism. And on this view
they so come because the organism, and, especially

in higher forms of life, its nervous system, have
been prepared by a long evolutionary process

to respond to such stimulation in more or less

specific ways. The chick pecks, the duckling
swims, the moorhen dives, the infant sucks, be-

cause the inherited organic constitution is such
that these modes of behaviour are the automatic
outcome when the requisite situation is presented,

without any mental realization of the meaning of

the situation or of the instinctive response. The
word * instinctive ’ is thus, for those who accept this

view of the matter, primarily a biological term.
But the presented situation, and the process of be-

having in such and such a manner in its midst, are
accompanied by a coalescent mode of experience

—

the instinctive experience—and this is assimilated

to or incorporated with such prior experience (re-

vived through association) as the organism may
have already gained in other ways and on previous

occasions. Thus, although the word * instinctive
’

is primarily a biological term, it is secondarily a
psychological term which labels a somewhat com-
plex factor in the development of the mental life

of the individual.

Now, such a definition of the term ‘instinctive’

as has been briefly indicated, tenable as it may be
in the appropriate universe of discourse, seems
hardly acceptable in connexion with the topics of

ethics and religion. It seems desirable, therefore,

so to extend the connotation of the word ‘instinc-

tive’ as to bring our treatment into line with
current usage in the familiar speech of educated
persons, who are often impatient of subtle psycho-

logical distinctions. In this broader sense of the
word, the traditional distinction between that

which is instinctive and that which is based on
carefully reasoned foundations is preserved and
emphasized; stress is laid on the spontaneous as

contrasted with the deliberate nature of the mental
processes involved ; and, though it may be difficult

to distinguish between that which is the outcome
of the net results of previous training and edu-

cation and that which is due to congenital and
hereditary disposition, it is generally implied that

what is instinctive in this larger sense is in the

main unlearnt and, at least predominantly, the

expression of the innate constitution of the mind.
William James has given a graphic description

of the manner in which he was afiected by the
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Californian earthquake of 1906, which lasted some
forty-eight seconds. It may be quoted in illustra-

tion" of the spontaneous as contrasted with the
volitional attitude of mind.

* In my csase,’ he says, * sensation and emotion were so strong
that little thought, and no reflection or volition, were possible

in the short time consumed by the phenomenon. ... As soon
as I could think, 1 discerned retrospectively certain peculiar
ways in which my consciousness had taken m the phenomenon.
Tnese ways were quite spontaneous, and, so to speak, inevitable
and irresistible. First, I personified the earthquake as a per-

manent individual entity. ... It came, moreover, directly to
me. It stole in behind my back, and once inside the room, had
me all to itself, and could manifest itself convincingly. Animus
and intent were never more present in any human action, nor
did any human activity ever more definitely point back to a
living agent as its source and origin. . . . For “ science," when
the tensions m the earth's crust reach the breaking-point, and
strata fall into an altered equilibrium, earthquake is simply the
collective name of all the ciacks and shakings and disturbances
that happen. They are the earthquake. But for me the earth-
quake was the cattse of the disturbances, and the perception
of it as a living agent was irresistible. It had an overpower-
ing dramatic convincingness. I realize now better than ever
how inevitable were men’s earlier mythologic versions of such
catastrophes, and how artificial and against the grain of our
spontaneous perceiving are the later habits into which science
educates us ' (Memories and Studies, London, 1911, pp. 210-
214).

In this graphic account of his mental attitude at
a moment of crisis given us by a leading psycholo-
gist and a master of description, although the term
‘instinctive’ does not occur, what is commonly
understood by the word in its wider and currently
popular sense is admirably exemplified. The out-
look of the moment was not that which calls into
play the rational faculties developed by scientific
thought ; it was far more primitive and unsophisti-
cated. What James wished to emphas&e is,

seemingly, that, in face of a new and thrilling
experience, deep-seated natural tendencies, spon-
taneous and nowise explicitly volitional, emerged
unsummoned in the light of consciousness—and
especially a tendency to personify the cause of the
disaster, and to attribute to that cause malign
intent. The natural man in William James was,
during those forty-eight seconds, laid hare; his
science, his psychology, his philosopl^ had not,
just then, a word of protest to utter. The sudden
onslaught of the earthquake shock caught the
guardians of the citadel of reason asleep at their
post. Whether the verdict of reason or that of
instinct was the truer verdict is not here the
point. The pomt is that the verdict of instinct
was in possession. That James’s attitude was
spontaneous rather than deliberate, and that his
swift interpretation of the meaning of the calami-
to^ situation was charged with a sense of its
being inevitable and irresistible—as much beyond
his control as the earthquake itself—is clear from
the description he gave just after the event. But
whether this direct and immediate pronouncement
of the^ natural man within him was due to some-
thing innate in his mental constitution, or was the
unbidden outcome of acquired habits of mind
habits perhaps acquired in quite early stages of his
development—he does not attempt to determine.
And, if it was partly due to the one and partly to
the other, he does not pause to assign somethin<y
like approximate values to the innate and to the
acquired determinants of the attitude spontane-
ously assumed. No doubt, since his aim was to
descnbe faithfully what passed through his mind
at the moment when the earthquake caught him
in its grip, he was wise not to enter upon a dis-
c^sion of an exceedingly difficult problem. So
difficult, indeed, is this problem that it is question-
aple whetner it is possible to solve it on the basis
of the broader definition of the term ‘ instinctive.’
Inimte tendencies are undoubtedly profoundly
modified in the light of the experience which is
personally acquired through education, through
commerce with the world of nature, and through

a thousand social influences in childhood and in
later life. Can we eliminate these if the question
arises whether the moral and religious attitude of
the adult is instinctive in the sense of being,
strictly speaking, innate and not acquired— or
even predominantly inborn, no matter how much
they have been directed in early education? To
differentiate the strictly congenital factors of the
tendencies and propensities of mature life from
those which have oeen insensibly developed through
individual training and habit seems, at present,
to he a task beyond the powers of psychological
analysis.

Still, analysis may help us on our way towards
the solution of such problems. A resolute and
suggestive attempt to lay bare the innate founda-
tions of the mental life of man is made in W.
McDougall’s Introduction to Social Psychology
(London, 1908). He holds that the problem for
solution has been mis-stated—nay more, com-
pletely inverted.
The doctrine has been accepted, he says, that ‘ men normally

and in the vast majority of cases act reasonably and as they
ought to act,* so that the question arises why they sometimes
act otherwise ;

* whereas the truth is that men are moved by a
variety of impulses whose nature has been determined by long
ages of the evolutionary process without reference to the’life of
men in civilized societies ; and the psychological problem wa
have to solve . . . is—How can we account for the fact that
men so moved ever come to act as they ought or morally and
reasonably ?’ For ‘mankind is only a little bit reasonable and
to a great extent very unintelligently moved in quite unreason-
able ways' (pp. 10, 11).

This is McDougall’s way of asking the question
how moral and rational conduct have been evolved.
But he renders the question more concrete by ask-
ing from what primitive impulses, common to men
and the higher animals, this progressive evolution
has proceeded. And his answer is : From a rela-
tively small number of primitive instincts.

These instincts are directly or indirectly the
prime movers of all human activity. By the cona-
tive and impulsive force of some instinct, or of
some habit derived from an instinct, every train
of thought, however cold and passionless it may
seem, is borne alon^f towards its end, and every
bodily activity is initiated and sustained. There
is on the inlet side the presentation of some situa-
tion or of some problem ; there is on the outlet
side an appropriate response in bodily behaviour
or in mental activity; and between these two
there is the conative impulse emotionally toned
in some more or less specific manner. Analysis
discloses in any such emotional impulse, no matter
how complex, a subtle combination of a few primi-
tive instincts; and any higher secondary or ter-
tiary product of evolution may, therefore, be
regarded as a synthesis of a few primary con-
stituents. What, then, are these primitive and
elemental factors in the conative life of social
mankind? The principal instincts of man, each
of which is also a primary emotion, are, according
to McDougairs analysis, seven in number ; (1) the
instinct of flight and the emotion of fear ; (2) the
instinct of repulsion and the emotion of disgust;
(3) the instinct of curiosity and the emotion of
wonder; (4) the instinct of pugnacity and the
emotion of anger

; (6) and (6) the instincts of self-

abasement (or subjection) and of self-assertion (or
self-display), and tne emotions of subjection or of
elation (positive or negative self-feeling) ; (7) the
parental instinct and tender emotion. These seven
instincts
‘are those whose excitement yields the most definite of the
primairr emotions, and from these seven emotions togetherwith
the feelings of pleasure and pain (and perhaps also feelings of
excitement and of depression) are compounded all, or almost
aU, the affective states that are popularly recognized as
emotions, and for which common speech has definite names*
(p. 81).

To these are added, in a supplementary list, the
instinct of reproduction, the gregarious instinct,
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the instinct of acquisition, and that of construc-

tion. Among the more general innate tendencies,

whose hehaviour-outlet is less definite and circum-
scribed, are sympathy, suggestibility, imitation,

play, habit, and certain ingrained temperamental
factors.

It must be remembered that the presented situa-

tions which call forth such emotional impulses as
self-abasement, or self-assertion, or the parental
instinct with its tender emotion are very varied,

and may be much modified in the course of the
development of individual experience as life runs
its course. It must be remembered also that the
resulting behaviour is no less varied and no less

subject to modification through acquired habit.

But McDougall contends that the central emotion-
ally-toned impulse remains relatively unchanged
amid changing circumstances and varied response.
All the principal instincts of man, he says, are
liable to modifications of their afferent and motor
parts, while their central parts remain unchanged
and determine the emotional tone and the visceral

changes characteristic of the excitement of the in-

stinct, No doubt this must be taken in a relative

sense ; but even on these terms it is open to ques-
tion whether there are not as many different shades
and varieties of, say, tender emotion as there are
situations which call it into being, and modes of
behaviour which further qualify its experiential
nature. We must, however, attempt to classify

modes of instinctive experience which are be-
wildering in their rich variety and multiplicity,
and of which perhaps no two are in all respects
quite alike. McDougall’s treatment is a helpful
step towards such a classification of experiences
which are differentiated, with much residual over-
lap, and what H. Bergson terms ‘ interpenetration,’
through the presentation of diverse situations and
by means of that instinctive behaviour in their
midst which is a legacy of ages of evolutionary
preparation.
We have thus a list of seven or more elementary

‘propensities’ or impulses which may be predi-
cated of man in virtue of his innate and hereditary
constitution. Each concrete case of predication
is, of course, conditional upon the presentation of
a situation of somewhat varied nature, and upon
the performance of sundry appropriate activities

linked therewith. But, as experience develops
and becomes more complex, the life of emotion
and conduct becomes richer, more subtly differenti-

ated, and more harmoniously integrated. Still,

according to McDougall, whom we are taking as
our accredited guide, no new elementary factors
are introduced. The higher and richer emotions
are compounds of the primary emotions subtly
combined or blended. We may take as examples
admiration, awe, and reverence, since these are
salient features in the religious attitude. With
regard to admiration, McDougall says, there seem
to be two primary emotions essentially involved
in the state provoked by the contemplation of the
admired object, namely, wonder and negative self-

feeling or the emotion of submission. Thus ad-
miration is a binary compound. But awe is a
tertiary compound, since an element of fear is also

E
resent. Awe is, indeed, of many shades, ranging
com that in which admiration is but slightly

tinged with fear to that in which fear is only
slightly tinged with admiration. But, imless fear
is in some measure incorporated with wonder and
submission, the emotion which we name awe is not
ftiUy constituted. And, when to awe, as a tertiary
compound, gratitude is also added, we experience
the highly compound emotion of reverence. Now,
gratitude itself is a binary compound of tender
emotion and submission or negative self-feeling.

Submission is thus doubly emphasized, for it is

a constituent both of admiration and of gratitude.
Thus we have a highly complex and predominantly
submissive emotional state, but still one which is

compounded of elementary instinctive and emo-
tional constituents. Now,
* reverence is the religious emotion par excellence

;
few merely

human powers are capable of exciting reverence, the blend of
wonder, fear, gratitude, and negative self -feeling. Those
human beings who inspire reverence, or who are by custom
and convention considered to be entitled to inspire it, usually
owe their reverend character to their being regarded as the
ministers and dispensers of Divine power. . . . The history of
religion seems to show us the gradual genesis of this highly
complex emotion. Primitive religion seems to have kept
separate the superhuman objects of its component emotions,
the terrible or awe-inspiring powers on the one hand, the
kindly beneficent powers that inspired gratitude on the other,
and it was not until religious doctrine had undergone a long
evolution that, by a process of syncretism or fusion, it achieved
the conception of a Deity whose attributes were capable of
evolving all the elements of the complex emotions of reverence *

(ib. pp. 132, 136).

McDougall has an interesting suggestion with
regard to the difference in attitude which charac-
terizes religion on the one hand and magic on the
other. He suggests that the fundamentS distinc-

tion between religious and magical practices is

not, as is sometimes said, that religion conceives
the powers it envisages as personal powers, while
magic conceives them as impersonal, but rather
that the religious attitude is always that of sub-
mission, the magical attitude that of self-asser-

tion, and that the forces which both magical and
religious^ practices are concerned to influence may
be conceived in either case as personal or imper-
sonal powers. Hence the savage, who at one time
bows down before his fetish in supplication, and at
another seeks to compel its assistance by threats
or spells, adopts towards the one object alter-

nately the religious and the magical attitude.

In this connexion we may ask whether Williani
James’s attitude in presence of the personified

earthquake, as an attitude of submission, was
religious in its nature.
The point of view which McDougall has developed

in his discussion of reverence in its relation to

religion is interesting and suggestive. But ques-

tions of no little dimculty arise. Granted that
reverence may be regarded as such a compound of

elementary factors as McDougall has indicated,

how far may we regard the process of compounding
as an innate propensity, and thus look upon rever-

ence in its developed form as instinctive in the
broader acceptation of the term—an acceptation
somewhat broader than that which he advocates ?

Is the process of blending as instinctive as the
elementary factors which are blended ? And, if so,

instinctive in what sense ? Is it instinctive in its

xmreasoned and involuntary spontaneity ? Is it in-

stinctive as wholly unlearnt ? Can we say that it

is entirely congenital and nowise acquired ? And,
if in some measure acquired, are we to regard the
acquisition as a relatively negligible modification
of an attitude that is fundamentally innate ? The
answers to these questions in some degree turn
upon the previous answer to that most vexed of

vexed questions with regard to the inheritance of

that which is acquired in the course of individual

life. But apart from this question, which cannot
here be discussed, it is exceedingly difficult to

determine how far attitudes which are seemingly
racial in character are due to inborn proclivities or
tendencies, and how far these attitudes are due to

the influence of the environment on each succeed-

ing generation and to the traditional outlook im-
parted through early education. W. C. D. and
C. D. Whetham, in Science and the Human Mind
(London, 1912, p. 251), have drawn attention to

the fact that, whereas
‘ in Chaldaa and, more markedly, in Assyria, the gods were
usually conceived as hostile to man, pursuing him in life and
death with implacable hatred ; in Egj’-pt, as in Greece, the
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divine powers were represented in mythology as friendly, ready

to watch over, to protect, and to guide mankind in life, in death,

and in the after-world. It would be interesting to enquire what

share the external conditions of their lives have in shaping their

attitude tow'ards the forces of nature and the mythology by
which they endeavour to interpret the phenomena of the world

and of consciousness. In Egypt, the Nile, with its regular and
unfailing rise and fall, was the source of all fertility—steady
trustworth}', and friendly. In Ghaldasa, the tempestuous and
incalculable flooding of the Euphrates and the Tigris made life

on their banks dangerous and uncertain. Nature was hostile,

ready to sweep awayman and his puny works in one unforeseen

ruin. ... In the one case, any attempt to understand or to

control the elemental forces becomes an impious and useless

action. Deceit and teickery by magic and sorcery^ or, at the

best, propitiation of the hostile powers by sacrificial bribes,

represent the logical outcome of this view of nature. . . . But
in the other case, w'here the deities are friendly, any increase of

man’s mastery over hissurrounding^ is approved by the tutelary

powers, and is probably directed by them, since it is their good
pleasure to help him on his way. One or other of these alterna-

tive attitudes of mind predominates in every religious sj'stem,

according to the race and circumstances of those who hold

to it’

Here we have different attitudes as the result of

diherences of environment. We speak of the net

result as illustrating racial characteristics. But it

is hard to say how far the ‘ instinctive * attitude

assumed is congenital and innate, and how far it

has been handed on by tradition in the social

inilien of the race.

Although McDougall deals with admiration,
awe, and reverence under the heading of ‘com-
plex emotions that do not necessarily imply the
e.xiatence of sentiments,* his treatment of their

connexion mth religion leads us to infer that, at
the stage of mental development when religious

conceptions are in being, they are incorporated in

that higher ideational S3mthesis in which the senti-

ments play so conspicuous a part. By sentiment
we are to understand, following A. F. Shand
(‘ Character and the Emotions,’ in Mindy new ser.,

V. [1896]), an organized system of emotional ten-

dencies centred around the idea of an object. The
object here is not merely a presentation to per-

ceptual experience evoking such naive behaviour,
adapted to the immediate situation, as is found in

animal life. It is a centre, not only of a system of

emotional dispositions, but of a system of know-
ledge in some degree organized, and of a system of

conduct which is significantly related to the idea
of the object or class of objects. It is always in

some measure a centre of thought, of emotional
tendency, and of conscious endeavour. Otherwise
it does not attain to the level of sentiment, which
is always in alliance with concepts and with con-
duct. On these terms the sentiment cannot be
wholly instinctive in the sense that it is on the
same plane as the innate ideas of early writers.
As McDougall says,
* the organization of the sentiments in the developing mind is

determined by the course of experience ; that is to say, the
sentiment is a growth in the structure of the mind that is not
natively given in the inherited constitution ’ (p. 159).

None the less, it may be founded on an inherited
basis.

If, then, the question be raised whether the
moral sentiments (centred around the ideas of self

and of alter) and the religious sentiments (centred
around the idea of a super-alter as source and
cause of mundane happenings) are instinctive, our
answer must again depend on the connotation to
be attached to this perplexingly elusive term.
That in the course of life they may become in-
stinctive, in the sense that they rise unbidden and
spontaneously within the mind without explicit
rational backing, when the circumstances are of
the appropriate kind, can scarcely be questioned.
That they are instinctive, in the sense that they
are the outcome of a hereditary bias or proclivity
in the native constitution of man, is more open to
question, and is as roundly asserted by some people
as it is flatly denied by others.

The fact is that, when once we accept the broad

and general usage of popular speech, anything like

a precise and clear definition of instinct becomes
very difficult, if not impossible. And perhaps
some measure of vagueness and elasticity is com-
monly regarded as only right and fitting where
strict accuracy of scientific interpretation is at
present unattainable. If the instinctive in man is

to he taken as synonymous with ‘ of or belonging
to his constitution as human,’ do we mean the
constitution of the infant at birth, or the constitu-

tion of the adult after a prolonged period of educa-
tion and development ? Or do we mean neither of
these, but rather some indwelling principle of
synthesis—or, if it be preferred, a synthetic ten-

dency the existence of which is inferred from certain
observed facts—in virtue of which man is at birth
and throughout life what he is or may become?
By this nothing more mysterious is implied than
that which is commonly accepted as the ground of

embryological development in the organism, or
even, in inorganic nature, as the ground of crystal-

line synthesis or of the formation of complex
chemical compounds. The acceptance of a specific

constitutional factor is only carrying up into the
realm of mind what is by many regarded as
scientifically legitimate in the interpretation of

other natural phenomena. Assume, 6.g,y that ten-

der emotion (to select one item from McDougall’s
list) is what, to borrow a term from Mendelian
interpretation, may be regarded as a ‘ unit charac-
ter.’ Even thus regarded, it is a synthesis of no
little complexity. Its components are more ele-

mentary factors which are additive in the emotional
state; and they are probably more than additive
in that in their combination they possess a consti-

tutive quality which gives to the algebraical sum
of the factors what we may perhaps term its

peculiar and specific emotional timbre. Just as a
note played on the violin ^ves a complex periodic

wave affording to our consciousness a simultaneous
' combination of the fundamental tone and an orderly
series of fainter overtones, and yet there is some-
thing about the timbre of the note which is not
mermy additive but constitutive of that peculiar
auditoi^ experience, so in tender emotion there is

a constitutive supplement to the additive factors

—

a supplement which gives to these factors in com-
bination the characteristic property of the unit
character as a synthetic whole. To pursue the
analogv a stage further, just as a musical chord is

not only the additive sum of the constituent tones
and overtones simultaneously presented to hear-
ing, but has its constitutive property cls a chordy
so, too, the blend of wonder, negative self-feeling,

and fear, as generators of the complex emotion of
aAve, affords m consciousness what we maj^ term an
emotional chord, the specific nature of which is not
exhausted by giving a list of its factors. When
the emotional diord has its definite place in life’s

symphony, and derives further and richer signifi-

cance from its context, it is raised to the level of a
sentiment, and, in relation to the context, has a
higher constitutive value.

Not all psychologists would concur in such state-

ments as these. But many are prepared to accept
what W. Wundt {An Introduction to Psychology

y

Eng. tr., London, 1912, p. 164) has termed the
principle of creative resultants—creative in the
sense that the resultant compounds have new pro-

perties. This principle, he says, attempts to state
the fact that
* in all psychical combinations the product is not the mere sum
of the separate elements that compose such combinations, but
that it represents a new creation ’ (p. 164).

This is extended to the whole realm of life in

Bergson’s doctrine of creative evolution, which
many biologists can accept without subscribing to

his radical vitalism. Even in the inorganic world
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the same principle holds. W. Nemst teaches
(quoted in The New Realism, New York, 1912,

p. 238) that, while a large number of physical
properties are clearly additive, there are other
properties which are not merely additive. Such
non-additive properties, he says, are termed con-
stitutive.

Granted, then, that in the course of mental
development new constitutive properties of, let us
say, the moral and religious emotions and senti-
ments are characteristic evolutionary features that
supervene at critical periods of sjmthesis, our im-
mediate question is whether they should be regarded
as instinctive in that broader sense of the term
which is here provisionally accepted. They ap-
pear to be distinctive of man in virtue of his
inherent constitution as human; they appear to
be in large measure beyond volitional control;
from the ethical point of view they appear to be
the outcome of character (which is the constitutive
factor) rather than the sum of the conditions which,
of course, must supply the requisite additive data

;

and on such grounds they may well be claimed to
be instinctive in the widest sense of the term. On
such grounds, therefore, it can scarcely be denied
that the moral and religious sentiments, so widely
prevalent in mankind, though they assume varied
forms under varied circumstances, have an instinc-
tive basis in the human constitution.

LiTBRATima.—Biolo^cal treatment (chiefljr) : C. Darwin,
Origin of Species, London, 1859 ; G. Jf. Romanes, Mental Evo-
lution in Animals, do. 1883 ; C. Lloyd Morgfan, Habit and
Instinct, do. 1896.

Sociological treatment : W. McDougall, Introduction to
Social Psychology, do. 1908.
Psychological treatment: Text-books of Psychology, s.t>.

;

W. James, Principles of Psychology, do. 1891*; G. F. Stout,
Manual of Psychology^, do. 1913.

Cf. also H. R. Marshall, Instinct and Reason, do. 1898;
L. T. Hobhouse, Mind in Evolution, do. 1902 ; W. Wundt,
Human and Animal Psychology, Eng. tr., do. 1894 ; E. Was-
mann, Instinct and Intelligence, Eng. tr , do, 1903 ; C. Lloyd
Morgan, Instinct and Experience, do. 1912.

C. Lloyd Morgan.
INSTITUTIONS (Indian).^—^Anativeof India,

as observed ^ R. C. Bose in his attractive little

work, The Hindoos as they are, is a religious
character. * He is bom religiously, lives religi-

ousl;^, eats religiously, walks religiously, wTites
religiously, sleeps religiously, and dies religiously.’
All the more important ancient institutions of the
Aryan Indians may be said to have a religious
tinge. Even the rules of Government, as framed
by the Brahmans, are essentially theocratical. It
is true that they could never have been fully
enforced, but, whenever Brahmanism was in the
ascendant in a Hindu State, the orthodox union of
Church and State was carried into practice as
much as was found practicable. Thus one of the
eight ministers appointed by the great Sivaii, the
founder of Mahratta power, was entrusted with
the exercise of all the sovereign’s ecclesiastical

g
owers, and was to order punishment to be in-
icted after investigating into what is and what is

not in accordance with the religious law (A.D.
1674). The main inspiring principle of the whole
movement initiated by Sivaji, and carried on by
his successor, was the preservation of the Hindu
religion against foreign aggression.^ The admini-
stration of justice, which was considered one of the
principal duties of a king, is similarly character-
ued, the test by ordeal being a regular feature of
judicial proceedings (see Law).

Caste, whatever its origin, is another im-
ortant institution of an essentially religious or
ierarchical nature. As observed in the Report

on the Census of 1901 (p. 360), the most obvious

1 The institutions of other countries are sufficiently described,
each under its own title.

2 See K. T. Telang, ‘Gleanings from MarS.tba. Chronicles,’ in
Trans, of the 9th Cong, of Orientalists, London, 1892, i. 262 fE.

characteristic of the ordinary Hindu is his ac-
ceptance of the Brahmanical supremacy and of
the caste system. Although the political power of
the Brahman caste is gone, their influence with
Hindu society continues to show itself in what has
been called the Brahmanization of non-Hinduized
castes^—the endeavour to rise in the social scale by
adopting the characteristic social customs of the
Brahmans, such as infant marriage and the prohi-
bition of widow remarriage.

Passing to religious institutions in the proper
sense of the term, we may perhaps mention the
following as specially characteristic. Purity, both
external and internal, is a great object with
Hindus of every sect and persuasion, and manifold
are the rules regarding the avoidance of pollution
or defilement, and the removal of its consequences
where it has been contracted (see Purification,
Food). There is not only a fully developed system
of penances (see Expiation and Atonement),
but an endless round of devotional acts tending
to the expiation of guilt and to the acquisition of
spiritual merit. The samskdras or sacraments,
to be performed during pregnancy {pumsavana,
simantonnayana), at childbirth [jdtakarma), when
the child receives a name {ndmakarana), when it
first gets rice to eat {annaprdkana), on the first
hair-^pping {chudCt), when the boy is girt with
the sacred thread \fipanayana), on marriage
{vivdha), after death, etc., are still kept as of old,
and form a regular source of income for the
Brahmans officiating at these ceremonies. Thus
among the Patane Prabhus of Poona, a highly
respectable caste, 'a birth was said to cost £20 to £40,
a thread-girding £20 to £50, the marriage of a son
£15() to £400, of a daughter £100 to £500, a girl’s
coming of age £10 to £20, a pregnancy £10 to £15,
the death of an adult £20 to £30, of a child 10s. to
£5 [BG xviii, 194). Marriage is a particularly
expensive ^d solemn celebration, at which many
of the old rites described in Sanskrit literature are
still observed, together with many new ones. The
special mportance and sanctity attributed to the
institution of marriage in the Hindu religion
become conspicuous equally in the before-men-
tioned customs of infant marriage and of prohibi-
tion of widow remarriage. By betrothing their
cMldren at an early age, parents could best pro-
vide for their not remaining unmarried, a spinster,
especially of the Brahman caste, being considered
a disgrace to her family. This early betrothal was
in reality the decisive act, though married life

could not begin till some years later; and thus
arose the peculiarly Indian institution of virgin
widows, remarriage of a woman, like divorce,
being unknown to the Brahmanical law of India
(see UHILD-Marriage). The former practice of
satl, or self-immolation of widows, has been
abolished by the British Government. The two
ceremonies of tonsure {g-v.) and of thread-girding
(see Initiation) are considered important events
in the life of a Hindu boy. The ordinaiy mode
of disposing of the dead is by cremation (see
Death and Disposal of the Dead). Every
death is followed by a certain period of impurity,
and^ by the offering, at regmar intervals, of
sacrificial oblations called srd^dha to the manes.
Adopting a boy, though not a sacrament, is a
religious act of considerable importance for
Indian family life (see Adoption). According
to the relirious duties prevailing in each successive
stage of life, there are four dkramcss, or orders, in
the life of a Brahman, of pupil {Jbrahmachdrin),
mairied householder {gfhiMtha), hermit {vdna-
rastha), and ascetic {yati, hhikm). Of these,
owever, the order of hermits has died out, and

the pupil and ascetic are chiefly represented by the
chelas and gurus of the monastic orders ot the
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present day, so that the hoTiseholde_r is the ordinary
type of the modern Brahman (see Asrama).
Monastic life is common enough in India, and

many convents [maifia] possess considerable endow-
ments, for the devolution of which, after the death
of their heads, there are special rules of succession
(see Inheritance). Idol-worship exists both in

private houses and in public temples. Bathing,
particularly in a sacred river, is considered highly
efficacious, and belongs to the class of daily duties.

There are brotherhoods of priests, such as the
Gahgdpntras, waiting on the hathers. Sacrificing
was considered one of the principal duties of a
Brahman, from the discharge of which a consider-

able part of his income was derived. The horse-

sacrifice{akvamedha [g. ]) isan instanceof a sacrifice

on a large scale which not only is described in Sans-
krit literature, but of which there are several his-

torical instances as well, such as the horse-sacrifice

of king Pusyamitra (2nd cent. B.C.), and of long
Samudragupta (4th cent. A.D.). The practice of
animal sacrifice is nowadays confined to certain
religious sects, but other oblations to the gods, to
deified ancestors, etc., are very common. Thus
the tutelary deity of a respectable Hindu house-
hold is worshipped every morning and evening by
the hereditary or priest, of the family, who
is allowed to carry home, after the close of the
service, the offerings of rice, fruits, sweetmeats,
and milk made to the god. Endowments for a
family idol are veiy usual, especially in Bengal.
Public charities are also recommended a great
deal, and supposed to confer the highest bliss in a
future state on those who offer them. They in-

clude the foundation and repair of temples and
sanctuaries, together with endowments for the
maintenance of the priesthood and of the idol;
the establishment of an image in a temple ; the
digging of pools and tanks, especially near a public
pad, to supply the thirsty with water ; the plant-
ing of trees, particularly of sacred trees ; the
building of lodging-houses or sheds for travellers

;

the bunding of nights of steps to descend into
a tank or sacred river. Thus king Asoka in
his inscriptions (3rd cent. B.C.) boaste of having
planted banyan-trees on the high-roads to give
shade to man and beast, of having planted mango-
groves, of having ordered weUs to be dug and rest-
houses to be bunt, and numerous watering-places
to be pr^ared here and there for the enjoyment of
man and beast. Arrangements for the healing
of man and beast were provided by the same
l^g. Benevolent institutions and religious estab-
lishments were also founded by king Har§a
throughout his empire (7th cent. A.D.).

Hospitality is enjoined as a religious duty,
bemg one of the five great devotional acts {maha-
yajna) according to the Code of Manu (iii. 69), who
declares that a Brahman sojourning in a house with-
out being honoured takes to himself all the merit
of the householderis good deeds {ih. 100). Making
gifts to BrShmans, and honouring and serving them,
are also considered highly meritorious (see Gifts).
Austerities {tapas) of everykind, andmortificationof
the body, are believed to lead not only to heavenly
bliss, but to the acquisition of, miraculous power
in this life, the

,

great deity Siva himself oeing
represented as practising severe asceticism in a
forest. The wonderful performances of Indian
ascetics in the way of seli-torment are sufficiently
well known. Fasting is an important element
in many of these self-imposed austerities and
penancp, and seems to have been carried to a
surprising extent. It also enters very largely into
the composition of the so-called vratas, or devo-
tional acts, tending to the gratification of some
special desire (see Festivals and Fasts, Vows),

Visiting sacred })laces of pilgrimage {tlrtha) is

supposed to have the efi’ect of wiping off the guilt
of even a heavy sin. An ancient Sanskrit text,
the Yisymsutra (ch. Ixxxv.), names nofe'werthan
53 difierent places of pilgrimage, includingPushkar,
Bodh Gaya, Prayaga (Allahabad), the banks of
the Ganges, and of other sacred rivers, etc. Great
feasts and pompous religious displays, such as the
Durgd Pujd in Bengal and the Car Festival at
Puri, stiU tend as of old to excite the religious
fervour of worshippers. In the devotional prac-
tices and daily worship of the Brahmans, texts
from the Veda, such as their sacred prayer called
gayatri, occupy a conspicuous place. According
to the smrti, Brahmans had to devote a large
number of years to the study of the Vedas, and
there were lifelong students {naisthikdbrahnm-
chdpn) leading an unmarried life in the family of
their teacher.^ Relirious education was also to a
great extent in the hands of the monks, some of
whose educational institutions, such as the great
convent of Nalanda (2nd cent. A.D.), 'were fre-
quented by thousands of pupils. Though Sanskrit
learning has gone do'wn very much at the present
day, the monastic establishments of the different
religious sects continue to be centres of religious
instruction. Public recitations from the Purdnas
and other sacred books also continue to be in
vogue, and the mere repetition of the name of
one’s guardian deity is considered a meritorious
practice.

Litbratueb.—W. Ward, A View of theEistorp, Literature,
and MytJLOlogy of the Hindoos, new ed., 8 vols., London, 1822 ;M. Monier Williams, Religious Thought and Life'in Indian, do.
1885 ; R. C. B,ose, The Hindoos as they are, Calcutta, 1881

"

Haraprasid Sistri, A School History of India, new ed., doJ
1897; Rai Bahadur Lala BaiJ Nath, Hinduism: Ancient
and 3iodem% Meerut, 1906 ; V. N. Mandlik, Hindu Law, Bom-
bay, 1880 ; J. Jolly, ‘ Recht und Sitte * in ’BvhXoido Encyclopedia
of Indo-Aryan Research, Strassburg, 1896 ; V. A. Smith, The
Early History of India^, Oxford, 1914 ; BG, esp. vols. xi., xiii
xvii., xviii. xxiii., and xxiv. ; G. Biihler, *The Laws of Manu *

in SBE, voL xxv., Oxford, 1886. J, JOLLY.

INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH.-The ‘Insti-
tutional Church ’ is a clumsy title used to describe
a modem development of Church life necessitated
by new social conditions. It is not clear how the
term originated, but it was first heard in America
about a quarter of a century ago. Before that
time many attempts had been made sporadically
to minister through the Churches to the social
needs of the community; and social settlements
had arisen which were in some instances definitely
linked to certain Churches, and in all cases a prd^
duct of the Christian social spirit. These ‘ settle-
ments ’ consisted, at first, of groups of men or
women, associated for the study of social condi-
tions, and living the community life. As they
developed, however, more elaborate buildings were
erected, in which provision was made for educa-
tional work and social engagements, so making
the settlement central to the life of the community
alike for instruction, inspiration, and recreation.
In a sense the settlement aimed at the recovery
of an old ideal, for time was when the Church
stood for education, for the relief of poverty, and
generally for the practical care of the community.
But many settlements not only had no direct con-
nexion with any Church, but were anxious to em-
phasize the fact lest any suspicion of proselytizing
should attach to their work. On the other hand,
those who valued the Church idea and who were
anxious to strengthen the position of the Church
'within the life of the community, looked at the
modem problem from this point of view. They
saw that there was no institution through which
the settlement workers brought their influence to
bear upon their neighbours which might not with
equal ^vantage be used by the Christian Church.

It goes without saying that this conviction was
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confirmed by the new sense which was being de-

veloped among the members of all Churches as to

their duty to the young. The English Sunday
Schools have seldom succeeded in retaining their

older scholars. Even in schools where large Bible
Classes exist, the need for some week-day provision

for keeping in touch with these young men and
women was increasingly felt. The statistics were
alarming as to the small number of young people
who went forward in membership from the school

to lie Church, R. W. Dale, on a memorable occa-

sion, pressed home the question, ‘How have we
lost them?* Certain religious associations sprang
into existence to meet this felt need. The Chris-

tian Endeavour Societies (see art. Christian En-
deavour) were probably the most successful in
making appeal to the religious nature of the young.
But the Church was even then hardly prepared to
recognize that the physical and intellectual needs
are equally urgent, and that it may form part of

her duty to make provision for these. In some
communions this ideal was advocated ; and what
were known as ‘Guilds’ were formed upon the
explicit basis of the organic unity of our nature,

and that just because we are human beings we
must be treated as such. Hence the Guild had
its athletic and social programme as well as its

intellectual and religious one. The Guild move-
ment had a partial success. Where the home-life

is normal and strong, it is evident that the need
for many of the activities of such societies is

less insistent. But modern Britain and modern
America have tended increasingly to produce over-

crowded areas, where little or nothing deserving
the name of home-life exists, and where all socisd

and recreative satisfactions must be sought for

dsewhere. Earnest people in all Churches began
to see that the problem before them was to adapt
the Church’s institutions to the needs of areas such
as these.

One other movement had brought home this

problem to the conscience of Christian people.

This was what was known as the ‘ P.S.A.^move-
ment, by means of which large congregations of

men and women were brought together on Sunday
afternoons for purposes which, it would be fair to
say, were at once religious and social. These
people were not exclusively young people. They
were workmen and their wives, for the most part

;

and very many belonged to the poorest classes in
the community. They enjoyed and profited by
the Sunday afternoon meeting, with its freedom
from conventionality ; and they soon formed them-
selves into societies with branches designed to pro-

mote thrift, to encourage reading, ana to secure
effective house-to-house visitation. But, in the
majority of cases, the Churches had no hospitality
to offer them apart from the Sunday meeting. It
was borne in upon the minds of those who were
especially concerned that the Church should pros-

per in the industrial districts that something must
be designed more satisfactory than the orthodox
place of worship, with rigid pews, which is usually
closed from Sunday night to Sunday morning. The
Institutional Church was an inevitable product of

the new-born ambition of the Church of Christ to

minister to our modem social needs.

^
The Institutional Church, therefore, was a prac-

tical experiment along the lines indicated. It aimed
at bridging the gulf between the Sunday School
and the Church; it aimed at ministering to the
development of a man’s all-round nature ; it aimed
at making such provision as is necessary under
social conditions which make true home-life im-
possible. In many instances old places of worship
were modernized into halls, with seats instead of

pews, platforms instead of pulpits, and equally
serviceable for public worship, lectures, concerts.

and other meetings. This becomes the central
meeting-place of the Church, where its members
receive their vows of dedication to the social ser-
vice to which Christ calls His people. There, too,
the obligations of the Christian life are pressed
upon those who have not as yet accepted them.
There the Gospel of Brotherhood, with its innu-
merable applications, is preached to gatherings
of men and women. Then, round about the cen-
tral building are smaller halls and rooms of
various kinds, some of them for conferences and
discussions, some of them for music or art, some
of them for recreation and games, some of them
for reading and writing, and some for social con-
ver^tion. Clubs are formed for working lads
or girls ; and gymnastics, singing, elocution, cook-
ing, wood -carving, dressmaking, signalling, and
many other wholesome activities are organized.
The settlement idea is conserved by means of sister-

hoods, whose members conduct such classes, and
do much of the visitation and administration of
relief inseparable from a many-sided work like
this; and who commonly live together either in
rooms on the Church premises or in a house in the
immediate neighbourhood. Lectures, scientific,

literary, historical, and economic, bring the public
together on the basis of some general interest. By
aU these means an attempt is made, and realized,
to strengthen the social bond, and demonstrate
that everything that makes for human happiness
and efficiency is part of the mission of religion.

It will be seen from this that the Institutional
Church is best able to carry out what is known as
the policy of ‘ counter-attractions.’ W. S. Bains-
ford, formerly rector of St. George’s, New York,
has described [Preacher^s Story of his JForh, New
York, 1904) how this policy was gradually forced
upon him by the necessities of the situation. The
evil associations of the saloon compelled him toS*ie a social centre with wholesome food and

; the undesirable dancing saloons drove him
to permit dancing in his church hall ; the doubtful
dramatic exhibitions of ail kinds led him to organ-
ize a dramatic society for the production of good,
wholesome plays. Brobably few, if any, of the
similar experiments in England have been on so
comprehensive a scale as Rainsford’s ; but the need
to provide counter-attractions to the public-houses,
and to supply refreshments, good and lively music,
billiards and other games, and abundant social

opportunities, apart from the unwholesome atmo-
sphere of licensed premises, is just as great in Eng-
land as in New York. Instances might be quoted
in which social enterprises of an even more ambi-
tious character have been successfully carried out,

such as labour-yards, night-shelters, and even hos-
pitals and orphanages ; but there is an increasing
disposition not to burden the Church with work
which the State should properly undertake. Never-

theless, the Church has led the way in many new
forms of work among the young. The cr^c/is, or
day nurse^, where infants are well nursed and fed
while their mothers are away at work, and the
‘play-centre,’ where, outside school hours, children
who have no playground but the street are taught
organized games, form part of the operations of

nearly all institutional Churches.^
The ideal aimed at is of a Mother Church which

thus offers hospitality to all men, women, and chil-

dren, and applies herself to discover and to satisfy

their needs. The centre of the whole organization
is the society of avowed disciples of Christ, who
are inspired by His example and teaching, and
who, in His spirit, are dedicated to the ends of

His kingdom. The members of the Institutional

Church would always feel that they had failed in

their mission to any one who haa come within
their influence, and joined one or other of their
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institutions, unless they had converted him into a
Christian citizen, and inspired a disinterested zeal

for human betterment. This can be brought about
only, as they would confess, by contact with a
living Church. Thus the Institutional Church is

not under any temptation to magnify its institu-

tions and depreciate the Church. On the other
hand, the necessity for keeping the institutions

Christian leads to the emphasis of the Church and
its ordinances. By common consent the highest
success of the Institutional Church has been rea-

lized where the worship and teaching of the Church
have been effectually central to all the manifold
operations of the institutional work.

Literatcirb. — G. W. Mead, Modem Methods in Church
Worky New York, 1S47; R. A. Woods, English Social Move*
meuis. New York, 1S91 ; C. Silvester Home, The Institutional
Churchy London, 1906; F. G. Cressey, The Church and Young
Men, do. 1903; J. Strong: and others, in Eonniletic Review^ liii.

[1907] 114 ff. ; E. D. Hardin, ib, Ixvi. [1913] 451.

C. Silvester Horne.
INSURANCE,

—

I. Origin and development of
ii^urance.—The principle of the averaging and
distributing of risks is one which, no doubt, existed
from the time when commerce began to emerge
from^ the more primitive needs of a pastoral com-
munity. Among Western nations there was a
scheme for the insurance of slaves at Athens which
is attributed to Antigenes of Rhodes (356-323 B.C.),

and loans on ‘ bottomry ’ (that is, an advance on
theh^ or * bottom * of a ship, whichwas repayable,
with interest, on the return of the vessel, but was
not repayable in case of a total loss) were well
Imo’vvn among the Greeks. Such loans, under the
title of the fosnus nauticum^ were so common at
Rome that legislation was devised to prevent
fraud ; thus at this early stage the problem of an
‘insurable interest’ had arisen. In the Greek
Empire the rate of interest upon loans on bottomry
w^as related by an edict of Justinian in a.d.
633. The incursions of barbarians disorganized

j

the mechanism of commercial life, and it is not
till the 13th or early in the 14th cent, that allu-
sions to bottomry begin to reappear. These occur
at Florence, Pisa, Bruges, and Barcelona. In the
Laws of Wisby and the Recessus Hanses— both
^ing codes of the Hanseatic League—bottomry
is mentioned, and the system was introduced into
England, either by this body or perhaps earlier,
through the shipments of wool to the Mediter-
ranean by Italian merchants. Hence, when an
Act was passed in 1601 ‘ concerninge matters of
Assurances amongste merchantes,’ this practice
w^as described as having been ‘ an usage tyme out
of mynde.’
Meanwhile transactions of the nature of insur-

ance had^ grown up independently among the
gilds, which took quite a different direction (see
Friendly Societies, Gilds). Among the Anglo-
Saxon gil^ it was the custom to give to the
members, in addition to opportunities for social
intercourse, certain benefits which were provided
from the contributions of the gildsmen, as, for
instance, blood-compensation {wer-geld), where a
gildsman slew another without wantonness, also
what might be described as funeral benefit, namely
the furnishing of a funeral, mourners, and masses
by the agency of the gild. Again, in the gild at
Exeter, in the event of the house of a member
being destroyed by fire, a contribution was levied
from each member. This practice constituted a
rude approximation to the principle of fire insur-
ance on a mutual basis, except that the amount of
the contribution was limited (B. Thorpe, Diploma-
tarium Anglicum Mm Saxoniciy London, 1865).
In the Anglo-Norman gUds the range of benefits
was extended—while that for funerals remains
most prominent, cases occur in which gilds made
provision for the loan or the replacement of stock

and the providing for the children of a deceased
gildsman, by apprenticing the sons to trades and
offering dowries for the daughters.
A species of insurance wSch related to persons

and not to goods, and was no doubt one of the first
of this type, was that for a ransom. There are
traces of this in the statutes of gilds, and, in the
17th cent., this risk was undertaken by individual
underwriters. Under this type of insurance, if the
traveller was captured by pirates or an enemy,
the assurer was bound to provide the necessaiy
ransom.

^
The decay of the gild system after the Reforma-

tion left many blanks in the national life, and
prominent^ among these was the absence of the
compensation against some of the great risks of
life which it provided. It is true that marine
insurance was unaffected, and this system was
gradually extended. Before the end of the 16th
cent, the loan on bottomry had been supplemented
by a type of policy which provided compensation
on the loss of a ship in proportion to the premium
paid {Guidon do la Mer, Rouen, 1607) ; and at the
end of the reign of Elizabeth there was an ‘ Office
of Assurances’ or ‘Chamber of Assurance’ in
London, where the whole risk on a ship was sub-
divided among a number of underwriters. During
the first half of the 17th cent, there were few
new ideas relating to insurance, though marine
underwriting was increasing in popularity, and the
grading of risks came to be better understood.
The period bounded on the one side by the Great

Fire and on the other by the feverish promotion of
companies in 1720 was one in which insurance
made great strides, both in the insuring against
new ri^s, or to provide new benefits, and in the
prosecution of existing types of assurance by new
methods. In the reign of Charles li. marine in-
surance was well understood, and, with the growth
of coffee houses, those interested in shipping began

!

to fuse certain of those resorts as meeting-places
and offices. By 1688, Lloyd’s Coffee House had
been started, and Lloyd^s News—a newspaper deal-
ing with the movements of ships—^was founded in
1696. Then, between 1717 and 1719, two com-
panies were established, both of which received
mcorporation in 1720 as the Royal Exchange
Assurance and the London Assurance. These
bodies, at their foundation, were endued with a
monopoly against any other companies, but not
against individuals. Thus from 1720 marine in-
surance has been effected, partly by individual
underwriters, partly by joint-stock companies.
The Great Fire naturally turned attention to fire

insmrance. In Germany, mutual fire insurance
societies had been founded at least as early as the
16th cent., and Sir William Petty mentioned asso-
ciations of this type as being worthy of imitation
in England. After the disaster of the Great Fire
three or perhaps four distinct kinds of fire insur-
ance were attempted. The Corporation of London
opened an office in 1679 or 1680, that is, insurance
by a municipality. Then there was a mutual
society, known as the Friendly Society, which had
issued proposals in 1683. The remaining methods
were practised by an individual underwriting fire
risks, or by several individuals in partnership.
Nicholas Barbon had opened an office in 1667
which was transformed into a joint-stock company
in 1680. Of these four types of fire insurance only
two survived. Insurance by individuals never
became prominent as regards fire risks, and muni-
cipal insurance was soon abandoned. There re-
mained the mutual fire insurance societies and the
joint-stock companies, both of which continued
side by side in competition. The Hand in Hand
Society w'as a mutual one. It was founded in
1696, and was absorbed by the Commercial Union
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Assurance Company in 1905. On the other hand,

the Sun Fire Office, which was founded by Charles

Povey between 1706 and 1708, was a joint-stock

company. In the first twenty years of the 18th

cent, many fire offices were established in London,
and some in the provinces.

Besides the provision made against losses by
shipwreck or by fire, other risks to property were
gradually insured against. Thus by 1684 goods
sent by waggon or cart could be insured against
thieves {Merchant's Dayly Companion^ London,
1684). By 1720 schemes had been projected for

insurances against losses by highwaymen, by the
dishonesty of servants, for the payment of sea-

men’s wages, and for making good losses sustained

by owners of horses through disease, disablement,

or theft. Thus schemes had been propounded re-

sembling burglary, fidelity, guarantee, and live

stock insurance, though, owing to the excessive

number of promotions, long periods elapsed before

all of these were established.

Meanwffiile, the provision for life contingencies

lagged behind marine and fire insurances. In the
middle of the 17th cent, a species of life insurance
could be effected whereby any one who borrow'ed
money to purchase a place or office could arrange
by means of payments from the income that, in

the event of nis death, the part of the loan out-

standing would be repaid to the lender. It is

after the Revolution that something of the nature
of life insurance can first be traced. One of the
methods by which the Government raised funds
for the carrying on of the war against France was
by the guaranteeing of annuities in return for

loans. In 1698 the Mercers’ Company also began
to issue annuities. These schemes were very im-
perfect, owing to the want of anything approach-
ing mortality tables. Even the population of the
country was unknown. It is true that the labours
of Petty and Halley were providing a basis for

future statistical investigations, more particularly

in relation to the Bills of Mortality ; but, as yet,

these inquiries were in such a tentative condition
that they did not admit of practical application.

Accordingly, insurance relating to life contingen-
cies was developed in a different direction from
modem life insurance, being concerned chiefly

with such risks or eventualities as terminated at
a comparatively early date as compared with that
of the payment of the premium. Before the Re-
volution a scheme was considered for the State
Endowment Insurance of children on their attain-

ing the age of 20 years (Add. MS. 28,078, f, 462).S in the 18th cent, there were many offices

transacted professedly provident business
of this character. These were all dividend societies—^that is, the premiums collected in a quarter or
in a year, as the case might be, were divided
among those claimants 'who, in the same period,

ranked for the specified benefits. Thus, in a
marriage society, all insured persons who had
been married since the last division participated
pro rata in the distribution. Similarly in other
societies the parents of all children born in wed-
lock, who had paid premiums regularly, ranked for

the benefit. Then again, in the same way, a sum
could be secured to enable a young man to start
in business for himself when his apprenticeship
was finished. These were kno'wn as marriage,
christening, and apprenticeship insurances respect-
ively. In 1709 and 1710 there was quite a rage for

participation in these schemes ; since the amount
of benefit varied greatly, the idea appealed to the
gambling spirit of the times. There were many
scandals, and insurance of this type was prohibited
by legislation in 1710. It was out of these crude
schemes that the earliest general life insurance
emerged. It was based on the dividend principle.

Just as in marriage insuranee, the premiums were
divided periodically among those who were entitled
to claim. There was no distinction at first as to
the age or sex of the life insured. One of the
earliest life offices was the Society of the Assur-
ance of Widows (1699), which was followed by the
Amicable Society in 1706. The latter existed in-
dependently till 1866, 'wdien it was absorbed by the
Norwich Union Life Insurance Society.
During the remainder of the 18th cent, the chief

progress in marine and fire insurance was in the
extension of the system. As the various offices

acquired reputation, the number of persons in-

sured increased. In life insurance, on the other
hand, great progress was made, t'he researches
of de Moivre, Kersseboom, Hodgson, Corbyu
Morris, Simpson, and Price gradually provided
materials for die construction of tables of the
expectation of life, and these were used by the
Equitable Society (which was founded in 1762) in
the establishing of graduated premiums. In 1825
insurance began to attract the attention of the
company promoter, and a great number of new
offices were started, the majority of which were
soon forced to discontinue business. The re-

mainder of the century is marked by a more
exact classification of risks, by the variation of
the forms of policies, by the issue of policies

against risks which were not previously insured,
and, finally, by a great increase in the total sums
insured.

In the early forms of insurance the benefits were
confined to persons who were comparatively well-

to-do. The working-class population was alto-

gether outside most of the schemes which had been
started. The amount and the times of payment
of premiums were unsuitable to the wage-earner,
nor were the benefits ofiered of the kind of which
he stood most in need. As early as 1773 a bill was
introduced into Parliament which was designed to
extend some of the advantages of insurance to the
poor, but it failed to become law. The gradual
development of Friendly Societies tended to provide
some of the benefits of 'which the wage-earning
classes stood in need (see Feiendly Societies).
Though the first Friendly Societies Act was
passed in 1793, it was some time before the opera-
tions of these societies became general, while
many of these bodies have proved insolvent, others
have attained a high degree of financial stability,

and the grovrth of the benefit side of Trade Unions
has also aided in extending the benefits of insur-

ance. The general method of the organization of

a Friendly Society or of a Trade Union, in rela-

tion to the part of its activities resembling those
of a Friendly Society, is by the collection of con-
tributions from the members each week. Thus
the payment of what is, in effect, a premium is

arranged so as to accord with the budget of the
contrffiutors. The chief benefits provided foi the
members are sickness, medical, out-of-work, and
funeral benefits.

The essence of a Friendly Society is that it must
be a voluntary organization, though it may be
assisted and controlled by the State. Naturally
the membership of such bodies 'svill consist of those
workers who are most thrifty. Thus, even in a
city or district where there are Friendly Societies,

very many of the working classes remain unin-
sured ; ana to meet this situation State insurance
has been devised. Unlike all the other kinds of

insurance already described, it is not permissive

but compulsory. In Germany and France the
idea of insurance by the Government may be
traced back to the beginning of the 19th cent.,

since it arises out of the conceptions of Fichte,

l4assalle, and Sismondi. As early as 1854 Prussian
miners were compelled to belong to one of the
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Knappschaftshassm, or associations for sick funds

;

and in 1S83 the same rule was applied to other

labourers. The next year accident insurance was

established, while m 1889 old age and invalidity

insurance were provided. The old age pensions

in Germany are to be distinguished from those in

Great Britain, since the former are contributory,

the latter are non«contributory. State insurance

applies compulsion not only to the worker but also

to his employer. The usual method is to pro-

vide that the worker, his employer, and the State

contribute.
i t j

State insurance on a large scale was established

in the United Kingdom by the National Insurance

Act, 1911 (1 and 2 George V. cap. 55). This scheme

has two main divisions, the one relating to health,

and the other to unemployment. Thus an attempt

is made to provide for two of the great risks of

wage-earners, namely, sickness and unemployment.

As regards the first of these, it is intended that,

while the payment of contributions is compulsoiy

for all employed persons as defined by the Act
w hose ages" are between 16 and 65, and whose re-

muneration does noc exceed £160 a year, the

administration is committed to Friendly Societies

under the supervision of a Government depart-

ment. \yhat may be described as the normal rate

of contribution in Great Britain is 7d, per week
for men and 6d. for women. The man pays 4d.

per week, and the woman 3d. per week ; while, in

each case, the employer adds 3d. per week. The
State adds a sum which amounts to 2d. ^er week
for both sexes. Where the total earnings in Great
Britain are less than 2s, 6d. per day these rates

are modified, and there is a reduced scale for Ire-

land. The benefits consist of medical benefit

(including medicines and such medical and sur-

gical ap^iances as are prescribed by the Insur-

ance Commissioners), sanatorium benefit (being

the treatment in sanatoria, in other institutions,

or otherwise, of persons sufiering from tubercu-

losis), sickness benefit, disablement benefit (com-
prising periodical payments to persons rendered
incapable of work by disease or disablement after

termination of sickness benefit), maternity benefit

(being a p^ment of 30s. on the confinement of

the ”rae 01 an insured person or of any other
woman who is insured), additional benefits, which
are dependent on the financial success of the
Friendly Societies working the Act, and which
may include additions to the amounts of the fore-

going benefits, or further benefits, such as dental
treatment, superannuation allowances, payments
to insured persons who are out of work through
infection, etc. Though the intention of the Act
is that it should be administered by Friendly
Societies or similar bodies, account has to be taken
of those persons who, while compelled to pay con-
tributions, are not members of a Friendly Society.

These become deposit contributors. The sums paid
by and for them are lodged at the Post Office, and
they are entitled to benefits only till the end of the
year in which the amount standing to their credit

may be exhausted. Though this system is de-
scribed as * deposit insurance,’ it is clear that the
element of insurance is relatively small. The
second part of the Act—that relating to unem-
ployment—deals with those trades in which ir-

regularity of work is common, e.g. building,
construction of works, shipbuilding, mechanical
engineering, iron-founding, construction of vehicles,

saw'-milling. Contributions are provided by the
workers in these trades, their employers, and the
State. Subject to certain minor exceptions, the
worker and the employer both pay 2Jd. per week.
The normal rate of unemployment benefit is 7s.

per week; there are numerous rules to prevent
malingering ; and provision is made for a court of

referees to which the insured person may apply

in case his unemployment benefit is stopped by

the insurance officer.

Literaturk.—J. T. Smith, Ordinances of Early English

GMSt Loadon, 1870 ; C. Gross, The Gild Merchant, 2 vols.,

Oxford, 1890 ; J. Francis, Annals of Life Insurance, London,

1853; W. Petty, Economic Writings, ed. 0. H. Hull, 2 vols.,

Cambridge, 1899; A. de Moivre, Treatise of Annuities on
Lives, Loadon, 1725; R. Price, Observations on Reversionary

Payments, do. 1771 ; F. Baily, Doctrine of Life A^inuitUs and
Assurance, do. 1810 ; J. Milne, Treatise on the Valuation of

Annuities and Assurances on Lives, do. 1815 ; C. Walford, The
Insurance Cyelopcedia, 6 vols., do. 1871-80; F. B. Relton,
An Account of Fire Insurance Companies, do. 1898; F.
Martin, The History of Lloyd’s, do. 1876 ; W. R. Scott, The
Constitution and Finance of English, Scottish, and Irish Joint
Stock Companies, 3 vols., Cambridge, 1910-12; A. F. Jack,
An IntrodxLction to the History of Life Insurance, London,
1912; C. Hardwick, Hisfory . . . o/JFWend^y Societies 2, Man-
chester, 1869; J. M. Barnreither, English Assodatums of
Working Men, Eng. tr., London, 1891 ;

A. C. Stevens,
Cyclopaedia of Fraternities, New York, 1899 ; Report of Royal
Commission on Friendly Societies, 1874 ; I. G. Gibbon, Unem*
ployment Insurance, London, 1911; A. S. C. Carr, W, H. S.

Garnett, and J. H. Taylor, National Insurmce, do. 1912;

W. H. Dawson, Social Insurance in Germany, do. 1912.

2. Modern insurance.—i. Kisks of property,
—(a) Marine insurance,—^Allusion has already been
made to the resort of underwriters of marine risks

to Lloyd’s Coffee House, and from this grew the

body now known as * Lloyd’s.’ While insurances

on ships are effected both by the members of Lloyd’s

and by marine insurance companies, Lloyd’s is the

centre of this class of business, since the society is

not only an association of underwriters, but, in

addition, it has gradually undertaken important
functions in connexion with the obtaining and the

circulation of shipping intelligence. By means of

its agents, it is in touch with aU places from which
ships can be reported, and thus materials arrive in

London which determine the positions of ships, as

well as any casualties they may sustain. Since

1834, Lloyevs Register has been published annually

;

it provides for an elaborate classification of ships

according to their condition. Lloyd’s is a volun-

tary society resembling in its constitution the

Stock Exchange. The affairs of the body are

managed by a committee, and each * underwriting
member’ is entitled to accept risks subject to

the rules of the committee. In addition to the
shipowner who is insured and the underwriter

who insures, there sometimes intervenes an insur-

ance broker who acts as an intermediary between
the two interests, both in the initiation of the

insurance and in the settlement of any claim that

may arise through it. Besides the members of

Lloyd’s and marine insurance companies, there is

another type of this class of insurance, namely,
where a shipping company, owning a large fleet

of vessels, insures them itself by paying to a fund
the premiums which would otherwise be handed
over to an underwriter ; or a company may itself

insure a part of the value of its ships and place

the remainder with an insurance company or with
members of Lloyd’s. The method by whien marine
insurance companies maintain their financial sol-

vency is similar to that adopted by fire and life

companies, but the way in which the individual

underwriter meets his losses is not so clear.
^

This
is effected by a minute subdivision and difiusion of

any ‘ line ’ he may underwrite ; that is, the member
of Lloyd’s who insures a ship for a large sum will

at once re-insure the greater part of his risk with
other underwriters. In this way the stability of

a Lloyd’s policy is very great.

(5) Fire insurance,—Fire insurance has long been
standardized. The chief offices have formed a
tariff association, according to which they charge
identical rates of premium for risks classed as the

same. To some extent this body serves a similar

purpose to that of Lloydfs Register, though, in the

case of fire risks, the property is not capable^ of

the same exact graduation as is possible with
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regard to shipping.
^
Originally insurance began

upon a basis of specialization—that is, the early

offices were established in order to effect a particu-

lar class of insurance. It was not long before a
tendency manifested itself to combine the under-

writing of different classes of risks. Thus in 1720

the Royal Exchange Assurance added to its marine
business that of fire insurance by the purchase of

an undertaking which had been formed for the

latter type of risk. While labour tends more
and more to minute division, industry works on
a larger and larger scale. In insurance the move-
ment towards large scale operation finds expression

in the combining of different classes of risks by the

same office, either by amalgamation with other

companies or by the adding of new branches to

its business. Of recent years in both banking
and insurance the grouping together of companies,

which were previously independent, has been very

marked, while the combination of other kinds of

insurance with that against fire has become so

common that among British offices there now re-

main very few which confine themselves to fire

risks only. There are 138 companies which made
returns under the Insurance Act of 1909 as being
engaged in fire insurance. The business of some
of these was small, and the number which trans-

acted a fair amount of business was about 100.

In 1910 the total net premiums of British offices

effecting fireinsurancewere returned at £29, 157,780.
Some of these companies insure buildings and
goods in America, other foreign countries, and
the colonies ; but, on the other hand, re-insurances

with foreign companies have been deducted.

(c) Other insurances of risks to property.—In
addition to marine and fire insurance, certain other

classes of risks have been selected for regular in-

surance. The chief of these are boiler insurance,

burglary insurance, insurance of horses,^ cattle,

and other animals, insurance against hailstorms

{6.g., in tea plantations, where damage by hail

is a serious risk), insurance of licences, insurance

of mortgages, insurance of plate glass, insurance
of motor cars. The system of registration of

packages or letters sent by the Post Office is in

effect an insurance of the contents against loss or

damage, and the same principle is shown in rail-

way rates in excess of those at o'wner’s risk. While
workmen’s compensation insurance and guarantee
insurance appear to relate rather to persons, in

principle they belong to the class now under con-

sideration. The compensation to a ^worker is

secured to him, once the injury has been legally

established. The insurance in this case relates to

the liability for the payment of that compensation,
which by this device is transferred from the^ em-
ployer to the office which insures him against it.

The foregoing may be described as risks to pro-

perty which are constant. For instance, as long
as a boiler is in use, there is the risk of an ex-

plosion; or, again, in any business where the
clerks have the handling of large sums of cash,

there is the danger of embezzlement. There are

other risks which are occasional, A reduction in

the tax on tea would mean, other things being
the same, a loss to merchants who held stocks on
which the former and higher duty had been paid.

Such a reduction of duty will be announced only
in the statement at the introduction of the Budget

;

and hence it is usual, when changes in indirect

taxation are expected, for insurances to be eftected

against them by those who expect to be affected

prejudicially. Necessarily no insurance of this

kind prevents an alteration in taxation from tak-
ing place, but it secures pecuniary compensation
to those who have insured. Circumstances of this

kind are numerous, since almost any considerable

alteration in trade will affect some one. A pro-

longed Court mourning will injure businesses which
are largely interested in the West End trade. The
danger of a war arouses anxiety among many im-
portant interests. Further, many social functions
recjuire favourable weather conditions. In fact,
a list of adverse contingencies might be extended
almost indefinitely. Though the actual occurrence
of any one of these is comparatively rare in com-
parison with the number of transactions which are
subject to that contingency, it often happens that
the trader who encounters the actual happening
of prejudicial circumstances loses not only possible
profits but also his original capital. Hence it is

usual to insure against some contingencies of this
kind. Such policies are effected at Lloyd’s. Thus
people who would suffer in their business from a
general election will sometimes take out a policy
against the dissolution of Parliament within a
specified period. The premium is determined by
the opinion formed by underwriters as to the de-
OTee of probability of the event insured against.
Transactions of this type are often described as
‘ wagering insurances ’

; and, when the possibilities

as to the occurrence of the event, which is the sub-
ject of a policy, are obscure, the rate often varies
Yerj rapidly.

ii. Risks of persons.—

(

a) Life insurance .—^The
payment of a fixed sum on the death of the insured
to his legal representatives may be described as
the fundamental type of modem life insurance.
The system requires a number of conditions, among
which may be mentioned the possession of a satis-

factory mortality table. This will show the average
expectation of life at each age, and is important
in determining the amount of the premium. The
assured pays premiums annually during life, and
therefore the insuring office has the interest on
these, less expenses, either to add to the premiums
themselves or as profit. Assurance of this type is

Imown as whole life insurance. Life insurance
offices are of t-wo kinds—proprieta^ and mutual.
In the latter any surplus after providing for future
claims is available for the benefit of the members
insured, generally by way of additions to the sums
originally insured. The proprietary offices allocate

a portion of their surplus funds as bonus, and the
bonus is available for those who insure subject to

bonus additions, and in that case the premium for

whole life insurance at a given age is slightly higher
than for whole life insurance without bonus. In
such insurances, in any individual case, there is

a gain to the representatives of the insured if

death takes place before the time indicated by the
mortality tables ; while, on the other hand, there

is a loss if that time is passed. To lessen the
latter contingency insurances are effected whereby
premiums are paid for a term of years, and the
specified sum is handed over by the office either

at the death of the insured or on his attaining a
specified age. A modification of the last type is

that by which, on the birth of a child, premiums
are payable against which a sum is disbursed on
the child attaining the age of 21 years or any
other age agreed upon.

(6) Annuities.—^An annuity may be either for a
term of years, or for a life, or for joint lives. The
insurance principle enters into all annuities for

lives, since the length of time during which such
annuities will be payable depends on the chances

of mortality. While the principles in life annui-

ties and life insurance are the same, each is the

complement of the other. In a life annuity the

insurance office receives a capital sum and pays an
annual income; in life insurance this process is

reversed.

The progress of life insurance has been very

marked. Excluding colonial and foreign offices in

the United Kingdom and also industrial life com-
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panies, the ordinary life companies had a premium
income (after deducting re-insurances) in 1882 of

£11,658,319—a figure which increased in 1910-11

to £28,994,404. At the earlier date the income

from interest and dhddends (less income-tax) was

£5,369,007, while at the later one it was £13,166,857.

In 1910-11 the ordinary life policies numbered

2,863,851, and the amount assured was £800,215,506.

(c) Personal accident insurance.—The number
of offices filing returns in 1910 was 84, and their

remium income for the year was £1,829,710.

lany ingenious methods have been adopted^ to

extend this type of insurance as, e.g., the printing

of coupons in diaries and certain periodicals, which

entitle the holder to compensation should he sus-

tain an accident of a specified character and under

certain conditions within a fixed period.

{d) Other contingencies relating to persons.

—

Sickness insurance is the chief of these, wThereby

provision is made for the expenses of an illness

and, if desired, for the loss of earnings through
disease. Transactions of this character are of

minor importance in the business of insurance

offices, w'hereas these are most important in the
work of Friendly Societies and of State Insurance

in relation to the wage-earning classes (see above,

§!)•

LrrEiiATirRB,~Walford and Martin already cited (§ i) ; D.
Jones, Value of Annuities^ London, 1844 ; P. Gray, Tables
and Formulce for the Computation of Life Contingencies^ do.

1849 ; G. King-, Te^ict Book on the Principle of Interest (Insti-

tute of Actuaries* Text Books\ do. 1882, 1887 ; K. Pearson, The
Chances of Deaths do. 1897 ; F. A. C. Hare, Fire Risks, the
various Kinds, do. 1836; A. Foot, Practice of Insurance
against Accidents^, do. 1909; S. Huebner, Property Insur-
ance, New York, n.d. ; F. D. McMillan, Outlines of Burglary
Insurance, London, 1910 ; Statements of Accounts and of Life
Assurance and Annuity Business and Abstracts of actuarial
Beports deposited with the Board of Trade during 1912 ;

the
corresponding B^orts for fire and personal accident insurance

;

Journal of the Institute of Actuaiies; Journal of the Insur-
ance Institute ; Transactions of the Actuarial Society of Edin-
burgh.

3. The principles of insurance,—The general
principles of insurance are fairly obvious, but they
nave many ramifications which require to be traced
with some care. Some of the uncertainties of life

and business at times involve most serious con-
sequences to the individual, unless some method
has been devised by which he can provide against
them or against their pecuniary results. When
Shakespeare makes all the ventures of Antonio to
miscarry and * not one vessel ’scape the dreadful
touch of merchant-marring rocks’ {Merck, of Ven.
in. ii. 2691), the owner is confronted with ruin.

{

But, while some ships are wrecked, many complete
I

their voyages in safety; while some houses are
destroyed by fire, the great majority escape this
catastrophe; indeed, there are certain risks to
which property is liable which, on the one hand,
involve the total destruction of the things, but, on
the other, are comparatively rare. Similarly, in
the ease of labour, death or illness involves the
tot^ or the temporary cessation of earning pow’-er.

It is clear that these risks can be divided into
classes, and all those which fall 'within a certain
class are subject to that risk, though it may result
in a loss to a very few. Further, the damage
sustained by those who suffer is relatively great.
Hence it is to the advantage of the members of
such a class to sacrifice a small part of their income,
upon condition that the estimated amount of the
loss shall be made good. In the special case of life
insurance the sum assured may be regarded in
most instances as a compensation for the loss of
income, accruing to the person who insures, either
by his labour or in other ways which may be of a
terminable nature. Thus, in fact, the risk of loss
by a calamity which may occur to any one of a
certain group is distributed over the members of
that class. The method by which what may be

termed ‘loss-sharing’ is distributed depends on
the law of averages, and requires a collection of

statistics. Taking the period of adult life, every
one is subject to the risk of illness which would
interrupt the earnings derived from his occupa-
tion; but, as between individuals such illnesses

fall unequally, some may have none, others may
have a few, and others may have many. Where
statistics of uncertainties are available upon a
sufficiently extended scale, it is generally found
that an average will be established for a special

kind of risk ; and, therefore, the average liability

to that risk can be made the subject of actuarial
calculation. Accordingly, it is on this basis that
the premium to insure ag.ainst it is arrived at. In
the absence of statistical data, any calculation of

a premium is impossible. Suppose, for instance,

that insurances were effected against damage to

aeroplanes which occurred through their flying.

If existing offices undertook this risk, any mistake
in the rate of the premium would not be serious,

in view of the relatively small part of such insurance
as compared with the total transactions of the
insuring companies. In the event of a number of

new offices bemg formed for this class of insurance,

it is probable that at first, owing to the imperfection
of the data, there would be considerable variations

in the rates ; and, as sho'wn by the outcome, some
would prove to have been too high and some too
low.
The application of the theo^ of insurance in

practice is modified by the conditions under which
the event insured against takes place. In some
cases there is the danger that this event may be
simulated. Life insurance is least subject to this

i

disadvantage. In fire insurance, fraud may take
the form of arson, where the insured nimself
creates the conditions insured against, with a view
to obtaining the proceeds of his policy, should the
crime be undetected. In marine insurance there is

the possibility of ‘barratry’ in order to defraud
the underwriters. Sickness insurance is subject
to a greater degree of difficulty, in so far as illness

may be feigned. As a general rule, those risks

commonly insured against are such as admit of

easy proof of loss by the claimant, and verification

of his claim by the insurer. Outside the risks

usually insured against at insurance offices there
are other uncertainties which are similar from the
point of view of theory, but which are not usually
insured against in this way. A business may not
suffer from fire, accidents, or losses of ships, and
yet may experience most serious losses. The
reason why the latter risk is not undertaken by
insurance companies is that such business risks are
inseparably connected with the general manage-
ment of the business; and thus an office under-
'writing them would in effect become responsible
for the management of the business (A. Marshall,
Principles of Economics^ London, 1898, p. 470).
At the same time fluctuations in profits, due to
variations in trade, enter into and form part of the
expenses of the business, and thus come to be added
to the prime cost of its products. The amount
which it is necessary to charge under this head
represents a species of premium against this risk,

and attempts are made to reduce it by the making
of, or the dealing in, a number of commodities the
demands for which are subject to varying con-
ditions ; or, again, by securing access to different

markets for the same commodity in which there is

some chance that changes in demand will operate
in different directions. Again, a manufacturer
may insure his machines against accident, but he
is subject to the further risk of the wearing out of

these instruments of production, against which he
provides by a depreciation fund to which a sum is

contributed each year that with compound interest
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will replace the value of the machines by the time

they are worn out. But machines suffer not only

from wear and tear, but from the risk of being
superseded. In so far as this contingency differs

from that due to variations in trade, a further

provision will be required, and depreciation and a
contribution towards obsolescence together con-

stitute a species of insurance resembling life

insurance as applied to inanimate things. In fact,

this analogy has been so fully recognized that it is

usual to speak of ‘the life of a mine,’ and the
process just described is often termed ‘ amortization*

—t.e. the formation of a fund which will make
good the capital outlay when the source of income
will have expired. In like manner, any use of

capital in a business which is subject to risk may
be described as having only a limited life. The

E
rinciple of the spreading of risks has been applied

ere, partly through the agency of the joint-stock

system, whereby the investor, instead of risking

his resources in one enterprise which may result in

a total loss of his capital, distributes his funds in

several investments, and, if he displays equal
judgment in each case, both his income and his

capital are likely to fluctuate less on a system of

dividing the risk. The same result is attained

by Investment Trust companies, where the stock-

holder who makes only a single investment has the

advantage of participating in the united results of

many employments of capital. In addition he
should gam by the specialized knowledge of the
officials, thougn the practice of forming investment
trusts in order to place capital in a certain country
or a certain industry may lessen the full gain from
a system of averaging. It is obvious that, in these

instances, the method adopted is an application of

the principles of insurance.

If one asks, * Why should people risk their capital

in enterprises of a hazardous nature ? * the answer
is not quite so easy as it might appear at first

sight. A little consideration will show that the
gains in appreciation of investments must at least

balance the losses in depreciation, after allowance

is made for the interest which would have been
received on a first class security. But, as is well

known, uses of capital, which are subject to business

risks, commonly return a higher rate of income
per cent than those that are more secure. Accord-
mgly, the difference between the rate of interest

on a perfectly secure investment (known as ‘ interest

roper’ or ‘economic interest’) and that returned

y capital employed subject to hazard constitutes

a fund as against depreciation of the capital. This
difference is known as ‘insurance against risk.*

Such insurance, it should be noted, is only a partial

one. It may be supposed to suffice to make good
wastage of capital (after allowance is made for

increments to capital value of other investments)

on the whole and over long periods. Thus it is

insurance against depreciation of trading capital

overthewholecommunity. Butthis is not insurance
for the individual. If what may be termed the

expectation of life of his investment at the time
he makes it is exactly home out by events, even
though at the end of that time his original capital

will have disappeared, he will have received not
only economic interest but, in excess of that, a
sufficient amount to replace at least the amount of

his first investment. Such a phenomenon is rare

:

the prospects of undertakings subject to business

risks change from day to day. Even though, after

the investment is made, these become less favour-

able, he has no opportunity of increasing^ his

insurance against risk, since its rate is determined,
once for all, by the price paid for the stock, the
dividend then paid, and the rate of economic
interest at that time. The decline in prosperity
wiU contract the estimated sum available for
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insurance against risk
; and, if ill success continues,

a loss of capital will result. The converse would
apply where the history of a company was more
favourable than had been expected at the time
when the investment was made ; and there mi^ht
well be an appreciation of capital altogether in-

dependent of the provision available in insui*ance
against risk.

Insurance, both in its common forms and in its

wider signification, has important advantages, both
for the individual and for the community. It

lessens the dislocation of industry Avhich would
otherwise arise through the cessation of production
by some firm that has sustained a sudden calamity
through a fire which destroyed all its works, or any
other similar disaster. In fact, in so far as insur-

ance tends to make production more uniform, it

tends to augment its efficiency. Similarly it makes
labour more efficient also, since it relieves all those
workers who have persons depending on their earn-
ings from the harrowing anxiety as to the pecuniary
osition of those persons in the event of the early

eath of the earner of the income. Further, the
system undoubtedly prevents cases of actual
poverty which would otherwise have arisen. It

is thus beneficial not only to the families of persons
insured, but to the community. Besides, there are
important psychological effects. The necessity of

the punctual payment of premiums tends to form
habits of saving, which are valuable towards the
accumulation of capital in a country. For these
reasons Governments are disposed to encourage life

insurance as well as certain other forms of insur-

ance. The encouragement takes various forms,

such as the provision of statistical material and
departmental supervision. In Great Britain in-

come tax is rebated on that part of an income,
otherwise subject to it, which is employed in the
payment of lire insurance premiums. These aids

are of the nature of indirect bounties on insurance,

and on the Continent cases occur where direct

bounties are paid by the State. In the National
Insurance Act, the principle of a double

_
direct

bounty to the insured {i.e. in the contributions of

the State and the employer) is adopted, reinforced

by compulsion. The latter element conflicts with
some of the accessory advantages of insurance, e.ff,

in the formation of habits of thrift. At the same
time, even in the case of ordinary life insurance,

while the person who insures himself is free in law
to discontinue the payment of his premiums and to

obtain the surrender value (if any) of his policy,

once a policy has been begun, in the great majority
of cases there is a feeling almost amounting to

compulsion towards the maintaining of the insur-

ance. The problem in relation to the insurance of

the working classes is in reality a choice of the line

of least disadvantage. Bounties would maintain
the voluntary principle, and would extend its impli-

cations under a certain artificial stimulus. Com-
pulsion secures at once that, in a properly devised

scheme, a greater number of persons obtain the
benefits. Every effort has been made to conserve

as much individual action as is possible, within a
scheme of general compulsion, by associating

Friendly Societies with the actual working of the

Act.
Finally, the tendency to the more exact grada-

tion and valuation of general business risks has
important social effects. Here, too, there is a
development in averaging, and thus the hazard of

uncertainty tends, on the whole, to^ be reduced.

The element of ‘ uncertainty-bearing* in production

thus becomes more efficient.^ Hence, on the whole,

the provision required for insurance against risk

can be reduced with safety; and, therefore, pro

tanto there is an economy in production. Further,

external circumstances co-operate in increasing the
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saving. Outside the risks insured by underwriters,

there remain many uncertainties, which are gradu-

p*,Uy being reduced by improvements in organiza-

tion, by increase in commercial knowledge and

experience, and by developments in communication.

The last two always afford increased opportunities

of averaging, while the first lessens the amount of

uncertainty, and in favourable circumstances may
remove large classes of transactions from this

category altogether.
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INTELLECT.

—

K, Bain says

:

‘Thought, Intellect, Intelligence, or Cognition includes the
powersknown as Perception, Memory, Conception, Abstraction,
Reason, Judgment, and Imagination. It is analyzed, as will be
seen, into three functions, called Discrimination or Conscious-
ness of DijBference, Similarity or Consciousness of Agreement,
and Retentiveness or Memory' (Mental and Moral Science^,
London, 1884, p. 2).

Sully {Httman Mind, i. 64) objects to the inclu-

sion of retentiveness among the functions of intel-

lect, on the grounds that it is not confiined to the
phenomena of intellect, hut underlies the processes
of feeling and willing as well ; that the representa-
tion, like the sense-impression, is nothing but ma-
terial for the process of intellection ; and that the
revival of past impressions takes place according
to laws of association which are closely connected
with the processes of assimilation and integration.
Sully substitutes for retentiveness, as the third
function of intellect, associative integration or the
connecting of a given material with its concomi-
tants in time and place.

If we exclude the presentations of sense and
the representations of memory and imagination,
‘intellect’ is the name given to the higher cogni-
tive powers of the mind. It may be considered
as identical with what Sir W. Hamilton called
Thought Proper, the Faculty of Comparison, and
also to include what he called the Regulative
Faculty-^ the Faculty of Principles. So under-
stood, It includes the vovs and Sidvota of the Greeks,
and stands opposed to merely sensitive Imowledge,
although always regarded as standing in close
inter-connexion with the latter.

While the above may be taken as roughly de-
scribing what intellect means in almost any system
of philosophy or psychology, yet the whole signifi-

cance of the description depends on the way in
which intellect is conceived to stand to sensation,
feeling, will, and the psychic principle itself.

In the Platonic philosophy, the soul is, so to
speak, externally related to the body. It exists
in the body as a detached principle, which directs
and controls it, as the charioteer the chariot. Al-
though Plato distinguishes various parts of the
soul, or even various kinds of soul, still it is only
through the soul considered as intellect, as pure
thought, that the passions of the irrational part
are known (R. D. Archer-Hind, Phcado, London,
1883, Introd. p. 30). The same holds true of sensu-
ous perception (Archer-Hind, Timmus^ London and

Npw York, 1888, p. 256, note). As Beare says
Theories of Mementary Cognition^ p. 273),

* It may help us to understand Plato’s distribution better if,

distinguishing aicr9r\cris as we have done into two elements, the
element of feeling and the element of cognition, we refer the
latter element of al<r6y\<ris uniformly to the intellectual soul,

which has its seat in the cranium.*

Sensation, therefore, as known, is an affection of

the pure psychic principle, and is not to be regarded
as something sui generis^ distinct from intellect.

It is rather to be regarded as a phase of intellectual

activity itself—intellect entering into relation with
phenomena.
In the philosophy of Aristotle, the psychic prin-

ciple occupies a different position. It is not related

to the body as agent to instrument, but as form
to matter, as relatum to correlate, as entelechy,

actualization of what the body potentially is. It

is not, in itself, purely intellectual. Not only do
the merely vital activities proceed from the same
principle which exerts the cognitive activities, hut
the latter also, at least those which belong to sense

and imagination, stand in the same conditioning

and conditioned relation to the organism in which
the vital activities stand. If Aristotle had re-

mained at this standpoint, he would have held a
position substantially identical with modern Sen-

sationism, as we find it, for example, in Bain,

which reduces intellect to a mere self-elaboration

of the fundamental attributes of sensation—assi-
milation, discrimination, retention—a system in

which relations of similarity and difference between
sensations are conceived to become the conscious

apprehension of resemblance and difference as such.

Aristotle, however, did not remain at this posi-

tion. He postulated the presence of a Divine ele-

ment in the human soul—the vovs, emanating from
the Divine vovs, and constituting the realty im-

mortal part of man. It enters from without. Aris-

totle’s doctrine of vovs has been a problem from his

day until now. What is its relation to sensitive

knowledge ? The answer to this question is con-

tained in the celebrated doctrine of the active and
passive vovs— intellectus agens and intellectus

patiens. The active intellect is that which illu-

minates the sensitive phantasm and transmutes
what is there apprehended into the intelligible

form which is then received by the passive intel-

lect. But this process may be conceived in differ-

ent ways. Of what nature is the transmuting
process ? On the one hand, the active^ intellect

may he thought to create the form, as light does

colours— in other words, to generate it on the

occasion of the sensuous phantasm, so that the

passive intellect does not really receive anything
from the phantasmata or sensible species, but

rather an entirely new creation produced from

itself by the active intellect. In the Middle Ages it

was maintained that no material agency could act

on this immaterial intellect, nor could the latter

fabricate intellectual species from the material

phantasm (cf. Maher, Psychology, p. 308 ; andHamil-
ton, Heidis Works'^, p. 953 f., and the references

there given). The species intelligihilis impressa is

thus elaborated by the active intellect, and received

by the passive intellect, where, together with the

act of intellection, it constitutes the species

gihilis expressa. It is consonant with this view

that the active intellect and the passive intellect

should be regarded as two powers or faculties, as

was held by the majority of the scholastic philo-

sophers. On the other hand, the active intellect

may he regarded as playing a far less important

rdle, as not producing the intelligible species, but

as simply supplying the illumination, as it were,

through which the passive intellect receives the

intelligible form abstracted from the sensuous

phantasm. From this point of view the passive
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intellect is not a distinct principle, but simply the

recipient phase of the active intellect.

In which form was the doctrine of the active

and passive intellects held by Aristotle himself ?

Intellect, he says, is ‘a distinct kind of soul’

alone capable of separation as the eternal from

the perishable [de Anima, 413'^ 26). In de Anima,
430*^, 10-25, he says :

‘But since in all Nature there is something which is the

matter to each kind of thing and is all those things potentially

;

and another something which is the cause and efficient in making

them all. as art is related to its material, it is necessary that in

the soul also these differences should subsist. The intellect is

one thing because it becomes all things, another thing con-

sidered as it makes all things—as an effective force like light

;

for in a manner light makes what are only potentially colours

to be colours actually, i i
And this intellect is separable and im-

passive and unmixed, being in its essence activity; for the

&oient is ever held more in honour than the patient, and the

principle than the matter. Knowledge in activity is identical

\rith the thing ;
potentially it is prior in time in the individual,

but universally it is not prior in time. This intellect does not

at one time think, at another not think. When separated,

it is alone what it is, and this alone is immortal and eternal.

But we do not remember because this intellect is not passive.

The passive intellect is, however, perishable, and thinks nothing

without this.’ ii.ij.i_
Aquinas and Duns Scotus regarded not only the

active but also the passive intellect as distinct

from the faculty of sensuous cognition.

The following modern interpretations of the passive intellect

are cited by Hicks (de Anirna, Introd. Ixvii). F. A. Trendelen-

burg identifies it with ‘ all the lower faculties in contradistinc-

tion to the active intellect,’ E. Zeller with ‘the sum of those

faculties of representation which go beyond imag^ination and

sensible perception and yet fall short of that higher Thought,

which has found peace in perfect unity with its object, F.

Ravaisson with ‘the universal potentiality in the world of

ideas,’ F. Brentano with ‘imagination,* Q. Hertlingwith ‘this

cognitive faculty of the sensitive part,’ and W. A. Hammond
with ‘the life of sensation as a potentially rational mass,* ‘the

sum of the deliverances of sense-perceptions and their re-wrought

form in memory and phantasy, regarded as potentiality.*

These various interpretations, with the excep-

tion of those of Zeller and Kavaisson, really iden-

tify the passive intellect with sensitive perception,

imagination, or with the sensus communis ; that is,

with something which is not intellect at all. This

view has been ably controverted by Hicks

:

‘If these modern interpreters were right in equating the

intellect which becomes with one or other of the lower faculties

or with the sum of them, then the function of these faculties

would be identical with the function of thought, so far as the

intellect becomes all things. But the lower faculties, sen^ and

imagination, never succeed in obtaining an object which is a

true universal * (op. cit. Ixviii).

If both the active and passive intellects are dis-

tinct from the inferior faculties of sense and imagi-

nation, are they to be regarded as two faculties, or

one and the same faculty ? The question has been

debated both in mediseval and in modern times.

The answer given by Wallace, Hicks, and many
schoolmen seems to be the true one. They are

not two intellects, but only two difi’erent modes of

viewing the same intellect. This interpretation,

as pointed out above, is naturally allied to that

view of the active intellect which assigns to it a

very unimportant r61e—that merely of illuminat-

ing the image. As Hicks says, ‘ the functions of

the latter [the active intellect] are then reduced

within the narrowest compass.’ Moreover, it is

the passive intellect which cognizes, and which,

therefore, seems to be identical with the conscious

side. It was precisely one of the difficulties urged

against the separation of the active and passive

intellects that it seemed to make of the form^a
faculty blindly and instinctively^ operating. The
mtellectus agensy if distinct and viewed as creating

the intelligible species, has no perception before-

hand of what it creates. This difficulty is not

confined to ancient philosophy. It is precisely for

this reason that E. von Hartmann (Religion des

Geistes, Berlin, 1882, p. 145) refuses to regard the

creative idea as conscious. In relation to yodi
von Hartmann identifies consciousness not with a

productive ideal archetype of the world, but with a

receptive ideal ectype. The parallelism of the dis-

tinction of the active and passive reason to the
pure Ego and the empirical self of Fichte, and the
consequent absence of consciousness in God both
in Fichte’s system and in Hegel’s, as interpreted

by the Hegelian Left, have been pointed out by
Pringle - Pattison {Hegelianism and Fersonalityy

London, 1887, pp. 46, 226). The present writer

has maintained {Objectivity of Truth, London,
1884, p. 106 f.) that, alike in the human and the
Divine thinking, the two aspects coincide and are

to be conceived as one. Intellect in its very re-

ceptiveness is determinative, and receptive in its

determinativeness. If this determinativeness is

regarded as a continuously acting timeless activity,

we have, perhaps, the true conception of the Aris-

totelian active intellect, resembling the intuitus

originarius of Kant. An opposite view is taken
by A. E. Biedermann {ChristlicheDogmatik^, Berlin,

1884-85, §§ 698-717), who emphasizes the diametrical
opposition in the relation of the Absolute and of

the finite spirit to material existence. Cf. Spinoza,

Ethics, i. prop. xvii. schol.

The mention of Kant’s intuitus originarius

brings before us another great problem in the
interpretation of Aristotle’s doctrine of the intel-

lect which we have deferred till now. Is the

intellect Divine or human ? There are three views
possible. (1) The active intellect, vom iroLrj^iKbs,

may be identified with the Deity and regarded

as communicating itself to individual men, the

passive intellect, intellectus possihilis, vovs vadtfry

k6s, belonging merely to the individual soul. This

view w’as beld by Alexander the Aphrodisian, and
by Avicenna, who, however, substitutes for the

Deity a lower intelligence that has proceeded by a

series of emanations from Him (Stficld, Gesch, der

Philos, des Mittelalters, ii. 1. 42). (2) Averrqes

separates both the active and possible or material

intellect from the individual soul, and regards it as

one and the same intellect in all men, identifying

it, however, not with the Deity Himself, but, like

Avicenna, with an emanation from the Deity {ib,

113).^ (3) Aquinas and the mediaeval scholastics

regard the intellect, active and passive, as a

faculty of the individual human soul. The first

of these interpretations is exposed to the difficulty

that it separates the active and passive intellects

so that they cannot act together (cf. Aquinas,

contra Gent, II. clxxvi.). The second interpreta-

tion makes both the active intellect and the ap-

prehension of the rational concept the act not of

the human intellect, but of an intellect outside the

individual human being, and one and the same in

all men. Such a conception divorces intellect so

completely from the individual soul that it is hard

to conceive how any tie remains between them.

The third interpretation is exposed to great diffi-

culties. Unless conceived as a distinct faculty

apart from the passive intellect, it becomes little

more than a phase of the latter. It can only be

regarded as illuminative of the Divine creative

thought, already implicitly present in the phan-

tasm. If the active intellect is conceived as some-

thing distinct from the passive—and Aquinas did

so regard it—it is difficult to understand how a

merely human faculty, acting instinctively or

blindly, can be creative of an intelligible species

which, nevertheless, has an ideal community or

identity with the independently existing phantasm.

Lastly, it seems impossible to understand how a

human intellectus agens should be^ in perpetual

activity, still more a speculative intellect that

1 In mediaeval philosophy the intellectus posMis is, in

ereneral, identical with the passive intellect.
^

They were dis-

tinguished by some of the Arabians, but, as in that case the

passive intellect is identified with some of the mteroreta-

tions already rejected, a bare mention of that fact is sufficient

here.
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combines both active and passive intellect (see

Hicks’ d& Animat note 430, a. 22).

A solution of these difficulties in Aristotle’s

doctrine may possibly be found if we view him
as regarding roOs in its relation to the human
soul as a Divine-human faculty or power—on the
human side active and passive at once, on the
Divine ever active, for the activity of intellect

is life. This agrees with the language of the
Nic. Ethics (x. 7), that i'ovs is ‘ something Divine

’

—
* the true self.’

* Nor is it necessary, as the wiseacres have it, to think like a
man because one is a man, or to think like a mortal because one
is a mortal, but one oug-ht to play the immortal, as far as in

one lies, and leave nothing undone to live up to the highest part
in one

;
for even if it be small in bulk, yet in power and precious-

ness it far surpasses all things’ (Stock’s tr., Oxford and London,
1886, p. 97).

The relation of the Aristotelian doctrine of in-

tellect to the question of the immortality of the
soul depends on the relation in which intellect

and sense are conceived to stand to consciousness
and memory. Hamilton [Reid^s WorkSt p. 878) cites

a passage from Aristotle {ProhL xi. 33) which he
translates :

‘ To divorce Sensation from Under-
standing, is to reduce Sensation to an insensible
process ; wherefore it has been said—Intellect sees,

and Intellect hears.^ This would lead to a Platonic
view, essentially identifying consciousness with the
immaterial intellect. On the other hand, if the
lower animals are not mere machines, their sen-
suous life implies some kind of consciousness.
Balmes was consequently led to attribute to them
an immaterial self and some sort of possible im-
mortality {Fundamental Philosophy, bk. ii. ch. 2).

That the mere animal soul is a simple immaterial
substance, originating and perishing with the body,
was held by S. Tongiorgi, and opposed by StSckl,
who held that matter was the substrate of the
organic life of brutes {Lehrhuch der PhilosMi, 168).
Unless, therefore, intellect and sensibility can be
regarded as still united in some common root, to
use Kant’s expression, the separability of intellect
from the boay^ seems to involve the division of
consciousness itself. The doctrine of Aquinas
regarding memory seems to involve a similar
division of that faculty, the cognition of the past
object in itself belonging to sense, and intellect
preserving only the intelligible species, yet having,
nevertheless, in relation to the act of intellect,
though not to the object, a cognition of the past
as such {Summa, i. qu. Ixxix. art. 6). The real
significance of Aristotle’s doctrine of the intellect
in its bearing on the immortality of the human
soul has been disputed in every age. W. Archer
Butler says

;

‘ It it not sufiBcient to satisfy the demands of human anxiety
on this subject, that an eternity should be pronounced essential
to an active intellectual principle, which itself seems described
as unable to exercise any conscious energies apart from the
bodily structure; a quickening essence whose very existence
retreats into nothingness when it is left nothing to quicken ’

{Lectures, p. 658).

The changed point of view from which intellect
is regarded in modern philosophy appears in
Spinoza. The intellect, whether finite or in-
finite, is regarded by him as only in actuality,
not in potentiality; but then this intellect be-
longs, not to active but to passive nature, not to
natura naturans but to natura naturata {Ethics,
I. prop. xxxi.). Hence it does not represent a
power

^
standing oyer against nature, but one

which is identical with nature. The same changed
standpoint shows itself in Leibniz’s addition to
the scholastic formula, ‘Nihil est in intellectu
?uod non fuerit in sensu, nisi intellectus ipse.’
ntellect or reason is conceived in Leibniz and
Kant as possessing a content essentially related to
the objects of nature.
VTe have already had occasion to mention the

conception of intellect which we find in the
Association school. This school makes feeling,

sensation, the fundamental phenomenon of psy-
chical and of rational life. Intellect, intelligence,

is only the development of the most fundamental
features of sensation. Similarity, discrimination,
retention, beget by means of the continued action
of association the cognitive apprehension of objects
distinct, or apparently distinct, from sensations
themselves. It is unnecessary to repeat the well-

known criticisms to which this doctrine is exposed.
The unity of consciousness, through which simi-

larity and difference are recognized, and which
imparts significance to retention, is unexplained.
In general, Associationists put the cart before the
horse. In the most important activities of mind,
phenomena are associated because they are cog-
nized as related, not cognized as related because
certain psychical events are associated. The same
applies to the Herbartian school. As Hbffding
says, ‘Consciousness is not merely a platform on
which ideas carry on their struggle for existence

;

it acts itself in and through the individual ideas
’

{Outlines of Psychology, Eng. tr,, London, 1896,

p. 144).

Owing perhaps to the infiuence of A. Schopen-
hauer and F. Nietzsche, a tendency has shown
itself in recent philosophy, especially in Pragmat-
ism, to regard intellect no longer as the refined

product of Association, but as the creature and
instrument of the will.

According to Schopenhauer, ‘ nature has produced the intel-

lect for the service of an individual will : therefore it is destined
only to know things so far as they furnish the motives of such
a will but not to fathom them or apprehend their essence in
itself’ {Werhe, ed. J. Frauenstadt, Leipzig, 1877, iii. 166). To
Nietzsche ‘ Reason is only a tool ’ (Jenseits von (hit und Bdse,
do. 1896, p. 122)

The possibility of conceiving the force in nature
as will, impulse, does not directly concern us here,

but the possibility of so conceiving the funda-
mental principle in mind does. When it was
thought that we had in the sense of effort an
immediate consciousness of energy expended, it

was not unreasonable to regard the consciousness
of effort not only as determinative of many of our
most intellectual perceptions, but even as affording

a glimpse into the metaphysical nature of reality.

But, now that the existence of such a feeling is

generally rejected, it is difficult to conceive the
stream of consciousness merely as such as pre-

senting a conative aspect. According to G. F.

Stout, the process of consciousness is in part self-

determining. There is in it a current, a current
which it feels, a tendency towards an end {Manual
of Psychology^, London, 1907, p. 64 f.). Through
this conative tendency the presentations of con-
sciousness acquire objective meaning, and in

general through conative continuity the processes
of consciousness acquire meaning and significance.

This theory seems exposed to the same objections
as the Association theory. Such consciousness of

an end, however vague, implies the presence of an
intellectual power which already differentiates such
end from the current tending towards it. Only so

can the current feel itself to be tending towards
an end.

A much more decidedly voluntaristic explanation
of intellect is involved in H. Miinsterberg’s ‘ Action
Theory’ {Grundzuge der Psychologic, Leipzig, 1900,

i. 525). According to that theory, the liveliness

of a sensation depends on the strength of the
centrifugal excitation propagated from it. Sen-
sory excitation is not in itself accompanied by
psychical processes, whether the excitation pro-

ceed from the periphery or from associated centres.

The afferent process is thus wholly unconscious;
only in its passage into motor discharge does it

give rise to consciousness. The cerebral cortex^
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which is the seat of the psycho-physical processes,

must, in order to produce movements, act on sub-

cortical centres. Every sub-cortical centre stands

always in connexion with an opposite centre, viz.

the centre which carries out the diametrically

opposite movement. This fact, according to Miin-

sterberg, is the basis not only of all motor antago-

nistic functions, but also of all psychical oppositions,

even such as are purely intellectual ana logical.

Opposition of beliefs is reducible to difference of

attitude in regard to our activity in the world.

Upon the spatial variations in the discharge

depend the varying intellectual values of tne

sensations. This theory is exposed to serious

physiological and psychological objections, and
its application in detail has not yet been given by
the author. It is necessary only to mention that,

at the point of transition to motor discharge, the

author seems to postulate the action of a spiritual

principle which determines the path of discharge

and the conseq^uent attitude of the agent to the

world. It is nere that the author’s relation to

Fichte comes in, whose ethical idealism he claims

to unite with the physiological psychology of our

time. The voluntaristic theory must not be con-

fused with the practical Reason of the Scholastics.

The latter refers merely to the application of reason

to the harmony of action with nature and its final

end.
The voluntaristic conception of intellect a^ears

in an interesting form in the writings of H. L.

Bergson. To Bergson intellect is but a special

instrument created by that ilan vital which lies

behind the whole process of evolution. This in-

strument reveals not truth, but utility. It acts

not by unveiling the nature of things, but rather

by limiting and falsifying the larger intuition of

reality which flows through the vital impulse out

of which consciousness itself issues. The falsifica-

tion, however, works ; it is useful for directing our

activities, and is justified by its results. In fact,

it is these activities which give us the forms of

things. It is with inert matter, the solid, that

our intelligence deals ; the fluid in the real escapes

it in part. Of the discontinuous and iinmobile

alone can it form a clear idea. * Intellect is char-

acterized by a natural inability to comprehend life’

(Bergson, Creative Evolution, Eng. tr., London,

1912, p. 174). Intellect and matter have progress-

ively adapted themselves one to the other * because

it is the same inversion of the same movement
which creates at once the intellectuality of mind
and the materiality of things’ {ih, 217). It does

not appear how such a movement, even if it ex-

isted, could explain the adaptation of intellect to

the object. Thought may in determining its object

be determined by it (Stokes, Objectivity ofTruth, p.

581), but, except in the individual, this reciprocM

determination does not take place as a mere process

in time.

But, just as much as the psychological theories

we have considered, does Bergson’s biological theory

of the origin of intellect imply intellect itself as

already existing. He postulates a^ consciousness

or supra-consciousness lying behind intellect. The
sympathetic insight by which we penetrate the

mobility of things, the supra- and ultra-intellectual

intuition by which there is a taking possession of

the spirit *^by itself— these conceptions are but

intellect itself, misconstrued and misunderstood.

It is the problem of the intellectus agens once

again. Philosophy here treads the same ground

vmich the followers of Aristotle have trod, and
meets the same difficulties.

Grant, however, that intellect is somehow evolved

out of, and is grappling more or less successfully,

if not with the mystery, at any rate with mie

practical working of things. What does this

amount to ? It means at least that the key fits

the lock, and that the lock is fitted to the key.
It means that nature in its working is relative,

in large measure, to the concepts which intellect

has framed \ therefore, in still larger measure
to the intelligence which has framed these con-
cepts and will still frame others, by which nature
itself will be better understood—a process which
can be justified only on the presupposition, which
is common alike to Aristotelian philosophy and
Absolute Idealism, that nature is relative to

intelligence, that vov^ governs all.
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INTELLECTUALISM.—In its popular and
most general sense, ‘ intellectnalism ’ means the

belief in the supremacy in human life of the
intellect. More precise, technical meanings of the
term appear in the theory of knowledge, in ethics,

and in theology.
1. In the theory of knowledge, intellectualism

is the doctrine which derives knowledge chiefly,

or mainly, from the intellect, i.e. from pure reason.

Intellectualism is here practically synonymous with
rationalism (g.v.), and stands opposed to sensa-

tionaJfism {q.v,). Whereas intellectualism affirms

that reason is the unique or the principal source

of knowledge, and that knowledge so^ derived is

independent of, and superior to, the impressions

received from the outside world through the senses,

sensationalism affirms that general ideas arise from
sensations. In its extreme form, sensationalism

maintains that independently of sensation the mind
is a tabula rasa, that there is nothing in the mind
that was not first in the sense. One may also

oppose to intellectualism the systems of thought
represented by Schopenhauer’s philosophy, in which

the ‘will’ is given a dominant r61e in the deter-

mination of action and the discovery of knowledge.

German philosophy has been dominantly of the

intellectnalistic type, while sensationalism has

found its most numerous exponents in France
(Condorcet, d’Alembert) and in England (Locke,

Hume).
The method pursued in the search for knowledge

will difler according to the conception formed of

its source or sources. The pure intellectualist

will rely altogether upon the a priori, deductive

method, the pure sensationalist upon an empirical,

inductive method, since knowledge comes, accord-

ing to him, through sensory experience.

2. In ethics, the intellectnalistic doctrine affirms

that knowledge is in itself sufficient to determine

action. Socrates is the first and the chief repre-

sentative of ethical intellectualism. According to

him, no one does wrong knowingly. Sin is error,

i,c. ignorance ; for no man purposely injures him-

self. This doctrine is opposed by the Stoics, on the

ground that the will is not altogether determined

by knowledge, but is, at least in some degree, self-

determined. Aristotle difiered from Socrates in

that he held it possible for desires arising from

insufficient knowledge to be stronger than those

proceeding from full knowledge. He thought,

therefore, that the practice of virtue required not
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only- right insight, but a training of the will, by
which it became able to resist the stronger allure-

ment of unenlightened desire and to follow the

dictates of reason. Ethical intellectualism re-

appeared in the modem period, particularly in the

English moralist, S. Clarke.

3. In theology and in the philosophy of religion,

the intellectualistic tendency leads to a more^ or

less complete neglect of feeling and of will, im-
pulses, and desires, in favour of thought—this both
in the problems of the origin and in those of the

nature of religion. A consequence of this tendency
is that certain ideas, or systems of ideas, necessary
to religion are identified with religion, or are

treated as if they constituted the whole of religion.

Thus, religion is defined as ‘a department of

thought having for its object a self-conscious and
intelligent Being* (G. J. Eomanes, Thoughts on
Beligion, London, 1895, p. 41), or as ‘an attempt to

explain human experience by relating it to invisible

existence* (G. T. Ladd, Joum. of Phil., Psych.,

and Scientific Methods, i. [1904] 9). Martineau’s
definition also puts the emphasis upon a belief

:

‘ belief in an ever living God, that is, in a Divine
Mind and Will ruling the Universe and holding
moral relations with mankind * (A Study of Be-
ligion, Oxford, 1888, i. 1).

In the solution of the problems of origin,

intellectualism leads to an exclusive concern for

the genesis of the ideas upon which the existence
of religion depends, to the neglect of the other
aspects of religious life, in particular of the emo-
tions and of the ceremonial. Intellectualism is

here opposed to afiectivism and to voluntarism.
The first emphasizes the feeling and the emotion

;

it looks upon some particular feeling as being the
* essence ’ or the ‘ vital part* of religion. Schleier-
macher*s standpoint is an afiectivism mitigated by
an explicit recognition that feeling and activity are
inseparable, though distinct. For him the essence
of religion consists in the feeling of an absolute
dependence upon God. In voluntarism a more
comprehensive point of view displaces both intel-

lectualism and afiectivism. It recognizes that
religion is a mode of life, and that it involves
necessarily—as does every pulse of life—ideas and
feeling; and, in accordance with contemporary
psychology, it insists that these exist only as a
part of a conative act. There can be no thinking
and no feeling without desire or intention. Religion
comes, thus, to be looked upon as a particular type
of activity, or mode of behaviour (J. H. Leuba,
A Psychological Study of Beligion, London, 1912,

pp. 35-45).

Litbraturb.—In addition to the works mentioned in this
article, see the articles to which reference has been made, and
the literature appended to them. J. g, LetjBA.

INTELLECTUALISM (Philosophical). — i.

Historical survey.— The term ‘intdlectualism*
had originally nearly the same meaning as ‘ideal-
ism,’ and it is so used, e.g., by Schelling. As the
intellect was regarded as the proper representative
of the human mind in its entirety, the word ‘ intel-
lectualism * seemed to be the most fitting designa-
tion of the philosophical view that stands opposed
to materialism. It is only within recent times that
the word has acquired a derogatory sense, and has
come to signify a theory which exalts the mere
intellect at the expense of other elements of the
mind, such as emotion and will.
Ever and again, in the course of historical de-

velopment, there emerge periods in which the
intellect—reflective thought—usurps the place of
command, and these periods are always coincident
with an advance in culture and a more conscious
mode of life—conditions in which principles hitherto
assumed to be self- evident begin to show them-

selves insecure. As a matter of fact, the intellect

is originally by no means the decisive factor in all

aspects of civilized life. The truth is, rather, that
all primitive culture contains a non-rational and
positive element. This is seen, e.g., in the fact

that the beginnings of human knowledge and ac-

tion are at first traced to a divine source. Tillage,

handicraft, measures, weights, art, language, moral
laws, legal systems, and political constitutions are
all believed to have been given by divine revela-

tion, and anything like fundamental criticism of

them is therefore debarred. Or ancestral custom
and immemorial tradition continue to rule with
an authority that seems self-evident. Then all at
once the hitherto unchallenged is assailed by doubt.
External conditions and the inner life have alike
undergone a change. The question arises why
any particular institution should be precisely as
it IS and not otherwise, and there springs up a de-

sire for a rational vindication of things. The time
has now come when the intellect asserts its inde-

pendent power.
^

In^ what had previously been
received simpliciter, it now discovers defects, im-
possibilities, contradictions. Nothing shall count
as authoritative that has not stood the scrutiny
of the intellect. We have come to the stage ex-
emplified in the Sophistic movement of Greek
philosophy.
The beginning of the modem period shows a no

less powerful advance of the intellectual factor.

The unity of mediaeval culture was broken up by
the Renaissance and the Reformation. It is true
that, although the Renaissance and the Reforma-
tion did not originate in purely intellectual con-

siderations, they availed to liberate the intellect

by setting up, alongside of the institutions of the
Middle Ages, other institutions having equal
claims. For, when rival forms of cultural life

thus stand side by side, the questions arise which
of them can give the best reasons for its existence,

and whether some other form is not possible

;

and, when such questions arise, it is in reality

the intellect that is called upon to give a decisive

answer.
This is clearly shown with reference to the

question regarding truth. To the mediaeval mind
tmth was really tradition. The mediaeval period
was not one of rigid repose. It had its own
spiritual movements and its own problems; wit-

ness the controversy between the Thomists and
the Scotists. While Thomas Aquinas regards
natural knowledge and the supernatural truth of

revelation as conabining to form the one vast and
regularly graded kingdom of reason. Duns Scotus
considers the truth of the Church’s doctrine to be
something totally irrational. But these antagon-
istic views are both at one in assuming that the
truth is actually there ; that it requires, not to be
discovered, but simply to be handed on from one
generation to another. The Church is in posses-

sion of the truth, and she is its guardian. The
Renaissance and the Reformation brought about
a change—though not, indeed, a radical one, inas-

much as the intellect as such was not yet invested
with the function of discovering and safeguarding
the truth. The Renaissance itself was partly in-

volved in a tradition, though not so much in that
of the Church as in that of classical antiquity,
while for the Reformers the Bible, as the Word of

God, came to rank as the foundation of all know-
ledge of the truth. But, when materially diverse
truths, resting on difterent grounds, come into con-
flict with one another, the eventual result must
be that the intellect acquires a larger measure of

independence. The various truths must neces-
sarily operate and dispute with the same principles

of reason, and hence the conviction gradually gains
ground that the credentials of truth are to be
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found in the reason—^in the intellect—and nowhere
else.

But these movements give rise to peat incerti-

tude. All real, as apart from merely formal, truth

is reduced to an unstable condition. In all things

a new foundation must be laid, a new structure

raised. The intellect finds itself face to face with
a stupendous task. But it claims the right to

believe that the solution of the difficulties is within
its powers. For there is one kind of knowledge,
viz. mathematics, upon which doubt has never been
able to lay its hand. Now, mathematics is without
question an affair of the reason ; it does not rest

upon divine revelation, or upon venerable tradi-

tion, but is entirely a product of the intellect. If,

therefore, the intellect has succeeded so well in

this sphere, why should it not prove equally suc-

cessful elsewhere? Mathematics thus comes to

be regarded as the pattern of knowledge, and a
close alliance between it and philosophy is the
result. The powerful influence of mathematics is

clearly discernible in the systems of Descartes,
Spinoza, and Leibniz. In alliance with mathe-
matics the intellect gains a secure standpoint and
a robust self-confidence. It now undertakes the
task of framing clear and distinct conceptions, and
of exposing to view the ultimate grounds of exist-

ence. It claims that the essential nature of the
world, the fundamental unifying principle of all

things, and thus also the decisive laws that regu-
late the life, action, and conduct of human beings,
must all yield their secrets to thought and its

methodical procedure. Nor is the intellect con-
tent to assert its supremacy only in the sjphere

of scientific knowledge ; it extends its claim of
authority also to morality, law, religion, politics,

economics, and art. Men are fully persuaded that
by means of intellectual action in all departments
01 human life obvious principles of truth can actu-

ally be drawn from a state of affairs which has
proved unsatisfactory and is incapable of justifica-

tion, and thus there spring up a natural juris-

prudence, a natural morality, a natural religion

;

political constitutions are drafted, rules are drawn
up for economic life, laws are formulated for art.

In addition to the philosophers specially noted
above, this movement is associated with the names
of Hobbes, Shaftesbury, Montesquieu, Lessing,
Adam Smith, and many others.

The intellectualistic tendency was enormously
'reinforced by the rise of modern physical science

and tcohnical craftsmanship. As in mathematics,
so also here, we find an indisputable contribution
of the intellect. By means of observation, calcula-

tion, and skilfully devised experiments, the most
amazing results have been achieved. Intellectual-

ism continued to make steady advance from the
17th cent., and, notwithstanding the rise of oppos-
ing tendencies, it reached its culminating point in

the 19th cent.—in the philosophy of Hegel.
Great as was the reliance placed upon the in-

tellect, however, it had been noted that its special

function was exercised in discovering and eluci-

dating, not in creating. In all that it had achieved
it had proceeded upon something which it had not
itself produced, which confronted it as something
given and already existing. Even mathematics
and kinematics were seen to depend ultimately on
space and time—on entities, that is to say, wdiich

the intellect could not evolve from itself, but must
in some sense recognize as given to it. The fact

was still more obvious in the sphere of physical

science, where the intellect could not advance a
single step except in contact with the objective

facts of perception. But in other spheres as well
—^in ethics, law, religion, politics, economics, art

—intellectual activity encountered ultimate ele-

ments, such as God, freedom, immortality, en-

lightened self-interest, the struggle of each against
all, etc., which the intellect could not create from
its own resources, but could only expose to view.
In the light of such considerations, however, the
entire work of the intellect might seem to become
insecure. For the question as to the relation be-
tween thought and reality might be answered in
such a way as to deny that the intellect was
capable of comprehending the real at all. In point
of fact the Kantian philosophy had restricted the
fimction of the intellect to the logical articula-
tion of phenomena. It was then surmised that
the intellect could -without dubiety apprehend the
veritably real only if what had hitherto been re-
garded as given, as prior to experience, was itself
in the last resort the creation of the intellect. To
show that this was actually the case was the task
undertaken by Hegel. On the Hegelian theory
all reality whatever is an absolute process of
thought, a self-unfolding of the absolute idea, the
essential nature of which is logical ; thought and
existence are identical. Hegel describes how the
absolute idea externalizes itself and so becomes
nature—the world of space and time; how the
finite spirit issues from the world, and how in
the process of historical development it realizes
itself in its essential identity •with the absolute
spirit. The entire development proceeds with
logical necessity. In this system, accordingly,
the intellect assumed the position of absolute
sovereignty, and, although it did not hold that
position long—the Hegelian philosophy being soon
superseded—yet intellectualism was not thereby
set aside. It still continues to exercise a power-
ful influence,* as may be clearly seen, e.pr., in the
i^stem of H. Cohen, whose great work. Die
Logik dtr reinen Erkenntnis, Berlin, 1906, is based
upon the idea that thoug^ht and being are one,
that the foundations of being are actually created
by thought. Whole sections of this work are
tnoroughly Hegelian in tone, and, in fact, Hegel’s
mode of thought has in our own time experienced
a revival both in Britain and in Germany. On
the other hand, intellectualism has always en-
countered a good deal of opposition. In every
definite theory of empiricism, as represented, e.g.,

by Locke and Hume—in every system, that is to

say, according to which the function of the intel-

lect is one of mere passive receptivity—^there sub-
sists also an anti-intellectualistic spirit. Keference
has already been made to Kant. W^hen Fichte
and Schelling exalt moral volition or artistic in-

tuition above the intellect, their thought really

moves on anti-intellectualistic lines. Schopenhauer
finds the ultimate cosmic force in a mysterious
will, and in this connexion mention should be
made also of von Hartmann, in \vhose system,
however, there is a Hegelian strand. But the
authority of intellectualism has been challenged
above all by modern psychology. Wundt has en-
deavoured in his great works to win recognition
for the volitional element in all life, so that his

philosophical theory may be appositely described
as voluntarism. Heinrich Maier, in a notable
work entitled Psychologie des emotionalen Denk-
ens, has drawn attention to the fact that besides
‘ cognitive ’ thought there is also an * emotional ’

thought, which, while it contains logical elements,
is nevertheless guided by feeling and will. An
extremely anti-intellectualistic position is taken
also by pragmatism—a product of British and
American thought—of which the leading repre-

sentatives are W. James, J. Dewey, and F. C. S.

Schiller. According to this theory, the intellect

is per se incapable of deciding what truth is. Only
that which justifies itself to living experience is

to be accounted true, so that the intellect is here
subordinated to life. Reference should also be
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made in this connexion to Vaihinger and his sig-

nificant work, Die Philosopkie des Als Oh, On
Vailiinger’s theory the function of the intellect is

not the discovery of truth, but the pre-calculation

of occurrences which are to be designated as sensa-

tions {Empjindungen). The most delicate creations
of the intellect—^those which it produces for that
purpose— are not reproductions of the real, but
fictions.

To these psychological and philosophical move-
ments a fresh anti-intellectual tendency has been
added by the recent emergence of a new aesthetic

culture. The inadequacy of purely intellectual

attainments is increasingly being felt on all sides.

The over - estimation of the intellect, with its

tendency to reduce all to a uniform level, its in-

difierence to individual qualities, and its elimina-
tion of the subjective factor, is blamed for the
impoverishment of the inner life and the repression

of all true individuality of character, while, on
the other hand, it is felt that art, with its eager
interest in the concrete, its sympathetic under-
standing of individual characteristics, and its crea-

tive force, should be the guide to a richer, deeper,
and fuller life. These considerations have brought
about a complete revolution, as, e.g,, in the educa-
tional sphere. Thus, while the views disseminated
by Herbart— views designed above all things to
secure intellectual lucidity in education— held
until quite recently a position of almost unchal-
lenged authority, they are now to a very great
extent discarded. ‘ Art in child life ’ has become
a widely recognized maxim in contemporary peda-
go^cs.
Yet the intellect, in spite of all these counter-

movements, and in spite of the active depreciation
which it has had to encounter, still continues to
assert its power and its indispensability. It is

obvious that mere negation will not answer here,
and that the question regarding the significance of
the intellect re(^uires further investigation. Of
contemporary thinkers, Eucken, in particular, has
submitted the problem to searching treatment.
He, too, strives earnestly to transcend anything
like mere intellectualism. It is a fundament^
doctrine of his philosophy of the spiritual life that
the^ spirit of man involves more than intellectual
activity, that the spirit in its entirety is richer than
the intellect, but also that the intellect belongs to
the spirit, and that the proper development of the
spirit is impossible without mtellectual action. He
certainly admits that the intellect cannot of itself

alone evolve any complete reality. It can act only
when it has something else—something that does
not originate in itself—to act upon, as can be
clearly seen in the sphere of natur^ science. Here
the intellect, however far-reaching and compre-
hensive its activity, is forced to keep in touch
from first to last with given facts, with the world
of experience. And the like holds good in every
other department of human life. Ethical laws and
ideals, religious convictions, and assthetic intuitions
are not products of the purely intellectual function,
but have their rise in deeper regions of the spirit.

If the intellect relies upon itself alone, it moves in
a realm of merely formal concepts ; and if, never-
theless, it aspires to create a reality, yet j-.his
reality has, in point of fact, come to it from
elsewhere—only the intellect does not itself realize
this, or else the fact is screened from view. In
such cases the sources from which the intellect has
surreptitiously drawn are empirical and spiritual
experience. This, however, does not exclude the
recognition of the fact that, conversely, knowledge
and life, whatsoever their nature may be, can
make no proper progi-ess without the co-operation
of the intellect. The intellect sifts and combines

;

it clarifies and moulds. It is present in all experi-

ence, and its presence is unconditionally necessary
if a completely articulated and ordered reality is to

be attained at all. What could we make of sensa-

tions, which to-day are often held to be the truly

real, if the intellect did not impart itself to them ?

They would be something inert, orderless, chaotic,

and, in the last resort, absolutely null. Similarly,

morality, religion, and art can never attain lucidity

apart from the action of the intellect. Its critical

action is, indeed, essential to the very possibility

of their progressive development and refinement.
In what a rudimentary condition would not art
have been doomed to remain if the intellect had
not taught it how to look at human life and the
surrounding world ? By such considerations does
Eucken seek to maintain the rights of the intellect,

yet without making it the sole authority in human

We arrive at results similar to those of Eucken
by a consideration of the fundamental character of

reality. That fundamental character stands in a
peculiar relation to the tendencies of the intellect.

The intellect strives to rationalize all reality, to

bring it under calculation, to view it as necessary ;

and its ultimate aim is to construct a formula
which will embrace all that occurs in the world,
and which is capable of determining the actual

condition of things at any particular moment. To
a large extent, moreover, reality submits to this

procedure of the intellect. But there is always a
point at which all the efibrts of the intellect must
necessarily fail. The great instrument of the in-

tellect is law—the formula. Law and formula,
however, are necessarily general in character, and
may be made to comprehend as many particular

instances as desired. But they cannot determine
what particular instance will actually emerge.
Thus the formulse of the law of gravitation would
hold good precisely as they do even if there were
more or fewer planets in the solar system. It does
not follow from the law of gravity that its formulae
shall apply to that particular system, and no other.

In a word, laws and formulae are in their nature
merely general, while the real is in all cases special

and concrete, and accordingly reality refuses to be
completely rationalized. The real might be de-

scribed, indeed, as an intermixture of the rational

and the irrational, or positive—an intermixture in

which, however, the latter factor predominates
over the former, since the rational can operate only
in contact with a positively given object, apart
from which it moves in a mere vacuum, and with
all its elforts produces nothing.
This is true not merely of the reality which

meets us in our external experience, but also of

that which we call spiritual. In the inoral sphere,

for instance, we are confronted by various alterna-

tives : there may be a morality of enlightened self-

interest and one of self-denial ; a morality which
affirms and one which negates the world ; a
morality of rigid justice and one of benevolence ;

a morality of natural selection and one of religious

ends. The intellect cannot claim to have produced
any of these, nor can it demonstrate that any one
of them is exclusively authoritative. It may cer-

tainly be employed in combating or defending any
of them, but the individuaFs acceptance of a
particular ethical tendency rests ultimately upon
a personal decision which is incapable of logical

explanation. Once the decision is taken, however,
the intellect may render valuable service in illumi-

nating, elucidating, and developing the theory
chosen.
Every genuine work of art, again, is an abso-

lutely mdividual and unique creation. To inter-

pret a work of art as due to an application of

unvarying universal rules is utterly to misunder-
stand it ; thus Richard Wagner was undoubtedly
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right in protesting against the notion of an absolute

work of art, i.e. a work which would be simply the
result of universal laws valid for all time and under
all conditions. To desiderate such a work would
involve the establishment of an absolute intel-

lectualism in the sphere of art. As a matter of

fact, the general laws of art are mere abstract

deductions from existing^ works of art or from the
achievements of a particular period, and a new
creation or a new period will give rise to new laws.

Such laws may serve as a means of comprehending
and interpreting what already exists, but they
have no creative power of their own. Thus in

ethics and art, precisely as in science, mere intel-

lectualism always works to the prejudice of reality,

while, on the other hand, the action of the intellect

is not only valuable, but indispensable.

2. Intellectualism in religion.—It is not neces-

sary here to refer to the various forms of religion

;

it will suffice to elucidate the relevant facts as they
appear in Christianity. Christianity in its original

form made not the slightest claim to serve as a
rational interpretation of the world ; the love of

God, the expiatory death and the resurrection of

Christ, immortal life, and eternal salvation—ail

these come before us as something absolutely
incomprehensible, something which no human
reason can attain to, and no human understanding
excogitate, which eye has not seen, nor ear heard,

neither has entered into the heart of man. That
rational proofs are of no avail here was an emphatic
conviction in the mind of St. Paul. Neverthe-
less, intellectualism very soon found its way
into Christianity, and, indeed, by the time of

the early apologists, Christianity had come to be
regarded as the true philosophy. In Alexandria
the endeavour of Clement and Origen to reconcile

their religion with Greek philosophy served to

further the process of rationalization. The fact

that these theologians regard jvQctls as the highest
attainment possible to man, and that yvuxns, as

pertaining to the perfect, is considered to be un-
equivocally superior to w^o-rts, which is all that the
ordinarjr member of the community can aspire to,

simply implies that the Christian religion had
opened the door to intellectualism. The conception
of the Logos also played an important part in the
rationalizing process. This conception, on the one
hand, was in every respect a product of scientific

thought ; it signified the cosmic idea, and by means
of it the world was to be made intelligible, to be
rationalized, and interpreted, while, on the other

hand, it is used in the Fourth Gospel to enunciate
the eternal deity of Jesus Christ, and, although
here the Logos is certainly brought into relation

with the world, yet the conception is in no sense a
scientific one, but purely religious, since the point

in question is not the possibility of a rational inter-

pretation of the world, but the dignity to be assigned
to Christ. Nevertheless, the conception served in

part to bring various types of thought into contact

with one another, and even to fuse them together.

Thus arose a disastrous intermingling of ideas,

bringing great perplexities in its train. For one
thing, correct knowledge was now considered to be

the most important element in religion, and, on
similar grounds, heresy was accounted the gravest

of sins, while, again, this position was constantly

disputed by the natural conviction that religion

is concerned with something else—something more
essential than mere knowledge. Religious know-
ledge, moreover, could not even attain to lucidity

with regard to itself. On the one hand, it^ was
regarded as being of the same nature as rational

truth, the type of cogitation found in logic,

metaphysics, and mathematics ; on the other, the

feeling that religion has essentially to do with an
entirely different kind of truth, with a positive and

non-rational truth, could never be wholly sup-
pressed. A wavering between the two sides runs
through the entire mediaeval theology ; and, while
Christianity sought to defend itself against intel-
lectualism, it was never able actually to free itself
from its grasp.
The work of Luther, in virtue of which faith

was once more invested with its proper prerogative,
effected an emancipation of religion from intellec-
tualism. Faith is now interpreted as trust in the
grace of God manifested in Jesus Christ, and thus
alike in its character and in its object is no mere
matter of knowledge. Trust is never the outcome
of purely intellectual reflexion, while the grace
of God in Christ is something that transcends all

rational credentials and intellectual demonstration.
Nevertheless, intellectualism soon re-asserted its

power in religious things, even in the Churches of

the Reformation. Faith came to be identified with
the recognition of true doctrine, and this intel-

lectualistic interpretation proved most detrimental
to religion, and long stood in the way of a better
understanding of what religion really signifies. In
orthodoxy, in the Illumination, in rationalism and
supra-rationalism, intellectualism held unbroken
sway. The substance of what was regarded as
religious truth was certainly of a very hetero-
geneous character, but the essential interest was in
all cases a kind of knowledge which is accessible
to the intellect and upon which the intellect can
arbitrate. The views of Bayle, who emphasized
the non-rational character of religion, and those of
Spinoza, as set forth in the Tractatus Theologico-
Foliticus, were of a different trend, but remained
in great degree inoperative. Nor was the distinc-

tion which thinkers now began to make between
religion and philosophy able as yet to deliver the
former from the bonds of intellectualism, though it

was certainly an earnest of better things.

It was in reality Kant who first succeeded in

overthrowing the supremacy of intellectualism.

By drawing a rigid distinction between theoretical

and practical reason, by limiting the action of the
former to the sphere of phenomena, and by denying
its right to decide any question regarding religion

or its object, Kant laid the foundation—we cannot,
indeed, say more—of a truer understanding of

religion. He himself did not attain to a well-

grounded conception of the distinctive character of

religion, inasmuch as, basing it upon morality, he
virtually treated it as identical therewith. The
first to see in religion a spiritual entity with a
distinct character of its own was Schleiermacher,
who maintained that the religious sense is ptr se

neither knowledge nor action, but a condition of

immediate self-consciousness—the feeling of abso-

lute dependence upon God. Whether this defini-

tion is in all respects satisfactory is a question for

separate discussion ; but at all events the merit
of having reco^ized the specific nature of religion,

and thus of making it secure against the aggressions

of intellectualism, is unquestionably to be ascribed

to Schleiermacher.
A glance at the history of theology since Schleier-

macher's day shows us, however, that the dangers
of intellectualism were not removed all at once;
on the contrary, we find everywhere a struggle

between intellectualism and anti-intellectualism.

Another mighty wave of intellectualism passed

over religion as a result of the Hegelian philosophy.

The influence of Hegel operated powerfully upon
many theologians, and here special mention should

be made of F. C. Biedermann, who sought to express

the essential elements of religion in abstract logical

categories. Reference should also be made to 0.

Pfleiderer, of whom it may be said that he con-

sidered the proper content of religion to be rdti-

mately a type of truth capable of philosophical
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proof. This new endeavour to rationalize religion

was challenged by the Erlangen theologians and
by the school of Ritschl, of whom in particular
W. Herrmann has fought against the harmful
influences of intellectualisin in the religious sphere.

On the whole, we may venture to say that the
danger of an intellectual interpretation of religion

is now much less than it was. This is due variously
to the insistent appeal of Ritschl and his followers
to the Gospel as the criterion of all Christian belief

and doctrine, to the historical investigation of
religion, with its discovery of a vast mass of

material which defies all rational explanation, and,
finally, to religious psychology, which serves to
bring the unique character of religion into fuller

relief. It is not thereby implied, of course, that
the history and psychology of religion may not be
used in the interests of intellectualism, as, c.^.,

when religion is repudiated altogether. In that
case religious history may simply be drawn upon
for materials to illustrate the story of human
error, while religious psychology really becomes a
study of the disorders of the human soul. Quite
recently an endeavour to preclude this application
of religious psychologyhas beenmadeby Wobbermin
(see Lit. ), who makes a sharp distinction between
the psychology of relimon proper and the psycho-
logy which is concerned with religious phenomena.
The former, according to Wobbermin, presupposes
the existence of religion in the investigator him-
self ; the latter does not. It is only the former,
however, that can arrive at a true understanding
of religion, while the other, dealing with religious
phenomena, is concerned merely with the externals
of religion. Religious psychology in this special
sense is antipathetic to mere intellectualism. We
are therefore justified in asserting that in the
sphere of religion powerful anti-intellectualistic
forces are in operation at the present day,

3. The significance of the intellect in the re-
ligious sphere.—It is quite obvious that the intellect
is not the most important factor in the religious
view of things. A fundamental element in every
religious conception of the world is the conviction
that (jod infinitely transcends all human existence.
This involves the inscrutability of God, and thus
also negatives the claim of the intellect to be
supreme. The intellect finds itself confronted
here by an absolute limit, since the inscrutable
cannot be brought within its capacities. The in-
scrutabilityofGod isthe indispensable pre-condition
of religion; it is not something that might be
surrendered without detriment to religion ; on the
contrary, region stands or falls with it. God
would not be God if He were not inscrutable. Kor
is the inscrutableness of God merely one postulate
of religion among others ; it permeates everytliing
embraced by religion. Thus, the fact that the
central element of Christianity is the redeeming
love of God is a blessed, but at the same time
an incomprehensible, mystery. Of every genuine
religious utterance it will be found to hold good
that it breathes the conviction that God is incon-
ceivable. In religion there is something before
which the intellect must abase itself, and its every
claim to autocratic authority is utterly silenced.
On the other hand, disparagement of the intellect

finds no justification in religion. It would be an
error to regard the intellect as alone, of all the
functions of the human mind, hostile to religion,
and to assume that the others are more intimately
allied with it. Even morality, for instance, is in
itself no more akin to the divine than is intellect.
It is possible to have a morality which positively
surpasses the intellect itself in its antagonism to
God and religion. Religion, moreover, must insist
upon the fact that the intellect too belongs to God

;

that it is a gift of God which may be used in His

service, and indeed ought to be so used. Hence
religion itself requires that a high value shall be
set upon the intellect, which, nevertheless, must
be satisfied with a position below the highest.
Here, however, the question arises whether in at

least one particular reference the last word does
not lie with the intellect. When we come to deal
with the unavoidable problem regarding the truth
of religion, is it not the intellect alone that must
decide? To what other competent tribunal can
we appeal for judgment? Self-evident as the
answers to these questions may appear, it is never-
theless to be observed that the intellect would be
able to maintain its sovereignty only on one of two
conditions, viz. that it creates religion, or else
abolishes it. Hegel undertook the task of evolving
religion from the intellect, but any such deduction
must inevitably founder upon the fact that religion
has to do with the inscrutable. Were it on any
possibility to succeed, it would bring religion itself
to naught. To derive religion from the intellect
would certainly be to do away with the inscrutable,
and therefore with religion too. We should in
that case have only the second alternative to con-
sider, i,e. the abolition of religion by the intellect.
And, indeed, that the intellect has a right to assert
its power in this way seems actually to be conceded
by religion itself—in the admission, namely, that
all its affirmations resolve themselves into anti-
nomies; God is immanent and transcendent; He
acts from necessity and in freedom ; He is inviolable
justice and redeeming love, etc. Thus, as Vaihinger
seeks to make out (q^. cit.), all these affirmations
must be regarded as fictions, in which case, again,
they would be divested of all real truth, and religion
itself would fall to the ground. This conclusion,
however, assumes the unconditional validity of the
proposition that whatever involves antinomies is

fictitious and unreal. Yet even the reality given
in sensation, which is the only kind of reality
recognized by Vaihinger, is permeated by anti-
nomies ; thus every sensation is at once limited
and unlimited ; related to other perceptions and
yet posited absolutely. On Vaihingeris theory,
therefore, sensation itself, and in fact everything,
would be illusory, and this would simifly imply
that the term ‘fiction’ or ‘illusion* had lost all

meaning whatever, since it is only as contrasted
with the real that we can put any true construction
upon the term at all. It follows from these con-
siderations that the mere presence of antinomies
does not enable us to decide whether we are work-
ing with fictions or not. Accordingly, the question
whether the intellect can abolish religion is lifted
out of the intellectualistic sphere altogether. The
intellect cannot determine the matter merely on
the ground of its having here discovered antinomies.
Once more, therefore, we find that in religion, as
in all other spheres of experience, the intellect
encounters a reality which it has not evolved from
itself, and that even in the question regarding the
truth of religion it cannot lay claim to absolute
authority. The decisive thing here is the spiritual
force with which religion operates, for in its

energetic^ action it transforms the antinomies of
thought into evidences for its truth by showing
that they constitute the most pertinent expression
of its own peculiar nature, which, as we have seen,
is permeated through and through by the inscrut-
able. If anywhere, then certainly in religion, it

holds good that, as Kierkegaard has said {JSfterladte
Fapirer, y. 269), it is not our reasons that support
our convictions, but our convictions that support
our reasons.
Litbrature.—R. Eucken, Die Einheit des Qeisteslehens in

Bewusstsein und That der Menschheit^ Leipzig, 1888, (j^istige
Stromungen der Gegemoart^, do. 1909, Eng. tr., London, 1912;
K. Heim, Das Geivissheitsproblem in der systematisehen
Theohgie bis zu SchleieriYiacher^ Leipzig, 1911; H. Maier,
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Psychologie des emotiorialen DenkenSy Tubingen, 1908; H.
Vaihinger, Die Philosophie des Als Oh% Berlin, 1913; G.
Wobbermin, Die religionspsychologische Methods in Religions-

loissensckaft und Theologie, Leipzig, 1913 ; Soren Kierkegaard,
Afsluttende uvidenshabelig Efterskrift, Copenhagen, 1846,

Germ, tr., Abschliessende unwissenschafthche Naekschrift^

Jena, 1910. PAUL KaLWEIT.

INTELLIGENCE. — i. Use of the term,

—

Probably no term in psychology is used with so

many different shades of meaning by different

writers as the term ‘intelligence.’ In Thomas
Aquinas, from whom most of the Renaissance

and modern controversies directly or indirectly

orimnate, intelligence is the act or function by
which the soul acquires knowledge of the uni-

versal—it is the spiritual function of the soul as

participating in the divine nature, as a direct

creation of God, and, therefore, immortal. The
universal is reached by an extreme process of ab-

straction, abstracting from all material conditions

of obj ective existence. There is also a lower form of

abstraction found in animals, in the faculty called

cestimativa. This might be translated ‘practical

judgment,’ the power to appreciate the significance

of objects for the needs of life. It is an instinc-

tive judgment, a spontaneous impulse, implying
choice, but not deliberation, an implicit general-

izing, without any notion of the universal; there

is abstraction, but abstraction only from condi-

tions of space and time, not from matter as such.

Animals, therefore, have no knowledge of general

principles, of causation, of the relation of means
to end, etc. In the development of man’s natural
faculties, cestimativa becomes cogitativa^ ‘under-
standing,’ particular or empirical reasoning, infer-

ence from particular to particular, or from a series

of particulars to a new case of the same kind, still

witliout any conception of general principles, or

intuition oi the universal and necessary. It is

only when the intellect or reason comes into action

that this further step is taken, and knowledge in

the true sense of the word—* science ’—begins (see

A. D. Sertillanges, S, Tho^nas d^Aqxdn, Paris,

1910, vol. ii. bk. v. ch. iii. f. ).

In the long and still unsettled controversy as to

the relation between animal and human soul and
intelligence, the question—theological dogma apart
—has turned upon : (1) psychological analysis ; is

there a difference in kind between the functions

referred to, as Aquinas supposes, or a difference

only of degree or complexity? (2) observed facts

and their interpretation ; do animals give evidence

of behaviour the same in kind as that which in

ourselves we term intelligent? Philosophical and
scientific as well as theological bias made some-
times the one, sometimes the other, view prevail

;

but at the present day there can be no doubt that

a large majority of psychologists, and a still larger

majority of students of animal behaviour, would
decide for difference of degree, not of kind, between
animal and human intelligence.

2. Instinct, intelligence, reason.—In the ordinary
usage, an animal or a child is called ‘ intelligent

’

when it seems to appreciate what is wanting in a
given situation or given circumstances, quickly

adopts some method of supplying the want, and,

where one method fails, attempts others. Where
such a power, however, is shown to be present with-

out any previous experience of similar situations, it

is referred either to instinct or, it may be, to reason.

Instinctive action in an organism is the product
of a special structure, provided at birth, practically

independent of experience, adapted to a special

class of situation, and to that only ; the reaction

is, therefore, adequate, if not always perfect, the
first time of asking ;

examples are the different

forms of nest-building and the care of the young,
the pursuit, recognition, and method of capture

of prey, the recognition and avoidance of enemies,
etc. If failure occurs, it is absolute, except that
there are occasionally alternative reactions pro-
vided for special forms of a situation. On the
other hand, reason, it is said, may achieve the
same efficiency as instinct, with the same im-
inediacy, and without experience of similar situa-
tions, by the direct perception of the causal
relations involved ; it is a general power, adapted
to any kind of situation, and not tied down, as
an instinct is, to a single class. In most cases,

however, when a new contingency arises, the ac-

tions of an animal are not immediately effective

;

it appears to act blindly, with many fruitless

efforts, until, by accident, as it appears, the right
action may be hit upon, after a longer or shorter
series of trials or essays. If the animal is again
placed in the same predicament, it does not at
once adopt the method by which it previously suc-

ceeded, out acts somewhat less at random, and
usually lights upon the correct action in a shorter
time or with fewer trials ; ultimately, all unneces-
sary and inappropriate acts are omitted, and the
one effective action is immediately adopted. This
has been termed the ‘method of trial and error,’

and under its formula aU individual learning, in

man as well as in animals, may be brought.
Animal species, and individuals in the same
species, differ in the time or number of trials re-

uired to learn the same action, in the number of

ifferent actions they may learn, in the complexity
of situation they can meet, in^ the extent to which
previous experience is applied in new contingencies,

and the like. Man’s reason is itself an extension
of the same process, and there are close approxi-

mations to it in the apes and other higher animals.
But, while there is no ground for distinguishing

between reason and intelligence, instinct and in-

telligence must be regarded as different in kind.

They are not alternatives to each other, or different

ways of achieving the same end, or ‘lower’ and
‘higher’ forms of action, or the like. Instincts

provide the material on which intelligence builds ;

the intelligence of an animal is always limited

and conditioned by its structure and habits, i.e. its

instincts; intelligence develops progressively as

the instincts become more numerous and more
complicated. On the other hand, there is prob-

ably no species of animal which has instinct only,

without intelligence, i.e. without any capacity to

learn by experience. The method of trial and
error has been found, by Jennings and others, as

low as the protozoa. In the development of the

individual also, instinct and intelligence are con-

current from the beginning, but intelligence is

progressive, while instinct is stationary: hence
in the adult of the higher animal species, and
especially in man, the primitive instincts are so

buried beneath the accretions of intelligence that

the dependence of the latter upon them is apt to

be ignored.

3. Analysis of intelligence.—^What are the men-
tal qualities involved in learning by experience?

If we take the classical instance of the burnt child

dreading the fire, we have to distinguish between
the first and the later experiences of the situation.

In the first an object is perceived, which the

child instinctively feels to oe pleasing, and the

instinctive reaction of grasping results; this is

immediately followed in the supposed case by a

strong sensation of pain, for which a reflex or in-

stinctive withdrawal of the hand is provided.
^
If

there were no intelligence, the same series of im-

pressions and acts would be repeated as often as

the situation arose, with damaging results.^ How
does any change take place through intelligence ?

The simplest assumption, that the child sees the

fire to be the cause of the pain, and avoids it in
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consequence, is ruled out for numberless instances

of such learning, although it may occasionally

hold for a given child or animal in a given case.

Let us suppose, then, that on the second experi-

ence the sight of the fire leads as before to the

stretching out of the hand, that this associatively

calls up in memory the painful sensation of the

burn, and this in turn the actual drawing back of

hand and arm, the net result being that, if the

association is rapid, the hand is drawn back almost

before it begins to move. For this to be possible

we require initial sensitiveness and mobility, re-

tentiveness of the impression, and^ associative

recall, but above all intensity and unity of atten-

tion : the experience must have been appreciated

as a single whole, otherwise the associative current

would not run from ‘ fire ’ to ‘ grasp,’ from * grasp ’

to ‘pain,’ etc., but might be turned off at ‘grasp’

to any other of the hundreds of grasping experi-

ences. This comprehensiveness of attention is the

essential thing in intelligence ; on it depends the

number of trials required in the trial and error

method before success is achieved ; on it depends
also the transition from concrete to abstract im-
agery and thought. Abstraction is the power of

neglecting the irrelevant and concentrating on
the important features of a situation, whether in

perception, in memory, or in thought, i,e. it is a
process of attention. In its turn, attention de-

pends on the degree of sensitiveness of the indi-

vidual, his quickness of reaction, and, at higher
levels, his retentiveness and the strength of his

interests, instinctive or acquired. It may be said,

in short, that the intelligence of an individual is

the degree of his ability to learn, and to apply
what he has learned, and that this depends on his
whole mental endowment. It is, therefore, absurd
to ask whether animals have ‘intelligence.’ If

they have any form of mental experience—sensa-

tion, and no one denies this even of the lowest
—then they have also intelligence. The task of

comparative psychology is to determine the condi-

tions of intelligent adaptation in different animals
and in the child, to reconstruct the scheme of

mental evolution and development, parallel to

the scheme of physical evolution and development
which biology already has within its grasp.

4. Special problems.—How complex the nature
of * intelligence’ is may be seen by a perusal of the
literature, already extensive, on two very modem
problems—that of ‘ formal discipline,’ and that of
‘ tests of intelligence.’ The former is the question
whether intelligence is a general power, which can
be turned at will from one subject to another;
whether high ability in one sphere is or tends to
be accompanied by high ability in other spheres

;

whether improvement in any kind of mental ability
carries with it improvement in other and different
mental abilities, etc, ; the probability being that
intelligence is almost as specialized as memory,
that ability in one subject gives no ground for
inferring ability even in a closely similar subject,
and that improvement in one subject carries with
it improved ability in others only so far as these
others involve the same forms of perception, atten-
tion, etc. The second problem is that of finding a
scientific and tractable substitute for the teacher’s
or doctor’s rough classification (and rougher tests)

of children in regard to their intelligence—‘bright,’
‘average,’ ‘poor,’ ‘dull,’ ‘backward,’ ‘defective,’
‘feeble-minded,’ etc. What is generally agreed
upon is that the most objective classification of
children is by a comparison of the ‘ mental ’ with
the ‘ physical ’ age ; that for this an average mental
ability for each physical age must be determinable

;

that the tests used in fixing the average, and in
I

proving each child, must be of several kinds for
each age, and must be graded for different ages.

more difficult as the age is higher. But sex, social

rank of family, school training, race, country, and
many other factors are found to interfere with the
projected average or standard, and experimenters
are still far from united in agreement upon the
tests suitable for each age,

Litbbaturb.—G. J. Romanes, Animal Intelligence 6, London,
1895 (1st ed. 1882) ; J. Lubbock, Ants, Bees, and do.
1898 (1st ed. 1882) ; G. J. Romanes, Mental Evolution m Ani.
mats, do. 1883 ; J. Lubbock, Senses ... of Animals, do.
1885 ; W. Wundt, Lectures on Human and Animal Psyohologj/,
Eng. tr.jdo. 1894 ; E. L. Thorndike, Animal Intelligence, New
York, 1911 (1st ed. 1898); C. Lloyd Morgan, Animal Behaviour,
London, 1900 ; L. T. Hobhouse, Mind in Evolution, do. 1901

;

E. Wasmann, Instinct und Intelligem im Thierreich^, Frei-

burg, 1899, Eng. tr., St. Louis, 1903; H. S. Jennings, Be-
hamor of the Lower Organisms, New York, 1906 ; G. Bohn,
La Naissance de Vintelligence, Paris, 1909 ; H. Pidron, L*Evo-

lution de la m&moire, do. 1910; Margaret F. Washburn,
The Animal Mind, New York, 1908 (containing an ample biblio-
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Hart and C. Spearman, W. S. Sleight, and others in the
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On tests of intelligence, papers by A. Binet and T. Simon,
in Ann^e psychologique, Pans, 1905, 1908, 1911, etc.

;
a sum-

mary of the present state of the problem, with an account of

the literature, in E. Meumann, Archivf. d. gesamte Psychol,
xxiii.-xxv. (Leipzig, 1912). J. L. McINTYRE.

INTEMPERANCE.—See Drunkenness.

INTENTION (Theological).— sacrament in-

volves some action of a minister, having a special

significance ; and, since the significance of a human
action may depend in part upon the intention with
which it is performed, it was inevitable that in the
progress of theology a question should be raised

whether a proper intention in the minister is requi-

site for the spiritual validity of a sacrament; if

so, the nature of that intention would have to be
considered.
In the Eastern Church this question has been

generally avoided ; a sacrament is regarded as an
act of the Church at large ; the irpbdeoLs of which
theologians speak is the purpose or spiritual mean-
ing of the appointed rite, and the minister’s only
function is to exhibit that rite integrally. This
applies even to the sacrament of marriage, in

which, since it consists materially in the consent
of the contracting parties, there is special room,
because of the nature of a contract, for inquiry
into their intention and the genuineness of their

consent. Some systems of law will annul a mar-
riage on the ground of defective consent, even
when all formalities have been ostensibly fulfilled

;

but the Canon Law of the Eastern Church allows

no such objection to be raised against a marriage
publicly contracted with the blessing of the Church.
In the Western Church, however, a different

theory and practice followed upon the final rejec-

tion of St. Cyprian’s teaching about the baptism
of heretics. When it was admitted that baptism
administered by persons separated from the Church
was possibly valid, the sacrament could no longer
he regarded exclusively as a public act of the
Church. It was then necessary to inquire whether
a particular baptism was valid. The Easterns
evade the difficulty by accepting such baptism
Kar olKOPojxLay, in which case the consent of the
Church is supposed to supply whatever may have
been lacking ; but the trend of Western theology
and practice has always been to treat such baptism
as absolutely valid if the necessary conditions are
fulfilled, or otherwise as absolutely invalid. In-

quiry into the conditions of validity was, therefore,

necessary, and the practice of such inquiry spread
from baptism to other sacraments.
In his de Baptismo (vii. 53), Augustine con-

siders several questions about the animics with
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which baptism is received as affecting the validity

of the sacrament ; and more incidentally, as though
of less importance, he considers the animus of

the minister ; ‘ Quid enim prosit animus veraciter

dantis fallaciter aceipienti non video.’ Taking the
case where both alike ‘ fallaciter agunt in ipsa imi-

tate catholica,’ he asks : ‘An plus valent ad con-
firmandum sacramentum illi veraces inter <juos

agitur, quam ad frustrandum illi fallaces a quibus
agitur, et in quibus agitur ? ’ In reply, he appeals
to the practice of the Church :

‘ Si postea prodatur,
nemo repetit, sed aut excommunicando punitur
ilia simulatio aut poenitendo sanatur.’ His own
opinion he was unwilling^ to give where there was
no express conciliar decision; but in council he
would be disposed to support the proposition:
‘Habere eos baptismum qui ubicunque et a qui-
buscunque illud verbis evangelicis consecratum
sine sua simulatione et cum aliqua fide accepis-

sent.’ This seems to exclude the notion that the
animus dantis can affect the integrity of the sacra-

ment ; only the simulatio of the recipient or his

complete lack of faith can mar it if administered
in due form verhis evangelicis.
The general acceptance of this judgment is proved by the

probably fictitious story of the actor Genesius, baptized in
mockery on the stage. Augustine (JLoc. dt.) glances at the
currency of such stories, and shows a curious reluctance to
give any opinion on the case ‘ubi totum ludicre et mimice et
loculariter ageretur.’ The story told by Sozomen (ii. 17) of
Athanasius baptizing boys in play is less to the point, since it

is implied that the children, though in play, had a more or
less serious intention of doing what they had seen done in the
Church.

The judgment of Augustine long prevailed.
Nicholas i. (858-67 ;

Besjo, ad Bulg, 104) ruled that
persons reported to have been baptized by a Jew,
‘si in nomine sanctae Trinitatis vel tantum in
Christi nomine . . . baptizati sunt,’ are validly
baptized, no question being raised about the inten-
tion of the minister. It should be observed that
he presses (cap. 3) the necessity of consensus for a
valid marriage, but without any indication that he
would allow the intention underlying a publicly
expressed consent to be called in question. In the
early scholastics of the 12th cent, a contrary opinion
appears. Hugh of St. Victor {Summ, Sent, v. 9)

requires ‘ ut forma sacramenti servetur et intentio
illud celebrandi habeatur.’ Peter Lombard (iv. 6. 5)
follows him, and the great vogue of the Lihri Sen^
tentiarum made the doctrine dominant. The
nature of the requisite intention, however, was
not yet defined. William of Auxerre [In iv. Sent,

iv. 7) seems to have been the first to adopt the
phrase ‘intentio faciendi quod facit ecclesia.’ Al-
bertus Magnus {In iv. Sent, iv. 6. 11) limited this

by adding ‘licet non credat hoc aliquid valere.’

He held that the intention of performing the rite

of the Church, indicated by the use of the ordinary
form, is sufficient, even if the minister does not
believe the rite to have any spiritual effect ; and
he used this to meet the objection that the minis-
ter might maliciously withhold his intention, and
so invalidate the sacrament. Sinibaldo Fieschi,

afterwards Innocent iv., in his commentary on
the Decretals (iii. 42. 2), went further

:

‘Non est necesse quod baptizans . . . gerat in mente facere
quod facit) eoclesia, imo si oontrarium gereret in mente, sc. non
facere quod facit ecclesia, sed tamen facit quia formam servat,

nihilominus baptizatus est, dumniodo baptizare intendat . . .

licet non credat ipsum posse aliquid operarL’

He denied that specialis intentio was necessary,
and this was the intention to produce the effect of

the sacrament, as the Compend, theol, veritatisy

doubtfully attributed to Innocent V., has it(vi. 9)

:

‘ ut iste baptizandus mundetur. ’ Thomas Aquinas,
however, stiffened the requirement, saying {Opusc.
iv, de Sacram, ) :

‘ Si minister sacramenti non in-

tendit sacramentum conficere, non perficitur sacra-

naentum,’ and strengthening the current formula
into ‘intentio conferendi et faciendi quod facit

ecclesia.’ Elsewhere he further defines the pur-
port of the intention

; Christ is the ‘ principal
agent ’ in the sacramental action, and the minister
must act as the representative of Christ ; therefore
‘ requiritur eius intentio qua se subiiciat principali
agenti, ut scilicet intendat facere quod facit Chris-
tus et ecclesia.’ But to the objection that all cer-
tainty about the sacrament is thus destroyed, since
no man’s intention can be known, he replies :

‘Minister sacramenti agit in persona totius ecclesiae, cuius
est minister ; in verbis autem, quae profert, exprimitur intentio
ecclesiae, quae sufiScit ad perfectionem sacramenti, nisi con-
trarium exterius exprimatur ex parte ministn vel recipientis
sacramentum ’ {Summa Theol, iii. 64. 8).

This seems to deprive of all importance what he
calls mentalis intentio, and we are back at the
position of Augustine, except that a contrary
intention openly expressed by the minister would
invalidate the sacrament. A merely defective in-
tention would do no harm; it must be positive
and avowed. A iocosa intentio, however, ‘cum
aliquis non intendit sacramentum conferre, sed
derisorie aliquid agere,’ makes no sacrament; he
adds, ‘praecipue quando suam intentionem exterius
manifestat’ {ih, 10). The case in view is clearly
a mimic representation. These same conclusions,
supported by the similar teaching of Bonaventura,
became dominant in the schools until the 16th
century.
In the meantime the Scholastic doctrine was

finding its way into dogmatic decrees. In the
profession of faith imposed by Innocent m. on
converted Waldensians, it is said that for a valid
Eucharist is required ‘ fidelis intentio proferentis

’

(Denzinger, Enchiridion^^, Freiburg, 1911, no. 424).

In the dogmatic definition of the 4th Lateran,
cap. i., where something of the kind might be
expected, there is nothing. At the Council of
Florence, Eugenius IV., in his Deer, pro Armenis,
adopted the language of the Opusc, %v. of Thomas
Aquinas almost intact, for this as for other matters.
Luther made a brief and contemptuous reference

to the Scholastic doctrine in the treatise de Bah,
Capt, (ch. ‘de Sacr. Baptismi’), citing the ‘ex-
emplum de quodam mimo per iocum baptizato.’

Maintaining the position that the sacraments oper-
ate as visible signs of the grace of God rousing faith

in the recipient, so that ‘ non in conferentis tantum
quantum in suscipientis fide vel usu sita est virtue
baptismi,’ he brushed aside the whole discussion

about the intention of the minister. His bold
treatment of iocosa intentio had a large place in

subsequent controversy, but as used by adversaries

rather than as developed by his followers. One of

the propositions extracted from his writings for

condemnation by Leo X. was :
‘ Si per impossibile

confessus non esset contritus, aut sacerdos non
serio, sed ioco absolveret ; si tamen credat se abso-
lutum, verissime est absolutus.’ The silence on
this head of the Augustana, and of the Saxon
Confession presented to the Council of Trent, is

significant. The Conf, Helvetica (ch. xix. sect.

11), however, expressly excludes from the condi-

tions requisite for a valid sacrament administration
‘a consecrate, et qui habeat intentionem conse-

crandi.’ Calvin’s austere conception of the opera-

tion of the sacraments as exclusively divine, and
resting on the eternal decrees, left no room for any
effect to flow from the intention of the minister.

Ambrosius Catharinus, in a treatise de Int,

Ministr, Sacr,, re-stated the Scholastic doctrine

with an important difierence. Maintaining with
Thomas Aquinas that the requisite intention is

secured positively by the serious use of the ex-

ternal forms appointed in the Church, he denied

that the minister could by any individual intention

of his own, however contradictory, destroy the

effect of those forms. Thus he excluded from
validity only a mimic or derisory representation
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of a sacrament; the only intention required of

the minister is the intention seriously to use the

appointed rite. Pallavicino (ix. 6) asserts that

the Council of Trent did not repudiate this teach-

ing, though the language of sess. xiv. 6, denying
the effect of absolution, ‘si. . . sacerdoti animus
serio agendi et vere absolvendi desit,’ seems to look

that way. In sess. vii. can. 11, the Council con-

demned the opinion, ‘ non requiri intentionem sal-

tern faciendi quod facit ecclesia,’ without further

specification. The opinion of Catharinus, however,

carried little weight ; the contrary opinion, exag-

gerated by controversy so as to lay additional stress

on the internal intention of the minister, had more
vogue, running at length to its extreme statement

in the words of J. B. Franzelin {de Sotcr, in Gen.,

ed. 1888, p. 225)

:

‘ Minister extrioisecvs aimulans etiam iocurriy adhibendo tamen
legitimam materiam et formam cunth interna intentionet sacra-

mentum conficeret.’

Controversy turned chiefly on this point, it being

said that tihe sacraments were thus robbed of all

assurance. Jewel, in his Reply to Harding (Parker
Soc., i. [Cambridge, 1845] 139), used a phrase which
became classic

:

* This is the very dungeon of uncertainty. The heart of man
is unsearchable. If we stay upon the intention of a mortal man,
we may stand in doubt of our own baptism.*

Hooker (v. 58) fell back upon the position of

Thomas, quoting, however, by preference the
canonist Lancelot:

* The known intent of the Church generally doth sufiBce, and,
where the contrary is not manifest, we may presume that he
which outwardly doth the work, hath inwardly the purpose of

the Church of God.*

The peril indicated by Jewel compelled defenders
of the doctrine to diminish their demands; and
Bellarmine {de Sacr. in Gen. i. 27) said almost the
last word on this side

:

* Non est opus intendere quod facit ecclesia Eoraana, sed
^uod facit vera ecclesia, quaecumque Ula sit, vel quod Christus
instituit, vel quod faciunt OhristianL’

Towards the end of the 17th cent, the teaching
of Catharinus was once more brought up. There
were stories current of a priest who declared that
he had habitually perverted his interior intention
when baptizing, and of a bishop Avho had done the
same when ordaining, and relief was sought from
the implied consequences. This relief was denied
by a decree of Alexander Vlll. in 1690, condemning
among others the proposition :

‘ Valet baptismus collatus a miuistro, quiomnem ritum exter*
num formamque baptizandi observat, iutus vero in corde suo
apud se resolvit : Non intendo quod facit ecclesia.*

This authoritative locking of the ‘dungeon of
uncertainty ’ was resisted by some Thomist theo-
logians, notably by J. H. Serry(Am5rom Catharini
VindicicB, Patavium, 1727) ; but the more exigent
teaching prevailed, chiefly through the influence
of Benedict xiv. and the Jesuit schools, until recent
times. Thomism revived under the encouragement
of Leo XIII., and in his bull A^ostolicce Curce that
pontiff’ laid down a principle which in practical effect
differs little from that of Catharinus

:

* De mente vel intentione, utpote quae per se quiddam est
interius, ecclesia non iudicat: at quatenus extra proditur,
iudicare de ea debet. lamvero cum quis ad sacramentum
conficiendum et conferendum materiam formamque debitam
serio ac rite adhibuit, eo ipso censetur id nimirum facere
intendisse quod facit ecclesia.*

This seems to bring the authentic teaching of the
Roman Church exactly into line with that of
Hooker (see above), and the conclusion may be held
judicious.

Litbeaturb.—

T

his has been sufficiently indicated in the
T. A. Lacey.

INTERCESSION.— I. Connotation of the
term.—The word is now usually restricted in its
application to {a) pleading for others, as when a
favour is asked for another from a fellowman

;

(b) praying for others, as when blessings are
sought for another from God. When it is used

of the intercession of Christ, it has a Avider sig-

nificance, and expresses the more general idea of
(c) acting for others.

On the varying connotation of ‘intercession’
light is cast by its derivation and by the history
of the Greek and Hebrew words of which it is the
translation.

(1) Intercessio {inter, ‘between,’ and cedere, ‘to
pass ’ or ‘ to go ’) denotes {a) a passing between,
as, e.ff., an intervening period of time. Hence, in
16th and 17th cent, writers ‘ intercession ’ is equi-
valent to ‘intercessation’—a meaning now obsolete.
Latimer could write :

*We must call upon God
without intercession ’ {OED v. 386) ; {b) a going
between, as, e.g., the intervention of a mediator
who strives to reconcile those who are at variance.
The functions of a go-between may, however, differ

greatly. The right of veto acquired by the Roman
I

tribunes of the people was known as intercessio.

These tribunes could forbid the carrying out both
of the resolutions of the senatus, or deliberative
assembly, and of the decrees of the comitia, or
legislative assembly. Referring to a statute which
the senators could not oppose by argument, C.
Merivale says :

‘ They gained one of the tribunes
to intercede against it’ {Fall of the Homan Be-
p^ihlic, London, 1853, viii. 216). The connexion
of thought must, therefore, determine whether the
intervention is for or against. But it is in accord
with the tendency to limit the meaning of ‘ inter-

cession’ to an appeal for a favour that in Ro IP
the RV reads ‘ how he [Elijah] pleadeth with God
against Israel,’ instead of ‘how he maketh inter-

cession,’ etc. (AV).
(2) In the NT ‘ intercession ’ is once (1 Ti 2^) the

translation of ^urev^is, which is also once (1 Ti 4®)

rendered ‘ prayer.’ The corresponding verb (ivrvy-

xdpeiv, ‘to fall in with,’ ‘to have an interview
with’) is four times translated ‘to make inter-

cession’ (Ro He 7^®). In Ro IP the
rendering is ‘to plead with,’ and in Ac 25^^ ‘to
make suit to.’ In his note on the last cited pas-
sage, F. Field {Notes on the Translation of the

NT, Cambridge, 1899, p. 140 f.) gives quotations
from Greek writers which show that frequently
the idea of a personal interview seems to be re-

quired. In 2 Mac 4P the RV ‘ at an audience ’ is

an improvement upon the AV ‘ by intercession,*

for the reference is to ‘a confidential interview,
face to face, between Jason and Antiochns’ (cf.

R. C. Trench, Svnongms of the NT^\ London,
1890, p. 190). Tne root idea of ^vrev^is is, there-

fore, not prayer for others, but familiar intercourse
such as obtains when confidential relationships are
established, as between parent and child. In 1 Ti
4® ‘ prayer ’ is the only possible translation, but it

should also be noted that in EV ‘intercession’ is

found (Jer 27^® 362®)when the petition has no refer-

ence to another’s benefit. It is by a natural and
suggestive transition of thought that which
means prayer regarded as personal communion,
familiar heart converse, should come to signify

prayer regarded as supplication for others. The
expression of this aspect of prayer is not, however,
limited to this word; it is often represented by
adding qualifying clauses to one or other of the
synonyms for prayer.

(3) In the OT the subject of * intercession ’ has
great prominence, though the English word is of

rare occurrence in EV. {a) The Hebrew verb
is translated ‘ to make intercession’ in Jer 7^® 27^®

36^, Is 53^^ and the corresponding noun is rendered
‘intercessor’ in Is 59^®. This verb is closely re-

lated in meaning to iprvyxdveiv and signifies * to

encounter,* hence ‘to encounter with a request.’

In two passages the context makes it plain that
the meaning is ‘to pray for others’ (on Jer 27^®

36^, cf. (2) above). In Jer 7^® ‘pray not for this
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people* is parallel to, and synonymous with,

‘neither make intercession to me *
; in Is 53^® a

defining clause is added :
‘ he made intercession

for the transgressors,* (6) The Hebrew verb most
frequently employed to express the idea of prayer

for others is ‘to intervene.* Typical ex-

amples of its use are found in passages referring to

the prayer of Abraham for Abimelech (Gn 20’* ”),

of Moses for Aaron (Dt of Moses for the people

(Dt 9^®), and of Job for his friends (Job 42®). (c)

Another verb which sometimes expresses the same
idea is noj?. By most modern lexicographers it is

connected with an Arabic root signifying * to sacri-

fice,* and its earliest associations are with sacred

rites. The usual rendering is ‘to entreat,* and
often the entreaty is for others. In Ex 8®*- ^8^ 928

10” this verb is six times used of the prayers of

Moses and Aaron for Pharaoh ; in Gn 25^^ it refers

to Isaac’s prayer for his wife, and in 2 S 24^® to

David’s prayer for Israel.

2. Intercessory prayer.—When ‘ intercession * is

defined as prayer for others, it is obvious that the

objections raised against prayer in general apply

to intercessory prayer. Indeed, the mystery which

attaches to prayer of all kinds reaches its climax

in prayer for another’s blessing (cf. art. Prayer).
But the efficacy of intercession has been generally

admitted by tlieists. Such controversy as existed

in pre-Christian times was rather as to the nature

of the gods than as to the propriety of invoking

their aid.
‘ We may not say that the efficacy of prayer was admitted by

all ancient Tlieists, but it does seem that this doctrine was not

denied by any whose theology rendered its admission possible
’

(J. H. Jellett, The EJficacy of Prayer [Donnellan Lectures],

Dublin, 1878, p. xxi).

It is held to be a reductio ad ahsurdum of

Epicureanism that it rendered prayer nugatory

(cf. Cicero, de Nat Deor. i. 44). In Origen’s

treatise on Prayer (i. 186 ff., Benedictine ed.) the

denial of the elficacy of prayer by later^ sceptics

is represented as ‘a necessary result of their funda-

mental principles.* In all ages naen who have had
knowledge of God have regarded it as a reasonable

inference that to Him they might ‘lift hands of

prayer both for themselves and those who call

them friend * (Tennyson, Morte d^Arthur). In this

respect systems of religion agree, notwithstanding

differences in many imjiortant particulars.

‘ Prayer is, and has ever been, an element of every system of

Theism—of the polytheism of the Greeks and Romans, no less

than of the monotheism of the Jews—of the religious systems of

Zoroaster and of Mahomet no less than of the religion of

Christ. The spirit of prayer breathes through the hymns to

Indra and Varuna no less really than through the Psalms of

David' (Jellett, 87 f.).

The conception of intercessory prayer, like the

idea of prayer in general, presupposes not only a

doctrine of God, but also a doctrme of man and of

his relation to his fellowmen. That relation is

best described by the word ‘ solidarity.* An inter-

cessor is one with those for whom he^ pleads, and

yet he difters from them in that he is nearer^ to

God. The qualification for the work of intercession

is twofold.
‘The more eminent the great heroes of the Bible are for

holiness of life, the more intensely do they realise their oneness

with the people whose pastors and priests they are, and take

upon themselves the burden of their nation’s trans^essums and

sins ’ (Bersier, Solidarity of Hwnanity, quoted by D. W. Simon,

T^ie Redemption of Man®, London, 1906, p. 334).

To make intercession for the nation was alike

the duty and the privilege of the priests of Israel.

Only once during a priest’s lifetime could it fall

to his lot to enter the holy place as intercessor for

the people. The incense he offered there was the

symbol of Israel’s prayers presented with his own
(Ex 4027, Lk P ;

c£ Ps Ul\ Rev 5® 7"-). Once a

year also the high priest exercised the highest

lunction of his office when he entered the Holy
of Holies ; having first made atonement for his

own sins, he became the people’s representative,

and in him the entire nation had access to God
(Lv
In the history of Israel it is the prophets who

most frequently act as intercessors. Moses, Aaron,
and Samuel are singled out as pre-eminent in this

regard (Ps 99®, Jer 15^). So intense was Samuel’s
sense of obligation that he described neglect of

the duty of praying for others as ‘ sin against the
Lord* (1 S 1228). ‘Pray for us* was the request
made to Jeremiah by Zedekiah (Jer 37®), and again
by ‘all the people’ (Jer 422).

‘ Practically all the intercessory prayers of the OT are offered

either by prophets or by men—such as Abraham and Job

—

whom later ages idealized as prophets.* As a rule their inter-

cessions were for the nation they loved, but occasionally the
petitions have a wider range. ‘Jeremiah, for example, urges
the exiles [Jer 297] to pray to Jehovah for Babylon and to seek
her welfare . . , and Darius, in his decree [Ezr 610], desires the
prayers of the Jews for himself and his dynasty ' (J. E. McFadyen,
The Prayers of the Bible^ London, 1906, p. 58 ff.).

Intercessory prayer has the sanction of our
Lord’s example during His earthly ministry. He
‘continued all night in prayer to God* before

selecting the twelve Apostles (Lk 6”). That His
prayer included intercessions is a reasonable in-

ference, as well from His petitions for His disciples

on the eve of His departure from the "world as from
His supplication for Peter m anticipation of the

hour when that disciple’s faith would be sifted

(Lk 2222). grave of Lazarus His words of

thanksgiving for prayer heard and answered,
according to the Father’s wont, point to a habit

of intercession (Jn such as makes it natural

for Him to use almost His latest breath in praying

for His enemies (Lk &*). The command, ‘ Pray
for them that despitefuUy use you * (Lk 62®), falls

from His lips with the authority of the teacher

and Lord who could say of this grace, as of all

others, ‘I have given you an example that ye
should do as I have done * (Jn 13^®). The true spirit

of intercession breathes in the pattern prayer (Mt
6®®^*)* Our Lord teaches His disciples that they
‘should not pray as atomistic individuals, not “singly,” but

as members of human society, of the believing Church, of the

kingdom* (H. Martensen, Christian Ethics^ i. [Individual],

Edinburgh, 1881, p. 180).
.

T. von Haering rightly finds a suincient warrant

for intercession in the * Our Father’ of the Lord’s

Prayer

:

*“*Our*’ and “ us '* instead of the natural “my" and “me
is for the Christian a really natural utterance. This faith in

the Father cannot exist without love to the brethren, both

to those who really are so and to those who may presently

become so. . . . Love would not be Christian love if it were

not true of it, “I am responsible in God’s sight for my love.”

When intercessory prayer is taken in this obvious way, the

objection need not arise . . . that intercession is an inter-

ference with our neighbours’ freedom and with God’s arrange-

ments. The Christian idea of the Kingdom of God, which it

is tb** purpose of its Creator and Builder to build by earthly

means, transcends these objections. The task of each co-

worker with God (1 Co 32
) is to be faithful in the exercise of

his influence on others outside, and in his intercession as

the motive power of his work for them. And both are done

in humility’ (The Ethics of the Christian Life, Eng. tr.,

London, 1909, p. 288).

St. Paul has the mind of Christ when he exhorts,

‘ first of all, that supplications, prayers, interces-

sions, thanksgivings be made for all men ’ (1 Ti 2^).

The obligation to pray for others does not, how-

ever, depend upon the single word ‘ intercessions.’

If be translated ‘petitions,’ the clause

‘for all men’ still qualifies the four synonyms
for prayer. Manifold as are the kinds or prayer,

all men are to have the benefit of them. The
prayers of St. Paul for his converts are the fervent

outpourings of a heart that longed to share with

others the fullness of the blessings of the gospel

of Christ. Surprise has been expressed at the

absence from his Epistles of allusions to prayer for

the heathen ; the explanation is that
‘ Such prayers are really involved in his prayers for the success

of the gospel and in his requests for the similar prayers of

others ’ (McFadyen, p- 153).
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But, if lahorare est orare, then the entire life of

this strenuous missionary was a continual prayer

that all men might * know the grace of God in

truth’ (Col 1 ®).

As to the value of intercessory prayer there is

little diJBference in theory amongst those who
believe in the efficacy of prajrer at all. But in

practice many Christians fail to imitate the

example of Christ and of the Apostolic Church.

Nevertheless,
‘ the test of the purity of our petitionary prayers is whether
they contain intercession. This shows if the individual be
concerned about the whole kingdom of God. Without inter-

cession, prayer becomes egoistic, the view and the heart narrow.

When piety lacks expansion, it also lacks intensive force. And
then our prayer is not prayer in the name of Jesus, our Head *

(I. A. Dorner, System of Christian Ethics^ Eng. tr., Edinburgh,

1887, p. 147).

Gore addresses an irresistible appeal to Evan-
gelicals, urging them to * emphasize this priesthood

of the whole body in its rich positive meaning’
(in Priesthood and SacrifieCi ed. Sanday, London,
1900, p. 148). All who believe in the universal

priesthood of believers should give intercession a
prominent place in their private devotions and in

public worship. Every member of the kingdom of

priests should realize that on him rests a positive

obligation to obtain for himself and for others in

intercourse with God those blessings which, under
the old dispensation, it was the purpose of the
priest’s intercession in the holy place to obtain for

the people.

3. The intercession of Christ—^The NT teaches
that Christ’s intercession is not confined to His
earthly life. ‘Jesus Christ the righteous’ is now
our ‘Advocate with the Father’ (1 Jn 2^

; cf. art.

Advocate). The climax of St. Paul’s argument
before he triumphantly inquires, ‘ Who shall separ-
ate us from the love of Christ ? ’ is the statement
that He who has all power * at the right hand of
God ’ in His compassion ‘ also maketh intercession
for us ’ (Ro 8®^**)- But the fullest exposition of this
truth is in the Epistle to the Hebrews.

Contrasting our great High Priest with the Levi-
tical high priest, the writer of this Epistle declares
that no defilement unfitted Christ for His sacred
ministry. As a Son He was perfected for ever-
more, and had no need either to ofier for His own
sins or to repeat His sacrifice made once for all

when He offered up Himself. B. F. Westcott
shows that the fulfilment of the Levitical type by
Christ takes three forms:

(1 ) He intercedes for
men as their present representative before God (He
•726ff. 924)

. (2) He brings man’s prayers to God (He
13'®)

; (3) He secures access for man to God (He 4'®
lOioff.).

‘The modern conception of Christ pleading in heaven His
Passion, “ offering His blood,” on behalf of men has no founda-
tion in the Epistle. His glorified humanity is the eternal pledge
of the absolute efficacy of His accomplished work. He pleads,
as older writers truly expressed the thought, by His Presence
on the Father’s Throne. Meanwhile men on earth in union with
Him enjoy continually through His Blood what was before the
privilege of one man on one day in the year’ (B. F, Westcott,
The Epistle to the HebrewSt London, 1892, p. 230).

|

A. J. Tait discusses the subject fully iu The
\

Heavenly Session of our Lord (London, 1912),
rightly insisting (p. ix) that
* it is as King that Christ is also Priest, it is as seated on the
Throne that He intercedes.*

The Session of our Lord signifies the cessation of
propitiatory offering, and therefore the intercession
of Christ is not to be conceived as a continual pro-
cess of propitiation.

* Propitiatory sacrifice and offering are alike over : the Inter-
cession, consisting in the Presence of Christ on the Throne, is
continual’ (Tait, p. 151),

Discussion has arisen as to whether or not the
intercession of the Son is to be understood as made
through words. A. B. Davidson {Handbooks for
Bible Classesy ‘Hebrews,’ Edinburgh, n.d., p. 142,
note on He 7®®) takes the negative view ; but he

I makes a suggestion which approximates to the
positive view when he refers to the example of
Christ (Jn 17)

:

* He interceded in human speech to God in the days of His
fiesh, and translating this into the modes of heavenly com-
muniouj so far as we can imagine them, we may form some
conception of it.’

In our Lord’s intercessory prayer it is important
to note the significance of the simple past tenses
which the RV substitutes for the perfect tenses of

the AV. Our Lord is already in thought at the
right hand of the Father when He says :

‘ I glori-

fied thee on the earth,’ etc.
‘ The words of the prayer belong at least in spirit to that

upper sanctuary. They are the concentration of all the prayers
of the heavenly Intercessor, as He bore on earth, as He bears
now, and will bear for ever, the wants of His people before the
Father, who is both able and willing to supply them ’ (W. Milli-

on, The Ascension and Heavenly Priesthood of our Lord^^
London, 1901, p. 156).

Milligan also gives expression to a needed caution
when he reminds us that the intercession of Christ
is not to be interpreted ‘ as if He were asking aid
from an external source ’ (p. 153). If this be borne
in mind, the idea of the intercession of Christ may
be extended so as to include every way in which
He acts for others (cf. art. Mediation).

4. The intercession of the Holy Spirit.—‘Advo-
cate’ is a title of the Holy Spirit as well as of

Christ, and to the Holy Spirit the work of inter-

cession is ascribed. He is ‘ our Advocate within,’

and, like Him who is our ‘Advocate with the
Father,’ He is ‘touched with the feeling of our
infirmities.’ St. Paul assures us that
* the Spirit also helpeth our infirmity : for we know not how to
pra}’’ as we ought

;
but the Spirit himself maketh intercession

for us with groanings that cannot be uttered; and he that
searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit,

that he maketh intercession for the saints according to the will

of God’(Ro 826f).

The spirit of true grayer is identified with the
voice of the Divine Spirit in man.
‘There are times when we cannot pray in words, or pray as

we ought ; but our inarticulate longings for a better life are the
Spirit’s intercessions on our behalf, audible to God who searches
all hearts, and intelligible and acceptable to Him since they are
the voice of His Spirit, and it is according to His will that the
Spirit should intercede for the members of His Son * (H, B.
Swete, TAe Holy Spirit in the NTy London, 1909, p. 221).

In the verses just quoted (Ro 8^®^, cf. v.'®) the
Spirit of God is distinguished from the spirit of

man, even when in the mystery of prayer His
relations with the human consciousness are most
intimate. When the Christian is oppressed with
the weight of ‘ this unintelligible world ’ (cf. v.*^),

when he longs for light to shine on its perplexities
and for deliverance from its evils, when in his

ignorance he fails to express his spirit’s yearnings
in words, even then he is not alone, for he has the
sympathy of a Divine friend.
‘Perhaps the best periphrasis of “Paraclete” for modern

readers would be “ the Enend in Need ” ’ (E. A. Abbott, Para-
dosis, London, 1904, p. 188).

There is One whose intercessions are prompted
by perfect knowledge of the blessing that is really
desired ; His inarticulate petitions are understood
by the Searcher of hearts, for His ‘ mind ’ is ever
in accord with the Father’s will. It is the idea
of ‘ representation ’ which
cession of Christ and the

glorified represents us before the Father’s Throne ; the
Holy Spirit abiding with us represents in us Jesus gone to the
Father.’ The Holy Spirit ‘brings the Redeemer in such a
manner home into our hearts that, in the innermost depths of
our nature, we see and judge and feel with Him ; that His
requests for us become our prayers for ourselves ; and that the
unity of Father, Son, and redeemed humanity is in Him com-
pletely realised ’ (Milligan, p. 159 f.).

Spirit.
‘ Jesus

is common to the inter-

intercession of the Holy

Literature.—In addition to the works referred to in the art.,

F. Buhl, ‘Gebet im Alten Testaments ’ in PRE^ vi. 393 f.

;

E. von der Golte, Das Gebet in der altesten Christenheit,
Leipzig, 1901 ; D. G. Monrad, The World of Prayer^ Eng. tr.,

Edinburgh, 1879 ; W. B. Pope, The Prayers of St. Paul, Lon-
don, 1876 ; L. Andrewes, Preces Privates, tr. F. E. Brightman,
do. 1903 (gives ‘Reflections before Intercession’ and ‘Schemes
of general and particular Intercession,’ p. 263 ff.) ; A. J. Worl-
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ledee, PvdV&fy do* 1902 ; D. Stone and D. C. Simpson, Com-
vimnionwiih God, Edinburgh, 1911; J. G. James, The Prayer
Life, Its Philosophy and Practice, London, 1912 ; W. A. Cor-
nahy. Prayer and the Human Problem, do. 1912; W. T.
Davison, The Indwelling Spirit, do. 1911.

J. G. Tasker.
INTERCESSION (Liturgical).—The custom

of offering intercessions at the Eucharist seems to

have been universal, at any rate from the middle
of the 2nd cent, onwards. It would doubtless be
considered the best way of carrying out St. Paul’s

injunction to Timothy ‘ that supplications, prayers,

intercessions, thanksgivings (deijo-ets, TrpoaevxdS)

6^%apt(rr£as) be made for all men’ (1 Ti 2^),

whether the eOxapicrrlai were interpreted as having
any reference to the Eucharist or not. We accord-

ingly find that intercessions formed part of the
Eucharistic service at least from the time of Justin

(c. A.D. 160), and that in the 4th and 5th centuries

they were developed into three different forms, of

which two still remain in all liturgies.

I. Second and third centuries.—We do not get
much information on the subject from the Didache,

If the prayers there given are those used for the
Eucharist proper, the only approach to an inter-

cession is in the prayer over the ‘broken bread’
{K\d(r/jt,a), and in the thanksgiving ‘after being
satisfied,’ where there are clauses praying for the
gathering in and protection of the Church (§ 9f.).

If, as is suggested in art. Agape, they are the
Agape prayers, while those for the Eucharist
proper were extemporaneous, we cannot tell how
far the feature of intercession was introduced.

Justin Martyr, however, is explicit. In describing

the baptismal Eucharist {ApoL i. 65), he says that

after the newly-baptized is brought ‘ to the place

where those who are called brethren are assembled,’

they offer ‘ hearty prayers in common (/cotvds eixds)

for themselves and the newly-baptized (illuminated)
person, and for all others in every place.’ Then
follow the Kiss of Peace and the Ofiertory, bread
and the mixed cup being brought to the president,

who ‘ gives praise and glory . . . and offers thanks
at considerable length.’ Justin adds that, ‘when
[the president] has concluded the prayers and
thanksgivings, all reply Amen ’

; and the admini-

stration by the deacons follows. So in the descrip-

tion of the Sunday Eucharist [Apol, i. 67) after

the lections, at which the ‘reader’ officiates, the

president preaches, and all ‘rise together and
pray’; then, ‘when their prayer is ended,’ bread

and wine and water are brought and the president

‘in like manner offers prayers and thanksgivings
|

according to his ability,’ the people answering
1

‘Amen.’ We are not here concerned with the

rest of the description.

It would seem probable that the ‘ prayers and thanksgivingfa’

of the president did not include intercessions, and this is borne
|

out by the earliest 4th cent, evidence (see below, a (c)). The
intercessions would be confined to the ‘prayers in common,’
at which all the people stood up. What this phrase means is

not quite clear, but we may perhaps suppose it to signify that

the minister (the deacon ?) bade the prayers and that the people

answered each petition responsorially, somewhat after the

manner of an ectene or litany, though that, in the written

form which it afterwards attained, was not yet invented (see

below, a (&)). Thus Brightman remarks (JThSt xii. [1910-11]

322) that Justin’s Koival evyai must have been some ingwate
form of a litany in order to be Koivai at all. See also JThSt x.

[1908-09] 606.

It is noteworthy, as J. Wordsworth points out

{Holy Com., Oxford, 1891, p. 64 ff.), that neither in

Justin nor in the Didacho is there a trace of inter-

cession at the Eucharist for any one outside the

Church. For Justin’s words ‘all others in every

place ’ are shown by the context to mean * all

Christians ’
; and this custom of confining the

liturgical ‘ offering ’ to those of the^ household of

faith is found long after in Augustine’s rule that

it is wrong to ‘ otter ’ for any unbaptized

:

‘Who would offer the body of Christ except for those who
are members of Christ ? . . . For the non-baptized the sacrifice
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of the body and blood of Christ may not be offered' (de Anima
et ejus wngine, i. 10, 13 ; cf. ii. 15, 21

,
iii. 18 ; but for the

interpretation of this see below, z (6)).

Thus we gather that both in the 2nd and in the
5th cent, there was some clear limit to the liturgical
intercession. On the other hand, St. Paul em-
phatically orders prayers ‘ for all men,’ including
‘ kings and all that are in high place ’

; indeed, he
emphasizes prayer for those who are outside, that
they may ‘come to the knowledge of the truth’
(1 Ti 2^'^). And Clement of Rome in the long
prayer at the end of his epistle has a somewhat
elaborate intercession, which includes ‘ our rulers
and governors upon the earth’ {Cor. 60 f.); there
is, however, no evidence that this was offered at
the Eucharist (for a discussion of the prayer see
J. B. Lightfoot, Clement, London, 1890, i. 382 ff.).

Tertullian says (Apol. 39) that ‘we pray for
Emperors, for their ministers, and for those in
authority (potestatibus),^ etc. ; and (ad Soap. 2)

that ‘we sacrifice for the health (salute) of the
Enmeror, but to Him who is our God and his, but,
as God commanded, in pure prayer’—probably an
allusion to the Eucharist as opposed to the animal
sacrifices of the heathen.
Cyprian speaks of penitents when restored to

communion having the privilege of being prayed
for by name at the Eucharist (Ep. ix. [xvi.] 2, ‘ To
the clergy *

; the true reading seems to be ‘ ofiertur

nomine [not nomen] eorum,’ but this does not
greatly alter the sense ; if the Eucharist was offered
in their name, they must have been named as the
object of prayer). In Ep. lix. [Ixii.], writing to
the Numidian bishops, Cyprian asks them to
present their captive brethren in their sacrifices

and prayers, and subjoins the names of each of

these and of others for whom he asks their inter-

cessions.

The Eucharistic intercessions in the 3rd cent,

included prayers for the faithful departed. These
appear first in Africa. Tertullian (ae Cor. 3) says

;

‘ We make oblations for the departed.’ Cyprian,
writing to the Church at Furni (Ep. Ixv. [1.] 2),

says that, in the case of a certain ottender,

* no offering is to be made for him, nor any sacrifice be celebrated
for his repose {dormitione). For he does not deserve to be
named at the altar of God in the prayer of the priests ... no
offering may be made by you for his repose, nor any prayer be
made in the church in his name ’ (for the recital of names in

Cyprian's time see W, 0. Bishop in JThSt xiii. [1911-12] 268).

We may here anticipate a little, and give testi-

mony of a somewhat later date for the custom. In

the Canons ofHippolytus (probably, in their present

form, of the 4th cent., though slightly added to at

a later date), at the commemoration of the departed

(which must not be on a Sunday) the people ‘ first

partake of the mysteries ’ and ‘ after the oblation
’

receive the bread of exorcism and sit at an Agape
(can. xxxiii.

;
ed. H. Achelis, TU vi. 4 [Leipzig,

1891], § 169 f. ). In pseudo-Pionius’s Life ofPolycarp
(probably of the 4th cent.) we read that the people

took Bucolus’s body to the cemetery at Smyrna,
and ‘when all was over they offered bread for

Bucolus and the rest ’ (§ 20 [Lightfoot, Ignatius

London, 1889, iii. 452]). Of the other Church Orders,

the Testament of our Lord (c. A.D. 360?, i. 23, 35),

the Arabic Didascalia (c. A.D. 400?, § 38), and the

Apostolic Constitutions (c. A.D. 375, viii. 13) may
be mentioned as including prayers for the departed

in their Eucharistic liturgies. For Sarapion and
Cyril of Jerusalem see below, 2.

2. Fourth century and later.—From the middle

of the 4th cent, at least, the liturgical intercessions

began to take written and fixed forms, and were
developed in three lines

:
(a) the diptychs ; (b) the

Litany, or Ectene, or Synapte, or [Beacon’s] Pro-

clamation, and other forms of the ‘ people’s prayers
’

before the Oftertory ; (c) the Great Intercession in

the middle of the Anaphora. Technical names did
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not at first arise, but all these three classes of

intercession are found in the 4th century.
(a) The diptychs and thei/r predecessors,—In the

Testament of our Lord the priest, chief deacon, and
readers, at some time not stated, sit in a special

place to write down the
‘ names of the offerers of the oblations and of those for whom
they have offered them, so that, when the holy things are
offered by the bishop {i.e. at the Eucharist], the reader or chief

deacon may name them by way of commemoration, which the
priests and people offer for them with supplication * (i. 19).

In other words, the names of those who made
offerings, and those for whom the prayers of the
congregation were asked, were ‘commemorated’
at the Eucharist, though the point of the service at

which this was done is uncertain (in this manual
‘ to commemorate ’ also means * to say the Litany ’

[i. 35]). In the Tilgrimage of Silvia or Etheria {c,

A.D. 380 ?, though some have suggested a later date)

the bishop on certain occasions ‘commemorates’
the names of persons to be prayed for ; but this is

not at the Eucharist. In the middle of this century
we find a recital of the names of the departed in

the Liturgy of Sarapion (see below). At the end
of the century Jerome says that the names of those
who offered for the Church were publicly read by
the deacon {in Jerem. ii. 11, in Ezech, vi. 18).

Thus in the second half of the 4th cent, there is

a regular recital of names ; and even at the begin-
ning of the century there is an allusion to the
custom, at the Council of Elvira, in Spain (can.

28 f.); the bishop may not accept the oblation of
a non-communicant, and the name of a demoniac
is not to be recited at the altar ‘cum oblatione,’
i.e. as an offerer at the Eucharist. On the other
hand, there is no clear evidence of a recital of
names in Cyril of Jerusalem (A.D. 348) nor in the
Apostolic Constitutions; and it has been denied
that there is any, except in the case of martyrs
and deceased bishops, in Augustine (E. Bishop, in
Connolly’s Lit. Horn, ofNarsai, p. 113 n. ; Srawley,
Early Hist, of Liturgy

^

pp. 147, 215 ; on the other
side see W. C. Bishop, in xiii. 258 f.). In
view of these facts we cannot aflSrm that the prac-
tice was universal in the 4th century.
In the 6th cent, the name * diptychs ’ came into

common use. It is derived from the fact that the
names of the living and of the departed respectively
were inscribed on two-leaved tablets, * normally ’

made ‘of ivory like the consular diptychs inscribed
with the consul’s portrait and name, distributed
on his accession ’

; many of these were transferred
to ecclesiastical use (Brightman, Liturgies Eastern
and Western, p. 575). The reading of the names
of the dead became at this time a test of orthodoxy.
The letters that passed between Cyril of Alexandria
and Atticus, bishop of Constantinople, early in the
century describe the controversy as to the insertion
of St. Chrysostom’s name, some enthusiastically
demanding its recital, others as enthusiastically
demanding its omission. The letters show that the
living and the deadwere at thattimecommemorated
in two separate tables, the latter arranged in
categories ; and that the diptychs contained a list
of the bishops of Constantinople from the first.

The public recitation was an important and popular
part of the service, and the inclusion or omission
of a name might lead to a riot or at least to
very serious disturbance among the congregation
3^htman, p. 485, n. 7; E. Bishop, p. 102 f.

;

The diptychs now become universal. We find
them inserted in the Arabic translation (date
uncertain) of the Test, of our Lord

;

they were
used c. A.D. 500 by the East Syrians, for the Lit.
Horn, of Narsai (ed. Connolly, pp. 10, 112) attest
the recital of the names of both the livii^ and the
dead, though the contemporary pseudo-Dionysius
Areopagita mentions only the names of the dead.

Edmund Bishop points out {op. cit. p. 101) that the
evidence tends to show a divergence of usage in
East and W est ; and that the recital of the names
of the offerers was early abolished in the East,
those of the departed bemg retained, while in the
West the former were read and the latter not
until a later period.^ In Gaul and Spain we do not
read of the names of the dead being recited till the
6th cent. ; Innocent I. mentions {Ep. to Decentius,
early 5th cent.) the reading of the names of the
offerers, but not of the departed. The commemora-
tion of names is explicitly mentioned in the oldest
Galilean book, the Missale Itichenoviense, thus;
‘ Post nomina. Auditis nominibus offerentum, ’ etc.

(C. E. Hammond, Lit. East, and West., Oxford,
1878, p. Ixxxiii). A similar phrase is found in
many later Galilean books.
The place of the diptychs in the Eastern liturgies varies. In

the Byzantine rite (Greek and Armen.), they come during or in
connexion with the Great Intercession ; and so in the Egyptian
rite (Melkite, Coptic, and Ethiopic, including the Abyssinian
Anaphora of our Lard derived from the Testament), and in the
West Syrian (Greek) rite.2 But in the East Syrian or Persian
(Nestorian) rite they came during or before the Kiss oJf Peace, in
connexion with the Offertory,3 and similarly in the Gallican rite
as given by Hammond (p. xxviii) ; and it is probable that this
is the original position. The names were connected with the
Offertory, as including those of the offerers. In the Greek
St. Mark (Egyptian) rite there is, just after the Kiss of Peace
and the Creed, a prayer for those who offer. In Narsai and in
pseudo-Dionysius the diptychs are read during the Kiss of Peace
or after the Offertory and the Creed. Thus there seems to be
good reason for thinking that in the Byzantine and Egyptian
rites the diptychs have been moved from the neighbourhood of
the Offertory to that of the Great Intercession. On the other
hand, in Sarapion’s sacramentary (c. a.d. 860), the
(recitation of names) of the departed comes in the middle of the
Great Intercession.

An elaborate Nestorian example of diptychs
may be seen in Brightman, p. 275 ff ; for those
of Jerusalem see ib. p. 501 ff. ; for those of the
Stowe Missal see L. Duchesne, Christian Worship,
Eng. tr.S London, 1912, p. 209 f.

(o) The Litany.—The intercessions before the
Offertory took, at least in some places, the form of

a written litany not later than the 4th cent. ; but
probably before that they were tending in this

direction.
The technical names of this form of devotion seem to have

been invented later. In Greek-speaking countries it was (and
is) usually called the Edene, which has been interpreted as ‘ the
extended prayer *(Brightman, p. 606), or, perhapsmore probably,
as * the fervent prayer ’ (Lightfoot, Clement, i. 386 ; note how

kmevTi (Con 69], and cf. \pjConst, viu.^6-10, where the cate-
chumens, the penitents, and the faithful after the dismissal of
the others are repeatedljr bidden to pray ‘ fervently,’ kxrwm ;

see also Brightman, loc. <nt.). Other names are the Synapte, or
suffrages * hnked together,’ and the Eirenika (Brightman, pp.
596, 602). In Syriac-speaking countries the litany is called the
Kdr^vZhd, or ‘Proclamation.’

We have two written litanies of the 4th cent,

extant, as said before the Offertory in the liturgy,

one in the Test, of our Lord and one in the Apost,
Const., both being of the same form; and this

form has survived in the East with scarcely any
alteration to the present day. The deacon asks
the prayers of the people for various persons and
objects; e.g., ‘For the exalted powers [the Em-
peror] let us beseech, that the Lord may grant
them prudence and the fear of Him.’ No response
is given in either of these manuals ; but probably,
as in Silvia (above, {a)) and in the later forms,
the pe^le answered ‘ Kyrie eleison ’ to each peti-

tion. But in Augustine (if, indeed, he refers to a
litany ; see below) the answer is simply ‘ Amen ’

;

and in the latter part of the daily litany of the
East Syrians the people answer ‘ Amen ’ to each
suffrage, not, as in the former part, ‘ Kyrie eleison’

(Brightman, p. 265).

^See some curious facts bearing on this in £. G. 0. F.
Atchley’s Ordo Romanus Primus, p. 100.

2 In the West Syrian (Jacobite) rite the names are read both
before the Kiss of Peace and at the Great Intercession (Bright-
man, pp. 83, 94).

3 When a memorial is made of persons departed, their names
are read at the Great Intercession (Brightman, p. 286 n.).
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In the Appendix to the Arabic Didascaliay which
contains a Church Order based on the Testament

of our Lord, and which describes the liturgy, but
does not give it in full (c. A.D. 400 ?), the lections

read by the deacons follow the Ofiertory (?), and
the deacons then pray for the sick and travellers,

for those in necessity, concerning the weather and
crops, for kings and those in authority, for the
departed, for penitents, for benefactors of the
Church, for catechumens, for the universal Church,
for the bishop and clergy, and for the assembled
congregation. Then the bishop * makes the liturgy’

within the veil (F. X. Funk, Didascalia et Const,

An., Paderborn, 1905, ii. 132 ; Brightman, p. 510).

The place of the Offertory before the lections is

very curious ; but this may not be the exact mean-
ing of the writer. He probably intends a litany

by his description.

In the Testament and Apost. Const, the suffrages

said by the deacon are concluded by an interces-

sory prayer said by the bishop, the text of the
prayer being given in the latter but not in the
former manual, where it was probably an extem-
poraneous utterance. In the Apost, Const, there
are two other diaconal litanies (ii. 57, viii. 13),

much shorter than that described above, but both
concluded by the bishop. At first, as it would
seem, the people stood throughout these interces-

sory devotions, as in Justin, the older Didascalia
(Funk, i. 160), and probably in Apost, Const, ii. 57
{ih, p. 165) ; but in bk. viii., as in the Testament^
the people knelt for the suffrages and stood for the
concluding prayer.
The further development of the intercession on

these lines, by which, and by its conjunction with
the Penitential Procession, the modern Western
litany arose, does not belong to this article ; but it

is noteworthy that the ancient place of the litany,

just before the Offertory and after the lections, is

preserved in the English Book of Common Prayer
on one occasion only—at the consecration of a
bishop. In the Roman Church it was said at the
ordination of deacons just after the Epistle and
Gradual (Atchley, Ordo Rom. Prim,, p. 37).

It has been doubted if there is other evidence
for formal litanies in the 4th century. It seems
probable, however, if Silvia was written at the
end of that century, that at Jerusalem they were
then in use, though perhaps not at the Eucharist.
The description in Silvia might apply to a mere
recital of names ; but the authoress can hardly
mean that the boys cried ‘ Kyrie eleison ’ after

each name. If she refers to litanies, it follows that
they were used, as at the present day among all

Eastern Christians, at the daily morning and
evening services ; also that at Jerusalem, while
the deacon said tlxe evening litany, the bishop said

the morning one.

In some other countries the Eucharistic intercessions before
the Offertory perhaps did not take a litany-form so soon as the
4th century. No litany is given in any Egyptian document of
that period, nor, indeed, are any fixed intercessory forms found.
Cyril of Jerusalem mentions no intercessions before the Offer-
tory (see below, (c), for his detailed intercession at a later stage).
The Council of Laodicea in Phrygia (c. a.d. S80) says that after
the dismissal of the catechumens and penitents three prayers
for the faithful were said, one in silence and the others aloud,
and that then the Kiss of Peace was given and the oblation
offered (can. 19). This seems to exclude the litany, at any race
at this point in the service. It has been thought that in
Augustine’s writings also there is no trace of a litany. He
calls, however, the intercession ‘ common prayer * (communis
oratio\ which, as in the case of Justin (above, x), would seem to
imply something of this nature. He speaks of the bishop
(antistes) praying with a loud voice, and the * common prayer *

being repeated by the voice of the deacon (Bp. Iv. 34, Ben. [cxix]
ad mqiUs. Januarii). The priest prayed for the heathen:
' Thou bearest the priest of God at the altar exhorting the
people of God to pray for the unbelievers that God may convert
them to the faith ’ (Bp. ccxvii. 20, Ben. [cvii] ad Vitalem ; the
people’s response is given as ‘Amen’). Thus Augustine’s rule
about not ‘offering’ except for the faithful (above, x) must be
interpreted as meaning only that private individuals could not

be prayed for by name at the Eucharist unless they were Chris-
tians. Augustine also mentions the prayer for the catechumens
(Bp. ccxvii. 2), and for the faithful (ib. and de Bono persever-
antiae, 63, Ben. [23], where again the response is given as
‘ Amen ’). For a re-construction of the African liturgy from
Augustine’s writings see W. 0. Bishop in JThSt xiii. 260, and
Atchley, Ord. Rom. Prim., App. iv. p. 182.

It is more remarkable that the Nestorian Narsai (o. a.d. 500)
mentions no litany, though he refers to the deacon’s exhorta-
tions. Brightman, indeed, says (JThSt xii. 326) that the omis-
sion is due only to Narsai’s beginning his exposition at a point
after that where the litany would occur. Yet the description
includes the expulsion of the catechumens. The same omission
is found in the Monophysite Jacob of Edessa (7th cent.), who
describes the liturgy in his letter to the presbyter Thomas
(Brightman, p. 490 ff.). After the Creed, which by that time had
become part of the Eucharistic service, come three prayers of
the faithful (cf. Laodicea above), and the deacon admonishes the
people to stand in becoming order for the Kiss of Peace. Later
on Jacob uses the word ‘commemoration’ for the Great Inter-
cession, perhaps meaning that the diptychs were then said.

The conclusion from the evidence is that the
formal litany was known in the 4th century, in
Syria, as the Apost, Const, show (this Church
Order probably does not emanate from Antioch
itself [see A. J. Maclean, Ancient Church Orders,
p. 150]), and in the country where the Testament
of our Lord was written (perhaps Asia Minor),
At least something of the nature of a litany was
probably in use at the end of the century at
Jerusalem and in North Africa. In some other
countries its place seems to have been taken by
continuous intercessory prayers (Phrygia and the
farther East), but we must guard against the
fallacy of supposing that absence of evidence of

its use means evidence of its non-use. At a later
period the formal litany in the Eucharistic service
became universal.

(c) The Great Intercession,—The third form in
which the prayers for all men developed belongs
entirely to the 4th and later centuries, and was
almost certainly not in use before that. This was
the ‘Great Intercession’ in the liturgy, the ‘Praver
for the whole state of Christ’s Church.’ This has
exactly the same object as the Ectene—to inter-

cede for all who need the prayers of the faithful.

But two noteworthy facts show that it came into
existence after the rest of the central part of the
Eucharistic service had assumed a written, as op-
posed to an extemporaneous, form. Firstly, the
Great Intercession is remarkable for the variety
of its position in the service ; and, secondly, it is

not found at all in the two earliest liturgies that
we know, those of the Ethiopic Church Order
(Brightman, p. 189), and of the Verona Fragments
of the Didascalia, etc. (ed. Hauler, Leipzig, 1900,

p. 107), and it is found only very slightly developed
in the Test, of our Lord and in Sarapion. As de-

scribed in Chrysostom’s Antioch writings, it is

much more elaborate, if Brightman’s re-construc-

tion is right (p. 474, and notes 25, 26 on p. 480)

;

and in the Apost. Const, (viii. 12) it is a long one.
Thus this feature of the service grew only gradually and

slowly in the 4th century. There is, however, by way of ex-
ception, an instance of early development of the Great Inter-

cession ,in Cyril of Jerusalem (a.d. 348). This is one out of

many instances in which Jerusalem led the way with regard
to liturgical customs. In Cyril’s description (Cat. xxiii.) the
Great Intercession prays ‘ for the common peace of the Church,
for the tranquillity of the world, for kings, soldiers, allies, the
sick and afflicted and all who need succour; then we com-
memorate also those who have fallen asleep before us ; first,

patriarchs, prophets, apostles, martyrs, that at their prayers
and intervention God would receive our petition; afterwards
also on behalf of the holy fathers and bishops who have fallen

asleep before us, and, in a word, of all who m past years have
fallen asleep among us, believing that it will be a very great
advantage to the souls for whom the supplication is put up,

while that holy and most awful sacrifice is presented.’ This
intercession is expressly said by Cyril to have come after the

Invocation, and ‘ after the spiritual sacrifice is perfected.* But
so elaborate an intercession in this part of the service must at

that date have been exceptional.

The most ancient place of the Great Intercession

would appear to have been after the Invocation.

It is found there in the only 4th cent, liturgies

where it occurs at all—those of the Testament, of
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the Apost, Const, t and of Sarapion, and also in

Cyril of Jerusalem’s description. And this is its

place also in the Byzantine (Greek and Armenian)
and West Syrian rites. In the East Syrian rite,

however, it comes between the Commemoration of

Bedemption and the Epiclesis, and this is the case

as early as Narsai (c. a.d. 500). In the Egyptian
rite (Greek, Coptic, Ethiopic) it precedes the Com-
memoration of Bedemption ; and so in the Abys-
sinian Anaphora of our Lord (see art. INVOCATION,
[Liturgical], below, p. 411^, note 1 ; for a transla-

tion see J. Cooper and A. J, Maclean, Test, of our
Lordf Edinburgh, 1902, p. 245 if.), where there is

also a shorter intercession after the Invocation, as

in the Testament from which it is derived.

In the Boman rite the Great Intercession is

divided into two parts, that for the living, with
a commemoration of saints, being said directly

after the Sanctus, and that for the departed, with
another commemoration of saints, following the
prayer for Divine intervention Supra ^uae and
Supplices te (see art. Invocation [Liturgical], § 6).

The Ambrosian liturgy has the same feature. In
the old Gallican and Mozarabic, the Great Inter-

cession comes, with the names of the living and the
dead, before the Kiss of Peace (Duchesne, p. 211).

This custom was reprehended by Innocent I. in

A.D. 416 {PL XX. 553 f. ,* see Atchley, Ordo Bom,
Prim,^ p. 99).

The main difference between the Great Inter-

cession and the ‘people’s prayers’ at the earlier

part of the service is that the former was a prayer
by the priest, the people answering ‘Amen’ at
the end, while the latter were at least usually re-

sponsorial, the deacon addressing the people and
bidding their prayers a clause at a time, and the
people responding to each clause, usually with an
gaculation addressed to God. In the modem
(5<mtic rite (Brightman, p. 165) the people respond
‘ Kyrie eleison ’ m the Great Intercession also, and
the deacon interjects some short exhortations.

3. Conclusion.—To sum up the evidence: it

appears that the liturgical intercessions have de-

veloped in three directions, into the diptychs, the
Ectene, and the Great Intercession. These devo-
tions seem not to have taken a fixed or written
form quite so soon as the other central parts of the
service. The development went on in parallel

lines, the Ectene keeping the form of a dialogue
and being said (as in Justin) before the central
act; the Great Intercession growing into a long
prayer of the celebrant ; while the diptychs, which
are in reality the essence of the whole intercession,

became in time a mere list of somewhat meaning-
less names, and in most countries have fallen into
complete desuetude.
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A, J. MACLEAN.
INTEREST.—See Usury.

INTERIM. — Three documents bearing the
name of Interim figured in the Church history
of the South of Germany during the troubled de-
cade in the 16th cent, which contained the death
of Martin Luther. They were drawn up as bases
of reunion between the Boman Catholic and Be-
formed factions in the Empire. The unswerving
policy of the Emperor Charles V. to keep the

German Church one and in communion with Borne,
though organized in a distinctive fashion of its

own, sought a solution of the problem in the im-
position of articles of compromise upon the recal-

citrant Protestants and Boman (Catholics alike.

They were of an interim or provisional character,

meant only to form an accommodation or modus
mvendi until a free General Council of Western
Christendom should determine a final settlement
of the matters in doctrine, ritual, and government
at issue within the Church. They represent, with-
out any genuine constructive or reconstructive
enius, the effort of the imperial authority, all

ut grown desperate, to heal in a hurry the fresh

schism of Christendom and to close the Christian
ranks against the menacing advance of Islam.

Charles V., anxious though he was to check the
ower and claims of the papacy whenever it crossed

is own imperial path of ambition, was resolved

that no one else should thwart the bishop of Borne.
Even when his own envoys were demanding that
the Tridentine Council should be withdrawn from
Bologna and from Italian or Roman dictation, and
in his name (Jan. 18, 1548) declined to recognize

its decrees until it had returned to Trent, he had
no thought of undermining the papal authority.

It was his fixed conviction that in the hopelessly

divided and exhausted state of the forces of Pro-

testant Reform a moderate Catholic Reform, which
should allow play and scope for the German na-

tional genius, could be trusted to appeal in the long
run to all parties. Already in 1540 and 1541 con-

ferences had taken place at Hagenau, at Worms,
and at Batisbon (Regensburg), the last of which
made some real progress towards a compromise.
In May 1548, at the Imperial Diet which met at

Augsburg, the principal Interim was enacted, and
in December of the same year the Saxon Diet, met
in Leipzig, passed a similar document for its own
territory. There are thus three Interims, that of

Batisbon in 1541, that of Augsburg in 1548, and
that of Leipzig in the same year. Of these it is

the second which is familiar to history as ‘the

Interim.’

I. Ratisbon Interim.—The Conference at Ratis-

bon in 1541 could not vie with its immediate
predecessor at Worms either in numbers or in

talent. The earlier gathering included Melanch-
thon, Brenz, Capito, Bucer, and Calvin among
the eleven who formed the Reformed side ; Eck,
Gropper, Malvenda, Granvelle, and the mmcio
Morone among the eleven on the papal side. Its

discussions gave little promise of an agreement in

favour of traditional authority, and it was speedily

terminated by adjournment till the Diet met in

the Emperor’s presence at Batisbon. At Batisbon,

Granvelle, bishop of Arras, again presided, this

time in association with Frederick the Count-
Palatine, and over against Eck, Grcmper, and
Julius von Pflug were set Melanchthon, Bucer, and
Pistorius, while the conciliatory Contarini repre-

sented the Vatican. With M^anchthon, Bucer,

Pfiug, and Contarini on the commission, progress

was speedily made, for their desire to reach an
understanding was sincere and intense. Bucer
had been indefatigable in promoting communica-
tion and compromise, and had taken a considerable

part in the preparation of the 23 articles which
formed the Begenshurg Boohy the basis of discus-

sion at the Conference. Melanchthon had proved

the sincerity of his attachment to the cause of

reconciliation four years earlier, when the Articles

of Schmalkald were drawn up by Luther, at the

request of the Elector of Saxony in view of the

promise of Pope Paul III. to call a General Council

to meet at Mantua in 1537. It was natural that

articles which were to represent Protestant con-

viction in a far from sympathetic gathering should
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be militant ; but Melanchthon, who furnished them
with an appendix on the papacy, did not hesitate

to qualify his subscription to them with the clause

:

* , , . in regard to the Pope, I hold that, if he would admit
the Gospel, we might also permit him for the sake of peace and
the common concord of Christendom to exercise by human
right his present jurisdiction over the bishops who are now or
may hereafter be under his authority.*

Agreement was reached on the first four subjects
of discussion, which concerned man’s original

state, free will, and sin, and even on the doctrine
of justification by faith, an inhering as well as im-
puted righteousness being aflBirmed on the strength
of Christ’s merit. But, when the subjects of the
Church, the sacraments, and the papal authority
were dealt with, it became clear that the two sides

were irreconcilable. To concede the cup to the
laity and marriage to the clergy of Germany was
but to touch the fringe of the problem, and to con-
cede primacy to Rome without delimitation of its

prerogative was merely to postpone a settlement.
Moreover, when the results of the discussion were
submitted to the pope and to Luther, it was ascer-
tained that each was profoundly dissatisfied. The
Emperor made the most he could of the disappoint-
ing situation. Although the Roman Catholics
would not allow themselves to be bound by the
agreed articles, he imposed these upon the Pro-
testants as the substance of the ‘ Ratisbon Interim.’

2. Augsburg Interim.—Despite the fact that the
Ratisbon Colloquy thus virtually came to nothing,
and the antagonistic interests were destined never
again to come so near to a settlement of their
differences, the Emperor clung to his project.
Luther’s death in 1546 removed one obstacle. The
summoning of the Council of Trent in 1545 re-

moved another, although Charles soon charged
the pope with infringing its freedom, and thus
defeating its purpose of promoting reunion. The
Schmalkald League was broken up. The defeat
and capture of the Saxon Elector John Frederick,
last champion of the Protestant cause in arms,
at Miihlberg in 1547 left the Emperor, for the
time being, master of the political situation and
gave a new opportunity to his great design. De-
spairing of successful action by the Council, he set
himself, as Lindsay writes {^History of the Eeforma-
tion, i. 389 f.),

*to bring about what he conceived to be a reasonable com-
promise which would enable all Germany to remain within one
National Church. He tried at first to induce the separate
parties to work it out among themselves ; and, when this was
found to be hopeless, he, like a second Justinian, resolved to
construct a creed and to impose it by force upon all, especially
upon the Lutherans. To begin with, he had to defy the Pope
and slight the General Council for which he had been mainly
responsible. He formally demanded that the Council should
return to German soil (it had been transferred to Bologna), and,
when this was refused, he protested against its existence and,
like the German Protestants he was coercing, declared that he
would not submit to its decrees. He next selected three theo-
logians, Michael Holding, Julius von Pflug, and Agricola—

a

medisevalist, an Erasmian, and a very conservative Lutheran
—to construct what was called the Augsburg Interim.*

The Interim was enacted on May 15, 1548, and was
put in force by the Emperor throughout the Em-
pire, many Lutheran preachers and teachers, e.g.

Brenz, Osiander, and Bucer, being sent into exile
for refusing to submit. But it was vain to force
it on Protestants while Roman Catholics declined
it and had to be furnished with a Formula Be-
formationis for themselves. Where the preachers
were banished the churches stood empty. In a
short time the Interim was a spent force.

The document is an example of what Thomas
Carlyle calls ‘concoctive science.*

* Nothing that Charles ever undertook proved such a dismal
failure as this patchwork creed made from snippets from two
Confessions. ... It is a hopeless task to construct creeds as a
tailor shapes and stitches coats

'
(Lindsay, i. 390 f.).

Its propositions are cast in terms of studied am-
biguity. To conciliate the party of reform it

affirmed a doctrine of justification by faith, con-

ceded the marriage of priests and the use of the
sacramental cup by the laity, and revised the
doctrine of the Mass.^ But the number of the
sacraments, the retention of ceremonies, the wor-
ship and invocation of Ma^ and the saints, the
doctrine of transubstantiation, and the sovereign
authority of the pope were regularly maintained
in favour of Rome.

3. Leipzig Interim, — In Saxony the Elector
Maurice, assisted by Melanchthon, whose heart
was set upon the restoration of his beloved Uni-

I

versity of Wittenberg after the war, and upon the
speedy return of peace to his distracted country,
imposed upon his subjects the Leipzig Interim, the
counterpart of the Augsburg settlement. The
policy of Melanchthon, for which he was never
wholly forgiven by ardent Lutherans, was to yield
to Rome and the Emperor well-nigh all that con-
cerned ritual and usage so long as the essentials
of the Reformed doctrine, in particular justifica-
tion by faith, were conserved. Luther had remon-
strated again and again with his scholar-colleague
on this very point, but Melanchthon was content
at this time of ebb in the fortunes of the Reforma-
tion to sacrifice ceremonies if doctrines were
kept pure. Brenz, Bucer, and Calvin (see Schaff,
History of the Creeds of Christendom'^, p. SOI) all

saw deeper into the perils of Melanchthon’s ‘ adi-
aphorism,’ and deplored his attitude. Not till the
Formula of Concord took shape in 1577 did the
controvert thus originated reach a termination.
But the Interim which gave rise to it was set
aside by the sudden change of front of the Elector
Maurice, and the dramatic success of his bold
stroke on behalf of the cause which he had be-
trayed, and by the establishment of the Peace of
Augsburg, which authorized finally the profession
of the Confession of Augsburg.

Cf. art. Confessions, vol. iii. p. B4B\
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William A. Curtis,
INTERMEDIATE STATE.—See State op

the Dead.

INTERNATIONALITY.—The term ‘inter-

nationality’ may be used with reference to both
law and morality in their international aspects.

In its legal bearing, it can apply only to the
relations existing between those States which are
within the sphere of international law. This circle

of States includes the Christian nations of Europe
and their offshoots in America, the Ottoman
Empire, and Jf^an—which had been admitted
even before the Russo-Japanese War. China and
Persia, too, have now a recognized international
status of some kind. How the circle comes
to be so restricted may be explained as follows.

International law, according to a well-known
authority (W. E. Hall, International Law^, pt. i.

ch. i.), primarily governs the relations of those
States called independent States which voluntarily
submit themselves to it, although to a limited
extent it may also govern the relations of certain
analogous communities. The marks of an inde-
pendent State are : that the community constitut-

ing it is permanently established for a political

end ; that it possesses a definite territory ; and
that it is independent of external control. But,
as international law is a product of the special

civilization of modem Europe, and forms a more
or less artificial system, such States only can be
presumed to be subject to it as are inheritors of that
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civilization. States whicli are outside Bnropean
civilization must enter in a formal way into the
circle of those governed by the law, although an
express act of accession is not to be regarded as
necessary. When^ a new State comes into exist*
ence, its position is determined by the same con-
siderations; and its origin decides whether it is
mmrnmd to belong to the circle or not. Recently,
however, the tendency has been for admitted States
to conduct their relations with States which are
outside the cmcle, so far as the case permits, in
accordance with the legal standard which they
have themselves set up. And so the spirit of
mtemational law is making itself felt all over the
world.
There are some principles of State action which

are, as it were, just over the borders of the law.
For example, the State’s duty to extradite crimi-
naJs is said on good authority to be a moral and
not^ a legal one. And such bordering rights and
duties are supplemented by others more clearly
moral, and by many duties in which the Stated
relationship is not so clearly extended to other
States, but rather to masses of foreigners or to the
world m general. Thus the duty of a State to
permit intercourse with it to be maintained by
foreign nations is said to be a moral duty, as
opposed to a legal one. But, whether it is a moral

subject to the limitation that
pne State may take what measures of precaution
it considers needful to prevent the right of access
and intercourse from being used to its own injury,^d, when we come to consider the laws actually
in force preventing the access of aUen vagabonds
destote persons, and so forth, the interest and
importance of the subject lie primarily in its ethicaland economic aspects, and not in its strictly inter-
national bearing. ^

Mention must also be made, more specifically, ofmolded peoples Obviously the principles ’byWhich a civilized Ji.-. "i

^ of Christ, Edinburgh iflo
p. 272& (m mteniational affairs); W. A. Watt, A ^sivdy iSocial MoraMy, do. 1901, ch. iv. ^ WatT^

which a ravilized state is to regulate its Soiduct
towards the people of less highly developed racespve nse to many burning questions, though in a
legal sense such jproblems might be ruled out of
oiscussion. A civilized country possesses in itsarmy and navy instruments of the most powerfulkind for assuming the offensive. In treating witha barbarous people, it probably knows the danger-
ous fact that, whatever be the soundness of itsarg^ents, it has the power to enforce its wishes.And, when a civilized nation has acquired domi-nance over an uncivilized, its political and com-
mercial organization must be employed with dueregard for the inferior race. By the ^tablishment
of protectorates. States frequently acquire rightsover countries the inhabitants of whiclTe^f anuncivdized condition

; and the States are then
expected^ to see that a reasonable measure ofsecurity is afforded both to their own subjects and

members of other States
native inhabitantsmust, on their side, be protected from harm to a

administration of justice betweenman and man. It is generally not possible to
with its systematic

completeness,^ and the problem of justice must be
circumstances dictate.

Protectorates ofthis newer kind, it must be remem-
Jo classed with those of ourIndian Empire. A ' sphere of influence,’ again, isa looser and vaguer term than protectorate. The

liere ^sumes a much less definite responsi-
bility ; but it is expected to exercise such influenceas it possesses m the direction of good order.

• H ^ Treatise on International

INTERPRETATION.— z. Introduction.—A
sacred book, like a legal code, calls for interpreta-
tion, as a means of bridging the chasm which in
religion as in law, exists between the progressive
development of life and the fixed letter. Thebook and the legal code do not supply all the
information that may be required; to many
questions they give no satisfactory answer; while
again, they contain much that can no longer be
used, and much that to a more advanced stage ofthought seems antiquated, erroneous, andobjection-
able. Interpretation thus comes to be a process
partly of supplementing the original record, partly

^vi
significance. It is a feature of

all book-religions, and appears also among peopleswho invest ancient poetry {e,g, the Vedas in Indiaand the Homeric epics in Greece) with canonical
prestige—with the authority of a Bible. Even
prior to Buddha’s time Indian scholars had compiled
huge commentaries to the Vedas--the so-called
Brdhmanas

; while the Stoics built their philosophy
very largely on the interpretation of Homer
yieraclitus of Pontus, Qucsstiones Homericoe Ted
Leipzig, 1910] ; Comutus, Theologioe Grcecos com-
pendium [ed. C. Lang, do. 1881]).

This feature appears in its most definite form in
later Judaism : the E&lakha and Haggada (see
art. Rabbinism), the one practical, the other
theoretical, were in reality such supplements to or
re-interpretations of the OT; and this feature isequ^ly marked in Christianity, which, by con-
joining the OT, the religious document of the
inferior dispensation, with the NT, was in a specialway confronted with the problem of bringing itsown relmous convictions mto harmony with the
letter of Holy Scripture. It is true that the
parables of Jesus speak in the same homely
language to people of all ages, and that the Gospels
tell clearly and plainly of the life which brought
light to the world. But what was the Christian
to make of the sacrificial legislation of the OT, and
of what use was the history of Israel to him ? The
Prophets contain much that is obscure, and even
in the Psalms there are many things that cannot
but jar upon the Christian consciousness. What
XU

^ customary procedure in the case of
the OT was soon extended also to the NT, and all
the more readily as the latter had difficulties of its
own, and especially as it presented much that was
repugnant, and omitted much that would have
proved acceptable, to the Greek mind. Along
with a sacred book, Christianity found current
also a method of exegesis which merely needed to
be developed in accordance with its own peculiar
c^racter. Greek, Jewish, and Christian exegesis
cliiier from one another, not in method, but in
purpose: they respectively seek to elicit philo-
Sophy, law, and Jesus Christ.

2. Development of exegetical theory.— Thenuman mmd endeavours to reduce such exegetical
practice to rules, to a theory. Eabbi TTillBl
romulated seven rules of exegesis, which Rabbi
^hmael further extended to thirteen, and Rabbi
Ehezer to thirty-two, most of them simply showing
now to foist an extrinsic sense into the text by
arbitrary and artificial devices. They include the
argiment a minore ad maitis, the analogy, the
combmation of two passages, the ndtariqdn (‘ab-
breviation’) (e.g. rhvnh aD=& capo).

(‘numerical value of letters’) (cf. Rev
13 ), the (‘ form,’ ‘ shape ’) (e.g. Sheshxtch^
Babylon [Jer 26“]). The Greeks went more dewly
mto the subject. What writers like Aristotle
(in the Organon), pseudo-Demetrius of Phaleron,
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Dionysius of Halicarnassus, etc,, include in repl

ipfiTjveias was a subdivision of rhetoric, dealing with
the formation of thought or judgment in word and
sentence, i.e. the mode of expression in the choice

and combination of words, diction in the gram-
matical sense, and, finally, style in the rhetorical

sense {elocution Arist. With this, again,

was closely allied the analysis of this process of

thought in a single writer ; and, just as the terms
ipp.7}v€ieiv and interpretari were used to denote
translation into another language {transferre), so

they were also applied to the explanation of a
sentence in itself obscure {explicare). The latter

sense was also expressed by i^Tiyetffdaf., a word
originally connected with the sacred mysteries.

In the exegesis of Holy Scripture, however, it

was not merely the thoughts of the human writers

that had to be taken into consideration ; the idea
of inspiration, along with the notion of an incom-
prehensible and mysterious God, rei^uired men to
search for a more profound hidden meaning behind
the natural sense. Hence Philo of Alexandria,
the Jewish philosophical theologian, ad<mted the
‘ allegorical method ’ of the Stoics, and the Christian
theologians followed his example. As he assumed
that the Biblical history was not in the real sense
history at all, but was rather eternal, unchanging
truth under a historical veil, so they maintained
that what was told in the OT about Joseph, David,
or Solomon was in reality the story of Jesus. The
tabernacle and its sacrificial worship stood for the
Christian Church and its services. If the true
sense was to be discovered, every detail must be
read as implying something else, as in a pictorial

enigma ; or, to put it more precisely, the allegorical

interpretation was something given in its entirety
beforehand, and only required to be fitted into the
text as a whole in such a way as to harmonize the
greatest possible number of details. See, further,

art. Allegory.
But, besides the allegorical method, which was

a product of the Greek spirit and had an inner link
of connexion with Plato’s theory of ideas, there
was another method—more congenial to the
Semitic mind, and also more just to the idea
of historical development—viz. the method of
‘ typology,’ which recognized the historicity of the
narrative, but in its system of prediction and fulfil-

ment postulated a kind of pre-established harmony
between the OT and the KT history. Thus, e.^r.,

it is a historical fact that Abraham was ready to
sacrifice Isaac, but the true significance of the
incident is its being a prefiguration of God’s sacrifice

in Christ. Typology, no less than allegory, puts
an extrinsic meaning into the text; but it looks
at the relation between the literal and the added
sense in a somewhat difterent way.
The allegory, after its excessive cultivation

by the Gnostics, found a footing chiefly among
the Platonizing theologians of idexandria, while
typology, to which Jewish Christians had resorted
from the outset, was brought to its highest develop-
ment in the so-called School of Antioch (cf. art.

Artiochene Theology). There is no good reason
for connecting the difference between the two with
the antagonism between the Alexandrian and the
Pergamenian schools of Hellenistic philology. It

was believed by the ancient scholars that the two
methods worked quite well side by side.

Of the Christiantheologians, the first to formulate
a theory of interpretation was Origen (Uepl dpx"*',

bk. iv. ) ; by the hypothesis of the manifold sense
of Scripture (somatic, psychic, and pneumatic, i.e.

verbal, moral, and mystical) he showed that the
several modes of exegesis were all valid in their

own place. This was expanded by the Greek
theologians of the 4th cent, into the theory of the
‘fourfold’ sense of Scripture, which was in turn

adopted in the West by Augustine, and then fixed
and brought to maturity by the Scholastics.
Like the kXcTs of Melito of Sardis, the treatise of

Diodorus ‘on the difference between theory and
allegory ’ and that of Theodorus ‘ on allegory and
history ’ are unfortunately lost ; and the notes of
Isidore of Pelusium {JEp, iv. 117, 203 [PG Ixxviii.

1192 f., 1289-92]) and Nilus {Ep, i. 118-127, ii 223,
etc. [PG Ixix. 133-137, 320]), as also the InsH--
tuta regularia divines legis of Junilius Africanus
(A.D. 551 [PL Ixviii. 15-42; also ed. H. Kihn,
Freiburg, 1880]), which emanated from the school
of Paul of Nisibis, make but a poor substitute for
them. The most valuable contribution, here as
elsewhere, was made by Augustine, who, in his
de Doctrina Christiana, with the distinction be-
tween res and signum as his starting-point, arrived
at an almost modern theory of interpretation,
although, like all the exegetes of the ancient
Church, he confined himself to the task of explain-
ing difficult passages of Scripture.
The other extant manuals of hermeneutics—the

Liber regularum of the Donatist Tychonius (ed.

F. C. Burkitt, TS iii. 1 [1894] ; its seven rules were
adopted by Augustine, Isidore, Thomas Aquinas,
etc.), the Formulce spiritalis intelligentice and the
Instructiones of Eucherius of Lyons (ed. K. Wotke,
CSEL xxxi. [1894]), as well as the Et<ray<i)y^ ds r&s
deias ypa^ds of the monk Adrianos (c. A.D. 500

;

PG xcviii. 1273-1312)—are simply practical direc-

tions for the allegoristic interpretation of Scripture,
and treat of the OT and the NT in exactly the
same way.

Scarcely any further advance was made by the
mediseval writers Cassiodorus (who merely com-
bined the last-named three with Augustine and
Junilius), Isidore, Bede {deSchematis et tropissaeroe

scripttircs), Notker Balbulus {Notatio de inter-

prAibus divinarum scripturarum), Hugh of St.

Victor {Prcenotatiunculce deseripturisetseriptorihus
saeris), or the Scholastics. The allegorical method
dominated all of them, and was systematized as the
fourfold sense of Scripture. In the later mediseval
eriod, however, a new feature, due to the in-

ependent thought of men like Eoger Bacon, and
also to a revived knowledge of Rabbinical inter-

pretation, was introduced into the ecclesiastical

exegesis, as seen in Nicolaus of Lyra (1270-1340)

(Prologns in moralitates hihlice), J. Gerson (1363-

1429) {Propositiones de sensu literali sanctee scrip-

turcB), and others. Santes Pagninus of Lucca (1470-

1541) reinstated the mystical sense in his Isagoga
(Lyons, 1536), and Sixtus of Siena (1520-69), in nis

Bibliotheca sacra (Venice, 1566), collected with
vast erudition all the learning of the past that was
necessary for Biblical exegesis. The new and
decisive impulse, however, came from a different

quarter. Humanism revived the study of the
ancient languages, and the Reformation made that

study subservient to an exegesis that centred in

the plain historical sense. But the real turning-

point was that, whereas the entire ancient and
mediseval theology had regarded Scripture as

abstruse, as something that could and should be
interpreted only by learned men with the help of

allegory and under the control of the Church, it

was now asserted, in virtue of the new evangelical

ideas of a revealed God and the assurance of salva-

tion, that Scripture was easy to understand (its

perspicuitas) : the devout reader of the Bible, once
he was furnished with the necessary linguistic

aids, would discover the meaning without difficulty.

Hence, in addition to th3 philological Ars critica

of G. Scioppius (1662), J. Ciericus (j 1736), and H.
Valesius (Amsterdam, 1740), we have the Clavis

scripturcB sacrce of Matthias Flacius Illyricus (1567)

and the Philologia sacra of Salomo Glassius (1623-

36), which are chiefly concerned with the lexical
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and grammatical material required to bring out
the verbal sense of the text.

It was Biblical exegesis, and not classical phil-

ology, that—as W. Dflthey (see Lit.) also holds

—

gave rise to modern hermeneutics. The term
‘ hermeneutics ’ (a reminiscence of Plato, Epinomis,
975 C ?) first occurs in a work of J. C. Dannhauer
(Strassburg, 1654), while others still spoke of the ars

; Auslegekunst,* G. F.

Meyer, Halle, 1756). Through the renewed study
of the ancient treatises Uepl ipfirjveias a great many
topics came in which belonged properly to rhetoric,

and do not, strictly speaking, fall under her-

meneutics in the modern sense. In the 18th cent,

hermeneutics was a favourite study; scarcely a
single year passed without the issue of a handbook
on the subject. The outstanding theologians of all

confessions added their quota, and of these J. A.
Turretini of Geneva (1728), his friend S. Werenfels
of Basel, and the semi-Pietistic, semi-Wolffian
S. J. Baumgarten of HaUe (1742) deserve special

mention. The most influential of them all was
J. A. Ernesti of Leipzig, whose Institutio inter-

pretis (1762) is distinguished by its philological

sobriety and lucidity.

The necessity of a purely historical mode of
understanding the text, however, was not yet fully

realized. In place of the ecclesiastical authority
of the Roman Catholic exegesis, the orthodox theo-
logians of the Reformed Churches, notwithstand-
ing their maxim ‘scriptura scripturse interpres,’

substituted the authority of their res^ctive creeds.
The Cartesians found the standard of Biblical inter-

pretation in philosophy (L. Meyer, Philosophia
s. Scriptures interpres, Amsterdam, 1666 ; J. Amer-
poel, Cartesius Mosaizans, Leovardiae, 1669), and
the champions of the Enlightenment, in their
desire to keep their exposition of Scripture within
the bounds of reason, did the same thing in their
own fashion. The Pietists, on the other hand, like
the mediaeval mystics, wished to use the Scriptures
only for edification, and were not concerned to
understand them historically (A. H. Francke,
Manuductio ad lectionem Scriptures Sacrce, Halle,
1693, ^1700, Freslectioneshermeneuticcsj Halle, 1717)

;

wliile Kant desired to have them expounded with
a view to moral perfection. The infallibility of
the divine revelation given in the Scriptures was
assumed by all these writers, and they were thus
impelled, unwittingly, to find extrinsic meanings
in the text.

Apart from all the theologians of this period
stands Baruch Spinoza, the Jewish philosopher,
who, in his Tractatus theologico-politicus (1670),
first ventured to question the fundamental axiom
of all previous theology and Biblical exegesis.
What Luther had intuitively felt, but had not
consistently carried out, viz. that the value of the
Bible lies simply in its being a religious book, was
made explicit by Spinoza, who thus prepared the
way for a distinctively religious estimate of the
contents of Scripture, and for a historical inter-
pretation that should do justice to the difierent
world-views of various lines.

The pioneer of a fresh movement was F. D. E.
Schleiermacher, in whose hands hermeneutics (cf.
‘ Hermeneutik und Kritik, mit besonderer Bezie-
hung auf das NT,’ Werke, I. vii,, ed. F, Liicke,
Berlin, 1838), which had hitherto been an aggrega-
tion of knowledge and devices needed for exposition,
became a philosophy of * comprehension ’( ‘ Philo-
sophic des Verstehens ’). While Augustine had
analyzed the materials to be understood, Schleier-
macher deals with the process of understanding
itself. For him there is no distinction between
difficult and simple passages, and nothing is self-

evident. The interpreter’s task is to understand
the religious personality of the Avriter as manifested

in every single word, to look from the details to
the whole, and from the standpoint of the whole to
set the details in their true light. Accordingly,
hermeneutics is one and the same for all literature,

sacred or profane, and yet it assumes a special
character jfor each individual writer, even within
the Bible itself. Schleiermacher’s views were main-
tained by his pupils F. Liicke {Grundriss der NT
Eermeneutih, Gdttingen, 1816) and H. N. Klausen
[or Clausen] {Hermeneutik^ Leipzig, 1841).

The rehabilitation of orthodoxy in the 19th
cent., with its deepened Christian piety, revived
the demand for an exegesis recognizing a twofold
sense of Scripture (H. Olshausen, Ein Wort uher
tieferen SchnfUinn^ Kdnigsberg, 1824 ; R, E. Stier,

Andeutungen fur glduhiges Schriftverstdndnis,

1824), for a pneumatic exposition (J. T. Beck, Zur
theologischen Auslegung der Schrifti 1838; J. L. S.

Lutz, Bihlische Hermeneutik, Pforzheim, 1849), and
for a believing, i.e, a doctrinally correct, exegesis
(E. W. Hengstenberg) ; on these, again, J. C. C.
Hofmann’s biblico-historical principle of exegesis
{Bihlische Hermeneutik, ed. W. Volck, Ndrdlingen,
1880) certainly marks a distinct advance. Exegeti-
cal theology, however, refusing to be led astray by
these ventures, partly, indeed, in sharp conflict

with them, and moving on various lines—from the
dogmatic attitude of H. A. W. Meyer and his

continuator B. Weiss of Berlin, through the so-

called mediating theology of E. Reuss, F. Bleek,
and others, to the Tubingen School of F. C. Baur—
has, with constantly increasing emphasis on the
historical element (H. J. Holtzmann, C. Weiz-
sficker, A. Jiilicher), striven to the utmost to gain
a grammatical and historical comprehension of

Scripture. Nevertheless, it has failed to provide
its ever-expanding industry "with a proper rationale
in a theoretic discussion of the hermeneutic prob-
lem. This failure is now beginning to bring its

retribution, inasmuch as an art that does not reflect

upon its oAvn essential function readily degenerates
into a mechanical routine.

3. The principles of exegesis.—(1) Fundamental
hermeneutics,—Hermeneutics is not simply a con-
geries of practical rules, but a science built upon a
theory of comprehension—just as logic is not a
mere organon (Aristotle), but a canon (Galileo) ; it

proposes to explain why a given work is to be
understood in one way and not another. Thinking,
speaking, and writing are three marvellous gifts

which man possesses. They are acquisitions whose
discovery we cannot associate with any human
name, and are, as the ancients believed, gifts of
the deity.

To these three productive capacities correspond
three reproductive, viz.—to give them in the reverse
order—silent reading, reading aloud, and interpret-
ing. Knowledge of the script, whether the script

be ideographic or phonetic, makes reading possible,

and reading attains its full realization in reading
aloud. Even silent reading involves an inward
phonetic element, as, e,g,y in accentuation, group-
ing of words, etc., and the special difficulty in

reading aloud is that the cadence of the spoken lan-

guage is not indicated in the script ; certain marks
of punctuation are but a make-shift. Thus, ipeware
in the phrase ipevmre rhs ypa^ds (Jn 5®^) may mean
either ‘ you search,’ or * do you search ? ’ or ‘ search,’

and, moreover, the tone of the indicative form may
imply approval or reproach. It is only when the
separate signs in writing and speech, and also the
thought as a whole, are fully understood—by inter-

pretation—that reading to oneself or to others is

brought to perfection. It is a long step from spell-

ing out a text to reading fluently to others ; inter-

pretation is usually treated as somethmg that comes
of itself until experience has shown with how many
possibilities of misconception it is attended.
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When these operations are applied to an entire

literary document, they become a process of com-
prehension and interpretation ; i.e., the thought

expressed in word and script is, in virtue of the

general laws of thinking, speaking, and writing,

apprehended and reproduced by another mind (and

may then be given once more in speech and
writing). Modern psycho-physics has shown by
observation and experiment what difficulties have

to be overcome in tne process, even under normal
conditions, when the individual possesses the ability

to hear, to see, to read, to think, etc. ; the process

demands an effort of the will, i.e. attention. Where
there is congeniality of spirit, no doubt, this pro-

cess often takes place spontaneously, like the

sympathetic vibration of strings tuned alike. The
task of skilfully understanding the text is a
different matter; this proceeds by rules, and is

conscious of both its method and its aim, though
here also affinity of spirit and sympathetic intui-

tion are necessary. The work of comprehending
culminates in exposition—i.e. in making a thing

comprehensible to others, in ‘ discovery and trans-

mission of the sense’ (G. Heinrici in PBE^ vii.

718). The decisive proof of one’s having understood

is the ability to reproduce with clearness, although

we must here guard against the intrusion of the

practical and hortatory element. The psycholo^-

cal laws of association show—what was already

noted by Augustine—how necessary a wide know-
ledge and how important a good memory is for the

expositor, who, in order to grasp the peculiar

significance of details, must assign them to their

proper place in the whole, and compare them with

as many similar facts as possible.

The final test of exposition is in the free repro-

duction of the thought expressed in the text—^in

translation and paraphrase. It is easy to repeat

verbally what one has heard, but difficult to repro-

duce it in its true sense ; and unless every detail is

brought out by ample paraphrase,^ something will

usually be lost. The task of conveying the thought
in another language presents special difficulties ; a
translation must not be slavishly literal, nor yet

merely a free rendering of the sense, but mv^t be
in keeping as much with the genius of the original

as with that of the foreign language.®
Exposition, however, is more than a mere repro-

duction of the thought. It is rightly required of

the expositor that he shall be above his text, i.e,

that he shall in a sense understand its thought
better than the original writer, so that he is in a

position to criticize the thought itself as well as

its formulation. Just as in the interpretation of

a law it is an acknowledged duty of the expositor

to elicit and make good the intention of the law-

giver, as something in certain circumstances actu-

ally opposed to the letter of the law, so also in

literature : what the author intended to say ; how
he ought to have said it; whether a particular

thought is relevant to his general argument, and
whether it is in itself a right thought; whether
the form is artistic and the reasoning sound—all

these questions must be considered by the exegete,

so that the exposition really resolves itself into a
criticism. Here again, no doubt, a strong subjec-

tive element emerges—certainly a source of danger
for the exegete, yet an involuntary expression of

1 M. Kahler’s reproductions of the thought in the Pauline

Epistles iBebraerbrief, Halle, 1880, J)er Brief des Paulvf
an die Galater^ do. 1884, and Der sogenannte Epheserbriefi

do. 1894) are models of this kind of paraphrase.
* On the difficulties of translation cf. the Prologue to Sirach,

and lamblichus, de MysteriiSy vii. 6 (p. 257, Parthey), also Jerome,
Ep. Ivii. ad Pammachium de optimo genere interpretandi

iCSELliv. [1912] 603-626); Luther, ‘Sendbrief vom Dolmet-
schen an Wenceslaus Linck,’ 1630 (Erl. ed., 1860, Ixv. 102-123);

Schleiermacher, ‘Uber die verschiedenen Methoden des Uber-

setzens,’ ABAW^ 1813; U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, ‘Was
ist tlbersetzen?’ in Euripides' Hippolytos, Berlin, 1891.

his personal interest in the work he has to expound.
From this point a path leads directly to the homily,
which does not, however, belong to the propel
function of the expositor, but for which the critical

exposition is an indispensable preparation.

(2) General henneneutics,—This science of com-
prehension forms the groundwork for the technicjue
of exegesis proper, or general hermeneutics, which
deals with the following topics, (a) The fixing of

the true text.—There is often a difficulty even in

reading an autograph, but it is specially difficult

to re-construct a lost autograph from copies of

various grades (Textual Criticism), as due con-
sideration must be given not only to the genea-
logical relations of the derivative documents, but
also to the psychological possibilities of error. (6)

Words and sentences as the vehicles of formulated
thought.—For the sense of the words mere^ ety-

mology is of much less importance than statistics

of linguistic usage (Concordance), variations^ of

meaning (Lexicon), and comparison with similar

words (Synonymies). Foreign words, poetical

words, and archaisms require special treatment

;

the construction of sentences must be studied in

connexion with historical grammar, (c) Eestraints
upon natural expression, i.e. forms of composition,
and quotations.—This is of great importance ; the
non-literary man speaks and writes as he thinks,

but the orator or author is under the necessity of

making his productions conform to certain recog-

nized forms of literature. Poetry differs in its

structure from prose, having a peculiar metrical

form conditioned by exigencies of rhythm, rhyme,
etc. ; and history is not composed in the same way
as a speech. Even style in its modern sense, i.e,

as denoting the mode of expression peculiar to an
individual writer, involves a certain^ limitation.

The exegete, moreover, must be specially careful

in passages where his author has not nimself framed
the expression of his thought, but has borrowed it,

as, e.(7., where there is imitation, use of sources, or

quotation ; here it will often be necessary to note

three distinct things—the author’s own thought,

the original sense of the passage quoted, and the

sense in which the author uses it. {d) The ma-
terials of thought—terms and ideas.—As a means
of understanding the matter of the work before

him, the exegete must be acquainted with the

relevant archaeology, history, geography, etc.,

while, in order to grasp the ideas and judgments,

he must make himself familiar with the thinking

of the age from which the document dates ; here

he must carefully guard against making unwar-
ranted additions to, and putting false constructions

upon, the original, (e) The motives of the utter-

ance as determined by the general character of the

work and the special purpose of the passage.—^The

exegete must endeavour to comprehend the compo-
sition in its entirety, taking account of every sen-

tence in its relation to the whole, and tracing out

the arrangement; hence the practical rule that,

before entering upon a detailed exegesis, he should

try to gain a general survey of the whole by a cur-

sory reading ; he must seek to understand the work
from the position of the author, and must, above

all, be cognizant of the latter’s relations to his

readers. (/) The personality of the writer.—It

is of the utmost importance that the exegete should

by painstaking psychological analysis gain an in-

sight into the personality of his author. A literary

work, like a work of art, is_, in the highest sense,

but the outward manifestation of a creative mind,

and even the exegesis of details is conditioned by
a knowledge of the personality behind them : * si

duo dicunt idem, non est idem.’

The fact that the proper understanding of details

rests necessarily upon information which the orig-

inal readers could supply for themselves, but which
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could subsequently be provided by exegesis only,

justifies the time-honoured practice of prefacing a
literary work with an Introduction.

(3) Special hermeneutics.—General hermeneutics,

when applied to a special field, becomes special her-

meneutics, in the present case. Biblical hermen-
eutics. It is not thereby implied, however, that

the Bible, as a book, is distinct from other books,

and, in virtue of its inspiration, above the ordinary
hermeneutical rules ; but the particular conditions

in which it took shape, its peculiar contents, and
our special interest in them naturally require a
specific application of the rules in question. To
leave the Heb. text of the OT entirely out of ac-

count, it is not every classical philologist who can
deal critically with the original text of the NT,
who can rightly estimate the character of its Greek,
or rightly judge the style of what is essentially a
popular literature; while the explanation of the
material calls for special knowledge, and the prin-

ciple of congeniality demands a receptivity for

religious thinking, though this, again, must not
be used to support the claim for a peculiar theo-

logical or ‘ believing ’ exegesis.

(4) Individual hermeneutics.—The conception of
special hermeneutics carries us still further. The
Bible is not a literary unity, but an aggregation

;

and, just as the OT and the NT must, in the
present position of exegesis, be dealt with separ-

ately, so for evei^ single hook of the Bible it is

necessary to institute an individual hermeneutic,
i.e. to determine the modifications undergone by
the general rules of hermeneutics in consequence
of the peculiar problems raised by the individual
book, we cannot interpret the writings of the
Synoptists, Paul, and John all in one and the same
way, and it would be a crude error to transfer
thoughts from Paul to the sayings of Jesus, or
from the Epistle to the Hebrews to those of Paul
or John; the word Tar-^p as used by Jesus, Paul,
and John has in each case a diferent meaning.
The Apocalypse has a hermeneutic of its own.
The exegesis of the Synoptic Gospels must have
re^rd to the literary problem of the sources ; that
of Paul must consider the epistolatory style ; that
of Hebrews the rhetorical form. Everywhere in
the NT the relation to the OT presents peculiar
difficulties, and this is specially true as regards
the quotations

; moreover, the relation varies with
each NT writer. Individual hermeneutics must
also take into consideration the history of inter-

pretation for every single book, or, at least, the
exegetical development of the last hundred years.

4, The history of exegesis.— The exegesis of
earlier times is now of almost no practical im-
portance. As compared with the work of recent
years, it proceeded upon entirely different princi-
ples and worked with very different means. It is

nevertheless necessary, in the interests of science,
to study the earlier work ; we must know upon
whose shoulders we stand, and what our predeces-
sors had already attained. We distinguish here
between (1) the history of exegetes and (2) the
history of exegesis.

(1) The biography of exegetes forms part of the
general history of Christian literature. It deals
with many outstanding figures in the life of the
Church who were engaged in practical work as
well as in other kinds of literary work, and only
one phase of whose work is to be considered here.
It is also concerned with many whose names are
all but forgotten, and whose writings have been
lost, but who were of some importance in their
own day, and had an influence upon later writers

;

such names appear in ^eat numbers in Eusebius,
HEf in Jerome, de Virw illustribus (copied largely
from the HE), and in his confcinuators Grennadius,
Isidore, and Hdefons. A considerable mass of

material from these lost works is to be found in
the Catence, and the first thing to be done is to
disengage and restore it—a task which has been
taken in hand by H. Lietzmann, J, Sickenberger,
M. Faulhaber, and others. A ^eat deal can be
recovered from quotations in extant commentaries,
and, while there is a difficulty in the fact that the
Fathers in their polemical remarks seldom give the
relevant names, careful observation enables us to
assign not a little to the original wiiters; e.g.,

portions of Apollinaris of Laodicea can be re-

constructed from Chrysostom and Jerome. The
history of exegesis would present a much more
vivid picture of the learned discussions of the
eriod if we could but endow these anonymi with
istinct personalities. The Latin exegetes of that

age depend as much upon the Greeks as Cicero
and his contemporaries on Posidonius and others.

Ambrose might almost be called the echo of Origen.
From a Latin translation Swete has been able to

re-construct a great commentary by Theodore of

Mopsuestia {Theodori episcopi Mopsuestini in epis^

tolas heati Pauli commentarii, Cambridge, 1880-

82). How the work of the earlier Latin exegetes
may be recovered from the later has been shown by
A. Souter, A. L, Ramsay, and J. Haussleiter with
regard to Pelagius, Beatus of Libana, and Primasius
respectively. A thorough investigation of the Car-
lovingian commentaries would assuredly yield as

rich materials as would that of the Greek Catence.

The individual exegetes must next be grouped
in schools. The Gnostics {e.g. Heracleon) form
a party of their own, while Hippolytus and
Methodius stand apart from the main develop-

ment. With Origen are associated, on the one
hand, Eusebius of Caesarea and the Cappadocians

;

on the other, the later Alexandrians, as, e.g.,

Bidymus the Blind, and also Cyril of Alexandria.
To Lucian are attached the so-called Antiochenes
(Theodore of Heraclea, Eusebius of Emesa, Diodore
of Tarsus, John Chrysostom, Isidore of Pelusium,
Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret of Cyrus), and
the Syrian Nestorians, e.g. Iso'dadh. Others,

such as Apollinaris of Laodicea, Hesychius of

Jerusalem (1433), and Severian of Gabala, must
be more thoroughly examined before they can be
classified. Of the later Byzantians, Aretas, (Ecu-
menius, and Theophylact are mere compilers;
Photius is more independent. There is no such
close connexion among the Latin exegetes, though
those of Africa (Tertullian, Cyprian, Tychonius,
Augustine) and of Spain (Gregory of Elvira,

Beatus of Libana, Isidore) had in each case a com-
mon tradition. The Roman Becimus Hilarianus
Hilarius, the Roman convert Isaac ex Judseo
(probably the so-called Ambrosiaster and at the
same time the author of Qucestiones Veteris et

Novi Testamenti, ed. A. Souter, CSEL 1. [1908]),

the British Pelagius, and the Arian Opus im-

perfectum in Matthceum (among the works of

Chrysostom, FG, Ivi. 611-946) merit special

attention.

In the Middle Ages we have the Venerable
Bede, with whom as leader a number of less inde-

pendent Carlovingian theologians, such as Alcuin,

Haymo, Hrabanus Maurus, Paschasius Radbertus,
Angelomus of Luxeuil, Remirius of Auxerre, and
—the most eminent of them ^1—Christian Bruth-
mar of Stavelot, are associated. Walafrid Strabo
with his Glossa Ordinaria laid a foundation for

the succeeding period, in which Peter Lombard,
Hugh of St. Caro, Aquinas, Albertus Magnus, and
Bonaventura composed their great scholastic com-
mentaries ; along with these we have the mystics,

Rupert of Beutz, Bernard of Clairvaux, Hugh and
Richard of St. Victor, Herveus, etc. The 14th

cent, saw the production of the comprehensive
Moralitates {Speculum morale, etc.) of Vitalis a
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Furno, Peter Berchorius, and Robert Holcott. A
new beginning was made by Nicolas of Lyra

(t 1340) and his continuators Paul of Burgos and
Matthias Boring. Of the Humanists, besides

Erasmus, mention should be made of Faber Stapu-

lensis, Cajetan ; of the Reformers of various

tendencies, Luther, Melanchthon, Bugenhagen,
Justus Jonas; Zwingli, Oecolampadius, Pellican,

Bullinger ;
Bucer, Capito

;
Calvin, Beza, Marlorat,

The 17th century was, in the sphere of exegesis as

elsewhere, the century of polemics. On the Roman
Catholic side there were, in addition to Maldonat
and Salmero, N. Serarius, Escobar, Cornelius

a Lapide, J. Tirinus, and Menochius; on the
Lutheran, N. Selnecker, B. Chytrseus, Hunnius,
Balduin, Erasmus Schmid, Borsch, Calovius, and
Sebastian Schmidt; on the Calvinistic, Piscator,

Parens, Amyraut, Gomarus, Heidegger; on the
Socinian, Faustus Socinus, Crell, and others. Exe-
gesis in the historical spirit begins with Hugo
Grotius (t 1645), J. Clencus (t 1736), and J. J.

Wetstein (1751). Valuable collections are [J,

Pearson] Critici sacri, London, 1660; M. Poole,

Synopsis criticorum, London, 1669-76 ; C. Starke,

Synopsis Bibliothecco exegeticce in Vetus et Novum
Testammtum, Leipzig, 1733-41 (®1763). The work
of the 18th cent, is for the most part embedded in

dissertations ; but commentaries of a more general

kind were written by J. L. von Mosheim (f 1755),

J. D. Michaelis (1769-1790), S. J. Baumgarten
(1757), J. S. Semler (1769 ff.), and, somewhat later,

by J. G. and E. F. C. Rosenmiiller, and H. E.

G, Paulus, of Heidelberg (tl851), the last emi-

nent representative of rationalism. Of 19th cent,

exegetes the following deserve fecial mention:
Schleiermacher, F. Liicke, W. M. L. de Wette;
A. W. Knobel, F. Hitzig, 0. F. Fritzsche, L. J.

Ruckert, H. A. W. Meyer, E. Reuss, H. Ewald

;

F. C. Baur, K. C. J. Holsten ; F. A. G. Tholuck,
F. L. Godet, E. W. Hengstenberg, J. C. K. Hof-
mann, T. F. K. Keil, Franz Belitzsch, J. P. Lange,
J. T. Beck ; in the latter half of the century ; A.
Dillmann, F. Baethgen, C. Siegfried, 0. Zockler,

H. Strack, J. Wellhausen, A. Merx ; B. Weiss, W.
Beyschlag, G. Haupt, T. Zahn, P. Ewald, H. J.

Holtzmann, R. A. Lipsius, P. W. Schmiedel,

H. von Soden ; J. B. Lightfoot, B. F. Westcott,
J. M. S. Balion ; of the present day : B. Buhm,
H. Gunkel, K. Marti, W. Nowack, R. Kittel, C.

Steuernagel, G. Heinrici, A. Jiilicher, R. Knopf,
F. Spitta, J. Weiss, W. Bousset, W. Heitmiiller,

H. Lietzmann, E. Klostermann, M. Dibelius,

H. Windisch, E. Riggenbach ; S. R. Briver, A.
Plummer, W. Sanday, H. B. Swete, C. A. Briggs,

G. A. Barton, W. R. Harper, G. F. Moore, H. P.

Smith, B. W. Bacon, E. B. Burton, J. E. Frame,
J. H. Ropes.

(2) The history of exegesis, in so far as it is

separable from the history of exegetical theory,

can deal only with the exegesis of single books
and, more specifically, of single passages. Where
it treats of single books, it falls most conveniently
under the so-called individual hermeneutics (§ 3
(4)), while, where it is concerned with special

passages, it is a study as interesting as it is profit-

able, guarding the exegete against many an error.

If it often seems a mere labyrinth of aberrations,

yet it frequently exhibits the various possible

views more clearly than a purely argumentative
analysis of the text would do. Further, it shows
which views have already been refuted and may
therefore be left out of account, and it thus brings

the exegete to the point where he can begin to

work afresh with a prospect of success. Many of

the interpretations proposed from time to time
in periodicals, etc., would never see the light if

their proposers had a knowledge of the history of

exegesis.

Thus, while J, G. B. Winer (Pauli ad Galatas
Epistola, 1828, p. 125) speaks of some two hundred
and fifty interpretations of Gal 3*®, the later history
of exegesis shows us that the variations fall unde>
two main types, and that the choice of the exegete
must lie between these. It would not be right,
however, to take account of modern exegetes only ;

in many cases the various possible theories are
found from the very outset, and thus run parallel
to one another throughout the entire history of
exegesis. The Greek exegetes, slight as may be
the value of their theoretical principles for us, had
the immense advantage of a living knowledge of
Greek (though we must certainly bear in mind the
linguistic development that took place between
the 1st and the 4th century, and the difterenee
between the popular idiom of the Bible and the
literary language of the Fathers), and the ad-
vantage also of an accurate knowledge of details.

With reference to the fourth petition of the Lord’s
Prayer, we learn more from Origen’s statement
that iTTioicFioi does not occur elsewhere than from
all etymological attempts to explain it ; the com-
parison of the ancient versions gives a synopsis of
all possible renderings of the word ; Augustine’s
classification in de Sermons Domini in monte iPL
xxxiv. 1229) shows the three lines on which all

subsequent exegesis of the passage proceeded—the
natural, the spiritual, and the sacramental ; while
the history of exegesis since the Reformation shows
that the last two have gradually been given up, so

that the first alone is possible to-day. As regards
the Lord’s Supper, again, a truly historical exe-
gesis of the narratives may be said to begin with
L. J. Ruckert (1853). All previous exegetes had
started from the dogmatic question, * What is the
Holy Communion ? ’ instead of asking, ‘ What actu-

ally took place at the last meal of Jesus?’ It is

true that here and there in the older exegesis, as

in Chrysostom, Augustine, Luther, and Calvin,

we find glimpses into the historical aspect of the
institution, and these the modern exegete must
also take into account.
Exegesis is an art ; and of exegesis, as of all art,

it is true that its highest merit consists, not in

originality, but in the sureness with which the
right thing is seized ; for, however often the right

thing has been thought and said before, it still

remains both true and new.

Litbratxjrb.— H. Steinthal, Gesahichte der Sprachwisseri’

sch^t, Berlin, 1891 ; W. Dilthey, ‘ Die Entstehung der Her-
meneutik* in Philosophische Abhandl. Christoph Sigwart
gevndrnety Tubingen, 1900 ; A. Merx, Eim Rede vom A usUgen
insbeson^re des AT^ Halle, 1879; H. J. Holtzmann, ‘Daa
Problem der Gesch. der Auslegung ’ (Eeidelberger Festschrift^

1886); E. Reuss, GffScA. der hciLSchriftendes

1887, pp. 674-679 ; G. Heinrici, art. " Hermeneutik ’ in PRm
vii. 718-760; H. Vollmer, Vom Lesen und Deuten heiliger

Schriften (Religionsgeschichtl. Volksbuoher^ iii. 9), Halle, 1907

;

G. H. Gilbert, Interpretation of the Bible : a Short History^

New York, 1908. E. V, DOBSCHUTZ.

INTERPRETATION (Vedic and Avesta).—
The history of the exegesis of the Rigveda is not

without value in its implications for the interpre-

tation of other sacred texts. This Veda possesses

an elaborate commentary by Sayana, a South-

Indian scholar (latter half of 14th cent, a.d.), and
in the earliest stage of European study of the Veda
it was believed that it would be sufficient to trans-

late the text according to this commentary—

a

process which is actually exhibited in the version

by H. H. Wilson (London, 1866-88). There is, how-
ever, an earlier source in the Nirukfa of Yaska, who
was eighteen centuries prior to Sayana, and who
not merely diverges from him, but declares that his

own predecessors, whose works are no longer ex-

tant, diflered both from himself and from each

other. In other words, the meaning of a large

number of Vedic words and passages was lost in
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Indi^
^
This fact, together with the many con-

tradictions found in Sayana’s commentary, led R.
Roth to urge that the Rigveda must be explained
from itself, together with the assistance furnished
by comparative philology and the closely cognate
language of the Avesta Iq.v,) The results of this
method are admirably presented in the translation
by H. Grassman (Leipzig, 1876-77). Yet, if the
‘traditional’ school inclined to one extreme, the
‘ linguistic ’ school went to the other. The result
was a growing conviction that the golden mean
should be followed, and on this basis A. Ludwig
re-translated the Rigveda (Prague, 1876-88), not
disregarding the native commentaries of Yaska
and Sayana, and at the same time taking into
account the data afforded by comparative phil-
ology, etc. Some scholars, however, have not
been satisfied with this general principle, and have
sought to interpret the Iligveda along other lines.
Thus A. Bergaigne explained i)ractically the entire
text allegorically (cf. his Religion vidique, Paris,
1878-83), and his pupil, P. Regnaud {Le Rig- V6da,
Paris, 1892), endeavoured to prove that the whole
Rigveda was composed for the sacrificial ritual.
On the other hand, an ‘Indian’ school arose,
headed by R. Pischel and K. Geldner, who, in
their Vedische

_
(Stuttgart, 1889-1901),

maintain that the Veda is to be interpreted from
the India of the classical period, a round mil-
lennium later. Both the ‘ritual’ and the ‘ Indian

’

schools have a certain justification : some Vedic
verses may weU have been composed for the
litur^, and, even where this is not the case, the
ritual use of Vedic passages may assist in cast-
mg light upon the meaning attributed to them
(whether rightly or wrongly) in the early Brah-
manic period; and for the ‘Indianists* it must
be said that there would be—at least if the Rig-
veda had not been composed under very different
circumstances and views of life from those which
prevailed in the classical period—relatively little
diange in the course of a thousand years in the
East. Curiously enough, con^arative religion has
thus far played little part in Vedic interpretation,
though its importance has been recognized by H.
Oldenberg [Religion des Veda, Berlin, 1894, pp.
33-38), and has been sanely applied by L. vmi
Schroeder in his Mysterium una Mimus im Rig

(Leipzig, 1908). In some cases, moreover,
it IS by no means impossible that the religions of
modern India may illuminate some of the problems

T»*
religion. The ideal translation of the

Rigveda, which shall take into consideration native
tradition and the sciences of comparative philology
and comparative religion, the liturgy and classical
Indian thought, is still to be done.
The process of development in the exegesis of

the Avesta has not been dissimilar. The major
portion of the Avesta possesses an elaborate gloss
in Pahlavi, with a Sanskrit version by Neriosansrh
(ff. c. A.D. 1200). The first to attempt a transla-
tion of the Avesta, Anjiuetil du Perron (Paris,
1771), was naturally restricted to the native Parsi
tradition, which was itself based, in his day, on an
inadequate knowledge not merely of Avesta, but
even of Pahlavi. But Roth on the Vedic side had
a counterpart on the Avesta in E, Burnouf [Com-
mentaire sur le Yacna, Paris, 1833-35), andCUJ.XO, iodjo—oy;, auu a
savage controversy now broke out between the
traditionalists’ and the ‘linguists.’ The ‘tradi-

tional ’ school was represented chiefly by F. Spiegel
[Avesta uhersetzt, Leipzig, 1852-63, Commentar uber
das Avesta, do. 1864-68) and F. Justi [Eandhueh
der Zendsprache, do. 1864), followed, with con-
siderable reservation, by C. de Harlez [Avesta
traduit^, VoxiQ, 1881), as well as by L. H. MiUs
[Gathas, Leipzig, 1894-1913), while the translation
of the Avesta by J. Darmesteter [SBE iv.2 [1895]

xxiii. [1883], and especially Le Zend-Avesta, Paris
I 1892-93) is little more than a reproduction of the
Pahlavi version. The ‘ linguistic ’ school, inspired
largely by Roth, found defenders in such scholars
as H. Hiibschmann, also J. and T. Baunack [Stu-
dien auf dem Gehiete des GHech, und der arischen
Sprachen, i., Leipzig, 1886-88). As in Vedic exe-
gesis, however, the best method has been found
to be one of combination of ‘traditional’ and
‘linguistic’ methods. M. Haug, who began as a
pronounced antagonist of traditionalism [Fiinf
Gath(u, Leipzig, 1858-60), became almost a tradi-
tionalist himself after residence in Bombay [Essays
on the Parsis^, London, 1907) ; and C. Bar-
tholomae, who in his Arische Forschungen (Halle
1882-87) was pronouncedly a ‘linguist,’ now gives
full credit to the tradition, weighing both sides
impartially, and deciding strictly according to the
merits in each case [Altiran. Wbrterh., Strassburt^
1904, from which he has compiled his Gatha^s dTs
Awesta, do. 1905, and his pupil, F. Wolff, his
Avesta . . . uhersetzt, do. 1910). In the interpre-
tation of the religion of the Avesta it is not
impossible that a new stage has been inaugurated
by the researches of J. H. Moulton [Early Zoro-
astrianism, London, 1913), who holds that much
that has hitherto been believed to be Iranian is
Magian, and that the Magi were neither Indo-
germanic nor Semitic (see art. Magi). The ‘ higher
criticism ’ of both Veda and Avesta is as yet only
in its initial stages, though a beginning has been
made by H. Oldenberg [Die Hymnen des Rigveda.
i., Berlin, 1888) and E. V. Arnold [Ved. Metre,
Cambridge, 1905) for the one, and by K. Geldner
[Tiber die Metrih des jungeren Avesta, Tiibingen,
1877) for the other. For an account of the inter-
pretation of the Qur’an, see art. Qur’In.
LITBRATU11B.—H. Oldenberg:, Vedaforschung, Stuttgrart, 1906

;

K. Geldner, QIrP ii. [1904] 40-53. LOUIS H. GRAY.

introspection.—

‘

Introspection,’ briefly
defined, is turning the mind inward upon itself,
and is thus practically synonymous with self-con-
sciousness to that extent. It is distinguished from
both external and internal events considered as
a mere stream of experiences that are not held
in the field of attention as phenomena of self.
External events may occur in a series, or be a
stream of facts in a sequential or a causal order,
but they are not aware of this fact, nor of them-
selves as individual events. They simply occur
and do not know. Ordinary states of conscious-
ness, such as sensations, memories, and thoughts,
occur also more or less like outer events, but they
also represent some kind of knowledge. In one’s
waking states one is continuously conscious, per-
haps usually conscious only of what is going on
about one. One may not be inspecting Sie states
themselves. But, at any moment in which one
may wish to look at these states as one’s own, one
may turn the mind’s attention to these internal
events and distinguish them as mind and not

facts.
^
This is an act of introspection. It is

identical with self-consciousness in so far as it
represents awareness of one’s own states, but it also
implies more persistency of attention than is neces-
sary for an act of self-consciousness. Hence it has
come to denote the habit of the reflective psycholo-
gist who studies or examines his own mental states
and their laws, considered as such and apart from
their causal relation to external events. We thus
contemplate our own action and its relation to the
‘ self,’ and become observers of our mental states as
they pass, whether these states are the result of
external stimuli or are the inner and spontaneous
actions of the mind.
So far as we know assuredly, man is the only

being that practises introspection, and it is cer-
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tainly one of the most important incidents in his

intellectnal and moral development. It is the
point at which the mind arrests its native tendency
to let its thoughts take their own course, or to let

the will express the passing impulses. Without
this power and habit of introspection man would
be a mere passive spectator of outer events, and
would take no voluntary part in his own develop-

ment, but would be the blind result of his environ-

ment. Introspection, however, shows his partial

independence of this environment, and his capacity

for controlling his own thoughts and interests.

Locke calls this power of introspection the ‘in-

ternal sense,’ and distinguishes it from sensation,

which he regards as ‘external sense.’ As an ‘in-

ternal sense’ he names introspection ‘reflexion,’

and says that he ‘would be understood to mean
that notice which the mind takes of its own opera-

tions, and the manner of them, by reason whereof
there come to be ideas of these operations in the
understanding.’ But he carries his discussion of it

very little beyond that of definition, though he
means to include in it all those functions which are

related to the body of our subjective knowledge.
Locke deliberately compares the function of in-

ternal sense to that of external sense, and so implies

thereby that it receives its ‘ ideas ’ by impression,

though, in the opinion of the present wiiter, he did

not intend readers to suppose this. The falsity of

the implication was no doubt the reason that later

students of the question lay no stress on reflexion

as a distinct faculty. Leibniz apparently does not
mention it, save to accept it as a functional action

of importance in knowledge. In Hamilton ‘self-

consciousness ’ is the term for this function, and he
carefully admits that, as a function of knowledge,
it does not determine the basis of any non-sensa-

tional philosophy. But he regards it as a presenta-

tive function of Knowledge.
It is probable, however, that we too often forget

|

what it is that makes this function an important
|

one in the economy of intellectual and moral de-

velopment. This is its relation to attention {q.v.).

However else we may regard attention, it is the
movable aspect of consciousness, so to speak,

and enables the mind to arrest its interest in the
panorama of events naturally passing before it,

and in this arrest it discovers its own part in the
drama itself. That consciousness is a variable

function in the scene becomes thus a factor in the

total product of observation, and the attention

can seize this part in its progress and make it a
part of our analyzed knowledge, as well as the

phantasmagoria or external objects. Introspection

is thus the means of arresting, through attention,

the purely automatic or reflex course of events in

the natural sensory life.

It has been customary on the part of a certain

group of scientific philosophers, if ‘ scientific ’ can
apply to them, to ridicule introspection as an
organ of knowledge. Possibly this attitude of

mind was due to the habit of the opposing school

of trying to assert certain truths which were
supposed to be unanalyzable and unamenable to

scepticism. But, whatever the faults of a dogmatic
method, it was easy to show that the very critic of

introspection could not make any contention in his

own favour without the use of introspective and
analytic habits of thought and reflexion. Human
intercourse is practically impossible without that
examination or our own ideas and conceptions

which enables us to ascertain and understand the
mental processes in beings like ourselves, and some
agreement must exist preliminary to all mutual
intercourse in such matters. Introspection simply
establishes the rationale on which rest all social

relations, and makes possible the interchange of

ideas and adjustment of our moralities.

Litbraturb.—

L

ocke, Essay concerning Human Under-
standing^ ch. i. ; W. Hamilton, Metaphysics^ Edinburgh and
London, 1859, Lect. xxix. ; W. James, Principles ofPsymology^
London, 1905-07, i. 185 ; G. T. Ladd, Psychology

^
Descriptive

and Explanatory^ do. 1894, ch. ii.

James H. Hyslop.
INTUITIONALISM,—i. Introductory,—The

term ‘ intuition ’ {intueri^ ‘ to look upon ’) symbolizes
the conception that one among the sources of know-
ledge is the direct and immediate apprehension of
truth. It opposes the notion that all wisdom is

based, whether directly or indirectly, upon in-

tellectual processes and reasoned judgments.
In the 18th and early 19th cent, the advocates of

intuitionalism were engaged in combating the view
of utilitarianism, which believed that the ground-
work of moral judgments consists, in the last

analysis, in the estimation of the greatest good to
the greatest number, and that of hedonism, which
claims that the source of moral judgments is and
should be in the determination of that line of
conduct which will bring, in the long run, the
highest happiness. On the contra^, intuitional-
ism claimed that there is that within us which
will, independently of any calculation of facts or
expediencies, furnish an inviolable criterion of
right and wrong, good and bad, true and false.

In the present state of the theory of knowledge,
the chief contention of intuitionalism is against
empiricism, which reduces all rational verities and
moral and religious certainties back not simply to
individual and tribal experiences, but to those also
of the race which have been harvested throughout
a long stretch of biological evolution in the form
of instincts and the predisposition of the organism
towards right behaviour.

Intuitionalism still tries to make the distinction,

as Kant did in Th& Critique of Pure Eeason (1783),

that the necessary truths of morality and religion

are not caused and produced by experience, but
conditioned and called out by it, Apriorism has
also antagonized the point of view of empiricism.
Intuitionalism difiers from apriorism in emphasizing
usually the importance of aftection rather than, or
in preference to, cognition as being itself a direct

source of knowledge. The unlikeness of the two
is represented, e.g., in the fondness of apriorism
for the doctrine of innate ideas—a point of view
with which intuitionalism has latterly little

sympathy. The relationship between, apriorism
and intuitionalism is, however, often a friendly

one, as, e.g,, in the intellectual intuitionalism of

Plato and Fichte and in the claim of other students
that, while affection is fundamental as a source of

knowledge, it is essential that the content of the
aflective life be cognized and thus organized before

it can constitute knowledge of an effective sort or

consciousness of a high order.

2. Classification of intuitionalists,—It is custom-
ary to classify intuitionalists according to what
they regard as the predominant source—within
consciousness or outsideofit—of moral and religious

truth. The following view-points may be men-
tioned : (1) the mythical intuitionalists, who simply
affirm that conscience and the love of righteousness

are the voice of a Supreme Ruler who hovers about
and dominates the personal life; (2) the juristic

intuitionalists, who posit God as the Law-giver,
who speaks to the heart through Church, creed, or

revealed word; (3) the mystical intuitionalists,

who have a sense of the rapport between the per-

sonal life and the higher personality who operates

as indwelling spirit; (4) the rationalistic, or in-

tellectual, intuitionalists (Chrysostom, Augustine,
Cudworth, Clark, Calderwood), who believe that

it is in the very nature of reason or the under-

standing to apprehend the unchangeable truths of

moral life, and who sometimes appeal by way of

analogy to the axioms of mathematics, which tney
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claim to be finished truths that could not have
come through experience; (5) the emotional or

aesthetic intuitionalists (Shaftesbury, Hutcheson,
Rousseau, Herbart, Kant in his later years, and
Schleiermacher), who discover finality in the feel-

ing of the beauty or the rectitude of certain kinds
of thought and conduct as opposed to other kinds ;

Herbart, e,gr., has used the analogy of our apprecia-

tion of consonant and dissonant notes which are

universally appreciated as such without the neces-

sity of training and without the need of description

or analysis; the Hebrew religionists were pre-

dominantly of this type and were fond of appealing

to the heart as the source of wisdom; (6) the

perceptual intuitionalists (Butler, Martineau, W.
E. H. Lecky, and Kant during his middle years),

who claim that the perception of right and wrong,
which is never mistaken by a normal mind, can be
compared to the perception of colour by the eye,

extension by the hand, or the relationship among
discrete objects by the mind.
Such a classification, while convenient, is un-

satisfactory. There are those like Locke and
Paley, who, while claiming to be consistent em-
piricists, naively accept as ultimate the intuitions

of the law of causality, of God, and of the axioms.
Others, of whom Descartes is typical, make a show
of extreme intellectualism and at the same time
accept the non-rational intuition as a starting-point

and constant criterion of truth {Meditations //.,

et ah). In like manner, Spinoza, a strict moral
logician, posits *a third kind of knowledge*

—

* scientific intuition *—which transcends the know-
ledge of the qualities and attributes of things
given by reason and arrives at the apprehension of

the essence of things {Ethics, Eng. tr.®, London,
1894, pt. iL prop. 40, scholium 2 ;

pt. v. prop. 25,
et ah).

We find, too, an unclassifiable type of intuitional-
ism in Plotinus and the Mystics, which might be
termed negative intuitionalism. The reason is

constantly defining truth in order to be able to
transcend its formulations. The classifications

usually suggested do violence to the facts, since so
many of the writers cultivate a sort of eclecticism
which would recognize the value of essentially all

the sources of wisdom. Martineau, in letter and
spirit, is as much an aesthetic as he is a perceptual
intuitionalist. Price, Reid, Butler, and others of
the ‘ common sense * school accept the ultimate the-
istic origin of the moral consciousness and at the
same time find within it a rational principle of
action alongside of the natural impulses, instincts,

and appetites which, when normal, are useful.

A valuable instance of the refusal to accept a single faculty
or function as the source of wisdom is that of Fichte {The
SeieTiee of Ethics, tr. A. E, Kroeger, London and New York,
1897, p. 183): ‘Conscience is the iimnediate consciousness of
our determined duty, . . . The consciousness of a determined
somewhat is never immediate, but can only be found through
an act of thinking^ ; and hence, so far as its material is con-
cerned, our consciousness of duty is never immediate; but
the consciousness that this determined somewhat is duty, is an
immediate consciousness as soon as the determined is given.
The consciousness of duty is formaliter immediate ; and this
formal part of consciousness is a mere feeling.*

3. History of theory,—The 19th cent., parti-
cularly the latter half of it, has witnessed the
falling of intuitionalism into disrepute. ‘Pure’
intuitionalism, which assumes a final, though
latent, form of ethical and religious consciousness,
waiting only to be called out by experience, has
had almost no advocates. The whole trend of
thought has been inimical to such a view. Com-
parative ethics has shown that the moral standards
among peoples in different parts of the earth are
as diverse as are the social customs by which they
are governed {e.g,, L. T, Hobhouse, Morals in
Evolution, London, 1906 ; E. Westermarck, MI,
do. 1906). Developmental ethics has been able to

trace out the laws of the evolution of morality
from animal and tribal life to its higher l^rpes

(H. R. Marshall, Instinct and Reason, New York,
1898 ; A. Sutherland, The Origin and Growth of
the Moral Instinct, London, 1898). The study of
instincts and their evolution has seemed to account
for the content of the moral and religious life in
terms of the content of instinct (T, A. Ribot, The
Psychology of the Emotions, London, 1897 ; W.
McDougall, An Introduction to Social Psychology,
do. 1908). It has been easy to describe how the
laws of imitation bind humanity together so closely
that the ‘sanctions’ are supremely authoritative
(G. Tarde, Les Lois de limitation, Paris, 1895 ; J.
M. Baldwin, Social and Ethical Interpretations,
London and New York, 1906). The laws of
suggestion have been so well described that one
can understand how social judgments can per-
petuate themselves from generation to generation
through ‘ social heredity,’ and how they can become
so authoritative that they assume the majesty of
a transcendental authority ; hence also the sifting

of standards in the same tribe or people until there
is such a unity, time-wise and space-wise, within
the united group that the social judgments {i.e,

moral precepts as felt within the individual) seem
absolutely universal, necessary, and changeless.
It has been understood, too, now in the lives of
growing children all the commands of those in
authority, all the precepts, and all the emotional
appeals leave their traces or fringes until the mind
is clothed finally with a moral ‘ atmosphere ’ that
is irresistibly impelling. The effect of the environ-
ment on the child who is constantly submerged
within the social complex is not unlike that of

hypnotic suggestion, which can alone and of itself

produce effects indistinguishable from moral im-
pulses. Indeed, the person undergoing the sugges-
tion will not believe his impulses other than of

subjective origin, personal and original (cf. M. J.

Guyau, Education and Heredity, London, 1891).

If one combines in his thought the effect of all

these influences upon the personal consciousness,
and keeps well in mind the accumulated predis-

positions towards certain types of thought and
sentiment which are passed on from generation to

generation, it does not seem unreasonable to share
the conviction of those who look upon conscience
as a refined hereditary memory. It is not to be
wondered at that, with the prevailing passion for

the developmental explanation of all things, in-

tuitionalism should have been well nigh swept
away.
This irresistible evolutionary habit of thinking

has recently found expression in the two widely
accepted doctrines of radical empiricism and prag-
matism. It would seem to the devotees of these

schools that all the old landmarks of thought

—

time, space, causality, freedom, God, conscience,

the axioms—had been swept from their base and
swallowed up in the current of a changing order.

To be sure, they re-establish themselves as postu-

lates, perhaps necessary postulates, of thought.

But, even so, the doctrine of intuitionalism has
seemed to suffer a deluge of destruction, for it has
been its genius to claim to base the unsteady
thought and wavering faith of mankind upon
foundations that are changeless and eternal.

What is there left, then, of intuitionalism ? Very
little, indeed, in its older form, except to those who
still cling to a conception of a static as against a
plastic and changing universe. It is a remarkable
fact, however, that during the last two or three

decades the tide has been turning in exactly the

opposite direction. There has been a revival of a
modified intuitionalism as lively as was the English

ethical intuitionalism in the days of Hume. It is

particularly noticeable among the recent students
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of the origin, development, and meaning of religion.

It has arisen not in spite of, but by reason of, the
evolutionary conception of the world and of morals
and religion. The point of departure of the newer
intuitionalism is the study of instinct and feeling

;

its method of procedure is the description of the
processes of consciousness in their genetic relations,

and the anal^rsis of the nature of thinking ; and its

culmination is the notion that intelligence and
reason are not primary and controlling facts of
consciousness, but secondary functions of a con-
sciousness which is fundamentally of a pulsing,
energistic kind, for the sake of aiding it in making
finer and fuller adjustments. It looks as if the life

of lower animals and plants is essentiallydynamistic
or voluntaristic. The first fact of organic life seems
to be an impulse towards action, a want, a need.
Probably in its early stages it does not cognize,

much less rationalize, its behaviour ; still it leads
a relatively happyand successful career of delicately
intuiting the situations it meets. If the lower and
higher kinds, including the mind of man, belong
to a single order, if nature makes no leaps, but
each ‘new’ thing is but the variation upon and
refinement of some old fact or function, then there
is no difierence in kind between the ‘native
reactions * of simpler organisms and the conscious
behaviour of men, between the instinctive adjust-
ments of animals and the logical judgments of a
scientist. Genetic logic is approximating to a
satisfactory description of the relationship between
these apparent extremes. It is not uncommon for

the students of the mental life to speak of the ‘ in-

tellectual instinct.’ Genetic psychology is making
many advances towards discovering the kinship
between the instinctive wisdom of animals and the
refined intuitions of cultivated minds. They differ

essentially in two respects : the ability of higher
creatures to ‘ fix ’ more definitely, through cognition,
ideation, and judgment, their states and processes

;

and the refinement, from within, of the ‘values’
that accompany conduct, which have flowered into
the inner life of art, morality, and religion. If

the direct source of the wisdom of these higher
aspects of life is the ‘ wisdom ’ that is bound up in

instinct, and if there has been an evolution, not
simply of intelligence, but of the mechanism for

the immediate, affective interpretationofexperience
as well, then we should seem to have a basis for a
confidence in the worth of the higher intuitions.

And such is the case—so that many students now
believe that intuitionalism has gained a more
substantial foundation in philosopiy than it has
ever enjoyed.
The history of intuitionalism has been, indeed, a

record of the knocking out, one after another, of

false bottoms in the theory of knowledge, each
time accompanied, on the one hand, by the fear

that this doctrine had permanently collapsed, and,
on the other, by the hope that it had established
itself more securely upon a permanent basis.

When science, during the 15th and 16th centuries,

was destroying the conception of an ‘absentee’
God who spoke and operated upon the heart, the
only alternative seemed to be atheism. Kational-
ism, however, came to the rescue and promised to

establish intuitionalism upon the surer foundation
of truth, a copy of which is somehow reflected in

the eternal verities of the understanding. Em-
piricism and associationism then dissolved the
certainties of rationalism by showing that the
axioms and conscience are built up out of experi-
ence, The impending consequence seemed to be
pluralism and sensationalism ; but the ‘ common
sense ’ philosophers found in the experiences them-
selves the saving grace of truth, and thought that
they had found a more substantial ground for

morals and religion in the common experience of

common men. Since latterly the dominant way
of thinking about the mental life is in terms of
evolutionary psychology, it seemed at first flush as
if nothing were left but ‘ pure ’ experience, or even,
in the last analysis, the tacts and laws of physics
and chemistry, until there set in the reaction
already mentioned.

4. Criticism.—At every stage in the ebb and flow
of the doctrine, important considerations have been
overlooked. It is as if the mind could entertain
but one impelling conception at a time. Atheism
was failing to entertain a possibility of the divine
immanence; associationism, a sort of ‘mental
chemistry,’ was obtuse to the simple truth that
the blending or fusion of ‘ pure ’ experiences would
be the summation of nothings which could give
only nothing as a resultant. This careless think-
ing has persisted through two centuries, and has
begun to yield at last, as the outcome of more
highly disciplined judgment and a more careful
analysis of the facts of pathology and of physio-
logical and experimental psychology (consult, e.pr.,

two articles by J. Ward on ‘Assimilation and
Association’ in Mind, new ser., ii. [1893] 347-362,
and iii. [1894] 509-532). ‘Association is wholly
confined to ideas that, to begin with, are distinct
and to the end are separable ’ {ib, iii. 531). Perhaps
it is true, as Ladd, B^dwin, and other psychologists
contend, that apperception is found in every sensa-
tion. The notion of pure sensation is an artificial

abstraction. No less false is the abstraction of
the ‘ pure experience ’ of evolution and the sup-
position of radical naturalism that consciousness
can be built up out of ‘organic memories,’ the
fusion of original chemic^ elements, and of
‘ behaviour’ that is void of any ability to evaluate
the quality or fitness of its reactions. Perhaps it

is always impossible rightly to assume that some-
thing can come out of nothing. It may be true
that an organism is always doing somethmg to the
environment at the same time that environment
is forming consciousness. If so, it is wholly
consistent to say that, while consciousness is con-
structed out of experiences, the very condition
that they are experiences at all is that they are,

at every step in the process, parts of a personal
consciousness. Then there would be the elements
of moral and religious insight resident somehow
within all experiences. The only absurdity of such
a belief would arise in the thought of one who
holds still to a static and finished, as against a
plastic and developing, truth. With this amend-
ment the old question assumes a new meaning.

5. Modern statement of theory.—^The central

E
roblem of the newer modified intuitionalism,

owever, is this: are the hereditary moral pre-

dispositions harvested up solely out of cognized
e^eriences, or are there other of the higher
affirmations of morality and religion than cogni-

tion, intellection, and judgment ? There are
several lines of evidence that the cognitive life

is only one of the sources of such wisdom; that
intuition is, in a certain sense, sui generis, our
present intuitions having arisen not out of cog-

nitions, but out of other intuitions; and that
intuition is always more or less successful in guid-

ing life into making ‘ wise ’ adjustments.

( 1 ) It is clear from embryology, comparative
anatomy, and genetic psychology that the intel-

lectual processes are not primary in biological

evolution, but are a later ‘ afterthought ’ or ‘ by-
product,’ a specialized mode of carrymg out that
which is fundamental—behaviour. Keason has
arisen out of conduct, and exists for the sake of

improving it. The original means of interpreting

the fitness of conduct and of distinguishing right

behaviour from wrongwas through the affective life

—immediate intuitions, we may say, of its fitness
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(2) There has been a progressive refinement of

the mechanism of affection, which has kept pace
with that of cognition. The latter has been refined

through the agency of the cerebrum and the logical

functions. The former has developed through the
instrumentality of the sympathetic nervous system
and its connexions with the special senses, the
glands, intestines, and the circulatory system, as
the mechanism for the immediate evaluation of

higher experiences as wholesome or unwholesome,
good or bad, right or wrong. As indicated by the
generally accepted James-Lange theory of the emo-
tions, the organic responses often, if not gener-
ally, precede the cognitive reactions, and do much
towards determining their character. The higher
instincts and sentiments are the direct outcome of
the refinement of the coarser, simpler instincts.

(3) There is ‘ wisdomMn instinct. Judging by
the behaviour of animals, this wisdom is more
like intuition than cognition. Low organisms will
‘ learn ’ how to meet a novel situation successfully

;

a sea-anemone, e.g., when tricked a few times
into the vain attempt of assimilating filter-paper
saturated with beer-juice, will soon refuse the
tempting morsel. Every reaction of eve^ animal
seems to carry with it a tang or tone or flavour of
its worth or value to the organism, and the ability
to move in the direction of the accentuation of
the valuable reactions and away from those which
bode ill. This evaluating quality of consciousness
is itself probably a primary instinct. Should one
care to give it a name, it might be designated
‘cosmaesthesia,’ a feeling of relation, a sense of
fitness. There is also in instinct the peculiarity,
usually overlooked, of feeling after the conse-
quences of a reaction before it has completed
itself, a dim awareness of ends about to be
attained. It might be useful to give this quality
a name, as, for example, ‘ telsesthesia.’ This pro-
phetic quality of instinct has been observed by
several recent writers.

0. S. Mayer, e.a., says (‘Instinct and Intelligence,’
Journal of Psychology, vol, iv. [1910] 210 f.) : ‘ But there is even
more than this “feeling of activity” at the very first perform-
ance of an instinct. There is another element; which, so far as
I am aware, has hitherto been completely ignored. To my
mind it is certain that, on the occasion of the chick’s first peck
or the duckling’s first swim, the bird is dimly, of course very
dimly, conscious of the way it is about to act.’ G. F. Stout
agrees with this view, and adds ; ‘ But the instinctive equip-
ment will not, in my view, be sufficient to account for the
animal’s actual behaviour. . . . The animal will be on the alert
to mark whatever new phases the developing situation brings
with it. This will be so because it feels interested in the situa-
tion, and especially in the situation as having a future. It will,
accordingly, show more or less initiative in watching or search-
ing for coming experiences. It will, so to speak, go to meet
them ’ (i&. p. 240 f.J.

The developed equivalent of these two endow-
ments of consciousness, cosmaesthesia and telses-
thesia, which designate the essential nature of the
wisdom of instinct, is the higher wisdom of the
heart, much of which cannot be cognized.

(4) There is always operative the act of sub-
conscious incubation, which presents to the field
of clear consciousness new and unexpected results.
These often arise from lines of conveyance among
the instincts, impulses, and imperfect ideations,
whose combined effect is a * revelation ’ to the mind
of that which before had been at most but dimly

study of the subconscious, indeed, has
robbed intelligence of the credit it had claimed for
its control of life, and for our scientific, philo-
sophical, and aesthetic heritage.

^
(5) The analysis of the processes involved in

invention and discovery shows that something like
intuition has played a most important r61e in this
sphere, where clear consciousness is supposed to be
at its point of highest efficiency and in complete
control (consult E. Mach, ‘The Part Played by
Accident in Discovery and Invention,’ Popular
iicientific Addresses, Chicago, 1897).

(6) Clear concise judgments are often derived
from the summation of imperceptible factors in
experience. There is a vast array of evidence
from psychological experimentation pointing in
this direction, and much that proves the law con-
clusively.
A case in point is the work of A. Bruckner upon touch sensa-

tions {Zeitschr, fiir Physiol, und Psychol, der Sinnesorgane
xxn. [1901] 38 £E.). Two simultaneous tactual impressions, each
of which is below the threshold of consciousness, will produce a
definite perception if the sum of the two is above the threshold
(see also G. M. Stratton, Experimental Psychology and its Bear-
ing upon Culture, London, 1903, ch. iv. f.).

It amounts to a turning-point in the history of
thought that the proof is forthcoming that even
our clear conscious judgments are based upon
evidences that must be felt out rather than
cognized.

It is not strange that with the many conspiring
lines of evidence, of which the above are only
typical, of the fact of an intuitive source of know-
ledge, there should recently have arisen a pre-
dilection for belittling the value of intellection as
compared with that of intuition (see W. James,
Varieties of Beligious Experience, London, 1903,
ch. on ‘ Philosophy ’

; H. Bergson, Creative Evolu-
tion, do. 1911). The genetic view of conscious-
ness hinted above would tend to bring the two
aspects of life into a satisfactory harmony. It
would suggest the validity of the progressively
enriching content of the moral, aesthetic, and re-
ligious life, drawn from the content of all the
instincts, independently of conscious description,
and mayhap often transcending it. It would
assume, too, that reason and judgment are the
articulated organized aspects of the entire stream
of processes, not different in kind from the life of
instinct and intuition. The intellect, being but a
specialized expression of the rest of life in certain
of its phases, preserves as its own content the
inner life of the instincts. It does not furnish
‘values’ to life because of its formulations; on
the contrary, its formulations are for the sake of
describing, so far as possible, the values that con-
sciousness already apprehends.

It is likely that most of life will remain below
and above the reach of accurate description and
formulation, and that mankind will continue to
derive much of its truth or values from ‘the
recesses of feeling, the darker, blinder strata of
character,’ which ‘ are the only places in the world
in which we catch real facts in the making,
and directly perceive how events happen and
how work is actually done* (Janies, op. cit. p.

501 f.).
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^
INVESTITURE CONTROVERSY.—Inves-

titure (from vestire, ‘ to put in possession ’) was the
act of installation by which the vassal in the feudal
period entered into possession of a property or an
office, and acknowledged that he held it on condi-
tion of fulfilling certain duties to the suzerain who
invested him. The formal acts which accompanied
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investiture were symbolic of the new relation into
which vassal and suzerain entered. The vassal

did homage and tendered the oath of fealty to his
liege-lord ; thereupon the suzerain invested him by
delivering over some object which was the symbol
of his new rights. The object might be a clod of
earth to symbolize his possession of the land, or a
sword, wnich at once symbolized his power over
those beneath him and the nature of the service
he must render to his superior. Investiture, there-
fore, marked how, whenever a man entered into
possession of office or land, he took his place in the
feudal system, and enjoyed certain rights on con-
dition of rendering certain service.

I. In the Empire.— The controversy which
^rang up on the question between Church and
Empire, and which bulks so largely in the medi-
seval period, was the natural result of the increased
wealth and social importance of the clergy. So
long as the Church was the communion of the
faithful and was supported by their gifts, its

clergy were elected by those who valued their
services, and owned no allegiance save to the flock
whom they served. They were chosen in view
of their capacity to fulfil spiritual functions, and
were invested with spiritual authority over all who
owned themselves their subjects. The ring and
crozier, which became the symbols of investiture
of the higher clergy, were symbols of spiritual

authority. The ring symbolized the marriage be-
tween the Churchman and his bishopric or monas-
tery ; the crozier stood for the cure of souls which
was delivered into his charge. He held his office

from the Church to serve the ends of the Church

:

he was the Church’s ‘man.’
But the Church came into possession of great

donations of land, and, since the Church never
died, it rarely surrendered any of this property.
As holders of land. Churchmen became at once
involved in the responsibilities which, according to
the feudal tenure of all land, attached to such pos-
sessions. They became incorporated in the feudal
system. Bishops and abbots became secular lords
in virtue of their lands. As such, they held their
property of secular lords on condition that they
fulfilled their duty to their suzerain. They became
responsible also for courts of justice among their
own vassals, and required the secular service of

their vassals. The king of France was vassal to
one of his own bishops for his possessions in the
Vexin. The bishop-counts held their temporal
possessions as the king’s men, even as their own
vassals in turn held property as their men. The
system, which gave Churchmen rights and privi-

leges in connexion with their temporal possessions,
could be safe only if the Churchmen fulfilled in
turn the responsibilities to their superiors which
the possessions implied. But, because the superior
needed the service of the holder of an ecclesiastical

property, he needed also some guarantee that a
new holder was competent to fulfil that side of his
duty. He interfered, therefore, in the election of
bishops, not out of wantonness, but from the natu-
ral desire to have a loyal and capable vassal. Hence
there was a tendency to construe the ecclesiastical

benefice, not as a spiritual office, but as a feudal
fief, which, like every other feudal fief, involved
allegiance to a secular lord and conferred on him
the right of investiture. The suzerain received
homage and oath of fealty from the Churchman,
and thereupon invested him with ring and crozier.

While the claim was naturally most eagerly pressed
in the case of the bishops, the situation was the
same, though in an inferior degree, in connexion
with the abbeys and the majority of ecclesiastical

benefices. The suzerain could say that he only
invested the beneficiary into the temporalities, but
practically it was his fitness to hold the teraporali-
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ties from the suzerain that determined the bene-
ficiary’s election.

The reasons which caused the controversy to
break out in an acute form between the Empire
and the Church were many. It is necessary to
point out only the principal. On the one side, the
sacrosanct character which attached itself in men’s
minds to the Holy Roman Empire had enabled the
Emperors to go further than other rulers in claim-
ing the right to invest Churchmen. The Emperor
even claimed the right to appoint the pope ; much
more could he invest a bisnop. Since, therefore,
the Emperor had gone furthest in the claim to in-
vest, the effect of the claim in secularizing the
whole tone of the Church was most patent in
the Empire. As has already been pointed out, the
freedom of the electors, who stood for the faithful
choosing a spiritual director, was overridden by the
suzerain, who desired a competent vassal. Further,
since during a vacancy the suzerain drew largely
on the revenues of a see, it was in his interest, as
it was in his power, to obstruct the efforts of the
electors in choosing a bishop. But, above all, the
suzerain’s power stimulated simony. It is always
easier to bribe one man than to bribe a court of
electors, and to do it secretly ; men bought their
sees more readily when the court of electors had
become an individual.

The chronicles and acts of synods during: the 11th cent, prove
how strong the custom had grown in the Church. In 1049, at
a synod in Reims, the three bishops of Nevers, Coutances, and
Nantes acknowledged that they had purchased their promotion.
The bishop of Toulouse, at a synod held in the city in 1056, was
accused of having paid 100,000 solidi for his see, and of having
sold the holy vessels of his cathedral to buy a bishopric for his
brother.

The increased wealth and power now attaching
to Church offices were sure in themselves to tempt
men to use any method of attaining them ; but the
fact that those who could confer office were more
open to bribery increased the temptation. What
added to the temptation was that the Church had
not yet succeeded in carrying its absolute prohibi-
tion of clerical marriage. Churchmen had chil-

dren, and were not yet so ashamed of them as to
conceal the fact. They openly schemed to obtain
their offices for their sons. Many abbeys and
churches had been founded by men who stipulated
that the right of appointing the holders of the
benefices should be reserved to them and their
heirs. Hence high dignities in the Church came
to he regarded as the appanages of great families,
and the means of providing for younger sons and
bastards. Men who owed their appointment to
such claims were likely to regard their offices as
the natural property of their children.

The connexion of clerical marriage with the disappearance of
the rights of electors who stood for the Christian people is seen
in the synod of Pavia, 1018, which w'as largely concerned with
the issue of decrees against Churchmen who, living with wives
and children, diverted Church property to their relatives.

On the other hand, what forced the question to

the front in the Empire was the rising tone of the
Church itself. The Roman Church became more
conscious of its spiritual functions, and at once
began to claim the power to govern itself with the
view of fulfilling its special functions. Laying
weight on the office and duties of the clergy, it

insisted that a spiritual function could be conferred
only by spiritual men. Churchmen must be chosen
by the Church with a view to their religious quali-

fications, and must be free to act as the Church’s
‘men,’ owning only one allegiance. Naturally,
the Church failed to recognize that such a change
in the status of the clergy within mediaeval society

must bring with it their renunciation of functions
which they had hitherto fulfilled and dignities

which they had hitherto enjoyed. No kingdom
dared allow the establishment in its midst of a
body of men who enjoyed all the privileges, but
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were not to be relied on to fulfil the duties, of their

temporal possessions.

The rising claim for autonomy on the part of the
Church found expression in the Lateran synod of

1059, which, in its sixth decree, forbade clerics to

accept any spiritual office from lay hands ; and the
claim thus made in Italy was echoed by the synods
of Vienne and Toulouse in the following year. It

was not, however, until Hildebrand became Pope
Gregory vii. that the battle was joined with in-

creasing consciousness of all that was involved in

the issue.

This was partly due to the uncompromising
temper of the new pope, but still more was it due
to the fact that he knew his own mind, and had
no hesitation about uttering it. He saw, with the
instinct of a born ruler, that the only justification

for a government is that it should take the respon-

sibility and the risks of governing. All Christen-

dom reco.!^'nized a certain privilege resting in Rome,
but practically Christendom was going on in its

several provinces as though Rome did not exist.

Gregory grasped the reins and actually drove. He
saw that the first aim to be sought was the Church’s
liberty to choose its servants. He reconstituted
the College of Cardinals, with the sole right to
elect a pope ; the Church, not the Emperor, must
choose its head. That carried with it the free

choice of the bishops by their chapters and their
confirmation by the pope; no archbishop could
assume authority till he had received his pallium,
the symbol of his authority, from Rome. He ex-
tended the practice of sending legates from Rome
in order to bind the Church into unity with the
head that it itself had chosen. His attack on
simony and clerical marriage was meant to free
the clergy from secular control.

The key to the situation lay in investiture.
Who invested a Churchman with his authority ?

If the secular power, then he was chosen for his
fitness to fulfil the ends of that power, and, as its

‘man,’ must take its orders in his duties. If the
i

Church, then his qualification was a religious one, I

and he must throughout serve religious ends. Ac-
i

cordingly, in the famous Lenten s^od of 1075,
|

Gregory* denounced the married clergy, excom-
|

municated five of Henry iv.’s councillors because
I

they had obtained their ecclesiastical offices by
|

simony, and forbade every layman to grant inves-
titure to an ecclesiastical dignity.

It was impossible for the Empire to submit to
this decision simpliciter. So long as Churchmen
held high office in the Empire and large fiefs in
every kingdom in Europe, they must hold these
under pledge to fulfil the duties to the secular
authorities involved in their dignities; and the
secular authorities must have some guarantee at
their election that the beneficiaries were loyal sub-
jects. The revived power of Rome only made more
intolerable the position which Gregory claimed.
So long as the practical government of the Church
was lodged in each provincial Church, the secular
ruler could acknowledge beneficiaries who were
loyal to a Church over which the provincial
government held some control. But, when Rome
not only claimed but exercised power over every
section of the Church, the admission of Gregory’s
claim meant the institution in every kingdom of a
body of men, holding large secular authority, who
were liable to remain free to follow the dictates of
a foreign power. The only terms on which the
newly formulated demands of the Church were ad-
missible in their full scope were that the Church-
men should surrender their territorial power and
secular dignities, and, since they claimed to be
free to exercise spiritual authority, undertake to
fulfil only spiritual duties. In the course of the
struggle, many of the high dignitaries of the

Church saw that this was involved in Gregory’s
demand, and were distinctly lukewarm in their
support of the pope.

It is unnecessary to follow the course of the
struggle between Gregory and the Emperor. It
is enough to note that Henry’s humiliation at
Canossa in 1077 was followed in 1085 by Gregory’s
death in exile ; and that the sudden and dramatic
changes in the situation prove that the question
in debate was not ripe for settlement. Church
and Empire could alternately win ; but no lasting
sertitlement had been arrived, at. The popes who
followed Gregory were content to reiterate the
claims of the Church, Victor ill. at the synod of
Benevento in 1087, Urban il. at the synod of
Melfi in 1089. Paschal ii., however, made a sig-

nificant admission. At Sutri his legates in 1111
met Henry v. and ofiered, if the Emperor would
grant freedom of election and the abolition of lay
investiture, that Paschal was prepared to surrender
all the temporalities which the clergy had received
since the time of Charlemagne. But, when Henry
arrived at Rome to be crowned on those terms, the
bishops present entered a strong protest against
what they accounted a surrender. The Church,
apart from the pope, was not willing to pay the
price of its liberty.

There followed more than ten years of confused
debate and struggle. Paschal, whom Henry had
taken prisoner after his abortive visit to Rome,
was cowed or persuaded into a renunciation of the
right of investiture. But a Lateran Council (1112)
rejected the pope’s submission on the ground that
Paschal was not at liberty ; and the synod of
Vienne, with the consent of the pope, renewed the
uncompromising claim of the Churdi. Many other
factors entered to complicate the quarrel between
the Church and the Empire, but the main principle

which divided the two powers, in that period of

antipopes and rival Emperors, was still the question
of investiture.

A compromise between the conflicting principles
was reached by Henry v. and Calixtus ii. in the
Worms Concordat (1122), to which the Church set

its seal in the 8th and 9th canons of the Lateran
Council (1123). The election of bishops and
abbots was to take place in presence of imperial
commissioners, and the elected dignitary was in-

vested with his temporalities by the Emperor.
The Church, however, retained the power of elect-

ing, though the elected must be accepted by the
Empire, and the Church alone could confer ring
and crozier, the emblems of spiritual authority.
The worst abuse connected with lay investiture
thus fell away at once, for the Emperor was un-
able to keep a benefice vacant, since he could not
prevent the electors from meeting. Otherwise the
Concordat is a compromise, and, as such, theoreti-

cally open to criticism. The Church safeguarded
tlie claims of the electors to whom belonged the
right of declaring who was a fitting person to fulfil

an ecclesiastical office ; it preserved the recognition
of every church dignitary as the holder of a spiritual

office, since he was invested with ring and crozier

by the Church. The State retained the power to

make its influence felt by the presence of its com-
missioners, and the Emperor was acknowledged as

feudal suzerain over Church fiefs as over all fiefs.

Both parties, in fact, owned that the situation

needed delicate handling, and could not be deter-

mined by either side pressing its claims to their

logical issue. The practical utility of the Con-
cordat was proved by the fact that, though it did
not and could not prevent encroachments on one
side or the other, its principles regulated the tenure
of church dignities in the Empire till its dissolution

in 1806. Then the situation was wholly changed,
sinceChristendom no longernwned onlyone Church

;
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the investiture question passed into the issue of

Church and State.

2. In France.—The controversy arose in France,
but tWe its course was different, because the
Church was not dealing, as in the Empire, with
one central authority. The settlement, for the
same reason, was different. There could he no
Concordat, since any decision at which the king
arrived did not bind the great nobles. Hence, for

a full statement of the struggle and its settlement,

it would be necessary to review all the greater
fiefs. It need only be noted that by the Prag-
matic Sanction under Paschal li. the king aban-
doned all claim to homage from Churchmen and
the right of investiture. He demanded, however,
an oath of fealty before any beneficiary was allowed
to enter on his temporalities, and thus retained
suzerainty over church dignities, so far as they
were fiefs. The agreement, though difierent in its

terms, shows the same essential and inevitable
features of compromise as the Worms Concordat.
The arrangements, made by the feudal lords, varied
according to their power and the condition of the
Church in their territories. In the South of France,
where the clergy were less amenable to the influ-

ence of Rome, homage was long exacted from
bishops.

3. In England.—In England the controversy
was clearly raised by Archbishop Anselm under
Henry i. Anselm’s conduct in tne matter illus-

trates vividly the service which the monastic
orders rendered to the Church in the long debate.
Monks, who held high dignity, were indifferent,

to a degree that the more secularized Churchmen
were not, to the emoluments and dignities of office

and were specially disciplined to obedience to the
Church. Anselm, appealing to the decrees of

Gregory and Urban, refused to do homage for his

own see on Henry’s accession (1100), or to con-
secrate bishops who had done such homage. The
controversy which followed was sharp and decisive,

as was to oe expected from two men who were in-

telligent enough to respect each other’s position.

The compromise at which they arrived and w^hich
Paschal confirmed (1106) was practically the Worms
Concordat. It came to be embodied in Magna
Charta.

Cf., further, art. Concordat.
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INVINCIBLE IGNORANCE.—The question
as to how far ignorance in its various degrees
affects the voluntary character of action calls for
consideration in any ethical system which aims at
completeness. Only in so far as it is voluntary is

an action imputable. In the moral theology of
the Roman Catholic Church a broad distinction is

drawn between ‘invincible’ iterance and ‘vin-
cible ’ ignorance. A man is said, to be in a state of
invincible ignorance if, when he acts, he is alto-

gether unaware of the law or of the facts of the

case, and hence is unconscious of the obligation
of further inquiry on the^ point; or, again, if

after^ reasonalfle effort he is unable to arrive at
certain knowledge. Ignorance is vincible when
a man is conscious of his lack of knowledge and
of the duty of making some further inquiry, and
nevertheless neglects to use his opportunities of so
doing. Vincible ignorance presents several varie-
ties. A man may actually foster his own ignorance
for fear lest the obligation should become known
to him {ignorantia affectata)

;

or, while not de-
liberately fostering ignorance, he may neglect all
means to acquire knowledge {ignorantia crassa or
supina)

;

or he may make some efforts, but such
as are incommensurate with the gravity of the
matter {ignorantia pv/re vincihilis). It will be
noted that the terms ‘invincible’ and ‘vincible’
ignorance have reference to the state of mind in
which a particular action (or series of actions)
is performed. Invincible ignorance in no way
signifies that the mind is incapable of further en-
lightenment on the subject. New information
may transform it into clear knowledge. As re-

t
ards the degree of effort to attain knowledge in
efault of which ignorance cannot be regarded

as invincible, no hard and fast rule can be given.
It varies with the gravity of the matter and with
the circumstances of the individual. There are
certain callings (e.p. that of a judge) which carry
with them heavier obligations as regards the ac-

?
uisition of professional knowledge than do others,
n these, invincible ignorance cannot be pleaded
as an explanation of errors due to want of such
knowledge, unless considerable efforts have been
made to attain it. All are bound to make very
great efforts to escape ignorance in matters affect-

ing the salvation of their own souls or those of
others. Yet even here much will depend on the
circumstances and capacity of the person con-
cerned, What would be mvincible ignorance in
the case of the uneducated or of one much occupied
with duties from which there was no escape would
be vincible ignorance in those less unfavourably
situated.

Invincible ignorance excuses from all culpa-
bility. An action committed in ignorance of the
law prohibiting it, or of the facts of the case, is

not a voluntary act. The true character of what
he is doing is unknown to the agent. Such is the
unanimous teaching of Roman Catholic moral-
ists. This position was, however, traversed by
the Reformers. According to Luther, invincible
ignorance renders breaches of human law alone
inculpable ; it is otherwise as regards the law of

God. For here our ignorance is due to original
sin, and is itself sinful. It cannot, therefore, in-

vincible though it be, be pleaded in excuse.
* In politicis negotiis potest esse locus invincibili ignorantlae

. . . sed haec ad res sacras et conscientiae negotia transferenda
non sunt. Sumus enixn nati in caecitate peccati originalis : id
malum invincibile est . . . sed non adeo excusabile est, sicut
Scholastici invincibilem ignorantiam dixerunt excusabilem*
(Comment, in Gen. xii. 17).

Calvin goes so far as to deny the possibility of

invincible ignorance as regards the divine law.
Our ignorance, he says, is always vincible ignor-
ance of the crass or supine sort.

* Oertum est ignorantiam nostram supinae crassaeque negli-

gentiae semper esse comitem * (in Lueam, xii. 47).

Jansenius on this point followed the teaching of

Luther {de Stat. nat. laps. ii. 6) ; and, even after

the condemnation of the five propositions, his doc-

trine on this subject continued to be upheld by
some of his adherents. In 1690, Pope Alexander
VIII. authoritatively condemned the proposition

:

* Even if there be such a thing as invincible ignorance as to

the natural law, he who in the state of fallen nature acts out
of such ignorance, is not thereby excused from formal sin*

(*Tametsi detur ignorantia invincibilis iuris naturae, haec in

statu naturae lapsae operantem ex ipsa non excusat a peccofco

formal!,* Dexizinger, no. 1292).
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This thesis had been maintained by the Jan-

senist theologians Jean de Witte and Macaire

Havermans (A. Vacant, de thtolo^iey Paris,

1903, i. 752). The doctrine that invincible ignor-

ance excuses from sin is, indeed, of great import-

ance in Koman Catholic theology. It renders the

seemingly rigorous doctrine of the Church, that

communion with the See of Peter is by God’s

ordinance necessary to salvation, compatible with

the confident hope that many who are outside

all visible communion with the Roman Catholic

Church will enter heaven. This point was clearly

expressed by Pius IX. in his Encyclical to the

bishops of Italy (10th Aug. 1863)

:

*It is known both to ourselves and to you (venerable

brethren) that they who are in the state of innncible ignorance

regarding our holy religion, and who carefully observe the

natural law and its precepts written by God Himself on the

hearts of all . . . can, through the action of God’s light and

grace, attain eternal life, since God . . . will by no me^s
suffer any to perish who has not incurred the guilt of wilful

sin ’ (Denzinger, no. 1677).

On the other hand, vincible ignorance regarding

those matters which a man is under obligation to

know is culpable. Here the want of knowledge
is voluntary, either directly, as \Q.ignorantia affec-

tata, or indirectly, as in ignorantia crassa or fture

vimibilis* And no man is justified in remaining
voluntarily ignorant as to the duties of his state

of life or as to the truths essential to his salvation.

On this point Roman Catholic moralists find them-
selves at issue with the very prevalent opinion

that speculative error can never be a breach of the

Moral Law. Where the speculative error relates

to vital matters of religion, and is due to negli-

gence, such error, they hold, is gravely culpable.

Further, since vincible ignorance is voluntary, the

responsibility for the acts resulting from it re-

mains with the agent. The guilt, however, of sin

due to this cause is proportioned, not to the ob-

jective character of the thing done, but to the
degree of culpable negligence to which it is due.

Moreover, an act done through ignorance, even if

that ignorance be crass or supine, is less culpable

than an act done with clear knowledge
j
for it is

less fully voluntary, and, therefore, less imput-
able. As regards the ignorance which is deliber-

ately fostered, there is a divergence of opinion

among moralists.

How far can invincible ignorance extend? It

would seem that there are limits beyond which it

is impossible. There are certain broad principles

of the natural law which can never be altogether
obscured. No one, e.o., can be invincibly ignorant
that he should not do to another what he would
be unwilling to have done to himself. As soon,

however, as we pass to derivative princmles, in-

vincible ^ignorance appears. To the Christian

moralist ’it is evident that polygamy is contrary
to the law of nature. Yet many a pagan and
Muhammadan is certainly in invincible ignorance
on this matter. Duelling provides a case in which
invincible ignorance prevails in certain more civil-

ized countries. A question of special interest in

view of opinions now often maintained is whether
it is possible for a man to be invincibly ignorant
regarding the existence of God, The general reply
of Roman Catholic theologians is that, even if

such ignorance be possible, it is altogether ab-
normal and can last at most but a short time : the
evidences for God’s existence both in the created
world and in the human conscience are so manifest
and clear that it is impossible for ignorance on this

E
oint to remain long invincible (J. de Lugo, ‘de
acam.,* disp. v. n. 106, in Oj^erat Paris, 1868, ii.

351). It is plain that this view is incompatible
with the admission that any one can continue long
to be a conscientious agnostic. Agnosticism ap-
pears as vincible ignorance on a question as to

which a man is under the gravest obligation to

acquire certain knowledge and as to which such

knowledge is easy of attainment.

Litbraturb.—

T
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G. H. Joyce.
INVISIBILITY.—^The attribute of invisibility

is one which is shared by gods, spirits, demons, the

dead and the region of the dead, or the world of

the gods, while the power of becoming invisible

belongs to those beings as well as to certain

mortals. Where invisibility was ascribed to gods

or spirits, one simple reason probably was that in

the case of most oi them, apart from animal-gods

or worshipful parts of nature, they were in fact

unseen. When man begins to people his world

with spirits, which, as many savages believe, swarm
everywhere, so that one cannot move without

striking against them, their quality of invisibility

is obvious. In the case of the dead it was more a
power which could be exercised by them or a
property hiding them from bodily eyes, since they

could be seen in dreams, and it was then considered

that the soul of the dreamer had been with the

dead. Gods or spirits are not always invisible;

they have the power of becoming visible or in-

visible at will, assuming in some instances a bodily

form for the former purpose. In the case of

favoured mortals, the supposed power of invisibility

was ascribed to or claimed by them because it was
a desirable thing. What men wish for is often

what they think they or others possess. Such a
supposed power might easily then pe reflected back
upon supernatural beings, otherwise material and
visible. It should be observed that medicine-men
often claim the power of seeing invisible beings

whom ordinary mortals cannot see. In some
instances it is thought that, formerly, when gods

and men dwelt together, the gods were visible;

but, now that separation has taken place, they are

no longer seen, except on occasion. Hence perhaps

one reason of the wide-spread belief that it is

dangerous to see a god or spirit, when he takes a

visible form.
I. Spirits and gods.—The Andamans believe

that their high god Puluga is nowadays invisible,

even when he descends to earth.^ Ju-ru-win, the

evil spirit of the sea, is also invisible, and so, too,

are the soul and spirit of the dead.^ In general

the high gods of Australian blacks—Baiame,
Daramulun, etc.—are invisible and unknown,
though they may be heard.® Codrington writes of

the Melanesian nopitu that they come invisibly

and possess men. Should such spirits chance to be

seen, they disappear at once. Some vuis are visible

;

others are not, being incorporeal. There is a belief

that, if the latter could be seen, it would be as a

grey indistinct something.® In Polynesia^ gods

generally were invisible, or visible only in so far

as they became incarnate (though not always then)

or embodied themselves in a visible shape. Such
a god as Taaroa (Leeward Islands) had a Dody, but

was invisible to mortals, and he sustained the

world by his invisible power. Men lived in an

invisible world of spirits and ghosts, which might

occasionally, however, make themselves seen.*

Among the savage races of the Malay peninsula

many of the gods {e.g.y the creator Firman of the

1 E. H. Man, JAI xiL [18833 167fl., 162.
a W. Ridley, JAI ii. [1873] 268 1.

8J^Aix.[188l3 270,276,286. ^
4 G. Turner, Samoa^ London, 1884, pp. 18, 68, 69, 282, and

passim,
;
W. Ellis, Polynes. Researches^ do. 1881, L 326, 836, 406

;

Waitz-Gerland, Anthrop, der Naturvdlker, vi. (Leip2dg, 1871)

316.
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savage Malays of Johor, who dwells in the sky),

spirits, and demons are invisible, or, if seen,

disappear at once.^ The Dayaks believe that gods
are invisible, even when (as with many gods of

other races) they come to a house to feast Antus
(spirits) surround men invisibly, though they may
assume various visible forms.^ The Araucanos
believe that supernatural beings can make them-
selves visible or invisible at will. The pilli ( ‘ other-

self,’ ‘soul’) of men can leave them invisibly in

dreams, but they are visible to other wandering
pilliy as are also the dead, though these are in-

visible to bodily eyes.^ The Indians of Guiana
believe in countless invisible beings surrounding

them—a belief common to most savage peoples and
others more advanced in civilization.^

The gods of Babylon ‘constituted a countless

multitude of visible and invisible beings,’ their

bodies of a more rarefied substance than that of

mortals. The hosts of demons were invisible and
impalpable, though possessed of some form, and
codld creep into houses through the narrowest
possible openings.® In Greece the gods had powers
of invisibility or they could surround themselves
with a mist, but they could also make themselves
visible to mortals in various forms. They would
also enshroud their favourites in darkness or a mist

to save them in time of danger.®

Early Hindu literature shows that the gods were
invisible, yet could assume any visible form at will

to favoured worshippers. They did not, however,
possess a purely spiritual form. Such deities as

Vata, the wind, are naturally regarded as invisible

:

*his sound is heard, but not his form.’ Here also

we find the belief in an earlier visible intercourse

of gods with men, broken off because of men’s
solicitations which wearied the gods. Formerly
they drank with men visibly ; now they do so un-
seen.^ Holy men formerly beheld the gods and
the mighty Hosts of spirits surrounded men
invisibly.® In modem Hinduism, while invisi-

bility is an attribute of gods, as well as of most
^irits and demons which surround men, the

dfecidedly anthropomorphic forms ascribed to them
make the belief in their visible appearance possible,

as does also the conception of visible incarnations.

Thus Rudra ‘by himself or by the numberless
spirits whom he commands is omnipresent, but he
manifests himself to neatherds and water-carriers.’ ®

The numerous gods of Northern Buddhism are

invisible; e,^., they are invited to attend the

ceremonies and are believed to arrive unseen.

Household gods occupy various parts of the house

unseen, and these are religiously guarded while the

god is in possession. The eartluy Buddhas have
ethereal and invisible counterparts in the formless

worlds of meditation.^® In Shintoism the invisi-

bility of gods is explained * by the theory that since

the Age of the Gods they have removed further

from the earth, so that they are now beyond the

scope of human vision.’

In Celtic belief similar views must have been

1 Skeat-Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay Peni'nsula,

London, 1906, ii. 214, 245, 349. ^ ^ ^
2 H. Ling Both, The Natioes ofSarawak and Borneo

^

London,

1896, i. 166, 173, 182 f., 189, 209.
8 R. E. Latcham, JAI xxxix. [1909] 346.
4 E. P. Im Thurn, ATnong the Ind. of Guiana, London, 1883,

passim.
5 G. Maspero, T7ie Dawn of Civilization, London, 1894, pp.

630, 633 ; M. Jastrow, The Rel. of Bab. and Assyria, Boston,

1898, pp. 260, 262, 266.
6 Of. Homer, 11. vi. 24, viii 60, xv. 668, etc.

7 Satapatha Srdhrmrj.a, ii. iii. 4. 4, ni. vi. 2. 26.

8 H. Oldenberg, Rel. des Veda, Berlin, 1894, p. 39.

8 J. Muir, Ortg. Sanskrit Teats, London, 1872, i.® 147, v. 69,

308, and passim; A. Barth, Tlw Religions ofIndia, do. 1882, pp,
162f., 178 ; E. W. Hopkins, The Religions ofIndia, Boston, 1896,

pp. 88 f., 187.
10 M. Monier Williams, Buddhism, London, 1889, pp. 202, 319

;

L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, do. 1896, p. 873.

11 W, G. Aswn, Shinto, London, 1906, p. 32.

entertained. The divine sie^-folk appeared or dis-

appeared at will, often from or into a supernatural
mist, and one of them is represented as saying, ‘ We
behold and are not beheld.’ They may be seen by
favoured persons, but not by others present at the
same time, and some of the gods possess objects
which cause invisibility—e.^., Manannan’s magic
cloak. Of him it is said that he makes the gods
invisible and immortal.^
The narrative of Gn 3®®^* shows that in early

Hebrew belief the idea of a time when God visibly
had intercourse with man was prevalent. In later
times God is thought to be more withdrawn ; and,
though certain persons see Him or some part of
Him or His glory,® or theophanies of the Angel of
Jahweh are granted to certain persons,® or God is

seen in visions,* or He appears in symbolic form,
e.g. as fire, yet the idea is also strongly prevalent
even in some of these instances that it is dangerous
to see Him. Thus ‘ no man shall see me andlive.’ ®

The finest expression of God’s invisibility is to be
found in the words of Job.® That God is invisible

is also a doctrine of the NT ’ and is finely stated
by St. John.® God in Christ—the Incarnation—^is

the full manifestation of the invisible God. The
idea of the danger of seeing God is found in the
NT.® Angelic orders of beings are also invisible,^®

yet they appear occasionally to men.“
The Christian doctrine of God’s invisibility is a

natural correlate of the doctrine that God is spirit,

but it does not mean that God does not manifest
Himself as in the Incarnation and already in other

ways— * the invisible things of Him . . . are clearly

seen, being understood by the things that are

made.’^® The vision of God of the mystics, Neo-
Platonist and Christian, is entirely a spiritual

experience, ‘ not with the eyes of the body, nor of

the soul.’ But the vision of God is enjoyed by
angels, and is the reward of the pure in heart. ^4

The invisibility of God is also a doctrine of Islamic

and here, too, it is held that such supernatural
beings as the jinn can become invisible ‘by a rapid
extension or rarefaction of the particles which
compose them, or suddenly disappear in the earth

or air or through a solid wall.’ They can manifest
themselves in any form which they please.^®

In folk-belief fairies, elves, dwarfs, etc., are supposed to have
the power of invisibility, often by wearing a hat or garment, or

by means, e.g., of fern-seed. They also confer their power on
mortals. By a magical salve with which the eyes are anointed

It is possible to see invisible elves.ie

2, Invisibilil^ of the dead.—That the spirits of

the dead are invisible is a general belief among
most peoples. This is obvious when we consider

how, in so many instances, where they are supposed

to haunt the grave, or their former abode, or some
particular locality, they are not usually seen, but
their presence is known or felt, or tjiey make

1 J. A. MacCulloch, The Rel. of the Ancient Celts, Edinburgh,

1911, pp. 78, 89, 380. ^ ^ ^
2 Gn 3230, Ex 33U, Nu 126-8 (Jacob and Moses see God face to

face) ; Ex 24iof. (Moses, Aaron, Nadab, Abihu, and 70 elders see

the God of Israel); Ex 33i7ff* (Moses sees the back of Jahweh).
3 Gn 16^3 etc. * Nu 243.

5 Ex 3320
; cf. Gn 1613, Ex 36 1921 ‘Lest they break through

unto the Lord to gaze, and many of them perish ' ; Jg 622ff. 1522

‘We shall surely me because we have seen God ’
; Is 6C.

6 238-9; cf. 911 .

7 Ro 120, Col 115- 16, 1 Ti 117 616, He 1127.

8 118 ‘ No man hath seen God at any time ; the only-begotten

Son, which is in the bosom of the Father, he hath declared

him.*
9 He 12i»f-, Rev Ii7. 10 Col II6.

11 Of. Par. Lost, iv. 677 f. 12 Rq 120.

13 St. Teresa, El Castillo interim, Madrid, 1881, cap. 8.

14 Lk lio, Mt 1810 58
; cf. 1 Co 1312

, 1 Jn 32; and Hooker,

Bed. Pol. i. 4. 1, ‘ God, invisible saving only unto spirits that

are pure.*
15 E. W. Lane, Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, London,

1883, pp. 29, 36. For an example of the fear of unseen spirits

by a Syrian, see G. A. Smith, Early Poetry of Israel, London,

^16 See Grimm, Teut. Myth., Eng. 6r., London, 1882--88, p. 1418 ;

art. Fairy, in vol. v. p. 679*» and references there.
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themselves heard, or, as in Manahiki, where cer-

tain grounds were occupied by ghosts, those spots

were known by their repulsive odour. ^ On the

other hand, they can be seen by the living—e.^., in

dreams or trances—or they manifest themselves as

apparitions, more or less impalpable, or they can

be seen or communicated with by wizards. In
many instances to see a ghost is dangerous to the

percipient, causing death, disease, or madness. A
few instances wi£i illustrate the general belief in

the invisibility of ghosts.

According to the AraucanoSt they are invisible, but may be
seen by the pUli, i.e, the other selves of dreaming* men.2 The
Andaman islanders believe that the soul and spirit of the dead
are invisible to human eyes, yet may be seen by dreamws with
supernatural power (61co-pai‘ad% who can also see the invisible

powers of good and evil.s Ghosts among the Melanesians ‘ do
not appear in visible form, but if anything is seen of them it is

as fire or flames.' ^ The Seman^ think that souls of the dead
are visible to each other, but invisible to mortal eyes.® At the
Dayak feast of the dead the spirits are present invisibly—-an

idea which is constantly found m connexion with all such feasts

among savages and in folk-survivals.® In Samoan where the
soul is thought to have the same form as the body, it is dreaded
by those who profess to see it after death.7 Men lived in a
world of invisible spirits of the dead surrounding them, but they
might be seen at mght.®
In most cases, as Orooke has said, ^ the dead have joined an

invisible army.' 9 This is illustrated by the story told by Pro-
copius of the fishermen on the coast opposite Brittia who were
summoned by night to ferry across the shades of the dead, who
were imseen by them.

3. Invisibility of the Other-world.—The Other-
world, or the world of the gods, being a spiritual

or (^uasi-spiritual region, is generally helcl to be
invisible under ordinary circumstances. But, like

the dead, it may be seen in dreams and visions, the
soul being supposed to go thither, or actual visits

are paid there by medicine-men or specially favoured
mortals. Examples of this belief are found in the
PolynesiaTh conception of Rohutu, the aerial para-
dise, invisible save to sjiirits ; in the idea of the
Duke of York Island natives regarding the place of
the dead, matana niony that, *if our eyes were
turned so that what is inside the head were now
outside, we would see that matana nion was very
near to us and not far away at all ’

; in one of the
Celtic conceptions of Elysium as a mysterious region
on the same plane as this world or entered through
a mist—a conception also entertained in later times
regarding fairy-land ; and in the Jewish idea that
the righteous dead * will behold the world which is

now invisible to them. * The unseen nature of the
Other-world is a fact of ordinary experience, but in

all ages and all religions it has been visible to select

persons on occasion.

4. Invisibility as a power.—Invisibility, like
shape-shifting, is a power frequently claimed by
medicine-men, wizards, and witches, or various
recipes or charms exist by which other persons can
become invisible, or invisibility is produced by some
magical means. A native told Count de Cardi that
the Ju-ju priests in W. Africa could make them-
selves invisible so quiclclv that one could not tell

when they had done so.^® Usually the means em-
ployed is a spell or potion. The Sinhalese think
that a number of * medicines ’ mixed and charmed
in a grave less than seven days old and rubbed on the
face near the eyes makes one invisible at night.
The Eausa priests make charms which give the

1 Turner, 277. ^JAI xxxix. 846. » Ib. xii. 97, 162.
4 lb. X. 285. 6 Skeat-Blagden, ii. 218.
® Ling Both, i. 209 ; of. A. Le Braz, La Ligende de la mort

ch&z les Bretons armorieains^ Paris, 1902, ii. 116, and passim.
7 G. Brown, Melanesians and Polynesians^ London, 1910,

p. 219f.
8 Ellis, i. 400. 9 PR 2, 1896, i. 201.
10 Re Bell. Goth. vi. 20.
11 See artt. Blbst, Abode op the (Ethnic) ; Descent to Hades

(Ethnic).
12 Ellis, i. 246, 897. IS Brown, 192.
14 See Blest, Abode op the [Celtic], §§ 3, 4 ; Fairy, § 11 .

1® Apoo. Bar. 6I8.
1® M. H. Kingsley, West Afr. Studies^ London, 1899, p. 499.
17 W. L. Hildburgh, JAI xxxviii, [1908] 164.

wearer the power of invisibility.^ In Dahomey the
potion used was made from the body of a male
infant pounded in a mortar. ^ In a Kashmir tale
collyrium rubbed on the eyes causes invisibility. ^

In modern folk-survivals similar powers are ascribed
to magic potions. According to a belief current
in the S. Sporades, a snake should be killed on 1st

May, and its head buried with a bean in its mouth.
When the beans are gro^vn, all should be gathered
and placed one by one in the mouth before a mirror.
As soon as a bean is found which makes the face
invisible, this particular bean should be kept, and,
when put in the mouth, will make one invisible.**

Witches in Zongr Island take the ear of a black cat,

boil it in the milk of a black cow, and wear it on
the thumb to produce invisibility.® Fern-seed,
gathered between 12 and 1 on Midsummer Eve,
caused one to walk invisibly.® The ancient Druids
were believed to possess the power of invisibility,

either by means of a spell or by producing a magic
mist. This spell, the faeth jiadha^ was also used
by Christian saints^ and survives in one form as
St. Patrick’s Lorica^ by which he and his com-
panions were made invisible to their enemies, or
changed into deer—probably a late corruption of

the earlier story through a confusion of the name
with Jiadh, ‘deer.’ The charm jithfath is still

remembered in the W, Highlands.^ The gods of

Greece frequently made their favourites invisible

by means of a magic mist when they were in

danger (see above).
A cap of invisibility is often mentioned in German,

Greek, Italian, Ealmuk, etc.® This corresponds to the helmet
of Orcus which made Athene invisible, the tamkappe of Alberich
and Siegfried—a hat or cloak, which is also a common property
of elves and dwarfs, causing their invisibility, the HtUUnshjdlmr
of Norse tales, and the cap of Perseus.9 Similar invisibility-

producing articles are the nng of Gyges, Manannan's cloak, and
many others mentioned in myth and legend. The cap or cloak
of invisibility may have taken its origin from the disguises to
which clothes lend themselves so easily, coupled with the natural
desire of becoming invisible as a protection against danger.

In some myths of the Mandcean religion, Hibii
Ziwa descends to the seven lower worlds, and
remains invisibly in them for long periods, acquir-

ing their mysteries.^® Gnostic descriptions of the

descent and return of the heavenly aeon Christ

through the spheres of the archons sometimes tell

how it was accomplished invisibly to them, as in

the Basilidean system, where He probably de-

scended through His mystic name ‘Calacau.*

Gnostic souls, ascending through these spheres,

were invisible to their rulers, because of their

baptism or initiation, or because they had mastered
the Gnosis and knew the names and nature of the
archons.
The power of becoming invisible is still believed

in sporadically, even by educated people, the pro-

cess suggested being perhaps a kind of demateriali-

zation of the body.

5. Invisible weapons.—As sickness or death is

usually ascribed by savages to invisible demons,
so they are often supposed to eftect the evil by
invisilJle weapons.^®
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INVOCATION (Liturgical). — Invocation or
Epiclesis is the technical term for the prayer for

Divine intervention, especially in the consecration

of the Eucharist, but also, more rarely, at Con-
firmation,

I. The Eucharistic consecration conceived as
effected by a prayer.—The universal practice of

the Church in early times was to use a prayer for

the consecration of the Eucharist, just as it was
the practice to use a prayer rather than any decla-

ratory formula for Ordination.^ In both cases,

however, we must make a distinction between
what our Lord did and the manner in which the
Church followed His example. It does not follow

that, if our Lord used a declaratory form in conse-

crating the Eucharist, or in ordaining, the Church
would think it right to do the same. In institut-

ing the Eucharist, our Lord * blessed’ or ‘gave
thanks ’—with what words we do not know—and
then gave the sacrament to the disciples with a
declaratory formula, ‘ This is my body,’ etc. We
remark that the ‘blessing’ (Mt 26^®, Mk 14^) and
‘ giving thanks ’ (Mt 26®^, Mk 14^®, Lk 22^’* over
the bread and wine are identical. St. Paul, who
uses the latter phrase in 1 Co 11^**, speaks in 1 Co
10^® of ‘ the cup of blessing which we bless ’

; and
this explains why the form used in consecrating the
Eucharist was in after ages called the ‘Thanks-
giving,’ although it consisted of prayer as well as

S
’.ving of thanks (cf. 1 Ti 4^*' * Every creature of

od is good if it be received with thanksgiving,
for it is sanctified through the word of God and
prayer’; here prayer is part of thanksgiving). At
a later time the question arose whether Jesus con-
secrated the Eucharist by this ‘blessing’ (‘thanks-
giving ’) or merely by declaring it to be His body
and blood. The mediseval theologians seem gener-
ally to have taken the latter view (and so perhaps
Tertullian ; see below, 3) ;

yet the Council of Trent
apparently inclined the other way, for it says (sess.

13, cap. 1)

:

* Our Redeemer instituted this wonderful sacrament at the
Last Supper, when, afUr the blessing of the bread and wine. He
testified m express and clear words that He was giving them
His own body and His blood.*

We have, however, to consider what the early
Christians thought to be the essence of the conse-
cration as celebrated by the Church, whether the
invocation of Divine assistance, or the declaratory
words, ‘ This is my body,’ etc. It will appear from
what follows that, thouglx there was probably some
difierence of opinion in the early Church as to how
our Lord consecrated the Eucharist at the Last
Supper, yet all agreed that the Church could con-
secrate only by praying God that what was done
then by Jesus might be done at each Christian
Eucharist. To use a mere declarato]^ formula,
whether in Holy Communion or at Ordination,
would have appeared to the early Church as pre-

sumptuous and irreverent.

2.

Early period. — No clear deduction can be
made from the Didache, as it is uncertain whether
the prayers there given were used for consecrating
the Eucharist or not (see art. Agape). But Justin
Martyr uses language which, however interpreted,

shows that he conceived the consecration to be
efi’ected by a prayer. He says {Ajpol, i. 66)

:

* As Jesus Christ our Saviour, being incarnate by the Word of
God [for the possible confusion here of the Word and the Spirit,

see below, 8], took (etrxev) both flesh and blood for our salva«

tion,^so we have been taught that St’ h.6yov rov rraff

avTov evva/jtcrnjfietcrav Tpo<l>‘^v . . . are both the flesh and blood
of that incarnate Jesus.’ For our purpose the words left un-
translated are the important ones; but they are very obscure.
They might be rendered * the food which has been given thanks
over (eucharistized, consecratedjby the formula of prayer which
comes from Him ’ (so Batiffol, Btudes, 2nd ser., p. 146). Simi-
larly 0. Gore renders \6yov by * word of prayer’ (Body of

1 In the Church Orders of the 4th (or possibly 6th) cent.,

bishops, priests, and deacons are ordained simply by a single
prayer, with laying on ot hands.

Christ, London, 1901, pp. 7, 289 f.). Brightman thinks that * the
‘"word of prayer that is from Him *' must be the liturgical thanks
giving derived from the evyaptemja-ai of the Institution, which
Justin proceeds to quote ’ (JThSt i. [1899-1900J 112). So Dods
(in Ante-Nic. Chr, Ltb. ii., Edinburgh, 1870, p. 64), who, how-
ever, translates * prayer of His word.’ The difficulty of these
explanations is that there is no form of prayer derived from our
Lord, and that they give an unusual order of the words. By
others it has been proposed to translate this difficult phrase by
‘prayer for the Word ’ (cf. Sarapion, below, 8). Swete (JThSt
iiL 169 f.) takes the phrase to mean the Divine command called
into operation by prayer

; he paraphrases the sentence thus

:

* As our Lord was made Flesh by the Divine Word, so the word
which issues from Him, when invoked by the prayer of the
Church, makes the Bread a'3d Cup to be His Flesh and Blood.*

Now, whatever view be taken of Justin’s lan-
guage, it is clear that the change (AterajSoXiJ) of
which be ^eaks is thought of as efiected by a
prayer for Divine intervention, or, in other words,
by an invocation. The nature of that invocation
does not appear from his words. In the two de-
scriptions of the Eucharist {Apol, i. 65, 67) the
central action of the president is described as
‘ prayers and^ thanksgivings,’ and the communion
of the people is called a ‘ participation of the things
over which thanks have been given.’

3.

Second period.—When we come to Irenaens,
the matter is clear. This Father tells us (Haer. i.

xiii. 1, 2) that the Gnostics used an Epiclesis.

Mark the Valentinian, who came from Asia to
Gaul, used (apparently at his Eucharist) a cup full

of wine and water which was at first clear, and
continued ‘the word of invocation’ till (by some
conjuring trick) it became dark purple. It was
pretended that the aeon ‘Grace’ mixed its blood
with the wine in answer to the invocation. Here
we see a parody of the Christian Eucharist. The
Orthodox also used an Epiclesis. In Haer, iv.

xviii. 5, Irenaens says

:

‘Bread from the earth receiving the Epiclesis (the
of the printed editions seems to be a misprint [A. Harnack, TU
V. 8, Leipzig, 1900, p. 56]) of God is no longer common bread,
but Eucharist.* The bread and wine * receive the word of God,
and the Eucharist becomes the Body of Christ * (Baer. v. ii. 3),

Here the ‘word of God’ may be personal, as
perhaps it is in Sarapion (see 8, below), but more
probably it is impersonal ; it mp,y mean the prayer
of consecration (so Batiffol, Etudes, 2nd ser., p.

169), or may have exactly the same force as Justin’s

phrase \6yov. Swete cautions us not to

assume ‘ that any form of invocation existed in the
time of Irensens ; the was itself the iTrlKXvjffis

ToO deoO’ {JThSt iii, 171 n.).

In the Gnostic Acts of Thomas (2nd or 3rd cent. ?) there is an
Invocation at the Eucharist. ‘ 0 Jesus Christ, Son of God, who
didst vouchsafe to make us partakers of the Eucharist of thy
holy body and precious blood, lo, we make bold to approach thy
Eucharist and to invoke thy holy name ; come now, make us
partakers, . . . come, perfect compassion; come thou that
knowest the mysteries of the chosen one ; . . . come thou that
disdosest secrets, and makest manifest things not to be spoken

;

ttie sacred dove which hath brought forth twin young- ; come
thou secret mother,* etc. (§ 46, ed. M. Bonnet, Leipzig, 1903,

p. 85 f. ; AnU’liic. Chr, Lib, xvi., Edinburgh, 1870, p. 416 ; for

the Ethiopic Acts, of which the text differs somewhat from the
above, see E. A. W. Budge, Contendings of the Apostles, London,
1901, ii. 453). This invocation is noteworthy as being addressed
to our Lord ; it shows also some approach to a prayer for the
Spirit. The Syriac Acts (given in W. Wright, Apocr. Acte of the

Apostles, London, 1871, 1. 268, ii. 146 ff.) name the Holy Spirit

in the invocation explicitly ; but they may have been revised

by an orthodox hand. The Gnostic Acts of John (§ 85, ed.

Bonnet, 1898) has no Epiclesis; the work is earlier than the
Acts of Thomas,

Tertullian approaches the matter from a some-
what difierent point of view. He sajrs that the
Eucharist is the body and blood of Christ, because
our Lord distinctly called it so

:

* Acceptum panem et distributum discipulis corpus ilium suum
fecit, Hoc est corpus meum dicendo, id est, figura corporis mei*
(adv, Marc, iv, 40).

This passage does not, indeed, deny that Jesus
used words of blessing or thanksgiving to conse-

crate the Eucharist at the Last Supper, and it need
not mean more than that the words ‘This is my
body,’ etc., were those by which our Lord made
the change in the elements known to the disciples

;
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but it undoubtedly gives us a fresh point of view.
Yet it tells us nothing of the usage of the African
Church in Tertullian’s time.
The usage of the Cappadocian Church in the 3rd

cent, may indirectly he gathered from the words
of JFirmilian in a letter to Cyprian (Cypr. Ixxiv.
{^Ep. Ixxv. inPX iv. 426] 10). He says that a
prophetess in Cappadocia had arisen 22 years before,
had administered the sacraments, and in consecrat-
ing the Eucharist had used *no contemptible invo-
cation.’ Eirmilian, though a Cappadocian bishop,
shows no knowledge of Cyprian’s usage being other
than the Asiatic in this respect.

The Alexandrian usage of that time was, doubt-
less, the same, for Origen (c. Cels, viii. 33) speaks
of the bread becoming ‘ a sacred body through the
prayer,’ and (m Mt 15^^) of the Eucharist as ‘ sanc-
tified by means of the Word of God and prayer.’
In his comment on 1 Co 7 he speaks of the Euchar-
istic loaves ‘over which the name of God and
Christ and the Holy Ghost has been invoked’
(iTriK^KXrjTaL),

The Pistis Sophia^ an Ophite work of Egyptian
origin (early 3rd cent., perhaps based on an earlier
work), describes a sort of Eucharist with bread and
wine

; when the invocation is pronounced, the wine
on the right of the oblation (dvcrla) is changed into
water (Srawley, Early Eist. of LiUcrqy^ p. 43).
The older Didascaliai a work of the 3rd cent.,

perhaps testifies to an invocation of the Holy
Spirit ; but the text is not quite certain (Srawlev,
p. 88f.).

^

These quotations show that an invocation of
some sort was in general use in the 2nd and 3rd
centuries, but give us, except in the case of the
Gnostics, very little idea as to its nature. The
Eucharistic worship of that time was probably in
the main extemporaneous ; the invocatory prayer
had no fixed form, and all that we learn is that a
calling down of Divine power was, to all appear-
ance, universal.

4. Period of development.—When we come to
the 4th and 5th centuries, a great era of liturgy-
making, we have quite clear evidence as to the i

Epiclesis. The Eippolytean Canons

,

which per-
haps represent Egyptian usage in the 3rd cent.,
though in their present form (allowing for some
slight additions of a later period) they are prob-
ably of the 4th cent. (Maclean, Anc, Ch, Orders^
p. 156 if.), when describing the Eucharistic service,
say that the priest, after the Salutation and Sursum
Corda, ‘ recites the prayer and finishes the Oflering’
(can, hi. ; ed. H. Achelis, TXJ vi, 4, Leipzig, 1891,
§§ 21-27). The Egyptian Church Ord&r (early 4th
cent. ? [Maclean, p. 160 f.]) has almost exactly the
same words. But, in addition to descriptions of
the service, we now possess five 4th cent, fitm’gies,
of which at least the central part is extant in full

:

those, namely, of the Ethiopic Church Order^ the
Latin Verona Fragments of the Didascalia, etc,
(these two are almost the same, so far as they run
parallel), the Testament ofour Lord, and the Apos-
tolic Constitutions, and that of Sarapion, bishop of
Thmuis in the Nile Delta. In all these, after the
Sursum Corda, there is (in some cases with the
Sanctus added) a Eucharistic Thanksgiving, giving
thanks for our redemption, among other blessings,
and, in doing so, introducing the narrative of 3ie
Last Supper, mentioning more or less fully (see
below) our Lord’s words and actions at it. Then
come the Ofiering of the elements to God and the
Invocation, asking for the Divine intervention (see
8, below).

^
These three elements—^narrative with

thanksgiving, ojffering of the elements, and prayer—will be found to be the essence of all later litur-
gies, whatever else may have been added.
Before dealing with the comments on the Euchar-

istic liturgy of this period, it will be convenient to

consider the omission of our Lord’s words in some
authorities. Cyril of Jerusalem (a.d. 348) describes
the service at Jerusalem {Cat, Lect, xxiii. 6 f.) ; he
deals fully with the ‘ preface ’ with its mention of
the heaven, earth, sea, the angels and archangels,
and the Sanctus, and yet he says nothing of the
commemoration of redemption, or of our Lord’s
words, ‘ This is my body,’ etc. Immediately after
mentioning the Sanctus he says

:

‘ Then we call upon God to send forth His Holy Spirit upon
the gifts lying before Him, that He may make the bread the
body of Christ and the wine the blood of Christ ; for whatsoever
the Holy Ghost has touched is sanctified and changed.*

This is what strikes him as the essential feature
of the service. So in xxi. 3 he says that the bread
of the Eucharist, after the invocation of the Holy
Ghost, is no longer mere bread, but the body of
Christ. There is no evidence of the existence of
the Words of our Lord in the Jerusalem liturgy of
the 4th cent., and Cyril’s silence is significant as
showing at least that they did not appear to him
to be the principal act in the service. He com-
ments on them elsewhere (xxii.) as used at the
Last Supper, but not in connexion with the liturgy
(Brightman, indeed, thinks that there is a litur-

gical reminiscence about this chapter, just as the
phrase ‘ His imdefiled hands and feet * in xx. 5 [On
Baptism] has a parallel in the Liturgy of St, James,
Greek and Syriac [Lit, East, and West,, p. 469,
n. 11]). However this may be, half of the Words
of our Lord—those over the cup—are omitted in
the liturgy of the Test, of our Lord, which only
alludes to them ; and so in the Abyssinian Anaphora
of our Lord (below, § 7), which is derived from the
Testament, and which, though it has inserted several
later features, leaves the narrative of the Last
Supper in the same mutilated state. The East
Syrian Lit, of the Apostles Adai and Mari, which
in its essential features is probably to be dated
before a.d. 431 (though it has received additions
in course of time),^ omits the words entirely. That
this was not regarded, even at the beginning of the
7th cent., as an essential omission, however un-
usual, appears from the curious opinion of Gregory
the Great, that
* it was the custom of the Apostles to consecrate the sacrificial

oblation solely with [the Lord*8] prayer * {Ep. ix. 12 [26]).

He contrasts the prayer in use in his day,
‘composed by some scnolar,’ with our Lord’s own
words

:

* Inconveniens visum est ut precem quam scholasticus com-
posuerit super oblatione diceremus, et ipsam traditionem quam
Redemptor noster composuit super ejus corpus et sangumem
non diceremus.*

He appointed the Lord’s Prayer to be said

directly after the Canon for this reason. There
is no question whether Gregory’s opinion was
right or wrong; but the fact that ne held it

shows that he did not consider the essence of the
service to lie in the declaratory formula, but
thought of the consecration as being eftected by
a prayer.

5. Patristic comment in this period.—Turning
to the comments of the Fathers of the 4th and
6th centuries, we find the same conception of the
consecration by a prayer. Basil {de Spir, Sanct,

xxvii. [66]) says

;

* Which of the saints has left us in writing the words of in-

vocation at the making (avaSet^ti) of the bread of the Eucharist
and the cup of blessing?

'

This shows the absence of any fixed form.

Athanasius (or pseudo-Athanasius?), in a sermon
to the newly -baptized quoted by Eutychius of

Constantinople in the 6th cent, {de Paschate et de

sacrosancta Euch, 8 [Brightman, p. 533, n, 17

;

PC Ixxxvi. 2401, fr. 7]), says

:

1 Connolly {Liturgical Horn, of Narsai, p. Ixiv) more cau-

tiously says that the extra-Anaphoral part, in so far as it is

represented by Narsai’s description of the Litur^, is before

A.i>. 450. But we may probably go further than this.
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‘When the great prayers and holy supplications are pro-

nounced (ava7re|u,<^>0wori), the Word descends on the bread and
t^e cup, and [the bread] becomes His body * (xal yivtrak avrov
crw/xa : cf. Sarapion, below, 8).

Other Alexandrian writers speak of prayer for

the Spirit, Thus, Athanasius’s successor, Peter,

says that at the altar ‘ we invoke the descent of

the Holy Ghost ’ (Theodoret, HE iv. 19). Optatus,

a Numidian bishop (c. A.D. 363) spealcs (c,

Parmenianuirii vi. 1) of Almighty God being
invoked, and the Holy Ghost being prayed for

(‘ postulatus ’) and descending (cf. c. Donat, vi. 1).

Jerome {Ep, ei. [Ixxiii. or cxlvi.] ‘ad Evan-
gelum ’) says :

* The body and blood of Christ is

made (‘conficitur’) at the prayer of the priest.’

Ambrose {de Fid&y iv. 10 [125]) speaks of the ‘ sacra-

ment which by the mystery of the sacred prayer
is transfigured into the flesh and blood. ’ Elsewhere,
if (as is probable) the d& Mysteriis is his authentic
work, Ambrose uses words which recall Tertullian:

‘[In the consecration] the very words of the Lord, the
Saviour, operate; for that sacrament which thou receivest

is made by the word of Christ. . . . The Lord Jesus Himself
proclaims, “This is my body." Before the blessing of the
heavenly words another nature is spoken of, after the con-
secration the body is signified,’ etc. (de Myst. ix. [52, 54]).

If these two passages are both by Ambrose, we
must interpret tne latter, in the light of the former,
to mean that our Lord’s command operates through
the prayer of the priest (cf. Justin, above, 2). The
de Sacramentis, which is almost certainly later

than ibnbroae (see below, 6), has a similar passage,

but in more explicit terms (iv. 5).

Chrysostom’s evidence goes both ways. He says
that
‘the priest stands, not bringing down fire [like Elijah; cf.

g 178], but the Holy Spirit, and prays at length . . . that the
grace falling on the sacrifice may through it inflame the souls
of all* (de iSacerdotiOt ill. 4 [179]) ; and that ‘the priest stands
before the table stretching forth his hands to heaven, calling on
the Holy Ghost to come and touch the gifts set forth * (JETom. de
Coemet, 8).

Yet elsewhere he says

:

‘ It is not manwho makes the gifts set forth to become the body
and blood of Christ. . . . The priest stands filling a part (arx^fia

irKriaS>v)f uttering those words ; but the power and grace are of

God. “ This is my body," saith he. This saying changes the
gifts set forth ;

and as the word which said “ Increase and
multiply "... was uttered once, but gives actual power to our
nature to beget offspring through all time, so this word once
rooken makes the sacrifice perfect at every table* (de Prod.
Judae, Horn. i. 6).

The last passage, like that quoted above from
the de Mysteriis, recalls Tertullian, but it stands
alone amon^ Eastern writings. It certainly sug-

gests that it was the custom of Chrysostom to

recite the words of our Lord at the Eucharist ; but
that these words as uttered by the priest in the
narrative form found in all liturgies are those
which consecrate the Eucharist, he does not say

;

indeed, he would seem rather by implication to

deny it. He thinks of our Lord as consecrating
the bread and wine at the last Supper by this

declaration, or at least as consummating the con-

secration thereby ; but he says that that declara-

tion, once made by Jesus at the Last Supper,
consecrates the Eucharist for all time. Putting
with this passage those quoted immediately before
it, we may take Chrysostom as teaching that every
Eucharist is consecrated by the priest praying that
our Lord’s declaration at the Last Supper may
make effectual the particular act on which he and
the people are then engaged. There is not in

Chrysostom, or in any other ancient writer, any
approach to the idea that, if a priest were merely
to say over bread and wine the words ‘ This is my
body’ and ‘This is my blood’ with a proper in-

tention, a valid Eucharist would result.

Augustine in one place (Serm. ined, vi.; PL
xlvi, 835 f.) speaks of the * Word’ (Verbum) being
added to the bread and wine and of their be-

coming thereby the body and blood of the Word :

‘ Accedente verbo fit corpus et sanguis Verbi . . [the Salu-

tation, ‘ Sursum Gorda ' and Thanksgiving mentioned] . . et

inde jam [succedunt] quae aguntur in precibus sanctis . . . ut
I

accedente verbo fiat corpus et sanguis Christ! . . . adds
verbum et fiet Sacramentum.*

In Serm. 227, Ben. (m die Pasckae, iv.), he says
that the bread and cup are sanctified ‘ per verbum
Dei.’ What is the ‘ word ’ here ? In de Trin, iii.

4 [10], Ben. (A.D. 396), Augustine speaks of the
elements being consecrated by the ‘ mystic prayer,’
and only by the invisible operation of the Spint of
God. This last passage seems, especially when
taken with the teaching of his countrymen Optatus
(see above) and Fulgentius (see below), to show
that Augustine used an invocation of the Holy
Ghost at the Eucharist, and this would suit also
the first ^ssage about ‘ adding the word ’

; the
‘ verbum Dei ’ in the second passage would suit
better the Divine command at the Last Supper,
and, if so, we have a conception very like that of
Chrysostom. It should be added that Srawley
thinks that at Hippo there was no invocation of
the Holy Ghost in Augustine’s time (qp. dU p.

150).

The Cappadocian Fathers of the 4th cent, attest
an invocation without stating its exact form. For
Basil, see above. His brother Gregory of Nyssa
speaks of the Eucharistic bread as sanctified by the
Word of God and prayer (he interprets this Pauline
p^ase personally), and of the virtue of the bene-
diction oy which the change is accomplished (Cat,

37). So Gregory of Nazianzus begs Amphilochius
to pray for him in his illness at the Eucharist and
to ‘ draw down the Word by your word ’ (Ep, 171).

On the usage of the Cappadocian Church in the 4th
cent, see below, § 8,
That the Eucharist is consecrated by a prayer is an idea not

confined to orthodox circles. Nestorius believed the same
thing. In a fragment of bis (F. A. Loofs, Nestoriana, Halle,
1905, p. 241) we read: ‘Christ is typically crucified [in the
Eucharist], being slain with the sword of the priestly prayer.*
And we may ada the comment of a distinguished Nestorian on
the subject. The newly published Liturgical SomUies of
Manai gives us the nearest approach that we have in Eastern
books at so early a date (c. a.i>. 500) to the doctrine of what has
by some writers been called ‘the moment of consecration.*
After saying that the chosen apostles have not made known
to us what our Lord said, when ‘ He gave thanks and blessed *

at the Last Supper, and after describing what is recorded in

the Gospels, with a traditional comment of Theodore, Narsai
adds that to this effect ‘ the priest gives thanks before God,’ i.e.

commemorates the Last Supper; then, after mentioning the
Great Intercession which here, in East Syrian fashion, follows,

he describes the Epiclesis: ‘The priest . . . summons the
Spirit to come down and dwell in the bread and wine and
make them the Body and Blood of King Messiah. To the Spirit

he calls, that He will also light down upon the assembled con-
gregation, that by His gift it may be worthy to receive the
Body and Blood. The Spirit descends upon the oblation without
change (of place), and causes the power of His Godhead to dwell
in the bread and wine, and completes the mystery of our Lord's
resurrection from the dead. . . . The Spirit comes down at
the request of the priest, be he never so great a sinner, and
celebrates the Mysteries by the mediation of the priest whom
He has consecrated. . . . Then the herald of the Ohurch [the
deacon] cries in that hour :

“ In silence and fear be ye standing

:

peace be with us. Let all the people be in fear at this moment
in which the adorable Mysteries are being accomplished by
the descent of the Spirit’” (ed. Connolly, pp. 16-22). It will

be noticed that even here there is no cut-and-dried theory
of a ‘ moment of consecration,* but only a statement that at

the Epiclesis the consecration of the Eucharist by the power
of the Spirit is completed. A similar proclamation bs' the
deacon is still on some occasions used in this place by the East
Syrians.

We may close this review of Patristic comment
by two quotations from Fathers of the 6th cent.,

which tend in somewhat diflerent directions. Ful-

gentius, bishop of Kuspe in North Africa, says

(c, A.D. 607)

:

‘ The Holy Ghost is asked of the Father for the consecration

of the sacrifice * (ad Monimumt ii. 7 ; cf. 10, 12) ; so the fragment
of the same writer c. Fabianum^ 25, 28.

Csesarius of Arles in A.D. 602 writes

:

‘ When the creatures that are to be blessed with the heavenly

words are placed on the sacred altars, before they are conse-

crated by the invocation of the holy name, the substance of thf

bread and wine is there, but after the words of Christ, the body
and blood of Christ* (Horn, v. de Pasch, [PL Ixvii. 1056]).

Gsssarius’s thought seems to run on the same lines as Chrysos
tom’s, as described above.
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6, Place of the Invocation.—Taking first the
4th cent, liturgies of the Church Orders and of
Sarapion, and the Great Liturgies of the four
^milies designated by Brightman as Syrian,

Persian (i.e. East Syrian or Nestorian),
and Byzantine (this includes the Armenian), and
omitting the Great Intercession, which varies in
position (see art. Intercession [Liturgical], 2 (c)),

the order of the central part of the service in all
(except the Egyptian in one detail) is as follows.
After the Sursum Corda (which is prefaced by a
benediction or salutation) comes the Eucharistic
Thanksgiving, with a reference, in most cases, to
the work of creation (cf, Irenaeus, JBaer, iv. xviii.

4, 6,^ where emphasis is laid on the oblations being
God’s creatures), and in all to that of redemption,
introducing (except in some 4th cent, forms) ^ the
Sanctus in reference to the angelic creation (which
seems to be the reason of its occurrence here), and
ending, except in the cases mentioned above (§ 4),
with the recitation of our Lord’s deeds and words
at the Last Supper. Then comes the oblation of
the elements, which usually takes up the words,
* Do this in remembrance of me,’ and gives them
as the reason for the act (hence this is often called
the Anamnesis

)

;

and after it, in close conjunction,
comes the Invocation. In this scheme the words
of Jesus are introduced in the recital of what
happened at the Last Supper as part of the Com
memoration of Redemption.
Next let us take the Roman HU. It is not

known for certain how the Eucharist was cele
brated at Rome before the 5th century. Extem-
poraneous worship may have lingered there much
longer than elsewhere, for in early ages it was
Jerusalem that ordinarily led the way with regard
to liturgical matters, ana Rome showed the most
^nservative spirit. When we first meet with the
Roman rite, there are two difierences in detail
from the scheme given above, (a) A prayer is
mund in the Eucharistic Thanksgiving oefor^ the
Commemoration of Redemption, which in its
e^hest known form (in the de. Sacramentis, iv.
5 f. [PL xvi. 463], a North-Italian -work, probably
written at a place where the Roman and Milanese
i^es were combined, c. a.d. 400 ; see Duchesne,
C/ir. Worship, p. 177) runs as follows

:

•Make this oblation for us (nobis) established (ascriptam).
adaptable, for it is the figure of the body

took bread ^ etc
suffered.

This is slightly altered in the present Roman
canon, which probably goes back, at least in its
main features, as far as Gregory the Great (6th
cent.), to the following

:

do thou vouchsafe to make blessed, estab-hshed, valid, reasonable, and acceptable, that it may become
blood of thy mSs?Mloved Son our Lord Jesus Christ, who in the day before ’ etc.This prater, the Quam oblationem, was developed by Cranmer
afterwwdsiSThe

the Commemoration of Redemption and
tne oblation of the elements comes a prayer for
the Divine intervention, as in the other liturgies
described above. It is made up of two parts, theMcpra gwae ^d the Svpplicss te. But, instead ofasking that the Holy Ghost may come down to the
earthly altar, it asks that the elements may be

heavinly
^tar. The two conceptions, though differing in

usage
are both justified by NT
^79) remarks that ‘the same

in two forms: we are said to beraised up with Christ and made to sit with Him and to be in

wi+hmif
Abyssinian Anaphoras the Sanctus is thrust in

xiWl91otiii
context (Brightman, JTkSt

this element. ^i^'^rgies

the heavenly places (Eph 23f.6i2): and on the other hand theHoly Ghost is sent forth into our hearts, and is in us, and we
are strengthened by the Spirit so that Christ comes to dwell m
our hearts (Gal 46, Jn 14iV, Eph

”

The earliest form of the prayers Supra quaa and
Supplices to is found in the do Sacramentis {loc.

After the narrative of the Last Supper iii
the liturgy described in that work comes the obla-
tion of the elements, followed by the words

:

* We ask and pray thee to take up this oblation on thy sublime
altar lay the hands of thy angels, as thou didst deign to take un
the gift of thy servant just Abel and the sacrifice of our fore,
father Abraham and that which Melchizedek the hiffh nrieaf
offered to thee.*

®

The present Roman canon has inverted these
clauses, has changed ‘angels ’ into ‘angel,’ and has
made some additions; notably it expresses the
purposes of the prayer

:

‘that all we who receive the holy body and blood of thy Son
. . - may be filled with every heavenly benediction and grace ’

* or the meaning of these passages see below, 0. The fdea of
the heavenly altar is first found inlrensaus {Haer. tv. xviii. 6).We may next take the Gallican HU. The
peculiarity of this rite is that the central parts
of the Eucharistic service vary with the day and
^ason, instead of being fixed, as in other liturgies
Eastern and Western. In other words, the Mass
for each day is a distinct liturgy. The only part
which need detain us is that which correspon<£ to
the Eastern Epiclesis, the ‘Post pridie,’ so called
because it comes after the narrative of the Last
Supper (‘Qui pridie quam pateretur’). On someAir;'- % -w” jl^«»uvA^uux y# V/U sii rriQ
occasions the ‘Post pridie’ contains an explicit
prayer for the Holy Ghost, on others it does not

;

but apparently it always or almost always asks
for the Divine intervention in the mystery (see
examples in Scudamore, Not. Euch.^, 589, 594*
Duchesne, p. 217 f. ; Gummey, Oons. of the Euch.\
334 fi.). On some days, also, the ‘Post Sanctus’
(a prajrer said after the Sanctus and before the
Narrative of the Last Supper) contained an invoca-
tion, or an anticipation of the invocation (see the
‘Post Sanctus’ for Easter Even in the Missale
Gothicum [Gummey, p. 337]). So in the Mozarabic
Missal ^ve find anticipatory invocations, sometimes
mentioning the Holy Ghost and sometimes not, as
well as invocations in the ‘ Post pridie ’ (Gummev
pp. 339, 350f., 353, 358).
The Egyptian rite is notewortlw in this con-

having an anticipatory Epiclesis before
the Narrative of the Last Supper in addition to the
nornaal one afterwards, though the anticipatory
one is not usually very explicit. The words of
Sarapion, ‘Pull is the heaven, full also is the earth
of thv excellent glory

; Lord of hosts, fill also this
sacrifice with thy power and thy participation,’

amplified in the (ireek Liturgy

€ (Brightman, p. 132) and in the Coptic
^t. Mark and St. Cyril (p. 176). The latter ampli-
nes the last sentence thus

:

i.Z™ “is®
0 Lord, with thy blessing th»t

‘5®. <i®soent upon it of thine Holy Spirit,
^ J- purifying purify these thy precious

gffts which have been set before thy face, this bread and this

' ^he naost marked development of this invocation
before the Narrative is in a newly-discovered frag-

^
Egyptian Anaphora, perhaps of the gSi

or /th cent., which has:

fnS is and vouchsafe
^ Ghost on these creatures, and make the

Saviour Jesus Christ, and the
New Testament. For our Lord Jesus

Christ himself, m the night in which He was betrayed [the
narrative of the Institution follows] . . , ye announce my deathand confess my resurrection. We announce thy death, we con-

resurrection and pray . . here the fragment ab-
5?^ ^ wanting (P. de Puniet, Report of

Ruoh, Congress [1908], London, 1909, p. 382 f.;
Cabrol, DACL 11. 1882ff.).

Timre is no reason to suppose that an Anamnesis
and Epiclesis did not follow, as in the other Egyp-
tian Anaphoras which have an anticipatory invo-
cation before the Narrative. There is no trace of
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any such anticipatory Epiclesis in the liturgies of

the Church Orders, and from the evidence given

above it is clear that the invocation in this frag-

ment is a development (for we can see it in the

process of growii^) and not the survival of an
antique feature. The development may have been

due to an imitation of the Koman rite. A still

more striking instance of an anticipatory Epiclesis

may be seen in a prayer to the Son in the Coptic

St. Mark and St. Cyril and in the present Ethiopic

Liturgy (Brightman, pp. 148, 204; E. Renaudot,

Lit. Orient. Coll.\ Frankfort, 1847, i. 2) ; this is

said when the elements have just been put on the

altar, before the lections are read, and is called in

the Coptic the ‘prayer of (or over) the Prothesis’

(see Renaudot’s note, p. 168). It runs thus:
* 0 Master, Lord Jesus Christ, . . . make thy face to shine

on this bread and on this cup which we have set on this thy

priestly table : bless, sanctify, and hallow them, and change

them that this bread may become indeed thy holy body, and
that which is mixed in this cup indeed thy precious blood ; and

may they become to us all for participation and healing and
salvation of our souls and bodies and spirits.’

On these anticipatory invocations it may be ob-

served that, however puzzling they may be to the

more logical Western mind, to the more subtle

Eastern mind they would be natural enough. In

Divine mysteries there is no such thing as time,

just as there is no such thing as space.

7. The Person or Persons addressed in the

Invocation.—In the most ancient authorities some-

times the Holy Trinity is addressed, sometimes

the Son or the Holy (Shost, but more often the

Father. Doubt occasionally arises because the

phrase ‘invocation of a Person’ may mean a

mayer for Him to come, or a prayer addressed to

Him ; but an ‘ invocation of the Holy Trinity’ can

only mean prayer addressed to the Holy Trinity.

In the 2nd cent., Irenaeus speaks of the invocation

of God or of the Father, or of the Holy Ghost, or

of the Holy Trinity.
^

In the 4th cent., Cyril of

Jerusalem speaks of invoking the Father in the

Eucharist to send the Holy Ghost {Cat. Lect. xxiii.

7), and by ‘invocation of the Holy Ghost* (xxi. 3)

he probably means prayer for the Holy Ghost.

On the other hand, in xix. 7 he speaks of the ‘ holy

invocation of the adorable Trinity ’ to consecrate

the Eucharist, and contrasts it with the ‘ invoca-

tion of unclean spirits.’ This can only mean in-

vocations addressed to the Holy Trinity and to

unclean spirits respectively. Thus in Cyril’s time

it was perhaps the custom sometimes to address

the Fatner, sometimes the Holy Trinity. In the

liturgies of the Ethiopic Church Order

^

the Verorux,

Fragments^ the Apostolic Constitutions, and Sara-

pion, the Father is addressed.^ But the Oblation

and Invocation (such as it is) in the Testament of
our Lord are addressed to the Holy Trinity (i. 23)

;

‘ We offer to thee this thanksgiving, Eternal Trinity, 0 Lord
Jesus Christ, 0 Lord the Father . . . O Lord the Holy Ghost

;

we have brought [this is the best reading] this drink and this

food to [the MSS have *of ’] thy holiness ; cause that itmay be
to us not for condemnation,’ etc.

Just before this our Lord had been addressed

;

‘ Remembering therefore thy death and resurrection, we offer

to thee bread and the cup,* etc.

It was perhaps in view of such formulas that the

Council of Hippo in 393 (can. 21 [C. J. Hefele,

Councils, En^. tr., Edinburgh, 1876, ii. 398]) for-

bade Eucharistic invocations to be addressed to

any but the Father

;

* In prayer no one shall address the Son instead of the Father,
or the Father instead of the Son, except at the altar when
prayer shall always be addressed to the Father. Ho one shall

make use of strange forms of prayer without having first con-

sulted well-instructed brethren.*

If this is aimed at books like the Testament, the
language is not unsuitable, for the Prayers in that
manual show considerable confusion in the Persons
addressed. TheAWssinian Anaphora ofour Lord,
derived from the Testament, retains the peculiar

features (as to the Oblation and Epiclesis) of its

prototype; but before the address to the Holy
Trinity (which it slightly modifies) it inserts an
invocation of the more usual type, asking for the
Holy Ghost, and addressed, as we see from its

wording, to the Father, though from what had
immediately preceded we should have thought
that it was addressed to the Son. It is, in fact, a
very clumsy insertion (this Anaphora is given in
Cooper-Maclean, Test, of our Lord, p. 245 ff.).i In
the Great Liturgies the Invocation is addressed to
the Father.

8. The object of the Invocation.—We may group
Invocations in three classes : (a) those which do
not explicitly pray for the Holy Ghost ; (6) those
in which the intervention of the Holy Ghost is

asked for, without any explicit mention of a change
in the elements ; and (c) those (the ^eat majority)
in which the intervention of the Holy Ghost is

asked for that He may change the elements and
make them to be our Lord’s body and blood.

(a) The invocation in Sarapion’s sacramentary
(c. A.D. 350) exhibits some confusion between the
Word and the Spirit, and prays that the Word may
descend (for the Gr. text, with notes by Brightman,
see JThSt i. 88 ff., 247 ff. ; for an Eng. tr. see

J. Wordsworth’s ed., London, 1899). It runs
thus

:

‘ 0 God of truth, let thy holyWord come upon this bread, that
the bread may become body of the Word, and upon this cup
that the cup may become blood of the Truth, and make all who
communicate to receive a medicine of life. . . . For we hav'e

invoked thee, the Uncreated, in [the] Holy Spirit.*

It is possible that X670S is used in two senses

here, the first time as the Divine command (‘ thy
holy word*), and the second time, by a sort of

paronomasia, as the Eternal Word. But probably
there is merely a confusion of thought, of which
we find some instances elsewhere in early times
{e.g., Tertullian, adv. Frax. 26, ‘ hie Spiritus Dei,

idem erit Sermo ’
; cf. also Justin, Apol. i, 33, 66,

Hermas, Sim, V. vi. 5ff., IX. i. 1, ps.-Clem. S Cor.

ix. 5, xiv. 3, 5, and perhaps Aristides, Apol. 15).

It may be permissible to conjecture that the reason

of this confusion of language, such as it is, comes
from the fact that all that the Eternal Word does

for us is done through the Spirit, He is with us
‘ alway, even unto the end of the world ’ (Mt 28®®),

but it is through the Comforter that He comes to

us (Jn 16^^). Perhaps, therefore, before the Mace-
donian controversy arose, it seemed immaterial to

some of the early Fathers whether they prayed for

the Word or for the Spirit to come. It is probable

that Athanasius’s invocation prayed for the descent

of the Word (above, 5) ;
tliis was perhaps an

Alexandrian peculiarity (for Origen see 3). After
Sarapion the invocation of the Word disappears,

though, as Swete remarks {Holy Spirit %n the

Ancient Church, London, 1912, p. 292), ‘thethought
of the Logos descending on the elements was not
altogether abandoned’ (see passage in Eutychius
given above, $). But, while we find the same
thought in the Cappadocian Fathers (above, 5),

whose literary affinities were Alexandrian, there is

no evidence of a Logos-invocation in Cappadocia.

Srawley {op. cit. p. 126) regards it as practically

certain that the Holy Spirit was named in the

invocation of that Church.
The most eminent example of the omission of

the mention (or, at least, direct mention) of the

Holy Ghost is the Roman liturgy. Neither the

Quam oblationem nor the later prayer for the

Divine intervention {Supra quae and Supplices te)

mentions the Holy Ghost ; the latter asks that the

1 It bad been suggested by the present writer {Test, of our

Lordy p. 167) that this curious Anaphora was a connecting link

between the Testament and the modern Abyssinian liturgy.

But E. Bishop {JThSt xii. [1911] p. 899) gives reasons for think-

ing that it is rather a version of the Testament liturgy enriched

from the already existing Abyssinian rite.
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elements may be taken up by ‘the holy angel’

^

to the heavenly altar, as has already been described

(above, 6).

(6 ) The implicit form is that found in the Ethiopic

Church Order (Brightman, p. 190) and the Verona
Fragments (ed. E. Hauler, Leipzig, 1900, p. 107)

:

‘ Send thy Holy Spirit on the oblation of this Church ; gire it

together unto all them that partake [for] sanctification and
\y&r. Frag, better : all saints who partake] for fulfilling with
the Holy Ghost,* etc.

The liturgy used 'bjr St. Chrysostom at Antioch
was probably similar in this respect (see the first

two quotations from his writings given above, 5).

The Testament of our Lord is even less explicit in

its invocation ; the Holy Ghost is not directly

asked for, though He is named in the address to

the Holy Trinity, and only the_ blessing to the

communicants is explicitly mentioned (above, 7).

The Nestorian or East Syrian Lit, of Adai and
Mari (above, 4) has an invocation of this implicit

form, though it has in addition a prayer for the
blessing and hallowing of the oblation

:

‘ May thy Holy Spirit, O my Lord, come and rest upon this

oblation of thy servants, and may He bless and hallow it, and
may it be to us, 0 my Lord, for pardon,’ etc.

(c) The explicit form is found already in the 4th
cent. ; Cyril of Jerusalem has it (above, 4), as also

have the Apost, Constitiitions (viii. 12)

:

*We implore thee ... to send down upon this sacrifice thy
Holy Spirit . . . that He mayshow (airo<#>i7»T7

2
) this bread as the

body of thy Christ, and this cup as the blood of thy Christ, that
they who partake thereof may be strengthened in godliness,*

etc.

Similar explicit invocations are found in the
AbyssinianAwapAom of our Lord (above, 7), in the
Egyptian Anaphora described in the Sahidic Eccles.
Canonsy § 66 (Brightman, p. 462), and in all the
Great Liturgies (except Adai and Mari) if they
have an express invocation of the Holy Ghost at
all. Sarapion also has an explicit invocation,
though it does not invoke the Hdy Ghost.

It seems clear from the evidence here detailed
that the implicit type of invocation is somewhat
older than the explicit ; and, indeed, it would be
almost impossible for the former to be evolved out
of the latter.

9. Interpretation of the evidence.—If we ap-
proach the evidence without any theory as to what
are the words or the moment of the Eucharistic
consecration—and to deal with evidence after we
have made our theories is a fatal mistake—we shall

be impressed by the fact that, however much
different ages and different countries may have
used divergent details in their Eucharistic worship,
the general scheme of the service was one and
the same throughout Christian antiquity. The
Eucharist, at least from the 2nd cent., was conse-
crated by a prayer, whether the prayer asked for
the Holy Ghost, or for the Word, or for neither
explicitly. But how are we to regard the invocation
of the Holy Ghost ? It would appear that before
the rise of the Macedonian controversy about the
Holy Spirit, the Third Person was not even in the
East always mentioned in the Eucharistic Epi-
clesis. Indeed (now that the Pfaffian fragments
of Irenseus have been dismissed as modem forgeries
[Harnack, TUv, 3]), there is no certain evidence of
the Holy Spirit being mentioned in the invocations
before the 4th cent.

; the evidence is only conse-
quential, and E. Bishop (App. to Connolly’s Lit,
Rom, of Narsaiy p. 136 Sf.) even treats the kind of
Epiclesis which became universal in the East and
common in the West (see the Galilean and African
evidence, above, 5, 6) as an invention of the 4th
century. He rightly calls attention to the fact
that, in combating the Pneumatomachi, the Ortho-

1 An attractive theory identifies the angel with the Holy
Spirit (see de Puniet, op, dt. p. 393) ;

but the de Sacramentis
has the plural * angels.*

2 Cf. Basil’s use of above, 5. For other parallels see
Srawley, p. 105 n.

dox did not appeal to the work of the Holy Ghost
in consecrating the Eucharist, while they did ap-

peal to His work in baptism. But the argument
from silence here, as so often, is precarious ; for at

the very time when the controversy arose, and
when it is said that the silence of the Orthodox
shows that they were not in the habit of using an
Epiclesis of the Holy Ghost at the Eucharist, we
find Cyril of Jerusalem (A.D. 348) and the liturgies

of the Ethiopia Church Order and of the Verona
Fragments (which, or their common original, must
almost certainly be dated about then) attesting its

use, and (what is important) betraying absolutely
no idea that it was a novelty. It will be remem-
bered that Cyril and Sarapion were contemporaries.
Is it possible to explain the extraordinarily wide-
spread—almost universal—use of the custom from
that time forward, without a protest from any one,

in most diverse countries, if it were an invention
of that period ? Is it not much more probable that
the prayer for the Holy Ghost goes back to a much
more remote time, although it was not the only
form in use ? It would seem that in this matter,
as in others, the rise of heresy had indirectly a
beneficial result; it forced the Church to think
more clearly about the work of the Third Person.
In the invocation of the Holy Ghost we have an
instance of the experience of Christianity, after

various trials, showing what were the forms most
suitable for liturgical use.

Again, if we start with no pre-conceived theory,

there seems to be no reason why the invocation
should always be in the same place, or why there

should not be more than one invocation in the same
service. The Egyptian rite has a sort of invocation

before the Narrative of the Last Supper, or even
in the preliminary service, and a fuller one after

the Narrative (see above, 6). The Koman rite

has the same feature. But there is no reason
for denying that both prayers are, in their own
way, invocations. No doubt, if we start with a
theory that the consecration takes place at a

particular moment, as when it is said that at the

word ‘ meum ’ in the phrase ‘ Hoc est enim corpus
meum,’ the bread is transubstantiated,^ then we
shall be obliged by the theory to hold that the

Supra guae and the Supplices te in the Roman rite

are merely petitions for a blessing on the com-
municants ; but this is a very difficult position.

It is, indeed, common ground that almost all known
liturgies have, at the place where these prayers

occur, a petition for the communicants ; the

Epiclesis states this as the reason for its petition

for Divine intervention. But that is a very difierent

thing from saying that the Roman prayers in

question were designed by their author merely to

pray for this blessing, and that the consecration

was conceived as having already taken place.

Several considerations make such a supposition

improbable. In the de Sacramentis (iv. 6 ), where
these prayers are first found, there is no prayer for

a blessing on the communicants. And, if the

prayers have only this meaning, why should the

elements already consecrated be taken up by
the angel to the heavenly altar ? What would be

the significance of the reference to the offerings of

Abel and Melchizedek and the rest? Further, if

a prayer for a blessing is all that is meant, it is

unnecessary, as such a prayer already occurs in the

Quam oblationem ( ‘ nobis fiat ’). Ana the difference

of nomenclature shows that these prayers were
regarded as completing the consecration. After

the narrative of the Institution the oblation is

called bread (in the Unde et memores)

;

but after

1 The theory that, in the Roman rite, by the time the Words
of our Lord have been uttered the consecration is complete is

not quite the same thing as this, inasmuch as it does not bind

the holder of it to the idea that the consecration is effected only

by a declaratory formula.
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the Supplices te it is always called the body and
blood ot our Lord— at the commixture (cf.

Duchesne, p. 182). It appears, therefore, that the
interpretation of writers of the school of Duchesne
takes a view of the case which is more in accord-
ance with the facts, namely, that the Supra quae
and Supplices te exactly correspond to the Epiclesis
after the Narrative of the Last Supper which is

found in the Eastern and usually in the Galiican
liturgies, and are intended to be at least a part of
the words of consecration.

The devout Christian need not ask too parti-
cularly, nor can he expect to know, at what
moment God consecrates the elements ; it is enough
for him to be assured that, when all has been said,

the consecration has been completed.
xo. Invocation at baptism and confirmation.

—

The prayer for the gifts of the Holy Ghost is also
in some early authorities called an Epiclesis. The
bishop, in normal cases, was present at the admini-
stration of baptism, though he did not usually
himself baptize ; and directly after the immersion
the newly-baptized were brought to him, and he
prayed for them (either before or at the laying on
of hands) that the Holy Ghost might be given to
them (cf. Ac 8^®* ^’). Tertullian, who mentions the
laying on of hands as an act distinct from the
anointing, says

;

‘Having come oat of the laver» we are anointed with the
blessed unction. , . . After that, a hand is imposed, calling on
^dvocan^ and inviting the Holy Spirit by a benediction * (dc

In the Verona Fragments (ed. Hauler, p. Ill)
the bishop, after the newly-baptized have been
anointed by a presbyter and clothed and brought
into the church, lays hands (or a hand) on them
and * invokes ' ; the prayer is given. In the
Testament of our Lora the same thing is found

;

the prayer is expressly called ‘the invocation of
the HolyGhost ’ which the bishop ‘says and invokes
over them’ (ii. 9). In other Church Orders a
similar prayer is given, but it is not expressly called
an invocation. It may perhaps be added that in
the Gnostic Acts of Thomas there is an invocation
of Christ and of the Holy Spirit before the baptism,
at the anointing (ed. Bonnet, p. 68 j Ante-Nic, Chr,
Lib, xvi. 404).

The invocation after the immersion has no connexion with
the invoking of the Divine name at the immersion, of which we
read in Justin {Apol, i. 61 :

‘ the name of Ood, the Father of all,

the Lord, is named upon him *) and in the Apost, Const, (iii. 16

;

‘ naming the Epiclesis of Father and Son and Holy Ghost, thou
Shalt baptize them in water ’), for these refer only to the words
used in baptizing. The same may be said of the allusions in
Ac 1617 (from Am 9i2) and Ja 27 (‘ the honourable name which
was invoked [eiriieA'ql^ci/] upon you *

; cf. Nu 627).

Litbraturb.—L. A. Hoppe, Die Epiklesis. Schaffhausen,
1864 ; W. E. Scudamore, ifotitia JBwharistica^, London, 1876,

pp. 672-694; J, Wordsworth, Holy Communion^^ Oxford,

1910, pp. 100-102 ; E. S. Ffoulkes, Primitive Consecration eg
the Eucharistic Oblation^ London, 1885 ; F. E. Brightman,
Liturgies Eastern and WesterUf vol. i., Oxford, 1896 [an in-

valuable mine of liturgical material] ; H. B. Swete, * Eucharistic

Belief m the Second and Third Centuries,’ in JThSt iii. [1902]

161 fif.; J. H. Srawley, The Early History of the Liturgy,
Cambridge, 1918 ; J. Cooper and A. J. Maclean, The Testa-

ment of our Lord, Edinburgh, 1902, pp. 170-176, 219 f.; I-
Duchesne, Origines du culte chr&tien (Eng. tr., Christian, Wor-
ship, its Origin and Evolution^, London, 1912), chs. ii., vi., vii,

;

P. Batiffol, Etudes d^histoire et de tUologie positive, 2nd sen,
Pari^ 1905, pp, 137-178 ; H. R. Gummey, The Consecration of
tAe jE^cAamf, Philadelphia, 1008; R. H. Connolly, * Liturgical

Homilies of Narsai,’ with appendix by E. Bishop, in TS viiL 1

(1909); A. J. Maclean, Ancient Church Orders, Cambridge,
1910; G. Homer,Statute8of the Apostles, London, 1904; F.X
Funk, Didascalia et Constitution's Apostolorum, Paderbom,
1906 ; W. C. Bishop, * Primitive Form of Consecration of the

Holy Eucharist,’ in CQR Ixvi. [1908] 385 ff.; D. Stone,
* Eucharistic Doctrine and the Canon of the Roman Mass,’ in

CQR Ixvii. [1908] 24 £f. A. J. MaCLEAN.

INVOCATION (Roman).—-It was believed by
the Romans that, if a prayer was to be truly effec-

tive, it must be directed specially to the deity

within whose sphere of power its fulfilment lay,

and that this deity must be invoked by his right
name ; so Amohius, iii. 43 ;

* Usque adeo res exigit propriatim deos scire nec ambigere nec
dubitare de unius cuiusque vi nominis, ne si alienis ritibus et
appellationibus fuerint invocati, et aures habeant structas et
piaculis nos teneant inexplicabilibus obligatos.’

To know the right name of the competent deity
was to possess a real power of compulsion over him
(cf, A. Dieterich, Fine Mithrasliturgie^, Leipzig,
1910, p. 110 f.); hence the names of the specific
tutelary deities of Rome were kept secret, in order
that they might not he used for evil ends by the
enemies of the State (Serv. jFn. ii. 361 ; ‘ iure pon-
tificum cautum est ne suis nominibus dei Romani
appellarentur, ne exaugurari possent*; cf, Georg,
i. 498 ; Plin. HN xxviii. 18 ; Macr. Sat, iii. 9.

3). This explains also why it was regarded as of
the utmost importance to invoke the gods in the
proper form, and wly every precaution was taken
to avoid mistakes. If a suppliant was in doubt as
to the right name of the deity he desired to address,
he either uttered a variety of names for the deity
to choose from (so Hor. Sat, ii. 6. 20 :

‘ Matutine

I

pater seu lane lihentius audis’) or added some
1 such formula as ‘ sive quo alio nomine fas est nomi-
nare’ (Macr. Sat, iii. 9. 10 ; cf. Serv. JSn, ii. 351;
Apul. Metam, xi. 2 ; CIL xi. 1823) or ‘ quisquis es

’

{e,g,y Ver^. JEn, iv. 677, and the note of Servius

:

*“ quisquis es” secundum pontificum morem, qui
sic precantur :

“ luppiter omnipotens vel quo alio

te nomine appellari volueris”^; cf. E. Norden,
Agnostos Theos, Berlin and Leipzig, 1913, p. 144 f.).

If, however, the suppliant did not know which
deity was concerned with the matter in hand, a
variety of expedients was open to him. He might
omit the divine name altogether, and substitute for
it a phrase like * Genio urbis Romae sive mas sive
femina ’ (Serv, Mn, ii. 351 ; cf. Macr. Sat, iii. 8. 3 ;

Plut. Queest, Bom, 61) or ‘sive deo sive dese in
cuius tutela hie lucus locusve est ’ (so among the
Arval Brothers {OIL vi. 2099, ii. 3 ; cf. G. Henzen,
Actafratrvm Arvalium, Berlin, 1874, pp. 144-146])—B, dubitationis exceptio (Arnob. iii. 8 ; cf. Gell.

ii. 28. 2f.), of which we have numerous instances
in extant formulae of prayer alike in literature

(Cato, de Agric, 139; Macr. Sat, iii. 9. 7) and in

inscriptions on altars {OIL vi. 110 = 30701, 111

;

Ephemeris Epigraphica, v. 1043, ix. 608) ; on these
cf. C. Pascal, in Bull, archeol, comun, xxii. [1894]
188 ff. = Studi di antichitd e mitologia, MOan,
1896, p. 85 ff. In many cases, however, the wor-
shipper simply applied a new name to the deity.

It is certain that many of the recomized Roman
deities derived their origin from the practice of

invoking as divine things lying close atliand (e.y.,

ianus, ‘ the door,’ vesta, ‘ the hearth ’), or of using
the names of the evils which the prayer was de-

signed to avert {e,g,, febris, * iBv&c, rooigus, ‘mil-

dew on grain’), or of the virtues and conditions
prayed for [e.g,, fides, ‘ fidelity,’ concordia, ‘ agree-
ment’) as the names of divine beings. In such
cases it was of importance to define clearly the
conception of the higher power thus invoked, and
to express its connotation fully. Hence the gods
frequently received double names, meant to indi-

cate their character from two contrasted points of

view, as, e,g,, Anna Perenna, who could grant a
favourable year’s beginning {annare) and year’s

end {perannare) ; Genita Mana, who presided over
birth and death ; Patulcius Clusivius, the god of

the opening and shutting of doors or gates, etc.

Again, the suppliant might break up the action for

which he sougnt divine aid into its several com-
ponent elements, and frame for each of these an
appropriate divine name. Thus, while in the

sacrum Ceriale the fiamen offered the sacrifice to

the goddesses Tellus and Ceres, he gave definite

expression to what he asked of them by invoking
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twelve names which corered the husbandman’s
work from the first ploughing to the delivery of

the grain from the granary, viz. Vervactor, Reda-
rator, Imporcitor, Insitor, Obarator, Occator, Sar-

ritor, Subruncinator, Messor, Convector, Conditor,

Promitor (Serv. Georg, i, 21), and, similarly, the
Arval Brothers, by way of expiating the acts of

bringing down, cutting, and burning a fig-tree that
had grown on the roof of their temple, offered sacri-

fice to three newly created deities, viz. Deferunda,
Commolenda, and Adolenda, while on another occa-

sion of the same kind they sacrificed to Coinquenda
and Adolenda (Henzen, op, cit, 147 f.). In the case

of gods whose range of power was very wide, it was
necessary to specify the particular matter in which
their help was required; and from this arose the
practice of dividing the personality of certain deities

and investing the component elements with distinct

epithets, of which quite a number might appear to-

gether in a single prayer. Thus, c.y., the Arval
Brothers, in the vow wliich they made for the tri-

umphant return of Trajan from the Dacian cam-
paign in A.i>. 101 {CIL vi. 2074, i. 25 ft’), invoked
not only Juppiter Optimus Maximus and Mars
Pater, but also Juppiter Victor and Mars Victor.
In the case of so multiform a deity as Fortuna, the
suppliant was above all concerned to direct his

prayer to the proper quarter, so that, if, e.a., he
prayed for the favourable issue of a battle, he ap-
pealed to ‘Fortuna huiusce diei,’i.e. the particular
Fortuna in whose hands lay the destiny of the day
of battle (Wissowa, Bel, und Kult, der Bbmer^,
Munich, 1912, p. 262). Great care was also taken
that no divine power who had a right to be invoked
should be passed over. Hence, after all the deities

specially concerned had been duly invoked in a
prayer, it was customary to add a ‘ generalis invo-
catio ’ which should include all the others

:

‘Post spedalem invocationem transit ad generalitatem, ne

5
[tiod numen praetereat, more pontificum, per quos ritu veteri
in omnibus sacris post speoiales deos, quos ad ipsum sacrum
quod fiebat necesse erat invocari, generaliter omnia numina
Invocabantur ’ (Serv. Georg, i. 21 ; cf. jEn, viii. 103, Georg, i. 10).

This practice finds parallels in Greek prayers (cf.

0. Crusius, Untersuchungen zu den Mimiamben des
HerondaSy Leipzig, 1893, p. 80***

; R. Wiinsch, in
AB JVyii, [1904] 100).

In forms of prayer that have come down to us,
accordingly, the group of deities addressed is very
frequently rounded off with some such formula as
‘ di deaeque omnes,’ or, more definitely, * di omnes
coelestes vosque terrestres vosque inferni’ (Livy,

j

1. 32. 10), or * di novensiles, di indigetes, di quibus
|

est potestas nostrorum hostiumque ’ (id, viii. 9. 6).

With this custom is connectecl the requirement
that in every prayer, no matter to what god it

was addressed, Janus and Juppiter should be in-
voked first of ail (Macr. Sat, i. 16. 25; cf. Cato,
de Agrie, 141 [see also 134] :

* lanum lovem vino
praefamino’), and that the series of gods invoked
should always begin with Janus and end with
Vesta (Cic. ae Nat, Deor, ii. 67, and other passages,
as cited by Wissowa, op, cit, 103).
LrrERATtTRB.—G. Appei, De Romanorum preeatumibus (Re-

ligionsgesohichtl. Versuche und Vorarbeiten, vii. 2), Giessen,
1909, p. 75 ff. ; G. Wissowa, Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur
rSm. Religions- und Stadtgesch,, Munich, 1904, p. 327 ff.

G. Wissowa.
INWARD LIGHT.—See Experiei7CE (Religi-

ous) ; Friends, Socieitt of.

IONIC PHILOSOPHY.—The schools of phil-
osophy that arose in Ionia, on the coast of Asia
Minor, and among the adjacent islands, during the
6th cent. B.C., are above all remarkable for their
originality and vigour. With them begins the
great march of Greek philosophy, and even their
fragments are stimulating to this day. It is hard
to fix precisely the limits of the term ‘Ionic.’ In
so active a period of thought, systems gave birth

to other systems with astonishing rapidity, and
Xenophanes, Heraclitus, Pythagoras, and Anaxa-
goras, all of them bred in Ionia, were deeply in-

fluenced by the speculations around them. All
historians would agree, however, that Thales,
Anaximander, and Anaximenes, the earliest in
time, form to some extent a class apart, and most
would confine the distinctive name to these three
and their immediate, disciples. But Xenophanes
seems to come nearer to them than to their great
successors, and we may include him here, especially
as he gives particular expression to the religious
side of their views. Dominant in the four is the
recognition of matter, motion, and physical causa-
tion

—

i.e. of objects extended in space, and orderly
movements and changes in space—as being them-
selves manifestations of the Absolute Reality.
There is a marked aversion to earlier anthropo-
morphic ideas, and to all such mythology as that
in which a storm at sea would be explained simply
as due to the incalculable wrath of a Poseidon.
At the same time this ‘matter* with which our
philosophers are concerned does not appear to be
conceived as anything apart from spirit. They
shrink from imagining it in terms of mere mechan-
ism, but do not ask themselves the precise distinc-

tion between mechanism and spirit, or the precise
connexion between them— questions, certainly,

that no one has answered yet. But, with the
possible exception of Xenophanes, these early
thinkers do not even raise such questions, at least
not expressly : in Hegelian language, they do not
ask how far space can be taken as an adequate
manifestation of the Absolute ; they are absorbed
rather in the simple feeling that it is a manifesta-
tion. Thej feel that things do happen in the way
of mechanical and physical ‘ causation,’ one event
in space and time being followed by another as its

necessary ‘eft’ect’; that a cloud, e,g,, is formed
and will be formed by an exhalation from the sea,

not by the god choosing to send his messenger
wrapped in a magic veil. At the same time, they
insist that these physical processes are, in some
rofound sense which they do not determine,
ound up with life, mind, and divinity. Thus

they have been called ‘ hylozoists’ (iJX?/=‘ matter,’
^019$=‘ life’), since they assert a union, though an
undefined union, between the two; or, rather,

they do not assert it, they assume it, for they have
hardly reached the stage of distinguishing the two
as two. Aristotle sees the danger of this inde-

finiteness, one result of which was to make ex-

tended things and movements in space as such
appear to be the sole causes of all that existed,

including the movements themselves and the glory

I

and beauty of the universe (Met, A 3, 983*^ 6-984® 20).

But no criticism can do justice to these pioneers
that does not recognize tne immense service done
to thought by initiating research into the pro-

perties of space and the physical qualities of

things, and connecting with this, rather than with
mere mythological fancies, the search for the ab-
solute truth about the universe and God. Science
and mathematics are not in themselves metaphysics
and theology, but there will never be a great meta-
physic that does not take account of them, and
never a great theology that does not take account
of metaphysic.

I, Thales.— It is significant that Thales, the
first of these thinkers, is said to have brought
the elements of geometry to Greece, having studied
the science in Egypt and made discoveries of his

own (Ritter-Prefler, Hist. Fhil. Grcecce, 9 E and
reff. there). But how far it was a true deductive
science and not a mere collection of rules learnt

empirically, it is difficult to say. Our direct in-

formation for Egypt is derived from a document
written, probably about 1500 B.C., by the priest
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A.aliines (on the Bhind papyrus now in the British

Museum). Mathematicians who have studied this

treatise state that it refers to a rule for ‘deter-

mining the trigonometrical ratios of certain angles
’

(see W. Ball, A Short History of Mathematics^

London, 1888, p. 8ff.), hut they are not sure

whether this rule could not have been discovered

by mere observation of special instances, without

the general reason being known. On the other

hand, the Greek Democritus, writing in the 6th

cent. B.C., and boasting of his proficiency in mathe-

matics, asserts that he has not found himself sur-

passed even by the Egyptians in the construction

of diagrams ‘ accompanied by demonstration ’ (fxerb.

[Bitter-Preller, 188]). This at once sug-

gests that, though by that time the Greeks had
outstripped the Egyptians, they recognized that

demonstration and deduction were present from

the first in the foreign teaching. This agrees with

Aristotle’s remark that mathematics arose first in

Egypt, because there the priests had leisure, and

leisure is necessary for all the liberal studies that

go beyond utility {Met, A 1, 98P 20). Thus it

seems quite possible that Proclus had good founda-

tion for his opinion that there was a true * general
’

element in the mathematics of Thales, i.e. a true

element of deduction (Proclus, in Euclid, 19

[Bitter-Preller, 9 E]). Proclus is writing c, A.D.

460, but he quotes Eudemus (c. 325 B.C.), who un-

doubtedly thought that Thales must have grasped

the general principle that a triangle is determined

when the base and the angles at the base are

given; for otherwise, Eudemus held, he could not

have measured the distances of ships at sea, as he

is said to have done (his base, apparently, ‘ being

a tower, and the base angles being obtained by
observation’ [Ball, p. 14; Proclus, p. 352. 14]).^

Thus we may see in Thales the first beginnings

of that insight into the real importance of mathe-
matics both for science and for metaphysics which

so deeply influenced Greek thought, from the time

when the Pythagoreans believed that the very

essence of all things was to be found in number
down to the days of Archimedes.
Herodotus tells us (i. 74) that Thales foretold

the eclipse of the sun which took place in the

sixth year of the war between the Lydians and

the IVtedes. Incidentally this gives us a date for

Thales’ life, since astronomers calculate that an
eclipse was visible in Asia Minor on May 28, 585

B.c. (Bitter-Preller, 86). We cannot suppose,

without authority, that Thales had discovered

the true cause of eclipses, but we know from

Assyrian records that the Babylonians watched

for eclipses at fixed dates (Burnet, Early Greek

Phil,^ p. 42). Thales may have had access to this

knowledge in his travels, possibly at the court of

Croesus, king of Lydia (Herod, i. 29). In any case

we can understand how such knowledge, coupled

with his mathematical studies, would stimmate

his search after one universal physical cause for

all the changes in the world. Tnis, he held, was

water. Aristotle, our nearest authority, suggests

that he was led to this view by observing that the

seed of all living things is moist, and also the

nutriment of all things, * and that heat itself^ is

generated from the moist and kept alive by it

{Met, A 3, 983^ 18). It is not clear whether the

last passage refers to animal heat alone, as_ the

context certainly suggests, or, as later writers

thought, to the belief that the fire of the ^n and

the stars was fed by exhalation (Bitter-Preller,

12; Pint. Plac, Phil, i. 3; Diels, Doxographi, p,

276). It is quite possible that Thales had both in

mind. Aristotle also states {de Ccclo, ii. 13, 294* 28)

that he believed the earth to float on water, as a

piece of wood might float. This recalls the Semitic

belief of the waters mider the firmament.

How exactly Thales conceived the ordered uni-
verse to be evolved from this fundamental water
is quite unknown to us. Diog. Laert. states (i.

22) that, according to some authorities, he left

nothing written, and certainly no writings of his

have come down to us. Aristotle, whenever he
refers to his doctrines, speaks of them in a tone
of conjecture. From a passage in the Physics,
however (i. 4 init, 187* 12), where Aristotle is deal-

ing with those early thinkers who assumed one
definite substance underlying all the forms that

we see, it may be inferred that Thales believed in

a process of rarefaction and condensation. StiQ,

this is only an inference, and Simplicius seems to

have held that Theophrastus (the pupil of Aris-

totle) considered Anaximenes the first to state

such a theory (Bitter-Preller, 266 ; Diels, p. 164^).

Perhaps Anaximenes was the first to state it fully.

Of greater interest is Aristotle’s remark that

Thales is reputed to have said that the magnet
had a soul, because it could make iron move {de

Anima, i. 2, 405* 19 [Bitter-Preller, 13a]). As
Aristotle saw, this suggests that Thales was not
satisfied with mechanism as providing an ultimate

explanation for the cause of movement, and held

that in some fashion (cf. Plat. Laws, x. 899B: Hirij

re xal Sireos) soul must be that cause, and must be
present throughout the universe {de Anima, 411* 7).

This feeling, Aristotle thinks, may be the source

of the saying ascribed to him that ‘ all things were
full of gods * {ii>.

;

also ascribed to Heraclitus

[Bitter-Preller, 46d

;

Diog. Laert. ix. 7]).

It is plain, however, from Aristotle’s criticisms,

both here and in Met, A 3, that Thales did not

attempt to work out any relation between soul

and matter, or even definitely to state the two as

distinct, if interconnected, principles. Hence we
cannot trust a later writer, such as Stobseus, who
attributes to him a fully-formed doctrine about

the ‘mind of the world’ being God {Eel. i. 56

[Bitter-Preller, 14 ; Diels, p. 301]).

Like all thinkers of Greece in the great period,

Thales showed a deep interest in matters of State.

He was classed with Solon among the Seven Sages

(Diog. Laert. i. 42), and Herodotus recomiizes the

wisdom of the advice that he gave the lonians, in

view of their danger from Persia, to form a united

confederation among themselves (i. 170). He was
certainly a citizen of Miletus, and, according to

Herodotus {loc. cit. ), of Phoenician extraction, but
I the latter statement seems far from certain (see

Burnet, p. 39 ff.).

2. Anaximander. — Anaximander, also a Mil-

esian, and probably a pupil of Thales (Bitter-

Preller, 15), astonishes us by the boldness and

subtlety of his speculations. According to Aris-

totle, and also, apparently, to a tradition preserved

in Simplicius (Arist, Met, A 2, 1069^ 18 ; Simpl.

Phys, 24, 26 [Bitter-Preller, 16, 26]), he struck out

the idea of one primitive substance, infinite in

extent, but otherwise undetermined in character,

something that was thus none of the things we
know, but something that was capable of becom-

ing all things and manifesting all qualities. That

the primitive substance was thus conceived as

indeterminate has been disputed (see Burnet, p.

57 ft*.), clxiefly on the ground that Aristotle may
have read into his predecessor an approximation

to his own theory of matter as something that is

essentially potentiality, i.e. something with the

power of receiving form and character, though not

of generating it by its own force alone. But there

is no real reason why Aristotle should have mis-

represented his forerunner, whose book was m
existence at the time, and, moreover, we must

account for the tradition in Simplicius. If we
accept Aristotle’s account, we have a significant

connexion between Anaximander and Heraclitus,
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who found the very life of the world to lie m the

incessant process of change, everything coming to

be something which as yet it was not. It must
be admitted, however, that the word diretpov (which
Anaximander uses to describe his substance) is

not conclusive, meaning simply ‘ limitless ’
;
and,

though this certainly may imply ‘indefinite in

character’ as well as ‘infinite in extent,’ we
cannot be positive that it does. So far as we can
follow Anaximander’s developnient of his theory,

we seem to notice, as with Thales, an uncritical

union of mechanical and spiritual conceptions,

vaguely grasped. This ‘ infinite-indefinite ’ is said

to ‘ surround all things and govern all things,’ to

be divine, deathless, and indestructible (Arist.

iii. 4, 203‘» 7 [Ritter - Preller, 17]). But,
when we come to ask how this divine government
brings the diversified world into being, we only
learn that in some fashion the opposites are sepa-

rated out from the primitive source (Arist. Thys,
i. 4, 187*^ 12 [Ritter-Freller, 16c]). Now, this kind
of statement can be taken in two ways, as Aris-

totle seems to suggest with regard to the later

theory of Anaxagoras, who conceived a primi-

tive state in wliimi all physical substances were
somehow mingled together so as to be indistin-

guishable, a conception which has interesting

points of likeness to Anaximander’s {Met, A 8,
989®- ^71.-989’’ init,). It is open to us to imagine
‘the opposites’

—

e,g,^ the hot element and the cold
—as already there actually, fully developed, but
divided into such small amounts that we do not
perceive their presence. In this case the primitive
substance is not really undefined in all its parts,

and we must admit so much inconsistency in the
theory. It then becomes natural to assume the
‘separating out’ as a merely mechanical process
due to the sifting action of a perpetual motion,
without any intrinsic qualitative change. Such
an interpretation for Anaximander is suggested
by a passage in Simplicius

;

ovK aKXoiduftevov toO crroix^toy tyv yivetrw voiei, a\\* airoKptvo-

fj.€v(av r5>v ei/avnwv Sid rijs aCSCov Ktvrjcreui^ (^Phys. 24, 13 D
[Ritter-Preller, 16]).

Or else—and this other interpretation seems
more in harmony with the general drift both of
Anaximander and of Anaxagoras—the primitive
quality of the substance is throughout indeter-
minate, possessing no special characteristic any-
where at all ; and then we are almost driven to seek
some further cause, other than the substance itself

and other than motion, to account for the growth
of the various definite characters that do appear
(cf. Theophr. ap. Simplicius, 154. 24 D, 27. 17 D
[Ritter-Preller, 16c ; Diels, p. 479]). Now, Anaxa-
goras, whatever his view of the process in detail,
did definitely assert that mind (vous) was the ulti-
mate cause of this ordered variety—a step for which
Aristotle puts him far in advance of his predecessors
{Met, A 3, 984*> 11-18). This step Anaximander
certainly did not take, but the affinity between the
two systems is real; each assumes a primitive
matter that is unformed, either relatively or abso-
lutely, possessing no characteristics that are dis-
cernible, but capable of changing, under the
influence of something, into the ordered world
which we know. Anaxagoras names that some-
thing, Anaximander does not, and perhaps he has
a still nearer affinity to a modern such as Tyndall,
who spoke of matter as endowed with ‘ the promise
and potency of all life,’ and left the subject there,

j

Or it might not be fanciful to say that he conceives
the world in the beginning as without form and
void, and, though he thinks of the spirit of God as
brooding on the face of the waters, he will not say
so definitely.

Simplicius adds another important point, illus-

trated by a direct quotation (Ritter-Preller, 16).

The generation of the various elements, as we
know them, is followed by their dissolution into
the primitive substance, and this re-absorption is

felt to be right and seemly (Karh rb '

* At the appointed time they make reparation and satisfaction to
one another for their injustice * (Burnet’s tr., slightly altered).

Thus Anaximander seems to hold that the
diversity and multiplicity of the world depend on a
struggle of opposites {e,g,, of warmth against cold,

of wet against dry), and that the definite emerg-
ence of one element is a wrong done to the other.
Heraclitus carries on this idea of struggle, but
rejoices in it and justifies it. Anaximander held
also, it would appear, that this double process of

generation and destruction was repeated inces-

santly ; ‘ generation could never fail,’ for the
infinite fountain was always there (Arist. Phys.
iii. 8, 208® 8 [Ritter-Preller, 16a]). Thus Amaxi-
mander may really have reached the idea, which
later writers say he held, of innumerable uni-

verses, rising and passing away for ever (Ritter-

Preller, 21). It is not clear whether they think
he imagined many universes in existence at the
same time, or meant that they followed singly,

one after the other. But the latter is suggested
by the coherent system which he conceived for the
present universe, comprising all we loiow, earth
and sun and stars, in one complete whole. He
came very near to realizing that the earth was a
globe : he conceived it, apparently, as shaped like

a stumpy cylinder, with a convex lid, in dimensions
three times as broad as it was deep, swinging free

in the centre of the universe, and surrounded by
hollow rings of compressed air (or vapour) which
contained the fire of the different heavenly bodies,

the rings with apertures in them through which
the fire showed (Ritter-Preller, 19, 20; Burnet,

pp. 70, 71). His biological speculations were
equally bold, and in many ways acute. He an-
ticipated the modem theory of hereditary con-

nexion between all animals liy his suggestions that
the earliest living creatures were of the nature of

fishes, and that man was developed from these,

supporting his view by the sound observation that
man now requires a longer period of nurture than
anjr other creature, and considering that it was hard
to imagine how he couldhave survived from the first

if this had been always so (Ritter-Preller, 22).

3, Anaximenes.—Anaximenes, his successor,

also a Milesian {ih, 23, 26), was a man of much
tamer intellect. He fell back to the old idea of

the earth as a flat disk, and to the simpler, clearer,

but less profound and fruitful, conception of the
primitive substance as one of the recognizable
elements. This was air, infinite in extent, but
definite in quality. Rarefied, air became fire;

condensed, it appeared successively as wind, cloud,

water, earth, and stones. Motion existed from all

eternity and was the cause of change, but no
explanation of motion itself was given {ib, 24, 26,

28). Soul, he said in so many “words, was air

;

‘Just as our soul, being air, holds us together, so do breath
and air encompass the whole world’ (tr. Burnet, p. 77 ; Ritter-

Preller, 24).

We cannot say, however, whether he meant that
the air encompassing the universe was conscious,

as it is in man ; he is said to have thought it

‘divine’ (Ritter-Preller, 28a), nor need we doubt
that he did ; but he is unlikely to have formulated
the conception of divinity any more precisely than
his predecessors. There is little new in his thought,

but he too has a claim to what Hegel regards as

the great merit of these thinkers—that they were
the first to announce that the bewildering variety

of the world could be explained as the manifesta-

tion of one principle, a principle that was in-

destructible {Gesch, der Phil,, i. ‘ Griech. Phil.’

A 1 [Thales], p. 203). The theory of Anaximenes
“was revived a century later by Diogenes of Apol-
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Ionia, whose system, however, shows the mark

of other influences (Zeller, Pr^-Socratic PhU,,

i. 280 ff*.).

4. Xenophanes.—In Xenophanes the mental

enthusiasm of the time seems to blaze out into a

sane and splendid religious fervour. The best

introduction to him is still the brief sentence of

Aristotle {Met, A, 986^ 21), that Xenophanes was

the first to believe in the unity of all things (cf.

Plat. Soph, 242D :
‘ All that we call many is really i

one,’ an Eleatic tenet derived ‘ from Xenophanes ’).

Not that Xenophanes made any clear statement,

or distinguished what was one in matter from what
was one in principle ;

* he simply looked up at the whole heaven and said the One
existed, and was God ’ (oAX’ ety tov 6\ov ovpavov airofiXexf/a^ to

ttvai d>7}<rt rov Be6v. For cf. Hipp. Bef. L 1, aTro/SAeiroiv

irpbsTbv ovpoLvov ! Diels, Box,^ p. 655).

We may compare the famous passage in Sext.

Emp. {adv, Phys, ix. 26 f.), which, no doubt,

refers to Aristotle’s opinion, telling how some

have thought that the first conception of the

providence of God came to man from the sight

of the starry heavens :

‘The men who first looked up at the sky (oi rrpaToveU ovpavov

avaBke^pavres) and gazed at the sun running his course from his

rising to his setting, and watched the ordered dances of the

stars, these men set themselves to discover the creator of so

glorious a harmony, believinpr that it could not have arisen by
chance, but through a mightier and immortal power, and that

this power was God.*

Xenophanes made no clear statement {otiS^v

$i€(ra^'^vL(r€p)t says Aristotle, cutting to the root of

the matter in his trenchant way ; as with Xeno-

phanes’ predecessors, so with himself, we are

unable to discover any articulated theory of the

relation between space and spirit, either in the

universe or in man. But his fragments are^ in-

stinct with the sense that these two conceptions

are of ultimate importance, and must somehow be

brought together. How to bring them together he

does not know ; one is tempted to say that he

simply claps them together, but he has got hold of

what neither philosophy nor religion must ever let

go again. He will have nothing of the old anthro-

pomorphic fancies by which the real grandeur and

mystery of the physical universe are juggled out

of sight
: . , ^

' What men call Iris is a cloud, coloured purple and scarlet

and green
'
(Ritter-Preller, 103).

But that does not make him write the rainbow
* in the dull catalogue of common things.’

If ‘ all things come from the earth and all things end m the

earth’ (ib. 103a), and if we ourselves and all living things

are ‘born from earth and water’ (103), yet also ever^hing

that he sees leads him back ‘to the One’ (101&), everything is

somehow in the charge of ‘one God, mightiest anmng gods and

men, not like mortals in shape or mind ’ (100). Not like them
in mind—but thatdoes not imply thatHe iswithoutmind, rather

He is the mind of which ours is but a faint reflex. He w
Tipov tie v6riu.a : ‘ more intelligent than intelligence (102a).

God’s thought embraces every thing, * without effort He rules

all things oy the thought of His mind * (1085).^ There is a

striking enigmatic line, o^Xoy 6p$, ovXoy W vo«, oCXos Sir
iKovei (ib. 102), which may be translated variously : (1) He
is all eye, all ear, all thought ’ (Zeller, Murray) ; (2) The whole

sees, the whole hears, the whole thinks *
; or (3) He sees all

over, thinks all over, and hears all over ’ (Burnet).

We ask ourselves whether Xenophanes meant

:

(1) that in the divine there was nothing but sight

and hearing and the activity of thought ; or (2)

that every scrap of matter was somehow linked

up into a coherent system, which ow whole,

though not otherwise, was instinct with the

highest powers of perception and thought; or (3)

that matter throughout the universe was somehow
conscious in every part. The second interpreta-

tion seems most m harmony with his conception

of ‘the One,’ but the third is supported by pas-

sages in the pseudo-Aristotelian treatise de Melisso,

Xenophane, Gorgia {Zenone) (chs. 3, 4 ; Ritter-

Preller, 108), and the line may express Xenophanes

belief in the omnipresence of the divine. In any

case it is a good illustration at once of his sug-

gestiveness and of his vagueness. The world con-
ceived as a physical whole is, in his view, somehow
a manifestation of one God whose influence is

present in every part, and who has the attributes
of reason and perception, but we do not understand
how it is such a manifestation. Does he conceive
it to stand to the mind of God as body to soul?
Or is space the first appearance to us of something
which, in its ultimate nature, is free from the
limitations of space, as we know space? This
seems perhaps too subtle a theory for so early a
period, but there are accounts strongly suggesting
something of the kind. For instance, Simplicius,

on the authority of Theophrastus, the scholar of

Aristotle, says that Xenophanes conceived the

One, the Unity of all things that was God, as

neither limited nor limitless, neither at motion nor

at rest {oifre ireirepaaiJ^^vov oHre direipov, ktX, [Ritter-

Preller, 106a, mit.]; cf. de Melisso, Xenophane,
Gorgia [ih, 109, 110], which may, however, only

be derived from Theophrastus). Again, some-
times Xenophanes is said to have described the

One as spherical in form and limited {veTrepacfUvov

Sk kclI (r(l>aLpo€Ldh \ih, 108, 108&]), and, on the other

hand, we hear that he spoke of ‘ the limitless roots

of the earth ’ (Arist. de Ccelo, ii. 13, 294®’ 21 ; iv

&'ireipov aiiT^v ippi^(a(rdaL ;
Ritter-Preller, 1036)—all

of which conflicting statements could be reconciled

if we did suppose him to have thought that God
could appear to us in one aspect as spatially

limited, m another as spatialfy unlimited, but
that in His ultimate nature He was something
that was above either (cf. Ritter’s interpretation

of ‘ the sphere ’ as the self-limited, neither limit-

less nor externally limited, quoted by Zeller, op,

cit, i. 648^). All this, however, is veiy doubtful,

and perhaps we ought only to say that Xenophanes
may have used spatial images to describe his God
just because he was feeling^ after, but had not yet

grasped, a conception in which God could be known
to be as much the source of space as of mind and
spirit. Certainly the desire for a vast monotheism
which will somehow include both personality and
impersonality seems to underlie his vivid satires

on the current anthropomorphism of his day.

‘The Ethiopians make their ^ods black-haired and fiat-nosed,

and the Thracians make theirs red-haired and blue-eyed’

(Ritter-Preller, 100&). ‘Yes, and if the beasts had hands and
could paint and carve, the horses would make their ^ods like

horses, and the oxen make theirs like oxen.’ ‘Men uiink the

gods are begotten as they are, and dress as they do, and look

and speak as they ’ {ib. 100).

His own God is unbegotten, uncreated, and

everlasting {ib, 98), infinitely beyond the reach of

the ‘ immoral ’ myths invented by the poets.

‘Homer and Hesiod have credited the gods with every shame,

thefts and adulteries and lies’ (i6. 99).

It is very probable, as Murray points out, that

}he anthropomorphism of Homer is itself super-

mposed on an earlier, less personal, mythology

)f nature, and Xenophanes might almost be said

:o lead the reaction. Crude anthropomorphism

Ls full of dangers, and not the least arise when
symbols of the great generative forces in the

(vorld are turned into tales about ‘a god of

snormous procreative power and innumerable

amours’ {Four Stages of Gr, Beligion, London,

1912, ch. ii. p. 89). Not that Xenophanes shows

any wish to restore older mythologies, if such

there were, any more than he shows syi^athy

for the transmigration fancies of the Pyth^
goreans. His way lies forward along the path

of sober thought and inquiry. He is aware of

our ignorance, and does not hope to dispel it

entirely.
‘ No has ever known, nor ever will know, the fuU truth

about the gods. Though he should utter it, yet he himself

cannotknow that it is true ’ (Ritter-Preller, 104).

But this does not involve, for Xenophanes, a
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sceptical despair ; the possibility of advance towards
knowledge still remains

;

* The goofe do not reveal all the truth at once ; men must
search, and at length they find the better* (i&. 104&).

The greater part of what we hear about his

physical speculation is neither well attested nor
of much interest. It was his revolt against a low
mythology, and his conception that all things
must somehow form a unity, that had the pro-

found and far-reaching results. There is much
in both Plato and Euripides that recalls his

attacks on the ' Olympian^ creed, and there can
be little doubt that Parmenides, whose philosophy
centres in the conception of the One, is in the
direct line of succession from Xenophanes, who
thus forms the link between the Ionian and
Eleatic schools. Aristotle says in so many words
that Parmenides was reported to have been his

pupil [ih, 101), and it is quite possible that Xeno-
plianes, in his long years of wandering, came to

Elea in Italy, the city of Parmenides {ih. 97).

His own native city was Colophon in Lydia, but
it is natural to suppose that he left it when the
Mede appeared {ih, 95). The date given by Diog.
Laert. for his floruit is 01. lx. (=540-536 B.C.
[ih. 97]). Besides his religious writings we pos-
sess some charming fragments, half-lyrical, half-
didactic. A very lovable nature appears in them,
typically Greek in its union of sunny enjoyment
with self-control, and high above all luxury,
tyranny, and superstition. His picture of a
drinking-feast is characteristic : the clean floor
and the clean cups and the clean hands of the
guests, the flowers and the flower-scented wine
and the fresh cool water, the dance and the song
and the drinking, but such drinking that a man
needs no servant to help him home after it, the
feast itself beginning with prayer to the gods
* for strength to do right,’ and ending with songs
that have no lies in them, no worn-out fancies
about gods and Titans and giants, and no bitter-
ness, no rancorous memories of party-strife (Bergk
and Hiller, Anthologia Lyrica, ‘Xenophanes,’ 1

and 2).

Literature.—H. Ritter and L. Preller, SistoriaPhilosophice
GrceccB^, Gotha, 1898 (indispensable for a conspectus of the
leading original authorities); H. Diels, JDoxographi
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; E. Zeller, Pre-Soaratic Philo-
sophy, tr. S. F. Alleyne, London, 1881; J. Burnet, Early Greek
Philosophy^, do. 1908; T. Gomperz, week Thinkers, Eng. tr.,
vol. i., do. 1901; J. Adam, The Religious Teachers of Weeee,
Edinburgh, 1908; G. W. F. Hegel, Gesch. der Philosophie,
vol. i., Berlin, 183S-36, section on ‘Philosophie der lonier.*

F. M. Stawell.
IRANIANS.— 1. Iran, the modern name of

Persia, comes from the adjective seen in Avestan
airyana, used generally as an epithet of vaejah
(of uncertain meaning) to describe the land from
which the airya folk came ; its identification has
not been achieved. Airya, Old Pers. ariya (cf.

Gr. ’'Apioi), is cognate with Skr. drya

;

and it seems
to have been the name by which the undivided
Aryan people called themselves, a race of invaders
from Europe,^ who, perhaps about the middle of
the 2nd millennium B.C., occupied Bactria and the
neighbouring country, and imposed their form of
Indo-European speech upon the inhabitants. This
admittedly speculative reading of the facts of a
dim pre-history seems to suit best the evidence
at present at our disposal. Whether the term
‘ Aryan ’ may be accurately used of a wider unity,
as in British popular phrase (cf. 0. Schrader’s art.
Aryan [i.e. Indo-European] Religion, vol. i. p.

1 It should be noted, however, that S.|Feist {Kultur, Ausbreit-
ung wnd Herkunft der Indogermanen, Berlin, 1913, p. 518 fl.)

is strongly inclined, in part on the evidence of the recently dis-
covered Tocharic language, to revert to the older view and seek
the original home of the race in Asia, more specifically in Rus-
sian Turkestan. This is chronicled without suggesting that the
writer finds himself shaken by this novel and able argument

11 fi*.) need not be discussed here ; for the purposes
of the present article the term will be restricted to
the Indo-Iranian branch of the family. The divi-
sion of the branch took place relatively late, the
ancestors of the Aryan Indians migrating into the
Panjab, where we find them in the Vedic period,
and leaving the Iranians in possession of the wide
belt of territory from Bactria to Media, down to
the frontiers of India. The linguistic tests of
Iranian as against Indian dialect are very simple,
the two groups lying closer together than any
other distinct languages in the Indo-European
family ; it is as close a connexion as that between
French and Italian. In Avestan and Old Persian,
for instance, Hindu is the name for India, answer-
ing to the Skr. Sindhu. This illustrates two char-
acteristic Iranian developments— the prevocalic
change of s to h, and the loss of the original aspir-

ates. The application of a few phonetic laws en-
ables us to transform the oldest extant Sanskrit
into the corresponding Iranian of our early texts,

and vice versa, with quite a small residuum of new
developments to be allowed for. Apart from some
linguistic complications, involving certain specula-
tions on pre-historic movements described in the
present writer’s ‘ Notes on Iranian Ethnography,’
our material enables us to reconstruct with con-
siderable fullness the cultural conditions of the
Aryan people before the Indian trek. We restrict

ourselves here to matters affecting religion.

Our evidence is collected partly from the comparative treat-

ment of words, names, and ideas occurring in the older Inchon
and Iranian literature, and partly^ from historical notices of

Iranian tribes found in ancient writers, of whom Herodotus is

the most important. It will be remembered that the term
‘ Iranian ’ properly connotes a language only ; and there is no
reason to presuppose racial affinity among the wild nomad
tribes who spoke, or may have spoken, an Iranian dialect. It is,

accordingly, unsafe to depend much upon customs or beliefs of

Massagetse or Scythians in framing our picture of proto-Iranian
religion. It is at least as probable that such traits may be
purely aboriginal.

2. Naturally the most certain elements in this

reconstruction are those which we can prove to

have been Aryan. The combination of Vedic evi-

dence with that of Herodotus, in his description of

the popular religion of Persia, presents us with a
system which agrees closely with that of the later

Avesta (excluding the later prose and the ritual

parts). Now these Avestan texts represent appar-
ently a counter-reformation, a relapse from the
too drastic reform of Zarathushtra into the old

Iranian nature-worship, conformed to Zarathush-
tra’s most emphatic tenets, but mostly in phrase
alone, and compounding for its abandonment of

Zarathushtra’s essential teaching by an apotheosis
of the prophet himself. In language and thought
alike we find the Rigveda closely paralleled by the
Yashts, and even more closely by the ‘Gatna of

Seven Chapters’ (prose), which is actually com-
posed in the archaic dialect of Zarathushtra’s own
verse Gathas. So great is the difference in religious

standpoint, that, if we omitted one line {Ys. xlii. 2,

which offers adoration to Zarathushtra and Ahura
in a breath), we might plausibly argue total ignor-

ance of the reform. The religion resulting would
be practically identical with that of the Rigveda,
allowance being made for the small compass of the

Gatha. We should have to provide only for some
innovations like the cult of Indra on the Vedic
side, and that of Mazda and the Holy Immortals
{Amesha Spenta, now first collectively named ; see

art. Amesha Spentas) on the Iranian.

3. Leaving the reform of Zarathushtra and the

dualism of the Magi to be described in special artt.,

we may delineate here the religion professed by the

Iranianpeople when Zarathushtra arose. Accord-
ing to Herodotus (i. 131), the Persians sacrificed on
mountain-tops to Zeus, * calling the whole vault of

the sky Zeus.’ It is highly probable that the Greek
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traveller records the native name, iden-

tical with Vedic Dyaus^ ZeiJs, Dies{piter).'^ ‘ They
sacrifice also,’ he proceeds, ‘to Sun, Moon, Earth,

Fire, Water, and Winds.’ All six divinities belong

to the circle of the ‘ heavenly ones,’ Indo-European
*deivd$, whose name declares them of the company
of byeus^ ‘ Heaven’ or ‘ Sky.’ WhUe the name of

their chief is not certainly found outside the South
Indo-European tribes, the general term is universal

in our speech area from India to the British Isles

:

the ‘heavenly ones’ disputed with the ancestor

spirits the primacy in Indo-European religion. So
far, accordingly, we have set down only what the
Iranians still observed of a cultus common not to

the Aryans alone, but to the whole of our family.

We may add that they kept plentiful traces of

the primitive ancestor - worsnip as well (see art.

Feavashi). In Iran the manes were wholly bene-

ficent, and the darker side of the tendance of the
dead separated itself entirely from association with
them. Plutarch {de Is. et Osir. 46) tells us of

Magian libations to ‘ Hades and Darkness,’ offered

in a sunless place with the blood of a wolf ; and
Herodotus (vii. 114) records the sacrifice of Ames-
tris, wife of Xerxes, to the god who is said to dwell
beneath the earth, when she buried alive fourteen

children of high rank. Out of this primitive prac-

tice arose the Mithraist offering, BEO arimanIO.
From the pre-Aryan period also may have come
other elements of Iranian religion, as is suggested
especially by comparisons with Homan divmities

and cultus.

4.

Aryan religion has by the side of the ‘ heavenly
ones’ (Skr. devds^ Av. daeva) another term, asura
(Av. ahura), which in Veda and Avesta, as A. A.
Macdonell remarks ( Vedic Mythology^ Strassburg,

1897, p. 7),
* is applied to the highest gods, who in

both are conceived as mighty kings, drawn through
the air in their war chariots by swift steeds, and
in character benevolent, almost entirely free from
guile and immoral traits.’ The similarity of these

attributes to those given in the Avesta to the
Fravashis, who are largely maneSy suggests the
otherwise probable inference that, if Aryan *dawa
meant an elemental deity, *asura originally meant
a ‘ hero ’ in the Greek sense. This fits very well

the etymological connexion traced by Schrader
{ERE ii. 15) between asura and the Germanic
ansesy ‘semidei.’ From the first, then, the two
divine names denoted different classes of gods,

whose ultimate rivalry was assured. The rivalry

started largely, w-e may conjecture, in conditions

differingwith social status. Rude elemental powers
were likely to be popular deities, adored by uncul-

tured nomads who could not understand gods of

shadowy and abstract character. The latter, espe-

cially if connected closely with the maneSy would
appeal to the nobles, prone everywhere to reverence

ancestors from the very fact that they knew who
they were, and therein showed their superiority to

the common people. In some aristocracy of East-

ern Iran, it would seem, one Ahura— or rather

*Asuray for the weakening of the s had not yet set

in—was elevated above other such powers by the

epithet *MazddSy ‘wise,’ or ‘wisdom.’ Closely

linked with him were some important Sender-

goiter

y

abstractions of the same type as the Roman
Salus or FideSy and equally primitive in origin, or

presiding over departments like the sacred fire, the

cattle, or the plant world. So conspicuous did this

cultus become, as early perhaps as the 15th cent.

B.C., that Assyrians borrowed the name aa Assara

MazdSy which is found in a catalogue of divinities

during the reign of Assur-bani-pal, associated with
the Seven Igigi. This association shows that the

conceptions were thoroughly assimilated, and with
the very primitive form of the name proves that

1 See Moulton, Ectrly Zoroustrianisnit p. 891 f.

the date of its annexation by the Semites was cen
turies earlier than the time at which it is actually
found. This discovery (for which see F. Hommel
in PSBA xxi. [1899] 132) makes it necessary to
date the name Ahura Mazddh long before the aays
of Zarathushtra. The Reformer, in the writer’s
opinion, was a member of the aristocratic caste
•v^ich worshipped this deity as ‘god of the Aryans,’
by which title he is known in one of the Behistan
Inscriptions (Elamitic version, iii. 77, 79). ‘Aryans

’

here willmean simply ‘nobles. ’ The religious milieu
already sketched will account excellently for the
first hints which Zarathushtra improved so as to
make the system underlying the Gathas.

5. Meanwhile the masses were worshipping the
daivdSy like their cousins who had migrated into
India. Chief among them was the Light-god /car’

Mithra. His later history, in Zoroastrian-
ism and in Mithraism {qg.v.)y involves us in some
complex problems which may be left to the articles

concerned. According to A. Meillet [J

A

X. x. [1907]
143 ff.), this Aryan deity originated in an ethical

conception, that of the ‘compact’ {midray which
occurs as a common noun in the Gathas). Mithra’s
Vedic companion, Varuna, is plausibly traced to a
similar origin, his name being compared with Skr.
vratay ‘ ordinance,’ Av. urvatay urvaitiy ‘ contract,’

and urvaday ‘friend.’ The present writer thinks
it probable that two independent conceptions have
been united, perhaps by the aid of popular ety-

mology, in the history of Mithra. A possible

connexion with the ‘waters that are above the
firmament,’ explaining his later association with
the non-Aryan river-genius Anahita^ i^ay
have been taken over at a very early date from a
Semitic source during a pre-historic contact. In
any case, Mithra is essentially the firmament in

the early Iranian period, and his title (Plu-

tarch, loc. ci^.) suits the physical conception of that
which lies between high neaven and the earth—the
5tos aWip of iEschylus. From this elemental char-

acter came the development of the purely solar

divinity who is at the centre of Mithraism. The
total absence of Mithra from the Gathas suggests

that Zarathushtra knew him only on this elemental
side. When he returns to prominence in the Yashts,
he is conspicuously ethical, the god of compacts,
combining the splendour of a god of the bright sky
with the functions of a Sondergott of human inter-

course in exactly the same way as the Roman Dius
Fidim. Probably the elemental and the ethical

conceptions predominated in different parts of Iran,

and the fusion seen in the later Avesta represents

a coinpromise.

6. The cult of the nature-powers in the list of

Herodotus (above, § 3) calls for little further

comment. Sun and Moon are objects of worship
in the Vedas and (to a limited extent) in the later

Avesta. For the popular cultus in Iran, Herodotus’s

notices of what he saw in Persia are much better

evidence than the Avesta. (We might cite one
striking proof that the historian got his information

among the people and not only in Court circles—

his note [iii. 67] that the Magian usurper, pseudo-

Smerdis, ‘ was lamented by all in Asia except the

Persians themselves.’) The worship of Earth, as

spouse of the Sky, is seen in the Indian coupling

of Dyaus and Prthivi, and on Iranian soil among
the Scythians (Herod, iv. 59). The Aryan genius

Aramati (Vedic; Av. Armaitiy scanned as a

quadrisyllable) has the Earth as her province in

the Avesta from the first ; and on the evidence of

the commentator SSyana (on Rigveda Vli. xxxvi. 8,

VIII. xlii. 3) it is generally allowed that this was an
Indian (and therefore proto-Aryan) association (see

Moulton, Ea/rly ZoroastT^nismy p. 10). Primarily,

she is a Sondergott of piety, or proper tendance of

1 Ct. Moulton, cp. cit., pp. 66, 238.
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the gods ; and her connexion with the Earth is

possibly another case of popular etymology. (The
detachment of later Avestan thought from the
primitive Iranian in this matter may be noted in
the fact that Armaiti was daughter, not spouse,
of the supreme deity.) The Waters—which term,
except among the probably non-Aryan Magi, did
not include the Sea—received adoration in Indian
and Iranian tribes alike. So did Fire, which in
Aryan cultus was the messenger that called the
daivas to come down to the sacrifice. The special
sanctity of the house-fire was inherited by the
Iraniansfrom Indo-European antiquity (cf., further,
art. Fibe). The Indian tribes lost this naturally
when they migrated into the tropics. It may be
observed that the later Parsi manifestations of
reverence for Earth, Fire, and Water were not
Iranian, but due to the Magi. Burial certainly,
cremation probably—among the Indian folk, from
the earliest known period—were practised without
any thought of outraging a sacred element. Indeed,
Zarathushtra even connectedthe future resurrection
with the committal of a body to the divine Earth-
spirit(see Moulton, EarlyZoroastrianism, p. 163 f. ).

For the cult of Winds, the later Avesta sufficiently
endorses Herodotus. Chief among daivas which
the Greek writer does not mention is Haoma (Skr.
Soma), who is indeed even excluded by the remark
(Herod, i. 132) that in worship the Persians ‘ used
no libation.’ The statement is conjecturally ex-
plained (Moulton, op, cit, p. 72 f. ) in connexion with
the change of character apparent in Haoma when
he returns in the later Avesta from a very palpable
exile. Zarathushtra himself both knew and banned
hini as an ‘intoxicant’ bringing ‘pollution’ (Ys,
xlviii. 10) ; the Gathas have his fixed epithet,
though not his name {Ys, xxxii. 14), He was,
therefore, in Gathic times still what he was in
Vedic. But the Haoma of the later Avesta has no
such traits : he is a magical drink, but seemingly
harmless. It may be suggested that the (unknown)
plant from the mice of whose crushed stalk the
Aryan ‘drink of immortality’ was fermented—

a

literal eau do vie—had failed the Aryan tribes in
their migrations. The Haoma in the country of
the later Avesta would thus be a substitute, while
in Persia no substitute for the lost drink was
attempted (see further, art. Haoma). Other
presumable members of the primitive Iranian
pantheon need not be catalogued here. The eoua.
* —
pantheon need not be catalogued here. The equa-
tion vrtraghna {%lsx,)=vere9ragh7ui (later Av.),
‘assault-repelling,’ makes a Sondergott like Nfr-n
certain for the Aryan period. Of chthonian cult
we have spoken already (§ 3); and for the two
strains of ancestor-worship and external soul that
meet in the Fravashis of the later Avesta reference
may be made to the article on that subject.

7* For Iranian worship we can follow the locus
classicus in Herodotus as closely as we followed its
list of Iranian divinities. That it was strictly
aniconic and without temples (in the Greek sense)
IS certain (cf, Schrader’s account of Indo-European
shrines inEBE ii. 44-47). The worship of the Sky
upon the tops of mountains is there paralleled with
Greek cults. When the Persians laid the strips of
sacrificial flesh upon a ‘carpet of tender grass’
(Skr. oarhis), and invited the gods by an incanta-
tion to come and partake of the spiritual essence
of the food, they were doing what their Indian kin

Tr
Frobably the Yashts and

vendidad are quite primitive in the stress they
lay on the tendance of fire. The Skr. word
hotar, Gathic zaotar, according to C. Bartholomae
{Altiran, Worterbuch, Strassburg, 1907, col. 1653)
combines the ideas of two separate roots, one seenm Skr. ^uhdti (x^w), ‘pour,’ the other in hdvate,
invoke the^ latter supplying the passive par-

ticiple that gives us the Germanic word ‘ Gfod.’

IS The sacred formula, which lies behind the important
le equation of Skr. brahrmn and Lat. fldmen (oric^
e neuter),! is thus included with the libation in t£e
n name of the conductor of the rite. There is no
5, direct evidence on Iranian soil that such priests
i, held hereditary office; but we may recall the
d combinations of Schrader to prove that traditional
Q lore was handed down in certain families. The
n Magi succeeded to these sacerdotal functions in
e Persia, largely because of their influence over the
,1 non-Aryan population, which had more or less
e perfunctorily adopted the forms of Iranian worship
, and a few features of Zarathushtra’s reform (on
/ this subject see art. Magi).

^

3 Literaturb.—For evidence in favour of several statements
f pnefly made above reference may be made to J. H. Moulton
b ,

Iranian Ethnography,’ inEssays and Studiespresented
to WiUmm Ridgeway, 1913, to his Hibbert Lectures

> on Early Zoroastrianism, London, 1913, and in smaU comnaS
i to the ‘Cambridge Manual * on Early Religious Poetry ofPerein
b

Cambridge, 1911. F. Spiegrel, Die arische Periods,
1887, reconstructs features of the Ai^an unity. Of. also 6’

> Schrader, Reallex, derindogerm. AIteHumskunde, Strassbursr*
l 1901, passim, and art. Aryan Eeligion, vol. ii. pp. 11-57 • r

X* ISl Jackson, ‘Iran. Religion,’ in GIrP iL [1904] 612 fif.
•

H. Oldenberg, Religion des Veda, Berlin, 1894.
’

James Hope Moulton.
IRISH.—See Celts.

name ‘Iroquois’ was given
by the French settlers in Canada to the great con-
federation of the Five Nations—Mohawk, Oneida,
Onondaga, Cayuga, and Seneca, to which was
added, after 1726, the Tuscarora, thus making the
famous Six Nations. The most advanced of all
American Indians in statecraft and political organi-
zation, they were the leading members of a lin-
gmstic family which ranged from the St. Lawrence
River (the Saguenay on the north bank, and the
Gulf of St. Lawrence on the south) through south
Quebec and Ontario, the greater part of New York^d Pennsylvania, and the north-eastern half of
Ohio, with an exclave running south-west through
portions of Virginia, Tennessee, the Carolinas,
Georgia, and Alabama. Excepting the exclave,
they were entirely surrounded by Indians of Al-
gonquian stock. The name ‘ Iroquois ’ is itself
Algonquian— ‘real adders’ (with the
French termination -ois).

The chief Iroquoian tribes were the Huron {q,v,)

;

the Tionontati, or Tobacco People (the ‘ Nation du
Petun * of the Jesuit Belations), who lived in Grey
and Simcoe counties, Ont., and who combined with
the Huron to form the modem Wyandot; the
Attiwendaronk, or Neutrals (so called because
they took no part in the wars between the Huron
and the Iroquois), living north of Lake Erie ; the
Conestoga, along the Susquehanna River; the
Erie, or Cat Nation (in allusion to the panther or
^Id-cat), south of the Neutrals ; the xuscarora
in North Carolina

; theNottowayin South-East Vir-
ginia ; the Meherrin, along the river of that name,
on the border between Virginia and North Caro-
lina ; and the Cherokee {g.v,),

I. Government. — Iroquoian government was
essentially a congeries of clans, each composed of
a number of gentes or families, which might, in
turn, consist of several firesides. The family

I

(Mohawk ohwachira) was matriarchal, its mem-
bers being the male and female offspring of a
woman and her female descendants in the female
line, together with such

^
persons as had been

adopted into the ohwachira. The head of an
ohwachira was usually its oldest woman, and each
of its members possessed the right of inheritance
from deceased fellow-members, and of participa-
tion in its councils. In the process of develop-
ment, ohwachiras, either actually or theoretically
akin, tended to coalesce, in which case certain

1 This equation is not, however, undisputed (see A. Walde,
hat. etymolog. Wdrterb,^, Heidelberg, 1910, p. 298).
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oAwaMras gained the custody of the titles of chief
and sub-chief, and the married women could, ac-
cordingly, take the initial steps not only in choos-
ing, but also in deposing, a chief or sub-chief—in
both cases subject to confirmation and installation
(or deposition) by the tribal council. The strong
matriarchate of the ohwachira also appears in the
fact that all the land of a family was exclusively
owned by women.

^ ^
Each ohwamira possessed its

own tutelary deities {oyaron or ochinagenda),
normally in charge of certain wise women, specific
songs and rites, the right to certain personal
names, etc., and, of course, shared in the privi-
leges and responsibilities inherent in membership
in the tribe as a whole. The clans were to the
ohwachiras what the latter were to the firesides
(families in our sense of the term, except that they
were matriarchal instead of patriarchal)

; and the
clans were combined, in analogous fasMon, into
phratries, two of which normally constituted a
tribe. 2 The clans composing a phratry were
brothers and sisters to each other, and cousins (or
progenitors) to the other phratry. Consequently,
marriage within a phratry was originally forbidden,
though later only the clans were exogaraous.*
2. Family life and culture.—As would be self-

evident in a matriarchal society, the power of
women was in many respects paramount over men.
Woman’s right to land and her privilege of choos-
ing the chiefs have already been noted. Being
the source of life, she alone could independently
adopt an alien (a man could do this only with the
expressed or implied consent of his wife) ; she had
the primary right to decide whether a captive
should be put to death or adopted ; and she might
even forbid her sons to go on the warpath. Chief-
tainesses elected by the women provided the food
for festivals, etc., watched over the treasury, and,
when of extraordinary ability, might even, in case
of need, act as substitute during the vacancy of
a male chieftainship. The penalty for killing a
woman was double that for the murder of a man
(see art. Blood-feud [Primitive], vol. ii. p. 722*»).

Yet, although a son belonged to his mother’s
clan, a husband retained his own clan, as the
wife retained hers. Their offspring had, therefore,
a relation to both clans ; and the father’s clan gave
the son his tutelary {oyaron), supplied a prisoner or
a scalp if he fell in battle or was murdered, and
performed the sepulchral rites in case of death in
his wife’s clan.

The principle of adoption {q.v,) was one of prime
importance in Ircmuoian organization. As among
the Huron (see ^BE, vol. vi. p. 883 f.), a captive
might be adopted to replace a fallen warrior, and,
as Hewitt points out {MAI i. 15), to restore the
orenda (on which see below) lost by the clan
through the death of its member. Not only indi-
viduals, but entire tribes, might be adopted. This
was notably the case when, about 1726, tht Tusca-
rora were adopted by the Five Nations, through
the successive stages of infant, boy, youth, man,
assistant to the official women-cooks, warrior, and
peer. The Tuscarora were Iro^uoian ; but Algon-
<mns (Leni-lenape and Nanticoke) and Siouans
(B^oni and Tutelo) were also adopted.
The general character of the Iroquoians has been

described in art. Hueon ; but that their reputed
savagery was not inherent in the race is shown by
the gentleness of the Tuscarora, who suffered from

tlm whites the cruellest wrongs, perhaps the least of
which was the constant kidnapping of both men

women into slavery (Hewitt, HAIih 843 ff.).
The Iroquoian dwellings were the famous ‘ long

houses,’ often over 100 ft. in length, and corre-
spondingly wide, the framework being of poles,
which were covered with bark (as was also the
roof), usually of the elm. Within, each fireside
had Its own apartment, curtained off, while through
the centre ran a passage for general use (cf. BAI
1. 655, ii. 61, 126, 128).^ Among the Tuscarora,
however, the round bark lodge was in use {ib. ii.

851). In war, body-armour of twined wooden rods
or slats was used (W. Hough, in Bep, U.S. Nat.

1893, p. 648 f.), and, besides the ordinary
Indian weapons, blow-guns were frequently em-
ployed, while, at least among the Erie, poisoned
arrows were not unknown.
3.^

Religion,—The underlying concept of Iro-
quoian religion is orenda, a term which has
passed into the vocabulary of comparative religion.
Orenda is closely analogous to the Polynesian
concept of mana {q.v.), and denotes
* the Active force, principle, or magic power which was assumed
by the mchoate reasoning of primitive man to be inherent in
every body and being of nature and in every personified attri-
bute, property, or activity, belonging to each of these and con-
ceived to be the active cause or force, or dynamic energy,
mvolved in every operation or phenomenon of nature, in any
i^nner affecting or controlling the welfare of man. This hypo-
thetic principle was conceived to be immaterial, occult, im-
personal, mysterious in mode of action, limited in function and
efficiency, andnot at all omnipotent, local and not omnipresent,
and ever embodied or immanent in some object, although it
was believed that it could be transferred, attracted, acquired,
increased, suppressed, or enthralled by the orenda of occult
i^ualistic formulas endowed with more potency' (Hewitt,HAI ii, 147).

The object of sacrifice is to secure the exercise, in
behalf of the sacrificer, of the orenda possessed by
worshipful beings ; and the phenomena of nature
are simply contests between different orenda.
Orenda maybe beneficent or maleficent; the beings
who use orenda for injurious ends are called otJcon.
The chief defence of the individual against the
otkon is the oyaron, or tutelaries, which were also
possessed by tribes, clans, and families. The
normal mode of acquiring one’s oyaron is detailed
in art. COMMUNION with Deity (American). Like
the orenda, the oyaron differed in potency and in
character. Those possessed of powerful and benefi-
cent oyaron, and hence controlling similar orenda,
were the wise men and beneficent magicians, whose
oyarow-revealed knowledge enabled them to fore-
tell the future, divine remedies for disease, interpret
dreams, and, if sufficiently potent, overcome evil
orenda, otkon, and oyaron. Those whose oyaron
were malignant were the evil wizards, who bore
the significant name agotkon or honnatkon (‘ he is

an otkon\ whereas the benignant type was aren-
diouanen (*his orenda is powerful’), sawtkatta

^ As in so many other cosmologies, the earth was female to
the Iroquoians.

2 Hewitt holds {HAI ii. 816 f.) that the number of the phratries
was based on the dualism of natural sex.

3 When, in the middle of the 16th cent., the Oajmga of
Oneniote became greatly diminished through war with the
Huron, they sent to the Mohawk for men to wed their women
(W. M. Beauchamp, EAI ii. 128 ; for another explanation see
Hewitt, ib. 123).

(Huron, ‘one who examines another by seeing’), etc.
The good will of the oyaron must be retained by
feasts and sacrifices to keep it in health and
strength, or it would turn against its possessor

;

neither could its dictates, as revealed in dreams,
be denied without most serious consequences (for
details see EBE, vol. vi. p. 8851). If the object
manifested as the oyaron was an animal, its pos-
sessor’s life was conditioned by that of the living
creature in question ; but in any case the materisQ
creature or object was not the oyaron itself, but
merely
‘its embodiment, the symbol or outward sign of the union
subsisting between the soul and its tutelary or guardian genius,
through the guidance and potency of which the soul must know
and do everything ’ (Hewitt, B.AI ii. 178).

1 A ‘council-house’ of the Iroquois is
]

N.Y., but, if genuine, is a very recent deveL * _
a log-cabin. A similar dilapidated structure e

,

N.Y., and is claimed to have been the home of an Indian family
at the time of Sullivan’s destructive invasion in 1779.
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The personal oyaron was carefully carried by
warriors, and thus served as a fetish. A symbol
or representation of it was made by the father’s

clan at the New Year ceremony after the dream of

the youth who was to bear it had been properly

interpreted. In the oyaroTi-concept lies at least

one of the bases of totemism
The chief deities of the Iroquois were Teharon-

hiawagon and Tawiskaron. They were twins, and
antagonistic to each other, one being the creator

and preserver of life and the other the deadly
winter god. They were not, however, gods in the

usual sense of the term, but ‘ man-beings ’ {pngwd),

and their origin is inseparably connected with the
cosmologic myth of the Iroquois.

According- to this cosmology, there were three cosmic periods.

In the first a race of man-beings—i.e. superior to man in every-

way, and uncreated and eternal, but in life and customs entirely

like the men of earth—dwelt on the farther side of the visible

sky. In course of time one of these man-beings died (an event
hitherto unknown), and his posthumous daughter, AwfiJ^’haT
(* mature [fertile] flowers or earth ’), continuing to converse with
her dead father, was sent by him to the lodge of her future
husband, the chief Hao“‘hw6ndjiawa’gf*(* he holds the earth *)•

After pe^orming an impossible task, her husband directed her
to return home, speaking to no one who might address her, even
as she had been silent on her way to him. At the bidding ofher
father, she went back to her husband’s lodge. On her first visit

she had become pregnant from Hao°'hw6ndjiaw2,’gr’s breath,
but, not knowing this, he suspected her fidelity. She gave birth
to a daughter, QaSnde*so“*k (‘gusts of wind *). Later, her hus-
band fell ill of vexation, and, as a result of his dream-feast, the
great tree (the only source of light at that time) beside his lodge
was uprooted, leaving a vast abyss. Through this he thrust his
wife, who fell toward the world, at that time only water. Earth
was brought from the bottom of the water by the musk-rat and
other animals and placed on the back of the Great Turtle, and
water-fowl broke the fall of AwS“*har. Her daughter, who had
been re-incorporated with her during the fall, was re-born. In
like manner, Oorn, Tobacco, Deer, Beaver, and other man-beings
transferred their land to earth. GaSnde'son'k became pregnant
by a man-being, who passed two arrows (one flint-pointed) over
her body, and was delivered of twins, one—Teharonhiawagon

—

being born in the normal way, and the other—Tawiskaron—
coming through his mother’s armpit*and killing her. After the
twins grew up, the benevolent plans of Teharonhiawagon,
counselled by his father, who had recovered and had set the
tree back in place, were exposed to the machinations of his

g
randmother, who created the sun from Ga6nde’'so“'k’s head,
er body becoming the moon ; but they were fixed in position,

and began to move only through Teharonhiawagon and his
allies, the motive of Awga'har’s anger being Tawiskaron’s false
charge thatTeharonhiawagon had killed his mother at his birth.
Teharonhiawagon created all things for men, and each thing
Tawiskaron and his ^andmother sought to mar. Thus they
imprisoned the beasts in a cave, and, though Teharonhiawagon
released nearly all, some were re-imprisoned and became otkon.
Only after all this did Teharonhiawagon form human beings.i
Among the most beneficent exploits of Teharonhiawagon for

the welfare of mankind were his victory in the game of bowland
plum-pit (for which see S. Gulin, 2UBMBW [1907], p. 105 ff.), by
which he won the government over all living things, and his
conquest of the deformed Hadu’i*, the man-being of disease and
death, who, to save his life, promised to cure the diseases arising
from his infection of the earth, thus giving rise to the society of
Mask-faces who, at the New Year ceremony, endeavour to
exorcize and expel disease and death (see W. H. Dali,mSRBEW
£1884], p. 144 f.).

Among the other divine man -beings were
GaShde’s (wind), Hodofini’S,’ (Aurora Borealsi),
Hadawinetha’ (fire dragon of storm), Hi’no*^’ (thun-
der), Daga*shwine'dA’ (spring wind), etc., as well as
the nian-beings of living creatures of every kind.
Mention must also be made of a war-god Aireskoi
(Mohawk ‘master of war’), towhom
the Mohawk offered human sacrifice (of. alsoEBE,
vol. vi. p. 884 f.). Prisoners of war, after being
tortured to death, were eaten, at least in part,
by the Huron and other Iroquoians, and especially
by the Mohawk, whose name (cognate with Narra-
gansett Mohowaimck^ ‘ they eat [animate] things ’)

expressly im^ies cannibalism, though they termed
themselves JEaniengehaga^ ‘people of the flint
place.’

In addition to human sacrifices, which might
also be offered in honour of the dead—as when
the Onondaga Aharihon sacrificed forty men to

1 Huron cosmology presents a general similarity. For an
early accoxmt of it see J. de Br4beuf, in P. Le Jeune, Jes, Rel.
X. 127-129.

show his esteem for his brother—^many other form.s
were practised. If war was unsuccessful, the
Mohawk offered a bear to the war-god ; but the
most characteristic Iroquoian sacrifice was that of
the white dog, which was the centre of an elaborate
ritual performed at the New Year (late in January
or early in February).
The object of the whole rite is to fulfil the dream-desire of

Teharonhiawagon, and thus to recruit his vigour, that he may
prove victorious over Tawiskaron, the god of winter. 1 Before
the sacrifice proper, all old fires must be removed and the new
fire must be lighted ; next comes the ‘ asperging with ashes *

(Huron axmtaenhroM ; cf. ERE^ vol. vi. p. 885), when all pass
through the fire to escape fevers and other maladies produced
by the fire-god. After the fire-rites, which occupy three days,
comes the dream-rite (mistakenly described in the Jes, Rd.
under the name orwnharoia [see ERE^ vol. vi. p. 886a>]), involv-
ing a number of minor rites (summarized by Hewitt, BAI ii.

942 f.), and also taking three days. The next rite is the strang-
ling of a white dog (formerly partially burned and eaten), which
is dressed, adorned, and painted to represent Teharonhiawagon,
and, placed standing on the song bench, is addressed with
prayer and sacrifice of tobacco. The man-being Teharonhia-
wagon accepts the victim and the tobacco, but rejects a proffered
bow and arrow. Thus the dream-desire of Teharonhiawagon is

satisfied. The four or five days following are taken up by the
great Feather and Drum dances, the Personal clan chant, and
Great Wager (ceremonial game of plum-pits).^

The other great Iroquoian festivalsarethetapping
of the maple tree, maple-gathering, maize-planting,
strawberry-gathering, bean-gathering, green-maize
feast, and maize-gathering. At the more important
of these—White Dog, maize-planting, green-maize,
and maize-gathering—confession of sins is one of

the chief rites ; and all festivals are accompanied
by ceremonial games and dances.

Belief in immortality was strong among all

Iroquoian peoples (cf. EBE, vol. vi. p. 886^) ; and
they attributed to animals the same intelligence

as to men, so that in hunting they killed all game
that they could find, lest the survivors should
warn their fellows that they were being pursued.
LiterATUBB.
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For the totemistic organization of the Iroquois see J. G. Frazer,
Totemism and Exogamy, London, 1910, iii. 3-29. For literature

on the Iroquoian dialects see J. C. Pilling, Bibliography of the

Iroquoian Languages, Washington, 1888 {^BuU. 6 BE).
Loxjis H. Gray.

IRVING AND THE CATHOLIC APOS-
TOLIC CHURCH.—i, Life of Irving.—Edward
Irving was bom at Annan, Dumfriesshire, 4th Aug.
1792. His father, Gavin, was a tanner of mode-

1 The Iroquoian man-beings were subject to destiny, and, as

was the case in Egypt, the divine stood in need of human aid
(J. G. Muller, Gesm. der amerikan. XTrrdigionen^, Basel, 1867,

p. 148 f. ; Hewitt, HAIn. 939 f.).

2 The White Dog Sacrifice is of the scapegoat typ« (J
Frazer, The Scapegoat, London, 1918, pp. 209 f., 233).
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rate substance and local influence; his mother,
Mary Lowther, came of a family of ‘ bonnet lairds^

in the adjacent parish of Dornock.^ He was bap-

tized in the Established Church, which in the west
of Scotland was much influenced by traditions of

the Covenanters. His education was received at

the Academy of his native town under Adam
Hope, who also became schoolmaster to Thomas
Canyle, and at Edinburgh University, where he
matriculated at the age of thirteen. He gave no
early promise of his subsequent career ; at school

his omy distinction was that of an athlete. At
the University he graduated M.A, in 1809, and,
still undistinguished, entered the Divinity HaU.
Thereafter he followed the usual course prepara-

tory to the ministry of the Church of Scotland,
supporting himself meanwhile by teaching in the
Mathematical School recently established in Had-
dington. With this work he combined the func-

tion of private tutor to the daughter of a medical
practitioner in the town, Jane Welsh, the future
wife of his friend Carlyle. Two years later, while
his University studies were still incomplete, he
was appointed to the mastership of another new
Academy at Kirkcaldy, Fifeshire. In 1815 he
became a Probationer of the Church of Scotland,

being licensed to preach by the Presbytery of

Kirkcaldy, and for the next three years combined
this new office with the work of his school. In
1818 he resigned his mastership and returned to

Edinburgh, where he remained until, in the follow-

ing year, he was appointed assistant to Thomas
Chalmers (q.v,) at St. John’s, Glasgow. The fame
of the latter was too great, and Irving’s genius
was too strongly contrasted with that of his chief,

to allow much scope to the younger man, and his

work during the next two years, though dis-

charged with uninterrupted loyalty and sufficient

credit, was not such as to command the enthusi-

astic appreciation either of the minister or of the
congregation of St. John’s, or to attract the notice
of those who could further his interests. But his

position as assistant to Chalmers was prominent
enough to bring him under the notice of the
Caledonian Church in Hatton Garden, London, a
struggling outpost of the Church of Scotland, the
astorate of which had littleto commend it to an am-
itious man. In 1822, Irvingwas appointed to this

charge, and at last in his thirtieth year he re-

ceived ordination from his native Presbytery at
Annan.
In less than twelve months his popularity was

assured. The incident usually associated with
the sudden outburst of the new preacher upon the
big world of London was the visit of Canning to

the National Scots Church at the instance of his

colleague, Sir James Mackintosh, and a subse-

quent speech in the House of Commons, in the
course of which the statesman alluded to the
eloquence of the sermon then heard. From this

moment Irving was provided with the opportunity
best suited to his genius, and his permanent
congregation, as it was swelled by the numbers
drawn from every religious communion, not least

from the Church of England, gradually lost its

peculiarly Scottish complexion and took on the
characteristics of its leader’s expanding thought
and feeling. In 1823, Irving issued his first publi-

cations, both of which were based on his pulpit

discourses, and quickly passed through several

editions. The Orations were at once recognized
as affording examples of a new type of religious

address (the title itself was ambitious, though
justified by the contents), and exhibit the claim
and intention of the author to present divine truth
to the public mind in a form alike more compre-
hensive and more vital than the conventional

echoes of a narrow and moribund evangelicalism

to which the ear of the church-goer had become
accustomed. The Argumentfor Judgment to come
foreshadows that prophetical teaching which, to-
gether with the exercise of spiritual gifts, con-
stitutes the popular conception of Irvingism.
This was followed in two years by Babylon and
Infidelity Foredoomed of God, a survey of con-
temporary history in the light of that millennial
principle of interpreting Daniel and the Eevelation
which had begun to be revived among Protestant
Christians in the early decades of the 19th cent.,
and of which Irving’s mind proved readily recep-
tive. Another influence, which approached him
from a different quarter, was that of y. T. Cole-
ridge, to whom he had been personally introduced
in 1823.

The year 1826 is important as that of the first of
the Conferences held at Albury Park, Surrey, by
invitation of Henry Drummond, M.P., under the
presidency of Hugh MacNeil, rector of the parish
and subsequently dean of Ripon. Drummond had
already been brought into contact with Irving,
and, Imowing his attitude towards the study of
the prophets, offered him a seat at the Conference,
in which his eminence soon gave him a leading
place. As will be apparent, the Albury Confer-
ences were not the product of Irving’s ministry, nor
was his London congregation directly concerned
in them, though Drummond, by whom they were
organized, afterwards became a prominent mem-
ber of the body associated with his name. The
movement represented by them is still active in
evangelical circles, and in Irvingism it became
a formative principle. The Morning Watch, a
periodical inaugurated by the Conference, virtu-
ally became, before its discontinuance in 1833, the
organ of the new community.
In 1827 the church in Regent Square was

opened to accommodate the crowds for which the
small chapel in Hatton Garden was totally inade-
quate. The building still stands, but no longer
as the National Scots Church. The congregation,
which continued to use it after Irving’s extrusion,
became identified in 1843 with the party of the
Scottish Disruption, and is now in communion
with the English Presbyterians. It was about
this time that Irving became acquainted with John
McLeod Campbell of Row, who was beginning to
re-state the doctrine of the Atonement on lines

similar to those which governed his own theory
of the Incarnation, This was developed in three
volumes of sermons and a book on the Last Days,
published in 1828. It would be erroneous to say
that the alleged heresies for which the two men
were severally deposed from the ministry had a
single source in the mind of either. They are
to be regarded as parallel developments of a com-
mon tendency. It is significant that the General
Assembly (1831) which condemned Campbell di-

rected that any attempt on the part of Irving to

exercise his ministry in Scotland should be met by
the Presbytery concerned with an inquiry into his

writings on the Incarnation. It was the sermons
published in 1828 that contained the statements
which first brought him under the suspicion of

having asserted the sinfulness of Christ’s humanity.
Action had actually been taken the previous year
(1830) by the Presbytery of London, from the con-

sequences of which Irving escaped only by the
doubtful expedient of claiming exemption from
their jurisdiction, alleging that the trust-deeds of

the National Scots Church required their minister
to be ordained by a Presbytery in Scotland. His
position, though anarchical, was practically ten-

able, because he was unanimously upheld by his

own Kirk Session, who in a few months were them-
selves to invoke the authority of the same Presby-
tery, when on a grave matter of Church discipline
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they found themselves irreconcilably opposed to

the pastor whose orthodoxy they had stoutly
maintained.
Meanwhile events had taken place in Scotland,

destined to precipitate the crisis which in a few
years severed Irving from the communion of his

native Church. An old friendship existed between
himself and Robert Story, minister of Roseneath,
which on more than one occasion had brought him
to preach on the Gareloch. Here he met Alexander
Scott, who, coming to London in the first instance
as Irving’s assistant, received a call to the Scots
congregation at Woolwich, and was in consequence
involved before the London Presbytery in a charge
of heretical teaching concerning our Lord’s human
nature. Sharing Irving’s view of the Incarnation,
he insisted that the exceptional gifts of the Spirit,

manifested in the Apostolic Church, were a perma-
nent endowment of the Body of Christ, restrained
only by the faithlessness of later Christians. This
teaching he disseminated, among other places, in
his old home in the West of Scotland. At Femi-
earry Farm, in Campbell’s parish of Row, lived
Mary Campbell, a young woman of exceptional
piety and unusual personality, who in 1830, while
apparently a hopeless invalid, became the subject
of spiritual manifestations which her friends
claimed as a reappearance of the tongues spoken
of in the NT. Shortly afterwards the ‘ power,’ as
it came to be called, visited a shipbuilding family

i

at Port Glasgow. James and Margaret Mac-
donald, brother and sister, s^oke in an unknown
tongue, and the latter was raised from sickness at
the word of the former. James then proceeded to
inform Mary Campbell by letter of what had oc-
curred, exhorting her to a similar act of faith,

whereupon she too rose from her bed, apparently
fully restored to health. From that time she con-
tinued, like Margaret Macdonald, to speak with
tongues, with which was associated what was
claimed as the gift of prophecy. She married,
and became a familiar figure among the friends of
the new movement as Mrs. Caird. A sympathetic
but not unquestioning account of these proceed-
ings has been preserved in the Memoirs of Robert
Story, published (Cambridge, 1862) by his son
Herbert, sometime Principal of Glasgow Univer-
sity, Wide-spread interest in the phenomena arose
throughout Scotland. They were investigated by
Thomas Erskine of Linlathen, who appears to have
acknowledged their genuineness. No money was
made out of them, and there is no evidence of im-
posture. They may, perhaps, be classed and
judged with similar manifestations in other parts
of Christendom. Irving, predisposed alike by
character and antecedents, at once accepted them
as a baptism of the Holy Spirit and Fire.
In 1831 the gifts of tongues and prophecy ap-

peared, it was believed, in answer to fervent prayer,
among the members of Irving’s congregation. The
gift of healing was also claimed, and an attitude
towards disease, strikingly allied to that which
in later times has become characteristic of Chris-
tian Science, began to be assumed by * the spiritual.’
But, if disease was spoken of among them as sin,
it was because the Spirit must uphold and conse-
crate, not negate and annihilate, the fiesh. It was,
however, the two former gifts that exercised a
determining influence on the fortunes of Irving
and his people, by being ‘called into the church.^
Irving claimed to have ‘tried the spirits’ of the
prophets, in right of his ministerial commission as
angel or pastor, and, finding them to be true spirits,

made provision for the exercise of their function
in the Scots Church. This involved scenes of ex-
citement, which, as rumour swiftly spread and
curious crowds assembled, degenerated into un-
seemly confusion. Remonstrance proved unavail-

ing, and, acting on legal advice, the trustees, who
as members of the Kirk Session had supported
Irving in his repudiation of the London Presby-
tery, now appealed to it under the trust-deed of
the Regent Square Church. The facts were undis-
puted. The case really turned upon the truth or
falsity of the plenary inspiration claimed by the
‘ gifted,’ but implicitly rejected alike by the pro-
secuting trustees and the Presbytery. The view
of the latter was unexpectedly strengthened by
the repudiation of their former testimony on the
part of one or two of the prophets—notably Robert
Baxter, who subsequently published his retracta-
tion in a Narrative of Facts (London, 1833).
But Irving, supported by the majority of the
prophets, women as well as men, maintained his
conviction, and his defence became an arraign-
ment of his judges. The result, however, was
never really doubtful. Such evidence as they
could offer was, from the point of view of the
court, mere opinion ; and no tribunal to which the
matter could conceivably have been submitted
could have decided that an offence had not been
committed against the recognized order of the
Church. Accordingly, by direction of the Presby-
tery, the doors were locked against the minister
and the greater part of his miscellaneous congre-
gation, which ultimately found shelter in Newsman
Street. These proceedings revived the charge of

heresy which had already been levelled at Irving,
and in 1833 he was formally indicted before the
Presbytery of Annan, which had ordained him,
and which now deposed him. Though Irving con-
sented to defend his teaching before the Presby-
tery, he never appealed against the judgment, and
accordingly in this year he passed out of the Church
of Scotland.
2. The Catholic Apostolic Church.—Hence-

! forward the personality of Irving ceases to be an

I

important factor in the movement, which had
already begun to crystallize into a religious society
having little affinity with the Presbyterianism
amid which it took its rise. Though a congrega-
tion of several hundred members or communicants,
together with an indefinite number of adherents,
migrated with their pastor from Regent Square,
the minority that remained were the real repre-

sentatives of those who had called him to London
ten years before. The more influential members
of what must now be called the new body were
men and women collected from various quarters
who had found in Irving a rallying point for

association on the basis of millennial e^mectation
and the exercise of spiritual gifts. From the
moment that Irving acknowledged the utterances
of the prophets as the authoritative voice of the
Spirit, his function towards the society practically

ceased. Making no claim to exceptional endow-
ments on his own behalf, he became a follower

rather than a leader. The new authority, which
had begun to emerge in the person of two apostles,

who had been appointed by prophecy, already
claimed his submission. An alleged prophecy
declared that, the Church of Scotlanci having
withdrawn his commission, his position as pastor
or angel of the congregation must remain in abey-
ance unless duly restored by the Spirit. When at
length the prophetic voice proclaim^ his reinstate-

ment, he was allowed to resume his office only by
ordination at the hands of the new apostolate.

Soon afterwards another prophetic utterance sent

him on a mission to Scotland!, and, reaching Glas-

gow after a circuitous journey through England
and Wales, he died in that city on 7th December
1834, and was buried in the crypt of its ancient

cathedral.

The religious society thus brought into being
still exists, but it has had little or no public
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history. Popularly called Irvingite, a name only

g
artially justified by facts, it is officially styled the
latholic Apostolic Church. The name is* said to

he due, not to arrogant assumption on the part of
its members, but to the mistake of a census clerk,

who abstracted it from a return, in which a London
householder had described himself as belonging to

a ‘congregation of the Catholic and Apostolic
Church worshipping in Newman Street.’ Its
organization was practically completed when the
college of apostles was increased from two to
twelve in obedience to a prophetic message. Pro-
phets and evangelists being already in existence,

the fourfold ministry was completed by the ordina-
tion of pastors and teachers—a local priesthood

—

consisting, in the case of each congregation, of the
bishop or angel (cf. the ‘ angels of the churches ’ in
the Apocalypse), or chief pastor, with the elders
and deacons. The meetingjplace in Newman Street
has been replaced by a fine Gothic Church in Gordon
Square, and there are churches in Edinburgh and
other large cities, as well as at Albury. Outside
Britain and Germany its extension has been limited.

Its forms of worship have been assimilated to those
of ancient Christendom, and its ritual is elaborate.
It possesses a liturgy constructed for the most
part on Eastern models. These changes, which were
speedily introduced, may be traced partly to the
study of the Apocalypse, partly to the eclecticism
of its members. Its ministiy has never been pro-
fessional, being composed tor the most part of

persons engaged in ordinary occupations. Many of

its members were, and still are, actively engaged in
public affairs, and as individuals take a prominent
part in works of general utility and philanthropy.
But in its corporate capacity the community has
lived apart, and, except for the sensation caused by
the outbreak of the ‘ gifts,* has neither courted nor
received a place in popular consideration. This is

the natural consequence of the theory of its origin,

which also accounts for its apathy in respect to
missionary work. It is due, not to the cooling of

its early zeal, but to its expectation of a returning
Lord. The appearance of the gifts was regarded
as a sign of the approach of the Son of Man. The

;

apostolate was constituted for the ‘ ingathering of i

the nations.* Evangelists were at first sent out
I

into the highways ; apostolic journeys were under-
I

taken in Europe and elsewhere; but their object
was not to propagate the gospel in the spirit and
on the method of the great missionary societies,

but to bear final testimoi^ before nations and
kings to the coming of the Day of the Lord. The
witnesses had no zeal for the extension of the
Church, but for its preparation as a bride adorned
for her husband. They had no special tenets to

proclaim as contrasted with the received teaching
of Christendom. Their exclusiveness was due not
to what they conceived as the false teaching, but
to the apathy, of the churches. If they were in a
peculiar sense God’s people, it was only because
they were aroused, expectant, waiting for the final

baptism. The new Apostolic ministry, as they
conceived it, belonged to the whole Church. Its

establishment was not the construction of a new
organ of evangelical activity, but the final ordering
of the household before the return of the Master.
Their testimony given, they were content to wait
in spiritual readiness for the rending of the
heavens. They became a church within the

Church, instituting a rite of ‘sealing,’ or laying
on of hands, by which those who received the
witness of the last times were set apart against the
final Day of Redemption. But * the sealed * were
not necessarily required to withdraw from^ the

communion of other Churches, and ‘ Irvingites ’

have always been found communicating and, it is

said, even ministering in other religious bodies. A i

special affinity with those Churches which retained
the order of bishops, successors of the ‘angels*
who presided over the apostolic churches, has
always been recognized, in spite of the fact that
Irving himself had been a Presbyterian minister,
and that the connexion of his people with the
Church of England was only through individuals
who had abandoned its ministries. The last of the
apostles is now dead, and the church is in process
of readjustment to the new conditions created by
the lapse of the college.

Difference of opinion regarding the apostolate
has led to a division of the Irvingites and to the
formation of the ‘ New Apostolic Church.* The
latter body holds that the number of the apostles
inay be many more than twelve, and traces its
origin to Germany, where Irvingism had been in-
troduced in Bavaria by William Caird in 1841,
centres being formed at Augsburg, Berlin, Konigs-
berg, and Hamburg. The New Apostolic Church
arose from the endeavour of the prophet of the
Berlin congregation, Heinrich Geyer, to have new
apostles chosen. Excommunicated in 1863, he
joined Schwartz, the bishop at Hamburg, and
formed the new organization. As in Holland
under the direction of Schwartz, so in Germany
the new body has discarded much of its elaborate
ritual, and lays less stress on the expectation of
the speedy Second Advent. Their main centre is

Brunswick, where one of their number, F. Krebs,
gradually rose to be the ‘father of the apostles.’
His successor, H. Niehaus, terms himself the
‘ Stammapostel,’ and it is even believed that in the
‘ Stammapostel ’ as well as in the other apostles
Christ is incarnate. Since the beginning of the
new centu^ the New Apostolic Church has suffered
the secession of the ‘Sceptre of Judah,’ which
differs little except that it lays still less emphasis
on eschatological hopes.
Except for the United States, no exact statistics

are available for the Irvingites. They are sup-
posed to number about 5000 in Great Britain and
about 20,000 in Germany and Switzerland ; the
New Apostolic branch estimated their adherents
at 70,000 in Europe at the end of 1909. According
to the last religious census of the United States
(1906), the Catholic Apostolic Church reported 11

organizations, with a membership of 2907 and 14
ministers ; the New Apostolic Church, 13 organiza-
tions, with a membership of 2020 and 19 ministers.

Since the last previous religious census (1890) the
Catholic Apostolic Church had increased by 1

organization and 1613 members; the New Apos-
tolic Church was not reported in America in
1890. The main strength of both bodies is in
the N. Atlantic States, especially in New York,
which has 7 out of the total number of 24 organiza-
tions.

3. Criticism.—Our estimate of Irvingism as a
religious phenomenon will vary according as we
view it in regard to the particular community in
which its principles are embodied or to the spiritual

movement of the 19th cent. , to which it is vitally

related. The lancet window above the great
Teacher’s grave has been filled with a figure of

ohn the Baptist ‘ crying in the wilderness,^ and it

is probably as a similar voice that his true charac-
ter is best judged. He is an arresting rather than
a constructive power, prophetic of the needs of his

time rather than himself supplying them. He was
able to recognize, but not to focus and apply, the
influences which were destined to recover a fuller

Christianity for a widening age.

The limitations of Irving’s personality and the
isolation of his j^osition ^1 to a large extent
explain the abortive character of the movement
which bears his name. It cannot be said that its

failure to command popular sympathy and to carry
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vvith it the reason and judgment of his contem-

E
oraries is itself evidence of error, for this would
e true of Christianity itself in its initial stages.

But we are justified in pointing out the presump-
tions against a stable and progressive work which
are to be found in the character of Irving’s genius.

His spiritual greatness varied almost in inverse
proportion to his intellectual equipment. Unlike
the Tractarians, he had no solid basis of learning
upon which to groimd his theology. He had a
vision of great religious ideas rather than a com-

g
rehensive theology. This is the true criticism of
is doctrine of the Incarnation, An adequate in-

heritance of theological thinking would have kept
him from those clumsy statements of our Lord’s

human nature which exposed him to the assaults

was also at fa^t. ^Whi^, ^^ereforej ^e" alway^
maintained Christ’s immunity from actual sin, he
invariably insisted that the humanity which the
Son of God assumed was sinful. By this he meant
to assert that God became flesh under the con-
ditions which sin had imposed, in order that He
might redeem what He took. It is, therefore, the
Spirit indwelling ‘the creature’ which lifts the
Body of Christ and all its members above sin.

The second proposition, which was the practical
conclusion that Irving wished to reach, is genuine
Nicene theology, and this a competent theological
tribunal ought to have recognized. The imperfec-
tion of the first proposition, which really marked a
return to a fuller (ioctrine of the Person of Christ
than the formal evangelicalism of his contem-
poraries, lies in the false psychology, misled by
the phrase ‘ sinful flesh,’ whicn does not predicate
sin solely of the will. But in so far as Irving’s
teaching was a strong assertion of the identification
of Christ with human nature as sin has made it,

not excluding its guilt, his doctrine out deeper than
that of his accusers. The further criticism, which
attempts to find in Irving’s error concerning the
peccability of Christ’s manhood the secret of his
attitude towards the spiritual ‘gifts,’ and to dis-

credit in consequence his whole system, is not
consistent with facts. In so far as the expectation
which led him to acknowledge claims disallowed
by others sprang out of his theology, rather than
out of his reading of the NT, it must be attributed
to his strong identification of believers with Him
who is their ‘federal Head.’ But this is no more
than is involved in the statement of Athanasius,
that ‘ God became Man in order that we might be
made divine’ {de Incarn, Verbi, liv, 3 [PG xxv.
192]). This language is admittedly hyperbolical,
but it is intended to cover no more than the ‘ grace
of unction,’ a phrase by which Hooker, a writer
with whom Irving acknowledged his own sym-
pathy, expressed the supernatural powers which
human nature received by union with the Godhead
in Christ.

Again, the prophetic element in Irving’s per-
sondity was allowed to dull his intellectual
appreciation. He had the Johannine rather than
the Pauline temper, but in the form which appears
in the Apocalypse rather than in the Fourth
Gospel. He was the mystic in fervent action, not
in calm contemplation. The procession of events,
and not the eternal silence, fascinated him- God
was always coming forth out of His place rather
than inhabiting eternity. His own impatience of
spirit was manifested in his eager desire for speech,
and in his readiness to welcome divine events from
day to day. This injured his sense of proportion,
and led him to give values to occurrences within
his own circle which at once endowed them with
significance in the march of history. This was

I

the spirit of the ancient prophets with a difference.
i

They saw in their immediate social experience i

types of God’s judgments; Irving saw in the
activities of Regent Square forces intimately con-
nected with the shaking of worlds. This want of
proportion in the Irvingite movement is one of the
features that most readily offer themselves to the
critic. If we may not deny that the Spirit mani-
fests Himself in unexpected quarters, and pursues
methods that are ‘foolishness with men,’ we are
yet bound to judge a phenomenon in relation to its

environment, and to estimate its value in some
proportion to its effectiveness.

closely connected with the foregoing must be
noted Irving’s lack of humour, which belongs also
to the whole movement. He always takes himself
very seriously. Every occasion is great, every
speech an utterance. His style is stilted, often
turgid, never delicate. The world is identified

too readily with Babylon. There is none of that
shrewd observation of the facts of society which
makes the prophet caustic and the seer sympa-
thetic. He does not really know life as he Knows
his Bible. It follows that he did not know men,
still less women. He took every one at his own
valuation, mistook cranks for persons of insight,

and became the tool of minds smaller than his own.
It is a mistake to charge him with conceit. The
movement which revolved round him never made
him its centre or took the impress of his person-
ality. It claimed to be an outpouring of the Spirit,

but never through the medium of himself. No one
e.gr., has ever ventured to claim for him the posi-

tion assigned to Montanus in the primitive schism
with which Irvingism has often Been compared.
Irvingites resent being so named, not merely as
unchristian, but as wrong in fact. The secondary
position which their leader assumed without com-
plaint after his deposition from the Scottish
ministry witnesses alike to the sincerity of his

aims and the humility of his character. His the-

ology was his own, but the specific millennial
expectation and the constructive work, of which
the ‘gifts’ were the instrument, belonged to

others. Drummond, Cardale, and their associ-

ates, not Irving, were the builders of the ‘ Catholic
Apostolic Church.’ Irving had no constructive
genius.
His ecclesiastical isolation is another fact to

which due weight must be given. In Scotland he
could make no headway. With the standards of

the Presbyterian Church he was not out of sym-
pathy. On the contrary, his conception of the
pastoral office and of sacramental grace conformed
more closely to the ideals of the Confession than
the theory and practice of most of his contem-
poraries. But the intellectualism of Scottish

Christianity met with an imperfect response in

him, and for all his fervour his undisciplined
mysticism failed to impress his fellow-countrymen.
London emphasized his lonely position. Such sup-

port as he might have secured from the fabric of

his own national Church was withdrawn, and he
was, of course, outside the life and traditions both
of the English Church and of English Noncon-
formity. Thus he became emphatically a vox
clamantis. What was, in any case, his true func-

tion had to be exercised outside the continuous
life of an existing society. There was nothing for

him to revivify and inspire. He could but make
himself the rallying pomt for units drawn from
other religious societies. In this he differed en-

tirely from the Tractarians. Like them, he began
with a complete distrust of the progressive liberal-

ism of the 19th century. Like them, he made no
attempt to capture the new forces or permeate the
new society with Christian principles. But, while

the Oxford men threw back: their disciples upon
the ancient deposit of Christian doctrine and the

inherent powers of the Christian community,
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Irving exhorted 'his hearers to prepare themselves
for the imminent judgment which awaited the
world, and the coming glory which was to descend
upon the Church. For him history virtually dis-

appeared, because past and future had alike lost

their importance in view of the approaching end
of the age. The eclectic Church order, worked out
by the miscellaneous group which constituted his
* congregation ’ after the rupture with the Church
of Scotland, made no pretence of continuity with
the past, and did not, in one sense, claim to super-
sede existing ministries. Thej were not fashioning
an instrument for the conversion of mankind ; they
were simply setting their house in order to wait
for the coming King,
There is, however, one criticism often levelled

at Irvingism which has no foundation in fact.

It is accused of adding to the Christian faith, by
supplementing it with a revelation of its own.
This is not the case. It does not claim to add
anything to the Catholic interpretation of the
Person and Work of Christ. Believing themselves
to be a part of the universal Church, its adherents
claim that, as the Spirit spoke by prophecy in the
churches of Antioch and Corinth, so He spoke in
their congregation. As Barnabas and Saul were
separated for the work of evangelization by the
ministry of the prophets, so (they hold) a ministry
was set apart for the sealing of believers in the
latter day. Our attitude towards such a claim
may involve rejection, but not on the ground that
it adds to the deposit of faith.

Perhaps the greatest flaw in the movement was
its unsympathetic attitude towards the progressive
developments of the early 19th century. Its ad-
herents had not the power of discrimination to
distinguish between the true and the false ele-

ments in the liberalism of the day. They saw in
it nothing but the final apostasy, a destructive
efibrt of Satan. In the welter of change they
failed to detect the operation of forces directed

^ the Spirit and prophetic of the Kingdom. In
Griasgow, Irving had shown no sympathy with the
social schemes of Chalmers, whose experiment was
in full operation when he was assistant at St.

John’s. So far as he was a politician, it was an
unbending, almost a reactionary, Toryism that
commended itself to his mind and expressed itself

in his personality. His leading followers in London
were mainly of the same mould. There was no
sense of the existence in society of problems with
which Christianity was called upon to deal. The
ethical, like the missionary, side of religion was
insufficiently grasped. In this there is a close

parallel to Tractananism. Keaction was the char-
acteristic of both movements; but Oxford had
behind it a great, historic society, belief in which
it set out to rekindle, and in consequence its limit-

ations stood to be corrected by the work of other
influences, like that of Maurice and Kingsley, and
the reassertion of evangelical enthusiasms within
the English Church, the whole mingling in a pro-

g
essive stream, greater than any of its tributaries.

ving met the same situation not with a revival

of church consciousness, but with the voice of
prophecy, which, for want of the ethical element
conspicuous in the Hebrew prophets, quickly de-

generated into a narrow and almost mechanical
apocalyptic. This may account for the air of

inwardness and myste^ which has always associ-

ated itself with Irvingism, its adherents living in
the midst of affairs and directing their conduct
according to the accepted standards of the hour,
but retirmg within the initiated circle to contem-
plate and interpret life by the aid of a method not
mtended for the profane eye.
The true significance of Irvingism, as a pheno-

menon capable of taking its place in the general

history of religion, is best reached by regarding it
not^ as a movement resulting in the formation of
a little-known institution called the ‘Catholic
Apostolic Church,’ which appears to exercise small
influence upon contemporary life and to give no
great promise for the future, but as part of those
wider changes in religious thought which belong
to the 19th century. Irving may be viewed as a
pioneer of those developments in religion which
were necessary to meet the requirements of the
new age. Evangelicalism had become a sentiment
and a survival. Its theology was formal and anti-
quated, its philosophy non-existent. Following
on the French Revolution a fresh era of thought
had begun for Europe, and Great Britain shared
in the new ideas. Thysical science was coming
into its kingdom. Discovery and invention were
introducing a world of new facts, to which men
were occupied in readjusting their minds. Christi-
anity, as then commonly understood, was not big
enough to deal with the situation. The effective
element in the religion of men like Chalmers, when
first they went forward to meet the new condi-
tions, was theistic rather than Christian. The
reaction, which {threw Irving back upon his re-
ligion, as though it were an alternative to the
ideas of secular progress, was really forging the
instrument by which the new synthesis was to be
made. This was a larger and more vital concep-
tion of the Person of Christ, leading on to the
doctrine of the Holy Spirit and a more vivid
apprehension of the corporate side of Christianity.
Irving, who always saw great ideas ‘looming
through the mist,’ taught this doctrine in a frag-
mentary and imperfect way, exposing himself to
an indictment for heresy, but anticipating the
work of those whose better theological equipment
and securer historical position enabled them to
guard and systematize their teaching. The Trac-
tarian school, corrected by the more philosophic
and liberal thought of Maurice, on the one hand,
and the more scientific Biblical method of Light-
foot and Westcott, on the other, accomplished the
work of which Irving’s preaching was a premoni-
tory signal. But Irving was gSso a witness to
other sides of Christianity which have since been
returning to their place in the scheme of religious
thought. It need hardly be said that the formal
and ecclesiastical side of the Oxford movement,
with its antiquarian tendency and its rigidity of
form, was absent from Irving^s teaching. He was
always evangelical, even if his gospel was more
vital and less legal than that of his immediate pre-
decessors. And, amid much that was fantastic in

the methods of interpretation current among those
millennial Christiana to whose speculations Irving
lent the authority of his name, he emphasized that
expectation of the Second Coming which the study
of apocalyptic literature among the scientific theo-
logians and Biblical students of the 20th cent,
shows to have been an integral element of apos-
tolic and primitive Christianity, and the recogni-
tion of which as the ultimate hope of the Church
is necessary to a true estimate of the task which
confronts it, as the witness among all nations to
a crucified, exalted, and returning Lord.

Litbraturb.— Collected, Writings of Edward Irvirw^ 5
vols., ed. G. Carlyle, London, 1864-66 ; The Prophetical Worhe
of Edwa/rd Irving, ed. Q. Carlyle, do. 1867-70 ; Mrs. O. W.
Oliphant, Life of Edwa/rd Irving, do. 1862; E. A. Rossteu-
scher, Avfhav, der Kvrche Christi auf den ursprUngliaken
Qranmagein^, Basel, 1886; J. N. Kdhler, Ret Irvingisme, The
Hague, 1876 ; £. Miller, Mistory and Doctrine of Irvingism,
2 vols., London, 1878 ; G. von Richthofen, Die apostoliM^hen Qe-
TOciTW&n, Augsbure, 1884: K. Handtmann, Neu-lrvingianer^,
Gtitersloh, 1907 ; T. Carlyle, Beminiscenees, London, 1887, ii.

1-220 ; T. Kolde, artt. * Edward Irving ' and * Catholic Apostolic
Church' in Schaff-Herzog, art. ‘Irving' in PBES; T. B.
Scannell, art. ‘Irvingites^in CE; W. E. KShler, art. * Irving
und Irvingianer ' in Meligion in Gesehichte und Gegenwart, iii.

C1912] 695-701 ; see also Eoase Collection in British Museum.
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containing about 70 works ; and a collection of neyropaper

cuttings relating to Irving and the Catholic Apostolic Church,

1836-1906 (Brit. Mus.) ; Bureau of the CensuSt Special Reports,

‘Eeligious Bodies, 1906,* Washin^n, 1910, ii. 179-183.

J. G. Simpson.

ISHTAR.— Ishtar was the Babylonian and

Assyrian form of the divinity who was worshipped

in Canaan as Ashtart (Ashtoreth, Astarte), in

Mesopotamia as Attar, in Moab as Ashtar, m
South Arabia as Athtar, and in Abyssinia as

Astar (see Abyssinia, Ashtaet, Atargatis,
SABiEANS).

I. Thje sources of information.—'Ihe cult

of Ishtar is now known from a multitude of original

Bab. and Assyr. records : (1) historical inscriptions

of the kings, (2) mythological texts, (3) hymns and

prayers, (4) magical texts, (5) omens, (6) boundary
stones, and (7) artistic representations in statues,

reliefs, seals, etc. (see literature at end of art.).

II. The origin of Ishtar.—

I

n the art. Ash-
taet the reasons are given for thinking that this

goddess was not a creation of the Sumerians, or of

the Semitic Babylonians, but a primitive Semitic

divinity. She was a personification^ of the force

in nature that showed itself in the giving and the

taking of life. As a glossator of Plautus has aptly

expressed it {Mercator, IV. vi. 825 f.), she was ‘ Diva
Astarte, hominum deorumque vis, vita, salus : rur-

sus eadem quae est pemicies, mors, interitus.’ This
conception of her character, which is common to

all the Semites, was brought into Babylonia by the
first Semitic settlers, and formed the basis of the
development of the goddess in that land.

III. The identification of Ishtar with
other divinities.— Semites who entered
Babylonia found on the ground a number of local

goddesses of the aboriginal Sumerian jjopulation

whom they proceeded to identify with their mother-
goddess. These old goddesses eventually disap-

peared in Ishtar, leaving only their names as titles,

and some of their functions as attributes. Some of

these absorbed Sumerian goddesses are as follows.

1. Innanna, or Ishtar of Erech.—In Sumerian
inscriptions of the Old Bab. period the most con-

spicuous goddess is the one whose name is written
with an ideograph which the Assyrians sometimes
reproduced as iti (R, Briinnow, A Classified List

of Ideographs, Leyden, 1889, no. 2561), which,
according to the syllabaries, is to be read Innanna,
Inninna, NanA, or Ninni (P. Jensen, KIB iii. [1892]
1 , 20). The chief seat of her worship was the
temple called E-an-na at Erech {Vorderasiatische
Bihtiothek,^ i. [1907] 1, 192 n. ). For her cult in early
times see VAB i. 1, 265, s.v. ‘ Ninni.’ In bilin-

gual texts, syllabaries, and historical inscriptions,

Innanna is repeatedly equated with Ishtar {e.g..

Gun. Texts, xxiv. [1908] pi. 41, line 75; PSBA
xxxi. [1909] 20, pi. iii. line 8 ; Code ofIffammurahi,
iv. 60-65). A large number of hymns originally

addressed to Innanna are appropriated to Ishtar

{e.g., PSBA xxxi. 60). For this reason, Ishtar
bears the titles ‘ Queen of Eanna,’ ‘ Queen of the
land of Erech’ {loc. cit.).

2. Ninfi, or Ishtar of Lagash and Nineveh.—In
the Old Bab. inscriptions the goddess mentioned
most frequently after Innanna is the one whose
name is written with the ideograph generally read
NinA (Brunnow, 4800). This sign was used also for

a district of Lagash and for the city of NinA, or
Nineveh. Hence it is inferred that the sign for the
goddess and the district of Lagash should also be
readNinA. It is a plausibleconjecture that Nineveh
was founded by colonists from Lagash (cf. Gn 10^^),

and that the patron-goddess of Nineveh was origin-

ally the same as the patron-goddess of the old city
of NinA in Babylonia. In regard to her worship
in the Old Bab. period see VAB i. 1, 262, s.v.

‘NinA.’ Eannatum {c. 3200 B.C.) distinguishes
1 Hereafter cited as VAB.

Innanna and NinA (VAB i. 1, 18. 5®®”®^); so also

Gudea (c. 2500 B.O. [ih. 104. gammurabi,
on the contrary, calls the goddess of Nineveh
Innanna {Code, iv. 63), and the Assyrians always
call her Ishtar. This shows that NinA was early

identified with both Innanna and Ishtar (cf. Briin-

now, 3050). The earliest Assyr. mention of Ishtar

of Nineveh is in a prayer of Ashuma^irpal ii. {e.

1100 B.C. ; see literature). From that t^e onward
she is frequently named in the royal inscriptions

(see Barton, Heoraica, ix. [1892-93] 131-155). Her
temple in Nineveh bore the name of E-mash-mash.
Hence she is described as ‘dwelling in E-mash-
mash,’ and Nineveh is called ‘beloved of Ishtar.’

3. Anunit, or Ishtar of Akkad.—The chief god-

dess of the N. Bab. city called Agade, or Akkad,
was Anunit. The name of her temple was E-ul-

mash. For her worship in early times see VAB
i. 1, 242, s.v. ‘Anunitum*; Code of Hammurabi,
iii. 54, iv. 47 f. There is no record that the Assyrian
kings paid her any special attention, but she was a

great favourite with the Neo-Bab. king Nabonidus,
who honoured her above all goddesses, and rebuilt

her ruined temple at Akkad (VAB iv. [1912] 300,

s.v. ‘ Anunit ’). For her identification with Ishtar

see JIIB iii. 1, 102^^
; Jastrow, Bel, Bab. ii. Ill

;

PSBA xxxi. 67 ; H. Zimmern, Beitrdge, Leipzig,

1896-1901, p, 11 ;
Barton, Mebraica, x. 26 j VAB

iv. 170®, 246^8.

4. Nin-lil, or Ishtar of Nippur.—The chief god
of the earliest Bab. pantheon was En-lil, * master
of the wind,’ the patron-deity of Nippur. His con-

sort was Nin-lil, ‘ mistress of the wind ’ (see Baal,
vol. ii. p. 295 if.). She had a temple in Nippur
known as E-shu-ib (VAB i. 1, 188). Numerous
votive inscriptions in her honour from ancient Bab.

rulers have been discovered (ib. 2^5, s.v. ‘ Nin-lil’

;

B[. Winckler, Untersuehungen, Leipzig, 1889, p.

141).

One of the titles of Nin-lil was Nin-har-sag,

‘mistress of the great mountain’ (see EBE ii. 296).

Under this name she was worshipped in the temple

of E-me-te-ur-sag at Kish, and in Girsu, a district

of Shirpurla ( VAB i. 1, 264, s.v. ‘ Ninharsag’ ; Code

of Bammurabi, ii.

^till another title of Nin-lil was Nin-mah, ‘ ex-

alted mistress,’ or Mah, ‘exalted’ (VAB i. 1, 138,

19®^, 237e ;
Briinnow, 1050, 11008). Under this

name she had a temple at Babylon called E-mah
(KIB iii. 1, 150«; VAB iv., Index, 5.v. ‘Mah,
Nin-mah’). For the Semitic settlers in Babylonia

Nin-lil was the Nin, or ‘ Mistress,’ par excellence ;

hence they called her B61it, ‘ Mistress,’ just as they
called her husband B6l(see EBE ii. 296; Briinnow,

11046 ff.).

Eannatum (e. 3100 B.c.) carefully distinguishes

Ninharsag, Innanna, and NinA (VAB i. 1, 18, 5^)

;

so also Ur-Bau {c. 2700 B.C. [VAB i. 1, 60, 3®]);

but "gammurabi (c. 1950 B.O.) calls the goddess of

Kish Innanna (Code, ii. 59-65), and Kurigalzu i.

(c. 1350 B.C.) gave to Nin-lil of Nippur a tablet

that had originally been dedicated to Innanna,

which shows that he identified the goddesses

(H. V. Hilprecht, Old Bab. Inscr., Philadelphia,

1893, L 1, nos. 15, 43). The Assyr. kings fre-

quently identify Nin-lil = BAlit with Ishtar (Briin-

now, 11046 ; KIB i. [1889] 28®*
; Winckler, Sargon,

Leipzig, 1889, p. 94, xiv. 84 ; WAI ii. [1866] 66,

no. 21; cf. KIB ii. [1890] 230®®-^, 152i, 220®®); and
in one copy of aprayer of Ashurbanipal the god-

dess is called ‘Nin-mah,’ in another ‘Ishtar of

Babylon ’ (Jastrow, Bel. Bab. i. 418, n. 6).

5. Zarpanit, or Ishtar of Babylon.—The consort

of Marduk, the chief god of Babylon, was Zar-

panit, whose name in Sumer, seems to mean ‘ silver-

shining,’ but was popularly interpreted by the

Semites as Zer-banit, ‘seed-producing,’ with allu-

sion to the reproductive function of the goddess.
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One of her titles was Erfla, ‘pregnant* (C. F. Leh-
mann, Sh^rria^hshMTriukin, Leipzig, 1892, ii. 36).

She had a chapel called Kaduglisug in Esagila, the
great temple of Marduk {VAB iv. 72^8-49)^

references to her cult see L. W. King, Hammurabi,
London, 1898-1900, no. 101, i. 41, hi. 12 ; Code of
Hammurabi, xli. 43, 66 ; KIB iii. 138 f. ; Winckler,
jargon, i. 180; KIB iv. [1896] 307, s.v, ‘Zarpanit.’

When, through the rise of the city of Babylon,
Marduk became the chief god of Babylonia, he was
identified with Enlil = BH, the ancient chief god
(EBE ii. 296 f.). The logical procedure was then
to identify Zarpanit, the wife of Marduk, with
Ninlil = B61it, the wife of Enlh = BSl (VAB iv.

282***^; KIB ii. 220^®; J. A. Craig, Bel. Texts,

Leipzig, 1895, i. pi. 1, obv. 12-25
; Jastrow, Bel.

Bab. i. 536). Accordingly, when in later texts we
read of ‘ Ishtar of Babylon,’ we are to understand
this of Zarpanit. Herodotus (i. 199) calls Zarpanit
Aphrodite.

6. Ishtar of Ashshur.—At Ashshur, the capital

of the early Assyr. monarchy, an Ishtar was wor-
shipped who was distinguished by the name Ishtar

Ashshurltu, or ‘Ishtar of Ashshur’ {KIB i. 4^^

28“, 38“; L, W. King and E. A. W. Budge,
Annals of the Kings of Assyria, London, 1902, i.

159 ; KIB 158“ ; Beitr. Assyr. ii. [1894] 587, rev.

33-37). The primitive name of Ishtar of Ashshur
and the peculiarities of her cult are unknown.

7. Ishtar of Arbela.—At Arbela still another
Ishtar was worshipped in a temple called E-gashan-
kalamma, ‘ house of the lady of the world ’ {PSBA
xxxi. 68). In the inscriptions of the Assyr. kings,

from Sennacherib onwards, Ishtar of Nineveh and
Ishtar of Arbela are mentioned as though they
were separate goddesses {KIB ii. 106®^, 124% 164^®).

An oracle to Esarhaddon (WAI iv. 68, col. iii. 15)

begins: ‘I am Ishtar of Arbela.’ Ashurbanipal
distinguished sharply between Ishtar of Nineveh
and iSitar of Arbela, and paid more honour to the
latter {KIB ii. 178^-^ 200«'^-i“, 248-255, 260). Seve-

ral astrological reports from her temple are known
{WAI iii. [1870] 61, no. 5 f.). Although she is not
mentioned before Sennacherib, it is probable that

she was an ancient local divinity of Arbela. The
name of the city Arba-ilu suggests either that

four divinities were united there or else that the
original god was called Arba (cf. Kirjath-Arba' in

Palestine). The Sumer, name of her temple E-
gashan-kalamma suggests the high antiquity of

her cult. The same conclusion is demanded by
the words of Ashurbanipal in connexion with the
re-building of her temple ;

‘ Whose wall from of

old {ulla^uhSv) was not built’ {KIB ii. 260^).

8. Other goddesses identified with Ishtar.—The
minor goddesses of the Old Bab. pantheon came
also sooner or later to be identified with Ishtar.

Antu, the consort of Ann, is called Ishtar by Sarg?on (Winck-
ler, Sargon. i. 9482) and is equated with Nin-shar and Ishtar by
the lists (Cun. Teaste, xxiv. pi 1 and 20, lines 16 ff., 22 ff. ; PSBA
xxxi. 21). Bamkina, the consort of Ea, is identified with BOIit

= Ishtar by Sarpron {loe. cit. line 84). Nin-gal, the consort of

Sin, has the attributes of Ishtar in a hymn published by Craig

(Rel. Texts, iL pi. 1-2) and translated by Jastrow (Bel. Bab. i.

547). A, the consort of Shamash, seems to have had a similar

fate, inasmuch as she early ceased to have any independent

importance. Bau was first identified with Gatumdug (16. i.

68-60), then with Gula, and finally with Ishtar (i. 645); and
Nin-tu, an ancient goddess of Shirpurla, is equated with BOlit

asishtar in WAI ii. 66, 16a.
.

Several goddesses are distinguished from Ishtar in the Gu-

f
amesh Epic, but these also are subsequently identified with
er. One of these is Nin-sun, the mother of Gilgamesh {KIB

vi. 146). Sin-gashid of Erech says that she dwells in Eanna, i.e.

is the same as Nanfl (TAB i. 1, 220. xxi). Another such god-

dess is Ishbara {KIBA 154). She is distinguished from Ishtar

in the curses on the boundary stones (W. J. Hinke, A New
Boundary Stone of N^uchadrezzar Philadelphia, 1907, p.

90 f.), but is equated with her in a number of later texts {KAT^,
432). This form of Ishtar appears in Egyptian inscriptions as

A-sa-kh-ira (Ward, Seal Cylinders, 268). Still another goddess

of the Gilgamesh Epic is Imini {KIB vi. 160).^ She also is iden-

tified with Tphtar in the hymn published by King {Seven Tablets

of Creation, London, 1902, ii. pi. 75-84) and translated by Jas-

trow (jRcZ. Bah. ii. 66, 68, 70). In his quest for Eabani, Gil-
gamesh meets the goddess Siduri {KIB vi. 210). Siduri is

defined in a vocabulary {WAI ii. 32, 27c d) as ‘maiden,* a title
of Ishtar. In an old Bab. fragfment of the Gilgamesh Epic(j9fF'G
vii. p.902] 8) she appears as Sabitu, which Jensen {KIB vi. 578 f.)

connects with Ht. Sabu or Lebanon. On tiiis hypothesis,
^iduri-Sabitu will be the Phmnician ’Ashtart of Gebal. In the
magical text Skurpu, ii. 172 (Zimmern, Beitrdge, p. 10), she is
called * Ishtar of wisdom.*
In the period of the first dynasty, when Babylonia was occu-

pied by the Amorites, the West Semitic 'Ashtart became known
in Babylonia. In a tablet published in PSBA xi. [1889] 174 ff.

she is said to be the ‘Ishtar of the West.* Her symbol, the
ashera, or conventional tree, was treated also as a goddess. In
a dedicatory inscription for Hammurabi (Winckler, Porsche
ungen, Leipzig, 1893, i. 198), Ashratu receives the attributes of
Ishtar, and in the Amarna letters the name of the Amorite
chieftain Abd-Ashirti is occasionally written with the ideogram
for Ishtar {KAT^, 432 f.). In the time of the Illrd dynastiy
Ishtar was identified with the Kassite goddess Mirizir (Jastrow,
Rd. Bab. i. 180).

Other goddesses identified with Ishtar are Gushea, a goddess
of vegetation (ib. i. 636, ii. 67), Mama, or Mami, a mother-

f
oddess {KAT\ 430), Arum, another mother-goddess ('Zft.), Su^,
herfia, and Gamlat (Jastrow, Bd. Bah. i. 247 f.), and ShSIa {ib. ii.

410). A number of lists have come down to us that are devoted
to nothing else than the names and titles of Ishtar. Such are
Cun. Texts, xii. pi. ii. ; xxiv. pi. 1, 20, 41 ; and the tablet K. 2109,

published by Pinches {PSBA xxxi. 20 ff.). One of these {Cun.
Texts, xxiv. pi. 41) reads: ‘Zanaru is Ishtar of the lands,

Karadun is Ishtar of the strong, Ulsiga is Ishtar of heaven and
earth, Timra is Ishtar of . . ., Shunnusibi is Ishtar of images,
Tibanumma is Ishtar of fetters, Menuannim is Ishtar of lamenta-
tion, Labatu is Ishtar of wailing, Alakalki is Ishtar of burning,
Kashaia is Ishtar of howling.* The other lists are similar, and
give us many names of goddesses and temples that are other-

wise unknown. The magical texts are fond of invoking Ishtar
under a series of names, aU of them doubtless once independent
goddesses {e.g. Zimmem, Beitrdge, 11). As early as the time of

gammurabi iSAfarhad become the equivalent of iltu, ‘ goddess.*

So we read ‘the gods and the ishtars,’ ‘ his god and his ishtar,*

showing how completely the minor goddesses were identified

with the great mother.

9.

The male Ishtar.—In some parts of the Semitic
world, as society passed from the matriarchal to

the patriarchal organization, 'Ashtar changed her
sex {EBE ii. 115 f.). The beginnings of a move-
ment in this direction are perhaps to be seen in

Babylonia. In Sumer, the word for ‘master’ is

en and for ‘mistress’ nin. Gods bear such names
as En-lil, En-ki, En-zu, and goddesses such names
as Nin-lil, Nin-mah, Nin-sun. Some male deities,

however, are callecl nin—s.y., Nin-Girsu, Nin-a-

gal. This seems to indicate that in these instances

primitive goddesses have been transformed into

gods {EBE ii. 296). This tendency is seen in

Nanfi, the goddess of Erech.
In an inscnption of Lugaltarsi, king of Kish (c. 3150 B.c.),

13an& is apparently addressed as * king of the lands ’ (Barton,

JAOSxad.. 186 ff. ; for a different but less natural interpretation

see VAB i. 1, 160. 8). One of the ancient patesis of Susa
addresses Innana-erin, or Ishtar of the cedar forestslrnini (see

above, 8), by the title of ‘king* (G. A. Barton, A Sketch qf
Semitic Origins, New York and London, 1902, p. 184 : VAB i.

1, 182a ; see also A. H. Sayce, Bel. Egypt and Bab., Edinburgh,

1903, p. 337). Whatever tendencies of this sort may have
existed among the Sumerians, they exerted no influence upon
the Semitic conception of Ishtar. For the Babylonians and
Assyrians she remained exclusively feminine. The few passages

in which she receives male attributes do not imply that she

had changed her sex or was bisexual, but show only a sort of

henotheism, in which for the moment she was regarded as the

supreme divinity. Thus in the hymn published by Haujpt

(JMad, vnd mm. KeUschriftUxte, 126-131 ; Prince, JAOS xxiv.

[19033 103 ff.) Ishtar says (obv. 22-24): ‘I am En-lil and I am
Nin-lil.* The astrological tablet {WAI iii. 63, col. ii.) contains

the statement that ‘ Dilbat (the star of Ishtar) is a female at

sunset and becomes a male at sunrise.* A hymn to Ishtar of

Nineveh (Oraig, Bel. Texts, i. pi. 76) reads : ‘Like Ashur she is

bearded with a beard.* This probably refers merely to the

halo, or radiance, that surrounds her star (see Jastrow, RA
xvu. [19113271-298).

IV. Tee character of Isstar.--As a result

of the syncretism that has just been described,

Ishtar inherited the characteristics of many earlier

goddesses ;
nevertheless, at the end of the process

she retained aU the traits of the primitive Semitic

I. Water-goddess.—In ii. 116'^ it is shown
that the primitive 'Ashtar was closely connected

with springs as the source of life in the Arabian

desert. This character she retained in Baby
Ionia.
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The sign for Nin&» ' fish-house/ shows that she was ori^nally
a water-goddess ; and her name probably means ‘ mistress
of water.’ The same is indicated by the dedication of a spring
bo her (VAB i. 1, 10419-22), and a boat (ib. 92. 43, 104. 1423), and
by the fact that she was the ‘ child of Eridu,’ i.e. the daughter
of Ea, the sea-god (i&. 110. 2016). Offerings of fish were made
to her, as also to Innanna (PSBA xxvii. 71-79). Ish^ara,
another form of Ishtar, is often called ‘Ish^ara of the sea.’

Archaic representations of Nina, or some other form of Ishtar,
on seals show fish and other sea creatures beneath her throne
(Ward, p. 165). Similarly fish were sacred to Atargatis, the
Syrian 'Ashtar, and sea-water was brought for libations in her
temple (ERE ii. 166 f.). In a hymn to Ninlil (JAOS xxiv. 114)
the goddess says : * At the mountain spring I fill the vessel, at
the mountain spring of Dilmun I wash my head.’ Ishtar is

brought up from Sheol by sprinkling her with the water of life

(KIB vi. 8834).

2. Giver ofveg^etation.—As the goddess of springs
Ishtar was naturally connected with the verdure
that they caused.
In a hymn (Reisner, Hyrmen^ no. 66, rev. 49 f.) she says :

* In
the heavens I take my place and send rain, in the earth I take
my place and cause the green to spring forth.’ In another
hymn (Craig, Rel. Texts, i. pi. 15-17) she is called ‘ Gushea who
gives the growth of plants.* In a lament (Haupt, Akkad, und
sum. Keilschrifttexte, i). 116 f., obv. 6) she is called * the one who
causes verdure to spring forth.* In the Gilgamesh Epic she
says to her father Anu :

* I have heaped up grain for mankind,
and I have produced fodder for the cattle ;

if there shall be
seven years of famine, I have gathered grain for mankind and
have made the fodder great for the cattle.’ In this capacity
she is the wife, or mother, of Tammuz, the personification of
vegetation, who dies in the summer heat and comes to life again
with the winter rains (see Tammuz). In a lament for Tammuz
(WAX iv. 30, no. 2, lines 36-88) we read : ‘He has gone, he has
gone to the bosom of the earth, and the dead are numerous in
the land. . . . How long shall the springing of verdure be
restrained? How long shall the putting forth of leaves be held
back?’ To bring him back to life Ishtar descends to Sheol
(EIB vi. 80-91). Dumu-zi, or Tammuz, appears as the husband
of Innanna in the earliest Bab. inscriptions (see VAB i. 1, 246,
S.V.). As the goddess of verdure Ishtar bears the title Urkittu,
which is probably derived from ur^u, ‘ green,’ rather than from

i

Uruk, ‘ Erech ’ (Jastrow, i. 443, n. 6). She is also called * queen
of the dust, mistress of the field.* The CLshtra, or post, that
was sacred to Ishtar seems to have been a conventional re-
presentation of a living tree. According to Hommel, toe sign
for Nana-Ishtar (Brunnow, 148) in its archaic form was a
picture of an ashe/ra (ExpT xi. [1900] 190). On ancient seals a
seated goddess is represented holding sheaves of grain (Ward,
pp. 183-137). This represents one of toe forms of Ishtar,
perhaps Bau-Gula.

3. Creatress ofanimals.—In an amulet published
in Mitt, der dent. Orient-Gesellsch., no. 9 (1901),
p. 13, and translated by Jastrow (i. 335 fif.), Ishtar
is called ‘creatress of the creatures.’ In a hymn
(Haupt, Akkad, und sum. Keilschrifttexte, p. 116 f.,

obv. 8) she is termed ‘creatress of all things.’
This is doubtless the reason why in the park of
Atargatis at Hierapolis all sorts of wild animals
roamed freely (Lucian, de Lea Syr. 28 f., 39 ff.).

In particular, Ishtar was the giver of toe increase of the flocks
and the herds. She promised Gilgamesh that, if he would love
her, his sheep and his cattle should bear twins (KIB vi. I68I8)

;

cf. the Hebrew usage of calling toe young of the flock 'ashVrdth
(Dt 713 284-18. ei). On account of this connexion with the
herds Ishtar herself received the attributes of a cow. In Old
Bab. art she is frequently represented with horns. As Nin^arsag
she has the same horned head-dress as the Egyptian cow-
goddess Hathor (Ward, p. 404). On the boundary stones her
symbol is the cow. When toe early kings say that they are
* nourished with holy milk by Ninbarsag,’ this may refer to her
character as a cow-goddess not less than as a mother-goddess
(Boissier, OLZ xi. col. 235, 651). As late as the time of
Ashurbanipal, Ishtar of Arbela says to the king : ‘ Of the four
udders that are put to thy mouth two shall suckle thee, and
with two thou Shalt cover thy face ’ (Jastrow, i. 444). With this
aspect of Ishtar should be compared the Palestinian 'Ashtaroth-
ICarnaim, or two-horned 'Ashtarts, and the horned 'Ashtorts on
the plaques discovered in the mounds of Canaan (ERE iii. 182).
A figure from the Merrill Collection in the Semitic Museum of
Harvard University shows a naked woman with rays round
her head and a crescent under her feet, with one foot like a
fish’s tail, and the other like the hoof of a cow or sheep (BJT
xvii. [1901] 447). Beneath it is the inscription in Greek:
‘ Divine producer of all.’ It is doubtless one of toe forms of
the Palestinian ‘Ashtart. Among birds the dove was specially
sacred to her, jirobably on account of its erotic temperament.
It is figured with her on seals (Ward, figs. 924, 926, 927). An
image of a dove was also found in the temple of Ninmab at
Babylon (Mitt, der deut. Or.-Gesellsch., no. 6 [1900], p. 8).
Similarly doves were sacred to Atargatis (ERE ii. 166 f.), and
the swallow is mentioned as a sacred bird of Ishtar (KA T3, 431).

4. Goddess of sexual love,—Ishtar herself was
conceived as unrestrained in her passion for her
lovers. In the Gilgamesh Epic, Gilgamesh re-

proaches her for her fickleness. First she loved
Tammuz, then a bird, then a lion, then a horse,
then a shepherd, then a gardener, and finally
himself (Kli vi, i68”171).
In a hymn she is entitled ‘the glad-eyed, goddess of desire

goddess of sighing ’ (PSBA xxxi. 22). In another hymn she is

called ‘ amorous mother-^ddess at whose side no god draweth
near* (S. H. Langdon, Psalms, Paris, 1909, p. 257). In one
hymn she says of herself :

‘ Beside the wine when I seat myself,
the woman for the devoted man am I * (AJSL xxii. [1906] 149)!
In the same context she even calls herself ‘ a loving courtesan ’

and a ‘temple-harlot’ (ib. 149, 150). In this aspect she was
depicted in art as a naked woman with emphasized sexual
features (Ward, pp. 161 f., 380), or as lifting her robe to disclose
her charms (ib. pp. 296, 887). She was the awakener of sexual
impulse in animals and in men. In a hymn she says : ‘ I turn
the male to the female, I turn the female to the male

; I am she
who adorneth the male for the female, I am she who adometh
the female for the male ’ (PSBA xxxi. 34). She caused the
union of male and female (JAOS xxiv. 115). When she descended
to Sheol, copulation ceased in men and animals (KIB vi. 86 f.).

For this reason prostitutes were attached to her temples. Such
a woman was called ishtarttu after the goddess herself; or
qadishtu, ‘ sacred,’ the same as q^dheshd in the OT, apparently
originally a title of the goddess herself ; or Jj-arimtu from the
rootl}.aram, ‘devote*; or sham^-atu, ‘joy-maiden’; or kizritu,
‘harlot.* One of these from the temple in Erech was sent to
ensnare Eabani (EIB vi. 122-127). After Gilgamesh had slain
the heavenly bull, Ishtar gathered the harlots, the joy-maidens,
and the hierodouloi to lament (KIB vi. 177). In the Ira myth
Erech is called ‘the dwelling of Anu and Ishtar, the city of
harlots, joy-maidens, and hierodules* (ib. 62), An omen is

interpreted as meaning: ‘The divine mistress will cause to
bear her maidens who have not become pregnant’ (Jastrow,
ii. 387). The Code of Hammurabi contains many provisions in
regard to these women (see Lyon, ‘The Consecrated Women of
the Hammurabi Code,’ in Studies presented to C. H. Toy, New
York, 1912, pp. 341-360). For evidence of prostitution in her
cult in later times see Ashtart, vol. ii. p. 116*, and Hierodouloi
(Semitic and Egyptian), vol. vi. pp. 672-676.

5. Goddess of wedlock.—The ideograph nin-
dingir-ra (Brunnow, 10999), or hilit-ildm, ‘ mistress
of the gods,’ is also used for Jiirtu, ‘ wife,’ which
shows that Ishtar was regarded as the ‘ wife ’ par
excellence.
In a hymn she is called * bride of Esagila and Ezida ’ (Jastrow,

i. 583). In another h)unn she is termed ‘bride of the lands
whose fulness is luxunance ’ (PSBA xxxi. 68). Ishtar is called
the bride, or the wife, of nearly every god of the Bab. pantheon.
Still more strangely, the early kings designate themselves her
husband—e.g., Eannatum(FAB i. 1, 18), Ur-Ninib(i6. 204), Pur-
Sin (i6. 204), Gimil-Sin (ib. 200). As a bride Ishtar is described
in poetry and represented in art as veiled (cf. Gn 2466 : Jeremias,
ATim Lichte des alt. Orients^ p. 108 f. ; KIB vi. 2104). In this
capacity she was prayed to bless wedded love. One such prayer
has come down to us (PSBA xxxi. 66) in which a woman en-
treats Ishtar that her absent husband, or lover, may return
safely, that he may continue to love her, and that she may bear
children.

6. Goddess of maternity.—^As Ninharsag, or
Ninlil, she was the ‘ mother of the go'ds

’
(vAB

i. 1, 60. 3®, 150. 3^ ; and frequently in the later
literature). She was also the ‘ mother of men.’
Gudea calls her ‘mother of the children of the city*(t&. 66).

Samsuiluna calls her ‘ the mother who bare me ’ (Winckler,
Untersuchungen, p. 141), A personal name of the gammurabi
period is Ishtar-ummiya, ‘ Ishtar is my mother * (Jastrow, i. 160),
As Aruru, Ishtar made Eabani of clay (KIB vi. 121), and created
all men and animals (ib. 40). Sargon speaks of B61it-iiajiis=

Ishtar as the one ‘ who increases the offspring ’(Jastrow, i. 246).
In the hymns she is frequently described as ‘ creatress of man-
kind, who causeth all created things to flourish.’ She is

identified with ErOa, the goddess of pregnancy (ib. i. 116). In
a prayer she is called ‘ she who loveth reproduction * (PSBA
xxxi. 63). In a list of titles she is termed ‘ opener of the loms,
framer of the foetus ’ (ib. 21). Herodotus states (i. 199) that at
Babylon she was called Mylitta, Le. Mu'allidtu, * she who causes
to bear.* Under the name Mama, she caused the birth of
second children (JAOS xxxii. 22). In art, Ishtar was most
frequently represented as a mother suckling a child (Jeremias,
AT im Uehte, p. 107 ; Ward, pp. 162-164, 376).

As a mother Ishtar was believed to love man-
kind and to grieve over their sorrows. At the
deluge she cried like a woman in travail over the
death of the children that she had borne (KIB vi.

238). Several laments have been preserved in

which she bewails the destruction of her city

Erech by the Elamites (see literature). In a hymn
she h described as ‘ she who loveth all men ’ {PsBA
xxxi. 63). Another hymn says :

* Thou lookest
mercifully upon the sinner, and thou correctest

the wrong-doer daily’ (Jastrow, ii. 67). Still

another hymn calls her ‘the mistress of heaven
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and earth, who hears prayers, who listens to com-
plaints, who receives petitions, the compassionate
goddess, who loves righteousness ’ {ib, ii. 112).

7. Giver of earthly blessings.~On account of

her mother-love for men she bestowed life, health,
prosperity, and all other blessings upon them.
Gudea speaks of her ‘ life-giving glance ’(YAB i. 1, 76). Kudur-

mabuk says that she gave him a prosperous reign (i6. 220)

;

Arad-Sin declares that she ^ave him long life (16. 214). Sargon
says that she caused the inhabitants of the land to prosper
(Winckler, Sargon, i. 9482) ; and Nebuchadrezzar affirms that
she gives him length of days {VAB iv. 1705). An old hymn to
Nana that has been adapted to Ishtar says : ‘ She gives pro-
sperity to the man with whom she is pleased (?), she guards his

path. . . . The physician is skilful with whom she is pleased (?).

Her hand is with the manservant and the maidservant. Who
can do anything without her?' (Jastrow, i. 533). Another
hymn calls her ‘ Ishtar, withoutwhom none possesses peace and
joy ' iib. i. 347).

She was regarded as the mistress of magical arts

with which she counteracted the wiles of the
demons (Zimmem, Beitragey p. 33 ; AJSL xxiii.

151). Accordingly, she is constantly invoked as a
helper in the magical exorcisms (Jastrow, i. 82,

290, 292, 300, 315, 321). Especially is she a helper
against the demon Ti’u {ih, 347), and against ‘ the
wicked seven’ (i6. 361 ff,).

On account of her good-will and her power,
prayers were addressed to her more frequently
than to any other deit^. Ashurbani^al prayed
her for long life for nimself and his brother
(Lehmann, Shamashshumukiriy pi, xxiii.-xxiv.).

Nebuchadrezzar prayed Ishtar, or Ninmalb, for

long life, posterity, victory, and success. A'large
number of prayers and penitential psalms to Ishtar

were found in the library of Ashurbanipal (see

literature ; Jastrow, ch. xvii. f.). These breathe a
noble ethical and religious spirit, and are among
the finest products of the Bab. religion. In one of

them the poet expresses the joy of serving his

goddess in the words :
* Her song is sweeter than

honey and wine, sweeter than sprouts and herbs,

superior indeed to pure cream ^ (cf. Ps 19^®). In
many of the prayers Ishtar is asked to intercede

with her father Sin, or with some other god, on
behalf of the suppliant.

8. Moral governor of men.—As the mother of

men, who loved them and cared for their well-

being, she was naturally concerned with the
establishing of law and order.
She was * queen of all dwelling-places,’ ‘ imparting all laws, I

wearing the ruler’s crown,’ ‘ who executes judgment and de-

cision,’ ‘leader of mankind’ (King, Seven Tablets, i. 222 f.),

‘mistress of mankind’ (Jastrow, ii. 76), ‘creatress of wisdom’
{EAT^, 426), ‘opposed to all disorder

’
(Jastrow, ii. 112), ‘mis-

tress of justice ’ 201). In a hymn she says ;
‘ In the dispute

when I take part, the woman who understands pUtum am I.

In the lawsuit when I take part, the woman who understands
law am I ’ (AJSL xxiii. 149). Like Shamash, she was the judge
of men (Jastrow, i. 635). As the ruler of the world, she ap-

pointed kings to execute justice. The Old Bab. kings all

acknowledge that she has called them to the throne (VAB i.

1, 10. 65M, 18. 580, 20. 25, 26g. 17, 66b. 2ii, 146. 17a ; Code ofHam-
murabi, v. 13). Nebuchadrezzar says that * Anunit called his

name to the sovereignty of the land, and placed in his hand the
sceptre over all peoples’ (VAB iv. 24825).

9. Giver of revelations.—In her care for men, it

became necessary for Ishtar at times to make
special communications of her will. Gudea calls

her ‘ the child of Eridu, who counsels what is best,

queenly interpreter of the gods ^ (VAB i. I, 90. 2^®).

He says also that ‘she directed her attention to

the oracles’ (ib. 110. 20^®). Kim-Sin calls her
‘revealer of all decisions, who causes the oracles

of the land to remain ’ (ib, 218e).
Through an association of ideas with verdure, green colour in

liquids, green plants, insects, and birds were regarded as omens
sent by her (Jastrow, ii. 722, 802). Many omens derived from
the livers of victims were connected with her (ib, 236, 261, 387,

409 f.). She also inspired prophets to deliver her message. In
a prayer of Ashurna§irpal (ib. 113) the king prays :

* Grant me
a trustworthy oracle.’ Similarly, Sennacherib asks Ishtar of

Nineveh and Ishtar of Arbela for direction (EIB ii. 107). A
series of responses of Ishtar of Arbela to Esarhaddon is known
(Banks, AJSL xiv. [1898] 267-277), also a series of responses to
Ashurbanipal (Craig, Bel. Texts, i. 26-27). She predicted to the
latter the death of the king of Manual (KIB ii. 1788). she sent

a dream to encourage the troops who were afraid to cross a
river (ib, 20097-101). ghe appeared in a vision to a seer promising
victory over Elam (ib. 25050-76). She commanded Ashurbanipal
through an oracle to bring back her image from Ela-m (ib.
210113-115). For a full discussion of this subject see Jastrow,
ch. xix.

10. Destroyer of life.—In striking contrast to
the life-giving beneficent character of the goddess
that has been exhibited thus far stands her other
aspect as a destroyer of life. From the earliest
times it must have been observed that life and
death were only two aspects of the same force,

and that love was the frequent cause of jealousy,
hatred, and strife.
For Tammuz, the lover of her youth, she appointed yearly

death (KIB vi. 168). With him died the vegetation that she
had caUed into life. On his account she herself had to descend
into Sheol, and be afflicted there with aU the diseases (ib. 80-91).
Hammurabi (Code, ii. 26 fif.) says that he ‘ decked with green the
sepulchre of Malkat (the queen) of Sippar.* The sufferings that
she endured she also inflicted upon men. Eabani she smote
with disease and death (KIB vi. 198). She sent the heavenly
bull to destroy Gilgamesh (i6. 172). Men prayed to her as the
cause of sickness and suffering. One lament says : ‘ In thy
descent to the house of a man, thou art as the jackalwhich hath
been caused to come to take the sheep, thou art the lion which
constantly cometh into the midst’ (PSBA xxxi. 59). When she
was angry, she sent a wicked demon called Dijiu or Ti’u to
afflict men (Jastrow, i. 341 £E.). A configuration known as ‘ the
hand of Ishtar’ in a liver denoted the death of a son of the
family (ib. ii. 409). A class of priests endured castration in her
service, ‘whose manhood, in order to terrify the people, Ishtar
turned to womanhood’ (KIB vi. 621^. These were evidently
similar to the Galli of Atargatis (JBBB ii. 166 f.) and to the
qedhSshtm and keldbhtm of the OT.

11. Storm-goddess.—Either as a destroyer or as

a sender of rain, Ishtar was occasionally described
as a storm-goddess. She was ‘ the lofty one who
causes the heavens to tremble, the earth to quake,
the fiaming fire, who causes the bird-like Zu (the
storm cloud) to fly from the house, who casts

down the mountains like dead bodies ^ (AJSL xxiii.

[1907] 1501, 1641). In her character as storm-
goddess she waged war with the gods of the
mountains (JAOS xxiv. 114). In art she was often
represented holding a caduceus of two serpents
(Ward, pp. 155, 405, 408). This is apparently a
symbol of the lightning.

12. Wax -goddess.— The primitive Semitic
mother was the leader of her clan in war, and
therefore from the earliest times Ishtar was a war-
goddess (EBE ii. 116^).

She promised Gilgamesh victory over all lands (KIB vi. 16616).

She brought the Elamites upon her city of Erech (ib, 272).

Eannatum speaks of casting the net of Nin^arsag over the
people of GishJju (VAB i. 1, 14. 1719). Gudea dedicated weapon-
bearers, warriors, to Innanna (ib. 104. 1424-26). Hammurabi
says that he conquered with the powerful weapon that NanSi
entrusted to him (Code, xl. 24). In a votive tablet for Ham-
murabi it is said :

‘ Ishtar has given thee conflict and b£^tle

;

what more canst thou hope ? ’ (Jastrow, i. 398). Agumkakrime
calls himself ‘ mighty hero of Ishtar, the warrior-goddess ’ (KIB
iiL 135). Nebuchadrezzar i. says that ‘ at the command of Ishtar

and Adad, the gods of war,’ he defeated the Elamites (ib. 16640).

In the inscriptions of the Assyr. kings, Ishtar appears chiefly as
a war-goddess. Tiglath Pileser i. calls her ‘the exalted among
the gods, mistress of warfare, the arranger of battle ’ (ib. i. 16i3).

Ashurna^irpal ii. says that ‘ she set her heart upon the making
of battle and war ’ (ib. i. 6838). He flbrst applies to her the title

‘Queen of Kitmuru,’ i,e. ‘Queen of Conflict’ (Jastrow, i. 216,

243, 249). Shalmaneser n. calls her ‘the first bom of heaven
and earth, who is perfect in bravery, who establishes the fates,

who enlarges my kingdom ’ (KIB i 13013), * queen of fight and
battle’ (ib. 1623). Sennacherib says: ‘I prayed unto .

Ishtar of Nineveh, Ishtar of Arbela, the gods whom I trust, for

the capture of my mighty foes.* When menaced by the united
forces of the Babylonians and Elamites, he prayed ‘ to Ishtar of

Nineveh, Ishtar of Arbela, the gods whom I trust, for victory
over the mighty enemy’ (ib. ii. 10650-53). Esarhaddon says:
‘ in the help of . . . Ishtar of Nineveh, Ishtar of Arbela, the great

goddesses, my mistresses, I ruled from the east to the west and
found no rival’ (ib. ii. 1247-9). For Ishtar’s part in Ashurbani-
pal’s campaigns see above under 9. All her oracles were given
to assist him in his wars. When she appeared to his seer, she
appeared full-armed in flame (ib. ii. 25082-56), Nabonidus calls

her * Anunit, the mistress of battle, who carries bow and quiver

, . . who overwhelms the enemy, destroys the wicked’ (FAB
iv. 22822-24). The warlike character of Ishtar is greatly empha-
sized in the hymns. One meets such titles as ‘ warlike daughter
of Sin,’ ‘leader in battle,’ ‘mistress of battle,’ ‘perfect in

courage,* ‘ goddess of heroes,’ ‘sharp dagger,’ ‘destroyer of the

land,’ ‘ mistress of countries.’ In one hynm she says : ‘Beside

my father in battle 1 take my place ; beside B61 in combat and
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battle I stand. During battle thread I weave, with the spindle
1 spin. Into battle like a swallow I fly ’ (Beisner, Eymnen^
no. 66, rev. 39 fl.). This reminds one of Atargatis at Hiera*
polls who carried a distaff (Lucian, de Dea Syr. 827), and also

of the Greek Parcas. At the beginning of another hymn (Craig,
Rel. TecstSy i. pi. 64-55) she is described as marching to battle

accompanied by musicians, who through their songs seek to
win her favour. Because of her warlike character she is often
compared to a lion, a Jackal, an angry wild ox, and other ani-

mals. Ishtar as a war-goddess is identified in art by the relief

of Anubanini, which shows her armed with clubs, leading

g
risoners by a cord passed through the lips (Ward, fig. 413). In
Id Bab. art she is represented seated, armed with clubs and

scimitars. In Assyr. art she is depicted standing, armed with
bow, arrows, and quiver (Ward, ch. xxv.). Closely akin to the
war-goddess was Ishtar^s function as a goddess of hunting. The
inscriptions WAJ i. 7=Delitzsch, Assyr. Lesestucke^^ p. 121, re-

present Ashurbanipal pouring libations over dead lions, and are
accompanied with an ascription of praise to Ishtar.

13. The planet Venus.—Utterly unrelated to

the characteristics that have been considered thus
far was the identification of Ishtar with the planet
Venus. There is no trace of this among the other
Semites, except in late times and under evident
Bab. influence (see ERE ii. 116). Even in Baby-
lonia this astral character cannot be traced back
into the Old Bab. period. It is improbable, there-
fore, that it was primitive Semitic (against D.
Nielsen, ZDMG Ixvi. 469-472). No certain evi-

dence of the identification of Ishtar with the
planet Venus is found before the time of
Hammurabi.
Gudea (c. 2500 B.o.) says that he dedicated a disk to Innanna

{VAB i. 1, 104. 1427), but it is not clear that this was a star-
emblem

; the usual star-emblems had rays. Eudurmabuk (c.

2000 B.c.) speaks of Kan4, the mistress, who is like the sky in
gleaming splendour (i6. 220 f.), but this also is not certainly
astral. On boundary stones of the Oassite dynasty, as early
as the middle of the 14th cent. B.C., the four- to eight-pointed
star is the established emblem of Ishtar (Hinke, Boundary
Stone of Neb. 245). In seal-cylinders of the same period
Ishtar is accompanied with a star (Ward, ch. xxv,). In one
of these (Ward, fig. 412) she is represented with wings, rising
above the mountains along with the sun. As early as the time
of Hammurabi, Ishtar seems to have formed a triad with Sin,
the moon, and Shamash, the sun-—which implies her astral
character (Jastrow, i. 153). The fact that Marduk, the chief
god of Babylon, is identified with the planet Juppiter, and
Nebo, the god of the adjacent Borsippa, with Mercury, indicates
that the identification of the great gods with planets did not
arise before the unification of Babylonia by iQammurabi. It
was part of the system of religious syncretism by which this
monarch sought to consolidate his empire. The arithmetical
sign XV for Ishtar, which is connected with her astral char-
acter (the sign for Sin is XXX), makes its first appearance in
the period of ga-namurabi. As to the reason why Ishtar was
identified with Venus, one can only conjecture that it may
have been the beauty of the planet, or its alternation as
morning and evening star, that suggested a connexion with
the life-giving and destroying functions of the goddess.
Possibly the fact that Ishtar was the daughter of Sin, the
moon, as early as Arad-Sin, led to her identification with the
planet.

The identity of Venus as morning star with I

Venus as evening star was known in the Assyr.
period, and probably much earlier. There are
numerous official reports of the astrologers that
speak of Ishtar as morning and evening star
(Jastrow, ii. 612). In a hymn she says: ‘Ishtar,
the goddess of the morning, and Ishtar, the god-
dess of the evening, am I’ {ib. i. 531). Nabonidus
calls her ‘ Anunit, who at sunrise and sunset gives
me favourable signs ’

( VAB iv. 22828, 22988-^2)^

the morning star she was called Dilbat, and as the
evening star Zib (P. C. A. Jensen, Kosmologie,
Strassburg, 1890, p. 117 f.). The difference of
names shows that in early times the two aspects
of the planet were supposed to be different stars,
but the list WAI ii. 48, line 51a 5, asserts ‘Zib=
Dilbat.’
These aspects of the planet gave rise to a variety of titles

and identifications. Thus the list WAI iii. 63, col. ii. line 38
reads: *Dilbat at sunrise is Ishtar of Agade, Dilbat at sunset
IS Ishtar of Erech, Dilbat at sunrise is Ishtar of the stars,
Dilbat at sunset is Mistress of the Gods’ (i.e. Ninlil). See also
the list of names of Venus published by Pinches (PSBA xxxi.
25). There seems to be evidence also that the synodical period
of Venus of 684 days was known in Babjdonia and Elam (F. Bork,
Memnonf iv. [1910] 83-106

;
E. Weidner, ib. v. [1911] 29-89 : F

Hrozny, v- 81-102).

The claim has often been made that in the

clear atmosphere of Babylonia the phases of
Venus, which resemble those of the moon, could
be seen with the naked eye, and that this is the
reason why she is called ‘daughter of Sin,’ is

represented with horns in art, and in certain texts
bears the epithet ‘horned’ {PSBA xxxi. 22-24).
This is very doubtful.
At the time of ^eatest brilliancy Venus has a diameter of

only 40". Two points must be about 60" apart to be recog-
nized as distinct by the naked eye ; and at least four such
points are needed to perceive a crescent. It seems, there-
fore, physiologically impossible for the naked eye to detect
the crescent form of Venus, and we have no evidence that
the Babylonians possessed lenses. The horns of Ishtar are,
accordingly, to be connected with her aspect as a cow-goddess
rather than as a planet, and she is called the daughter of Sin
because she appears in the sky with him, and not because she
has similar phases.

In astrology, Ishtar plays an important part
along with Shamash and Sin. The omens that
have come down to us all date from a late period.
A number of these are published by C. Virolleaud,
L^Astrologie chaldienTie, Paris, 1903-12, ‘Istar,’

no. 13 ; R. C. Thompson, Reports of the Magicians
and Astrologers, London, 1900, ii. p. Ixixf.; Jast-
row, ii. 612-638. They are of the following type

:

‘When Venus disappears at sunrise in Nisan from
the first to the thirtieth day, there will be desola-
tion.’ ‘When, in the month of Nisan, Venus has
a beard, the inhabitants of the land will bear boys.
In that year the market-price will be low.’ In the
magical texts also Ishtar is invoked under the name
‘Ishtar of the stars.’
The astral character of the goddess finds frequent expres-

sion in the hymns. She is called ‘the light of heaven and
earth,’ * flaming torch of heaven and earth,’ ‘glory of the whole
world,’ * queen of the stars,’ ‘ queen of heaven,’ ‘ the perfect,
mighty light,’ * brilliant Ishtar who illumines the evening.* In
a hymn published by Prince {JAOS xxx. [1909] 96) the poet
says: ‘With her gracious aspect Nin4 speaketh. In her
gracious rising verily she shineth forth

;
where she waxeth

full, her procreative power is mighty of aspect.* In another
hymn published by Beisner (Hymnen, no. 63, pp. 96-99) and
translated by M. I. Hussey (AJSL xxiii. [1907] 172 f.), Ishtar
says :

‘ To nve portents in fulness I stand, consummate I stand.
Beside my father Sin, to give portents in fulness I stand, con-
summate I stand. Beside my brother Shamash, to give portents
in fulness I stand, consummate I stand. As for me my father
Nannaru (the moon) has established me ... in the bright
heavens. . . . Amid shouts of joy I, Ishtar, the goddess, take
my exalted way. Ishtar, goddess of the evening, am I ; Ishtar,
goddess of the morning, am 1 ; Ishtar who opens the lock of the
bright heavens, that is my glory.’

14. The star Sirius.—Less frequently Ishtar is

identified with the Bow-star, or Sirius (Jensen,
Kosmologie, pp. 52 f., 149, 151). This is probably
due to the fact that the Assyrians usually depicted
Ishtar armed with a bow.

15. The constellation Virgo.— It is probable
that Ishtar is occasionally identified with the
zodiacal constellation Virgo (Zimmern, KAT^,
427 f-). These different identifications show that
her astral character is secondary, and rests upon
late priestly speculation.
From the foregoing survey it appears that Ishtar

I

was the most important divinity of the Assyr.

-

I

Bab. pantheon. She absorbed so many other
;

goddesses, and exercised such a variety of func-
tions, that she came near to being the supreme
divinity. Many hymns addressed to her disclose
a henotheism that approximates to monotheism.
V. The CELT OF Ishtar.—In regard to the

rites that were practised in the worship of Ishtar
our information is less complete than in regard
to the conception of her character. We know
that temples were built to her in all the important
cities of Babylonia and Assyria. These contained
images (King, Hammurabi, no. 101, col. i. 41:
EIB iii. 138®"^; ib, ii. 209^8^'^^). The costume
worn by the goddess may be inferred from the
artistic representations and from the articles of
dress that she left behind when she went down to
Sheol {KIB vi. 82-84) : tiara, earrings, necklace,
pectoral, girdle, bracelets, anklets, and tunic.
Agumkakrime expended four talents of gold on
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the robes of Marduk and Zaroanit {KIB iii,

24028-84)^ She had a throne {VAJBi. 1, 227), a bed

{ih 230^2), and a boat {ih, 92, 104, 229^). Her

E
riests are often mentioned, and the hierodouloi

ave been referred to above (IV. 4).

Slaves were dedicated to her temples {OLZ xii.

110). The ancient kings record with special fre-

quency that they made her offerings of lapis lazuli.

Sargon states that he gave her cedar, and cypress

wood, and aromatic herbs (Winckler, Sargon, i.

126^^^). Nebuchadrezzar gives a long list of the

offerings of animals, birds, fish, vegetables, wine,

and oil that he presented to Marduk and Zarpanit

{VAB iv. 154^^"®^). For the offerings made by
Esarb addon see Jastrow, ii. 170, and for those of

Ashurbanipal, ih, ii. 107 ff. In one psalm the

offeror says :
‘ I have given to thee thy great gift,

a saUa (=^udmdum muUehre) of lapis lazuli, and
a 7rndti (similar to the salla) of gold, the adorn-

ment of thy divinity* {PSBA xxxi. 63 f.). The
hymn published by Craig {BeL Texts, i. pi. 15,

obv. 19 ff*.) says: *I prepared for thee a pure

offering of milk, cakes, salted bread. I presented

to thee a vessel for libations, hear me and be
gracious. I slew for thee a pure lamb without
blemish from the flock of the field. I presented

a conserve for the shepherdess of the god Tammuz.*
Sacrifice of infants, which was so common in the

cult of ‘Ashtart {EBE ii. 117'*), is not yet proved in

the cult of Ishtar. For supposed evidences of it see

KAT^, 599. E. J, Banks {Bismya, London, 1912, p.

380 f.) reports the discovery of brick stamps men-
tioning a temple of Ishtar, numerous small houses

containing obscene figures, and beneath one of these

eight clay coffins containing infant bones. These
seem similar to the iar-burials of infants in the

mounds of Palestine (EBE iii. 187*).

The fourth month, Tammuz (June-July), was
celebrated by the annual wailing for Ishtars lover,

whose death coincided with the withering of vege-

tation in the summer heat. The fifth month, Ab
(July-August), was sacred to Ishtar, and in it was
celebrated her descent to Sheol to bring her lover

back to life. Perhaps the heliacal rising of Sirius

in this month may explain the connexion of this

star with Ishtar (KAT^, 426; Langdon, Psalms,

xvi.). Ashurbanipal records: ‘In the month of

Ab, the month of the appearance of Sirius, the

festival of the revered queen, the daughter of B§1,

I tarried in Arbela, her beloved city, to worship

her great divinity * (KIB ii. 248“"^®). Ashurbani-
pal speaks also of the 25th of Siwan as the day of

the procession of the BSlit of Babylon, the honoured
among the great gods (KIB ii. 220^®

; cf. VAB iv.

2823»).

VI. Worship outside of Babylonia.—
herents of the Pan-Babylonian school of Winckler,

Zimmern, Jensen, and Jeremias hold that the

Bab. Ishtar was the original mother-goddess of

western Asia, and that all the other local forms

were derived from her. As remarked above, this

theoiy is improbable; ’Ashtar must rather be

regarded as a primitive Semitic divinity. Never-

theless, it is not improbable that at the time of

the extension of Bab. civilization Ishtar exerted

a modifying influence upon the other Semitic

goddesses.
z. In Hlam and Persia.—The worship of Innanna

of Erech in ancient Elam is attested by the in-

scriptions of a number of ancient rulers of Susa

(VAB i. 1, I78c, 180. 3, 182. 4). The Assyrian

records show that it persisted down to the fall

of the Assyr. Empire. After the conquest of

Elam by the Indo-European Medes and Persians

the old goddess was identified with Anahita, and
under this name enjoyed extensive homage (see

AnIhita). Her ancient name, however, was not

forgotten. In 2 Mac we are told that Anti-
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ochus Epiphanes was killed in the temple of Nanaia
in Persia.

2. In Mesopotamia.—Bab. and Assyr. influence
was exerted in Mesopotamia from the earliest

times, and the cult of Ishtar was established in
all the important cities. The old Aramaic name
’Attar was little used except in the compound
Atargatis (EBE ii. 165), and instead titles derived
from the astral form of Ishtar were employed,
such as Kokabta, ‘star* (=Bab. kakahu), iCokab-
nugha, ‘ star of splendour,* or Nugha, ‘ splendour.'

Even the Old Bab. name Nanai was used in Syriac
for the planet Venus (ZDMG x. [1860] 459) along
with the Sumer, name Dilbat (Jensen, Kosmologie,

p. 118). Astara and B51ti were names for Venus
among the Mandaeans (ib. p. 135). For survivals

of Bab. myths concerning Ishtar in Mesopotamia
see Baudissin, ‘Tammuz bei den Harr3nern,'
ZDMG Ixvi. 172 ff.

3. In Arabia.—In the South Arabian inscrip-

tions 'Athtar, who is masculine, is represented by a
star with eight points, and forms a triad with the
sun and moon. It can hardly be doubted that this

is due to direct Bab. influence. In North Arabia
the original name of the goddess was displaced by
titles such as al-Lat, ‘the goddess,' or al-’Uzza,

‘the strong’ (J. Wellhausen, Bests arah. Keiden-
tums^, Berlin, 1897, pp. 29-39). She was identified

with the planet Venus and called al-Najm, ‘the

star,* par excellence (cf. the oath, QuT^dn, liii. 1

;

‘ By the star when it setteth ’
; Ixxxvi. 1 ff.). Isaac

of Antioch (5th cent. A.D.), i. 210 (ed. G. Bickell,

Giessen, 1873-77), identifies al-’Uzza with B51tis

and applies to her the Syriac name Kokabta,
‘the star* CVVellhausen, pp. 40-45). This astral

character of al-Uzza is found only in late times

in the regions that border on Syria and Mesopo-
tamia; and the same names are used that are

applied to Ishtar in Mesopotamia, namely, * star,'

‘star of splendour,* and ‘splendour* (Nielsen,

ZDMG Ixvi. 472) ;
it seems clear, therefore, that

these traits are due to borrowing of Bab. ideas

from Mesopotamia.
4. In Syria and Palestine. — In the Amarna

letters the Canaanite 'Ashtart is equated with
Ishtar, and Canaanite artistic representations

often conform to the Bab. type (see EBE iii. 182%
183'*). There is no clear evidence of Ishtar in the

early writings of the OT. The efforts of P. C. A.

Jensen (Gilgamesch-Epos, Strassburg,^ 1906) and of

Jeremias (AT im Lichte des alt. Orients) to show
that Sarah, Rebekah, Tamar, Pharaoh's daughter,

Jephthah's daughter, and most of the other female

characters of the OT are transformed Ishtar-myths

cannot be pronounced successful. The first certain

trace of Ishtar in the OT is in the neo-Bab. period

in Jer 7^® 44i7‘i9* 25^ where she is called ‘ queen of

heaven.* This is a specifically Bab. name for

Ishtar in her astral aspect, and the kawwan, or
‘ cake,’ that the Hebrew women baked for her is

the same as the kawdnu that was presented to

Ishtar (KAT\ 441 f.). The wailing for Tammuz
mentioned in Ezk 8^^ is closely connected with

Ishtar and is specifically Babylonian. At the time

of the Bab. supremacy the cult of Ishtar must
have been established in Jerusalem, or even earlier

under Assyr. rule (2 K 21®). The name Esther

is an Aramaic form of Ishtar, and the Book of

Esther shows clear knowledge of Bab. Ishtar myths
(see Paton, ‘Esther* in ICG, Edinburgh, 1908, pp.

87-94). In Palmyra the Bab. Ishtar was wor-

shipped under the name Bdlti (EBE ii. 294), and

the rites of the Phoenician ‘Ashtart at Gebal, as

described by Lucian {de Dea Syr. 6, 8), were evi-

dently coloured by the Bab. mourning for Tammuz.
On the whole subject of the Tammuz cult in the

West see Baudissin, Adonis und Esmun, Leipzig,

1911.
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5. Among the Greeks and Romans. — During
the period of Seleucid Greek rule the religions of

the East and of the West were fused with extra-

ordinary rapidity in Syria and in Egypt, and under
the early Roman emperors Bab. astrology became
the dominant religion of the day. The gods of

Greece and of Rome were identified with the
nearest Bab. counterparts, and thus came to take
on astral characteristics. The equations that re-

sulted were : Zeus = Juppiter = Bel-Marduk = the
planet Juppiter; Hermes =s Mercury = Nabu — the
planet Mercury ; Ares=Mars= Nergal=the planet

Mars; Chronos= Saturn= Ninib = the planet Sa-

turn ; Aphrodite = Venus = Ishtar = tne planet

Venus. To these identifications are due the names
of the planets in all modern European languages.

Ishtar thus took the place of Aphrodite, and the
mythology of the Bab. mother-goddess was grafted
on to the myths of the ancient local ^hrodites
and Astartes. Even the Sumer, name Dilbat for

the planet Venus became known to the Greeks;
Hesychius says : Ae\4(par 6 rijs *A<f>()o8lrTjs da-r^p

XaXdalcav (see F. Cumont, Les Religions orientates

dans le paganisme romain^ Paris, 1909 [Eng. tr.,

Chicago, 1911], ch. v.. Astrology and Religion
among the Greeks and the Romans

^

New York,
1912).
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Lewis Bayles Paton.

ISIS.— nature-goddess whose cult first sprang
into prominence in Egypt under the New Empire
(c. 1700-1100 B.C.), became universal in its native

land, spread tluroughout Oriental, Greek, and
Koman territory, ana became one of the chief an-

tagonists of Christianity. According to Egyptian
mythology, she was the daughter of Seb, god of

the earth, and Nut, goddess of the sky, the pair

which, with sex reversed, corresponded to the

Greek Kronos and Ehea. Other children of the

union were a daughter, Nephthys, and three sons.

Horns the Elder, Osiris, and Set. Isis was the

wife, as well as the sister, of Osiris, to whom she

had been wedded even before their birth, and by
whom she afterwards became the mother of Horus,

the sun-^d in whom the Greeks saw a parallel to

i^ollo ^duard Meyer, in Koscher, s.v. ‘Isis’).

Horns the Elder and Horus the Child (Harpocrates)

are different conceptions of the same god (id, s.v.

‘Horns’).
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The IsiS'Osiris myth in its main lines is as follows: Osiris

(Serapis), known and loved for his benefactions to all mankind,
is tareacneronsly slain by his brother Set, who encloses him in a
chest and throwshim into the Nile, which bears him towards the
sea. Isis, after much wandering, persecution, and sorrow, dis>

covers the chest, and mourns over the body of her husband,
accompanied by Nephthys, her sister, who is also the wife of Set;

but Set again gets possession of the body, and disperses it about
Egypt in fourteen parts. Meanwhile Isis gives birth to Horus,
whom she secretly rears in the marshes of the Delta. After
long searching, she succeeds in recovering and interring the
members of Osiris, who, restored through the magic formulae of

Thoth, becomes a judge and god of the dead, and even visits the
earth to appear to his son Horus. The latter takes vengeance
upon Set for the slaying of his father, sparing his life, however,
at l^e entreaty of Isis herself, with whom he is for l^s reason
so angered that he strikes ofiE her head-dress (or her head), which
Thoth restores as a cow’s-head helmet (or cow’s head). Horus
and Set then appear before the court of the great gods of Egypt,
where Horus, through the support of Thoth, is victorious, re-

ceives the crown and throne of his father, and unites both parts

of the land under him (Plutarch, de Is. et Osir. ; Budge,
Egyptian Religion, ch. ii.).

Whether the Isis-Osiris myth is founded on a
primitive attempt to explain the daily vicissitudes

of the sun, or is the outgrowth of a local historical

or religious legend which was grafted on to solar

speculation, there is no doubt as to its having
possessed a solar significance in the minds of those
who reflected upon religion. Osiris was the Sun,
bom of Seb and Nut, Earth and Heaven ; Set was
Night ; Isis, whose name signifies ‘ seat ’ or ‘ throne,’

was a deity of the heavens, and especially of the
dawn, who restored Osiris, the Sun, after his death
at the hands of Night, and also gave birth to Horus,
the Sun, who took vengeance on Set, the Night,
and won back his father’s throne ; Nephthys, the
Western Horizon, or Evening, sister of Isis, the
Eastern Horizon, or Dawn, mourns with the latter

at the bier of Osiris, and is also the mother, by
him, of Anubis, god of the realm of darkness and
the dead. Transferred to the realm of morals, the
myth symbolized the warfare between good and
evil. It also symbolized human destiny, the re-

birth of man in his children; but its greatest

significance in the minds of the ancients was
spiritual—the immortality of the soul, the resur-

rection, the universal motherhood of Isis, and her
other-world influence. The resurrection of Osiris

through the efforts of Isis symbolized the rebirth

of the soul, and it was this that made the Isis cult

the greatest of Egyptian religions, though there is

no evidence that it had attained to any importance,
or was even in existence, before the New Empire.
Through her mysteries the worshipper received

the gift of immortality, which her magical powers
enabled her to bestow. Her connexion with magic
no doubt made her cult still more popular. In a
papyrus of as early as 1553 B.C., a physician invokes
ber aid, beseeching her to employ in his interests

the same arts by which she had healed the wounds
of Set and Horus. She was called ‘The Mighty
in Magic.’ By the time of the Saite and Greek
periods (from 663 on) she had gradually developed
into a universal nature-goddess, a beneficent, ma-
ternal deity whose hand was full of all manner of

blessings, temporal and spiritual. She was ‘The
Great,’ ‘The Great Mother,’ ‘The Mother of the

Gods’; local goddesses were invested with her

characteristics, and she in turn took on theirs, imtil

the distinction between them and her was little

more than one of mere name. She became the

great prototype of all goddesses. Her importance
in the cult far overshadowed that of Osiris; she

even had independent shrines, as, for example,
the temple of the XXIst dynasty at Gizeh, called
‘ the temple of the Mistress of the Pyramids.’ Her
most important seats of worship in Egypt were at

Memphis, and on the island of Pnilse, at the

southern extremity of the coimtry, where her
temple, first completed in the reign of Nectanebos

(360-342), remained open until A.D. 560, when it

was closed by order of Justinian (Meyer, loc. cit.).

Outside of Egypt, the^ Isis-Osiris cult rose to
importance nowhere until the Hellenistic period
(from 333 B.c. on), though it was known in
Phcenicia in the 7th and 6th centuries before
Christ, and was communicated thence to other

g
arts of the world. Evidences of it are abundant,
owever, in eve^ part of the Hellenistic and
Roman world. The Greeks saw in Isis and her
mysteries an analogue to Demeter and the Eleu-
sinian mysteries, identified Osiris with Dionysus,
Horus with Apollo, Seb and Nut with Kronos and
Rhea. As early as 333 B.C., in spite of Greek
prejudice against foreign cults, the erection of a
temple at Peirmus was permitted, and under the
Ptolemys the cult was received at Athens itself,

and a temple erected at the foot of the Acropolis.
The use of the word ‘ Isis ’ in the composition of
citizens’ names—Isidotos, Isidores, etc.—and the
numerous reliefs r^resenting Greek ladies in the
character of Isis afford evidence of the popularity
of the cult. There were two temples in Corinth
(Daremberg - Saglio, Dictionnaire des antiquit^s
grecques et romaineSy s.v. * Isis, Histoire ’

; Drexler,
in Roscher, s.v. ‘ Isis,’ 373-391).
The success of the cult in the West was even

more pronounced. Sardinia had received it before
the Hellenistic period, probably through the
Phoenicians; Malta, Sicily, and Southern Italy
admitted it later, Puteoli was an important
centre in Campania, while the cult was also

strong at Pompeii, Herculaneum, and Stabise.

The Pompeian temple of Isis, of which the remains
are still to be seen, was founded between 200 and
80 B.C., was ruined by the earthquake of A.D. 63,

and was the only temple in the city which had been
restored when the final catastrophe occurred in 79
(H, Nissen, Pompejan. Stud., Leipzig, 1877, pp.
671, 170 ffl ). First introduced into the city of Rome
in the time of Sulla, though probably it found a
place in Ostia and the suburbs before this, it was
the object of so much distrust on the part of the
conservative citizenship of Rome that in 58 B.C.

its altars on the Capitoline, and its chapels (to the
number of fifty-three), were destroyed by order of

the Senate. In 54, 50, and 48 similar events
occurred ; in 43 the triumvirs decreed a temple to

Isis and Serapis, and the cult seemed about to
gain the permanent support of the State ; but in

28 Augustus excluded the worship from inside the
Pomerium, or augural limit of the city, his policy

of opposition to foreign cults having been stimu-
lated oy the war with Antony and Cleopatra ; in
21 Agrippa forbade the erection of chapels within
a radius of seven and a half stades from the
limit; and Tiberius, in a.d. 19, as a result of

certain scandals in connexion with the cult, de-

stroyed its places of worship and banished its

priests. Under Caligula, however, the cult seems
to have been recognized by the State, though it

was not yet in possession of the right to erect

temples within the Pomerium, nor supported by the
public funds. It grew, nevertheless, and abundant
evidence of its strength is to be seen in the art

and literature of the Empire. Under Caracalla
the law was made null which had kept its temples
outside the Pomerium, and henceforth it enjoyed
perfect eq^uality of rights with other cults. Its

altars and shrines of minor size and importance
had no doubt existed in the city from the first,

and it had been strong in the support of the lower
classes. Besides its lesser shrines and chapels, its

greatest temples were that in the sixth region

erected by Caracalla, that on the Caslian, east of

the Coliseum, from which the third region took its

name {Isis et Serapis), and the great temple in the

Campus Martius, east of the Pantheon, which was
voted in 43 B.O., but probably not erected until

about A.D. 39, burned in 80, and restored by
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Domitian, Alexander Sevems, and Diocletian

(S. B. Platner, Topography and Monurnents of
Ancient Borne, revised ed., Boston, 1911, pp.

62, 368). From the 2nd cent, onwards, it was
one of the most bitter and edective antagonists of

Christianity, and, when the final struggle occurred,

numbered among its adherents many of the first

families of Rome. Symmachus, Vettius Agorius
Prsetextatus and his wife, and Virius Nicomachus
Flavianus were its ardent defenders. In the three

months’ revival of pagan religion at Rome in

A.D. 394, when Nicomachus Flavianus espoused
the cause of Eugenius against Theodosius, Isis,

Mithra, and the Great Mother of the gods were
in the foreground, as they were throughout the
struggle with the new religion. The festival of

Isis was celebrated with great pomp on this

occasion {Codex Parisinus, 8084, lines 98-101).

With the fall of Eugenius the cult passed out of

history at Rome, though the worship persisted

here and there in the Roman world until the
middle of the 5th century (Wissowa, ‘Religion
und Kultus der Romer,’ ® Muller’s Handhuch, v. 4,

p. 95 ff. ; Drexler, loc, cit. 394-409). The fall of

the famous Serapeum of Alexandria occurred in

397, but the temple at Philae was not closed until

560, when Justinian’s general, Narses, took its

priests captive and forbade the worship. The
vigour ana long life of the religion of Isis, as well
as its rise and spread to all parts of the world, are
to be explained on the ground of the universality
of the character of the goddess, who included in
herself the virtues of all other goddesses, by the
attractiveness of her ceremonies, by the fascination
of her mysteries, and, above all, by the rewards
which she could offer the faithful initiate—purifica-

tion, forgiveness, communion, regeneration, and
immortality of soul; in short, the qualities to
which it^ owed its success were the very same
which exkted in a fuller and less artificial form in
Christianity itself. While the antagonism between
the two rehgions may have been bitter, and reached
a violent stage in many places, it is nevertheless
true that the transition to Christianity was quite
as much a process of blending as a violent (Rsplace-
ment. Isis herself was identified with the Virgin
Mary, Horus with Christ, and some of the legends
of tne Saints are traceable to legends of the Isis
cult (Drexler, 426-548 ; Lafaye, * Histqire du culte
des divinit^s d’Alexandrie hors de TEgypte,’ pp.
167-170).

In art, Isis is represented as a matron, standing,
draped in a long robe reaching to the ankles,
mantle thrown over the shoulders and crossing the
breast, where it is made into a large and very
apparent knot, and often a veil, symbolic of
secrecy. In her right hand is the sistrum, in her
left a small ewer. Her hair is abundant, and
on her forehead rises the lotus, emblem of the
resurrection. Stars or crescent sometimes figured
in the representation, in token of her astronomical
significance ; Sirius was her especial star, and she
is sometimes figured sitting on the back of a dog
representing it. As a deity of agriculture, like
Demeter, she is figured with torches, heads of
wheat and poppies, serpents, the mystic chest, or
the horn of plenty. As queen of the lower world,
she is represented in black marble or basalt. In
her character as deity of the sea, she often appears
on coins in a boat with sail raised, with symbols of
the sea. As goddess of love and maternity, she is
accompanied by the infant Horus, or Harpocrates,
who is often clasped to her breast or being nursed.
Sometimes Osiris completes the group, which forms
a kind of holy family (Apuleius, Metam, xi. 3,
4; Daremberg-Saglio, s,v, ‘Isis, Attributions et
images ’).

The practices of the Isis-Osiris cult in Roman

times may be assumed to represent with more or
less accuracy those of all lands in which the religion
found favour. Its main festival occurred on the
last day of October and the first three days of
November (for the date see Wissowa, ‘Religion
und Kultus der Romer,’ ^ p. 354), as follows

:

October 31, Heuresis ; Isis, in company with
Nephthys and Anubis, and with manifestations
of deepest grief, in which priests and mystics
participate, searches for the body of Osiris ; Nov-
ember 1-3, the celebration of the finding, or
resurrection, of Osiris, with unrestrained expres-
sions of joy, November 2 being called Ter Novena,
perhaps from a chorus consisting of three times
nine participants, and November 3, Hilaria, from
its character, which was like that of the corre-
sponding festival of the Great Mother. Another
annual festival was that called Isidis Navigium,
which occurred on March 5, at the opening of
navigation. A ship, richly equipped, and laden
with spices, was sent to sea as an offering to the
goddess. Apuleius {Metam. xi. 7-17) describes
this festival as it took place at Cenchreai near
Corinth. It may have had a parallel at Rome
in a ceremony at the mouth of the Tiber. Two
other festivals. Sacrum Pharice and Sarapia,
mentioned in the Menologia Bustica, the first on
April 25 and the other somewhat earlier, were of
less importance. The Pelusia, on March 20, was
a festival whose motive was in the flooding of the
Nile, and was introduced at Rome at a late date.

Fasti Philocali, and Lydus, de Mensibus, iv. 40, are
the first evidences of it (Wissowa, ‘Religion und
Kultus,’* p. 354 f.).

The conduct of the cult was in the hands of
priests and priestesses, chosen by the cult associ-

ations for various terms. There seems to have
been a high priest, summus sacerdos, sacerdos
maximus, primarius, prcecipuus (Apul. xi. 20, 17,

21, 22), who was perhaps the same as the propheta
primarius (ii. 28). The grammateus was another
priest. Each association was officered by a pater,

a qusestor, or treasurer, and decurions, if the
membership was large. Numerous names men-
tioned in inscriptions indicate that different associ-

ations performed special duties in the processions.

There were the pastophoroi, who carried little

shrines upon litters ;patisarii, so named from their

pauses at certain places along the route ; Anubiaci
and Bubastiacce, who may have impersonated
Anubis and Bubastis ; etc. Those who fulfilled a
priestly office were obliged to keep head and face
clean shaven, to wear linen garments, and to

abstain from certain things (Wissowa, 357 f.

;

Daremberg-Saglio, s,v. ‘ Isis, Les associations, Le
sacredoce ’).

According to Apuleius, there were three degrees
—one of Isis, another of Isis and Osiris, and a
third of actual priestly functions. Accurate know-
ledge of the observances through which the mystic
passed in his rise from one degree to another is

impossible because of the comparative strictness

with which ancient writers keep the rule of secrecy.

The account of Apuleius, however(3fe<am. xi.), throws general
light upon both the public and the private character of the cult,

in i^ite of the author^s reserve regarding the secret part of his

experience. Lucius, the hero of the tale, in whose character
Apuleius is narrating his own experience, determines to devote
himself to Isis. The goddess herself has so directed him in a
vision (xi. 5). The procession of the following day was that of

Isidis Navigium, First came a line of masqueraders, strikingly

costumed—a soldier, a hunter, a gladiator, etc. At the head of

the procession proper marched women clad in white, with
flowers in their hair and hands. Others followed bearing
mirrors behind them, held up to the face of the advancing
goddess, so that she might see the members of the procession
coming, as it were, to meet her, and were followed by still

others who carried ivory combs which they employed in the
pantomime of dressing tiie deity's hair, and others who
sprinkled the streets with balsam and unguent. Next came
a great number of men and women with waxen tapers and
other lights, and then musicians with pipes and flutes, in
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whose train advanced a chorus of chosen youths clad in

snowy white, chanting a hymn. More pipers followed, and
heralds, after whom marched the train of m3rstic3, men and
women of all ages and conditions, luminous in pure white,

the women with anointed hair covered with transparent veils,

and the men with smooth-shaven shiny heads ; and all were
keeping up a shrill jingling with bronze, silver, and even
golden sistra. Then came the chief ministers in ahiniTigr linen,

bearing insignia of the mightiest gods. The first carried a golden
lamp ; the second, models of altars ; the third, a palm tree with
golden leaves and a golden caduceus ; the fourth, a left hand,
the symbol of equity, and a golden vessel in the form of the
female breast, from which he poured libations of milk on the
ground ; tiie l^th, a golden wmnowing-fan with thick golden
branches ; and another, an amphora. The next feature of the
procession was a number of men who represented various
deities : Anubis, the messenger-deity, bearing in his left hand
the caduceus and with his right shaking a green palm ; a cow,
erect, the symbol of the universal parent-goddess

; etc. These
were followed by one who bore a chest contaming secret
paraphernalia ; another who bore the effigy of a great divinity
which resembled neither beast nor bird, nor even man

;
and,

finally, by a priest with sistrum and crown of roses. After the
sending out of the sacred ship the mystics returned to the
temple, deposited the holy ssmibols, were formally dismissed,
and, after kissing the feet of the silver statue of the goddess on
the temple steps, went home, carrying branches of olive,

flowers, and herbs, and filled with joy (io. 8-17). Lucius then
took up his abode within the temple enclosure, and attended
all the services of the priests, studying and meditating until

the goddess announced in a dream that the time for his
initiation was |at hand. He was first bathed, or baptized, in
public, then brought to the feet of the goddess to receive secret
instruction, and ordered, before the world, to abstain for ten
days from wine, the flesh of animals, and all abundance of
food. At the end of this period the evening of his consecration
arrived. Having been favoured, at sunset, with many presenla
from the multitude of assembled worshippers, he was left by
the throng, and in the night conducted by the priest to the
inner recess of the temple, where he was the recipient of
revelations and the witness of sights such as he was not per-
mitted to divulge to a greater extent than in the following
suggestive description : ‘1 approached the confines of death,
trod the threshold of Prose^ina, and returned borne through
all the elements; at midnight I saw the sun gleaming with
bright light ; the gods below and the gods above 1 approached
face to face, and adored near by* (^‘&. 23). The next morning
he appeared before the people dressed in twelve stoles, a
beautifully coloured garment of linen, and a precious scarf

which covered his back from neck to ankles, all of these articles

being decorated with paintings of animals in various colours.
With a burning taper m his hand and a chaplet of palm leaves
on his head, he was suddenly revealed to the multitude by
the drawing of the sanctuary curtains (ib. 24). He then, at
the admonition of the goddess, spent a year in Borne, and at
the end of that time was initiated into the mysteries of Osiris.

A short time afterwards, he was for the third time directed in a
vision to be further initiated. This he did, becoming also

a member of the college of Pastophoroi^ in which he held the
office of Quinquennial Decurion (i&. 26, 80).

The regular services in a temple of Isis comprised
two ceremonies each day. The first occurred at
sunrise, when the priest opened the doors, ‘ waked
the deity,’ and after several moments of prayer,

made the round of the altars, performing the
sacred ceremonial and pouring libations at each,

after which rites the worshippers loudly announced
the first hour of the day (Apul. qp, cit. 20). At the
second ceremony, which took place in the after-

noon, the priest held up before the worshippers a
vase of consecrated water, which they venerated
as the first principle of all things (Martial, x. 48. 1).

Literature.—G. Lafayp, ‘Histoire du culte des divinit6s

d’Alexandrie hors de I’Egypte’ (Bibl, des 4coles frangaises
d*Ath4nes et de Rome^ xxxiii.), Paris, 1884, and art. *Isis* in

Daremberg-Saglio ; Eduard Meyer, in Boscher, s.v, * Isis’ ; W,
Drexler, w. ; G. Wissowa, ‘Eeligion und Kultus der Edmer ’2,

in Muller’s Handbueh. v. 4, Munich, 1912, pp. 361-369 ; £. A. W.
Budge, Egyptian ReUgim^ London, 1900.

Geant Showeemam.
ISLAM. •— Islam is the name peculiar to the

religion founded by Muhammad, and embraces all

the different sects which are now found among
his followers. Thus, a Shi'ite and a Sunnite are

both Muslims. Islam is the infinitive form of

aslcmja^ and means * to resign oneself,’ to profess

Islam. It is sometimes looked upon by European
writers as expressing complete resignation to the
win of God in all matters of faith and duty ; but
this seems to be too wide an extension of the term,

for Syed Amir ' Ali says

:

‘The word does not imply, as is commonly supposed, absolute

submission to God’s will, but means, on the contrary, striving

after righteousness ’(/SSpmf of Islam, ed. 1891, p. 226).

But what is the idea of righteousness which the
term ‘ Islam ’ expresses ? It is given in the verse,
‘Whoso is a Muslim, he seeketh after the right
way * {Qur, Ixxii. 14). Here, again, we need a defi-

nition of the words ‘Muslim’ and ‘right way.’
Muhammadan commentators explain them thus

:

the former means ‘ one who places his neck under
the order of God,’ ‘ one who comes under the order,’
‘ one who sincerely accepts the dogma of the Unity
of God ’

; the other, the rashdd, or ‘right way,’ is

the ‘ finding of the reward of good works,^ the
‘ desire of goodness.’
The term ‘Islam’ occurs twice in late Meccan

siirasy but not in the earlier ones.
* That man’s breast will be open to Islam * (vi. 126). Whose

breast God has opened to Islam’ (xxxix. 28).

In Medinite swras it occurs in the following
places

:

‘ The true religion (fiin) with God is Islam ’ (iii. 17). ‘ Whoso
desireth any other religion {din) than Islam, that religion shall
not be accepted from him’ (iii. 79). ‘It is my pleasure that
Islam be your religion’ (v. 6). ‘ Who is more impious than he
who, when called to Islam, deviseth a falsehood concerning
God ? ’ (Ixi. 7). ‘We profess Islam ’ (xlix. 14). ‘ They taunt thee
with having embraced Islam ’ (xlix. 17).

Some parts of the verb express the sense of em-
bracing Islam, but they are chiefly found in late
suras : xlix. 17, ix. 75, iii. 60, xii. 101, xxxiii. 35.

It is very important to bear this fact in mind. In
a few places a more general idea of resignation
seems to be referred to, as

;

* They who set their faces with resignation Godward {man
aslamawajhahu lilldhi), and do thatwhich is right, their reward
is with their Lord’ (ii. 106), and ‘ I resign myself to the Lord of
the worlds’ {aslamtu lirahbi-Ualamlna) (ii. 125).

But these have to be interpreted in accordance with
the meaning attached by Muslim commentators to
the more definite ones.

Muhammadan theolo^ans draw a sharp distinc-

tion between Imdrv (‘faith’) and Isl§.m, and base
it on the following verse

:

‘The Arabs say, “ We believe." Say thou, “ Ye believe not”;
say rather, ‘‘ We profess Islam (asZamnd),” for the faith (?mdn)
hath not yet found its way into your hearts’ (xlix. 14).

Belief with the heart is one thing ; the profession

of Islam is another. It is outward obedience to
certain rules, and it is only when sincerity {totqdlq)

is joined to it, as shown in the belief in God, angels,

divine books, prophets, predestination, and the last

day, that a man becomes a true believer. Shahras-
tani, in the Milal wa'n~Nihal (ed. London,. 1846,

p. 27), draws a distinction between Islam, %mdn
(‘faith’), and ihsan (‘devotion,’ ‘benevolence’) in

the following tradition

:

Gabriel one daycame in the form of an Arab and sat near
the Prophet and said :

‘ 0 Messenger of God, what is Islam?’
The Prophet replied: ‘Islam is to believe in God and His
Prophet, to say the prescribed prayers, to give alms, to observe
the fast of Eama^an, and to make the pilgrimage to Mecca.’
Gabriel replied that he had spoken truth, and then asked the
Prophet what Imdn was. He replied that it was to believe in

God, angels, books, prophets, the last day, and predestination.

Again, Gabriel admitted the correctness of the definition, and
inquired what Hjsan meant. The Prophet replied :

‘ To wor-
ship God as if thou seest Him, for if thou seest Him not He
sees thee.’

This is borne out by the meaning assigned in

Persian commentaries to the term ‘ Muslim,’ which
is said to designate a man who is a munqdd and a
hukmharddr^ words which mean ‘submissive’ or

‘obedient to orders,’ A Muslim, then, is one who
carefully keeps the outward works of the law, but,

when he adds to it ihsdn, or devotion, he is a muJmn,
a man who does good works as well as pays atten-

tion to ceremonial observances ; when to these he
adds sincerity of heart and exercises faith {imdn),

he becomes a or ‘ believer.’
‘The true believers {al-Mu*minun) are only those who believe

in Allah and His Apostle, and afterwards doubt not’ (xlix. 15).

The term * Islam ’ emphasizes the Kabbinical pre-

cept that it is not the ‘ study of the law which is

most important, but the practice thereof,’ and con-

notes the formal performance of certain outward
duties. It is doubtful whether it ever had an
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ethical meaning attached to it. The commentators who prefer the pleasant to the useful and the fables
seem to be unanimous in using it in a mechanical of mythology to the profitable admonitions of the
sense. That agrees with the omission of the term gnomic poets.

in the earlier suras ; for it was not till Muhammad
formulated his religion at Medina that the Arkau-

The Areopagiticus, which has only its title in
common with Milton’s famous tract, was also a

ad-dm (‘pillars of religion’), the five obligatory favourite with Renaissance moralists because of
duties of religion, came to be a formal part therein, its impressive development of the topics of the
Earlier, the word Islam does not appear to have degeneracy of the age, the licence of democracy
been in common use. Thus, Islam, when looked and the need for a restoration of the salutary dis-
at from the Muhammadan standpoint, loses much cipline of the good old times,
of the beauty which has gathered round the ethical The main ethical interest of the other orations
idea of complete submission to the will of God, and lies in their resemblance to, yet their contrast with
really emphasizes the external and legal side of Plato. Isocrates’ ethics is utilitarian, not in any
religion. speculative sense, but in its prevailing tone and
For the religions of Islam see Muhammadanism, temper. His preaching is exactly that of the ex-
LiTBR^TURB.-Syed Amir ‘Ali, and Tmch^s of Mo- cellent fathers of families whose prudential nhilo-^ammedf or the Spirit of Islam^ London, 1891; D. B. Mac- on'nTiir cofiafTr Plan/»nn

donald. Aspects of Islam^ New York, 1911 ; F. A. Klein, The lails to satlSiy Glaucoil and Adimantus in
Religion of Jsldm, London, 1906 ; T. P. Hughes, Dl, London, the second book of Plato’s Bepuhlic. He cele-
1895; Garcin de Tassy, L’isZamisnwsS, Paris, 1874; Shah- brates not the beauty, not the absolute worth and
rastani, Al-Milal wa^n-NihaC, ed. W. Oureton, London, 1846; intrinsic sanctions bnt the

^
T. Ndldeke, Sketches from Eastern History

^

Eng. tr., London, tj
^nctions, DUt tne prontableness of Virtue.

1892. Edwaed Sell. Honesty is and ought to be spoken of as the best
policy (xv. 283). Isocrates repeatedly enforces this

ISOCRATES.—The place of Isocrates in the lesson with illustrations drawn from Greek history,
history of Greek oratory and the evolution of prose more particularly from the ruinous effects of a
style is definitely described in Jebb’s selfish policy of imperialism on the true welfare
and his art. in EBr^ xiv. 877. In ethics, Isocrates prosperity of Atnens and Sparta (vi. 34, viii.

interests the student of to-day chiefly as a measure 25 ff., xiv. 40). But even this empirical coin-
of the altitude by which Plato towers above the cidence of happiness and righteousness he will not
flats of the average moral sentiment of refined and affirm absolutely or undertake to demonstrate (xii.

educated Greeks of the 4th cent. B.c. But to 185 f. ; but cf. xiv. 25). It is true, ‘ for the most
Ascham, Milton, and the educators of the Renais- part,’ he says in a phrase made technical by Aris-
sance generally, he was a still edifying expositor of totle, and the wise man will govern his conduct by
the great commonplaces of morality and the con- probabilities and the general rule (viii. 35). To
duct of life. Thomas Elyot says of him ; this he adds the interesting remark that the law

‘Isocrates, concerning the lesson of oratours, is eueiywhere is most certain of verification in the longer life of

S 3^8), and he main-
to rede, that, after him, almost all other seme unsauery and that we may attribute the few cases of its
tedious : and in persuadynge, as well a prince, as a priuate apparent violation to the neglect of the gods (xii

frende Demonicus, wolde he perfectly kanned, and had in con-
As Dryden more piOUSly puts it

:

named The Gouemour, London, *I have heard, indeed, of some virtuous persons who have

ThA ^ 4.- > X-
5°<5®«i.unfortunately, but never of any virtuous nation : Provi-Ihe (probably genume) protreptic or parsenetic dence is engaged too deeply, when the cause becomes so general *

(^course to Demonicus here mentioned is the ear- to Annus Mirahilis).

liest extant specin^n of a long literary succession But, though Isocrates deprecates (xii. 118) or
sheers at (x. 1, xv. 84) the subtleties and the para-

Six Hen^ Sidney^s Letto to hw little Philip at doxes of absolute Platonic ethics, he seems to have
lieen increasingly moved to emulation by the suc-te, and Sir Thoinas Browne s Chnsttan, Morals, cess and the moral fervour of the Goraied and the
Bopvblic (iii. 47, S9, ii 29, vi. 69, viii. 28). Traces

V Thackeray sMr. of this feeling appear in the passages already men-
then: numerous tioned on the ve^cation of moral law in history,recent inuta,tors. TheDemomeus anticipatesmanv It is still more atmarPTit in p.prt.p.in Ariifmr,..

s^nce*^f le^ Md^^t^Void
* their own advantage, he repeateky teUs us,

wiIpWpppw
and the Golden Rule (i. 14), on but they mistakenly se& it in Wing ^wrongful

®h"“hles elsewhere (iii. 62 advantage of othera All men desire^

RtiV io® o.^p®
Aetoric, they know not in what true gain consists:

with the Chester- li addition to this, Isocrites has mSiy ethical

bv
psychological observations that recallWto or

anticipate Aristotle. Though teaching alone will

^1 tKeS la^ man of a &d one (x£ 2Th^
TbATciA , - ,

confident that ‘virtue’ can be taught (ii. 12 f.), as

namp of
that bear the even the training of aoimal® Loles xV 213 f )!

toMtheim-fS
*^*^i®F,Par8enetio matter ffis list of virtues includes the^Platonic four (ix.

talthedS^^f^orSl^c^podV^^?®® 22f.) Md incidentally others, as self-control jmd
the theme 5 if

magnificence (iL 19). ‘ Great-souled ’ is one of his

^d SisWee omt^ TW emphasizes the idea of modera-

style of this kind of wri^iitr whfpif^ t. *f}e *1®“ the mean, and anticipates Aristotle in the

anmStelv r^o^f’pJ^pl^’
*eU® remark that the virtuous mW is more akin to

its’matfp? wWh ^ aphonstic, and deficiency than to excess (ii. 33 f.), as also in the

oriffi^Rv ”5.“®^ affirmation that virtue when won is the most stable

Tiir^eldy H^od®°PWvHdl^^^^
possessions (i. 5 f. ; cf. iiL 47). The three motives

and elsewhere deplores the perversity of mankind. His conjectured influence upon Greek politics,
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and the elements of political theory and termino-
logy scattered through his writings, lie outside of
our topic.

His religion is conventional and perfunctory,
though he sometimes develops the Euripidean or
anticij)ates the Platonic censure of the anthropo-
morphic mythology, which attributes human fail-

ings to the gods (xi. 41). References to the subject
are sometimes introduced hj the phrase : * if I may
properly speak of such ancient (or old-fashioned)
things’ (iii. 26, iv, 30). The gods, he tells us,

f
overn mankind and apportion good and evil, not
y direct intervention, but by the thoughts which

they inspire in men (v. 150). In one passage he
comes very near to the Ovidian * expedit esse deos
et ut expedit esse putemus’ (xi. 24 £). He alludes
to the better hope of the righteous and of the
initiated (ii. 20, iv. 28 ; cf. viii. 35), and he makes
use of the conventional formula; ‘if any percep-
tion remains to the dead’ (xiv. 61). But the onfy
immortality which he really expects is the subjec-
tive immortality of fame (xii. 260).

In ethics and religion, as in philosophy and elo-

quence, he cannot bear confrontation with his two
supreme contemporaries; but, removed from the
shadow of that comparison, he appears as a worthy
citizen, an excellent teacher, and an estimable
writer, whose works, if no longer valued for
themselves, are indispensable to the understand-
ing of the life and tnought of the age of Plato
and Demosthenes.

LiTBRATXJEB.--There is very little literature on the ethics of
Isocrates. L.. Schmidt, Die JSthik der alien Oriecfun^ Berlin,
1882, may be mentioned. The philological literature is given
in jfc’JBrUxiv. 881; R. C. Jebb, AtUe Orators, London, 1893;
F. Blass, Die attisehe Beredsarnkeit^, Leipzig, 1^7-98; and
W. Christ, Gesch. der grieoh, Lit.^, ed. 0. StUhlin and W.
Schmid, Munich, 1912 fl. PAUL SHOBEY.

ISRAEL. — I. Introduction. — An adequate
treatment of the questions suggested by the name
‘Israel’ would require an encyclopaedia to itself.

All that is attempted is to trace the religious de-
velopment which has given pre-eminence to Israel
among the spiritual teachers of mankind. The
religion of Israel cannot be satisfactorily studied
apart from the external history of the race, but
account will here be taken of the latter only in so

far as it serves to elucidate the former. An inquiry
into the historical value of the narrative of the
Pentateuch is beyond the scope of the present
article. Sufi&ce it to say that by the name ‘ Israel

’

we understand that people which, though not
originally homogeneous, had been formed into a
single nation in Palestine about a millennium
before the Christian era.

Of this nation the strictly Israelite element
was of comparatively recent introduction, the
Israelites before their conquest of the Canaanites
and subsequent mingling with them having occu-

pied the oases in the wSderness to the south of

Palestine, where they had entered into close rela-

tion with the Kenites and other tribes of kindred
stock as well as with the Midianites further east,

from whom, perhaps, they learned to reverence
Horeb, the h<dy mountain. They regarded them-
selves as closely akin to the Edomites, who seem
to have gained a permanent settlement in the
district south of the Dead Sea at a somewhat
earlier date; and somewhat less closely to the
Moabites and Ammonites on the east. The belief

that their ancestors had been Aramseans and had
once lived in N.W. Mesopotamia may not, per-

haps, be of very ancient origin, and may be due to

the fusion with Aramaean settlers which took place

during the 8th and 7th centuries B.C. It was com-
monly believed among the Israelites that before
the conquest of Palestine their ancestors had for

some time sojourned in Egypt, where they had

been compelled to do taskwork, from which they
had been freed by Moses. It may be questioned
whether all the tribes of Israel were ever in Egypt.
The early legends which have come down to us had
taken final shape at a time when stress was being
laid on the national unity of Israel, and doubtless
this unity has in many cases been wrongly ascribed
to the past.^

2. Tribal division and conquest of Palestine.

—

The twelve tribes of which, in later times, Israel
was considered to be composed fall into four
groups, severally connected by descent from four
women to whom they traced their ancestry. The
Leah group included Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah,
Issachar, and Zebulun; the Rachel group, Joseph
(subdivided into Ephraim and Manasseh) and
Benjamin. To Zilpah, said to be Leah’s hand-
maid (whereby some dependence upon the Leah
tribes seems to be indicated), were assigned Gad
and Asher; to Bilhah, Rachel’s handmaid, Dan
and Naphtali.2 We need not suppose that all the
tribes finally incorporated in Israel had become
confederated, before the Exodus or even before the
conquest of Palestine. For the Egyptian sojourn
of the Rachel tribes at least we have the witness of
Amos (2^® Z^) ; for that of the Leah tribes we have
no early evidence apart from the Pentateuch ; but
it would be difficult to explain the prominence of
Moses, a Levite, in the traditions of the Exodus, if

only the Rachel tribes had come out of Egypt. The
tribes which are represented as descended from the
concubines were probably of mixed origin, mainly
Canaanite, and were incorporated in Israel only
after the conquest of Palestine. In addition to
these, in Judah at least, were other tribes, such as
the Calebites, which, however, remained more or
less distinct for a long time after their inclusion in
Judah. It is probable that these clans entered upon
their inheritance from the south ; but, since Reuben,
not Judah, is reckoned as the first-born son of Leah,
by which priority of settlement is probably to be
understood, and since Moses the Levite was buried
in Reubenite territory east of the Jordan,® the
Pentateuchal tradition, according to which the
land between the Arnon and the Jabbok was first

won by Israel, and W. Palestine was invaded from
this region, may be accepted as correct for both the
Leah and the Rachel tribes, though it is unlikely that
these acted together. In the section Jg 1^"^ Simeon
is associated with Judaic, but the writer to whom
we owe this section in its present form has prob-
ably modified an early tradition of Simeon’s first

invasion of Palestine to suit the fact that in later

times Simeon was incorporated with Judah. Bezek,
which is reasonably identified with the modem
Ibzik, 14 miles N.E. of Shechem, seems to be beyond
the sphere of Judah’s operations ; but a Simeonite
war in this neighbourhood is perfectly consistent

with the fact that in Gn 34 (cf. 49) Simeon is found
with Levi in central Palestine. We do not know

1 We must g^ard against the supposition that every statement
in the Pentateuch and the historical books of the OT embodies
a ‘ tradition.' Hebrew writers were as capable of drawing in-

ferences as modern commentators, and in some cases they
cannot have intended their statements to be taken literally. In
the section Gn 251*4 we have what appears to be a mere literary

device to show in genealogical fashion the connexion of Israel

with Midian and other tribes. It is conceivable that the section

is now misplaced, and that it once followed the account of the
bir^ of Ishmael ; but it does not harmonize well with the tone
of that story, and in any case the editor who gave it its present
position can scarcely have failed to notice its incongruity, if

taken literally, with its context. In the OT we are dealing with
writings emanating from a people whose ideas of arrangement
were based on oral rather than on literary methods.

2 Although the grouping of the Leah and Bachel tribes is

probably pre-Palestinian, me names Leah and Bachel may be
somewhat later. On such points certainty is impossible.

3 It is a significant fact that Gn SOW* evidently implies that

the tomb of Israel was east of the Jordan. The burial at Mach-
pelah belongs to the later and exclusively Judaean modification

of tradition.
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the extent of the area occupied bjr these tribes, but
it is probable that, allowance being made for the
many strongholds which remained in the hands of
the uanaanites, the five Leah tribes west of the
Jordan were originally contiguous, Judah being
settled in the south, where the tribe came into
contact with the friendly Calebites, and Issachar
and Zebulun in the plain of Megiddo and the
district to the north.
The permanent effect of this invasion of W.

Palestine was not very great. Issachar and Zebu-
lun were entirely dominated by the Canaanites

;

Simeon, which, next to Reuben, must have been
originally the most important of the Leah tribes,
was before long expelled from its first settlements,
the survivors finding a refuge in the south ;

^ at the
same time Levi as a territorial tribe ceased to exist.
Since, however, in view of Gn 34, 49, it can hardly
be^ maintained that Levi was always merely a
priestly caste, we may reasonably conclude that
the tribe of Levi once had a settlement just wWe
we should expect to find it, viz. between Simeon
and Judah ; and, if so, we may hazard the guess
that Shiloh was the chief sanctuary of Levi,
while the tribe still occupied territory in central
Palestine.®

The Leah tribes’ invasion was followed by a
second, imdertaken by the Rachel tribes under the
leadership of Joshua. These crossed the Jordan
near Jencho, which they took, advancing thence
to Ai and Bethel, from which point they gradually
extended their power over central Palestine.® For
a long time many Canaanite fortresses remained
^subdued, but the tribes of Israel (Leah and
Rachel) were able by degrees to consolidate their
position and to exercise some sort of hegemony
over tribes of mixed origin—^the sons of the hand-
maids. The assignment of Gad to Leah’s handmaid
may be explained by the position of the tribe
immediately to the north of Reuben—Asher, simi-
larly assigned, being contiguous to Zebulun, Dan,
assigned to RacheFs handmaid, lay immediately
to the west of the Rachel tribes, and the similar
assimment of Naphtali may perhaps be accounted
for by Its proximity to the northern Dan. Ben-
jamin, which would appear to have been originally
a subdivision of the Joseph tribes,^ gained in im-
portance sufficiently to be reckoned as a separate
tribe, and colonists from Manasseh re-crossed the
Jordan and settled in Bashan.

3. Union of the tribes.—It is impossible here to
do more than indicate briefly the process by which
the tribes of Israel were welded together. The

j. -il £ uiuucBa uy wnicu
the tribes of Israel were welded together. The

1 Whether the expulsion of Simeon was due to the Canaanites
measure, to the Rachel tribes, cannot bedetermined. It is noteworthy that in Gn 34S0(cf. 495-8) Israelrepu^ates the action of Simeon and Levi, and in Gn4224 Josenh

4.
settlement of Simeonites in Judahproves nothing as to their earlier home. The migration of the

for Simeon’s connexion with Judah is in Jg li*7, whichpresent form is not earlier than the Exile.
* ’ ™

® Jiistory of Shiloh presents a most difiicult problem. Theplace appears to have possessed a sanctuary of great importancewhich contained the Ark. It is generally sunnosed that

*
ground for connecting the priesthood

^ Shiloh with that of Nob is the awkward statement in 1 S 143Moreover, Jeremiah (712) implies that the sanctuary of Shilohhad continued until faurly recent times (cf. Jg 2119). Its destruc-tion perhaps took place in the catastrophe referred to in Is 78
^.c. about 670 b.c. If the cult at Shiloh differed in important
particulars from that of other sanctuaries of the Racheftribeswe can understand why N. Israelite writers should ignore it*It IS certainly hard to beheve that the Ark (o.v ) was connJotiSmth the ewly religion of the Rachel tribMffoi.Zffl
^*7 Sf would probably have been made.

M a ”,SS>n.'
““ “““o*

* Of. 2 S 1920. Am 66 66.

it cause of unity was the common danger which for
e several generations threatened the tribes, either
rf from the original inhabitants of Canaan, whom
e they had sought to dispossess, or from other in-
g vaders, such as the Philistines, who, like Israel
0 were seeking to gain possession of the country’
r Thus the struggle against the king of Razor
e (Jos 11, Jg 4) probably involved not only Naphtali

but also the neighbouring tribes; the power of
. Sisera and the fortified towns of the plains of
- Megiddo and Jezreel threatened both the Leah
; tribes, Issachar and Zebulun, and the Rachel
1 tribes to the south of them. From time to time a
, military leader who had been successful in struggles
,

of this kind would exercise authority as a king in
5 the region which he had delivered. Thus Gideon
. was elected king ^ over some portion of Manasseh
r and Ephraim. Somewhat later, apparently towards
b the end of the 11th cent. B.c., the opposition of
5 Philistine Ammonites and Amalekites demon-
i strated the need of concerted action, and for a
i time united the Rachel tribes with the Leah tribes
i farther south. The union was short-lived, and

was broken in the reign of Rehoboam
; but it gave

I to later ages an ideal of what Israel should be.^ exact history of the reigns of Saul and David
is impossible. The longer accounts of these reigns
-—though they doubtless embody some true tradi-
tions—are inconsistent with the short summaries
given in 1 S 14^71. amj in 2 S 8. These sections,
which are certainly quite independent, show that
in the circles in which they originated all that was
definitely known of the reigns of Saul and David
was that certain wars had been waged during this
period, the exploits of the two kings not being
clearly distinguished,®

4. Early religion of Israel.—Of the religion of
the tribes of Israel proper at the time of the con-
quest of Palestine we have no direct information

;

all the stories relating to this period are written
for the edification of later ages and are coloured
by their circumstances. The most noteworthy
passages which throw any light on the subject
are Am 5®® and Jer 7®®. If in both the 8th and 7th
centuries B.C. it could be asserted that Israel had
not offered sacrifices and bumt-ofierings during the
sojourn in the wilderness, we cannot doubt that
throughout the Monarchy there still existed in
some circles traditions of a religion which must
have been veij diflerent from what is presented to
ns, not only in the books of Judges, Samuel, and
Kings, but even in the earlier documents of the
Pentateuch. We need not go so far as to suppose
that in the early days sacrifice was altogether
unknown, but we shall scarcely do justice to the

words of the prophets if we do not conclude
mat it was a comparatively infrequent rite, per-
haps confined to the feast of the Passover. The
statements of Amos and Jeremiah are also in har-
mony with the fact that the great feasts of Israel
were mainly agricultural, and could not, there-
mre, have been celebrated by such people as the
Rechabites (q.v.), who were loyal worshippers of

Israel. It is not improbable
I

that the Rechabites may be regarded as repre-
^ntatiye of the true Israelite, as distinct from the
Canaanite, elements in Israel. Presumably before
the conquest of Canaan the Israelites lived mainly
on milk, as do the Bahima and the Todas in modern

Gideon, or Jerubbaal (if the two are really identical),

account of Gideon’s refusal
proceeds from the same cleri-

cal school as 1 S 8 1017-19 12.

proof of historicity. Many of the incidents
historical, though they are not necessarily

Sfni

^

persons. There is no reason to doubt that

^7 somebody, but the otherwise unknown
Sin ® probably the hero on that occa-

u
exploit being ascribed, centuries afterwards, to the

better known Bethlehemite David.
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times, though the eating of game may also have
been allowed. We may accordingly picture the
primitive Israelites as a race of men cruel, fierce,

and barbarous indeed, but preserved by their ab-
stinence from agriculture from that crude nature-
worship with which agriculture was connected.
It may well be that the ^eat prophetic reformers
of the 8th and 7th centuries B.c. were not so much
innovators as champions of an ancient Israelite

tradition which the most genuine Israelite families

had never wholly abandoned.
The provenance of the name of the national

Israelite God, Jahweh (Jehovah),^ is as yet un-
certain. Ex 3^^ (E) represents it as revealed to
Moses at Horeb, whereas according to J the name
was known to the antediluvian ancestors of Israel

(Gn 42®). Ex 3, as is shown below, reflects the
circumstances of a later age, but it is noteworthy
that Joshua bears a name compounded with the
Tetragrammaton, and it is possible that the tribes

of Israel were united in tne worship of Jahweh
before the conquest of Palestine.

Yet, if they gave to the God whom they wor-
shipped the same name, they at all events repre-

sented Him by different symbols. The tribe of

Levi, and probably all the Leah tribes, venerated
a seraph, or winged serpent ; the Rachel tribes, a
bull. They seem to have practised circumcision

—

though the story in Ex might suggest that
the rite had not been adopted by the primitive
ancestors of Israel—but it was performed, at all

events normally, not in infancy but in adolescence

or manhood.® This fact and the use of flint knives
(Jos 5®'*, Ex 4®®) show that the rite was of a bar-

barous character, as among the modem Zulus and
other peoples. In the earliest times Jahweh would
seem to have been regarded as a God of war,
and we may conclude that the tabus to which we
find warriors subject (cf. 1 S 21"* etc.) date from
primitive times.
We cannot say whether other features of Israel-

ite religion were brought by Israel into Palestine

or were there acquired. We do not even know
whether the observance of the new moon and the
Sabbath goes back to the earliest period. Simi-

larly, we have no exact information regarding the

ethical ideas current in Israel in pre-Palestinian

days. It is probable that then, as in later times,

polygamy* prevailed, and that, though adultery

was conaemned, concubinage was freely allowed.

Ideas of blood vengeance may also be ascribed to

the earliest period.

5. Blending of Israelite and Canaanite religious

ideas and traditions.—It was not long before the

Israelite conquerors, with the exception, perhaps,

of some families, such as the Rechabites, became
thoroughly merged with the conquered Ganaan-
ites, adopting the customs and consequently, to a

great extent, the religion of the latter. Canaanite

sanctuaries continued to exist as sanctuaries of

the mixed race resulting from the fusion of con-

1 There is no doubt that the pronunciation ‘Jehovah’ rests

altogether on a misconception. At the same time ^e name, in

this form, has so long been bound up with the religious ide^ of

English-speaking people that the author of this article thinks

it might stand. But the form Jahweh,^ ha'^g been used

throughout this Encyclopiedia, is adopted in this article also.

2 The proof of this assertion is to be found in the note in Jos
64-7. The writer seeks to excuse the non-circumcision of the

people on their arrival at Gilgal on the ground that during the

journey circumcision had been impossible. No one could nave
accepted such an excuse, if the circumcision of infants had been

contemplated, but it might be accepted as valid in the case of

adults. We may perhaps infer from the story of the vicarious

circumcision of Moses that the rite was occasionally practised

on infants, but we should probably infer from Jos 5 that down
to the Exile the normal time was manhood (see, farther, art.

Circumcision [Semitic], vol. iii. p. 679 f.).
, ,

3 On such points it is impossible to speak denmtely. It can-

not be maintained that polyandry is found in the OT, though
some Hebrew customs may be supposed to have originated in

such a state of things.

perors and conquered. At these sanctuaries
-srael would acquire the traditions of the patri-
archal heroes associated with them. Thus we may

8'^ Bethel Israel learned the tradi-
tions of Jacob, at Ramah of Rachel, at Shechem
of Joseph, and so forth ; and these, being now
regarded as ancestors of the united people, would
have deeds assigned to them which in pre-Israelite
times had not been told of them. The trans-
parently artificial character of some features in
the genealogies has already been noticed, and we
have only to suppose that this free treatment of
the genealogical style was possible in early times
to account for much in Hie patriarchal stories
which is otherwise inexplicable. Probably Joseph
was at first revered as the ancestor of the popu-
lation in the district of Shechem, where was his
reputed tomb; Jacob and Rachel would be simi-
larly honoured in the districts of Ramah and
Bethel, Abraham at Hebron, and so forth. With
the growing sense of the unity of the nation, tra-

ditions originally local would obtain a wider
currency, and thus, in course of time, the reputed
ancestors of clans would be regarded as ancestors
of^eat tribes, or even of the whole nation.^
Perhaps the only sanctuary during the period of

the Judges which might be regarded as genuinely
Israelite was Shiloh. It is noteworthy that no
theophany is related in connexion with it ; no
patriarch is buried there ; its foundation is associ-
ated with no great name; while, on the other
hand, a tradition which, though perhaps consider-
ably modified, cannot be very late ascribes to it

the possession of the Ark, and Jeremiah states
that Jahweh put His name there at the first. If

Shiloh was Israelite rather than Canaanite, we
can understand why, as the absence of prophetic
references shows, it was not po^ar among the
mixed population. Jeremiah (

71^*) certainly im-
plies that Shiloh existed as a sanctuary long after
the period of the Judges, and Jg 18®^, which is not
at all early in its present form, is in harmony with
the supposition. Jeremiah may have regarded
Shiloh as the sanctuary which most neany re-

sembled Jerusalem.®
That the religion of Israel should be very greatly

affected by that of Canaan was inevitable. Since
in primitive times agriculture was bound up with
religion, so that agricultural operations might al-

most be reckoned as ritual observances, a pastoral

people in adopting agriculture would, almost of

necessity, adopt the religion of the agriculturists.

Hence Canaanite feasts became Israelite (see,

further, art. Festivals and Easts [Hebrew],
vol. V, pp. 863-867), and the name Baal (g'.v.),

by which the Canaanites denoted their god, was
applied to Jahweh.
Household gods appear to have been common

(1 S 19^®^*, Gn 3P®®*) ; here and there a chieftain

or wealthy man, such as Gideon or Micah, would
build a sanctuary for an idol which would be
reverenced by the family or tribe.

Of the appearance of these idols we have no information.
The implication that David’s teraphim was in human form only
proves that this form was common when the story took shape.

It would seem that the idol at Shiloh was a bronze seraph,

2

and

1 We need not suppose that all the stories of the patriarchs

can be explained from incidents of which we have precise know-
ledge. The traditions of the nation generally have been finally

shaped in the south, and incidents true with regard to Judah,
or to part of it, may have been referred to N. Israel, or vice

versa. There may have been, at least for some of the tribes,

other periods of bondage besides that in Egypt. Thus Hosea
(1212) seems to refer to a bondage among the Aramseans, result-

ing in an Aramaean marriage alliance.
2 We need not suppose that the account of

^
the abuses at

Shiloh represents a genuine tradition. The motive of the story

is to exalt the priesthood of Zadok, and the abuses described

are probably those against which the Zadokites protested.^

8 For the evidence of this statement see art Abe, vol. i. pp
791-793.
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that the image made by Micah and stolen by the Danites was in

the form of a bull (see, further, art. Images and Idols [Hebrew

and Canaanite], above, p. 188 fl.).
, ^ i

Doubtless some cults were always merely local.

In the Moloch worship which called forth the de-

nunciation of the 7th cent, prophets we may recog-

nize an early Canaanite cult of which, j^erhaps, a

faint trace remains in the story of Melchizedek, in

which the first-born children were sacrificed to the

king as the embodiment of the god.^ High places

with altars (see artt. High Place, vol. vi. pp. 678-

681, Altae [Semitic], vol. i. pp. 350-354) appear

to have been numerous, and there were not a
few larger sanctuaries with temples and idols.

Whether a priest was always necessary for a

sacrifice it is difficult to say (see art. Sacrifice

[Hebrew]). The victim could, apparently, be slain

by the offerer ; but it is difficult to decide whether
it was competent for the layman to bum the fat

and to pour out the blood on the altar. All the

more important sanctuaries had organized priest-

hoods in which the priestly office, though not
necessarily hereditary, would tend to become so.

The priest was the repository of relmous tradi-

tion, and where there was an idol to be kept he,

or a subordinate, was the custodian (see, further,

art. Priest [Hebrew]). Most important of all, he
was acq^inted with the proper way of obtaining
an oracle by means of the sacred lot, and pos-

sessed the necessary paraphernalia. A decision

thus reached would, in matters of dispute, become
a precedent for the future, and the priests would
gradually become the exponents of much of the
common law. How far their functions ever coin-

cided with those of the * sacred men *

cannot be determined. Underlying the story in

1 S 2^ we may perhaps discern a state of things in

which the priests acted as TfdhlsMm^ but in many
cases, at any rate, the office was distinct. These
^sacred men,’ one of the greatest blots on the
ancient religion of Israel, the existence of whom
was the chief cause of the prophetic antagonism
to the high places, appear to have been Canaanite
in origin. They acted as the surrogates of the
god in stimulating the reproductive powers of
nature. It is doubtless to the ideas associated
with them that we may ascribe that other great
blot, the sacrifice of the first-bora. Since the
‘opening of the womb,’ the fruitfulness of mar-
riage, was ascribed to the union with the god
acting in the person of the pdhesMmt the first-

born would naturally be regarded as the property
of the god (cf. also art. FiRST-BORN [Hebrew], vol.
vi. p. 35 f.). The office of ‘sacred women’ {Ip^dhe-

shCth) may have been simply an extension of the
rinciple implied in the pdkesMm^ or may have
een directly derived from Ashtoreth worship.^
In addition to the priests, who were definitely

attached to certain sanctuaries, and who ascer-
tained the divine will by casting lots in the pres-
ence of the idol with sacrifice and due formalities,
there were also diviners who would ap-
pear, like the priests, to have made use of some
method of casting lots. They were not, however,
attached to any sanctuary, and their divination
required neither sanctuary nor sacrifice. The
references in Is 3® and Mic 3’ show that the
diviner during the Monarchy was a prominent
figure in Israelite society.®

Besides the priests and diviners who ascertained
the divine will by mechanical means, there were
some who professed to possess the same knowledge

1 Of. J. G. Frazer, Adonis^ Attis, Osiris^, London, 1907, ch. ii.
2 For the whole subject see Frazer op, cit. iv. § 6, and cf. art.

Hierodouloi (Semitic and Egyptian), voL vi. pp. 672-676.
3 It is impossible here to take account of classes of soothsayers

such as those who interpreted natural phenomena, or dreams,
or of those who professed to be inspired by a familiar spirit or
some influence other than that of the god (see, further, art.
Divination [Jewish], vol. iv. pp. 806-814).

through intuition or inspiration. These fall into
two main classes, represented respectively by the
seer and the prophet (see, further, art. Prophecy
AND Prophets [Hebrew]). These were in their
origin qmte distinct, although they were finally
regarded as identical. The function of the seer ^
best illustrated by the story of Saul’s application
to Samuel concerning his father’s lost asses. The
prophets, on the other hand, were originally
enthusiasts banded together, whose activities ap-
pear to have been directed in early times chie^
towards the stirring up of the martial spirit in
Israel. Certainly such men as Isaiah or Jere-
miah would not in earlier days have been included
among the prophets. But— perhaps with the
coming of peace—the prophets, whose efforts had
been directed originally to the setting forth of
Jahweh’s will in war, tended to become exponents
of His will in other matters, and thus, to some
extent, approximated to the seers. It would seem
that the prophets proper lived in communities, ^

and were supported largely by the gifts of those
to whom they prophesied. The Nazirites (g'.v.), of
whom we have a full account only in the later
legislation, were merely persons who for a greater
or less period were bound by certain tabus. The
term seems originally to have included the conse-
crated warrior (cf. Am 2^^*-).

Of the religious history of Israel under the Mon-
archy down to the middle of the 9th cent. B.c. we
have little information. We hear of Saul’s con-
struction of altars (1 S 14®*), of David’s bringing of
the Ark to Jerusalem and institution of a sanctuary
on Mt. Sion, of Solomon’s building of the Temple,
and of the adoption of Bethel and Dan as the
national sanctuaries of N. Israel and as a set-off

against Jerusalem. But the motive of all tliese

stories belongs to a much later period ; even the
extraordinarily graphic narratives of 2 Samuel can
be shown by both literary and historical criticism
to have no claim to be considered contemporary
history. It is only here and there, in some cases
perhaps through the inadvertence of later editors,
that we have glimpses of the primitive type of
early Israelite religion. The hacking to pieces of
Agag ‘before Jahweh’ (1 S 15®^*')> the conception
of the Ark (evidently regarded as Jahweh’s actual
dwelling-place), the metiiod of its removal in a
new cart drawn by horned cattle (2 S 6®^*^),® David’s
dance before it (2 S and the mention of
^dhesMm in the reigns of Rehoboam, Asa, and
Jehoshaphat are sufficient evidence that, for a
arallel to the religion of the average Israelite

uring this period, we must look to modern Uganda
or India rather than to modern Judaism. Doubt-
less there were exceptions to the rule; and some
families, such as the Rechabites, though they re-

mained barbarous and uncivilized, were uncon-
taminated by the grosser pollutions of Canaanite
religion—the true salt of Israel, which never wholly
lost its savour.

6. Introduction of Baal-worship.—Israelite re-

ligious history may be said to begin about the
middle of the 9th cent. B.a, when a new danger
for the religion of Jahweh had been brought
about by Omri’s alliance with the kingdom of Tyre
and the marriage of his son Ahab with Jezebel.
Hitherto Jahweh, at least in name, had been ac-

1 Although there is no reason for believing that any of the
canonical prophets were members of such communities or, to
use the OT phrase, ‘the sons of the prophets,’ they certainly in
many cases surrounded themselves with bands of disciples, to
whom we are indebted for the preservation of their teaching.
The collections of prophetic sa^’ings have had, in many cases,
an origin similar to the collections of the sayings of our Lord
which we have in the Gospels.

2 That this method of carrying the Ark was not due to clerical

slovenliness is abundantly clear from the fact that the Philis-

tines, who were particularly anxious not to outrage Jahweh’s
holiness, are said to have adopted a similar method (1 S 67*)
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cepted as the sole God of the nation.^ But now
an attempt was made to introduce the worship of

the Tyrian Baal—an attempt which was the more
dangerous since many elements of the Canaanite
religion had already passed over into that of Israel.

The new movement, which set forth with Tyrian
gorgeousness the ideas which the people had in-

herited from their Canaanite forbears, was natur-
ally not unpopular. In some circles, however, it

was fiercely resisted. The protagonist in the
struggle was a Gileadite prophet, Elijah, who left

to his successor, Elisha, the task of maintaining
the cause of Jahweh against Baal. It seemed for

some time a forlorn hope, for Omri and Ahab were
great kings ; but the party of Elisha, taking ad-
vantage of the indignation against the royal family
caused by the judicial murder of Naboth, at last

succeeded, with the aid of the unscrupulous adven-
turer Jehu, in overthrowing the dynasty of Omri,
and in forcing on the nation the acceptance of

the principle; ‘No God but Jahweh in Jahweh’s
land.*

It was in N. Israel that the cult of the Tyrian
Baal had been most prominent; but Judah was
not unaffected. We know little of the S. kingdom
during this period ; but it is almost certain that
under Omri, and probably from the time of Baasha,
Judah had been tributary to N. Israel. The ab-
sence of any direct statement to this effect is,

doubtless, due to the pride of the Judsean editors

to whom we owe the OT in its present form, for

the facts can scarcely be interpreted in any other
way. That Judah remained a separate kingdom
may be explained from the common practice of

ancient Asiatic conquerors, whose sole object was
to obtain tribute, and who were content to leave
the collection of it to native rulers.

Whether the school of Elijah attempted any
reforms in the worship ostensibly ^aid to Jahwen
we cannot say. Certainly the times were not
very propitious, for Israel was engaged in a death-Sle with the Aramaeans of Damascus, which

. for more than half a century ; but it is prob-

able that the requirements of the religion of Jahweh
were now formally set forth in the ancient Deca-
logue, which can be distinguished in both of the
earliest documents of the Pentateuch, and which
was probably drawn up in N. Israel, and subse-

quently adopted in Judah during the reign of

Joash. The original draft of this Decalogue was
probably engraved on two stone tablets which were
preserved at Bethel, and the Judsean copy on two
similar tablets which, since they vindicated Jah-
weh’s rights against any other god, might well be
deposited in the Ark, which had probably been
originally the portable shrine of Jahweh’s image ^

(the bronze seraph), and which perhaps still con-

tained it. In this way we may explain how it was
that the Ark came to be called ‘the Ark of the
Covenant.*
This early Decalogue was apparently as follows

:

*(1.) I am Jahweh thy God, thou shalt worship no other
god. (II.) The feast of unleavened cakes thou shalt keep

:

seven days thou shalt eat unleavened cakes. (III.) All that
openeth the womb is mine ; and all thy cattle that is male, the
firstlings of ox and sheep. (IV.) My sabbaths shalt thou keep ;

six days shalt thou work, but on the seventh day thou shalt

rest. (V.) The feast of weeks thou shalt celebrate, even the
first-fruits of wheat harvest (VL) The feast of in-gathering
thou shalt celebrate at the end of the year. (VII.) Thou shalt

not sacrifice my sacrificial blood upon leavened bread. (VIII.)

The fat of my feast shall not remain all night until the morning.
(IX.) The first of the first-fruits of thy ground thou shalt bring
into the house of Jahweh thy God. (X.) Thou shalt not seethe
a kid in its mother's milk.’ 8

1 The statements about Solomon’s introduction of foreign wor-
ship (1 K 111-8- S3, 2 K 2318) are not corroborated by any early

document,
2 See art. Ark.
8 Space forbids a fuller discussion here of this most important

code of laws. For a fuller account see the present writer’s

It speaks volumes for the thoroughness with
which the reformation was carried out in the time
of Jehu that, notwithstanding the inflnv of Ara-
mseans into Israel during the 9th cent., the labours
of the 8th cent, prophets, Amos and Hosea, appear
to be directed not so much against Aramaean cults
as against superstitions which went back to pre-
Aramaean days. There is no evidence that in the
middle of the 8th cent. B.C. there was any danger
from Aramaean cults. ^

7* Reforming movement among 8th cent, pro-
phets of N. Israel.—The great forward movement
in the religion of Israel dates from about the middle
of the 8th cent. B.c. Outwardly things looked
prosperous. The horror of the long Aramaean war
was now over, and Jeroboam ii. had been able to
rectify the frontiers greatly to the advantage of
Israel. There was now no doubt that Jahweh

—

whatever ideas were associated with the name

—

was the God of Israel, and to Him were ascribed
Israel’s victories. The people had experienced a
‘ day of Jahweh * in His activity manifested against
the Aramaeans, and thronged His temples in the
hope of inducing Him by sacrifice and offerings to
give yet further proof of His love for His own
people and hatred of their enemies. In this religi-

ous fervour, ethical considerations were entir^y
ignored. The commerce which the dynasty of
Omri had laboured to develop, and which had
been cheeked by the Aramaean wars, had begun
to flourish again, and, though it had produced an
increase of wealth and culture, it had brought in
its train all those disadvantages which must arise
when there is a sudden growth in national wealth.
The perverted sense of religion was shown in the
fact that the very materials of the sacrificial feasts
were frequently the outcome of extortion and rob-
bery. There were some, however, who remained
loyal to the old Israelite traditions. In their eyes,
that which passed as culture and progress was alto-

gether anathema. They argued that it would have
been better to continue the old life of simplicity,
better never to have ‘ eaten of the tree of know-
ledge,* than to be compelled to witness the shame
and horror which so-called progress had brought
with it.2

It has been stated above that it is unlikely that
sacrifice was a prominent feature in the life of
Israel before the conquest of Palestine, and it may
erhaps have been limited to an annual offering of
rstlings (Passover). In the 8th cent., however, it

was an integral part of the religion of Jahweh as it

was set forth at all the high places. In the pastoral
days of Israel, when the people had subsisted chiefly

on milk, only a very solemn occasion would have
warranted the slaughter of one of the flock, and
sacrifices must accordingly have been infrequent.
But in the agricultural and commercial phase of
Israelite life, there was no difficulty in procuring
sacrificial victims, and the^ wealthy could gratify
their gluttony at sacrificial feasts, while at the same
time they flattered themselves that they were pro-
pitiating Jahweh.

It was to a people whose religious ideas were of

essay, ‘ History of the Jewish Church from Nebuchadnezzar to
Alexander,* in Cambridge Biblical Essays^ London, 1909, pp.
95-99. The original order of the laws cannot be determined.

1 Am 626 might appear to disprove this statement, since, if it

is genuine, it must be understood as referring to cults which
had come in through Aramaean influence. The verse is, how-
ever, an isolated fragment having no connexion with the con-
text ; and, since the cults mentioned appear to be Assyrian
rather than Aramaean, it is more likely that we have a fragment
of a 7th cent, prophecy.

2 The teaching which the writer of Gn 8 seeks to set forth by
the present, doubtless greatly modified, form of the very primi-
tive story therein contained probably expresses to a great extent
the feeling of the Bechabites and the prophets of the 8th
cent. ; but there is no reason for supposing that the story was
already current in N. Israel at this time. A very good discus-

sion of the subject will be found in *The Tree of the Knowledge
of (Jood and Evil,* by F. 0. Eiselen, in BW xxxvi. [1910] 101 fl.
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this type that Amos, the first of those prophets
whose teaching is collected in separate books, ^ ad-

dressed himself* There is no need to question the
statement that he was not brought up as a prophet,
and was not attached to any school or gild of pro-

phets. It was a common belief in ancient Israel,

and gave tremendous force to much of the prophetic
teaching, that calamity of any sort implied divine

displeasure. The impending calamitywhich called

forth the eloquence ofAmos, and which was, strange
to say, apparently unperceived by the majority of

the nation, was the threatened subjugation of the
Palestinian States by the growing power of Assyria.
Assyria was not unknown, at least to the govern-
ing classes, for Jehu, the founder of the reigning
dynasty, had sought to strengthen his position by
judicious presents ^ to Shalmaneser li. Pew people,

however, perceived that the independence of Israel

was seriously menaced, and that the crippling of
the Aramaean States, while it removed one danger,
must bring about another infinitely greater. By
what means Amos arrived at so true a perception
of the political situation it is hard to say. There
is much likelihood in the suggestion that for the
disposal of the wool which his flocks produced he
must have attended great markets, where he would
learn the news of the world. The greatness of the
naan is shown by the fact that, when he realized
his people’s danger, he gave up all,® that he might
bring them to a sense of their position. We know
that he preached in the sanctuary at Bethel, prob-
ably on more than one occasion, but we have no
means of determining the length of his ministry.
At such a place as Bethel it was clear that, if

sacrifice was what Jahweh chiefly required, there
was little cause for His threatened displeasure,
i^os, accordingly, regards sacrifice as a misdirec-
tion of energy. He maintains that Jahweh requires
mercy and righteousness, and will have none of
sacrince. Israel’s fathers worshipped without sacri-
fice ; why, then, should it now be imagined that
sacrifice is the one essential ?

It is not surprising that the man who shifted the centre of
^vity in religion should have developed a new religious
I^guage. In his insistence on the ethical rather than on the
physical holiness of Jahweh, Amos naturally gave a fresh
nuance to existing terms. ‘ The day of Jahweh,’ i.e, the day of
J^weh’s activity, which was commonly understood as refer-
nng to the divine activity against Israel’s foes, was used by

period of Jahweh’s activity manifested
against aJl unnghteousness, and, therefore, the period of punish-
ment.4

A short time after the appearance of Amos
another prophet began his ministry in the N. king-
dom, probably at Bethel, but possibly at Shechem
or m some other district. The book of Hosea, the
text of which is very corrupt, is fragmentary and
disjointed, and the meaning of many passages is
very uncertain ; but it is evident that we have hereSig background, and it would seem that the

s mmistry, which, like that of Amos, began
;he great catastrophe, was prolonged into

the time of horror which preceded the final ruin of

V® “ore^reMon for supposing that Amos himself

“It IS Bcaro^ possible that this can have been tribute in thestnot sense 01 the tem. Statements of Assyrian teiramStnot always be accepted at their face value.
^

Lord took me from following the flock’
perman^ent giving up of the lucrative occum-

. pi 7^70)!
precarious livelihood of a prophet

^8*8 come down to us in the form inwhich It was on^nnaUy written. There is more than oLSSin the book as it stands, which may be due to mutilation andconsiderable additions and modifications have been made inorder to bring the teaching up to date. The strange atoence

fe?tu?^®
“mention of Assyria is, perhaps, not a pri^ri^e

Israel.^ The book of Hosea, even in
which may well be dated before the anarchy^of
the closing years of the Israelite Monarchy, pre-
sents to us a much darker picture of Israelite re-
ligion than is found in the book of Amos. In the
latter, with the possible exception of one very
doubtful clause (2’),2 there is, strange to say, no
attack on the reli^ous prostitution practised at
many, if not all, of the sanctuaries, which, being
ostensibly carried on in Jahweh’s name, degraded
Him to the level of Baal. Hosea, however, taught
it would seem, by the sad experiences of his own
domestic life, denounced this religious prostitution
as subversive of all morality. Like Amos, he is
convinced of the futility of sacrifice, but he shows
more clearly than Amos that the sanctuaries are
in themselves a cause of degradation to Israel.
Covetousness and sensuality, lust and cruelty, are
rife among the people, while at the same time they
profess to base their hope on Jahweh who *wifi
have mercy, and not sacrifice.’ In spite of the
difficulty caused by the mutilation and corruption
of the text, the prophet Hosea stands out as per-
haps the most lovable of all the goodly fellowship.
He had experienced the sorrow of finding that one
whom he most tenderly loved was incapable of
rising above de^ading superstition ;

8 and, feeling
thatIsrael had behaved towards Jahweh as Gomer
had behaved towards himself, he credited Jahweh
with a tenderness towards Israel such as he himself
felt towards his superstitious wife. He thus be-
came the preacher not only of Jahweh’s justice,
but also of His love.

Hosea’s opposition to the superstitions which
had originated in nature-worship may have led
him also to attack the reverence for the golden
bull at Bethel, since the bull is a fertility-god.
The present book of Amos contains no denunciation
of the worship of idols, and it is probable that
Hosea was the originator of the movement which,
pmewhat later, brought about the introduction
into the law of Israel of a prohibition of image-
worship.
Hosea’s influence must have been great, for

Jeremiah more than a century afterwards shows
how deeply he has drank of his teaching. But the
times were unpropitious for religious reform, and
the leaven of Hosea’s spirituality was slow in
leavening the lump of Israelite superstition. It
was not long, however, before the prophet’s pre-
dictions were vindicated by the course of events.
In Tiglath-Pileser’s campaign in 734 B.C. Israel
felt the heavy hand of Assyria, and in 722 the
kingdom of N. Israel came to an end.

8. Continuance of the worship of Jahweh in
Samaria after 722 B.C.—It has been a too common
mistake to treat the land of Israel north of the
kingdom of Judah as virtually a vacuum after 722 ;

hut it is to the exigencies of this district that we
must look for an explanation of the subsequent
development of Israelite religion. Thousands of
captives were deported by Tiglath-Pileser and
Sargon, and probably by Esar-haddon ;

^ and Esar-

1
to determine how long Hosea’s ministry

iMted. The minimum time is fixed by the account of the birth
of prophet’s three children. Since Israelite women, like

Baganda, suckled their children for three years (of. 2 Mac
T ), at least a period of some eight years must have elapsed
between the birth of Jezreel (presumably at the beginning of

P^’ophet's ministry) and that of Lo-ammi.
^8 no reason for understanding Am 2S» as a reference

to religious prostitution ; according to the more correct
translation, shows that worshippers came to the sanctuary the
day before the sacrifice.

* It is probable that the fault of Gomer was not adultery in
the ordinary sense, but that, like other Israelite women of her
wme, she considered union with the ^edh&shim a religious act.
The guess may be hazarded that the slavery from which the
prophet finally redeemed her was at some sanctuary : in other
words, that she had become a ^dheshd,
_

^ The gloss in Is 78, apparently written by some one possess-
ing an accurate knowledge of the history, implies that about 66
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haddon and his successor (Ezr 4®* introduced in

their stead a number of colonists from N.W,
Mesopotamia and other parts of the Assyrian
Empire. But the worship of Jahweh was not ex-

tinguished. Indeed, it is not im^obahle that, on i

the one hand, the vindication of Hosea’s teaching
I

against idolatry by the destruction of the if.
i

Israelite sanctuaries in 722 and the carrying off of
their idols strengthened the hands of the reformers,

and resulted in the enlargement of the existing
Decalogue by a law forbidding the worship of

images (cf. Ex 20^®'*)
; and, on the other, the efforts

on the part of the worshippers of Jahweh to win
over the heathen settlers brought about a new and
important development in religion.

9. Reforming movement in Judah during the
latter half of the 8th cent. B.C.

—

Of the religious

history of Judah we know practically nothing from
the reformation under Joash till the reign of Ahaz.
It must not be forgotten that the compiler of the
book of Kings makes two assumptions which are
of first importance for the criticism of the history

which he relates. Writing from the standpoint of

Deuteronomy, he concludes that those who have
been worshippers at sanctuaries other than Jeru-

salem are thereby to be classified among those who
‘have done evil in the sight of Jahweh’; and,
believing that disaster is the chief proof of wicked-
ness, he is apt to infer that those who have suffered

disaster must have been sinners above other men.
Having regard, then, to the fact that, so far as we
are ame to form an opinion from the scanty
materials available, Judah down to the middle of

the 8th cent. B.c. was in no respect in advance of

N. Israel, and may perhaps have been inferior, it

is precarious to argue that, because a particular

superstition is not mentioned before a certain date,

it must have originated later. We are certainly

not justified in affirming that Ahaz introduced

into Judah the sacrifice of the first-born simply
because he is the first king of whom such a sacrifice

is recorded. It may well be that an action which
in the days of the earlier kings would have attracted
no attention, because it was the universal practice,

is specially mentioned in the case of Ahaz, because

in his time it was done in defiance of the prophetic

teaching. If more of Isaiah’s discourses had come
down to us, we should probably be in a position to

understand the verdict passed on Ahaz by the

writer of the book of Kings.
Isaiah’s most important contributions to the

religious thought of his people are to be found in

his insistence on the incompatibility of Jahweh’s

majesty and holiness with the images by which

He was represented, and in his declaration that

the Assyrian has been the scourge in the hand of

Jahweh to chastise Israel, and that, this being

effected, Assyrian ambition and cruelty must be

punished. Isaiah’s attack on idolatry, which may
perhaps have been inspired to some extent by the

teaching of his older contemporary Hosea, dates

from the very beginning of his ministry. In the

allegory of extraordinary force and majesty in

which he narrates his call (Is 6) Isaiah gave ex-

pression alike to a higher conception of Jahweh
and to his conviction of the coming ruin of the

national life of his people. He pictured Jahweh
enthroned in His temple, not as a seraph,^ but in

human form, clad in a gorgeous robe of which the

train covered the whole of the temple floor, so as

to leave room for no other god. As though to

years after 735 something happened to N. Israel which depriv^

it of any claim to be still considered a nation. It is quite likwy

that Egypt, for selfish ends, had induced Samaria to rebel, with

the result that Esar-haddon crushed resistance once for all.

1 It must not be forgotten that the image of Jahweh at

Jerusalem at this time was a bronze seraph, i,e, a flying serpent

(Nu 218, 2 K 184; cf. Dt 815, is 1429 308, and Herod. 11. 76 f.).

The serpent form may already have been modified by the mtro-

duction of some human features.

show Jahweh’s superiority to the popular con-
ception of Him which found expression in the
bronze seraph, Isaiah represented Him as ministered
to by seraphim, whose form he modified, the more
clearly to bring out their inferiority, thereby im-
plying that Jahweh was as far above the popular
views of Him as the CTeat king is above the
ministers who dare not lift their eyes to his face.

The course of events which led to Isaiah’s pre-

diction of Jahweh’s judgment on the Assyrian
oppressors is somewhat obscure. The prediction

itself and the prophet’s unwavering faith in

Jahweh’s protection of His people in the face of

Sennacherib’s menace^ gave him a temporary in-

fluence in Judah which enabled him to induce the
king, Hezekiah, to carry out a drastic reform. We
have, indeed, no information as to the year of

Hezekiah’s reign when this was done, but there are

indications that Isaiah met with not a little oppo-

sition during the greater part of his ministry, and
it is, therefore, probable that a reform which must
have been intensely distasteful to many people

was not carried out till the prophet’s influence

had reached its climax. At the beginning of his

activity as a prophet, Isaiah had attacked the
crudity of thought which could accept the bronze
seraph as the representation of Jahweh. His
teaching was now carried into effect, and the
venerame idol was destroyed (2 K 18^). Probably
at the same time the primitive Decalogue, which
had been accepted in Judah since the time of

Joash, was enlarged by the insertion of a pro-

hibition of ‘ molten gods’ (Ex 34^'^).

The precise extent of Hezekiah’s reform is im-

certain. We are told that the dsherah (on which
see art. Poles [Hebrew]), in the Temple court

—

perhaps associated specially with the JcfidhesMm

and pdheshdth—vTB,^ cut down, and some attempt

may have been made to reform the high places.®

We may wonder that a king who so dared to wound
the religious feelings of many of his subjects should

have kept his throne. Yet in the last years of

Hezekiah’s reign the political situation was such

that there was little likelihood of revolt ; for, since

Sennacherib had taken from Judah and had
annexed to the neighbouring States no fewer than

forty-six fortified cities, the population of the

remaining districts, cowed by the horrors of the

Assyrian wars, may have felt compelled to accept

the king’s action.

10. Reaction against the reformers.—There can

be no doubt that the reformers had gone beyond
that which commended itself to the popular con-

science. There were many to whom Hezekiah’s

iconoclasm would appear to be a sin crying aloud

for vengeance, and it is not surprising that, when
his death occurred a few years later, there was a

violent reaction. Not only was there a recrudes-

cence of the ancient superstitions, but new cults

were introduced by Assyrian officials and settlers

;

so that the cause of a pure monotheism appeared,

for the time, to be lost in Judah.
It must not, however, be supposed that Israelite

religion gained nothing from foreign influences

during this period. Worship even at Jerusalem

had been very barbarous, and contact with more

highly civilized and cultured people could not fail

to introduce some much needed improvements in

1 In the absence of any proof that the disaster to the Assyrian

army happened during a later campaign, and having regard to

the obscurity of certain details in Sennacherib’s own account,

the year 701 b.o. may stiU stand as the date of the great deliver-

2 In 2 K 184 there is, as J. Wellhausen has pointed out (art.

* Israel,’ EBr^ xiii. 413), a combination of the general and the

particular which is not very convincing. It is, needless to say,

impossible to argue from 2 K 1822 that the reforms had preceded

the Assyrian invasion. All that we can justly deduce from the

speech put into the mouth of Rabshakeh is that it was 'w^tfen

at a time when there was (^nsiderable indignation in Judah

over the destruction of the high places.
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this direction. It is noteworthy that the first

meeting between the king of Judah and a king of

Assyria resulted in an important innovation in the

ritual at Jerusalem ; for Ahaz, when he had been

summoned to Damascus in 732, saw there a CTeat

stone altar more suitable for sacrifice on a large

scale than the brazen altar which had hitherto

been in use in the Temple, and had a copy of it

erected (2 K thereby inaugurating that

increase of decency in sacrifice which made it pos-

sible for a rite so savage to continue for centuries

longer the rallying-point of Israel.

xz. Religion of Jahweh in Samaria during the

7th cent. B.C.—Though in Judah, with the acces-

sion of Manasseh, reform was crushed and the

relirfon of Jahweh itself appeared to be in jeo-

pardy, in the north the religious outlook was soon

to become somewhat brighter. Since the fall of

the city of Samaria, the old kingdom of N. Israel

had been governed by Assyrian oflScials, and the
name Samaria was now applied to that portion of

it which lay south of the plain of Megiddo. In
consequence of the deportation of Israelites and
importation of colonists from other portions of the
Assyrian Empire, there existed in the province of

Samaria at the end of Esar-haddon’s reign—^perhaps

earlier ^—so large an admixture of Aramsean and
other settlers that the religion of Jahweh which
still survived was but one of many cults. The
great sanctuary of BetheP had been deprived of

its priests, and for a time there seemed a possibility

that not only the work of .Amos and Etosea, but
even that of Elijah and Elisha, might be undone.
But there were still prophets in the land, and a
plague of lions, doubtless occasioned by the long
war and the partial depopulation of the country,
gave them their opportunity. They declared the
cause of the trouble to be the neglect of the cult of
the God of the land, and so far convinced the new
settlers that an appeal was made to the king of
Assyria to allow the return of one of the Israelite

priests, in order that he might teach the cult of
Jahweh. The appeal was successful, and Bethel
was reopened, by the express permission of a king
of ^syria, as a sanctuary of Jahweh (2 K 17^^*)*

It is probable that, if other sanctuaries had been
closed, they were reopened at the same time ; but
Bethel was of particular importance, not only for
its traditions, but also by reason of its proximity
to the boundary between Samaria and Judah. We
may well believe that some at least of the Judsean
reformers who were persecuted by Manasseh woidd
find an asylum at Bethel, and would add strength
to the reforming ideas there existing. For the
present, indeed, there was no thought of giving
effect to the teaching of Amos and Hosea concern-
ing sacrifice. The influx of heathen Aramaeans
and others had put the clock back. It would have
been impossible to persuade them at the same time
not only to forsake their gods, but also to worship
their new God Jahweh in a way entirely strange to
them, without sacrifice. The first thing to be done
was to win them over to the religion of Jahweh,
and, in order to do this, it was necessary, not to
take away His high places and altars, but rather
to encourage the building of them.® In one respect,
indeed, Hosea’s teaching had been vindicated. The

1 Is 911-12 m&Y refer to the rush of PhUistines and Aramseans
to take possession of the land of those who had been deported
from N. Israel. For *the adversaries of Bezin* we should :

probably read ‘ his adversaries.’
2 It may be that the priests of other N. Israelite sanctuaries

were deported at the same time. There was, however, a special
reason for removing the Bethelite priests, since Bethel was *the
king’s sanctuary ’ (Am 713), and its priests would consequently
be more closely connected with the royal family.

3 The religious exigencies of Samaria at this period will explain
che presence of a law enjoining the making of altars ‘ in every
place ’ specially consecrated to the worship of Jahweh (Ex
A similar motive underlies the statements in 1 S 143t, i E 18^
1910.24.

golden bull of Bethel no longer existed, and wor-
ship without idols was accepted by the Bethelite
priesthood,^ who would presumably teach on the
basis of the primitive Decalogue, now amplified

by the insertion of a law forbidding the worship
01 images.

12. Codification of law for Samaria.-^The new-
comers in Samaria would require instruction not
only in the Israelite law of worship, but in what
may be described as the common law of Israel,

which may perhaps in some details have been
already modified by Assyrian influence. The old
Decalogue was, therefore, now combined with a
collection of laws relating to slavery, property, and
the like, in order that the population of Samaria
might be united by identity of customs. ® This law,
which, with some later modifications, is now found
in Ex 20^-23, was probably issued originally as a
separate document.
No mere code of laws could make those whose

traditions were entirely heathenish whole-hearted
worshippers of the God of Israel. They required
to be teught the traditions of Israel, and to learn
what great things Jahweh had wrought for the
ancestors of the nation in which they were now
incorporated. Hence the traditions which had
been current at the great sanctuaries were collected,

and worked into a continuous narrative, which
embraced legends of the patriarchs, the story of
the deliverance from Egypt, the sojourn in the
wilderness, and the giving of the Law by Moses,
whichwas identified with the code described above.
That this document, which we know as the work
of the Elohist (E), was originally designed for

people who had quite recently been heathen is

evident not only from such a statement as that in
Gn 35®'^ but also from the fact that the proper
name of the God of Israel is represented as not
origmally known to the nation as a whole, and as
specially revealed to Moses. It may also be in-

ferred that the story in Ex 3^®'^® was intended for

people of Aramsean stock, since the Tetragram-
maton is explained as being identical with the
Aramaic word meaning ‘ He will be.’® How long
iThe account of Moses’ destruction of the ‘golden calf ‘(Ex

3220) might be thought to be suggested by what had actually
taken place in the desecration of Bethel. Idols of various sorts,

however, must have remained at some sanctuaries for a con-
siderable time, and the method of destruction ascribed to Moses
may be based on what was actually done in some places.

2 The phrase ‘to come near unto God* (Ex 228fi 216) will

naturally mean ' to come to the nearest sanctuary.* It doubt-
less arose when there were images, but does not necessarilj*’

presuppose them. There is no necessity to understand the term
m 21° to mean ‘ household gods.* The explanation of the rite is

that, according to primitive thought, there can be no exemption
from the common law (which in Israel forbade perpetual servi-

tude) except for the gods. By being attached to the temple
doorpost the slave was brought into perpetual servitude,
theoretically, to Jahweh, but, since Jahweh did not claim his
service, in reality to the master from whom he did not desire to
be separated. An apparently contrary procedure, but based on
precisely the same conception of the gods as exempted from
common law, is found at Delphi and elsewhere, where a slave, in
order to receive his freedom—the manumission of slaves being
prohibited by the common law—was made over to the god, to
whom theoretically he belonged, though he was not attached
to the temple service (see Daremberg-Saglio, i. 302 ff.; C.
lAcrivain in Daremberg-Saglio, iii. 1219 ; J. E. B. Mayor on
Juv. i. 1041.). This parallel is sufficient to disprove the argu-
ment based on Ex 216 that we must ascribe the origin of these
laws to a period when household gods were still recognized.

8 The phrase ‘ I will be what I will be * (the translation ‘ I am,’
in the sense of ei/x,C, is impossible) is given in the first person,
because Jahweh is represented as speaking. It is probable that
in the latter part of v.i4 ‘ i will be * (Ev^* I am *) is a mistaken
correction for an original Jahweh (nirr’). The original writer

evidently supposed nin* (Jahweh, Jehovah) to be related to

n;n^ (ehyeh), * I will be,* as the third person to the first. It

must be remembered that, owing to the weakening which took
place in the pronunciation of the vowels, the third person
imperfect of the verb mn, which, according to the Massoretic

pronunciation, would, if it occurred, be pronounced nigj

Qfehewih)^ must in earlier times have been pronounced
and must, therefore, have been nearly, if not quite, idenlucal
with the proper name of tlie God of Israel.
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the process of the collection and redaction of tradi-

tions lasted we do not know, but it was probably
c mpleted by the end of the 7th cent. B.c. It may
have gone on at more than one centre, but we shall

not be wrong in assuming that Bethel, the chief

sanctuary of Samaria, was responsible for its final

shape.
It would in itself be unlikely that the school of

men who produced E would have ceased from their

activity at its publication. We may suppose that,

shortly afterwards, a beginning was made with the
work of collecting the various traditions as to the
conquest of Palestine by the tribes, and the ex-

loits of the judges, kmgs, and prophets. This
oes not mean that E itself was continued down

into the Monarchy, for it is very doubtful whether
any parts of the existing books of Joshua, Judges,
Samuel, or Kings ever formed one document with
it, but merely that the writing of E provided the
stimulus for the collection of other N. Israelite

traditions. It must be remembered that the
collectors had a practical purpose, and were not
actuated by antiquarian interests. Thus, in the
story of Elijah, Jahweh’s protagonist against

foreign cults, we have precisely the teaching which
was necessary in Samaria in the 7th cent. B.c.

As Ex 20^^ encourages the building of altars in

places consecrated to Jahweh, so Elijah is repre-

sented as repairing the altar of Jahweh that is

broken down, while at the same time he has
friendly relations with heathen outside Jahweh’s
land (1 K 19^^ 17^®"-). Similarly in E itself it is

noteworthy that Balaam comes from * Aram . . .

from the mountains of the East’ (Nu 23^). The
story of an Aramsean prophet who was constrained

to declare the superiority of Jahweh and Israel

would have special force in Samaria in the 7th

cent. B.C.

13. Prophetic activity under Josiah.—Meanwhile
in Judah the violent reaction against reform which
the accession of Manasseh had brought about was
spending its force. Manasseh died about 641 B.C.,

and was succeeded by his son Amon, who died

after a short reign of two years and was succeeded

by his son Josiah, then only eight years old. We
have no information about the early years of

Josiah’s reign, but it is evident from the subsequent

course of events that the antagonism to the teach-

ing of the school of Isaiah must have greatly

moderated. For some time nothing occurred to

give the necessary impetus to a popular reforma-

tion ;
but about the year 626 news of the^ havoc

which the Scythians were working in the districts

north of Palestine, and which menaced Judah
itself, caused the prophets to preach repentance,

in order that the threatened blow might be averted.

Among these the most prominent, as he was un-

doubtedly the greatest, was Jeremiah, who for the

next forty years or more exercised a profound

influence on the religious development of his fellow-

countrymen, though comparatively few were pre-

pared to accept his teaching in its entirety. It is

remarkable that Jeremiah shows few signs of direct

dependence upon his great predecessor Isaiah, while

he is evidently deeply imbued with the teaching of

Hosea—a fact which may perhaps be explained on
the hypothesis suggested above, viz. that during

the persecution under Manasseh, Judaean reformers

found an asylum in Samaria, especially at Bethel.

The evils which Jeremiah believed to be calling

forth the wrath of Jahweh are to a great extent

those which the earlier prophets had denounced,

but in addition to these there were some foreign

cults of Aramaean and Assyrian origin, of which
there had been an influx during the reign of

Manasseh.
About five years after the begmning of Jeremiah s

mission, during some building operations at the

Temple^ a book was found which, when read before
the king, convinced him of the need of reform.
There can be little doubt that the historian of
2 K 22f., whose account, however, can scarcely be
held to be contemporaneous with the events re-
corded,® identified this book with Deuteronomy.
But this identification is beset with difficulties,

even if the book read to Josiah be supposed to
have included only chs. 12-26. If Deuteronomy be
anterior to 621, it is hard to understand how, at a
time when the province of Samaria was governed by
an Assyrian official and Judah by a native king,^
any man or school of men could have drawn up an
entirely new code of law for all Israel. Men of
average common sense do not legislate in the air

for a situation which may conceivably arise nobody
knows when, but for one which is actually present
or imminent. Moreover, the ritual law of Deutero-
nomy with respect to the fat and the blood appears
to be in substance later than that which is found
in the Law of Holiness (Lv 17®’®), and which may
reasonably be supposed to represent the custom in
Jerusalem at the time of the Exile (cf. Ezk 44^* ^®).

Further, Jeremiah’s emphatic repudiation of the
sacrificial law which, whenever he first uttered it,

he reiterated as late as the fourth year of Jehoiakim
is incompatible with the supposition that Deutero-
nomy became virtually canonical Scripture in 621.*

There is, indeed, no need to call in question the
main incidents of the finding of the book. It is

true that, although in the Deuteronomic period the
phrase, ‘ the book of the law ’ {sefer hat-tdrdh), would
naturally suggest Deuteronomy, the mere omis-
sion of the definite article would make a wider
application possible. ‘ A book of tdrah ’ might be
used of any collection of prophetic teaching (cf.

Is 8^®), and the book read before Josiah may have
been a roll containing sayings of Micah (cf. Jer
26^®), or of Isaiah, or, more probably, it may have
been a collection of Hosea’s prophecies which
had been brought to Jerusalem from Bethel when
the persecution under Manasseh had come to an
end.

14. Reformation under Josiah. —It is evident
that the king and his advisers felt the necessity of

putting a stop to the superstitious rites practised

at Judaean sanctuaries; but the accom^ishment
of this was by no means an easy matter, for the
national welfare was popularly supposed to depend
upon them. Mere legislation on the subject would
have been futile, for there was no machinery to

enforce such legislation. A solution of the diffi-

culty was provided by what had hitherto appeared
to be an unmitigated calamity, viz. Sennacherib’s

curtailment of Judaean territo^ eighty years be-

fore. No king, however absolute he may be in

theory, can with safety shock the sensibilities of

the overwhelming majority of his subjects, but,

1 The description of the work (2 K 225f*) apparently implies

something more than mere ‘ church restoration.' The Temple
may have been injured in some attack on Jerusalem during the

reign of Manasseh—for the account in 2 Ch may have

some basis in fact—or even in the early years of Josiah. We
might in this way account for the disappearance of the Ark,

which could not have taken place very long before the fourth

year of Jehoiakim, if, indeed, Jer Sis be as early as this. But
possibly the Ark was taken away at the time of Jehoiachin's

captivity (cf. 2 K 2418).
2 In an age when newspapers did not exist, events would

not as a rule be recorded in writing immediately after their

occurrence.
s It is true that the section 2 K 2315-20 (cf. 4b) implies that

Josiah had jurisdiction in Samaria, from which it might be

inferred not only that the cities which Sennacherib had taken

away had been restored, but also that the province of Samaria

had been annexed to Judah. This section, however, is clearly

a later insertion, for v.8 describes the area of the reformation

as extending from ‘ G-eba to Beersheba ' (cf. 2 K 2Si* 2. s. 24)

Moreover, both Isaiah and Jeremiah address Judah and Jeru

Salem ; Gedaliah is governor over the cities of Judsea (Jer 405),

and Zerubbabel is ‘governor of Judah.' ^ ..

4 For a fuller discussion of the subject see R. H. Kennett,
* The Date of Deuteronomy,’ in JThSt vii. [1906] 481-600.
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thanks to Sennacherib, the kingdom of Judah
had losb most of its important towns, and Josiah

reigned over a little kingdom comprising country

districts with small towns and villages, Jerusalem
being the only city of first-rate importance.^ We
cannot be surprised that the king and his advisers

shrank from causing mortal offence to Jerusalem

;

they probably considered, however, that, if a
measure of reform could be introduced which could

be accepted by Jerusalem, the opposition of the

remaining portion of the kingdom would be a
negligible quantity. Moreover, the Temple at

Jerusalem was an annexe of the royal palace, and
Josiah doubtless supposed that he would be able

to exercise over it a supervision which would be
impossible in the case of the country sanctuaries.

With these principles in view, the king and his

advisers carried out a sweeping reform. The
country sanctuaries were destroyed utterly;^ the
h^dhesMm, who had quarters even in the Temple,
were put to death; the foreign cults recently

introduced were abolished. No change was made
in regard to sacrifice, except that it could now be
celebrated only at Jerusalem. Needless to say,

a change so tremendous as the abolition of sanc-
tuaries numerous enough to be described in the
terms ‘upon every high mountain and under
every spreading tree * (Jer 2^® 3®* “ 17^ ; cf. Dt 12^)

for a time caused many difficulties. In the first

place, it was necessary to make provision for the
country priests, the Levites as they were called,

who were now thrown out of employment, for the
reformers would scarcely have dared, had they
wished to do so, to treat them as they had treated
the l^dhesMm, Josiah doubtless supposed that,
since the number of worshippers at Jerusalem
wouldnow be increased, the Temple revenues would
be able to support a more numerous priesthood,
and he seems to have intended that the priests
who had ministered at the country sanctuaries
should now be allowed to become members of the
gOd of 2adok at Jerusalem. But he had not taken
into account the opposition of the ^adokites to
such a scheme, and in effect those country priests
who managed to gain a footing in the Temple at
aB were placed by the Zadokites in an inferior posi-
tion, so that henceforward the Jerusalem priests
were of two ranks (cf. 2 K 23®*®, Ezk 44^®"^^).

It is manifest that the discontent caused by the
i

king’s reforms in the country districts must have I

been intense. Even in Jerusalem the forbidden
I

practices went on, if not in the Temple, at all
events more or less openly. The country people
had good cause for discontent, for, since no change
had been made in the sacrificial law, and the
domestic animals could be slain only at an altar,
it had become illegal to hold a feast except at
Jerusalem.® It would seem that some inhabitants
of the more distant districts, having no altar
near, dispensed with one altogether, so that it
now became necessary to urge upon them the
requirements of the sacrificial law. Under these
circumstances^ it is not surprising that, although
the original impetus to reform had been given
by prophets who repudiated sacrifice altogether,
a school of prophets arose who laid stress on

supposition that it was Isaiah’s teaching that gave
to Jerusalem the unique position afterwards assigned to it
rests on the most flimsy basis. Scanty as are the fragments
of

_
Isaiah’s teaching which have been preserved to us in their

original form, it is clear that Isaiah took the same view of
sacrifice as Amos, Hosea, and Jeremiah. Isaiah’s contemporary,
Micah, had even declared that Zion should be ‘plowed as a
field (Mic 312, jer 2618).

2 We have no knowledge of the exact limits of Josiah’s king-
dqm. It IS not improbable that some sanctuaries, which were
ong^nally Judsean, especially in the southern districts, were not
at this time subject to the king of Judah, and thus temporarily
escaped destruction.

8 The words put into the mouth of Rabshakeh (2 K 1822)
probably reflect the discontent caused by Josiah’s reforms.

the necessity of performing sacrificial ordinances.

Against those who, because of their distance from
Jerusalem, were inclined to drop sacrificial wor-
ship altogether, or to slaughter domestic animals
without due ritual, the obligation of keeping the
great feasts, which were, indeed, specially men-
tioned in the ancient Decalogue, was insisted on
(Ex 34®®**), and old stories of the building of altars

and of solemn sacrifice by the patriarchs were again
told.^ The result may be seen in the Jahvistic
document of the Pentateuch (J), the idea of which
may have been suggested by the similar document
E, which was, perhaps, still taking shape in the
province of Samaria. The population of Judah
was homogeneous to a much greater extent than
that of Samaria, and it was, accordingly, unneces-
sary to introduce any social legislation into this

document ; but the ancient Decalogue, which had
probably been somewhat amplified in the closing

years of Hezekiah’s reign, and was perhaps al-

ready popularly ascribed to Moses, was enlarged
by hortatory additions to suit the exigencies of
the present situation.

The school to which we owe this document, and
which may be considered as representative among
the prophets of the State religion of the period,
found no favour in the eyes of Jeremiah. It is

highly significant that he is not mentioned in the
account of Josiah’s reforms given in 2 K 22 f. He
remained unshaken in his conviction that sacrifice

was unnecessary and displeasing to Jahweh. He
gave an unqualified denial to the assertion that
Moses had commanded it (Jer 7®®), and declared,
perhaps of the Jahvistic document itself, that ‘ the
lying pen of scribes had wrought falsely ’ (8®).

It is stated (2 K 23®) that Josiah’s reformation
was inaugurated by a solemn covenant to keep the
law on the part of the king and the people. That
there was some solemn publication of what was
henceforth to be the law at some stage of the re-

formation is likely enough, but it is more probable
that this did not take place at the beginning of the
movement, but when it had made sufficient pro-
gress to ensure the absence of any very violent
opposition. The present narrative has a strongly
Deuteronomic colouring, and seems to have been
modified since it was first written.® The code now
contained in Ex 34 may well represent the basis
of the ‘ covenant ’ determined upon by Josiah (note
particularly v.®^), though the hortatory intieduc-
tion is probably of somewhat later date.
Notwithstanding the deep cleavage between

Jeremiah and those prophets who approved of
Josiah’s compromise, the influence of Jeremiah must
have been great. He attacked unsparingly the
superstitions which all Josiah’s zeal had been un-
able to stamp out, as well as the moral evils from
which even the reformed Temple was by no means
free.^ It was doubtless in no small measure owing
to him that, at the disillusionment caused by the
troubles which followed the death of Josiah, there
was not a far greater recrudescence of the super-
stitions which that king had put down.
The false hopes raised in Judah by the defeat

of Pharaoh at the battle of Carchemish again

1 It is obvious that, after the limitation of sacrifice to the one
altar at Jerusalem, a considerable time must have elapsed before
It came to be recognized that the high places as such had always
been displeasing to Jahweh.

2 Thus, whereas according to 2 K 22 the book that is found is
‘the book of the law * (fdrdA), in 232 it suddenly becomes ‘the
book of the covenant ’ (beritk), though nothing as yet been
said about any covenant. In v.s the English versions tacitly
follow the LXX in rendering ‘ made a covenant,* and this prob-
ably represents the correct text, for the reading of the Masso-
retic text, * made the covenant,’ is scarcely possible. The words,
‘ to confirm the words of this covenant that were written in this
hook,’ are probably an addition by a Deuteronomic editor, and
this addition has caused the modification in the description of
the newly fouM book in v 2, and the consequent alteration of
‘ a covenant’ nwikO * the covenant ’ in v.s.
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called forth Jeremiah’s activity. His earlier an-
ticipations of Judah’s ruin at the hands of a foe

from the north had not been realized ; for, though
the Scythians had come very near, there is no evi-

dence that they ever invaded Judah. But now
there was a prospect of the domination of a far

more powerful nation, viz. the Chaldjeans, who in
Judah would not unnaturally be regarded as com-
ing from the north. Accordingly, in the fourth
year of Jehoiakim (c. 604-603 B.C.), Jeremiah
directed his disciple Baruch to write down a num-
ber of prophecies which he had composed since the
beginning of his ministry in 626, with the object
of showing that the judgment then threatened had
been merely postponed and not averted.

15. End of the kingdom of Judah.—The ill-

advised revolt of Jehoiakim, three years after he
had taken an oath of allegiance to Nebuchadnezzar,
brought against Jerusalem an army of Chaldaeans
which, after some time, was joined by Nebuchad-
nezzar in person. Jehoiakim appears to have died
during the siege. He was succeeded by his son
Jehoiachin, who, three months later, surrendered
to Nebuchadnezzar. Jehoiachin and many of the
royal family with the aristocracy of Judah, includ-

ing manjr, if not most, of the Zadokite priests,

were carried captive to BabyIon,^ Nebuchadnezzar
appointing as king of Judah Mattaniah, the brother
of Jehoiakim and uncle of Jehoiachin, who now
assumed the name of Zedekiah.
But the new government proved no better than

the old. The Palestinian States had not yet real-

ized the full power of the Chaldseans, while Egypt
continued the policy, which she had followed for

more than a century, of fomenting revolts in

Palestine, in order to avert the danger which
threatened herself from the great W. Asiatic em-
pire. In spite of Jeremiah’s earnest warning,
Zedekiah was induced to revolt, with the inevit-

able result. After a long siege, Jerusalem was
taken in the year 586 B.C. King Zedekiah was
made prisoner, blinded, and carried to Babylon;
the Temple was first rifled and then, together with
the kings palace and the better houses in Jeru-
salem, burnt; the city walls were broken down.
For the second time a great number of the in-

habitants, including those priests who had been
left on the former occasion, were transported to

Babylon.
The OT, as is but natural from the place and

period of its composition, is for the most part

written from an aristocratic point of view; and,

accordingly, since the upper classes were taken
into exile, it is not surprising that some passages

f
ive the impression that the whole population of

udah except the very poorest were transported.

But, although the whole land had suffered greatly,

it was Jerusalem only that had bome^ the brunt

of Nebuchadnezzar’s wrath, and a not inconsider-

able population remained in the land, whose num-
bers were augmented, as soon as the Chaldsean

army had gone, by the return of numerous re-

fugees, many of whom were doubtless of ^ood
family, who nad sought an asylum in the neigh-

bouring countries. Nebuchadnezzar, although

even his patience was exhausted as far as the

house of David was concerned, adhered to his

former policy of leaving the government of the

country in the hands of a native, and ^pointed
Gedaliah the son of Ahikam governor of Judah.
How long Gedaliah’s governorship lasted cannot

be determined with certainty. The year is not
given in Jer 41^

II
2 K 25^®, and an interval of less

than three months seems scarcely sufficient for the

1 The actual numbers carried off by Nebuchadnezzar are

doubtful; but Jer 6228-30 is more trustworthy' than 2 K 24,

as 18 shown by its use of the more correct form of the name
‘ Nebuchadrezzar. ’
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events recorded in 2 K 25. Since Jer 52^® men-
tions a third transportation of Jews to Babylon
five years after the second, which, although it is

dated in the eighteenth year of Nebuchadnezzar,
must be the same as that which is described in
2 K 25^^, we may perhaps suppose that Gedaliah
was governor for about five years, the last trans-
ortation being the result of his murder (2 K 25^®,

er 41^), which the Chaldseans regarded as an act
of rebellion. Thenceforward Judah, like Samaria,
appears to have been governed by a Babylonian
official.

In the certainty that the Chaldseans, after the
murder of Gedaliah, would send a punitive expedi-
tion to Judah, a number of the inhabitants fled to

which had probably been for a considerable
period a place of refuge for the distressedinhabitants
not only of Judah, but also of Samaria. There thus
arose a number of Israelite communities in Egypt,
which were destined in after times to have an im-
portant influence on Israel. The refugees would
naturally be representative of the medley of cults

which existed in Palestine in the 7th cent. B.O.; but
the religion of Jahweh flourished among them, and
in the time of Cambyses—apparently there had pre-
viously been opposition on the part of the Egyptian
priests, perhaps on the ^ound of the choice of sac-

rificial animals—a temj^e for sacrifice was built to
Jahweh at Elephantine.
Of the last years and death of Jeremiah, who,

after the murder of Gedaliah, was compelled by
the refugees to accompany them to Egypt, we have
no information. There is no evidence that his pre-

sence exercised any permanent influence upon the
community in Egypt. He may have returned to

Jerusalem and died there.

It had been Jeremiah’s sad office ‘ to pluck up
and to break down, and to overthrow and to de-

stroy,’ and apparently it was not till the close of

his ministry that it was perceived that he had also

a mission ‘to build and to plant’ (Jer 31^). Al-
though he never wavered in his conviction of the
futility of opposition to the Chaldseans, there can be
little doubt that to those who believed his preaching
he turned comforter. Perhaps the individualism

which was beginning to make itself hesird (cf. Jer
31291.) jnay partly account for this phase, but it was
probably due in the main to the conviction that

Jahweh, who all through Israel’s sin had remem-
bered the love of her espousal (2®), could not wholly
cast her off. The prophecy in 23®*®, which appears
worked up again in 33^®^, though we do not possess

it in its original setting, and perhaps not quite in

its original form, may be dated with considerable

likelihood in the period of the ruin of the kingdom
after the capture of Zedekiah. The tree of David’s

dynasty had been cut down, but from the root^

there would yet spring up a shoot (wrongly rendered
‘ branch ’ in EV) which would grow again into as

goodly a tree. This restored monarchy, unlike

Zedekiah, who had belied his name of ‘Jahweh is

righteousness,’ would seek its ‘righteousness,’ ue,

wellbeing, only in Jahweh, and the restored com-
munity would enjoy a ‘covenant’ with Jahweh
which would be permanent, inasmuch as His teach-

ing {tdrdh) would be written on His people’s hearts

(3l
8iff.).2 The prophecy of the ‘Shoot ’is the ear-

1 The term * David ’ in 235 need not necessarily be understood

to mean originally the actual family of David, but merely that

Judaean royalty which had so long belonged to the dynasty of

David. In*228ff, although, strictly interpreted, only Jehoiachin*8

actual descendants are excluded from reigning, Jeremiah seems
to mean the royal family generally.

2 Since the word rendered ‘ covenant * has a much wider rang[e

of meaning in Hebrew than the English rendering would imply, it

is notquitecertain what is here regardedas the former * covenant.’

The word may denote merely a state of peace such as that which
exists between two parties who have entered into an agreement
for mutual protection, and is so used, e.p., in Hos 218^ Job 623.

If this sense be adopted here, the earlier covenant will be the

loving relation between Jahweh and Israel described in Jer 2^-
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liest prediction of future happiness to which we
find subsequently definite reference in the OT (cf.

Zee 3® 6^®), and may be regarded as the starting-

point of ‘ Messianic ’ prophecy.
i6. Religion in Judah after the destruction of

the Temple.—The deportation of the priests from
Jerusalem and the burning of the Temple had not
made sacrifice impossible, for the great stone altar

originally erected by Ahaz probably remained, and
in any case some sort of altar could have been con-
tinued on its site. But the absence of a priesthood
must have occasioned many difficulties, for sacred
and secular life were hardly distinguishable. In
this respect Samaria was now better oft'than Judah,
for Bethel ^ had been reopened by special permission
of the king of Assyria, and probably Shechem and
other sanctuaries were to some extent fiourishing.

The removal of the dynasty of David had taken
away the old cause of jealousy between Samaria and
Judah ; and, since the similarity in their political

situation would doubtless draw the two provinces
together, there was now no reason why they should
not combine for their mutual advantage. The
priesthood at Bethel, which may reasonably be
regarded as Aaronite,® represented in the main the
ideas, not indeed of Jeremiah, but of the prophetic
school which had drawn up the Jahvistic document
(J) ; and it is probable that the proximity of Bethel
to Jerusalem suggested the possibility of an ar-
rangement by which the latter sanctuary should
serve the needs of those who had hitherto worship-
ped at the former, Bethel for its part supplying the
priesthood. That by some means, at some time,
the province of Samaria was for religious purposes
united with Judah is evident. The writer of Ezr4^
believed that such a union had been effected before
the time of Zerubbabel, and the sto^ of the Samari-
tan schism and subsequent worship at Gerizim is
inexplicable unless the Samaritans had previously
accepted the principle of one sanctua^ only. The
combination of the N. Israelite and Judsean docu-
ments E and J also presupposes some such union,
which may most easily be explained on the supposi-
tion ofa voluntaryagreement. We need not d&miss
the account ^ven in 2 K as altogether ficti-
tious, for it is extremely unlikely that those who
had worshipped at Bethel would be unanimously in
favour of closing that sanctuary, and the majority
may have perpetrated on the minority the horrors
here described ; but the writer can scarcely be cor-
rect in ascribing them to Josiah. Probably this be-
OTuing of reunion attected at first only Judah ® and
the district hitherto served by Bethel. There were,
indeed, many problems to be solved before it could
have a wider scope. In particular, there was the
question of the law-books, or, in Hebrew phrase-
ology, the ‘ covenant’-books, recognized respectively

We hear, however, of a solemn ratification of a covenant in the
reign of Zedekiah (Jer 34S. W- is-ao), though we are nTtold thl

*** covenant isasromed to be on the basis of an ordinance dating from the
Exodus.

^
But ch. 34, though it may embody some of Jeremiah’s

prophet’s own hand, and cannot be heldto prove that there existed in Judah at this time a law

S the^xodus^
freeing of slaves which was ascribed to the period

inconcdyable that the writer to whom we owe theaccount of Josi^’s reforms in 2 K 2Si-w, if he had heard of the^struction of Bethel by Josiah, should have given the limits ofthe refom as from Geba to Beersheba ’ (v.8). Bethel lay out-side JosiaJ s lungdom. 2 K 2815-20 ig from the same hand as
significant that 2 K 1724-41, which is post-Deutero-

nomic^, and was written at least as late as the third generationfrom the time of Esar-haddon (cf. v.4l and Ezr 42), ignores thisalleged destruction of Bethel and of the high places of Samarii
discussion of this point see Kennett ‘ TheOri^n of the Aaromte Priesthood,’ in JThStvl [1905] 161-186.The exact limits of Judah at this period are not known it

IS possible that, when Judah ceased to be a kingdom and was
joverned by a Babylonian olficSl, iS o?dlimits were restored ; but some districts which, as far as theirpopulation was concerned, were Jud»an may even yet have Iremained distinct with their oSd sanctuaries.

I

at Jerusalem and Samaria. The Elohistic docu-
ment E was probably accepted not only at Bethel
but also at other sanctuaries in Samaria ; while in
Judah the Jahvistic document J, in spite of the
opposition of Jeremiah, had probably acquired,
except perhaps in Zadokite circles, a quasi-canonicai
acceptance. It was not to be expected that either
community should abandon its Scriptures, and the
difficulty was solved hy the combination of J and
E into JE, the code of J (Ex 34) being represented
as given to replace the code of E, whichliad been
broken up by Moses.

It must have been evident to those who cherished
any nationalist aspirations that anything which
tended towards centralization and union was of
the greatest value, and it is not surprising that,
when the compact between Bethel and Jerusalem
had had time to prove its advantages, a further
extension of the law of the One Sanctuary began
to be mooted. But there were many difficulties
in the wajr. The impossibility of slaughterincr
domestic animals except at Jerusalem had already
been found a great burden in the more distant
districts of Judah ; it was futile to imagine that
still more distant districts in N. Samaria or Galilee
would tolerate such an inconvenience. Besides,
even on the supposition that the rest of the country
would be willing to accept Jerusalem as a place of
sacrifice in lieu of other sanctuaries, there was the
problem of the maintenance of the priests who had
ministered at these, while a state of society in
which the vendetta was recognized would naturally
shrink from abolishing sanctuaries where an inno-
cent homicide might find asylum. A further diffi-

culty would be found in the fact that reforming
ideas had in some respects made greater way in
Judah. Thus, e.g., whereas those who, after the
introduction of heathen settlers, had laboured to
maintain the religion of Jahweh as the national
religion of Samaria had perhaps been compelled to
content themselves with affirming Jahweh’s exclu-
sive right to worship, and, while insisting that to
Him alone belonged the first-born, had apparently
left the actual sacrifice of these still permissible
(Ex 2228),! Judah, perhaps in response to Jeremiah’s
vehement teachmg on the subject, had made the
sacrifice of the first-born illegal and their redemp-
tion compulsory (Ex 34^°).

Taught, perhaps, hy the mistakes of the past,
the 6th cent, reformers adopted a liberal policy.
The sacrifice of the first-bom was absolutely pro-
hibited, but in connexion with the slaughter of
domestic animals a bold and far-reaching innova-
tion was accepted. The internal fat and the
blood had hitherto been most holy, and it had been
obligatory to burn the one and to pour out the
other upon the altar. No concession was made
with regard to the eating of either, but all that
was now required in connexion with the blood was
that it should be poured out upon the ground.
This modification in ritual requirements removed
the greatest obstacle to the adoption of the law of
the One Sanctuary. In other respects also the
refornaers were equally liberal. Josiah’s policy of
throwing open the priesthood at the central sanc-
timry to the priests of the country sanctuaries,
which the sons of Zadok had once successfully
thwarted, was now adopted

; and certain sanctu-
aries, although they ceased to be places of sacri-
nce, were allowed to keep their rights of asylum
(Dtl9i-i®4«-^; cf. Jos20).
The outcome of these and other reforms and

concessions was the book of Deuteronomy, of
which the legal code (chs. 12-26) is evidently the

that can be maintained of the teaching of On
T first-bom is not insisted on. Of.
Jer 7^1 195 Ezekiel (2026) recognizes that the sacrifice of the
first-born has been legal in the past.
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nucleus. In the forefront of this code is placed
the law relating to sacrifice at the one altar,

^

specially framed in view of the extension of the
law to all Israel. The code also contains rules re-

lating to the celebration of the great feasts, the
maintenance of the priests, and the like, as well
as a number of enactments designed to put a stop
to superstitious and^ heathenish practices, and
ordinances dealing -with matters of common life.

These last, which are to some extent based upon
the code of the Samaritan book E, appear to be
intended more especially, though not exclusively,

for the instruction of the non-Judaean districts of

the land. This code of law, although it is directly

at variance with Jeremiah (7^) in definitely requir-

ing sacrifice—which it represents as commanded
by Moses himself-~;indirectly did much to further
Jeremiah’s conception of religion. In time past
the motive of sacrifice had frequently been ‘ to eat
flesh ’—a fact which had calleci forth the scathing
sarcasm ofJeremiah (7®^

) ; butnow thosewhodesired

to feast could do so at home, and thus sacrifice was
at least lifted above such sordid considerations.

There was, indeed, the danger that the infre-

quency of ritual worship might bring about a
forgetfulness of religion, but this was to a great
extent guarded against by the Deuteronomic re-

formers, who based obedience to the common law
of Israel on Israel’s relation to Jahweh, and sub-
sequently prefixed to the code of laws several

prefaces cast into the form of hortatory addresses

by Moses. Yet the difficulty must have been felt

that the old Decalogue, which was regarded as
the basis of Jahweh’s ‘ covenant’ with Israel, being
chiefly concerned with ritual ordinances, had been
repudiated by the school of Jeremiah, and that
this school, which, indeed, had greatly leavened
religious thought, would never accept as the basis

of a divine ‘covenant’ a code which required
sacrifice but did not insist on justice, mercy, and
truth. Accordingly, since the tradition of the
laws divinely given and graven upon two tables

of stone had gained firm hold of the popular mind,
the bold step was taken of providing a new Deca-
logue (Dt 5), keeping the first commandment and
that relating to the observance of the Sabbath, as
well as the more recently introduced prohibition

of images, but otherwise based on the ethical

teaching of the great prophets, especially Jeremiah
(see, Jer 7® 9^"® etc.).

One of the last of the great Samaritan sanctu-

aries to fall into line in the matter of the Deutero-
nomic law was that of Shechem, which claimed
to be the burial-place of Joseph (Jos 24®®), and
which possessed near its altar some standing-stones

supposed to have been placed there by Joshua (Dt
27®'^, Jos 8®®). It would have been strange if the
inhabitants of Shechem had been willing to destroy

that which had made their city so famous, while
without Shechem the unity of Israel could not
have been attained. A solemn compact, legalized

by an appendix to the earlier law of Deuteronomy
(cf. 27), was therefore made with the Shechemites,
whereby the latter agreed to accept the law of the
One Sanctuary. This compact was ratified with
sacrifice upon the old altar of Shechem, which was
allowed to remain on condition that it shoidd not
again be used for its original purpose, while the
standing-stones were purged of any heathenish or

schismatic associations by being plastered over
and inscribed with the provisions of the new law.®

1 This fact alone is sufficient to disprove the assertion that
Jeremiah was acquainted with the book of Deuteronomy, and,
indeed, deeply influenced by it. Sacrificial laws are at least as

prominent in Deuteronomy as sacramental prayers and rubrics

in the Book of Common Prayer ;
but who will maintain that

the latter is not concerned with sacraments ?

^
2 Probabl}'’ the story contained in Jos 22 had its origin in a

similar concession with regard to some altar in the vicinity of

th»e Jordan.

Advantage was taken of the gathering at She-
chem to stimulate the national sentiment. Repre-
sentatives of the^ twelve tribes were stationed, six
on Ebal, on which stood the ancient sanctuary,
and six on Gerizim, who responded respectively
when the Levites pronounced curses on those who
should transgress, and blessings on those who
should obey, the new law.
The law of the One Sanctuary had thus become

a rallying point for the national life of Israel,^

Jerus^em being accepted as the only legitimate
place of sacrifice by the whole land which had
once formed the kingdom of David. No doubt
there still remained some heathen communities in
Samaria, and still more in Galilee and Gilead;
but there was little cohesion between them, and
such national sentiment as existed was Israelite.

So greatly had the sense of Israelite unity been
developed by the centralization of worship that
the reformers had considered it desirable to incor-

porate in their new law-book legislation for a
future king (Dt 17^^"®®). The provision that such
a king must be of Israelite blood may possibly be
aimed at the ambitious schemes of some governor
appointed by the Chaldeeans to get himsdf recog-
nized as king of Palestine, or may be intended
merely to ensure that a king of Israel should not
be a man who had only recently accepted the
religion of Jahweh, but one who was thoroughly
imbued with Israelite tradition, while in the warn-
ing against Egypt and against horses we may see

the fruits of the teaching of the great prophets.
It is impossible to give a terminus ad quern for

the adoption of the Deuteronomic law, but it

may probably be dated before the appointment of

Zerubbabel.

17. Development of religion among the Baby-
lonian exiles.—Meanwhile a religious development
of the utmost importance was going on among the
Jewish community settled in Babylonia. It might
have been supposed that these exiles, like their

brethren who had taken refuge in Egypt, would
have erected one or more temples to Jahweh, and
would have continued the exercise of their own
religion. But, whereas the refugees in Egypt had
left their native land of their own free mil, the
exiles in Babylonia were for the most part violently

nationalist, and less inclined to settle down in a
foreign country ; indeed, for some time it was dif-

ficult to persuade them that their exile would be
of long duration (cf. Jer 28 f.).

The most important factor in shaping the re-

ligion of the exues in Babylonia was the presence

among them of the Zadokite priests, of whom the

majonty had been carried off with Jehoiachin in

597 B.C. An unforeseen result of Josiah’s reforms
was that these priests had been placed in a unique
position ; for, since they had refused to accept on
an equality the priests who had ministered at

the country sanctuaries (Ezk 44“®’*), they were
compelled to maintain not only that there must
be but one sanctuary, but also that that one
sanctuary must be at Jerusalem. These men,
therefore, could not have acceded to a demand
for a temple in Babylonia—had such a demand
been made— without stultifying their previous

action.
Prominent among these priests was a certain

Ezeldel, son of Buzi, a man thoroughly imbued
with the traditions of the reformed Zadokit^riest-
hood as they had taken shape after 621. Ezekiel

felt himself called to be a prophet in the fifth year

of Jehoiachin’s captivity, and thenceforward for

twenty-two years he exercised a powerful influence

on his fellow-captives. It is vain to speculate why
for four years Ezekiel was silent

;
but it is possible

that for some time he, like his fellow-captives, did

1 Notice especially Dt 279.
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not realize that the exile was likely to be of long

duration.

Like the other great prophets, Ezekiel was con-

vinced that the disasters which had come upon his

people were due to sins, but his jpriestly training

largely modified his conception ofwhat those sins

had been. He was alive to the social evils, but,

in his opinion, Israel’s chief sin in the past had
consisted in idolatry and idolatrous practices in

the religion of Jahweh. Unlike Jeremiah, he
considered sacrifice a divine institution, and his

standpoint is throughout sacerdotal rather than
prophetic. Himself a man of intensely strong

convictions, he makes no allowance for the fact

that his code of right is of very recent origin.

Thus he condemns as some of the sins which have
caused Israel’s ruin the taking of a father’s wives
by his son (Ezk 22^"), as well as the marriage of a
half-sister on the father’s side (v.^^), though such
practices had been, and perhaps in Palestine still

were, the common custom in Israel (2 S 1318

;

cf. Gn 20^2).

That Ezekiel, under the circumstances in which
he found himself, should have developed an indi-

vidualism was but natural. It was inevitable that
some of the exiles should be merged in the heathen-
ism of Babylonia ; and the desire to keep the rest
faithful to Jahweh must have called forth a care
for individuals w’hich had not been required of
earlier prophets, so that Ezekiel became the proto-
type of the Christian minister. It is true that
individualism of a sort was already * in the air ’

;

even before the disaster of 597, men had asked why,
if the fathers had eaten sour grapes, the children’s
teeth should be set on edge (Jer 31^^). To a prophet
who felt himself bound to care for individual souls
such a question must of necessity present a problem
which could not be ignored, and Ezekiel (ch. 18)
attempted to grapple with it. The thought of the
age was not sufficiently advanced to render a full
discussion of the problem possible, and Ezekiel was
hampered by the supposed necessity of coupling

;

together sin and suffermg as cause and effect ; but
j

in his efforts to vindicate Jahweh’s justice he in-
sisted on Jahweh’s relation with tne individual
soul, and thus prepared the way for later and fuller
teaching.

Ezekiel’s great achievement was the forging of
the weapon by which the religion of Israel was
finally enabled to withstand the attacks of heathen-
ism. Being fully convinced of the sole right of the
Zadokites to the priesthood, as well as of a re-
turn to Jerusalem, Ezekiel set himself to commit
to writing the priestly traditions of the Temple
ritual, freely introducing, however, in character-
istic fashion, modifications and innovations which
he considered would be an improvement on the old
state of things, and insisting on the permanent
degradation to inferior offices in the Temple of
those Levites who up to Josiah’s reforms had min-
istered at the country sanctuaries. He claimed
no ancient authority for this new ‘ecclesiastical
polity ’

; but the school which he founded not un-
naturally concluded, in accordance with his teach-
ing, that what he laid down ought to have been
practised all along, and this in xtself would tend
to produce the impression that what the priestly
scholars in Babylonia agreed to be right must have
been enjoined at the Exodus. It is possible that
the Zadokite priests, before they left Jerusalem,
knew the Jahvistic document J in its original form
though it is unlikely that they would have accepted
it as what we should call canonical; or perhaps
after the combination of J and E into JE, the
latter document, or an account of it, may have
reached them in Babylonia, and may thus have
provided them with an example of a framework
in which to place their legal traditions. The codi-

fication of pnestly traditions was evidently spread
over a considerable time. The nucleus of the collec-
tion, which bears a strong resemblance to Ezekiel’s
writings, is contained in the so-called Law of Holi-
ness (Lv 17-26), and presents the remarkable feature
that, in connexion with the slaughter of domestic
animals, it requires the offering of the blood and
fat at the central altar, so that it must be in sub-
stance anterior to Deuteronomy.
The victories of Cyrus and the threatened con-

quest of Babylonia caused grave disquiet not only
to the exiles themselves, but also, on their behalf,
to their brethren in Palestine. The situation in
Babylonia called forth the eloquence of one of the
most attractive of the canonical prophets, whose
compositions, however, have come down to us only
in a very fragmentary form, and modified and
interwoven with prophecies of a later date. In
the coming overthrow of Chaldaean rule he fore-
saw the release of his people from captivity, and
hailed Cyrus as a deliverer. Whether his antici-
pations were justified by the event is very doubtful.
The belief that Cyrus gave free permission to the
Jews to return rests only on the statement of the
Chronicler, whose trustworthiness in this connexion
may be gauged by the fact that he represents (Ezr
17-11) Oynis as restoring the vessels of the Temple,
which, according to the more probable statement
in 2 K 24^® (cf. Jer 52^®), Nebuchadnezzar had ‘cut
in pieces’ forty-eight years before. The Cylinder
Inscription of Cyrus does not prove that all the
captive population of the Babylonian Empire were
allowed to return to their homes, and there is no
other confirmation of the Chronicler’s statement.
Neither Haggai nor Zechariah refers to any such
return from captivity, and neither shows the least
gratitude towards Persia. Probably during the
reign of Cyrus the province of Judah continued
to be governed ly the Babylonian official whose
name appears in Ezr 1® as Sheshbazzar.

18. Zerubbabel appointed governor of Judah;
rebuilding of the Temple.—Though there is good
reason for doubting the Chronicler’s statement as
regards Cyrus, there is no doubt that in the second
year of Darius (520-519 B.C.) a member of the old
royal family of Judah, Zerubbabel the son of Sheal-
tiel, had been appointed governor of Judah. We
know nothing ofthe fortunes of the house of David
in Babylonia beyond the fact that Jehoiachin had
been treated with consideration by Evil-merodach.
Zerubbabel may have commended himself to Darius
in some such way as is described in 1 Es 3 f., or he
may have been selected for the governorship of
Judah because Darius, in the troubles which beset
him at the begmning of his reign, wished to con-
ciliate the inhabitants of that province. That there
was any return of exiles on a large scale at the
time of Zerubbabel’s appointment is imlikely ; but
there is little doubt that he would be accompanied
by a retinue of his own people, among whom there
would be, in all pr^ability, some Zadokite
priests.

Hitherto little had been done at Jerusalem in
the way of restoration. Sacrifices were offered at
the altar (Hag 2^^)

; but the Temple had not been
rebuilt, and, apparently, its ruins had not even
been cleared away ; the wall of JerusaJem was
still broken down, and the community generally
was poverty-stricken. The poverty, however, was
not universal, and a certain number of people
had built themselves houses which, in the opinion
of the prophet Haggai, were unnecessarily luxuri-
ous.

^
This prophet, of whose antecedents we know

nothing,^ took advantage of the enthusiasm evoked
1 We_ are not in a position to decide whether Haggai and

Zechariah had returned with Zerubbabel, or whether they had
wways lived in Judah. Zechariah’s interest centres in Judah,
from which it might be inferred that he belonged to the more
exclusive Jews of Babylonia. On the other hand, the province
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by Zerubbabers appointment to urge the rebuild-

ing of the Temple. On the new-moon festival

(c. 1st Sept. 520 B.C.) he addressed the people on
this subject with such success that, three weeks
later (c. 24th Sept.), work, probably in the clearing
of the site, was actually begun. A month later

(c. 21st Oct. ), the work was so far advanced that
it was possible to lay the foundation-stone with
solemn ceremony.^ Haggai now encouraged those
who were despondent because of the inferior char-
acter of the building just begun, by declaring that
the outcome of the shaking of the world—^referring

probably to the numerous revolts which had broken
out against Darius in various parts of the Persian
Empire—would be that the wealth of all nations
would flow into the Temple. Two months later
(c. 24th Dec.), Haggai gave expression to what was,
doubtless, a general hope—that in Zerubbabel would
be seen the reversal of Jeremiah’s judgment on
Jehoiachin (Hag 2^, Jer 22^).

Haggai’s hopes of the dissolution of the Persian
Empire proved illusory, however, and it soon became
evident that Darius would hold his own. The dis-

appointment thus caused in Judah was combated
by Zechariah, who endeavoured to keep alive the
enthusiasm which had been called forth by the
project of rebuilding the Temple. Zechariah’s pro-
phecies, of which those that have come down to us
are, for the most part, in allegorical form, are of
unique interest, but only two features of his work
can here be mentioned. As the work at the Temple
roceeded successfully, the ideawas mooted, perhaps
y Zerubbabel himself, of rebuilding the wall of

Jerusalem. Zechariah, although he hoped and be-
lieved that Zerubbabel would one day actually be
king of Judah, was fully alive to the danger of such
an enterprise, and earnestly deprecated it (2^'®).

The prophet seems in this instance to have been
unsuccessful, and the proposed fortification of
Jerusalem naturally aroused the suspicion of the
Samaritans, who imagined that Zerubbabel was
aiming at making himself a second Solomon, and
of exacting from them forced labour (Ezr 4^*®).®

It was inevitable that there should be collision

between those who had always been settled in Jeru-
salem and their brethren who had returned from
the east. The chief priest at Jerusalem at this

time was a certain Joshua, son of Jehozadak,
whose genealogy is connected by the Chronicler

(1 Ch 6^^“^^) witla the Zadokites probably by the
mere combination of Jer 52^ with Hag P but
who may have been descended from the Aaronite
priests who had formerly ministered at Bethel.
The Zadokite priests who accompanied Zerubbabel
would naturally regard this man as unqualified
and at best not superior to the country Levites
who had been permanently degraded to an in-

ferior position.® Joshua, however, found a staunch
champion in Zechariah, who declared that so long
as he should be loyal to Jahweh’s law he should
have the government of the Temple. Zerubbabel,
Zechariah maintained, should be king upon his

throne, and Joshua priest at his right hand,^ and
of Samaria was probably in a more flourishing condition, as it

had had longer time to recover from the effects of the Assyrian
Invasions.

1 The date in Hag 218 is a mistaken insertion from v.io. The
discourse in 22-9 is evidently that which was delivered at the
laying of the foundation-stone.

2 The exact nature of the appeal to Darius is not stated, but
it maybe inferred from the subsequent appeal said to have been
addressed to Artaxerxes (Ezr 49*16).

S That Joshua’s misfortune—which Zechariah allegorically

describes as an accusation by Satan (Zee 31®-)—was attempted
deposition from the priesthood is clear from the fact that he is

represented as clad in filthy garments, i.e. garments in which
it would be impossible for a priest to minister.

4 In Zee fiiS for ‘ on his throne ’ (the second time of the occur-
rence of the phrase) the LXX has ‘ at his right hand *

;
and, since

there is a reference to two people in the following clause, it is

evident that the name of Joshua has been omitted in this verse,

while it has been wrongly written for that of Zerubbabel in v.n.

counsel of peace should be between the two of
them. By his championship of Joshua, Zechariah
decided that the rignt of the priesthood at Jeru-
salem belonged to the sons of Aaron. No doubt
he was perfectly willing that, in accordance with
the provision of the Deuteronomic law, the sons of
Zadok should also be allowed to minister as priests,
but the consequence of giving the chief position at
the Temple to anAaronitewould be that any Zadok-
ites who desired to minister as priests would be
compelled to enrol themselves in the gild of Aaron.
Accordingly, when the news reached Babylonia
that Zerubbabel, whom the Jewish exiles regarded
as their legitimate ruler, had recognized the gild
of Aaron as legitimate priests at Jerusalem, the
students of the priestly traditions in Babylonia
would be compelled to accept this recognition as
final, and to merge the Zadokites in the Aaronites.
In this way we can explain the otherwise inexplic-
able fact that, whereas in Ezekiel the clergy are
divided into Zadokites and Levites, in the Priestly
Code we find Aaronites and Levites.

19. Samaritan jealousy of Judah.—Zechariah’s
championship of Joshua involved far greater con-
sequences than the mere decision between Aaron
and Zadok. The religious reunion of Samaria and
Judah was still a very recent event, and, had there
been a predominance of a Babylonian (and, there-
fore, exclusively Judfean) party at this time, the
links which united the two provinces must have
snapped, and the religion and national life of
Samaria would have been developed on quite dis-

tinct lines, in which case we should probaoly have
lost all history of the northern kingdom. As it

was, the cleavage between those whom we may call

the Zerubbabel party {i,e, those who had returned
with Zerubbabel from Babylonia), whowould natur-
ally be strongest in Jerusalem itself, and the rest
of the population was never entirely healed. The
growing jealousy between Samaria and Judah, as
well as the fact that Nehemiah, whose feelings
were altogether anti-Samaritan, found a following
in Jerusalem, is sufticient proof of this; but the
jealousy appears to have been political rather than
religious, and there may have been mingled with it

the rival claims of the families of Saul and David,
should the Monarchy be restored.^

Happily, these jealousies did not interfere with
the idea of the essential unity of Israel. The work
of collecting the ancient traditions, which had
already produced the documents J and E, was still

continued. Early stories of the conquest of Pales-
tine by the various tribes and of the subsequent
history of the country were collected, arranged,
and modified, in order to insist on the unity of
Israel. Moreover, since the influx of heathen into
the land still continued, and the religion of Jahweh
was but lightly held by many who professed it, a
school of prophets, who had already produced the
book of Deuteronomy, laboured unceasingly to
eradicate idolatry, using as the basis of their teach-
ing the stories now current of the past.® The
methods of the ancient prophets who had taught
by hymns which could be learnt by heart were still

employed to convey warnings against idolatry (e.p.,

Dt 32), and to set forth the blessings which might
be expected as the result of obedience (e.g., Dt 33).

A collection of Jeremiah’s prophecies had been in

existence for some time, and probably also coUec-

1 The prominence given in the existing hooks ot Samuel to the
rejection of Saul in favour of David would suggest that it was
claimed by some in Samaria that a king who should reign over
all Israel should not be of the house of David. There is no diffi-

culty in the supposition that some members of Saul’s family
still remained at Gibeah.
2 A good illustration of this is found in the words put into the

mouth of Joshua (Jos 24). In mentioning the people who dwelt
beyond the Euphrates and served other gods, the writer really

has in view the immediate ancestors of many of those whom he
is addressing.
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tions of the sayings of Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Mioah,

Zephaniah, Nahum, and Habakkuk.^
^

The ideals of those whom Zechariah had en-

deavoured to dissuade from attempting to forti^

Jerusalem continued to be cherished by many in

that city. The work of rebuilding the wall was
probably begun in 515 B.C., and Tattenai and
Shethar-bozenai appealed against it successfully

to the Persian government. According to Ezr 4®,

an appeal was made to Xerxes (Ahasuerus) against

the Jews about the year 485 B.C., from which it

may be inferred that there was then another

attempt to fortify Jerusalem. The work was yet

again taken in nand in the reign of Artaxerxes

Longimanus, probably between 460 and 455.® On
this occasion the wall appears to have been almost

completed -when Artaxerxes, in response to an
earnest appeal from Kehum and Shimshai, who
appear to have been respectively governors of

Samaria and some other Palestinian province,

allowed these men to raise troops in the country

and to stop the work. A force composed of

Samaritans, Ammonites, Moabites, and others

thereupon attacked Jerusalem, demolished a con-

siderame portion of the newly built wall, burned the
gates, ana carried off many captives.® The Edom-
ites, of whom large numbers had for more than a
century been pressing northwards and had become
incorporated in Judah, may have been induced by
the Samaritans to take part in this attack—an act

of treachery which the Jerusalem party never
forgave.

20.

Appointment of Nehemiah; rebuilding of
the wall of Jerusalem.—It was not long before the
tables were turned on those who had attacked
Jerusalem. In 448 B. 0. the Syrian satrapMegabyzos
revolted, and Samaria seems to have been involved
in the rebellion. If this were so, the Jews would
naturally hold aloof, and this fact might be adduced
to convmce Artaxerxes of their loyalty. But,
whatever may be the explanation of the Persian
king’s change of policy, there can be no doubt that
in April 445 B.c. a Jew named Nehemiah, an
official at the court of Susa, who had some months
previously received a report of the forlorn condition
of Jerusalem, obtained leave from Artaxerxes to
visit that city and to fortify it.

Upon his arrival at Jerusalem, Nehemiah, after
making a secret survey of the wall, called a meeting
of the citizens and communicated to them what he
proposed to do. Perhaps the recent attack on
Jerusalem had alienated from the Samaritans the
sympathies of some who would not otherwise have
been hostile to them. Nehemiah’s proposal was
enthusiastically adopted, and in fifty-two days the
repair of the wall was completed. During this
first visit to Jerusalem, however, Nehemiah appears
to have accomplished little else. At every turn he
must have realized how widely his own ideals,
which were shared by the Jewish community in
the east, differed from those of the people who in
Palestine professed to be Israelite. The radical
difference between the religion of the Jews in
Babylonia and that of the heathen among whom
they lived had made intermarriage almost an im-
possibility, and the Jews had remained a com-
munity apart. In Palestine, to Nehemiah’s horror,
there was no such sharp line of demarcation.
Those who in Jerusalem were like-minded wdth
Nehemiah were in a minority, and there seemed
little likelihood of their being able, under the

1

This must not be taken to mean that any of these collections
have reached us in their original form. They have all been more
or less modified to suit the exigencies of later ages.

3 See Cambridge Biblical Essays^ p. 117.
3 The rendering of the English version in Neh 18, * the remnant

that are left of the captivity,* naturally suggests to
readers the Babylonian captivity, but the Hebrew is more
naturally understood of the carrying oflf of those who had been
recently captured in war.

existing conditions, to indoctrinate their fellow-

countrymen. Nehemiah came to the conclusion
that the reforms which he desired could not be
carried into practice unless the small minority who
sympathized with him were reinforced by a mission
from Babylonia. Upon his return to the east he
obtained permission from Artaxerxes for the return
to Jerusalem under the leadership of Ezra^ of a
number of Jews (probably carefully selected) 2

then living in the east.

21 . Mission of Ezra ;
publication of the Law.—

Upon their arrival an attemptwas made to separate
Jews from non-Jews, and to put a stop to mixed
marriages. The attempt aroused intense opposition
and little was effected. Ezra must indeed have
felt himself powerless, inasmuch as among a people
who possessed and reverenced Scriptures he had
none to which he could appeal as authority for the
work which he proposed to do. He determined,
therefore, to publish in Jerusalem the law of the
Zadokite lawyers in Babylonia ; and, since it was
impossible to expect that Palestine would give up
its Scriptures, he decided to follow the precedent
set when the Scriptures of Samaria and Judah had
been combined into JE. Probably in order to

carry out this work, Ezra returned to the east, but
on this point we have no information. In 433,

Nehemiah got Artaxerxes to apj^oint him governor
of Jerusalem, and returned thither, perhaps ac-

companied by Ezra. As yet little had been ac-

complished in the matter of reform. So lax were
the ideas about the sanctity of the Temple, on
which Ezekiel had laid great stress, that the high
priest had allowed Tobiah, the Ammonite governor,

to have a room there (Neh 13^^* )• The singers and
Levites—^perhj^s those who had but recently

returned with Ezra—had not found a livelihood at

the Temple, and had left to seek a living elsewhere
(Neh 1Z^%

‘Eealizing that no reform could be permanent which did not
rest on a legal basis, Nehemiah took steps to secure the re-

cognition of the law in the shape to which the labours of Ezra
and his fellow-workers had brought it. He accordingly induced
the leaders of the people to enter into a solemn compact to
observe the law. A legal document was drawn up, and the
leaders both of clergy and laity affixed to it their seals. The
law, having been formally accepted by tbe leaders, was then
promulgated at a general assembly of the people : whether by
N^eniiah only, or% Nehemiah and Ezra together, can scarcely
be determined with certainty, for Nehemiah viii. shews too
many signs of the hand of a later editor to allow us to attach
much importance to the names there given.* 3

The Law published by Nehemiah and Ezra was
probably the whole Pentateuch, that is to say, it

consisted of the documents JE, Deuteronomy (D),

and the Priestly Code (P), including the Law of

Holiness (H) ; it must not, however, be supposed
that it had as yet attained to its present form.
Those who worked at the codification of the Priestly

Code in Babylonia could not provide for all the
contingencies which would arise when the Law had
been put into force in Palestine, and many an
amendment and addition must have been found
necessaij after 433.

22. Final breach with the Samaritans.—From
the first Nehemiah had shown himself uncomjpro-
mising in his Judaean and Zadokite prejudices.

Having OTown up as a member of a race which had
perforce been separate from other races for several

generations, he could not bring himself to look
upon people of mixed nationality as truly Israelite.

Although those who accompanied Ezra seem to

have been chosen as representative of the twelve
tribes, Nehemiah soon showed that, in his opinion,

1 For this view of the relation of Nehemiah and Ezra see

Cambridge Biblical Essay8t p. 123 fP.
2 At first there were no Levites among the returning exiles,

and Ezra made a special point of procuring some (Ezr 813-20).

It is probable that from the deportation of the Zadokites till

the return of Ezra the clejgy who ministered at Jerusalem had
been all of one rank.

3 Cambridge Biblical Essays^ p. 126 f. ; cf. also W. H Kosters,
art. * Ezra-Nehemiah ' in EBi ii. 1487, § xy (c).
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Judah alone was genuinely Israelite. The Samari-
tans he scorned and hated. Under these circum-
stances a breach sooner or later was inevitable,

and we can scarcely wonder that, when Nehemiah
dismissed the grandson of the high priest from
office at the Temple on the ground that he had
married the daughter of Sanballat, the governor
of Samaria (Neh 13^), the last straw had &en laid

on the burden of Samaritan patience. Shechem
still retained memories of its once famous sanctuary,
and the dismissed priest, whose name, according
to Josephus {Ant, XI. vii. 2, viii. 2, 4), was Manasseh,
was soon installed there as priest in a new temple.^

The cleavage seems to have followed political lines,-

the boundary between the two provinces being
also the boundary between the areas of the rivsa

sanctuaries. By this schism, which was, indeed,

the culmination of Nehemiah’s whole policy, the
Jews of Jerusalem and its vicinity became as
completely separated from their neighbours in

Palestine as their brethren in the east had been
from the heathen population of Babylonia. The
Jew became a man apart, and a century of isolation

gave to the new Judaism sufficient strength to

enable it to stand against the flood of new ideas

which came in with Alexander the Great.
We do not know what effect the Samaritan

schism had upon Galilee. The mention of Kedesh
as a city of refuge (Jos 20’) implies that Galilee

had, at least to some extent, accepted the law of

the One Sanctuary, and in Maccabsean times there
were not a few loyal Jews in the district (1 Mac
514-2S). ig impossible to say whether these had
settled in the north since 332, or whether the
Israelites of Galilee remained loyal throughout the
Samaritan schism. The latter supposition is by no
means impossible, for Galilee and Samaria formed
different provinces, and the jealousy between
Samaria and Judah was almost wholly political.

Sincethe deportation of Jewsby Nebuchadnezzar,
there had been a real danger that religion might
develop on such different lines in the east and in

the west as to cause a permanent cleavage in the
religion of Israel. By the combination of the law
of tile east with that of the west, Nehemiah had
averted this danger. In Egypt, however, the
Israelite settlers appear to have known nothing of

the development of the Law at home. It is very
doubtful whether they possessed any portion of the
Pentateuch. It is practically certain that they
were unacquainted with Deuteronomy and the
Priestly Code.
The drastic measures adopted by Nehemiah to
et rid of those who would not accept the new Law,
ased as this was entirely on religious principles,

inevitably transformed the population which did
accept it into a church rather than a nation, and
in such a state of things the priests were naturally
all-important, and the high priest was regarded as
the head of the State. It woxdd seem, however,
that the national spirit was not wholly dead, and
that there were even proposals to elect a king

—

proposals which were vigorously opposed by the
clerical aristocracy.®

1 Josephus puts this schism a century later, but that Sanballat
was governor in the 6th cent. B.o. is proved by the Elephantine
papj^rl

2 The idea that the kingdom of N. Israel was composed of ten
tribes probably arose very late. Since Simeon was absorbed in

Judah, and Levi was not a territorial tribe, the number ten can
be obtained only by counting Benjamin. In some passages
Judah seems to denote the kingdom of Judah, e,g, Jg
1 K 1220

, and is described as ‘one tribe,* e,g, in 1 K 1182.36.

Later on, probably in consequence of the presence of powerful
Benjamite families in the province of Judah, Judah was reckoned
as two tribes, Judah and Benjamin, Simeon being ignored, and
the number ten was obtained simply by subtracting two from
twelve.

8 No one can fail to be struck by the extraordinary statements
put into the mouth of Samuel when the people demand a king,
and by the arrogant way in which the prophet is represented
as giving his orders to the king.

23. Institution of synagogues and rise of the
scribes.—Nehemiah’s efforts to enforce the Law
produced one result of inestimable advantage for
the development of spiritual religion—the institu-
tion of synagogues with the consequent rise of the
scribes. Since a Law so complex as that contained
in the Pentateuch could not have been learnt at
one hearing, it must have been necessary to provide
for regular instruction in it; and the informal
meetings which in the past had taken place in the
prophets’ houses (cf. 2 K 4‘^) probably suggested a
way in which this could be effected. Henceforth
those who wished to know the will of Jahweh be-
took themselves, not to the prophets who had taught
according to their own intuition, but to those
who were duly instructed in the WTitten Law.
Professional prophets, indeed, long continued to
exist, hut they were men with whom prophecy was
merely a livelihood. The nobler exponents of
Jahweh’s will found their inspiration for the most
part in the Scriptures, though prophecy was by no
means dead, if the word be understood not of the
form, but of the substance of the message delivered. ^

It was impossible that the Jews should live
among so highly civilized a people as the Baby-
lonians without acquiring a considerable amount
of culture, and the connexion between Palestine
and the east during the 6th and 5th centuries had
probably brought much of this culture to Jerusalem.
Doubtless a number of practices of which Ezra and
Nehemiah would have disapproved lingered on or
even found their way into Jewish religions life,

and in some cases, such as the celebration of the
Day of Atonement, were found to have taken so
firm a hold upon the people that it became necessary
to embody them in the Law. There can he little

doubt, however, that, as a whole, the development
in religion fi*om the time of Nehemiah was in the
direction of a higher spirituality. It is true that
the priests whom Malachi had rebuked about the
midme of the 5th cent., and who were then far

from being spiritual leaders, do not appear to have
been any better after Nehemiah’s reforms, hut
happily the spirituality of Israel did not depend
on the Temple.
From the Samaritan schism till the coming of

Alexander the history of Judah is almost a blank.
Josephus tells us {Ant. XI. vii. 1) of a quarrel
between the high priest Johanan and his brother
Jeshua, and of the murder of the latter, which
was punished by Bagoas, who may reasonably be
identified with the Bagohi who, according to the
Elephantine papyri, was governor of Judah in 408.

Perhaps the prophecy of Joel in its original form
dates from the period between Nehemiah and
Alexander, and doubtless the redaction of the
historical hooks still continued.

24. Condition of Judaism, 332-198 B.C.—^With
the coming of Alexander the Great a new era
dawned for Palestine and for Judaism. The
Persians had been most unpopular rulers, and
Alexander promised a large measure of freedom.
But long isolation had produced, at least in the
rank and file of Judaism, a shrinking from contact

with heathenism, and it was perhaps for some time
doubtful whether the little community of Jews in

Jerusalem and the neighbouring districts of Judah
would gain any advantage from the opening up of

the world which had resulted from Alexander’s

conquests. It is probable that in the hook of Jonah
we have a rebuke of that contemptuous attitude

towards the Gentiles which was endangering the
1 This is doubtless the explanation of the development of the

apocalyptic as distinct from the earlier prophetic style, which
is especially characteristic of the 2nd cent. b.c. Prophetic

methods were then discredited (Zee 132ff-). Exhortations had
iong* before been put into the mouth of historical characters,

but now descriptions of past events and of their still future

outcome were together put into the mouth of some one in the

past, thus teaching a philosophy of history
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very existence of the nation. The writer, who,

like St. Paul, evidently contrasts * Jews by nature’

with ‘sinners of the Gentiles,’ maintains that

Israel has a message for the world, and it was

doubtless due to him, and to those who were like-

minded, that Jews loyal to their religion now left

the narrow district to which they had been re-

stricted and settled not only further afield in

Palestine, but also in more remote parts of

Alexander’s dominions.
It is not unlikely that the Jews had at first

anticipated from the coming of Alexander greater

freedom than was actually given them. They
must have felt keenly their subjection

^
to the

Pliolemaic rule, although that rule was mild com-

pared with Persian methods of government. A
new trouble was, however, arising. With the

advent of Hellenism the religion of Jahweh had to

grapple with a more dangerous foe than it had as

yet encountered. At first the danger was scarcely

realized, but, as milder government made it in-

creasingly possible for Jews to become wealthy,

the attractions of Hellenism became more serious.

In the book of Proverbs we have a picture of a
fairly well-to-do community, and the warnings
against foreign vices here given show the tempta-
tions to which the younger Jews especially were
exposed.

25. Struggle between Judaism and Hellenism.

—

When Amtiochus the Great became master of

Palestine (198 B.a), the condition of Judaism was
outwardly more flourishing than had been the case

for centuries. The work which Simon the son of

Onias had been able to carry out at the Temple
(Sir 50) about the end of the 3rd cent, is sufficient

proof that there was a considerable amount of

wealth among loyal Jews. Moreover, there had
been a great expansion of Judaism, and Jewish
communities were to be found not only in Jerusalem
and the almost exclusively Jewisn districts of

Judaea, but also in Galilee and Gilead, as well as
among the Ammonites, Moabites, Edomites, and
Philistines. The poorer Jews, especially in the
country districts, were loyal to the Law ; but
among the wealthier classes, particularly in Jeru-
salem, the social disadvantages of customs radically

opposed to Hellenism were being keenly felt, and
there were not a few people who were disposed to
live in a way which, if it did not actually imply
the abandonment of the Law, at least showed, a
dangerous inclination to coquette with Hellenism.

It is unnecessary to trace here in detail the
widening of the breach between those who were
loyal to the Law, the ^&stdim, as they came to be
called, and those who were in favour of adopting
Hellenism ; or to describe the events which led to
the attempt of Antiochus Epiphanes to make an
end of Judaism. That attempt marks the greatest
and most glorious development in the religion of
Israel. Never before had the religion of Jahweh
been subjected to so severe a trial

; yet it not only
stood the test, but emerged from it spiritualized
and glorified. At first the resistance of the

was passive ; martyrdom followed martyr-
dom and massacre massacre. Hitherto it had been
the received teaching that compensation for suffer-

ing would be given to the righteous before death,
but now old theories of retribution, which had,
perhaps, been quite recently attacked in the poem
of Job, broke down utterly. The Edstdtm asked,
‘ Why standest thou so far ojff, O jahweh and
from many a synagogue there went up the cry,
‘My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?’
Though for some time they found no answer, they
were yet loyal. Hunted as they were from place
to place, and treated as sheep for the slaughter,
they nevertheless continued to meet, and to
comfort one another. Lessons for the present

distress were found in the words of the prophets

whose utterances were now sometimes modified 01

amplified to suit the situation, sometimes imitated.

Several passages in the prophetical books, especially

Isaiah, as these have come down to us, show signs

of having been composed or adapted during this

period or storm and stress.

It is impossible here to tell the story of the
Maccabman struggle and of the successes achieved

by the Jews, beginning with the re-dedication of

the Temple on 25th Dec. 165 B.C. and culminating
in the granting of autonomy to the Jews under
Simon, who was accepted as high priest in 141.

The tremendous importance of the religious de-

velopment during this period has been overlooked,

partly owing to preconceived ideas about the

history of the Canon and the date of the Septuagint
version, but largely owing to the quite correct

feeling that the religion of the Psalms and the

books of the Prophets is on a far higher plane than
that which is found in the books of Maccabees.
Yet, if it be remembered that the Jff&stdtm and
the Maccabees were not identical, and that, whereas
some of the latter

—

e.g. Jonathan and Simon—
were, despite their personal bravery, stained with
vice, of the former the Apostle writes, ‘ of whom
the world was not worthy ’ (He ll’*®), objections to a

Maccabman date on this score will have little force.

Happily, the Maccabees were dependent for a

time on the help of the and to this cause

we may attribute the fact that, in the work of

restoration under Simon, the appear to

have had considerable influence. In Jerusalem and
in many synagogues the Scriptures had been burnt,

defaced, or defiled, and after the struggle it would
probably be necessary to edit the prophetic writings

from tattered and mutilated fragments, the original

Scriptures and later compositions based upon them
being in many cases indistinguishable. At the

same time the synagogue collections of Psalms,
which had now become an inteOTal part of the re-

ligious life of the people, would be combined for

the use of the Temple, and a beginning would thus

be made of the last section of the Hebrew Canon.
In the Psalms and in the books of the Prophets, as

they finally appear after the Maccabaean struggle,

we see how great an evolution has taken place in

Israel. The crude religion of Israel, as it had
existed seven 1hundred years before, has been en-

riched and purified ‘by divers portions and in

divers manners.* The crudities often remain, but
to a great extent they fail to obtrude themselves,

because they too have been made to serve the
purpose of a spiritual religion, and only the student
of comparative religion recognizes their original

nature.
The climax of OT revelation was achieved

through the sufferings of the ^dsidim. Those
sufferings, which had once tried the faith of the
best men in Israel almost to breaking, were seen
in the final issue not only to have preserved the
national life of Israel, but to have established a
Church which attracted the best elements of other
nations. At last the meaning of martyrdom was
made clear, and those who in their suffering for

the right had proved themselves to be the true

Israel were vindicated. To this Israel, His stead-

fast servant who had faith to discern His utterance,

Jahweh had spoken in no uncertain voice

:

‘It is too light a thing that thou shouldest be my servant to

raise up the tribes of Jacob, and to restore the preserved of

Israel : I will also give thee for a light to the Gentiles, that

thou mayest be my salvation unto the end of the earth* (Is 49^).

Litbratttrb.—J. WeUhausea, JsraelitiscAe und JUdisehe Ge-

schichU^, Berlin, 1901; J. E. Carpenter and Cr. Harford-
Battersby, The Eexateuch^ London, 1902 ; S. R. Driver,
Introduction to the literature 0/ the OT^, Edinburgh, 191S;

OT artt in EBi and EDB, R, H, KeNNETT.
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ITALY (ANCIENT).—i. Introductory.—The
design of this article is limited to recording briefly

such features in the religious belief and usage of

Ancient Italy during the last six centuries B.C. as

are independent, so far as can be ascertained, both
of Etruscan and of Roman religion. The materials

for such an account are, of course, scanty. They
consist mainly of ancient inscriptions or archaeo-

logical remains from the areas inhabited by tribes

not speaking either Latin or Etruscan, combined
with what meagre records survive, in Roman and
Greek authors, of the customs of those tribes.

This record is often still difficult to interpret ; and
there is always the danger that a particular cult

in a particular district (say in the 3rd or later

centuries B.C.), though wearing all the appearance
of native usage, may really have been planted
there by either Etruscan or Greek influence. Under
these circumstances, the only useful method is to

avoid general statements relating to the whole of

the peninsula, and to present instead a brief outline

of the salient features of each separate tribal area

;

so that, however limited our progress may be, there

will be at least firm ground beneath our feet. By
comparison of the details given here with the artt.

Roman Religion and Etruscan Religion, the

reader will easily reach such general conclusions as

may at present safely be drawn.
2. Chronology.—The period which is mostly

represented by the statements that follow, when
no more precise dates are given, is from 400-90 B.C.

(or, more narrowly, from 350-150). After the
latter year there were not many parts of Italy in

which Latin was not commonly understood and
^oken ; and after 89 B.C., at the conclusion of the
Social War, what remained of the local dialects

rapidly died out. So soon as the conquering idiom
has established itself in a locality, it becomes
difficult to distinguish with certainty the surviving

elements of local usage from the predominant
influence of Roman custom. The beginning of the
record is for moat districts safely reckoned at 400
B.C., since (with the possible exception of a few
Venetic inscriptions from Padua, and some in-

teresting, but as yet mainly undeciphered and
almost wholly untranslated, inscriptions from the
Eastern coast, such as the inscriptions of Cas-

trignano and Grecchio) there are no dialectal

inscriptions which can be referred to any earlier

date than 400 B.C., when the knowledge of the

Graeco - Etruscan alphabet first penetrated the
mountain tribes of the centre, through their con-

tact with the Greek colonies of the Western coast

and with the Etruscans. Nevertheless, it will be
found that some of the records come themselves
provided with a considerable history, from the
analysis of which we can glean not uninterest-

ing particulars of the beliefs of the tribes at a
period antecedent to the first Gallic invasion,

though in no case earlier than the arrival of the

Etruscans.

3. Tribal areas. —For a description of the

geographical distribution of the difierent tribes

of Ancient Italy, the reader must be referred to

other sources—e.^,, the art. * Italy’ in EBr'^\
sect, on ‘ Ancient Languages and Peoples.’

^

It will

suffice to enumerate here the following different

tribes of whose religious beliefs we have some
limited knowledge ; (1) the Messapians in the

South Eastern peninsula ; (2) the Samnite tribes

occupying roughly the southern half of the centre

of the peninsula ; (3) their kinsmen who settled in

the Campanian plain between 440 and 400 B.C.,

over-running a partly Italic and partly Etruscan
population, especially in the great city of Capua,
which they held until it was destroyed in 211 b.c. ;

(4) their kinsmen to the North-—a group of hardy
mountaineers, ofwhom the Marsians and Paslignians

were the most conspicuous ; (5) the Sabines, the
brothers of the Roman Patricians and the ancestors
of the Samnites ; (6) the ancient inhabitants of
Latium, probabW identical with the Plebeians at
Rome; (7) the Volscians, a primitive tribe who
occupied the marshes on the coast and some of the
hills behind them, between the Latins and the
Campanians ; (8) the Umbrian inhabitants of
Iguvium, the authors of the famous Irvine
Tables ; (9) the Veneti in the plains of the North
East. This leaves out of account the Bruttii in the
extreme South Western peninsula, the Ligurians in
the North West (see art. Ligurian Religion), and
the Picentines in the East; no very substantial
record of the religion of any of these at this period
has been as yet discovered. For the usages of the
Celtic invaders of Trans-Alpine Gaul, see art.

Celts.
(1) Messapians.—In the scanty and difficult

inscriptions that survive from this people (the

tribe from which the Latin poet Ennius sprang) no
deities have been recognized except sucn as are
familiar on Greek soil ; and the only divine name
that occurs frequently enough to be identified

without hesitation is that of the goddess Aphrodite
in a genuine Messapian form (Aprodita), which is

fairly good evidence that her worship was estab-

lished in the locality, though it is probable that
the goddess Damater (Attic Uemeter) was also not
unknown. According to Festus (p. 181 [ed. C. O.
Muller, Leipzig, 1839]), the Jupiter to whom the
Messapian Salentini sacrificed a horse had the
epithet Menzana—a name for which there is more
than one possible but no certain etymology. Even
Mommsen’s careful collection {UnteHtal. Dkdekte^

pp. 85-98) of the evidence from ancient writers con-

tains hardly anything that is of service to students
of religion.

(2) The Samnite tribes.—The Samnite tribes were
in origin identical with the Sabines,^ and there is

little doubt that, like them, th^ shared many of

the beliefs and usages of the Roman official re-

ligion. There is no doubt, e.y., that they practised

the curious institution of the ver sacrum^ by which,
under pressure of some public calamity, all the
creatures, human and others, bom in a particular

spring were devoted to the gods, and compelled at

a certain age to leave the territory of the rest of

the tribe and seek a home elsewhere. Such,
according to a well-attested tradition, was the
origin of the distinction between the Samnites
proper and the Sabines (see, e.y., Festus, m 326 f.,

106 [Miiller]). In the intercourse between Romans
and Samnites in the Samnite Wars they appear to

have well understood the fetial ceremonies prac-

tised by the Romans (see Livy, ix. 1-12), and
they certainly shared the body of early Italic

custom which the Romans originally denoted by
the term ius gentium. More definite information

about their beliefs is afforded by a well-preserved

monument, which has hardly attracted as much
notice as it deserves. It is a bronze tablet, now
in the British Museum, inscribed on both sides,

known as the Tabula Agnonensis, from the name
of the modem village (Agnone) near which it was
found, and which is near the site of the ancient

Bovianum. This table enumerates the deities

worshipped in a sacred grove or garden, and pre-

sents some details of their cult. The text of it is

typical of the religion of the most powerful tribe

of Italy, and worth quotation in full. A query in

the translation indicates the points at which the

meaning of the Oscan is still subject to doubt. It

should be explained that the whole ^rove was
sacred to a (presumably feminine) deity called

Kerres, who certainly stands in some near relation

to the Latin Ceres ; and most of the various deities

1 See (5) below.
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have an epithet showing their subordination to or

connexion with her,
‘ The following deities are placed in the Garden of Kerres. A

statue to the goddess of Gestation (?) ; to the Good-Humoured
god [Mercury] ; to Kerres ; to the Kerrean mother ; to the god-

dess Midwife ; to the Kerrean Wet-Nurse ; to the Kerrean

Streams ; to the inmost-foresti-revealing (?) goddess ; to the

Kerrean Rains ; to the Kerrean Dawns
;
to Jove the Door-

keeperO ; to Jove the Ruler ; to the Kerrean Herculus ; to the

faithful goddess of Delivery
; to the Divine Creatress.

On tiie altar for fire-sacriJSce a sacred offering is decreed at

every alternate festival.

At the garden the statues are dedicated to the following

attendants of Flora. To the Kerrean Presentress [i.e. a goddess

of Birth ?] ; to the Kerrean Wet-Nurse ; to the Kerrean Flora

;

to Father Good-Humour [Mercury].

The following altars belong to the garden :
’

[Then follows an enumeration of the deities whose statues have
been already mentioned in which Jupiter the Ruler is also called

Pius, * dutiful ’ (as son or father ?) ; then a repetition of the rule

for the fire-sacrifice, and, finally, the statement that the garden
‘ is dedicated to the Decumanii * (deities of the sacred tithes?).]

It would be out of place to discuss the details of

this interesting list
;
hut it will be seen at once

that there could hardly be a better illustration of

the half-animistic stage which Warde Fowler has
traced in his Religious Experience of the Roman
People (London, 1911), p. 117. Side by side with
fairly complete persons, snch as Jupiter, Hercules,
and Ceres, we have a number of ^adowy figures

representing different natural operations of im-
portance to the worshipper in an agricultural

community, and their connexion with the supreme
creative force represented by Kerres is expressed
with curious faitlifulness by the continual repeti-

tion of the epithet * Kerrean.’
This town, Bovianum, was the chief centre of

the Samnites; but no Samnite inscriptions have
survived connected with any buildings. An in-

teresting characteristic, however, of a large temple
w^hich has been laid bare upon the site (modern
Calcatello, near Pietrabbondante) is that the hill

on which it stood slopes towards the E. ; and, in
order that the worshipper might not have to turn
his back upon the E. m addressing the statue of
the god, this was placed on the N. side wall of the
Celia, similar arrangements being made with the
altars outside. The temple presumably belonged
to Apollo. One other deity who should he men-
tioned was called in Samnite form Anagtia, better
known under her Marso-Latin title of Angitia (see

below, §4).

(3) The Campanians.—The inscriptions of the
prosperous towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum,
which were overwhelmed in A.D. 79, include many
which go back to the Oscan period, and vouch for
the worship of Apollo, Flora, Venus, and Hercules,
under their Oscan titles of Apellu, Fluusa, Her-
entas, and Hercolus. To Hercolus, for instance,
was dedicated a spacious temple on the confines of
Nola and Abella, whose administration formed the
subject of a solemn treaty between the two com-
munities (R. S. Conway, Italic Dialects, no. 95).
On the leaden curses, of which several have been

preserved, having been originally put into tombs
m order to be conducted by the dead man (who
had no connexion with the curse) to another world,
we find the deity Kerres with an epithet arentika
(supposed to mean * avenging ’) ; and also a euphem-
istic description of some punitive deities as ‘ the
best of maidens’ {valaimas puklum), who with
Kerres are besought to punish the victim of the
curse by depriving him of all capacity to under-
take any operation of life, as well as by various

I

species of torture (see the curse of Vibia [Conway,
!

no. 130]). Kerres apparently has a ' legion ’ of
I

other spirits under her command
; and the object

i

of the curse is to secure some concession, which, if
|

made, will free the victim from it.

The most interesting phenomenon, however, in I

I The epithet liganahdikei would be in Latin form * lignaco- ^

dex, and may conceivablymean ‘that indicates the proper trees I

to ho hewn.* i

the religious documents of ancient Campania is the
unique group of inscriptions which scholars have
agreed to call Jovilse (Osc. iovilas). These are
coats of arms (generally, though not always, con-

taining a pair of emblems) which appear to have
been dedicated either at graves or in some temple
or sacred grove, though the only deity clearly

mentioned is ‘Jupiter *Flagius’—to write his

name in Latin form (the meaning and significance

of the epithet are uncertain). The object of the
erection of the Jovila was to secure the performance
of some regular sacrifice, presumably in honour of

the ancestors or tutelar deities of the families con-

cerned, at regular dates in the year, such as the
Ides of March. They are commonly cut from
stone ; hut the later specimens were more cheaply
made of terra-cotta, and a pair of these may he
seen in the British Museum. They have been
discovered hitherto only at Capua and Cumje. The
inscriptions regularly mention the name of a gens,

and veiT often of two, such as the Tirentii Magii.
Fuller details, with the scanty record of the nearest
parallels to this usage known elsewhere in ancient
Italy, such as the Stultorum Ferioe at Rome,
and the crests of families at Heraclea, may be
found in Conway, p. 101 ff. The fact that they
appear nowhere but in or near a city so long under
Etruscan influence raises the question how far we
have here a genuine Italic usage ; but the evidence,
on the whole, points to its having been natural to

Italian soil.

(4) North Oscan tribes of the Ahruzzi. — The
Pselignian town of Corfinium, though far from
completely excavated, has yielded some interest-

ing records of the local institutions. It is clear

that the local dialect remained in full use in these
mountain valleys until the time of Cicero. We
have several epitaphs in honour of persons bearing
the epithet Kerria, i.e. ‘ (priestess) of Kerres’ ; and
one longer and interesting inscription describes a
lady connected with two noble gentes as ‘shep-

herdess of the sacred flock ’ and ‘ priestess of two
(masculine) gods of agriculture,’ the Cerfi semones
—to Latinize their names ; she is said to have been
buried ‘ by command of Urania ’ (commonly inter

preted as Venus; but quite possibly denoting
either Demeter or Juno), and the contents of the
inscription show that she had been married. The
goddesses Minerva and Angitia and the ‘ children

of Jove,’ presumably Castor and Pollux, were also

worshipped in this district.

One other characteristic of these tribes is the
comparative frequency of dedications to geograph-
ical deities, such as the River Avemus, Lake
Fucinus, and Pater Albensis, probably a deity
connected with the same lake near whose shores
stood the town of Alba Fucens.
A goddess Vesuna Erinia is coupled with Erinus

or Ero Pater on one inscription of the Marsi ; and,
as Vesuna is commonly identified with Vesta, her
appearing here as one of a divine couple is note-
worthy. The goddesses of good health and vic-

tory ( valetudo, Victoria) show the same abstract
character that is familiar in many Roman deities

;

but their inscriptions are hardly earlier than 15()

B.o.

A famous temple and grove belonging to the god-
dess Angitia stood on the shoi*e of Lake Fucinus,
and she was widely worshipped in this mountain
region as the goddess of healing, with skill to cure
by charms and herbs the bites of the serpents
which abound in its limestone rocks. The name
is commonly connected with the Latin anguis,
‘ snake *

; the derivation is doubtful, though in the
present state of our knowledge not altogether im-
possible. In one inscription the name appears in

the plural, so that there were apparently sister

deities. The Marsian district was famous for
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witches in classical times, and is still counted the

home of witchcraft in Modern Italy (A. de Nino,

Ud e costumi ahruzzesiy Florence, 1891, pa^sim^

esp. vol. vi.).

(5)

The Sabines.—To discuss the religion of the
Sabines would be to examine the most lofty and
austere elements of the religion of the primitive

Patricians at Rome, a ^stem whose foundation
tradition ascribed to the Sabine king Numa. The
Roman writers (like Horace, Odesy m. vi. 38)

habitually associate with the Sabine element in

the Roman stock the ideals of a simple if some-
what stern rustic life—piety, valour, industry in

both sexes, in agriculture among the men, in

housewifery and spinning among the women, and
domestic purit^r ; and there can be no doubt that

the difference in feeling between the two orders

at Rome was largely due to this more northern
strain of ethics in the Sabine stock. The patria
potestasy with the marked sacredness of the marriage
tie, and the religious form of marriage known as

confarreatioy were associated with the Patrician

religion, whereas among the people of the plain of

Latium akin to the Volscians there are many traces

of kinship being counted only through the mother
{e.g, Vergil, Mn. xi. 340 f. ) ; and the other less

sacred types of marriage, which have been plausibly

ascribed to a non-Patrician origin, were based
either on the primitive custom of purchase or on
usuSy i.e. on the mere fact of joint life. It must
suffice here to indicate this important distinction,

and the sources in which further account of the

evidence can be found.
The artt. ‘ Rome ’ (sect, on ‘Ancient History*), ‘Sabini,’ and

‘Volsci’ in jBJSrii give the considerable linguistic evident.
W. Ridgeway’s ‘Who were the Romans?’ {Proc. of the Brit.

Acad., vol. iii. [1907]), collects the archeological data, which
should be supplemented by the important criticism of Warde
Fowler in his Religious Experience (ch. v.

; and esp. pp. 112,

140), though his general standpoint (see p. 243) is not very far

removed from Ridgeway’s. The traces of descent through the

female line in the Roman legends of the kings are collected by
J. G. Frazer (Lectures on the Early History of the Kingshipy

London, 1905, lect. viii.). Julius Binder (Die PlebSy Leiprig,

1909) also maintains Schwegler’s view of a racial distinction

between the orders.

Beyond this there is little to say of Sabine re-

ligious cults, for the reason that they were practi-

cSly amalgamated with the Romans at so early

a period; the legends ascribe the fusion to the

8th cent. B.C. There have been preserved to us,

however, a certain number of divine names and
religious terms from the Sabine district, mainly

by the Augustan scholar, Varro, who was himself

a Sabine. These will be found enumerated in Con-

w^, pp. 353-358.

To the Sabines are specifically assigned by Latin

authorities the deities Juno, Quirinus, Mamers
(Mars), Minerva, Vacuna, and other more shadowy
figures, among which may be mentioned the pic-

turesque name of Feronia, the goddess of wild

creatures, who had also a great temple in Faliscan

territory,^ despoiled by Hannibal in 216 B.C.

The Faliscans, who were a half-Etruscanized

Sabine community, especially worshipped the god-

desses Juno and Minerva,® and to the Faliscans

is attributed also the curious institution of fire-

leaping priests (Hirpi).®

Mention should be made here of the sacredness

of the oak-tree and its connexion in many places

with the worship of Jupiter. The evidence for

this is collected by A. B. Cook (CIR xviii. [1904]

360 ff.); and of this wide use has been made by
J. G. Frazer in his Lectures on the Early History

of the Kingship (especially in lect. vii,). But the

criticism of Warde Fowler (Religious ExperiencCy

p. 143) is important.
1 See Conway, pp. 353-368 ; and, e.g.y Varro, de Lvng. Lat. v.

78 f. ; Macrobius, i. ix. 16; Livy, xxvi. xi. 8 f.

^ See Conway, p. 370 fl., and the authorities there cited.

3 See Varro, quoted by Servius on AEn. xi. 787 and 786 ; also

Pliny, vn. ii. 19,

Tliere is no doubt that the oak had many religious associa-
tions in central Ancient Italy ; but the first point to determine
is whether this belief belonged to the Sabine (Patrician) or the
Volscian (Latian or Plebeian) stock, or to both. This question
is ignored by Frazer, who attributes it equally to tiie Latian
centre of Aricia and to the Sabine Patricians. In one interest-
ing passage which Cook cites (Livy, iii. 25), on Mount Algidus,
on the confines of Volscian, Aequian, and Latian territory, there
was a sacred oak by which oaths of great importance had to be
taken, but which, it is clear from the story, was regarded with
more reverence by the Roman than by the Aequian commander.
The Aequians, it should be noted, belonged to the Volscian
side of the tribal division. But there is no evidence in the
passage that the oak was connected with any one particular
god, and it is to be observed in the light of linguistic evidence
which has accumulated since Cook’s paper (see Ridgeway, ‘ Who
were the Romans?* p. 43) that, if Cures and Quirmus are con-
nected with the word meaning ‘oak ’(Lat. querctts), the names
are more probably Latin rather than Sabine in origin. On
Quirinus see, further, Wissowa, in Roscher,

(6)

Ancient Latium.—To attempt to separate the
religion of the Plebeian or Latian part or parts of

the Roman stock is impossible within the limits

of this article. The evidence for their distinction

from the Sabines has been already cited ; but men-
tion should be made here of the famous cult of the
Lake of Nemi near Aricia, which was an ancient
centre of worship in Latium, and which in histori-

cal times was connected with Diana. Besides the
Vestal Virgins by whom the worship was properly
conducted, there was a curious and very ancient

E
erson called Rex Nemorensis, who is described

y Strabo (V. iii. 12 ; see also Ovid, Fasti, iii. 271).

‘ He was a runaway slave, who succeeded to office by slaying

bds predecessor, and he held it only so long as he could make
good his title in single combat against all assailants. Any
fugitive slave who contrived to break a branch from a certain

tree in the grove had the right to fight the priest, and if he
killed him he reigned in his stead ’ (J. G. Frazer, op. dt. p. 16).

There seems no reason to doubt that this is a sur-

vival of a very primitive belief belonging to, or at

least at home in, the Latian stock, and Frazer’s

collection of the evidence of the Roman and Greek
elements which came in the end to be attached
to the cult is of fascinating interest, although the
political deductions which ne would attach to his

collection still need confirmation.

(7)

The Volscian district. — In an inscription

(Conway, no. 252) from the Volscian town of veli-

trae (the birthplace of Augustus), dating from
about 300 B.C., whose language shows remarkable
affinities to the Umbrian of Iguvium, we have
directions as to what is to be done in the case of

any profanation of the temple of a deity called

Declunus or Decluna; among them it is notable

that, in order to repair any injury, the use of iron is

specifically permitted, showing that in the ordinary

course that metal would be tabu, as to the Flamen
of Jupiter at Rome.

(8)

The Umbrians.—The most famous monument
of ancient Italian religion outside Rome is the

Iguvine Tables (sometimes erroneously called

Eugubine), which were foimd in the town of

Gubbio in the 15th cent., and are still preserved in

its Town Hall. They are seven tables of bronze of

varying sizes; all but two are engraved on both

sides. They are all written in what m generally

called the Umbrian dialect, though in different

periods of the language. In the earlier Tables, i-v,

the Umbrian alphabet, which is a variety of the

Etruscan, is used. The two later Tables, vi and

vii, with the last paragraph of Table v, are written

in the Latin alphabet of about 100 B.C. All but

Tables iii and iv can now be interpreted with

approximate completeness, and even of iii and iv

the general sense is tolerably clear. The Tables

contain the liturgy of a sacred brotherhood, the

frateer atiiediur, who in Latin shapewould be called

the Fratres Atiedii, together with some administra-

tive resolutions of the same body. Tables yd and

vii contain a later and greatly expanded version of

the liturgical directions contained in Table i, both

alike regulating the solemn lustration of the town
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of Iguvinm and an assembly of the people closely

connected with the lustrum. The curse which they
pronounce on the enemies of Iguvium denounces
the Etruscans but not the Gauls, and must, there-

fore, have been first composed well before 400 B.c._

when the Gauls appear in North Italy south of the
Apennines in great numbers.
The chief item in the expansion is that the

prayers which are to be recited by the priests,

although it is directed that they are to be recited

in a whisper i.e. tacitus\ are now written out
in full (see below).

Table ii, which, on the whole, seems to have
been engraved at the earliest date, contains re-

gulations for a sacrifice, including the lustrum^
which is absent from the later nturgy; for an
optional sacrifice to some infernal deity known as
ELontus Jovius (or Honta Jovia) ; and also for the
sacrificial proceedings at a six-monthly assembly
of deputies {decurics) from ten towns or clans, the
deity worshipped in this case being none but
Jupiter the Holy. Tables iii and iv, which (though
the existing copy seems later than ii) contain, on
the whole, the oldest matter of all of the seven,
give^ directions for sacrifices to be offered in a
particular month to a number of deities: (1)
Jupiter; (2) Pomonus, with a doubtful epithet
(Pupdike [dative]=*Pubidicus [‘the decider, or
creator, of sex ’] ?), and (3) Vesuna, who is associated
with Pomonus probably as consort, since offerings
of a peculiarly feminine character are made to her.
Three other deities also receive honour: Tursa,
who seems to be a goddess of terror ; and Purtupita
and Hula (or Purtupitus and Hulus), who are dis-
missed somewhat briefly. Tursa occurs in one of
the other Tables as an associate, or originally
perhaps merely as a potency, of the masculine deity
known as Cernus Martins. Part of the ritual pre-
scribed in Table iii seems to have been the carryinj
round of the victim in some sort of a cage, though
the meaning of the lines (10-20) is by no means
certain. If this view of the meaning is correct, it
gives a welcome ground for assuming some his-
torical connexion between the ritual of the Tables
and the remarkable ceremony still practised in
Gubbio every year on 15th May, the date of the
Roman Ambarvalia. A full description of this
modem and ancient rite with admirable photo-
graphs and a discussion of its connexion with the
Tables will be found in H. M. Bower, The. Eleva-
tion and Procession of the Ceri at Gubbio (—Publi-
cation xxxix. of Folk-Lore Society), London, 1897.
The following paragraph {Tab, Iguv, vi. b, 19-36),

taken from the ceremonial to be observed at the
Vehian Gates, will illustrate the style of the liturgy.
The two deities invoked are (1) Grabovis, who is
probably the same as the Roman Gradivus, with
an epithet Vofio, which probably means ‘ Hearer
of Vows’ ; and (2) Tefer Jovius, the first title being
presumably connected with Gr. ri^pa, • asnes,' and
Oscan tefdrdm, ‘

bumt-sacrifice.’ [For the sake of
conciseness, the rendering that follows is given in
the 2nd person ; but the original is in the 3rd.]

*
sacrifice three bulls with white

toreheads to Grabovis, the Hearer of Vows, on behalf of theF^n hill and the city of Iguvium. Offer the inward parts (?)vuth the sacrificial knife [or upon the sacrificial dish]; make
either with wine or vinegar; offer the corn, pray

silently. Sprinkle the flat cake with salt, offer it with the
announcement of the auguries as before

the Trebulan Gate.
After passing the Vehian Gate, offer three lambs (?) to Tefer,Son (?) of Jove, on behalf of the Fisian hill and the city ofIpvium.^ Make the offering seated, offer the meat [? or bury

the remains]
; offer the corn

; offer the vinegar
; pray silently.

<>ver the severed portions present the sacred cak^ of twos^pes, then announce the auguries as at the Trebulan Gate.When you have made oblation of the lambs (?), then do you, thesame pnest, offer, at the right foot, libation and the image of a
pig. Make a hollow for the sacred basin; hold it in the lefthand until you have completed the libation. Set the sacred
basin m its place and at the left foot offer the blood [or (?) the

final oblation]. Then pray thus over the libation: ‘‘Thus 1
invoke thee, Tefer, Son of Jove, on behalf of the Fisian hill and
the city of Iguvium for the folk [? or name] of each ; foster and
be kind to the hill and to the city, to the folk [?] of each I
beseech thee, holy one, trusting in thy holiness

; I beseech thee
Tefer, Son of Jove, by this thine own sacred purifying image of
a pig, on behalf of the Fisian hill, the city of Iguvium, and the
folk of each. O Tefer, Son of Jove, by the might of this offer-
ing, whatever fire has broken out [?] in the Fisian hill, whatever
solemn rites have been neglected in the city of Iguvium count
it as not having happened. 0 Tefer, Son of Jove, whatever
part of thy sacrifice has been forgotten, let slip, spoilt, stolen
or lost, whatsoever defect there be in thy sacrifice, seen or un-
seen, 0 Tefer, Son of Jove, in so far as it be lawful, let it bemade pure by this sacred purifying image of a pig. 0 Tefer
Son of Jove, make pure the Fisian hill and the city of Iguvium*
O Tefer, Son of Jove, make pure the folk, the nobles, the sacred
rites, the persons of men and cattle, and the fruits of the Fisian
hill and the city of Iguvium ; make them pure, foster and be
kind with thy peace towards the Fisian hill and the city of
Iguvium, and to the folk of each. - « -

safe the Fisian hill and the cit

Jove, keep safe the folk, the nob
of men and cattle and the fruit of the Fisian hiii”and'the*'citVof
Iguvium. Keep them safe, foster and be kind with thy peace
toward them. 0 Tefer, Son of Jove, thee with this thine own
sacred purifying image of a pig on behalf of the Fisian hill and
the city of Iguvium, for the folk of each, 0 Son of Jove I
beseech thee.” In the middle of the prayer, dance.*

*

It should perhaps be mentioned here that Frazer (op. cit. p
275) accepts without criticism a tradition recorded in a fragl
ment of Nicolaus Damascenus (Stobseus, Florileg. x. 70 « FuG
iii. 457) to the effect that among the Umbrians, whoever may*

1

, the ordeal by personal combatbe meant by that description,
was regular. In view of (1) the looseness with which the name
Umbrians is used by many Greek writers (see Conway, op. cit
p. S95),(2) the nearness of the Umbrians in North Italy to other
nationalities, such as the Celts, and (3) the complete absence of
any other evidence of such a practice among the Umbrians of
Italy proper, the statement cannot be accepted without reserve.

(9) The Veneti.—Of the religion of the Veneti, a
people speaking an Indo-European tongue which
may be described as midw^ay between Greek and
Latin, and inhabiting the lower plain of the Po be-
fore and after the invasion of the (^auls, we learn
most from the inscriptions, both Venetic and Latin,
of

^
the district. From the Latin inscriptions con-

tained in CIL, vol. V., we find a god named Belenus,
occasionally identified with Apollo (e.y., 741). Un-
der the Empire he is often called Augustus (e.y.,
2143 and 2144). He was extensively worshipped
in the district, and, according to Tertullian {Apol.
24), he w^as of Norican origin (cf. G. Wissowa, Eel,
und Kultus der Rbmei^, p. 297). Another deity
who should be mentioned is Bergimus, whose name
must be connected with the modern town of Ber-
gamo {e.g,, GIL 4200).

We find here also the same instinct as farther
south, of worshipping geographical entities: an
altar to Lacus Benacus [Lago di Garda] (3998) ;

and to the NymphcB Augusti et Genius pagi (3915).
These remarks, of course, apply mainly to the
Latin period, i.e, after the foundation of the Roman
Colony in Aquileia in 184 B.O.
The most picturesque figure among the Venetic

deities of whom we have knowledge is the goddess
known as Rehtia, to whom belonged what must
have been a popular temple in the ancient city
of Ateste, the modem Este, where an admirable
Museum contains the recently excavated traces of
her cult (some account of these was given by the
present writer to the British Academy, and reported
in the Times of 25th July 1908). The name means
‘ goddess of straightness or rectitude ’

; but there
can be little doubt that she enjoyed the attributes
of a goddess of fortune, like the Tuscan Nortia.
Among the most numerous votive objects in her
temple are a number of long bronze nails of square
shape, with inscriptions minutely incised along the
sides. Attached to the head of some of the nails
are small objects which are best explained as re-
presenting the wedges of necessity {claui trabales),
which Horace described as borne by the goddess of
Fortune (C?o?e5, 1, xxxv. 17). The inscriptions are
all of^ the common votive type, and ^1 in the
Venetic language, save that the specimens in which
the workmanship of the nail is degraded show also
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a mere make-believe inscription—a string of zig-zag

lines and crosses, with an occasional letter taking
the place of the old formula. Two other types of

votive offering are common : (1) bronze images of

race-horses, of which little is left except the heels

of their hind feet embedded in the pedestal that
bears the inscription, and (2) bronze alphabetic

tablets, which, no doubt, served the same magical
purposes as similar inscriptions found elsewhere in

Greece and Italy (see Etruscan Religion, § 28).

There is at present no complete edition of the
remains of these people, thou^ Carl Pauli in Die
Veneter (Leipzig, 1894) gave the best account then
possible of the inscriptions so far discovered. The
present writer hopes to publish ere long a more
complete collection.

Literatueb.—^W. Warde Fowler, Religioua Experience of
the Roman People, London, T. Mommsen, Die unter-
italischenDialekte, Leipzig, 1860; C. Pauli, Die Feweier,do.l894;
G. Wissowa, Religion und Kultxts der Romei^, Munich, 1912 ;

R. S. Conway, The Italic Dialects, Cambridge, 1897; F.
Biicheler, Oskisehe Bleitafel, Frankfort, 1878, and Umhrica,
Bonn, 1883 ; H. M. Bower, Elevation and Procession of the

Ceri, London, 1897; J. G. Frazer, The Early History ofthe King-
ship, do. 1905, and the sections relating to Italy in GB^, where
tibie evidence of ancient Italic usage needs to be carefully dis*

tinguished from the assumptions and interpretations with whicSi

the author combines them. R. S. CONWAY.

ITIHASA.— The word itihdsa, formed from
iti ha asa, ‘so in truth it was,’ signifies etymo-
logically a purdVTtta (cf. Amara-ko^a, I. vi. 4),

an event of the past. In the later Skr. literature

it simply means ‘ myth,’ ‘ legend,’
^

‘ story,’ and
is frequently used in conjunction with, and as a
synonym of, such common equivalents for * story

’

as dkhydnaf dkhydyikd, kathd, etc.^ But, if we
may accept a fuller definition, viz. ‘an event of

olden time, conjoined with a tale and provided
with a demonstration of duty, j^rofit, love, and
final emancipation [the four objects of human
existence] is termed itihdsa^’^^ the itihdsa bore

under its narrative guise a didactic sense, and Skr.

literature affords sufficient grounds for believing

that this was really the case. According to

Ah), Gf- S. (IV. vi. 6), when a person dies, the

friends should sit together, reciting the histories

of famous men, while the salutary itihdsas and
purdnas are recited to them.® Kautilya regards

the hearing of itihdsas as part of the daily task by
means of which the prince should perfect his edu-

cation (A i. 5 [10. 14 f,]), while itivftta and
purdtia (which, as we shall see, are elements of

the itihdsa) are recommended to the minister as

the means whereby he may bring back the mis-

guided king into the right way {ArthaL v. 6

[255. 1]).^

The Mahdhhdrata is described as
^
an itihdsa

mahdpunyah (‘an itihdsa of great merit’ ; e.g,, in

Mahdhh, I. ‘ixii. 16 [2298]), and reference is fre-

quently made to punydh (‘meritorious

tales ’). In the numerous itihdsas which the Mahd-
hhdrata usually quotes with the formula atrdjpy

uddharantlmiam itihdsam purdtanam (‘ right here

they begin this ancient itihdsa ’
; see below), the

didactic element assumes such prominence that

the historical drapery all but disappears. Such
passages as Mahdhh. xil. cccxli. 14 (13020) : ‘This

doubt, 0 sa^e, is, like a dagger, implanted in my
heart ; tear it out by the recital of itihdsas—that

is my supreme desire,’ may also be recalled.®

Kautilya, in the first of the two passages already

I Of. E. Sieg, Sagenstoffe des Rgveda, Stuttgart, 1902, L 17 fiP.

2V. S. Apte, Practical Sansknt-English Dictionary, Poona,

1890, s.v. * Itihasa,* but without giving the source of the stanza.

3 Of. K. Geldner, Vedische Studien, Stuttgart, 1881-1901, L

290, ii. 158, note 1 ; also the parallel passages in H. Luders,

2^DJ»fGlviii. [1904] 707 ff.
. . .

4 Of. H. Jacobi, ‘ Kultur-, Sprach- u. Literarhistorisches aus

dem Kautiliya’ in SBAW, 1911, p. 969. «
6 Cf. also J. Dahlmann, Das Mahabhdrata als Epos u. Rechts-

huch, Berlin, 1895, p. ^2f.

Cited {ArthaL i. 5. [10. 15]), regards itihdsa as a
collective term comprehending the six groups,
purdna, itivftta, dkhydyikd, uddharana, dharma-
sdstra, and arthaidstra—groups regarding which,
it is true, fresh difficulties arise, in so far as we do
not know precisely what he means by the several
categories.

The present writer is inclined to believe, however, that Sauti’s
question to the Bsis (Mahdbh. i. L 16) :

* What, ye twice-born,
shall I tell ? The meritorious tales collected in the Purapas,
filled with precepts of duty and profit, (or) the acts {itivrtta)
of princes of men and great-souled seers ?’ indicates an analo-
gous conception of the itihdsa, as it refers to the itihdsa, the
best among the itihdsas, i.e. the Mahabhdrata (ci., e.g., 1. i. 19,

49, 259, ii. 36 [306], iii. 85 [648], lx. 23 [2229], Ixii. 16 [2298], xcv.
88 [3840]), which, in point of fact, contains all the component
elements of the itihdsa specified by Kaufilya, dharma- and
artha&dstra included.^ To the category of the purdna may be
assigned in this connexion—here the present writer agrees with
Jacobi— the legendary (cf. the definition in Mahdbh, 1 . v. 2
[864]); to that of the itivrtta, the historical (cf. the passage
cited above, Mahdbh. i. i. 16) ; to that of the dkhydyikd, prose
narratives corresponding to the later dkhydyikd and kathd ;

2

and to that of the uddmarapa, the moral instructions (cf. the
pup.ydh kathdh [Mahdbh. i. i. 16]), often introduced in the
Mdhdbharata with the verse already quoted, ‘ right here they
be^n,’ etc. This collective sense of itihdsa probably also ex-
lains the variety of designations by which the same work is

nown, as dkhydna, updknydna, etc.3

From what has been said it is clear that the
itihdsa was at first but one of the various possible
and actually occurring forms of literary composi-
tion. The Mahdhhdrata itself is described as the
most excellent of the itihdsas (I. i. 266 [259], etc.).

Moreover, there are positive grounds for believing
that in ancient India there existed a collection of

itihdsas under the title of Itihdsa, or Itihdsaveda.
In the pdriplavam akhydnam, a ten-days’ cycle of ritual be-

lon^ng to the atvamedha (q.v.), and repeated throughout the
entire year in which the sacrificial horse was permitted to roam
at laige,4 every day a particular class of beings, together with
their king, was scenically presented, and instructed by a recital

performed by the hotr.^ On the 1st day were represented Manu
vaivasvata as the king and human beings as his subjects, and a
hymn from the Rigveda was recited ; on the 2nd day there were
given, in the respective parts, Tama Vaivasvata, the pitaras,

and a chapter of the Yajurveda ; on the 3rd day, Varu^ia Aditj'a,

the Gandharvas, and a parvan of the Atharvdv>ab ; on the 4th
day, Soma Vaispava, the Apsaras, and a parvan of the Ar\gir-

aeah ; on the 6‘th day, Arbuda Kadraveya, the serpents {sarpa),

and a parvan of the Sarpavidyd (or Vi§avidyd)
;
on the 6th

day, Kubera Vai^ravana, the Rakgas, and a parvan of the
Devajcmavidyd (or Rak^ovidyd, or Pitdchavidyd)

;

on the 7th
day, Asita Dhanva(na), the asuras, and a mdyd (or asuravidyd)

;

on the 8th day, Matsya S^aifimada, aquatic beings, and an itihdsa

of the Itihdsaveda (cf. Safikh., the itihdsa only in Satap. and
mhkh. ; but the with the same characters—gives apurdna
of the Purdp>avidyd, assigning the itihdsa to the following

day) ;
on the 9th day, Tarksya Vaipa^yata, the birds, and a

purdna of the Pwrdyuveda'ffii. ^a^kh., the purdna only in

Satap. and ^diikh. ; in the Aiv., as noted, an itihdsa)

;

on the

lOtb day, Dharma Indra, the gods, and a decade of the
Sdmaveda.
Here, accordingly, we have the following series: Rcab,

Yajmhsi, Atharvdnah, Aiigirasalj., Sarpavidyd (or Visavidyd),

Devajanavidyd (or Rak$ovidyd, or Pisdchavidyd), Mdyd (or

Asuravidyd), Itihdsa, Purdna (or these two in reverse order),

and Sdmdni. Similar lists are found elsewhere in Vedic texts »

—e.g., j§atap. xiv. v. 4. 10 (i.e. Brhaddranycika Upanisad, n. iv.

10 « rv. i. 2), XI. V. 6 ;
Taitt. Ar. ii. 9 ;

Atv. Gr- S. ra. iii. 1

;

Atharvaveda, xv. vi. 3 f.

In these ancient lists itihdsa is always found
side by side with purdna ; sometimes, indeed, the

two are joined together to form a dvandva (dual

compound), and it is impossible, in view of the

above remarks, to doubt their close relation and
affinity. The present writer has, in fact, noted

in Vedic texts only a single occurrence of each

1 Cf. Jacobi, op. dt., p. 969.
2 Stories about women, perhaps ;

cf. Sieg, i. 32.

3 Cf. Sieg, i. 16f., 22. Many of these terms may, of course,

mean no more than ‘story,’ and this may be the case, in par-

ticular, with dkhydna ; but with reference to the Mahabhdrata
it should be indicated that that work speaks of itself (e.g., i.

ii. 383 [645]) also as arthatdstra, dharmaidstra, and kdmaidstra ;

in 1. Ixii. 16 (2298) it is called uttamarh purdnam (‘last or

^berf‘ Episches im vedischen Ritual’ in SBAW, 1891,

p. 775. , ,
6 So at least the present writer interprets the description

given in Satap. Br. xin. iv. 3. 2 ff., Sdhkh. Sr. S. xvi. ii. 1 tl.,

and Atv. ^r. S. x. vii. Iff.

1 6 Of. Sieg, i 21.
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unaccompanied by the other, viz. itihdsa in §atap,
XI. i. 6. 9, and in Atharvaveday xi. vii. 24.

It is also of importance to note the position which
the two terms occupy in the lists. It will be seen
that in many cases they come immediately after
the four Vedas, and it is, therefore, by no means
surprising that in ChMnd. Up, (VII. i. 2 and 4, ii. 1,

vii. 1) the Itihmapv/raii},a is actually spoken of as
the fifth Veda {iimdsapurdiffxih panckamo veddndm
vedah).

To these indisputable evidences from Vedic texts,
conclusively attesting the existence of a collection
of itihdsas^ oipuranas, entitled Itihdsa or Furdna
and reckoned among the Vedas, there has recently
been added a most significant datum in the dis-

covery of Kautilya’s Arthakdstra, which shows
that this Itihdsaveda was still extant about the
beginning of the 3rd cent. B.c.^

The relevant passage is i. 8 (7. *The triad Sama, ]Rg,
and Yajur Vedas, the Atharvaveda, and the Itihasaveda (are)
Vedas.’ In this connexion we may call attention also to a pas-
sage in the introduction of the MaMhhd^ya, viz. i. 9. 21 ff.

[ed. P. Kielhorn, Bombay, 1892] : * The four vedas with their
ancillary literature and esoterism [i.e. the Upanisads], divided in
many ways . . . “the dialogue,” “the itihasa,” “ the purapa,”
“the healing art,”—of such extent is the scope of application of
word (sound) ’

;
as also to the terms aitihdsika ana pawrdpdka

applied respectively tothose who knew or studied the ItUidsa or
the Purana,^

Curiously enough, we find that in the Itihdsa-
purdna par excellenee, i.e, the Mahdhhdrata, the
title of the ‘ fifth Veda’ is given to Akhydna, while
tlci% Mahdhhdrata itself becomes the representative
of this fifth Veda; 4 cl, e.g,, m. Iviii. 9 (2247):
* all four vedas, (and) AJchydna as the fifth,’ and
XII. cccxl. 21 (13027) : ‘the Vedas ... the Mahd-
hhdrata as the fifth.’ Nevertheless, we also find

I

in the Mahdhhdrata numerous references to Itihdsa
and Furdri^a as ancient works that were stuped
together with the Vedas.®
The number of such passages, which, of course,

are far from having all the same historical value—
the Mahdhhdrata in its present shape having been
a growth of centuries—^might easily be increased ;

®

but^ they are quite sufficient to show that the
ancient Itihasaveda or ItihdsapurdTiOAjeda has left
distinct traces of its existence in the great epic.
The Mahdhhdrata, in fact, must very gradually
have come to take the place of that ‘ fifth Veda,’
and the process may quite readily be explained on
the assumption that the Itihdsapurdiia literature
was to a large extent incorporated by degrees in
the epic. The source of these stories is often shown
by the terms itihdsa, purdna, itihdsapurdtana, and
the like.’

We must now ask what connexion exists between
the extensive Furdna literature still extant and
the ancient Furdnaveda, We must obviously
assume that the ancient Furdna was the precursor
of the later literary group bearing the same name,
and that much of its subject-matter has been pre-
served in the known to us. The latter
assumption will be especially valid in the case of
those passages in which the Purdna^ agree more or
less verbally with one another, or with the Mahd-
hhdrata, and probably also of those in which the
laTcsanas (characteristics) belonging, according to
ancient tradition, to the Furdna find expression
in the extant Furdnas, This occurs very sel-

•
*tJber die Echtheit des Kautiliya’

in TT, 1912, p. 832 ff.

ed. Klelhom, it

4 Sieg, i. 22.
5 Of. Mahdbh. i. lx. 3 (2210),

ccxlii. 6 (13134\ xni
cix. 20 (4355), ii. v.

VTir. xxxiv. 44 ff. (14£
aamavedai eha, puramj^ih cna,

6 Sieg, i. 22.

lOOS^ff^i
^412^’ Leipziir.

(122101.), o
(13136 f.), I.

as Mah&bh.

,
xn. ccx. 19(7660), cccxx^ 24 f.

:. xxii. 12 (1542), xu. cccxlii. 8f.
2 (136). Note also such groups
(6 ff.) : aikarvdiigirasau, xgv^Utify
itihasayajurveaau.

dom, however, for the chief characteristic of these
Furdnas is their sectarian spirit, which was cer-
tainly absent from the ancient Furdna.^
The j^resent writer is of opinion tliat remains of

the ancient Itihdsapurdna can be traced elsewhere
in Skr. literature. Materials derived from that
collection must be recognized above all in the
myths and legends of the Brdhman^as, especially in
such as occur in the Artha/vdda (explanatory) parts
and are distinguished by form and matter alike
from^ the general context

; but they must be re-
cognized also in the shorter mythologico-historical
additions of the Brdhmancbs designed to explain
them.®
From Yaska’s Nirukta we learn that there was

a Vedic school known as the Aitihasikas—so named
because its members made use of ‘ the Itihdsa ’ in
expounding the mantras? and to certain mantras
(or suktas) Yaska attaches short narrative supple-
ments which he designates itihdsa or dkhydna.
Alike in their subject-matter and in the formulge
with which they are introduced, these remind us
of the additions to the Brdhmanas just mentioned.
Such itihdsas are found, further, in the Brhad-
devatd, in the Anukramanl to the Rigveda, and in
themedisevalcommentaries—

,thoseofDevaraja,
Durga, Sadguru4isya, and especially Sayana.^
Even these relatively modern texts may preserve,
and, as the present writer believes, do really pre-
serve, ancient traditions, for it was an established
principle in the exegesis of the mantras that the
niddna (primal cause, basis)—if there was one-
must be taught first in order to bring out the mean-
ing, and that the usual verbal explanation could be
entered upon only after that had been done.®

It is, however, quite another question whether
the writers of the Brdhmanas and the exegetes of
the Veda made a right use of the itihdsas, and
whether, above all, they applied them at the proper
places, in the exposition of mantras. The present
writer is of opmion that the question can be
answered only with reference to each individual
ease. He now holds the view that the ancient
Itihdsapurdna was an independent collection of
legends and stories not specially connected with
any particular Veda. Even on the hypothesis that
there was a general correspondence between Itihdsa
and Veda with respect to mythological views and
to mythical and legendary ideas, the sagas of the
Itihdsapurdna might still differ very essentially in
form from the same sagas in Vedic mantras, and
in particular, therefore, from those in the Rigveda.
In such cases the employment of an itihdsa in the
exposition of the mantras could easily prove a
dangerous procedure.

We may here refer, by way of illustration, to the two
specially prominent cases. The story of Sunat^epa,® which
the hotf had to relate to the king at the Rajasuya, is quite
appropriately introduced into the Br&hma/Q.a of the Rigveda,
since it formed the arthavada for the aftjadscbvcL (rapid prepara-
tion of Soma) commonly used in the R5.jasuya.7 But the
Brahmaflyx, writer certainly erred in interweaving this saga with
all the songs of the Rigveda which are ascribed to Sunab^epa,

1 Winternitz, p. 443 f. ; Sieg, i. 34. a Sieg, i. 18 ff.

* Of. the well-known verse in Vasis, Dharm. xxvii. 6, Mahdhh,
L i. 267 (260), Vayu Pur. i. 181 : *by itihdsa and purdna one
should supplement the Veda; the Veda feareth a man with
scanty [sacred] learning, lest “ this may injure me ; cf. Sieg,
i. 13ff.

* Sieg, i. 17 ff.

5 Of. Durga on Nirukta^ i. 5 (ii. 58. 21 ff.) ; Sieg, i. 36.
® Saunahtepam dkhydnam

; nevertheless a genuine itihdsa
according to Kau^ilya’s definition; cf. Ait. Br. vii. 13- ‘18,
Sdihkh. Sr. S. xv. 17-27.

7 At the royal inaugural sacrifice the original victim had been
a man, who, however, was released from toe stake by the gods
themselves; ^d the consecration was thereafter performed
without a victim or any other sacrifice, i.e. the afLjahsava was
resorted to. Of. Sieg, i. 19, note 2.^ What is further said in
the saga regarding the adoption of Sunab^epa by Vi^vamitra
(a splendid example of one or more Ifihdsasumas with connect-
ing prose) was in all likelihood designed merely to show what
became of the liberated victim.
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since the story oi 6una)^^epa’s being bound to and delivered
from the sacrificial stake is only very briefly alluded to in the
Rigveda (i. xxiv. 12-13, v. ii. 7).

The story of Pururavas and Urva^ii is quite appropriately
given in the Brdhma/o^ (cf. Satap, xi. v, 1, Rath, i. viii. 10,
Maitr, i. vi. 12) as the arthavdda for the use of special fire-

sticks in the Agnimanthana,2 but the legend fits here only if

the dialogue between the lovers has a conciliatory ending.
According to the version of the story in the Rigveda (x. xcv.\
the dialogue ended tragically, and here the Brdkmav-a. writer
took the proper course of utilizing the Rigveda strophes only
so far as they fitted in with his ififedsa, and discarding the
rest,s

It may he observed, finally, that the connexion
between the Vedic sukta and the itihdsa is still a
subject of dispute in Vedic philology. E. Windisch
{VerhandL der dreiunddreissiffsten Philologenver-
sammlung in Gera, 1879, p. 23) has advanced the
conjecture that the song of Pururavas and Urvasi
(Rigv. X. xcxv. ) is a poem detached from its original
narrative context. This idea was further developed
by H. Oldenberg,^ who advocated the theory that
a number of Rigveda hymns actually postulated a
prose narrative as the connecting medium of the
metrical parts, and that such must be recognized
as a popular type of story in ancient India—the
type m which verses were set in a prose framework
in favourite passages of a work, and especially in
passages containing speeches and the rejoinders to
them. For the systematic transmission of such a
narrative—Oldenoerg calls it dkhydnai on the ex-
ample of the SaunaMepam dkhydnam—it sufficed,

he holds, to teach and learn the verse parts only,
while the prose matrix, the language of which had
never been fixed, sufiered numbeiless changes at
the hands of successive generations of narrators,
or else was lost altogether.® In particular, the
prose context which later tradition supplies for the
aJchydna hymns of the Rigveda is, according to
Oldenberg, mere drivel—not genuine tradition at
all, but at most worthless g'wa^i-tradition. Olden-
berg’s theory of the dkhydna has long enjoyed an
all but universal acceptance. Pischel, Geldner, and
the present writer have all expressed their agree-
ment with it, except that, in contrast to Oldenberg,
they have strongly insisted upon the value of the
Indian itihdsa tradition for the Rigveda.
On the other hand, S. L4vi® asserts that the

majority of the dialogue hymns in the Rigveda are
so lucid in their verse that they cannot have
required a stoiy to link the single strophes together

;

the mere reading of them calls up some sort of
dramatic scene. As a matter of fact. Max Muller
had thought of a dramatic action in connexion
with Rigv. i.

Independently of both, J. Hertel ® has rejected

the dkhydna theory ; he regards all the samvada
hynins of the Rigveda asdramatic responsive songs, ^

which were performed occasionally at sacrificial
festivals, and he conjectures that we have in these
the germs of the Indian drama. L. von Schroeder ^

takes the further step of explaining all these
hymns as ritual dramas.
Wintemitz® adopts a middle course between the

two views, advocating the theory that the dialogue
songs of the Rigveda are not all to be explained in
the same way. Some of them, he holds, are ballads,
in which everything is told in versified speeches,
and for which a prose introduction was necessary
only in certain cases ; some are poetical fragments
of narrative composed partly of verse and partly
of a prose element that has not survived; while
others are to be regarded as strophes belonging to
ritual dramas.*
A. B. Keith argues that it is impossible to obtain

really cogent evidence for either of the theories.®
He says that in the ancient Vedic literature there
is no trace whatever of the knowledge of such a
prose-poetic dkhydna as Oldenberg’s theory re-
quires,® but there is likewise no trace of a know-
ledge of dramatic responsive songs at sacrificial
feasts, or of ritual dramas, though, were the
hypotheses of Hertel and von Schroeder sound,
both types would certainly occur in the ritual texts
of the Vedas. Keith’s conclusion, accordingly, is

that no explanation yielding a solution in all
rei^ects satisfactory has as yet been discovered.
The last word on the subject, so far, has been

spoken by K.^ F. Geldner,*^ who, thus coming near
to Hertel’s views, has tried to solve the problem
by regarding the^ hymns in question as ballads in
tne wider sense in which Goethe has defined the
ballad. These ballads require no connecting prose,
but explain themselves, as the subject used by the
poet is not a free invention, but is taken from some
well-known myth. Geldner’s hypothesis is most
attractive,^ as it allows the explanation of the
hymns without calling for connecting prose
that, in fact, does not exist. Little, however,
is changed by it as regards the chief interesting
point in this connexion. For these ballads, like a
great number of the Rigvedic Tnantras, are to be
understood only by one who knows the old myths,
i.e. the old itihdsas, from which their theme is

taken.

Litbratueb.—^This has been sufficiently indicated in the
course of the article. E. SlEG.

I-TSING.—See under Yuan Chwang.

J

JACOBITES.—See Nestorians.

JAGANNATH, vulg. JUGGERNAUT (H.
Yule and A. C. Burnell, Hohson-Johson^, 466 fi’. ;

Skr. Jaganndtha, ‘lord of the world,’ an epithet of

1 Cf. Geldner, Vedische Studien, i. 243 ff

.

2 Of. Vdjasan. Sarhh, v. 2, etc.
3 J. Hertel’s proposal (WZKM xxiii. [1909] 346) to delete the

strophe Rigv. x. xcv. 16 in Satap. xi. v. 1. 10 as an interpolation
seems to the present writer a happy solution.

4 See * Das altindische Akhyana * in ZDMG xxxvii. [18SS] 64 ff.,

* Akhyanahymnen im Rgveda,’ ih. xxxix. [1885] 62 ff.
;
cf. also

the same writer, Lie Literatur des alten Ivdien^ Stuttgart, 1903,

p. 44 f., and GGA, 1909, p. 66 ff., 1911, p. 441 ff.

8 GGA, 1911, p. 441f.
® Le Thidtre indieruy Paris, 1890, p. 301 ff.

7 Hymns to the MarutSy London, 1869, p. 172 f.

8 ‘Der Ursprung des indischen Dramas u. Epos’ in WZKM
xviii. [1904] 69 ff., 187 ff., ‘Der Supar^adhyaya, ein vedisches
Mysterium,* ib. xxiii. [1909] 273 ff.

Visnu and Krsna; the name *is really nothing
but a misapplied ancient epithet, the Fali Loka-
natha of the great thinker and reformer of India ’

1 Hertel believes that he can also identify dramatic mono-
lo^es.

- Mysterium und Mimus im JRigveday Leipzig, 1908 ; cf. also
WZKM xxiii. [1909] Iff.

3 ‘ Dialog, Akhyana und Drama in der indischen Literatur,’ in

WZKM xxiii. [1909] 102 ff.

4 Ib. p. 136. „
8 ‘The Vedic Ak:hyana and the Indian Drama’ in JRAS, 1911,

p. 979 ff., ‘The Origin of Tragedy and the Akhyana,’ ib. 1912,

p. 411 ff., esp. 429 ff.

® But see p. 462b, n. 7 ; the matter supplied by later texts
for the explanation of the ‘ Akhyana hymns * Keith is at one
with Oldenberg in regarding as ‘strange rubbish,’ as ‘bogus,’
and of no real traditionary value (J^jRAjS', 1911, p. 987, 1912, p. 433).

7 * Die indische Balladendichtung' in the Festschrift der
ITniversitdt Marburg fiir die Phuologenversammlun^* 1013,

Marburg, 1913, p. 93 ff.
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[Buddha], T. W. Rhys Davids, Origin and Growth
Bel. as illustrated by Ind. Buddhis7n[HL, 1881],

London, 1881, p. 33).—The most famous of the

Indian temples and sacred places, situated in the

town of Puri, in the modern provinces of Behar

and Orissa, on the shores of the Bay of Bengal,

lat. 19“ 48' N., long. 85“ 49' E.

The present temple was built about A.D. 1100 by
Ananta Chodagahga (1076-1147), the most notable

king of the *E. Gahga dynasty of Kalinga (V. A.
Smith, Early Hist.% Oxford, 1908, p. 428). It

stands in a square enclosure, 652 ft. long by 630 ft.

broad, the interior being carefully guarded from

profane intrusion by a massive stone wall, 20 ft.

nigh. Within the enclosure stand about 120

temples, including, besides those dedicated to

Visnu in his various forms, some 13 dedicated^ to

Siva, and several to his consort, thus illustrating

the eclecticism of modem Hinduism. The conical

tower of Jagannath’s temple rises to a height of

192 ft., and is surmounted by the mystic wheel
{chakra) and flag {dhvaja) of Vi§nu. It contains

four chambers: a hall of oflerings, where the

bulkier oblations are made, only a small quantity
of the choicest food being admitted into the inner
shrine ; a pillared haU for musicians and dancing-

girls ; a hall of audience, where pilgrims assemble to

gaze upon the god ; and, lastly, the sanctuary itself,

which is surmounted by the tower. The image
is in triple form, representing Jagannath, beside
whom sit his brother Balabhadra, or Balarama, and
iiis sister Subhadra. The theory that this triple

image is a perversion or adaptation of the Buddhist
Triratna—Buddha, the La%v {Dharma), and the
Congregation (Sahgha)—is due to A. Cunning-
ham {The Stupa of Bharhut, London, 1879, p. 112;
ef. F. C, Maisey, Sdnchi and its Bemains, do. 1892,

p. 26 n. ). It has been connected by other author-
ities with the trUula, or trident symbol (G.
d’AlvieUa, The Migration of Symbols

,

Westmin-
ster, 1894, p. 254 f.). WaddeU, however, remarks:

Three Eoly Ones** are seldom, if ever, concretely re-
presented in Tibet by Buddha, Dharma, and Safiigha ; nor have
I found such a triad figured in Indian Buddhism, though many
writers have alleged the existence of them, without, however,
bringing forward any proof* {Buddhism of Tibet^ London, 1S95,

p. 346 ; but see H. A. Oldfield, Sketches from Jfipalt do. 1^0,
li. 168 ff., with a drawing of the Triratna).

The legends indicate that, under Buddhist and
Hindu influences, a rude local ‘fetish’ has been
adapted to r^resent Visnu. One Basu, a fowler,
a servant of Jagannath, is said to have found the
god, in the form of a blue-stone image, at the foot
of a banyan tree (W. W. Hunter, Orissa^ i. 89 f.).

According to another account, the god appeared in
a^ vision to King Indradyumna, and showed him
his image in a block of timber thrown up on the
seashore (cf, Farnell, CGS v. 189 ; E. Thurston,
Castes and Tribes^ 1909, vi. 129). The workmen
failed to fashion the block into an image, till Visnu
appeared as an aged carpenter, whom the king
shut up in the temple, intending to keep him there
for one and twenty days. But his queen per-
suaded the king^ to open the temple doors before
the appointed time, and the three images were
found fashioned only from the waist upwards, and
without hands or feet (W. Ward, The Hindoos,
ii. 163). The king was much disconcerted, but
prayed to Brahma, and he promised to make the
image famous in its present state—obviously an
setiological myth to explain the rudeness or incom-
pleteness of the existing images. Another remark-
able legend tells that
‘ when two new moons occur in Assur [Asayh] (part of June
and July), which is said to happen about once in seventeen
years, a new idol is always made. A Nim tree [Melia azadir-
achta] is sought for in the forest, on which no crow or carrion
bird has ever perched. It is known to the initiated by certain
signs. This is prepared into a proper form by common car-
penters, and is then intrusted to certain priests who are pro-
tected from all intrusion ; the process is a great mystery. One

man is selected to take out of the idol a small box containing
the spirit, which is conveyed inside the new ; and the man vtrho
does this is always removed from the world before the end of
the year * (Ool. Phipps, Mission Register, Dec. 1824, quoted bv
A. Sterling, Orissa, 122).

According to another account, a boy is selected
to take out of the breast of the idol a small box
containing quicksilver, said to be the spirit, which
he transfers to the new image; the boy always
dies within a year (Brij Kishore Ghose, The Hist
of Pooree, Cuttack, 1848, p. 18). In another form
of the legend the relics enclosed in the image are
said to be the bones of Krsna. They were found
in the forest by some pious person, who was
directed by Visnu to form an image of Jagannath,
and to place the bones within it.

*

‘ Every third year they make a new image, when a Brahman
removes the original bones of Krishna from the inside of the
old image to that of the new one ; on this occasion he covers
his eyes, lest he should be struck dead for looking on such
sacred relics. The Rajah of Burdwan expended twelve lakh of
rupees in a journey to Jugunat’hu, including two lakh paid as
a bribe to the Brahmans to permit him to see these bones

; but
he died six months after for his temerity ’ (P. Parkes, Wander,
ings of a Pilgrim in Search of the Picturesque, London. 1860
iL 383f. ; cf. W. Ward, op. cit. iL 163).

Needless to say, the introduction of human bones
into a Vaisnava image is opposed to the rules of
that sect and to the usages of Brahmanical Hindu-
ism. The stories are, in fact, a tradition from
Buddhist times, when relics of the Teacher were
collected in stupas and other monuments.
*The pilgrimage, the image procession, the suspension of caste
prejudices, everything in fact at Puri, is redolent of Buddhism,
but of a Buddhism so degraded as hardly to be recognizable by
those who know that faith only in its older and purer form

'

(J. Pergusson, Ind. and East. Arch., London, 1899, p. 429).

‘The name of Jagannath still draws the faithful
from a hundred provinces of India to the Puri
sands,’ says Hunter (i. 137). This is particularly
the case since the abolition of the Pilgrim tax,
the collection of which under the orders of a
Christian Government aroused active controversy,
until it was finally discontinued in A.D. 1840.
Hunter gives a vivid picture of the touts who
wander through the land collecting pilgrims, of
the miseries of the journey before, under British
rule, railways were built, sanitation was enforced,
and medical treatment was provided. The same
writer fully describes the twenty-four local festivals,

of which the most important is the Rath Jatra,
which takes place in June or July, when the
images are placed in cars and dragged to the
country house of the deities. The religious suicides
who flung themselves beneath the wheels of the
idol chariots have made the name of Jagannath
famous in the Western world. The older narra-
tives were distorted and exaggerated.

*In a closely-packed eager throng of a hundred thousand men
and women, many of them unaccustomed to exposure or hard
labour, and all of them tugging and straining to the utmost
under the blazing tropical sun, deaths must occasionally occur.
There have, doubtless, been instances of pilgrims throwing
themselves under the wheels in a frenzy of religious excite-
ment. But such instances have always been rare, and are now
unknown. At one time several unhappy people were killed or
injured every year, but they were almost invariably cases of
accidental trampling. The few suicides that did occur were for
the most part cases of diseased and miserable objects who took
this means to put themselves out of pain. The official returns
now place this beyond doubt. Indeed, nothing could be more
opposed to the spirit of Vishnu-worship than self-immolation.
Accidental death within the temple renders the whole place
unclean.^ The ritual suddenly stops, and the polluted offerings
are hurried away from the sight of the offended god * (Hunter,
i.l33f.).

Only the lowest and most impure castes are now
excluded from the temple (ib. i. 135 f.). The
customs regarding the consecrated food [Tnahd-
prasad) are remarkable. This is properly the
food cooked for deity or dedicated to the images.
The local belief as recorded in the temple annals
{Kfietra mahdtmya) is that it is prepared by the
goddess, Maha Laksmi, who gives prosperity.

* He who eats it is absolved from the four cardinal sins of the
Hindu faith : killing a cow, killing a brahmin, drinking spirits,

and committing adultery with a female of a Guru or spiritual
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pastor. So great is its virtue that it cannot be polluted by the
touch of the very lowest caste, and the leavings even of a dog
are to be carefully taken up and used. The most tremendous
and inexpiable of all crimes is to handle and eat the maha*
prasad, without a proper feeling of reverence* (A. Sterling,

Orissa, p. 121).
^

Hence there is at Puri a temporary suspension
of the rigid tabu which controls the use of food
which is not cooked in the regular way, and all

castes can eat the sacred food with impunity.
Nowadays the priests impress upon the pilgrims
the impropriety of dressing food within the holy
limits, and provide them from the temple kitchen,
rhis is so sacred that none can be thrown away,
and it is often consumed in a state of putrefaction,

with the natural result that it causes danger to
the public health. It has been suggested that the
licence in the use of food at Pun, Pandharpur,
and other holy places is due to the spirit-scaring

power of the god and his holy place; but the
fact of its dedication sufficiently explains the feel-

ing regarding it {BG xx. [1884] 474). Even among
a tribe like the Kandhs (g.v.), friendship is sworn
on the holy rice from Puri (Thurston, iii. 409).

In 1880 a remarkable attempt was made by a
party of fanatics from Sambalpur, known as
Kumblipatia, so called because they wear only ropes
made of the leaves {pat) of the kumhll tree {Cock-
lospermum gossypium)^ to destroy the images. In
the affray one of the fanatics was killed (L. L. S.

O’Malley, Sambalpur Gaz,^ Nagpur, 1909, i. 59 ff.).

Literatueb.—^The most recent and best account of the god,
his temple, and worship is by W. W. Hunter, Orissa, London,
1872, i. 81 fl. ; see also A. Sterling’, Orissa; its Geography,
Statistics, History, Religion, and Antiquities, do. 1846, p. 116 ff.

;

Calcutta Review, x. [1848] 204 ff. ; L. Rousselet, India and
Us Native Princes, Londoi^ 1882, p. 606 ff., with drawings of
the images and their car ; W. Ward, A View of the History,
Literature, and Mythology of the Hindoos, Serampore, 1815, ii.

163 f. ; AbuT-Fadl, Ain-i-Akhari, tr. H. Blochmann and H. S.

Jarrett, Calcutta,' 1873-94, ii. 127 ff. ; for the cult of Jagannath
in Benares, M. A. Sherring, The Sacred City of the Hindus,
London, 1868, p. 120 f. ; many quotations from older writers in
H. Yule and A. C. BurneU, Hobson-JoT)son\ London, 1903,

P. 466 ff. W. CROOKE.

JAHWEH.—See Israel.

JAINISM.— 1 . Introductory. -ftainism is a
monastic religion which, like Buodhism, denies
the authority of the Veda, and is therefore re-

garded by the Brahmans as heretical. The Jain
church consists of the monastic order and the lay
community. It is divided into two rival sections,

the Svetambaras, or * White-robes,’ and the Eigam-
baras, or ‘ Sky-clad ’

; they are so called because
the monks of the Svetambaras wear white clothes,

and those of the Eigambaras originally went about
stark naked, until tne Muhammadans forced them
to cover their privities. The dogmatic differences

between the two sections are rather trivial (see art.

Eigambara) ; they differ more in conduct, as will

be noticed in the course of the article.

The interest of Jainism to the student of religion

consists in the fact that it goes back to a very early
period, and to primitive currents of religious and
metaphysical speculation, which gave rise also to
the oldest Indian philosophies—Sankhya and Yoga
{qg,v,)—and to Buddhism. It shares in the theo-
retical pessimism of these systems, as also in their

practical ideal—liberation. Life in the world,
perpetuated by the transmigration of the soul, is

essentially bad and painful ; therefore it must be
our aim to put an end to the Cycle of Births, and
this end will be accomplished when we come into

possession of right knowledgev^ In this general
principle Jainism agrees with SShkhya, Yoga, and
Buddhism; but they differ in their methods of
realizing it. In metaphysics there is some general

1 It may be added that, with the exception of Yoga, all these
ancient systems are strictly atheistic, i.e. they do not admit an
absolute Supreme God ; even in Yoga, the Ii^vara is not the first

md only cause of ever^hing existent.
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likeness between Sankhya and Yoga on the one
hand, and Jainism on the other. For in all these
systems a dualism of matter and soul is acknow-
ledged ; the souls are principally all alike substances
(monads) characterized by intelligence, their actual
difference being caused by their connexion with
matter ; matter is, according to Jains and Sah-
khyas, of indefinite nature, a something that may
become anything. These general metaphysical
principles, however, are worked out on difl'erent
lines by the Sankhyas and Jains, ^ the difference
being still more accentuated by the different origins
of these systems. For the Sankhyas, owing allegi-
ance to the Brahmans, have adopted Brahmanical
ideas and modes of thought,® while the Jains,
being distinctly non-Brahmanical, have worked
upon popular notions of a more primitive and
cruder character, e.g. animistic ideas. But the
me^physical principles of Buddhism are of an
entirely different character, being moulded by the
fundamental principle of Buddhism, viz. that there
is no absolute and permanent Being, or, in other
words, that all things are transitory.® Notwith-
standing the radical difference in their philosophical
notions, Jainism and Buddhism, being originally
both orders of monks outside the pale of Brah-
manism, present some resemblance in outward
appearance, so that even Indian writers occasion-
ally have confounded them. It is, therefore, not
to be wondered at that some European scholars
who became acquainted with Jainism through
inadequate samples of Jain literature easily per-
suaded themselves that it was an offshoot of
Buddhism.'* But it has since been proved beyond
doubt that their theory is wrong, and that Jainism
is at least as old as Buddhism. For the canonical
books of the Buddhists fre(^uently mention the
Jains as a rival sect, under their old name Nigantha
(Skr. Nirarantha, common Prakrit Niggantha)i.Tid.
their leaaer in Buddha’s time, Nataputta (Nata-
or Natiputta being an epithet of the last prophet
of the Jains, Vardhamana MahSvira), and they
name the place of the latter’s death Pava, in agree-
ment with Jain tradition. On the other hand, the
canonical books of the Jains mention as contem-
oraries of Mahavira the same kings as reigned
uring Buddha’s career, and one of the latter’s

rivals. Thus it is established that Mahavira was
a contemporary of Buddha, and probably some-
what older than the latter, who outlived his rival’s

decease at Pava.
Mahavira, however, unlike Buddha, was most

probably not the founder of the sect which reveres
him as their prophet, nor the author of their

religion. According to the unanimous Buddhist
tradition, Buddha had, under the Bodhi-tree, dis-

covered by intuition the fundamental truths of his

religion as it appears throughout his personal
woA; his first sermons are things ever to be
remembered by his followers, as are the doctrines

which he then preached. No such traditions are

1 The Safikhyas endeavour to explain, from their dualistic

principles, purv^a and prakrti, the development of the materia]

world as well as that of living beings ; the Jains, however, are

almost exclusively concerned with the latter, and declare that
the cause of the material world and of the structure of the
universe is lokasthiti, ‘primeval disposition’ {Tattvdrthddhi-

gama sutra, iii. 6 com.). Sankhya, probably based on cosmo-
gonic theories contained in the Upanisads, was intended as a

philosophic system which in the course of time became the
theoretical foundation of popular religion. But Jainism was,
in the first place, a religion, and developed a philosophy of its

own in order to make this religion a self-consistent system.
2 e,g., the Sankhya principle vmhdn means mahdn dtmd ; the

three gwnas are suggested by the trivrtkaraxf'a of Chhandogya
&p, vi. 3f. ; and pr^x^i by the cosmical brahma of the earlier

I^ni§ad doctrine, wherefore in the Gaudnpdda Bhdfya on
Kdrikd 22 brahma is given as a synonym of prahrti, etc.

* The fundamental theories of Jainism, e.g, thesyddvada, their

division of living beings, especially the elementary lives, are not

found in Buddhism.
4 See SEE xlv. [1896] Introd., p. xviii ff.
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preserved in the canonical books of the Jains about

Mahavira. His becoming a monk, and, some 12

years later, his attainment of omniscience {Jcevala),

are, of course, celebrated events. But tradition w
silent about his motives for renouncing the world,

and about the particular truths whose discovery led

to his exalted position. At any rate, Mahavira

is not described oy tradition as having first become

a disciple of teachers whose doctrines ®
^

failed to satisfy him, as we are told of Bud^a

;

he seems to have had no misgivings, and to have

known where truth was to be had,^ and thus he
|

became a Jain monk. And again, when,

many years of austerities such as are practised by

other ascetics of the Jains, he reached omniscience,
|

we are not given to understand that he found any

new truth, or a new revelation, as Buddha is said

to have received ;
nor is any particular doctrine or

philosophical principle mentioned the knowledge

and insight of which then occurred to him for the

first time. But he is represented as gaining, at

his kevala, perfect knowledge of what he knew
before only in part and imperfectly. Thus Maha-
vira appears in the tradition of his own sect as one

who, 1X0X0. the beginning, had followed a religion

established long ago ; had he been more, had he

been the founder of Jainism, tradition, ever eager

to extol a prophet, would not have totally repressed

his claims to reverence as such. Nor do Buddhistic

traditions indicate that the Niganthas owed their

origin to Nataputta ; they simply speak of them
as of a sect existing at the time of Buddha. We
cannot, therefore, without doing violence to tradi-

tion, declare Mahavira to have been the founder of

Jainism. But he is without doubt the last prophet

of the Jains, the last Tirthakara. His predecessor,

ParSva, the last Tirthakara but one, seems to have

better claims to the title of founder of Jainism.

His death is placed at the reasonable interval of

250 years before that of Mahavira, while Par^va’s

predecessor Aristenemi is stated to have died

84,000 years before MahS-vira’s Nirvana. Followers

of Parsva are mentioned in the canonical books

;

and a legend in the XJttaradKyayarwb sutra xxiii.

relates a meeting between a disciple of Parsva and
a disciple of Mahavira which brought about the
union of the old branch of the Jain diiirch and the
new one.® This seems to indicate that Parsva was
a historical person ; but in the absence of historical

documents we cannot venture to go beyond a con-

jecture.

2. Jain view of their origin, etc.—According
to the belief of the Jains themselves, Jain religion

is eternal, and it has been revealed again and
again, in every one of the endless succeeding
periods of the world, by innumerable Tirthakaras.
In the present avasarpinl period (see art. Ages of
THE World [Indian], vol. i. p. 200 f.) the first

Tirthakara was R^abha, and the last, the 24th,
was Vardhamana.' The names, signs, and colours
of the 24 Tirthakaras were as follows :

Erevan), rhinoceros, golden ; (12) Vasupujya, bufE^o, red ; (18)

Vimala, hog, golden ; (14) Ananta(or An^ntia^it), falcon, golden

;

(15) Dharma, thunderbolt, golden ; (16) Santi, antelope, golden

;

(17) Kunthu, goat, golden ; (18) Ara, the riandyavarta^ golden

;

(19) jar, blue ; (20) Suvrata (or Munisuvrata}, tortoise,

black ; (21) Nami, blue lotus, golden ; (22) Nemi (or Ari?-

tanemi), conch shell, black; (2^ Pardva, snake, blue; (24)

Vardhamana, lion, golden. All Tirthakaras were Ksatriyas;

Munisuvrata and Nemi belonged to the Harivarh^a, the remain-

ing 22 to the Ikfvaku race. Malli was a woman, according to

the Svetambaras; but this the Digambaras deny, as, according

to no female can reach liberation. The interval in years

between Mahavira and the two last Tirthakaras has been given

above. Nami died 600,000 years before Nemi, Munisuvrata

1,100,000 years before Nami ; the next intervals are 6,500,000,

10,000,000, or a krore ; the following intervals cannot be ex-

pressed in definite numbers of years, but are given in palyo-

pama$ and sagaropamas^ the last interval being one krore of

krores of sdgaropamds. The length of the life and the height

of the Tirthakaras are in proportion to the length of the interval

(see art. Aobs ov thb World [Indian]). These particulars are

here given according to the Svetambaras,

In connexion with these items of the mythological history of

the Jains, it may be added that they relate the legends of 12 uni-

versal monarchs (Chakravartins), of 9 Vasudevas, 9 Baladevas,

and 9 Prativasudevas who lived within the period from the first

to the 22nd Tirthakara. Together with the 24 Tirthakaras they

are the 63 great personages of Jain history ; the legends of their

lives form the subject of a great epic work by Hemachandra—
tile Tri^a^piiaidkapurusacharita,which is basedon older sources,

probably the Vasudevahindi (edited in Bhavnagar, 1906-09, by

the Jainadharmaprasarakasabha).

All Tirthakaras have reached Nirvana at their

death. Though, being released from the world,

they neither care for nor have any influence on

worldly affairs, they have nevertheless become
the object of worship and are regarded as the

‘gods’ {d&va) by the Jains (see art. Atheism
[tfain], vol. ii. p. 186 f.); temples are erected to

them where their idols are worshipped.^ The
favourite Tirthakaras are the first ana the three

last ones, but temples of the remaining ones are

also met with. The worship of the idols of the

Tirthakaras is already mentioned in some canonical

books, but no rules for their worship are given ;
®

it was, however, already in full sway in the first

centuries of our era, as evidenced by the Pauma-
chariya, the oldest Prakrit kdvya of the Jains, and

' by the statues of Tirthakaras found in ancient sites

—e.g., in the Kankali mound at Mathura which

belongs to this period.* Some ^cts, especially a

rather recent section of the Svetambaras, the

Bhundhia or Sthanakavasins, reject this kind of

worship altogether.^

It goes without saying that the Tirthakaras,

except the two last, belong to mythology rather

than to history ; the 22nd, Aristanemi, is connected

with the legend of Krsna as his relative. But the

details of Mahavira’s life as related in the can-

onical books may be regarded on the whole as

historical facts.

He was a K§atriya of the Jfiata clan and a native of

grama, a suburb of the town VaiSSli (the modern Basarh, some
27 miles north of Patna).® He was the second son of the

Ksatriya Siddhartha and Tri^ala, a highly connected lady.

The Svetambaras maintain, and thus it is stated in the Aekdr-
akgasutra^ the Kalpasutra, etc., that the soul of the Tirthakara

first descended into the womb of the Brahmani Devananda, and
was, by the order of Indra, removed thence to the womb of

Tri^ala.® But the Digambaras reject this story. His parents,

p.) 9?abha (or Vrsabha), bull, golden
; (2) Ajita, elephant,

golden ; (S) Samhhava, horse, golden
; (4) Abhinandana, ape,

golden
; (5) Sumati, heron, golden ; (6) Padmaprabha, lotus-

flower, red ; (7) Supar^va, the snsmtika,^ golden ; (8) Chandra-
prahha, moon, white; (9) Suvidhi (or Pufpadanta), dolphin,
white; (10) SItala, the ^rivatsa, golden; (11) Sreyaihsa (or

1 A. F. R. Hoemle, Cvdsagadasdo, tr., p. 6 f., note (Calcutta,
1890), says that MahS-vIra, having been born in Kollaga, ‘ naturally,
when he assumed the monk’s vocation, retired (as related in
KaZpctsittra 115 f.) to the ckeiya of his own clan, called Duipalasa
and situated in the neighbourhood of EoUaga. Mahavira’s
parents (and with them probably their whole clan of Naya
Kfattriyas) are said to have been followers of the tenets of
P&rivanatha (see lydra7lga, ii. II, § 16). As such they would,
no doubt, keep up a religious establishment (ch^ya) for the
accommodation of Parsva, on his periodical visits, with his dis-
ciples, to Ku^tjapura or Vesali. Mahavira, on renouncing the
world, would probably first join Par§va’s sect, in which, how-
ever, he soon became a reformer and chief himself.’

2 SBE xlv. Introd. p. xxi f.

1 For images and idols of the Jains see J. Burgess, * Digambara
Jain Iconography,’ lA xxxii. [1903] 469 ff. ; G. Buhler, ‘Speci-

mens of Jama Sculptures from Mathura * in Epigraphia Inaicay

ii. [1894] 311 ff-; J. Fergusson and J. Burgess, Cave Temples,

London, 1880, p. 487 ff.

2 Some kind of worship, however, seems to be implied for the

oldest times by the mention of the various elmya (ckaitya), or

shrines, in the sacred books. These shrines were situated in

gardens in which Mahavira resided during his visits to the towns
to which they belonged. Of. Hoernle, uvdsagadasao, tr., p. 2,

note 4.

8 Epigr. Jnd. ii. 311 f.

<See ’Notes on the non-Idolatrous Shwetambar Jams,* by
‘Seeker,’ 1911; and Margaret Stevenson, Notes on Modem
J’amim, p. 18f.

s Kuutjaggama and Vauiyaggfima, both suburbs of Vesali, have

been identified by Hoernle (Zoc. dt. p. 4, note 8) with the modem
villages Baniya and Basukuu<j-

8 Of. the transfer of the embryo of Baladeva from the womb
of Rohipi to that of Devaki, whence he got the name Saihkar-

still retaining the metronymic Rauhineya.
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who were pious Jains and worshippers of ParSva, gave him the
Vardhamana (Vira or Mahavira is an epithet used as a

name ;
Arhat, Bhagavat, Jina, etc., are titles common to all

Tirthakaras). He married Yaioda and by her had a daughter

Anoija. His parents died when he was 30 years old, and his

elder brother Nandivardhana succeeded his father in whatever
position he had held. With the permission of his brother and
the other authorities, he carried out a long*oherished resolve

and became a monk with the usual Jain rites. Then followed

12 years of self-mortification ; Mahavira wandered about as a
mendicant friar, bearing all Hnds of hardships ; after the first

13 months he even discarded clothes. At the end of this period

dedicated to meditation, he reached the state of omniscience

{kevala)t corresponding to the Bodhi of the Buddhists. He
lived for 42 years more, preaching the law and instructing his

11 disciples (ga'Q.adhara) : Indrabhuti, Agnibhuti, Vayubhuti,

Irya Vyakta, Srya Sudharman, Ma^Kjitaputra, Mauryaputra,
Akampita, Achalabhratr, Metarya, and Prabhasa. In the 72nd
year of his life he died at Pava and reached Nirvaigia. This

event took place, as stated above, some years before Buddha’s
death, and may, therefore, be placed about 480 b.c. The
Svetambaras, however, place the Nirvapa of Mahavira, which is

the initial point of their era, 470 years before the beginning of

the Vikrama era, or in 627 B.c.1 The Digambaras place the

same event 18 years later.

3. Canonical literature of the Svetambaras.

—

The canonical books of the Svetambaras (the Dig-
ambaras do not admit them to be genuine) are not
works by Mahavira himself, but some of them claim

to be discourses delivered by him to Indrabhuti, the

Gautama, which his disciple, the gar^dhara Su-
dharman, related to his own disciple Jambusvamin.

Before entering on details about the existing canon, it must be
stated that, according to the Jains, there were originally, since

the time of the first fethakara, two kinds of sacred books, the

14 purvas and the 11 ailgas ; the 14 purvas were, however,
reckoned to make up a 12th a-figa under the name of D^stivada.

The knowledge of the 14 puroas continued only down to
Sthulabhadra, the 8th patriarch after Mahavira ; the next 7
patriarchs down to Vajra knew only 10 pilruas, and after that
time the remaining purvas were gradually lost, until, at the
time when the canon was written down in books (980 a.v.), aU
the purvas had disappeared, and consequently the 12th aAga
too. Such is the Svetambara tradition regarding the purvas ;

that of the Digambaras is similar as regards the final loss of the
pUrvas^ differing, however, in most details ; but they contend
that the aiigas also were lost after 9 more generations.^

The 11 ahgas are the oldest part of the canon
{siddhanta), which at present embraces 45 texts.

Besides the 11 ahgas, there are 12 ujpdhgas, 10
pcCinnas {prakirnas), 6 chhedasutras, Nan(B and
Anuyogadvara, and 4 mulasutras, A list of these

texts according to the usual enumeration follows.®

(1) 11 aiigas : Xchara, Sutrakyta, Sthana, Samavaya, Bhag-
avati, Jnatadharmakathas, Upasakada^as, Antakrdda^as, Anut-
taraupapatikada^as, Pra^navyakarapa, Vipaka (Dr^^iivada, no
longer extant); (2) 12 updiigasi Aupapatika, RajapraSniya,
Jiv&bhigama, Prajnapana, Jambudvipaprajnapti, Chandraprajn-
apti, Suryaprajnapti, Nirayavail [or Kalpika], Kalpavataihsika,
Puspika, Puspachulika, Vrgpida^as ; (8) 10 paiv^v^s (prakirv-as)

:

Ohatubi^arapa, Saihstara, Aturapratyakh3'anam, Bhakta-
parijna, Tap^ulavaiyali, Ohandavija, Devendrastava, Gapivija,

Mahapratyakhyana, Virastava; (4) 6 chhedasutras: Ni^ftha,

Mahani^itha, Vyavahara, DaiSa^rutaskandha, Byhatkalpa, Pafi-

chakalpa ; (6) 2 sutras without a common name : Nandi and
Anuyogadvara ; (6) 4 mulasHtras : Uttaradhyayana, Ava4yaka,
Oa^avaikalika, and Pip<$aniryukti. Most of the canonical
books have been edited in India, some with conamentaries.
English translations have been published of the Acharanga,
Sutrakftafiga, Upasakadai^as, AntakpddaiSas, Anuttaraupapati-
kadadas, Uttaradhyayana, and two Kalpasutras.

The redaction of the canon took place under
Devarddhigani in 980 after the Nirvana (A.D. 454,
according to the common reckoning, actually per-

haps 60 years later) ; before that tune the sacred
texts were handed down without embodying them
in written books. In the interval between the com-
position and the final redaction of the texts, and

1 In the Preface to his ed. of the PariSi^a Parvan (Bibl.
](nd., Calcutta, 1891), p. 4fl., the present writer criticizes the
Svetambara tradition, and, by combining the Jain date of
Ohandragupta’s accession to the throne in 165 after the Nirvapa
with the historical date of the same event in 321 or 822 b.o.,

arrives at 476 or 477 B.c. as the probable date of Mahavira’s
Nirvana.

2 For details see A. A. Gudrinot, B6pertoire d*6pigraphie
jaina. Pans, 1908, p. 86.

s For details see Weber, * Sacred Literature of the Jainas,
which first appeared (in German) in Indisehe Studien, xvi.

[1883], and xvii. [1886], and was translated in /A xvii. [1888]-xxi.
[1892].

even afterwards, they have undergone many altera-
tions—transposition of parts, additions, etc.—traces
of which can still be pointed out.^ Along with
these alterations there seems to have gone on a
gradual change of the language in which the texts
were composed. The original language, according
to the Jains, was Ardhamagadhi, and they give that
name, or Magadhi, to the language of the present
texts. But it has, most probably, been modernized
during the process of oral transmission. The older
parts of the canon contain many archaic forms for
which in later texts distinct Maharastri idioms are
substituted. It will be best to caU the language
of the sacred texts simply Jain Prakrit, and that
of later works Jain Maharastri.
As the works belonging to the canon are of differ-

ent origin and age, they differ greatly in character.
Some are chiefly in prose, some in verse, some in
mixed prose and verse. Frequently a work com-
prises distinctly disparate parts put together when
the redaction of the canon took place. The older
prose works are generally very diffuse and contain
endless repetitions; some, however, contain suc-

cinct rules, some, besides lengthy descriptions,

systematic expositions of various dogmatic ques-
tions; in others, again, the systematic tendency
prevails throughout. A large literature of glosses

and commentaries has grown up round the more
important texts. ® Besides the sacred literature and
the commentaries belonging to it, the Jains possess

separate works, in close material agreement with
the former, which contain systematic expositions
of their faith, or parts of it, in Prakrit and San-
skrit. These works, which generally possess the
advantage of accuracy and clearness, have in their

turn become the object of learned labours of

commentators. One of the oldest is Umasvati’s
TattvdrtMdhigamasutra, a Svetambara work,
which, however, is also claimed by the Digam-
baras.® A sort of encyclopaedia of Jainism is the
Lohaprakdka^ by Tejapala’s son, Vinaya vijaya

(1652). On these and similar works our sketch
of the Jain faith is chiefly based.

It may here be mentioned that the Jains also possess a secular
literature of their own, in poetry and prose, both Sanskrit
and Prakrit. Of peculiar interest are the numerous tales in
Prakrit and Sanskrit with whidi authors used to illustrate dog-
matical or moral problems. They have also attempted more
extensive narratives, some in a more popular style, as Hari-
bhadra’s Sarmrdichchdkahd, and Siddharsi’s great allegorical

work Upamitibhavaprapahohd hatha (both edited in Bill.

Ind., Calcutta, 1901-14), some in highly artificial Sanskrit,

as Somadeva’s YaSastilaka and Dhanapala’s TilakamaHjarx
(both published in the Kdvyam&ld, Bombay, 1901-03, 1903).

Their oldest Prakrit poem (perhaps of the Srd cent. A.D.), the
Paumachariya^ is a Jain version of the R&mdyayM. Sanskrit

poems, both in puran^a and in kdvya st^le, and hymns in Prakrit
and Sanskrit, are very numerous with the Svet§.mbaras as
well as the Digambaras ; there are likewise some Jain dramas.
Jain authors have also contributed many works, original

treatises as well as commentaries, to the scientific literature of

India in its various branches—grammar, lexicowaphy, metrics,

poetics, philosophy, etc. (cf. art. HIbmachandra), vol. vi. p, 691.

4. The doctrines of Jainism.—Jain doctrines

may be broadly divided into (i.) philosophical and
(ii) practical. Jain philosophy contains ontology,

metaphysics, and psychology. The practical doc-

trines are concerned with ethics and asceticism,

monasticism, and the life of the laity.

i. (a) Philosophy ,—The Aranyakas and Upani-
sads had maintained, or were believed to maintain,

that Being is one, permanent, without beginning,

change, or end. In opposition to this view, the

Jains declare that Being is not of a persistent and
unalterable nature : Being, they say, ‘ is joined to

1 See Weber, loc. dt, 8.
2 The development of this commenting literature has been

studied by E. Leumann, ZDMG xlvi. [1892] 585 ff.

3 The Skr. text with a German tr. and explanation has been
published by the present writer in ZDMG lx. [1906] 287 ff.,

612 ff. ; text and hhd^a are contained in the Bill. Irtd. edition

(Calcutta, 1906).
4 Edited by Hiralfila Haihsaraja, 3 vols., Jamnagar, 1910.
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production, continuation, and destruction.’^ This
theory they call the theory of the ‘ Indefiniteness of
Being * (anekantavada)

;

it comes to this : existing
things are permanent only as regards their sub-
stance, but their accidents or qualities originate
and perish. To explain ; any material thing con-

tinues for ever to exist as matter; this matter,
however, may assume any shape and quality.

Thus, clay as substance may be regarded as per-

manent, but the form of a jar of clay, or its colour,

may come into existence and perish. It is clear

that the Brahmanical speculations are concerned
with transcendental Being, while the Jain view
deals with Being as given in common experience.
The doctrine of the Indefiniteness of Being is

upheld by a very strange dialectical method called

Syadvada^ to which the Jains attach so much im-
portance that this name frequently is used as a
synonym for the Jain system itself. According
to this doctrine of Syadvada, there are 7 forms
of metaphysical propositions, and all contain the
yroid-syat, e.g. syad asti sarvam^ sydd ndsti sa/rvam,
Sydt means ‘may be,’ and is explained hylcatham-
chit, which in this connexion may be translated

|

‘somehow.’ The word sydt here qualifies the
word asti, and indicates the Indenniteness of
Being (or astitmm). For example, we say a jar
is somehow, i.e. it exists, if we mean thereby that
it exists as a jar ; but it does not exist somehow
if we mean that it exists as a cloth or the like.
The purpose of these seeming truisms is to guard
against the assumption of the Vedantins that
Being is one without a second, the same in all

things. Thus we have the correlative predicates
{asti) and ‘is not’ {ndsti)n A third predicate

is * inexpressible ’ {avaktavya)
; for existent and

non-existent {sat and asat) belong to the same
thing at the same time, and such a co-existence of
mutually contradictory attributes cannot be ex-
pressed by any word in the language. The three
predicates variously combined make up the 7 pro-
positions, or sapta ohahgas, of the Syadvada,
Supplementary to the doctrine of the Syddvdda,

and, in a way, the logical complement to it, is the
doctrine of the nayas,

^

The nayas are ways of
expressing the nature of things : all these ways of
judgment, according to the Jains, are one-sided,
and they contain but a part of the truth. There
are 7 nayas, 4 referring to concepts, and 3 to
words. The reason for this variety of statement
is that Being is not simple, as the v edantins con-
tend, but is of a complicated nature; therefore
every statement and every denotation of a thing
is necessarily incomplete and one-sided; and, S
we follow one way only of expression or of viewing
things, we are bound to go astray. Hence it is
usual in explaining notions to state what the thing
under discussion is with reference to substance,
place, time, and state of being.

(&) Metaphysics,—All things, i,6, substances
idrcmya), are divided into lifeless things {afiva-
haya) and lives or souls {jiva). The former are
again divided into (1) space {dhd6a)

;

(2) and (3)
two subtle substances called dharma and adharma,

(^) Daatter ipudgala). Space, dharrmi, and
adharma are the necessary conditions for the sub-
sistence of all other things, viz. souls and matter

;

space affords them room to subsist; dharma
makes it possible for them to move or to be moved •

and adharma, to rest. It will be seen that the
fimction of space, as we conceive it, is by the Jains
distributed among three different substances

; this
seems highly speculative, and rather hyperlogical.
But the conception of the two cosmical substances

1 See H. Jacobi, ‘The Metaphysics and Ethics of the Jainas,

U 60
the Hist, ofReligion, Oxford, 1908,

*2
fb. «1,

dharma and adharma, which occur already, in the
technical meaning just given, in canonical books,
seems to be developed from a more primitive notion.
For, as their names dharma and adharma indicate,
they seem to have denoted, in primitive specula-
tion, those invisible ‘fluids’ which by contact
cause sin and merit. The Jains, using for the
latter notions the terms papa and punya, were
free to use the current names of those ‘ fluids ’ in
a new sense not known to other Indian thinkers.
Space {dkdia) is divided into that part of space

which is occupied by the world of things {lohdkdia),
and the space beyond it {alokdkdia), which is

absolutely void and empty, an abyss of nothing.
Dharma and adharma are co-extensive with the
world; accordingly no soul nor any particle of
matter can get beyond this world for want of the
substrates of motion and rest. Time is recognized by
some as a quasi-substancebesides those enumeratea.
Matter ipudgala) is eternal and consists of atoms

;

otherwise it is not determined in its nature, but,
as is already implied by the doctrine of the In-
definiteness of Being, it is something that may
become anything, as earth, water, fire, wind, etc.

Two states of matter are distinguished: gross
matter, of which the things which we perceive
consist, and subtle matter, which is beyond the
reach of our senses. Subtle matter, for instance,
is that matter which is transformed into the
different kinds of karma (see below). AJl mateiial
things are ultimately produced by the combina-
tion of atoms. Two atoms form a compound when
the one is viscous and the other dry, or both are of
different degrees either of viscousness or dryness.
Such compounds combine with others, and so on.
They are, however, not constant in their nature,
but are subject to change or development {pari-

ri^ma), which consists in the assumption of quali-
ties {gurias). In this way originate also the bodies
and senses of living beings. The elements—earth,
water, fire, and wind—are bodies of souls in the
lowest stage of development, and are, therefore,
spoken of as ‘earth-bodies,’ ‘water-bodies,’ etc.

Here we meet with animistic ideas which, in this

form, are peculiar to Jainism. They probably go
back to a remote period, and must have prevailed
in classes of Indian society which were not influ-

enced by the more advanced ideas of the Brahmans,
Different from matter and material things are

I

the souls {jlva, lit. ‘ lives ’). There is an infinite

number of souls ; the whole world is literally filled

with them. The souls are substances, and as such
eternal ; but they are not of a definite size, since
they contract or expand according to the dimen-
sions of the body in which they are incorporated
for the time being. Their characteristic mark is

intelligence, which may be obscured by extrinsic
causes, but never destroyed.
Souls are of two kinds: mundane {samsdrin),

and liberated {mukta). Mundane souls are the
embodied souls of living beings in the world and
still subject to the Cycle of Birth ; liberated souls

will be embodied no more ; they have accomplished
absolute purity ; they dwell in the state of perfec-

tion at the top of the universe, and have no more
to do with worldly affairs; they have reached
nirvana {nirvpti, or muhti). Metaphysically the
difference between the mundane and the liberated
soul consists in this, that the former is entirely
filled by subtle matter, as a bag is filled with
sand, while the latter is absolutely pure and free

from any material alloy.

The aefilement of the soul takes place in the
following way. Subtle matter ready to be trans-

formed into karma pours into the soul; this is

called ‘influx’ {dsrava). In the usual state of

things a soul harbours passions {kasdya) which
act like a viscous substance and retain the subtle
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matter coming into contact with the sonl; the

subtle matter thus caught by the soul enters, as

it were, into a chemical combination with it ; this

is called the binding {bandha) (of A:ar?wa-matter).

The subtle matter ‘ bound ’ or amalgamated by the

soul is transformed into the 8 kinds of karma, and
forms a kind of subtle body [Jcdrmanaia'nTa)'^

which clings to the soul in all its migrations and
future births, and determines the individual state

and lot of that particular soul. For, as each
particular karma has been caused by some action,

good, bad, or indifferent, of the individual being

in question, so this karma, in its turn, produces

certain painful, or pleasant, or indifferent condi-

tions and events which the individual in question

must undergo. Now, when a particular karma
has produced its effect in the way described, it

(i.e. the particular Aarma-matter) is discharged or

purged from the soul. This process of ‘purging

off’ is called nirjard. When this process goes on
without interruption, all A^arma-matterwill, in the

end, be discharged from the soul ; and the latter,

now freed from the weight which had kept it down
before the time of its liberation (for matter is

heavy, and karma is material), goes up in a
straight line to the top of the imiverse where the

liberated souls dwell. But in the usual course of

things the purging and binding processes go on
simultaneously, and thereby the soul is forced to

continue its mundane existence. After the death

of an individual, his soul, together with its kar-

manakamra, goes, in a few moments, to the place

of its new birth and there assumes a new body,

expanding or contracting in accordance with the

dimensions of the latter.

Embodied souls are living beings, the classifica-

tion of which is a subject not only of theoretical

but also of great practical interest to the Jains.

As their highest duty {parama dharrm) is not to

kill any living beings {ahimsd), it becomes incum-
bent on them to know the various forms which
life may assume. The Jains divide living beings

according to the number of sense-organs which they
possess : the highest {pamhendriya) possess all five

organs, viz. those of touch, taste, smell, sight,

and hearing, while the lowest {ek&ndriya) have
only the organ of touch, and the remaining classes

each one organ more than the preceding one in

the order of organs given above ;
worms, etc.,

possess the organs of touch and taste ; ants, etc.,

possess, in addition, smell ; bees, etc., seeing. The
vertebrates possess all five organs of sense; the

higher animals, men, denizens of hell, and gods

possess an internal organ or mind {manas), and are

therefore called rational {samjnin), while the lower

animals have no mind {asamjnin). The notions of

the Jains about beings with only one organ are,

in part, peculiar to themselves and call for a more
detailed notice.

It has already been stated that the four elements are am-
mated by souls ; i.e., particles of earth, etc., are the body of

souls, called earth-lives, etc. These we may ^11 elementary

lives ; they live and die and are born again, in the sanae or

another elementary body. These elementary lives are either

gross or subtle ; in the latter case they are invisible. The last

1 The Jains recognize 6 bodies which an individualmay possess

(though not all simultaneously), one gross and 4 subtle ones.

Besides the hdrmaTikaiarira, which is the receptacle of karma
and has no bodily functions, there are (1) the transmutation

body {^vaikTiyaianra), producing the wonderful appearances

which gods, magicians, etc., may assume ; (2) the translocation

body (dkdrakaiarvra), which certain sages may assume for a
short time in order to consult a Tirthahara at some distance

;

(3) the igneous body (taijasa^a/rira), which in common bemgs
causes the digestion of food, but in persons of merit gives effect

to their curses (that they burn their objects) and to their bene-

dictions (that they gladden as the rays of the moon), etc. This

doctrine of the subtle bodies, in which, however, many details

are subject to controversy, seems to be the outcome of very

primitive ideas about magic, etc., which the Jains attempted to

reduce to a rational theory. With the terms vaikriya- and
taijasa^arira may be compared the vaikdrika and taijasa

dha^hkdra of the Saff^yas.

class of one-organed lives are plants ; of some plants each is

the body of one soul only, but of other plants each is an
aggregation of embodied souls which have all functions of life,

as respiration and nutrition, in common. That plants possess
souls is an opinion shared by other Indian philosophers. But the
Jains have developed this theory in a remarkable way. Plants
in which only one soul is embodied are always gross ; they exist
in the habitable part of the world only. But those plants of
which each is a colony of plant-lives may also be subtle, i.e.

invisible, and in that case they are distributed all over the
world. These subtle plants are called nigoda ; they are com-
posed of an infinite number of souls forming a very small
cluster, have respiration and nutrition in common, and experi-
ence the most exquisite pains. Innumerable nigodas form a
globule, and with them the whole space of the world is closely
packed, like a box filled with powder. The nigodas furnish the
supply of souls in place of those who have reached nirvd'^.
But an infinitesimally small fraction of one single nigoda has
sufficed to replace the vacancy caused in the world by the
nirvdv>a of all the souls that have been liberated from the
beginningless past down to the present. Thus it is evident
that the sarhsdra will never be empty of living beings (see
Lokaprakdia, vi. 31 ff.).

From another point of view mundane beings are
divided into four grades : denizens of hell, animals,
men, and gods; these are the four walks of life

{gati), in which bein^ are bom according to their

merits or demerits. Bor details, see artt. Demons
AND Spirits (Jain), vol. iv. p. 608 ff., Cosmogony
AND Cosmology (Indian), § 4, vol. iv. p. 1601,
and Ages of the World (Indian), vol. i. p. 200.

We have seen that the cause of the soul’s em-
bodiment is the presence in it of karma-moXt^r.
The theory of karma is the key-stone of the Jain
system ; it is necessary, therefore, to explain this

theory in more detail. The natural qualities of

soul are perfect knowledge [jfidna), intuition or

faith {dar^ana), highest bliss, and all sorts of per-

fections; but these inborn qualities of the soul

are weakened or obscured, in mundane souls, by
the presence of karma. From this point of view
the division of karma will be understood. When
^arma-matter has penetrated the soul, it is trans-

formed into 8 kinds i^rakrti) of karma singly or

severally, which form the kdrman^arlra, just as

food is, by digestion, transformed into the various

fluids necessary for the support and growth of the

body. The 8 kinds of karma are as follows.

(1) J^dndmrapxya, that which obscures the inborn right

knowledge (i.e. omniscience) of the soul and thereby produces
different degrees of knowledge and of ignorance ;

1 (2) dar&and-
varwgJiya, that which obscures right intuition, e.g. sleep; (3)

vedaniya, that which obscures the bliss-nature of the soul and
thereby produces pleasure and paini; (4) mohaniya, that which
disturbs the right attitude of the soul with regard to faith, con-

duct, passions, and other emotions, and produces doubt, error,

right or wrong conduct, passions, and various mental states.

The following 4 kinds of karma concern more the individual

status of a being : (6) dyuqka, that which determines the length

of life of an individual in one birth as hell-being, animal, man,
or god ; (6) ndma, that which produces the various circum-

stances or elements which collectively make up an individual

existence, e.g, the peculiar body with its general and special

qualities, faculties, etc. ; (7) gotra, that which determines the

nationality, caste, family, social standing, etc., of an individual

;

(8) antardya, that which obstructs the inborn energy of the

soul and thereby prevents the doing of a good action when
there is a desire to do it.

Each kind of karma has its predestined limits in

time within which it must take effect and thereby

be purged off. Before we deal with the operation

of karma, however, we must mention another doc-

trine which is connected with the ^arma-theory,

viz. that of the six leiyds. The totality of karma
amalgamated by a soiu induces on it a transcen-

dentS colour, a kind of complexion, which cannot

be perceived by our eyes ; and this is called lekyd.

There are six le^disi black, blue, grey; yellow,

red, and white. They have also, and prominently,

a moral bearing ; for the Idyd indicates the char-

acter of the individual who owns it. The first

three belong to bad characters, the last three to

good characters. 2

!

1 The Jains acknowledge five kinds of knowledge : (1) ordinary

cognition {mati), (2) testimony (jSruta), (3) supernatural cogni-

tion iavadhi), (4) direct toowledge of the thoughts of others

^”2*The bSf?n^cofoure^f^ the soul seems to be very old and to

go back to the time when expressions like ‘ a black soul,* ‘ a
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The individual state of the soul is produced bj
its inborn nature and the karma with which it is

vitiated ; this is the developmental or parvi^amiJca

state. But there are 4 other states which have
reference only to the behaviour of the karma. In

the common course of things karma takes effect

and produces its proper results ; then the soul is in

the audayika state. By proper efforts karma may-

be prevented, for some time, from taking effect ; it

is neutralized {upakamita)^ but it is still present,

just like fire covered by ashes; then the soul is

in the aupaiamika state.
^

When karma is not

only prevented from operating, but is annihilated

altogether {ksapita)^ then the soul is in the k§ayika

state, which is necessary for reaching nirvdp,a.

There is a fourth state of the soul, ksdyopaiamiJ^f
which partakes of the nature of the preceding

ones ; in this stats some karma is annihilated,

some is neutralized, and some is active. This is

the state of ordinary good men, but the kqdyika
and aupakamika states belong to holy men, especi-

ally the former. It will be easily understood that
these distinctions have an important moral bear-

ing ; they are constantly referred to in the prac-

tical ethics of the Jains.

We shall now consider the application of the
^arjwa-theory to ethics. The highest goal is to get
rid of all karma {nirjard) and meanwhile to acquire
no new karma—technically speaking, to stop the in-

flux {jdsra’\)a) of karma, which is called samvara, or
the covering of the channels through which karma
finds entrance into the soul. All actions produce
karma, andinthe majority of cases entail onthedoer
continuance of worldly existence {sdmpardyika) \

but, when a man is free from passions and acts in

strict compliance with the rules of right conduct, his

actions producekarma which lasts but for amoment
and is then annihilated {Iryapatha), Therefore the
whole apparatus of monastic conduct is required to
prevent the formation of new karma

;

the same
purpose is served by austerities {tapas), which,
moreover, annihilate the old karma more speedily
than would happen in the common course of
things.

It is evident from the preceding remarks that the
ethics and ascetics of the Jains are to be regarded
as the logical consequence of the theory of karma.
But from a historical point of view many of their
ethical principles, monastic institutions, and ascetic
practices have been inherited from older religious
classes of Indian society, since Bralimanical ascetics
and Buddhists resemble them in many of their
precepts and institutions (see SBE xxii. [1884]
Introd., p. xxiiff.}.

ii. Jain ethics has for its end the realization
of nirvana, or moksa. The necessary condition
for reaching this end is the possession of right
faith, right knowledge, and right conduct. These
three excellences are metaphorically named the
* three jewels ’ {triratna), an expression used also
by the Buddhist but in a different sense; they
are not produced, but they are manifested on
the removal of obstructing or obscuring species of
karma. To effect this, the rules of conduct must
be observed and corresponding virtues must be
acquired. Of first importance are the five vows,
the first four of which are also acknowledged by
Brahmans and Buddhists. The five vows {vratas)
of the Jains are

: (1) not to kill ; (2) not to lie ,* (3)
not to steal ; (4) to abstain from sexual intercourse

;

(5) to renounce all interest in worldly things,
especially to keep no property. These vows are to
be strictly observed by monks, who take them on
entering the Order, or, as it is commonly expressed,
on taking dlksd. In their case the vows are called

bright soul,’ were understood in a literal sense. Traces of a
similar belief have also been found elsewhere (see Mahdhharata.
Jdi. 280. 33 f., 29L 4fE.

; of. Togasutra, iv. 7).

the five great vows {mahdvrata). Lay people, how<
ever, should observe these vows so far as their con-
ditions admit ; the five vows of the lay people are
called the small vows {anuvrata). To explain : not
to kiU any living beings requires the greatest
caution in all actions, considering that nearly every-
thing is believed to be endowed with life. Endless
rules have been laid down for monks which aim at
reventing the destruction of the life of any living
eings whatever. But if a layman were to observe

these rules he could not go about his business ; he
is, therefore, obliged to refrain only from intention-
ally killing living beings, be it for food, pleasure,
gain, or any such purpose. And so it is also with the
remaining vows ; their rigour is somewhat abated
in the case of laymen. A layman, however, may,
for a limited time, follow a more rigorous practice
by taking one of the following particular vows or
regulations of conduct {iUavrata) : (1) digmrati

;

he may limit the distance up to which he will ^o
in this or that direction ; (2) artarthadandaviran ;

he may abstain from engaging in anything that
does not strictly concern him ; (3) upahhogapari-
hhogaparimdna\ he may set a measure to his food,
drink, and the things he enjoys, avoiding besides

gross enjoyments, (It may be mentioned in pass-

ing that certain articles of food, etc., are strictly

forbidden to all, monks and laymen alike, e.g.

roots, honey, and spirits ; and likewise no food may
be eaten at night.) The preceding three vows are
called gunavrata

;

the next four are the disciplinary

vows (fikqdvrata)

:

(4) dekavi/rata, reducing the area
in which one will move ; (5) s&mdyika ; by this vow
the layman undertakes to give up, at stated times,

all sinful actions by sitting down motionless and
meditating on holy things; (6) pausadhopavdsa,
to live as a monk on the 8th, 14th, or 15th day
of the lunar fortnight, at least once a month

: (7)

atithisarmihhdga, lit. to give a share to guests, but
it is understood in a less literal sense, viz. to provide
the monks with what they want.
Most of these regulations of conduct for laymen

are intended apparently to make them participate,

in a measure and for some time, in the merits and
benefits of monastic life without obliging them to

renounce the world altogether. The rules for a
voluntary death have a similar end in view (see art.

Death and Disposal of the Dead [Jain], vol. iv.

p. 484 f.). It is evident that the lay part of the
community were not regarded as outsiders, or only
as friends and patrons of the Order, as seems to

have been the case in early Buddhism; their

position was, from the beginning, well defined by
religious duties and privueges ; the bond whicn
united them to the Order of monks was an effective

one. The state of a layman was one preliminary
and, in many cases, preparatory to the state of a
monk; in the latter respect, however, a change
seems to have come about, in so far as now and for

some time past the Order of monks is recruited
chiefly from novices entering it at an early age, not
from laymen in general. It cannot be doubted
that this close union between laymen and monks
brought about by the similarity of their religious

duties, differing not in kind, but in degree, has
enabled Jainism to avoid fundamental changes
within, and to resist dangers from without for

more than two thousand years, while Buddhism,
being less exacting as regards the laymen,
underwent the most extraordinary evolutions and
finally disappeared altogether in the country of

its origin.

A monk on entering the Order takes the five

great vows stated above ; if they are strictly kept, in

the spirit of the five times five clauses, or ohdvands
{SBExxii, 202 ff. ) , no new karma can form. But, to

practise them effectually, more explicit regulations

are required, and these constitute the discipline
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of the monks. This discipline is described under

seven heads.

(1) Since through the activity of body, speech,

and mind, which is technically called yoga by the

Jains, yfcarwa-matter pours into the soul {asrava)

and forms new harma^ as explained above, it is

necessary, in order to prevent the dsrava (or to

effect samvara), to regulate those activities by
keeping body, speech, and mind in strict control

:

these are the three gtiptis {e.g., the gupti or guard-

ing of the mind consists in not thinking or desiring

anything bad; having only good thoughts, etc.).

(2) Even in those actions which are inseparable

from the duties of a monk, he may become guilty

of sin by inadvertently transgressing the great

vows {e.g,, killing living beings). To avoid such

sins he must observe the five samitis, Le, he must
be cautious in walking, speaking, collecting alms,

taking up or putting down things, and voiding the

body ; e.g,, a monk should in walking look before

him for about six feet of ground to avoid killing or

hurting any living being ; he should, for the same
reason, inspect and sweep the ground before he
puts anything on it ; he should be careful not to

eat anything considered to possess life,^ etc. (3)

Passion being the cause of the amalgamation of

karma-ma.tter with the soul, the monk should ac-

quire virtues. The 4 cardinal vices (kcbqaya) are

anger, pride, illusion, and greed ; their opposite

virtues are forbearance, indulgence, straightfor-

wardness, and purity. Adding to them the follow-

ing 6 virtues, veracity, restraint, austerities, free-

dom from attachment to anything, poverty, and
chastity, we have what is called the tenfold highest

law of the monks {uttamadharma).^ (4) Helpful

for the realization of the sanctityof whichan earnest

searcher of the highest good stands in need are

the 12 reflexions {anuprek^d or bhdvand) on the

transitoriness of all things, on the helplessness of

men, on the misery of the world, and similar topics,

which form the subject of endless homilies inserted

in their works by Jain authors. (5) Furthermore,

it is necessary for a monk, in order to keep in the

right path to perfection and to annihilate his

karma, to bear cheerfully with all that may cause
him trouble or annoyance. There are 22 such
‘ troubles * {parlsaka) which a monk must endure

without flinching, as hunger and thirst, cold and
heat, all sorts of trying occurrences, illness, ill

treatment, emotions, etc. If we consider that the

conduct of the monk is regulated with the purpose

of denying him every form of comfort and inerely

keeping him alive, without, however, the risk of

hurting any living beings, it may be imagined to

what practical consequences the endurance of the

^arisahas must lead. (6) Conduct {chd/ritra) con-

sists in control and is of 5 degrees or phases. In

the lowest phase all sinful activities^ are avoided,

and the highest leads to the annihilation of all

karma, pr^iminary to final liberation. (7) The
last item is asceticism or austerities {fapas), which

not only prevents the forming of new Jcarma {saih~

vara) but also purges offthe old {nirjard), provided

that it be undertaken in the right way and with

the right intention ; for there are also the ‘ aiMteri-

ties of fools ’ [hdlatapas) practised by other relmous

sects, through which temporary merits, such as

supernatural powers, birth as a god, etc., can be

accomplished hut the highest good will never be

attained. Tapas is, therefore, one of the^

important institutions of Jainism. It is divided

into (a) external and (6) internal tapas ; the former

comprises the austerities practised by the Jains,

the latter their spiritual exercises, (a) Among
austerities fasting is the most conspicuous ; the

1 The second part of the Icharafiga sHtra will grive an idea

of the cautions to be taken in this regard.

2 Cf. Manu, vi, 92,

Jains have developed it to a kind of art, and reach
a remarkable proficiency in it. The usual way of

fasting is to eat only one meal every second, third,

fourth day, and so on down to half a year. Another
form of fasting is starving oneself to death {mdra-
ndntikl samlekhand

;

see * Voluntary death or
euthanasia ’ in the art. Death and Disposal of
THE Dead [Jain]). Other kinds of abstinence are
distinguished from fasting properly so called : re-

duction of the quantity of the daily food ; restric-

tions as regards the kind of food selected from
what one has obtained by begging (for monks and
nuns must, of course, beg their daily meal and
must not eat what has been specially prepared
for them); rejection of all attractive food. To
the category of external austerities belong also

sitting in secluded spots to meditate there and
the postures taken up during meditation. The
latter item Jain ascetics have in common with
Brahmanical Yoga, {b) Internal austerities em-
brace aU that belongs to spiritual discipline, in-

cluding contemplation—e.^., confessing and re-

penting of sins. Transgressions of the rules of

conduct are daily expiated by the ceremony of

prafikramana

;

greater sins must be confessed to a

superior {dlochand) and repented of. The usual

penance in less serious cases is to stand erect in a
certain position for a given time {kdyotsarga)

;

but
for graver transgressions the superior prescribes

other penances—^in the worst cases a new ordination

of the guilty monk. Other kinds of internal

austerities consist in modest behaviour, in doing
services to other members of the Order or laymen,
in the duty of studying, in overcoming all tenapta-

tions. But the most important of all spiritual

exercises is contemplation {dhydna). Contempla-
tion consists in the concentration of the mind on
one object; it cannot be persevered in for longer

than one muhurta (48 minutes), and is permitted

only to persons of a sound constitution. According
tothe object on which the thoughts are concentrated

andthe purpose forwhich this is done, contemplation

may behad or good, and will lead to corresponding

results. We are here concerned only with good
contemplation, which is either religious {dharma),

or pure or bright (hckla). The former leads to the

intuitive cognition of things hidden to common
mortals, especially of religious truths. Indeed, it

cannot be doubted that the pretended accuracy of

information on all sorts of subjects, such as cosmo-

graphy, astronomy, geography, spiritual processes,

etc., which the sacred books and^ later treatises

contain is in great part due to the intuition which

the ‘religious contemplation’ is imagined to pro-

duce. Higher than the latter is the ‘ pure ’ con-

templation, which leads through four stages to

final emancipation : first, single objects are medi-

tated upon, then only one object ; then there is the

stage when the activities of the body, speech, and

mind continue, but only in a subtle form without

relapse. At this stage, when the worldly existence

rapidly draws towards its end, the remaining karma
may be suddenly consumed by a kind of explosion

called samudghdta. Then, in the last stage of

contemplation, all karma being annihilated and

all activities having ceased, the soul leaves the

body and goes up to the top of the universe, wliere

the liberated souls stay for ever. It must, however,

be remarked that ‘ pure contemplation ’ is not by

itself a means of reaching liberation, but that it is

the last link of a long chain of preparatory exer-

tions. Even its first two stages can be realized

only by those in whom the passions (ka^dya)

are either neutralized or annihilated ; and only ke-

valins, i.e, those who have already reached omni-

science, can enter into the last two stages, which

lead directly to liberation. On the other hand,

the nirvana is necessarily preceded by 12 years of
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self-mortification of the flesh, ^ which should he

the closing act of a monk’s career, though it no

longer leads to liberation, for Jambusvamin, the

disciple of Mahavira’s disciple Sudharman, was
the last man who reached Jcevala^ or omniscience,

and was liberated on his death ^ (64 after Mahavira’s

Nirvana) ;
accordingly during the^ rest of the pres-

ent Avasarpini period nobody will be horn who
reaches nirvana in the same existence. Neverthe-

less these speculations possess a great theoretical

interest, because they afford us a deeper insight

into the Jain system.

In this connexion we must notice a doctrine to

which the Jains attach much importance, viz. the

doctrine of the 14 gunasthdnas, i.e. the 14 steps

which, by a gradual increase of good qualities and
decrease of karmaf lead from total ignorance and
wrong belief to absolute purity of the soul and
final liberation.
In the first stage (mithyddr^t^ are all beings from the nigodas

upwards to those men who do not know or do not believe in

the truths revealed by the Tlrthakaras ; they are swayed by the

two cardinal passions, love and hate {raga and dvesa), and are

completely tied down by karina. In the following stages, as

one advances by degrees in true knowledge, in firmness of

belief, and in the control and repression of passions, different

kinds of karma, are got rid of and their;effects cease, so that the
being in question becomes purer and purer in each following
stage. In all stages up to the 11th (that of a up(t4dntaka§dya-
i^ragaehehhadrnastha) a relapse may take place and a man
may fall even down to the first stage. But as soon as he has
reached the 12th stage, in which the first four kinds of karma
are annihilated (that of a ksi'aaka^dyavUardgackchhadmastha\
he cannot but pass through the last two stages, in which omni-
science is reached ; in the ISth stage (that of a sayogikevalin)
the man still belongs to the world, and may continue in it for a
long period ; he retains some activities of body, speech, and
mind ; but, when all his activities cease, he enters on the last

stage (that of an ayogikevalin\ which leads immediately to
liberation, when the last remnant of karma has been annihi-
lated.

A question must now be answered which will
present itself to every critical reader, viz. Is the
Icarma-ih^oTj as explained above an original and
integral part of the Jain system? It seems so
abstruse and highly artificial that one would
readily believe it a later developed metaphysical
doctrine which was grafted on an originally re-

ligious system based on animistic notions and
intent on sparing all living beings. But such a
hypothesis would be in conflict with the fact that
this ^arma-theo^, if not in all details, certainly
in the main outlines, is acknowledged in the oldest
parts of the canon and presupposed by many ex-
pressions and technical terms occurring in tliem.
Nor can we assume that in this regard the canoni-
cal books represent a later dogmatic development
for the following reason : the terms dsrava,
samvara^ nir^ara^ etc., can be understood only on
the supposition that karma is a kind of subtle
matter flowing or pouring into the soul {asrava),
that this influx can be stopped or its inlets covered
{$amvara)i and that the Aarma-matter received
into the soul is consumed or digested, as it were,
by it [nirjara). The Jains understand these terms
in their literal meaning, and use them in explaining
the way of salvation (the samvara of the dsravas
and the nirjara lead to moksa). Now these terms
are as old as Jainism. For the Buddhists have
borrowed from it the most si^ificant term dsrava

;

they use it in^ very much the same sense as the
Jains, but not in its literal meaning, since they do
not regard the karma as subtle matter, and deny
the existence of a soul into which the karma could
have an ‘influx.’ Instead of samvara they say
dsavakkhaya {dsravaksaya)^ ‘destruction of the
dsravas,^ and identify it with magga {marga,
‘path ’). It is obvious that with them dsrava has
lost its literal meaning, and that, therefore, they
must have borrowed tms term from a sect where it
had retained its original significance, or, in other
1 See Death and Disposal op the Dead (Jain), voL iv. p 484
» Parvan, iv. 60 ff.

words, from the Jains. The Buddhists also use
the term samvara, e.g. silasamvara, ‘restraint

under the moral law,’ and the participle samvuta,
‘ controlled,’ words which are not used in this sense
by Brahmanical writers, and therefore are most
probably adopted from Jainism, where in their

literal sense they adequately express the idea that
they denote. Tims the same argument serves to
prove at the same time that the ^arma-theory of
the Jains is an original and integral part of their

system, and that Jainism is considerably older
than the origin of Buddhism.

5. Present state of Jainism,—The Jains, both
avetambaras and Digambaras, number, according
to the census of 1901, 1,334,140 members, i.e. even
less than J per cent of the whole population of

India. ^ On account of their wealth and education
the Jains are of greater importance, however, than
might be expected from their number. There
are communities of Jains in most towns all over
India. The Digambaras are found chiefly in

Southern India, in Maisiir and Kannada, but also

in the North, in the North-Western provinces,

Eastern Rajputana, and the Panjab. The head-
quarters of the Svetambaras are in Gujarat (whence
Gujarati has become the common language of the
Svetambaras, rather than Hindi) and Western
Rajputana, but they are to be found also all over
Northern and Central India. Very much the same
distribution of the Jains as at present seems, from
the evidence of the inscriptions, to have prevailed

ever since the 4th century.^ Splendid temples
bear testimony to the wealth and zeal of the sect,

some of which rank among the architectural

wonders of India, as those on the hills of Girnar
and Satrunjaya, on Mount Aba, in Ellora, and
elsewhere.
The outfit of a monk is restricted to bare

necessities, and these he must beg: clothes, a
blanket, an almsbowl, a stick, a broom to sweep the
ground, a piece of cloth to cover his mouth when
speaking lest insects should enter it. The nuns’

outfit is the same except that they have additional

clothes. The Digambaras have a similar outfit,

but keep no clothes and use peacocks’ feathers in-

stead 01 the broom. The monks shave the head,

or remove the hair by plucking it out {locha). The
latter method of getting rid of the hair is to be
preferred and is necessary at particular times ; it

is peculiar to the Jains and is regarded by them as

an essential rite.

Originally the monks had to lead a wandering
life except during the monsoon, when th^ stayed
in one place ; compare the vassa of the Buddhist
monks. Thus Mahavira in his wandering stayed
for one day only in a village and five days in a
town. But this habit has been somewhat changed
by the introduction of convents {updkraya), corre-

sponding to the vihdras of the Buddhists.
The updSrayas * are separate buildings erected by each sect

for their monks or nuns. An Upai&raya is a large bare hall

without bath-rooms and cooking places, furnished only with
wooden beds * (M. Stevenson, Mod, Jainism, p. 38).

The Svetambaras, as a rule, go only to those

places where there are such updSrayas ; and now
they stay as long as a week in a village, in a town
as long as a month. It is in the updiraya that

the monks preach or explain sacred texts tolaymen
who come to visit them. The daily duties of a
monk are rather arduous if conscientiously per-

formed; e,g,, he should sleep only three hours of

the night. His duties consist in repenting of and
expiatmg sins, meditating, studying, begging alms
(in the afternoon), careful inspection of ms mothes
and other things for the removal of insects, for

1 The small number of Jains is explained by the fact that

Jainism is not a religion of the uncultivated masses, but rather

of the upper classes.
2 See Gu4rinot, Ripertoire d*6pigraphie jaina, p. 24.
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cleaning them, etc. (for details see lect. xxvi. of

the Uttaradhyayana siitra iSBE xlv. 142 ff.]).

There are various monastic degrees. First there is

the novice {iaiksa)^ who is not yet ordained. When
he or any other man takes the vows {vratddd7ia\

he renounces the world {prayrajya) and is initiated

or takes dtksd. The most important ceremony at
that time is the shaving or pulling out of the hair
under a tree. From a common monk he may rise

to the rank of a teacher and pperior called

wpadhydya, dchdrya, vdchaka, ganin, etc., accord-

ing to de^ees and occupations.

The religious duties of the laity have, to some
extent, been treated above. The ideal of conduct
is that of the monk, which a layman, of course,

cannot realize, but which he tries to approach by
taking upon himself particular vows.^ But in
practical life also, apart from asceticism, the Jains
possess a body of rules composed by monks which
fay out a rational course of life for laymen and
tend to improve their welfare and moral standard. ^

The monks have also to provide for the religious

wants of the laity by explaining sacred texts or
religious treatises and delivering sermons 5 this is

done in the upd^rayas where the laymen visit

them ; similarly the nuns are visited by, or visit,

the lay women. But the most conspicuous habit
of the laity is attendance in temples, and worship
of the Tirthakaras and the deities associated witn
them.®
We must now advert to a peculiarity of the

Jains which has struck all observers more than any
other, viz. their extreme carefulness not to destroy
any living being, a principle which is carried out
to its very last consequences in monastic life, and
has shaped the conduct of the laity in a great
measure. No layman will intentionally kill any
living being, not even any insect, however trouble-

some ; he will remove it carefully without hurting
it. It goes without saying that the Jains are

strict vegetarians. This principle of not hurting
any living being bars them from some professions,

e,g. agriculture, and ‘has thrust them into com-
merce, and especially into its least elevating branch
of money-lending. Most of the money-lending in

Western India is in the hands of the Jains, and
this accounts in a great measure both for their

unpopularity and for their wealth. ’ ^ A remarkable
institution of the Jains, due to their tender regard
for animal life, is their asylums for old and diseased

animals, panjarapolas, where they are kept and
fed till they die a natural death.

6. History of Jainism.—The history of the Jain
church, in both the Svetambara and the Digambara
sections, is chiefly contained in their lists of patri-

archs and teachers and in legends concerning thena.

The oldest list of patriarchs of the Svetambaras is

the Sthavirdvali in the Kalpasutra, which begins
with Mahavira’s disciple Sudharman and ends with
the 33rd patriarch Sandilya or Skandila. Of most
atriarchs only the names and the gotra are given

;

ut there is also an expanded list from the 6th,

Bhadrabahu, down to the 14th, Vajrasena, which
adds more details, viz. the names of the disciples

of each patriarch and of the schools and branches
{gana, hula, and idkhd) founded by, or originating

with, them. As some of these details are also

1 Mention should he made of the 11 pa^imaa (Skr. praWwd),
or standards of ascetic life, which a la3Tnan may teke ujDon

himself, especially when he intends to end his life by sterving

(cf. Hoemle, UvdsagadasdOy tr., p. 46, n. 12 f., IA zxxiii. [1904]

880).
2 E. Windisch, Yogaidstra, Germ, tr,, ZDM& xxviii. [1874]

;

L. Suali, YogabindUt Ital. tr., Giornale della Societd Asiatica

Italianat xxi. [1908] ; Warren, Jainism^ p. 64 fl.

8 For a description of the worship of the different sections of

the Jains see Stevenson, Mod. Jainism^ p. 85 ff., where there is

also a short notice of the Jain festivals and fasts (p. 107 ff. ; d
also art. Festivals and Fasts [Jain], vol. v. p. 876 £f.).

4 Stevenson, 41.

mentioned in old Jain inscriptions of the 2nd cent.
A.p. found at Mathura,^ this part at least of the
Jain tradition is proved to be based on historical
facts. Further, the more detailed list of patriarchs
shows that after the 6th patriarch a great e^an-
sion of Jainism took place in the N. and N. W. of
India.® Beyond the details mentioned, we have no
historical records about the patriarchs; but such
legends as were known about them down to
Vajrasena have been combined in Hemachandra’s
PariHsfa parvan into a kind of continuous nar-
rative.® For later times there are lists of teachers
{gurvdvali, pattdvali) * of separate schools, called
gaclichha, which give a summary account from
Mahavira down to the founder of the gacJichha in
question, and then a more detailed one of the line
of descent from the latter downward, with some
particijars of subsequent heads of the gackckha
called Sripiijya. The number of gacKchJmSi which
usually differ only in minute details of conduct, is

said to amount to 84, of which only 8 are repre-
sented in Gujarat, the most important of them
being the Kharatara Gachchha, which has split
into many minor gachchhas^ the Tapa, Anchala,
and others. Separate mention is due to the
Upakesa Gachchha, whose members are known as
the Oswal Jains ; they are remarkable for begin-
ning their descent, not from Mahavira, but from
his predecessor Parsva. These lists of teachers
seem, as a rule, to be reliable only in that part
which comes after the founder of the school to
which they belong ; the preceding period down to
about the 9th cent. A.D. is one of great uncer-
tainty ; there seems to be a chronological blank of
three centuries somewhere.®
Records which allude to contemporaneous secular

history are scant ; such as we have in inscriptions

and legends refer to kings who had favoured the
Jains or were believed to have embraced Jainism.
The first patron king of the Jains is said to have
been Samprati, grandson of the great emperor
A^oka ; but this is very doubtful history. A his-

torical fact of the greatest importance for the
history of Jainism was the conversion of KumSra-
pala, king of Gujarat, by Hemachandra (see art.

Hemachandka).
Finally, we must mention the schisms {nihnava)

that have occurred in the Jain church. According
to the Svetambaras, there were eight schisms, of

which the first was originated by Mahavira’s son-

in-law, Jamali ; and the eighth, occurring in 609
A.V. or A.D. 83, gave rise to the Digambara sect.®

But the Digambaras seem to be ignorant of the
earlier schisms ; they say that under Bhadrabahu
rose the sect of Ardhaphalakas, which in A,D. 80
developed into the Svetambara sect.^ It is prob-

able that the separation of the sections of the Jain
church took place gradually, an individual develop-

ment going on in both groups Uving at a great

distance from one another, and that they became
aware of their mutual difference about the end of

the 1st cent. A.D. But the difierence is small in

articles of faith (see art. Digambara).
The sources for the history of the Digambaras are

1 See Biihler, Bpigr. Ind. i. [1892] 371 ff., 893 fl.

2 It is, however, curious that another tradition states : *In

India after the time of the Nanda kings the Law of the Jinas

will become scarce * {PaiiTiMiAihaHyat Ixxxix. 42). Perhaps this

refers more specially to Magadha and the adjoining countries,

where, under the reign of the Mauryas, Buddhism soon attained

the position of a popular religion, and must have become a

formidable rival of Jainism.
8 See the contents of the work given in the introduction to the

text in the Bibl. Ind. edition.
4 The oldest gwrvdvali known is that by Munisundara, a.d.

1410, ed. Benares, 1905.
8 A full bibliography of this subject is contained in Gudnno^

Essai de hihUographie jainat p. 370 ff., and BApertofdre

graphic jainot p. 59 £f.

8 See E. Leumann, in Ind. Studien, xvii. [1885] 91 ff.

1 See BDMG xxxviii. [1884] Iff.
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of a similar kind to those of the ^vetambaras, but
later in date. The Digambara line of patriarchs

is quite distinct from that of their rivals, except
that they agree in the names of the first patriarch,

Jambu, and the 6th, Bhadrabahu, who, according
to the Digambaras, emigrated at the head of the
true monks towards the South. From Bhadrabahu
dates the gradual loss of their sacred literature,

as stated above. The inscriptions furnish ample
materials for a necessarily incomplete history of

their ancient schools (ganas)

;

but they do not
quite agree in all details with the more modem
tradition of the pattdvalis. According to the

latter, the main church (mUla-sangha) divided into

four ganas, Nandi, Sena, Siihha, and Deva, about
the end of the 1st cent. A.D.

LiTERATimB.—Some of the more importazit works and
treatises have been cited in the art. ; a full bibliography has
been given by A- Gudrinot, Sssai de bibliographie jaina, Paris,

1907, to which the reader is referred for all questions of detail.

Of new monpCTaphs on the subject (besides the old one by
G. Biihler, iJ^er die indische Secte der Jainas, Vienna, 1887,

tr. J. Burgess, London, 1903) the following will be found useful

:

Margaret Stevenson, Notes on Modern Jainism, Oxford, 1910

;

Herbert Warren, Jainism, in Western Garb, as a Solution to

Life’s great Problems, Madras, 1912 ; H. L. Jhaveri, The First
Principles of the Jain Philosophy, London, 1910. For transla-

tions of some of the principal texts see H. Jacobi, * Jaina SUtras,*
SBB xxii., xlv. [1884, 1896J. HERMANN JaCOBI.

JALAL AL-DiN ROMl.—Muhammad Jalal
al-din, commonly known as Maulana our Master ’)

Jalal al-din Bumi, was born at Balkh in eastern
Persia in a.d. 1207 and died in 1273 at QOniya
(leonium) in Rum (Asia Minor) ; whence the epi-

thet *Rumi,* which he sometimes employs as a
takhallus, or pen-name, in his lyrical poems.
When Jalal was on^ a few years old, his father,

Muhammad ibn $usain al-Kliatibl al-Bakri,
generally called Baha al-din WalaoL, was obliged
to leave Balkh in consequence of a court intrigue
which aroused against him the anger of the reign-
ing sovereign, *Ala al-din Muhammad Khwarizm-
shah. The exiled family, after long wanderings,
in the course of which they visited Nishapftr,
Baghdad, and Mecca, arrived at Malatya (Melitene)
on the upper Euphrates, and, having stayed there
four years, moved farther westward to Laranda
(now Qaraman) in Asia Minor. Finally, seven
years later, Baha al-din was invited by the Seljuk
prince, *.^a al-din Kaiqubad, to Qoniya. He
died here in a.d. 1231. Jalal had already married
a lady named Gauhar Khatun, daughter of Lala
Sharaf al-din of Samarkand, who bore him two
sons. One of these, Sultan Walad, is the author
of a mystical poem, the Rahdhndma, which, though
written in Persian, contains 156 couplets in the
Seljuk dialect of Turkish—the earliest important
specimen of West Turkish poetry that we possess
(see E. J. W. Gibb, History of Ottoman Poetry, i.

id2).

After several years of study at Aleppo and
Damascus, Jalal returned to Qoniya, where he
was appointed professor and gained a great re-
putation for learning. About this time he seems
to have devoted himself to theosophy under the
guidance of Burhan al-din of Tirmidh, one of his
father’s pupils ; but the crisis of his spiritual life

was his meeting with Shams al-din of Tabriz, a
wandering dervish who came to Qoniya in A.D.
1244 and vanished mysteriously—according to one
legend, he was killed in a riot—in 1246. This illi-

terate God-intoxicated man exerted upon Jalal an
extraordinary personal influence almost amount-
ing to possession, which was bitterly resented by
his numerous disciples at Qoniya. To escape from
their persecution Shams al-din left the city and
returned only a short time before his death.
During his absence Jalal composed part of the
enormous collection of mystical odes entitled
Dtvdn-i ShamS'i Tabriz

;

the rest belongs to a

later period, but nearly the whole work is written
in the name of his beloved teacher and friend.
Jalal founded—in memory, it is said, of Shams al-
din—the Maulavi order of dervishes with their
peculiar dress and whirling dance; and some of
these hymns, first uttered in moments of ecstatic
rapture, are still chanted by the Maulavis, whose
headquarters remain at Qoniya to the present
day. In the Divan Jalal’s poetical genius is not
hampered by didactic motives, and he sings out
of the fullness of his heart; here he very often
soars on the wings of pantheistic enthusiasm to
heights that few Silfi poets have been able to
approach.
Probably about A.D. 1260, at the instigation of

his favourite pupil, 5^asan Rusam al-din, he be-
gan to compose the most celebrated of his works
and perhaps the greatest mystical poem of any
age, the Mathnavl-i Mctnam, or ‘ Spiritual Coup-
lets,’ in six books containing altogether some
27,000 verses. The Mathnavl may be described
as a medley of anecdotes, dialogues, allegories,
and discursive theosophical speculations. Each
book, however, forms an independent whole and
has an inward, though not always obvious, unity
of its own. Such difiiculties as occur are generally
due to the abstruse nature of the subject ; the nar-
rative portions are written in a plain style, singu-
larly free from rhetorical conceits. Prolix, dis-

connected, and sometimes tedious though it be,

the Mathnavl stands unrivalled as a comprehen-
sive and thoroughly characteristic exposition of

the religious philosophy of Persia—an exposition
which is inspired by intense moral feeling and
illuminated by many beautiful and profound
thoughts.
While no attempt can be made to describe the

I

author’s doctrines in detail, a few salient points
may be noticed. Jalal al-din is a pantheist in the
sense that he identifies all real being with God
and regards the world of phenomena as a mere
image of the divine ideas reflected from the dark-
ness of not-being : the universe in itself is nothing,
and God alone really exists. Every atom of the
universe reflects some attribute of God, but man
is the microcosm which reflects them all. In him
light and darkness meet; he is compounded of

awe and mercy, hell and heave^n, and in virtue of
this double nature, which God oftered to him as a
trust {amdnat) and which he voluntarily accepted
{Qur^dn xxxiii. 72), he is responsible for his actions
and can choose good or evil. Admitting for prac-
tical purposes the existence of evil, the poet is

careful to guard himself against dualism ; he holds
that evil is a negation of real being, or that, in so
far as it has a positive character, it tends to good.
He insists repeatedly on the supreme value of love
as the unitive and purifying element in religion.

Those who love GodT will discern the soul of good-
ness everywhere and will realize the unity under-
lying all differences of creed and ritual ; not only
will a moral transformation be wrought in them
by grace of God, but they will pass utterly away
from selfhood and individuality, which are the
great obstacles to absorption in the divine life.

Another noteworthy doctrine is that of the evolu-

tion of the soul through ascending grades of being
—mineral, vegetable, animal, human, angelic—be-

fore its final return to the source whence it sprang.
Besides the Dlvdn and the Mathnavl, Jalal al-din

is the author of a prose treatise bearing the title

Flhi mdfihi, several copies of which are preserved
at Constantinople.

LiTBRATtruB.—i. Life and doctrine.’—Too most authoritative
Persian biography of Jalal al-din is contained in the Mandqib
aU'&rifin by AflakI, a pupil of the poet's grandson Ohalabi
'Arif, of which J. Redhouse has translated copious extracts (see

below). Further information will be found in the translations
of the Mathnam and Divan and also in the following works :
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E. G. Browne, Literary History of Persia, London, 1906, ii.

516-626; H. Ethd, Morgenlandische Studien, Leipzig, 1870,

pp. 96-124, and in GIrP ii. (1896-1904) 287-292
; E. J. W.

Gibb, Hist(yry of Ottoman Poetry, London, 1900, i. 146-163.

ii. Mathnavi.
—

^The Mathnavihas been frequently reprintedin
the East with and without commentaries in Persian or Turkish.
There are English versions of bk. i. by J. Redhouse, London,
1881, with biographical introduction translated from the work
of Aflaki ; and of bk. ii. by C. E. Wilson, London, 1910, with a
full commentary. An abstract of the whole poem, together
with an excellent account of the principal doctrines by E. H.
Whinfield, was published in 1887 in Trubner’s Oriental Series,

and a second edition appeared in 1898.

iii. Divdn-i Shams-% Tabriz.—Complete edition in Persian,
Lucknow, 1884 ;

selected odes, Tabriz, 1863, and Lucknow,
1878. Translations ; A. von Rosenzweig-, Auswahl axis den
Diwanen Mewlarw, Dsehelaleddin Rumi, Persian text with
German verse tr., Vienna, 1838 ; R. A. Nicholson, Selected
Poems from the Dlvdn-i Shams-i Tabriz, Persian text with
prose te., introduction, and notes, Cambridge, 1898; W.
Hastie, The Festiml of Spring, from the Divan of Jeldleddln,
rendered in English ghazels after Ruckert’s versions, Glasgow,
1903. Reynold A. Nicholson.

JALANDHARA.— Jalandhara (Jullunder) is

the name of a town (lat. 31® 20' N., long. 75® 35' E.),

district, and division in the Panjab. The ‘ division
’

includes the * districts’ of Jalandhar (Jullunder),

Hoshyar]pur, and Kangra. The ancient kingdom,
called Trigarta by the Hindus and Jalandhara by
the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang (Yuan Chwang)
in the 7th cent., included, like the modem ‘divi-

sion,’ both the hill country of Kangpa and the plain

of Jalandhar. The latter is associated in Hindu
mythology with an eponymous demon, on whose
back the town is supposed to be built, and the
neighbourhood is regarded as hoty ground, pilgrim-

ages to which are meritorious. The fort of Kangra
(Nagarkot), formerlyconsidered one of the strongest

places in India, possesses the famous Brahmanical
temple of Mata Bevi, or Vajre^vari Devi, thrice

desecrated by the Muhammadans, and mostly de-

stroyed by the earthquake of 1905, as well as some
Jain shrines and images, but no Jains now reside

there. At Jualamukhi (‘flaming mouth,’), about
20 miles S.E. of Kangra, a discharge of inflam-

mable gas from a fissure at the base of a high
range of hills is honoured with great veneration

and much visited bjr pilgrims.

The Chinese pilgrim, Hiuen Tsiang, twice visited

Jalandhar in A.D. 634 and 643. The capital was
then described as being * the royal city of Northern
India,’ and the Raja was specially selected by king
Harsa (Siladitya), the paramount sovereign, to

escort the * Master of the Law ’ when on his return

journey to China. An earlier unnamed Ram of

uncertain date, who had become a convert to Bud-
dhism, is said to have been given by the paramount
power ‘sole control of matters relating to Bud-
dhism in all India,’ and to have been vested, in

his capacity of Protector of the Faith, with juris-

diction to reward and punish monks impartially

without distinction of persons. The same prince

was believed to have travelled all through In(Ra

and to have erected stupas (topes) and monasteries

at the sacred sites ; but no record confirming these

statements of the pilgrim has been discovered.

Although Buddhism was decadent in most parts

of N. India during the 7th cent., it was still the

dominant religion atJalandhar, where the Buddhist
monasteries, served by more than 2000 brethren,

students of both ‘vehicles,’ exceeded fifty in num-
ber, while the Brahmanical temples of the Saiva

sect of Pa6upati were only three, with about 500

votaries. Probably the Buddhist worship survived

until the Muhammadan conquest early in the 11th

century. The armies of Islam could not endure
the multitude of images displayed in Buddhist
establishments, and made an end of monks and
monasteries wherever they found them. The
brethren at Jalandhar made a special study of the

Ahhidharma, or metaphysical, section of the canon,

and Hiuen 'Tsiang studied an Ahhidharma com-

mentary for four months in 634 under the guidance
of a teacher named Chandravarna. The compila-
tion of such commentaries is recorded to have been
the business of the Council assembled by the Kus§,n
monarch Kaniska (g.v.), probably in or about A.D.
100. But in the opinion of the Japanese scholar,
Takakusu,
* all arguments about the Council and its works will be value-
less until the MaJidvibhd§d— an encyclopasdia of Buddhist
philosophy—is translated into one of the European languages *

He holds that the Council was merely an assembly of the ad-
herents of the Hinayana school of the Sarvastivadins (JRAS,
1905, p. 415).

Hiuen Tsiang had no doubt that the Council
met in Kashmir, presumably at the capital, and
his account of its proceedings forms part of his
description of the valley. He tells us that king
Kaniska proposed that the sittings should be held
in the plains of GandhSra, but that objection was
taken to the heat and damp there. A suggestion
to assemble at Rajagriha, the ancient capital of

Magadha (Bihar) was also rejected, and ultimately
it was decided to hold the Council in Kashmir.
The commentaries authorized by the assembly are
said to have been engraved on copper-plates and
deposited in a stupa. It is possible that they may
still exist among the now insignificant ruins of
Pandrethan, Asoka’s capital, which lie to the south-
east of Srinagar, or Pravarasenapura, founded by
a Raja of Saiva faith, perhaps during the 6th cen-
tury. A rival tradition alleged that the Council
was held at the Kuvana or Tamasavana monasteiy
of Jalandhar, and the Tibetan historian of Bud-
dhism, Taranatha, writing in A.D. 1608, was of

opinion that this tradition was supported by the
weight of learned authority (Schiefner, Taranatha,
p. 60). But the precise testimony of Hiuen Tsiang,
nearly a thousand years earlier in date, obviously
is entitled to more credence, and the fact may be
accepted that most of the sittings of the Council
were held in Kashmir. It is possible that the
assembly may have met first in a monastery at or

near Jalandhar, and may have adjourned to Kash-
mir for the hot season. Paramartha (499-569), the
author of the Life of Vasuhandhu, fully confirms

the tradition that Kashmir was the place of meet-
ing of the Council {JBAS, 1905, pp. 38, 52).

Litbratuiub.—A. Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India,
London, 1871, Archoeol. Surv. Rep. v. (Calcutta, 1882) ; Hiuen
Tsiang (Yuan Chwang), Travels, tr. S. Beal (Boston, 188^ and
T. Watters (London, 1904-05) ; S. Beal, The Life of Hiuen
Tsiang, do. 1888 ;

Rdjatarafigivi, tr. M. A. Stein, Westminster,

1900; F. A. Schiefner, Taranatha's Gesch., St. Petersburg,

1869 ; JRAS, 1906 ; art. * Jullunder District* in JGI xiv. [1908]

221-231. Vincent A. Smith.

JAMBUKESWARAM (Skr. Jamhuke^ara, a

title of Siva, ‘Lord of the jamhu, or rose-apple

tree,’ under an old specimen of which, much vener-

ated, the symbol of the god is placed).—^A famous
Saiva temple in Srirangam Island (JM^.) in the
Trichinopoli District of the Madras Presidency.

It rivals the more famous Vaisnava temple at

Srirangam in architectural beauty, interest, and
possibly in antiquity. The lihga which is the

object of worship is one of the five known as ‘ ele-

mental,’ the ‘ element’ being in this case water, by
which it is surrounded (for the other ‘elemental’

lingas see Madras Manual of Administration,

iii. [1893] 429 f. ). According to Fergusson,
* the first gateway of the outer enclosure is not large, but it

leads direct to the centre of a hall containing some 400 pillars.

On the right these open to a tank fed by a perpetual spring

which is one of the wonders of the place. The corresponding

space on the left was intended to be occupied by the 600 columns
requisite to make up the 1000, but was never completed. [There

are, in reality, 796 columns, or, in all, 938, if the 142 round the

little tank which adjoins the haU be added.] Between the two
gopuras (entrance gates) of the second^ enclosure is a vejy

beautiful portico of cruciform shape, leading to the door of the

sanctuary, which, however, makes no show external^,^ and
access to its interior is not vouchsafed to the profane ’ (JELisi. of

Ind. and East. Arch., p. 365).
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He fixes the date of the building about A.D.

1600 ;
one inscription, however, is said to be dated

A.D. 1480. Formerly, when sectarian jealousy was
less intense, the image of Visnu used to be brought

for one day in the year into a coco-nut grove yrithin

the enclosure of the rival temple, but owing to

sectarian disputes this practice has now been aban-

doned.

Litebatuius.—

P

ergnssos, Sist. of IndicM and Eastern

Architecture, London, 1876, p. 365 ; IQI xxiii. [1908J 109 f.

W. Ceooke.
JAMNOTRl (Skr. Yamund‘avdtara-‘puri, ‘city

of the ^pearance of the Jumna ’).— sacred place

of the Hindus near the source of the river JumnS.

;

lat. 31“ 1' N. ; long. 78“ 28' E. ; in the State of Garh-

wal. United Provinces, India. The river rises from

the group of mountains known as Bandarpunch,

‘monkey^ tail,’ the height of which is 30,731 ft.,

at Jamnotri, at an elevation of 10,549 ft. above sea

level. Close to the source of the river from a
glacier there is a hot spring.

‘From a rock which projects from the snow a small rill

descends during the day, about 3 feet wide and very shallow,

being only the result of a shower of spray produced by the

snow melting under the sun’s rays. Below this the sno_w-bed

is intersected with rifts and chasms, caused by the falling in

of the snow as it is melted by the steam of the boiling spring

beneath it. The rill finds its way through crevices formed in

the snow-bed to the ground beneath, out of which gush numer-
ous springs of water of nearly boiling heat [194*7“ Fahr.] ;

and the
steam from these melts the mass of ice and snow above them so

as to form numerous excavations resembling vaulted roofs of

marble, and further causes a copious shower, which affords the
principal supply to the Jumna* (Atkinson, Himalayan Gaz,
iii. 876).

The place is a resort of pilgrims, but is not so

popular as Gangotri {q.v,), the source of the Ganges.

LmiBATmtB.—E. T. Atkinson, Himalayan Gazetteer, Alla-

habad, 1882-84, iiL 376; T. Skinner, Excursions in India,
London, 1833, i. 296 ff.

; IGl xiv. [1908] 61.

W. CUOOKE.
JANSENISM.—Jansenism, a relidous revival

within the Church of Rome, originated in the 17th
cent, and is hardly yet extinct. Although its

history is connected chiefiy with France, its first

home was the Flemish University of Louvain ; and
it bears the name of its chief Flemish apostle,

Cornelius Jansen, bishop of Ypres. Jansen (1585-

1638) was bom of humble parents at Accoy in
the province of Utrecht, and educated at Louvain,
where he formed a momentous friendship with a
French fellow-student, Jean du Vergier de Hau-
ranne (1581-1643), who presently introduced his
ideas to France. Jansen rose to be tutor and pro-
fessor at Louvain ; in 1636 he was appointed bishop
of Ypres, but died within two years of his elevation.
In 1640 his executors published the work of his life-

time: Augustinus, seu doctrina S. Augustini de
humance natures cegritudine, sanitate et medicina
ad/versus Pelagianos et Massilienses, This bulky
treatise is the chief monument of a controversy
that had raged at Louvain ever since its great pro-
fessor Baius, otherwise Michael de Bay (1513-89),
had revolted against the traditional Scholasticism
of the college lecture-rooms. Mediaeval theology
boasted itself a Jides queerens intellectum, making
clear to reason the dogmas that faith already ac-
cepted ; and reason, to the mediaeval mind, meant
the categories of Aristotle. With their help, it
was thought that all the mysteries of religion could
be translated into clear, coherent language ; and,
in pursuance of this end, the Schoolmen raised a
gigantic monument of subtle dialectic, wherein
they claimed that every article in the creed found
its precise metaphysical equivalent. As time went
on, however, the world grew increasingly dissatis-
fied with their performance. Simple souls were i

bewildered. They felt that faifch and grace and
love, when arrayed in all the pomp of logical
abstraction, were w^oefully unlike afl that they
mean to the unsophisticated human heart. Ac-

cordingly they accused the Church of having over-

inteUectualized relmon ; the Flemish Huguenots
told King Philip II. tiiat it had * brouill4 la sapience
humaine parmy la sapience divine.’ Their protest

was in some degree supported by de Bay and other
moderate Catholics, who were in favour of making
all reasonable concessions to the Reformation.
They felt that scholasticism, in its enthusiasm for

logic, had let theology drift out of touch with
Christian feeling and experience. ‘ Divines talk of

sin,’ wrote de Bay (Linsenmann, Michael Baius,
. 75), ‘as though it were a clever puzzle invented

y some visionary dreamer, which must be pondered
over and believed, although nobody could feel or

grasp it.’ Under his leadership an anti-Scholastic

tradition grew up at Louvain, of which Jansen be-

came the great exponent. In the preface to his

Augustinus he declares that the first great enemy
of God is Aristotle, the arch-logician. His pura,
^uta philosophia may be well enough suited to the
investigation of physical phenomena ; it is utterly

out of place in a discussion of spiritual things. It

engenders a blind trust in argument ; and argument
transforms theology intoa kind of dialectical tilting-

match, where everything is open to question, and
nothing is held sacred or assured. ‘ what is held
probable to-day will be considered false to-morrow,
and the certainty of yesterday becomes the paradox
of to-day.’ Thus was theolo^ become ‘ a tower of

Babel for confusion, and a Cimmerian region for

obscurity.’

Where find a remedy for this state of things?
Jansen appealed to Augustine—raised up by God’s
Providence to be the eternal and victorious foe of

Aristotle. To follow him was to escape from the
frosty intellectualism of the Schoolmen ; for Augus-
tine, although more than a match in logic for the
doughtiest Aristotelian who ever lectured in the
Schools, had never hesitated to appeal to the imagi-
nation and the feelings ; his works owed even more
to his ‘ charity ’ than to his brain. Again, to follow

Augustine was to escape for ever from the insta-

bility of the theologians. He had always taught
that faith and reason have nothing to do with each
other. Divine truth in no way depends on the
vagaries of the human mind; it is determined
solely by prescriptions and traditions flowing
straight from the Fountainhead. In other words,
it is given by God—not made by the hand of man.
And what is true of faith is also true of works.
Left to ourselves, we can neither think nor act

aright. All that is good in us is the fruit of grace
implanted in the individual heart by the hand of

God Himself. Jansen’s three volumes are an in-

terminable elaboration of this central thesis. The
changes are incessantly rung on the absolute neces-

sity of grace, on the blindness of the human in-

tellect and the weakness of the human will, until

commonplace Catholics began to rub their eyes,

and ask whether the bishop of Ypres was anything
better than a Calvinist in dis^ise. They were
wrong. Strongly as Jansen hfld to the Augus-
tinian doctrine of individual sanctification by the

direct personal agency of God, he held quite as

strongly to the other side of the Augustinian system—^to the Civitas Dei, or Visible Church, wherein the

Redeemer becomes perpetually re-incamate, genera-
tion after generation. Thus communion with the

Visible Church—acceptance of its dogmas, partici-

pation in its sacraments—was absolutely necessary
for salvation. The Church, as it were, provided
the dry bones of righteousness ; the inwara witness
of the Spirit clothed the skeleton with flesh. Hence,
during their long struggle with the Roman authori-

ties, none of Jansen’s followers dreamed of casting

loose from Rome.
Moreover, all their surroundings indisposed them

from any sympathy with the Reformation. Jansen
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spent most of his life at Louvain, the frontier-citadel

of Rome over against Presbyterian Holland ; there

he more than once crossed swords with the great
Calvinist controversialist, Voetius, still remembered
for his attacks on Descartes. And he probably
owed his mitre to the favour with which the Spanish
Viceroy at Brussels had received his Mars Gallicus

(1635), a fiery political pamphlet attacking Louis
XIII. of France for having allied himself with the
heretical powers of Northern Europe during his

long fight with Spain and Austria, traditional

champions of the papacy. On the other hand,
Jansen, like de Bay before him, may well have
dreamed of beating the Protestants with their own
weapons, and proving that—given a strong infusion

of Augustinian doctrine—Rome could be as truly
evangelical as Wittenberg or Geneva. Certainly

this idea appealed much to his friend and fellow-

labourer, du Vergier de Hauranne. He came of a
wealthy family near Bayonne, and was educated at
Louvain, where he made Jansen’s acquaintance.

After his ordination he spent some years as con-

fidential secretary to the bishop of Poitiers ; in 1620

the bishop made over to him the ‘commendato^*
(or sinecure) abbacy of Saint Cyran, a Benedictine

monastery in central France. Thenceforward he
was generally known as Monsieur de Saint Cyran.

At Poitiers he was often brought in contact with
the Huguenots; for Touraine was the centre of

French Protestantism. And experience soon con-

vinced him that their reconciliation with the Roman
Church was impossible, until the Church set its

affairs in order. Accordingly he settled in Paris,

and there started on a vigorous campaign to bring

the Church’s disorders to an end.

The disorders in question were fruits of the Wars
of Religion in the previous century. After thirty

years’ fighting about theology, most Frenchmen
were sick of the very name of dogma. As the long

struggle had ended with the conversion of Henry
IV. to Rome, most of them were willing enough to

call themselves Catholics, and ‘ perform the ancient

ceremonies of their country with a decent modera-
tion,’ as one of their own great writers enjoins.

But independent spirits were drifting away from
Christianity altogether to a purely natural religion

untainted by sectarian bickerings— a religion of

noble self-respect and disinterested love of duty,

learnt from Marcus Aurelius and Epictetus. Such
minds felt no need of grace or redemption ; was
not the wise man sufficient unto himself ? As for

the frivolous many, they were frankly weary of

religion altogether; and the Church’s only chance

of luring them back within its fold was to pitch its

standard of * decent moderation ’ as low as possible.

This view soon dawned on the Jesuits and the more
worldly-wise among the clergy. They argued that

severity in pulpit and confessional only scared sin-

ners away altogether; thereby their money and
infiuence were lost to the Church, and their souls

robbed of the priceless benefit of priestly absolu-

tion. Accordingly, through their casuists—^writers

of official text-DOoks on the management of the

confessional—^they entered on a vigorous campaign
to force priests to be lax. The kind of question that

a confessor might ask was rigorously defined. He
must be satisfied with the merest show of repent-

ance. He must always lean towards the most
* benign’ interpretation of the law; and for his

guidance the casuists ran many an ingenious

coach-and-four through inconvenient enactments.

Not that they went as far as some of their Pro-

testant critics imagined. They did not legitimate

grave sins; their object was to show that the

Church’s minimum standard was no higher than
that of the average man or woman of the world.

What did it matter if this level was miserably
low ? The less the casuists dared ask of the sinner.

the more they trusted to the miraculous efficiency

of sacramental grace. By hook or by crook get
him to the confessional, and the magical words
of absolution would make hiTn a new man.
On both Jesuits and Neo-Stoics Saint Cyran

waged a relentless war, for he held that both were
infected by the same deadly error on the subject
of grace. The Stoics ignored it altogether. Their
theory set before man a high ideal, and left him to
carry it out by himself as best he might ; and Saint
Cyran’s criticisms of Stoic practice forestall the
famous saying of Pascal that those who set out
to be angels generally end among the beasts. The
Jesuits certainly did not ignore the necessity of

sacramental grace. But they said that, if a man
wished for it, he must take the first step himself,

and merit grace by coming to confession. For
grace, on their principles, never took the lead ; its

business was to complement and continue what
human nature had begun. That being so, they
argued that it was unjust to ask men for more
than they were fully capable of performing ; God
must perforce be satisfied with whatever the casu-

ists thought it fairand reasonable of Him to expect.

Saint Cyran brought all the batteries of Jansen’s
theology to bear on this position. He refused to

ask what a man could do simply by himself ; the
question was how much he could do when borne
up on the wings of grace. And whether he was so

upborne depended in no way on himself ; God did

not ask His creatures to choose whether they would
accept grace or refuse it. The mass of mankind
He left to perish in their sins. On the few whom
He elected to save grace descended like a whirlwind—^irresistibly, unfailingly, victoriously. There were
‘thunder-claps and visible upsets ’—a sudden, often

violent, awakening. ‘In every true conversion,’

wrote Saint Cyran in his Spi/ritual Letters^ ‘God
speaks at least once to the soul as distinctly as on
the road to Damascus He spoke to St. Paul, model
of all penitents.’ There followed a long cour^ of

internal repentance and external penitential disci-

pline, carried out under expert guidance : was not
St. Paul himself ‘directed^ by Ananias immedi-
ately after his conversion? At last the sinner

emerged a new creature, living only for religion.

To all other interests he was dead. Even tlae most
innocent—art and literature, family ties, civic and
professional duties—might prove dangerous rivals

to the love of God, and were thereforebetter away.
But for such a man the cloister is the only place,

and of this Saint Cyran was well aware. As his

first biographer says, he strove hard ‘h^pily to

depeople earth, and give new citizens to Heaven,*

by driving most of his hearers into convents.

Hence it is scarcely surprising that his first cele-

brated disciple should have been a nun. This was
Ang^lique Amauld (1591-1661), abbess of Port

Royal des Champs, a Cistercian convent near Ver-

sailles. She had early revolted against the spiritual

deadness around her, and embarked on various

schemes of reform. But all her efforts had been

tentative and uncertain, until Saint Cyran appeared

to give her the precise kind of guidance that she

needed. In return, she furnished his doctrine with

a local habitation and a name ; within a very few"

ears Port Royal became the headquarters of the

ansenist party. Ang^lique enlisted in its ser-

vice her large and infiuential family—^notably her

brother, Antoine (1612-94), one of the most
promising young divines in France. Her convent

opened in the capital a daughter-house, known
as Port Royal de Paris. At the abbey gates a

little group of masculine adherents formed the
‘ hermits or Port Royal,’ who lived an austere semi-

monastic life, although bound together by no vow.

Under the guidance of Antoine Arnauld, they

poured forth an ever-increasing fiood of devotional
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literature remarkable for its literary style. Both
nuns and hermits opened ‘little schools* for the

children of friends of the movement; Pascal’s

sister, Jacqueline, was a teacher in the one, and
Eacine a pupil in the other. So successful was
the party that it soon excited the suspicions of

Eichelieu’s police ; in 1638 Saint Cyran was arrested

as a disturber of ecclesiastical peace, and kept in

prison till the Cardinars death (December 1642).

Then he was at once released ; but his health had
been broken by his confinement, and he died in

October 1643.

The leadership of the Jansenist party^ at once

devolved on Antoine Arnauld, who had just pub-

lished (August 1643) a Traits de la fHquente com-

munion, which for the first time set the Jansenist

case before the general reader. The Augustinus^

written in Latin, had been too learned; Saint

Cyran’s devotional works were at once too mon-
astic and too inspirational—too full of ‘thunder-

claps and visible upsets.’ Arnauld, scion of a
family of lawyers, used the language of his country,

and imported into theology all the hard-headed
caution of his race. He dealt with the manage-
ment of the confessional, a subject of interest to

every one. And he dealt with it in a manner in-

telligible to every one. The casuistical party
maintained that Catholics were the Chosen People
—members of the One True Church—and that

God showed His particular favour to them by
giving them sacraments, which ‘ met their efforts

half-way,’ that is, made them holy with very little

trouble on their part. Amauld^s TraiU directly

challenged this position. He denied that the mere
fact of being a Catholic was any recommendation
in God’s sight. Eeligion did not consist in believ-

ing a particular opinion, or conforming to a par-

ticular mode of life ; it meant conversion, becoming
a new creature. But conversion was no affair of
a moment; it was a slow and gradual process, in-

volving a long course of discipline, internal and
external. How absurd it was of the casuists to
give absolution easily

—
‘like footmen, rather than

judges ’—to all who chose to ask for it. How could
a muttered absolution make a sinner a new man ?

The casuistical party must needs take up so open
a challenge. They could not discredit the TraiU
directly, for it had been very favourably received.
So they concentrated their attacks on the weakest
point in Arnauld’s position, and accused the Augus-
tinus of renewing the Predestinarian heresies of
Calvin. The book had ^peared in 1640, and was
promptly censured by the Inquisition, on the ground
that it was illegal to write controversial works on
the subject of grace without special leave from
Rome. This censure was confirmed by Urban vm,
in 1642. But various technical objections were
raised to the legality of this condemnation, and
a lively war of pamphlets ensued. In July 1649
seven propositions were denounced to the Sorbonne,
or Divinity Faculty of Paris University. Two of
these, taken from the FriquenU communion, were
soon dropped; the other five made up what Bossuet
called the soul of the Augustinus, though only the
first proposition of the five was textually extracted
from it. They run as follows ;

(1) There are commandments which good men cannot obey,
however hard they try. (2) In the state of fallen nature, inter-
nal grace is never resisted. (3) To make actions in the state of
fallen nature meritorious or otherwise, it is not requisite that
they should be free from internal necessity, but only from ex-
ternal constraint. (4) The Semi-Pelagian heresy consisted in
teaching that men can choose whether they will accept grace or
reject it. (5) It is a Semi-Pelagian error to say that Christ died
for all men.
These five Propositions gave rise to heated debates
in the Sorbonne, until Amauld’s supporters, find-
ing themselves in a minority, appealed to the law-

|

courts on a question of privilege, and the whole
j

question was referred to the Assembly of the I

!
Clergy meeting in the following year. But the

i Assembly also was divided in opinion. In April
1651, eighty-five bishops wrote to Pope Innocent X.,

begging him to condemn the Propositions ; eleven
other bishops wrote deprecating the action of their

colleagues. Innocent appointed a commission forth-

with to examine into the whole question, with the
help of advocates on both sides. Early in 1653 the
commission reported ; and on the strength of its

findings Innocent declared all five Propositions
heretical.

At first the Jansenists made light of his judg-
ment. In the 17th cent, few Frenchmen believed
in papal infallibility. Rome was looked on as a
country where diplomatic intrigue went for more
than theological scholarship, and one pontificate

might easily undo the work of another. The
Jesuits might manage to hoodwink Innocent x.

;

Port Eoyal could afford to wait till he gave place
to a pope less amenable to their influence. Accord-
ingly Arnauld temporized. He began by denying
that Jansen was touched by the censure at all.

Only one of the five Propositions was a literal

extract from the Augustinus*, and that one,

though liable to Calvinistic misconstruction, was
also capable of being read in the orthodox Catho-
lic sense given it by Augustine, Jansen’s master.
Hence, to condemn the disciple was to condemn
the Doctor of grace. The bishops replied that
Innocent had condemned the Propositions in the
precise sense intended by Jansen ; and their asser-

tion was confirmed by Innocent’s successor, Alex-
ander VII., in October 1656. Arnauld had already
been expelled from the Sorbonne, in spite of Pascars
Provincial Letters (Jan. 1656~March 1657), begun
in an attempt to save him. Early in 1657 the
Assembly of the Clergy imposed on every priest,

monk, and nun in France a ‘ Formulary,’ or decla-

ration, that the Propositions really were in Jansen’s
book. For a while, however, the Formulary hung
fire. Although in a small minority, the Jansenists
had powerful backers among both bishops and
judges,

^
Public opinion was impressed by the

Provincial Letters, and still more by the so-called

‘miracle of the Holy Thom’ (March 24, 1656),

when Pascal’s little niece, Marguerite P6rier, was
suddenly cured of an ulcerated eye by touching a
relic from the Crown of Thoms in the convent
chapel at Port Eoyal. But the respite was short

;

for in 1660 a new and most powerfulenemy entered
the lists. Louis XIV. took the reins of government
into his own hands ; and this great fanatic for uni-

formity was the last man in the world to tolerate

a handful of eccentric recluses who believed them-
selves to be in special touch with Heaven, and
therefore might at anymoment set their conscience
up against the law. In 1661 he stirred up the
bishops to enforce signature of the Formulary; and,
when the Jansenists objected that mere bishops had
no right to impose it, he got a new Formulary
drafted by the pope (1664).

At last the Jansenists found themselves between
two fires. Were they to sign, or were they not to

sign? A few of the most consistent were for a
blank refusal. Just before his death (1662) Pascal
had declared that the Augustinus was absolutely
in the right, and the pope absolutely in the wrong.
Hence to sign the Formulary, without expressly
excepting Jansen’s name from censure of eveiy
kind, was to act in a way ‘ abominable before God,
craven in the sight of man, and of no use whatso-
ever to those already marked out for destruction.’

But the mass of the party followed Arnauld in his

temporizing tactics. He said that the Formulary
might be signed by any one who bore in mind the

common distinction of law and fact. In abstract

matters of dogma the Church was certainly infal-

lible. But this infallibility ceased so soon as it
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approached concrete cases of fact ; and it knew no
more than any one else what was in a particular

author’s mind when he wrote a certain passage in

his book. Properly speaking, it had no right to
pronounce on such questions at all ; if it insisted

on doing so, the most that its decisions could expect
was the * respectful silence ’ that involves external
conformity, out no inward acquiescence. Tacitly
connived at by many bishops, this position was
openly accepted by tour—those of Alet, Angers,
Beauvais, and Pamiers. The pope and Louis were
furious, and there was talk of bringing the offend-

ing prelates to trial. But all sorts of legal difficul-

ties arose as to who should try them ; for the
Gallican Church was exceedingly jealous of any
interference from Rome. While the question was
still pending, Pope Alexander died. The peace-

makers at once stepped in, and persuaded the four

bishops to make a very ambiguous submission to

Rome. With this the new and very pacific pope,

Clement IX., declared himself satisfied (1669) ; and
Louis’s ministers, who were utterly weary of the
whole quarrel, induced him to take this opportunity
of admitting the Jansenists generally to ^ace.
Public opinion followed his lead. The nuns of Port
Royal suddenly found themselves national hero-

ines ; and Arnauld ended twenty years of hiding
by a triumphant entry into Paris.

Jansenist writers treat this ‘ Peace of Clement
IX.’ as a victory ; really itwas the beginning of their

downfall. They had set out to reform the Church

;

they ended by having to fight hard for a doubtful
footing within it. And under Arnauld’s leadership

the party itself had gone down-hill ; a controversial,

argumentative impulse was shouldering out the
evangelical. The world admired Arnaul(fs talents

;

Wt, in admiring, it agreed with Bossuet, who said

that Amauld was inexcusable for having wasted
his great abilities in an attempt to show that
Jansen had not been condemned. Besides, Louis
never forgot, and never forgave ; and an incident
very soon occurred that fanned his wrath to a
flame. For a long while a sullen contest had
smouldered between the Government and the
bishops over the rigaU—the royal prerogative of

enjoying the temporalities of a vacant bishopric,

wnich the Crown lawyers had gradually extended
into a most vexatious burden. The explosion came
in 1673, when Louis tried to enforce it on the few
dioceses which had been hitherto exempt. Loud
protests were raised by the bishops of Alet and
ramiers—both well known for their Jansenist
sympathies, and both strong opponents of the
^^ormulary. Their action raised a violent storm,
and led directly to Louis’s quarrel with Innocent
XI. and the Gallican Declaration of 1682. It also

determined Louis to make an end for ever of the
obnoxious sect. He stayed his hand during the
life of his cousin, Madame de Longueville—once
the heroine of the Fronde, and now the great patron
of Port Royal. On her death (1679) he at once
proceeded to sharp measures. The nuns of Port
Royal were again subjected to persecution; and
Arnauld fled from France, never to return.

Still, to strike at the leaders was one thing ; to

crush their followers was quite another. What
was known as ‘mitigated Jansenism’—a doctrine

that just managed to keep within the four comers
of orthodoxy—found many adherents among the
clergy. And in lay homes the spirit of Port Royal
wns kept alive by a book, which played in the
later history of Jansenism almost as large a part
as the Augustinus itself. This was Le Nouveau
Testament en frangais, avec des reflexions morales
sur chague verset, pour en rendre la lecture et la

meditation plusfaciles d ceux gui commencent d s’

y

appliquer
; it was popularly known as Les Reflex-

ions morales, and was from the pen of the Ora-

torian, Pasquier Quesnel (1634-1719). In various
forms and under various titles it went through a
number of editions between 1668 and 1692, without
incurring any official censure. Indeed, it was
formally approved by Noailles, bishop of Chalons,
afterwards Cardinal Archbishop of Paris, although
Quesnel’s opinions were well known. In 1685 he
had gone to share Amauld’s exile in Brussels ; and
on Amauld’s death (1694) he succeeded to the
leadership of the party. Meanwhile the sale of
his Reflexions morales continued to increase, and
it became the target of an ever-growing hail of
Jesuit bullets. At last the more sanguine Jansen-
ists determined to take the offensive themselves.
In 1701 they consulted the Sorbonne as to whether
it was not enough to receive the condemnation of
Jansen in * respectful silence. ’ The question stirred
the fires of fifty years before ; and soon ecclesiasti-

cal France was in a blaze. In 1703 Louis wrote to
Clement XI., suggesting that they should take con-
certed action to put an end to Jansenism for ever.
Clement replied with the bull Vineam Domini,
condemning respectful silence outright (1705). The
bull only whetted Louis’s appetite. The older he

f
rew, and the thicker the disasters of the War of
panish Succession rained upon him, the more the

ugly superstitious side of his character awoke.
He became frenziedly anxious to propitiate his
Maker, and save himself another Blenheim or
Malplaquet by exterminating the enemies of the
Church. As the few old ladies left at Port Royal
refused to accept the Vineam Domini, their com-
munity 'was broken up (1709) ; their cemetery w^as

violated, and the abbey-buildings destroyed. The
king next proposed to Clement to condemn the
Reflexions morales in the most solemn possible

form. For some time Clement, a pacific diplomat,
hung back ; but at last he yielded, and put forth
the bull Unigenitus (1713). This was a censure
not only of all that Jansenism said, but of all that
it had tried to say. Even F6nelon, although a
warm admirer of the bull, admits that public
opinion credited it with having condemned St.

Augustine, St. Paul, and Jesus Christ Himself.
It went altogether beyond the technical questions
raised by the Augustinus—notablv when it dealt a
hea'Ty blow at the practice of popular Bible-reading
lately sprung up among French Catholics. Hence
its appearance was the signal for a popular outcry

;

even about fifteen bishops supported Cardinal de
Noailles in refusing to accept it. The next two
years were spent by the Court in a feverish en-

deavour to thrust it down their throats ; NoaiQes
was saved from deposition only by the death of

the king in 1715.

On the accession of the regent Orleans, bigotry

at once gave place to cynical indiflerence. Orleans
was a free-thinker, and all he cared for was to

keep the clergy quiet ; hence he always sided with
the stronger party, in the hope of crushing out the
weaker. As the bull was generally unpopular, he
began by taking the side of its opponents, and
appointed Noailles chief ecclesiastical adviser to

the Court. But he soon found that he had under-
rated the strength of the Constitutionnaires—the
thick-and-thin supporters of the bull. Besides, its

opponents were divided among themselves. Some
rejected the Unigenitus altogether; others were
willing to accept it with various modifications. At
last the stalwarts of the party lost patience with
its trimmers. In 1717 four bishops—those of

Boulogne, Mirepoix, Montpellier, and Senez

—

appealed from the pope to a general Council ; they
were supported by Noailles and a number of others.

The pope replied that anv one who rejected the

bull thereby cut himself off from communion with
the Church of Christ (1718). The Court, foreseeing

serious risk of a definite breach with Rome, called
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in the services of a committee of moderate bishops,

among them being Massillon of Clermont, the

famous pulpit orator. The committee produced
two documents. One—the Corps de doctrine—was
a commentary on the bull, expfaininff away every-

thing in its provisions that might stick in the gorge
of an ‘appellant.’ The second document was a
letter accepting the Unigenitus in the same sense

as the pope—which, as the indignant Clement
pointed out, was often very different from the sense

laid down in the Corps de doctrine—and at the same
time condemning some of the most extravagant
utterances of the bull’s extreme supporters. The
two documents made up what was Icaown as an
accommodement^ or compromise ; and the Govern-
ment decreed that any one who signed the com-

anise should be deemed to have accepted the

, and be free from further molestation. After
some w^avering, NoaUles and most of the appellant
bishops accepted the Government’s terms (1720)

;

and Jansenism came to an end as an organized
political force.

Not that it was by any means dead. The four
original appellants refused the compromise, and
* re-appealed ’ to a general Council. The tolerant
Regent let them alone ; but after his death (1723)
power passed into the hands of Fleury, former
tutor to the young king, and an ardent aspirant
to a cardinal’s hat. He determined to make an
example of the most recalcitrant appellant, Bishop
Soanen of Senez. This old man of over eighty was
deposed from his bishopric, and exiled to a remote
nionastery in Auvergne. Noailles protested against
his treatment; but shortly afterwards he died
(1729), just after having made a humble submission
to Rome. He was hardly in- his grave before Jan-
senism burst out again in a new form. Persecution
generally begets hysteria in its victims, more espe-
cially when they already accept a strong doctrine
of conversion. Belief in material miracles goes
hand in hand with belief in moral ; and even in its
great days Port Royal could furnish a long list of
special providences and portents, like the miracle
of the Holy Thom. Now that the fortunes of the
party were at their lowest ebb, these were multi-
plied a hundredfold. About 1728 the ‘ miracles of
St. M4dard ’ became the talk of Paris. These were
a series of astonishing cures—mostly of nervous
diseases—effected at the tomb of Francois de P§,ris
(1690-1727), a young Jansenist cleric of singularly
holy life, and a perfervid opponent of the UnV
genitus. In 1732 the Government closed the
cemetery, and gave rise to the famous epigram

;

‘ De par le Itoi, defense i Dieu
De faire miracle en ce lieu.’

From mere miracles it was but a step to apocalyptic
prophecy and speaking with tongues. The so-
called Oowoulsionnaires worked themselves up, by
means of^ frightful self-torture, into a state of
ecstasy, in which they prophesied and cured
disuses. They were speedily disowned by the
serious Jansenists, but they dragged on a disreput-
able existence for many years. In 1772 they were
still important enough for Diderot to take the field
against them. A curious law-suit revealed that
t^y had a regular organization, with elective
officers and a common treasury, known as the
hoite d Perrette {‘Perrette’s money-box’), from
the name of the old lady who was its original
custodian.

Meanwhile Cardinal Fleury was having much
ado to enforce the Unigenitus on the clergy gener-
ally. The French judges were enthusiastically
Galilean ; and they hated the bull, because it was
a triumph of their hereditary enemies, the Jesuits
and the pope. Hence they put every possible
difficidty m the way of its execution. Under their
fostenng care, a belief sprang up that to call one-

self a ‘ Jansenist,’ and abuse the Unigfenitus, was
to show oneself a lover of civil and religious liberty.
And, as the Jesuits grew more and more unpopular^
the word ‘ Jansenist ’ came to mean everything that
they were not; it stood for a sterling, upright
character, and a manly hatred of double-dealing
and shams. Thus the historian Sismondi, who was
born in 1773, remembered an old gentleman who
used to boast that he was an atheist, but one of the
Jansenist sort. Men of this type had much to do
with the eventual suppression of the Jesuits (1773),
and not a little with the French Revolution. Here
political Jansenism joined hands with religious in
the remarkable figure of the Abb6 Henri Gr4goire
(1750-1831), sometime constitutional bishop of Blois.
For reli^ous Jansenism was not dead. The old
spirit of Fort Royal still survived in many a country
parsonage and convent, and led throughout the 18tn
cent, to chronic conflicts with authority. Often
the causes of quarrel were trumpery enough ; and
Jansen’s latter-day descendants did not always
show themselves reasonable or broad-minded. Still,

in their dim fashion they upheld the great principle
of their school—^that religion begins and ends as an
inward ‘ touch of the Spirit,’ and over the move-
ments of that Spirit no (Jhurch has jurisdiction.

Outside France also during the 18th cent, much
was heard of Jansenism, though the word was
loosely used to cover a great number of different
meanings. Any one who wished to reform abuses
—more especially abuses profitable to the Court of
Rome—was at once set down as a Jansenist. So
was any priest in any country who tried to keep a
strict hand over his flock. In Ireland, down to
quite modern times, Jansenism meant little more
than a conscientious objection to dancing on Sun-
day. Much the same is true of Italy, though here
something of the true spirit of Port Royal inspired
the efforts of Bishop Scipione de’ Ricci ^741-1810),
the leading spirit in the ill-fated synod of Pistoia
(1786). But the most direct heir of Port Royalwas
Jansen’s native country of Holland. Here, ever since
Jansen’s own day, Catholic ecclesiastical affairs had
been in a great tangle. The Dutch priests clung to
their ancient right of electing their own archbishop
of Utrecht—or, rather, since the archbishopric had
lapsed at the Reformation, they wished to choose
their acting bishop, or vicar-general. Rome, on
the other hand, wanted to assimilate Holland to
other Protestant countries, where the chief ecclesi-

astical officer was a vicar-apostolic, chosen by the
pope and directly under his orders. The question
was all the more burning, since in Holland, as in
the England of Elizabeth, there were bitter quarrels
between theJesuits and the secular parochial clergy.
The Jesuits wanted a papal nominee ; the seculars
held tightly to their local independence. Jansen
had entered the lists on behalf of the seculars,
while he was still a professor at Louvain ; Saint
Cyran and Antoine Arnauld had followed him, and
ever since Port Royal had been on the friendliest
terms with Utrecht. The fact was not forgotten
at Rome. In 1702 the Vicar-General Codde was
deposed by the pope on a charge of Jansenism, A
section of the Dutch parish priests refused to
recognize his deposition, and were supported by
a number of French ‘appellant’ refugees, who
streamed into Holland after the promulgation of
the Unigenitus. Codde himself acquiesced, under
protest, in his deposition ; but his supporters were
not so meek as he, and eventually organized them-
selves into a separate community. In 1723 Cor-
nelius Steenoven was consecrated archbishop of
Utrecht by Dominique Varlet, a French missionary
bishop, who had been deposed by Rome as a
suspeciied Jansenist ; and suffragan sees were
afterwards founded at Haarlem and Deventer.
Popularly the community has always been known
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as the Jansenist Church of Utrecht; officially it

rejects the name of Jansenist, and calls itself the

Old Koman Catholic Church—‘De Oud-roomsch*
katholieke Kerk.’ Necessarily, however, its theo-

logy wears a strongly Jansenist complexion. It

regards Amauld’s interpretation of Jansen as

perfectly orthodox ; and it rejects the Unigenitm
and the infallibility of the pope. In all other

respects it adheres strictly to Catholic beliefs and
practices—“the practices of two hundred years ago ;

for it is rigidly conservative, and boasts that it

does not move with the times. Of late years,

however, it has shaken off something of its immo-
bility. Since 1872 it has been in communion with
the Old Catholics of Germany, although it by
no means ^proves all their departures from
established Catholic usage. More recgitly it has
established a mission in Paris—the ‘ Eglise galli-

cane’—and has consecrated a bishop to supervise

the Old Catholics of England. And, if there is

any future for free Catholic Churches in Western
Europe, Utrecht will undoubtedly be their natural

starting-point and centre.
Literature.—^For the contemporary works see Gustave

Lanson, Manuel hihliograpMque de la litUrature franpaise

modeme, ii., Paris, 1910 ; see also the bibliography to ch. iv. of

voL V, of the CambridgeModem HisUyry. The principal modem
works are : C. A. Sainte Beuve, Port-Royal\ 6 vols. and index,

Paris, 1882; A. K. H., Angiligue of Port-Royal, London, 1906

;

A. Le Roy, La France et Rome de 1700 d 1716, Paris, 1892

;

A. Gazier, Une Suite d Vhistoire de Port-Royal, do. 1906;

L. Sechd, Lee demiera Jansdnistes, 3 vols., do. 1891. Theo-
logical studies are : F. X. Linsenmann, Michael Baius, und die

Grundlegung dee Jansenismus, Tubingen, 1867 ; J. Paquier, Le
Jansdnisme, Paris, 1909. For the Church of Utrecht see J. A.
Gerth van Wijk, art. ‘ Jansenistenkirche,* PRJE^ viii. 699.

St. Cvres.

JAPAN.—^The country of Japan (exclusive of

Korea [g-v.]) consists of more than 40 islands and
a great number of islets, lying between 50® 56' and

45' N. and 156® 32' and 122® 6' E., and having
an area of more than 173,786 sq. miles. Of these

islands Honshu is the largest, containing nearly

two-fifths of the total area ; and it has been, and
is likely to remain, the chief seat of national life.

But Kyushu, to the south-west of Honshu, is his-

torically of far greater importance, having been for

centuries one of the main channels through which
A^siatic and European influences reached Japan.

A remarkable feature of Japan is the high ratio

of coast-line to land area, this being estimated at

1 : 3J, whereas in Greece and Norway, which have
the longest coast-lines in Europe, the ratio is 1 : 5.

The south coast of Honshu and the west coast of

Kyushu have the greatest number of bays and inlets

—which explains the historical fact that the civiliza-

tion of Japan first began in those islands.

I. Ethnology, — What racial components
entered into the making of the Japanese people

properly so called cannot be determined with ac-

curacy. It seems to be clear, however, that the

Manchu-Korean, the Mongol, and the Malayan
types predominate. This is the view propounded
by E. Baelz, who made the most exhaustive study

of the question, particularly on the physiological

side {Mitt, der deutscken Gesellsch, fur Natur- und
Vblh&rkunde Ostasiens, no. 28 [1883]). It is his-

torically evident that ^eat numbers of Koreans
constantly migrated to Japan in ancient times ; and
the oldest annals of Japan seem to indicate that in

the pre-historic ages there was between her islands

and the Asiatic continent, particularly S. China, an
almost constant passing to and fro of the peoples

on both sides of the water. The Manchu-Korean
characteristics in the physique of the Japanese are

the tall, slender figure, somewhat narrow, oval face,

with no special projection of cheek bones, a straight

or aquiline nose, more or less slanting ^es, and
small hands with long, delicate fingers. People of

this type were probably the first settlers on the

north coast of HonshfL, the province then known
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by the name of Idzumo. Mongol characteristics

are a broad face, prominent cheek bones, oblique
eyes, and a fiat nose. The Malayans are said to
have contributed the most important elements to
the Japanese race. Their physical characteristics

are the square-built, well-developed body, gener-
ally short in stature, and the round face with a
conspicuous tendency to prognathism. They are
found in S. China, m the south-western parts of

Korea, and in all the islands along the eastern
coasts of the Asiatic continent ; and it is probable
that at the dawn of Japanese history they landed
in KyiLshii and thence pushed their way north
until they finally conquered the Manchu-Korean
settlers in Idzumo. These three types are now so

blended as to make it impossible to trace any single

one distinctly and exclusively in the features of

particular individuals. Every Japanese is a com-
posite, each differing from the rest only in the
matter of proportion.
There is, however, a group of people in Japan

who have preserved their racial distinctness until

this day. They are the Ainus, the people who
now inhabit the islands north of the Tsugaru
Strait. It still remains an unsolved question
whether they were the aborigines of Japan. Some
assert that a primitive people known as the
‘ Koropokgul * inhabited the Japanese islands

previous to the intrusion of the Ainus. In any
case, it is quite evident that the latter once occupied
the whole land, but were gradually driven out of

Kyushu and the main island later intruders

from the Asiatic continent or the South Sea Islands.

Historical records show that the Ainus were once
fierce, brave fighters, making strong opposition to

the central government, and not infrequently

becoming a menace to its security. There was,
however, a distinct portion of the Ainus who were
called the nio-ydso, the ‘naturalized^ Ainus, in

contrast to the ara-yiso, the ‘ wild * Ainus. This
tends to show that Ainu blood is flowing in the
veins of the Japanese. The Ainu people, unlike

the Manchu-Koreans or the Mongols, have a very

close resemblance to some Europeans in physical

characteristics. They are rather short and thickly

built ; they have prominent foreheads with deejK

set eyes, bushy eyebrows, often overhanging the

eyes, and, unlike their Manchu-Korean neighbours,

wavy hair with heavy beards, and, remarkably
enough, long divergent eyelashes. There is, ac-

cordingly, good reason for J. Batchelor, probably

the best authority upon the Ainus, to hold that

they belong to the Caucasian race. He maintains

also that the ‘Ainu language is Aryan, with the

marks common to the languages of the six great

Aryan peoples’ (cf. W. E. Griffis, The Jap, Nation
in Evolution, p. 5 ; see, further, art. AlNUS, vol.

i. p. 239 ff.). B. H. Chamberlain is opposed to this

view, principally on the ground that tne flattening

of the Done differentiates the Ainus from the

Aryans {The Language, Mythology, and GeograpJii-

cal Nomenclature of Japan viewed in the Light

of Aino Studies, London, 1895, p. lOf.). This in-

volves the question whether there is an Aryan
element in the physical and mental constitution of

the Japanese race.

J. J. Rein declares that ' Japanese society exhibits a surpris-

ingly large variety and mutability in feature and complexion.

The latter, though, generally speaking, much ^rker than
among Caucasians, approximates in occasional instances tc

even the fair, clear complexion of the Germanic peoples.

Not unfrequently the symmetry and the regularity of feature

are so great and so discrepant from the prevailing Mongolian

type that we imagine we are in the presence of a well-formed

European ’ (J'ajpan, London, 1884, ch. on * EthnoCTaphy ’). It

should, however, be added, that Rein thought the Japanese

anything but beautifuL

More recently, Griffis {op, dt, pp. 3-47) has affirmed

thathe witnessed, to his surprise, many ‘ evidences,’

including physical features and menhELl character-
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istics, of the Japanese being descended from
Iranian, Caucasian, or Aryan ancestry. It is a

fact that in certain sections of the country

—

e.g. ,
in

considerable portions of Kyushu, ChUgoku, and
Hokuriku—the inhabitants have at least physical

excellencies both in form and strength that dis-

tingTiish them from those of other parts of the
empire. It is also to be noted that the Japanese,
in spite of their having adopted the culture, and
particularly the literature, of the Chinese, have
preserved their language, which is radically different

from that of their continental neighbours.
^
On the

other hand, this language is peculiarly isolated,

and no congener to it has as yet been discovered.

II. Religious EiSTOR7,--lt has been rightly

said that Japanese culture takes its origin from
above and from abroad. The genius of the people
so far has been shown not so much in original

creation as in adaptation. The religious history
of Japan shows no exception ; it depicts a continual
influx of foreign influences and the constant adjust-

ment of them to Japanese temperament and needs.
I. Early period.—The religion of ancient Japan

presents no definitely systematized forms of worship
or belief. It was animistic or spiritistic. The
term kctmi^ which signifies ‘deity,’ was applied
indiscriminately to any object or natural pheno-
menon that might arouse the feelings of wonder,
awe, or reverence. Men, beasts, birds, plants, seas,

mountains, rivers, winds, and storms, in which the
people believed some supernatural spirit dwelt,
were worshipped (see, further, art. God [Japanese],
vol. vi. p. 294 f.). Belief in divine and demoniacal
possession was common. Divination and augury
of various kinds were practised. Ma^c and charms
were employed to avert evil. The introduction of
Confucianism (see art. CoNFUCiAN Religion, voI.
iv. p. 12 ff.) in A.D. 285, and of Buddhism in A.D.
538, produced no change in these primitive practices,
which it only refined outwardly.
The^ mythological accounts contained in the

Kojiki (Record of Ancient Events, compiled A.D.
712) and the Nihongi (Chronicle, compOed A.D.
720), however, seem to represent those ancient
beliefs and practices in the light of an age in which
a more or less definite form of ancestor-worship
had been developed (see, however, art. Ancestor-
worship [Japanese], vol. i. p. 455 ff.). The racial
blending and political unification of the tribes
inhabiting the islands, which took place at a time
which cannot be precisely determined, must have
brought about a type of religion which, in subse-
c[uent ages, took the name of ShintS (g.v.). The
imperial thanksgiving festivals, such as the Daijoi
(Great Rite of the First Rice), the Shinjoi (Annual
Rite of the First Rice), and the kannamesai
(Thanksgiving Offering to the Ancestor-God), are
generally regarded as having been handed down
from time immemorial. All the mythological
narratives contained in the ancient annals show
the fundamental importance attached to the
conamon ancestry of all the Japanese people; and
tMs is also evident from the fact that tiie religious
rites in which the ancestor-gods were invoked were
regarded as a function of government, both rites
andgovernment havingthesame name, matsurigoto.
In primitive Japan, a tax was levied to maintain
those religious ntes. A system of ancestor-worship
implies a conviction of the immortality of the soul,^d this belief was held by the ancient Japanese.
Death was called ‘ disappearing,* ‘going away,’ or
‘concealing one’s person.’ Distinction was made
between the two kinds of soul existing in each
distinguished person. The one was the nigitama,
gentle, peaceful, and benevolent; the other the
aratama, rough, strong, and brave. A medium
known as kamiho (‘child of the god’) was on
emergency called to discover the wiU of a departed

ancestor. The idea of transmigration seems also
to have been present. Closely connected with
ancestor-worship are the rites of purification, which
were of pre-eminent importance in Shinto ritual.

There were two principal forms, one of which was
harai, wind-purification (which often consisted in
paying a penalty or fine), the other misogi, water-
purification. To the mind of the ancient Japanese,
cleanliness was next to godliness. Any de^ement,
sanitary, moral, or ritual, received the utmost care
and attention. Prayers, called norito, are more of
the nature of praise than of supplication.

2. 550-1200.—Borne on the current of the conti-
nental civilization which brought various forms of
art and culture to Japan, Buddhism came through
Korea to the island-empire in the second quarter
of the 6th century. This was the century of great
Buddhist propaganda in China (cf. art. China
[Buddhism in], vol. iii. p. 552 ff.). Many of her
immigrants, who Avere coming in great numbers,
seem to have been devoted missionaries. In a.d.
538, through the agency of the king of Kudara in
Korea, a royal gift, consisting of a statue of
Buddha, sutras^ and banners, was presented to the
Japanese Court, accompanied with the message that
the Buddhist Dharma, the most excellent of all

Laws, which would bring immeasurable benefit to
its believers, had been accepted in all lands lying
between India and Korea. The question whether
the new faith should be accepted was taken up by
two hostile Court parties struggling for political

supremacy. The new religion was in the mean-
time being continually reinforced by the importa-
tion of missionaries, magicians, artisans, sutras,
and objects of ritual. It first received Court
sanction when Prince Umayado or Shotoku de-
feated the army of the anti-Suddhistic Mononob6
family, and became regent to Empress Suik5 in
A.D. 593. He drew up J span’s first ‘ Constitution,’
proclaiming the ‘ Triune Treasure,’ i.e. the Buddha,
the Law, and the Sangha, to be the ultimate object
of faith, and single-hearted devotion to it the
fundamental factor of an upright life. At the
public expense he built Buddhist temples, pagodas,
seminaries, hospitals, dispensaries, and asylums for

the aged and the helpless. He sent students
directly to China to study Buddhist doctrines.
The new faith made headway among both the
higher and the lower classes. In the year 624,
less than 70 years after the first introduction of

the sutras, the temples numbered 46, the priests

816, and the nuns 569. From this time the influ-

ence of Buddhism continued almost without inter-

ruption to the close of the Tokugawa regime (1868).

During the Nara period (708-794), successive
Emperors fostered the faith. It became the re-

ligion of the Court, and the security of the crown
and the peace of the land were thou^t to be depen-
dent upon the continuous favour of Buddha and his

saints. The cenobites, as his followers, were re-

lieved from the public service required from all

others. Under the Emperor Shomu, a Buddhist
temple was built in each province, and the Todai
temple in Nara, the metropolis of that time, was
the central shrine (741), dedicated to Vairochana
(the universe personalized as Buddha), whose
colossal bronze image, 53 ft. in height, was cast a
few years later. The beautiful consort of ShSmu,
Empress Komyo, who had great influence with
him, was a zealous Buddhist. Shomu and Komyo
called themselves ‘ servants of the Triune Treasure,’
and on one occasion prostrated themselves before

Buddha’s image. Under such circumstances it was
but natural that the religion should become an
instrument in the hands of ambitious politicians.

In the time of Empress Koken (749-769), the
ecclesiastical body had grown into a political power
which almost overshadowed the Imperial authority.
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yug6-no-Dokyo, a notorious bonze, became Im-
perial abbot and prime minister, and would have
usurped the Imperial throne but for the heroic
opposition of Wak6-no-Kiyomaro, a devoted royal-

ist. At the same time a syncretistic movement
was going on. Natural calamities and plagues,
which frequently afflicted the people, disturbed
their belief in Buddha’s protection, and tended to

drive them to the worship of the old kam% and the
Emperors themselves had a dread that the forsaken
deities might be avenging themselves. A religious

compromise was arranged by the priest Gyoki,
when the colossal image of Buddha, already men-
tioned, was cast after he had secured an oracle

at the Shinte temple of Is4 to the effect that
i^at^rasu, the ancestor-poddess, was a manifesta-
tion of Vairochana. This example of combining
the worship of native deities with that of Buddha
and his samts was followed in other parts of the
country, to the advantage of Buddhism. This
syncretistic movement was brought to completion
by Kukai, who appeared about fifty years later.

Whatever may be said of the Buddhism of the
Nara period, it made an unparalleled contribution
to the advancement of religious arts.

The Heian period (beginning 794) is marked by
the introduction of diflerent divisions of Buddhism.
The sect called Tendai-shu in Japan was inaugur-
ated by SaichQ (posthumously DengyS, 767-822), a
pre-eminent Buddhist of this period, who went to

China and studied the doctrine of Tendai, which
he rearranged and remoulded into something almost
new. Saicho’s doctrine is based upon the teaching
known as the ‘Lotus of the True Law.’ Buddha,
the historical revealer of truth, is here viewed as
the full enlightenment. Realization of such
Buddhahood in one’s consciousness is the supreme
object of all mysteries, virtues, and wisdom.
SaichS’s system combined different aspects of the
Buddhist doctrine which received emphasis in differ-

ent proportion at the hands of later Buddhists, and
thus became the fountain-head of different branches
of Japanese Buddhism. Breadth of learning and
purity of character made Saicho influential with
the Court, and he built a monastery on Mount
Hiei (788), which was for several centuries one of

the greatest centres of Buddhist learning as well
as of ecclesiastical power.
Another division called Shingon-shu (‘Sect of

True Word ’) was introduced in the Nara period,

and became a power under Kukai ({posthumously
Kobo, 774-835). He began his teaching by classi-

fying various forms of religious life in ten grades
of development, the last and highest being that of

Shingon. It is the state in which full blessedness

of Buddhahood is realized. According to Kukai,
the entire universe, including all spiritual exist-

ence, is made up of the six elements which again
jmay be grouped as two, mental and material. The
j

two are, however, inseparably blended. Matter i

contains mind, and mind incorporates itself in
|

matter. The two are one, and the one is two.
Every particle of matter is, therefore, pervaded by
the divine presence of Buddhahood. The universe
is but Buddha externalized. The Buddha within
us may be called forth by practice of the ‘ mystery ’

in conduct, speech, and heart. This doctrine of

Kiikai natur^ly lent support, especially on the
theoretical side, to the syncretistic movement of

Buddhism that had been inaugurated by Gyoki.
The propagator of the Shingon sect thus became
also the originator of Ryobu, namely Buddhistic
Shinto, promaiming that the Imperial custom^ of

/cami-worship is, in reality, but disguised adoration
of Buddha. Kukai had far greater influence than
any of his predecessors. His versatile genius, ex-

tending even to the work of engineering and the
arts of writing and carving, his untiring energy.

and his practical resourcefulness combined to make
him a great power both in the Court circle and
among the common people. He built a monastery
on Mount Koya, which became the headquarters
of his denomination, and eventually overshadowed
the influence of the hill-monastery on Hiei, We
may here note a remarkable change that took
place in the religious atmosphere. During the
earlier part of this period, worldly blessings, such
as health, good harvest, prosperity, and peace,
were the reward sought in the worship of
or Buddhist deities ; and gorgeous rituals and the
mystery practices pertaining to the Shingon sect
made it attractive, especially in Court circles.

Later, however, as the Eujiwara family declined
and one civil war occurred after another, both the
nobles and the common people felt the evanescence
of^ this world ; the yearning after supramundane
bliss became imperative, while pessimism pre-
vailed.

3. 1200-1600.—For half a century or more
previous to Yoritomo’s founding of the Bakufu
(military government) at Kamakura (1192), clan
struggles mvolved the country in constant war-
fare. Bloody combat, exhaustion, death, and the
treachery of fortune, all of which were but common
occurrences, could not fail to produce a pessimistic
temperament. Elaborate rituals and theological
distinctions offered no attraction. The religion
which could point out a haven of security, undis-
turbed by the storms of life, was in urgent demand.
To meet such a need HQnen G133-1212) and Shinran
(1173-1262) appeared.

{a) Jodo and Shin sects.—Honen, formerly a
student of the Tendai doctrine at the monastery-
school on Hiei, renounced all its philosophy as
effete, and disowned the mystery practices and the
discipline of conduct as useless. He preached the
doctrine of Sukhavati, the Japanese ‘ J5do,’ or the
‘Western Pure Land,’ according to which any
man, ignorant or wise, high or low, could be
saved by faith in the boundless grace of Amitabha.
Saintly character, profound piety, and sincere con-
viction, with his doctrine of the future redemption,
made Honen the greatest religious influence with
the Court and common people, until the jealousy
of his religious rivals caused him to be exiled and
some of his disciples to be put to death. The faith

which he once preached, however, did not cease to

be a powerful influence. Honen had many capable
followers, the most eminent of whom was Shinran,
who carried his master’s teaching to its logical

consequence. He unhesitatingly abandoned the
repeated invocation of Amitabha’s name which
constituted an important part in Honen’s doctrine,

proclaiming a simple, undoubting trust in the
Deliverer as the sole condition of salvation. With
a bold stroke of genius, he abolished the prohibi-

tion of the marriage of bonzes, practically re-

moving the distinction between the secular and
the sacred. He was married himself, and he called

himself the gutoku, the ‘tonsured ignoramus,’
putting himself on the same level as common
eople. Thus the Shin sect was founded by
hinran, whose doctrine and influence have sur-

vived all vicissitudes of time, and are perpetuated
to this day in the Hongwanji, the two greatest

shrines in Japan.

(6 ) Zen sect.—^While religious revivals were thus
going on among the mass of the people, a doctrine

peculiarly adapted to the military class was intro-

duced by Eisai (1141-1215) and Dagen (1200-53),

the respective founders of the Rinzai and Soda
divisions of the Zen sect. The doctrine of zen, or

dhydna, maintains that the state of enlightenment
attained by Buddha cannot be conveyed by any
external means. All doctrinal learning and rituals,

therefore, are useless, and meditation or a con-
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centrated reflexion upon one’s essential nature is

the only way to realize Buddhahood in one’s self.

A complete disregard of the letter and of ritual

pageantry made the Zen doctrine exceedingly
popular among military men, who prided them-
selves upon extreme simplicity of life. The DhySna
doctrine also helped them to cultivate the spirit of

stoical indifierence to hardship and the habit of

resoluteness in conduct. Many ShSguns became
adherents of this doctrine.

(c) Nichiren sect,—In the meantime there arose

an extreme form of bibliolatry. Nichiren (1222-

82), after the teaching of Saicho, based his teach-

ing upon the Saddharmapundarika (‘ Lotus of the
True Law’}. His principal tenet consisted in

adoration of Buddha^s Truth by repeatedly utter-

ing the title of that scripture in which alone, he
held, the genuine and, indeed, the only true
doctrines of Gautama are set forth. Persecuted,
exiled, almost put to death, he ever grew bolder
in his denunciation of the faithless age, holding to
the firm conviction that he was the heaven-sent
Bodhisattva (o.v.) whose coming in the ‘latter age’
had been predicted by Gautama.
The religious leaders whom we have just men-

tioned had in every case many able disciples, who
perpetuated and developed the movements which
their teachers had begun. Roughly speaking, the
Tendai and Shingon sects held influence among the
nobles ; the Zen among the warrior class ; Jodo
and Shinshu among the mass of the people. In
the 15th and 16th centuries, an age agam involved
in wars and political disorder, these reli^ous bodies
often became mBitant, and interfered with politics.
The Zen sect, being that of the military aristocrats,
became influential through its monasteries in edu-
cational work and literary culture. It was an
age of religious fermentation, and a great number
of minor sects arose, finding more or less of a
following.

{d) Shinto,—Shint5 ^o awoke from the dog-
matic slumber which it had enjoyed under the
name of RySbu ShintS, and made an attempt to
systematize itself. Kitabatak6 Chikafusa (1339)
tried to show the divine descent of the Imperial
sovereigns, and vindicate worship as essential
to the preservation of national order. In this
teaching, he became a forerunner of the royal
Shinteists of the 18th century. In the 15th cent.
Yoshida Kan^tomo, borrowing his method largely
from the Tendai doctrine, proclaimed Unitarian
Shinte (Yuiitsu Shinto), which stood in contrast
with Ry6bu (syncretistic Shinto). Shinto did not
become a great social factor, however, until the
18th century.

[e) Roman Catholics, the 16th cent, the
Jesuit missionaries began operations in Kyushu
and extended them to Ky6to, where their message
was welcomed by Nobunaga, the ruling Shogun,
who, at their instance, opened a theological semi-
nary at Azuohi, Omi, and. also built a cathedral in
the Imperial capital. Their propaganda, often
accompanied with gifts of musical instruments,
clocks, glasses, and even distribution of rice among
the poor, found great success among both the popu-
lace and the feudjal nobles, especially in Kyushd
and Nagato.^ Thirty years after the commence-
ment of their work the number of converts is
estimated to have been 300,000. Their influence
began to fail after the assassination of Nobunaga
(1582), and under Hid6yoshi and the Tokugawa
Shopns, patrons of Buddhism, the Roman Catholic
faith was prohibited. The suppression of the in-
surgents at Shimabara, Kyushu, in 1638 marks the
downfall of the ‘ Kirischitan ’ as a political factor.

4. 1600-1868.— The Tokugawa government
adopted a definitely centralizing policy, designed
to prevent the rise of anv political or social factor

to unmanageable magnitude. Religions of any
potency were, therefore, either paralyzed by gener-
ous patronage or put under proscription. The
aggressive movement of the Roman Catholic Chris-
tians was completely checked in 1638 j and the
government tried to exterminate individual Chris-
tians by charging the Buddhist priests with the
office of taking a religious census. The nation as
a whole was compelled to be Buddhist, at least in
outward form. At the same time, Buddhism under
the Shogun’s patronage fell into spiritual decay,
although to its credit is the fact that most of the
Buddhist scriptures and literary productions were
put into print. The doctrines and ecclesiastical
policy of each of the Buddhist sects were systema-
tized. Takuan (f 1645), Hakuin (f 1786), and Jiun
(t 1804) were among the most conspicuous priests
of this age. The oppressive policy of the Shogunate
government caused, as we have seen, religious and
spiritual lassitude on the one hand ; but, on the
other hand, it produced a strong reaction on the
part of the adherents of those religions which the
government had neglected and overlooked. Such
was the case with the Shintoists. Since the time
of DengyS and Ktikai, Shinto had lost its pristine
purity and preserved a merely nominal existence
under the shadow of Buddhism. Now Hayashi
Rasan (f 1657), officially a Confucianist, made an
attempt to free Shinto from the ‘defilement’ of
Buddhism; but the Shintd taught was strongly
tinged with Confucian philosophies.

It was Hirata Atsutan6 (1843) who claimed ShintS
as the only true religion, asserting that Japan and
her Imperial household, as standing in a right re-

lation to the Creator and the Ruler of the imiverse,
were the special objects of divine favour. All other
religions he denounced as false or deteriorated.
He had a large following, especially among the
samurai, and contributed greatly to the Restora-
tion of the Imperial government.
In the 19th cent, religious beliefs arose which

claimed the name of Shinto, but which really had
little connexion with the ancient system of that
name. Probably the best known and most worthy
leader was Kurozumi, who preached on the four
themes of divine revelation, prayer, providence,
and honesty. He proclaimed also that the goddess
Amat6rasu was the fountain-head of all life, and
that man must be in constant communion with her.
Many other systems, such as Konko, Tenri, and
Remmon, are but old superstitious practices under
the guise of Shinto worship.

5. After 1868.—The Restoration of 1868 brought
Shinto into prominence, at least temporarily, since
it was regarded as representing the ‘way’ of
the national gods or ancestors. The first act of
the Jingi Jimukyoku (‘Bureau of Ecclesiastical
Affairs’), established in 1868, was to effect a
complete separation of ShintS and Buddhism, the
former of which had been practically absorbed in
the latter ever since the time of Gydgi (t 822) and
Khkai (t 835). Political leaders in the government,
regarding Shinto as the foundation of national mo-
rality, instituted it as a sort of State religion, giv-
ing Shint5 priests official rank, whereas Buddhism
was subjected by them to iconoclastic measures.
Buddhist images were destroyed, the temples dilap-
idated, and the bonzes advised to return to the
‘right kind of life.’ This continued until 1872,
when the KySbusho (‘Ecclesiastic Department’)
was established, and Buddhist and Shinto priests

were equally recognized as Kyodoshoku (official

moral instructors). The Shinto revival subsided,
and^ Buddhism continued in its inertness until
Christianity quickened it into renewed activity.

Christianity, at first proscribed, and yet secretly
and perseyeringly worl^g its way through all ad-
versities since 1 859, formed in the seventies several
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centres of influence through the agency of mission
workers and teachers, of whom G. H. F. Verheck,
David Thompson, W. S. Clark, S. K. Brown,
W. E. Griffis, George Cochran, James Ballagh,
Captain Janes, and D. C. Greene are the best
known. Of the Japanese Christian leaders,

Niishima (t 1890) and Honda (Bishop of the Japan
Methodist Church, 1 1912) exercised wide influence.

The mighty current of ‘Europeanization’ which
swept the country at the end of the eighties gave
an opportunity for Christian propaganda to make
rapid progress. In 1889 the imperial constitution

was promulgated, and confirmed the right of the
Christians to maintain their faith. Indeed, the
placards prohibiting the Christian faith had been
removed in 1875, but it had continued to be a pro-

scribed religion. Early in the nineties an extreme
counter-current ofNationalism set in. Theproblem
of Treaty Revision had aroused anti-foreign feel-

ing, and Christianity, being regarded as an ‘ alien

faith,’ suffered. The faith was attacked as detri-

mental to educational interests ; the doors of the
Government schools were closed against it, and
Christian education became an impossibility.

Moreover, the European culture which had flooded

the nation brought with it some ideas that appa-
rently were hostile to Christian doctrine as it was
presented at that time. Not only Bentham and
Mill, but also Spencer and Darwin, were welcomed.
All this, however, presented no serious difficulty to
proCTCSsive Christians.

The Buddhists now started a movement which
they called the ‘ Royalistic Buddhist Union,’ and
stirred up all Japanese to join their anti-Christian
campaign. The Shintoists combined with them
once more. The Imperial Rescript on Education
was promulgated in 1889, with the purpose of set-

ting up a national standard of morality, and this

document was employed by conservatives as a basis

of argument against Christianity.

The war with China in 1894-95 had two opposite
effects. On the one hand, it awoke the whole
nation to a consciousness of her own resources,

both material and spiritual, which led some to
believe that Japan required no other religion than
those which she had had from olden times. On
the other hand, the very gratifying of a long-

cherished political aspiration led the people to feel

the need oi a higher and deeper nature which mere
material or political glory could not satisfy. Here
and there, amidst the blaze of the national exulta-

tion, a dark, cold stream of pessimism flowed.

From hommon ( ‘ spiritual distress ’) not a few young
men took refuge in suicide. Christianity, now
more ‘naturalized’ or ‘Japanized’ and stronger
after many years of struggle, renewed her activity.

At the beginning of the new century, all Protestant
denominations (22 in number), except a few ex-
tremely conservative ones, joined in an evangeliz-
ing campaign which was carried on at strategic

pomts in the Empire. Buddhism also, perceiving
the spiritual crisis now pressing upon the nation,

made an attempt to promote rehgious interests

instead of wasting its energy in attacking Chris-

tianity ; and a body of Buddhist scholars, mostly
of the Shin sect, started a pietistic movement
called ‘ New Buddhism.’ The old conflict between
Christianity and other forms of religion passed.

A new alternative of choice presented itself—^re-

ligion or irreligion; and the craving for a new
5)iritual power became intense. The Russo-
Japanese war of 1904-05 marked a short period of

suspense in this general tendency. The victory

gave the nation«3ists one more opportunity to

emphasize the traditional principle oif morality

—

loyalty to the Emperor and filial dutifulness.

Yet the younger generation seems to crave some-
thing deeper and more fundamental. Eucken and

Bergson axe now claiming their attention, and
Christianity and Buddhism are expected to develop
newer and more exalted aspects of power than they
have hitherto revealed.

III. Ethical development, — j. Earliest
period to the 6th century.—The history of Japanese
ethics reveals a composite character in the tempera-
ment of the people. We find in it, even from
ancient times, a combination of what may be
called. Hellenic and Hebraic tendencies, varying
only in proportion in different ages. Clear sky,
crystal waters, pine-clad mountains, and the blue
transparent seas surrounding the whole land all

tended to develop a moral conception in which
ideas fundamentally ethical blended with sesthetic
ideas. In ancient times, good and bad desires were
expressed in terms designating optical sensations,
such as akai (red, clear), kuroi (dark, black), kiyoi
(clear, clean) and kitanai (turbid, impure, unclean).
Even to-day these terms, used in proper context,
may convey a purely spiritual signi&ation. To
the Japanese ear sekishin^ ‘red heart’ {Le, single-
heartedness), axAharaguroiy ‘black-abdomen’ {i,e,

black-heartedness), do not sound strange. The
conception of tsumi, ‘offence,’ therefore, was not
purely ethical. The idea is better expressed by the
term ‘ evil,’ or, more strictly, ‘ foulness.’ Among
amatsu-tsumi (offences against the heavenly gods),
the ‘ sin’ of flaying a beast, or that of defiling the
court set apart for religious functions, received the
same treatment as certain crimes that might be
committed in an agricultural community. Among
kunitm-tsumi (offences among the aborigines),
leprosy and similar skin-diseases are mentioned
side by side with incest and manslaughter. The
most characteristic way of correcting any ‘ offence,’

therefore, consisted in purificatory rites (cf. above,
p. 482*>).

Patriarchal morality was the one dominating
feature among the ancient Japanese which has,
with some modifications, persisted to the present
time. In early times, Japan consisted of numerous
tribes, the bravest and the most intelligent of
which prevailed over the rest. Trades and profes-

sions were all hereditary. The land and the people
belonged to the tribal chief who happened to t^e
possession of them. The Japanese community is

simply the development and coalition of these
various tribes. The national characteristics of the
Japanese people, therefore, were developed through
the welding of a great number of tribes or families

into one united people through the pressure of

political and social struggle. The account, in the
mhongi, of early Emperors invoking the heavenly
gods on behalf of the people may be due to the
influence of parallel records in Chinese history, but
it is evident that there existed between the chief

and his tribesmen a relationship similar to that
between father and son. The spirit of loyalty,

which played a^eat part in later ages, is but the
development of jdlial obedience. The ritual in which
the celestial gods or ancestors were invoked is the
religious expression of the filial sentiment. Numeri-
cal growth ttequently has a d ecentralizing effect, and
this fact accounts for the clan struggles in later

periods. OnlybycapableEmperors ormilitary rulers

was a national unification brought about. So far as

the official record goes, the Confucian Analects were
introduced in A.D. 286, and Prince Wakairatsuko
studied the Chinese classics ; but it is doubtful
whether this event produced any remarkable
change in the moral life of the Japanese.

2. 550-1200.—^With the introduction of Buddhism
in the 6th cent. Japan entered upon a new phase
of crdture and moral life. Prince Umayado or

Shotoku, the first to bring the new faith to promi-
nence, drew up the celebrated ‘ Constitution,’ con-

sisting of 17 articles relative to the duties of rulers
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and ofBcials. He included many injunctions which
were Buddhistic and Confucian in spirit, and,
therefore, theoretically speaking, opposed to

certain moral principles which arose under the
patriarchal form of society. Loyal obedience to

the sovereign, for instance, is enjoined, not because
he is the family head of the Japanese people, but
because he is so appointed by heaven, it being pre-

^upposed that the ruler’s position may be occupied
by any one best fitted for it. The general welfare
of the community is regarded as of the utmost
importance, while loyalty to the clan receives no
attention whatever. Further, the emphasis placed
upon the importance of adoring the ‘Triune
Treasure’ may be interpreted as involving Bud-
dhistic universalism, which is essentially subversive
of patriarchal morality. All this, however, may
be due to the eflbrt of the Prince to check those
evils which the ever growing clannism of that
period had developed. In fact, the Taikwa Refor-
mation (A.D. 645) followed the downfall of the
Soga family. The ethical history of Japan may
in one sense be regarded as a struggle between the
patriarchal morality (family or clan morality)
indigenous to the country and the universal
morality introduced from abroad, a combination
of which may be found in the late development of
Bushido (the spirit of the samurai^ i,e. feudal
retainers). The introduction of Buddhism
awakened the humanitarian sentiment, particu-
larly among the Court nobles and memWs of the
Imperial household, asmay be seen in the establish-
3nent of asylums for the poor, in the building of
dispensaries, and in the laws prohibiting the
destruction of animal life. It also encouraged an
ascetic disposition, inducing some to withdraw
from the world. In the sphere of practical morality,
the Confucian system seems to have had greater
and perhaps more salutary effects than Buddhism.
In the Nara period (708-794), when the culture of
the Tang dynasty in China was transferred bodily
to the Japanese Imperial Court, the names of men
and women were placarded, after the Chinese
fashion, for their dutifulness to their parents, and
those who committed the ‘ sin ’ of filial disobedience
were

^
exiled to distant provinces. Believing the

practice of filial obedience to be the foundation of
all virtues, the Empress Koken (749-758), earnest
Buddhist though she was, ordered each household
to keep a copy oi Kohyo ( ‘ Doctrine of Filial Dutiful-
ness’), a Confucian classic, and to study it closely.
From the beginning of the Heian period (794) to
the downfall of the Fujiwara family (the middle
of the 11th cent.) there was a remarkable develop-
ment of literary culture, and the classical revival
under the Tang dynasty in China was reproduced
in Japan. The State university and other institu-
tions of learning were established at public expense,
and poets and prose-writers arose in great numbers.
Yet all these seem to have contributed nothing to
the ethical culture of the nation ; nor didBuddhism
bring any perceptibly wholesome results. The
deeper and more exalted aspects of the spiritual
life were left untouched. The tendency was to en-
courage superstitious practices such as magic and
incantation, rather than to elevate the moral tone.
Unrestricted admission into monasteries often
turned them into institutions which menaced the
peace of the con^unity. Confucianism also seems
to have done little to deliver the populace from
ignorance and superstition. Teachings of the
/- (‘Book of Change’) tended to encourage a
fatalistic belief, which had, no doubt, a morally
paralyzing effect. In the Court circle, particularly,
luxury, effeminacy, and corruption stood in striking
contrast to splendid achievements in literature.

3. 1200-1600.—The rise of the military class at
the close of the 12th cent, had a purifying effect

somewhat similar to the occupation of Europe by
the Northern barbarians in the 5th century. The
splendour and corruption of the Heian period were
swept away with the fall of the Fujiwara family,
and the establishment by Yoritomo of the military
government became an occasion for the rise of a
new type of morality, BushidS (the way of the
samurai). It was a moral spirit or temperament,
prevalent among the samurai^ characterized by
austere simplicity of life, defiant endurance of
hardship, love of truthfulness, and disinterested
devotion to one’s lord. It was a product peculiar
to an age in which fighters were the preservers
of social order. It included, therefore, physical
and mental, as well as moral, training. Skill in
military arts, adroitness of motion, capacity for
endurance, quickness of perception, and mental
alertness were essential parts of samurai education.
Intellectual culture received little attention until
the latter part of the Ashikaga period (the middle
of the 15tn cent.). Among moral virtues, valour
naturally occupied the central position. It had
value by itself irrespective of the results which it

brought, and the verdict of cowardice was more
hated than loss of life. Courage, however, had to
be accompanied by a sense of propriety {reigi\ even
in the midst of fighting. Apart from the latter,
valour itself was as worthless as the ‘ recklessness
of a wild boar.’ A custom was thus developed
according to which hostile combatants declared
their names and rank before they crossed swords.
Again, truthfulness, especially fidelity to a promise,
was emphasized equally with honour. ‘ The Bushi
has no double tongue’ and ‘A gentleman never
trifles with words’ were sayings which became
proverbial. The principle of ‘ fair play ’ became a
maxim. The use of any base or cowardly means
in war was despised and often involved destruction
for its perpetrator. Chugi^ or the principle of
loyalty, however, was the keystone in the arch of
all military virtues. It was the organizing principle
by which the samurai belonging to the same clan
were united into one solid body which lived and
died for the cause of its common master. As has
already been observed (p. 484), Bushido found a
good ally in the Zen sdiool of Buddhism which
arose at the beginning of the period, and other
branches of Buddhism also had some influence.
Exposed to sudden changes of fortune in a warlike
age, the samurai felt the need of some superhuman
power upon which to rely. It became more or
less a fashion among them, when they went to the
front, to put a tiny Buddhist image in their tuft of
hair, or a prayer-leaflet in the pocket of their
armour. Their religious faith, however, sometimes
differed from that of other classes in that they
believed that the deities whom they worshipped
favoured only the cause of the good and the right-
eous : ‘ If thy heart be upright, the gods will

protect thee, though thou mayest not invoke
them.’ Compared with that of the Heian period,
the religious faith of the samurai was more free
from superstition. Towards the latter part of this
period, Bushido became more comprehensive, and *

took a form that might well serve as a moral
code for the people in general. Some injunctions
relative to economic and other practical lines of
conduct, based upon Confucian teachings, were
introduced in the written codes of certain feudal
families. Popular education, so far as it existed,
was in the hands of Buddhist priests. Text-books
were compiled by them in which were expounded
theories of filial duty and family morality, based
on Confucian as well as Buddhist doctrines.

4. 1600-1868.—The Tokugawa policy of diverting
the attention of the daimyo from political to
literary pursuits introduced a period ojr marvellous
culture. Classical scholars were elevated to the
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rank of official instructors, and numerous schools

and libraries were established, some of which
remain to this day. In accordance with the

general movement, the lord of the province of

Bizen devoted one-third of his total revenue to the

cause of education. Under such circumstances,

Confucianism blossomed in full splendour, though
Buddhism withered under the blighting shadow of

the Shogun’s patronage. Philological and loyal

historical interest caused a revival of Shinto.

Bushido, which drew its strength from all these

systems, burst forth after some vicissitudes into

a political movement which brought about the

Restoration of 1868. Side by side with all this,

the Shingakuha (‘ heart culture’) movement arose

for the moral instruction of the uneducated (see

below, {d)),

{a) Confucianism.’-Ot the different divisions of

Confucianism, that of the Shushi School (named
after its Chinese founder, Chu-Hi) was the earliest

to appear, and became the pioneer of learning in

this period. Its most prominent representatives

were Pujiwara Seikwa (1561-1619), Hayashi Rasan
(1583-1657), Muro Kyuso (1658-1743), Kaibara

Ekiken (1630-1714), and, later, Sato Issai(1772-1859)

and Rai Sanyo (1780-1832). Sanyd’s historical

work, Nippon Gwaishi^ is said to have inspired the

samurai to the political movement which resulted

in the Restoration. The first two in the list

became personal teachers of lydyasu ; and of these

Rasan, erudite, versatile, and scarcely equalled by
his contemporaries in literary talent, took an active

part in framing the legislative and administrative

systems of the Shogun’s government. His office

of instructor and counsellor was made hereditary,

and assigned to his descendants until the close of

the Shogunate. The doctrine of the school became
the orthodox and onlyauthorized teaching. Indeed,

towards the close oi the 18th cent., an edict was
issued prohibiting all contrary doctrines. Accord-

ing to this schod, the taikyoku, infinite, eternal,

and absolute Essence, is the ri (reason, or logos),

and the source from which emanate the in and yo

(passive and active, or negative and positive)

principles, which together may be called the ki

(spirit, temperament, or inclination). The manner
in which the ri and the ki interact and thereby

generate all things is called the michi (way or

truth), which should be practically applied and

observed. The ri, or reason, is the controlling

and directing principle of the universe, and veri-

tably dwells in man’s original nature, from which

spring the five cardinal virtues: benevolence,

justice, propriety, wisdom, and truth. He who
applies these virtues to his family and social rela-

tions is in accord with the ^way,’ the Will of

Heaven. The ‘ way ’ is not far from one, but is in

the heart. This doctrine often led scholars to

adopt a speculative method, yet the Mito School,

which was founded by the lord of Mito for the

purpose of compiling a political history of Japan,

consisted of scholars of the Shushi School, and its
|

influence became one of the most potent factors for

the overthrow of the Shogunate government.

In the middle of the 17th cent, there arose the

Yomei School (named after Wang-Yang-Ming, a

Chinese scholar of the Ming dynasty), which, in

opposition to the dualistic system^ of Chu-Hi,

taught a distinctively monistic, idealistic doctrine.

Its earliest Japanese exponent was Naka6 Toju

(1608-78), who declared the alleged difference be-

tween the ri and the ki to be only nominal, both

being different phases of the same Being. All is

One, One is All. The ryochi (conscience in the

broadest application of the term) is embedded in

man’s original nature, and isat thesametimethe real

entity which constitutes the universe. The nature

of man and the universe are at bottom one and the

same, i.e, spiritual and personal. Here his stand-

point may be called religious. Following Wang-
Yang-Ming, he taught the identity of knowledge
(or, more properly, moral perception) and. conduct.

True to the spirit of the school, he practised what
he taught, and became the centre of great influence

in the district where he lived. The people called

him Omi-Seijin (‘Sage of the Province of Omi’),
and, after his death, dedicated a temple to his

memory, which stands to this day. Of his pupils

the most distinguished was Kumasawa Banzan,
who combined a fine talent of statesmanship with
scholarly genius. During his service to the lord

of Bizen, he did much for the advancement of

culture in that district. The celebrated scholar

and revolutionist Oshio Heihachiro (1793-1837)

was also a member of this school.

In the latter half of the 17th cent, another school

appeared which took the name of Kogakuha, or

‘ Classical School.’ It denounced the scholars of the

Shushi School as corrupting the original teaching

of Confucius by introducing extraneous elements.

Its central theme was the establishment of an un-

mediated connexion with the teaching as it came
directly from Confucius. Yamaga Soko (1622-^5)

vras the founder of the school. Upon the publica-

tion of his Scikyd-Ybroku (‘Compendium of Con-
fucianism ’), in which he boldly denounced the

standpoint of the Shushi School, he was driven out

of Y4do (Tokyo), put tmder the custody of Asano,

the daimyd of Akao in the province of Harima, and
his work confiscated. But his influence with the

retainers of Asano was powerful, one of the results

being the celebrated deeds of loyalty on the part

of the ‘forty-seven ronins.^ His interest was
practical, and he declped the principles oijin and
gi (benevolence and justice) to be the essence of

Confucianism. In fact, he rendered greater service

in promoting the spirit of Bushido than in any
theoretical sphere. Working independently of

Sok5, yet advocating essentially the same doctrine

and appearing at the same time, It6 Jinsai opened

a school in Kyoto. In opposition to the views of

the Shushi School, he proclaimed the necessity of

striving for a complete development of one’s

natural capacities, and for a realization of the

virtue of benevolence inherent in one’s original

nature. His doctrine somewhat resembles that of

the modem perfectionist. His exalted personality

and profound learning drew some 3000 students

from all over the country, and called forth ex-

pressions of praise from the lips of his theoretical

opponents. Ogiu Sorai (1666-1728) is generally

^ regarded as of the Classical School ; but his

interest was philological and etymological. He
regarded Confucius as a sage whose virtue is en-

tirely beyond human reach.

(5) This cult, which heretofore had

never been an ethical factor of much influence,

now appeared against a Confucian background.

An expounder of the type of Shinto which was

called Suika-Byu was Yamasaki Ansai (1618-82),

who took the doctrine of Chu-Hi almost bodily

and interpreted it in Shinto terms. He held it

man’s supreme duty to maintain and cultivate the

original purity of nis nature, and to regulate his

conduct in accordance with the principle of right-

eousness. Bodily purification, prayer, and medita-

tion received strong emphasis in his system.

Rigoristio as he was, he was criticized as narrow

and exclusive ; but his intense zeal and sincerity

awakened among his contemporaries a patriotic,

royalistic sentiment which contributed not a little

to the accomplishment of the political transforma-

tion of 1868. VI -.I.

Shinto as a religious system, however, like its

politically disinherited Imperial repr^entative,

absorbed and forgotten in prosperous Buddhism,
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would never have regained its ascendancy but for

the tidal wave of royalism which began to swell

early in the 18th century. Kada Azumamaro
(1660-1736), Motoori Norinaga (1730-1801), and
Hirata Atsutan^ (1775-1843) appeared one after

another and proclaimed Shinto as the only system
original and indigenous to Japan, and, therefore,

naturally adapted to her people. Shinto in its

purity they held to be the kamuncbgara-no-michi,
the ‘way’ ordained by Am6-no-Minakanushi, the

supreme Deity, the ‘way’ developed among the

ancestor-ffods of Japan, the only way to be rever-

ently and unreservedly followed. According to

them, Confucian teaching is exotic, mechanical,

and artificial ; the Emperor, as descended directly

from the goddess Amat^rasu, is alone worthy of

absolute respect; and the laws of the Japanese
State, being the embodiment of the divine will,

are to be observed with the utmost devotion. Of
those Shintoists Hirata Atsutan^, though of broad
learning, held extremely nationalistic views, which
he based upon his cosmology. Japan he held to be
the first created of all nations, guided by the
constant presence of the spirit of the goddess
Amat^rasu, to be cherished and strengthened by
all Japanese endowed with the divine spirit. His
royalistic zeal was contagious, and greatly ad-
vanced the cause of the Restoration.

(c) Bushido,—During the centuries of peace
under the ShSgunate, the samurai gradually lost

the rugged strength which had formerly character-
ized them, although, as we have seen, the samurai
spirit, with its characteristic chivalry and its

passionate devotion to personal honour and dignity,
ever fearless of privation and death in any worthy
cause, was cherished and nurtured by the various
forms of Confucian and Shinto teaching until it

burst forth in the political activity that resulted
in the Restoration of the Imperial government.
Interestingly enough, the requirement of periodical
residence of the feudal lords and their retainers in
y^do, while it put an end to the existence of
numerous ronins (masterless samurai), occasioned,
at the end of the 17th cent., the rise of a peculiar
type of chivalry among the commoners resident in
the metropolis, which was known by the name of
otokodaU ( ‘ vindication of one’s manhood ’). There
arose numerous communities consisting of these
knights, who were characterized by a peculiar
style of dress and coiffure, a bold, defiant atti-

tude towards authority, and a passionate love
for bravery, in which they often went too far.

(c?) Shingakuka,—In the direction of extending
moral culture to the masses of the people which
had heretofore been excluded from that privilege,
a movement called Shingakuha (‘heart culture’)
arose in the first half of the 18th century. The
l^ders of the movement were Ishida Baigen and
his followers. Their method was characterized by
a free use of everyday language and humorous
illustration, and, with a practical purpose in view,
they derived their teaching from any source what-
ever, Confucian, Buddhist, or Shintoist, which
seemed adapted to their use.

{e) Buddhism,—Reduced to a servile position
under the Sho^nate, Buddhism in this period fell
into slumber both in doctrine and in practice,
although it did some service in carrying on popular
education. Buddhists also included among their
number men of eminent character and scholarship,
such as Takuan, Hakuin, and Jiun. They were
very practical, and showed a remarkable tendency
towards compromise m their teachings. They did
not hesitate to say, like some professed Con-
fucianists, that chu (‘loyalty’) and ko (‘filial
fidelity’) were the weightiest matters in life,

5. The Meiji era,—The Restoration of 1868,
viewed from an ethical standpoint, was a reaffir-

mation in politics of the samurai spirit of loyalty,
moved by an indomitable aspiration for a new
order of things. The new era opened with the
interplay of two opposing tendencies which were
forced into united action by the pressure of political

need, but which had to undergo radical transforma-
tion before they could be organically combined

:

the nationalistic, conservative, Bushidfi spirit on
the one hand, the progressive, Europeanizing
tendency on the other. It was but natural, then,
that the leading samurai of the Restoration, who
had clamorously condemned the ShSgun’s policy of
opening the ports, eagerly sought, after the Restora-
tion, to adopt European methods. The Restora-
tion meant a revolution in the spiritual life of

Japan. Under the new government Buddhism
was deprived of its political prestige, and the
bonzes became objects of unsparing taunt. Con-
fucianism was consigned to the hands of classical

exegetes. Shinto itself, now that it had achieved
what it had long sought, was left to sink back into
its old inertness. All moral doctrinists disappeared.
Finally, BushidS itself, the moving spirit of the Re-
storation,was rendered discorporateand temporarily
effete when class-distinctions were abolished ; but,
charged with the best that all the past i^stems
could impart, it continued to exert its influence,

now expressed in the nationalistic movement, in

co-operation with the progressive Westernizing
tendency. The tendency of the time was repre-

sented by two personages entirely different in

temperament and in ethical faith. One was Fuku-
sawa Yukichi, founder of Keio-gijiku, a pioneer
importer of occidental learning. Standing upon
utilitarian ground, which he adopted after serious

investigation, he startled his contemporaries by
pouring sarcasm upon the principle of royal fidelity.

He held the establishment of one’s self and the
general welfare of the community to be the supreme
objects to be pursued. Adopting the tenets of

Rousseau, he declared that State sovereignty is

simply a power delegated by the people, implicitly

denying the doctrine of its divine origin, fife

rightly ascribed the spiritless and socially mefficient

attitude of the commoners to the state of political

dependence to which they had long been reduced.
Thus he became a champion of democratic and
individualistic principles of morality, which, he
held, ought to take the place of the aristocratic

and militaristic tendency of the time. Salutary as
his influence was in that respect, his teaching
tended to encourage the pursuit of material success

at the expense of spiritual dignity.
The other was Niishima J5, Bom and bred a

samuraiy and, while in New England, thoroughly
imbued with the spirit of Puritanism, he combined
the essence of BushidS and Christianity. He was
no theorist ; but he was an embodiment of the
moral power which makes a man glad to sacrifice

himself for whatsoever means spiritual progress

and the enhancement of personal worth. In this

he represented the general disposition of leading
Christians who, while holding to no particular

system-bound ethical doctrines, aimed at the moral
and spiritual transformation of the community.
Having embraced the religion that had been
tempered by Teutonic and Anglo-Saxon individual-

ism, the Japanese Christians were fundamentally
no less revolutionary than the disciples of Rousseau
or Bentham. Their persecution by the nationalists,

especially among government educationists, was
not altogether unreasonable, at least from the

nationalist standpoint. Indirectly, but none the

less effectively, the Christians brought home a
truth that was bound to undermine the traditional

forms of politics and society. Significantly enough,
a considerable number or the leading politicians

who advocated the cause of representative govern-
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ment were Christians. Equally interesting is the
fact that, in the minds of many, Christians and
Socialists, or men of ‘ dangerous ideas,* were associ-

ated. But profounder and more subtle in its effect

than any other ethical system that ever impressed
the Japanese, the Christian influence was, and is,

felt in the secret recesses of the heart. Its social
effectiveness is being shown in all virtues resulting
from faith in the value and dignity of the individual,
such as sexual purity, regularity in matrimonial re-

lations, the elevation of women, business honesty,
cleanliness of habit, temperance, etc.

A conservative, nationalistic reaction set in at
the close of the nineties. The cry of ‘ Nipponism,*
with its emphasis upon the importance of the
nation’s coming to a consciousness of its inborn
privilege and power, was raised in a somewhat
extravagant fashion. The movement was not alto-

gether unwholesome, and it gave expression to a
legitimate and noble aspiration. The Imperial
Kescript on education, which was issued in 1889,
expressed the broadest and most ideal aspect of
that movement. It was clearly the nationalistic,

atriotic energy embodied in the Rescript that con-
ucted the nation safely through the critical move-

ments of war in 1894-95 and 1904-05. The con-
servative, chauvinistic aspect fast subsided at the
conclusion of the later war. The beginning of the
new centu^ brought the younger generation into
contact with a spiritual atmosphere which was
hitherto unknown in Japan. Nietzsche and
Tolstoi have each found their ardent exponents.
Ibsen, Shaw, and Strindberg have gained a con-
siderable number of admirers. Even a sceptical,

rebellious, momentaristic temper has not altogether
been wanting. Yet this is simply an indication of
the great spiritual struggle which new Japan is

undergoing. Froman ethical standpoint. Buddhism
is ineffectual ; but it still has immeasurable re-

sources. Christianity is as yet insignificant in
numerical and material respects, but it is ever
growing and achieving. Which will be the com-
manding authority in the spiritual and ethical

realm is as yet an open question ; but that there
wiU be one seems assured.
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JAT (fern. Jatni; Panjabi Jatt, fern. Jafti).

—

The Jats are found all over N.W. India, in the
Panjab, Sind, United Provinces, and the northern
parts of Rajpatana, especially Bhartpur, but
hardly in Kashmir or the Himalayas to the east

of that State. West of the Indus they are found
in the N.W, Frontier Province, especially in its
southern districts, but not in Afghanistan or in
Balochistan, though they a^ear to have once
occupied the latter territory. The Balochi term for
a Jat is Jagdal or Jaghdai, and one of the Baloch
tribes traces its descent from ‘ a Jatt, a Jagdhal, a
nobody,* who on account of a woman,’ i.e. by marry-
ing a Baloch bride, became a Baloch. The Jatoi
tribe of the Baloch may also be of Jat origin.
The term cannot, with any certainty, be regarded

as ethnic, nor is it easy to draw any hard and fast
line between the Jats and Rajputs in the N.W.
Panjab. The traditions of many Jat tribes declare
that they are by origin socially debased Rajpats,
whose fathers, bjr manning Jat wives or espousing
widows, lost their Rajput rank and sank to the
status of Jats, or yeomen. Other Jat tribes are of
undoubted Brahman origin. But, ’while many
thus claim to be of gentle (Rajput) extraction or

E
riestly (Brahman) origin, few will admit that they
ave risen in the social scale. Nevertheless it is

possible that the Saihsi tribe of the Jats is akin to
the criminal tribe of that name, though*it produced
the greatest of the Jats in the person of Maharaja
Ran]it Singh, the famous Sikh ruler of the Panjab.
The earliest mention of the Jats in histo]^ occurs

in Ibn Khurdadba, before a.d. 912. He describes
the Zats (Jats) as keeping watch over the country
between Kinnan and Manstira. The Mujmil ut-
Tawdrikh observes that by the Arabs the Hindus
are called Jats ; they and the Meds, a Sind tribe,
are descendants of Ham. The Arabs appear to
have found Jats at Ghazni as well as in Sind, but
the Muslims who later invaded the Panjab cannot
be said with certainty to have found them in that
Province, and it is not until Timur’s invasion, in
1398, thatwe have any indubitable reference to Jats
as settled to the north of Delhi. While, then, it is

credible that there is a Scythic element in the Jats,
it is impossible to regard them as identifiable with
the ‘ wintry Getae,* the Massagetai, or the Goths.
That the Jats are not a pure * caste * or race is

indeed apparent from the rules which they observe
in marriage. While marriage wdthin the caste, to
use a convenient, but not a scientifically accurate
or definable, term, is the rule, marriage with a
woman of inferior caste is not invalid, though
mixed unions are rare in a true Jat country, such
as that which centres round Rohtak near Delhi,
and public opinion reprobates them.^
The popular derivation of the term Jat is closely

associated with its religious traditions. ’
It is said

to be derived from the hair (Jat) of the god Siva,

and the Man, Her, and BhuUar, which are re-

puted to be the oldest Jat tribes and fco form a
kind of nucleus of the caste, in particular claim
this ancestry. In the S.E. Panjab the Jats are

t
ivided into two endogamous groups—one, the
ivgotri, who say that their forefather was created

from the matted hair of Siva and so named Jat
Budhra, and the other, the Kasabgotra, who claim
connexion with the Rajputs and are so named after

Brahma’s s^ Kasab. It may be permissible to

regard the Sivgotri as autochthones, Siva being
the earth-god, and the Kasabgotri as later accre-

tions to the caste.

The Jate cannot, however, be said to have any
distinctive religion or code of ethics. In the
Central Panjab they are mainly Sikhs, but to the
south-east they have retained their original Hindu-
ism,andto thewest the vastmajority have embraced

1 Eisley's statement, however, that Efi.Jpnts and Ja^s occasion-

ally intermarry even now, the Eajputs taking wives from the

Jats but refusing to give their own maidens m return {PeopU
of India, Calcutta, 1908, p. 48), must not be taken as meaning
that there is any regular hypergamous relation between the two
groups, but merely that a Rajput may even nowadays espouse
a Jat wife, though such a union would be looked down upon.
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Islam, whole tribesnotonly professing that faith but

setting up pedigrees whicn would msSke them Arabs
or Sayyids by descent. Indeed, the Muhammadan
Tahims are not impossibly Ansari Quraish by
origin and descended from Tamin, but it is much
more likely that they are the Dahima, some of

whom became Brahmans, and worshippers of the

goddess Sri Dadhimati Mataji. Tod mentions

the Dahima as an extinct Rajput race.

Another tribe, the Arbi, certainly appears to be

Arab. But so many genealogies can be almost

proved to have been invented on conversion that

no reliance can be placed on etymologies corrobor-

ated by pedigrees.

The tribes of the Jats probably number more than
a thousand, and among the Hindus and Sikhs they

are spoken of as gots, a corruption of the Skr. gotra.

Some of these tribes bear names which suggest a totemistic

origin. Such are the Jun (* louse *), Qoraya blue-cow ’)» Roja,

or Eojh (same meaning), Karir (‘the wild caper,* Cappans
aphylla), Waihri (* heifer *), Bandar (‘ monkey *), G-idar (‘ ^ckal
Pipla (from plpal, Ficus religiosa\ Jap^ia (from Prosopis

spiGigera), Mor (‘peacock*), Kohar (‘hatchet’), and Gandasia
(from ganddsa^ ‘ axe *). But no reverence is paid to any of

these things. The Pankhal tribe is so called because a Jati girl

married to a Rajput fell out with him, and so he massacred all

its members save those who had placed ‘ peacock’s feathers * on
their heads. The Mors* ancestor was protected by a peacock
from a snake. The Jaria (from jora, ‘ twins ’) is said to have
five branches, or apparently suhsepts, all named after parts of

the her tree {Zizyphus yujuha), viz. Eangi (from raiig^ ‘ bark ’),

Jaria (from jar, ‘ root ’), Beria (from the plum or fruit), Jhaji

(‘seedling*), and Khichar (‘bud’). It is also very common to

find a tribe named from some event at an ancestor’s birth.

Thus the Garewal is so called because its ancestress was suddenly
confined near a ‘ hay-stack,* and the Sibi or Siwi tribe derives

its name from moa, a funeral pile, because its ancestress gave
birth to a son when about to commit sati. But such tales are

told of countless tribes which are not Ja^s, and folk-etymology
is probably responsible for most of them.

Though nominally adherents of the great ortho-

do.x religions, the Jats are often devotees of some
sect, or devotees of a tribal or personal cult, as

well. Thus in Hissar, a District near Delhi, large

numbers are Bishnois, a Vaisnavite sect, while in

Karnal, a District on the Jamna, many of them
are Sadhs, or ‘ Pure ’ saints, belonging to a sect,

founded about 200 years ago, which affects great
personal cleanliness, forbids smoking, and adores
only the one God under the title of Sat, or the
‘ True One.’ Other Jats do not eat or marry with
them. Another cult very popular among the Jats
is that of the ‘ generous’ Saxhi Sarwar, the Sultan,
the ‘giver of lakhs

^

(Lakhdata), ‘he of NigSha’
(Nigahia), the earth-god—probably Siva—taken
over by Islam and transformed into the cult of a
Muhammadan saint (and his descendants) with
Paphian elements. The fertility which is the
object of the worship naturally appeals to a landed
peasantry.
Thus a Jat may be by birth and education a

Hindu or Muslim, by choice or conviction a Sikh,
a Sultani, or a sectary who has thrown in his lot
with one of the countless sects old and new to he
found in India. He can even become a Christian.
But under or alongside of his religion and his sect
is a mass of usage partly social, partly religious,
and wholly based on custom, not on belief, to
which he clings with a tenacity all the greater
because it is irrational. In the northern and
central Districts of the Panjab these usages centre
round the worship of forefathers {jatheroLs), but in
the S.W. of that Province they cluster round the
godling of the village {khera) rather than the tribal
ancestor. This change in the religious system is

congruous with the evolution from the tribal system
of the tracts towards the N.W. frontier to the
‘village community’ organization of the long-
civilized territories round Delhi. The jathera is

usually styled Bawa (‘master ’) or Siddh (‘ perfect ’)

and bears some conventional name which shows
that his real name has been forgotten. His tomb
is sometimes called hakhuh&n (pi.), and consists of

three or four pits with pillars formed of earth dug
out of them. He is usually worshipped at

marriage.
A typical Jat wedding according to the rites in

vogue m the sub-montane districts which lie under
the Himalayas in the N. Panjab is thus described:

About five days before the wedding a lump of coarse sugar is

given to the barber (in his capacity of village go-between) and
he brings in return a twig of the jav4-^ This twig is placed in

a heap of wheat weighing about 42 sers (84 lb.), and by it are put
21 sers of coarse sugar. A lamp is lit and placed on the ground

;

to it all the females of the family and the bridegroom do obeis-

ance. The bridegroom cuts the twig with a knife or sword ;2

and the grain and sugar are divided, half going to the Brahman
and half to the mirdsl (genealogist). The latter then brings

a ram (ekatra, whence the name of the rite itself), cuts its ear,

and with his thumb imprints a mark of its blood on the
youth's forehead, and on those of all present.s He gets the ram
and a rupee as his vail. The youth then bathes, and boiled

wheat is distributed. He is oiled, and a red tape is tied round
his forehead. Thenceforward he must keep a knife or sword in

his hand till the 'wedding day. On that day he bathes again,

breaks earthen vessels, and dons new clothes. His kinsmen
offer their presents, and the menials get their dues. The bride

is then brought home, and the newly-wedded pair, with all the

females of the family, go to the temple of Bawa Manga, the
progenitor of the tribe, offer him a double cloth and a cake (the

priest’s perquisite), and bow their heads in worship. This com-
pletes the wedding ceremony among the Bajvva JatiS, an im-
portant Jajj tribe akin to the Baju Rajputs of the Bajwat.
Bawa Manga’s shrine is at Pasrur, a town of some antiquity, in

Sialkot.

With some modifications similar rites are ob-

served by other Jat tribes of that part.

In one tribe—the Hliariwal—^the pair circumambulate the

Siddh’s temple seven times. The Eandhawa tribe employs a

Brahman to fetch the twig, the ram’s blood is smeared only on
the foreheads of bachelors, and after the wedding, when the
Siddh’s temple is visited, the bride and other females take clay

out of an adjacent pond. Very often the boy cuts a twig from
the tree himself, and a few tribes, e.g. the Ghumman, cut
it from a &er, or plum, tree (Zizyphus jujuba\ and that tribe

offer two lumps of sugar, one to the saint Lakhdata, the other
to his priest the drummer (Bhayai), who is styled Shaikh, and
appear to ignore its jathera, Siddh Dulchi. The ram is

frequently replaced by a he-goat and often sacrificed, its flesh

being distributed in various ways. The Wirk assemble, men
and women, at a her tree, wash the ram, and, if it shakes its

head, regard this as a token that their ancestor is pleased. The
Sarai perform the chatra on the first Monday of the lunar
month before the wedding. This rite is, however, unknown in

the south-east of the Panjab, as it involves animal sacrifice, and
in the central districts the ram is never killed, though its ear
may be cut.

In the south-east, when a new village is founded,
before any house is built, a mound of earth is

raised near the site proposed for the village and a
jand planted on it. Houses may then be built,

and the first man to die in the village, whatever
his caste may be, is burned or buried in this mound,
and on it is built a masonry shrine named after

him. He is thus deified as the Bhtimia, or Earth-
god. Whatever ill befall, his shrine is the first

place to which the Jats resort in time of trouble.

But a tribe may have* a tribal Siddh as well as a
Bhumia in each village. The Bhumia too is often
called Khera, and some tribes even style their

jathera Khera-Bhumia. Possibly the custom of

deifying the first man to die in a new village is

akin to the custom of killing a man and building
him in when a new structure is raised (cf. Foun-
dation, vol. vi. p. 10)—he then becomes its

dwarapdla^ or ‘gate-keeper.’ The jath&ra, how-
1 Or The Prosopis spidgera is so called in the central

Panjab, but in Jbelura the name is applied to Zizyphus
nummularia and in the Jullundur Doab to Acacidileucophloea.
Offerings are made to this tree by the relatives of Hindus
suffering from smallpox.

2 This is said to be a survival of an older rite in which the
Hindu Triad, the nine planets, the four Vedas, Fire, Water,
and the Pole-Star were all invoked as witnesses of the marriage-
rite. The bridal pair walk four times round the hawan, into
which leaves of the ja7}4 used to be thrown, and these had to be
cut by the bridegroom and carried to the bride’s house for that
purpose, as the mantra in debased Sanskrit, which is still

recitedj shows. The leaves are no longer thrown into the hawan,
or sacrificial fire, but the tree continues to be cut.

8 The (i&d is also called tilah^ though, strictly speaking, tikd

is the mark, while tildk appears to be the act of marking. As
a mantra in debased Sanskrit shows, it is done in order to pro-

pitiate ancestors, and in the hope that divine recognition, help,

and protection will follow from it.
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ever, does not appear to be thus chosen or regarded.
He is often a martyr, or shahid, who fell fighting
with dacoits or in an affray with a neighbouring
village. But he may be, it would seem, a Jogi,

a Bairagi, a Gosain, or a Naga, though in such a
case the priest regarded as the jatkera would
appear to be a dim embodiment of the god Siva or
Visnu. Barely is worshipfoundamong the Jats,
for the very obvious reason that they allow widow
re-marriage, but the Dhindsa affect a satVs shrine
called the klidngdh, or monastery, of Sataoti.

Litbraturt!!.—D. C. J. Ibbetson, Punjab Ethnography,
Calcutta, 1883, is the classical authority. See also Maclagan,
Punjab Census Report, 1892, H. A. Rose, Glossary of the Tribes
and Castes of the Punjab and N. W. Frontier Province, Lahore,
1911, s.v. ‘ Jat,’ and W. Crooke, TG iii. 26, s.v, ‘ J6,t.’ For the
possible connexion of the Zatt or Zutt, an Arabized form of Jaj,,

with the Gypsies see Woolner, * The Indian Origin of the Gypsies
in Europe,’ m Joum* ofPunjab Hist. Soc. ii. ii. (1914).

H. A.. Bose
JATAKA. — I. Meaning of the word. —A

jdtaka (in Buddhist dogmatics and literature) is

a story in which the Bodhisattva {q.v.), i.e. the
Buddha in one of his former births, plays some
part, either that of the hero or of some other
character, or sometimes only that of a looker-on.
Hence the word might be translated * Bodhisattva
story,’ or ‘ story of a Bodhisattva. ’ But the current
rendering oijdtaJca is ‘ (Buddhist) birth story.’
*Jdtakam, birth, nativity; a birth or existence in the Bud-

dhist sense ;
ajdtaka, or story of one of the former births of a

Buddha’ (B. 0. Childers, Dictionary of the Pali Language,
London, 1875, s.v.). This is the generally accepted explanation,
the word being derived from Skr. jdta in the sense of ‘ birth.*

Another explanation of the word has been proposed by H.
Kern {Der Buddhisinus, Leipzig, 1882-84, i. 828), and adopted
by J. S. Speyer (Jdtakamdld, London, 1896 [tsSBB i.], p. xxii),

who derive the word from jtUa in the sense of ‘ what has become,
what has happened,’ and would translate it by ‘ Geschichtchm,
tale, story.’

Jdtaka originally means onljr a single ‘birth
story,’ but it is also used as the title of the CoUeC’
tion of Jdtakas, in the Tvpitaka, and in thoJdtaloa
Commentary (see below).

2. Origin and purpose of the jatakas.—We read
in the Saddharmapunefartka, v. {SBE xxi. [1884]

120), that the Buddha, knowing the dilFerences in

faculties and energy of his numerous hearers,

preaches in many different ways, ‘tells many
tales, amusing, agreeable, both instructive and
pleasant, tales by means of which all beings not
only become pleased with tlie law in this present
life, but also after death will reach happy states ’

;

and in the same book it is stated (ii. 44 [SBE xxi.

44 f.]) that the Buddha teaches both by sutras and
stanzas and by legends and jatakas. It is, indeed,
likely enough that Gautama Buddha himself made
use of popular tales in preaching to the people. It

is certain that the Buddhist monks and preachers
did so. In fact, we know that the preachers of all

religious sects in India always took advantage of

the Hindu passion for story-hearing and story-

telling, and made extensive use of stories in preacn-
ing to the people, much in the same way as Chris-
tian preachers in the Middle Ages introduced
‘examples’ into their sermons to attract the
attention of their hearers.^ They sometimes in-

vented pious legends, but more frequently they
took fables, fairy tales, and amusing anecdotes
from the rich storehouse of popular tales or from
secular literature, altering and adapting them for

the purposes of religious propaganda. “ The Bodhi-
sattva dogma (see art. Bodhisattva), in con-
nexion with the doctrines of rebirth and karma
(g.v.), was an excellent expedient for turning any
popular or literary tale into a Buddhist legend.

1 Of. such works as the Qesta Romanorum, or A. Wcsselskl'a
Monchstatein, I^eipziff, 1909.

2 In the Jdtaka Commentary (see below) every yfifafca is put
into the mouth of the Buddha as a dhanimadesana, i.e. ^re-
ligious instruction* or * sermon.’ On the jatakas as homilies
see also P. Max Mtiller, SBB i. fI896] p, xiii, and J. S, Speyer,
ib. p. xxiv f.

In his numerous existences, before he came to be
born as Sakyamuni who was to be the Buddha,
the Bodhisattva had been born, according to his
karma, sometimes as a god, sometimes as a king,
or a merchant, or a nobleman, or an out-caste, or an
elephant, or some other man or animal {see EEE
ii. 743, note §). It was thus only necessary to
identify the hero or any character of a story with
the Bodhisattva, in order to turn any tale, however
secular or even frivolous, into o. jdtaka.
Hence the jatakas regularly begin with such words as : * Once

upon a time, when Brahmadatta was reigning in Benares, the
Bodhisatta (Skr. Bodhisattva) was reborn in the womb of his
chief queen*; or ‘Once upon a time, when Brahmadatta was
reigning in Benares, the Bodhisatta was reborn into the family
of a forester ’

; or ‘ Once upon a time . . . the Bodhisatta was
an ox called Mahaiohita (the Big Red One)’

; or ‘Once upon a
time ... the Bodhisatta was reborn in the womb of a crow*

;

or * Once upon a time , . . the Bodhisatta was Sakka, king of
the gods, ’ ete. In many of his existences the Bodhisatta, accord-
ing to the jatakas, was a god, a king, a Brahma^a, a minister,
an ascetic, a merchant, but he also was a gardener, a musician,
a physician, a barber, a robber, a gambler, an elephant, a lion,
an ape, a dog, a frog, some bird, etc, (see the list in A. Griin-
wedel, Mythologie des Buddhismus, Leipzig, 1900, p. 197 f.).

3- The jatakas in the Pali Tipitaka.—Some of
the stories which were afterwards turned into
jatakas are told in the Suttas as simple tales,
without any reference to the Bodhisatta.^ On the
other hand, there are some real jatakas included
in the Suttas— e.g., the Kutadantasutta and
Mahasiidassanasutta in the Dlgha Nikdya and the
Makadevasutta in the Majjhima Nikdya. That
the jdtakas form an essential part of the Buddhist
canon is shown by the fact that they are included
in the list of nine ahgas (twelve Dharmaprava-
chanas in the Sanskrit canon) into which the
sacred books of the Buddhists were divided ac-
cording to the subject-matter, as the 7th ahga (the
9th Dharmapravachana),
The Book of Jdtakas, however, is one of the

fifteen collections of texts forming the Khuddaka^
nikdya (‘Collection of Smaller Texts’) of the
Tipitaka.^ This Jdtaka Book consists of gdthds
or stanzas only, and is divided into 22 sections
{nipdta), which are arranged according to the
number of stanzas belonging to or forming a
jdtaka. The first section is supposed to contain
150 jdtakas, each verse belonging to a separate
story ; the second, 100jdtakas, with two verses each

;

the third, 50 jdtakas, with three verses each, and so
on, each successive nipdta having a larger number
of stanzas and a smaller number of jdtakas. This
Book of Jdtaka Gdthds has not yet been published,’*

and Mss of it are rare. In many cases these
gdthds are poetic tales, ballads, or epic poems;
out very often, more especially in the first sections,

they are quite unintelligible by themselves, and
must be understood as belonging to some prose
tale. Why these prose stories did not attain to
canonical dignity we do not know. Probably they
were supposed to be well known, and, therefore,
left to tne improvisation of the preachers. It is

only in a more or less contaminated form that the
prose parts of the jdtakas have been preserved in

the Commentary (see below) that was composed
or compiled at some later period, after the final

redaction of the canon.
J. Hertel {ZDMO Ixiv. [1910] 68 ff., and WZKM xxiv. [1910]

121 ff.), pointing out that there are certain PafLchatantra and
Hitopaaeia MSS containing only the verses, has advanced the
hypothesis that the collection of jdtaka gdthds in the Tipitaka
is nothing but an extract from an older MS which contained
both the verses and the prose parts of the jdtakas. But the

1 Of. ChuUavaqga, Yi. vi. 3, with the Tittirijdtaka (no. 37) ;
or

Mahdvagga, x. h. 3, with the DlghituKosalajdtaka (no. 371).

3

It is worth mentioning that, according to the Sinhalese

chronicle Dipavaithsa (v. 37), there was a school of monks, the
MahfisaihgitikSs, who rejected some portions (we are unfortun-
ately not told which) of the Jdtaka Book as non-canonical.

The Dharmagi^tas had also a Jdtaka Book in their canon (see

M. Anesaki, ‘The Four Buddhist Sgamas in Chinese,’ TASJ
XXXV. [1908] pt. iii. p. 8.

8 It is not found in the King of Siam's edition of the Tipitaka,
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relation between prose and verse in works like the Pandhor

tantra is quite different from that between the jdtaha gdtkds

and the prose of the Jdtaha Commentary, Besides, the gdthds

differ from the prose in language also, and, above all, there are

manvidtakae that do not need any prose at all.

R. Otto Franke (\r2KM xx. [1906] 318) says: ‘Die Masse

der Jataka-Gathas als ganzes betrachtet ist ein persdnliches

jBrzengnis eines einzigen Autors, d.h, dieser Autor hat sie nicht

nur zusammengestellt, sondern viele selbst ge^chtet und um-
gedichtet oder ausgeflickt und alles in allem ihrer Gesamtheit

seinen personlichen Stempel aufgedruckt. Er hat aber auf der

anderen Seite vorhandene Gathas in sein Werk mit eingebaut.

The very opposite is the case. The bulk of jdtaha gdthds is the

work of many, chiefly non-Buddhist, authors, though one editor

or compiler (not * author ‘) may, in recasting the whole, have

altered and even added verses here and there.

4. The Jataka Commentary.—What has become
known by the edition and translations to be men-
tioned bdow is not the canonical Book of^ Jataka
Gathas, bnt a huge Prose Commentary in which
the gathas are embedded. This commentary, or

Jatakatthamnnana, as it is called, is a recast of an
older Jdtakatihakatha, The latter had been trans-

lated into Sinhalese, only the verses being left

in the original Pali. Afterwards the Sinhalese

version was retranslated, or rather recast,^ into

Pali. In our Jdtakatthavannand every number®
consists of the following parts : (1) the ‘ storv of the

present’ {packchuppanna^vatthu), in which some
mcident is related that prompted the Buddha to tell

thejataka

;

(2) the * story of the past ’ [atitavatthu),

which is the Te2̂ .jataka ; (3) the gdthds, or stanzas,

forming, as a rule, part of the ‘ story of the past,’

but sometimes also of the ‘story of the present’;

(4) the grammatical and lexicographical comment
{veyydkara/nia) on the gdthds ; and (5) the ‘ joining

together * {samodhdna) of the two stories by identi-

fying the characters of the ‘ story of the past ’ with
their rebirths at the time of the Buddha.
With the exception of the gdthds, which alone

can claim canonical authority, the whole Com-
mentary, including the ‘stories of the present,*

the ‘ stories of the past,’ and the ‘ joining together,’

must be regarded as the work of one author.® As
to when this Commentary was compiled, trans-

lated, and retranslated, or recast, we have no
means of deciding. There is a tradition^ that
makes the famous Buddhaghosa (g.i?.) the author of
the JdtakatthavanTiand, but this is very doubtful.®
It is just possible that the recasting of the Com-
mentary may have taken place shortly after
Buddhaghosa’s time (5th cent.), but it may as well
have been a century later. There can be no doubt,
however, that, in spite of its late date, the Com-
mentary has made use of very old materials. At
any rate, it can be proved that already in the 3rd
or 2nd cent. B.C. some of the jdtaka stories were
told just as we find them in our Jdtaka Com-
mervtary. There are representations on the rail-

ings round the stupas of Bharhut and Sanchi of
scenes from jdtakas ; and not only do they include
scenes from the gdthds, but also some that are re-
lated only in the prose Commentary. And, as the
titles of \h.ejdtak(xs are inscribed over some of the
carvings, these famous bas-reliefs prove that these
stories were in the 3rd or 2nd cent. B.C. termed
^jdtakas ’ and considered as sacred lore.
Up to the present 29 jdtakas have been identified on the

bas-reliefs of the stupa of Bharhut (see T. W. Rhys Davids,

1 It is said in the Niddnakatkd {Jdtaha, ed. V. FausboU, i.

62) that other commentaries {atthahathds) were used for the
Jdtakatthava^y.and besides the Jdtahatthahathd.

2 There are 646 numbers. As, however, some of these numbers
include several stories, and, on the other hand, the same
jdtakas occur in different versions under several numbers, the
actual number of stories may be somewhat more or less than
546. But this is by no means the complete number of jdtakas
extant. There are some jdtakas in other Buddhist works, both
Pali and Sanskrit, which have not been included in the Pali
collection (see L. Feer in JA vii. v. [1876J 417 ff., vi. 244 ff.).

2 Only the Veyydkaroflsa seems to be the work of a still later
commentator; see R. 0. Franke in Bezzenbergers Beitr, wit

,

[1897] 289 ff. ; E. S6nart in JA ix. xvii. [1901] 406.
4 Gan&havaihsa, ed. J. P. Minayeff, in JPTS, 1886, p. 69.
8 See T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Birth Stories, p. Ixiiiff.

Buddhist India, London, 1903, p. 209, and E. Hultzsch, JRAS,
1912, p. 406). The titles of the jdtakas are taken from the hero
of the story, from some other character, from some important
incident, or from the first words of the first stanza. Hence one
and tiie same jdtaka may be called by different titles (see D.
Andersen in Jdtaka, ed. FausboU, voL vii. p. xv).

5. Place of the Jataka Book in Indian literature.

—Though it is no longer possible to say that the
Jdtaka Book {Le, the Jdtaha Commentary) ‘is the
oldest, most complete, and most important Collec-

tion of Folk-lore extant’ (T. W. Khys Davids,
Buddhist Birth Stories, p. iv), it remains true that

I it is a very old and highly important collection not
!
only of folk-tales, but also of literary productions
of the most varied kinds.

As regards ‘ the stories of the present,’ they are
of little value, being either very silly inventions of
the commentator or borrowings from other texts,

such as the Vinayapitaka, Suttanipdta, or Apa-
ddna, or from other commentaries. But in the
‘stories of the past’ with the canonical gdthds,
all kinds of literary productions are represented.
As to their literary form, we may distinguish:

(1) tales in prose in which only one or two or a few
verses, containing the moral or the gist of the tale,

are inserted (in these cases the Commentary has
preserved good old prose traditions) ; (2) ballads in
the form of {a) dialogues, or (6) a mixture of
dialogue and narrative verses ^ (in these cases the
prose of the Commentary is ^uite superfluous,

often rather insipid, and sometimes even at vari-

ance with the gdthds) ; (3) long tales partly in

prose, partly in verse ® (here the prose Commentary
IS an expansion, often very diffuse, of the original

prose text) ; (4) strings of moral maxims on some
onetopic ; and (5) regular epics or epic fragments (in

the last two cases the prose Commentary is super-
fluous).® The contents of thejdtakas are

: (1) fables,

(2) Mdrchen (fairy tales, many of them tales of
animals), (3) anecdotes and comic tales, (4) tales of
adventure and romance, (6) moral tales, (6) moral
maxims, and (7) legends. More than half of the
jdtakas are of non-Buddhist origin. Even the
moral tales and legends belong partly to the
general Hindu ascetic poetry, though most of
them show a strong Buddhist tendency.
The jdtakas vary also in length. We find short stories of

hardly a page by the side of long romances or epic poems
covering more than a hundred pages in our printed edition.

Many of the stories found in our Jdtaka Book
occur also in the Pahchatantra, Kathdsaritsdgara,
and other Indian story books, and are important
for the history of Indian fiction. Some of the
tales have parallels in the Mahdhhdrata and in the
Edmayaiia, and many others in Jain literature.

A great many jdtakas have also parallels in the literatures of
the West. Thus, the fable of the peacock that lost his bride
through his shameless dance {Jdtaka, no. 32, represented on
the stupa of Bharhut) was known to Herodotus (vi. 130), who
tells us the story of Hippokleides. The stories of the grateful
animals and the ungrateful man {Jdt, no. 73, also 482 and 616),
of the ungrateful wife (no. 193), and many others, are wide-
spread in Eastern and Western literatures. A version of the
Judgment of Solomon is found in the Mahd-Vmmagga-Jdtaka
(no. 646), which is also important on account of its parallels to
the stories of the wise Aljiqar (<?.«.). See also T. Zacharise,
WZKH xxvi. [1912] 418 ff., and Ummagga Jdtaka{* The Storyof
the Tunnel'), tr. from Sinhalese by T. B. Yatawara, London,
1912. Many jdtakas are well known from their parallels in
iEsop’s Fables {e,g., ‘The Ass in the Lion's Skin’ (see art.

Fable]), in La Fontaine’s Fables, in the Gesta Bxmanorum, in
Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, and elsewhere. On supposed
parallels of Christian legends in the Jdtaka Book see R. Garbe,
Contributions of Buddhism to Christianity, Chicago, 1911,

pp. 13, 30 ff., and M. Winternitz, Geschichte der vndischen
Mtteratur, ii. (Leipzig, 1913) 282, 106. Though in many cases

1 These narrative verses are called Abhisambuddhagdthds,
i.e. stanzas told by Buddha (not as the Bodhisattva, but) after
his enlightenment (see S^nart, JA zx. xvii 385 ff.).

2 This is a different type from the first, for here the verses are
not inserted for any special purpose, but the tale itself is alter-

nately related in prose and verse. See also art. Fiction, vol.

vip. 2f.
3 Some kind of prose was, of course, always necessary to turn

the ballad, etc., into & jdtaka, and make it part of a homily.
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it is probable that these stories migrated from India to the

West, it is in other cases more probable that Western motives
were brought to India.

The Jataka Book is not only important for the
history of Indian and, indeed, all literature, but it

is also invaluable for the light which it throws on
the social life and the manners and customs in

ancient India.
The accounts of Indian civilization given by R. Fick, Bit

socialt GUederung im nordostlichen Indim zu Buddha's Zeit^

Kiel, 1897, T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 201 flP., and
0. A. F. Rhys Davids, * Notes on Early Economic Conditions in

Northern India,’ JRAS, 1901, p. 859 ff., are chiefly based on
the jdtakas. Valuable as these accounts are, they cannot be
taken (as these scholars thought) as pictures of life in India at

the time of Gautama Buddha, for it must be borne in mind that

the prose stories in the Commentary are as late as the 5th

or 6th cent. A.D., though they may contain much earlier

traditions.

LiTBRATURB.—^The standard edition of the Jdtaka Book is that

of V. Fausbdll, The Jataka, together vnth its Commentary,
being Tales of the Anterior Births of Gotama Buddha, 7 vols.

(vol. vii. containing the Index by Dines Andersen), London,
1877-97. Translations are: T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist
Birth Btories; or Jdtaka Tales, London, 1880 (contains Jatakas
1-40 only); The Jdtaka, or Stones of the Buddha’s Former
Births, tr. from the Pali by various hands, ed. E. B. Cowell,
vols. i.-vii., Cambridge, 1895-1913 (the translators are R.
Chalmers, W. H. D. Rouse, H. T. Francis, R. A. Neil, and
Cewell himself ;

the last vol. contains the Index) ; a German tr.

by Julius Dutoit, Leipzig, 1908 ff., is still in progress. Selected

jdtakas have been translated by R. Morris in FLJ ii. [1884]

804, 832, 870, iii. [1886] 66, 121, 242, 328, iv. [1886] 46, 168.

On the Jdtaka Book see : Leon Peer, JA vu. v. [1875]

86711., vi. 243 ff., Vll. xi. [1878] 300 ff., viii. xx. [1892] 186 ff.,

n. V. [1895] 31fl„ 189 ff., IX. ix. [1897] 28811. ; S. d’Oldenburg,
JB.AS, 1893, p. 301 ff.; R. O. Franke, In Bezzenbergers

Beitrdge, xxii. [1897] 289 ff., and WZKM xx. [1906] 317 ff. ; H.
Liiders, Nachrichten der koni^l. Gesellschaft der Wissen-

sckaften zu Gottingen,' philoL-hist. Kl., 1897, p. 40 ff. and
ZBMG Iviii. [1904] 689 ff., Ixi. [1907] 641 ff. : J. Hertel, ZDMG
lx. [1906] 399 ff.; J. Charpentier, ZDMG Ixii. [1908] 726 ff.,

Ixiii. [1909] 171 ff., Ixvii. [1912] 41 f., and WZKM xxvii. [1913]

94 ; A. Foucher, in Melanges d’indianisme offerts d M. Syloain
L4vi. Paris, 1911, p. 231 ff. ; T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist
India, London, 1903, p. 189 ff., and in Album Kem, Leyden,
1903, p. 13 ff. ; H. Ofdenberg, Literatur des alten Indian,
Stuttgart and Berlin, 1903, pp. 103-129, and Nachrichten der
kbnim. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gbttingen,ghilo\.-

hist. Kl., 1911, p. 441 ff., 1912, pp. 183 ff., 214 ff.; and M. Winter-
nite, Geschichte der indischen Zitteratur, ii. 89-127.

6, The Chariyapitaka.—This is the last book in

the Khuddakanikdya of the TipitaJca, and it is a
collection of 35 idtakas in verse. The purpose of

the work is to snow in which of his former births

the Bodhisattva had attained the ten pdramitds,
or ‘perfections.’ The first two pdramitds, gener-
osity and goodness, are illustrated by ten stories

each, while fifteen stories refer to the other eight
‘perfections,’ viz. renunciation, wisdom, energy,
atience, truthfulness, resolution, kindness to all

eings, and equanimity. The stories are put into

the mouth or Gautama himself. They nave no
literary merit whatever, all stress being laid on
the moral, while the story itself is given in bare
outline.

A different redaction of the Chariydpitaka from that found
in the Tipi^aka is included and commented on in the first

section of the Niddnakathd. J. Charpentier has tried {WZKM
xxiv. [1910] 861 ff.) to reconstruct an ‘ Ur-Chariyripitaka ’ on the
basis of these two redactions, compared with the Sanskrit
Jdtakamdld (see below), but his arguments are not convincing.

LiTBRATURB.--The Chariydpitaka has been edited by R.
Morris, London, PTS, 1882; see also M. Winternitz,
Geschichte der indischen Littcratur, ii. 181-184, and T. W.
Rhys Davids, in JRAS, 1913, p. 482 f.

7. The Nidanakatha.—From the orthodox Bud-
dhist point of view, all the jdtakas may be re-

garded as autobiographical accounts of (Sautama
Buddha himself. It is, therefore, not surprising
that an account of Gautama’s career in his last

existence, the Niddnakathd, i,e, ‘the story of the
beginnings,’ forms the introduction to the Jataka
Commentary, As the Pali canon contains only
incidental references to the most important events
in the career of the Buddha, and no connected bio-

OTaphy, the Niddnakathd is the first Life of the
Buddha in Pfili literature. It consists of three
sections; (1) the story of ‘the beginnings in the

distant past’ {dureniddna), narrating the life of
the future Buddha as Sumedha in the time of the
Buddha Dlpankara down to his rebirth in the
heaven of the Tusita gods, this section being a
kind of commentary on the Buddhavamsa and
the Chariydpitaka I (2) the story of ‘the be-
ginnings in the less distant past’ {avidurenidana),
beginning with the descent of the Buddha from the
Tusita heaven, and ending with his attainment of
the Bodhi (perfect enlightenment or Buddhaship)

;

(3) the story * of the beginnings in the proximate
epoch ’ {santikeniddna), relating the incidents from
the Bodhi down to the story of Anathapindika’s
great gift of the Jetavana (see art. Buddha, vol.

u. p. 883).
LiTBRATURB.—The text of the Niddnakathd will be found in

Fausbbll, Jdtaka, i. 1-94, the translation in T. W, Rhys
Davids, Buddhist Birth Stories, pp. 1-133, the first two
sections also in H. C. Warren, Buddhism in Translations,
Cambridge, Mass., 1896, pp. 6-83.

8. Jatakas in the non-canonical Pali literature.

—In the later books of the Milindapahha (which
are missing in the Chinese translation, made
between a.d. 317 and 420) the jdtakas are fre-

quently quoted. The author of bk. iv. makes no
difference between the Bodhisatta of jdtakcLs
and the Buddha. He, therefore, troubles himself
to excuse the Bodhisatta from any transgressions
that he may have committed in any of his previous
births, as related in jdtakas \ and he tries to
solve all kinds of dilemmas that arise by comparing
incidents in the jdtakas with utterances of the
Tathagata in any of the canonical texts. Every
word in the jdtaka gdthds, even in mere folklore
verses occurring in some fable or fairy tale, is

treated as the authoritative ‘ word of Buddha ’ that
as such must be true. In bk. vii. also jdtaka
gdthds are quoted with great reverence. Jdtakas
occur also m the Dhammapada Commentary, a
work that closely resembles the Jdtaka Com-
mentary and may almost be considered a supple-
ment to it.

LiTBRATURB.—As to the MUindapanha see art. Literature
(Buddhist), and M. Winternitz, Gesch. der ind. Idtt., ii. 97 n.,

142, 146. The author of bk. iv. differs in many points from our
Jdtaka Commentary. See T. W. Rhys Davids, SBB xxxv.
[1890] pp. xlif., 216, 241 f., 280 f., 284 ff., 293 n., 294 ff., 303 f.,

xxxvi. [1894] 6, 16 ff., 146, 291, 306, 310, 341, 344, 349. A dilemma
of the Sivi Jdtaka is discussed ib. xxxv. 179 ff. ; discussions

on the Vessantara Jdtaka, ib. p. 170 ff., xxxvi. 114 ff. ‘Re-
peaters of the Jatakas ’ are mentioned by the side of * Repeaters ’

of other canonical texts in Milinda, v. 22 (SBB xxxvi. 231).

For the Dhammapada Commentary see E. W. Burlingame,
* Buddhaghosa’s Dhammapada Commentary,* Proceedings of the

American Academy of Arts and Sdmces, vol. xlv. no. 20 [1910]

p. 469.

9. Jatakas in Buddhist Sanskrit literature.—(a)

Many jdtakas occur in the Mahdvastu both in

prose and in verse, in * mixed Sanskrit.’ Some of

them are variants of the Pali jdtakas, others are

not found in the Pali collection.

(6) Closely related to the jdtakas are the atia-

ddnas (see art. Apadana), which belong partly to

the literature of the Sarvastivadins (see art. Sects
[Buddhist]), partly to the Mahayana literature.

Avadanas are edifying ‘ tales of glorious deeds ’ of

saints, illustrating the law of karma {q.v.), i.e.

showing that ‘black deeds hear black fruits and
white deeds white fruits.’ The difference between
avadanas and jdtakas consists in this, that in a
jdtaka the Bodhisattva is always either the hero or

one of the characters occurring in the story, while

any saint may play a part in an avaddna. But
there are many avadanas in which the Bodhisattva
is the hero. These are called Bodhisattvavadanas,
and may as well be called jdtakas. Many jdtakas
known from the PAli collection are also found in

the Avaddna collections {Avaddnakataka, Divyd-
vaddna,).

(0) Bodhisattvdvaddnamdla, or * Garland of

Bodhisattva tales,’ is another title of the work
better known as Jdtakamdld, a Sanskrit poem of
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higji poetical merit, composed by the poet Aryaldra
or Sura. There have been several Jdtakamdlds, or

‘Garlands of_Jatakas,’ i.g. poetical selections of

jatakas, but Aryastira’s work is best known. It

is a florilegium of Zijdtakas, mostly known from
the Pali collection, but told in the flowery style of

Sanskrit court poetry, elaborate prose alternating

with verse. As in the Chariydpitaka (see above),

so also in the Jdtakarmld the jdtakas serve as

illustrations of the pdmmitds, especially those of

generosity and kindness towards all creatures.

Thus the first story (not occurring in the Pali

collection) is that of the Bodliisattva throwing
himself before a starving tigress that is about to

devour her offspring. Most stories occur also in

the Jdtakob Book and twelve in the Chariydpitaka.

Aryasura probably flourished in the 4th cent. A.D.

Stanzas of the Jdtakamdld are inscribed on frescoes

found in the caves of Ajanta, and the Chinese
pilgrim I-tsing mentions the Jdtakamdld among
the works that in his time were very popular in

India.

{d) Jdtakas and avaddnas are also found in
Asvaghosa’s Sutrdlamkdra (called Alamkdra in
art. A6vaghosa), and in Ksemendra’s Avaddna-
kalpalatd ; and 50 jdtakas are mentioned in the
Mahdydnasutra Bdstrapdlaprcchd.

Literaturb.—

O

n (a) see S. d'Oldenburgr, in JRAS, 1893, p.
335 flp. ; A. Barth, in Journal des Savants, 1899, p. 626 ff.

; J.
Charpentier, Paccekabuddhageschichten, Upsala, 1908, pp.
2 ff., 12ff., 25 ff., and WZKM xxvii. [1913] 94 f. ; M. Winternitz,
Gesch. d. ind. Litt, ii. 190 ff.

(b) See Ldon Peer in the Introd. to his tr. of the Avaddna-
Pataka, AMG xviii., Paris, 1891, and J. S. Speyer in his ed. of
the same work (Bibliotheca Buddhica, iii., St. Petersburg,
1902-09), vol. ii., preface, p. iv ff. ;

also Winternitz, Gesch. der
ind. Litt., ii. 215 ff.

(c) The Jdtakamdld has been edited by H. Kern (Harvard
Oriental Series, i., Cambridge, Mass,, 1891) and translated by
J. S. Speyer, SBB i., London, 1896. Aryasura has worked on the
bame (or a similar) collectionofgdthds aswe have in the Tipifaka;
see Speyer’s Synoptical Table in his tr., pp. 337-840. See also
Kern, in Festgruss an Otto vonBohtUngk, Stuttgart, 1888, p. 60 f.

;

S. d’Oldenburgr, in JRAS, 1898, p. 308 ff. ; A. Barth, in RHR
xxviii. [1893] 260; K. Watanabe, in JPTS, 1909, p. 263 ff.

;

I-tsingr, A Record of the Buddhist Religion, tr. J. Tafcakusu,
Oxford, 1896, p. 162 f, ; H. Liiders, in Nachrichten der konigl.
Gesellschaft der W’issenschaften zu Gottingen, philol.-hist. Kl.,
1902, p. 758 ff.

;
F. W. Thomas, in Album Kem, p. 406 ff. ; and

Winternitz, Gesch. der ind. Litt., ii. 212-214. As to the Chinese
tr. see A. O. Ivanovski, in RHR xlvii. [1903] 298 ff.

(d) See SutrdlaThkdra, Fr, tr. from the Chinese of Kumarajiva
by E. Huber, Pans, 1908 ; L. Finot, * Rastrapaiapfccha,, Sutra
du Mahayana,’ in Bibl. Buddhica, ii., St. I^etersburg, 1901 ;

and
Winternitz, Gesch. derind. Litt, ii. 208 ff., 229, 246.

10 . The jatakas and popular Buddhism.—The
jdtakas are highly important for the history of
Buddhism, as they give us an insight into popular
Buddhism. The whole system of relating jdtakas
is based on the most popular dogma of karma, and
the ethical ideal of this religion is not the Arhat
{q.v.) who has attained to nirvdna,'^ but the Bodhi-
sattva who, in all his former existences, has shown
one or more of the ^eat virtues by which he pre-
pared himself for becoming the future Buddha.
However high or^ low he may have been bom, in
every jataka he is either helpful, kind, and self-
sacrmcing, or brave, clever, and even possessing
supernatural wisdom. Jdtakas like those of King
Sivi (no. 499), who gave away his eyes as a gift, or
of Prince Vessantara (no. 547), who even gave
away his own children as a gift to the wicked
Brahman, are standard texts for this ideal of ethics.
It may easily be understood how the theory of the
pdramitds, which has become important in the
Mahayana Buddhism, though not mentioned in
the Jataka Gdthds, but only in the Buddhavamsa,
Chariydpitaka, and the Jdtaka Commentary, was
already latent in the jdtaka theory. It is no
wonder that the jdtakas belong as much to the

i This is true, though the commentator sometimes says that
the Master delivered his sermon (dhammadesand) in such a way
as to lead up to Arhatship (e.g., Jdtaka, ed. Fausboll, L 114,
275) ; but the moral taught in the jdtakas has nothing to do
with the monastic ideal.

Mahayana as to the Hinayana Buddhism. They
are indeed the common property of all Buddhist
sects in all Buddhist countries. They were the
chief vehicle of Buddhist propaganda, and are the
chief witnesses of popular Buddhism.
As to the popularity of the jdtakas, it is sufScient to quote

the words of R. Spence Hard}^ Manual of Budhism 2, London,
1880, p. 103 :

* The Singhalese will listen the night through to
recitations from this work, without any apparent weariness;
and a great number of the Jatakas are familiar even to the
women.’ On their popularity in Burma see Mabel H. Bode,
Pali Literature of Burma, London, 1909, p. 81. The Jdtaka
Book was the source from which Buddhist poets in Burma drew
their inspiration for centuries (ib. pp. 43 f., 63).

Literature.—Numerous jdtakas (and avaddnas) have been
translated into Tibetan and Chinese. See A. Schiefner,
‘Indische Erzahlungen,’ Milanges asiatiques tiris du bulletin
de VacaMmie impiriale des sciences de St. Pitersbourg, vii. and
viii., 1876 and 1877, and ‘ Maha.katy9,yana und Konig Tscha^da-
Pradyota, ein Zyklus buddhistischer Erzahlungen ’ (Mdmovres
de Vacadimie imp. des sciences de St. Pitersbourg, 1876);
W. R. S. Ralston, Tibetan Tales deH-vedfrom Indian Sources,
London, 1882; W. W. Rockhill, ‘Tibetan Buddhist Birth
Stories, Extracts and Translations from the Kandjur,’ JAOS
xviii. [1897] Iff.; E. Chavannes, Cinq cents contes et apologues,
extraits du tripitaka chinois et traauits en frangais, i.-iii.„

Paris, 1910-11.

II. Jatakas in Buddhist art.—The enormous
popularity of the jdtakas is also proved by the fact
that representations from these stories are among
the earliest productions of Indian art, and they
have remained the favourite topics for sculpture
and paintings through all the centuries in all

Buddhist countries. In the 3rd or 2nd cent. B.o.

we find them in India in Bharhut and Sanchi (see

above), in the 2nd cent. a.d. in Amaravati, and
later on in the caves of Ajanta. The Chinese
pilgrim Fa-hian, when visiting Ceylon in A.D. 412,
saw at Abhayagiri ‘ representations of the 500
bodily forms which the Bodhisatta assumed during
his successive births ’

; and Hiuen Tsiang mentions
stupas erected in honour of the Bodhisattvas whose
deeds were related injdtakas. The famous temples
of Boro-Budur in Java (9th cent. A.D.), of Pagan
in Burma (13th cent. A.D.) and of Sukhodaya in
Siam (14th cent. A.D.) are decorated with hundreds
of bas-reliefs representing scenes ixom jdtakas.
Literature.—The bas-reliefs of Bharhut have been described

by A. Cunningham, The Stupa of Bharhut, London, 1879 (for
the inscriptions see E. Hultzsch in ZDMG xl. [1886] 68 ff.

;

IA xxi. [1892] 225 ff.; and JRAS, 1912, p. 399 ff.). For the
Sanchi reliefs see the plates in F. C. Maisey, Sanchi and its

Remains, London, 1892. A list of all the jdtakas represented in
Bharhut, Ajanta, and Boro-Budur is given by S. d’Oldenburg
in JRAS, 1896, p. 623 ff., and JAOS xviii. [1897] 188 ff. See
also A. Griinwedel, Bvddhistische Kunst in Indien 2, Berlin,
1900, pp. 38 f., 59 ; A. Foucher, L*Art grico'bouddhique du
Gandhdra, i., Paris, 1905, p. 270 ff., and Bulletin de Vicole
frangaise d'Extr&me Orient, ix. [1909] 1 ff. ; J. Griffiths, The
Paintings in the Buddhist Cave-Temples of Ajanta, London,
1896-97 ; C. Leemans, BdrO-BoudourdamVtlede Jaoa, Leyden,
1874 ; L. Fournereau, Le Siam anden, pt. 2, AMG, Paris,
1908. The bas-reliefs of the temple of Pagan have been de-
scribed by A. Griinwedel, Buddhistische Studten, i. (Veroffent-
lichungen ausdem konigl. Museum fur Volkerkunde, v., Berlin,
1897), who also gives translations or abstracts of 66 jdtakas.

M. Winternitz.
JAUNPUR.— city now the headquarters of

the British District of the samename in the United
Provinces of India ; lat. 25° 45' N.

;

long. 82® 41' E.
Muhammadans derive the name from Ulugh Khan
Jtinan, afterwards Muhammad Shah ll. ibn
Tughlaq, whose name is said to have been given
to the place by his cousin Firiiz Shah, the founder

;

Hindus derive it from Jamadagnipura, after the
saint Jamadagni, or from Yavan^ura, ‘city of
the Ionian Greeks or foreigners.’ Before the city
was founded by the Muhammadans, there was a
local cult of Kerarbir, a demon slain by the demi-
god Rama, He is now represented by a shapeless
stone smeared with red lead and turmeric, probably
representing the blood of a sacrifice. It stands
near one of the bastions of the fort; and, when
this was blown up by British engineers after the
Mutiny, the stone escaped uninjured, a fact which
greatly increased the respect paid to it {NINQ ii.
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[1892] 2 ;
Cimningham, Arch, Hep. xi. 103 f.). The

foundation of the present city was laid by Firuz

Tughlaq on his return from an expedition into

Bengal in A.D. 1360. Subsequently under Khwaja
Jahan, who was viceroy of the Emperor Mahmud
Tughlaq, in 1394 during the invasion of Timur, it

became independent ; and for nearly a century the

Sharqi, or eastern dynasty, continued powerful

rivals of the Delhi kings, and formed one of the

richest States in N. India. Finally they were
overthrown by the Emperor Bahlul Lodi m A.D.

1487. The religious buildings still in existence

consist of mosques and tombs, the work of these

Sharqi princes. They are the finest example of

what has erroneously been called the ‘Pathan’
style, which is really Persian, but executed and
modified by the native architects whom the con-

querors were forced to employ. So beautiful was
&ie city that it became known as the Shiraz of

India. The oldest of the mosques, that in the fort,

dates from a.d. 1377. The three great mosq^ues

are in the city. The Atala mosque, so called

because it stands on the site of a temple dedicated

to the Hindu goddess Atala Devi, ‘the penna-

nently fixed one,’ was the first erected by King
Ibraliim Shah (1401-40), and was finished in 1408.

This is the most ornate and beautiful of the series,

and Fergusson regarded the interior domes and
roofs as superior to any other specimen of Muham-
madan architecture of so early an age with which
he was acquainted. The second, the Jam? Masjid,

or Cathedral Mosque, of TJusain Shah, is the largest

in Jaunpur. It is distinguished by a majestic gate

pyramid or propylon, of outline and mass almost

Egyptian, supplying the place of a minaret, a

feature as little known at the time in Jaunpur as

it was in Delhi. It was completed in 1478. The
third great city mosque, known as that of Bibi

Raji, or, as it is commonly called, Lai Darwazah,
* the rod gate,’ was founded by Bibi Raji, queen of

Mahrnad Shall (A.D. 1440-58).
‘ It is in the same stylo »8 tiic others, and its propylon dis-

plays not only the bold maHsivoness with which these mosques
were erected, but shows also that strange mixture of Hindu
and Mahomedan architecture which pervaded the style during

the whole period of its continuance '
(Fergusson, Hist, of Ind,

and JSast. Arch.j p. C20).

Witli the fall of the local rulers the religious

history of Jaunpur came to an end.

Liteuatuhk.—A. Fiihrcr, The Sharqi Architecture of Jaun-
pur, Calcutta, 1HS9, and Monumental A ntiquitua and fmerip-
tionsinthe North- WeM Provinces, Allahabad, 1891, p. 178 ff.;

A. Cunningham, Archmloqical Survey Reports, xi. [1880]

102 £f.; J. Fergusson, IJist. of Indian and Eastern Archi-

tecture, London, 1870, p. 620ff. W. CUOOKE.

JAVA, BALI, AND SUMATRA (Buddhism
in).^—The Indian name of Java, known to the

geographer Ptolemy (VII. ii. 29) as Tabadiu (5

ff7)fjLalv€L KpLOqs pqffos), is a sullicient proof that the

intercourse between India and the Indian Archi-

pelago dates from before the 2nd cent, of our era.

A passage in the Rdmtyana (IV. xl. 30), mentioning
‘ Yava-dvipa, adorned by seven kingdoms, the Gold
and Silver Island, rich in gold mines,’ ^ apparently

points to the fact that the name had a wider ap-

plication, embracing both Java proper and Sumatra,

as in later times with the Arabs. It is certain

that Indian civilization had made progi'ess, at

least in Java, before A.D. 400, for the Chinese

Buddhist Fa-Hian, who stayed for five months in

the country (A.D. 412), says that ‘various forms of

error and BrS-hmanism are there flourishing, while

Buddhism in it is not worth speaking of.’^ As to

Sumatra we are wliolly left in the dark, and it is

not until far in the 7th cent, that the writings of

1 For the animiatic religion see art. Tkdonbsianh,
2 See II. Yule and A. 0. Jlurnell, llabson-Johson^, London,

1903, p. 456.
8 J. Legge, A Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms, Oxford, 1880,

p. 113.

another Chinese traveller, I-tsing, enable us to get
insight into the condition of Buddhism at Sribhoja,
the capital of the kingdom of Bhoja, or Malayu,
and situated near the present city of Palembang.^
I-tsing went twice (A.D. 671 and 688) to Sribhoja,
and stayed there some seven years (688-695),
studying and translating Sanskrit sacred texts.
He tells us that the king of Bhoja—^whose name
he does not mention—and the rulers of the
neighbouring islands were adherents of Buddhism,
and that the capital was a centre of learning,
where more than 1000 priests investigated and
studied all the subjects that were taught in India.
The great majority of the Buddhists both in Bhoja
and in other islands belonged to the sect of the
Mula-sarvastivadins, though occasionally some had
adopted the tenets of the Sammitiyas, whereas
two other sects had newly been introduced. All
these sects belonged to the great division known
under the name of Hinayana. There were in

Malayu only a few Mahayanists.
It IS a matter of evidence that Buddhism must

hav« been introduced into Sumatra and adjacent
isles long before the time of I-tsing, and that the
first propagandists belonged to one or more sects
of the Northern Hinayana. Yet we see that in

his days Mahayanists were already making their

appearance in Malayu. There is a notice in Tara-
natha’s History ofBuddhism that Dharmapala, the
celebrated Mahayanist Professor in the College of

Nalanda before Hiuen Tsiang was staying there,

went to Suvarna-dvipa in his old age.^

Whatever may be the exact value of I-tsin^’s

statement about the prevalence of the Hinayana in

his own days, it is certain that in the 8th cent, the
Mahayana had acquired a firm footing in Java.
A Sanskrit inscription found between Kalasan and
Prambanan, not far from Yogyakarta, commemor-
ates the erection of a statue and sanctuary of the
goddess Arya Tara (the female counterpart or

lakti of the Bodhisattva Avalokite^vara), together

with an abode for monks versed in the rules of dis-

cipline {Vinaya) of the Mahayana. The date of

the inscription is 700 Saka (A.D. 778) ; the donor is

a king of the Sailendra dynasty, who, as a further

mark of his favour to his spiritual teacher, who
liad moved him to his pious work, granted to the

Sangha the village of Ealasa.® It is remarkable
that the inscription shows a kind of writing usual

in Northern India, whereas most of the other

Sanskrit inscriptions in Java are in the common
Old Javanese characters which have their origin in

Southern India. The inscription of 700 Saka is,

therefore, a sufficient proof that the Mahayanists
who enjoyed the king’s favour came from Hindu-
stan proper or the Western parts of Bengal. The
remains of the sanctuary dedicated to Tara have
been recognized in what nowadays is known as

Chandi Bening or Chandi Kalasan.^

Airthe splendid monuments of architecture and
decorative art which arose in Java after the 8th

cent, bear the unequivocal stamp of Mahayanism,
except, of course, those which are the works of

Brahmanists, more especially Saivites. The Maha-
yanistic character shows itself unmistakably in the

images of the honoured Dhyanibuddhas or Jinas,

as they are commonly called in Tibet and Java,

and of the Bodhisattvas along with their Saktis,

1 A Record of the Buddhist Religion, tr. J. Takakusu, Oxford,

1896, pp. xl-xlvi.

2 Taraiiatha, Geschiehte des Buddhismus, tr. F. A. Schiefner,

St. Petersburff, 1869, p. 161 ; cf. Max Muller, India, London,

1883, p. 310. 1-tsing once calls Sumatra Chin-chon, * Gold Isle,’

a literal translation of Skr. Suvarija-dvipa (tr. Takakusu, p. xh).

a J. Brandes, ‘ Een Nagari-opschrift gevonden tusschen Kala-

san en Prambanan,’ Tijdschr. voor Ina. iaal-, land- en volken-

kunde, xxxi. [1886] 240. .... -

4 Exi>lored and described by J. W. Yzerman, Beschnjvingdet

oudhemn nabij de grens der Residenties Soerakarta en Djog-

djakarta ©le Hague, ISO!

.
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The most renowned and best explored monu-

ments and groups of religious buildings, besides
the sanctuary at Kalasan, are the so-called Chani
Sari, Chandi Sewu, and Chandi Plaosan;^ the
gorgeous sanctuary of Boro-Budur ;

^ the beautiful
shrine at Mendut ; ® and Chandi Jago.**
There were in Java down to the end of the

Middle A^s two, so to speak, recognized State
religions : Saivism and Mahayanism. At all great
solemnities— the inauguration of kings, royal
princes, chief commanders of the army—both re-
li^ous communities were represented by their
priesthood, the Saivas and Saugatas. The relation
between the two confessions was marked by a
spirit of tolerance and friendliness, so much so that
in course of time there sprang up a kind of mixed
rAliorinnreligion, in which the objects of worship originally
belonging to either sect found their place. It is
a significant fact that we find mention made of a
certain sacred building at Usana, the lower part of
which was devoted to the cult of oiva, the upper
part being a Buddhist shrine, the former adorned
with an image of the god Siva, the latter with a
statue of the Dhyanibuddha Aksobhya. This
building had been erected by the King Krtanagara,
who, according to the testimony of the poet
Prapancha, was a pious Buddhist when living, but
after his death (Saka 1214) was known by the
posthumous name of Siva-Buddha. In the sepul-
chral shrine where his remains were interred stood
a Buddha image with the traits of the deceased
monarch, and another statue representing Ardha-
nSrisvara with the traits of the same and his queen.®
In general it may be said that the Mahayanists of
Java, far from being exclusive in their religious
views, showed a tendency to syncretism. A strik-
ing illustration of it is am)rded by a passage in the
poem Sutasoma by Tantular, where it is explicitly
stated that Siva and Buddha are essentially one
and the same.® The subject-matter of the poem is
taken from the Sutasoma Jataha^ well known from
its Sanskrit and Pali versions, but the manner of
treatment and the spirit of the whole in the Old
Javanese poem are quite different. Among the
works of mediaeval Javanese literature which have
come down to us there are comparatively few treat-mg of subjects connected with Buddhism. Yet
Buddhist authors were not lacking in activity, con-
tributing to the store of literature by composing
poems on subjects taken from Brahmanical lore. A
thoroughly Mahayanistic production is the legend

.A kind of compendium of the
Mahayana system in Old Javanese, interspersed
with Sanskrit verses, is the KawxiJmyaniTcan^m which are treated the division of the Buddhasm past, present, and future Tathagatas ; the six
Faramitas : ddna^ ^ila, etc. , well known from other
sources ; and then the four Paramitas : maitrl,
karund, muditd, and upeksd, the first being called

of Lochana, the second of
Mainaki, the third of Pandaravasini (more com-
monly called Pandara), the* fourth of Tara. The
compendium further treats of the five attachments
[yogas); the four Jtoands ; th-eiourdryasatydni;

1 Tzerman, op. eit., and Verslagm en Mededeelingen Eon. Ak^ IV. (1887) ; see for the literature R. D. M.
Batavia, 1891, pp. 177, 186.

^
on it is by 0. Leemans, Boro-JBoedoer op Jiet

Leyden, 1874. A new description of the monument
“ preparaaon.

Jam , Haarlem, 1896-1903. For literature see Verbeek.
*

4 Archcsohguch Onderzoek op Java en Madura, i. (1904).
fi A^apara*r«d5fama, cantos xliii. and Ivi.

^ ^

V. [Sfsff
” Eon. Ak. ». Wetenschappen,iiL

’ PubWed in text and translation in Verkandelinaen Eon
s'

j* new ser. iii. (1901).

The**Haguef
Eamahdydnikan,

then follows a description of the mudrds (attitudes
of fingers) of Sakyamuni, and an enumeration of
the five skandhcts, which are brought into connexion
with the five (Dhyani) Tathagatas. We also find
an enumeration of the iaktis of those Tathagatas,
and, finally, precepts on the treatment of corpses.

*

The worship of the five Dhyanibuddhas and
their female counterparts, or ^aktis, as taught in
the Kamahdydnikan, must have been very popular
in Java, as is attested by the numerous images of
those supernatural beings discovered in or near
sacred buildings.
During the whole period in which Buddhism was

flourishing in Java, it found favour with kings
and royal families. The earliest document bearing
witness to marked favour is the inscription of
Kalasan mentioned above. We know also from
a copper grant, dated 861 Saka (a.d. 949-50), that
the ^ing^Mpu Sindok, otherwise called by his
title Sri Isana Vijaya Dharmottunga Deva, con-
fessed

^
Buddhism.^ His daughter, who reigned

w^ likewise a pious votary" of ' Buddhism,
King Krtanagara, who reigned from 1194 to 1214
Saka {a.d. 1272-92), is glorified by the court poet
Prapaficha as being a most devout Saugata,* though
his posthumous name of Siva-Buddha would se^
to point to his being a latitudinarian.® He calls
himself, however, in a Sanskrit votive inscription
an updsaka of the Mahayana. The inscription, in
more than one copy, has been discovered near
ChandiJago.® Krtanagara's granddaughter,Tribhu-
vanattungadevi, who ruled as sovereign over the
whole of Java during the minority of her son,
the famous Hayam Wuruk, in the middle of the
14th cent, of our era, was of the same persuasion
as her grandfather; likewise her consort, the
Prince Krtavardhana of Singhasari, her sister, and
the consort of the latter.® The Queen Dowager
of the King Krtaraje^a, the founder of Majapahit,
IS described as an energetic woman, and so earnestly
devoted to the religion of Buddha that in her old
age she became a nun.
Apart from all documentary evidence in writings,

the remains of splendid buildings destined for the
worship or use of Buddhists cannot fail to leave
the impression that those architectural monuments
must have been erected by the highest classes of
^eiety. The majority of the more gorgeous
Chanto on Javanese soil are undoubtedly Bud-
dhistic, whereas out of the whole mass of literature
and inscriptions on stone or copper few have any
connexion with Buddhism. To explain this fact
It may be assumed that the great bulk of the
population were Saivites. It is quite certain thatm the Middle Ages, before the irruption of Muham-
madanism, Javanese society was based upon the
caste system, just as in India, and that in civil and
criminal law the Code of Manu was the chief
authority. The present state of things in Bali,
where such Javanese as remained faithful to their
religion have found a refuge after the fall of
Majapahit in the beginning of the 16th cent.,

conclusion that numerically
the Saivites, or, more generally, the Brahmanists,
had the superiority. For the great majority of
the Balinese confess Saivism, with an admixture
of practices surviving from an ancient animistic
religion. It appears from a notice in the Ndgara-
kptdga,ma'^ that in the 14th cent, there were
established two communities or sects of Buddhists

1 Kavoi Oorkond&n, xxii. (1875).
2 Inscr. in Bijdragen Eon. InstituuL ly. x. [1885] 9.
3 See above.
4 Ndgarahrtdgama, canto xlii.

S. Speyer, *Bene Buddhistische inscriptie,* VeniL en
Meded. Eon. Ak. tv. vi. [1904] 138, 253.

6 Ndgarakrtdgama, cantos iii. and iv.
7 Canto Ixxx
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in Bali, one consisting of followers of the Vinaya,

i,e. the regular clergy, the other of the so-called

Vajradharas, evidently identical with the Vajra-

charyas in Nepal and Tibet, and consequently

Tantrists. There are sufficient proofs of Tantrism

having had its votaries also in Java. Nowadays
the number of Buddhists of any description in Bali

is insignificant.

As to Sumatra, there is a blank in our knowledge

of the conditions of Buddhism from the days of

I-tsing down to the mi_ddle of the 14th cent., the

time when the King Adityavarman was ruler of

Middle Sumatra. It is known from sundry in-

scriptions, ranging from 1265 to 1278 saka (A-B.

134^56), that Adityavarman was a staunch

Mahayanist,^ and that he was the donor of a statue

of the Bodhisattva Manju^ri in a temple in Java,

the queen of which island was a relative of his.^

An inscription on the back of a statue of the Jina

Amoghapai^a, discovered at Padang Chandi in

Sumatra, informs us that it was dedicated by order

of the same king.® As Amoghapasa is a Tantrie

form of Avalokite^vara, the inscription is an indica-

tion of Tantrism having its votaries in_ Sumatra.

In an inscription on the tombstone of Adityavar-

man he is glorified as an avatdra of Lokesvara.^

It may be remarked that the Sanskrit of the

Sumatran inscriptions, contrary to what we find

in Java, is most barbarous.

In the days of Adityavarman the northern part

of Sumatra had already been Islamized, and it is

highly probable that a short time after his rei^
Muhammadanism triumphantly spread in jMiddle

Sumatra. Besides the inscriptions of
^
Aditya-

varman, the statue of Amoghapasa, an image of

the Bodhisattva Loke^vara, and some architectural

remains of a doubtful character, nothing now
remains of Buddhism. Traces of Indian influence

however, are not wanting ; the religious notions

of the Bataks and their astrological^ superstitions

are largely tinged with Brahmanistic or at least

nou-Buddhistic ideas and practices.

Litkraturb.—This is fully given in the footnotes.

H. Kern.
JEALOUSY.—See Envy.

JEROME,—I. Life.— Jerome was born at

Stridon, a town on the confines of Dalmatia and
|

Pannonia {de Vir. Illust, 135). According to F.

Buli6,® tlie ancient Stridon, which was demolished

by the Goths in A.D. 378, may now be identified

with the modern Grahovo Polje. The birth of

Jerome is assigned by Prosper” to A.D. 331, but
various statements from his own pen seem rather

to point to a later date—somewhere between 340

and 350.*^ He was born of Christian parents ; his

father was named Eusebius, and wjis evidently

well-to-do. He received his elementary education

in his own home at Stridon, and then, together

with his friend Bonosus, wont to Ronie in order to

study grammar and the rlietorical philosophy. He
became a pupil of the renowned grammarian
Donatus,® and gained a thorough knowledge of

the Latin classics, especially of Cicero and Vergil.®

1 Bijdragen Ron. Imtituut, m. vii. [1871] 289, viii. [1872] 10,

IV. i. [1877J 169.
2 Archceologi^teh Onderzoek op Java en Madura^ ii. [1909] 101.

8 Ti'idsch. Bat. Gen. Ixix. [1907] 169-170,
4 Bijdragen Ron. Instituut, 1912, p. 401.
8 ‘Wo lag Stridon, die Heiniat aes heil. Hieronymus ?‘ in

Featschr. fur Otto Benndorf, Vienna, 1898 ; the older literature

is given very fully in this work.
8 Chronicon^ in T. Mommsen, Chronica minora^ Berlin, 1891-

98,1. ii. 451,
7 Of. G. Griitzmacher, nieronymuBt i. 45-48.
8 P. Lammert, De Rieronyrm, Donati diacipulo^ Leipzig, 1912.

9 A. Luebeck, Bieronymua qitos nouerit scriptorea et ex quibua^

havsertt^ lieipzig, 1872 ; 0. Paucker, De Ijati/nitate beati

Hieronymi obaervationes ad nominum verborumque uaum
pertinentea\ Berlin, 1880, * Beitrage zur Latinitdt des Hierony-
mus ’ in Zeitachr. filr die oaterreieh. Gymnaaien, xxxi. [1880],

‘Be particularum quarundam in Latinitate Hieronymi usu

VOL. VII-

—

32

His teacher in rhetoric was not, as was formerly
supposed, the veteran rhetorician C. Marius
Victoriuus.^ He did not study Greek during his

early residence in Kome, but presumably learned
it later in Antioch.
He was baptized in his early manhood by Bishop

Liberius (f 366) in Rome (Jfijp. xv. 1). Notwith-
standing this, he fell for a time into serious

moral errors {Ep. iv. 2), but thereafter mani-
fested once more an enthusiastic piety, visiting

the graves of the apostles and martyrs in the
Catacombs {Comm, in Ezech. xii. 40). ^rom Rome
he travelled, in the company of Bonosus, to Gaul,
and stayed for a while in the still semi-barbaric

^strict of the Rhine {Ep. iii. 6). While in Treves
he began to busy himself with theological work,
copying, on behalf of his friend Rufinus, the Com-
mentarp on the Psalms and the de Synodis of

Hilary of Poitiers {Ep. v.). He then went to

Aquileia, where he connected himself with an
earnest-minded group of men, including Chrom-
atins, subsequently oishop of Aquileia, and his

friend Rufinus, a native of the town. It was in

Aquileia that he took a decisive step towards
carrying out a resolution that be had already
formed in Trbves, viz. to devote himself to the

ascetic life. All at once, from reasons that we do
not know, he set out with a few friends upon a
journey to the East (a.d. 373). Having reached
Antioch, he lingered there for some time, and at-

tended the prelections of the celebrated Antiochene
theologian Apollinaris of Laodicea {Ep. Ixxxiv. 3).

It was during this period of indecision as to whether
he should become a hermit or not that be had the

experience, known as his ‘ anti-Ciceronian vision ’

{Ep. xxii. 30), in which Christ appeared to him,
asked him regarding his religious profession, and,

in answer to Jerome’s claim to be a Christian, said

:

* Thou speakest falsely ; thou art a Ciceronian, not

a Christian ; for where thy treasure is, there is thy
heart also.’ For a considerable time afterwards

Jerome renounced the study of the classics (Clomw.

in Gal. iii. praef. ) ; but at a later date, in the

monastery at Bethlehem, we find him engaged in

instructing youths in Vergil and Cicero (Rufinus,

contra Hieron. i. 28). Very soon after his vision

he went to live in the wilderness of Chalcis as an
eremite, and there, amid severe self-castigations,

he began the study of Hebrew under a converted

Jew {Ep. exxv. 12), while he was also involved in

the dogmatic conflicts that divided the Christians

of Antioch into various parties. Being, as a native

of the West, quite unable to decide between the

older Nicsean and the younger Orthodox groups

who were here at feud with each other, he appealed

to Pope Damasus for advice as to which party he

should join. Subsequently he attached himself to

the anti-Meletian bishop, Paulinus of Antioch, by
whom he was ordained a presbyter, though on the

understanding that he might still remain a monk,
i.e. that he shouldinot he compelled to undertake

the cure of souls {contra Joh. Hierosolym. 41).

Jerome then went to Constantinople, where he

came into close touch with the great Cappadocian,

Gregory of Nazianzen, at that time bishop of the

Eastern capital. Gregory drew his attention to

the theology of Origen. On the invitation of

Damasus, Jerome returned in 382 to Rome, where

a synod, called that year, was to meet for the pur-

pose of settling the Antiochene schism {Ep. cxxvii.

7). Without any clearly defined function or any

distinct charge,^ hut rather in a confidential

position to which no responsibility attached, he

observationes,* in Rhein. Mua. xxxvii. [1882]; H. Goelzer,

Btude lexicographique et grammaticale de la latiniU de S.

J6r6me, Paris, 1884.
1 Of. Grutzmacher, i. 118.
2 It was on this jfround that later tradition made Jerome a

cardinal ; of. Grutzmacher, i. 28 ff.
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assisted the Boman bishop in the composition of

official papers (-Sp. cxxiii. 10). Moreover, during
his residence at Borne (382-385) he was com-
missioned by Damasus to revise the Latin NT on
the basis of the Greek text ; and this, again, proved

to be the initiative to his Neatest literary achieve-

ment—his translation of the OT from the Hebrew.
In Borne he gathered around him a band of women
of high rank, to whom he expounded the Scriptures,

and whom he inspired with enthusiasm for the

ascetic ideal. The more eminent personalities in

this CTOup were Marcella and Paula, both widows,
and me two daughters of the latter, Blaesilla and
Eustochium. By his mordant criticisms of the

Boman secular clergy he alienated the sympathies
which at the outset he had won, and which, he
ambitiously hoped, would secure for him at the

death of Damasus (a.d. 384) the succession to the
See {Ep, xlv. 3). In August 385 he left the un-
grateful city in the company of his brother
Paulinian and his friend Vincentius, in order that
he might return from Babylon to Jerusalem {Ep,
xlv. 6). Paula and her daughter Eustochium
followed them shortly afterwards. In order to

give no occasion for scandal, the two parties had
arranged to make the journey separately, but they
met again in Antioch. From this point they
started on a pilgrimage through the Holy Land,
visiting, first of aU, Jerusalem and Bethlehem,
then the South of Palestine, and, finally, the
sacred sites of Galilee—Nazareth, Cana, Caper-
naum, and the Sea of Tiberias [Ep, cviii. ). Some-
what later they proceeded to Egypt, and stayed a
month in Alexandria, where Jerome attended the
lectures of Didymus the Blind, the head of the
long-renowned catechetical school (Bufinus, contra
Hieron, ii. 12). Thence they visited also the
Nitrian monastic colony—the ‘city of the Lord,’
as Jerome calls it—and then, in the late summer
of 386, returned to Bethlehem, where they settled
permanently. Here they had to be content with
somewhat cramped quarters for three years—^until,

in fact, the monastic buildings for the lodgment
of monks and nuns were quite complete. The
monastic houses built at Paula’s expense were four
in number—one for monks, and three for nuns

—

while in addition to these a hospice was erected for
the entertainment of pilgrims on their way to
Jerusalem.
The period of Jerome’s stay in the monastery at

Bethlehem—the last thirty-four years of his life

—

was by far the most fertile in literary work. His
manner of life at this time is described by Sulpicius
Severus [Dial, i. 9) from information supplied by
a monk named Postumianus, who had spent six
months in Bethlehem

;

‘He ia ever occupied with reading, with books ; he takes no
rest by day or night

;
he is always Sther reading or writing.'

Yet Jerome did not find in his cloister the peace
he had come to seek. His passionate nature led
him to take part in all the confficts that were
agitating the Church. In 392 his controversy with
the Boman ascetic Jovinian brought him once
more into touch with the capital. He was subse-
quently drawn into the Origenistic controversies

—

in conflict, first, with John, Bishop of Jerusalem,
and then with his former friend, but now embittered
enemy, Bufinus. Towards the close of his life we
find him issuing biting pamphlets against the
Spanish priest VigUantius and the Pelagians.
Among the events of the world-politics of the day,
the sack of Borne at the hands of Alaric in 410
affected him profoundly [Comm, in Jer, vii. 2, Ep,
cxxviii. 5). Paula had died in 404 ; in 410 Marcella
also passed away [Ep, cxxvii.). In 416 the re-
ligions houses at Bethlehem were assailed by a
band of Pelarians, and Jerome was able to save
his life only by a hurried flight to a stronghold,

i Ms monastery being demolished [Ep, cxxxviiL),
Then came the death of Eustochium, his most
devoted adherent, and shortly afterwards, on the
30th of September 420, Jerome himself, now old,

lonely, and weary of life, passed away at Bethlehem
(Prosper, Chronicon^ ed. Mommsen, Chron. min, L
469).

‘

2. Writings.—Jerome left behind him a large
and varied mass of literary work, which may be
classified as follows.

(1) Letters,—These form the most valuable
source of information regarding his life.^ They
are unquestionably the most brilliant productions
of Ms fertile brain, and furnish a richly detailed
picture of contemporary life and culture. They
reflect his personality in the most vivid way. They
date variously from the interval between 373 [Ep,
i.) and 420 [Bp, cxliv.), and their contents show a
great variety, letters treating of matters of scholar-
ship, and, in particular, of exegesis, appearing
among purely personal communications. Jerome
corresponded with most of the outstanding people
of his time—c.g., Pope Damasus [Epp, xv., xvi.,

xix., xxi., XXXvi.), Theophilus of Alexandria
[Epp, Ixiii., Ixxxii., IxxxvL, IxxxviiL, xcix., cxiv.),

Augustine [Epp. cii., ciii., cv., cxii., cxv., cxxxiv.,
cxli.-cxliii., possibly the most interesting group of
the whole series, exhibiting, as they do, the diverse
characters of the two greatest Fathers of the
Western Church 2), Paulinus of Nola [Epp, liii.,

Iviii), and Pammachius, the Roman senator who
became a monk [Epp, xlviii.

, xlix. ,
Ivii. , Ixvi. ). He

writes with unusual fullness when he seeks to
instruct his correspondents in the rudiments of

the ascetic life

—

e.g.^ in Ep, xxii., to Eustochium,
on the preservation of virgin chastity

; Ep, xiv. to

Heliodorus, on the glory of the hermit’slife

;

cvii., to Laeta, on the training of her daughter ; Ep,
liv., to Furia, and cxxiii., to Agerachia, on main-
taining the condition of widowhood

; Ep, lii., to

Nepotianus, on the life of clergy ana monks.
Engaging portraits of his associates are given in
his obituary notices of Nepotianus [Ep, lx.), Fabiola
(Ixxvii.), Paula (cviii.), and Marcella (cxxvii.).

Ep, xxxiii., to Paula, on the writings of Varro
and Origen, which Vallarsi (see Lit.) was able to

g
*ve only in a fragmentary form, was first pub-
jhed in full by F. G. Ritschl, Die SchriftsteUerei

des M, Terentius Varro und die des Origenes, nach
dem ungedmckten Kataloge des Hieronymus^ Bonn,
1847.* Quite recently D, de Bruyne published
four unquestionablygenuine letters of Jerome, from
MSS in the Escurial, in the Bevue hinidictine^
xxvii. [1910] 1-11, viz. two to the presbyter Biparius
(to whom were addressed nos. cix. and cxxxviii. of
the traditional collection), one to Bishop Boniface,
and one to a certain Donatus. These newly dis-

covered letters date from 418 and 419, and all alike
deal with the Pelagian controversy. Two letters

included by Vallarsi, viz. cxlviii., ‘ad Celantiam
matronam,^andcxlix. , *deSoUemnitatibusPaschae,

*

are certamly spurious, while the present writer is

of opinion that the authenticity of the two ‘ad
amicum aegrotum,’ ^ and of that ‘ ad Praesidium de
cereo paschali,’ ° has not been proved.

(2) Theological polemics,^—Ine earliest of these
is the Altercatio Ludferiani et Orthodoxi (Vallarsi,
ii. 171 ff.), which was formerly supposed^ to have

1 On the chronology of the letters cf. Grutzmacher, i. 40-100.
s Grutzmacher, iii. 114-187.
* Cf. also J. B. Pitra, Spidleg, Solesmeme^ iii., Paris, 1866

;

E. Klostermann, SBAWt 1897, pp. 856-870.
* See 0. Paucker, ZHtaehr. /Hr die dsterreieh, Gh/mnasien,

xxxi. [1880] 881-896.
8 G. Morin, * Un Ecrit m4connu de S. J6r6me ' in JUv.

dietine, viiL [1891] 20-27.
• Of. J. Brocket, S, JMme et tes ennemis^ Paris, 1906 ; T.

Trzcinski, Die dogmatische Schri/ten dee heU, MieronymuSt
Posen, 1912.

7 So still Trzcinski. p. 83 ff.
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been written in Antioch in 379, but, as the present

writer thinks,^ falls rather within the years of

Jerome’s stay in Rome (382-385). In this work,
which is in the form of a dialogue, he assails the
opinions of those who followed Lucifer of Calaris,

and especially their non-recognition of heretical

baptism. To 382-384 must likewise be assigned the
treatise odA). Helvidium de perypetita virginitate B.
Maries, in which—in opposition to Helvidius, a
resident in Rome—Jerome supports the doctrine of

Mary’s perpetual virginity, asserting that the

Lord’s brethren were in tact his cousins. The
adv. Jovinianum lihri IL was composed in Beth-
lehem (392-393). Jovinian, the Roman ascetic, had
asserted that the state of celibacy was in no way
superior to that of widowhood or marriage, that

the regenerate were essentially without sin, that
fasting was of no peculiar merit, and that all the
regenerate would attain the heavenly reward in

equal degree. Jerome assailed the positions of

Jovinian with great acerbity, awaking a resent-

ment that forced him to vindicate himself in Ejp.

xlviii., the A^ologeticus ad Pammachiumpro libris

contra Jovinianum, in which he somewhat modi-
fied the severity of his strictures upon marriage in

the adv. Jovinianum. In 399, amid the contro-

versy regarding the orthodoxy of Origen, he wrote
the unfinished work contra Johannem Hierosoly-

mitanum (John, bishop of Jerusalem). In 402 he
composed his Apologia adv, Bufinum in two books,

to which he adxled a third in the following year.

These, together with the Apology (two books) of

Rufinus against Jerome, form our most valuable

authorities for the Origenistic controversy, in the

course of which Jerome renounced the heresies of

Origen. The short but extremely bitter pamphlet
against the Spanish presbyter Vigilantius, in which
Jerome defends the worship of martyrs and relics,

the keeping of vigils, and the monastic life, dates

from 406. Finally, in 416, he wrote the Dialogus

ado. Pelagianos in three books—a work in masterly

form, in which he seeks to controvert the views

of Pelagius from the standpoint of the Catholic

doctrine current in his day.

(3) Historical works.—The most extensive his-

torical work from Jerome’s pen is the Chronicon
omnimodes histories {dc Vir. lllust. 135), a transla-

tion of the second part, i.e. the chronological tables,

of the Chremiclss of Eusebius of Csesarea.® He
followed the original as far as it went (a.d. 325),

making additional notes, and then wrote a supple-

ment covering the period between 326 and 378.
^
In

spite of many errors and oversights, the work is a

mine of information for that period.

We have from Jerome’s hand also three bio-

graphies of monks. The Vita Pauli eremites was
written between 374 and 379, and its matter was in

I

all likelUiood drawn from the monastic traditions
|

of Egypt,® thoimh fancy plays a large pa,rt in its

composition. Tne Vita Malchi monachi captivi,

based upon information given to him by the aged
Malchus himself in the wilderness of Chalcis,^ and
the Vita Hilarionis (the founder of monasticism in

Southern Palestine) ® date from the early years of

1 * Die AWassungszeit der Altercatio * In ZKG xxli. [1901] 1-8.

2 Ed. A. Schoene, Eusehi chronicorum canonum quee super-

sunt, Berlin, 1867 (with the BUronymianm as a
preface); see also the critical supplements in i.2, Berlin, 1876 ;

further, the same writer’s Die Weltchronik des Eusebius in

ihrer Bearbeituna dutch Bieronyrnus, Berlin, 1900.

8 Of. 0. Butler, * The Lausiac History of Palladius ' in TS vx. ii.

(Cambridge, 1898) 231 ff.
. ,

4 Paul van den Ven, S.Jtrtms et la vie du mo%ne Malchus le

captify Louvain, 1901, in opposition to J. Kun2e, ‘Marcus
Eremita und Hieronymus ‘ in Theologisches Litsraturblatt, xix.

[1898] 391-398.

6

0. ZSckler, * Hilarion von Oaxa, eine Rettung der Oeschlcht-

lichkeit* in jSfeue Jahrb. filr deutsche The^gU, iii. [1894]

146-178, in opposition to W. Israel, ‘IMe Vita S. Hilarionis des
Hieronymus als Quelle fiir die Anfange des Mdnehtums kritisch

untersucht * in ZWT xxiii. [1880] 129-166.

Jerome’s residence in Bethlehem (c. 386-391). All
three are characteristic examples of the monastic
literary genre.

The most important of Jerome’s historical writ-
ings, however, is his de Viris Illustrihus.^ This
once highly extolled work has been shown to be a
gross instance of his literary methods ;

® it is virtu-
ally taken piecemeal from Eusebius, HE. Never-
theless, we cannot deny Jerome the distinction
of having in this work made the first attempt
to compose a history of Christian literature—

a

task in which he nad many successors. The
little book was translated into Greek by his friend
Sophronius.®

(4) Exegetical works.—(a) Under this head come,
first of all, three works dating from 386-391, viz.

de Situ et nominihus locorum Hehraicorum—in

reality a translation of the Onomasticon of Eusebius
of Caesarea,^ and for modern scholars a valuable
contribution to the topography of Palestine ; Inter-

pretationes hehraicorum nominum,^ a work based,
according to the preface, upon a now lost treatise

of Philo, which Origen extended by adding the NT
proper names ; and Quesstiones hehraicos in lihro

Geneseos,^ an aphoristic commentary on Genesis,
the value of which lies in the interpretations de-

rived from the Jewish Haggada and communicated
to Jerome by the Rabbis—interpretations such as

he uses also in his other OT commentaries.’
(h) The OT commentaries.—In 389-390 Jerome

I

composed his commentary on Ecclesiastes ; in 392
I
those on the Minor Prophets Nahum, Micah,
Zephaniah, Haggai, and Haoakkuk ; in 395-396, on
Jonah and Obadiah ; and in 398 on the ten visions

of Isaiah 13-26. During the period between 392
and 402 he wrote his Commentarioli in Psalmos.^
In 406 came his exposition of Hosea, Joel, Amos,
Zechariah, and Malachi; between 406 and 408,

that of Daniel ; 408-410, Isaiah ; 410-415, Ezekiel

;

between 415 and his death in 420, Jeremiah.
Jerome’s work on the last-named book was inter-

rupted by his death, no more than the first thirty-

two chapters having been dealt with. These com-
mentaries show a certain vacillation between the
historical and allegorical methods, and are specially

valuable because of the Jewish exegesis which they
have brought down to us. In the exposition of

Daniel, Jerome makes concessions to Porphyry.
(c) The NT commentaries.—In 386-387 Jerome

wrote expositions of Philemon, Galatians, Ephe-
sians, and Titus, in all of which he was specially

indebted to the now lost commentaries of Origen.

In 398 he composed his commentary on Matthew

—

valuable by reason of its extracts from the Gospel
to the Hebrews. His translations of that Gospel
into Greek and Latin are lost. We are unable to

determine the date of his exposition of Revelation,

which is in no sense an independent work, but an
adaptation of the commentary of Victorinus of

Pettau (t 303), and in which the chiliastic inter-

pretation of Victorinus is superseded by a spiritual-

istic one.®

1 Critical ed,. 0. A. Bemoalli, Hieronymus und Gennadius,

de viris iUustrlbuSy SVeiburg, 1896.

8 S. von Sychowski, Hieronymus als Litterarhistorikery Mun-
ster, 1894; 0. A. Bernoulli, Der Schriftstellerkatalog des

HieronymuSy Freiburg, 1896.

1887, pp. 117-190.
5 Critical ed., ib. pp. 26-116.

0 Critical ed., P. ae Lagarde, Leip2dg, 1868.

7 Cf. M. Rahmer, Die hebrdischen Traditionen xn den

Werken des HieronymuSy pt. i. (Breslau, 1861) ;
pt. ii. in MOWJ

xivff.(1866ff.).
, .

8 Re-discovered in the pseudo-Hieronymian Breviarxum xn

PsalmoSy and published in the A.needota Maredsolanay liL 1,

Maredeous, 1896, by G. Morin. „ ^ . m.* i. *

8 J. Haussleiter, ‘ Die Kommentare des Victormus, Tichonius

und Hieronymus *ar Apokalypse * in ZKWL vii. [1886] ; also

‘Der chiliastische Sohlussabschnitt im echten Apokalypsen-
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(5) A number of the works men-
tioned abore are in part mere translations. But
Jerome’s renderings of Origen’s fourteen
on Jeremiah, fourteen on Ezekiel, and nine on
Isaiah—are translations pure and simple, and were
finished between 379 and 381.^ Between 382 and
384 he translated two Homilies of Origen on the
Song of Songs ; between 386 and 391 the de Spiritu
Sancto of Didymus ; between 388 and 391 thirty-

nine Homilies of Origen on Luke; and in 404
the Monastic Buies of Pachomius, Theodore, and
Orsisius, and also their Letters and their Verba
mystica designed for Paula’s monasteries. Of his
literal translation of Origen’s chief systematic
work, de Brimvpiis, which he executed (399) with
the intention of crushing out the very incorrect
version of Eufinus, only a few fragments remain in
Ep. cxxiv., *ad Avitum.’®
Jerome’s most outstanding achievement in trans-

lation, however, is his version of the Bible, to
which he devoted some twenty years of intense
industry, and in which—in spite of many defects

—

he exercised an almost unique gift as a translator.
In the NT his work is merely a revision of the Old
Latin text. He worked at the four Gospels from
382 to 384, at the Pauline Epistles till 385, and
at the remaining books till 398.® In the OT he
began with a revision (384) of the Old Latin Psalter
from the LXX version—the so-called Psalterium
Bomanum

; and between 386 and 391 he made a
second revision, from the Hexaplar (Theodotion’s)
version of the LXX—^the Psalterium Gallicanum,
He likewise revised the Latin text of other OT
books from the Hexapla, but of these only his
revision of Job^ and his prefaces to the Solomonic
books (Vallarsi, x. 435) and Chronicles ( 433)
survive.

Jerome began his translation of the OT from
Hebrew—the veritas Hebraica—into Latin before
392. He translated, first of all, the two books of
Samuel and the two of Kings, but issued before-
hand the famous Prologus Galeatus (Vallarsi, ix.
453 ff.), in which he accepts the Hebrew canon,
enumerating twenty-two canonical books, and ex-
cluding the Apocrypha. By 393 he had completed
the sixteen Prophets (including Daniel) and the
Psalms,® Job followed in 393, Ezra and Nehemiah
before 395, Chronicles in 396, the Solomonic Books
in 398, the Pentateuch in 398-404, Esther in 404
and Joshua, Judges, and Ruth in 404-5. He like-
wise made a most perfunctory translation of
the Apocryphal Books of Judith and Tobit from
the Aramaic, but we are unable to fix the date
of these versions. In spite of numerous errors,
Jerome s translation of the Bible is a most praise-
worthy achievement, inasmuch as, taken all in all,
it maintams a sort of middle course between an
^treme literality on one hand and an extreme
freedom on the other.®

(6) Finally, a number of Jerome’s discourses on.
kommentar des Bischofs Victorinus von Pettau * in Theologischea

[1895] 193-199
; cf. also Griitzmacher, iii. ,

1 The authenticity of the version of the Homilies on Isaiah '

jras questioned by Vallarsi, with whom O. Zockler affrei. •

^^me’s^°^
regards the translation as indub^bly •

a Vallarsi, i. 916-922. {

Testomenftem . . . Laiine sewndum i

r‘
<iodicum manuscnpt<yrwm fidem i

Qmlener Handschrift sm. mt., Christiania, 1893. 1

T .^•. Pif^terium iuieta Hebrceos Eieronvmi t

Fsa^rwn desM. Huronymus, Tauberbischofsheim, 1887 ;

leMkritik, Gottingen, 1876; G. Hoberg, De S. Hieronvmiratume mterpretaruH, Bonn, 1886.
^ eronymi

. texts from the Psalms, Mark, and other books of
j Scripture have come down to us. They were
i preached between 392 and 401 to the inmates of
L his monastery, and were afterwards committed to
5 writing hy them.i

3- Significance.—Jerome was no great creative
s spirit, as was Augustine, but he was certainly the
1 most learned of the Latin Fathers. Not only was

he equipped with an extensive knowledge of pro-
fane and sacred literature, but he surpassed all
the Fathers in his mastery of Hebrew. His sig-
nificance lies in the fact that he stands supreme
among those who mediated the religious heritage of
Hebrew and Greek antiquity to the Latin world.
His personality was not of the most attractive
kind, although the strictures passed upon him in
this respect—e.o., by Luther—are often unduly
severe. He had the natural temperament of the
scholar, but his work is frequently impaired by
lack of thoroughness. He was passionate and
spsuous, ^et he was the champion of the most
rigid asceticism. Full of ^etty vanity and learned
rivalry, he was self-assertive and unjust towards
his opponents ; and, though destitute of the con-
structive theologian’s gift, he liked to pose as a
pillar of orthodoxy. By his translation of the
Bible he exercised an immense influence upon the
development of the Church and its theology in
succeeding centuries, and in that work he pro-
duced what must be numbered among the supreme
achievements of the Christian mind in any age.

Lepbratdrb.—^Books dealing with special parts or aspects of
Jerome’s work have been fully referred to in the course of the
article. Here we note further

i. Complete bdd. op his works.--D. Erasmus, 9 vols., Basel.
16ia-20 ; Marianus Victorius, Bishop of Rieti, 9 vols., Rome,
1666-72

; J. Martianay and A. Pouget, 6 vols., Paris, 1693-1706

;

Doininicus Vallarsi, 11 vols., Verona, 1734-42, and 11 vols..
Venice, 1766-72, the latter reprinted in Migne, PL x3di.-xxx.

;

C8JSL, Vienna, containing so far Ep. i.-lxx. (vol. liv.), and Ep.
M.-<jxx. (vol. Iv.), ed. J. Hilberg, 1910 and 1912, and In
H^remiam propketam libri sex (vol. lix.), ed. S. Reiter, 1913.

ii. Biooraphies.—S.'L. de Tillemont, Mtmoirespowr servir d
l^isU xii., Paris, 1707 ; D. Vallarsi, Vita. HieronymiAn
Opera., xi., Verona, 1742 ; J. Stilting, in AS, Sept. viii. [1866]
418^^; L. Engelstoffc, Hieronymus Stridonensis interpres,
criticus, exegeta, historictis, doctor, monaxihus, Oopenhaffen,
n97 ; F. Z. Collombet, Hist, de S. J&rdme, 2 vola, Paris, 1844 *

O. Zockler, Hieronymus, sein Leben und Wirken aus seinen
Schriften dargesteUt, Gotha, 1865 ; A. Thierry, S. J4r6me, la
soci4t4 chrStienne d Rowe et V4migration romaine en Terre-
Sainte,2 vols., Paris, 1867, ^875; G. Griitzmacher, Hierony-
mus, eine biograpMsche Studie zur aXten Kirchengeschichte
3 vols., Berlin, 1901-08. (J. GRUTZMAOHER.

JESUITS.—!. Origin.—The Jesuits, or mem-
bers of the Society of Jesus, are technically an
institute of ‘ Clerks Regular,’ men devoted especi-
ally to the cure of souls and to the works of mercy

older in date. The Society is not a sect nor even
a theological school, but simply a religious Order
(that is to say, a body of men living under vows of

chastity, and obedience), which, though
differing in many respects from the old monaatift

.J’ MXXU VWCVI.ACil.UC;, WJIAJIUU, bJULUUgU
differing in many respects from the old monastic
ideal, has its recognized place in the organization
of the Roman Catholic Church. In accordance
with this, it is obvious that the term ‘Jesuitism,’
which, almost as^ much as the word ‘Jesuitry,’
originated with critics who attribute to the Order
a certain distinctive^ spirit independent of, and
more or less in conflict with, the teaching of the
Church to which it belongs, would be deprecated
by all who bear the name of Jesuits, in so far as
it ^plies the existence of a doctrine, system,
policy, or line of conduct peculiar to them. Let
it be said at the outset that it was certainly not
the object of the founder to create such a spirit.
Nothing would have been more abhorrent to St.
Ignatius Loyola than the erection of an imperium
i^ese sermons were re-discovered by G. Morin and published

by mm in the Anecdota Maredsolana, lii. 2 (1897), 3 (1900).
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in imperio either in the domain of external discip-

line or in the domain of ideas. At a crisis when
many were falling away, his one aim was to provide
a company of devoted priests wholly subservient to
the needs of the Church, ready for any form of
service, and for greater expedition made immedi-
ately dependent upon the will of the sovereign
pontiff. The spirit of his Society was to be excep-
tional only in tnis, that its members, as the result

of a religious training unusually protracted and
severe, were to be men formed upon the model of
Jesus Christ Himself, full of zeal, detachment,
and self-sacrifice, and of a virtue so highly tem-
pered that they might safely be exposed to an extra-
ordinary strain. This was the founder’s conception,
and itwas realized bymany of his followers, especi-

ally in his own lifetime and in the first century or
two after his death. To admit that with the lapse
of years some relaxation of these high ideals may
have taken place in the Order is only to admit that
the work of Ignatius was a human work and was
carried out by human means.
Ignatius Loyola (g^.v.), converted from a careless,

if not a sinful, life during the long convalescence
which followed a wound received in battle (1521),

determined to fit himself for an apostolic vocation
by the study of theology. Passing from Alcalh to
Salamanca and from Salamanca to Paris, he there
(1528-35) gathered a handful of companions around
him, who in 1534 took vows of poverty and chastity

together, and, placing themselves shortly after-

wards at the disposal of the Holy See, were form-
ally approved as a religious Order by Pope Paul
m., 27 Sept. 1540. Although it may be said that
Loyola felt his way only by degrees to the complete
organization of the Society which he founded, one
dominant idea is discernible in all his projects.

From the first, as might be expected of an old
soldier, his conception was a military one. The
Spanish name of the Order, Compania de Jesus,

though it may be correctly translated ‘ Society of

Jesus,* is at least patient of a military interpreta-

tion. It probably first conveyed the idea of a
‘ company,* i,e. a band commanded by a captain.

The term Jesuit (Jesnita), let us note parentheti-

cally, was not chosen by the founder. It appears
first in 1544, and was then used by opponents as

a nickname (see Astrain, Hist, i. 183), out eventu-
ally was tacitly acquiesced in even by members of

the Order. The military conception is specially

emphasized in the fundamental meditations of the
‘Spiritual Exercises,* that manual of ascetical

training devised by Loyola and communicated to

his followers, to be usecl first of all in securing their

own progress in virtue, and afterwards for the
salvation of their neighbours. The characteristic

meditations known as the * Kingdom of Christ*

and the ‘ Two Standards * are parables of human
warfare. In the first Jesus Christ is set before us
as a leader appealing for volunteers in a crusade
against the infidel. In view of His promise that
in all hardships He will share alike with His men
and that they shall share with Him the fruits of

victory, the conclusion is pressed home that no
right-minded Christian who possesses a spark of

knightly courage can remain deaf to such a call.

In the ‘Two Standards* the character of the
spiritual campaign is more closely studied. It is

pointed out that the tactics of the enemy Satan
are to enchain mankind and drag them down by
love of money, worldliness, and pride. From this

the conclusion is drawn that the only efiective

combatant on the side of Christ is the man who
has bound himself to a life of actual poverty and
humiliation after the example of the leader Him-
self. It is plain that all this makes appeal to two
of the strongest instincts of human nature, in-

stincts deeply rooted in the Spaniards of Loyola’s

day, viz. loyalty to the feudal chieftain, and the
spirit of generous fortitude.
Now, it is this military ideal which above all

supplies justification for the ‘blind* obedience
which Ignatius desired to be the distinctive char-
acteristic of his followers.

‘ More easily,* he wrote in his famous letter on obedience,
‘may we suffer ourselves to be surpassed by other religious
Orders in fasting, watching, and other austerities of diet and
clothing which they practise according to their rule, but in true
and perfect obedience and the abnegation of our will and judg-
ment, I greatly desire, most dear brethren, that those who serve
God in this Society should be conspicuous.’

Insubordination is the soldier’s most unforgiv-
able crime, discipline a virtue which, so far as
great bodies of men are concerned, comes even
before courage. Consequently, in the military
organization of his Compania, Ignatius insisted on
obedience most of all. ‘ Theirs not to make reply,
theirs not to reason why, theirs but to do or die,*

must be the soldierly ideal as long as the world
lasts. And this was especially true of such a force
as the Spanish knight had conceived, a lightly
equipped force ready to take the field at a moment’s
notice in any forlorn hope, whatever the nature of
the service required of them. The blind obedience
of the Jesuits has often been made a matter of
reproach, but in point of fact it was never meant
by the founder to be an entirely blind obedience.
It was ‘ caeca quaedam obedientia * even to him,
and in almost every context when speaking of
obedience he limited its scope to things which
were not sinful. For example, he says {Sum-
marium, cap. 31) that his disciples
‘must endeavour to be resigned interiorly . . . conforming
their will and jud^ent wholly to the Superior's will and judg-
ment in all things in which no sin is perceptible * (‘ in omnibus
ubi peccatum non cerneretur').

The charge that St. Ignatius in the very text
of his Constitutions (lib. vi. cap. 5) empowers a
superior to bind his subjects to obedience even
though compliance with the order involves the
commission of a grievous sin—the famous ohligatio

ad peccatum—is based on a ridiculous misinter-
pretation of a formula well known to the earlier

canonists (see Jesuiten-Fahelnj p. 515 ff., and
Monod’s preface to Boehmer, Les J^ites), Many
writers, like L. von Ranke, John Addington
Symonds, J. N. Figgis, and others, who have at
first made this accusation upon inadequate evi-

dence, have afterwards withdrawn it when they
have given themselves time to consider the texts

at leisure. Always regarding the priests of his

Order as a corps d^ilite likely to be called upon for

special service, Loyola saw the necessity of, besides

perfect obedience, equipment by an extremely
severe training. Insteacfof a single year of novice-

ship, as in the older Orders, two years, abounding
in tests of the most varied kind, were imposed
upon every candidate before he was permitted to

take vows. Even then the vows were ‘simple,*

not solemn. The recruit was bound to the Society,

but not the Society to the recruit, and the Father
General might still at any time dismiss him if he
proved unsuitable. Practically speaking, a state

of things soon resulted in which ordination to the

priesthood could not be conferred much before the

age of thirty, and the public vows, which finally

marked a recruit’s acceptance as a ‘ formed ’ mem-
ber of the body, were even then permitted only

after a sort of second noviceship, known as the
‘ third year of probation.* Thus, apart from a few
exceptional cases, the fully fledged Jesuit was and
is bound to be a man well over thirty, who for at

least a dozen years has been going through a
process of formation under strict control, a large

part of the time having been spent in study, three

years in purely spiritual discipline, and, ordinarily

speaking, another long period in the teaching or

moral supervision of youth. Such a system seems
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well calculated in itself to produce a type of

ecclesiastic fitted to cope with the difficulties and
temptations of an apostolic life. It stands, at any
rate, in acute contrast to the haste with which the
earlier monastic and mendicant Orders often bound
their members by solemn and irrevocable vows
before they were well out of their teens. In its

devotional aspects the training of the members of

the Society is based entirely upon the book of
* Spiritual Exercises ’ compiled by their founder.
Every year for eight days, and twice in early life

for a period of a month continuously, each Jesuit,

leaving all other occupations, devotes himself to
‘ making the Exercises,^ thus to renew the memory
of the principles upon which his choice of a voca-

tion is founded. It was an extension of this

practice in a- modified form to select bodies of the
clergy, students, sodalities, and whole parishes
whicn first brought into vo^e the system of re-

treats and missions which Eas found universal
favour in the Church of Borne, and has of late

years become prevalent among the more advanced
type of Anglicans.
2. Organization.—As regards the organization

of the Society] of Jesus not much need be said.

The Constitutions^ by which the Order is still

governed, were drawn up by Loyola himself, but
tardily and with some reluctance. His first idea
had been that too many rules would hamper that
adaptability to every apostolic purpose which was
what he most desired to see in the institute that
he had founded. A brief outline of the conception
and purpose of the new Order is incorporated in
the first papal bull of approbation, Begimini mili-
tantis ecclesicB, 27 Sept. 1540, but the Constitu-
tions themselves were not compiled until towards
the close of Ignatius’s life, and were only approved
by the General Congregation which met in 1558
after his death to elect his successor. Still, they
were entirely the Saint’s own work, as the fac-
simile edition of the Spanish text (Borne, 1908),
corrected and annotated in his own handwriting,
plainly shows. The story that Laynez, the second
General, introduced important modifications is

quite untrue. The military character of the
Society appears in its very autocratic government.
The buQ of Gregory xiv., Ecclesiae Catholicae,
approving the Comtitutions in every detail, calls
the government frankly ‘monarchical and de-
pendent on the will of a single superior.’ The
General is elected for life and his authority is
supreme, though his power is in some measure
controlled by an ‘admonitor’ and a small council
of ‘assistants’ representing groups of ‘provinces.’
At present there are five assistancies—those of
Italy,

^
Spain, Germany, France, and the English-

^eaking countries. The organization of the whole
Order in ‘provinces,’ each governed by a ‘provin-
cial,’ is a matter of convenient administration,
but every ‘provincial’ and ‘rector,’ the last being
the title given to the superiors of the more im-
portant colleges and residences, is appointed by
the General Mmself, not nominated by any inter-
mediate official or elected by the votes of his sub-
ordinates. In a certain more strict sense only
those who have taken their final public vows, viz.
the ‘professed fathers’ and ‘formed coadjutors,’
Me, properly speaking, members of the Order.
The scholastics preparing for ordination, and also
the novices, are indeed accounted as belonging to
the body and share in its privileges, but their con-
nexion with it is probationary and terminable.
To the existence of these different categories (the
t^hnicalities of which, often borrowed from the
older canonists, are not readily understood by the
ordinary reader) is probably due the wide-spread
fiction that there exist among the Jesuits various
degrees of initiation like those of the Freemasons.

This idea, as well as that of an organization of
crypto-Jesuits and secret emissaries, has been
largely fostered by romance writers of the type of
Dumas p&re and still more seriously by the dis-

semination of^ the notorious Monita Secreta, a
supposed Jesuit code of secret instructions, the
apocryphal character of which is now universally
recognized (on this see Duhr, Jesuiten-Fabeln, ch.
5 ; Brou, Les JSuites de la Ugende^ L 275-301

;

andMonod’s Introduction to Boehmer, Les JisuiteSy
pp. Ixii-lxx). One circumstance which probably
nelped to render these and many similar fables
more credible was the air of mystery which long
enshrouded the Constitutions

^

the papal privileges,
and even the ‘ Spiritual Exercises ’ of the Society.
All such documents were duly submitted to and
approved by the highest ecclesiastical authority
(see, the bulls Quanto fructuosius and Ascen-
dents Domino, published by Gregory xiii. in 1583
and 1584). The text was also printed at an early
date—that of the Exercises in 1548, the Constitu-
tions in 1558-59 and repeatedly afterwards—but
these copies were only for private use and were
not sold to the pubhc. Members of the Order
were further distinctly forbidden to lend or show
such documents to outsiders. Two reasons seem
to have weighed with Ignatius in issuing this pro-
hibition. First, the organization of the Society
departed in many notable respects from the manner
of life of the older religious Orders. He did not
want uselessly to awaken attention, challenge
criticism, and probably provoke jealousy by pro-
claiming these differences to all the world. They
were, after all, of no concern to anybody but
the members of the Order. Further, in many of
these innovations, and particularly in the case of
the ‘ Spiritual Exercises,’ the written text, when
taken apart from oral tradition, might easily be
misinterpreted and misrepresented. The giving
of the Exercises was held to be a special art. They
formed, in fact, a spiritual pharmacopoeia which,
like the dispensing of bodily medicines, ought not
to be committed to inexperienced hands. One
thing at any rate is obvious. These same Consti-
tutions, privileges, and secret instructions which
the Society has been accused of guarding so jeal-
ously from profane eyes are now to be found in
every public library.^ On the many occasions
when the Order has been expelled from the differ-

ent cities and States of Europe, even apart from
the general suppression of 1773, their books, MSS,
and most secret papers have over and over again
been seized. Many public collections contain
himdreds of volumes of such impounded papers.
The Jesuits must have been clever indeed, and
their assailants the most bungling of police agents,
if they always succeeded in destroying the evidence
of the existence of an inner circle of initiates con-
spiring against the political and moral order of the
world. The Gesckkhte der MoralstreitigJceiten^
published by Dellinger and Beusch in 1888-89, is

a work which is almost entirely based upon papers
of the Jesuits seized at the time of the suppression
of the Society ; but, despite the strong anti-Jesuit
feeling of the editors, those who go to this work
in search of startling revelations of moral deprav-
ity will surely be much disappointed.

3. Criticisms.—Perhaps the charge which has
most seriously weighed upon the Order, and which
has at any rate entailed the most serious conse-
quences in rendering them obnoxious to anti-cleri-
cal governments, is the accusation of teaching the
lawfulness of tyrannicide. That Juan Mariana
(t 1624) and some of the earlier moralists of the
Society did, though with many safeguards and

1 e.g., two copies of the first ed. of the Constitutions, 1658-69,
are in the British Museum Library, as well as numerous other
editions.
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qualifications, admit the view may readily be
wanted, but in this they were simply echoing the

doctrine of many highly respected mediaeval

moralists, beginning with John of Salisbury—

a

doctrine, moreover, cordially endorsed by not a

few of the reformers, e,g, by John Ponet and John
Knox. Attempts, of course, are repeatedly made
to connect such outrages as the assassination of

Hemy in. and Henry IV. of France, of William
the Silent, of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey, etc.,

or, again, the Gunpowder Plot, with the teaching

and influence of the Jesuits. The weakness of

the evidence on which such charges are based
cannot be adequately illustrated here, but it may
be pointed out that refutations have been pub-

lished on the Jesuit side in such books as the
Jesuiten-Faheln of Duhr and the similar French
work of Brou. Nor are there wanting indepen-

dent writers (see, A, Marks, Who Killed Sir

Edmund Berry Godfrey?^ London, 1905) who
range themselves on the Jesuit side.

The much-abused casuistry of the Jesuits stands

upon precisely the same footing as their alleged

advocacy of tyrannicide. To begin with, they did

not create this branch of theological study. The
casuists of the Society from the first based their

conclusions entirely upon the similar though less

methodical speculations of the mediaeval doctors

and canonists, such men, e.g.y as St. Thomas
Aquinas and St. Antoninus of Florence. The same
reproaches which are usually levelled against

Jesuit casuistry might be directed with equal

justice, or lack of justice, against the casuistry of

their contemporaries who were not Jesuits, and
indeed against the moral teaching of the whole

j

Catholic Church. The Jesuits have drawn the fire

of opposing critics simply because their text-books

were the most widely appealed to and most com-
monly used. No one really conversant with the

subject will maintain that the Jesuits either now
form or formed in the past a school of ethics

marked off from that of the Dominicans, or that of

St. Sulpice, or even that of the Bedemptorists, by
its disedifying laxity. The famous * Probabilism ’

of the Society is based upon a very simple maxim,
lex duhia non obU<jfat, which in ordinary life is

acted upon as the dictate of simple common sense

(see the book Quos ego, by ‘ Pilatus’ [Viktor Nau-
niann], a non-Catholic writer, published in 1903 in

answer to the attacks of von Hoensbroech). So,

again, the principle that ‘the end justifies the

means, ^ while in certain texts it may obviously

bear a quite innocent meaning, has always been
repudiated by the Society in its absolute and im-

moral signification. (This charge has also been
copiously dealt with by Duhr, Brou, and many
other writers.) No doubt much of the disfavour

which attaches to the casuistry of the Jesuits is

due to the Lettres provinciates of Pascal. The
Jansenist champion in these brilliant satires de^t
a heavier blow than he foresaw or probably in-

tended. He himself knew enough of the Jesuits to

be aware that a sort of cynical indifference to

right and wrong could not be laid to their charge.

He also knew tliat the cultured audience whom he
first addressed were equally far from believing that

the religious brethren of St. Francois RiStms, and
such men as Maunoir, Binet, Suffren, ana before

long Bourdaloue, were so many Machiavellis. But
both he and his readers found it most entertaining

to see them cleverly travestied in that character.

The humour of the letters was at first more that
of a caricature than of a satire, and it is here prob-

ably that we shall find an excuse for the tnincated
and unfair quotations from Jesuit moralists that

the letters contain. It was only at a later stage

that Pascal pledged himself to the accuracy which
would be expected in serious polemics. His work.

published anonymously, wasprimarily a/aw (Te^it,
But, as time went on, thanks partly to the bitter-
ness of the Jansenist controversy, and partly to
the pardonable indignation and recriminations in
deadly earnest of the victims themselves, the attack
was understood much more seriously, and it is now
quite commonly treated as if it were a protest of
outraged virtue against a corruption which threat-
ened aU the moral standards. In point of fact,
these technicalities and extreme positions dealt
with in the folios of the casuists debattug hypo-
thetical problems from their closets have as Tittle in-
fluence upon general conduct as such constitutional
maxims as ‘the King can do no wrong,’ etc., have
upon practical politics. If the Jesuits were the
unprincipled teachers of lax morality that their
opponents contend they were, the laxity might be
expected to show itself first in their own lives ; but
even the most prejudiced admit that the standard
of personal conduct in the Society has been a high
one.

4. Aims and development.— Although the
development of the Jesuit Order and the work of

the Counter-Reformation went hand in hand, it

would be an error to suppose that Ignatius insti-

tuted his Compania with the definite purpose of

combating Protestantism. If its best ener^es
were expended in this service, the fact was due
to influence from outside. As already indicated,

Loyola’s conception of a troop highly trained and
lightlyequipped so as tobe ready for any emergency,
contemplated dispassionately every form of work
which was ‘ad majorem Dei gloriam.’ For this

reason the letters A.M.D.G. may be regarded as
forming in some sense the badge of the Society.

But in the very earliest draft of the institute three
difterent fields of labour were singled out as especi-

ally proper to its members. These were to teach
the young, to preach to the ignorant and the
heathen, and to guide Christians to perfection.

The last of those ends was to be attained by hear-

ing confessions and giving the Exercises. The
second was held of such importance that the pro-

fessed Fathers, the ilite of the Society, added to the

three solemn vows of poverty, chastity, and obedi-

ence a fourth vow, pledging them to start upon any
mission at home or abroad when desired by the

sovereign pontifi’, even at the risk of life, and even

if they nad to beg their way to their destination.

The catechetical instruction of the ignorant, or,

as it was commonly called, the teaching of the

‘doctrina Christiana,’ was closely related to this

missionary idea. The founder insisted that such

employments should be recognized as not beneath

the dignity, but, on the contrary, as the proper

work, of even the most learned members of the

Order.
In the field of missionaiy enterprise the achieve-

ments of the Society have been remarkable.

Beginning with the wonderful career of St.

Francis Aavier in India and Japan (1541-52), we
might pass to the labours, partly apostolic, partly

scientinc, of M. Ricci, J. A. Scnall von Bell, and
F. Verbiest in China (1600-89), or to the heroic

courage shown by the French Fathers, e.g^ J. de

Br^beuf, C. Lalemant, I. Jogues, J. Marquette,

etc., between 1632 and 1685 among the American
Indians. See for all this the impartial testimony

of F. Parkman in his Jesuits in ISforth America^,

London, 1885. Even more famous were the ‘re-

ductions ’ established among the Indians of Para-

guay ; nor does the splendid work accomplished here
fail to make itself felt even in such lively pages as

those of R. B. Cunninghame Graham’s A vanished

Arcadia, London, 1901. But there ishardly any part

of the earth’s surface in which the Jesuit mission-

aries have not laboured. Five Fathers went to the

Congo at the instance of the king of Portugal as
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early as 1647. Five sailed for Brazil in 1649, where
the labours of Father Joseph Anchieta in particular

were soon to make him known as the apostle of all

that vast region. In 1559 ten Jesuits started for

Abyssinia, founding a mission whose wonderful

story is told in a long series of volumes now being

E
ubiished at the expense of the Italian government,

y C. Beccari. In the same year, 1659, three other

priests began to labour among the Kafirs of South
Africa, and a couple of years later two others

reached Memphis in Upper Egypt. In 1568 a great

missionary work was inaugmated by the arrival of

Portillo and eight companions in Peru. Before
fifty years had expired, the Peruvian Jesuits

were divided into two separate ‘ provinces,* while

a hardly less thriving centre had been established

in Mexico, whither thirteen Jesuits sailed for the
first time in 1572. In 1615, St. Peter Claver began
his extraordinary apostolateamong theNegro slaves
of Carthagena (see M. D. Petre, ^thiopum SermLS^

London, 1895). A mission was sent to the Tatars of

the Black Sea region in 1603. In 1624 A. de Khodes
opened up a new field of labour in Tongking, and
in the same year Antonio de Andrade reached
the heart of Tibet. But the record is endless. Of
course there were many reverses. A Church which
before longnumbered over 300,000 convertshad been
foimded by Xavier in Japan, but between 1600 and
1640 every missionary was killed or deported, and
Christianity was exterminated hj fire and sword
(see M. Steichen, The Christian JJaimyoSy Tokyo,
1903). In most other countries, despite contradic-
tions, and in particular the domestic troubles
originated by the controversy over the lawfulness
of the * Chinese rites,* the missions maintained a
vigorous growth until the suppression of the
Society in 1773.

The third special work of the Order was the
education of youth ; and here also, as soon as the
Jesuits began to set up colleges of their own, their

|

success was remarkable. A more or less imiform
method and arrangement of studies was contem-
plated from the first. But the rough draft de
Studiis Soeietatis Jem, outlined by Jerome Nadal
between 1648 and 1552, reached its lull development
only after much discussion and experiment in the
Batio atque Institutio Studiorum S.J. of 1599.
(Important collections of documents relating to
the Society’s educational methods and aims m^
be found m the four volumes contributed by (£
M. Pachtler to the MonuTnenta Germanioe Fceda-
gogica, Berlin, 1887 ff., and in the volume of
Monwmenta Pcedagogica published by the Madrid
Fathers, Madrid, 1901. ) Perhaps no more convinc-
ing tribute can be found to the educational success
of the Jesuits than the fact that in 1605 Bacon in
England could write of them as follows

:

‘Education: which excellent part of ancient discipline hath
been in some sort revived of late times by the colleges of the
Jesuits; of whom, although in regard of their superstition I
may say Quo meliores^ eo Oeteriores, yet in regard of this, and
some otherpoints concerning human learning and moral matters,
I may say, as Agesilaus said to his enemy Pharnabazus, Talis^um sis, utiTMm noster esses ' (Advaneernent of Learning, bk.

^^^1584 the CoUegio Bomano had 2108 students.
At Rouen the attendance averaged 2000. For a
great part of the 17th cent, the scholars at the
college of Louis le Grand, Paris, varied from 1800
to 3000. In 1615 the Society had 373 colleges and
seminaries under its direction. In 1706 the number
of collegiate and i^versity establishments had
risen to 769. Schwickerath computes that, when
the Order, towards the close of the 17th cent., was
at the height of its educational fame, the number
of students attending its classes at any one time
must have amounted to a total of 200,000. As
regards the growth of the Jesuit body itself we
may note that, while at the death of St. Ignatius

in 1556 there were 12 provinces and 1000 mem-
bers of the Order all told, these numbers at
the death of Laynez, the second General, nine
years later, had increased to 18 provinces and 3500
Jesuits. In 1616, at the death of Acquaviva, the
fifth General, there were 32 provinces and 13,112
members, and in 1770 just before the suppression

42 provinces and 23,000 members. No Jesuit has
ever been elected pope, and comparatively few
have been created cardinals or raised to high office

in the Church, but it must be remembered that all

professed Fathers take a vow to accept no ecclesi-

astical dignity, and from this vow they can be
released only by the express command of the Holy
See.

The Jesuit Order, in virtue of its monarchical
government, its centralization, and its special vow
of obedience to the pope, has always inclined to an
extreme ultramontanism. This has constantly
brought it into conflict with nationalist movements,
while, on the other hand,^ its independence of
episcopal control and its claims, whether justified

or not, to figure as a corps d'€lite have often made
the secular clergy somewhat lukewarm in its

defence. Add to this the bitter attacks and
calumnies of its avowed enemies, the free-thinkers,

Evangelicals, Jansenists, etc., and we have prob-
ably sufficient explanation, even apart from the
prayer of the founder that persecution should be
their lot, for the numerous decrees of banishment
of which they have been the object. In the latter

half of the 18th cent, the spread of infidelity and
corruption of morals, especially in France, together
with the political intrigues of the ministers of the
Bourbon princes, led to a combined attack upon
the very existence of the Society. Pretexts were
naturally found in the indiscretions or alleged
misconduct of some individual members of the
Order—the bankruptcy of Father A. Lavalette in

certain commercial transactions connected with the
missions being the most serious of these. As a
result the Jesuits were banished and their property
was confiscated in Portugal (1759), France (1765),
Spain and its dependencies (1767), and, finally,

I

Naples (1767). A few years later the pressure
brought to bear upon Pope Clement xiv. was so
great that he yielded to the storm, and in 1773
published abrief suppressing the Societyaltogether.
Strangely enough, m White Russia the autocrat
Empress Catherine would not allow the decree of
suppression to be promxxlgated, and a few Jesuits
still held together. After the French Revolution,
Pope Pius VII. approved their corporate existence
and eventually, m 1814, restored the Society by
the bull Sollicitudo omnium ecclesiarum. Since
then the Order, though with many vicissitudes,
has again established itself in all European coun-
tries, in N. and S. America, and in many of the old
mission fields ; it has resumed the work of educa-
tion ; and at present it numbers in all some 17,000
members.
LiTERATURB.---The|literature relating to the Jesuits is vast,

and for a relatively complete bibliography the reader must
be referred to some such work as that of Msu: Heimbucher,
DU Orden und Kongregationen der kathol. Kirche 2, Paderbom,
1908, iii. 1-268, esp. 1-12, or to the art. * Society of Jesus ’ in
CE xiv. 81. The ten volumes of C. Sommervogel and A. de
Backer, B'0>lioth^que de la Compagnie de Jism\ Paris,
1890-1909, not only contain an enumeration of all the books
and editions published by the Jesuits, but also, in vol. x., an
elaborate classification of subjects—e.^., on pp. 1010-1020 we
have a list of apologetic works written by Jesuits in defence of
the Society in reply to such assailants as Pascal and Quinet.
Bibliographies compiled from a more or less antagonistic point
of view may be found in PRE^ viii. 742 ff., and m G. Monod
and H. Boehmer, Les Jisuites, Paris, 1910, pp. 295-301.
The more important MS sources for the early history of the

Order are all being critically edited by the Jesuits of Madrid in
the series of Monumenta Eistorica Soeietatis Jesu. These
include a very complete edition of the letters of St. Ignatius as
also of documents emanating from nearly all the companions of
the founder, notably St. Francis Xavier, Laynez, Blessed Peter
Faber, St. Francis Borgia, etc. Another remarkable collection
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is that of O. Braunsberger, Petri Canisii epistulce et acCa,
Freiburg, 1896 ff., of which six volumes have now appeared.
Many documents connected with the history of the Jesuits in

France have been published by A. Carayon, Documents in^dits
concemant la Compagnie de Jdsus, 23 vols., Poitiers, 1863-86,
and J. M. Prat, Reeherches histonques, 5 vols., Lyons, 1876-
79. For Great Britain, Henry Foley has edited Records of
the Mnglish Province of the Society of Jesus, 7 vols., London,
1875-83, and John Morris, The Troubles of our Catholic Fore-
fathers, 3 vols., do. 1872-77, as also The Condition of Catholics
under James i.2, do. 1872, and other works. Much original
material concerning Scottish Jesuits may be found in W.
Forbes Leith, Narratives of Scottish Catholics, do. 1885, and
Memoirs of Scottish Catholics, 2 vols., do. 1909. With regard
to the foreign missions, collections of letters from Japan, China,
North America, etc., are too numerous to mention in detail,

but prominence may be given to the great American under-
taking of R. G. Thwaites, The Jesuit Relations and Allied
Documents, 73 vols., Cleveland, 1896-1901, and to the Lettres

Sdifiantes et curieuses, of which the first edition, prepared by
C.Le Gobien and others, appeared in 34 vols. at Paris in 1702 ff.

Of general histories of the Jesuits the best known is that
of J. Cr6tineau-Joly, Histoire religieuse, politique et litUraire
de la Compagnie de Jisus^, 6 vols., Paris, 1851. It has been
translated into various languages, and an abridgment has been
published in English by B. NLeave], The Jesuits, their Foun-
dation and History, 2 vols., London, 1879. It is admitted by
all, however, that Crdtineau-Joly’s work is uncritical and ex-
travagantly eulogistic. On the other hand, most of the histories

written professedly from a hostile standpoint—e.flf., those of T.
Griesinger, The Jesuits\ do. 1885; G. B. Nicolini, Hist, of
Jesuits, do. 1854; W. H. Rule, Celebrated Jesuits, 2 vols., do.

1853, and even that published quite recently by J. McCabe
(A Candid History of the Jesuits, do. 1913)—are merecancatures
and quite untrustworthy. More sober accounts are given by
Steitz-Zockler in PRKi viiL 742-784, and by Monod-Boehmer,
op. cit. ; but these are, of course, only summaries. A detailed

Latin chronicle, Historice Societatis Jesu, of which the first

volume, by N. Orlandini, was published in 1614, was carried on
by F. Sacchino, J. Jouvancy, and J. C. Cordara, down to the
year 1683. It occupies six folio volumes, but is never likely to

be continued. In place of this a history on much more modem
and scientific linos was organized by the late General of the
Society, Louis Martin. According to this scheme, each ‘ Assist-

ancy ’ is to publish its own history in its own language, and we
have at present : A. Astrain, Hist, de la Comp, de J^sus en la

asistencia de Fspafia, Madrid, 1902 If.—so far 3 vols. ; H.
Fouqueray, Hist, de la Comp, de Jiisus en France, Paris, 1909 ff.

—so far 2 vols. ; B. Duhr, Oesch. der Jesuiten in den Landcm
deutscher Zunge, Freiburg, 1907 ff.—-so far 2 vols. ; P. Tacchi-
Venturi, St(yna della Comp, di Qes^ in Italia, Rome, 1910—so
far 1 vol. ; T. Hughes, History of the Society of Jesus in
North America : Colonial and Federal, London, 1908 ff.—so far

8 vols. The history of the English Assistancy, going back to
the days of R. Parsons and K. Campion under Elizabeth, is

being prepared by J. H. Pollen, who has already published
valuable contributions in The Month, especially for 1902-03,

and in the publications of the Catholic Record Society.

With regard to what may be called the ‘ Apologetic ' of the
Jesuits, we may number among the more serious assailants of

the Order: P. von Hoensbroech, Vierzehn Jahre Jesuit,
Leipzig, 1910 (Eng. tr. by II. Zimmern, London, 1911); J.
Huber, Der Jesuiten-Orden, Berlin, 1873; H. MUller, Les
Origines de la Comp, de Jdsus, Paris, 3898; F. H. Reusch,
Bcitrage zur Gerch. des Jesuitenordens, Munich, 1894 ; J. J. I.

Dbllinger and F, H. Reu.sch, Gcsch. der Moralstreitigkeiten,
Leipzig, 1888-89; E. L, Taunton, Hist, of the Jesuits in
England, ir>HO-t77it, London, 1901 ; Walter Walsh, The
Jesuits in Great Britain, do. 1903; E. Gothein, Ignatius v.

Loyola und die Uegenreformation, Halle, 1890. Of works
written in answerwe may name among the more comprehensive

:

B. Duhr, Jesuiten-Fabeln^, Fruilmrg, 1904 ; A. Brou, Les
Jisuites de la Ugende, 2 vols., Paris, 1906; M. U. Maynard,
Les Provinciales et Inir refutation, do. 1801-62; M. Reich-
mann, Der Zwvck heiligt die MtttH, Freiburg, 1003; also the
two books of ‘ Pilatus’ (Viktor Naumann), Quos ego, Regens-
burg, 1904, and Der Jesuitismus, do. 1905, largely dealing with
the attacks of von IIoenHbro<jch. On the matter of education
see R. Schwickerath, Jesuit Education, St. Louis, 1903 ; K.
A. Schmid, Gesch. der Erziehung, vol. v. pt. ii., Stuttgart,
1901.

The official documents of the Society—Constitutions, Rules,
Decrees of General Oongregations, Spiritual Exercises, Ratio
Studiorum, Bulls, etc.—will all be found collected in the various
editions of the Instiiutum Societatis Jem, especially in the last

edition, Rome, 1869 ff. More critical editions of the Constitu-
tions, Spiritual Exercises, Ratio Studiorum, etc., have been
issued separately within the last few years.

Herbert Thurston.

JESUS CHRIST.
[W. Douglas Mackenzie.]

I. Tee personal founders of religion.--
I, Introductory.—Jesus Christ is to be described
in this article as the founder of Christianity. In
doing this it must be remembered that Christianity

60fi

is one phase of the religious history of mankind,
and its^ founder is not the only one who has founded
a religion. Whatever classification of the religions
of the world we may adopt, the Christian reSgion
must be described as positive, personal, and uni-
yersaL In the possession of aU three character-
istics it can be compared onljr with Buddhism and
Islam. One historic person is recognized in each
of these great religions as its ‘founder.’ By his
own experience, teaching, and deliberate policy he
has formed a group of primary disciples and has
established through his influence upon them its
positive history, its peculiar characteristics, and
its claims to universal authority. Hoffding has
said [Philos, of Pel.

^

Eng. tr., 1906, p. 119), in re-
gard to the important differences which occur in
the nature alike of religious faith and of religious
feeling, that they are conditioned ‘ by differences
of value and of motives of evaluation, by difierences
of knowledge of reality, and by difierences in the
energy with which value and reality are brought
together and compared.’ We may put the same
thing in more familiar words by saying that
three elements enter into the nature of every re-
ligion. The first is the sense of some human need,
or the desire for some form of good, physical,
moral, or spiritual ; the second is the conception of
some object, divine and superhuman, who satisfies
this need ; the third is the attitude and conduct of
man, by means of which it is believed that the
desire for good is met by the God who is conceived
of as its possessor and dispenser. The influence of
the personal founder of a religion must he measured
in relation to each of these elements of the religious
consciousness, if we would rightly grasp the place
which he occupies in the history of religion and the
place of his religion among the other religions of
the world.

2. Brief comparison of three founded religions.—
Any description of the nature of a founded religion
must involve a statement of the work of its founder
with respect to these essential elements. But it

will be convenient in view of the peculiar nature
of such a religion to consider the material in close
relation to himself.

(1) The human need to he satisfied or form of
good to he bestowed.—This may be viewed nega-
tively, in relation to evil, as deliverance from
suttering, sin, and death ; and positively, in relation

to good, as the attainment of a blessed and eternal
life in union with God. Buddhism is seriously
defective on both sides. It conceives of evil almost
wholly in terms of suffering, and of deliverance
as a process of individual moral and spiritual self-

culture. The end is described as Nirvana, which,
whether it implies conscious immortality or not, is

at any rate conceived of mainly in negative terms,
Buddha, weary of Hindu abstractions and subtle-

ties, was content with agnosticism in regard to the
divine. Islam is also defective through an im-
perfect conception of sin and an unspiritual view
of the realm of bliss, while its view of God as

absolute, unconditioned Will, though marking a
great advance upon Buddhism, prevents a joyous
faith in Him as the Saviour and Eriend even or His
own people. Muhammad was obviously faulty in

moral character and unable to proclaim a gospel of

faith. Christianity even in the NT, but with great

variety of expression and personal emphasis in

diilcrent phases of its history, conceives of this

whole matter with singular richness and fullness.

Whether we call it salvation, or eternal life, or

glory, or union with God and the mystical vision,

this religion presents a view of sin and holiness, of

deliverance and perfection, of man’s present rela-

tion to nature and the life to come, which obviously

surpasses the other two, correcting, supplement-
ing, and sublimating them from point to point. It
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is important to notice, what must be more fully interpretation of God and the world which on the

considered later in this article in relation to whole is the distinguishing property of the religion

the founder of Christianity, that the moral and the formof civilization associatedwithhisname,

and spiritual history of each of the three personal It is not the aim of this article to carry out the com-

fountos threw peculiar light upon the field of parison any further. That comparison is being

need, so that hia followers discovered or interpreted carried out in one way by this HncyclopsBdia of

their needs through that history. Religion and Ethics, and indeed by every scientific

(2) Th& specialfunction or ^office' of thefounder* contribution to the history and science of religion.

—Here three ideas must be recognized as essential. For every serious and extensive study of any re-

The personality must ultimately be viewed as ligion raises the question whether a really univers^

exemplar, or prophet, or redeemer, or as a combina- and final religion is necessary or possible, and, if

tion of two or three of these. Yet, when the so, what that final religion may be. But the corn-

central idea of each of these functions is thoroughly parison is being carried out in another and still

conceived, it will be found to involve the others, more potent way, to which indeed each scientific

Buddhism in its first stages knew its founder piece of work is subordinate, on every mission field

primarily as exemplar of the process of enlighten- where the heralds of the personal founders confront

ment. His teaching function arose from and was one another. There each system faces what is after

based upon his personal experience of salvation, all the final test of the final religion, namely, its

But later Buddhism showed powerful tendencies to adequacy to meet the deepest needs of the human
enlarge his authority into that of a prophet and soul.

his experience into that of a redeemer. The founder II. TB.B CONSCIOUSNESS OF JlESUS CHRIST,

—

of Islam was conceived of primarhy as a prophet, i. The rise of the problem.—The investigation

inspired with definite and direct messages from of the life of Christ in the 19th cent, and the whole

God. As in Buddhism the prophetic, so here the trend of modem thought have combined to set in

exemplary, function of the founder was obscured, a new light the problem of His Person. One of the

And yet, of course, the personal character and con- most vital elements in that problem is stated in

duct of the Prophet has inevitably moulded the the phrase ‘the consciousness of Jesus.’ As soon

ethics of his rmigion. The ‘imitation’ of Mu- as the epoch-making Jesu of Strauss began
hammad is confined to the ‘copying of external to be considered, this subject came to view. The
acts ’ (D. B. Macdonald, Aspects of Islam, New change appeared at once on the orthodox side in

York, 1911, p. 103), but the mfluence of his spirit Neander’s icicn Jcjm (Hamburg, 1837). Itwas also

and personal life has gone deeper. Christianity signalized in the successive editions of Ullmann’s
views Jesus Christ as the perfect exemplar of the Die Sundlosigkeit Jesu (Eng. tr.. The Sinlessness of
character of God the Father, as the full revealer of Jesus), Strauss’s method of attack compelled men
religious truth, and also as the redeemer, whose to think more seriously even than he did himself of

personal experience, interpreted as His ‘ work,’ that which lay behind all the separate utterances

changed the moral relations of God and men. of Jesus, namely that consciousness of Himself

(3) The person of the founder, — Though the from which His whole attitude, action, purpose,

Buddhahimself, according to the tradition, assumed and speech arose. Hence in that work of Neander
an agnostic position as to the Absolute Being, and we have the first earnest dealing with His con-

was wholly concerned with a system of ethical sciousness and its historical development. Parallel

culture for the attainment of deliverance, his with the development of the sense of history and
followers in after generations came to think of him contributing to the same result was the movement
as an incarnation of the Supreme Spirit. So also of thought which sprang mainly from Schleier-

some of the followers of Muhammad gradually macher. His very definition of religion as ‘the
worked out a doctrine of his person resembling feeling of dependence ’ and his penetrating analysis
the Arian doctrine of Christ, though this has not of the religious consciousness compelled men to

become a characteristic element of that faith. Chris- apply to the founder of Christianity the same tests

tianity from the first viewed its founder as a super- of reality which they were learning to apply to the
human being, as one who had become incarnate, whole range of religious inquiry. From the days
who as thus an incarnate, divine personality exer- of Strauss and Neander tne volume of inquiry
cised all the functions of exemplar, revealer, and grew steadily. The historians like Schenkel and
redeemer, distinctly and with ideal completeness, Keim, Hase and Weiss, and a dogmatician like
and who met the fundamental needs of man for Gess [Christi Person und Werh, vol. i.) found this
moral harmony with God, for victory over all evil, to be the central question—What was the form
and for eternal life. and content and history of the self-consciousness of

3, The field of practical decision.—It is obvious Jesus? In English the first use of the phrase is to
from this brief comparison that in certain matters be found, perhaps, in John Young’s The Christ of
a modified parallelism exists between the three History (1857), in which we have a discussion of
great ‘ founded ’ religions. Hence their founders ‘ His own Idea of His Public Life ’ (bk. ii. pt. i. ) and
are often compared with one another or named ‘The Forms of His Consciousness’ (bk. iii. pt. ii.).

together in current literature, ^d one result of In H. P. Liddon’s Bampton Lectures, The Divinity
this modem spirit is the energetic challenge as to of our Lord, we find the Fourth Lecture entitled
why^ one should be accepted as final in preference ‘ Our Lord’s Divinity as witnessed by His Con-
to either of the others ; e,g,, J. Estlin Carpenter, sciousness,’ But it was only gradually that the
after conmaring the ‘exaltation’ of Gautama with subject won a large place in the theology of the
that of Jesus, addresses Christendom thus; ‘In English-speaking wond, and that mainly through
each case the belief is justified by an appeal to ex- the writings of three men, A. B. Bruce {The Train-
perience.

^
Why is the^ one to be repudiated, while ing of the Twelve, The Humiliation of Christ [Lect.

the other is allowed ?’ (in or London, vi.], The Kingdom of God), A. M, Fairbaim
1909, p. 247). There can be no doubt that each of [Studies in the Life oj Christ, The Place of Christ
these great personalities has proved to be a most in Modern Theology), and C. Gore (Essay in Lux
powerful dynamic in the history of man

; each Mundi, The Incarnation of the Son of God,
has contributed rich material to man’s religious and Dissertations), It is important to remember
experience ; each has exercised profound influence that for a brief period strong objections were felt
upon the ethical conceptions and the civilization of to the investigation of the consciousness of our
great masses of humanity ; each personality has Lord. For exanmle, W. Sanday in his article on
become more or less directly bound up with that ‘Jesus Christ’ (Hastings’ DB ii. 603) said : ‘On
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the Christian hypothesis, frankly held, any such
grasp [i.e. ‘ of the consciousness to be investigated’]

would seem to be excluded, and the attempt to

reach it could hardly be made without irreverence.’

The difference between that position and the bold
speculations on this very topic by the same author
in his Ghristologies Ancient and Modern marks the
increasing range, confidence, and reverent courage
with which this absolutely unique historical prob-

lem has been explored by En^ish and American
theologians during the last quarter of a century.

ii. The nature of the problem.—

T

here is

stni much uncertainty among those who discuss

this sifbject as to the exact nature of the question
before them. And the uncertainty leads to as-

sumptions which limit the inquiry or determine its

dogmatic conclusions in advance.

(1) The Christian hypothesis.—\i Jesus is con-

ceived of primarily and definitely as a prophet or

as an abnormal religious enthusiast, or even as the
sanest and deepest religious spirit in human his-

tory, the question of His consciousness will be
classed wholly with the study of religious geniuses,

or, at most, of inspired messengers of God. And
then the phenomena of OT prophecy, of religious

devotion and insight among r^igious leaders of

various races and ages, will be relevant to the
interpretation of His case. Through what stages

and with what inheritance the normal human mind
and will did attain such moral and spiritual pre-

eminence as His will be the main matter of investi-

gation. But on the Christian hypothesis we are

here concerned with something more, something
quite unique and raised beyond the level even of

the highest religious experience known to history.

The NT and the vast mass of Christian believers,

as well as the main course of theology, present us
with a new idea, namely that of a superhuman
conscious will which has entered for definite moral
ends into the conditions of human experience. It

asserts that in Jesus Christ we have a unique type
of personality. It is at once human because it is

conscious will, and yet moi'e than human because
it has invaded the course of human life from a
range of conscious being and life above the human.
The neglect to take this matter seriously has led

to such amazing confusions of thought and fact as

infest, for example, so brilliant a work as that of

Wernle [Die Anfange unserer Eeliaion). That
author repeatedly insists that in tlie Messianic
consciousness of Jesus we have something super-

human, and this he calls * the mystery of the origin

of Christianity.’ And he then insists that this

superhuman, more than prophetic, consciousness

was capable of the most astounding blunders ; e.g.^

he asserts boldlythat the choice byJesus of the three
titles, Messiah, Son of God, and Son of Man, ‘from
the first turned out to be the misfortune of the new
religion’ (p. 38 [2nd ed.]). A misfortune thus
central to the history of the religion which He
founded ought to be scarcely conceivable if we take
the idea of the superhuman consciousness of Jesus
seriously and thoroughly. Even Ritschl insists

that ‘ beyond all doubt Jesus was conscious of a
new and hitherto unknown relation to God, and
said so to His disciples ’ {Justification and Becon-
ciliation^ Eng. tr,, p, 386).

(2) The word * consciousness\—It is in the interests
of sound thinking about this * unique historic con-
sciousness ’ to recall the fact that modern science
and philosophy have combined to clear and also

vastlyto extend the use of thatword ‘ consciousness.’
We recognize now everywhere that there are various

f
rades of consciousness. It exists in many kinds,
etween all of which there are definite unities as

well as diversities. Thus so calm and careful a
thinker as C. A. Strong (Why the Mind has a Body,
New York, 1908) says tnat * the origin of conscious-

ness can be explained, if at all, only out of anteced-
ent realities of the same order ’ (p. 268), and, again,
‘ consciousness has arisen out of simpler mental
facts.’ No one except a materialist believes that
this world contains all the forms of conscious
beings that exist. There may be many kinds and
grades of consciousness above, as there are, in our
own world, many below the human. Nor would it

be quite ‘ modern ’ to hold dogmatically that the
human consciousness is shut on from contact with
all forms of consciousness except those that are
alive at any one time upon this earth. Now the
Christian hypothesis has hitherto been this, that
in Jesus Christ a superhuman conscious will has
taken its place in history, manifesting throughout
all its ranges of expression at once its alliance with
and its difference from the ordinary type of human
consciousness. Upon that difference in unity the
whole peculiar religious value of the history of
Jesus Christ has been made to rest from the Apos-
tolic days down to the world-wide promulgation of
the Christian message in our own day.

(3)

Elements involved in the investigation.—The
investigation of the consciousness of the historic
Christ must contain difficulties which are peculiar
to that subject. As to its modes of action, its

development, its content, its relation to the divine
purpose with humanity, and its influence upon the
meaning of human life and the destiny of the race,
such a consciousness must present unique features
to the student of history and religion. These
peculiarities must have affected the course of His
relations with the men about Him, their estimate
of Him, their appreciation and their memory of
His words and deeds. If the natural and inevitable
confusion of mind is reflected in their records, if

these records show that their estimate of Him
varied and grew, and that their very memory of
His earlier words and deeds became coloured by
the fuller knowledge of later days—all this will

add to the perplexity even of that historian who
believes most profoundly that in Jesus Christ a
more than human self manifested its conscious will,

and who at the same time seeks accuracy of

historical statement, and clearness in the psycho-
logical analysis of experience. And here we are
facing the supreme problem. If Christ was divine
and His history on earth was and is essential to

the perfecting of mankind, then His consciousness
in its self-manifestations was and is one of the
basal facts of human existence. And consciousness
has this wonderful property, that in it knowledge
and being are made one. My existence is not
dependent on my thought, nor my thought on my
existence. The self-conscious thing exists only in

being conscious and is conscious only in existing.

Hence we do not merely argue from the words
and acts of a human consciousness to a human
being behind or above them. In those words
and acts the self is revealed. The conscious will

is the ultimate fact, the real and inmost nature
of it.

iii. Factors in the solution of the prob-
lem.—A. The religion of Jesus.—Any study
of the consciousness of Jesus must begin with the

qualities of His own religious life. And there we
must take note both (1) of what He inherited and
retained in mature life from His Jewish ancestry

and from the religious life of His environment, and

(2) of what there was of diflerence between His
personal outlook and that of the people among
whom He lived.

I. The mixed atmosphere of His day.—It is not

too much to say that among the Jews of His day
religion was everything. The circles that wefe
influenced by their conquerors during the Greek
and Boman occupations, and strove to ape Koman
fashions or pursue Greek culture, were disowned by
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the great mass of the people. The relation of Israel from first to last His own religious consciousness

to God and the purpose of God with Israel remained remained consistent and unchanged, and it implied
as the supreme subjects of thought and discussion, from the beginning the^ fundamental elements of

In the synagogue Jesus heard the Law read and His work. Of His religious consciousness we shall

expounded from tender years. To the Temple He here name three principal elements,

was taken in due course for the performance of (a) Secret of dimne fellowship, — He found the
His inherited duties there. His own reading of the secret of fellowship with God in the condition of

Scriptures must have been deep, since His teaching the heart. At one stroke He lays aside the burdens
is saturated by quotations and illuminated by fresh of the external law and their elaboration by tradi-

interpretations of nearly all parts of the OT, and tion. Even the doctrine of righteousness, as an act
especially of the Psalms, Isaiah, and Daniel. Im- and gift of grace at the advent of the Kingdom, is

portant references to the Pentateuch occur, which deeply modified. Bighteousness before God, the
He used and cited without question as to authorship * blessedness’ of the divine fellowship, rests on what
or historicity. For Him the OT remained as the a man is ‘ inwardly,’ at the inmost sources of

true revelation of God Himself. God is the creator thought and volition. ‘ Out of the heart proceed ’

and sustainer of nature and of man, the ruler of all evil things (Mk 7®^*)- ‘heart^ a man
history. God is the Father of the people (Mk 7^, may commit the vilest sin, and there, before God,
Mt 15^®) and they are ‘ sons of the kingdom ’ (Mt it is a completed deed (Mt 5^®). It is the pure in

8^2). He has promulgated His law of righteousness ‘ heart ’ that shall receive the vision of God at that
throughMoses(Mk 7®’^®), and hasannouncedthrough day. This does not mean that the outer life has no
the prophets the day of the Messiah when His King- significance. No one can insist more relentlessly

dom shall be established in the earth (Mt 5^^, Lk upon full and literal obedience to the known will
4i®"22

). These things He had been taught, and He of God (Mt 12®® and ||, Mt 7^®"^, Lk 6®®®-)
; there

held them true. And He takes for granted that His is no limit to the sacrifice which purity of heart
hearers know and believe them. But, as Balden- demands (Mk ; the slightest deeds that come
sperger has pointed out {Das Selhsthewusstsein from the intent of faith and love have infinite

/mr, p. 72 ff., 2nd ed., p. 54 ff.), there was felt at meaning for God (Mt 10^® 25®^®^*)
; and the woesim-

that time a deep pathetic uneasiness in regard to the plied in the parables of judgment against unfaith-
Temple worship, and at the same time a strained ful lives are unmitigated. For Jesus, the supreme
and passionate concentration upon the application law is love to God and love to man (Lk 1 0®®"^). But,
of the law to the details of daily conduct. God in as love to man is conditioned by the circumstances
His transcendent holiness seemed to have vanished of men, so love to God is conditioned by its object,
from the sin-stained land. The voice of prophecy It manifests itself in faith, which should know no
had long ceased, the Temple had been repeatedly bounds, in obedience at all costs, and in prayer,
defiled by Gentile conquerors, the holy city was which should be frank, confident, energetic, per-
under foreign rule. The sense of fellowship with sistent, and unostentatious. These and other im-
Jahweh was broken. Yet HisLaw and promise were portant features are not new when taken singly,
there in written form. In three directions relief Parallels can be found in many quarters. But in
was sought ; first, by filling up the interspace be- the teaching of Jesus they acquire unique signifi-

tween God and man with heavenly hierarchies ; cance from three facts : first, from their being
second, by the formation of quietist circles like unified in the thought of one mind, as they are no-
the Essenes, who sought, away from the clash of where else; second, fromthe exclusion of any alloyof
the world’s warfare, the lost secret of the ancient formalism, worldliness, superstition, or mere cere-
fellowship with Jahweh ; and third, by the cherish- monialism ; third, from the fact that they evidently
ing of apocalyptic dreams, in which the Day of the express, and find their unity and power in. His own
Lord was seen as the sheer and sudden act of God religious experience and moral character. He is
breaking in upon the course of history. Not with not dealing with the results of abstract speculation
earthly armies but by supernatural agencies did or with the scattered ‘ insights ’ of a moral genius,
manynow look for the appearing of that hour when He is describing what life is to Him, as He con-
the ancient promises would be fulfilled, and Israel fronts man and walks with God. The Beatitudes,
once more vindicated, justified, as the chosen and even though interpreted eschatologically, describe
supreme people of Goa. In such a mixed atmo- His own working ideal. His own confidence in the
sphere at once of stubborn faith and of spiritual result, His own actual blessedness. Men feel as
bitterness, of national humiliation and legalistic they read, they must have felt as they heard, these
pride, of religious fervour and moral blindness, of utterances that what He commanded and promised
political defeat and apocalyptic hope, Jesus grew He Himself realized in His own soul,
up. In some measure all these elements can be (5) Conception ofCod,—This applies in the fullest
found in the men of His day, and in Him. But in manner to that which is the centre of the religious
Him appear new and distinctive characteristics. consciousness, its conception of God. Amd here

2. Elements in the religious consciousness of it is not possible to exaggerate the change which
Jesus.—Through what processes of experience and Jesus wrought in human history. He assumed that
thought His youth and early manhood passed, we God is holy and supreme. All man’s awe of God,
do not kimw. When He stands before us in the his sense of the majesty, wisdom, and purity of
Gospels, He has ^ready attained maturity. His Jahweh of Israel is for Him indisputably justified,
self-consciousness is fuUy developed. All attempts But Jesus with one word transmuted the whole.

His baptism He obviously He taught men to think of God as the Father. Not
changed His ^md, or received entirely new revela- one attribute of reverence was cancelled, but a new
tions of His office m the world, have as yet failed meaning was, as it were, shot through the whole
to win general consent. The utmost that has been true picture of God, and every attribute stood in a

mark out more clearly the manner in new relation to the others and all stood in a new
which His central self-consciousness adapted itself light for man. It is true that, founding on Ex 4®®,

to the conditions which were imfolded in the lives Dt 32®- i®-!®, Hos IP etc., the Jews spoke of God as
of those "with whom He came in contact. His will the Fatherof Israel, and references to Him as Father
was indeed conditioned by the wills of others in its of the individual Israelite are not unknown (see G.
progressive operation, and His method of dealing Dalman, Die Worte Jesu, Leipzig, 1898, p. 150 ff.);
^th them developed itself appropriately from stage yet Jesus did make thename central and supreme in
to stage. V arious fresh phases of His task no doubt an entirelynew way, while avoiding, except on rare
did appear asthese stages were passedthrough. But occasions, other Jewish titles for God. He nowhere
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speaks of God as the Father of mankind ; rather do
men need to become His sons (Mt 5^, Lk 6®®

; cf. Mt.
6»). The pronouns which He uses are ‘my Father,’

‘ your Father,’ ‘ thy Father,’ and once ‘ our Father ’

(in the Lord’s Prayer), and occasionally He speaks

of ‘the Father.’ His use of the word ana the
promises bound up with it always presuppose faith

and obedience in those addressed. But, for them,
‘the Father’ who is ‘in heaven’ is the God of

nature (Mt 5^ 6®®* 10®®), who cares for them with
individual solicitude (Mt 6®*^^), who demands
righteousness (Mt 5®® 6^* ®®), hears prayer (Mt 6®),

forgives sin (Mt 6“), and at last receives them to

glory (Mt 13^). There is then no lessening of awe
or reverence before God in the use of this name.
Bather it corresponds to that demand for ‘ inward-
ness ’ in the religious life of men. It is a search-

ing, penetrating demand which He makes, that

men shall treatGod as their Father. Its correlative

as He speaks of men is pacnXela—the Kingship of

God. The very power as well as love, the
righteousness as well as mercy, of the Father com-
bine to set up a moral standard the most searching

and the most severe of which the world has heard.
‘Your righteousness shall exceed ’—the most exact-

ing system of law known to history.

This teaching also came out of the inner consci-

ousness of Jesus. As we shall see later. He knew
Himself as Son of God in a unique Sonship. But
its uniqueness neither removed it from analogy
with that of believing men nor made the moral
demand on Jesus less, but infinitely more, penetrat-

ing. His own Sonship raised questions of self-

adaptation, of self-denial, demanded wisdom and
grace, sympathetic insight and brooding patience,

whose riinge and quality we can but faintly discern

aswe see llim training the twelve, dealing with His
foes, moving to the Cross. It was out of the disci-

pline as well as the joy, the surrender as well as the
!

confidence, in His experience of God that His use
;

of the word Father arose, which changed the face

of God for the hearts of men.
(c) The sinless conscience,—^We come to a point

at which the religious consciousness of Jesus sur-

passes that of mankind always and everywhere in an
mcomparable manner. Whereas the whole religious

history of the races assumes and proceeds from the
sense of moral failure, that of Jesus was character-

ized by the continuous sense of moral harmony with
the will of the Father. Put in the negative form,

this means ‘ the sinlessness of Jesus.’

(a) The witness of His disciples ought not to be
undervalued. Their evidence for the fact does not
rest upon their inability to find and record definite

moral or religious failures in His character. Their
belief in the unheard of fact could arise only from
two sources, viz. the impression made by His
whole personal bearing, and the definite tasks

which he undertook and accomplished. Hence we
find that his sinlessness is not a deduction from,
but a fundamental presupposition of, the essential

Christian doctrines. It is as such referred to ex-
plicitly in a few passages {e.g,, 2 Co 5®S Ko 1^”^, He
416 •j2({-28^ 1 P 2®®, 1 Jn 2^ 3^). But they are not
needed. The whole apostolic conception of Jesus
as Risen Saviour and Lord was utterly inconsistent

with any thought of His own guilt and need of

pardon or redemption. The Fourth Gospel is more
definite on this, as on other elements 01 His con-

sciousness. But even the words ‘ I have glorified

thee,’ ‘ I have manifested thy name’ (Jn 17^* ®), do
not surpass in their inner meaning the saying of Mt
H26ff. (even when abbreviated by Harnack in his

search for the original form of Q {The Sayings of
Jesus, Eng. tr. London, 1908, Excursus 1]), nor the
self-defence of Lk 15, where He openly represents
Himself as acting for and revealing God in that very
conduct which severe and superficial moralists con-

demned. That chapter practically says, ‘ He that
hath seen me hath seen the Father.’

(/5) It has been the custom to discover the
{[uality of His moral consciousness from the way
in which Jesus dealt with sin. He not only ex-
posed and rebuked it with prophetic energy, but
He even went the length of pronouncing the for-

giveness of sin upon individuals (Mk 2®-i®, Lk
740-6O), manner so authoritative that
He was accused of blasphemy. Furthermore, He
demands of all who would enter the Kingdom of
God that they should pass through a great moral
renewal (Mk 1^^- Mt 18^^*, Jn 3®). But, on the
other hand. He departs from the method of all

other moral leaders in that He nowhere manifests
the consciousness that He Himself had passed or
needed to pass through such a change of mind and
heart and faith. He seems never to have repented
or become as a little child or pleaded for pardon.
As Harnack in a powerful passage has asserted

:

‘ There lie behind tne period of the public ministry
of Jesus no powerful crises and tumults, no break
with his past.* He carried no ‘ scars of a frightful
struggle^ {Das Wesen des Ghristentums, p. 21).

These facts, if we are to estimate their meaning
aright, must be kept in close relation with what
was said above about His doctrine of the nature of
sin and the searching quality of His doctrine of
God as Father. His penetrating and sensitive view
of inward sin must have made any conscious flaw
in His own moral character an intolerable agony.
But His recorded agonies have a very difterent

source.

(7) But arguments like these are subordinate to
those central facts which recent discussions of the
eschatological element in His teaching have
emphasized with fresh power. There can be no
doubt now that Jesus, in calling Himself the Son
of Man or the Man (see below), asserted that He
was a superhuman being, and that as such He had
appeared to act as King in the Kingdom of God, as
tne Suffering Servant (cf. Is 53) working redemp-
tion, and that He would Himself appear as Judge
of the human race. These self-assertions were
the result either of moral blindness or of a sinless

consciousness. They were evidences either of a
self-seeking spirit which His whole teaching ruth-

lessly rebukes or of a self-manifestation which was
compatible only with frankness, humility, and
utter purity of soul. It seems impossible to

picture any combination of ideas under which He
should be admitted to have undertaken the tasks

of a personal Revealer of the leather, of a sacrificial

Redeemer of men, of the real Head (Prmsji^) of

the new moral order, and yet to have carried in

His bosom the sense of personal guilt. The sense

of a personally needed redemption and the claim
to be an atoning Redeemer or the supreme Judge of

mankind are not to be conceived of as nurtured
sincerely, intelligently, and piously in the same
heart. The kind of vocation on which Jesus

entered at His baptism presupposes the conscious-

ness that He had ‘ fulfilled all righteousness,’ even
including that rite prescribed by fresh prophetic

authority (Mt 3^®), and that the God whom He
represented in His ministry was mirrored always
in the placid, teeming depths of His own soul.

(5) Objections to the doctrine of the perfect

moral harmony of Jesus with the most searching

will of the Father have been founded on certain

incidents recorded in the Gospels

:

(a) on His relations with human beings, alleged disobedience

in boyhood (Lk 241-50), alleged unkindness to a woman (Iflc

alleged impatience with disciples (Mk 910), alleged dis-

loyalty to His mother (Mk SSi**^
; cf. Jn 2im), alleged lavdesaness

as to the destruction of swine (Mk 6I-20), alleged passionateness

in the Temple (Mk 1115-17), towards scribes and Pharisees, etc.

(Mt 23) ; (fi) on His relations witli God, alleged sense of difr

harmony in Gethsemane (Mk 1452-42), on the Cross (Mk 1634),

and in His famous treatment of the title * good’ (Mk 10i7t).
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In all these citations, it is sufficient to say that

the guilt is not proved. Without suggesting that

there are two standards of righteousness, it must
he insisted on that there are many varieties of

duty, and that the same act can be in one man
tainted and in another man absolutely pure. In

aU such cases, especially when dealing with a

spirit at once sincere ana gifted with penetrating

moral insight, the appeal must be to the conscience

of the man himself and to the actual circle of his

relations and responsibilities. ‘ The real and final

answer is that He stood self-vindicated ; that the

memory of these incidents brought Him no tremor
of regret in later hours’ (D. W. Forrest, The Christ of
History and of Experienced^ Edinb., 1914, pp. 31 f.,

37). As to the passage concerning the ‘good’ man,
which has been used to the utmost by deniers of the

sinlessness of Jesus, it is well to note the varied

cautious forms of statement. Strauss {New Life of
JesuSy Eng. tr., i. 283 ; cf. 273) says that He ‘dis-

claimed the predicate of good ’
; Martineau {Seat

ofAuthority^y
London, 1891, p. 651) that ‘his self-

jud^ent felt hurt by the epithet’; Wemle {Die

Anfangcy etc., p. 113), more bluntly, that ‘he did
not allow himself to be called good. ’ The following
points appear to be decisive

:

(a) It is not well to suggest, as some have done on the con-
servative side, either that Jesus really claims here to be Ood or
that ' what Jesus disclaims, rather, is GqA*8 perfect goodness *

(H. E. Mackintosh, The P&rson of Jesus Christy p. 87), as if the
young ruler had attributed that to Him

;
(b) this inquirer,

while making a most earnest and moving appeal, had used the
words ‘good master* in a merely conventional manner. And
Jesus makes that the occasion for giving him a deeper appre-
hension of what ‘ goodness ‘—which is essential to eternal life

—

really is; (o) Jesus elsewhere uses the word ‘good* exactly in
the conventional manner which He seems here to condemn in
the utterance of the young ruler (Mt 6^® 1286 [Lk 6^6]

; cf.

Mt 20^6 2581)
; (d) Jesus goes on to teach the voung man

that self-satisfied legalism is not enough ; it is sacrifice,

humility, and complete self-devotion which alone qualify for
eternal life ; {e) His disclaimer of ‘ good ’ is not direct, but
deduced from His assertion that Ood alone is ‘good,* which
really implies that goodness is from Him alone ; (/) the saying
reveals, not His sense of sin, but the measure of His personal
sense of direct and complete dependence upon God for character.
And that is goodness, as He conceives of it. If His dependence.
His faith, is completely realized, His goodness must be without
flaw. That He does not disclaim.

(e) We are left to speculation when considering
how this unstained moral consciousness conditioned
the growth of His Messianic consciousness. It
must have influenced very early the thought of one
so meditative, so clearly aware of the deeper side
of God’s Kingship ana the deeper meanings of
prophecy. CouldHe repeat the 51st Psalm with-
out a sense of difference ? Coxdd He listen in the
synagogue service to the 32nd Psalm, and not be
aware of a felicity in His own soul quite other
than that of the man ‘whose transgressions are
pardoned’? Could He even as a youth hear the
discussions of the Messianic hope and the tra-
ditional forms of desire for a ‘warrior Christ,’ or the
current descriptions of a Son of Man from heaven,
vdthout criticism and re-interpretation? "^en
did He begin to think of the Suffering Servant of
Isaiah in connexion with Himself? To say that as
boy and youth He could not have cherished these
topics without conceit is sheer nonsense. A man
of honour can distinguish himself from the habitual
liar without putting a speck upon his own modesty.
So could Jesus feel very early that His humble and
modest yet absolute dependence on God, which is
the real root of meekness and lowliness of heart,
was not marred, but even deepened, by seeing the
difference between that and the ‘little faith’ of
those around Him. To say that His mind faced
these problems only after the Baptism is psycho-
logically incredible. The Temptation, distinctive
as it was, cannot have been unprepared for. No
such complete victory as He won in the wilderness
could have been sudden, and unrelated to His
brooding years at Nazareth. That crisis w^as the

natural culmination of a long history, whose
deepest elements were to be found in the opening
of His mind, by prayer, obedience, and faith, to

the meaning of this immeasurable difference be-

tween a moral consciousness which could not doubt
the inner presence of the Father, or ask from Him
the forgiveness of any sin, and the religious ex-
perience of all other souls.

^
His very great love

for man was bom into an active, sacrificial passion
out of those crowded hours of unshadowed com-
munion with God, before His baptism.

This, then, is the religion of Jesus. He surpasses
all others in His insistence upon man’s dependence
on the Father for all things, temporal and spiritual,

raiment for the body and goodness for tJhe will.

This penetrating insight and faith applied to Him-
self discovered His perfect Sonship, His qualifica-

tion for being the Saviour, Lord, and Judge of the
human race. It was that religious consciousness
of His which, though in such unity with ours, yet
created and discovered those transcendent differ-

ences which have made the Christian consciousness
possible.

B, Jesus and the Kingdom of God.—-Even
though the phrase ‘Kingdom of God’ seldom
occurs in the NT Epistles, and its use has been
exaggerated in some phases of modern theology,
yet no tme description of the consciousness of

Jesus can fail to give it a place of fundamental
importance. No less constant was the word
* kingdom ’ than the word ‘ Father ’ upon His lips.

I. Jahweh as King.—The phrase was not un-
known in Jewish circles. The OT is pervaded by
the idea that Jahweh is to Israel what kings are
to other peoples. Even when Saul was made King,
there was a sense, preserved in one tradition, of a
new departure in religious as well as in political

consciousness through that event. The successive

dynasties of Israel were raised up and cast down,
the successive kings accepted or rejected by
Jahweh. The prophets were His spokesmen,
exercising at times more than kingly power, just

because they represented and interpreted the will

of Israel’s true King. In Daniel (see ch. 4) the
conception of this Kingship comes to fullest ex-
pression, and that in close connexion with the
perception that God, who is Creator and Lord ol

aU, must control the history of all kingdoms towards
the day when He shall reign directly, alone and
for ever. And the apoc^yptists, to whom it

seemed as if God’s power were in abeyance, and
the powers of evil in possession of this world,
pictured the day when suddenly the might of God
would reveal its shattering power, when the

E
resent evil order would collapse and ‘a new
eaven and a new earth’ would vindicate the

doubted righteousness of God. But Jesus lifted the
phrase into new and rich significance.

2. Jesus and the imminence of the Kingdom.

—

(a) The eschatological prohlem , — With extra-
ordinary conviction and energy, from the begin-
ning of His public career, He affirmed the immi-
nence of that Kingdom (Mk Certain of His
words, uttered at great crises of His work and
experience, imply, and many think that He be-
lieved, that the literal and concrete fulfilment of

apocalyptic hopes and pictures would take place
immediately (Mt 10®®, Mk 9^ 14®®). The discussion
of this subject in recent days bears upon the two
subjects of form and time : What did Jesus really

expect the Kingdom to be? How far was His
language deliberately pictorial? In what sense
and measure did He expect to see it established m
that generation ? According to the extremists in

one direction, Jesus thought of the Kingdom of God
as an inward spiritual and ethical state of man’s
mind and heart in which, by communion with God
and the development of a holy character, he shall
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fulfil the divine will, and embody the divine spirit

in all his social relations. This ideal is being {pro-

gressively approached as the spirit and teaching

of Jesus win wider and deeper influence over the

life of man. According to the extreme eschatolo-

gists, Jesus held the strict apocalyptic view. He
expected outward miraculous and portentous
physical events as the instruments of the vindica-

tion of God. The Son of Man would appear in the

clouds, the order of nature would be convulsed,

the riders of this world would be overwhelmed.
(J. Weiss [Die Predigt Jem vom Beiche Gottes^,

Gottingen, 1900, p. 123 f.] even attributes to Him
a regard for the political side in the overthrow of

Roman domination. ) All this must happen in that
generation, might happen any day or hour, though
on that point He would not commit Himself to

definite prophecy. This is not the place for a
detailed reckoning with the merits and demerits

of these hostile views. We must try in a brief

statement to do justice to both elements in His
sayings that we may grasp more fully His marvel-

lous self-consciousness.

(6) The jphrobse ‘ Kingdom of God * {h jSao-tXela rod

^eoO).—This phrase does not primarily refer to the
organized community over which God reigns, but
to His ‘Kingship' itself (Dalman, Worte Jesu\
75 ff.). It is the active, personal, effective reign of

God over human life, displacing the present, active

power of Satan, that is announced when His
‘Kingship’ is said to be ‘at hand* or to have
‘come upon’ that generation {ijyyiKev, Mt lO*^;

i<l>eacr€Pt Mt 12^®). Jesus announces the establish-

ment of this Kingship as an act of God. It is ‘ the
kingdom of heaven,^ probably so called by Him
(for, whatever motives the otner evangelists may
have had for avoiding it, Matthew can hardly have
used the phrase so consistently unless it had fallen

from the lips of Jesus) because in heaven that
Kingship is already complete, and from heaven
the forces come which are to establish it on earth
(Mt 6^®), In acts of overwhelming power and
glory it shall appear and be seen of all men, for

their weal or woe (Mk 9\ Lk 17^^, Mk 13^^®^-)* Here
Jesus uses language which echoes that of apoca-

lypse from Daniel to ‘ Enoch,’ though Daniel is

the only one actually quoted by Him (Mk 14®^=

Dn
(c) TroInformation of current c07lCCJp^^orw.--The

Jews of that day held certain eschatological ideas

which Jesus did not openly attack, though the

effect of His whole teaching and personal history

changed them all as they passed into the Christian

faith. They believed in what we may call certain

‘existences^: in Hades with its division into parts

including Heaven and Hell, in evil spirits with
Satan (apparently) in command, and in angels of

various grades and functions in the service of God.
They believed also in certain events i the coming
of the Son of Man, the final and universal judg-

ment and the allotment of rewards and punish-
ments. The eschatological elements in the words
of Jesus are concerned with all of these. But it is

remarkable how these ideas are all rearranged and
subordinated under the force of His own Person
and His deeper conception of God and God’s re-

lations to the world. The difierence of tone be-

tween His references to these ideas and the manner
in which they are handled by others cannot be
exaggerated. In the first place. His consciousness
of a direct, personal, superhuman relation to all

these matters changes everything. What is to be
in the future is for Him very different from what
it is for apocalyptic dreamers- They are dreaming
of that which God may or shall do through others

;

He is speaking of what is being done and to be
done through Himself. The * eschatological ’ facts

are present not merely to His pious imagination.

but actually in His own effective wOl (cf. Lk 4^’®*

17=^, Mk 441 g38 1425
^

1026 112-6 1222-82 2020-28

25®^ etc.). The act of God in the establishment of
His Kingdom has for its fundamental and essential
element the ‘sending’ of Jesus. In the second
place, we must recognize the difficulty of separat-
ing between the pictorial and the literal elements
in His words. The story of the Temptation and the
references to the bindmg of the strong man (Mt
1229-Lk 11*^' and to the lightning from heaven
(Lk 10^®) cannot be taken literally, by any stretch
of the historic imagination. These are proofs that,
when He referred to the clouds of heaven (Mk 14®®

etc.). He was again speaking pictorially and not
describing what He literally expected on the phy-
sical side. That such utterances spring from an
intense inward experience—which may conceivably
have taken the form of a vision or physical hallu-

cination (see J. Weiss, Beich Gotten, p. 92 f.)

—

is possible ; that they are bound up inextricably
both with His own religious consciousness and with
the current conceptions of the universe is indubit-
able. But the undeniable presence of the pictorial

element—so congenial to the Oriental, so confusing
to the Western, mind—and the general elevation of
His thought about God and the universe above all

preceding conceptions make it xmwise to say that
the movement of His mind must be wholly con-
fined within the ‘world view* of the Jewish
eschatology of His day.

(d) But there is also positive evidence, in spite

of Schweitzer, ‘ that Jesus’ conception of the Kmg-
dom of God had a double character, that the
eschatological and spiritual elements were eq^ually

represented in it and mutually conditioned one
another ’ (A. Schweitzer, The Que^t of the Historical

Jesus, p. 234). The view that in His mind the
Kingdom of God was as it were ‘ all or nothing,’

that it could not yet be real on earth for Him or

His disciples because it was not fully realized for

all, that His Messiahship was a postponed function

to be entered on only witn the outward catastrophes

of the ‘ last day * and knowing no stages of fulfil-

ment, that this eschatological faith served for Him
and His disciples as an illusion of faith to preserve

confidence in His words until they should have
taken permanent roots in a new soil, to spring up
independently of eschatology, is a view which does
violence at too many points to the method and
words of Jesus. The evidence of the Synoptists

proves that even for His own mind the Kingdom
was not only future butpresent, not only imminent
and rushing in hut also hindered and tarrying.

(a) His own religious consciousness contained

the sense of present fellowshm with His Father.

From this all His teaching flowed, and this He
constantly revealed to His disciples as the supreme
good. If this was not so, then the whole religious

value even of His eschatological sayings disappears

into mere unethical superstition. In fact it is His

idea of God that must be used to discover His

idea of the Kingdom of God, and not vice versa.

His passionate call to repentance had its root not

merely in a prophetic vision of doom for the im-

penitent, but in a vision of the present evil of sin

and the present blessedness of faith and the

supreme wonder of a present fellowship with the

Father. His urgency about doing the will of God
does not merely take the ‘ eschatological ’ form, ‘ as

in heaven so in earth,’ but a ‘ spiritual ’ form (Mk
3®"’, Mt 26®^®*). The argument against anxiety,

in the Sermon on the Mount, is essentially a

‘spiritual’ argument, since it urges faith in the

Father not as the Father at the end of time, but

as the Father whose spirit and methods are seen

now in nature and providence. It may be hard

for certain modem types of mind to conceive of

‘ eschatological’ ideas in unity with the ‘ spiritual,’
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but they were both present with apparently ec^ual
force and value to the consciousness of Jesus.

{^) Further, it is clear indeed that Jesus views
the establishment of the Kingdom as an act of
grace, a miraculous and overwhelming revelation
of God’s power and glory, most certain and most
real. Yet He also sees that God’s act is not
arbitrary, undetermined as to form and date by
anything on the human side, a predestined event
which is unrelated to man’s conduct. On the con-
tra^, Jesus views the coming of the Kingdom as
conditiimed by human historical events and acts.

(a) It is a central idea in the parables of grrowth that the
consummation of the ag^e* (cf. W. C. Allen on Mt 1330) presup-

poses the conditions of harvest. * When the fruit is ripe/ the
sickle has come. The meaning of the * mustard seed *

and the ‘leaven* parables cannot be reasonably confined to the
contrast between the small beginnings and the great result,
with J. Weiss, or to ‘the miraculous character of such occur-
rences, withiSchweitzer. When these are compared with the
other parables of seed (Mt 1318-28- 24-30, Mk 426-29), the two
elements of time and growth must be said to have occupied thei^d of the Master in uttering them, as conditions of the result.
(6) Jesus taught that the coming of the Kingdom must be
preceded and conditioned by various events. Among thesemust be named the conquest of the powers of evil, on which He^eaks rarely and with a reserve which distinguishes Him fromHis contemporaries. But the Kingdom’s presence in the world
IS proved by the fact that by Himself, who has bound the strong
one, the demons are cast out (cf. 0. Pfleiderer, PhUoa, and dIone, Lne aemons are cast out (cf. 0. Pfleiderer, PhUoa, and dI
nf J?- A

1S94, ii. 83-89). The establishment
w conditioned by the preaching of the gospel

''' ministry. There is no good reasonwhy the passages which refer to the universal scope of tViiq
should be treated as unauthentic (Mt 8ii,

this idea of a work which mustoccupy much time with the words of Mt 1023, we face just that

f
P®°®^te8 His teaching, and whose solution

tj® amiihilation of either statement, but inaconsciousT^l for which each is essential truth becausSt
deahngwitt a confused situation, (c) Eiis
“®°?“P“ded by prayer, and Jesus does not

®‘® ®' formahty nor on repentance as a
If sight (cf. J. Moffatt, Theologyof the Gospels, London, 1912, p. 68 f.). His whole ricri teachinf-

precept {e.g, Mt 937£, Mk ll24f.) and Sparable(Lk 11^3 181-8) rests on the conviction that pra^'er. the emres-

^11 Behind
operation of the ^vine
of faith, which, for thefirst time in the history of religion, is made primary and funda-mental to man’s relations with God by Jesul Can we imagi^

^ established by
£ ®>rther, when He speaks of the Judgment which is

advent Of the Kinldom!!^ fact
^^® interpretation of Mt 1023^

^^® own death is considered byHimin the b^ht the Servant of Jahweh passages in Taain.]! fponAiM
and 63), an element is totrodS; which Surt^aot

es^atplogy for CSnSsn^”
•
Pl^s to redeem by vicarious suffering for human

25S niSJSSv
SittiM to

dti4 Ld n§”s mS to bl

f (^"o ‘'IW
was basei;o?l’e‘toct“hto'lSd telried’toi^er^tha^^*^expected

; m the parable of the talents (Mt 26wSf®thP^fSTtT^

rL^SfiSS-i^'-iK

sssaa.rSSTSl^sf “-S

m the Synoptics (MtV Mk 18. Lk 21) ha?rbe“n

the mab^ty of His disciples to grasp their meaning. The fact
IS that the consciousness of Jesus (containing witWn it the will
of the Messiah, which superhumanly acts on history) dealt withthe or^naiy eschatological conceptions from a point of view

prophecy, and that onlygraduaUy could theminds of His neatest disciples realize that all things, even
eschatology, had been made new by His presence in the WldThe conscious creator of history must speak, if he would savan3dihing of the future, in a manner which reflects at once the
successive unfol^gs of His ‘ programme* to Himself, and Hia
effort to make it real to those in whose unique experience itmust first take effect (cf. * Son of Man,* below, p. 516).

3; Conclusion.—For Jesus the Kingdom of God
which means His active, direct rule of human life*
on earth as in heaven, is to be established by acts
of God which Jesus does not describe in current
apocalyptic terms, except in His reference to the
coming of the Son of Man in the clouds of heaven

language of the discourse reported inMk 13 (some parts of which may not be authentic).He avoids (cf. Lk 17®®®*) all attempts to involve Himm trivial disputes about the date of those events
(cf. J Weiss, Beich Gottes, p. 86 f.). This Kingdomw not spiritual in the sense that it has nothing to
do with the physical universe, nor is it ‘eschato-
logical m the sense that it can be establishedw — — —-— cooauiisaea
merely by means of cosmic catastrophes. For His
consciousness the physical and the spiritual are
elements of system, organized by the one will
of God the Father, and His language describes
events and processes in both elements. Hence theJimgdom appears in works of healing and the
preachmg of the gospel, in cosmic transactions

A ^ judgments, in the conquest of Satan
and m the for^veness of sin, in warnings of the
^tipe da^ and in revelation of the Father for this
day’s faith andjobedience. That gospel of the King-dom is the declaration not merely of its imminence,
but also of its nature and conditions. And for
Jesus th^e conditions involve knowledge both ofwhat (>od will do and of what man ought to do.

1 i
^®kgious and the ethical are for Him as com-

pletely one as the physical and the spiritual.
Conduct towardsman and towards God is character-
ized by the same fundamental principles of loveand trust. And yet after all it is astounding toremember that what God will do in the establish-ment of that l^ngdom is never set forth by Him asan objectpe list of future acts. The future is
absorbed m the consciousness of His own functions

Messiah. In and through Himself the
supreme acts of God are being performed, in which
the c<^ing of that Kingship is to be realized.a The functions of Jesus as Messiah inEELATION TO THE KINGDOM.—I. The tone of
supreme authority.—We have already seen that
there is a remarkable difference between Jesus’
conception of the Kingdom and that of all others
before and after Him. Even His forecasts of itswming, when He echoes the language of prophets
before Him, contain significant changes and carrym them a tone which the greatest of His followers
could not repeat. For others He prescribes repent-
ance, watchmg, service of an absent lord, waiting
for a dateless event, but He never associates Him-

1

in these experiences and
spintual efforts. He never speaks or acts as if He
were, or expected to be, a subject in that coming
iiingdom, a recipient of its mercy and glory. His
consciousness is of another kind and riles out of a
relation of a superhuman order, which we mustnow consider. And for this not merely His words,

bearing and indeed llis influenceupon those who lived m the presence of that unique
will, must be taken into account. A writer in

1912, p. 704) has
ell said,

_
S J est nn trait caraetdristique de la

physionomie du Christ, c’est qu’U s’impose.’ ffis
authonty, His consciousness of something more
than knowing the truth, namely, of the right to
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declare and even to enforce the ultimate laws of
human existence, is an ineradicable element of the
gospel story. It is no less evident in the Synoptics
than in the Fourth Gospel. In Mark’s Gospel this

pervasive tone is to be found from beginning to

end. He exercises power or authority {i^ovHa) in

His teaching (P^), over unclean spirits (1-^’), to for-

give sin (2^®), even to communicate power to His
disciples (3^®). All great religious leaders have won
a nameless spell over their followers, and their
allegiance even unto death. But the range and
uality of His authority are presented in the
ynoptica as having peculiar elements.

2. Messiah-King.—He is dealing with the final

fact—the Kingship of God—through which human
nature is to reach its consummation. Yet it is He
who has received ‘ Kingshm ’ and can speak of ‘ my
kingdom’ (Lk 22^**

; cf. Mt 13^^, Mk 9^), or accept
the tribute from others (Mt 20*^, where for * king-
dom ’ Mk lO®*^ reads * glory ’—the substance is the
same). In His mind and that of His followers the
sovereignty of Jahweh over Israel was directed
towards a great consummation, with which the
prophets were much concerned. The end to which
they looked forward is felt by Jesus to be attained
in Himself (Mt 13^®'*)* the end must surpass
the stages which lead to it ; hence He does not
hesitate to set His mission above all the glories of

the OT story and Himself over all predecessors.

It would be enough to refer to the passages found
in the document now known as Q which is em-
bedded in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke, to
show that this feature of His consciousness pro-

foundly impressed the minds of His disciples ; e.g,,

take * more than ’ Jonah, or Solomon (Mt 12'*^^*
||

Lk 11®“*). The same idea in an even more august
form appears in the saying attributed to Him by
Matthew (12®), * Something greater than the temple
is here.’ It is now almost universally admitted
that Jesus knew Himself as the Messiah, that
personal representative of Jahweh for whom Israel

waited and for the signs of whose appearing they
searched heaven and earth. But opinions still

differ widely as to the conditions under which
Jesus discovered His Messiahship, interpreted the
details of its task, and made it known to His
disciples. The term does not occur in the OT as a
personal name, but came to be used in Jewish
times of that One through whom they hoped for

deliverance from the foreign yoke, and imperial
supremacy for the Israel of Jahweh. That He
would be an invincible king and sum up in Himself
the ideal qiialities of royalty (cf. 2 S 7^®®*, Ps 72,

etc.), that He would be the ^on of David, that He
would usher in the Day of Jahweh, that He would
be the Christ or Anointed One of Jahweh (Lk 2‘-®),

the Holy One of God (Mk ; cf. Mk Lk 4«)—
all these ideas were found among the people who
came in contact with Jesus. That the ‘ political’

aspect was prominent is plain from the fact that,

when He confessed Himself to be the ‘ Christ * at
His trial, His enemies at once made that the basis

of the accusation before Pilate that He claimed to

be king, and that this title ‘King of the Jews’
was set upon His cross (see below). It is this fact

that alone is sufficient to account for His avoidance
of the title. His open acceptance of it from the
disciples only after they had learned something of

His transformation of its meaning. To have used
that title promiscuously earlier would have been,
in the atmosphere of His day, to misrepresent com-
pletely His interpretation of prophecy and His own
consciousness of His functions. To have disowned
it explicitly would have also been to misr^resent
Himself and His mission. For He knew Himself
to be the One in whom prophecy terminated, who
had come to fulfil the best hopes of Israel, to
establish over all mankind, ‘ beginning at Jerusa-

VOL. VII —

lem,’ the Kingship of God. It was His supremely
delicate task to claim the substance and disown the
popular form of Messiahship. Hence what we find
Him doing is to fulfil the simlime functions of that
office without formal announcement of His relation
to it. The difficulty of His position is made plain
by the misunderstandings of His disciples which
are recorded with such astonishing faithfulness in
the documents which are ultimately derived from
themselves and their immediate friends and fol-

lowers. So deeply were the old ideas engrained,
so strange and superhuman was the new concep-
tion ot the divine Kingship and its fundamental
principles, that not even the Death and Resurrec-
tion 01 their accepted Messiah could at once reveal
the new moral and spiritual universe to the minds
of His disciples. It required the successive events
described in the Acts and the appearing of Paul to
interpret the Messiahship of Jesus to those disciples,
as He fulfilled it.

3. Elements in His will as Messiah.—When we
come to His own concrete interpretation and appli-
cation of the idea of Messiah by Jesus, we find our-
selves in the presence of a will greater than that
w’hich any prophet or saint of the OT had desired
or foreseen. Their partial glimpses into human
need and divine fullness are united and then sur-
passed in that which He essays to accomplish. His
functions at once interpret and elevate, gather and
reorganize, the scattered spiritual principles of OT
religion.

(a) MevecUer of God,—He acts as the Revealer of
God. The OT had taught the Jew^s to hope for a
full knowledge of Jahweh in the day of His appear-
ing to judge the nations. But the nature and
medium of that knowledge had been left vague.
Jesus in the great passage, Mt 11®®®*, asserts this as
His function, to reveal the Father. There is un-
doubtedly a mystical element involved in this work
of revelation, but no less clearly is there a natural
and concrete element which is the only security

for its historical permanence and continuous de-

velopment. Thus His very words about God throw
welcome light upon His will and spirit, and He
uses the definite and vivid name of Father to

describe Him. Further, He does not shrink, as

we have seen, from assuming that His own conduct
is a revelation of the character and will of God
(Lk 15). This is carried to the extreme in those
passages in which, while citing OT Messianic say-

ings, He sets Himself in the place of Jahweh—e.^.,

Mt lD^=Is 35® 6H, Lk 4i7=Is 61“*
; Lk7®7=Mal 3^

This whole matter is fully expounded in the Fourth
Gospel, but cf. especially the striking language to

Thomas and Philip (Jn 14®’“). (6) Power over

demons,—The attitude of Jesus towards the world
of evil spirits must be taken just as it is set forth,

if we would understand the range of His conscious

will. He has met and conquered the prince of

demons (Mt 12^-^), and hence has power over

all lesser spirits of evil. He therefore accepts as

true to fact the testimony of the evil spirits

themselves (Mk 3“^*), as well as the recogni-

tion of this superhuman power by the people

who saw His works, (c) Miracles,—The earlier

rationalism strove to extrude from the story of

Jesus all the miracles. They were either pure in-

ventions or legendary growths arising from the

desire to illustrate His teaching or defend His
superhuman claims. The later rationalism draws
a distinction between the miracles of healing for

which analogies can be found elsew'here, and the
* nature miracles ’—such as multiplying the loaves,

raising the dead, walking on the sea, etc. The
former, or some of them, are retained as well

attested and historical ; the latter are rejected.

The dilemma is a peculiar one. For, on tne one

hand, the same records preserve both classes of
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works with the same simplicity, directness, and
relevance ; on the other hand, the supposed dis-

tinction is not grounded on objective science, but

has been created for the express purpose of dealing

^vith the gospel stoiy. Science has not yet drawn
any such line as this imaginary one, and the theo-

logical writers who advocate it use only vague
and unscientific language to suggest it (cf. E. A.
Abbott, The Kernel the Kush^ London, 1886

;

P. Gardner, Exploratio Evangelica, do., 1899).

In that central passage of Q (Mt 11^"®, Lk 7^) Jesus
mentions the healing of lepers and the raising of

the dead as works which He performed. His
consciousness held Him in a relation to natural

processes above that of other men. And this is

necessary to the unity of that consciousness ; it

corresponds with other aspects of the range of that

will. We must not confuse the issue by assuming
that such a will is impossible. It is our simple
scientific duty to discover whether such a conscious-

ness moved in history, and whether its operation in

the whole round of its life presents a consistent
unity. For Jesus the distinction above referred to
did not exist. He was conscious of power to direct

the forces of nature as clearly as to reveal God, to
announce the eternal conditions of blessedness, to
conquer Satan, to forgive sins, to jud^e the race,

and to rise from the dead, {d) Lawgiver.—While
He has come to fulfil the Law and the prophets
(Mt 5^^), He yet speaks as Himself the lawgiver of
the Kingdom. The ‘ Sermon on the Mount* reflects

this consciousness of supreme authority in the
most impressive manner. For there He speaks in
criticism of the noblest ethical code of antiquity,
much of which He would acknowledge to have
been announced by God through Moses. But, in
passing behind those prescriptions to reveal the
mner principles of human character, He deliber-
ately and repeatedly uses the form * I say unto you,*
speaking as no prophet spoke, in His own name
and authority. What appears formally in that
place is in substance present throughout His teach-
ing. He is everywhere laying down the laws of
eternal righteousness for the citizens of the King-
dom of God. (6) Administrator of law.—He not
only announces but administers those laws. It is

significant that Judaism had not attained to the
view that the Messiah would act as Judge (though
that office is assigned to * the Son of man * in the
‘ Similitudes * of Enoch), and the matter of forgive-
ness of sins wasinevitably reserved for God Himself.
Even if they could have conceived of such a judge-
ship, the scrutiny of conduct and the award of
appropriate rewards and penalties as delegated by-
God to a representative, the question would still

remain, *Who can forgive sins but one, even God ?
*

(Mk 2'^). But Jesus not only asserted that He
would act as Judge of mankind

; He even assumed
the prerogative of forgiving sin (cf. C. W. Votaw,
art. * Sermon on the Mount^ in HDB, vol. v. p. 29).
This is Messianism of a type which men had not
dared to fashion in their hearts. (/) The will to die.—Up to the time of Jesus, the Jews did not expect
their Messiah to die. For them as for Peter (Mk

that would have been almost a contradiction
in terms. It was only in the Talmudic times that
the idea was tolerated, and even then the Messiah*s
death was looked on as a dark and mysterious fate
which He shared with His people. But with Jesus
a new view has taken hold of history, viz. that
His death is to be used as an instrument of salva-
tion, a weapon of the divine Kingship. 'V^ether
He contemj^ated His death from the beginning of
His ministry is much in dispute. Certain passages
would seem to show that the will to ofihr Himself
was in His mind from the time of the baptism. The
words which He heard at the baptism, ‘ Thou art
my Son, the Beloved, in whom I am well pleased *

(Mt 3^^
; cf.

12i®'2i), contain phrases from Ps 2^ and
Is 42^ from which it is clear that He had in His
mind the Isaianic picture of the Servant of Jahweh,
and that He applied it to His own mission. The
story of the Temptation shows that renunciation
was from the first an essential feature of that
mission. The sayings about persecution (Mt 5“
2016*21.26) and the rejection of prophets (Mk 6^
Lk 4^4, Mt 13®^ 23®’) indicate that He expected
relentless opposition which He could not avoid and
others would not abate. Hence the saying about
the Bridegroom is not out of keeping with His
general outlook at that early period (Mt 9^®).

Moreover, when He does speak more definitely of

His death. He does not treat it as a new factor or
as a surprise. It is the complete fulfilment of that
service to which He stands committed from the
beginning (Mk 10^®). He describes it as the funda-
mental principle of the Kingdom that a man should
lose his life. Hence it would be an exaggeration
to say with Baldensperger {Selbstbeicmsstsein Jesu^)

that, after the crisis near Caesarea Philippi, when
His death becomes clear as an inevitable event.

He passes through a * Messianic re-birth.* But un-
doubtedly in the latter part of the ministry the
will to die became more defined in relation to
gathering circumstances, and hence occupied a
central place in His teaching (Mk 8®^

1|
9^^ [Mt 17“]

930.82^ Mk 10®2-w
II

89. 46 i2ia^ 14 passim).
From these passag^es we learn : (a) that His death was to be

inflicted, and consummate His rejection by Israel
; (3) that it

was also the will of His Father (Mk 1466) ; (c) that He looked on
it in the light of Is 58, and therefore could call it a ‘ ransom for

the many ’ (Mk 1046, [is 535. 6. 12)^ and as appropriate to the Son of
Man who is supreme in authority over the Kingdom

;
He would

suffer as Messiah not merely vnth, but/or His own ; (d) that He
deliberately and solemnly set it forth at the Last Supper as a
means of redemption, as the ratifying of new relations between
God and man (‘blood of the Covenant ') ; (e) that He faced this
death with peculiar agony of soul, but endured its approach, its

accompaniments, its outer shame and inner horror, with stead-
fast will as the sacriflce without which He could not establish
the Kingship of God over ‘ the many.’

(g) The expectation of death.—This is not the
place to discuss either the theo^ of the Atone-
ment or the detailed and successive steps through
which His consciousness passed. Suffice it on the
latter point to say that the phenomena of the
Gospels are best explained if we keep two sets of

facts before us. (i. ) A great mind can hold a ^eat
purpose in view and see its general outlines witnout
allowing^ itself to be prematurely concerned with all

the particulars. A great mind further can foresee
and yet hold off the agony of a coming sorrow. The
serenity which some people see in the earlier days
of His ministry is a witness not to His ignorance
that only death could win that Kingship, but to
the greatness and soundness, amounting in His
case to majesty, of self-direction, self-estimate, and
self-control. To say that He could not have pre-
served a calm consciousness in view of that event
is to belittle Him absurdly, below the standard of
many brave men and women. * For the joy that
was set before him he endured ’ is not a psycho-
logical blunder of the writer to the Hebrews (12^).

(ii.) Much must be allowed for His ‘paideutic*
method. Not only did His task unfold itself

to His own mind in successive steps, from great
principles and a supreme purpose which was
already formed and firmly held when He entered
on His Messianic functions, but He had also to com-
municate these principles and their practical issues
in like (but not always parallel) steps to His dis-

ciples. The sudden clear teaching that He must
suffer and die (Mk 8®^ and (|) xs undoubtedly
made possible by their confession of His Messiah-
ship. To announce His inevitable death before
that would have hindered the growth of their in-

sight, but after that insight had reached a certain
clarity and steadfastness the shock of that other
revelation must be given. And their whole bearing
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justified His method. (A) Resurrection,—That
Jesus spoke not only of His death, but also, though
with significant reserve, of His resurrection, was at

one time much questioned. But the frank accept-

ance of the eschatological elements of His teaching

sets that dispute at an end. He who announced
both His death and His coming in the clouds of

heaven as ‘ Son of man ' did foresee a resurrection

of some kind. The Synoptics agree (with only a
verbal variation [Mk 8^^ * after three days ’]) that

He prophesied His resurrection as they afterwards
record it, implying the idea of a physical resurrec-

tion. It may be taken as certain that Jesus carried

in His consciousness something more than the
human hope of a future life. It entered into His
v^l, it modified the scope and method of His work,
it qualified His whole conception both of the King-
dom as a future event and of His relation to it as

its Biller. No doubt, as Strauss saw with charac-

teristic clearness, ‘this (continuous) certainty must
have been as simematural as the event itself ’ {New
Life of Jesus

^

Eng. tr., p. 45). But that need not
trouble us nowadays. We are manifestly in the
presence of a consciousness which contains elements
that must be frankly conceded to be superhuman.
One of these is a programme of personal influence

which includes the life after death. It is not at
all inappropriate to find in the Fourth Gospel this

aspect of eternal life radiating from its wonderful
picture of His historic consciousness. When He
says to Martha, * I am the resurrection and the life,'

He utters in mystical phrase what is implied in the
assertion that after deatli He will come in glory

and 'receive the faithful to the rewards of the
Kingdom.

4. His demands on the disciples.—It is a natural
coefficient of all these forces in His consciousness

that He as Messiah-King should make supreme
demands of His subjects, (a) He imposes on them
the law of faith, a faith in Himself which He no-

where discriminates from faith in God. It is this

attitude of trust that produces His miracles of

healing and His words of forgiveness, (d) He im-
poses the law of complete surrender even to death
‘ for my sake.* The varied Greek equivalents for

ifjLod may go back to one Aramaic form, but
the freedom of translation and tradition is a wit-

ness to the frequency and the penetrating quality
of the words 01 Jesus in this regard. This phrase,

uttered in respect of persecution and of death,

throws light upon such an incident as the command
to the young ruler to sell his possessions and follow

Jesus, and upon the completeness of that devotion
which Ho demanded of the twelve, (c) He imposes
a still more searching test—a test of character

—

when He speaks of those who are ‘ worthy * of Him.
To be worthy of Him (cf. Mt 10^*^*, and Harnack’s
searching analysis [Sayings of Jesus, pp. 86-90])

is tacitly assumed to prove that a man belongs to

the kingdom of righteousness. The idea must not
be treated superficially, as if any distinguished

leader might determine who are worthy followers.

It must be connected with the other ideas
^
in

which Jesus seems to be constantly revealing

Himself to His disciples as an object of religious

regard. The worthiness here referred to must,
therefore, be compared with the whole standard of

personal worth which is presented in the Gospels.

That standard has various phases and elements.
It demands unlimited inward purity, unlimited out-

ward devotion to the known will of God, love for

God which absorbs the whole personality, and love
for one’s neighbour which is equivalent to the love
of one’s own life ; it sets up the character of God
as something known, in His righteousness and His
love, and demands that men shall aim at that per-

fection; it lifts the whole problem from local,

national, external tests to those which are uni-

versal, supreme, eternal, inevitable. It is in the
heart of this system of ideas, even in the course of its

unfolding, that the character, will, teaching, and
very Person of Jesus emerge as an unexpected and
yet essential part of it. We are not concerned with
the question how the historical could thus be allied

with the eternal, how one person in time could de-
termine the moral standing of aU others through
their deliberate valuation of Him ; that is a later
question. The matter before us is one of fact. It
w^ould seem that, according to the earliest tradition,
Jesus did without formality of claim, but con-
stantly, on all sides of His self-expression, in word
and act, draw to Himself the faith and obedience
of His disciples and present Himself to them as
the standard of moral worth—in fact, became to
them the object of a religious regard. The effort

to prove that this worship of Christ arose only after

His death and is reflected into the story of His
ministry has been prolonged, painstaking, and
futile. The fact is too deeply and subtly involved
in the whole presentation of His personality, even
in the Synoptic Gospels, to have been added and
merely reflected from laterand baseless enthusiasm.
The vast majority of modern scholars—even in-

cluding many like Wemle and Harnack, who are
reckoned to the so-called ‘ Liberal ’ position—admit
that there are here in the Gospels indubitable
proofs that the consciousness of Jesus contained
elements not invented by the apostles, yet not
native to the human mind as known everywhere
else in history. These elements, as ive have sur-

veyed them thus far, appeared in the kind of things
He undertook to do among men, in the manner of

His self-expression. They go deep into the inmost
workings of His mind, into the foundations of His
character, into the substance of His purpose. Con-
ceive them as possessed by aman—a son of the race

—and they become a confusion and a folly. But
the Church has conceived them as the supremely
natural revealings of a superhuman conscious will,

and they have been lifted into harmony and divine

power (see, further, under III.).

D, The special titles.—i. The Son of God.—
The NT contains material for tracing in part the
remarkable development of the meaning of this

great title. In view of the arbitrariness of his

critical method, we shall assume that N. Schmidt
(RBi iv. 4690 fi*., and The Prophet of Nazareth)
occupies an impossible position when he maintains
‘ that Jesus never called Himself “ the Son of God,’*

and never was addressed by that title * {EBi iv. 4701,

where the last clause, strictly taken, may be true,

but is irrelevant).

(a) Two termini .—The terminus a quo in NT
usage is reflected not only in the Synoptic Gospels,

but even in the Fourth, where we find in certain

passages what appears to have been the current

Jewish use of the phrase. Its history ^oes back to

Ps 2’^*-, where the twin ideas of Messiahship and
Sonship are brought togetlier. The well-known
Hebrew way of conceiving of Israel as God’s Son by
making the deliverance from Egypt the birthday of

thepeojjle (Ex Hos 11^ etc.) was followed up by
an equally careful avoidance of the idea that any
King of Israel was His offspring. The idea of Son-

ship expressed in Nathan’s words (2 S 7^^) is quite

evidently religious and ethical, and that passage

may have given rise to the language of Ps 2. In

the Jewish period, outside the Gospels, no certain

cases are found in which the Messiah is spoken of

as ‘ Son of God.’ But in the Gospels, though the

evidence is confused, signs are not wanting that

occasionally the phrase was employed as a honorific

title for the anointed one ; cf. Mk 3^^ 5^ (Mt 8^),

Mt 14^ (wanting in Mk), Mt 16^® (different in

Mk Lk 92®), Mt 26®3 (diflerent in Mk 14®S Lk
22«3ff*), Mt 27^® (different in Lk 23®®, wanting in
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Mk), Lk 4^^ In the Fourth Gospel the words of
Nathanael (1^) and Martha (11^) sound like faith-
ful echoes of this early period when the Messiah
was spoken of as Son of God in a manner ftimilfl-r

to Israel, Ephraim, and David, who were uniquely
loved, chosen, and endowed by God. The title as
so used did not, of course, involve any reference
either to the pre-existence or to the mode of birth of
the Messiah, The terminus ad quern in the NT
literature is seen in the l^istle to the Hebrews
q^uite as clearly as in the Fourth Gospel. There
the Son is conceived of as a divine being (He 1^^)
who partook of human life by a sublime act of His
own gracious will (2^'*).

(6) The source of the later use,—That which came
historically between these extremes and made
possible the passage from the earlier vague mean-
ing of this title to the later exalted meaning was
the consciousness and self-manifestation of Jesus.
As we have seen. He spoke of God as His Father
with a note which difierentiated His relationship
from that of all other men. He avoided the almost
unavoidable phrase ‘Our Father’ except -when He
taught His disciples how they should pray. Accord-
ing to the Synoptics, He rather took this Sonship
as a fundamental fact, not to be discussed, while
the Fourth Gospel represents it as an open claim
which caused much controversy between Him and
the Jewish theologians and nearly brought Him
to death (Jn 10^“^).^ And it is of the utmost
signincance that John in these two passages re-
presents this claim to a unique and divine Sonship
to have been found by His enemies simply in His

E
eculiar emphasis upon the words ‘My Father.’
t this m true to fact, then certain passages in the

Synoptics must have conveyed the same idea to His

Pljfation describes Himself as ‘Son’ as compared
with the prophets and others, who are ‘ servants,’
to Mt 17“ (see Dalman, Worte Jesu\ p. 231), and

which H. J. Holtzmann (Die Synop-
Tubingen, 1901, p. 170) says that it is the <

only place m which ‘ The Son of God’ appears to i

have a metaphysical value. In the light of such I

pas^ges, the repeated emphasis upon ‘ Son of God ’
]m the story of the Temptation—especially if that i

story came from His own lips—must not be referred i

to the popular, but to His own characteristic, under- £

standmg of the term.
J

(c) A One of the central pas- (sages M Lk lO®"- (from Q), concermng ]
which It IS clear: (l) that He reveals a consciou^
ness beyond that of all prophets and saints in a (
sonship which is the basis of mutual knowledge 1

between Himself and ‘the Father’; (ii.) that He arecogmps that ‘ all things ’ have been ‘ delivered ’ r
smto Hi^ Wellhansen (on Mt points out v
that all doctnne and knowledge is among the Jews r
TrapddooLs, But ‘the Tapd^ocrts of Jesus springs im- t
mediately from God, not from men.’ jft is very vcommon to restrict this phrase to matters of know- h^dge and teaching (so Harnack, Wellhausen, S(Denney). And yet, if we read the passage in its 'V
Matthaean context, it would seem that ‘ all things ’ u

Messianic functions to h
iM.®\

^ messengers si
which ought to have brought to e(

repenftance the cities where His mighty works E
were done (Mt 11“). To some it still seems jejune oiMd entirely untrue to

.
the range of His consraous- seness and the tyra of His Messiahship to restrict the p(allthinCT .to Hw‘ doctrine ’(see flamack’sargu- re

The revelation a
to which He refera in the next clause, even though saHe does mention the <ro(f>oL, must mean more than ofa revelation of a knowledge.’ Was He not speak- Amg with the <ro(f>oLwhen they rejected His revelation th

of the Spirit of God by His works in Mt 12^^-
?

Did He exclude that kmd of revelation when He
thought of the ‘all things’? And further, if it
is ‘teaching’ that constitutes the whole of His
‘yoke’ (Mt 11“), wherein does that differ from the
‘burdens’ which He deplores? If the paragraph
is not to be interpreted in this setting, the b^t
place to put it would be after the death of sacrifice
had come fully into view. Then the true meaning
of ‘ all things have been delivered unto me ’ would
appear clearly as a reference to the functions of
the Messiahship. The words can only express the
consciousness that everything necessary for estab-
lishing the Kingship of God was now committed

I to His will, and that, as we know, included far
more than teachings.

(d) The origin of this Sonship, idea that
the term ‘ Son of God ’ was only equivalent to the
term ‘Messiah’ having been discredited, some
scholars tried to prove that Jesus first conceived
of His Messiahship and from that passed on to His
^ique Sonship. That theo^ in turn seems to bet ^ique Sonship. That theo^ in turn seems to be

e doomed. It is clear that His Messiahship arose
.- out of a religious background, but that religious
p background had nothing greater than the con-
e sciousness of ‘ the Father’ in His relation to ‘ the
1 Son,’ But, if this filial relationship with God is
1 the basis of His consciousness, and if it is unique,
1 incommunicable save in a secondary though stili
b glorious sense (Jn 1“ Ro ^j^ere the use
- of T^Kva for viol is significant), is it also true that
? get from Himself no hint as to its origin ?
3 That it is more than merely religio-ethical is evi-

dent (see Dalman, Worte Jesu\ p. 235). He seems
5 to have taken for granted that men would consider
i it to be supra-temporal and assume that He had
5 ‘come’ or ‘been sent’ in a higher sense than can

be used of the sending or coming of a prophet,

j

Hence it is that we find in Matthew (5”
1 1“-27) a series of aorists which seem clearly to refer
to pre-temporal acts of God. To these W. C. Allen
would add, as significant of the same idea of pre-

i existence, Mt 5^7 ipo 1524 ^is St. Matthew,
pp. 46, 122, 123). But that eternal Sonship which
seems to be beliind so many of His references to
His mission, and which was lor others an inference
from His self-revelation, naturally became in their
minds a pre-condition when they came to tell the
®tory of His Messiahship. Then they accounted
tor His unique Sonship either by the unique birth
Ipuk 1“) or by His pre-existence as the Logos and
His manifestation in the flesh (Jn l^* ^).

2. The Son of Man.

—

(a) Origin of the term.

—

Controversy has long raged around this great title.
Until about twenty years ago, it was generally
accepted as a historic^ fact that Jesus used the
phrase, and ingenuity was spent upon discovering
what He meant by it and wlw He seems to have
preferred it to any other. (For full accounts of
the varieties of opinion see the summaries suh
WC6 of S. R. Driver inEDB, and of N. Schmidtm EBi.) A sudden change was wrought when

German scholars, especially Lietzmann,
Wellhausen, and Fiebig, raised the question, on
purely philological grounds, whether Jesus could
have used the phrase at all. Assuming that He
spoke Aramaic, it was pointed out that the Aramaic
equi\^lent of 6 vlbs rod dvOptbirov could only be

j

Barnash or Barnasha, and that this was the
ordinary Aramaic word for ‘ a man ’ in the indefinite
sense, and had come to be used as an indefinite
personal pronoun for ‘one.’ The conclusion was
reached by some (Wellhausen, Schmidt, etc.) that
a sheer misunderstanding of certain (authentic)
sayings (especially Mk where Jesus spoke
of ‘ man,’ had led early Greek translators from the
i^amaic to use the unnatural Greek phrase, and
that by a natural process this was extended to other
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authentic passages, and also to somenew ones which
theological conceptions of His Person led them to

attribute to Jesus. The discussion of this problem
must be left to the linguistic specialists. But a sur-

vey of the controversy yields the following points.

(1) Much depends on the date ascribed to the first documents
in which it occurs. Now the authors of Matthew and Luke
found this phrase in thatdocument Q which gave them so many
of the words of Jesus. If they independently got hold of Q in

Greek, and if, as Harnack holds, it was composed before the
Fall of Jerusalem, it must be dated in the lifetime of many of

the first disciples of Jesus. This fact will go far to prove that
‘ Mark * found the phrase in his independent material, which also

must have existed before a.d. 70. The double process of mis- i

understanding the Aramaic phrase and using it for theological

ends, by which N. Schmidt accounts for its place in the Gospels,

is then thrown back to the lifetime of the primary apostles.
Thia seems incredible among people who spoke both Aramaic
and Greek. (2) Those who believe that Jesus used some word
to express this idea agree that He therein referred directly to

Dn 7I3, and did so most distinctly at His trial (Mk 14t2). It

seems difficult to believe that He could nob have made this

reference in that form, on the ground that, as Lietzmann insists,

the title Son of Man * did not, and for linguistic reasons could
not, exist in Aramaic '—an extreme which Dalman refuses to
accept {WortelJesu\ p. 193 f.). As a matter of fact, when
the Greek Gospels were translated (in the lectionary known as

the Evangeliarium Hiero8olymitanum)mto an Aramaic dialect

which ‘may, perhaps, bear a close resemblance to that in which
Jesus spoke to His disciples * (E. Nestle, Textual Criticism of the
Greek NT, Eng, tr., London, 1901, p. 103), two forms were used,
clumsy as they were, as equivalents for the Greek for ‘ Son of
Man '

(N. Schmidt, EBi iv. 4714). The phrase is indeed, and
admittedly, uncouth in any and every language. But its very
strangeness may have lent it value for the purpose of Jesus.

Those who believe with R. H. Charles that Jesus adopted the
phrase from the ‘Similitudes* of the Book of Enoch have less

trouble, of course, with its presence in the Gospels, but throw
'

the philological puzzle back to its origin in ‘ Enoch.* On the I

other hand, E. A. Abbott holds that Jesus derived the term from
Ezekiel, where vie avBpunrov appears scores of times in LXX as a
translation of the Hebrew ben ‘ddhdm. As to the Aramaic
translation of the latter, which would be given in the synagogues,
he points out that the Targum of Jonathan (2nd cent.) calls

Ezekiel bar*ddhdm, and this may have been the phrase familiar

to Jesus. If this were the phrase He used, which Abbott seems
to hold as possible, the reference to Dn /is would not be ex-
cluded. His whole manner of revealing His consciousness in-

volved the constant use of manjrOT ideas and passages, hitherto
unharmonized or superficially interpreted. His consciousness
extracted their inner unity as the reflexion of itself, and their
variety as the prophetic voices of God. (3) The avoidance of

the title by the authors of the Gospels, except when they attri-

bute its use to Jesus, arose from their recognition of its strange-
ness, and their reverence for His purpose in its adoption.
Moreover, the titles which they use are either religious or
prophetic in their meaning, but ‘ Son of Man ’ does not imme-
diately suggest a religious idea like ‘the Lord,* nor link Him
directly ana openlyiwith canonical prophecy like ‘ the Christ,*

nor immediately with the Father, like ‘ Son of God.' It 'is

colourless in these respects, and even in our own day is used
only when men wish to emphasize one of the aspects of His
Person, namely, His humanity. But that was not what the
earliest disciples needed to emphasize by means of a title : and
probably it was not what Jesus intended by it. Its avoidance
m the Epistles is due obviously to the fact that to Gentiles it

could have had no meaning at all. This makes it all the more
significant that the Gentile Synoptic (Luke), who avoids so

much that is peculiarly Jewish, retains it so freely in the words
of Jesus, and preserves several instances of its use which are
peculiar to his Gospel (see below). (4) It is not impossible that,
when Jesus used the Aramaic form, His emphasis on it carried
the meaning ‘the Man,' but that, for reasons partially suggested
by Dalman (op. dt., p. 196 f.), the only Greek form free from
embarrassment was not b avi9p<i>irov, but 6 vc6v rov avBaunrov.

But it is by no means conclusively proved that Jesus could not,
even in Aramaic, use a phrase, however peculiar, for which those
Greek words were, in the minds of men who knew and read and
wrote both languages, the best equivalent. Burkitt holds that
‘ the Son of Man * is a literal translation of the Aramaic for

‘the human being,’ 'the Man,' and that, when Jesus used It,

the effect would be ‘ the Man—you know of whom I speak,’ and
that at His trial the reference to Dn became quite clear
(Earliest Sourcesfor the Life of Jesus, p. 66).

(6) Use of tils term by Jesvs .—It must help us to
tmderstand His consciousness if we try to discover
why and how He used this strange title.

(1) We must remember that the tenn ‘Messiah’
did not occur as a personal noun until Jewish
times, and that the indiscriminate use of it by us
as an equivalent for other terms may and does lead
to inaccuracy. Some word must, indeed, be found
to cover all the phenomena of the strange alluring
hope which held the eyes of that race directed
upon God and the future with passionate confi-

dence ; and * Messiah ’ has become fixed for us in
that usage. But we must not forget that many
descriptions of their hope even in the OT contain
no allusion to a personal Messiah. The word
‘ Messiah ’ in late Jewish literature—‘ mine (or
‘ the ’) anointed one ’—is used most frequently
where the mind of the seer is fixed upon the clash
of nations, when he thinks of dynasty succeeding
dynasty and empire overthrowing empire. Then
he conceives of the Anointed One, generally as the
‘ Son of David,’ as appearing to overcome all foes.
From this it becomes plain that in the days of
Jesus—whether false Messiahs had already ap-
peared or not—the word Messiah would inevitably
suggest a powerful historical king, a warrior, an
army, a sudden and resistless revolution. But, if

we take Enoch 37-70 to be pre-Christian, another
conception of the great deliverance had arisen.
Developing the central idea in Dn 7“, the eye of
faith saw one appear, who comes down upon the
plane of history from above, wholly ‘ supernatural,’
tor whom a new name must be found. (He is very
rarely called ‘the Anointed.’) He, ‘the Son of
Man,’ shall execute judgment on men and angels
alike. His sphere is evidently other than that
usually associated with the picture of the anointed
king, of David’s lineage.
The difference between the ideals led to a differ-

ence in the effect of the names principally associated
with each. This comes out m a startling way in
the trial scene. When Jesus is asked whether He
is ‘ the Christ,’ He not onlyassents, but immediately,
as if still avoiding a misunderstanding, makes the
statement that they will see * the Son of Man ’ at
the right hand of power and in the clouds of heaven.
Now, it was no blasphemy, as has often been
ointed out, for a man to claim to be Messiah;
ut the claim to be ‘ the Son of Man,’ uttered in

the presence of so many witnesses, was taken as a
blasphemous claim at once. Yet, strange to say,
according to the Synoptics, the Jewish judges did
not lay before Pilate the religious (Son of Man)
but the political (Messiah) charge, that He claimed
‘ to be king ’ (Mk 15*). Luke tells us (22'^®) that it

was the claim to be Son of Man that led to the
further question, ‘ Art thou then the Son of God ?

’

—^where ‘ Son of God ’ cannot be a mere repetition

of the original question, ‘ If thou art the Christ,

tell us ’ (v.^), but suggests that the term ‘ Son 01

Man’ carried to their minds higher personal im-
plications than ‘Messiah.’ Exactly the same suc-

cession of ideas appears in the Fourth Gospel,
where Pilate is evidently first told that Jesus
claimed to be king of the Jews (Jn 18®*

; though,
strangely enough, both here and in the Synoptics
the exact language of the first accusation as re-

ported from the Jewish judges to Pilate is not pre-

served). When Pilate seems unimpressed by that
apparently foolish idea, they then pass to a new
(religious) accusation (19'^) based on their Law, viz.

‘he made himself the Son of God.’ Such facts

would seem to prove that the term Messiah carried

with it too much of a ‘ political ’ meaning, and for

that reason Jesus avoided its use or acceptance,

except among the inner circle of disciples (Mt 16^®®*)

or at the final trial, whereas the term Son of Man
was so instinct, for those who understood it at all,

with what we call * supernatural ’ connotation that
it suggested the attitude of expectant waiting upon
God’s mighty act rather than the readiness of a
subject people for revolution. He therefore could

feel secure that those who grasped anything of its

meaning, and they may have been few, would not
be as the dangerous zealots, while those who did

not understand it would inquire (Jn 12*^).

(2) Jesus used this title from an early period in

His ministry down to the very end, and in many
connexions, in relation to His functions as the
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founder of the Kingdom of God on earth. Some
of these correspond with the functions assigned to

the Son of Man in the Book of Enoch, hut many
are profoundly different.

(i.) Before the critical passage describing His

appearance to His disciples near Caesarea Philippi,

He had already used it, according to the three

Synoptic Gospels, twice (Mk 2^® 2^ and ||) ; accord-

ing to Q, four times in Matthew's arrangement,

and twice in Luke's arrangement (Mt 8^ ^
and II) ; according to Luke alone, once more (6®®,

where Mt 5^^ reads ‘for my sake'). Of these

the most significant are that the Son of Man has

power on earth to forgive sins and is Lord of the

Sabbath. The latter is not a strange claim, as

Wellhausen and others maintain, when we re-

member that the Sabbath was a Jewish institution,

and that the saying is parallel, therefore, to^ His

assumption of authority over other institutions,

such as * the Law ' in the Sermon on the Mount,
the Temple (Mt 12®, cf. Mk 11^®’^®), and even the

Covenant itself (Mk 14®^).

(ii.) He uses the title ‘Son of Man’ when He
begins to teach His disciples about His death
(Mk 8®^ 9^®). And part of their distress and
dismay must have been due to this most astonish-

ing collocation of ideas. For, if He had already
uttered the words of Mt 10®® IP® 12®* ®® 13®^*

He had suggested to them a personal power and
authority with which death seemed utterly incon-

sistent. According to the Synoptics, the teaching
about His death immediately followed the confes-

sion of Peter at Caesarea. Ffow, it is essential to

a conception of His method to see that Matthew is

right in his interpretation of the meaning of our
Lord’s question, ‘ Who do men say that the Son
of Man is?' (Ifi^Sj cf. Mk 8®^, Lk 9“). He had
already spoken of Himself as ‘ the Son of Man,'
but that name of itself had for them no definite-

ness, and needed interpretation j so the
was whether the disciples had yet ‘ placed
their scheme of things. Hence the joy when He
found that they saw in Him the Messiah. But
this insight of theirs made it urgent that they
should not be swept off their feet by earthly views
of the Messiah. They must learn that the Son of
Man is not only the Messiah of their familiar
hopes, but also the ‘ Suffering Servant,’ and must
die. Hence this is the title which He uses when
describing the purpose and effect of that death on
the relations of man and God (Mk 10^ 14®®**). In
and for His own consciousness, the union of ‘ the
Son of Man’ with the ‘Suffering Servant of
Jahweh’ had already taken place. That which
was incongruous for His disciples had long been
central for Him. That which to them is a moral
impossibility shines before Him even through lurid

f
lory as the crown of the moral universe. In His
lood the relations of God and man are re-con-

structed. He who serves the race unto death, if

He be the Son of Man, ipsofacto becomes the Lord
of

^
its destiny.

^
But His Lordsh^ is for His con-

sciousness equivalent to the Kingship of God.
Here then the new and transcendent fact is

attained, first in His insight and will, and then in
the experience of those upon whom the new re-
lationship, the actual Kingship of the Father, takes
effect. Not the fulfilment of the Law by the mass
of the people, as their Kabbis taught, not even
their repentance at the call of a prophet, like John
the Baptist, not the abstract announcement by
Jesus that God is the Father, nor even the ex-
emplification of it in His treatment of the sinful
and the suffering, opens the new era in the creative
relations of God and man. The foundations of the
world have been changed. That new era is pro-
duced by the will of the Son of Man to offer Him-
self as m some real sense a ransom, a sacrifice in

problem
' Him in

death. But this death of the Son of Man is due
ultimately to the will of God (see use of vapadldw/jn

in Mk 9®^ 10®® 14"; cf. Jn 10^® 12®^**). It is in-

trinsic to the very nature of that process by which
God is to establish the perfect Kingship of His holy
love and holy will among men. This is perhaps
the most startling feature of the re-interpretation

(referred to above) of the functions of the deliverer,

whether called Messiah or Son of Man. Histori-

cally, it is rooted in the Ebbed-Jahweh of Isaiah
;

actually it was present to the consciousness and
will of Jesus as a living purpose ; and its effect is

seen in that new form of religious consciousness
whose intelligible, not to say intelligent, history

began when the primary apostles discovered that
the Cross was the instrument of the Christ for their

reconciliation with God. Almost all the NT litera-

ture finds there the secret of the Kingdom of God.
It has been established in sacrifice, in a deed whose
superhuman quality is seen in its transcendent
moral beauty and power (1 Co 1^®®^*). St. Paul it

was who saw so deeply that the death of Jesus
secured that vindication of the righteousness of

God which some of the greatest prophets and seers

had foreseen as a necessary condition in the estab-

lishment of the Kingship of God,
(iii.) The title ‘ Son ofMan ’ is used also and most

frequently in the eschatological, including the
apocalyptic, parts of the words of Jesus. He speaks
to His disciples (according to Lk 17®®* ®'** ®®* ®°) of

‘the days of the Son of Man,' which may have
reminded them of the Jewish way of speaking of
‘ the days of the Messiah.’ (The peculiarly Jewish
colouring of this phrase shows that Luke, who
avoids that kind of thing when he can, found it in

some document not used by Matthew and Mark.)
He will appear in power and glory (Mk 8®® 13®® 14®®)

and will then enter upon the supreme task of judg-
ment (Mk 8®®=Mt 16®’, Mt 25®^). That appearing
will not be confined to Judaea, but have universal

effect (Lk 17®*=Mt 24®’). In these and similar

passages Jesus uses language which, while remind-
ing His hearers of passages in Daniel, yet presents
in its total effect an entirely new view of the con-

summation. It is not true to His consciousness to

say, as recent ‘ eschatologists ’ have been insisting,

that He shared in the crude catastrophic view of

the last things. His consciousness has wrought a
revolution for His disciples which their minds only
gradually realized ; and their confusion is reflected

in the reports of His last discourses, and indeed in

the rest of the NT. He speaks of the Son of Man
coming with power and ‘ with ' or ‘ on ' the clouds
of heaven. What that means/or Sim must be set

beside the fact that He has already come. We
cannot understand Him by supposing, as Schweitzer
does, that Jesus expected to become Messiah and
Son of Man only after death. Such a violent con-
ception of a consciousness that only lives on what
it is going to be and is not yet, is incredible. The
Son of Man had already come. The miracle that
is foretold must be compared with the miracle
already done. His consciousness even as He speaks
—so ‘ naturally '

!—embraces the human and the
superhuman, the conscious will that * came ' and
the conscious will that shall ‘ come ' again. It is as

untrue to the nature of His consciousness to confine

it wholly within the limits of the imagination of

His disciples, as they looked forward to His coming,
as it would be to insist that His mind held the

successive details of that future already in their

actual form. The essential difference, and the key
to our further understanding of Him, lies in that

consciousness that He, as the Son of Man, pre-

existent and superhuman, had come and therefore

must and would come again. We have already
seen that the pictorial element is undoubtedly
present in His eschatological sayings, and that will
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add to the conviction that we must not attribute

to Him the crude ‘ miraculism ’ that His disciples

saw in the form of His sayings. On the other
hand, we must not take refuge, with the timidity

of the modern mind before the word ‘ miracle,’ in

the notion that He possessed and claimed no super-

human power over the forces of nature. The
‘ purely spiritual ’ view of His relation to history,

whatever that may mean, was His as little it

was His disciples’ view. It is the higher concep-

tion of evolution (not the naturalistic, mechanical)
that gives to our day better than to His own or

any other generation the means of interpreting

His consciousness at these points. That view is

that the history of our world has been carried

upward and enriched by the appearance and opera-

tion of new factors. For it is a crude evolutionism
which holds that the simple produced the complex
or the lower caused the nigner to exist. To say
that the higher was in the lower, when there is no
sign of its presence, does not enlighten us. It is

best to say that, when the conditions were ready,

life or thought appeared, whence we know not,

and became a self-multiidying power in history.

The new factors are ‘from above,’ they have
‘come,’ and they have laid hold of the material
prepared for them, with a strange power and for

ends whose nature the former things could not
suggest. The Son of Man was conscious of being
such a new factor in history, and hence of a re-

lation to nature which was both human and more
than human. He came eating and drinking, He
had not where to lay His head, He had to face the
conditions of human history even in temptation of

the devil, in hostility and betrayal by those whom
He loved, in death, because He was a son of man.
But, being the Son of Man, He could do these
mighty works among the forces of nature and even
rise from the dead. And He would come, soon or

late (His words leave room for both), with power
and the clouds of heaven for a universal reign over
the human race in the name of God.

(3) In the Fourth Gosml.—The use of the title

‘ Son of Man ’ in the Fourth Gospel, where it

occurs 12 times, is characteristically different from,
and yet fundamentally the same as, its use in the
Synoptics, (a) The peculiar use of the 3rd pers. in

connexion with this title is emphasized by tlie fact

that in this Gospel He uses the 1st pers. so freely—
‘lam’ light, bread, good shepherd, etc. Only at
Q86f. reading av6pd)7rov for ffeov) does He seem to

say, and that indirectly, ‘ I am the Son of Man.’

(6) Further, we find that the title produces the

same confusion in the minds of others as it does
according to the Synoptics. His claim to be
Messiah, and speculation whether He be the
Messiah, are darkened by His deliberate association

of that apocalyptic and less familiar title ‘ Son of

Man ’ (if familiar at all to any but the docti) with
death and with eating His flesh and drinking His
blood (6®®). ‘ His disciples ’ are discouraged (6®'^* ®®)

rust as Feter was, according to the Synoptists.

The Jews and the multitude likewise are perplexed
(6®®), and ask, ‘Who is this Son of Man?’ (12®^).

(c) It is in answer to a perplexed mind that in two
cases Jesus uses the title in an apocalyptic con-

nexion (3^® 6®'-*), where ‘ascending’ and ‘descend-
ing’ express His consciousness of superhuman
relations with heaven and earth (cf. 1*^). (d) A
peculiar colouring is given to the references to His
death by the strange use of two words :

‘ lifted up ’

(]&^6w) is here (3^^ 8^ 12®'-^ used of physical events
(crucifixion and ascension), whereas in the Synoptics
it is always used in an ethical sense ; and ‘ glorify

’

(5o$di‘(a) (12®® 13®^) is here used of His death in an
ethical sense, whereas the idea is applied to the
Son of Man in the Synoptists in a way which
implies a glory apparent to the senses, (e) The

essential identity of this consciousness with that
described in the Synoptics is evident. The differ-

ence of colouring is not wholly explained by saying
that with John * the name . . . has reference not to
the higher claims of Jesus, but to the fact of His
manhood ’ (E. F. Scott, The Fourth Gospel^ p. 184).
Rather is it due to the constant efiort m this
Gospel to present the historic consciousness of
Jesus as the perfect union of the supernatural with
the natural. He who both wept at the grave and
immediately raised the dead was not living in a
double consciousness, now human and now divine

;

nor, for this author, was it primarily ‘a human
nature united with the divine ’ {ib. p. 186) for which
the title was used. The emphasis in these passages
is still on the divine which has become human,
on the supernatural in the natural. Even in 6®^,

if we translate ‘ a son of man ’ (but cf. the anar-
throus title in 10®® 19“^ and Mt 14®®), the change from
‘ Son of God ’ in v,®® involves a kind of ‘ play ’ upon
the words ‘ Son of Man,’ and means that He has
authority on earth (Mk 2^®) to forgive sins, as being
also * a son ofman.* It is the fact of incarnation,vast
in its meaning, that contains this power. The
power alike to reveal (3^®*-)» to redeem (3^^ 12®®* ®^),

to nourish with divine life (6®®), and to judge (5^)
rests upon the fact that in history, as a man, He
yet stands as Son of Man. And the context of

these passages shows it to be no less true that, for

the Johannine interpreter of His consciousness,
these functions rest upon the fact that in history,

as a man. He yet stands as Son of God, the Logos
who became flesh.

III. Jbsus Christ as Creator of the
Church,—^We have in the NT the record not
merely of the conscious will of the historic Jesus,
but 01 the eflect which that will produced in the
experience of man, in the rise of the Christian
Church. Some account of that matter is herewith
given in its two principal stages.

i. The experience of the disciples before
THE Crdcifixion.—The attention of students of

the Gospels has been fastjoned mainly upon two
subjects, viz. the teaching di Jesus as recorded in

the Gospels, and the traces of later thought in those

records, such as the apologetic purpose revealed in

Matthew and John, or the personal views of His
Person held by each of the four evangelists. There
is another somewhat neglected field of study, viz.

that change which Jesus wrought in the religious

life of His disciples. This is in a sense only the
reverse side of the whole fact of which the obverse
has been presented in the description of His con-

scious will. But it must also be considered if we
are to realize vividly the process by which He
became the founder of Christianity. The neglect

of this topic is one fruitful cause of the wide-spread
but superficial view that Jesus was a teacher,

whose disciples after Bis death exaggerated Him
into a Redeemer and a Divine Person,

1. Jesus and Israel.—The first disciples came to

Jesus from those who had been arrested by the

message of John the Baptist. His announcement
of the approach of the Kingdom of heaven was
bound up with the announcement that the King
Himself would appear, through whom the Holy
Spirit would enter into the life of the people (Mk
1®'®, Mt 3^“^®, Lk 3^’®®, Jn 1^®'®’). They understood,

of course, that He would come to Israel and some-
how assert His supreme authority over the people

of God. But they did not and could not anticipate

the entirely new manner in which that assertion

would be made, the new type of kingship which
He would establish. Even their prophets had not

foreseen it (Mt 11^).

{a) His appeal to the Jews,—Jesus did make His
appeal steadily and unweariedly to Israel as the

people of God. He preached throughout the
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synagogues of Galilee (Mk 1 “^). On each visit to

Jerusalem He went to the Temple and dealt

directly with the responsible heads of the Jewish
religious community. And not only John but the

Synoptists represent Him as aware that His rejec-

tion or acceptance by them determined the question

whether ‘ His own’ had received Him or not (c.o.,

Jn 1^^
68 Mt 21®-" 2337-®). when He

sent out His disciples to preach in His name (alike

the twelve and the seventy), He commanded them
to address * the lost sheep of the house of Israel

’

(Mt 10®) or to prepare the way for His own preach-

ing among them (Lk 10^). The last ^eat struggle

cmminating in His death arose from His unbroken
will to brin^ Israel to repentance and into sub-

mission to Simself,

(5) T?ie disciples and this appeal,—His disciples

accompanied Him through the whole series of

events. They heard, and helped to extend, His
call to repentance ; and they knew that this alone

had not caused His death, for the rulers feared to

kill one pooularly known to be a prophet (Mt 21®).

They heard His announcement or a higher code of

morals ; that did not cause His death. They heard
Him accused of breaking the Sabbath ; that also,

though more grave, did not directly enter into His
final condemnation. They knew that even the
desire to be a revolutionary Messiah would not
have procured His formal indictment and execu-
tion; patriotism would have kept his enemies
lilent, if not enthusiastic. On the other hand,
ihey had watched his passionate desire to save His
people in His own way and on His own terms.
They had heard his patient arguments with the
scribes and Pharisees, His protests against their

accusation of Him as an emissary of Satan, His
warnings against their reiection of Him as leading
to their own downfall, His terrific denunciations
when their hatred of Him revealed them, not as
iterant or sensual, but as hypocrites. They saw
His very tears over Jerusalem, when He knew her
decision to be made and her doom chosen out of
hatred for the real Spirit of God and for the real

Kingship of God as revealed in Himself (cf. Mt 11®
12®-® 23®7-®, Mk 12^ ®, Lk 13^-®). Burkitt explains
what he calls * the quarrel’ between Jesus and the
authorities by the difference between ‘ erudition,’
on which they depended, and * intuition,’ which was
the supreme quality of His Spirit {The Gospd
History and its Transmission^ p. 174). The dis-

ciples have a deeper account of the matter than
that, so much deeper that the word ‘quarrel’ is

not the adequate term for it. It was in their view
a warfare between the true King of Israel and the
sons of the Kingdom. The resistance to one who
claims regal authority is either rebellion or patriotic
rectitude. The records show that even before His
death His disciples had begun to understand it as
rebellion.

(c) Persistence of the appeal,—Moreover, it is not
correct to say that Jesus cut Himself off from
Israel. His appeals never ceased. Even in the
Johannine account of His controversy this element
of grace never altogether fails. His urgency. His
condemnation, His denunciation, are the weapons
of His mercy (e.g., 6®*-® 8^-® 1037*-), and on the
cross He prays for the pardon of those who have
rejected His Kingship. To the very end He is
seeking the lost, manifesting the Father’s grace in
His own attitude and action towards them,
2. The new Israel.—‘The whole Jewish thought

may be summed up in this, that as surely as there is
only one God, so surely is there only one sacred com-
munity (Gemeinde) ’ (A. Schlatter, NT Theologie,
Calw, 1909-10, i. 175). Nowhere is the majesty of the
conscious will of Jesus more apparent than m this,
that, as the people reject Him, He begins to create
che new community of God. The disciples preserve

this fact as fully and clearly as they do His words
of an eschatological character. And their under-
standing of His self-estimate was rooted here, and
not merely in His words of prophecy. The Gospels
prove on every page that Jesus deliberately set
Himself to establish the Church as the manifesta-
tion of the Kingdom of God. Whether He actually
used the word ‘ Church ’ (Mt 18^7) or not is a minor
matter ; and it may be even irrelevant. The fact

is that, as He found individuals responsive to His
call, repenting of sin, as He saw repentant men
(Lk 5®) ready to rise up and follow Him at all costs,

waiting upon His will as upon that of a king. He
saw in them the members of the new community
of God. He speaks of them as ‘ salt of the earth,*

‘light of the world’ (Mt 5®^), and distinguishes
their kind of righteousness from that of the
Pharisees (5®). He sees publicans and harlots,

who repent and follow Him (as many of them had
believed John the Baptist in his day), going into
the Kingdom of God (Mt 21 ®^). He takes the faith
of the centurion in Himself as the harbinger of

that multitude of Gentiles who shall come from
the east and the west while the sons of the
Kingdom are cast out (Mt 8“'*). The idea that
Jesus was primarily a teacher, and a personal
revealer only so far as He went about doing good,
just as He expected others to do, and for the rest

pictured to Himself, and to others, certain tran-

scendent acts of God lying vet for Him wholly in

the future, through which the Kingdom woula be
established out of heaven, is one which leaves
out the central fact in the Gospels. That central
fact is that He created, consciously, deliberately,

patiently, the new nation, the community in which
God’s mngship was being realized. Harnack
{Neue Vntersuchungent etc., p. 97) names it as one
of the ‘developments’ in Matthew that Jesus is

pictured as addressing a definite community (‘eine

geschlossene Gemeinde’). But, if we subtract a
slight element of exaggeration in the phrase, the
fact is not less true of Mark. In the latter His
movements are affected by consideration of three
groups—the multitude, the officials and their re-

presentatives, and the disciples. The last named,
even when limited to the twelve (though not always
so limited), form a definite community, which even
in Mark is looked upon as the nucleus of the King-
dom of God (H®‘ *7.S6-38 218-20 37. 13U. 4W. 84 lQ28f. 43-46

12M3®-®*®7|;o£^^Xe^rol]).

What is the evidence in the Gospels that His
disciples experienced the force of that creative will

during His earthly ministry? On the outward
side the answer is easy. For it is clear that Jesus,
as we have seen, gathered His followers around
Him, as individuals who became a more or less

definite body, through their willingness to accept
His teaching, obey His behests, and put their hope
in His power. We do not know how large this

body was. It appears indistinctly as varying in

number, intelligence, and enthusiasm. That
crowds followed Him so much as to endanger His
work is made very clear in Mark’s Gospel, where
He is represented as repeatedly eluding them and
their superficial and earthly desires. All the
Gospels describe Him as selecting twelve men on
whom He concentrated His attention (Mk li8-®=

Mt 4®-®
; cf. Lk Mk 3i®-i»=Lk fii^-i®, Mt 10®-^

Jn l®-®3 6®7* 7«-
. seeE. Haupt, Zmn Verstandnis des

Apostolats im NT^ Halle, 1896). As Mark shows
Biim escaping from the multitudes, Matthew most
distinctly and repeatedly emphasizes the positive

work of close and intimate instruction of the
twelve (cf. Mt 16i®* ®i 17i* i®* ® 18i* 21 IQ®* 20i7

241-25. 46 261^*),

3. The ‘ liberal view.’—It is usual and important
to point out that Jesus, in giving to His disciples

the secret of fellowship with God, did not teach
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them any rules or provide theni with institutional

machinery. He has no technique of penitence,

though He demands penitence. He has no ex-

ternal rules of worship, though He expects them to

worship. He would have men pray, but teaches

only one brief and general form. He insists re-

lentlessly on doing the will of the Father, but He
has no list of commandments. He makes love to

God and man a universal fundamental law that
must be obeyed by all men before and above all

else, but where and how they shall begin He does

not say. All the helps by way of rules, ceremonies,
symbols, and creeds which other religious teachers

and directors have used for the guidance of their

followers are absent from the story of our Lord’s

dealings with His disciples. These facts raise in

an urgent way the question, What then did Jesus
do with His disciples that was sufficient to create

the Church and open the Christian era? The
answer to this question which the so-called ‘ liberal

’

theology has made familiar to this generation con-

sists mainly in this, that Jesus, first by His teaching

about God as Father and about the Kingdom as the
re-organization of society on the basis of righteous-

ness and love, further by His own example in

which faith in the Father and love to man were so

fully exemplified, awoke in His disciples* hearts a
like faith in their own sonship towards God, and
that ‘enthusiasm of humanity* from which all

effective reforms of society must spring. His
primary message was about the Father and man’s
direct approach to Him, not about Himself as

Mediator of that Father’s love, not even about
Himself as exemplar of the Father’s spirit. It

was the admiration and latitude of the disciples

that clothed Him with the categories of Messiah
and Eedeemer, drawn partly from Jewish and
partly from Hellenistic life and thought, and
in time added the remoter conceptions of pre-

existence, deity, atoning sacrifice, and universal

authority.
This position is capable of many modifications.

There are those who reduce the personal function

of Jesus to little more than that of a superlative

teacher who was also a man of deep religious ex-

perience (6 .

<

7., Bousset, Jesus; J. Weiss, Christus,

Halle, 1909). There are those who recognize in

His exemplary power a fact of transcendent value

for all time, a form of religious experience which
surpasses all others, and makes Him Leader and
Master of all who would know the power of faith

and realize in their hearts the love of God (6.5^.,

N. Schmidt, The Prophet of Nazareth), But there

are those whom it is hard to classify, men who
seem, under the spell of ‘the modern mind,’ to

reduce His significance, and then, under a vision of

His real place in the history of the Christian con-

sciousness, to exalt Him to superhuman rank and
authority. Such an one {Die Anfange
unserer Meliqion ; very clearly also in Die Quellen

des Lehens fesu). But we may here take as our
example Hamack, in whose various writings the

two points of view (or the influence of these two
impulses) appear repeatedly. For example, in The
Sayings of Jesus he says that Q gives us ‘that

which formed the central theme of the message of

our Lord—that is, the revelation of the knowledge
of God, and the moral call to repent and to believe,

to renounce the world and to gain heaven— this

and nothing else’ (p. 251). A few pages earlier,

however (while dealing with the content of Q), he
says, * It is obvious that our Lord’s consciousness

of Sonship must have preceded in time His con-

sciousness of Messiahship, must indeed have formed
a stepping-stone to the latter’ (p. 245 n.) ;

again in

an often quoted sentence in Das fVesen des Christen-

turns, ‘Not the Son, but only the Father is con-

tained in the gospel as Jesus proclaimed it’ (p. 91).

Yet in the next paragraphs he goes on to show from
the very words of Jesus that ‘ He leads them to
God, not only through His word, but even more
through that which He is and does and finally
through that which He suffers,’ and concludes by
asserting ‘that Jesus Himself became for His
disciples the power of the Gospel ’ (p. 92). There
is evidently a situation here which needs to be
cleared up. It has been urged that Hamack in
that sentence means to speak strictly as a historian
when he says that the gospel as Jesus preached it

contained only ‘ the Father and not the Son,’ and
that he does admit the right of the disciples after-
wards to introduce Jesus Himself into their form
of the gospel (so Schlatter). The question is partly
whether Hamack is right in excluding from con-
sideration the great passages (cited earlier in this
article) in which the conscious will of Jesus is

represented as determining the destiny of men.
But it is not a question to be decided merely by
quoting utterances which explicitly and formally
put Him into the gospel as He preached it, or by
refusing to accept them as authentic. The real
question is whether we have proof that Jesus
became to His disciples a ‘ religious object ’ during
His earthly life, and whether their experience in
that matter was the effect of His conscious will as
He by teaching, miracle, example, and direct
moulding of their life formed them into the nucleus
of that community in which He intended the
Kingship of God to be realized. Have we any
right to limit ‘His gospel’ to His recorded words
of formal teaching, addressed to the multitudes, if

we find that the whole effect of His ‘ training of

the twelve* was to replace their Jewish religion

with a religious attitude towards God which
depended upon their attitude towards Him ?

4. The method ofJesus.—This, which is a purely
historical as well as a vital religious inquiry, we
must now deal with. It will be best to do so by
considering the matter in relation to the three
functions of personal founders described in the
opening section of this article. The appearance of
repetition, when the following statements are com-
ared with the discussion of the consciousness of

esus, will be lessened if it be remembered, as

already explained, that we are here considering

the other side of the central fact (the founding of

the Christian religion), viz. the religious conscious-

ness of the disciples of Jesus. We must see the
experience through which the first disciples passed
as the conscious will of Jesus took effect upon
their relations with God, if we would understand
the method of the founder.

(1 ) The sense of need,—Each personal founder
has dealt with the human sense of need. He has
interpreted it, intensified it, and sought to satisfy

it. He has revealed what he saw to be the true

and supreme values of human experience, glorified

them, and sought to make them the actual pos-

session of his followers. What did His disciples

receive from Jesus in this way ?

(a) They came to Him from a race for which, as

a whole, the religious was the supreme view of

life. Moreover, they came with minds and hearts

aflame from the stern, passionate, convinced, and
convincing preaching ot John the Baptist. His
announcement of the approaching Kingdom pre-

pared them for the King. In Jesus they found

another who, like John, was absorbed wholly in

the thought of that supreme crisis, and He too

announced the Kingdom. But they found many
great differences in His method and outlook.

These differences are not exhausted by speaking

of His geniality, breadth, sympathy, social in-

terest, and so forth. For He was also^ stem,

definite, authoritative, exacting. His disciples

found themselves involved by their discipleship in
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new personal relations with the living, present,

and insistent will of God. Jesus did not, like the

Baptist, postpone that Kingship to an outer catas-

trophic event. He makes them feel that

have to do with God now, as He is dealing with
|

them now. This lies at the heart even of the

Lord’s Prayer, every clause of which involves the

idea of God’s present action in our hiiman life,

even though it may have an eschatological h^k*
ground. The presence of God is involved in all

that He says about prayer, against anxiety, con-

cerning the Father’s love, in the call to repent-

ance, to faith, to self-sacrifice. In spite of the

eschatological element in His sayings, through

which He taught them to cherish the expectation

of the future acts of God, we must see in these

records their memory of the awe, the humility,

the confidence towards God, the sense of His

actual Kingship which Jesus awoke in their souls.

{h) Jesus also took up the Baptist’s call to re-

pentance. But His disciples found that with Him
this meant a change more profound than any
rophet had ever sought to efiect, for no prophet

ad ever learned it as they did from the Messiah

Himself (cf. Mt This repentance was some-

thing which He wrought in them by His whole

continuous treatment of them as well as by an
explicit preliminary call. They learned from Him
the depth and subtlety of their sin. Apart alto-

gether from lessons about outward sin, which
He rather assumed that they already knew from

the Law (Mk 10^®^*
)j were taught to see dead-

liest guilt in self-righteousness and self-seeking

and unbelief. On these matters they received,

and have preserved in these records, the most
penetrating and heart-breaking experiences. For
His words created the Christian world by first

making history in their own souls. The teachings

gathered together in the Sermon on the Mount
were addressed to them as disciples, and cannot be
understood if viewed as spoken to all and sundry
—a drifting, excited crowd {Mt 5^). Not only was
Peter first encouraged to become a permanent fol-

lower in an hour of moral agony (Lk 5^*^^), but he
was repeatedly compelled to deeper knowledge of

the distance of his heart from the ideal of his

Master (Mt 16®® 17®® IS®!** 1925-29

[cf. Lk 22®!*-] 26®^**®). The story of continuous
moral training revealed in that series of passages ex-

pressed'only in part the efiect which Jesus produced
upon the disciples when He thus proved to them
how searching is that spirit of penitence to which
He summoned them. In the conversions of Levi
the publican, of Zacchaeus, of the woman that was
a sinner, there must have been powerful emotional
crises. And the disciples were witnesses of these,

and learners from them. They saw and felt the
extending efiect of the personality of Jesus upon
the moral consciousness of susceptible souls. On
the positive side, we may note that He taught
them to repent, and got them to repent, by de-

manding the attitude of a little child (Mt 18!®*),

by measuring their sin with the most terrible of

all standards, the principle of absolute mercy
(Mt fi!^** 18!®"®*), by insisting that the essential

spirit of the Kingdom in which they now began to
live was that of service, unshrinking, unselfi.sh,

and complete (Mt 20®®'®®), which cannot be rendered
except by the penitent. He confronted them with
the call to love as God loves the unworthy and
uncongenial (Mt 6^’^®). He even taught them
that this inner moral revolution must be carried
in upon the deepest impulses and apparently most
natural and prevalent desires of human nature
(Mt 19!®"!®* It is impossible to measure the
work of Jesus in founding the new and final

religion unless we see in these mere excerpts from
the wealth of material in all four Gospels, not the

quiet, placid teaching of a Rabbi, but the active

penetrating spirit, the conscious will, of their

Lord bearing the idea of repentance persistently

and insistently, deeper and deeper, into the heart,

conscience, and will of the disciples. And they

were thus actually taught, or the world could never

have heard of them or Him. They learned from
Him that the fundamental need of man is not

primarily a God who can give His people the out-

ward conditions of happiness, but this—a new
moral relation with the holy will of the actual and
living God. And Jesus made them feel that need
whDe He was there in the flesh, or they could not

have seen or felt His meaning and power when He
came to them in the Spirit.

(2) How the need was satisfied, — The second

matter of inquiry as to a personal founder is this

—What function did He exercise in meeting the

need which He revealed in so intense a light ? Did
He actually give them the new relation with God
for which penitence is at once the preparation and
the passionate outcry ? It is plain from the Syn-

optics alone that they saw in Him a superhuman
Man (see above on His consciousness). He was
the Son of Man, He worked miracles of healing,

He overcame the power of evil spirits, and even

bound the strong man, the devu himself. He
spoke on things human and divine with authority

unmistakable, and announced the laws of the

Kingdom of God. The religious results were not

what they came to be after the Resurrection, but

they were in kind the same. They found Him
to be a fountain of the grace of God. No doubt
the idea of saving the lost (Lk 19^®

ll
Mt 18!! [un-

certain text]) may have eschatological implicates,

as the word ‘ salvation ’ continues to have even in

Paul’s Epistles. But we cannot get rid of the fact

that in the parables of the lost sheep, the lost

coin, and the prodigal son Jesus described His owm
present conduct as He pursued and received those

who became His disciples. The fact that the re-

corded words of explicit forgiveness were addressed

to strangers (Mk 2®* ® and H, Lk T"!®'®®) must not

obscure the underlying fact that all who became
associated with Him entered into that state of for-

giveness. It is true that He glowingly describes

the willingness of the Father to receive, and the

supreme joy in heaven over, the repentant. But
His own disciples had that grace of heaven mani-
fested to them in the will of Jesus towards them.

He treated those as penitent who followed Him,
and His followers He treated as under the King-
ship of God, enjoying the love of the Father be-

cause they were under His own will and objects of

His own love. This comes out more clearly if

we recall, in its significance for their religious ex-

perience, the kind and extent of submission which
He exacted and they yielded to Him. The very

symbols and metaphors employed to describe their

relations to Him and His functions towards them
are significant. Thus He is the Shepherd and
they His flock (Mt 25®!, Lk 15* 12®^ Jn IQ!!* !*),

and therein encourages tiiem to remember the

OT conception of Jahweh as Shepherd (Ps 23!

80!, xs 40!! Ezk 34!’* ®®). He is the builder of the

new temple, ue, the community which shall take

Israel’s place (Mt 16!®, jjj 2!®), for He is ‘more
than the temple ’ (Mt 12®). He is the sower, and
the souls whom He gathers to Himself are the

harvest of God (Mt 13®*®*; cf. 9®!**). In all these

metaphors we must note the gulf between shepherd

and sheep, builder and house, sower and grain, as

if they must be made to feel that this diflerence

lies between Him and them, and yet that it is His
love, His wisdom, His powerful care and control,

that is their supreme nope. He does for them
what the moral insight of a true penitent would
ask from God. Even more strikingly, He is the
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Lord who appoints to every man his task, as a
slave-owner deals with the slaves who are his pro-
perty (Mt 19®* 25^^), who returns to judge
them, and for whose return as the consummation
of human destiny the disciples of Jesus must wait
in eagerness, faithfulness, and faith. These meta-
phors are added to the positive fundamental asser-

tions of Messiah-King, Son of Man, final Judge,
mysterious Servant of Jahweh doomed to death,
whose tremendous force is felt with increasing
awe as they watch Him move along His strange
and unexpected path to His death. But, while
the latter group of ideas are present to their
minds, now as startling enigmas and anon as more
startling explanations of Jesus, the former group
are those which describe His actual will as it takes
effect upon their present experience. Therefore,
they have mven up all for BLis sake (Mt 19^), are
ready, as He assumed, to meet persecution and
even death for His sake (Mt 5^®*- [cf. Gess, Christi
Person und Werk, i. 15 f.], Mt 20^). They learn
to believe in Him as the Messiah-King (Mt 16^®'-

)>

and, when they reach this measure of insight,

Jesus rejoices because He sees now the new com-
munity established through which the Kingdom
of God is made actual on the earth. He sees in
that confession of Him the work of God’s grace
(‘ my Father ’) in their hearts. Then it is that the
deeper teaching not only about His death, but
about their relation to Him, begins to find expres-
sion (Mk 8®*’®®). (Much of the material in Mt 10
probably belongs to this later period.) Now it

begins to appear that their devotion to Him is a
matter of which even disciples may be tempted to
be ashamed (Mk 8®«, Mt lO®^*- 11® 26®®, Ro l^®).

Now there is a gospel which they may begin to
preach even at the cost of life (Mk 8®®). Now
Jesus begins to speak of a cross (Mk 8®^, Mt 16®^

Lk 9®®) which they may be called on to carry to
their own execution. (It is obvious that this

language cannot be reflexion from a later date,

for then the minds of Christians were absorbed in

another view of the cross and spoke of being * cruci-

fied with ’ Christ [Gal 2®®], and of dying with Him,
not of bearing each an independent cross.) And
He is said to liave spoken of His drawing the world
to Himself by being * lifted up ’ (Jn 12®®).

(3) Their inchoate thought of Bis Person,—We
nowhere find in the Gospels an explicit statement
regarding the personal religious experience of the
disciples. All that fullness of the inner life which
created the rest of the NT writings (and in a sense
the Synoptic Gospels too) is absent from the story
of their intercourse with Him in the days of His
flesh. They have preserved the records of their
unbelief, their quarrelling, their selfish ambition,
their blindness to His meaning, their readiness to
forsake or deny Him when the supreme stress

came. But they do not speak of their joy or peace
or hope. It is evident that those were transition
days from the arid, hungering life of the Jewish
world of that time to the exultant hearts that
were later filled with the Spirit and presence of
the Risen Christ and of God in Him. They do not
make clear how they thought of the Father as
Jesus taught them, nor what that dawn of forgive-
ness and peace was as they walked with eyes of
trust and awe fastened upon this imperious yet
tender Master of their souls. But certainly they
had begun to feel a religious joy in His fellowship,
a religious reverence for His mighty will displayed
in deeds and words of superhuman power (Mt 11®®’®®

126® Lk 10®®**, Mk 9®, Jn 1^" [cf. 1 Jn 1^^^

15^*’^®])
; and, as we have seen, we must assume

that His continuous and ever deepening instruction
in the nature of the penitent, consecrated, and
faithful life did seize their wills and change their
hearts. The story of Peter’s contrition at the

beginning and end of the record (Lk 5®, Mk 14^®)

presents one dde. The words of Jesus (Mt 16”)
indicate that in His view the recognition of His
Messiahship was a religious experience of the
highest character, in which Peter had been brought
into relation with the Father, It is quite certain
that they entered into the new life of prayer, or
we could never have received their record of His
many teachings on that central matter. No less
certain is it that, as they thus sought communion
with the Father, the constant presence, the search-
ing spirit, the authoritative commands (Mt 724-29

)^
and the whole personal atmosphere of the Messiah
and Son of God conditioned in the deepest way
their thought of God and their endeavours after a
realized fmlowship with Him. The vagueness of
the matter at this point is obviously natural on
the orthodox view. For, if the gospel must, in
Christ’s own view, contain Himself as essential
to it, it was inevitable that this should not become
clear to His disciples, nor the form of religious
experience which He alone could make possible
become realized, until His relations with them
h^ passed through all stages and reached that
climax at which alone the full situation could
come into view. It is those who hold that the
personal religion of Jesus Himself was meant by
Him to become the religion of every man, and that
He did not think of entering into their religious
consciousness except as an inspiring teacher and
example, who cannot explain the absence from the
Gospms of any proof that the disciples felt, then
and there, the presence of the Kingdom, the full
force of the new life and its joy. For this His
martyr death was not necessary. That event
could only add a glow of pathos—but why not of
despair?—^to a picture of perfect relations with
God which life alone could reveal and death could
only blot out.

ii. The experience op the disciples after
THE Resurrection.—This is not the place to
attempt a history of the apostolic Church. Our
task is to set forth as briefly as possible some of

those elements, described in the apostolic literature,

which constituted the Church as a community,
whose existence is founded on conscious reconcilia-

tion with God, conscious possession of His Spirit,

and that through faith in Jesus as the Messiah,
Son of God.

I. The Resurrection faith.—It is universally
admitted that the inchoate community left by
Jesus at His crucifixion had no basis in their brief

intercourse with Jesus for continuance as a com-
munity. They were not organized for political

action. Nor was their religious experience definite

and strong enough to give them a distinct con-
sciousness or place within the system of the Jewish
Church. Their later conduct towards a universal
gospel proves this. As an experience it was, as
we have seen, real, but bound up with and depen-
dent upon the presence of Jesus with them, and un-
released from Jewish bonds. When He lay dead,
their faith was ready to die. They allowed out-

siders to bury Him (Joseph of Arimathea [Mk
15*®] ; Jn 19®® adds Nicodemus). The story of two
of them, according to Lk 24^®"®*, gives a vivid and
realistic picture of their attitude of mind, as

persons who retained a gracious memory of Jesus
without hope. The grief which ail the Gospels
depict, the storjr of Thomas, the moral perplexity

of Peter, the evident preparation for a permanent
burial, combine to illustrate a situation which the
whole history of human experience would compel
us to expect as the only natural one. Moreover,
there was a particular religious view of the situation

which must have stained even the inevitable despair
with shame and dismay. For an ancient law which
was perfectly familiar to them, and which, indeed.
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made all crucifixion a matter of peculiar horror to

the Jewish imagination, assertea that a man who
was executed, or exposed in death, on a cross was
proved by that very event to have been accursed of

God (Dt 2123, Ac 5»«-, Gal 3^8; cf. 1 Co I®* ‘a
Messiah crucified I ’). These facts are named here
not for an apologetic purpose, but to account for

the fact that practically all scholars, from Strauss
onward, have held that the Christian Church could
have risen only when the disciples came to have
the Resurrection faith. What produced that faith

is the matter in dispute, a discussion of which would
involve critical details and a philosophy of miracle
too prolonged for this article. But itwas this sudden
conviction that God had raised Jesus from the dead
that thrilled the despairing disciples with new life.

2. The Holy Spirit.—^mother event occurred in
the experience of the community which is known
as the Descent of the Holy Spirit. Whether the
matter is accurately described in Ac 2 or not (cf.

Jn 2022), something happened early in the history
of the disciples which made the language of Paul
about the Spirit intelligible ; and the Book of Acts
is pervaded by the atmosphere and psychological
effects of it. The coming of the Spirit meant that
the power of God had come upon them. This
power was manifested in various ways, some of
them now obscure. Miracles and other forms of
endowment (xap/tr^taTa) were the result of His
presence (see H. Gunkel, Die Wirhangen des heil.

Geistes^, Gottingen, 1909; I. F. Wood, The Spirit
of God in Bib, London, 1904). It was natural,
and the records show it, that at first there should
be much confusion of mind among the disciples on
a subject so new and startling as the conscious
indwelling of God in the hearts of a human com-
munity. But it rapidly became clear that this
experience meant that Jesus Christ Himself was
still in living contact with them. They were—to
use William James’s striking word—* co-conscious*
with Him in this overwhelming suffusion of their
hearts with a superhuman divine power.

3. Christ of history and of experience.—The
disci{>les had no intellectual difficulty about the
transition from ‘ the Christ of history to the (Christ
of experience,’ with which modem thought has
concerned itself so deeply. On the one hand, they
believed that the same Jesus whom they had
known in the flesh had appeared to them after His
death, and that the experience of the Spirit’s I

power was the fulfilment of His promise (Ac I®
2®, Jn 142s

16^), and therefore the proof in their
own life that they were under control of the same
conscious will that dominated them in His earthly
days. Even Paul, when he defends his authority
as an apostle, claims to have ‘seen Jesus’ (1 Co 9^;
cf. 15®). For him this conscious will (God, the
spirit of God, Christ, the spirit of Christ, Ro 81-11)

that rules him is the will of the historical person-
ality whom they all knew as Jesus. But, on the
other hand, they seem to have assumed that there
was a continuity in the course and nature of their
relimous experience itself. It is a strange feature
of the early addresses of Peter, and true to this
view of the situation, that he does not represent
the primary disciples, all of whom had been with
Jesus (Ac 113-13. 25.

26j^ 0^ having now for the first
time received the forgiveness of sins ; and there is
no record of their having been baptized at this
time. Repentance, baptism, forgiveness, are pro-
claimed to others (Ac 2®*- 312* 28), but are presup-
posed as already characteristics of ‘the disciples.’
This can only mean that they cannot deny or
igimre the past blessings which they had enjoyedm His outward presence. What was obscure has
D®en made clear, what was inchoate is fulfilled.
The Messiahship of Jesus is now openly established
by transcendent acts of God on Him and in them.

It has been made a difficulty that the Kingdom of
God of which Jesus spoke so much seems to dis-
appear from their vocabulary. But the fact remains
and is now reflected in their use of the term ‘ Lord ’

as applied to Jesus. His Lordship over them, so
real and potent and glad, is the Kingship of God

!

In Paul’s language the term ‘ salvation ’ takes the
place of ‘kingdom’ (Ac 2828, Ro li®)—or ‘grace’
(Ro 52), or ‘ life,’ ‘ eternal life ’ (Ro 5^^* 21). The pre-
vailing Johannine term is ‘ eternal life.’ They are
all used now in a presential and now in an eschato-
logical sense.

4. The experience of union with God.—William
James said :

‘ We have in the fact that the &>nscious person is co^itinimis
vrith a vrider self through which saving experience cotwc, a
positive content of religious experience which, it seems to me,
%s literally and objectively true as far as it goes * (jFhe Varieties
of Religious Experience^ London, 1902, p. 616).

This may be set beside the still more penetrating
statement of another American thinker

:

* That which can happen only with the consciousness of God
is an act of God' (W. E. Hocking, The Meaning of God in
Eumcm Experience^ London, 1912, p. 440).

These assertions may be held true of religion at
every grade of its development. But they receive
their full illustration, and, indeed, have been made
possible, only by their complete fulfilment in the
experience of the community founded by Christ.
It IS, of course, impossible to distinguish the higher
from the lower types of religious experiences by
the mere intensity of subjective emotional ex-
perience. It is the historical setting and moral
qualities of that experience that make one re-
ligion greater than another, and the rel^on of
Christ the supreme fact which it is. The im-
measurable force of the apostles’ witness in the
history of the world arises from the following
among other facts.

(a) The greatness of -The ‘wider Self’ with
whom the believers were in contact was conceived
in terms which had not been attained before and
have not been surpassed. The living God, Creator,
Sustainer, Father, is described in a series of mag-
nificent statements of Paul (Ac 1728-28, Bo l"i.

1138-86^ Col 1, Eph 1), and no less clearly though
less elaborately by other writers (Jn P®’-, He 1^^),

Throughout the apostolic literature it is assumed
that He is personal, holy, and righteous, whose
hatred of sin is absolute (Ro 1-323), and whose
purpose with man is glorious. Those conceptions
were not scientific or theological in form or origin.
They were derived from the past life and thought
of tne Jewish people. They had been confirmed by
the teaching of Jesus. But they were now driven
deep into the human consciousness by the im-
measurable power of the new range of experience.

I

Every word and phrase by which they describe the
new life is a witness to some new form of the
divine action upon human nature, which trans-
formed everything. Hence we hear of it as a new
birth (Jn 33, 1 Jn S®), as a new creation (2 Co 5^^,

Gal 6^8), as dying to the past life of sin, weakness,
fear (Ro 62^*, Col 3^8'% (5al 22^ 6^^), as entering into
light after darkness (1 Jn 1® 2^S Eph 58^*), liberty
after bondage (Gal 43* ^ 5^), and so on. Thus the
change is often described in terms which are
used for the vital and fundamental conditions of
human existence. Men who are convicted of sin
are yet living in the conscious fellowship and peace
of the living and personal God.

{b) The divine power as conditioned,—This new
form of religious consciousness can be fully under-
stood only in and through its ethical qualities.
The mystical experience is there, indeed, for no-
where in religious literature is the emotional ele-

ment more intense than in the NT. It is a divine
power, it is divine life, it is the divine spirit,
which has come upon them and swept them into
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ecstasies of joy and rapture. There are signs that

many of them (even Paul [2 Co 12^®-]) were carried

iuto abnormal psychic conditions. The scenes

said to have occurred at Pentecost (Ac 2), many
of the incidents connected with demons (e.y., Ac

as well as Paul’s discoursing of ‘tongues’

and other phenomena (1 Co 12^^), prove this abun-

dantly enough. For these things many parallels

can be found elsewhere in the history of religious

experience. The new thing, or the excellent thing,

in the NT religion is that the experience of the

universal presence and power of God (the spirit of

Christ, the spirit of God, Ro Jn 14r-16) is

conditioned rationally, ethically, and historically.

This was no mere inflow of inexplicable energy

from an unknown source, no afflatus whichbreathes
upon the soul from mystical ‘ caves of the winds.’

Yet nothing is taken from its mystery, its serious-

ness, its intensity, its solemn awe. These qualities

are simply relieved of their ‘ blindness,’ their mere
inscrutability, by the conditions under which the

mystic union with God is realized. Mysticism is

delivered from its sheer darkness and filled with

real meaning. For the work of God in the soul is

led up to by the word of the gospel which is ad-

dressed atonce to the understanding, the conscience,

and the heart. There is no demand for asceticism

or for prolonged technical self-discipline, such as

the mystery-religions, especially in the following

century, demanded. It is assumed that all men
must think, indeed, to become Christian ;

but the

simplestman may think well enough to understand

the personal relations into which a personal God
is calling him. And then he will find, as Paul
showed the untutored Galatians as well as the

philosophers of the University of Athens, that the

fundamental laws of righteousness and love, repent-

ance and faith, are those under which the divine

will deals with the human, and the human must
deal with the divine. Hence we are not surprised

to find that Paul speaks in Romans of the

righteousness of God as an etiective fact, a living

force, in human experience; just as the same
apostle no less than John (1 Jn 4’“^) speaks of love

—for God, who is working in us and begetting His

children among us, has commended His lovetowards

us and has proved that He is love.

(c) The historic Christ as related to these condi-

The whole eflect of that word of the gospel

is to teach men that it is God who is now invading

the individual life, that the divine is pressing in a

new way and under purely moral conditions upon

the human. The gospel is an appeal to men, not

to scale the heights of God, but to submit to the

influence of God^ ^ace which is His very spirit and

presence, an experienced force, in the inner depths

of the soul. But this new religious attitude and

experience, constituting the substance of the new
religion, has been intelligible, and therefore is

possible as a programme of spiritual history, be-

cause it is organically connected with the fact that

in Christ the divine has invaded man’s history,

personally, definitely. Every phase of the gospel

of divine grace is linked with His name. It is the

deeds of God in Him, in His historic consciousness

and experience, that form at once the revelation of

the quality of God’s will and the moral ground of

His new and supreme appeal to man’s reason, con-

science, and heart. For the primary disciples this

sense of union with God could be explained only by
the continuance of the power of Jesus, now exalted

as Christ, to exert His supreme influence upon
human nature. And the Church has never been

content with any other explanation.

{d) Universalism and Farousia*—^The religion of

Jesus Christ, being of this nature, was inherently

a universal religion. It required a great struggle

in the primitive Church before the full meaning of

this fact was grasped and its consequences were
accepted. Into that story we need not enter hera
Nor is it necessary to do "more than point out in a
few words that the eschatological view, which ex-
pected the speedymanifestation(Parousia)of Christ,
did not prevent the development of the universal-
istic view of the gospel. The former was a view of

the future, the latter wasmade an experience in the
present. The old antinomy, which was, as we have
seen, in the consciousness of Jesus Himself, was
now present to the faith of His Church. It is easy
to exaggerate the religious and ethical effect of the
eager waiting for the return of Christ, the coming
of the Man from heaven. Potent as that hope was,
it did not destroy the diligence of a man like Paul
or hinder (rather it greatly helped) the rapid spread
of the new religion. Yet we see in Paul’s later

epistles (when his own death drew near) how a
world programme seemed to open before him, whose
outlines could not be filled in within a brief space
of time (Christ the Head of the Church, 1 Co 12,

Eph, Col). And the Fourth Gospel, as well as

1 John, represents an effort not to forsake that
hope, but to see it through the medium of an experi-

ence whichmeans that Christ is here and His people
already live in Him. Just as, in the Gospels, He is

confessed as Messiah, and accepts the confession as

springing from God, yet was not declared as Messiah
in fullness of power; just as He spoke also of the Son
of Man as there where He forgave sins and sought
the lost, yet announced that the Son of Man would
be seen coming on the clouds of heaven

;

just as in

some parables He spoke as if the kingdom were
there, and in others as if it were still to come ; so did

His apostles afterwards struggle with the same
double view, now raised to a higher plane of experi-

ence. Having seen Him after death, declared as

Messiah, and having received ample proof that He
was now in the spirit, the true Lord, the actual

energy of their lives (Gal 2^, Eph 3^®®*), they yet

still waited for His appearing (Ph 3^) ; He was
manifested and is yet to be manifested (1 Jn 1^’

3^“*), Perhaps this principle is the only one on
which the moral and spiritual evolution of the race

could proceed.

IV. Jesus Cerist and the moral re-

generation OF MAN,—u The Christian Church
as a moral agency.—No one can reasonably

dispute the statement that Christianity has

proved itself the highest ethical force in the

history of man. Other religions have exercised

I

their own measure of noble influence, but their

positive contributions have been less broad^d pure

and elevating, and they have adopted as inherent

elements certain principles which have sadly limited

their moral beneficence—e.^., the pessimism of

karma as retained by Buddhism and its insistence

on unlimited asceticism as essential ; also the ab-

sence of an assured faith in the mercy of God,

and the fatalistic element, as well as the moral

insufficiency of Muhammad’s personal character, in

Islam. These defects are alike fundamental and

fatal to those systems. The Christian Church,

as an organized historical institution, has failed to

prove itself an ideally perfect moral agency. It has

often been ruled by the earthly mind ; it has often

misinterpreted its moral task in the world ; its

officials have often adopted the methods of Satan

for promoting the Kingdom of God. Yet it has done

more than any other organization in history to hold

before the conscience of mankind the ideal of

human character and destiny. It has carried in its

memory of Christ, in its very ritual of baptism and

the Lord’s Supper, in its permanent forms of wor-

ship, in its great and vital principle of an appeal

through Scripture to the mind of Christ as revealed

to and in the apostolic consciousness, the perma-

nent motives and standards of self-criticism, con-
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trition, and reformation. This means that Jesus

Christ remains in the life of the Church not as a far-

off memory growing more dim and less effective

upon the conscience of the Church and mankind, as

time flows, bub as a living judge and unexhausted
source of moral propulsion. Let us consider Him
as the supreme personal force in the moral history

of man.
2. The ethical teachings of Jesus.—The first

appeal is naturally made to the teachings of Jesus,

which have been explored with extraordinary

minuteness to discover their personal and social

application. Two things have gradually become
clear which modify the nature of that appeal. (1)

The first is that He abolished all dependence on
outward ceremony as a means of salvation. Jesus

revealed the ethical nature of man’s relirious rela-

tions. The same principles of faith andlove unite

men with one another and with God. Even wor-

ship of God is a moral act, and God’s readiness to

answer is compared with the attitude of good par-

ents to their children (Mt 6^^* 7^^
; cf. Lk

jli-13 2gi-a^ Jn 423f.),
(2) The second is that Jesus did

not, except for illustration, deal with the concrete

details of life, and that He did not announce an
organized system of laws. The only matter in which
He approached the method of statutory legislation

was that of marriage (Mk Mt 19^"^)—a fact

which is of the utmost significance for the funda-
mental nature of that institution in His community.
His teachings are occasional, fragmentary. They
enetrate to the fundamental principles of con-

uct, rather to the inner spirit, the secret self-

determinations of man. For example, take His
words about love (Mt 6^, Mk Mt
purity of motive (Mt 5®* 25^^'^, Mk 7^’^),

service (Mk 10^2-45^ 25®^“^), forgiveness (Mt 6^^*

1816-85)^ faithfulness (Mt 24^“®^ 25^*“*®), sacrifice (Mk
834-87 g42-48 iQW-so), etc. He uses proverbs, parables,

paradoxes, or mere simple illustrations, as well as
direct commands, to state these principles, to make
them distinct and impressive, to startle His hearers
from the moral somnolence induced by their tradi-

tional habits of thought and evasions of severe
moral issues, to show His principles at work in con-
crete social relations. In all this we note a certain
finality which makes His principles inevitable for
thehuman conscience of aU ages and circumstances,
a certain urgency which makes them impressive,
solemn ; and He binds them as ethical statements to
religion as their final explanation, justification, and
sanction. He takes the great principle of reward
and punishment to the heart of all His teaching.
But He makes it appear that these are not ac<3-

dental, external, and confusing to the conscience.
The reward and penalty come from God and are
part of the history of the Kingdom and of the indi-
vidual soul. The moral order of the universe is at
once established and revealed through them.

3. His personal character.—In addition to the
teaching of Jesus we must take account of His
personal character as a moral force. It is true that
the direct appeals to that character in the ordinary
relations of life in apostolic literature are few (cf.

Ac 10®®, 2 Co 10^, 1 P But on every page we
see its searching and inexpressible influence. The
picture of that holy and merciful life is ever before
their eyes and is cherished in their hearts. In the
Gospels it is preserved for us simply, directly, with
such unity of spirit in its apparently divergent or
even contradictory elements that it has won for it-

self a position of majesty, a strange and irresistible
authority over the imagination, if not yet over the

1

will, of the human race. He stands before the
world as harmonizing in His own will with the
perfection of self-mastery—for He was tempted to
the utmost, yet sinless-such contrasts as these

;

(1) the consciousness of high and even superhuman

station united with the will to obey unto death,
unresisting and unafraid; (2) the nobility and
dignity of a great mind and powerful will united
with simplicity and lowliness of life ; (3) severity of

1 the utmost in His purity, frankness of the least

compromising in His truth, united with tenderness,
pity, and comprehending sympathy ; (4) the clear,

relentless perception, exposure, and hatred of man’s
sin united with the unfaltering resolution to be
Himself the Saviour of man. Such a character was
itself a revelation of the ideal humanity, and has
since these Gospels 'were written ruled the hearts of

men with royal supremacy.

4.

His character measured by His divinity.—
But there was more than His teaching and more
than His character as a perfect man. It might
have seemed impossible that a character formed
from such a consciousness as His should be of any
avail for blind, selfish, earthly-minded, impulsive
men. For His superhuman consciousness and His
native sinlessness would open up a gulf between
His achievement of moral glory and man’s con-

tinuous and dismal failure which no man could
cross, the very sight of which would crush all faith

and hope with the weight of personal despair. But
the picture of Christ’s moral quality is set before us
in tne light of His Incarnation ana His redeeming
purpose in life and in death. Passages like 2 Co 8®

and Ph 2®®- show that the pre-existence of Christ
was not for the apostles what certain Ritschlians
have too often represented it to be—an empty and
unethical idea. On the contrary, it is the eternal
will of the Son of God, His ‘grace,’ His ‘mind,*
that are revealed in His self-emptying and im-
poverishment. It is not the limited though noble
sacrifice of a man that is seen in Him by the faith

of the Christian Church. It can only be measured
by the movement of His will from the throne to the
cross. When the Word became flesh, His glory
was beheld, the glory of grace and truth (Jn P^), and,
when He was seen and handled, it was the Word
of life that stood revealed (1 Jn 1^"*). When the
author of Hebrews refers to the Incarnation (2^^-^®),

we cannot miss the effect of contemplating the Son
of God as He chose to partake of the flesh and
blood in which all the children share, and to become
in all things like unto His brethren. When in
1 Peter we read of the lamb without blemish (P®),

of His patient endurance of shame and pain (2®*^’®®),

of the purpose of His suffering once for all (3^®), we
cannot but realize that the writer is thinking
not of a man, but of the divine being who entered
into human life in His own full and holy will of

love. When in Paul’s writings we read of Him
‘who loved me and gave himself up for me’
(Gal 2®®), of his own desire to know the fellowship
of His suflerings (Ph 3^®), of Christ’s love which
constrained him (2 Co 6^^), from which no pang or
shame can separate him (Ro 8®®), we realize all the
time that this is the love of a divine being. The
whole subsequent history of the Church shows that
the inner secret of that spell which the name of
Jesus Christ has cast upon man’s heart lies in this

view of His character as that of one whose eternal
holiness and love became active among men and
for men. Many good men have suffered for their

fellow-men. Patriotism and friendship, stern devo-
tion to duty and a certain royal self-respect, have
produced their myriad martyrs of varied degrees of

worth. But they are men entangled without their

will in human relations, and rising worthily to their

task. Here is the picture of one whose sinless life,

whose love, whose will to serve and even to die, is

more than human, and who is, of His own will, set

into the entanglements of man’s moral situation for

man’s deliverance. His very difference from us
gives moral sublimity to His deliberate and merci-
ful self-union with us.
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c. The will of God revealed as the ultimate

eround of moral ideals.—The ethical value and

force of the story of Christ is not yet fully stated.

Another element, the greatest and most potent of

all, is involved in it.
. ,

la) A permanent problem in the history of
-That we may estimate aright its true

significance, let us recall one of the central problems

of the higher ethical systems of different ages, which

have often penetrated far into the heart of virtue

and have tried to picture the perfect man. Aristotle

did so, and discovered that the virtuous man is

alone capable of true happiness. But he was ap-

parently baffled by the fact that he cannot be

pictured as attaining the ideal in our world because

&ie environment proves hostile. There ought to be

a relation of ‘perfect virtue’ and ‘perfect life.’

But the latter fails even the best of men, either

through misfortune in life or through the close of

life itself in death. The Stoics faced the same

situation, and their very name means for us in Eng-

lish what it does because they girded themselves

to meet it not merely in speculation but in practical

life, by the discipline not merely of the mind but of

the will. They sought their sure guide to virtue and

peace in an appeal to the Reason which informs the

universe as a whole. Yet, just because their vision

of this Reason was won only by the severe labour

of elect souls, and they had no objective ground,

but only an inner and therefore indemonstrable

conviction, their virtue lacked joy. It could not and

did not become a social good, a wide and permanent

force in history. In Kant, again, the same opposition

between a very high conception of the good will

and of dutyand the actual situation of man appears.

For he too saw—and more clearly, as the heir of

Christian culture—that in the end virtue must find

its justification in a universe made to harmonize

with it. His solution lay in what from the meta-

physician’s point of view must always ajjpear as a

violent use of the idea of a Deus ex machina, God
must be conceived of as somehow and somewhere

creating the perfect environment for the good will,

that the need of happiness may be enjoyed.

Hhtt’ding, from a narrower vision and in the

language of recent thought, puts the same problem

when he says, ‘the conservation of value is the

characteristic axiom of religion,’ and^ adds that,

therefore, ‘ the religious j^roblem also is concerned

with the continuity of existence, although from a

special point of vi&vr" {Philosophy of Religion,

tr., London, 1908, pp. 10, 13). The same principle

or problem appears in the Hebrew Scriptures in

the terms of practical religion. It created the

drama of Job. It even produced the fifty-third

chapter of Isaiah. The Psalms ring with its passion

and wail. For Israel was confronted with the fact

that the man who was righteous, who was conscious

of integrity before the will of Jahweh, was yet left

to the mischances of life and the doom of the grave,

just like the virtuous man of Aristotle. Man needs

for his clear and sure grasp of the idea of goodness,

and for its social fulfilment on a large scale, the

assurance not only that the universe is ultimately

in accord with it, but more definitely that the Will

which rules history confirms and secures it finally

and for ever.
.

{h) Its solution in God's will concerning Christ.

—According to the NT and the continuous faith

of the Church since then, this supreme moblem
was solved in the story of Jesus Clirist. For the

whole ‘ fact of Christ ’ is viewed steadily as an act

of God (Jn 3^®, Gal He Outwardly this is

depicted for us in the stories of His birth and

His resurrection. Inwardly it is made certain (a)

in His own consciousness of union with the will

of God. That is not viewed either in the NT or

in the faith of the Church, it was not viewed by

Jesus Himself, as the product of a pure human will

(Mk 10'®, Mt 1127). It was the product in Him of

the spirit of holiness, which became incarnate in

Him (Ro 1®'*), of the Logos incarnate in Him (Jn
1'^), of the Son of God incarnate in Him (Ro 8®) by
the will of God. (6) In His sacrifice on the Cross.

For that event is distinctly and repeatedly^described

as the will and deed of God. Jesus Himself so

regarded it when He spoke of being ‘ delivered up
into the hands of men ’ (Mk 9®'), of the Son of Man
having come—being sent—to give His life as a

ransom (Mk 10^® ^

;

cf. Ac 2^), of His blood

being shed to establish the new covenant of God
with man (Mk 142^), and in the Agony (Mk 14®®

;

cf. Jn 10'®). The apostolic literature is full of this

fact (Ro 5® 8®, Gal 4®, 2 Co 5®', Ph 2®, 1 Jn 4'® etc. ).

The supreme passage is Ro 3®'®^*, where God is

described as having ‘ set forth Jesus Christ,’ i.e. on
the Cross, as a propitiation, whereby the righteous-

ness of God became a realized and living force in

history, (c) In His Resurrection, which is viewed
always as the seal set by God Himself, in an act of

transcendent power, upon the redeeming work of

Christ, and as the revelation to all men of the

destiny of the sons of God (Ac 2®^* 3'®®^* 10*®®*,

Ro 1*, 1 Co 15, Eph 1'®-®®, Ph 3'®*-). The Risen
Christ is the full revelation of the ideal man, of

the predestined triumph of believing humanity
(He 2®* '®, 1 Co 15*®-*7). In the Book of Revelation

the conception of the glory and power of Him who
was dead and is alive for evermore fills the succes-

sive scenes with their apocalyptic ^lendour. All

these events, in their meaning for Christian faith,

have proved themselves to be charged with creative

moralener^, and have entered deep into the ethical

history of Christendom. In them the very character

of the Creator of the universe stands revealed, and

!
His will concerning man is seen in action. In aU
of them His holiness and what holiness means. His

love and what love means. His mercy and its

nature, His final purpose with man, are made
known. The suggestions of nature, the premoni-

tions of conscience, the yearnings of the spirit of

man, have been insufficient guides. But the deeds

of God in Christ have for a believing Church so

revealed the righteousness and the love of God, in

action upon the believing man, that the nature of

righteousness and love stands clear, and the will of

the Creator is proved to be concerned supremely

with a realm of spiritual beings in whom these

shall be completely realized. All the risks and

sacrifices of the virtuous man, all his implicit faith

in a moral universe, are confirmed by the work of

God in Christ.

6. The moral foundations of the Church.—
We have already seen that, in gathering His

disciples into the nucleus of the new community of

God upon earth, Jesus united them with Himself

by the ethical bonds of penitence, trust, obedience,

and hope. The apostolic communities grew up

in various parts of the Roman Empire on the same

foundation (Mt 16'®, 1 Co 3"). These new social

mroups are filled with the consciousness of a divine

indwelling (1 Co 3'®, Ac 2'®-®®, Ro 8'^*, Col 1®7,

Jn 14-16) which they describe under the three

names of God, Christ, and Spirit. They live in

new ethical relations with God, and accordingly all

human relationships appear in a new light. Anew
form of moral consciousness has taken its place in

human history. It was destined to pass through

many outward phases, to wax and wane in alternate

periods of clearness and confusion, of effective

energy and feebleness. But, having the secret of

renewal within its own nature and in its connexion

with the history of its origin and type, which is God

in Christ, it has proved itself an inexhaustible source

of light and power for all periods of culture and all

races of man. In proportion as the religious life
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feeds itself directly upon the deeds of God in Christ,

and upon Christ’s character, word, and work, as the
embodiment and manifestation of those deeds, it

becomes aware again of its moral ideals and becomes
charged afresh with faith and passion for their ful-

filment. A few words only can be used here upon
the social influence of the Church as a moral org^-
ism. As a social group its outward moral in-

fluence on the State and on all other social groujps
and institutions is based upon the principles of its

own organization. Those principles are faith, love,

obedience towards God, and mutual love and ser-

vice towards one another. The Church as a dis-

tincTi institution is created by these. The measure
of the intensity with which they are practised by
the Church has always been the measure of the
Church’s moral influence on society. Not its mere
teachings, but its actual rules of combination and
co-operation have proved to be the most potent
revolutionary forces. The meaning of these rules,

their inner logic, has not yet been all read off into
the continual flux and change even of its own life.

But the humanizing of man’s heart, the democra-
tizing of his governments, the socialization of his
possessions and all ‘ values * are the laboured, slow,
and never completed eftbrt to translate the ideals
or principles which give the Church its own being
into the organization of the whole world. And that
process is slow and laboured, because the Church,
being composed of only partially enlightened human
hearts, has found it so hard to understand itself,

as well as because the ‘kingdoms of this world’
fight for the hostile principles on which they are so
widely and firmly established (Mt 2020^-, Ro 13^-^).

From this aspect we can see the ethical meaning
of the fight of Paul for the universality of the
gospel against the Judaizers. It was a movement
of the Spmt by which the will of Jesus in relation
to the Kingdom, and the moral value of God’s
deeds in Him, were translated into human action,
and into the very organization of the Church.
That all races, both sexes, every grade of social
life, every quality of mind, should be baptized into
Christ and become one body in Him, on the same
ethical terms, was necessary to make the practice
of i^hteousness and love, as He taught them (and,
in His own work, fulfilled them), possible to the
whole human family. The great idea of the
brotherhood of man could arise, so as to become
a historic force, only in communities which had
begun to practise it across all these gulfs which
cut the race into unsympathetic groups. The hope
of the speedy return of Christ mercifully hid from
the imagination of the first Christians the length
and breadth and height and depth of the task of
the Church as the embodiment and promulgator of
the will of God in Christ for the re-organization of
society. But they did their work no less efi'ectively.
It is not the possession of any theory as to the ideal
form of general society, whether politically or eco-
nomically considered, that has given the Church
its power. Where it has attempted to dictate such
a form it has always incurred disaster. Its supreme
function and power have come from the possession
of those deepest principles of control by which the
ambitions, passions, appetites, and convictions
of men-^ut of these the forms of government
and society’ grow—are themselves regulated and
directed withm its own life. These principles of
control lie in its continuous sense of responsibility
to the living Christ and its continuous dependence
upon the manifestation of His will in all the trans-
actions of his earthly life.

7. Eschatology and morals.—The attempt of
some recent eschatologists to prove that the teach-
ing of Jesus contains an InterimsethiJc—a view
of conduct dictated by the expectation of the
speedy establishment of the Kingdom of God in

which the whole conditions of life would undergo
a catastrophic change—deserves a few wor<&.
There is no teaching of Jesus which relieves men
from the regular duties of life. No reasonable
man so interprets the words about hating one’s
family (Lk 14^

;

cf. Mt 10*^), or applies to all men
the demand made on the rich ruler (Mk 10^^), or
understands that the forbidding of anxiety about
clothing and food (Mt 6^®*) is the bidding of idle-
ness, even for a season. Jesus could not have seen
less clearly than Paul did that dishonour lies in
the refusal to work (2 Th 3®'^®). The deep moral
and religious principles underlying the commands
about the laying up of treasure (Mt 6^®'*), the
deceitfulness of riches (Mt 13^^), are frittered away
by the idea that they were based upon an excited
view of the imminence of the last day. The
teaching about eunuchs (Mt 19^®"^^) is likewise
misunderstood and lowered in its tone if it is

taken to mean that men should not marry be-
cause the day of heaven is near when there shall
be no marrying or giving in marriage. On the
contrary, our Lord assumes that men will have
money to use for their almsgiving (Mt 5^* 6^"^

25®®**, Lk 16^"^®), while such a passage as Lk 14^2®**

(with every mark of authenticity) assumes a con-
dition of society in which money is still possessed
by those whom He would instruct. His deepest
teaching about love of enemies, service as the true
ground of personal distinction and the basis of
divine rewards, the nature of lust, superiority to
the joys of mere wealth, are not intelligible if read
in relation to an unimaginable state of life follow-
ing the great catastrophe, and far surpass the
purview of a mere emergency legislation. They

E
resuppose, and are relevant to, a continuation of
uman nature and of its social foundations, as we

have them now. On the other hand, we must
take account of the fact that in a certain sense
all Christian ethics must be Interimsethik. The
pilgrim spirit is the life of the Church. The final
tacts (tA iaxo-ra) are always present to its conscious-
ness. Death and judgment, the transitoriness of
this world and the ideal life of complete holiness
and blessedness for the race in the unseen universe,
the brief life of the individual and his eternal
destiny—these facts make all the possessions and
relations of society on their earthly side temporary,
limited in their positive value, dangerous in their
misuse, good only in their subjection to the ends
of the soul and the meaning of the Kingdom of
God. The antinomy that lay in the consciousness
of Jesus, as we have seen, concerning the advent
of the Kingdom and His own relations to the
events in time is reflected also in His ethical
teaching concerning the duties and the spirit of
His true disciples; and it has passed into the
consciousness of the Church, which also must live
as if the Lord were at hand, and yet face the fact
of His tarrying. It is hard to see how the matter
of the moral evolution of the race could be dealt
with otherwise. For that evolution is inconceiv-
able on the assumption either that the earthly life

is all and to be pursued for its own sole sake or
that the ‘ day of the Lord ’ is so near and so de-
structive of the present constitution of man and
nation that the earthly life has no value at all.

The element in the teaching of Jesus which looks
like Interimsethik is not contradictory of the
doctrine of evolution, as Schweitzer and others
pppose, but actually essential to its application
in the moral history of man. For the evolution of
a rational moral will in humanity is possible only
when the reality and imminence of the eternal fills

him with a sense of solemn urgency and makes the
joys of earth seem by comparison meagre and
incomplete, and 'when, on the other hand, the
reality and definiteness of the holy will and the
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loving mercy of God, apprehended now and here,

make the earthly task seem noble. Christ’s own
character, and even His work of redemption, was
evolved from the appeal to His will of these two
aspects of the human situation. And His dis-

ciples were taught by word and example, and His
Church by His spirit, to cherish both the urgency
and the calm, the dissatisfaction and the enthusi-
asm, the eager waiting for a Saviour and the
determined devotion to the present opportunity,
out of which the loftiest morality has arisen, and
through which alone the perfect civilization can
be evolved.

V. Apostolic Christology.—i, The Chris-
TOLOGY OF Paul the Apostle.~i. His religious
experience.—All attempts to explain Paul’s funda-
mental doctrine of the Person of Christ except
through his contact with the primitive Christian
community, and through his faith in the risen

Christ, have utterly failed. A profound experi-

ence was the beginning of his Christology. Not
merely in the Acts of the Apostles but in his own
letters the evidence on this matter is as direct and
conclusive as possible. Many writers from Baur
onwards have treated him as primarily a specu-
lative theologian whose opinions about Jesus have
the value only of deductions from Jewish Messi-
anism and of attempts to reconcile these with
Alexandrian philosophy. But all such views fail

to do justice to the central things in the self-

revelation of his own letters.

{a) As a Jew.—It is abundantly proved, first,

that his original and deepest interest was in
practical religion. He was ‘ exceedingly zealous’
tor the traditional faith of his race (Gal it

would seem that he had given years to the earnest
study of the Jewish religious system, and that he
had given himself with great energy to the practical

side (Ph The intensity of his love for his race
never abated, and proves that, while it was fired

by a deeply contem^ative habit of mind, it was no
less active and practical in the demands which it

made upon his will (2 Co Ro 9-11). His
ardour for the fulfilment of the Law carried him
apparently to all lengths. His contemporaries saw
him ‘advanced’ beyond them all and ‘excessive’
in his zeal (Gal 1^«

; cf. Ac 22^)
; they found him

‘blameless’ (Ph 3® Hhg/xittos ; cf. Lightfoot, in loc.)

in the details of legal observance. According to
Ac 26^ he could appeal before Agrippa to the
reputation which he had won as a Jew for strict-

ness in practical religion.

(5) As a foe of Christianity.—His intensely
practical nature made him the bitter and most
powerful enemy of the gospel. He refers to this
period with shame (1 Co 15“ ; cf. Eph 3’, 1 Ti H®),

in proof of his Jewish orthodoxy (Gal 1^®, Ph 3®), and
as proof also of the power of the free grace of God
in Christ. The grounds of that fierce hatred of
‘the Way,’ and of Jesus, may be surmised to have
included the usual prejudices of others, his fellow-
persecutors. He led in the attack on Stephen,
who was condemned for teaching the abolition of
Temple-worship and the Law (Ac 6^®), and for blas-

phemy in ascribing a divine exaltation to Jesus
the Crucified as ‘ Son of Man ’ (Ac It would
seem^ that Paul must have felt a peculiar horror at
the idea that the crucified and accursed Jesus
should have been made the Messiah and Saviour
of the world (Gal 3^®)

; and he ever after realized
that this constituted a peculiar obstacle to all Jews
(1 Co 1®®). It is accepted, therefore, by most
scholars who are not exploiting some private
method of approach that Paul before his conversion
knew what the disciples believed Him to be, and
that this was the origin of his hatred of them. To
make them curse Jesus was for him a religious act,
a service of Jahweh which he must render with his
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whole soul ; and^ that implies at least a general
knowledge of their claims concerning Jesus.

(e) The graee of God.—^When this man became
a believer in the gospel, he attriWted the change
not to the processes of his own mind, but to the
gracious act of God (Gal 1“'*, Eph 3^ etc.). The
revealing act was so direct, vivid, personal,
objective, that he never after had a moment’s
doubt that he had seen Jesus even as the other
apostles (1 Co 9^ 16®, Gal 1^®). His heart was
changed, and all his letters pulsate with the light
and joy and love and power from the very spirit
of God, which henceforth filled his consciousness.
It is at this point that some writers, like Percy
Gardner [The Religious Rx'jperience of St. Raut^
London, 1911), pass too hastily to a supposed pre-
paration of the Apostle’s mind in his pre-Christian
days for his distinctive Christology. Gardner not
only attributes to him a reasoned Jewish concep-
tion of the Messiah, and knows its outlines, but
credits him with a conception already Dlumined
and expanded by Alexandrian philosophy (pp. 26,
86). Against this must be set two facts. First,
the ‘ hints ’ of Paul’s familiarity with Greek
speculation before his conversion are obscure and
precarious. The elements in his Christology
which ally themselves with the Greek world are
found in his later Epistles, after he had spent
years in direct missionary work and controversy
in Asia Minor and Achaia. Scores of modem
missionaries can parallel this experience, even as
late in life as he. Secondly, it is clear that the
effect of his conversion w’^as to make him receive
Jesus as the primary apostles declared Him. The
differences which developed later between some of
that first group and himself were never concerned
with the Person of Christ, but with the contrast
between the act of faith on which the Church was
founded and the act of circumcision on which the
Jewish system w^as based, or with the work of
divine grace in Christ as over against the principle
of legalism. There is no sign that he had any con-
troversy with the original group in the field of
Christology.

2. Three stages in his Christology.—It was
natural and inevitable that a mind so keen and
powerful should seek to interpret the Person and
Work of Jesus, and on this three distinct strata of

thought are discernible in his letters.

{a) Data from earlier believers.—He received
from the primitive Church, as confirmed in his own
experience, the fact that Jesus must be called
Messiah (Christ), Son of God, and Lord (Ki/ptos).

Of course these are not mere titles of honour.
They are so closely descriptive of His very being
and of His functions in the salvation of men that
they are used by Paul as proper names. More-
over, as proper names they are applied to that one
historical Person who is known to him as Jesus, of

whom Peter, standing up with the eleven, spoke in
Jerusalem, and who is described in every paragraph
of the Synoptic Gospels. Hence Paul is free to
use these terms, whatever status he is thinking of.

It was ‘ Christ ’ who existed eternally in the nature
of God (Ph 2®) ; it was ‘ Christ’ who was crucified

(1 Co Gal 2^®), who died for our sins (1 Co
15®), who was raised from the dead (1 Co 15^®), who
is exalted and ever liveth (Ph 2^^ Ro 8®^), who is

the final judge (2 Co 6^®). It was the ‘Son of

God’ who was sent forth (Gal 4^, Ro 8®), who
gave Himself up (Gal 2®®), whose nature as Son was
definitely marked out in the Resurrection (Ro 1^),

in whom the universe has its origin, its order, and
its meaning (Col 1^®"^®). It was ‘ the Lord’ whom
men must see and confess in Jesus (Ro 10®), who
was betrayed (1 Co 11®®), who is received as the
Spirit (2 Co 3^^**)> who controls human experience

(2 Co 12®®*). To confess Him as Lord absolutely is
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not, like the worship of heathen gods, to detract

from, but, on the contrary, it is to manifest and
magnify, the very glory of God (Ph 2^^). And this

Lordship extends over the created universe (Ro 14®,

Ph 2“). All three original titles are brought to-

f
ether by Paul into one full-hearted and morions
escription of this Person when he says : ‘Blessed

be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ’

(2 Co 1®, Eph 1®- w).

(b) Two elementsfrom Jewish thought,—At least

two new elements appear in the Apostle’s thought
which indicate that he found himself compelled to

consider the relations of Christ, the Redeemer
from man’s racial sin and the Lord of man’s
destiny, to mankind and to God respectively.

(a) The man from heaven,—In two passages of

great difficulty Paul draws a parallel between the
relation of Adam to the race and that of Christ.

In Ko 5^®®“* he discusses the fact that sin and death
entered into history through Adam, whereas
righteousness and life have entered and shall yet
‘ reign ’ through Christ. In 1 Co 15®^’®®* a like

comparison appears again, without direct refer-

ence to the fact of sin, in presence, however, of the
facts of death and resuiTection. Some theologians
have made much of these passages. (The fSlest
discussion in English is that of David Somerville,
St, PauVs Conception of Christ, Edinburgh, 1897.)
It is asserted that Paul conceived of Christ pri-

marily and definitely as * the heavenly man,’ ‘ the
archetype of humanity,’ and that we must connect
with this, as his fundamental conception, the dis-
cussion of His redemptive work. His mystical
union with humanity in the Church, and even His
cosmic relations. There is some exaggeration here,
though there can be no doubt that the Apostle’s
mind did strive to institute a certain parallelism
between the ‘natural’ and the ‘spiritual’ heads
of the race. For him the moral dualism in human
(Christian) experience (Ro 5^®®* 7’®*) is fully ex-
plained only when a double ‘law* operating in
human life is related with two separate origins,
via. Adam and ‘the one man, Jesus Christ,’ and
with two s^arate destinies, viz. death and eternal
life. And Christ is called ‘ the last Adam ’ because
‘ at his coming ’ (1 Co 15®®* ^7) the new and final
order of humanity will be established, in which
righteousness shall reign (Ro 6^), and whose
members shall be united with Christ as the ‘ life-
making spirit,’ and bear in their own perfected
nature the image of Him in His Resurrection glory.
So far as Paul refers in these passages to Christ as
head of a new race, his mind is moving in the
eschatological field. The Man ^from heaven*
(1 Co 15^’) is not the pre-incarnate Logos (the
opposite view is taken by J. Weiss, Christus,
p. 37 ff. ), but Jesus Christ, in whom at His coming
all shall be made alive (v.®® j cf. Ro 5^^) and receive
‘the victory’ (v.«). The recognition of the
eschatological atmosphere in these passages under-
mines much of the speculation regarding the
central, organizing value of ‘the heavenly Man’
conception, and it gives more probability to the
thought that Paul is here indebted to the title
‘ Son of Man ’ or ‘ the Man ’ as Jesus used it at His
trial, and has simply^ (some would say, more cor-
reetly) translated it into *the man from heaven’
(cf. Jn 3^®). It is less likely that reflexion upon
the onmn of sin (Ro 5) led to the idea of the
Spiritual Man who is to found the new order at
His appearing (1 Co 16) than that reflexion upon
the latter idea, as given to him in the disciples’
accounts of Jesus and His words, led him to carry

parallel back to the former. J. Weiss in his
Christus, p. 42 f., traces Paul’s conception to the
mflu^ce of Ps 8 , Dn 7“, and the ‘Similitudes’ of
Bnoch without the mediation of the words of
Jesus.

{§) Relation to the Spirit of God,—In the mind
of Paul the supreme term for Christ is ‘Son of
God,’ and the greatest and most complete name
which he can mve to God is ‘ the God and Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ.’ But the relation of
Christ to God is also stated in a very different way,
through the use of the term ‘ Spirit. ’ Paul identifies
this Spirit as an eternal element of the very being
or life of God Himself (1 Co 2^®^*), and as the form
under which God enters and operates in the heart
of man. And the same Spirit is also spoken of in
a distinctive way, as the Spirit of Christ. It is

going too far perhaps to say with some that the
Spirit is the essence or basis of His personality;
even Ro D (cf. 1 Co 15^) will hardly carry us so
far. The famous passage in 2 Co 3^^** does indeed
seem to cany the identification through to the end—

‘ The Lord is the Spirit,’ * even as from the Lord
the Spirit.’ But this must be compared with the
elaborate interchange of names in Ko 8^‘“, where
this identification is deliberately^ avoided. And
yet a form of unity is even there implied which is

supra-temporal. The Spirit of God is the Spirit of
Christ, and the experienced presence of the Spirit
in the believing man is at once the presence of God
and of Christ.
The two main practical aspects of this conception for Paul

are these

:

() The Holy Spirit reproduces in men the divine relations
and qualities of Christ Himself, especially sonship, holiness,
and victory over death. The love of God for His Son, which is

presupposed as the fountainhead of all jp-ace (Col liS), is shed
abroad in our hearts by the Holy Spirit (Ro 6®), and awakens in
us the sense of divine sonship which He sets forth in divine
majesty (Ro 8i4-i7). it is the spirit of life in Christ Jesus that
gives men freedom (Bo 8i2), and becomes the principle or
source of their life (vv.8-»; cf. Eph 3i8f.) and consummates
His work by reproducing in them the supreme wonder of the
Resurrection of Christ (Ro ; cf. Ph 32l). The Holy Spirit is

then for the mind of Paul that principle or energy whose power
in the Christian community has opened a new order of human
experience (Qal S2-«). Its operation is viewed by the Apostle in
the most concrete and vivid way as a living force manifested in
many forms, in x«pterfjuxTa of many kinds (1 Co 121-11).

() Here the second practical aspect appears. For the Holy
Spirit, when viewed, not as a formless and unknown energy,
but as the Spirit of Jesus Christ, becomes available as a true
test of the soundness of those varied and sometimes dangerous
workings which manifested themselves so profusely in the
enthusiastic life of those days, as well as in corresponding
crises in other days down to our own. The true fruit of the
Spirit of God (Gal 622) is the reproduction in men of the moral
qualities of Christ. All spiritual

'
gifts ’ must be tested by the

attitude of those who possess them towards Jesus (1 Co 12^
and subjection of life to His Lordship. It is the Spirit which
inhered in His character, as the ' Spirit of holiness ’ and as the
miraculous energy through which He was raised from the dead,
for which His disciples must pray and hope. As He cannot be
fully conceived apart from the Spirit, so the Spirit cannot be
experienced by us except as the manifestation of Him in our
hearts. On the other hand, we must remember, this is the
‘ Spirit of God' no less truly essential henceforth to our concep.
tion of the Father than to that of the Son. Inherent in the very
being of God, organ of the divine intelligence and power (1 Co
24. 10. 11, Ro 811. 27), He is yet spoken of as having a distinction,
or form of reality, which must not be confused with or made
merely subjective to the reality of the Father and of the Son.
Inherent in the life of God and of Christ, the Spirit is yet a co-
ordinate name with these, and must be specially named in a
full statement of the God in whom Christians believe and whom
they worship (2 Co 1314).

(7) A7iticipations of this doctrine,—Once more
we must be careful, while allowing for the origin-
ality and power of the Apostle’s mind, to recognize
that in this magnificent doctrine he bases himself
upon the common experience of the Christian com-
munity. For the Holy Spirit is one of the supreme
revelations of Christianity. All earlier references
to that divine power, even in the OT, fall far short
of the sudden, definite, dazzling conception which
opens upon us in the NT, where the inbreaking of
the divine life upon the human, as an abiding
presence and experienced energy, is attributed by
all writers to the Spirit of God. As Paul did not
invent the idea of the Spirit of God, so also he waa
not the first to connect it with the Person of Christ.
The Fourth Gospel explicitly traces the main
features of the Pauline doctrine to the conscious-
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ness of Jesus (Jn 1““- 14-16), who promised this

suureme gift to His Church (cf. 2(P).

Even in the Synoptics we find that ; (a) the Holy Spirit is

Susedtbrnew^^'g^to^liv^ in the womb of His mo^er(Mt
118. 20 Lk 1®®) ; (6) Jolio the Baptist named the gift of the Spirit

is a distinctive feature of the Messianic day (Mk 1®. Mt 3ii, Lk
• cf Jn 1®®) ; (c) the four Gospels also name the baptism of

Jesus as the hour of the co^ng upon Him of the Holy Spi^,

fni- His anointing to the active work of Messiahship (Mk lio, Mt
Se Ut 8^ Jn ; cf. Mt 12i®, Lk 4i8)

;
(d) it is asserted in

fhpse Svnontic passages that He went to the desert to face His

trial in^e po^r of the Spirit ; (e) Jesus claims that He does

^works of wonder bv the Spirit of God (Mt 1228. 8i&, Mk 328^0
)

;

He asserts that His disciples will receive the Holy Spirit for

toeifservice of Him (Mk 13ii, Mt lO^o
; cf. Lk lH®).

The extraordinary fullness of reference to the

presence and workings of the Spirit in the book of

Acts can only be accounted for ultimately through

some communal experience which was, in their

minds, at once a manifestation of God’s presence

and power and also connected directly with Jesus

and their past experience of Him. That whole

situation is needed to explain the significant fact

that Paul everywhere assumes that his readers

must understand his references to the Spirit in re-

lation to Christ and to the Church life. Here as

throughout His central teachings, even as to what

he calls *my gospel,’ he appeals steadily and even

passionately, not to his speculative presuppositions

as a theologian, but to the real and characteristic

experience of every Christian community.

(c) The influence of Greek — There is

yet another range of Pauline thought concerning

Christ, that, namely, which comes to expression in

Colossians and Ephesians. There are evidences in

nearly all his Epistles that Paul in his mission

work strove to make sympathetic contact with the

modes of thought peculiar to the people whom he

taught (cf. Ac 17^®-®^, and W. Kamsay, Galatians,

London, 1899). Much controversy has been waged

in recent years as to the extent and content of

his indebtedness as a theologian to the mystery-

religions, the Gnostic philosophy, and even the Stoic

philosophy, which were popular at the great centres

where his work lay. It has not been proved that

anything essentially new was added to his Chris-

tology from any of these sources. But it has become

very clear that he did set himself to make Christ

intelligible to minds saturated with Gnostic inter-

pretations of life and attractive to souls absorbed

m practices of religious fervour. As it is ridiculous

to argue from Ph 4^^'* that he had person-

ally passed through a form of mystic initiation or

that his frequent use of the word fj.vcrr'fipiov confirms

this notion, so it is an exaggeration to say that he

learned to think of ‘the cosmic Christ’ from the

Philonic doctrine of the Logos or some Asiatic

reflexion of it. That he was compelled, as a

missionary is often compelled nowadays, to relate

the doctrine of Christ to the intellectual concepts

of his field of labour, and that this led to the use

of new terminologies, is obvious. But it is sig-

nificant that, w^hile the term * Logos ’ occurs in the

* Pauline ’ Epistles about eighty times and occasion-

ally in meanings verging on the technical phim-

sophical use of it, there is not one occasion when he

does use it in the Philonic sense. In the critical

passage of this kind (Col. he undoubtedly

addresses men who have cherished some phase of

what is generally known as the Logos doctrine.

And the result is a setting forth of the eternal

being and the pre-eminence of Christ which is

elaborate philosophically than we find in any other

place, except Jn 1^®^“ and He 1^*^. But the exposi-

tion is intended deliberately to exclude all com-

parison of Christ with other angelic beings, or

heavenly powers (v.^®), which Gnostic philosophers

described as emanations from the absolute and

controllers of the world. He does not borrow their

categories to add some new and unthought of

quality or dignity to the glory of Christ, but to

reveal to them in their own language that 'which

He is essentially for the Christian consciousness.

The result is that Christology begins to speak in

the language of the Greek world that which it has

already uttered in the forms of Jewish thought.

Thus (a) it is ‘the Son of his love’ who is ‘the

image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all

creation.’ In Him the attributes of God are con-

centrated, andHe has His being before ‘aU creation
’

(v.“), ‘ before all things’ (v.”). ()3) In spite of J
Weiss’s argument for adoption of the idea that the

clause ‘ in nim were all thmgs created ’ means that

the universe had its existence ‘ in Him ’ before its

actual objective creation {ChrUtus, p. 46 f.), we
must hold to the more common interpretation that

iKTltrdri, when used of the actual elements of the

universe, refers to their definite creation as such,

and not to their existence ‘ in idea ’ in Him. The
statement is repeated ("with the perfect tense

iKTifftat) that all things have been created through

Him (cf. 1 Co 8®, Ko 11®®).
^

(7) The words aim}

mean more than tC airov, implying that He is not

a mere instrument but a continuous, abiding, con-

ditioning cause. This is made explicit in the

further statement that all things ‘ stand together,’

receive their organic unity, through their con-

tinuous dependence upon Him. (5) In addition 'to

origin and continuity, we have here applied to

Christ the third great metaphysical conception of

end or final cause. ‘ All things have been created

. . . unto Him.’ The idea is repeated by describ-

ing this r^Xos in concrete terms. He is to be

supreme over all things, as the head over the body

,

that the divine fullness (rX irX'iJ/ow/Aa) may dwell m
Him, that all things may be gathered back from

alienation to their pristine unity (dpxij) in Hina.

Lest the simplicity of faith should seem to have

been betrayed in this use of philosophical cate-

gories (are they not after all very human categories,

the stuff of ‘common sense,’ and inherent in all

rational life ?), the Apostle keeps the reader’s mind

close to the fact that he is describing—the functions

of an actual personal being. He probably avoided

the use of the term Logos, for the reason that the

conceptions named above are not found in that

philosophy alone, though brought to exceptional

clarity there. They are embedded even in the

OT, as in Pr 8, which cannot have been absent

from his mind. He may also have instinctively

avoided the oWious accusation, now levelled at

him by some modern scholars, that he derived his

Christology primarily from the Logos speculations

and clothed with them the ‘pure-human figure

of Jesus, hiding His winsome Self in a cloud or

abstractions. On the contrary, he takes extra-

ordinary pains in this very passage to avoid this

reproach. He is dealing from first to last with

a personal being, who has appear^^ in

has shed His blood, iathe body of His flesh (vv.«^ “),

been raised from the dead (v.“), dra^m the Chuwh
by His living personal force (w.”- “) under Hm
control. This is not abstract idealism of the

Philonic or the Hegelian type. It is ‘personal

idealism’ which assumes that personal, conscious

will is the ultimate seat of reality, fountam of

history, secret of destiny.

u. Cheistologv in John and the Epistle to

THE Hebrews.—It is now generally agreed thatthe

Christology of the Johannine writings and of the

Epistle to the Hebrews is in substance i^ntical

With that which we have found in the Paulme

^^’f^aracteristics common to both.—In the two

great passages Jn !“• and He a tennmoloCT is

employed which is drawn from an atmosphere

charged with the Logos doctrme. It must, how-

ever, be carefully noted that these writers move
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with individual freedom in that atmosphere. They
do not directly derive their thought any more than
they draw their language from Paul’s writings.

Rather do they reveal a common necessity felt hy
all prominent Christian teachers when brought
face to face with the culture of the Greek world.

Each writer chooses his own lan^age to describe

the fundamental facts which faith in Jesus Christ

as the Son of God presents to them all (cf. the

difference in language in Jn He 1®, Col 1^®“^®).

Further, we must note the essential and funda-
mental feature common to all—that the one com-
mon term in all their descriptions is ‘ Son of God.’
Their real unity is not to be found either in their

philosophical terminology, which is very different

m each case, or in a common metaphysical theory,

supposed to be in the background out which we
have no real means of discovering. Their unity is

found in this, that they are describing the eternal

and cosmic relations of a concrete personality, who
is identical at once with Jesus of Nazareth and
with this divine Spirit which fills the Church.
But the significance of the matter is not seen until
we emphasize again the one point which is most
generally ignored in our day—that as a mere
matter of fact these writers all feel that their
whole view is based originally upon the conscious-
ness of the historic Jesus, the Son of God.

2* The Fourth Gospel.—The entire meaning of
the Fourth Gospel lies here. It is an effort to
show the Logos, who is thoroughly conceived of
in the prologue as an eternal, living, purposive,
rational being, as He appeared in flesh, as He
moved a man among men. It is a profound study
of the consciousness of Jesus as the consciousness
of the Son of God living under the conditions of
human experience. Incidents and discourses are
recalled, interpreted, re-stated, and recorded, as
they reveal that * glory ’ which shone through the
veil of flesh into His disciples’ hearts, full of grace
and truth (Jn 1^^). There can be no doubt, whether
the author be John the Apostle or some other
mind working upon material which must be traced
back to Jerusalem and the Lord’s immediate
disciples, that he believes he is describing the
actu^ consciousness of the historic Jesus. He is
not inventingj nor is he using what he Imows to
be the inventions of a Pauline group, but what he
knows or believes to be a true account of what
Jesus said and did. If, as seems certain, he had
at least Mark and Luke before him, then it is im-
possible, without impugning his honesty in the
most serious manner, to doubt that he held that
Jesus knew Himself to be the Son of God. This
it is that accounts most reasonably for the well-
known and fimdamental features which distinguish
his few but penetrating words about the Logos
from the doctrine of Philo. He has not as an inde-
pendent metaphysician discovered the defects of
Philo, and then clothed the name of Jesus with the
eternal attributes. Rather has he begun with a
mamificent grasp of the idea of divine Sonship and
read that back into the philosopher’s idea of the
Logos. His work is therefore as truly a criticism
of the inadequacy of the Logos doctrine as Paul’s
exposition ofthe same idea of Sonship in the same
philosophic atmosphere (Col 1 as above), which
was intended to be at once a condemnation and
transcendence of the wisdom of the Greeks.

3. The Epistle to the Hebrews.—The same facts
apear m the Epistle to the Hebrews. It is true
that in the great opening sentence the meta-
physical terminology is more closely involved with
the idea of the Son of God, as a definite and
p^soiml being, than appears to be the case in Jn
1^“®. In literary manner it is more akin to Paul’s
passage in Col P®"i®. But we must remember that
John m later verses (®-i8) deliberately re-states in

relation to Jesus the whole of the ideas which are
set forth in vv.^*® in relation to the Logos. It
is these later verses that are the true parallel to
the passages in Colossians and Hebrews. In like
manner, then, for the author of Hebrews, the Son
of God is a supra-temporal personal being, who in
His own nature realizes and reflects the attributes
and shows the eternal powers of God. Yet not even
the Fourth Gospel realizes with more clearness and
vigour that it is the consciousness of the Son of
God that appears in the consciousness, and re-
ceives the experience of mankind in the historical
form, of Jesus. It was He who tasted death and
is crowned with glory and honour (2®), was made
perfect through sufierings (2^® 5®), He who, having
partaken of flesh and blood (2^^), was tempted in
His sufferings (2^®), and that most humanly (41®),

who struggled with the fact of death (5^), and, sin-
less (4^® 7®® 9^^), offered Himself up to (^od (7®®
914. 28j in death. But this author more fully than
any other, though not more emphatically, insists
that after death, in the unseen world, the same
conscious will, the same heart of love and mercy,
carries on a high and momentous ministry on
behalf of men, in a priesthood unchangeable (7®^

13®
; cf. chs. 8-10, passim),

iii. Conclusion.—It is in the interest not of
apologetics but of actual history that we may in
presence of these facts agree with J. Moffatt

:

*We cannot explain primitive Christianity either as the trans-
formation of the Jesus of history into the Christ of faith, or as
the evolution of a Jesus-cult out of a current series of christo-
logical doctrines’ (Theology of the Gospels. London, 1912. p.
174n.).

But the same historical interest must prevent us
from using, as wholly true to these facts, a certain
form of expression which is quite popular in our
day of psychological approach to every problem of
history. For example, we may take the following
from J. Weiss

:

‘The total impression is that early Christianity has used
current, ready-made forms and conceptions in order to express
in generally understood language, and yet in an absolute and
supreme manner, the overwhelming impression made by the
Person of Christ. Men sought out predicates wherewith to
announce that the Ideal and the highest religious values are in
Him ’ (ChristuSy p. 87).

The imperfection of such a summary appears in
the succeeding paragraphs, where it appears that
these ancient predicates, even that of Deity
(‘Gottheit’), are for us ‘strange and unfamiliar’
(Wemle says ‘strange and bizarre’). Hence our
task must be, it is urged, to go back to the Person
of Jesus and win from Him for ourselves that
original impression and clothe it in the predicates
of our own day. This task, to which we are elo-
quently and earnestly summoned, must, however,
take account of the nature of that original im-
pression. The historical fact which criticism has
not destroyed is this, that the ‘ impression ’ made
by Jesus, which created the whole joy and energy
of the Church, was not produced by the contempla-
tion of the serene and lofty fellowship of one
supreme religious genius with God. It was pro-
duced by the conscious will, the authoritative
ener^, the deliberate self-revelation of J'esus as
Messiah, Son of God, Son of Man. He gave them
the ‘predicates’ and the ‘impression’ together.
No historian describes the historical facts accur-
ately who ignores this, the essential element in the
religion of the NT.

^
The apostles individually and

as a community viewed their experience as the
reflexion of His will, and His titles as well as His
commands are operations of that will. They did
not labour to interpret a blind impression by predi-
cates of their own discovery. He revealed Himself
to them, and in doing that changed their conscious
relations with God ; and all their thought, all

their predicates, started with His own words, the
outflashings of His consciousness. It is for the
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apologist and the denier of the deity of Christ to
war over the issue as to whether the will to wear
these titles was madness or miracle, delusion or
divinity. But these are the pre-conditions, the
facts which constitute the field of battle.

VI. Christology in the early Church.—
i. IKTEODUCTORY.—I. Logic and communi^ life.

—The necessity for a Christology lies in the nature
of all human social organizations. All groups that
are formed for definite ends are compelled to work
out, not only those ends, but the principles of
organization and methods of pursuit. This must
be done actually, whether it is done formally or
informally. The history of every social group in
the world, from a private club to a national govern-
ment, includes the working out of the logic of its

inherent principles. Moreover, the group history
is always more logical than the development of the
individual members of it, for in the individual the
emotions play upon the course of the will, confuse
the logical powers, and make the individual’s life

an imperfect reflexion of the inner logic of the
principles which he professes to have adopted.
But, for the group life, private emotions are can-
celled in the clash of wills and in the course of
controversy as to the meaning of the ends, the
principles, and the methods which inhere in the
constitution of the group. For this reason it is

that the history of a ^oup, of an institution, of a
government, of a political party, of a church, is

often severely logical. It is the reading oft* into
active life of the rational implicates of those prin-

ciples on which it is founded. This process of
unfolding the logic of its adopted rules is aided in
every institution by the challenge of the environ-
ment. For each organized group lives in a world
of institutions, and its own principles come into
collision or co-operation with theirs. Controversy
arises, and that is, in all important and continuing
cases, pushed further and further, until the fuu
inner meaning of each interpretation is revealed.

Acceptance and rejection of the institution and its

ends, the loosening or confirming of conviction,

the desertion of an ineflcctive or untrue principle,

the deeper unfolding of the power of the true prin-

ciples, even the gradual death of an institution,

are the consequences of this criticism without and
this controversy within.

2. Christ inherent in the new community.—The
theology of the Church in its technical form and
including all its departments and phases of history
is the natural and inevitable result of this process.

As far as Christology is concerned, it is thegradual
unfolding of the central fact that Jesus Christ is

from the first accepted by the Church as the incar-

nate Son of God, the redeemer of man^ the Cross,
the ruler of our experience by His Spirit. The
institution that was organized on that basis must
work out to the very end all the implications, the
inner logic, of the conviction which gave it being
and power. It would be impossible to relate here
the particular stages and various adventures of the
human spirit in this great undertaking. We must
be content to give a mere outline of the logical

process by which the Church, through all natural
confusions of controversy, sought to define and
defend its faith and worship of Christ. For that
faith and worship of Christ created the Church,
It separated, not without pain and surprise and
alarm, the primary disciples from the Jewish
Church. It attracted by its meaning and power
individuals from all classes and races as the
message of redemption through Him and of control
by Him was carried from place to place. The
Person of Jesus Christ as revealer of God and
redeemer of man was the foundation of the new
community. This principle brought it at once
into conflict with the monotheism of the Jews

and the polytheism of the Gentiles. Among cul-
tured classes it was confronted by the Gnostics
with their confident speculations about the deity
and His invisible hierarchies of creative agencies,
and by the practical Agnosticism of vast numbers
for whom neither idolatry, nor Gnosticism, nor
mystery-religions contained any solution of life’s
enigma. Collision with those forces was felt from
the beginning, as the NT proves. But, as time
went on, the warfare became more definite and
more keen, especially as the number of Christian
adherents increased and varieties of culture, of
intellectual equipment, of moral and spiritual in-
sight and intensity, took their place within the
growing host of the baptized.

ii. The first stage in Christology.—During
the sub-Apostolic period, and through that of the
apologists down to nearly the close of the 2nd
cent., Christological inquiry had hardly begun on
the Christian basis. Such cruder phases as are
known by the names of Ebionism and Docetism
started from conceptions of God and the world
which themselves were anti-Christian, Thus Ebi-
onism, obscure in its history and teaching, while
it affirmed Jesus as Messiah, shrank from seeing
in Him the actual presence of God. Jewish pre-
judice against believing that God could come into
such close relations with the material world as are
implied in the birth and crucifixion of the Son of
God held that view in abhorrence. The Spirit
came upon Him at baptism and made Him the
supreme teacher; the death was an inscrutable
horror, but He would come again in power and
glory to make all things new. Docetism, on the
other hand, rose from or was adopted by various
phases of Gnosticism. Even Justin Martyr bears
witness that many Gnostics were in the Church
and must be reckoned as Christians. But the
basis of their thought lay in non-Christian specu-
lations about the nature of God and His remote-
ness from all contact with the evil inherent in the
material universe. The best examples of this are
to be found in such a mixture of dogmatic specula-
tion on the origins of God and the universe with
reverence for Jesus, as a member of the super-
natural forms of existence from which the history
of our universe has arisen, as was attributed to
Basilides towards the middle of the 2nd cent.

;

and in such a union of Christian faith with purely
mythological accounts of creation and salvation as
proceeded from the poetic mind of Valentinus a
little later. From such sources, in the main,
arose the Docetic view of the Incarnation, accord-
ing to which the divine element in Christ was the
only real and permanent element, and it assumed,
in this way or that, the appearance of a man, but
did not partake of actual nesL and blood. (Logi-
cally it was inevitable that the Ebionite and Docetic
positions should appear as barely possible, as at
least conceivable, explanations of Christ, the one
denying the reality of the divine, the other deny-
ing the reality of the human nature in Him. Actu-
ally these views made in their original and cruder
forms less disturbance among the general mass of
Christians and in the minds of the greater Christian
teachers than other interpretations of His person
which appeared later.) Throughout this period of

the Apostolic Fathers, and the Apologists, the
apostolic positions were maintained, often in their

own language of concrete and positive afiirmation,

often by means of carefully chosen equivalents for

their words and phrases. Thus Clement of Rome
speaks of ‘ Our Lord Jesus Christ, the sceptre of

the majesty of God’ {Cor. 16). In another passage
(ch. 2, whether or not with Lightfoot and Efarnack
we read ‘God’ instead of ‘Christ’ as subject of

the clause ‘ His sufferings were before your eyes ’),

the dependence upon Christ as at once revealer oi
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truth, redeemer from sin, and living Lord is
vividly and passionately expressed. In the Epistle
of Barnabas He is spoken of repeatedly as the Son
of God and Lord of the World. As Maker of the
Sun before which our eyes quail, how much more
glorious must He be; His Incarnation was the
veiling of His dazzling radiance. For Polycarp, in
his Epistle, Christ’s work as redeemer is the fascin-
ating centre of thought. He is Lord and Saviour
(chs. 1, 6), Son of God (ch. 12), and His name is
associated with that of God as supreme object of
faith (chs. 5, 12) and the fountain of mercy (ch. 1).

Ignatius is more full and varied in his forms of
expression. He uses the so-called Trinitarian
formula but naming Christ first, * in the Son and
in the Father and in the Spirit,’ or ‘ to Christ and
to the Father and to the Spirit ’ {ad, Magn, xiii. 1).
He speaks of Christ outright as ‘ our God ’ and *my
God,’ asserts His pre-existence {ib, vii., ad fin,)y^d uses the striking mystical expression ‘Who
IS his word (Xdyos) proceeding forth from Silence’
(StToJ) {ih, viii.). Echoes of controversy with Doce-
tism^ appear in his repeated use of the adverb
dXT)dG>s {ad Eph. xvii. 2) when referring to the In-
carnation and Heath. But the double being of
Christ is stated in terms which were possible only
before the rise of the great discussions of His
Person ; e-gr., he says in one place

:

He 18 at once flesh and spirit, begotten and unbegotten. Godcome m the flesh, the real life, both from Mary and from God,
at first passible and then impassible * (ad Eph. vii. 2 : cf. xviiL
2. ad Smym, i. i, iii. i).

^ ^
By these and other such writers {e,g., Epistle to
Diognetus) we are kept in the atmosphere of apos-
tolic language. The Church is still in the glow of
ite fi^st enthusiasm, eager in its missionary labours,
absorbed in the joy of fellowship with Go^ through
the risen Christ, that conqueror of death and giver
of the Spirit, and concerned with the continuous
tight agamst heathen vices and the inculcation of
the new law of love and kindness and meek loyalty
of soul. They were building on the foundation
without inquiry as to its material and mode of
construction.

iu. The second stage in Christologt. i.Tne rise of Greek Christology.—A new race of
thinkers entered into the life of the Church with
J ustin Martyr, the race of men who before or after
thmr conversion were saturated with Greek culture
and yet avoided the dogmatic wildness of the
Gnostics, men like Origen, Clement of Alexandria
Gregory of Nyssa, and many others. But whether
or not they took Justin’s motto. ‘Whatever is
rightly said among all men belongs to us Chris-
Clans. thfiV bAOrfl.n f.llA Irtruv a.... x «

•ill-

—

aT
— "“S’ oaiu

mthm the Christian system itself, thus opened
toe next stage in toe unfolding of the nature of
Christ. Given toe reality of the pre-existent Son
or Logos and toe re^ity of the man Jesus, the
double being of Christ, the question arose as towhat was meant by and how much was containedm those respective realities. At this point it is

of thought has
disaster of Christianity (see A.

(hr altkathol, Kirche\^ Harnack, Dogmengesch,, Eng. tr.
Sist, ofpogrm^ London, 1894-99; E. HatcS. In-

Ideas and Usages upon the Chr, Church[HX, 1888] London, 1890). For such writer itappars evident that the inquiry into the divinenature of Christ and especially toe use of theI^gos idea, with the resulting minute discussions
Incarnation, diverted faithtom Its true object and the Christian religion

inspiration, ^orthem the gospel lies simply and directly in the ex-perience of God s Fatherhood by the soul of Jesus

and the practical teaching which flows from that
(cf. W. Herrmann, Der verkehr des Christen m%t
Gott^, Stuttgart, 1903, Eng. tr., Communion of the
Christianwith God, London, 1906 ; A. Hamack Das
Wesen des Christenturns^, Leipzig, 1900, Eng! tr
What is Christianity ? London, 1904). The effort
to treat His Person as a metaphysical and psycho-
logical problem led inevitably to the idea that
salvation depends on the right solution of that
problem, and so to the substitution of an orthodox
creed for a historical and personal revelation of
God as the true object of saving faith. A full dis-
cussion of this subject is out of place here, but, as
the centre of the controversy has been the Person
of the founder of Christianity, a few facts on the
other side must be briefly stated. (1) From the
beginning the Christian consciousness, as we have
seen, has been determined in its form and content
by a definite conception of Christ as superhuman
Messiah and incarnate Son of God. This concep-
tion was not invented for Him, but given forto
from His own consciousness and involved in His
actual power and^ in the new consciousness of His
Church in relation to God. (2) The results of
thorough inquiry into the nature of His Person
could have been avoided only by a universal con-
sent not to investigate^ intellectually the ultimate
facts of the religious life. (3) Given the right to
thmk, the alleged disaster, attributed to gradual
definition of orthodoxy, must be compared with
the effects which would have been procfuced upon
the religious consciousness in that age by the
general acceptance of the opposite theories, if these
were treated as essential to the existence of the
Christian community, or if treated as of equal
value to its life with any others, or even if treated
as matters of indifference. History seems to prove
that any intellectual definition of the Person of
Christ, and of His Messianic function, if sincerely
used, produces characteristic effects in the further
spiritu^ and social life of the community which
adopts it. There can be no doubt that the preva-
lence of the ‘Liberal’ picture of Jesus in our time
has put its own colour upon wide circles of religious
life. (4) The real and vital problem for the Church,
in preserving its true relation to its divine founder,
IS as to the right use of its conclusions in any con-
troversy about His Person. The ancient Church,
especially pider the power of the Emperor, turned
its conclusions {dbyiMira) into weapons of discipline
wielded by a centralized authority. This the
modem Church cannot do. It was at this point,
and in this way, that disaster entered.

2. The first phase : the divine nature of Christ.
—Assuming that in Christ the Son of God has
appeared as a man, the problem arose as to what
IS meant by the Son of God or Logos. How is He
related to God ? This question was not forced by
toe metaphysical, but by a veiy practical, interest,
hor toe worship of Christ was the life of the Churchtom the beginning, and it inevitably raised the
retort from heathenism that Christians themselves
nad two or, coimting the Spirit, three Gods. It
was the effort to meet this condemnation that drove
men to define how Christ, a man, could become an
object of worship for avowed and sincere mono-
theists.

(a) Monarchianism,~-The first answer came tom
those who are called Monarchians. They were
of various kinds. Some evolved an easily refuted
Unitananism not unlike Ebionism. But those
who made history took a higher road. Their chief
representative was one Sabellius, who lived in the
first half of the 3rd century. God in Himself was
said to be without distinction {ip bTroKelfiepop), in-
scrutable, unknowable. As He acts outwards upon
the universe. He assumes aspects (7rp6o-w7ra) for
which various names are needed. The three names
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Father, Son, Spirit, are appropriate to describe
Him as Creator of the universe, Kedeemer (in

Christ, from Birth to Ascension), and Life of the
Church. But these names should be used only in
relation to that phase of the divine action to which
they exclusively refer. Much ingenuity was ap-
parently used by Sabellius to emphasize and illus-

trate this inviolable unity of God. Thus He may
be called vloTrdrwp, to abolish the idea that in Him
any distinction exists, though we rightly name
Him Father and Son, according to that aspect of
His activity 'which we contemplate

; and He is

like the sun ‘ having three energies in one hypos-
tasis,’ as ‘ light-giver, heat and the very form of
a circumference.’ There was not much of distinc-

tive statement in his writings, apparently, con-
cerning the mode of the Incarnation. But the
tendency of the school was inevitably towards
Docetism, and Dorner says, *No passage can be
pointed out in which the Passion of Christ is made
the subject of consideration ’ {Person of Christ,

div. I. vol. ii. p. 167 f.). Monarchianism w-as not
easily overcome. Through its emphasis upon the
unity of God and the difficulty of defining the
nature of the eternal distinctions within that unity,
it tended to reappear in unexpected quarters. Vari-
ous thinkers in our own day, especially those who
are of the idealistic school in metaphysics, have
been accused of succumbing to its subtle influence.

Wherever the pantheistic view attracts, Monarchi-
anism is at hand.

(6) Arianism.—^At the opposite extreme from
Monarchianism is the powerful movement known
as Arianism. It represents in the 4th cent., and
in many forms since, a reaction from the tendency
to make Christ an abstract being, remote from
human interest, and so to detract from the direct
religious value of the human figure of Jesus. It
involved, of course, a direct attack upcm the con-
temporary theology. Monarchianism had en-
dangered the reality of the revelation of God and
made the very conception of Him vague and un-
certain. Hence Arius insists strongly on what we
moderns would call the Personality of God. He is

the eternal, active, and rational Creator of all, for

the Logos as divafiis is immanent in Him. He
became the Father in the creation of the Son, to
whom He gave a share in that Siyvajats. We cannot
say that the Son was created in time, for He is the
first of all creatures, and with Him time begins.
But w TTore fire oiK ^v, * there was when He was
not’—in flat contradiction of Origen. Hence we
must not ascribe to Him any attribute of deity
itself. He is not the unb<3gotten as God is, nor is

He a part of the unb^otteii, nor did He arise from
the essence of God. He is the first creature of the
divine Will, only-begotten, fully divine (tXtJ/wjs

0€6s ; cf. Jn 1^), and the medium through whom the
Creator henceforth produced and ruled His universe.
But the inherent and fatal Agnosticism of Arius is

revealed in the repeated statement that even the
Son does not directly know God. He is known
under many conceptions [ivlvoLa), indicating His
great glory. And yet * God is inetfable to His Son,’
for it IS plain that it is impossible for that which
hath a beginning to conceive how the wwbegun is,

or to grasp the idea. The Son became incarnate
in Jesus Cnrist in the simple and obvious sense of

enteiing into a human body. There was no need
for another human soul in that body, save the Son
of God Himself. He is worthy to be -worshijmed
both as the medium of Creation and as the glorified

Christ. On the surface this view makes a fair

show. It seems to avoid some dangers of Mon-
archianism, with its tendency to Patripassianism
on the one hand and Pantheism on the other, and
yet in its deepest principle Arianism isMonarchian.
Over against the dominant Origenistic theology it

escapes the difficult idea of * eternal generation ’

and the tendency to make the earthly l&e of Jesus
an unreal thing for imagination and faith. But
Arianism as a religion was too close to heathenism
and too far from the centre of Christian faith to
live. In reducing mysteries it lost the supreme
realities of revelation and redemption, for its God
is too remote and abstract to be Imown or to
appear in time. And, worse still, it made a dis-
tinct approximation to idolatry in its arguments
for the worship of Christ as a creature whom the
divine complacency summoned to divine honours.
Its solution of the problem was too easy. The
Christian view of Christ had alw^s implied a closer
and more mysterious relation of God Himself to the
cradle and the cross. The awe and the joy of
faith in Christ arose from the presence of God in
Him and in His deeds of redemption. The Arian
Christ, mighty as He could be depicted, was less

than the Christ who was the personal manifestation
of God, and in whose death the righteousness and
love of God Himself were directly realized, and
made effective in the actual history of man.

(c) The Nicene Christology,—The third possibility

regarding the relation of the Son of God to the
Father was that which won the day at Nicaea (a.d.

325). Constantine took the portentous step of
summoning the Council, and, for spiritual religion,

the baneful step of using the fleshly arm to enforce
its conclusions. It must be remembered that these
acts of Constantine introduced a new principle into
the organized life of the Church, of so potent a
character that it took long centuries to unfold its

inner logic. Trust in the State and trust in the
ruling Spirit of Christ are principles whose recon-
ciliation is not yet achieved either at Rome or at
Berlin. More than half a century of Arian strife

and shamefid confusions of statecraft stretched out
before the unforeseeing Church after Nicjea. But
in the conclave itself there were men of profound
Christian conviction and powerful intellect who
saw that in this controversy the apostolic faith

itself was at stake, and the defensive creed which
they formulated became a living force in the Church
from that day to this.

(a) The Nicene theology, as such, really began
with Origen (t A.D. 254). Against Monarchianism
he affirmed the Personality of God, teaching that

He is the intelligent Spirit from whom all intelli-

gences, and, for the use of tainted souls, the
material universe, have arisen. He even decides

that God is above substance, a position which must
be considered by those who imagine that the cate-

gory of substance was supreme in ancient theology

(cf. W. Temple, in Foundations, London, 1912, p.

211 ff.). Origen platonizes very thoroughly, but
seeks to preserve this conception of the living in-

telligent Will of God as the supreme source of all.

And he lifts his conception high above Plato and
PhUo by insisting always on the ethical principle

that this eternal Will is a Will of love. It is love

in God that is the fountainhead of the created uni-

verse of souls. Further, the Son of God, who is also

conceived of as a personal being, is derived from the

Father. But, afraid of heathenism on the one

hand, as of Monarchianism on the other, he pro-

pounds the great doctrine—del yevv^ 6 van-^p rhv vi6v.

The Son is indeed subordinate to the Father, but

not as a ^^reature, for this * begetting ’ is a process

in the divine nature independent of time, an act

of the eternal Will

—

iK rod deXi^jU-aros rod varpds. The
distinction of Father and Son is not that of separate

individuals, for they partake of one essential being.

And yet the Son is not an emanation of the Gnostic

type. How then does He stand related to the

F'ather ? It is here that the idea of the Logos aids

the imagination (well illustrated in Athan. Orat.

iv, 1-5). For we cun apprehend the unity of Logos
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with the pure, personal Spirit, of which it is the

self-expression, better than the unity of a Son with

a Father, while we can apprehend the distinct

hypostasis of each more easily through the latter

terms than through the more abstract. Each set

of terms is used to describe now the unity and now
the difference, but always the eternal reality, of

Gk>d the Father and the Son (on the danger of

deriving the Son from the Will, and not from the

essence, of the Father, see Athan. de Syn, 35 f.).

(jS) In this substance of it the theology of Origen

became that of the Nicene Creed. When the

Arians and many even of the sincerely orthodox
desired to be content with the assertion that the

Son is of * like substance * (6;ttoioi5(rtos), the course of

debate disclosed the ambiguity of a word which
contented Athanasius and Arius alike as the

crucial point of the whole problem. When the
orthodox pressed their understanding of the word
as implymg an eternal and unbroken inherence of

the Son in the essence {oixrLa) of the Godhead, the
Arians, it is said through Eusebius of Nicomedia,
reproached them with teaching the doctrine of

o/ioova-laj or identity of being, which, though held by
Origen, had been hitherto associated mainly with
Monarohianism and treated therefore as dangerous
by both parties. That very word, however, from
that hour, and inevitably, became the touchstone
of the difference between the parties and was em-
bodied in the Creed. The Son is * from the essence

’

(oMa) of the Father, and hence ‘ of the same sub-
stance.’ But the term was admitted even by
Athanasius unwillingly and under stress of the
controversy ; and, indeed, it was afterwards used
by him sparingly, except when it was the direct

subject of exposition and defence. He defended
its use in part by showing that the Arians had
used many un-Biblical terms to state their own
ositions. The fear of Monarchianism which it

ad suggested to many minds was allayed by the
fact that the approach to the term was not made
from the speculative, but from the religious, side.

The whole discussion, as conducted by Athanasius,
was concerned with Jesus Christ, the historical
and personal being, whose permanent reality was
assumed as essential to the very life of faith. To
affirm of such a being the opoovaLa with <3rod could
not abolish the difference between the Father and
the Son, while it secured their eternal and essential
unity.^ It is not an outside matter of creation or
adoption, but (so to speak) an organic relation
inside that nature. The Father is no more God
without the Son than the Son is God without the
Father (see Gwatkin, Studies ofArianism^

It is impossible to ignore the fact that both here
and in later discussions of the Incarnation itself
the category of substance, or rather ‘essence’

had a powerful influence upon the course of
thought. But two things must be observed in
weighing the significance of that fact. In the first

place, a word like ‘substance’ carried a varied
content for the imagination and speculative thought
of the ancient as well as the modern world. To
pin it down to the idea of matter, or accuse them
all of being ultimately materialists, is too gross a
misrepresentation, though it is so common. To
say even that they set it above the category of
personality is not true to the facts. For, in the
second place, the very discussions with which the
Church was concerned drove its great minds like
Origen, Athanasius, Gregory of Nyssa, and Apol-
linaris to be concerned with the nature of spiritual
beings, and to face, not the impersonal, but the
personal, as the supreme element in man and God.
When Gregory of Nyssa deals with human nature
he can be seen struggling to say that the essence
of man, though distributed throughout his body, is
not something ‘spatial,’ as we would so naturally

ut it. And, when he would state the difference

etween the divine and thehuman nature, he finds

it to reside ultimately not in a difference of sub-
stance, but in this, that God is the Creator and
man wholly dependent on Him {On the Making of
Man, xvi. 12). There we are in the region of voli-

tion and ethics, and religious insight. The crass
view of substance is subordinate to a higher view
of spiritual nature. And we have already seen that
for Origen the supreme facts in the being of God
are will, intelligence, and love. The reluctance
with which Athanasius and others engaged in the
discussions which involved the use of oi5<r/a,

(TTcuris, etc., is a witness to the fact that they were
fully aware of the limitations of the human mind
when applied to the mystery of God’s nature. These
terms were used in the Nicene Creed (in the
‘Anathema’) only that the dogmas of Arianism
and Monarchianism might be denied, and that the
substance of the Christian faith, which rests in the
fact that God was in Christ and that Christ is

‘eternally one with God,’ ‘might not perish from
the earth.’

3. Second phase : the humanity of Christ.—The
official victory of Trinitarianism, the affirmation of

the proper deity of Christ, led naturally to the rais-

ing of the next problem, viz. the question of His
humanity. The supreme emphasis of orthodoxy on
the deity of Christ seemed to endanger the reality

of His appearance in the flesh. Even in NT times
this tendency was felt (cf. 1 Jn 1^ 2^"®, He and
the reproach of Docetism has been uttered against
many writers in the 2nd and 3rd centuries who
were yet counted orthodox. Indeed, Hamack goes
so far as to say that down to the beginning of the
4th cent, ‘no single outstanding church teachei
really accepted the humanity in a perfectly un*

qualified way ’ {Bist» of Dogma, iv. 129). Origen
used his daring genius on the problem. Believing
that all souls of men have pre-existence, and become
incarnate because of evil taint, he held that the
one unsullied soul became united with the divine
Logos and then by an act of will, and love, became
incarnate as the soul of Jesus. This theory did
not deeply influence the history of the subject,

though Arius owes something to it. It was Apol-
linaris who first dealt with it in a more sober and
suggestive manner. That he was true to the doc-

trine of redemption is evident from such words as

:

*He is both God and man : if Christ is only man he did not
save the world, and if only God, be did not save throujjh suffer-

ing. If Christ was only man, or if only God, he was not a

mediator between man and God.’

But Apollinaris was equally clear that,
* if a perfect God were united with a perfect man, there would
be two, one by nature Son of God, and the other by adoption'
(Athanasius, c. ApoU. i. 2).

He solved the problem partly by falling back on
the Aristotelian view of man’s nature as tripartite

and buttressing that with 1 Th 5^ (‘May your
spirit, soul, and body be preserved entire,’ etc.).

He finds the essential features of human nature in

distinction from God to be body and soul, while in

mind or spirit (i^oOs, "^xrxfi voepd, wevixa.) man is of one
type with the divine Logos. Hence in Jesus Christ
tne union of the two natures must be found in this,

that the Logos became the vovs (or irveypa.) of the
man Jesus by becoming united with the body and
soul in the womb of His mother. Thus we have a
mind in Jesus ‘unaffected by psychical and fleshly

experiences, and controlling the flesh and fleshly

motives in a divine fashion, sinless, therefore, and
not subject to death, but conquering death’ (B.

Seeberg, Dogmengeschichte, i. 199). Apollinaris
appealed to the Scriptures, of course, as at Jn 1^^,

Bo 8®, to show that they do not speak of His becom-
ing a man, but ‘ becoming flesh.’ He weakened his

position by his free admission that his theory pre-

sented a new kind of being, something neither God
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nor man ;
and his opponents have ever since made

the most of that concession. The hostile arguments

were based on the idea that this affirmed a muti-

lated humanity, and thus left it unredeemed at its

highest point. For, while Apollinaris (Greg. Nyss.

adv. Avail, li.) insisted that ‘ the death of man does

not abolish death,’ the opponents answered that

the death of the divine Logos (if that were possible)

would not redeem the yovs of man. What was

required for redemption was a redeeming manhood

in all the content of that conception, that body

might redeem body, soul redeem soul, and mind

re^em mind. What was not assumed was not

redeemed. It was in vain that Apollinaris urged

his two strongest positions, that only the divine

can redeem the human, and that, since the voOs is

the seat of personality, to conceive of Christ as

possessed of ^1 these human elements is to conceive

of Him as a true human individual, and make the

Incarnation inconceivable. He was not himself

released from the realistic (some would say, magical)

view of redemption, and could not rebut the strong

argument made againsthim on that basis. The very

conception of personality which his own specula-

tions were helping to clarify was still so far con-

fused with that of substance that his vision of the

incarnate was held in alien bonds. That in God

there is a human element ; that the divine Logos

and the human mind are of a type so that the

former can act for or as the latter ; that the seat

of personality is here ;
that it is fatal to faith and

rejison alike to see in the incarnate Christ two

distinct personalities with an indefinite form of

unity—these are positions of great power, which

account for the fact that * Apollinarism ’ reappears

persistently in later ages, and in our day is more

wide-spread in principle than is often imagined.

Buthewashimself hindered, byameagrepsychology

and by the remainder in his mind of the tendency to

define human nature in mutually exclusive ‘parts,

from doing full justice to his primary assumption.

Hence Apollinarism was explicitly condemned in

the first canon of the Council of Constantinople

(A.D. 381), at which the Nicene Creed was revised,

developed, and reaffirmed. In the Decree of

Chalcedon (A.D. 451) elaborate care was taken to

rule it out completely. Christ is ‘ at <^^ce God

truly and man truly of a reasonable soul and body

i^K \f/vxns "KoyLKTjs KoX ffdjfiaTOi) ; He is ‘ of the same

substance (6//.ooi5(rtos) with us according to his nian-

hood.’ The conclusion of the Church was therefore

officially announced in the doctrine that ‘perfect

manhood,’ in the sense of all the parts of an m-

dividual man, must be ascribed to Jesus Christ.

iv. The third stage in Christology.—The

third stage in the development of Christology was

now reached. With its insistence upon the full

deity of the Logos (Son of God) and the full

humanity of Jesus, the Church was driven to con-

sider more deeply the mode of the union of the

divine and human in one life. The matter had not

been ignored indeed. Origen, as we have seen,

confronted the problem from the speculative side

;

Athanasius had dealt with it in close adherence

to Scripture. The latter held that the Log^ in

assuming human nature did not merely unite Him-

self with an individual man, but became the true

subject of the human life of Jesus. At the same

time He retained His functions as Lord of the un^

verse. He did, indeed, as man experience growth

(Lk 2), and even confessed ignorance (Mk 13), but

in such aspects of His incarnate life the Logos

restrained His powers. This double consciousness

is the very mystery of the Incarnation.
^

For our

sakes the same subject now shows His divine g*ory

and now veils it, in the limits of a man’s mind and

body. But the chief difficulty witli this position

\s the uncertainty, the apparent discontinuity, of

the subject in the self-expressions of the incarnate

state. The doctrine of a continuous self-limitation

was not yet attained. The Cappadocian theo-

logians likewise, with their intense hostility to

Apollinarism, while holding the unity of the Person,

yet insisted very strongly also that each ‘ nature ’

was perfect; the union was efiected by an inde-

scribable ‘commingling.’ Apollinaris had, how-
ever, raised the question to new distinctness and
importance, and these uncertain views were sub-

jected to fresh and closer scrutiny.

(a) Firstphase: Nestorianism ,—On the one hand
arose the so-called Nestorians, who were prepared

for by the famous school of Antioch among whom
the name of Theodore of Mopsuestia stood out as

a brilliant expounder of the Scriptures. With a

keen sense of the historical, he approached the

problem as one who was filled with the reality and
power of the life of Jesus. But he was also a

vigorous defender of the Nicene Creed and as vigor-

ous an opponent of the Apollinarian Christology,

and therefore faced the problem of the nexus

between a complete divine nature and a complete

human nature. This he found in the Will of God
the Word, who. Himself begotten from the Father,

united the man Jesus Christ with Himself. Hence
Christ is rightly called ‘ Son,’ because beyond aH
men He possessed the adoption of a Son through

that union (Com. on Gal 4®). But it was Nestorius

who carried this doctrine to its full issues in the

controversy which led up through the third ecu-

menical Council at Ephesus (A.D. 431) to the fourth

Council at Chalcedon (A.D. 451). Rejecting the

use of the term deordKos (‘Mother of God’) as

applied to Mary the Virgin (which was defended

with great energy by Cyril of Alexandria), he also,

like Theodore, set the union of the human nature

of Jesus Christ with the Logos in the region of

will. It was the grace of God that bound this

sinless man in an ineffable oneness with Himself

as Logos. The general term cwaipeia. (‘moral

union’) was used as over against the

(‘real union’) with which Cyril of Alexandria

sought to express the higher view. In a series of

mutual ‘ anathematisms ’ these two protagonists

defined their hostile positions, which lay in a region

that philosophy was only beginning to explore.

Nestorius insisted that, as Jesus possessed a

‘rational soul,’ He was a complete human in-

dividual, while Cyril maintained the reality of the

‘ rational soul’ but insisted that ‘ the Word having

personally united to himself flesh animated by a

rational soul,’ the result was a true union in ‘ one

Christ and one Son.’ Cyril, that is to say, main-

tained that the Word did not unite Himself with a

human individual, but united the two natures in

one (eJfs). For the result, for the basis of their

oneness, he could find no technical term.

4>i/crts {natura) and {nrda-Taa-Ls {substantia, ‘sub-

stance’) were still applied as a rule to the totsl

content of the human and divine elements in their

respective and distinct reality, and Cyril s use of

Trob^wirov in the so-called Creed of Union (A.D. 433)

is not as yet distinct enough to define their basis

of unity. But this school came near Docetism in

maintaining that the Logos appeared, for our sakes,

to be ignorant, weary, etc., but that these cpnot

be ascribed as real experiences to the Logos mcar-

nate. Nevertheless, Cyril and his party, in spite

of their own difficulties of construction, made it

clear that the Nestorian position excluded a real

Incarnation. A union which consisted only in

complete sympathy, in co-operant wills, m a moral

harmony, between two natures which are con-

ceived of as distinct and complete must^ always

appear incidental because not organic, insecure

because not grounded in an objective and indis-

soluble fact. On the other hand, if Cyril, even m
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his carefully drawn anathematisms, failed, it is

because in his fear of Apollinarism (of which, how-

ever, he was accused) he shrank from taking the

full consequences of making the Logos the personal

basis of the Incarnate One. Striving to maintain

the completeness of the humanity for soteriological

reasons-—and this with great earnestness and in-

sight—he yet failed to define, so as to satisfy the

Nestorians, how the human can remain human if

it has for its basis, not indeed the divine ‘ nature,*
j

but the divine Logos. Nestorius had a curious I

trick in his anathematisms of describing his op-

g
ments’ language about the incarnate Christ, in

is unity, as if 3iey applied it to the one * nature *

or the other as Nestorius conceived of these

;

in the eleventh he accuses them of maintaining
‘ that the flesh which is united with God the Word
is by the power of its own nature life-giving*—

an incredible misrepresentation, and possible only

because Nestorius was so possessed of his own
vision of the facts that he could not read the

words of others as they meant them. He could

not see their vision.

(b) Second phase: Entychianism,—From this

strong insistence by the orthodox party upon the

I^gos as the true basis of the one Christ logical

experimentation pursued its natural course. IfNes-

torianism failed when starting from the integrity of

the human, as though that were primary in their

interest, how would it be if the start were made
from the integrity of the divine in the Incarnate

One ? Eutyches dared this task and fell over the

ever-narrowing edge of definitions into another
‘ heresy.’ For him it was clear that the Incarnate
One had but one nature, as indeed Cyril insisted.

But Eutyches urged that in that case the body
itself must have been changed in its very substance
by union with deity. The humanity is absorbed
into the divinity (cf. Origen’s approach to this

view, c. Cels, iii. 4). This was condemned, of course,

as docetic in its ultimate effect, and as < confusing
*

(otjJtxvo-is) the natures.

(c) The Decree of Chalcedon,—At Chalcedon the
matter was brought to a conclusion. Subsequent
councils dealing with further developments of the
matter (Monophysitism and Monothelitism) could
only insist on rigid maintenance of the Decree of

Chalcedon. Theological speculation had passed
beyond the attainments of metaphysics and psycho-
logy in that age, and could only be restrained by
repeating the formulae which marked the utmost
boundary of knowledge and safe reasoning. This
famous Decree, which is generally held to be the
high-water mark of ancient Christology, has in

recent times become the object of serious criticism.

Theologians pour contempt upon it as a mere
assertion of logical contradictions. Historians
(Harnack especially, who does less than justice to
Cyril) strive to prove that its terms were a miser-
able compromise which, to satisfy the ambitions
of the West (led by Pope Leo, author of the famous
letter to Flavian Icnown as ‘ Leo’s Tome,’ on which
the Decree was founded), obscured the real issues
by asserting the ‘ two natures in one person,’ and
made impossible the true development of the
Athanasian Christology, which sought to assert
that the result of the Incarnation was ‘the One
incarnate nature of the Logos.* In spite of
Harnack’s vehement pages, the view will probably
continue to prevail that the Decree actually saved
the fundamental Athanasian position. Moreover,
a protest should be entered against the frequent
yet absurd suggestion that the ‘ two-nature hypo-
thesis* first arose at or just before Chalcedon.
The very idea of an incarnation involves that of
two natures somehow made into one life. The
idea dates back to the NT, to the combination of
‘Son of God* and ‘Son of Man,* of ‘existing in

the form of God ’ and * found in fashion as a man,’
And the entire course of Christological speculation
presupposed this hypothesis from the beginning.
There is, however, much difterence of opinion an

to the real effect of the Decree at the critical point.

The following are its main points for our purpose

;

(1) each nature, the humanity and the Godhead of

‘our Lord Jesus Christ,* is ‘perfect*; (2) He is

eonsubstantial {bfxooCcrLos) with the Father and con-
substantial ‘ with us *

; (3) the ‘ property * (idi6r7]s=:

proprietas) of each nature is retained and concurs
in one person {icpbcrojirov—persona) and one substance
{xmoffraa substantia)

;

(4) the famousfour adverbs
(without confusion, change, division, separation)
condemn Eutychianism, Apollinarism, and Nes-
torianism. Tlie main difficulty about the inter-

pretation arises from the fact that the crucial

clause starts with the different natures, defining

each in its distinctness and completeness, and then
speaks indefinitely of ‘ the property of each nature ’

as ‘ being preserved and concurring in one person
and substance.* This is not the way of Scripture
or of the Apologists or of Greek theology as a

whole, which was to view the Incarnation steadily

downwards, as it were, from the side of the Glory
of God as a living and personal act of condescension.
Hence it has led some (Dorner especially) to main-
tain that, according to the Decree, the ‘ Person or

substance* is the resultant of the union of the two
natures, and not that the Person or substance of

the Son of God, having already a divine nature as

I

the instrument of action, assumed also a human
I nature as a parallel and distinct means of action.

Harnack seems to agree with this

:

‘ In Leo’s view the ** Person ” is no loncrer entirelj" the one
subject with two “properties,” but the union of two hypostatic
natures ’ {BihU of Dogma, iv. ii05f.).

But this interpretation is not borne out by Leo’s

Tome itself, in the very sentence of that famous-

letter from which this clause in the Decree is taken,
the pope says : ‘ Lowliness was assumed by majesty,

’

etc. Leo even uses the Apollinaristic phrase ‘ which
(the flesh) he (Logos) animated with the Spirit of

rational life.* And again he speaks of the unity of

Person in the two natures, and of the one Person
of God and man.

If that clause, which lias curiously absorbed
attention to its method, as over against the method
of earlier clauses, is read from the point of view
which tends to proceed, as it were, from diflerences

to their unity, Dorner’s interpretation may result

;

but, if read from another point of view which moves
from unity to difference, and in the light of the
earlier clauses, it must be held that theform of the
statement (in that clause), being dictated by current
controversies, does not represent truly the real

inner meaning of the Decree as a whole. For after

all it must be not the two concurrent natures but
the Logos with whom the Incarnation begins, and
who, as eternal vTbtTracns, adds to His possession of

the Godhead, or divine ‘nature,* a manhood or

human ‘nature.* There is no use of proving, as

some have done, that the technical terms (esp.

0i/<7ts and brbaTocns) mean elsewhere something
which makes nonsense of them as used here.

These ancient terms were developed in these very
controversies, and their occurrence here actually
marks a new stage in their history. (1) A new
difference is drawn between 4>b(TL$ and irpbiroyirov

(and birocrTacas), (2) The last two terms are nqb
merely interchangeable. The one {Trpbtrta^ov) is

beginning to assume the meaning of personality,

and the other (inrba-raa-Ls) preserves the idea of in-

defeasible substantiality. But the imperfections
of the Decree are found in the fact that it did not
end controversy. Its outward form, especially in

the crucial clause beginning with and insisting on
the distinct and complete natures, gave power and
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victory to orthodoxy against the persistent teachers

of Monophysitism and Monothelitism ; hut its inner

and real meaning, that the Logos became the Ego
of the human nature, encouraged persistent specu-

lation as to how much is included in a conscious

Ego (now=7r/)6crw7roi^), and in what sense human
nature retains all its ‘ parts,’ when it is said to be
assumed by the Son of God. It is that question

which has dominated modern Christology.

It is clear from this brief survey that Christo-

logical speculation in the early Church tended
towards mere intellectualism, that the problems
grew more and more remote from the field of ex-

perience, and that the OTeat living figure of Jesus

Christ, the Founder and Lord of Christianity, was
in danger of being evaporated in technicalities and
metaphysical abstractions. And, indeed, it is

almost an oilence to faith to follow*^ the details of

some of these controversies. All the more neces-

sary is it, in trying to grasp the permanent signifi-

cance of Jesus Christ for the Christian religion,

to recall the fact that in the very midst of such

controversies the Church was carrying on against

tremendous difficulties its missionary, philan-

thropic, and sanctifying work. Many of the

greatest Christological theologians were men of

supreme devotion to His Person, profound be-

lievers in the redemption which He nad brought,

men of prayer and of saintly life. The ardour of

their love for Him, and their profound grasp upon
the idea that in Him the destiny of the individual

and the race is determined, were the main forces

which sustained their undying and even passionate

engagement in these prolonged and laborious dis-

cussions of the mysteiy of His divine Person.

Nevertheless, nothing is more remarkable than the

fact that til us early, and still more in the Middle

Ages, a split took place between the intellectual

interest in the primary Christian facts and their

spiritual, practical valuation and use by pious

souls.

VII. CURISTOLOQY IN TEE MODERN CHURCH.
—-i. Introductory: thk modern mind.

—

i.

The reformation of religion.—-The history of

Christology in modern times is bound up^ ex-

clusively with the develo])ment of Protestantism

;

and here mere ecclesiasticism has played but a

minor part. The broken condition of the Protes-

tant communions has prevented anything like the

calling of General Councils, the action of individual

denominations having authority only for them-

selves. Hence such terms as ‘heresiarch’ are

applied only by a certain limited class of historians

to certain thinkers of the ancient Church. It is

universally thought to be inappropriate under

modern circumstances to use such a term of any
modern theologian. Modern Christology is niore

intimately connected with the modern religious

and intellectual life as a whole than with that of

the ancient world, for in the civilization which we
call Grmco-Boman it appeared as in many respects

an exotic. But mociem civilization is deeply

moulded by Christian principles, and its defects

are to be corrected only by a tuller measure of the

Christian spirit. Indeed, some of the ideas which
have seemed most hostile to the Faith have been

nourished and ultimately sustained by her own
supreme teachings. With the Keformation caine

a new conception of the Christian life. Martin

Luther was not so much the discoverer as the chief

exemplar of this pliase of religious experience.

His power, and indeed that of the whole movement,
is due not only to the nature of his experience, but

to the fact that it can prove itself identical in its

fundamental elements with that of the primitive

Church as revealed in the NT. Luther discovered

that the grace of God is a living force which has

entered history in Christ and which lays hold of

the individual directly without any essential human
mediation save that of the preached word, the
gospel. On the human side it is penitence and
faith that apprehend the grace of God and are
the means through which that grace apprehends
the human soul. Luther and the other great
reformers maintained that they were loyal to
the Councils of the early Church. The Decree of
Chalcedon stood forth for them all as the supreme
Christological utterance of the Church. But this» to the Councils was conditioned by the idea

e Councils simply explained Scripture, and
were authoritative only in so far as Scripture sup-
ported them. The reformers completely disowned
the notion that the ofiicial Church had power to
develop and enforce an authoritative theology.
The central fact for the reformers is that the
Christian faith is a living experience, made possible
by the full revelation of God in the historic Christ.

Apart from Him there is no saving knowledge of

God. Through varying phases this characteristic
evangelical view of Christianity has persisted in
the reformed Churches. In periods when emphasis
was placed upon doctrinal definition rather than
upon personal experience, and a new intellectual
formalism arose instead of the appeal to conscience,
the Protestant communions have felt an arrest
upon their spiritual life and their world influence.

Every fresh spiritual movement—such as that
known in Germany as the Pietist movement, or the
Puritan movement in England, or the Moravian
and Wesleyan movements both in Europe and in

America—has always arisen from a fresh insight
into the fundamental nature of ‘reformed’ and
apostolic Christianity. In the 19th cent, the extra-

ordinary expansion of Christianity through the
foreign missionary movement has borne an ampler
and more inmressive witness to the reality and
power of the Christian faith as thus re-apprehended
and proclaimed. It must be observed that in

Christianity thus defined and thus operative the
Person of Christ always stands forth as unique,

supreme, divine, redemptive, and directive. ‘ Ubi
Christus, ibi Ecclesia.* And no less true is it that,

where Christ is, the presence of the living, eternal

God is immediately realized. The historic founder

is believed, and His followers insist that He is irre-

sistibly proved, to be the invisible, spiritual, divine

power or will which is directing man to his true

goal.

2, Modern thought.—(a) Th& trmd ofphilosophy.
—Europe experienced an amazing revival of in-

tellectual life in the same general period in which
the rejuvenescence of Christianity took place. In

part this renaissance of the mind was due to fresh

contact with the literature of the ancients, but it

had its roots also in the long labours and deep in-

tellectual influences of the Christian Church. For
example, even in its darkest days that Church bore

in upon the mind of Europe the conception that

there is but one living God, who has created the

entire universe for ends worthy of His own char-

acter. This great conception consecrated nature

and abolished the crude ancient dualism. Modern
science has arisen from, and still depends upon,

certain principles which Christianity first enforced

upon the human mind, especially those of the unity

and order and sanctity of the natural universe.

Hence the investigation of nature must now be

considered as a religious act, though the officials

of the Church learned this with difficulty and
dismay. Modem philosophy began, it is agreed,

with Descartes. From his day onwards there has

been a deepening investigation of the rich and
complicated process of knowledge, and into the

nature of the human consciousness, which has come
to be conceived of as a living organism. Mankind
began by thinking of the outer physical world as
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the basis of all reality. Only gradually has this

conception been transcended. But now for all heirs
of Christian civilization the universe of conscious-
ness and conscious beings has come into view as
the true source and seat of reality. Through this

mighty process of change certain facts have emerged
which must be briefly stated. And in stating
them we may assume that for Christian thought
the purely mechanistic view of the universe must
be held as false. First we must note the emergence
of personality as the ideal centre of consciousness.
In personality the conscious intelligent will is re-

cognized as the supreme fact. As yet the human
mind can conceive of nothing higher which can be
named as the ultimate form of reality. If it is

ultimate, it must be also fontal, and every other
form of the actual must proceed from and depend
upon it. Next, there is the emergence of the idea
of experience as the most general term which can
be applied to all that which exists for personality.
The material universe seems to be undergoing, not
merelythroughphilosophical reasoning, but through
scientific investigation, a complete transformation,
in virtue of which all its elements are seen to be
^rabols and instruments of a spiritual universe.
Hence ancient words like ‘nature,’ ‘substance,’
‘body,’ ‘essence,’ even ‘humanity’ and ‘parts of
humanity,’ require to be thought through afresh.
Much of what they meant in the Christological
controversies of the early Church has simply fallen
away from them for the modern mind.

(6) The spirit of science.—Further, we must note
the emergence of the modern scientific spirit. It
has learned through long and painful processes of
discipline that truth concerning the natural universe
and the histoi^ of man can be discovered only by
patient and disinterested investigation of fact. A
new conscience has arisen in reference to the ac-
quirement of knowledge and the interpretation of
life. For, if nature and history be together a divine
process, the seeker after truth must seek it there

;

and to find it there he must wait upon nature and
history with a spirit of utter sincerity and patience,
and with the calmness of trust in his methods of
investigation and their sure result. Through the
labours of science and philosophy combined there
has emerged the great conception of evolution.

|The very idea is itself undergoing a process of de-
velopment. We have seen it in two generations
pass from^ the cruder forms promulgated in the
name of science by such men as Spencer and Darwin
to the more spiritual conceptions which begin to
guide the thought of our day. But common to
them all is the idea that there is a unity in the
history of nature and of men, and that this vast
unified process must be read in terms of reason
and of vm!.

(c) Certain assumptions of Christian thought.—
In the main, it may be said without much risk
that the following constitute some of the funda-
mental elements of prevalent modem thought,
(a) What reason can explain is rational : what is
rational must be derived from reason. (/S) What
exists in relation to consciousness exists for a
conscious bemg or beings ; and what exists for
conscious beings, having its raison (Tttre there,
must be derived from a conscious source. (7) If
there is a universe of life and of conscious beings,
they may or must exist in various grades as to
structure, power, and meaning. (5) If there is a
universe of rational, conscious beings, they must
be capable of mutual intercourse, and such inter-
course may depend upon the existence of media
through which they become aware of and act upon
each other, (e) These media of intercommunication
constitute the world or universe of nature, which
must be also conceived of as an ultimately unified
system of facts. The trend of philosophy in all its

chief forms to-day is controlled by the varying in-

fluences allowed by different classes of thinkers tc
theseand such-like fundamental conceptions. With
the gradual extinction of mere materialism these
have emerged as in some way the common property
of the main groups of thmkers. Even natural
science, through its physics, biology, and psycho-
logy, is gradually approaching a statement of its

actual discoveries and provisional inferences re-

garding material substance, life, and mind, which
is bringing it into close correspondence with these
generalassumptions of philosophy. Over the whole
field of knowledge and its processes, of philosophy
and its assumptions, one can see the irresistible
pressure of the fundamental and characteristic
Christian doctrines concerning God as Creator and
Lord,of All, concerning man as primarily a moral
and spiritual being, concerning the spiritual uni-
verse as at once the source, explanation, and end
of human history. For the Christian Church the
conviction remains that for these ideas, however
reason may strive to support and illumine and
systematize them, the one indefeasible guarantee
of their truth, in the field of objective reality, is

to be found in the historic consciousness and the
permanent spiritual presence and power oJf Jesus

As Troeltsch has put the matter ;
* . . . the image of Jesus

will always remain inseparable from all efficacious Christian
belief in God. A Christian mysticism . . . will always remain
the central point of true and genuine Christianity as long as it

exists. Without this, the personalistic belief in God would
itself pine away and die* (iieporf 0/ Fifth International Congress
of Free Christianity

^

London, 1910, p. 238 f.).

Modern Christology, with a longer history of
the Church behind it and a wider if not a deeper
religious exppience to correct or confirm it, is the
inevitable eftbrt of the modem Christian mind to
verify afresh for itself the conception of the founder
of Christianity as the personal self-revelation of
God, the personal interpreter of human nature,
the personal director of human destiny.

ii. First phase : Absolute Idealism.—Christ-
ology received its greatest modern developments
in the 19th cent., and most of these arose in the
midst of the unparalleled intellectual life of the
Gennan universities. There philosophy and his-
torical research combined to produce a complete
re-casting of the Christian system of doctrine by
concentrating attention upon two supreme subjects—the idea of God in relation to the universe, and
the place of Christ in history. The giants of
philosophy from Kant to Hegel endeavoured to do
justice to both features of the Christian religion.
Out of that period, whether by direct derivation
or by reaction against the prevalent philosophies,
arose three main views of Christianity, and hence
three main forms of Christology.

I. Hegel’s Christology.—In the first place Abso-
lute Idealism inust be reckoned with. It has made
the inodern mind familiar with the theory that
God is an immanent principle, generating the
history of the entire universe. But, as Hegel
works the subject out on his vast canvas, God
must not be conceived of as above or before the
process. He is the Idea realizing itself in the two
successive forms of nature (object) and man (sub-
ject, spirit), and coming to consciousness only in
the latter. God became personal in humanity. At
some point in human history the Spirit which has
struggled to free itself from the bonds of nature,
and to rest in a perfected self-consciousness, must
come to the full realization of that climax. That
full mcamation of the Idea in the form of conscious
Spirit was achieved in the Person of Christ, who is

the supreme appearance ‘ in the sensuous form ap-
mropriate to history ’ of the unity of man with God.
But in Christ the Spirit appeared in fullness, that
from Him the whole of humanity might be set free
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and made conscious of itself as the dwelling-place
of the divine. In spite of its vivid insight into
some deeper meanings of Christianity, Hegelianism
remains abstract, elusive. Its conception of God,
as it has been said, appears as an ingenious apothe-
osis of HegeFs own dialectic. Again, in spite of
its emphasis on the idea of the Trinity and many
illuminating expositions of it, it mves no real grip
of the facts to his Christology. For his Christ is

not true to the picture in the Gospels nor to the
faith of the Church. His early studies in the Life
of Christ (see Gunther, Lekre von der Person Ckristi,

p. 97 ff.) had not brought Hegel close to the fact

that Jesus knew Himself distinctively as Son of
God, and that God is a Being with whom men
must deal in the lofty regions of personal relation-

ship. Sin is for him a stage in the process of man’s
movement towards the divine self-consciousness;

and grace therefore is not the mercy that forgives,

but the sense of unity with the immanent God
achieved in Christ.

2. Its influence.—Nevertheless the marvellous
energy of Hegel’s expositions and the vast sweep
of his system, its sublime confidence in the power
of reason to unlock the ultimate secrets of being,
and its complete subordination of the physical to
the meanings of the spiritual universe have had a
permanent and deep efiect upon the whole course
of modern theology. The exaggerated emphasis
upon tlie doctrine of the divine immanence in more
recent popular Christology in England and America
is due to liim. That theological phase sometimes
called the * New Theology ’ has appealed to natural
science as teaching the unity of all things in its

doctrine of evolution, and to idealism as teaching
the indwelling of God in the entire process of time.

From these two positions it has drawn its doctrine
that in all men the divine is in some measure
inherent, while in Christ manhood has been filled

with the divine to its utmost capacity. These are,

sometimes distant and unconscious, inheritances
from Hegel. In Germany the Hegelian influence

showed itself in many ways. It gave Baur his

method of conceiving tne development of Christian
dogma amidst the conflicts of the early Church.
For a time it seemed to give Strauss a resting-place

for his faith after the destructive work done upon
the story of the Gospels. It gave the clue by which
men like Biedermann, for whom likewise the super-

natural (in the old sense) had fallen from Chris-

tianity, sought to secure the permanent essence of

that faith while its historical setting was discarded,

as the husk of mere circumstance is removed from
the kernel of truth. Bui everywhere it failed to

satisfy the Christian consciousness. That con-

sciousness cannot deduce history from ideas, but
rather derives its ideas from history. It cannot
persuade itself of man’s power to see God through
reason, and then prove that what it has seen inde-

pendently was also discovered in the Christ of

history. Hence, as Fairbairn {The Place of Christ

in Mod. Theol. , London, 1893, p. 213 fl‘. ) insisted with
such force, Hegel’s view of Christ endeavoured
to translate into his own terminology what the
Church has held ; but the whole reality and value
of the Cliurch’s faith consisted in the fact that the
human mind had come to think and to believe in

this way and thus found its unity with God. * The
remarkable thing is the relation of the faith to the
Person rather than the Person to the faith’ (p. 221).

The reality of Christ’s personal consciousness of

union with God as the objective and real object and
ground of faith is not present to his mind. This
element in the Hegelian method, which is not
peculiar to this stage in his system, has pervaded
modern thought very deeply, as we shall see.

hi. Second phase: komanticism.— i. The
man who * rejuvenated theology.’—The second

great movement was that which sprang from the
remarkable personal gifts, the spiritual life, and
the distinctive theological method of Schleier-
macher. Many elements which seem to his critics,
and even to his admirers, utterly inconsistent with
one another had their unity for him through his
deep mystical type of religious life, his poetic and
daring imagination, and his great gift of analytic
thought. This remarkable combination carried
him in distaste away from the abstract and unreal
dogmatism of Absolute Idealism. It carried him
though the strong and powerful temptations of
his period of surrender to the Romanticism dominant
in Berlin society, without delivering him from the
intellectual influence of that spirit. His vast read-
ing made him sensitive to the realities of history
and to the supreme significance of a fellowship like
that of the Christian Church. He therefore set
forth with convincing and almost revolutionary
power the absoluteness of religion. It has its seat
m experience, i.e. in the living, feeling conscious-
ness of man. In that consciousness man finds
himself dependent on the Infinite, on God, for his
very being and for all the true meanings of his
existence. Religion, which rises out of the funda-
mental fact of dependence, and also nourishes it as
a feeling which has infinite worth, is for that
reason independent of any philosophic system, and,
on the other hand, must not be restrained as a
mere department of social ethics. The poor starve-
ling which Kant knew as religion, an adjutorium
legis, is repulsive to the richer soul of Schleier-
macher.

2. His idea of God.—In his conception of God,
Schleiermacher, while defining Christianity as ‘ a
teleological monotheism,’ yet fails to get rid of the
pantheistic trend inherent in the * romantic ’ view
of the universe. The sense of its unity, its vast
life, its mystery, its moral beauty, made it un-
natural for him to insist on the personality of God
and hard to defend or define that conception. God
is immediately given in the universal, persistent,

and supreme feeling of our absolute dependence on
the Infinite. It can be accounted for only by that
which is also its very essence, viz. that it is a feel-

ing produced by God. He and not the self is its

‘ Whence ’ ( ‘ dasWoher ’). Similarly the fact of sin

is not to be distinguished from the consciousness
of sin, and that appears in the universal experiences
of failure, of incompleteness, and self-reproach.

We are guilty because we feel guilty. As God is

not to be proved by reasons which lie outside the
God-consciousness, so sin must not be traced to

any source outside the universal human feeling

that ‘ there is something wrong.’

3. His view of Christ.—It will always seem an
intellectual inconsistency that Schleiermacher, in

spite of this view of God and man, affirmed with
unconquerable conviction that in one historic con-

sciousness, that of Jesus Christ, we find a new
departure in human history. Christ was and is

the redeemer of mankind. This fact is found by
us in the continuous existence of the Church, as

that body of human fellowship which, in spite of

all imperfection, possesses the sense of the grace of

God, the feeling that dependence on Him extends
even to the moral issues and the destiny of man.
The Church sprang from Christ and depends on
Christ, and holds in its own spirit and life the
future of man’s religious history. And ‘ there is

no other way of having part in the Christian fel-

lowship than through faith in Jesus as Redeemer’
(‘Erldser’). Schleiermacher, though he worked
directly on the Gospels, did not go into a close

examination of the consciousness of Christ in the

construction of his theological system. It was
enough for him that in Christ, through the faith

of His original community in Him, we have an
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assurance of God’s perfect union with a human life.

In Him that union was a new, original act of God,
inscrutable but indubitable. He is the archetype
of the new life of which He is the fountainhead.
But He is not to be interpreted through any doc-
trine of pre-existence, or miraculous birth, or even
of the Resurrection. These are reflexions of that
divine impression of unique and perfect union with
God which He made upon His disciples, and through
which He welded them into a communion animated
by His own life and henceforth controlled by His
Spirit, which is the Spirit of God. The conclusions
of the ancient Councils he Ws on one side. Their
whole aim was irrelevant. The idea of two natures
in one Person is illogical. God has no ‘nature,’
and the inherence of a divine Person in human
nature must inevitably annul the essential charac
teristics of the latter.

^

Yet God w'as uniquely in
Christ, constituting Him the object of universal
faith and the permanent life of His Church. In
sanctification others may go far towards the heights
of peace and holiness, but only and always in their
confessed dependence upon Him and the nourish-
ing qualities of the Church which He created. To
lose faith in Him would mean the collapse of the
Church and the return of man to the unrelieved
consciousness of guilt.

4. Criticism.—In this brief sketch of some of the
main positions of Schleiermacher, certain facts are
clear in reference to the subject of this article, {a)
Schleiermacher, by his bold appeal to experience of
the heart as the seat of religion, sought to destroy
the sense of dependence on either metaphysical or
theological dogmas as the sources and defences of
faith. His passionate appeal to the human con-
sciousness itself in its feelings of dependence, sin,
and reconciliation revealed the depth, power, and
reality of that consciousness in its religious, and
above all in its Christian, manifestation. Yet he
failed even in his acute analysis of the process of
consciousness to find the personality which is con-
scious. His account of experience on both the
olnective (Godward) and the subjective (manward)
side is left as a stream with no containing banks, a
system of real and beautiful clouds with no sense
of solidity or guarantee of continuance, (b) His
welcome emphasis on the uniqueness of Christ and
on the fact that His image and spirit are preserved
for us in the abiding faith and life of the Church,
gave rise to the whole movement which in Germany
blossomed at last into Ritschlianism in its various
phases. It is Christ-in-His-value-for-faith, in His
total impression on His followers, that constitutes
Christianity. Again the problem of personality is
avoided. His consciousness as a reflexion in the
hearts of others, not as the seat and definite mani-
festation of His own will and thought about Him-
self, is the object of faith, (c) By this subtle and
persu^ive method of winning man to a sense of
the divine power of Christ, attention was diverted
from all questions about His origin and His miracles.
The miracles may have helped the first disciples,
but they are remote from our experience. The
mystery of His being is lost where the mystery of
our own disappears, not to be discovered by meta-
physics, in the origin of all things.

‘his formula is ambiguous (‘missver-
standhch ) smce It does not clearly enough assert that it is con-
cerned with a gift from above, and not with the outworking
merely of something implanted once for all in the creation
(Dogmatik^t Tubingen, 1901

, p. 450).

The breath of Pantheism (for Schleiermacher was
Spinoza), with its strange

obliteration of the fundamental realiay lies over
all his thought. But many of his successors and
debtors have not that reason for assuming his atti-
tude towards the metaphysical and the miraculous,

iv. Third phase : Agnostic philosophy and
-I. Ritschl’s Christology.POSITIVIST THEOLOGY.

—{a) Eis connexions.— Albrecht Ritschl, though
not so powerful a personality as Schleiermacher,
founded a school or ‘ movement ’ in theology whos«
members have been identified with much of the
best work done in Germany during the last thirty
years. Ritschl owes what is most valuable in his
thought to the earlier thinker, but he set it forth
in a more definite manner, and in a generation
prepared by prolonged discussion of the history
of early Christianity to welcome a system which
made it seem possible to worship Jesus Christ
while saturated with scepticism as to the super-
natural on the one hand, and despair as to the his-
torical on the other. He justified the scepticism
by accepting the Kantian theory of knowledge, as
it was reinterpreted by his colleague at Gdttingen,
Hermann Lotze. Of that which is above the
phenomena of experience we can have no real know-
ledge. Hence it is vain to investigate the problem
of the Trinity, or to attempt a Christology in the
sense of the early Church. Our experience is

built up of judgments of fact and judgments of
value. The former deal with the material of the
senses, and form the field of natural science. The
latter deal with the moral and spiritual elements
of experience. All religious conceptions are in their
essence value judgments. They arise out of our view
of theworldin relation toourhuman, moral, spiritual
interests. The conception of God had thus taken
form in the mind of man through his felt need of
pperhuman spiritual powers to supplement his own
in his unequal struggle with the natural world.
The existence of God is unquestionable, ‘for the
activity of God becomes to us a matter of convic-
tion through the attitude we take up to the world
as religious men ’ {Rechtfertigung und Versohnung,
Bonn, 1870-74, Eng. tr., Justification and lie-
conciliation^ Edinburgh, 1900, p. 218).

(5) Eis view of Christ.—For the Christian Church
God, thus assumed to exist, has been actually re-
vealed in Jesus Christ. Christ founded the com-
munity in which this revelation was first realized,
and through which it is perceived as the perfect
form of religious conviction and life. Jesus Christ
hecarae aware of His vocation as the bearer of this
revelation through His own perfect religious know-
ledge of the Father, which included the assurance
of God’s purpose to found the Kingdom of God
through Him. This task He undertook with flaw-
less devotion. He made known the Father by
word and deed and by the majesty of His unshak-
able faith in face of sin, hostility, and death. So
completely did He absorb the divine will and the
end of God’s governance of the world in the interest
of His Kingdom, that in Him, His faith, His obedi-
ence, His love, we see the love, the grace, of God
towards us. Thus Christ, in the famous phrase,
has for us ‘ the value of God.’ In the mind of God
and in our faith, Christ, as the Son of God, is the
founder or source of the organization of men accord-
ing to God’s idea of their destiny. His end with
them is made known in the Person of Christ, and
Christ is the type after which they are to be con-
formed. The doctrine of His actual Godhead is

translated into this eternal purpose of God concern-
ing man which was ever bound up with the Son ‘ as
object of the divine Mind and Will,’ and * sharer of
God’s attribute as end of creation.’ Concerning
His actual pre-existence we can say nothing. It
lies as competely beyond the range of our know-
ledge as His post-existence, and is unnecessary to
our faith in Him. Nor can we conceive of His
exaltation otherwise than as the experience of
the abiding influence of His historical manifesta-
tion. Of His origin it is impossible to say any-
thing. All we need and all we are given is the
assurance that in His holy will, in His limit-
less love, and in His invincible faith we see the
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purpose of God and His love for the community
which Jesus took to His heart and in whose service

He died. However, ‘ the right appreciation of the
completeness of the revelation of God through
Christ is assured by the predicate of His Godhood.’

(c) His influence.—This Christology has held
sway over many powerful minds. Its virtues are
negative and positive. On tlie negative side it has
seemed to give the Christian faith a position where
the terrors of natural science could not assail it.

Miracle is not an inherent element in this view of
Christ. The supernatural is limited to the sphere
of moral influences and spiritual cognitions which
the categories of the scientific understanding
cannot penetrate. Also, as especially with Herr-
mann, it has seemed to make faith independent of

the results of historical criticism of the Gospels.
Enough is given when we have insight into the
invincible assurance of Jesus Himself concerning
the love of God His Father, and His complete
surrender to the divine will and the divine ends.

But some have gone further even than that. They
are so sure that the ideas of God’s Fatherhood and
His gracious promise of life eternal are confirmed
in the long and deep experience of the Church that,

they surmise, Christianity will survive even though
Jesus fade from among the facts of history. And
with them the reductio ad absurdum of this sub-
jective view of reality is attained. On the positive

side the Ritschlian position has gained through its

valuable insistence upon the ‘ fact of Christ ’ as the
essential object of any living and communal faith

in God. If the doctrine of knowledge, which like

all Agnosticism is in essence sceptical, leaves us in

the dark as to the foundations of the phenomena
of all histoi*y, yet within that history and among
its undeniable influences it places Christ as supreme.
This very view drove Kitschl’s followers into the
deeper study of the consciousness of Christ, some
of whose results we have already considered above.

2. Herrmann’s Christology.—(a) Contents of the

Christian consciousness.—Like all greatmovements,
the Ritschlian has broken into several directions.

One is represented more completely by W. Herr-
mann than by any one else. He separates even
more trenchantly than Ritschl between meta-
physics and religion, and holds that in religious

experience we move in a sphere which no use of

the logical understanding can construct into an
objective universe. Nor can we reconcile the uni-

verse which science investigates, and which meta-
physics tries to interpret as * one,’ with the moral
and spiritual contents of the Christian conscious-

ness. The following points may be taken as

summarizing Herrmann’s view of these contents,
(a) We are, as human beings, conscious of our
dependence on an infinite power, We are as

Christians conscious of moral reconciliation with
God when we understand ‘the personal life of

Jesxis.’ For it is in the historical Christ Himself
that we see God revealed as Father, This positive

vision of God in Christ awakens in us the moral
impulse to deny self, and in that we find ourselves
released from the tyranny of the world. We must
not so define Christ as a mediator that we may
seem to get past H im to God, or find a greater good
in God than in Him. That is the way to reduce
Christianity to a merely relative and perhaps
vanishing form of religion. ‘ It is true to say that
we find in God Himself nothing but Christ.’ On
the other hand, we know nothing of God except as

He becomes revealed in Christ. (7) Hence we
must not make true faith depend on a theory of

His Person, or a system of doctrines about Him
and His work. True faith arises only when the
individual heart faces Jesus for itself and yields

itself to the vision of God in Him. Hence Herr-
mann has the daring to say, ‘ We must get past

the old dogma of the X)ei^ of Christ to a higher
conception of Christ * {Her VerkeJvr des Christen mit
Gott\ Eng. tr.. Communion of the Christian with
God, p. 34). The higher conception of which he
speaks is not a higher metaphysical theory, but
a higher conception, one which consists
in realizing that there is no way of knowing
God apart from, or beyond, or above the his-
torical Christ. How Christ knew God and lived
in Him is His secret. All that we can know is the
redemption of Christ which brings us into right
relation with God. We cannot deal with God
except in Jesus. (5) Herrmann insists further that
we must not seek to image for ourselves a living
Christ of to-day with whom we can get into per-
sonal contact. That image will again abolish the
historical Jesus and seem to make us independent
of Him. The supreme secret of Christianity is

this linking of the past with the present, this
perennial flow of living water from the heart of
the historical Jesus. vVhen we turn our eyes
away from Him to a theory of His Person, or to a
picture of His present exaltation, we depart from
the real faith of Christianity. It is only as we
gaze upon Him in His, however far off, historical
reality and see God disclosed in Him that we enter
into a sense that God is here with us. Yet even
in that instant recognition of His presence and
power in us we dare not separate Him from the
vision of Him in that historic Jesus, (e) It is true
that we must have many and great conceptions of
Christ. But they do not precede faith or produce
faith. They are themselves the fruits of faith
(* Glaubensgedanken’). The resurrection, exalta-
tion, and mediation of Christ are conclusions drawn
from faith, and in which it delights, but they are
not faith’s presuppositions, and cannot create the
saving attitude of trust. Herrmann discusses with
unwearied care the difterence, which seems to him
immense, between the view that the deity of Christ
must be taught in a dogmatic form in order that
men may come to put their trust in Him, and so
find God in Him, and the view that men must come
straight to Him in history and receive from Him
that overwhelming impression (‘Eindruck’) of the
redeeming grace of Goa which compels them to see
the very presence of God in His personality and so
to confess His deity.

(6) Estimate.—There is no better witness to the
intellectual perplexities of the Christian theoloman
to-day than the appearance of such a view as Herr-
mann’s. His writings have from the first revealed
a most earnest and most Christian spirit. There
can be no doubt that in his own heart he has had
an experience, intense and vital, which he has
spent his life in making as real as possible to
others. But our minds stubbornly demand that a
man shall be placed in our intellectual map. And
Herrmann seems to elude us. He seems a mystic,
but denounces mysticism. He seems a subjective

idealist, and argues for an objective ground of faith.

He is not a romanticist, closely as he adheres to

part of Schleiermacher’s position, nor a pantheist,

tor he will utter no word that does not speak of

God as a personal Father. His Christology, with
its mingling of deep loyalty to the deity of Christ

as given in experience, with a stern refusal to

define His Person or even His work, except in

passionate repetitions of the redeeming power of

His historic personality, is possible only in an age
when the war of philosophic systems has created in

certain minds a deep ‘ philosophic doubt,’ and when
the triumphs of science have seemed for a while to

imprison the imagination in a physical universe,

closed and impervious, for our intellect, to the
spiritual. The refuge of such minds throughout
the 19th cent, was in the great fact of the religious

consciousness of mankind. There we find a con-
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tinuous and universal human experience which has
its own rights and its unquestionable reality (see

H. Schultz, Christliche Apologetik, Gottingen,

1894). There faith, the sours organ for sight into

the spiritual and moral universe, reigns beyond the
assaults of science or metaphysics. And human
faith, in the historic Jesus, reached such heights

of power, such intensity of moral and spiritual

illumination for other souls, that it has ever since

produced faith in Him and in that grace of God
which, concentrated with infinite force in Him,
breaks out from Him as the very glory of God’s
own face upon aU susceptible souls. This has
proved itself to be a refuge and fortress for manv
individual minds. But it has not been fruitful,

either practically or theologically. Its psychology
is faulty when it deals with the relation of dogma
to individual experience, and again when it

attempts to picture the Church, living and Rowing,
conquering and thinking, over wider horizons of

human experience, without making its explanation
of the objects of its faith credible, verifiable, and
authoritative for its own life and in its appeals to
the world.

3. Kaftan.—The Eitschlian movement, while
carried to this extreme in so noble a way by Herr-
mann, has in another direction tended towards a
closer affiliation with historic theology. In Kaftan
{Dogmatild^t 1901) we find a less strict use of the
epistemology espoused by Eitschl. While the
latter seemed, at any rate, to say that the religious
view of the world consisted only in value-judg-
ments, Kaftan holds that it consists much rather
in judgments of facts (‘Seinsurteile’) which are
reached through judgments of value. It is real
knowledge (e.^., that God is and what God is),

although it does not arise from our scientific

knowledge of the order of the natural world. But
Kaftan, no less than Ritschl and Herrmann, carries
on the magnificent emphasis of the whole move-
ment upon the nature and royal significance of
faith. He holds that the * two-nature theory ’

which underlies the whole Christology of the early
Church, w'as due to the conception of salvation
which was then held. The reformed Church, and
that in the life of the whole modem world, has
another view of salvation, which consists neither
in the magical communication of life (as in the
early Church) nor in the transactional soteriology
which arose with Anselm. We have in Jesus
Christ, in His coming into our world, His historical
character and work, His triumph and exaltation
as the Risen Lord of the Church’s faith, an act of
God through which His forgiveness is assured to us,
and we are made partakers of His Spirit and life.

The Church thinks of Him first and directly as the
exalted Lord, and as such the Head of the Church.
But that exalted Lord cannot be conceived except
hj reference to the historical Jesus. It is the
spiritual content of His Person on which we depend,
and that is known to us only in the story of His
life in the flesh, for there the central fact is that
the development of His self-consciousness as a man
proceeds from His consciousness of oneness with
God. That unique and supreme historical self
shared in the divine attribute of omnipotence in
its ethical aspect. This omnipotence is no mere
logical inference from abstract speculative pre-
misses. It appears in His actual life. His inde-
pendence of the world. His complete control of all
things and relations (‘ alle Dinge und Verbaltnisse ’)

for the fulfilment of His task. But this fact of
moral omnipotence proves that the human life in
which it was manifested had a unique origin, arose
from a special, unparalleled, and unrepeatable
act of God. Kaftan agrees with Schleiermacher
that God prepared human nature for the great
event of His own manifestation in and through it,

but refuses to consider this event only in terms of
an imnianential process. There is in it a definite
impartation from God. Christ therefore, while
wholly and truly man, is also the manifestation
under human conditions of God Himself. The
Church therefore will and must always consider
Jesus Christ as eternal. He is more than a divine
ideal (as Hamack and others before him have
maintained). But Kaftan will only say ‘Yes and
No’ to the pre-existence hypothesis. The defini-

tion of that pre-existence through such a conception
as the Logos meant and means the introduction of
a speculative and really unknown factor which
disturbs the concrete object of Christian faith.

All that we can properly assert is that ‘ the coming
of Jesus into the world (‘das Werden Jesuinder
Welt’) absolutely surpasses the conditions of
ordinaiy human development. God sent and God
gave Him.’

4. Other representatives. —Among those who
are reckoned as of the Ritschlian school, Hamack
must be mentioned, not as having made any re-
markable contribution to Christology, but as one
whose historical investigations have done so much
to refresh interest in the long history of its con-
troversies. We have seen above (p. 521) that he
seems to utter inconsistent ideas concerning the
place of Christ in the gospel. Perhaps the real
cause of this is that within the vigour of the scien-
tific historian he carries the spirit of the romanti-
cist, who makes ‘feeling ana inner vivacity the
measure of truth ’ (see a keen estimate of Hamack’s
position by J. Baumann, Grundfrage der Religion,
Stuttgart, 1S95, pp. 23-41, which is still applicable).
G. Wobbermin, while serving himself heir to the
Ritschlian doctrine, modifies it even further than
Kaftan. He warns us that we must not confuse
metaphysical realities with the metaphysical
method. That we can know metaphysical reali-

ties Kaftan admits, and Ritschl ought to have ad-
mitted, for without that the whole groundwork
of religion disappears in a mere succession of feel-

ings.
^
But w^e must not set these metaphysical

realities before us as discoveries of the rational
understanding and objects of a priori speculation.
Our knowledge of tlaeni is limited to and by the
very means and conditions through %vhich we be-
come certain of their existence and of some aspect
of their nature (cf. G. Wobbermin, Theologie und
Metaphysik, Berlin, 1901, pp. 26-40, and Der
christliche Gottesglauhe, do. 1902). The school of
Ritschl includes a large number of the leading
theologians of the past and present generation in
Germany. A full account "would have to include
the names of Hermann Schultz, H. H. Wendt, J.
Haring, W. Bomemann, and M. Reischle, None
of these has made any distinctive contribution to
the problem. They differ mainly in their emphasis
upon the essential relation of the historical Jesus
to the gospel, upon the form of the presence of
God in Him, upon the distinctness with which He
is to be conceived of as the e.xalted Lord in living
relation with the Church. They are all character-
ized by the effort to disown any adhesion to the
doctrine of His two natures, with its Trinitarian
background and its permanent puzzle regarding
the presence of the divine subject in the conscious
life of the man Jesus. They all insist on the faith
of the first disciples (‘die Gemeinde’) in Jesus as
the Christ, as form in" the original source and type
of the conception which must permanently rule
the mind of the Church.

V. Fourth pha.se ; the kenotic Chris-
TOLOGY.--!. Its origins.—Parallel with the move-
ment which arose ^vith Schleiermacher and con-
tinued through ) ritschl, there ran in the 19th
cent, another known as the Kenotic Christology
(from the phraF,e iavrdu iKipoio-ev, Ph 2^). This
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theory avoids the pantheistic tendencies of Abso-

lute Idealism or of such a man as Schleiermacher.

On the other hand, it rejects the philosophical

Aonosticism which rules the movements derived

from Kant. However closely it may M)proach

any of these, it holds true to the idea of a Personal

God and as a rule develops a definite doctrine of

the Trinity. It had various roots in the thought

world of Germany, connecting it with the Lutheran

doctrine of the Gomrminicatio idiomatvm and its

emphasis on the majesty of the pre-existent Christ,

and with the Reformed doctrine of the exinanition

with its emphasis on the reality of the human

nature and experience of the incarnate Son of God.

Its formulation was hastened in the ecclesiastical

sphere by the efforts to bring about the union of

the Lutheran and Reformed Churches. On the

side of religion it was connected with Pietism and

the interest in Evangelism, which have always

been most intense where the personal participation

of God in human experience, for revelation and re-

demption, has been most vividly realized.

‘It seemed as if dogma and piety, dogma and gospel, were

again united more closely than ever’ (Gunther, Lthre vo7i der

Pm<m Christie p. 191).

Further, it was the direct fruit of the modern

emphasis upon consciousness and will as the seat

of reality, which has undermined the ancient con-

ceptions of matter, substance, and nature as ob-

iective and independent realities. Acceptmg the

* two-nature * view of the Incarnation, on which

the ancient Christology was founded, the Kenoti-

cists have set themselves to translate its ternis,

and also to analyze as a living process that act by

which the ‘ one person or substance united witti

Himself the human nature and therein lived as

the Gospels depict Him. Gunther [op, cit, §§ 2^
28) has traced the various stages by which the

firk full statement of the idea by Thomasius was

full statement.—(a) G. Thpma^ius.^ln

this theologian the theory received its first com-

plete and systematic exposition [Chnsti Person

wid Werk, Erlangen, 1853 tf.). Ac^rdmg to

Thomasius, the Incarnation is an act by 'vv^hjch

the Logos, Son of God, laid aside the so-called

‘ relative ’ attributes of omnipresence, omnipotence,

and omniscience, whose exercise was inconsistent

with the limits of human nature. The essential

ethical attributes of love and holiness He reamed

in His assumption of that nature. Thus ^e bon

of God is the only subject, the Ego, of this per-

sonal life of Jesus Christ, in whom we human

nature assumed by tlie Son of God, and the Son of

God limiting Himself to human conditions tnrougn

that very act. To say that such an act is im-

possible IS to limit the power of God’s will. Given

&ie possibility of this act of infinite love, we see

its fruits in the story of Jesus Christ. Thor^ghly

human in the forms of His consciousness. He yet

manifests the essential qualities of God in nis

perfect iove and sinless life. Though we nnist

call Him ‘ the man who is God,’ we must rec^nize

the reality of His human consciousness. Hence

He is the image of God, and as such the

ideal of human nature. Other theologians, li^

Luthardtand Ebrard, adopted the Kenotic theory

with variations of their own. o
[h) Gess,—But it was W. F. Gess [Christi Pers^

und Werk, Basel, 1870 )who made the most import-

ant stage in its development. The first volume

of his work ileals directly with the cojisc^®,®®

Selbstzeugniss’) of Jesus, as it is set forth in the

NT. In his constructive theory he shnnks

implication of the idea of a ‘

Son of God. By a supreme act of will He deprived

Himself even of His self-consciousness as Logos.

He entered into that night of unconsciousness in

VOL. vii.—35

which our life begins. Adopting the ‘Creation-

ist’ hypothesis that each human soul is a fresh

creation of God, Gess found in that an obvious

way of accounting for the union of the Logos with

the human body of Jesus. In the earthly life the

Logos gradually attained knowledge of Himself

through the ordinary principles of human develop-

ment. But we may well suppose that in His

unique case there would be operative a deep in-

stinct (the ‘instinct of kind’) by which His mind
would be guided, so that He would recognize

through the teachings of the OT His own kinship

with the Father. Gess allows us to suppose that

at times there would be outflashes, ‘ uprushes,’ of

His true essence into the field of consciousness—

a

thought curiously suggestive of certain passages

in W. Sanday’s interesting speculation concerning

the subconscious as the locus of the Incarnation.

The recovery of His divine self-consciousness,

which reached higher stages in His baptism and in

the course of His active ministry, was conditioned

ethically by His faith and His love. It was love

that released the slumbering consciousness of

superhuman power when distress and disease

made their appeal to His sympathy. At and after

the Resurrection the full divine self-consciousness

was assumed. Gess weakened the force of his

theory when, for the sake of completeness, he al-

lowed himself to speculate regarding the change

wrought by the Kenosis in the Trinity both during

the Incarnation and as the result of carrying the

human glorified body of the Risen Christ into the

life of God.
,

Criticisms of the Kenotic theory as thus

sented by its German expounder have covered

three mam points : (1) (speculative) it endangers

the doctrine, held to be fundamental, of the un-

changeableness of God (Dorner) ; (2) it is, says

Ritschl, ‘pure mythology’ [op- cit, p. 411) ;
it

describes events and processes in the eternal me
of God for which we have no ground or proof but

the same imagination that produced all the ancient

pictures of transactions among divine beings ; (3)

the ‘Kenotic’ Christ is neither the genuinely

human being of the Gospels nor the frankly super-

natural being of the ancient Christolo^. ^1
that He says and does is to be accounted for with-

in the limits of the humanity He has assumea.

The flesh, in conditioning the Logos so completely,

quenches any special significance which is attri-

buted to it through the vague and occult inherence

of an inoperative divine seli

(c) Godet and some British Kenoticists, in the

English-speaking world the Kenotic theory has

had more vogue in the last twenty-five years than

on the Continent. In Great Britain it was first

made widely known by the

B. Bruce [The Humiliation of Christ, 1876), aM
more directly by translations of the works of H.

Martensen [Christliche Berlin, 1856,

Eng. tr., ChriMian Dogmatics, Edinburgh, 1866)

and F. Godet. , . ^ • i.*

Godet’s best acooimt of his theory is not “ his

CoTnm. on Si. John (Eng- tr-.Ed“burgh, 187^77),

but in his Bibliccd Studies (Oxford 1876), vhere

he gives a characteristically brilliant exposition.

Hta two chief presuppositions are ‘the absolute

freedom of God^ and ‘ the absolute perfectibity

of man’ (p. 136). ‘ If this miracle is not possible,

God is not free ’ (p. 139). His account of the ^If-

discovery of Jesus has some interesting points.

‘That which he felt to be behmd Him, when He

searched into the profound depths of His being,

was not, as it is with ns, the vacuum of ^pre-exist-

ence, but the plenitude of Divine Life (P- ^29).

That this is not mere rhetoric is clw from the

manner in which that ‘search’ is described. Jesus

recognized His moral and religious differences
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from other men, as He read in the OT the

Messianic prophecies and faced the question of His
own life-work. He could not but be forced to ask,
* Who am I ? ’ The persistent enigmas of His con-

sciousness are answered at His baptism, ‘Thou
art my Son.’ Another interesting statement of

the Kenotic view was given by J. B. Heard in Old
and New Theology (London, 1884), ch. vi. ‘The
Person of Christ.’

But the leading champion was A. M. Fairbairn
{Place of Christ in Mod, TheoL, London, 1893), who
boldly went back to the Thomasian distinction be-

tween the external or physical attributes of God

—

omnipotence, omniscience, omnipresence—-and the
internal or ethical—truth and love. The former
are ‘under the command of the internal.’ The
Son surrendered the physical attributes which are
‘ the less ’ in order to realize in human conditions
‘ the more Godlike qualities.’ Fairbairn made the
suggestive statement that the problem of the union
of God with human nature is only a part or phase
of the wider question how God can be related to a
universe which is not identical with Himself. C.
Gore {The Incarnation of the Son of God^ London,
1891, Dissertations

i

do. 1895) deliberately leaves
some of the chief difficulties as insoluble, while
accepting a modified form of the Kenotic theory.
He, like Fairbairn, deals directly with the histori-

cal material. It is in the Gosp'el records that we
find both the divine and the human in one con-
sciousness, and that manifested consciousness is

characterized by such holiness and love as can
only be the working of a divine Will. He finds
in Augustine a recognition of God’s self-limitation
in the act of creating a universe under law. The
Incarnation is a further step in this process of self-

humilmtion, and it was prompted wholly by grace.
Therein both the Father and the Son made a ‘ real
surrender.’^ We' do not know a priori what of the
divine attributes could be retained in exercise or
abandoned ;

‘ but the record seems to assure us
that our Lord in His mortal life was not habitually
living in the exercise of omniscience.’ Nor can
we decide anything as to how this self-emptying
affected * the cosmic functions of the Son.’ Among
all the British Kenoticists (T). W. Forrest, W. L.
Walker, P. T. Forsyth, etc.) the same points ap-
pear with varying emphasis and thoroughness of
treatment

:
(a) they see in the Incarnation a deeper

form of the same divine self-limitation which was
evident in the creation

;
(fi) it is an act springing

from the love of God for numanity—with redemp-
tion as its end

; (7) they all exercise a certain
reserve in reference both to the metaphysical
(Trinitarian) and the psychological aspects of the
conceijtion.

A singularly wise review of the movement is

f
iven by H. K. Mackintosh [The Doctrine of the
Wson ofJesus Christ, Edinburgh, 1912), who is in
sympathy with it. He admits that the difficulties
are ‘very grave,’ but adds that ‘they are such as
no bold construction can avoid.’ There are four
positions which he says are ‘implicit in the com-
pletely Christian view of Jesus ’ (p. 469 f.).

;niese are: (1) ‘Christ is now Divine, as being the object of
faith and worship.’ (2) ‘ In some personal sense His Divinity
IS eternal, not the fruit of time. . . . His pre-mundane being is
real, not ideal merely.’ (3) ‘His life on earth was unequi%-
caUy human. (4) We cannot predicate of Him two consf'ious-
nesses or two wills. ... The unity of His personal life is axio-
matic. It has never yet been proved . . . that there are
two streams * of consciousness in the personality of Jesus.

The effect of all this is that we must throw the
ethical back more vividly into the life of God than
the Agnostic position makes possible. In God’s
holy love the pre-conditions lie for all His cosmic
relations, and these find their consummation in His
oornpJete self-relation with personal human experi-
ence in a human being. Mackintosh rejects both

the division of the attributes of Thomasius and the
complete self-renunciation propounded by Gess.
He suggests, agreeing with Forsyth, what he calls
the ‘ transposition of attributes,’ which must result
from the change of the consciousness in the sphere
of its action. The intelligence that in the eternal
state is ‘ intuitive and complete ’ must, if it submits
to the conditions of time, become ‘ discursive and
progressive.’ So omniscience becomes in the
temporal state a sure exercise of ‘ perfect human
faculty.’ Mackintosh sturdily rejects the scorn of
Ritschl for the Kenotic theory, and insists that, on
this theory, Jesus did not become God, nor was
the significance of the divine in Him quenched by
assumption of the flesh. There is all through the
earthly life of Jesus a ‘potentiality,’ which does
not mean that the divine was not in action, but
that it was in subdued action. In His conscious-
ness of the Father, and ‘ Spiritual omniscience ’ in
relation to Him, we have the proof of the divine
self active in Him.
Mackintosh confesses warm sympathy with the

very powerful setting which this point of view has
received in P. T. Forsyth’s work {The Person and
Place of Jesus Christ, London, 1909). The pre-
existence of Christ is a necessary postulate of
Christology, because it is a necessary implication
of the Church’s faith in its Lord, who is not only
Reconciler and Redeemer, but also Sanctifier. For
sanctification is creative work and possible c«aly to
a divine being. Our faith implies the eternal
reality of both Father and Son—‘both being
equally personal and divine.’ The possibility of
the Kenosis is found in the ‘infinitude’ which
some suppose to preclude it. * If the infinite God
was so constituted that He could not live also as a
finiteman,thenHe was not infinite ’(p. 315). Thefact
of the Incarnation sprang from the holy love which
is of the very essence of God, ‘ the object for which
all God’s omnipotence exists.’ The limitation of
His powerwas ‘ His intensest concentration ’ on ‘ His
fixed purpose with the world ’ (p. 316). Implicit in
the kenosis, or self-emptying, is a plerosis, or self-

fulfilment, of Christ. The one process is the means
to the other ; and the second, as the fulfilment of
God’s ideal of self-relation with human nature,
involves His winning of the humanity He has re-

deemed into ideal union with Him in the Spirit.

Strenuous opposition to the Kenotic theology
has come mainly from Anglican theologians. The
exegetical basishas been examined by E. H. Gifford.
Criticism from a stubborn though intelligent ad-
herence to the ancient creeds is given by F. J. Hall
{The Kenotic Theory, New York, 1898), and H. C.
Powell (TAe Principle of the Incarnation, London,
1896) gives a thorough examination of the theory’s
psychological as well as Trinitarian implications.
But his own statement of the ancient position,
where the ego is treated as operating within two
minds, is not argued out in the light of modern
psychology.
See also art. Kenosis.
vi. The present situation. — It is possible

only to say a few things, in concluding this article,

regarding the principal features of the Christo-
logical problem at the present hour. The situation
is fuU of perplexity and difficulty for all minds
which lay themselves open to the forces of their
own day. And no one can write without prejudice
on a question which at every point is connected
with the nature of the spiritual life and with the
ever passionate, ever sensitive, ever varied and
complex life of the Church.

^

I. The ‘Life of Christ* movement.—Albrecht
Schweitzer has not exaggerated when he says, and
that with emphatic reiterations, in his now famous
book, Von Reimarus zu Wrede (Eng. tr.. The Quest
of the Historical Jesus, 1910)

:
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‘ It is impossible to over-estimate the value of what German
research upon the Life of Jesus has accomplished. It is a

uniquely great expression of sincerity, one of the most signifi-

cant events in the whole mental and spiritual life of humanity ’

(Eng. tr., p. S97).

{a) The logic of a * circle.—We have more than

once referred to the logic that characterizes the

course of an intelligent community life. Such a

community, informal and of varying boundaries,

has existed in the theologians of the German uni-

versities. They are, for good or ill, a class by
themselves. W ithin that class more or less clearly

defined circles have been formed, whose members
are extremely sensitive to each other’s influence,

whose eyes are mainly directed upon the work of

those who are like - minded with themselves.

Through the means of inter-communication which

they have created, they lead a life of unsurpassed

intellectual intensity (see on this J. T. Merz,

History of European Thought in the 19th Century^

Edinburgh, 1896-1912, vol. i. ch. ii.), and are con-

scious of spending it, though separated geographi-

cally, as in each other’s presence. Any principles

which are adopted, as points of mutual understand-

ing and common interest, in one of these circles (in

scfence or history, philosophy or theology) must
have their inner logic worked out to the end in the

process of time.

(b) Schweitzev^s history of it.—In relation to

the Life of Christ, Schweitzer’s book is a brilliant

exposition of this process. A powerful circle

has existed within the theological faculties for a

hundred years, whose untiring and minute and
amazingly resourceful researches into that subject

have proceeded from two negative principles, viz.

that the proper deity of Jesus Christ and the

occurrence of miracles are impossible. With the

exclusion of these two features of the NT picture of

the Lord, the problem before this quasi-community

of ardent intellectual life has been, on the one

hand, to recover an exact picture of the actual

historical Jesus, and, on the other, to measure His

religious value. Schweitzer gives scant notice of

the men, sometimes of equally great erudition,

who have written Lives of Jesus from which the

two elements named above are not violently ex-

cluded. They have not made the history of the

circle which he is describing, and their names and
works, for the most part, constitute a pathetic

streamlet at the foot of his pages.

(c) The HiheraV Jesus.—Through the process

of exhaustive intellectual experimentation there

gradually emerged before the circle of ‘liberal’

theologians the figure of Jesus as a prophet and
reformer, who made no divine claims, whose words

were confusedly preserved in tradition and recorded

in successive documents out of which at last the

present Gospels were fashioned. Jesus used the

current Jewish religious conceptions, but shaped

them to be instruments of His own clear insight

into the Fatherhood of God and His strong grasp

on the true moral principles which must guide men
in religious and social conduct. This has come to

be known as the * liberal conception of Jesus.’ It

varies from one scholar to another in many features.

Some would assign more of religious supremacy
to Him than others. Some, like Wernle, would
confess that He possessed a superhuman conscious-

ness, but decline to define it further, and hold that

its presence was not inconsistent with grave errors.

But others, like N. Schmidt {The Prophet of Naza-
rethy and artt. ‘ Son of God ’ and ‘ Son of Man ’ in

EBi)y would know Him only as a prophet whose
character of pure self-sacrifice and faith in (xod

has proved to be the highest source of inspiration

down to this day (cf. also G. B. Foster, The Pinalyty

of the Christian Iteligion, London, 1906, who writes

as if J. Weiss, Wernle, Bousset, and others had
said the last word on NT criticism, on whose

scientific certainty all further thought must rest).

It has become quite clear, however, that the Jesus
whom the ‘liberals’ depict never existed. Few,
says F. C. Burkitt, in his Preface to Schweitzer’s
Quest, except professed students know what a
)rotean and kaleidoscopic figure this ‘Jesus of

Jistory ’ is. The stubborn facts remain that Jesus
knew Himself as Messiah, as unique Son of God
and head of the Kingdom of God, and that the
Christian Church sprang from the disciples who
by His own self-manifestation in these superhuman
relations passed into a new range of experience in

a new consciousness of the power of God.
But another conclusion nas been drawn from

the fact that the ‘liberal picture’ of Jesus is

untrue to history. With the help of the religions’

geschichtliche Methods men have sought to prove
that Christianity arose as a syncretistic religion

(Gunkel). This again has been pushed to the
extreme of maintaining that Jesus never existed as

a historical person, that the gospel stories arose

to illustrate and justify the faith in an ideal Christ

as the revelation of God (cf. Drews and W. B.
Smith). (In addition to Schweitzer’s expos6 of the
failure of the ‘liberal’ Lives of Jesus [op. cit., cih.

xiv.], see the hostile and severe but not unjust
pamphlet by R. H. Griitzmacher, 1st das liberale

Jesusbild modern?, Grosslichterfelde, 1907.)

{d) The eschatological Jesus.—The reaction from
the radical and destructive view has been power-
fully aided by the rise of the eschatological view.

It had been held inconsistent with the two primary
assumptions of the learned ‘circle’ that the his-

torical Jesus should have taught a strictly super-

natural view of the Kingdom of God. What He
held must have been the view that the Kingship of

God the Father over human souls is to be conceived

and realized wholly within the conditions of this

life. If He spoke any words about a future life,

He must have spoken as all human beings speak of

that matter, in terms of faith and hope, without

any peculiar authority arising from^ a superhuman
consciousness. But the eschatologists (led by J.

Weiss in the work often cited above) proved beyond
a doubt that the eschatological sayings of Jesus

are of assured authenticity. Moreover, they are

not occasional utterances peculiar to ecstatic

moments and really forei^ to His main principles.

Rather can it be proved that they underlie the

whole course of His consciousness and penetrate

His whole view of the Kingdom. Hence even

His ethics flows from a mind which sees all human
conditions and conduct in the light of eschatological

events and superhuman forces {Interimsethik).

When He conceives of Himself as Messiah and Son

of Man, of the Kingdom of God as near at hand,

He is thinking of a catastrophic, supernatural act

of God, in which He will share as its supreme

organ and controller, by which the natural life of

man will be submerged and a new universe be

established. The eschatologists to whom we refer

do not even yet break away from their ‘circle.’

Their primary negative presuppositions hold them
still eagerly experimenting with new ways of ac-

counting for this as an illusionary element in the

consciousness of Jesus, and yet as one through

which a divine spirit has seized upon the course of

human history and given men the assurance of

God’s love. The noblest proof of the reality and

sincerity with which men may give themselves to

this as a compelling religious force is to be found

in the fact that Schweitzer (at the behest of his

Master, as he believes and says) has diverted his

own career from that of a distinguished and

brilliant German scholar to that of a humble

medical missionary in West Africa. The radical

school has put forth no higher proof that the grace

of God is within reach of its view of Jesus.
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2. The special influence of the sciences.—There
are signs that the two great sciences which deal

with the highest forms of phenomenal history, viz.

biology and psi^chology, will yet exert powerful

influence on Christology as well as on other sides

of theology.
(a) Biology,—^At present biology is itself embar-

rassed by two phases of discussion—that concerning

the nature of life (energism—vitalism) and that

concerning the process of evolution (mechanical,

teleologicS). It is only as the meaning of vitalism,

and of teleological evolution, becomes clear to

their advocates that ethics and theology can be
enriched wdth new aids to the interpretation of

their own fields. But some earnest efibrts have
ali*eady been made by British theologians to use

these biological discussions in Christology {e.g,,

D. W. Simon, Reconciliation by Incarnation^

London, 1898 ; W. L. Walker, The Spirit and the

Incarnation, Edinburgh, 1901, and other works;
W. D. McLaren, Our Growing Creed, do. 1912

;

A. Morris Stewart, The Crown of Science, London,
1902). Such writers usually adopt some phase
of Kenoticism.

{h) Psychology,—Psychology has proved more
fruitful of suggestion already. That science is in

the full flush of early and enthusiastic manhood,
and many of its fruits are most valuable, especi-

ally in relation to religious experience. Its in-

fluence on our present subject is seen, partly in

the more careful and thoughtful work of the
Kenoticists, partly in the firmness with which the
Ritschlians describe the conditions under which
they view the consciousness of Christ (cf. T. Haring,
Der christliche Glaube, Calw and Stuttgart, 1906,

Eng. tr.. The Christian Faith, London, 1913). But
chiefly its influence is seen in the * Voluntarism’ of

men like R, Seeberg (Die Grundwahrheiten der
christlichen Religion*, Leipzig, 1906, Eng. tr..

The FundamentalTruths ofthe Christian Religion *,

London, 1908) and A. Schlatter (Das christliche

Dogma, Calw and Stuttgart, 1911). W. Temple in
Foundations may also be named here. The position
of Seeberg (op, dt. p. 222 if. ) is stated as follows

;

‘ The God-will that guides the history of mankind
to salvation entered into history in Jesus, became
man in Him, and worked after the method of
human history in His words and deeds.’ By this
‘personal God-will,’ Seeberg, who has disowned
the conclusions of ancient theology, does not mean
a mere operative force such as proceeds from God
actively elsewhere, but the divine Person Himself.
For * a person is nothing else than conscious wfil.’

Hencethis divine Person worked in the human life of
Jesus so that * He could not look upon His thoughts
otherwise than as God’s thoughts. He could not
will, without the consciousness that God willed.’
‘ His divine personal will or His divine personality
was for His own consciousness the eternal Son of
the Father in heaven,’ Schlatter (op, cit, § 87,
‘ Hie Ewigkeit Jesu ’) goes further in his estimate of
the eternal nature of Jesus. The words of Jesus
and the Epistles do not set His deity and humanity
b^ide each other as two static objects (‘ruhende
Dinge’), but^eak of a volitional bond (‘WUlens-
verband ’). He approaches the biological point of
view when he says further: ‘In that the Word
became flesh the humanity of Jesus was begotten
(‘erzeugt’) through the Bivine word and serves,
therefore, as its seat and organ ’ (p. 362). Hence
the Incarnation is not to be viewed merely as a
process (as with Domer in his famous exposition,
System of Christian Doctrine, Edinburgh, 1882,
vol. iii.) but as an act of God which underlay the
whole process of growth. This appeal to the idea
of will is not, however, completely worked out by
any Christologist.

^
The fact is that neither for

ethics nor for Christology have the psychological

data of our day been thoroughly explored. The
whole meaning of the word ‘consciousness’ is under-
going a portentous change. The very question of
the subconscious, a region shadowyand unexplored,
to which Sanday (Christologies Ancient ank
Modern) has gone for help, is complicated by the
almost terrifying phenomena of dissociated person-
alities (see Morton Prince, The Dissociation of a
Personality, New York, 1906). There we have a
demonstration of the most astounding kind as to
the complex nature of the human consciousness.
It has its various centres and its intricate interplay
among these. Even though the actual phenomena
and hidden processes come to light only in abnormal
conditions, they prove that in the normal con-
sciousness something has power over them to reduce
them to unity and narmony. But all this is cited
here not as giving us any sure clue, but to prove
that, when henceforth we speak of the conscious-
ness of Jesus as carrying with it the divine and
the human, and as manifesting a range and rich-

ness of power above that of our ordinary human
life, modem investigation of our consciousness
encourages us to believe that we are not speaking
in mere contradictions. The idea that conscious-
ness means a stream or series of events is dead,
and the other idea that a will can operate at only
one ‘ centre of consciousness * must die too.

In view of these facts as to our confused situation,

it may seem more than daring that any one should
ofler a direct and constructive statement on the
Christological problem. Butit would be inconclusive
not to sum up various suggestions made in the course
of this article in a brief and practical manner.
The present writer believes that the ‘ double-aspect ’

theory—to use a psychological terminus technicus
—of the Ritschlians is only an inadequate piece
of homage to the perplexities of the hour. The
Church has always neld that its Christ is a divine
being who entered the conditions of man’s experi-

ence, and as the mediator between God and man.
‘ God was in Christ reconciling the world ’ is a word
which cannot be excluded from the gospel. The
realistic, as opposed to the Romanticist, Agnostic, or
Monistic view, is the one with which Christianity
arose, and by which alone, it would seem, it can
move and win the world’s conscience and heart to
God.

vii. A POSITIVE STATEMENT.—I. A double pre-
supposition.—^We assume that we must conceive of

God in terms of personality as self-conscious Will.
We cannot believe in the possibility of an absolute
personality unless we see that the finite personal
nature of man contains elements which act only,
even within our limits, in virtue of their capacity
for, or tendency towards, an infinite content.
Reason, feeling, and will have each their infinite

or absolute side. Itwas the supreme gift of Kant
to modern thought to make this clear through his

three Critiqties. It is in this fact that the specu-
lative ground for an Incarnation must once for all

be laid.

2. The historic consciousness.—(a) A unique
form of consciousness,—That which we find in the
Person of the historic Christ is neither a conscious-
ness working wholly withinhuman limits, nor a con-
sciousness possessed of actually infinite knowledge
and power (or of the sense of actual achievement and
victory), nor a life in which there is a constant
oscillation between the finitude of the human and
the infinitude of the divine, as if they were mutu-
ally exclusive. It is a type of conscious will which
is apparently consistent with itself, and able to

enter into real relations with us, ‘ full of grace and
truth,’ possessed at once of human and superhuman
knowledge, purity, and power. The Christian con-

sciousness has never rested itself on His mere and
complete identity with us. For mankind has had
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many geniuses, many saints, many prophets, and
they are all dead. It is the infinite difference of

Christ from us that has made an infinite difference

for us. It is what is more thanhuman in Him, even
in His sympathy, that has transformed the meaning
of life from despair to a glorious hope in God. But
the ‘ more than human ’ is human. And this must
be possible if God and man are spiritual, conscious

beings.

(&) The mperhunutn ’or That
which we see is a consciousness which is funda-
mentally of the same type as the human, and yet
worldng in a range more than human. Human it

is in that (1 ) He grew in knowledge, knew what
it is to face the coming task and wrestle with
actual problems of His own life

; (2) He depended
on Go£ found Himself, as all men do, resting on
the invisible Controller of all

; (3) He was open
to all the physical experiences of mankind.
Superhuman it is in that (1) He possesses direct

superhuman knowlege of God, and that not by pro-

phetic inspiration but in virtue of a Sonship rela-

tion, whatever that may be (Mt 11^^*)
; (

2 ) He is

conscious of the flawless will—of perfect moral
harmony with God ; (3) He reveals Himself as in a
unique, supreme, redemptive relation with the

whme race of mankind ; (4) He, in claiming Mes-
siahship and universal Lordship, was conscious of

a future relationship to mankind, i.e. of the con-

tinuation of his control of history after His own
death, and of His supremacy over nature.

(c) The 'problem of every human birth and this

woblem.—In solving the problem of this Person it

w much more important than theologians realize

to remember that we have not yet explained the

ordinary human individual. How does the new
human individual arise ? By what process is, not
only the physical, but the physico-spiritual, nature
constituted? Is there a universe of life distinct

from the physical, as 0. Lodge supposes? Is there

a universe and an evolution of mental facts or

natures distinct again from impersonal life as well

as from the physical? Is there a unity of the

universe of mental or spiritual facts such that there

the facts which become fulfilled as human person-

alities are already of various grades within that
unity? If, out of that non-physical universe of

mental living facts, one of a unique kind, but
identical in type with the human, should enter into

the stream of human life, evidently the history of

the resulting individual must manifest at least

some of the very characteristics which we have
enumerated above. If, then, the question is asked
how this self-conscious fact is related to that of the

parents (or parent), we must answer that no dis-

cussion of ttiat is possible till we know how the
self-conscious fact in the ordinary human babe is

related to the self-conscious nature of the father

and mother respectively. What is it, if anything,
that enters from the mental structure of the

parents into that of their child ? What is evident

m the case of Jesus is that through the processes

of human birth an individual has arisen whose
self-conscious nature manifests itself as of a new
type. The basis of His being as a Man must have
some difference in it, to account for the difference

in His active consciousness.
{d) A new land of historic self—The question of

the ancient Church, whether this new individual

has all the * parts’ of human nature, such as body
or soul or spirit, is entirely irrelevant here and for

us. And we shall make no headway till we see

that irrelevancy. Human nature is not composed
of * parts’ peculiar to itself (in that ancient sense);

c.^., it shares its physical history and nature
with the lower animals. It shares its mental
and spiritual nature, perhaps, with innumerable
orders of beings, whether below or above its own

peculiar structure and capacity, which are at
any rate different in their present sphere and mode
of action. This individual, Jesus, is not just
‘ humanity,’ whatever that is, plus some element
that is not human. This is not a human person-
ality of the ordinary type with another non-human
personality tied to him by some inconceivable
nexus, any more than it is simply a man of unusual
mystical piety living close to God. This is a new
type of personality which has arisen within the
processes of human life. It is human, yet more
than human, somewhat as man is truly animal and
more than animal, yet not a ‘ monster.’ This new
type of personality manifests all the fundamental
traits of human nature- Dependence and growth,
instinct, intuition and reasoning, moral insight
and love, are all manifested in the life of Jesus.
His life employs the fundamental categories of the
human understanding. Yet there is a strange
quality and intensity, and a range, in his use of

those powers which the Christian Church, even
from the first group of disciples, always recognized
as more than merdy human. The absence of sin

alone reveals the inhabitant of another moral uni-

verse than ours. The sense of authority over all

men for time and eternity puts Him in a different

relation with time and eternity. And this, we may
assume now, is no mere exaggeration of human
ambitions or wildness of apostolic devotion. It is

the very revelation of the meaning and purpose
and reality of the will of God. And yet again it is

just because that which is superhuman in this new
and wondrous type of personality is so human that
it breaks and makes again our broken hearts. It

is the vision of the capacity and tendency of our
human personality as fulfilled in this uni<

5
[ue per-

sonality that at once rebukes and inspires our
conscience and our will. It is not a man raised to

the degree of a Christ, but another mind and will

than ours, and yet ours in type, that has entered
into all the fundamental conditions and processes

of our human life, for love of man and with the

heart of a redeemer beating in His breast. The
vice of ApoUinarism was not that it sought to

discover a deeper and organic basis for the unity

of the divine and human in Christ, but that,

after asserting the essential identity in type of

the divine and human, it then set them over

against one another in its analysis of human nature

into three ‘parts’ and its subtraction of one of

them to make place for the Logos.

3, Three questions.—Butwe must now approach

the matter from the other side and ask ourselves

{a) What or who was this self-conscious mental

being or fact ? (6) How did He enter into this new
relation with human life ? (c) What difference did

this new relation make to Him?
(a) In answer to the first question, we must

note the following facts, (a) Theology does not

say without careful discrimination that God be-

came man. The Johannine thought distinguishes

the Logos as an element in the being of God, and
the Logos is a form of conscious will, for He is the

eternal Son. ‘ He became flesh.* The Pauline con-

ception likewise distinguishes the Son from the

Father and speaks of God ‘ sending His Son,’ of

Christ ‘emptymg Himself’ of the ‘form of God’

in which He existed.

(^) We must never conceive of this union of

God and man in Christ either so as to make it

merely mechanical or, at the other extreme, so as to

reduce it to a piece of human sentimental idealism.

It is God through His Son, or the Logos in the

name of and for the whole nature of God, entering

into the conditions of human life. Hence wemust
carry through the fundamental idea of Apollinaris

more vigorously than he did, and so escape his

fatal error. For the NT and indeed the mind of
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the ordinary, liealohy-minded, non-theological be-

liever have always assumed that the mind and will

of Jesus were more than human, just as they have
always assumed that the mind and will of God are

mind and will, and therefore of one type with
mind and ^vill in us. The self-conscious being,

the pre-existent Christ, the Son of God, entered

as an individual, vital, and mental organism into

the process of physical, organic history in the

womb of His earthly mother, and grew up among
men as a new type of human personality. To
nickname the resultant person a ‘ monster,’ ‘ neither

God nor man,’ etc., would be in our day and in our
richer and more complicated universe^ a mere out-

rage of careless thought. The principal point is

that there must be some analogy between the
manner of this supreme Incarnation and the
manner of that other kind of incarnation which
takes place in the case of every self-conscious per-

sonality that is bom into our world. But we can-

not identify or discuss that analogy until natural
science and psychology have combined to tell us the
manner in which the ordina^ being is fashioned in

one person out of spirit, or living mind, and flesh.

(b) In answer to the second question, we must
make the following observations, (a) This is not
a completely new problem for theology. In prin-

ciple the same problem is presented by the very
fact of creation, and of creation in all its grades,
and of these grades in all the stages of their evolu-
tion or co-ordination in the process of time. How
is God inwardly and actively related to anything
that is not God? This is the battle-ground of
pantheism and theism. How is His mind related
to any other mind ? That is the battle-ground of
id^lism and its doctrine of knowledge. How is

His will related to the freedom of the human will ?

That is the battle-ground of determinism and the
doctrine of moral responsibility. Now this great
problem, how the divine and eternal One co^d
clothe Himself with the forms and conditions of
human experience, so far even as to ‘ taste death ’

Himself, is as a problem the climax of all the pre-
ceding problems. They, as it were, lead up to it.

The question, How does the divine mind work in
relation to any process in time and space ? is simply
the^ vestibule of^ this grander problem—how the
divine mind, which must have its distinctive ex-
perience of time and space, clothed itself in the
conditions of human, temporal, and spatial experi-
ence in the Person of Jesus Christ.

(^) The answer must be found in either of two
forms of statement, if we once decline to rest either
in the unreasoned but not unreasonable positivism
of communal faith or in the reasoned positivism of
the agnostic.

(1) The Son of God did by a supreme act of will as it wer
withdraw the range of action of His powers, and by the ggtn
act did enter through a human birth into the organic physics
conditions and thus into the relations of a dependent being i
the midst of human society.

(2) The Son of God did by an act of His divine will add to th
relations or range of action of His will and mind the histori
OTerience of a human being. While active ever in all othe
directions, He resolved in one direction, i.e. in His consciou
relations with mankind, as it were, to bind the organic proces
of man’s life in a new relation to Himself. i,e, to quicken int
orgamc action, in the womb of Mary, the principle of lif
and consciousness which ripened into the man Jesus, so tha
through that definite and restricted, or rather definite an^
newly opened, channel of communication with the inner sid
of man s life he should receive into His eternal conscious self th
very ex^ience of a human being (this view is partially workei^ ^ Christ, London, 1907). Th
dimcul^- that this suggests two centres of consciousness in th
life of the Son of God is not so heavy nowadays. The moder
view of the complexity, the varied centres and elements, of ouown human consciousness is making us less confident that tw
or more centres of consciousness are inconceivable. Am
Sanday’s suggestion concerning the subconscious as the Ucm c
the Incarnation, when more thoroughly worked out. mav nrov
valuable to this theory.

* ^ ^

(c) This has led up to the third question : Fo:

what did the Incarnation take place ? Can we
dare to say what difierence this new relation of

God and man made for God? It seems obvious
that, if it has made an infinite difierence for man,
that result must rest upon a corresponding difter-

ence it has made for God (doctrine of Atonement).
The essential thing regarding the general idea or

form of that difference may be presented in this

way. (a) The idea of the identity of original type
between the divine and human natures must not
make us imagine that the ^If between the Creator
and the creation is abolished, or bridged, or even
lessened. Still the separation of the creation from
the Creator is infinite both in idea and fundamental
fact. (/3) Now there must be a meaning to that
difference on each side of the gulf—which is peculiar

to that side. It is quite evident that man can
never come to experience the reality of that self-

dependence which belongs and can belong alone to

God. Man’s effort to taste it is the root in each
man’s life of his most dismal and destructive sin.

He cannot cross the gulf and feel and act as God.
But does the same restriction apply to God ? All
else in His creation lies open perfectly to His mind
and will. There is no secret in the nature or action

of matter, in the insensate life of the plants, or in

the blind impulse of the animal, which does not lie

completelyopen to His mind. There is nothing there
to experience. In these facts a finite contentunfolds
itselffully and in all its beauty to the divine mind
which willed it all.

But in man is it so? Here all the reality of

creaturehood is gathered up with the infinitude of

a subjective, rational, moral, conscious experience

;

dependence— or creaturehood— is felt, thought,
realized through all the range of human activity in

a unique and supreme manner. There is something
here that not even a divine observer possesses or

realizes by observing. His sympathy is wondrous,
but yet it is sympaniy across the gulf. His deep,

infinitely deep, observation of man’s experience
can never be a substitute or full equivalent for that
experience. To see and understand dependence is

not the same as to live by its virtue ; to create,

trace, and watch growth is not the same as to grow

;

to measure the sorrow of that other creaturely
heart even to the last quiver of its subtlest and
deepest thrill of pain is yet not to know it as the
subject of it. Even to taste God’s pain is different

from tasting man’s. Now the Incarnation means
that there is this one final fact in His universe with
which God would co^letely identify Himself, one
fact not yet made His own which could become
His own only in one way. Can He cross the gulf?

Can He, the eternal divine Will, who has tasted

what it is to be a Creator, and to rule, and inform,
and bear the conscious burden of all the universe
of dependent beings, can He yet put our own
peculiar cup to His lips and taste even that human
aependence itself—on the human side—in its very
essence ? The Babe at Bethlehem, the tired

Physician in Galilee, the praying Servant of

Jahweh, the Man on the Cross with the broken
heart—what if all that means that He has tasted
what it is to he a man ? And, in love.
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SchafF, Creeds of Christendom, 3 vols., London, 1877. (2)
Histories of the doctrine.—I. A. Domer, History ofthe Develop-
ment of the Doctrine of the Person of Christ, Eng. tr., 5 vols.,

Edinburgh, 1863 ;
general Histories of Doctrine: A. Harnack,

Eng. tr., 7 vols., London, 1894-99 ; G. P. Fisher, Edinburgh,
1896 ; R. Seeberg, 2 vols. , Leipzig, 1898 ; F. LoofsJLe^^/ade7^ 3,

Halle, 1893. (3) Modern Christology.—E. Gunther, Hie Entwick-
lung der Lehre von der Person Christi im sdx. Jahrhundert,
Tubingen,11911 ; A. B. Bruce, The Humiliation ofChrist^, B^din-

burgh, 1881 ; W. Sanday, Christologies Ancient and Modem,
Oxford, 1910 ; R. L,. Ottley, The Doctrine of the Incarnation,
2 vols., London, 1896 ; H. R. Mackintosh, The Doctrine of the
Person of Jesus Christ, Edinburgh, 1912. (4) Some special dis-

cussions.—H. M. Gwatkin, Studies of Arianism^, Cambridge,
1900 ; H. Schultz, Die Lehre von der Gottheit Christi, Gotha,
1881 ; A. M. Fairbairn, Studies in the Life of Christ, London,
1881, Philosophy ofthe ChristianReligion, do. 1902 ; C. A. Briggs,
2%e Messiah of the Gospels, Edinburgh, 1894, The Messiah o/ the
Apostles, do. 1895 ; Ecce Honufi, London and Cambridge, 1866.

W. Douglas Mackenzie.

JESUS CHRIST IN JUDAISM.—The re-

lations between Judaism and Christianity have
seldom been friendly. The early Church soon dis-

carded its Jewish element ; and, in the centuries
during which Christianity had the power to perse-

cute, the Jewish people were thought of, not as
the natural kindred of Jesns, but as those who
had rejected and killed Him. There was seldom a
good word for the Jews, except from those who
were not Christians. Jews, on their side, had no
reason to love the Christians, or to say any good
of them. The coming of Christ into the world had
perhaps brought blessing to the Gentiles ; but to
Israel it was the herald of suffering, more severe
and more prolonged than any which had been
endured in the earlier ages.

It would not be unreasonable to expect that the
Jews, in their literature, should be most bitter

against the founder of the Christian religion, as
being the primary source of all their misery ;

yet
that is not the case. The remarkable fact about
the^ Jewish literature, whether of the Talmudic
period, or of the Middle Ages, or of our own day,

|

is the infrequency of any reference to Christ Him- i

seif. There is plenty of polemic against Christi ans
mainly in regard to doctrine. The Jews were
never at a loss to defend their religion, in all its
length and breadth, against Christian attack ; hut
they said very little about Jesus. The main reason
was that they had very little to say. No doubt,
the knowledge that anything that they might sav
about Him would be unfavourably judged made
them reticent in times when persecution was to be
feared.^ But, apart from that, they really knew
very little about Him, and had no interest in
knowing more. Only in recent times has there
been, on the part of the Jewish writers, a real
desire for fuller knoAvledge of the historical facts
concerning Him, and a recognition that there was
something to be learned which Israel would be the
better for knowing.
The period covered by the Talmud includes the

birth of Jesus and the rise of the Christian Church.
In the Talmud, accordingly, and the cognate litera-
ture will he found whatever the Judaism of the
first five centuries after Christ has to say about
Him. Something is said ; but the amount is ex-
tremely small, and the statements are seldom of
any importance. There is enough to show that the
person mentioned in the tradition of the schools
under the names of Ben Pandlra, Ben Stada, and
J®shu-ha-N6sri, was certainly the historical Jesus

;

but the tradition about Him is very scanty, and
adds nothing to what is known from the Gospels.
When collected together, the references to Jesus

in the Rabbinical literature may seem not incon-
siderable in quantity and contents, and the reader
may get the impression that they form a more
important element in that literature than they do.
It is, however, a complete mistake to suppose that
in that literature there is an undercurrent of
hostility to Christianity or to its founder. The
Rabbis were thinking of their own religion, not of
any other; and when, in a passing allusion, a
chance remark here and there, they did refer to
Jesus, it was only by way of a marginal note, so
to speak, illustrating their argument ; it was not
for any intrinsic importance of the subject. There
does not seem to have been, in the mind of any of

the Talmudic Rabbis, a recognition of the great-

ness of Jesus. He was remembered, so far as He
was remembered at aU, as the man who had chiefly

brought dissension to Israel, and the nearest ap-
proach to a defined opinion about Him in the
Talmud is the statement (Bab. Sank, 107&) that ‘ he

Sound that Statement there gradually gathered
stray bits of gossip about Him, coarse allusions to

His birth, reminiscences of His trial, and the like,

having sufficient resemblance to the gospel nar-

rative to show who is referred to, but not enough
precision to be of any value as independent
evidence. It is more likely that they were based
on what was learned from intercourse with Chris-

tians than that the Rabbis themselves read the

Gospels. But the point at present is that Jesus

was of very small account m the range of ideas

expressed in the Rabbinical literature of the first

five centuries. He belonged to Christianity ; and
Judaism went its own way, caring nothing for

Him or for the religion that He founded.
The Talmudic period was one of much hardship

for Israel, hut not specially on account of Christian

oppression. Indeed, the Talmud does not seem to

mention Christian oppression of the Jews, It does

refer to the adcmtion of Christianity as the religion

of the empire, but does not connect therewith any
egpecial display of hostility towards Israel. In the

Middle Ages, on the other hand, the Christians

sought to oppress the Jews, and the attitude of the

latter towards Christianity and its founder natur-

ally underwent a change. They were put on thei?
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defence when charged with holding false doctrine,
and especially with speaking blasphemy against
Jesus.

^
Converted Jews were able to teU their

Christian brethren of the unseemly passages in the
Talmud which referred to Him

, and the Christian
controversialists eagerly caught up the weapon.
What use they made of it may be seen in the
Pugio Fidei of Raymundus Martinus (13th cent.

;

ed. Paris, 1651). The defenders of Judaism met
the attack, so far as it related to Jesus, by assert-
ing that the person referred to in the abusive
passages of the Talmud was not the Jesus who
founded Christianity, but another Jesus, who had
lived nearly a century earlier ; and a good deal of
attention was given by mediaeval Jewish writers
to the chronological argument by which this asser-
tion was supported.^
But the attack was directed not against the

Talmud alone. The book just mentioned, the
Pugio Fidei, reproduced the whole (so far as known
to the writer) of an anonymous lampoon upon
Jesus, bearing the title of Tdl^ddth Y‘shiV (ed.,
e.g., E. Bischoff, Leipzig, 1895). Traces of this
book can be found as early as the 9th cent., and it
was probably of German origin. It is a connected
story, based on the Talmudic references to Jesus,

amplified in a manner which was, no doubt,
intended to be witty, but is now very dull. The
coarse allusions in the Talmud are made the most
of ; and the whole book is disagreeable. Editions
of it are still published in our own day, but it
would be unjust to say that it is representative
of^ Jewish thought about Jesus. It represents the
miserable revenge of the persecuted Jew of the
baser sort for the sufferings which he endured at the
hand of Christians ; but it has never been acknow-
ledged by the leaders of Judaism as anything more
than an unseemly satire. Judaism has borne its
martyrdom in a nobler spirit than that which pro-
duced the T6l^d6th ; and the attitude of mediaeval
Jews is defined with far greater accuracy in the
polemic which disclaimed any intention of dis-
courtesy towards Him than in the petty malice
which made a burlesoue of Him. In other words,
the Jews of the Middle Ages would have left Him
alone, if they had not been compelled to speak of
Him in self-defence.

Coming to modem times, we find a change in
the attitude of Jews towards Jesus, not indeed
shown by ail Jews, but exemplified in some of
their most eminent writers. Probably it is true of
the great mass of Jew^s, whose circumstances have
l^pt away from them the influences of modem
thought, that they have no idea about Jesus at
all, except as of one who did harm to Israel long
ago; but, where increasing security and liberty
allowed Jewish scholarship to profit by modern
methods of research, there has been a breaking
away from the old position of silent hostility to,

I

or unwilling mention of, Jesus. The first to lead
the way in this new direction was I. M. Jost, who
wrote with warm indignation of the way in which
the saint and martyr of Nazareth was treated
(Gesch, des Judenimns, Leipzig, 1857-59, i. 398-
409).

The line thus opened up by Jost was followed
by Graetz, whose History of the Jews (Gesch. der
Juden, ed. 1863, iii. 222-252) would be memorable

1

^^®^^^6nt of Christianity, if for nothing
else. Graetz boldly expressed his admiration for
Jesus, whom he regarded as an Essene, misrepre-
sented no less by the fiattery of his followers than
by the malice of his enemies. The sketch of

Bd
David Gans, ^ema?t IXmaid,

Ski A
12b; Abarbanel, Jeshua, Ferrara

1561, p. 67»
; S^man Zebi, Judischer Theriah (cited by J. A

Jud&ntum, abridsed ed. Dresden*
Perissol, Maggen &raham, pt. ii. clu69 (cited by Eisemnenjrer, i. 250 f.).

. pu. wi.

s, Jesus given by Graetz is no doubt open to much
3t criticism ; but the point is that it was seriously
Lr meant as a portrait, and was an attempt to do
le justice to Jesus from the side of Judaism. Natur-
n ally, the Jewish historian does not see in Him
u what most Christians see. He describes a purely
e human Jesus, and does not admit into his portrait
; by any means all that Christians would include in

it the humanity of Jesus. But, with all its short-
i- comings, Graetz’s account of Jesus is far above any-
e thing that Judaism had ever said on the subject up
0 till then. ^

1 Neither Graetz nor Jost wavered in the slightest
f degree in his loyalty to Judaism, but both showed
s themselves able to rise high above the barriers of
- religious difference, and to express as well as to

feel a real admiration for the founder of that
3 religion which had wrought such evil for Israel
3 The example of Graetz and Jost has made it im-
i possible for Jewish writers, even of more eonserva-
i tive tendencies, to revert to the former attitude
, towards Jesus. I. H. Weiss is one of the more
3 conservative scholars; but in his Dor Dor we-
j Dorshaw (5 vols., Vienna, 1871-91), i. 232-234, he
[ writes of Jesus with respect, though not with
,

enthusiasm.
,

The contains a long article on Jesus, besides
i many incidental references to Him in other articles

;

i and in all of these, notably in that especially
I concerned with Him, there is a free and candid
i recognition of the nobility of character of Jesus.
! Naturally, the writers press the likeness between
I His teaching and that of the Rabbis of the
! Talmudic period, and are somewhat unwilling to
admit His originality ; but they frankly own that
He must have been a great man, raised up by God
for the work that He did. A Jew could hardly be
expected to go further than that.
The extreme limit hitherto reached in Jewish

^preciation of Jesus is seen in the writings of
C. G. Montefiore, notably in his Syrioptic Gospels
London, 1909). That a Jew should write such a
book at all would have been thought impossible
only a few years ago, and perhaps Montefiore is
the only one who could do so even now. The
treatment of the subject is quite different from
that which a Christian would apply; there is a
frankness of criticism in regard to Jesus from
which most Christians would shrink, or for which
they would see no necessity. But there is also a
whole-hearted admiration and even reverence for
Jesus which is all the more striking because it is
entirely free from theological convention. Juda-
ism can scarcely get nearer to Jesus without
ceasing to be Judaism. Be that as it may, it is
from the side of Judaism that there has come tbig
latest and fullest recognition of the greatness of
Jesus, as seen by other than Christian eyes. And,
in giving it, Judaism has made a noble return for
what has been done to her in the name and by the
professed followers of Christ.
, Laible, Jesus Christusim Thalmud, Leipzig,

JSSi’ §• Das LebenJesu nock jud. Quellen, Berlin,
1902 ; R. T. Herford, Christianity in Talmud and Midrash,
London, 1903

; J. Jacobs, As Others saw Him, do. 1896; H. L,
Strack, Jesus, die Earetiherund die Christen, Leipzig, 1910.

R. Travers Herford.
JESUS CHRIST IN MUHAMMADAN-

ISM.—See Qur’an.

JESUS CHRIST IN ZOROASTRIANISM.—Christianil^ attained to considerable importance
in Sasanian Persia (cf. J. Labourt, Ch/ristianisme
^ns Vempire perse sous la dynastie sassanide,
Paris, 1904), and, though it is true that the
Christians never reached a high proportional
number, their reli^on became of sufficient signifi-
cance to warrant ^roastrian theologians in attack-
ing it. In their polemic the figure of the founder
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of Christianity was not spared, especially in
Ddtistan-i-Dlmk, xxxvii. 90-92, and Sikand-gum^
anik Vijdr^ xv., both documents dating from the
latter half of the 9th centu^. The former passage,
in condemning ‘ the compiled sayings of the Abra-
ham of the Christians, which are the word of him
who is also called their Messiah,’ criticizes the
declaration that Christ has died and yet is not dead.
The important passage is the second. This

begins by assailing the doctrine of the Virgin Birth,
which is declared to rest merely on the assertion of
a woman ‘ who was known for incapacity ’ (a term
which the Skr. version takes to mean ‘miscon-
duct’). If Christ is the Son of God, He, ‘ through
sonship to the sacred being, is not otherwise than
the meaner creatures which the sacred being pro-
duced and created’ ; and, if He was bom, He must
die like all other creatures. To the author, Mar^n-
farux, it was incredible that, if Christ was identical
with God, God would descend ‘ into the womb of a
woman who was a Jew,’ and, finally, be put to an
ignominious death. The Crucifixion is attacked
for two reasons : if it were to demonstrate the fact
of the resurrection of the dead, it might have been
proved in some other way unless the divine know-
ledge is finite ; if it were * accepted by him, as a
yoke of a new description, through his own will,’

the executioners should not have been cursed by
Christ (based on a distorted reminiscence of Mt
232».S4-S6 Lk 11^7-50)^

The doctrine of the Trini^ is also assailed.
Assuming the truth of the Christian statement

:

‘ that the father and son and pure spirit are three names which
are not separate one from the other, nor is one foremost, and
this, too, that, though a son, he is not less than the father, but
in every knowledge equal to the father, why now is one to call
him by a different name?’ (Sik.-gum. Vij. xv. 46).

Again, the equality of the Persons in the Trinity
is assailed, and it is alleged, on the basis of Mk

that the Son cannot be equal to the Father
in knowledge. It is further argued that the Jews
slew Christ at the will of the Father, whence, with
an allusion to Mt 10^, ground is sought for an
attack upon the tenet of the freedom of the will

;

and attention is called to the fact that, whereas
Christ declared that He came not to destroy, but
to fulfil, the law and the prophets (Mt 6^’), ‘ all his
sayings and commands were those that are dissi-

paters and afilictive for the rules and laws of Moses.’
Perhaps the most noteworthy philosophical argu-

ment advanced, in view of the strongly dualistic
trend of later Zoroastrianism (see art. Dualism
[Iranian], vol. v. p. Ill f.), is that the author of the
* Doubt-Dispelling Explanation’ assumes through-
out his polemic that Christianity holds that God is

the sole Creator, and, therefore, must have been
the source of evil as well as of good, whereas the
NT plainly shows a belief in a separate power of
evil (cf. §§ 18-24, 63-70, 77-89, 97-151).
The precise source from which the polemist drew

is yet to be discovered, but, as one of the proper
names occurring elsewhere in the treatise betrays
a Syriac origin (West, SBB xxiv. p. xxviii), it was
probably derived from faulty reading of a Syriac
version—or a translation from a Syriac text—com-
bined with reminiscences of Christian doctrine
current in Persia.

Litbraturb.—E. W. West, SBS xviii. [1882] 107 f., xxiv.
[1886] 229-243. LOUIS H. GKAY.

JESUS, SOCIETY OF.—See Jesuits.

JEWEL (Buddhist).—The ‘jewel’ (Pali ratana,
Skr. ratna, also mani) plays a prominent part in
the cult and terminology of Buddhism, throughout
all sections of that religion. This conspicuousness
of its symbolism in practical Buddhism is, we shall
show, owing to the fact, not hitherto recognized,
that this symbolism incorporates the deeply rooted

archaic belief in the magical efficacy of the fabulous

I

wish-granting gem as the means of procuring long
j

life and immortality. Our inquiry into the source of
this symbolism sheds much new interesting and im-
portant light upon the question of Buddhist origins.

1. Prevalence.—The epithet of ‘jewel ’ is applied
to Buddha not only as the first member of the
‘Buddhist Triad’ or ‘Three Jewels’ {Tri~ratna) in
whom every professing Buddhist must take his or
her ‘ refuge {^aranam), but also independently.
For that saint is described in the earliest Pali
canon ^ as the possessor of ‘the seven jewels*
(sajptaratna), which are essentially the attributes
of the highest Brahmanical deity as ‘monarch of
the universe’ (Chakravartin [g.-y.] ; see also below),
and are, we find, traceable to remote pre-Vedic
antiquity. The sacred texts expressing this
‘jewel’ symbolism are in universal use, through-
out Buddhistdom, both ‘north’ and ‘south,’ as
prayers and luck-compelling magical spells.

2. Orig^ of the symbolism.—In attempting to
trace the origin of the ‘ jewel ’ symbolism of Bud-
dhism, we find that originally the term ratna in
the Vedic age (c, 1200-400 B.C.), including Buddha’s
day, denoted a ‘treasure’ rather than a ‘jewel,’
such as it came to mean in post-Vedic India;® so
that it embraced living personages as well as gems
properly mam). In two early hymns of the
Bigveda (v. i. 5, and VI, Ixxiv. If.) the deity who
m henotheistically the supreme god of the universe,
in the form respectively of Agni (Fire) and Soma-
Rudra,® is the possessor of ‘the seven treasures’
(saptara^na). He is invoked in both cases with
the identical words (put into the mouth of the
mythical fire-priest Atri, in the first instance):

‘ Bestow the seven treasures on every house, be a blessing- to
our two-footed, and a blessing to our four-footed [creatures] I

Upon the number ‘seven’ in this stanza Mac-
donell writes® that ‘the sapta has probably no
specific significance here; but is simply a vague
expression equivalent to “ all,*^ as so often it is in
the Rigveda m connection with many other words
besides ratnaJ However this may have been at
the period when these hymns were composed
(c. 1000 B.C.), it is certain that at the time of the
Vedic commentary, the Brhad-Devatd (c. 400 B.c.),®

the expression had become literally restricted to
the number ‘ seven ’ and formed a definite category.
For that commentary explains this particular verse
as referring to ‘ the seven treasures of all Chakra-
vartins,’ and it specifies them as ‘the wheel, car
{ratha), jewel, wife (5Mrya= espoused wife), terri-

tory (bhumi), horse, and elephant.’*^ The evidence
of this early commentator is against the view that
terrestrial treasure, such as gold, silver, etc., was
intended.® This appears to be the first detailed
list of the divine treasures ; and it must take pre-
cedence over the list in the Buddhist Pali canon,
which, by its mythology, indicates for its com-
pilation a date not earlier than the 1st cent. B.c.®

The reference in the same extract to multiple
1 Digha-Nikaya ; Mahdpadhdna Suttanta, 31, etc.

^A. A. Macdonell and A. B. Keith, Vedie Index, London,
1912, ii. 199.

3 * Rudra,* also called the great god, ‘ Mahadeva,’ is in the
Vedas a form of Agni (Macdonell, Vedio Mythology, Strassburg,
1S97, p. 76 f.).

* Dame-dame sapta ratna dadhdnd
iarh no bhutaih dvipade &am chatu§pade

(Rigveda v. i. 6, vi. Ixxiv. 2). The translation is kindly supplied
by Macdonell.

3 In a letter to the author.
3 Macdonell, Bthad-Devatd, Cambridge, Mass., 1904, Introd.

p. xxiii.

7 lb., text, p. 69 ; tr. p. 198.
8 There is a category of seven precious minerals also called

saptaratna, though post-Vedic in date, namely gold, silver,

pearl, beryl (vaidurya), diamond or crystal, coral, emerald (cf.

R. 0. Childers, Diet, ojf the Bali Lang.*, London, 1875, p. 402 ;

E. J. Eitel, Handbook of Chinese Buddhism^, Hongkong, 1888,

p. 148).
9 L. A. Waddell, ‘ Evolution of the Buddhist Cult,’ Asiatic

Quarterly Review, xxxiii. [1912] 140 ff.
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Chakravartins, or ‘ universal monarchs,* does not

necessarily imply that those personages were yet

considered to be human, as they become in later

Buddhist and Brahmanical literature—-for the re-

ferences to human Chakravartins in the Maha-
bharata are also probably later intrusions, as they
occur in the composite episodes exhibiting the

characters of the Puranas and presumably of no
earlier date than the latter (c. 1st cent. A. D. ). These
multiple Chaki*avartins are probably the subdivided
forms into which the supreme creator was con-

sidered in the laterVedic period to resolve himself,

the series of active creators, Prajdpati, or Punisa,

3. Assyrian (?) source of * the seven treasures.’

—

The detailed list in the Brhdd-Devatd and Buddhist
texts indicates the important fact, apparently not
hitherto recognized, that these seven treasures

were the famous divine treasures of life and im-

mortality won by the gods of light in their great
struggle against the powers of darkness and the
deep, in the contest termed by the Indians ‘the

Aijan ancestors had borrowed from their western
neighbours when in Iran.® For it is the Asuras
who seize the great serpent of the deep by the
hood and thus stir up from the ocean the treasures
of immortality. iNow, the great Asura of the
Rigveda is the serpent-hooded god of the sky,
Varuna, the Ouranos of the Greeks, who is now
admitted to be identical with the supreme god
Ahura (i.e. Asura) of the Zoroastrians,® and further
traced by the present writer to the ‘ Assur ’ of the
Assyrians.^ The epics relate that the Asuras who
had gained the ambrosia and other treasures of
divinity were then deprived of them by stratagem
and put to flight. Thus the pre-Vedic, non-Indian,
and presumably Assyrian origin of these ‘ Indian ’

and ‘ Buddhist^ treasures is now probable.
The order in which the treasures emerged from

the deep during this conflictjwas, according to
Mahdhharata^ i. 18 (c, 500-400 B.C.),® as follows
(the corresponding number in the Brkad-Devatd is

added within curved brackets and in the Buddhist
list within square brackets)

:

1. ‘The mild moon of a thousand rays
’ (1) [1].

2. Sri (the goddess of Good Fortune) (4) [5].

3. Sura the goddess (5) [7],

4. * The while steed fleet as thought * (6) [3].
6. ‘The celestial gem K&ustubha which graces the breast of

Narayaua*(3)[4].
6. ‘The divine Dhanvantari (celestial physician) with the

white cup of ambrosia in hand ’ (2) [6 ].

7. * Azramrid, the great Naga taken by the Thunderbolt-
holder’ (7) [2].

The next and last object to issue from the waters
at this ‘ churning ’ was the world-destroying poison
Kdlakuta^ which cannot be considered one of the
‘treasures,’ but rather their antitype. Here the
positive identity of five out of the seven in all

1 E. Senart remarked that several of the Chakravartins* trea-
sures are ‘ analogous or identical * with the treasures produced
at the ‘churning of the ocean’ {Ligende de Buddha, Paris,
1882, p. 44 f.)—an observation overlooked by subsequent
Tmters ; but he does not suggest any causal connexion between
the two series.

..
‘ Buddha’s Diadem,’ Ostasiatische Zeitschrift,

u. (Berlin, 1913-14).
^ *

S Macdonell, Ved. Myth., p. 20; H. Oldenberg, JRAS, 1909.
p. 1097.

^ Waddell ‘ Buddha’s Diadem,* loc. eiz.

Calcutta,
Fausboll, Ind. Mythology, London,

1902, p, 23. In later versions, e.g. VisTya Pwd?ia(H. H. Wilson
London, 1864-77, 1. 146 f.), the number ia increased as the legend
la expanded ”

Pali. Skr,

1. ' Wheel of a thousand
rays or spokes*

chakka-ratana ohakra-ratTia

2. Elephant . hatthi-ratana hasti-ratna
3. Horse. assa-ratana aiva-^atna
4. Gem mapn-ratana mav,i-ratna
5. Wife .... itthi-ratana stri-ratna
6. Household chief gaha-pati-

ratana
pari-nayaka^
ratana

1

griha-ratna

7. General pari'o.ayaka or
sendpati-ratna

three lists reveals the essential unity of the tradi-

tion. Of the remaining two, namely nos. 3 and 6,
* Surd the goddess,’ and ‘ the divine Dhanvantarij‘
the present writer finds, for reasons which cannot
be detailed here, that the former Sura is Usas,
the Dawn, Eos of Greek mythology. Usas in the
Rigveda ‘leads \i.e. precedes] the white horse, the
Sun ’ (VII. Ixxvii. 3), as in the Churned treasures,
where the one immediately following her is ‘ the
white horse,’ which the present writer has identified

with the Sun. She is, moreover, armed with beams
of light, ‘wards off evil spirits’ (Vli. Ixxv. 1), ‘wakens
the five tribes’ (I. cxxiv. 2), ‘never loses her direc-

tions’ (V. Ixxx. 4), and ‘ renders good service to the
gods.’ She thus represents the ‘ general ’ of the Bud-
dhist list (no. 7), whilst no. 6, Dhanvantari, the
messenger of the gods, the present writer identi-

fies with the car-symhol.
With this Brahmanical list may be compared the

Buddhist, in the order in which the items are cited
in the Pali canon, ^ which is the usual sequence.

4. The wheel, or ‘chakra,’ of the Chakravartin
as the moon.—On comparing these two lists, an
important fact transpires. The first item in both,
it will be noticed, is the luminary disk or ‘wheel.’
But, whilst this disk is invariably conjectured by
Western writers to be the sun in the case of the
Buddhist series, we find, on the other hand, that
it is most explicitly stated in the Brahmanical
series to be the moon, and this is confirmed by the
version of the ‘churning’ in the Visiiu Purana.^
So also it seems to have been in early Buddhism

;

for in the Makasudassana Suttanta it is expressly
stated that ‘the heavenly treasure of the wheel
with its nave, tire, and all its thousand spokes’
appeared to that king ‘on the day of the full
moon.^ ® And we have seen that the seven treas-
ures (of the Chakravartin) are in the Rigveda the
attributes of Soma-Rudra, that is, the dual divinity
of the moon with the storm-god of the sky.
The great significance of this discovery, that the

‘ wheel ’ of the seven treasures symbolizes the moon
and not the sun, is that it postulates for those
symbols an extremely remote and Western anti-
quity, long before the Indo-Iranian period. In
giving this pre-eminence to the moon, they pre-
sumably belong to that early pre-historic period
when the moon was regarded as the parent of
the sun, as is found in the earliest Assyrian and
Egyptian myths. In that pristine cosmic myth of
the evolution of light from the darkness of chaos,
the moon was conceived as the luminary most
intimately associated with darkness, and as tra-
versing not only the sky, but ‘ the waters of the
deep under the earth ’

; and the daily changes in
its form led to its being regarded as taking a more
active part in the workings of Nature than the
unaltering sun. Vestiges of this primitive myth
survive also in the early Vedas, and account for

1 Digha-Nikdya, xiv. ; Mahapadhdna Suit. xvii. 31; Mahd-
sudassana Suit. 10-48 (SBB ii. [1899] 13, 202-208 ; SBE xi. [1900]
260-259); Dkarma Sarhgraha (K. Kasawara and M, Muller,
Oxford, 1886), p. 60.

2 J. Dowson, Class. Diet, ofHindu Mythology^, London, 1888,
p. 13.

8 DwhorHiMya, xvii. 7 (SBB iii. [19101 202).
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the great prominence given throughout the Vedas
to Soma,^ which has the dual character of ‘am-
brosial elixir * and the ‘ moon ’

;

for in the Rigveda
‘when drunk [’eaten] by Indra-Soma . . . Soma
produced the sun in the waters’ (Macdonell, Pec?.

p. 109 f.), and the conception of Soma is

extended in the Rigveda to that of a being of
universal dominion and ‘ lord of the quarters ’ (ib.).

5, Original lord of the wheel and Chakra-
vartin: Varuna.—It is to be noted that it is

Vanina, the ^eat Asura (‘Assur’), who alone of
all the early Vedic gods is expressly the ‘universal
monarch ’ {sam-rdj ; Macdonell, p. 24) ; and Soma
is positively identified and associated with Varuna
in several of the aspects of the latter (Rigveda,
IX. Ixxvii. 5, xcv. 4; cf. Ixxiii. 3, 9; Macdonell,
p. 110) ; and Soma is the only other god who, like
Varuna, dispels sin from the heart (Macdonell,

p. 109), punishes (slays) the wicked {ib, 110), con-
fers the celestial world (i5. 114), and is sometimes
called a ‘treasure’ (ram; ib, 110). It was, on the
other hand, Varuna who not only placed the sun
in the sky, but also placed Soma on the rock ; and
it is ‘by Varuna’s ordinances [that] the moon
shining brightly moves at night’ {ib, 25). This
express association of the moon with Varuna
does not necessarily imply, as Oldenberg thinks,

2

that, although Varuna was primarily uie moon,
he remained so, as this would entail the rejection
of the identity of Varuna with Ouranos. For
Varuna is the Vedic god of the entire sky, in-

cluding the luminaries which traverse it; and,
lord of light both by day and by night, his eye is the
sun (Macdonell, pp. 25, 23). The inference seems
rather to be that the moon is one of the chief,

as it is also the earliest, of the treasures of this

^reat Asura, the supreme god Varuna. This god
is brought into relation with the owners of the
seven treasures, namely, Soma-Rudra, who are
invoked ‘to free from the fetters of Varuna’ {ib,

129), thus implying that they were his agents, and
presuming that the seven treasures are primarily
those of Varuna himself 'as the original Chakra-
vartin of the universe, Varuna, indeed, in the
Rigveda possesses the ‘wheel’ {chakra) of which
the nave is trita, ‘the Soma-presser,’ apparently
personified lightning {ib, 681); and the present
writer has ^>hown, firstly, that in the Bharhut
sculptures of the 3rd cent. B.O. Varuna is figured

as the ‘ King of the Golden Swans’ {i,i, the winged
sun conceived as a bird, as in the ancient Assyrian
and Egyptian sculptures of the sun-god) and actu-
ally bears the inscribed title of Chakkavaka (ie.

Chakravaka, literally, ‘wheel-crane,’ a title of

the golden goose, or ‘ swan,’ as sun-bird) ;
^ and,

secondly, that Buddha was deified in his chief

modes as a god (Purusa in the Pali canon and
Amitabha in the Mahayana) upon the model of the
god Varuna-Chakravaka,^ the manifest prototype
of the Chakravartin with whom Buddha was early

identified.

6. The * mani ’ gem symbolism.—Of the seven
treasures other* than the first, or ‘ wheel,’ whence
the Chakravartin derives his title, the most popu-
lar is the jewel proper or ‘ wishing-gem,J the
maniratna {ot chintdmani). This popularity is

doubtless owing to its being essentially of the
nature of a primitive magical amulet of the ani-

mistic period. In the Atharvaveda {c, 600 B.C.)

the mani is ordinarily an amulet against all kinds
of evil, and many sorts are mentioned.® In its

1 A. Hillebrandt, Vedische Mythologie, Breslau, 1891-1902, i.

809 ; Macdonell, Ved. Myth.^ p. 113.
2 Die Religion des Veda, Berlin, 1894, pp. 49, 190-194, 287

;

Hillebrandt, iii. 3-52, also maintains that Varuna is the moon.
8 Waddell, ‘Evol. Budd. Cult,’ p. 139 fP.

4

Ih, 168, also ‘ Buddha’s Diadem,* loo. dt.
^ Atharva-Veda SaThhitd, tr. W. D. Whitney (and 0. B.

Lanman), 2 vols., Cambridge, Mass., 1905.

special hymn to the Tnani (viii. 5) the amulet hang-
mg from the neck is called the * lucky repelling
jewel’ {ayam prati-saro manir), Buddha himself
refers in his Kevaddha Suffa^ to the use in his day
of the ‘ jewel-charm,’ called Tnanikd vijjd,^ which,
he says, was used for ‘ making manifest the heart
and feelings, the reasonings and thought of other
beings,’ enabling its possessor to say, ‘So and so is
in your mind

;
you are thinking of so and so ; thus

and thus are your emotions.’
Besides its use as an amulet, the mani is identi-

fied with the thunderbolt in the Atharvaveda (viii.
V. 3), which positively says that ‘ it was with the
mani (jewel) that Indra struck Vrtra, that he has
vanquished the Asuras, conquered the sky, earth,
the two worlds, and the four regions of tlie atmo-
sphere.’® In this sense of thunderbolt it is employed
also in the Lalita Vistara {c. 1st cent. B.c., pp.
457, 466), and, it seems to us, in the Pali canon*
descriptive of the birth of Buddha in the hlramam
underneath the white umbrella which miraculously
appeared over the infant, hira, ‘diamond,’ being
an ordinary title of Indra’s thunderbolt.
On the other hand, the rnani is interpreted by

the commentator of the Atharvaveda as the ‘ sun-
stone’ {adityaTTumi),^ and the probability that it
represents the sun has something in its favour. It
is described in the Pali canon® as ‘ the beryl [like ?]

jewel,’ bright, with eight facets, clear, transparent
... its radiance penetrates a day’s march {yojana)
on every side . . . turning night into day,* The
magic jewel in Jataka^ 531, which was given by
Indra to Buddha in his former birth, was called
‘the ever-shining’ {virochana)^ an ordinary epithet
of the sun ; and Virochana is the title of Buddha
in the Jataka bearing that name (no. 143), in which
Buddha was habitually saluted with ‘ Shine forth
in thy might. Lord ’

;
® it also occurs in the longer

lotus-jewd formula: ‘Om/ Amogha Vairochana
mahamudra Mani padma 'vala-pravarthtaya
Sum.*^

7.

‘ Om mani* formula.—The hitherto unknown
origin of this famous Buddhist lotus-jewel formula
Om mani padmc Hum we shall here trace back to
its Brahmanical source. The mani is specially
invoked in the Atharvaveda hymn cited above,
and in the Brahmanical invocations the incantatory
Om was extensively employed already in the earliest

Rigveda, even in those hymns which are not of an
obviously magical character. This syllable is stated
in the early Brahmanas (c. 800 B.c. ) to be the divine
counterpart of tathd,'^^ i.e. ‘ so be it,’ implying an
asseveration of certainty and thus equivalent to
‘ Amen ’

; and Hum has a somewhat similar value
—this was the early Brahmanist explanation of

these cabalistic terms, theoriginalmeaningofwhich,
if there was any other, had already become lost in

the Vedic period. It was especially addressed to
Vach (or Yaka), the goddess of speech, but also

to Indra, ‘the most high’ (Paramesthin, son of

Prajapati, the creator), to gods in general, and to
magic personified {brahmar^,^'^ In me later Purva
Brdhmana (c. 600-400 B.C.) it had come to express
‘ the function and virtue of the entire Atharvaveda,’
including the potential creative power of the newly-

1 Digha-Nikdya {SBB iii. 278).
2 It IS identified by the 5th cent. a.d. commentator Buddha-

ghosa as the ‘ Ckintdmaxfi vijjd * {SBB ii. 278), which probably
contained a written spell.

3 Of. Whitney, op. dt. p. 491 ; Senart, op. dt. p. 31.

* MaMpadhdna Suit, in Dlgha-Mhdya, xiv. 29: setaHiki

chatte anu hiramans^.
5 Macdonell and Keith, ii. 119.
6 Digha-Nikdya, xvii. 14 {SBB iii. 205, 14) ; and in almost

identical words in Lalita Vistara, tr. BajendralaJa Mitra,

Calcutta, 1881ff., ui. 35.

7 Mapi-veluriya— Skr. vaidurya.
8 The Jdtaka, tr. E. B. Cowell, Cambridge, 1896-1913, i. 806.
8 Waddell, Bvddhism of Tibet, London, 1895, p. 149.
10 Macdonell and Keith, ii. 280.
u Brhad-Devatd, ii. 126, tr. Macdonell, d. 66.
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evolved anthropomorphic Brahma before he created

the universe. ^ From tlie Om the Pranatxi- Upanisad
(c. 500 B.C.)® derives the entire creation.
The neuter personified magic, or brahma^ creates the anthro-

pomorphic masculine personal Brahma upon a lotus-leaf ; then
this solitary monad Brahma by means of penance perceives the
syllable Ojft of two letters. With the first letter, 0, he per-

ceives (t.e. creates) the waters ; with the second, rh, the light and
luminaries (sun, moon, stars) ; with the vowel triplicated, the

triads—the earth (J>hur\ atmosphere (bhwoaTj.% and heaven
also fire (with plants and trees), wind, and sun(-shine)

;

with the consonants triplicated, water, moon, etc., and the rest of

a cosmogony, also the ritual for the Brahman priest who by the
utterance of Orh before and after sacrifice remedies all defects

in the latter. Oih is *the oldest son of Brahma . . . no holy

text shall be chanted without it * . . Oih reated 1000 times
grants all wishes.’ 3

Here we have revealed, in this Brahmanized ritual

prevalent in India about 500 B.C., the manifest
origin of two out of the three elements of the
famous lotus-jewel formtda, whilst the third

element, manij is invoked as Om mani still earlier

with a similar connexion; also there is enforced
therein the magical eflBcacy of repeated reiteration

of the mystic syllable. The lotus element in this

Brahmanical symbolism of creation has probably
a sexual significance, denoting the union oiprahctiy
or productive female energy, with the masculine
purusa ; for already in the ^atapatha Brdhmai^a
(c. 800 B.C.) ‘ the lotus-leaf is the womb.’ ^

The Buddhist monks of the Mahayana school in
India manifestly borrowed this Brahmanical sym-
bolism of Brahma (possibly about the 2nd cent.

B.c.) for their counterpart of Brahma, namely the
‘Buddha of meditation,’ Amitabha, who, like
Brahma himself, was evolved, as we have seen, on
the model of the ancient primordial god Varuna.
This Amitabha-Buddha, seated, like Brahma,
impassively in abstract meditation, performed his
benevolent and creative functions through the
medium of his active sons, corresponding to the
creator-sons (Prajapati) of Brahma; and the
greatest of Amitabha’s sons was Avalokita, to
whom this lotus-jewel formula is solely addressed.
On this Brahmanical analogy, therefore, the Om
would represent Avalokita, the active proximate
creator * elder ’ son of Amitabha-Buddha, seated
as a hermaphrodite upon the fertile lotus of his
father, the remote creator latterly called Adibuddha

The man% or jewel, as well as the lotus is

an especial attribute of Avalokita, who is frequently
figured in ancient Indian images as holding both
the jewel ® and the lotus, and bearing the epithet
of ‘holder of the jewel’ {rnanidhara),^ In this
regard it is to be noted that the Brahmanical
homologue of Avalokita, namely Visnu in his later
Brahmanized and non-Vedic form of Visnu-Nara-
yana, several of whose attributes were borrowed
by the Buddhist monks for Avalokita, is called the
‘jewel-waisted * {ratnandbhay^j and in his form as
creator Vi§nu is figured with the lotus of creation
^ringing from the jewel at his waist (or navel).
Here we have all the three elements of the lotus-
jewel formula united in Visnu-Narayana as creator,
that is Om, the son of Brahma as Visnu himself,
while, issuing from the jewel at his navel, the lotus
gives birth to the Brahmanical triad. The Om
mani formula of Avalokita, therefore, like the
Visnu-Narayana figure in Brahmanism, presumably
symbolizes the creative cosmic action by self-
generative power.
In the later Tantrik period, from about the 5th

cent. A.D. onwards, when Indian Buddhism, follow-
1 M. Bloomfield, TK& A«Aan;aiJeda(a=GJAP n. i. 1 B), Strass-

burg, 1899, p. 107.
2 /ft. IDS f. 109.
4 VI. iv. 1, 7 (5BB xli. fl894] 215).
5 Waddell, * Indian Buddhist Cult of Avalokita.’ JHAS. 1894

pp. 69, 81, no. 18,
’

» Jb., p. 77, no. 7.

7 Mahdbhdrata, xn. cxlix. 98 ; O. Bohtlingk and R. Both. Sler,
W6rUrbuch, St. Petersburg, 1865-76, vi. 250 ; nabha is literally
and properly * navel.*

ing as hitherto the fresh developments in contem-
porary Brahmanism, gave greater prominence to
the cult of female energies, the symbolism was
given a more decided sexual meaning. This was
all the easier in view of the hermaphrodite character
of Avalokita’s prototype, which to some extent
may explain the confusion which exists in Chinese
Buddhism ^between the male and female forms of
Avalokita. The female counterpart of Avalokita,
the goddess Tara, personifying prakfti,^ was termed
the ‘ Lotus,’ and by a mysticism she was at the
same time the thunderbolt (mani ?) as well. This
is expressed in the Usni^a Sitdtapatra Dhdranl,
where Tara is invoked as ‘ with thunderbolt-navel,
a beauteous damsel is she. . , . Her outward mark
of the lotus is the mark of the thunderbolt I

’ ® It
has been suggested ® that mani-padme, which is

considered to be one word, is a feminine vocative,
and that the formula refers to Tara; thispossibility
is, however, ruled out by the universal restriction
of the formula in Buddhist literature and practice
to Avalokita exclusively.

The literal meaning of the formula thus would
be: ‘So be it! 0 lotus-jewel! Amen!’ This is

essentially the form of a wishing-gem speU, a luck-
compelling talisman.
The earliest reference to this formula in a

Buddhist text appears to be in the Diyydvaddna*
(c. 1st cent. A.D.), where it is ascribed to Sakyamuni.
The first occurrence under its usual title of the
‘six-syllabled magic-spell,’ or ^adaksara Vidya
mantra} that we can find is in the translation made
from the Sanskrit into Chinese in A.D. 317-420 in
seven leaves, with an exposition of the alleged
circumstances under which it was recited.® Its

universal currency throughout Tibet at the present
day is well known ; it is less common in China

;

and in Japan it is used nowadays only by the
mystic section of Buddhists called Shingon.’ Mcmi
is a title given to the mystical hermits wbo
have recited this Om manii spell 100,000 times or
more.®

8. The three jewels or treasures, ‘ the Buddhist
triad.’—This triad, the tri-ratna, consists of (1)
the Buddha, (2) his Word or Law {Dharma), and
(3) his Order of monks {Sangha), As it is the
stereotyped conventional formula found in the
earliest Pali canon for admission into the Order
and for a layman’s belief in Buddhism,® it was
doubtless coined by Buddha himself. In arriving
at this nomenclature, the title of ‘ treasure ’ {ratna)
was obviously, in view of the above facts, borrowed
by Buddha from the Brahmanical treasures of im-
mortality of the divine Chakravartins, a form of
the supreme Vedic god Varuna, with whose entire
septad of treasures we find Buddha already clothed
in the Pali canon. The number three was a
favourite in Vedic Brahmanism, as in the still

earlier faiths. There are the threefold division of
the universe, the threeworlds, three classes of gods,^®

1 Of. ERE ii. 259, footnote H.
aWaddeU, tr. in I

A

xliii. [1914] 51 ff. The usual Sanskrit
word for navel is tunda*, the Tibetans have translated it

by mch’u, ‘beak,’ evidently misreading tunda as tuv4a,
* beak.’

8 By P. W. Thomas in JRAS, 1906, p. 464.
* Of. ERE ii. 259, footnote IT* Poussin considers that this

is the formula referred to, though Cowell, who edited the text,
expressly stated in the preface that ‘there is no mention of
Avalokite6vara or the Orh maV'ipadme hurh,*

6 Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet, pp. 139, 148-160, 386, where
the mystic value of each syllable is described.
SBunyiu Nanjio, Catalogue of the Chines Trans, of the

Buddhist Tripitaka, Oxford, 1883, no. 340; other recensions
of this text are nos. 331, 341, translated a.J). 693 and 502-557
respectively. The following texts also contain the formula
(see Sensho Pujii in Hansm Zasshi, Tokyo, 1898, pp. 64-66)

:

nos. 782, 1477, and 1478 of Nanjio’s Catalogue, entitled
Mah&vidyd Dhdraxii, translated 980-1001, 960-1127.

7 Sensho Fujii, Zoc. cit, 64.
8 W. Wassilieff, Le Bouddhisme, Fr. tr., Paris, 1866, p. 198
3 See art. Initiation (Buddhist), i.

10 Macdonell, Ved. Myth. 9, 130.
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the three Vedas, or revealed scriptures of Manu,
and the tripartite god Trita, who is the preparer

of soma, the draught of immortality, and the
nave in the wheel of Varuna.^ The latter god
Varuna, indeed, is expressly related to several

triads as well as to the ‘ law ' ; * the three heavens

course, ascribed to Buddha in the Pali canon, ^ is

an invocation to demons to grant prosperity, and
it is couched in the orthodox form of Buddhist
spells, namely, as an ‘ act of asseveration ’ {sachcha-
kiriya\ Skr. satyakriyd)^ which is virtually an
incantation.

and the three earths are deposited within him . . .

he is a great lord of the laws of nature.’ ^ Here
the term for ‘ law ’ is rta, or ‘ fixed law,’ which has
the same value as dharma, the pre-Buddhist term
in Manu and elsewhere for laws and ordmances, in

the same sense in which the early Buddhists used
it for Buddha’s word or dogma.^ Buddha as the
first member of this triad is termed the first of the
treasures; but besides this he is independently
referred to as a treasure-jewel {ratnamani) or

likened to one. In the Dlgha-Nikdya he is likened

on his incarnation to this and to the beryl-jewel,^

and also in the Lalita Vistara^^ which, further,

refers to that event thus ;
* the beautiful treasure

{ratna) will shortly^ be manifested in the three

regions,’ ® and ‘ the jewel-victor {jina-ratna) from
the mine of religion will be manifested in the
continent of Jambu (India).*’ Now, the latter

epithet of Buddha is at the present day the
ordinary formal title of him who professes to be
Buddha’s representative and successor, viz. the
Dalai Lama of Lhasa ; his designation of Gyal-wa-
rin-po-ch'e,^ the literal translation of jina~ratna

into Tibetan, is thus seen to have its origin

(hitherto unknown) manifestly in this appellative

of Buddha in the Lalita Vistara,

The central member of the triad personifying

the fixed ordinances and speech of Sakyamuni was
probably suggested to that saint by the personified

Speech of Branmanism, the goddessVach (orVaka),
who is one of the earliest of the Vedic goddesses,

and was made the wife of Brahma about the time
of Buddha, when the new eponymous god Brahma
was being invested with the functions of the

supreme god Pr^apati, Purusa Nfirayana, the
transition form of Varuna (Chakravaka). Vach in

the Bigveda is called * the queen of the gods,’ and
her original abode was the sea® (suggestive of

relationship to Varuna and her original identity

with Sri, the wife in the seven treasures) ; and,

while she has a triad nature (terrestrial, middle,

and celestial), she especially occupies the middle
region of the atmosphere,^® and thus may have
suggested the middle location for speech in the

Buddhist triad. For the more closely we examine
the mythology, idioms, and terminology of the

Pali canon, the more manifest is the indebtedness

of Buddhism to its parent religion, Brahmanism.
The third member of the triad is the ‘Order of

Buddha’s monks’—^it is erroneous to translate this

as the ‘ church ’ or ‘ congregation,’ as is often done

;

for the laity, both men and women, are excluded

from the Sahgha,

9. The treasure as a spell.—The fact that spells

have been in universal use by all sections of

Buddhism from the earliest times, and even by
Buddha himself, has been established by the

present writer. Among the southern Buddhists,

of Burma, Siam, and Ceylon, one of the commonest
of the protective spells, ox parittat is the ‘ Jewel
(or Treasure) Sermon ’ {Batana Sutta). This dis-

I MacdoneU, Ved. Myth, 68. 2 /&. 24.

3 Any statement made, or supposed to have been made, by
Buddha was at once accepted as a fixed and unalterable law.

4 Mahdpadhdna Suit, i. 21, 27.
8 ed. S. Lefmann, Halle, 1902, p. 13 ; ci. R. L. Mitra’s tr. 25.

6 Lefmann, 108. ’ 109.
8 WaddeU, Buddhism of Tibet, pp. 29, 228, Lhasa and its

Mysteries, London, 1905, p. 28.
9 MacdoneU, Ved, Myth., p. 124.

. . ,
18 Ib. As thunder is called * the voice of the middle region

{mddhyamikd vach), it seems to indicate a physical source

for the divinity of speech. _ , ,
II Waddell, * Dharapi Cult in Buddhism,* Ostasiat. Zeitschr. i.

11912-18] 157-195.

The Ratana Sutta begins: *0! all ye demons who are
assembled, terrestrial or celestial, may you all possess happi-
ness ! Listen attentively to the things spoken 1 Therefore ye
demons attend I Be friendly to the race of man and unremit-
tingly protect those who by day or night propitiate you by
offerings ! Whatever wealth there may be in this or in other
worlds, or whatever superior gem in the heavens, these cannot
be compared with Buddha. This gem-like Buddha is super-
latively excellent. By this truth let there be prosperity 1

' and
so on for the other two members of the triad, treasures, etc., in

fifteen stanzas, the closing sentence of each being, *By this

truth let there be prosper!^ 1

'

This is one of a large series of demonistic and
theistie texts ascribed to Buddha in the orthodox
Pali canon,® and belongs to a phase of Buddhism
which, although usually overlooked by writers on
southern Buddhism, yet forms a very conspicuous
and important part of southern Buddhism as a
practical religion. Its contents and form indicate

that it must have been originally composed ex-
pressly for use as a luck-compelling charm, based
upon the supposed magical efficacy of the pre-

historic wishmg-gem or amulet.
The ‘ jewels ’ and ‘ treasures ’ in Indian Buddhist

symbolism and cult are thus seen to be of non-
Indian, pre-Vedic, and pre-Iranian archaic origin,

and possibly borrowed from Assyrian and pre-

historic mythology.
LrrsfLATCRB.—This is sufficiently indicated in the footnotes.

L. A. Waddell.
JEWS.—See Israel, Judaism.

JEWS IN CHINA.-~See China, Jews dst.

JEWS IN COCHIN (MALABAR).—I. His-
tory.—The earliest Imown history of this com-
munity connects it with the now extinct city of

Cranganore, the deserted site of which is situated

some 20 miles north of the present port and town
of Cochin. Spelt Kranganur, it is the more easily

seen to be the Portuguese form of Kodungalur,
the name of a village which still exists close by.

It is almost certainly to be identified with tne

ancient port of Mouzins {Mov^ipls), known to Pliny,

^

Ptolemy, and the author of the Per^lus Maris
Erythrm, where, according to the Peutingerian

Tables, the Romans, up to at least A.D. 226, kept
a force of two cohorts to protect their spice-trade.

Another name in frequent use for the same spot in

the Middle Ages is Sliinkali.®

The origin of the settlement is shrouded in

obscurity. We may pass over possible deductions to

be drawn as to a Paiestino-Indian trade from well-

known foreign words in the Biblical account of the

merchandise of King Solomon, suggesting^ an
Indian, to some a S. Indian or Dravidian, origin ;

®

the traditions of the Cochin Jews themselves,

embodied in a supposed record-book {Dibre Haya-
mim), represent their ancestors as arriving in

Malabar immediately after the destruction of

Jerusalem by Titus (a.d. 70).’ Certainty cannot,

1 ChiUavagga, 1st Sutta, tr. V, Fausboll, SBB x.2 [1898] ii. 36

;

Childers, JRAS, 1869, p. 314; and D. J. Gogerly, Ceylon

Buddhism, Colombo and London, 1908, iL 844-347.

2 Cf. Childers, Pali 408.

8 See Gogerly, Ceylon Buddhism, ii. 327-393, for translations

of several of them. ...

4 * Muziris primum emporium Indiae* {HN vi. xxm. 26).

6 See Yule and Burnell, Hobson-Jobson, artt. * Cranganore

and ‘ShinkaU*; J. W. McCrindle, Anment India as descnbed

by Ptolemy, London, 1885, p. 61 ; R. Caldwell,^ Bravidian

Grammar^, do. 1875, quoted in McCrindle, Pemplus Ma't^

Erythrcei, p. 13 ; also Burnell in IA iii. [1874] 333 f., as to the

origin of the confusion often met with in India owing to various

names for the same site. « j

.

6 1 K 1022
, 2 Oh 921 (cf. Milne Rae, Syrian Church in India,

***7^See Buchanan, Christian Researches'^ p. 222.
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however, be attached to this document, which
bears signs of interpolation, and of which more
than one version exists, and which may even have
been wholly rewritten from memory after destruc-
tion from various causes. The first really reliable
and explicit record in relation to the Jews of Cochin
presents itself in the form of an ancient royal
charter engraved on plates of copper,
whereby a piece of territory, named Anjuvannam,
is conveyed by Bh^kara Ravi Varma, the reigning
monarch of Malabar, residing at his palace in Mu-
yirikodu,^ to one Joseph Rabban, headman of the
Jewish community, and to his heirs in perpetuity,
with the annexation to it of various privileges of
nobility and rights of revenue. The charter is

attested by the signatures of six subordinate princes,
whose rank Joseph Rabban may be assumed to
have been called to share. Buchanan in 1806
^used a f^simile of this ch^ter to be executed in

A description of it by Burnell^entitled * TQie
Original Settlement Deed of the Jewish Colony at
Cochin,’ with reproductions of the plates, may be
fo^d in lA iii. [1874] 333 f. Burnell shows that
this document, which is inscribed in archaic Tamil,
in the Vatteluttu character, must be ascribed to
some time in the 8th cent., perhaps as early as A.D.
700. It reveals the Jews in an already affluent and
org^ized condition in Malabar, bespeaking an
arrival considerably anterior to its date ; and it

was presumably conferred by the king in return
for important State services rendered by the com-
munity. After the light afforded by this charter,
obscurity again descends for upwards of a thousand
years upon the history of the Jews in Malabar,
covering perhaps a period generally prosperous.
When it lifts, it is to disclose the settmg in of a
time of adversity and overthrow. About 1565 the
sack of Cranganore by the Muhammadan Zamorin
of Calicut, who previously had invaded the place
m 1524 and massacred many, accompanied by the
incoming of the Portuguese, involved the ruin of
the small Jewish State, and resulted in the final
desertion of Cranganore as a place of abode. Re-
duced in numbers, and with largely shattered
fortunes, the main body of the dispossessed Jews
migrated to Cochin, and built their present Jews
Town in its immediate vicinity. Certain of their
number, however, continued to linger in the neigh-
bourhood of the old Cranganore, at places named
Chennamangalam, North Parur, and Mala, where
their successors are still to be found ; and some
have settled at Emakulam, the native capital of
the Cochin State, situated a few miles eastwards
from Cochin, across the Malabar Backwater.
2. ‘White’ and ‘Black’ Jews. — A singular

feature of the Cochin Jewish community in the
eyes of foreim observers has always been its divi-
sion into ‘ White ’ and ‘ Black ’ Jews. As early as
1655, Manasseh Ben Israel,® addressing Cromwell,
describes them as consisting one part ‘ of a white
colour and three of a tawny.

^

Buchanan and a
succession of later writers have not failed to call
attention to the same distinction of colour. Some
w^nters have even seen their way to discriminate a
third, or Brown, section. It is probably correct to
regard the so-called Black Jews as comprising two
classes, characterized by themselves as M'yuhhdsim
(those of lineage) and enam - Wyukhdsim (non-
M. yukhdsiTn), the latter embracing
(manumitted slaves). Regarded thus, the Wyuk-
hAsim among the Black Jews consider themselves
to be the representatives of an original stock, older
than the present White Jews, and look upon the

2 It is from the *MayiriMn this name, elsewhere shown to be
Identical with Cranganore, that the classical name Mou^iots is
believed to have been formed.

2 See Life and Labours of Manasseh Ben Israel^ in A. Lowy’s
Mtscellany of Hebrew Literature^ ii., 2nd ser., London, 1877.

enam^M^yukhdsim as a class made up of the ofi-

spring of mixed unions with female slaves, after-
wards manumitted, and increased by the descen-
dants of purely Gentile slaves converted to Judaism.
All religious disqualifications have, however, long
ago been removed from all concerned by the recep-
tion of the prescribed rabbinical Thhilah (lava-
tion, or baptism) ; and a certificate to that effect
was lately given by the Chief Rabbi Phanizal
of Jerusalem (variously styled the Rabbi R’shon
rZion, or the hakhdm bdshl). The decision of the
latter was based largely on a much older adjudica-
tion, of great interest, made by a Rabbi of Alex-
andria, known as Mahdrikash,*^ who died in 1610.
In the case as submitted to Mahdrikash, the original
stock of the Malabar Jews is represented as con-
sisting of the descendants of Jewish merchants
from Togarmah (Turkey), Aden, Sheiman (Teman,
or Arabia), and Al-ajam (Persia), no mention being
made of any from Spain or other European
countries. These merchants are represented as
having become the progenitors of a numerous off-

spring through female slaves, who, mingled with
purely Indian converts to Judaism, had grown into
a large mixed multitude, there being 800 houses of
the latter to only 100 houses of the Wyukhdsim,
or those of pure stock ; and great confusion had
occurred, it not being known who of the mixed
class had been ritually admitted within the circle
of pure Israelites, and who had not. Mahdrikash in
his responsum provides for the treatment of the
doubtful cases, and for the habilitation of all in the
rights and privileges of Jews. Although the re-
ligious question may be said to have been thus set
at rest, the controversy, as a social one, continues
to exist, and at times has become a burning one,
the White Jews, on social grounds, holding aloof
from marriage with the Black Jews, and the two
worshipping almost entirely apart. The present
White Jews, although their ancestors may have
been superinduced uponthe earlierimmigrantstock,
entitling the present ones to be regarded to a
certain extent as the le^timate successors of former
foreign Jews of pure descent, cannot be regarded
as the lineal descendants of the first settlers.
Their ancestral names mark them as a group by
themselves, largely consisting of Spanish or
Portuguese Jews, mingled, however, with some
from Persia, Egypt, and elsewhere. According to
investigations set on foot by the Dutch Jews of
Amsterdam in 1685,® the first Spanish Jews arrived
in Cochin in 1511, and it is expressly stated that
the Black Jews had preceded them. With this
view there agrees a custom found to have pre-
vailed in State revenue receipts and sheetorams
(royal writs) of frequently styling the White Jews
as Pardesis (foreigners), and their synagogue as
the Pardesis^ synagogue. The synagogue of the
White Jews is in date the last of those in Cochin,
and is built qn^ a site specially carved out for it

from the adjoining Palace garden, testifying to its
being a belated suitor. Joseph Rabban, a recipient
of the copperplate grant, is by common consent
held to have come from Yemen in Arabia, and,
according to this, he was not a White Jew. It
would seem, then, that some modern writers who
have accepted the ready-to-hand conclusion that
the present White Jews of Cochin are the descen-

1 Mahdrikash is an acrostic abbreviation for Moharur Rabbi
Jacob de Castro (t!>p''YnD). The decision is to be found in a

Hebrew work of his entitled mpy’ iTents of Jacob%
published at Leghorn in 1788. Mahdrikash gave decisions, or
responsa^ on questions of ritual and casuistry propounded to
him. An Eng. tr. of the passage in relation to the Cochin Jews,
from the pen of *A Cochin Jew,' may be found in the Jewish
Chronicle^ Oct. 6, 1908.

2 The report of this Commission was published at Amsterdam
in 1687, under the title of Notisias dos Judeos de Cochim^ by
Percyra de Paiva (see JE, artt. ‘ Cochin ’ and * India ’).
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dants of the ori^al settlers, and that the Black

Jews are an entirely mixed class, resulting from

unions between the former and their Indian slaves,

have been the victims of too sweeping generaliza-

tions. Wolff, having propounded such a view in

1839, promptly met with an indignant rejoinder

from the Black Jews, repudiating the theory.^

The fact, on the other hand, that the royal copper-

plate charter is found at present in the keeping of

the White, and not of the Black, Jews would seem

to point to some position of consensual priority

which the White Jews must have occupied in the

bygone days of unbroken friendly intercourse

bet\veen the two sections of the community. A
White Jew, of the existing house of Halegua, held

in old times a high position as Mudaliar, or heredi-

tary headman of the community, recognized by
the Raja—an honour now abolished.^

The present numbers of the Cochin Jewish

community are small, and are slowly diminishing,

as judged by the percentages of several past

decades. By the census of 1911, the total number
of Jews amounted to 1248. Of these, 73 are

located in a patch of the Travancore State, which

here curiously overlaps that of Cochin, and takes

in the town of North Parur. Of the 1248 Jews
mentioned, 1056 are Black Jews, and 192 White.

Distributed according to residence in towns, there

may be said to be 428 Jews at Jews Town, Cochin

;

488 at Emakulam ; 147 at Chennamangalam ; 110

at Mala ; 73 at North Parur ; and 2 at Trichur.

The so-called Black Jews are to be found in all the

above places, the White Jews almost exclusively

in Jews Town, or in the neighbouring European

to’wn of Cochin, about two miles north of it. Jews

Town itself consists of a single narrow street,

running N. and S. Its northernmost end is occupied

by the synagogue of the White Jews, paved with

handsome ‘ Dutch ’ (but in fact Chinese) tiles, and

flanked by a conspicuous clock-tower, furnished

with a Dutch clock. About the middle of the

street is situated the Thekombagom synagogue,

and near the southernmost end the Kadavambagom
synagogue, both of the Black Jews. Eastwards,

across the Backwater, at Ernakulam, the capital

of the Cochin State, situated on ground granted

them for a settlement by the Raja in 1711, the

Black Jews possess two more synagogues, also

known by the names of Thekombagom and Kada-

vambagom. These designations, meaning ‘ south-

side ’ and * river-side ’ respectively, bear no relation

to the present locations of the synagogues in either

place, but are derived from the positions originally

occupied by the corresponding synagogues in Cran-

ganore. Internally, the synagogues conform to

the pattern of those in other parts of the world,

except that peculiarities of native art enter into

the structure of their fittings. Externally, after

the manner of the country, the buildings are

generally approached by a sort of prolonged porch

or corridor. The Black Jews possess also a syna-

gogue at each of the three places North Paruiv

Chennamangalam, and Mala. Disused sites and

ruins of discarded synagogues are to be met with,

as at Tirtur and Palur, and an^ old synagogue

known as the ‘Cochin Angadi’ is situated near

Jews Town.

iSee the Oriental Christian Spectator, September, 1839.

Buchanan, John Wilson, R. De Beth Hillel, and ^
examples of writers who have held the view that the Blacs

Jews are the earlier comers.
2 While designated the ‘ White ’ and the Black, it w by no

means the case that the White are always fair, or that, weeyro.
the Black are invariably dark. Especially was the present

himself struck by the fairness of many ot the e^ws at Nc™
Parur, where there are only members of the Black community.

Tr.ivn.n Adler, a recent visitor to the Jews of Cochin, has re-

marked on the same fact as the result of his ovra

artt. contributed to the Jewish Chronicle ot May 6th and llth,

1906.

3. Ritual.—In their synagogue ritual the Jews
of Cochin do not differ appreciably from Jews in

other parts of the world. They follow the Sephardi
rite, like most of the Jews of the East. Immedi-
ately after the Dutch conquest, they established

communications with the Jews at Amsterdam,
and obtained from them printed copies of their

Hebrew ritual. This was done to a certain extent
by the White and Black Jews separately; and
hereby is revealed another incidental token of the
independence of the latter. A religious song-book
published in Amsterdam in 1668 is described on its

title-page as prepared for ‘ the several Holy Con-
gregations of the Assembly of Jeshuranof Shingali,’

whSe another, published in the same city for the

White Jews within five or six years of the other

book, describes itself, differently, as intended for

the ‘ Kahal Kogin * (Congregation of Cochin),

two books, though to some extent alike, differ

characteristically as to their contents.

4. Organization and occupations.--As to com-
munal organization, the Black Jews formed till

lately a confederation of seven synagogue com-
munities, or yogams, embracing the two in Ema-
kulam, the two in Jews Town, and one each at

North Parur, Chennamangalam, and Mala. The
symmetry of this arrangement has been broken in

recent years by the secession of the Kadavam-
bagom synagogue at Jews Town to the jurisdiction

of the White Jews, on account of a quarrel.

In respect of their occupations, the Cochin Jews
are engaged mainly in trade and merchandise,

though not to the extent prevailing in the days of

their forefathers. The Black Jews deal fairly

largely in rice, fish, and especially poultry, and
some are handicraftsmen. Education is making
way among both classes, although the recent

census shows barely more than a quarter of their

number to be as yet literate in the most elemptary
sense. A few are aspiring to clerkships in the

employ of the State, and some are landholders.

Hebrew is well studied by some, and the ^ow-
ledge of it in the community generally is far

g
reater than among the Bene-Israel (g.-u.) of the

ombay Presidency, among whom some of the

Black Jews are in request as synagogue-readem,

but with whom they would seem to be otherwise

entirely unconnected as to their antecedents and

origin on Indian shores.
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JEWS IN INDIA—See Bene Israel.

JEWS IN ISLAM,—The attitude of the
Muhammadans towards the Jews and the conse-

quent position occupied by the latter in the lands
of Islam must be traced ultimately to the directions

regarding them promulgated by Muhammad, and
especially to the ordinances of the khalif Omar.
Muhammad’s attitude was at first one of sympa-
thetic tolerance, for he hoped to range behind him,
in support of the faith which he was establishing,

the whole of the force of the powerful Jewish tribes

of Arabia. It was not long, however, before he
discovered that the absorption of Judaism into the
new faith was unattainable ; the Jews were there-
upon denounced as enemies of the faith, and a
bitter war of extermination was waged against
them. The khalif Omar, who reigned from A.D.
634 to 644, was the first to regularize and legalize

the attitude of Islam towards the Jews, and, as it

was under his khalifate that Persia, Egypt, and
Syria, all lands with considerable Jewish popula-
tions, first came under Arabian influence, his
Ordinances had immediately a considerable influ-

ence on Je-wry. By these Ordinances Jews were
not allowed to build new synagogues or to restore
those which were in ruins ; they were to conduct
their services in subdued tones, and to pay heavy
and exceptional taxes ; they were not to hinder
their co-religionists from accepting Islam ; they
were debarred from holding public office or from
obtaining a verdict against a Muhammadan in a
court of law

; they were forbidden to ride on horses
or to wear signet rings—both marks of distinction

;

and they were compelled to wear a distinctive dress.
A Muhammadan was free to enter a synagogue at
any time, but no Jew was in any circumstances
admitted into a mosque. Even in death Jews
laboured under a disability, for they were allowed
only flat tombstones as monuments. These Ordi-
nances are still the law in all countries in which
the Muhammadans hold sway, although they are
not always enforced. They were not invariably
acted upon even while Omar stiU reigned, and it is

probable that, although the Ordinances all bear his
name, the Code in its accepted form came into ex-
istence gradually during a period which extended
beyond the date of his assassination. To Omar,
however, w^ undoubtedly due one definite piece
of persecution. Determined that Arabia should
henceforth know no infidel, he ruthlessly exiled the
depressed remnant of Jews who still survived in the
peninsida in a state of semi-slavery.

^
Outside of Arabia the rule of the Muhammadans

did not at first come to the Jews as a scourge.
Under the later Persian kings they had suffered
persecution. The advent of the conquerors was
consequently welcomed, and the Jews, settled in
Mesopotamia, aided materially in the conquest of
that region. The Muhammadans, on their part,
treated their allies with tolerance, and an era of
relative happiness dawned for the Jewish com-
munities of Babylonia. To the Jews of Syria and
of Egypt also the Muhammadans came as deliverers
from the yoke of oppression. In Arabia, however,
the first home of Muhammadanism, the Jews have
always been subject to persecution. There, if any-
where, the Ordinances of Omar have had their full
effect. As late as last century, the Jews of Yemen
or S. Arabia were forbidden to wear new or good
clothes, to ride on an ass or a mule, or to engage
in commerce. With hardly an exception they
were until recent times confined to menial trades.
Of late an emigration from Yemen has set in,
and many of

^
the former Jewish inhabitants are

now^ settled in Jerusalem and in the modern
Jewish settlements in Palestine, where they ply
the trades which they learned in their former

homes. There are at present about 25,000 Jews
in Arabia.

In Persia, Jewish communities have existed since
the_ period of the Arab conquest. The disorders
which filled the centuries that immediately suc-
ceeded that event reacted unfavourably upon the
fortunes of the Jewish population, whose condition
from that day to this has almost always been a
pitiable one. The 30,000 Jews who are to be found
in Persia to-day are for the most part settled in
the more important towns of Ramadan, Isfahan,
Kirmanshah, Shiraz, Teheran, and Mashad. They
are, with few exceptions, confined to their own
quarters of these towns, marked off from their
neighbours by occupation, dress, and customs. As
a rule they are engaged in retail trade or follow
callings for which little respect is felt. Another
serious disability under which they labour is the
law or custom whereby a Jew converted to Islam
inherits all the property of his relatives to the
exclusion of the next of km. The .4lliance Israelite
UniverselUy a society founded in 1860 for the pro-
tection and improvement of the Jews in general,
and now concentrating its attention on educational
works ii» Muhammadan lands, has schools for boys
and girls at Teheran.
Egypt had*a considerable and important Jewish

population at the time of the Arab invasion, and
throughout the period of Muhammadan domina-
tion, except for a few short periods, the Jews were
both prosperous and contented. The khalif al-

Hakim (996-1020), after a period of toleration,
suddenly began to enforce the Ordinances of
Omar. He even exceeded their rigour. He com-
pelled the Jews to wear bells and to carry in public
the wooden image of a calf. On the pretext that
they mocked him, al-^^akim burned the whole of
the Jewish quarter. But his treatment was quite
exceptional ; moreover, he was not held responsible
for his actions. Under other rulers individual
Jews held high office in the State. Some of them—notably Maimonides, the greatest Jewish philo-
sopher of the Middle Ages—were physicians to the
khalif. Until the middle of the 16th cent, the
Jewish communities in Egypt were presided over
by a n^tdf whose rule was co-extensive with the
Egyptian dominions. He had full civil and
crimmal jurisdiction over his co-reli^onists as well
as power to punish by fine and imprisonment.
The appointment of Rabbis rested with him, as well
as the responsibility for seeing that the civil law
was observed within the limits of his jurisdiction.
The nagid was appointed by the khalif, and his
installation was attended oy much ceremonial.
The Jewish population of Egypt is at present
estimated at 50,000.
In the other districts of N. Africa the conditions

were much the same. Although there were times
of persecution, for the greater part of the period of
Muhammadan domination the political condition
of the Jews was a tolerably easy one. The pre-
Muhammadan conditions of Arabia were repro-
duced to some extent, and Jewish semi-independent
tribes roved about the interior of N. Africa for
centuries after the Diaspora, and some have per-
sisted to the present day. In Tunis, towards the
end of the 8tn cent., there was a persecution by
the Imam Idris, but his reign did not last long.
The accession of the Almohad dynasty led to a
longer period of tribulation. The first of the
Almohads, 'Abd-ul Mu’min, w'as responsible for
forcible conversions of Jews and Christians on a
wholesale scale. This policy was pursued by his
successors. At length the number of converts had
become so large, and, in view of the circumstances
of the conversions, their sincerity was so doubtfid,
that a distinctive dress was allotted to them.
Under the fl[afsite dynasty, which commenced in
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1236, the condition of the Jews improved greatly.

But even in the relatively comfortable period the
Jews suffered from many disabilities, notably
^ecial taxation and restriction of residence.

They, however, furnished the government with a
succession of high officials, in particular the re-

ceiver of taxes who was also the qcCld of the Jews,
and as such had supreme authority over them.
Even in the 19th cent, there were changes of
fortune. For instance, in 1855 many of the indig-
nities imposed upon them were abolished, but they
continued to suffer some persecution until the
grant of a constitution by Muhammad Bey, by
which their liberties were secured. Tunis has
since 1881 been a dependency of France. Its

Jewish population at present numbers about 66,000.

In Algeria the conditions were identical with those
in Tunis until the fall of the Almohads. Subse-
quent to that event the vicissitudes of the Jewish
population were similar to those in the neighbour-
ing State. Under the Turks in both regions the
Jews, so long as they accepted with resignation

the disabilities inherent in the Turkish system of
government which were imposed upon them, found
their condition one of relative comfort, much envied
by most of their co-religionists settled in Christian
lands. They were granted self-government under
a muqaddam

;

they were confined in quarters set

apart for them ; a distinctive dress was allotted to
them 5 they were forbidden to ride on horses or use
riding saddles ; and they were subjected to special

taxation. To-day, after ninety years of French
rule, the Jewish population of the Province
numbers 65,000.

In Morocco the rule of the Muhammadans lasted

until our own day and still exists nominally. In
this, the westernmost of the lands of N. Africa,

the history of the Jews until the severance of the
country from dependence on Baghdad in 788, is the
same as in the lands farther east. Idris, the con-

queror of that year, was successful, by means of
persuasion aided by force, in inducing the Jewish
tribes of the west to join his standard, and with
their assistance he was able to consolidate his power.
In the end,, however, dissensions arose between the
conqueror and the Jews, in consequence of which
the latter sufileredmanyindimities. For the follow-

ingtwo centuries and a half their conditionremained
one of tolerable comfort. The advent, however, of

the Almohads in 1146 brought upon them, here as

elsewhere, all the rigours of persecution. The rule

of the Almohads meant forced conversions to Islam
and the expulsion of those who objected. Even
the new Muhammadans were not allowed to live in

peace. To mark them out from their neighbours
they were compelled to wear a distinguishing badge.

When the rule of the Almohads passed, their

position improved somewhat, but always remained
precarious. Mulai Arshid and his brother Mulai
Ismail, who reigned at the end of the 17th cent.,

were especially severe, and the latter plundered the
Jews without mercy. Duringthe subsequent reigns
the Jews very often suffered cruel persecution;

but, on the other hand, there were periods of

quietude. Whenever civil war broke out, as so fre-

quently happened, the Jews in the disturbed region

were among the first to suffer, both in person and
in property. The Sultan, however, even during the

periods of persecution, frequently had a Jewish
favourite or adviser ; but the elevation to power of

individual Jews had little, if any, effect on the

position of the Jews as a body. These periodical

massacres continued practicaUy imtil the day on
which the French took over the protectorate of the

country. They were not always engineered by the

party in power. More frequently they were part

of a movement against the government. To the

Jew, however, whether he was murdered or plun-

voL. VII.

—

';6

dered by a supporter of the reigning Sultan, or of
one desirous of taking his place, was not a matter
of consequence. TheJewish population of Morocco
to-day is estimated to number about 110,000.
The tolerant conditions under which the Jews of

N. Africa were living, coupled with the harsh
measures of the Visigothic kmgs in Spain, led the
Jews of the Peninsula to welcome the Moorish in-
vasion which culminated in a permanent settle-
ment at the beginning of the 8th century. For a
long time the position of the Jews, as subjects of
the Moors in Spain, was as favourable as that in
the most tolerant period in N. Africa. The first

persecution of the Jews of the Peninsula by the
followers of Islam occurred in 1066, when 1500
fainilies in Granada were massacred and the re-
mainder of the race in that city driven into exile.

The accession to power of the Almoravids, a couple
of decades later, led to further excesses, and the
position of the Jews was rendered even worse, after
the lapse of a further quarter of a century, by the
rise of the Almohads, whose policy towards them
has been described above.
To the Jews of the Byzantine empire the con-

quests^the Turks came as a relieffrom oppression.
Under Turkish rule their position was raised sc
much that no precedent approaching to it could be
found throughout Christendom. They were allowed
to live and move in the Turkish dominions with per-
fect freedom. In occupation and dress they were
without restrictions. They were even admitted into
the army. Many rose to high positions in the State,
and became the trusted advisers of successive Sul-
tans. To the Jews of the lands of oppression Turkey
became the land of promise. In the 15th cent, those
of Hungary and Germany were invited to settle

there, and many did so. Later, at the end of the
same century, the expulsion from Spain led to a con-
siderable further Jewish immigration into Turkey.
The refugees were everywhere welcomed by the
Turkish government and people. The immigrants
brought many valuable industries to Turkey, with
great advantage to their new country as well

as to themselves. They concentrated for the most
part in the larger cities. In Salonica they settled

in such numbers as almost to make it a Jewish
city, and even to this day the Jewish is the largest

element in the population of the port.

The Sultans not only granted absolute freedoir

to their Jewish subjeets, and utilizedwith advantage
all their services ; they also, on occasions, intervened

on behalf of foreign Jews who were suffering at the
hands of other governments. Notable instances of

such action were the representations made atVenice

on behalf of Donna Gracia Mendes which led to her
release, and the protests sent to the pope against

the treatment of Jewish prisoners at Ancona.
^
The

office of haMvdm hashl, or chief Babbi, was instituted

in the reign of Muhammad the Conqueror (1451-

81). He was, and still is, the official representative

ofthe Jews in civil affairs. The hdhhdm hdsM was a
member of the State council. He had considerable

powers over the Jews of the empire. He arranged

their taxation, appointed Babbis, and was, in fact,

under the Sultan, the ruler of the Jews of Turkey.
The first hdJchdm hdish% Moses Capsali, was ap-

pointed by the Sultan. His successors were ap-

pointed subject to the Sultan’s approval. The
Golden Age of the Jews of Turkey lasted for about

two centuries. But, as in all despotic States, the

conditions under which they lived had no surety of

permanence. Their rights and privileges depended

on the whims of the rulers, and, when a Sultan

such as Murad III. arose, they found even their

lives in danger. It was by this Sultan that restric-

tions on the dress of the Jews were introduced. In

the 18th cent., which was, moreover, one of greater

misfortunes for the Jews of Turkey, further restric-
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tions were introduced. During the 19th cent, their

condition improved little, if at all. The misery pre-

valent among them was, however, due to economic
and social causes rather than to political ones. The
revolution of 1908 swept away all political difier-

ences between Jews and Muhammadans, and at

present their relative position is one of absolute

equality. In Palestine, however, foreign Jews are

in theory not permitted to settle or to acquire land.

Previous to the outbreak of the Balkan war of

1911-12, the Jewish population of Turkey in Europe
was estimated at 180,000, of whom 65,000 were
in Constantinople. Turkey in Asia, apart from
Arabia, has about 250,000 Jews.

LrraRATURB.—For the general subject H. Graetz, History of
the Jews^ London, 1891-92, and artt. in JE which deal with the
relative countries, and also those on * Islam,* * Mohammed,’ and
‘ Yemen,’ should be consulted. For the conditions during the
last half century the successive annual reports of the Alliance
Isradlite UniverseUe and of the Anglo-Jevnsh Association give

much information. For Arabia see R. Leszynsky, Die Jvden
in AraMen zur Zeit MohammeAs^ Berlin, 1910 ; H. Hirschfeld,
* Essai sur I’histoire des Juifs de M4dine,’ in REJ vii. [1883] 167,

and X. [1885] 10 ; for Persia see E. N. Adler, Jews in many
Lands, London, 1905 ; for N. Africa see J. E. Budgett Meakin,
‘The Jews of Morocco,’ in JQR iv. [1892] 369 ; L. Addison, The
Present Staie of the Jews ... in Barbary, London, 1676 ; M.
Wahl, L’Atgirie:^, Paris, 1889; L. Reynier, De VEconomie
pvbliqve et rurale des Arabes et des Juifs, Geneva, 1820 ; J. C.
Fregier, Les Juifs alghiens, leur passi, leur present, leur
avenirjuridi^t Paris, 1865 ; D. Cazis, Essai sur Vhistovre des
Israelites de TunisCe, do. 1889 ; for Turkey see M, Franco, Essai
sur Vhistdre des Israelites de Vempire ottoman, do. 1897 ; L. A.
Frankl, The Jews in the East, London, 1859, and 1. Loeb, La
Situation deslsraeiitesen Turkic, Paris, 1877.

A. M. Hyamson.
JEWS IN ZOROASTRIANISM.—The ac-

count of the Jewish Exile and the fortunes of the
Jews under the Achsemenian dynasty are too
familiar to require recapitulation here ; suffice it

to say that the history of Mordecai and Esther
proves that exile and Jewish birth were no bars to
the attainment of high rank even at the king’s
court. Soon after the death of Alexander the
Great the Jews began to proselytize, and the
Babylonian Talmud itself was written in the
Persian dominion, while such cities as Nehardea
were centres of Jewish culture. The only convert
of real note was the petty king of Adiabene, Izates
(35-69 ; Jos. Ant. XX. ii. 3), whose name (=Avesta
Yazata, ‘ angel ’), like that of his father Monobazos
(cf. Armenian Manavaz), is Iranian.
'When the last Parthian monarch, Artabanosiv.,

fell in battle in A.D. 226, the Jews lamented his
death and feared the accession of the founder of
the Sasanian dynasty, Artasir Pa^akan, who, in
fact, imposed certain minor restrictions upon them
and forbade them to bury their dead. On the
other hand, the heads of the Jewish schools were
honoured not only at the court of this very king,
but also at that of Sapur i. (241-272). The great
friend of j;he Jews was Yazdagird I. (399-420), who
married Sosan-doxt, or Gasyan-duxt,^ the daughter
of the Jewish exilarch (NmVj probably Kahana
I., and who became by her the father of the famous
Bahram Gor (420-438). This queen established
qolonies of her co-religionists in S6s (Shushan),
Sostar (Shuster), and Gai (Ispahan), whUe Xwarizm
(Khiva) is said to have been founded either by a
certain ‘ Narses of the Jews * (who would probafcly
be the younger brother of Bahram G5r) or (ac-
cording to a less likely decipherment of the Pahlavi
text) by ‘ the exilarch of the Jews.’ * Another Jew
in high favour with Yazdagird was Huna bar
Nathan, who was never exilarch, as has often been

1 J. Darmesteter, ‘La Reine Shasy&n Ddkht,’ in Actes du
Oiiime eong. intemat. des orientalistes, ii. [Leyden, 1893]
193**'198.

2 On the relations of the exilarchs with the Sasanian monarchs
see F. Lazarus, Die Haupter der VertrUbenen, Frankfort. 1890
pp. 131-166.

’

3 SatroXhdA Srdn, ed. and tr. E. Blochet, RTAP xviL [18951
165-176, tr. J. J. Modi, AiyddgAr-i-Zarirdn, eta. Bombay. 1899.
chs. xlvi.f., liv., X.

’

supposed, but was probably a cousin of Sosan-
doxt^—a fact which may account for the special
affection manifested for him by the king.

Under more orthodox Zoroastrian rulers, the
Jews fared worse, and persecutions are recorded
during the reigns of Bahram Gor’s son, Yazdagird
n. (438-457), Peroz (Firtiz) (459-484), and Qubad i.

(488-531), while there is some evidence that their

condition was unfavourable late in the 6th cent.,

since th^ supported the rebellion of Bahram Gubin
against Ormazd IV. in 589 (Theophylactus, v. 7). In
343 the Jewish physici^s of a Persian queen are
mentioned as calumniating the Christian St.

Tarbula (or Pherboutha) and her companions
and, when St. Giwargis was martyred on 14th Jan.
615, his executioners were Jews.®
The literature of the Middle Persian period,

which is the product of the revival of Zoroastrian
orthodoxy, is distinctly ho§tile to Judaism. Ac-

I

cording to the jSdyast ld~Sdyast, vi. 7, Zandiks,
! Jews, and Christians are ‘of a vile law,’ and the
I
Dinkart (ed. and tr. Peshotan Behramji Sanjana,
Bombay, 1874 ff., pp. 24, 267, 310, 456) declares
that Judaism, Christianity, and Manichseism are
de^aded in spirit and dangerous to Zoroastrianism,
and that the evils of the worst age of the world
are due to the ‘sinful dispositions of all men,
derived from the Yahudi religion,’ whose laws and
tenets are liable to ruin the earth. The Torah is

‘the words of devils and unworthy of belief,’ and
the Hebrew Scriptures were composed by Azi
Dah&ka, the dragon who dwelt in Babylon
(possibly an allusion to the Talmudic schools of

Sura, Pumbeditha, and Nehardea in Babylonia),
who deposited them in the ‘ fortress of Jerusalem,’

I and made mankind submit to Judaism on three
separate occasions (perhaps referring to Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob ; less probably to Abraham,
Moses, and Elijah—or Enoch—as precursors of the
Messiah; pp. 6041, 3721, 379). The same evil

being was the author of ten ‘ universally noxious
precepts ’

:

(1) The Almighty is the injurer of the universe ; (2) demons
are to be worshipped as the source of all earthly prosperity

;

(3) injustice should be performed rather than justice ; (4) un-
righteousness and disgracefulness are to rule in everything

;

(5) greedy and selfish lives must be led ; (6) children must receive
no training for noble fatherhood; (7) no protection may be
given to the poor ; (8) goats must be killed before reaching
maturity

; (9) pious men must be offered to the demons
; (10;

men must be cruel, revengeful, and murderous.

The eighth and ninth of these ‘ precepts ’ mention
the Jews, and may be based on Xv 4P and on dis-

torted reminiscences of condemnation of human
sacrifice, as in 2 Ch 28®, Ps 106®^'*, Is 57®, Jer 19^
32®®, Ezk 162"- 23®7- ®®.

^
There is a possibility that the Talmud is men-

tioned in the Dinkart, if the reading Gyemard
(M^Dl) in V. i. 21 is correct (see E. W. West, SBE
xlvii. [1897] 119 f. and Introd. p. xiiil), and a know-
ledge pi the Talmud is plainly shown in the 9th
cent. Sikand-^umdnik’Vijdr,^yAx\Qh^ in its polemic
against Judaism (xiii.-xiv. ; tr. West, SBE xxiv.

[1885] 208-229), also quotes from the OT (Gn I®*-
2i6f. 39. n-16. i8f.

06^ Ex 20®, Dt 29^ 32®®, Ps 95^®, Is
30m 4219).5

The quotations are paraphrases rather than translations.
Thus, Gn 2i6f.is rendered : ‘The Lord, who is the sacred being
himself, commanded Adam thus : “ Eat of every tree which is

iCf. Lazarus, p. 110 f.; M. Seligsohn, ‘Huna b. Nathan,*
JE vi. [1904] 493 f.

* AS, Apr. iii. [1866] 21 (==Sozomen, HE ii. 12), and p. i ff.

3G. Hoffmann, Auszuge aus syr. Ahten pers. Mdrtyrer,
Leipzig, 1880, p. Ill f.

* Contracted in this art. to SgV.
5 A Persian translation of the Bible is mentioned by Theodoret

(5th cent. ; Graecarum Affectionum curatio, v. [PG Ixxxiii.

948]) ; cf. also L. Blau, Zur EinleiU in die heil. Schrift, Strass-
burg, 1894, pp. 96-98 ; A. Kohut, Zrif. Beleuchtung der pers.

Pentateuch-lTebersetz. des Jacob b. Joseph Tavus, Leipzig, 1871,

p. 6; E. Gottheil, JE iii. [1902] 190; W. Bacher, ib. vii [1904]
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in this garden, except of that tree of knowledge
; because when

you eat thereof you die *'
’ in one passage (xiii. 18-20), and ‘ The

sacred being commanded Adam thus : “Thou shalt not eat of

this one tree which is in paradise. . , . When you eat of this

tree you die
”

’ (xi. 352, xiii. 143 ; cf. the variants of Gn 3ii in

xiii. 33 as compared with xiii. 139). It is suggested by West
(SBE xxiv. 225, note 4, and p. xxyiii) that the Pazand form
A^naa (Skr. Isinaka% *

Isaac,’ in SgV xiv. 42 is a faulty tran-

scription of the Pahlavi characters for Ais5fc=Syr. 'hog, and
that, accordingly, the ultimate source from which the Zoro-

astrian polemists drew was a Syriac version of the Bible.l In

Gn 12 there is a curious variant, ‘darkness was upon the face of

the deep’ being rendered in SgV xiii. 6f., * darkness and black

water.’ With this ‘black water ’ we may perhaps compare the

‘black water’ (tt'lK'D N'D) which, in Mandaean cosmogony, bes

at the bottom of the abyss and forms the home of all evil

(A. J. H. W. Brandt, Manddische Religion, Leipzig, 1889, pp.

43, 60, 63-65, 70). This is also termed N’DnNn N’D, ‘turbid

water,’ K'DHKn being developed by metathesis from oiLoZ,

probably under the influence ol Dlfr^i, ‘abyss,’ in

Gn 12 (Brandt, p. 131 ; cf. T. Nbldeke* Manddische Grammatik,
Halle, 1875, p. 66; cf. K. Kessler, PRJS^ xiL [1903] 166 f., 169).

The influence of the Targum of the pseudo-

Jonathan (7th cent.) probably affected the render-

ing of Ex 20® mSgVxiv. 4-7. When, in translating

Gn the Sgv (xiii. 43) makes God say to the

serpent, * For thee also there shall be no feet,’ this

may be derived either from the same Targum or

from Bereshith JRabbalt, the oldest of the Midrashim
(probably c. 4th cent.), which contains (xix. 1, xx. 5)

the following Haggada, known already to Josephus
{Ant, I. i. 4)

:

* According to the opinion of Hoshaiah the Great [3rd cent.],

the serpent had two feet, and stood erect, like a reed. . . . “ Upon
thy belly shalt thou go.” At the instant God spake thus, the
ministering angels descended, and took away from the serpent

his hands and his feet ’ (A. Wunsche, Der Midrasch Sereschit

Rabba, Leipzig, 1881, pp. 82, 89).

Talmudic stories appear four times in the Sikand-
gumdnlk- Vijdr,

In BgV xiv. 36, God is said to prepare daily, with His own
hand, 90,000 worshippers,whom He dismisses, at night, ‘ through
a fiery river, to hell.* With this is to be compared the tradi-

tion attributed to Joshua b. Hananiah, that no portion of the
heavenly host serves God for more than a day, and that at the

I

end of that ^e they are dismissed to the stream of fire from
|

which they were created (cf. Dn Ps 1044), another company
!

of angels taking their place8.a According to SgV xiv. 40-50,

when the Lord visited Abraham to console him in old age and
a€6iction. His host sent Isaac to fetch wine from paradise, but
God would drink it only when Abraham had convinced Him of

the purity of its origin. This seems to be a confusion of Gn ISi^*

and 27^, for, accormng to the Targum of the pseudo-Jonathan,
ad, loc,, and Talqut (Gen. 115), the wine which Jacobbrought his

father Isaac was made from g^pes formed at the creation of the

world, and carried from paramse to Jacob by the archangel
Mi^aeLS IHie story is told in SgV xiv. 58-70 of how a righteous

in dire poverty prayed for divine aid ; but the angel who
appeared told blTn that the sum total of joy and sorrow may not
be altered. Since, however, the righteous man already had
prepared for him in paradise a throne with jewelled feet, be
might have the benefit of one of these on eartlL After consult-

ing with his wife, the man decided that he would not diminish

celestial bliss to gain comfort in this world. This is the Jewish
story of Hanina b. Dosa, who, under like circumstances, received

a golden' table-leg from paradise, but who, after his wife had
had a vision in which she saw her husband feasting in heaven
at a two-legged table, while all the other righteous had three-

legged tables, besought that the gift might be withdrawn.4
The last story is of less certain origin. According tx) SgV xiv.

75-78, God boasted of killing * in one day an assemblage of sin-

ners, as well as innumerable innocents. And, when the angels

talked much of the unreasonable performance. He then spoke
of it thus : “lam the Lord, the ruler of wills, superintending,

unrivalled, and doing my own will, and no one assists or is to

utter a murmur about me.” ’ This may possibly be a distorted

reminiscence of some such passage as Job 922.12, Ezk 213-5, ©r

Dn 435. 0. H. Toy suggests to the writer that a closer paralld

is the legend of the journey of Moses with al-Khidr {Qur'an, xviiL

64 ft), who staves in a boat belonging to poor fishermen, slays an

1 Cf. the fragments of a Soghdian version of the NT, ed.

F. W. K. MuUer, ‘Soghdische Texte, I.,* ABAW, 1912 ; it may
be suggested that this Soghdian version, which is closely de-

pendent on the Syriac, dates from the 9th or lOth cent. (L. H.
Gray, ExpT xxv. [1913] 69-61).

2 Bereshith Rabbah, Ixxvii. 1 (on Gn 3228) ; see Wunsche, 379

;

also Bkah Rabbati on La 323 (A. Wunsche, Der Mid/rasch Echa
Rdbbati, Leipzig, 1881, p. 126) ; cf. W. Bacher, Agada der Tan^
naiien^ Strassburg, 1903, i. 172 ; L. Blau, JBi. [19011 586.

3 See I. L6vi, cited by J. Darmesteter, REJ xix. [1889] 14,

note 1.

4 L6vi, 16, note 2 ; S. Mendelsohn, JB vi. 216,

apparently harmless youth, and repairs the wall of persons who
had refused hospitably to Moses and his companion—^e reasons
being that a piratical king was about to seize the boat, theyoung
man was an infidel who would bring grief upon his pious parents,
and under the wall was a treasure belonging to two orphans, whc
vrould recover their wealth on reaching maturity. The lesson
is reproof of man’s unseemly inquisitiveness into the ways of
God. The story in the Qur'an is of Jewish origin (G. Wed,
Bihlische Legenden der Muselmanner, Frankfort, 1845, pp.
178-181), and recurs in the Haggadic account of the journey of
Asmodseus to Solomon (L. Ginzberg, JE ii. [1902] 218 ; cf. also
H. Oesterley.fresftt iJomanorum, Berlin, 1872, pp. 80, 724 f., J. C.
Dunlop, Eist. of Fiction, ed. H. Wilson, London, 1896, ii.

263-269, and art. Khidr).

Literature.—In addition to the references already given,
Sikand-gumdnik-Vijdr, ed. Hoshang Jamaspji Jamasp-Asana
and E. W. West, Bombay, 1887, tr. E. W. West, SBE xxiv. [1885]
117 ff. ; J. Darmesteter, ‘ Textes pehlvis relatifs au Judaisme,’
RBJ xviii. [1889] 1-16, xix. [1889] 41-66 ; L. H. Gray, ‘ Pahlavi
Literature, Jews in,' JEix. [1905] 462-465, expanded as ‘ Jews in
Pahlavi Literature,* Actes du arfrme congr. intemat, des orienta-
listes, i. [Pans, 1905] 177-192

; F. Spiegel, Erdnische Alter-
thumskunde, Leipzig, 1871-78, iii, 717 f. ; H. Graetz, Eist, of the
Jews, Eng. tr., London, 1891-92, ii. 608 ff., iii. IflE, ; artt.
‘ Artaban,’ * Bahram Tshubin,’ ‘ Chosroes,’ * Persia,* etc., in JB,

Loxns H. Gray.
JHINWAR, DHiMAR, DHINWAR (Skr.

dhlvara, ‘fisherman’).—The term applied in the
Panjab to the carrier, waterman, fisherman, and bas-

ket-maker castes of the E. districts and Kashmir.
The caste numbered, according to the Census of

1911, 376,694, of whom 61 per cent were Hindus
and the remainder Muhammadans, with a small
Sikh minority. It has a low place in the Hindu
caste system, and, as with the allied castes, its

Hindu or Muhammadan beliefs are only a slight

veneer over Animism. Its members worship chiefly

the deities or spirits connected with their occupa-
tion, and the divinities of the great rivers, Ganges,
Jumna, and Indus ; and they make offerings to the
boats, nets, and other implements of their craft.

One remarkable rite is almost peculiar to them,

lu the Panj5.b on the 8th day before the DivSIi, or feast of

lights, which is celebrated at ttie new moon of Kaxttik (Oct.-
Nov.), the Hoi or Hui festival is held, at which the Jhinwami,
or female water-carrier, of the household is given the first place,

and is petted by the ladies of the family, who act as her tire-

women. After the house has been purified by being smeared
with cow-dung, figures of a litter and its bearers are drawn on
^eiwall in four or five colours, and to it offerings, accompanied
by the usual worship (pujd) with incense, lights, and flowers,

are made, consisting of radishes, sweet potatoes, and other

roots of the season. The legend tells that at the beginning of

the KaJiyuga, or present evil age, death, murrain, and famine
devastated the world. The Brahmans prayed and practised

austerities, but in vain. They were in despair, when a woman
of the Jhinwar tribe sat in their midst and encouraged them to

further efforts, as the result of which the goddess Kalika or

Ohamupcja appeared, carrying her head in her hands, and
announced that the prevailing calamities were due to immorality

and want of religious faith, and that, if the world was to be

I

saved, she must in future be honoured with this annual feast

1

and fast. The reward of the Jhinwar woman was to be exalted

to a place of honour at the solemnity. Another story tells that

Hoi was a Brahman maid who escaped defilement at tbe hands
of the Musalmans by taking refuge in the hut of a Jhinwar.

When her pursuers overtook her, she disappeared into the

earth, and was deified by her caste and other Hindus.

It is difficult to explain the meaning of the rite,

but it probably points to a primitive cnlt of the

earth- or mother-goddess which was specialized by
the Jhinwar caste, one of their women, as we
know to be the case in other Paniah cults of Devi,

impersonating the goddess (H. A. Rose, Punjab and
Frontier Province Census Bep,, 1901, i. 126).

Literature.—D. C. J. Ibbetson, Punjab Ethnography,

Calcutta, 1883, p. 325 f.; PNQ u. (1886) 148; H. A. Rose,
Glossary of the Tribes and Castes of the Punjab cmd E.W.
Frontier Province, ii. (Lahore, 1911) ^Iff.

W. Crooke.
JINN.—See Demons and Spirits (Muham-

madan).

JiVANMUKTA.—The vrordjlmnmukta means
‘ delivered while yet on earth.’ By ‘deliverance’

we must understand the end of existence or of

transmigration, either the return to Brahman or

the entry into nirvdim (Buddhism). The ‘delivered

on earth ’ is the saint who has realized all the con-
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ditions of deliverance and is living his last existence.
Since he has exhausted desire and illusion, which
aie the food of individual existence (Brahmanism),
the food of existence (Buddhism), he has passed from
the ‘mundane ’(^aw^i^a) plane, where thoughts and
actions move, to a higher plane, * supramundane’
{lokoitara\ from which thought and action are,

properly speaking, excluded. He continues to live,

because the physical forces which sustain life are
not yet dead, just as the potter’s wheel continues
to turn by the force which it has acquired ; because
the acts, for which this life is the payment, have
not been entirely paid for. But such acts, recent
or ancient, which ought to be paid for in a new
rebirth, are either suppressed and ‘ skipped over

’

or ‘ transferred ’ to this life. No new act can be
imputed to the jivamnukta^ for an act can be im-
uted to a person only when it is ‘redolent of
esire.’

The origin of this definition of sanctity is to be
found, on the one hand, in the speculations concern-
ing the ascetic, aloof from all human interest and
clothed with and fed on air, in whom, as it would
appear, there is no longer anything human ; on the
other hand, in the doctrines relating to the identity
of the dtman and the brahman^ and to nirvana.

^ All the Indian sects have adopted the idea of the
jvoanmukta^ and they have all had to study the
various complicated problems which it raises. Can
the jivanmukta fall from sanctity ? Is he sinless ?

May he do whatever he pleases, since sin no longer
e^xists for him ? Is he necessarily inactive ? Is he
incapable of suffering ? Is he exempt from mundane
thoughts? We have a great deal of literature re-
lating to these problems, especially in Buddhism
{jlyanmukta=arhat). It is one of the character-
istics of Hindu theologians that they have always
tried, with much loyalty, sagacity, and subtlety,
to ‘ organize ’ mystical ideas which cannot easily be
reconciled with morality and experience.
Within the limits of this article we cannot even

touch upon the problem that is here presented.

LrpBRATDRB.—P. Oltraiuare, Eistoire des idies tkiosophigues
^718 rinde, Paris, 1906, i, 214 ; A. Baith, Religions of India,
London, 1891, pp. 79, 210 ; artt, Arhat Karma, Nirvana.

^ _LOXnS DE LA V ALL^IE POUSSIN.
JNANA- MARGA*— The term jndna-mdrga,

‘ the pathway of knowledge ’ (to salvation, Tnoksa,
mukti), or Jndna-kdnda, ‘department of know-
ledge,’ covers what are known as the ‘ systems of
Indian philosophy.’ The term is opposed to
karma-mdrga Iq.v,), karma-kdnda, salvation by
works. The literatui’e of the Vedic period is
characterized by a joy of life which forms a strik-
mg contrast to the pessimistic attitude that domi-
nates Indian thought throughout the later periods.
The Vedas themselves are chiefly concerned with
the attainment of happiness in this world and its
continuance in the next by means of sacrifices and
other good works (karmdni) pleasing to the gods.
At an early period we find objections raised to the
p^ely selfish character of this attitude ; some of
the earlier UpanUads reject works altogether as
being utterly inadequate, if not useless, for the
attainment of salvation, and because they aim at
worliUy happiness only. This opposition to Vedic
ritual gradu^ly disappears in the Upanisads, and
ultimately the philosophy of the Upanisads be-
comes the Vedanta, and the saving knowledge

Ve^a)
^each is called the Vedanta (end of the

I. Up^isads.—The general attitude of the
Upanuads to works is that sacrifice and good
works may procure happiness to a limited extent,
but are on the whole a hindrance rather than a
help in the attainment of real salvation, which is
to be obtained through knowledge alone. To have
any merit, works must not be performed with

a view to a particular reward; if performed in
a proper spirit, they contribute to originate a de-
sire for knowledge. In order that knowledge may
arise, the effects of evil works must be obliterated,
and this may be effected by performing acts of
piety not aiming at any immediate reward ; when
the mind has been purified in this way, there
arises a desire for knowledge, and ignorance comes
to an end. Works, however, although useless by
themselves, are sometimes even said to be
essential

:

‘Only he who knows both knowledge and not-knowledge
(works) can be saved, because by good works he overcomes
death and by knowledge he obtains the immortal.* i

At a very early period we find two new ideas,
which were destined to influence profoundly all
future Indian thought, making their appearance
with striking suddenness—the doctrines of metem-
psychosis {samsdra) and of the influence of actions
in a previous existence (ka/rTna), No satisfactory
explanation has yet been given of the origin of the
former of these beliefs, on which the latter de-
pends (see, further, art. Metempsychosis [Hindu]).
The second idea is based on the belief that no
good or evil deed can ^o unrewarded or un-
punished; happiness in this life is the reward of
good deeds in a previous existence, while misery,
often apparently unmerited, is readily explained
as the result of evil deeds in a previous existence
(see, further, art. Karma). What is true of the
previous existence must hold also of the one prior
to that, and so on. The cycle of existence has no
be^nning, and similarly has no end ; for in each
existence there must be a certain balance of un-
rewarded good or unexpiated evil to carry the
individual on to a new existence. Every action
unfailingly brings its own reward or punishment

;

the cause of action is desire, and desire is due to
iterance, which mistakes the real nature of
things (cf. art. Desire [Buddhist]); it is this
ignorance that is the cause of the cycle of re-births
(cf. art. May5). The result of this doctrine is
a firm conviction of the misery of mundane exist-
ence, which contrasts with the passionate love of
life of the earliest period, and the belief that real
happiness is to be obtained only by release from
the samsdra. This release is to be obtained only
by destroying the ignorance which is the root of
the cycle of existence; the object of the various
philosophies is to teach that knowledge which
brings salvation from mundane existence to the
happy few.
Vedic and allied knowledge, and indeed all

existmg knowledge, was early recognized as in-
sufficient for the attainment of salvation.
Thus, for example, we finds Narada lamenting that, though

he has studied the Vedas, the epics, grammar, etc., and is
learned in the scriptures, yet he is not learned in the dtman ;

and beseeching to be taught the dtman that overcomes sorrow,
and to be led to the ‘ shore that lies beyond sorrow.’ Similarly,
Svetaketu, having completed his education under his father
Arupi, and failing to answer questions put to him, upbraids his
father for declaring his education perfect.® Mere learning and
book-knowledge then are not sufficient: ‘The dtman is not
attained by learning . . . and much knowledge of books.* ^

True knowledge in the Upanisads is a knowledge
of brahman or the dtman {qq,v,). This knowledge
was recognized as being different in its nature from
what is commonly understood by the term ‘ know-
ledge ’

; for it is possible to know all branches of
human knowledge and yet be ignorant of the
saving knowledge of the dtman; this state of
ignorance of true knowledge is called avidyd (‘ not-
knowledge ’) ; this term gradually lost the meaning
of simple ignorance, and came to be applied to that
false knowledge which impedes a knowledge of
hrahmxm, by preventing us from seeing things as
they really are, and is based on illusion {mdyd)
due to the limitations of the human intellect,

i
Cjpan. 11. 2 Chkdnd. Upan. viL 10,

® Brhad. Ar, Upan, vi. 2. 4 Rath. Upan. i. ii. 23.
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Ignorance, then, is the knowledge derived from the
experience of the senses, while true knowledge is

oi brahman or the atman.
There are two fundamental ideas in the

Upanisads—hrahnw/n and the atman, which came
to be used synonymously. Brahman is the first

principle of the universe, the Eternal One, the all-

pervading power ; dtman is first the vital principle,

the Self, then the All-soid, the One, and thus
comes to be identical with brahman. Saving
knowledge consists in the recognition of the unity
of brahman and the dtman of the individual soul
with the world-soul, and the object of the Upani-
sa^ is to teach a knowledge of brahman. The
ioctrine of the identity of brahman and the dtman
is summed up in such phrases as tat tvam asi
(‘thou art That’) and aham brahmdsmi (‘I am
brahman ’). The_veil of i^orance, through which
we see a plurality of objects when in reality
brahman alone exists, is lifted when the under-
lying brahman of the object is recognized in the
dtman of the knower. Mundane objects are not
realities, and are of no value for their own sake,
but exist only through the dtman^ w'hich alone
exists and is the entire universe. Yajnavalkya
compares the phenomena of the world to the notes
of a lute or conch-shell: the notes cannot be
seized ; only when the instrument or the player is

seized can they be seized ; in the same Avay it is

only when the dtman is knowm that all else is

known. He who has comprehended the dtman
knows the whole universe.^ When it is recognized
that there is only one being, the self or dtman,
eternal and unchanging, the illusions resulting
from the limitations of the intellect disappear, and
release is obtained from this w^orld of ignorance.

2. Vedanta.—^The Brahmanic speculations of the
TJpanuads are developed in tne philosophical
system usually called Vedanta, properly the
Uttara-mimaihsa, or ‘Second inquiry’ (concerning
brahman

; it is also called Brahma-mimaihsa) ; the
founder of the system, Badarayana, flourished

about the beginning of the Christian era, and his

great expositor Sankara eight centuries later.

The fundamental notion in the system, which is

still the most influential in India, is the identity of

the dtman, or self, with the brahman. Brahman
is the One, the Unique, the Self-existent, ever-

lasting and unchanging, and cannot therefore be
subject to division into parts. The self of each
individual must therefore be identical with the
self of brahman, instead of being a part of it ; the
self in each individual is therefore the whole un-
divided brahman. Nothing exists but brahman
[advaita-vdda, doctrine of non - duality). The
apparent objections to this, which arise out of

mundane experience, are due to ignorance, which
prevents the self from recognizing that all else is

illusion ; the phenomena of the samsdra and the
material universe are illusions, just as the idea of

separate souls is. The Vedanta does not inquire
into the origin of this ignorance, whether due to
desire, etc., or not, but teaches that it may be
destroyed by the saving knowledge that all that is

not soul is illusion, and that the soul is brahman.
When this truth is known, the fetters that bind
the soul to the cycle of existence are brok^, and
release is obtained (see, further, art. Vedanta).
We may here mention the Visistadvaita (‘modi-
fied monism’) school of the Veddnta founded by
Ramanuja, one of the most important commentators
on the Brahmasutras, who flourished in the 12th
cent. A.D. and belonged to the Bhagavata sect.

He expounds the Vedanta system according to the
tenets of this monotheistic sect in a way which
differs in important points foom the outline just

given ; according to the Visistadvaitas, the indi-

1 Brhad. JLr. Upan. n. iv. 8.

vidual souls are not identical with brahman or
God, but are elements of him and not separate
from him ; the individual souls are involved in the
naiseries of mundane existence, not entirely by
ignorance, but by unbelief. The true means of
salvation is thereiore found, not in some means of
^gpition, but in devout love of God {bhakti) and

3. Safikhya.—The Sankhya school, which has
been called the oldest real system of Indian philo-
sophy, is as much impressed by the infinite variety
of the universe as the Vedanta is with its unity.
The system, the traditional founder of which was
KapUa, is essentially dualistic ; t'wo principles are
admitted whose interworkings produce the universe
—prakTti (matter) and pwnisa (soul or spirit) ; the
latter is not one all-pervading spirit like the
brahman of the Vedanta, but rather an infinite
number of incfividual spirits each independent, and
thus the variety of the universe is explained.
These two are entirely distinct, and have existed
side by side from all eternity. Mental processes
are mechanical actions of physical organs, i.e. of
prakrti

;
prakrti, however, would remain un-

conscious if it were not acted upon by puruqa ;

purusa, or soul, has no volition of its own, but the
subtle body [suksma^amra), the inner organs and
senses which surround it, has. Through this
body the soul becomes involved in the samsdra,
and thus has to suffer the miseries of mundane
existence. The aim of the Sankhya is to teach

purusa is absolutely distinct from prakrti in
the most subtle organs. A knowledge that these
two are absolutely distinct, and have been so from
the beginning, delivers the soul from the cycle of
existence; it then realizes that the connexion
between soul and matter, on which the miseries of
the world depend, is only an apparent one, and,
when this is realized, the sufferings of prakrti are
no longer the sufferings of purusa, while the
sufferings of the former are no longer experienced,
since they are no longer * illuminated’ by purusa
(see, further, art. Sankhya).
The philosophical basis of Buddhism is consider-

ably influenced by the Sankhya (for a different

view see above, p. 211*»). It assumes that mundane
existence is nothing but suffering, and that the
cause of this suffering is the desire to enjoy the
apparent delights of the world. The cause of this

attachment is ignorance ; this ignorance and all

that follows it will be dissipated when attachment
to the world is renounced,

ij. Yoga.—The Yoga system, founded by Patan-
jali, who, if not identical with the celebrated
grammarian of that name, likewise flourished in

the 2nd cent. B.c., is closely connected with the
Sankhya, The philosophical basis of the Yoga is

that of the Sankhya with the addition of the
notions of a Personal God (Uvara) and of the
occult powers to be derived from Yoga practices.

Its characteristic feature is the influence laid on
asceticism and mental concentration (2/05fa= con-

templation, concentration, union).
Asceticism and contemplation have always been

practised in India as means of acquiring merit,

ratanjali developed a formal system the methodical
practice of which, in addition to giving occult

powers, is regarded by him as one of the surest

ways of gaining saving knowledge. The aim of

Yoga was at first that of the Sankhya, namely,
the separation (kaivalya) of soul and matter ;

but,

with the addition of the idea of a Personal God
{Uvara) or Universal Soul, the ultimate aim comes
to be union of the individual soul with God. The
mind is to be deliberately and artificially with-

drawn from the external world and concentrated

upon itself ; it is then enabled to throw oft’ one by
one the material fetters that bind it to the sanisdra,
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and to awaken to a knowledge of truth, and the

individual soul gains freedom and absorption in

the World-Soul (see, further, art. Yoga).
5. Minor systems.—Of the minor systems that

teach the way of escape from the samsdra the

most important is the Vaisesika founded by
Kanada (the name, however, may be a nickname,
‘ atom-eater ’) at quite an early date. Deliverance,

according to Kanada, is to be obtained only by a
knowledge of the real nature of soul and the

unreality of matter, and this depends upon a
knowledge of the *six categories’ {padcirtha)y

under w^hich everything that exists can be classed;

these are substance, quality, action, generality,

individuality, and inherence or inseparability.

These are narrowly defined and subdivided ; it is

from the fifth that the system takes its name
atomic individuality) ; all substances (de-

fined in the first category as earth, water, light,

air, ether, time, space, soul \atman\, mind
consist of invisible atoms, from the combination
of which all mental and physical phenomena
arise. Freedom is obtained when the Vaisesika
doctrines have been comprehended (see, further,

art. Vaisesika).
The Nyaya system of Gautama is usually coupled

with the Vaisesika, from which it is developed. It

is really a system of logic and the means of know-
ledge. Truth is to be attained by the application

of sixteen categories, or logical notions, and salva-

tion depends on a correct knowledge of their nature.

It is only when the student has thoroughly mas-
tered the system that he is capable of ascertaining

truth (see, further, art. NyIya).
The aim of the Purva-mimamsa (* first inquiry’),

which is usually coupled with the Vedanta, is, like

that of the other systems, the attainment of libera-

tion from the world, but, as the other name (Karma-
numaihsa) of the system shows, the means that it

teaches is the observance of orthodox rites and
ceremonies, and not saving knowledge. It is par-

ticularly concerned with the study and interpreta-

tion of the Vedas (see, further, art. MImaSisa).
Litbbature.—P. Deussen, AUgeTnRvne Gesckichte der FhilO'

sophiey I. i. (Leipzig, 1894), Eng. tr., Chicago, 1912, i. ii. (1899^
Eng.tr., Edinburgh, 1906; SB^i, (1879), viii. (1898), xv.(1900),
xxxiv. (1S90), xxx^Tii. (1896), xlviii. (1904) ; Deussen, Sechzlg
Upanishads^, Leipzig, 1905, Das System des Veddnta'<^, do.
906; L. D. Barnett, Brahma-Knowledge^ London, 1907;
svarakrsna. The Sdnkhya Kdrikd^ ed. and tr. H, T. Cole-
brooke and H. H. Wilson, Oxford, 1838, Bombay, 1887, etc.

;

R. Garbe, Die S&rpkhya-Pkilosopkiet Leipzig, 1894, and
Sdhkhya und Yoga^ Strassbuig, 1896; F. Max Miiller, The
Six Systems of Indian PhilosophyS^ London, 1906; Patafijali’s
Togasutras, ed. and tr. R, Mitra, Calcutta, 1848; Artha-
sadigrcihay ed. andtr. G. Thibaut, Benares, 1882.

J. Allan.
JOACHIMITES.—As a sect in the Christian

Church the Joachimites exercised a remarkable
influence in the 13th cent., and, as we shall see,

some of their tenets passed over into the motive-
doctrines of the Eeformation. The sect derived
their name from Joachim of Floris, who seems to
have been born in 1145 and to have died in 1202.
He was, therefore, an older contemporary of Francis
of Assisi (1182-1226), with whose followers the
Joachimites were in vigorous sympathy. It is

difiScult to disentangle the personality or the work
of Joachim from the mass of tradition which has
gathered about his name, and it is equally difficult

to discover what Joachim himself actually taught.
He was certainly a creative personality, and works
have been attributed to him which are really the
fruit of the school which called itself by his name.
In these works, more particularly the commentaries
on Isaiah and Jeremiah, the germs of thought
which are due to Joachim have been expanded and
developed by the school which he founded. As to
the genuineness of the works attributed to Joachira,
there is not a great measure of agreement among
scholars, but there is no doubt that he was one of

the strongest churchmen of the 12th centuiy. His
influence on contemporaries and his place in the
sect which called itself by his name entitle him to
a position among the leading men of the century.

1. Life of Joachim.—The facts of his life, so far

as they can be disentangled {AS, May 29), may be
briefly stated. He was certainly a Calabrian—first,

head of a Cistercian monastery at Corazzo, and
afterwards abbot of a stricter sect at Floris, with
which place his name is generally associated. His
work at Corazzo and Floris was fostered by con-
temporary popes, and he appears also to have had
a remarkable influence on Kichard of England and
Philip of France. When his writings were sub-
mitted to the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215, the
only point condemned was his doctrine of the
Trinity, in which he had parted from Peter
Lombard (Denzinger“, nos. 431-433). The place

which Joachim held in the regard of his time may
be further gathered from the reference to him in

Dante {Paradiso, xii. 139-141).

2. His views.—If we regard the genuine works
of Joachim as {a) Concordia Veteris et Novi Testa-

menti (Venice, 1519), (b) Psalterium Decern Chor-
darum (do. 1527), and (c) Expositio apocalypsis

(do. 1527), then the following may be described as

his views and the germs which were afterwards
developed by his school of thought.

(1) Like the visionaries who preceded him, such
as Hildegard and Elizabeth of Schonau, he vigor-

ously attacked the corruptions of the Church, and
particularly its secularization. He held that the
spirituality of the Church and the usefulness of

its work in the world were being vitiated by the
secularizing atmosphere in which it was enveloped.

(2) He looked for deliverance from secularization

in an Age of the Spirit, operating through a purified

monasticism, which in turn should foster the life of

contemplation. (3) Behind all his teaching lay a
philosophy of religious history which had caught
the Montanistic spirit. Montanus had already
taught the doctrine of Three Ages or States : first,

an OT revelation; secondly, a NT revelation;

thirdly, the culminating age of Montanus and his

prophets who should realize a Church of the Holy
Spirit (see art. Montanism). The disciples of

Montanus were, therefore, the spirituales, and it

must not be forgotten that of these Tertullian was
one. This doctrine of the Three Ages or States

was developed by Joachim. The first age was that
of the Father, closing with Zacharias, father of

John the Baptist ; the second age was that of the

Son, reaching to the year 1260 ; after 1260 began
the third age, that of the Holy Spirit. Though
these ages overlajiped to some extent, they were
distinct in Joachim’s thinking. Each age was
divided artificially

; each had its special character-

istic and atmosphere. Joachim’s teaching dealt

mainly with the third of these ages. Here he
showed himself a prophet and a visionary. The
third age was to be the Age of the Spirit. Men
were not then to be fettered by the letter. It was
to be the age of the Eternal Gospel. It was not to

be an age of ecclesiastical machinery. Bather was
it to be an age of pure contemplation and of a per-

fected monasticism. Joachim’s vision, in truth,

was that of the imminent Age of the Holy Spirit,

which, in an artificial way, he said was to open in

the year 1260. Cf. art. Ages of the World
(Christian), vol. i. p. 19D.

3. His influence.—The views thus expressed by
Joachim were eagerly caught up and developed by
his followers, and the fullest expression of them is

to be found in the commentaries on Isaiah and
Jeremiah, which go under Joachim’s name. The
stricter Franciscans also found them peculiarly

congenial, and the idea of a spiritual Christianity

and an imminent Age of the Spirit was at once
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assimilated by them. Their criticism of the
secularized Roman Church had been exceptionally

vigorous. To them the Church of Rome was the
house of the courtesan, and the Church in its

alliance with the world and in its greed of gain,

shown in its many and dubious methods for secur-

ing gain, had been unfaithful to its true mission,

the saving of the world for Christ. The Church
ought to have trusted in the strength of God, not
in the sword. In allying itself with the power of

the sword, it had been unfaithful. In common
with the stricter Franciscans, the Joachimites
looked forward to a purified Church and a spiritual

Christianity. In such a Church the monks would
remain as the organ of the Spiritual Gospel.

Outw’ard authority must disappear in the Age of

the Spirit. The later Joacnimite teaching was
peculiarly stringent in its anti-Romanism. One
of the fruits of this school of thought was the
famous Liber Introduetorius in Evangelium ceter-

num^ TOtten probably in 1254 by the Franciscan,

Gerardus of Borgo San Donnino. In its teaching

the Introdnetorius drew largely from the 'writings

of Joachim, whom it regarded as an inspired

prophet. The book was condemned by Alexander
rv. in 1255 ; but the apocalyptic ideas which it

boldly taught lived on among the Franciscans and
the followers of Joachim. From the chronicle of

Salimbene of Parma, who belonged to a generation

after Joachim, we can gather how influential and
central was the place of Joachim in the esteem of

his immediate followers, and we can see how the
Joachimites were agitated by such questions as the

controversy between the papacy and the monarchy,
and the approaching last time.

Though much of the teaching of Joachim and his

followers was highly visionary and artificial, it is

apparent that there was behind it a genuine re-

li^ous experience. They made their protest against

the secularization of the Church and formea their

vision of the future out of the fullness of this ex-

perience. So far as their distinctive teaching was
concerned, parts of it had been already before the
Church’s mind. The doctrine of the Three Ages
had been anticipated by Montanism, while the

teaching of the Eternal Gospel may be found in

Origen. But the religious experience of Joachim
and his followers was a real contribution to the

thought of the 13th century. Nor was it teaching

which passed away. In one form or another the

ideals of the Joachimites passed over into the

thought of the Reformation, influencing more
especially such early Reformers as Wyclif and Hus.

Literature.—^15, Mai. vii. [1866] 87-141 ; J. G.V. Engrelhaxcit,

KircheTigeschuihil. Abhandlungen^ Erlangen, 1832; W. Preger,
Gesch. der deutschen Mystik tm Mittelalter, Leipzig, 1874; H.
Renter, Gesch. der religiosen Aufkldrung im Mittelalter, Berlin,

1877; R. Jones, Studies in Mystical Religion, London, 1909;

P. Fournier, Etudes sur Joachim de Flore et ses doctrines,

Paris, 1909 ; H. B. Workman, Christian Thought to the Re-

formation, London, iOll; artt. s.v. in PRE^ ix. 227, and CE
viii. 406; Church Histories of Gieseler, Edinburgh, 1846-69;

Neander, London, 1850-52; Robertson, do. 1875; Moeller,

do. 1892-1900 ; Kurtz, Leipzig, 1885.

W. Beveridge.
JOSAPHAT, BARLAAM AND.—The history

of Barlaam and Josaphat, as it has become known
through numerous translations in the West, is de-

rived from the Buddhist collection of stories known
as the Jdtaka, the ‘ Birth-Stories,’ records of the

words and acts of the Buddha in the course of his

former existences upon earth. ^ Of the stories

themselves the date and origin are various.

None, however, has attained to so great popularity

or passed through so many transformations and
vicissitudes as ^at of Bar^Raia smd Josaphat.

All are of the nature of folk-lore, parable, or table,

1 On the Jdtaka see M. Wintemitz, Gescn. der ind. iJtt.,

Leipzig, 1908 ff., ii. i. 89-127; The Jdtaka, or Sic^s of Jie

Buddha*s Former Births, tr. from the Pali by various*

6 vote.. Cambridge, 1896-1907 ; art. Jataka.

derived from Indian sources or collections of tales,

which in the first instance were for the most part
non-Buddhist, but were adapted to the purposes
of Buddhist propaganda and made to serve ethical
and didactic ends. Gautama himself becomes in
them all the protagonist, and expounds or illus-

trates the moral which the story is intended to
enforce. In the regions of the West, however, in
which not a few of these narratives have found a
home and become popular, the Buddhist element
thus introduced is again excluded and is replaced
by Christian terminology and teaching. Interpo-
lation and adaptation have frequently so changed
the * atmosphere ’ of the story and the definite

oint of the moral that it is only historically and
y tracing the course of development that its

Indian origin can be recognized.
Of the original form of the story, as it was

compiled in India or adapted from more ancient
existing materials, nothing is directly knowm.
Incidents or parables contained in it have been
traced in the Buddhist Avaddna, the Makdhhdrata^
and elsewhere. From the Buddhist original, which,
it may be assumed, was composed in Magadhi, or in

an early form of some Prakrit dialect, a Pahlavi
rendering was made in or about the time of the
reign of Chosroes the Great of Persia (A.D. 531-
579). This version also is no longer extant.
There is, however, a curious and certainly not ac-
cidental resemblance between the life and history
of this king and the character of Abenner, the
Indian ruler and the father of Josaphat, as pre-

sented in the Buddhist story. To this Pahlavi
rendering, which would seem to have been already
deprived of its distinctive Buddhist features and
teaching, all the numerous versions of the West
owe their origin. The earliest Greek translation

is derived from a Syriac version of the Pahlavi,
and is attributed to the beginning of the 6th cent.,

partly on the ^ound that in an enumeration of

the great religions of the world no reference is

made to Muhammadanism. The Greek text is

printed among the works of John of Damascus,^
to whom it was ascribed by a mistaken identifica-

tion with a ‘John, Monk of the Convent of St,

Saba,’ to whom the work was assigned in the colo-

phon of early Greek MSS. There are also three

early Arabic versions, the original of which bore

the title of Kitdh Bcdauhar wa Bilddsaf; and a
mediseval Jewish translation into Hebrew, attri-

buted to Abraham ibn Chisdai in the 13th cen-

tury.* From these Oriental renderings^ all the

later versions, numbering more than sixty, are

ultimately descended. The first Latin tran^ation

was made from the Greek by Anastasius, the

papal librarian in the latter part of the 9th cent,,

and became the parent of most of the modern
European versions, including the English. The
Greet was again independently translated into

Latin a few centuries later by J. Billius, Abbot
of St. Michel in Brittany;* and both renderings

are printed among the works of John of Damascus.
The earliest English version was produced by W

.

Caxton in A.D. 1483. There are also extant four

later versions or paraphrases in English, three of

which are in verse. The verse renderings have

been reprinted more than once,® but the prose

version is rare.
ii>Gxcvi.857fl.

, ,

2 The Arabic text has been reprinted recently at Cairo for

the benefit of the Coptic Christians, under the title of Sutrah

Barldm wa Yud^afiEgyp. Explor. Fund Arch. Report, 1911-

12, p. 68).
8 J. Jacobs, Barlaam and Josaphat, p. xcm.
4 Reprinted by J. Jacobs, London, 1895 ;

and also as an

appendix to the same author’s Barlaam and Josaphat.
o e.g. by J. Jacobs, op. cit. ; K. S. Macdonald, Story of Bar-

laam and Josaphat, ‘ The Hystorye of the Hermyte Balaam

'

(He), from Caxton’s Golden Legend. In an appendix Mac-

donald prints three variant forms of the story from as many
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Essentially the legend is as follows. Variations

in detail, however, are niimerous in the different
versions.

Antecedently to the rei^ of a powerful Indian ruler named
Abenner, Christian teaching had found its way to the East;
and many converts had been made within his dominions. The
king^ himself, however, wm strongly opposed to the foreign
religion, and issued an edict against it. Among others an m-
tiniate friend and minister of the king embraced Christianity,
and, renouncing the world, adopted the life of an anchorite in
the d^ert. Having been by the direction of the king brought
back to the royal court, he there delivered a brief appeal and
apology, by which Abenner was further incensed against the
Christians. He dismissed his former friend in anger, forbidding
him ever to return to his presence.
A son is afterwards bom to the king, who hitherto had been

childless, of faultless form and beauty, to whom is given the
name of Josaphat (in the Greek *Iudcra<f)). At a birthday feast
Chaldffian astrologers who are present prophesy of his future
greatness and wisdom. In some forms of the story the horo-
scope of the child is represented as foretelling also that he will
almndon the religion of his fathers, and ivill turn to thetrae
faith. At this the father is greatly distressed, and in order to
avert the fulfilment of the prophecy builds for his son a beauti-
ful palace, where the prince is confined in the midst of all that
IS attractive and beautiful, that he may not come into contact
with misery or death.
In the event, however, when the prince reaches man’s estate,

he seeks release from constraint, and with his father’s reluctant
consent goes forth from the palace, and gains his first experi-
ence of the external world. He encounters in succession a
blind man, a leper, a man aged and infirm, and a corpse : andm answer to his troubled inquiry is told that misfortunes and
misenes such as these are the common lot of men. He is
deeply moved, and learns further that the secret of deliverance
from these woes is known only to the holy hermits who have
jnthdrawn from the world

; and he expresses accordingly the
desire to see them and to hear from their own lips the true
knowledge. His wish cannot be granted, because by the de-
cree of his father the hermits have all been expelled from the
country.

the guise of a jewel merchant, however, an anchoritewho bears a high reputation for wisdom and purity of Ufe comes
successive interviews with the prince con-

t^t\,whereupon the latter expresses his
determination to become the anchonte’s disciple. The anchor-
ite s name is Barlaam. To convey his teaching he employs a

which set forth the true doctrineand^ustrate the vamty and fruitlessness of worldly things.In the number and rangement of these parables the versionsagain present considerable variations. The king is naturally
jnrath on hearing of his son’s conversion,and endeavours by threats and argument to change his purpose!

h Barlaam. The^heSt,however, has left the city, and the attempt fah?
, Arranire-

holding of a puW discussion fe-
a stranger, Nachor, is to play the

awimo f
present the Christianaigument, and to be defeated in debate. Thus it is honed to

fo^ahtnd
eyes ot Josaphat, and to induce himto abandon his resolve to follow Barlaam. In a secret inter

the^fnre^™-?!?
Vindicate the truth. He urges his case® eloquence and success, and offers before^e^g a powerful and convincing apology for the faith, by which

dSw?^n?e silence. Nachor himself then with-

the oJiifne
'^demess. A further attempt is made to lead

in whiJS f
worldly and sensual temptations

a?ao
Theudas, a magician, is employed. This^0 meets wth no success ; and Theudas himself isconvertec® ^ Jos^Vh^t relates to MiS^ Sygie pnnce forsakes his home and the royal court and wiih

eeoipanion and friend, gives hiinffeif over to thelife of an anchorite m the wilderness.
over m me

s-re in their detailsmore stnlangly reminiscent of the life history ofGautama Buddha than is the above, which in sub-stance represents the Greek. Thus in an ArXc
appears, with miraculous fruit?Josaphat flees on horseback from the city by nio*ht

vizier, whom he sLdI hick,together with his horse and all his possessionswhen he arrpes in the wilderness. After his con-version he IS earned up into heaven, and on his
success to preach-ing the doctnne. He dies, as in the Buddhist

and
mu

^ fi^al blessing on his disciple Ananda.
Ihe distinctively Christian features of thewrative are interpolations introduced to further

was utilized for
®^^^®ation and adapted to the purposesof Chnstian apologetic. The older Orientaf Ver-

sions, as the Arabic above, more evidently betray
their Indian and Buddhist origin. Both Barlaam
and Josaphat have a formal place on the roll of
Christian saints, and special days in the calendar
are set apart to their memory. In the Menology
of the Greek Church, August 26 is the com-
memoration of St. Josaphat;^ and, in the sister
Church of Rome, Nov. 27 is dedicated to the
joint service of the two saints. There are said to
be relics of St. Josaphat, in the form of a bone
and part of the spine, preserved in a church at
Antwerp. A monastery in Thessaly bears the
name of St. Barlaam

; and elsewhere also churches
have been consecrated in their honour.
Not the least remarkable of the many strange

features of the story is that the names of the two
principal characters are both ultimately derived^om one and the same source, and denote the
Buddha, the founder of the Buddhist faith. The
characters, therefore, are really doublets of a
common original. The Greek is a trans-
formed and corrupted form of the title Bodhi-
sattva, which through the Pahlavi found its way
into Arabic as Budasaf, and then by a confusion of
b and y, letters which differ only by the diacritical
pomt, became Yudasaf or YodasSf, and ultimately
Yoasaf. Balauvar, the original form of the name
which through the Syriac has become Barlaam, is
thewell-known title of the Buddha, Bhagavan, ‘the
Lord,’ the pairs of letters g and I, n and r being
similar and easily confused in the Pahlavi alpha-
bet. Thus the great Indian religious teacher re-
api^ars in a double form in the West as a vener-
ated Christian saint. Other names also in the
^ory seem to be derived from the Indian legends.
Thus Zardan, the nobleman entrusted with the
^ardianship of the young prince, has been
identified with Chandaka, Gautama’s charioteer
and the companion of his flight from his father’s
palace.

The Latin version of Barlaam and Josaphat
was prmted as early as 1539 at Basel ; but the
Greek text not until three centuries later, at Parism the year 1832. In the latter the history is
described as ‘ a profitable story brought . . . from
the tether part of Etliiopia, called India, by John
the Monk ... of the Monastery of St. Saba or
SaMs. John the Monk is believed to be identical
with a_ well-known John, a member of an early
fraternity on Mt. Sinai, who lived about two
centuries before John of Damascus (t a,d. 756),
It was not, however, until the discovery in 1889!m the monastery of St. Catherine, of the Syriac
text of the Apology of Aristides^ it became
e^dent that the defence of the faith offered by
Nachor m the story was not original, but borrowed

7 •
® Christian author. According to Eusebius

[MB IV. 3), Aristides addressed his Apology to the
Emperor Hadrian (a.d. 117-138), but in the iudg-
ment of Rendel Harris the work belongs more
prohably to the early years of his successor,
^toninus Pius (138-161). It was long believed to
have been lost.^ With the publication of the Syriac
text its practical identity with the Greek which
forms part of the story of Barlaam and Josaphat
was at once recognized. In its Syriac form the
text of the Apology is expanded by a number of
charantenstic repetitions and additions, which add
considerably to its length. The Greek is believed
to represent more faithfully the original. In the
early Christian centuries the Apology of Aristides

popularity, and was regarded as an
enective and complete defence of the faith. It was
adopted accordingly by the Greek translator of the

op
viov *Ap€vrip rov paa-tkem (J. Jacobs,

<nTS 11.
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Indian legend and placed in tiie mouth of Nachor

as the convincing exposition of the Christian faith

which should renite the arguments of his heathen

opponents. The attribution of the text to John of

Damascus rests upon a comparatively late tradi-

tion. It will be found printed in all complete

editions of his works.

In all versions of the story the means by which

the conversion of the prince is effected is the

narration to him by Barla^m, the anchorite dis-

guised as jewel-merchant, of a series of tales or

parables conveying moral instruction and warning.

The number and order of these parables vary con-

siderably in the different versions. More than

thirty altogether are contained in the several earlier

translations, but of these only nine are common to

all, and sixteen find a place in only one form or

version of the story.^ The Hebrew text is remark-

able for the number of parables that it records

which are not found elsewhere. Two of the stories

possess an individual interest. That of the Sower
follows so closely the lines of the narrative in the

Synoptic Gospels that its source can hardly be in

doubt. It is found, moreover, in the earliest

versions, Arabic and Hebrew, as well as in the

Greek, and therefore must have been inserted in

the legend at an early date. The details are en-

tirely Christian. Similar moral teaching derived

from the processes of ploughing and sowing is

contained in an early Buddhist story, which there

is no reason to believe has come under Christian

influence. 2 The likeness between the two is not

striking. Perhaps it justifies the suggestion

that the Christian form of the parable has re-

placed a Buddhist original of similar import.

Stories similar to that of the three caskets in

Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice are distributed

more widely. They are found in the Talmud as

well as in Buddhist sources, and in mediaeval

Europe seem to have been well-known and popular.

In the legend of Barlaam and Josaphat the king

sets before his attendants four caskets, two of
|

which are overlaid with gold and precious stones,
;

and two covered with rough clay. The gold-

encrusted caskets, however, contain only dry bones,

the others are filled with pearls and jewels. The
courtiers are then summoned before the king, and

required to estimate the value of the several

caskets. Their judgment is, of course, at fault

;

and the king enforces the moral that a fair outside

often conceals an evil heart, while the clay-covered

vessels he likens to the hermits in mean outward

raiment, but within full of noble and elevating

thoughts. Whether the English poet was familiar

with the legend of Barlaam and Josaphat it is im-

possible to determine ; but the ultimate source of

the story which he has adopted and immortalized

is Buddhist and Indian. That it was contained in

the original form of the Indian legend is proved

by the fact that it finds a place m the earliest

versions.
Litbratijrb.—J. Jacobs, Barlao/m) and Josaphat^ EngUsh

Lives of Buddha, London, 1896 (the most complete discussion

of the legend and its historical relations, where also numerous
references will be found to earlier works); Max MuUer,
* Migration of Fables,’ in Selected Essays, London, 1881, i. 633 ff.

;

K. S. Macdonald, Story of Barlaam and Josaphat, Calcutta,

1896 ; H. Zotenberg, Notice sur le livre de Barlaam et Joasaph,

accompagrUe d’extraits du texte grec et des versions arabe et

ithiopienne, Paris, 1888 ; F. Heuckenkamp, Die wovenaaUsche

Prosa-Redahtion des geisUichen Romans von Barlaam und
Josaphat, Halle, 1912 ; J. Rendel Harris, Apology of Anstid^,

Cambridge, 1891 ; S. d’Oldenburg, ‘ Persidskii izvodQ ppvesti o

Varlaame i Iosaf6,’ Zapisshi vostod, otdel. imp. russ. archaeolog,

ohSdestva, iv. [1890] 229-266. The Greek text was published

separately forthe first time by J. F. Boissonade in hisAnecdota

Grceca, iv., Paris, 1832. It is reprinted, e.g., by J. Armitage
Robinson in TS i. 1, Cambridge, 1891. Further bibliographical

material is given by K. Knimbacher, Greseh. der byzant. Lit.^,

Munich, 1897, pp. 886-891. A. S. GEDEN.

1 J. Jacobs, op. cit. p. lix.

a Sutta Nipdta, i. 4 (SBE x.2 [1898], pt. ii. pp. 11-16).

JOSEPHUS.—The correct form of the name
of Josephus (or, according to his adopted Roman
name, Falviits Josephus), the Jewish historian,

was ^luicnjiros, written also "Idjarjinros or ^Jdjcnnros ;

Latin Josepus, Josephus, or Josippos. The forms
*l(t>(rr}<pos, Josephus, first came into use during

the Middle Ages, on the analogy of the Biblic^

I. Life.—^As Josephus left behind him an auto-

biography, and often speaks about himself in his

other wTitings, we possess a relatively large amount
of information regarding him. He was born in

the first year of the Emperor Gains, i.e, A.D. 37-38,

and was a scion of one of the most eminent priestly

families among the Jews. His father’s name was
Matthias, while his mother was of princely blood,

being a descendant of the Hasmonsean leader

Jonathan. Being intended for the priesthood, he

was introduced to the study of Jewish law and
literature at an early age ; and at the age of

sixteen he attended successively the schools of

the three leading sects of Judaism—Pharisees,

Sadducees, and Essenes—in order to acquire the

intimate knowledge of each requisite for an
eventual choice among them. He afterwards

attached himself to a hermit, called Banfin, who
dwelt in the desert, even living for a time as an
ascetic. At the age of nineteen he resolved to

embrace the doctrine of the Pharisees, and began

to take part in the political life of Jerusalem. He
first came into public notice in A.D. 63 or 64, when
he was sent, probably with others, as an ambas-

sador to Rome, to treat for the release of certain

Jews whom the procurator Felix had sent in

custody to the capital. His mission was attended

with complete success, and he was sent home laden

with gifts (
Vit. 16 ff. ).

On his return to Palestine, Josephus found every-

thing in a state of ferment and unrest, and the

revolt of the Jews broke out shortly afterwards

(Aug. A.D. 66), spreading to Galilee and the sur-

rounding district after the defeat of Cestius GaUus
near Jerusalem. Leaders were now elected in

Jerusalem for the various insurgent territories,

and to Josephus, associated, at the outset at least,

with two assessors, of whose counsels he was bound

to take cognizance {Vit. 29, 73, 77), fell a most

important post—the chief command in the two

divisions of Galilee, including Gamala {BJ ii. 568).

He subsequently maintained that, along with

others who shared his views, he had tried every

possible means to prevent the outbreak, but that

the course of events had forced him to embrace the

popular cause ; he alleges, indeed, that he accepted

the Galilsean command not as a step towards war,

but with a view to its prevention {Vit. 20 f., 28 f.).

As it fell to him to sustain the first assault of the

legions, he fortified the most important points,

such as Tiberias, Tarichese, and Jotapata, and

collected an army, the nucleus of which, formed of

4500 mercenaries,was supplemented bythe Galilsean

levy of nominally 60,000 infantry and 350 horse

(Rt/ii. 569 ff.). His mobilization was interrupted

by the attacks of the imperial force* stationed at

Ptolemais and the troops of Agrippa n., as also by

disputes with the cities of Tiberias and Sepphons,

the latter of which, favouring the cause of Rome,

was not to be relied upon. Josephus now fell mto

bitter personal antagonism with John of Gischala,

an imj^acable foe of Rome, who was urging on the

insurrection, and whose machinations were so tar

successful that the Government sent a commission

to Galilee for the purpose of superseding Josephus.

The latter, however, was able to maintain his

Josephus will he cited under the

BJ-Bellum Judaicum, AJ=
Hta, CA =s Contra Apionem

;

and
refer to the paragraphs of the

1 In this article the works of

following abbreviated forms:
Antiquitates Judaicoe. Kit.= 1

the accompanying numbers :

present writer’s edition.
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authority, and to thwart the designs of his enemy,
mainly because of the loyal support accorded him
by the people of Galilee.

We do nob know the gravamen of the chaise preferred against
Josephus. In Galilee, John denounced him as a traitor to the
national cause (BJ ii. 694), while in Jerusalem the same accuser
•'outended that he had the ambitions of a tyrant, and that he
ought to be dismissed from oflBce before he became too powerful,
as otherwise there was a danger of his coming to Jerusalem
and setting up a despotic government (BJ ii. 620; Vit. 193)—an
entirely different accusation, and one which practically means
nothmg. But, as Josephus is far from impartial in his narrative,

It IS highly probable that other and more serious grievances
were brought against him. It would appear that he was no
\ ery enterprising or successful general, and showed dilatoriness

in many things. He was specially at fault in allowing Sepphoris,
one of his commanding positions, to fall into the hands of the
enemy (BJ ii. 674, 646), and probably in other ways laid him-
self open to criticism. Whatever the truth may have been in

these matters, it is clear that the dissensions with John of

Gischala and others were anything but favourable to the pre-

parations and defences being made by the Qalilaeans in view of

the imminent attack of the Romans.

In the spring of A.D. 67, immediately after

Sepphoris had been occupied and the surrounding
countiy devastated by an advance guard of the
Roman army under Piacidus, Vespasian, the legate
of Nero, pressed forwards from Ptolemais with a
large force. Josephus fell back upon Tiberias, and
from there sent couriers to Jerusalem, demanding
either that effective reinforcements should be
granted him or that peace should be concluded. He
seems to have felt that his position in Tiberias
was insecure, for, when he Heard of Vespasian’s
advance against Jotapata, he marched thither, and
gained admission before the investment was com-
plete (8tb June, A.D. 67). But he had little hope,
as he says {BJ iii. 193 f.), of making a stand here,
and accordingly made up his mind to escape from
the besieged town together with some of his more
eminent colleagues. The inhabitants, however,
forced him to remain, so that he continued to direct
che defence until the place succumbed to a night
attack, 20th July, A.D. 67. While the Romans
were putting all to the sword, Josephus, along
with forty others, men and women, saved himself
by hiding in a cavern difficult of access. This
mace of concealment having been discovered,
Vespasian, acting through the tribune Nicanor,
with whom Josephus was personally acquainted,
offered him the privilege of asldng mercy, and
after some consideration, he consented.
His companions, however, would not hear of sub-

mitting to Rome, and gave Josephus the choice of
committing suicide or dying at their hands; but at
his suggestion they determined to kill one another
in a certain order determined by lot, and the cast
of fortune left as the last survivors Josephus and
another, whom he had little difficulty in persuad-
ing to join him in accepting the Roman clemency.
We may venture to assert that the transaction
cannot have been quite as he describes it, for
among those whom he claims to have outwitted
were persons by no means so simple as his narra-
tive implies {Bj iii. 342).

Afterthis act of submission, Josephuswasbrought
before Vespasian, who had him put in irons, with
a view to his being sent to Nero at Rome. The
prisoner now asked for^ a special interview with
the commander, at which he announced to Ves-
pasian that the imperial throne would shortly be
liis. Vespasian was at first inclined to deprecate
such language, but, having learned that Josephus
had previously shown himself something of a
prophet, he took a different attitude. The captive
still remained in bonds, indeed, but he was well
treated, and at all events nothing more was said
about his being sent to Rome.
Suetonius has a statement not unlike this, though differing in

details, namely that Josephus firmlj' maintained, when put in
durance, that Vespasian would soon liberate him again, but as
the Emperor (Sueton. VespoLS. 6 ; Bio Ca.ss. Ixvi. 1). The pre-
diction of Josephus must, therefore, have been known to other

historians of the period. In point of fact, premonitions and
prophecies were at that time fully credited and seriously
regarded among all classes, and it is by no means unlikely that

I
Josephus in his precarious situation should have ventured to
make such a prediction—hazardous though it was. He vaunts
his prophetic gift, and seems to have believed that God had
speciall}' favoured him and revealed the future to him {BJ iii.

351 f., 405 f., Vit. 208). In any case, the special favour shown
to him by Vespasian seems to prove that the Emperor felt in
some sense indebted to him.

Vespasian was proclaimed Emperor in Alexandria
on the 1st, then at Caesarea on the 3rd, of July,
A.I). 69, and Josephus was at once set free {BJ
iv. 623 tf. ). He accompanied the Emperor to Egypt,
and in the spring of A.D. 70 joined Titus in his
march towards Jerusalem. He was present during
the whole siege, acting at the headquarters of
Titus as interpreter and commissioner, knowing
both the land and the language, and thus taking
service with the Romans against his own country-
men {CA i. 48 f.). More than once, as he tells us,

he unsuccessfully advised his people to abandon
their futile resistance {BJ v. 114, 261, 361 ff., vi.

94 fif., 118 f., 365) ; on one occasion, indeed, a stone
was hurled at him and he was severely injured {BJ
V. 541), for the insurgents regarded him as a rene-
gade and a traitor {BJ iii. 438). When the city

fell, he was able to save a number of prisoners,

including his own brother, and to rescue some
sacred writings {Vit. 417 f.), and he then accom-
panied Titus to Rome and took part in the Jewish
Triumph. Thereafter he permanently resided in

the capital. Vespasian allowed him to occupy
his own previous dwelling, and granted him a
pension and the right of citizen^ip. He now
took the name Flavius Josephus. This gracious
treatment was continued by Titus, as also by
Domitian and the Empress Domitia. Josephus
likewise enjoyed the friendship of Agi-ippa ll. and
his household ( Vit, 364), and it is probable that he
kept in touch with eminent Jews in Alexandria
and other places, as well as with the Adiabenian
chiefs who lived in Rome {BJ vi. 356, vii. 447).

His wealth must have been considerable, for bis depreciated
lands near Jerusalem had been taken by Titus in exchange for

better situated properties, and Vespasian supplemented his
annual allowance by the gift of another estate in Judma, which,
a^in, was exempted from taxes by Domitian. He was several
times married ; his first wife had remained in Jerusalem, and
was among the besieged {BJ v. 419). Vespasian subsequently

S
.ve him a girl-captive, who, however, deserted him in Egj-pt

;

ereupon he married a third wife at Alexandria, and by her
had three children, one of whom, a son named Hyrcanus, was
stiU living in a.d. 94. Josephus had this marriage annulled in

Rome, and then took to wife one of his own race, a woman of

good family belonging to Crete, who bore him two children,
Justus and Simonides {Vit. 414 f., 426 f.). The latter, who had
the surname Agrippa, is believed by K. Zangemeister to be the
M. Flavius Agrippa mentioned in an inscription found in

CiBSarea {ZDPV xiii. [1890] 26).

The outwaxd circumstances of Josephus were
thus fairly propitious. True, his good fortune was
not altogether unbroken. He was hated, and more
than once legally indicted, by his countrymen,
notably by a certain Jonathan, who had raised
some disturbance in Gyrene, and who, having been
brought to Rome, denounced Josephus and other
leading Jews as the instigators and abettors of the
rebellion. Similar things occurred under Titus
and Domitian {BJ vii. 448 f. ; Vit. 423 f., 429).

But Josephus was always able to clear himself,
and retained the favour of the three Flavian
Emperors to the last. Among his patrons was also

the Emperor’s freedman, Epaphroditus, to whom
he dedicated his later writings.
The identity of this Epaphroditus is a disputed point. Some

scholars, among whom is E. Schurer, identify him with the
pammarian of the same name mentioned by Suidas {s.v.

E7ra0p65tTo?)—an opinion with which the present writer cannot
agree. Josephus eulogizes his friend as one who administered
affairs of the utmost importance, and who had experienced
numerous changes of fortune : are fieyaXoL^s^ pey avrhs
6/ju\r}iraf irpaypacrL xal rvxo^t woXwpdirots* airacrL Si da.VfJMO'^v
Avo'eta^ emSeiidfjievoq icr^vv koI irpoaipecriv aperr}^ d/jteraKCvriTOP

(AJL 8)—statements which apply, not to the grammarian and
scholar, but rather to the freedman, who had previously been
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in the service of Nero, and who, under Domitian, acted as chief
of the high and powerful royal ofBce ah epistidis. He was dis-
missedm A.I). 95, andexecutedshortlyafterwards (Sueton. Domit.
14 ;

Dio Cass. Lxvii. 14). The identification of Epaphroditua
is a matter of importance for the chronology of the writinga
of Josephus (cf. Prosopographia Imper. Berlin, 1897-98.
ii 36).

We cannot say when Josephus died. For us
his life comes to an end with his writings, and
these do not carry us beyond the reign of Domitian.
We may surmise, if we care, with H. Dodw^ell
{Dissertationes in Irenceum, Oxford, 1689, p. 468),
that he did not survive Domitian, and that he was
involved in the fall of his patron Epaphroditus, or
fell a victim to the suspicion manifested by the
Emperor in his last days.

2. Works.—We have seen that Josephus spent
the later portion of his life, from A.D. 71, in Kome,
and it was here that presently he entered upon his
literary career. His object was to give the Greeks
—a term w^hich probably also covers the educated
classes among the Romans—a more thorough know-
ledge of his own people, and especially of their
history and their religion. He accordingly wrote
in Greek, which he had doubtless leamea while in
his native country, and, as he tells us himself
{CAi, 50 ; AJ xx. 263), he guarded against defects
in st;^le by consulting writers of experience. It is

certain that he also had some knowledge of Latin,
and in one passage he quotes Livy (ilJ xiv. 68 ; cf.

xix. 270).

{a) His first work was the History of the Jewish
War Clcrropla rod ^lovdaixov ToX^jaov, de Bello
Judaico)—^to give the title which he himself chose,
though the MSS show a preference for vepi dXojo-ews

{de Cajptivitate)i which also appears quite early in
Christian literature, and is, indeed, used by Origen
{Selecta in Threnos^ iv, 14 {FG xiii. 656]). In tnis
work Josephus tells the story of the Je^vish in-

surrection in which he had taken part, first on the
national, then on the imperial, side. The book
was written after the dedication of the temple of
Pax (A.D. 75), and a little before the death of
Vespasian (A.D. 79) {BJ vii. 158 f. ; Vit, 361 ; CA
i. 60). As Josephus says in his preface, Wvever,
he was not the first to write a history of the war.
An account of it had been given immediately after its termi-

nation m connexion with the domestic wars which followed
the death of Nero ; it had also been the subject of more than
one monograph, and it engaged the attention of historians
subsequent to Josephus. One of the earlier narratives was
composed by a oertain Antonius Julianus, who likewise took
part in the wuir, aasd was for a time procurator of Judaea
(Minuc. Felix, Octavius, xxxiii. 4 ; BJ vi. 288). Josephus himself
had previously written an Aramaic account (now lost) of the
war for the use of his own people in the East, and it was only
after the completion of this that he resolved to make his candid
narrative accessible also to the Romans and the Greeks (BJ
i. 1£E.). No part of this Aramaic record has come down to us,

and we are, therefore, not in a position to fix its relation to the
extant Greek narrative. The latter was probably a complete
recast, constructed on a more comprehensive plan. A Syriac
version of bfc. vi. of the BJ is preserved in the Peshitta, the
Syriac OT (ed. A. M. Oeriani, Milan, 1876-80). This is not,
however, as some have supposed, a survival of the original

Aramaic work, but rather a translation from our present
Greek text, as is clearly proved by its erroneous renderings
(FI, Josephi Opera, ed. Nlese, vi. p. xxi).

In his preface to the BJ, Josephus proposes, by
means of a true and straightforward chronicle, to

bring his readers to a better understanding of the
Jewish people and of the insurrection.
He then proceeds to give a brief abstract of the work, and

opens his narrative (i. 31) with an account of the Maccabasan
rising. The first third of the book is entirely devoted to the
period between that event and the outbreak of the revolt
against Rome (a.d. 66). Then comes the revolt itself : first, its

beginnings (ii. 270) ;
then the campaigns of Vespasian in a.d.

67^9 (iii. and iv.); the investment and capture of Jerusalem
(v. and vi.) ; and, lastly (vii.), the final passages of the conflict,

down to the taking of Masada (a,d. 72), and the Jewish disturb-

ances in Egypt and Gyrene. His tone is naturally that of a
Jewish patriot ; Josephus modifies or suppresses manj' of the
sinister things laid to their charge, such as the brigandage
practised in the later Hasraonsean period, from which all the
neighbouring peoples suffered so much (Strabo, pp. 761, 763

;

Diodorus, xl. 2 ; Justin, XL. ii. 4).

As regards the war itself, Josephus is chiefly
concerned to show that the Jewish people, and the
aristocracy in particular, were in no wise to blame
forit, and that its real instigators were certain fanat-
ical zealots, who tyrannized over the people and
coerced them into mutiny. Some degree of blame,
no doubt, rested upon Cestius Gallus, the com-
missioner for Syria, who might have stamped out
the rebellion at the outset had he only adopted
vigorous measures and not weakly given way (ii.

533 £f.). Nevertheless, the truly guilty parties
were the zealots, who remained irreconcilable to
the last, and repeatedly rejected the generous
terms of peace proposed by Titus. These in-
transigents were no longer to be counted Jews at
all : they had despised the Law and outraged all

righteousness; they had desecrated the Temple,
with the result that God was not on their side, but
vouchsafed His presence to the Roman armies,
whose vengeance He permitted to be fully wreaked
upon His own people (BJ iiL 293, v. 444, 562, vii

We must conclude, from Josephus’s own account,
that this presentation is one-sided and unjust, for
a large proportion of the Jewish people were heart
and soul in favour of rebellion ; we see in his per-
version of the facts, however, the real explanation
of his attitude and of his defection to Rome. He
admires the Romans, particularly their martial
virtues, their military organization, and their learn-
ing (BJ u. 577 ff., iiL 70 ff., 115 flf., v. 47 flf.). His
personal situation naturally leads him to accord
special praise to Vespasian and his house. He
tells us (Vit 361) that he submitted his narrative
to Titus, and that the latter impressed his seal
upon it and gave orders that it should be published
and placed in the public library. It would be a
mistake, however, to regard the work as being on
that account an official chronicle. Josephus
certainly had no Government commission for his
task, but wrote entirely on his own initiative. He
occasionally alters or distorts his facts to suit his
royal patrons. A significant instance of this ap-
pears in his narrative regarding the destruction of
the Temple.
He informs us that Titus was in no way to blame for the

firing of the building, as that prince had decreed in a council
of war that it should be spared ; but the order was forgotten
amidst the exasperation and vehemence of the soldiery, and
the sanctuary was given to the flames (BJ vi. 236 ff.). Another
report, probably traceable to Tacitus, tells a very different story,
viz. that Titus gave express orders that the sanctuary should
be destroyed (Sulpicius Severus, Chron. il xxx. 6; Orosius,
vu. ix. 6; cf. J. Bernays, Gesammelte AbhandL, Berlin, 1885,

ii. 159)—a statement to which unquestionably the preference
must be given. Similarly, in comparison with a still extant
narrative in which Tacitus (Hist. ii. 74 f.) tells of Vespasian’s
elevation to the throne, the account of the same event given
by Josephus (BJ iv. 688 ff.) is very unsatisfactory, both from its

excessive adulation of the Emperor and from its suppression of
important facts.

Josephus likewise kno\ys how to mingle self-

approbation with his laudations of the Emperor
and his family. In particular, he seeks to place
his own martial performances in the best light.

He gives a full description of the way in which he so
cleverly brought to naught the schemes of his opponents in

Galilee (ii. 599 S., 623 ff.), and of the various stratagems and
means of defence which he employed against the Romans in

their beleaguennent of Jotapata (iii. 171 ff.), and speaks of the
high esteem and admiration which these things evoked among
the Romans (BJ lii. 340, 348, 393).

Further, the delineation is steeped in rhetoric, in accord-

ance with the style then in vogue in the writing of history, and
decked with every ornament and artifice of eloquence. Reports
in the direct oration are very^ copious and sometimes run to

a great length: we listen to Herod (BJ i. 373 ff.), Annas the
high priest, Jesus, Simon the Idumaean (iv. 163, 238, 271), Titus

several times (e.g. iii. 472), Josephus himself (iii. 362, v. 362 ff.,

vi 96 f.), and, finally, Eleazar, in a memorable speech in Masada
(vii, 322 ff.). The longest and most finished speech of all is that

of King Agrippa n., delivered in Jerusalem just before the out-

break of the revolt (ii. 345). Moreover, the historian has grafted

upon his narrative tales and anecdotes of all sorts, such as the

story of Judas the Essene (i. 78 f.); he also recounts various,
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and occasionally amazing, exploits of war, performed by indi-

yidnals, both Bomans and Jews ; he tells of remarkable natural

phenomena, such as the river Belos (ii. 189), the Sabbatic river

(the Sambation of Rabbinical Judaism ; see x. [1906] 681-683)

thtt-r. flows only every seventh day (vii. 96), and the root Baaraa

(vii. 180 f.); and, finally, he specifies the various omens which

heralded various events (vi. 288). Considerable space is devoted

to description—e.gr., of the land of Judasa, the Dead Sea, the

city of Jerusalem, and the Temple (BJ iii. 35, iv. 476ff., v.

136 ff.). He explicitly states that he has no wish to practise

the restraint which in other circumstances is appropriate to the

historian (BJ i. 11 f., v. 19 f.), and he frequently «ves eloquent

expression to his feelings—his sorrow over the fall of the Holy
City and the Temple, his horror at the enormities of the zealots,

and his sympathy with his besieged compatriots. Rhetoric of

this type, moreover, readily lends itself to exaggeration, in

which Josephus is quite at home. We instance his description

of the famine in the besieged city (bks. v. and vi.), which
reaches its climax in the well-known story of the woman who
killa and eats her own child (vL 193 ff.). Another example is

found in iii. 245, where he relates that a certain Jew had his

head struck off by a projectile and carried to a distance of

1800 feet. Josephus affects lai^e numbers, and makes no claim

to accuracy in regard to them. Of the numerous instances

that might be given we content ourselves with the following

:

he puts the number of those who perished during the siege at

1,100,000 (vi. 420 ; cf. v. 667), while, according to Tacitus, the
entire multitude of the besieged numbered 600,000 at most
(Hist. V. 13).

As to the sources from which Josephus drew his

materials, we are left to mere conjecture, as he
gives us no information on the subject. For the
main portion of his work, the history of the re-

bellion, he could draw upon his own experience,
and sometimes even upon what he had actually
witnessed. He may also have been, and probably
was, indebted to some of the earlier accounts noted
above—an inference suggested by the occasional
similarity between his work and that of Tacitus
(Tacitus, Hist v. 6 f.

1|
BJ iv. 476, ii. 189 ; Hist, v.

13
11
BJ vi. 288 ff. , 312 f. ). As, however, these earlier

accounts have almost entirely disappeared, we can
say no more on the matter. Josepnus afterwards
states {CA i. 49) that he kept a record of events
during the siege of Jerusalem, but this does not
seem very credible. His narrative of the war has
been manifestly drawn n]^ chiefly from the Roman
point of view. Of the insurgent side he knows
very little; his knowledge of events in Jeru-
salem before the siege does not go beyond what
might have been learned among the Bomans them-
selves.

It is of incerest to note that the chronological references are
g^ven, not according to the Roman, but according to a Syro-
Macedonian calendar, which had been adjusted to the Julian
reckoning, and exactly corresponds with the calendar of Tyre
known to us from the Semerologia. We might perhaps infer
ifrmi f.VtlCI f.Vta mnaM 'k'n TAHanV>..n 'nTn..a

1 from his original Aramaic narrative.
For the first part of the BJ embracing the earlier history of

the Jews, he must have been dependent upon older works ; but,
as, apart from the books of the Maccabees, whichhe appears not
to have used here, a native Jewish chronicle can hardly have
existed, Josephus probably excerpted from works in general
history such passages as related to his own nation. In this
connexion the name of Nicolauis of Damascus is the first to
suggest itself—the writer whose chronicle extends till about the
close of Herod*s reign ; but, as Josephus occasionally diverges
from him, be must have drawn upon other sources as well. The
history of Herod in the BJ gives us the impression of being a
special composition, and reads almost like an encomium. It
was doubtless composed by Josephus himself with a view to its
insertion in his work. For the following period, till the begin-
ning of the insurrection, he must have relied mainly upon extant
Roman historical works, though he made many additions of his
own, such as the description of tiie ttiree Jewish sects (iL

(b) The second outstanding work of Josephus is
the Antiguiti^ CApxatoXoyLa/lovdaCicbf Antiqv/itates
Judaicce), which embraces in its twenty books the
whole history of his people from the creation of the
world to the beginning of the revolt (A.D. 66), and
which was completed and published in the 13th
year of Domitian, i,e. A.D. 93-94 {AJ xx. 267)—

a

number of years after the BJ, He tells us that
long before, whffe engaged with the BJ, he had
entertained the idea of writing such a book

; but
this statement is belied hj the preface to the BJ,
in which it is expressly said that a work of that

kind is now a superfluity, as other writers had
been in the field {AJ i. 6 ; BJ i. 17). The project
of writing the AJ must, therefore, have been a
later inspiration.

As in the BJ, so in the AJ, the object of Josephus
is to furnish the Hellenes with an accurate de-
lineation of Israelitic and Jewish history, in place
of the misrepresentations of unfriendly or male-
volent chroniclers.

It must be admitted that the knowledge possessed by educated
people of the day in regard to the remoter past of the Jews was
as meagre as it was inaccurate (cf. T. Reinach, Textes <Vauteurs
grecs et roraains relatifs au judaisme, Paris, 1895). The interest
of the Greeks was practically confined to Moses, the Laws, and
the Temple, and at best tbeir ideas of the history of Israel in its

entirety were of the vaguest. Current tales about the Jews,
some of which, such as that given by Tacitus, Hist. v. 6, were
altogether fabulous, had mostly passed through Egyptian bands.
In Egypt, as is well known, there was from an early period a
large Jewish population, ana it was in Eg^'pt that investigators
first began to interest themselves in the past history of the Jews,
although in an altogether hostile spirit. The conflict between
Jews and Greeks was not confined to Egypt, but spread to the
adjacent country of Gyrene. Similarly in Syria, from Maccabaean
rimes at least, the two peoples were constantly at feud, and this

mutual hostility diffused itself through almost every region
where Jew and Greek dwelt together, their respective material
interests often contributing largely to the strife. The Greek
antagonism to the Jews found expression also in literature,

leading to vehement attacks upon both their personal char-
acteristics and their national history. In these circumstances
Josephus thought it incumbent upon him to give a faithful

account of his people^s history, in order to disabuse the minds
of men, and especially of the Greeks, for here again it is the
Greeks for whom he writes (AJ i. 6f., xvi. 174, xx. 262).

Josephus was not the first Jew to undertake the
task of systematizing OT history. To say nothing
of the Septuagint, other works of a similar kind
had already ^peared in the field of Alexandrian
scholarship. Some of these were known toJos^hus,
and of their authors he names Demetrius, Eupo-
lemus, and the elder Philo {CA i. 218 ; cf. BJ
i. 17).

It would appear that the Alexandrian works referred to had
not met with much acceptance among the Greeks, their unin-
viting form being in part responsible. Moreover, none of them
had gone beyond the period covered by the canonical Scriptures,
while Josephus carries his narrative down to his own time—to
the beginning of the rebellion, in fact. His work, accordingly,
was much more complete, and harmonized with the taste of his
time. The result was that it drove its predecessors from the
field, so that, save for a few fragments, they have utterly
perished.

He ac<iuaints us with the purpose of his book in

the preface {AJi, Iff.), In regard to the earlier

period, he proposes to relate faithfully the history
of the Jews as given in the Scriptures, and these
he follows stage by stage from Genesis to Esther.
He was admittedly the first to note the constituent
elements of the Scriptures, the OT canon,
which, according to him, embraces twenty-two
books, viz. the five books of Moses, thirteen books
from the following epoch terminating with the
rei^ of Artaxerxes i., and four hooks of Songs
and Proverbs {CA i. 39 f.), Naturally, he avails

himself mainly of the historical books, but he
supplements thesefrom theprophetsNahum, Jonah,
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel. He makes
explicit mention likewise of the poetical writings of

David and Solomon as well as Haggai and Zechariah
{AJ vii. 305, viii. 44, ix. 206 ff., 239, x. 32 f., 78 f.,

264 ff., xi. 96). He is silent regarding Job, though
it does not follow that he did not know of that
work. We may assume, in fact, that his OT was,
in its component parts, the same as we have it

to-day.

To judge from what is said in the introduction and from other
passages, he used the original Hebrew, and himself translated
this into Greek, being acquainted with, and having recourse to,

the Septuagint version of the Pentateuch alone ; at all events he
makes no mention of a Greek translation of any other portion
{AJ i. 7fl., X. 218 ; CA i. 56). It is an interesting but diflBcult

problem to determine which text he used. His work is in a
sense our earliest authority in this field, and is of no little value
for the history of the OT text. It sometimes happens, as in AJ
vi. 16, that he alone has preserved the genuine tradition.

It was recognized long ago, however, that Josephus in most
cases follows the Septuagint rather than the Hebrew text. He
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resorts not only to its phraseology, but also to its explanations
and interpretations. Thus, his reckoning of the time that
elapsed between the Creation and the Flood, viz. 2262 years,
approximates closely to that of the Greek text, but differs widely
from that of the Hebrew (^A.J i. 82) ; he follows the Septuagint,
not the original, in computing the period of Israel’s residence in
Egypt at 215 years (ii. 318), though he is not always consistent

on this point (i. 185) j
wMe, again, he repeats the strange mis-

take of the Septuagint in 1 S (1 K) 253, where, confusing the
proper name Kaleb with KSlSb, * a dog,’ it makes Nabal the Caleb-
ite a Cynic (vL 296). He relates the history of Ezra according
to the recent Greek version known as 1 Esdi^, and the Esther
which he used contained the additions found only in the Greek.
According to the investigations of Mez (i>ie Bihel des Josephus)

\

in regard to Judges and Samuel, the text he used was that of
|

the so-called Lucianic recension, to which he is, therefore, the
|

earliest witness. Nevertheless, he occasionally, as in AJ i. 15L
j

224, resorts to the Hebrew, where he adopts the place-names
Ur in Chaldsea and Mount Moriah ; he follows the original also

throughout Joshua (AJ v.). All this prompts the inquiry
whether Josephus really knew Hebrew, as some believe, though
it is also denied. The present writer is of opinion that we have

'

not sufficient evidence finally to decide this question, though, as

Josephus plumes himself on being one of the most learned men
|

among the Jews (AJ xx. 263), we need hardly hesitate to credit
him with some knowledge of the ancient tongue. At the same
time it should be observed that he makes no distinction between
Hebrew and the Aramaic vernacular of his day, and it is at least

conceivable that on occasion he read the Scriptures through
the medium of an Aramaic paraphrase, i.e. a Targum. SpecM
mention is also due to his readings of proper names, in which
he often differs widely from the Septuagint, and sometimes
approximates to the Massoretic pronunciation ; e.p., he writes,

not Nwe or Nweoj, but Nwxo? I PofloXta, but ’O0\£a ; not
leSsKtas, but 'Zax^Cas. It is dear that Josephus represents a
pronunciation which differs materially from that generally in

use.

Josephus’s rendering of the Scripture narrative

is, on his own showing, anything but a mere para-

phrase, without supplement or abridgment. He
threads his recital with the additions and explana-

tions which had been Rafted by the exegetes,

and especially the Hellenistic interpreters of Alex-
andria, upon both the historical and the legislative

portions. He has thus used the HaggSda as well

as the Halakha. The latter appears mainly in his

description of the Mosaic legislation (AJ iv.

199 tf.), while Haggadic elements, legends, etc.,

occur with special frequency in bk. i., as the
patriarchal tradition given there readily lent

itself to such supplementary or explanatory

matter.
As an instance of this we may refer to the table of nations

given in Gn 10, which Josephus harmonized with the geo-

graphical ideas of his day (AJ i. 122 ff.). A legendary addition

IS found in i. 69 f., where, in conformity with Bab. traditions, ‘-he

teUs us that the descendants of Seth erected two memonal
pillars just before the Flood, in order that the sciences and
inventions of the day might remain on record for future genera-

tions. Perhaps the most remarkable insertion of all is that

narrating the campaign which Moses, as an Egyptian prince,

conducted against the Ethiopians, and which was brought to a

close by his marriage with the daughter of the Ethiopian king
(AJ ii. 238 ff.; for Jewish midrashim cf. JS in. [1905] 48).

Thia is really an attempt to solve the difficulty of the Cushite

wife of Moses mentioned in Nu 12i.

We cannot always identify the sources from
which he drew such things, but he certainly reveals

a close affinity with noted Hellenists, such as

Demetrius and Eupolemus. Philo
^
the Younger,

the most celebrated of all Hellenistic writers, was
likewise not unknown to Josephus, who, however,

does not quote from him, but merely mentions him
as the sp^esman of the Jewish deputation to the

Emperor Gains (AJ xviii. 259). He applies, in

common with PbOo, the allegorical method of

interpretation — e.g. , in his description of the

Tabernacle and other institutions of the Jewish
cultus (AJ iii. 180 ff. ; cf. Philo, ed. T. Mangey,
London, 1742, ii. 150) ; according to AJ I 24,

Moses himself in some cases wrote allegorically. A
similar correspondence apijears in the narrative of

Balaam, as given in AJ iv. 126 ff., and PhUo, iL

127 f., respectively.

In many other matters, however, Josephus^ and Philo differ

widely : the history of Moses, for instance, is reproduced by
Josephus in a form quite unlike that given by Philo. Some
woiold trace back the Ethiopian campaign just mentioned to

Artapanus ; but, while that writer does tell (ap. Eusebius,

Prcep. Ernng. ix. 27) of a war waged by Moses against tiie

Ethiopians, he has in mind a different event altogether, so that
the theory of Josephus having borrowed from him is out of the
u^tion. In brief, the enlargements and importations of
osephus cannot be definitely assigned to their respective

sources. In all probability he had at command a substantial
quantity of exegetic materials, including ord traditions, and
chose what suited his purpose. It would appear as if in
many of his sources text and tradition had already been fused
together.

His chronology of the Old Testament period
presents considerable difficulties. He expanded
the chronological references of the Scriptures into
a system. Thus BJ contains calculations running
back from the destruction of Jerusalem hy Titus
to the days of Abraham (vi. 268, 435 ff.), and in the
AJ the system is recast and carried out in its several
parts (i. 82 ff., 148 f., ii. 318, vii. 65, 68, viii. 611,
IX. 280, X. 143, 147, xi. 112, xx. 230 ff.). In this he
is probably following the example of Hellenistic

experts, two of whom, Demetrius and Eupolemus,
had won some repute as chronologists.

The details of his system are often inconsistent with each
otdaer. Such discrepancies have been explained on the theory
that Josephus, using a variety of documents, followed now one
and now another, without ctdculating for himselL Objections
have been brought against this view by Destinon, who shows that
Josephus obtained some, at least, of his results by computations
based upon his own narrative

;
but, even so, bis discrepancies

are not all removed. Further, while w'e must certainly bear in

mind that the MSS themselves manifest considerable variation
in regard to chronology, and that many of the apparent incon-
sistencies may be due to copjdsts* errors, and may be eliminated
by conjecture, this expedient should be adopted only with the
greatest care, and, when all is done, difficulties stUl remain.
On the whole it seems impossible to deduce from Josephus a
consistent system of chronology, or even to show that he had
one, and in this respect his work is of a somewhat careless

kind.

The personal standpoint of Josephus is fixed by
his religion and his position in life ; he is a Jew, a
priest, and a Pharisee. History teaches, in his

opinion, that prosperity attends those who fear

God, while the godless and the disobedient are

duly punished (AJ i. 14, 20, xx. 48, 89). He is

convinced that the world is ordered by divine

E
rovidence ; in a noteworthy passage (AJ x. 277 f.)

e denounces the Epicureans, whom he puts on a
level with the Sadducees, while the Pharisees

correspond to the Stoics (Vit. 12). His views re-

garding God, destiny, and the human soul are in

fine with Pharisaic teaching, as appears also from
the BJ(y. 376 ff., vi. 267, 310, iii. 374, vii. 341),

although he occasionally dilutes his Judaism with
the conceptions of Greek philosophy, even showing
some inclination towards pantheism (AJ vi. 230,

viii. 107). Nor is this to be wondered at, for

Josephus is no logical theologian or philosopher,

hut & concerned, above all, to make Jewish history

and Jewish character intelligible to the Greeks,

and at the same time to present these things in

the most favourable light. He accordingly takes

pains to remove or to palliate the more sinister

or repulsive elements, to bring the marvellous

within the bounds of credibility, and to overlay

the OT history with a Hellenic gloss.

Abraham appears as a reformer of religion and science,

' as the founder of monotheism, and even as the pioneer of

astronomy and arithmetic in Egj^t (AJ i. 164 f., 166 f.X

Josephus speaks of the Psalms of King David very much as if

they were the productions of a Greek lyrical poet (vii. 306).

The terebinth at Mamre he hellenizes as *Clyvyia fipvs, the

Ogygian oak (i. 186), and, similarly, the altar which Moses set

up after his victory over the Amalekites is said to have been

dedicated to the God of Victory, rtictuos (iii. 60)—an idea of

which there is no trace in Ex 1715. When Josephus ascribes

to Moses two works, viz. Politeia and Nomoi (iv. 194, 196,

802), it is manifest that he has in his mind the two great

works of Plato bearing these names—the law-giver being the

precursor of the philosopher. It is likewise from Plato (Legg.

ui. 676 ff.) that Josephus borrows the account of men’s descent

from the hills to the plains after the Flood (AJ i. 109) ; and the

patriarchal history in bk. i. affords, on the whole, the most
numerous and the clearest instances of his hellenizing and
modernizing methods. He makes no mention of the worship of

the golden calf ; he transforms into statues the golden tumours

offered by the Philistines to their idols (vi. 10 ; cf. 1 S [1 K] 6*),

and the 100 prceputia of the Philistines which David was

required to bring to Saul into 600 heads (vi. 201 ; cf. 1 S [1 K7
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1825), seeking in this way to modify or expunge the specifically

Jewish features of the narrative. Cfiosely connected herewith

is his attempt to meet the attacks and aspersions coztmonly

made upon the Jews, or upon Moses and his laws (i. 16, ii. 177,

iii. 179, 266, vii. 116fl. ; cf. xiv. 187).

In order to invest the Mosaic legislation with

a character of extraordinary humaneness and
clemency, Josephus does not scruple to supplement

the traditional text with enlargements of his own
(iv. 207, 234) ; and to win the sumrages of Hellenism

he intersperses the confirmatory testimonies of

secular historians. Of these the most outstanding

are Herodotus {AJ viii. 157, 253, 260), the Annals

of Tyre (viii. 144 ff., 324, ix. 283 f.), Berossus (i. 93,

107, 158, X. 20, 34, 219), the Sibylline Oracles (L

118), Alexander Polyhistor (i. 240), and Nicolaus

of Damascus (i. 94, 108, 159 ff., vii. 101 ff.), all

noted and distinguished names.
With the book of Esther and the period of

Artaxerxes, Josephus reaches the end of the OT nar-

rative (xi. 296), and this marks the beginning of

the second section of the AJ. At the very outset a

lacuna occurs in the tradition, which extends to the

time of the Maccabsean revolt. For this interval

of three centuries, embracing the reigns of Alex-
ander, the early Ptolemys, and the Seleucidse,

Josephus had only disconnected legends of later

Alexandrian origin.

There is, first of all, the visit of Alexander to Jerusalem, with
all that preceded and followed it (xi. 297 fl.), for the account of

which Josephus is indebted to an apocryphal work which was
of later date, at all events, than the Book of Daniel (xi. 337).

For the narrative of the Seventy and their translation of the
Mosaic law-books (xiL 11-118) his authority was the still

extant Letter of Aristeas, while the sections which follow,

embracing the semi-legendary narratives of Antiochusthe Great
and the Jews Josephus and Hyrcanus (xii. 137 ff., 155 ff.), appear
to have had a similar source.

The beginning of a new era for the Jews is really

marked by the Maccabsean rising: it was then
that they took their place in universal history,

and came within the range of Greek writers, so

that we have firm historical ground beneath our
feet. The basis of the Maccabaean history as given
by Josephus is 1 Mac. {AJ xii. 242-xiii. 212), for

the existence of which work he is our earliest

authority ; he is of no small importance also for

its textual criticism ; but his use of it extends only
to the death of Jonathan, the later portion (13®’^*)

apparently being of no service to him as a source.
Various explanations of this fact may be offered. Destinon

puts forward the theory that the 1 Mac. used by Josephus was
different from ours, and that the final section, embracing the
period of Simon, had not as yet been added. To the present
writer, however, it seems more probable that Josephus dis-

carded 1 Mac. at the point where it narrates the death of
Jonathan because he now wished to work upon the basis of his
own earlier account in the BJ ; for there are facts to show that,
while he did not use the concluding part of 1 Mac., he was
certainly acquainted with it. Of 2 Mac. he seems to have had
no knowledge ; hut it is, nevertheless, probable that he was
indebted directly or indirectly to its source, viz. Jason of Gyrene,
for some of his materials. AJ xii. 257 ff., e.g.^ has no corre-
sponding passage in 1 Mac., hut it has points of contact with
2 Mac. 62, and, therefore, probably emanates from Jason.
Another such insertion is found in xiii. 62—an account of the
temple of Onias in Egypt. Further, in the narrative of 1 Mac.,
Josephus has made some alterations of his own : thus, to take a
special instance, he asserts that Judas Maccahseus was high
priest—a statement that carries other changes in its train. He
has also transferred some materials from his own previous work,
the BJ^ so that, taken all in all, his divergencies from 1 Mac.
are by no means inconsiderable. Bhaally, mention must be
made of another characteristic of the A viz. hostility to the
Samaritans—a feature not found in the older writings, and
first brought into relief by Josephus. This attitude is not con-
fined to his record of the Maccabeean period, hut manifests
itself as far back as ix. 290 f., giring occasion for manifold
enlargements of greater or less extent. The last passage of this
class is xiii. 74 ff., which narrates the conflict between Jews and
Samaritans in Egjqit under Ptolemy Philometor. We may
venture to infer from this that in the days of Josephus the
antagonism between the orthodox Jews and the Saimritans was
more pronounced than usual.

For the period beginning with Simon the high
priest (xiii. 213), Josephus took the BJ, in revised
and enlarged form, as his groundwork in the AJ.
The two narratives are often quite identical, though

verbal reproduction in passages of any length (with
the exception of AJ xiv. 4801=5^ i. 3521) is

avoided. This agreement was formerly explained
on the hypothesis that both works were drawn from
a common source ; the present writer once shared
this opinion, but now regards it as erroneous, be-

lieving that Josephus simply incorporated in his

later work a revised transcript of his earlier. As
a matter of fact, the BJ is a work of unique
character, composed according to the writer’s own
special design, and it is scarcely conceivable that
any work capable of serving as a common source
was previously in existence. Corroboration of the
theory that the AJ is an expansion of the BJ is

provided also by the inconsistencies and dislocations

found in the former, as these would naturally occur
where new material was imperfectly grafted upon
the pre-existing text ; a palpable instance of this

appears in the account of Pompey {AJ xiv. 37-44;
cl BJi. 131).

Upon this older substructure Josephus super-

imposed a great deal—so much, in fact, that his

additions, especially^ in the later books, greatly

exceed the original in point of quantity. They are

of many kinds ; first of all may be mentioned the
testimonies of various historians, such as Strabo,

Timagenes, Nicolaus, Livy ; and to these we may
add Agatharchides and Polybius, whom he had
already quoted (xii. 5 1, 135 f. ). Then there are the
more or less extensive enlargements upon the earlier

work which appear in the last third of the AJ.
Josephus ^s not divulged his authorities for these

enlargements, and we must, therefore, depend upon
conjectures which, in the present state of our
knowledge, are most uncertain.

It is very unlikely that he directly availed himself of the
Commentaries of King Herod, which he mentions once (xv. 174),

and the most natural suggestion is that he relied upon the
historians whom he now and again quotes—e.p., Strabo and
Nicolaus of Damascus. There is no doubt that the latter in

particular was largely drawn upon by Josephus (as was sug-
gested above in regard to the JBJ), more especially, though not
exclusively, for the time of Herod; for Nicolaus, as is well

known, was a friend of Herod, and was likewise acquainted
wi^ Jewish history from the earliest times. As, however, he
is not only quoted in the AJ, but also criticized and corrected
(xiv. 8£., xvi. 183 f.), Josephus must have had other sources of

information as weU ; nor must we forget his own redaction, for

he was anything but a verbal plagiarist. As regards the post-
Augustan period, he must have depended upon later writers.

In this section he inserts several fairly long supplements, such
as the account of Agrippa i. (xviii. 127 ff., xix. 292 ff.), of the
Babylonian Jews (xviii. 810 ff.), and of the Adiabenian princes
who had embraced Judaism (xx. 17 ff.). He would, no doubt,
derive a good deal of information from his personal intercourse
with the house of Agrippa, and with his own more eminent co-

religionists, including the Adiabenians. Moreover, he must
have availed himself of works dealing with Roman imperial

history (cf. xx. 154) ; and from these he sometimes takes facts

and incidents having little or no connexion with the Jews—e.p.,

the embroilments with Parthia under Tiberius (xviii. 39 ff.,

96 ff.). An account of the death of the Emperor Gams, the
bitter enemy of the Jews, is given with great diffuseness (xix.

1-211), and is adapted, T. Mommsen conjectures {Herynes, iv.

[1869] 329), from the historian Cluvius Rufus, though it may
quite well have come from some other source.

Besides his classical authorities, however, Josephus also made
use of native Jewish traditions. From the latter come the
history of the Temple, and the annals of the successive high
priests from bk. xi. onwards, while the whole work is brought
to a conclusion by a second historical sketch of the high priest-

hood (xx. 224 ff.), quite independent of the earlier, as appears
from the fact that it omits—rightly—the name of Judas Macca-
bseus from the list. To these native contributions belong like-

wise the numerous, and sometimes very extraordinary, Jewish
legends, a number of which reappear in the Talmudic writings
—e.p., what is told of Hyrcanus i., and of his relations with the
Pharisees and the Sadducees (xiii. 288 ff.), and the story of

Onias the Just (xiv. 21 f.) ; but there are many more, and their

historical value is of the slightest (cf. xiv. 106 f., xv. 319 ff.,

367 fl., xvi. Iff.).

Special notice is due to the documents and letters

here and there inserted by Josephus. Some of these

are simply transferred from their sources, where
they already form part of the narrative, and are

still to be found in Ezra and Esther, in 1 Mac. and
the Letter of Aristeas. To this class in all likeli-

hood belong also the Edicts of Antiochus HI. (xii.
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138-153), the genuineness of which is not unreason-

ably doubted.

A different judgment must be passed upon the fairly numer-
ous Roman edicts or decrees of the Senate: the pUbiscita
enacted in favour of the Jews by Greek communities, mainly in

Asia Minor ; and certain oflacial deeds dating from the reign of

Claudius (xiii. 269 ff., xiv. 144 ff., 186 ff,, 804 ff., xvi. 160 fl., xix.

280 ff., 303 ff., XX. 11 ff.). These have no bearing whatever upon
the narrative, or practically none ; thus, to give a salient in-

stance, there is found in xiv. 186 ff. a quite promiscuous col-

lection of records emanating from the most various periods.

But their genuineness is past dispute, and is admitted by all.

Most of them, and especially those massed together at xiv.

186 ff., were presumably brought together by Nicolaus of

Damascus for use in the process against the cities of Asia Minor
which the Jews brought before Marcus Agrippa—King Herod
bemg also in attendance—in 16 b.o. It was Nicolaus who con-

ducted this case for the Jews, and he seems to have inserted

his speech, together with the relevant documents, into his

histories, so that Josephus had but to transfer them to his own
work (xii. 125 ff., xvi, 27 ff.). The deeds of later date had, of

course, a different origin. The three edicts of xix. 280 ff. go
hand in hand ; the first two, as appears from xix. 310, were
articulated with the third.

We note, finally, that from the earliest possible

point, viz. the Persian period (xi.), chronological

references were inserted oy Josephus at the appro-

priate places. For this purpose he availed himself

of the chronological schemes then to hand, and took
the Greeco-Boman reckoning as his standard, thus
bringing Jewish history within the range of uni-

versS chronology. The task was not without its

difficulties, and at one point, indeed, a violation of

the text was necessary; the Artaxerxes who, ac-

cording to 1 Es 2, reigned between Cyrus and
|

Darius I. had to give place to Cambyses (xi. 21 f.).
I

In the AJ, as in the BJ, Josepnus took great

ains with the form of his narration. He intro-

uces several fairly long speeches—e.gr.,ii, 140 ff.,

XV. 127 ff., xvi. 31 ff., xix. 167 ff.—and he exerts

himself throughout .to write with vigour and
elegance. Good examples of his style will be found
in iv. 11 ff., vi. 327 ff., xviii. 310 ff., xix. Iff. In
this work, however, he puts more restraint upon
himself than in the HJ, the diction of the AJ
showing a change in the direction of simplicity.

The contrast in style is best seen in passages which
are substantially the same in both works. Thus
Herod’s address to his soldiers as reported in AJ
XV. 127 ff. is quite different from what appears in

BJ i. 373 ff. In general, Josephus endeavours in

the later work to fill out his earlier delineation.

An example of this is provided by the section

dealing Avith the Jewish parties, which is inserted

at the same point in both narratives {AJ xviii.

11 ff.; BJ ii. 119 ff.). Great interest attaches to

his relation to Thucydides, whom he specially chose

as his model for the AJ, more particularly in

bks. xvi.-xix., where he even employs forms of

the old Attic dialect, as he does nowhere else, and
is manifestly at pains to emulate the great historian

in Ms form of expression, his massive sentence-

construction, and his fullness of thought. Nor can
it be denied, finally, that in the AJ Josephus has
changed his views with respect to many tMngs and
persons discussed in the BJ, and utters a different

verdict regarding them. An instance of tMs is

found mAJ xx. 198 ff. (cf. Vit, 193 ff.), which treats

of the high priest Ananos the younger, and from
wMch we derive an entirely different impression of

the man from that gained from the story, and
especially the characterization, of the correspond-

ing passage in the BJ (iv. 318 ff).

(c) The Autobiography of Josephus (jSIos Iwo-iJtou)

forms a sequel to the Aj. It is appended to the
latter without break or introduction, and at the
close is distinctly spoken of as belonging to the
larger work {Vit. 430 ; cf. AJ xx. 266). It is like-

wise dedicated to Epaphroditus, and was composed,
as is indicated in the last chapter, in the reign of

Domitian, being published, of course, at the same
time as the AJ, i.e. a.d. 93-94.

We emphasize this point, as other writers, including' E.
Schurer, are of opinion that the book was written after a.d. 10),
in the reign of Trajan. It is true that, according to Vit. 359,
Agrippa ii. was dead at the time of composition, and Photius,
Bibl. Cod. 33 (p. 6)>, 31, ed. I. Bekker, Berlin, 1824-25), states
that he died in the 3rd year of Trajan, i.e. a.d. 100. Photius,
however, must have made an error here. The concluding words
of the Vita j)ut it absolutely beyond doubt that the work was
composed while Domitian was still alive. The death of Agrippa,
moreover, is actually presupposed in a passage of the AJ (xvii.

28), and must, accordingly, have taken place in the reign of
Domitian.

In this^ smaller work the primary object of
Josephus is to vindicate his line of action during
his tenure of the chief command in Galilee, and
he accordingly treats with special fullness of his
relations with the cities of Tiberias and Sepphoris,
as also with John of Gischala, thus providing a
supplement to the BJ, with prelude and epilogue
narrating his earlier and his later life respectively.
The book was written by way of a rejoinder to the
charges of his countryman, Justus of Tiberias, who
likewise had played a part in the rebellion, but had
latterly taken service with Agrippa n., and had,
shortly before, published a history of the JeAvish
revolt, in which he challenged Josephus and Ms
account of the war, arraigning him as leading
instigator of the rebellion, and exhibiting his

conduct, especially in his relations AAuth the
Romans and Agrippa, in amostunfaA^ourable light.

In hisAutobiography, Josephus seeks to rebut these
charges, and from his self-defence A\"e can deduce
approximately the strictures of Ms assailant.

When he comes to discuss his relations with John
of Gischala, Avith Avhom he had dealt in the BJ, he
gives oncemore no very flattering picture. Josephus
tries to show that it has been his OAvn constant
endeavour to maintain peace, and to protect the
interests of the Romans and of Agrippa. In read-
ing his book we must use the greatest care and
Advance—all the more so as it frequently conflicts

with the BJ, both in substance and in the order
of events, and sometimes without any assignable
reason. Besides his main motive of self-justification,

Josephus seems to have been influenced by a desire

to compose a fresh and interesting narrative, and
one that would make the most of his courage and
his shreAvdness.

{d) The last, and perhaps the most interesting,

work of Josephus consists of the two books Against
Apion,

This is the usual title of the booh, but it can hardly have
come from Josephus himself. It makes its first appearance in

Eusebius, in. ix. 4, and is repeated by Jerome {de Vir.

lUugt. 13), thence finding its way into the editions of Josephus
and into current usage. It is appropriate, however, only to the
second book, as Apion is not even mentioned in tne first.

There are other two titles with good traditional authority
in their favour, viz. (1) Of the Antiquity of the Jews (trepl

apxaiortiTOs ’lovSatwv), which, again, is pertinent only to the
first book ; and (2) Against the Creeks (wpo? ’EAAijvas), which is

somewhat too general, and can scarcely be attributed to the
author. In view of these differences in the tradition, we may
perhaps assume that the two books originally bore some name
implying their controversial character—dvTtppi7«reis or ai/rip-

p7}TiKol ^dyot.

Like the AJ, the CA is dedicated to Epaphro-
ditus, who died, as has already been noted, in a.d,

95, and it must, therefore, have been written some
time anterior to that date, i.e. very shortly after

the AJ. It is a defence of the Jews against the
imputations made byGreekwriters, which Josephus
had, on occasion, tried to ward off in the AJ. But
his arguments had not carried conAdction; the
voice of calumny was not silenced ; and he felt

that he must have recourse to his pen once more,
in order to furnish a thoroughgoing and final

refutation of the charges, which had at length, it

appears, been massed together by Apion, the well-

known grammarian of Alexandria. This Apion
was the leader of an Alexandrian deputation to
Rome in connexion with the conflicts between the
Jews and his fellow-citizens which occurred in the
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reim of Gaius, and he took occasion at this juncture

to draw up an indictment against the hated race—
a theme upon which he had previously touched in

his JSgyptiaca,
Josephus first of all impugns the assertion that the Jews were

a people of recent origin—an assertion made on the ground that
none of the great Hellenic historians had mentioned them. The
Hellenes, he maintained, were entirely without warrant in

claiming that they alone were in possession of the most ancient
historical learning, when, as a matter of fact, their records were
quite modern, and their early history was unreliable. The
Oriental peoples generally had memorials going back to a much
more remote era, while the Jews had for ages preserved their

archives with the greatest care. The silence of the classical

Greek historians was due simply to the geographical position of

the Jews. Josephus then sets forth the testimomes of Egyptian,
Bab3donian, and Phoenician historians, in order to prove that
the Hebrew people had a far more ancient history than the
Greeks {CA 73-160) ; he proceeds to show that even Greek
authors of considerable antiquity were acquainted with the
Jews, and had spoken of them with respect (i. 161-214) ; and he
comes at length to the tales of Manetho, Chairemon, and
others regarding the exodus from Egypt, subjecting them to

careful examination, and showing them to be unworthy of

credit. In bk. ii. Josephus joins issue with Apion, and refutes

the strictures passed by the latter upon the person of Moses,
the claim of the Jews to the free citizenship of Alexandria, and
the Jewish religion (ii. 1-124). Finally, by way of rebutting the
accusations made against the religious practices of the Jews,
Josejihus once more summarizes the salient elements of the
Mosaic Law, and contrasts the God-fearing character of the Jews
^vith the religious indifference and the immoral mythology of
heathendom (ii. 146-296).

Tlie work is composed with considerable skill.

The criticism of the various stories about the exodus
of the Jews from Egypt is altogether to the point,
their inconsistencies and other defects being most
appositely exposed. Josephus himself is of opinion
that the Jews were one with the Hyksos, and nses
this identification to fix the date of the exodus.
His arguments are not seldom defective, as, e,g., in
his attempt to compute the date of Solomon’s reign
according to the Tyrian annals (i llfifif.) ; he sup-
presses or distorts many things, the clearest in-

stances of which are connected with the Jewish
right of citizenship in Alexandria. The assertion
that this right was granted by Alexander the
Great or Ptolemy i. is unquestionably a fabrication.
Among the authors citedfby him, moreover, names
are found which are open to suspicion or simply
forged, though he has, in this connexion, preserved
most valuable passages from the ancient historical
literature, and especially from the annals of Egypt,
Babylonia, and Tyre. Some of these had already
been given in the AJ, It is no easy matter to
identify the sources from which he drew all t.bia

lore. He may possibly have borrowed a good deal
of it from Apion himself. In Rome, which was at
that time a great emporimu for Greek literature
and scholarship, he would find no difiSculty in
securing the learned equipment requisite for his
polemics.
A question may be raised as to the specific occasion of the

booklet. This can scarcely have been the indictment framed
by Apion, for at the time when Josephus wrote, i.e. a.d. 94 or
95, the pamphlet of Apion and the whole controversy which it
had evoked were fifty years old. It is conjectured by A. von
Gutschmid that the revolt of the Jews had been the means of
producing a fresh crop of anti-Jewish writings, and that it was
these that moved Josephus to take up the challenge once more.
His own words seem to imply that the campaign of defamation
had been quite recently renewed—just after the publication
of &e AJ, in fact (CA i. 2)—and this would bring us to the
closing years of Homitian’s reign. About this time several
persons were by the Emperor’s orders put to death on account
of their leanings to Judaism—^a procedure which tended to
revive the old charge of atheism (Dio Cass. Ixvii. 14). In
many respects the pamphlet is a continuation and expansion of
the AJ ; it was written with the same object in view, ft followed
immediately upon the larger work, and its contents had for the
most part been outlined m the AJ (cf. AJ i. 16-82, iL 177, iii.

179, 265). Josephus must, therefore, have taken ft in hand
immediately after the latter.

(e) In addition to his extant works, Josephus
had other literary projects in view, which in all
probability, however, were never carried out.
Already in the BJ (v. 237, 247) he had announced a book

which was to deal with Jerusalem, the Temple, the sacrifices,
and the worship, but this must have remained an aspiration
only, as otherwise he would assuredly have mentioned ft, or

quoted from it, in his subsequent writings. At a later period
again, he meditated a theological work of a similar kind, for at
the end of the AJ (xx. 268) he announces four books upon God
His nature, and the grounds of the mandates and prohibitions of
the Mosaic Laws, and, as he refers several times to this projected
work (e.g., AJ i. 25, 29, iii. 223, iv. 198, 302, CA i. 92), he must
have drafted some definite plan for it. It was to be a kind of
astiology of the Laws, probably with explanations in the style of
the rationalizing allegories of Philo. Whether the work was ever
actually written we do not know ; certainly not a single trace
of ft survives. Further, according to AJ xx. 267, Josephus
intended to write another historical volume which should deal
once more with the Jewish war, and follow the fortunes of the
Jews till the date of writing. He more than once alludes to
this forthcoming narrative (e.gr., AJ xvii. 28, xix. 366), but it

must remain open to question whether it was ever given to the
public.

Finally, in numerous passages of the AJ we
meet with references (indicated by the phrase
Kaddit iv dXXois B€B7{K(aK(ifjt£v or SeSiJXwrat) to an
earlier work, which have caused much perplexity
among expositors, and given rise to various con-
jectures. These references hear upon events in
general history, and they punctuate the narrative
from Philip and ^exander the Great (xL 305) to
the battle of Philifipi (xiv. 301), appearing again
in the passage dealing with the reign of Tiberius
(xviii. 64). They suggest the thought that Josephus
had produced still another historical composition.
A. von Gutschmid and H. Driiner suppose that this work

was an unpublished first draft of the AJ ; others, that it

was a commentary on Daniel—for, according to Jerome in
Jesai. 11 (ed. Vallarsi, iv. 451 [PL xxiv. 377]), Josephus had
occupied himself with the interpretation of the year-weeks of
Daniel. As Josephus himself makes no mention of any such
work either in connexion with the prophecies of Daniel (AJ x.

269 ff.) or elsewhere, both conjectures are equally improbable.
Further, Jerome cannot be speaking here from ms own know-
ledge, but must have borrowed the annotation from Porphyrj%
and repeated it inaccurately. It is, therefore, conjectured by
Destinon that Josephus, in mere carelessness, took over even
the quotation-phrase from the source which he was using

; but
this also is an unlikely theory, and gives no satisfactory ex-
planation of the facts. On the whole, therefore, the references
form an unsolved riddle. They may mean nothing more than
that Josephus had a liking for a well-sounding phrase ; and it

Is to be borne in mind that similar untraceable references are
found also in the BJ vii. 215, 244, and in the first half of the
AJ—e.g., vi. 322, vii. 89, x. 30. It is obvious that in this matter
Josephus was not particularly scrupulous.

3. Value and significance.—Josephus was as-

suredly no historian of the first rank, no consci-

entious or unbiased inquirer, seeking truth alone,

but a writer whose supreme object was to produce
a certain impression. Like other historians, he is

not un-willing to afford his readers pleasure as well
as instruction {AJ i. 13, xviii. 1281), but the
leading motive of all that he writes is that of the
apologist. Though he did not overlook the needs
of his countrymen {AJ iv. 197), yet it was pre-

eminently the Greeks—the Romans being included
under that term—that he had in vdew (AJ i.

5ff., xvi. 174). It is his ambition to dissipate the
prejudice against the Jews, to repel the imputations
cast upon them, and to mitigate the antagonism
between Jew and Greek. 'SVith such objects in

view he endeavours to present the history of his

nation in the most favourable light. His apologetic
purpose reveals itself also in the selection of his

documents, for he quotes -with the intention of

sho-vTing the favour in which the Jews had been held
by the great monarchs, as well as by the Romans
themselves {AJ xiv. 186, xvi. 174 ff.). Truth is

sacrificed to tendency ; for, though he asserts that
he will set down nothing but the truth, and the
whole truth {AJ x. 218, xiv. 1), he does not keep
his promise. He omits and he adds; he very
frequently g^uotes from his authorities in very
casual fashion; and, accordingly, the BiblicaJ

narratives sometimes receive from his hands
an entirely new complexion. He also availed

himself of all the resources which the art of

rhetoric then pro'sdded, in order that he might
render his narrative forcible and attractive. In
spite of these defects, however, we cannot afford to

disparage him. When we remember the rarity of
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literary cnlture and ability among the Jews of that
day, and their meagre interest even in their own
history {AJ xx. 264), we must allow that Josephus
compares very favourably with his compatriots.

He attained to a highly creditable standard of
historical knowledge and literary proficiency, with
the result that his writings are a perfect mine of
most valuable historical material. He has pro-
duced a ve^ remarkable body of work, often
showing a high degree of skill ; and these things
we must still place to his credit even if we assume
his partial dependence upon literary auxiliaries.

His craftsmanship displays itself in all his writings,
principally and most unmistakably in the AJ^ and
particularly in the second half, where he had to
combine a great mass of materials from different

sources. He was in no sense a mere copyist, string-

ing authorities together in mechanical fashion, but
hsm the faculty of combining them into a genuine
unity; for example, at the beginning of bk. xii.

he welded Aristeas’s account of the Seventy with
what precedes, and filled^ up the lacunae between
the two passages. Sometimes, of course, he is less

successful : his documents are often combined in
quite a superficial way ; one considerable section

[AJ xiv. 213 ff.) is simply a disordered heap, quite
unrelated to the tenor of the narrative. At the
same time, we must concede that it would have
taxed any historian to bring these documents into
an articulate and organic unity, and we may
congratulate ourselves that he preserved them at
all. Our knowledge of the history of later Judaism
is in the main derived from him. Beneath all his
partisanship and his rhetorical language lies a
goodly nucleus of important information. His
defects are by no means peculiar to him, but are
shared by many] other historians, and they may at
least serve to give us a better idea of the literary

methods and style in vogue at that day. Even
the speeches, though not authentic, but composed
by Josephus himself, are not without value. They
are of interest in relation to the technique of the
art of rhetoric, and sometimes contain valuable
material ; &,g,, the great speech of Agrippa {BJ ii.

357 ff.) gives us a survey of the various Koman
provinces, and of the distribution of the imperial
forces, which is signally interesting and must have
cost the writer considerable labour.
The work of Josephus at all events fell in with

the taste of his readers, and won him approval
and renown in after generations. It is recorded
that he was honoured in Rome with a statue, and
his writings were placed in the library of Rome
(Eusebius, EE in. ix. 2; Jerome, de Vir. Bhcst,
13). He became the classical historian of the
Jewish people, and it is safe to say that he was
counted among the most celebrated authors of

antiquity. This estimate was due not only to the
substance, but also in great degree to the form, of
his writings ; for the rhetorical and highly embel-
lished style of description, which so soon palls upon
the modern reader, was regarded in ancient times
as a merit, or even as an indispensable quality in
historical composition. The style of Josephus,
therefore, evoked both admiration and imitation;
we need only refer to the numerous testimonies
compiled by Hudson and Haverkamp in their

respective editions. It was among his own country-
men that his works were read least of all. They
looked upon him as a deserter and a traitor ; and,
their interest in history being of the slightest,

he exercised no perceptible influence upon their
literature. The affinities which exist between
his works and the later Talmudic literature are
usually, and perhaps rightly, explained by the
theory of a common dependence upon oral tradition.
All the more did he find readers among^the Greeks,
and perhaps also among the Romans. That Tacitus
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made use of his works, as many believe, remains
very doubtful, and certainly cannot be proved.
Nor does Suetonius, who mentions his name
{Vespas. 5), seem to have read him. One of the
first to quote him is the Neo-Platonist Porphyry.
It was in Christian circles that his repute was
highest. An author like Josephus, who stood upon
the ground of the OT and the Law, and who had,
nevertheless, wrought himself free from the narrow
limits of Judaism as it then was, and who inter-
preted the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple
as a penalty inflicted by God, had so much in
common with Christian writers that they could
look upon him almost as one of themselves. We
must regard the evangelist Luke as being the first

to make use of his works, not a few wefl-attested
indications of such dependence being found alike
in the third Gospel and in the Acts of the Apostles.

4. Relation to Christ.—The problem of the
attitude of Josephus to Christ and Christianity is

of considerable importance. We find in J" xviii.

63 f., appended to an account of the administration
of Pontius Pilate, a short chapter about Christ,
which has a place in all our MSS, and which was
quoted by Eusebius and many others after him.
What is said here about Christ, however, does not
take the form of a narrative, such as we should
expect from a historian, but is, in the main, a
eulogy, and of a kind that only a Christian could
have written. But, as Josephus, alike in feeling
and in utterance, is always a Jew, and, indeed, a
Jewish priest, never manifesting the slightest hint
of the Christian standpoint, the general consensus
of investigators has long ago decided that the
passage is spurious. Some regard the whole
passage as an interpolation; others, such as A.
von Gutschmid and T. Reinach {BEJ xxxv. [1897]
1-18), try to rescue a portion of it, supposing that
a genuine paragr^h has been supplemented and
re-cast from a (Christian point of view, and
seeking to restore it to its original form. This
view appears to the present writer untenable

; the
whole chapter forms so obviously an indivisible

unity that, if any part of it is a fabrication, the
whole of it must be so, and ought to be removed
from the text altogether. If objection be alleged
to this conclusion on the ^ound that Josephus
could not have completely ignored Jesus, it may
be replied that he records only such events in

Jewish history as attracted the attention of

foreigners by (fisturbances or otherwise, and led to

the intervention of Rome—conditions which apply
neither to the work of Jesus nor to His death, so

that the silence of Josephus provides no difficulty.

Further, if in reality he had written some account
of Jesus, this would have been found in the BJ,
for the Jewish history found in the AJ, so far as it

relates to Jerusalem and Judaea, is essentially a
reproduction of the earlier narrative. Since, then,
he makes no mention of Christ in the BJ, his

silence regarding Him in the AJ is precisely what
we might expect. Finally, it shoula be noted that
Origen {in MattK x. 17 ; c. Cels. i. 47 [PG xiii. 877,
xi. 745, 748]) is not aware of the testimony of

Josephus to Christ ; hence the passage in dispute
was probably interpolated after his time, though
before the time of Eusebius.
The motive of the intei-polation is no mystery: it was de-

sirable that there should be some mention of Jesus in the works
of Josephus, some note in harmony with the Christian view,
and, naturally enough, this was inserted in connexion with the
governorship of Pilate. But the course of the narrative is

thereby deranged, and even now we can see plainly that the
passage did not originally belong to the text.

An incidental reference to Jesus is found in a
later passage (AJ xx. 200), where the James who
had been beheaded is spoken of as His brother (rbv

adeX^by *l7j<Tov rod Xeyofxivov ^pLcroO, TJkoi/Sos 6vofjLa

adr^). This passage is altogether beyond sus-
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picion, and we are unable to agree with the

scholars who regard it likewise as an interpolation.

The manner in which Jesus is here mentioned
coincides exactly with what we should expect from
Josephus. Thus, while Josephus had doubtless

heard of Jesus, he did not deal with Him in his

history, and the passage m AJ xviii. which we
have discussed must be pronounced spurious.

The well-intentioned forgery must have helped
to make Josephus still more acceptable to the
Christians. They pored over his works, and from
them, more particularly the two books against
Apion, they borrowed a goodly portion of their

equipment for their controversial writings. The
earliest apologists—Theophilus, Clement of Alex-
andria, Origen, TertuUian, and Minucius Felix

—

refer to him by name and make use of him. The
chronologists, in particular— Julius Africanus,
Hippolytus, Eusebius, and their successors—availed
themselves of his help. In another sphere Eusebius
also is indebted to him, especially in the HE and
the ProBp, Emng.f while the later ecclesiastical

writers are all acquainted with him. Throughout
the entire mediaeval epoch he ranks && one of the
great authors, alike in East and West.
[The current view that AJ xviii. 63 f. is spurious has been

controverted, since the death of Niese, by F. 0. Burkitt (ThT
xlvii. [1913] 135-144), A. Harnack (Intemat. Monatsschrift fur
Wissenschaft^ Kunst und Technik, vii. [1913] 1037-68), and
W. E. Barnes {CR cv. [1914] 67-68). It is maintained that, in
view of the mention of John the Baptist and James the Just by
Josephus (AJ xviii. 116-119, xx. 200), we should naturally
expect him to refer to Christ, who, despite what has been said
above, did attract the attention of foreigners, as is conclusively
shown by the famous reference in Tacitus (Ann. xv. 44 ; cf.

also Sueton. Claudius^ xxv., Nero^ xvi.), a reference which, as
Whiston had already suggested, was probably borrowed from
Josephus. Burkitt finds a note of insincerity in the passage of
Josephus, as well as a ‘cool and patronising' tone which a
Christian would not have employed, any more than he would
have S|)oken of the Christians as a ‘tribe’ (^v\ov) or used

1 in the way in which it occurs in the passage under con-
sideration. Neither would a Christian, Harnack urges, have
been so ignorant of the life of Christ as to say that ‘He drew
over to Bum both many of the Jews and many of the Greeks^*
since His activity was restricted to the non-Hellenic world,
^e passage ‘this was [the?] Christ’ (6 Xpiarbs o5tos ijp), etc.,
is, it is suggested, an implication that, in the opinion of
Josephus, the Messiah had actually appeared and been put to
death, so that the Jews would no longer be a political peril to
the Romans. Even the appearance of Christ to His disciples
after the Resurrection may, BurMtt thinks, have been entirely
credible to Josephus (cf. AJ vi. 327 flf., ix. 183), and the accounts
of the Resurrection would, moreover, afford a welcome Jewish
parallel to the stories told concerning Apollonius of Tyana
(g.v.) and others. Harnack says that, in describing Jesus as
‘the Christ,’ Josephus was in no danger of being taken for a
Christian (cf. AJ xx. 200, ‘Jesus, who was called Christ,’ ’lT7{ro9
n^Xeyo/xevov Xpiarov) ; besides, his phraseology intentionally
betrays the love of sensationalism which is frequently visible in
his^ writings. It must also be remembered, in judging the
attitude of Josephus as a whole, that, although a Jew, he was
free from Zealot prejudices, and that he was further liberalized
not merely by his admiration for Hellenic culture and for
Roman power, but also by the influences which surrounded
him. Nor must it be foig'otten that he wrote under the patron-

s'® of Domitian, whose own household included the Christians
^tus Mavius Clemens and^ his wife Domitilla. As a diplomatic
histonan of the Jews, writing in detail for foreigners, Josephus
would have been unlikely to omit mention of an event which
affected--however slightly in his day—^the fortunes of his
natmn ; it is evident, from his allusions to Christ, that he re-
galed Hun as a sage and a noble Rabbi, and from that very
fact he would not pass over in silence one of his own country-
men of whom he could say, with the patriotic pride which dis-
toguishes him, that He was ‘a teacher of men who receive
true words {rahrjeri, not, with Whiston, ‘truth’) with pleasure,’
so mat Jews, as well as Greeks, could boast of their wise man
(<roJ>o9 avjjp);^ thus the interests of courtier, historian, and
patnot would meet m an objective and non-committal reference
to Christ. From a somewhat different point of view, Barnes
qefends and amplifies a suggestion of Whiston, holding that

^
j
??^® which Harnack is able to adduce for the

use of <^uAov is the description of the Christians as ‘latebrosa et
lucifuga natio by a jjagan speaker in Minucius Felix (viii.)*and for 1760107 as used in a good sense by a Christian writer, he
can^cite only II Clem, xv,

’

character or prominence,’ as distinguished

SS. *
(avjpwiro?) : cf. the antithesis l&tween
truth-seeking dv^puTroi in this passage,

reference to tup Trpurtop dpSpuyssthe chief priests,
j

the phrase ‘ this was [the] Christ ’ was added merely to identify
the Jesus of whom Josephus wrote in this passage with the
Jesus whom the Christians ‘ loved ’ (not, as a Christian probabh
would have written, ‘in whom they believed’), and to differ-
entiate Him from others of the same name, especially as He was
already known to the Grseco-Roman world under the name of
Christ.
Barnes notes, further, that, if the passage be assumed to be

a Christian interpolation, there is a strange absence of Christian
terminolo^, as, e.y., in the words e^dvri ydp ovtoi? rpCrvy
Ixwv r)fj-€pav irdkip ^Stp, The passage reads, to him, very
like a non-committal report, by an orthodox Jew, of beliefs
held by Christians. Respect is manifest for the character of
Christ, who was * a mse man, since it is befitting to call Him a
man * (<ro^b5 av^p, elye dvBpa avrbv hiyeiv xPVt not, as Whiston
renders, ‘if it be lawful to call Him a man’). He was a ‘doer
of strange things’ (irapaSo^ap epytov TTotiTT^s), a tribute that was
paid Him by other Jews who did not believe in Him (Lk 626).
The coldness of the statement that ‘ even until now, the tribe
of the Christians named after this person (iirb rovde dipoiuur-
p-dpop) has not become extinct (ovk etr^Atwe)’—without the
slightest reference to the wide spread of early Christianity—
reveals to Barnes ‘again the observer from the outside who is
speaking. He is interested in the continuance of a Jewish
sect, but his position is detached.’ Equally bald and cold is
Josephus’s bare statement, without comment on either side
that ‘ Pilate, on the information of the chief men amongst us*
condemned Him to the cross ’

; while Harnack ui^es that the
implied thesis of Josephus, that Christ suffered death because
He claimed to be the Messiah—construed as a political figure,
a ‘King of the Jews’—as well as his manifest surprise that
Christianity survived the crucifixion of its founder, is pre-
cisely what we should expect from the Hellenized Jewish
historian. On the other hand, there is even a touch of irony in
Josephus’s allusion to the NT ar^ment from prophecy, which
narrated ‘ both these things and ten thousand other marvels
(oAAa juvpia . . . ffav/tidaia) concerning Him ’

; indeed, with the
downfall of the Jewish State, Josephus might well feel sceptical
regarding the truthfulness of any prophecy. Finally, even the
context is against the theory of Christian interpolation, lor the
passage under consideration is immediately followed by an
account of the scandalous connivance of the priests of Isis in
the betrayal of a Roman matron

; and at such a juxtaposition
a Christian would have revolted.
Putting aside the possibility that Origen, who quotes

Josephus on James the Just, referred to his ‘ testimony ’ to
Christ in some work now lost (e.p., in those sections in Mattk.
which are no longer extant in Greek), and the question whether
—although he mentions the AJ a few times—he had actually
read it, it is significant that what interests the modern reader
in the passage may not have been what attracted the early
student (cf. Origen, c. Cels. i. 47, with AJ xviii. 116-119, and
the comments of Eusebius, Demonst. Evang. iii. 108, on AJ
xviii. 63f.) ; and, had Origen quoted Josephus on Christ at all,

he may have done so quite as Eusebius did, as an incidental
addition to the sufficient statements of the Gospels, and, ‘ as it
were, of superfluity ’ (olov U Treptovo-taff).

It may also be suggested that the fact that Christ is not
mentioned in the BJ does not necessarily cast suspicion on the
passage in AJ, for in the interval of from 15 to 20 years
between the writing of the two works the spread of Christianity—especially in Rome—would render very explicable the incor-
poration of some reference to a Jewish religious leader in a
general and detailed treatise on * the Antiquities of the Jews ’

such as had not been necessary in the more compact and less
exhaustive ‘Jewish War.’
The great objections to the passage have had their basis in

a failure to read it with due appreciation of the circumstances
of the time and the^ character of its author ; it has been inter-
preted too exclusively from the point of view of modem
Christianity. When closely examined, the difficulties in the
way of the hypothesis of Christian forgery are far greater than
those which beset the theory that the passage is genuine.
After all, as Barnes pertinently says (p. 63), ‘what, indeed,
does it prove ? It shows that a Jewish historian, who was born
and bred in Palestine, who was twenty-six years old when Felix
was Governor of Judsea, was acquainted with an outline of the
life of our Lord, which agrees with that accepted by Christians.
Such a passage has become of serious evidential value only since
Strauss started the mythical theory; it is a “Testimony"
to-day only because Arthur Drews and others are again writing
about the Christus-mythus.* Louis H. Gray.]

5. Early versions and supposititious works.

—

The writings of Josephus were translated into
Latin at an early date.
There are two Latin versions of the BJ. The

older of these consists of a fairly free rendering,
into which portions of theAJand other works have
been inserted. According to the perfectly credible,
and unwarrantably disputed, witness of the ancient
MSS, its translator was Ambrose of Milan. It is

cominonly known as the work of Hegesippus or
Egesippus—a name which is probably a corruption
of Josippus. The other Latin version is a literal

one, and its author is unknown
;

it was con-
jecturally, though without warrant, ascribed to
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Jerome or Rufimis (Cassiodorus, de Instit, Div. Litt

17 [PL Ixx. 1133]).

About the middle of the 6th cent, the AJ (not

including the Vit, however) and the CA were, at

the order of Cassiodorus, reproduced in a very-

inferior type of Latin (ib,). The 6th bk. of the

BJ, which treats of the destruction of Jerusalem,

had been previously translated into Syriac, and
incorporated with the Sjrriac OT (Peshitta) as the

5th bk. of Maccabees. Subsequentlythere appeared

a Slavic translation or paraphrase, which is extant

in several recensions, and there exists also a

rendering into modem Greek (in the Barberini

Library [cod. Gr. n. 228, 229], Eome), besides

fragments of an Armenian version (F, C. Conybeare,
JThSt ix. [1908] 577-683). The many translations

into European languages which appeared shortly

after the invention of printing all go to show how
assiduously Josephus was read.

In view of this almost canonical prestige enjoyed by the

writings of Josephus, we need not be surprised to find that he

was credited with other works, of unknown or disputed author-

ship, such as the following: (1) The so-called Fourth Booh of

Maccabees^ an address entitled irepl avroKparopos A.oyt<rptov, £.e.

‘the lordship of divine reason over human desire,’ and illus-

trated by references to the seven brothers who, according to

2 Mac., suffered martyrdom under Antiochus Epiphanes. The
first, so far as we know, to ascribe it to Josephus was Eusebius

(EE ni. X. 6); others, such as Jerome (de Vir. lllust. 13),

followed suit, while many MSS name Josephus as the author.

In the oldest MSS the work is anonymous, and its ascription to

Josephus, as is rightly observed in the ancient scholium to the

Canon, apost. 76 (85) (J. B. Ootelerius, Pair. Apostol.^ Paris,

1672, i. 452), is a quite unwarranted conjecture. He had no
connexion with the book ;

in the AJ he knows nothing of the

seven martyred brethren ; and the whole address, alike in form

and contents, is alien to the manner of Josephus.

(2) The work known as Concerning the All, or The Being of

the All (wept tov wavroy, or irept rrjs tov iravrhg ov<rtas or

atTMis), a polemical treatise against Platonism, in two boolm,

our knowledge of which, apart from a few sentences still in

existence, is derived from a note of Photius (Bibl. Cod. 48,

p. llt», 14, ed. Bekker). That Josephus was its author is a mere
surmise, suggested perhaps by the fact that, like the two books

against Apion, it dealt with the antiquity of the Jewish nation

;

it may also have borrowed from Josephus. Its ascription to

Josephus was already impugned by the ancients, who attributed

the work variously to the Presbyter Gaius, Justin Martyr, and
IrensBus. Present-day scholarship ascribes it to Hippolytus,

who was certainly credited with a work called irepl tov iravros

and directed against Plato.

(3) A third work, still extant, bearing the name of Josephus,

viz. ’loDovinrov viro/unjoTtKOV jStjSAcov (see J. A. Fabricius, Cod.

peeudepigr. Vet. Test.\ Hamburg, 1722-23, ii. ; PC cvi. 16ff.),is

a lib&r memorialis after the classical pattern ; it is a concise

r4sum4 in tabular form of the most outstanding events in the

OT and NT and in Church History. Among other things it

contains a list of the various Christian sects and their respective

doctrines, and also of the persecutions.
.

(4) The Chronicle of Josephus Ben-Gorion, composed m me
Middle Ages, and preserved in various Hebrew and Arabic

recensions. Its nucleus is the BJt in^ the so-called I^tin

version of Hegesippus, and it is from this that its writer took

the name ‘ Josephus, son of Gorion ’ (cf. Hegesipp. ni. iii. 2, and

see, further, M. Schloessinger, in JE vii. [1904] 259 f.).

6. Manuscript transmission and editions.—The
wide circulation and popularity of the vrorks of

Josephus are indicated in the histoiy of their

transmission. The MSS were, and still are, very

numerous, and the textual tradition branches out

in manifold ways. Each work, again, had its o-wn

peculiar fortunes. Thus, the most comprehensive,

the AtT, was first of all divided into lour parts,

then into two, and each of these, again, took its

own particular path. It was only at the close of

the mediaeval period that the AP was put together

in a single vcuume, the BP also being included

;

scholarly readers endeavoured to amend and eluci-

date the text, and not a few MSS still show traces

of a thoroughgoing revision.

The works of Josephus were first printed in their Latin form

AJ and BJ by J. Schiissler (Augsburg, 1470) ;
CA by P. Maufer

(Verona, 1480). These impressions were subsequently often

reproduced ; the last serviceable complete issue of Josephus m
Latin is the Basel edition of 1524. The first Pri?ted Greek text,

revised by Arnold Peraxylus Arlenius, was pubhshed by J^oben
(Basel, 1544). This issue was several times reprinted, and formeO

until recently the basis of all our editions. Among the later oi

these special mention should be made of the meritorious but

unfinished work of E Bernard, who published the first parts of

the AJ and the BJ with an exhaustive commentary (Oxford^

1687-1700); also of the edition of J. Hudson (2 vols., do. 1720),

based upon Bernard’s studies ; and, finally, of the great edition

of S. Haverkamp (2 vols., Leyden, 1726), who assimilated the

laboura of all his predecessors. In all these, however, little was
done for the text, which remained largely as it was. It is true

that E. Cardwell, in his edition of the (2 vols., Oxford, 1837),

noted the various readings of several reliable MSS, but he rnade

no use of them in the text. Similarly the more recent editions

of the text in current use, viz. those of W. Dindorf (Paris, 1845)

and I. Bekker (Leipzig, 1855), provide little of any consequence,

save a few conjectures, for the emendation of the very incorrect

Greek tradition. An adequate groundwork for the text was
supphed for the first time by the present writer’s edition, now
complete in seven volumes (Berlin, 1885-95) ; in the BJ (voL vi.)

he had the collaboration of J. Destinon. As supplementary to
thig may be regarded the writer’s edition of the Epitome (Berlin

and Marburg, 1S96) and Carl Boysen’srevision of the Latin version

—of which only the6th vol. has appeared (C78jEL xxxvii. 6 [1898]).

It need hardly be said that the work of textual criticism is still

far from complete ; it is only now, in fact, that it can really

begin. S. A. Naber’s revised issue of Bekker (Leipzig, 1888-96)

naturally approximates more to the older text.

LrraRATirRE.—General.—J. A. Fabricius, Bibliotheca grcBcae^

ed. 6. C. Harless, Hamburg, 1790-1809, v. Iff. ;
E. Schiirer,

GJV i.3, Leipzig. 1901, p. 74 ff. ; G. H. A. v. Ewald, GFi,
Gottingen, 1843-59, vii. 89 ff. ; A. v. Gutschmid, Emn.
Schriften, Leipzig, 1889-94, iv. 336 ff. ; B. Niese, Sybels histor.

Zeitschrift^ new ser., xl. (Munich, 1876) 193 ff. ; S. A. Naber,
MTiemosynCt new ser., xiii. (Leyden, 1885) 263 ff.; M. Fried-

l&ider, Gesch. derjild. Apologetih, Zurich, 1908 ; Paul Kruger,
PhiU> und Josephus als Apologeten des Judentums^ Leipzig,

1906; M. Krenkel, Josephus und Luca^, Leipzig, 1894.

Sources.—H. Bloch, Die QuelUn des Flavius Josephus in

seiner Archdologie^ Leipzig, 1879; I. G. Scharfenberg, De
losephi et versionis Alexandrinoe consensu^ Leipzig, 1780; J.

Frendenthal, Hellenist. Studien, Breslau, 1875-79, L 46, 218 ; A.
Mez, Die Bibel des Josephus untersucht fiir Buch v.-^vii. des

Archdol., Basel, 1895 ; B. Niese, Hermes, xi. [1876] 468 ff., x^.
ri900] 51Sff. ; J. Destinon, Die Quellen des Flavius Josephus,

Kiel, 1882, Entersuchungen zu Flavius Josephus, do. 1904;

H. Driiner, JJntersuchungen uber Josephus (diss.), Marburg,

1896 ; G. Holscher, Die Quellen des Josephus (diss.), Leipzig,

1904 ; E. Taubler, Die Parthemachriehten bei Josephu8,BeTaa,

L904.

Theology.—C. G. Bretschneider, CapitatheologiceJudceorum

iogmaticce e Flavii Josephi scriptis colleeta, Wittenberg, 1812.

Chronology.—Destinon, Die Chronohgie des Josephus, Bhel,

1880; Niese, Hermes, xxviii. [1893] 194 ff.; G. Unger, SMA,
philos.-philol.-histor. Classe, 1892, ii. 458.

^

Documents.—L. Mendelssohn, Acta societatis phuologcB

Idpsiensis, ed. F. Ritschl, v. [1875] 87 ff.; Niese, Henms, xi.

466 ff. ; P. Viereck, Sermo grcecus quo senatus popuhtsque

romanus, etc., Gottingen, 1888 ; Unger, op. cit., 1895, p. 551 ff.,

1896, pp. 857-883J.897,p. 189 ff. ^ ,

Testimony to Christ.—Schiirer, i.3 544; A. Seitz, CAmftw-
Zeugnisse aus dem klass. Altertum, Cologne, 1906 ; K. Linck,

De antiquissimis veterum quoe ad Jesum Eazarenum spectant

testimoniis, Giessen, 1918. „ r -l • j
Transmission and history of the text.

—

F. Josephi op^a, ed.

Niese i iii. v. vi. praefatio; F. Josephi Antiquitatum Judaic-

arum Epitoma, ed. Niese, do. 1896, p. i ff. ; F. Josephi opera ex

versione Lot. antiqua, ed. C. Boysen (CSEL xxxvii. 6), Vienna,

1898.
On the Slavic translation.—A. Hamack, Gesch. der alt-

christlichen Litteratur, L (Leipzig, 1893) 917 ; A. Berendts, in

TUxxix. [1904] 3. ^
Additional hterature is given by Fabncius and Schurer (1.3

100 ff.) in the works already cited.

Benedictus Niese.

JUAlSMUKHI, JWALAMUKH! (Skr.

wdldpiukhl, ‘flaiiie-iD.outh.ed*).—An ancient place

of pilgrimage, famous as the site of a shrine

dedicated to the Hindu Mother-goddess under

the title of Devi Bajre^vari (Skr. VajreSvari,

‘ goddess of the thunderbolt ’), situated lat. 31® 62'

N., long. 77® 20' E., in the Bhavan suburb of the

town Kangra, Nagarkot, or Kot Kangra, in the

Kangra District of the Panjab. It was ruined m
the earthquake of 1905 (Panjab Census Pep., 1912,

i. 44). It is one of the centres of Hindu fire-

worship. Numerous instances of this and similar

cults are collected by J. G. Frazer, Adonis, Aftis,

Osiri^, London, 1914, i. 188 If. It was visited by

Mahmud of Ghazni and Firuz Tughlaq, when they

attacked Nagarkot or Kangra in A.D. and

1360. In his account of the latter campaign the

historian Shams-i Siraj Afif, who objected to

such unorthodox practices, protests against the

belief that Firuz Tughlaq honoured the goddess

:

* Some of the infidels have reported that Sultan Firuz wm t

specially to see this idol and h^d a golden umbrella ovcv its

head . .the infidels slandered the Sultan, who was a religions,
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eod-fearing man. . . . Other infidels have said that Sult-an

Muhammad Shah bin Tughlaq Shah held an umbrella over the

gflmp idol ;
but this is a lie, and good Muhammadans should

pay no heed to such statements * (H. M. Elhot, Hist, of IndiOt,

London, 1867-77, U. 34, 445, iii. 318).

These protests by an orthodox Muhammadan
betray an uneasy suspicion that the cult was
recognized even by Musalmans, many of whom
were deeply influenced by Indian animistic beliefs.

Abu’l Fadl, the historiographer of the Emperor
Akbar, describes the shrine under the name of

Mahamaya, ‘ great illusion ’

:

* Pilgrims from distant parts visit it and obtain their desires.

Strange it is that in order that their prayers may be favourably

heard, they cut out their tongues : with some it grows again on

the spot, with others after one or two days. Although the

medical faculty allow the possibility of groi^h in the tongue,

yet in so short a space of time it is sufELciently amaang ’

Akbaii, tr. H. S. Jarrett, iL [Calcutta, 1891] 812 ff.). On such

mutilations of the tongue, which fanatics sometimes offer to

Kali, see NINQ iv. 312 ; FNQ iv. 65; N. Chevera, Manual of
Medical Jurisprudencefor India, Calcutta, 1870, p. 492 f.

Abu’l Fa^ also refers to the legend, traced by
E. B. Cowell in the Gopatha Brahmana, whicn
tells that the belief in the sanctity of the place

arose from the <iuarrel between Siva and his father-

in-law Daksa, when the latter was refused ad-

mission to a sacrifice. The spouse of Siva, the
goddess Uma or Sati, offended at the insult,

committed suicide, and Visnu cut up her body, of

which the tongue is said to have fallen at this place

{H. H. Wilson, Vishnu Purana, London, 1864-77,
iv. 261 f.; J. Dowson, Classical Diet,, do. 1879,

p. 76 ff.). The account in the Vayu Pyra/na, that
* about the mountains of Subaksa and Sikhisaila is

a level country about a hundred yojanas in extent,

and that there the ground emits flames,’ doubtless
refers to JualamukM (E. T. Atkinson, Himalayan
Gaz,, Allahabad, 1884, ii. 295). The place, again,

is connected with the story of the Sikh Guru
Angad, who on arriving there reprobated the
idolatrous character of the rites (M. A. Macauliffe,
The SiJch Religion, Oxford, 1909, ii. 3).

The best modem account is that of C. Hiigel
{Travels in Kashmir and the Panjah, p. 42 ff. ). So
idol represented the goddess j but in the centre of

the forecourt of the temple there is a pit with
seats at either end on which he found J^aqirs
resting. A perpetual flame rose from this pit,

and from two places in the smooth rock similar
flames were seen bursting out to a height of about
8 inches. The worshippers, on entering the sanc-
tuary, delivered their gifts, usually flowers, into
the hands of one of thefaqlrs, who first held them
over the flame and then cast them into the temple.
Close by is a shrine of the saint Gorakhnath.

* On descending a good many steps I saw flames issuing from
two places in the pe^endicular wsdl ; and, on examining more
attentively, I perceived, where the fire was burning, little
cavities in the smooth stones, with just the same appearance as
when a burning-glass is made to consume wood; the flame
issuing, not from any aperture, but from those minute cavities,
emits a scent like alcohol, burning with an aromatic and most
agreeable mixture, which I could by no means identify. Under
each of these flames stood a pot of water, of the same tempera-
ture as the atmosphere

; the condensed residue of the gas thus
deposited takes me on the application of a light, and burns for
more than a minute. Altogether this is one of the most extra-
ordinaijr phenomena I ever recollect to have witnessed ; and no
doubt in distant ages was one of the spots most thronged by
fire-worshippers. The sight of this flame rising out of the
earth, perhaps long before any building was near it, would
doubtless add much to the influence of this superstition on the
minds of the attendant worshippers

; for this seems still to be
the case, although much of the marvellous is lost by confining
the flames within the walls of a temple.’

The same traveller suggests that the place was
an early seat of Buddhism ; and J. Wilson believes
that this is the explanation of the low esteem in
which the Brahman officiants are regarded {Indian
Caste, Bombay, 1877, ii. 133). The high-priest is
known as the bhojahi pufarl, that is to say, ‘ the
officiant who eats the offerings,’ the term bhojakl
being usually applied to those degraded Brahmans
whose only function is that of being fed vicariously
by pilgrims in the hope that the food thus con- i

sumed may be transmitted to the deceased ancestors
of the worshipper. They are said not to be genuine
Brahmans, but descendants of a servile class of
agriculturists, who from their connexion with the
temples have professed to be Brahmans (see H. A
Rose, Glossary of the Tribes and Castes of the
Punjab, Lahore, 1911, ii. 107 f.). The facts regard-
ing fire-worship in N. India have been collected by
Euiot, Hist, ^ India, v. (1873) 559 ff. The cult
of Jualamukhi Devi extends into Bengal and the
Deccan, and the aboriginal Kharwars have a shrine
dedicated to the holy fire which they call by the
same name (Risley, TC, 1891, ii. 204 ; Crooke, TC,
1896, ii. 247 j BG xii. [1880] 63).

LITBRATDB.B.—C. Hiigel, Travels in Kashmir and the Panjab,
tr. T. B. Jervis, London, 1846 ; A. Cunningham, Reports
Archceol, Survey, v. (1876) 165 ff. ; IGrJ xiv. [1908] 397 f. ; MS
notes received fromH. A. Bose, Superintendent Ethnographical
Survey, Panjab, W. CrOOKE.

JUANG, PATTUA (the latter name meaning
‘leaf-wearers’ [Hind. Skr. ‘a leaf’]).

—

A non-Aryan tribe found in the Katak Tributary
States of Dhenkanal and Keonjhar, being most
numerous in the latter. At the Census of 1911
they numbered 12,845, of whom the vast majority
recorded their religion as animistic. They are in-

teresting as being the last tribe in N. India which
retained the archaic custom of wearing leaves as
clothing. According to the tribal tradition, they
were formerly fond of dress and were accustomed
to lay it aside when doing foul work, and to wear
suits of leaves. The goddess (Thakurani, or as

some say, Sita) reproved them for their vanity,

and condemned them to wear leaves in future,

threatening them that if they disobeyed they
would be eaten by tigers. Similar legends are

told by other leaf-wearing tribes in S. India (E.

Thurston, Castes and Tribes, 1909, vii. 20). The
classical account of the tribe is that of E. T. Dalton
{Deser. Ethnol, ofBengal, Calcutta, 1872, p. 152 ff.),

who gives the following summary of their beliefs

:

‘ The Ju5jQp appear to be free from the belief in witchcraft,

which is the bane of the Eols, and perniciously influences nearly
aJl other classes in the Jungle and Tributary Mahals. They have
not, like the Kharias, the reputation of being deeply skiUed in

sorcery. They have in their own language no terms for “ God,**

for ** heaven,” or *'hell,” and, so far as I can learn, no idea of a
future state. They offer fowls to the sun when in distress, and
to the earth to give them its fruits in due season. On these

occasions an old man officiates as priest ; he is called Hagam.
The even tenor of their lives is unbroken by any obligatory
religious ceremonies.’

If this account, in itself improbable, be aoe^ted,
they stand in a much lower stage of religious belief

than the neighbouring Dravidian tribes (see Dra-
VIDIANS [North India]). But Risley {TC, 1891, i.

353) disputes Dalton’s conclusions, asserting that
the tribe in Keonjhar worship a forest deity called

Baram, who stands at the head of their system, and
is regarded with great veneration. Next to him
come Thanapati, the patron deity of the village

site, Masimuli, Ksl3.pSt, Basuli, and Basumatl, or

Mother Earth.
‘Buffaloes, goats, fowls, milk, and sugar are offered to all of

these, and are afterwards partaken of by the worshippers. No
regular days seem to be set apart for sacrifice, but offerings

are made at seedtime and harvest, and the forest gods are care-

fully propitiated when a plot of land is cleared from jungle and
prepared for the plough. In addition to these elemental or ani-

mistic deities, the Hindu gods are beginning to be recognized,

in a scanty and infrequent fashion, by the tribe. Brahmans
have as yet not been introduced, and all religious functions are

discharged by the dehari or village priest . . . Juangs burn
their dead, laying the corpse on the pyre with the head to the

south. The ashes are left at the place of cremation or are cast

into a running stream. A few days after death a meagre pro-

pitiatory ceremony is performed, at which the maternal uncle

of the deceased officiates as priest. Offerings to departed an-

cestors are also made in October, when the autumn rice crop is

harvested.’

Literature.—The authorities are quoted in the article.

W. Crooke.
JUBILEE.—'See Festivals and Fasts (He-

brew).
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JUDAISM.—1. Definition,—Judaism^ may
be^ defined as the strictest form of monotheistic

belief. But it is something more than a bare

mental belief. It is the effect which such a belief,

with all its logical consequences, exerts on life,

that is to say, on thought and conduct. It is the

religion which was first preached by Abraham, and

syi^lized by the covenant of circumcision (cf.

art. CIECUMCISION [Semitic]), and it is still prac-

tised by his descendants. It is the oldest existing

religion, the parent of two mighty faiths that have

spread over the major portion of the globe. They

have diffused the principles of Judaism in a modi-

fied form, but the kernel of their teaching is Jew-

ish, in spite of accretions and losses, and Judaism

do4 not, in consequence, repudiate these religions

or class them as idolatrous and false. A formal

and precise definition of Judaism is a matter of

some difficulty, because it raises the question.

What is the absolute and irreducible minimum of

conformity? (see art. Creed [Jewish]). On the

other hand, it may be said, more widely, that the

foundation of Judaism rests on two principles—the

unity of God and the choice of Israel. Judaism

denounces idolatry and polytheism. It believes in

a universal God, but it is not exclusive. It be-

lieves that this world is good, and that man is

capable of perfection. He possesses free will and

is responsible for his actions. Judaism rejects any

Mediator and any cosmic force for evil. Man is

free; he is not subject to Satan; nor are the

material gifts of life inherently bad ; wealth may
be a blesang as well as a curse. Man is made m
the image of God ;

therefore he is noble, like the

rest of the divine works. For this reason all men
are equally brothers. Just as they were unitedm
the beginning, so will they he drawn together

again at the end of time. They will he brought

near to the Kingdom of Heaven by the aid of

Israel. This is the function of Judaism—to spread

peace and goodwill throughout the world.

‘ Judaism by its idea of a divine kingdom of truth and right-

eousness to be built on earth gave to mankind a hope and to

history a goal for which to live and strive through the centuries.

Other nations beheld in the world’s process a continual decline

from a golden age of happiness to an iron age of toil, untd m a

great catestrophe of conflagrationand ruin the end of all things,

of men and gods, is to be reached : Judaism points forward to a

state of human perfection and bliss to be brought about by the

complete unfolding of the divine in man or the revelation of

Gkid’s full glory as the goal of history. And herem hes its great

distinction also from Christianity. Judaism’s scope hes notm
the world beyond, the world of the spirit, of which man on

earth can have no conception. Both the hope of resurrecraon

and that of immortality, in some form or other familiar and m-

dispensable to all tribes and creeds, seem evidently to have come

to the Jews from without—^the one from Persia or B^ylonia,

the other from Greece.2 Judaism itself rests on neither.^ Its

sole ^ityi and purpose is to render the world thatnow is a <hvine

kingdom of truth and righteousness; and ^es it its

eminently rational, ethical, and practical character (K. Kohler,

in JE vu. [1904] 863^).

This aim is pursued by the insistence on the

belief in the Unity and on the practice of the Com-

mandments. Judaism lays more stress on works

than on faith, though the former are of no avail

without the latter.

‘It is not a creed or a system of beliefs upon the acceptance of

which redemption or future salvation depends. It is a system

of human conduct, a law of righteousness which man should

follow in order to live thereby ’ (Kohler, 364*-).

Yet Judaism does not lack a doctrine of faith

;

it is very doubtful whether an atheist who kept

the Torah, or the Jewish ideals of rightequsiiess,

could be called a Jew (cf. art. Atheism [Jewish^

vol. ii. p. 187 f.). There is no doubt that he would

1 The present art. on Judaism is avowedly written the

orthodox standpoint. For the liberal attatude see art. Liberal

Judaism ; but itwill be observed that, apart fromthe outetanding

contention, viz. the principle of the Oral La^ the differences

between the two presentations are but small and msignincant m
comparison with the elements shared by both in

2 This point is discussed below ;
it is doubtful whether

orthodox Judaism accept this entirely.

be ‘ saved,’ in the Christian sense, because Judaism
teaches that every righteous man, irrespective of

his beliefs, has a snare in the world to come. ^ But,

just because Judaism believes that every good man
IS ‘saved,’ it follows that to be a good Jew must
include something more, and must be ethically

higher, than being a good man.
While Judaism, on the one hand, opens the

door to proselytes, it is inevitable, from the fact of

its demanding self-sacrifice, that it must long re-

main the religion of a minority. The function of

Judaism is to keep the great ideals, unsullied andin-

tact, before the eyes of the world. Jews must be

prepared to defend their standard at the cost of

their lives, as in the past, and to sacrifice, not only

their lives, but their material prosperity—often a

harder task. Many a potential martyr becomes

indifferent, through prosperity, to the ideals for

which he would offer his life in time of persecution.

The world has need of a minority of idealists.

For, although Judaism recognizes the truth taught

by Christianity and Islam, it believes at the same
time that there are other elements contained in

these faiths which are not in complete^ harmony
with the primitive source of truth. Judaism, then,

has not to compete "with the more popular exposi-

tions of religion ; its raison d^itre is not to rival

the successful missionary activity of its daughters,

the Church and the Mosque ; it claims, not to be

the onty form of truth, but to be the purest.

While Christianity and Islam are permeatmg the

world with their teachings, Judaism awaits the

day when it will, as originally, exert its influ^ce

over both of them, and so over all mankind. How
this will take place, under what ^ise this universal

worship of the One God will be, it does not seek to

define.^ This ‘ despised faith,’ which holds itself to

be in reality the Remnant or essence of righteous-

ness, is safeguarded from extinction or contamina-

tionby the fence of them%^6th ( ‘ Commandments ).

It has developed and grown, but ever in unbroken

continuity, from the simple declaration of mono-

theism to a complete and comprehensive scheme

of life. From Abraham to the present day the

story has been written, and the pen has not yet

been laid aside.

II. Growth and development,—!. To the

end of the Restoration period.—The Extie mark^
a new stage in the religion of Israel. It was the

beginning of internal consolidation and external

expansion. The patriarchs, the lawgiver, and the

prophets represent successive degrees of process

m religious thought : monotheism, the Law, ideal-

ism. The faith of Abraham was moulded into the

religion of a people, to become, ultimately, the

source of ideals for a world ; monotheism, purity,

righteousness, and justice had developed under the

impetus of lawgiver, priest, and prophet until the

time of trial arrived. Exile and persecution were

to test the reality of these lessons, to show that

the work of the teachers was sound and the faith

of the pupils unshaken. The touchstone of mis-

fortune clearly demonstrated this ; the seed had

indeed been skilfully sown on fertile soil. The

teachings of Isaiah had not been in vain ; the ex-

hortations of his contemporaries and predecessors

succeeded in creating a compact remnant to carry

on the truth and hand it over unimpaired tq^pos-

terity. The Ten Tribes were lost, while the Rem-

nant, the southern kingdom, endured.

1 Even ben Abuya is ultimately pardoned after the

death of E. Me’ir (see Bab. Hagiga,
2 The immutability of the Ceremonial Law

^
in the comiBg

time was a matter on which divergence of opimon prevauett

:

see, e.p., NiddaJiy 616, and Midrash Tillim, Ps. 146, KS?

HD ^3 nx Tno Kin, line 8, outer col., f. 676, ed. Bomberg,

Venice, 1646, and, on the other h^d, the

Maimonides (S. Singer, Authprited

1912, p. 90) (the pagination is identical in all editions).
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It is a matter of no small difficulty to attempt a
sketch of the religious beliefs of the exiles. Jewish
tradition (which ascribes much to a Mosaic origin
{hMakhah Z® Mdshe rms-Stnai^ and modem critical

views differ in many points. It will be more con-
venient, after some preliminary remarks, to trace
the career of Judaism from the Kestoration, from
a point when most schools ofthought agree as to the
prevalence of the Pentateuch. For with regard to
the religion of the two kingdoms little can be said
with certainty, and every statement is liable to be
rejected or moffihed according to the views held by
the reader on Biblical criticism. There are certain
general facts, however, that few will deny. On
the^ one hand, no scholar on the critical side will
maintain that the Pentateuchal legislation was the
complete invention of the age of Ezra and his
followers ; a large mass of usages and beliefs must
have been in existence for generations. Whether
the code in which they were embodied was the
Pentateuch or not is, for present purposes, a
matter of indifference. It is the beliefs and usages
themselves, and their effect on the people, that
have to be considered, not their external form.
The foundation of all religion rests on the

supreme fact of the worship of one deity, a heritage
from dim antiquity; and this great idea did not
st^d alone. Keligion must have involved some-
thing more positive than an intellectual Credo, or
the tenacity of its persistence is inexplicable. The
Sabbaths and festivals, sacrifice, worship, homely
ritual, pious faith, and thanksgiving for the gifts
of nature must have been the chief characteristics
of the simple and innocent life of the God-fearing
Israelite or Judaean, sanctified by the high morid
lessons which his prophets taught him. How far
the beliefs,^ ceremonies, and observances differed in
the^ two kingdoms, what was the nature of the
difference, if any, and whether the Mosaic tradition
flourished more firmly in one than in the other are
questions to which it is impossible to offer a definite
reply. The answer must be framed according to
the attitude adopted towards criticism, and will,
of necessity, be controversial. But, whatever view
be taken, there must have been something more
powerful than unadorned dogma, some definitely
practical elements, some religious functions linked
to high ideals and appealing more to the heart
than to the brain, affecting the life and moulding
the conviction; otherwise the religion of Judah
would have been no more enduring than that of
the sister kingdom. Extreme criticism would rele-
gate too much, if not everything, to a Jater age,
while orthodox Judaism has a tendency, perhaps,
to take too little account of moral and spiritual
development. On the other hand, orthodox Juda-
ism, with full Biblical authority, admits the breakm continuity and accepts the disappearance of theBaw until the reign of Josiah

; if this disappear-
ance is considered in its true setting and value,many difficulties can be solved. Orthodox Judaism
tekes Its stand on the Mosaic authorship of the
Fentateuch; moderate criticism {i.e, that which
does not reject a Mosaic tradition in toto) lays more
emphasis on the lengthy periods of conquests,
settlements, and civil conflicts. As a result of
pohtical con^sions such as these, it is easy to
understand how, in a non-literary age and land
amid a people recently emerged from bondage!
copies of a legal code, in any case few in number,
would tend to perish. This is not entirely deniedby less extreme upholders of the orthodox view

;

in f^t, the difference between the moderate ele-ments of the two parties is slight, being one of
degree rather than of principle. Yet, w’hether the
code existed or not, memories, more or less vivid

though the extent to which
popular belief and practice were influenced is hard

to determine. The observance of Sabbaths andNew Moons (1 S 20^8, 2 K 4P, Is 1«), coupled with
the neglect of the Passover all the days of the
Judges until the time of Hezekiah and Josiah (2 K
23^, but see ?:imhi, in loc. ; 2 Cli 28), and of
the Feast of Tabernacles (cf. art. Festivals andFa^S [Jewish], vol. v. pp. 879-881) since the davs
of Joshua (Neh 8^7), is difficult to explain. Mean-
while the discovery of the Assuan papyri introduces
much useful evidence as to the state of Judaism
outside Palestine. But the problems raised by the
papyri are complex. The present writer has en-
deavoured to showHhat the Jews of Assuan were
descendants of Israelite exiles or emigrants from
the northern kingdom. It is hard to resist the
conclusion that they possessed some loiowledge of
the Pentateuchal ideas ; in any case they ca^ot
have regarded themselves as schismatics from
catholic Jewry. As Samaria fell in 721 B.c., and
the publication of the Law by Josiah did not take
place till 618 B.C., the northern kingdom would
seem not to have been entirely unaware of the
code, or at least of its traditions, unless the Assuan
Jews derived their knowledge after 618, when they
were already in Egypt.

^

During the Exile and the Kestoration, perhaps
even earlier, Judaism spread far beyond the con-
fines of Palestine. Of what character was this
Judaism ’ The belief in the one and only God had
long been an inalienable possession handed down
from the remotest ages. The periods during which
the true worship was obscured by that of other
deities were^ mere temporary interruptions that
had no lasting consequences. Baal-worship, de-
stroyed in Israel by Jehu and in Judah by Josiah,
never reappeared after the Captivity. No tendency
to idolatry survived the Exile. In many cases of
pre-Exilic apostasy, the prophets denounce not so
much the adoration of strange gods as the intro-
duction of heathen rites and barbarous cults into
the service of the God of Israel. ‘ Shall I give my
firstborn for my transgression ? * was the temptation
that assailed many an Israelite who would have
scorned to be known as a worshipper of Milcora or
Astarte. Not only did he refuse these deities
allegiance ; he denied their existence. The teach-mg of the prophets was directed no less strongly
against henotheism. Idols had no actuality ; the
very term mitrn, usually connected with a root

feeble or insufficient,’ should more prob-
regarded as a contemptuous diminutive

of 7tj (cf. art. Images and Idols [Hebrew and
Canaanite], above, p. 138 ff.). Although passages
are cited (Ps 82, Dt 32^‘“ [reading 'ja for

ua in V.8
; LXX, apt.dfibv dyyAwj' ^eou]) to

show that a belief in the God of Israel was not in-
compatible with a recognition of the validity of
other gods for other nations, yet no authoritative
argument can be found in prose ; theology cannot
be deduced from poetical imagery, and, even if the
emendation in Dt 32^ is correct, the conclusion of
y.i- is an overwhelming denial of the henotheistic
idea. There were, doubtless, in earlier times, cases
where syncretism and henotheism sullied the purity

1

faith, but in the religious beliefs of
the leaders, from the Patriarchs downwards, no
adequate confirmation for such elements be
produced. Abraham, Moses, and Elijah were all
equally zealous monotheists, and in none of their
successors was there any retrogression from the
highest and purest form of Unitarian belief.
The polytheism prevalent in Babylon was vigor-

ously attacked in the later chapters of Isaiah

;

more seductive to the Jews was the Persian dual-
ism (see art. Dualism [Iranian], vol. v. p. lllf.,
also the ‘Jewish’ section of the same art., ib» 112-
114), but it was none the less sternly reprobated

1 Jew. Lit. AnnuaZ^ London, 1908, pp. 146-148.
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by the prophet. After the Return, no more is

heard of temptations or lapses in this direction.
The spark kindled and fostered by the prophets
had spread into a mighty flame. From the day of
the Return, as far as the Jews were concerned,
‘the Lord was one, and His name was one.’
The belief, then, of the returned exiles in a

supreme God, supreme not only for Israel but for
the whole world, was unshaken and permanent.
Linked to this belief was the corollary that God
was good and His service obligatory on mankind,
to each one of whom he was accessible as a father
to his children. The insistence on the compassion-
ate element of the divine being—that element
which was later called the middath hdrahdmtm—
resulted in reflexions on the nature and origin of
evil, sin, and suffering. These speculations pro-
duced a repugnance to ascribe to the Deity the
authorship of any actions which seemed incom-
patible with His attribute of a merciful Father.
Hence the exiles of Babylonia were somewhat
allured by the Persian dualistic theory, which
seemed to offer a more satisfactory solution of the
riddle of the universe. It was not a desire for
idolatry, not a negation of the Unity, nor the at-
tractions and superior status of a dominant religion
that led Jews to regard the contrast of Ahura
Mazda and Ahriman with approval. Their attitude
arose from mistaken motives of piety, and from
earnest strivings after the essential truth. Again
and again Judaism has witnessed a recrudescence
of the desire for a dualistic explanation of the prob-
lem of evil. Answers were not wanting from the
prophets and teachers, yet new generations re-

peatedly felt the old difficulty in a newer and
keener form. The book of Job and the Lamenta-
tions of Jeremiah declared vehemently for the
Uni^, and did not shrink from attributing evil to
the (Jodhead. The unnamed prophet of the Exile
states explicitly (Is 46^) ;

‘ I form the light, and
create darkness : I make peace, and create evil : I
the Lord do all these things’; and this clear de-
finition of God’s activity left no escape from attri-

buting to His omnipotence that which man con-
sidered evil. Yet a later age again felt repelled
by this outspoken avowal and sought to mitigate
its seeming harshness.
To the present time, the Jewish liturgy, in the daily morning

service (see Singer, p. 37), contains this passage as an intro-
duction to the most important section, the sh^ma' (Dt 6^), but
it is apparently divested of the very principle to which it owes
its insertion. For the passage now runs, ‘who formest light
and Greatest darkness, who makest peace and Greatest all
things* This alteration is, of course, merely external, since
‘all things’ include ‘evil,* yet the change is significant, and
marks, no doubt, a revival of the hesitation to ascribe evil to
God.

Closely allied to the problem of evil was the
question of the prosperity of the wicked and the
offerings of the righteous, dealt with frequently
in the later Psalms and in Job. In this, as in all

the great problems, considerable fluctuation may
be observed. The unity of God was a sheet
anchor to which all held fast. His existence and
divine providence presupposed a true solution to
man’s perplexities; if man could but succeed in
finding the key, he would be able to unravel the
mysteries. The certainty and dogmatism of later
ages seem lacking during the Exile and in the two
following centuries. From the Apocrypha it can
clearly be seen how much the minds of men were
exercised and how little they were satisfied by the
answers which they possessed. The Apocrypha,
taken as a whole, is at least two centuries younger
than the Return, and it is only fair to assume that
the earlier age evolved no solution of which the
later was ignorant. While taking care, then, not
to read into the former period the progress and de-
velopment of the latter, we may at least infer that
none of the philosophical ideas of the former

escaped the notice of the later generations, and,
therefore, of our own time. Our knowledge of the
period immediately succeeding the Return is very
scanty, but, as the centuries advance towards the
period of Apocrypha, Mishna (see Talmto), and
Midrash (g'.y.), our material becomes more abun-
dant, and it is practically certain that no great idea,
no supreme solution of any of those questions
which agitate and perplex the mind of man in all
ages, would have disappeared from the intellectual
heritage that our ancestors bequeathed to us.
From the 2nd cent, before the Christian era and
onward such a supposition is almost unthinkable.
The solutions of the problems of evil and suffer-

ing ran on two lines, in a way closely allied. Man
was incapable of understanding the inscrutable
ways of Providence. The prosperity of the wicked
was unstable or unreal even in this world; how
much more in the world to come? It was only
a superficial judgment that would convict the
Almighty of injustice, by measuring His actions

i

vidtli an imperfect human norm. This line of
argument, that of Job, Ps 73, etc., combines two
thoughts—^the insufficiency of human reason and
the belief in the future world to redress the in-

equalities of this life. Ps 49 is difficult to inter-
pret. On the one hand, v.i® [v.^® EV] seems a clear
mdication of a future life, yet the last verse seems
a pessimistic summary of the fate of humanity,
couched in terms of despondency almost recalling
the language of Lucretius.
The corollary of the future world was not always

employed.
It was sometimes argued {e.g, Ps 129) that the fall of the

wicked and the triumph of the righteous would be manifest
even in this world

; or that, as God had saved His people in the
past, so would He deliver them from present troubles ; the
appeal to histoipr is common in the post-Exilic prophets.
CJbupled with this (e.g. Neh 9) is faith in God's mercy, which
will save the Jews and frustrate their enemies, though the
latter seem successful and the Jews doomed to failure.
The different treatment of the problem offered by Ecclesiastes

will be discussed when dealing with the Apocrypha.

Closely allied to the problem of sin and suffering
is the question of a future life (see, iu general, art.

Eschatology, § lo, vol. v. pp. 376-381). At the
early age of the Return, it is difficult to state pre-
cisely how this question was regarded. Judaism
has usually refrained from defining with precision
the details and circumstances of the future world,
contenting itself with a belief in its reality. This
belief is, however, firm and uncompromising. The
difficulty felt in later times was to deduce this
belief from the Pentateuch. There can be little

doubt, though direct evidence as to the antiquity
of the idea is not plentiful, that the post-Exilic
Jews believed in a world to come

; whether they
believed in a resurrection of the body or of the
soul is a difficult point to determine (see art.

Resuerection [Jewish]). With the future life

was bound up a belief in future reward and punish-
ment ; it is hard, in the first instance at any rate,
to conceive of a future state which will not differ

from the present. If this world is to be one of
trial and testing, the life beyond the grave must
surely bear some relation to it, depending on the
success or failure achieved during the preliminary
stage. The hereafter must be correlated to the
present. The sin of mankind, if not expiated now,
must surely be visited at a later time ; and, if the
sin, so also the merit.
The famous 63rd chapter of Isaiah was formerly taken as the

authority for a belief in vicarious atonement. The special
Ohristological interpretation has always been repudiated by
Judaism ; the general principle has scarcely, if indeed at all,

been conceded (see S. R. Driver and A.D. Neubauer, The Fifty-
Third Chapter of Isaiah according to the Jewish InUrpreters,
Oxford, 1877). Thus Ibn Ezra {q.v, ; 1 1167) refers the expres-
sion ‘my servant' to all those God-fearing Jews who were in
exile ; Sa'adya ($.«. ; 892-94:2) to the prophet Jeremiah. Both
of these commentators reflect traditional exegesis ; their views
do not merely represent contemporary opinion. The suffering
of the Servant was regarded by the nations as an expiation
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for their sizi; bat this opinion, put into the months of the

Gentile kings, was erroneous, and the outcome of their amaze-

ment at the persistence of the Servant under such unparalleled

persecution. The impossibility of a vicarious atonement is

clearly stated by the refusal of God to allow Moses to become a

substitute for the sins of Israel. ‘Whosoever hath sinned

against me, him will I blot out of my book ’ (Ex 323iff-)*

Similarly, although inherited punishment might
be deduced from the Decalogue, the post-Exilic

Jews relied on the teachings of Jeremiah and
Ezekiel, which maintain emphatically the doctrine

of individual responsibility (Jer 31^**, Ezk 18).

The problem of free will (g'.v.) developed more
fully in later ages. In Deuteronomy the free will

of man is distinctly stated, and it is not felt to be

an encroachment on the divine prerogative of

omnipotence (Dt 30“®*). Man is free, and
Grod is all-powerful. The dilemma does not seem
to have troubled the post-Exilic Jews.
One of the most important elements in Jewish

theology was the idea of cause and effect. The
books of Kings, which were compiled after, or at
least at the end of, the Exile, show very clearly

that the writers were prone to link together events
between which there was not, of necessity, any
connexion, to find some religious motive in all

affairs, and to account for history by the aid of

theology. Thus the disaster to the village children
who 'were eaten by she-bears is narrated after the
mocking of the prophet (2 K 2®®**). To the writer
it was obvious that the former incident was directly

caused by the latter : '^ost hoc ergo propter hoc.

The Exilic or post-Exilic Jews seem to have had
no notion of secondary causes: the division of

causes into material, formal, efficient, and final

belongs to the later age of Aristotle. Conse-
quently, their ideas as to divine agency were
somewhat primitive, and influenced their estimates
of persons and events.

Thus the compiler of the books of Chronicles, who must have
lived at least in the age of Alexander, cares little for political
history, which he subordinates to that of religion, and to a less
extent this is true of the writer of Kings.i If the early theory
of causation be kept in mind, man:y difficulties, such as Hos 1,

can be satisfactonly solved. The influence of this theory on
theology was great.

Both in Babylon and after the Ketum the Jews
held tenaciously to the belief in their divine
election {q.v.). Countless texts and teachings
reminded them of the fact that God had chosen
them to be His people, His witnesses, a kingdom
of priests, a beacon of light and truth to the nations
of the earth. However much they might have
fallen short of their duty, however much they
might have neglected not only to teach others, but
even themselves to remain faithful to their sacred
task, God had not deposed them for ever from the
office to which He had appointed them and their
ancestors. Although the Jews had at times mis-
interpreted their position to mean a freedom to sin
with immunity from punishment—a view strongly
opposed by the prophets {e.g. Am 2-3)—yet they
never felt themselves to have been snperseded.
Their mission was not taken from them. How
deeply they realized their responsibility and at
what personal cost they were willing to fulfil their
obligation may be seen from the great domestic
sacrifice which Ezra exacted from a willing people
(Ezr 9f.).

It was no light matter to separate from beloved wives and
children, yet it was obvious that, if the mission of Israel were
not to end in failure, the sacrifice must be brought. The re-
pudiation of the foreign wives has been wrongly attributed to
the Jews as an act of reproach and as evidence of callousness

:

it was in roality an instance of their devotion and their un-
swerving fidelity to the idea for which they had been called to
be a nation of teachers, to spread the Word of God to the utter-
most ends of the earth.

At this point it becomes necessary to examine
the relation in which the Jews considered them-

1 Of. W. E. Barnes, The Two Books of the Kings, Cambridge,
1908, p. XXIX.

selves to be placed -with regard to Gentiles. Did
they regard themselves as a separate nation among
other nations’ This question acquires fresh im-
portance in later and in modem ^ times, and seems
to have been regarded differently at different
epochs. It must be remembered that the Jews,
being Semites {q.v.), must, in consequence, be re-

garded from the Semitic and not from the modem
ethnological point of view. The modern idea of a
unifying element is consanguinity; the Semitic
bond was community of worship. From the
earliest times the principle of divine selection
has been religious and not racial ; otherwise there
is no reason why distinctions should have been
made between members of the same family; e.g.^

Abraham, not his father Terah nor his brother
Haran ; Isaac, not Ishmael ; Jacob, not Esau.
The twin brothers have the same parents and the
same racial conditions, but even the primogeniture
is ignored, and the spiritual heritage is given to
the younger brother. A Moabite is one who wor-
ships Chemosh, an Ammonite one who worships
Milcom, and an Israelite one who worships Adonai.
It was not the possession of a territory, tor nomads
have no settled territory. It was not the ties of

blood, for the descendants of Esau, though called

the brothers of Israel, are yet no true sharers of

Israel’s Abrahamic heritage. The strife of ideals

is graphically portrayed as originating in the
womb (cf. Gn 25*^®**, and see Rashi’s remark on the
allegory). The link between Semites was solely

that of a common worship. At times this might
acquire a racial sense, for mter-marriage with non-
Jews, involving almost necessarily an abandonment
of Judaism in the home and among the offspring,

was prohibited. This prohibition, however, arose
from a fear that religion would be affected, not
from a sense of superiority of blood. The book of

Ruth is an object-lesson in the consequences of

pushing this tendency too far ; the proselyte can
be 8LS worthy as the native, and from the Moabite
woman David himself was descended. For the
same reason a distinction was observed between
the seven nations of Canaan, who were irreclaim-

ably steeped in wickedness (a fact borne out by
archaeology), and others, who, coming to sojourn
under the wings of the Shekhinah, would develop
into true sons of the Covenant.
The effect of the Exile upon the Je-wish com-

munity is summarized as follows by W. 0. E.
Oesteiiey and G. H. Box {Religion and Worship
of the Synagogue^ London, 1911, p. 3f.)

:

‘To a large extent it denationalized religion by demonstrating
that the religion of Israel could survive the dissolution of the
State, and was, therefore, independent of a national centre.

It is true that the elements of a national organization and life

still existed in the Jewish communities, long after the Baby-
lonian exile, and even later asserted themselves in new national
forms. The connexion between race and religion, though
modified, was not destroj'ed. Judaism, in fact, has never given
up altogether its racial basis. In this, as in other respects, it

has ever been inconsistent. When the ideal of a community,
organized for purely religious purposes and recognizing no
distinctions of race, has attempted to translate itself into action

from within organized Judaism, a reaction back to the national

idea has inevitably followed. And it was after every outward
sign and vestige of separate nationality had been swept away by
Hadrian (A.I). 135) that national feeling and sense of racial

solidarity become most intense. But all the same, it remains
true that ever since, the widely sundered and (in all other
respects) distinct communities of Jews which are scattered

over the world find their one link of continuity and unity in a
common religion.

It has been pointed out, Justly,® that, in principle, the separa-

tion between the State and the Church had already been eff€ct<^

in the Book of Deuteronomy. But in practice Deuteronomic
principles met at the outset with serious obstacles in the way
of their realization. The last of these disappeared with the
destruction of the State. . . .

The first to seize and enforce the lessons of the Exile was the

1 See below, p. 607.
® by C. H. Oornill, Der israel, Prophetisnms^, Sfcrassbuig.

1906, p. 83 ff.
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prophet Ezekiel, ** the first dogmatist of the Old Testament.”

He laid the theological foundations of the structure which Ezra
reared.’ ^

To translate the words 'am and g6i by ‘nation’

is to beg the question and to presuppose an idea of

‘nationality’ akin to that which the word noTv

conveys. The term 'am implied an essentially

religious kinship, because in primitive times the

od was of the same kin as his servants (see 'VV. E.
mith. Religion of^ the Semites^, London, 1894, p.

35 ff.). A separation of religion and nationality

was impossible ; the idea of religion included much
that is implied by the latter. An Israelite wor-

shipping Chemosh became a Moabite, ^so facto ;

an ‘ atheist Jew ’ was inconceivable. * It was im-
possible for an individual to change his religion

without changing his nationality’ {ib, 37). In
course of time the Semites developed many national

characteristics and adopted national features of life

and government. Intercoursewith their neighbours

tended more and more to bring into the minds of

the Jews a craving for a separate national entity, for

a king, for an army, for territorial expansion. All

these desires are regarded by the religious teachers

as a falling away from righteousness, as signs of

rebellion against God. Israel is a theocracy, to be
governed by judges and officers (Dt 16^®), by councils

of elders (Ex 18^*- Is deriving their authority from
the priests and ultimately from the Deity. If,

dissatisfied with this form of government, the
Israelites clamour for a king, ‘ like all the nations

which are round about,’ the desire might be granted
(Dt 17^^). But the king is not to collect cavalry,

nor is he to set his heart on Egyptian alliances. He
is to spurn all the prerogatives of nationality and
monarchy, and to reign in accordance with the word
of God. Samuel (1 S 8) feels a great repugnance to

the institution of a monarchy ; the request for a
king is a rejection of God as their sovereign (v."^).

Israel ‘ shall dwell alone, and shall not be reckoned
among the nations ’ (Nu 23®). Her safety is to be
in rest and tranquillity, not in diplomatic duels

with Assyria and Bab^rlon, not in political and
national alliances, not in seeking for territorial

expansion or military prowess. Ml these are the

very signs of nationality that are so sternly repro-

bated by Isaiah and, later, by Jeremiah. Israel’s

destiny is comprised in the doctrine of the ‘ Eem-
nant,’ the small minority of true believers, who,
oblivious of the narrow and confining bonds of

nationality, are to spread over the earth and make
it fruitful.

The ideal of Zion is to be not an impregnable fortress, bat the
source of the Torah, the fountain-spring of righteousness. The
people who pinned their hope on the inviolability of Jerusalem
were confounded, just as those who cried out, ‘ The Temple of

God,’ and trusted in it to save them, were mistaken. The idea

of a temporal nationality with strong military power and a

position of influence in foreign politics was never preached by
Isaiah as the destiny of Judah. But the reliance on nationality

and the boastful vaunt of being ‘God’s invincible nation ’ became
stronger as the king, nobles, and people grew more faithless to

the Word of God, more heedless of the admonitions of the
prophet. They could not conceive that Assyria should be
allowed to overcome Israel, God’s own nation, strengthened by
alliances, falsely encouraged by lying teachers, boastful of its

military prowess and efficiency. But Isaiah saw more clearly

:

a faithless nation would inevitably be abandoned by God, for it

was not for their nationality that He chose them, not because
they were better or more distinguished by inherent virtue, but
because of His love (Dt V) for them and in order that they should
be His servants. Assyria was to be God’s rod of pimishment.
The unthinkable would come about, and the false ideals of

nationality were to be shattered by the hand of the heathen
empire. The Lord of Hosts was to be supreme. His power
was to sweep over the universe as waters cover the sea, sweep-
ing away the puny artificial boundaries erected by man, ‘ remov-
ing the limits of nations and overwhelming the settlements like

a mighty hero * (Is lOiS). When God had finished His work on
Mount Zion and purified it from false ideals, when nations
would no longer learn warfare, then would nationality be finally

annihilated, and Israel would be a third with Egypt and Assyria,

all equally a blessing to mankind, Egypt being ‘ God’s people,’

Assyria ‘ His handiwork,’ and Israel ‘ His inheritance ’ (1925).

1 Cf. the ch. referring to Ezekiel in Cornill, p. 117 fi.

This universalistic consummation was regarded
by aU the prophets as the purpose for which the
Deity was working. This must not be taken to
imply^ that Israel was to lose its particularization.
Zion is constantly exalted to a position of spiritual
leadership, and this position is contrasted with the
Oriental despotic court, which the kings and nobles
created. At certain times, traces of a nationalist
spirit may be observed, especially in exile or in
persecution. By the waters of Babylon the Jews
were, so to speak, driven into nationality because
they felt themselves to stand apart from the empire
wherein they dwelt. But it was, in reality, the
contrast between the two religions, not a sense of
nationality, that sundered the Jews from their con-
querors. The Northern Kingdom was essentially

more nationalist in pro^rtion as it was less religious

in spirit than Judah. Destruction and expatriation
fell upon both kingdoms alike ; but Judah survived,
Samaria perished. During the Maccabsean persecu-
tions the contrast betw’een Jew and Greek acquired
something of a national tinge. In Babylon and
after the Return, the religion alone seems to have
been the essential characteristic.

The dispersal of Israel began before the Exile

;

it continued after the Return, Emigration, stimu-
lated by trade and other motives, as well as exile,

had removed many Jews from the land of their
fathers. They were to be found in Assyria, in
Egypt, in Hamath, in the coastlands of the Medi-
terranean, and even in remote and mysterious
‘Sinim’ (Is 11^^ 49^®). The presence of Jews in
Gentile surroundings, differing from their neigh-
bours in so many ways, must have stimulated, on
both sides, introspection. The Jews were driven
back on themselves, and th^ studied their own
religion the more carefully. They would naturally
look outside their own camp as well, and contrast
the forms of worship and tne beliefs that existed
without. At a very early stage the influence of the
Jevdsh Diaspora, as a missionary agency, began to
be felt. Judaism became more and more universal-
istic. Cuneiform inscriptions reveal an intense
Jewish life in Mesopotamia ; socially and religi-

ously the Jews played no small part in the land of

their conquerors. The other world power, Egypt,
was also the home of a solid Jewish community.
Doubtless many other colonies existed, for silence

must not be construed as an argument. Until the
appearance of the Assuan papyri, we had no evi-

dence for Jewish life in Egypt at the time of the
Return ; we now, by one single discovery, are able
largely to re-construct the history of the Jews of

Yeb (Elephantine). The favour of the Persian
governors protected them

;
they prospered com-

mercially, engaging in various trades and holding
property. They seem to have had a temple of

their own, at least an altar with incense. They
felt themselves in spiritual communion with Pales-
tine, corresponding with political and religious

officials. Their names are mostly Biblical, and
they seem to have clung to their ancestral faith.

It is unfortunate that most of the documents are
of a business nature; more positive details as to
religious life and thought would have been welcome.
Doubtless the activity of the Jews prevailed in

many other places, of which, at present, we have
no knowledge. We can safelyassume that, wherever
they settled, a centre was established whence Juda-
ism was diffused not only from Jew to Jew, but also

to Gentile. Already Jeremiah, from the womb
(Jer 1®), had been designated as a prophet to the
Gentiles, to preach a belief in God and the tenets

of righteousness to the wide world.
The Temple and its sacrifices (see Sacrifice

[Jewish]) filled as large a part of Judaism after the
Return as before the first destruction. It is often
urged that the prophets deprecated the sacrificial
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^stem and were not over-zealous for the Temple
itself. This view is scarcely correct. The prophets
frequently decry sacrifices, when brought in a wrong
spirit orregarded as licences to sin. It is extremely
doubtful whether they rejected sacrifices (ma sacri-

fices. Similarly Jeremiah denounces those who
make the existence of the Temple and the Ark of

the Lord an excuse for sin. Jeremiah 3^®*- is de-

finitely clear : it cannot be regarded as otherwise
than a denunciation of those who felt that the
Temple was inviolate, and that its inviolability

would safeguard them from the effect of their wrong-
doing. The prophets of the Return favour the
sacrmces. Malachi, speaking not merely of the
present but even of the Messianic age, looks for-

ward to a time when the minlwh of Judah and Jeru-
salem shall again be pleasing to the Lord as in days
of old (3^). Haggai and Zechariah, so far from
deprecating the Temple idea, reproach the people
for being lukewarm in the work of rebuilding.
There would have been no possibility for these
admonitions had the idea of Temple and sacrifices

been superseded. The rebukes are directed against
those vmo are despondent or those who are apath-
etic. The first Return was followed by a certain
amount of disorganization. Not until the advent
of Ezra, was the religious life firmly established.
For this reason Malachi attacks a spirit of parsi-
mony amon» the tithe-payers and those who would
defraud God of the sacrifices due to His Temple.
There is no indication anywhere that the Temple
and the sacrifices were to be relegated to the
past.

The Messianic idea seems, to some extent, dor-
mant at the beginning of the Restoration. The
term * Messiah,’ of course, occurs in early passages
of Scripture, but in a purely literal sense of
‘anointed,’ i.e. king, or one appointed to fill a
certain office (cf. art. Messiah, Messianism).
‘The word “Messiah” (anointed one) is never
used in the Old Testament in the special sense to
which it has been consecrated by Jewish and
Christian usage ’ (J. Skinner, Book of the Prophet
Isaiah, Chapters i.-xxxix., Cambridge, 1896, p.
Iviii). During the Exile the term is even applied
to Cyrus, a Gentile ruler, because he has "been
chosen to be a divine instrument in Israel’s re-
lease. What may be termed the Messianic idea
is to be found under two heads

: {a) the redemption
of Israel, from the first Exile; (b) eschatological
prophecies of a Golden Age of universal peace and
brotherhood. Under the influence of the Restora-
tion, when the people and prophets alike were
animated by optimistic hopes for the present and
the more immediate future, the Messianic idea
was not so strongly dominant. The settlement
of the people and the restitution and spread of
divine worship in its former home occupied general
attention. The age of the Apocrypha saw a re-
newal of eschatological speculation and a develop-
ment and perhaps an extension of the Messianic
idea.^

,
Prayer was naturally associated mth the Temple

ritual, and the phrase M6"adhe El (Ps 7#) has
been taken to denote assemblies for worship,
synagogues. Set prayers are recorded in Chron-
icles and Ezra, and Jewish tradition assigns to
this period the institution of the 'Amidah prayer
(Singer, p. 44ff. ; see, further, art. Prayeh [Jew-
ish]). » So little can be said definitely with regard
to ceremonial and liturgy during the period suc-
iFora detaUed survey of this idea in its earHer forms see

Skinner, p. Iviff.

2 D’nB'jnn D’oan upnii> uni {S%m, § 343, ed. M. Fried-
mann, Vienna, 1864, f. 142h, 1. 2 ; ed, Bomberg, Venice, 1646, col.
238). See also mg. 176, where fuf is attributed to the Great
Synagogue^. The kernel is probably old, but has been redacted,
azra instituted the public reading of the Law on certain occa-
sions.

ceeding the Return that it will be more satisfactory
to leave the consideration of this question to a
later stage.

2. The Maccabaean period.-—After the Return
the thoughts of the restored exiles were primarily
devoted to religion, to the rebuilding of the
Temple, and to the exposition of the Law. Con-
siderable time elapsed before the idea of national-
ity asserted itself. At the outset the Jews were
governed by; Persian officials, whose autocratic
power was in ratio to their distance from the
Court. Such a policy of decentralization was ill-

adapted to consolidate a vast and unwieldy em-
pire. In the great political convulsions occasioned
by the conquests of Alexander and the strife be-
tween the Diadochoi, the evil consequences of
such a system of administration became manifest.
There was neither a national idea nor an imperial
spirit to foster a sense of unity or attachment.
Unity would, in any case, be well-nigh unattain-
able in such a heterogeneous collection of subjects,
although patriotism might perhaps have been
aroused by a strong personality at the head of the
State. The local governor, not the remote and
unknown ‘King of kings,’ represented to the
country folk their actual master ; with his over-
lord they had no concern. The feuds of cities
would often result in raiding and warfare, owing
to the weakness of the central government ; these
internal conflicts affected the provincials, not the
great battles of the Empire. Tne Jews felt them-
selves at first neither citizens of the Empire nor
Palestinian nationalists. The Empire was too
large and Jewish Palestine was too small.

‘The Jewish people had not the extension which is shown us
in the days of Ohnst. If we had gone in the fifth century b.c.
through Galilee—through all those sacred places so familiar to
us, Nazareth, Cana, Bethsaida, Capernaum—we should have
been among heathens. The name Galilee is the short for Gali-
lee of the Gentiles, that is, the region of the Gentiles

; the name
clung to those uplands between Gennesaret and the sea, even
after they had become predominantly Jewish. We should
have been not only among heathens, but among barbarians, a
population in which the original basis of Syrian peasants, tillers
of the soil, had been crossed with the wilder Arab blood which
came in by infiltration from the desert. The people of the
Jews we should have found only in Jerusalem and in the fields
and villages around Jerusalem to a radius of some ten to fifteen
miles ’ (E. R. Bevan, Jemisalem under the Eigh-Friests. London.
1904, p. 11).

Nationality was produced, among the Jews, by
purely political causes. The overthrow of Darius
and his Empire at the hands of Alexander did not
at first react on them. For nearly a century they
were under the dominion of the Ptolemys, and
the change in their position seems to have been
slight. It was not until Palestine was transferred
to the Seleucids that a new era really began. To
the spread^ of Hellenism and to the fostering by
the Seleucids of Hellenic institutions and customs
the growth of Jewish nationality is due. Antioch
was a much more zealous disseminator of Greek
culture than Alexandria, but the Hellenic spirit of
Antioch, more intense and aggressive, was corre-
spondingly debased in quality. The Jews of Alex-
andria were not offended by Egyptian Hellenism,
but the Syrian Hellenism of litioch stirred up
strife through the whole land.
The attempt of Antiochus iv. to suppress Juda-

ism and substitute the worship of Olympian Zeus
roused intense opposition. The Maccabees were
supported with devotion by the J^&stdtm (see art.

HASiD^asANS, Hasidism, vol. vi. p. 526), and their
victory secured the permanence of Judaism. The
beginning of the conflict was a fight for religious
liberty

; the end resolved itself into a struggle for
nationality. When once the triumph of religion
was assured, theHasmonaean leaders, in continuing
the struggle for the sake of national expansion,
lost the support of the ?[^sldim, who became their
undisguised opponents. No circumstance is more
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instructive in the annals of Maccabaean history

than the secession of the ‘Pious’ party, as soon
as the aims of the Hasmonsean princes became
material. It is not difficult to discover the cause
of this divergence. The gulf between Judaism
and Hellenism was great, for not only religious

beliefs but social practices were involved. Juda-
ism, like Islam and other Semitic faiths, includes
under ‘religion’ many elements which elsewhere
would fall under a different classification. This
point, so important to remember, will be dealt
with again in considering Hdldlchd. The ^ast^m
could not tolerate many things, harmless in them-
selves, which would have been allowed to ^ss
unchecked had religion not been at stake. The
Greek dress and athletics would not have inspired
such detestation under other conditions. In Alex-
andria, Jews adopted Greek speech and, most prob-
ably, Greek costume, without being considered
traitors to Judaism. In Palestine, under Antiochus
Epiphanes, all contact with the heathen became
impossible. Things innocent by nature became
actively noxious. The gap was complete, and
could not be bridged, vvith this utter loathing
for all things Gre^, there came an insistence on
all things Jewish; the antagonism revealed anti-

theses before overlooked or non-existent. There
was no national feeling before ; it was this bitter

religious antagonism that created it, perhaps on
purpose to oppose Greek nationalism. The aim of
Alexander was Hellenization, and this included a
strong national feeling ; Antiochus and his party,
unworthy heirs of a great ideal, and boastful of

their national superiority, produced by their ex-
cessive fanaticism a corresponding national feeling

on the Jewish side.

It was not among the pious gastdtm that this
imirit was strongest; it was chiefly evident in
Judas and the leaders. The jCasldfm were con-
cerned with one object and one object only—free-

dom of worship. Beyond this they cared for
nothing. Judas believed that there could be no
security from a repetition of the persecutions un-
less Judaism possessed a State as well as a religion.

Hence he favoured aU institutions that tended
to arouse national feeling. Here he parted com-
pany with the 5asldim, hitherto his staunchest
adherents. When Demetrius sent Bacchides to
instal Alcimus, an opponent of the Hasmonseans,
as high priest, the 53-sidim were ready to accept
him, and this was the beginning of the breach.
Hereafter the fight was for national and dynastic
ambition (Bevan, p. 117). In exactly the same
way Jonathan and John Hyrcanus lost the sup-
port of the Pharisees, the spiritual successors of

the pasldlm, because they combined the offices of
high priest and king (see Pss,-Sol. 17®'®). The

and the Pharisees despised all worldly
elements. They cared not who ruled them or to
what nation they belonged if only they could have
freedom to worship God. The tendency may be
often paralleled in Semitic history. The EJia-
warij, in a.d. 657, deserted the cause of ‘Ali, the
fourth Khallf, and made their battle-cry, ‘No
judgment save that of (3od !

’

After the Restoration the government was, in
the main, theocratic—^that is to say, the priests
and the exponents of the Law enjoyed consider-
able power; the book of Ezra mentions four
branches of secular rulers (10®* ®)—princes, elders,
rulers, and nobles.

The functions of these classes are not clear, nor is it possible
to state with certainty that these different names imply differ-
ent classes of officials. Among the aristocracy thus consti-
tuted—for, as Bevan remarks {op. dt., p. 6),

‘ the Community
at Jerasalem was no democracy '—the priests were included,
the high priest gradually acquiring more and more power,
until, m the time of Jonathan and John Hyrcanus, the high
priest was the head of the State as well as of the religious
community. He was the president of the Assembly later

known as the Sanhedrin.^ The Sanhedrin, composed of both
Eabbis and nobles, possessed, up to the Eoman period, the
power of life and death. Even Herod, in the height of his
career, was summoned to appear before them ;

and from this it

will be seen that the authority and influence of the religious
element were exceedingly strong in ttie Jewish State. The
priests, in accordance with the provisions of the Pentateuch,
were maintained by the people. They received the tithes and
firstfruits as their salaries, and were regarded with reverence
on account of their sacred calling. They and the Rabbis were
treated with considerably more respect than the secular officials

by all classes of the population.

On the first day of Tishri, 444 B.C., Ezra the
scribe and Nehemiah brought out to the people
the Law of Moses (Neh 8^), and read its contents
to the assembled multitude. From now onwards,
under the influence of Ezra, priest as well as scribe,

the study and observance of the Law were prose-
cuted with ardour. From his days the scribes,

or interpreters of the Law, came into existence.
The canon of the whole Bible was most probably
formed later (but see, further, p, 594’*), in the time
of *Akiba (f A.D. 135 ; on 'A^ba himself see art.

Akiba ben Joseph, vol. i. pp. 274-276). The
Pentateuchal le^slation permeated the people and
moulded their Eves. As the Torah spread, the
influence of the scribes increased in proportion.
Not only in Palestine, but wherever the Jews had
settled., the zeal for the Law accompanied them.
In Syria they made many proselytes (see Josephus,
BJ VII. iii. 3). In Egypt by about 260 B.C. the
Septuagint translators began their work, and the
Bible was made accessible to the Gentiles in
their own tongue. The various Aramaic versions,
known as Targumim (see art. Targums), are of
later date and were made for Jewish use. The
Septuagint seems to have been intended, accord-
ing to the account of Aristeas, for non-Jews. The
Samaritan community accepted Judaism and re-

ceived the Pentateuch about 430 B.C. Their re-

cension differs in certain respects from the Jewish
or Massoretic text (see, further, art. Samaritans).

Ail these facts show how the knowledge of the
Torah was becoming diffused. It is safe to assume
that many of the other Scriptural books circulated
freely, as well as the Law. For the intense devo-
tion to the Law and to Judaism the scribes and
priests, the successors of the prophets, are largely
responsible. The strength of the religious spirit

appeared in various guises, not always uniform.
Sects began to arise. As the Jews were brought
face to face with the fascinations of Greek culture,

a Hellenizing party grew up. Originally, no doubt,
this party desired to adopt all that was good in

foreign culture while remaining steadfast inloyalty
to their faith. In course of time, partly by com-
pulsion and partly by choice, the Hellenizers
succumbed to the allurements of their Greek friends
and made jettison of their religion to save their

material prosperity (1 Mac 1^). There were not
wanting, doubtless, among them those who did not

E
rove utterly faithless, but the real resistance came
rom the uncompromising opponents of Hellenism.
From these the party of tne 5!^stdim developed,
men zealous for religion and for religion only.

These were the mainstay of the forces led byJudas ;

they were pioneers of martyrdom, ready to die not
merely for the broad principles of their faith, but for

the absolute observance of the Law. They were,
at first, prepared to suffer death rather than defend
themselves if attacked on the Sabbath. After their
breach with Judas, the ^^sldlm pass away. The
term disappeared, but the spirit survived, to re-

appear under the guise of the Pharisees.
After the fixing of the text of the Law, the

functions of the scribes centred on the exposition
of the precepts and commandments and the pre-

servation and teaching of the traditions. These
traditions, called the Oral Law {Tdrdh shehialpeh),
are believed by orthodox Jews to have accompanied

1 See JE Vi. [1904] 393*.
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theWritten Law(Tdrdh shelibikhHhdhh), and a tradi-

tion of Mosaic authority is called Hdldkhd M6sM
mis-Sinai (see, further, art. Law [Jewish]). The
Written Law had to be supplemented in many cases

by tradition, because the prescriptions were some-

tunes vague and presupposed existing knowledge.
The rite of circumcision and the wearing of phy-
lacteries, e.gr., are ordained in the Bible, but
the details are not prescribed (ef. above, vol. iii.

p, 440®). The object of the scribes {q.v.) was to

teach the people how tradition required the Law
to be carried out. The absence of such scribal

teaching had been the cause of the neglect of the
Law and of idolatry in earlier times ; the work of

the scribes consolidated Judaism and gave it

stability and endurance through the later ages.^

The name ‘Pharisees’ {F'^rUKayya^ ‘separatists’)

was adopted by or applied to those who were
careful to observe the Written and the Oral Law
(see, further, art. Pharisees).
Attempts are frequently made to belittle the work of the

scribes and Pharisees. The enormous moral and spiritual effect

of their work is often overlooked, and attention is focused on
their so-called ‘hair-splittings.*

(1) This mistaken attitude is due to ignorance of the true
perspective.

() Judaism includes many civil elements under the head
of religion ; consequently many discussions and prescriptions
referring to civil matters had to be dealt with by the religious
teachers. Sunilar legal arguments are to be found in every
system of law worthy of the name. Every system must of
necessity contain some elements of formal expediency, if it is

based on logic, since principles cannot always be pushed to their
logical conclusion. Moreover, a legal fiction was often designed
to preserve the memory of a principle, while alleviating the
strict requirements of a law, especially if the fulfilment had
become too difficult for the community Q^haqlX). It must be
remembered that the scribe or Rabbi had a twofold, if not a
manifold, personality ; he was a civil judge as well as a religious
teacher. It is not fair to confuse the two functions and ignore
the different attitudes necessary for such a double position.
It is sometimes not easy to draw a line of demarcation. Further,
the duty of the scribe was to specify clearly what was required
of the people, to secure homogeneity of practice. It is obvious
that the vague prohibition of work on the Sabbath would lead
to public scandal and Sabbath-breaking, if the interpretation of
‘work’ were left to individuals. It was by specification and
precision that a spiritual rest was achieved. The Sabbath was
not merely a day of ‘ Don’ts.' As a matter of fact, the circum-
scribing of activities in the material sphere impelled a high
s^se of rest and consecration. This statement is capable of
simple proof. On the whole, in the course of time, the
Sabbath laws have not been relaxed. The tendency has been in
the opposite direction (Ji^hdT).&mir). Consequently the observ-
ance of the Sabbath must be more rigid to-day than in the days
of the early scribes. But no orthodox Jew feels the Sabbath to
be anything but a day of true delight, awaited with eagerness
and welcom^ as a * bride.* 2 And this delight can be realized
only from within. No non-Jew is competent to describe it, for
this experience is one which he can never have enjoyed. The
Sabbath is to the Jew a day of ecstasy and good cheer, not of
restraint; it has a poritive, not a negative, character. Only
when the Sabbath spirit is lost does the day become irksome.
When, for example, m order to indulge in some amusement or
to perform some act which is modern, and, consequently, faTia

under no prohibition exactly specified by the codes, but which
is, nevertheless, obviously out of keeping with the Sabbatical
spirit, the prohibitions are circumvented and are observed in
the letter and not in the spirit, then the restrictions are felt to
be irksome. But the fault lies with the Sabbath evaders, not
with the scribes. The result is that the breach of the letter
soon follows that of the spirit, and the observance of the Sabbath
is fin^y abandoned. TIaose who keep the Sabbath do not suffer
a penitential gloom,8 as is often falsely imagined : those who see
only the restrictions, and not the under^^ing spirit, tend, in
process of time, to lose the Sabbath altogether. It is therefore
those who do not keep the Sabbath that find it a burden.
() Many arguments are theoretical, being of the nature of

exercises in logic and dialectic in which every h3T)othetical
possibility has to be considered. Reuben and Simeon often
correspond to John Doe and Richard Roe.

(2) The work of the Pharisees and scribes is attacked by
wnters who desire to belittle Judaism, in order to exalt the

1 Of all the conaprehensive verdicts on this important class,
the most impartial and scientific may be found in an ordination
semon by Foakes Jackson, called ‘ Our Lord and the Pharisees,’
puWished m the Peterborough Diocesan Magazine^ Jan. 1910,
with which every orthodox Jew will be in agreement. Of larger
TCope, and equaUy praiseworthy, is R. T. Herford's Pharisa^
(London, 1912).

shown by Montefiore, Judaism and St. Paul
p. 32 f.

*

8 See G. Spiritual Teaching of the Jewish Pr. Book
[Judatsm and Christianity ; ShoH Studies}, London, 1906, p IS

daughter faith. There are some who, conceiving nothing
positive about Christianity, would make the raison d’etre of
that religion the failure of Judaism. This tendency leads to
perversions of fact, not always due to ignorance. Attention is
deliberately focused on the ‘ mountains suspended by a hair *

and the Pharisaic Rabbis are represented as casuists and
hypocrites, their vast spiritual activity being purposely con-
cealed. According to the writers of this mass, Judaism is
effete. It is not enough to say that the Law is no longer obli-
gatory on Christians because of the coming of Jesus. Judaism
itself must be stamped as corrupt and therefore superseded.

The influence of the Pharisees was immense.
They were men of extreme piety and devotion, and
their aim was to sanctify everj phase of daily life.

The Jew was to think of God in every act, at every
moment. Not only must the command itself be
observed; it must be safeguarded by a ‘fence’
[s^yagh). Naturally among so great a party there
were those who fell short of the high ideal that was
set them. Alexander Jannseus warned his wife to
beware of the ‘false’ Pharisee. In the famous
passages of the Talmud (Jer. Ber. ix. 5 [8], ed.
princ., fol. 13a, outer col., ed. Jitomir, 1858-64, p.
119; M. Schwab, French tr., Paris, 1871, p. 171,
or Eng. ed., 1886, p. 168 ; Bab. Sota, 226 ; see also
Ah6th de B. Nathan,

perek xxxvii.
, ed. S. Schechter,

Vienna, 1887, p. 109=55a; see note 4 of Schechter)
seven classes of Pharisees are mentioned : he who
accepts the Law as a burden ; he who acts from
interested motives; he who counter-b^ances

; he
who is sparing ostentatiously ; he who asks to be
shown a good action, that he may do it ; he who
acts through fear ; and he who is inspired by love.
The apparently sweeping condemnation of the Pharisees in

the Gospels is perhaps due to the fact that the rebukes were
originally directed against the hypocritical Pharisees, who had
disappeared in the time when the Gospels were compiled or
copied. To the Christian scribe, after the destruction of tihe
Temple, these distinctions were unknown. Discrimination was,
therefore, meaningless to him, and was consequently omitted.
The result has been that the special condemnation of a Hmnii
minority has been made to include a large and God-fearing class
of men. The presence of upright and noble Pharisees receives
recognition in the NT in the account of Nicodemus, who was
also ‘ a ruler of the Jews ’ (Jn Si®’ IQSS).

The greatest achievement of the Pharisees was
I the advance which they taught in the doctrine of
the future life. On this point, as also on the
question of angels, they diftered from the Sadducees.
The name of this party has been derived from
saddig, ‘righteous,’ or, with more probability, from
Sdddq, Zadok, the famous priest from whom, it is

said, they claimed descent. As opposed to the
Pharisees, who were largely democratic, the Sad-
ducees were aristocratic. The Sadducees did not
accept the Pharisaic Sdldkhd. They maintained
the principle of ‘ eye for eye’ literally ; the Phari-
sees had long commuted the penalty (see Funk, p.

47 ; Judah Halevi, jK’i^ai al-Khazam, ed. Hirschfeld,
pt. iii. § 46, p. 175). They interpreted ‘the day
after the Sabbath ’ (Lv 23^^) literally, not, as their
opponents, the ‘day after the festival.’ Their
rejection of the doctrine of immortality was based
on ethical^ principles. The founder, Antigonus of
Socho, a disciple of Simon the Just, made his motto,
‘ Be not as^ servants that serve the master for the
sake of gaining a reward, but be like servants who
serve not for the sake of gaining a re\mrd, and let
the fear of Heaven be upon you’ {Zbdth, i. 3;
Singer, p. 184 ; R. T. Herford, in R. H. Charles,
Apoc. and Pseudepigr. of OT, Oxford, 1913, ii. 691

;

see, further, art. Sadducees).
It must be observed that, when the Rabbis contrast two ways

of serving God, ‘from love’ (ynffoMhhah) and ‘from fear*
{miyyirdh), and extol the former, they are practically in
unconscious agreement with this saying, because ‘ love * here
implies disinterested service, performed for its own sake.
According to Antigonus, there was to be no reward in a life

beyond the grave. The Sadducean doctrine of doing good for
its own sake is perhaps ethically higher than that of the
Pharisees, but it is the doctrine for a saint and recluse, and is

impracticable as a popular creed ; hence, if for no other reason,
the Pharisaic party and form of belief were the more popular.
The two parties, according to Josephus, differed also on the

question of free will. The Pharisees held that man’s freedom
of action was limited. They ‘ ascribe all to providence and to
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God, and yet allow that to act as is right, or the contrary, is

principally in the power of men ; although fate does co-operate

m every action. . . . But the Sadducees take away fate entirely

and suppose that God is not concerned in our doing or not
doing what is evil ; and that to act as is good or as is evil is at

men’s own choice, and each man attaches himself to the one or

the other at will’ (Josephus, BJ n. viii. 14).

It would be wrong to imagine that the whole
code of life, especially the laws of ritual purity,
prescribed by tiie Pharisees was intended by them
to be incumbent on all alike. The 'am hd^dres

or multitude, was free from most of these
provisions, which were observed only by the
JfhheHm, or ‘associates.' This has been con-

clusively shown by A. Biichler [Der galildische

'Am-ha "^Ares, Vienna, 1906). Nor was the antagon-
ism of Pharisee and'awAa’ares general, as is often

thought. Had that been the case, the Sadducees
would have been more influential and popular.

A third sect existed among the Jews, the Es-
senes {q.v,)j whose name is as inexplicable as the
sect itself. Josephus {BJ n. viii. 2 ff.) gives a long
account of their manner of life and forms of belief.

They were communistic ascetics. They rejected pleasure as

evil, owned property in common, and recruited their numbers
more by the adoption of children and the accession of prose-

lytes than by marriage, which, however, they did not entirely

avoid. Their piety was extraordinary, and they indulged in

ritual lustrations. They were noted for their fidelity ;
* whatso-

ever they say is firmer than!an oath.’ They devoted themselves
to researches in ancient writings and to the study of natural
medicine. They believed in the corruptibility of the body and
the immortality of the soul. They believed in reward and
punishment as an incentive to right conduct. Many of their

customs give evidence of some foreign connexion, and it has
been suggested that they derived some of their ideas from
Gnostic, Pythagorean, and other sources. It is clear, however,
that they formed but an isolated section, and that they cannot
have entered very deeply into the life of the people. Their in-

difference to the Temple ritual was a sufficient cause for separa-

tion, without their ascetic practices, which would not appeal to

a multi^de. The most important feature in connexion with
the Essenes is their mysticism. For their infiuence on the
J^abbila see art. !|LaBBlLA.

The oldest Jewish schismatics were, of course,

the Samaritans (g.v.). After the fall of Samaria,
the king of Assyria introduced immigrants from
Babylon, Cnthah, Ava, Hamath, and Sepharvaim
to replace the deported Israelites (2 K
These settlers partially adopted Judaism, serving the God of

Israel, but not entirely abandoning idolatry. In 432 b.c. they
were joined by Jewish exiles from Jerusalem who had quar-
relled with Nehemiah (Neh 1328 ; Josephus, Ant. xi. vii. 2, viii. 7).

Iffie dispute turned upon the question of intermarriage. Being
excluded from worship at Jerusalem, they desired a temple of

their own. One of the refugees, Manasseh, a brother of Jaddua
the high priest, had married a daughter of Sanballat, the
governor of Samaria. For this he was disqualified from officiat-

ing at Jerusalem, and he therefore urged his father-in-law to
cause an altar to be erected in Shechem. This was done, and
the existence of a rival temple on Mount Gerizim further em-
bittered the relations between the Jews and the Samaritans.
During the Maccabsean wars the Samaritans sided with Anti-
ochus (Josephus, Ant. xn. v. 6). Later, John Hyrcanus destroyed
their temple. They possessed the Pentateuch in a somewhat
different recension, which they wrote in their own characters,

resembling the ancient Semitic script, but none of the Prophets,
whose inspiration they did not recognize.

In addition to the books of Daniel, Chronicles
(in part), and Ecclesiastes, and the works of the
historian Josephus, other sources are available for

information about this period. The Apocryphal
writings, in most cases contemporary, furnish abun-
dant material, especially for a study of thought and
religion.

In using evidence from the Apocrypha, it must be borne in
mind that we cjannot be definitely certain that we have before
us an illustration of general Jewish thought. One of the
reasons that prevented the reception of the Apocrypha into the
canon was, no doubt, its divergence, in some cases, from ortho-
doxy. It does not always follow that orthodoxy changed
between the compilation of the various Apocryphal writings
and the formation of the canon. In some cases, books, once
orthodox, have become Apocryphal, at least from the Jewish
point of view, by reason of Christian or sectarian interpolations,

tlonsequently care must be exercised in accepting statements
from the Apocrypha as descriptive of Judaism generally.

In the main, however, the Apocrypha furnishes
a most valuable link between the OT and the NT.
The beliefs of the Pharisees are very largely in-

spired and reflected by it. The doctrine of immor-
tality is strongly developed in Daniel (122),

Wisdom (3^®*) it is associated with reward and
punishment after death.

* The souls of the righteous are in the hand of God, and no
torment shall touch them. In the eyes of the foolish they
seemed to have died . . . but they are in peace. For even u
in the sight of men they be punished, their hope is full of im-
mortality . . . the Lord shall reign over them for evermore
. . . and the faithful shall abide with h\m in love.’ *God
created man for incorruption, and made him an image of his
own everlastingness ’ (

223).

On the other hand, Ecclesiasticus has no clear

belief in immortality, but, if anything, inclines to
a Sadducean rejection of the idea. Ben Sirach*s phil-

osophy was that punishment overtook the sinner in

this life. If the righteous died unrewarded, his

recompense lay in the good name which he left

behind him (see Bevan, p. 58 ff.). The canonical
book of Ecclesiastes definitely breaks with the
idea, if, as is held by some scholars, the last

chapter, especially v.*^, be an orthodox addition to

obtain the inclusion of the book in the authoritative
Scriptures. The writer of 2 Maccabees, who de-

rived his history from Jason of Cyrene, is emphatic
in his belief in a future life, even in the resurrec-

tion of the body as well. That the latter idea
seems also to have been held by Jesus may be
deduced from Mk unless the words were in-

tended purely metaphorically. The second book
of Maccabees contains many verses which might
be cited to instance the author’s unshaken belief

in a future life.

*Thou, miscreant, dost release us out of this present life, but
the King of the world shall raise up us, who have died for his

laws, unto an eternal renewal of life ’(79). *Por these our
brethren, having endured a short pain that bringeth everlasting

life . . . ’ (v.36). Perhaps the most suggestive passage in the
book is 1244, ‘For if he were not expecting that they that had
fallen would rise again, it were superfluous and idle to pray for

the dead.'

The date of 2 Maccabees has been placed within
the period 60-1 B.c. ; slightly earlier were the
so-called Psalms of Solomon (70-40 B.C.), a collec-

tion of distinctly Pharisaic poems. In these the
Sadducees are attacked and seem marked out for

eternal damnation, unless, indeed, r^entance is

considered to commute punishment. The doctrine

of immortality is very strongly taught (H. E. Ryle
and M. B. James, Bsalms of the Pharisees, Cam-
bridge, 1891, p. li

;
see S'® 13» 14^ 15'«).

In Judith there is no reference to a future state

;

hut this is probably accidental, and no argument
can he drawn from this silence. Enough has been
cited from the Apocryphal writings to prove that
the doctrine of immortality was now firmly estab-

lished in Judaism.
The question of reward and punishment is as-

sociated with the questions of immortality, evil,

and free will. It has been doubted by some authori-

ties (e.y., Ryle and James, p. 1 (d)) whether the
statement of Josephus, relative to the difierenoe

between the Sadducees and Pharisees on free will,

is accurate. The ninth Psalm of Solomon upholds
man’s freedom and responsibility

:

* Our works are subject to our own choice and power to do
right or wrong in the works of our hands ’ (v. 7).

Several Apocryphal works deal with the problem
of evil. There is not much advance in thought,
hut it must be remembered that, in the solution of

this enigma, the progress of philosophy since Job
has not been great. The chief source, in the Apo-
crypha, is 2 Esdras. To the writer it is inexplicable

that Israel should have been punished for its sins,

while the enemies of Israel have been allowed to

go free. The answer is to be found in a combina-
tion of the existing solutions. The ways of God
cannot be understood by man, and in time to come
He will send retribution and recompense. Baruch
and Enoch also deal with the problem. About this

time the idea of original sin grew up ; but, as
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Judaism has never adopted this idea, care must be

exercised in studying those early allusions, and in

accepting their testimony as typical (but see the

theory of S. Levy, The Doctrine of Original Virtue^

London, 1907).

The existence of an active power or powers for

evil also comes into prominence, especially, though

not exclusively, in the Apocalyptic writings (cf.

Demons and Spirits [Jewish], vol. iv. p. 612 fr.).

Not only such books as Enoch, which are full of

demonology and angelology, but even Wisdom (2®^),

contain such allusions :
‘By the envy of the devil

death entered into the world, and they that are of

his portion make trial thereof.* Perhaps this re-

crudescence of demonology is due to the old repug-

nance to ascribe evil to the Deity. Thus, Jubilees,

in describing the temptation of Abraham, makes
the agent not the Deity, but an evil spirit, Mast§m^

( 1
7^®®-

). The later Chronicles ofJerahmeel omit the

incident entirely. Tobit also contains references

to the devil (6” 8®) and to demons.

The pessimism of Ecclesiastes represents one

trend of thought, probably Sadducean; Wisdom
(1^^*) another:

* God niade not death ; neither delighteth he when the

living perish : for he created all things that they might have

being: and the generative powers of the world are healthsome,

and there is no poison of destruction in them : nor bath Hades
royal dominion upon earth.’

The Pharisaic teaching was predominantly opti-

mistic, and the Kabbinic writmgs are full of the

sentiment that this world is good : the observance

of the Law was a joy in itself.^ It was good be-

cause it was the handiwork of the Creator, who
saw * that it was good.* Probably the pessimism

of the Essenes, as much as anything else, contri-

buted to their disappearance. The fatherhood of

God was one of the keystones of Rabbinic teaching.
* The latter end of the righteous he calleth happy j

and he vaunteth that God is his father * (Wis 2^®).

The immanence was always upheld, and the tran-

scendental nature of the Deity was held to corres-

pond with, not to contradict, His nearness to man.®
The divine fatherhood was one of the answers to

the problem of suffering and a protection against

the assaults of evil.

Two books of the Apocrypha, Ecclesiasticus and
Wisdom, belong to the category of didactic litera-

ture, devoted to the praise of wisdom. They are

the counterpart of the OT Wisdom literature.

With the Rabbis wisdom was often lauded, and
its great powers are often enumerated, but it is

synonymous with the Torah and connotes religion,

whereas in the Apocrypha ‘ wisdom * implies Imow-
ledge in a wider sense. While ‘the fear of the
Lord is the beginning of wisdom,’ general secular

learning is sometimes meant. Hellenizing and
perhaps Gnostic influences may he held responsible,

to some extent, for the growth and spreaa of these
ideas.

Wisdom, as in the OT, is personified. She saves Adam after

the Fall, Lot from Sodom, Jacob from Esau, Joseph and Israel

from E^rpt ; in fact, she is God’s instrument (Wis IQi®-)* * By
thy wisdom thou formedstman ’ (92) ; Wisdom is ‘ the artificer of

aU things ’ (722). Wisdom is associated (91®*) with the ‘ Word of
God,’ though tie Logos theory is not developed very far.

Perhaps the personification of wisdom, which, of
course, can be paralleled in Proverbs, as in 8^® 9^
may be regarded as the first sta^e in the growth of
angelology. Except in the definitely Apocalyptic
books, angels seem to have been used as poetical
images, and regarded from a figurative point of
view. In Jubilees, however, and in the Ascension
of Isaiah, very advanced angelology

—

e.g,, division
into groups and grades—occurs. Both of these
books are later in date, and the references belong
to Christian rather than to Jewish Apocrypha.
Perhaps the most distinctive feature in the Psalms
1 See 0. G. Montefiore, Judaism and, St. PavZ^ p. 28 ff.

2 J. Ahelson, Imman&nce of God in Baibhvnical Lit., Introd.

of Solomon is the central position occupied by
eschatological and Messianic ideas. In no portion

of the Apocrypha is a clearer view presented or a
more spiritual hero portrayed. The title xp^arSs is

here, perhaps for the first time, used in the sense

of Messiah. Pss.-Sol. 1723-end and 18 deal particu-

larly with the future deliverer. The time of his

coming is concealed from human knowledge; it

will be heralded by ^eat disasters. These were
later known as the ‘birth-pangs of the Messiah

’

{hebhleMdshiah). The delivererwas tobe descended,

but not supematurally, from the house of David,
the Davidic relation being a link with the Messiah
of the prophets. He will be supreme on earth,

but under God ; he will be king and priest ; he
will destroy ‘ proud sinners ’ and break up the rule

of the Gentiles, i.e. the Romans. He will restore

the kingdom and gather in the outcasts of Israel.

He will rule the nations and peoples in holiness

and wisdom, and he will be known for his justice.

The era of universal peace and brotherhood is not
so clearly indicated as by Isaiah. There are,

however, distinct allusions to it :
‘ There shall he

no unrighteousness in his days,* nor will he reign

by means of war (Pss.-Sol. 17®®^*); ‘Blessed shall

they be that shall be in those days, in that they
shall see the goodness of the Lord which He shall

perform for the generation that is to come * (IS*^).

The blessings are not to be restricted to Israel

;

the converted Gentiles shall share them. There
is no reference to judgment, resurrection, or im-

mortality.
Ryle and James (p. Ivi) quote an earlier parallel from the

Alexandrine Sibylline Oracles, in the last quarter of the 2ud
cent. B.C. Here (Orae. Sibyll. iii. 652-656) the Messiah (called

‘King’) is sent by God to make war to cease from the whole
world, punishing and rewarding, not in virtue of his own power,

but by the authority of God.

The views as to the Messiah were various and
by no means uniform. Material deliverers were
expected by some, spiritual by others. In such a

complex situation it is difficxdt to get a synoptic

view. In 2 Maccabees the Messianic element is

meagre ; in 2 Esdras, on the other hand, the length

of his dominion is specified as 400 years. Enoch
associates the Messiah with the future life and
reward and punishment (chs. 48-51, 90, Charles, ii.

216 ff., 259 ff. ), and in the later Apocryphal books the
idea is developed. Ecclesiasticus, with its disbelief

in a future life (17^* has no place for a Messianic

personage. The absence of this idea is a distinc-

tive mark of Sadducean origin.

The Sadducees were probably not lacking in

devotion to the Torah ; their observance was per-

haps less extensive, but not less fervent. They
rejected the s^ydgh, or fence, which the Pharisees

erected. They did not insist so strongly and
frequently as the Pharisees on the necessity for

observing the Law, because this was taken for

granted.

The Sadducees had ‘their traditions as to the way the Law
should be carried out in practice, but they refused to make the

authority of the Scribes absolute. It is sometimes said mat
the Sadducees were analogous to the modem rationalists. Tl^®

comparison is not a happy one ... it would rather be to those

in the eighteenth century who adhered to the church ^®
fashionable classes, resenting any religious claim upon them
outside the routine of conventional decencies, and^ bitteny

opposed the fantastic “ enthusiasm,” as they called it, of the

followers of Wesley’ (Bevan, p. 125),

A ‘ stem judgment’ is threatened, ‘awfully aud
swiftly,* upon those in ‘high place’ who have

not kept the Law (Wis 6^*)* The aim of the book
of Judith, the composition of which has been as-

signed either to the age of the Maccabees or to

the period following Pompey’s attack on Jerusalem

in 63 B.C., is to extol the Law. The Sabbaths and

festivals are mentioned (8® 10®), firstfruits^ and

tithes (11^®), and circumcision (14^®). Tobit is

similar to Judith in enjoining strict adherence to

the Law ; the dietary laws, firstfrnits, charity.
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prayer, and repentance are specially emphasized.
Baruch, Jubilees, and the Psalms of Solomon all

‘magnify the Law and make it honourable.’ In
Ecclesiasticus, on the other hand, the function of

the scribe is that of a philosopher rather than a
religious instructor (39^) ; he is an expounder of

ancient lore, of sententious doctrine, rather than
of statutes and ordinances. This does not mean
that the Law is lightly esteemed ; it w^as a self-

evident truth that the Commandments were to be
carried out; and the maxims and wisdom of

Ecclesiasticus were intended, doubtless, as a com-
plement to the more essentially practical teaching
of the other books.

The attitude towards the Law may be paralleled

by that adopted towards the Temple and sacrifices,

ifo finer tribute to the ecclesiastical system can be
found than the magnificent eulogy of Simon, the
son of Onias, the great high priest, the type of the
K6hen Sedeky in Sir 50. Great as was his well-

deserved popularity, one feels that some, at least,

of the praises are intended for the office rather than
for the personality of the occupant. Significant is

his^ motto, ‘ Upon three things the world is based

:

upon the Torah, upon the Temple service, and upon
the practice of charity’ {Ah6th, i. 2; Singer, p.

184 ; Charles, ii. 691). His disciple, Antigonus of

Socho, the founder of the Sadducees, is hardly
|

likely to have inculcated a dislike of Temple ritual,
'

having been the pupil of so distinguished a high
priest. Ecclesiasticus, like Ecclesiastes, makes no
great point of the sacrificial system ; like the Law,
it was taken as a matter of course (see also Jth
16^6).

Finally, reference should be made to an apprecia-

tion of natural phenomena,® just as in the Fsalms
and in Job the poetical genius was impressed bv
the beauty of the world. It is re-echoed in such
stirring passages as Sir 42 f.

Little has been said hitherto as to the domestic
practices* and personal reli^on of the Jews,
These subjects can be dealt with more conveniently
in the next epoch.

3. To the completion of the Gemara.—Isaiah
had warned his countrymen against appeals to

foreign powers for aid. The unreal glamour of

such alliances scarcely concealed the silken but
effective fetters of vassalage, Judah, flattered at

the idea of being an equal ally of a mighty monarch,
was, in point of fact, reduced to a dependent
subject State. Exactly the same political error

was committed by the Hasmonacans, in seeking the
aid of Rome, '^'herever the eagles once set foot,

the country ultimately fell under Roman rule and
was deprived of every vestige of independence.
It may be argued that, in any case, Judaea could
not have remained unnoticed, but must inevitably

be drawn into contact with the great world power.
This is true ; but, had Judas not broken with the
HS-sidlm, it is possible that dissolution of the
Jewish State might have been accomplished more
peaceably. The pious party—^whether Hasidim
or Pharisees—were supremely indifferent to the
personality of their civil rulers and the political

system by which they were governed. So long as
freedom of worship was secured, they were ready
* to render unto Caesar ’ his due. The Maccabaean
princes and the Sadducees, being eager for national
and political independence, could not fail to pre-

1 There is considerable doubt whether Sir 60 refers to Simon i.,

son of Onias i. (310-291 b.o.), or to Simon n., son of Onias n.
(190-170 B.C.), or to Simon Maccabseus (143-137 B.O.), the words
‘ Son of Onias * being then a gloss. See Taylor, Sayings of the
Jew, Fathers^ Cambridge, 1897, p. 12 ; H. T. Andrews, The
Apocryphal BookSt London, 1908, p. 33 ; G. H. Box and W. O. E.
Oesterley, in R. H. Charles, i. 293, 607, decide in favour of
Simon ii.

2 See Montefiore, Judaic and St. Paul, p. 46.

^See also art. Festivals and Fasts (Jewish), vol. v. pp,
879 881.

cipitate a conflict which their opponents might
have avoided or at least mitigated.
The influence of Roman government on Judaism

was manifest in three ways
: (1) the functions of

the Rabbis became more exclusively religious than
civil or political; (2) the unity of the Roman
Empire stimulated the growth of the Diaspora ; (3)

the Roman period witnessed perhaps the most
fruitful epoch of internal reli^ous expansion and
constructive development in Judaism. To be^n
with, the civil authority of the Rabbis was dimin-
ished by curtailing the jurisdiction and sanction of
the Jewish courts. The right of giving decisions
in questions involving finance was abrogated in
the time of R. Simon b. Shetah, during the reign of

Alexander Jannseus ; the power of mflicting the
death penalty was suspended forty years before
the fall of the Temple (Jer. Sank. 18a, inner col.,

line 24 of first pere^,ed. Krotoschin, 1866; Schwab’s
tr., Paris, 1888, p. 228 ; see CRIMES and Punish-
ments (Jewish), vol. iv. pp. 288-290). This
limitation of the powers of the Rabbis served to
intensify the ill-feeling between the Jews and the
Romans, but it did not cause the disappearance of
the Jewish laws in those spheres where they were
no longer operative. The attention of the schools
was centred on the discussion of civil and social

enactments and prescriptions, even though their

practical application was, at the time, impossible.
The debates and decisions, being incorporated in

the Gemara, have preserved faithfully a detailed
record of these laws. The tendency of the Rabbis
was, henceforward, to become religious teachers
rather than civil officials. In the time of the
Sepphoris academies, there were bitter feuds be-

tween the Jewish civU and religious officials. This,

however, must not be taken to imply the rise of a
new class of professional Rabbis. A new class of

Jewish civil servants arose, called Parnasim,^ etc.,

who were often in antagonism to the Rabbis.
They were tax-gatherers and administrators, and
are reproached for many evil practices (see A,
Biichler, Pol, and Soc. Leaders of Jew. Comm, of
Sepphoris, London, 1909). But the Rabbis re-

mained, as before, private individuals. In general,

they were accustomed to earn their living, not
by teaching, but by some occupation or handi-

craft.

R. Gamaliel in. (first third of 1st cent, a.d.), the son of R.
Judah the Prince, said :

‘ All study of the Torah withoutjwork
must in the end be futile and become the cause of sin ’ {Ah6th,

ii. 2 ; Singer, p. 187 ;
Herford, in Charles, ii. 695). R. Zadok

(1st cent. A.D.) used to say :
‘ Make not of the Torah a crown

wherewith to aggrandise thyself, nor a spade wherewith to

dig’ ; quoting Hillers motto, ‘ He who makes a worldly use of

the crown of the Torah shall waste away,’ he deduces that
‘ whosoever derives a profit for himself from the words of the
Torah is helping on his own destruction (£6. iv. 7 ; Singer, p.

196 ; Herford, p. 704).

The share of the Roman Empire in the growth
of the Diaspora is almost incalculable. Jewish
settlements arose in many distant lands and cities.

Many causes stimulated the spirit of travel and
colonization among the Jews. The peacefulness

of life in a Roman province, as con^ared with the
turbulent conditions prevailing in Palestine, must
have induced many Jews to settle abroad. Com-
merce and deportation were other factors. Life

in Palestine was considered superior to foreign

residence (see Judah Halevi’s Kitah al-Khazarl,

tr. Hirschfeld, pt. ii. §§ 22, p. 98 ; GitUn, 8a, etc.

;

Ahdth de R, Nathan, 2nd text, perek xxxix., ed.

Schechter, p. 54a [= 107] ;
Kefh. 1106 and 111a ; cf.

JE ix. [1905] 503 f.), especially as many law's could

be fulfilled only in ’the Holy Land. But the Jews
outside were not forgetful of their religious duties.

Of this there is abundant evidence. In earliei

days, the Egyptian Jews at Syene, as may be seen

from the papyri, observed the Passover, and used
^ On the functions of these ofBcials see JE vx., [1005] 541 f.
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the Jewish formula of marriage, ‘Thou shalt be

my wife,’ not the customary Egyptian declaration,
‘ Thou shaJt be my husband.’ Philo (d& Vita

Moysisy ii, 1S7 [Mangey] ; ed. L. Cohn and P. Wend-
land, Berlin, 1902, iv. 204 f. ; tr. Cohn, Breslau, 1909,

i. 302) bears testimony to the strictness with

which their descendants kept the Sabbath, abstain-

ing from all manner of work, neither kindlmg fires

nor carrying burdens, nor in any way violating

the Pharisaic s^ydgh. In Syria, too, Judaism
flourished and spread (see Josephus, BJ VIL iii.

3). From the Babylonian business documents
of the great commercial house of Murashu and
Sons, in which documents many Jewish names
occur, Samuel Daiches has showm how great w^
the zeal for Judaism existing among the Jews in

Mesopotamia {The Jews in Babylonia in the Time
of Ezra^ London, 1910).

Judaism had also planted itself firmly and ex-

tensively within the Boman Empire. The allusions

of the classical writers are instructive. Already
before the time of Pompey’s conquests, Jews were
to be found in the Italian cities (H. Graetz, Hist,

of the JewSi Eng. tr., London, 1891-92, ii. 67).

Jewish captives, brought to Rome as slaves, were
freed by their co-religionists and added strength
to the Jewish community. The hostile, or at all

events contemptuous, attitude of Horace, Tacitus,
and Juvenal was due to the inveterate Roman
pride of race rather than to knowledge ; it reflects

a superficial popular verdict, not a judgment of
matured reflexion. But such phrases as ‘ in qua
te ^uaero proseucha’ (Juvenal, iii. 296) are illumi-

natmg for the history of Judaism. They show
that Jews brought their worship with them in

their wanderings, and that their synagogues were
numerous and well known. Csesar, like Alexander
and Napoleon, favoured the Je^ws, who greatly
mourned his death (Suetonius, Ccesar, 84). fife

supported and freed Aristobulus, and his influence
was a valuable protection, for he allowed the Jews
to perform their worship in Rome.^ Augustus de-
creed the inviolability of synagogues, and exempted
Jews from appearing in the law-courts on the
Sabbath and on Friday after the ninth hour.®
Judaism was indeed a missionary religion. The
disgust at the hollowness of the old faith was
causing many cultured Romans to waver in their
allegiance to the gods of the Capitol, and a desire
for the truth was making itself felt. The Jews
were keen missionaries. They ‘ compassed sea and
land ’ (Mt 23^®) to make one proselyte ; they strove
not to win lukewarm adherents, but to implant a
fervent belief in Judaism, and to make the new-
comer twice as zealous as themselves (see also
Clement of Alexandria, Strom, vii. 15 \PG ix.

524 f.]).

Apart from religious ties and the common bond
of the Hebrew language, one of the strongest links
that united Jews scattered in different lands was
the tax of a third of a shekel, to be applied to the
Temple. This was ordained by Nehemiah (10®®^)

as a voluntary contribution, and it was loyally
collected and forwarded from all parts. One of
Cicero’s orations, pro Flacco, was delivered in
defence of a certain praetor of that name, who
had seized two hundred pounds of gold which the
Jews of Apamea, Laodicea, Adramyttium, and
Pergamos had prepared to send to Jerusalem.
Cicero pretends to be in fear of the Jewish members
of the audience—an argument which, if not purely
rhetorical, would show to what influence Jews had
attained in public life. Under Severus, Judaism
became a religw licita. Proselytes to Judaism
were numerous, in high circles as well as among
the populace, both in Rome and in Asia Minor.

1 Jos. Ant. XT7. vii. 4, x. 8 ;
Dio Cassius, xli. 18.

2 Jos. Ant XVI. vi. 1-7.

Their position was sufficiently important to require
a special treatise of the Gemara, containing laws,
etc., affecting them. This treatise is Mass. Gerim
and belongs to the appendix of smaller Massekhtdth.
The proselytes of the gate, ger kash-shd'ar and ger
tdshdb (see Dt 5^^ 14®^

; 'Ab. Zdrd, 646), who accepted
part of the Torah, that is to say, the ‘Seven
Noachian Precepts ’ (for which see ERE iv. 245*),

are distinguished from the gere sedeJc, or full pro-
selytes, for whom a blessing was added to the
'Amiddh (see Singer, p. 48). The translations of
the Bible into Greek, by Aquila, and into Aramaic
(the Targum Onkelos hag-ger), are ascribed to pro-
selytes. Queen Helena of Adiabene, her son Izates,

and King Monobazus adopted Judaism before the
time of Claudius (Josephus, Ant. xx. ii.) ; Flavius
Clemens, the cousin of Domitian, died a martyr
for his adopted Judaism in A.D 95, his wife and
fellow-convert, Flavia Domitilla, being exiled to
Pandataria (see Dio Cassius, lxvii. 14; and art.

Proselytes).
As a rule, Rome did not persecute for religious

motives, preferring to overlook nonconformity
wherever possible ; but with the spread of Judaism
and of Christianity the refusal to sacrifice to the
Emperor or to look on him as a deity was regarded
as treason, and punished with death. The private
and public life of Rome was so closely associated
with idolatry that intercourse between Jew and
Roman was very restricted. Every civic or social

act or custom was allied to idolatrous worship or
the pouring of libations to heathen deities. The
refusal to participate caused the Jews, and the
Christians too, to be regarded as atheists ^ and as
unsociable haters of mankind. The problem of

regulating this intercourse was serious. On the
one hand, Jews had to be kept entirely free from
participation in idolatry ; on the other hand, the
Rabbis were anxious to enable the Jews to mix
with their neighbours, as far as was consistent

with a strict observance of Judaism, for social and
commercial purposes, so that the lot of the orthodox
Jew should not be too rigorous. Hence the treatise

*Ab6dd Zdrd and the enactments of Tertullian (see

the Introd, in W. A. L. Elmslie’s ed. of Abddd
Zdrd in r^^viii. 2 [1911]). Of the 316 differences

between the schools of Hillel and Shammai, 18 are
connected with intercourse with pagans and the
use of pagan articles of food. The discussion of

these differences, in the house of Ananias b.

Hezekiah b. Garon, became very acrimonious, and,
it is said, finally led to blows. It was afterwards
regarded as a day of black misfortune to Israel,

no less disastrous than the day on which the Golden
Calf was set up (see Mishna Shabb.^ i. 4 ff. ; Bab.
Shahb. 13a, 17a, etc. ; Tos. Shabb. i. 16=M. S.

Zuckermandel, Pasewalk, 1880-82, p. Ill, 1. 2).

This is, doubtless, a verdict of posterity on the

consequences of interdicting intercourse with
heathen so strictly. The Jews adopted much from
the Romans. The Haggada for Passover, or order
of domestic ceremonies, with which this festival is

observed, is saturated with customs copied from
Roman etiquette.
The menu ‘ab ovo usque ad mala’ is represented by the

hard-boiled eggs, eaten just before the meal, and the liardseth

(apples soaked in wine and spices); the piece of unleavened
bread, afiqdman {wiro xiafirig, Kio/xov, ‘after the feast,’ or perhaps
Wl KUfjLoVf ‘during the meal’), takes the place of the usual
dessert of apples for a special reason on this night. The method
of ‘leaning’ at the meal is that of the triclinium ; the prescrip-

tion of four glasses, reminiscent of the propinatio or fixing of

the number of glasses and proportion of wine by the arbiter or

dwtatria bib&mi (see Hor. Odes iii. xix. ;
Plautus, I*&rs. v. i.

19 ff.), is most instructive ; the number of glasses usually corre-

sponded to the number of letters in the name of the chief guest.

Pour would obviously represent the Tetragrammaton. This and

f iwrfvix'^ 5e . . . afled-njros, oXKol es ra.

•mv 'lovSaiuv eioKeWovre^ rroAAol KareSt/ed<r0ij(rav, koI oi (/.ev

airedavov, oi Se r&v yovv ov<na>v eorepiJ^ijorav (Dio Cassius,

xvii. 4).
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the ‘ mixing of the wine,’ the ‘ dipping,’ etc., are all instances
which show how the ritual of Judaism has preserved innocent
manners and customs borrowed from Roman dinner tables.

In another way, too, the Diaspora was atiected

by the shifting of the schools. Galilee was a
barbarous district before the Rabbinical academies
were transferred to Usha, Sepphoris, and Tiberias.
Mesopotamia, on the other hand, was a more fruit-

ful soil and actually * lent ’ learning to Palestine,

so that Hillel ‘ brought ’ Babylonian wisdom to the
land of Israel.^ As in the case of Christianity, the
growth of the Diaspora was not entirely a source
of strength. When Judaism spread abroad, sects

arose within.

A contrast has often been drawn between the
Jews of Egypt and those of Mesopotamia. On the
whole, the latter country was more favourable to

the growth of the spirit of Judaism. Babylon is

the birthplace of the larger Talmud, undying in its

influence on Judaism; Egypt is the home of the
Septuagint, which w^as superseded by Aquila’s
version and became the heritage of the Greek
Church, as well as of Philo Judaeus (g.-v.), whose
philosophy, though important in its day, cannot
for a moment be compared with the teachings
of the Ba'^lonian Rabbis in its importance for

Judaism. The Jewish communities of Egypt seem
to have fluctuated and disappeared periodically, at
all times. Thus, when the Arab general, 'Amr ibn
al-‘As, conquered the country {A.D. 640-642), no
mention is made of the Jews among the religions

enumerated in the treaty of peace with the
Mukaukis. The Jews of Egypt and of Mesopo-
tamia were mostly orthodox ; but sects, more or
less heretical, manifested themselves in Palestine
at an early date. Justin Martyr enumerates
[Dial, cum Tryph. 80 [PG vi. 665]), besides the
Sadducees and Pharisees, the Genistas, Meristae,

Galilei, Helleniani, and Baptistae.^ Clement of

Alexandria also mentions [Strom, vii. 15 [PG ix.

524]) the existence of Jewish sects.® Against the
sectaries, or Minim---

^

term which at certain
periods included Jewish Christians—a special com-
mination, drawn up by Samuel the Younger (early

part of 2nd cent.) at the request of Gamaliel,
was added to the Eighteen Benedictions.^ The
Boethusians,® a Sadducean sect, were descended
from Simon b. Boethus of Alexandria, The Cairo
Genizah has recently furnished documents of an un-
known group of sectaries. These have been edited

by S. Schecnter [Documents of Jewish Sectaries,

i., Cambridge, 1910), who attributes them to a
Zadokite sect at Damascus founded in Maccabsean
times.
This hypothesis has been disputed, however, by many of the

scholars who have devoted themselves to the book. See Israel

L6vi (JREJ Ixi. [1911] 161-205) ; M. J. Lagrange (JSJ5, new ser.,

ix. [1912] 213-240, 321-360); W. Bacher (Zeitschr. fur kebr.

BibL, vol. XV. [1911], no. 1, pp. 18-25); G. Margoliouth
(AthencBum, 26 Nov. 1911, Exp, viii. ii. [1911] 499-617, iiL

[1912] 213-235), who believes that the Zadokites regarded John
the Baptist as the Messiah and Jesus as the teacher of righteous-
ness; R. H. Charles (ii. 785 ff.), who regards the book as the
composition of a party (not a sect) originating among the
Sadducees, but closely related to the Pharisees, and writing
between 18 and 8 B.o. ; and A. Buchler (JQR, new ser., iii,

[1912-13] 429-485), who regards the book as coming from the
period preceding the Karaite schism. At all events, this sect
awees with the Zadokites of Kir^:isani, mentioned in the Kitdb
(U-Anwar (‘ Book of Lights in opposing Rabbinic ordinances
in several particulars, notably divorce and the regulation of the
calendar.

^ See last line of Sukka, 44a, and Bashi, in loo.
a These sects were known to Eusebius (HE iv. xxii. 6) from

the work of an older author, Hegesippus ;
and Epiphanius (Hcer.

xvii. [PG xli. 256]) mentions as a Jewish sect the Hemerobap-
tistae, who are the nnnB' (Bab. Eer. 22a ; Jer. Ber. iii.

6, c), not to be confused with the Essenes.
® On the various patristic references cited above see S. Krauss,

‘The Jews in the Works of the Church Fathers,’ JQR v. [1892-

93] 122-157, vi. [1893-94] 82-99, 225-261.
4 See JE viiL [1904] 595, xi. [1905] 281.
8 Inter alia, they were toct Sabbatarians and did not believe

that n;i^[rnN nn’n n:?'Ts; nwo (Sukka, 436)

volI vn.—38

Another Sadducean sect was that of the Dosi-
theans (see art. ‘ Dositheus ’ in JJE iv. [1903] 643 f. ).

The Ophites and Naasenes, serpent-worshippers,
were Gnostic sects that scarcely come within the
confines of Judaism (see Graetz, ii. 378, and
cf. PPJE vi. 238 f.). Within orthodox Judaism
dissent was not ’wanting. In addition to the
schisms caused by pseudo-Messiahs, such asTheudas
and Judas (Ac 5^^), in general, there was a great
gap of thought between Palestine and Galilee in
particular. The North W’as, for a long time, ignor-
ant and superstitious, and especially in such points
as demonology ditterences may be seen between
Palestine and Galilee (see art. Demons and Spirits
[Jewish], vol. iv. p. 612 f.). Further, the ill-feeling

w-as great between the Rabbis and the Jewish
ruling classes in Sepphoris during the 2nd and 3rd
centuries. It was not so strong, on the other
hand, between the educated classes and those
known as *am hd'-dres, as is often maintained [e.g.

in art. 'Am Ha-ares, vol. i. p. 385 f.).^

Christianity was, of course, the most important
and enduring of all the sects. A general considera-
tion of Christianity and of its relation to Judaism
must be reserved till the end of the article. For
the moment it will suffice to mention the circum-
stances that close affinity existed between the
teaching of its founder and that of the Essenes j

that Christianity, like Judaism, spread rapidly in
the Roman Empire, chiefly where Judaism had
fructified the soil by its teachings ; and that Chris-
tianity, like Judaism, soon developed sects and
dissensions.

The three great prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and
Ezekiel, arose at national crises when their aid was
most needed. All of them preached the doctrine
of the survival of the Remnant, but in none of them
w’as this Isaianic principle so strongly marked as
in their great successor, R. Johanan ben Zakkai.
This great teacher saw, like Jeremiah, that Judaism
could indeed survive the loss of a temple, that it

was universal, not national, and that it could
flourish as well in foreign lands as at home. He
saw, like Isaiah, that the great mass of the people
were irreclaimable, and that the hope of Israel lay
in the survival of a loyal Remnant. For this reason
he managed to escape from the siege of Jerusalem,
and, presenting himself to Titus, craved a boon.
This was granted, and he received permission to

found a school at Jamni'a (Jabne, between Jafia

and Ashdod). This school proved the salvation of

Judaism. After the fall of the Temple,when despair
was universal, it was from this school that new
hope went forth and a new epoch developed in the
history of Judaism. Now indeed Judaism became
essentially a religion of a book, but it was a living

book, the pages of which were loyal human hearts.

As the Return from Babylon resulted in the dis-

semination of the Written Law, so this ' Return,’
or revival, resulted in the elucidation and ultimate
codification of the Oral Law ; it laid the foundation
of the Talmud.
The name of ‘scribes’ [Sdf^rim) was given to

the earlier Pharisaic Rabbis, the last of whom
was Simon the Just. The Soferim formed the mys-
terious body known as ‘ the Great Synagogue ’ (noaa

n'?njn [Abdth, i. 2]). Whether this was an actual

assembly or a name given to certain Rabbis is a

much disputed point.

On the one hand, S. Funk writes (Fntst. des TaZmude, p. 38)

.

* Die Grosse Versammlung war zunachst eine politische Oherbe-
horde und als solche eine gesetzgebende Korperschaft. Da aber
ein grosser TeU derselben, zunachst die Priester und Leviten,

iCf. A. Buchler’s pamphlet, cited above (p. 691*>); ‘The
Rabbis reciprocated the feeling [of hatred], but it found expres-

sion only in burlesque exaggerations (e.g. those quoted in art.

'Am Ha-arbs) addressed to scholars, which betrayed their

incapacity of doing harm, and, I think, the insincerity of their

hatred ’(p. 58).
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den nohen und hdcbsten Kultusbehdrden vorstanden, ist es

selbstverstkndlich, dass auch religiose Anordnungen durch
diese Versammlung getroffen wurden. WasdieSoferim in den
Schulen gelehrt, wurde durch diese zum Gesetze erhoben.* On
the other hand, H. E. Byle {The Canon of the OT, London, 1892,

Excursus A, where all the evidence is given) says (p. 270) : * The
evidence is quite insuflacient to justify us in regarding the
“ Great Synagogue " as an institution which ever played a real

part in the history of the Jews ... it was, we believe, a dream
of the Jewish Doctors * (see also Taylor, p. 110 ; and, for Herford’s

theory, his Pharisaism, p. 21).

The successors ofthe Soferim werecalledTi^w^ta^m
(from Aram, tend= Heb. shandy * to repeat ’). Their
teaching is, in consequence, called the Mishna (on

which see art. Talmud), The Soferim formulated ;

the Tannaim repeated. The Tannaite period was
less constructive than ccmservative. This teaching

was naturally not uniform. It was preserved

verbally, under various forms, until collected by
K, Judah the Prince (159-210), who made the^ re-

cension of B. Meir authoritative. Other versions

were ‘external’ [Boraithd; see annotated ed. of

TheAuthorisedDailyFrayer-Booki by I. Abrahams,
p, xxv), or ‘ additions ’ (Toseftd), All legal matter
was cailedBdldkhd, from ‘ to walk,’ i.e, a course
of conduct. Homiletical and allegorical matter was
termed Eaggadd (or Aggadd in Aramaic), from
the hiphll (^'^^, ‘ to declare, tell, relate ’) of nJi, ‘ to
be conspicuous.’ Midrash (g.-w.), or exposition,

was the Halakhic or Haggadic exposition of the
Scriptures.

It wa^ noted for the use of the parable, which, though found
in the OT, was revived and popularized by Jesus, if the theory
is correct which is advanced by H. P. Ohajes, who maintsains i

that the word * authority ’ (e^ovcrca.), in the phrase ‘ he taught
as one having authority ’ (Mt 7^), should be * parable,* the Heb.
root ‘nffD meaning both * rule ’ and * proverb.*

After the Bar Kokhba war the schools were
transferred to Galilee and, ultimately, to Babylon.
In these schools the„ Mishna was debated by later
Kabbis, known as 'Amdrdim^ and their discussions,
in Palestine and Babylon, are called the Palestinian
and Babylonian GemSra respectively. The word
G*mdrd means ‘ completion.’ Mishna and GernSra
together are called Talmud. Neither the Mishna
nor the Gemftra was written down at first. They
were preserved orally.

Great care must be taken in citing these works. It must be
remembered that they embody information extending over
centuries, and that they frequently give individual thoughts
and e::^ressions. Evidence must be carefully weighed and
used with discrimination. The date, the place, and the author
must be accurately noted. Evidence for Palestine is not always
applicable to Galilee or Babylon. Similarly, chronological unity
must be maintained. Further, the private circumstances of a
speaker and the politics of his age must be remembered. Thus,
a Babbi who lived in an age of persecution will scarcely have
known the meaning of tolerance. One who lived in the midst
of wicked and immoral non-Jews would hardly have recom-
mended his pupils or his flock to mix with heathen. Haphazard
citations are inaccurate and misleading.

The Talmud is a corpusjuris rather than a code.
The reduction of all the legal matter to an orderly
code was the work of later generations, and the
arrangement of the Talmud was calculated to help
the memory by the association of ideas, by the use
of mnemonic aids, and by memoria technlca. The
whole life of man is regulated, and every act of
daily life is considered. Not only matters essen-
tially religious are dealt with, but also civil matters,
hygiene, archaeology, folklore, medicine, science,
and table etiquette; indeed, the most heterogeneous
subjects occur, so that of a truth the motto of the
Talmud might be ‘ quicquid agunt homines nostri
farrago libelli.’ It must be remembered that the
Talmud gives verbatim reports; consequently, it
must be judged not as an encyclopaedia or as a code
of Justinian, but as a Hansard. Many oases are
hypothetical or ideal ; many ‘ hair-splitting ’ argu-
ments are, in point of fact, exercises in logic and
mental analysis (see above, p. 588^). Hillel, who
flourished about 100 B.C., and who introduced
Babylonian learning to Palestine, perfected seven

1 Marhtts-Studien, Berlin, 1899, p. 11 .

measures of argument (see Tos. Sanh. vii. 11.=
Zuckermandel, p. 427, 1. 4; see also Schechter’s
note, no. 12, on p. 110=555 of Abdth deE, Nathan,
Text A, perek xxxvii., ed. Schechter), later de-
veloped by K. Ishmael to thirteen (see Singer, p. 13).

Hillel was the advocate of leniency {megtl), his rival
Shammai, of rigour {mahmir), Hillers example
of leniency was followed by his grandson Gamaliel
I., son of Simon, who ‘lightened’ the Law by his
decisions. This Gamaliel greatly opposed violence
in repressing heresy, and it was he who advocated
the release of Peter (Ac He is also known
for legislation tor the protection of women and his
regulation of the calendar. For a detailed account
of the Talmudic legislation see art. Talmud.

It was probably due to the rise of Christianity
that the Canon ^ of the Bible was formed. The
famous passage in Baba bathra, 146, etc. (which
may be consulted in Kyle, op, cit,, lExcursus B),
embodies the traditions of the selection of the
Scriptures. Owing to the diffusion of heretical
books {htsdnim, a term which may indicate either
secular books or prohibited heretical scriptures,

and, probably, the Gospels), measures had to be
taken to protect the people from ascribing inspi-

ration to documents that had no claim to such
authority.
‘Apocryphal books are called *Genuzim, “hidden away,”

books preserved as ancient but not adapted for public reading
. . . (books) whose canonicity was disputed . . . different, in
spite of the similanty in the derivation of the word, from
Apocrypha. The name denotes doubt rather than final rejec-

tion ’ (Byle, p. 187).

It is said that the fiercest fight raged about the
inclusion of Canticles and Ecclesiastes, the former
because the allegorical interpretation was not
universally adopted, the latter because of its

Sadducean tendencies. The strength of *Akiba was
excited in their favour, and the books received the
stamp of canonicity, i,e, they were said ‘ to defile

the hands.’ This expression is indicative of the
care for books inculcated by the Babbis. In order
to ensure safety and to preserve the scrolls from
careless handling, they were declared to be ‘un-
clean ’ (see the Mishna, treatise Yadayim),
The Jews, at the fall of the Temple, may be

divided into three groups, each of which may be
typified by a representative hero. (1) There was
the party of extreme nationalism, the party of the
zealots, who utterly repudiated Borne. An ex-

ample of this class was *Akiba, who supported the
revolt of Bar Kokhba against Hadrian. The great-

ness of Akiba’s work as a Halakhist was nearly
lost through the terrible persecutions and wholesale
exterminations that followed the suppression of

the revolt which he had encouraged as a nationalist.

'Akiba stood for nationalism, but he stood for the
Haiakha as well, and in this respect he differs from
the zealots and from Bar Kokhba, whose aims
were almost wholly political (see, further, art.

Ae:iba ben Joseph, vol. i. pp. 274-276). (2) At
the other extreme stood Johanan ben Zakkai, who
represents the old Hasidsean idea in its purest

form. He and his followers concentrated on the
Haiakha, and were indifferent to politics. Jok-
anan, like Jeremiah, was denounced as a traitor,

because, like Jeremiah, he realized the hopelessness

of resistance, and saw that hope lay only m submis-

sion and in strict attention to the Law. He was
subjected to persecution as Jeremiah was, and had
to escape from Jerusalem in a coffin. (3) The
third party may be typified by Josephus (g.v.),

who, though equally eager for the Law and zealous

for Judaism, believed in friendship with Borne.

In this, but in this alone, he is reminiscent of the

Hellenizers under the Maccabseans and the Sad-

2 Quite a different view as to the origin of the Canon is token

by M. Gaster, The BMical Lessons, London, 1913 (reprinted

from Jew. Rev. iii. [1912-13] 194, 292, 427) ; cf, also FjBB, vol.

!i. p 568 f.
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ducees. As regards nationalism lie stands at the students hut not to a greater number at one time ,*

opposite extreme to*Afeiba,Johanan being perhaps other portions, t.g, ‘cosmology, genesis,*

imdwaybetween the two, thoughnearertoJosephus, should not be taught except to one student, in

Admiration for what was laudable in Koman insti- private. The most mystical of all chapters^ was

tutions was not confined to the Sadducees. Paul not taught at all, but was reserved for individual

boasts with pride of his Koman citizenship, and, study in mature age.

almost in the same breath, of being a keen Pnarisee. The chapter thus prescribed was Ezk i, known as uB'po

Even if Paul be regarded as a heretic, Josephus, nasnon, the ‘work of the chariot,’ on account of the specula-

no less conscious of the pride of Koman citizenship, tions as to the nature of the Deity which would be aroused,

-fflithfnl to the Law. this reason, cosmology was not much encouraged (see

foil fbA Tpmnlp mfldp tbp Tpw«i wandprpr*?
‘ Jewish » sections of artt. Ages of the Woeld and Cosmogony

The fall of tne l empie maae tne J ews wanaerers,
Cosmology). ‘Ask,* it was cited, ‘concerning the early

with a book^ for their portaWe fatherland and a ^ayg which were before thee, from (p*?) the day when God
code for their nationality. ^'O-t the yeammg to

Qj-ga^ed man upon the earth, from one extremity (n;#pDS) of

return to Zion showed itself to he deep and real, the heaven to the other’ pt 432
; note the force of the accumu-

The liturgy contains many allusions to and prayers lated prepositions). This was explained as follows : ‘Ask as to

restoration, but the restoration which is ^he beginning of the formation of matter (i.e. B^r§sMth)t but

, not about the period before, about the creation of matter’ (for

described as the Ketum to Zion and the rebuilding whole of Tos. Hag, ii., cited above).

of Jerusalem meant something more than a merely Luring this period the development of the liturgy

physical return and rebuilding. It was associated marked. It is very probable that, in early

with the reign of universal peace and the coming times, the form of the prayers varied on each

of the Messiah. Under the overpowering influence occasion. It was held that a fixed formula of

of the catastroj^he, such aspirations could not have prayer was mechanical, hence useless,

been expressed in other phraseology. In the course Simeon b. Nathaniel, a pupil of R. Joljanan ben Zakkai,

of time the ideas became separated. It is signifi- said: ‘Be careful to read the Shema* and to say the’Amidah,

cant that the reading anS the Eetup axe not

all this cf. the whole of Tos. Hag, ii., cited abov^.

Luring this period the development of 1uring this period the development of the litur^
marked. It is very probable that, in early

3S, the form of the prayers varied on each

monides (see Abrahams, Annotated Prayer-Book,

p. cii; EBE iv. 246®'), although the coming of the

Messiah is mentioned as an article of faith.

Judaism has no dogmatic precision as to eschat-

ology. The Ketum may he exclusively physical in

form, but not necessarily so. So, too, the restora-

tion of the sacrifices. The verse of Hosea (14^),

‘ Let us make up for the sacrifices with oux lips ’ (see

Kimhi and also Abrahams, p. xxiv), was taken toand also- Abrahams.
i>-

^

mdicate the supersession of sacrifice by prayei. « jjven if the king greet a man, he should not reply ;
even if a

The allusions to sacrifices in the liturgy are, for the serpent be wound round his heel, he should not pause * {Mishna
* om P/1 tn nrpRATve Berakkoth, V. 1\ R. Eli'ezer says, ‘ Whoso maketh his prayer a

ii. 697). Theword qebha is also used in tne sense 01 a nxea time

for devotions (see Mishna Berakhoth, iv. 1), but in the passage

cited it has a bad sense. The proper feeling was kawwanah,^
or an attuned spirit ; without this feeling of attention, the

prayer was nugatory (see the formula of seif-dedication, before

performing a commandment, which begins
J359 'un [Singer,

pp. 14, 15, 218, 232, etc.]). The early HSsidim used to wait an

hour before prayer, in order to induce this frame of mind.

«We do not rise for prayer unless imbued with deep seriousness*

(WKT nsb, lit. * heaviness of head,’ opposed to ‘ light-

ness ofhead, levity,* [J6dfA, iii. 17*5 Singer, 193; Charles, ii. 701]).

* Even if the king ^eet a man, he should not reply ;
even if a

j ^ 3

or Temple service, of the high priest,m th^Musaf
heartfelt, but also fluent O’??

of the Lay of Atonement.^ The belief “ Further, it is known that originally it 'i

storation of the sacrifices is not cleai, and many
citations could be adduced on both sides (cf. 0. J

.

Simon, ‘Authority and Logma in Judaism,’ JQB
V. 231-243, and the counter-statement of M.
Hy^son, ib, 469-482).

Further, it is known that on^ally it was
prohibited to write down a formula of blessing,

‘Those who write down niana {v,l, nbbq) are like

those who burn the Torah’ {Shabb, 1165). It is

doubtful whether this does not simply mean, as
inson,^ lb, 469-482). lUshi suggests, that written blessings are not to
11s spinturiization hM rescaef from a fixe on the Sabbatlu In^any

between Sadducees and Pharisees. As an inat^ce
thrsnbjeTts of his praye7and the order in

it may be remarked that the Sadta^an sect of
tLy Ter? to be Irrlnged. Frequently

Boethus {Meg. Ta anUh, iv.
)
^1®®^ certain phrases -were specified, hut the general

traditional mtemretation of the faltonts,
fjajjje.^ork was left to the taste and inspmation of

adopted by ^e Pharisees, “J^bich the isx o’W, or precentor. In the course of tme.
an eye was to he given for ‘^ eye. The Saddu- ^ ^oranoe on the part of officials or
cees claimed that the aTOaxently hte^ eirel^ation ^ ^ ^ enSre uniformity, the prayers were
was correct and upheld seventy. The Phar^ees,

down, hut the improvisation and composi-
on the other hand, pointed out that the luji^d

original prayers survived in thejiiyyiZf, or
party did no^ in fact, receive p?et^ hymns, of later times,
means. In this, as m other matters, the tend^y P

portion of the morning and evening
to spiritualize and allegorize had been long ^istent. .g^“g~.^';^-”of*<;oMse, the recital of the shfmd (see
For the growth of angelology. see art. DEMONS

p ^0rAhrahams, p. 1; cf. also Taylor,
AND Spirits (Jewish). The e®?®*

Ixlurlvliv.lp. 116) with thi blessings appropriate
learning and the contmned influence <^(^eekphJo- ^ This is fully discussed in the opening
Sophy made themselves felt even on Kabbis. it k v '

^ Berakhoth, The’Amtdah was formu-
said (Tos. j^miga, u., ed. ^ckemandel, P- 234, Gamaliel, who ‘introduced the usage
1. 7) that four l^bbis entered Paradise, ,.e. indffiged

pravers ’ (Graetz, ii 366) ; the kernel of the
in the study of speculative phUosophy. Zoma

much older, and very probably goes back
lost his reason ; feen Azzai died young ; Ehsha ben V Jf

Soferim
Ahuya ‘cut down the little Pl^^ts’ (coiiu^d

t,, merited to Mose, and
young students) and became an apostate , AJpDa ^ institutions, whose origin, dating hack to ancient

alone emerged in safety. It was feared that many times, was already forgotten. To Ezra especiaUy IS attributed

who were unfitted might he led to undertake meta- aU tot pertains to tor^g ot to I*w andto arrangement

physical research, aSd the Eabhis ^cortogly
extracts were

ordained that certain portions {i.e, nmy, incest, etc.)
^ati/Pmanv touchinc nravers

of the Scriptures should not he taught puhlidy ; eluded in the services, and many touohmg prayers

that is to sav, they might be imparted to two 1 see H.G.Enelow, in in Jewish Zfif.isswdinffonotM'

1 See above, p. 688. of K, Kohler, pp. 82-107.
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of the Tannaitic age have been preserved. The
Lord’s Prayer has been shown by Taylor^ to be
composed of phrases taken from contemporary
Kabbinic prayers, some of which may be seen in

Singer (p. 7, pjq ; Abrahams, p. xix ; see also

M. Gaster, Book of Prayer . . . acc. to the Custom
of the Spanish and Portuguese Jem, i. 3).

The reading of the Law and of selected propheti-

cal passages took place on Sabbaths, festivals, and
fasts ; the Law alone was read on Saturday after-

noons, Monday and Thursday mornings (market
days), and on other occasions, such as the New
Moon. The reading from the prophets was called

Haftdrd (from the root pdtar, *to be free or
finished ’) ; this name, as also the alternative

seems to be due to the fact of its following the
Sidra, or Pentateuchal lesson (see Abrahams,
p. clvi). When, therefore, the Musdf, or addi-

tional service, was read after an interval, and not
immediately following shahdrith (morning), the
conclusion of the Haftara would mark almost the
end of the service. Tbe Law was read, in Babylon,
in an annual cycle of consecutive sections. In
Palestine, a triennial cycle existed (see A. Biichler,

JQB V. 420 if., but ct. M. Gaster, i. 77). It is

possible that the selection of the Haftara was, to a
certain extent, in the hands of the reader (Lk 4'®),

but it was intended to have some point of contact
with the Pentateuchal portion of the day. Both
Sidra and Haftara were translated by the mHurg^-
man (‘interpreter’), verse by verse. In the case
of the Haftara, the version was more homiletical,
and greater sections were rendered at a time. The
Targum was greatly esteemed (see art. Taegums).
A man was to study the Sidra twice in Hebrew
and once in the Targum. To this day the Targum
is universally studied among Jews, privately, all
over the world. The Yemenites also have an
Arabic Targum ; the Sephardim, a Spanish Targum,
which is read publicly verse by verse on the ninth
of Ab ; the Ashkenazic Yiddish versions are not
generally used in service.

|

The Eighteen Benedictions contain paragraphs
relating to the Messiah and to the Resurrection,^
The latter subject is introduced at the beginning,
after the mention of the patriarchs; and this
collocation seems, perhaps, to inmly that the
proof of immortality employed by Jesus (‘God of
Abraham . . . not the God of the dead, but of
the living,’ Mt 2SP, Mk 1226^-, Lk 20®7^-) was
Rabbinic. Whatever vagueness may have existed
before, there can be no doubt that this age held
firmly to the belief, in broad terms, in immortality
and in resurrection. The expansion or philo-
sophical analysis^ belongs to the early mediasval
period,^ The belief of the Tannaitic age in im-
mort^ty and in resurrection, the resiut of the
Pharisaic victory over the Sadducees, was un-
shaken. The tendency of Tannaitic religious
thought, in the Haggada especially, was opti-
mistic, and these two ideas are the outcome of
optimism. The range of Haggada extended over
every sphere of daily life and tinged everything
with bright and pleasant hues. The Haggada re-
flects the spirit of the Halakha, and, consequently,
the conceptions of the next world, as well as of this,
were given an optimistic turn. The Messianic
ideal in the Haggada is based on the prophetical
reign of peace. The troubles or ‘ birth pangs ’ that
were to precede the advent of the divine Saviour
were naturally identified by many of the people
vdth the hardships and persecutions connected with
the Roman occupation. Hence the thought arose
that the Messiah would first of all deliver Israel

,

1 Op. eii. 124 ; see also Herford, pp. 118, 124 ff., where Webe
18 Cited.

3 On these see Abrahams, p. Iv, and E. G. Hirsch, art
Shemoneh ‘Esreh,’ in JE xi. [1905] 270-282.

from the power of the heathen, and thus the
temporal Messiah, of the type of Judas and
Theudas (Ac 5®®^) and of Bar Kokhba, gained
popular support. Yet it was taught that no
supernatural deliverer was to be expected, nor a
successful general. ‘ The only difference between
the present and the coming ages will be in the
(absence of) Gentile domination’ (see Berakhoth
34^>, 126, 13a). In the Eighteen Blessings, the
paragraph dealing with the Messiah (cf. above,
p. 586^) is placed immediately after the prayer for
the rebuilding of Jerusalem. Naturally, the ideas
as to the Messiah varied according to the political
circumstances, especially with regard to the
relation of the Messiah to the Gentiles (see J.
Drummond, The Jewish Messiah, London, 1877,
p. 331). This relation was sometimes friendly,’

sometimes hostile, according to the morality of the
non-Jews and their treatment of the Jews in the
experience of the speaker.
While the Jewish attitude to the problem of evil

remained unchanged, in that evil was subordinate
to the Deity and controlled and created by Him,
sin, according to Jewish belief, was in man’s own
choice, the evil inclination {yeser ha~rd) being
parallel to the y^er tdbh. The doctrine of original
virtue, or the hereditary grace of the patriarchs,
was the Jewish counterpart to original sin (see S.
Levy, Doctrine of Original Virtue, and ‘Jewish
Conceptions of Original Sin,’ in Jews^ College
Jubilee Volume, London, 1906, p. 211 ff.; cf. also
Porter’s Essay, cited below, p. 607). Man was
as much bound to give thanks for evil as for good
{Berakhoth, ix. 5) ; and, on hearing evil tidings,

God’s name must be praised and a pronouncement of
resignation to the divine decree must be uttered (see

Singer, pp. 292 and 318 [p’JD ; Abrahams,
p. ccxxvi ; cf. also the J^addtsh [on which see EBE
1. 459 f.], p. 75). It is difficult to trace the begin-
nings of a set creed, in the sense in which the term
is used by the Christian Church.
Undoubtedly Isaiah 66 embodies three different codes of life

or creeds, required of three different classes, viz. the ordinary
Jew, the proselyte, and the eunuch. All three are enjoined to
observe justice and righteousness and to believe in the redemp-
tion. (1) The first class, in addition, must keep the Sabbath
and refrain from all wrong. (2) The eunuchs are to keep the
Sabbath, observe the covenant, and do what is pleasing to God.
(3) The proselytes, ‘that join themselves to the Lord, to serve
him, and to love the name of the Lord,' are to keep the Sabbath
and the covenant. The ‘ Seven Commandments of the Sons of
Noah' (on which see ERE iv. 245a-, and art. ‘Laws, Noachian,*
in JE vii. [1904] 648-650) can scarcely be regarded as a Jewish

I

creed
; they were the signs by which civilization was recognized

and divided from barbarism, fundamental laws of intercourse
common to civilized humanity. It has been shown that the so-
called creed of Ten Articles, quoted by Aphraates, who lived
about A.D. 346, is in reality an old Jewish creed converted into

Christian use by the omission of one letter for \ » -Vj

which alters the future tense to the past, in tlie 10th ar£., ‘and
he has sent his Messiah into the world.’ This theory of H. L.
Pass (JTkSt ix. [1907-08] 267-284 ; the creed is also conveniently
given by J. Gwynn, in Nicene and PosUNicme Fathers^ 2nd ser.,

xiii. [Oxford, 1898] 346) can be supported by a comparison with
the Eaddtsh in the Sephardic form (see M. Gaster, Book o/
Prayer, i. 14, 25, 60, 65 ; especially the forms used on the
New Year [ib. ii. 27], ninth of Ab, and at funerals) ; in the
ordinary Ashkenazic version, even in that used at funerals, the
Messianic clauses are omitted (see D.
Pool, The Old Jevrish-Aramaic Prayer The Kaddisk, Leipzig,
1909). Pass also quotes the confession of faith of the Jew
Ananias in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles (p. 272 f.), and
suggests a symbolic use of Scriptural references. The number
ten, used by Aphraates, suggests analogy with the Decalogue,
the daily recital of which was discontinued because of the
cavillings of the Minim, perhaps Christians (see Taylor, Ex-
cursus iv. 119). Undoubtedly thesA^ma* was the vital Jewish
‘creed,' and the liturgical paragraph, v-hich it is

followed, seems to show that it was so intended?

4. To Maimonides.—In the period now under
consideration, Jewish history has to deal far more
with the history of the Jews than with Judaism.
The Diaspora developed rapidly, and the Jews
spread abroad to the remotest lands of East and
West, to Malabar and to France. During this
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dispersion, in proportion as the personal history; of

the Jews becomes of interest, owing to their varied

fortunes, the course of Judaism seems unevent-

ful. Judaism was, in fact, recuperating after

the creative energy of the preceding centuries.

Evolution moves in stages, not in a path of gradual

and imperceptible progress. The schools of Pales-

tine, both in Judsea and in Galilee, had been
creative ; so, too, had been the Babylonian acade-

mies in their time. But the ages of the later

Amoraim and Saboraim collected and formulated.

The chief centres of intellectual activity in Babylon
were Sura (also known as Mata Mahasya), Nehar-
dea, Mahuza, and Pumbeditha. Abba-Arika,
known as Rabh (a.d. 175-247), was instrumental

in raising the importance of the Babylonian
schools.^ He was educated at Tiberias, under
Judah I., and, after his return to Babylon, he
founded his school about 220 and gathered a large

number of pupils. Babylonia now began to attain

a higher renown than Palestine and Galilee for

scholarship and Rabbinic authority. Ammi and
Assi, the leaders in Judaea, acknowledged the
supremacy of Rabh’s successors in Babylon (e.gr.,

Bab. Shebu’oth, 47a). The growth of the schools

was followed by a rise in the morality of the in-

habitants of Babylon, which had hitherto been of

a low standard. The fine ethical sayings of Rabh
deserve special notice (see W. Bacher, Agada der
hah. Amoraer, Strassburg, 1878, pp. 1-33). His
teaching was universalistic, and inculcated love for

all humanity. The influence of Rabh was especi-

ally great in restoring the old Jewish ideal of the
sanctity of marriage, for decay had set in. He is

said to be the author of Musafiox the New Year
(see Singer, p. 245), and of »n Y)’>' (Singer,

p. 259 ;
Abrahams, p. cci) for the Day of Atone-

ment. He devoted much attention to the litur^.

The great opponent of Rabh was Mar Samuel (also

called ^okh [Shahh. 63a]), head of the academy
of Nehardea (c. 165-257). The rivalry of these

two teachers may, in some respects perhaps, be
compared to the contests of HiUel and Shammai.
Yet Rabh, though inclining to severity in his judg-

ments, was not unlike Hillel in disposition (see

Bab. Bek. 496). Samuel inclined to the Persian

sages ; Rabh strenuously opposed any non-Jewish
influence and teaching.

* Rab, entirely taken up with the affairs of his own nation,

refused to allow the customs of the Persians to exert any in-

fluence on those of the Jews, and even forbade these latter to

adopt any practice, however innocent, from the Magi: “He
who learns a single thing of the Ma^i merits death.”

_
Samuel,

on the other hand, learnt many things of the Persian sages

. . . None of his decrees, however, were possessed of such im-

portant results as the one by which he declared the law of the
land to be just as binding on the Jews as their own law

(NJ'T i«n) . . . Jeremiah had given to the families

which were exiled to Babylon, the following urgent exhortation

as to their conduct in a foreign land :
** Seek the peace of the

city whither ye have been carried away captives.” Samuel had
transformed this exhortation into a religious precept: “The
law of the State is a binding law.” To Jeremiah and Mar-
Samuel Judaism owes the possibility of existence in a foreign

country " (Graetz, ii. 526, 624, 625). Another of Samuel’s claims

to fame is his regulation of the calendar, based on his know-
ledge of astronomy, which he had acquired from Magian in-

structors. He said of himself that he knew his way as accur-

ately among the paths of the heavens as in the streets of

Nehardea, but that he could not explain the courses of the

comets (Ber. 68&). His other name, Jarbinaah, was derived

from his facility in fixing the calendar months iy^rali)..

Among the later principals of Pumbeditha was
R. Joseph, regarded by Hai Gaon as the author of

the Targum to the Prophets (cf. JE xii. [1906] ei**).

He is said to have translated those portions of the Prophets
which had hitherto not existed in an Aramaic version. His
object was probably to supersede the Peshitta, just as Aquila
superseded the Septuagint. Although the Peshitta version of

the canonical books was the work of Jewish translators, certain

of the Prophets— Isaiah—were revised by Christians and
amended from the Greek text. The NT was revised by Rabbula,

1 See W. Bacher, ‘Abba Arika,* in JB i. [1901] 29 f. ; and fw
Rabh’s rival, Mar Samuel, J. Z. Lauterbach, ‘Samuel Yarlbina’ah,*

ih. xi. [1906] 29-31.

bishop of Edessa (411-435), and the unrevised text still exists in
the Curetonian MS and the Sinai Palimpsest. The Old Syriac
version goes back probably to the 2nd cent. ; as regards the
or Peshitta, it was certainly used by Aphraates (a.d. 845 ; cf.

J. Parisot, in Patrologia Syriaca, r. L [Paris, 1894] p. xliii), a
contemporary of R. Joseph. It is, therefore, very likely that
Joseph undertook a Targum in order to provide the Jews with
a version of their own.

The great achievement of the schools in Meso-
potamia was the Babylonian Gemara. When the
creative power of the teachers of Halakha began
to diminish, the time arrived to ‘ seal up tradition.’
R. Ashi, the son of Simai (352-427), a teacher of
the Sura school, which he rebuilt and raised to an
eminent position, was one of the greatest exponents
of his time, and he was known by the honorific
title of Rabbana, ‘our master.’ Ashi began the
collection and arrangement of the Talmud, although
this must not be taken to imply the production of

a written text. He devoted his labours, which
extended over fifty years, to the comparison of
materials and placing in order of all the decisions,

corollaries, and facts of Haggada and HalakhS
which had accrued through the ages. The text
was preserved orally for some considerable time to
come. Ashi’s work ^ was continued and completed
by Rabina and Sura and Jose of Pumbeditha. In
499, when Rabina died, the Talmud of Babylon
was finished. The Jerusalem Talmud had been
concluded, it is general^ held, about a century
and a half previously. Our knowledge of Judaea
is so scanty for this period that nothing can be said
with certainty, but it is generally assumed that
the place of compilation was Tiberias. The Talmud
was in no sense a popular work. It was taught
and studied in the schools by the Geonim, the suc-

cessors of the Saboraim. As a code it was unwieldy
and could not be easily consultedby private persons.
Consequently, in course of time there grew up
other arrangements which were shorter and more
accessible. The Talmud has, however, always re-

mainedthe ultimatesource of learning. Its decisions

have been modified and its contents arranged and
re-arranged repeatedly ; but no book, after the
Bible, has exerted so much influence on Judaism.
Code succeeded code, commentary followed irnon

commentary; finally, the Talmud became a field

of learning, more or less abstract, while for practical

questions reference would be made, in the first in-

stance, to the code of the day (see, further, art.

T^mtjd). Between the Talmud and the Shtilhun
'Arukh of Joseph Qaro (1564r-65), which is alniost

universally accepted to-day as the exposition of

orthodox Judaism, many other codes intervene.

With these the development of Judaism is vitally

concerned (see S. Daiches, ‘Jewish Codes and
Codifiers,’ Jew. Chron., Jan. 1, 1909, p. 24 f., Jan. 8,

p. 28f., Jan. 15, p. 25 f., also reprinted in pamphlet
form).
The first three codes emanated from Babylon.

The Gaon Jehudai b. Nahman, at Sura, is said to

have written the HalakJidth P^sugdth, about 770.

The Hdlakhdth G^dhdUth, or Bishdndth of R. Simon
!l^ayyara, who was, according to Abraham ibn
Baud, a Rabbi of Pumbeditha about 750, are
thought, in reality, to be of later date, about the
beginning of the 9th century. They could not
have been the model for Jehudai. The Cairo
Genizah has preserved part of this work, which
probably existed in the form of loose letters.

Gaon Ahai wrote his SMeltdth, a book of responsa,
constituting a Halakhic exposition of the weekly
Sidra, or Pentateuchal lesson. As a practical

hand-book, the pupils of Gaon Jehudai formulated
nia^n, ‘Laws of “Refer 1”,’ in which laws and

questions of the day were treated.

^

1 See, further, W. Bacher, * Ashi,’ in JE ii. [1902] 187 f.

2 See M. Schloessinger, * Yehudai ben Nahman,’ JE xii. [1906]

690 f.; and ‘Kayyara, Simeon,’ vii. [1904] 461 f. ; L. Ginzberg,

^

*Atia (Abai) of Shabha,’ ih. i. [1901] 278 f. \ the differentiation of

these various codes is a matter of some dispute.
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The triumph of Christianity and its adoption by
Constantine meant the humiliation of the Jews.

Numerous repressive acts of legislation were passed

against their reli^on, and outbursts of persecution

were frequent. Jews were prohibited from enter-

ing Jerusalem, and their lives were burdened with

hardships and oppressive restrictions. Prelates of

the Church, such as John Chrysostom of Antioch,

Ambrose of Milan, and Cyril of Alexandria,

were among their bitterest persecutors, and the

Emperors, when friendly, or at leastnot ill-disposed,

to the Jews, were frequently persuaded by their

priests to change their attituae. Even Jerome,

who, like Ambrose, owed his knowledge^ of Hebrew
to Jewish teachers, publicly declared nis hatred of

them. Yet the popes themselves and the Koman
bishops were often exceptions to this rule, and they

not infrequently stood forth as the champions and
protectors of the Jews. The Arians, as a rule,

were more tolerant than the Athanasians. The
reign of Julian, who abandoned Christianity, w^
a brief inteiwal of light for the Jews amid their

sorrows. But on Judaism itself the domination of

Christianity had little influence. In the same way,
little effect was experienced from the rise of the

Sasanian Dynasty (224-651), founded by Aidashir
Papakan, which brought into greater prominence
the worship of fire. The Jews themselves suffered

at first from the extreme sternness with which the
profane use of fire was prevented, but by the time of

the first Shapur (242-271) the relations between the
two religions were amicably readjusted.

Mention must be made of a false Messiah (see

art. Messiahs, Pseudo-) who arose in Crete during
the time of Ashi, i.e. before 427. About this time
hopes of the millennium were spreading, and the
long-awaited deliverer was expected. This was,

to some extent, due to an ancient Sibylline oracle

(see Graetz, ii. 617), which placed the advent of the
Messiah in the 85th jubilee, between A.D. 440 and
470. In proportion as persecution became stronger,

these hopes grew more vigorous. The Chronicles

ofJerahmeel, composed, according to Gaster,during
the first centuries of the common era (M. Gaster,
Chron. of Jer., London, 1899, p. xxxix), contain
such eschatological calculations. These Messianic
ideas were strongly discouraged by Ashi, and this

event had no permanent influence on Judaism.
It has been mentioned that the successors to the

Amoraim were called SabdrSitm. The name is

connected with the Aramaic and Syriac words for
gospels, evangelist (sbartha, sbarana), etc., and
probably implied a teacher or expounder. The
Saboraim had little share in the redaction of the
Talmud, although some small Saboraic element
has been preserved

;
practically, it was completed

by their predecessors. The age of the Saboraim is

reckoned from the final redaction of the Talmud
until the first of the Geonim, Mar Eab Mar, in
609. The word Gddn (pi. G^dnim) literally signi-

fies ‘ pride, majesty ’ (Pr 16^^ in a bad sense ; Am
8'^, Is 60^®, in a good sense), and is said to be derived
from Ps 47® [E v ^]. The chief of the Sura academy
was the Gaon, the teachers of Pumbeditha being
more frequently, though not exclusively, called
Rabbanim. The Gaon of Sura usually took pre-
cedence. The Gaon was the academic and spiritual
chief, the Besh Gdlutha (‘ Head of the Diaspora’)
being the civil head of the Jews, recognized, if not
actually appointed, by the Persian court. It is

thought that Gaon is an instance of mnemonics,
for the numerical equivalent of its letters

(3 + l-i-6-f50=60) is the same as the number of
treatises of the Talmud. More probably, Gaon is

a translation of ‘ clarissimus ’ or ‘ illustris,’ a title

employed by the Roman Emperors in writing to
provincial governors. Strictly speaking, there
were thirty-seven Geonim of Sura, from Mar R.

Mar to Samuel b. 5ofni, and fifty of Pumbeditha,
from Mar b. R. Hanan to R. Hai, but the term has
also been used, in a wider sense, for other teachers.

The age of the Gaonate was about 150 years and
included several great men. It is remarkable for

the growth of studies that were not strictly Tal-
mudic : history, grammar, liturgy, and letters.

Thus, Sherira Gaon, father of wrote a famous epistle or
responsum in 987 to the Jews of Kairowan on the growth and
evolution of the Talmud and Gaonate. It is the chief source of

information on the subject. Amram, in 870 and Sa'adya (892-

942) drew up and arranged liturgies ; Uai is said to be the
authorof the earliest'knownHebrew rhyme, the hymn for the Eve
of Atonement '‘rip (see Gaster, Book ofPrayer, iii, [1904] 12).

The Geonim established a Minhdg^ (or * Use ’) of prayers, which
was widely adopted (see Gaster, i. p, xiii). Sa'adya compiled
a dictionary (’7pr<3n), and §emalj (about 870) a Talmudic lexicon,

or *Arukh. Reference has already been made to the work of the
Geonim in composing Halakhio codes. Perhaps their greatest

activity was expended in responsa, i.e. answers to practical

ritual questions, addressed to them by distant congregations.1

With the spread of Judaism, Jewish leamiug
had also developed in other lands. Babylon was
no longer the only source of knowledge. North
Africa and Southern Europe were rising in import-

ance. From Egypt came the famous Sa'adya (^,v.)

to be Gaon at Sura. But the most forcible influ-

ences on Judaism were Islam and l^araism, the

former external, the latter internal. The ^faraite

schism was due largely, if not entirety, to political

circumstances. In 761 the Exilarch Solomon died,

leaving no sons. His nephew, Anan b. David, of

whom very little is known, attempted to succeed

his uncle, but was opposed by the Geonim Judah
and Dudai, sons of Nahman. Dissensions arose,

and Anan, at first successful by the aid of the

Khalif, was finally forced to emigrate to Palestine.

At what stage his hostility to the Gaonate de-

veloped into an attack on the Rabbinic position,

and to what extent this opposition had already

been anticipated, is unknown. Anan and his

followers soon cut themselves off completely from

the Talmudists, accusing them of having changed

the Law by their gener«U teaching. In ten specific

points they differed from the Rabbinite Jews, in

contradistinction to whom they adopted the name
of B^ne Miqrd, or ‘ Sons of the Scripture.’ They
claimed, just as the Hanif party before the founda-

tion of Islam, to return to the primitive religion.

The ten points of difference can be seen from an examination

of the Kitdh al-Fa4dHh (‘ Book of Shameful Things ’) by Ibn

SaqawaiM, one of the earliest I^araite writers. His work is

divided into ten sections, but begins with a general attack on the

: (1) the unity of God ;
the Karaites leaned to the

doctrines of the Mu'tazilites, who opposed divine omnipotence

as a creative force, in favour of almost absolute free will
; (2)

the use of fire on the Sabbath ; the Karaites permitted neither

fire nor lights on Sabbath, as they interpreted Ex 36S literally ;
3

(3) irrigation on the Sabbath ; (4) the manner of fixing the New
Moon ; (5) the postponement of certain festivals by means of the

calendar rule (B'Hn iSn ;
for which seeERE iii. 120^) ; (6) the

leap year ; (7) the forbidden fat ; the Karaites will not eat the

fat of the tail, which was allowed by the Rabbis ; (8) incest ; (9)

niddd

;

(10) qeri (impurity). For the differences between Rab-

binites and ]5:araite8 see Khazari, iii. 5 35, tr. Hirschfeld, p. 166.

The ^faraites produced a large number of able

writers® who contributed appreciably to
^

Jewish
literature

:
^i^kisani, author of the Kitdh al-

Anwar (‘ Book of Lights’), Ibn al-Hiti, Yefeth ibn

*Ali, David al-Fasi, Sahl ibn Masliah, Benjamin
Nahawendi, Samuel b. Moses al-Maghribi, and
others. The effect on Judaism was visible. Op-

position stimulated learning and, by putting^ the

Rabbinites on their defence, produced a positive

statement of the orthodox position. The^ chief

exponent of the Talmudic case was Sa'adya,

or, more properly, Sa'id ibn Yusuf al-Fayyilml

1 See, further, art. *Gaon,* JEv. [1903] 567-672.

2 Of. Sa*adya*s commentary on this verse and his refutationw
the Karaites ; this has been recently recovered frona the (^nizah

and published, with translation, by H. Hirschfeld in JQR xym.

[1905-06] 600-613. See also * Saadyana * by Schechter and others

in./QRxiv. [1902]. ^ v a
8 Anan's Booh of Commandments has been edited by s.

Schechter, Document’} of Jenoish Sectaries, ii.
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(892-942), who met the Karaite attacks first of all

by translating the Bible into Arabic, and secondly
by replying directly to the enemy. Sa'adya’s
great work was the Kitah al-Armnatvfal Ttiqadat
(Heb. ’Emundth W^dhe'dth, and other titles), or
‘Faith and Philosophy,’ which was the first

attempt to bring revealed religion into harmony
with Greek philosophy.

‘ No Jew, said Saadiah, should discard the Bible, and form his
opinions solely by bis own reasoning. But he might safely
endeavour to prove, independently of revelation, the truths
which revelation had given. Faith, said Saadiah again, is the
soul’s absorption of the essence of a truth, which thus becomes
part of itself, and will be the motive of conduct whenever the
occasion arises. Thus Saadiah identified reason with faith. He
ridiculed the fear that philosophy leads to scepticism. You
might as well, he argued, identify astronomy with superstition,
because some deluded people believe thatan eclipse of the moon
is caused by a dragon’s making a.meal of it ’ (I. Abrahams, Short
Mist, of Jew. Lit.f London, 1906, p. 56). Many lost portions of
Sa'adya’s anti-Karaite writings have been published by H.
Hirschfeld, from the Cairo Genizah, in JQR. Thus of his Kitdb
al-JRudd 'all al^Mutaliamil (‘Refutation of the Unfair Ag-
gressor’) two leaves exist (JQM xviii. llS-119). In these
Sa'adya maintains the Jewish tradition of dfij}.iyyah, or post-
ponement of festivals. The fragment is probably a reply to Ibn
Saqawaihi. There is also one leaf of a treatise on usury Cib.

119 f.). In JQR xvii. [1904-06] 712-725 Hirschfeld has published
four leaves from his treatise on forbidden marriages, and two
on traditional laws. Sa'adya saw that the way in which the
;^araites used the Kalam in their attacks could be counteracted
only by adopting the Kalam itself for the defence of the ortho-
dox position. He thus became the first of the Jewish Mutakal-
liimn or, literally translated, Medkabberim, who sought to
reconcile a belief in the divine creation with the Aristotelian
theory of the eternity of matter (Hirschfeld, Khazart, p. 4).i

Judaism was not modified by ^laraism, except in
so far as the study of philology was stim^ated and
the impetus to philosophy created. The latter
would nave inevitably followed contact with Islam.
The 5a<raites were never very numerous, and now
probably do not number more than 12,000. In the
eyes of the Muslims there was never much question
that the Rabbinites and Karaites were both equally
Jews. Interesting light is thrown on this point of
the controversy by the decisions of the four Imams,
recorded in B.M.MS. Or. 2538, foL 73-83, headed
‘ Story of the Europeans who adopted the Laws of
the ^v^raites,’ published by Hirschfeld (see Jews*
Coll. Juh. Vol.i p. 88). yet, on account of their
dietanr customs and law of incest, intermarriage
with Jews is very rare.

In spite of Muhammad’s treatment of the Jews
of Arabia, the relations between the two faiths were
intimate and not unfriendly. Islam had far more
influence on Judaism than Christianity, because
it was more tolerant. The theological status of
Jews and Christians was recognized. They were
*Ahl al’Kitdhf people possessing a legitimate scrip-

ture, as opposed to idolaters and to the Magi and
Manichseans, whose revelation was not regarded
as authentic {man Idhu shubhatuJhitdb).

It is necessary to emphasize the correct use of the phrase
*Ahl al‘KUdb, first, because it is so frequently misinterpreted
and applied to the Jews only, who are said to have been called
the people of the book.^ Even writers like Graetz have made
this mistake (see Graetz, iii. 59 ; but, on the other hand, see pp.
82 and 89, where the term is correctly used). Secondly, it is a
clear indication of the attitude of Islam to the sister faiths ; it

did not claim a monopoly of salvation. In consequence, Jews
and Muslims were able to study and discuss theology and
science together with far greater intimacy than was possible
between Jews and Christians.

The love of learning prevalent in Muslim lands
was not confined to the Muslims ; it was shared
by all classes of the population. Consequently,
when, after and as a result of the introduction of

Greek philosophy, the Arabs began to turn their

attention to speculative theology, Judaism was
very closely affected, and the impetus given to
philosophical study created a Jewish religious

philosophy,® Hitherto, Jewish theology had been
^ See, further, on the sect as a whole, art. ]^araites.
2 The term is used of Christians as opposed to Jews in

Bukhari, ed. Cairo, a.h. 1304, p, 11, line 10 (80th Bab of the
Kitdb el Imdn).

3 The influence was not confined to Judaism. ‘Jewish
scholars held an honourable place in transmitting the Arabian

occupied either with questions of practical Halakha
or, in refutation of Ifaraism, with a defence of the
Talmudical system of legislation. IshS>q ibn Sul-
aiman, better known as Isaac Israili of Kairowan,
who died about 932, was well known as a scientific
]^ilosopher and physician (see \Y. Engelkemper,
EeUgions-philosophischeLehreSaadja GaorJs, Miin-
ster, 1903, p. 2, note 2). His title to fame rests
purely on his scientific work, not on his theology.
Jews took up these studies with avidity, and a
series of famous writers arose who sought to
harmonize Judaism with the thought of the age,
and who thus developed its philosophy of religion.
Bahya b. Joseph ibn Pakudah, who lived at Sara-
gossa at the beginning of the 11th cent., was
one of the first of Jewish authors to expound a
system of ethics in his Arabic Al-Hiddya *ila

Fardid al-Qulub (1040) ('Guide to the Duties of
the Heart ’), which was translated into Hebrew by
Judah ibn Tibbon under the title of Hohhdthhal-
l^bhdbhdth.
Babja attempts to show that ‘ Jewish faith is a great spirit-

ual truth founded on Reason, Revelation, and Traditions, all

stress being at the same time laid on the willingness and the
joyful readiness of the God-loving heart to perform life’s

duties.’ He was largely influenced by Sa'adya and by Ibn
Gabirol, and leaned to Neo-Platonic philosophy. Faith must,
be intellectual, not blind and unreasoning. He proves the
necessitj" and unity of a Creator by teleological arguments
The divme attributes are twofold, negative and active. The
former, but not the latter, are within the power of human
knowledge. God’s existence is knowable from the circum-
stance that non-existent beings cannot create existent beings.
His Unity and Eternity are also comprehensible, since the
Supreme Cause must of necessity be indivisible and permanent.
The other divine attributes are anthropomorphic metaphors,
an indispensable medium for thought and speech, but, in real-

ity, symbols and not realities. From these postulates Ba^ya
deduced his system of ethics. He maintained that immor-
tality was to be reserved for mature speculations

;
hence the

comparative paucity of Biblical allusions to it. Baljya was
essentially a mystic, but at the same time practical in his
system of the religious life. Asceticism, as a discipline of
abstinence and self-purification, is advocated, but not for gen-
eral adoption.!

Bahya was a Spaniard, and one of the many
Jewish scholars who arose in the Iberian peninsula
during the Muslim domination. The light of

Jewish learning was first kindled by Moses b.

Enoch (t 965), from Babylon, who founded an
academy at Cordova which soon eclipsed Sura.
Among the great Jews of Spain were Hasdai ibn
Shaprut, poet, physician, and politician (915-990),
Menahem b. Saruk, Dunash ibn Labrat, Judah
Hayyuj, Abu-l-Walid Merwan ibn Jahah, who
founded and developed the science of Hebrew
Grammar, and Samuel the Nagid (993-1055), the
vizier of Habus, king of Granada, who wrote an
introduction to the Talmud and many liturgical

hymns.
The religious philosophy of Judaism owes much

to Solomon b. Judah ibn Gabirol, commonly known
as Avicebron (see art. Ibn Gabirol, above, p. 69).

His greatness, both as poet and as philosopher, is

mirrored in his Kether malkhuth, or ‘ JEloyal Crown,’
the text and translation of which may be seen
conveniently in Gaster (iii. 47) ; and his Asldh al-

Akhldqy or ‘ Improvement of the Moral Qualities
’

(ed. and tr. S. S. Wise, New York, 1901), is a
summary of ethics for popular use.

In this the virtues and the vices are arranged, correlatively,

in connexion with the senses on which they depend. He dis-

tinguishes the physical from the psychical perceptions. The
senses are indications of the disposition of the soul, that is to
say, the ‘ animal soul, not the divine soul within man.’ His
quotations are in most cases drawn from the Bible, not from
Rabbinic writings, a fact which may account for his great in-

fluence and popularity among non-Jews. In his Fons Vitce

commentators to the schoolmen. It was amongst them,
especially in Maimonides, that Aristotelianism found refuge
after the light of philosophy was extinguished in Islam ; and
the Jewish family of the I5en-Tibbon were mainly instrumental
in making Averroes known to southern France ’ (W. Wallace
and G. W. Thatcher, in EBr^ ii. 282).

! See, further, I. Broyd6 and K. Kohler, * Bahya ben Joseph.’
JEii. [1902] 447-454.
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neither Bible nor Eabbinic authorities are cited at all. This

work, written in the form of a dialogue, reduced everything

that exists to three categories : (1) God, the first substance;,

the world, matter and form ; and (3) the will, as intermediary.

His teaching is based on Neo-Platonism, and, owing to ^e
growth of Aristotelianism, exercised slight influence on Jewish
thought. There is a difference between the pantheistic emana-
tions of Neo-Platonism and the Jewish conception of creation.

‘Moreover, the Neoplatonic doctrine that the^ Godhead is

unknowable naturally appealed to a Jewish rationalist, who,
while positing the existence of God, studiously refrained from
ascribing definite qualities or positive attributes to Him. . . .

Gabirol, unlike other medieval Jewish philosophers who re-

garded philosophy as the “handmaid of theology,” pursued his

philosophical studies regardless of the claims of religion ’ (S. S.

Wise, in JE vi. [1904] 52Sb).

"V^ile Gabirol leaned towards Neo-Platonism,
Judah Halevi, bom in Toledo (c. 1085 - c. 1143),

whose poetry, secular and sacred, furnishes some
of the most inspired examples of the later Hebrew
Muse, vehemently attacks the doctrine of emana-
tion as well as the Aristotelian doctrine of the

eternity of matter. As Hirschfeld says [KhazaT^,

p. 6), his doctrine, like that of the Muslim al-

Ghazali, may be summed up in one sentence as a
philosophic scepticism in favour of a priori belief.

His most famous philosophical work was the
Gosri, or Kuzari, properly Kitdh al-Khazar%.
In this book he sets forth Jewish belief in a popular form,

under the guise of a dialogue between a Eabbi and a king of

the Khazars. This king, dissatisfied with his religion, consults
Muslims and Christians in turn, and, finally, a Rabbi, whose
faith he adopts. The short-comings of both creeds, as well as
ofKaraism, are discussed, and, in a more positive form, the
beliefs and practices of Judaism are enumerated. The pivot of

his belief in God is the fact of direct revelation and the pre-
servation of this revelation by uninterrupted tradition (E/iazarit
i. § 25 ; Hirschfeld, p. 46). Aristotle failed through the fact
that ‘he exerted his mind because he had no tradition from
any reliable source at his disposal. He meditated on the be-
ginning and end of the world, but found as much difficulty in
the theory of a beginning as in that of eternity. Finally, the
abstract speculations which made for eternity prevailed, and
he found no reason to inquire into the chronology or derivation
of those who lived before him. Had he lived among a people
with well authenticated traditions he would . . . have estab-
lished the theory of creation, however difficult, instead of
eternity, which ... is more difficult to accept * (i6. § 65, p. 63).
The testimony of Moses is to Judah Halevi an e^blished fact,

recognized by all three religions as historical, and handed down
by unbroken tradition ; the Bible cannot contradict truth or
reason. Truth does not depend on the Bible, but is supported
by it. Thus the Creation is supported by the testimony of
Moses, i.e. it harmonizes with the Scriptural account. Even
if a believing Jew were to hold the doctrine of the eternity of
matter, it would not clash with his belief, according to the
Bible, in the creation of this particular world (§ 67, p. 64). The
soul, being part of the divine essence, must be undying, and a
belief in immortality—of the soul, not of the body—is essential
to religion (§ 103, p. 73). He upheld the Ptolemaic cosmology
without hesitation. He opposed the determinism of the Jaba-
rlyya (those who believe that God compels man to disobey Him,
since all actions come from God, not from man) without going
as far as the Mu'tazilites (who believed in free will unlimited),
and he attained this end by a modification of the theory of
causation. He instituted intermediary causes between the
Prime Cause and the ultimate end and established six axioms

:

(1) recognition of the Prime Cause
; (2) belief in intermediary

causes
; (3)God gives the best possible form to every substance

;

(4) there is a graduation among organic beings as well as among
mankind

; (5) if the hearers of reproof pause to consider, they
are near repentance

; (6) man has power to do or avoid evil in
platters under his control. It is, however, best to refer more
important events in life to direct intervention of God (p. 21).
The vindication (iii. §§ 26-27, p. 164) of the Massoretic text, in
the cases where manuscripts differ, is interesting as being a
germ of critical Biblical research, not so far developed as by
Ibn Ezra. An enumeration of Karaite differences serves to
prove the essential nature of the IBabbinic element in Judaism,
and demonstrates the logical impossibility of interpreting the
Bible and observing the Commandments without ite aid. The
influence of the Kitdb al~Kkazarl was great at the time. Two
Hebrew translations soon appeared and were widely circulated.
To a large extent it was superseded by the Guide of Mai-
monides, chiefly owng to the fact that the latter work was
Aristotelian, that is to say, it reconciled Aristotelianism and
Judaism. Yet the Kkctaari has in many ways survived the
Guide, because it is read for its own sake, and not as an anti-
dote. Throughout the Middle Ages itiwas studied ; indeed many
modern thinkers, such as Herder, have found in it a source of
inspiration. The style is concise and clear, and the dialogue is
so vigorous and real that it lacks the air of artificiality frequent
in fictitious conversations. The Kkazan covers so much
ground in relatively such small compass that it was bound to
achieve popularity, merely by reason of convenience, even
apart from superior intrinsic claims (see, further, art. Halbvi,
vol. vi. pp. 478-480).

Mention must also be made of the Ibn Ezra
family (see art. Ibn Ezra, above, p. 67 f.). Moses
ibn Ezra (c. 1070-1138), a prolific writer of SHthdth
(‘ penitential prayers ’), was famous for his versa-
tility. He was a philosopher and a linguist as
well as a poet of very considerable gifts. His
chief philosophical work, *Arughath hah-Bosem^ as
it was called in the Hebrew version, only a portion
of which is extant, was not, however, very popu-
lar, being eclipsed by his poems, the TarsMsn and
the Diwmi. In this hook Ibn Ezra discusses the
unity of God, the inapplicability of attributes
and definitions of God, motion, nature, and intel-

lect. The greatness of Moses ibn Ezra as a poet
prevented posterity from according him due recog-
nition as a philosopher. His relative, Abraham
ibn Ezra (c. 1092-1167), was equally active in
various branches of learning, notably as a Bible
exegete, grammarian, and mathematician. He
also entered the domain of philosophy, and com-
piled, in 1158, a book on the Commandments,
called Y^sddh M6rd. He was to some extent a
follower of the Neo-Platonist School, and Moses
ibn Ezra calls him a Mutakallim.

His works were originally written in Hebrew, not in Arabic,
though his contemporaries usually preferred the latter tongue.
This IS due in a degree to Ibn Ezri’s subject-matter, which was
intended more for Jews than for Muslims. His Bible Commen-
taries have been used by Christian students for many genera-
tions. He is noteworthy also for being, in a way, the father of
Biblical criticism. Thus he hints, as plainly as he feels able
to do, at the Deutero-Isaiah, and mentions as critical difficul-

ties such verses as Gn 126 (see A. T. Chapman, Introd. to Pent.,
Cambridge, 1911, p. 26). The solutions which he suggests are
veiled under the phrase kam-masHl yavin, * the intelligent will

perceive.*

From the great families of Ibn Ezra and ?Iimhi,
Jewish philosophy, grammar, and science received
valuable support. Their contributions to learning
were incalculable. France and Germany were the
home of Talmudic and Biblical exegesis, Spain
being more strongly devoted to philosophy.
The outstanding figure among Jewish mediaeval

scholars is Moses Maimonides, also known as Ram-
bam (1135-1204), of whom it was said, ‘From
Moses unto Moses there arose not one like
Moses.’ His fame rests on several foundations,
but for the present it must suffice to refer to
the great influence which he exercised on Judaism,
first as a ^ilosopher, then as an exponent of

HalakhS.. His famous Guide was intenoed for
* religious persons who, adhering to the Torah, have studied
philosophy and are embarrassed by the contradictions between
the teachings of philosophy and the literal sense of the Torah.*

He taught the harmony of reason and revealed
truths. He believed in a lost oral tradition of a
philosophical nature, going back to the Prophets

;

and it was owing to the loss of this tradition and
the lack of due understanding that the seeming
opposition between religion and philosophy had
arisen. Misinterpretation of anthropomorphisms
had given rise to much perplexity and error.

Maimonides* went further in his attitude towards
anthropomorphic terms than his predecessors, who
had regarded them as metaphors. He devoted much
more attention to explaining them one by one,
and laid far greater stress on the incorporeality of

God. Further, he subjected the divine attributes
to a searching analysis. He rejected the teach-
ing of the Mutakallimin, and based his philosophy
entirely on Aristotle, for whom he had a profound
admiration.

He adduces twenty-six propositions to prove the existence,
unity, and incorporeality of God (Guide, pt. ii. ch. i., tr. M.
Friedlander, London, 1910, p. 146). His proofs of the existence
of God are based on the theory of motion. Motion requires an
agent to produce it, the number of intermediate causes being
finite. Some things receive motion and impart it; others
receive but do not impart; consequently, there must be a
primitive agency of motion that impels other objects, being
itself unaffected. The unity of God is demonstrated in two
ways : ‘(1) Two gods can not be assumed, for they would
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necessarily have one element in common by virtue of which

they would be gods, and another element by which they would
be distinguished from each other ; further, neither of them
could have an independent existence, but bothwould themselves
have to be created. (2) The whole existing world is “one”
organic body, the parts of which are interdependent. The sub-

lunary world is dependent upon the forces proceeding from the

spheres, so that the whole universe is a macrocosm, and thus

the effect must be due to one cause’ (pt. ii. ch. i., tr,, p. 153

;

cited from JB ix. [1905] 76).

The chief point in which Maimonides differed

from Aristotle was the eternity of matter, although

he maintained that the Greek philosopher was
fully aware that he had not established his thesis.

Maimonides believed in the creatio ex nihilo, and
he held that this was in harmony with the teach-

ing of Aristotle. The spheres and intelligences

were not, as Aristotle taught, co-existent with the

Prime Cause, but created by it. Evil does not
proceed from God, because, being negative, it has
no actuality. It is a negation, the absence of a
capacity for good. He asserts human free will,

somewhat at the expense of divine omniscience.

This omniscience is incomprehensible to man, with

his limited knowledge, but it is, none the less,

supreme. The fact of God’s foreknowing which
of several possibilities will occur does not alDrogate

the freedom of choice. God foresees the result of

a choice, having conceded full liberty of action at

the outset.

Maimonideswas entirely optimistic inhisoutlook.

The ultimate aim of existence is happiness, and
the object of the Commandments is to secure this

end. He was the exponent of pure reason, and
maintained the unassailed supremacy of the in-

tellect. It is most typical of him that he did not

believe in the creatio ex nihilo because of the Bible.

He declared that, had his reason prompted him to

adopt the Aristotelian eternity of matter, he would
have had no difficulty in reconciling it with the

Scriptures. Maimonides has been styled the first

pragmatist. His breadth of mind and his attitude

towards other faiths are remarkable. He recognized

the validity, to a certain extent, of Islam and
Christianity, and maintained that the adherents of

these religions must not be regarded as idolaters.

Salvation is not confined to Jews. ‘The right-

eous of all nations have a share in the world to

come ’ {HU. Tesh. iii. § 11 ; see also references in

I. Abrahams and D. Yellin, Maimonides

^

London,

1903, p. 94, etc.).

Maimonides, in his famous commentary on the Mishna Hele^y

regards immortality as intellectual. The wise man

—

i.e. the

truly virtuous—^will pursue good for its own sake. The child

has to be encouraged to study by the offer of prizes. As man
grows, his desires become greater, and the prizes have to be

mcreased. So too, in mental and spiritual development, the

hope of reward is the inducement to the masses to live virtuous

lives. The saint requires no inducement. His reward is in the

raising of his soul to the level of the divine essence. His motto
must be, like that of Antigonus of Socho, to serve the Master

not for the sake of a reward. In the Thirteen Articles of Faith

which are formulated in the 10th pere^ of 9ele^(which is quoted,

in part, in Singer, p. 184, before ch. i. ; see also ERB iv, 246®-),

Maimonides includes a belief in the Kesurrection.

As a codifier, not less than as a philosopher,

Maimonides exerted great influence on Judaism.

Mention has already been made of the growth of

codification, a necessary consequence to the nature

and method of the Talmud. It was found desir-

able to compile more convenient hand-books or

large digests, in which the laws could be more
readily consulted ; some of these were for the

learned, others for the people. Laws had to be

interpreted in accordance with the needs of the day
and of local conditions, occasioned by the scattering

of the Jews.

E. Isaac b, Jacob of Fez a013-1103), caUed Alfasi, a pupil of

R. Nissim and of E. l^ananeel of Kairowan, wrote a Com-
pendium, which is practically the Babylonian—sometim^ the

Jerusalem—^Talmud denuded of Haggada and of all opinions

which were not regarded as authorimtive.
^
Where the Geonim

had modified the Talmud, their modification was adopted by

AlfSsi. Isaac ibn Ghayyat (1030-1089) and Isaac b. Eeuben
(1043-1103) compiled books of laws, the former concerning
festivals and fasts, the latter about oaths.^

All these were eclipsed, how^ever, by the brilli-

ance of the Mishneh Torah, or * second Torah,’ of

Maimonides, which contains more than the Mishna,
because it ‘ includes the fundamental doctrines of

the Jewish religion ... it represents a system of

the whole of Judaism, ethical and ceremonial’ (S.

Daiches, ‘Jewish Codes and Codifiers,’ Chron.,
Jan. 1909, pp. 1, 8, 15, 22). Maimonides did not, like

the other codifiers, follow the order of the Talmud,
but introduced new divisions and groupings. His
style is concise and he cites no authorities—

a

practice for which he was blamed by his foes.

The Mishna Torah, also called Ydd hd-Hdzdqd (‘Strong
Hand’), was written in Hebrew, because it was for general use.

The Guide, being intended for students of Arabic philosophy,
was composed in that language. Maimonides, in his letter to

his pupU Aknin, states that he did not intend the Sand to

supersede the Talmud as a study, but to provide a convenient
work of reference, and to prevent students from going astray

in practical laws.

By reason of his originality, and, especially, of

his free attitude towards faith and reason, Mai-
monides was vehemently attacked, Abraham b.

David of Pos^uiferes being a keen though sincere

opponent.^ His works were even committed to the
flames, and the controversy was not softened for

some considerable time; it continued long after

his death. Maimonides omitted from his code
anything of the nature of superstition or demon-
ology which had crept into the Talmud. His
description of the liturgy is very important for the
reconstruction of the rite of Egypt and for a study
of the development of the Prayer Book.
The influence of Maimonides is too great to^ be

estimated briefly. He saved Judaism from being
controlled by Aristotelianism, and, in consequence,

from collapsing with the fall of that system. He
vindicated the claims of reason while strengthening

the right of authority. He brought harniony and
unity into law and practice. Through his influence

Judaism was delivered from the grasp of mysticism,

which was already beginning to assert itself. He
taught tolerance to those without, and breadth of

mind to those within. His intellect shrank from
no investigation, and yet his loyalty to Judaism
was unswerving. Great men have the faculty of

reacting even on their opponents, and in the case

of Maimonides this was especially true. His
Jewish adversaries were unconsciously affected by
him. The influence of Maimonides continues to

exert itself over Judaism to-day, and he is perhaps

more frequently cited now than in the last few
centuries. His fame must inevitably be bound up
with that of Judaism for all time, and with him
the mediaeval period of Judaism closes.

5. To the present day,—Maimonides had arisen

in Judaism as the exponent of pure reason and the

defender of .Ajristotelianism. Shortly after his

death, during, and, to some degree, in consequence

of, the controversy which attached itself to his

system, the mystic movement gained great foothold

in Judaism. It is not altogether easy to trace its

growth or its connexion with earlier and kindred
manifestations (see artt. Mysticism [Jewish] and
KabbSla). The mysticism of the Gnostics was
re-echoed in the Haggada ; it slumbered while the

minds of men were occupied with ]glaraism, the

Kalam, Aristotelianism, and Neo-Platonism. It

must be remembered that the Jews of Germany
were almost entirely limited to the Talmud in their

studies. In Spain, where persecution had not

restricted intellectual liberty as well as personal

freedom, the Jews were allowed to devote them-
selves to science. Their natural inclination and

1 On these three scholars see JEi. [1901] 376-377, vi. [1904]

533, 629.
2 Of. L. Ginzberg. JE i. 103-105.
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aptitude for learning needed no encouragement ; as
soon as hindrances were removed, they applied
themselves zealously to liberal culture. Many of
their co-religionists in other lands, however, being
prevented from enjoying these advantages, did not
entirely appreciate the work of the Spanish Kabbis.
They were rather repelled by the cold reason of
Maimonides, and they also disagreed with his
Halakh§<. Hence a mystic reaction had every
chance of success. Several distinguished scholars
were attracted by the cult of the mysterious and
lent it support. This new teaching, which was
called J^aobala, or tradition, spread from Gerona
ail over Spain, and also northwards. It was a
revolt against logic, and sought to unite the divine
element in man with the world spirit {shekhel hap-
pSel), by striving to attain perfection and self-
purification. It inculcated the reco^ition of a
harmony in all things. The microcosm is a counter-
part of the macrocosm. The doctrine of the
S^ftrdth (‘spheres’), the agencies of the En-Sdf
(‘ Infinite’), and the emanations and revelations of
the Creator, the grades and functions of spirits and
angels, and the relation between the material and
the ideal were all worked out with mathematical
precision (see, further, art. ?ABBALA). Metem-
psychosis^ had already been taught by Isaac b,
Abraham of Posquihres, the Blind (fl. 1190-1210).^
Life wassurrounded with countless customsand acts
having a mystical origin. In every secular deed, in
eve^ word of prayer, in ^vexymiswah, man was to
be brought to think of a new connexion with the
spiritual world, and thus to induce the desired com-

with it. The divine name was a mystery
which overshadowed and influenced everything, and
the letters of the name had a mystical power (see,
further, art. TETRAGRAMMATOisr).

of devices were invented or employed to interpret
the Scripturesm accordance with Cabbalistic notions. Examples

ingenuities were sgrw/, and pdrnafrid, or
according to their numerical

value and transposition. Various systems of substitution pre-
vailed~e.g., atbash (. . . jiN), in which the first letter of
the alphabet was equated to the last, the second to the last butone, and so on (see, further, art. Numbers [Jewish]).
The Abulafias, Isaac ibn Latif, Joseph JikatHla,

and Moses de Leon, the pioneers of !l[fabbala,3 were
Spamards. The most distinguished adherent was
Moses b. Nahman (Nahmanides or Kamban), 1195-
1-/0, who was known at an early age for his saint-
Imess and learning.

Judaism was very great, because he wasr^arded rather as an orthodox Rabbi tinged with mysticism

j
he believed in a creatio ex

®®Jected as the exponent of reason!
®

4.- i-*?.®
of authority. The formeradopted a rationalistic attitude towards the Biblical miracles
To the latter the Sell

^though to author^'^TotS the
the Jan<lrenSr^“eSdin tothe utterances of his contemporaries, Nahmanides

Sftt
to declare, at the great disputation of 1263,

incumbent on the Jew.
chief activity lay m the Talmud. His philo-

0° logic, in reality rest onauthority. He made miracles the foundation of his svstem

She'?hLd“r.“S'f-
^’t® v^®J^®L miraclcs was the foundation ofJudaism, on which the three piUars of his structure rested * thecreatmn from nothing, the omniscience of God, and the divine
+•* assumed, with the philosophers, that

to a?^r?tua?m?°*?T«’^h®'
to man, since he Fs destined

was a strenuous opponent of this^^®® perfect, has created the earthly

T,*,J
It should be regarded as . . . hatefuf

. . If Judaism was for Maimuni a cult of the intellect, fw

Nachmani it was a religion of the feelings * (Graetz, iii. 650 f ^Thus Maimonides msisted on the power of the intellect to solv«the mysteries nf relifriAn wViiio jj « w solve

i Adopted by the Muslims from Pythagoras, the conception of

to f faraitea and denouM^by Sa adya, Abraham ibn Baud, and Hasdai Crescas. Rabbinic
Haraism in this respect, and the idea

him ‘the father of theKabbam,- and

}/vl 620b
8 See a7E i. U1-U4, vi. 536, v. 665 f„ viii, 7.

..a»aaaa«xaav*co U181BOCU yU OUB pOWCr 01 tHC intellect tO SOlvotoe mysteries of religion, while Nahmanides regarded th®divine secrets as a sanctuary not to be profaned by any attemn?at penetration. Demons and angels were rejected ashWtShby Maimonides; they are part of the system of Nahmani/i
^

The Habbala, laying great emphasis on i^racles authortt?*fitted admiraWy with his view of life, and the approvK mfamous a Rabbi was of great value to Habbalism.

The Cabbalistic scriptures achieved their fame
very largely by the fact that they were pseud
epigrapha. The most famous book was the mar
(q.v.), composed by Moses b. Shem Tob de Leon
(1250-1305) after 1285. This work he attributed tobunon b. Johai; it was written in Aramaic, and
Its preservation was accounted for in a miraculous
way. Its aim was to show that the Bible was
never intended to be understood in a literal sense
In spite of Its extravagances, the book exercised
enormous influence for a long time. The Bahir
was composed by Azriel, one of the pupils of Isaac
the Blind, and was attributed to Nehunya b. hak-
Cana.i Contemporary Rabbis, however, refused
to acknowledge it, and Meir b. Simon of Narbonne
(second half of 13th cent.) ordered it to be burned.
The Cabbalistic controversy lasted for many

years. Its failure to capture Judaism completelv
was largely due to the firm bulwark in defence
of reason erected by Maimonides

;
yet it saved

Judaism from being reduced to a mere system of
logic. It produced many saints, even though it
created some fantastic enthusiasts. In the perse-
cuted it stimulated hope and encouraged piety
and by emphasizing the inner underlying ideas it
prevented observances from losing their spiritual
meaning. The fault of C^-hbala lay in tne fact
that It was unfitted for the populace. In the case
of a scholar or recluse, mysticism produced de-
votion and ecstasy ; in ignorant minds it generated
giperstition. Gradually the C^bbalists drifted to
Palestine. Safed became a centre where its de-
votees gathered, and Joseph Qaro, Isaac ben
Solomon Luria, and Alkabes settled in the Holy
Land. Their saintly lives are fine examples of the
h^^her side of the movement.® So strong was its
influence that the Zdhar was studied by many
Christian scholars, who attempted to find in it
proofs for the Trinity and Christianity. The
^mous Pico della Mirandola, the disciple of
Elias Helmedigo, translated several ^Cabbalistic
works into Latin, and introduced the ^Cabbala to
the notice of the Medicis in Tuscany. Pope
Sixtus IV. (pope from 1471 to 1484) procured transla-
tions, and ordered them to be disseminated as
evidences of Christianity (Graetz, iv. 314).
The influence of the jl^abbala on Christianity

was not wide or permanent, and, similarly,
Judaism was to^ no great extent influenced by
Christianity during the Middle Ages. It was as
persecutors and as slaughterers that Jews had
knowledge of the Gentiles among whom they
dwelt. It is scarcely a source of wonder, there-
fore, that Judaism was so little affected by
contact with Christianity. The followers of either
religion knew and cared nothing for the thoughts
and beliefs of the other. In the disputations be-
tween champions of the two faiths—6.^., Paris
(1240^, Barcelona (1263), Burgos and Avila (1375),
and Tortosa (1413)—the Christians desired simply
to convert the Jews, and the Jews, who had no
desire for controversy, were forced to argue. The
attacks on the Talmud, the persecutions incidental
to the

^
Crusades, the Black Death, the charges of

poisoning wells, the blood accusation, the whole-
1 It is believed, however, to have been the work of Isaac

himself. On the book see I. Broyd4 in JB ii. [1902] 442 f. ; onAznel and Neljunya see ib. ii. 373 f., ix. 212.

c. u AHfabe? see JE viii. 210-212, i. 401 f., and
bcnechter s essay on Safed in Studies in Judaism^ 2nd ser.

ieft4r®®u
* Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages, London,

lovOi cn. xxiii.
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sale massacre of entire communities, the tortures
of the Inquisition, the auto da and the ex-
pulsions and sequestrations all combined to stig-

matize Christianity in the eyes of the Jews as
a religion of hate and blood. Consequently their
own religion was unaffected by any attempt at
contrast. Marranos and others, forced to change
their creed often, seized the earliest opportunity of
recanting their feigned conversion, even if their
abjuration meant death.
The Renaissance and the Reformation brought

some amelioration. Erasmus and Reuchlin were
champions of freedom in thought, far in advance
of their age. Luther, at first favourable to toler-

ance, ultimately changed his views. His pamphlet
‘Concerning the Jews and their Lies’ was full of
bitterness; he detested the Jews themselves as
much as he hated their religion, and his invective
against both was boundless. The study of Hebrew
by Christians was too strictly confined to a few
learned men to influence the masses or even the
ruling classes. Only in the case of Reuchlin did
Hebrew learning among Christians prove of
advantage to Jews, and it is not certain that
even Reuchlin would have championed the cause
of the Talmud had his hand not been forced by his
Dominican opponents. Perhaps the most import-
ant event in which the influence of Christianity on
Judaism may be observed is the expulsion from
Spain, in 1492, by which the Jews were dispersed.
Learning was spread abroad generally; in par-
ticular, a nucleus was formed in the East.
Towards the end of the 13th cent, a controversy

arose in Judaism as to the study of science. The
period when the Z6har began to circulate was
intellectually poor. There were no outstanding
personalities who could have suppressed the
extravagant fancies of and restored
a due sense of proportion. Men had lost their
feeling for the simple and were involved in
intricacies. Biblical exegesis and preaching be-
came tinged with obscurity, allegorization, and
seudo-philosophy. Their activity was frequently
evoted not to thoughts and ideas, but to outward

signs and the twisting of words. The chief of this
school, Levi b. Abraham of Villefranche, near
Perpignan (1240-1315), a follower of Maimonides,
became the leader of the friends of science.

Perpignan itself was the seat of this sort of false

learning; the allegorization, by Levi, of
Biblical characters (thus, Abraham and Sarah
were regarded by him as types of matter and in-

tellect) provoked the antagonism of the orthodox
and of those who favoured the literal exegesis. A
conflict arose in 1303 which resolved itself into
the question, Is the study of science opposed
to Judaism, and should it be suppressed? The
leader of the obscurantists was Abba Mari b.

Moses of Montpellier, who, from the outset, op-

posed Levi of Villefranche, who stood for freedom
of thought. The Rabbi of Perpignan, Don Vidal
Menafiem b, Solomon MeTri (1249-1306), was a
very different type of scholar from his contempor-
aries. Of unimpeachable orthodoxy, he loved
science and philosophy, and refused to be captured
by Abba Mari ; he became a champion of science,

but declared that it ought to be studied only after
the Talmud was thoroughly mastered. Abba
Mari, however, managed to involve the Rabbi of
Barcelona, Solomon Ben Adrat, in the quarrel, and
secured his support. The lovers of science were
led by Jacob b. Makhir Tibbon, a mathematician
and astronomer, and the famous Tibbon family
were naturally all on the liberal side, gaining
many adherents to their cause by accusing their

adversaries of being anti-Maimonists. While the
strife was raging, there came from the Rhineland,
where he had been driven by persecution, the dis-

I

tinguished Asher b. Jehiel (1250-1327),^ a pupil of
the famous Meir of Rothenburg. Asher wandered
from his native country to escape the massacres of
Rindfleisch, which were destroying w^hole com-
munities, and, in 1305, he was made Rabbi of
Toledo. He was a great Talmudist and the com-
piler of a famous abstract of the Talmud, Wt he
was a bitter enemy of secular scholarship. Natur-
ally he joined the side of Abba Mari and proposed
to convoke a synod in which science was to be
condemned and utterly banished from the Jew-
ish curriculum. Finally, on 26th July 1305, a
solemn ban, to remain valid for fifty years, was
pronounced against all secular study and also
against the works of Maimonides. Any person
under the age of twenty-five reading a scientific

work was to be excommunicated. The organiza-
tion of the Jevdsh communities was such that the
ban affected only the tovm under the jurisdiction
of the particular Rabbi who issued it—in this case
Barcelona. Attempts were made to have the
decree recognized elsewhere, but meanwhile the
other side were not idle, and issued a counter-ban
from Montpellier by which excommunication was
pronounced against all who should prevent their
sons or other persons from studying science, in
whatsoever language the text-book was written,
against those who abused Maimonides, and against
those who attacked religious teachers because of
their scientific or philosophical thoughts. The
cause of the enlightened party prospered and
gained much from the famous circular letter
{Hggereth hithnasseluth) which Jedaya Bedaresi
(on whom see JE ii. 625-627) wrote in 1306 to Ben
Adrat and his party in defence of science and
Maimonides. After the French expulsions, parti-
sans of the two parties settled in Perpignan, and
the controversy continued ; but the liberal views
gained the day in the end, and Judaism as a whole
asserted itself in favour of science.

Perpignan had been the centre of the obscur-
antists, but scholarship was not killed there. Ifrom
this town came forth a worthy successor of Mai-
monides, who went even further than that scholar
himself in his daring attitude towards reason and
learning. This great man was Levi b. Gershon
{q.v,), called Gersonides, Ralbag (from his initials),

Leon de Bagnols (from his birthplace), or Magister
Leo Hebrseus (1288-1344). The ban against science

had no effect on his education. Before his thirtieth

year he began his famous philosophical work,
MilMmdth ’Adhdndi (‘Wars of the Lord’). Of
his numerous other works, his Talmudic knowledge,
and his scientific and medical attainments it is

impossible to write here ; his influence on Judaism
can be measured by his philosophic attitude in the
work mentioned above.
He stood forth as a convinced Aristotelian, to a much greater

degree than Maimonides, so that he sometimes does not scruple
to follow Aristotle when he disagrees with Jewish doctrine,

even where Maimonides threw the Greek philosopher over. He
denied that the Torah required blind faith or belief in anything
opposed to truth and reason. The * Wars ’ deals with the six

questions on which Maimonides deserted Aristotle or to which
he gave no clear reply, these points being : (1) immortality

;

(2) prophecy ; (3) divine omniscience ; (4) divine providence

;

(5) the nature of the spheres ; and (6) the eternity of matter.
Ralbag defines the intellect born inman as a faculty which is oper-

ated by the universal intellect ; man cannot think apart from the
object of his thought. He derives immortality from the doctrine
of the realists. He maintains the freedom of the human xvill in

spite of the divine omniscience. He differs from Maimonides
on the position assigned to the function of the imagination in

prophecy, Maimonides holding that it should be encouraged,
Ralbag that it should be subordinated to reason. Further, ‘ for

Maimonides the special will of God is the sine qua non for pro-

phecy ; for Levi moral and intellectual perfections are quite

sufficient' (I. Broyd6, in JE viii. SO*). Ralbag demonstrated
that this world had a beginning and was not the outcome of a

previous world, but that it has no end. The tdhu wd-bhOhu
(Gn 12) existed from all time, but was formed by God at the

1 On these scholars see JE viii. 22-24, 441, i. 83f., 212 f., vi.

544. ii. 182 f

.
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Creation. As regards miracles he was extremely rationalistic,

a nrl he formulated three conditions by which they were to be

judged : (1) miracles are transitory ;
their effectdoes not endure

;

(2) they are not self-contradictory ; nothing can be black

and white simultaneously ; (3) they cannot take place m the

celestial spheres. Miracles are not supernatural, but are natural

results—though rare—of laws governing the universe. In Jos

10^2, the miracle was not the standing still of the sun, but the

rapidity with which the Israelite victory was achieved. So also

in the case of Hezekiah (2 K 202-11), Jt was the shadow, not the

sun, that went backwards.

Naturally the theories of Ralhag did not pass

unchallenged. His ideas were not popular with

the masses, but retained their hold over learned

minds for generations. Pope Clement Vi. ordered

his astronomical works to he translated into Latin,

and Spinoza adopted Ralbag’s treatment of miracles

(see Graetz, iv. 101). A contemporary of Ralbag
was Moses b. Joshua of Narbonne (Vidal Narboni),

who was bom at Perpignan. He died after 1362.

In his case, too, the ban was ineflectual, for he began
the study of philosophy at the age of thirteen.

He was a follower of Maimonides and Ibn Eushd (Averroes

;

see art. Averroes, Avbrroism, vol. ii. pp. 262-266). In spite of

a chequered life, he was a productive author, and his works
exerted considerable influence. He ‘conceived Judaism as a
disciplined guide which led to the attainment of the highest

degree of theoretical moral truths : the Torah had a double
meaning, the one simple, made easy for the thoughtless mob,
and the other of a deeper metaphysical nature for the class of

thinkers, l^is was a common opinion in those times, from
which Gersonides alone demurred. Narboni also gave expres-
sion to heretical views, that is, such as were contrary to the
ordinarily accepted understanding of Judaism, but not with the
freedom and openness of Levi ben Gerson. He also rejected
the belief in miracles, and attempted to explain them away
altogether. He defended man's freedom of will by philosophical
arguments* (Graetz, iv. 102).i

Ralbag was a staunch Aristotelian, but the
Jewish philosophers were not confined to this

school of thought. 58'Sdai b. Abraham Crescas
(1340-1410), bora in Barcelona, sought to free

Judaism completely from Aristotelianism, and
was thus at variance both with Ralbag and with
Rambam. His second work was a Tratado written
in Spanish in 1398, a refutation of Christianity,
designed less as an apologetic for Judaism than as
an attack on the apostates. His third work, dr
^AdMndiy is a masterpiece of reasoning and style,

Crescas declared that the teachings of Balbag and Hambam
were contrary to orthodoxy, mainly because they were based
on Aristotle, butihe differed from the other opponents of these
teachers in that he came forward with ar^ment, not with
appeals to authority or threats of excommunication. Mai-
monides had accepted the twenty-six propositions of Aristotle.
Crescas rejected them. He held that philosophy was in-
adequate to demonstrate the unity of God. Although philo-
sophy might show that the First Cause was sunple and not
compound, yet there might still be deities subservient to the
Supreme God. Therefore revelation and religion are necessary.
God’s essence was not knowledge, hut love. Crescas also ad-
mitted attributes. He rejected the thirteen articles of the
creed of Maimonides as being either too few or too many, and
based Judaism on six essentials : God’s omniscience, providence,
and omnipotence

; prophecy, free will ; and the belief that the
world was created for a purpose. Man’s will is free because he
feels it to be free ; though in reality God’s omnipotence pre-
determines, yet man’s will is suflSciently free to admit reward
and punishment. The world was created, and would pass away,
while the heavens would endure. The purpose of the world
was human happiness, to be brought about by love, both here
and inthe hereafter. Knowledge is apart from the soul.

It will thus be seen that the gulf between Crescas
and his predecessors was very great. Crescas, when
not actually attacked, was strangely ignored by bis
contemporaries. His teaching was difiused largely
by the works of his pupil Joseph Albo, chiefly
through the Igqarim (‘Roots’), in which there is
little originality, the matter being almost entirely
derived from Crescas. ^

The appearance of David Reubeni (c. 1490-1635)
and Solomon Molko (c. 1500-32) kindled great
hopes in the hearts of the Jews and Marranos.
Their extraordinary adventures gained them many
followers, and the honour with which they were
received in Rome and Portugal deluded many into

1 See, further, I. Broyd6, ‘ Moses ben Joshua of Narbonne,’
in JE IX. 71 f.

2 See, further, E. G. Hirsch, JE iv. 360-363.

the belief that their Messianic claims were valid.

Their failure caused bitter disappointment, though
the heroic constancy of Molko at his martyrdom
(1532) encouraged many who were doomed to a
similar fate. Their importance to Judaism lies in

the fact that the failure of one pseudo-Messiah did
not prevent his successor from receiving credence.^

Only 130 years later, Judaism was rent by the
schism produced by another claimant, Shahbethai
Zebi, whose followers were numbered by thousands
(see below, p. 605^).^ Iglabbalism was largely

responsible for these eschatological ideas. Already
in 1284, Abraham Abulafia declared himself to be
the Messiah, and fixed the millennium for 1290,

Two of his disciples, Joseph Jikatilla and Samuel,
from Medina Celi, alleged themselves to be pro-

g
hets and harbingers of the Messiah, and Messianic
opes were largely predominant in the minds of

the later j^abbSists at Safed.

It has already been pointed out that Christian

persecution was driving the Jews into Muslim
countries. Little by little, Turkey and Palestine

were receiviug a large Jewish population ; Safed,

in particular, became the home of many dis-

tinguished Rabbis. Among these Rabbis there
grew up the desire to re-establish the old Rabbinic
supremacy of Palestine. They desired to institute

once more the s^mikhaht^ or ordination, and thus
ordain a Sanhedrin which would be recognized
throughout the world. In 1538, Jacob Berab®
began to ordain in Safed ; but his plans were frus-

trated by Levi b. Jacob 9abib, the chief Rabbi of

Jerusalem, and his colleague, Moses de Castro.

Berab failed and was forced to emigrate, but before

doing so he ordained four disciples, one of whom
was Joseph Qaro. Had Berab succeeded, a great

step in the direction of Jewish ecclesiastical unity
would have been accomplished. It is significant

that he failed. Judaism has never liked centraliza-

tion of authority, certainly not since the Diaspora,

and it has flourished perhaps by reason of itslocal

autonomy in religions spheres. Had a single

authority been able to control Jewish thought and
belief during such controversies as raged over
^araism, Maimonides, the study of science, and
the Arab and Greek philosophy, the result would
have been the growth of sects, from which Judaism
is so remarkably free. Had the central authority,

during any of these conflicts, taken sides, Judaism
would have been crippled. Freedom of thought,
the result of local autonomy and independence,
alone has preserved it from disintegration.

The convocation of synods, however, is not an
unknown event in post-Talmudic Judaism, hut the
feature of these synods has usually been their

temporary character and their convocation for a
particular purpose. Thus, the ^dstfdtk, or as-

semblies, of R. Tam, in the middle of the 12th cent.,

met at Troyes and Rheims to determine many
cases, generally those arising out of the intercourse

of Jews and Christians. Perhaps the most famous
sjrnod was that summoned about 1000 by R.
Gershom (960-1040), which (1) prohibited polygamy,

(2) maintained the principle of mutual consent in

divorce, (3) ordained leniency for forced converts,

and (4) prohibited the opening of other persons’

letters. Assemblies were also held at Mainz (1223

and 1381), of the Spanish Jews (1364), and at

Bologna (1416), Forli (1418), Jerusalem (1562), and
Lublin (1650), while Napoleon (1806) and Alex-

ander I. (1804) summoned synods. In 1903 a synod
of 50 Rabbis was held at Cracow, under the leader-

ship of R. Elijahu Hazzan, chief Rabbi of Alex-

andria, which repudiated the blood accusation and

iSee, further, J. Jacobs, ‘Reubeni, David,’ in J^Hx. 388 f.,

and P. Bloch, ‘ Molko, Solomon,’ ib. viii. 651.
2 Also the followers of David Alroy (c. 1160) formed a sect

called the Menahemists (cf. M. Adler, mJEi. 454 f.).

s See L. Giuzberg, ‘ Berab, Jacob,’ mJE iii. 46-47.
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denounced Nihilism. In America and Germany
synods have frequently been summoned in modern
tnmes, chiefly by the Keform party. The synod of
Lublin, in 1650, was of a permanent character, and
the famous Wdadh ^arha ^drdsdth, or ‘Council of
the Four Countries (usually Great Poland, Little
Poland, Polish Russia, and v olhynia), sat regularly
during two centuries. But all these synods were,
in effect, local. They did not pretend to legislate

beyond their own jurisdiction, though their rulings
were, in many cases, voluntarily accepted else-

where. The theory of the Rabbis has always
been mutual equality; there has been no of&cial

inter
^
pares. At the present day in

England, various Sefardic and Ashkenazic com-
munities exist side by side, in friendship and
mutual recognition; their position may be com-
pared to adjacent dioceses of the same Church,
without a primate.
Judaism maintains the individual freedom of every Eabbi,

and his right to give ordination (j^mtkhdh) to suitable disciples.

The validity of this ordination must be recognized by all Jewry,
though no Rabbi may exercise his functions within the juris-

diction of another. In practice, the ^akham of Bevis Marks
and the chief Rabbi of Duke’s Place are the highest court of

appeal for the Sefardim and Ashkenazim not only of the Empire,
but often, it would almost be safe to add, of the world. On ttie

Continent local Rabbinic supremacy is well-nigh universal.

The great Halakhic work of Maimonides did not
check the compilation of codes. Many teachers de-
voted themselves to the task, either for popular use
or for the elucidation of the principles of Halakha.
Ell ezer b. Nathan of Mainz (Raban) was the author
of the ^Ehken ha -Ezer. Moses of Coucy wrote the
Semag, or Sefer Mimtth Gadhdly and Isaac of
Corbeil composed the Semak, or Sefer Mi^dth
J^dtdn, a smaller work. Elazar of Worms (1176-

1238), a prolific and vigorous writer, was the author
of ritual and ^Cabbalistic works. His fame rests

chiefly on the Edkeah, an ethical-Halakhic work in

497 paragraphs. His Kabbalism tinged his views
very deeply, but the Bdlpeah is a valuable contribu-
tion to Judaism. Solomon* b. Adrat of Barcelona
wrote a comprehensive scheme of laws, covering
all the practical needs of Jewish life. In distinc-

tion to Maimonides, he gives in this work, Tdrath
hah-hayith, the sources and proofs of his rulings.

Perhaps the most famous of tne post-Maimonidian
codes was the ^Arhd furtm of Jacob b. Asher
(1280-1340), a son of Asher b. Jehiel.^ Its influence

on Judaism was greater than that of any other
code, and it became a household word. Joseph
Qaro, when he thought it necessary to compose the
Shulhan 'Aruhh, practically revised and brought
up to* date the work of Jacob b. Asher. Qaro was
a mystic and devoted to l^abbala. His life and
those of the Safed ?Cabbalists have been well por-

trayed by S. Schechter in his Studies in Judaism
(London, 1896). Their influence pervaded Jewish
life and ceremonial, and many a touch of spiritu-

ality, a high association, an ethical hint, is due to
their teaching. They introduced a spirit of con-
secration, a sanctification of religious practice,

devotion, and self-sacrifice.
Excess of their teaching would have made Judaism unreal and

superficial ; in due proportion it gave life and light. Protected
and fortified by Maimonides and the philosophers, Judaism was
safe from the dangers of an exaggerated mysticism. On the
other hand, the entire absence of the mystic element would have
reduced it to a collection of intellectual dogmas, lackingwarmth
and vitality. Its stability is due to the heterogeneous nature of
its component elements and to the proportion and moderation
with which each one had fulfilled its appointed function.

Poland was pre-eminently the home of Talmudic
study. The Polish synods had given an impetus
to this learning, and the practical jurisdiction of
the Rabbinical tribunals forced judges as well as
litigants to master the code by which judgment
would be given. Fast as the printing presses
worked, the output of copies of the Talmud was

1 Tor sketches of these writers see JE y. 118 f., ix. 68-70, vi.

628, V. 100 f., i. 212 f., vii. 27 f.

speedily sold out. In forty years, three large
editions were exhausted (Cracow, 1602-05, 1616-20

;

Lublin, 1617-39). So great was the devotion and
so numerous were the Rabbis and pupils that the
supremacy of Poland was everywhere recognized.
The dispersion of the Polish Jews, due to the
terrible atrocities in 1648 of Chmielnicki (1595-
1675), had scarcely any effect on their attachment
to the Talmud. They carried their love with them
into exile and clung to it more firmly in distress.
This enthusiasm carried with it one great disad-
vantage, for every other stu<^, Jewush and secular,
was ^andoned, and the Polish Jews immured
themselves in an intellectual ghetto, the confines
of which were as narrow and crushing as those of
the physical pale. There began a period ef dark-
ness and ignorance, which was ended only by the
light of the Mendelssohnian movement, it is in-
correct to attribute this misfortune to the nature
of the Talmud. It was not concentration on the
Talmud, but the exclusion of everything else, that
was responsible for this retrogade tendency. The
devotion of the Polish Jews to the Talmud is

largely maintained to-day, but other influences are
at work, and, while they no longer shut out general
knowledge from their curriculum, their zeal for
Halakha is not abated.
In the 17th cent, three different influences ex-

erted themselves upon Judaism. The Talmudic
influence, alluded to above, became more powerful
with the diffusion of the Polish Jews over Europe.
Secondljr, a strong wave of Cabbala infected Jewish
communities in every land. East and West. This
naturally was followed, in reaction, by a strong
spirit of opposition. This phase of !^abbala had
nothing in its favour. The earlier sublimity of the
mystic idea was gone ; it degenerated into sense-
less tricks and juggling. Isaac Luria and his
pupils, in spite of their piety, were the teachers of
an unworthy superstition. They claimed to work
miracles, and d^uded the ignorant by their visions
and alleged wonders. They preached metempsy-
chosis, the union and redemption of souls, and
practical magic, often by means of the ineffable
name, ^ayy^ Vital Calabrese, his brother Moses,
and his son Samuel lived in Palestine (Jerusalem,
Safed, and Damascus being strongholds of !lg[abbal-

ism) ; Israel Saruk,^ a pupil of Luria, and Menahem
Azaria da Fano, in Italy. The teaching of these
men and their numerous followers prepared the
way for the pseudo-Messiah Shabbethai Zebi.
This wonderful impostor succeeded in winning over thou-

sands ; not merely the ignorant multitude but learned and
earnest Rabbis followed him. All over the world preparations
were made for the Messianic Age, which he fixed for the Annus
Mirabilis, 1666. London and Amsterdam vied with Smyrna in
eagerness, and few" kept their heads during this convulsion.
So strong was his personality that, in spite of his ludicrous
failure, multitudes believed in him. A rumour arose about
Shabbethai similar to the Docetic theory of the Crucifixion,
which maintained that a substitute had intervened and saved
Jesus from the Cross. It was said that another had apostatized,
and that the real Shabbethai had withdrawn for a while and
would reappear in glory. The belief in him has remained to
the present day, and a separate sect of Turkish Jews, called
the Donmeh (on whom see R. J. H. Gottheil, JE iv. 639), await
his second coming. When the majority of his misguided ad-
mirers recovered their senses, every reminiscence of the false
prophet was banned. Thus it is said that the Ma'&rabUh for

the second day of Pentecost (“im DMX by Raban) is omitted
from the usual Ashkenazic Maljzdr because of some supposed
association with Shabbethai. The Messianic spirit had in earlier
times made itself felt in Holland. It was re-echoed by tihe

English Puritans, and to no small extent facilitated the return
of ttie Jews to England.

The excesses of Talmudism and ^Cabbalism pro-
duced an intellectual revolt, the last of the three
tendencies to which allusion has been made. For
the first time Judaism had to deal with calculated
and philosophical scepticism. This new trend of
thought was first manifested in three contempor-
aries, Uriel da Costa (1590-1647 ; see art. Acosta,

1 For these see JE viiL 210-212, xii. 442 f., xi. 64.
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vol. i. p. 74 f.), I<eo of Modena (1571-1648), and

Joseph Delraedigo (1591-1655).^ Therewe many
points of difference between the triad. Da Costa

was a Marrano who, dissatisfied with Roman
Catholicism, renounced it for his ancestral faith.

He was, however, disappointed with Judaism. He
made no secret of his views, and was twice excom-

municated for heresy. After doing penance and

being reconciled, he shot himself.
Da Costa maintained that the Talmud had intervened between

the Bible and Judaism. He was a deist, and believed in a re-

ligion of nature to be found in every human conscience,^ an

ethical form of creed in which Judaisin as well as other faiths

had a share in common, and from which all had, in various

degrees, deviated. It is doubtful whether he considered him-

self to have abandoned Judaism. Certain it is that he was

regarded by his contemporaries as an apostate ; but the point

at issue was precisely this, whether the Judaism of the day

was the faith in its true form or whether Talmudism had been

substituted for it. The Jews who had settled in Holland

had suffered so severely for their religion that they would
not bear any attacks on that for which they had jeopardized

their lives. Persecution had made them intolerant, yet they

must not be blamed too sharply, for the age was not ready

for unrestrained freedom of thought. Absolute liberty would
most probably have degenerated into a decay of all moral and
ethical bonds.

Leo of Modena remained a Rabbi to the day of

his death. His intellectual powers were of a higher

order than those of Da Costa, while his frame of

mind affords a curious psychological study.
Although his teaching was in favour of reli^on, he was him-

self assailed by doubt. He could attack Judaism and defend it

with equal sincerity and conviction. His vacillation was due,

on the one hand, to instability of character ; on the other, to
bitter misfortune, both in his family life and financially. In his

BSth Y^Mhdah he upholds the legal right of the Rabbis to
modify Talmudic legislation, and he regards the Haggada un-
favourably. In his ^61 Sdkhdil (or ha'k'-l^alibcda ; J. A.
Benjacob, Ozar Ha-Sepharirrij Bibliog. der hebr. Lit., Wilna,
18S0, p. 69, no. 233) he attacked traditional Judaism; 2 in his

Sha*dgath ’ArySh^ he defended it. The *Ifl NdhJSm refutes

Kabbiia and proves the late origin of the Zdhar. Yet he
believed in astrology. His literary activity was great. On
account of his official position, his influence was far greater
tj^n that of Da Costa, but he did not go to the same length, and
he remained orthodox in practice. In a way, Leo was the father

of the modem Reform movement, but through his inconsistency
and his avoidance of conflict he achieved no practical result.

Joseph Dehnedigo differed from Leo of Modena
and from Da Costa in that he cannot be acq^uitted

of insincerity. He had a wide education in liberal
culture and science as well as in Jewish subjects.
He was active as a writer, and in spite of his wandering life

he managed to compose a number of works. He had intimate
associations with the j^araites, and one of his best known books,
jBltm (in allusion to Ex 1527), is a reply to twelve questions
addressed to him by Zerab o. Nathan, a J^araite. Delmedigo
officiated for a time as Rabbi in Hamburg. He never ventured
to proclaim his real views, but covered them with a veneer of
orthodoxy. On this account he was highly esteemed by many,
who did not see him in his true light, or who regarded merely
his erudition. As a sceptic his influence on Judaism was small

;

be merely illustrates, as another type, the growth of the
movement.

Of a different character was Baruch Spinoza {q.v,)

(1632-1677). He could not conform, either through
fear or from motives of personal advantage, to
what he believed to be untrue. Delmedigo might
become a Rabbi, Descartes, whose teaching Spinoza
followed, might vow a pilgrimage to Loreto, but
to Spinoza external adherence was impossible.
He believed that Judaism was bound up with the Jewish

State and ought to have ended with the destniction of the first
Temple. For this reason, he regarded opposition to the State
relimon as unjustifiable, and resistance to the Inquisition as
futile. Owin^ to his excommunication and persecution, he
regarded Christianity more favourably than Judaism, hut he
had no serious thoughts of adopting it. It is a question whether
his conception of the universe as a part of God, of the Deity as
a self-producing Creator of all things, and of man as entirely
controlled by causes reaching far back into universal natund
laws could ever have been reconciled to Judaism, for Spinoza
definitely rejected a personal God, Providence, and immortality.
Yet, in his day, Maimonides was equally zealous in his search
for truth and did not leave the fold. The influence of Spinoza
on Judaism came later; his influence extended to individual
Jews rather than to corporate Jewish belief.

1 See JB viii. 6-7, iv. 508 f.

a See 2nd treatise, eh. iv.:^. 28, ed. Isaac Reggio, Goritz,
1862, and also 3rd treatise. He urged verj^ sweeping changes
and modifications.

Far more important to Jewish development was
Moses Mendelssohn {q,v.) (1729-86). No less bril-

liant than Spinoza, no less erudite, and similarly
endowed with a capacity for philosophy, he was a
tower of strength to Judaism. To him is due the
great revival which aroused thought, stimulated
culture, and once more brought Judaism into con-
tact with external learning. Without Mendelssohn
it would have sunk more deeply into the clutches
of ignorance and remained an easy prey to the
attacks of atheism.
Mendelssohn had to contend with opposition on account of

his translation of and commentary on the Bible, but his teach-
ing was enormously diffused and gave vast numbers of young
men an insight into modem thought, without destroying their
faith. Like Maimonides, he was one of those intellectual giants
that give another turn to the wheel of Jewish ethics and in-

tellect. His effect was all the more potent since it almost coin-
cided with the break up of the ghetto. The Jews emerged into
more intimate contact with their surroundings and, dazzled by
the sudden light, found help in his guidance. His preference
for German over jargon was in itself epoch-making. He taught
fidelity to Judaism and respect for the belief of others. His
friendship with Lessing helped to make the cause of Judaism
known outside and may be counted as a stage in the progress
of Jewish emancipation.

Mendelssohn and Naphtali Hirz Wessely were
the founders of a Jewish Renaissance, and their

work was continued by Nahman Krochmal (1785-

1840) and Samuel David Luzzatto (1800-65).^ The
large array of Jewish scholars of the 19th cent,

all owed their inspiration ultimately—in whatever
branch they were engaged—to the Mendelssohn
revival.

Wessely, in his Dibhre Shdldm we-Emeth (Germ,
tr. by D. Friedlfinder, Worte der Wahrheit und des

Friedens, Berlin, 1798), had outlined a scheme of

education in which science and Talmud should
both find a place ;

nevertheless, he was not re-

garded with cordiality by many Polish Rabbis,
some of whom were genuinely frightened at the
combination, though not hostile to it, while others

were merely obscurantist. The result of the re-

juvenescence was, it is true, that a certain number
became estranged, hut many were fortified in their

belief. At the same time a curious development
had arisen in Poland, a revival of Essenism and
mysticism, the followers of which called themselves
by the old name ^J^sidim. The founders of the

new movement were Israel b. Eliezer, called Ba*al

Shem-Tob (Besht) (1698-1759), and Baer of Meseritz
(1710-72).^ The’ extraordinary piety of these men
was re-echoed in their followers. Prayer was a vital

force, and was the means of union and fusion with
the Godhead. In spite of the attempts at miracles

and predicting the future, and of a few unworthy
ractices, the sect was, and remains to the present

ay, a band of devotional enthusiasts, giving them-
selves entirely to introspection and prayer. The
quaint religious exercises of the Hftstdim and their

partialantagonism to theTalmud brought them into

conflict with the Rabbis, and they were denounced
by Elijah Wilna (1720-97),® while in 1781 they
were declared to he heretics. Their antagonists,

the Mithnagedim (‘opponents’), rightly perceived

that Judaism has no liking for extremes. The
excesses of the ^fasidim were becoming intolerable

;

and, as their numbers grew, their eccentricities de-

veloped. It is estimated that at one time they
numbered 100,000, although this is perhaps too

large a figure. With the political emancipation of

the Jews, a new era in Judaism began, although
this emancipation is still incomplete in many lands.

The effects can scarcely yet be estimated. Russia,

the home of the greater number of the Jews, is

still pursuing a policy of repression which affects

not only the Russian Jews, but those of other

1 On these three see JB xii. 606 f., vii. 676 f., viii. 224-226.
2 For the difference between the teachings of Luria and Beshfe

<.«. l^^abbaia and Hasidism, see J’JET, s,v. * Ba*al Shem-Toh, Israel

b. Eliezer* and *]^er (Dob) of Meseritz,’ it 388-386, 430-433.

* See M. Seligsohn, * Elijah ben Solomon,’ in JB v. ] 33-136.
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countries to which fugitives ^o. Emancipation
brings many problems in its train ; for, so soon as

a community^begins to solve some of the difficulties

and readjust itself to new conditions, an influx of
Bussians renews the process. Education is in
many respects the solution. A proper curriculum,
in which religious and secular knowledge shall each
have a proper place, is being gradually and vari-

ously evolved. In Bussia, the Haskalah move-
ment has usually been sterile, because the tendency
of the Maskilim and their children is almost invari-

ably towards assimilation.^ This is in reality due
to economic conditions. The oppressive restric-

tions imposed by the Government on schools and
learning prevent the rise of a carefully planned
scheme of education. Thus modem knowledge must
be acquired, almost entirely, either surreptitiously

or from anti-religious sources. For the Zionistie

movement in modern Judaism see art. Zionism.
III. Judaism at tee present d^f.—

T

he
future of orthodox Judaism and its relations with
Christianity, on the one hand, and Zionism and
liberal Judaism on the other, may be briefly

summarized. It is unnecessary to dwell on the
origin of Christianity. Graetz (ii. ch. xiv.) has
traced the steps by which the breach between the
two faiths was finally consummated. Judaism
does not admit that Jesus was the promised
Messiah. It cannot accept such distinctively

Christian doctrines as the miraculous birth of

Jesus, His divinity and relation to the Father, the
Trinity, the Atonement, the Besurrection, the idea
of mediation, the conception of sin.* Further,
Judaism differs from Christianity with regard to
the Law, neither admitting the possibility of its

abrogation nor regarding it as burdensome. The
Commandments are given to man ‘that he may do
them and live by them ’ (Lv 18®). Judaism has a
more optimistic view of life than Christianity ; it

doesnothold theEssene doctrine thatwealth is abad
thing under all circumstances (Lk 6** 18^^^®, Ja
Mt 19^®) and that marriage is evil. No Babbi may
be a celibate. Marriage is the first commandment
of the Bible (Gn 1*®). The Ye^erhd-rJ is from God
(see F. C. Porter, Yale Bicentenary Bib. and Sem.
Studies, London, 1901, p. 122) ; it is called mo
{Gen. Bah. p. 71 foot, of Theodor’s ed., Berlin,

1903 ; see his note), and God instituted it ‘ for his
glory’ (see second blessing of Jewish Marriage
Service, Singer, p. 299; cf. Book of Common
Prayer, The Form of Solemnization of Matrimony

;

‘ Matrimony, which is an honourable estate insti-

tuted of God . . .’
; but ct. ‘ It was ordained for a

remedy against sin and to avoid fornication’).

Judaism does not regard family ties as an impedi-
ment to man’s whole-hearted service of God (ct.

1 K 19^° with Lk 14^®
; see also Mt 10®®, and Bashi

on Lv 19®), nor does it approve of asceticism.® The
Nazirite had to bring a sin-ofiering (see Bab.
Taanith, 1la= Goldschmidt, iii. 441, nuynn aen'n ho
Ktsin n"ip3

; in Babylon only the ninth of Ab was
observed). Finally, Judaism does not declare that
belief in any dogma is necessary to salvation. It
teaches that ‘ the righteous of all nations have a
share in the world to come ’ (Maimonides, Eilkkdth
Teshubhd, iii. § ii.), that ‘the teachings of him of
Nazareth and of the man of Ishmael . . . serve to

'

bring to perfection all mankind, so that they may-
serve God . . .’ (Maimonides, ed. D. Yellin and 1.

Abrahams, London, 1903, p. 94 ff.), that ‘the good
actions of any man, to whichever people he may
belong, will be rewarded by God. But the priority
belongs to people who are near God during their

1 See, further, artt. * Haskalah,' ‘ Maskil,’ in JE vi. 266-258,
viii. 864.

2 See ‘ Sin as Rebellion,* etc., in S. Schechter, Some Aspects
of Rabb. Theol., p. 219 ff.

8 See *Lav/ of the Nazirite,* in Jew. Chrm., June 5, 1914,
p. 17 f.

life, and we estimate the rank they occupy near

I

God after death accordingly’ {Khazarl, i. § 111 =
I

Hirschfeld, p. 78 ; see also Exodus Babba, p. 49,
- and,

^
for other references, D. Wasserzug, The

' Messianic Idea, p. 22). The function of Judaism
is to fulfil the Isaianic ideal of a missionary
‘Bemnant.’ Though it recognizes the general
truths of Christianity and Islam, and the religious
validity of these systems, it cannot concede that
its own destiny is accomplished, as long as the
differences outlined above remain in existence.
While rejecting ecclesiasticism, Judaism can fully
appreciate the life of the founder of Christianity

;

^d, in estimating the practical value of that faith,
it pays regard to the noble lives fostered by its

ideals rather than to the persecutors that have
proved false to its teaching.
Judaism is to be the religion of a Bemnant ; from

the material sacrifices demanded of its adherents,
resulting from an environment preponderatingly
non-Jewish, it is inevitable that Judaism, under
present conditions, must be limited to a minority.
This circumstance constitutes its strength. It must
never be forgotten that the minority influences the
majority, not vice versa, for good. All great move-
ments spring from the few ; when they have per-
meated to the many, it is more often a sign that
they have failed, and that there is need for a new
growth, than that they have accomplished their
purpose. Nearly every ideal degenerates with
popularity. When the masses are stronger than
their leaders, chaos results.

* In a great population animated by democratic notions, recog-
nizing no external authority in matters of faith or taste, with a
g^rowing passion for equality and a greedy desire to handle the
good things of this world, as recommended by the modes and
methods of life of the wealthy and luxurious, it would he irra-
tional to expect to discover any general refinement or delicacy
of thought or feeling. ... To expect too much of the human
race is the ancient error of moralists and the sin of the satirist.
In his lecture on “ Numbers,” delivered in the United States,
Mr. Matthew Arnold illustrated by quotations from Plato and
Isai^ the truth that it is always the rem-nant that saves a
natwn or a race, and the advantage of a big country and a
great population is that the remnant has at least a chance of
being a good large one* (Augustine Birrell, ‘Modem Conditions
of Literary Production,’ EBA^ xxx. [1902] p. ix).

The losses sustained by Judaism through per-
version and by the oppression of the Jews in
Bussia and Bumania, together with the more
subtle but no less severe persecution prevalent in
some other countries, have produced Zionism, for
the Zionists regard a minority as doomed to failure.

Originally this movement was purely economic and
philanthropic in scope ; Herzl’s Zionism was bound
up in the Basel programme, ‘ to secure a legally
assured home in Syria and Palestine’ for perse-
cuted Jews. The words ‘legally assured’ differ-

entiated Zionism from the other colonizing enter-
prises. Since the death of Herzl, who said, ‘ Der
Weg zum Judenlande ftihrt durch das Judentum,’
Zionism has developed into nationalism, which
asserts a Jewish nationality independent of re-
ligion. The division of certain sentiments into
‘national’ and ‘religious’ is arbitrary; it is a
Latin or European conception, as the language of
the terms indicates.^ The antithesis is not Semitic

;

for, while religion to a Semite—Jew or Muslim

—

includes, as has been shown (above, p. 584 ff.), much
more than is now ordinarily understood by the
word, a kinship on the basis of blood or language
or any other but a religious tie is conceivame
neither to the prophets of old nor to the Semitic eth-
nologist or historian of to-day. Monotheism, not
some physiological inheritance, is the raison iUre
of Judaism (see C. G. Montefiore, ‘Nation or Be-
ligious Community xii. [1899-1900] 177-194

;

see also ib. xvii. [1904-05] 1-25, 397-425; Jewish
Chronicle Correspondence, 1909, Jan. 1, 16, March
12, April 9, 16, 23, 30, May 21, June 25 ; on the

1 See what has been said above on nationality, p. 684 ff.
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Q
uestion of a Je^visll race see K. N, Salamon, in

’oumal of^ Genetics^ i. [1910-11] 273 tt*., where a

complete bibliography is given).

Every recrudescence of nationalism has brought

misfortune to the Jews and to Judaism. It was
the cause of the catastrophe of 587 B.O., of the faU

of the Maccabees, of the decay of the Sadducees,

of the destruction by Titus, and of the desolation

of Judaea in 136. In every case the disasters

caused by the nationalists have been mitigated by
their opponents. Johanan b. Zakkai built up
what the zealots overthrew, and the breaches re-

sulting from Bar Kokhba’s declaration of nation-

ality were healed by the Eabbis. A Jewish centre

is not an essential to enable the genius of Judaism
to assert itself. There was neither a physical nor

a spiritual ghetto in Spain, yet the Spanish jperiod

is perhaps the brightest in the history of Judaism,

Nor is the circumstance that the Jewish liturgy

prays for a * return ’ an argument for Zionism ; the
* return ’ to which Judaism looks forward is always
associated with religion. ‘And let our eyes be-

hold Thy return in mercy to Zion, and there we
will worship Thee in awe as in the days of old’

(Adler and Davis, Service of Syn, [Tabernacles],

p. 140). The true character of Zionism, as an
alternative to religion, may be seen from such
pronouncements as those of J. Hochman [Jewish
Review, iv. [1913] 217-242), who regards it as a
salvation for those ‘ who do not share the faith of

the orthodox universalist in the divine origin of

the Law . . . who do not find a satisfactory

sphere of activity in the life of Mitzwoth . . .

to-day we have no one centre of Jewish loyalty,

and the life of Mitzwoth is losing its hold.’

Such Zionism would save the Jews at the cost of

Judaism.
Finally, liberal Judaism has arisen as a mission-

ary movement in order to rescue those Jews who
have become indifferent to their faith. Liberal
Judaism stands much nearer to orthodox Judaism
than Zionism does. The differences between the
two forms are internal and small in comparison
with their points of contact ; to the outside world
both are united, although there may be a great
gulf between individuals on both sides.

For membership of a liberal synagogue does not
necessarily imply the repudiation of something
not definitely taught from its pulpit. Liberal
Judaism denies the necessity of certain practices,

but it does not require their abandonment. It is

thus in nature not ?[araitic, but it asserts the
continuation of Rabbinic tradition as a living force.

Refusing to regard the Shulhan ^AruJch as the
sealing up of Halakha, liberal Judaism maintains
that its religious teachers and individual members
to-day have the power to bind and loose as of old.

In this respect it is something positive, not a mere
negation of orthodoxy. The latter, on the other
hand, cannot accept any^development unless sanc-
tioned by a Rabbi with Rattdr'ath Hdra!d [facultas
docendi), and permits a synod to decree changes
only if its authority is recognized as equal to that
of its predecessors. Liberal Judaism seeks to win
back the lapsed, even at the cost of modifications

;

orthodoxy, nowever, maintains that the preserva-
tion of the ideal is more important than the
salvation of the individual, for Judaism must be
handed down unimpaired, even though by a
minority. In theory the two bodies are in agree-
ment ; no one would impute to liberal Judaism
a sacrificing of its ideals ; it is on the definition of
the essential principles that the controversy turns.
Orthodox Judaism foresees a danger of liberal

Judaism, by not laying sufficient stress on the Law
and on ceremonial, drifting into a colourless belief

of universalist monotheism.
Since 1842, when the controversy reached an

acute stage in England, orthodox Judaism has
changed its attitude to the Reformers. Already
in 1864 the Sefardim removed the ban which had
been imposed, and to-day, while acknowledging
that there are differences between the two points
of view, the orthodox co-operate with the liberals
in harmony and tolerance. Judaism has always
striven to secure union and avoid sectarianism.
To the credit of Zionism it must be urged that it

has brought back many outcasts to the fold
j that,

even if nationalism, at best, is a mere modification
of Judaism, the children of the nationalists may
become orthodox Jews nn« Q’pan hz

o'p).

In the case of liberal Judaism, many Jews,
previously lacking all feelings of spirituality and
loyalty, have been taught to love God, to keep His
commandments, to attend worship, and to observe
the festivals. Their methods are not entirely
those of orthodox Judaism, but of the sincerity of
their purpose there can be no doubt. How much
more then can there be applied to them the saying,
‘Always let a man busy himself with a Miswa,
even though it be not for the purpose of the
Miswa, for by practice he will come to do the
Miswa for the proper purpose’ (Bab. Fes. 50b);
since the purpose of liberal Judaism is to promote
the sanctification of God and rouse the apathetic
to a sense of duty, the choice of method, unpleas-
ing though it be to the orthodox, must be left to
the conscience and judgment of the liberals them-
selves. Hence Judaism, orthodox and reformed,
and Zionism can look forward with confidence to
a future, one and indivisible.
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Hekbert Loewe.
JUDAIZING.—I. Derivation and scope of the—^The use of this term and its cognate forms

‘Judaize,’ ‘Judaizer/ ‘Judaist,* and, sometimes,
* Judaism ’ may be traced to Est 8^’ ‘ many became
Jews’ (onn^no, LXX Trepter^^oyro Kal^lovb&C^ov), A
wider currency for the word arises from Gal 2^^ ‘ I

[Paul] said unto Peter before them all, If thou,

being a Jew, livest after the manner of Gentiles,

and not as do the Jews, why compellest thou the

Gentiles to live as do the Jews {lovbat^eLv) ?
’

In English usage the scope of the term varies.

It may describe a tendency or type of mind, as

when a ‘prophetic’ is contrasted with a ‘Judaic’
^irit. It describes habits—e.o., ‘Usurers . . . doe
Judaize ’ (Bacon, Essays, London, 1891, ‘ On Usury,’

p. 76) ; or the verb may be transitive

—

e.g,, ‘ Error

. . . had miserably judaiz’d the Church ’ (Milton,
‘ Hirelings,’ in Prose Works, London, 1848, iii. 15 ;

cf. OED,
The early Church had certain members who

desired to maintain the permanent obligation of the

Mosaic Law. There were two views about this

obligation ; the one held that only Christians who
were of Jewish descent required to keep the

Law ; the other, that Gentile converts were equally

liable. This section of the Church membership
was called the Judaizers, Their origin, activity,

and disappearance are here the subject of inquiry.

3. The Judaism which Judaizers could not

leave.—Pharisaic Judaism, from which the Juda-
izers were but half-hearted seceders, was firmly

established at the advent of the gospel. The
sacrificial worship of the Temple, as prescribed by
the Priests’ Code in the Pentateuch, was carried

on daily with glad devotion. The services were
beautifm and significant ; men felt that they were
ordained by the express command of God.

^
Race,

religion, and patriotism were concerned in the

honour and dignity of the Temple ; the Roman
eagle or the statue of Claudius could not be
tolerated near it ; Saul was ready to hale men and
women from Damascus for doubting its sacred

claims ; in the last siege men would starve rather

than stint the daily sacrifice. As Mecca has been

sacred and inviolate for Islam, so were the Temple
and its cult for Judaism at home and abroad.

Any change would seem unthinkable.
Throughout the Diaspora the synagogue had

been for some two centuries the refuge of Jew*ish

communities. Prayer and instruction based on the

Law and the Prophets were its chief purpose. The
formation of a liturgy {Shemoneh'Esrm), the in-

terpretation of Hebrew Scripture in Aramaic or

in Greek, the use of the Psalms, the hearing of

visitors (Lk 4^®, Ac 13^®), and the observance of

Sabbath and Festivals made the synagogue the

focus of Jewish thought and life.
^
Gentiles were

attracted and admitted, evidently in considerable

numbers (Mt 23^®; Horace, Sat, I. iv. 142 f.;

Josephus, c. A.'j^ion, ii. 40). Contact with Gentiles

made Jews more hospitable to new ideas ;
but

contempt and ill-treatment attached them more
closely to their own laws and customs.

*No Jew can go so far from hisown country, norbe so affrighted

at the severest despot, as not to be more affrighted at the Law
than at him ’ (Jos. c. Apion, ii. 39).

The Judaism from which Christianity arose hau
a theism which Jews could not easily abandon ; it

had its code of 613 rules and regulations for a

correct life ; it held its members with a firm grasp

through Temple and synagogue ; it was displacing

decadent Gentile creeds, and was not a system to

be lightly forsaken.
VOL. VII.—39

3. The Christianity they could not adopt.—The
teaching of Jesus oti'ended Pharisaic Judaism by
its unanswerable criticism of the traditions of the
elders (the Oral Law), by its want of deference to

the hierarchy, and by exalting the end of religion

(love to God and man) and consequently depreciat-

ing the current estimate of Temple, sacrifice. Sab-
bath, dietary rules, and ‘ the hedge about the Law ’

generally. Moreover, He claimed an authority
which shocked the scribes. Not by vision, or

by dreams, or by prophetic inspiration, not by
writing a Pseudepigraphon, but in His own name
He re-stated the Mosaic Law ; He spoke as the
Judge of the whole religious past of the nation,

and prescribed for the futui-e a mission of world-

wide benevolence. He had kindled a new spirit

in a few disciples ; and this religion of the spirit

would seek to save that which Judaism considered

to be lost. He thus claimed the Messianic rank

;

and the hierarchy induced Pilate to consent to the

Crucifixion.

The company of disciples, animated by the
spirit of the Risen Christ, ‘ continued stedfastly

in the apostles’ doctrine and fellowship, and in

breaking of bread, and in prayers’ (Ac 2^^). They
were conscious of being called to preach the gospel,

and they chose Matthias in place of Judas. They
showed no hatred to the ‘ chief priests and scribes

’

who had procured the death of Jesus ; what had
happened was part of a divine purpose foretold by
the prophets. As yet the disciples were not cast

out from Temple or synagogue, nor did they

consider Pharisees as ineligible to the incipient

Church. The believers continued to frequent the

Temple (Ac 2^® 3^ 5^®. 20. 42) . increased rapidly

in numbers and were joined by ‘ a ^reat company
of the priests.’ A new interpretation of Israel’s

history and mission was proclaimed by Ste^ien,

which seemed to the authorities to be ‘ blas^em-
ous words against Moses and against God ’ (Ac 6^^).

The stoning of Stephen and the active measures
of Saul mark the end of toleration for the fol-

lowers of Christ—the Galilseans, or Nazarenes, or

Minim, as the Jewish authorities began to call

them.
4. Appearance of ‘Judaizers.’—Persecuted m

Jerusalem, the Church made converts among the

Samaritans, who did not profess the Oral Law.
The Good Samaritan of tne parable was not for-

bidden, like the priest and the Levite imder the

Oral Law, to help a wounded stranger. The
apostles Peter and John had no hesitation in ac-

cepting Samaritan converts (Ac 8^^). Philip admits

the Ethiopian, who could not have been more th^
a "u (Dt 23^). Other converts are admitted, in

Damascus (Ac 9^®), Lydda (9®®), and Joppa (9^)

;

but the mission is directed to Jews only, or to
(1119), at
(131^), at

Iconium (i4i), at Thessalonica (I71), at Berea (I71®),

at Ephesus (IS^® 19®; cf. 19®), and at Rome (28i'^).

Thus for some fifteen years after the Crucifixion

the Church included only Jews or Gentiles who
had become proselytes to Judaism. The admission

of the Roman Cornelius was felt to be an innova-

tion requiring the highest sanction
;
and St. Peter,

on returning to Jerusalem, did not escape criticism,

the opposition to his act marking the first appear-

ance of the ‘ Judaizers.’

At Antioch Greeks were admitted to the Church

by the missionaries ; and the name ‘ Christians
’

was first applied to the new brotherhood. The
Church at Jerusalem at once sent Barnabas to

inquire into this proceeding ;
and, after getting

Paul to assist him for a year in Antioch, Barnabas

with his new companion returned to Jerusalem,

bringing gifts for the relief of the brethren in

1 Judsca during a famine. From Antioch, Paul and
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Barnabas set forth on their missionary journeys.

While in the Pisidian Antioch, they definitely

announced their intention of appealing to the

Gentiles, and on their return to Antioch they re-

hearsed theirwork and the reception of the Gentiles.

Certain Judaizers from Jerusalem maintained that
‘ it was needful to circumcise them, and to com-

mand them to keep the Law of Moses’ (15®), and

this led to the Council of the apostles in Jerusalem,

which gave the most important decision on the

subject of Judaizing.

5. The Council of Jerusalem.—The accuracy of

the account in Ac 15 has been questioned ; but, if

we take a.d. 62 as the date of St. Luke’s composi-

tion of the Acts and c. A.D. 50 for the Council, the

time limit is against serious error. One MS (D,

Codex Bezse) omits xai rod ttpcktov^ and is followed

by Irenasus, Cyprian, Tertullian, and Jerome.

The Decree thus prohibits the use of fleshy offered

to idols, murder, and fornication — being ‘ a
summary of Jewish ethical catechetics’ (Harnack,

Acts of the Apostles, p. 250). The Textus Receptus
reads, * That they abstain from pollutions of idols,

and from fornication, and from things strangled,

and from blood ’ (Ac 15^®). Degpite the argument
of Harnack, reinforced by E. H. Eckel and S. A.
Devan {Expositor, 8th ser., vi. [1913] 66-82), it

may be held that the TR is preferable. Idolatry

and fornication are specified because they were
considered venial among Gentiles. Lambs or

bullocks killed by a non-Jewish butcher could

not be eaten by a Jew by birth ; it is fairly certain

that St. Paul, for all the freedom that he claimed,

would never relish swine’s flesh or unbled mutton.
Unless this regulation were observed, there could

be no common social banquets between Jewish and
Gentile Christians. Higher hygienic reasons may
have been instinctively present; the motive for

instituting abstinence from blood in Gn 9^ was to

diminish the ferocity that had filled the earth with
violence. It would cause little trouble to teach
the Gentile Christians the method of slaughter.

‘For Moses of old time hath in every city them
that preach him, being read in the synagogues
every sabbath day’ (Ac 15*^). In every such
place there was a shohet, and the use of his

services might help the Christians to go forth * as

lambs among wolves.’ It may seem strange that
the universal religion should include the menu of a
Palestinian party

;
yet the matter of eating and

drmking was regarded with concern. The Pater-
noster asks for ‘ daily bread ’

; Islam commands
abstinence from wine. St. Paul felt the incon-
gruity when he wrote :

* The kingdom of God is

not meat and drink ; but righteousness and peace,
and joy in the Holy Ghost’ (Ro 14^^). The
Apostolic Decree assumed that Gentile Christians
honoured the Sacraments, and had received the
Holy Spirit and the evangelic temperament; it

would be insulting to ask them to abstain from
murder, as this interpretation of Codex Bezae
proposes to do. The intention of the CouncB
was that Christendom should use kosher meat;
but St. Paul’s theoretical abolition of law, Jewish
and Gentile, resulted in the survival of custom,
Jewish and Gentile, in the preparation of animal
food.

It is worthy of note that the Decree does not
require Gentiles to abstain from eating ‘ of the
sinew which shrank, which is upon the hollow of
the thigh’ (Gn 32®^), although this regulation is

assumed as binding in the Mishna {l^ullm, 7).

When strictly enforced, it meant that the hind-
uarters of sheep and oxen were disallowed to
ews, and had to be sold at any price to neigh-

bours. The practice is still continued among
Oriental Jews, though it entails loss for no visible

gain.

* The hind quarter (like blood and fat) is avoided as food on
account of the narrative in Genesis’ (E-osenau, Jewish Cere-

monied Institutions and Customs, p. 18b, speaking for America).

The long-lost Jews in China had forgotten the
Hebrew language and the Law, but retained this

strange abstinence, and were known among the
Chinese as ‘the people of the sinew.’ The t6

TTVLKTov could hardly refer to the sinew ; it is a
special class of foods referred to as with alyua, and
would denote such things as chickens, geese, or

game killed in the Gentile manner. The idea

that bloodshed was forbidden, in the sense that

a Christian could not become a soldier, is excluded

by the case of Cornelius.

6. Judaizing opposition to St, Paul. — The
Apostolic Decree thus established a rule of guid-

ance for Jewish and Gentile Christians. Many
matters required regulation. Were Jewish Chris-

tians to circumcise their boys on the eighth day?
Were they to keep the Sabbath, or the first day of

the week? Were Passover, Pentecost, and Taber-

nacles to be kept with the old associations ? Was
the pilgrimage to Jenisalem obligatory? Were
they to intermarry with Gentiles, to maintain the

dietary rules, to eat unleavened bread for a week
in spring-time, to wear phylacteries, to repeat the

prayers of the Jewish liturgy, and to read the Law
and the Prophets with the same uncritical defer-

ence? Heathen converts such as Trophimus (Ac
21®®) or Epaphras (Col 4^®) would easily accept the

Decree
;
proselytes—of the gate or of righteous-

ness—would also welcome it; the liberal Hebrew
Christians who carried the Decree might continue

the old customs, while refusing to impose them
upon Gentiles; but the minority of Judaizers

refused all laxity, and hampered the work of St.

Paul in most of his mission field.

The activity of the Judaizers is indicated in the

account of the work and correspondence of St.

Paul, and has to be kept distinct from the open

antagonism of unconverted Hebrews. The Juda-

izers had sought to persuade the Galatian Church
to observe days and months and times and years,

and to require circumcision. They questioned

Paul’s authority, and may have cited the example

of Peter. Paurs defence is to point to the presence

and the fruits of the Spirit, if observance of Law
is sufficient to give life, then the advent of Christ

is a negligible accident. Peter’s desire to conform

to Jewish scruples is condemned as dissimulation

;

and Paul’s acceptance of Titus, a Greek, without

circumcision is mentioned as^ sanctioned by the

Church at Jerusalem. Again, at Colossas the

Christians seemed likely to be spoiled by *a shew
of wisdom in will-worship, and humility, and

severity to the body’ (Col 2®). Here the legalism

was tinged with theosophy, which interfered with
‘ meat or drink, or a feast day, or a new moon, or

a Sabbath day ’ (Col 2^®). The Epistle shows the

danger of losing freedom and universalism, and

insists on the need of conscious communion with

a living Spirit. The Christian is under a Spirit

whose voice was the true law. At Corinth the

Church consisted mainly of Gentiles who had not

passed through the synagogue (1 Co 12®), but

included Jews (1 Co 7“) ;
and it may be inferred

from 2 Co 3 that teaching of a Judaistic type

had been addressed to the Corinthians. To the

Philippians, Paul has to write ‘ Beware of the con-

cision. For we are the circumcision, which wor-

ship God in the Spirit’ (Ph 3®^). The Epistle to

the Romans warns that Church against ‘them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the

doctrine which ye have learned’ (IS^*^). These

were probably J udaizers ; the argument of the

Epistle is St. Paul’s greatest effort to answer them.
All old laws and customs, Jewish and Gentile,

have ceased to be important because ‘ the love of
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God is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy
Ghost ^vhich is given unto us ’ (Ro 5®). Paul’s ex-
position of righteousness through faith, of freedom,
and of universalism has served to overshadow his
important reservation for Israel according to the
flesh. The Jew in Paul yielded to the Judaizer
in these particulars

:

* In allowing that Israel Kara a-dpKOy because of the promises,
held a privileged position within the Israel Kara. irvevfjM ; that
only Christians who were Jews by birth were the good olive
tree, while the Gentile Christians were only grafts from the
wild olive tree ; that thus the whole Hope is the Hope of Israel

;

that the Gentile Christians have material obligations towards
the Jewish Christians ; and that the Jewish Christians should,
and indeed must, still observe the Law of Moses, though it is

now abolished 1* (Hamack, Date of the ActSt p. 60, footnote).

If we except the imperative ‘ must ’ in the last
sentence, this summary fairly describes the attitude
of St. Paul, and this attitude explains his conduct
as described by St. Luke. He has Timothy circum-
cised (Ac 16®) ; he has his own head shorn in
Cenchrese, for he had a vow (18^®) ; at his last visit

to Jerusalem he is ready to show his conformity to
the Law by purifying himself with the four men
who had a vow on them (21^). It explains his
words (1 Co 9^), * unto the Jews I became as a Jew,
that I might gain the Jews.’ The contribution
from the Gentile Church to the poor at Jerusalem
may have been considered as a kmd of tribute. It

thus appears that St. Paul as well as St. Peter
found it difficult to transcend the limits of Juda-
ism; and that the universal element in Christi-

anity is really due to Jesus, who knew the best
that was in the past, and rose above it, and
appointed the whole world as the field for the good
seed.

The power of the Judaizers is seen at its greatest
during St. Paul’s last visit to Jerusalem. They
numbered many thousands of Jews, who were
believers and all zealous for the Law (Ac 21*®).

They were indignant with St. Paul, maintaining
that he taught all the Jews who were among the
Gentiles to forsake Moses, ‘ saying that they ought
not to circumcise their children, neither to walk
after the customs ’ (2P^). No doubt this was the
efiect though not the intention of St. Paul’s teach-
ing and example, but the antagonism of the real

Jews saved the Judaizers from further trouble in

prosecuting the Apostle.

7. Later references to Judaizers.— (a) In
Christian records,—After the death of St. Paul,
the Church moved away from Judaizing tenets.

The Epistle to the Hebrews demonstrates the right
of Christians to abandon sacrifice, and the destruc-
tion of the Temple confirmed the argument. In
the Fourth Gospel, Judaism within the Church has
ceased to be of any account ; the antithesis is the
Jews. Christians are to follow a Light, but they
have a new law in Christ’s commandments. The
religion of the Spirit, as proclaimed by St. Paul,
has permeated the evangelic tradition in the
Synoptists. The convert has much to learn, and
his teacher is the Church. Christ is his Lawgiver,
and has entrusted a power of legislation to the
Church.
The Judaizers, who kept themselves distinct

from Gentile Christianity, appear later as Ebion-
ites and Nazarenes. The Ebionites admitted only
a Gospel according to St. Matthew, rejected St.

Paul as an apostate, and denied the divinity of

Christ, The Nazarenes acknowledged the obfiga-

tion of the whole Mosaic Law for Christians of

Jewish descent, but allowed Gentile Christians, as

proselytes of the gate, to omit these observances.
See artt. Ebionism, Elkesaites.

(6) In Jewish records.—Rabbinical literature

has few and obscure references to the Judaizers,
for Judaism was firmly resolved to ignore the
Christianity which had come into being. It set

itself after the Fall of Jerusalem to define the

canon of Holy Scripture, rejecting the Apocrypha
and apocalyptic Pseudepigrapha, which seemed to
give prophetic colour to the new religion, and
expurgating the Greek Bible by the versions of
Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion. Within its
own fold discipline became more stem.

*A Noahite who has become a proselj^e, and been circumcised
and baptized, and afterwards wishes to return from after the
Lord, and to be only a sojourning proselyte as he was before, is
not to be listened to—on the contrary, either let him be as
Israelite in everything, or let him be *put to death’ (Hilchoth
Melachim, ch. x. 3, tr. in A. MacCaul, Old Paths, London. 1S46.
vi. 68).

By the end of the first Christian century the
standard Jewish prayer included a formula, ‘ May
there be no hope for the sectaries ’ (j'rp, afterwards
changed to ‘ the slanderers’). One of the
signs of Messiah’s coming will be that the Kingdom
(the Roman Empire) will be turned to the heresy of
the Minim (Mish. Sotah, ix. 15). The growth of
Christianity in the Roman Empire and the indigna-
tion of Jews at the claim of Christians to inherit
the promises of the OT are seen in Jems. Nedar,
3Sa:

^

* Esau the wicked will put on his tallith and sit with the
righteous in Paradise in time to come ; and the Holy One will
drag him and cast him forth from thence.’

By the 4th cent. Judaism regards the Minim
with disdain rather than fear. Tosefta Sanh. xiii.

4. 5 imposes grave punishment on ‘ the Minim (Jew-
ish Christians), the M®sh1immadhlm (apostates),
M®s6r6th (informers), andApiqdrsln (free-thinkers),’
and a Jewish comment on Ex 19^ says that circum-
cision will not avail to save the Minim from
Gehinnom [Shemoth Bahha^ 36a). This implies
that Jewish Christians in Palestine still practised
circumcision in the 4th centu^. Talmud and
Midrash confirm Jerome in considering the Nazar-
enes (Minim, Jewish Christians) an insignificant
body.
‘They had no share in the vitality either of Judaism or

Ohristianiby ’ (Herford, Christianity in Talmvd and Midrash,
p. 894).

Jerome's words in a letter to Augustine {Ep.
Ixxxix. 13 \PL xxii. 924]) are

:

* To this day in all the synagogues of the East there is among
the Jews a sect called Minaei (Minim), which is condemned by
the Pharisees. They are commonly spoken of as Nazarsnes, and
believe in Christ the Son of God, born of the Virgin Mary, the
same who, they say, suffered under Pontius Pilate and rose
again. In Whom we, too, believe ; but while this sect desires
to be both Jews and Christians, they are neitherthe one nor the
other.*

8, Recrudescent forms.—About 1725 John Glas,
minister of Tealing, founded a small sect, w^hich
refrained from things strangled and from blood,
and his son-in-law Sandeman gave his name to the
adherents in England (see art. Glasites). The
Seventh Day Adventists and Seventh Day Baptists
Judaize in their observance of Saturday.
[A Judaizing sect arose in Russia about the

middle of the 15th cent., their chief centres being
Novgorod and Pleskau, whence they spread to

Moscow and other cities. They denied the Trinity
and the Sonship and Messiahship of Christ, and
rejected the invocation of the Virgin and the saints,

the veneration of icons, the doctrines of original

sin and redemption, the Church, and the Sacra-
ments, while they gave greater honour to the
Old than to the New Testament. ‘ Sabbatarians ’

are mentioned in the early 18th cent., and Uklein,
the founder of the sect of Molokani, adopted fbr

himself certain Jewish dietary laws, while his

pupil, Sundukov, regarded Christ as infinitely

inferior to Moses, observed the Jewish Sabbath,
and finally submitted to the Mosaic rite. Sundu-
kov established the modern sect of Subbotniki
(‘ Sabbatarians’), who are scarcely distinguishable
from real Jews. They are divided into a number
of sub-sects, the most important being

:
(a) Gers

(Heb. 13), who worship in Hebrew under the leader-

ship of regular Jewish Rabbis and are practically
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Talmudic Jews ; (b) Subbotniki proper, differing
from the less numerous Gers only m the use of
Russian Bibles and PrayerBooks and in the abroga-
tion of some of the Talmudic rules for the Sabbath
^d food; (c) ^a-raimites or ^arimi (‘l^arait-
izers’), who, like the i^^araites ig-v.), recognize only
the Pentateuch and reject the Talmud, but who do
not observe all the Pentateuchal laws, e.g. that re-
garding circumcision ; and (d) the waning Trans-
caucasian Nazirseans, who deny the resurrection
of the dead. Mention may likewise be made of
the * Jehovists,’ founded by Nikolai Ilyin in 1846,
in an effort to establish an OT Christianity or
NT Judaism, although the rather fantastic sect
was only short-lived.

Two minor American sects may also be classed
as Judaizing. The first of these is the Christian
Israelite, founded by John Wroe at Ashton, Eng-
land, in 1822, to gather the twelve tribes of Isram,
the doctrinal basis being the re-establishment of
the Mosaic Law, and the condition of member-
ship subscription to ‘ the four books of Moses and
the four books of the Gospel.* Members do not
cut their hair or beard (cf. Lv lO^^), and object to
all images and pictures (cf. Ex 20^ Dt S^). Both the
Jewish and the Christian Sabbaths are observed.
The second of these sects is the negro Church of
God and Saints of Christ, established by William
Crowdy in 1896. Believing that the negroes are
the descendants of the lost Ten Tribes, this sect
observes the Jewish calendar and festivals, especi-
ally the Sabbath, but insists on baptism by im-
mersion, confession of faith in Christ, the Lord’s
Supper, and feet-washing. Louis H. Gray.]
lOTERATUKE.—R. T. Herford, Christianity in Talmud and

1903; C. Bigg, The Origins of ChHsHanity,
au, Jewish Ceremonial Institutions and

«• ‘^oakes Jackson, ThePaHing of the Roads, London 1912
; K. K. Grass, ‘ Russische Sekten,’ § 7,m Meligion in Oeschichte und Cegenwart, v. [1913-141 80 f • L

Zscharnack, * Sabbatharier,* 118 f. ; H. Rosenthal, ‘Judaizl
C1904] 369f. ; S. Hnrwitz, ‘ Subbotniki,

a. [1906] 5^7 f, ; Bweauof the Census, Special Reports, ‘ ReUgious
Bodies, 1906,’ u. [Washington, 1910] 187 f., 202 1 ®

n iv/r Axr

facts,’ and that the import of propositions consist
in connexion between facts, tn pursuing ?h1latter ajualysis, after resolving facts, with metaphysical precision, into states of conscionsneMS
relations between them, he allows himself in his
substantive doctrine to replace these nlWtf
reference by more popular conceptions such S
‘things,’ ‘ phenomena,’ and ‘ attributes.’ SirndarlvUeberweg detoes judgment as ‘the consciousneS
of the objective validity of a subjective union of
conceptions,’ without definitely undertaking to
resolve the contrast or mediate the correspondence
between the two worlds; a mere ‘reference toexistence gives the judgment ‘its character as a
logical faction {System of Logic and History oiLogical Doctrines^ Eng. tr., London, 1871, § 67)A more scrupulous orientation of lo^cal con-
sciousness with regard to the psychological and
the objective is attempted in some doctrines now
Client. The judgment is defined as identifying
the contcmt of ideas with reality, and the naturlana possibility of such an achievement are ex-
plained by resolving reality into a system of ten-
dencies sustained by judgment itself. Each sinde
act of identification enters constitutively into an

structure which in its totality is
self-sumcient and all-controlling,

* Our knowledge, or our world in knowledge, exists for us asa judgment, that is, as an affirmation in which our nresenf

fd
interpretation which isIdentified with it. This interpretation or enlargement claims

necessity or universality, and is therefore objective as our
mi®

obliged to think, and what we are allobliged to think. The whole system in process of constructionm. our present perception as extended by interpretation, isby reality, only with a reservation in favour of

the uuderstandmg may be defined as the faculty
of judging’ (Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, Eng.
tr., ^ndon, 1881, pt. ii. bk. i. ch. i. § 1). Concepts
are the predicates of possible judgments. In/er-

•
derivation of new judgments out of old.

Method IS the disposition of concepts and judg-
ments in a system. Thus judgment becomes a
centre of reference for the defining of the other
logical entities, and, if the task of definition is to
be undertaken philosophically, it involves all the
considerations which contribute to mark out the
lo^cal consciousness in general ; the labour of pre-
cision m the use of such conceptions as idea, belief,

^8,ct ; and studied limits between
the levels of abstraction proper to psychological
metaphysical, and logical science respectively.

’

It would not serve the specific motives of logical
doctrine if we followed exclusively either of the
alternatives prescribed by Mill : * an enquiry into
the nature of propositions must have one of two
objects : to analyse the state of mind called Belief
or to analyse what is believed ’ {A System of Loqici
London, 1872 bk. i. ch v. § 1) ;%r, indeed, ifwe folmwed too precisely a combination of the

^0 . He himself in his Examination of Sir W
Uamiltons Philosophy^ (London, 1878) relies chiefly
on the reference to belief, while in his Logic he
insists that intelligent assertion refers to external

what we mean uuxj wiuu a reservawon miavour oftorms of esroenence which are not intellectual at all’ (BBosanquet, The Essentials of Logic, London, 1895, p. 32).
'

If we might assume as already understood and
approved a definite epistemology such as Kant’s,
we might escape both uncritical references to
psychology and popular physics and the intricacies
of a metaphysical analysis. Kant himself defines
judgment as ‘the conception of the unity of the
consciousness of different representations, or of
their relation so far as they make up one notion’
{Logic, § 17), while in the background of this
description lies his more definite epistemological
characterization, ‘the way to bring given cogni-
tions to the objective unity of the apperception ’

^eberweg, Eng. tr., London, 1871, § 67).By the objective unity, Ueberweg explains, is
meant ‘ the mutual connexion of cognitions accord-
ing to those categories which the Ego evolves from
Itself by its own spontaneity ’

; and it carries with it
throughout its applications the implied subjectivity
of which he complains as peculiar to the whole
Kantian philosophy.
Yet, unless we throw back upon the doctrine of

the concept the burden that it carried under the
older conceptualism, of taking the initiative in
orientating the logical consciousness generally, we
can give precision to a definition of judgment only
on the basis

^
of an epistemology. The motives of

logical doctrine do not, however, imperatively cafi
for this^ formal precision. It is sufficient that, by
suggestions borrowed from psychology, popular
physics, or discriminative reflexion on our spiritual
nature as a whole, our specifically logical conscious-
ness may be aroused apart from either introspective
or external observation

; and a clue to the recogni-
tion of the act of judgment may then be supplied
from the detail of its conscious functions and
specific ideals, over and above the ideals of the
concept. In the plan of our spiritual nature there
^^st be a faculty which commits the detailed
activities of intelligence to a resultant imposed by
external nature and history, while the concept
provides bounds for each commitment amid the
measureless possibilities. The faculty of judg*
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ment, consequently, follows special constitutive
ideals, which may be entitled, with some technical
adaptation and departure from the common usage
of the words, necessity, universality, and synthetic
unity.

2. Constitutive ideals.

—

{a) Necessity,-^'Necessity
is akin to the inevitableness of fact and the abso-
luteness of natural law. It is described by Sigwart
thus:
‘Besides the necessity of psycholorfcal causality, there is

another which springs entirely from the content and object of
Thought itself, which is therefore grounded, not upon the
variable subjective states of the individual, but upon the nature
of the object thought of, and which may so far be called
objective * (Logic, Eng. tr., London, 1895, § 1. 6).

It is an ultimate constraint upon intellectual
spontaneity, and finds incidental expression in
such phrases as ‘ I am obliged to think,’ ‘ I cannot
but believe ’ (Bosanquet, Essentials, p. 24). It is

recognized in current psychology as ‘objective
control of ideational processes’ (G. F. Stout,
Manual of Psychology^, London, 1913, bk. iv. ch.
viii. § 1). It is described with varieties of logical
suggestion, such as the ‘inherence of truth or
falsehood’ (Aristotle), the ‘ truth-value of a relation
between ideas’ (Windelband), the ‘claim to be
true ’ (Bosanquet). It may be contrasted with the
freedom of the concept, which Mill considers a
‘mere creation of the mind’ (Exam, of Hamilton^,
p. 419), and which is certainly ditierently related
to personality.

Following a general, though ill-defined, logical
tradition, we may distinguish three modes in
which necessity confronts our ideas. It may be
conveyed by the contents of the concepts which
we employ independently of their origin. If we
choose to conceive a three-sided figure, we must
believe it to have three angles and these equal to
two right angles. If we think of an organism in
growth and decay, we must expect it to die ; if we
think of a perfect nature, we must, according to
Descartes, predicate existence. The necessity may,
however, be conveyed through the activity of
other faculties than the conceptual—^perception,

introspection, memory, feeling, even respect for
authority :

‘ Some swans are white ’
;

‘ Napoleon
died at St. Helena ’

‘ I am of all men most miser-
able.’ And a necessity, though conveyed neither
through concepts alone nor through the more
directly presentative faculties alone, may yet
through the union and co-operation of these media
commit our ideational activities to at least an
anticipation of a final surrender to concepts or to
perceptions :

* Bain may fall to-morrow ’
;

‘ Cancer
may be incurable.’ A judgment which is fringed
with the consciousness of the medium of its own
necessity may be entitled a ‘modal’ judgment;
‘It must be so; it is so; it may be so.’ Kant
defines modality as a relation of the judgment to
our complete faculty of cognition, or as the value
of a judgment for our thought in general, and dis-

tinguishes it as apodeictic, assertoric, or problem-
atic (Critique, pt. ii. bk, i. ch. i. § 4).

(6) Universality,—Constraint on the spontaneity
of our personality is common to the world of

persons ; what we are obliged to think is what we
are all obliged to think (Bosanquet, Essentials,

p. 32), conditionally, of course, on our being sub-
jected to the same medium of necessity. It has
already been noted (see art. Concept [Logical]) that
it is because of a logical solicitude for universal
validity as the hall-mark of necessity that the
freedom of the concept ought, by means of conven-
tions in the use of language, to be deliberately

harmonized with the intellectual outlook of man-
kind in general. Through common concepts we
reach common media of necessity in judgment,
and can then share, and co-operate in creating, a
common * inheritance of science and civilization.’

But the harmonization of concepts is ultimately
dependent on a common identification of particular
things. And a logical system which, like the
Aristotelian, has specially in view to promote co-
operative thought, must give fundamental signifi-
cance to difierences in the extent towhich judgments
presume the common identification of things.
Judgment may be defined as the identification of
a denotation, along with discrimination as to con-
notations or conceptual intensions (cf. E. E. C.
Jones, New Law of Thought, Cambridge, 1911,
p. 1 ff. ). And, for purposes of common discourse or
debate, judgments must be classified according to
‘quantity’—as singular or general, where one
things or a collection of things is identifiable by
all thinkers ; or as particular, where the identity is

only so far open to all that for each person it lies

within the limits of a common totality of identi-
fiable things : ‘Alexander died ’

;
‘ All men die ’

;

‘ Some men die willingly.’
(c) Synthetic unity. — All the authoritative

descriptions of the act of judgment, while varying
much in their suggestiveness as to the sources of
constraint and the significance of universality,
agree in requiring that synthesis, combination, or
construction shall be shown in the product. It is

owing to this uniform achievement of judgment
that in psychical sequence concepts originate with
it, and that in much recent logic the function
assigned to judgment largely absorbs that more
proper to the concept. Judgment is an enunciation
after a complex manner (Aristotle), discloses a
relation between two things (Avicenna), connects
together or separates from each other two notions
(WolflE), connects many possible cognitions into
one (Kant), connects the attributes connoted by
terms (Mill), connects subject and predicate in
definite form (Lotze).

Obviously a^ function of our spiritual nature
which adjusts its reactions to the complexities of
the world must be connective. In each act of
judgment the constraint from reality and the
stress of intellectual responsibility fall where they
can meet with two conditions ; a definite interest
has selected a delimitation within the immeasur-
able area of possible truth, and again a definite
concept is available for reaction on it.

‘ Although the ultimate subject [i.e. reality in general] ex-
tends beyond the content of the judgment, yet in every judg-
ment there is a starting-point or point of contact with the ulti-

mate subject ; and the starting-point or point of contact with
reality is present in a rudimentary form in the simplest percep-
tive judgment, as it is explicitly in the later and more elaborate
types ’ (Bosanquet, Logic, Oxford, 1888, bk. i. ch. i. p. 82).

Thus the synthesis special to each pulsation of
the faculty links a predicate with a subject. And,
although the whole construct becomes a unity and
feels a necessity and universalitydominant through-
out, and the attendant psychical complex may
present to introspection either simultaneity or a
variable sequence, yet functionally judgment,
foDowing its own principle, duality, ‘divides no
less than it binds together ideas that are mutually
associated,’ in order that it may ‘ connect subject
and predicate indefinite form ’ (Lotze, Microcosmus,
Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1885, ii. 4, § 4, and Outlines of
Logic, Boston, 1892, § 21 ).

Our logical consciousness must find synthesis in
denial as well as in affirmation, notwithstanding
such an antithesis between them as is in the
description of judgment quoted above from Wolff,
and notwithstanding that affirmation introduces
character, while negation introduces only contrast,
into the expanding system of timeless truth.

3. Grades of synthetic relation.—The delimita-
tion of interest, or the point of contact with reality,

may be mven either in presentation, or by the
conceptu^ faculty, or through reflexion on deter-
minations of complete judgment itself.
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() PresentationaL — There are ‘ impersonal
’

judgments, in which the selection of subject is

as indefinite as is possible in view of a proposed

predicate— ‘It rains’; and ‘demonstrative’

judgments, where only the position in space or

time is definite— ‘ This is the forest pr^eval.’

Aristotle spoke of ‘terms’ which can neither be

predicated of a subject nor inhere in a subject, but

can only he a subject [Categories, v. 10) ; and this

implies that the synthetic relation is between thing

merely presented and concept.

() Conceptual, — The presentational faculties

may receive aid from the concept in various ways
and degrees :

‘ The first man was a living soul,’ a
‘ singular ’ judgment ;

‘ Our fathers have told us,’

an ‘ enumerative ’ judgment ;
‘ Man is few of days,’

a ‘ concrete general
’
judgment; ‘Love is the ful-

filling of the law, ’ an ‘ abstract ’ judgment. There

is now a synthetic relation between two concepts,

superadded to that between thing and concept.

(c) Bejlectwe,'—T\ie starting-point of a judgment
may be given directly neither by presentation nor

by conception, but by the faculty of reflecting on
judgments, actual or possible, whose starting-point

is so given :
‘ If I had standing ground, I could

move the world ’
;

‘ If we are sons, then heirs ’

;

‘Either there is a resurrection or mankind is

irrational.’ Mill describes such a judgment as

dealing with the logical inferability of proposi-

tions :
‘ That we are heirs is inferable from our

being sons’; other writers, as the relating of
‘ condition ’ to ‘ consequent ’

;
* Sonship is the

condition of heirship.’ They are entitled hypo-
thetical, and the specially composite form in which
‘condition’ and ‘consequent’ are found by negat-
ing any one of the members is entitled disjunctive :

‘If there is not a resurrection, mankind is irra-

tional,’ while, ‘ If mankind is not irrational, there
is a resurrection.’
Litsiutube.—

S

ee the various systems of Logic ; and especi-

ally, in addition to the authorities quoted above, the recent
ones mentioned as representative under art. Ookcept (Logical),

or as important or frequently referred to on the nature of
inference under art. Intebenos. There are numerous mono-
graphs, especially on the psychological and epistemological
implications of judgment, and among the more recent and
relevant to logic may he mentioned A. Wolf, Studies in Logic,
Cambridge, 1905 ; P. Jsuiet and G. Sdailles, Mist, de la phUo-
so^hie, Paris, 1887, pt i. problem 3, ch. iv. ; F. Hillebrand,
Die neuen Theorien der kategor. Schliisse, Vienna, 1891 ; W.
^rusalem, Lie Urtheilsfunction, do. 1895 ; A. Meinong,
Uber Annahmen^, Leipzig, 1910; J. M. Baldwin, Thought and
Things, ii., London, 1908. J. BEOUGH.

JUGGERNAUT.—See JagannIth.

JUMNA (Skr. Yamuna personified as Yami,
twin sister of Yama, the god of death).—One of the
great rivers of N. India, rising in the Himalaya
near Jamnotri [q.v.), and finally joining the Ganges
at Prayaga, ‘ the place of sacrifice ’ par excellence,
now known as Allahabad [q.v. ). In the Rigveda it
occupies a position lower even than that of the
Ganges, the Aryans having reached its banks only
at a later period when they migrated eastward from
their original settlements in the Panjab. When it

is addressed it is only in connexion with other
rivers, Gaiiga, Sarasvati, Sutudri, Parusni, and
others, twenty-one in all [Bigveda, X. Ixxv.* 5 ; cf.

V. lii. 17, Yli. xviii. 19, and see J. Muir, Orig.
Skr. Texts, ii.»[1874] 3461 ; A. A. Macdonell, Vedic
Mythology, Strassburg, 1897, p. 86). In the later
literature the geogra^ical outlook widens, and it
is called ‘ the great river Yamuna,’ and is described
as one of the three children of the Sun by Sanjna,
daughter of Vi^vakarman, architect of the universe
( VMnuPurmya, tr. H. H. Wilson, London, 1864-77,
iii 20, V, 82). Another legend describes the river
as both sister and wife of Yama, god of death ; and
the story of their incest curiously resembles a tale
which Plutarch [de Fluv. iv.), doubtless from Indian

sources, attributes to the Ganges. Naturally, as
the river flows past Mathura, the scene of the
Krsna cultus, it has been included in this complex
series of myths. Balarama, in a state of intoxi-

cation, ordered the river to approach him, as he
desired to bathe.

‘ The river, disregarding the words of adrimken man, came not
(at his bidding). On which, Rama, in a rage, took up his plough-
share, which hs plunged into her bank, and dragged her to
him, calling out :

“ Will you not come, you jado ? Will you not
come? Now go where you please (if you can).” Thus saying,
he compelled the dark river to quit its ordinary course, and
follow him whithersoever he wandered through the wood. As-
suming a mortal figure, the Yamuna, with distracted looks, ap-
proached Balabhadra, and entreated him to pardon her, and let

her go. But he replied :
“ I will drag you with my ploughshare,

in a thousand directions, since you contemn my prow’ess and
strength." At last, however, appeased by her reiterated

prayers, he let her go, after she had watered all the country’
{Vish'o-u Purdxi>a, v. 67 f.).

Wilson interprets this legend as referring to the
excavation of ancient irrigation channels from the
river; but F. S. Growse [Mathura^, Allahabad,

1883, p. 184 f.) holds that there are no signs of

ancient canals in the neighbourhood, and that the

existing involution of the river sufficiently explains

the myth. When the classical writers gained know-
ledge of the river, it was known by Ptolemy (vn. i.

29, 42) under thename Diamouna (J. W. McCrindle,
Ancient India as described by Ptolemy, London,

1885, p. 98 ff.), by Arrian [Indika, viii.) as Jobares,

by Pliny [HN vi. 19) as Jomanes.
The legend of incest connected with the Jumna,

the fact that it is supposed never to have been
cleansed by the marriage ceremony, the only rite

of purification in which the Hindu woman shares,

and the supposed resultant indigestibility of the

water are some of the causes which have contri-

buted to render it a less sacred river than the

Ganges. Its source at Jamnotri is much less fre-

^[uented by pilgrims than Gangotri [q.v.). Though
it flows through a country sanctified in the upper

E
art of its course by many legends of gods and
eroes (E. T. Atkinson, Himalayan Gazetteer,

Allahabad, 1882-84 ii. ch. iii. passim), thence past

Delhi [q.v.), the ancient Indraprastha, an early

Indo-Aryan settlement, Mathura, the seat of the
Krsna cmtus, and Agra [q.v.), the Mughal capital,

still, except Mathura [q.v.) and in a less degree
Batesar (q.v.), there is no great place of pilgrimage
on its banks, and it does not acquire full sanctity

until it unites with the Ganges at the holy place

known as Triveni, or ‘ the triple braid,’ where the

Ganges and Jumna are supposed to receive by
means of an underground channel the waters of

the Sarasvati. Here the stream of the Jumna is

clear and blue, in striking contrast to the mud-
laden waters of the Ganges.
Litbbatdbb.—

T

he authorities are quoted in the article. For
the geography see IGI xiv. [1908] 232 f. W. CrOOKE.

JUNNAR (said to be a corruption of Jundna-
gara, ‘old city,’ and wrongly identified with the

Tagam of Greek writers and Hindu tradition,

which is really Ter in the Nizam’s Dominions
[JBAS, 1901, p. 637 ff.]).—A town in the Poona
District of the Bombay Presidency ;

lat. 19® 12'

N. ; long. 73® 63' E. Its importance depends on
its command of the Nana pass, which leads to the

W. coast. The town is surrounded by hills contain-

ing Buddhist caves nearly equallydistributed in five

different localities, including fifty-seven separate

excavations. These caves are devoid of figure

ornament or imagery, in this respect strongly con-

trasting with those of later date, such as Ellora

[q.v.) and Ajanta [q.v.).

* Although none of these caves can compare either in magni-
ficence or interest with the Ohaityas of Bhaja or Karle, or

the Viharas of Nasik, their forms are still full of instrac-

tion to the student of cave architecture. The group comprises
specimens of almost every variety of rock-cut temples, and
several forms not found elsewhere, and though plainer than
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most of those executed afterwards, are still not devoid of orna-

ment. They form, in fact, an intermediate step between the
puritanical plainness of the Kathiawar groups and those of the
^e which succeeded them ’ (Fergusson-Burgess, Temples^

n. 249).

They certainly belong to the first great division of

Buddhist caves. Some of the earliest may be dated

100 or 150 B.C. ; and between this and a.d. 100

or 150 the whole series may be placed. The
place was successively occupied by Hindus and
Muhammadans, and the latter have left one im-
portant building known as Saudagar Gumbaz,
‘The Merchant’s Dome.’

Literature.— Fergusson and J. Burgess, The Cave Tern-

f
Us of India, London, 1880, p. 248 ff. ; Pandit Bhagvanial
ndraji, in JBG xviii. (1885) pt. iii. 163 ff. The place was visited by

J. Fryer in 1676 ; see his NewAccount of East India and Persia

(Hakluyt Society), London, 1909, i. 823 fif. W. CilOOKE.

JUSTICE.—See Righteousness, Law.

JUSTIFICATION.—The verb diKaidw, which
‘justify’ represents, means ‘account righteous.’

It is used both in the LXX and in the NT, and is

juridical in idea, though forensic associations are

not necessarily present to the mind of the writer,

whenever the word occurs. It implies an acquittal

or declaration of righteousness, whether the facte

of the case correspond with the pronouncement or

not. The situation to which it refers is the result

of past action, not the cause of future activities.

It describes the acquirement of a status, not the

production of a state. It has reference to personal

relations, not to psychological conditions. The
only instance in the LXX that might seem to con-

tradict this statement, Ps 72 (AV^ 73)

/mralws idiKaLoiara r^v Kapdtav fxov—not improbably

implies an act of self-justification before God
rather than a process of self-cleansing. In every

other case when the word occurs, it is proof of

righteousness that is implied. In viewjof Ro 4®

the words of Ex 23’—oi di/caidtereis rhv dae^ij—should

be noted (cf. Is 5^). Thus the verb becomes e'quiva-

lent to ‘ absolve ’— Sir 26^® etc. In the NT the

parable of the Pharisee and the Publican shows the

word as involving the sense both of self-justification

and of absolution (Lk 18^^
; cf. 10^® 16^®). The

Epistle of James, in the spirit of Christ’s words

in Mt 12*’, regards Abraham’s obedience and
Rahab’s loyalty as ‘justifying’ them, because

their actions are stamped by the OT as winning

the Divine approval (2^^’®®). It shows_ no sign of

appreciating the deeper ethical sense which attaches

to the word in the parable cited above.

But it is from St. Paul’s use of the verb in the

Epistles to the Romans and Galatians that the

term ‘justification’ has achieved its permanent

place in Christian theology. The idea first ap-

pears in connexion with the controversy between

Paul and Cephas at Antioch (Gal when the

latter, having lived ‘ as do the Gentiles,’ separated

himself together with other Hebrew Christians,

fearing ‘certain who came from James.’ St, Paul

represents himself as having contended that the

recognition of Jesus as Messiah meant an acknow-

ledgment that a man is not justified by the works

of the law, but ‘through faith in Jesus Christ’

(v.^®). The old antithesis between those who were

‘Jews by nature’ and ‘sinners of the Gentiles’

(v.’®) had become little more than a convention.

Justification was applied to a human being as such
(v.i® &vdp(airos), that henceforth living w^hether ‘ as

do the Jews ’ or ‘ as do the Gentiles ’ (v.^^) he might
‘live unto God’ (v.^®). This was^ the life ‘in

Christ,’ which in its relation to God is spoken of as

‘justification in Christ’ (v.^’). On its Godward
side it depended upon the death of Christ, which
was ‘ gratuitous’ (v.®^ dcapedv), if righteousness were

attained ‘through the law,’ i.e, by outward com-

pliance with its ordinances, and not ‘in faith of

the Son of God ’ (v.®®). In the following chapter

the idea is stUi further exp^anded, St. Paul appeals

to the bestowal of ‘ the Spirit ’ (3®), which was an
actual experience of the Galatian converts. As
a result of ‘hearing the gospel* {ib,) an efiect had
actually taken place which was in itself the witness
of a right relation between God and the members
of the Christian community. The delivery of the
message had been met by, or, rather, had produced,
‘faith° in those who heard (see Ro 10^’; cf. He 4®).

They had been enabled to trust God and so become
recipients of His grace. This leads the Apostle to

introduce two pivot passages from the OT, one from
the Law and the other from the Prophets, which
express the principles that reach their consumma-
tion in Christ. ‘Abraham believed God and it was
reckoned unto him for righteousness’ (Gn 15®, cited

V.®). ‘ The righteous shall live as a result of faith
’

(Hab 2S cited v.^^). The book of Genesis presents

as an initial act what Habakkuk represents as a
continuing condition. The purpose of salvation

begins with Abraham, though the promise reaches

its fruition in Christ. His surrender to this pur-

ose was an act of faith which the OT had rightly

escribed as ‘ reckoned for righteousness ’ because

it enabled God to establish those relations witli

him which, viewed from the manward side, con-

stitute ‘righteousness.’ And it can be carried

forward to its consummation in the_ full * vision
’

(Hab 2*) or revelation only if the attitude of faith

is permanently maintained.
The real scope of St. Paul’s argument cannot be

understood unless it is seen that he undercuts the

whole controversy in which he had been involved.

‘Neither circumcision availeth anything nor un-

circumcision ’ (Gal 5® 6^®
; cf. 1 Co 7^®). The self-

condemned action of Peter in separating himself

from the Gentiles (2^^) and the subsequent defec-

tion of the Galatian Church under stress of the

demand that they should submit to circumcision

and its practical implications (4^® 6^) had empha-
sized those precepts of the Mosaic system which
were occupied with ceremonial rather than with

conduct. It was, in fact, ceremonial observance,

and not the keeping of the Moral Law, that was
endangering the freedom of the gospel. This fact,

though even in Galatians the conception of law is

not wholly confined to these provisions, enabled

St. Paul to perceive that moral actions have only

the value of ritual acts if regarded simply as con-

formity with law. Law, therefore, is a system of

regulations and has the value of discipline (3®^

7ra45a7w76s). That particular form of it which

was immediately in question, viz. the Mosaic

Code, could only have been meant to prepare those

whose faith had already responded to the promise

for the fuller response which its fulfilment in Christ

would demand. The Law was until Christ {ib, els

XpiarSv), Those who are living under the Law {iv

v6/i(p), if they are justified at all, are justified, as

Abraham was, by trusting in God. Their obedience

would be a ‘ fruit of the Spirit’ (5®®) in so far as the

life unto God was granted m anticipation of the ful-

filment of the promise in Christ. All this is implied,

if not implicitly stated, in the argument concerning

the faith of Abraham (3®‘®®), In principle, God’s

dealings with mankind have always been the same.

His purpose has always been to draw men into

those relations with Himself which confer the

status of sonship, the gift of the Spirit, and the

possession of life, in Christ. The historical work
of Jesus is only the sending forth of the Son in the

fullness of the time (4^), i.e, at the appropriate mo-
ment in the education of the human race. The
gospel was preached beforehand to Abraham, who
received the promise (3®), as afterwards to Christian

disciples, who have received ‘the promise of the

Spirit through faith’ {y.^*). The Cross of Christ
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stands in living relation to both. All alike were

loved by the Son of God, who gave Himself for

them (2^). All alike must acknowledge, at le^t

implicitly, that the life that they now live in the

flesh they live through faith in Him {ib.).

It must be observed that St. Paul uses the

phrase ‘justified in Christ* (2^^). Here he

bines in one sentence two lines of teaching, which

many modern interpreters have found it dinicult

to correlate. It has been asserted that the deepest

and most vital thought of the Apostle is expressed

in the phrase ‘ in Christ,* and that the whole argu-

ment concerning justification by faith is only a

controversial device to account for the appa^nt

paradox of abandoning the Jewish system while

acknowledging Jesus as the fulfiller of the Messianic

expectation. The Epistle to the Galatians is too

obviously a vehement attempt to express^ the per-

sonal experience manifested in its autobiographic

passages to make such a conclusion probable, and

the fuller elaboration of the soteriological doctrine

in Homans, which has no immediate reference to

controversy, renders it practicaUy impossible. The
personal history of St. Paul himself, if any other

point of contact were wanting, would in itself be

sufficient to hold together justification by faith and

the life in Christ as representing two equally im-

portant aspects of the one Christian experience.

But at the very outset the Apostle has himself

welded them together in this conception of justifi-

cation in Christ, which may in turn be interpreted

by the phrase used in Ho 5^®—
*
justification of life.*

Condemnation, not a formal sentence but an atti-

tude of God towards transgressors, rests upon all

those who ‘ in Adam * sin (Ho 5^®). So justification,

i.e. the act of God whereby He accepts mankind
for the sake of what Christ has done, of which

the issue is life, rests upon all those who as a con-

sequence live in Christ. What we have to recog-

nize is that to the mind of the Apostle justification

is a Divine act, and only figuratively a declaration.

The metaphor is forensic, but the fact is such only

so far as all forgiveness may be said to partake of

this quality. Being the act of the living God, it is

dynamic, and as such necessarily involves the

infusion of the Spirit. Consequently it brings with
it love, joy, peace, etc., which are the fruit of the

Spirit, and the presence of which is part of the

essential experience of the life in Christ. But (1)

inasmuch as bybaptismwe ‘put on Christ* (Gal 3^7)^

it is manifest that active faith is involved in the

complex result. It is, therefore, all one whether
we say that we live the new life ‘in Christ* or

‘through faith in Christ.* St. Paul’s doctrine is

not one of a mystical union ex opere operato. It

is reached through a conscious act of appropriation.

And (2) the sending forth into our hearts of the

Spirit of the Son (4®), though it issues in the repro-

duction of Christ in us (v.^^), an ethical as well as

spiritual transformation, is primarily the medium
through which we are enabled to call upon God as

Father (v.®) . This involves a dogmatic, which is not
givenin experience, but towhich experience testifies,

viz. that we are no longer bondservants but sons anc
heirs of God {ih, ). The fundamental fact, therefore,

lies in the realm of absolute, theological truth. To
recognize Christ as Hedeemer is to acknowledge Him
asthe Messiah, inwhom the Kingdom is estamished,

in which a new status is conferred on eve^ disciple

expressed under the figure of ‘adoption* (v.®).

Compare the Epistle to the Ephesians, which takes
up the language of the earlier Epistles—‘ by grace
have ye been saved through faith* (Eph 2®)—and
interprets it to mean the translation of sinners,

through forgiveness by the blood of the Cross,

into the predeterminea Kingdom of Christ (Eph.

passim). It is clear that St. Paul accepted in

general outline the dogmatic belief of the primi-

tive community concerning the Kingdom of the
righteous, which had been brought in by the
exaltation of Jesus, which was already present to

faith in the life of the ecclesia, and whose final

revelation was anticipated in the sacraments. ‘ We
through the Spirit by faith wait for the hope of

righteousness * (Gal 5®), being delivered by Him who
gave Himself for our sins out of this present evil

world (1^). There is, therefore, an eschatological ele-

ment in the idea of justification. It is initial to the

Christian life in the sense of inaugurating those

relations with God which issue in the experience

of the Spirit. It is final in so far as it is only ulti-

mately reached with that judgment which at the

end will establish the Kingdom. What St. Paul
criticized in the Pharisaism of his contemporaries

was not the passion for ethical righteousness, which
he shared, but the spiritual blindness which did

not perceive the need of a new creation, of the

uplifting of human life, whether Jewish or Gentile,

on to a new level, the ‘Jerusalem that is above*

(4*®), into which men must be reborn by a Divine

act. This act is forgiveness (3®; cf. Ho 4®), to

which justification is therefore equivalent.

The Epistle to the Romans presents the teaching

of justification in a less controversial and more
philosophic spirit. First of all, it affirms the ethical

proposition that ‘ not the hearers of a law are just

before God, but the doers of a law shall be justified
*

(2^®). This principle is universal in its application,

and holds good of Gentiles who, not having a law
divinely expressed in a revealed code, yet ‘ shew the

work of the law written in their hearts ’ (v.^®), in

so far as they are obedient to the dictates of con-

science. Here it is clear that ceremonial observance

passes into the background. Law means a moral

ideal, as expressed, e.y., in the Ten Words. But it

is precisely here that the difficulty arises. The
condition of the world generally makes it abund-

antly clear that mankind at large are under * the

wrath of God* (1^®'®’) manifestly revealed in abomin-

able lusts and passions, to which they are enslaved.

The experience of those who have endeavoured ‘ to

establish their own righteousness* (10®) by attempt-

ing to make their actions correspond to a known
standard of righteousness, such as the ethical code

of the Hebrews, only serves to convict them of

innumerable transgressions, and of falling short

of the glory of God (3®®). Ideally the commpd-
ment which is holy, righteous, and good is ordained

unto life, because it is a measure of just conduct,

but in effect it is ‘found to be unto death* (7^®*^®),

because, as the measure of our own shortcomings,

it brings ‘the knowledge of sin* (3®®). St. Paul is

here universalizing his own experience, which is

the ultimate basis of his argument. He has been

made aware of ‘a law in the members* warring

against ‘ the law of the mind,’ the standard which

reason and conscience approve, and bringing him
into captivity under the law, or rule of sin, which

has provoked a for deliverance (7®®* ®^). As^ in

Galatians, there is a dogmatic world-view lying

behind the testimony of experience, which is the

pledge of an ‘eschatological* condemnation ‘in

the day when God shall judge the secrets of men,

accor(&g to my gospel, by Jesus Christ’ (2^®).

This dogmatic governs the form of statement.^ The
desire to escape the stings of conscience is the

immediate, to stand as ‘righteous* in the day

of judgment the ultimate, yearning of the sinner.

The greater includes the less.

The sad experience of the Apostle drives him to

the conclusion that the law is weak (8®), because

it cannot effect what it demands. But against it

he is able to set his experience as a Christian. ‘ I

thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord* (7®®).

So from the outset he proclaims his gospel as
‘

power of God unto salvation to every one that be-
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lieveth ’ (1^®). To accept this message, to obey this

gospel, to be ‘in Christ Jesus’ (see above) is ‘to

walk after the spirit’ (8^) and to escape from sin

in present experience, and so to have the assurance

that there is ‘ no condemnation ’ (v.^) here or here-

after. The ‘ righteousness of God,’ a living, active

force disclosed in Christ, is contrasted with a man’s
* own righteousness,’ which the revealed law shows
to have no existence in fact. This Divine right-

eousness is ‘by faith unto faith’ (1^’). Faith
contemplates the manifestation of that righteous-

ness in the Person and Work of Christ

the trustful acceptance of which as the gift of

God leads to that faith by which, abandoning
self-sufficiency, we become obedient, surrender
ourselves, to it. First of all there is the ex-

perience of ‘ newness of life ’ (6^), an identification

with Christ so complete that St. Paul can use the
expressions ‘ buriedwith Christ in baptism,’ ‘ cruci-

fied with Christ,’ ‘risen with him’ (6^"®). In
proportion as this faith is active in us, we hence-

forth cease to serve sin (v.®), w-e are liberated from
‘ the law of sin and death ’ (S®), and no longer find

sin reigning in our mortal bodies < The first-

fruits of the Spirit’ (8^) become manifest in the

mortifying of the deeds of the body. The love of

Christ—the love of God in Christ—became, as the

Apostle had himself proved, an influence so power-
ful that he could speak of Christ, or the Spirit of

Christ (the two expressions are practically indis-

tinguishable [8®*“]), inhabiting his personality, the

source of holiness and of good works. But, as in

Galatians, this is clearly no unio mystica^ trans-

forming the character ea; ojjere ojperatOy but a
conscious fellowship based upon loyalty and trust.

As it is expressed in Ephesians, he had yielded

himself to the Redeemer, that Christ might dwell

in his heart by faith (Eph
But, if this were all, the Death and Resurrection

of Christ would remain unexplained ; the relation

of these facts to the reproduction of the life of

Christ in the believer would be undefined. Once
|

again, therefore, the ethical result is taken as the
pledge of that altered relationship to God which
was dogmatically expressed in the theology of the
primitive community as the covering effect of the

work of Christ on our behalf. ‘ The Spirit himself

beareth witness with our spirit that we are the
children of God’ (Ro 8^®). The actual, realized

effects wrought in those who were admitted to the
fellowship ofdisciples, the fulfilling of theordinances

of the law in those who were walking not after the

flesh but after the spirit, are the immediate and
subjective pledge of an ultimate and objective re-

lationship between the members of the community
reconciled, in Christ on the one hand and Him who
is God and Father on the other. Viewed from the

side of God’s action, which is all along spontaneous,

paramount, and free, this condition is brought about
by grace or free favour. On man’s side it results

from faith, which is not a meritorious and indepen-

dent act, but is itself a Divine gift, the reflex in

human experience of free grace.

That the Pauline doctrine is forensic in form
rather than in fact should be clear from the
following considerations. The Apostle necessarily

contrasted the freedom and joy of his experience

as a Christian, and the altered relationship to God,
to which it testified, with his former experience as

a Pharisee. He had believed that as a circumcised

Hebrew he had been admitted to a community in

which the strenuous observance of the Mosaic Law
bothon the ceremonialand on the moral side afforded

a meritorious ground for the final sentence of the

Divine Lawgiver and would procure his acceptance.

What he had once hoped to attain by a process

of legal compliance had now been reached by the

establishment of relations which were not legal at

all, viz. by the free exercise, of God’s fatherly
love tow'ards him in Christ, which had awakened a
responsive trust. This is the essential Christian
experience, however it be expressed. Its note is

the restoration through forgiveness of personal
relations with a Father, not the satisfaction of the
claim of a Lawgiver. Thus the term ‘ justification,’

as used to express what the NT elsewhere calls

‘salvation,’ is forensic in what it denies rather
than inwhat itaffirms. But, inasmuch as Pharisaism
arises out of that stage in the education of man in

which he learns to recognize the holy love of God
through the disciplinary revelation of His character

in the precepts of a formal law, the conception of

salvation is not adequately expressed unless it is

seen in relation to what ‘ the law could not do in

that it was weak.’ Nor must we fail to perceive

that faith is not an antecedent condition, but is

involved in the idea of justification, so that the

method cannot be separated from the fact. What
the gospel means by ‘thy faith hath saved thee’

St. Paul expresses by saying that we are justified

through faith. The correlatives which together are

the keynote of justification are grace and faith,

the former being the activity of God’s personality

towards man as realized and expressed in the his-

torical work of Christ, the latter being the activity

ofman’spersonalitytowardsGodwhothus manifests
Himself as Redeemer. They are indeed two ways
of expressing the same relation viewed from opposite

sides. It is logic, not experience, that separates

them, and that requires a third term like justifica-

tion to express the resultant of both. But it is

faith that is the norm of the Pauline theology.

And justification must always be interpreted in

the light of the experience implicit in the Apostle’s

obedience to the heavenly vision (Ac 26^^), and
summed up in the declaration :

‘ The life that I

now live in the flesh I live in faith, faith in the

Son of God, who loved me and gave himself

for me ’ (Gal 2^®).

The connexion between justification and baptism,

though St. Paul does not himself explicitly adjust

the terms, arises out of the fact that ‘ we are justi-

fied in Christ’ ;i.e. Christ is the sphere in which
justification takes place. The Son of God is re-

vealed not merely to, but in, the believer (Gal 1^®),

and this because he is ‘created in Christ Jesus’

(Eph 2^®). The purpose of God was ‘to sum up
all things in Christ’ (1^®). The mystery of the

Divine will was ‘the one body,’ in which all be-

lievers are reconciled to the Father through the

Cross (2^®*^®). Thus ‘we are members one of

another,’ which for St. Paul is the reason and
motive of the ethical life (4^ Ro 12®, 1 Co 12^).

St. Paul’s doctrine of the body of Christ, or the

ecclesia, is the counterpart in his theology of the

Kingdom to which in the Gospels the forgiveness of

stands in a constant relation. Similarly, to be
‘justified in Christ’ is ijpso facto to be placed in

relation to the body in which is realized the fellow-

ship of the one Spirit. And baptism is the act of

initiation into the Christian fellowship (1 Co 12“),

wherein justifying faith perfects itself and th*^

becomes the starting-point of the new life in

Christ. In this rite the believer washes away
his sins (Ac 22^®) and puts on Christ (Gal 3^),

not because he cannot achieve these
^

results

by faith, but because he can ‘appropriate the

forgiveness of sins by faith only when he unites

in his faith at once trust in God and Christ, and
the intention to connect himself with the com-
munity of believers ’ (Ritschl, MecKtfertigung und
Versohnungy iii. § 20, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1900,

p. 111). In view of recent theories, according to

which St. Paul is declared to have held that bap-

tism confers the Spirit ex opere operate (see, e,g,y

Kirsopp Lake, The Earlier Epistles of St, J^avl^
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London, 1911, pp. 233 n., 383-391, and A. Schweitzer,

Geschichte der jpauUn. ForsohAmg^ Tubingen, 1911,

Eng. tr., FomI and His Int&rpreUrs^ London, 1912,

p. 213, etc.), it is important to bring out the essential

unity between the doctrine of justification by faith

and the Pauline conception of the Christian com-

munity. Baptism consummates the Divine grace

and completes the act of faith. It is the guarantee

of the common and corporate character of justifi-

cation, not the operation of a second and different

principle of salvation.

If the term ‘ justification ’ is used to express re-

conciliation between God and the sinner, it is clear

that it implies a personal status or relationship,

and not a subjective experience. But it is equally

clear that for St. Paul the recognition of it implied

and depended upon an experience, which
^

ought to

repeat itself in all believers. That experience was
the assurance of a salvation already attained (Ro
5^ 15“ ; cf. Eph 2“ 3“), which stood in marked
contrast to the fear and uncertainty which

^

had
accompanied the effort to attain it by legal right-

eousness, the peace and joy in the Holy Spirit which
succeeded to the doubt and restlessness which had
preceded the revelation of Jesus as Redeemer.
This must not be confounded with an assurance

which supersedes further effort. St. Paul was
fully aware that he had not yet attained (1 Co 9^,

Ph 3“). But it was only lapse of faith that would
render the final issue doubtful. It is faith in which
Christians stand (Ro IP®, 1 Co 15^ 2 Co 1^^). The
only fear is lest they fall from a grace (Gal 5^)

already fully theirs, not lest, continuing in faith,

th^ should fail finally to attain it.

A^ile the doctrine of iustifieation is in its formal
outline peculiar to St. Paul, there is no opposition
in principle between it and other NT methods of

expressing the meaning of salvation. The Petrine
teaching, though in the later development of the
First Epistle it is influenced by the Pauline theo-
logy, remains less technical and less fully for-

mmated. The disagreement at an earlier stage
between the two Apostles, so far as it was deter-

noiined by intellectual causes, may be traced to this

fact, and not to any fundamental contradiction,
like that which determined the attitude of St.

Paul’s Judaistic antagonists, who failed to recog-
nize in Jesus the Messiah a spiritual, and therefore
a Divine, Redeemer. The Johannine conception
of salvation, though not ignoring faith (Jn 3“ 5*^^, eiy

KplaLv ohK is expressed in other categories,
and the early rise of Gnosticism, with its imperfect
attempt to explain how God became man, tended
to fix the interest of religious thinkers upon the
doctrine of the Person of Christ as the funda-
mental problem of Christian theology. Though
the greatest fathers of the Church (e.^^., Athanasius)
perceived that Christology must ultimately be de-
tomined by the satisfaction which Jesus gives to
the religious need of redemption, the exigencies of
repeated controversies tended to supplant the idea
of faith, which sees in it an attitude of trustful
self-committal to the reconciling will of (5od ex-
pressed in Jesus Christ, by another and a narrower
conception, which represents it as assent, whether
intelligent or not, to the doctrine of the Person of
Christ as formulated in creeds and their corollaries.
The growth of the Church system, reinforced by
the natural tendency of the majority of mankind
to be content with conformity to established and
traditional institutions as a sufficient discharge of
the Divine claims upon them, converted organized
Christianity into a ‘ New Law.’ When the hunger
for salvation, which the Mosaic system had failed
to allay in the case of St. Paul, began to reassert
itself in the Western Church, St. Augustine parti-
aUy reaffirmed the Pauline position, Wt without
rising to its characteristic and essential principle.

Interpreting justification by a false appeal to its

etymology ( =^jmtumfacere), he recovered the con-
ception of salvation as a free gift of God {gratia
is that which is bestowed gratis), but failed ade-
quately to realize that it involved the re-establish-

ment of personal relations with the Father through
Christ. Grace was represented as a supernatural
life infused into human nature through sacramental
channels and gradually built up into a righteous-
ness which was not meritorious only because it vras

imparted rather than achieved. Thus his teaching
was a more or less materialized form of the Pauline
doctrine of sanctification, i.e. the process by which
God transforms into the image of Christ those
whom He has already accepted for His children
through faith in Jesus. The initial action, which
alone is covered by the NT view of justification,

was entirely omitted by Augustinianism, which
became the accepted mould of the mediseval the-

ology, the standard expression ofwhich is found in

the&umma of St. ThomasAquinas. Thus in Summ.
Theol, ii. 1, qu. 100, he asserts tha>tgratia iustijicans

is guiddam reaU et positivum in the som, a super-

natural quality, infused like the virtues—faith,
hope, and love—of which it is the cause. In con-

formity with this view^ is his doctrine of faith.

Though involving the obedience of the will, at
least when formed by love ( fides formata per cari-

tatem), it is primarily intellectual assent and has
reference to symbols or creeds rather than to the
redemptive personality of God, and is a preliminary
condition of justification rather than its channel.

In its imperfect stage (j^des informis) it is scarcely

distinguished from the lorced assent to truth which
is wrung even from devils, who ‘believe and tremble’

{Summ, Theol, ii. 2, qu. 1-10). These ideas were
stereotyped by the Council of Trent, after being
disputed by Humanists and Reformers, in the
‘Deer, de Justificatione,’ which published an ana-

thema against those who declare that men are

justified either by imputation of Christ’s righteous-

ness alone, or by remission of sins alone, excluding
the grace whicli becomes inherent in them, or who
say that the grace by which we are justified is

only the favour of God {Cone. Trid,, sess. vi., ‘ Deer,

de Justif.’ can. xi.). The point of this position is

not the objection offered to the phrase ‘ imputation
of Christ’s righteousness,’ which is admittedly not
scriptural, but the identification of grace with an
imparted gift and the consequent description of

justification as a gradually realized psychological

condition. This, as we have seen, is the point

where St. Augustine’s system parted company with
Paulinism, and opened the way to the re-establish-

ment of salvation by merit, which was charac-

teristic of the formal teaching of the mediaeval

Church. For a supernatural gift, if it be transmuted
through use of the prescribed sacramental means
into virtues inherent in human character, becomes
the achievement of the possessor, precisely as the

results of labour, though not obtained without
the employment of material, are acquired by the

worker. Thus Aquinas, in opposition to the spirit

of St. Paul, allows that Jides est meritorivm. It

is easy, therefore, to see how a compromise was
effected with the party that had most keenly

opposed the Augustinian view of grace to produce

that combination of sacramental mysticism and
ecclesiastical legalism which represents the view
of salvation current in the Middle Ages. Em-
phasis was laid, on the one hand, upon the hier-

archical machinery, which culminated in the system
of indulgences, and, on the other, upon^ the medi-

ation through sacraments of Divine influences.

The person^, ethical relation to God, of which
faith, as expounded in the Pauline Epistles, is the

pledge, and justification, as similarly set forth, the

expression, had no place in official theology.
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The 16th cent, saw the rediscovery of the NT
doctrine of justification. This was rendered pos-
sible in the^ first instance by the Eevival of
Learning, which threw men back upon the original
Greek, promoted textual exegesis, and prepared
the way for Biblical as distinguished from scholastic
theology. But the renewed ^owledge of Greek
was not the only key to a living interpretation of
the NT. The awakening of personality, the mean-
ing of which had been only imperfectly understood
whether by the classical, the patristic, or the
mediaeval mind, quickened those religious needs
which only an experience akin to that which pro-
duced the Pauline theology could adequately
satisfy. The story of Luther, laboriously climbing
the Santa Scala at Rome, till the words of Habak-
kuk twice cited by St. Paul in his crucial arguments
—‘the just shall live by faith —sent him inconti-
nently down the steps with a revolution in his
soul, is typical of the Reformation. For Luther,
as for St. Paul, the vision of God in Christ brought
trust in His fatherly love as manifested in the
Person and Work of the Redeemer, with the conse-
quent assurance of free forgiveness and a personal
iiare in the purpose of salvation. This is the
essential Christian experience, and though, as
Hooker affirms in his sermon on ‘Justification,’

there have doubtless been in all ages thousands
who have been the subjects of it {Serm, ii. § 8f.),

it is difficult to find room for it in the official

theology of mediaeval Catholicism. Confidence in

God became the mark alike of Luther’s own teach-
ing and of Reformation theolog^r, and confidence
is nothing else but faith aware of itself. It is the
subjective aspect of the restored personal relations,

or reconciliation with God, by which it is inspired,

and which constitute what Protestants have always
meant by justification.

Neither the general outlines of the teaching of

the Reformation nor the particular theories of
individual writers correspond in every detail with
the Pauline statement. These last do not, of
course, agree one with another, either in termin-
ology, in scope, or in adjustment to other balancing
principles. Further, it must be borne in mind not
only that the phraseology of St. Paul is to be
interpreted in relation to the NT generally, but
also that his Epistles do not present us with
systematic theology. The upheaval of religious

tnought in the 16th cent, followed upon a long
dogmatic history, in relation to which its theology
was re-constructed. While, therefore, St. Pam
speaks of faith being reckoned for righteousness,
ftotestant divines used ‘ the imputation of right-

eousness ’ as a technical term denned in respect to
a general body of doctrine, and justification by
faith becomes justification by faith only. The
deviation in the latter case is due not to an ex-

aggeration of St. Paul’s teaching, but to the con-
ditions of the later controversy. The Reformers
did not deny that hope and love no less than faith

were necessarily present in those who are justified.

What they saw was that to connect those virtues

with justification itself was to shift the meaning
of the term from the Biblical to the mediseval
sense. Whether ‘imputation of righteousness’ is

to be regarded as a Biblical idea depends upon
whether such a phrase as ‘ the righteousness which
is of God ’ (Ph 3®) has a positive content, and means,

the merits of Christ, or whether it is simply
equivalent to the status of those to whom faith is

reckoned for righteousness. But what is really

involved here is not so much the meaning of justifi-

cation as the validity of certain theories of the
Atonement. This is true also of Ritschl’s conten-
tion, that the community of believers is primarily
the object of justification {op, cit, iii. § 20, etc.).

For the question really is whether the Church is

part of the revelation of God in Christ or not, and
justification is still equivalent to the forgiveness
of sins in either case. Whether the Cross is a
satisfaction for sin, whether the work of Christ
possesses a substitutionary character, whether the
sacramental Church is part of the Divine scheme
of redemption, are questions afiecting the revela-
tion of God in Christ rather than the status of
those who through faith become the objects of
reconciliation. The parting of the ways in respect
of justification depends on the relation which exists
between forgiveness and the infusion of holiness.
The latter is not denied by Protestants. But it
is conceived as resulting from the communication
of the Spirit, which necessarily springs from the
Divine act of pardon and acceptance. Roman theo-

031 the other hand, regards forgiveness as
consequent upon the transmission of holiness,
which it calls righteousness, the normal channels
of this process being the sacraments. The distinc-
tion is not merely a matter of terms, but has an
important bearing upon the Christian character.
The provision of aids, however powerful, for the
attainment of justification must have an entirely
different effect upon the daily life of the believerfrom
the assurance of a reconciliation already fully won.

LiTBRATniiK.—It is diSicTilt to make a selection from the
abundant literature dealing with St. Paul and Pauhnism. But
the student may consult art. ‘Justification’ m BDB ii. 826
(D. W. Simon), and in DCG i. 917 (R. S. Franks), and A.
Harnack, Dogmengeschichte^t Freiburg, 1894, Eng. tr. History
oj Doqma^ 7 vols., London, 1894-99. To these should be added
A Ritschl, Rechtf&rtigung tend Versohnung, Bonn, 1874;
Aquinas, Surrvma Theologica

;

H. Martensen, Die chnstlieke
Hogmatik, Berlin, 1856, Eng. tr. Christian Dogmatics^ Edin-
burgh, 1866, §§ 228-231 ; J. H. Newman, Lectures on the Bog-
trine of Justification^, London, 1874 ; and the Commentaries of

J. B. Lightfoot ou Galatians, and Sanday-Headlam on
^^ormns. J. Q.. JSimpsoN.

JUVENILE CRIMINALS.—By ‘criminals’
we mean those ofienders of whom the criminal law
of the particular State takes cognizance by way
of punishment, not those wrongdoers, against the
wrongdoer’s family or others, whom the State re-

fuses to prosecute and punish. By ‘ juvenile,’ in
the expression ‘juvenile criminals,’ we primarily
mean offenders who have reached the minimum
age at which the State prosecutes for crime, but
who are under the age at which full legal responsi-
bility is held to begin. In a secondary sense, we
include as juvenile criminals those young persons
who, although they have not actually committed
crime, are in imminent danger of becoming
criminals. It is, in many cases, an accident
whether a boy or a girl is in the one class or the
other. State or voluntary action to prevent the
manufacture of criminals may be as necessary in
the one case as in the other.

This delimitation of our subject is convenient

;

but it does not in all cases square with the facts.

There are exceptional children, under the age of
possible prosecution, who might be held respon-
sible for their wrongful acts, because they are as
conscious of the nature, probable results, wrongful
character, and legal consequences of these acts as
those who are above that age. On the other hand,
there are many adult criminals—some authorities
say twenty-five, others seventy-five, per cent

—

whose mental and moral development is so stunted
that they are not fully conscious, when they
commit crime, of the conditions inferring legal
responsibility.

Although the modern State will not prosecute
and punish persons below the age at which it con-
siders le^al responsibility to begin, it holds itself

entitled, in certain circumstances, to interfere with
the liberty of these persons, and with the natural
rights of their parents, and to take such steps as
it thinks fit to prevent their becoming criminals.
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This is the principle of ‘prevention better than
cure/ on which the Industrial School and, to a

lesser extent, the Reformatory School of the

United Kingdom, and similar institutions in other

countries, are founded.
In theory, the law of all countries used to treat

juveniles (above the age at which the particular

State held full legal responsibility to begin) and
adults as equally liable to punishment, although, in

practice, the obvious distinctions between the two
cases were more or less acted upon, at least by the
more humane administrators of the law. Children
were sentenced to be transported or hanged ; but
these sentences were modified in their case more
frequently than in the case of adults.

In modem times, by criminologists of all

countries, increasing stress has been laid on the
view suggested by the words :

* Vengeance is mine

;

I will repay, saith the Lord ’ (Ro 12^®). Torture,
mutilation, branding, starvation, and transporta-
tion had each their sturdy advocates, who honestly
believed that, on their abolition, discipline inside

the prison and the safety of the lieges outside
would become impossible. Yet these worse than
useless horrors have all disappeared with the
pillory and the stocks, the treadmill and the
crank, never to return ; and flogging and lengthened
solitary confinement have been reduced to a mini-
mum, and, with the silent system, will, for similar
reasons, soon be things of the past. It has been
sharply questioned whether, except as an incident
of the reformation of the individual or in order to
secure the safety of the community, the State, as
such, has any right to punish offenders, whether by
fine, imprisonment, or death. But it is generally
agreed that, whether the idea of punishment pure
and simple is or is not admissible in the case of
adults, it has no place (except in very exceptional
circumstances, as an adjunct of reformation) in
dealing with juveniles. It was only in 1908, by
clauses 102 and 103 of The Children Act of that
year, that it was made impossible in the United
Kingdom to send to penal servitude, or to hang,
a boy or girl under 16. The efficacy of rewards
rather than punishments, the power of sympathy
rather than coercion, in the interests both of
discipline and of reformation, are not yet fully
recognized in prisons, in schools, or in families.
Modern methods of dealing with juvenile

criminals have proceeded on similar lines in Great
Britain and its Colonies, the United States, and
the Continent of Europe. They have been based
on two considerations

: (1) the conviction that the
crimes of juveniles, and the risks of their falling
into crime, are in most cases the result, not of their
own wilful wrongdoing or deliberate choice, but
of heredity polluted by want, drink, and disease,
of physical hardships (due in large measure to the
periodic unemployment and the insufficient wages
of parents), of defective religious and seciJar
education, of want of parent^ supervision and
control, and of vicious associations; and (2) the
general agreement, founded on experience, that
juvenUes, when withdrawn from thmr vicious sur-
roundings (the earlier the better), will respond to
firm, kindly, intelligent reformative influences
more readily and more permanently than adults.
The movement in Europe, the United States,

and the British Colonies for a radical change in
tho treatment of potential and actual juvenile
criminals was the result of a quickened sense in
the State, and in the Church, of the supreme value
of the rising generation as the hope of the nation,
and of national as well as parental responsibility
for all the children in the community, whether
they are normal or defective physically, mentally,
or morally. In Great Britain it was, like many
other movements for the welfare of children, partly

at least the consequence of the Ragged School
movement, begun by John Pounds, the Portsmouth
cobbler, early in the 19th cent., and subsequently
extended all over Great Britain and Ireland, under
the inspiration of such men and women as Shaftes-
bury and Mary Carpenter in England, and Thomas
Guthrie and Sheriff Watson in Scotland. It was
not till Ragged School methods had been proved,
in Britain and elsewhere, to be successful in arrest-
ing the flow of juvenile crime that the State in
Great Britain took any share in the work, which
results in benefit to the whole community, and is,

therefore, suitable for State recognition and sup-
port. In later years, the Statens action in Great
Britain has been accelerated by the success of
similar preservative and regenerative institutions

in the United States and in the British Colonies,
and by the splendid volunteer work done by such
agencies, independent of State aid, as those of the
lUgged School Union and Barnardo and Miiller in
England, Quarrier in Scotland, and the Salvation
Army in different parts of the world.
Modem legislation dealing with juvenile crime

has been mainly directed (1) to exclude juveniles
from prison ; (2) to provide institutions for the
preservation of those who are in danger of falling

into crime, and for the reform of those who have
been convicted of crime ; and (3) to secure for any
who may be in prison such treatment, in confine-

ment and on release, as will at least make it

g
ossible for them to redeem their past, and live

onest and useful lives, keeping in view the
saddening statement, or, rather, understatement,
made by the Departmental Committee of 1895:
‘ Few inmates leave prison better than when they
came in.’ It is not possible in a short article to
exhaust the ^plication of these views in different

countries. The matter may be illustrated by
stating the position in the United Kingdom, where
the law relating to juvenile crime is to be found
in parts iv. and v. of The Children Act, 1908 (8

Edward vii., ch. 67), entitled ‘An act to consolidate
and amend the law relating to the protection of

children and young persons. Reformatory and In-

dustrial Schools, and Juvenile Offenders, and other-

wise to amend the law with respect to children
and young persons. ’ The First Offenders Act, 1887,

The Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, 1904,
and The Probation of Offenders Act, 1907, should
be read along with The Children Act, 1908.

By section 58, magistrates may send to Industrial
Schools (1) children who are found begging, (2)

children found wandering, and without visible

means of subsistence, (3) destitute children, and
those whose parents (or surviving parent) are in

prison, (4) children of criminal or drunken parents,

unfit to have the care of them, (5) children living

in grossly immoral surroundings, (6) children who
are refractory and beyond the control of parents or
guardians, or, if in a workhouse, of the managers,
and (7), in exceptional circumstances, children not
older than 13 charged with crime. All boys and
girls sent to Reformatories (with the exception of

refractory children sent from Industrial Schools)

must have been convicted of crime.
The body of legislation which culminated in

The Children Act, 1908, has, in conjunction with
voluntary effort, resulted in the establishment, in

different parts of the United Kingdom, of two
institutions designed to preserve children from
that prison brand which, once affixed, is rarely
effaced, and to fit them, convicted or unconvictea,
for a new career

: (1) Certified Industrial Schools
for children not older, at ent^, than 14, who are
in imminent danger, from their destitute and neg-
lected condition, from their immoral surroundings,
or from their refractory habits, of falling into

crime, or who have been convicted of minor
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offences ; they may be committed for any period, army and navy. After leaving school, the children
bnt cannot remain in an Industrial School Beyond remain under the supervision of the managers

—

16 ; (2) Reformatory Schools for children over 12 Industrial School children till 18, Reformatory
years and under 16 at entry, who have committed School children till 19. The cost of these schools
more serious offences, or who may be beyond the is not met entirely by the Treasury or by local
Industrial School age of 14 ; they are committed authorities. Voluntary contributions cover a pro-

for not less than three, and not more than five, portion of the cost; but, as in all cases when
years, but cannot remain in a Reformatory School Government aid is available, the directors of these
beyond the age of 19. institutions find it increasingly difficult to main-

(1) Industrial Schools certified and subsidized by tain voluntary subscriptions. Government has
Government,—The State has interfered in favour wisely left the administration of the schools to
of Industrial Schools in four ways

: (1) by certify- voluntary committees of non-official men and
ing those of whose management and methods it women specially interested and specially skilled,

approves as fit places for the detention of the boys Natur^ly, looking to the ages and careers of

and girls for whose benefit the Acts already men- the inmates, the discipline in Reformatories is

tioned were passed; (2) by conferring powers on more severe than in Industrial Schools, and, for

magistrates to send boys and girls to these schools the same reason, the percentage who do well after

under detention orders for a fixed period ; (3) by their time is up may not be so high. But, what-
paying a proportion of the cost of the boys and ever differences of opinion there may be as to the
girls so committed under magistrates’ orders ; and best methods of dealing with juvenile crime or as

(4) by providing Government inspection of certified to the precise percentage of satisfactory cases, it is

Industrial Schools. universally admitted that the State has got many
Government recognition and subsidy were not times more than full value for all the public money

obtained for Industrial Schools without opposition, spent on Reformatories and Industrial Schools.

It was said that these schools were merely doing (3) The Borstal system,—In addition to Certified

the work which the parents ought to do ; that to Industrial Schools and Reformatories, there are

support them was to pauperize both parents and State institutions in England and Scotland on
children, and to set free the childrens money to what is known as the Borstal system, for offenders,

feed the vicious indulgences of the parents. If from 16 to 21, too old for Reformatories, but whose
there were parents, who, although able, were not habits have not yet matured beyond redemption,

willing to do their duty by their children, why did although they may have been convicted several

not the criminal law compel them ? These argu- times. The success already achieved in these

ments, although specious, were inapplicable to institutions—^the first was founded in 1902—^makes

orphans, deserted children, and children of long it certain that the test of age will be abandoned,

sentence prisoners. Even where they had a basis and that, sooner or later, all prisoners will be
in fact—e.p., the common case of parents spending treated as capable of reformation, save only those

on drink what truly belonged to their children—it professional criminals who have shown by a

was proved that it would be of advantage to the lengthened career in crime that, for the safety of

State to save the children from joining the criminal the community, they must be confined for life,

ranks, even at the cost in some cases of pauperizing See, further, art. Criminology.
the parents and feeding their vices. (4) Truant Schools,— position of Day In-

The opponents of Government interference relied dustrial Schools in Scotland, established under the

on another great principle, viz. the inalienable Day Industrial Schools (Scotland) Act, 1893, in

rights of parents in their children. But, while this relation to Certified Industrial Schools appears

principle could have no application in the case of from clause 83 of The Children Act, 1908. In

orphan children, it had only a technical application the United States remarkable results have been

even in the case of those deserted or neglected achieved in an establishment called ‘The George

children who, although one or both parents might Junior Republic,’ founded in 1895, in which the

be alive, were worse than orphans. inmates are put upon their honour and trusted

(2) Reformatory Schools,—^As in the case of with administration and discipline to an extent

Industrial Schools, voluntary effort had proved unknown until 1913 in any institution, public or

the success of Reformatory Schools for youthful private, for similar purposes in Great Britain. An
offenders before the system was adopted by Govern- institution on similar lines, called ‘The Little

ment. In the preamble of the first Reformatory Commonwealth,’ was started in 1913 in Dorset-

Statute (passed in 1854, 7 and 8 Victoria, ch. 86) shire, the success or failure of which may have

there is a recital of the establishment, by voluntary important results on the whole method of dealing
contributions, of Reformatory Schools in various with juvenile criminals. Mention must also be

parts of Great Britain. made of the work carried on by the Ragged School

Dealing with both Reformatory and Industrial Union and other associations, which prefer to work

Schools, the 1908 Act makes careful provision, in without State aid that they may be independent

the choice of a school, for respect being paid to the of State control.
^

religion in which the child has been brought up. The tendency is increasmg to eliminate both the

It also provides for the parents of the children, appearance and the reality of prison life from the

wherever possible, being compelled to contribute institutions mentioned above.
^

This does not pro-

to the cost of their maintenance and education, ceed from any pseudo-humanitarianism, but from

In the case of Industrial Schools, the children may, experience that thereby the children are better

when the managers of the school think the case a braced for the battle of life when they leave school,

suitable one, be boarded out instead of being kept The Reformatory Act of 1854 enacted that every

in the school ; and they may be licensed out, from young person sent to a Reformatory must first be

both Industrial and Reformatory Schools, before imprisoned for not less than 14 days, and it was

the expiry of the period for which they were sent not till 1899, 45 years thereafter, that thm most

to the school. The statute does not contain any objectionable condition was abolished. Expen-

provision for emigration; but it is the practice, ence proved that even this short experience was

especially when the home is an exceptionally bad sufficient in many cases to rob the pnson of ite

one to send a certain number to the Colonies, terrors, and to affix an indelible prison-brand.

There is no difficulty in finding employment for The discipline is firm, and temporary causes and

the children, the girls as domestic servants, and difficulties may make it, at times, s^ere. Few;, if

the boys in all kinds of skilled trades and in the any, boys or girls go voluntarily mto Reformatories.
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or even Industrial Schools ; and few, if any, remain
of their own free choice. The food, although
ample, is plain. The children, consistently with
the preservation of robust health, work hard, both
in the school-room and at industrial work. Yet
evei^ school has abundant testimony from former
pupils, many of them occupying positions of trust

at home and abroad, that they owe everything to

these institutions.

There is another provision in The Children Act
(first put into practice in the United States in 1869)
which cannot be passed over, viz. that for the
establishment of Children’s Courts, separate from
the ordinary Police Courts, and to which none but
those directly interested, including the Press, are
admitted. Reference may also be made to clause

62 (2), in which it is contemplated that Industrial

Schools will provide a department for children
suffering from mental or physical defect. It is a
sad feature of almost all effort, State and voluntary,
in connexion with juvenile criminals, actual or
anticipated, that the institutions for their benefit

are open only to children mentally and physically
normal, or nearly normal, and that no effort is

made to segregate the defective, who are thus
allowed, by the production of children, weak
physically, morally, and mentally, to maintain the
supply of the criminal class. The Mental De-
ficiency Act of 1913 is, however, evidence that this
aspect of the question is at last to be seriously
faced.

The 1908 Act recognizes by clause 60, dealing
with probation of offenders (a system, like so many
others, adopted from successful experience in the
United States), how essential it is that the child,

when he or she leaves the Industrial or Reforma-
tory School, shall be provided with a suitable
situation, and shall be supervised in his or her
earlier years of freedom. In reference to juvenile
criminals who have been sent to prison, we may
merely mention the noble work done for them
during confinement and on release, by Prison
Visitors, Discharged Prisoners Aid Societies, the
Churches, and the Salvation Army, working in
conjunction with the Prison Commissioners and
the prison oflacials.

The advocates and managers of the great re-
formative institutions and agencies above described
have always been keenly alive to the drawbacks
and deficiencies of all such establishments, how-
ever well managed, compared with home life as it

ought to be. While doing what we can to safe-
guard the tempted and to reform the fallen in our
own generation, we must look forward to the day
when the conditions of life of the working classes—theix^ religious, moral, and intellectual oppor-
tunities, the regularity of their employment, their
wages, their housing, their means of innocent and
health-giving recreation, and their resultant law-
abiding character—will be such that there will be
no need for any of these institutions, and when the
subject of juvenile criminals will have only an
historical and antiquarian interest.

Litbraturb.—C. E. B. Russell and L. M. Rigby, T?ie
Making of the Criminal, London, 1906 ; M. G. Barnett, Young
HelinaumU, do., 1913 ; the monthly Seeking and Saving and
Certified Schools Gazette, published by the Reformatory and
Refuge Union, and by the Society of Superintendents of Refor-
matory and Industrial Schools respectively, and pamphlets
issued by the former society.

Charles J. Guthrie.

K
KA.—See Doubles, Egyptian Religion.

KA’BA.—See Mecca.

KABBALA.— I. History.—^abbala from
75p, ‘he received’) was a term used originally to
denote the Prophets and Hagiographa as opposed
to the Pentateuch, e.g,, T. B. Bosh hash-shana,
I9a (see C. Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers^
Cambridge, 1897, p. 114). The prophetical teach-
ing was ‘received’ or ‘traditional.’ In the course
of time, however, the meaning of ^labbala under-
went a change; it was applied to hidden and
mysterious doctrines, dealing with the nature of
the Deity and His relation to the world. This
secret raysticism was no late growth. Difficult
though it is to prove the date and origin of this
system of philosophy and the influences and causes
which produced it, we can be fairly certain that
its roots stretch back very far, and that the
mediseval and Geonic KabbSla was the culmination
and not the inception of Jewish esoteric mysticism.
Already in the days of the Mishna, it was felt

that speculations concerning the origin of the
world (see art. Cosmogony and Cosmology
[Jewish]) should be restricted to those of mature
intellect, and the same tractate {Haqiga, ii. 1
and T. B. Hagiga, IZa ; see A. 'M. Streane,
Chagigah, Cambridge, 1891, p. 55) associates
theosophy (n;i;np 7\wv:p [Ezk 1]) with cosmology
(nTicin [Gn 1]). These two sciences are sim-
ject to the same restrictions and are regarded as
interdependent. The famous admonition of Sirach,
not to seek ‘ that which is too wonderful for thee ’

(Sir 3^**
; see Taylor, ‘The Wisdom of Ben Sira,*

JQB XV, [1902-03] 442), repeated in Bereshith
Bahba (viii., ed. J. Theodor, Berlin, 1903, p. 58)
and in JS[agiga, 13a, shows not only that these
speculations were rife in the 2nd cent. B.O., but
that in pursuing them caution was deemed
necessary. It is superfluous to cite further
evidence, since this statement is now generally
accepted.

One of the etymologies of the name Essene (’Eo-oraioj; cf.

Essenbs, vol. V. p. 400b) is ‘secret’ (Heb. 'am). This is based
on Josephus (BJ n. viii. 6),^who says of the sect roU e$<a6ev thf

fivcrrnpLov « ^[)iK7hv if rSiv evSov crtayit^ Kora^aCveToi, This
would seem to imply a tendency to esoteric doctrines on the
part of the Essenes (see Taylor, Sayings, p. 79, note). The
name of the Elkesaites, a Gnostic sect (a.d. 100-400), would
furnish a parallel to this etymology, according to the derivation
given by Epiphanius (see Elkesaitbs, voL v. p. 262), viz.

* hidden strength.’

The Apocryphal writings, especially Enoch and
Jubilees, mark a considerable development in the
history of ^fabbala. Gnosticism and dualism
played a great part in influencing its growth, and
contributed towards the body of ideas that found
expression in the Sefer Y^dra and the later Z6har.
i^abbalism denies the creatio ex nihilo and the
possibility of knowing God. Hence it taught the
doctrine of negative attributes, by which expedient
the Godhead might be described. Cabbalism,
further, represents the insistence on the divine
immanence; it is a reaction against excessive
emphasis on the transcendence. It has often been
held that Judaism is a purely formal religion, in

whichthewarmth ofmysticism hasno place. Such an
opinion, in any case erroneous, is entirely untenable
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if attention be paid to the history of the ^fabbala.
For centuries it has coursed through the veins of
Judaism in a fiery fiood, raising man to God and
bringing God to man, cheering him with hopes of

a speedy Messianic advent, and comforting bim in

times of persecution, by the aid of an eschatology
which draws the remote future, with its promise of

peace, into the immediate present with its clouds
and sorrows. It has filled the lives of the poor
and humble with the overpowering nearness of

God, and with the assurance of His interest in
their daily concerns, and has made them feel at
every moment that they should and could ‘imitate*

Him. There is no lack in the ?[abbala of the
fantastic, the childish, or the grotesque, or some-
times even the blasphemous, but the proportion of

the dross to the gold is insignificant, though not
infrequently misrepresented and exaggerated. Nor
is it altogether correct to regard the Jabbala as

the antithesis of the ceremonial Law. There have
been mystics, notably among the later Russian
5[asldlm, who laid more stress on study of the
Torah and on abstract principles than on the
Talmud and Codes, but, on the other hand, many
have striven tocombine mysticismwdth the inviolate
observance of the Din. The very author of the
Shulhmb ^Xrukh was a ^abbalist.^ Every act and
every prayer in the life of the 5abbalist has been
surrounded with a mystic halo, given a new vigour
and meaning, and preceded by a formula of self-

consecration. Thus the tendency of Cabbalism,
in general, has been largely to strengthen the
ceremonial Law, not to destroy it.

From the time of Graetz it has been the fashion

to decry ^fabbala and to regard it as a later

incrustation, as something of which Judaism had
reason to be ashamed. In reality this judgment
goes back much further ; it rests ultimately on the
authority of Moses Maimonides, to whom reason
was the foundation of Judaism, and the imagin-
ative faculty abhorrent. The weight of his

influence was sufficient to prejudice the majority
of scholars against the ^a-bbala. Further, the
J^abbalists claimed extreme antiquity for their

doctrines. The Zdhar, e.g., was attributed to
Simeon bar Johai, a Galilsean Rabbi of the 2nd
cent. ; it is, in point of fact, a Spanish work, more
than eleven hundred years later. In consequence
of the critical analysis to which modem historians

have subjected the ^abbala and by means of which
falsities, such as the traditional date of the Zdhar,
have been exposed, reaction has pushed too far to

the other extreme. The recent tendency requires

adjustment. The though later in form
than is claimed by its adherents, is far older in

material than is allowed by its detractors. It is

not entirely a collection of fantasy ; it is poetry,

spirituality, and idealism as well. Nor has the
excess of imagery and anthropomorphism been
suffered to spread too far. Simeon bar Johai, a
pillar of mysticism, declared a ban on those who
expounded Gn 6^"^ as a personification of the Deity
which would have been unseemly {Bereshith Bahha,
xxvi., Theodor, p. 247). Cabbalism is a comple-
ment to mediaeval Rabbinic Judaism, not an
excrescence. It has contributed to the formation
of modern Judaism, for, without the influence of

the Cabbala, Judaism to-day might have been one-

sided, lacking in warmth and imagination. Indeed,
so deeply has it penetrated into the body of the
faith that many ideas and prayers are now
immovably rooted in the general body of orthodox
doctrine and practice. This element nas not only
become incorporated, but it has fixed its hold on
the affections of the Jew and cannot be eradicated.

Consequently it is false to regard the Iglabbala as

something apart from Judaism. Its extremists
1 On the opposition to this work see iii. [1902] 686.

and some of its exaggerations are outside, but a
large proportion is within, and the extent of its

permeation must be adequately recognized.
From the earliest times mystic ideas were at

work in Judaism. Externally assisted by Zoro-
astrianism, Gnosticism, Neo-Platonism, and other
movements, these ideas grew and developed, draw-
ing internal support as weU. Hellenistic no less

than Rabbinic Judaism had its share of mysticism.
In Philo as well as in the Midrash it may be seen,
not spasmodically or vaguely, but as a firm and
well-constituted element of religion. Alexandria,
the intellectual mart and meeting-ground of East
and West, by bringing together all the most
different and distant elements, fostered mysticism.
(For the ‘Hermes Books* [oDn'n 'tsd, not on’cn,

‘Homeros'] and the Greek Gnostic poems [tdi

ur] see K. Kohler in JQB v. [1893] 415 and JE iii.

459 ; the mysticism of Philo’s Logos conception is

treated by J. Abelson, Jewish Mysticism^ London,
1913, ch. iii.) Philo’s angelology and cosmology are,

in the main, Platonic and Stoic teachings brought
into line with Rabbinic modes of Biblical inter-

pretation. Regarding matter as evil, he evolved
the Logoi as divine agencies between the world
and an external God (Abelson, p. 54 f.). Both in
Egypt and in Babylonia the mystic movement
grew on parallel lines, which, however, were by no
means completely independent of each other. The
gap in our knowledge of the history of the Jews
of Egypt between the Alexandrian and Muslim
epochs prevents any definite line of continuity
from being traced. But it is certain that the Jews
of Egj^t, in the Arab period, preserved a strong
partiality for mysticism. Sa*adya (892-942), the

f
reat philosopher and Bible translator of the
ayyum, did not think it beneath him to compose

a commentary on the Sefer Y^dra. It was about
this time that the ^fabbala spread to Europe.
According to Eleazar of Worms, Aaron b. Samuel
brought it from Babylonia to Italy. A. Neubauer,
in his edition of the Chronicle of Ahimaoz (see

JQB iv. [1891-92] 615 and Mediaeval Jewish
Chronicles [Amecdota Oxoniensia], Oxford, 1895), a
work composed in 1054, has proved the historicity

of Aaron—a fact previously contested. From this

source it appears that Aaron was the son of an
Ab Beth Din in Babylonia, and that he travelled

to Italy. He lived in Benevento and Oria, and
his activity in Italy lasted at least till 870.

Whether he returned to Babylon is doubtful. His
influence was very great. To him are ascribed,

not altogether with certainty, two Cabbalistic
works, called Nikkud and Bardes. He is said to

have worked miracles by the use of the Divine
Name. The doctrines which he taught found
ready acceptance, and through him the seed soon
bore fruit m Europe. But at this time little was
written down. Mysticism was transmitted by
word of mouth, so that it is not easy to say exactly

what was taught and believed by those who first

spread the Kabbala through Italy into other
countries. Angelology and permutation of the

alphabet are of frequent occurrence in the Geonic
writings, which are probably responsible for the

French, German, and Spanish C^-bbala. The
German Cabbala, brought from Italy by the
Kalonymides, centres in Judah ben Samuel (sur-

named the Pious), who died in 1217, his pupil

Eleazar ofWorms, and Abraham Abulafia. Judah,
whose ancestors were noted Cabbalists of Oriental

origin, founded the great seminary at Regens-
burg. He gathered round him a band of famous
disciples, and his influence was ^eat. Miracles

are attributed to him, and his teaching was largely

mystic in character. His fame was not confined

to Jewish circles, but he w'as respected and con-

sulted by the bishop of Salzburg and other Church
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dignitaries. The authenticity of much of his

written work is doubtful because he wrote down
but little, his disciples being the repositories of his

teaching. If the Songs of Unity and Song of
Glory are, in fact, his composition, his mystic

leanings can be clearly judged. At any rate,

whether composed by Judah, by his father fcSamuel,

or by any of his contemporaries, they reflect the

current mysticism. In these mystic songs, which
may be conveniently seen in any volume of the

Service of the Synagogue (A. H. Davis and H. M.
Adler, London, 1909, etc.), or, in^ part, in the

AuthorisedDailyPrayer-Bookot S. Singer (London,

1890, etc., pp. 78, 171; see annotated ed., p. xc),

many ^Cabbalistic and philosophical ideas occur

;

they deal, in general, witn the divine nature, either

from the transcendental or from the immanent side.

* Thou encompassest all and fillest all ; and since Thou art

the All, Thou art in all. . . .

Colour and shape cannot be applied to Thy Oneness, nor
body to the essence of Thy Unity. . . .

Neither is anything* separate from Thee in the midst : nor
is the smallest place void of Thee.

Accident and change do not exist in Thee, nor time, nor
discord, nor any imperfection

’

(‘ Hymn for the Third Day
* We majr not class Him with matter or substance, or ascribe

to Him accident or attribute.

All things that are seen or conceived or known are included
in the ten categories ; there are seven kinds of quantity and six
kinds of motion, three modes of predication, three times, and
three dimensions. Lo ! in the Creator not one of them exists,

for He created them all together* (‘ Fifth Day’).
* I have not seen Thee, yet I tell Thy praise.
Nor known Thee, yet I image forth Thy ways.
For by Thy seers’ and servants’ mystic speech
Thou didst Thy sov’ran splendour darkly teach.
And from the grandeur of Thy work they drew
The measure of Thy inner greatness, too.
They told of Thee, but not as Thou must be.
Since from Thy work they tried to body Thee*

{Hymn of Glory).

In addition to other liturgical works, Judah’s
mysticism was expounded in a commentary to the
Pentateuch and in an ethical will, but chiefly in
the Sefer JBdsidtm, a collection of mystical and
ethical sentences. Probably Judah had no more
than a share in the last-named work. His fame,
however, rests not on his personal writings, but on
the impetus which he gave to the German l^abbala.
This impetus will best be measured not by his
books, but by the number of pupils and associates
who carried his ideas and influence far and wide.
Of his disciples Eleazar [ben Judah ben Kal-
onymus] of Worms (1176-1238) was the most
distin^ished both as a Ifabbalist and as a writer
of ethics. Though his title to fame rests chiefly
on the Mlpeah, which is devoted to ethics and
Halakha, his mystic -writings were numerous and
important.

^

Eleazar was given to asceticism.
* In his cabalistic works he developed and gave a new impulse

to the mysticism associated with the letters of the alphabet.
The philosophical Cabala of the school of Isaac the Blind is
replaced by arithmetical speculations. By the gematria and
notan^on systems of interpretation found in the Talmud,
meazar invented new combinations by which miracles could
be performed. The haggadic anthropomorphism which he had
comb^ed in his earlier works (“ Ha-Eo)j:eah,” » Sha'are ha-Sod
weha-Yibud) occupied later the foremost place in his cabalistic
writings (I. Broyd6, JE v. 101).

^

The l^ubbulu of the Arabic-speaking Jews was
in the meantime undergoing modification. The
Arabs and Jews were growing more and more
familiar with Greek philosophy, and their own was
thereby affected. The influence of the * Brothers
of Purity ’ in Basra, whose writings were directed
to the promotion of an ethical revival, was felt in
Jewiy ; notably Bahya ibn Pakuda shows traces
of their movement. In the treatise Men and
Anirmls their philosophy is expounded with
special reference to cosmogony, angelology, the
soul, the Godhead, and the relation of man
to God. It was chiefly their theory of emanation
(see F. Dieterici, Thier und Mensch vor dem Kbnia
der Genien\ Leipzig, 1881, p. 60, line 1, etc.-

Der Streit zwischen Mensch und Thier

^

Berlin 1858
p. 97, foot, etc. ; see also p. 169 for the disquisition
about angels) and of the nine numbers that found
favour with and adaptation by the Jewish Kabbal-
ists. Already in the 13th cent, signs begin to appear
of an opposition between Talmud and mysticism
Prayer and the study of the Halakha tended to
become antitheses in Germany, while the German
and Spanish Kabbala differed in many important
points. The Spanish school tended to become
more purely mystic and visionary, while Germany
devoted more thought to speculative ^abbala and
to permutations. The details of the spread of the
!lgIaDbala into Provence are obscure. Isaac the
Blind cannot be the founder of the movement
here, as was formerly held. In him Kabbala is
already so far developed as to make ’it certain
that he must have had predecessors. The advent
of philosophy to Provence produced a mystic re-
action, and thus Kabbala, which had hitherto
remained obscure, came forward as a protest
against the coldness of rationalism.
A new stage in the growth of the Kabbala was

marked by the appearance of the Zdhar (see below)
which became the mystic Bible. This pseudepi’
graphical work probably dates from the 14th
century. It paved the way for the last stage
of mysticism, which has continued till the present
day. This stage is associated with Isaac Luria
(1533-72), known as Ari, and Kayyim Vital.
They and their follow^ers combined spirituality
and permutations. Their piety was of an ex-
tremely high order, but coupled with it was their
use of charms and amulets. In the Orient, Galicia,
and Poland their influence is strong

; their precepts
have sometimes been misunderstood and, in ignor-

I

ant hands, have degenerated into superstition.
In Russia the K^-sldlm have incorporated the
Kabbala, laying special emphasis on prayer and
mysticism. But the lower elements have not been
wanting; hence the Kasidic movement has met
with strenuous opposition on the part of the
Rabbis.
2, Chief theories and doctrines of Kabbala.—

The complete Kabbalistic system consists of two
main subdivisions — theoretical, 'lyyunith, and
practical, Ma&SUh. It is impossible to deal ex-
haustively with the individual points in each
branch, and it is difficult to make a rigid line of
division between them. It will be convenient to
consider briefly the chief ideas and principles.

(a) The use of numbers and letters.—The permu-
tations and combinations of numbers and letters
are not entirely of Pythagorean origin. Hebrew
has no numerical symbols, and the use of the
alphabet for numerals goes back to Maccabsean
times. This practice is, no doubt, responsible for
the later gematria or grammctteia, by which
the numerical equivalents of letters and words
were made a means of interpretation. An interest-
ing example is cited in art. Expiation and
Atonement (Jewish), vol. v. p. 662, § 3. Unlucky
numbers are known in the Talmud (T. B. Pesahim,
110a ; iDj d:^£)3 nnity, ‘ even numbers are to be
avoided in drinking ’). Owing to the principle of
association by ideas, things were often grouped
by number. Many examples can be seen in the
Ethics^ of the Fathers (e.y., ch. v.; Taylor, Sayings,
p. 78 ff‘. ) . From this passive observation of seeing a
connexion between groups already existing, it was
felt that a more active employment of numbers
might be possible, and that he who held the secret of
the mystic chain might force nature and attain fuller

power. In earlier times seven, and in later times
ten, was regarded as the important number. The
permutation of letters and numbers is called
As perfected in the Sefer Y^^ra, which is arranged
according to the letters of the alphabet, it is doubt-
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less Pythagorean, but the Jews cannot have bor-

rowed it altogether ; the knowledge of the science

was ascribed to Bezalel (T. B. Berakhothy 55a),

(6) Classes of angels and demiurges,—The ^lief
in the transcendence of the Deity produced a re-

action in favour of mediating powers, and of this

reaction Gnosticism may be regarded as the origin

to no small extent. There is, of course, much
angelology in the Apocrypha, and the heavenly
beings are arranged in orders and ranks. While
in t& Prophets angels are merely figurative and
poetic ideals, they are fre^ently found, both in

the Apocrypha and in the Talmud, as intercessors

and active agents. But they had no share in the
work of creation. Bereshith Rahha (iii., Theodor,

p. 24) strongly repudiates such an idea; it was
certainly heretical, and probably Gnostic. The
Mi^ash shows that the order and method of

creation are expressly devised to show the falsity

of the belief in a divine assistant. This mediator
is usually known as Metatron (/xerd dp6vov, or

Tnetator, ‘ guide,’ or iMiTdrwp^ ‘ the measurer* of the
heavens; ef. ih, v., Theodor, p. 37, nsyyi rfipn

D’Dn hv pneaD ; A. Kohut {Aruch, Vienna, 1878-92,

5.^;.] suggests that the name is to be derived from
Mithra). Elisha b. Abuya, who became a heretic,

believed in Metetron as one of the two creative

powers (T. B.* ]$agiga, 15a, ed. Goldschmidt,
Berlin, 1899, p. 834, see note; Sanhedrin^ 386).

Metetron appears in a praiseworthy capacity in

his relations with Moses. Thus Moses asks for

Metatron’s intercession with God to avert his

death (Tanh, pnnjii, 6, ed. S. Buber, Wilna, 1885, p.

13, § 53) ; Metatron shows the promised land {Sifre,

irixn, Pish, 338*, ed. M. Friedmann, Vienna, 1864,

p. 141), and, with other angels, buried Moses (so

Targ. On^:. to Dt 34®). Michael and Metatron
are sometimes interchanged. On the whole it

seems that the belief in a Metatron became popular
until checked by such direct repudiations as in

Bereshith Bahha (for the main references to Meta-
tron see A. Jellinek, Beth-Hamidrash, Leipzig,

1853-78 ; see also T. B. Eullin, 60a, and J. Abelson,

The Immanence of God, London, 1912, p. 172).

The function of all these angelic beings was to

facilitate man’s access to the Deity. The multipli-

cation of these agents led to their differentiation

;

some became good, others evil. Hence the con-

nexion of the ^^abbala with other systems is clear.

Man being made in the image of God, it was
possible to conceive of the divine nature by analogy.

Hence the Deity and the demiurge or Metatron are

pictured in anthropomorphisms which are some-

times highly fantastic and even indelicate. Thus
the SMur ^6ma, a Cabbalistic work of early date,

attempts to give the dimensions of the Deity and
to describe His members. But such hyperbole is

repudiated in no uncertain language.

(c) The TcHlphdth, ‘ scales ’ or ‘ shells,' belong to

the dualistic system which assigns to the universe

a ‘ right side ’ and a ‘ left side,’ with which light

or purity and darkness or impurity are associated

respectively. The k^lijphdth are also closely asso-

ciated with emanations.
^

{d) The syzygies, orpairs are a variation

of dualism, and imply the harmony of nature.

Everything possesses a mate. This idea is known
in the Talmud and Midrash ; it is used to demon-
strate the perfection of the universe.

(e) The * chariot' of Ezk 1 was the vehicle

on which the pious (‘ riders on the chariot’) could

ascend to Go£ The goal of the chariot was the

‘Halls’ (n‘i^;i’n). By mysteries, prayers, the h^p
of angels, magic, permutation, and sometimes by
asceticism, this end could be attained, and the

human soul could be so uplifted as to effect union

with the divine world-soul. Just as the angels

ride on the chariot in the Apocalypses, so can man,
VOL. VII.—40

if pure, find a place with them. He must over-
come his temptation, which will appear as male-
volent spirits, striving to dislodge him. These he
can vanquish by formulas and prayers.

(/) TAee7»ana<wJ7w(n;;s^(Tandm‘?'si< [either
on the analogy of Jer 38^^^ ‘arm-joints,’ or, more
probably, m'r’rg

; cf. Ex 24^^ Is 41®] ; see Nu ll^*^)

are a Imk between the Godhead and the world.
By means of them the pious can even react on the
Deity. The doctrine of emanation is, of course,
pantheistic. God was said to be in all, and nothing
existed apart from Him. By outpourings from the
Godhead all created beings were formed. They
are, therefore, directly connected with it. The
Arabic philosophers gave this Neo-Platonic theory
to the Jews, by whom it was first accepted {e.g.^

by Bahya) and then rejected (by Judah Halevi
and Maimonides). Already in the 4th cent, the
emanation theory existed in a modified form. In
Midr. Ex, Babb, xv. (see A. Epstein in BEJ xxix.

[1894] 77), three primal elements, water, air, and
fire, produce three others, darkness, light, and wis-

dom ; these six combine to produce the world. Light
is, however, often regarded as an emanation direct

from the Deity, God’s garment, on the basis of
Ps 104®, being called ‘ Light.’ When Jewish philo-

sophers repudiated emanation, it was adopted by
the Kabbalists. The Massekheth A^Uuth, accord-
ing to general opinion, dates from the 12th cent.

,

and it holds to the emanation doctrine. The !]8Iab-

balists found that emanation suited the theory of

the sftrdth, and for this reason they favoured it.

Emanation, being a voluntary act on the‘part of

God, permits the possibility of His creating the
world 'wdthout any change in His personality result-

ing from the act ; it surmounts the difficulty of a
creatio ex nihilo, and also the difficulty of attri-

buting a finite creation to an infinite Creator.

{g) Limitation (d^sds) or concentration, is the act

of God’s self-withdrawal in order that the universe

might be created, and is explained in Genesis

Bahha (iv., Theodor, p. 27) by an illustration of

the power of concave and convex mirrors to trans-

form the outward appearance of an unchanged
object. This theory precludes the identification

of the substance with the Creator, who is the
‘ Endless ’ or ‘ Infinite.’

{h) The ^Endless,' or * Infinite' (qio pK).

—

This
negative attribute is applied by Azriel b. Menahem
to the Deity because He is unknowable, and posi-

tive attributes are inapplicable. He is immutable,
and the act of creation would imply a change.

Hence the doctrine of limitation is necessary, and
the first concentration leads to others, which result

in the ten s^ftrdth.

{i) The ten sfir6th, or spheres,—Three etymolo-

gies are given for this term : (1) from the root sdfar,

‘to count,’ (2) from sap:^r, ‘bright,’ ‘brilliance,’ and

(3) from (r0a?pa; the last is considered to be the

most probable. The doctrine of the sfirdth is a
development of emanation. It reconciles a belief

in the creatio ex nihilo with the exclusion of the

Creator from thought and action in creating, which
exclusion was maintained by the Neo-Platonists.

The jglabbalists, in adopting the emanations, made
the s^firdth, or qualities, stand for the Neo-Platonic

grades of wisdom. The &n S6f, or infinite light or

‘point’ (mipi), produced three groups of sfirdth,

intellectual, spiritual, and material, each contain-

ing three members. The sfirdth^ thus number ten

(for pictures and charts see JE iii. 474 ff.).

From the 86/ came, in the following order: (1) the

Crown (nns), the ‘ principle of principles ’ and the first emana-

tion after the ^In S6f. It is the first contact of the infinite with

the finite, and is known by many designations. (2) Wisdom

(Hipso) and (3) Intelligence (npa) are derived from the Crown.

They form a syzygy, being regarded as Father (Wisdom) and
^ Mother (Intelligence). Hence they are parallel, and their pro-
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duct is Reason (nj-n), but this is not a separate emanation.

These constitute the first group. The second consists of (4)

Mercy (ipn), a father, and (5) Justice Qn), a mother, which

produce (6) Beauty (nnK^l?). Mercy and Justice are both

qualities of the divine nature which check one another and

produce a harmonious mean. The third group consists of

(7) Victory (8) Glory (lirr), and (9) Foundation OiD').

Victory and Glory, again, are regarded as parents that produce

Foundation as their offspring. The last of the sefirdth, (10)

Sovereignty has no clear connexion with the rest.

The 0tr6th are often known by different names
—e.^., and or ids.

^

Abelson’s

chapter on the s^firdth {Jewish Mysticism, p. 136)

should be carefully studied. According to some
Jfabbalists, the s^firdthh^e:! a direct relation to the

corporeal members of Adam ^admdn.

{j) Adam J^admdn, or primordial 7na?i.--This

idea, originally held by the Gnostics, of an incor-

ruptible primitive man, fashioned in the image of

God, is also known to Philo and the Midrash. This

being is sexless or bisexual (see Genesis Bahha, viii.,

Theodor, p. 55). St. Paul’s idea of a heavenly and
an earthly Adam (1 Co l5^-®o) is, no doubt, based

on the Midrash. The various portions of the body
of Adam 5^adm6n are correlated to the sf^ftrdth (see

JE i. 181 and xi. 155). From the_heavenly man
the earthly man is sprung. The Adam ^ladmdn
is held by some to occupy a position between the
Sn 54/^ and the s^firdth.

(k) Metempsychosis was rejected with
uncompromising severity by Jewish philosophers,
but was adopted by the Kabbalists. It is taught
in the Zdhar (ii. 995, tr. Jean de Pauly, Paris, 1908,

iii. 400), and was regarded as an answer of the
problem of the prosperity of the wicked. Luria
believed that all souls were created at the same
time as the different parts of Adam’s body ; hence
the quality of the souls varies according to the
particular member of Adam’s body to which they
are related. His successors taught that souls

could wander on earth to fulfil duties neglected by
a man in his lifetime or to assist others to perform
their duties. The term p53^ was used to express
the act of junction of a soul with a living man.

{1) Evil.—^According to the ^abbalists, evil is

essentially finite, as opposed to the divine good.
It is the left side in the syzygy. Evil is an appear-
ance, not a substance, and man’s sin consists of his
separationfrom the Divine Being. This separation,
or ‘ Fall,’ gave man the potentiality of sm, which
he previously lacked. By penitence and asceticism
man can join the ‘ Riders of the Merkabha ’ and
attain union with perfection.

{m) The idea of the microcosm, or a comparison
of man’s frame and members with the parts of
the universe (maciocosm) and nature, came from
the Greek philosophers to the Jews through Neo-
Platonism. It was much favoured by the abbal-
ists, and is mentioned in the Zdhar. Of the many
Cabbalistic devices and practices, notice must here
be limited to three.

{n) Amulets (nv'pp, also or niN5sn), private
charms and prophylactic devices, were much in
vogue. In spite of the fact that Maimonides and
other teachers emphatically opposed the use of
amulets and denied their efficacy, the Cabbalists
were not stpng enough to resist the attractions of
this superstition. Amulets were regarded as potent
charms to ward off sickness and evil, to help
women in labour, and generally to assist the
wearer to attain his desire. The charms were
usually written on parchment or engraved on a
precious metal. The so-called shield of David, the
open hand, and the circle were popular forms.
The word usually figured, in addition to per-
mutations of the Divine Name or the ^firdth. Very
frequently the prayer attributed to Nehunya ha^:-
Cana (1st cent. A.D.) was used, or its initials (for

the prayer cf. Singer, p. 273, last par.). The
initials of the first line (f^'n' J3"«) and of the second
line (which form the words IPV'

‘ Rend Satan ’)

occur in most amulets. (Reference should be made
to M. Gaster, Sword of Moses, London, 1896, where
many amulets are cited and explained ; a Moroccan
charm against scorpions is reproduced in JE ix, 24

;

cf. also art. CHARMS AND Amulets [Jewish].) It
must be remembered that in many cases people
who used amulets did so from spiritual and not
material motives. The constant recitation of
Scriptural verses and prayers was intended to
relieve the mind and calm the soul, not directly to
act on the body ; hence not all amulets were put
to superstitious use.

(o) The easting of lots, an old Biblical and Tal-
mudic custom, for which many motives may be
traced, was also adopted by Kabbalists and prac-

tised in various forms, chiefly as a means of

divination. Methods similar to the sortes ver-

giliance were in vogue,

ip) Change of name {nm '•w) was a ^Cabbalistic

device, no doubt based on the ideas of penitence
and regeneration, employed in case of serious

illness as a life-saving expedient (see M. Gaster,

Book ofPrayer, i. 195). Frequently the new name
chosen was 5ayyim, ‘Life,’ or some variant, such

as Vital.

3. The chief Kabbalists and their works.—The
following lists are by no means exhaustive, but
they contain the principal exponents of ^Cabbalist

doctrines and the most important books on which
the ¥^abbala is based, and are intended to serve the

reader as a guide for further investigation.

{a) J^ahhalists.—(1) Aaron b. Samuel (t after

870) is important as having carried the Jlabbala
to Europe from Babylon. He lived in Italy.

Until modern times he was regarded as a mythi-
cal personage, but his historicity has been proved
by Neubauer (see above, p. 623).

(2) Solomon ihn Gahirol (1021-58), a Spanish
philosopher, though scarcely to be included among
the ranks of the ^Cabbalists, must be noted in

relation to the ^^abbala, because he introduced

Neo-Platonism among the Jews. He is, therefore,

responsible for the theory of emanations. See,

further, art. IBN Gabirol.
(3) Judah b. Samuel of Regensburg (the Pious,

n'Dijn, t 1217) was the founder of a school of noted
?Cabbalists (see above, p. 623).

(4) Eleazar b. Judah b. Kalonymus of Worms
(1176-1238) was a pupil of Judah the Pious. He
was not only a ^abhalist, but a famous Talmudical
scholar and a scientist. His most important work
is the Edkeah. In his Shddre hoLS-Sddh he opposed
anthropomorphism.

(5) Moses o. Nahman (Nafimanides, Ramban),
the famous Spanish Rabbi (1194-1270), though
hardly a ?Cabbalist, since he repudiated several

fundamental doctrines {e.g., he held a creatio ex

nihilo), supported C^abbalistic teaching in many
ways. In his Pentateuchal commentary the

influence of the !^abbala is marked.
(6) Abraham b. Samuel Abulafia (bom 1240 at

Saragossa, t after 1291) was one of the founders of

Spanish ]glabbala. He was an ascetic and practised

all kinds of permutations, but did not attempt to

work miracles. He travelled in Palestine and made
a special journey to Rome in order to convert the

pope (1280). In Sicily he gave himself out to be
the Messiah, but was discredited by Solomon b.

Adret. He was a voluminous writer, but was
responsible for much unworthy juggling and
gematria. This influenced the later jglabbala.

Perhaps the most important feature of his teaching
was his desire to convert Islam and Christianity

to his views. In this desire to unite the three

faiths he was, in a way, the forerunner of Elie
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Benamozegh, Rabbi of Leghorn, whose life work
•was directed to the same end (see E. Benamozegh,
Israel et VhumaniU).

(7) Joseph h. Abraham Jikatilla (1248-1305), a
Spanish ^labbalist, was, nnlike his teacherAbraham
Abulafia, a thanmaturgist. He tried to reconcile

philosophy and ^abbala. He belonged to the
mystic school, but made a large use of gematria.

His works were many, chief among them being
Ginnath 'Sg6z and Sha&re Sedeh, His commentary
on the Haggada for Passover, niys mas, was very
popular,

(8) Isaac ibn Latify a Spanish physician (f 1290),

attempted to combine ^ilosophy and Kabbala.
Much ]g[abbalistic terminology is due to his efforts

to secure precision in reasoning and the exact use

of names and qualities.

(9) Azriel 6. Menahem was also known as Ezra

;

in fact, the two names gave rise to the belief that

Ezra and Azriel were brothers. Azriel, the author

of several works (bom in Gerona in 1160, t in 1238),

was a pupil of Isaac the Blind. He taught the

theory of negative attributes, emanations, and the

s^ftrdth, on which he wrote a commentary, and
denied the creatio ex nihilo. He was greatly

influenced by GabiroL

(10) Isaac the Blind of Posq^ui^res was regarded

as the link between the mysticism of the Geonim
and the l^abbalists ; but, as he is said to have
lived in the 13th cent., this is unlikely. Yet the
^abbalists held him in high esteem. Parts of the

BdMr may be attributed to him.

(11) Bahya b, Asher of Saragossa (t 1340) must
be noted as one of the first Bible exegetes to employ
^Cabbalistic methods for Bible interpretation.

Himself a literalist and rationalist, he uses

^Cabbala with care and judgment. Among hk
other works, his Discourses {Kad halc-J^emah) is

the most important.

(12) Isaac b, Moses Arama (1420-94) was more
of a philosopher than a Kabbalist. He belongs to

the Spanish school, but can scarcely be said to

have added much to ^Cabbala.

(13) MenaJiem b, Benjamin Becanati was a
prominent Italian C^aboalist of the late 13th

century. He is noteworthy for his mystic com-
mentaries on the Bible, one of which was translated

into Latin by Pico di Mirandola.

(14) Isaac {b, Solomon Ashkenazi) Luria (Ari)

(1534-72) was the most important of the later

abbalists. He lived in Palestine, and to him the

whole of the modern ^abbala may be traced. He
was a hermit for some time, and had ecstatic

visions. His chief disciples were Cordovero, el-

?:abiz, Joseph Qaro, Hagiz, and Vital. The system
and practices which he founded are still operative

in the East. Most of his teaching was -written

down by his disciples, chiefly by Hayyim Vital.

His system is far too wide to be summarized, but
he is most important for (1) his teaching of metem-
psychosis or ‘impregnation,’ and (2) his introduction

of the kabbala into daily life. Every Oriental

Prayer Book bears traces of his ordinances and
recommendations. He even promulgated a new
code, Shulhdn"Jrukh Shel which his followers

adopted and diffused. So great was the esteem in

which he was held that his followers almost
‘canonized’ him. His teaching called forth op-

osition from the anti-Kabbalists, but his piety and
oliness were his most effectual answer to attack.

(15) ^ayyim Vital (1543-1620) was a pupil of

Luria, to whose position he succeeded.
^
He was a

visionary and an alchemist ; he also^ believed him-
self to be the Messiah for some time.^ Vital is

important because he edited most of Luria’s works,

which the latter rarely committed to writing ; but
he also wrote works of his own.

(16) Israel Saruk, a pupil of Luria, is noteworthy

for having spread in Italy and Germany the new
^abbalistic teaching of Luria. He had great
influence -with Menahem Azarya of Pano, who
became an adherent of Luria’s school and spent
large sums on buying his MSS.

(17) Leo ofModena ; see art. Judaism,
p. 606^), whose curious anomalies make him one of
the most perplexing characters in Jewish history,
attacked the ?Iabbala in his 'Ari NChem. He
sho-ws that as a system it is unscientific and that
the Z6har is a late work. For this he is important
in the history of ?Iabbala.

(18) JJayyim Joseph David Azulai (1724-1807),
author of the Shem hag-G^dhdltm, a most prolific

and versatile -writer, carried the Kabbala of Luria
to extremes. His credulity and ’superstition are
all the more remarkable -when his scholarship is

examined. His works are full of numerical per-

mutations, etc.

(19) Israel b.Eliezer^ Ba'alShem Tob (Besht) (1700-

1760), was the founder of the Hastdtm, a sect which
marks the latest stage in the history of ^fabbala
and which developed from the school of Luria, to
which it was finally in opposition. Besht, though
poor, exercised unbounded influence in Poland and
Galicia. Little is known of his life, and his

doctrines can be studied only from his followers,

for he -wrote no books. Besht was a pantheist and
rejected emanation. Further’, he preachedj*oy and
ecstasy as opposed to asceticism. He raised the
position of the Saddik to a very high level of

authority. The hreach between Talmudism and
5asidism did not take place till after his death.

(20) Baer {Dob) of Meseritz (1710-72) was one of

the earliest and most important teachers of the

Hasidic movement. He was an ascetic and an
enthusiastic adherent of the school of Luria until

he became acquainted with Besht, whom he suc-

ceeded as leader of the gastdim. Baer fought
their battle against the Talmudists until his death.

Like his master, he left no written works.
{b) Works,-—{!) The Sefer Y^sira is the oldest

gabbalistic book. It was attributed to Abraham
and also to ‘Akiba, but belongs in all probability

to the 6th century. It deals -with permutations of

numbers and letters, and is the first source of the

emanations and s^ftrhth. The Y^stra was so widety
read that Sa*adya wrote a commentary to it. It

is the basis of the Z6har^ and hence perhaps the

most important of all works for the study of the

gabbala (see Abelson, Jewish Mysticism, p. 98,

etc.).

(2) Sefer hab-BdMr, a mystic commentary on the

first chapters of Genesis, was originally attributed

to Nehunya hak-^ana. It is now regarded as the

work of Isaac the Blind, with later additions.

The BaMr believes in the eternity of matter ; it

knows the s^firdth. It is important as a precursor

and type of the Z6har,

(3) The HekhaUth (or ‘ Halls ’), Greater and Less,

are Geonic mystic writings, bearing relation to the

book of Enoch. They are attributed to Solomon
b. Elisha. The works deal with the Merkabha,
and, finally, with the seven heavenly ‘ Halls.’ The
Eekhaldth influenced the liturgy, chiefly the

g®dhushshah.
(4) The Z6har is the most important of all

Kabbalistic works. It was circulated by Moses b.

Shem Tob de Leon and attributed by him to Simeon
b. Johai; the forgery was discovered after his

death. Many gabbalists still continued to believe

in its authenticity, which was finally disproved by
Elijah Delmedigo and also by Leo of Modena.
It is now agreed that the Zdhar was not composed
by one person. It is written in Aramaic and
contains various appendices. In form it is a mystic

and allegorical commentary on the Pentateuch.

No book, except the Bible and the Talmud, has
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been so widely read by Jews. It is the centre of
the 5a-^bala, and innnmerable works and com-
mentaries have been written round it. Christians
as well as Jews have studied it (see art. ZoHAR).

(5) Book of Eaziel, said to have been taught
to Adam by the angel Kaziel, and also to Noah,
is a compilation, probably by various writers. It
has affinities to the Smur Ifdma and Sword of
Moses, According to Zunz, Eaziel was the work
of Eleazar of Worms. It describes the celestial

organization, and gives directions for the prepara-
tion of amulets.

(6) Shfur J^drfid deals with the dimensions and
members of the Deity. It is usually included in
Eaziel, The book was known to Solomon b.
Jeroham (b. 886). Gaster {Monatsschrift, xxxvii.
[1893] 224 ffi) shows that it goes back as far as the
last pre-Christian century.

(7) GUguUm is the name given to lists of trans-
migrations of souls. Many of these works were
composed by the school of Luria.
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H. Loewe.
ICABEIROI.—The elucidation of the Kabeiroi- '

inystenes is one of the most perplexing problems i

of old Mediterranean religion
; nor can it yet be (

said that modern research has thrown full light <upon them. The literary record is partly Greek <and partly Latin ; but the Latin is derived mainly '

from Greek sources. It does not begin before the i
5th cent. 3.0., by which time the mysteries had ]long been in vogue and had already spread from
bamothrace to other centres, such as Lemnos and
inebes

; it cannot therefore speak with authority
concerning the earliest period. Even the 5th cent
writers are vague and confused, and the later
writers contradict each other at several important

sufficient, however, to
establish two facts ; that the original home of the
mysteries was Samothrace, and that they were the
institution of a non-Hellenic people. As regards
the latter point, the statement of Diodorus Siculus
IS of mterest and importance that the aboriginal
natives of Samothrace ‘ possessed an ancient dia-
lect of their own, much of which is still preserved

f ^wn to the present day in their religious rites ^ i

speaking at random here
i The word ‘Kabeiroi’ itself has never been safci^‘

factorily explained on any theory of Hellentn
} derivation ;

2 and the personal names of the Samo
,

thracian divinities that have been recorded bu
; Mnaseas of PatraiS—Axieros, Axiokersos, and^lokersa—though the forms have been semi
: Hellenized, betray an alien speech.
[ Now nearly every writer starts with the fact
and constructs on it a theory of the origin of the
cult, that the word Kabeiroi must be equated with
the Semitic d'to, meaning ‘ the mighty ones ’

• the
almost exact equivalence of the two sounds could
hardly have been accidental, especially in view of
the term Beol neydhoi., the constant Hellenic
synonym of the Kabeiroi. It appears also that
every one who accepts this origin of the word has
regarded as inevitable the corollary that the
KabeiTOi-mysteries were an importation from
Phoenicia, the nearest or most likely centre whence
Semitic influence could reach Samothrace. Hence
certain scholars have been led to interpret them in
the light of the knowledge that can be gathered of
Phoenician and Semitic religion.”* But upon re-
flexion the necessity of that corollary is by no
means obvious. Phoenician traders may have
found an aboriginal mystery-cult in this remote
and inaccessible island ; they may have attached
their own descriptive title ‘ Kabeirim,’ ‘ the mighty
ones,* to the divinities that they foimd in the
Kland, because this corresponded to some local
divine appellative that the later Greeks translated
by the phrase ol jaeydXoL BeoL

; then, through the
spread of Phoenician trade, the Semitic name for
the island-deities acquired permanent vogue.
This hypothesis avoids the difficulties that beset

the^ theory of the Phoenician origin of the rites,
which is attested by no ancient writer of any
authority, for Herodotus definitely pronounces
them Pelasgic,® while other writers of the 6th cent
and later periods trace them to Phrygia or Crete.®
The names attached to the Samothracian deities
by Mnaseas are non-Semitic. Nor is there any-
thing in what is revealed to us of the ritual or
the divine personalities that points clearly to

!

Phoenicia. Finally, there is no evidence yet forth-
coming that the Phoenicians ever attached the
appellative ‘ Kabeirim ’ to any group of their own
divinities.

The legends, beginning in the 5th cent., that
associate the rites with Crete and Phrygia may be
of some value for religious history, but contribute
nothing to the question of ultimate origin. Certain
general considerations and certain coincidences

rather to point to Thrace as their source.
The Thracian coast lies nearest to Samothrace, and
the^ aboriginal settlers in the island could most
easily have come over thence. We have fair
evidence that the ministers of the mysteries were
^led ‘Saoi’ or ‘Saioi,’ and Strabo mentions a
Thracian tribe of that name, while the name Saon
is applied by Lykophron to some settlement of the
Korybantes located by the scholiast in Thrace.^
Also, when we look closely at the evidence we may
discern certain features in the Samothracian re-
ligion which would accord with the theory of its
Thracian origin.

We must begin with certain monumental evi-
dence which is earlier than the literary. The

1 V.47,

3See, «.gr
, D. M. Robinson’s attempts in Amm. Joum.

Archceol, xvii. [1913] 363.
3 FHG iii. 154, fragf. 27.

Igg
®®P* Friedrich, Kabiren und KeUinschriften, Leipzig,

7 o' j TT
® S®® Strabo, p. 472.

S®rv. adVerg. ^n. ii. 325 ; Strabo, p. 457; Festus, p. 474;

«J +
(^^® sacerdotal title Soot might be con-

nected with the Phrygo-Thracian 2a/3oi).
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explorations conducted in the island by A. Conze ^

in 1873 revealed the foundations of the original

shrine that was constructed in the 6th cent. B.c.

;

and a central point in these was a deep sacrificial

pit into which offerings were let down. The same
nether chamber has been found in the Kabeirion

near Thebes, which also belonged to the 6th cent,

and to which more particular reference will be
made below. We discern the architectural pro-

vision for a chthonian cult ; and we discover some-

thing more definite and certain than all that the

later literature can teach us concerning the nature

of the divinities worshipped: that they were
powers of the under world, having fructifying

functions, no doubt, and probably associated with

the ideas of birth and death and with the world of

ghosts. Tor this reason alone the cult would be

fenced with a mystery, as chthonian ritual would
be too dangerous to be openly approached.* It is

to be surmised that these Samothracian powers

might originally have been spirits rather than
definite and individualized deal, and that some-

thing of the vagueness and indefiniteness of the

ghost-world might attach to them; this would
account for the vague collective name applied to

them, * the mighty ones,’ and also for the bewilder-

ment of the later Greeks concerning the equation

of them to their own clear-shaped divinities.

Other archaeological evidence of importance is

forthcoming from the excavations undertaken by
Dorpfeld and the German School of Archaeology

on the site of the Kabeirion near Thebes in 1887.

The architectural remains pointed to three periods

of the shrine, the earliest building being assigned

by Dorpfeld to the 6th or 5th cent. B.c., which

would accord with a record in Pausanias* that the

shrine was violated in the time of the Persian

invasion ; and some of the objects of religious art

found within or near the precincts, bronze-dedica-

tions and fragments of vases, are dated to the

earlier half of the 5th century. We must sup-

pose, then, a migration of the cult from Samothrace

or Lemnos into Boeotia in the 6th cent. B.C. or even

earlier ;
® and we cannot assign its introduction to

any known fact in the history of colonization and

tribal movements. What concerns us chiefly is
|

the question how much light is thrown on the

original Samothracian religion by the discoveries

on the site of the Theban Kabeirion. In one point

at least the ritual of the transplanted cult remained

true to the tradition of its home ; ibehind the cellar

was dug a double sacrificial pit into which offerings

were thrown, the chthonian ritual proper to the

powers of the lower world.® As regards the

personality and form of the divinities, we must

turn to the inscriptions and the works of art.

Among the latter the most important and strik-

ing is a broken vase of the 4th cent., on which

appears a group with five inscribed figures;^ on

the right reclines a stately bearded person, half-

clad in IjxdrLov and holding out a cup, his name
‘ Kabiros ’ appearing above his head ;

in front of

him stands a boy inscribed IIa?s, turning his back

on the elder god and drawing wine from a Kparijp ;

before him, also fronting to the left, is an ugly

little dwarf figure clasping his hands below his

chin, and preserved only as far as the middle of

the body ; he bears the singular name of UparoXaos,

as if he stood for the earliest generation of men on

1 Arckaologisehe Untersuchungsn ditf Samothrake, i.

ii. 21.
2 It has been pointed out that Greek mysteries generally are

consecrated to * chthonian * divinities ;
cf. GGS jii. 132 f.

3 IX. X3CV. 6. ^ Athen. Mitth. xn. [1887] 270.

5 Pausanias, in his perverse account of the KabeWon of

Thebes, carries it back to pre-historic days (ix. xxv. 7 f.).

6 Athm. Mitth. xiU. [1888] 91, 95. ^ ^ ^ ^ .

7 Figured in Athen. Mitth. xiii. [1888], Taf. ix., and Eoscher.

ii. 2538. See specially 0. Kern’s art. * Die boiotischen Kaburen,

in Hermes, xxm. [1890] 1-16.

the earth ; he is gazing in excited wonder on a
group that forms the left extremity of the scene,

a male and female personage—only the upper parts
of the body are preserved—^in loving union and
converse, she designated as Kparefa, he by the
enigmatical name Mtros. All these are ideal

beings of the Kabeiros-circle, not represented,

however, directly as objects of worship ; on the
contrary, the spirit of caricature is marked in the
last three. But we might imagine that the vase-

painter would keep in touch with the popular
belief and the tradition of the rites. His chief

figure is Kabeiros par excellence, whom he closely

assimOates to Dionysos ; this would be natural at

Thebes, and all the more inevitable if there was
lingering a tradition of a Thracian origin of the

Samothracian mysteries. The Hats represents the

boy-minister, the young god whom Mnaseas caBs
Kdafiihos, and who was an important and essential

figure in the cult, though here he appears in a
trivial character ; for the numerous inscriptions

that have been found, in which the individual

worshippers commemorated their association with
the shrine, contain the mention of no other

divinities save those of Kabeiros and 'the Son.’^

This evidence outweighs all other ; we must
assume that in the Boeotian Kabeirion these, the

elder and the younger god, were the predomin-
ating personages of the religion ; and, as no local

reason can be discovered for this, we must suppose

it to be part of the Samothracian tradition,^ which
we shall find preserved also in the later literary

records. But the vase-painter has added two other

figures that have the air of divinities, ‘Krateia’

and ‘Mitos.’ Naming the goddess ‘the mighty
one,’ he probably intended her for the female

counterpart of Kabeiros, the earth-goddess who in

Greek fends was individualized and idealized as

Demeter-Kore ; her figure has something m it of

the Kore-type, and her name Krateia reminds us

of UaffiKpdreLa, ‘ the almighty one,’ a sobriquet of

Kore at Selinus.* As to * Mitos,’ the only clue to

his name and significance has been found in a

passage of Clement of Alexandria, who on good

authority mentions filros as a hieratic word of the

Orphic sacred books, meaning ‘seed.’® We are

tempted, then, to interpret this mysterious figure

as the divine nourisher of all life, possibly the

procreative god of the earth ; but we should be

embarrassed in fixing his true relation to the other

elder god Kabeiros. As the vase-painter appears

to have been a frivolous person with a smattering

of Orphic lore, he is not a trusW exponent
^

of

genuine Samothracian religion. But his quaint

little figure, ‘Pratolaos,’ may have been suggested

by real Kabeiric legend, since, according to a

passage in Hippolytus,^ which may be

derived from a lost ode of Pindar, it was claimed

in both Samothrace and Lemnos that Kabeiros

was ‘ the first man Adam ’
; it is therefore not un-

likely that the mystery teaching included some

dogma concerning the origin of man.
^

Turning now to the literary record, we find it

confusing and often contradictory, as we shoidd

expect from writers trying to define and Hellenize

what was indefinite and alien . For certain historic

reasons, especially owing to the relations of Athens

to Lemnos, the Lemnian Kabeiroi-rites appear

earlier in literature than the Samothracian, having

attracted the attention of .^schylus, Pherekydes,

and Akousilaos. As the chief god of Lemnos was
Hephaistos, we find, as we should expect, that the

two last-mentioned historians make much of

Hephaistos in their genealogical account of the

1 CIG (Sm.) i. 2458, 2467, etc. ^ ^

2 Dittenberger, SyUoge, ii.*, Leipzig, 1901, p. 784 (cf. COS

V. 244 B (E. Abel, Orphica, Leipzig, 1885, frag. 268),

4 PhiZosoph. V. 7, 8 (PG xvi. 3127, 3142).
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Kabeiroi,^ and their authority may have influenced

Herodotus’s view^ and some later genealogical

fictions. Yet, outside Lemnos, the Hellenic smith-

god had no affinity with this divine group, though

in the later art the Kabeiroi may have oorrowed

their hammer from him. We cannot,^ therefore,

deduce anything concerning their aboriginal nature

from their local rapprochement to the Lemnian god.

From the literaiy tangle one fact of some import-

ance for our view of these divine personalities

emerges : the more trustworthy records present

the Kabeiroi not as a vague plurality like the

Korybantes, but either as a trinity or as a duality.

The latter view of them is in accord with the

evidence of the inscriptions from the Theban
Kabeirion, with the later identification of them
with the Dioskouroi, and with the statement of

Hippolytus®—^mainly confirmed by Varro—con-

cerning the tw^o ithyphallic statues that stood in

the Samothracian shrine uplifting their hands to-

wards heaven; and the scholiast on Apollonius
Khodius, who summarizes Hellenistic learning on
the subject, mentions a current view that the
Kabeiroi were originally a group of two—an elder

and a younger god whom the learned Hellenist

might call Zeus and Dionysos.^ We may believe

that this aspect of them is original ; it could not
have been a later Hellenic fiction, for it clashed
with the prevalent craving to identify them with
the Hellenic Twin-brethren, a youthful and coeval
couple. The old earth-deities of Samothrace must
have been so far clothed with individual person-
ality before entering on their Hellenic career.

But those older and later authorities who attest a
Samothracian trinity were probably justified ; for

it is most probable that the earth-power there as

in all other w®gean lands had developed a female
personality ; and the Hellenes, who would in any
case have imposed a goddess, probably found one,

at least in embryo, already there in the island
mystery-cult when they came to know it. We
cannot lightly reject the statement of Mnaseas of
Patrai (or Patara), an antiquarian of the latter

part of the 3rd cent. B.O., merely because this

writer appears to have been usualHr reckless and
futile ; for, maintaining that the Kabeiroi were a
trinity, he actually gives us their names, as above
mentioned—Axieros, Axiokersos, and Axiokersa

—

the last being evidently feminine, the other two
being appellatives of the elder and younger god.®
He would have had no reasonable motive for
forging this statement, nor is it likely that he
would have forged so well. These names ring
genuine, belonging not to Hellenic speech but to
some language akin to it, such as Thracian.
Another Samothracian cult-name, applied like
Axieros or Axiokersos to the young god of the
trio, was or Kdo-AitXoy, meaning apparently
‘the minister’; and this name alone is sufficient

to e^lain how the story of the wandering Kadmos
and Harmonia came to be engrafted on the hieratic
le^nd of the island.

But, if the existence of the female earth-spirit,
I

conceived as earth-mother or earth-bride, within
I

the original Samothracian trio can be accepted as
proved, she would seem to have been subordinate
to the male principle of divinity. The later his-
torians and antiquarians may have tried to assign
to the Phrygian Bhea-Cybele or the Hellenic
Demeter a prominent place in the mysteries ;

® but
there is no sign that these alien goddesses were

1 FHG i. 71 (PJierekydes, frag. 6). 2 iii. 37.

s Philosoph. V. S (P& xvi. S142) ; cf. Serv. ad Verg. .JSn. iu.
12 :

* Varro et alii complures Magnos decs adfirmant simulacra
duo virilia, Oastoris et Pollucis in Samothracia ante portum
sita.*

4 Schol. Apoll. Rhod. i. 917.
5 Frag. 27 {FHG iii. 154) ; schol. Apoll. Rhod. i. 917.
6 Dion. Hal. i. 61 ; Lucian, de Pea Syr, xv. : Strabo, p. 198

:

CGJ^iii. 307, 884.

able to unseat the old ‘mighty ones’ who were
predominantly male, and who were therefore
capable, on this ground at least, of being fused with
the Dioskouroi. This comparative subordination
of the female power is of importance for our judg-
ment concerning the ethnic origin of the religion.

It makes against any theory that would regard
this religion as aboriginally ^gean, or derived
from pre-Aryan Phrygia or Crete.
The history of the mysteries is part of the

secular history of the Mediterranean. We do not
know at what early period they had spread off-

shoots of themselves in Lemnos, Imbros, and the
Troad.^ Towards the close of the maritime empire
of Athens, it was becoming not unusual for
Athenians to be initiated. ^ Macedonia, perhaps
owing to its enthusiasm for Dionysiac worship,
was deeply interested in them ; and the establish-

ment of htacedonian supremacy gave them a lead-
ing position in the Mediterranean. Their connexion
with the Troad brought them into relation with
the Korybantes and the Phrygian mother at least
as early as the 6th cent. B.c.,® and, later, evoked
the interest and devotion of Home ; the learning of

I

Pergamon, Rome’s ally and from of old a ‘ Kabeiric ’

! region,^ may have helped to propagate the fiction

I

that the Roman Penates were deities taken origin-

I

ally from Samothrace to Troy by Dardanos and
from Troy to Rome. With such patronage the
mysteries were able to survive and even flourish

throughout the latter days of paganism, and in

the 4th cent. A.D. Libanios refers to them as still

existing.® In the course of so long a period, how
much they absorbed of alien elements, what trans-

formation of ritual and what contamination of

divine legend they experienced, we cannot de-

termine with detailed precision. At the time of

their chief expansion in the 4th cent. B.O.
, we maybe

sure that they borrowed much iu the way of organ-
ization and even of doctrine from tne greater
mysteries of Eleusis ; and it was probably due to

Eleusinian influences that the female divinity of

the Kabeiroi-group was frequently interpreted as
Demeter, who was specially termed Kabeiria in

Bceotia.®

Less natural and appropriate was the Helleniza-
tion of the two male Kabeiroi as the Dioskouroi,
an interpretation which ignored the important
difference of age between the elder and the younger
Samothracian god, and in no way harmonized with
their aboriginal chthonian character. There is no
proof that it came into vogue before the 3rd cent.

B.C. and it probably arose from the coincidence
that the Hellenic Dioskouroi were also called

'ZwTTjpes in their own right, and from the fact that
the ancient visitors to Samothrace, who would be
often thankful enough to effect a safe landing on
that harbourless island, had come to regard the
Kabeiroi no longer as chthonian deities of vege-
tation, but pre-eminently as saviours from the
perils of sea ; and this was exactly the function of

the Dioskouroi. The ‘ Samothracian saviours ’ was
a name of divine power for the .^gean mariner ;

®

but the later writers of the Roman learned world
tended to identify the Kabeiroi-trinitywith Jupiter,
Minerva, and Mercury;® and, in accord with a
later trend of philosophic-religious exegesis, to in-

terpret the chief male and female deities as Coelum
and Terra, * Heaven ’ and ‘ Earth.’

1 Strabo, p. 473. 2 Aristoph. Paz, 278.
3 e.gr., Pherekydes, frag. 6.

4 Paus. I. iv. 6 : vipovrai ol TJepyafiTjvoC, Ka^etpwv Updv
^aoriv elvaL to dpxo-lov ; cf. Aristides, ii. p. 709 (Dindorf).

6 Pro Aristoph. (R. Foerster, Leipzig, 1908, ii. 110).
6 Pans. IX. XXV. 5.

7 The earliest evidence is the coin-types of Hephaistia and
Syros.

8 We find a koivov SaMo^pa/ciao’Twv Swr^piacrrcov in Rhodes
{Athen. Mitth. xviii. [1893] 389).

2 Serv. ad Verg. .Mn, iii. 264. 10 Ih. iii. 12.
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The indefiniteness of the Kabeiroi-trinity opened

the way to this confusion in the interpretation and
exposed them to the caprices of the later fashion

of the deoKpdffia.

It remains to be seen what we can gather con-

cerning the purport and ritual of the mysteries.

To consider the latter first—the inscriptions and

the architectural remains in Samothrace and the

vicinity of Thebes supplement the meagre literary

evidence. The sacrifice must have been an
essential, if not the central, part of the whole rite.

And, as has been pointed out, the sacrifice was
chthonian ;

the victim’s head may have been held

over the pit and its blood shed into it where the

powers of the earth would receive it; or the

animal may have been thrown alive into the pit

;

both these forms of service being Hellenic and not

specially Kabeiric. As regards the animal chosen,

we find on a vase-fragment from the Theban
Kabeirion a bull standing near the reclining

Kabeiros with worshippers approaching ;
^ but this

animal might have been suggested by the fusion of

Kabeiros with the Theban Dionysos to whom it

properly belongs. In the great mysteries of

iGidania consecrated to Demeter and Kore, where

the Kabeiroi under the name of deoi had

gained a footing, young sows were offered to the

latter.® Finally, a ram-sacrifice of a peculiar and

mystic type may have been part of the Samo-

thracian tradition.® But we do not know that the

idea of the god’s incarnation in the victim, which

might transform the sacrificial meal into a sacra-

mental communion, was vividly present in the

Samothracian ritual. Nor can we discover there

any clear indication of that other idea, sometimes

linked with the sacramental and so momentous in

the mystery-cults of the Mediterranean area, of

the periodic death and resurrection of the deity.

Lenormant has indeed drawn this conclusion from

certain late and doubtful records and still more

doubtful monuments.^ Clement of Alexandria®

narrates the legend of the murder of one of the

Korybantes by his brethren, and seems to assert

that this story was transferred to the Kabeiroi,

which is not improbable in view of the gener^

confusion in later literature between Kabeiroi,

Korybantes, and Kouretes (see art. Kottretes

AND Korybantes) ; but Clement does not clearly

state that it ever entered as a motive into the

sacred drama of the Ka^eLpLKr} reXeriJ. The other

authority is Firmicus Maternus,® who also narrates

the murder of Koryhas, and then adds; ‘This is

the Kabeiros to whom the men of Thessalonike

used to offer prayers with blood-stained hands.

If there is anything real behind this, we may
surmise that the worship of Kabeiros, which we
know was prevalent in this Macedonian State, had

attracted to itself the actual legend of the murdered

and dismembered Dionysos, which was rife in those

regions. It would be hazardous to assert that this

was an original Kabeiric myth ; the old Samo-

thracian religion, being less personal and anthropo-

morphic than the Hellenic, may not have evolved

any mythology of its own.
^

But the sacramental idea might have been ex

pressed in the Samothracian ritual in other forms

than communion with the blood of the divinity.

In the Eleusinian mystery the administration of

the KVKedjv—the cereal drink sanctified by tiie

goddess herself and offered by the priest to each

1 Athen. Mitth. xiii. [1888] 421.
,

2 CGS ui. 208, ref. 246.

8 The evidence consists of certain monuments of wMch Ije

religious interpretation is doubtful (cf. G. Rodenwaldt, Jahro.

desarch. Inst.xxviii. [1913] 327), and a Pergamene inscription

mentioning a Kptoj8o\ia, which may have some connexion with

the initiation of the e<t>7i^oi in the mysteries

eeol KdjSetpot mentioned earlier m the inscription (At/ien, Mitth,

xxix. [1904] 152).

t aror.. 11.

of the juijj-rac—may be called a sacrament ; and
the Eleusinian service must have influenced the

later Samothracian at many points. An inscrip-

tion in Bucharest referring to the Kabeiroi-

mysteries, if we accept an attractive restoration,

may indicate the mystic ritual of the administra-

tion of holy bread and drink to the fi^icrat by the

priest ; enough at least is preserved to reveal the
unportance of the sacramental cup.^

Such rites of power always enhance the mystic
iclat of the priesthood ; and it is not improbable
that the priests themselves took the names of the

‘great gods’ and were called Kabeiroi; for this

would explain the inconsequent opinion that

prevailed in some learned circles of later antiquity

that the Kabeiroi, although the name obviously

designated high gods, were only xpoTroXot, the

ministers of these, like the Korybantes or the

Kouretes.® One of the most important functions

of the priest was the scrutiny of the catechumens,

so as to decide if they were ceremonially ‘pure’

and therefore suitable for admission. In the

ancient ritual-code the gravest impurity was blood-

shed ; and we hear of a Kabeiric official called XoLris

or whose function was the purification of

homicides.® A text of Livy * reveals to us a temple-

council or synod, in which the chief magistrate

was called jSairtXeiJs, who tried cases of homicide to

decide whether the pollution was too great for the

temple to offer them asylum ;
for the rights of

asylum were rigidly respected in Samothrace and
might be abused. The powers of the lower world,

to whom the /ii/crrat were consecrated by wearing a

purple band round their waists ®—purple being a
‘ chthonian ’ colour—were specially sensitive about

bloodshed.
A special form of purification, unrecorded else-

where in the ancient Mediterranean world but in

vogue in Samothrace, is the confessional ; and the

record that attests it contains also the first repro-

bation of it by the spirit of Protestantism ; the

haughty Lysander refused to confess to mortal

man, when the priest of the Kabeiroi asked him
what was the greatest sin that he had committed.®

As regards the actual dpcbfieva, or sacred action

whereby the initiation was consummated, we have

less evidence about the Samothracian than we
have concerning the Eleusinian mysteries. There

was a distinction here, as at Eleusis, between the

catechumens and the fully initiate, the latter

being called fjXxrrai e^ire/Sets, as possessing a ;^eculiar

piety, or, as at Eleusis, iirdirrai,’^ and this term

implies that the central act of the mystery was

the revelation of certain sacred things or shows to

their eyes. The show might have included a

solemn dance ; for we have a literary reference to

the religious dancing of the ‘pious Samothracians, ®

and a relief found by Conze near the sanctuary

showed a dance of nymphs.® The dancing inay

have been dramatic or mimetic ; if so, it is useless

to try to guess at its purport ; we have no records

that the most credulous could believe, nor can we
point to any hieratic legend that is genuinely

Samothracian ; we know far less about Samo-

thrace, which was perhaps never wholly Hellenized,

than about Eleusis, and it is merely futile to^ re-

count the various legends, Cretan, Phrygian,
I >*1 t 1 ^ 4.Ua TTrvI I

COuHU l/ULO VCUXJLUUO

Theban, that the later learning of the Hellenistic

1 Arch. Ep, Mitth. vi. [1882] 8, no. 14 ;
['A‘iraTov]pea>i/09

irap[e|et to ire/ji|u.]a tcaX eyxeet [to itotov Tat]s p-vo-rai?]

(Hirschfeld’s restoration).

2 Strabo, p. 472 f.
, . « . j. ^

8 Hesych. S.V. Kotijs : tepev? Ka^etpo)V, o KaBatptav (poveas.

Robinson (Arch. Inst. Amer. xvii. [1913] 363) compares the

the priestess mentioned in the newly discovered inscrip-

tion of Sardis.
« „ 1 A n ; QT7

4 xlv. 5.
® Schol. Apoll. Rhod. i. 917.

6 Pint. Apophtheg. Lacon.^ p. 229 D-E.
7 Kern, Athen. Mitth. xviii. [1893] 863-366 ; Conze, Unter

suchungen, Taf. Ixxi.
^ «

8 Statius, Achill. i. ii. 157. 2 Op. cit. xu. 1,
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world tried to implant on this mysterious island.

Only one record deserves some passing attention.

The scholiast on Euripides, quoting from Ephoros,

after giving the useless story that Kadmos carried

off Harmonia from Samothrace, adds words of

greater importance ;
‘ and even now in their

festivals {iv rah ioprah) in Samothrace they make
search for Harmonia.’ ^ We know that the quest

for the vanished deity of vegetation was part of an
agrarian ritual in Greece; and Ephoros might

have been referring to some purely country-pageant

of the island, whether Hellenic or autochthonous.

But, if we regard it as more probable that his

vague phrases refer to the sacred drama of the

mysteries themselves—the probability being strong

a priori that they had one—then we can draw'

some interesting conclusions : Harmonia was a
Hellenic divine name attracted to Samothrace,

because she was attached to Kadmos, and Kadmos
was attracted there because Thebes had ancient

communication with the island, and the native

Kasmilos or Kadmilos was^ identified with their

Kadmos. Now, if Kasmilos in the mysteries

carried off the earth-goddess, if there was the

semblance of an abduction followed by a sorrowful

search for the lost one, the Greek /Ai5<rrat, misled by
the name Kadmilos, would interpret the Samo-
thracian earth-bride as Harmonia, and the story of

Kadmos carrying off his bride from Samothrace
would be explained. If all this were certain, we
should not feel convinced that this holy drama was
autochthonous Samothracian ; it is so like to what
happened and was performed at Eleusis that we
might naturally ascribe it to the reorganization

under Eleusinian influences that the Kabeiroi-

mysteries underwent at the time when they were
becoming pan-Hellenic.

On the same analogies we must suppose that
besides a sacred drama there w'as some \6yo$

in them, some exegesis, accompanied probably
with exhortation. And on a priori grounds we
should believe that this would be connected with
the doctrine of a future life and the promise of

future happiness ; for we could hardly understand
how the Samothracian could compete so success-

fully throughout the later period of paganism with
the other influential mystery-initiations, such as
the Eleusinian, the Bacchic, the Phrygian, and
the Egyptian, if it proffered to its fnicrrai, no such
message of posthumous salvation as the others
proclaimed. Moreover, the Kabeiroi, like the
Eleusinian deities, were powers of the shadowy
world, the ghost-realm; and the Greek mind
would be sure to conclude that mystic communion
with them would affect the lot of the departed
spirit. Hence we may explain the growth of the
legend that it was Hemeter herself, the goddess
who held the key of the Eleusinian Paradise, who
instituted the Kabeiric rites. The belief in posthu-
mous rewards and punishments may have a moraliz-
ing effect on conduct ; and it is specially attested
of the Samothracian mysteries, and of these alone,
that ‘ those who had partaken in these mysteries
became more pious and more just, and in every
respect better than their past selves.

A more intimate and more certain knowledge
about these rites and the genuine Samothracian
religion will perhaps never be attained. The
evidence which has been used above is mainly
indirect, incomplete, and vague. The Greeks
themselves were confused in their view of these
divinities, who for the meagreness of their legend
and the dimness of their personality resemble more
the Koman numina, such as the Penates, than
the clear Olympian figures of Hellas.
Literaturb.—C. A. Lobeck, Aglaophamv^^ Ktnigsberg,

1829, ii. 1109-1348 (collection and criticism of literary records);

1 P/ioenm. 7. 2 Diod. Sic. v. 49.

Daremberg-Saglio,ai>.‘Oabiri’(F. Lenormant, often untrust
worthy) ; L. Bloch, art. * Megaloi Theoi,’ in Eoscher, iL 2522 fl.*

O. Rubensohn, Die MysterUnkeiHgtwimr in Eleusis uni
Samothrace^ Berlin, 1892 ; A. Conze, Archaologische Unter-
suchungen auf Samothrahe^ Vienna, 1875 ; L. Preller and
C. Robert, Griechische Mythologie, Berlin, 1894, pp. 847-864,

Lewis B. Farnell.

KABIR, KABiRPANTHiS.—I. Lifeof Kabir.
—Kabir, an Indian teacher and religious reformer,
flourished in N. India about A.D. 1440 to 1518,

His origin is uncertain, and is the subject of
various legends current among his followers.

According to one account, his mother was a virgin
widow, the daughter of a Brahman. She accom-
panied her father, who was a follower of Bamanand,
the great teacher of S. India, on a visit to the
spiritual guide. Bamanand, while blessing her,

offered her the usual wish that she might conceive
a son, not knowing her state of widowhood. The
sequel is variously reported. It was impossible to
recall the blessing; but, while one version states

that the mother abandoned the child to escape
disgrace, another relates that Bamanand contrived
that the child should he miraculously born from
his mother’s hand. All stories agree that the
child was brought up by a weaver named Niru
and his wife Nima. The Kabirpanthis, or followers

of Kabir, assert that the infant was an incarnation
found by Nima floating on a lotus in a tank near
Benares. Similar legends are current regarding
Kabir’s wife (Loi), son (Kamal), and daughter
(Kamaliya), all of whom are said to have had a
miraculous birth. Throughout his life Kabir
preached and worked as a weaver in the neigh-

bourhood of Benares. Owing to his teachings he
was an object of dislike both to Hindus and to

Muhammadans, and it is said that he was de-

nounced to Sikandar Lodi, king of Delhi, as laying
claim to divine attributes, but escaped by his

ready tongue. The Brahmans decried him as an
associate with a woman of ill-fame and with Bae
Das, another religious teacher who was a Chamar,
or leather-worker, despised for his low position.

Kabir died at Maghar near Gorakhpur, and a
dispute at once arose as to the disposal of his

remains, which were claimed by both Hindus and
Muhammadans, the former desiring to cremate
and the latter to bury them. While they wrangled,
Kabir himself appeared and bade them raise the

cloth which covered the corpse. When this was
done, it was found that the body had vanished,

but a heap of flowers occupied its place. Half of

these were burnt after the Hindu custom at a spot

now known as Kabir Chaura in Benares, and the

rest were buried at Maghar, which became the

headquarters of the Muhammadan portion of the

sect. A tomb was built there which was subse-

quently repaired about 1567 by a Muhammadan
officer of the Mughal army.
2. Influence and doctrine.— In the religious

history of India, Kabir occupies a place of great

importance. He was almost certainly a disciple

of Bamanand, and thus belongs to the Vaisnava
school of thought. His teaching was the first

important introduction of these tenets in N. India.

But he was also conspicuous as the earliest thinker

who tried to affect both Hindus and Muham-
madans. And, while his followers are still

numerous,^ the effects of his teaching are rendered

still more important by the fact that it was one of

the main sources drawn on by Nanak Shah, the

founder of the Sikh religion. In explanation of

Kabir’s constant references to Islam, J. Malcolm
{Asiat. BesearcheSf xi. [1810] 267) described him as a
Muhammadan and a Sfifi—statements which were
hotly contested by H.* H. Wilson [Religious Sects

1 At the census of 1901 the number returned was 843,171 in

the Central Provinces, United Provinces, Central India, and
Bombay. The number is certainly understated.
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of the Hindus^ London, 1861, p. 69, note). G. H.
Westcott of Lucknow, the most recent writer on
the sect, is of opinion that Kabir was certainly a
Muhammadan, and that he had at least some
knowledge of Sufi teaching {Kahir and the Kahir
Panth, p. 37). Kahir rejected entirely all the
outward signs of Hinduism, as has been done in so
many movements of reform. He acknowledged
no caste distinctions, saw no virtue in asceticism,
fasting, and almsgiving, and despised the six
schools of Hindu philosophy. As an unlettered
man of low origin, he probably had no deep
acquaintance with the last. The Hindu theogony
was ruthlessly condemned. Belief in a Supreme
Being is the foundation of the teaching; but,
although the name of Earn is used, it is clear
throughout that the incarnation of Yisnu is not
meant. Salvation is to be gained, not by acquisi-
tion of knowledge or by good works, but by faith
{hhakti [cf. art. Bhakti-marga]).
In its essence the teaching is thus another

instance of the revolt of simple minds against the
deadening weight of ritual, mystery, and confusing
complications of thought with which Brahmanism
and Islam are overlaid. If God had desired circum-
cision, He would have sent men circumcised into
the world. If by circumcision a man becomes a
Muhammadan, what is to happen to women ? Of
what benefit is cleaning your mouth, countino*
your beads, performing ablution, and bowing in
temples, when, while you mutter your prayers, or
journey to Mecca and Medina, deceitfulness is in
your heart? If by wearing a sacred thread a man
becomes a Brahman, what do women wear ? The
God of all religions is the same. To ’AJi and
Earn we owe our existence, and should therefore
show similar tenderness to all that live. The city
of Hara (another name of Earn) is to the east, and
that of 'All to the west j but explore your own
hearts, for there are both Earn and Karim (a name
of God). The worship of many gods is wrong.
Maya (‘delusion’; see art. Maya) created them,
and, as they have sprung from sin, so are they the
cause of sin in others. In the search for God a
guide is necessary, who has himself learned to
know God. And a teacher should not be accepted,
as the Brahman is by the Hindu, without being
tested. When the master is blind, what is to
become of the scholar ? When the blind leads the
blind, both wUl fall into the well. Yet the master
is helpless when the scholar is unapt. It is blowing
through a bamboo to teach wisdom to the dull.
The scriptures are of value, but must not be rated
too highly.

Most important in the positive doctrines of
Kabu is that of &ahda, the Word, and this teach-
ing is one of the most striking of the many
parallels between Christianity and the preaching
of Kabir. In orthodox Hindu thought knowledge
can be attained by perception and inference. The
Yai§nava teachers added Sahda, which includes
both divine inspiration and the word of the teacher.
There are many words, and there is a great differ-
ence between them. Accept the true Word. If
man wishes to know the truth, let him investigate
the Word. Without finding the gateway of the
Word, man will ever be astray. Without the
Word the Sdstrae are blind. There are many
words, but take the pith of them. Kabir says,
‘I am a lover of the Word which has shown me
the unseen (God).’ It would appear probable that
Kabir did not recognize a distinct heaven and hell,
but regarded these names as symbolic of happiness
and misery in this world. Transmigration was
certainly a feature in his doctrine. Modern Kabir-
panthis, however, believe that the soul enters
heaven or hell between successive periods of re-
birth.

? teaching was purely oral, and through-
out India thousands of rhyming couplets are
current which are ascribed to him. In addition,
he and his successors are responsible for a large
number of hymns, odes, and doctrinal or argu-
mentative poems. These have been collected, and
a few have been published. Wilson gives a listm 20 works included in the Kh^s Grantha, or
Bookpar excellence, at Kabir Chaura, but W^estcott
has obtained references to 82 in addition to eight
of those mentioned by Wilson. The great majority
are still in manuscript only. It is probable that
the first collection of Kabir’s sayings was not
compiled earlier than 50 years after his death. Of
most authority is the Bijak (literally * invoice- or
account-book ’), which has been printed with com-
mentaries. It was compiled by Bhago Das, one of
Kabir’s immediate disciples, and contains specimens
of the various classes of poems referred to above.A number of sayings attributed to Kabir are
included in the Adi Granth of the Sikhs (tr.
Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, vi. 142-316).

I

3- The Kabirpanthis,—The community has not
escaped sectarian division. As already mentioned,
Maghar is the headquarters of the Muhammadan
^llowers of Kabir, who keep aloof from the
Hindus. The latter recognize two main divisions.
The Hmdu shrine at Maghar is only a branch of
the main establishment at Benares, and one version
dates the appointment of the first Hindu mahant
(‘religious superior’) at Maghar in 1764. But a
second establishment exists in Chattisgarh in the
Central Provinces, founded by Dharm Das, a
Bania who is said to have been rebuked for idolatry
by Kabir himself. As in the case of so many
reforming movements in EQnduism, there is a
tenden^ to relapse into ritualism and exclusive-
ness. Though Kabir preached against caste, the
modem Kabirpanthis prefer that members of the
unclean castes should join other sects, and should
not wear the rosary of wooden beads which marks
their own members. Members of the twice-bom
castes in addition wear theyaweo, or sacred thread,
of the Hindus. A woman may also wear the
rosary, but not before marriage, and she may
not become a disciple of her husband’s spiritual
gmde, for disciples of the same teacher are
regarded as

^
brother and sister. An elaborate

ceremony of initiation is performed, which includes
the consumption of water used for washing the
feet of the head mahant, representing the master,
and a betel leaf. On the latter the secret name
of God is inscribed with dew. It is called the
parwdim, or passport, and is said to represent the
body of Kabir. An important feature in the
ceremony is the communication of a secret mantra,
or text. In the Dharm Das section there are
several mantras, and the ceremonies of initiation
differ in a number of details. Every Sunday and
on the last day of the lunar month a fast is

observed, followed in the evening by a religious
meal, at which a service is read, and an address
delivered by a mahant, while hymns are also
sung. K later ceremony follows, of even greater
solemnity, and resembling the Communion service
in Christianity. When in extremis, the dying
receive the holy water and betel leaf described in
connexion with initiations. Monastic life is en-
couraged, and women may be admitted to the
order, if found qualified, after a probation of two
years. They are usually widows or the wives
of men who have joined the order. Branches of
the community are ministered to by mahants
who receive authority from the head mahant.
As a rule, at present the mahants are not men
of great learning, though some are acquainted
with Tulasi Das’s Rdmayana and the Bhagavad-
gltd.
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Litbraturb.—^The best account of the sect is contained in

G. H. Westcott, Kahir and the Kabir Pantk, Oawnpore,
1907, which includes a bibliographj’’. A curious comparison
between the teaching of Kabir and Christianity was made by
Pandit W^ji Bechar, a pastor of the Irish Presbyterian
Church in the Eaira district, Gujarat. His conclusions were
published in a book called Kabir Charitra (Gujarati), Surat,
1881. Reference must also be made to H. H. Wilson, Religious
Sects of the Hindus^ London, 1861, i. 68-98, and especially to
M. A. Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, Oxford, 1909, vi. 122-316.
For a brief summary, see also R. G. Bhandarkar,
Saivisni, etc. (GIAP iii. 6), Strassburg, 1913, pp. 67-73.

R. Burn
KACHARIS.—See Bodos.

KACHHL—An important agricultural tribe
in N. India, an offshoot of the Kurmi. At the
Census of 1911 they numbered 1,304,296, the major-
ity of whom are found in the United Provinces of
Agra and Oudh, Central India, and the Central
Provinces. Their name is usually derived from Skr.
kalcsa, ‘Hank,’ ‘enclosure,’ or karsa, ‘furrow’;

W WlOii l/JUC

tortoise {kachchhapa). The Kachhi are among the
best agriculturists in N. India, specially devoting
themselves to the growth of the more valuable
OTops,^ such as vegetables, sugar-cane, and opium.
Practically all are Hindus ; and, if they can be said
to belong to any sect, they prefer the Sakta, and
worship the goddess Durga Devi, more especially
in her form as Sitala, the smallpox goddess, whom
they propitiate in March-April and June-July
with offerings of cakes, sweetmeats, and money,
which are received by the humhdr^ or potter-priest,
who attends her shrine. Except when they make
pilgrimages to the shrines of the greater gods, they
^y little regard to the orthodox deities of the
Hindu pantheon, and devote themselves to the cult
of the group of minor local gods, who are supposed
to protect them from trouble and cause the increase
of their crops. Such in the United Provinces are
Ijagarsen, one^ of the deities controlling disease

;

uhamar, who, if he be not propitiated with gifts of
sweetmeats, incense, and red lead at the Holi and
JJivali festivals, stops the milk of cows and buffa-
loes; Lai Mani, ‘red je^vel,’ the household god, towhom cakes and sweetmeats are dedicated and
subsequently eaten by the worshipper and his
family; and Bhumiya, god of the soil, who is
patron of the village and its people, the male
partner of Dharti Mata, Mother Earth. The
malevolent deity most feared is Bisari, ‘the poison-
ous one (Skr. vua, ‘poison’), who brings ophthal-mia on those who neglect her worship. It is
believed that her priest can bring this disease onsmners by lighting a fire and throwing hot coalson her image. When a person is afflicted in thisway, he lays aside seven cowrie-shells, a piece of
turmeric, and some charcoal, as a mark of his vow
to make a pilgrimage to the shrine of the goddess
at Sankisa m the Farrukhahad District, United
Provinces. The presentation of a silver coin here
ensures immunity from the disease. People whoare too poor to undertake this journey endeavour
to ^pease the angry goddess by going a mile or so

Sff to w and making an offer-
which must be beyond the boundary

of the village in which they live. With this cuft

St
minor gods is combined that of localMuhainmadan saints like Madar Sahib of Makan-

M ^ martyr of the faith,

^ feayyid Hard. Among the Kachhiof the Deccan there are indications of a form oftotemism in the regard paid at marriages tothe
® usually cont

sacred figl;i^SnTnmnro!UyhareTeftoa^

Literature.—For the United Provinces: W Crnnt.a mn
1896, in. 81 ; for the Devak of the Deccan : BG xviii^?i885W’
1. p. 283 ; J. M. Campbell, Notes on the Spirit Basis ofand Custom, Bombay, 1885, p. 8 ff.

; T. G. Frazer
and J?a:opamy, London, 1910, ii. 276k W. CkoosiT

KACHINS.—See Burma.

KAFIRS.—See Bantu.

>aud ofthe infidel, almost cptamly is no longer correctlv
described by that epithet. Since it was visited bv
the present writer, who left the country in ISQl
the Amir of Kabul is believed effectually to have
conquered every one of its numerous tribes whowere continuously engaged in internecine fightinsrNo doubt among the old people the ancient sods
are worshipped secretly still; but the former
picturesque ceremonial, the dancing, the feastin<y
the oratorical invocation of favourite deities musthave given place now to the austere rites of the
religion of Islam, the self-righteousness, and the
dignified authority of its priests. Fanaticism wfi]
he prevalent among the younger men, taken awavmany of them, as boys to Kabul and returned as
zealots of the new faith, and also among the ordina^ rank and file of the converts, for naturallv
it is among the most recent recruits of any religion
that, on the average, the highest enthusiasm me-
vails. There is little probability that the Kafirswm ever lapse back to paganism. Muhamma-
danism has a singular attraction for Orientals, and

^ people, it rarely seems to lose
Its hold upon their consciences or its insistent in-
fluence upon their outlook upon life, their manners
and their ways of thought.

*

This country, Kafiristan, is pressed in between
Afghanistan and Chitral, Badakhshan and theKunar Valley. More exactly it is situated be-
tween latitude 34® 30' and latitude 36®, and from
about longitude 70® to longitude 71® 30'. It is one
of the most difficult and intricate mountain places
of the world, harsh, inhospitable, and full of peril
both from the physical dangers of crag, pre-
cipice, and howling torrent, and because of its
superfluity

^
of lurking-places for robbers and

assassins, in the great sombre forests or the
menacing defiles

; every big rock, wall, hush, and
ruin has to be watched suspiciously by the trav-
eller and approached with wariness. The total
extent of this isolated country, for long centuries
an impregnable island of paganism, washed on all
sid^ by an implacable sea of Muhammadanism, is
probably not rnore than 6000 square miles. Noth-
ing authoritatively definite is known about the
history of the inhabitants. Obviously they are

<i®scendants of many broken peoples. Prob-
ably the upper and better featured classes repre-
^nt, in the main, certain ancient colonists of
Eastern Afghanistan, tinctured very likely with
Ureek blood, who, refusing to accept Islam in the
10th cent., were hurtled out by the fervid mission-

^’ordsmen from pleasant cultivated lands into
the blank and hopeless mountain country, where
they fell upon more or less aboriginal folk, still
represented, it would seem, in at least one desolate
high valley, whom they conquered and slew or
enslaved.

Qualitative analysis of the Kafir tribes, especi-
aliy of those of the border valleys, is out of the
question

; fine-shaped heads, fair skins, wise brows,
are found almost exclusively among the chief and
most powerful -families of sept or tribe, but often
even here there are to be found also the sloping
forehead, the restless eye, the coarse features, the

j
of the slave, or, again, the strange

bird-like profile of the wild and fierce nondescript
degenerate. Sometimes in the same family in the
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Bashgni Valley one perceives the oddest differences

between the children—a result no doubt of the

indifferent selection of polygamous wives and the
prevailing moral sexual laxity. The slow and
heavy-featured clansmen of a remote valley, parti-

cularly difficult of access, seem curiously like

one another in form and feature ; that, however,

may he merely the common illusion of a hurried
traveller, who is apt to identify the type while
ignoring its variations. Usually the chief men
and the priests are Aryan-looking, sometimes
remarkably so ; and it may be added, with some-

thing approaching to certainty, that such a t3rpe

never reveals itself among the poorer tribesmen

or among the artisan, the field, or the domestic

slaves. BifiScult as it is to generalize concerning

a congeries of peoples such as constitute the Kafirs

of to-day, especially those living near the Eastern

borders of the country, it may be stated broadly

that in character they all display a curious lack

of simplicity. With remarkable powers of secrecy

and tenacity, they can persevere remorselessly in

an intrigue or a plot decided upon many years

previously. Possibly their most prominent general

peculiarities are an inordinate cupidity, an easily

aroused fierceness of jealousy, and a capacity for

bitter, suicidal, inter-tribal hatred. They are ever

ready to starve themselves for the sake of hoard-

ing. Blackmailing they look upon as a virtue;

it shows ability and forcefulness, A belief in the

value of vague or pointed threats is deeply en-

grained in their nature. A head-man, whose little

son lay very ill, once declared with a menacing

f
esture against heaven that, if the child died,

e would turn Musalman. No one dreamt of

accusing him of blasphemy ; he was applauded for

his wisdom and energy. Kafirs are untruthful.

A plausible lie passes as the proof of a sagacious

intellectual man. Obviously they hold the belief,

common to so many wild people, that the truth

merely because it is the truth must be harnaful

to a man. They are boastful and fond of admira-

tion, which, added to a justifiable fear of the

physical power of majorities, gives a remarkable
sanction to public opinion. Kafirs have no fear

of dying, although they cannot comprehend any-

one committing suicide. Melancholy is unknown.
They have a really wonderful sense of personal

dignity ; at all the religious festivals and sacrifices

they strike the observer as equally cheerful and
self-respecting. In his own way a Kafir is a

model of politeness. At once and gracefully he
yields precedence to a superior and unaffectedly

takes his own proper position. In spite of his

avarice, which at times amounts almost to a

disease, he is very hospitable. However grudg-

ingly he may be so, he dare not disobey the un-

alterable laws on this subject. Family affection

is not very strong. Some of the tribes are in the

habit of selling little girls, sometimes even chil-

dren nearly related to them, but as a rule it is

the female oftspring of their slaves that they

dispose of in this way. Boys are rarely, if ever,

thus treated. Nevertheless, Kafirs are kindly in

family relationship. A man is fond of his old

parents ; his delight in a son is remarkable. They
are never rough or cruel to animals. There is no

’ fondness shown for dogs, which are em-S mainly for hunting and as house-guards.

are treated as domestic pets ; but no reluc-

tance is ever shown to kill them for food. Bulls

and cows, accustomed to be handled gently, do

not require to be bound when sacrificed. One
man takes the animal by the horns, gently depress-

ing the head, while a second, with the stroke of an
axe, divides the cervical spine. Kafirs are wonder-

fully brave. In little parties of two or three they

penetrate stealthily into hostile villages many

miles beyond their own frontier. They stab
the victims right and left as they sleep, and cut
off ears as trophies and as certiticates of actual
deeds; then they race back to their own deep forests

with a hue and cry of the *\vhole countryside after

them. They are splendidly loyal to one another,
and habitually perform high acts of self-sacrifice

for comrades m war. They are intensely quarrel-

some among themselves. It is a sign of virility

to take up a quarrel at the instant. But, if

quarrelling is a manly virtue, peace-making is very
sacred. Men, boys, and even dogs are separated
at the first indication of a probable fight. Any-
one who will not help in stopping a village row
at any moment is looked upon as unworthy.
Nothing resembling religious intolerance exists.

The men are extremely sociable, many possessing

a sense of quiet humour. Their badinage with
women is, of course, obscene to our way of think-

ing, and their jokes have much of the same nature,

but they are highly amused at ironical remarks,
and also at even the mildest attempt at repartee.

It is as natural for a Kafir to thieve as it is for him
to watch his flocks and herds. It is, in short,

^

the
business of his life. Little children are trained

and encouraged to steal. The killing of an in-

dividual, merely as a human being, is looked
upon as a trivial affair except as the basis for

boasting and vainglory, unless indeed the slain

man happened to belong to the slayer’s tribe, when
grave trouble, heavy compensation, or even the

driving out of the murderer into an outcasts’

village of refuge would certainly follow. In the

case also of the victim being a member of a neigh-

bouring tribe, friendly at the time, serious com-
plications and difficulties would follow. In the

opinion of an average tribesman, a fine, manly
character, essentially a ‘good’ man, must be a
successful homicide. He must also be an active

hiU climber, one ahvays ready to take up a
quarrel, and known to be of an amorous disposition,

if, besides possessing these popular qualities, he
is an agile and untiring dancer at religious festi-

vals, a sure shot with bow and arrows or with the

matchlock, and a sound quoit player, he conibines

most of the characteristics of a really admirable

person ; but even with all these advantages he will

possess no real influence in his tribe unless he
either is wealthy himself or belongs to a family

rich in flocks or herds.

The Kafir religion is a debased form of idolatry,

with a certain admixture of ancestor-worship and
perhaps traces of fire-w^orship also.

^
Gods and god-

desses are many in number, and in different villages

and among different tribes hold varying positions

in local estimation. Imra, the Creator, Moni (com-

monly spoken of as ‘the Prophet’), Gish (the war-

god), Bagisht, Dizane, Krumai, and Nirmali are

highly esteemed and popular everyAvhere. It is

nearly certain that the same god, goddess, or in-

ferior deity is called by a different name by different

tribes, but, even allowing for this, there are many
of the godlings who must be entirely disregard^

except in particular villages. The difficulty in

getting information from the Kafirs about their

beliefs is extreme, although they are more inclined

to open theii* hearts on such subjects to a Christian

than to a Muhammadan, for they consider that a

Christian is in some sense a relation because he

also is always called opprobriously a Kafir by the

Musalman priests. A further difficulty is this

—

the people Know seemingly little with anything

like precision about their owm theology. An in-

quirer is constantly referred from one old man to

another without final benefit. When it does not

bore him, cross-examination, if at all prolonged or

minute, puts a Kafir to sleep, or he jumps up and

not infrequently rushes from his questioner. Prob-
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ably as a result of mixing on the frontiers of their

country with their Musalman neighbours, when
at peace, and hearing their religion scorned, the

Kafirs, at any rate the younger portion, are in-

clined to treat it cynically and with scepticism.

Frequently two or three waggish youths will bur-

lesque the ceremonies of their faith. But every-

where the war-god Gish is popular and respected,

and in his worship at least there is remarkable
sincerity, even among the light-hearted younger
men. The older people, though undoubtedly
devout, seem to abandon their faith without very

poignant regret. In the inner valleys of Presungel

the atmosphere is more distinctly religious. DevQs’
villages are continually met with. Old water-

courses, long fallen to ruin, are universally believed

to have been constructed by god or goddess. Deep
imprints of divine or daemonic hands are shown
on many a rock face. There, jealously guarded,

is an iron pillar thrust in the ground by Imra him-
self, and likewise a sacred hole to look down which
is certain death. Fertile lands consecrated to

the Creator lie untouched by the plough, and the
most famous temple in Kahristan, also dedicated
to Imra, is to be found in this valley.

In Kafir theology there is both a heaven and a
hell. The universe is divided into Urdesh, the
upper world, the abode of the gods, Michdesh, the
earth, and Yurdesh, the region under the earth

;

but both heaven and hell are in Yurdesh, which is

reached through a great pit guarded at its mouth
by Maramalik, a custodian created for that pur-
pose by Imra. Once passed into Yurdesh, no one
ever returns to the upper world. At death a
man’s breath, his soul—the word shon has the
double meaning—enters and becomes at once a
vague shadowy form, such as we see in dreams.
The elect wander about as shades in a paradise
in Yurdesh termed Bisht, while the widsed are
always burning in fire. Worship consists in be-
having in a divided and cheerful manner at the
sacrifices of animals, looked upon obviously as an
entertainment, in dancing, in the singing of hymns,
and in invocations to the gods. Fairies as well as
deities have to be propitiated by offerings. The
most common form of profane swearing is ‘May
the curse of Imra strike you !

’ Besides gods and
goddesses and inferior godlings, one hears much of
demons, the chief of whom is Yush. The high
priest of one of the Eastern tribes gave the present
writer the following information

:

Imra is the Creator of all things in heaven and earth. By the
breath of his mouth he endowed with life his ‘ prophets ’ Moni,
Gish, Sataram, and the rest ; but Dizane (a goddess) sprang into
existence from his right breast. Bagisht alone among them all
was bom after the manner of men. In addition, Imra also
created seven daughters whose special province it is to watch
over agriculture. As the time for sowing approaches goats are
sacrificed in their honour. The fairies and the demons were
created by Imra, but the latter gave so much trouble to the
whole world that Moni with divine permission nearly exter-
minated them.

Most of the religious stories, told by this high
authority and others, were bald, lengthy, and
inconsequential, and of interest merely as show-
ing^ the mental position at which the Kafirs had
arrived—horses with swords concealed in their
ears, women created out of golden goatskin churns,
the removal of the sun and the moon from the
sky and their concealment for a time in the interior
of a mountain, and so on. There were narratives
of a sacred tree whose branches were seven families
of brothers, each seven in number, while the trunk
was Dizane and the roots Nirmali, another goddess.
And there were narratives of Baba Adam and his
wife,^ who with their forty children once upon a
time in Kashmir were all sleeping in pairs, and when
they awoke in the morning no single couple under-
stood the language of any other couple. Imra then
ordered them to set forth and populate the whole

world. With unfeigned reluctance, since every,
body loves the coxmtry of Kashmir, they obeyed
the divine order. Monstrous snakes, it seems,
once existed : they were attacked and slain by
a mighty god; the blood of one of these fabu-
lous reptiles forms a tarn pointed out to the
traveller to the present day. Imra is sacrificed

to frequently, but not more so than several other
gods. At the religious festivals and funeral dances
he receives three rounds of stamping and shuffling
by the quaintly dressed performers, but without
any of the enthusiasm which is infused into the
exercises in honour of Gish, or the comicality of
step and posturing which is necessary to please the
goddess Krumai. Every village has its temples.
These are also to be found on the roadside far away
from any dwelling-houses. Usually these temples
or shrines are small, mostly about 5 ft. square,
and perhaps 6 ft. high. The lower two-thirds con-
sist of rubble masonry built between frames of
axe-squared timbers. The top is almost entirely
of wood with small windows in front, through
which the idol or sacred stone can be seen. They
are very often ornamented with poles at the
corners, upon which are hung fragments of iron
resembling tongueless bells, iron scull-pieces, and
other trophies placed there in memory of some
successful raid. Occasionally a shrine is elabor-
ately and prettily carved. Gish, the war-god, is

the most devoutly admired of all the pantheon.
To liken a Kafir to Gish is to pay him the highest
possible compliment, while nothing can be in better
taste than to call a woman ‘Gish Istri,’ i.e. ‘the
wife of Gish.’ Gish killed fabulous numbers of
enemies—Hazrat *Ali, Hasan and Husain, in short,
every famous Musalman the Kafirs ever heard of.

Some Kafirs even say that Gish’s earthly name was
Yazid. The most popular of the goddesses is

Dizane. Any one having a son born to him in
the preceding year ofiers a goat in sacrifice on the
goddess’s annual festival day. Dizane protects
the growing wheat crop; Nirmali, the Kafir Lucina,
takes care of lying-in women and watches over
children. The special retreats for women are
under her peculiar protection. Krumai is a popu-
lar goddess ; she lives high up on the great snow
mountains, but is chiefly remarkable by reason
of the comical dance in her honour, which in-

variably ends the performances at the regular
ceremonies after each of the chief gods has been
danced to in turn.

Literaturb.—H. W. Bellew, Afghanistan and the Afghans,
London, 1879; A. H. MacMahon, The Southern Borders of
Afghanistan, do. 1897 ; G. S. Robertson, The Kdjirs of the
K%ndU’Kush, do. 1896; C. E. Tate, Northern Afghanistan,
Edinburgh, 1888. GeORGE SCOTT RoBBRTSON.

KAHAR (Skr, skandhakdra, ‘one who carries

loads on his shoulders ’).—^A tribe of litter-bearers,

cultivators, and labourers. At the Census of 1911
they numbered 1,838,698. In Bengal those who
proiess to be orthodox Hindus generally worship
Siva and the iakti, or female element, the pro-

portion of Vaisnavas being very small.

‘Members of the Rawdni sub-caste observe a peculiar worship
in honour of Ganesa on the seventh day of the waxing moon of

Kdrtik (October-November), when, accompanied bj' Brahmans,
they proceed to a wood and make offerings of vegetables, fruits,

and sweetmeats under an amid tree {Phyllanthus emblioa), but
never sacrifice any animal. A feast is then given to the Brah-
mans, after which the Kahdrs dine and drink spirits to excess.

The entertainment of Brahmans on this day is accounted as
meritorious as the gift of five cows on any other occasion. In
addition to Dd,k, Kartd, Bandi, Goraiya, Dharam Raj, Sokhd,
Sambhunath, and Ram Thdkur, whose worship is common
tiiroughout Behar, the caste pay special reverence to a deified

Kahdr called D^mubir, before whose efiSgy, rudely daubed in red
and black paint, goats are sacrificed and betel leaves, sweet-
meats, and various kinds of cakes offered at marriages, during
harvest time and when illness or disaster threatens the house-
hold. As a rule these rites are performed only by the members
of the family, who share the offerings among themselves. In
Bhagalpur, however, the Maithil or Kanaujid Brahmans, who
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serve the caste as priests of the greater gods, are called in to
sacrifice to Damubir, and receive half of the offerings as their

perquisite. Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays are the days
set apart for the worship of Damubir * (Eisley, TC, i. 372).

In the United Provinces they are generally ortho-

dox Hindus, but are seldom initiated into any
special sect. They offer to Bhairon, an impersona-
tion of the male partner of the Earth-goddess, a

f
oat, pulse cakes, and spirits ; to Mahahir or
[anuman, the monkey-god, clothes, Brahmanical

cords, and garlands of flowers ; to the Panchoh Pir

(see Pachpiriyas) the offering is a kid and spirits.

In Jhansi there is a curious combination of Hindu
I

and Musalman usage. When a person worships i

Devi, a Muhammadan and a butcher accompany I

him to the shrine. The Muhammadan pronounces
the invocation {halima), and plunges the knife

into the throat of the victim, and the butcher
cleans the carcass, which the worshipper and his

friends cook and eat. They cultivate the water
nut {Trapa hispinosa) and melons. When planting
the former, they worship a local deity Siloman Baba
and his brother Madho Baba ; when sowing melons,

they add to these a third godling, Ghatauriya Baba.
All these deities have platforms erected on the
banks of rivers and tanks, and are supposed to

protect crops sown near such places. When they
go out fishing or start carrying a litter, they invoke
Kalu Kahar, a deceased worthy of the tribe. In
the Deccan they are known as Bhoi and in Madras
as Besth^.
Litbrattjrb.—H. H. Risley, 2’C', Calcutta, 1891, i. 370 ff.

;

W. Crooke, TC, do. 1S96, iu. 92 ff. ; NINQ ii. 85, 87 ; JBG xvii.

[1884] 153 ff. ; E. Thurston, Castes and Tribes^ Madras, 1909,

i.2i8ff. W. Crooke.

KAILAS, KAILASA (the name is probably of

Tibetan origin).—A mountain in Tibet, lying N. of

the sacred lake Manasarowar, and rising to an
altitude of 21,830 ft.—less than that of Gurla
Mandhata (25,860 ft.), the peak which flanks the
lake region on the south. It is generally identified

by Hindus with Mount Meru, which by others is

supposed to be one of the group of mountains N.
and W. of Kasmir. The legends connected with
this world-mountain cannot be given in detail.

* On the summit of Meru,’ according to Atkinson (Himalayan
Gazetteer, ii. [1884] 291 f., quoting the Puranas), ‘is the city of

Brahma, and, like filaments from the root of the lotus, numerous
mountains project from its base. Within, Meru is adorned
with the self-moving cars of the gods, like heaven ; in its petals,

I say, they dwell with their consorts. There resides Brahma,
god of gods, with four faces ;

the greatest of those who know the
Vedas ; the greatest of the great gods, also of the inferior ones.

There is the court of Brahma, consisting of the whole earth, of

all those who grant the object of one’s wishes ; thousands of

great gods are in this beautiful court ; there also dwell the
Brahmarisis.’

Kailasa is especially the abode of 6iva and his

consort. Its shape is roughly like that of a Hindu
temple, with a part of the conical summit removed

;

tMs, with its resemblance to the phallic symbol
(lihga), possibly was the cause of its sanctity. It

is a famous place of Hindu pilgrimage, the route

of which is prescribed in tne Hindu^ scriptures

(Sherring, Western Tibet, p. 49 f.). Hitherto the

difficulty of the journey has prevented the assembly
of large bodies of pilgrims ;

but, now that under
the treaty of Lhasa western Tibet is being opened
up to the people of India, it will probably be more
largely frequented (ib, p. 144). It is equally sacred

to Buddhists. Followers of both religions march
solemnly round it, the length of the actual circuit

being about 25 miles and the journey occupying
on an average three days. At one point is the

Gauri-kund, the lake sacred to Gauri, ‘ the yellow,

brilliant one,’ the consort of Siva. This remains
perpetually frozen.

* As some persons measure their length on the ground for the
entire distance, and others are aged and accompanied by
women, and others again linger on the road, either for contem-
plation or to bathe in the icy waters of the Gauri-kup4 (though
the ordinary pilgrim merely breaks the ice and puts a little of

the water on his head), it is easy to see that the time occupied
by the journey varies very greatly. One and all condemn the
record-breaker, who hurries round in as short a time as possible,
and they apply to him the opprobrious epithet of kki-kor, the
man who runs round like a dog ’ (ib. p. 279 f.).

Literature.—The most recent account, with photographs,
is that of C. A. Sherring, Western Tibet and the British
Borderland, London, 1906. For the Hindu legends of Meru see
E. T. Atkinson, Eitmlayan Gazetteer, ii. (Allahabad, 1SS4)
284, 289 ff., 806. The Tibetan Buddhist version is given by
L.A Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, London, 1895, p. 77 ff.

W. Crooke.
KALAM.—A’aZam (lit. ‘conversation’) is ap-

parently a translation of the Greek dtaXeKruci^, used
by Plato in a sense approaching that in which
‘metaphysics’ is ordinarily used, and contrasted
with ipuTTiK'fi, of which the Arabic rendering is

jadal, occasionally employed as a synonym of
kaldm. The two are sometimes coupled with
falsafah, the Arabized form of the Greek ipihocroipla.

The kaldm is sometimes paraphrased as ‘Funda-
mentals of Religion* (usul al-dm), i.e, the study
of the ultimate concepts which religion involves.

That study, according to a manual of general

:
information compiled in the 4th Islamic cent.

{Mafdtlh aVulum), deals with seven subjects

;

metaphysical technicalities ; the founders and dog-
mas of Islamic sects ; Christian technicalities and
sects ; Jewish technicalities and sects ; the opinions
of the philosophic schools; paganism; and the
list of metaphysical questions. It is clear from
this statement that the matter included in the
kaldm is mainly theological controversy—between
Muslims and members of other religious com-
munities, philosophers and atheists, but also

between Muslims of different sects.

Before the end of the Prophet’s life he had dis-

covered that religious controversies could be best
settled by the sword; but during the Meccan
period and the first years of the migration he had
to argue with opponents, and certain fundamental
questions had been posed. One of these concerned
Uie freedom of the will, to which he could give
only an evasive answer {Quran, vi. 149). Accord-
ing to the tradition, he discouraged inquiries on
such subjects among his followers, and the Qur’an
deprecates controversy with unbelievers. The
arrangement, however, whereby he permitted the
maintenance of certain non-Muslim cults rendered
a certain amount of controversy unavoidable,
though in the treaties with tolerated communities
a clause was inserted forbidding their members to

say anything against the Mu^im faith. (Dn the
other hand, sectarianism in Islam was an inevit-

able consequence of the civil wars which broke out
a quarter of a century after the Prophet’s death

:

when persons of acknowledged sanctity took oppos-

ing sides in these campaigns and compassed each
other’s death, the relation between faith and works
was forced to the front, and inquiry into this

matter brought with ib closer scrutiny of the
import to be assigned to other religious notions.

Thus, before the end of the 1st cent. A.H. the
Muslims had split into a number of mutually
hostile sects.

For the first century and a half of Islam the
kaldm actually took the form of public contro-

versy, theories being put forward by lecturers who
formed circles in the mosques, where they were
compelled to answer objectors ; at times the public

debate may have been supplemented by contro-

versial correspondence, of which we have what
may be a genuine example in the letters of Najdah
and Nafi’, leaders of Knarijite sects, preserved in

the Kdmil of Mubarrad. The public discussion

continued long after the practice of composing
books had become popular; so we read of the
historian Tabari (towards the end of the 3rd cent.)

publicly disputing with the founder of the Zahirite

school, and taking to the pen only because of
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the personalities in which his opponent indulged.

Eeports of such discussions have, in one or two
cases, reached us

—

e.ff,, in the treatise Miihhtalif

al-hadlthiQoXxo, 1326) of Ihn Qutaibah (f 276 A.H.).

This author complains of the tenacity with which

disputants adhered to their opinions, even when
they had been decidedly nonplussed, excusing

themselves on the ground that, if they allowed

themselves to be convinced, they would have to be

changing their views many times a day. As early

as 125 A.H. we hear of a heresiarch being summoned
to defend his theses in the presence of the Umayyad
Khalif Hisham; he was nonplussed by the theo-

logian employed to oppose him, and barbarously

executed by the Khalif’s order._

According to some authorities, the standard

author on haldm, who had provided the material

for all later writers, was Abu’l-Hudhail al- Allaf

of Basra (f 226 A.H. ; see Yaqut, Dictionary of
Learned Men, London, 1913, vi. 74). His chief

work was called ‘The Five Fundamentals,* and
dealt with justice, monotheism, the promise, the

threat, and the intermediate state ; the first refers

to the freedom of the will, without which the

punishment of unbelievers, etc., would be unjust \

the second, to the creation of the Qur’an and of the
^vine attributes, since, if these were uncreate,

there would be more than one God ; the third and
fourth, to the doctrine that the ultimate fate earned
by man cannot be altered ; the fifth, to a theory
that the Muslim criminal was something between
a believer and an unbeliever. These doctrines

certainly embraced most of the matter in contro-

versy between Muslims, since, if a man earned
his fate, there would be no intercession, and the
Judgment Day, etc., would become superfluous.

Though those who accepted these views or modi-
fications of them (the Mu’tazilites) were only
spasmodically in the ascendant, they had the
reputation of being the ablest controversialists.

Abu’l-5asan al-Asnari (t c. 324 A.H.), who is

supposed to have won the case for orthodoxy,
commenced as a Mu'tazilite, but (according to his
biographer) was miraculously converted, and told
to use the controversial ability which he had ac-

quired to refute the doctrines of the Mu'tazilifces,

whom the orthodox had been allowing to gain the
victory through unwillingness to debate or even
‘ share a carpet ’ with them (see art. Al-Ash’ARi,

vol. ii. p. 1111).
The list of subjects treated by Abu’l-Hudhail

keeps clear of politics, and indeed the name
Mu'tazil means ‘neutral,’ possibly with this refer-
ence ; but most of the Islamic sects were political,

whence the discussion of the lawful sovereignty
could not easily be avoided ; hence the question,
‘Who is the best of mankind after Muhammad?’
usually figures in the lists of Jcaldm questions.
Moreover, fresh theories on this subject were con-
stantly being formulated, and in consequence new
chapters of kaldm introduced. Although it was
rarely safe under Islamic rule for any member of
the dominant community to question such funda-
mental notions as the two which form the Islamic
creed and the infallibility of the Qur’an, there
were sects which, unless misrepresented by our
informants, went a long way in this direction. It
was, therefore, desirable that there should be some
recognized method of meeting those who suggested
doubts on these subjects. Further, though pagan-
ism had been extinguished in Arabia, the spread
of Muslim conquest brought the followers of the
Prophet into fresh contact with it, and in India it

was even found necessary to grant it the toleration
which the code elsewhere excluded. Conditions
both internal and external thus combined to keep
religious controversy alive, and encouraged specu-
lation on those very subjects from which the

Prophet and his chief companions are likely to
have kept clear.

Of controversies with Jews, Christians, and
Magians we have echoes rather than reports in the
Zoology of Jahiz (f 256 A.H.) and other works.
For the reason mentioned above such controversy
was not unaccompanied with danger, and the
‘unorthodox’ appear to have been no more open-
minded in these debates than the orthodox.
A story is told of Abul-Hudhail which illustrates this. He

heard that a Jew of Basra had defeated the Muslim contro-
versialists by getting them, on the authority of the Qur’an, to
admit the mission of Moses, and then by virtue of this admission
refuting the pretensions of Muhammad. Abu’l-Hudhail evaded
this argument by accepting the mission of Moses only so far as
he confirmed the claims of Muhammad. The Jew (according to
the story) endeavoured to provoke Abu’l-Hudhail into a personal
assault, in order to win the sympathy of the audience

; we may
well believe that he was actually assaulted by the audience and
compelled to leave Basra (Abu’l-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi [t 597 a.h.],

Kitab al-Adhkiy&, Cairo, 1306, p. 98;.

Nevertheless, the possibility of such controversy
caused many Muslim theologians to study, at any
rate to a slight extent, the theology of the other
communities, whence in the lists of works by
leading Mutakallimun (‘Dialecticians’) we find

‘Refutations’ of Christians, Jews, and pagans, or
accounts of these systems. Thus among the works
of Abu 2aid of Balkh (f 322 a.h.) there was a
treatise on ‘Religious Codes,’ and a ‘Refutation
of the Worshippers of Idols.’ Jahi? of Basra,
sometimes called the Chief of the Dialecticians,

composed a ‘ Book or Idols ’ and a ‘ Refutation of

the Christians.’ Much of his Zoology is occupied
with refutation of the Magians.
The same lists ordinarily contain works dealing

with the tenets of various Islamic sects; among
the works of Jabi? we find a ‘Refutation of the
Anthropomorphists,’ accounts of the dogmas of the
various branches of the Zaidis, ‘Refutation of

the ’Othmanis,’ and a treatise on the difference

between the Zaidis and the Rafidah ; some of these

treatises seem to have been objective in character.

The familiar treatise by Shahrastani (f 548 A.H.)

on ‘ Sects and Religious Opinions ’ gives an almost
entirely objective account of the opinions ascribed

to the chief sects and philosophers known to the

author, whose statements have to be received with

t
reat caution. The treatise on the same subject

y Ibn 5[azm, about a century earlier, is, on the

other hand, vehemently controversial.

In the manual of the 4th cent, to which reference

has been made there is a list of kaldm questions,

which the author declares exhaustive, so far as

the main subjects are concerned ; other questions

are merely subsidiary or derivative. It runs as

follows

;

(1) Proof that bodies bad a beginning, and refutation of the
atheists, who maintain the eternity of the world. (2) Proof
that the world has a creator, viz. Almighty God, and refutation

of those who deny the divine attributes ;
and that He is eternal,

knovdng, able, living, and that He is one ;
refutation of the

Magians and Zindiks, who maintain two powers, and of the
Christians, who maintain a Trinity, and of others who assert a

plurality of creators
;
proof that He does not resemble things,

with refutation of the Jews and other anthropomorphists;
proof that He is not a body, as some of the Muslim anthropo-
morphists assert; proof that He is essentially knowing, able,

living. (3) Question whether God will or will not be seen.

(4) Question whether His will is eternal or produced. (6) Ques-
tion whether His word is create or unoreate. (6) Question
whether the actions of men are created, i.e. produced by God
or by themselves. (7) Question whether capability is prior to

action or simultaneous with it. (8) Question whether God wills

immorality or not. (9) Question whether the unrepentant
criminal is to remain in hell for ever, or whether he may be
pitied and pardoned and taken to paradise. (10) Proof of the

reality of prophecy, against the Brahmans and others who deny
it. (11) Proof of the mission of Muhiammad, (12) Theory of

the sovereignty, and to whom it properly belongs.

In the unpublished treatise of Shahrastani called

Nihdyat al-Iqddm f% 'ilm aLKaldm a list is given

of twenty subjects which form the material of the

kaldm :

(1) Proof that the world had a beginning. (2) Proof that al

tilings that exist had a beginning. (3) The unity of God (4)
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Eefutation of anthropomorphism. (5) Refutation of those who
deny the divine attributes. (6) On states (^.e. conditions of

things). (7) Question whether the non-existent is or is not * a
thing* ;

on matter, and refutation of those who assert the ex-

istence of matter without form. (8) Proof that the propositions

connected with the divine attributes can be known. (9) Proof

of the same with regard to the eternal attributes. (10) On the
eternal knowledge in particular. (11) On the divine will. (12)

Proof that the Creator speaks ivith an eternal speech. (13)

Proof that the speech of the Creator is one. (14) Reality of

human speech and psychic utterance. (15) Proof that the
Creator is ‘hearing seeing.’ (16) Proof of the intellectual

admissibility and the scriptural attestation of the visibility of

the Creator. (17) Meaning of the terms ‘ commendable ’ and
‘ culpable ’

;
proof that the reason makes nothing incumbent on

the Creator or on man before the revelation of a code. (18)

Proof that the acts of the Creator are without purpose or cause

;

refutation of the doctrine of utility (as applied to those acts)

;

meaning of various terms, such as * divine guidance,’ ‘ favour,*

etc. (19) Proof of the reality of the prophetic office, of the
genuineness of miracles, and the infallibility of prophets. (20)

Proof of the mission of Muhammad.

It will be found that these two lists cover nearly,

though not quite, the same ground. Some of the
questions were suggested by the civil wars (as we
have seen) and their bearing on the interpretation

of the Qur’an. Others may have arisen in the
course of studying the Qur’an and endeavouring to

reconcile its various utterances. It is noticeable

that the chief sects of Islam arose before the end
of the 1st cent, and so before the philosophy of

Aristotle can have had much direct influence on
Islamic speculation ; since, however, much of the
thought of the philosopher had long before become
the common property of the educated world, his

indirect influence may have been considerable.

Indeed, where in the Qur’an itself (vii. 10 f., xv.

26-33, xxxviii. 71-77) Iblis (Satan) declines to bow
down to Adam because Adam had been created of

clay, whereas he (Iblis) had been created of fire,

the underlying proposition that fire is more honour-
able than eartn is drawn from the Aristotelian

hierarchy of the elements, though by no means
directly from the de CcbIo. There is, however, no
doubt that, when under the early Abbasids the
works of the philosopher began to be translated

into Arabic, they found many earnest readers ; and
Ibn Qutaibah charges one sectarian, Muhammad b.

al-Jahm al-Barmaki, with making Aristotle’s de
Generatione et Corruptione serve as his Qur’an.

Jahi?, a contemporary of this personage, refers to

the ‘ author of the Logic ’ as a well-known writer,

and speaks of persons who rely on the Meteorology,

though he warns them against mistranslations and
corruption of the text. The probability is that

the decidedly Aristotelian clothing of some of the
questions {e,g, (7) in Shahrastani’s list) is due to

their having been suggested to the Muslim thinkers

by the study of the philosopher’s works ; and, as

tnose works became better known, the scope of the
Tcalam had a tendency to enlarge, while ever in-

creasing subtlety was displayed by the disputants.

In some treatises most of the subjects dealt with
in the Aristotelian Physics and Metaphysics are

treated as kalam {e.g., the theories of time, space,

and motion), and some even define the word kalam,
in the style of the Metaphysics, as ‘ the science of

Being qua Being.’
The extent to which the Muslim kalam was

influenced by Christian theological speculation

cannot be easily determined.
^
One question which

at one time provided the shibboleth for the chief

sects, whether the Qur’an was or was not created,

appears most easily explicable as an echo of the

Christian controversy about the Spirit ‘neither

made nor created nor begotten, but proceeding ’

;

and, since the teachers of Greek philosophy were
chiefly Christians, it is probable that Islam owes
Christianity both the general idea of basing itself

on the philosophy of Aristotle and some of the

applications of that philosophy. It is, however,
clear from the epitomes whi(m have come down to

us of the Islamic heresies that original speculation

was carried on with considerable hardihood.
Yery few dialecticians ventured to abandon the
Qur’an altogether ; but almost any doctrine could
be read into it.

The attitude adopted towards these studies by
Islamic rulers varied very greatly. The early
Abbasids, especially Harun al-RashId and Ma’miin,
encouraged them both by organizing translations
of philosophical works into Arabic and by inviting
to their court persons who had acquired fame as
theologians. But in 279 A.H., after the Islamic
world had been rent by the controversy between
the orthodox and the Mu'taziiites, the Khalif
Mu tamid forbade the sale in Baghdad of works
dealing with kalam, eristic, or philosophy. Since
it was impossible to refute a heresy without stating

it in some form and repeating the arguments
whereby it was defended, probably this was the
surest mode of preventing the spread of heresy

;

and this motive was dominant when Mahmud of

Ghaznah {t421 A.H.) ordered all works dealing
with kalam in the library at Rai to be bm*ned.
An author of the same period complains that his

library (containing works on kalam) had been
burned by a prince who was not ashamed to keep
the works of Aristotle in his own (Yaqut, ii. 296,

315). The historians notice other holocausts of

this sort ; in 555 a philosophical library was burned
in Baghdad by public order ; it contained among
other works the Rashit Ikhwan al-Safd and the
Shifd of Avicenna, both of them authorities on
metaphysical theology. On the other hand, some
eminent rulers held ‘eristic assemblies’ {majdlis

jadal), wherein theological questions were freely

discussed.

Literatdrb.—The wilful destruction to which allusion haa
been made accounts for the disappearance of much of this

literature, which at one time existed in vast masses. Thus
Abul-Husain Rawandi (t 245 a.h.) composed 114 works, and
other Mutakallimun were little less voluminous. Probably the
earliest work extant directly bearing on the subject is the
Ibdnah of Abu’l-Hasan al-Ash‘ari (Hyderabad, 1321), which
is mainly refutation of the Mu'tazilites. Though the views of

this author ultimately won the day, they experienced some set-

backs, and for a time in the 5th cent, of Islam his name was
publicly cursed from the pulpits. Some contributions to meta-
physic^ theology continued to be made even by persons who in

the main accepted his opinions'; the names of Abu ^amid
Asfara’mi (t 406 a.h.) and ‘Abd al-Malik al-Juwaini (t 478 A.H.),

called * the Imam of the two sanctuaries,’ often meet us in works
on tiiis subject, which it became the fashion for Muslim jurists

to epitomize. Al-GhazaR (t 605 a.h.) prefixes to his Arda'im
(Cairo, 1328) a very brief epitome of the subject, which he had
treated in a book of 115 pages called al‘Iqti§dd fl’l-rtiqdd

printed in Cairo c. a.i). 1910) ; this is about the length also of

the Ba^r al-Ealdm (‘ Sea of Kalam,’ Cairo, 1829) by Abu’l-
Mu'ih al-Nasafi (t 508 a.h.). A far better summary is the
treatise of Shahrastam mentioned above. Another unpub-
lished work, the Arba^un of Fakhr al-din al-RSzi (t 606), is

also highly instructive; this author has a great name as a
Muslim theologian (see I. Goldziher, ‘ Die Theologie des Fakhr
al-din al-Razi’ in JDer Islam, iii. [1912] 212-247). Great popu-
lari^ was acquired by tffie 'fawdW al-Anwdr of Bai(Jawi (t 690),

famous as a commentator on the Qur’an ; and still more by the
Mawdqifot ‘Adud al-din al-Ijx (+ 766), which may be regarded
as the standard treatise. The MiLqaddamdt of SanusI (t 89&

A.H.), translated into French by J. D. Luciani (Algiers, 1908),

forms a good introduction to the subject. A more modern
work, the 'Alam Shdmikh of Salih b. Mahdi al-Muqbali
(t 1108), is noticeable as attacking all the Mutakallimun of

former times with impartiality; the positive parts of the
work (published Cairo, 1328) seem far less felicitous than the
negative. The fullest account of the kalam in a modern
language is to be found in M. Horten, Spekulative und positive

Theologie des Islam nach Razl (1S09 t) und ihre Kritik durch
Tusl (im t), Leipzig, 1912. D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.

KALEVALA.—The Kalevala, the national epic

of Finland, is unique in literature. It is a poem
in fifty runes or cantos, averaging nearly 500 lines

each, compiled from popular songs hy an industri-

ous patriot. He pieced his acquisitions together

to the best of his judgment, without any essential

alterations or padding, and with such success that
Max Muller and many others have placed the
Kalevala among the half-dozen ^eat world-epics.

There is practically no suggestion that the poem
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is the work of one author. Its component parts

were produced by various singers at different

periods ; but sporadic traces of apparent Christian
influence help us to limit its youth if not its age.

These bards were all inspired with a passionate
love for their nation and with sympathy for the
popular traditions, and they reflected the character
and natural bent of the people as peaceable yet
patriotic, practical yet superstitious, simple-minded
yet romantic.

[i. Original materials.— The materials of the
KaU'oala consist not only of epic, but also of lyric

and magic folk-poems. The fusion of the various
types and themes— a process which, in many
cases, had already been effected among the people
themselves—was possible because the whole mass
was of a single metrical form, the octosyllabic

trochaic.

i. Tee epic poems. — These were composed
partly among the Finns and partly among the
Esthonians, although it was among the Karelians
of Ingria (in the Government of St. Petersburg) in
East Finland, and in districts lying beyond the
borders of Finland (the Governments of Olonetz
and Archangel) that the epics were moulded and
linked together in such a way that they could be
combined into an epic whole. These epic poems
may be classified as (a) songs of heroes, {h) legends,
(c) ballads of chivalry, (c?) imaginative songs, and
(e) songs of everyday life.

(a) Songs of heroes.—These date from a period
anterior to the official adoption of Christianity in
the latter half of the 12th century. The names of
the various heroes have in certain cases been con-
nected with those of Scandinavian heroes, as, e.g.^

Kaleva (cf. Gaelic weold Finnum in Wldsl?5) with
Kylfing Skilfing; Vetra (Vetrikka, from which
comes veitikJcay ‘rogue,’ in the Kalevala) or Utra
(from which perhaps Untamo) with Vederas, Veder-
gdatas in Beovmlf*, Osmusor Osmo with Osmund,
Asmundr ; Kego or Kiiko with rikr ; Hermandroinen
with Hermanarik. Vuojolainen means ‘ the Goth-
lander.’ The name Ahti or Ahvo, which, as de-
noting the * water-dweller,’ has been derived from
ahva, ‘water,’ is likewise a human name, to
which are attached epithets signifying dignity
and strength. Even VainS.moinen, ‘dweller in
the^ naiTow sea,’ is to be interpreted, not as a
divine name (as the present writer assumed in
art. Finns [Ancient], vol. vi. p. 24^), but as a hero-
name. The name of the smith, Ilmarinen, as con-
nected with the sky-god Ilmarinen, was formed
from that of a smith called Ismaro (from Osmaro).
To this group of songs belong also those of Jouka-
momen ‘the mighty’ (?), Lemminkainen ‘the
beloved ’

(?), and Kaukamoinen.
These heroes are represented as beautiful and

strong, with long curlmg hair. They wear mantles
of red or blue material, and always have a sword
by their side. They travel on horseback or by
boat. They are rich in lands and gold, and possess
slaves. They drink home-brewed intoxicating ale,
ancl seduce maidens, yet they are less eager for
gold, ale, or women than for feats of warlike
prowess.^

•
however, are also capable workers

in neld and meadow, and they are skilled black-
smiths. Moreover, they are poets, singers, and
musicians. As experts in magic and healing they
know how to fashion the magic runes. They are

1 Cf. the words of Lemminkainen in Kalevala, xii. 74-106

;

‘But for home-brewed ale I care not,
Rather would I drink stream-water
Prom the end of tarry rudder.
Nought I care for home-stored treasures

:

One mark won bv far is »One mark won by far is better.

Cf. also (xxx. 1-106) the fine lament of his ship of war, and his
to (oUowhim, though that oon^ehad but recently married a young wife.

designated kings, holy ones, and gods. In popular
usage some of their names still survive as desiima
tions of individuals belonging to a former race of
heroes, and also as names of stars (cf. K. Krohn
‘ Kaleva und seine Sippe ’ in Journal Soc. Fiutm
ougr. xxx. [1914] 35).

(6) Legendary These consist mainly of
stories about Christ, and from them the Russo-
Karelian popular poets in the Government of Arch-
angel had compiled a legendary epic, ‘The Cycle
of the Creator^ (J. and K. Krohn, Kantelettaren
tutkimuksia [‘Investigations of Kanteletar’] Hel-
singfors, 1900-01, iii.). An important element in
the Sampo myth of the Kalevala is the beautiful
legend narrating the deliverance of the sun, which
was brought by the Saviour from Pohjola, ‘realm
of the North’ [i.e. hell), and set in a tree of gold-
first of all among the lower branches, whence he
shone only upon the rich and the wise, and then
among the higher branches, from which he gave
light to all without distinction. The song of
Lemminkainen’s death is the same version of
Christ’s death which is reproduced in the Icelandic
myth of Balder {Finn.-ugr. Forsch. v. [1905] 83-
138). Part of the account of VainamSinen’s voyage
belonged originally to a legend telling of the storm
on the Lake of Gennesaret—a legend which also
underlies the story of Thor and the Midgard serpent
{ib. vii. [1907] 167-180). The dreadful rush of blood
from the wound in VainamSinen’s knee is taken
from the narrative of the blood which flowed from
Christ upon the Cross, and Vainamoinen’s journey
to Tuonela is simply a transcript of Christ’s descent
to Hades. The story of Henry of England, the
apostle of Finland, is, however, of purely Finnish
origin.

(c) Ballads of chivalry.—These date from medi-
aeval times, and are mainly of Scandinavian origin.
To this class belongs the song of Kullervo’s (origin-
ally Tnro’s) sister in the Kalevala (Grundtvig, no.
338, Hr. Truelses D5tre ; Child, no. 14, Babylon).
The song of livana Kojosenpoika was composed
in In^ia on the model of a Russian hylin by
Ivan GodinoviG ; and to it corresponds the story of
the second wooing of Ilmarinen in the Kalevala.
‘ Elina’s Death,’ the greatest Finnish ballad of real
dramatic power, is, however, a genuinely Finnish
folk-poem.

{d) Imaginative poems.—This class consists of
poems ostensibly but not really mythical, such as
those telling of the process of creation from birds’
eggs, of the giant oak, of the huge ox, and of the
courtship of the heavenly bodies. The genuinely
mythical song of SampsS, Pellervoinen (cf. art.
Finns [Ancient], vol. vi. p. 25®’) is a ritual poem.

(e) Narrative poems of everyday life.—These are
chiefly about wives and maidens.

ii. Lyric POEMS.—This class is now represented
in West Finland only by lullabies, nursery rhymes,
and pastoral songs. These songs, as yet only
slightly investigated, arose mainly in Esthonia,
thence finding their way through Ingria to Finnish
and Russian Karelia, though it is probable enough
that some of them took shape among the Eastern
Finns themselves. The most important sub-group
is that of the marriage-songs.

iii. Magic poems. — These were versified in
West Finland from the Christian spells of the
Scandinavians, and in East Finland were further
elaborated and embellished with additions from
the epic poems. The Christian appellations of the
characters involved are in some cases retained ; in
others they are superseded by heathen designa-
tions, and in still larger numbers are transformed
into names apparently heathen. The later Finnish
paythology is dealt with in Suomensuvun ushonnot,
i. SuoTimlaisten runojen uskonto (‘The Religions
of the Finnish Race,’ i, ‘ The Religion of the
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Finnish Poems ’), the first part of which has just

appeared (Borgo, 1914). Of these originally Chris-

tian names occurring in the Kal&vala^ a few may be
mentioned as examples

:

Mielikki, the goddess of the forest, is formed from miefmsa,
‘pleasant,’ an epithet of St. Anne (Annikki) ; her other name,
Mimerkki, is a corruption of ImmerkM, Himmerki (Swed.
Eirrvmdrike^ * kingdom of heaven ’) ; Kuippana (also Kuihtana,

Kuitua, and Huitua), the name of the forest-god, is a folk-

etvmological derivative from Huhertus, the tutelary saint of the

hunter. Ilmatar, ‘the air maiden,’ Luonnotar, ‘the nature

maiden,’ and Suvetar or Etelatar, * the daughter of the South,’

are all epithets of the Virgin Mary, as is also Kivutar, ‘ maiden
of sorrows,’ on the KipumaM, ‘the mount of sorrows’ (i.e.

Golgotha). K. KROHN.]

2. Name and subject.— The word Kalevala
{Kdlevald) is derived from Kaleva, the progenitor

of the Finnish heroes, and means ‘ the land of the

heroes.’ Kaleva himself does not appear in the

epic; but Kalevatar, his daughter, and Kale-

valainen, his descendant, are mentioned. In the

poem there are five main characters : Vfiinamoinen,

the patriotic minstrel ;
Ilmarinen, the magic smith

;

Lemminkainen, the reckless adventurer ; Kuliervo,

a morose and violent slave ; and Louhi, the mistress

of Pohjola, a crafty witch.

Pohjola, the North country, is in the poem
understood to be Lapland, or a dismal land to the

north thereof; and Kalevala, of course, is Fin-

land. Throughout the epic there is a continual

conflict between the Finns and the Lapps, repre-

senting the constant opposition between light and
darkness, good and evil. The hero is always able

to overcome an evil power if he can chant the

origin of it, implying probably that we could

exterminate evil if we only knew how or whence
it came. The conflict is carried on by means of

magic arts, which generally presuppose toil of some
kind, thus suggesting that the best magic consists

in industry, skill, and perseverance. It is interest-

ing to note how frequently humble instruments

are enlisted for the attainment of great ends, and
how high a moral tone pervades the epic from
beginning to end.

3. Origin.—The Kalevala is unique in being the

only example of a national epic compiled from
songs actually existing among the people, inde-

pendent of a larger national poem. The conapiler,

Elias Ldnnrot, visited the most remote districts of

his beloved land, industriously and carefully reap-

ing and gleaning from aged singers and reciters

such songs or fragments as
^
they knew. His

harvest was rich, and it has a literary charm abso-

lutely unknown in compilations, and to be
found in a work proceeding from one, and that a
more than usually gifted, author.

Finnish literature proper is not ancient in the

sense of having come down in parchment or print

from former centuries. It is traditional, and was
handed on from sire to son until about a century

ago. Nearly all the traditional poetry is anony-

mous and composed in unrhymed lines of eight

syllables, in the versification with which Long-

fellow has made us familiar in Hiawatha, the idea

of which was derived from the Kalevala, At first

the versification of the translation seems cramped,

but the reader is quickly undeceived ; for the

vigour and grace 01 the poetry compel his ad-

miration. One of the distmctive features of this

versification is parallelism, such as we find in

some of the OTTsalms, the second line repeating

the sense of the first, either in different w^ords or

giving a new shade of meaning.^ Many of the

songs are rich in imagery and choice of language

through this poetic form. The other features of

this poetry are more common in other literatures

;

alliteration and assonance, for example, are freely

employed.
. ,

L6nnrot has issued two collections in addition

to the Kalevala, These are Loitsurunoja, ‘The
Magic Songs of the Finnish People* (Helsingfors,

1880), consisting of some 900 incantations, invoca-
tions, and other religious formulas, w^hich help us
to understand the superstitions and magic of the
Finns ; and Kanteletar, * The Daughter of the
Harp’ (1st ed., Helsingfors, 1840 [with variants],

3rd ed., 1887), consisting of lyrics and ballad poetry
'which reveal the customs, habits, and life of the
people in all their phases.
As these traditional songs w'ere collated, the

students of literature noticed the frequency with
which certain names and characters appeared ; and
it gradually dawned on them that these frag-

mentary incidents might belong to some complete
tale. Efforts were, therefore, made to gather in

from every quarter every song or verse in the
Finnish tongue, and eventually, in 1835, Lonnrot
published a collection of the episodes and verses

that seemed to belong to an original epic, and to

this compilation he gave the name Kalevala. He
divided the work into 32 cantos or runes, the >vhole

amounting to some 12,000 lines. But he was not
satisfied; and he continued to gather material

until, in 1849, he issued the Kalevala as we now
have it, in 50 cantos, containing, in all, 22,793

lines. Lonnrot alone is responsible for the selec-

tion and arrangement of the material. As the

original fragments and songs, culled from many
sources, have been carefully preserved,

^
often in

many variants, it is known that the compiler made
ordy such trivial additions and alterations as were
absolutely necessary to weld the fragments into

a connected whole. Universal praise has been
accorded to him for his self-restraint, his literary

sldU, and his loyalty to the unknown poets w^hose

songs had survived until he rescued them from
possible oblivion.

4. Scheme of the epic.—The great defect of

the Kalevala as a work of art is its lack of unity

and continuity. Much might be left out, and
additional verses or even runes might be inserted,

without attracting the attention or decreasing or

increasing the interest. For this reason it is

difficult to indicate in few words what the subject

Kalevala really is. In the poem there are

at least four main cycles of songs ; and, in addition,

seven separate romances are woven into the epic.

The four cycles are : (a) the Sampo Songs,
^

in

which, inter alia, we find the Finnish conception

of the Creation ; (5) the Vfiinhmoinen songs, i.e.

songs relating to the national hero, apart from the

Sampo cycle
;

(c) the Lemminkainen songs ; and

{d) the Kuilervo cycle. Probably it would be right

to say that the Sampo is the key to the Kalevala.

For the story of the Sampo and its possession by
the Finnish people—the origin, the hiding, the

quest, the rape, and the loss of the Sampo^—is the

central fact that makes the poem an epic ;
and

Lonnrot himself says that, without the Sampo, the

Kalevala would fall into a number of independent

cycles having very little connexion with each other.

5. The Sampo cycle.

—

Umatar, the daughter of the Air, tired of lofty solitude,

descended to the surface of the waters, and was embraced by

the boisterous waves. She was tossed about for 700 years before

she shaped the earth and could bring forth her son Vainamoinen.

In due time this son cleared the land and sowed barley and

other plants. He wooed a Lapland girl, Aino, but she would

not marry him, and was drowned in escaping from his ardour.

His mother advised him to seek a bride m Pohjola, the Nort^h

country ; and, as he was riding over the water on his magic

steed, Aino’s brother shot at him and killed the horse. Vaina-

moinen, however, was conveyed by an eagle to the castle of

Pohjola, whose mistress, Louhi, offered to give him her beautiful

daughter if he would forge for her the Sampo, a magic mill,

which could produce, on demand, either grain or salt or gold,

the symbols of prosperity. Vainamoinen himself could not

make the mill, but he sent his younger brother Ilmarinen, by
whose magic the task was accomplished and the Sampo given

to Louhi. Vainamdinen, Ilmarinen, and Lemminkainen in turn

made love to Louhi’s daughter, but she chose the handsome
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smith, Umarinen, who made the Sampo. So lon^ as the mamc
mill remained in Pohjola, the country prospered exceedingly.

KuUervo, having been ill-treated by Louhi’s daughter, II-

marinen’s wife, killed her. Thereafter the three wooers set

out on an expedition to Pohjola to recover the Sampo which
Louhi had hidden under a mountain and protected most
cunningly. Eventually they overcame every difficulty, seized

the Sampo, and escaped with it. But Louhi followed them,
and in the struggle for supremacy the Sam|)o fell into the sea
and was broken into fragments, some of which were cast upon
the shore. Vainamoinen regained enough to ensure the
prosperity of Kalevala

;
but Louhi secured only a fragment, so

small that it was of no benefit to her or Pohjola.

This is the natural close to the epic; but the
last canto of 620 lines has an interest of its own.

6. The Finnish Virgin Mary myth.—The fiftieth

and final canto of the Kalevala gives us the story
of Marjatta.
She was a damsel who was rarely beautiful,

* And was always pure and holy.
And was ever very modest.’

One day on the mountains she swallowed a cranberry and so
conceived. She was discarded by her kindred and compelled to
take refuge in the stable of Hiisi, the Evil One

;
and there,

warmed by the vapours of the fire-breathing steed, she found
comfort

;

‘And a little boy was born her,
And a sinless child was given.
On the hay in horses’ stable,

On the hay in horses’ manger.*
The child was spirited away whilst Marjatta slept In her
distress she sought him far and wide. The stars and the moon
refused to reveal the hiding-place ; but the sun directed the
mother to the spot where he was concealed. The child grew in
beauty, increasing in strength and in wisdom and in favour
with men, so that ‘All Suomi [Finland] saw and wondered.*
Marjatta sent for a priest to baptize him

; but he desired proof
that the boy was no son of some black wizard. Vainamoinen,
being appealed to, inquired into the matter, and suggested
that, as the boy had sprung from a berry, he ought to be
exposed on the mountains. But the fortnight-old child spoke
up for himself and reproved Vainamoinen for his unrighteous
judgment. The priest immediately took the side of the boy,
crossed him, and

* Quick baptized the child with water.
As the king of sJl Karelia
And the lord of all the mighty.’

Greatly ofltnded,
* Then the aged VainfimSinen
Went upon his journey singing.

Sailed away to loftier regions.
To the land beneath the heavens,’

leaving behind his harp and his songs as a parting gift to his
people.

7- Other cycles and separate romances.—In the
course of the epic there are many songs and episodes
in which Vainamoinen, the Finnish national hero,
appears, and in which national customs and habits
are delineated Tvith minuteness and vigour.
The Lemminkainen songs set forth the misad-

ventures of this reckless adventurer. Time after
time he escapes disaster or death by his own magic
skill or that of his mother, to whom he is devotedly
attached.

hardly any connexion
with the main subject of the Kalevala ; and these
songs, with one peculiarly sad episode, are intro-
duced because KuUervo killed Ilmarinen’s wife.
The separate romances include the strange and

mo^ng tale of Amo, the fishing for the Maiden of
Vellamo, the wooing of the Virgin of the Air, the
Golden Maiden, the Son of Kojonen’s wooing, the
deliverance of the sun and moon, and the story of
Marjatta, already described.

• bibliography up to the year 1910 is giverm the last Fmmsh ed. of the KcUevala, published at Helsingforj
in that year. Unfortunately most of the best books on th<

are to be had only in Finnish, a language which is bui
little Imown by scholars of other lands ; mit translations osome of these are promised in more common tongues. Th<most imnortanti of filiAjaA iirA,.ira awa. ‘d

I inawriiu I riisuory
1903-m; F. Ohrt, Kalevala som Fcllsedigtnim oeh'Fati^l
epos, Copenhagen, 1907 (contains a trustworthy summary othe most recent^nnish research). Translations of the Kalemiehave appeared m Swedish by M. A. Castren, HelsinSore

1844, and K. Collan, do. 1864-68, in French by L Le Oma
Paris, 1845 and 1868, in German by A. Schiefner, HelsinffftS-s
1852, and H. Paul, do. 1S85-S6, in Hungarian by F
Pesth, 1871, and B. Vikar, do. 1909, in Russiwi bV L 5’
Bjelskij, St. Petersburg, 1889, in Italian by T. Cocchi
df Castella, 1909, P. E. Pavolini, Milan, 1910, and F ^
Silvestre-Falconieri, do. 1910, in Esthonian by M. I Ei«lr
Dorpat, 1891 and 1898, in Bohemian by J. Holefiek Pmonio
1894-95, and in English by J. M. Crawford, New York 1888
and W. F. Kirby, London, 1907. C. J. BiUson, TAePoS
Poetry of the Anns, London, 1900, is a brief and eSe^
introduction to the epic. The best known (but already out S
date) work on the subject is Domenico Comoaretti 7)12
Kalewala, Halle, 1892, En^ tr. by I. M. Anderton’ tZ
Traditional Poetry of the Finns, London, 1898 [with
duction by A. Lang). j/ BeVERIDgT

KALIGHAt.—

K

alighat {Kail, a form of Dursa
and ghat, Skr. ghaita, Beng. Hind, ghit

‘a flight of steps for bathing and other purposes
on a river bank ’), where the most sacred temple
of the Indian goddess Kali is situated, is now a
southern suburb of Calcutta. ToUy’s Nullah
earlier Gangasagar Nullah, the tidal water-course
from the Hugli upon which the temple stands
represents the ancient course of the sacred river
Ganges. It is still termed the Ganges, and revered
as such by the pilgrims and worshippers at Kali-
ghat. The modern name Tolly’s Nullah merely
commemorates a Colonel Tolly who, in 1775, was
at the expense of deepening the v/tillah, or water-
course. The old course of the Ganges was dis-
appearing, but now lives again as a cross-country
canal. The name Kalighat itself signifies the
ghM, or steps, of Kali by which the worshippers
from the temple descended to the stream for their
ablutions.

The original temple of Kali stood within what
is now the city of Calcutta, not in the suburb of
Kalighat, three miles farther south. The mytho-
logical legend of its sanctity is now, however,
quite rooted in the popular mind in connexion
with the latter, not the former, place.
Daksa, father of Sati (a title of Durga or Kali, wife of the

god Mahadeva or Siva), omits to invite Mahadeva to a great
sacrificial gathering at his house, to which all the other gods
are invited. Sati asks an explanation of the indignity, and her
father adds insult to injury by calling her husband Mahadeva
names. Unable to bear the humiliation, Sati causes her soul
to leave her body. Then Mahadeva, furious at the news of
Sati’s death, sweeps down upon the scene, picks up Sati’s dead
body from the ground, and dances mamy about with it,

threatening destruction to the whole world. Through Brahma
I

the Creator, the gods succeed in inducing Vignu, the Pre-
server, to save creation from the wrath of the terrible destroyer
Mahadeva, mad with grief and drunk with loss. Vigiju flings
his discus at the body of Sati in Mahadeva's hands and breaks
the body into fifty-one pieces, which fall to earth in various
places. Every spot where a fragment falls becomes from that
moment a holy spot full of the divine spirit of Sati. Cal-
cutta is one of the fifty-one spots so consecrated, for the little

toe of the right foot of Sati fell upon its site (Census of India,
X901, vn. i. [Calcutta] 6).

Such is the mythological explanation of the
sanctity and repute of the place known at first as
Kaliksetra, or the place of Kali, and subsequently
as Calcutta. Kalik§etra is mentioned in the
PithamSia of the Nigamakalpa, which may take
us as far back as the 12th century.
Other forms of the legend are given by C. B.

Wilson {Early Annals of the English in Bengal,
i. 129, note) and by W. W. Hunter {Statistical

Account of Bengal, vol. i.). Wilson also gives a
different derivation for Calcutta, and Hunter would
derive the name from Kalighat itself.

When and how the Kali temple in Calcutta was
superseded by that at Kalighat is not known, but
by the year A.D. 1495 a Kaligh’at was in existence
separate from Calcutta, and as a place of worship,
which apparently Calcutta had ceased to be (see

Bipro-das, a Bengali poet, quoted by Wilson, op,

dt,

;

see also W. Ward, Hindoos^, Madras, 1815,
ii. 125 ff.).

According to tradition, it was during an earth-

quake in the 15th cent, that the Calcutta temple
disappeared. Kali’s shrine was thereupon raised
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at the Kali^hat in the neighbourhood of her
husband’s shrine in the adjoining suburb of Bha-
wanipur. To Kalighat also, as has been said, the
mythological account of the sanctity of the Calcutta

shrine has now been transferred, with further local

particulars added. In these additions we seem to

see a ray of light cast upon the beginnings of the
southern shrine.

second quarter of the moon (the eighth day of the

new moon between 15th Sept, and 15th Oct.). Of
the three days, the second is the chief day at

Kalighat. The date of the Kali Puja {JkMa= black)

is fixed by the darkest night, the nighty of no
moon, of the seventh Bengali month, Kartik (the

night of no moon between 15th Oct. and 15th

Nov.).

In the neighbourhood where the temple now stands, so the
Kalighat legend runs, somewhere about the 16th cent, lived an
ascetic, by name Jahgal Gir [‘ tenant of the jungle ’ To him
one night Kali herself revealed that one of the portions of her

body had descended to earth there. Next day Jahgal Gir dug
down at the spot, found ‘ the petrified toes,’ and set them up
for worship in a small wooden house (Wilson, i. 180).

Jangal Gir, a jungle devotee, the traditional

founder of Kalighat about the 15th cent., was
himself probably, as a historical fact, the first

attraction to draw worshippers thither. The
reverence for holy men is an attractive feature of

Hinduism.
Two centuries later than Bipro-das, in 1676,

when Streynsham Master visited the Hilgli on
behalf of the East India Co., he referred in Ms
description of the river to the shrine at Kalighat,

and made no reference whatever to Calcutta,

whose secular era had not yet dawned (Wilson,

i. 54). Finally, by the midole of the 18th cent,

the repute of Kalighat is apparent. Leading past

the town of Calcutta, 'upon the east, lay a great

pilgrim thoroughfare to Kalighat, known as ‘ the

Broad Koad,’ now Bentinck St. 'and Chowringhi

Koad. The Gahgd Bhahti Tarahginl of about

A.D. 1740 speaks of Kalighat as a wonderful place,

where the worship ‘is celebrated with much pomp
and sacrifice’ {Census of India, 1901, vn. i. 8 ana

11, note). The author of the Census Report of 1901

gives good grounds for believing that the shrine

and the Tantric rites associated with Kali-worship

began to rise into prominence at the end of the

16th cent., when the well-known Hindu general

Man-singh ruled Bengal for the Muhammadan
EMeror.
The buildings within the temple enclosure are

not in themselves in any way distinctive or of

architectural note. The features of Kalighat are
|

the packed crowds of worshippers and the great

slaughter of young goats on the days of the annual

celebrations of the Durga Puja and the Kali Puja

[pujd= ‘ worship ’). Between seven and eight hun-

dred goats are said to be sacrificed during the three

days of the Durga Puja. The decapitation taking

place within the temple enclosure, it becomes at

such times a veritable shambles, muddy with

trodden earth and blood. From the place of de-

capitation the heads are carried to be piled up
before the idol, and become thereafter temple

perquisites, the worshipper carrying away the body

with him to furnish the family feast.

* In this [sacrificing] there is no idea of effacing guUt or

making a vicarious offering for sin ’ (M. Monier-Williams, Br&h-

mcmism and Hinduism^, London, 1891, p. 25).

The great mass of the crowd, too poor to offer a

goat, press eagerly into the passage before the

eastern door of the shrine to enjoy the opportunity

of saluting the goddess as they pass and of casting

their copper coin at her feet.

Kalighat is of special interest to the student of

religions as the chief scene of bloody sacrifices

within India, probably in the whole world. Such

sacrifices are associated with the worship of certain

goddesses—Kali, the mdtas, orMothers, ofW estera,

and the avn/mans, or Mothers, of Southern India,

and others. At Kalighat, probably upon an abo-

riginal basis, they illustrate the later Sakta and

Tantric aspects or Hinduism.
^ . xi.

The Durga Puja, supposed to be a festival of the

autumnal equinox, falls within the sixth Bengali

month, Asvin, beginning on the first day of the

Literaturb. — Calcutta Review, vols. iii., xviii., xxxv.

;

Indian Census R&ports, 1901, Bengal and Calcutta', W. W.
Hunter, Statistical Account of Bengal, i. (London, 1875) ; IA
ii. (1873); W. J. Wilkins, ifodern Hinduism^ Calcutta, 1900 ;

C. R. Wilson, Early Annals of the English in Bengal, i.

(London, 1895). JOHN MOREISON.

KALMUKS.—See Mongols.

KALWAR (Skr. Icalyapala, ‘ a distiller,’ l^ya,
‘ spirituous liquor ’).—The tribe of distillers, liquor-

sellers, and traders, the great majority claiming to

be Hindus by religion, found in ^ parts of India,

but most numerous in Bihar and Orissa and the

United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.
^

At the

Census of 1911 they numbered 954,241. Like most
of the trading classes of India, the Kalwars, though
probably including some non-Aryan elements, wish

to rise in the social scale, and pose as orthodox

Hindus, favouring in Bengal the Vaisnaya cultus,

which is usually adopted by the mercantile castes.

But in Bengal they are still on their promotion,

and, though they employ Brahmans for their re-

ligious ana social rites, these are deemed to be of

inferior rank in the priestly order. In the same

I

province with the cultus of the orthodox gods they

combine the worship of various mmor deities.

Thus one sub-caste offers rice and ^hk to SokhS
on Mondays during the light half of Sr§.van (July-

August) ;
goats and sweetmeats to Kali and Bande

on Wednesdays and Thursdays ; sucking pigs and
spirits to Goraiya on Tuesdays. Another sub-

caste during the same period presents cakes and
sweetmeats to the Panchon Pir (see Pachpiriya) ;

and another offers similar gifts to Barham Deo in

August-September and January-February. All

these offerings are eaten by members of the wor-

shipper’s family, except the sucking pigs, which,

being lawful food only to the menial castes, are

buried after dedication. In the United Provinces

the Kalwars seem to occupya somewhat higher posi-

tion than in Bengal, the Brahmans who serve them
being received on an equality by their brethren.

Here they combine the cult of the Mother-goddess

Durga in the form of Kalika with that of lower

deities like the Panchon Pir, Phulmati, and the

hero of cholera, Hardaur Lala. Madain, the god

of spirituous liquor, though worshipped by the

Kalwars when mstillation is going on, is more
generally reverenced by the lower castes, like the

Chamars or curriers, who are addicted to drinking.

These people regard an oath by Madain as more
likely, if violated, to attract retribution than that

by any other god in the pantheon. The Kalwars

specially venerate the amid tree {Phyllanthus

emhlica) by feeding Brahmans and performing a

fire sacrifice [homo) at its foot. They also revere

the nlm tree {Melia azidirachta) and the plpal

{Fims religiosa), the former being regarded as the

abode of the goddess Devi, to which women bow
as they pass ; the latter as the home of Vasudeva
(Krsna) and other gods. They fast on Sundays in

honour of Suraj Narayan, the sun-god, and pour

spirits on the ground in honour of Sain or Sayarl,

who seems to be a form of the earth-goddess.

Each house has a family shrine at which the house-

hold deities are worshipped. This rite is specially

performed at childbirth, and the deity thus revered

is usually Ghazi Miyan, one of the Panchon Pir,

whose symbol, an iron spear, is kept near his shrine.

In the Central Provinces the Kalars, who are iden*
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tical %vith the Kalwars, worship the deified

groom, Dulha Deo, who is said to have perished m
a tragical way during his wedding rites (Crooke,

Pi22, 1896, i. 119 if.), and a goddess called Ratma,

who is represented by a flat plate of gold or silver.

Some, however, have advanced so far in the direc-

tion of monotheism that they worship Bhagvan,
* the glorious, prosperous one,’ who is recognized

as the Supreme Being. They also practise th^ult

of deceased ancestors by worshipping at the Holi,

or spring festival, Bahadur Kafariya and his son

Susan Chabari, who were said to be successful dis-

tillers, and the ruins of their factories are still

pointed out. The assertion that the Halbas of

Central India worship a pantheon of glorified dis-

tillers lacks confirmation.

Literature.—H. H. Risley, TC^ Calcutta, 1891, i. 386 ; W.
Crooke, TO, do. 1896, iii. Ill ff. ; for the Central Provinces,

Central Provinces Gazetteer, 1870, introd. cxxi; JASB Ivm.

pt. i. 292, 297. W. CBOOKE.

KANAKAMUNL—Kanakamuni (Pali Kona-

gamana), according to the tradition, was the second

of the four Buddhas of the present age, his pre-

decessor beingKrakuchchhanda (Pali Kakusandha),

nd his successors Ka^yapa (Pali Kassapa) and
akyamuni himself. Of tnese the first three are

said to have been bom in the neighbourhood of

Kapilavastu (g[.v.), the birthplace of Gautama, in

the Nepalese tardi. In the Bhadrakalpa, the time

of Kanakamuni, men lived to the age of 40,000

years. Interest attaches to him, more than to the

other predecessors of Gautama Buddha, on account

of the discovery in the year 1899, in the course of

a tour of archaeological exploration undertaken

on the border country of India and Nepal, of the

pillar erected by the Emperor Asoka in honour of

KauakflTnnTii and in commemoration of his visit

to the place where the sage was believed to have
been bom.
The Chinese pilmms Fa-Hian and Hiuen Tsiang

both in turn visited the birthplace of Kanakamuni,
and have recorded in a few words their journey
thither and the condition of the buildings and site.

Fa-Hian states that the town where Kanakamuni
was bom was less than a yojana north of the birth-

place of his predecessor Krakuchchhanda, the
mtter place being twelve yojanas south-east of

&avasti. There was a stupa, but no mention is

made of the pillar.^ The narrative of Hiuen
Tsiang is as follows

:

* To the north-east of the town of Krakuchchhanda Buddha,
going about SO li, we come to an old capital (or, great city) in

which there is a st'dpa. This is to commemorate the spot where
. . . Kanakamuni Buddha was bom.
To the north-east of the city, 'not far, is a stUpa ; it was here,

having arrived at complete enlightenment, he met his father.

Farther north there is a st'Q.pa containing the relics of his
bequeathed body ; in front of it is a stone pillar with a lion on
the top, and about 20 feet high ; on this is inscribed a record
of the events connected with his Nirvdv.a

;

this was built by
Ai6ka-raja.’2

The ‘old town’ where Krakuchchhanda was
bom is stated to have been about fifty li south of
Kapilavastu. In his time human lue was pro-
longed to 60,000 years.

Of the stupa of Kanakamuni, with relics seen

^ the Chinese monks, no trace apparently exists.

The broken parts of the pillar were found lying
on the western bank of a large tank, the Nigliva
Sugar, south of and about a mile from the village
of Nigliva, not far from the spot where the pillar

erected by Aioka in commemoration of his visit to
Gautama’s birthplace was discovered. The tank
is now almost dry. The pillar is broken, but the
total length of the two fragments still in existence
is stated to be about 25 feet. The capital also has

1 Fa-Hian, Record ojf Buddhistic Kingdoms, ch. xxi. (tr. J.
Legge, Oxford, 1886, p. 64).

^S. Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World, London,
1906, ii. 19.

disappeared, and with it the lion surmounting the
pillar, to which Hiuen Tsiang refers. There is,

moreover, no trace of the inscription of which the
pilgrim speaks, but four short lines of Tibetan
script record a date and the so-eaUed Buddhist
creed Om mani padme hum. The more ancient
inscription of Asoka is imperfect ; the pillar itself

also has been removed from its original position,

and now lies at the top and bottom of the high
embankment of the tank.

The inscription is in four lines on the lower
broken part of the pillar, which together cover 15

or 16 inches in the height of the stone. The
rendering is as follows

:

* His Majesty King Piyadasi [i,e, A^oka] in the fifteenth year
of his rei^ enlarged for the second time the stupa of Buddha
Konakamana, and (in the twenty-first year) of his reign, having
come in person, he did reverence, and set up (a stone pillar).' i

The approximate position of the pillar is lat.

2T 40' K, long. 82“ 10' E.®

Of the numerous Buddhas whose names are

recorded in the Buddhist books as predecessors

of Gautama it would seem therefore historically

probable that a real basis of fact underlies the

name and personality of Kanakamuni ; and also of

his successor Kasyapa. Nothing more, however,

is known of him.

LiTBRATURB.--The available authorities are cited in the foot-

notes. A. S. Geden.

KANAUJ (Skr. Jcanyd-kuhja, ‘the crooked

maiden,’ in allusion to a legend of the hundred
daughters of Kusanabha, king of the city, who
were rendered deformed by the ascetic Vayu
because they refused to comply with his licentious

desires \Bdmdyana, i. 32]).—^A famous ancient city

in the Farrukhabad District of the United Pro-

vinces of Agra and Oudh ; lat. 27® 3' N. ; long.

79® 56' E. It has been identified with the Kano-
giza of Ptolemy, but this is disputed (J. W.
McCrindle, Ancient India as described by Ptolemy,

Calcutta, 1885, pp. 134, 227 f. ; V. A. Smith,

JBAS, 1908, p. 766). It was an important seat

of Buddhism, as ^pears from the account by the

Buddhist pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang (S. Beal, Buddhist
Records, London, 1906, i. 206 ff.); but later, under the
Gupta dynasty, it became a centre of Brahmanical
Hinduism. Its last king, Jai Chand,was defeated by
Muhammad (jhori, A.D. 1194 (Smith, cit, 765 ff.,

Early Hist, of India?, Oxford, 1914, p. 385 ff.).

As the capital of the great monarch Har§a (A.D.

606-645), and a centre of the two chief religions

of N. India, it must have contained numerous
religious buildings ; but of these nothing now
remains above the surface. Out of the materials

of some of them the fine Jami* Masjid, or cathedral

mosque, was built in A.D. 1406 by Ibrahim Shah
of Jaunpur

;
but the site is still called Sita-ki

Kasol, ‘the kitchen of Sita,’ the heroine of the

Bdmdyana epic. There are many tombs of Mu-
hammadan saints, the most important being those

of Makhdum Jahaniya, Makhdum Akhai Jamshid,

and Bala Pir and his son Shaikh Mahdi, famous
religious teachers who fiourished in the reigns of

Shah Jahan and Aurangzib. Other names for

the city were Ku^asthala, Kau^a, Gadhipura, and

Mahodaya (C. Lassen, Ind, Alterthumskunde, i.*

[Leipzig, 1867] 157 f.).

Literature.—Besides authorities quoted in the art.^ see IGl
xiv. [1908] 370 ff. ; A. Fiihrer, Monumental Antiquities and
Inscriptions, N.W. Rrov, and Oudh, Allahabad, 1891, p. 78 ff.

W, Crooke.
KASCHIPURAM (Conjeeveram).—

a

city in

the Chingleput District, lying about 45 miles

W.S.W. of Madras.
1 V. A. Smith, Asoka, Oxford, 1901, p. 146.

2P. C. Mukherji, Report on a Tour of Exploration of the

Antiquities in the Tarai, Nepal, the Region of Kapilavastu,

during February and March 1899, Calcutta, 1901, pp. 30, 66

and pi. xvi.
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1. Name.—In Tamil literature the most usual

form of the name is Kachchi, with or without a
suffix signifying ‘ place,’ and this is probably the
original name. Regarding its derivation nothing
is knovm. The name Kanchi is probably a Sans-

kritized form of the Tamil name, tne form Kanchi,
which is also found, being perhaps a connecting

link between the two. The attempt to connect it

with Tcarkh (‘to shine’) is fanciful. To Kanchi
the suffixjpwmm (

‘
place’ ) came to be added. Among

Europeans this was corrupted into Conjeveram or

Conjeeveram. The older forms, however, are still

used by the people and by Indian historical writers.

2. Significance.—Kanchi is included by Saivas

and Vaisnavas alike among the seven cities in all

India w-hich are regarded as most sacred. How it

first came to be so regarded we cannot tell, but
that its fame as a sacred city goes back to ancient

times is certain. The oldest buildings date from
the 7th cent, of our era, but the place was famous
at least eight hundred years earlier. As a home
of learning its name has been known for nearly two
thousand years. The city is of special interest to

the student of architecture. In the oldest temples

we can study to great advantage the transition from
Buddhist to Hindu architecture, and mark the

beginning of the Dravidian style (see Akchi-
TECTTJRE AND Art [Hindu]), while in some of the

temples we can trace the slow evolution of that

style through the centuries, until it culminates in

the huge structures that astonish the visitor. To
the student of religion, too, the city gives a unique
opportunity. Almost every religious movement
that has affected the South for two thousand years

and more has been connected in some way with

Kanchi and has left visible traces of its influence.

One has the feeling that, if its story could be fully

unravelled, much would be added to our knowledge

of the history of South Indian religion. The epi-

graphical records are unusually numerous, and
much valuable work has been done, especially

during the last thirty years. But much remains
|

to be done, and many problems remain unsolved.
|

All that is possible in the following sketch is to

give the outline of the story, so far as it has been

made out with tolerable certainty, with the pro-

viso that further research may lead to some modi-

fication in detail.

3. History.—(1) Early period {to 4^h cent, A,D,),

—The earliest mention of Kanchi occurs in Patan-

jali’s Commentary on the Grammar of Panini ; and
Patanjali lived not later than the 2nd cent, B.C.

The fact that the name occurs in the Sanskrit form

leads to the inference that the place had already

been colonized by the Aryans. The Chinese trav-

eller Hiuen Tsiang, who visited the place c. A.D.

640, states that ‘Tathagata [Buddha] in olden

days, when living in the world, frequented this

country much ; he preached the law here and

converted men ’ {Buddhist Records of the Western

World, tr. S. Beal, ii. 229). It is possible that an

Aryan migration took place as early as Buddha’s

day, but that Buddha himself came so far south

is extremely improbable. When, however, Hiuen

Tsiang goes on to say, ‘ And therefore Ai6ka-raja

built stHpas over all the sacred spots where these

traces exist,’ we may accept the substance of the

statement as probable, for the Mahdvamsa—

a

Buddhist chronicle composed in Ceylon about the

3rd cent. A.D. (T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India,

p. 276 ff.)—mentions places not far from Kanchi as

among those to which A4oka sent missionaries.

The fact that no trace remains of Bud(Biist build-

ings of any kind is not a fatal objection to tl^
view, since such buildings, when Buddhi^ dis-

appeared, would form valuable quarries for Hindus

or Jains, and the buildings which existed in Hiuen
Tsiang’s day have also disappeared. Regarding

the date of the appearance of Jainism in the South
nothing is known ; but that it had obtained a foot-
ing before the end of this period may be taken for
granted, since Hiuen Tsiang’s testimony shows its

prevalence in the succeeding period, if we could
be sure that the Tamil epic, the Mai^iTriekhalai,
belonged to the 2nd cent. a.d. (see Dravidians
[South India]), we would have in it an interesting
glimpse of Kanchi during this period, and testi-

mony to the fact that in those early days the
votaries of the Brahmanical religion (doubtless con-
siderably modified by contact with the Animism of
the Dravidians) dwelt in a condition of mutual
toleration, if not of actual harmony, with Buddhists
and Jains ; but regarding the date of this work there
is considerable doubt, some recent writers putting
it as late as the 8th century.

(2) Pallava period {4th to 9th cent,),—During the
greater part of the early period Kanchi belonged to
the Ghola empire. Before the end of the period
a new power had arisen before which the Chola
dominion waned. The Pallavas, of whose origin
nothing can be affirmed wi^i certainty, had estab-
lished themselves in the Andhra country to the
north of Kanchi about the 2nd cent. A.D., and by
the middle of the 4th, if not earlier, they had made
Kanchi their capital. From the 5th cent, to the
8th they were the dominant power in the South,
though at times, more especially towards the end o-f

this period, they had to defend themselves against

the Chalukyas and Rastrakiitas on the North-
West, and the reviving Chola power on the South.
To this period belong the visit of Hiuen Tsiang
already mentioned. He describes the city, which
he calls Kin-chi-pu-lo, as about 30 li (5 miles)

round.

* The climate is hot, the character of the people courageous.
They are deeply attached to the principles of honesty and truth,

and highly esteem learning ; in respect of their language and
written characters, they differbut little from those of Mid-India.

There are some hundred of sctnghdrdTnas and 10,000 priests.

They all study the teaching of the Sthavira {Chang-tso~pu)

school belonging to the Great Yehicle. There are some eighty

DSva temples, and many heretics called Nirgranthas * {loc. cit,).

Thus at the time of his visit (A.D. 640) Kafichi

was stiU a stroimhold of the Buddhists. Hiuen
Tsiang mentions Dharmapala, a renowned Buddhist
teacher who is said to have flourished shortly

before the time of his visit (H. Kem, Manual of
Indian Buddhism, Strassburg, 1896, pp. 9, 130),

as a native of Kanchi. The Jains (Nirgranthas)

apparently lived side by side with the Buddhists.

Under the head of ‘D6va temples’ he doubtless

included the Saiva and Vaisnava temples, and prob-

ably the temples of the armmns, or Mothers,

whom the Dravidians worshipped before the advent

of the Aryans. Thus several different forms of

Hinduism were already strong ; but just about this

time began a remarkable revival of Hinduism,

before which first Buddhism and then Jainism

began to wane. Epigraphical evidence shows that

the central shrine of the Kailasan§tha temple was
erected by the Pallava king Rajasimha (otherwise

known as Narasiihhavarman ii.) about A.D. 670,

and the Vaikun^ Perumal temple a few years

laterby his son Paramesvaravarman n. (Venkayya,

The Pallavas, p. 17 1). Several other temples are

so similar in style that they may be placed about

the same period, and the resemblance to the rock

temples of Mamallapuram (the Seven Pagodas) is

very striking. Apart from simple excavations,

these temples are the oldest in South India which

are known to us. Fergusson has shown that they

are copied from Buddhist models, being imitations

either of the chaitya, or hall for common worship,

or of the vihdra, or monastery. The vimdna, or

central tower, of the Kailasanatha temple, for

instance, is in the shape of a vihdra,^ and consists

of several storeys built up of imitation chaityas.
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The gopuramy or gate-tower (later), is in the form of
|

a chaitya, and from such simple beginnings the

evolution of the great gopuramsy which are such a

notable feature of the iDravidian style, may be

traced (Fergusson, Hist, of Ind, and East, Arch,

i. 170-175, 302-362).

But the zeal of thePallava kings, which showed

itself in the building of these temples, was not the

only factor in the triumph of Hinduism over its

rivals. In Saivism and Vai§navism alike, during

the Pallava period, remarkable groups of poets

arose, whose songs in praise of the gods did much
to win the people over from Buddhism and Jainism.

Appar and Tirujnanasambandhar in the 7th cent.,

and Sundaramurti in the 8th or 9th, were the

authors of the hymns in praise of Siva _known as

the E^dram. The songs of the twelve Alvars, or

Vaisnava saints, who are placed in the 6th and

three following centuries, are gathered up in the

Naldyiraprahandharfi. How many of these poets

actually lived in Kahchi we cannot say with cer-

tainty. Poygai Alvar is said to have beenbom there

(time uncertain), and definite tradition connect

Tirujnanasambandhar and Tirumahgai 5Jvar (9th

cent.), among others, with the place. Be this as

it may, the shrines of Kanchi were well known to

many of these singers, five Saiva shrines being

mentioned in the Devdramy and fourteen Vai§nava

shrines in the Ndldyiraprahandh/x/ifnt, These all

remain to the present day, though only in cases

where the literary evidence is confirmed by the

archaeological can we be sure that the actual build-

ings which now exist can be traced so far back
(K. V. Subrahmanya Aiyar, in Madras Chr, Coll.

Mag., new ser., xiii. [1913] 244-247). Before

the end of the Pallava period still another force

was at work. The great Sankara is said to have
visited Kafichi j and, if the usually accepted dates

of his life are correct, the visit must have taken
place early in the 9th century (ib.). Thus along-

side of the Saiva Siddhanta of the Devdram poets,

and the Vai§navism of the Alvars, the Advaita {q.v.)

system came to be taught.
An image of ^afikara stands in the temple of Kamakfi (a name

for the wife of Siva), and it is said that the goddess cannot stir

beyond the temple precincts without getting permisdon from
Sahkara. This prohibition is said to originate from Sahkara’s
victory over the goddess, the local tradition being that in

Sahkara*s day Kamak^ was a ferocious goddess who could be
satisfied only withhuman blood, and that Safikara brought such
pressure to bear on her as to lead her to abandon her evil ways.
The legend is only one out of the innumerable stories which
cluster round the temples of EShchl, and may be of no more
historical value than any other. Yet it may be an attempt to
depict the victory—only partial—of the philosophic ideas of
Saiikara over the worship already mentioned, in which evil

goddesses are propitiated by bloody offerings, and may even
demand human sacrifices. It is interesting to note that to this

day the arehAkas (priests) of Eamak^fs temple are Nambudri
Brahmans, who claim to be the descendants of those whom
Saiikara brought with him from Malaba^
According to local tradition, Sankara’conducted

a vigorous controversy with the Jains, The fact
that nothing is said of the Buddhists in this con-
nexion may be an indication that, so far as K3.nchi
was concerned, their day was past. In the 8th and
9th centuries Jainism still flourished, and two of
its protagonists, Samantabhadra and Akalanka,
are associated with Kafichi. On the whole, how-
ever, Hinduism was gaining gTound. Of definite

S
ersecution of Buddhists ana Jains there is little

eoisive proof, but the combination of royal favour
with the efibrts of poets and sages led to the dis-

apijearance of the followers of these religions,

mainly by their gradual absorption into the Hindu
community.

(3)

Ckola period {9th to 14th cent.
).—During this

period Kafichi passed many times from hand to
hand, but throughout the greater part of it the
Cholas were in undisturbed possession, and for
a time made it one of their capitals. In many
inscriptions found in Kafichi and the neighbour-

hood their victories are celebrated, and much
interesting light is thrown on their administration
(Krishnaswami Aiyangar, Ancient India, ch. vi.).

In the Chola period Kafichi became more dis-

tinctively than before a Hindu city. The Jains,

indeed, retained a considerable measure of influence

under the early Chola rulers. There is a strong
local tradition that some temples which are now
Hindu were once Jain, but the only Jain temple
now remaining is just outside the modem city, in

the village of Tirupparuttikunram. It is assigned

by Fergusson to the 11th cent, {op, cit. p. 362),

and contains a number of inscriptions of this and
the following period (Sewell, Lists of Antiquities,

i. 176-187). The legend in the Madura Sthala
Purina {Gazetteer of the Madwra District, i. [1906]

254 f.) of the magical efforts made by the Jains of

Kafichi to convert the Saivas of Madura maybe
regarded as testimony to the influence which the

former were believed to be capable of exerting.

But the movements in favour of Hinduism which
were in progress in the previous period continued

in this. The Chola kings went on with the work
of temple-building, as many inscriptions testify

(Sewell, loc. cit.). New temples were erected and
old temples added to, and to old and new alike

grants of land were made. Saiva and Vaisnava
temples shared in this royal favour ; but by the

11th cent. Vaisnavism was gaining ground, mainly
through the influence of Ramanujacharya.

This remarkable teacher was born in iSriperumbudur, about
20 miles R of Kanchi. Though belonging to a Vaigpava family,

he was (placed under an Advaita teacher in a village near

but soon rejected the teaching of his master, and be-

came the pupil of a Vaifpava teacher in Kanchi who is usually

known as Kanchipurpa. Attaching himself to the service of

the god Varadaraja (Vi§pu), he remained in Kanchi till he was
over thirty years of age, when he was called to Srirangam to

succeed Yamunacharya as head of the Vai§pava community.
He became the developer and exponent of the YiSi^tadvaita

philosophy, in association with the Vai^pava religion, Vigpu

being regarded as the Supreme Being. Throughout his long

life he was a controversialist, and we read of controversies with
Buddhists, Jains, Advaitis, Saivas, and Saktas. On Kanchi he
left an impression which remains to this day. The Srivai^pavas,

as his followers are called, have for about seven centuries been
divided into rival sects—the Teiikalais, or southern sect, and
the Vadakalais, or northern sect. The founder of the latter

was VedantadeSika, who was born at Kanchi about the middle

of the 13th cent.,, and taught there for several years before

being called to Srirafigam (Eajagopalachariar, Vaishnavite

Reformers of India, pp. 97-125). The Chola period, as we see

from this outline, was a period of controversy and sometimes of

persecution, Ramanuja himself in his later years being perse-

cuted by the Chola king Kulottufiga L (Govindacharya, I^e of

Ramdnujdchdrya).

(4) Vijayanagar period {14th to 17th cent.).—

After a time of confusion Kafichi became a part of

the great Vijayanagar empire. Though no longer

the capital of a kingdom, it was still regarded

as the capital of the province of Tondaimandalam,
and was the seat of a viceroy. Its sacredness was
recognized by the Vijayanagar kings. Some of

them frequently visited it, and at least one of

them had his coronation ceremony performed

there. It was in this period that the great

temples attained their present huge dimensions,

older buildings being added to and adorned, and

in some cases surrounded by great courtyards with

high walls and lofty gopurams. The work of

many of the kings can be definitely traced through

the inscriptions on the temples, from which we
learn that the temples were enriched with many
royal gifts. Although the Vijayanagar empire

received a severe shock in A.D. 1565, it lingered on

as a small kingdom till 1646, when its temporary
capital, Chandragiri, was captured by the king of

Golkonda. With this Kafichi passed from Hindu
to Muhammadan rule (Sewell, loc. dt.

;

Subrah-

manya Aiyar, Madras Chr. Coll. Mag., new ser.,

xiii. [1914] ; for the Vijayanagar rule in general

see Sewell, A Forgotten Empire).

(5) Modem period {middle of 17th cent, to the
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present day),—During the first century of this period

Sluhammadan rulers were in occupation of the

place. This was not indeed their first appear-

ance, for in A.D. 1310 Kanchi was captured and
plundered by Malik Kafur, a general of *Ala-ud-

din of Delhi. A similar disaster befel it in 1481,

when it was sacked by Muhammad Shah of

Bijapur.
According to Firishtah, this conqueror was incited to the

attack by what he had heard of the wealth of one of the

temples, ‘the walls and roof of which were plated with gold,

omstmented with precious stones’ (Sewell, A Forgotten Empire,

p. 101). Another writer says that the victors ‘ levelled the city

and its temples with the ground, and overthrew all symbols of

infidelity, and such a quantity of jewels, valuable pearls, slaves

and lovely maidens and all kinds of rarities fell into their hands

that they were beyond computation’ (quoted by Subrahmanya
Aiyar, loc. ciU).

This statement must be regarded as an exaggera-

tion. That great booty was carried off is prob-

able, but, though some temples may have been

plundered, others escaped with little damage, and

survive to this day. Local tradition says that

some of the ‘ symbols of infidelity ’ were saved by
being buried. Such occupation was only tem-

porary, but from 1646 to 1751, when it was cap-

tured by the French, Kanchi was almost continu-

ously under Muhammadan rule, first as part of

the kingdom of Golkonda, then conquered by
generals of Aurangzib, and finally included in the

dominions of the Nawab of the Carnatic. During

the Carnatic and Mysore wars it changed hands

many times, the great temples being used as

fortresses. Much damage was done, especially by
Haidar 'Ali, who occupied the place in 1768 and
again in 1780. In his time the terror of the

Hindus was so great that many of the idols were

removed to Tanjore and other places, and not till

1799 was confidence sufficiently restored to allow

of their return. MeanwhOe the district had been

granted by the Nawfib to the East India Company
in 1759, and, apart from Haidar’s occupation, it

has remained British territory since that date.

During the Muhammadan occupation there was
much friction between Muhammadans and Hindus.

A number of mosoues were erected, and one of the

largestwas originally aHindu mandapam (‘pillared

halT), the pillars of which remain, though any
Hindu figures that have been carved on them
have been removed. This mosque bears the date

A.H. 1106 (=A.D. 1700), and is said to have been

the work of Razafar *All Khan, who came to take

vengeance on the Hindus for an outrage to the

person of a Muhammadan who had dared to wash

his hands in a sacred tank. The same general is

credited with the completion of the largest of the

mosques, which commemorates a Muhammadan
sage, ShahAmid ’Auliah, regardingwhom and his

contests with the representatives of Kamaksi and

other deities many wonderful stories are related

(for this period see Crole, Manned of the Ghinglepnt

District^ pp. 141-200).
A, Present condition.— Kanchi now measures

nearly 4 miles from N.W. toS.E., withamax^um
breadth of about a mile and a half. According to

the census of 1911, the population was 53,864. Of

these 1746 were returned as Muhammadans, and

139 as Christians. Only a few families of Jains

are left, and the only Jain temple is that already

referred to as standing outside the city. A small

Sikh monastery where the Granth is worshipped

forms a rallying place for Sikh pilgrims from the

North, who, though not allowed by their creed to

worship idols, have a remarkable fondness
^
for

visiting Hindu shrines. But, while other religions

have retained, or are gaining, a foothold, the city

remains essentially Hindu. The visitor is aston-

ished at the number and size of the temples. He
finds, too, that almost everything that comes under

the title ‘Hinduism’ is represented in the place.

The old Dravidian worship has survived the impact
of aU the other forces that have been at work, and
the ammans are still worshipped, somet^es by
themselves, sometimes in connexion with the

Hindu pantheon. For instance, an obscure god-

dess called ‘Elagoli amman’ is regarded as the

mother of Parvati, and the latter repairs to her
abode every year when her marriage is to be
celebrated. In one of the smaller temples, where,
among others, the five Pandavas are worshipped,

the principal deitjr, Renuka, the mother of Jrara-

surama, is identified with Mari,^ the Dravidian
goddess of smallpox. The majority of the gods,

however, are either the great gods of the pantheon
under special aspects or deified men.
The principal divisions of the city are known as

Siva Kanchi and Visnu Kanchi, but the nomen-
clature is not strictly accurate, for a number of

ancient and important Vaisnava shrines are in

Siva Kanchi. The greater temples of this section,

however, are connected with the worship of Siva.

In the largest of all, Siva is worshipped as Ekam-
ranatha. Begun in the Pallava timqs, celebrated

in the Devdram^ and associated mth Sankara, this

temple has been added to by succeeding dynasties

till it now stands as one of the largest in India.

Its great tower is 188 ft. in height, and the area

enclosed within its outer w'all is about 25 acres.

Near the central shrine is a mango tree, under

which Parvati is said %o have done penance for

putting her hands over Siva’s eyes. The principal

object of worship is the pr^hvl (*earth^) lihga.

Among the other objects now worshipped are the

sixty-three Saiva saints. During the last twenty
years over £100,000 has been spent on the renova-

tion of the temple by a few wealthy members of

Nattukottai Chetti caste. Second in size among
the Saiva temples comes that of Kfimaksi, already

mentioned more than once. Siva Kanchi contains

seven tanks of special sanctity, each being speci-

ally sacred on one day of the week. The largest

is the Sarvatirtham, in which all the Indian rivers

are believed to have gathered to witness the

enance of Parvati. The temples which are shown

y architectural e^pidence to belong to the Pallava

period are all in Siva Kanchi, and all except one

are Saiva temples.

In Visnu Kanchi the greatest temple is that of

Visnu under the name of Varadaraja (i.e., the

kingly giver of boons). It contains many inscrip-

tions of the Chola and Vijavanagar periods (Sewell,

Antiquities^ where it is called the Arulfila Perumal
temple). Although it cannot be distinctly traced

further back, itwas already famouswhen Ramanuja
attached himself to it early in the 11th century.

It measures about 1200 ft. in length and 800 in

breadth, being unsurpassed in size in the whole

city except by the Ekamran§,tha temple. Its hall

of 100 pillars is an excellent specimen of the

carving of the Vijayanagar period. Although the

temple is said to have been plundered by Haidar,

it still has great wealth. It is said that a Brahman
devotee vowed that he would not eat on any day

till he had collected Rs.lO, and that he collected

in all Rs.24,000, mth which valuable ornaments

were purchased. Ramanuja and other great

Acharyas (or Vaisnava teachers), and several of

the Alvars, are worshipped within the precincts.

The comprehensive nature of Hinduism is illus-

trated by the fact that at one end of the temple

the lofty philosophy of Ramanuja is taught in a

Sanskrit college, while near the other offerings are

presented to a living cobra. The great festival of

this temple is by far the most important of all that

are connected with the city. It takes place in the

month of Vaikaii (May-June), and lasts nominally

for ten days ;
but, as the car festival counts as one

day, and seldom occupies leas than three, the
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festival usually continues at least twelve days.

Except on the seventh day, when the idol is drawn

in a huge car which takes about a thousand

people to pull, the image, adorned with the temple

jewels, is carried out morning and evening on

different vehicles. The procession, after passing

along the narrow main street of Visnu Kanchi,

enters the broad street of Siva Kanchi (said to

date from Chola times) ; and, after going round

that portion of the city, it returns, the total distance

traversed being about six miles. According to

the local legends, Visnu and Siva are brothers-in-

law, and the Vaisnava deity on the sixth day of

the festivp-1 rests for a time in a vnandapaTii in

front of Siva’s great temple.
^

A strange relic of

the Muhammadan domination is found in the fact

that, when the daily procession reaches ^ man-
dapam near the tomb of Shah *Amid 'Auliah, a

representative of that sage receives tribute in the

shape of two small cakes of different kinds, one in

the morning, and the other in the evening. On
the third day of the festival, when the image is

carried on the gamida^ or mythical kite, which is

Visnu’s special vehicle, it has to submit to the

doubtful compliment of receiving a garland from

the representatives of a small shrine belonging to

the Pariahs. During these days large crowds,

including many of the rich and educated, assemble

from far and near, and men of wealth vie with one

another in meeting the expense of the fireworks

and other means of popular enjoyment. At all

times, and especially during the festival, the
i

authorities have to be on their guard to prevent

rioting between the two sects of the Vaisnavas,

the Tenkalais and the Vadakalais, The old feuds

between Hindus and Muhammadans are at an end,

and Saivism and Vaisnavism no longer manifest

the rivalry of an earlier day. The controversy is

now between these two sects into which Ramanuja’s
followers are divided, and, while the great majority
of the sectarians know little or nothing of the
points of difference,^ feeling always runs high, and
law-suits dealing with the position of the two sects

in connexion with the temple worship go up from
court to court, occasionally even reaching the
Privy Council. While the festival of Varadaraja
far surpasses all others, there are probably not
many days in the year when some temple or other
is not enftU \

and quite apart from special festivals

a stream of pilgrims from the most distant parts
of India pours unceasingly through the ^ace.
For their entertainment many choultries (‘rest-

houses ’) have been built and endowed.
As a seat of learning, Kanchi retains something

of its ancient glory. In addition to the Visist-

advaita College, there are several Sanskrit schools,

and some of the gurus who instruct pupils privately
have a wide reputation. The Tamil scriptures are
also extensively studied. Education on modern
lines is now becoming popular, and is represented
chiefly by two large high schools ; the older of
these dates from 1839, and is carried on by the
United Free Church of Scotland, while the other
is supported by an endowment left by a wealthy
native of the place.

Literature.—R. Sewell, Lists ofAntiquities^ 2 vols., Madras,
1882-84, A Forgotten Fmpirey London, 1000 ; South Indian
Inscriptions, ed. E. Hultzsch, Madras, i. (1890), iii. pt. 2 (1903)

;

numerous references in Fpigraphia Indica, esp. viu. [Calcutta,
1905-06], ed. E. Hultzsch ; Hiuen Tsiang, Buddhist Records

1 The distinction is mainly connected with ritual, the Vacjakalais
using extracts from the Veda (Skr.), while the Tenkalais use the
Ndldyiraprahandham (Tamil). Doctrinally, it is analogous
to that between Arminianism and Calvmis'm. The Vadakalais
hold the ‘ monkey * doctrine, that the soul must cling to God
as a monkey cub to its mother ; the Tefiikalais maintain the
‘ cat * doctrine, that God takes hold of the soul as a cat does of
her kitten. Further, the Vadakalais observe caste-restrictions
far more closely than the ’Tenkalais (see Monier-Williams,
Brahmanism and Hinduism*, London, 1891, pp. 124-127.

of the Western World, tr. S. Beal, London, 1906, it ; C. S
Crole, Manual of the Chingleput District, Madras, 1879 (super-
seded as far as periods (l)-(4) in § 3 are concerned)

; V. Kanaka-
sabhai. The Tamils Eighteen Hundred Years Ago, do
1904 ; J. Fergusson, History of Indian and Eastern Archi-
tecture'^, ed. J. Burgess, i., London, 1910 ; V. Venkayya, The
Pallavas, Madras, 1907; A. Rea, *Pallava ArchitecWe’
Archaeological Survey, new imperial series, xxxiv., Madras, 190*9

(somewhat unreliable, but containing many valuable plates) •

K. V. Subrahmanya Aiyar, *The Ancient History of Con’
jeeveram,’ Madras Christian College Magazine, new ser., xiii.

(1913-14), ‘The Origin of Buddhism and Jainism in Southern
India,’ I

A

xl. (1911) ;V. A. Smith, The Early History of
India\ Oxford, 1914 ; T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India,
London, 1903; S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, Ancient India,
with introd. by V. A. Smith, London and Madras, 1911 ; A.
Govindacharya, The Holy Lives of the Azhwars, Mysore, 1902,
The Life of Rdmanujachdrya, Madras, 1906; C. N. Krishna-
swami Aiyar, Sri Sankaracharya, do., n.d.

; T. Rajago-
palachariar, The Vaishnavite Reformers of India, do. 1909.
The present writer is much indebted tc Mr. T. A. Gopinatha
Eao, Superintendent of Archaeology to the Mahai-aja of Travan-
core, for valuable information and guidance.

J. H. Maclean.
KANCHULIYAS.—A class of Indian ^aktas

(g^.v.). The name is derived from the Skr. kah-
miiU, ‘a bodice.’ They are found in Southern
India [Madras Manual of Administration, i.,

Madras, 1886), where they are called Kanjuliyas
(from kahjuli, the Tamil corruption of kancMdl),
and have also been noted in Bombay. They are

adherents of the most extreme left-handed Sakta
doctrines, their chief ceremony culminating in

the promiscuous intercourse of the sexes. This
ceremony is called ghata-kahchull, or ‘jar and
bodice.’ The number of male and female cele-

brants must be equal. A jar is placed in the

centre of the place of worship, into which each
woman throws her bodice, leaving the upper part

of her body exposed. An orgy of eating and
drinking is followed by each man taking at random
a bodice from the jar and pairing with its owner,
however near in kin to him she may be, for the

rest of the night.

Literature.—For a general account of these orgies see J. A,
Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs, and Ceremonies, ed. H. K.

Beauchamp, Oxford, 1906, p. 2S6ff., and H. H. Wilson, Religi-

ous Sects of the Hindus, London, 1861, i. 257 £P. W. Ward’s
View of the History, Literature, and Religion of the Hindoos'^,

do. 1817, i. 247 ff., ma^ also be consulted. For the ghatia-

kahchuli worship see Wilson, op. ciU, p. 263, and (for Bombay)
K. Raghunathji, in I

A

x. [1881] 73, 287. Of. also the Uchchhigja-
Gapapatyas, in art. Gapapatyas. G. A. GlilERSON.

KANDH, KHOND (the derivation of the name
is uncertain ; G. Oppert, Original Inhabitants of

Bharatavarsa, 1893, p. 144, connects their title

Kol, Kul, with ho, ku, ‘ a mountain ’
; Risley, TC

i. 398, connects it with hhanda, ‘ a sword,’ said to

be the distinguishing mark of the tribe).

—

A. tribe

found in Bengal and Madras, the bulk of those

formerly residing in the Central Provinces having

passed into Bengal on the transfer to that province

of the States of KAlahandi and Patna and the

Sambalpur District. According to the Census of

1911, they number 673,346, of whom 355,137 are

found in Madras, 302,883 in Bihar and Orissa, and
the remainder in Bengal, the Central Provinces

and Berar, and Assam. The tribe has for a long

time attracted the attention of anthropologists

owing to their custom of human sacrifice,

loiown as Meriah. But, owing to their isola-

tion, the information regarding them is still

incomplete.
* Much has been written about them ; but from reports re-

ceived it seems clear that observers have in some cases been

too ready to attribute to the whole of the tribe customs which
are in reality only locally observed, A people which is split

up, as they are, by hill and jungle into communities which
cannot easily communicate with one another naturally develop

a considerable diversity in their ways ’ [Madras Census Report,

1901. i. 161).

I. The tribe in Bengal.—The earliest and most
generally accepted account of their beliefs is that

of S, C. Macpherson [Memorials of Service in India,

ch. vi. p. 84 fl*.).
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He represented them as believing” in * One Supreme Bein»,
self-existing, the source of good, and Creator of the universe!
of the inferior gods, and of man. This divinity is called in
some districts, Boora Pennu, or the God of Light ; in others,
Bella Pennu, or the Sun God ; and the sun and the place from
which it rises beyond the sea are the chief seats of his presence.
Boora Pennu, in the beginning, created for himself a consort,
who became Tari Pennu, or the Earth goddess, and the source
of evil.* Finding her wanting in wifely complaisance, he deter-
mined to create from the earth a new being, man, who should
render to him the most assiduous and devoted service, and to
form from it also every variety of animal and vegetable life

necessary to man’s existence. ‘The creation was perfectly
free from moral and physical evil. Men enjoved free inter-
course with the Creator. They lived without labour upon the
spontaneous abundance of the earth ; they enjojed everything
in common, and lived in perfect harmony and peace. They
went unclothed. They had power to move not only on the
earth, but through the air and the sea. The low'er animals
were all perfectly innocuous* (p. 842.). This paradise w^as de-
stroyed by the intrigues of Tari Pennu, who * instilled into the
heart of man every variety of moral evil . . . and ac the same
time introduced every species of physical evil into the material
creation. . . . Boora Pennu, by the application of antidotes,
arrested and held in abeyance the elements of physical evil

;

but he left man perfectly free to receive or reject moral eviL*
Those who remained sinless he raised to the rank of immortal
gods. ‘ Upon the corrupted mass of mankind Boora Pennu
inflicted high moral penalties by the withdrawal of the anti-
dotes which had arrested them. He entirely withdrew his face
and his immediate guardianship from mankind. He made all

who had fallen subject to death ; and he further ordained that,
in future, every one who should commit sin should sufler death
as its consequence. Universal discord and war prevailed, so
that all social and even family ties were broken up.* Some, he
goes on to say, believe that Boora ‘ proved triumphant in the
contest, and, as an abiding sign of the discomfiture of Tari, im-
posed the cares of childbirth upon her sex.* Others, however,
hold ‘that she remained unconquered, and still maintains the
struggle with various success * (p. 86 f.). ‘ Boora Pennu, say his
sect, resolved that, for his own honour, his work should not be
lost, but that man should be enabled to attain to a state of
moderate enjoyment upon earth, and to rise after death, through
the practice of virtue, to a state of beatitude and partial restora-
tion to communion with his Maker * (p. 88). Six deities * were
created to meet the primary wants of man on earth after the
introduction of evil, namely : 1. Pidzu Pennu, the god of rain.
2. Boorbi Pennu, the goddess of new vegetation and firstfruits.

8. Pitterri Pennu, the god of increase, and of gain in every
shape. 4. Elambo Pennu, the god of the chase. 5. Loha
Pennu, the god of war (literally the iron god). 6. Sundi Pennu,
the god of boundaries. To which is to be added, as an inferior
god of the first class, 7. Dinga Pennu, the judge of the dead *

(p. 89 f.). ‘Next in rank to this class of inferior gods is the
class of deified sinless men of the first age. . . . The third
class of inferior deities are ^rung from the gods of the first

two classes. . . . The following are the chief of this class of
gods : 1. Nadzu Pennu, the village god ; 2. Soro Pennu, the hill

god ; 3. Jori Pennu, the godof streams ; 4. Idzu Pennu, the family
orhouse god ; 5. Moonda Pennu, the tank god ; 6. Sooga Pennu,
the god of fountains ; 7. Gossa Pennu, the forest god ; 8. Kootti
Pennu, the god of ravines ; 9. Bhora Pennu, the god of new
fruits produced on tree or shrubs’ (p. 90 f.). ‘ Men are endowed
with four souls. First, there is a soul which is capable of beati-
fication and restoration to communion with Boora. Secondly,
there is a soul which is attached to some tribe upon earth and
reborn for ever in that tribe, so that upon the birth of every
child the priest declares, after inquiry, which of the members
of the tribe has returned. Thirdly, there is a soul which en-
dures the sufierings inflicted as the punishment of sin, and per-
forms the transmigrations imposed on that account. This soul,

moreover, has the ]power of temporarily quittingthe body at the
will of a god, leaving it weakened, languid, sleeky, and out of
order. Thus, when a man becomes a priest, tms soul always
leaves his body for a time to hold an interview with, and receive
instructions from, the god who has appointed him his minister

;

and when, by the aid of a god, a man becomes a tiger, . . . this,

I believe, is the soul which animates the bestial form. Fourthly,
there is a soul which dies on the dissolution of the body * (p.
91 f.). Dinga Pennu, judge of the dead, administers justice to
departed souls. * The chief sins are : 1. To refuse ho^itaJity,
or to abandon a guest ; 2. to break an oath or promise, or to
deny a gift ; 3. to speak falsely, except to save a guest ; 4. to
break a solemn pledge of friendship ; 6. to break an old law or
custom ; 6. to commit incest ; 7. to contract debts, the payment
of which is ruinous to a man’s tribe, which is responsible for

the engagements of all its members ; 8. to skulk in time of
war ; 9. to betray a public secret’ (p. 922.).

This elaborate system of mythology and ethics

naturally gave rise to criticism. J. Campbell {Thir-

teen Years^ Service among the Wild Tribes of
Khondistan) disputed the statements made by
Macpherson.

He calls the Eandhs ‘ a degenerate race, with all the ignor-
ance and superstition of savages ’ (p. 15) ;

‘ just what I expected
barbarians to be—sunk in the depths of ignorance, superstition,
and sensuality* (p. 108). He protests against Lord Elphin-
Btone’s assertion that ‘in their religion we find traces of the

primitive elemental worship of the Vedas before it was overlaid
by the superstructure which now almost conceals it from our
eyes, as well as from those of the generality of Hindoos them-
selves ’(p. 39). He expresses wonder that such a pantheon as
Macpherson described could be asserted to exist among such
an Ignorant people, * and in the course of my long inquiries
and researches, I found nothing in the hill districts resembling
the array of deities referred to in this report ’ (p. 163). * Sacred
images of the most barbarous t3'pe are to be found in most
villages, and of these the priests, as ignorant as the rest of the
I^ople, can give no intelligible account. Indeed, save at the
time of sacrifice, ^yhen wrath is to be averted, and their malig-
nant deity propitiated by the ofiering of human blood, the
Ehonds are a most irreligious people’ (p. 163 f.). They have
no idols more artistic than * a log of wood, sometimes rudely
fashioned after the manner of some animal’s head, and only
used on the occasion of the immolation of a human victim *

;

and he denies the existence of a priesthood corresponding to
‘the elaborate system of idolatry provided for this semi-
barbarous people ’ (p. 165). Campbell, it is true, was, for official

reasons, hostile to Macpherson. But there seems little reason
to distrust his general conclusion that Macpherson, who knew
little of the tribal dialects, was misled by his interpreters and
native subordinates. The whole story illustrates the danger of
such methods of inquiry. At the same time, Bfirha Deo, the
consort of the earth-goddess, is a deity worshipped by the
Gopds and kindred tribes. In fact, Dalton, though his ac-
quaintance with the Eandhs was limited, is inclined to believe
that, w’hile Macpherson’s system of mythology and ethics is

‘more profound than one would expect to find amongst so
ignorant a people,* and that it is ‘a melange of Genesis, the
several Hindu S3*stems, and primitive paganism. ... it is quite
possible that such a system may have been gradually built up
for them by Brahmans, Gosains, and other Hindus, who not
only lived amongst them, but joined in their sacrifices, supple-
mented by notions gleaned from Missionary teaching or books *

{Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal^ Calcutta, 1872, p. 296).
Risley (TU, Calcutta, 1891, i. 403) regards Macpherson’s ac-
count as ‘quite out of keeping with their primitive social
organization, and one is inclined to suspect that the persons
from whom he derived his information must have described to
him rather their ideal view of what the religion of the tribe
ought to be than what it actually was. . . . The Eandhs of the
Kandhmals recognise three principal gods— Dharma Pennu,
Sara Pennu, and Taru Pennu. The functions of Dharma Pennu
api>ear to be of a somewhat more general character than those
assigned to the other two. No reg^ar times or seasons are
fixed for his worship, and he is appealed to only in cases of
illness or at the birth of a first child. His worship is performed
by a guru who may be of any caste, but is usually either a
Eandh or a Pin. The gurus usually have the power of throw-
ing themselves or feignmg to throw themselves into a state of
hypnotic trance, and are supposed to be able to cure diseases
by touching people, tying them up with bits of thread, and
similar mummery. Sara Pennu is the god of the hills, a divinity
apparently of much the same t^e as the Marang Buru of the
SantaJs and Mundas. He is a jealous god, and does not like
people to trespass on his domain, and the chief object of the
worship which is performed in his honour in April and May
is to induce him to protect from the attacks of wild animals
people whose business takes them among the forest-clad hills

of the Eandhmals, and also to secure a full yield of the jungle
products which the Eandhs, like most similar tribes, use so
largely for food. The priests of S4.ra Pennu are called dehuri,
smd the appropriate o2erings are a goat and a fowl with rice
and strong drink. The o2erings are partaken of by the wor-
shippers. Tara Pennu, the earth god, takes the place among
these Eandhs of Tdri Pennu, the earth goddess^ familiar to
students of the voluminous official literature which treats of
the suppression of human sacrifice among the Ean(^. He
is believed to be very vindictive, and to wreak his anger upon
those who neglect his worship, afflicting them with various
diseases, destroying their crops, and causing them to be de-
voured by tigers and leopards. In order to avoid these evils the
Eandhs o2er bu2aloes and goats to the god at Irregular inter-
vals, apparently whenever they think that he stands in need of
being appeased. His priests are called and the person
who actually sacrifices the animals is known as jani. The func-
tions of the dehurif th& jkanhar, and thejani are hereditary.’

2. Human sacrifice.—The chief interest in the
religion of the Kandhs rests in their system of
human sacrifice, which has now, under the pres-
sure of the British Government, been discontinued.
A full account of these rites, based on the author-
ities already quoted — Macpherson, Campbell,
Dalton, Risley—is given by J. G. Frazer in his
GB\ pt. V. vol. i. G^ondon, 1912) p. 245 ff. As
Frazer’s account is generally accessible, only a
bare summary is required. The Meriahs (Oriya
merid, from Kandh meroi, mervi or mrivi, * a
human victim ’

; see Man^ xi. [1911] 38) were sacri-

ficed to Tari Pennu, the earth-goddess, in order to
ensure good crops and immunity from disease
and accidents. It was necessary that they should
be bought for a price, and they were procured
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through the agency of the menial Pan tribe

from the plains of Bengal. The victim was well

treated before the sacrifice, which was preened by

several days of revelry and debauchery. He was

anointed with oil, butter, and turmeric.

was a struggle to secure relics of his person wiiile

he was tied to the sacrificial post. This post was

often in the form of a peacock or elephant, i he only

surviving example is preserved in the Madras

Museum (E. Thurston, Castes and Tribes^ in. d71,

with photograph, p. 377). Before sacrifice the vic-

tim was sometimes led in procession, and he was

finaUy killed by being either strangled or squeezed

to death. The flesh was divided among the partici-

pants in the rite, who buried it in their fields.

Frazer disputes the theory suggested in the con-

temporary accounts of the rite, that the victims

were offered to propitiate the earth-goddess, xhe

custom, he thinks, cannot be explained merely as

a propitiatory sacrifice. Part of the flesh was

certainly offered to the goddess ;
but the rest was

buried in the fields, or the ashes were scattered

over them ;
some was laid^ in the form of paste in

the granaries, or mixed with the new corn.

‘ These latter customs imply that to the body of the Meri^
there was ascribed a direct or intrinsic power ol makmg the

crops to grow, quite independent ol the indirect efficacy which

it might have as an offering to secure the good-'mu of the

deity. In other words, the flesh and ashes of the "nctim were

believed to be endowed with a magical or physical power of

fertilising the land. The same intrinsic power was ascribed to

the blood and tears of the Meriah, his blood causing the redness

of the turmeric and his tears producing rain ; for it can hardly

be doubted that, originally at least, the tears were supposed to

bring down the rain, not merely to prognosticate it. Similarly

the custom of pouring water on the buried flesh ol the Meiiah

was no doubt a rain-charm. Again, magical power as an attn-

bute ol the Meriah appears in the sovereign virtue believed to

reside in anything that came from his person, as his hair or

spittle. The ascription of such power to the Meriah indicates

that he was much more than a mere man sacrificed to propitmte

a deity. Once more, the extreme reverence paid him points

to the same conclusion. ... In short, the Menah seems

to have been regarded as divine. As such, he may ori^nally

have represented the Earth Goddess or, perhaps, a deity of

vegetation ; though in later times he came to he regarded

rather as a victim offered to a deity than as himself an incar-

nate god* (GjBJ*, pt. V. voL L p. 260).

The Kandh prayers are discussed by Tylor (P<7®,

London, 1873, ii. 268 f.) and by Farnell (PAe Evolu-

tion of Bel. i do. 1905, p. 183).

3. Beliefs in the Central Provinces.—The follow-

ing account refers to the tribe before its transfer

to Bengal. The belief in a future state is indicated

by the death customs. A rupee or copper coin is

tied in the shroud, so that the deceased may not

go penniless to the other world. Sometimes his

clothes and hows and arrows are buried wi^^

him. On the tenth day the soul is brought back
to his family. Outside the village, where two
roads meet, rice is offered to a cock, and if it eats

it is a sign that the soul has come. The soul is

then asked to ride on a bow-stick covered with
cloth, and this is brought to the house and placed

in a corner with those of other relatives. The
souls are fed annually with rice at the harvest

and Dasahrdi festivals. In Sambalpur a ball of

f

iowdered rice is placed under a tree with a lighted

amp near it, and the first insect that settles on
the ball is supposed to be the soul, and it is

brought home and revered. The souls of infants

who die before the umbilical cord has dropjped off

are not brought back, because they are considered

scarcely to have come into existence. One cause
of female infanticide among the tribe was the be-

lief that the souls of girl children would not be
bom again. The souls of women who die during
pregnancy, or after a miscarriage, or during the
monthly period of impurity, are not brought back,

no doubt because they are held to be mali^ant
spirits [Ethnographical Survey Central Frovinces,

pt. vii. [1911] p. 55).

The Seml-jdtrd, or bean festival, is held in No-

vember when that crop is ripe ; some offerings are

made to the earth-god to obviate the risk of

consuming the firstfruits. A similar festival in

March, called the Mahul-jatrd, solemnizes the
ripening of the mahud [Bassia latifolia), as the
Dasahrd in September marks the rice harvest,

when new rice is offered to the earth-god. Before

these festivals it is dangerous to eat these lands

of food [ih. 581).
The pantheon includes eighty-four gods, of whom

Dhami Deota, the earth-godlmg, is chief. He is

supposed to have replaced the female deity, Tari

Pennn or Bera Pennu. Such change of sex is

not unusual ; in Chhattlsgarh the earth-deity is

either a male, Thfikur Deo, or a female, Thakur-
ani Mai. The earth-god is usually acconmanied

by Bhatbarsi Deota, godling of hunting, Dharni
Deota is represented by a triangular wooden peg
driven into the ground, and Bhatbarsi has a place

at his feet in the shape of a piece of conglomerate

stone with circular granules. Once in four or five

years a buffalo is offered to the earth-godling in

lieu of the human sacrifice which is now prohibited,

as in Madras a monkey is sometimes substituted

for the Meriah (E. Thurston, Omens and Super-

stitions of S. India, London, 1912, p. 207). The
animal is predestined for sacrifice from its birth,

and is allowed to wander loose and graze on the

crops at wiU. The stone representing Bhatbarsi is

I

examined periodically, and when the^ granules on

I

it appear to have increased it is decided that the

time nas come for sacrifice. In Kalahandi a lamb
is sacrificed every year, and strips of the flesh are

distributed to all the villagers, who bury them in

their fields as a divine means of fertilization, as the

flesh of the human victim was formerly buried.

The Kandh worships his bow and arrows before

he goes out hunting. He believes that every hill

and valley has its own deity, who must be pro-

pitiated with the promise of a sacrifice before his

territory is entered ; if this is not done, he mil
hide the animals within it from the hunter, or

^vill help them to escape when wounded. These

deities are closely related to each other, and it is

important when arranging an expedition to know
the connexion between tliem. This information

can be obtained from any one on whom the divine

afflatus periodically descends [ib. 59 f. ).

4. Beliefs in Madras.—Various accounts of the

beliefs of the tribe in Madras are on record. At
Chollapadam in the Vizagapatam District, worship

is offered to Konda Deota, the nameless mountain

spirits, who dwell in a hill cave; to Jakara, the

tribal deity, of whom a Kandh is priest ; to

Polamma, a village deity imported from the

Telugu country, whose priest is a Jatapii, or

civilized Kandh ; and to Kasivisvesvara, * lord of

the universe,’ &va at Kasi or Benares, at whose

shrine a Jangam Lingayat ig.v.) officiates, the

chief festival being held at the Sivaratri, or ‘ night

of Siva’ (W. Francis, Vizagapatam Gaz., 1907, i.

75). In the Ganjam District the soul is believed

to survive the death of the body, and on the day

after death a little cooked rice is laid on the spot

where the cremation took place, and the priest

delivers an incantation asking the spirit to eat

the food, to enjoy itself, and not to change into an

evil spirit, or a tiger, and worry the relatives.

Purification follows a death ; and, when a man is

killed by a tiger, a pig is sacrificed and the body

of the animal is passed between the^ feet of the

villagers ; it is a bad omen for any one if it happens

to touch his legs (Thurston, Castes and Tribes, iii.

395). Another sacrifice intended to save the cattle

from injury consists in burying the head of a

chicken near the post of the cowshed, and in

front of it a rotten egg. When the cattle come

home in the evening, the women, who have
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fasted all day, are obliged to eatj drinking and
dancing follow for two days, during which time
the manure is not removed from the shed. On
the third day a lump of manure is brought out by
each owner and thrown in a heap, over which the

priestpours spirituous liquor and rice {ib. iii. 406 f.).

Oaths are taken before a basket containing a
blood-sucker (lizard), a bit of tiger’s skin, a pea-

cock’s feather, earth from an ant-hiU, rice mixed
with fowl’s blood, and a lighted lamp. Witch-
craft is common, and various forms of ordeal are

used, such as holding the hand of the suspected

person in boiling water; if the hand is scalded,

the accused is condenmed and has to pay a fine to

the tribe {ib, iii. 408 f.). From a still more recent

account it appears that the Hindu belief in karma
and reincarnation is not found, except in a va^e
way, among those who have come in contact with

the people of the plains. They certainly believe

in the survival of the spirit after death, and in

its possible temporary transference during life, it

being commonly supposed that the spirit of a man
killed by a tiger guides the animal in its search

for other victims. But it is very difficult to dis-

tinguish their beliefs from those of the Hinduized
peasantry in their neighbourhood. Their gods are

Bura Penu, who with his wife Piteri (probably the

S. Indian Pidari) is worshipped as Creator of man-
kind, who controls a host of minor gods ; Hondo
Penu, god of hunting, who lives in sacred trees

which no one dares to cut; Loha Penu, god of

iron, who directs the arrows of his votaries

against the enemy and averts their counter-shafts

;

Odu Penu, god of the outside, who is the village

guardian, in which duty he is assisted by Handere
Penu, the door-keeper, who watches the back of

the village, Bami Penu, who watches the inside

from beneath a heap of stones, beside which a

rotten egg is buried, Teki Penu, god of vessels,

who guards the house goods, and Goheli Penu,

god of the stable, who protects the animals from !

tigers. Besides these are Murdo and Hugo, deities

of smallpox and cholera; another god whose ac-

tivity is chiefly shown by his demanding tobacco

;

a god of precipices and a hot spring at which
worship is offered. If there is no actual ancestor-

worship, tales are told of hero and giant fore-

fathers {Madras Census Beport, 1911, i. 62ff’.).

5. Totemism.—^Among the branch of the tribe

in Madras there are three totemistic septs named
after a peacock’s egg, a small bird, ana a dung-

worm, which are nominaUy exogamous, thou^
the strictness of this prohibition has now beconae

weakened. How far each s^t reveres its totem is

a matter of uncertainty {madras Census Beport,

1911, i. 65). Among the northern branch of the

tribe more precise imormation has been collected

by J. E. Friend-Pereira {JASB Ixxiii. pt. iii. [1905]

p. 40 ff.), fully analyzed by J. G. Frazer, Totemism

and Exogamy, London, 1910, ii. 305 fif.

Literaturb.—^For the Bei^al branch of the tribe ; S. C.

Macpherson, Memorials of service in India, London, 1865

;

T. Campbell, Thirteen Year^ Service among the Wild Tribes of

Ehondistan, do. 1864; E. T. Dalton,Descrip.jB^nol.ofBengal,

Calcutta, 1872; H.H. Risley,TC7, Calcutta, 1891;W.W- Hunter,

Orissa, London, 1872. For the Madras branch : E. Thurston,

Castes and Tribes (with a detailed bibliography), Ifedras,

1909, Ethnographic Notes in S. Ivdia, do. 1906; Census

Reports Madras, 1901, 1911 ;
District Manuals (Ganjam, by

T. J. Maltby and G. D. Leman, 1882 ;
Vizagapatam, by D. F.

Carmichael, Madras, 1869, W. Francis, 1907); G. Oppert,

Original Inhabitants of Bharatavar^a, Westminster, 1893.

W. Crooke.
KANDY.—Kandy is a small modem town in

Ceylon, beautifully situated on the border of a lake

in a plain about 1718 ft. above sea level, and about

75 miles nearly N.W. of Colombo. The moun-
tains, 2000 to 4000 ft. higher, rise around it ; and
in the Sinhalese time the town was difficult to

approach, being surrounded by thick jungle. It

was the residence of the kings of Ceylon from
1592 to 1798. During this period the kingdom of

Ceylon had reached the lowest depth of disorder

and decay. Half its territory was lost ; and the
half still remaining was harassed by frequent civil

wars between rivad claimants to the throne ; and,
when one or other of these claimants succeeded
in gaining the upper hand over his rivals, there
w’ere recurring struggles against outside enemies

—

Tamils, Portugese, Butch, and, finally, English.

These rival maimants to the throne were not
Sinhalese but South Indians by blood, and by re-

ligion, though nominally Buddhist, were at heart

Hindus. They built four devdlas, Hindu temples,

in the town.
Knox unfortunately gives no description of

Kandy. But we have a good one by John Pybus,
who was there in 1762. It is preserved in Account

of Mr, Bybus’s Mission to the King of Kandy, re-

printed from the Madras (^vemment records by
the (Government printer in Ceylon in 1862. We
read there (p. 35) that the town then consisted of

two main streets (the one running north and south
being about a mile long) and several cross streets.

Only a few of the houses were tiled. The streets

were not lit ; but about 8 o’clock a bell was rung
along them, and after that no one was allowed

abroad unless he carried a large light in his hand.

The Palace was a rambling pile to the south of

these streetswith a large garden in front of it. This
is confirmed by J. Forbes,^ but in his time the lake

which Pybus does not mention had been con-

structed ‘by the late king’ Raja Sinha in 1807.

J. E. Tennent, writing about 30 years later,®

describes the modem European town, and the

wonderful road to it up the Kadugannawa Pass.

It is now a prosperous little place of about 25,000

inhabitants, with a busy railway station, and many
villas on the slopes of the surrounding hills.

The English name, Kandy, is a corruption of

the old name, not of the town, but of the county
or province in which it was situated. This was
Kanda-uda (‘Up in the Hills’). The Sinhalese

name of the town was Senkada-gala-nuwara.
Besides the four Hindu temples there are two

small vihdras, or residences for membera of the

Buddhist Order, named respectively Asgiriya and
Malwatte Vihara. No one, according to a regula-

tion issued, in defiance of the old Vinaya (the

Rules of the Order), by the Sinhalese court, can

be received into the Order except at a chapter

held at one or other of these vihdras,^ There is

also the well-known Balada Maligawa, a pretty

little building containing the supposed tooth of

the Buddha—^really not a human tooth at all, but
possibly the tooth of some pre-historic animal.

The history of this supposed relic is long and
complicated, and has been the subject of various

writings. In the 13th cent. Bhamma-kitti wrote

a Pali poem about it based on an older Smfialese

work in prose.^ According to the tradition pre-

served in this poem, the tooth was brought to

Ceylon in the 4th cent, of our era, and had re-

mained there up to the time when the poem, the

Ddthd Vamsa, was written. According to Portu-

gu^e accounts quoted by Tennent {loc, cit,),

the Portuguese captured the tooth, ground it to

powder, and threw the powder into the harbour

at Goa. The Sinhalese say that the tooth thus

destroyed was a Hindu relic seized by the Portu-

guese in the Tamil country at Jafea, and that the

Buddhist relic now in Kandy is identical with the

one whose history was written by Bhamma-kitti.

1 Eleven Years in Ceylon'^ [1827-38], Iiondon, 1841, L 299-

301.
a Ceylon^, London, 1859, ii. 194-221.
s See Forbes, op, cit, L 299.

4 Edited by the present writer in Roman characters m JPTS,
1884.
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Kandy was taken by the English in 1815, and

the king of Kandy was deported to Vellore in S.

India, where he subsequently died.

Literatubb.—The authorities are given in the article.

T. W. Rhys Davids.

KANHERl (Skr. Krmagiri^ ‘hiU of Kr§na’).

—One of the most important of the Buddhist cave

temples in the island of Salsette, about 16 miles N.
of Bombay ; lat. 19“ 13' N. ; long. 72“ 59' E.

The site, lonely, picturesque, and close to the

great trading marts of the W. coast, combines the

three leading characteristics of the chief groups of

W. India temples. ‘ But Kanheri is the only rock-

cut monastery in W. India that has the feeling

of having been, and of being ready again to be, a

pleasant and popular dwelling-place. The rows of

cells, water-cisterns, dining-halls, lecture-halls, and
temples joined by worn nights of rock-cut steps,

and the crowded burial gallery show what a huge
brotherhood must have once lived in Kanheri ’ {BG
xiv. [1882] 123). The caves were excavated at

various periods, the great Chaitya cave bearing an
inscription of Yajfia Sri Gautamiputra Siriyana

^takarni, a king of the Andhra dynasty (A.D. 173-

202) (V.* A, Smith, Early HistJ, Oxford, 1914,

p. 211). Not far off is the Darbar Cave, which *is

not a vihdra in the ordinary sense of the term,

though it has some cells, but a DharmaMla or

place of assembly, and is the only cave now known
that enables us to realize the arrangements of the

f
reat hall erected by Ajata Satru in front of the

attapanni cave at Rajagriha, to accommodate
the first convocation held immediately after the

death of Buddha’ (Fergusson-Burgess, The Cave
Temples of India, London, 1880, p. 353).

Litbraturb.—

I

n addition to the works quoted in the art., see

J. Fergusson, Hist of Indian and Eastern Arek., ed.

London, 1910, i. 162 fiE. ; BG xiv. [1882] 121 ff. ; L. Rousselet,
India and its Native Princes, London, 1882, p. 49 ; IGI xiv.

[1908] 899. W. CROOKE.

KANISKA.—Kaniska was an Indo-Scythian
king of N. India and Afghanistan, who plays the
part of a second A^oka in the traditions of the
Buddhist schools of N. India, Tibet, China, and
Mongolia, especially as the convener of a council

held in Kashmir, or, according to certain author-
ities, at Jalandhar (see Councils [Buddhist]).

His name is sometimes spelt Kaniska in inscrip-

tions. It appears on coins in Greek script as
Kanerki, or in the genitive Kanerkou, which some
scholars read as Kaneshki and Kaneshkou re-

spectively, Kashmir tradition gives the variant
Kanistha, which becomes Kanita in Chinese.

He was a member of the Kushan (Kusana,
Gusana, or, according to von Holstein, Ku§a)
section of the great Yuechi nation of Central
Asian nomads, and is mentioned in numerous
Indian inscriptions bearing dates ranging from
3 to 41. Prolonged controversy has ranged
round the interpretation of these dates, and
general agreement has not yet been attained. In
the opinion of the present writer, it is certain that
Kaniska was the immediate successor of Kadphises
II. (Wima, etc., of coins and inscriptions, Yen-kao-
ching, etc., of Chinese), and almost certain that his
accession (or possibly coronation) coincides with
A.D. 78, the epoch of the Saka era. That era
appears to have been established by Kaniska.
Kaniska, who is often described as king of

Gandhara, had his capital at Purusapura (Pesha-
war), and was a powerful monarch, whose influence,

as Hiuen Tsiang (Yuan Chwang) testifies, extended
to distant regions, even into the basin of the Tarim
beyond the Pamirs, He held all the countries now
included in the kingdom of Afghanistan, at least

as far as the Oxus, and was the lord paramount of

the whole of N.W. India, His arms are said to

have penetrated to Pataliputra, and his dominions
included Sind. His viceroys, called * satraps ’ after
the Persian fashion, ruled W. India from NSsik
and Ujjain. He warred against the Parthians,
and in his later years seems to have conquered
from China the regions now known as Chinese
Turkestan. It is said that he was murdered by
discontented officers while he was engaged in a
trans-Himalayan campaign. Vasi§ka and Huvi§ka
(Huska), probably his sons, appear to have ruled
the Indian jjrovinces on his behalf, while he was
absent on his distant wars. Vasiska apparently
redeceased him. Huviska certainly succeeded
im in the rule of the entire empire, probably

about A.D. 123. The father of Kani§ka was
Vajheska (? Vajhe§pa), presumably a near relation

of Kadphises ll.

During the long reim of Kani§ka his Indian
subjects divided their allegiance among the three
great indigenous relimons—Buddhism in its various
forms, BrahmanicaT Hinduism, and Jainism.
Kadphises li. had favoured the Saiva form of

Hinduism, but there is no evidence that Kaniska
took any interest in the doctrines of the Brahmans,
The occurrence of numerous Persian deities on his

coinage suggests that in early life he may have
been a Zoroastrian, and that many of his subjects

must have been adherents of the creed of Zoroaster.

Late in his life the king became an active patron
of Buddhism. He placed the image of Buddha on
his coins, summoned a council of Buddhist theo-

logians to prepare commentaries on the scriptures,

and erected magnificent sacred buildings, notably

the lofty stupa of Peshawar, the foundations of

which have recently been excavated. The ex-

plorers found a relic casket engraved with the names
of Kaniska and his Greek superintending engineer,

Agesilaus, and adorned with images of the king.

An inscribed portrait statue of him, unfortun-

ately headless, has been discovered near Mathura.
Tradition associates Kaniska with Asvaghosa

(g.t?.), who was a pupil of Par^va, by whom the

council was summoned, according to some author-

ities. The president is said to have been Vasu-
mitra, A6vagho§a being content with the vice-

presidency. The date of the council may be stated

as +A.D. 100, but, of course, it depends on the

view taken of the chronology of the reign.

The powerful patronage of Kaniska undoubtedly
promoted the cause of Buddhism in both India and
Chinese Turkestan.

Litbraturb.—V, A. Smith, The Early EiMory of Indian,

Oxford, 1914, which gives abundant references.

V. A. Smith.

KANJAR. — One of the nomadic, gypsy-like

tribes of N. India. At the Census of 1911 they

numbered 23,983.

They are found in the United Provinces of Agra
and Oudh and the Panjab, with smaller groups in

other parts of N. India. They wander about in

gangs, supporting themselves by the usual gypsy

industries, but more especially by theft and fish-

way robbery. According to J. C. Nesfield [GaU

cutta Review, Ixxvii, [1883] 368 ffl), they possess

no idols, temples, or priesthood. They are in con-

stant dread of evil spirits, the souls of the malignant

dead. To these they attribute all deaths, except

those obviously due to old age. Hence they bury

the dead in deep graves to prevent the ghost from
‘ walking ’

; and they believe that such spirits are

under the control of an exorcist {nyotiyd), who by

means of shamanistic rites is supposed to be^ able

to transport a goblin into the body of some living

person, and make that person his mouthpiece for

declaring its will. Their principal deity is a man-

god, Mana, believed to be one of the ancient

worthies of the tribe. He is worshipped chiefly in

the rainy season, when the tribe is less migratorv
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than at other times. No altar is erected, no ima^e
is worshipped ; but his votaries collect under a tree,
where they sacrifice a pig, goat, sheep, or fowl,
and make an ofiering of roasted fiesh and spirituous
liquor. Formerly, it is said, they used to sacrifice
a child, having first made it insensible by draughts
of fermented palm-juice. At the feast which
follows most of the worshippers get drunk, and
occasionally one of them declares himself to be
possessed by the tribal god, and delivers oracles.
Meanwhile the others dance round the tree and
sing songs commemorating the wisdom and valour
of Mana. Mari, the goddess of death or epidemics,
Imown also as the * Queen goddess * (Maharani
Devi), is supreme, and seems to be worshipped as
the animating and sustaining force of nature.
Parbha or Prabha, goddess of light, controls health,
and more particularly the welfare of cattle. With
her is worshipped Bhuiyan or Bhavani, the earth-
goddess. In other parts of the United Provinces
they are specially devoted to the worship of de-
ceased ancestors, who are regarded as more kindly
than among other inferior castes, and are satisfied
if at marriages and other festive occasions platters
of food are laid on their graves. The chief deified
worthies are Dhamin Deva, or Mana, and Pahlwan,
or the wrestler. To their graves they make pil-

grimages, sacrifice a pig, and pour spirits on the
ground. The offering of meat is eaten in secrecy
and silence by the males of the tribe, no woman
being allowed to be present or to share in the meal.
When they have become more Hinduized they wor-
ship Vindhyavasini Devi, the guardian goddess of
the Vindhyan hills, and the Panchon Pir (see
Pachpieiya) with the sacrifice of a cock. They ^so
revere many of the local gods of the villages through
which they wander, and one clan is specially de-
voted to the cult of Nanak, the guru of the Sikhs,
to whom they make a special prayer ; ‘ Praise be
to thee, who hast preserved us in safety for a year IWe hope for the same favour in the future I

* They
are much devoted to demonology, and a special
medicine-man, known as ‘ the wise one ’ {syana)^ is

appointed to propitiate those spirits which are be-
lieved to be responsible for the evils which beset
the tribe. When a person is attacked by some
disease which indicates spirit possession, the sydnd
makes an offering of treacle, butter, cloves, incense,
and red lead to the tribal Devi, by throwing these
things into the fire. The Devi enters the sydna,
who names the evil spirit which is afflicting the
patient. He then places a cup of spirits on the
sick man’s head, and waves it round him. This
causes the spirit to enter the cup, which the
sydnd drinks, thus taking upon himself the
dangerous influence which has caused the disease.
In more serious cases an offering is placed on the
spot where four roads meet (cf. Westermarck, MI
ii. 256, n. 2). The friends of the sick man sing and
beat a brass tray over his head to scare the evil

spirit, which is believed to enter the offering and
thence be transferred to any passer-by who may
accidentally touch it (cf. i. 164 ff.). The
churel, or ghost of a woman dying in a state of
impurity, is much dreaded. The ghosts of young
children take the form of masdn, the evil spirit

which haunts graveyards. Any one dying by
snakebite or in some other abnormal way becomes
an dut, i,e, one for whom there is none to make the
water oblation which causes the repose of the soul.

The tribal beliefs are thus a combination of the
primitive Animism with a veneer of Hindu belief

and usage. There are some indications of totem-
ism, but this is closely connected with tree-worship,
the tamarind being regarded as the special abode
of spirits, and a kind of reed grass and the leaves
of the mango being fixed upon the marriage
shed.

Literature.—W. Crooke, TC, Calcutta, 1S96, iil. 136 fF. ; H.
A. Rose, Glossary of the Tribes and, Castes of the Funfab
and N,W. Frontier Province, Lahore, 1911, ii. 47 f.

W. Crooke.
KANPHATA.—See Yogis.

KANT.— I. Life and principal works.— Im-
manuel Kant was born on 22iid April 1724 at
Konigsberg, in the province of Eastern Prussia.
His father was a harness-maker in poor circum-
stances. Kant believed that his grandfather was
a Scottish immigrant, and that the original form
of the name had been Cant, the initial having been
changed to avoid the pronunciation Tsant; but
there seems to be no documentary proof of this.
He entered the University of Konigsberg in 1740,
registering himself as a student of theology

; but
the subjects of the preparatory (‘philosophical’)
course, especially natural science and philosophy
proper, soon claimed his interest. After complet-
ing his course he acted as a private tutor in several
families in the neighbourhood. In 1755 he took
his degree with an essay de Jgns, and habilitated
as privatdozent with a dissertation entitled
cijgiorum primorum cognitionis mtiaphysicm nova
dUuddatio (Konigsberg, 1755). He remained in
the position of a magister legens for fifteen years

;

but in 1764 he had declined the offer of a chair in
Poetic Art in Berlin, and in 1766 was made sub-
librarian in his own University at a salary of about
£10. Then in 1770 he was promoted to a full
professorship in philosophy. Apart from these
changes, his life was quite uneventful ; with study,
teaching, and writing books, one year was like
another. He never travelled beyond the borders
of his native province ; he never married ; and he
reduced the details of life to a clock-work regu-
larity. Towards the close of his working days he
was officialljr reprimanded for the breadth of his
theological views, but he made his peace with the
government. In personal character he was simple
aud reserved, generous and pious, and the reputa-
tion that ultimately came to him left him quite
unspoiled. He ceased lecturing in 1796, and his
increasing weakness of body and mind ended with
his death on 12th Feb. 1804.

The development of Kant’s thought is a very
complex subject. Taken broadly, it consisted of

two great periods, the pre-criticaf and the critical,

with an interval between them of about ten years,
when he was feeling his way to the position that
was to prove so epoch-making. In the pre-critical

eriod itself we can trace shorter stages. His
ozent’s thesis and his earlier works are mainly

in the Leibnizo-Wolffian manner. He afterwards
came under the influence of English empiricism,
and this influence appears in Ber emzig moglicke
Beweisgrund zu einer Demonstration des Daseins
Gottes (Kbnigsbe^, 1762), Untersuchung uber die
DeutlicKkeit der Grundsdtze der naturlichen The-
ologie und Moral (1762, pub. Berlin, 1764), and
Versuch den Begriff der negativen Grbssen in die
Weltweisheit einzufuhren (Kdnigsberg, 1763), to
which may be added Trdume eines Geistersehers,

erldutert dureh Trdume der Metaphysik (do. 1766).

In his inaugural lecture as professor, De mundi
sensihilis atgue intelligibilisforma etprincipiis (do.

1770), he is feeling his way towards a unifying
point of view between, or rather above, dogmatism
and scepticism; but, as already indicated, his

thought had to ferment for another decade till he
reached at length the ‘ critical ’ solution, and gave
the first instalment of its exposition in the Kritik
der reinen Vernunft (Eiga, 1781; 2nd ed., with
important changes, do. 1787 ; the two edd. com-
bined, with notes, by E. Adickes, Berlin, 1889.,

also in tr. of Max Muller, 1881). The great works
of the critical period are named below ; to them
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may be added Prolegomena zu einerjeden kunftigen
Metaphysik die als Wissenschaft wird auftreten

kbnrten (Riga, 1783), Grundlegung zur Metaphysik
der Bitten (do. 1785), and Metaphysik der Bitten

(Konigsberg, 1796-97), dealing with law and the

virtues. His interest in the problems and prin-

ciples of natural science can be traced all through
his life, as, e^g.^ in his early work, Allgemeine
Naturgeschichte und Theorie des Eimmels {^onigs-

berg, 1755), and Metaphysische Anfangsgrunde der
Ncdurwissenschaft (Riga, 1786).

2, The place of Kant in the history ofphilosophy,
—(a) Ris direct relation to Leibniz,—ICantianism
is the characteristically German phDosophy, just

as the philosophy of Trance is to this day more
or less determined by Cartesianism, and English
philosophy is essentially characterized by the
thought of Bacon, Locke, Berkeley, and flume.
The Germans lagged behind the other European
peoples in taking a place in the movement of

modern philosophy, but at length they secured
in Leibniz {g,v, ) a thinker who combined the new
conceptions of modern philosophy in one grand
system, from which, again, in virtue of a profound
transformation, sprang the philosophy of Kant.
The Kantian teaching is certainly a radical meta-
morphosis of the Leibnizian system as far as regards
the method by which a priori knowledge is dis-

covered, established, anci de-limited, and yet it

is at the same time an essentially unchanged con-
tinuation of Leibniz’s views regarding the nature
and meaning of reality. Even as regards method,
indeed, Kant’s advance upon his predecessor must
not be exaggerated. The system of Leibniz belongs
to the rationalistic, Platonizing type of speculative
philosophy, or, in other words, it is an a priori
doctrine of ideas, and this holds good also of the
system of Kant. The only real difference is that
in the latter the a priori forms of knowledge are
deduced, and applied, and have their limits as-

signed, in a different way. In order to understand
the system of Kant we must, therefore, first of
all make a rapid survey of that of Leibniz.

(5) The system of Leibniz, — Leibniz, like the
other pioneers of modern philosophy, started from
the empirico-inductive and mathematico-mechani-
cal science of nature, and, in point of fact, from
physics, the only natural science that had at that
time attained any adequate development. Having
adopted the doctrine that nature is built up of in-
finitesimal elementary bodies, he followed up the
idea of force, as that which must be assumed for
the inter -action and orderly inter-relations of
these.

^

This force he regarded as something im-
material, and this immaterial constituent, again,
ne described as a thinking, perceptive, or quasi-
conscious power, thus applying to it the only term
that was then available to connote a non-material
reality. In this way he made the transition from
a materialistic and mechanical to a spiritualistic
and dynamic mode of thought. If the element of
force be taken as in reality a thinking substance,
however, its activities in relation to the other ele-
ments of force, as also the latter themselves, will
appear as ideas or percepts of the element of
force. Such an element thus becomes the monad,
which perceives itself and its orderly relations to
the other monads. Now it would be irrational to
speak of this monad and its congeries of percep-
tions as the sole existing object. There must be
a plurality of monads, existing realiter side by side.
This hypothesis, however, is possible only on the
ground of two presuppositions, viz. (1) that the
co-existing monads have each the same ordered
and logically articulated content of perceptions—
a condition which is explained by the pre-estab-
lished harmony of the monads with one another,
and (2) that each single monad virtually holds

within itself the whole universe, though it mav
bring only a part of it to clear consciousness—

a

position elucidated by Leibniz’s theory of the un-
conscious, or of the conscious in an infinitely small
degree. We are thus brought to a thoroughly
spiritualistic system, in which, by an a priori
necessity of reason, the individual monads severally
perceive themselves and the universe contained in
them as organic wholes, and, notwithstanding their
absolute isolation, are in harmony with one another
in virtue of the aggregate perceived and articulated
by them. The various monads are endowed in very
different degrees with the consciousness of the self-

perceptive power, but are nevertheless connected
and unified through the identity of the content
variously known to each. Thus knowledge—in
cases where the monads really have knowledge-
may be interpreted as a process of discerning the
content of consciousness according to the a priori
laws immanent therein. From Sie condition of
the non-conscious, or the pre-conscious, Leibniz
disengages the rationally necessary laws and con-
cepts in order that he may by means of them
construct the system of the world as a complete
whole. The ultimate pre-condition of all, indeed,
is a self-identical, perfectly and logically conceived
cosmic content, i.e. God, and the self-transforma-
tion of the divine universal substance into the
infinite multiplicity of different monads, each of
which contains in its own individual way the divine
world-substance, and, in the measure of its indi-

vidual capacity of becoming conscious, brings that
content to a logically ordered comprehension.
Philosophy is thus simply the measure of com-
pleteness and clearness to which the human monad
can attain in its perception of the world.

(c) Kants reconsideration of Leibniz under the

stimulus of Rume,—Kant adhered to the views of

Leibniz for about twenty years of his mature life,

making modifications of them only in detail, more
especially on the physical, mathematical, and as-

tronomical sides. To the starting-point of the
monadology in general, however—its analysis of

consciousness and of the content of consciousness
—as well as to its idea of the a priori validity of

the rational laws that regulate that content, Kant
remained permanently faithful, and we shall never
understand his position unless we make full allow-

ance for this survival in time of the Leibnizian
point of view and tendency. He was at no time
the pure phenomenalist, who acknowledges only
subjective phenomena within what might be called

the closed space of consciousness. Rather, he al-

ways dealt with the thinking subject as a central

force working towards the logical unification of

the manifold, and rejected the idealism or pheno-
menalism of Berkeley—what German philosophers
now call ‘psychological idealism.’ Moreover, he
never denied the apriority of the logical laws, or

their being evolved/ from their pre-conscious self-

activity. He was never a sceptic or an agnostic,

never a pragmatist or a relativist. The point
which marks his departure from the philosophy of

Leibniz and from which he proceeded to construct
his own system was one quite apart from such
considerations. It was simply this : he could not
permanently remain blind to the fact that, while a
theory like that of Leibniz might logically articu-

late the reality immanent in consciousness, it was
essentially incapable of passing beyond that sphere
or of predicating anything whatever regarding the
real which transcends consciousness. Leibniz’s

conception of God, his doctrine of the pre-estab-

lished harmony, and of the individuation of the
deity into countless monads varying in their ca-

pacity of thought, at length seemed to Kant, as

already to other ^sciples of Leibniz, to be mere
philosophical myths—figments of the imagination.
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From this standpoint Kant began to suspect all

forms of metaphysical theoi^, as they did not
permit of strict demonstration and snowed no
unanimity in their conclusions. Although he con-
tinued to attach the utmost significance to the
practical or moral convictions of the mind, he now
came to doubt the possibility of developing and
establishing them as realities of a transcendent
metaphysics.

If, however, the Leibnisian mode of reaching
the reality beyond consciousness from the content
of consciousness itself and from the reflexion guided
by a priori laws was thus invalid, philosophy was
thrown back upon what is immanent in conscious-
ness. But, if this were so, of what avail were the a
priori laws which enable us to articulate in thought
our conscious experience? They never carry us
into the sphere beyond consciousness ; can we,
therefore, cognize anything at all by means of
them ? Are they not, with their apriori necessity,
restricted exclusively to formal lo^c and the mere
explication of concepts? Is not their necessary
truth thus of a purely analytic kind, i,e, do they
not merely analyze a given thought into the con-
sequences already contained and implied in it ? Is

it not possible, therefore, that, in particular, mathe-
matics itself, the chief instrument of natural science,

may be no more than an analytic elucidation of

thoughts already yirtuaUy contained in definite

numerical and spatial magnitudes ? It was at this

stage that Kant became acquainted with the views
of Hume—^views which had been developed upon
an entirely different foundation. Hume, worlmg
from the standpoint of pure phenomenalism, had
divided knowledge into two departments ; first, an
a priori formal logic (including mathematics) en-

tirelywithoutcontentandpurelyself-interpretative;
and, secondly, a real knowledge, empirical and sub-
stantial, but having no logical necessity or apriori
character. For Hume, Imowledge of reality was
constituted only by the principle of custom—oy our
becoming accustomed to certain associations oi per-

ceptions—and by the practical verification of such
customary associations, and thus our reference of

perceptions and their relations to a reality lying
beyond consciousness has no real ground to rest

upon, but is at most the object of an absolutely
indispensable belief. Hume’s reasonings affected

Kant in the most profound way, as they appeared
to undermine the whole structure of a pr'iori

rationalism, and, in fact, to bring all philosophy
of the Platonic type to an end. All that remained
of rationalism seemed to be * analytic judgments a
priori, i.e, the analysis of the logical content of

certain propositions in formal logic and mathe-
matics—

&

purely logical play of reason, but not
a real knowledge of things by means of reason.

Hume had apparently rendered it impossible, not
only to pass beyond experience, but even to ar-

ticulate experience itself by logically necessary

principles ; he seemed to have shown the futility

of all a priori synthesis of the real, and, therefore,

also of rational science of nature and rational

ethics. Thus, if Kant found in Leibniz his positive

foundation, he w’as on the negative side decisively

influenced by Hume, both as a stimulus to his

thought and as an antagonist to be overcome.
{d) Kands discovery^ the critical solution,—^The

arguments of Hume, as has been said, wrought
upon Kant with profound effect, not, however, iu

the sense of drawing him into the sphere of the

Scottish thinker’s ideas, but rather in the sense

of forcing hiTn to provide fresh foundations for,

and set new limits to, the essentially Platomc
doctrine which he had inherited from Leibniz.

Hume’s influence, in short, was not such as to

convert Kant to phenomenalism. The idea of an
experience limited to consciousness he had taken

over from Leibniz, and all thoughts of transcend-
ing that experience by metaphysical constructions
b^ed upon it he had at length abandoned in
view of the contradictions in which alone such
attempts result. Hume certainly confirmed him
in this position, but it was not Hume who brought
him to it. The influence of Hume lay rather in
clarifying his mind with reference to the problem
of elucidating and systematizing the contents of
consciousness with a view to attaining a logically
demonstrable and, therefore, necessary knowdedge
of the real. Kant formulates this problem very
simply in the question -whether -we have only
analytic judgments a priori, or also synthetic
judgments a priori, as instruments for reducing
the contents of consciousness, or of experience,
to form and order. Or, to give the question a
more direct expression ; Is there a logically neces-
sary connexion in the real~an inherently necessary
conception of nature which imposes a logical order
upon the concrete ? The ‘ real ’ that Kant seeks is

attained not by reaching out towards a realm
transcending consciousness, but by a synthetic
articulation of an actually given content of con-
sciousness or experience. He entirely ignores the
question how this experience comes to be; it is

simply given, and that is sufficient for us. As a
matter of fact, he finds the real in the results of

the logical elaboration of experience. By means of

that process he distinguishes logically classified and
abstractly necessary relations of phenomena from
the chaotic state of the manifold prior to such
elaboration, as also from relations wrongly imposed
upon the facts ; and for him the former is the real.

In short, the r^ arises out of the valid and correct

elaboration and elucidation of conscious experience,
as contrasted with invalid, erroneous, or confused
determinations of it and an uncritical linking to-

gether of phenomena. The problem before him
was the possibility of a natural science which is

at once empirical and rational, enabling the mind
to unify the empirical data of consciousness by
rational and a priori principles, and thus to trans-

form the naive and confused representation of

things into a representation that is scientifically

clear and valid. Kant’s aim was to establish a
rationalism of pure experience, upon which might
be constructed a conception of nature at once
scientifically valid and embracing all experience.

This is the fundamental position from which we
must interpret Kant’s thought—his presupposition

of the ego as the focus to which all thinking is

related, of the content of experience as given to

the mind in order that it maybe brought to a fully

realized clearness and completeness, of the a priori

logical activity of the mind as moulding and com-
bining the matter given to all according to the laws
which cohere in the logical subject itself, and which
come into consciousness and unfold themselves in

the actual operation of thought. With these,

again, is connected his refusal to reco^ize a sup-

posed metaphysic which would urgeapriori thought
beyond its taslc of moulding and arranging the data
of experience, since the a priori forms have to do
with such data alone, and, if employed apart from
and beyond them, remain altogether empty—a use
of them which results in a futile metaphysical
hypostasis, such as was fabricated by Plato and,

in a more cautious and covert way, by Leibniz.

Kant’s presuppositions and his surrender of a tran-

scendent metaphysic determined for him the only
possible aim of knowledge or philosophy, viz. the
safeguarding of the a priori and ideal character

of our knowledge of nature by confining it to

experience within consciousness.

This line of thought, which in the first resort

related only to the conception of nature, Kant
subsequently extended to ethics, the philosophy of
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religion, teleology, and aesthetics, his method of

dealing with all of these being essentially deter-

mined by his principles of intellectual cognition. As
treated by him, these other spheres of rational

activity were all designed to supply, not meta-
physical knowledge of realities lying beyond
consciousness, but the proofs of a valid mode
of reflexion which issues from the nature of con-

sciousness itself, and as such is to be applied to

the criticism of experience. None of them passes

beyond valid and necessary modes of thought and
interpretation. The proof of their subjective

necessity supplies the measure of all the objective

knowledge which they can attain. A philosophy
of this kind is in reality reason’s knowledge of

itself, and is indirectly a knowledge of facts only
in so far as it reveals the necessary activities of

reason, and arranges and interprets the data of

consciousness by means of them. It sets out as

a theory of the presuppositions, possibilities, and
limits of science, and then proceeds by analogy to

comprehend the other great activities of the mind,
which likewise present merely the knowledge and
interpretation of experience by means of reason.

(e) The meaning of the various designations of
Kant'sphilosophy.—From this point of view, again,
we are able to see the purport of the various desig-

nations applied to the philosophy of Kant by himself
or by others. It is Idealism—in a double sense,

indeed, as it regards the mind not only as that
which possesses experience, but also as the active
subject of the necessary forms of thought through
which alone experience gains order and meaning

;

in other words, it is a system which arranges and
interprets experience within the limits of conscious-
ness by means of ideas, and is thus directly opposed
to materialism and sceptical relativism of every
type. It is also criticism, since, in fixing by a
critical investigation of principles the limits of the
realm of formal ideas, it prevents these from tran-
scending experience, and disengages the separate
activities of that realm from its naive and pre-
scientific state of nebulosity. The system is

transcendentalism, because it recognizes the a
priori validity of the ideas and asserts that they
contain an element superior to experience, while,
however, it uses the ideas, not as a means of reach-
ing beyond experience, but simply as a means of
moulding, classifying, and interpreting it. The
word ‘transcendental’ is here meant to imply
that the ideas have no validity -with reference to
what lies beyond consciousness, and are accordingly
not ‘transcendent.’ They are, in fact, immanent
in experience, but are nevertheless txvlj a priori,
are not derived from experience, and are only to
that extent above or beyond experience. Such is
the implication of Kant’s original and noteworthy
use of the term ‘ transcendental ’—in contrast to
‘ transcendent ’—as meaning ‘making experience
ossible by means of ideas.’ Kantianism has also
een called a formal intra-experiential rationalism.

Some, again, describe it simply as an epistemology
—a designation which, however, must be received
with circumspection, and which has given rise to
much misconception. Since the days of the Sophists
and Plato nearly all systems of philosophy have
bad an epistemology

; this, however, was merely
the pre-condition or, or the preparation for, the
system proper, which might vindicate or deny the
metaphysical knowledge of things. In
however, the epistemology is actually the system
itself, since for it valid truth or reality lies in the
necessary character wdiich it proves to be inherent
in the activities of thought. The subjective necessity
of the functions of arrangement and interpretation
yields the only objective knowledge attainable byman—a knowdedge which, in virtue of its being
grounded in that necessity, is indeed genuinely

objective. For similar reasons Kant’s teaching
has been known since Fichte’s day as a Wissen
schaftslehre, i.e. a gnosology or doctrine of scien^*
since its aim is to determine the possibilities and
limitations of science—the knowledge of the real
So understood, it would be the theory of cognition
upon which is based the systematic development of
knowledge in the special sciences. But, in view of
Kant’s extension of the a priori from the field of
science proper to ethics, teleology, and gesthetics
the designation is undoubtedly too narrow. In
point of fact, Kantianism is a theory of reason in
all the aspects of its a priori functions

; it is a
Platonism -Nvithout Platons metaphysics.

3. The structure of the system,—Except in its
most general features, the actual structure of
Kant’s philosophy could not be inferred from the
foregoing account of it as a whole. It is the fruit
of earnest and persevering reflexion, and its most
important sections are those devoted to the solu-
tion of intricate special problems. These cannot
be dealt with here. Of peculiar importance are
the movements by which Kant proceeds from his
original interest in the scientific conception of
nature to the consideration of ethics, religion, and
aesthetics. He grapples with these various ’sub-
jects one after another, and deals with them
according to the procedure applied in his primary
field of interest, viz. the conception of nature.
But, as might be expected, the changes of the
subject-matter involved also certain amplifications
and modifications of the method itself.

(a) The theoretic philosophy.—The first product
of his mature and critical period was Kritik dcr
reinen Vernunft (‘Critique of Pure Reason’)—
the work in wdiich he determines the significance
of a priori ideas for the formation of a conception
of nature embracing the totality of things. At
the very outset (and this is of decisive importance
for all This subsequent work) he shows that even
experience of the most elementary kind—sense-
impressions as apprehended and ordered in time
and space—contains an a priori element, i.e. an
element which does not emanate from experience,
but rather creates it and makes it possible. Time
and space are transcendental conditions of experi-
ence, already involved, no doubt, even in oui
naive and preconscious state, but recognizable
by consciousness as such conditions in the self-

analysis of reason. This signifies, as against
Hume’s doctrine of the purely analytic charactei
of mathematics, the synthetic nature of the ^atial
and numerical judgments of mathematics. R also
signifies, of course, that space and time exist only
in their application to possible sensuous experi-
ence, and tliat they have no function whatever
outside such experience—a view in conformity
with wdxich the possibility of a supra-experiential
metaphysics is at the very outset greatly attenu-
ated, since a space-less and time-less reality is for
us absolutely unimaginable and inconceivable.
To his doctrine of time and space Kant gives
the name ‘transcendental aesthetic,’ the word
‘aesthetic’ meaning here, of course, not a critique
of art,^ but the science of the laws of sense-
perception. From this significant opening Kant
then proceeds to his second great theme, the
‘transcendental analytic,’ the theory of the cate-

gories. Here he shows that, just as sensibility

involves a priori forms of perception, so the so-

called empirical investigation of nature contains
a priori principles of combination aud relation,

and, above all, the conceptions of substantiality
and causality. These principles, already naively
and unsystematically used in the most ordinary
thinking, are simply disengaged in a pure form by
the all-embracing mathematico-mechanical science
of nature, and so developed into tlie conception of
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the rational articulation of nature as a whole.
To the conception of nature, according to Kant,
belong also psychical phenomena, the relations of

which to physical facts and to one another must
likewise be dealt with by the principles of this

conception of nature. The consequence of such a
view is, of course, determinism. Then, as with
psychical phenomena, so with the process of his-

tory, this too being incorporated in the conception

of nature, though it must be admitted that Kant
did not here give any further consideration either

to psychology or to history. Another and very
important consequence of ms argument is that

the categories have validity only when applied to

experience within consciousness, and that they
fall into sheer vacuity whenever we attempt to

carry them beyond that field. Their function is

confined to the relation of form and matter, and,

where there are no data of experience for them
to encompass, they become void. This brings us
to the most significant result of all—positively, to

a conception of nature as partly conditioned by
a priori forms of reason, and, therefore, also to the
comprehension of the entire manifold of experience

under rational laws ; and, negatively, to the rejec-

tion of every attempt to apply these forms and cate-

gories to anything that may lie beyond, anterior

to, or behind experience—in other w^ords, to the
impossibility of all rational metaphysics.

Nevertheless, the need for such a metaphysic
constantly re-asserts itself, and with this Kant
deals in the third great division of his Critique,

viz. the * transcendental dialectic.’ Here he show's

that, w'hile the need of a rational metaphysic is

perfectly w'arranted, and belongs, in fact, to the

a priori function of reason, yet it cannot be satis-

fied by means of a rational investigation, as the

conceptions employed for the purpose by ordinary

metaphysics are simply the categories of substanti-

ality and causality used without application to

experience, and so w'orking in a mere void. That
need, for which the theoretical reason can accord-

ingly make no provision, can be^ satisfied only by
the convictions of the moral will. Oiiiy lii i^he

sphere which we are compelled to think of as lying

behind the moral will do w'e find that w'hich the

need for metaphysics has a right to demand. The
theoretical reason can lend support^ to these moral
convictions only indirectly—only in so far as its

intra-experiential rationalism posits the unknowm
behind all experience and behind the thinking

subject, and because, by restricting the conception

of nature to experience, it nullifies every attempt

to find matter for the conception of nature in the

transcendent sphere. Kant could accordingly say

that he had abolished (metaphysical) knowledge
in order that he might make room for (moral)

faith,

(b) The ethical and religious philosophy.—This

subject—the moral judgment and the metaphysic

of faith based upon it—is dealt with in Kant’s

second great work, Kritik derpraktischen Yernunft

(‘Critique of Practical Reason’). In this he ex-

tends his peculiar and original method of deducing

the a priori in experience to ethical judgments.

These are, in the first instance, elicited psycho-

logically, and, in view of their peculiar nature,

characterized as imperatives, i.e. judgments re-

garding what ought to be—^imperatives, in fact,

of abscfiute authority, the nature of which appears

in the fact that reason affirms them uncondition-

ally, and regards them as universally binding, and
that they appeal to the dignity of man which is

to be attained in obedience to their ‘ ought.’ They
thus present themselves, like the a priori forms

and categories of the theoretical reason, as purely

formal judgments. Their function,
^

however, is

not to apprehend the matter of experience, but to
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determine the motives of the will. They must all

be brought under the Categorical Imperative, i.e.

the moral judgment w'hich is distinguished from
all others by its being formally unconditional.

Man’s recognition of an unconditional ‘ought’
constitutes his true dignity and his true person-

ality, and forms also the link that binds human
beings together as persons. It is true that, so far,

we have here only a moulding of the countless

empirical motives of the will by a judgment that

issues a priori from the soul—a judgment which
bids us act unconditionailv upon the personal con-

viction of conscience. We are not yet, it would
seem, within the domain of metaphysics at all.

But, as a matter of fact, w'e are ; for the Cate-

gorical Imperative, unlike the logical category,

does not govern its matter wholly by its o\vn

might, but is conditioned by the resolve of a will

which thereby rejects other possible alternatives.

Here, indeed, we come into touch with the fact of

freedom—the pow'er of submitting or surrendering

ourselves to a law' felt to be of unconditional

authority. The realm of theoretical reason con-

tains nothing analogous to this. In the fact of

freedom, therefore, Kant sees the gleam and mani-
festation of an altogether different realm—the

supersensuous, metaphysical, intelligible w'orid

which is not subject to the conception of nature,

but is of a character all its ow'n and beyond the

grasp of all theoretical reason.

It cannot certainly be asserted that Kant suc-

ceeded in reconciling the anti-rational metaphysical

freedom here discovered with his conception of

nature and the deterministic psychology which it

involves. All the more important to him, there-

fore, w'as the manifestation, thus authenticated, of

a realm distinct from nature, a w^orld which vindi-

cates its existence to man as a moral agent, and
which Kant usually calls the intelligible world.

Having thus posited a metaphysic based upon
practical, ethical grounds, he proceeds to set forth

its further implications. From it issues the idea

of an intelligible realm of spirits, with the Moral
Law as its focus, w'hich may also be represented

as Deity. The question as to the relation of this

intelligible realm of the good to the physical and
natural world carries him to the postulates of a

divine universal order that keeps both realms in

harmony, and of an immortality in which the

antinomies of earthly experience^ may be recon-

ciled. These two postulates, again, lead us once

more to the idea of God. Such is the way in

which the metaphysic of the religious postulates

involved in his ethics and actually deduced from

the fact of freedom is developed by Kant as his

hilosophy of religion, and this he sets forth more
istinctly in his Religion innerJmlh der Grenzen

der blossen Yernunft (‘ Religion within the Limits

of mere Reason’). The religious implications of

these postulates he regards as constituting the

kernel of Christianity in the only form in which it

can now be maintained.
(c) The cesthetic and teleological philosophy.

—

There remains still another function of pure

reason, viz. that which finds expression in the

teleological conception of reality as subservient to

the ends of spirit. As reality, in relation to the

beholder, is felt to have meaning and purpose also

in art and in sesthetic satisfaction, Kant deals with

both the teleological and the aesthetic judgment in

his third great work, Kritik der Urtheilskraft

(‘ Critique of the Faculty of Judgment ’). In this

work, follow'ing the method of his earlier Critiques,

he shows that in our teleological conceptions like-

wise there is an a prio7% mode of judgment that

emanates from the very nature of reason. The
design, or purposive character {Zweckmdssigkeit),

of the worid cannot be metaphysically demon-
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strated, but it asserts itself in an a 'priori type of

judgment or interpretation as an irresistible con-

viction. We cannot fail to see how far apart this

a priori lies from that of theoretical science, as also

from that of the ethico-religious sphere. It implies

no theoretical and logical certainty, no ethically

imperative obligation, but a process of interpreta-

tion that plays freely upon things, making as if

these subserved a kingdom of spiritual ends. The
teleolo^cal interpretation is thus closely related to

the artistic. In the latter, however, ‘ end ’ has a
peculiar meaning ; the aesthetic end of the beautiful

is a disinterested end ; it is that inner harmony of

the contemplated object in which the necessity of

nature and the freedom of the spirit seem to

coincide, and in this apparent coincidence lies the
end that gives us pleasure. The beautiful is, in

fact, the harmony of the real, which is otherwise
always in discord with itself, and it exists only in

the contemplating and formative subject ; but, as

in contemplating it we simultaneously feel an
a priori necessity, it is of more than merely indi-

vidual or transitory validity. The beautiful is

thus the symbol of the inner unity of the real

—

a unity which cannot be demonstrated by theoretic

metaphysics. As such a symbol it has an essential

function in the domain of reason, since it guaran-
tees from the side of the subject that conception of

reality which could otherwise be fabricated only
by a teleological metaphysic, though, of course,

never really attained by it.

(d) Defects of the system.—With the Critiqxie of
Judgment Kant completed his discussion of the
series of great philosophic problems which lay
within his view. As was indicated above, his
survey lacks a systematic psychology, while at the
same time a psychological basis is presupposed in
the tripartite division of his critical work as well
as in his exposition of the functions of reason to
which he devotes his several Critiques; and this

ambiguous attitude towards psychology has been
much criticized. The system likewise lacks a
properly developed logic—a want which is all the
more felt because Kant carefully distinguishes his
own transcendental logic from the formal logic of
the Aristotelian type. He used the latter as the
starting-point and guiding thread of his philosophy

;

the former, as a theory of an intra-experiential
rationalism, constitutes the actual content of his
system. He nowhere definitely explains the rela-

tion between the two, and yet that relation is felt

to be of the utmost importance whenever we ask
upon what theory of knowledge his distinctively
epistemological system is constructed. Nor didKant
give any special consideration to history ; all thathe
provides in this field is a few short studies in which
certain principles for an estimate of history are
deduced from his ethical philosophy of religion.

The further development of the Kantian
philosophy.—Tor a time the system of Kant in its

original form seemed to German thinkers the only
possible philosophy—philosophy, indeed, in its

absolute and final expression. After the lapse of
a decade or two, however, this attitude was aban-
doned, and the system has since been amended,
supplemented, or transformed from many points of
view. It has nevertheless maintained its position
as the nucleus of German philosophy, and even to
the present day all the great systems either emanate
directly from it or define their position by critical
reference to it. The later modifications arose
partly from the system itself, in which lay the
seeds of various germinative ideas and various
possibilities of development, partly also from the
influence of certain general movements of con-
temporary thought which assimilated it or mingled
with it. We may distinguish three main lines of
development.

(a) The metaphysical development.—In its view
of consciousness and the a priori, the Kantian
theory undoubtedly contains metaphysical ele-
ments which it took over from Leibniz, but did
not recognize or define as metaphysical. If, how-
ever, we follow up Kant’s idea of consciousness—
if "we ask, as Leibniz had asked, why individual
minds agree with one another, how consciousness
is related to the data of experience, and what is

the source of the a priori in consciousness—we are
brought once more to metaphysical problems akin
to those of Leibniz, and, in particular, to the idea
of the absolute consciousness, or God, and the task
is then to find a way back to the individual reason.
A metaphysic of this kind—^partly influenced, no
doubt, by the ethical and literary tendencies of the
time—was evolved from Kantianism by Fichte,
Schelling, Hegel, and Schopenhauer ; and, just as
such metaphysie sprang directly from Kant him-
self, so it is still drawn by many thinkers of to-day
from the neo-Kantianism of recent times,

(5) The psychological development. — It was
possible to proceed in a directly opposite way,
and to emphasize and further develop the anti-

metaphysical aspects of Kantianism. Those who
took this course proj^osed to regard the a prion as
assigning the final limits to specifically human
knowledge, and to dissolve in it all relations to a
* consciousness in general.’ Instead of a concep-
tion of things still inherently metaphysical, there
thus emerges an anthropological conception which
sees in the a priori our only organ of experience,
and in its limits our essential limitation. Such
is the teaching of J. F. Fries (1773-1843), who
regarded himself, in contradistinction to the meta-
physicians, as the tine continuator of Kant. Once
the a priori had come to be interpreted in a manner
essentially anthropological, however, it was im-
possible to evade endeavours to derive and explain
it; and, if such procedure could not look for support
to metaphysics, the a priori necessarily became
the object of psychology, its apparently absolute
objectmty being explained by social psychology
and the emotion of reverence. Thus transcenden-
talism was resolved into relativism, psychology,
and even pragmatism. An instance of the first is

the philosophy of Simmel ; of the second, that of

Vaihinger.
(c) The epistemological development,—Finally, it

may be regarded as Kant’s ^eat design to keep
clear of both metaphysics and psychology, and to

safeguard those presuppositions of all logic and all

science which form the groundwork of correct

thinking. Philosophy in that case is exclusively a
doctrine of the a priori conditions of science, and
of its vindication as an entirely independent and
inwardly necessary actmty in which the autono-
mous and ideal nature of the spirit finds expression.

This view of the a priori is one that adheres rigidly

to the Critique of Fure Eeason, and altogether
disregards the a priori of the other Critiques,

which certainly cannot be brought under the con-

ception of purely scientific theory. Philosophy is

thus transformed into epistemology and logic.

This is the theory held by Cohen, Natorp, Lieb-

mann, Kiehl, Windelband, Rickert, and Husserl—
thinkers who, no doubt, differ from one another in

much, but are all at one in resolving criticism into

logic and the theory of knowledge. Philosophy,
they hold, does not cognize realities, but takes

account only of the laws of reason, through which
alone the real is brought within the sphere of the

scien tific consciousness. The methods of philosophy
produce and guarantee real objects by subjecting
them to thought. The critical and logical analysis

of consciousness must be much more ri^dly separ-

ated from the psychological and genetic analysis

than was done by Kant himself. The proper
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subject-matter of philosophy is logic ; metaphysic
is abolished, or ranked with practical convictions

;

sycholo^ is a science of consciousness lying side

y side with, but quite independent of, philosophy
in the proper sense. We need not wonder that a
theory of this kind should be met with ever re-

newed criticism at the hands of both metaphysicians
!

and psychologists.
|

LiTBRATirRB.—^Kant’s works are collected in the ed. of G.
i

Hartenstein, Leipzig, 1867-69. A new complete ed. is being
;

issued by the Berlin Academy of Sciences. J^omthe enormous
mass of literature relating to Kant we may select the following
works : K. Fischer, Immanuel Kant und seine Lehre^, Heidel-
berg, 1909 (^Geschichte der Tieuem Philosophies iv. and v.);

Alois Riehl, Der philosophische KHtiziemus^ Leipzig, 1908;
H. Cohen, Kants Theorie der Er/ahrunq^f Berlin, 1885;

J. VoUtelt, Immanuel Kanins ErJsenTitniestheorie nach ihren
Grundprindpien analysirts Leipzig, 1879j; G. Simmel, Kani,
do. 1904 ; F. Paulsen, Immanuel Kant : Leben und Lehrey
Stuttgart, 1898, Eng. tr., London, 1902 ; H. Vaihinger, Die
Philosophie des Ah Ob\ Berlin, 1913 ; O. Liebmann, Kant und
die Epigonen, Stuttgart, 1865, Zur Analysis der Wirklichheit^y

Strassburg, 1911 ; H. Rickert, Die Grenzen der natururissen-
schaftlicken BegriffsbUdung^s Tubingen, 1913; W. Windel-
band, Praludieuy do. 1911 ; Paul Watorp, Platos Ideerdehrey
Leipzig, 1903 ; E. Troeltsch, Dos Sistorische in Kants Re-
ligioTisphilosophies Berlin, 1904 ; E. Caird, The Critical Philo-
sophy of Kanty 2 vols., Glasgow, 1889.
Translations : Critique of Pure Reasony by J. M. D. Meikle-

john, London, 1897, F. Max Muller, London, 1881 ; The Meta-
physic of EthicSy by J. W. SempleS, Edinburgh, 1871 ;

Critique

of Practical Reasony and other Works on the Theory of Ethics^
by T. K. Abbott, London, 1879. A copious bibliography is given
in DPhP iii. [1905] 286-320. E. TrOELTSCH.

KAPALA-KRIYA.

—

Kapdla-lcriyd (Skr. ‘skull-

rite ’) is the Indian ceremony of breaking the skull
of the corpse, performed at the cremation or at the
burial of a member of an ascetic Order.

* We are told in the Garu^a-purapa that when a man [who,
from his evil deeds during life or from some defect in the proper
ceremonies at his decease,ibecomes subject to Tama's penalties]
dies his spirit takes a downward course through the mtestines
and emerges in the same manner as the excreta ; whereas . . .

the spirit of a good man finds its way through the tenth aperture
of the body, which is a suture at the top of the skull, called the
Brahma-randhram, “Brahma’s crevice ”'(M. Monier-Williams,
Brahrnanism and HinduhmAy London, 1891, p. 291).

This orifice is also known as the susumiiandiMy
‘blessed channel.’ It is further believed that
Sannyasi or Yogi ascetics, whose spirits pass
through the crown of the head, go straight to

heaven. Such a man, it is said, by the force of

his austerities, has the power of concentrating his

soul in the crown of his head and of dying at will,

when the soul leaves the body through the hrahnm’
randhrwm {BG XV, i. [1883] 150 n.).^ The corpse

of such a teacher is placed in the grave in a sittmg
posture, and his successor in office, to effect the

release of the spirit, strikes a coco-nut or a conch-

shell on the skull, and in the opening thus formed
lays the sacred ammonite, the idlagrdma. The
Chuvashes of E. Russia similarly believe that the
soul leaves the body through the back of the head
(J. G. Frazer, JAI xv. [1886] 83 n.). It is remark-
able that in the Neolithic Age and among some
modem savages it was the custom, in cases of

epilepsy or similar maladies believed to be the work
of evil spirits, to trepan the skull of the patient so

as to give exit to the evil spirit (A, W. Buckland,
JAI xi, [1882] 7ff. ; W. Johnson, Byways in

British Archcsology, Cambridge, 1912, p. 321).

Among the Buddhists of Sikhim,
‘ after advising the spirit to quit its bo(^ and its old ^socia-
tions and attachment to property, the Lama seizes with the
forefinger and thumb a few hairs of the crown of deceased’s

head, and plucking it forcibly is supposed to give vent to the
spirit through the roots of these hairs; and it is generally

believed that if the Aphobo [L3>ma] is, as^ he should be, a Lama
of exceptional virtue, an actual perforation of the s^ll occurs
at this instant through which passes the liberated spirit ' (L. A.
Waddell, in Gazetteer of Sikhimy Calcutta, 1895, p. 379 ; cf. his

Buddhism of Tibety London, 1895, p. 489).

1 On the importance which is attached to the openings of the
body in magico-religion see W. R. Halliday, Greek Divinationy
London, 1913, p. 176.

Hence arises the belief that the cutting of a lock of

hair from the top of the head facilitates the de-

parture of the soul (Frazer, loc, cit). In India the
rite of smashing the skull is generally performed
whenthe corpseis half burnt, thechiefmournerusing
a piece of sacred wood or a bamboo for the purpose.
LrrBRArcaE.—In addition to the authorities quoted, see BG

IX. i. [1901] 49 ; J. A. Padfield, The Hindu at Homely Madras,
1908, p. 214 ; J. A. Dubois, Hindu MannerSy Customs and
CeremonieSy tr. H. K. Beauchamps, Oxford, 1906, p. 539 ; E.
Thurston, Castes and Tribes of Southern India, Madras, 1909,

ii- 299. W. CROOKE.

KAPILA— The name of the founder of the
Sankhya system ( see SA^TEiHyA).

^

Since all Indian
tradition is unanimous in recognizing under this

name the author of the Sankhya school, we are

unquestionably bound to see in Kapila a historical

person, who, as is proved by the dependence of

buddhism on his teaching, must have lived before

the middle of the 6th cent. B. C. All the accounts,

however, which have been preserved in the litera-

ture of the Brahmans relating to the life of

Kapila are so full of legends and contradictions

that we are unable to attribute to them any
historical value. The information riven by the
Buddhist authorities with regajd to him deserves

more serious consideration, since they connect
Kapila with the name of the city of Kapilavastn,
the birthplace of the Buddha, and ascribe to him,
therefore, a sphere of activity the geographical
site of which agrees well with tne internal relations

which subsist b^etween Buddhism and the Sankhya
philosophy.
No work by Kapila has been preserved. For

that the Sdhkhya-sutras are an entirely modern
work, and have no claim to bear his famous name,
has long been an established conclusion. We
have no real ground for supposing that any com-
positions at all are due to his authorship.

Litkeaturb.—R. Garbe, Die Sdridchya-Philosophie, Leipmg,

1894, p. 25 f. ; F. Max Muller, Six Systems of Indian Philo-

sophy, London, 1899, p. 287 ff. K. GaRBB.

KAPILAVASTU.—Kapilavastu (-vatthu, -na-

gara, -pura), int^reted either as ‘tawny town’ or

as ‘the town of Kapila’ (a mythical sage), accord-

ing as the first element of the word is taken to be
an adjective or a proper name, is the name of the

town famoip in legend as the ancestral home of

Gautama sakyamuni, the Buddha, commonly
called Buddha. The four great holy places of

Buddhism from very early times were Kapila-

vastu, Gaya, Benares, and Kusinagara, associated

respectively with the birth, enlightenment, min-
istry, and death of the Master (see art. Buddha).
The myths descriptive of the foundation of Kapila-

vastu, wMch assume diverse forms, all equally

unhistorical, are summarized as follows hy Watters
(‘Kapilavastu in the Buddhist Books,’ JBAS,
1898, p. 536) :

* This city, according to the mythical accounts of the Buddha’s
royal ancestors, had been founded by the sons of an Ik?vaku king

I
of the Solar race. The king who reigned at Potalaka, according

i to some, or at Saket, according to others, yielding to the en-

I
treaties of his wife or concubine, drove his four sons into exile,

i These princes, accompanied by their sisters and a large retinue,

I went northwards, and after a long journey halted at a pleasant

suitable site near the hermitage of a rishi [sage] named Kapila.

The rishi welcomed the exiles, and with solemn rite gave over

to them a piece of ground on which to settle and build their

dty. When the city was laid out and occupied, the settlers

called it in gratitude Kapilavastu or Kapilana^ara, from the
name of their kind patron. This happened in a period of

remote antiquity. The city of Kapilavastu thus founded was,
according to the generally received accounts, situated near,

or at the southern slopes of the Himavat [Himalaya] mountains
and in the kingdom of Kosala. ... It must be noticed, how-
ever, that in some of the Chiuese texts the site of Kapilavastu
is placed in a district to the north of the Himavat, we royal

exiles being represented as having crossed this range and
settled on the south side of a mountain beyond. . . . But the
majority of the texts is in favour of the supposition that the
city was situated on or near the southern slope ' of the Himalaya.
This position, which is indicated by the earliest Indian texts,
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must be accepted as the correct one, because the town, notwith-

standing the mythical tales of its origin, had a real existence to

the south of t^e mountains. Its site continued to be visited

by a series of Chinese pilgrims for several centuries after

A.D. 400, and even now, in spite of obscurities in detail, can be

identified to a certain extent with ruins situated in the plam

not many miles distant from the outermost Himalayan range.

The Lalitavistara and other works which profess

to tell the story of Buddha’s infancy and early life

are full of glowing descriptions of the material

glories of KapUavastu, and of the magnificence

of the royal court supposed to have been held

there by Baja Suddhodana, father of Gautama
Buddha. But these tales are purely works of

imagination without any basis of solid fact. The
real life-story of Buddha is almost completely lost,

and the romance which does dutjr in the books for

his biography will not bear criticism. There is no
sound reason for believing that either he or his

father ever enjoyed the position of regal magni-

ficence ascribed to them by the pious imagination

of later ages. Even some of the Buddhist treatises,

as Watters points out, describe Kapilavastu as ‘a

small unimportant town without any attractions,’

too small for the accommodation or the growing
families of the legendary Iksvaku princes. The
real Kapilavastu, although raised to a certain

degree of ecclesiastical grandeur by the erection of

monasteries and other religious buildings after the

time of Asoka, never can have been a large and
wealthy city.

Tradition placed the actual scene of the nativity,

not at Kapilavastu itself, but at a grove or garden
called Lumbini, some miles to the eastward. There
the holy infant was fabled to have sprung from his

mother’s right side as she stood under a tree, to

have been caught in the arms of the gods, and
forthwith to have taken seven steps, and pro-

claimed himself Lord of the World. The legend
of these and other supposed incidents of the
nativity was well established by the beginning
of the Christian era, and supplied subjects for

long mythological narratives and numerous works
of art. Writers and sculptors found equally wel-

come material in the many miracles with which
the imagination of the faithful adorned the early

life of the founder of their religion. All these
marvels were closely associated with Kapilavastu.
A specially favourite topic was the story of the
departure of the young prince from the gate of

his father’s palace, as he started on his journey
into the wilderness in order to assume the mendi-
cant’s robe and to live the hard life of a begging
friar. Certain bas-reliefs described by A. Foucher
{VArt grico-hmddhique du Gandkdra, Paris, 1905,

L360) exhibit the figure of a personification of
pilavastu in the conventional garb and pose

of a Greek city-goddess lamenting the loss of her
youthful lord. After he had obtained full enlight-
enment under the Bodhi-tree at GayS. iq.v ),

GautamjLwas believed to have j)aid two visits

to his Sakya relatives at Kapilavastu. The
wondrous words and deeds attributed to him
on those occasions will be found detailed in all

the works dealing with the legendary history of
Buddhism. His final visit to his ancestral town
is associated with the legend of its destruction
by King Vidudabha [alias Virudhaka, etc.). Like
the connected fairy tales, this story is told in more
ways than one, but all the narratives agree that
Vidudabha either expelled or massacred ^most all
the inhabitants. Gautama sighed over the desola-
tion of the place, which he had tried in vain to
prevent, and departed, vowiim that he would
never return. From that time Kapilavastu passed
almost out of existence, and it is certain that the
first authentic record of the site at the beginning
of the 5th cent. A.D. represents the town and its

neighbourhood as a wilderness nearly uninhabited.

A curious group of seventeen small stupas dis-

covered at Sagarwa, two miles north of Tilaura
Kot, in Jan. 1898, by A. Fiihrer, and destroyed by
his excavations, may possiblemark the traditional

scene of the massacre of the Sakyas by Vidudabha.
At the level of the foundations of each of these
structures the lowest layer consisted of nine, seven,

or five bricks, the central brick of each being carved
with the design of a full-blown lotus, under which
the relic-caskets were placed embedded in the soil.

The other bricks of the layer had figures of maces,
tridents, axes, and other ancient weapons stamped
upon them, which indicate that the monuments
were erected in memory of a band of warriors
regarded as sacred persons. If the massacre of

the Sakyas by Vidudabha really occurred, it must
be dated about 500 B.C., or a little earlier, the date
of the death of Buddha being taken as c, 487 B.c.

In those legendary days the territory of Kapila-
vastu seems to have been a dependency of the
kingdom of Kosala, which was equivalent ap-

proximately to the modern province of Oudh.
The books enumerate a considerable number of

towns and villages as situated within the borders
of the Kapilavastu country, but none of them can
be identified, and at the date of our first authentic

and detailed account of the region all those towns
and villages had decayed. There is little reason to

expect that the sites of most of the various settle-

ments mentioned in the Buddhist treatises will

ever be determined. A city designated variously

by the names of Koli, Devadaha, and Vyaghra-
pura, which lay to the east, some miles beyond
the Lumbini garden, w^as intimately associated

with Kapilavastu by tradition, and there are

some grounds for thinking that its position may
be ascertained by local investigation. The intro-

duction to the Kundla Jdtaka (no. 536 in tr. by
H. T. Francis and E. B. Cowell, vol. v., Cam-
bridge, 1905) narrates a curious story about a
threatened fight between the inhabitants of Deva-

I

daha and those of Kapilavastu concerning disputed

claims to water for irrigation.

About 249 B.o. the emperor A^oka [q.v,), under
the guidance of his preceptor, Upagupta, performed
a pilgrimage in state to the spots sanctified by the

sojourn of Buddha. The first place visited is said

to have been the Lumbini garden, the scene of the

nativity. The fact that A^oka actually came to

that spot is placed beyond doubt by the inscribed

pillar at Rummin-d6i, which was erected by the

emperor in the twenty-first year after his corona-

tion, to commemorate his visit. Thence i^oka
proceeded to Kapilavastu, and the inclusion in his

tour of that locality, only a few miles distant from
the Lumbini garden, is attested by another in-

scribed pillar now lying by the side of the Kigali

tank, but not exactly in its original position. The
inscription, however, does not mention the name of

Kapilavastu. The literarytradition [AhoTcmado/tia),
which professes to give the details of the imperial

pilgrimage, locates at Kapilavastu^ a number of

legends, which probably were not invented until

after Asoka’s time.
The earliest definite description of the town of

Kapilavastu and the surrounding coimtry is that

given by the first of the Chinese pilgrims, Fa-hian

(Fa-hsien), who was shown round the reputed holy

places at the beginning of the 6th cent. A.D., about

six hundred and fifty years subsequent to the

pilgrimage of A4oka. In or about A.D. 636, Hiuen
Tsiang (Yuan Chwang), the most learned and

eminent of the Chinese pilgrims, followed his pre-

decessor’s example, and, under the guidance of

local monks, minutely examined and carefuBy

recorded the positions of the numerous localities

at or near Kapilavastu associated by tradition

with the legend of Buddha. All modern attempts
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to identify existing ruins with Kapilavastu neces-

sarily have for their basis the descriptions recorded

by the two pilgrims named, which are the only

extant ancient detailed accounts of the town. The
topographical and archaeological problems sug-

gested by the pilgrims’ narratives are far too com-
plicated for discussion here, but a brief notice of

the travellers’ observations is indispensable.

The visit of Fa-hian to Kapilavastu may be dated with ap-

proximate accuracy iu a.d. 403. He found there ‘ neither king

nor people.’ The site of the city was marked only by desolate

ruined mounds, and was uninhabited save for a few monks and
a score or two of the common people. The surrounding country

was equally deserted, the inhabitants being few and far between,

and the roads infested with wild elephants and lions. The
monks who clung to the dreary ruins and acted as guides to

pilgrims were not embarrassed by philosophic doubts, and had
no hesitation in pointing out the exact spots where Gautama
sat under a tree, met his father, and so forth. Fa-hian, too,

was easy of belief, and found no difficulty in accepting as gospel

truth all that was told him by his guides. Hiuen Tsiang, not-

withstanding his erudition, was equally credulous, and was
shown even more * sights ’ than his predecessor. The country

continued to be in much the same state as in Fa-hian’s time, the

city of Kapilavastu being so utterly ruined that its limits could

not be ascertained. But the solid brick foundations of the

central ‘palace city’ were still visible, and were estimated to

measure nearly three miles in circuit. This walled town is not

mentioned by Fa-hian, who places Kapilavastu about nine miles

to the westward of the Lumbini garden. Hiuen Tsiang locates

his Kapilavastu some fifteen or sixteen miles from the same
point. Now the site of the Lumbini garden is determined

beyond the possibility of doubt, as already observed, by the

A6oka inscription, wMch, it may be added, is supported by
other cogent proofs. The discrepancies between the two
pilgrims in the matter of the distance from the fixed point, and

m sundry other particulars, show that different places must
have been pointed out to them as being Kapilavastu.

j

Local investigation, in which the present writer

took a share, makes it clear that the ‘ palace city’

of Hiuen Tsiang is represented by the ruined

walled town now known as Tilaura Kot, while the

Kapilavastu of Fa-hian must be identified with

the group of ruins near the village of Piprawa,

about ten miles S.S.E. from Tilaura KSt. This

conclusion, although in reality inevitable from, the

premisses, has been criticized as being incredible,

but a little consideration diminishes the apparent

improbability. The town, according to tradition,

had been utterly destroyed more than 900 years

before the visit of the earlier pilgrim, and more

than 1100 years before that of his successor, and

both the pilgrims found the region in a state of

utter desolation. It is obvious that, if there is

any truth in the tale of the destruction of the

place by Vidudabha, genuine knowledge in detail

of the particular holy spots so glibly pointed out

by the local guides could not possibly have sur-

vived, and that their identifications must have

been fanciful. As Watters observes {JBAS, 1898,

p. 543), they failed to show the Sakyas’ assembly-

hall and other objects frequently mentioned in the

books, the reason apparently being that the guides

either did not know where to place them or had

never read the books in which they are described.

The same inference may be drawn from their

silence respecting the now famous Piprawa stupdi

the most interesting building in the whole region,

which is not mentioned by either pilgrim.

dently it had been completely forgotten. The

whole of the ‘identifications’ recorded in deM by

the pilgrims have a fictitious and imverifiable

aspect. The walled town of Tilaura Kot was much
better suited than the Piprawa ruins to fit in with

the legend of the regal splendour of Kapilavastu,

and it does not seem incredible that the site associ-

ated with the legend should have been moved in

the course of more than two centuries. Whatever
may be the correct explanation of the ascertained

facts, the present writer adheres to the opinion

published by him in 1901, that the Piprawa group

of ruins represents the Kapilavastu of Fa-hian,

while Tilaura Kot and the neighbouring remains

represent the Kapilavastu of Hiuen Tsiang. The

known position of the Lumbini garden and the

local conditions limit the possible alternatives to

these only.

The Piprawa stupa, alluded to above, when
opened by W. C. Peppe in Jan. 1898, proved to

have been built for the purpose of preserving a

great sandstone cofier, in which were placed five

vessels, one being of rock-crystal and four of

steatite. Sundry minute fragments of bone dis-

tributed among the vessels were accompanied by
more than a thousand gold stars and minute jewels,

mostly of exquisite workmanship. The bits of

bone evidently were the relics in honour of which
the jewels were deposited and the stupa erected.

An inscription scratched round the lid of one of

the vases in very ancient Brahmi script, probably

earlier than that of the Asoka period, is interpreted

by Barth, Blihler, Khys Davids, and Pischel as

meaning that bodily relics of the Blessed Buddha
were deposited by his brethren the Sakyas with

their sisters, sons, and wives. Fleet disputed the

accuracy of this rendering, proposing to read the

inscription as recording the deposit of relics of

Buddha’s relatives and not those of Buddha him-

self. The knowledge of the most ancient Prakrit

is not yet sufficiently advanced to warrant a final

solution of the linguistic problem presented by the

inscription, but it may be said that Fleet’s view is

open to grave objections, and that the current in-

terpretation probably will prove to be substantially

correct. If this should be the case, the opinion of

Rhys Davids that the Piprawa stupa is that erected

by the Sakyas over their share of the relics from
Buddha’s funeral pyre may be defended with good

reason, and the present writer’s theo^ that

Piprawa represents the K^ilavastu of Fa-hian

wiU receive strong support. The numerous archseo-

logical problems suggested by the imperfectly

known remains in the Nepalese tarai and adjacent

districts of British India-^ahraich, Basti, Gorakh-

pur, and Champaran—are so closely interwoven

with the history of Buddhism that the solution of

them would be a matter of world-wide interest.

But they cannot be solved without patient and

scientific exploration, conducted for an adequate

time by competent persons, equipped with sufficient

funds and appliances, and heartily supported by the

governments of both India and Nepal. Unfortu-

nately there is little reason to suppose that these

conditions will be soon satisfied ; and in all proba-

bility the mystery of Kapilavastu will continue for

many years to be the sport of unverified conjecture.

The following indications will enable the reader to trace on
. . nAoi'Hnno rtf f.Via

sented by the mound now known as Bummin-dei, t.e. ‘ godd

of Rummin.’ In the ancient Ma^adhi dialect, in which the

mscription on the pillar was written, initial R is replaced by

80 that Lumbini or Lwrnminl is identical with Rumimn. The

mound is situated in the Nepalese tarai, about six miles north-

east of Dulha in the British District of Basti, and is in Tappa

Rummin-dei, about two miles north of Bhagwanpur, the head-

quarters of the Nepalese tahall, or subdivision, and one mile

north of the village called Pa(^ria or Pararia. The Tilar river,

the ‘river of oil’ of Hiuen Tsiang (t«l=‘oil’), flows a short

distance to the east of the mound. The nearest railway station

is Uska, on a branch of the B. and N. W. J-aUway . The position

of the mound approximately is 27* 29' N., and 83 20 E., about

60 miles in a direction sUghtly west of north from Gorakhpur

r’26* 46' N. 83* 22' B.). The village and Buddhist ruins of

District. The direct < ^
south of west, is barely 9 mUes. Tilaura Kot, m Nepalese

territory, is about 10 miles N.N.W. of Piprawa, and 14 or 16

miles from Rummin-dei in a north-westerly direction sb

measured on the map. The ruins to the S.S.W. and east of

Tilaura Kot extend for two or three miles. The outermost

range of hills is about 12 or 15 miles to the north of the Kot.

Lepbraturb.—J. Legge, Travels o/

Buddhistic Kingdoms, Oxford, 1886 ;
Buddhist Records of the

Western World (Travels of Hiuen Tsang [Yuan Chwang]), tr.

S. Julien (Paris, 1863), S. Beal (London, 1906), and T. Wattep

(do. 1904, 1905) ;
A^oka inscriptions (see Asoka and Buddha) ;
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P. C. Mukheiji and V. A. Smith, * Antiquities in the Xarai,
Nepal, the Region of Kapilavastu

'
{Arch. Surv. Rep., Imp. ser.,

vol. xxvi. pt. i., Calcutta, 1901) ; various writers in JRAS, 1898,
1899, 1905, 1906 ; ZBMQr Ivi. (1902) ; and Bvll. Academic des
Inscriptions, 4th ser., vol. aocvL (1898).

VINCENT A. Smith.
KARAITES.—The ilglaraites are a Jewish sect

which took its rise in Babylon during the latter
half of the 8th cent. a.d. Their Hebrew name is

J^araim (Q’tjip), ‘adherents,’ or mihra (un
K^pD), meaning ‘sons of the writing,’ the watch-
word^ of the sect being ‘ Back to Scripture from
Tradition,’ i.e. from ‘Talmud.’ The watchword,
however, came to be a purely theoretical one, as
the Iglaraites developed a tradition of their own,
the only difference being that it was called, not
‘tradition,’ but ‘the yoke of inheritance’ (!?3D

nsni'n), and that they held as binding the doctrines
and usages which, while not taught in the Bible,
were recognized as obligatory by all (the pap, or
my, corresponding to the Muslim ijma\ i.e, ‘con-
sensus’), and of which a large number had come
dowm from those who returned from the Exile, Le,
from ‘ the good figs ’ as they are designated, with
an allusion to Jer 24®.

The designation ‘J^araites,’ however, was not
applied to the sect until the 9th cent. a,d.
Originally they were known as ‘Ananites, from
the name of their founder, 'AnSn b. David, of
Baghdad. Our sources of information regarding
‘Anan and the motives that prompted him to
initiate the new movement are meagre and
shrouded in obscurity; moreover, they are not
altogether reliable, as, in the first place, the oldest
of them are not of earlier date than the first half
of the 10th cent.; and, secondly, they all show con-
siderable bias, as emanating either from his ad-
herents or from his opponents, the Rabbinists.
They agree only in two points, viz. that Anan
was descended from the exilarchs, Le. that he was
of the lineage of David, and that he was de^ly
versed in Rabbinic and Talmudic lore. The
Karaites will not admit, however, that they are
a sect of late origin, or that they separated from
the integral organism of Judaism. On the con-
trary, according to the earliest extant l^araite
account,

_
viz. that of Abu Yusuf Ya'feub al-

Iglirkisani (or ?arkasani), as given in his Kitah
al- Anwar w'al-Mardlcih,'^ written in A.D. 937, the
first Jewish schism took place in the reign of
Jeroboam; thereafter arose the first sect—the
Samaritans—and then, at the foundation of the
Second Temple, the Rabbinists, whose leader was
Simeon the Just, and who simply continued the
evil work of Jeroboam. These, in turn, were op-
posed by the party of the Sadducees, which arose
under the leadership of Zadok and Boethos. Zadok
discovered a portion of the truth, but the finding
of the whole truth was the achievement of the
exxlarch Anan, who lived in the reign of the
Khalif al-Man§ur (754-775). The Rabbinists tried
TO compass the death of *Anan, but God saved
him from their hands. This reading of history
appears

^
in all the Karaite chroniclers, and at

length, in the later of them—Mordecai b. Nisan,
Solomon b. Aaron Troki, Simhah Isaac Luzki,
and Abraham Firkovitch—^it assumes the most
fantastic forms.® But it is quite unhistorical,
and, besides, it fails to explain the origin of the
^.araite teaching. The reports of the Arabic
writers all show the influence of the Karaite
sources.® According to the Rabbinical records,

2 Of. Poznanski, REJ xliv. 161 flf.

® The Arabic authors who give more or less inaccurate in-fon^tion about Anan and the Karaites are : Mutahhar b.
ed. 0. Huarc, Paris, i899-1907,

IV. 34; ^-Birun^ed. E. Sachau, London, 1879, p. 68 f.: al-Sh^Mtani, ed.^reton, London, 1842-46, i. 167; andMakria,m S. de Sacy, Ckrestomathis arale^, Paris, 1826, i. 91. Th&i

again, the earliest of which is that of Sa'adva
Ga6n (892-942), the motive of Anan’s revolt
was injured pride. In the election of the exil-
arch by the Gednlm, who did not believe in Ms
orthodoxy, he was set aside, and his youno'er
brother, gananiah, a man of inferior learning Eut
more staunch in the faith, chosen instead. ’Anan
refused to accept this decision, proclaimed him-
self exilarch, and was in consequence thrown into
prison. Here he made the acquaintance of a com-
rade in persecution—none other than the celebrated
Abtl 5anifa, the alleged founder of the ^anifite
School, 1 who is said to have advised him to appeal
to the Khalif as the champion of another relio-ion
In this way ’Anan was induced to take the oath
that led to schism.

^

That personal motives played a part in the
action of ‘Anan may well be the case, but in the
light of religious history it is quite impossible to
suppose that personal motives alone could have
created a movement which maintained a vigor-
ous life for centuries. The truth is that in the
7th and 8th centuries the foundations of Judaism
in the East were most insecure. The rise of Islam
and the religious conflicts within its pale, the
influx of general knowledge, and other factors
of the kind acted with revolutionary effect upon
the Jewish mind, and gave rise to various sects,
as, e.y., that led by Abu 'Isa al-Isfahani (end of
the 7th cent.), who was partly a pseudo-Messiah
and partly a sectary, and who acknowledged the
prophetic character of both Jesus and Muhammad

;

that of his pupil Yudghan, and others. It is pos-
sible, moreover, that Sadduceeism had not wholly
died out, and in some form or another made itself
felt as an underlying force in religious life. But
the Sadducees and the Ifaraites were at one, above
all,^ in their adherence to the written Word and
their rejection of oral tradition ; and then, secondly,
in their acceptance of certain tenets which have
been handed down as expressly Sadducean, as,
c.y., the literal application of the itis falionis (Ex
21®^), the interpretation of mnoD (Lv 23^®) as
meaning the Sabbath, so that the Feast of Weeks
should always fall on the first day of the week,
etc. The first to draw attention to this relation-
ship was A. Geiger,® according to whom there was,
in addition to the common Halakha that was ulti-
mately deposited in the Talmud, an older Halakha,
which is dimly traceable in the earlier Talmudic
writings, and was common to the Samaritans, the
Sadducees, and, subsequently, the Karaites. Other
indications of the relationship are found in the
statements of ^ir^isani already referred to, in the
writings of the many Rabbinists (Sa'adya, Abraham
b. Da’ud, Judah BLalevi, Abraham ibn Ezra, Mai-
monides, etc.) who simply identify the Karaites
and the Sadducees, and, finally, in the fact that
not only Sa’adya, but also ]glaraite writers of the
10th cent., had ‘Sadducean writings’ in their
hands.® It was wdth these various elements, to
which others were subsequently added, that Anan
instituted his movement.
‘Anan is said to have expressed his distinctive

tenet in the bipartite formula quoted in connexion
with hisname by Japheth b. *Ali (end of 10th cent. )

:

‘Search thoroughly in the Scripture, and do not
rely upon my opinion.’^ The primary article of
they are all dependent upon Karaite writings is shown by the

fact that they all speak of ‘Anan as an exilarch
j

1 Of. REJ xliv. 167, note 2.

2 See esp. Das Judenthum und seine Gesohichte, Breslau,
1864-65, ii. 65 ff., and cf. Poznanski, in Abraham Geiger*s Leben
und Lebenswerk, Berlin, 1910, p. 382 £E.

*Cf. REJ xliv. 176; S. Schechter, Documents of Jetaish
Sectaries, Cambridge, 1910, i. p. xviiiflF.

4 xliv. 180.
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his confession is accordingly the searching of the

Scripture, and it si^ifies that Scripture is of itself

sufficient, and requires no supplement of tradition.

By Scripture is meant here, not merely the legis-

lative portion of the Pentateuch, hut the whole
Bible; even the narrative parts must be drawn
upon for the deduction of legal ordinances. In

point of fact, however, 'Anan adopted all the

methods of the Talmudists, who were likewise at

pains to base their oral teachings, i.e. tradition,

upon the written Word, and he made extensive

use of the thirteen canons of Rabbi Ishmael. He
availed himself, above all, of the canon of analogy
(»^p'n, Arab, kiyds), perhaps under the influence of

Ab-Q. Hanifa] but his great aim was to read the

laws alvrays in the sense carrying the heaviest

obligation. This rigour he applied very specially

to the laws of the Sabbath and of marriage.^ With
reference to the former, he extended the idea of

forbidden work to such processes as, being begun

on a Friday, would automatically continue on

the Sabbath ; thus it was unlawful to light on a

Friday a candle that would keep burning till next

day—Ex 35® being interpreted in that sense

—

whence he enjoined his adherents to sit in darkness

on Friday evenings ; and similarly, reading Ex 16^

literally and as binding for all time, he forbade

them to leave their homes on the Sabbath, except

to attend the worship of God. The marriage law

he made more rigorous in two ways : interpreting

Gn 2^ literally, he maintained that husband and
wife were really one flesh, so that, the wife’s

brother was to be regarded not as the hus-

band’s brother-in-law, but as his brother; while,

again, applying the method of analogy here too,

he extended the forbidden degrees to all col-

lateral lines, whether ascending or descending.^

This so-called rikkub ordinance (man) put great

obstacles in the way of intermarriage among the

Karaites. Of 'Anan’s other innovations special

mention may be made of his reconstruction of the

calendar: he bade his followers determine the

months according to the earlier method, i,e. observa-

tion of thenew moon, and fix the intercalary month
in view of the condition of the crops (cf. art.

Calendar [Jewish], vol. iii. p. 118 f.). In this

matter, too, he brought his adherents to a state

of mischievous confusion, as in different localities

they celebrated the festivals on different days,®

and evil results followed also from his discarding

the prayers hitherto in use, and substituting for
|

them the recitation of psalms and verses from

Scripture. Other regulations introduced by him

relate to details of the laws about food and cere-

monial purity, of feasts and fasts, of circumcision,

and many other things. His injunctions, more-

over, are pervaded by a strain of gloom. He
forbade the Jews of the Diaspora to eat flesh, as,

according to his interpretation of Dt 12®^ the use

of such food was dependent^ upon the existence

of a sanctuary and a sacrificial ritual. It should

also be noted that, notwithstanding his adherence

to the literal meaning of Scripture, he inter-

preted many of the Biblical laws in an allegorical

sense.®
’Anan set forth his views in an Aramaic writing

entitled Safer ha-MMth (‘Book of Command-
ments’), of which, however, only fragments^ sur-

vive. He also wrote a kind of compendium of

1 Of. Poznanski, Kaufmann-Gedenhbuch, Breslau, 1900, ^.173.

2 According to the narrative of Sa'adya alre^y cited, -^an

specially urged upon the Ehalif that his rejection ^of the fixed

calendar was the distinctive mark of a new religion. Gene^

ally, the calendar plays a great part in the history of Jewish

sectarianism.
. , ^ ^ •

3 Of. Poznanski, in Studies in Jewish LiUrature issued in

Honowr 0/ N. ZoAZer, Berlin. 1913, p. 240 ff.

4 ed. Poznanski, in HEJ slv. [19021 54fE.;,Harkayy, Studien

und Mitteilungen aus der St. Petersh. BibliotheK, vm., St.

Petersburg, 1903, and Schechter, op. dt. ii.

that work, which is referred to by its Arabic title

of Fadhalikd and survives only in a few

quotations.^ There is no dogmatic theology in

either of these \vorks, but, according to ?liri:isani,

their author believed in metempsychosis, and com-

posed a work treating of it ;
® and he is further

said to have held, on the authority of Lv 17^^ that

the essential nature of the soul consists in blood.®

Moreover, his ‘Book of Commandments’ is free from

all controversy with the Rabbinists, nor does it

contain a single opprobrious reference to them.

According to Moses Taku,^ a writer of the 13th

cent., *Anan expressed a wish to have all the

Jewish (i.e. Rabbinical) scholars inside him, and

then to have a sword thrust through him, so that

he and they might die together. But the witti-

cism comes from a period later than ‘Anan’s.

The second clause of *Anan’s formula—-‘Do not

rely on my opinion’—operated with disastrous

effect among his early followers, who took each

his own way, so that ^l^^lflsani (ed. Harkavy, p.

28523)
complains that it was hard to find two

^^araites who agreed in all things. There also

arose in consequence various parties and groups,

which, however, were all at one in rejecting tradi-

tion. The 'Ananites, the adherents of ‘Anan

in the narrower sense, formed a distinct sect,

which survived as such till the 10th cent. ; his

followers in general, however, called themselves

l^araites.

The history of their outward and^ inward de-

velopment may be divided into five periods : (1 ) the

earliest (9th cent.), (2) the Arabic (
10th and 11th

centuries), (3) the Byzantio-Turkish (12th-'16th

cent.), (4) the Taurido-Lithuanian (17th and 18th

centuries), and (5) the modern (19th cent, and

after). To recount this varied development is, how-

ever, no easy task, the reasons being, first, that only

a fraction of the Karaite literature is accessible

in printed form, secondly, that the Karaites are

de&ient in the historical sense, and have left

behind them scarcely any historical works at all,

and, thirdly, that they mix and confound periods

and persons, partly because of their defective sense

of history, and partly for the express purpose of

glorifying their sect, the result being that the

student of their literature often feels as if he were

groping about in a dark wood.®

I. The early period (pth century).—The move-

ment initiated by 'Anan found the environment re-

sponsive, especially in Persia, where, owing to the

variety of religions (Parsiism, Judaism, Christi-

anity, Islam) strongly represented in the country,

syncretistic and sectarian tendencies were widely

prevalent ; and, indeed, the majority of the Muslim

sects and heresies, as also the earliest Jewish sects

('Isawites, Yudghanites), originatedthere. InBaby-

lonia, his native region, however, his teaching

seems to have evoked less response, and this ex-

plains why the official representatives of the Jews

resident there, the Ge6nim, take no notice^ of

Karaism, and why, e.g., the Ga6n Natronai b.

Hillai (A.D. 853, i.e. almost a century after Anan)

knows of the ‘Book of Commandments’ only by

hearsay.® According to the later araite writers,

'Anan migrated from Babylonia to Palestine, and

founded the still surviving g^araite synagogue in

Jerusalem. These statements, however, nave no

historical foundation;’ in point of lact, his de-

scendants, who were nearly all honoured with the

lOf. xlv.l84ff. ^ *
2 Poznanski, in Semitic Studies m Memory of KoMit,

^'s^Sa^dya, Kitdb al-Amandt, ed, S. Landauer, Leyden, 18S1,

p. 190.
4 Cf. PEJ xlv. 201. ^
6 Steinschneider, Die hebrdischen. uebersetzungen, p.

6 Siddur R. 'Amram, fo^, 38a ; cf. REJ xliv. 192

7 Cf. Poznanski, in Jerusalem. ed. A. M. Luncz, x. [1913]
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title of ‘ exilarch ’ or ‘ prince/ are found in Egypt.
Of these descendants his immediate successors are

said to have been his son Saul and his grandson
Josiah, of whom we know hardly more than their

names. ^ Josiah is said to have been the teacher
of Benjamin b. Moses Nahawandi {i.e, of Naha-
wand in Persia), who flourished c. 830, and with
whom began a new era in the history of the sect

;

in fact, the Arabs speak of the ^^-raites as * the

companions of ‘Anan and Benjamin’

and one Arabic writer makes

Benjamin the head of a distinct sect, the Benya-
minya.® Beiyamin is the first of extant authors to
speak of the $laraites as mihra (see p. 662^)

;

and, while*Ananwrote inAramaic, he used jSebrew.
While he followed the Kabbinists in regard to

many precepts of the Law, his method, especially

with reference to the deduction of the Law from
the Scripture, was more consistent and systematic
than theirs. He laid greater stress than *Anan
upon the necessity of independent investigation
of Scripture.^ He applied himself also to dog-
matics, and affirmed, inter alia, that the personage
who created the world, sent the prophets, per-
formed all the miracles, revealed the law, etc.,

was not God Himself, but an angel whom He had
created—a view which he based upon various pas-
sages of Scripture, especially Ex S^-®, where the
angel who appeared to Moses says : * I am the God
of thy father, the God of Abraham, the God of
Isaac, and the God of Jacob.* In reality, however,
we have here the Logos-doctrine of Philo, whose
vmtings, translated into some Oriental language,
circulated in the East, and may quite well have
been Imown to Benjamin.® Another of the latter’s

doctrines, founded upon Ezk 32^’, was that divine
penalties fall upon the bones of men.® He read an
allegorical sense into many passages of Scripture.*^

He enjoined that the months of Nisan and Tishri
alone should be determined by observation of the
moon ; the others, as was the practice among the
Rabbinists for all months, by computation. He
frequently differed from ’.^an in his applications
of the Law. Of his writings only the ‘Book of
Laws ’ {Sefer Dimm, published under the title tinb'D

Eupatoria, 1836) has been preserved. He
also wrote a ‘ Book of Commandments * {Sefer ha-
Miswdth) and Biblical commentaries, of which,
however, nothing is known beyond a few quota-
tions by other writers.®
Daniel b. Moses al-^Smisi, or al-Damaghani, is

spoken of as a pupil of Benjamin. As his surname
indicates, he was a native of Damaghan, in the
province of ?:umis (Tabaristan) ; he flourished
towards the end of the 9th century. A point of
special interest is his attitude to ’Anan, whom at
first he designated ‘the head of the wise*
o'^Diran), and afterwards ‘the head of the fools*
(Q'VDan In contrast to Benjamin, he was
hostile to secular knowledge, and rejected reason
as a means of deciding questions of religious law

;

and his opposition to his teacher is seen also in his
denial of the existence of angels. The ‘angels*
mentioned in the Bible, as appears from Ps 78^
104S were nothing but natural forces. He was
also entirely opposed to the allegorical interpreta-
tion of the Commandments, since ‘God did not

1

Of. Harkavy, IstoridesUye OSerJci Karaijnstva, ii. 1 f.
^Jeohurun^ ed. J. Kobak, ix. 35.
3 RBJ xxbc. 207.
4Poznanski, i^JS/xliv. 184a; Harkavy, Studim und MiUeU-

ungm^ viii. 176.
6 Of. Poznanski, RBJ 1. 10 ft.

6 Sa'adya, Kitab cU-Amanat, ed. Landauer, p. 201; Harkavy,
Hadashim gam yeshanim, vii. 20.

Studies in Jewish Literature, p. 247.
8 Cf. Poznanski, in Ogar Yi^ael, iii. 126.
9 Blirkisam, ed. Harkavy, p. 280, line 17.

ordain his commandments in allegorical form.’i
In his interpretations of the religious law he tends
to favour the more severe alternative. Daniel like-
wise composed a ‘ Book of Commandments,* pre-
served only in a few quotations,^ and Bibuca]
commentaries, of which only two small fragments
(on Leviticus) survive;® he is also referred to as
the author of a work on the law of inheritance.^
2. The Arabic period (loth and iith centuries).
—This period is so named because most of the
!^araite works dating from the centuries indicated
were written in Arabic. It is the most brilliant

age of ?[araite literature—an age in which the
sect produced theologians, grammarians, lexico-

graphers, exegetes, teachers of the Law, contro-
versialists, etc., some of them writers of great and
lasting importance. This illustrious advance was
due in part to the influence of the Rabbinists and
of them now active bent towards secular science
and their desire to provide a scientific founda-
tion for Judaism; while, in turn, the Karaites
influenced the Rabbinists, and, in particular,

constrained them to engage more profoundly
in the investigation of the HebrewJanguage and
the rational exegesis of Scripture. Modern Jewish
historians (Pinsker, Graetz, Fiirst), indeed, would
characterize all the earlier Jewish grammarians,
Massoretes, and Biblical theologians as i^araites

;

but, while this view has been completely refuted
by criticism,® there can be no doubt that the
]^araites, whose very raison d^ttre was their literal

view of the Bible, devoted themselves in a special

degree to the branches of knowledge in question,

and often gave the initiative to the Rabbinists.
Another effective factor in the movement was
polemics. The passive attitude of the Gedntm
had to give way before the impetus and the re-

cruiting power of ?araism ; and now there arose

the Gadn Sa’adya, who as a youth of twenty-three
had attacked ‘Anan in a polemical work in the
Arabic lan^age {Kitab al-ridd *ala 'Anan), and
who made it one of the great tasks of his life to

fight against ]glaraism. His challenge brought
the ](^araites into the field, and the contention
inspired them with new life. While the struggle

was of a purely literary character, it was sometimes
conducted in no very becoming way on either side,

and not infrequently with a biased deviation from
truth.® The Karaites were not slow to retaliate

upon their assailants, and directed their pointed
but not always well-aimed shafts mainly against the
anthropomorphic Haggada of the Talmud, as also

against the mystical writings of a like kind that
emanated in part from the schools of the Gednim.
The literary activity of the ^^'^aites during the

period under notice asserted itself in nearly all the
more important Muslim lands, i.e., besides Baby-
lonia and Persia—the cradle and the nursery of

]^araism— in E^pt, N. Africa, and especially

Palestine. In the last-named country an eager
intellectual interest also prevailed among the
Rabbinists during the 10th and 11th centuries;

here arose, as a counterpart to the official school

of GeOnim in Babylon, a distinctively Palestinian

Gadnate, and here the Karaites likewise conducted
a zealous propaganda about the same time.

The most eminent representative of S^raism in

1 Hadassi, Bshhdl ha-K6fer, Eupatoria, 1836, § 240 “i ; cf.

Studies in Jewish Literature, pp. 243, 248.
2 Collected in Harkavy, Studien und Mitteilungen, viii. 1,

187-19^.
3 Ha-Eol^r, ed. I. S. Fuchs, i. [1891] 169-173, and Saadyana,

ed. S. Schechter, Cambridge, 1903, no. Iv.

4Cf. Saadyana, no. xii.; also Poznanski, in Tevreyshaya
Bnzyklopedya, s.v. * Daniel b. Moses,* vi. 945.

5 Of. esp. Steinschneider, Magazin filr die Wissensch, des

Jvdenthums, xx. 236.
8 Cf. Poznanski, ‘The Anti-Karaite Writing of Saadiah Gaon,*

JQR X. [1897-98] 238-276, and The Karaite Literary Opponentr
ofSaadiah Gaon, London, 1908.
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this period was undoubtedly the already men-
tioned Abti Yusuf Ya'Jitib al-^ir^isani, or al-?:ar-
]^asani {i.e, of Ciicesium on the Euphrates, or of
garlfasan, near Baghdad). As appears from his
writings, he travelled widely, visited Persia and
India, observed the customs of the heathen living
there, was in personal touch with the representa-
tives of various Jewish sects, and argued with
Muslim theologians on various questions relating
to their religion, of which he had a thorough
knowledge. So far as we can estimate from his
writings, he was a widely cultured and thoughtful
man, ‘ who adhered loyally to his ancestral faith,
but neither assumed an uncritical position towards
the weaknesses of his own religious community,
nor set himself against the adherents of other re-
ligions’ (T. Friedlander, ZA xxvi. [1912] 94). In
937 he composed the first i^araite book of laws
in the Arabic language

; it is entitled Kitab aU
^Anwar w^al-Marakib (* Book of Luminaries and
Outlook Towers ’), and is divided into thirteen sec-
tions. It differs from all works of its class in the
fact that its first four sections are devoted to items
of historical information and questions of dogmatic
theology. The most important section is the first,

wliich contains a survey of all the Jewish sects
down to the writer’s own day.^ ?irkisani gathered
his information partly from his own observation
and Ms conversations with others, partly from the
writings of his predecessors, and, above all, from
those of David b. Merwan al-Mukammas, and
from the Kitab al-Makalatoi AbuTsa al-Wan-afe.
The book is invaluable as a storehouse of informa-
tion provided by no other source, as, e.g.^ regard-
ing tne Sadducees, who, it states, forbade divorce,
and reckoned by solar months of thirty days;^
regarding the sect of the Maghariya, i,e, ‘cave-
dwellers,^ who are perhaps identical with the
Essenes ;

® regarding the remnants of the ‘Isawites,
Oi:barites, and'Ananites still surviving in Ms day,
etc.

^
It is interesting to find that he includes the

Christians among the Jewish sects. In the opinion
of many araites, Jesus was a’righteous and devout
man, but Pauline Christianity was sheer heresy
and a denial of God.^ The subjects of the second
section are the necessity of investigation and
speculation with reference to the injunctions of
the Torah, and the vindication of the proof ex
ratione et analogia. In the third section Kirkisani
refutes the views of the sectaries, and in the fourth
indicates thepaths that lead to the knowledge of
the Law. BTe was likewise the first to direct a
searching criticism upon the anthropomorphism of
the Haggada, and to formulate a canon to deter-
mine when the requirements of the Law were to
be interpreted according to the inner, i,e, the
figurative, sense. His position in these matters
was influenced by his contemporary Sa'adya, whose
opinions he also cites and refutes in other writings.®
In his views of the religious Law his attitude is

one of independence.
MSS of the Kital) al-Anwdr are found in St. Petersburg and

the British Museum. In addition to the first section, various
chapters from the other sections have been edited by H. Hirsch-
feld {Arabic Chrestomathy in Hebrew CharacterSj London, 1892,
pp. 116-121), and more fully by Poznanski (in various publica-
tions). Friedlander (op. dt.) edits the chapter against Islam
(iii. 18),which revealsan intimate knowledge of itssubject Kir^-

1

ed. Harkavy, St. Petersburg, 1894 (cf, W. Bacher, viL
[1894-95] 687 ff.).

2Cf. Schechter, DocuTnents of the Jewish Sectaries, L p.
xviii. flf.

3 Poznanski, REJ 1. 14 ff.

^ The Karaites were inclined to coquet with Christianity and
Islam, although they sometimes assailed them vehemently, and,
e.g., like other Jewish writers, they stigmatize Muhammad as a
TiDS (pasul, a sarcastic play upon the word rasHV). The Muslim
powers are said to have been at first favourably disposed to-
wards the Karaites (cf. REJ xliv. 165).

5 Cf. Poznanski, The Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah
Goon, p. 8 flf., Studies in T^iwish literature, p. 249.

^ni regarded the Kitab al-Anw&r, his greatest work, as only an
introduction to his commentary on the Pentateuch {Kitab al-
Riyad ufal-Hadd.*i^, * The Book of Flower-beds and Gardens'),
portions of which survive in MS. He refers also to the follow-
mg writings as from his pen : a commentary on Job andl^oheleth,
and treatises on the unity of God, on translations of the Bible,
and against the prophetic character of Muljammad.

A number of other eminent men of
learning may be named here. David b. Boaz, a
descendant of *Anan in the fifth generation (i.e.

c. 910, though Ibn al-Hiti brings Ms date down
to c. 993 ; cf. Poznanski, The Karaite Literary Op-
ponents of^ Saadiah Gaon, p. 18), is always desig-
nated ‘prince,’ and enjoyed a position of great
authority. His principal works 'were Biblical com-
mentaries in Arabic, still partly extant in MS j and
a treatise on the fundamental doctrines of religion
{Kitab al- U^l) is also ascribed to him. His place of
residence is unknown. The letter said to have been
written by him from Jerusalem in 1009 is a forgery.^
David b. Abraham al-Fasi {Le, of Fez, in Morocco),
belonging to the latter half of the 10th cent., wrote
in Arabic a magnificently planned Hebrew lexicon,
entitled Kitab Jdmi^ al-Alfdt,^ which contains
numerous contributions to Biblical exegesis and
the comparative philology of the Semitic languages.
Attempts to assign the work to the 12th cent, have
proved futile. Sahl b. Fadl (Heb. Jashar b. 5esed)
of Tustar, in Khuzistan, Persia, lived in the first

half of the 11th cent., and among other w^orks
wrote a critical adaptation of Aristotle’s Physics.^
Nissi b. Noah was long regarded as a pupil of
*Anan, but, according to recent research, he lived
in the 11th cent., and resided in Persia. He com-
posed what might be called a commentary on the
Decalogue, in which he made use of Hebrew philo-
sophical terms. The most prolific Iglaraite exegete
of the period was Japheth b. 'Ali of Basra (end of
10th cent.), who translated the whole OT into
.^abic, and also wrote a very full commentary to
it in that language.'* He was well-afiected towards
secular knowledge,® and composed, among other
things, a polemical work against Sa'adya and his
pupil, Jacob b. Samuel. Levi, a son of the fore-
going, wTote in Arabic a ‘ Book of Commandments ’

(1007), which survives only in a Hebrew trans-
lation, and also Biblical commentaries. In the
field of sacred jurisprudence he was one of those
who prefer the less exacting interpretation

; thus,
e,g., he inveighed against 'Anan’s requirement that
no light should be allowed to burn on the eve of
the Sabbath. ‘ Reason ordains that in honour of
the Sabbath there should be light in the house, for
thus it is said (in Is 24^®) : “with lights glorify the
Eternal” (Bashyazi, Adderet Ellydhu, Eupatoria,
1835, fol. 31^). Thus sound common sense came
at length to triumph over a rigid adherence to
the letter.

About this period, how^ever, Karaite learning had,
as was said above, a special centre in Jerusalem,
where the Karaites seem for a time to have been a
stronger party than the Rabbinists. Jerusalem was
perhaps the home (c. A.D. 940-960) of Solomon b.
Jeroham, the most zealous and fiercestanti-Rabbinio
controversialist among the Karaites. He was op-
posed to philosophy and secular knowledge; he
declaimed against the learning of foreign languages
—though he himself sometimes used Arabic—and
the reading of secular literature ; he was even a foe
to Euclid and the Hebrew grammar. He wrote in

1 P. F. Frankl, MGWJ xxv. [1876] 56 ff.

2 MSS in St. Petersburg and Oxford. Extracts have been
published by A. Neubauer, Notice surlalexicographieMbraique

;

{Extrait du Journal Asiatique, Paris, 1861), pp. 27-155, and in
the appendix to Abu’l Walid Merwan ibn Janah, Kitab al-Usul,
Oxford, 1875, coll. 773-808.

3 Of. Steinschneider, Die arab. Literatur der Juden, § 69, and
G. Margoliouth, REJ Ivii. 314.

4 Of this the Song of Solomon and Daniel have been published
in full

; certain other books only in part.
5 Of. JQR xiii. [1900-01] 340.
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Hebrew a bitter and vulgar rhymed epistle against
oral doctrine in general, and Sa'adya in particular

;

to this a pupil of Sa'adya—perhaps Jacob b. Samuel—composed a rejoinder in Arabic (cf, Poznanski,
Zeitschr. fur hehr, Bibliog, x. [1906] 47). Solo-
mon was also a \vriter of Biblical commentaries
in Arabic, of which only a specimen portion of his
Lamentations has been printed. ^ Sahl b. Masliah
(end of the 10th cent.) was a man of kindred mould
with Solomon, but superior to him in many re-

spects. He too wrote Biblical commentaries in
Arabic,2 and likewise composed a violent epistle
against Jacob b. Samuel ; but his horizon was wider
than Solomon’s, and he was a wonderful master of
diction. In his epistle we find interesting data
regarding the l^araites of Jerusalem, their ascetic
manner of life, and their successful propaganda
among the Eabbinists. These data he repeats in
his Hebrew introduction to a * Book of Command-
ments ’ which he wrote in Arabic in that work he
urges his co-religionists to settle in the Holy City.
He was likewise the first !^araite to propound
canons for the^ determination of religious law.
They are four in number: (1) reason or specula-
tion {nvin noan), (2) the actual words of Scripture

(5;o»D), (3) analogy (B'P’n-Arab. [see above]),

and (4) the consensus of the community (my [see
above]; cited by Hadassi, Eshkdl ha-Kdfer, § 168 3 ).

Joseph b. Noah (c. 1002) seems to have played a
great rdle among the l^araite scholars of Jerusalem.
According to Ibn al-Hiti,^ his seminary was always
attended by seventy learned men—doubtless an
ideal figure, assinrilated to the membership of the
ancient Sanhedrim. Of Sahl’s four canons Joseph
rejected the third, analogy, and he had a con-
troversy with Sahl regarding the question of fixing
leap-year by the coming of sprmg (Abib). He
wrote a commentary to the Pentateuch, which his
pupil Abu’l Paraj fiarlln b. al-Faraj recast in an
abbreviated form ;® and also a work on grammar,
which is quoted by the same pupil. This Abli’i
Faraj was himself a distinguished grammarian,
lexicographer, and Biblical exegete, and is referred

j

to by Rabbinist writers as *the grammarian of
Jerusalem.’ ® He was the author of a grammatical
treatise, Kitab al-Mushfamil (completed in August
1026), in eight books, of which the 7th and 8th are
of special interest, the former being of the natu/e
of a lexicon, giving the various meanings of eacu
triliteral root, and the fresh significations it ac-
q^es by the transposition of its radicals,^ while
the latter deals with Biblical Aramaic and its
affinity to Hebrew.® He also wrote, in Arabic,
Kitdh al-Kafl, a grammatical work, Sharhal-Alfdt,
a book giving definitions of Biblical words, and a
commentary to the Pentateuch.
A still more important scholar of the period

was Joseph b. Abraham al-Basir (Heb. ha-Bdeh,
euphemism for ‘the Blind’), another pupil of
Joseph b. Noah, and at once the first and the
most renowned philosophical theologian among
the Karaites. Even at an early date he was con-
founded with ^[irlpsani, or else regarded as anterior
to him

; but it is now certain that he flourished in
the first half of the 11th cent., and died probably
c. 1040.® As a philosopher, al-Basir was dominated

I SS*
Feuerstein, Cracow, 1S98 ; cf. Poznanski, ./QiJ xiii. 336 ff,

burg
IS a MS fragment of his Deuteronomy in St. Peters

1879, p. 639; cf. Poznanski.
2%e Karaite Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon, p. S3, and
Jerusalern, ecL Luncz, x. 97.

> t' »

i ^9“? C1896-973 438 ; cf. Zeitschr.fiirhebr. Bihl. ii. [1897] 79.
0 MS in St. Petersburg

; cf. Harkavy, ZATW i. 166.
232-256, and Poznanski, ib.

84-39, 197-219, Ivi. 42-69,
7 Of. Poznanski, RBJ xxxiii. 24flf., 197 if.

o^ Hirschfeld, in Arabic Chrestomokky^ pp. 64-60.

« Cf* Poznanski, *Nouveaux renseignements sur Abou-1-
Paradj ben al-Faradj ’ in REJ J vi. 43 ff.

by the influence of the Mu'tazilite kalam, as w^as
indeed the case with almost all the Karaite philo-
sophers ;

^ hence the Karaites as a sect are usually
referred to by Arabic writers as ahl aVadl vfaU

fau3h%d{,^s>.^\^ Jjbl), i-e, ‘the people of
the righteousness [or equity] and the unity [of
God].’ Thus he too enunciates five principles
of the confession of the divine unity

: (1) the neces-
sary assumption of atoms and accidents, (2) the
necessary assumption of a creator, (3) the necessary
assumption of divine attributes, (4) the necessary
rejection of attributes falsely ascribed to God, and
(5) the assumption of His unity notwithstanding
the plurality of His attributes— the attributes
being elements of His nature, and not entities
that exist outside of Him. Al-Basir was a believer
in free will (kadr), and an opponent of 'Anan’s
doctrine of metempsychosis—though he upholds it
as true in the case of the 'Abdiya—repudiating an
idea current in many Mu'tazilite groups, viz. that
(^d’s dealings with the children and animals to
which He allots suffering are justified by that
doctrine. He w^as likewise opposed to the theory
of Benjamin al-Nahawandi (see above). He ex-
pounded his philosophical views in two Arabic
treatises. His chief work is the Kitab al-Muh-
tavn,^ ‘ the one surviving pattern of a work on the
Mu'tazilite kaldm that might quite as well have
been composed by a Muslim’®—just as in the
introduction he maintains that revelation by the
prophets must necessarily be supplementei by
speculative knowledge. For centuries the treatise
was known only in the Hebrew translation by
Tobiah b. Moses (below, 667*^), bearing the title

Sefer ha-Nftmdth (niD'yjn iso), and it is only recently
that certain chapters, both of the original and of
the translation, have seen the light in the form of
graduation theses.^ A compendium of the al-Muh-
tavfi is found in the Kitdh al-Ta'nwlz, or al-Man-
suri,^ translated into Hebrew by Tobiah b. Moses
as MahMniath Petht ('ns nD’snD).® An analysis of
both works has been published by P. F. Frankl.^
The al-Muhtawi exercised a vast influence upon
the scholars of the age, and even the last Karaite
philosophical theologian, the Aaron b. Elijah to be
dealt with below (1364), owes everything to it.

Al-Basir was likewise the author of other philo-
sophical treatises,® for the most part now lost. He
occupied an influential position as a teacher of

I
the Law. He was the first to protest against the
rigorous Karaite regulations concerning marriage,
the so-called rikkub theory (above, p. 663^). In A.H,
428 (A.D. 1036-37) he wrote in Arabic a ‘ Book of
Commandments’, entitled Kitab al-Istibsdr^ sec-
tions of which, treating of legacies and ceremonial
purity, are found in MS in the British Museum.
It was no doubt from this work that his successors
drew their numerous references to his views of
religious law,
Joshua b. Judah (Arab. Abu’l Faraj Furfeau

ibn Asad) was a pupil of al-Basir, and, like his
teacher, a philosopher and a teacher of the Law,
while he was also an exegete. He executed an
Arabic translation of the Pentateuch, and com-
posed two commentaries on it, one of which (1050)
was an exhaustive work, the other (begun 1064)
an epitome.® His work as an exegete was greatly
esteemed by Abraham ibn Ezra. As a philo-

1 Of. Maimonides, Daldlat^ i. ch. 71.
2 MS in Budapest.
3 Steinschneider, Die hebrdischen Uebersetzungen, p. 453.
4 Budapest, 1905-1913, containing chs. 16, 19, 23, 26-30, 34,

and portions of 3, 22, 24.
3 MS m the British Museum.
8 In several MSS.
7 ii’in mu'tazilitiscTier Kaldm, etc., Vienna, 1873 ; cf. also hia

Beitrage zur Litteraturgeschichte der Karim', Berlin, 1887.
8 Enumerated in Steinschneider, Die arab. IMeratur der

Juden, 8 50.

8 Of. G. Margoliouth, JQR xi. [1898-99] 1872.
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sophical theologian, he wrote philosophical homilies
on Genesis and numerous dogmatic treatises, which
survive, however, only in Hebrew translations.

His philosophical position is exactly that of his
master, and, like the latter, he was an adherent
of the Mu'tazilite Tmlam, The only extant me-
morial of his activity as a teacher of the Law is

a treatise on incest in a Hebrew translation, hefer
ha- Ardydth (ed. I. Markon, St. Petersburg, 1908),
in which he delivered a more decisive blow to the
rikkuh theory than even his teacher had done,
with the result that it was completely discredited.

The outstanding achievement of Josliua, however,
consists in his having trained a group of pupils who
carried the Karaite teaching to European countries.

Joshua was the last representative of 5!araite

learning in Palestine, and after his day, i.e. from
the last third of the 11th cent., the intellectual

activity of garaism disappears from the Holy
Land, while the period of spontaneous and creative
vigour comes likewise to an end. This collapse

was probably due to political occurrences, viz. the
capture of Jerusalem by the Seljuks in A.D. 1071,

and by the Crusaders in A.D. 1099.^ It is recorded
that a large number of the Jf^-raites— or all of

them—were, together with the Babbinists, driven
into a synagogue by the army of the Crusaders,
and there burned to death. ^ In 1642 the Jglaraite

traveller, Samuel b. David, found in Jerusalem
only twenty -seven Karaites, occupying fifteen

houses,® while it is said that in 1749 there was
not a single adherent of the sect in the Holy
City.^ In 1912 the Karaites in Jerusalem num-
bered eighteen persons (five males and thirteen

females), belonging to five families and living in

three houses (in one of which was the synagogue).®
The centre of ?laraite life was now transferred to

Eastern Europe, and this brings us to the beginning
of a new period.

3. The Byzantio- Turkish period (12th -idth
cent.).—This may be divided into three shorter

stages, viz. {a) a time during which the Karaites,

^ translating the works of the Arabic period into

Hebrew and gathering up the results of the past,

simply maintained and consolidated what had al-

ready been attained (close of the 11th cent, and the

12th cent.) ; (i) a time of advance and quasi-renais-

sance (13th-15th cent.) ; and (c) a time of complete
decadence (16th cent.).

The outstanding feature of the first of these

three sub-periods was its activity in the work of

translation. Young men came in large numbers
from Byzantium to study imder Joshua at Jeru-

salem, and there learned Arabic. They then
returned home, mainly to Constantinople, where
in a relatively short time they translated all the

more important Karaite works that had been
wi-itten in Arabic—a feat which Erankl® charac-

terizes as ‘an achievement so great in respect of

mere mass that we cannot wonder if its quality

should be poor.’ Its defects of quality were due
to the translators’ inadequate grasp of the Arabic
language. The translators were mostly of Byzan-
tine origin, and were familiar with Byzantine

culture ; and in their translations, besides Arabic
words which were taken over imchanged, we find

large numbers of Greek words, and these, again,

^ These two events also caused irreparable damage to the

Palestinian Gadnate already referred to. The Seljuk conquest
forced it to abandon Jerusalem. It settled in Trabulus, and,
when that city was itself taken by the Crusaders on the 12th of

July 1109 (cf. JR. Edhricht, GescMchtedesEonigreicTisJerusalemj
Innsbruck, 1898, p. 81), the GEdnate no longer existed in the

Holy Land (cf. JREJ xlviii. 170).
2 Graetz, Geschichte der Juden^ vi.s 96.

sj. H. Gurland, Ginze Israelj Lyck and St. Petersburg,

1865-67, i. 12.

4 Cf. Jerusalem, ed. Luncz, vi. 240.

5 Cf. the monthly periodical, Karaimskaya ZMzn, for 1912,

p. 60.
6 Beitrage, p, 11

as we might expect, were subjected to great cor-
ruption by the copyists. The influence of the
translations was nevertheless very great, as they
alone, and not the originals, were studied. The
greatest and most eminent of the translators was
Tobiah b. Moses, who is sometimes indeed called
Ha-Ma*atik (‘the translator ’). Being in a manner
a pioneer, he had to construct a terminology, and
this is harsh and often ill-devised. His principal
translations are those of the writings of al-Basir
and his teacher Joshua, and, while he sometimes
added to the matter of these works, he also now
and then condensed it. Of Tobiah’s own works the
best known is his very full commenta^ on the
Pentateuch, entitled 6sdr NeJymdd, which, how-
ever, is for the most part a compilation from David
b. Boaz and Japheth b. 'Ali.^ He also enjoyed a
considerable reputation as a teacher of the Law,
and reference is often made to his dictum that
every tradition accepted by the Karaites is sug-
gested in Holy Scripture, and that it was mere
lack of understanding to assert that there were
Iglaraite traditions which had not the support of

Scripture.® Another greatly valued translator was
Jacob b. Simeon; the names of the rest are un-
known. Other noteworthy scholars of
Byzantium in this epoch are Aaron b. Judah ;g!us-

duni (i.e. of Constantinople), who devoted himself
specially to the study of the marriage law, and Jacob
b. Reuben, author of a commentary on the Bible
entitled Sefer ha-Osher, and drawn mainly ^from
his predecessors, especially from Japheth b. *Ali.

This sub-period closes with the publication of

one of the most notable productions of ]glaraite

literature, the Eshkdl ha-K6fer^ written by Judah
b. Elijah Hadassi in 1148.® Jost* compares it to

a sea into which flow all the streams of Jfaraite
learning. Even on its formal side the w’-ork is

remarkable. It consists of 379 sections, written
in a rhymed prose, and all its strophes, which,
with few exceptions, are acrostically arranged
under the Hebrew alphabet in the direct and in-

verse order (i.e. "uax and "piJ^n), end in ?|. This

—

to say nothing of the affected language and the
cumbrous diction—gives the work a character of

tedious monotony. Moreover, Hadassi tabulates
all the injunctions of the Law and his other data
under the Ten Commandments of the Decalogue :

and here, too, he has to resort to all manner of

artifice. He claims to be no more than a compiler,

and frequently emphasizes the fact (see especially

the end of the twenty-third repetition of the alpha-

bet), and, in point of fact, the Eshkdl ha-K6fer
takes the form of an encyclopaedia in which are
accumulated the results of all previous Karaite
learning. In his attitude towards the Rabbinists
he is most spiteful and savage, and may in this

respect be matched with Solomon b. Jeroham and
Saul b. Masliab- He fastens, above all, upon the
first, second, and ninth Commandments of the
Decalo^e, and he reproaches the Talmudists for

having in their grossly sensuous Haggada obscured
the unity of God, conjoined Him with other beings,

and made false representations of the Biblical

personages.® He was also well versed in secular

science, philosophy, and dogmatic theology. His
views are dominated by Mfftazilite influence;*

1 REJ xxxiv. 181. ^
2 Cf. Aaron b. Elijah, Gan Eden, Eupatoria, 1866, fol. 86, etc.

8 ed. Eupatoria, 1836.
4 Geschichte desJudentums, ii. 852.

6Cf. esp. alphabets 105-124 and 358 f. Hadassi, neverthe-

less, does not scruple to make copious use of Babbinical writers,

nor does he always acknowledge his sources. This is particu-

larly true of his work in the field of Hebrew philology. Thus
he plagiarizes from the Jlftfznayim of his younger contemporary,
Abraham ibn Ezra, in a manner that amounts to sheer fraud
(cf. Bacher, in MGWJ xl. 73, 126).

8 Of. M. Schreiner, Der Kaldm in der jiidischen Literatur,

Berlin, 1895, p. S3.
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but his information in the sphere of secular science

is drawn in part from Byzantine sources, as ap-

pears from the numerous Greek glosses to his

work, which, however, are sometimes omitted and
sometimes distorted in the published edition.^

Hadassi was likewise the first Karaite writer who
formulated articles of faith. These are ten in

number—to correspond, no doubt, with the Ten
Commandments—and are as follows : (1) creation

from nothing ; (2) the creator is God ; (3) God is

one, formless, and difierent from all other beings

;

(4) God sent Moses and the Prophets ; (5) through
Moses, God revealed the Torah, which in its word-
ing is of itself sufficient, and does not require to

be supplemented by oral teaching (the specifically

Karaite article) ; (6) the Torah must be learned by
every Israelite in the original Hebrew ; (7) God
appointed a sanctuary

; (8) the resurrection of the
dead,* (9) reward and punishment in the future
life ; and (10) the redemption of Israel by a Messiah
of the posterity of David. These articles were set

forth in a work which, as a later writer, Aaron b.

Elijah,^ proudly affirms, was composed twenty-nine
years before the Se/er ha~Maddd of Maimonides.
About this time, as we read, there were Karaites

also in the extreme west of Europe, in Spain. A
certain al-Taras had migrated from Castile to
Jerusalem, where he embraced ^^-raism and be-
came a pupil of Joshua b. Judah, and then
returned to nis native place as a propagandist of
his new faith. After his death his work was
taken up by his wife, designated Mu'allima (‘the
teacher’) by their adherents, who seem to have
been fairly numerous. By the intervention of
Rabbinist dignitaries at the Castilian court, how-
ever, the ^faraites in Spain were subjected to
persecution, and it is stated that from 1178 they
were completely lost sight of. There is evidence to
show, nevertheless, that there were ?[araites in
Castile as late as the 13th century.^ In other
West European countries the sect was known
only by repute,* although an occasional Rabbinist
scholar, as, e.y., Meshullam b. Kalonymus,® thought
it necessary to deal criticalljr with its teachings.

In the East, and especially in Egypt, the i^araites
at this time occupied a position of great respect,
and perhaps used it domineeringly. In Egypt they
numbered amongst them many physicians of emi-
nence, as, 0.y., Abu’l Ba^an al-Mudawwar and
Sadid al-Din Abu’l Fadl Da’tid b. Sulaiman (per-
haps a son of the foregoing).® It was in Egypt
also that their ‘princes,"^ the descendants of *Anan,
resided, and about the period under notice their
prince was Solomon b. David (Arab. al-Ra’is Abu’l
Eadl), the author of several works. Here, too,
lived the earliest and the only outstanding Karaite
poet, Moses b. Abraham Dari, whom their un-
critical historians assigned to the 11th cent, and
regarded as the model of all the greater Hebrew
^ets, Gabirol, the two Ibn Ezras, and Judah
Halevi, while, as a matter of fact, the relation
was exactly the reverse."^

1 Cf. Frankl, in MQWJ xxxiii. [1884] 449 ff.
2 hOi-Haytm^ ch. 18.
3 Of. Loeb, REJ xix. 206-209.

J
E. Gunzifr's Ea-Bshholt vii. 221.

t/uiiaica {Coken^s Festschrift), Berlin, 1912,
p. 569 n.

1 io
‘Usaibi'a, ed. A. Muller, Konigsberg, 1884, ii. 115-

118 ; Steinschneider, Die arabisehe Literatur der juden, § 153 f."On Moses cf., most recently, Poznanski, in Feweyskava
Enzyklopedya, s.v. (vii. 18 f,), and the literature cited there.
It IS possible that Elijah b. Abraham’s valuable little work
on the separation of the Karaites from the Rabbinists (piVnumm D'Nlp.n, ed. in Pinsker, Lik^fe J^adumniot, pp. 99-100,
on which cf. Poznanski, The Karaite Literctry Opponents of
Saadi(^Gaon, p, 73) was also written about this time. Samuel

jibn Abbas, who became a Muslim convert in 1163. says that“ Onental Karaites of his day had embraced Islam.
prepared to do so (cf. MGWJ xlii.

260; ; but It IS a question whether we can believe him

As time went on, the l^araites came to be more
and more afiected by the influence of Rabbinism
and the Rabbinical literature, and their power
gradually waned. The Rabbinical intellectual
giants of Spain carried Judaism to heights which
the i^araites were quite unable to scale. In Egypt
their prestige was shattered by the advent of
Maimonides. The latter certainly dealt most
gently with them, but he saw to it that Karaite
usages and ^laraite interpretations of the Law
which had crept into Rabbinistic communities
were rooted out.^ From the end of the 12th cent,
the vitality of was all but completely
spent. Attempts were made to revive it ; strong
personalities arose within its mle ; there were con-
ciliatory approaches to the Rabbinists ; but the
sect was no longer truly alive. Its unyielding
insistence upon adherence to the past shut it on
from the vitalizing springs of progress and doomed
it to a fatal atrophy, and from this point onwards
its fortunes require but brief narration.
At the beginning of the second portion of the

Byzantio-Turkish period, i.e. in the opening years
of the 13th cent., we hear with growing frequency
of Jglaraites living in the land of Kedar {i.e, of
the Tatars)—the Crimea. Why they came there,
and whence they came, are questions not easily
answered. At a later day an attempt was made
to show that they had migrated thither, as one
might say, in pre-historic times!; but this is a mere
falsification of history (see below, § 5). It is pos-
sible that the Chazars who had been converted to
Judaism had intermingled with the Karaites, and
that this might explain the presence in the Crimea
of a body of people exhibiting a somewhat impure
Jewish type of religion. Our earliest information
regarding this body is provided by the traveller

Pethabya of Regensburg (end of 12th cent.). He
states that there were heretics in the land of

Kedar who did not follow tradition— of which,
indeed, they had never heard—who were accus-
tomed to sit in the dark on Friday evenings, whose
rayers consisted only of psalms, etc. Further,
ulchat in the Crimea was the native place of the

Aaron b. Joseph or Aaron the First (c. 1260-1320)
who removed to Constantinople—one of the most
sympathetic minds that the ]^araites ever produced.
He was a doctor by profession, but he wrote (in

1294) a commentary on the Bible entitled S^er
MibhdVj^ a very remarkable piece of work. His
fair-mindedness towards Rabbinist adversaries,

with whom he often agrees, is particularly worthy
of note. ‘ Truth and error,’ he says, ‘ are not what
they are in virtue of the person who utters them,
but are so entirely on their own account.’ At
a later date he was actually regarded as a pupil
of Nahmanides. His views in theology and the
philosophy of religion, like those of his prede-
cessors generally, are based upon the Mu'tazilite
kaldm, but he also shows leanings to Aristotelian-
ism.® He rendered his party a more efiective

service, however, in the sphere of religious wor-
ship, as the order of prayer universally adopted
among the i^araites from his day was due to him,
and he also enriched the ritual of the synagogue
with about eighty sacred poems ;* he was, in fact,

the most prolific and distinguished of

1 Cf. Bacher, Die Bihelexegese Moses Maimilnis, Strassbu^,
1897, p. 174 ; Neumann, in the Hungarian Bloch-Jubelschrifit
Budapest, 1905, pp. 164-170; Friedlander, in MGWJ liiL

469fE.
2 The greater part of it was printed at Eupatoria in 1835.
3 Schreiner, op. cit. p. 57.

4 In addition to the writings mentioned, he composed a small
grammatical treatise entitled Kelil Ydfl, which, however, he left

unfinished ; it was completed in the 16th cent, by Isaac Tishbi
(Constantinople, 1581 ; Eupatoria, 1847). It was in the time of

Aaron that Shemariah I^riti of Negropont (fl. c. 1290-1320) made
his attempt to adjust the differences between the Karaites and
the Rabbinists (cf. Graetz, Gesch. der Juden, vii. 2 300 f.).
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litur^nical poets. It may be remarked here that
the Karaites adopted many of their synagogue
songs from the Rabbinists, and that in other parts
of their liturgy as well they could not evade the
influence of the latter. Moreover, in different
countries they instituted different ritual forms.^
A still more versatile, more fertile, and more

learned writer was Aaron b. Elijah or Aaron the
Second (bom Nicomedia, c. 1300; f Constanti-
nople, 1369), who was at once a philosophical theo-
logian, a teacher of the Law, and an exegete, and
is designated by his co-religionists ‘the ^fa-raite
Maimonides.’ He expounded his phOosophical and
theological views in his '£s ha-Sayim/ in which
he is chiefly concerned to guard the Mu'tazilite
kaldm against the Aristotelian teachings which
had found their way into Judaism largely through
the writings of Maimonides. A more significant
\vork is his exposition of the religious law, the Gan
Edenj^ in which he lays down the principle that
belief in the unity and the other attributes of God,
as also in His government of the world, is the final

aim of the Law. In his commentary to the Penta-
teuch, Keter Tdrah^* the influence of Ibn Ezra is

clearly traceable.

In the early years of the Turkish domination the
?[araites were frequently persecuted by the govern-
ment ; but, as an ofiset, their relations with the
Rabbinists became quite friendly. Mutual for-

bearance and tolerance helped to bring about this
result. Elijah Mizrahi of Constantinople (c. 1455-
1525), one of the greatest Rabbinical scholars in
Turkey—in opposition to Moses Kapsali, the
chief Rabbi of Turkey— allowed the Karaites
to be instructed even in oral tradition. Many
i^araites sat as scholars at the feet of Enoch
Saporta and his pupil Mordecai Komtino, a man
of universal culture (middle of the 15th cent.),

and received instruction in the Talmud, decisions,

and general science.® Don Gedaliah, who had
come to Constantinople from Lisbon (f before
1487), tried, with the acquiescence of the Karaites,
to bring about a re-union with the Rabbinists.
One of the pupils of Komtino was Elijah b. Moses
Bashyazi, the most eminent Karaite scholar of the
day, who resided first in Adrianople and then in
Constantinople, and whom the Karaites call ‘ the
last Decisor’ (pinsn pDi£3n). His most ii^ortant
work is his treatise on the Law, Adderet Elvyahu^
a monument of clear expression and arrangement.
He favours, on the whole, the less rigorous appli-

cation of the Law, and he asserts that the divine
commandments require to be fulfilled only in ac-

cordance with human capacity. He W'as a man
of the most varied culture, and was, an eager
student of mathematics. He owed much to the
writings of Maimonides. He died in 1490, lea-^ing

his Aader&t unfinished ; it was continued—though
still left incomplete—by his brother-in-law and
pupil, Caleb Afendopolo (born 1455 ; t after 1509).

He was a polymath, and his writings embrace trea-

tises on jurisprudence, philosophy, mathematics,
and astronomy, to say nothing of his poems, both
secular and liturgical—over twenty works in all.®

The other Iglaraite writers of Turkey during this

and the following division of the period under
consideration (15th-17th cent.) are generally of

iQf. L. Zunz, Die Ritus des synagogalen GottesdieTisteSt

Berlin, 1869, pp. 156-162 ; Jost, op. dt. pp. 307-325 ; G. Mar-
goliouth, JQR xviii. [1905-06] 506 ff. ; N. Forges, Zeitschr. fur
hehr. Bibl. xi. [1907] 60 ff. ; Poznanski, Die Jcar. LUeratur der
letzten dreissig Jahre, p. 13 ff.

2 * The Tree of Life,* written in 1346 ; ed. F. Delitzsch, Leipzig,

1841, and with a commentary (Crhd-JSaytm)^ Sim^La Isaac Lutski,
Eupatoria, 1847.

3 Eupatoria, 1866. ^ Eupatoria, 1866-67.
8 Of. Gurland, (Mnze Israel^ pt. iii.

6 Enumerated by Poznanski, in O^ar Yisrael^ s.v. (ii. 172) ; cf.

also Steinschneider, in Ersch and Gruber, AUgemeine EncyklO’
oadie, s.v. (ii. 32, 118), and in MGWJ xxxviii. 76.

little^ importance, being almost wholly wanting in
creative power, and they merit no particular notice.
An exception should perhaps be made of Moses
Bashyazi, a great-grandson of Elijah, and regarded
as a youthful prodigy. He knew Arabic, Greek,
and Spanish; he travelled widely in the East,
where he became acquainted with the writings of
the earlier Karaites ; he had a leaning towards
historical investigation, and "wrote a number of
works, of which only one, a treatise on incest, has
been printed.^ He died, probably in 1555, at the
age of twenty-eight.
The East was at this time the nursery of many

other araite writers, but for the development of
the sect as a whole it had no further significance.

We are told that, through the efforts of Abraham
Maimuni li., a great-grandson of Maimonides, a
fairly large !l^araite community in Egypt was con-
verted to Rabbinist teaching.® Cairo was the centre
ofnearly all the more eminent !?laraite writers of the
period, viz. Japheth al-Barkamfini (probably c. the
middle of the 13th cent.), author of a medical work
in Arabic and a refutation of the Rabbinists
Israel ha-Ma*arabi (first half of 14th cent.), the
writer of numerous works in Arabic and Hebrew,
including one (originally in Arabic, but trans-
lated into Hebrew) treating of regulations for

the slaughter of animals (1306; printed, Vienna,
1830), as also of many hynms for use in the
synagogue; he was regarded as an authority in
marriage law, and was the first to assert that
the intercalary cycle of nineteen years was insti-

tuted by those who returned from the Exile (‘the
good figs,* see above) Japheth b. Sagir, a pupil of
Israel, and author of a ‘Book of Commandments’ in
Arabic, most of which is extant in MS ; Samuel b.

Moses al-Maghribi, a physician, and the writer of
another ‘Book of CJommandments* entitled Kitdb
al-Murshidf which is a model of perspicuity but
shows no independence.® Of writers not resident
in Cairo mention may be made of Ibn al-Hitl (first

half of 15th cent.), who wrote a valuable chronicle

of lEfaraite scholars.®

4. The Taurido- Lithuanian period (17th and
i8th centuries).—Reference was made above to

the presence of Karaites in the south of Russia,
especially in Taurida (the Crimea), as early as
the last third of the 12th century. They increased
in number during the 13th century. Towards the
close of the 14th cent, the Grand Duke Witold
of Lithuania carried away from the Crimea, among
other Tatar captives, a number of !^araites, and
settled them in Troki, near Wilna, whence they
spread to other towns— in Lithuania, Volhynia,
and Podolia (now Galicia). The J^araites or the
Crimea and Lithuania show at first not a symptom
of intellectual life, and the writers whom they
are said to have produced at that time are mere
fabrications. Towards the end of the 15tii cent.,

however, we hear of a correspondence between the
Iglaraites in Lutsk and Troki and Elijah Bashyazi
in Constantinople, who recommended them to send
him two pupils.’ In the Crimea, where under
the Tatar sway there was no intellectual life,

the Iglaraites, too, failed to develop one; but in

Lithuania, where the Rabbinists founded strong
Talmudic schools in the latter half of the 16tn
cent., they exerted themselves to cultivate the

1 ed. Markon, in jBTa-JgTedem, iii. [1912] 57-78.
2 Estori Farhi, Kaftor u-FeraJif ed. Berlin, 1849, ch. 6 ; cf.

Graetz, vij.2 30*5.

* Steinschneider, Die ardb. Lit. der Juden, § 172.

4

Poznanski, in 0§ar Yisrael, s.v. (v. 247).
6 Many of its sections have appeared in print ; cf. Poznanski,

JQR xvi. [1903-04] 406, xvii. [1904-06] 694, xviiL 560, xx. [1907-08]

631, new ser., ii. [1911-12] 446.
8 ed. Margoliouth, London, 1897 (cf. Poznanski, Zeitschr, f&r

hebr. Bibl. ii, 78).
7 Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger BibliotTiek, p. 60 ;

Harkavy,
^adashim gam yeshanimt ii. 15.
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higher interests. Here ahont this time arose one
very distinguished and interesting writer, viz.

Isaac b. Abraham of Troki (1533-94), the author
of an unfinished anti-Christian work called ffizziZl:

JSmund (‘ The Confirmation of Faith The book
reveals a wide knowledge of Christian literature

;

but its author had also engaged in oral discussions

with the heads of the Christian Beformers, who
were at that time very numerous in Poland. It

shows no distinctively Karaite colouring, and the
religious beliefs of its writer had to be elicited by
literary criticism. Its erudition and its intellectual

acumen astounded even Voltaire. It was com-
pleted by one of Isaac’s pupils, Joseph b. Mordecai
Malinovski, himself the author of several works.
A brother of this Joseph, Zephaniah by name, wrote,
among other works, a treatise on the breadth of

the new moon and on the calendar. A contem-
porary of the brothers was Zerah b. Nathan, who
also resided in Troki. The Babbinic polymath,
Joseph Solomon Delmedigo, a native of Candia,
was then living in Lithuania as the ]^rivate phy-
sician of Prince Badziwill, and to him the said
Zerah appealed for information—first of all in 1620,
when he proposed seventy questions, mainly of a
mathematical and astronomical nature. Delmedigo
responded, to begin with, in an epistle entitled
Iggeret Ahuz^ which contains also a sketch of the
history of Hebrew literature ; and subsequently in

a series of mathematical writings. Zerah was
likewise the author of a long Hst of liturgical

poems.
The dreadful massacres of the Jews at the hands

of the Cossacks in 1648-49, and the commotions
which followed in Poland, affected the Karaites
also, whose destinies here, as generally elsewhere,
were closely bound up with those of the Babbinists.
Moreover, the two rmigious groups were now, as a
rule, on good terms with each other. At one of the
so-called Synods of the Four Lands endeavours
were made to unite the two groups, but were
rendered vain by a capricious Babbi who appealed
to a Talmudic calembour.®
The example of the Lithuanian Karaites acted

as an incentive to those of the Crimea, who sus-
tained a constant intercourse with the former, and,
indeed, had already a link of connexion with them
in the Tatar language used colloquially by both.
The Crimean Khans varied in their attitude to-
wards them \ they were often quite friendly, and
they entrusted to them the coining of their money.
But the Crimean iglaraites produced little that
could stand beside the intellectual achievements
of their northern brethren. In this period their
only writer deserving of notice was Elijah b. Baruch
Yerushalmi^ (latter half of 17th cent. ; originally
from Constantinople), the author of various works

;

he also transcribed certain writings of the earlier
i^araite scholars, principally such as were of
an anti-Babbinic tendency, to which he added
bitter invectives of his own. Three Ifaraites
who travelled from the Crimea to Palestine
wrote interesting reports of their observations
(1641-42, 1654-55, 1785-86), in which they give a
varied mass of statistical data.® A notable and
ori^al writer appears in Abraham b. Josiah Yeru-
shalmi, of Chufut-Kale, whose productions include
one entitled Emuna Oumriy dating from 1712 (ed,
Eupatoria, 1846), and remarkable for its breadth
of outlook, its extensive knowledge of Babbinical

1 First edited in J. 0. Wagenseil, Tela Ignea SatanoBy Altdorf,
1681 ; it was translated into Yiddish, Spanish, German, Enelish
and Hungarian.

2 ed. in Isaac b. Solomon’s Iggeret Pinnat TiTpraty Eupatoria,
1834, and in A. Geiger’s Melo J^ofnayimy Breslau, 1840.

s D'n»«nD DJ'n O'unpn; cf. Mo'ed 26a, at the top.
4 ‘ Terushalmi ’ denotes a Karaite who had made a pilgrimage

to the Holy Land, and is an imitation of the Arab. Hajji,
B ed. Gurland, Ginze Israel, pt. i.

literature, its lenient attitude towards the Bab-
binists, and its veneration for Maimonides.
The Karaites of the Crimea, however, poor as

are their achievements in this period, are cer-
tainly superior to those of the Orient. Of the
latter, mention should perhaps be made of Jacob
Iskandarani, the 5akam of tne i^araites in Cairo,
who met the above-named Delmedigo there in
1616 ; and of the family of Firiiz in Damascus, of
whom the most eminent was the physician, Daniel
b. Moses (fl. 1665-1700).

From the middle of the 17th cent. Christian
scholars began to take an interest in the Iglaraites.

Some of them made visits to the centres of the
sect, and especiaUy to Troki, and opened a corre-
spondence with its members. Of these Christian
scholars we may name Johann Bittangel, who
visited Troki in 1641, and Gustav Peringer, a pro-
fessor in Upsala, who, at the instance of Charles
XI. of Sweden, travelled to Lithuania in 1690, and
in the following year addressed to Ludolf his
Epistola de Karaitorum rebus in Lithuania. Be-
ference should also be made to Johann Puffendorf
of Biga, Lewin Warner, and his valuable collection
of Jglaraite MSS in Leyden, Jacob Trigland, of
Leyden, and his Diatribe de secta Karceorum (Delft,

1703), and Johann C. Wolf, of Hamburg, and his

NotitiaKarceorum(Hamburg, 1721). These scholars
were instrumental in arousing the historical sense
among the Polish Iglaraites, though it must be
confessed that the $Iaraite historians frequently
tamper with the facts, sometimes in ignorance but
sometimes of set purpose, and that they represent
their sect as being the genuine Jews, and the
Babbinists as the seceders, while they also do great
violence to the chronology. The earliest of these
i^araite historians were Solomon b. Aaron, of Troki
(fl. 1680-1715), and his relative, Mordecai b. Nisan,
of Kokizov, near Lemberg (1699). Solomon, in

addition to several other works, and numerous
liturgical songs in the Hebrew and Tatar lan-

guages, wrote, at Puftendorfs request, his Appirydn
'dSd Iby a short treatise on the severance of the
j^araites from the Babbinists, and the main legal

differences between the two parties.^ Mordecai
wrote, in answer to the questions put by Trigland,
his D6d Mdrd^kaiy^ and also, in response to the
inquiry of Charles xii., a short work called L^bush
Malkut.^ In the composition of his D6d Mord^kai
he had the assistance of his relative, Joseph b.

Samuel, known as Joseph ha-Mashbir, who had
been a pupil of his father. This Joseph was a native
of Lithuania, but removed about 1700 to Halicz

in Galicia, and did much for the revival of an in-

tellectual life among the Karaites there, who had
been living outside the range of general culture.

Of his many works, one in particular, E6rdt Ydsefy

treating of grammar, is highly praised. His descen-

dants were all leading figures among the il^araites

of Halicz till well on in the following period.

The most prolific writer of the Taurido-Lithu-
anian period is Simha Isaac b. Moses. He belonged
originally to Lutsk, but removed c. 1750 to Chufut-
Kale in tne Crimea, where he died in 1766.

^
He was

well versed in the writings of the Babbinists, and
held the Ifabbala in hi^ honour. He wrote in

all twenty-four works, of which only two have
appeared in print,^ viz. the 6r ha-^aytmy already

mentioned as a commentary on the pMosophical
work of Aaron b. Elijah, and a historical treatise

entitled 6rah Saddtktm, in which he gives the

Karaite conception of the origin and historical

development of Jglaraism in its most extreme form.

1 ed. JS^eubauer, as an appendix to his Aus der Petersburge

Bibliothek.
2 Finished on the 18th of July 1699 ; ed., with Latin tr.,

by Wolf in his Notitia Karceorum ; also Vienna, 1830.

3 ed. Neubauer, he. dt.
4 See Poznanski, in 0?ar Yi&rmly s.v. (x. 164).
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This work also contains the first bibliography of
the sect. Simha Isaac's migration to the Crimea
was no mere passing event. The Crimea now be-
came the centre of Karaite life, and there, in
Chufut-Kale, the first Karaite printing-press was
established in 1734. Then came the two political
occurrences which served at once to draw the
j^araites out of their isolation and to link them
together by a common bond, viz. the annexation
by Russia of the two districts in which they
were most numerous—the Crimea in 1783 and
Lithuania in 1792. With these two events begins
the final period of Karaite history.

5. The modern period {19th cent.~the present
day).—From the outset the Russian Government
treated the ^faraites with good-will. With this
attitude there was associated, no doubt, a tendency
to play them olf against the Rabbinists, the ad-
herents of the Talmud. The last representative
of the ?Iaraites at the court of the Kban in the
Crimea, Benjamin b. Samuel Aga (f 1824), con-
tinued to hold the position under Russian rule,
though not officially. In 1795, Catherine n. had
relieved them of the double tax imposed upon
Jews, and in 1827 they were exempted from
military service by Nicholas I. They now enjoy
the full rights of Russian citizenship. In 1840
they secured what might be called an internal
constitution, according to which a non-spiritual
official called the Hakam—who represents them
publicly—^presides over them with the assistance
of a supreme spiiitual board, controlling the
Karaites of the Crimea and the South of Russia.
This board has its headquarters in Eupatoria ; the
first 5akam was the influential and energetic Simha
Bobovitch (1790-1855).

The more eminent Karaite scholars of the first

half of the 19th cent, were the following : Isaac b.

Solomon (1755-1826), of Chufut-Kale, was the re-

former of the Karaite calendar (cf. art. Calendar
[Jewish], vol. iii. p. 120), his views on that subject
being set forth in his 6r ha-L^hdna (printed at
Zhitomir, 1872) ; he was also the author of a work
on the ten J^araite articles of faith, entitled Iggeret
Finnat Yikrat (Eupatoria, 1834 ; Zhitomir, 1872),
numerous songs for use in the synagogue, etc.

Joseph Solomon b. Moses Lutski, sumamed
(1770-1844), was a native of Kokizov, and lived for
a time in Lutsk, whence he removed in 1802 to
Eupatoria ; his most outstanding work is his sup-
plementary commentary to the MihJidr of Aaron
D. Joseph, issued as J'irat Kdsef (Eupatoria, 1835).

David b. Mordecai Kokizov (1777-1855), a great-
grandson of Mordecai b. Nisan, was an opponent
of the foregoing, and among other works wrote a
theological treatise called Se^naJi Dawid (St. Peters-
burg, 1897). Mordecai b. Joseph Sultanski (fl.

1850-70), who had a reflective cast of mind, was
the author of various grammatical, historical, and
theological works. One of his pupils was the
kindly-natured Solomon b. Abraham Beim (b.

1817 ; t before 1860), BLakam in Chufut-Kale and
afterwards in Odessa, who was the first to intro-

duce secular subjects into Karaite schools ; he
wrote a little book on the antiquities of Chufut-
Kale {Le, ‘the Jewish refuge,’ as the place formerly
known as Kala*a came to be called).

All these writers, however, were eclipsed by
Abraham b. Samuel Firkovitch (b. Lutsk, 1786; t
Chufut-Kale, 1874), with whom begins a new epoch
not only in jjaraite historiography, but also in
the investigation of Hebrew history and literature.

Firkovitcms literary career began with the com-
position of supplementary commentaries and addi-
tions to Aaron b. Joseph’s commentary to the
Pentateuch (Eupatoria, 1836),^ and of a vigorous

1 In the thirties of last century there was formed in the
Crimea an association for the publication of earlier Karaite

anti-Rabbinical work n^ed Massa u-M^ribdh (do.
1838), which is written in rhyme and arranged in
the order of the Ten Commandments, after the
manner of the Fshk6l ha-KCfer of Hadassi de-
scribed above. At the instance of the above-
mentioned i^akam, Bobovitch, he made repeated
journeys, from 1839 onwards, to Caucasia, Egypt,
Palestine, and other countries, with the object of
discovering archaeological materials which might
serve to demonstrate the early origin of the
Karaites. It seemed at first sight as if he had
perfectly succeeded in his purpose. Both in the
Crimea and elsewhere he discovered epigraphs in
Torah rolls and other writings, tombstones, and
the like, in 'which the most remarkable data -were
treasured up. These memorials included the famous
inscription of Judah b. Moses ha-Nakdan, dating
from A.D. 604, and that of Abraham b. Simha,
from A.D. 906 ; the tombstones of Isaac Sangari,
who is said to have converted the king of the
Chamrs to Judaism, and Shabbathai Donnolo, a
Jewish scholar of Southern Italy in the 10th
cent., etc. Firkovitch contended that these vari-
ous discoveries sufficed to prove that there were
Je'ws in the Crimea as eanly as the 6th cent. B.C.,
having migrated thither in the reign of Cam-
byses, king of Persia; that the ?laraites had
persuaded the Chazars to embrace Judaism, and
-were the founders of the Massora, of Hebrew
grammar, of the Biblical sciences, etc. Incredible
as some of these inferences must appear, they
were nevertheless believed, and were even incor-
porated in histories of the Jews. Firkovitch’s
results -were accepted, in particular, by a number
ofeminentJewish scholars—Pinsker, Fiirst, Graetz,
and Chwolson. Literary criticism, however, soon
entered its protest, and pointed to various clumsy
forgeries; we need only recall the strictures of
Rapoport, Schorr, Steinschneider, Geiger (who va-
cillated, however), Neubauer, Strack, P. F. Frankl,
and, above all, Harkavy, who showed that the
above-mentioned data could not possibly serve as
hmtorical evidence. Firko'ritch, two years before
his death, summed up the result of his discoveries
in a "work entitled Ahn& ZikJcdrdn (Wilna, 1872),
in which the epigraphs in question are repro-
duced. His finds were often assailed by mere
hypercriticism, and facts and dates 'were rejected
wmch in many cases proved to be quite reliable,

as was the case, e.g,, -with regard to the existence
of many ancient i^araite scholars and their works.
An attempt to defend the genuineness of the sus-
pected tombstones was recently made by a living

Karaite 'writer ;
^ and the final solution of many of

the problems involved must be left to the future.^
When all is said, however, the work done by
Firkovitch was of an eminently serviceable Mnd.
On his journeys, besides the inscriptions referred
to, he discovered, and thus restored to science,
numerous Rabbinical and Karaite books that had
been regarded as lost. He was also instrumental
in creating an interest in the scientific investiga-
tion of Karaism, and to some extent supplied riie

materials for it.

The death of Firko'ritch ushers in a period of
complete decadence among the Karaites. Since
that time they have produced not one single
scholar of repute, but at best a few litterateurs,

as, 6.gr., Samuel Pigit (1849-1911), Kakam in
Ekaterinoslav, who published a volume of sermons,
etc., bearing the title Iggeret Nidhe Sh^rmlel (St.

Petersburg, 1894), and a collection of Tatar popular

works that still remained unprinted or had become rare, and
Firkovitch was one of the most zealous supporters of its efforts.

To this society we owe a considerable number of valuable
printed edd. of Karaite works (cf. Geiger, JUdisohe Zeitschrift,
xi. 144 ff.).

1 Judah Kokizov, 44 grobnych nadpisiey^ St. Petersburg, 1910.
2 Of. Dubnow, in Yevreyskaya Starina for 1914, p. 1 fE.
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tales, Dahdr Babur (Warsaw, 1904) ; Elijah Kazaz
(183^-1912), a man of wide and varied culture,

who, inUr alia^ translated the works of several

French popular philosophers into Hebrew ;
^ and

the Judah Kokizov just mentioned, who, however,

usually writes in Russian, Among the ^s^stites,

indeed, the Russian language has gradually dis-

possessed the Tataric.

In 1911 a number of Karaite students at the

University of Moscow tried to initiate what might
be termed a Neo-]^araite movement, and founded

a ?!araite monthly in the Russian language and
bearing the title Karaimskaya Zhizn^ which,

though it displayed great vigour, did not

survive its first year.^ A further evidence of

the spiritual impoverishment of the Karaites

is the fact that since the death of their last

Hakam, Samuel Pampulofi' (f 31st Dec. 1911), they
have failed to find an eligible successor, and are

thus in a most critical situation.® In 1897 the
Karaites in Russia numbered 12,894—637*2 males
and 6522 females (cf. the same periodical, June
1911, p. 30); and it seems unlikely that during
the last seventeen years this total has appreciably
increased, if indeed it has increased at all, as in

1909 there were but seven additions (iJ. March-
April 1912), and in 1910 only four {ih. June
1911, p. 39). Outside Russia, the sect may per-

haps number some 2000 souls in all, living in

Halicz (in Galicia), Constantinople, Cairo, Jeru-
salem, and Hit on the Euphrates; its one com-
munity of any size is that of Cairo. The future
of Karaism—the only Jewish sect in the proper
sense^ of the term—is thus a rather gloomy one.

Its vital element all through was polemics, and
this was finally exhausted by the death of its last

great champion, Abraham Firkovitch.

Literature.—i. mSTOitlCAL ±WD The iSrst really
scientific account of the ?:araites is I. M. Jost, Gesehichte
des Judenthums und seiner Sehten^ Leipzig, 1S57-69, ii.

294-381 ; materials for a history of the sect are given by S.
Pinsker, LilgTiu^e ^admoniot, Vienna, 1860, in which, however,
the writer too uncritically follovra Firkovitch (cf. the notes and
remarks of J. H. Schorr, He-Balu§t vi. 66-85, M. Stein-
schneider, Mebrdische JBiUiogrdphie, iv. ff., Leipzig, 1859,
and A. Geiger, Gesarntnelte Abhandlungen [Heb.], ed. S.
Poznanski, pp. 840-373) ; as H. Graetz, Gesohichte der Juden^
Leipzig, 1853-70, v. ff. (see the indexes, s.v. ‘Karaer’), and J.
Fiirst, Geschichte des Karaerthums, 3 vols., Leipzig, 1862-69,
likewise follow Firkovitch, they are of little use, and the latter
especially must he read with the utmost caution ; of a more
critical stamp are A. B. Gottlober, Bilglforet U'Toledot Aa*
J^ara'im (Heb.), Wilna, 1865; A. Neubauer, Aus der Peters-
burger Bibliothek, Leipzig, 1866, and I. H. Weiss, Zur
Geschichte der judischen Tradition (Heb.), iv., Vienna, 1887,
pp. 46-110. The work of the Karaite Isaac Sinani, Istoriya
vozniknovieniya i razvMiya Koraimima (Russ.), 2 vols,,
1888-89, is written from the ^faraite point of view, but quite
unserviceable. The artt. s.v. by P. F. Frankl, in Ersch and
Gruber, AUgemeine Enoyklopadie der Wissenschaften und
Kunste, Leipzig. ISlSff.; A. Harkavy, in JJS; Harkavy,
Balaban, and Hessen, in Yevreyskaya Bnzyklopedya (Russ.),
16 vols., St. Petersburg, 1908-14, and Revel, in Osar Yisrael
(Heb.), 10 vols.. New York, 1907-13, are comprehensive and are
written in view of modem scientific requirements ; B. Rvssel.
in PjRF3, is less reliable.

ii, The richest collections of Karaite MSS are found in
Leyden, St. Petersburg, and the British Museum. An account
of the Leyden MSS is given by Steinschneider, Catalogus Codi-
cum aebrmorum Bibliothecae Academice J^duno-Batavce.
Leyden, 1858 (includes also a repertorium of the history of
Karaite literature); those in St. Petersburg have not as yet
been catalogued

; on the Brit. Mus. group see R. Hoerning,
Bescnpttom and Collation ofSix Karaite MSiSi^ritish Museurn).
London, 1889, and G. Margoliouth, Catalogue of the Hebrew
and Samaritan MSS in the British Museum, i. [do. 1899] 189-
271, iL [1905] 172-196, 460-478 (notice by Poznanski, BJBJ xli.

1 Of. Poznanski, REJ Iviii. 316.
2^ earlier IJaraite journal was al-Tahdib, a bi-weekly i^hic, published in Cairo; it lived from the 12th of Au^s

1901 to 1905 (cf. R. J. H. Gotthefi, in Harkavy FtsUchrift, St
Petersburg, 3908, p. 120).

’

8 Another typical indication of the present condition of th^
sect appears in the fact that, when a Karaite synod in Eupa
tona adopted a mitigation of the marriage law in Novembe
1910, protests against it were at once forwarded from Troki
Constantinople, and Cairo (cf. Poznanski, JQR, new ser., ii
449, note 31.

805, li. 156), Certain less extensive collections are described
by J. Bardach, Mazkir libne Reshef (Heb.), Vienna, 1869 •

E. N. Adler, About Hebrew MSS, London, 1906, pp. 17-33 (cf!
Poznanski, ZDMG lx. [1906] 698), and P. Kokowzow, Hotuia
Codicum Hebraicorum.etic., St. Petersburg, 1906 (cf. PoznanslA
Zeitschr. fur hebr, Bibl. x. [1906] 25).

iii. 'AirllTAND THE GENESIS OF THEMOFEMENT.^Hexkavj,
Istoribeskiye Oberki Karaimstva (Russ.), 2 pts., 1897-1902,
*Zur Entstehung des Karaismus,* in Graetz, Geschichte der
Juden, V.4, Leipzig, 1909, pp. 472-489, *Anan,* in Jahrbuchfur
fudiscihe Geschichte und Literatur, ii. [Berlin, 1899] 107-122,
‘Anan ben David,* in JE i. 653 S. ; Poznanski, *Anan et ses
^*ts,’ REJ xliv. 161-187, xlv. 60-69, 170-203.

iv. WorksDEALING with othereminentK-i^RAITES,—Yb&m
have in most cases been cited in the course of the article

; cf,, fur-
ther, the relevant artt. by Poznanski in the Heb. Encyclopaedia,

O^ar Yisrael (‘?N"i2'' *isiM), and in the Judaao-Russian Encyclo-
paedia, Yevreyskaya Enzyklopedya. On the ^laraites who wrote
in Arabic see the corresponding artt. in Steinschneider, Die
arabische Literatur der Juden, Frankfort a. M., 1902 (cf

Poznanski, Zur judUch-arabische Litteratur, Berlin, 1904). Oo
Kirkisani see Poznanski, in Steinsohneid&r*s Festschrif
Leipzig, 1896, pp. 195-218, and Semitic Studies in Memory jf
Rev. Dr. A. Kohut, ed. G. A. Kohut, Berlin, 1897, p. 43£rf.

;

on Joshua b. Judah, M. Schreiner, ‘Studien fiber Jeschua b.

Jehuda,* in Bericht der Lehranstaltfdr die Wiss. desJudmtums
zu Berlin, xviii. [1900]; on Hadassi, Frankl, inMGWJ xxxi.[1882]
Iff., W. Bacher, ib. xl. [1895J 14 ff., and JQR viii, [1895-961
431 ff.

; on Isaac b. Abraham of Troki, Geiger, Isaak Troki,
Breslau, 1853 ; on Hrfiz, Poznanski, Die karaitische FamUie
Firuz, 1913 ; on Abraham b. Josiah of Ohufut-Kale, Poznanski,
'D W'a'K' p Dmax 'Nnpn

; on the J^araite philosophers,

S. Munk, MSlanges de philosophie juive et arahe, Paris, 1857-

59, p. 474 ff. (obsolete), and Steinschneider, Die hebraischen
Uebersetzungen des Mittelalters, Berlin, 1893, p. 449 ff. ; on the
poets of the J^araite synagogue, Luzzatto, in A. Berliner and
D. Hoffmann, O^ar fob, 1883, pp. 27-32, 1884, pp. 3-6; on
the Greek writings of the Karaites, Danon, in Actes du xvU
Co7igrb$ international des Orientalistes, 1912, p. 170 ; on their
Tatar language, K. Foy, in Mitteilungen aus dem Seminar
fur orientalische Spraehen, i. [Berlin, 1898] ; and J. Grzegor-
zewski, Em turktatarischer Dialekt in Galizien, Vienna, 1903

;

on their Tatar literature, Poznanski, in Keleti Szemele (Revue
Orwntale), xiii. 37-47, 360, xiv. 223 f.

; on the Karaites in
Galicia, Balaban, in Yevreyskaya Starina, iv. [1911] 117-121,
and Fahn, in Ha-F^dem, iii. [1912] 160-173. The special
privileges granted to the sect in Russia are tabulated in Z.
Firkovitch, Sbomik, etc. (Russ.), St. Petersburg, 1890.

v. FirkoyITCH.-—

T

here is a voluminous literature on Firko-
vitch and his discoveries. Only a selection can be given : S. L.
Rapoport, m Kerem Hemed, v. 197 ff., and in Ha-Meli§,
i. [ISCO] 227, 256; D. C’fawolson, Achtzehn hebrdische Grab-
schriften aus der Krim, St. Petersburg, 1865 ; Geiger, in
Judische Zeitschrift, xi. [1875] 142-167; A. Jellinek, Abraham
Firkowitsch, Vienna, 1875; Harkavy and H. L. Strack,
Catalog der hebraischen Bibelhandschriften . . . in Petersburg
St. Petersburg and Leipzig, 1875 (cf. Riehm, in ZDMG xxx.
[1876] 336-343, and Frankl, in MGWJ xxv. [1876] 418 ff.);

Strack, A, Firkowitsch und seine Entdeckungen, Leipzig, 1876

;

Harkavy, AltjUdische Denkmaler aus der Krim, St. Peters-
burg, 1876; Frankl, ‘Karaische Studien,’ MGWJ xxv. 64 ff.,

and in Ha-Shabar, ed. Smolensky, vii., viii. ; Deinard, nn7]n

fl'en pN‘, Warsaw, 1875, and onp XS'D, do. 1878 (written with
considerable bias).

vi. RECENT LITERATURE AND PUBLISHED TEXTS.—On Kara-
ite literature since Firkovitch’s time see Poznanski, Die kard-
ische Literatur der letztm dreissig Jahre (1878-1908), Frankfort
a. M., 1910. j^araite texts have been edited by Bacher, Barges,
J. Gurland, Harkavy, H. Hirschfeld, D. S. Margoliouth, G.
Margoliouth, Markon, Neubauer, Pinsker, Poznanski, Schreiner,
and many others. SAMUEL POZNANSZI.

KAIJiA-LINGiS,—^A class of wandering Indian
ascetics. The name is derived from Skr. kataka,
‘a ring,’ and Hhga, the male organ. They claim
to be worshippers of Siva, and are also called

Sewaras (possibly a corruption of the Skr. Mara,
the nanie of a wild mountain tribe, also used as a
title of Siva). They generally go about in troops,

with matted hair and red-ochre-coloured garments^
hut are sometimes solitary and stark naked. To
mark their triumph over sensual desires, they affix

an iron ring and chain to the male organ, which
they also mutilate. They extort money by pre-

tended miracles, such as wringing Ganges water
out of their dry matted hair. Khewaras, a sub-

variety of Sewaras, carry skulls. One of their

tricks is to turn spirituous liquor into milk, and
then to drink it ; another is to rub their hands
together till wheat or other ^ain issues from them.
The name is a fanciful one, derived from ‘ Sewara.’

The writer once met a Kara-lingi in Lower Bengal
who had his private parts locked up in a kind of
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cage. This could never be opened, except with
the consent of the head of his order, who kept the
key.
Litbratxjrb.—H. H. Wilson, Religious Sects of the Hindus,

London, 1861, p. 236 ; G. A. Grierson, tr. of the Padumdicati
of Malik Muhammad Jdisl, Calcutta, 1896, p. 17.

. , G. A. Grierson.
KARAMNASA, KARMNASA (Skr. Karma-

nd^a, ‘ that which destroys the merit of works’).

—

The accursed river of Hindu mythology, which rises
in the Kaimur hills, Bengal ; iat. 24® 32' N., long.
83® 26' E. ; forming in part of its course the
boundary between the provinces of Bengal and the
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, and finally,

after a course of about 146 miles, joining the
Ganges. It has been identified with the Kofif^epdcijs

of Megasthenes (J. \V. McCrindle, Ancient India
as described hy Megasthenes and Arrmn^ Calcutta,
1877, p. 186 ff. ). On the borders of the District of
Mirzapur it hurls itself over a sandstone precipice,
forming, under the name of Chhanpatthar, ‘the
stone-sifter,’ one of the finest waterfalls in India.
In Hindu mytholo^ the stream is connected with the legend

of Satyavrata or Tri^hku, a prince of the solar race and king
of Ayodhya. He aspired to perform a sacrifice by which, in
his mortal body, he might ascend to heaven. He requested the
sage Vasistha to officiate for him in this rite. On his appeal
being refused, he invoked the aid of the hundred sons of the
sage, by whom he was cursed and degraded to the status of a
Cha^d^a-, or out-caste. In this extremity helhad recourse to a
rival sage, ViSvamitra, who undertook the sacrifice, and invited
the presence ;of all the gods. They refused to appear, and
ViSvamitra, by his own magic-working powers, transported
Tri&inku to the skies, whence, on his arrival, he was hurled
down head-foremost to earth by the enraged deities. But
Viivamitra arrested his downward course, and he remained
suspended between heaven and earth, and formed a constella-
tion in the S. hemisphere. Another tale describes him as a
wicked prince, guilty of the three heinous sins ipri-&aihhjC) ; and
in its modern form the story states that the river is formed by
the saliva which drops from his lips as he han^s suspended in
the air. The tale seems to represent some ancient conflict of
rival cults, represented by the contest between the sages
Vasi9t.ba and Viivamitra (J. Muir, Orig. Skr. Texts, pt. i.2, 1872,

p. 371 ff.). It may have been attached to this river because, as
m other parts of India, the stream may have formed an ethnical
or endogamous boundary. It may have marked at an early
period the furthest point of the eastern advance of the Aryan-
speaking races, as in later days it formed the boundary of the
kingdom of Magadha.

Whatever may be the origin of the legend, the
river maintains its evil reputation to the present
day. Though its water flows clear as crystal, no
orthodox Hindu dares to bathe in it or drink from
it. In olden days, pilgrims employed the services
of men of low caste, who supposed themselves safe
from contamination, to convey them on their
backs across the ill-omened water. Even the
ferrymen, when the river was in flood during the
rainy season, were implored by their passengers
not to splash up the water with their oars. To
obviate the risKS to which pilgrims were thus
exposed, the famous Bani Analya Bai of Indor
attempted to bridge it ; but she failed, and the
work was finally accon^lished by a wealthy
banker of Benares, Raja Patni Mai. This bridge
and another on the E. Indian Railway now secure
safe transit for orthodox Hindus.

Liter.ATURB.—H. H. Wilson, Vishnu Purdha, London, 1864-

77, iii. 284-287 ; F. Buchanan, in M. Itfartin, Bastem India,
do. 1838, i. 899 fP. ; J. Dowson, Classical Dictionary, do. 1879,
p. 288 fl. ; Bholanauth Chunder, Travels of a Hindoo, do.

1869, i. 234 f. ; Memoirs ofBaber, tr. J. Leyden and W, Erskine,
do. 1826, p. 408 ;

Ain-i-Akbari, tr. H. Blochmann and H. S.

Jarrett, Calcutta, 1873-94, iL 161 ; IGI xv. [1908] 21.

W. Crooke.
KARARIS.—^A sect of Indian Saktas {g.v,).

The origin of the name is unknown. It may be an
Indianized form of the Persian gara/n, ‘firm,’
‘ established,’ in the sense of ‘ stanch,’ or a deriva-
tive of the Skr. Jcardla, ‘ terrific,’ the Kararis being
worshippers of Devi in her terrific form. Accord-
ing to Wilson, they are the modern representa-
tives of the Aghoraghantas and Kapalikas, who
in former times sacrificed human beings to Kali,
Chamunda, Chhinnamastaka, and other hideous
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personifications of the Sakti of Siva. The modem
Kararis inflict upon themselves bodily tortures,
piercing the flesh with hooks or spits, running
sharp-pointed instruments through the tongue and
cheeks, gashing themselves with knives, or lying
upon beds with sharp-pointed spikes. This is

usually done to extort money rather than for
devotion.
Literature.—For the general question of this self-inflicted

torture see J. A. Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs, and Cere-
monies, ed. H. K. Beauchamp, Oxford, 1906, p. 697 ff. For the
Kararis see H. H. Wilson, Religious Sects of the Hindus,
London, 1861, i. 264, and K. Raghunathji, in lA x. [1881] 73.

G. A. Grierson.
KARENS.—-See Burma.

KARLE, KARLI (also kno'wn as Viliarganv,
‘ temple-village ’).—^A place on the road from Bom-
bay to Poona ; lat. 18" 45' N., long. 73® 29'E .

;

famous
as the site of important Buddhist caves, excavated
a little before the Christian era.

*It is the largest as well as the most complete chaitya cave
hitherto discovered in India, and was excavated at a time when
the style was in its greatest purity. In it all the architectural
defects of the previous examples are removed

; the pillars of the
nave are quite perpendicular. The screen is ornamented with
sculpture—its first appearance apparently in such a position—
and the style had reached a perfection never afterwards sur-
passed' (J. Fergusson, Hist, of Indian and Eastern ArchX i.

142).

The building resembles, to a very great extent,
an early Christian church in its arrangement,
consisting of a nave and side-aisles, terminating
m an apse or semi-dome, round which the aisle
is carried. Its arrangement and dimensions are
similar to those of the choir of Norwich Cathedral,
or of the Abbaye aux Hommes at Caen, omitting
the outer aisles in the latter building.

* Of the interior we can judge perfectly, and it certainly is as
solemn and grand as any interior can well be, and the mode of
lighting the most perfect—one undivided volume of light coming
through a single opening overhead at a very favourable angle,
and falling directly on the ddgaba or principal object in the
building, leaving the rest in comparative obscurity. The effect
is considerably heightened by the closely-set thick columns that
divide the three aisles from one another, as they suffice to
prevent the boundary walls from ever being seen ; and as there
are no opening in the walls, the view between the pillars is

practically unlimited ’ (t&. i. 147 f.).

Immediately under the semi-dome of the apse is

a great ddgaba, or relic-shrine, which originally
was probably painted and decorated, or adorned
with hangings. This is surmounted hy a tee

(Burmese h'ti) with the remains of a wooden
umbrella which originally overhung it. The cave
is entered from three doorways under a gallery
like onr roodlofts, forming one great window
through which light is admitted to the interior.

Near the great cave is a Hindu shrine dedicated to
Ekvira, the goddess of the Koli tribe, which is

probably older than the Buddhist excavations.
Literature.—J. Fergusson, Hist, of Indian and Eastern

Arch,^, London, 1910 ; Fergrusson-Burgess, The Cave Temples
of India, do. 1880 ; L- Rousselet, India and its Eative
Princes, do. 1882, p. 64 ff., with illustrations; BG xviii. [1885]
pt. iii. p. 454 ff. ; IGI xv. [1908] 44 ff. W. CROOKE.

KARMA.—X, Importance of doctrine.—The
Indian solution of the great riddle of the origin of
suffering and the diversity of human conditions
is to be found in the word karma, which, through
the theosophists, has become familiar to European
ears. Hindus believe that souls have been trans-
migrating from the beginning ; they practically hold
that the wellbeing or the suffering of everybody is

only the result of former acts (karma). This solu-

tion of the great riddle is not altogether satisfac-

tory, as we get no answer concerning the ‘very
beginning’; but it is a happy one, eminently
moral, and to a large extent a true one.
The doctrine of karma, i.e. acts and their retri-

bution, is of great antiquity in India. It gradually
broke away from Vedic naturalism, mysticism, and
piety.
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* Karma struck hard against the old belief in sacrifice, penance,

and repentance as destroyers of sin* (E. W. Hopkins, JRAS,
1906, p. 683).

It became formtilated at an early stage in definite

terms

:

* As a man himself sows, so he himself reaps ; no man inherits

the good or evil act of another man. The fruit is of the same
quality with the action, and, good or had, there is no destruc-

tion of the action
'
(ib. p. 681).

This doctrine might be called the essential

element, not only of all moral theories in India,

but also of popular belief. If a person is born
deformed or unhealthy, it must be—so people say

—because of sins committed in his former life. It

is in Buddhism, however, that the doctrine of

karma reaches its climax and assumes a unique
character. Elsewhere it meets with correctives;

there are counteractions to human acts ; hut in

Buddhism it may be said that karma explains

everything, or ought to.

2. Ego and karma.—Other Indian philosophies

admit the existence of a self-existent soul or an
ego. In Buddhist philosophy the ego is merely a
collection of various elements constantly renewed,
which are combined into a pseudo-personality only
as the result of action. It has, therefore, been
asserted that Buddhism does not admit transmigra-
tion : when a being dies, a new being is bom and
inherits his karma; what transmigrates is not a
person, but his karma. This explanation is justi-

fied by some texts ;
^ but it would be more exact

to put the matter in a different way : an existence

is a section of the existence of a certain soul—or,

to use Buddhist terms, of a ‘series’ composed of

thoughts, sensations, volition, and material ele-

ments. This series never had a beginning. It

has to * eat ’ the fruits of a certain number of acts

under certain conditions, and the experience of

these acts constitutes an existence (see Death
[Buddhist]). When this existence comes to an end,
there are still some acts to be ‘ eaten,’ both new
and old. The series, therefore, passes into another
existence, and lives a new section of life, under new
conditions. It cannot be said that acts are the
sole material cause of this re-incamation ; for the
physical elements of the new being, blood and
seed, are not intelligent ; karma (the possibilities

of retribution called karma) is not intelligent

;

while the new being is intelligent from the embryo.
It is the * series ’ as a whole, with all its moral and
material elements, that is incarnated. If the
series does not dissolve at death, if it becomes
re-incamate, it is because its acts must entail
retribution. The new being is what its acts have
made it ; all the pleasant and unpleasant experi-
ences to which it will have to submit are simply
the retribution of acts. In fact, there is no agent
(kartar)

;

there is nothing but the act and its fruit

;

organs, thoughts, and external things are all the
frait of acts, in the same way as pleasant and
unpleasant sensations.

3. Karma and destiny.—Over and above human
energy and free will Brahmanism placed destiny
(daiva^ from dem, ‘ god ’). To Buddhists destiny
is merely ‘past acts.’ The earlier Indian belief
was that the world was re-created by Brahma at
the end of each period of chaos. Buddhists hold
that the whole universe, with all its variety, is the
work of acts. But by ‘ acts ’ we must here under-
stand the combined mass of the acts of all beings

;

e.y., at the beginning of the re-creation of the world
there rise in the vast void of the universe ‘ winds
bom of acts,’ which heap up the clouds from which
the creative rain will pour, and so on (see Cos-
MOGOijy AND Cosmology [Buddhist]).

4. Nature of karma.— ‘ Act ’ was variously
interpreted by the Indian philosophers. The early

^ The present writer has recently found one text with this
meaniofi:, Abhidharmalco^abha^a, iii. 24 ; hut see ib. iii Ilf,

thinkers attributed an importance to liturgical
action and penance which Buddhists contest or
even deny. For them an act is essentially action
that can be morally qualified. It is (1) volition
[chetand), mental or spiritual act {mdnasa), and (2)
what is born of volition, what is done by volition,

what a person does after having willed, i.e. bodily
or vocal act. Mental acts are acts par excellence^

inasmuch as there is no act without mental action.
We are what we think ; we are what we will.^ No
act is imputable, or, in Buddhist terminology,
accumulated {upachita)^^ put in reserve for future
retribution, unless it is intentional, deliberate,
accomplished, and free from regret and antidote
(remorse, confession, etc.). Ohetand^ being mental,
leaves traces {vdsands) in the ‘ series of thoughts ’

(vijMnasantdna) ; this is the explanation of retri-

bution. In certain cases the act of thought is the
most potent act; the anger of a e.g., can
depopulate a whole region. But the mental act is

not the only act ; and, as a rule, ‘ what one does
after having willed’ is more important than the
willing. To kill an enemy is more efficacious and
more serious than to wish to kill him. Hence the
importance of physical and spoken acts. Physical
and spoken acts make something known {vijfia-

payaU)y for speech and gesture are significant

;

they are, therefore, named mjriapti ; but the Bud-
dhist school admits that they create avijnapti. By
avijnapti we must understand a thing of particular

nature, derived from the four great material ele-

ments, earth, water, etc., hut subtle. Once pro-

duced by a conscious and voluntary vocal or bodily
act, it exists and develops of its own accord,

without the agency of thought, unconseioasly,

whether a man is sleeping, waking, or absorbed in

contemplation. It is part of the series that te,kes

the place of the soul in Buddhism.
5, Samvara and asamvara.—Here we must

notice the important tenet of samvara, moral
restraint, and its opposite, asamoara. The man
who, in accordance with the established miss of

the community, undertakes to keep the Buddhist
vows, or simply the five rules ‘not to kill,’ ‘not
to steal,’ etc., creates by this solemn declaration

{vijnapti) an avijnapti of particular virtue. This
avijnapti constitutes what might be compared

—

roughly, of course—to the merit attaching to

religious vows in Christian theology. The merit of

the man who has declared {vij'Plapayati) his inten-

tion of keeping the vows goes on increasing. Every
abstention from murder, theft, etc., is reckoned a
merit to him, though, as a nile, it is no special

merit to the ordinary man to abstain from those

crimes. The samvara constituted by the accept-

ance of rules continues to exist until the mles are

categorically renounced—until an act is committed
which is in direct opposition to them.
The man who, on the other hand, devotes him-

self professionally to a certain sin—the murderer,
butcher, judge, or king—lives in asamvara, and is

vowed to perdition.

6, Pure and impure karma.—There are two
kinds of acts: acts free from dsf'avas, or pure

acts, and acts accompanied by dsravas, or impure
acts. The meaning of dsrava is not quite certain

(‘deadly floods’ [according to Ehys Davids] ;
‘ dis-

charge, matter, pus ’ [Childers]), but it is right to

say that it has something to do with desire and
ignorance : ‘ pure ’ means free from passion {kleka).

Being free from desire and ignorance, pure acts

have no retribution ; they do not contribute to

existence ; they are, by their nature, the destroyer

of existence ; they prepare the way to nirvania.

Such are the * volitions ’ by which one gets rid of

human and transitory interests to contemplate and

^ In this the Buddhists differ from the Jains, who do not

recognize mental acts.
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meditate upon the four ‘noble truths’ by which
one enters into the path of Arhatship.
All other acts are impure, and are further dis-

tinguished as good or bad, merit or demerit. The
principle of distinction seems to be retribution

:

the act with pleasant retribution is good
; that

with unpleasant retribution is bad. It may also be
said that acts performed with a view to happiness
in this world are bad ; acts performed with a view
to happiness in the world beyond are good. We
sometimes meet with the noteworthy statement
that good and bad actions {sucharita duiAduicharita)
are characterized by their intention for the good or
harm of others.

7. Roots of karma.—The good act {kuiala) has
three roots ; the absence of lust {alohJia), of hatred
{advesa)y and of error {amoha). All bad acts are
in contradiction to good acts ; but false doctrine
alone (mUAyadrsii)^^ deni&l of good and bad, of
fruit, of salvation ’—cuts the * roots of the good
act.’

_

It must, however, be strong-strong (there
are nine categories: weak-weak, weak-medium,
weak-strong, etc.). Only men can cut the root;
gods cannot, because they know the retribution of
acts ; women cannot, according to some teachers,
owing to their instability of mind. In order to
cut the root, a man must be an ‘intellectual’
{drsticharita\ B, being capable of a strong deter-
mination to sin; this excludes ‘passionate men’
{trmacharita)y eunuchs, the damned, and animals.
The roots are restored by doubt as to the exist-
ence of good and evil, and by recovery of belief in
good and evil.

8. Classifications of karma. —Acts are distin-
guished as of three kinds: good \kuiala), bad
{akukala\ and indifferent {avyakrta)^ i,e, bene-
ficial, pernicious, and neither the one nor the
other; i.e, acts protecting from suffering either
temporarily (by assuring a happy lot) or finally
(leading^ to nirvdxia), acts followed by unpleasant
retribution, and acts different from both of these
—not to be * enjoyed ’ pleasantly or painfuUy.
Acts may also be classified as meritorious {punya),

demeritorious {apunya), and fixed {aninjya). ’ The
good act of the sphere of desire, i.e, bearing fruits
which -will be well rewarded in the sphere of desire
{Kamadhatu*, see Cosmogony and Cosmology
[Buddhist]), is called meritorious ; when it attaches
itself to a higher sphere, it is called ‘ fixed.’ As a
matter of fact, the retribution of a good act in the
sphere of desire is not absolutely determined : an
action which ought to have a retribution of force,
beauty, and so on, may in fact be enjoyed in a
divine, human, or animal birth. This is not the
case with the good act to be rewarded in the
higher spheres ; here an act never gets retribution
in one stage instead of in another. The demeri-
torious act is the bad act. The act which is a
final protection from suffering, i.e. which leads to
nirvana^ is good (kuiala), since it is ‘pure,’ but
not meritorious {punya).

^
9. Retribution (oipdka).—The fruit of retribu-

tion of acts includes not only the sensation, but
also everything that determines the sensation

—

organs, etc. The three kinds of acts produce
agreeable sensation [sukkavedanlya), disagreeable
sensation, and indifferent sensation. The first
two^ are^ easily understood ; the proper sphere of
retribution for the third is the foui-th ecstasy ; but
it is also believed that the indifferent act produces
the vital organ, etc., and other data hedonistically
neutral. It is regarded as §ood, but not intense.
Acts inay be {a) determinate {niyata), and (6)

indeterminate {aniyata)—Le., they involve or do
not involve a necessary retribution.

(a) Five kinds of acts are called dnantaryas,
‘ immediate,’ because their retribution (hell) can-
not be interrupted by an act allowing of fruit in

another existence : matricide, patricide, murder of
an Arhat, schism, and malicious wounding of a
Buddha. Mother and father are benefactors in
an eminent degree ; the Arhat, the community,
and the Buddha are ‘fields of qualities,’ To kill
one’s father in the endeavour to kill flies is not
dnantarya

;

but to kill an Arhat without knowing
that he is an Arhat is dnantarya, because the in-
tent to murder is determined :

‘ I shall kill some
one.’

Acts said to be ‘ similar to dnantaryas,* and
necessarily entailing hell, are violation of a mother
who is an Arhati, murder of a Bodhisattva, murder
of a saint of the iaiksa class, theft from the com-
munity, and destruction of a stupa.

{b) The retribution of all other acts may be
arrested (1) by the acquisition of the spiritual stage
called ‘patience’ (ksdnti), which brings one past
the stage of retribution of acts leading to evil des-
ti^iy, just as a man may escape his creditors by
emigrating

; (2) by the acquisition of the quality
of the saint ‘ who never returns ’ [andgdmin) ; one
passes beyond the sphere of desire; only those
acts bear

^
fruit which must bear fruit in this

present existence
; (3) by the acquisition of Arhat-

ship ; all karma is destroyed, with the reservation
already noted. When, by so-called ‘ worldly ’ per-
fection (taukilm), i.e, not properly Buddhist, a
man obtains birth into the higher spheres and de-
tachment from all affection for the sphere of desire,
the retribution of acts to be rewarded in the sphere

I

of desire is suspended, since the lower sphere can-
not be finally abandoned except by tne ‘noble
path.’

Good acts of the body, voice, and thought are
purification; they arrest, either temporarily or
finally, soiling by the passions of bad acts.
A distinction is^ also drawn between (1) the act

felt in the same life in which it is accomplished;
(2) the act felt in the following life ; and (3) the
act felt later.

10. Projection of karma.

—

^An existence is ‘ pro-
jected,’ or caused, by an act ; but a number of acts
combine to condition an existence, and hence the
variety of human fortune. Here the theory of the
white-black act applies.
Every bad act is black ; the act that is good in relation to

the higher spheres is white ; the act that is good in relation
to the sphere of desire is white-black, because, being always
weak, it is always mixed with evil. It is good in itself, but
co-exists in the ‘ series ’ (soul) along with bad acts.

A human existence cannot be projected except by
a good act. But, supposing this existence follows
an infernal existence, the latter has been projected,
in the course of the existence preceding it, by a
bad act ‘ to be punished in a following existence ’

;

the former has oeen projected, in the course of the
same preceding existence, by a good act ‘to be
rewarded in an existence following the follow-
ing.’ In a human existence follo'vving upon an
infernal existence, a man may have a short life,

or may suffer scarcity of food and property, or
may wed an unfaithful wife, etc. Au these mis-
fortunes are the fruit of the stream [nisyanda)
of murder, theft, adultery, etc., which have had
infernal existence as their fruit of retribution
(vipaka).

A man causes suffering to the living being whom
he kills, therefore he must suffer in hell {vipaka)

;

he makes him die, therefore he must himself die
soon {nisyanda).
Acts have also a fruit of a general kind. Towards

the end of the little cosmic period {antarakalpa ;

see Cosmogony and Cosmology [Buddhist]),
plants etiolate, are crushed by stones and rain, and
bear little fruit; this is the result of a super-
abundance of murder, theft, etc. — the fruit of
karma as sovereign {adhipati). The creation of
the universe is the result of the acts of all beings
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together; the hells are created by the acts that

require to be punished in hell, and so on.

II. Paths of karma.—^Among good and bad acts

ten paths of acts {karmapatha) are distinguished

because of their gravity ;
(a) for the body : murder,

theft, and forbidden love ; {b) for the voice : lying,

slander, insolence, and ‘ unprofitable conversation
’

(stultiloquium, etc.); (c) for the spirit: covetous-

ness, malice, and false doctrine. Their opposites

are abstention from murder, etc.

False doctrine (jmthy&dx^i) is the denial of good and eva,

of retribution and salvation. It is bad because it is the principle

of the will to hurt others.

The first seven, from murder to * stultiloquium,’

are physical and spoken acts {karma), ana paths

of acts {karmapatha), t.e. paths of mental action,

i,e, volition {chetana ) ; the last three, covetousness,

malice, and false doctrine, are not acts, but simply

paths of volition. Confusion of passions {kle^as)

with acts must be avoided.

We must further distinguish in an act the pre-

paration, the act proper, and the ‘ back ’ {prstha)

—

e.g., all the preparation for the murder of an animal
by the butcher (the going to the market to buy the

beast, etc.), the actual death-dealing blow, and
the cutting up and selling of the meat. The act

proper alone constitutes the ‘path of act*; and
hence important consequences arise from the point

of view of responsibility.

It is also to be noted that the ‘ path of act ’ pre-

supposes accurate knowledge of what one is doing,

and is incompatible with a mistake in the person.

When one is in doubt whether the thing which he
hits is alive or not, he is thinking of destruction,

but not of murder. The Jains hold that the man
who commits a murder without intent is none the
less guilty, just as amanwho touches fire is burned.

3?his, however, would lead to palpable absurdities. The Jain
himself would be culpable for preaching terrible austerities

;

the embryo and the mother would be culpable for making each
other suffer ; the murdered being himself would be culpable,

since he is the origin of the action of murder. Further, a man
would not be guilty of murder if he got another person to
commit it ; for we are not burned if we touch fire by means of
another.

All this is very well worked out, but in other
things the school is not so wise.

If a man has intercourse with another man’s wife, thinking
that she is his own, he is not guilty of adultery. If he has
intercourse with another’s wife while thinking that she is the
wife of a third man, opinions differ as to his guilt. Some hold
him guilty of adultery, for the wife of another man is the object
of the preparation and the object of the indulgence. Others
say that there is no adultery, for the object of the preparation
and the object of the indulgence are different persons.

The somewhat mechanical and very scholastic
character of the Buddhist theoiy of retribution
may be illustrated by the subjective and objective
elements in giving.

For a thorough valuation of the merit of giving, or charity
(ddna), we must take into account (1) the qualities of the giver
(faith, morality, learning, etc.), and the manner of giving (mth
respect, with the right hand, at the opportune moment, etc.)

;

(2) the qualities of the object given (excellence in colour, smell,
etc.)

;
and (3) the qualities of the person who receives

; (a) excel-
lence in relation to his lot in life ; a gift made to an immoral
man has 100 times the value of one made to an aniTnai

; (fj\
excellence due to suffering

;
a gift to an invalid, a person who

is cold, etc.
; (c) excellence due to services received (parents,

preacher of the True Law, etc.) ; and (d) excellence due to
qualities (morality, knowledge, etc.).

There is a hierarchy among acts— whether
one’s destiny is human, or infernal, etc., is deter-
mined morality {§ila, abstention from murder,
etc.), (^ifts are only a sort of extra, to assure
riches and other enjoyments.

lJTEiUTTrRB.---ri.&AidAunn.aAo^a&Ad$ya, ch. iv. (tr. in Mus4o
Louvain, 1914), gives a complete r6sum6 of the doctrine
harma in Buddhism

; R. Spence Hardy, Manual of JBtcd
lam^, London, 1880, p. 461 f.; ‘Birth Stories’ (J&taJeas) ai
Avad&nas contain many details on the retribution of karm.<aaa i

Avauuivnws uuuiAia many aecaus on une reuriDucion of fcarm
see, e.p., E. Chavannes, Cinq cents conies et apologues eastra
du THpitaka, Paris, 1911. Every work on the philosophies a
religions of India contains some exposition of the doctrine

E. W. Hopkins, The Beligions cf India, Londc

1896, pp. 199, 231, etc. ; A. Barth, The Religions ofIndia, do. 1882
pp. 77, 110 ; P. Oltramare, Hist, des iddes thiosophiques dans
VInde, i. (Paris, 1906) 99, 196 ; H. C. Warren, Buddhism in
Trarislations, Cambridge, Mass., 1896, Index, s.v. ‘Karma’*
R. C. Childers, Diet, of the Pali Language, London, 1876, pp*
178 f., 198. Special mention may be made of the articles by
E. W. Hopkins on * Modifications of the Karma Doctrine ’ in
JRAS, 1906, pp. 681-593, 1907, pp. 665-672, which give a clear
view of the contradictions and evolution of the doctrine. For
the theory of the Jains, who regard action as a subtle matter
see the texts translated by H. Jacobi in SBE xxii. [1884] and
xlv. [1895], and of. art. Jainism.

L. DE LA Vall^ie Poussin.

KARMA-MARGA.—Of the three ways of salva-
tion as commonly conceived in orthodox Hinduism,
harma-marga,j^na-marga, and bhakti-marga, the
first, though least considered by the philosophers,
has probably been most followed by tne vast bulk
of the people. These three ways— though not
necessarily inconsistent with each other (in this

resemhling the respective Gospels of the Apostles
James, John, and Paul, with their peculiar stress

laid upon the necessity for works, knowledge, and
faith), and combined, as in the Bhagavad-Glta, into
one consistent system—^have usually been placed
to some extent in mutual opposition, and may
well be treated separately here. In particular,

we shall find a certain opposition between works
and knowledge ; the idea of bhakti, loving faith,

is of considerably later origin. The doctrine of

salvation according to works will best he treated

by considering the relative importance attached
to it in the different phases of religious develop-

ment in India, taken in the following order.
Rigveda, Brahmanas, the philosophical Brahmanic
development, the Dharmaiastras as reflecting popu-
lar Brahmanism, and the Bhagavad-Gltd. But
it must always be borne in mind that no real

line of demarcation can be drawn between these

periods; each merges insensibly into, or exists

contemporaneously with, the other. ^

(1) In the Eigveda the gods are concrete, active,

anthropomorphic beings ; therefore man’s attitude

towards them must also be something concrete and
active. They are not mere abstractions to be ap-

prehended only by the intellect, or by some process

of mystical cognition ; but they are beings, whose
works can he perceived by the ordinary senses, and
who must, therefore, be propitiated and appeased
by concrete actions. Hence sacrifice, though not
as yet grown to unwieldy proportions, is a necessary

means to obtaining the favour of the gods, and a
share in that after life which, though still misty
and undetermined, is the aim of all. Some have
seen in the hymns only a simple nature-poetry,

others only the accompaniment of an elaborate

sacrificial ritual. The truth probably lies in the

middle way, that, while many are simple out-

bursts of devotional feeling, some undoubtedly
possess a strictly ritualistic setting. ^ But sacri-

fice alone was not sufficient ; for to find favour

with heaven a man must also be piously minded
towards gods and mams, liberal towards priests,

courageous, and truthful ; while in the last hook
we see the first be^nnings of the demand for

those ascetic austerities that attained to such a
monstrous growth in later times.®

(2) Coming to the Brahmanas, we find a complete

change. The sacrifice, now called karma, or work
par excellence, is all-important. It overshadows
the whole of life ; every action must be regulated

with regard to it ; and without it nothing can be
obtained or hoped for. By its means alone can a

man expect to attain salvation, still for the most
part loolced upon as a material heaven.* Not only

men but the gods also are subject to its influence,

1 Von Schroeder, Indiem Literatur und Cultur, p. 291;

Hopkins, Religiom of India, p. 7.

2 Of. Hopkins, p. 13 ff., and literature there quoted.
2 Rigveda, x. cliv. 2, cix. 4 ; Hopkins, p. 148.

4 Hopkins, p. 204 ff.
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and by it have obtained their present position.^

Henceforward karma, as a way of salvation,

always carries with it the connotation of sacri-

fice and ritual. The intention that accompanies
the deed is of no importance, only the deed itself.^

At the same time the power of good actions is

recognized. In the Brahmanas we meet with
the phrase ‘man’s debts.’ These debts are, to
the gods, sacrifice; to the seers, study of the
Veda; to the manes, offspring; to feUow-men,
hospitality. Whoever pays them has discharged
all nis duties, and by him aU is obtained, all is

won.*

(3) Meanwhile philosophic speculation had ad-
vanced. The universe was no longer an aggre-
gation of separate material entities. Behind all

was one uniform self-existent cause.^ Individual
souls owe their self-consciousness to the action of

ignorance on the primal non -conscious cause,

Brahman ; the whole material world is the result

of illusion. Self-consciousness will continue as
long as actions which lead to re-birth {samsdra)
continue.® The aim of religion or philosophy is

to free the individual from re-birth and the con-
tinuation of self-consciousness. This result can
be attained only by knowledge, jndna, a recog-

nition of the essential iniity of the seeming
individual with Brahman. This is the jndna-
mdrga, as opposed to the karma-mdrga, or path
of works, which can lead only to re-birth, in
accordance with the truth that every action

must be followed by its reaction. But, despite

this necessity for desisting from action, the
Vedantist recognizes that such a course, at least

at first, is not altogether possible. By a right

series of actions the searcher after salvation may
fit himself to proceed to the higher knowledge

:

the karma-mdrga leads into the jndna-mdrga, by
which alone the goal is to be reached. Ramanuja,
in his commentary on the Veddnta-sutra, says

:

* For tiie fact is that the enquiry into Brahman—the fruit of

which enquiry is infinite in nature and permanent—follows

immediatdy in ^e case of him who, having read the Veda
together with its auxiliary disciplines {i.e. that part of religious

literature dealing with actions, the has reached
the knowledge that the fruit of mere works is limited and non-
permanent, and hence has conceived the desire of final release.’ ^

But, since actions may lead to the higher path
of knowledge, where is to be found the authority

to decide the kind of actions necessary? This is

the Veda. Speakmg of the authority of the Veda,
Sankara says

:

‘ Here others raise the following objection Although the
Veda is the means of gaining a right knowledge of Brahman,
yet it intimates Brahman only as the object of certain injunc-

tions. . . . Why so? Because the Veda has the purport of either

instigating to action or restraining from it.’ 7

But to make the Veda the final authority by no
means solves all difficulties. The gTeat bulk of the
karma prescribed by the Veda consists of sacrifice.

To begin with, there can be little doubt that before

and during the time of the composition of the Brah-
manas, among Brahmans belonging to different

schools and different localities, different sacrificial

customs had arisen, but that, after the Brahmanas
had been composed and had acquired some sort of

general authority, it was felt necessa^ to reconcile

these outside sacrificial practices with those pre-

scribed by the Brahmanas. Further, even within
the Veda itself was to be found a mass of bewilder-

ing inconsistencies—a fact not surprising, when we
consider the great differences in time, authorship,
and purpose. The difficulties thus arising were
many. A few of the more typical may be men-

1 Satapatha Brdhmava, m. 1 4. 3, iv. iii. 2. 6 ;
Aitareya Br.

n. i. 1.

2 Sat. Br. I. vi. 3. 8.

8 Ib. I. viL 2, 1 ff.; Hopkins, p. 202 f.

4 See artt. VedInta and Sankhya.
5 See art. Karma. 6 SBJS xlviii. [1904] 3 f.

T SBB xxxiv. [1890] 23 1; cf. also the Bha?ya on Jaimini-
Sutra, I. i. 2. 5, quoted by Sankara.

tioned. It sometimes happened that the Brahmana-
passage describing the action of a certain sacrifice

was not always in harmony with the mantra to be
recited during the performance

:

* The Brahmaqa-passage maintains that from out a series of
sacrificial acts a certain one is to be performed in the sixth
place, while in the section that contains the mantras accom-
panying the series of acts the mantra referring to the particular
act occupies the tenth place.* ^

Agam, it may not be made quite clear who it is

that must perform the sacrifice, or how exactly any
one of the numerous modifications of the typical
sacrifices, which the Veda describes in full detail,

is to be performed. The necessity for clearing up
all such obscure points led to the formation of a set
of rules, in accordance with which it was possible

to settle disputed points without impugning in any
way the authority of the Veda.

* So for instance ... it is laid down that, whenever the place
of the mantras accompanying a certain action and the place
assigned to the action by a Brahmana-passage are in conflict,

the mantra is to have greater weight than the Brahmana,
because the former, being actually recited during the sacrifice,

is connected with it more intimately than the latter, which is

not directly used during the performance.’ 2

These rules, and the principles lying behind
them, are collected in the sutras of Jaimini, which
form the ^ound of the Purua-mlmdmsd, or ‘Pre-
liminary investigation,’ as opposed to the Uttara-
rmmdmsd, or ‘Secondary Investigation’ {j.e. into
the nature of Brahman); for the necessity of
works comes before the necessity of knowledge.
The Purva-mlmdnisaka devoted considerable at-

tention to the criteria of knowledge. They are
five in number : sense-perception, inference, com-
parison, presumption, and verbal information, with
sometimes a sixth—non-existence. But of only one
do they make considerable use

—

kabda, or verbal
information, i.e. Scripture. For duty cannot rest

on human authority, which is fallible, but must
rest on some infallible authority, and this is found
only in the Veda. Hence there follows the neces-

sity of proving the infallibility and superhuman
origin {apauruseyatva) of the Veda (for a dis-

cussion of the proof see Max Miiller, Six Systems
of Indian Philosophy, p. 270 ff.). For the rest the
Mimdmsd is occupied with the explanation and
conciliation, in accordance with those principles

of interpretation and authority, of apparently
conflicting instructions and statements contained
in the Veda.

(4) We have now reached a point at which we
can consider how these two different religious

attitudes—salvation according to works and salva-

tion according to knowledge—were combined into

one consistent system for the practical purposes of

everyday life. This is seen in the precepts of the
Dharnmidstras—books dealing with religious and
social duties. In this respect their prescriptions

concern only the three upper—or Aryan—castes

;

neither with the^rma-marganoT with tlaQjndnct-

mdrga has the Sudra anything to do. For the
Aryan it was necessary as a boy to study the Veda

;

as a householder to perform sacrifices ; and, finally,

there was an ever-growing desire to spend the last

few years of life in the quiet shelter of the forest,

or as a beggar, wandering from village to village,

ever in search of that knowledge of his own unity
with the universal Brahman which alone could
bring final release from the cycle of birth and death.
In this way, with the passing of time the life of an
Aryan came to be divided into four definite stages,

called diramas. At a certain age, which varied
with the caste to which the boy belonged (for the
Brahman the eighth to the tenth year), the young
Aryan was sent to the house of a Brahman, there

to live and be taught theVeda. For a period which
might vary from twelve to forty-eight years,® the
student must remain with his teacher, whom it was

1 Thibaufc, Arthmaihgraha, p. iv. 2 Ib. p. v.

8 Zpastaw^OrdharnuLsutra, 1. 1. 2. 12-16.
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his constant duty to help and care for. In return
for this the teacher, called the guru^ instructed the
student, or hrahmacharin, in the knowledge of

tlie Veda. At the end of his time of study
the hrahmacharin left the house of his guru, and
with the title of sndtaTca, ‘ one who has bathed,’
entered into the dsrama of a grhastha, ‘house-
holder.’ Now, in addition to the duties which he
owed his family, he had to engage in a definite

series of sacrifices addressed to the gods and the
spirits of his ancestors. But, when his sons were

f
rown up and could themselves found families, his

uties were finished ; the end of the way of works
was already in sight. With or without his wife
he might now take refuge in the forest as a vdna-
prastha

;

freed from almost all duties and sacred
rites, he was at liberty to spend his days in

meditation. Last of all, renouncing every remain-
ing duty, he was ready to enter the final stage of
a sannydsin, and to leave behind him for ever the
Tcarma-marga, free to travel along the path of

knowledge, wandering from village to village,

until death removed the last barrier that prevented
his absorption into the universal Brahman. In
this way the journey, taken by not a few, began
upon the path of works and ended upon the path
of knowledge.

(5) Lastly, we have to consider the doctrine of
works as it appears in the Bhagavad-Gitd. Hither-
to the works that have been included under the
designation of karma have been chiefly the sacrifices

and general religious duties laid doTO in the
Brahmanas and the law-books, and they have
been performed entirely for the sake of the per-
former. In the Bhagavad-Glta we meet with a
completely different conception. Knowledge is no
longer the only way that leads to salvation ; that
may be reached also through bhahti (loving faith),

or by works. But works, to be efiScacious for
salvation, must be disinterested. The karma-yoga,
as this rule of works is called, has two phases. In
the first the follower of the rule must discharge all

his religious and social duties in utter indifference
and unattachment to their fruits. He makes a
sacrifice to the Lord of all his works, so that they
no longer bind his soul to existence. Thus detached
from fll desires, he gains final redemption. The
following verse is typical

;

‘This world is fettered hy works, save in the work that has
for its end the sacrifice. Work to this end do thou fulfil, 0 son
of Kunti, free from attachment * 3—in the words of the Christian

;

‘ Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do
all to the glory of God.* ^ For a fuller discussion of this see art.
Bhagavad-Gita.

The attitude of Buddhism differs little in this
respect. In fact, one may reasonably surmise that
the author of the Bhagavad-Gltd was influenced
by Buddhist doctrines. Selfishness is the one thing
that the Buddhist must avoid j acts performed with
reference to self only hind the doer more firmly to
the wheel of existence ; hut works of unselfish love
are without effect, except in so far as they bring
the worker nearer that absolute detachment which
alone can open the gates of nirvana,
*Our mind shall not waver. No evil speech will we utter.

Tender and compassionate will we abide, loving in heart, void
of malice within . . . and with that feeling Pove] as a basis, we
will ever be suffusing the whole world with thought of love,
?ar-reaching, grown great, beyond measure, void of anger and
lU-wiil.’ 8

To-day in India we may still find the old contrast
between the path of knowledge and the path of
works. There is the philosopher, who sits meditat-
ing on the infinite and awaiting the moment of
final salvation ; and there is the peasant, sacrificing
his goats to Siva or to H&ll, and punctiliously
performing the multifarious round of prescribed
duties in his journey along the karma-mdrga, by

1 Bhagavad-G^a, tr. Barnett, iii. 9, a 1 Co IQSi
3 Majjhirm-nikaya, i. 129, tr. Rhys Davids,

which he hopes in the next birth to obtain a bettei
position on the wheel of life.

Litbraturb.—

O

f. artt. A^rama, Bhagavad-GTtI, Bhakti
MARGA, BoDDHiSii, JStana-mIrga, Karma, MlMlifSl and
NtIta. For Rigveda and Brahmapas: E. W. Hopkins
T7i£ Religions of India, London, 1896, pp. 3-23, 147 fif., 199-207*
SEE xxix. [1886] and xxx. [1892]passm, tor a minute description
of sacrificial ritual. For Purva-mimdThsd

:

Max Muller
Six Systems of Indian Philosophy, London, 1899, ch. v. * G*
Thibaut, ArthasaHeugraha, Benares, 1882 (Introd. and text)*
SEE xxxviii. [1896], Introd., passim

; E. B. Cowell and A. E*
Gough, Saroa-Ear&ana-Saihgraha, London, 1882, ch. xii. For
the Four A^ramas : SEE xxv. [1886] chs. ii.-vi. ; L. von
Schroeder, Indiens Literatur und Cultur, Leipzig, 1887 p
202 ff. For Karma-yoga ; R. Garbe, Die EhagavadgUd, Leipzig
1906, pp. 49-64 ; L. D. Barnett, EhagavadgUd, London, iQOs’
pp. 64-71. jEi. L. Turner.

KARMATIANS.-See Carmatians.

KARNAPRAYAG (Skr. JBlarnapraydga, ‘the
sacred river junction of Karna’).—A place in the
British Himalayan province of Garhwal in N.
India, situated at the junction of the Alaknanda
{q.v,) and the Pindar rivers ; lat. 30® 16' N., long.
79® 15' E., at an elevation of 2300 ft. above sea-
level. It is an important place of pilgrimage on
the upper sources of the Ganges.
As its name denotes, it is connected with the

legend of Karna, half-brother of the Pandava
heroes of the Mahdhhdrata epic. He was the' son
of Kimti by Siiiya, the sun-god, and was bom
fuUy equipped with arms and armour. He was
exposed by his mother, and reared by Nandana or
Adhiratha, charioteer of the warrior Dhrtarashtra.
Indra, in the disgmse of a Brahman, induced £im
to surrender his divine cuirass, and gave him in
return a magical javelin charged with certain
death to the enemy. Karna fought in the great
war, and was finally slain by a crescent-shaped
arrow discharged by Arjuna. The region from
which the streams which form the Ganges rise is

closely associated with the story of the Pan(Javas,
and many places, like this, are supposed to* gain
their sanctity from them and their companions.
The temple dedicated to the hero and some other
remains are of no architectural importance.
Litbraturb.—E. T. Atkinson, Himalayan Gaz, iii. [Allaha-

bad, 1886] 394 f. ; A. Fiihrer, Mon. Antiq. and Inscr. E. W.P,
a/nd Oudh, do. 1891, p. 45 ; IGI xv. [1908] 60. For the legend of
Karua see J. Dowson, Classical Dictixymry, London, 1879, p.
160 f. W. Crooke.

KATABANIANS.—See Sab^ans.

KATAS (according to Cunningham, from Skr.
kataksa, ‘sidelong glance’).—One of the famous
places of pilgrimage in N. Panjah, a holy pool in
the Jhilam District ; lat. 32® 43''^N., long. 7r 59' E.
The name is derived, according to the Brahmanical
legend, from the fact that Siva was so inconsolable
at the loss of his wife, Sati, that the tears falling

from his eyes formed the sacred lake Puskara, or
Pokhar, and the Kataksa pool. The place has been
identified with the Sang-ho-pu-lo, or Sinhapura, of

Hiuen Tsiang (S. Beal, Buddhist Becords of the

Western World, London, 1906, i. 143 f.); but the
question of distances renders this improbable.
*The Sat-ghara, or “seven temples,*’ are attributed to the

Pappus, who are said to have lived at Katas during a portion of

their twelve years’ wanderings. On examining the place care-
fully I found the remains of no less than twelve temples, which
are clustered together in the north-east corner of the old fort.

Their general style is similar to that of the Kashmir temples, of

which the chief characteristics are dentils, trefoil arches, fluted

piUars, and pointed roofs, all of which are found in the temples
of Katas and of other places in the Salt Range. Unfortunately
these temples are so much ruined that it is impossible to make
out their details with any accuracy ; but enough is left to show
that they belong to the later stjde of Kashmirlaa architecture
which prevailed under the Karkota and Varman dynasties from
A.D. 626 to 939 ’ (A. Cunningham, Arch, Swrvey Reports, ii. [18711

189).

Litbraturb.—

B

ei^des Cunningham’s Report quoted above,
see Gaz. Jhilam District, Lahore, 1888-84, p. 36 ff. ; IGI xv.

[1908] 160 f. W. Crooke.
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KATMANPO, KATHMAIJPU (Hindi MtK,
Skr. Jchstha, ‘wood*; mandua, ‘a hut or shed*).

—

The capital of the kingdom of Nepal
; lat. 27“ 42'

N., long. 85* 12' E., towards the W. side of the
valley, at the junction of the Baghmati and Visnu-
mati rivers. It has been known by many names
—the earliest Manju Patan, ‘ city of Manju,* after

Manjusri, the Bodhisattva; Yindesi; Kantipur;
and Kathmandu or Kathmadu

; the last said to be
derived ‘from* an ancient building, originally made
of wood, w'hich stands in the heart of the city,

near the Darbar palace. According to Brown
[Picturesg^ue Nepal, p. 65), a building still exists

which is said to have been made from the wood of

one monster tree. The city is oblong in form, and,
according to the Buddhist Newar tradition, it was
built in the shape of the sword of its founder,
Manjusri, while the Hindus profess that it re-

sembles the scimitar of their goddess.
Kirkpatrick {Account, p. 159), who visited the city in 1793,

suggests that the name of the place is derived from ‘its

numerous wooden temples, which are, indeed, among the most
striking objects it offers to the eye. . . . Besides these, Khat-
mandu contains several other temples on a large scale, and
constructed of brick, with two, three, and four sloping roofs,

^minishing gradually as they ascend, and terminating pretty
generally in pinnacles, which, as well as some of the superior
roofs, are splendidly gilt and produce a very picturesque effect*

(for a discussion of the Nepal style of architecture see J.

Fergusson, Hist, ofIndian and Eastern Arch.^, L 277 ff.).

A notable feature of some of these temples is the
profusion of indecent carvings, the intention being
to scare evil spirits (Crooke, PR^ i. 68 f.). One of

the most important Hindu temples is that dedi-

cated to Taleju, or Talliju, the local form of Tulsi
Bhavani, the goddess of the holy basil plant {Ocy-

mum sanctum), who, with the saint Gorakhnath,
is the guardian deity of the royal family.

‘In front of several of the temples are tall monoliths, some
surmounted by figures of old R§.jSs, others by the winged
figure of Garur [Garucjba]. The figures are often in a kneeling
posture, facing a temple, and are generally overhung by a
orazen snake, on whose head is perched a little^ bird. Not far

from the palace, and close to one of the temples, is an enoimous
bell, suspended to two stone pillars ; and in another building

are two huge drums, about eight feet in diameter. ... Here,

too, are several huge and hideous figures of Hindu gods and
goddesses* (Wright, Hist, of Nepal, p. 10). During his resi-

dence in Nepal, Wright twice heard of persons having com-
mitted suicide before these figures. ‘ The suicide always takes

place at night, and the body is found in the morning with its

throat cut from ear to ear, and its limbs decorously arranged,

lying on one of the steps,* the inference being that these were
cases of human sacrifice (fh. 10 ff.).

The temple known as Mahenkal [Mahakala], of

great antiquity, is the most popular ‘chapel-of-

ease * in the valley. Hindus regard it as dedicated

to Siva, while Buddhists maintain that the sacred

figure represents Padmapani or Avalokita, and
assert that this is proved by*the little stone figure

rising from the forehead of the idol, which is be-

lieved to represent Amitabha (Oldfield, Sketches

from Nipal, i. 110). However this may be, this

temple has become a sort of neutral ground at

which Hindus and Buddhists meet to pray before

one common god, the Siva of the former, the

Padmapani of the latter. Besides these the city

abounds in temples of many kinds.

‘Many of them present a most repulsive appearance, being

dabbled over with the blood of cocks, ducks, goats, and
buffaloes, which are sacrificed before them* (Wright, p. 11).

Of the more modern temples, the chief are that

erected by Sir Jang Bahadur in 1852 on the founda-

tion laid by Bhim Sen, and dedicated to Jagannath

;

that to Visnu in the form of Narayana ; and several

at the sacred junction of the rivers Baghmati and
Visnumati. While the Hindu temples are gener-

«dly placed near some of the main thoroughfares,

all the chief Buddhist shrines are hidden away in

squares or quadrangles in the parts of the city

exclusively inhabited by the Buddhist Newars.
The chief of these are the temple of Adibuddha,
known also as Buddhmandal, the older part of

which is now enclosed within the roots of a sacred
fig-tree. Nothing is known of its history prior to
its restoration in A.D. 1579 (Oldfield, ii. 256 ff.).

The most important Buddhist monument, however,
is that known as Sambhunath (Skr. svayamhhu,
‘ self-existent *), which is a very fine specimen of a
Buddhist chaitya, or mound-temple.

‘ It consists of a solid hemisphere of earth and brick, about
sixty feet in diameter and thirty feet in height, supporting a
lofty conical spire, the top of which is crowned by a richly-
carved pinnacle of copper gilt * (Oldfield, ii. 224).

The same writer (ii. 219) gives a full account of

this interesting edifice, which is one of the few
existing great Buddhist ecclesiastical buildings of

which only the ruins survive in India. It is tra-

ditionally attributed to a Raja of Nepal named
Goradeo, who is said to have flourished between
2000 and 3000 years ago ; but there are no trust-

worthy records of it until its restoration in A.D.

1593. On the whole, Kathmandu offers a most
promising field for archaeological investigation

;

but excavation and surveys of the existing build-

ings will be impossible so long as the native
Government maintains its present policy of jealous

seclusion.

Liteeatcbb.—D. Wright, History of Nepal, Cambridge,
1877 ; H. A Oldfield, Sketches from Nipal, London, 1880

;

R. Temple, Journals in Hyderabad, Kashmir, Sikkim, and
Nepal, do. 1887; L. Oliphant, A Journey to Katmandu,
do. 1852; P. Brown, Picturesgue Nepal, do. 1912. Older
accounts are those of F. Hamilton (formerly Buchanan), An
Account of the Kingdom of Nepal, Edinburgh, 1819; W.
Kirkpatrick, An Account of the Kingdom of Nepaul, do.

1811. For the architecture see J. Fergnisson, Hist, of Indian
and Eastern Architecture^, London, 1910 ;

Sylvain Ldvi, Le
Nipal: Mvde historique d*un royaume hindou, Paris, 1905.

W. Crooke.
KAYASTH, KAYASTHA (said to he derived

either from Skr. k&yesamsthita, ‘ staying at home *

[H. T. Colebrooke, Essays, London, 1858, p, 273 n.],

or from kdya-stha, ‘ situated in the body, incor-

porate,’ being sprung from the body of Brahma).

—

The writer class of Hindustan, numbering, at the

Census of 1911, 2,178,390, of whom the great

majority are found in Bengal and the United
Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Practically all of

them are Hindu by religion.

In Bei^al, Risley classes them in two divisions

those of Bengal proper and those of Bihar. Like
aR the literary and trading castes, the Kayasths,
since the British occupation of the country, have
tried to assert a social status not admitted under
native rule. One mark of their promotion is that

they usually affect extreme orthodoxy and are

liberal in support of Brahmans, by whom they
are barely tolerated. It is singular, as Risley

remarks, that, while the teaching of Chaitanya
has united almost all the artisan and agricultural

castes of Bengal proper in a common Vaisnava
faith, the three hipest and most intelligent

classes adhere to the Sakta ritual, or the worship
of the female principle. In E. Bengal all Kulin
Kayasths, and something like three-fourths of the
other sections, are believed to practise Saktism,

and it is asserted that a large proportion of these

follow the cult in its grosser development, known
as the YSmachara, or ‘left-hand,’ ritual of the

Tantras. Every Kulin family has^ a domestic
chapel in which the lihga of Siva is daily

worshipped hy the head of the household. All

Kayasths, in addition, observe the Sri Pafichami,

or ‘ sacred fifth,’ the festival which occurs on the
fifth day of the waxing moon in the month
of M9.gh (Jan.-Feb.), known also as the DawSt
Ptija, or ‘worship of the inkstand,’ in honour of

Sarasvati, goddess of learning and eloquence,

whom they regard as their patron deity.

*On this day the courts and all offices are closed, as no
Hindupenman will use pen and ink, or any writing instrument,
except a pencil, on that day. When work is resumed a new
inkstand and pen must he used, and the penman must write
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aotbing until he has several times transcribed the name of the

goddess Durga, with which all letters should begin " (J. Wise,

Notes on the Races, Castes, and Trades oj E. Bengal, p. 316).

On this day also the Kayasth must eat a hilsd

fish [clupea alosa)^ whatever its price may be,

while from the Sri Panchami festival in January
to the Vijaya Dasami in September-October fish

must be eaten daily ; but from the last to the first

month it must not be touched—a tabu probably
founded on some hygienic consideration. The
Kayasths of Bihar follow one or other of the main
Hindu sects : Vaisnava, Saiva, Sakta, Kabirpanthi,

Nanakshahi, and the like. The worship of Durga
and the Sakti is the most popular. Chitragupta,

the mythical ancestor of the caste, is honoured
once a year on the 17th day of the month Karttik
{Oct.~Isov.), at the feast of the Dawat Puja,

with ofierings of sweetmeats and money, and the

worship of the pen and ink, the implements of the

trade. For religious and domestic rites the caste

employs Brahmans, who are received on equal
terms by other members of the priestly body. In
the United Provinces they also follow the orthodox
Hindu sects, of which the Saiva, Sakta, and
Arya Samaj are most important. But the fact of

belon^ng to different sects does not bar association

and inter-marriage
;

and, if a man who is a
Vaisnava marries a Sakta girl, the former may
remain a vegetarian and abstain from meat and
spirits, while his wife continues to indulge in
these luxuries. The worship of the progenitor
Chitragupta and of the Kula Devata, or family
gods, is carried on side by side with the cultus of

the greater orthodox deities. While the domestic
worship is generally conducted by the head of the
household, the orthodox ritual is performed by
Brahmans, who do not suffer any social discredit

by officiating for Kayasths. In the Deccan the
allied caste, known as Kayasth-Prabhfi, are gener-

!

ally followers of Visnu, while children are known
as Deviputra, * sons of Devi,’ because they worship
the Devi or local Mother-goddess rather than the
orthodox gods.

Literature.

—

J. Wise, Notes on the Races, Castes, and
Trades of E, Bengal, London, 1883; H. H. Risley, Tribes and
Castes of Bengal, Calcutta, 1891 ; W. Crooke, Tribes and
Castes of the N, W. Provinces and Oudh, do, 1896 ; A. Baines,
Ethnography [=GIAP ii. 6], Strassburg, 1912, p. 38 f. For the
branch in Bombay see BG ix. i, [1901]. W. CROOKE.

KEDARNATH (Slcr. Keddrandthay ‘lord of
Kedar,’ a title of Siva, the derivation of which
is unknown ; it has been suggested by E. T.
Atkinson, Simalayan Gaz, ii. [1884] 796, that
Kedar is an ancient title of Siva).—A famous
temple and place of pilgrimage in the Garhwal
District of the United Provinces of Agra and
Oudh, lat. SO” 44' N,, long. 79“ E. The twin peaks
of Badarinath (g'.v.) and Kedamath rise at a
distance of ten miles apart, and between these, at
a height of more than 11,000 ft. above sea-level,

the temple is situated. The sanctity of the ^iva
lihga is extolled in the Vdmana Purdna,
According to the local legend, Farvati asks : ‘ What is Kedar?

What are the fruits of visiting its sacred places and bathing in
its waters?’ Siva replies : ‘The place that you have spoken of,
O goddess ! is so dear to me that I shall never forsake it.

When I or Brahmi. created the universe, Kedar so pleased me
that it shall ever remain sacred to me. Brahma and the other
gods are there ; whoever dies there becomes one with Siva.’
The title of the deity is Sada^iva, ‘always happy,* and he
seems to be the successor of an older god, Pa^upati, ‘lord of
animals.’

The temple ranks among the twelve famous
lihga shrines of India. The Pandavas, it is said,
came to the Himalaya, and arrived at the river
Mandakini to worship Siva. In their eagerness
they desired to touch the god, but he avoided them
and plunged into the earth, offering to his votaries
only the sight of the lower part of his body. The
upper part is said to have come to the surface at
Mukhar Bind in Nepal, where it is worshipped

as Pasupatinatha. The Pandavas were cleansed
of their sins and built five temples in honour
of the god. In Buddhist times the place became
a centre of the Bauddhamargi cultus, which was
overthrown E^out the beginnmg of the 8th cent.
A.D. by the baiva reformer, Sankaracharya, who
died here at the age of 32. As is the case at
Badarinath, the shrine is served by Nambntiri
Brahman priests :from S. India who were intro-
duced by the great Saiva missionary. The sanctity
of the place has been explained by the fact that
pilgrims are overpowered by the strong scent of
the roses and syringa bushes close to the border of
the eternal snow. This, combined with the rarity
of the air, produces a sense of faintness, which is

naturally attributed to spirit agency, while the
strange sounds produced by falling avalanches and
rendings of the ice and snow doubtless contribute
to the same belief. The existing buildings are of
no architectural importance. Sacred places abound
in the neighbourhood, the most important of
which is Mahapanth, where there is the famous
cliff, known as Bhairava Jhamp, from which
pilgrims were accu^omed to precipitate themselves
as an offering to Siva; as in other parts of the
Himalaya, a human scapegoat slides down a rope—
a rite which has its parallels in other places—the
object being apparently to secure the fertility of

the crops (J. G. Frazer, The Scapegoat, London,
1913, pp. 196 f., 254, Pausanias, do. 1898, v. 401).

A second form of immolation, of which instances

are believed still to occur among fanatics, is to

wander np the snowy slopes and court death by
exposure.

Literature.— E. T. Atkinson, Himalayan Gazetteer, ii.

[Allahabad, 1884]. Two early papers are worth reading : H. T.
Colebrooke, ‘The Sources of the Ganges in the Himadri or
Emodus,* and F. V. Raper, *A Survey for the Purpose of

discovering the Sources of the Ganges,’ both in Asiatic Re-
searches, ad. [1812] ; see also J. B. Fraser, Journal of a Tour
through part of the Hirndld Mountains, and to the Sources of
the Rivers Jumna and Ganges, London, 1820 ; E. S. Oakley,
Holy Himalaya, Edinbu^h, 1906; C. A. Sherring:, Western
Tibet, London, 1906 ; J. Muir, Notes of a Trip to Kedamath,
Edinburgh, 1866. W. CROOKE.

KEDESHAH.—See Hierobouloi (Semitic and
Egyptian).

KENOSIS.— I. The scriptural references.—
The word ‘ Kenosis ’ is applied in Christian the-

ology to that attitude or action of Jesus Christ, or

the Logos, referred to by St. Paul in Ph 2®**, where
he says of Jesus Christ : iv p.op(pg Beov iir&pxoav oioc

apTrayfibv ijfyfioaro rh etvai tea Beep, dXV iavrbv Ik^ci>o’€

p.op<l>hv doiiXov Xa/3c6v. This is practically all that can

I

be said with certainty on the subject. We cannot
even say definitely what the Apostle intended to

convey by the words quoted. No other passage in

his writings casts any light upon them. There is

certainly no doubt that by the phrase iavTbv iKivucre

he was expressing the same idea as he had in his

mind when speaking of ‘Jesus Christ’ in 2 Co 8®

:

dt bfias iiTTiljxevae 7rXoiJ(rtos Cbv. This passage, how-
ever, is no less ambiguous than the former. In

both alike the grammatical connexion of the

statement with the antecedent designation ‘ Jes^
Christ ’ seems to indicate that the Apostle had in

his mind an action of the historical Jesus. But,

on the other hand, the fiop<p^ Beov and the fiop<p^

doUKov of the first passage, and the ‘ being rich’ and
the * becoming poor ’ of the second, are in each case

so pointedly antithetic as to suggest that St. Paul
was thinking of a surrender of the one for the

other, and that accordingly he is speaking here of

an action effected by the pre-existent Christ at His

incarnation.
In 2 Co 8 the context does not help us, while in

Ph 2, though the parenetic aim of the passage

seems at first sight to point to the historical Jesus,
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the context in reality presents several possibilities
of interpretation. This would not be the case,
indeed, if we could accept the hypothesis of a!
Kesch,^ viz. that in Ph 26®- St. Paul, on the ground
of a primitive gospel which, according to Resch,
has left traces in the baptismal liturgy of the
Severians, was speaking of a Kivua-Ls that began
with the baptism of Jesus. Resch had every
confidence in his theory, believing that he w-as
justified even in saying (p. 81)

:

‘ In place of the life-like impression which Ph 253'. gives of the
historical Christ and His first public appearance at the baptism
in the Jordan, unfortunately an unsound theory of Kenosis has
been built up upon an ungrammatical foisting in of the A.dyos
ao-^/cos as the subject of the passage, and in thia way a dogma-
tizing exegesis has moved further and further away from the
original sense.’

But Resch fails to show even the probability—^let

alone the certainty—of the underlying assumption
of his verdict, viz. the use of a primitive gospel by
the Apostle.
The exegesis of the passage is thus thrown back

upon the actual words. Nor, again, does the clause
oux apirayfibv Tjy^aaro to elvai tea detp enable US to
decide whether St. Paul was referring to the
historical or the pre-existent Christ. Even the
so-called ‘active’ sense of apirayfids (‘robbery,’
‘usurpation,’ ‘opportunity for robbery’ or ‘for
self-enrichment’) nas been made to fit in with
either alternative, though the present writer is

of opinion that its compatibOity with the theory of
the pre-existent Christ is far from oWous. The
tenability of both interpretations is much less
questionable if, with most modem scholars, we
decide for the ‘ passive,’ or rather the ‘ concrete,’
sense of apiray/j.6s {preeda, ‘prize ’). The translation
in ^that case would be :

‘ BLe regarded the eZ^at tea
not as a jprize to be heldfast or ‘ as a prize that

he might or must obtain,^ and the former rendering
at least is quite in keeping with either interpreta-
tion. This may also be said of the elvai tea $e$.
If we take the phrase as equivalent to iv fj.op<fii ffeoD

etvai, then it has no direct bearing upon the ques-
tion as to the subject of lyy^eaTo ; if we feel it

necessary, however, to make a distinction in mean-
ing between the two phrases, the former accords
very well with the theory that the whole passage
refers to the historical Christ, while it harmonizes
wdth the reference to the pre-existent Christ only
if we assume—an assumption widely held, but, the
present writer thinks, untenable—that St. Paul
regarded the pre-existent Christ as the ‘ heavenly
man.’
Nor can we decide with confidence betw^een the

exegetical alternatives presented by Ph 2® even by
an appeal to the only non-Pauline passage of the
NT that perhaps rests on the same underlying
ideas, viz. that verse of the high-priestly prayer
which Origen {de Trine, ill. v. 6) applied in the
same way : Kal vvv 86^ae6p fie cru, Trdrepj Traph eeavr^
rj 86^71 J elxov irpb rod rby Koefiov eXvai iraph eoi (Jn 17®).

Not that we would contend that St. Paul should
not be interpreted by St. John ; as a matter of
fact,^ if the Johannine writings contained an un-
ambiguous passage which exactly agreed with any
one of the possible interpretations of Ph 2®, it would
certainly lend a sanction to that interpretation.
But is Jn 17® unambiguous ? Even if, in view of
other passages in the Fourth Gospel (1^* 6®®- ®® 8®®),

we reject the interpretation of eXxov as implying a
possession in the destinatio divina—an interpreta-
tion endorsed by the Socinians, the Rationalists,
and Schleiermacher, and defended with new argu-
ments by H. Wendt—we cannot venture to call it

so, for the view that Jn 17® refers to a glory
regarded as having been surrendered in the act of
incarnation cannot be maintained in face of Jn 1^^

211 114.40^ If jjj 275
j accordingly, can be taken

1 * Agrapha’ 2, TU xxx. 3 and 4 (Leipag, 1906), p. 79 ff.

only as referring to a complete and plenary re-
entrance upon a glory which was in some sense
veiled during the eartnly life of Jesus, it also fails
to help us in determining the sense of the Pauline
iavTOP iKivojee. On that interpretation we may
certainly regard Jn 17® as implying an action of
the X670S deapKos upon which rested the possibility
of such veiling, but we may equally w^ell see in the
passage an attitude of the \6yos iveapKos of w^hich
His being veiled w^as the result. Moreover, the
exegesis of Jn 17® is rendered difficult by the fact
that w’e cannot definitely say w-hether an appeal
to the Logos-idea is here justified at all, or whether
the truth lies with those who hold that St. John,
in conformity wdth Jewish thought, usually asso-
ciates the pre-existence of Christ with His entire
person, and that his restricting it to Christ’s
pneumatic existence, as contrasted with His flesh,
is foimd only in the Prologue.
In the circumstances it is but natural that

exegetes should still be at issue as to the interpre-
tation of Ph 2®®-. In point of fact they are at
present even more divined than they were about
thirty years ago, as it seemed for a time that the
interpretation which found the subject of iavrbp
iK^vtaee and rjyTjearo in the pre-existent Christ held
the field in scientific exegesis, so far at least as
this was not under the influence of confessional
Lutheranism. Of late, however—and not from
the Lutheran side only—the position has been
challenged by quite a number of interpreters.^

2. The exegesis of Ph 26ff. in the early Church.—Even in the early Church exegetes were less
agreed with regard to Ph 2®®* than has sometimes
been assumed. Here we meet "with three types of
interpretation that at first sight seem to be quite
distinct.

(a) The interpretation which identified the subject
of the Kenosis with the X070S deapKos,

—^The earliest
traceable view is that which saw in the phrase
iavrbv ixivuee^ a reference to the act of the \&yos
deapKos in His becoming incarnate. We find it

already in the Valentinian Gnostic Theodotus, as,
e.g., when he says ;

eavTOV Keptofrait rovreorriv sktos rov opov yepb/ievoT ... us awb
UkripuiiaTO^ vrpoeKdup (Clem. Alex. Excerpta^ 36).

This interpretation is found also in the Christian
Gnosis of the Alexandrians—Clement [Poedag. iii.

i 2, Protrept. i. 8) and Origen

:

fKipueep iavTOV KaraPaivap evravQat leal Kevtaea^ eavro*', cAd^i*
^ape ttoXlp ravra d<f &p iKepatrep eavrop (in Jerem. Hom. L 7 ;

cf. also, e.g.f de Frine., prsef. 4, and in. v. 6, in Joann, vi. 10)

;

and it is supported even by TertuUian :

'Et Sermo enim Deus, qui in effigie Dei constitutus, non
rapinam existimavit pariari Deo ’ (de Uamis JEtesurr. 6).

In the East, indeed, it came to be the prevailing
view. Not only do we find it in Eusebius (e.g.,

de Eccles. Theol. I. xx. 10) and Apollinaris,® but we
can trace it also in the line of the orthodox Fathers,
from Methodius (Conviv. iii. 8), through Athanasius
(e.p., Orat. contra Arianos, i. 40) and the Young
Nicaeans,® to Cyril of Alexandria and the later
orthodox theology.^ As a matter of fact, the inter-
pretation in question received in some sense an
official sanction, as it found expression in Cyril’s
Epistula ad Orientales, which was recognized as a
standard of doctrine by the Council of Chalcedon ;

ovpopov Karatpoinjara^ 6 6ehs Aoyo? KeKevioKep iairroPf tioptbw
SovXov AajScov (Ep. 39 [FG Ixxvii. 180 A]).

(b) The Pelagian exegesis.—A diametrically op-
posite interpretation of the passage is met with
c. 400 in the West, viz. in the Commentary of
Pelagius on St. Paul’s Epistles. Pelagius finds the

1 Cf. W. Lutgert, Die VoUkommenen im Fhilipperbriefy
Giitersloli, 1909, p. 39 fl. ; W. Warren, JThSt xii. (1911) 461 ff.

;

G. Kittel, Theologische Studien und Eritilsen, Gotha, 1912,
p. 376 fi.

2 Cf. H. Lietzmann, ApoUinarie, GSttingen, 1904, frag. 124,
p. 237, and frag. 71, p. 221.

2 Cf. GregoryNaz. Or. xxxviii. 13 : 6 irA^piysKevovTat- Kevovrat
ydp rni eavrov S6$tis oti jaiKpov.
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subject of the expressions ^din-hv ^(tolto^ modifications due to Greek influence i e toand erairelvtaffev iavr6v in the human being in whom view indicated under (a) above. Apart from p
the Logos became incarnate : ‘ Quia se assumptus modifications, this current Western intemrpf!^homo humiharedignatusestjdivinitas quae humili- tion agrees with the Pelagian in three imoorWan non potest eum qui humiliatus fuerat exaltavit ’ particulars. (1) It takes Ph 2®® as referring f

‘secundum hominem* the historicalJesus Christ, though—diverffino-tprp
Chnst was, according to Pelagius, ‘in forma Dei/ from Pelagius—to Christ ‘secundum divinitatem ’

i.e. ‘in imagine Dei’ because He ‘absque peccato i.e. to the X6yos hirapKos. Ambrosiaster is ouifp
erat, and because He was the one ‘ in quo Deus aware of his divergence at this point froni thp
erat,’ t.e. ‘ plenitude deitatis ’ {loc, cit

;

cf. pseudo- view noted in (a), and explicitly says •

^

Primasius, PL Ixviii. 630) ; although ‘quod erat, ‘Non enim mihi sicut quibusdam videtur, sic formam sprvi
numilitatft fiP.ifl.vit. nn.na Tinnis PvPTrinlnTvi r>p in liie acceoisse dum homo nat.ns paf. • vMo onim ji— j.humilitate celavit, dans nobis exemplum ne in his
gloriemur quae forsitan non habemus’ (PL xxx.
884 BC).

iNon enim mmi sicui; quibusdam videtur, sic formam servi
accepisse dum homo natus est ; vide enim quid dicat •

sentite in vobis quod et in Christo lesu, id est. Deo et homS^

The text of Pelagius—at this point probably not llvira^^and^
Phcebadii^, Gregory of

completely traceable in pseudo-Hieronymus-does Amw« a „
completely traceable in pseudo-Mieronymus—does
not provide a particular exposition of iKivwffe or
oifx apiraylihv TjyfiiTdTo, ktX.^ nor can pseudo-Pri-
masius be used here as supplementing it, since he
has manifestly interpolated something of his own ;

still, the exegesis of Pelagius can be made out
distinctly enough. In view of Col 2®—a passage
which he undoubtedly had in his mind—the phrase

X.. j 1

(Hilary, Ambrose, Augustine) include in the Ken-
osis also the ‘ incarnatio’ of the Logos, as the
decisive inception of the process expressed by
the words ^aijrbv iK^vcoae and wrought out in the
life of the historical Christ. (2) The current
Western interpretation and that of Pelaoius
have in common the idea of the co-existence ofTTAiiUAA lAo V uau. Jill xxia Uiiiiu—Ull« uurase fU- < .7 *

eavr^y is adequately explained by the words servi—an idea

‘quod erat, humilitate celavit,’ while the words 7° Hilary, Ambrose, and
‘dans nobis exemplum ne in his gloriemur quae connexion

forsitan non habemus’ suggest thi following ex-
m regardmg the

planation of oiry dpTrayubv Tiy^a-aro, ktX. : ‘ non 0*loH-
celavit quod erat ).planation of dp7ro7Atdy ^7i)(raro, /cr\. :

‘ non glori- • r- •
'

atus est in his quae habebat ’ (i.e. ri eXvai lira fey= pomte, again, the current

r6 eTrat iv nop(f>y »eoD). The latter interpretation,
again, is further explained by what Pelagius says *4®

*ii®
with reference to ‘formam servi accipiens’: ‘ita

Western Fathers, often ingrafts the imv-

ut pedes lavaret discipulorum
; celavit quod erat,

conception of the The
Adam vero et antiquus hostis usurparunt superbia

m the case of Nestonns.

quod non erant’ (Pi xxx. 884; H. Zimmer, ^^jJ®
Nestonns reoo^izes the as the

Felaffius in Irland, Berlin, 1901, p. 377). 5m
he expressly

Thus, in dealing with Ph 2“, Pelagius, like the f
recent expositors LUtgert (op. cit.) and i. Weiss,'
has been reminded of Gn 3“, and under the +i,. ,
influence of this reminiscence applies the entire .r.^

co-existence of the 9eov

passage in Ph. to Christ as the seSond Adam. It 2"^® “5®®^^
would seem that this interpretation was suggested

Nestonns is shown by his

to him by earlier traditionfashis older contempor-
ary, Phoebadius of Aginnum, is also reminded by

lie identifi®? and
Ph 2«- of the fact that the Logos ‘ induerat quod ®5®^“g® Z the irpo<r«,ra is the decisive

servire, quod mori posset: hotninem scilicet . . . ^ m ^ “ conception of the ‘unio personalis’

ut [printed ‘et’] secundusAdam per obedientiam ®„1 m®®! 55®® 5“^ ’’®?
restitueret quod primus transgressume perdiderat’

^®®°g“'^8d th^ Nratonus attached ^eat import-

(eontra Arianos, 21 [PL XX. ^ A]) ? ?® *°. *“6
.
Chnstological xpui^ts; thus, to take

(c) The Antioehene-Oecidentca interpretation.- ^55,,:®“^!® “^tence, we quote here what he sap
The third interpretation of Ph 2«®- takes a middle

*^® self-restra^t of Jesus Chnst at the

course between the two discussed above. It ivas
^e^Ptf^o?: iKKoKv^ei rir KeKpo/ip^roy Beir

known to Pelagius, who, however, rejected it in
‘ ‘ (Nestorx-

the interests of anti-Arianism : .

‘Aliqui hunc locum ita intelligunt quod secundum divini-
tatem se humiliaverit Christus, secundum formam scilicet Dei,
secundum quam aequalitatem Dei non rapinam usurpaverit
quam naturaliter possidebat, et exinanivent se, non substan-
tiam evacuans, sed honorem declinans, formam servi, hoc est
naturamhominis, induendo, et per omnia ut homo tantummodo
apparendo atque humili obedientia nec crucis mortem recus-

but a single instance, we quote here what he says
regarding the self-restraint of Jesus Christ at the
Temptation : oi>K iKKoXiTn-el rbv KeKpvpfihou Bebv
. . , dXX’ ws dpSpeaTTos \pLXbs dvrL<pd4yyeTai {Nestori-
ana, p. 343).

Like Nestorius, Eutherius of Tyana, a writer of
kindred views, emphatically asserts that Ph 2®®“*

ought not to be read as referring to the Logos;
in opposition to the words of Cyril quoted above
(a), he writes

;

‘Sequere apostolum Paulum . . . ; non ait. Ipse de coelo
ando ’ (PL xxx. 884= A ; cf. Zimmer, op, dt p. 377, and pseudo- descendens Deus Verbum exinanivit semetipsum ... sed
Primasius). quid dicit ? Hoc sentiatur in vobis quod et in Christo Jesu ’

This, interpretetion was at that period widelyTiprinri 'ivi/IaI Q' Concilia Co

current in the West. It was adopted by AiSroi^
6.Moker,B«tt.H»,vo» 2VA«a.^e.p^,i^, p..si.>

aster (PL xvii. 409)-though with somi pointe of fi,T5l'^®'^®
®a“t®“ed by Nestonus ^d Eu-

resemblance to the view orPel«.ini,» ... ,7 thenim in connexion witt Ph_2«»- were, however.resemblance to the view of Pelagius. as, e.o.r^to a-
®.®°®®^io“ 71?^ ’«’®r®. Jiow®ver,

regard to the ‘forma Dei ’-and Sso by Phmba^us S?! Nestor^ ; they were rather in

(ib. XX. 29 A) and his oontemp
^ ® *^® ^“® ***® ®0““0“ Antiochene tradition. In(lO. XX. 29 A) and his contemporary’ Gregory of

tradition. ..u

naturi in Christ must have ^een very similar
2 8(PDxx. 47f.); rractef«s 0nj7enis,ed.P.Batiflol of Nestorius, and the former’s exposition

Oct.-Nov. 1906, p! i Nestoriana, ed. P. Loofs, Halle, 1906, p. 175.
zssfi., and G. Kruger, m PRE'i xxm. 593 f. ^Ib.p, 253.

» i 1

1

'

4
Gotha, 1887, p. 210 f. 8 Liber Eeraclidis, tr. F. Nau, Paris, 1910, p. 147 : ‘La forme

uber est le prosdpon ; de sorte qu*i] est Tun par Tessence et Tautre

0̂ * T
Tubingen, 1901, p. 218 fiE. par I’union au point de vue de Phumiliation et de Pexaltation.’

LeAre von der ^ Cf. Loofs, Nestorius arid his Place in the History of Chris-
Person Chnsti^, p. 1043ff.; PItm x. 253f. tian Doctriw, Cambridge, 1914, p. 83 ff.
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of Ph 2®^- shows that he too regarded the historical
Christ (or the \6yos ^vaapKos) as the subject of eavrbp
iK4v(jjc€ and interpreted the k4v(j3<tls as a :

TO oiv * eavTOV eicevwo-c * ai^rl rov * <xvk eSei^ev iatrr6v/ /iop<f>iiyap

Sovkov ka^<hv TJjv a$iay eKeCvnv aireKpvxf/e, tovto toi? 6pw<rt eimt
vo/ju^oufvoi orrep e^atVero (Theodori episcopi Mopsuesteni in
epistulas B. TauLi (pymmmtarii, ed. H. B. Swete, Cambridge,
1882, i. 216 f.).

{a) The question as to the priority of the varioits
exegetical traditions; Novatian.—Which of these
three types of exegesis has the longer tradition
behind it is a question not to be answered by a
mere reference to the fact that Theodotus, Cle-
ment, Tertullian, and Origen were of earlier date
than Pelagius and the Antiochians. For the cir-

cumstance that what is common to the Pelagian
and the current Western interpretation appears
also among the Antiochians lends probabiuty to
the supposition that here too^ the Antiocfiene
and the Western^ expositors were dependent upon
a common tradition ; and this tradition may well
have been in existence prior to the period of the
Apologists. This possibility is so far borne out
by a conjecture which, as the present writer thinks,
is urged upon us by a detailed examination of both
the Pelagian and the ancient Westem-Antiochene
view—namely, that the exegesis associated with
each of these goes back to a single earlier interpre-

tation, according to which the subject of iavrhv
iK^vua-e was the integral personality of the histori-

cal Jesus Christ. An objective argument in favour
of the hypothesis in question is provided by the
interpretation of Ph 2®®* given by Novatian (de

Trin, 22 [17] [PL iii. 957 f.]). The interpretation
is not indeed homogeneous. For the most part
it centres in the historical Christ, thus

;

* Quamvis ex. Deo Patre Deum esse meminisset, nunquam se
Deo Patri aut comparavit aut contulit (p. 958 A) ;

exinanivit se,

dmn ad iniurias contumeliasque descendit, dum audit iofanda,
experitur indigna * 968 0).

But Novatian, in another passage (p. 959 B), in-

cludes also the *nasci’ and the ‘humanam condi-
tionis fragilitatem suscipere’ in the exinanitio,

and actually finds (p. 958 C) the Kivcacris in the
circumstance that the
‘auctoritas divini Verbi, ad suscipiendum bominem interim
conquiescens, nec se suis viribus exercens, deiicit se ad tempus
atque deponit, dum bominem fert quern suscipit.’

Even in the last two passages, however, the
‘self-emptying’ of the Logos is not an action
of the "koyos dcapKos, but an attitude of the \6yos

ipffapKos—a, self-restraint which Novatian ascribes

to the historical Christ. Then as regards Ph 2^,

Novatian refers it—in the first instance without
making any distinction between the ‘ homo Christi’

and the Logos—to the historical Saviour in His
undivided personality, while subsequently he says
of the historical Christ that He was man because
He had humbled Himself, but was God and Lord
because He had received the ‘nomen Dei.’ Have
we not here the common root of the later Pelagian
and the current Western view ? And does not the
interpretation of Novatian, precisely because of
its lack of unity, point back to a view of the
Philippian passage according to which the subject
of iavrbv iKivtacre was more clearly and consistently

identified with the historical Christ?

3* Theories of the Kenosis current in the early
Church.—^WhUe the early Church thus provides
three several interpretations of Ph 2®®-, it was,
nevertheless, more unanimous in its conception of
the Kenosis than that fact might lead us to sup-
pose. The truth is that no theologian of any
standing in the early Church ever adopted such
I* theory of the Khcasts of the Logos as would in-

volve an actual supersession of His divine form of

existence by the human—a real ‘ Secomiwy-man,’
i,e. a transformation on the part of the Logos.

(a) Popular conceptions.—^Among the masses, no
doubt, views of the kind just indicated were

1 Of. Loots, Nestoriutt pp. 107-125.

widely current at an early period, and, indeed,
have ahvays been so. As a matter of fact, they
rest upon a legitimate basis, i.e. they cohere with
a vifvr which is eminently intelligible to a living
Christian faith. The genuinely Christian convic-
tion of the perfect revelation of God in the person
of the historical Jesus Christ found expression at
SB. early period in the doctrine that the invisible,
incomprehensible, and impassible God had become
visible, comprehensible, and passible in the his-
torical Jesus (Ignatius, ad Polye. iii. 2) ; and
this type of formulation, which, though it has a
‘modalistic’ complexion, was not put forward in
a modalistic sense, and might be described as
‘ religious-modalistic,’ or ‘ naive-modalistic,’ was
especially popular in the theological tradition of
Asia Minor.^ The sense in which such formula-
tions were understood by the ‘ simplices ’ may be
seen in the so-called modalistic Monarchianism.
To that school of doctrine there w’as nothing ob-

e
ctionable in the idea that God had transformed
imself in the manner indicated, and it could be

said of Him

:

Tovtov elvai aoparov ore oparai, bparhv Be ore oparoct* ayev-
vr/Tov Be ore^ jtt^ yewetTat, yewi/iTov Bi orav yevvareu. e/c HapSevov
avaSrl koX aOdyaroP ore irdor^ PV^t &vrja'ierj, iirav Sk ird&rj

irpo<re'A.6i7, jrdoT^et*' xaX Ovi^a-KeLv (Jttippolyfcus, Philosoph. x. 27

;

cL Loofs, Dogmengesch. § 27, 36, p. 185).

That in quarters where the subject of the Incar-
nation was found in the Logos as distinguished
from the debs tcarrip such conceptions should be
transferred to the Logos by simple minds is not to
be wondered at, and the fact of such transference
is capable of proof. Basil the Great is acquainted
with and argues against those who interpret the
incarnation of the Logos in the sense that ira^a i}

ToO Movoyeuovs <p{/<ns irpiinj {Ep. ccliii. 2), while in
Hila^ Trin, x. 57 ; cf. 50) and in Cyril of Alex-
andria [adv, Anthropomorph, 19 and 18 ; cf. PPE^
X. 250. 20 ff.) we have a polemic on the same lines.

Thus, when at an earlier stage we find Celsus
maki^ sport of the notion that the debs Xbryos for-

sook His throne and suffered a pera^oM) dyadov
els KPKbv (Origen, c, Celsurriy iv. 5 and 14), we need
not imagine that he is maliciously indulging his

wit in forced interpretations ; it is likely enough
that he had already encountered that conception
of the ivuvdpdnrriiTLs toO \byov which w’^e can trace in
the 4th century. And, indeed, does not the #cara-

^alveiv in Jn 3^® 6®®- ®® point back to such popular
conceptions ? At all events it must soon have sug-

f
ested them ; and, alike under the influence of the
ohannine passages and apart from them, analog-

ous ideas have been current among the masses in

aU periods. It may well be that they were not
associated with the academic concept KivtaaiSy but
so far as the notion was popularly understood
it would derive its connotation from the ideas in

q^uestion. Popular preaching and poetic language
firequently adapted themselves to such views. Even
to-day, in the evangelical songs of the Church, we
are often told, e.g,, how the Son of God ‘left His
throne of glory,’ and the like. In all periods, too,

there have been theologians whose ‘system’ was
cast in the mould of popular doctrine, or was at

least largely indebted to it.

(5) TM Apologetic and Arian conceptions of the

mutahUity of the Logos.—In the early days of

Christian theology, among certain of the 2nd cent.

Apologists, there appears a train of thought which
agreed to some extent with the popular concep-
tions just noticed, but differed from them widelym
origin. Justin [Dial, cxxvii. ), Theophilus ofAntioch
{ad Autol, ii. 22), and Tertullian, in conformity
with the subordinationism of their philosophical
doctrine of the Logos, and with a view to preserv-

ing both the philosophical idea of God as abstractly
supramundane and the reality of the Biblical the-

1 Of. Loofs, Dogm^escMchte^y Halle, 1906, § 21, 26, p. 142
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ophanies, resolved the ideas of God’s becoming
visible in Christ indicated above (a) into the idea

that the Logos [who had appeared in Christ] was
a SciJrepos Beds who was not e(^ual to the dpprjros

irwHip in the plenitude of the Divine majesty, and
was capable of becoming visible. This idea finds

its most uncompromising form of expression in

Tertullian—although in a manner that repeatedly

betrays its original reference to the historical

Christ:
* Constafc eum semper visum esse ab initio q[ui visus fuerit in

fine, et eum nec in fine visum qui nee ab imtio fuit visus [cf.

1 Ti 6^6] ; et ita duos esse, visum et invisum* {adv. Pmx. xy.)i
‘ quaecumque exigitis Deo digna habebuntur in Patre invisibili

incongressibilique et placido et, ut ita dixerim, philosophorum
Deo; quaecumque autem ut indigna reprehenditis deputa-
buntur in Filio et viso et audito et congresso* {adv. Marc,
ii. 27).

That this idea was associated with the doctrine of

the Kenosis by any of the Apologists can certainly

not be proved ; it is, in fact, hardly probable ; for,

so long as the * Incarnation ’ could in some sense

be brought into line with the theophanies of the
OT, or with the operation of the Logos in phOo-
sophers (Justin, Apol. i. 5) and propnets, it was
not an event of the kind that forced one to think
of a self-limitation of the ^eos X670S : the X67os had
appeared iv dvdpthirov fiopcpy even to Joshua (Justin,

Dial. Ixi.); and Clement of Alexandria, who
shared the Logos - conception of the Apologists,

could actually say that the Logos also dth, rtav

TrpocpTffTiav iveprffiffai <rap| lyevcTO {lExcerpta^ xix.)«

But these notions of a * Deus visibilis ’ existing side

by side with the ‘philosophorum Deus invisibilis’

would have a very different effect among the people
generally. Nor is there the slightest doubt that
the Arian views of the^er se mutable Son of God,
who Himself became the subject of all the experi-

ences of the historical Jesus, including His growth
and His experience of hunger and pain, were con-

nected by tradition with the Logos - doctrine of

the Apologists, and it is probable that the Arians
too made use of Ph 2® in the service of their

Christology.
(c) The orthodox doctrine of the immutability of

the Logos.—In the further development of the ortho-
dox theology, if we are to judge by such utterances
as are not designed merely for popular edification,

the idea that the Logos per se could have relin-

quished invisibility for visibility, impassibility for

passibility, and the Divine omnipresence for finite

human existence was repudiated in the most posi-

tive terms. In Clement of Alexandria we may
still trace an echo of his broad conception of incar-

nation indicated in (5) above, when he thus speaks

:

ov yap €$caTarai •nore rijs avrov jreptwTriJy 6 vtbs tov 0«ou, ov
ovK airoTe/Av6/xevo9f ov /xerafiatyuv ix roirov els rmroVf

iravrrf Si Sav irdinore xal (iriSafiri vepiexop-evos (Strom, vn. ii. 6. 5).

All the later orthodox writers, 'when speaking in
terms of theological science, express themselves in
similar fashion. Origen makes use of the same ideas
in order to parry the satire of Celsus referred to
above. Celsus, he says, does not realize the power
of God, nor does he realize that the Spirit of God
fills the earth ; God has descended in virtue of His
d^ivafjLLs

;

the Logos, in becoming man, has neither
passed from one locality to another nor undergone
any other change ; God changes notjMal 3®),

yhp rf oMg, ErpeTTOs crvyKara^alyei rj srpovolq. xal

olKOvon.lq, rots &v6puyjrLyots vpayfLaoiv (c. Cels. iv. 5 and
14 ; cf. V. 12). During the earthly life of Jesus,
accordingly, the Logos was not confined ‘intra
brevissimi corporis claustra,’ but rather ‘ et in cor-
pore et ubique totus aderat Dei Films’ Ide Frinc.
IV. 3 [30]).

This idea, viz. that during the earthly life of
Jesus the Logos still continued to rule over all

things, and that therefore He was not only wholly
in Christ, but also wholly ‘ extra camem ’—a view
which, as held also by the Calvinists, was spoken

of by the orthodox Lutherans as the * Extra Cal-
vinisticum’—represents the settled belief of all the
theologians of the early Church. Testimonies to
its currency might be adduced alike from the East
and from the West. To the theologians of the
early Church it was, in view of the immutabOity
of God, as obvious as it was unquestionable. Fur-
ther, the Nicene Creed, in its anathemas, formu-
lates as a dogma the thesis that the Logos is

dTpeTTTos and dyaWoloyros, Of the theory that the
Logos, in consequence of a mutation in His essen-
tial being, confined Himself to an existence in the
historical Jesus, Basil the Great writes thus

:

TOVTO ovSiva riyovp.ai vovv exovra xal rov 0djSov rov deov xeicnj-
{livov iraayjeiv to apptaarQp.a (Bp. cclxii. 2).

(d) The common doctrine of the Kenosis in the
early On the assumption that the ideas
discussed above were valid, there remained only
one theologically intelligible view of Lavrov iKivoyae

as implying an act of the Logos—the view, namely,
to which Irenasus had given expression, though
not in connexion with Ph 2® :

^

trwewpria^ev <6> vlbs rov 0eoO, uv, rtp dvSptorrtpt ov SC
iavTov, aAAo Std rb tov dvQpdatrov vrjinov ovrua x^Povp.evoSt ws
avdptorros avrov 'h^dvaro (iv. xxxviii. 2 ; cf. 1).

This view was adopted by Novatian (of. 2 {d) above),
and also by Origen

:

* Per ipsam sui exinanitionem studet nobis deitatis plenitudinem
demonstrare* (de Princ. i. ii. 8).

Origen explains it by a figure, and his idea may be
concisely expressed as follows

:

Imagine a statue of such size as to fill the whole world—its
very magnitude would preclude its being seen ; a small copy of
it in the same material, however, would give us some idea of it.

Similarly, as we could not have beheld the splendour of the
pure light flowing from the Divine majestj^ of the Logos, bv His
Kenosis He made it possible for us to look into His divine light

;

‘ brevissimae insertus humani corporis formae ex operum virtu-

risque similitudine Dei Patris in se immensam atque invisibilem
magnitudinemdesignabat’ (loc. dt.).

Here the Kenosis is that self-limitation of the
Logos which was involved in His manifestation in

a human form, though at the same time He is not
in any way limited as to His cosmic position. This
conception of the Kenosis may be regarded as the
recognized view of the early Church. It is the
view alike of the theologians who refer the lavrbv

iKivo)(T€ to the X670S &(TapK0Sf and so identify Kdvaais

with tvavBpCjTriais (2 (a)), and of those who find the
subject of iavrbv iKivojce in the X670S hcapKos, For
the theologians who identify K^yujcis and iyavBpd-

TTiffts firmly believe, like the other group, that the
Logos, notwithstanding His incarnation, remained
dvaWoloyroSj and, as regards His divine place in the
universe, unconditioned—dKivtaros (as ApoUinaris
himself puts it ; cf, 4 {h) below). In the view of

all these theologians, moreover, the two iiop<i>al are

in reality co-existent, inasmuch as the vpbs Bebv

Icr6r7]s—even according to ApoUinaris (cf. 4 (5))
—

was still retained by the \6y05 ^veapKos. BothOs were alike convinced that the ‘flesh,’ i.e.

uman vehicle of the manifestation, stood in

the way of a complete revelation, or—what is the

same thing, Ktvwa-Ls and KpCiipn being here identical

—made it impossible for the Deity to reveal His
majesty fully within the limitations involved.

Thus the two interpretations given respectively in

2 (a) and 2 (c) above might frequently merge m
each other. Nor, indeed, does the Pelagian exegesis

(2 (6) above), to which that of the Antiochians
frequently approximates,^ rest upon any other

conception of the Kenosis. The idea that the

Logos in assuming human nature surrendered the

universal operation of His deity certainly seems
very far removed from the idea that He became
incarnate in a man who veiled the indwelling

T\-^p(afjt,a T7j$ BebrTjTos, humbled Himself, etc. Yet,

so long as the ‘ Extra Calvinisticum * (cf. (c) above)
1 Cf., however, iv. xxiv. 2 [Massuet).
2 Of. also Justinian, adv. NonntUlos^ etc. (PG Ixxxvi. 1, cob

1063 A).
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is adhered to, the Kenosis is taken in a sense

essentially the same in both eases.

4.

Diverse aspects of the early Church theories.
—^It is nevertheless undeniable that the theories

regarding iKhwac propounded by the early

theologians seem to differ very greatly from one
another. The extreme poles of the variation are

found in Apollinaris and Pelagius. But the differ-

ences do not arise out of any essential disparity of

view regarding the Kenosis i they are due rather

to the various degrees in which theological theory

is mingled with popular doctrine.

{a) The influence of ^popular doctrine upon the

orthodox theologians,—Although Clement of Alex-
andria held, as already noted, that a fiera^atveLv iK

T&irov els rdrrojf could not possibly be ascribed to the
Logos, vre nevertheless find him saying: aMs
Kar^Xde (Quis dives, xxxvii. 2). Origen often ex-

presses himself in similar fashion, and, indeed,

no theologian of the following period ever quite

discarded the formulae and symbols of the popular
conception of the ivavdpdnrrja-ts. Even the Nicene
Creed, immediately before its anathema upon the
dWoLOjrbv \4yovras elvat, rhv vlbv tov deov, speaks of

rbp 5i 7)/^ds KaTeXOoPTa, Frequently, too, the old
‘ religious-modalistic ’ view of the p*erson of Jesus,

or the plethora of rhetorical language that to some
extent adopted its terms, made its influence felt.

Gregory of Nazianzen, e,g., writes thus

:

fjL€TaPaCv€t t6vov €k rbtrov 6 tottjj) x<*>pov/x.evo9, o axpoi/09, 6

afftiifjLaros, 6 aTrepiXtjtTTOS (Orat. XXXVii. 2)

;

and yet he not only accepts, as is shown by these

words, the ‘ Extra Calvinisticum,’ but still adheres

to the essentially ‘ Nestorian ’ view of Origen, viz.

that the Incarnation w’as effected * substantia

animae inter Deum camemque mediante ’

:

6 dxwpiJTOS X"P*‘’’®‘ fi4(rr)S voepds fteo-tTeuovoTjff ^cOTijTt

xal capKOs iraxvnTTi (Orat. xxxviii. 13).

(6) Apollinaris of Laodicea,—Of all the theo-

logians of the early Church it was Apollinaris of

Laodicea who accommodated his views most fully

to popular dogmatics. His doctrine of the Incar-

nation, according to which the Logos is the vods of

the fila 0i5orts aMeros of Christ, might even be
described as a materially and formally ingenious

attempt to mould the popular views of the ivavdpdj-

TTTjffLs into a theological theory. In Apollinaris,

indeed, we find statements that seem to indicate a
type of Kenosis implying a real change in the

Xbyos :

ffdpKOia'cs xerwtris (Lietzmann,^ Apollinaris., frag. 124, p. 237)

;

«l vovs ev<raLpKos yeyovev 6 A6705, dAAd cro^ta tJv ev r^v^, ov

Karefi-r} b xupio; ovSe iKevmcrev eavTOv (ib. frag. 71, p. 221, 14 f.).

Yet he also says : icev<oa-as pjkv eavrov koto, rijv /x6p^(o<riv

<5ovAov>, aKevwTO? Se koX ava\Xoi<aTOS Kara rrjv deiav ovfTiay

(ovSe/jLia yap dAAoiaxri? wept Osicof ^vcrtv) ovSe eXarrouTat ovSe

avidverai (de Unixme, 6, Lietpmnn, p. 188,^ 1) •, ovk apa fieri-

wetrev 17 irpos dehv lerdnjs, oAA* dvoAAotcaTOS e/xetvev ev

ravrdnjTL (ib, 15, p. 192, 2f.).

Even in Apollinaris, therefore, notwithstanding
his affinity to the popular doctrine, there is no

E
lace for a theory of the Kenosis which diverges

rom the general tradition of the early Church (cf.

3 (d) aboveh
(c) The Antiochians,—It is true that the Christ-

ology which is furthest removed from Apollinarian-
ism, i,e. that of Nestorius, and that of Pelagius
(which coincides with the latter in many of its

formulae), does not merely ‘ seem to differ.’ In so

far as, in the divergence referred to, the question
regarding the agent in the person of Christ was
brought to discussion in the theorizings of the
early theologians, the differences are profound.
The Nestorian doctrine of the Kenosis (cf. Loofs,

Nestorius, p. 82 ff.) is a lucid development of the
Kenotic views to which Irenaeus and hlovatian had
already given expression, and which were never
really discarded by the theology of the early Church
—a development which had disengaged itself as far

as possible from popular dogmatics. The Apolli-

narian doctrine, on the other hand, tends unques-
tionably to pass beyond the earlier views and to

advance towards a conception of the Kenosis more
akin to the popular idea. This tendency a^o
appears, though to a slighter degree, in Cyril’s

tneory of a eviaais Kad^ inrdaraxrLy of the two natures
in Christ wliich is not clearly distinguished from a

4*v(TLKii, and also in the orthodox Chalcedonian
doctrine of the ivfaa-is Ka6* (tirbaToa-iv, although that
doctrine was put forw'ard as an ‘unio personalis.’

In the early Church, however—even in the hands
of Apollinaris and the hlonophysites—the tendency
never attained its final development. This would
have been secured only if the xdea of the fda (pt/a-cs

aMeros with which Apollinaris had at least at-

tempted to deal in a serious fashion,^ the idea of

the %v(aaLS (pvaiK-q, to which Cyril sometimes attaches
the same meaning,® and that of the 'ivoxns Kad*

inrbaraa-Lv had been fully wrought out in Greek
theological thought. But the Apollinarian theory
of the fila (pdais cdvBeros and the aPieJ idea of a
gyojo-ts (pvaiKTi conflicted with that dvaXholcarov etvai

of the Logos which w’as likewise maintained, and
also with the accredited doctrine that the Logos
had not forfeited His irpbs debv icrbrTjs, while, in the
orthodox tradition, the theory of the iv(o<ns pad*

iiTcbarojTiv broke down in face of Theopaschitism,
since even the idea that eXs rrjs dyias rpidSos irdTovde

(rapd adds nothing to the theologically unservice-

able paradox of Athanasius : adrbs 6 Trda-xtav Kal

fjJtl rrdiTxjtav (Ep. ad Epict. 6). Nothing but an
earnest and resolute handling of the ^v(a(ns fvcrtK'^

in an unreserved Theopaschitism could have yielded

a real Kenosis of the Logos. But could the Mono-
physite theologians, who attached great importance
to the Trisagion in its monophysitically expanded
form, unreservedly maintain the idea expressed in

the words dddparos . . . crravpcodels dC i)/ms ?

5. The Kenosis in the Middle Ages, and in the

Roman Catholic Church.—Mediseval theology, so

far as it was concerned at all with the idea of the
Kenosis—the idea certainly never stands out
prominently—continued to adhere to the consensus
of the early Church in its Western form. The
same may be said of Homan Catholic dogma at

the present day. Thus, according to Wetzer and
Welte (Kirchen-Lexikon, iii.® [1884] 271) ‘semet
ipsum exinanivit’ (Ph 2^) is affirmed of Christ’s

assumption of human nature, ‘ and not, as pseudo-

mystics and many Protestant theologians believe,

of His divine nature and person per seJ The
Kirchen-Lexihon (xii.® [1901] 179) can speak of the

neo-Protestant theory (see below, 8) thus summarily
dismissed only in the most caustic terms

:

‘Even the overt denial of the hypostatic union is hardly a
more mischievous attack upon the deity of Christ than this

“Kenosis,” which subverts the essential nature of God Him-
self ; not unjustly has Biedermann characterized this doctrine

as “a complete kenosis of the understanding.” *

6. The Kenosis in the Reformed theology.—The
Kenosis was insisted upon more strongly by the
so-called Reformed theology, which found the
subject of iKivtaae in the Logos—^whether dtrapKos,

as becoming man, or ivaapKos—^and connected the
idea with its doctrine of the ‘ states ’ of Christ. In
the earlier theologians of the Reformed Church,
in fact, we occasionally find assertions which readily

explain why certain Lutherans spoke of a special
‘ Reformed doctrine of the Kenosis ’

:

‘Christus in assumpta forma servi sese evacuavit omni sua
gloria divina, maiestate, omnipotentia, omniprsesentia ‘ (H.

7.g.nf»Tii, in A. Schweizer, Die Glaubenslehre der evangel.-

reJormUrUn Kircke, ii., Zurich, 1847, p. 297).

The sense in which such utterances are to be
understood, however, is made clear by Zanchi

1 Of. lietzmann, frag. IIS, p. 234 : ytAcorps 6eov Kal dvBpdvoiy

iv XpL<TT(p' OVK apa ovre ap$p<airos oAos oure de6s, oAAd Qeov Koi

dpSpUTTOV flC$LS,

1
2 Dc recta Fide, ad. iPG bocvi. 1193 B] ; ’Irisovs Xpioros . . ,

' els ep Ti TO fiera^v (rvyKeCfievos,
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himself in his interpretation of iKiycace as an action

of the Logos

:

‘ Gloriam illam et maiestatem in qua erat apud patrem, ita

abdiderit in forma servi, ut ea penitus evacuasse visas sit, quia

nimirum ilia grloria in came non fulgebat, ut ab omnibus conspici

possib’ (in H. Schultz, Die Lehre von der Gottheit Christie Gotha,

18S1, p. 173).

Thus the Reformed theology, even in assertions

that seem to go beyond the early Church tradition,

does not really break away from the latter. It

retained the ‘Extra Calvinisticum ’ in aU its

precision

;

‘ Cum divinitas comprehendi non queat et omni loco praesens
sit, necessario consequitur, esse earn quidem extra naturam
humanam quam assumpsit, sed nihilo minus tamen esse in

eadem eique personaliter unitam permanere’ (Cateehismus

Palat.f quaest. 78). ‘ Sic \6yos naturam humanam sibi univit

ut totus earn inhabitet et totus, quippe immensus et infinitus,

extra earn sit’ (S. Maresius, in Si. Schneckenburger, Zur
Mrchlichen Christologie, Pforzheim, 1847, p. 9, note 2).

And, where the Reformed theologj connects the
exaltation with both natures, this is to be under-
stood in the sense that the ‘ divina natura exaltata

est Hard, TLi patefactione maiestatis quae in statu

exinanitionis tanquam sub velo sese occultaverat
*

(J. H. Alstedt, in Schweizer, oj?. cit, ii. 345).

7. The Kenosis in orthodox Lutheran doctrine.—^The Lutherans and the ‘ Kenoticists ’ of the 19th

cent, were in their respective ways the first to strike

outupon reallyfresh lines. Luther, who, at an early
stage (A o. 1518 ? Weimar ed., 1883 fif., i. 268 f.), and,
as always (cf. PRE^ x. 259), in dependence upon
Erasmus (Letter of Eeb. 1619, in E. L. Enders,
Briefwechsel Luthers, Calw and Stuttgart, 1903,

i. 439. 65) and in conscious opposition to the Fathers
who Ph 2®^* *ad divinitatem torserunt’ (Enders,

. 440. 93), had referred the havrhv iKiptaae to the
istorical Christ, and to Him * secundum humani-

tatem ’ {ib. g. 93), was led, in consequence of the
sacramentarian controversy, to ^ve definite ex-
pression to his conviction that Christ was ‘Deus
revelatus,’ precisely in His humanity, in the
genuinely scholastic theologoumenon of his doc-
trine of Christ’s omnipresence

:

* Where you set God before me, there you must set before me
the Humanity likewise : they cannot be separated ... it has
become one person* (Bekenntnis, Erlangen ed., 1826-67, xxx.
212).

As regards Luther himself, we may doubt (cf.

PRE^ X. 259) whether, apart from his theory
regarding the presence of Christ’s body in the
Supper, he ever seriously grappled with the idea
that the humanity of Christ had in a real ‘com-
municatio’ received the divine attributes at the
inception of the ‘unio personalis’ in the Virgin’s
womb ; but, as regards the Formula of Concord
(1577), there can be no question that this idea was
endorsed in all seriousness

:

*Quod ad maiestatem attinet ad quam Ohristus secundum
humanitatem suam exaltatus est, non earn turn demumaccepit,
cum a mortuis resurrexit et ad coelos ascendit, sed turn cum
in utero matris conciperetur’ {Sol. decl. viii. IS).

Here the (question how, on this assumption, the
‘status exinanitionis’ is distinguished from the
‘status exaltationis ’ still remained outside the
sphere of living interest, and thus received no
distinct answer. Even the idea that the Kenosis,
which, in agreement with Luther and all the later
orthodox Lutherans, was ascribed to the * humani-
tas Christi,’ presupposed a /cr^o-ts (‘possessio’) of
the ‘idiomata divina’ on the part of Christ’s
human nature in His ‘status exinanitionis’ was
not rigorously adhered to ; and still less was the
question debated whether, the being as-
sumed, the Kenosis should be regarded only as a

(‘usurpationis’) or as a icevaxrts

; art. viii. 64 seems to assume no more
than a Kp\j\f/Li xjP'^f^^^h while in art. viii. 26 it
is asserted that Christ ‘secundum assumptam
naturam, ad plenam possessionem et divinae maies-
tatis usurpationem evectus est ’ only in virtue of
His exaltation.

It was the controversy between the Tubingen
and the Giessen theologians (1616-27)~who were
at one in their view of the /cr^o-ts—that first brought
this Lutheran problem regarding the Kenosis into
the field of serious debate. The Tubingen group,
who thought of the K^vtacri's only as a

xph-'
areas, thereby fell into manifest absurdities and
a concealed Docetism. Of the Giessen group,
Balthasar Mentzer (t 1627) tried to establish the
theory that the Kenosis was a Kivaais xpiia-eus by
arguments 1 which must be regarded as an attempt
to supplant the idea of a substance with per-
manently—even if only potentially—inherent pro-
perties (an idea prevalent in the doctrine of the
Natures, as also in the doctrine of God) by the
idea of the living actuality. Mentzer’s formulation
triumphed over the Tubingen theologians, but the
profounder thoughts by which he tried to establish
it were soon forgotten.

8. The modern ‘Kenoticists.’—Views forming
a complete contrast to those of orthodox Lutheran-
ism—^views, indeed, which the Formula of Concord
bans with an anathema {Epitome, viii. 39)—are
found among the modern ‘Kenotic’ theologians,
who regard the K^vao-is as a real surrender of the
‘ forma JDei ’ for the ‘ forma servi,’ and thus assume
that the Logos, in order to become man, actually
renounced, either wholly or in part, His divine
attributes. Such ideas, which recall the popular
dogmatics of earlier and later times (cf. 3 (a)

above), soon emerged sporadically in Protestant
theology. They crop out in Menno Simons
(t 1559);® N. L. Zinzendorf (t 1760) developed
them with all the self-confidence of a lay theo-
logian,® and, following the fresh line taken by
F. C. Oetinger (f 1782), P. M. Hahn (t 1790), and
other Pietists, the Pietistic physician Samuel
Collenbusch (t 1803) published lengthy dis(^uisi-

tions on the same side.** In the confessional

theology of Neo-Lutheranism the first to advo-
cate landred views was E. W. Sartorius (1831 and
1832). It is possible that popular views supplied
the incentive to some of these pioneers of the
modem doctrine of the Kenosis. But the present
writer thinks that this does not apply to the
modem doctrine itself, which originated rather

in the endeavour at once to maintain the Trini-

tarian doctrine of the early Church and to do
justice to the true humanity of Jesus Christ and
the unity of His person. The writer who gave
the doctrine its scientific foundation was G.
Thomasius (t 1875) and, in Germany, his views,

with more or less modification, were adopted by
many Lutherans—C. T. A. Liebner (f 1871), C. K.
Hofmann (f 1877), W. F, Gess (f 1891), C. F. A.
Kahnis (t 1888), Franz Delitzsch (f 1890), F. Frank
(t 1894), C. E. Luthardt (t 1902), and others—and by
a few Reformed theologians, e.g, J. P. Lange (t 1884)

and J. H. A. Ebrard (T 1888). In French Switzer-

land the new doctrine found an early adherent m
F. Godet (t 1900). It first gained a footing in

Britain about 1889,® by which date fresh tendencies

were already asserting themselves in Germany.
As recently as 1903, Sweden had a convinced

champion of the doctrine in 0. Bensow (see litera-

ture at end of art.). The views of these writers

vary greatly in detail—appearing now in a purely

Biblical (Godet) and now in a speculative (Liebner,

Hofmann, Frank) form, here showing ^eat re-

1 Of. E. Weber, Der Einfluss der protest. Sehulphilosophie

mif die orthodox-lutherische Dogmatik, Leipzig, 1908, p. 163 ff.

2*Van der Menschwerdinge,’ Opera Omnia Theologtca,

Amsterdam, 1681, p. 361a.
8 Of. B. Becker, Zinzendfyrf, Leipzig, 1886, pp. 887-392.

4 Of. PJSJES iv. 238.
6 Beitrdge zur kirchlichen ChrUtologie, Nuremberg, 1846,

Ckristi Person und Werk, 8 vols., Erlangen, 1856-61,8 Leipzig,

1886-88. ^ ^ ^
6 Of. W. Sanday, Christologies Ancient and Modem, Oxford,

1910, p. 74 ff.
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straint, there ventniing upon the most daring
conclusions (Gess)—and cannot be set forth here

;

we must simply refer the reader to BensoVs his-

torical introduction (pp. 42-127) and to the works
of Bomer, Schultz, ana Gunther cited below.
One brief observation, however, should be made.

The modem theory of the Kenosis is consistent
only on condition that it surrenders everything in
the nature of an ‘ Extra Calvinisticum. ’ Thomasius,
in fact, actually ventures to say in his Beitrage
(p. 236)

:

‘The Logos reserved to Himself neither a special existence
nor a special knowledge outside His humanity. He truly
became man.*

Such a view certainly secures the true humanity
of Jesus and the unity of His person. But as
certainly it traverses the immutability of God,
and it is fraught with conclusions most incon-
gruous with the conception of the Trinity. If,

again, the ‘ Extra Calvinisticum ’ be in any degree
retained—as it always is when, say, the ‘imma-
nent’ and the ‘relative’ attributes of God are dis-

tinguished in such a way that the latter alone
are regarded as having been relinquished by the
Legos—then (to say nothing of the logical diffi-

culties) the theory does not secure what it aimed
at securing, viz. the unity of the person of Jesus.
If, however, in order to obviate the logical diffi-

culties, the Kenotidsts, in their statements re-

garding the divine nature and its ‘ idiomata,’ seek
to bring the ancient doctrine of substance more
or less into conformity with that of the living
reality, the result is a blurring of the distinction
between their own theory and the Christology
most repugnant to them, i.e. ‘Nestorianism.’
Moreover, the modem theory of the Kenosis, in
all its forms, still carries an air of presumption,
inasmuch as it ventures upon constmctions which
would have a meaning only if God’s relation to
the world, or, let us say, the relation of the Logos
to God, and His divine and divine-human self-

consciousness, could be grasped—and analyzed

—

by the finite mind of man.
Estimate and conclusion.—^Does the fore-

going discussion throw any light upon the Khwcis
in Ph 2®®"* ? The present writer ventures to think
that it does. The early Church exegesis of the
passage and the early Church theory of the Kenosis
would seem to throw us back upon an interpreta-

tion of St. Paul’s words that starts from the
integral personality of the historical Jesus. In
the Jesus Christ of history there dwelt irav rh
TXifjpcoim T^s de&TTjTos, Can we not therefore also

say that He was iv ^op<py ^eoO? This question,

more especially in consideration of Gn 1^®

SjfSpcoTrov Kwr eUdva TjfAeripav), 2 Co 4^ {Xpurrov, 6s

iffTLV €lKd}v rov deov), and 2 Co 3^® (rijv elKdva

fierafiopcpoiLffieda ; cf. Ro 12^ pi,€TafJi.op<f>od(r6€ ry dva~

Kaivdjffei Tov vo6s), is, as we think, to be answered
in the affirmative. Adam desired to grasp at
equality with God (Gn 3®^*)

; but He in whom
dwelt r6 TrX'fipbjfJLO, rijs de&njroSj 06% &pTaypi.bv yy^a-aro

rh €tvai t(Ta deep, dXXi iavrov iK^vcao’e, ktX. No exe-

gete of the early Church ever hazarded the mytho-
logical idea that the Logos surrendered the fiop<pii

6eo0 for the fj-optfi^ dvdpdjirov. What, then, is there
to justify our ascribing the idea to the Apostle?
His words refer to the historical Christ. The
theory of Irenseus, that the Incarnation, the self-

manifestation of God in a human life, necessarily

entaileda self-limitation ofGod or of theLogos—-oifrw
X(>)poi5fA€voSj <hs dp$p(aTos airrhv %w/)ety i}5dpa.ro (cf. 3 (a)

above)—cannot certainly be finally set aside, since

as human beingswe must perforce think and speak
of divine operations in human terms. But it is

hardly likely that in Ph 2®®^' St. Paul had any
such thought. And apart from the (as the present
writer believes) erroneous application of Ph 2® to

the Logos, it is improbable that any theologian
would ever have spoken of such a self-limitation as
a ‘Kenosis.’
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Friedkich Loops.
KERES (Kt7p, Kijpes),—In singular or p^lural

form the word occurs coimtless times in Greek
literature of all periods ; it is ‘ perhaps the most
untranslatable of all Greek words ’ (J. E. Harrison,
Prolegomena^ p. 212), ranging from a vivid sense
of personal vital energy to mere metaphor out of
which all literal meaning has faded. ^

Keres are primarily sprites or spiritual beings
{8aipLOP€s)f invisible yet very real agents, not mere
impersonations ; the conception is wider and more
vital than that of ghosts. Kgres are evil, or at
least generally associated with evil for human
bodies and soms, and, indeed, all earthly things.

* There are many fair things in human life, but in most of
them are, as it were, adherent Kgres which pollute^ and spoil
them otoy tcfjpes en-iTrec^iiieacriy, <u KarafiiaCvovoiv avrd (Plato,
LatoSy xi. 937 D)—‘like a sort of personified bacilli’ (J. E.
Harrison, p. 166). Of. Clemens Alex. Strom, vi. ii. 21 (p. 749)

:

©cdiro/tTTOs ypd<f>€f * <l fxJev yap rby kCvSvpov tov vap6vra Sia-

4>vy6prasa$eo)s Stdyetp top ivtAottrop xP^vovt evK dv ^p 0avfiacrrop
pvy 8k roaraanai tajpes irapaTreipvKacrtv uxne top

ep rotff pAxtns Bdvarov aiperwrepov etycu SomlvJ

All diseases are caused by, or rather are, these
spirits, which find entrance to body and mind
despite all precautions s

^ ^ ^
vovarok 8* av6p<Diroi<riv eA* wktl

J
axn6fiarot ^octuo-c,

Kcuca 0vTf"oZa"i (pepovoat,
| oiypt eirel <pu>v7iv iteihero iJOfTtera ZerJs

(Hesiod, Works and DaySy 102 ff.).

Originally these evil sprites, all the manifold
ills of man, were shut fast in the great jar [Trldos),

hut in an evil hour Pandora lifted the lid, and they
all fiew out {ih. 90 ff.).® Since that day a swarm
(iEsch. Supjpl. 684 : poiowp 6’ . , . arepTi/js) as
of noxious insects hovers unseen in wait for man,
spirits of calamity, disease, madness, old age, and
death, from which he cannot hide or escape

;

Kijpec e(beorrd<riv6avdTOto
|
avpCaiy as ovKetrrt, <pvyelv ^porhy ov8*

xnraXv^ai (Hom. II. xii. 826 f.)

;

they are so closely packed that the spike of a blade
of com cannot pass between them :

on * irAewj fiky yala KoxSiy wheCr] 8k OaXacoa*, koI ‘ rotdSe dvtirolot

KOKd
I
KOKiavapi^ire KrjpeseikevPTOLy

|
iceve^ 6 eIa'6verc$ov6* adept* ^

(tr. in Plut. Consol, ad Apoll. 26).

Even Hope (’EXTrfs), just like other human pas-
sions, is often an evil Ker :

aydpST} woXvirA.ayjcros’EXn’tS
|
iroXXols plv ovaxns dv8p&Vy

\
iroA-

Xots 5’ *AirdTaKov<pov6(oy ipcoroyy (Soph. Ant. 015 S.)
—

‘ to many is

a Delusion that wuim the dreams of desire *—an external agent
luring men to ruin.4

1 The collection of passages in Boscher extends to eleven
closely packed pages. The word is connected with Skr.
* tear asunder, injure, destroy,* O. Ir. ir-chrey ‘ destruction,’ etc.

(E. Boisacq, Diet, ityinol. de la langue grecque, Heidelberg,
1907 ff., pp. 460, 435).

2 irplv pey yap ^weerieov 6irl x^ovl dydpcoiroiv
|

arep re

icaK5>v, KoX arep xoA-effoto irovoiOy I vouorwv t’ dpyoAewv, atr* avSpdoi
Krjpas eSwKav, For the last words (* grievous diseases whiohjgive
Keres to men ’) J. E. Harrison (art. * Pandora’s Box * in JHSxx.
[1900] 103) proposes otrr* dySpdtrt K-^pee eSioKov (* which ESres give
to men ’). This is probably right.

8 adept iB G. Murray’s correction of the MS alBipt. Of. ical As
e<^7] ns T&y Trap* npXv a-o^Stv Kevov ov8ky ov6* o<rov aBipa k€lL rpCxa
$aXeZvj in the dialogue Theophrastus (p. 899 E) by iEhieas of

Gaza.
4 Of. Thuc. V, 103 (the Melian dialogue), where, * in a style of

labyrinthine contortion’ (Dion. Hal. Thueyd. 40), he makes
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So Demokritos calls Jealousy, Envy, and Hatred
K^pes

:

OVK okCyas le^pas iv Swcreat, <f>ff6voy xal ^rj\ov xal £v(r*

ftevCriv (fr. 191=*Dids, Fragm&nte der Vorsokratiker'^t Berlin,

1912, ii. 101 ; cf. fr. 285
:

ytvwcr/cetv XP5“*' avdptairCvTiv jStori^v

a^xxvp^v re iov<rav xat oXtyoj^oyioVf iroXX^crtv Se Krjpa‘1 <rvfi7re<f>vp-

fiivtjv Kal afitixaytyia-iv).

Theophrastos, in Ms de Caus, plant. V. x. 4,

says that each locality has its own peculiar Keres
dangerous to plants, some coming from the soil,

others from the air—the naive explanation of men
facing the bewildering mutability of Nature before

her ‘laws’ were discovered.

From the swarm of minor ills, two emerge and
impress the Greek mind as most relentless and
most to be dreaded—Old Age and Death :

Kijpes Si irapeamjKa<ri pJJiatvau' 1 17 puev exova-a t«Xo? yijpaos

apyakioVf
| ^ S' hepij Oavaroio (Mmnerm. ii. 5 ff. ; cf. Theognis,

766 f., where the prayer ttjXoS Sk xcueag airh #oipa? ap^vvcu.,
j
y^pa? t*

ovAd/jtevov, xal eavdroto rekos strongly expresses the sense of the
personal reality of Keres ; just as in 835—Ato-crat rot ‘ttoo-lo^ xrjpes

—the Kgres of Thirst and Drunkenness lurk in the wine-cup, not
in a mere metaphorical sense).

The combination ‘ Keres of Death ’ tended to be
narrowed in meaning to that of Death simply and
the fate of Death ; this is the familiar Homeric
semi-abstract use in the oft-recurring phrase K^p
dav&roLo (generally, but not everywhere, correctly
rendered ‘ fate of death ’). In Horn. Od. xii. 157,

^ K€v dXevdfiepoi Bdvarov Kal Krjpa ^{ryoinev^ we seem to
* catch the word at a moment of transition ’ (J. E.
Harrison, p. 174). In one passage only in the Iliad
(xviii. 535—the Shield of Achilles) is a Ker ma-
terialized, as it were, and exhibited as a demon of

slaughter raging on the battle-field
;
but that is in

a work of plastic art. This is further developed in

Hesiod {Shield ofHercules, 249 f. ; a crowd of ‘ blue-
black Keres ’ [/c^pey Kvdveat.']

; cf. Paus. V. xix. 6 :

description of a female figure inscribed KSr on the
chest of Kypselos at Olympia).

^
The conception of Keres of blessings, and espe-

cially of a Kgr within a man as in some sort a
Genius, or dal/iuv, on which his life depends for
good or evil, is almost completely overlaid by the
more baneful aspect (cf. the dtxBddiai Kijpes of
Achilles in Horn. II. ix. 411 ; Hes. Theog. 217).
Probably this idea lies at the root of the curious
Hesiodic epithet KijpLrpetp^s

( Works and Days, 416),
not ‘nourished for death,’ but ‘Ker-nourished’^—the
word bearing witness to a ‘ primitive doubleness of
functions when the Keres were demons of all work ’

(J. E. Harrison, p. 185), analogous to the Moirai
which control human w^eal and woe. This concep-
tion was never developed to any precision, and
remains, even in Homer, incoherent and self-

contradictory (see B. Niese, Entwickelung der
horn. Poesie, Berlin, 1882, p. 34, note 1).

Something of what the Athenians thought about
Keres is discoverable from the customs connected
with the Anthesteria, or Feast of All Souls—

a

festival overlaid in classical times with Dionysiac
elements originally foreign and of more recent
date.* Its real meaning is indicated by the ritual
command spoken apparently on the last day, called
Chytroi— ‘ Out of the house, ye Keres ! ’tis no
longer Anthesteria’ (0i5pafe K^pes, o^k 'Avdea-r^pLa—
d)s Kard rijp rrbXiv rots *Avdecrrrfplots r(av ypxrxQv ireptep-

Xofi^vav, Suid. s.v. ddpa^e).^ The festival was a great
the Athenians s^eak of Hope as turning out for evil for man-
kind. Eros retained to the last his resemblance to Keres in
being represented with wings.

1 0. Orusius aptly brings the epithet KijptTpe(/>^9 into connexion
with the words of Hippokrates (Ilepl hvTrvCmv, 2, p. 14 K) : dvb
yap rStv dirodavowfav at rpo<f>ai xal avlijerety xat anrepuara
yCyvovrau See E. Rohde, Fsych^, Tubingen, 1907, p. 247,
note 1.

2 For the name see A. W. VerraU’s art. ‘ The Name Anthes-
teria * in JHS XX. [1900] 115 ff. (cf. J. E. Harrison, p. 32 f.). It
is derived from avoBearracrBat, and is a Feast of Revocation of
the dead.

3 Suidas gives as a usual form Ovpa^e Kapes, xrk. This has a
certain plausibility, as we know that the household servants
were admitted to the festivities and licence of the Pithoigia.
‘Probably in classical days xijpes had already become an old-

placation of ancestral ghosts, who had been sum-
moned from the tomb on the first day, the Pithoigia
[tLOos, ‘ burial-um ’ or ‘ jar ’), wMch came to be mis-
understood as a festival of the opening of the
wine-jar and first tasting of the new wine, when
the three days of the Anthesteria became a revel
of Dionysos (cf. G. Murray, Four Stages of Greek
Religion, New York, 1912, p. 30 ; and Phot. s.v.

fjttapd iig>ipa : iv rots Xovfflv ^Avdea-reptQvos ptrivbs, iv
(Jj

SoKOV(nv al ^vxal tQv reXevrricrdvTtav dvUvat).^

Keres, therefore, were also souls of the dead, and
on vases they appear as gnat-like figures, winged,
but in other respects human, flitting about the

S
-ave-mound, or enclosed within it (reff. in
oscher). As ghosts {d8<a\a) they are powerful

for good, but more specially for evil, and quick
to take offence (cf. schol. in Aristoph. Av, 1490

:

^pwes dvcropyT^roL xal ;^a\e:ro2 rots ifj.7re\dIov(rt ylyvovrat
—quoted in Bohde, Psyche/^, p. 246, note 4). They
become ministers of death, and actually hale off

living souls * (cf. Horn. Od. xiv. 207 j Apoll. Bhod.
Argon, iv. 1665 ff. :

‘ Medeia invoked the Death-
spirits, devourers of life, the swift hounds of
Hades, who, hovering through all the air, swoop
down upon the living ’ [B. C. Seaton, in Loeh Class.

Libr., London, 1912]).

Most potent for evil is the vengeful ghost of a
murdered man, which has gone to join the great
company of maleficent ‘ elementals ’

:

& /leydkavxoi xal <}}6ep(nyeveLg
|
Krjpes ’Epivues, air* OlStfrdSa

|

yevos toAetrare irpvp.vo9ev ovrm (JEscn. Sept. 1054 ff.).

The word Erinys in this combination Kijpes ’BptviJes

was originally simply a descriptive epithet meaning
‘ angry ones,’ just as Eumenides is ‘ kindly ones.’^

So ‘ the idea of Erinys as distinct from Ker is

developed out of a human relation intensely felt
’

(J. E. Harrison, p. 214)—as Plato probably recog-

nized {Laws, ix. 865). Already in Homer, however,
the Erinyes are no longer human souls, but aven-
gers of souls upon the living (see H, ix. 571 : r^s
5' h^pocpotrts ^Bptpbs ^k\v6v—when summoned by
Althaia to avenge her two brothers). Abstraction
being pushed still further, the Erinyes become
avengers of offences against all moral law, or even
the laws of physical Nature

:

T« 6* dkyea xdWtir oiriacroi
[
iroWa tidk*, oa’O’a re firirphs ipivves

ixTekeova-iv (Hom. Od. xi. 279 f.)—compared with Od. ii. 135 f.

:

eirel fi’q’nqp (rruyepaq apiq<reT iptvvs,
1
olxov direpxopevi}. See also

II. ix. 464 and :ax. 259, 418.4

Formless in Homer, they vrere first differentiated

from Keres and analogous mythological figures,

and portrayed in visible shape in drama, by
JEschylus {Eumen. 46 ff’.). The more primitive
view of them reappears later in literature at inter-

vals, as, e.g., in Sophocles {(Ed. Tyr. 471 and 481),

as embodied Dooms (cf. Eur. Elek. 1252). It

would be hard to prove that the primitive concep-

tion ever died out completely,
LiTBRATaRB.—A long art. by O. Cnisius, in Roscher, ii.

(1890-1897), gives the fullest collection of passages, chronologi-
cally arranged

; see also O. Gruppe, Griechische Mytholo^eund
Mehaionsgeschichte, ii., Munich, 1906 (in I. von Muller, Handb.
der Mass. AlUrtumswiss.). The fullest general treatment, apart
from mere accumulation of references, is J. E. Harrison, Pro-
legomena to the Study of Greek Religion^-, Cambridge, 1908.

W. J. WOODHOUSE.

fashioned word for souls, and the formulary may have been
easily misunderstood* (J. E. Harrison, p. 35, note 1). A.

Mommsen, Fe&te der StadtAthen, Leipzig, 1898, p. 386, w'xU not
accept this. But cf. the Lemuria at Rome (W. Warde Fowler,
Roman Festivals, London, 1899, p. 106).

1

These ideas and practices of the Athenians were probably a
survival from the pre-Hellenic stratum of race and religion.

2

Of. the beautiful vase fragment published in JHS xii. (1891)

340, where a Knp davaroto, a small winged figure, hovers over
the head of a dying warnor, and is in the act of taking the

breath of life from his lips—according to the probable inter-

pretation.

3

See Paus. Vlii. xxv. 4 : rS dvpuS xfi^trOai xa\ov<rtv iptviieiv ot

’ApxaSes, and cf. the story to'ld in i^aus. r. xliii. 7 about Koroibos,

who slew the fiend Poine, the avenging ghost of the^ child of

Psamathe ; cf. Anthol. Pal. viL 154 : el/tu Si K^p rvp.povxoSt o Si

KreCvas fxe Kdpoi^So?.

4

So even an injured dog was said to have his Erinys.
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KESHAB CHANDRA SEN.~See Brahma

Samaj.

KEYS.—See Locks and Keys.

KEYS (Power).—See Binding and Loosing.

KHAKIS.— Ramaite Yaisnava sect of N.
India, said to have been founded by Kilh, a dis-

ciple of Krsna-Dasa^ Paya-ahari, the disciple of
Anantananda, the disciple of Ramananda.^ He
therefore flourished at the end of the 16th century.
The name of the sect is derived from the Persian
Mh, ‘ashes,’ and, in spite of its traditional founda-
tion by Kllh, it claims to have existed from the
time of the banishment of Rama-Chandra from
Ayodhya, as described in the Sanskrit Bdmayana,
Rama’s brother, Laksmana, is said, in his grief,’ to
have smeared his body with ashes. Hence he was
called ‘Khaki,’ and his admiring followers bear
that name to the present day.^ Their principal
seat is accordingly at Ayodhya, in the present
Faizabad District of the United Provinces, where
they have an akhdrhd, or cloister, founded by
one Daya Ram from Chitrakot in Bundelkhand

—

another locality hallowed by the Rama story—in
the days of Shujau-’d-daula, the Nawab Vizier of
Oudh (1754-75). In 1905 the Order numbered 180
persons, of whom 50 were resident and the rest
itinerant. The then head was eleventh in succes-
sion from the founder. At the temple of Hanu-
mangarhi* in the same city, dedicated to the
monkey-god Hanuman, the friend and helper of
Rama, the priesthood consists of these Khaki
ascetics.^

Another cloister of the sect, of some local cele-

brity, exists at Lunavada, in the Rewakantha
State, lying between Gujarat and Rajputana, with
an important branch at Ahmadabad.® This, to-

gether with the fact recorded by Nabha-Dasa
{loc, ciL) that Kilh himself belonged to a Gujarat
family, lends countenance to the hearsay state-

ment of H. H. Wilson® that the samddh, or
^iritual throne of the founder, is in Jaipur in
Rajputana.
Our knowledge of the customs and doctrines of

the Khakis is confined to what is said by Wilson
(on. cit.). Although Vaisnavas, and worshippers
of Rama, Sita, and, especially, Hanuman, in ac-

cordance with the Indian tendency to syncretism
they have adopted several Saiva customs, such as
the use of ash-smearing, dressing the hair in the
fashion of the Siva going about almost naked,
and the use of the term samddh for the throne of
their founder. Those who reside in fixed establish-

ments generally dress like other Vaisnavas, but
those who lead a wandering life go either naked or
nearly so, often with only a thick black cord round
their loins,’ and always with their bodies smeared
with the pale grey mixture of ashes and earth.

Literature.—This is given in the footnotes. A summa^ of
Wilson’s notice will be found in E. Balfour, CycZopcedia of
India?, ii., London, 18S5, s.v.

* Khaki.’

George A. Grierson.
KHALSA.—See Sikhs.

KHARWAR, KHAIRWAR (the former title

derived from Hindi khar, Skr. khata, ‘thatching
grass,’ said to be the tribal totem ; the latter from

1 See art. Bhakti-marga, vol. ii. p. 646. For an account of
Elh see Nabha-Dasa, Bhakta-M&ld (17th cent.), 40 f. and comm.

2 Gazetteer of Oude, Lucknow, 1877, i. 6 ; Gazetteer of Fyza-
had, Allahabad, 1905, p. 62.

3 See Rep. Arch. Surv, Ind. i. [1871] 322.
4 W. Orooke, Westminster, 1896, L 88.
5 Bombay Gazetteer, vi. [1880] 26.
6 Religious Sects of the Hindus, London, 1861, i. 98 1. Wilson

mentions another EJiaki cloister at Farrukhabad, on the Ganges,
but there is no reference to this in modern Gazetteers.
7M. A. Sherring, Hindu Tribes and Castes, iu- (Calcutta,

1881)60.
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Hindi khair, Skr. khadira^ the tree Acacia catechu,
the preparation of which is one of their industries).—^A non-Aryan tribe found in Bengal, the United
Provmces of A^a and Oudh, and the Central
Provinces, numbering, at the Census of 1911,
147,231. _As is the case with many similar tribes,

they fall into^ two groups—the one primitive and
isolated, retaining animistic forms of belief, the
other influenced by the Hindus in whose vicinity
they live.

According to E. T. Dalton, the Cheros and Kharwars both
* observe, like the Kols, triennial sacrifices. Every three years
a buffalo and other animals are offered in the sacred grove,
“sama,” or on a rock near the village. They also have, like
some of the Kols, a priest for each vDlage, called pdhn. He is

always one of the impure tribes—a Bhuiya, or KharwAr, or a
Parheya, and is also called baiga [see Baig‘a, vol. ii. p. 833], and
he only can offer this great sacrifice. No Brabmanical priests
are allowed on these occasions to interfere. The deity honored
is the tutelary god of the village, sometimes called DuAr PahAr,
sometimes Dharti, sometimes Purgahaili or Daknai, a female,
or Dura, a sylvan god, the same perhaps as the Darha of the
Kols’ {Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal, (Calcutta, 1872, p. 129).

In one village of Kharwars the same writer
found that the Baiga priest was offering, in the
name of the village, biennial sacrifices to Chindol,
a male spirit, to Chanda, a female spirit, and to
Parvin.

* Buffaloes, sheep, and ^oats are offered to these promiscu-
ously. They do not associate Chanda with Kali, and make no
prayers to any Hindu gods ; but when they are in great afiBic-

tion, they appeal to the sun. They have no particular name for
the luminaiy, calling it “ siiraj ” [Skr. surya], and any place on
which he shmes may he the altar. The other gods have shady
retreats. These villagers honored their ancestors by a yearly
offering of a wether goat ; this is strictly a family affair. The
animal is killed and eaten at home * {ib. p. 130). According to
H. H. Risley, ‘the main body of the tribe, and particularly
those who belong to the landholding class, profess the Hindu
rehgion, and employ Sakadwipi Brahmans as priests. Mahadeo
and Sitaram are the popular deities ; Gauri and Ganesh being
worshipped during marriages. In addition to these, the miscel-
laneous host of spirits feared by the Mundas and Oraons are still

held in more or less reverence by the KharwArs, and in PalAmau
members of the tribe sometimes perform the duties of pAhan or
village priest’ {TC, Calcutta, 1891, i. 476).

In the United Provinces they call themselves
Hindus, but they do not regularly worship any of

the orthodox gods, except Suraj, the sun, to whom
they appeal in time of trouble. Their chief god-
dess is a local Jualamukhi (g.v.) Devi, who must
not be confounded with the Fanjab go<idess of the
same name. They also worship a local deity
called Raja Lakhan or La^ihana Deva, who is

one of their deified Hindu conquerors, son of the
famous Raja Jai Chand of Kanauj, who fell at
Benares under the sword of Shihab-ad-din, the
Musalman invader, and became a popular hero
(V. A. Smith, Early Hist, of Indian Oxford,
1908, p. 356). He is annually worshipped at the
platform where the tribal dead are propitiated.

As in Bengal, they also worship Raja Chandol,
and Dharti, or Mother Earth, while those under
Hindu influence employ Brahmans to worship Siva
on their behalf. Dtilna Deo, said to be a deified

bridegroom who died under tragical circumstances,
is their marriage god. Darapat Deo and his

spouse, Angarmati, are the tribal gods of war.
The most remarkable cult practised by the

branch of the tribe in Chota Nagpur, however, is

that of Mtichak Rani, who is said to belong to the
Chamar caste (see Chamars). Every three years
a sacrifice in her honour is made at the village

threshing-floor, and her marriage is performed
with much ceremony.
The people, accompanied by musicians, ascend the hill where

she is supposed to live. One of the party acts as the marriage
priest, and marches in front of the procession, shouting and
dancing until he works himself into a state of frenzy. Th^
halt at the mouth of her cave, into which the priest enters, and
brings out the Rani, who is represented by a sraaU, oblong,
smooth stone, daubed all over with red lead. This is draped
with silk and cotton robes, slung in a bamboo, and carried away
like a bride. The procession halts for a time under a tree, and
then proceeds to another hill, where her consort, who is believed
to belong to the Agaria (q.v.) tribe, is said to live. Offerings
are made to the bride, and she is then flung into the cave of
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her bridegroom, which is believed to be of immense depth. M
she falls the people eagerly listen to the crash of the stone m it

strikes the sides of the abyss. When the sound ceases, they

return and end the rite with dancing. These two caves are

supposed to be connected by an underground passage ; and

every third year the Bani is believed to return, in the form of

the same stone, to her parents* home.

Formerly, it is said, the rite was performed

ammally ; but on one occasion the Kani caused a

scandal by appearing at the house of the Baiga

priest on the morning after the rite. This conduct

being deemed improper, she was punished by the

cessation of the annual marriage rite, which is now
performed every three years. This seems to he

a rite of sympathetic magic intended to promote

the fertility of the members of the tribe and of

their crops, like the lepbs ydfios of Zens and Hera
(77. xiv. 346 ff.) and similar rites in many other

parts of the world (J. G. Frazer, T/ie Magic Art,

London, 1911, ii. 98 f.; J. E. Harrison, Prolego-

mena, Cambridge, 1903, p. 482),

Literature.— In addition to the accounts by Risley and
Dalton quoted above, see W. Crooke, TO, Calcutta, 1^6, iii.

247 fli., and A. Baines, Ethnography [-GIAP ii. 6], Strass-

burg, 1912, p. 116 f. For the marriage-rite of Muchak Rani see

L- K. Forbes, SettUmant Report of Palamau, Calcutta, 1876,

reprinted in RINQ iii. [1893] 23 f., 167. The Khairwars of

the Central Provinces are described in Reports of the Ethno-
graphic Survey, pt. v., Allahabad, 1911, p. 45 £f.

W. Crooke.
KHASIS.—The Khasis are a hill tribe inhabit-

ing the Khasi and Jaintia Hills District of Assam,
which is situated between 26° V and 26° 6' N, lat.,

and between 90° 47' and 92° 62' E. longitude.

The District contains an area of 6167 _sq. miles,

and is mountainous. About half of it, includ-

ing the country around the capital, Shillong, is

outside the limits of British India. It consists of

a collection of small States in political relations,

regulated by treaty, with the Government of India,

but enjoying almost complete autonomy in the
management of their local affairs. In the re-

mainder, called che Jaintia Hills, the indigenous
system of administration through officers called

dolois has been maintained. The population of

the Khasis resident in the Khasi and Jaintia HOls
consisted of 161,865 at the last Census, exclusive

of 28,245 Christians, the greater portion of whom
are Khasis belonging to the welsh Calvinistic

mission. The Khasis are linguistically allied to

the Mon-Khmer family of Further India, and by
their appearance are sharply differentiated from
the Mongoloid tribes which surround them in

Assam, the Khasi skull being mesocephalic, the
eyes horizontal and not oblique, with openings
round and broad and not like narrow slits, the
base of the nose wide, the skin vaiying from dark
to a light yellowish brown, accormiig to locality

(fairer in the upland than in the lowland), the hair
black and straight, the stature short, and the
males very muscular. These physical character-
istics closely correspond with those of all speakers of
Austro-Asiatic languages (as reported bySchmidt),
of which the Mon-Khmer form an integral part.^
The calves are very highly developed—^which is

due probably to the Khasis, both males and females,
being accustomed to carry very heavy burdens up
and down hills. The females, when young, are
comely and of a buxom type. The people are
cheerful in disposition, gooi-tempered as a rule,

and fairly industrious, especially the females. An
interesting trait is their fondness for music, the
hymn tunes which are taught them by the Welsh
missionaries being rapidly learned and retained
without difficulty. The most important and prob-
ably the most interesting characteristic of the
Khasis is the observance of the matriarcliate.

* Their social organization presents one of the most perfect
examples still surviving of matriarchal institutions, carried out

1 See review by G. A. Grierson of W. Schmidt's JDie Mon-
Khmer VSfker, in JRAS, 1907, pp. 187-191.

with a logic and thoroughness which, to those accustomed to
regard the status and authority of the father as the foundation
of society, are exceedingly remarkable. Not only is the mother
the head and source, and only bond of union, of the family ; In
the most primitive part of the hills, the Synteng country, she is

the only owner of real property, and through her alone is in-

heritance transmitted. The father has no kinship with his
children, who belong to their mother's clan

; what he earns goes
to his own matriarchal stock, and at his death his bones are
deposited in the cromlech of his mother’s kin ’ (0. J. Lyall, in

F. B. T. Gurdon, The Khasis, p. xxiii f.).

1 . Origin and affinities.—The origin of the
Khasis is a difficult question. In the opinion of

the present writer,^ they are an offshoot of the
Mon people of Further India; but as to their

ultimate source, apart from their fairly close

approximation to the Malay type, all that we can
guess now is that we are on the right track,

originally pointed out by J. R. Logan as regards

India and Further India, and it is to be hoped that

the researches of scholars such as W. H. R. Rivers,

in Melanesia, will help us very greatly (see Gurdon,

pp. 12-18).

The use by the Khasis of a very peculiarly

shaped spade (mokhiw), which may perhaps be

I

regarded as the prototype of the ‘ singular shoulder-

headed celts’ found in the Malay Peninsula and
Chota Nagpur and figured in the JASB ot 1875,

may be mentioned. These shoulder-headed celts

are, according to E. Aymonier {Le Camhodge, Paris,

1900-04, iii.), neolithic.
‘ Oes celtes, dits 6paul4s, parcequ'Os possMent un talon d’une

forme particulifere, paraissent appartenir en propre k I’lndo-

C^ine et ^ la presqu’ue dekkhanique. Ils foumiraient done un
premier indice, non n4gligeable, d’une communaut4 d'origine

des populations primitives des deux p6ninsules, cis- et trans-

gang^tiques.*

Here, again, we may hop#> xor some important

discoveries, during the researches of Rivers in

Melanesia, as to the relative affinities of peoples

which belong to the Austronesian family.

It should be clearly understood that the Khasis

are not Indian as regards appearance, proclivities,

or language, and that we must look more to

Further India and possibly beyond, among the

peoples of the Pacific, for tribes exhibiting like

peculiarities.

2. Domestic life.—The greater number of the

population subsist by agriculture, but a consider-

able proportion earn their livelihood as porters,

carrying potatoes to the hats, or markets, and

various commodities to their homes therefrom.

There is also a fair demand for Khasi domestic

servants, both among the Europeans and among
the Bengali and Assamese clerks who are employed

at the headquarters of the administration at Shil-

long. The manufacture of country spirit gives

employment to a considerable number of persons,

most of whom are females. The Kh^is, although

in some villages acquainted with the art of weav-

ing, do not seek this form of employment on a

large scale, hut import most of their cloths from

the Plains Districts. In the War country they

both keep bees themselves and collect the wild

honey. The honey is exceptionally good, but littie

organized export of it exists, the trade being mostly

local. There is probably an opening tor a pro-

ductive business m the export of honey from the

Khasi Hills. The houses of^ the people m the

interior are, as a rule, substantial thatched cottages

with plank or stone walls, and raised on a plinth

some 2 to 3 ft. from the ground. The only windw
is a small opening on one side of the house. The

fire is always burning on an earthen or stone hearth

in the centre, and the smoke hangs in a dense

cloud about the room, as there is no chimnejr.

Above the hearth is a swinging shelf upon which

the firewood is placed to dry. In Shillong Cherra-

punji, and Jowai, houses built after the European

style have largely displaced the KhSsi thatched

1 Khasis, p. 10.
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cottages. The Khasis brdld their villages a little

below the tops of the hills, and seldom change their
sites. The villages have been situated in their
present positions for many years, as is evidenced by
the large number of memonal-stones and cromlechs
which are to be seen near them. The Khasi chief,
or Siem, lives in the village, in the midst of his
people. There is little furniture in the houses in
the interior, although the more up-to-date Khasis
use furniture of Euroi)ean patterns. In every house
are to be seen the hi knup, or rain shields, which
are made of basket-work, and also the baskets.
Id hhoh, of different sizes for carrying on the back.
The Khasis possess very few musicsd instruments,
and those which they do have are of the Assamese
or Bengali patterns. They are hard-working culti-
vators, and achieve very fair results, considering
the unproductive nature of the hill-sides on the
uplands. There is a considerable amount of wet
paddy cultivation among the Syntengs of the Jowai
subdivision. The most important crop in the up-
lands is the potato, the tuber having been intro-
duced into the countryT by the British. The
cultivation of oranges in the Southern portion of
the district is of equal importance with that of the
potato in the Northern. Oranges grow best in the
warm valleys lying on the Sylhet side of the hiUs.
The Khasi orange has always been famous for its
excellence. According to Letters received hy the
East India Company from its Servants in the
East, i. (London, 1896), it was exported many years
ago to Europe with the oranges of Garhwal and
Sikkim.
Khasis use bows and arrows for hunting, and

spears for both casting and thrusting. Fishing is
largely resorted to, the method employed being to
poison the streams. The Khasis eat practically all
flesh, except that of the dog, which they consider
to be * the friend of man.’ In this respect they
differ from the Naga, Garo, and KuM tribes of
Assam, all of whom eat the dog. The Khasis,
except some of the Christian community and some
of the people of Mawkhar in Shillong, do not use
milk or its compounds, following in this respect
the Kacharis and Kabhas of the plains or the Garos
of the hills. The Mongolian race in its millions, as
a rule, does not use milk for food ; but the Tibetans
and some of the Turkoman tribes are exceptions.
The lOiasis are heavy drinkers of both rice-beer
and rice-spirit. Archery may be said to be the
national game. Manufactures are few in number,
and do not tend to increase. The iron industry in
former days was an important one, but has now
died out completely.

3

.

Tribal organization.—The people of the
Khasi and Jaintia HiUs may be divided into BlhS-si,

Synteng, War, Bhoi, and Lynngam. These sec-
tions are subdivided, the Khasis into the inhabit-
ants of

^
the central high plateau, Cherra and

Nongstoin, Maharam, Mariaw, Nongkhlaw, and
the neighbouring Siemships ; the Syntengs into
gptengs proper, Nongtungs, and l^yrwangs ; the
Wars into War proper, and War Pnar ; the Bhois
into Jinthongs, Mynris, Kynkhongs, and the Khasi-
Bhois, i,e. Khasis who inhabit the low country to
the north of the district which is called generally
the ‘Bhoi. ’ The Lynngams are a separate division,
being half Khasi and half Garo. These tribes and
sub-tribes are neither strictly endogamous nor
strictly exogamous, but they are more endogamous
than exogamous ; e.^., Syntengs more often marry
Syntengs than Khasis, and vice versa, and it would
usually be considered derogatory for a Khasi of
the uplands to marry a Bhoi orWar woman, and a
disgrace to marry a Lynngam.

These divisions are subdivided into a number of septs, taking
Risley*s definition of * sept ' as the largest exogamous division of
the tribe, and these septs may be called ‘ clans ’ for the purpose

of this article. Many of the clans trace their descent from
ancestresses, or (g^ndmothers), who are greatly revered,
indeed almost deified, and in some of the Hatib the nameg of the
ancestresses survive, e.g. the Mylliem-ngap and the Mylliem-
^ah clans. The descendants of one ancestress of the clan, Jka
laiffbei Tj/nrat, are called shi kur, or one clan. Next comes
the division called the kpok, or sub-clan, all the descendants of
one great-grandmother (ka lawbei Tymmm) being styled sAi
kpoh. Then comes the iing (lit. * house *), or family. The grand-
mother, styled ka lawbei Kkynraw, or the young grandmother,
to distingui^ her from the two other grandmothers already
mention^ is the head of the iing, or family.l A prominent
characterise of the Kb§si clan is the common clan sepulchre

;

another is strict exogamy : a Kh^i can commit no greater sin
than to marry within his own clan, the women of which are
sang, or tabu, to him. Some of the clans bear the names of
animals, or, as in the case of the Diengdoh dan, a tree name ;

but the clan members apparently do not regard the animate or
trees as totems, since they do not abstain from killing, eating, or
otherwise utilizing them.

4. State organization.—The Khasi States may
be said^ to have been formed by the voluntary
association of villages or groups of villages, their
heads being the Siems, or chiefs. These chiefs
possess little authority except that derived from
the Durbar, or State assembly; indeed, ELhSsi
States are limited monarchies, being constituted
on dktinctly^ democratic lines. A fact of universal
application is that succession to the Siemship is
through the female line, the sons of the eldest

I

uterine sister inheriting in order of priority of
birth ; here it should be noted that this rule of
succession differs from the ordinary rule of succes-
sion to real property, which passes to the youngest
daughter of the deceased’s mother, and after her
to her youngest daughter (for a more detailed de-
scription of the rules of inheritance see Gordon,
pp. 68-75).

5. Marriage and divorce.— The most remark-
able feature of Khasi marriage is that it is usual
for the husband to live with his wife in his mother-
in-law’s house and not to take the bride to his own
home,^ as in other communities. As long as the
wife lives in her mother’s house, all her earnings
go to her mother, who expends them on the main-
tenance of the family. Among the Syntengs,
however, and the people of Maoshai, if the hus-
band does not live in the mother-in-law’s house,
he visits his wife there only after dark, and does
not take his meals in the house. Divorce is

common and may occur for a variety of reasons,
such as adultery, barrenness, incompatibility of
temperament, etc. The essential act in divorce is

the giving^ or exchange of five cowries or pice.
The wife gives her five cowries or pice to her hus-
band, who places them with his own and returns
the ten pieces to his wife, who again returns them
to him. The husband then throws the cowries or
coins on the ground, and the divorce is complete.
6. Inheritance.—The Khasi saying is tony jaid

na ha hynthei ('from the woman sprang the clan’).
When reckoning descent, they count from the
mother only; the man is nobody. If he is a
brother, u kur, he will be lost to the family or
clan when he marries; if he is a husband, he is

regarded merely as u shong hha, * a begetter ’ (for
further details see Gurdon, pp. 82-85).

7. Head-hunting.— The Khasis are not head-
hunters, like the NagSs of Assam, nor do they
appear to have practised such a custom in former
times; since the period of the Jaintia rebellion
thej^ have settled down into a nation of peaceful
cultivators. There is little crime among them,
but many* murders have been caused by a curious
superstition called u thlen. The tJden is be-
lieved to be a gigantic snake which requires to be
appeased periodically with human victims (Gurdon,
pp. 98-104).

8. Religion.—The main religion of the Khasis
is the cult of ancestors, although the propitiation
of spirits of evil by means of offerings is also al-

1 For an explanation of how the EhSai clan developed from
the Khasi family see Gurdon, p. 68 1
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most universal. The propitiation of ancestors was
formerly thought to be effected by offering food

to them on the flat table stones, or 7mw-kynthe%
so much in evidence in the Khasi and Jaintia Hills,

and this practice still obtains in the villages in the
interior of the hills. The more popular practice,

however, at the present time is to make the offer-

ings in the house, either annually or at times when
it is thought necessary to invoke the aid of the
departed. As is the case in other countries, and
among other people, it is possible that some of the
Khasi gods of to-day are merely the supposed
spirits of deceased ancestors (for a comparison
between the Khasi ancestor-worship and that of

the Shinto cult of Japan see Gurdon, pp. 109-111).

Of the deceased ancestors the Khasis revere ha
lawhei the most. Ka lawhei is the ancestress of

their elan ,* a large number of the flat table stones
to be seen in front of the Khasi menhirs are erected
in her honour. In former times it was the custom
to offer food to her on those stones. In cases of
family quarrels or dissensions among the members
of the same clan, which it is desired to bring to a
peaceful settlement, it is customary to perform a
sacrifice to ha lawheiy the first mother, but before
sacrificing it is necessary to take an augury by
breaking eggs.^ The next ancestor in importance
is JI Suid’Niat or JJ Kni Banghah, the first mater-
nal uncle, the elder brother of ha lawhei. The
great central menhir in the Khasi line of stones
is erected in his honour. The offering of food to
placate the spirits of Khasi ancestors may be
compared with the practices of some of the tribes
in the Malay Archipelago (GB^ ii. 4621). The
Khasis, like other rude tribes, propitiate also the
spirits of fall and fell, especially at times of ill

news or other misfortune, when the name of the
articular malignant being must be ascertained

y the breaking of eggs. They possess priests
called lyngdohSi who perform sacrifices either for
the good of the State or for private purposes. The
lyngdoh must be assisted at these sacrifices by a
priestess, and merely acts as her deputy when
sacrificing. This priestess is probably a survival
of the time when females took a more important
part in public religious life than they do at present.

9. Disposal of the dead.— The bodies of the
dead are burned, the ashes and uncalcined bones
being collected and placed in small histvaens on the
hill-sides to await collection to the great ossuaries
of the clans.

^
Such collections are made often

after very long intervals, and are carried out under
an elaborate ritual, part of which is the erection of
memorial stones. The main object of the collec-
tion in the ossuaries is to connne the spirits of
the dead and to prevent them from haunting the
living. The bodies of deceased Siems are disposed
of with the greatest formality, the remains of U
Ram Singh, Siem of Cherra, having been cremated
recently before several thousand spectators. The
corpse of this Siem had been preserved in a dwell-
ing-house of the Siem family for more than 30
years by the peculiar KhEsi system of embalming.

10. Memorial stones.—^This is a subject on which
much could be written. Those who are interested
in observing a custom which may possibly have
accounted for some megalithic remains in other
parts of the world may be referred to Gurdon, pp.
144-155. A striking feature of the Khasi stones
is the flat table stone, or dolmen, in front of a line
of menhirs, the menhirs being almost invariably of
uneven numbers, e.g. 3, 5, 7, 9, or even 11 stones.
Here it may be noted that the unevenness in num-
ber is also a special feature of the Belgaum stones.
The largest existing Khasi menhir is that of Nar-
tiang in the Jaintia Hills, which is 27 ft. high and
2i ft. thick, and the largest table stone is that at

1 For divination by egg-breaking see Gurdon, App. 0, p, 221.

Laitlyngkot in the Jaintia Hills, which is 28i ft.
by 13| ft. and 1 ft. 8 in. thick. There are some
table stones in the Khasi and Jaintia Hills which
may have been for sacrificing human victims (cf.

the great table stones at Jaintiapur and the stone
at leu Ksih near the Kapili river).

11. Folklore.—The Khasis possess a consider-
able amount of folklore which shows very few
signs of Indian or Aryan influence. The story
of the thlen, or fabulous snake, has already been
referred to (for a detailed account see Gmrdon,
p. 98 ff.). This tale or superstition may possess
counterparts in Cambodia or in the Mon country
or among the Palaungs.

12. Language. — Khasi has been placed by
Grierson in the Mon-Khmer group. As far back
as 1853 the connexion of Khasi with the other
languages of the Mon-Khmer family was recog-
nized, when Logan in his paper on the "General
Characters of the Burma-Tibetan, Gangeitic, and
Dravirian Languages ’ in the Journal ofthe Indian
Archipelago, spoke of it as a
* solitary record that theMon-Eambojan formation once extended
much further to the North-West than it now does.’

It was not, however, till 1889 that E. Kuhn showed
conclusively the true affinity of this language.
W. Schmidt of Vienna not only confirms Kuhn’s
conclusions, but goes a step further and includes
Khasi in the Austro-Asiatic family of languages, a
western branch of a still larger family of languages
stretching from the Panjab in the West through
Indonesia, Melanesia, and Polynesia, right across
the Pacific to Easter Island in the East ; from the
Himalaya in the North to New Zealand in the
South, which Schmidt names the "Austric* field

of languages.
* We must confess that it is the most widely spread speech

family of which the existence has yet been proved * (Grierson,
loe. cit.).

Schmidt’s theory has thus been accepted by Grier-
son, our ^eatest living authority on Indian lan-

guages. For a description of the Khasi language,
see the chapter on language in Gurdon, which is

based chiefly on C. J. Lyall’s skeleton grammar con-
tained in Linguistic Survey of India, ii.

;

cf. also

the treatises of Kuhn and Schmidt.
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P. R. T. Gurdon.
KHAWARIJ.

—

Khawdrij, plural of hharij, ‘ a
rebel,’ is used as the name of a group of Muslim
sects, of which apparently only the Ibadis {g.y.)

now survive. They are first heard of in connexion
with the murder of the third Khalif Uthman—an
event which, owing to the want of contemporary
documents, is somewhat obscure. Of the offences

with which this personage was charged the most
serious appears to have been his ordering the

destruction of all existing copies of the Qur’Sn,
in order that the recension which he introduced
should be unchallenged; but, since this order

was effectively carried out, the Muslim historians

are compelled to express approval of the act, as
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otherwise they would be throwing doubt on the
authenticity of the only surviving copy. It would
appear that *Ali obtained the Khalifate by the
support of the insurgents who had killed Uthman,
but afterwards was compelled to express abhor-
rence of that act; and, by accepting arbitration

in the dispute which afterwards arose betw’een
himself and Muawiya (founder of the Umawad
dynasty), he incurred the enmity of those who had
organized the plot against Uthman. He defeated
them in the bloody battle of Nahrawan (37 or 38
A.H.), but was soon assassinated by one of the
survivors in revenge. Their shibboleth for some
time appears to have been a declaration that
Uthman had deserved his death, and their formula
was ‘ None but God is judge,’ with reference to the
arbitration to which ’^Ali had consented. They
are sometimes known by the name shurat^ said

to mean * those who buy God’s favour with their

lives.’

During the whole of the Umayyad period, persons
who employed these names and formulae gave the
government trouble, sometimes being able to carry
on protracted civil war, at times only able to

organize ephemeral revolts. The greatest success

which they attained was under the command of

one Shabib, who, in the reign of 'Abd al-Malik,
repeatedly occupied the important city Kufa.
The wars of al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra -with the
Kharijite Qatan are recorded at ‘length in the
Kdniil of the ^ammarian Mubarrad (f 285 A.H. =
A.D. 998).

In the chronicles and popular literature the
Kharijites are represented as Puritans, driven to

take up arms against a government which failed

to satisfy their ideals of piety and asceticism.

Familiarity with the Qur’an is claimed for their

women {Baudot al-TJqald^ Cairo, 1328, p. 35;
Yaqut, Dictionary of Learned Men, London, 1913,

vi. 94), one of whom declares that the iterance of

the sacred volume displayed by the ruling powers
was what forced them to rebel. One of their

revolts was occasioned, it is said, by a ma^strate’s
failing to give redress to a Muslim who had been
given wine in lieu of vinegar at a shop. Those
who organized the risings are described as devotees
and students of the Qur’an, and indeed the name
qurrd', literally ‘readers,’ but often used for

‘devotees,’ is sometimes given them. Besides
these qualities they had a reputation for fanatical

courage. This they retained in the 3rd cent, of

Islam, when, under 'Abbasid rule, they played a
less important part than under the Umayyads.
Towards non-Muslims they are represented as

scrupulous in their dealings ; but towards Muslims
who disagreed with them they were inordinately

savage; they slaughtered women and children,

though some of their number disapproved of this

practice.

The author of AhFarq^ tain al-Firaq (‘ The Dis-

tinction between the Sects ’
; f 429 a.h. = A.D. 1037)

divides the Khawarij into twenty branches. The
doctrine common to them all was the obligation

to resist an unjust sovereign ; besides this they ail

applied the name kafir (‘unbeliever’) to Uthman,
*AIi, the two arbiters, all who approved of the
Arbitration, and all who had taken part in the
first Civil War (the Battle of the Camel).

_
Some

made their characteristic doctrine the application

of this name to all who committed capital oifences.

It would appear, however, that their most im-
portant doctrine was that any Muslim of good
character might be sovereign, whence they were
in permanent opposition to the supporters of the
hereditary dynasties.

It is not easy to fit the number 20 to the list of sects given
by the author quoted ;

the main divisions come far below that
number, whereas the subdivisions far exceed it. An artificial

cdassincation with the view of obtaining the number 20 was
afterwards made by Shahrastani (Eeligi&nspartheien und Philo-
sophenschulen, tr. T. Haarbrucker, Halle, 1S50-51, L 12Sfl.).

'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilam (t561 a.h.=a.d. 1166) reduces it to- 15
divisions. One of the names meets us frequently in Arabic
literature, viz. the §ufriyya; references to the Ibadiyya also
occur. The differences between them were largely on the same
doctrinal questions as divided the other communities

—

predestination, the relation of capacity to conduct, whether
mfants are Muslims, etc. But there were also differences which
emanated from their own special doctrines

—

e.g., whether an
evildoer was to be called mushrik (‘pagan’) or only kafir
(* denier *)» and whether the latter word could be interpreted
‘ ungratefiil ' as well as ‘ unbelieving. ’ Certain other differences
belonged to the details of Islamic jurisprudence—e.^., the
minimum theft whereby the punishment of handcutting was
incurred, the amount of alms to be paid on the produce of land
watered by rivers and springs, etc.

Although some of these sects were able to main-
tain themselves in various Islamic provinces for a
time, and the Ibadis have done so permanently, it

is probable that the historians of the sects have
in many cases overrated their toiportanoe, and
represented the followers of some particular in-

surgent as continuing in existence long after

the movement had been defeated. As might be
expected in the case of such warlike communities,
their literature was rich in ballad-poetry, which
the archaeologists collected. Of their contro-
versial and juristic treatises little has as yet come
to light.

LiTERATxmB.—J. Wellhausen, Die religibs-politisehen Oppo-
sUionspartei&n im alien Islam, Berlin, 1901.

D. S. Maegoliouth.
KHIDR.—Khidr (pronounced by the Persians

and Turks as Khisr),^ ‘the green one,’ is the name
or, rather, the title of a Munammadan saint who,
according to the popular conception in Islam, is

still alive to-day. The origin of the name is

obscure, although diiferent attempts have been
made to explain it (see below). Whatever the
origin of the name, it is certain that the figure of

Khidr as conceived in Islam is not derived from
one definite source, but is rather the composite of

a large number of legends and myths of widely
divergent origin and character, which 'were current

in the lands of Islam prior to the Muhammadan
occupation. It has been justly said that Khidr is

the product ofMuhammadan syncretism (K.Voilers,

ABW xii. [1909] 238), implying thereby that the
whole Khidr figure, while a prominent feature of

the religion of the Muhammadan masses, is yet
entirely made up of non-Muhammadan elements,

and owes to Islam only the amalgamation of all

these heterogeneous elements into one ^yhole. It

is impossible here to enter into a discussion of the
extremely complicated problem of the Blhidr legend.

We shall limit ourselves to a brief indication of the
principal sources upon which it has drawn and of

the salient features now attributed to Khidr and
originally derived from those sources.

Frequently in Muhammadan literature and in-

numerable times in Persian poetry Khidr is men-
tioned as one (or rather the only one) Avho has
gained life immortal by drinking from the Fountain
of Life. According to a more definite statement
quoted by early Muhammadan historians, Khidr
was the vizier of Dhu-l-i^arnain, ‘ the two«homed ’

(the Syro-Arabic title of Alexander the Great),

who discovered the Fountain of Life which his

royal master had failed to find. This leads us
unmistakably to the famous story of the Fountain
of Life recorded in the Greek Alexander romance
which goes under the name of pseudo-Callisthenes,

a -work of a very complex literary character, which
was finally completed about A.D. 300.

According to this account, which is recorded in several

varying recensions, Alexander went out to search for the
Fountain of Life in order to attain to life everlasting. By the
merest chance his cook, who in some of the recensions is called

Andreas, discovered the fountain. He was cleaning a salted

1 With a different vocalization the name is also pronounced
Khadir and Khu^r.
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(or dried) fish in the fountain in preparation for a meal, when
the fish came to life again and disapj)eared in the water. The
cook partook of the life-giving liquid and became immortal.

Alexander, who could not find his way back to the fountain,

decided in his jealousy and disappointment to kill the cook

;

but, as death had no power over him, Alexander threw him
with a millstone round his neck into the sea, where he became
a sea-demon.

This story, which originally formed a separate

legend and was transmitted as such long before and
long after pseudo-Callisthenes, came in this shape

to the Syrians, and through them into Arabia. A
reflexion of it is found in the Qur’an (xyiii. 59-63),

in which, like so many other legends, it has been
mutilated almost beyond recognition. It is obvious,

and indeed is expressly and circumstantial^ related

in later Muhammadan sources, that Khidr is

identical with Alexander’s cook who discovered the

Fountain of Life by means of the salted fish.

According to a conjecture put forward by several

scholars and upheld by the present writer, Khidr,
‘ the green one,’ is the original designation of the

sea-demon into which the cook Andreas was trans-

formed when thrown into the sea.^

A far more important prototype of Khidr is the
prophet Elijah. The Tishbite is, no doubt, the
most prominent and the most popular figure in the
legendary world of post-Biblical Judaism. The
most striking attributes of this post-Biblical hero
are eternal life and omnipresence. He attends
eveiy circumcision ceremony performed in a Jewish
family, and it is still customary to keep a special

seat, the so-called ‘ chair of Elijah,’ ready for his

reception; and he visits every Jewish home on
Passover eve, when a special cup of wine is set

aside for him. In contrast to his vehement Biblical

prototype, the post-Biblical Elijah figures essenti-

ally in the amiable x61e of an adviser and helper.

He reveals himself to scholars, whom he enlightens
on the * secrets of heaven ’ and on different points
of Jewish law. He is particularly to be met with
on the road and in deserted places. The ^labbalists,

or Jewish mystics of a later age, laid particular

stress on this popular belief of glllUy EUyahu
(‘revelation of Elijah’), and many of them claimed
to have derived their mystical ideas, and even
whole books, from their personal association with
the prophet.
One such Elijah story quoted by a Jewish authority of the

11th cent., but undoubtedly of much older origin, must be
singled out from among the rest. In this story Elijah ac-

companies a famous Baboi of the 3rd cent, on his travels, and
shows him several incidents which, on the surface, seem to
militate against God’s justice, but, when interpreted by the
prophet, are revealed as wonderful instances of the wisdom and
justice of Divine Providence.

This story, or rather some earlier variant of it,

has found its way into the Qur’an (xviii. 64-81).

The place of the Talmudic Rabbi is taken by
Moses, while Elijah is designated anonymously as
‘one of our servants.’ This fact alone suflScesto
prove what is to be assumed a priori, that this
most striking figure of j>ost-Biblical Jewish legend
was known in Arabia in the time of Muhammad.
Since Khidr’s salient attribute was everlasting life,

just like that of Elijah, it was natural to identify
thetwo figures. Hence the exegetes and theologians
of Islam declare with remarkable unanimity that
the servant in the Qur’an (xviii. 64) is no one but
Khi^. This is the first express reference to the
name of Khidr in literature. As a result of this
combination, the story of the Fountain of Life in
the Qur’an (xviii. 69-63), on the one hand, and the
Elijah legend (64-81), on the other, which originally
had nothing to do with one another and are easily

1 Since the story of the Pountam of Life bears a striking
resemblance to the Glaukos myth, it has been suggested, and is

believed by the present writer, that Khidr and PAaS/cos, which
are identical in meaning, are also ultimately identical in origin,
although the literary medium cannot as yet be definitely
ascertained. Others explain the name as the genius of vegeta-
tion, or as a mutilation of Khasisatra, the ancestor of GUgamesh
in the famous Babylonian epic.

distinguishable by their different rhymes, were
subsequently made to follow one another, and were
in a most artificial and clumsy manner welded into
one continuous narrative, which has been accepted
as a unit not only by ail Muhammadan theologians,
but also, in spite of the obviousness of the under-
lying facts, by many European scholars. The
combination has had the additional result that it

has suppressed the further development of the
original, undeniably pagan, conception of Khidr as
sea-demon in Islam, and transformed him into a
sacred figure, who is classed by various Muham-
madan theologians either as a prophet or as a saint
[wall), and by some even as an angel. Whatever
of the orimnal Khidr myth was still known (and a
great deal of it was still known) to the legend-
collectors and story-tellers in Islam was forced into
a new channel. Khidr, the cook of Alexander, was
raised to the rank of general and vizier, and in
this capacity was made the leading figure in the
Muhammadan Alexander romance, completely
overshadowing his heathen master.
There can be no doubt that originally the Muham-

madans themselves were conscious of the identity
of the legendary character of Khidr with that of
Elijah, for they declare—and the view is generally
accepted within Islam—that the real name of
Khidr is Iliya (afterwards corrupted into Balya),
the Jewish form of Elijah. The Jews living in
Muhammadan countries took the same combination
for granted, for those whose name was Elijah
called themselves Khidr, and the Turks still imply
the same combination by calling our prophet
Khidrlas (Khidr=Ilyas). What is of far greater
importance, the prevalent conception of Khidr is

an exact reproduction of the Elijah figmre, to a
de^ee which is truly astonishing. Khidr, like

Elijah, is the eternal prophet who is omnipresent,
‘who appears when his name is called.^ He is

helper and adviser in the time of need ; he reveals
himself to those worthy of his companionship, to

whom he transmits divine secrets; he appears,
according to a story recorded in the canonical
Muhammadan tradition (the so-called Jfadlth), at

the death of Muhammad to offer his condolence to

the bereaved companions of the founder of Isl§.m.

Like the feahhalists in Judaism, the Sfifis, or

mystics, of Islam lay particular claim to intimate
companionship with Khidr. Innumerable stories

are told of the opinions, doctrines, and prayers
entrusted by the prophet to particularly favoured
Sufis, and manyworks are declared by their authors
to be the direct product of his personal instruction.

The remarkable closeness between the Jewish
Elijah legend and the Muhammadan Khidr belief

may be gauged from the fact that,just as Elijah

in Jewish sources is identified with JPhinehas, so is

Khidr in Muhammadan writings, and that, just as

Elijah in the Talmud, so does Khidr in the Muham-
madan legend appear occasionally in the disguise

of a Bedawi. Numerous details of a similar kind
which can he easily supplied testify to the same
relationship.

Owing to the fact that the prophet Elijah is

mentioned in the Qur’an by name (in the <5rseco-

Syrian form Ilyas), and is described in Biblical

rather than in post-Biblical colours, the Muham-
madan theologians saw themselves subseq^uently

compelled to make of Blhidr= Iliya, on tne one
hand, and of Ilyas, on the other, two distinct per-

sonages. The primitive relationship, however,

shows itself in the attempt to identify Khidr with
Elisha, the disciple of Elijah, and in the countless

legends in which Elijah (or, more correctly, Hyas)

and Khidr appear as inseparable twins. The
original distinctive function of both Elijah and
Khidr is clearly revealed in the belief, commonly
accepted by Muhammadans and illustrated by
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innnmerable stories, that, while both prophets are
entrusted with the task of protecting the travellers

on their journeys, Elijah is muhallaffChharr^ * the
guardian of the dry land,’ particularly of deserted

places, while Khidr is muhallaj fi I bahr, ‘the
guardian of the sea.’ The maritime character of

liidr, which the Muhammadans accept as an
unalterable fact without being able to explain it,

is preserved throughout the whole field of Muham-
madan folklore. Down to this day Khidr is essen-

tially the Khawwad al-huhur, ‘the one who tra-

verses the seas ’
; he is the* patron of sailors, who

invoke his aid in time of need ; a sacrifice is offered

to him when a boat is launched (S. I. Curtiss,

Primitive Semitic Religion To-day^ Germ, ed.,

Leipzig, 1903, p. xvif. and p. 111). This concep-
tion and the rites reflecting it are still current
throughout the whole of Syria, and can even be
traced as far as Northern India.

The combined figure of the sea-demon Khidr and
the prophet Elijah followed in the wake of the
Muhammadan arms. It is now generally recog-

nized that the conquered nations who were con-
verted to Islam managed to carry with them into
the new religion many of their former doctrines.

In a similar way Khidr became the depository of

all kinds of ancient myths and popular rites current
in the lands occupied by Islam. The data on this
aspect of the Khidr figure are not yet complete.
As far as Syria is concerned, extremely valuable
material has been collected by Curtiss (in the
volume referred to above), and, in part prior to
him, by C. Clermont-Ganneau {Horus et Saint-
Georges^ Paris, 1877). From this material it is

evident that Khidr, as now revered, indeed one
may say worshipped, in Syria, embodies many con-
ceptions of primitive Semitic religion, perhaps also
including the ancient Babylonian Tammuz cult.

The whole coast of Syria is dotted with Khidr
sanctuaries in which sacrifices and the first-born
of animals are still offered to him . In the crude
vagueness of the popular religion Khidr has be-
come a divine being. As an unsophisticated Mu-
hammadan innocently put it to Curtiss, ‘ Khidr
is near, but God is far ’ (op. cit, p. 111). Through
the identification with St. George (Mar Jirjis),

whose origin lay in the same country, new rela-
tions have been created which made our versatile
prophet acceptable to the Christians, as he is also
popular among the Jews.
The official theologians of Islam are, and always

have been, averse to these excesses of the popular
IQddr belief. Many of them have insisted—and,
indeed, have made Muhammad hhnself declare—
that Khidr, who, as they were compelled to admit
(largely because of the canonical account of his
appearance at the death of Muhammad), was a
contemporary of the Prophet, died shortly after
him. This attempt, however, which was curected
against the extravagant Khidr cult, particularly
as cherished by the Silfis, remained unsuccessful.
On the other hand, tbe theologians had no hesita-
tion in making Khidr a favourite object of their
scholarly speculations. Muhammadan literature
records a bewildering number of conjectures which
identify Khidr with various figures of Biblical and
Apocryphal legend. Of these conjectures, which
are purely the product of unfettered speculative
fancy, the identifications with the following per-
sonages may be mentioned; Melchizedek, Seth,
Enoch, Jonah, Jeremiah, Lot, and the Messiah.^
Finally, it may be mentioned as a possibility that
another striking attribute of Khidr, his incessant
wandering— ‘ to wander like Khi^ ’ is a current
Arabic phrase—^is responsible for the name of the
Wandering Jew. Ahasuerus may be an adapta-
yt can be shown that all these personages were believed,

eitherm Eabbinical or in Christian legend, to be immortal.

tion of Khidr in its Persian-Turkish pronunciation
as Khisr.

LrrBRATtrRB.—^The literature on the subject is extensive and
extremelj” scattered. The relations between the Khidr legend
and the Alexander romance are treated in detail by l'. Fried-
laender. Die Chadhirlegeiide und der Alexariderroman^ Leipzig
and Berlin, 1913 (full bibliography on pp. xviii-xxm). For the
sake of completeness, G. Zart’s essay, ‘ Chidher in Sage und
Dichtung,’ in SamirUung gemetnverstancUich^ vdssenschajrt-
licher Vortrdge, new series, vol. xxxii. (Hamburg, 1897), no. 280,
may be added. Cf. also T. Noldeke’s note in ARW xiiL [1910]
474 f. Meijer de Hond, Beitrage zur Erklarung der JSl^id^r-
legende und von Koran, Sure lb\ 59ff., Leyden, 1914, merely
confuses the issue. 1. FpJEDLAENDER,

KHOS.—A race inhabiting the Chitral Valley
aud adjoining country south of the Pamirs, on the
N.W. frontier of British India. To the E. lie

Yasin and Gilgit, where the lan^age is Shina ; to
the W. is Kafiristan, where various Indian Kafir
dialects are spoken ; to the N., across the Hindu
Kush, lie the Pamirs, where the language is

Iranian ; and to the S. lie a number of small tribes,

mainly of Shin origin, but partly also Pathan,
separating them from India proper. The Khos
(properly Eos), together with the Shins of Gilgit
and the Kafirs of Kafiristan, are often classed
together as ‘Dards’; but this name is properly
applied only to the Shins. The present writer
looks upon all three as representing the ancient
PUachas, The habits and customs of the Khos
much resemble those of the true Dards, and in the
present article attention will chiefly be drawn to

those particulars in which they differ from the
latter (see Daeds, vol. iv. p. 399).

The Khos are not the rulmg class oi Chitral.
These call them contemptuously Fakir Mushkin^
or ‘ poor beggars ’ (quasi-Arab. Faqlr Misidn), A
superior grade, who are paid servants of the
Mehtar, or ruling chief, of Chitral, are known as
Erbdhzddas ( ‘ sons of possessors ’). The two grades
intermarry. Above them are the later conquerors
of the country—the Adamzddas (‘sons of men’).^
The origin of these last is uncertain, but some of

them at least came from the north, across the
Pamirs, in the 16th cent. A.D. The Khos have
imposed their language upon them.
According to tradition, the whole Chitral Valley

was once occupied by Kafirs, and some Kafir tribes,

e,g. the Kalashas, still inhabit it. This tradition
is home out by the fact that the Kafir dialects are
much more nearly related to the Shina dialects of

Gilgit than either of the two groups is to KhS-war,^
the language of the KhOs. The last, although
undoubtedly belonging to the same linguistic

group, differs from the other two in some essential

particulars, such, even, as the forms of the pro-
nouns, in regard to which they agree rather with
the Iranian Ghalchah languages of the Pamirs.^
It looks as if the whole tract composing the present
Kafiristan, Chitral, and Gilgit was once occupied
by one homogeneous race, which was suhst-quently
split into two divisions by a wedge of Kho invasion,

representing members of a different, but related,

tribe coming from the north (cf. Biddulph, p. 158 f.,

for a slightly different explanation).
According to Biddulph (p. 73), the Khos show

certain physical peculiarities not shared by their
Dard relations. In personal appearance they may
be called Aryans of a high type, not unlike the
Dards, but more handsome, with oval faces, finely

cut features, and large beautiful eyes, so that
they would compare favourably with the highest
lype of beauty in Europe. They are famous for

their long hair, of which they are inordinately
proud, and in this they differ from their Kafir

1 O’Brien, Gram, and Vocab. of the Khowdr Dialect, p. vi.
2 Called by Leitner (Languages and Maces cf Dardistan)

* Amyia,* a name based on the Shi^ word Arinah, employed to
designate a portion of Tasin where Kho-war is spoken.

8 Of. Biddulph, Tribes of the Hindoo Eoosh, p. 156.
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district. It is probably to be read as a manifestation of his
sincere and earnest temperament, that once, while tending
sheep on the moors, the boy Michael, overcome with hunger
and cold and a sense of loneliness, mounted a hillock and
solemnly cursed God as the dispen^r of so wretched a lot.
Shortly afterwards he w’ent to a situation in Copenhagen, where
he soon began to prosper

; but, with his natural tendency to
morbid introspection, strengthened by stern religious feeling
he interpreted his later success as a sign that he had with his
boyish curse^ committed the sin against the Holy Ghost

; the
turn of the tide showed at once that he had been presumptuous
in denying God’s care of him, and that the sin was too great to
be punished (as a less grave sin might have been, e.g, by adver-
sity) in this world. This idea still further suffused his religious
^iews and his religious life with gloom and melancholy, and
these, again, descended, partly by inheritance and partly by
training, upon both of his distmguished sons.

Soren, the child of his old age, came, even as a
youth, to surmise that there was some darlc secret
gnawing at his father’s heart, and at length,
shortly before his father’s death, learned the true
facts about the curse. The discovery shook him,
as he says, like an earthquake. He made a note
of the circumstance, and put it among his private
papers, where it was found a considerable time
after his death; and, when H. P. Barfod, the
first editor of his posthumous papers, showed the
note to Bishop Blierkegaard, the latter burst into
tears with the cry :

‘ That is our father’s history
and ours also.’ It should be added that the father
was a man of remarkable intellectual gifts, and
that, with all his severity, he won the devoted
affection of his sons.

2. His personality.—The fundamental and de-
cisive element in Soren Kierkegaard’s personality
is found by George Brandes in his combined rever-
ence and scorn ; by H. Hoffding (more in accord-
ance with the fact that he was his father’s son) in
his melancholy; by 0. P. Monrad, his latest
biographer, in emotion or passion. Certainly the
emotional factor—as it forms the decisive element
in personal character generally—best suggests the
distinctive feature of Kierkegaard’s personality.
In his published writings and in his journals we
are in touch with a nature of unwonted intensity,
with an inner life at white heat. This is seen in
his abnormal sensitiveness ; he was touched to the
quick by things that others might have ignored or
easily forgotten. A^ain, while he was admittedly
the most original mind that Denmark ever pro-
duced, his thought seldom operated in cool dialectic,
but was in its nature ‘ existential,’ expressive of
his whole personality ; with amazing imaginative
fertility he constructs, not chains of reasoning, but
' experiments in psychology,’ Le, persons and situa-
tions depicting a real, living experience. Similarly,
reli^on was for him, not a group of doctrines re-

quiring merely to be believed, defended, or systema-
tized, Tbut a fact making a tremendous demand
upon life ; the joy of salvation was to be won in
the most intense appropriation of the truth and
the most impassioned submission to its claim. His
natural melancholy was, as already said, partly an
inheritance, strengthened by his early training,
and doubtless also by the sickly and infirm body
with which his impetuous spirit was united ; but
it was deepened by his sense of the awful impera-
tive of Christianity and his failure to realize it.

His perfervid nature appears also in the iron
resolution with which he wrought out his, as he
thought, divinely appointed task; for he might
claim, as few others, that in all his work he had
striven for but one thing ; and in prosecuting it he
lost friends, means, health, was mocked by the
crowd and denounced by the religious, but held on,
if not serene, yet undismayed, to the end.

3- His purpose and method.—What, then, was
the ‘one thing’ that he willed? As he makes
clear in Om min Forfatter-Virksomhed (‘My
Literary Activity,’ 1851), it was religion ; or, more
definitely, his one aim was to teach his age what

it is ‘ to become a Christian.’ When he was about
twenty-five years of age—after a period of irre-
sponsible life—the discovery of his father’s secret,
and his father’s death, constrained him to live
more earnestly, and he passed his examination for
orders and took his degree. About this time, too,
he became engaged, but adhered to the engagement
for little over a year, being convinced that his
melancholy (and perhaps something else) unfitted
him for married life. This was, in fact, one of
the turning-points of his career. The broken
engagement has left its tragic mark on the writ-
ings of his earlier period, but this Avas simply
because it had brought him to see that he was not
as others, and to realize his true vocation, viz. to
hold up the ideal Christian life before his contem-
poraries. How was this to be done? We shall
never understand the real Kierkegaard, never even
comprehend rightly any of his books, until we first
of all grasp his proposed method—a method not
fully understood by himself at first, but gradually
revealed to him in the course of events.

His^ starting-point Avas the conviction that once
more in Denmark the times were out of joint ; his
fellow-men were so far astray that they could not
profit by a direct Christian message. They were

I

all ‘Christians’—Christians by birth, just as Jews
are JeAvs by birth—but their life Avas lived on the
plane of sense (the ‘aesthetic’), or, at best, on the
plane of customary morality. Moreover, Christ-
ianity had been appropriated^ philosophy, had
become part of the ‘ system ’ (Efegelianism) Avhich
reduces existence to thought, and sees unity and
harmony everywhere. The Church itself had for-
gotten the ideal, and the necessity of personal
choice ; it preached peace without the SAvord. The
situation seemed to Kierkegaard like that of Greece
in the age of the Sophists ; and, just as Socrates
(who had been the central figure in his graduation
theses on Irony) sought by his ‘ irony ’ to bring his
hearers to a sense of their oAm ignorance, and by
his ‘ maieutic ’ to help them to bring forth truth,
so Elierkegaard proposed by the method of ‘in-
direct communication ’ to arouse his age from its
self-content, and lead it—not in the mass, indeed,
but as iadividuals-to realize what it is to live,
and, above all, what it is to live the Christian life.

Where the prevailing mode of thought made all

easy, he would ‘ make difficulties.’ And his method
would be to take his stand, as did Socrates, beside
those whom he wished to instruct. He would
fabricate characters representative of various
aspects of contemporary life, letting each work
out his OAAm Adews. Hence Kierkegaard’s most
characteristic works are pseudonymous ; he is not
to be considered as their author, and, indeed, it is

only when, in the elaboration of his plan, his fabri-
cated personalities apj>roximate to his own stand-
point that he puts his name, as editor, on the
title-page.

4. His works.

—

{a) The Hndirect message,^—The
first phase of the ‘indirect message’ appears in
Entm—Eller (‘Either—Or,’ Feb. 1843), a work in
two parts, A’s Papers and B’s Papers, with Victor
Eremita as the ostensible editor. A’s Papers are
eight in number (including ‘ The Seducer’s Diary,’
which is not by A, i,e., it is stni further removed
from Kierkegaard’s own position), and depict
various aspects of the ‘sesthetic’ life—the life of
sensuous enjoyment in its most refined form. B’s
Papers are letters to A, and show how the ethico-
religious man, in fitting himself into the ordinary
human relations, such as marriage, from a sense
of duty, really attains to a higher sesthetic con-
dition than the aesthetic man himself, whose only
hope is to realize his state as one of despair, and
so ‘choose himself,’ t.e. become a personalty. B
closes with a sermon which sets forth the true
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religious attitude as one of continued penitence

—

‘that we are always in the wrong in relation to

Qod ’—and ends with the undogmatic dogma that
* only the truth that edifies is truth for thee.’ The
necessity of decision, of choosing one’s personality,

of coming to oneself (what one actually decides

for is not so important)—such was the message of
j

Enten—Eller.
^ \

For the moment Kierkegaard thought that his

task was done. But in writing B’s Papers he had
personally attained to a deeper grasp of Christ-

i

ianity, and had come to feel that there was a

stage of life higher than the ethico-religious stand-
j

point of B. It was now, probably, that he became
j

more fuBy cognizant of his plan, and of what was
necessary to its development. The higher and

j

more distinctively Christian form of religion is set

forth in Frygt og Bceven (‘Fear and Trembling,’

Oct. 1843), the message of which is illustrated by
the fact that Abraham was commanded to do what
was ethically wrong, i.«., to kill Isaac, and obeyed
in virtue of a personal relation to God; he had
faith—he stakea the earthly, and yet believed that

he should possess it still. Such faith is no common
or easy thing, but is a relation to the Absolute
which baffles reason, and can be won and held only
in an infinite passion. In Gjentagelsen ( ‘ Repetition,

’

Oct. 1843), Kierkegaard sketches an abortive trans-

ition to the religious sphere. ‘Repetition’ is one
of his characteristic ideas ; it signifies persistence

in, and faithfulness to, a chosen course of life, and
is thus opposed to the aesthetic standpoint, with
constancy only in change. But Kierkegaard also

gives the word a more special meaning—that rather
of ‘resumption’ {Gjentagelsen ‘taking again’)—^im-

plying that each higher stage of life carries with
It the lower in a transfigured form, Gjentagelsen
tells of a young man who seeks to pass from the
aesthetic to the religious sphere, but for want of

a true penitence becomes merely a romanticist; ie.,

he simply resumes his old self; and his case is

contrasted with that of Job, w^ho humbled himself
utterly before God, and at last regained all that he
had lost, and more—the true ‘repetition.”

In PhilosophisJce Smuler (‘Philosophical Bits,’

June 1844, by ‘ Johannes Climacus,’ with Kierke-
gaard as editor) he comes closer to his real problem,
‘ How to become a Christian,’ but so far discusses
only the general question, ‘How can an eternal
salvation be based upon a historical event ? ’ As an
‘experiment in thought’ his pseudonym argues
that an appearance of God in time-relations must
be a * paradox ’ for human reason. Thought must
find such an appearance a stumbling-block, and
may seek either to reject it or to explain it—both
eq^ually in vain. The true procedure of the in-
tellect is to abase itself before the ‘ paradox,’
which can be grasped only in the passion of faith.
Such is the condition of salvation, in regard to
which, accordingly, the earliest and latest genera-
tions are essentially on the same ground. The next
step was to indicate what is at once the pre-
supposition of and the obstacle to the great work
of faith. This is done in Begrehet Angest (‘The
Idea of Dread,’ June 1844), a psychological inves-
tigation of the Fall, and so of sin in general. Sin
is not to be explained scientifically

;
psychologic-

ally it is preceded by a vague apprehension {Angest)
of something that both attracts and repels, but this
does not bring us to sin itself, which, as an act
of the human jpersonality, comes by a ‘ spring.’
In Stadier paa Livets Vei (‘Stages on the way of
Life,’ April 1845) is given a kind of resume of the
foregoing books. This w^ork exhibits the three
spheres of life—the aesthetic, the ethical, the
religious—and thus supplements Enten-—Ellery de-
veloping the ideas of Frygt og Bceven and Gjenta-
gelsen. The most important section is the third,

entitled ‘Guilty—Not Guilty’ (based, as are also
in part Frygt og Bceven and Gjentagelsen, upon his
personal experiences in connexion with his engage-
ment), a narrative of suffering—suffering resulting
from the break with the natural life and from the
sense of guilt, which drive the subject of the
narrative towards religion in its highest form.
Isolated from man, isolated before God, he does
not reach peace, for he represents only the approxi-
mation to religion. The full statement of what
is involved in becoming a Christian is given in the
Afsluttende 'uvidenskaheligEftershrift ( ‘ Concluding
Unscientific Postscript,’ t.e. to ‘ Philosophical Bits,’
Feb. 1846, by the same pseudonym and editor).

The starting-point of the book is the individual’s
passionate desire for his own salvation, and its

problem is not ‘ Is Christianity true ? ’, but ‘How
am I to become a Christian?’ The passionate
desire rejects the proofs from Biblical theology, from
the existence of the Church, and from the philosophy
which, in identifying being and thought, distorts
Christianity and subverts individuality. Man may
construct a logical system ; a system of existence is

for God alone. The essential truth of Christianity,
viz. that the Absolute has entered into time-
relations, is a paradox for thought, and can be
appropriated only by an impassioned faith. Sub-
jectivity is truth ; the essential thing is not what,
but how, we believe.

These works were produced within about four
years ; but in addition to, and concomitantly with,
the pseudonymous books Kierkegaard had issued
a series of Ophyggelige Taler (‘Edifying Dis-
courses’) designed for the ‘individual’ whom his

other works might have awakened. By these,

moreover, he intended not only to indicate his own
religious position, but also to show that—should
it ever be questioned—he was a religious writer
from the outset. These ‘discourses’ are marked
by the finest spiritual discernment.^

(5) The portrayal of ideal Christianity.—Once
more Kierxegaard believed that his special task
was finished, and actually thought of seeking a
rural charge. But now came the second event that
deeply influenced his life and thought. In the
early forties the Korsar, a satirical journal edited

by M. A. Goldschmidt, a friend of Kierkegaard,
while holding up to ridicule everybody else of note
in Copenhagen, always spoke with something like

veneration of Kierkegaard’s works. In 1846, Kier-
kegaard invited the paper to attack him too, and
the challenge was accepted. The Korsar satirized

him—his person, his clothes, his pseudonyms—
with pen and pencil. The better class left him in

the lurch; the crowd grinned. All this struck
Kierkegaard to the heart ; he saw in it a proof of

the awful depth to which a ‘ Christian’ people had
sunk. His scorn for the multitude grew apace,

and the political ferments of the time at home and
abroad only served to intensify it. But in this

bitter experience he won, as he believed, a deeper

comprehension of Christianity. He began to work
at a series of distinctively Christian writings,

mainly in the form of discourses, and published

I

under his own name. Pre-eminent among these

are ; Ophyggelige Taler i forskjellig Aand (‘Edify-

I

ing Discourses in various ^irits *), Kjerlighedem

\

Gjerninger (‘The Deeds of Love’), and Ghristelige

Taler (‘ Christian Discourses’)—all of them ‘direct

messages.’ The first develops the idea that the

Christian life necessarily involves suffering ; the

second sets forth the absolute demand of Christ-

ianity (‘Thou shalt love’)—^the inevitable suffer-

ing must not provoke to hate or scorn; in the

Ghristelige Taler, composed of four series of dis-

courses (the third of which bears a motto asserting

that Christianity does not call for defence, its

function being to attack), Kierkegaard depicts the
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Christian life as in its hope, its suffering, its

earnestness, entirely nnconformahle to the world

;

and in this work we hear, in fact, the first clear
note of the coming open challenge to conventional
Christianity. Thereafter he wrote Sygdommen tU
Dbden (*The Sickness unto Death’) and Indovels^
i Christendom (‘Practice in Christianity’), but
delayed their publication for various reasons—his
respect for J. P. Master, primate of Denmark (‘my
father’s priest ’), his sympathies with simple-minded
people, and his desire not to arrogate to himself
a higher Christian standing than he really had. In
the meantime he published Tvende ethisk-religieuse

Smaa-Afhandlinger (‘Two Short Ethico-religious
Treatises,’ 1849) ; one of them arguing that none
but an apostle has a right to let himself be martyred
for the truth, the other setting forth the distinction
between a genius and an apostle. Then at length
followed Sygdommen til Dbden (1849) and Indbvelse
i Christendom (1850)—by * Anticlimacus ’ (indicating
that they exhibit an ideal of Christianity which
Kierkegaard himself, who is merely the ‘ editor,’

had not attained)—his most powerful works. In
the former he analyzes sin as a state of conscious
or unconscious despair, as the fatal disease which
true Christianity alone can cure ; in the latter he
depicts reconciliation with Christ, but only through
a personal appropriation of Him in His humiliation
and sufiering, i.e. by becoming contemporary with
Him in spirit ; He who said, ‘ Come unto me, all

ye that labour and are heavy laden,’ was in the
form of a servant—a poor, despised man j and faith
is precisely the resolve, produced by a conscious-
ness of sin as the one bane of human life, to follow
Him in sufiering and humiliation. In Til
Selvprbvelse (‘ For Self-examination,’ 1851) he sums
up his conception of Christianity in a popular form.
The general conclusion of these works was that
Christendom, existing Christianity, the Church,
was in reality a travesty of true Christianity.
Kierkegaard hoped—and from conversations with
Bishop Mynster he believed that he had good
grounds for hoping— that the primate would
publicly and officially concede this ; then would he
gladly point the way of grace. But Mynster, on
the contrary, was bitterly offended by the works,
and kept silence. Kierkegaard still waited, how-
ever ; and that he too kept silence—for three years
—must be regarded as a proof of the absolute
sincerity of his hope.

(c) The direct attack upon the Church.—The final

act in Kierkegaard’s life-drama—the dark and
stormy close—^turned upon a word used by H. L.
Martensen. Bishop Mynster died in January 1854,
and Martensen, in the funeral sermon, spoke of
him as a * witness for the truth ’ (Sandhedsvidne)

—

as a link in ‘ the chain of witnesses that extends
from the apostles’ days to our own.’ Kierkegaard
had a profound respect for Mynster, but had latterly

come to feel that the primate embodied in his own
person that travesty of Christian thought and life

which the whole series of books from Enten—Eller
to Indbvelse i Christendom had been designed to
expose and impeach. That Mynster shomd now
be designated a ‘ witness for the truth ’ demanded,
therefore, a strong protest. IHerkegaard at once
drafted an article in which he asserted that
Mynster, far from being a SandhedsmdnCy had, in
fact, completely failed, alike in life and in word,
to present the Christianity of the NT, one distinc-

tive note of which is ‘suffering.’ This article,

however, was held over until Martensen was
appointed to the vacant see, and was eventually
published in Fcedrelandet in December. It made
a great sensation. Martensen replied, and Kierke-
gaard followed with one philippic after another,
evoking rejoinders from many hands, and kindling
a controversy of such fierceness that Danish writers

compare it with Pascal’s conflict with the Jesuits.
Kierkegaard then issued successively the nine
numbers of Oieblikket (‘The Moment’), in which
the master of irony set forth his indictment of
existing Christianity in language that none could
mistake. His standing thesis here was that the
Cinistianity of the NT was now simply non-
existent. His claim was, not that he was a
Christian, but^ that he understood what Christ-
ianity was. His demand was * honesty ’—a frank
avowal on the Church’s part that it w’as not Christ-
ian, and he called upon every honest man to sever
himself from it till that avowal w^as made.
The strain was too much for Kierkegaard’s sickly

frame. The bitterness and ruthlessness of his
language in these last days were doubtless partly
due to the pain and weakness 'which now oppressed
him. In September 1855 he fainted in the street
and was taken to a public hospital. Here he was
occasionally visited by Pastor Emil Boesen, a
friend from childhood’s days, who found hiin very
low, but looking for death -with humble trust. On
one occasion Boesen asked him if he would take
the sacrament, and Kierkegaard, resolute to the
last, answered, ‘Yes, but not from a clergyman.’
He died on 11th November 1855.

5. His achievement.—Kierkegaard had in an
extraordinary measure the gifts of poetic passion
and keen dialectic power. Either alone might
have sufficed to give him a place among the great
figures of European literature or philosophy. In
combination they produced the ‘indirect com-
munication’ and the arraignment of the Church.
The indirect message pulsates with emotion, but is

rendered obscure by its dialectic structure; the
attack upon the Church moves on logical lines, but
was virtually a failure by reason of its violence.
IQerkegaard’s critics have dra'wn attention to the
fundamental antinomy in his literary production
as a whole—^his earlier insistence upon the sub-
jectivity of truth, and his later demand for
unconditional submission to an objective Christ-
ianity. Formally, no doubt, the contradiction is

glaring; yet one may ask whether it is not
inherent in Christianity itself. For the Apostle
Paul, too, everything turns on the objective fact
that God has become man, and yet all depends
upon the subjective appropriation of that fact.

It must certainly be admitted that the peculiar
manner in which Kierkegaard developed the two
sides of the antithesis has served to keep his
distinctive 'views outside the main current of
European thought, though in substance—identified,

it may be, with other names—they have found
theirown place ; wemust remember, moreover, that
what Elierkegaard had in view from first to last

was not the universal idea, but the individual soul.

Be this as it may, there remain in Kierkegaard’s
achievement the keen psychological analysis with
which he struck at the roots of the ‘ system ’

; the
searching presentation of the Christian life as the
ideal in the light of which the existing Church
shrivels to a mere travesty ; the often tender and
always impressive appeal of Ms ‘ discourses ’

; and
the profound suggestiveness of his doctrines of
subjectivity, the paradox, repetition, the spring,
and the necessity of our becoming contemporary
'with Jesus Christ—to say nothing of the brilliant
style and the lyrical profusion which he brings to
their expression. There remains also the pathos
of his lonely life—that of a great sympathetic
soul, like Isaiah or Dante—seeking the response
that never came ; and, last—perhaps greatest—of
all, the absolute self-consecration and singleness
of purpose 'with which, in bodily and mental
suffering, and in ‘ the loss of all things,’ he strove,
both in his personal life and in his work, to realize
the ideal.
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A. Grieve
KIN, KINSHIP.—L Introductory,—!. Use

of term.—At the present time the word ‘ kinship’
is nsed in different senses by writers on human
society. In one of these senses, which corresponds
with the ordinary usage of the English language,
the word applies to the relationship set up by con-
sanguinity, and is dependent ultimately on the
institution of the family, this term being used for
the social group consisting of a man, his wife, and
their children. When used in this way, the term
may include cases in which the relationship de-
pends on some kind of social convention, such as
adoption. By many writers on sociology, on the
other hand, the meaning of the word has been
extended so as to include, or even apply primarily
to, the relationship set up by common membership
of a clan or other similar social group. In this
sense, the meaning of the word is not dependent
on the mstitution of the family, but it is applied
to persons with whom there is no tie of consan-
gumity, or of the equivalent conventional relation-
ship* Every member of an American or African
clan or of an Australian or Melanesian moiety
stands m a social relation to every other member
of his clan or moiety, a relation which involves
dennite social duties ; and some sociologists use the
words/km’ and ‘kinship’ explicitly for this rela-
tionship, while still more use the words loosely so
that they apply both to this ^oup-relationship and
to that set up by consanguinity or conventional
membership of the family. The use of the terms
in these widely different senses is a potent source
of confusion, and it is therefore necessary to limit
the use of ‘kinship’ to one or other of the two
senses. In this article both kinds of relationship
are dealt with, but the first of the two senses will
be implied when the words ‘ kin ’ and ‘ kinship ’ are
used m the body of the article.
2. Definition.—The fact of kinship can be deter-

mined and defined in several different ways: by
consangi^ity, genealo^, terminology, or function.

(1) Ihe least satisfactory is consanguinity.Among ourselves such a relationship as that whidi
exmts between parent and child, or between brotherana sister, can also come into existence by social
conventions such as adoption {q.v. ), but amongmany
peoples this formation of relationships by soci^
processes may be the habitual practice. A con-sanpineous relationship may count for little ornothing unless it has been ratified by some kind
of social process, or a social process may result in

Sf n
^ relationship between persons^ consanguineous tie. Thus,m the Banks Islands m Melanesia the relationship

of parent does not come into existence by the factsof procreation and parturition, but it is such acts

M the payment of the mid-w-ife, the first feeding ofthe chdd. or the plating of a tree on the occaSon
of a birth that determine who are to be thn
parents of the child for all social purposes. Simi-
larly, among a polyandrous people like the Todas
It may be the performance of a ceremony durineme^ancy that determines which of the hus-bands of the mother is to be regarded for all
social purposes as the father of the chUd. Indeed
the fact of fatherhood is so strictly determined by
this ceremony that a inale who performs it becomes
the father of the child even if he be only a few
years of age or have never seen the mother before
he IS caUed upon to take part in the ceremony.
Kmship cannot be determined and defined by con
sanguinity even among ourselves, stiff less among
other peoples. °

(2) Genealogy.—NesLTly all, if not all, peoples of
the world preserve, either in writing or in their
memories, a record of those with whom they are
related by consanguinity or by those social conven-
tions which, as we have seen, serve the same social
purpose. Among many peoples, and especially
among those of rude culture, the knowledge of
relationship thus genealogically determined is far
more extensive than among ourselves. Pedigrees
preserved in the memories of a rude tribe of can-
nibals may rival, if not surpass, anything which
even the most enthusiastic genealogist is capable
of carrying in his mind. Among such peoples it
is the facts recorded in the pedigree of a person
that largely determine his use of terms of re-
lationship and regulate all the social functions
which those terms connote.

(3) If the use of terms of relationship is deter-
mined by pedigrees, it follows that the definition
of kinship by the terminology of relationship must
XU • j

® satisfactory than by genealogy ; but this
third mode of defining kinship is even less valuable
for another reason ; the terms used for relatives as
determined genealogically are precisely the same
as those used for the relationships set up by
membership of the clan or other social group, an i
therefore it is impossible by their means to define
the tie of kinship in the strict sense.

(4) Function.—Two persons may be regarded as
kin if their duties and privileges in relation to one
another are of the kind usually associated with
ties of kinship. Thus, a number of social functions
and psycholo^cal ties belong to the relationship of
parent and child, and it has been held ^ that those
functions and ties can be used as a means of
defining kinship. It is evident that such a mode
of definition could be of no practical utility even
in the case of near relatives, and it would break
down absolutely in the case of more distant rela-
tionships. Any description of kinship must take
into account the social functions and psychological
ties which exist between kin, but they cannot be
used as a means of definition.
The genealogical mode, therefore, is that which

furnishes the most exact and convenient method of
defining kinship. Kinship may be defined as rela-
tionship which can be determined and described by
means of genealogies. As thus defined, kinship
will be both narrower and wider than the relation-
ship set up by membership of the clan or other
similar social group. If, as is now customary,

^

the term ‘clan’ is used for an exogamous social
group, it would be only members of the father’s or
mother’s clan, according as descent is patrilineal or
matrilineal, who would be kin if the term were
used for membership of the social group. To take
a specific instance ; if kinship were used exclusively

} B. Malinowski, Tbe Family among the Australian Abori*
gines, London, 1913, p. 172 f.

p ifl.^
Fotes and Queries on Anthropology, London, 191^
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for the clan-relationship, the father would not he
Irin where there is matrilineal descent, nor would
the mother’s brother be kin where descent is patri-

lineal. If, on the other hand, kinship is used for

relationship determined genealogically, both father
and mother’s brother -will be kin, whatever the
mode of descent, but members of the father’s or

mother’s clan so remote that no genealogical con-
nexion can be traced will not be kin.

The definition of kinship as genealogical relation-

ship will also exclude the metaphorical sense in

which terms of relationship are often used by
peoples at all stages of culture. This article deals
especially with kinship as thus defined, but the
relationships set up by common membership of

the social group are also considered, especially in

so far as those relationships are connected with kin-

ship proper.

II. Teb terminology of relationship,—
The collection of terms denoting relationship used
among a people is usually spoken of as the system
of relationship of that people. Such systems com-
prise a definite body of social facts which can be
described, classified, and compared with one an-

other. Such comparison shows that the systems
used by different peoples vary greatly, and these
variations are found to depend on the application

of different principles of classification of relation-

ships. For instance, while we class together the
father’s brother and the mother’s brother under
the common denomination of ‘ uncle,’ most peoples

of the world assign these two relatives to social

classes so distinct and with such different func-

tions that their social systems would be reduced
to chaos if they were driven to adopt our mode of

classification. On the other hand, two relatives

whom we distinguish definitely, as the father and
the father’s brother are by nearly aU peoples of

rude culture put into one social categorjr, and the
social life of these peoples is such that this mode of

classification leads to no confusion, but the common
nomenclature carries with it an organized system
of common social functions.

Two chief varieties of system of relationship

are usually distinguished, which, following Lewis
Morgan, are called the classificatory and the
descriptive. This distinction is not a nappy one

;

for all systems are classificatory in that they class

together certain relatives, while the term ‘ descrip-

tive ’ is unsatisfactory, as many of the systems to

which it is usually applied, such as our own, are

not in any way descriptive, while descriptive

terms are often prominent in the systems called

classificatory. The classificatory principle is, how-
ever, so pronounced and shows itself so conspicu-

ously in a large group of systems used by peoples

of rude culture that it is a fairly appropriate term
and will probably long continue to be used.

The use of Morgan’s other term cannot be so

readily justified. His ‘descriptive’ systems in-

clude many which are wholly devoid of a descrip-

tive character. Thus, if our own system were
truly descriptive, we should not speak of a grand-
father or uncle, but should always distinguish

between the father’s father and the mother’s
father, and between the father’s brother, the
mother’s brother, the husband of the father’s

sister, and the husband of the mother’s sister.

Such descriptive nomenclature occurs in many
European and in some African systems of relation-

ship, and Morgan justified his inclusion of systems
like our own in the descriptive category by the
assumption that they had formerly possessed a
truly descriptive character.

I. The dassificatory system.~As already in-

dicated, the special feature of this system is the
application of its terms to large groups of persons

so that in its most complete form no single term

can be used as the means of distinguishing an
individual. Thus, the term ‘ brother ’ is not only
used for sons of the same father and mother, but is

also applied to all the sons of the father’s brothers
and of the mother’s sisters, the terms ‘brother’
and ‘ sister ’ in these latter cases being used in a
similar wide sense. In other varieties of the
classificatory system, the term is used even more
widely for all the sons of the father’s sisters and
of the mother’s brothers, ‘brother’ and ‘sister’

being used in a similar wide sense. Similarly, the
term applied to the father is also used of all the
brothers of the father and of all the husbands of

the mother’s sister, ‘brother’ and ‘sister’ being
again used in the classificatory sense. One result

of this usage—one which is a potent source of

misunderstanding and perplexity— is that the
language of a people who follow the classificatory

system possesses no equivalents for our European
terms of relationship, so that an accurate trans-

lation of those terms is impossible. Similarly,

European languages have no equivalents for the
terms of a classificatory system. It is, therefore,

necessary to state at the outset that, when an
English term of relationship is used in this article,

it is to be taken in its usual English meaning
except when definitely stated to be used in a
classificatory sense.

There are several classes of terms of relationship.

In the case of certain relatives, and especially the
father and mother, it is often the case that one
term is used when addressing such a relative, and
another term when speaking of him or her to

others. The terms used in address correspond to

our familiar terms, such as ‘Papa’ or ‘Daddy,’
but the distinction between the two kinds of term
in classificatory systems is much more rigorous

than we are accustomed to.

Another variant is found in some places where
terms of relationship are used in a collective or

reciprocal sense. Thus, a Fijian highlander will

address his father’s father as taig but, when speak-
ing of himself and his father as a social group, he
wfll say that they are veitumbuni, using a word
tumbu, which in other parts of Fiji is a term by
which a grandfather is addressed.

A feature very widely present in classificatory

systems is a peculiar reciprocity in the use of

terms of relationship, which suggests that they
denote relationships rather than relatives. This
reciprocal usage, which among ourselves is limited

to relatives of the same generation, such as brother,

sister, and cousin, occurs between persons ofdifferent
generations in the classificatory system, so that a
man and his mother’s brother or a man and his

grandchild may use only one term between them

;

there may be only one term for the relationship

between mother’s brother and sister’s son, or for

that between father’s father and son’s son. A
similar usage occurs between husband and wife so

that there is only one in place of our two terms.

It is as if the word ‘ spouse ’ were the only term
in the English language for the partners in a
marriage.

It is probably a variation of this principle of

reciprocity that is seen in a very peculiar and
characteristic mode of terminology for brothers

and sisters. In most classificatory systems, two
brothers use one term, two sisters the same or

another often closely related term, while a brother

and sister use a wholly different term. A similar

custom is general in the nomenclature for brothers-

and sisters-in-law : two men use one term, two
sisters the same or a different term, while a man
and woman use still another term or other terms.

This feature also characterizes the nomenclature
for cross-cousins in some Fijian systems. Looked
at from another point of view, this character-
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istic of classificatory systems means that the use
of a term of relationship does not depend merely,
as it does with us, on the sex of the person
addressed, hut also on that of the speaker. Thus
a man may use one term for his sister and a
woman another; similarly, a man may use one
term for his sister’s son and a woman a quite
different term for hers, and men and women may
use different terms for their grandchildren. In
some cases, even, a father and mother may use
different terms for their child.

Another feature which is very general in classi-

ficatory systems is the use of different terms for

certain relatives according to age. This is especi-

ally frequent in the case of the relationships

between brothers and between sisters, while
frequently the brothers of the father, and less

frequently the sisters of the mother, are denoted
differently according as they are older or younger
than the father or mother. This practice occurs
only veiy rarely, if at all, in the case of the
relationship between brother and sister, and is

very exceptional in the case of the mother’s
brothers or the father’s sisters. Thus, systems
are very frequent in which there is a term for
elder brother (man speaking) and elder sister

(woman speaking) ; another for younger brother
(man speaking) and younger sister (woman speak-
ing), but only one reciprocal term is used both for
brother (woman speaking) and for sister (man
speaking), irrespective of age.
Two varieties of this practice occur : in some

cases the usage is determined by the relative ages
of those who use the terms, while in other cases it

is determined by the ages of the children of some
more or less distant ancestor. In the latter case,

a man will address a relative as elder if the latter
belongs to an elder branch of his pedigree, even if

he (the speaker) is the older in years. These
usages may be distinguished as dependent on age
and seniority respectively.

Still another feature very general in classificatory
systems is the presence of a rigorous distinction
between relatives through father and mother. This
is especially frequent in the case of those whom we I

call imcles and aunts, and less frequently applies
also to grandparents and grandchildren.
One result of these various peciffiarities of the

classificatory system is that it usually possesses
a far richer terminology than exists among our-
selves or other European peoples. Thus, even
without distinctions according to age, it is

theoretically possible to have sixteen different
terms for the different varieties of the grandparent-
grandchild relationship; two each for father’s
father, father’s mother, mother’s father, and
mother’s mother, one term of each pair being used
by the grandson and the other by the grand-
daughter ; and, similarly, two terms each for son’s
son, son’s daughter, daughter’s son, and daughter’s
daughter, one term of each pair being used by the
grandfather and the other by the grandmother.
There is no known system of relationship in
which all these sixteen possible terms are present,
but in some Fijian systems as many as eight
of them^ are in use, the absent terms being
those which depend on the difference in sex of the
grandchildren.
The richness of terminology of classificatory

systems may also be increased by the presence of
terms for relationships for which we have no
special designation. Thus it is common to find
special terms used beween men who have married
sisters or between women who have married
brothers, and special terms may also be used
between the parents, or even between the grand-
parents, of a married couple, marriage between
two persons thus setting up a relationship between

their parents or their grandparents which is of
sufficient social importance to lead to the use of a
special term.

If the principle of reciprocity is in full action
so that two persons of different generations use
only one term for each other, the number of
terms will be diminished ; but, even so, most classi-
ficatory systems are very rich in terminology.

It is also common in the classificatory system to
find relatives classed togetherwhom we distinguish.
Some of these classifications, such as the fsSher’a
brother with the father or the mother’s sister
with the mother, are due to the working of the
classificatory principle, and are found in nearly all
classificatory systems, but there are others which
occur only here and there. Thus, the mother’s
brother is frequently denoted by the same term as
the father-in-law and the father’s sister’s husband,
or the father’s father may be classed with an elder
brother, or the father’s sister’s son with the father.
Most of these correspondences in nomenclature can
be shown to be due to special forms of marriage,
and will be considered more fully in the various
sections of art. Marriage ; all that need be noted
here is that features of this kind introduce an
element of complexity into classificatory systems of
relationship which combines with their variations
in richness of nomenclature to give these systems
an immensely greater variety than is found in
European systems. This variety is so great, and
there pe so many gradations, that any systematic
grouping of classificatory systems is far from easy

;

but certain main distinctions are possible.
2. Varieties of the classificatory system.—In

his great work on the Systems of Consanguinity
and AMnity of the Human Family^ Morgan con-
sidered three main varieties of the classificatory

I

system— the Ganowanian system found in N.
! America, the Turanian in Asia and some parts of
Oceania, and the Malayan in Polynesia—but the
Ganowanian and Turanian systems were found to
be so similar that he regarded them as forming
one variety, the Malayan forming another. Though
the name was badly chosen, the Malayan system
has much right to be regarded as a special variety.
Morgan drew his chief example from the Hawaiian
Islands, and hence we may call it the Hawaiian
system. It occurs also among the Maoris of New
Zealand and probably in other parts of Polynesia.
It is a very simple system, in which the classi-

ficatory principle is carried to an extreme degree,
so that all relatives of the same generation are
classed with brothers or sisters, aU of the previous
generation with the father and mother, and of the
generation before that with the grandparents, so
that in the Hawaiian Islands, excluding relatives
by marriage, there are only fifteen terms of re-

lationship altogether.
There is, however, no hard and fast line between

this system and the more usual forms of the
classificatory system. Thus the system of Eddy-
stone Island in the British Solomons differs only
in the fact that, while all relatives of the genera-
tion older than the speaker are classed with the
father or mother, one relative in the generation
following the speaker, viz. the sister’s son, is

distinguished from the rest.

A more definite principle of classification can be
based upon the special features derived from
different forms of marriage. Thus, the cross-

cousin marriage (see Marriage) produces a
number of special features which enable the system
of a place where this marriage is practised to be
recognized at a glance. Similarly, other special

forms of system dependent on forms of marriage
can be distinguished, though numerous gradations
are possible owing to the fact that the special

features dependent upon a form of marriage often
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persist after the marriage has ceased to be prac-
tised, and their disappearance may be so gradual
that no line can be drawn between a system
dependent on a given form of marriage and one in
which the evidence for such dependence is definitely

absent. Again, systems of relationshipmay depend
on more than one form of marriage, such systems
being, as a rule, very complex.

If special varieties of the classificatory system
are thus dependent on social institutions such as
marriage, the question arises whether its general
character has not been determined by some form
of social organization, and there can be little doubt
that it has been derived from the clan. Wherever
the clan exists, classificatory terms of relationship

are used, and they are not only applied to persons
with whom definite genealogical relationship can
be traced, but they are also used to denote member-
ship of the clan. Thus, all the men of the clan of
the speaker and of his own generation are classed

in terminolo^ with his brothers. If the clan is

patryineal, all men of the previous generation of
his clan are classed with his father, and all of the
succeeding generation with his sons. Similarly,
all the men of his mother’s clan and of her
generation are classed with his mother’s brother,

and all the men of the succeeding generation with
his mother’s brother’s children.

Moreover, most forms of the classificatory system
possess certain features which suggest that they
may have arisen out of that special form of the
clan system which may be called the dual organ-
ization, in which a tribe or other community con-
sists of two exogamous moieties. The children of

the father’s brothers and of the mother’s sisters are
classed with brothers and sisters, while the children
of mother’s brothers and of father’s sisters are
classed together, but distinguished from brothers
and sisters ; this is a mode of classification which
would be the natural result of the dual organiza-
tion. If the term ‘classificatory’ is regarded as
unsatisfactory, one would be justified in speaking
of the group of systems to which this name is

usually applied as * clan systems.’

3. Morgan’s descriptive system.—The systems
classed together by Morgan as descriptive show a
number of varieties characterized by the different

de^ees in which the descriptive principle is in
action. A fully descriptive system would contain
a number of terms denoting single persons or very
small groups of persons, and all other relatives

would be named by combinations of these primary
denotative terms. The Celtic and Esthonian
systems appear to be examples of this descriptive

usage, in whichmany relatives, including the grand-
parents, uncles, aunts, and cousins, are described

by their relation to the father and mother.
At the other end of the scale come such languages

as English, which are completely devoid of any
descriptive character, but consist exclusively of

denotative and classificatory terms.
An intermediate variety is found among the

peoples who speak Arabic, in which there are
simple denotative terms for the grandparents and
for the brothers and sisters of father and mother,
while the wives and children of the latter are

indicated by descriptive terms ; thus, the mother’s
brother being the mother’s brother’s wife is

ma/rcxA Ichdlt his son ihn, khdl, and his daughter
hint IchdL
Morgan classed such systems as our own with

the descriptive variety, because he inferred that
they had once had this character. It is, however,
far from satisfactory to class together systems
which differ so widely from one another. In spite

of the objection that ail terms of relationship are
in one sense denotative, such systems as our own
might be classed together as -denotative,’ while

the term ‘ descriptive ’ might be reserved for those
systems in which description is prominent. These
difierent systems might also be named by means
of the forms of social structure from which they
are derived. Our ow-n system and those of most
Teutonic and Romance languages contain a number
of terms which can be used of one person and of
one person only, and the persons thus definitely
indicated are the members of the family (a social
group consisting of a man, his wife, and their
children). The more remote from the family
the relationship is, the less definite becomes the
nomenclature. Such systems are clearly founded
on the social institution of the family. It is only
for those persons who form part of the family that
an exact system of nomenclature is necessary.
Such systems might appropriately be called

‘family’ systems.
Such a system as that of the Arabic language,

on the other hand, shows the past or present exist-

ence of a state of society in which some special

motive exists for the clear distinction of brothers
and sisters of the father and mother as well as
of their wdves and children. Such social motives
are to be found in some form of the kindred or ex-
tended family, and it has been suggested ^ that these
systems might be called ‘ kindred ’ systems.

It is an interesting illustration of the neglect of
the subject of relationship by sociologists that only
recently has anyattempt been made to use European
systems of relationships as instruments for the study
of social organization. When the lesson taught by
the study of the classificatory system has been
learnt, much light will be thrown on the nature of
Indogermanic and Semitic social organization by
means of the terminology of relationship.

4. Geographical distribution of relationship-
systems.—(1) Extrope.—Most of the Romance and
Teutonic languages possess systems of relationship
in which denotative terms are prominent and from
which descriptive terms are absent. The systems
of these peoples are of a simple character, possess-

ing relatively few terms ; only in French is there
any sign of distinctions according to age. In
the past, however, European languages were richer

in nomenclature, Anglo-Saxon, Middle High Ger-
man, and Latin distinguishing the brothers and
sisters of the father from those of the mother

—

relatives now classed together. The Latin system
was an extremely definite example of a denotative
or family system, but it is possible that it was
largely a legal product, and that a less strictly

scientific nomenclature was in use among the
people. The Celtic languages present high de-

velopment of the descriptive principle, and this

principle also shows itself to some extent in the
Scandmavian languages.

Slavic systems of relationship are in the main
denotative, but some of them present features of a
classificatory kind. Thus, in Bulgaria the father’s

brother’s son is called otchicha hrat^ or ‘brother
through the paternal uncle,’ being thus classed

with, and at the same time distingmshed from, a
brother. Similarly, in Poland cousins are classed

with brothers or sisters, but distinguished by terms
referring to their relationship through an uncle or

aunt. In Poland also the grandfather’s brothers

may be classed with the grandfather, and the terms
used for the father’s and mother’s brothers are also

applied to the cousins of the father or mother.
These features suggest that Slavic systems are

not very far removed from a classificatory form,

that they are classificatory systems in which
special denotative terms have come into use for

the brothers and sisters of father or mother, but
their children still show by their nomenclature that

they were once definitely classed with brothers and
1 Rivers, Kinship and Social Organisation, p. 80.
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sisters. In this connexion it is interesting that

some Slavic systems, such as the Bulgarian,

show the distinction between elder and younger
brothers which is so characteristic of the classifi-

catory system ; thus, in Bulgaria there are special

terms for the younger brother and younger sister

of the husband.
The Magyar system has many features which

distinguish it in a striking manner from other

European systems, and shows many points^ of

similarity with certain systems of N. America,
and possibly also with tnose of northern Asia.

Especially striking in this respect is the presence

of definite terms for elder and younger brother and
for elder and younger sister, and the classifica-

tion of uncles and aunts with elder brothers and
sisters. Another feature of interest is the wide
use of a term unoko ^ in the designation of cousins

and uncles, which seems to show the existence of a
mode of social grouping in which descendants of a
grandparent are classed together.

The Finnish system difters much less from Indo-

germanie systems, and the linguistic character of

some of the terms suggests that this is the result

of modification produced through the present en-

vironment of the people. According to the list

furnished to Morgan, the Esthonian system is

characterized by a very high degree of develop-

ment of the descriptive principle.

The Turkish system resembles the Magyar to

some extent, the differences being probably due to
Arabic influences.

The Basque language preserves the use of a single

reciprocal term between brother and sister, a feature

so (maracteristic of the classificatory system as to

suggest that the whole system must once have had
this character.

(2) Africa,—Most of the peoples of the northern
part of this continent have been influenced by the
Arabic system, the special features of which have
already been described. Closely similar systems
are found among the Shilluks, JDinkas, and other
Nilotic peoples. These systems are likewise char-
acterized by the use of special distinctions for
half-brothers and sisters, arising out of the practice
of polygyny. This feature is also present in the
systems of the Bantu peoples, which difier, how-
ever, from the Nilotic systems in being definite

examples of the classificato^ principle with com-
plexities dependent on certain forms of marriage.^
In W. Africa, on the other hand, the available
evidence points to the absence of the classificatory

system, its mode of nomenclature being largely
descriptive.^

(3) Asia,—Some of the peoples of Asiatic Turkey
appear to use systems of relationship of the same
kmd as the Turks and Magyars, with decided
traces of Arabic influence, while the Armenian
system is descriptive.

The systems of northern Asia are definitely of a
classificatory kind, approaching the Hawaiian type
in the north-eastern part of the continent. The
system of the Tungus classes the elder brothers of
aman with his father’s younger brothers—a feature
^milar to those characteristic of the Magyar
system.
The Persian system is largely descriptive, and

the use of terms borrowed from Arabic for uncles
and aunts suggests that these relatives had origin-

iThe present writer is indebted for his knowledge of this
term to Mrs. Singer and Mr. L. K. Kiss. It is remarkable that
none of the terms in which this word occurs were included by
Paul Hunfalvy in the list which he drew up for Morgan.

2 See esp. J. Roscoe, The Baganda, London, 1911, p. 128 ; and
H. A. Junod, The Life of a South African Tribe, Ifeuchatel.
1912-13, i. 217.

* N. W. Thomas, Anthropological Report on the Edo-spcaking
Peoples of Nigeria, London, 1910, pt. i. p. 112, and Anthro-
pcHogicoU Report on the Ibo-speaUng Peoples of Nigeria, do.
1913, pt. i. p. 72.

ally no distinctive terms; but this would leave open
the question whether the previous nomenclature
was classificatory or descriptive.

All the Dravidian languages, and probably most
of the other languages spoken in India at the present
time, use the classificatory system, but this appears
to have been absent from Sanskrit, which had to
some extent a descriptive character.
The systems of the Burmese and Karens are not

only definitely classificatory, but they show au
extreme development of the classificatory principle
which brings them very near to the Hawaiian
form.
The Chinese system resembles those of Burma in

its highly developed classificatory character, but
with the important difference that in any one class,

such as ‘brother,* a number of distinctions are
made according to the line of descent to which a
relative belongs. The Chinese system has carried
out the method of classification on special lines, and
may he regarded as a highly specialized variety of
the Hawaiian form of classificatory system. The
Japanese use a classificatory system approaching
the Hawaiian type, but, in place of the further
development of the classificatory character which
has taken place among the Chinese, there appears
to be a movement in the denotative direction.

Little is known of the nomenclature of relation-

ship of the Malays or of other peoples of the
Malay Archipelago.

(4) Oceania,—In New Guinea and Melanesia the
classificatory principle is universal. Their systems
show very great variety, due partly to different

degrees of simplification in the direction of the
Hawaiian form, partly to the influence of numerous
peculiar forms of marriage.
Most Polynesian systems are of the Hawaiian

type ; but some, such as the systems of Tonga and
Tukopia, show forms intermediate between the
Hawaiian and the more usual forms of the classifi-

catory system.

(5) Australia,—The systems of this continent
are classificatory, and are characterized by great
richness of nomenclature, but by few of the com-
plexities which are so general in Melanesia. The
relationship of Australia is closely connected with
the elaborate system of social groups known as
matrimonial classes, which seem to be only sys-

tematizations of the classificatory system. They
seem to form a highly specialized mode of putting
the classificatory principle into action in the
regulation of marriage.^

(6) America,— Chiefly through the work of
Morgan we have a larger collection of material
from N. America than from any other part of

the world, and with one exception all the recorded
systems are definitely classificatory, with all the
main features, including the distinction of age,

well developed. These systems are subject to
much variation, depending partly on the occur-

rence of changes in the direction of the Hawaiian
system, partly on the classing together of certain

relatives, probably as the result of certain ancient
forms of marriage. At present, however, this

subject has received so little attention that these

features may be found to depend on social condi-

tions different from those which have determined
similar features elsewhere. There seems to be
a tendency in N. America to class together rela-

tives of different generations if of one clan, and it

is possible that this may explain certain features

which elsewhere depend on forms of marriage.
The single exception to the subjection to the

classificatory principle is formed by the Eskimos,
whose system is chiefly denotative and descriptive.

The brothers and sisters of the grandparents are

classed with the grandparents, and the children of

1 A. E. Brown, JRAl xliu. [1913] 143 ff.
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cousins ^vith nephews and nieces, and on those
grounds Morgan assigned the Eskimo system to
the classihcatory category

; but it is less classifi-

eatory than such European systems as the Bul-
garian and Magyar, which it resembles in the use
of distinctions for age. Like these systems, it has
classiheatory features w’hich point to its having
once been a cla^^sihcatory system which has now
been greatly modified in the denotative and de-
scriptive directions.

At present w'e have no exact knowledge of the
system of relationship of any S. American people.

III. Social fcsctioss of relatiossbip,—
These may be grouped under three heads : duties,
privileges, and restrictions. An examination of
the social functions of relationship shows that a
given relative may he subject to an obligation to
perform certain social actions, or may be allowed
to perform certain actions which are not permitted
to others, or may not be permitted to perform
actions which are allow’ed to others.
The very important place which these functions

of relationship take in the culture of many peoples
may be illustrated by contrasting them with similar
functions found among ourselves. In our own
society it is the duty of a father to provide for
his child up to a certain age, but it is ve^ difficult
to state in any exact way the social actions wliich
are included under the term ‘ provide.* The duties
of a father may be put under two heads ; his legal
obligations, and those which devolve upon him by
custom, the latter differing greatly in different
ranks of society. The duties of a child towards
his father are even less definite and obligatory,
and, when we pass to more distant relatives, their
social functions become so indefinite that they
can hardly be said to exist. Many may regard
it as a duty to help all those related to them-
selves by the exercise of social interest, if not in
a more material way, hut such duties are in no
way obligatory, and are not even sufficiently
habitual among all classes to allow them to be
described and classified. If we study the past of
our own society, however, we ^d that the social
duties of relatives have been much more definite,
the best known of these duties being that of
assisting in the payment of wergeld, or blood-
money, the proportions of this payment due from
relatives of different kinds being very strictly
regulated.

^
In other European countries the duties of rela-

tives are more definite and more strictly regulated
than in England, one such function in Prance,
for instance, being that of taking part in a family
council.

Among such peoples as the Hindus and Chinese
the social functions associated with relationship
are very definite and strictly regulated, this regula-
tion being especially obvious in those cases in which
social institutions, such as marriage, are associated
with much ceremonial.

It is, however, when we pass to peoples of ruder
culture that the social functions of relationship
reach their highest degree of definiteness and
strictness of regulation, and among these peoples
definite duties, privileges, and restrictions are not
limited to the parents or other near relatives, but
are present, and may even be more numerous and
definite, in the case of other relatives, such as the
husband of the father’s sister or the son of the
mother’s brother. Sometimes the duties and privi-

leges associated with relationship seem to hav^e
become the basis of important social institutions.^

Before considering these social functions in
detail, we may point out the definite relation be-
tween the presence of social functions and the
terminology of relationship. In such a region as

1 See A. M. Hocart, JRAIxliiL 101 fif., 109 ff.
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Oceania, there is a definite correlation between
the pre-enee of special terms for relatives and
social functions. It is only when ‘*ueh a relative
as the mother's brother or*the father of the son’s
wife has delmite social functions that a special
term is applied to him, distinguishing him from
other relatives. There is reason to iweliev^e that
one relative is distinguished from another in
nomenclature only if his social functions p^roduce
a need for this distinction. At present we have
little information about the social functions of
relationship in other parts of the world, but the
rule which holds good of Oceania will probably
be found to be of general application.

1. Parente and children.—In general, we have
little definite knowledge concerning the social
regulations connected with parent and child.
Among peoples who use the classificatory system
these relatives do not appear to be subject to such
clear-cut regulations as occur with other relation-
ships. It is possible, however, that this may be
due only to lack of interest in this relationship
on the part of the collector of ethnographical data.
The presence of special regulations connected with
such relatives as tne mother’s brother or the mother-
in-law’ is apt to attract the attention of the investi-
gator and lead him to neglect the more homely
relationship of parent and child. Nevertheless,
there is a certain amotmt of evidence derived from
the comparison of the duties of parents with those
of other relatives. In general, it would seem that
the relations betwreen parents and children associ-
ated with the classificatory system are much like
those which exist among ourselves. The father
and mother provide for the child, feed, clothe, and
train him, while the child obeys his parents and
assists them in their occupations. There are,
hotvever, definite exceptions. Thus, among many
peoples, while the duty of obedience to the father
may exist, it is nevertheless a matter of explicit
social regulation that this duty is less obligatory
than in the case of other relatives, such as the
mother’s brother. Disobedience to the father is

explicitly recognized as a privilege, and may per-
haps even be an obligation. Similarly, there may
be definite restrictions on the conduct of father
and child, as in the Banks Islands, where a father
and son should not eat together. The social func-
tions of the mother must also be judged chiefly

by the exceptions. In some societies the duty of
suckling is not confined to the mother, but other
women have a right to share in this function,
and cases are known in which a child is definitely
removed from all social contact with the mother
at a certain age, sometimes as early as three
years. In general, however, it would seem that
the social relations existing betw’een parents and
children among peoples who use the classificatory
system difier butlittle from those customary among
ourselves.

2. Brother and sister.—Here, as in the case of
parents and children, we have little knowledge
concerning social functions except in those cases
where there are definite restrictions. In some
societies the restrictions betw’een brother and
sister are of the most rigorous kind, being examples
of the custom usually known as ‘ avoidance ’ (see

below). In several parts of Melanesia a brother
and sister are not allowed to speak to one another
or even see one another, and this avoidance may
be so strict that it continues after death, a man not
being allow’ed to enter a house in which his dead
sister is lying. Avoidance between brothers is not
known to occur in any pronounced form, but in
Lepers’ Island in the New Hebrides a man may
not laugh in the presence of his brother, and this

practice is probably to be associated with the
custom of avoidance.
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3. Mother’s brother and sister’s son.—Special
customs associated with this relationship are very-

frequent among those who use the classificatory

system, and the importance of the distinction of

the mother’s brother from the father’s brother is

shown by the fact that such special functions are

quite unknown in connexion with the latter re-

lative.

Among many peoples who use the classificatory

system the mother^s brother is definitely respon-

sible for the welfare of the child, for his upbringing
and training for adult life. He may take the

chief place, or at any rate a more important place

than the father, in the ceremonies which accom-
pany social events, such as naming, the assumption
of the first clothing, circumcision, initiation, and
marriage. The duty of obedience to the mother’s
brother may be so strict that a boy will at once
respond to any command, however contrary to his

own wishes. A man and his sister’s son often share
their property in common, and there is little doubt,
even if the practice no longer occurs, that in

Melanesia they once had their wives in common.
In other cases a man’s sister’s son has the right

to use, or even to take for his own use, any of the
possessions of his uncle. This right has reached
its highest development in Fiji, where the rights of

the sister’s son, or of a chief over the property
of his uncle extend to the property of all the
subjects of his uncle, so that the 'oasu of a chief is

able to take for his own use any of the property,
as well as the women, of the district over which Ms
uncle rules.

The close relation between aman and his mother’s
brother is natural in a state ofmother-right, inwhich
these persons necessarily belong to the same social

grouij. The relation is often found, however, in
combination with patrilineal institutions, in which
cases it is probably a survival of an older matri-
lineal condition (see Mother-eight). In other
cases the special position of the mother’s brother
may be the result of other social institutions (see

Marriage).
A, Mother’s brother’s wife.—Sometimes there are

definite privileges or restrictions on conduct in con-
nexion with this relative, but these are usually the
result of her position as a potential wife (see
Marriage).

5. Father’s sister.—Special privileges in con-
nexion with this relative have been recorded only
in Melanesia, Polynesia, and India, but probably
occur elsewhere. In Melanesia this relative is

especially honoured, but mth this honour rules
of avoidance are sometimes associated, while the
relationship resembles that between a man and
his mother’s brother in that to some extent a
woman and her brother’s child have their property
in common. In India this relative is important
chiefly in marriage ceremonial (see jMarriage).

6. Father’s sister’s husband.—Special conduct
towards this relative has been recorded only from
Melanesia, where it forms an extreme example of
the joldng relation (see below), a man being the
natural butt for the wit and practical jokes of Ms
wife’s brother’s son.

7. Cousins.—Rules of conduct between cousins
are best known in the case of those, often called
cTOss-cousins, who are the children of brother and
sister. Where special rules of conduct exist be-
t-ween those of different sex, they are usually the
outcome of the potential relationship of husband
and wdfe.

8. Grandparents and grandchildren.—Sometimes
the grandfather has a special position of authority,
while in other cases definite ceremonial duties m
connexion with Ms grandchild may be assigned to
him.
For relatives by marriage see Marriage.

9.

Avoidance.—Many of the restrictions on the
conduct of relatives have in common the feature
that relatives avoid one another or avoid certain
modes of conduct, and these restrictions are often
grouped together as customs of avoidance. These
customs have attracted especial attention from
anthropologists in the case of relatives by marriage,
and will be again considered in the art. Marriage’
but their general character may be discussed here.’
They are very various in kind. In the most

extreme cases relatives must never be in the
presence of one another. The avoidance may be
so strict that a person who has to avoid a relative
will not even enter a village where this relative
is living, and in the extreme case of Lepers’ Island
in Melanesia the avoidance between brother and
sister persists after death. In other cases the
avoidance is less absolute. A person may leave
a house into which a relative enters, or, if relatives
who should avoid one another meet, they may get
out of each other’s way sufficiently to ensure that
they do not touch one another, or they may pass
with averted eyes.

Sometimes avoidance includes the total prohibi-
tion of speech, or relatives may speak to one
another only so long as they do not see one
another. In other cases, relatives may speak to
one another at a distance, or conversation may be
limited to strict matters of business, and it is only
familiar conversation that is disallowed. Another
manifestation of avoidance is that relatives may
not use certain words or expressions when speaking
to one another.

A custom which seems to be related to these
customs of avoidance is the prohibition of the
personal name, not only when relatives speak to
one another, but when one s;peaks of the other in

his absence. This prohibition applies not only
to relatives who avoid one another, but often to

a much wider circle of relatives. In other cases,

the avoidance may apply only to special acts, e.y.,

touching the head, taking a load from another, or
roacning a relative when he is sitting,

ustoms of avoidance are more frequent, and
usually more strict and elaborate, between per-

sons of different sex than between those of the
same sex, and it is certain that they are often
associated with the idea that sexual relations

between those who avoid one another are liable to

take place. In some parts of Melanesia certain

relatives of different sex will practise avoidance
only so long as sexual relations have not taken
place between them, and the practice of, or failure

to practise, avoidance will be a sign to all of the
nature of the relations existing between the per-

sons in question. This association of avoidance
with the possibility of sexual relations seems to

be especially definite in the case of relatives by
marriage, but there is little doubt that the associa-

tion is also present in connexion with the avoid-

ance between brother and sister, and that, where
this avoidance is present, sexual relations between
brother and sister are recognized as liable to occur.

It would seem as if one of the functions of customs
of avoidance is to ensure that sexual relations

shall not occur between certain relatives. The
presence of these regulations in connexion with
certain relatives and not with others shows that a
tendency towards sexual relations is present in the

one case and not in the other. They suggest that

the relations now so strictly forbidden that the

persons concerned are not even allowed to see or

speak to one another must once have occunred

frequently, if not habitually and as an organized

practice, between those who now avoid one an-

other. The fact that similar avoidances exist

between persons of the same sex shows, however,

that the prohibition of sexual relations is not the
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only factor in the production and maintenance of

these customs. In Melanesia the avoidance be-

tween male relatives is less pronounced than
between relatives of different sex, and usually
applies only to such actions as one approaching
when the other is sitting down, or one taking a
load from the shoulder of the other. There is

much reason to believe that these customs are the
result of social relations arising out of the inter-

action and fusion of peoples.

10. Privileged familiarity.—In Melanesia cus-

toms exist which seem to be the converse of those
of avoidance. Customs of avoidance prohibit any
kind of familiarity between certain relatives, while
the customs now to be considered enjoin such
familiarity and make it a re^ar and habitual
feature of conduct. In the ^anks Islands, for

instance, the relation of the custom to avoidance
seems to be shown by the fact that one of the
most frequent forms which avoidance takes is the
prohibition of the custom of joking. In these
islands the highest development of such joking
occurs in the case of the husband of the father’s

sister. Whenever a person meets this relative, it

is not merely his privilege, but it would seem
almost his duty, to jeer at, insult, or play prac-

tical jokes upon him. In the cases of other
relatives, this mode of behaviour seems to be less

habitual. It is possible in these islands to arrange
relationships in a series, from the husband of the
father’s sister at one end to the wife’s mother at

the other, in which there is a ^adual transition

from a condition in which joking is habitual to

one in which not only is it absolutely forbidden,

but the social relations are of a kind which remove
all opportunity for its occurrence.

The only other people among whom this organ-
ized system of joking has been recorded are the
Crow and Hidatsa Indians of N. America,^ but in

their case it would appear that the privileged

joking is practised between members of certain

clans rather than between certain relatives. It is

persons whose fathers belong to the same elan

who are allowed to play practical jokes upon one
another.
See also Inheeitance (Hebrew) and Inheeit-

ANCE (Teutonic).
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KINDNESS.

—

I. Etymology and usage.—The
etymology of the word ‘ kindness ’ (connected with
A.S. cynae or cunde, ‘natural’ or ‘in-born,’ O.E.
"Seoyndnys, ‘ generation,’ ‘ nation ’

; cf. Lat. germs)

indicates the original meaning of the word as

equivalent to ‘kinship,’ ‘near-relationship’ (see

OEDy s,v,), or the natural right or title derived
from birth. Afterwards it came to be used of

natural aptitude or inclination ; and, finally,^ of

(1) the quality of being kind, and (2) kind feeling

or affection, e.g., S. Johnson, Lives of the English
Poets, ed. G. B. Hill, Oxford, 1905, i. 89 (‘Milton ’)

:

‘He left the university with no kindness for its

institution’ (quoted in OED). The objective use
of an act prompted by kind, feeling {e,g., ‘ a kind-
ness’ or ‘kindnesses’) easily followed from the
above usages. In general, kindness, whether
viewed as a subjective quality or as manifested
objectively in outward behaviour, word, or act,

carries with it varying shades of goodwill, which
may be expressed in such terms as friendliness,

1 E. H. Lowie, Anthropological Papers of the American
Museum of Natural History, ix. [1912] 204.

mercifulness, generosity, thoughtfulness, and the
like. It is opposed to the spirit of harshness,
unrelenting anger, or hauteur, vengeance, callous-

ness, etc.

2. Ethics.— As a manifestation under special

conditions of a fully developed justice, or benevol-
ence {q.v.), or love {q.v,), the virtue of kindness
occupies a high place in the ethical teaching of
both OT and NT (see HDB, art. ‘ Kindness ’). It

is associated with the character of God in such

E
assages as 1 S 20^“*, 2 S 2® 9®, Neh 9^^, Ps 31^^ and
3 5#* where nrrr, often used with the suggestion

of hospitality, is applied to the dealings of God
with men. Further, as connected with the Christ-

ian doctrine of the Fatherhood of God, it finds

expression in Lk 15^®, Mt 5"^, Ac 14^^. In the
teaching of our Lord the spirit of kindness is in-

culcated in various directions

—

e,g., as one with
the forgiving disposition (Mt 18^®), as the love of

enemies or persecutors (Mt 5^^), as an exhibition

of the law of mercy overriding legal enactment
(Lk 13^® 14^'® [in relation to the Sabbath]), as a
tenderness towards little children or babes
Lk 18^®}, and in the ‘golden rule’ (Mt 7^-) as de-
fining our general treatment of humanity. Such
parables as the Prodigal Son, the Good Samaritan,
the Two Debtors, or Dives and Lazarus illustrate

kindness in action. Similarly, it finds expression
in apostolic ethics

—

e.g,, Ro 12^®, 1 Co 13^—and
elsewhere, while it calls forth a whole group of

beautiful words, like (Ro 3^®, Gal 5^^,

2 Co 6®, Col 312
, Eph Tit 3^), <f>L\avep(C7rla (Ac

282, Tit 3^), i>L\a8e\(pta (Ro 12^°, 1 Th 4», He 13^
1 P 122

, 2 P 17), d7a<9w(ri5vi7 (Ro 15^ Gal 522
,
Eph

2 Th 1^^), the last of which differs from its synonym
XpTjffT&njs in expressing a more active type of good-
will, bonitas as compared with benignitas (R. C.

Trench, Syrt. of the NT^, London, 1880, p. 231 f.,

who quotes Lightfoot on Gal 522 to that eff'ect).

We may add to the above list (piKo^epla (Ro 12^®)

and <pCk6^evos (1 Ti 32
,
Tit 1®, 1 P 4®) as indicating

a form of kindness—hospitality to strangers

—

commended by the apostles to the early Church,
The doctrine of the divine Fatherhood may lead,

as has frequently been noted, to a one-sided con-

ception of God’s nature. God’s <f>Lkav6po3irla is a
Idndness that coexists with ‘wrath,’ the eternal

hostility of perfect Holiness to evil. It is not to

be interpreted as ‘softness and sentimentalism.’

*The mere amiability of “le bon Dieu” of much modern
opinion is but one step removed from the moral indifference of

Omar Khajyam’s “Good Fellow’" (W. H. Moberly, in Founda-
tions, London, 1912, p. 279, referring to the Rubdiydt, Ixiv. :

* He’s a Good Fellow, and ’twdll all be well ’).

The Christian conception of kindness marks
a great advance on Greek ethics. Perhaps the
highest conception of benevolence is to be found in

Aristotle’s portraiture of the iXevd^pLos, or liberal-

minded man, in Nic. Eth. IV. i. 16 f., where never-

theless ‘ we do not find a word about benevolence
or love to others as prompting acts of liberality

’

(A. Grant, The Ethics of Aristotle^, London, 1866,

ii. 60). The claims of others do not enter into

the activity of Aristotle’s virtuous man, for whom
‘ the first requisite to nobleness seems to be self-

respect’ [ib. 59). Kindness, like caritas, begins at

home

—

i.e,, as a virtue of kinship. In general,
‘ one touch of nature makes the wnole world kin ’

(Shakespeare, Troilus and Cressida, III. iii. 175)

;

but it is in the family that the virtue of kindness
finds its earliest sphere of influence. The love

of the mother for her child is the original ethical

source of the law of kindness in human life.

* Love for children is always a prior and stronger thin|; than
love between father and mother ’ (Drummond, Ascent ofMan,
London, 1894, p. 892).

Drummond finds in the struggle for the life of

others the ethical principle which many observers

eliminate from the cosmic process. The emergence
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of affection or kindness from the circle of the
home is due to the advance in ethical conception
which accompanied the moral progress of mankind.
It^ was seen that kindness narrowed to a circle
might readily become a vice.

‘Mollis ilia educatio, quaui indulgentiam vocamus. nervos
onmes «t mentis et corporis frangit * Quintilian, Inst. i. ii. 6).

It may rightly be argued, as J. H. Muirhead has
done {Elements of Ethic^, London, 1904, p. 199),
that ‘love of humanity is the best guarantee
against the exclusiveness which turns family
affection into a vice.’ It is the function of * justice
touched with emotion’ to extend the relationships
of human beings from those of mere contract to
actual friendship or love. As a disposition of the
chsiracter or as a practical outcome of the humani-
tarian spirit, kindness of temper, of speech, and of
act is a potent civilizer of human intercourse. To
it belong the ideas of courtesy, cheerfulness, good
humour, and hospitality, the desire to make the
best of all, irrespective of social status, to behave
so as to cause people to feel at home in the society

belong or have been introduced, to
difluse the spirit of radiant goodwill and sympathy,
and to practise all ‘the chivalries of the Christian
gentleman.’ The full ethical history of kindness
would deal with the various motives and sanctions
by which a primitive sentiment developed into a
duty which embraced the realm of human and
anunal life. In Christian ethics ‘the cup of cold
water’ (Mt 19

^2
) ig symbol of the everyda

habit of charitableness, which is expressed witn
strikmg emphasis in contradistinction to the old
law of revenge in the precept ‘ Give to him that

thee’ (Mt see C. Gore, Sermon on
tfiA Mounts London, 1896, ch. v.). Even quixotic
kindness may on occasion be justified as a Christ-
ian duty : the classic example is the bishop’s
treatment of Jean Valjean in Les Misirahles,
Ladiscriminate charity ’ (see art. Chaeity), on

the other hand, is not Christian, inasmuch as it is
^ feelings of compassion
with little trouble to ourselves and at the expense
of society (Gore, loc. cit.). Furthermore, the
higher ethic demands a certain delicacy of method
and manner in the doing of a kindness.

kind man ‘knows for how much the manner, because the heart itself, counts, in doing a kindness. He ffoesbeyond most people in his care for all weakly creatures
: judg-

sentient is to possess right!’(W. H. Pater, Manus the Epicurean^^ London, 1&8, ii. 7).

If the kindness of the Christian ideal founds a
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children,
It likewise support a Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Animals, and protest against
unnecessary inhumanity in vivisection. Indeed,
the rights of all dumb creatures to kind treatment,
as passage quoted above show, is an integral
feature of Christ’s teaching, besides being a certain
corollary of His broad humanity. Browning isbut expressing the Christian standpoint in this
matter when he says

:

‘God^made aJl the creatures and gave them our love and our

To give sign, we and they are his children, one family here’
_ (Saul, vi.).

.
3* Psychology, To the psychologist kindness

IS a subjective emotion owing its development

and practical manifestations to the nature of the
object or stimulus which acts on it. There is a
ditference of opinion among experts as to whether
tender emotion is primary or otherwise

; but the
former opinion is now more generally held. The
maternal instinct which compels a mother to
protect and cherish her child is common to the
higher ranges of animal life, and was probably
transferred to members of the other sex. Infanti-
cide among savages might seem to negative thistheo^; but, in replying to this objection, W
MacDougall {Introduction to Social Esycholoo'tfi
London, 1912, p. 69) writes :

*

feature of savage life more nearly universal thanthe ^ndness and tenderness of savages, even of savage fathpra
for their ipe children. All observers are a^ed upon Spoint. I have many a time watched with interest a bloo£
thirsty head-hunter

(^ Borneo spending a day at home tenderlynursing his mfpt in his arms. And it is a rule, to which there
peoples, that an infant is onlykdled during the first few hours of its Ufe. If the child isallowed to survive but a few days, then its life is safe- thetender einotion has been called out in fuller strength, and hasbegun to be orgamzed into a sentiment of parental love that is

^derations
overcome by prudential or purely selfish con-

The same writer combats Bain’s view that tender
feeling is as purely self-seeking as any other
pleasure, and pronounces it to be ‘a gross libel on
human nature.* The extensions of this primary
impulse from the relationship of a mother and her
chfld are almost endless. It has a marked asso-
ciation with the emotion of pity on the one hand
and moral indignation on the other, especially
in relation to the sight of helpless suffermg, the
sounds or cries of pain or distress, and, imagina-
tively, to the woes depicted in some moving
romance. Here disgust or aversion caused by
the sight of blood or wounds is overcome by the
impulse of kindness, as in the case of the Good
Samaritan. With the priest and Levite of the
story, neither pity nor disgust ripens into the
impulse to succour. Kindness is an element ‘of
the system of emotional dispositions that con-
stitutes the sentiment of love ’ (MacDougall, op. cit.

,

p. 123). In its active manifestations it is really a
complex emotional state. The germ is tender
emotion, but tender emotion tinged wdth pity,
moral indignation, or sympathetically induced
pain or pleasure, as the case may be. That such
emotions appear to be innate in some people is
a matter of experience. Cf. the Scots proverb,
‘ Kindness comes 0’ mil : it canna be coft ’ (bought).
On the other hand, it is also a psychological law
that reciprocation intensifies sentiment. Some
instincts die for want of satisfaction

;
‘ the milk of

human kindness’ tends to foster a corresponding
impulse in those to whom it is imparted; cf.
Sophocles, Aj. 522

:

.
yap etrriv ^7 ri/CTOv<r’ aet.

And ‘ kindness, nobler ever than revenge ’

(Shakespeare, Ajff You Like It, rv. iii. 130), is one
of those altruistic impulses which bind the human
family together and ennoble the social order.

addition to the authorities quoted above,
“a-y be consulted : H. Sidgwick, Methods of

Ethics^, London, 1901, bk. iii. chs. iv., viii.
; J. R. Seeley,

Ecce Homfs do. 1876, chs. xix., xx. ; F. G. Peabody, Jesus
Christ and the Social Question, New York, 1901; J. Butler,
Sermons, ed. J. H. Bernard, London, 1900, xi., xii. ‘Upon the
Love of our Neighbour.’ MARTIN POPE.

Introductory (A. E. Crawley), p. 708 .

Egyptian (G. Foucart), m 711.
Greek and Roman (A. C. Pearson), p. 715.
Indian (L. H. Gray), p. 720.

^

(Introductory).—The title ‘king’ is diffi-

rIt
except in rather broad terms. The

liistcry of the institution of ‘ kingship ' is similarly

KING.
Iranian (L. C. Casartelli), p. 721.
Muslim (C. DE Vaux), p. 723.
Semitic (A. S. Tritton), p. 725.
TeutonicandLitu-Slavic(0. Schrader), p. 728.

complex
; various lines of social evolution have

produced it at different times and in different
ways. The following definition may be accepted
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as applying to modem times :
* king ’ is * the usual

title of the male sovereign ruler of an independent
State, whose position is either purely hereditary, or
hereditary under certain legal conditions, or, if elec-

tive, is considered to give to the elected the same
attributes and rank as those of a (purely or partly)

hereditary ruler.’ ^ In English history the term
* king ’ first appeared as the name of chiefs of the
Anglo-Saxon kins. The O.E. cyning, cyrig, or

cing seems to imply the ‘representative’ of the
cynn. Each tribe elected its cyning from a ‘royal

’

cynn. When Wessex rose to predominance in the
10th cent., these tribal kings disappeared, and the
Wessex king was the representative of the Angel-
cynn.
The Greek jSao-tXeiJs, the Latin rex, the Persian

sJidh, and the Hebrew melek present other aspects

of the institution. The early Greek &va^ is an
ethical rather than a political term. In jffa<Tt\ez5s

and rex there are proofs of priestly office and sur-

vivals of magical duties. The reasons for the
abolition of the monarchy by the Romans remain
somewhat obscure. It is a remarkable fact that
the term rex was practically a tabued word ever
afterwards. To avoid it, the emperors adopted
such designations as imperator and^ri7icej95. The
Oriental ideas of a divine king, as exemplified by
Persia, China, and Japan, hardly suffice to explain

the horror of the Roman attitude. The relimous

aspect of kingship is to be seen in the Hebrew
melek.

I. Origins.—^Anthropological research has lately

revolutionized opinion as to the origin of kingly
office. Without excluding the elements of leader-

ship, organization, and generalship in war, J. G.
Frazer has established by a long array of facts the
theory that among primitive peoples it was the
medicine-man, the shaman, or public magician

|

who laid the foundations, at least in part, of the

kingly office.
* Beginning as little more than a simple conjurer, the medicine-

man or magician tends to blossom out into a full-blown god and
king in one.’ 2

R. H, Codrington observes of the Melanesian
political system

:

* The power of chiefs has hitherto rested upon the belief in

their supernatural power derived from the spirits or ghosts

with which they had intercourse. As this belief has failed, in

the Banks* Islands for example some time ago, the position of a
chief has tended to become obscure ; and as this belief is now
being generally undermined a new kind of chief must needs
arise, unless a time of anarchy is to begin.’ 3

Here the spiritual and temporal powers are com-
bined in one person. In other cases there is a con-

vergence of the two.
Thus, in New Guinea, ‘ chiefs have not necessarily super-

natural powers, but a sorcerer is looked upon as a chief ’ and
in Matabele land the power of the witch doctors was as great as,

if not greater than, the king’s.^

It is true, in a logical sense, that the dual rule of

the pope and the emperor in mediaeval Europe is a
ease of division ; historically it was a case of acci-

dental competition, the spiritual power aiming^ at

political ascendancy. This result had been antici-

ated in lower cultures. Centuries later in date,

ut ages earlier in evolution, the Pelew Islanders

provide an instructive example.
* In some of the islands the god [a man possessed by a divinity]

is political sovereign of the land ; and ... is raised to the same
high rank, and rules, as god and king, over all the other chiefs.’ 6

Two psychological tendencies may be traced in

these elemental ideas about the divine king or

human god : a veneration for authority and a belief

in magic. The intense feeling of loyalty shown by
1 OBD, s.v ,

2 J. G. Frazer, Th& Magic Art, London, 1911, 1. 3/5.

3 The Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 46.

4 J. Chalmers, in JAI xxvii. [1897-98] 334.

5L. Decle, Three Years in Savage Africa, London, 1898,

p. 154.
6 Frazer, Magic AH, i. 889, quoting J. Kubary, ‘Die Religion

der Pelauer ’ in A. J^stian, Auerlei aus Volks- und Menschen-
hunde, Berlin, 1888, i. 30 if

the Jacobites is a modem instance of the former
tendency

;
popular beliefs about the supernatural

power of the pope and even the priest among
Roman Catholic peasants are an instance of the
latter.

The Siamese language has no word ‘by which
any creature of higher rank or greater dignity
than a monarch can be described ; and the mission-
aries, when they speak of God, are forced to use
the native word for ‘ king.’^ * In India every king
is regarded as little short of a present god.’^

Among the Battak of Sumatra there rules a king
who is held to be a god.® The Sultan of Menang-
kabau was worshipped similarly."* In the South
Sea region the same ideas prevailed. The king of

Tahiti was identified with the gods of the land.®

Frazer’s view has its most luminous illustration

in the Malay beliefs collected by W. W. Skeat.

* The theory,* he concludes, * of the real divinity of a king is

said to be held strongly in the Malay region. Not only is the
king’s person considered sacred, but the sanctity of his body is

supposed to communicate itself to his regalia and to slay those
who break the royal taboos. Thus it is firmly believed that any-
one who seriously offends the royal person, who imitates or

touches even for a moment the chief objects of the regalia, or
who wrongfully makes use of the insignia or privileges of royalty,

will be kina daulat, that is, struck dead by a sort of electric

discharge of that divine power which the Malays suppose to

reside in the king’s person and to which they give the name of

daulat or sanctity. The regalia of every petty Malay state are

believed to be endowed with supernatural powers ; and we are

told that “ the extraordinary strength of the Malay belief in the
supernatural powers of the regalia of their sovereigns can only

be thoroughly realised after a study of their romances, in which
their kings are credited with all the attributes of inferior gods,

whose birth, as indeed every subsequent act of their after-life,

is attended by the most amazing prodigies.** Now it is highly

sigmficant that the Malay magician owns certain insignia which
are said to be exactly analogous to the regalia of the divine king,

and even bear the very same name. ... It seems, therefore, to

be a probable inference that in the Malay region the regalia of

kings are only the conjuring apparatus of their predecessors

the magicians.* 3

2. The supernatural aspect of kingship.—Turn-
ing to specialaspectsof thecuriousperpnal influence

which is the prototype of the divinity that ‘ doth

hedge a king,’ and to some extent of his political

power, we find the primitive king (or tribal or clan

chief) to be very often not so much a representa-

tive of his people as a puppet responsible for their

welfare and the course of nature determining it.

* At Rome and in other cities of Latium there was a priest

called the Sacrificial King or King of the Sacred Rites, and his

wife bore the title of Queen of the Sacred Rites. In republican

Athens the second annual magistrate of the state was called the

King, and his wife the Queen ; the functions of both were re-

ligious. . . . Many other Greek democracies had titular kings,

whose duties, so far as they are known, seem to have been
priestly.*?

Again, Asia Minor in historical times was * the seat of vanous
great religious capitals peopled by thousands of sacred slaves,

and ruled by pontiffs who wielded at once temporal and spiritual

authority, like the popes of mediseval Rome. Such priest-ridden

cities were Zela and Pessinus. Teutonic kings, again, in the

old heathen days seem to have stood in the position, and to

have exercised the powers, of high priests. The Emperors of

China offer public sacrifices, the details of which are regulated

by the ritual books. The King of Madagascar was high-priest

of the realm.* 8

Such cases are complete prototypes of priestly

rule as it has occurred in Hebrew and European
society, but they derive from the exactly analogous
authority of the savage sorcerer, who establishes

an unofficial, but imperative, influence over native

credulity. The fact is interesting that, where the
ruler, either in primitive or in modem times, has
not combined religious duties with political office,

the credulous public have often treated him as a
priest or a god. The fact indicates a more or less

1 E. Young, The Kingdom of the Yellow Rohe, London, 1898,

p. 142.
2 M. Monier-Williams, Religious Thought and Life in India,

London, 1883, p. 259.

3 Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch Indie, iii. [1870] 289.

4 W. Marsden, Sumatra^, London, 1811, p. 376 f.

8 W. Ellis, Polynesian Researches^ London, 1832-36, iii. 108.

6 Frazer, Magic Art, i. 398, 362.

7 7b. i. 44f. Sib. i. 47f.
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permanent association between authority and super-

natural power in the popular mind.

The primitive sorcerer and the primitive ‘king,

his successor, were associated with the regulation

of natural forces and the course of the seasons.

Terms equivalent to ‘god’ or ‘king’ are regularly

applied to the sorcerer of the seasons, just as his

powers are demanded of the political ruler. Re-

sponsibility for the social welfare is balanced by
social veneration.
<The king of Loango is honoured by his people ** as though

he were a god. . . . They believe that^e can let

rain when'
*

time they
to them.” '1 Among the Wanyoro—
dispenser, he who has absolute and uncontrollable power over

the rain, is the king; but he can divide his power with other

persons, so that the benefit may be distributed over various

parts of the kingdom.’ The Barotse on the Zambesi believe

Hhat a chief is a demigod, and in heavy thunderstorms the

Barotse flock to the chief’s yard for protection from the light-

ning. I have been greatly distressed at seeing them fall on

their knees before the chief, entreating him to open the water-

pots of heaven and send rain upon their gardens. . . . The
king’s servants declare themselves to be invincible, because

they are the servants of God (meaning the kingy^ Bajah
Brooke, the English ruler and benefactor of Sarawak, was re-

garded by his subjects as possessing magical powers for social

welfare. ‘ Once when a European remarked that the rice-crops

of the Samban tribe were thin, the chief immediately replied

that they could not be otherwise, since Rajah Brooke had never

visited them, and he begged that Mr. Brooke might be induced

to visit his tribe, and remove the sterility of their land. ’3 To
come nearer home, * it was the belief among the ancient Irish

that when their kings acted in conformity with the institutions

of their ancestors, the seasons were favourable, and that the

earth yielded its fruit in abundance; but when they violated

these laws, that plague, famine, and inclemency of weather
were the result.’

^

The last case, among others, indicates that a
social inertia has its elect in producing such de-

pendence upon responsible persons. It is so in the

relations of people and priest, and of labour and
capital. When science is yet unborn, results mete-
orological are believed to be in the control of human
rulers, on the same lines as are social happenings.
The power of the people against the ‘king’ is

very early exemplified. Primitive folk dealing

with a defaulting magic-king are not unlike the
Commonwealth dealing with Charles I. The differ-

ence is one of education.
In W. Africa, *when prayers and offerings presented to the

king have failed to procure rain, his subjects bind him with
ropes and take him by force to the grave of his forefathers, that
he may obtain from fiiem the needed rain.’ 3 If harvest fails in

Loango, the king is deposed. 3 * Fetish kings’ are common in

Africa ; ttey afford remarkable instances of the combination of

religious and civil power. On the Grain Coast there was one
who was regarded as ‘responsible for the health of the com-
munity, the fertility of the earth, and the abundance of flsh in

the sea and rivers ; and if the country suffers in any of these
respects [he] the Bodio is deposed from his oflSce.’?

Put into modem terms, this is merely dissatis-

faction with the government, whose permanent,
and in many cases nominal, head is a king.
Popular resentment for failure to fulfil responsible

functions has gone further.
‘ In the time of the Swedish king Domalde a mighty famine

broke out, which lasted several years, and could be stayed by
the blood neither of beasts nor of men. Therefore, in a great
popular assembly held at Upsala, the chiefs decided that King
Domalde himself was the cause of the scarcity and must be
sacrificed for good seasons. So they slew him and smeared
with his blood the altars of the gods.’ 8 When the Chukchi
suffered from a pestilence, the shamans persuaded the people
that the chief must be slain.8

3, Departmental kin^s.— The association of
sacred or magical functions ‘occurs,’ says Prazer,

1 Frazer, op. dt, i. 896, quoting authorities.
2 F. S. Amot, Garenganze, London [1889], p. 78.
3 H. Low, Sarawak^ London, 1848, p. 259.
4 J. O’Donovan, The Book of Rights, Dublin, 1847, p. 8 n.

8

J. B. Labat, Relation historique de VEthiopie ocddentale.
Paris, 1732, ii. 172 f.

6 A. Bastian, Die deutsche Easpedition an der Lomgo-Kiiste,
Jena, 1874, i. 854.

7 J L. Wilson, Western Africa, London, 1836, p. 129.
8 Frazer, op. dt, i. 366 f., quoting S. Sturlason, Chronicle of

the Kings of JSforway, tr. S. Laing, London, 1844, saga i., chs.
18, 47.

9 F. Liebrecht, Zur Volkskunde, Heilbronn, 1879, p. 16,

‘ frequently outside the limits of classical antiquity,

and is a common feature of societies at all stages
from barbarism to civilisation. Further, it appears
that the royal priest is often a king not only in

name but in fact, swaying the sceptre as well as

the crosier.’^ It appears that specialization was
as familiar to primitive society as it is to us.

Kings of rain, of fire, and of water are described

by Frazer.

The natives of the Upper Nile acknowledge as ‘kings’ only
‘the Kings of the Rain, Mata Kodou, who are credited with
the power of giving rain at the proper time, that is, in the
rainy season. . . . Each householder betakes himself to the
King of the Bain and offers him a cow that he may make ^e
blessed waters of heaven to drip on the brown and withered
pastures. If no shower falls, the people assemble and demand
that the king shall give them rain ;

and if the sky still continues
cloudless, they rip up his belly, in which he is believed to keep
the storms.’ 2

Two famous instances of ‘departmental’ kings

of nature are the Cambodian king of the fire and
king of the water.® These men have no political

authority; ‘they are simple peasants, living by
the sweat of their brow and the offerings of the

faithful.’ Accounts vary, however ; one avers that

they are members of royal families, that is to say,

their families are ‘royal.’ The offices are heredi-

tary—another interesting point. There is a political

king of Cambodia who interchanges gifts with those

two mysterious personages. They are clearly sur-

vivals, and the term ‘ king ’ as applied to them is

significant.

4. Royal tabus.—Where royal tabus are con-

nected with a ruler’s daily life and action, the

same magical or supernatural functions are to be

inferred as existing or surviving. The tabus are

intended to preserve not so much the life of the

king as his mystic power and communion with the

forces of nature—his ‘virtue,’ or mana. In the

case of a special language employed when speak-

ing to or of the king, it is not clear whether we
have to deal with a mere ceremonial respect for

royalty or a real tabu.

The sacred language devoted to the king of Siam includes

special terms for his head, feet, and even his breath.^ Particular

verbs are used for sleeping, eating, and other actions.^ The
smallest detail of the life of a king in Loango was regulated by
tebuB.5 For the kings of Egypt ‘everything was fixed . . .

by law, not only their oflBcial duties, but even the details of

their daily life. . . . The hours, both of day and night, were

arranged at which the king had to do, not what he pleased, but

what was prescribed for him.’ 8

A widely spread tabu is that the king may not

be seen when eating or drinking.^ Again, the king
is confined to his palace, and his face is veiled.^

The case of the Mikado was an extraordinary

instance of tabu.® The practice of killing the king

is explained by Frazer as due to a desire to prevent

his mystic power from decaying,® but the subject

is still obscure.

The continuity in European civilization of these

ideas with the later aspects of kingship is shown
by the case of the Athenian paa-iKe^s, the Roman
rex, and others.^® In England and France the

belief that the touch of the kin^ cured scrofula

lasted till comparatively modern times.

The theory of the divine right of kings was a

recrudescence of the same tendency, but not a

1 Frazer, op. dt. ii. 1.
2 * Excursion de M. Brun-Rollet dans la region sup6rieure du

Nil,’ Bulletin de la SocUU de Geographic, ii. [1852] 421.

3 Frazer, op. dt, ii. 3 ff

.

4 Young, The Kingdom of the Yellow Robe, p. 142.

8 Bastian, op. dt. i. 355.

6 Diodorus Siculus, i. 70.

7 Prazer, Taboo and the Perils of the Soul, London, 1911,

iU. & JtL.

9 Frazer, The Dying God, London, 1911, p. 9 ff.

10 Prazer suggests that the Roman rex was considered to be

an incarnation of Jupiter (Magic Art, ii. 174 ff.).

11 T. J. Pettigrew, Superstitions connected with the aist^
and Practice of Medidne a/nd Surgery, London, 1844, p. 117 ff.

;

see, further, art. King’s Evil.
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survival. It was a legal theory, chiefly due to
Hobbes, and then exaggerated by Filmer.^

5. Division of political and religious kingship.

—

The process and causes of the gradual separation
of the civil and religious functions of the king
have been described by Frazer

:

‘The burdensome observances attached to the royal or
priestly ofiBce produced their natural effect. Either men
refused to accept the^ office, which hence tended to fall into
abeyance ;

or, accepting it, they sank under its weight into
spiritless creatures, cloistered recluses, from whose nerveless
fingers the reins of government slipped into the firmer grasp
of men who w’ere often content to wield the reality of sover-
eignty without its name.^ In some countries this 'rift in the
supreme power deepened into a total and permanent separation
of the spiritual and temporal powers, the old ro3’al house
retaining their purely religious functions, while the civil
government passed into the hands of a younger and more
vigorous race.'

2

Typical examples are those of Japan, Mexico,
and Athens.* The W. African practice of having
a ‘fetish,’ or religious, king and a political king
seems not to be due to the causes cited above.

6. Evolutionary importance of the king.—^An
interesting aspect of the early evolution of the
kingship is its social importance. It has been
argued that the rise of monarchy was essential
to the emergence of the race from savagery.^ The
development proceeds from the chief of a clan or
tribe to the king, generally primus inter pares,
and not autocratic, of various tribes federated or
consolidated into a nation. The case of Wessex
is typical. In the Koman world ‘king’ was a
superior title to ‘ emperor ’

; medisevalism reversed
the precedence. In mediseval times also the
nation was often in contrast with the kingdom,
the latter being rather the domain of a lord.

Apart from the advantages of organization under
one soverei^, various social privileges follow from
the institution. Thus the king serves as a general
asylum and refuge for the poor, the weak, and the
wronojed. The appeal to Caesar and the Haro of
the Channel Islands are two cases out of many.
The king protects strangers and fatherless children.
He is a focus of patriotic feeling.

7. Intellectual aspect of the early kingship.—
With regard to the primitive religious or fetish
king, Frazer observes that such men must have
been the ablest. They were not mere fighting
men, but medicine-men, dealing with the crude
elements of science and art. Carpenter has
pointed out that the savage sorcerer, shaman, and
medicine-man are very frequently of a type inter-
mediate between the two sexes, and that such
types are often credited, and justly, with unusual
insight. But for the power exerted by these
types, he thinks that social functions would never
have broadened out, but that men would have
remained hunters and fighters, and women agri-
cultural labourers and managers of the house.®

8. The modern attitude to kingship.—Since the
17th cent, there has been a tendency to regard
kingship as a survival, unsuitable to a democratic
political society. America and France have sub-
stituted a president of the republic. This involves
once more the question of terminology. The
president with a veto or casting vote is a king in
effect ; the king who may only advise is not a king
in effect.

9. Dramatic and mock kings.—The imitation
of kingship in folk-drama and ritual may be a
survival from the old religious office and its duties,

or merely an assimilation. The extraordinary
prevalence of this is illustrated by Mannhardt and
Frazer abundantly. It includes the May King,
IW. A. Phillips, art. ‘King,’ in J. N. Figgis, The

Theory of the JJivine Right of Kings, Cambridge, 1896 ; art.
Divine Eight.

2 Frazer, Taboo, p. 17. 3 Ib. p, 21 f.

4 Frazer, Lectures on the Early History of the Kingship,
London, 1905, p. 82.

5 E. Carpenter, Intermediate Types, London, 1914, p, 171,

King Hop, King of the Bean, and others. The
mock kings, suffering death as substitutes for the
real, form a curious problem.^

LirERATURE,—This is given in the article. For the legal
status of priniitive kings see A. H. Post, Grundriss der
ethnoloq. Jui'Uprudenz, Oldenburg and Leipzig, 1S94-95, i

A. E. Ckawley.

KING (Egyptian).—A vast subject like king-
ship in Egypt demands delimitations and elimina-
tions. The Pharaoh, in the Nile valley, was, in a
sense, an epitome of the whole life of the nation,
and the Egyptian monuments and texts are full of
his names and symbols. We need not discuss the
historical or administrative aspect of the monarchic
institution, or the material life of the king, but shall
confine ourselves to a treatment of the kingship of
classical Egypt in its religious and ethical bear-
ings.

1. The religious character of Egyptian king-
ship,—From the very first the most striking char-
acteristic revealed by the examination of the titles,

names, and prerogatives of the king in Egypt has
been the exclusively religious—or rather divine

—

origin of the various tiements involved in the
Egyptian definition of monarchy. Even the refer-
ences to functions or prerogatives of a feudal or
military character are, in reality, simple deduc-
tions from the divine functions or nature of the
monarch. This is true even of things which might
at first sight seem to be survivals or reminiscences
of historical or political events. Investigation
shows that here also the reminiscences are purely
mythological in character (e.y., the alleged proto-
historic wars from which the king derives some of

his titles, or whose anniversaries he celebrates).
In fact, there is nothing in any of the attributes or
denominations of the kingship (titles, costume,
functions, etc.) which might be a survival or indi-

cation of the historic modes of formation or of the
origins of the monarchy. Some material signs
(such as the sceptre ihiku\ of the shepherd people,
or the plaited lock, worn exclusively by gods and
their royal heirs) enable archaeology to outline
hypothetical theories regarding the possible origin
01 the masters who imposed their rule upon the
Nile valley ; hut the texts and monuments yield
no information whatever regarding these begin-
nings ; and, as far back as we can go, we find our-
selves in the presence of a conception of monarchy
which is composed of purely theological elements
and based solely upon the assimilation of the king
to the gods who are the makers of the world and
the mj^hical founders of Egyptian society. This
explains the importance attached by the Egyptians
to the power and to the exact utterance of the
different names by which they designated the
king. These names, taken together, form a kind
of abr^gi of the nature of the Pharaoh, and of the
royal attributes.

2. The divine lineage of the king.—The various
names of the king prove, by all their elements,
that the divine filiation of the master of Egypt is

as ancient as Egyptian society. The earliest form
of Egyptian religion which we can reach by the
Pyramid texts and the funerary literature belongs
to a period remotely pre-historic. We find here
the old ‘ sky-god,’ source of life and death, of rain
and heavenly fire. Among his names, that of

Horii (symbolized conventionally by the hawk)
has given rise to the so-called ‘hawk names,’
which appear among the most ancient forms of
royal names with which we are acquainted—^viz.

the series of names from the monuments belon^ng
to the Thinite period (1st and Ilnd dynasties).
These show, when set in order, that the reigning

1 Frazer, Magic Art, i. 11, ii. 84 f., 3781., The Dying God, pp,
1491., 205 ff., The Scapegoat, London, 1913, pp. 218 ff., 807 fi.,

813 tl.
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king is a form or emanation upon this earth of the
Supreme Being— or, more exactly, one of the
‘ souls ’ of that Being. The ‘ hawk name,’ prob-

ably the most ancient of all those that have been
borne by the sovereigns of the Nile valley, per-

sisted to the very end of the nation’s history,

preserved by the subtlety of successive theologies

at the periods when the original ‘sky-god’ had
been replaced by the * sun-god’ as creator of the
world. How this has taken place cannot be ex-

plained here; it must suffice to say that that
ancient name had become, in historic times, what
is still called in Egyptian archaeology the ‘ Horns
name,’ or sometimes (very inaccurately, through
the perpetuation of an old error) the ‘standard-
name ’ (see below).
The primitive conceptions of the pre-historic

Egyptian religions later than the sky-god are
found in the titles and epithets given to the king
in the very ancient liturgies, and in the protocol of

the Thinite monuments. There, where he is called,

c.g., ‘the two Horn,* or the ‘Horu-Siti,’ we see a
reminiscence of the system which divided the
world into two halves, each with its Supreme God,
in heaven and on earth. Similarly, the religion of
the sky-goddess Nuit, who was believed to have
produced the world, first by her own activity, and
later by union with the earth-god Sibu, gave the
king the name of ‘son of Nuit’ or ‘eldest son of
Sibu.’ This prepared the way for the assimilation
of the Pharaoh to Ra, then to Osiris, according as
the successive theologies, reversing the order of
the first cosmogonies, have made Ra the son of
Nuit, or, on the other hand, the father of Sibu
and Nuit, and the grandfather of Osiris. In the
last form, the Pharaoh is the successor of Osiris,
as the direct descendant of Horns, son of the pair
Isis-Osiris. These various assimilations have been
justified by an examination ofhundreds of Egyptian
texts, and may be accepted here. The point which
it is essential to keep in mind is that at all periods,
and throughout all the cosmogonic religions of
Egypt, the outstanding characteristic of the king
has always been that he was either an incarnation
of the god who made the world or his son (in the
literal sense of the word, not symbolicaUy, or by
a mystic adoption, but by real filiation). The
king of Egypt has thus never been merely a repre-
sentative or interpreter of the Supreme God, or
his ‘ vicar ’

; either he is the god himself, manifest
upon the earth in a human body in which is incar-
nate one of the souls of the god, or he is the god’s
own son.

The form of this affirmation best known to us is
the title of Se Ra, ‘son of the sun,’ which was
inaugurated as early as the middle of the Vth
dynasty, under the influence of the priesthood of
Heliopolis, and persisted as long as the Pharaonic
protocol was in existence (see bSow).
This divine descent was, as a rule, proved by the

ordinary genealogy. From ancestor to ancestor,
the reigning king was able to trace back his line-
age to the fabulous Menes, or Mini, the legendary
founder of the first human Egyptian dynasty, and
from him he went back through the mythical reigns
of the Menes as far as Horns, son of Isis, and son
and avenger of his father Osiris, the first king-god
of the valley of the Nile. But in certain excep-
tional cases (of which we possess three or four
historical examples), in order to establish his
legitimacy indisputably, the Pharaoh seems to
have claimed the testimony of a more direct and
recent intervention of the Supreme God. Thus
(1) in the temple of Luxor for Amenhotep iii.,

(2) in the temple of Deir-el-Bahri for Hatchopsitu,
and (3) at Erment for Csesarion, the bas-reliefs
tell how the god himself descended to the earth in
order to have union with the queen and himself

beget the little prince who should one day reign
over Egypt. They also show the birth of the
divine scion, the magic charms which accom-
panied him, and the benediction of the god upon
the new-born child when it was presented to him.
To the priesthood of the Nile valley, however,

such a conception of the king appeared inadequate!
They felt that the kingship must be the final result
of all that legendary Egypt had known of divine
domination; or, rather, that it meant the total
heritage of all that the w^orld contained of the
forces belonging to the beneficent gods. Hence
the walls of the temples show the king as heir and
adopted son of all the great deities of the national
pantheon in succession—the great feudal gods of
the Nile valley and the chief elementary or stellar
gods.
In the case of gods, the king is styled ‘well-

beloved son,’ and he addresses all the gods by the
name ‘Father.’ In the case of goddesses, they
make the young king their veritable son by giving
him milk from their breast in token of adoption

Even this accumulation of divinity seemed
insufficient to the Egyptians to constitute their
god-king completely. The true Pharaoh does not
exist, theologically speaking, until he has received,
at Heliopolis, all the magico-reli^ious consecrations
which transform him into a living incarnation of
Ra, the sun-god, creator of the world. The
elaborate series of ceremonies employed to accom-
lish that transformation is well known to us to-

ay through: (1) the historical inscriptions, such
as that or the celebrated Ethiopian conqueror
Piankhi, (2) the ritual published in the Pyramid
texts, (3) the bas-reliefs and special enactments of
the solar temples of Abusir, (4) the extracts from
anointing and coronation scenes sculptured in the
great temples, chiefly at Thebes, (6) the statues
and statuettes commemorating coronations (notably
at Karnak), and (6) the descriptive scenes telling

of the ‘jubile’ feasts of habsadu (see below).
Finally, the Thinite monuments discovered at
Abydos provide evidence that the whole of this

ceremonial was already established, in its essential

elements, at the Thinite period. Even under the
1st dynasty there appeared scenes of that distant
epoch similar to those found in the Greek period
upon the walls of the temple of Edfu or other
sanctuaries built in Egypt by the Ptolernys,

3. The royal titles,—-The king, then, is a being
constituted by all that, in this world, religion could
know of divme forces, governing powers, magic
resources, and super- terrestrial science. The
enumeration of the many virtues and heritages of

the king naturally resulted in the redaction of a
long protocol, which was practically an dbHgi of

all the historical and pre-historical sources that
had contributed to form such a personage. A
king of Egypt had at least five names m the
classical period: (1) ‘birth-name,’ which is his

human name, expressing the relation of the reign-

ing dynasty to one or another of the great pro-

vincial gods of Egypt {e.g.f Thothmes=:‘ ThSth
has fashioned him’; Amenhotep=‘ he is united
to Amen ’) ; this is the name which is preceded by
the epithet ‘ son of the sun ’ (Se Ra) in the inscrip-

tions ; (2) the coronation name, preceded by the
affirmation of kingship over the world of the north
and world of the south by the heraldic figuration

of the Reed and the Bee ;
^ this name (chosen by

1 This figuration of the king as heir of the crown of the north
and crown of the south is of purelj^ sacerdotal origin, and not
historical, resting upon an astrological conception of the divi-

sion of the world and its forces. It was regarded as figuring a
state of things which had actually existed in Egjjpt, and it has
given rise to the idea that at the period anterior to history

there had really been two kingdoms in Egypt, one of the north
and one of the south, and that they were united under Menes i.

Most scholars seem to have adopted that view, unconsciously

instigated, perhaps, by the opinion of the first EgyptologistSr
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the astrological colleges of priests according to
horoscopic indications) materialized, somehow or
other, the aspect and attributes of the particular
solar soul that came to transform the young prince
into a god on the day of his anointing; it was
sometimes a long motto expressing the rdle or the
energies of Ra in this world (e.y., ‘Ra is the lord
of the cosmos,’ ‘ Great are the successive becomings
of Ra’); (3) the hawk name (i.e. sky-god name
[see above]) ; this was enclosed in a kind of panel
or rectangle representing a fa9ade of a palace, and
surmounted by the hawk, divine Horn; (4) a
name called in archaeology ‘ name of the vulture
and of Uraeus,’ intended to express the king’s
authority, which reached to the extreme frontiers
of Egypt, from El Kab to Bulo ; (5) a name, often
incorrectly called ‘golden hawk name,’ which,
preceded by the figure of a hawk perched on a
sign of gold {nuh), declares in reality that the
king is the heir to the stellar powers who share
the two astrological halves of the universe.
To this list, absolutely necessary for the com-

plete title of a reigning king, etiquette usually
added a number of almost imperative epithets in-
tended to express aspects or important attributes
of the king-god. Sometimes, as heir of the war-
like gods, he was called ‘PowerM Bull,’ some-
times ‘the master who can do everything’ (Nib
iri khitu), or ‘ Resplendent in his glorious appear-
ings ’ (Nib khau). Some of these names expressing
the virtues or forces of the kingship bear a curious
resemblance to those which describe (or designate)
the kings of certain monarchies in black Africa
{e,g.i the sovereigns of Dahomey or of Benin), and
it would be worth while to draw up a list of the
possible comparisons. None of these epithets
should be regarded (as they too often are) as
arising from vanity or grandiloquence, for each
corresponds theologically to a very precise defini-
tion of a function or force belongmg to one or
other of the great gods of Egypt.
One of the most characteristic epithets, which,

moreover, has not yet been found in any other
African religion, is the epithet ‘ Good God"^ (Notir
Nofiru) ; it is of constant occurrence, and is one
of the most manifest signs of the r61e which the
earthly kingship filled in the ideas of the Egyptians
(see below).
The laudatory titles and titles of etiquette

imagined by the protocol (e.^., ‘Double Palace,’
‘ Sublime Gate,’ ‘ Sun of the two Earths ’) are too
numerous to detail here. One of the secondary
epithets of this official phraseology has had a
singular fortune. It designates the king the
veiled expression ‘Great Dwelling’ (=the Royal
Residence),^ the equivalent of wMch is found in
the royal title-list of certain black monarchies of
W. Africa. The Egyptian term jpir-ad has become
the word ‘ Pharaoh,’ which served throughout the
classical world to designate the king of Egypt.

4. The earthly counterpart of the gods.—The
sovereign is thus a singularly complex person,
whose body contains even more souls {biu)y

doubles (kau)y and ‘ shadows ’ {Imihit) than that of
ordinary men (see Body [Egyptian]). These are
frequently figured being formed by the gods in
heaven, or being suckled at birth by the fairies, or
accompanying the king (but distinct from him) in
coronation and procession scenes.
As the king of Egypt is a living epitome of all

that is divine in the Nile valley, the explanation
of his functions is clear. First, he is in every
function an earthly image of the various gods, and
who were more or less influenced themselves by some fugitive
connexions with Biblical history. Things took place probably
in a less simple manner, and the collection of kingdoms or of
pre-historic principalities of which Egypt was formed must
rather have passed through phases similar to those of the forma-
tion of the modem kingdom of the * E^ingof Kings ’ of Ethiopia. I

performs their legendary activity on the earth.
In his justice he is Thoth, in his power he is Ra

;

like the first divine masters of the divine valley,
he destroys the enemies of the work done by the
ancient gods when they assisted Ra in the conflict
against darkness and in the organization of the
xocr/Aoj, This view, the veiy beginning of dualism
(g'.t?.), originated in the primitive cosmogony, and
was later transformed by the Osirian legend into
the myth of the conflict between the partisans of
Homs and the bad spirits who were the friends
of Set. The Pharaoh is thus heir to the powers
and qu^ities of the good gods, whose po'wers are
symbolized by, and materialized in, the various
pieces of the royal costume (sceptres, crowns, neck-
laces, bracelets, pectorals, girdles, talismans,
amulets, precious stones, magic jewels, etc.).
These symbolical ornaments probably originated
in the same way ^ the magical disguise worn by
heathen fetish-chiefs; they vrere neither purely
priestly tradition nor simply magical in character.
The organized theologies ascribed to the royal
person a thoi^and different rdles, implying a
thousand traditional moral duties and magical
powers. Some of these duties concern war, and
perhaps may seem somewhat brutal for our taste ;

others are as noble as modem thought could de-
sire. Scenes and texts display the king ‘ as a bull
young, ardent, and resistless, which tramples down
under its hoofs the enemies of Egypt ’ [Hymn of
TkothTYies III.), the ‘rebels,’ the ‘accursed,’ the
‘ children of ruin ’

; as a ‘ devouring lion ’
; as a

Sudan leopard ; or as a hawk which tears and
rends the foreign nations with beak and claws (cf.

the^ Thinite palettes). To each of these represen-
tations there is attached a rdle formerly played by
the national gods, which the king assumed when
he^ ascended the throne of Homs. The lion, the
griffin,^ the bull, the hawk, and the sphinx are
repetitions in painting and sculpture of state-
ments made by hundreds of texts. The king
‘treading the nine bows under his feet,’ and
‘ placing his sandals on the head of his foes,’ re-
presents an essential side of the perpetual duty of
the divine monarch—as essential as the side re-
presented by the expression ‘ Lord of all order and
tmth,’ or by the figuration, under his throne, of
the Nile gods gathering into sheaves the heraldic
flowers of the Lotus of the North and the Red
Lily of the South. Ra and his friends, the gods,
organized the world; their final purpose was the
reign of order and the triumph of good. Egypt
and its people were the land and people chosen
and beloved by the gods; it was, therefore,
essential that the son of the gods should be able
to bring the work to a successful issue, and this
enterprise demanded that strangers, the ungodly,
the enemies of Egypt, and all that was hostile
to the ultimate triumph of the good should be
destroyed or subdued.
That obligation presupposed that in the practice

of those virtues by which the conflict for the good
is maintained the king should be the pattern for
his subjects. The Pharaoh was thus the living
image and continuation of that ‘Good Being,’
called Osiris, who was the first god reigning on the
earth in human form. He must maintain order
in his kingdom, for administrative regularity is

the first condition of material prosperity. He
must ensure equal justice for all, protect the feeble,
abhor iniquity, and be like a father to his children
(as he himself communes with the god ‘ as a son
talks to his father’). He must be Notir Nofiru,
the ‘Good God.’ That in practice the kings of
Egypt were not adequate for so noble a task is of
secondary importance, and the objection that the
reality was remote from the official ideal has little

philosophic value. The fact of real importance is
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the rise of a human society able at such an early

date to express in these outlines the origins and
obligations of royal power.
The moral ideal of the nation was consequently,

at every step of the social scale, the imitation of

the type of perfection incarnate theoretically in

the Pharaoh, the son of Osiris. Baillet (see

Literature) has shown the importance of that

ideal in the evolution of Egyptian ethics and the

influence which the moral character of the king-

ship exercised in the codification of obligations.

5.

Practical results of the kingly ideal.—This
ideal of kingship moulded all the manifestations

of religious and public life in Egypt. As son and
successor of all the divinities (national or local) of

the kingdom, the Pharaoh is by right the chief

servitor of the Supreme God {honHf) and the chief

pontiff of all the priesthoods. In the bas-reliefs of

the temples he is figured as the chief officiating

priest, and everywhere he is represented in the
dwellings of his divine fathers, celebrating sacri-

fice, oflering incense or libations, or consecrating

the offering, opening the tabernacle, adoring the
divine image, and going in front of his retinue.

He is also the necessary mediator between the

f
ods and men; to him the divine will speaks in

ivination {q.v,) or in dreams {q.v,). And he is

the depositary of and the surety for the private
endowments for the worship of the dead ; it is

he who explains the invariable title of the pro-
scyn^mes of the tombs: suton du hotpu (=royal
constitution of the offering).

Por the living and the dead the assurance of the
royal approval is the supreme recompense. The
episode of a dignitary commanded to the palace,

arriving at the royal audience, and receiving the
eulogy, or honorific distinctions (such as the ‘ collar

of gold ’) from the divine monarch, is the culmi-
nating point of his whole career, and the crowning
moment which he wished to have depicted on the
walls of his ‘eternal abode.’ When he appears
before the tribunal of Him who is the ancestor of

Pharaoh, that will be the decisive proof of his

merit for worthy service of the gods. To his

children it will be his last message, at once an
example and a claim upon the Pharaoh’s good-
will. The highest reward which the dead can
attain is to receive from the king, in recognition
of their services, materials for the rich parts of
the tomb (the stela, the sarcophagus, and rare
stones to be sculptured into figures of the ‘ double ’

of the deceased). The Theban frescoes of Gurneh
and Amarna, stelae, as those of Ouni or Ahmes,
tales like the romance of Sinuhit, and the lauda-
tory biographies of every period prove that such
ideas existed at the earliest period known to us,
and that they persisted throughout the whole
duration of Egyptian society.

Finally, the ideal of the Pharaonic kingship ex-
plains how, in public law, the god-king is regarded
as the only master or possessor of the earth, and the
only person who can give valid investiture in any
office, fief, or dignity (see Inheritance [Egyptian]).

6.

The roy^ life.—Since so many divine prin-
ciples are incarnate in the Pharaoh, the conse-
quences are apparent in his life. He is at once
god and man, and thus combines two groups of
‘personalities,’ which are curiously separated in
certain religious circumstances where the man-
king worships the god-king—himself. He builds
and consecrates sanctuaries in his lifetime to his
own ‘statues of millions of years’ (see, e.g,, that
of Thothmes HI. at Karnak and the relative in-
scriptions at the temple of Ptah at Thebes) ; as
king he publicly worships his own consecrated
images in the temples of his fathers

; and he is
even seen {e.g,, at the Nubian temple of Soleb)
coming in great pomp to inaugurate the edifice

erected for the worship of his ‘ souls ’ {hiu) ; the
living king, as a mortal prince, renders worship to
the immortal fraction of divinity which became
incarnate in him on his coronation day, or perhaps
even to particles of a solar soul deposited in the
human embryo on the very day of its conception
in his mother’s womb. In the present state of our
knowledge this theological distinction is offered
with great reserve.

This duality suggests a solution of the very diflQcult problem
of the Egyptian habsadUt usually translated by the term
‘jubile.’ which is only a provisional approximation. Few
problems of Egyptology have been so much discussed as the
problem of the exact significance of these great solemn feasts.
They are mentioned in thousands of temple formulae, and re-
presentations of them exist, more or less abridged, from the
earliest Thinite monuments down to the Ptolemaic inscriptions.
It is certain that the feast is an anniversary and a repetition
of coronation scenes ; but, although these ceremonies were the
most important of the sovereign’s life, there is no precise know-
ledge of their religious purpose or of the chronological condi-
tions required for their celebration. The Greek term rpiojcovra-
erripi^ has suggested the idea of a jubile every thirty years,
but that is contradicted by repeated celebrations of the hob-
sadu sometimes at very short intervals by the same Pharaoh.
A recent theory finds in the habsadu an * osirification ’ of the
king, viz. a fictitious death of the sovereign, who returns
through a fictitious resurrection for a new reign. That would
be the substitution of a simulacrum for a pre-historic ceremony
in which the king was really put to death at the end of a certain
number of years, because he had gradually lost the dfivine forces
which made him the natural chief of the nation. No positive
confirmation of such a practice has been found in any Egyp-
tian text or scene. Egyptologists who are influenced by the
examples collected by J. G. Frazer in his Golden Bough seem
to believe that they have found an explanation of the ideal of
kingship in the Nile valley in the practices of the non-civilized
races ; but the opinion of the present writer is that the hab~
sadu was rather a feast whose variable dates were indicated by
astrology, and whose purpose was to infuse into the royal person
a new particle of divinity, and that the sovereign was not at
any time put to death either in fact or in symbol.

7.

Death.—The destinies of the king, post mor-
tem, were equally varied. His human principle
received the usual worship offered to ordinary dead
men ; his tomb, statues, funerary furnishings (at

least in part), and sacrifices corresponded to the
hypogees and mastabas of his subjects. Like the
‘ doubles ’ of other men, the ‘ double ’ of the king’s
human principle goes to dwell in the fields of the
Osirian paradise, there to work and harvest (see,

e,g., the scenes of the temple of Ramses ill. at
Medinet Habu). His divine principles go in other
directions. The solar soul which formed part of

his secret essence returns to Ra, the star from
which it emanated. The biu return to the sky,
where they are mingled with the sun, and perhaps
accompany the sun in its course across the world
and in its conflicts during the twelve hours of its

nocturnal journey through the inferna (see, e.g.,

the frescoes of the royal hypogees of the Biban-el
Moluk). Here we see the adaptation to the solar

theologies of more ancient conceptions, according
to which the souls of the kings were one by one
assimilated to the various stellar gods, as well as

to the sun, moon, and planets. In spite of

efforts towards unification made by the priests of

Heliopolis, the Pyramid texts retain evident traces

of the beliefs which are so characteristic of the
primitive religions of Egypt. Another divine

principle survived on earth, in the temples, where
it was worshipped as one of the living forms, or

khopirru, of Osiris which had occupied the throne
of Egypt.

Finally, as a divine son of Ra (or, later, of

Amon-Ra), the dead king became, in the funerary
temples raised for his worship, a patron deity, theo-

logically distinct from the ancestor-god, though
one of his manifestations. Ignoring these difficult

dogmatic subtleties, popular superstition some-
times took possession of these roy^ funerary cults,

and transformed the dead king into a kind of

tutelary god, who was an oracle, a healer of sick-

ness, and a protector of the unfortunate. Such
has iDeen the case at the sanctuary of Montuhotep
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(Xlth dynasty) at Deir-el-Bahri and in the cele-

brated cult of the Statue of the Theban king
i^mes I. (XVIIIth dynasty).
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KING (Greek and Roman). — I. Greek.

—

1 . Evolution of the conception.—The Greeks them-
selves did not fail to observe the v^ide prevalence of

monarchy during the early history of their race,

or to speculate on its origin as an institution.

Aristotle {Fol. iii. 14, 1285** 6), speaking of the
monarchies of the heroic age, makes the suggestion
that the founders of a dynasty won their thrones
by services performed for the people, either by
their eminence in the arts of peace or by their

achievements in war ; and that the ofSce became
hereditary after their death. The view that success
in war was the principal avenue to the throne has
met with some approval {e.g., A. H. J. Greenidge,
GreeTc Constitutional History^ London, 1896, p. 14)

;

but, while no inference can be drawn concerning
the office from the name pacn\ei5s, the derivation of

which is unknown,^ the elevation of a chieftain on
account of his warlike prowess implies the existence
of an organization to which the royal dignity was
already familiar, and the functions performed by
the kings of the heroic age indicate that their

authority was the result of a more complex develop-
ment. In another passage {Fol. i. 12, 1259** 10),

Aristotle draws a comparison between the position

of a king in relation to his subjects and that of

a father to his children, without attempting to

conclude therefrom that the former was a historical

product of the latter. The comparison is sound
and valuable. The heroic king actually exercised
in a wider sphere prerogatives similar in character
to the authority which the father of the family
wielded over the members of his household. It

should be observed, in particular, that the king in

his priestly character was associated with the
common hearth of the State in the Prytaneum
(iEsch. Sup^l. 376, etc.), which has been identified

with the primitive residence of the royal family
(J. G. Frazer, inJPh xiv. [1885] 145 ff.). AJthough
we cannot trace the process in history, it seems a
reasonable inference that, when the separately
organized families coalesced into the larger unity
of the tribe, the chieftain took over from the
patriarch the duties performed and the privileges

enjoyed by the latter within his narrower circle

;

and that the same absorption was repeated on a
larger scale when the tribal system in its turn
grew into a commonwealth. In Pol, i. 2, 1252^ 19,

Aristotle declares that such was the case, and that
the reason why States (t<5\€(s) were at first governed
by kings was that they were aggregates of house-
holds which were accustomed to this kind of rule.

Further, it seems natural to regard an institution

so developed as essentially hereditary, and such
was in fact the character of the office in the
Homeric age. But recent investigations into the
history of the family (see art. Family [Greek])
have shown that the patriarchal system was by no

1 For the chief attempts at explanation, with literature, see
E. Boisacq, Diet, itymol. de la langue grecque, Heidelberg,
1907 ff.. p. 116 f.

means primitive, and traces of an earlier prevalence
of mother-right have been discovered in Greek
tradition (W. Ridgeway, in Cambridge Preelections,

1906, p. 148). Again, it is certain that the regulai
succession of the eldest son to his father’s kingdom
was not distinctive of early Aryan civilization

(F. Susemihl and R. D. Hicks, on Arist. Pol, iii. 4,

1285* 16 [London, 1894]). It follows, therefore,
that the evolution of the kingly office did not
proceed from a realized type of household organi-
zation, but rather that the development of the
monarchy and of the family advanced on parallel

lines. The conclusion is fortified by the discovery
in Greek custom and legend of another type of

monarchy than the heroic, betraying a conception
of the royal functions much more primitive and
remote. That is the conception of the medicine-
man as king, because he possesses magical powers
which are employed in due season to maintain the
weD-being of the community ; as one whose period
of office is not for life, but for a fixed term, or
until his powers decay; as one who ultimately
must be put to death, in order that by his death
the welfare of his people may pass into the keeping
of his more vigorous successor. The classic instance
is the priesthood of the P^ex nemorensis at lake
Nemi near Aricia, which has been exhaustively
investigated by J. G. Frazer in his Golden Bough.
Less familiar examples of temporary kingship may
be found in the recurring sacrifice at HaJus of the
eldest son of the Athamantidse (Herod, vii. 197)

;

in the sovereignty for nine seasons of the divine
Minos in Crete (G. Murray, Bise of the Greek
Epic, Oxford, 1907, p. 127) ; and in legends like

those of Codrus and Menceceus, where one of the
royal house is bidden by an oracle to slay himself
for the safety of the people. Similarly, reasons
have been given for believing that tne Dorian
kings of Sparta were formerly deposed at intervals
of eight years (J. G. Frazer, The Dying God,
London, 1911, p. 58 f.); or, if not at fixed periods,

the king might be punished by deposition, imprison-
ment, or death, if the crops failed or were spoilt by
drought or floods (Frazer, The Magic Art, London,
1911, i. 366 f. ; ef. GH i. 157). In all such cases

the king is merely the representative of the vital

force of the tribe, and is distinguished from his

fellows because in him is concentrated the common
heritage of magical power \vhich is available for

the control of nature. But, when a higher level

of culture is reached in the supersession of magic
by the maturer conceptions of law and government,
the medicine-man of the savage is succeeded by
the legitimate monarch. For the development
see Frazer, Lectures on the Early History of the

Kingship, pp. 35, 81, etc. The manner in which
the idea of the king as we know him gradually
emerged from the clan-consciousness, as the embodi-
ment in his various aspects of law, of religion, and
of individuality, is clearly sketched by F. M.
Comford, From Beligion to Philosophy, London,
1912, p. 102 fi*.

2. Varieties in the kingly office.—The various
kinds of monarchy with which he was familiar

were thus classified by Aristotle {Pol, iii. 14,

1285* Iff.): (1) generalship for life, typified in the
authority of the Spartan kings; (2) the absolute
monarchy of the barbarian type, distinguished

from ‘tyranny’ by the permanence of its estab-

lishment ; (3) ‘ elective t^anny ’ {alo-v/avyreia),

exemplified by the rule of Pittacus at Mytilene

;

(4) the monarchies of the heroic age ; (5) an
•absolute monarchy {nap^aaiXeta) after the pattern
of domestic economy, in which the ruler is as

supreme as the head of a household in his family.

The last is Aristotle’s designation of the ideal type
of kingship, and need not be considered further

;

nor is it necessary to discuss in detail the alavfi-
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vyeia, which was an occasional office somewhat
similar to the Roman dictatorship).

3.

Heroic monarchy.—Thucydides (i. 13), when
speaking of the establishment of tyrannies, con-

trasts them with the earlier monarchies, which he
describes as hereditary and as enjoying fixed

privileges; and Aristotle uses language of an
exactly similar character {Pol, iii. 14, 1285^22).

The hereditary element implies a divine ancestor
(cf. dioTpe(pi]s, etc.), and may be taken to be a later

expression of the traditional divinity of primitive
kings (Frazer, The Magic Art, i. 387 1.). The
sceptre passed from father to son as the symbol of

office, and was originally the gift of Zeus {II. ii.

101 ff. ). Agamemnon is described as ‘ most kingly ’

(jSawXeiJraros, Jl, ix. 69) ; but neither this nor the
title ‘king of men^ {&va^ apdpQv), which is given
most frequently to him, though not to him alone,

signifies that he was other than primus inter

•pares as commander of the whole confederacy.
On the other hand, the existence of thirteen kings
in Phaeacia {Od, viii. 390 f.) and the protest against
the evils of divided sway in U, ii. 204 f. have been
referred to a time when the growing power of the
feudal nobility was ousting the earlier supremacy
of the overlord (v. Schoelfer, in Pauly-Wissowa,
iii. 56). The Homeric king was at once general,
priest, and judge (Arist. Pol, iii. 14, 1285’^ 9). In
the first capacity he exercised the power of com-
pelling a levy (27. xxiii. 297), of marshalling his
army (ii. 362), and of maintaining discipline to the
extent, if necessary, of imposing the penalty of
death upon the disobedient (ii. 391 f., xv. 248). As
priest the king performed on behalf of his people
all such sacrifices as were not specially reserved
for members of the priestly caste (Arist. Pol, iii.

14, 1285^* 9), and these functions would doubtless
be found even more important, if it were possible
to trace them still further back. Temmes are
seldom mentioned in the Homeric poems (P. Cauer,
Grundfragen der Homerkritih\ Leipzig, 1909, p.
296 ff.), blit it has been held (v. Schoefier, loc, c%t,

58) that the r^fievos was a plot of land assigned to
the king {II. vi. 194, etc.) in order to compensate
him for the expenses incurred in his religious
duties, and that this is indicated by the later
universal application of the word to sacred property
as well as by the close connexion of the king’s
house with the oldest sanctuaries {Od, vii. 81).

Another view (W. Ridgeway, in JHS vi. [1885]
335 ff.), however, regards the king’s Tijnevos as the
sole instance of private property in a land-system
otherwise organized on the basis of the common
field. His duties as judge were the most important
of his civil functions. In virtue of these he was
the guardian of the ‘dooms’ {difiurres, II. i. 238,
ix. 99), a body of common-law precedents, inherited
as a privileged possession of the royal house. But
his jurisdiction was scarcely wider than that of an
arbitrator in private disputes submitted for his
decision, and the enforcement of the award seems
to have been dependent upon the terms of the
submission, if it has been rightly inferred that the
two talents mentioned in II. xviii. 507 were a
deposit to be paid out to the successful litigant
(J. H. Lipsius, Das attische Eecht, Leipzig, 1905,

. 4). There is no trace of a magisterial control
irected to the punishment of crime ; vengeance

for the wrongs of its members was exacted by the
clan (see art. Crimes and Punishments [Greek]).
It was customa^ to make presents to the king in
his capacity of judge {II. ix. 155), and this custom,
exercised in favour of unworthy recipients, became
a fruitful source of oppression and corruption
(Hes. Op. 39). Similar privileges in the partition
of booty {II. i. 163) or of the sacrificial meal {II.

viii. 161 ff.) were awarded to the general and the
chief priest. The power of the monarch rested

more upon custom and personal character than
upon his material resources. The influence of the
assembly of the commons does not seem to have
been great, except in war, when it was necessary
to obtain its assent ; at other times it was rarely
convoked {Od. ii. 26). On the other hand, the
support of the nobles was essential, whether in the
field or in the council-chamber ; and it would be
easy to collect from the poems instances of their
independent or hostile action {e.g., II. ix. 32 ff.).

It is thought that the age of the Epics was
characterized by a steady growth in the power of
the subordinate chieftains (v. Schoeffer, 65), and
the opinion is certainly confirmed by the downfall
of the monarchies in the succeeding period.

4. Decay of monarchy.—Although there are
traces of the earlier existence of the kingly power
in almost every part of the Hellenic world, in
Argos, Corinth, Elis, Arcadia, Messenia, Thebes,
and Athens, as well as in the Ionian and Dorian
colonies of Asia Minor and the islands, all these
monarchies decayed and disappeared in the course
of the period extending from the beginning of the
8th to the end of the 6th century. Sparta stood
alone in the retention of her kings, but the
importance of the exception is, as we shall see,

diminished by its special circumstances. The
cause assigned by the Greeks themselves for this

remarkable revolution in government v/as that the
occupants of the throne became enervated by
luxury or were guilty of wanton violence towards
their subjects (Plat. Legg. 690D ; Polyb. VI. vii. 6-9).

The explanation is clearly superficial, and it is

hardly more satisfactory to suppose that the kings
everywhere sought to extend their power beyond
its legitimate limits (A. Holm, Hist, of Greece,

Eng. tr., London, 1894-98, i. 256). Grote remarked
{Hist, ofGreece, iii. 7) that the need for a single ruler

as a bond of union between outlying territories

ceased to be felt owing to the smallness of the
various Hellenic societies—which also explains why
the monarchy continued to exist in the wider areas

of Epirus and Macedonia. But Grote’s suggestion
may be supplemented and extended. The heroic

monarchies had flourished in a period of national

unrest. After the cessation of the migrations, an
era of comparative quiet followed ; and the nobles,

with their attention concentrated on the local

interests of their community, were able to extend
their authority against the weakly-supported pre-

rogatives of the king. The same period was
marked by the change to city life, perhaps the
deepest cause of all those which undermined the

power of the monarchies (J. B. Bury, Hist, of
Greece^, London, 1902, i. 73). The course of events

was naturally various ; but the result was usually

not the expulsion of the royal family, but the

limitation of the royal power, and particularly its

restriction to the sacerdotal sphere, as in the case

of the jSao-tXeiJs at Athens. The immediate occasion

for the change of government was often afforded

by rivalries within the royal house, or by the

minority or incapacity of the legitimate heir. The
change itself was gradually effected. Thus the

royal clan of Bacchiadce at Corinth supplied the

annual irpihavLs for at least a century (Paus. Ii.

iv. 4) ; and the Medontidse at Athens alone enjoyed

the decennial archonship {Paroem. i. 214). A
similar history may be assigned to the rule of the

Basilidae at Erythrse (Arist. Pol. v. 6,^
1305’’ 18)

and of the Penthelidae at Mytilene {ib. v, 10,

1311” 25).

5. The Spartan kingship.— This was distin-

guished from all others by the duplication of its

tenure. The two kings belonging to the rival

clans of Agidse and Eurypontidse, of which the

former was accounted the more honourable in

virtue of its seniority, both claimed an Achaean as
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distinguished from a Dorian origin. There was a
curious provision respecting the royal inheritance,

according to which the eldest son was not neces-

sarily the heir unless he was also bom while his

father occupied the throne; otherwise he was
excluded in favour of the eldest of his brothers so

bom (Herod, vii. 3). The traditional account of

the double kingship starts with a legend concern-

ing the birth of twins in the royal family {ih. vi. 52)

;

but modem scholars are inclined to reject it in

favour of the theory that the double kingship arose

from the fusion of two separate communities (Busolt,
Gr. Gesch, i.® 546, n. 4; Gilbert, Gr, Staatsalt.,

i.2 4). However this may be, the duality probably
contributed to the shrinkage of the royal power
which is discernible in the historic as compared
with the heroic age. The statement of Aristotle,

that the Spartan kings were not much more than
hereditary commanders-in-chief of the army during
their lives {Pol. iii. 14, 1285^ 27), is a sufficiently

accurate definition of their office, so far as we are

acquainted with it from the 6th cent, onwards.
Even this power tended to be restricted. Origin-

ally capable of declaring war or concluding peace

without interference, and possessed of absolute

authority in the conduct of a campaign and in the

maintenance of discipline (Herod, vi. 56 ; Thuc. v.

66, etc.), they were afterwards accompanied on
all their expeditions by two ephors appointed to

act as overseers of their conduct (Xen. Pep. Lac.

xiii. 5), and from 418 a board of advisers was
chosen to control the king’s initiative (Thuc.

V. 63). There are sufficient indications in their

surviving privileges that the authority of the kings

had been formerly more extensive than it after-

wards became. Apart from complimentary pre-

cedence and other rights enjoyed at banquets,

sacrifices, and games (Herod, vi. 56 f.), and extra-

ordinary honours paid to them after death {ib. 58),

the kings possessed extensive domains in the

occupation of the reptoi/cot, from which they drew
the revenues, so that they were accounted the

richest individuals in the Greek world ([Plat.]

Alcib. I. 123 A). The priestly functions of the

king were of considerable importance, especially

during war, when he conducted the sacrifice on
every critical occasion (Xen. Pep. Lac. xiii. 2).

He also possessed the sole right of consulting the

Delphian oracle and of receiving its replies, and
was accordingly invested with the power of ap-

pointing two delegates called Pythiij who became
the channel of communication (Hepd. vi. 57).

The greater share of the civil jurisdiction at Sparta

belonged to the ephors, while criminal trials were
conducted before the council of elders, of which the

king was president. He had, however, sole juris-

diction in claims for the hand of an heiress, and
probably in other cases of inheritance. Further,

he was competent to deal with disputes concerning

the public roads, that is to say, to decide questions

of boundaries and rights of way^ (Herod, vi. 57).

The political influence of the kings was largely

diminished by the transference of executive author-

ity to the ephors. The king had a seat and vote

in the council of elders, with the proviso that if he

was absent his vote should be given by the elder

most nearly related to him by blood (Herod, vi. 57

;

Thuc. i. 20). But, in spite of all the restrictions

to which his office was subject, a ^pg who pos-

sessed military ability was in a position to add to

his venerable privileges the exercise of predominant

political power.
6. Various titular kingships.—In manj other

Greek States we find the kingly title assigned to

priestly or judicial officers, who appear to be the

representatives of the former ruling dynasty. For
the present purpose the facts may be briefly stated.

In most cases we have merely the record of the

title, sometimes an indication of the character of

the office, but only at Ephesus an express statement
that the descendants of Androclus, the founder,
continued to bear the title of king w’ith such
privileges as the presidency of the games and the
right to wear the royal purple (Strabo, 633). The
other evidence, which is largely derived from
inscriptions, may be divided into two classes

according as it refers to a college of kings or to a
single official. The former occurs only in con-
nexion with States which had an aristocratic~or
originally aristocratic—constitution, so that the
‘kings’ are the later representatives of the old

heroic nobility. The States in question are Elis,

Cyme, Mytilene, and Cyzicus. On the other
hand, a single ‘king’ appears as a municipal
officer in States where the government of the
nobles had been overthrown—a category wdiich

comprises Argos, Megara, Chios, Miletus, Olbia,

and Siphnos (for the details see Gilbert, Gr.

Staatsalt.^ ii. 272, 323).

7. The sovereignty at Athens.—The history of

the sovereignty at Athens is obscure. The tradi-

tional lists of the Attic kings bear the signs of

various influences, and are clearly untrustworthy.
This much alone is certain, that the powers of the
king were gradually curtailed, until he became
a member of the annually appointed college of

nine archons, with definite sacerdotal and judicial

functions assigned to him. For the tradition which
identified the king-archon with the early ruler of

the State is scarcely to be doubted. The earliest

settlement, known as that of Ion, recognized the
division into four tribes, each represented by its

tribal king. These tribal kings {<j>v\o^a<n\eLs) were
perhaps an advisory body to the sovereign ; in later

times we find them still associated with the king-

archon as judges in the court of the Prytaneum
(Arist. Ath. Pol, Ivii. 3). The name oi Theseus
is connected not merely with the unification of

the whole of Attica and the centralization of its

government under a single king {(rwoLKKT/xbSf Thuc.
ii. 15), but also with a limitation of despotic power
wffiich earned for him the title of founder of the

democracy (Arist. Ath. Pol. xli. 2 ; Pans. i. iii. 3).

The early chapters of Aristotle’s Constitution, of
Athens are unfortunately lost, and w^e have no
means of estimating the nature of these reforms,

which, though referred to an individual, may have
been actually spread over a long period. The royal

power was reduced by the participation of others

in its functions and by its limitation in point of

time. The first change, traditionally ascribed to

the feebleness of some of the kings, was che

appointment of a war-chief (xoX^juapxos), and the

first holder of the new office was Ion, when he took

part in the w^ar against Eleusis (Pans. i. xxxi. 3

;

Arist. Ath. Pol. iii. 2). At a later date, variously

assigned to the reigns of Medon and Acastus, the

office of chief archon {iirdiwixos, as giving his name
to the current year) was introduced. The reason

for his appointment is unknown ; Aristotle merely

states that his administration was confined to

additional {iTrldera) as distinguished from estab-

lished (Trdrpta) functions, and that the subsequent

dignity of the office was due to the increasing

importance of the former {Ath. Pol. iii. 3). The
ar(5ionships were held at first for life, and subse-

quently for ten years {ib. iii. 1) ; at a later date

(683 B.C.) they became annual. The king-archon

was entrusted chiefly with religious duties, especi-

ally those of old inherited usage (irdrpta). As a

survival from primitive times may be mentioned

the mystic marriage of his wife (^aalXivva) with the

god Dionysus, wffiich was celebrated during the

festival of the Anthesteria in the ^ovKoXehv, the

precinct of the god worshipped in bull-form (Arist.

Ath. Pol. iii. 5 ;
[Dem.] lix. 74 ff.). It should be
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added that the ^ovKoXeioVf which was also the

residence of the king-archon, was in the immediate
neighbourhood of the Prytaneum. The functions

of the king-archon may be classed as administrative

or judicial. The former comprised the general

superintendence of the State religion, and in par-

ticular the supervision of priestly appointments,

the organization of important festivals such as the

Eleusinian mysteries and the Lensea, and the

management, subject to various limitations, of

sacred property. The chief of his judicial functions

was the presidency of the court in all cases of

homicide. It should be observed that this duty is

an addition to those assigned to the heroic king

;

but it is clear that the responsibility must hawe
been imposed before the abolition of the kingship,

on the ground that the king was particularly con-

cerned, as representative of the commonwealth, in

removing the pernicious consequences of the blood-

feud, and, as religious head of the State, in

purifying it hrom the taint of homicide. For a
more particular account of the judicial duties of

the king-archon see Crimes and Punishments
(Greek).

8. Epirus, Thessaly, and Macedonia.—It has
already been remarkea that monarchy continued
to exist for a much longer time among the half-

Hellenized States on the northern boundaries of

Greece. Thus, the kings of the Molossi, who
claimed descent from Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles,

and before 400 B.c. had extended their sway over
the whole of Epirus, maintained their power until

the latter part of the 3rd century. Aristotle attri-

butes the survival of the Molossian kingdom to
the limitation of the royal authority, and compares
It in that respect with the Lacedaemonian {PoL v.

11, ISIS®- 23). We have hardly any means of veri-

fying his statement, but we know that king and
peo^e annually exchanged oaths, of submission to
the laws on the one hand, and of loyalty on the
other (Pint. Pyrrh, 5). Shortly before its final

overthrow, the king’s power was temporarily in-

creased by Pyrrhus, who owed the enlargement of
his authority to his popularity with the army.
Thessaly never formed a united monarchy,
although there is some evidence that in compara-
tively late times a chieftain was elected as general
{raybs) to represent the whole people. Such was
the position occupied by Jason of Pherae (Xen.
Hell, VI, iv. 28), and possibly by Aleuas and
Scopas at an earlier date. But Jason’s ascendancy
was short-lived, and as a rule the Thessalian
tetrarchies were distracted with rival jealousies,

especially those of the Aleuads of Larisa and the
Scopads of Crannon. The kings of Macedon traced
their descent to Temenus the Heraclid. Their
constitutional position, so far as it can be ascer-
tained, was analogous to that of the Homeric king,
when ^lowance has been made for the change of
circumstances. The king received all taxes and
tribute together with the rents of the domain
lands, but his power depended upon custom only
and upon the strength of his individual character.
The nobility were always ready to put themselves
in opposition, if the king failed to conciliate or to
overawe them ; and to this cause must be ascribed
the constant struggles for the throne, and the
risings of pretenders supported hj a party of the
nobility against a legitimate heir, if weak and un-
protected (see also J. P. Mahaffy, Greek Life and
Thought^

y

London, 1896, p. 23 ff.).

9. Later Greek monarchies.—The career of
Alexander opened a new chapter in the history of
Greek monarchy, Alexander made himself the
successor of the Persian king, whose sovereignty
was that of an absolute owner over his chattels
(Arist. Pol, iii. 14, 1285®- 18). On this model
were founded the kingdoms which established

themselves after the wars of the Diadochi—those
of Egypt, Syria, Pergamus, and Macedonia. Of
these the Sjrian Seleucids came nearest to the
pattern of an Oriental monarchy, from which their
rule was distinguished only by its dependence
upon Greek resources. The Ptolemys in Egypt
were less despotic, partly because they relied upon
Macedonian troops for their support, and partly
because their government was based upon the
semi-Greek city of Alexandria. The Attalids at
Pergamus, while retaining the chief power in
their own hands, made a show of submitting to
the forms of a democracy. The condition of
Macedonia remained much as it had been in former
days, except that the power of the nobles, many of
whom were dispersed in foreign lands, was less

adequate for resistance to the encroachments of an
ambitious monarch. The Macedonians were a
race of soldiers, no less backward in culture than
untrained in civil government; and they were
always ready to follow a capable leader who under-
stood how to humour them (Mahafiy, p. 231 f.).

II. Roman,—1 . Nature of kingship.—The tra-
ditional history of early Kome begins with a period
of monarchical government; and, although the
details partake largely of a legendary character,
there is no reason to doubt its general truth. In
addition to a priori considerations, tradition is

confirmed by the survival into republican times
of traces of an earlier monarchy, such as the use of
the regia^ or king’s house, as the office of the ponti-

fex maximuSi and the continuance of the titles

interrex and rex sacrorum. We must not, how-
ever, add the festival regifugium, although this

was traditionally explained as a festival held in
celebration of the banishment of the kings (Ov.
Fasti, ii. 685 f.)

;

for it has now been brought into
connexion with other sacerdotal flights on the
occasion of a sacrifice, which, whatever their real

nature, were certainly not the mimic representa-
tions of historical events (W. Warde Fowler,
Roman Festivals, London, 1899, p. 327 ff.

; Frazer,
The Magic Art, ii. 308-310, and Lectures on
Kingship, p. 264). On the other hand, it is un-
reasonable to doubt that the peculiar odium which
attached to the title rex was inspired by a deep-
rooted prejudice, springing from the recollection

of the overthrow of a hateful tyranny. The
charge of aiming at the throne was the most
heinous form of treason, and was as fatal to Sp.
Cassius and Sp. Maelius in early times as to Tib.

Gracchus and Julius Caesar in the days of the later

Rg)ublic.
It will be remembered that the tyrant against

whom Brutus conspired was the representative
of a foreign dynasty which aspired to establish

hereditary power. The native Roman kingship
was of a different character. Its patriarchal and
primitive origin is attested by the proximity of

the king’s residence to the hearth of the State

—

the perennial fire in the temple of Vesta— and
to the store-houses under the protection of the

Penates [di penates puhlici p, R, Q.), who were
housed under the same roof (Tac. Ann, xv. 41).

Some modern scholars have concluded that the

Vestals and Flamens were in the first instance

the daughters and sons of the king, who by his

direction undertook the duties of kindling and
maintaining the sacred fire (Warde Fowler, op,

dt,, pp. 147, 288). But the king was more than
the head of the clan. The genius of the Roman
people asserted itself at an early date in the dis-

covery that legal limitations might be imposed
upon the exercise of an authority otherwise uncon-

trolled {imperium legitimum. Sail. Cat, vi. 6).

The king was during his life the sole repository

of powers derived from the people, which he exer-

cised subject to the condition that he must act,
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not like a slave-owner, but as the mandatory of
his free fellow - citizens. Thus the king, while
free to follow the inclination of his wil, was
checked by the conviction that he must act not
contrary to, but in accordance with, the law. The
people were the source of the law, which could
not be altered without their sanction. Thus, as
Mommsen has suggested, the constitution of Rome
resembled, in some measure, constitutional mon-
archy inverted.

‘In the Roman constitution the community of the people
exercised very much the same functions as belong to the king
in England : the right of pardon, which in England is the pre-
rogative of the crown, was in Rome the prerogative of the com-
munity ;

while the ordinary operations of government devolved
entirely on the crown’ (Hist, of Rome, Eng. tr., i. 84).

This conception was undoubtedly the outcome
of a period of growth, the various stages of wdiich
are lost to our view. Our evidence respecting the
regal constitution comes from writers -who relied
entirely upon a tradition incapable of verification

;

and it is scarcely possible that their accounts have
not been coloured by the introduction of features
characteristic of a later age.

Our authorities agree in denying that the king-
ship was hereditary (Cic. Bep. ii. 24), and also in
the assertion that the king was elected by the
people on the proposal of the interrex, and with
the previously expressed approval of the senate
(Livy, i. 17 ; Cic. Rep, ii. 31). The existence of
the office of interrex^ on the one hand, shows that
the demise of the crown was not necessarily and
immediately followed by the succession of the
heir ; but, on the other, the nomination of the rex
sacrorum and of the dictator in later times suggests
that free election was not so primitive an insti-

tution as the authorities affirm. The view of
Mommsen (Bom, StaaisrecM, ii. 7, and Hist, of
Borne, i. 68) is now generally adopted that the king
was entitled, if not required, to nominate his suc-
cessor ; and that, if he failed to do so, the duty fell

upon an interrex chosen from the senate. In
either case, however, the approval of the senate
was normally, if not necessarily, obtained ; and the
new king immediately submitted himself to the
people, by himself proposing the adoption of a lex
curiata as the ratification of his assumption of the
supreme power (cf. Livy, i. 41). The entrance into
office was incomplete until the assent of the gods
had been obtained by a formal inauguration, in
which the auspices were taken by a member of the
priesthood other than the king himself (ih, i. 18).

2. Insignia.—^In virtue of his pre-eminent author-
ity, the king was invested with various insignia
of office. Thus, whenever he appeared in public,
he was preceded by twelve lictors (Cic. Bep, ii. 30),
bearing rods and axes as a mark of his continuous
right to command (imperiiim) during peace as well
as in war. He wore a purple robe known as trahea
(Verg. Mn, vii. 612 ; Juv. viii. 259), so called be-
cause crossed by belts of scarlet (Mayor, on Juv.
x. 35) ; but in general his official di*ess varied
in accordance with the succession of his duties.
He wielded the ivory sceptre surmounted by an
eagle, wore a crown of oak-leaves fashioned with
gold, and occupied an ivory throne (Dion. Hal. iii.

61). He alone rode in a State-chariot within the
city walls

; and from this custom the sella curulis
of the republican magistrates was said to be derived
(Fest. p. 49). He was endowed with ample domain
lands, which were occupied on sufferance (precario)
and kept in cultivation by the royal clientela (Cic.

Bep, V. 3).

3. Functions.

—

(a) The king was the represen-
tative of the community in all its relations, in-

cluding the superintendence of the State religion.

For the first organization of the priesthood and the
distribution of its duties Numa was traditionally
responsible (Livy, i. 20). Accordingly, he is repre-

sented as having instituted the appointments of
the three chief Flamens (those of Juppiter, Mars,
and Quirinus), of the college of Salii, and of the
Pontifex, while retaining for himself the adminis-
tration of the chief religious ceremonies (Pint.
Tib, Gracch. 15). After the expulsion of the Tar-
quins, the rex sacrorum was appointed to take over
the sacred functions personally exercised by the
monarch, while the pontifex maximus succeeded
to the general presidency over the ecclesiastical

!

bodies, which the king had held as chief of the

I

State (for the difficulties in details see Greenidge,
Roman Bublic Life, p. 51 f.).

(b) In secular as distinguished from religious
functions the king was at once the highest civil

authority and the supreme military commander.
He had no colleague who could interpose a veto ;

he might, if he chose, delegate his powers, and
subsequently resume them at will. The limita-
tions of his authority were established by custom

‘

and precedent, followed or created by the holders
of the office themselves (Tac. Ann, iii. 26). Thus,
though the king completely controlled the divi-
sion of booty and the disposition of conquered
land (Cic. Bep, ii. 26), he was accustomed to con-
sult the senate, whenever it was practicable, on
all matters of foreign policy (Livy, i. 32). An
exception would be the making of a treaty which
closed a war ; for on a foreign campaign it was
impossible to postpone a decision until a reference
was made to the authorities at home. On the
question of a declaration of war it was even usual
to obtain the ratification of the people (Dion. Hal.
ii. 14).

4.

Delegates.—Since it was impracticable for
the king to perform in person all the duties
required of his office, it was usual for him to ap-
point delegates to represent him, who exercised
their functions during the king’s pleasure. Chief
of these was the prcsfectus urbi, who was left behind
in Rome to take over the government during the
king’s absence in the field. The chief subordinate
commands in war were those of the generals of
infantry and cavalry (tribuni militum and celerum).
With respect to criminal jurisdiction, we are in-

formed that the more important cases were heard
by the king in person, and the less important
transferred to judges chosen from the senate (Dion.
Hal. ii. 12). Further, it was made a charge against
Tarquinius Superbus that he tried cases of serious
importance without employing a panel of advisers
to assist him (Livy, i. 49), Some scholars hold
that such a consilium is to be found in the duomri
perduellionis (commissioners of high treason), who
were appointed by Tullus Hosthius to try the case
of Horatius (Livy, i. 26). These, again, have been
identified with the quoestores parricidii, who are
supposed to have existed in the time of the kings
(Tac. Ann, xi. 22), although Mommsen (Hist, of
Borne, i. 159) regards the latter as police officers,

whose prima^ duty was to search for and arrest
murderers. It has been inferred from the brief
account of the trial of Horatius that, though the
king might allow an appeal to the people (provo^
catio), he was not bound to do so. According to
a statement of Dionysius (iv. 25), the king tried
public causes himself, but remitted to others the
adjudication of private suits, and in the latter case
prescribed the formula by which the competence
of the index was limited. This is the basis of the
later distinction between proceedings in iure and
in iudicio, when the prsetor had succeeded to the
office formerly occupied by the king. The power
of legislation was theoretically vested in the people,
who were the sole source of lavr (Dion, Hal. ii.

14) ; but the initiative was confined to the king,
who alone possessed the right of consulting the
assembly.
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KING (Indian).-—The Indian kingship is pecu-

liar in that the king belongs to the second—the

ICsatriya, or warrior—of the four great castes, the

first and most powerful being the Brahman caste.

Throughout orthodox Sanskrit literature, there-

fore, a strict distinction is drawn between the
priest and the king ;

anything even approximating
to a priest-king is unknown in Aryan India. The
king is inferior in position to the priest, who, as
has frequently happened in modern times {e.g., in

the case of the Peshwas of the Mahratta d^masty),

often became practically the real ruler, though
nominally only chief counsellor of State.

The essentially administrative character of the
Indian king is borne out by his name, rdjan, 'the
director,’^ cognate with Lat. rex and 0. Ir. ri,

* king’ (from the Celtic group is probably borrowed
Goth, reiks, and the Germanic group re-

presented by Eng. rich), as well as with dialectic

Turfan paUraktu, ' ordered, arranged,’ Skr. rdji,

'line, row,’ Gr. dpiyo, '1 stretch out,’ Lat. rego, ‘I

keep straight, guide, rule,’ rectus, 'right,’ 0. Ir.

rigim, ‘I stretch out,’ 'law,’ Germ, richten,
*

direct,’ etc.

Among other synonyms for ‘king’ are ‘lord of men *(wara-
goti), ‘lord of earth’ (bhupati), ‘protector of earth’ (bhupdla),
’sustainer of earth’ (k^tibhft), etc. As Indra is the king of

the gods, BO the king is the * Indra of men ’ (narendra, mamir
jmdra, etc. ; cf. Bohtlin^k-Eoth, i. 803), and, although the
‘god on earth’ (bhudeva) is, properly speaking, the Brahman,
the king is occasionally termed a ‘god* (deva) or a ‘god of

earth ’ ^^itideva ; Bohtlingk-Eoth, iii. 738). This does not,
however, imply any divinity of the king, but merely, that he is

as much superior to the lower castes—Vai^yas and Sudras—as
the gods are superior to mankind.

The king, says Manu, ‘ is a great deity in human
form ’ (vii. 8 : mahatl devatd hy esd nararupena
Hsthati), and, according to Ndrada Dharmaidstra,
xviii. 54 f., there are eight sacred objects which
must be reverenced, worshipped, and circum-
ambulated sun-wise: a Brahman, a cow, fire,

gold, ghl (clarified butter), the sun, the waters,
‘ and a king as the eighth.’

When Brahman created the king, we are told
(Manu, vii. 3-7 ; cf. v. 96) that he took
‘ eternal particles of Indra, of the Wind, of Yama [the god of
justice and of the dead], of the Sun, of Fire, of Varupa, of the
Moon, and of Kubera [the god of wealth].* This passage re-
ceives its explanation in ix. 303-311 : the king must shower
benefits upon his realm as Indra [the rain-god] sends rain upon
the earth

; he must he as omnipresent as the wind ; he must
control aU his subjects as does Yama ; he must draw revenues
from his kingdom as the sun draws water from the earth

; he
must he brilliant and of blazing anger against crime like the
radiance of the fire

; he must hmd criminals as the fetters of
Varuua enchain the wicked ; he must be as beautiful in the
sight of his subjects as is the moon in the eyes of mankind

;

like the earth—which in this list replaces the earth-godling
Kuhera—he must support all his subjects. A similar list,

omitting Wind, Sun, and Varupa, is given in Narada DS, xvuL
26-31.

The object of all this is, however, very explicitly
stated to have been ‘for the protection of this

1 One of the terms for emperor, rdjardj{a), ‘ king of kings,’ is
interesting as parallelmg the O. Pers. xkdyaQiyaosdyaQiydndm,
Modern Pers. shcihdn shah, ‘supreme king’ (cf. 0. Bohtlingk
and B. Roth, Sanskrit- Wdrterb., St. Petersburg, 1855-75, vi.

whole [creation]’ (Manu, vii. 3), and it is for this
reason that kings are always pure, 'lest their
business be impeded’ {Gautama D^, xiv. 45), at
least ‘while engaged in the discharge of their
duties ’

( Visnu DS, xxii. 48), for
‘ as fire is not polluted even though it always burns the creatures
of this world, even so a king is not polluted by inflicting punish-
ment on those who deserve it ’ {Ndrada DS, xviii. 18) ; and
moreover, he ‘is seated on the throne of Indra ... for the
protection of his subjects’ (Manu, v. 98 f.).

Another point of resemblance between the king
and a god is that ‘ through his word an ofiender
may become innocent, and an innocent man an
offender in due course ’ {Ndrada DS, xviii. 52) ;

and the king is named in connexion with the gods
in the requirement that a non-Brahman must take
his oath ‘in the presence of the ffods, of the king,
and of Brahmans’ {Gautama DS, xiii. 13), as well
as in the prohibition that a sndtaka ‘shall not
^eak evil of the gods or of the king ’ {Apastamha
M, I. xi. 31. 5).

The death of a king or an accident to him inter-

rupts the study of the Veda {Gautama DS, xvi. 32

;

Baudhdyana D&, I. xi. 21. 4 ; Visnu D^, xxx. 23)

;

and a sndtaka may not step on a king’s shadow
(Manu, iv. 130).

The transfer of guilt in case of royal pardon is a
rather striking feature of the Indian kingship. If

a thief or other criminal is pardoned by the King,
the guilt o_f the original crime devolves on the
monarch {Apastamha DS, I. vi. 19, 15 [quoting
from an earlier text-book], ix. 25, ll. xi. 28. 13

;

Gautama DS, xii. 45 ;
Manu, viii. 316), because, if

he kills the criminal, ‘ he destroys sin in accord-
ance with the sacred law ’

( Vasist?ia D^, xix. 46,

quoting from an earlier text-book). If the king
^•ants such a pardon, he must fast a day and a
night ; if he punishes an innocent man, the length
of the fast must be tripled {ib, xix. 40, 43).

The association of the king with Indra, already
noted, appears again in the statement that the
king in whose realm are no criminals ' attains the
wond of Indra ’

( Visnu DS, v. 196 ; cf. Brhaspati
DS, ii. 38) ; and we may also note that Soma is

the ' lord of kings’ and Yaruna 'lord of universal

sovereigns ’ {cha/cravartin [g.v.l, ^atapatka Brdh-
mana, XI. iv. 3. 9f.).

There were, however, in India kings who by no
means fulfilled the royal ideal. It is very bluntly

declared that wicked kings go to hell {Quotations

from Ndrada, v. 10), and a sndtaka must not
accept gifts from a king who is wicked or a non-

Ksatriya, or, indeed, any king (Manu, iv. 87 if.,

84, 91) ;
yet such was the reverence for the royal

office that an attack upon even a wicked ruler

was deemed one hundred times worse than the

extremely heinous offence of murdering a Brahman
{Ndrada DS

,
xv., xvi. 31).

Specifically royal tabus were rare in India,

practically the only instances being that a king

might never stand bare-footed on the ground and
might not shave his head for a year after his in-

auguration {&atapatha Brdhmana, V. v. 3. 1 f., 6f.).

The ceremony of inaugurating^ a king (Kaja-

suya) was very elaborate (cf. especially A. Weber,

‘lieber die Kbnigsweihe,’ ABAW, 1893; A.
Hdlebrandt, Bitual-Litt. [=GJAP iu. 2, Strass-

burg, 1897], pp. 143-147) ; but in this, as in the

Vajapeya (on which see Weber, 'Ueber den

Vajapeya,’ SBA W, 1892, pp. 765-813 ;
Hillebrandt,

141-143 ; both the Bajasuya and the Vajapeya are

also discussed in art. Abhiseka) and the Asva-

medha {q.v.), while the king was regarded as the

sacrificer, the actual celebrant was his Brahmanical

representative, his purohita, or ' house-priest ’ (cf.

H. Oldenberg, Mel. des Veda, Berlin, 1894, pp.

377-379). The Brahmans were also entrusted with

magic charms for the welfare of the king, speci-

mens of these being such hymns of the Atharvaveda
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as iii. 3f., iv. 8, 22, and vi. 98 (cf. the series trans-

lated by M. Bloomfield, SEE xlii. [1897] 111-133).

Althou^rb the early Indian^ kingship was usually
hereditary, there are clear indications that elec-

tion to royal ojBBice was not unknown {E.igveda,

X. cxxiv. 8 :
‘ as subjects choosing for themselves a

king,’ rdjdnam vrndnd; cf. VI. viii. 4) ; and with
this may be connected an incident not uncommon
in modern Indian folk-tales, and repeated in the
Indian stratum of The Thousand Nights and One
Night (tr. E. Burton, Supplementary Nights,
London, n.d., i. 323), where the hero, wandering
to a city whose king has just died, is singled out
by one of the ^oyal^ elephants, whose choice is

regarded as a divine indication that the stranger
Is to be the next monarch.
In view of the inability of the Indian king to

sacrifice or to take any other active part in religious

rites, it is very significant to observe the rdle which
is ascribed to him, particularly by the Upanisads,
In the development of philosophy. Thus King
Asvapati Kaikeya instructs fivelearned Brahmans
concerning the nature of the Atman Vaisvanara
after their fellow casteman Uddalaka Anini had
been unable to solve their perplexities {Chhdndogya
Upanisad, v. 11-24 ; cf. Satapatha Brdhmana, X.

vi. 1); Pravahana Jaivali, prince of Panchala,
teaches two Brahmans ^e nature of Akasa {ib. i.

8 f. ) and also explains to Svetaketu, Uddalaka’s son,

the nature of metempsychosis {ih, v. 3-10, Brhad-
dranyaka Upan, vi. 2 ; cf. also Kausitaki XJpan,

i.); and the great Vedic scholar Gargya Balaki,
after repeatedly failing to elucidate the nature of
Brahman, receives the solution from King Ajata-
Satruof Kasi {BxhadaranyakocUpan, ii.l, Kausitaki
Upan, iv.). Considering this, it may well be that,

as P. Deussen maintains {Philosophy of the TJpan-
ishads, tr. A. S. Geden, Edinburgh, 1906, p. 19 f.

;

cf. also B. Garbe’s little essay on the origin of Indian
monism in his Philosophy ofAncientIndia, Chicago,

1897),
* the doctrine of the itman, standing as it did in such sharp
contrast to all the principles of the Vedic ritual, though the
original conception may have been due to BrShmans, was taken
up and cultivated primarily not in Brahman but in Kshatriya
drcles, and was first adopted by the former in later times’;
and that this teaching * was fostered and progressively devel-
oped by the Kshatriyas in opposition to the principles of the
Brahmanical ritual.*

We must also remember, in this connexion, that
tne two great heterodoxies of India—Buddhism
and Jainism—proceeded from the Ksatriya caste,

and that Buddha was himself an heir apparent
{yuvardja), being the son of Suddhodana, king of

the Sakya clan in Kapilavastu.
tTTERATUEB.—^The Chief references are given by M. Winter-

nitz, 8.V. * King (a) in India,’ SBE 1. [1910J 322-324
; cf. also H.

Zimmer, Altind. Leben, Berlin, 1879, pp, 162-168 ; W. Foy,
Die konigliche Gewalt Tiach den altind,. Mechtsbuchem, Leipzig,

1895. Louis H. Gray.

KING (Iranian).—The kingly ofl&ce has always
played a most important part in Iranian history
and religion from the earliest times, both in the
ancient Persian Empires and in the Mazdean
religion. Indeed, to the Greeks the Persian
monarch was known simply as j8a<rt\ei5s, or 6 p^as
Sao-ikeds, as constantly in Herodotus, jdEschylus,

and other classical writers. * The Great Kings ’

styled themselves khshdyaOiyd khshdyadiydndm
(‘King of Kings’)—a title which has been per-

petuated through the centuries to the present day,
when the non-Iranian Persian sovereign still boasts
me proud, though empty, title of Shdhdn Shah,
which is merely the modernized form of the ancient
title. Nowhere has royal power ever been more
exalted or more absolute than in successive mon-
archies of both ancient and modem Iran. It is a
curious fact, therefore, that, in strong contrast
with so many of the ancient religions, there is

no certain trace ^f * king-worship ’ or of divine
VOL. VII.

—

46

genealogies in any of the ancient Iranian dynasties,
whether historical or legendary^ (on ‘ Icing-worship’
see C. Lattey, Ancient King-Worship, London,
1910 ; also fi. Komemann, Zur Geschichte der
antiken Herrscherkulte, Leipzig, 1901). This is

a necessary result of the practical monotheism of
the Mazdean religion, in all its various forms.
We have just indicated the distinction between
the ‘ historical ’ and the ‘ legendary ’ dynasties in
ancient Iran. By the former is meant, of course,
the well-known great Persian Achsemenid mon-
archy of Cyrus, Darius, and their successors,
familiar to us from the Greek historians and, in
modem times, from their own famous rock inscrip-

tions, which have thrown a flood of light upon both
the political history of their reigns and the form of
Mazdeismwhich theyprofessed (see art. BehistUn).
Small and monotonous as is this ‘literature,’ it is

distinguished by the deeply religious note that
rings throughout, incessantly repeating the declara-

tion of a burning faith, in which we have evidence
of a sincere piety shown towards ‘ the great God,’
the one God of the king and of his people. No
question can be raised as to the religion professed
by these kings, at least Darius and his successors,

for we find that Darius, in the great Behistan
inscription, adopts, with a sense of the deepest
satisfaction, the title of ‘ Auramazdean ’—proudly
declaring

:

* As an Auramazdean I swear (? or proclaim) that this is true ’

{Bar. Bh., col. 4, § 57).

There is no mistaking the attitude of these old
Persian kings ; there is no claim to divine ancestry,
as in the case of the Egyptian monarchs or Alex-
ander the Great, nor to any apotheosis after death,
as in that of the Roman Emperors, but the pious
expression of the most absolute dependence u^on
Auramazda, the one God. Bj his wUl or divine
grace kings are allowed to reign (‘per me reges
regnant’) ; thus Darius exclaims :

‘ By the will of Auramazda I am king’ (ib., col. 1, §§ 5, 6).

By the same will the nations are made subject to

him

:

*By the will of Auramazda, these nations have become my
slaves and my tributaries ’ (ib., § 7).

It is Auramazda who gives to kings all their

power

:

‘ Auramazda has invested me with sovereign power * (ib., § 5).

A true Lord of hosts, it is he that gives the victory

in battle

:

* By the will of Auramazda I put to flight the army of Nidintu-
Bel. ... 1 took possession of Babylon. ... 1 defeated the armed
bands of the rebels,’ etc. (ib., §§ 18-20 ; col. 2, § 26, etc.).

In a word, everything depends absolutely on the
divine will

:

* Everything that I have done, I have done, without exception,

by the will of Auramazda ’ (ib., col. 4, § 62).

In another place, referring to his conquests, the
king says

:

*That which has been done, I did it all by the will of

Auramazda ’ (Naqsh-i Rustam, a, § 5).

It is a remarkable fact that, when we turn to

that form of Mazdeism which is preserved in the
Avesta, the sacred book knows nothing of the
great Persian monarchs, Cyrus, Darius, Artaxerxes,
and the others of the Achaemenid dynasty, whose
names are so familiar in history. It knows, on the
contrary, other great dynasties—the Peshdadian
and the Kayanian—utterly unknown outside of

the Avestan literature and the folk-legends pre-

served in the poetry of later Persia, especially

Firdausi. The legends of those dynasties are, of

course, largely mythical. The first royal house,

whose date, as usual, is thrown back to a fabulous
antiquity, began with Haoshyanga (the later

Hoshang), said to have ruled over the daevas, or

demons (probably the non-Iranian tribes), imder
1 But see Spiegel’s view in Literature, below. There is, how-

ever, reason to believe that the Iranian kings were sometimes
put on a plane with the gods, as in AS, Aug., i. [1867] 333 ; see

also A. Rapp, ZDMG xx. [1866] 118 f. ; E. Wilhelm, ib. xl. [1886]

108.
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whose reign metals were first discovered and
worked. His successor, with the very totemistic

name Takhma Uru^a (‘strong fox,’ the later

Tahmtiraf), taught his subjects how to use skins

for clothing, to hunt, and to tame domestic animals,

and causefthem to be taught by the ‘ demons ’ the

art of writing, but fell away into idolatry, and was
slain by the evil spirit Ahriman. His successor

was the great hero Yima Khshaeta (the later

Jamshid, familiar to readers of Omar Khayyam),
who plays in the Avesta the part of both an Adam
and a Noah, and is connected with the ‘Great

Winter’ that so strikingly corresponds with the

Noachian Deluge. He was overthrown by the de-

moniacal monster Azhi Dahaka, the later Zohak.
After the latter’s usurpation, the national revival

took place under the most celebrated of these

ancient heroes, Thraetaona (the later Faridun),

who is spoken of as ‘ king of the earth,’ and whose
successor was Manushchithra, the later Minochihr.

A later dynasty, that of the Kayanians—perhaps
a Bactrian dynasty—derived theirname anddescent
from Kai Kobadh (Av. Kavi Kavata), followed by
Kai Kafis (Av. Kava Usa), Siyavash (Av. Syavar-
shan), Kai Khosru (Av. Husrava), Lohrasp (Av.

Aurvat-aspa) , and, finally,Gushtasp (Av.Vishtaspa),

in whose reign appeared the great Prophet Zara-
thushtra, who converted the king and his court.

Although these kings are no doubt largely

legendary, and although the accounts of their

reigns contain much that is mythological—indeed
some of the names suggest Vedic or, rather, Indo-
Iranian prototypes—still it is not improbable that
some degree of historical truth underlies many of

their legends. It may very well be that some of

these dynasties, whose names and exploits are
preserved either in the Avesta or in popular
tradition, were the ruling families of different

Iranian tribes, whether in Media, Bactria, or other
regions outside of Persia proper ,* or that some of

them may have been contemporaneous with one
another, if not with the Achsemenid Empire. It

is a remarkable fact that the Avesta itself knows
nothing of the last-mentioned great dynasty. The
great national Persian poet, Firdausi, in his epic, the
Shah-ndbTnahf ingeniously co-ordinates all these
various dynasties from the earliest legendary hero-
kings right through the historical Achsemenid era
down to Alexander the Great. This skilful mani-
pulation of legend, folklore, and sober history was
necessary for the unity of his epic, but, of course,
cannot be regarded as corresponding to historical
facts.

Although no divine character was attributed to
Iranian royalty, still there is one peculiar attribute
of a supernatural character with which the Avesta
endowed its kings, and also its prophets. This was
the so-called Tch/careno^ which was regarded as a
kind of effulgence or bright glory that attached to
the kings, but could be forfeited by moral evil.

‘ It was a mythical talisman which belonged essentially to the
royal house of Iran, though it vanished with Tima’s sin, flying
away in its three successive manifestations in the form of a
bird. . . . The Glory can be seized by no sinner ’ (J. H. Moulton,
Eajrly Zoroastriani&m [EL], London, 1913, p. 276; we need
not enter here into the author’s discussion of the relation of the
khvareno with the fravashi).

Under the Old Persian form farnah, the word
occurs in several well-known proper names, and
even in Media, more than a century before Cyrus.
The prophet Zarathushtra was also endowed with
this o'l^asi-divine splendour, and at the end of the
world it is also to be the attribute of the Saviour
Saosbyant.^
After the conversion of the monarch and the

royal house to the Zoroastrian reform, the king
of Iran was regarded in the religious system of the

i On khvareno see E. Wilhelm, * Hvareno,’ in Sir Jamshetjee
Jejeebhoy ZartTioshtt Madressa Jubilee Volumet Bombay, 1914.

Avesta and the later Mazdean literature—in ac-
cordance with the favourite ‘dualism’ that all
through has characterized Iranian thought (see
Dualism [Iranian])—as supreme head of the
material or civil world, whilst the prophet Zara-
thushtra (and his successors, who enjoyed as a
title the curiously formed superlative ‘ Zara-
thushtrotema ’) was the corresponding supreme
head in spiritual things. This is expressly laid
down in the Dinkart, where it is said that the
‘spiritual medicine’ which depends upon ‘the
Good Law ’ (i.e. the Mazdean religion) is ‘ rendered
more excellent by the rule of Master of the
Worlds, the King, and of the Spiritual Director
of the worlds, the Zarathushtrotema

’ (DmA, ed.
P. B. Peshotan, Bombay, 1874 ff., vol. iv, ch. 157,

§ 4, tr. Casartelli, Louvain, 1886). This is of a
piece with the frequent distinction between ahu
and ratUf when meaning respectively ‘prince’
(or temporal ruler) and ‘ spiritual guide ’ or ‘ priest

’

(though at times the terms have other signifi-

cations). It also corresponds exactly with the
positions assigned respectively to pdtoJchshdylh
(sovereignty) and dlno (religion), the one on the
‘ material ’ {stihik) and the other on the ‘ spiritual

’

{mlnolk) side of the curious table of the Dmk.
(vol. iv. ch. 137), cited in the art. Dualism
(Iranian). The Pahlavi translator of Yasht i.

deduces from § 8 of the hymn that ‘ a man is not
fit to be a king unless he possesses twelve virtues

’

(quoted by J. Darmesteter, SEE xxiii. [1883] 25).^

As to the relations of the subjects to their king,

J. J. Modi has lately published an interesting

little volume [Moral Extracts from Zoroastrian
Books, Bombay, 1914), in which he has a section

(up. 8-10) on ‘ Obedience to the King ’ as one of

the chief virtues inculcated by Zoroastrianism.
Referring to Herodotus (i. 132, on the duty of prayer for the

king, and viii. 118, for an instance of heroic loyalty), he quotes
a striking prayer for the king 2 from Zfringdn, i, 8-12 ; and
of later authorities he cites :

‘ Be always truthful and obedient
to your Kings ’ [Paivand-ndmah) ;

‘ O almighty God, give
a long life, a happy life, and a healthy life to the ruler of

our land ’ [Tan-darusti) ;
‘ Commit no fault against Kings and

chiefs’ ; and again, * Speak no evil against the rulers of the land,

for they are the guardians of the land and through them
prosperity flows upon earthly beings * (JPand-namak-i AturpdM
Mdraspanddn, §§ 66, 103, following de Harlez’s version in

Muston, Vi. [1887] 66-77).

All this is quite in accordance with the ethics

of the Achsemenid inscriptions, for in them the
chief of all evils that are stigmatized is ‘falsehood’

[drauga, ‘ the lie,’ whether personified, as Moulton
surmises \pp. cit. p. 1], and so equivalent to the

Avestan name of the evil spirit, or merely an
abstract noun) ; and it is to this evil that rebellion

against the king is attributed.
Darius tells us that during Cambyses’ absence in Egypt ‘ the

K
eople became hostile, and lying became widespread in the
tnd ’ [Dar, Bh., col. 1, § 10). In another place the same king,

relating how a rebellion had taken place in many of the

provinces of his vast empire, states that ‘ these provinces had
broken into rebellion ; it was lying that had made them re-

bellious ’ (i&., col. 4, § 54).

Every time that a usurper rises up against the

lawful sovereign it is said, ‘He is one that lies’

[adurujiya, from the root duruj, druj)—a phrase

that constantly recurs. On the other hand,

despotism and cruelty on the part of the sovereign

are also considered as great crimes. Thus does

Darius break forth with pride and say

:

‘Auramazda has brought me help ... for I have been

neither a liar nor a tyrant ’ {Bar. Bh., col. 4, § 63 f.).

In spite of such grandiloq^uent professions, how-
ever, the gruesome cruelties inflicted by the Iranian

monarchs throughout the ages are only too well

known, and it has been surmised, not without

good reason, that the shockingly barbarous punish-
1 Darmesteter’s translation of Slrozah, i. 9, making Nair3^-

sanga, Che divine messenger of Ahura Mazda, to ‘ reside in the

navel of the King,’ seems quite untenable (see 0. de Harlez,

Avesta traduit'^ Paris, 1881, ii. 697 n.).

2 Other translators, e.g. F. Wolff, Strassburg,^ 1910, take the

supplication as being in favour of the speaker himself.
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ments detailed in the Inferno of Arta-i Viraf, the
* Persian Dante/ are but too faithful a picture

of those practised at the Persian court (see

Casartelli, ‘The Persian Dante/ in Jamaspji
Memorial Volume, Bombay, 1914).

^jiyhow the Avesta itself draws a sharp dis-

tinction between good and bad kings.

‘May good Kings rule over us, not bad Kings, O Armaiti’
(Ps. xlviii. 6).

Especially those rulers who were hostile to the
Prophet and his reform are denounced and con-

demned to eternal perdition; amongst them is

mentioned by name one Grehma {Ys, xlvi. 11,

xlix. 11, xxxii. 12-14).

A word must here be said of the relations be-

tween the royal dynasties and the national religion.

As we have seen, there is no doubt about the
religious convictions of the great Achaemenid
kings—at least after Cyrus, for his religious

position is still doubtful. They were professedly

and devoutly Mazdeans—though the present writer

is by no means yet convinced that they were
Zoroastrians in any sense (see his The Religion

of the Great Kings, London, 1910; per contra,

the very striking arguments of Moulton, op, dt,,

especially p. 40 If., are deserving of careful con-

sideration). The Avestan legend represents the
Vishtaspa of the Kayanian dynasty and all his

royal house as converts of the Prophet, the king
playing the part of a Constantine or an Ethelbert.

Coming back again to later and historical times,

the relations of the Arsacid or Parthian dynasty
(250 B.C.-A.D. 225) to the faith are unknown or

obscure. The Sasanian kings (A.D. 226-651),

however, were so fully and completely Zoroastrian

that they made the Avestan sy.stem, in the greatly

modified form in which it then existed, the State
religion, and did not shrink from religious perse-

cution in its defence or interests. It was under
Shahptir II, (A.D. 350-438) that, according to the
tradition, our present Avesta, i.e, whatever was
left of the original scriptures after Alexander the
Great’s destruction of the greater part, was
collected, revised, and corrected^ by the efforts

of his great prime minister Aturpat-i Mara-
spandan, whilst under his successor, Yazdagird II.,

the edict of his minister, Mihr Narseh (A.D. 440),

played an important part in the religious life of

the country. In the Dinkart (vol. i. ch. 28) we
find the categorical assertion that ‘ the law of Iran

is the Mazdean religion ’ {Airdno datp dlno Maz-
dayasno), which, together with other indications,

has always seemed to the present writer to point

to the Dinkart as essentially of the Sasanid era.

Letbraturb.—

I

n addition to writers quoted in text, W,
Geiger, Ostlrdnische Kultur im Altertum, Erlangen, 1882,

p. 425 ff. ; F. Spiegel, JSrdnische AUerthurmhunde, Leipzig,

1871-78, esp. iii. 596 ff., where he endeavours at some len^h
to prove that the ancient Iranian kings did claim divine

parentage, probably from Mithra; E. Wilhelm, ‘Kbnigthum
und Priesterthum im alten Eran,* ZDMO xL [1886] 102-110.

L. C. Casartelli.
KING (Muslim).—I. Sovereignty.—Originally

In Islam the conception of sovereignty was directly

theocratic. There was no doubt on this point.

Muhammad ruled in the religious order, the mili-

tary order, and the judicial order ; and in ^ch of

them his authority was accepted without dispute.

Neither he nor any of his adherents seems to nave
thought of analyzing or dissecting sovereignty.

They regarded it as divine in its source; Mu-
hammad possessed it not as elected by men, but
as a prophet sent by God. Originating thus, it

was both integral and absolute.
This conception continued during the period

immediately after Muhammad, which is called

‘the perfect Khallfate.’ The first successors of

the Prophet did not, indeed, regard themselves
as real sovereigns, that position belonging to the

Prophet alone. They called themselves ‘lieuten-

ants,’ which is the meaning of the khallf. *

In practice they preserved their sovereignty in

the military order ; but in the religious and judi-

cial orders the Qur’an, which is regarded as perfect,

had fixed the law, at least in its most important
points. The Khalif had nothing to add, and sove-

reignty in these matters passed into the hands of

specialists, whose duty it was to criticize the texts,

and to develop and apply the principles.

After the Arab conquest the Muslim Empire
was immense ; and, as it included regions and
cities of advanced civilization, administration be-

came complicated and difficult, and the Khalif had
to delegate a large part of his sovereignty to minis-

ters. These were known at first by the modest
title of ‘ vizirs ’ {charges d'affaires). They were of

considerable importance in the Empire ; it might
even be said that some of them were the real sove-

reigns, until the day when they were crushed by a
caprice of their master. Vizirs played an equally
important r61e in the Osman Empire after the
Turkish conquest.
Towards the end of the history of the Arab Khali-

fate, during its decline, the general state of the
Empire was very unsettled, and the military element
assumed predominance over the administrative.

The Khalif, his power gone, was confined in his

palace, and the actual authority was exercised by
the chief guards, generally Turks and sometimes
eunuchs.
In the feudal period authority was divided and

subdivided just as in the West, but in a less

systematic manner. The Klhalif had now only a
theoretical power

;
princes of various races formed

kingdoms for themselves out of the dismembered
Empire, and arrogated to themselves a sovereignty
defacto, which was no longer of a theocratic char-

acter, but was based on strength of arms. The
dynasties which they founded have been of com-
paratively short duration. The Osman Sultans
constituted a stronger unity in Islam than that

which existed under the Arab Khalifs. Their
power was absolute, except that they were re-

quired to respect the law of the Qur’an and its

interpreters {mufti, 'ulamd, etc.), and were depen-
dent on the fidelity of the troops. This despotic

regime has lasted even to our day.

In Turkey at the present time the sovereignty

resides in the Parliament, and the Sultan is only
a constitutional monarch—a system which brings

the Ottoman Empire into line with the other States
of Europe, but which it is difficult to reconcile with
the principles and the spirit of Islam.

2. Legitimacy.—The legitimacy of the Khalif
does not exactly depend on the manner of

_

his

election or on a law of succession; it is derived

from the proclamation of the people. This pro-

clamation consists in naming the sovereign in the
Friday sermon {khutha) in the mosques, and in

praying for him. ’When mention of a Khalif

has thus been made, without arousing protests, in

the cathedral mosque of the capital of the Empire,
this Khalif is regarded as legitimate.^

1 The title hhallf was borne by the first four successors of

Muhammad, by the Umayyad and ‘Abbasid dynasties, and,

among the Shi’ites, by the Fatimids. The title imam, denoting

‘president,’ was in use among the sects which recognized the

right of the descendants of *Ali. The title amir al-mu'minln,

‘commander of the faithful,’ was given to the Arab Khalifs

;

had been used, even during the life of the Prophet, by one oi

his lieutenants in the year 2 a.h. As for the title ‘ Sultan,’ it

was in use among such secondary dynasties of the Middle Ages
as the ^amdanids, the Buyids, the Tulunids, and the Ghazna-
vids from the end of the 9th century. It was the title of the

celebrated Saladin (§alab ad-Din), of the Ayyubid dynasty.
2 The ceremony of proclamation is called Wat, Amon|f the

Osmans it is renewed every year in the festivals of the Bairam,
under the name of muayad. The sJiaikh al-isldm, in these

ceremonies, kisses the front of the Sultan’s robe, and, rais-

ing his eyes towards heaven, prays for the prosperity of the

Empire, and for the preservation of his Highness. The Sultan
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A legitimate sovereign might be deposed. Among
the Osmans deposition is regarded as just when it

has been authorized by a fatwa, i,e, by a decision

of the shaikh al-islam?-

The mode of succession of Muslim sovereigns

varied. Muhammad had given no rule. Abu
Bakr, his first successor, was chosen by the most
influential party in the Muhammadan community

;

'Omar was designated by AbQ Bakr ; Othman, by
electors whom 'Omar had named; the election of

'AB was contested, and led to civil war; with

Mu'awiya the dynastic rule was established, first

in the family of the Umayyads. Even within the

dynasties the order of succession was not always

constant. Sometimes the Khalif chose one of his

sons as his heir apparent ; e.^., the famous Harto
al-Kaslud designated three of his sons with entail.

The first of the three, Amim, wished to oust the

second, Ma’mun ; but the latter revolted andAmim
was beaten and killed. Among the Osman S^tans
it is rather the brother who succeeds ; and it has

often happened that a Sultan, on his accession, has

put his brothers and nephews to death. Formerly
the Empire was divided among the brothers, especi-

ally in the Middle Ages. This was the case with
the Buyids in Persia.

In principle the Khalif, who was the president of

the entire Muhammadan community, had to be^ of

the Quraish race ; but that was not the case with
the Osman Sultans. In order to legitimatize them,
it was admitted that they had inherited rights from
the ancient Arab Khal’ifs when, in the time of

Salim I., they conq^uered the sacred cities Mecca
and Medina.
Among the Shfites the idea of legitimacy presents

a rather peculiar religious character. Founding
their belief on certain traditions, they hold that
Muhammad had designated 'Ali as his successor,

and in their eyes all the Khalifs except 'Ali and
his descendants are illegitimate. This belief has

f
iven rise to many troubles in the history of Islam.

ecret societies have been formed and have long
worked for the succession of the 'Ali dynasties

;

they succeeded in establishing the famous Fatimid
dynasty in N. Africa and Egypt, thus named from
Fatima, the daughter of the Prophet and the wife
of 'All, from whom it claimed to descend.
The Mahdist idea is developed in the sects which

maintain the rights of 'Ali. The Mahdi, a sort of
king-prophet and expected Messiah, who is to per-

fect religion and to begin in the world an era of
happiness, is to be of the family of 'Ali. The so-

called sect of the Imamites had a curious idea
about him; they believed that the Mahdi, also
named irndm, was to be the twelfth descendant of
'All. The latter being dead, having disappeared
at an early age, this sect professes that he continued
to live a mysterious and endless life, from which
he will return with glory when his hour is come.
The time during wmch the Mahdi is to remain
hidden is called the period of ‘occultation’ (cf.

Carra de Vaux, L& Mahomitisme, Paris, 1898,
p. 134).

3. The status of the sovereign.—The power of
the Khalif is absolute within the limits of the
religious law. Theoretically, he might dispose of
the land and revenues of his Empire. The principle
is that the soil belongs to God, and consequently

in the meantime places his hands on the shaikh’s shoulders, and
bends his head to kiss him (M. d’Ohsson, Tableau girUral de
Vem^ire othomant Paris, 1787-1820, iv. 503, 560).

1 e.g., the fatwa which was given for the deposition of the
Sultan Abd al-‘Asdz by the Grand Mufti ^lasan Khair ATlah (the
akaikh al-isldm is the Grand Mufti of Constantinople) : * If the
Commander of the Faithful pursues a foolish course of conduct,
or if he has not the political knowledge necessary for governing

;

if his personal expenses are snch that the empire cannot support
them ; if his continuing on the throne will have disastrous con-
sequences, musthe he deposed f * Beply: * Thelaw (theaharVah)
says. Yes.*

to the Sultan, who is His mandatory. The Sultans,
however, had a private estate, which was always
of a considerable size. Thus under Sulaiman the
Magnificent the private estate of the Sultan pro-
duced a revenue of five million ducats, while the
general revenues of the Empire were only a little

more than nine million ducats. This Sultan reserved
to himself the right of granting the great fiefs;

and, as a result of the same principle, confisca-
tions were easy and remain so to this day.
As regards taxes, some are prescribed by the

Qur’an ; such are the tithe for Muhammadans and
the poll-tax for non-Muhammadans. Others are
administrative taxes, which long ago acquired a
certain regularity, and are therefore called Tpamml,
Le, ‘regular’ ; such are taxes on marriages, law
dues, transit and warehouse dues, and stamps.
Besides these two kinds of taxes, the Sultan, under
the old regime, reserved the right to impose as
many as he pleased. Under Sulaiman the Magnifi-
cent imperial offices were sold, but not military
offices.

Until 1877 the Sultan drew as be pleased on the
Treasury for the needs of his harim. At this time,
of eight million Turkish pounds that the hu^et
produced, two-thirds passed to the palace. The
Sultan published budget estimates, but he began
by deducting his share of the receipts. He had,
however, a civil list, which had been established

since 1855 ; at first it was £1,200,000, but was re-

duced afterwards to £800,000. The property left

to the mosques, as pious foundations, called waqf
property, escapes the sovereignty of the Sultan,

and is inalienable.^ It forms an important part
of the imperial territory.

Until the recent revolution, which made him a
constitutional monarch, the Sultan naturally had
the right of declaring peace or war. He has always
preserved the right of commander-in-chief of his

armies. He had the right of life and death even
over the greatest personages in his Empire. When
one of his old favourites who had fallen into dis-

grace received the noose with which he had to

strangle himself, he accepted it as an order legiti-

mately given, and as one which his conscience com-
manded him to obey. The Sultan was recognized

to have the right to make subjects ‘ disappear,’ to

dispose of the life of his wives within his palace,

and even to order massacres. The relimous system
ofMuhammadanism does notcondemn the massacres

either of the Janissaries or of the Armenians.
Islam has a special law for the sovereign regarding

wives. According to the Qur’an (xxxiii. 52), he
might have nine legitimate wives, all other Muham-
madans having only four.

4. The ethics of the sovereigns.—There exist

in Muhammadan literature several important
treatises on the ethics of kings. One of the

greatest philosophers of Islam, Farabi (t950), wrote
a treatise on the ‘Model City,’ in which he repre-

sents the princes as wise men, whose principal

thought must be to prepare their subjects for the

happiness of the other life. This theory, devoid

of any practical character, is only an adaptation

of the Tlatonic doctrines (cf. Carra de Vaux,
Avicerme, Paris, 1900, p. 104). Another

^
veiy

well known author who studied this question is

1 The institution of the waqf furnished a means by which a

testator might save his fortune from confiscation. The Sultans

very often confiscated the property of prominent persons

and public officials. The waqfa might be bequeathed to the

mosques or set aside for some charitable purpose. The fouMer
designated the person who should act as administrator. This

was often the chief minister of a mosque or an inferior officer.

But sometimes the choice of the administrator was left to the

inspector general of the waqfa (d’Ohsson, ii. 524). Several

Grand Vizirs—e.gr., Keuprulu, Eaghib, and Baraiktar—tried to

secularize the waqf An irade of 1873 and the law of Au^sc
23, 1876, imposed on them a fixed law of transmission and an
annual tax, regulated according to the estate (A. de

Jonqui&re, uiatoire de V&napire ottoman^ Paris, 1881, p. 617).
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Jfawardi (flOoS). He wrote a treatise entitled

Kitah aUahJcam al-sultaniyya (i.e. Constitutiones
politiccs), a" work edited by R. Enger at Bonn in

1853, and recently translated into French by Leon
Ostrorog, It contains the theory of the Khalifate,
a description of the qualities necessary for a Khalif,

a study of the different methods of election, and
a definition of the power of the vizirs and provincial
governors, with an indication of its limits. This
treatise has been highly valued in Islam. The
same author has also left a collection of * Counsels
to Kings,’ a work on the rules which ministers
must follow, and still another on politics and
government, entitled ‘The Means of facilitating

Reflexion and of hastening Victory’ {TasMl ah
Nazar wa-tdjll al-Zafari see C. Huart, LitUra-
ture arahCi Paris, 1902, p. 242, Eng. tr., London,
1903, p. 243 f.).

A celebrated Seljuk vizir, Ni?am al-Mulk, the
founder of the academies of Baghdad, Nishapur,
and Basra (f 1092), wrote on the art of government,
which he himself practised in a very superior
manner. His book, entitled Siassat Namah^ ‘A
Treatise on Government,’ and dedicated to the
Sultan Malik Shah, has been edited and translated
into French by C. Schefer (Paris, 1891-93). Al-
though this vizir admits that kings are ‘ chosen by
the most high God,’ he allows them attributes
which are not specially moral. They must, ac-
cording to him, respect the learned doctors, must
love a pure religion, and have a strong faith ; but
it is not their domain to govern religion. Their
duty is rather to occupy themselves with economic
interests: to drain the land, to build bridges, to
found villages, to attend to the cultivation of

the soU, to build strongholds, caravanserais, and
beautiful monuments. These works wHl gain for

a prince the gratitude of his people, an eternal
recompense. Ni?am al-Mulk recommends kings to
guard against the influence of women, and to have
scant trust in ministers of another religion. We
know that from the time of the Arab conquest,
Christians have been employed by the Khalifs in
their administration, and have rendered them great
service. This custom was followed also by the
Osmans, and continues to this day (cf. Carra de
Vaux, Gazali, Paris, 1902, p. 140).

To the great Persian poet Sa*di (tl264) we owe
some very fine pages on the ethics of kings. The
whole of the first chapter of his Bustdn (translated

into French by C. Barbier de Meynard, Paris, 1880)

is devoted to the duties of kings and good govern-
ment. Nushirwan exhorts his son Ormazd thus

;

* Be the defender of the weak, and sacrifice your rest to work
for them, to the alleviation of poverty and misfortune. A king
owes the crown to his subjects ; . . . avoid grieving the heart
of your people ; that would be to thoroughly destroy your own
power.* ‘ The people,* the poet says further, ‘ is a fruit tree

which must be cared for if its fruits are to be enjoyed.*

He has recommendations for labourers

:

‘The labourer works with more energy when he can count

‘ The king who oppresses the merchants closes to the people
and to the army the sources of wealth.*

He also recommends that ‘ men of war’ and ‘men
of advice ’ should be befriended and soldiers well
paid. Yet this great kindness which the poet
wishes to find in the sovereign must be accompanied
by mistrust and craft; he evidently prefers the
latter to strength.

* While clever negotiations may assure the success of a trans-

action, gentleness is preferable to the use of force. Instead of

traps, sow gold under your steps
;
your benefactions will blunt

the sharpened teeth of the enemy. The empire of the world
belongs to cleverness and craft ; kiss the hand thac you cannot
bite ; lavish caresses on your enemy as you would on your
friend, while waiting for an opportunity to flay him alive.

Dread the blows of the most humble of your adversaries ; it is

the drops of water that make the torrents.*

LlTEitATTJRB.—See the works cited throughout the article and
in the notes. B. Cabra DE Vaux.

KING (Semitic).—In Semitic languages the
usual w’ord for ‘ king ’ comes from the root mlk.
In Babylonian the meaning is ‘to advise’; this is

common in Aramaic, and occurs in Hebrew. In
Arabic and Ethiopic it means ‘ to possess,’ ‘ have
power over.’ The king then would be the decider
of conduct, the source of wisdom for his people.
It is best to take the subject in three divisions

:

Syriac (chiefly Hebrew), Babylonian, and Arabian.
I. Hebrew.—It is very seldom that a true king-

dom develops among nomads, and the Hebrews are
no exception. Indeed it was not till after many
years of settled life (tradition says four hundred)
that the government crystallized into kingship.
This developmentwas gradual—through the judges,
men of marli: who by force of character and religious

enthusiasm supplanted the tribal chiefs and, for a
time at least, usurped their authority. In the
case of Abimelech this authority became hereditary
in the second generation, but this was largely due
to the fusion of Israelites with the old settled

population, the Canaanites. When the govern-
ment was finally settled in the person of a king,
it was in direct imitation of the nations round
about (1 S 8®)—recognition of the advantages of a
fixed central authority. The older tradition be-
lieved that this change had the approval of God
and was carried through by His instrument, the
prophet Samuel. (Later tradition saw in this

imitation of the Gentiles apostasy from God. ) As
in the case of the judges, Saul first proved his

powers at the rescue of Jabesh-Gilead, and then
the people ratified the position that he had won
for himself. Possibly Samuel had looked to Ben-
jamin for a king in the hope of thus avoiding the
jealousy of the North and South. Saul the soldier,

however, proved unequal as a politician to cope
with the Philistines; and David, the idol of the
South, was shown by events to be necessary to
the Hebrew nation, and as such was acclaimed
king by all parties. But even his genius

_

and
personal attractiveness failed to create a national
feeling. The kingdom which he had created by
Ms resistance to the Philistines was kept together
by the fear of a hostile neighbour, and split along
the natural line of cleavage as soon as that fear

wa.s removed.
These early kings were little more than the

tribal chiefs of nomad days. The main differences

were their recognition by the whole people and
their possession of a bodyguard, consisting largely

of foreigners, wMch was more serviceable than the
tribal militia. At first there was very little organi-

zation. The vagueness of Mstory suggests that
Saul had no fixed capital. The king was judge
(2 S 14^^-

)> general, and priest, the officers set

apart for these duties being only his deputies.

There is no clear statement of the king being the
chief priest, but there are many indications that
he sometimes exercised priestly functions. In
Phoenicia, Tabnit styles himself ‘ priest of Astarte,

king of the Sidonians,’ like his father. His son
Eshmunazar calls his mother (she was his father’s

sister) ‘ priestess of Astarte ’ and ‘ queen,’ though
he himself does not bear the priestly title. The
story of Agag shows that Saul saw nothing wrong
in offering sacrifice (1 S 15). At the coming of the
ark to Jerusalem David wore a linen ephod (2 S
6^^), a priestly garment such as Samuel wore (1 S
2^®; cf. also Ex 28^). Both David and Solomon
blessed the people (2 S 6^® and 1 K 8^*

; cf. Nu 6®®).

The priests were the servants of the king, to be
deposed or appointed at pleasure (1 K 2^- ®®), while
David’s sons were priests, as if this were a pre-

rogative of the royal family. Jeroboam I. prob-

ably acted as priest (1 K 12®^).

The army was a militia, and campaigns seem to

have been confined to the summer. But a point
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was given to this army by the institution of the
royal bodyguard of mercenaries. Under David the

captain was apparently a Philistine, and loyalty
to their master was stronger than other motives.

It was the fidelity of these hirelings that prevented
Absalom from sweeping the country at the outset

of his rebellion.

We have no certain information about the revenue
of the early kings. As tradition insists on the
lowly origin of both Saul and David, we must sup-
pose that from the first they had a regular revenue
from taxation apart from the booty that they
might win in war. Jg 9^ makes it probable that
in those times taxes were not unknown, and that
each State had its treasury. 1 S 17^® assumes that
taxes were the regular thing in the days of Saul.

It is significant that in the second list of David’s
ofidcials (2 S 20^^) an addition is made to the earlier

(2 S —the overseer of the tribute. The later

version of Saul’s appointment assumes a tax of

10 per cent. It is assumed on the strength of 1 S
16®*^ and a few other verses that the kings were
frequently the recipients of presents? but prob-
ably these were, like gratitude, in expectation of

favours to come. In Solomon’s reign an elaborate
system of tax-collectors was set up—a system which
was intended further to break down the tribal

divisions still existing among the people. The
king also possessed certain agricultural privileges

(Am 7^), and in later times financial emergencies
were met by special taxation (2 K 15^° 23®®}.

Solomon is credited with a large income from
taxation apart from the profits of trade and
foreign tribute. In addition he employed the
corvee (cf. IS 8^^). David’s kingdom illustrates

Ibn Khaldun’s theory that a dynasty lasts only
three generations : one of comparative barbarism,
one of organized government and developed luxury,
and then the crash. Solomon asked too much from
his subjects j the splendour of the court was bought
by the impoverishment of the countryside, and, as
the tribes had not had time to degenerate into
serfs, they broke away from the government that
pillaged instead of protecting them. The Phoe-
nician kings were at first absolute, but later their
power was limited by the nobles, and the govern-
ment became an oligarchy. David’s successors
were not equal to the task which almost crushed
him—^that of welding Judah and Joseph into one
nation. While in the North the throne was a prize
for any adventurer, in Judah all revolutions left
David’s family the crown—a tribute to the power
of the king of all Israel.

As a general rule the crown was hereditary,
descending to the eldest son—the chief exception
being Solomon. In this case a palace clique abused
the prestige of the dying king and the authority
of religion in favour of its nominee. The king was
a sacred person appointed by God ^ S 24^’ ^nd 2 K
9®), and in him centred the hopes of the prophets.
It is pmbable that anointing referred specially to
the priestly side of the king’s character.

2. Babylonian and Assyrian.—Though the Baby-
lonian rulers of whom we hear first were Sumerians,
yet the later forms of kingship are developments
or modifications of Semitic ideas. In the earliest
period of which anything is known the machinery
of government was already well developed. We
cannot trace the beginnings of any element of
social life. The land was split up into a number
of city-States, each under its own ruler, called
either ‘king’ or ‘patesi,’ ‘king’ being the secular
and ‘patesi’ the more religious title, signifying
vicar of God. There is no clear distinction between
the two titles, though a little later ‘ patesi ’ is used
for a vassal king. Thus Eannatum of Lagash (e.

2900) calls himself both patesi and king, while
Enannatum I., who reigned a little later, uses only

the title patesi. The early rulers of Assyria Ic, l^v'O)

call themselves Ishakku (= priest-king). Whac-
ever his title, the king ruled by divine right.
Many inscriptions have been found in which a
king boasts that his god had appointed him king
of liis land and shepherd of his people. ‘Thou
hast created me and intrusted me with dominion
over men’ (Nebuchadrezzar [Rawlinson, 1®®, col. 1,

line 55 f.]). In theory at least the king was an
autocrat, however much his power may have been
limited in practice.

The king is the agent of his country’s god ; in
the treaty between the cities of Lagash and Umma
(before 3000) the patesis of the towns are not men-
tioned at all, but only the gods. They contended
for their cities. * Patesi ’ included the idea of priest,

and it sometimes happened that one who assumed
the style of king kept the older form, even putting
the priestly rank first of his titles. It is not a
very big step from regarding the sovereign as
agent or representative of the god to considering
him the manifestation of deity or as himself the
god. This change took place very early. Perhaps
it was helped by the rulers’ habit of putting
statues of themselves in the temples which they
built, to keep themselves fresh in the memory of

the gods. Then offerings were made, not to the
statues, but for the persons whom they repre-

sented. It is specially noted that the ofierings for

the statue of Ur-nina (king of Lagash c. 3000) were
continued during the reign of Lugal-anda, perhaps
a hundred and fifty years later. The first kings
to receive divine honours were the Semitic rulers

of Akkad, northern Babylonia (c, 2600); Shar-

f
ani-sharri is called the god of his land, and
Faram-Sin’s name always has the determinative

for ‘god.’ Thence the custom spread to the
Sumerian rulers of S. Babylonia; and Gudea,
atesi of Lagash c. 2450, was deified after his

eath. About fifty years later, Dungi, the second
king of the dynasty of Ur, always describes him-
self as god, and a temjjle is built in his honour.

In later times Ashurbanipal calls himself offspring

of Ashur and Belit. The suggestion that the deifi-

cation of the king is due to Egyptian influence has

not found favour.

At first the ruler was supreme in both the
secular and the religious sides of life, but in time
the priesthood developed till its help was needed
for all religious actions. Yet the king remained
priest in theory. God still spoke to him directly

;

Ishtar visited him in dreams to give him her com-
mands. Lugal-zuggisi is proud to be called ‘ pro-

phet of Nidaba.’ He was the manifestation of the

god, but also the representative of his people.

This was never forgotten. The kings of Erech
and Lagash are priests of Ann; another boasts

himself ‘ keeper of the temple of Bel ’ at Nippur,

and down to the latest times the Assyrian kings

are priests of Ashur, sometimes giving the religious

title the precedence. A son of Naram-Sin became
a priest, and his daughter a priestess.

_

The priests

were always under the control of their chief, the

king; their subservience appears in the attempts

of the oracle priests to find in omens that were

obviously unfavourable meanings pleasing to the

king.
Another aspect of this is the national significance

of the king’s person : a calamity to him is a national

disaster; hence the elaborate rules that fence his

conduct. All ill omens must be kept far from h^.
Thus the ceremonies for the purification of a king

are much longer and more complicated than in the

case of a private person ; royalty is so dangerous

that the king has become the slave of the priest-

hood. On five days in the month he must not

touch animal food, nor change his garments, neither

dare he bring an offering to the gods. Thus the
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question whether certain of the penitential psalms
are individual or national is beside the point ; it is

the king, the people’s representative, who speaks
for the nation. The law tells the same tale. The
court sits in a temple, and the oath is taken in the
name of a god or gods, and sometimes in the king’s

name also ;
yet he is the final court of appeal (cf.

the Hebrew oaths * by the life of Jahweh ’ and ‘ by
the life of the king,’ also the association of Tiglath-
pileser and a god in Barrekub’s inscription from
Zenjiiii). As lawgiver he is guided by social and
political expediency, but his decrees are published
under divine auspices. The series of omens founded
on the exploits (whether real or imaginary is im-
material) of Sargon I. can hardly be explained on
the ground of the political importance of these
exploits. It was the deeds of a hero peculiarly

under divine protection that became normative for

future ages.

Naturally the king was absolute, but he was the
‘ shepherd of his people,’ and the government was
always rather patriarchal. The people had their

rights, which the monarch could not outrage. The
splendid title * king of righteousness ’ was not
home altogether in vain. In the South we have
a witness in the reforms of Urukaginu of Lagash
(c. 2800) and the Code of Hammurabi, w’hile in

Assyria, even in the days of its greatest power, any
person could make a written appeal to the king.

Though the Assyrians are unpleasantly notorious

for bloodthirsty cruelty, they devoted great care

to the internal economy of their own land. Not
only was Assyria plentifully supplied with cattle

of all sorts, the booty of innumerable wars, but
the kings introduced new trees, and in other w^ays

encouraged agriculture. The system of irrigation

w'as, of course, their constant care. From the first

the throne was hereditary, though we do not know
w^hether primogeniture w^as the rule. In Assyria
it is claimed that for fifteen hundred years the
crowm descended from father to son. The king’s

material power rested on the army. The idea that
the king owned his domain had long since died out,

et part of the soil belonged specially to the State,

eing held on feudal tenure. The occupier w’as

bound to military service, in payment for which he
held his fief. This could not be alienated, and in

default of heirs returned to the State. If the
owner were summoned for service and had no one
to leave in charge of his land, the State appointed
a bailiff, who was charged to pay one-third of the
produce to the owner’s family. In addition, the
feudatories had certain privileges, were, to some
extent, outside the jurisdiction of ordinary oflScials,

and w^ere not liable to the corvie. The Assyrian
government appears to have lived often on the
tribute of vassal States.

3. Arabian.—It is scarcely an exaggeration to say
that no settled government has evolved among the
nomads of Arabia. The dynasties of Sira and
Ghassan are only apparent exceptions. All Arabian
States have had their centre in the cities that lie

on the borders of the country, open to foreign

influence by land or sea. Among the nomads
the tribal chief is the leader in war, but at other

times he has only advisory authority and the
weight of personal influence. Even among the
settled tribes in the hinterland of Aden it is often

impossible to put a criminal to death ; for by so

doing the chief (he calls himself ‘ Sultan ’) would
expose himself to the dangers of a blood-feud.

Among the fertile valleys of Yemen it was
different, and at an early date settled States came
into being. Unfortunately, the materials for a
study of this period are scanty and largely inacces-

sible. No agreement has yet been reached as to

the date of many of the inscriptions, the two
schools of interpretation differing by some six

hundred years. The chief States w’ere (1) the
Yemen, ruled by two dynasties having their

capitals at Sirw'ah and Ma’rib, and later by the
Himyarite Icings of Saba and Dhu Raidan knowm
to Arabic tradition as Tubba’s ; (2) Ma in or Ma*an
in the Jauf; (3) Qataban ; and (4) U^dramaut.
The date of the kings of Ma'an is uncertain. In
Yemen the earliest rulers w’ere the m hrh^ prob-
ably Mukarribs, the priest-kings of Sirwah. We
have the names of thirteen princes who ruled
between the 9th and the 6th cent. B.C., but their

functions and powers are unknown. The title

seems to mean ‘ he who makes offerings.’ Their
rule probably extended well to the east, for Sargon
(715 B.c.) mentions one Ith'amara the Sabaean, pre-

sumably one of the dynasty. The name occurs on
the monuments.
Next followed a line of kings ruling at Ma’rib,

coming to an end about 115 B.C. and followed by
the Uimyarite kings, wdiose kingdom -svas finally

destroyed by the Abyssinians in A.D. 525. It is

probable that the kings of Ma‘an were contempor-
ary with the earlier rmers of Yemen (Saba), though
Hommel and Glaser would put the first of them
about 1500 B.C.

The royal title was not restricted to the head of

the State, but was shared by his sons. In one
inscription a father and two sons bear the title,

just as in a State of that description to-day all

members of the ruling house are called Sultan.
Elsewhere Alhan Nahfan, king of Saba, does not
give himself that rank, though he gives it to his

sons {CIS iv. 308). Besides kings vre read of lords,

and it is probable that the people were divided into

classes or castes ; and the lords in their inaccessible

castles may well have been as independent as the
feudal barons in Europe. According to one tradi-

tion, the downfall of Uhu Nuwas, the last king of

Yemen, was largely due to his lack of control over
his barons. Women held an honourable position

in the land ; two together appear as * lords,’ and,
like the king, receive the commands of their god
through an oracle {CIS iv. 387). Occasionally the
kings seem to be invoked along with the gods,

though in a secondary place {CIS iv. 374)—remind-
ing one of Babylonia.
Two other States rose in early Arabia, Hira and

Ghassan, though they were native in part only,

being due to outside influence. Rome and Persia

were continually annoyed by the incursions of the
Bedawin into the settled lands of Syria and Meso-
potamia, so one protective measure was to make
friends with the nearest Arabs. Uira was a vassal

of Persia, and in very close touch with its over-

lord ; Arabs filled responsible posts at court, and
Bahram Gur, who afterwards became king, was
educated at 5ira. These States closely resemble
the rule of the Rashids at Hail in the last century ;

the Sultan’s power rested on the Bedawin, who
were held to their allegiance by tribal honour and
presents from the taxes contributed by toyras

and trade. History has preserved the memory of

the mixed population at Uira—^the tent-dwelling

Arabs, the Christians of the town, and the allies

—

a mixed population which for various reasons
settled under the government. There is no explicit

evidence, but conditions must have been very simi-

lar in Ghassan, where the government remained
migratory and Roman gold helped to uphold the
loyalty of the Arabs. Tabari tells us that Ga-
dhima, the founder of the dynasty of Uira, was a
prophet and soothsayer, suggesting that authority
there was religious in its origin.

Muhammad founded a State where divine revela-

tion was the supreme law, and after his time religion

has played the greatest part in most States formed
and ruled by Arabs. Ibn Khaldun’s observation
remains true, that religion alone will not make a
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State; the feeling of nationality must also be

present [Prolegomena, Beirut ed., p. 159). The
Umayyad Khalifs claimed to be the successors

of the Prophet, and made this the chief prop of

their authority
;
yet their power depended on the

solidarity of tneir supporters, and, when the old

strife of Qais and Kalb, Mudar and Yemen, broke
out afresh, their kingdom collapsed ; till then they

had made head against all religious revolts of *Alids

and Khawarij (g.v.). The Carmatians [g.v.) can

hardly be called a kingdom ;
yet the Imams ofOman

claimed first spiritual authority, as did the Wah-
habis. Leadership might be hereditary or elective,

but religion gave power and opportunity to the

strength latent in a tribe or group of tribes. All

these States are small copies of Muhammad’s great

example. There is one exception, the dynasty of

the Rasulids in Yemen ; but that was founded^ by
a foreigner, and it had to fight continually against

leaders whose authority was spiritual, the descend-

ants of the Prophet. After the fall of the Rasulids

the native authority was exercised by a spiritual

head, the Imam. See, further, ‘ Muslim ’ section,

above.
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KING (Teutonic and Litu-Slavic).—i. Sources
relating to the Litu-Slavs.—In seeking to trace the
early historical development of kingship in Northern
Europe, it will be well to deal first of aU with the
facts relating to the Litu-Slavic peoples, as these
provide a basis also for a knowledge of the early
Teutomc conditions. We begin, therefore, by
quoting from the oldest available authorities a
number of references to modes of government among
the Litu-Slavs of Eastern Europe.

(a) The Chronicle of Nestor (ed. F. Miklosich, Vienna, 1860,
ch. vi.) :

‘ They lived each with his family and in his ovm
locality [i.e. separate from one another], each ruling over his
own fanaily.*^

(&) Procopius, de Bell.^Goth, iii. 14: ra vap eOvijravra "^Kko.-

^nvoC re Kat *’Avt<w ovk apxovrac wpbs avfipos evos, oAA.’ ev
xpart^ ex frakatov ^loretSovcri, kolL Slol tovto avroTs rSiy Trpay/idnay
ael rd re trvfi^pa xal 6v<rxoXa es Koivhv (‘ assembly of the people ’)

ayerat.
(c) Mauritius, Strateguum, ix. 5 (ed. J. Scheffer, Upsala, 1664,

p. 218) ; rd edvr} rav SxXdjScov koX"'Avrtav opoBiturd re koX oporpovd
re el<7t xal IXevOepa SovXovodcu rj dpxe<r0ai rreiOopeva
. .

.
jroXXwv 6e ovrmv prjyav Koi d.(rvp.^6v<ii^ eyovraiv irpos dXkrjkovs

OVK drorrov^ rtvds avrSiv jmeraxeiptfeorOat ij Xdyoi? ^ Sdpots xal
^dXicrra tov? eyyvrepta rStv ^e0opC<av koL rots oXXots €ir4pxe<r9a.i,
iva pri irpby vdvrag cxOpa evaotv ^ povapxiav jtomjot? (‘. . .it
will be well by means of conversations or gifts to win some of
them, and especially those nearer the frontiers, to our side, and
then fall upon the rest, so that a common hatred may not
bring about a union or a monarchical government’)*

(d) Pseudo-Csesarius of Nazianzus, in his theological tractate
dating from the beginning of the 6th cent. a.d. (PG xxxviii.
986, dialogue 110, quoted in Aphiv fiir Slav. Philologie, xxxi.
[1909] 579) : SxXavT^vol^ . . virdpxovcriv abSaSeig, avTovopoi,
ajr»rye/*6vevTOi,crwexwff watpoui^e?, avveaOtofievot rj (rvvoSevovre^,
Tov a-6SiV Yiyepova. kcu apxovra.

(e)Constantinus Porphyrogenetus, deA^inistrandoImperio,
ed. Bonn, 1840, p. 128 : apxovras Be, ws t^axri, ra-vra ra edviq p.ri

€xet rrk^v ^ovndvovs [zupan

;

see below] yepovras, kouBSds xal at
koiirm SxXajSmM eyovan rovrov.

if) Thietmar of Merseburg, vi. 18 (MGH, * Script.’ iii. [1839]
812), writing of the Wilzi :

‘ his autem omnibus qui communiter
Liuticivocanturdominusspecialiternonpresidetullus

; unanimi
consilio ad placitum suimet necessaria discucientes, in rebus
efficiendis onmes concordant. Si quis vero ex comprovincialibus
in placito^ contradicit, fustibus verberatur, et si forinsecus
palam resistit, aut omnia incendio et contanua depredations
perdit, aut in eorum presencia pro qualitate sua pecuniae per-
solvit quantitatem debitae.’

(g) The Chronicle of Boguchwal, ch. i, (A. Bielowski, Monu-
mentaPolonicehistorioa, Lemberg, 1864-72, ii. 473

;
quoted byH,

8chreuer, Untersuchaingenzur Verfasmngsgeschichte der bohm-
uchen Sagemeit, Leipzig, 1902, p. 73, note 24): ‘Lechitae,
qui nullum regem seu principem inter se, tanquam fratres eu
ab uno patre ortum habentes, habere consueverant, sed tantum
duodecim discretiores et locupletiores ex se eligebant, qui

quaestiones inter se emergentes difiiniebant et rem publicam
gubernabant, nulla tributa seu invita servitia ab aliquo exi-
gentes. Gallorum impetum formidantes quendam virum stren-
uissimum nomine Orak, cuius mansio protunc circa fluvium
Wislam fuerat, sorte sibi divinitus inter fratres suos Lechitaa
tributa, in eorum capitaneum seu ducem exercitus, ut verius
dicam, nam iuxta Polonicam interpretationem dux exercitus
woyewoda appellatur, unanimiter elegerunt. Iste Orak, qui
latine Corvus dicitur, victor effectus, per Lechitas est in regem
assumptus.’

(h) Adam of Bremen, iv. 18 : ‘[the Prussians] nullum inter se
dominum pati volunt.’

(i) Alfred the Great’s tr. of Orosius (see F. Kluge, Angelsdch-
sisches Lesebuch^, Halle, 1902, p. 36) : ‘ past Eastland [i.e. the
Prussian country] is swy|ye mycel, and peer bit? swy^e manig
burh, and on selcere byrig bl?5 cyningc. And pser bify swyl^e
mycel hunig and fiscna^

;
and se cyning and p4 ricostan men

drinca® myran meolc (mare’s milk), and pi unspidigan and
pi pfiowan drincaS medo.*

(/) Peter of Dusburg, Chronica, iii. 228 :
‘ De latrunculis, qui

LXX regulos terre Lethowie occiderunt.’

(A) Privilegium of the city of Bartenstein, in 0. Hartknoch,
Be republica veterum Borussorum (quoted by 0. Hein, *Alt-

preussische Wirtschaftsgeschichte bis zur Ordenszeit,* in ZB
xxii. [1890] 162) :

‘ reges, nobiles et communis populus.’

(l) Scriptores rerum Livonicarum, Riga, 1846-53, i. 687.

Here we read that, in a general rising of the Samlanders for

the purpose of demolishing the Memel fortress, there ivas, first

of all, an assembly of the * wisest ’ by themselves, whose de-

cision was then to be submitted to the public assembly.
(m) The Olivaer Chronicle [Scriptores rer. Pruss., Leipzig,

1861-74, i. 680 ;
quoted in 0. Hein, op. cit. p. 166) :

‘ Illo in tem-
pore erat in Warmia nnageneratio [‘ clan,’ ‘ tribe ’] valde potens,
quae dicebatur Bogatini, qui simul congregati aedificaverunt

Schrando.’
(n) The Arabian traveller,Ibn Rustah, writing of the ‘Russians’

(as regards whom, however, we do not know whether in the
writer’s day [10th cent.] they were Slavs or Scandinavian
Varangians;, says :

‘When any of the Russians has a matter
against another, he takes him to law before the Czar. Here
they argue their case with each other ; and when the Czar
gives his judgment, what he commands is done. But if both
parties are dissatisfied with the Czar’s judgment, the final

arbitrament must, by order of the Czar, be left to the sword ’

(quoted by L. E. Goetz, Das russische Recht, Stuttgart, 1910,

2. General development amon^ the Litu-Slavs.

—While these fragments of what is at best a very
meagre literary tradition show considerable differ-

ences in date and place of origin, we shall never-

theless not err very ^’eatly in drawing from them
the following general impression of the early con-

ditions of government in Litu-Slavic Europe. We
must necessarily take as our starting-point the

family union [a, g, m), which formed a local com-
munity, and was governed by one [a) or more [g) of

its members. The verb used of this type of rule is

Old Slav, vlasti (cf. Lith. waldyti, Gotn. waldan).

The rulers themselves are referred to by writers

using Greek and Latin as (c) and reguli O’),

and in A.S. as ‘kings’ [i) ; and within a particular

province or district they might be very numerous
(e.y., in Lithuania, seventy; cf. j). In their own
language they are called simply staroste (Czech

coz mi starosta dd; cf. Schreuer, op. cit. p. 59,

line 49), i.e. yipovres (e), ‘ elders,’ and this term is

found also in the Prussian district (cf. Hein, op.

cit. p. 162). Another designation in current use

zupan, homzupa, ‘county,’ ‘district’(foi;7rdj'ous

;

cf. e), as regards which we cannot say whether it

is a native Slavic word cognate with Skr. gdpd,

‘oxherd’ (lit. ‘cattle reservation’), or a loan-word
from the Turco-Tatar family of languages (cf.

Archiv fur slav. Philologie, xxxi. [1909] 587, note

3). Besides the prjyes, r&guli, ‘ kings ’ of the

Prussian region, who are said to have lived in

strongholds and drunk mare’s milk—^the ordinary

man having to he content with mead (i)—we hear

also of a kind of aristocracy, viz. ‘ discretiores et

locupletiores’ [g), A.S. ‘ricostan men’ [i), nohiles

(&}, the ‘wisest’ (1), who take the place of the

‘longs’ and are sometimes hardly to be distin-

guished from them. In times of danger, again,

these men of rank choose from among themselves

a voyevoda [g), ‘duke.’ This term, which means
literally ‘army-leader’ (cf. 0. Russ, voy, ‘army,’

voditi, ‘ to lead,* and is already found in the Greek
of Constantinus Porphyrogenetus as ^oe^ddos, can be
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traced in the Old Polish and South Slavic dialects

(see below), and may, therefore, be safely regarded
as a primitive Slavic word. When such a voyevoda
had led his forces to victory, he might become a rex

(y). The position of these clans or famil;7 chieftains
—voyevode, reguli, staroste, etc.—in relation to their

people was by no means a secure or permanent
one. If their rule came to be unsatisfactory to
their subjects, they were assassinated at a meal or
on the march {d). In particular, their authority
was everywhere subordinate to that of the tribal

assembly (b, /, 1), the primitive Slavic name for
which probably appears in 0. Russ, vece^ Czech
vesce^ Pol. wiece (? connected with Skr. -yac, Gr.
Fi-jros, ‘ discourse ’) ; for the uniform and charac-
teristic feature that manifests itself amid great
diversity throughout all Eastern Europe is the
democratic type of social order in which, with their
intolerance of rule in the proper sense, the Slavs
and Litu-Prussians lived (5, c, d, f, A). In some
cases the affairs to be resolved u^on by the popular
assembly, where disorder and violence might pre-

vail (/), were decided beforehand by the ‘wisest*

{1). We have very little information as to the
rights and duties of these chiefs. They had no
power to impose ‘ tributa seu invita servitia ’ (g).

The first, in fact, to introduce regular imposts
(obroM) among the Russians was Oleg (879-912),

as we learn from other sources. In time of war,
or, at least, in the more important campaigns, the
command was assigned to the voyevoda, or ‘ duke.*
We learn from Peter of Dusburg that this was
also the practice among the Prussians (cf. Hein,
op. cit. p. 162). The reference to the king among
the Russians, as having a power of arbitration,

perhaps applies to Scandinavians, and not to Slavs

at all \n). Among the latter, in fact, the universal
practice seems to have been the blood-feud in its

most ruthless form (cf. Blood-feud [Slav.], vol. ii.

p, 733 ff. ; also Peter of Dusburg, in Hein, op. cit.

p. 166 :
* nulla compositio potest intervenire, nisi

prius homicida vel propinqui eius occidantur *). One
important duty and prerogative of the clan-chief-

tain, however, was to decide as to the territory

which his people were to occupy—a task which
would frequently fall to him in the numerous
migrations of the age. Such an assignment is

mentioned in the Bohemian legend related by
Cosmas

:

' Senior, quern alii quasi dominum comitabantur, inter cetera
suos sequaces sic affatur, o socii . . . sistite gradum . . . haec
est ilia terra quam saepe me vobis promisisse memini * (i. 2 ; cf.

Schreuer, op. cit. p. 77).

Finally, it should be mentioned that the several

clans or family-unions lived in a state of constant
mutual warfare, that they were all essentially alike

in their social structure, and that they could be
most easily subjugated by the policy expressed in
the maxim ‘ divide et impera* (c).

We have been thus far unable to point to any
fundamental difference between the Slavs and the
Litu-Prussians in regard to their forms of govern-
ment. But there is one remarkable feature, not as
yet satisfactorily explained, peculiar to the Litu-
Prussians, viz. the existence among them of a chief

priest possessing an almost supreme authority. Of
this personage Peter of Dusburg writes

:

‘Fuit autem in medio nationis huius perversae, scilicet in
Nadrowia, locus quidam dictus Romow, trahens nomen suum a
Roma, in quo habitabat quidam dictus Criwe, quern colebant
pro papa, quia sicut dominus papa regit universalem ecclesiam
fidelium, ita ad istius nutum seu mandatum non solum gentes
praedictae sed et Lethowini et aliae nationes Lyvoniae terrae
rejBfebantur. Tantae fuit auctoritatis, quod non solum ipse vel
aliquis de sanguine suo verum etiam nuntius cum baculo suo
vel alio signo noto transiens terminos infidelium praedictorum
a regibtbs et nobilihus et communi populo in magna reverentia
haberetur

' {Script, rer. Pruss. i. 53).

3. Points of resemblance among the Southern
Slavs.—^Apart from this figure among the Litu-
Prussians, the general sketch of the Litu-Slavic

mode of government given above holds good to
a remarkable extent also of the Southern Slavs,
more particularly in Montenegro and Herzegovina,
almost to the present day, as we learn from the
accounts of F. S. Krauss, Sitte und Branch der
Sudslaven, Vienna, 1885, pp. 24 ff., 58 ft*. etc., and
P. A. Rovinsky, ‘ Geographical and ethnographical
Description of Montenegro ’ (Russ.), in Collection of
the Royal Academy of Sciences

^

Ixiii. (1897), esp. p.
158 ff. From the modem system of government
among the Southern Slavs we may, accordingly,
glean a wider and more precise knowledge of the
state of matters among the ancient Slavs and Litu-
Prussians. In Montenegro and Herzegovina like-

wise our starting-point must be the conception of

the tribe or clan {pleme) based upon, or at least re-

garded as based upon, agnatic kinship, such clan
or tribe, again, being subdivided into a number of

brotherhoods (bratstva) and villages {sela). Those
who were chosen by their people to stand at the
head of these plemena are designated in various
ways, e.g. as ‘ chiefs * {glavari)i ‘ elders * {sfarey^ne),

zupanii and, mostcommonly, as ‘ dukes * (voyevocfe)

;

certain other terms applied to them are clearly
borrowed from foreign usage, as, e.g., guvemadur
(Ital. governatore), sirdar (from Perso-Turkish j

Mod. Pers. sarddr, Pahl. sdldr, 0. Pers. *sara-ddra ;

cf. Mod. Pers. sar, Avest. sarah—‘head*), Jcnez (from
Teutonic ; see below), ban {^oedvos in the Greek of
Constantinus Porphyrogenetus, from Turk, bayan,
‘rich*). A number of these titles are applied
specially to the heads of the smaller groups.
The position of these chiefs of the pleme, if we

may take that of the voyevoda as generally repre-

sentative of the others, may be described as follows.

The voyevoda was, above all, the leader of an army,
and would, of course, be chosen for the post as one
who had specially distinguished himself in war.
His appointment was for^ life, although he mi^ht
be deposed if he failed to justify his people’s choice—^if, e.g., he fell short in heroic qualities or judicial

ability. He could bequeath his position to his

sons, though not without the consent of the people,

who might, if they regarded the nominated son
as incapable of leading them, choose instead a
nephew or some other relative ; the right of suc-

cession, in fact, pertained rather to the bratstvo

to which the former voyevoda belonged, or, at least,

the bratstvo retained the privilege as long as it had
power to defend it. From time immemorial certain

eminent families had possessed the right, not
indeed de iure, but de facto, of aj^pointing one of

their own number to the leadership of the pleme.
Among the Southern Slavs, accordingly, thefamilies
of the zupani, bani, and voyevode now r^resent
what we should call the oldest nobility. But the
main consideration in the choice of a leader was
always personal character. The voyevoda was at
first a herdsman like the rest, and it was only
gradually, and mainly as a result of his military
achievements, that he attained the position in

which at length he controlled all the external and
internal affairs of pleme. Various honours were
then accorded to him; in particular, he was as-

signed the place of honour at the top of the table.

The present writer is unable to give any informa-
tion regarding the revenues of the voyevoda (as re-

gards Ihe zupan, cf. Krauss, op. cit. p. 27). It was
only the strongerplemena, however, that had their

own voyevoda

;

the weaker ones put themselves
under the power of the stronger.

The power of the voyevoda was thus in some cases

very great ; nevertheless, the real authority was
in the hands of the people, who exercised it through
their representatives in the public assembly {sbor,

skupStina). Each pleme, accordingly, had certain

favourite places— a shady gi-ove, a full-flowing

spring—at which it held its assembly. The as-
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semblies did not meet regularly, but were convened
only on occasions of importance, as, for the
purpose of electing a voyevoda, of settlmg a long-

standing feud, of adjusting a legal dispute that

threatened the public peace, of conducting negotia-

tions with hostile peoples, etc. The several brat-

stva, villages, and families also held assemblies.

The separate united only in times of great
danger, and, as a rule, like the ancient Slavic

family-societies already considered, lived in a state

of savage warfare with one another.

4. Corresponding general features among the

Teutons.—From the Litu-Slavs we turn to the
Teutons, not so much, however, -with the intention

of giving a detailed and complete account of their

forms of government—this has frequently been done
already (most capably by H. Brunner, Deutsche
Bechtsgeschichte, i.^, Leipzig, 1906, and R. Schrbder,

Lehrhuch der deutschen Eechtsgeschichte^, do. 1907)

—aswith a view to showing, in connexion with what
has been said above, that the same (or at all events

a very similar) mode of government must have once
obtained among the Teutons as among the Slavs,

and that, moreover, in the earliest historic, partly
indeed in pre-historic, times, that mode of govern-
ment had attained to a more advanced constitu-

tional stage under Western, i.e. Celtic, influences.

The most comprehensive political term used by
Caesar and Tacitus in connexion with the Germans
is civitaSi ‘a nationality,’ ‘a State,’ Goth, -piuda,

0. Norse A.S. piod, O.H.G. diota, cognate
with 0. Irish tiHath^ * people,’ Oscan rwfro, ‘ civi-

tasj* Umbr. tota^ ^urhsi^ Lett, tduta^ ‘com-
munity,’ ‘ people,’ 0 . Pruss. tautOi ‘ land,’ originally
* the whole ’ (cf. Lat. totus). The name ^iven by
the Romans to a subdivision of the civitas was
yagus. The meaning of pagus, or at least its

original meaning, as applied by Caesar and Tacitus
to the German institution, may be inferred from
the primary signification of the Teutonic word
which was rendered by the Lat. pagus, viz. Goth.
gawif O.H.G. gewi (Germ, (raw), ‘canton,’ ‘shire.’

The present writer was the first bo suggest the
theory (cf. Beallexikon der indogermanischen
Alterturnskunde, Strassburg, 1901, p. 799)—now
accepted also by F. Kaufiinann {Deutsche Alter

-

tumshunde, Munich, 1913, i. 79; questioned by
Rietschl in J. Hoops, Beallexikon der germanischen
Altertumshunde^ Strassburg, 1911-13, ii. s.v, ‘Gau’)
—that Goth, gawi comes from ^ga-aw-ya-m, that
it is cognate with Gr. 0 1̂7, ‘village,’ {=d}pj),
olfai ( = <pv\aL* KijirpLoi) and thus means ‘ local union
of village septs,’ i.e. of clans united in villages.

These clans are doubtless what Caesar {de Bell.

Gall. vi. 22) speaks of as ‘ gentes cognationesque
hominum qui una coierint,’ and to which their
‘magistratus ac principes quantum et q^uo loco
visum est agri attribuunt’ (on the assignment
of territory W the chieftains of family-societies
see above). They are also to be identified with
the consanguineous communities which in grave
emergencies could send some thousand warriors
into the field ; the pagus, in short, was the ‘ thou-
sand ’ (cf. Eng. ‘ hundred,’ as the division of a shire,
in which, however, the reference is to families,
not soldiers), at the head of which stood the
pusundi-faps. The Teutonic pagi^ which, as we
have seen, were, in the Roman period, subdivisions
of the civitas,

^

must certainly have been relatively
independent in earlier times

; and, indeed, as late
as the war with Arminius, the Cheruscan pagus of
Inguiomer, the uncle of Arminius, was still in a
j^sition to maintain its independence (cf. Brunner,
Deutsche Bechtsgeschichte, i. 115). Thus all our
available data combine to show that the Teutonic
gau—^what the Romans called pagus—corresponds
generally to the pleme, ‘tribe,’ ‘clan,’ which, as
we saw, existed among the Slavs.

Of the development of kingly rule among
Teutons as well as Slavs, accordingly, we are
now in a position to form some such general
impression as follows. Already in the remote
primitive Aryan period, as appears from the
linguistic group Goth, piuda, Irish Hath, Osc.
rwFTo, etc., noted above, certain clans combined
at the call of special circumstances

; and, just as
among the Slavs such combinations were placed
under the leadership of a voyevoda, so among the
Teutons they were directed by an ‘ army-leader ’

(O. Norse hertogi, A.S. heretoga, O.H.G. herizogo)—a fact distinctly attested by early writers
; thus

Caesar writes ;

‘ Cum bellum civitas aut illatum defendit aut infert, magis-
tratus, qui ei bello praesint, ut vitae necisque habeant potes-
tatem, deliguntur. In pace nullus communis est magistratus

;

sed principes regionum atque pagorum inter sues ius dicunt
controversiasque minuunt ’ {de Bell. Gall. vi. 23) ;

and Bede, speaking of the Saxons, says :

‘ Non enim habent regem iidem antiqui Saxones, sed satra-
pas [A.S. aldorman, in Beowulf precisely like the Slav.
starostal plurimos suae genti praepositos, qui ingruente belli
articulo mittunt aequaliter sortes, et quemeunque sors ostend-
erit, hunc tempore belli ducem omnes sequuntur, huic obtemp-
erant

;
peracto autem bello, rursum aequalis potentiae omnes

fiunt satrapae ’ {HE v. 10).

But, while among the Slavs such combinations,
formed for a special purpose, soon dissolved again
into their component parts {t\\Q plemena, or clans)
when that purpose had been effected, they must,
among the Germans, have been of a more incor-
porate and more permanent kind

; and, in point of
fact, this important advance towards the forma-
tion of a political State (in place of the primitive
family, or clan-State, which was longest main-
tained among the Slavs) must have been the result
of influences emanating from Western Europe, i.e.

from the Celts, as the primitive Teutonic word
denoting the domain of the piuda (civitas), viz.

Goth, reiki, A.S. rice, O.H.G. rthhi, primitive
Teut. *rtk-yo-m, ‘ realm,’ ‘ kingdom ’ (Germ. Beich),
is on indisputable linguistic grounds (cf. Schrader,
Beallexikon, p. 451) a derivative of the 0. Irish

rige i^rtg-yo-m, *rtg-yo-m), and this, again, is de-
rived from the Celtic term for ‘ king,’ 0. Irish ri,

acc. rig (cf. Orgeto-rix, Dumno-rlx).
As regards the form of government, the civitates,

as they were called by the Romans, fell into two
classes, viz. those which were governed by a
single rex, and those which were governed by a
number of principes from the several pagi. The
Teut. term for the king of a nationality (i.e. rex
dvitatis) appears in the series Goth, piudans, O.N.
pjo^ann, A.S. peoden, all connected with the
piuda discussed above. The chiefs of the several

pagi (‘ clan-rulers,’ or whatever we may call them)
were, no doubt, originally called ‘kings’ (O.N.
konungr, A.S. cyning, O.H.G. chuning). This
word is related to Goth, kuni, ‘kin,’ ‘tribe’; it

means, however, not, as was formerly supposed,
one belonging to a family (i.e. a family of rank),

but rather something like ‘king’s son,’ ‘prince,’

being derived, in fact, by the addition of the
patronymic suffix -inga (cf. Wulfing, Atheling,
etc.), from a simple form *kuni-s, ‘ king,’ which is

found in such compounds as O.H.G. kuni-rtchi,

‘kingdom,’ A.S. cynehelm, ‘ king’s helmet.’ This
*kuni-s, or ^kunyo-s, differs from kuni, ^kunyo-m,
‘tribe,’ O.H.G. chunni, ‘people,’ only as regards
gender, the relation of the two being exactly the
same as between A.S. Uod (masc,), ^princeps,^ and
Uod (fern.), ‘ gens,^ or between Salian Frank, theod,

^dominus,^ and O.H.G. diot, ‘people’ (cf. also

Goth, kindins, ‘ ijyefjidv,^ connected etymologically
with Lat. gens, gentis). The *kunyo-s, one might
say, was the *kunyo-m personified, and thus, since

kuni, being etymologically identical with Gr.

yhos, Lat. genus, denotes a tribe formed,^ or re-

garded as formed, upon a basis of kinship, the
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philological evidence, too, brings us to the result
that t\iQ pagus (the Goth, gawi; cf. the ‘gentes
cognationesque hominum’ of Caesar), which was
governed by the chuning [princeps), must have
been a group closely resembling in structure the
Slavic plenie. Now the more frequently the
chttninga {principespagorum), by first gaining the
leadership in war (the hertog- or voyevoda-^hxg),
raised himself to the position of the king of a
nationality, the more generally would the term
chuning come to bear the fuller signification of the
latter, so that at length the distinction between
y>iudans and chuning became quite indefinite—the
more so, indeed, as the constitutional position of
the reges \cwitatu7n\ and the prindpes [^pagorum\
among the Teutons was in principle the same as,

and in its main features virtually identical with,
what it was among the Slavs and Litu-Prussians.
As among the latter peoples, so among the Teutons,
the reges and prindpes were elected by the
people :

‘ reges ex nobilitate . . . sumunt*(Tac. Germ, vii.); ‘eliguntur
in isdem conciliis et principes ’ {ih. xii.).

Among the Teutons likewise the kingship was to
some extent hereditary—in so far, namely, as in the
several States there were regice stirpes,%.e. power-
ful families of rank, or, as it might be put with
reference to the Slavs, powerful hratstva, who were
able to procure the election of one of themselves
[e.g., the son or other relative of the previous rex
or princeps). As among the Slavs, moreover, the
tribe, to 'whom the king or prince owed his election,

might also depose, expel, or kill him

—

e.g., when
under his rule it sufiered a failure of crops or a
disaster in war, or found him acting contrary to
its will

:

‘Apud hos [Burgundies] . . - rex appellatur Hendinos [i.e.

“the first,” connected with Irish cit, “primus,” 0. Gaul.
Ointugnitus; cf. O.H.G. furisto, “prince,” lit. “the first”],

et ritu veteri potestate deposita removetur, si sub eo fortuna
titubaverit belli vel segetum copiam negaverit terra’ (Amm.
Marc, xxviii. v. 14).

Among the Germans, as among the Litu-Slavs, the
rex or princeps had a very limited power in re-

lation to his people

:

‘Necregibus infinita aut libera potestas’ (Tac. Germ, vii.);

they were obeyed ‘non precario iure parendi’ (ib. xliv.);
‘ "Verrito et Malorige, qui nationem earn [Frisiorum] regebant,
in quantum German! regnantur ’ {Ann. xiii. 54).

In the royal as in the princely states of both races
under discussion, the real power was in the hands
of the people, and its organ was the public as-

sembly (Goth, mapl, O.N. mdl, A.S. mo^el,
O.H.G. mahal), in which the rex or the princeps,
or whoever else happened to speak, effected his
will, not by the influence of his position, but by
the personal prestige which he enjoyed

:

‘ Mox rex vel princeps, prout aetas cuiqiie, prout nobilitas,

prout decus bellorum, prout facundia est, audiuntur auctori-
tate suadendi m^s quam iubendi potestate ’ (Tac. Germ. xi.).

Finally, the Teutons seem to have resembled the
Slavs in providing no fixed revenues for their
reges or prindpes ; as regards the Germans, at all

events, we have the express statement of Tacitus

:

‘ Mos est civitatibus ultro ac viritim conferre principibus vel
annentorum vel frugum

:
quod pro honore acceptum etiam

necessitatibus subvenit ’ {ib. xv.).

5. Features peculiar to the Teutons.—There
were several points of difierence between the
Teutons and the Slavs with regard to the position
of their rulers. Among the Teutons a very promi-
nent part of the duties that fell to the king or
prince was his share in the administration of the
law. So far as the rex is concerned, this may be
inferred from the fact that he could claim a por-
tion of the compensation paid by an ofiender
(cf. Tac. Germ, xii., ‘pars multae regi’)- Of the
prindpes Csesar writes

:

* Principes re^onum atque pagorum inter sues ius dicunt con-
troversiasque mxnuunt ’ (vi. 23)

;

and Tacitus says

:

‘ Eliguntur in isdem conciliis et principes, qui iura per pagos
vicosque reddunt ’ {Germ. xii.).

and Litu-Siavic)

With this may be compared what was said regard-
ing the Slavs with reference to the extract (n)

(p. 728^), though itwas there observed that what the
Arabian writer says of the function of arbitration
that belonged to the king (Czar) may not refer to
real Slavs at all. It is true that, according to the
Chronicle of the year 862, the Slavs, in appealing
to the Varangians, use the words :

‘ Permit us to
seek a prince who will rule over us and judge
according to law ’ {sudilU po pravu) ; but in the
first redaction of the Kussian Pravda (i. 19) it is

still a communal court of twelve members {stard,
‘elders’) that decides legal cases (on these ques-
tions cf. L. K. Goetz, op. dt. i. passim).
Another feature characteristic of the Teutonic

kingship, even in primitive times, was its relation
to the gods, w^hich is clearly brought out by
Tacitus in his description of the German practice
of di'vination

:

‘Proprium gentis equorum quoque praesagia ac monitus
experiri

:
publics aluntur isdem nemoribus ac lucis, candidi

et nullo mortal! opere contacti
:
quos presses sacro curru

sacerdos ac rex vel princeps [N.B. a single prince] civitatis
comitantur hinnitusque ac fremitus observant * {Germ. x.).

Here, again, the present writer is unable to
adduce any clear analogy from the Litu-Slavic
world.
Thus, on the whole, we may say that alike on

Teutonic and on Slavic soil the position of the
king or prince was in a political sense a distinctly
weak one, and it is only among the Northern and
Eastern Teutons that Tacitus finds a more
vigorous grasp of royal power ;

‘ Trans Lygios Gothones regnantur paulo iam adductius quam
ceterae Germanorum gentes ;

nondum tamen supra libertatem.
Protinus deinde ab Oceano Eugii et Lemovii; omniumque
harum gentium insigne . . . erga reges obsequium* {Germ.
xliii.). ‘ Suionum [Swedes] bine civitates ... est japud illos

et opibus hones ; eoque unus imperitat . . .* {ib. xliv.).

It is perhaps no mere coincidence that the Celtic
term for ‘ king ’ survived only in the Eastern
Teutonic dialect (Goth. reiTcs, from Irish ri^"]),

while other derivatives from ri[g'\ denoting ‘ king-
dom’ (Goth, reiki) and ‘powerful’ {reikeis) are
found in all branches of the Teutonic family of

languages.
6. General features of the Teutonic develop-

ment.—We are now in a position to summarize
the development of kingly rule among the Teutons.
Our first datum here, as among Slavs, Lithuanians,
and Prussians, is the existence of agnatic family-
groups, which survive in the pagi of the Roman
writers (Teut. * ga-aw-ya-m, ‘village community
of blood-relations,’ Goth. gawi\ and * kunyo-m,
‘family,’ ‘clan,’ Goth. kuni). At the head of

such a group stood the clan-chieftain, the *kunyo-s
(O.H.G. chuning \ cf. kuni-richi above), but the
actual seat of communal authority was the public
assembly {*maylam, Goth, ma-pl). From the
earliest times these family-groups had combined
'with one another for common action under a
chosen leader {*haritugin, O.H.G. herizogo), so
forming groups (* yeu'6d, Goth, y^iuda), which, once
their object had been attained, were as a rule
soon broken up into their component parts. Such
temporary combinations, however, tended more
and more to follow the Celtic model and to be-
come permanent, even in times of peace, and at
length resulted in the political structure which
Roman writers call a civitas. The domain of a
dvitas, again, was designated * rik-yo-m (Goth.
reiki), a Celtic loan-word, while the title of its

chief might either be the Celtic term * rtks (Goth.
reiks), or the Teut. *yeu^ana-s (Goth, yiudans), or,

again, ^kunyo-s (O.H.G. chuning), the name ap-
plied originally to the head of the family -group.
Frequently, however, the civitas itself had a
plurality of heads ; but, whether it had one or
more, the real power was vested in the public
assembly, and the government was, at least
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originally, of an essentially democratic form.
Now this Teutonic phase of kingly rule exerted
an influence in very early times upon the East of
Europe—upon Lithuanians, Prussians, and Slavs.

This IS shown in the clearest way by the evidence
of language. From the Teutonic sphere come the
0. Pruss. rlkst ‘kingdom,* rikaut, ‘to rule,* and
rickausnarii ‘ government,* while a term traceable
in all the Slavic tongues—0. Bulg. kttnedzft, Kuss.
knyam>i Czech knez^ Pol. ksiadz, etc.—was bor-

rowed in primitive times from the Teut. * kuningas.
These derivatives seem to indicate that among the
Litu-Slavs likewise royal authority was here and
there being more effectively established, and that
there were movements tending to pass away from
the old family-State. When the Slavic chroniclers
wish to convey the idea of real authority, of actual
government in a political State, as contrasted with
a mere management of affairs in a district, they
have to resort to the borrowed words knyazeni6,
knyazitif in place of the native vlastif vlddeti (see

above, p. 728*^). It was as knyae that the Scandi-
navian Varangians were invited by the Slavs

:

* Our land,* said the latter, *is large, good, and blessed with all

things, but there is no order in it ; come to be knyae amo^ us,
and to rule over us ’ (kUneziti % vladeti nami

; cf. A. A. Sach-
matov. Story of the Invitation of the Varaoigians [Russian], St.

Petersburg, 1904, passim).

It is to be assumed, though we cannot follow up
the subject here, that in an early epoch true
eivitates were formed upon the Teutonic pattern
both in the East and in the West of the Slavic
area—among Eussians, Czechs, and Poles, and
doubtless also in Prussia and Lithuania. Among
the Southern Slavs, however, the primitive family-
State, as was indicated above, survived until the
political reconstructions of the 18th and 19th cen-
turies. It is interesting to note that in the early
Middle Ages the Slavs adopted a new term for
‘king* from the proper name of Charlemagne,
who came into hostile contact with them both
in the East and in the South. This relatively
modem importation appears in 0. Slav, kralz,
Euss. koroli, Czech krdlj etc. Here, accordingly,
we have a phenomenon analogous to what had
taken place about a century earlier among the
Teutons, who adopted the term Kaiser (Goth.
kaisar, A.S. cdsere, O.H.G. keisar) from the name
of the great Csesar, used as a title of the Emperors
of Eome.
Literature.—This is given in the article. There is as yet no

special work in which ancient Teutonic and ancient Slavic
modes of government are considered in their mutual relations.

0. Schrader.
KINGDOM OF GOD.— I. In THE OT.

1. Introduction.— Behind the ideal Kingdom of
God, which appears in the prophets and psalmists,
there had doubtless been, as the author of 1 S 8"^

assumes, the conception that Jahweh was IsraeFs
King. This is found in the ancient song of Balaam
(Nu 3221); it ig per];iapg reflected in the name Mal-
chishua, given to Saul’s third son ; and the manner
in which the term ‘ King * is applied to Jahweh by
the earliest literary prophets {e.g.. Is 6®, Hos 10®)
indicates that it was an old practice. It was not
peculiar to Israel ; the Ammonites, e.y., called
their supreme god Moloch (‘ King *) (1 K ll^). The
Kingship of Jahweh was not thought to be lowered
by the rise of an earthly kingship in Israel ; at least
such a feeling did not long persist. For the worship
of Jahweh was manifestly promoted by the centrali-
zation of the government under the kings, and the
prophets of the 8th and 7th centuries thought of
the government of Israel in the great future as
vested in kings. If, then, there had ever been a
feeling that the adoption of a kingly form of govern-
ment was equal to the rejection of Jahweh’s rule,
as the editor of Judges and Samuel supposed (JgS^®
1 S 8’ 121^), it must soon have been overcome. The

resence of two thrones in Jerusalem, that of
ahweh in the Holy of Holies and that of David

was regarded as normal for Israel. But Jahweh
had not been long enthroned on Zion before the
earthly kingdom was divided, and the period of
decline began which was to end in exile and foreign
domination. It was in this period and against this
dark background that visions of an ideal kingdom
arose in Israel.

2. The data.—Glimpses of the coming Kingdom
of God, more or less vivid and detailed, are found
from Amos onward, in the Psalms also, and to some
extent in the historical writings, even those which
deal with the remote past. Of these data none can
claim to be much older than the age of the first
literary prophets ; some may be younger than the
book of Daniel ; the larger part, however, belongs to
the period between Jeremiah and the Maccabees.
The section of this long period which seems to have
been most fruitful in visions of the ideal Kingdom
is that of the Babylonian Exile, and the most
barren section the first century after the reWilding
of the Temple (516 B.c. ), unless, with some scholars,
we assign the last eleven chapters of Isaiah to the
period of Ezra-Nehemiah. The three events that
occasioned the most clearly defined groups of data
regarding the ideal Kingdom were the approach of
the Assyrian power (722-701 B.C.), the fall of
Jerusalem (586), and, the destruction of the Baby-
lonian kingdom by Cyrus (538). In view of the
first of these events, Amos and Hosea, Isaiah and
Micah, spoke of a great future beyond the ap-
proaching day of evil ; in view of the second,
Jeremiah wrote ; and, in view of the last, a part at
least of Is 40-66 was composed. The Psalms which
contain general features of an ideal future seem to
presuppose such an acquaintance with the nations
and with suffering as came to Israel with the Exile,
and those Psalms that may concern an individual
king of the Davidic line, as 2, 18, 21, 45, 61, 72, 89,
and 110, are most easily understood as written after
the fail of Jerusalem.

3. Jahweh and the ideal Kingdom.—The invari-
able and supreme factor in the great future is

Jahweh. On this all prophetic writings are at
one. Whatever agents assume prominence now
and again, it is always Jahweh who is the efficient

cause of the new and more perfect age. It is

Jahweh who brings back the dispersed of His
people (Am 91"', Hos IP®^*, Is IP^**, Mic2^2, Jer 3^^
Ezk 1117-19 etc.) ; Jahweh who gives material pros-
perity in the land of Israel (Hos 14®, Jer 30^®, Ezk
342®, Is 272-6, Jer SP, Ps 69®®, Is 6612) ; Jahweh who
makes a new people for His new land, washing
away the filth of the daughters of Zion (Is 4^),

making a new covenant withHis people (Jer 31®i-®^),

giving them a new heart (Ezk 362®), and putting His
spirit upon them for ever (Is 5921) ; Jahweh who
judges the nations (Am I2etc.), brings foreigners
to His temple (Is 56^), and sends blessings on all

flesh (Is 2® 55®). The ideal future presents itself as
a time when Jahweh reigns in Zion over His people
(Is 242s, Mic 4*^), and teaches His ways to all nations
(Is 25®). This relation of Jahweh to IsraeFs ideal

future is rooted in Israel’s past. It is not some-
thing quite new, but a glorification of the old. The
Mt. Zion of the ideal future is but the ancient
mount made higher (Is 22), and the new people are
people of a new covenant with Jahweh, more in-

ward than the old (Jer 31®^"®^). Thus at all points
the ideal Kingdom is an idealization of the greatest
facts of Israel’s past.

4. Davidic rule and the ideal Kingdom. —

A

common but not constant feature of Israel’s ideal

future, important but never supreme, is the element
of a Davidic rule. Davidic ‘rule,* or house, we
must say rather than Davidic ‘ king,* because it is

relatively seldom that attention is fixed on a partic-
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ular individual, and even in these exceptional cases

it may be doubted whether the prophetic vision ever
restea on an individual who was thought of as
having no successor. Again, Davidic rule is to be
preferred to the term ‘ Slessiah,’ which, as W. H.
Bennett says {Religion of the Post-Exilic Prophets,
Edinhui'gh, 1907, p. 348), is ‘ inconvenient and mis,

leading.’
Davidic rule, it was said above, is a common but

not a constant feature of Israel’s ideal future. We
find it in Amos (unless 9^^^ be regarded as post-

Exilic), Hosea, Isaiah, and Micah, in Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, Haggai, and Zechariah, perhaps in Ps 2
and Ps 18, but there is only a shadow of it (Is 55^)

in that section of the OT which is so rich in visions

of the future Kingdom (Is 40-66) ; it is not found
in the Minor Prophets (except in those mentioned
above), in Is 24-27, or in Daniel. This element of
Davidic rule, where found, is of very unequal signi-

ficance. Thus, e.g,, in Hosea it is almost lost in

the glory of Jahweh’s presence (3®). In Ezekiel
it is obscured by the ideal temple ; the Davidic
representative is a ‘prince,’ with princely rather
than kingly functions (Ezk 45^ 46^* etc.). In the
Psalter it is represented vaguely at times (Ps 21
and 61 [?]), and again with authority (Ps 110). It
stands out most conspicuously in Is 9®*- and ll^"^®.

This fluctuation in the value ofthe Davidic rulemay
have been due to changes in the political environ-
ment or to individual peculiarities of the various
writers. In the prophetic outlook on an ideal future
the Davidic house, as has been said, is more
commonly mentioned than an individual Davidic
king. In Amos and Hosea it is only the line of
David that comes into view ; in Jeremiah and
Ezekiel an individual is indeed mentioned (Jer
23®^*, Ezk 34^, and possibly a different individual
in Ezk 2127), but their common references are to a
royal house (Jer 33^2, Ezk 372®) ; in the later visions

of the book of Zechariah it is again the Davidic
house that is considered (127* ^ i®* ^2. 131) . in the
Psalms both the house and an individual king
appear (Ps 45, 72, 2, 110) ; in 2 S 7^’^® the divine
promise concerns the royal succession down to the
end ; in Isaiah and Micah, Haggai and Zechariah
(1-8), we confront primarily an individual. In
view of the prevailing prophetic usage, in view also

of the fact that Jeremiah and Ezekiel speak of an
individual king and at the same time of a royal
house that is to exist indefinitely, it seems doubt-
ful whether, in the relatively small number of

passages which contemplate an individual king, we
are to suppose that the author, in any case, thought
that this individual was to be without a successor.

This would amount to attributing everlasting ex-

istence to him, which the texts nowhere seem to
warrant. If claimed for Is 9®** and Ps 110, then
these passages are not to be reconciled with Jere-

miah and Ezekiel, for an individual and a succession
of individuals are different conceptions. But Is 9®^

may be concerned rather with a quality of govern-
ment than with its agents. It is hardly possible to
hold any other view if Isaiah had the young Heze-
kiah in mind as the man through whom Jahweh
was about to introduce a new era for Israel. As to
Ps 110^ more can hardly be said with confidence
than this, that, if there was in the OT the concep-
tion of a Davidic king who should reign for ever,

this word of the Psalm would seem to confirm it.

Alone, it is not sufficient to form a basis for such
a doctrine.

It remains to sketch the character and limits of

the Davidic rule in the ideal future. This rule is

conceived in general as an improved copy of the
historic rule of David. The name ‘David,’ not
* son of David,’ is often given to the ideal ruler, as
though he were thought of much as a re-incama-
tion of the heroic king who was a man after God’s

own heart. Special stress is laid on the ethical
character of the ideal ruler and line, and the picture
m this respect surpasses all that was ever realized
in the founder of the royal house. The spirit of
Jahweh rests upon him (Is 112) . jg beautiful and
glorious (Is 42) ; his righteousness is so perfect that
it is likened to the righteousness of Jahweh (Jer
23®) ; he loves peace, and makes it, not only in
Israel but among the nations (Is 9® 11®"®, Zee 9®^,

Ps 72®’ 7). In the attitude of the ideal house towards
the wicked and the Gentiles the language of physi-
cal force and a tone of severity are employed. Thus
the Davidic ruler slays the wicked with the breath
of his mouth (Is 11^"^®) or with swords and arrows
(Ps 45), and, unless the Gentiles do homage to him,
he will dash them in pieces as a potter’s vessel
(Ps 2). In the time of Isaiah it wasjthought that the
nations would flock to his standard (Is IP^), but in
the time of Ps 110 the outlook on the nations is one
of 3udgment. This function of 3'udging is habitually
attributed to Jahweh, but the execution of 3*udg-
ment is sometimes given to the king {e,g., Ps 2,

45, 110). Thus the king of the ideal future is an
ideal man, and in his rule he is an idealized David.
The picture varies with the times, for it reflects

what the leading spirits of different generations
held most dear in a ruling house. The question of
natural or supernatural cannot be raised in con-
nexion with the king or the royal line of the ideal
future (Is 7^^ 9®, Mic 52, historically interpreted,
do not transcend natural limits).

5. The material side of the ideal Kingdom.

—

The ideal future of Israel is invariably bound up
with the land which Jahweh gave to the fathers.

It is a future on the earth and on the hither side of
the grave. With Amos, the shepherd-prophet, the
material side of the ideal future is naturally set

forth in rural imagery (9^®), which is variously en-
riched by subsequent writers (Is 32^® 29^’^ jer
31^, Ezk 341S-1® 362® 471-12^ Is 3025 518^ ji 318^

Zee 14®). To the material blessings of Israel’s ideal

future Hosea added a covenant of peace between
Jahweh and wild beasts (2^®)—an image elaborated
by Isaiah (11®"®) and the unknown proj)het of the
Exile (Is 652®). Ezekiel puts extermination in
place of the covenant of peace (342®), q, circumstance
illustrative of the freedom with which the prophets
handled the details of the ideal future. With
Isaiah, the city-prophet, a glorified Jerusalem
comes into the foreground of the vision of an ideal

future (4® 30^® 332®). Later prophets dwell on this

feature (Jer 33® Is 62®^- 60^® 662^), The inhabitants
of this ideal city and land are multiplied until the
places are too strait for them (Jer 30^®, Ezk 36^®**

372®, Zee 10^®) ; they blossom as the lily, and cast

forth their roots as Lebanon (Hos 14®*-)
; a little

one becomes a thousand and a small one a strong
nation (Is 6O22) ; no one says, ‘ I am sick,’ and the
days of the life of a man are as the life of

a tree (Is 332^ 6522). Once, indeed, the prophetic
language rises to the assertion that death is

swallowed up for ever (Is 25®), which is probably to
be regarded as affirming no more than is affirmed
in Is 652®, that the child shall die a hundred years
old. Very long life shall be the lot of those who
inherit the ideal Kingdom.

6. The spiritual side of the ideal Kingdom.—In
the prophetic view of the ideal future the spiritual

side, though resting on the real past, departs from
that past more widely than does the material side.

The present paragraph will set forth what is implied
in the statement already made, that the supreme
factor in the ideal Kingdom is Jahweh. In the
first place, the people who are to constitute the
community at the beginning of the ideal future are

a ‘remnant’ (Is 4® and often). They are the good
‘ kernels ’ that Jahweh does not suffer to fall and
be lost (Am 9®), the chosen ones who are left when
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Jahweh makes a ‘full end ’ of judgment in the land

(Is Thus the beginning of society in the
ideal future was thought of somewhat as the new
planting of the race after the Flood. The newstock
is not sinless, but it is purified and ennobled.

Even Jeremiah thinks of men in the ideal future

as needing priestly intervention with offerings and
sacrifices, though the covenant with Jahweh is

then written on the heart (Jer 33^®*“). With
Ezekiel the need of a temple and priesthood is

conspicuous (40-48), though he thought of the
people as having experienced a profound change

(37^'').

Nor did Isaiah, while declaring that every one
who was left in Zion should be called holy (4®),

think of a sinless race of men. Like the post-

Exilic Malachi (3^*^), he thought rather of a people
who were morally and spiritually quickened and
exalted, but yet capable of sin (Is 33'^). The
hopeful prophet of the Exile, though seeing by
faith a city and land in which Jahweh would take
delight (Is 62®), a Zion whose children were all to

be taught of God (54^®), and all righteous (61®),

nevertlieless believed that this new Zion would
have a temple (44®®), and seems to admit the
existence of sin when he says that the ‘sinner’

being a hundred years old shall be accursed (65®®).

Thus, while neither the little company with whom
the ideal future society begins nor their descen-
dants are thought of as sinless, their moral and
spiritual state is indeed exalted. The prophets are
fond of setting this forth in two closely related

terms, that of knowingJahweh and that of intimate
association with Him. The new Israel shall address
Jahweh as IsM, ‘my husband’ (Hos 2^®), and
Jahweh shall rejoice over His people as a bride-

groom over his bride (Is 62®, Zeph 3^^). Much more
frequently the happy state of the redeemed in the
great future is summed upas ‘knowing Jahweh.’
That is the key to Isaiah’s vision of peace (11®),

the fruit of Jeremiah’s new covenant in the heart
(31®^), and it is promised to all the children of the
tempest-tossed Zion (Is 64^®). Of the depth and
vital character of this knowledge we have indica-

tions in Hosea’s sorrow^ful word, ‘My people are
destroyed for lack of knowledge ’ (4®), in Jeremiah’s
connecting it with the new inward covenant (31®®'®^),

as well as in his thought that the shepherds who
shall teach the new Israel will be according to
Jahweh’s heart (3^®), and clearly in the statement
of the Exilic prophet that Jahweh Himself will be
the teacher (Is 54^®). This is a knowledge that
permeates the entire man, the will and the heart
no less than the understanding. In Ezekiel and
certain post-Exilic writings the moral and spiritual
state of restored Israel is conceived less profoundly.
Ezekiel’s New Jerusalem is dominated by ritual.

He speaks indeed of a new heart, but it is to be
manifested in keeping the old statutes and ordi-
nances (36®®*-). In Joel and Zechariah the holiness of
redeemed Israel seems to be thought of as physical
separation from everything that is ceremonially
unclean. No stranger shall passthrough Jerusalem,
no Canaanite come into Jahweh’s temple (J1 3^’,

Zee 14®i).

Such were the prophets’ thoughtsof the individual
member of the ideal Kingdom. Other features of
that Kingdom remain to be mentioned. Judah
and Israel, which had been separated for three
hundred years when Jeremiah wrote, are again to
walk together (Jer 3^®, Ezk 37^®'^’'). Justice and
righteousness are to prevail everywhere, in the
wilderness as well as in the fruitful field (Is 32^®).

Moreover, the new knowledge of Jahweh bears
fruit not only in right relations between man and
man, but also in great joy and abiding peace. The
redeemed shall not sorrow any more /Jer 3P®), but
shall have a wreath of everlasting joy upon their

heads (Is 35^®). Jahweh will create Jerusalem a
rejoicing and her people a joy (Is 65^®). Such
statements, since sin and death are still to exist in
the ideal future, must be understood in a relative
sense; not less so the announcement that a deep,
universal, and abiding peace will characterize the
new Israel (Is 2^ 11® 32^® 54^®, Zee 9^®).

To the spiritual side of the ideal Kingdom
belongs its religious relation to the nations. This
is variously conceived by different prophets. It is

not touched by Amos or Hosea. According to
Is 2®^* all the nations flow unto Jahweh’s house in
Jerusalem, apparently by a spontaneous movement.
Jahweh’s house is exalted so high that they see it

and are attracted. They have confidence that
Jahweh will teach them, and they come with a
purpose to walk in His ways. Since peoples do
not readily change their gods, this conception of
Isaiah that all nations would be drawn to Jahweh’s
house implies that, in his view, the religion of the
new Israel would be far more powerful in the lives

of men than religion had ever been in the past.

There is no suggestion of missionary work on the
art of Israel in the conversion of Egypt (Is 19).

ahweh sends a deliverer to Egypt in a time of
crisis, and in consequence Egypt worships Jahweh.
Not only so, but the prophet appears to teach that
the Assyrians become worshippers of Jahweh
through the influence of Egypt. This outlook of

Isaiah has no parallel for a century and a half, but
in the latter part of the Exile and in the post-

Exilic age we hear again of Israel’s religious

relation to the Gentiles in the ideal future. In
Deutero-Isaiah, exclusive of the Songs of the
Servant, and in Ps 2 and Ps 72, the religious

influence of Israel is associated with the idea of its

political dominion, and owes to this fact a certain

tone of severity (Is 45^^ 60^®). In one of the late

visions attributed to Zechariah (14^®’^®), the rem-
nants of the nations are to go up to worship
Jahweh and to keep the Feast of Tabernacles ; if

they do not, they are to be punished. Far difterent

is the conception of Jahweh’s purpose in Is 25,

which maybe later than the return from Babylon

:

Jahweh is to give a great banquet in Zion to all

nations, and is there to destroy the ‘ veil that is

spread over all nations.’ There is no hint of

political subjection to Israel. The nations come
into the spiritual light and joy which Jahweh gives.

Still more significant is the conception of Israel’s

ideal religious service to the Gentiles^ which is

found in the Songs of the Servant. It is not now
in Zion, but afar, in their respective homes, that

they receive Jahweh’s salvation (Is 49®). It is not

at a banquet given by Jahweh, but through the

efforts of His faithful people, that the nations have
the ‘veil’ removed. It is not here through the

largess of the King that the Gentiles are blessed,

but through the quiet and patient testimony
(Is 42®*-), through the bitter suffering and martyr-

dom, of the Servant (Is 52^® 53^®
; of. 61®). With

this profound view of Israel’s ideal relation to the

spiritual welfare of the Gentiles we may associate

the prayer of the psalmist (67), that God would
bless Israel to the end that His salvation might be

made known to all nations, and also those Psalms

in which the faithful people seem to be Jahweh’s

‘anointed,’ to serve Him among the Gentiles

(Ps 68®®* ®^ ®® 2227f*
; cf. 84®). This view of Israel’s

spiritual relation to the world is the deepest ethical

thought of the OT on the subject.

7. Realization of the ideal Kingdom.—To judge

intelligently of the prophets’ visions, we must, of

course, assume the prophets’ point of ^dew. When
we do this, and look out upon Israel’s ideal future,

we see that what the prophets anticipated did not

come to pass. The great pacific king of Isaiah’s

vision did not come, nor did the event which was
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to have immediately preceded it, that is, the
breaking of Assyria’s power; the mountain of
Jahweh’s house was not exalted above the hills

,

and the nations did not flow unto it ; Egypt was
not brought to Jahweh ; nor did Egypt lead Assyria
to worship the God of Israel. The ideal future of
which Jeremiah spoke did not dawn after seventy
years (29^®), nor <ud the Davidic deliverer of Ezk
2913-21 arise at the close of the forty years’ desolation

and captivity of Egy^t. The hope associated with
the return of the exiles whom Cyrus released (Is

45iff. 00) was not fulfilled ; nor was Zerubbabel
the Davidic king who was to bring in the long-
expected day (Hag 2^3, Zee 6^^ 4^). As with these
hopes vrhich contained an element of time, so with
the others. The vision of Jahweh’s glo^ in restored
Israel and Zion—a city most splendid, a temple
surpassing Solomon’s, and the Shekinah rendering
sun and moon unnecessary—did not find an em-
bodiment when Jahweh brought back the captives

;

nor did the reign of peace among the nations and
peace in Nature begin. The restored people were
not multiplied until they overflowed into Gilead
and Lebanon, the land was not more fertile nor the
hills and mountains more plentifully supplied with
water, life was not prolonged so that a child died
a hundred years old, nor was prosperity secure
from one generation to another. Judah and Israel

were not re-united on the return from Babylon

;

indeed, Israel never returned.

As for the people who came back to Jerusalem,
they were not the men of the ideal future of whom
Jeremiah and Deutero-Isaiah had spoken. They
were doubtless a chosen remnant in respect of their

loyalty to Jahweh and their patriotic devotion to
Zion, but the literature that deals with post-Exilic

history plainly shows that they >vere not a people
in whom Jeremiah’s new covenant was realized,

not a people taught of Jahweh in a uni(iue manner
and established in righteousness. The one con-
spicuous event of the prophetic outlook that was
accomplished was a return from captivity. This
does not appear to have been on a scale commen-
surate with the prophetic expectation, or to have
been carried out with the glory with which it had
been depicted; nevertheless it was an event of

such surpassing importance for the development of

religion in the earth that it justified the promise
of those prophets who had sought to kindle Israel’s

hope and faith by their words of a better future.

Another fact is to be noted in this connexion.
The prophets themselves were well aware that
prophetic expectations had been disappointed, and
yet they did not cease to speak with confidence of

God’s purposes for Zion. In 734 B.C. Isaiah ex-

pected, within a little while, the Davidic prince

who, the Assyrian power having been broken,
would inaugurate the ideal Kingdom ; and then, a
generation later, in 702 B.C., though his earlier

expectation had not been accomplished, he spoke
again, with equal assurance, of the turning back
of the invader and the dawn of a new age (Is 30).

Sennacherib’s army was, indeed, turned back, but
the hoped-for age was not therewith inaugurated.
A century later, in the new crisis that had arisen

with the approach of the Babylonians, the prophet
Jeremiah put the new future, which Isaiah had
looked for in his own day, beyond an exile of long
duration. Deutero-Isaiah foresaw Israel’s return
in connexion with the overthrow of Babylon as an
event of the near future, and associated the ideal

Kingdom with that return ; and, though this hope
was not realized, Zechariah, in those very days, de-

clared that Jahweh had returned to Zion, and that
He would gather His dispersed into the midst of

Jerusalem and would do good to His people (8).

Later, perhaps much later, we hear an unknown
prophet foretelling that after the distress which

was to befall Jerusalem the new age would dawn,
when Jahweh’s name would be one in all the earth
(Zee 14®). Thus the vision of an ideal future w^hich
had arisen with Amos and Hosea did not fade into
the light of common day, though its realization
was again and again vainly though confidently ex-
pected. As time passed it underwent modifica-
tions more or less important ; but the succession
of the prophets, undeterred by its failure to become
embodied on earth, and bating no jot of heart or
hope, looked for its realization in a future not too
remote.
This persistence of hope, taken together with

the fact of a considerable element of change in the
visions of the ideal future, seems to show that the
prophets 'were not greatly concerned with the
particular details of their pictures, but were estab-
lished in certain great principles of Jahweh’s
character and will. Their thoughts of times and
seasons, of agents and methods of fulfilment, of
fit material and political accompaniments of the
coming ideal State, might vary one from another,
and might all be very imperfect or quite 'wrong ;

they still held to an ideal perfecting of Jahweh’s
gracious will in a glorious Kingdom for His chosen
people. Whether the 'vdsion of the prophets in its

essential elements found its fulfilment in Jesus and
His work, or is yet to find it there, is a question
that lies beyond the limits of this article.

II. In the NT.—i, Introductory note.—For the
study of the Kingdom of God in the NT two
points are of fundamental importance

: (1) the use
of the term by Jesus, and (2) the word ‘ Church ’

as used by the early disciples. The present article

is limitea to the former. In determining the con-
tent of the term * Kingdom of God ’ in the thought
of Jesus, the hope of progress lies in a more careful
analysis and venation of the various sources of

His teaching.
The apocalyptic literature, beginning with Dn

71s. 14^ influenced the form rather than the content
of Jesus’ teaching on ‘ the Kingdom of God,’ or, in
particular, on the consummation of that Kingdom.
Even this influence is often exaggerated. The
Logia contain very little that presupposes an
influence of apocalyptic literature (as Mt 19^
2426-28. 87-42)^ ]y[l5; 13 cannot all be ascribed to
Jesus. The thought of the nearness of the King-
dom of God sprang out of Jesus’ consciousness of

God’s presence with Him, and was not at all due
to the apocalypses. Moreover, what is most
characteristic of Jesus, His supreme emphasis on
the ethical-religious life, is hostile to the spirit of

much of the apocalyptic literature, for the authors
of that literature lived in visions of the consum-
mation.

2. The data.—It is significant that the term
‘ Kingdom of God’ (or ‘Elingdom of heaven’)
occurs in the material which is peculiar to
Matthew about three-quarters as many times as
in the Logia, the oldest Gospel, and the matter
peculiar to Luke taken together {Logia eight,

oldest Gospel eleven, matter peculiar to Luke
three, matter peculiar to Matthew seventeen).
We infer that it was a favourite term 'with the
editor of the First Gospel—an inference that re-

ceives support from the fact that he has sometimes
prefixed the term to parables where its use appears
to be extremely vague [e.g., Mt 25^). If, however,
the term was a favourite one with this editor, we
should form our judgment regarding the promi-
nence of the conception in the teaching of Jesus, not
from his usage, but from the Logia and the oldest

Gospel. Having regard to these sources, we must
say that the term does not seem to have been
employed by Jesus with great frequency. The
Logia may count slightly less than 200 verses, and
the 'words of Jesus in the oldest Gospel a few more
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than that, and, as was said above, the former
source contains the term in question but eight
times^ and the latter only eleven. The matter
peculiar to Luke contains approximately 164 verses
which are words of Jesus, and in these the term
* Kingdom of God’ occurs but three times, while in
Matthew’s peculiar material, which contains about
187 verses which are words of Jesus, the term is

found seventeen times. Further, it may be noted
here that no one is reported to have a^ed Jesus
what He meant by ‘ Kingdom of God,’ and that He
never felt called upon to declare in what sense He
used the term. His thought on the subject, like
His thought on Messiahship, was left by Him to be
inferred % those who had seeing eyes and under-
standing hearts. His handful of disciples occupied
Jesus’ thought far more than did the * coming of
the Son of man with the clouds of heaven,’ and the
least detail of their spiritual life was more im-
portant in His sight than all the computations of
the apocalyptists regarding the day and hour of
the * end,’ or how the * end ’ was to be ushered in.

3. Content of the term ‘Kingdom of God’ as
used by Jesus.— (a) Sis agreement with the
Prophets,—The word of the oldest Gospel (Mk 1^®)

that, when Jesus came into Galilee, He preached,
saying, * The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of
God is at hand,’ shows clearly His consciousness
of being in the prophetic line, a continuator of the
prophetic hope of a divine Kingdom. But, when
we hear what He said of the Kingdom at difierent
times, it becomes plain that He was not a con-
tinuator of the prophetic hope in its entirety, and
that His thought moved in line with what the
great prophets had said of the spiritual side of the
ideal Kingdom. JSe said nothing of the restora-
tion of the Davidic throne, and nothing of the
glory and riches of Palestine in the day of fulfil-
ment. The only kingship that He contemplated
was the Kingship of God (Mt 13^ is regarded as
unauthentic). That this rule of God was regarded
by Him as a teaching of the OT appears, e.g,^ in
the manner in which it is introduced into the
model for prayer which He gave His disciples.
They are taught to pray ‘Thy kingdom come’
(Lk 112), and it is taken for granted that they will
andemtand this term. The petition is, indeed, a
petition for the fulfilment of such OT words as
Is 242* and Mic 4^.

(b) Personal elements in Sis usage,—(1) Jesus’
thought of the Kingdom of God is not altogether
identical with the spiritual side of that Kingdom
as seen by the prophets. It is more inward and
personal. Thus we read in the Logia that the
Kingdom of God is like unto leaven (Lk 1321), and
in the oldest Gospel it is compared with the earth
which, once the seed is deposited in it, carries
forward its development until the corn is full
(Mk 42®“22), In both cases the Kingdom is a force
working from within. It is self-propagating in
the parable of the Leaven, and in that of the
Automatic Earth it is a seed that the heart mys-
teriously germinates and matures. These parables
go further than the prophets in their implica-
tion's regarding the nature of man and his relation
to God.

(2) Again, it is peculiar to Jesus, in distinction
from the prophets, that He thought of the King-
dom of God as having a lowly beginning. The

^ most favourable soil for it(Mk 10“).
^
The mustard seed is the fittest symbol

of It, both m smallness and in the size of the plant
which it produces (Mk 480).

^

(3) The usage of Jesus differs from that of the
prophets, further, in that He speaks of a Kingdom
of God as existing on both sides of the grave, orm two spheres, an earthly and a heavenly. No
difference between the earthly and the heavenly

clearly marked in His words
(Mt 6‘o

is probably a Christian expansion of the
last clause of Lk II2). The Logia have one sayino*
possibly two, in which the Kingdom of God is
equivalent toheaven(Mt 8^1=Lk 13^, Lk62®=Mt 58)
and the oldest Gospel has one such saying, possible
more (Mk 9^^

. ^f. 1023-25 1435^^
® ^ ^

.(f)
Finally, the usage of Jesus differs most

widely from that of the prophets in that He
thought of the Kingdom as having actually begun
with Him and^ His disciples. In an important
sense it was still future, but it was also present
This is cleaj-ly implied in a saying of the Logia,
though it does not contain the term in question
Jesus said to His disciples (Lk 1023*-), ‘Blessed are
the eyes which see the things that ye see : for I say
unto you, that many prophets and kings desired to
see the things which ye see, and saw them not

;

and to hear the things which ye hear, and heard
them not.’ This reference to the OT hope deter-
mines the meaning of the words ‘ what ye see ’ and
‘what ye hear ’

; it is the fulfilment of the pro-
phetic vision of a better future. Again, in the
oldest Gospel there are at least two sayings of
Jesus that belong here. He said to His disciples •

‘ Unto you is given the mystery of the Kingdom
of God’ (Mk 4^^). The ‘ mystery’ was something
to be revealed and known, and the disciples were
learning it in that very hour. Secondly, to a
scribe who answered discreetly, Jesus said : ‘ Thou
art not far from the kingdom of God ’ (Mk 128^).
It would seem a necessary inference from this
word that His own disciples were regarded by Him
3»s iw- the Kingdom of God. Quite in accord with
this is the saying preserved in Lk 1720**, ‘The
kingdom of God cometh not with observation;
neither shall the.y say, Lo, here I or, There I for lo,
the kingdom of God is within you.’ The new age
had begun ; therefore that of the Law and the
prophets had come to an end. On the other hand,
it is equally clear in the oldest sources that Jesus
looked for the coming of the Kingdom of God in
some future day. He taught His disciples to pray
for it (Lk 112), and He assured them that it would
come mth power within a generation (Mk 9^). The
reconciliation of these apparently discrepant views
lies in the nature of the Kingdom of God as Jesus
conceived of it. Neither view can be ignored by the
historical student. Both are contained in the con-
ception of the Kingdom as a seed that develops and
matures for the time of harvest (see, further, art.
Jesus Cheist, iii. B.-C. 2, above, pp. 610-513).
Litbr^urb.—A. Robertson, Regnum Dei, London, 1901,

H. B. Sharman, The Teaching of Jems about the Future,
^icago and London, 1909 ; E. F. Scott, The Kingdom and the
Messiah, Edinburgh, 1911 ; J. Moffatt, The Theology of the
Gospels, London, 1912, pp. 41-84

; P. Feine, Theologie des NT,
Leiprfff, 1910, pp. 91-119

; P. Volz, Judische Eschatologie von
Daniel bis Akiba, Tubingen, 1903 ; E. von Dobschutz, The
Eschatology of the Gospels, London, 1910 ; H. Vreinel, Biblisohe
Theologie des NT, Tubingen, 1911. G. H. GILBERT.

KING’S EVIL.—This is the name given to
scrofula, a disease which was supposed to oe cured
by the touch of the king of En^and. The same
belief was held regarding the king of France. The
Lat. regius morbus originally denoted jaundice,
but, with conincsevel (Mid. Dutch) and le mal le roy
(Old Fr.), was applied to scrofulous affections, and
especial^ glandular swellings of the neck and face
(see OEIj, s,v,). Doubtless other ailments were at
times popularly included in the phrase ‘ the Evil ’

or ‘the King’s Evil.’ There was a belief that the
seventh son could cure the malady (H. Ciooke,
Body of Man, London, 1615, p. 340). This is some-
times extended to the seventh son of a seventh son,
and even to the ninth son of a ninth son. This
belief also was common to Eimland and France.
The method was by stroking. Fantastic medicines
were prescribed for the curing of the Evil, such
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as goose dung, viper’s flesh, and lion’s blood
(GuIielniTis vanden Bossche, Eistoria Medica,
Brussels, 1639, Index, s,v. ‘Scrophulis remedia’).

Edward the Confessor is said to have been the
first to cure by touch those suffering from ulcers.

William of Malmesbury states that some of these
miracles happened in Normandy before he came to

the throne {Gesta Begum, London, 1840, ii. 222).

It is, however, remarkable that Caxton’s Golden
Legend—-z. 15th cent, unhistorical view of the
canonized king—^whilst presenting an idyllic picture

of England in his day and recording several of his

miracles, does not mention any by touch. Shake-
speare {Macbeth, rv. iii. 146) expresses the view
01 a later age when he makes Malcolm say

;

* TKa call'd the evil

:

A most miraculous work in this good king

;

Which often, since my here-remain in England,
I have seen him do. How he solicits heaven,
Himself best knows : but strangely-visited people.

All swoha and ulcerous, pitiful to the eye.

The mere despair of surgery,the cures

;

Hanging a golden stamp about their necks,

Put on with holy prayers ; and 'tis spoken.

To the succeeding royalty he leaves

The healing benediction.’

The touch is not mentioned among the reasons

for Edward’s canonization in the bull of Alex-

ander III. About 1180 Peter of Blois {Ep. 150 \PL
ccvii. 440]) mentions this kingly power as well

known. There is no evidence of the rite under
the Norman monarchs, but it appears to have
been fairly continuous from Henry II. to Queen
Anne.
There is a curious passage in Sir John Fortescue's tract on

the title of the House of York that is not mentioned in the

recantation which he was forced to make in 1471 as a condition of

his restoration. Arguing that a queen remant is not allowed

by the Constitution, he says: ‘And sithen the Kinges of

England ben enoynted in theyre hands, and by vertue and
meane thereof God commonlie healeth sioknes, by putting to

and touching the maladie, by thenontinge hands; and also

gould and silver handled by them, and so offered on Good
Friday have ben the meane and cause of great cures, as it is

knowne, and therefore such gold and silver is desired in aU the

worlA WTWch good things must needs cease for all the time

that a woman were so Queene of that land because that a woman
may not be enoynted in her hands’ (first printed in T. F.

Clermont, Li^e, W(yrks, and Family History of Sir John
Fortescue, London, 1869, i. 498). In the corresponding Latin of

the Defensio Juris JDomus La/ncastricB the name of the malady
is given

—

regius morbus (ib. p, 608). Fortescue’s doctrine was
not accepted either as to the throne or as to the power of healing.

Edward l. gave money as alms, but Henry VIL

was the first to bestow the small gold medal,

which Shakespeare assigns to the generosity of the

Confessor. There are cases in which it was alleged

that the Evil had been cured by wearing the

touch-piece originally given to anotner sufierer.

The healings were performed mostly in London
(by Charles II. at the Banqueting Hall, Whitehall),

but tlxe ceremony was possible wherever the Court

might be ; and Langley, Newmarket, Chester,

Bath, Salisbury, and Oxford are known to have

witnessed such functions. Easter, Whitsuntide,

and Michaelmas were the usual seasons, and the

hot weather was avoided.

The first separate treatise on the King’s Evil

is Charisma (London, 1597), by William Tooker,

who declares that Queen Elizabeth cured many
thousands. In 1602 William Clowes, a famous

surgeon of his day, publishedA rightfrutefull and
profitable treatise for the artificial cure of the

malady called in Latin Struma, and in English

the Emil cured by hinges and queenes of England.

He professed firm belief in the healing power.

Thomas Fuller, who when young had seen James I.

touch in Salisbury Cathedral, also professes un-

wavering faith.

*If any doubt of the truth thereof, they may be remitted to

their own eyes for further confirmation.* He further asks

;

* Shall we be so narrow-hearted as not to conceive it possible

that Christian men, the noblest of corporeal creatur^, kings,

the most eminent of all Christian men, kings of Britain, the

first-fruits of all Christian kings; should receive the peculiar
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privilege and sanative power, whereof daily instances are pre-
sented unto us?’ {Church History, ed. J. S. Brewer, Oxford,
1845, i. 387-390).

As the finances of Charles I. contracted, he sub-
stituted silver for gold in the touch-pieces, and
many received only the imposition of the royal
hands. The monarch regarding whose healings we
have the fullest information was Charles II., who
touched 90,798 persons. Evelyn, in his Diary, ed.
W. Bray, London, 1890 (6th July 1660), mves a
detailed account of one, and also notes that on
28th March 1684 there was so great a concourse of

people, with their children, that six or seven were
killed in the crush at the office where the tickets
had to be obtained. Each applicant had to bring
a certificate from the clergyman of his parish, and
signatures of the churchwardens also were required
by a proclamation issued in 1683. The parishes
were expected to keep a register of the certificates

they issued. At the public healings the king sat
in his chair uncovered and surrounded by members
of his court. One of the chaplains read the Gospel
from Mk 16, and at the latter part of v.^, ‘ they
shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover,’

the chief surgeon brought up the sick persons in

order. The words from v.^® were repeated for

each person. The king stroked the face or neck,
where the disease was evident, with both hands,
and a second surgeon then took charge of the
patient. The reading from Mark was finished after

all the patients had been touched; and a second
Gospel from the first chapter of John was com-
menced. At V.® the surgeons presented each
patient a second time. The Clerk of the Closet,

kneeling, presented to the king the gold medal on
a white silk ribbon, which he then placed round
the neck of the patient as the chaplain read v.®

;

the Gospel was continued to v.^^, and followed by
prayers. At the close the Lord Chamberlain and
two other noblemen brought linen, basin, and ewer
for the king to wash his hands, and with this the
ceremony ended. Such was the procedure under
Charles II. The office for the healing appears to
have been drawn up in the time of Heniy Vli. in

Latin, and was in part a modification of tne bless-

ing for sore eyes, and the exorcism against evil

spirits. This was sometimes modified. Elizabeth
used the sign of the cross, which was omitted by
her successors, but restored by James li., by whose
authority the office was printed in English m 1686.

It was reprinted along with the Officefor consecrat-

ing cramp rings from a MS belonging to Dr. A. C.

Ducarel, by F. G. Waldron {Literary Miscellan/y,

1789). The final modification was in the reign

of Queen Anne, and was included in the Prayer
Book, incorporating that of 1724, although George I.

never performed the ceremony—a fact duly noted
by his disaffected Jacobite subjects. The forms
used by James n. and Queen Anne are^ven in the

third and fourth editions of Hamon L’Estrange’s

Alliances ofDivine Offices (1699, 1846). Occasionally

there were private healings, when the ceremonial
was less elaborate.

Patients were occasionally sent from various

parts of the country at the partial cost of the
places to which they belonged. In 1682 the
Corporation of Preston paid 10s. for a bricklayer’s

son to go to London ‘ in order to the procuring of

His Majesty’s touch.’ In 1687 5s. each was paid

for two girls to be sent to Chester, where James li.

then was (J. Harland and T. T. Wilkinson, Lanca-
shire Folklore, London, 1867, p. 77). Similar pay-

ments from Ecclesfield, York, and Kirkham have
been printed (W. Andrews, The Doctor, London,
1895, p. 19 ; H. Fishwick, History of the Parish of
Kirhnam, London, 1874, pp. 98, 106).

The Stuart pretenders as well as the Stuart kings

claimed the healing power, and one of the charges
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in the trial of the Duke of Monmouth was that
he had touched children for the Evil. The last re-

corded instance of the rite occurred in the Jacobite
rising of 1745, when Prince Charles Edward
touched a scrofulous child at Holyrood Palace.
‘Touch-pieces’ were struck for Janies III. and
Henry IX., i.e. the Old Pretender and Cardinal
York. Thomas Carte, in the first volume of his

History ofEngland (London, 1747), in arguing that
the healing power of the kings was not due to
anointing, recited the case of Christopher Lovel,
who went abroad to be touched by ‘the eldest
lineal descendant of a race of kings’ who had not
been crowned or anointed. This obvious reference
to the Old Pretender led to a controversy, and
the Corporation of London withdrew their sub-
scription from the History (see J. Nichols, Literary
Anecdotes of the 18th Century^ London, 1812-15,
ii. 495, where many details are given).

The power of healing the King’s Evil was also
claimed by the kings of France, and was said to
have been given to Clovis at his anointment.
Another account states that Philip I. was the
first to touch, and that he was deprived of the
power on account of his dissolute life. The ritual
was settled by St. Louis, After coronation at
Rheims, the king went on a pilgrimage to the shrine
of St. Marcoul, who died in 658, and who was so
successful in curing scrofula that it was called St.

Marcoul’s Evil after him. The sick were ranged
m the church, or, when the number was too large,
in the cloisters or in the park, where they were
touched by the king and received a gift from
the Grand Almoner. Healings are recorded by
Charles VII. (1422), Louis xi. (1461), and Charles
viii. (1483). Cardinal Wolsey was present in 1527
when Francis i. touched 200 people. When Henry
IV. was crowned at Chartres in 1594, as many as
1500 were present at a healing. His physician
Laurentius asserts that 60 per cent were cured
within a few days after being touched. Peter
Lowe {Discourse of the Whole Art of Chyrurgerie^t
London, 1612) mentions the touch as used in France

:

* The diseased first is viewed by the Ohyrurgions, who Andes
it to be the Idmells or King’s Evil, then the diseased is set on
his knees, and presented to the Idng, who maketh a crosse on
bis forehead with his hand, saying : IJe roy te toucfie, Dieu te
guerrie, which is to say, the King doth touch thee, God make
thee whole* (J, Finlaj'son, Account of the Life and Works of
Maister Peter Lowe^ 1889, p. 8).

Louis XIV. is said to have touched 2600 persons
two days after his coronation, and 1600 on the
Easter Sunday of 1686. Every French patient
received 15 sous, every foreigner 30 sous. When
Louis XV. was crowned, the shrine of St. Marcoul
was brought to Rheims, and over 2000 persons
were touched. The custom continued until 1776,
and the authorized programme of the coronation
of Charles x. included the healing ceremonial.

j

R. J, Dunglison {History of Medicine, Phila-

1

delphia, 1872, p. 209) asserts that the healing touch
was not restricted to the kings of England and
France ;

‘ it appears to have been not unfrequently
employed in Scandinavia.’ He conjectures that it
arose from Druidic practices—a theory for which
there appears to be no evidence. The kings of
Hungary were credited with the power of curing
jaundice, to which the name of morbus regius was
formerly also applied. The Salutators in Spain
and the Netherlands claimed to cure sores by the
touch, white linen, and prayers ; but their efforts
w-ere prohibited. Yalentine Greatrakes, an Irish
gentleman, in 1662 conceived the idea that he
could cure the King’s Evil, and from that time until
1666 ‘ stroked ’ a great number of people for scrofula,
ague, rheumatism, and other diseases, with varying
success. He accoinpanied his operations by prayen
It may be noticed that in all these cures,

whether by kings, seventh sons, or healers, the

common feature is that of stroking with the hands.
That many patients were apparently benefited by
the touch need not be doubted. The change of air
involved in a journey to the Royal Court, religious
solemnity, the expectant attention, even the belief
in the touch-piece as an amulet, would all tend to
help the natural curative process. The history of
the royal healing suggests that it is a fragmentary
survival from a time when priesthood and kingship
sometimes centred in the same person, and when,
as disease was regarded mainly as demonic posses-
sion and medicine as exorcism and magic, the
priest had often to exercise the function of the
physician. It is noteworthy that in England the
healings were most numerous in the reign of
Charles li., when the ‘patriarchal theory’ of the
origin of monarchy was held by the Royalists in
an extreme form. But the materials at command
are scarcely sufficient to warrant any broad
generalization.

Litbraturr.—

M

ost of the historical references are given
in an art. ‘On the Cure of Scrofulous Diseases attributed to
the Royal Touch ’ by Edward Law Hussey, Archoeol, Journal,
X. [1863] 187 flF. (with engravings of touch-pieces). See, further,
William Tooker, Chansma, London, 1697 ; William Clowes,
Treatise on Struma, do. 1602; John Browne, Charisma
JBasilicon, do. 1684 ;

William Becket, Inquiry into Antiquity
and ISMcaey of Touching for the King's Kvil, do. 1722 ; Jfohn
Douglas, Criterion, do. 1754; Thomas Joseph Pettigrew,
Superstitions connected with Medicine and Surgery, do. 1844
(with engravings of touch-pieces) ; Cirimonies et prUres du
sacre des rois de France, Paris, 1826 ; Hamon L’Estrange,
Alliances of Divine Ojffices{Oxiord ed., 1846) ; N. Menin, Traite
hist, et chronolog. du sacre et couronnement des rois et des reines
de France^ Paris, 1723 ; William Andrews, The Doctor in
History, Literature, and Folklore, London, 1896

; J. G. Frazer,
Hist, of the Kingship, do. 1906, p. 126 f., and The Magic Art,
do. 1911, i. 868-371. WILLIAM E. A. AXON.

IfISMET,—l^ismet is an Arabic word, meaning
‘lot,’ ‘distribution,’ ‘fate.’ It is not found in
the Qur’an in this philosophical sense, the idea
of fate being there expressed by comparison with
a bird : ‘ Every man’s augury (lit. bird) have we
fastened on his neck ’ (xvii. 14) ;

‘ your augury
(bird) is in God’s hands’ (xxvii. 48). Zamakh-
shari inteiyrets thus :

‘ The source of good and
evil is in God ; and this is your destiny {kadar)
or your fate (kismet). If God wishes. He gives
you; if He wishes. He denies you.’ In Qur’an
xxxvi. 18 -we read: ‘Your augury (bird) is with
you,’ i.e. ‘Your evil destiny accompanies you.’

The origin of this comparison is unknown.
The idea expressed by the word kismet relates to

events of the earthly life ; it is the share of good
luck or of accidents, of fortune or of misery, which
falls to each. The term is not used in a theological

sense like the words kadd and kadar, which refer

to man’s good or bad deeds and to his destiny in

the hereafter (see art. Fate [Muslim]).
The belief that each one’s fate is settled before-

hand by God, and that, whatever one may do, one
can scarcely modify it, is popular in Muslim coun-
tries, and is often to be found in Muslim literature,

especially among the poets and story-tellers. In
the rich collection entitled AhMustatraf (Fr. tr.

by G. Rat, Paris, 1899) there are several chapters

on fate and destiny, on fortune and its vicissitudes,

A man said one day to the philosopher Buzurgmihr: ‘I

have seen an ignorant person enjoying the favours of heaven,

and a wise man being excluded from them; hence I have
understood that man has not in his hands the disposition of his

fate’ {aUMustatraf, i. 711). A poet has written: ‘I know
very well that it is only God who can be helpful or hurtful*

(lb. 713).

Sa‘di, in his Bustdn (tr. C. Barbier de Meynard,
Paris, 1880, ch. v.), groups several anecdotes in

which he explains the idea of fate and the duty
of resignation.

* Happiness,’ he says, ‘ is a gift of the divine justice * (it would
be more exact to say ‘ of the divine arbitrariness,* adding, how-
ever, that man has never the right to regard this arbitrari-

ness as unjust). A clever archer can usually pierce an iron

target with his arrow, but, waen fate deserts him, he cannot
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aven make a hole in a piece of felt or silk. A poor man loses

a penny and searches for it in vain
; an indifferent passer-by

conies along and finds the penny immediately. ‘ What is the
use then/ concludes the poet, * of struggling against the force

of destiny?’

Tlie following quatrain is from Abu Sa'id or from
Klmyyam

;

‘ If your situation is good, it is not the result of your clever

measures ;
neither is it your fault if it is unhappy. . . . Live

resigned and content, since the good and evil ot this world do
not depend upon you ’ (Hoceyne-Azad, La Roseraie du savoir^

Paris, 1906, tr.,p. 303).

In the story entitled ‘The Story of the Sheik
with the generous Palm/ in the Thousand and
One Nights^ a rich man twice gives a purse to a
oor rope-maker to help him to free himself from
is poverty ; but scarcely has he received it than

he loses it. Some one then gives him a worthless

piece of lead, and this lead becomes the source of

his fortune (tr. J. C. Mardrus, Paris, 1899-1904, xiv.

64 ff.; R. Burton, Supplemental Nights, London,
n.d., iv. 341-365).

This doctrine of chance, which conduces to idle-

ness and indifference, is one of the causes which
hinder the progress of Muslim peoples in matters

of economics. It is, however, only a popular belief,

and is not accepted in theology, as has already

been indicated in the art. Fate (^luslim).

laTBRATURE.—This is given in the article

B. Carra de Vaux.
KISSING.—Kissing is a universal expression

(in the social life of the higher civilizations) of the

feelings of affection, love (sexual, parental, and
filial), and veneration. In its general use it is

more or less symbolic, but in maternal and in

sexual love it has an essential value of its own
as a focus of physical emotion, which it not only

expresses but stimulates.

1 . General description.—A refinement of general

bodily contact (the instinct to which is irreducible),

kissing supplies a case, in the higher levels of

physimogical psychology, of the meeting and inter-

action of the two complementary primal impulses,

hunger and love. It is remarkable that, though
the act in its civilized form is very rare among the

low’er and semi-civilized races, it is fully estab-

lished as instinctive in the higher societies. This

is a case of an acquired character or of some corre-

sponding process. Equally remarkable is the fact

that a line can be drawm between the higher

civilizations ; thus, the kiss seems to have been

unknown to ancient Egypt ; in early Greece and

Assyria it was firmly established, and probably

its development in India was as early as the
* Aryan ’ age.

Touch is ‘ the mother of the senses,’ and the kiss

may be referred generally to a tactile basis, ^ a

specialized form of contact. Animal life provides

numerous analogies ; the billing of birds, the cata-

glottism of pigeons, and the antennal play of some
insects are typical cases. Among the higher

animals, such as the bear and the dog, there is

a development which seems to lead up to those

forms of the act most prevalent among the lower

races of man and also characteristic of the peoples

of Eastern Asia. Far more similar, however, to

the civilized human kiss and the
^

non-olfactory

forms of the savage kiss is the habit attested for

cats of pressing or squeezing one another’s nose.^

2. Forms of the kiss.—The lower types are

incorrectly grouped by travellers under the term
‘rubbing noses,’ and various forms are often con-

fused. The olfactory form occasionally includes

mutual contact with the nose, as among the

Maoris, Society and Sandwich Islanders, the

Tongans, the Eskimos, and most of the Malayan
races. The rubbing of noses, often styled ‘ the

Malay kiss,’ is described by Darwin thus : the

1 H. Gaidoz, quoted by 0. Nyrop, Kiss and its History,

p. 180.

giver of the kiss places his nose at right angles
on the nose of the other, and then rubs it; the
process occupies no longer time than a handshake
among Europeans. Cook and others describe the
South Sea Islands form as avigorous mutualrubbing
with the end of the nose, omitting the olfactory
element.^ Elsewhere, as among the Australians,
general contact of the face occurs— ‘ face-rubbing.’ ^

In many lower races mothers lick their infants.
But the typical primitive kiss is contact of nose
and cheek ; the Khyoungtha, for instance, apply
mouth and nose to the cheek, and then inhale.®
Among the Chinese, Yakuts, and various Mon-
golian peoples, and even the Lapps of Europe, this

method is characteristic, and is thus described by
d’Enjoy : the nose is pressed on the cheek, a nasal
inspiration follows, during which the eyelids are
lowered; lastly, there is a smacking of the lips.

The three phases are clearly distinguished.'* It
is remarkable that this Eastern Asiatic method,
typically primitive, should be retained by Chinese
civilization. The Japanese have no word for kiss,

and the act is known only between mother and ehOd.
The European kiss consists essentially in the

application of the lips to some part of the face,

head, or body, or to the lips of the other person.
Normally there is no olfactory element, and aiw
tactile use of the nose is absolutely unknown. It
is thus a distinct species, and to describe it as hav-
ing been evolved from the savage form is erroneous.
As a ‘ racial ’ habit, it distinguishes the European
peoples, and their cultural or racial ancestry, the
Teutons, the Graeco-Romans, and the Semites, but
it appears to have been unknown to the Celts.

As for its physiological derivation, we have ex-
cluded certain elements. Nyrop refers it to taste

and smell; Tylor describes it as a ‘salute by
tasting,’ d’Enjoy as ‘ a bite and a suction.’ ® Each
of these definitions is untenable. Though popular
metaphor inevitably speaks of taste, and even
eating and drinking, there is nothing gustatory
in the kiss.® Such suction as may be ascribed to
it is merely the mechanical closing of the lips,^ as
in speaking and eating. This may be described as

a refinement of biting, but it -would be misleading.

Similarly in abnormal forms some use of the tongue
occurs. But no connexion with the bite can be
maintained, except in the sense to be explained
below\ It is true that playful biting with the
teeth is practised by savage mothers, and among
various peoples by passionate lovers, but there is

no derivative connexion between this and the kiss

proper. The suggestion has been made that the
kiss is practically a mode of speech. Emphasis is

here laid on the weak or loud sound which often

accompanies the ‘ sucking movement ’ {sic) of the
muscles of the lips; this ‘inspiratory bilabial

sound’ is compared to the lip-click of many bar-

barous languages.® The suggestion does not go
far ; the element of truth is the fact that the kiss,

1 E. B. Taylor, art. * Salutations ’ in xxiv. 94 ; H. Ling
Roth, *On Salutations’ in JAI xix. [1890] 166; G. Turner,
Samoa, London, 1884, p. 179 ; C. Nyrop, p. 180,

2 E. M. Ourr, The Australian Race, Melbourne, 1886, iii. 176.
s T. H. Lewin, Wild Races of S.JS, India, London, 1870, p. 118.
4 H. Ellis, Sexual Selection in Man, p. 220, quoting d'Enjjoy.
5 Ellis, p. 66 ; Nyrop, p. 185. As regards smell, the inddent

of Isaac proves no connexion.
®W. W. Skeat, Etym. Diet., London, 1898, s.v., traces the

word to a Teutonic base, connected with Latin gustus. Gothic
kustusss* test,’ and ‘kiss* is a doublet of ‘choice.* This is,

however, very doubtful. The word may be connected with the
Lat. (loan-word ?) basium, ‘ kiss * (cf. A. Walde, Lat. etymolog,
WorterbJ, Heidelberg, 1910, p. 84 f.), and is frequently com-
pared with Gr. Kvvita (for ^icv-ve-o-w, cf. aor. €Kv<rcra\ ‘kiss*

(so most recently P. Persson, Beitr. zur indogerm, worlfor-
schung, Upsala, 1912, p. 260, note 2), appearing with a difilerent

‘root-extensor* in Goth, kitkjan, ‘kiss.’ O. Irish and Welsh
have no Celtic word for ‘ kiss ’

; jpdc and pdg are borrowed forms
of Lat. pax.

7 The OED defines kissing thus :
‘ to press or touch with the

lips (at the same time compressing and then separating them).*
8 Nyrop, p. 6.
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like language, is a refinement of the nutritive

processes of the mouth.
The kiss is a special case of tactile sensory-

pleasure. In it the lips (whose skin is the very
sensitive variety between the ordinary cuticle and
the mucous membrane) are alone concerned. The
movement made is the initial movement of the
process of eating. There is, no doubt, a true
psychological nexus between affection and hunger,
which is no less truly expressed in the mechanism
of the kiss. The act is a secondary habit of the
lips, just as speech is a secondary habit of the
whole oral mechanism. The intimate connexion
between the development of language and the
masticatory processes of man has been drawn out
by E. J. Payne. ^ The kiss, therefore, is not to be
referred to the bite, or even to gustation, much
less to mastication, suction, or olfacto^ processes.

The primary movement of the lips is simply trans-

ferred to a metaphorical use, so to say, and their
sensitiveness is applied to a secondary object,

whose stimulus is not hunger, but the analogous
emotions of love, affection, and veneration.
Lombroso has argued that the kiss of lovers is

derived from the maternal kiss.^ It is true that
the latter is sometimes found among peoples who
do not practise the former. The Japanese, for

instance, are ignorant of the kiss, except as applied
by a mother to her infant.® In Africa and other
uncivilized regions it is a common observation of
travellers that husbands and wives, and lovers, do
not kiss. But all mothers seem to caress and
fondle their babes. Winwood Reade has described
the horror shown by a young African girl when he
kissed her in the European fashion.-* The argu-
ment, however, of Lombroso is of the same order
as that which derives sexual love from maternal,
and in neither case can there be any derivation,
precisely because the subject during adolescence
comes into a new physical and psychological
environment, which itself is sufficient to explain
a new reaction.

Some variation in the kiss proper (which we
identify with the European) may here be noted.
The kiss of North American Indian women is

described as consisting in laying the lips softly on
the cheek, no sound or motion being made.® This
would not come under the Chinese criticism of
the European kiss as being ‘voracious.*® When
Australian or negro women are mentioned as
employing the kiss,^ we may assume that it is of
the olfactory variety. The former people (recently
argued to be relatively high in the scale of human
development) have one branch, the North Queens-
land tribes, where the kiss is well developed. It
is used between mother and child, and husband
and wife. In contrast with many early languages,
the Pitta-Pitta dialect has a word for kissing.® As
for distinctions in the civilized Western kiss, that
of the ancient Romans still applies, though modem
languages do not employ three terms for the three
forms. In Latin, osmium was the kiss on the face
or cheeks, as used between friends ; hasium was
the kiss of affection, made with and on the lips

;

suavium (or savium) was the kiss between the lips,

confined to lovers alone. The modem French
retain, and other continental peoples (to some
extent the English also) follow them, the dis-
tinction between the kiss on the cheek and the
kiss on the mouth, the latter being reserved for
lovers. Both in social custom and in literature

1 History of the New World coiled America, ii. (Oxford, 1899)
144.

2 Quoted by Ellis, p. 216.
3 Lafcadio Hearn, Out of the East, London, 1896, p. 103.
4 Savage Africa, London, 1863, p. 193.
® Ling Roth, p. 170. 6 Ellis, p. 221.
7Curr, i. 343; W. E. Roth, Ethnological Studies among

N.’W.-Central Queensland Ahtyrigines, Brisbane, 1897, p. 184.
« W. E. Roth, toe. Git,

»
* F

the erotic symbolism of the lovers* kiss has assumed
a remarkable importance among the French, who
regard a kiss on the mouth, except in cases of love
as a real social sin.

’

It is interesting to note that Graeco-Romau,
Hebrew, and early Christian civilization have
combined to form the modem European habit.
3 . Social history.—-Though kissing is said to be

unknown in any form among the Japanese, prior
to European influence,

_
among the Indians of

Guiana, the ancient Celtic peoples, and the ancient
Egyptians, each statement is probably too dog-
matic. The general conclusion is that the habit
in some form or another has been prevalent since
primitive times, and has received its chief develop-
ment in Western culture.
Among the Greeks and Latins, parents kissed

their children, lovers and married persons kissed one
another, and so did friends of the same or different
sexes. ^ The kiss was used in various ceremonial
and religious acts. Very similar was the Hebrew
practice,® with the exception that kissing between
persons of different sex was discountenanced,
though a male cousin might kiss a female cousin.
The Rabbis advised that all such kisses should be
avoided, as leading to lewdness, and restricted the
kiss to greeting, farewell, and respect.® In Semitic
life also there was more use of the ceremonial kiss
than among the Greeks and Romans.
The early Christian habit of promiscuous kissing

as a symbol of fellowship was an application of
pagan social practice, and there are grounds for
opposing that it offended the Hebrew element as
it certainly shocked the Jewish Church.* This is

St.^ Peter's ‘ kiss of love ’
; and St. Paul frequently

writes :
‘ Salute one another with an holy kiss.*

It possessed a sacramental value.
‘The primitive usage was for the “holy kiss” to be given

promiscuously, without any restriction as to sexes or ranks,
among those who were all one in Christ Jesus.’®

Later, owing to scandals, or rather to such feeling
as Tertullian mentions,® the practice was limited,
and it was ordered that men of the laity should
salute men, and women women, separately.^
The classical practice, rendered slightly more

free by the early Christian extension, prevailed
throughout the Middle Ages, with the curious
detail that English women had more liberty than
continental in kissing male friends. Erasmus in

a famous passage describes the freedom possessed
in this matter by English girls.® In Catholic ritual

the kiss dwindled to more or less of a survival. In
court ceremonial it persisted with other details of

etiquette
; and the same was the case with certain

ecclesiastical and legal formalities. Knights after

being dubbed, persons elected to office, and brides

on marriage were kissed.® After the Renaissance
a change appeared in England, and kissing became
more and more restricted to parental and sexual
relations. Thus, W. Congreve, at the end of the

17th cent., writes

:

* In the country, where great lubberly brothers slabber and
kiss one another when they meet ; . . . ’Tis not the fashion

here.’ lo

At the same time the practice of kissing between
friends of different sex, other than lovers and
relatives by birth or marriage, fell out of use. It

had done so in France a century earlier, and the

restriction was copied by English society. In-

1 Tylor, loc. ett. ; Ellis, p. 7. Under the early Empire the

practice assumed remarkable forms in social intercourse ; it was
fashionable, for instance, to perfume the mouth.

2 A. Grieve, ‘ Kiss * in HDB iii. 6.

3 J. Jacobs, ‘Kiss and Kissing* in JE vii. 616 ;
Nyrop, p. 90.

* T. K. Ohe5me, * Salutations* in EBi iv. 4264.

5

E. Venables, ‘ Kiss ’ in DCA ii. 902.

^ Ad Uxor. ii. 4 (a pagan husband was reluctant that his

Christian wife should greet one of the brethren with a kiss).

7 Ayost, Const, ii. 67, viii. 11.

8 F. M. Nichols, Eyistles of Erasmus, London, 1901, p. 203 f

9 Nyrop, p. 163 f. i® Way of the World, Act iii

11 Ellis, p. 7.
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creasing moral refinement, or perhaps the increase

of restrictions necessitated by an extension of
individualism, may be assigned as a cause.

In modem social life the kiss is confined to
lovers, members of the family, and women-friends.
Between fathers and sons, and between brothers
it does not survive adolescence. In continental
countries it still persists, especially in France,
between male friends, and this fashion is preserved
between sovereigns. The courtly use of Kissing a
lady’s hand as a mark of respect came from the
court life of Renaissance times. It is obsolete in
common life, but clings to the etiquette of great
personages. As already stated, the distinction

is carefully preserved among continental peoples
between the kiss of affection and the kiss of
affianced love.

4. Social and religious usag;es.— (l) In the
etiquette, natural or artificial, of salutation, the
kiss is a central point, where the relations involve
tenderness or veneration, or where these emotions
are supposed. Its importance is illustrated by
various facts of language. The ‘ embrace ’ and the
‘ salute ’ are synonymous with it. Where the act
is obsolete, language preserves its memory. The
Spaniard says ‘ I kiss your hands ’

; the Austrian
describes an ordinary salutation by the phrase
Kuss (ffHand^
According to Rabbi A^iba, the Medes kissed

the hand only.^ Odysseus, on his return, was
kissed by his friends on the head, hands, and
shoulders. 3 In Greece generally inferiors kissed
the hand, breast, or knees of superiors.'* In Persia
equals in rank kissed each other on the mouth,
and those slightly unequal on the cheek, while
one much inferior in rank prostrated himself.®

Esau ‘fell on the neck’ of Jacob and kissed him.®
Among the Hebrews the cheek, forehead, beard,
hands, and feet were kissed; some deny the
ractice of kissing on the lips. The phrase in the
ong of Songs does not prove its existence, but

there is no a priori reason against it in the case
of the lover’s kiss.'^ The customary kiss in modern
Palestine is thus described

;

*£ach in turn places his head, face downwards, upon the
other’s left shoulder [“falling on the neck”], and afterwards
kisses him upon the right cheek, and then reverses the action,

hy placing his head similarly upon the other’s right shoulder,
and kissing him upon the left cheek. ... A man will place his

right hand on his friend’s left shoulder, and kiss his right cheek,
and then lay his left hand on his right shoulder, and kiss his

left cheek.’ This is a second form. A third consists in the
following process—the giver of the kiss lays his right hand
under the head of his friend and supports it while he kisses it.8

The last appears to be referred to in Joab’s assassination of

Amasa.9 It has been suggested that, when Absalom to gain
* irity Idssed the people, he employed the second form.io

3uals saluted one another on the cheek or

; so Samuel saluted Saul. Inferiors kissed

the hands of superiors. If, in the betrayal of

Jesus, Judas kissed his Master on the face, it was
an act of presumption.^^ The fact that the kiss

was passed over without remark seems to show
that it was, as it should have been from disciple

to master, a kiss on the hand. The Prodigal Son
would kiss his father’s hands before being em-
braced and kissed. Inferiors also kissed the feet

(the woman ‘who was a sinner,’ and would-be
borrowers),^® or, again, the ‘ hem of the garment.’
Vassals, in the Assyrian inscriptions, show sub-

mission by kissing the monarch’s feet. Similar
homage may be assigned to the phrase of Ps 2^®,

‘ kiss the Son.’ As an act of piety, the Pharisees
practised kissing the feet, as did the pious gener-

1 TVlor, Zoc. cif. 2 Ber. 8&. s Odyssey, xxi. 224.
4 Tylor, ho. cit. 6 Herod, i. 134. 6 Gn 33^ ; see 45i4.

7

Oheyne denies the kiss on the mouth in Gn 41^0, Pr 24^6

(loo. dt.).

8

J. Neil, Kissing, p. 37.

9

2 S 209. 10 NeU, he. cit.

11 G. M. Mackie, ‘Kiss* in DOG L 936 ; Oheyne, ho. dt.

;

Lk
2247f.

12 Lk 1520. IS Lk 745, Sir 295.

ally.^ The humiliation of the symbolic act of
Christ in kissing the disciples’ feet has been pre-
served till recent times by some religious orders,
and even by European monarchs. The foot of the
pope is kissed in ceremonial audiences. By the
year a.d. 847 it was said to be an ancient usage.
There are grounds for supposing it to be derived
from a i^age in the Emperor-worship of Rome.®
Prostration is an instinctive expression of fear,

awe, or adoration ; to clasp the knees, as was the
custom with Greek suppliants, is equally instinc-
tive. The act of kissing the feet is a refinement
of these. The OT phrase ‘licking the dust’ is

doubtfully referred to the kiss upon the feet. In
ancient India it was a familiar salutation of
respect.® The feudalistic aspect of the little court
held by the old Roman patronns is illustrated by
Martial’s epigram, which complains of the burden-
some civility of the kisses of clients.^ In the
court ceremonial of mediaeval and modern Europe,
the kiss on the cheek obtains between sovereigns

;

subjects kiss the sovereign’s hand. In mediaeval
Europe the vassal thus saluted the lord, while it

was not unusual to kiss a bishop’s hand.® In
modem Europe a kiss conveying blessing or rever-
ence is usually on the forehead. ‘In Morocco
equals salute each other by joining their hands
with a quick motion, separating them immediately,
and kissing each his own hand.’ ® The Turk kisses
his own hand, and then places it on his forehead.
The Arab kisses his hand to the storm. Such is

the gesture of adoration to sun and moon referred
to in the OT, and also used by the Greeks to the
sun.® It was the Greek and Roman method of
adoration. In explanation of the gesture, Oriental
folklore agrees with European in identifying life

or soul with the breath. More exactly, the thrown
kiss is a symbolical act, transferring to an object
at a distance merely the essence of the kiss.

The kiss in its legal aspect is a natural applica-

tion of the ideas which produced hand-shaking and
similar modes of contact. Mediceval knights kissed,

as modem boxers shake hands, before the encoun-
ter. Reconciled foes kiss as a sign of peace.® It

was specially in connexion with marriage that the
kiss, osclum, oscle, was prominent. Osclum was
a synonym generally for pactum; osculata pax
was a peace confirmed by a kiss; osclare meant
‘dotare’; and osculum interveniens was a term
applied to gifts between engaged persons. If one
of them died before marriage, the presents were
returned should no kiss have been given at the
betrothal.^® It is significant that the kiss was
symbolical of marriage as ‘initium consumma-
tionis nuptiarum.’ In old French and medimval
law generally the term oscU was applied to the
principle that a married woman kissing or being
kissed by another man than her husband w’as

guilty of adultery.

(2) Besides the permanent objects of the kiss, in

family and analogous relations, the relations of

superior and inferior, lord and vassal, sovereign
and subject, there are many others which, with
more or less permanence, have claimed the kiss

as a religious service. It is very significant of the
affectionate element in religion that the kiss should
have played so large a part in its ritual. The
meeting-point between the social and the religious

1 Baha bathra, 16a
;
Jer. K'id. i. 61c.

2H. Thurston, 'Kiss* in CE viii. 665 (said to have been
instituted by Diocletian).

8 SBE ii. [1897] 190. 4 Martial, xii. 69.
5 J. Bingham, Ant. of the Chr. Church, London, 1843-45, i.

128 f.

8 Westermarck, MI ii. 151.
7 C. M. Doughty, Travels in Arabia Deserta, Cambridge,

1886, ii. 67.
8 Job 3126-28

; Lucian, de Salt. 17.
9 Nyrop, p. 107 f. I6 Bingham, vii. 321 f.

0. Dufresne du Cange, Ghssarium, Paris, 1738-^ «.v.
* Osculum,* vi. 72 fl.
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aspect of the kiss is perhaps to be found in the
application of the salute to saints and religious

heroes. Thus, Joseph kissed Jacob, and his dis-

ciples kissed Paul.^ Joseph kissed his dead father,

and the custom is retained in our civilization of

imprinting a farewell kiss on dead relatives. To
suggest, however, that the act of Joseph proves the
worship of Jacob as a divine being is against
psychology.® All that can be said is that so fine a
human sentiment is on the border-line between
social and religious feeling. In mediaeval Europe
there was a similar feeling about the kiss of state.

This is shown by the instances of Henry II. and
St. Thomas of Canterbury, and of Richard I. and
St. Hugh.» Similarly in social life generally ; it

is said that among the Welsh the kiss was used
only on special occasions, and a husband could put
away his wife for kissing another man, however
innocently.'* The early Christians exploited the
social value of the kiss. Though in strong contrast
to the Welsh custom, this is equally sacramental.
It has been argued that the ritualistic * kiss of

peace * alone obtained among the Christians, and
that the social salute was not practised. But the
evidence is strong enough to prove the latter cus-

tom.® For St. Ambrose this was ‘pietatis et

caritatis pignus. ’ ® The custom involved a peculiar
sentiment, if we consider it in connexion with the
Christian ideal and practice of love, in which
passion was encouraged, though chastity was
enforced (see art. Chastity [Christian]).

In the early Church the baptized were kissed by
the celebrant and the congregation after the cere-

mony.'^ Roman Catholic ritual still includes the
kiss bestowed on the newly ordained by the bishop.
The bishop on consecration and the king when
crowned received the kiss.® The kiss bestowed on
penitents after absolution was connected with the
kiss received by the Prodigal Son. The practice
of giving a farewell kiss to the dead is probably
connected with the old Italian rite of receiving the
soul of the dying in his last breath. In the 6th
cent, the Council of Auxerre (A.D. 578) prohibited
the kissing of the dead.® Penitents were enjoined
to kiss sacred objects.^®

5. The kiss of peace.—First mentioned in the
2nd cent, by Justin, the kiss of peace was one of
the most distinctive elements in the Christian
ritual. To Clement of Alexandria it was a ‘ mys-
tery.’ The elpi^pTj was a preliminary rite in the
primitive mass. Conybeare has suggested that it

was derived from an institution of the synagogue.^
Philo speaks of a ‘kiss of harmony’ like that
between the elements; the Word of God brings
hostile things together in concord and the kiss of
love.^* However that may he, the pax became a
feature of both Western and Eastern ritual, more
conspicuously in the former. St. Cyril writes :

‘ This kiss is the sign that onr souls are united, and that we
banish all remembrance of injury.’

This kiss seems to have been given at the
beginning of the offertory, between the washing of
hands and the sursum corda. But, later, the kiss
was in close connexion with the Communion. It
has therefore been conjectured that the pax was
twice given. In the modem Roman ritual it is
given only at High Mass, and rarely to any of the

1 Gn 601, Ac 2037. 2 Jacobs, loc. cit.
3 Thurston, loe. cU, J Kllis, p. 217.
« See Thurston, loc. cit. 6 ilezaem. vi. ix. 68.
7 Cyprian, ad Fid. E'pp. Ixiv. (Ivin.) 4. Similarly in lower

stages of culture, a girl after ‘ initiation ’ is kissed by her femalekm (JA i XX. 118).
8 Thurston, loc. cit. 9 Xh.
ij Du Cange, s.v.

* Adoratio horarum,’ i. 89. n Apol. i. 66.
13 Among the terms used are elpijvrj, pax, osculum pads,

oscumfli sa7ictum, ^ikrjfLo. ayiov, tpCktjfj^a ayamjs J the last three,
together with a<nra<rfi.os, salutatio, show its general identity
with the Christian social kiss.

^

13 Exp, 4th ser.
, ix. [1894] 461. w Thurston, loo. cit.

la Catfich. xxiii. 3. is Thurston, loc. cit.

congregation. The celebrant kisses the corporal,
and presents his left cheek to the deacon, with the
formula pax tecum, answered by et cum spiritu
tuo. The deacon conveys the kiss to the sub-
deacon, and he to the other clergy. In the Greek
liturgy the celebrant says, ‘ Peace be to all,’ and
kisses the gifts, while the deacon kisses his own
stole.^ On Easter Sunday in the same church the
congregation kiss one another.®
The fact that the Christians of the time of the

younger Pliny were called upon, when arrested, to
‘adore’ the effigy of the Emperor was sufficient
to emphasize the ritual importance of the kiss.
Adoratio (‘the act of carrying to the mouth’), the
Roman form of homage and worship, consisted in
raising the right hand to the lips, kissing it, and
then waving it in the direction of the adored object,®
after which the worshipper turned his body to the
right. * During the ceremony the head was covered,
except when Saturn or Hercules was adored.
Plutarch suggests fantastic reasons for exceptional
uses in which the worshipper turned from right to
left.®

But both Greeks and Romans employed the kiss
direct in worship. Cicero observes that the lips
and beard of the statue of Heracles at Agrigentum
were almost worn away by the kisses of the
devout.® The kiss indirect, or the kiss at a distance,
may be described as a natural extension of the
direct, capable of development by any people in-

dependently. But it is a curious fact that it can
be traced from Graeco-Roman civilization to that
of modem Europe, where, however, it appears to
be instinctive in children.

The adoration of the Roman Emperors was
influenced by Oriental ceremonial. It consisted in
bowing or kneeling, touching the robe, and putting
the hand to the lips, or kissing the robe ; a varia-
tion was the kissing of the feet or knees. ^ It does
not seem to have become the fashion before
Diocletian.

The kiss of homage in the Middle Ages was so
important a part of the cei’emony that osculum
became a synonym for homagvum.^ The vassal
kissed the lord’s feet (rarely his thigh).® After-
wards he oflered a present for the privilege, a
baise-maiut a term which shows the connexion or
confusion with the equally prevalent fashion of
kissing the hand of the sovereign. It is said that
Rolf the Ganger, the first Duke of Normandy,
when receiving the province as a fief from Charles
the Simple, kissed the monarch’s feet by lifting

them to his mouth as he stood erect. When
homage was paid in the lord’s absence, the vassal
kissed the door, lock, or bolt of his castle ; this
was baiser Vhuis or le verrouil. Mediaeval charters
make pretence of kissing the king’s feet.

6 . Death by kissing.—Rabbinical lore includes
a unique fancy, explanatory of the death of the
righteous. According to this, the death of a
favourite of God is the result of a kiss frcm God
{bi’n^sMkdh), Such a death was the easiest of all

modes, and was reserved for the most pious. Thus
died Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Aaron, Moses, and
Miriam.^® There is a legend that, as St. Monica
lay dying, a child kissed her on the breast,

and the saint at once passed away. Italian folk-

lore preserves the Hebrew idea in one of its

phrases for death : * addormentarsi nel bacio del

Signore.’^®
1 Thurston, loc, cit. 3 Nyrop, p. 106.
3 Apuleius, Metam. iv. 28.
* Pliny, HN xxviii. CIG 6980. 5 Numa, 14.
8 In Verrem actio secunda, iv. xliii. 94.
7 W. Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Antiquities, s.v. ‘Adoratio.*
8 Du Cange, s.v. ‘ Osculum.’ 3 Nyrop, p. 124,
10 Nyrop, p. 122 f. n 76. 126.
12 Jacobs, loc. cit. ; Ber, 8a ; Baba bathra, 17a ; DetU. R. xi.

13 Nyrop, p. 96; ‘to fall asleep in the Lord's kiss.* The kiss

rtf a ghost (m other folklore) produces death (ib. 171).
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7 . Kissing sacred objects.—Kissing the image
of a god "was a recognized rite of adoration among
both Greeks and Komans. The early Arabs had
the same rite. On leaving and entering the house
they kissed the house-gods.^ In the Eleusinian
Mysteries the sacred objects were kissed. ^ The toe
of St. Peter’s statue is kissed by Roman Catholics.
The Muslim kissed the Ka'ba at Mecca. In the
wall there is a black stone believed by Muslims to
be one of the stones of paradise. It was once white,
but has been blackened by the kisses of sinful but
believing lips.* The Hebrews often lapsed into the
idolatrous practice ; Hosea speaks of ‘ kissing
calves ’

; the image of Baal was Kissed.** Together
with kneeling {q,v.\ the kiss comprises belief and
homage. The Hebrews kissed the floor of the
Temple,* and to this day, in the Hebrew ritual, it

is the practice to kiss the st0h of the talUth when
putting it on, the m^zuzdh at the door when enter-
ing or leaving, and the Scroll of the Law when
about to read or to bless it.® It is even customary
among Jews, though not obligatory, when a Hebrew
book is dropped, to kiss it. Kissing the Booh is

a case, surviving (as a real living ceremony) in
the highest civilization, of primitive conceptions
of the oath. These were expressed in various
forms."

One method of * charging an oath with supernatural energy
is to touch, or to establish some kind of contact with, a holy
object on the occasion when the oath is taken.* &

The view of Westermarck, that Tnana or haraka
is thus imparted to the oath, is further developed
when the name of a supernatural being is in-

troduced ; thus the modem English ceremony
retains the words, ‘So help me God.’ A com-
plementary aspect is supplied by forms whose
object is to prevent perjury.

The Angami Ntos ‘place the barrel of a gun, or a spear,
between their teeth, signifying by this ceremony that, if they
do not act up to their agreement, they are prepared to fall by
either of the two weapons.’ 9 In Tibetan law-courts * the great
oath ’ is taken * by the person placing a holy scripture on his
head, and sitting on the reeking hide of an ox and eating a
art of the ox’s heart.’ 10 ‘Hindus swear on a copy of the
anskrit Aariftans {Hariva'AUay'^'^

The European ceremony of kissing the book of
the New Testament after taking the oath in a law-
court connects in its material form rather with the
kiss of reverence, as instanced in the kissing of
relics and sacred objects generally. But in essence
there is still some of the primitive sense of re-

sponsibility by contact, rendered stroimer by the
invocation of the name of the deity. Derived in-

directly from the Graeco-Roman ritual kissing of
sacred objects and the Hebrew reverence for the
Scroll of the Law, it was early developed by the
Christians into their characteristic ceremony of

oath-taking. Chrysostom writes

:

* But do thou, if nothing else, at least reverence the very book
thou boldest out to be sworn by, open the gospel thou takest
in thy hands to administer the oath, and, hearing what Christ
therein saith of oaths, tremble and desist.*

Ingeltmde is represented repeating the words

:

* These four Evangelists of Christ our God which I hold in my
own hands and kiss with my mouth.’ is

In the former quotation the act of kissing can
only be inferred from the word ‘reverence.’ The
holding of the book is less definite than the Hebrew
rite of placing the hands on the scroll when
swearing. Even in the Middle Ages an oath was
ij. Wellhausen, BesU arab. Eeidentumes^ Berlin, 1887,

p. 106.
s C. A. Lobeck, AglaophaimiSt Konigsberg, 1829, p. 135.
s SBE Vi. (1900) p. xiu. ^ Hos 132, i k I918.

3

Suk. 53a. 6 Jacobs, loc. dt.

7See J»//ii. llSff. 8 J6. 119.

8 76., quoting J. Butler, Travels and Adventures in Assam^
Tjondon, 1856, p. 164.

10 L. A. Waddell, Buddhism of Tibetf London, 1896, p. 669,

note 7.

n MI ii. 120.
13 Ad pop. Antiochenum homil. xv. 5 (PG xlix. 160).
13 Du Cange, s.v. ‘ Juramentum,’ iv. 461.

often taken merely by laying the hand on the
Missal.^ The Lombards swore lesser oaths by
consecrated weapons, the greater on the Gospels,
but it is not certain whether they kissed the book,®
An oath ratified by contact with a sacred object
was a ‘ corporal oath ’

; the object was the ^li-
doTne, the equivalent of the Greek SpKos, oath and
object being identified. No doubt contact by
means of the lips ^vas at an early date regarded as
more efficacious than contact by means of the
hand,^ and thus the more primitive notion was
super^posed upon that of adoration. In Islam
the rite is that usual in adoration and does not
include the kiss.* In modem England a detail to
be noted is that the hand holding the book must
be ungloved. The book varies according to the
creed; a Jew is sworn on the OT ; a Roman
Catholic on the Douai Testament- The term
‘ book,’ employed with special reference to the oath
upon the NT, has been regular in England since
the 14th cent, at least. ^

Among Anglican clergy it is customary to kiss
the cross of the stole before putting it on. The
Catholic Church enjoins the duty of kissing relics,

the Gospels, the Cross, consecrated candles and
palms, the hands of the clergy, and the vestments
and utensils of the liturgy. It was formerly part
of the Western use that the celebrant should Kiss
the host. He now kisses the corporal. The altar
is regarded as typical of Christ, and as such is

kissed by the celebrant.® In the Greek Church
relics are kissed.

The ‘kiss of peace* was in mediaeval times the
subject of a curious simplification of ritual, by
which it became, as it were, a material object. In
the 12th or 13th cent., for reasons of convenience,
the instruTnentum paciSf or osculatoHum^ was
introduced.® This was a plaque of metal, ivory,
or wood, carved with various designs, and fitted

with a handle. It was brought to the altar for

the celebrant to kiss, and then to each of the
congregation at the rails. This is the pax-board
or pax^rede of the museums.^
8. Metaphor and myth.—The metaphorical ap-

plications of the idea of the kiss are not numerous.
In some phrases it expresses a light touch. Gener-
ally it implies close contact or absolute reconcilia-

tion or acquiescence;* to kiss the dust is to be
overthrown ; to kiss the rod is to submit to chas-
tisement;® to kiss the cup is to drink. Philo-

stratus inspired Ben Jonson’s image of the loved
one leaving a kiss in the cup.“ A ‘ butterfly kiss’

is a light one.

Folklore developed in interesting ways the con-
nexion between the emotional gesture and the
ideas of magic and charms. Rmics were kissed
to regain health. Conversely, the kiss of a sacred
person, a specialized form or his touch, cures the
leper, as in the case of St. Martin.^^ Some similar
association of thought may attach to the nursery
practice of ‘ kissing the place to make it well ’

;

gamesters used to kiss the cards in order to secure
luck with them ; an Alpine peasant kisses his hand
before receiving a present. Pages in the French
Court kissed any article which they were given
to carry.

A

famous instance of symbolism is the
kiss bestowed by Brutus on his mother-earth—-an
application of the kiss of greeting. But in German

I Kyrop, p. 119. 3 Du Oange, s.v. ‘Juramentum.’
3 right hand is placed on the Qur’an, and the head is

brought down touching the book.
4 OBD^ S.V. ‘ Book,’ quoting document of 1389 :

* Ecbe of hem
had sworen on pe bok.*

5 Thurston, toe. dt, 8 Nyrop, p. 120.
7 Thurston, loc. dt. 8 Qt pg. 86IO.

3 Similarly in slang, to kiss the stocks, the clink, the counter

;

to kiss the hare’s foot=be late.
10 Derived from the Greek and Boman method of drinking

a health.
II Nyrop, pp. 121, 90. la /j. les, 136 ff.
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folklore to kiss the ground is a synonym for to

die.^ The privilege in English folk-custom known
as ‘kissing under the mistletoe* is a Christmas
festal practice connected by Frazer with the
licence of the Saturnalia. It may have origi-

nated independently as an expression of festi-

vity. Greek, Latin, and Teutonic mythology
employed the motive of unbinding a spell hj a
ki8s-4e Jier baiser of Arthurian romances, which
changes a dragon into the maiden who had been
enchanted. 2 The Sleeping Beauty awakened by the
kiss of the lover is a widely-distributed motive. An
fJialogy, without actual derivation, is to be found
m many primitive eases of cancelling a tabu. Thus
in Australian ceremony bodily contact, analogous
to the kiss, in various forms, removes the tabu
between two persons, such as the celebrant and
the subject of a rite. An analogy may be seen
between Teutonic and early Christian ritual in the
connexion drawn out by Grimm between minne-
drinking and the kiss. He finds this both in
sorcery and in sacrificial rites.® Closely parallel

to the magical power of the kiss in breaking tabu
and restoring to consciousness is the myth-motive
in which a kiss produces both forgetfulness and
remembrance. This capacity is evidently based
on human experience, and is significant in con-
nexion with the practice of the kiss in religion.
It brings to one focus the kiss of love and the
kiss of adoration. In the psychology of adolescence
the kiss produces a forgetfulness of old conditions
and awakens the subject to a new life. The kiss
appears to have no symbol in art. European
children and adolescents express it in writing by
a cross, perhaps merely an accidental choice. The
Slavic tfews style an insincere kiss as a ‘kiss
with dots.* Some Rabbis explain that Esau’s kiss
was insincere (Gn 33^), and every letter of the word

is dotted the Massoretes.*
Litbraturb.—E. B. Tylor, * Salutations * in JEJBrii

; H. Lingf
Roth, in JAI xix. [1890]; H. Thurston, in OJB, a.r. ; J.
Jacobs, in JJS^ s.v.

; H. Havelock Ellis, *The Origins of the
Eiss ’ in Sexual Selection in Man^ Philadelphia, 1905 ; C. Lom-
broso, in Nouvelle Revue, xxi. [1897] ; C. Nyrop, The Kiss and
its History, tr. W. P. Harvey, London, 1901 ; J. Neil, Kissing

:

its Curious Bible Mentions, London, 1886; E. W. Hopkins,
‘The Sniff-kiss in ancient India,’ J'J.OS' xxviii. [1907] 120-134.
For an elaborate schematization of the love-kiss in India see
R. Schmidt, Beitr, zur ind. KrotCk, Leipzig, 1902, pp. 463-477.

A. E. Crawley.
KISTNA (Skr. Kr^a, ‘the dark one’).—One

of the great rivers of S. India, which, like the
jjrodavari {q.v.) and Kaveri, to which it is inferior
in sanctity, flows nearly across the entire penin-
sula from W. to E. It rises in the Mahabaleswar
plateau of the W. Ghats, only 40 miles from the
Arabian Sea.
At its source is an ancient temple of ^iva,

inside which the infant stream pours out of a stone
formed in the shape of a cow’s mouth {gaumukhi).
This place, known as Krsnabai, ‘ the lady Krsna,’
is a favourite resort of pilgrims. Fifteen miles
down stream is the old Buddhist town of Wal,
one of the most sacred places in its course, with a
group of cave-temples and several later Hindu
shrines {BG xix. [1885] 610 fl*.). Farther on it

S
LSses close by the town of Satara, Karad, or
arhad, at the junction with the Koyna and

Mahuli, where it is joined by the Yenna. In the
Bijapur District, Sangam, at its junction with the
Mahaprabha, possesses a temple of some sanctity,
dedicated to Siva under the title of Sangame^vara,
‘ lord of the sacred meeting of the waters,* the
site of an annual religious fair. Thence passing
through the dominions of the Nizam of Haidara-
bad, it reaches the Bay of Bengal in the British
Kistna District. Here Bezwada contains some

1 Nyrop, p. 180. 2 75. 94.
8 J. Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, tr. J. S. Stallybrass, London,

1882-88, p. 1102.
4 Jacobs, 2oc. dt.

rock-caves of the Buddhist period and a few
ancient Hindu temples.

Litbraturb.—JB<? xix. [1885] 13 f,, 472,
10, xxiii. [1884] 7, 676, xxiv. [1886] 8 f. Foj
J. Fergusson and J. Burgess, The Cat
London, 1880, p. 95 ff, ; S. H. Bilgram:
Historical and Descyriptive Sketch of the
Bombay, 1883, i. 11 f.

KIZIL BASH.—Kizil Bash, ‘Red Heads,’ is
the name by which are denoted the members of a
sect distributed throughout the whole of Asia
Minor. They call themselves ‘Alevis ; their nick-
name, which in Persia and Afghanistan was and
is given to other peoples also, originates doubtless
from the colour of their head-dress. Their total
number is estimated at more than a million ; they
form an important section of the population of the
vilayets of Sivas (about 305,000), Erzerum (107,000),
Angora, and Mamurete ul-Aziz (Kharput), and in
certain districts constitute even the majority.
Their language is Turkish or Kurdish. Though
reckoned officially as Musalman Sunnites, in
reality they are not such ; they practise Islamism
only in a formal way to avoid persecution. When
they think they are in safety, they do not attend
the mosques, read the Qur’an, say the prayers, or
perform the Muhammadan ablutions. Except in
the presence of a Sunnite, their women are not
veiled. They drink wine, they do not observe
Ramadan, and some of them do not practise cir-

cumcision or shave the head and other parts of the
body as the Turks do. Moreover, they cherish a
profound aversion to the Turks, and regard them
as unclean; when they are obliged to entertain
them, they even go so far as to pollute the dishes
with which they serve them. On the other hand,

I

they show great goodwill in their villages towards
the Christians. They have secret beliefs and
practices which they reveal only with extreme
reluctance, and no one has hitherto been able to
penetrate, except very imperfectly, the mystery
with which they are surrounded.
Their sect, like some Christian Churches, has

a hierarchical organization. They have priests
called didihs, whose dignity is hereditary from
father to son, and who are the necessary inter-
mediaries between God and the rest of the com-
munity. This sacerdotal caste is subject to a
species of bishops. These themselves render
obedience to two patriarchs, who are regarded as
descendants of ‘All, and who are invested 'with a
sacrosanct authority. One of these is the Shaikh
of Khubyar (about 34 miles to the N.W. of Sivas),

a popular place of pilgrimage. It is certain that
the Kizil Bash possess a sacred book, probably
liturgic in character, but as yet no part of it has
been made public.

Three superimposed stratifications in the religion

of the Kizil Bash may be distinguished.

(1) There is an o\di paganfoundation going back
to the ancient Anatolian beliefs, tinged with
Persian Mazdseism, which were practised in the
county before its conversion to Christianity. The
Kizil Bash regard certain heights or certain rocks
as sacred, e.g, near Kara Hissar (Taylor, Journal
Boyal Geogr, Society, xxxviii. [1868] 297), and
on holidays they sacrifice sheep and fowls on these
summits. The trees which grow there—usually
pines—are surrounded with superstitious regard,
and no one is allowed to carry an axe near them
(cf. F. and E. Cumont, Voyage dans le Font,
Brussels, 1906, p. 172 ff‘.). The Sizil Bash, like the
ancient Mazdseans, worship streams and especially

springs. They also venerate fire ; when they build

a house, they light a fire with great ceremony, and
this must be kept burning as long as the house
remains standing. The place of honour is near
the hearth, and to spit there is sacrilege. A fire-

616, 610, xxi. [1884]
f the Bezwada caves,
« Temples of India,
i and C. willmott,
jfizam*8 Dominions.
W. Crooke.
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altar hewn out in the rock is still the object of
devotion at Manasgerd (C. Wilson, Handbooh of
Asia Minori London, 1895, p. 250). They worship
the sun at its rising and setting, and a day in

which it does not appear is for them a day of
mourning. They also worship the moon.
Everybody in the East accuses the Kizil Bash

of giving themselves up to orgies in their nocturnal
ceremonies (cf. belo\v), when, the lights out, each
man has commerce with a woman taken by chance.

That is why the Turks call them, in derision,

terah sonderan^ ‘ extinguishers of the light.’ It is

difficult to know what degree of truth there is in

this imputation. But it is remarkable that the
same promiscuity was, during their feast of 1st

January, laid to the reproach of the Paulicians in

the 9th cent., who were distributed throughout
the same regions as the Elizil Bash of to-day
(Manichsean formula of abjuration, in PG L 1469

:

ytterct 5^ r^P eairepLV'qv pddrjp diroa-^eupt/ovat rh 4>QiTa^

(TapKLKQs T€ dXXi)Xots ipaa-ekyalj/ova-Ly Kal fieoefuds 6'Xws

(peLbofxivois (f)ijffe(as ^ (TvyyevLas ^ ^Xi/cias). It is possible

that those supposed acts of debauchery may be an
inheritance from the sacred prostitution of the
worship of Ma, and Anai'tis. This would also be
true of the custom, if it were well attested, of

offering a young girl every year to the didehs,

whose son, they say, if one is born, becomes a
priest, or whose daughter must reniain a virgin

and set herself apart for the cult (C^ de Cholet,

Arminiet Kurdistan et MesopotamiCt Paris, 1892,

p. 96).

(2) The influence of Christianity is evident both
in the beliefs and in the rites of the sect. The

Bash teach that God is One in Three Per-

sons, and that the principal incarnation of God,
before *Ali, is Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the
world, who intercedes with God for humanity.
They are devoted to Mary, who is, they believe,

the "Mother of God, and who conceived without
ceasing to be a virgin. At the same time, they
acknowledge the existence of five powers, lower
than the Trinity, mediators between the Supreme
Being and man, analogous to the yatlm of the

Nosairis, a kind of archangels which are perhaps
derived from the Iranian Amesha Spentas (g'.v.).

Moreover, they assume the existence of twelve
ministers of God, who correspond to the twelve
apostles and the twelve naqios of the Nosairis.

Unlike the Yezidis, they offer no worship to Satan,

whom they regard as the irreconcilable adversary

of God. Like the Nosairis, they believe that at

the end of the ages the spirit of evil will come to

fight a final battle against the last incarnation of

Jesus. Mazdsean dualism is here combined with
Christian ideas.

The Kizil Bash have a ceremony which they
celebrate by night on certain holidays—the 10th

of the month of Muharram was mentioned to the

present writer—and also at irregular intervals,

when a dMih visits their villages.
* Accompanying himself with a musical instrument, the priest

who officiates sings prayers in honour of *5.1i, Jesus, Moses, and
David. . . . The .priest has a willow cane which suggests the

&arsom [g.v.] of the Avesta. He dips it in water while he says

the prayers. The water thus consecrated is afterwards dis-

tributed throughout the houses. In the course of the ceremony
those who take part make public confession of their sins, after

the manner of the early Christians. The priest prescribes

various penances, frequently in the form of a fine, in money or

in kind. Then they put out the lights and engage in lamenta-

tions over the faults of which they have been guilty. 'V\^en

the lights are re-kindled, the priest pronounces the absolution

;

then he takes some slices of bread and a cup of wine or some
analogous liquid, consecrates them solemnly, dips the bread in

the vvane, and distributes it to those of the company who have
obtained absolution. . . . Among the Kurd Kizil Bash a sheep
is sacrificed according to a certain rite after the public con-

fession, and portions of it are distributed by the priest along

with the bread and the wine, . . . The Kizil Bash celebrate

Easter on the same Sunday as the Armenians, and they pay
homage to several Christian saints, as, for instance, St. Sergius’

(Grenard, in JA x. iii. 616).

(3) What the Kizil Bash have borrowed from
Isldmism affiliates them with the Shfites rather
than with jthe Sunnites. They have adopted the
legend of ‘Ali, whom they regard as an incarnation
of God the Father, while Jesus is an incarnation
of the Son. Like the Shfites, they fast during the
first twelve days of Muharram, and bewail the
death of ^^-san and U^isam. Some say that they
regard Muhammad as the hypostasis of the Spirit,

the Paraclete, but the veneration which they show
towards the prophet is only formal;^ in reality

they refuse to credit him with any divine inspira-

tion.

To sum up : the religion of the Kizil Bash is in

many respects a survival of the ancient paganism
of Anatolia, which in the east of the peninsula
was deeply marked by the die of Mazdmism (cf.

F. Cumont, Meligions orientates dans le paganisms
roniain^, Paris, 1909, p. 21311*., Eng. tr., (Jhicago,

1911, p. 14311*.). The country population of these

regions was imperfectly and slowly converted to

Cliristianity, and we know that colonies of Magi
dwelt there until at least the end of the 5th cent,

(cf. F. Cumont, Textes et monuments figures
relatifs aux mysUres de Mithra^ Brussels, 1895-99,

i. 10), and perhaps until the Musalman conquest.
Further, in the 12th cent., Nerses Shnorhali gives

interesting details regarding the ‘ Sons of the Sun,’

who worshipped the stars, and who venerated,

among trees, the poplar (F. C. Conybeare, The Key
of Truth, Oxford, 1898, p. 159). In the 8th and
9th centuries it was in the countries inhabited by the

Kizil Bash that the dualistic Paulicians {g.v, ) found
their most numerous adherents, and even after

their extermination by the Byzantine emperors
their teaching probably did not cease to exert an
influence there. Finally, the relations of the Kizp
Bash with Shfisra are probably explained by their

forced conversion to Islam under the Seljuks, at a
time when the Persian influence was pcnyerful,

perhaps also by^ the transportation of Shfites of

TurMsh origin into Kurdistan in the time of the

Sultans Salim I. and Sulaiman I. (16th cent.). It

is much to be desired that a copy of the sacred

book of the sect should be obtained, or that a tran-

scription should be made at least of the hymns of

its service. It would then be possible to clear up
the mysteries surrounding this very curious religion
which retains numerous disciples even in our own
times.

Lithraturb.—R. Oberhummer and H. Zimmerer, DitrcX

Syrien und Kleinasien, Berlin, 1899, p. 393 ff., where citations

will be found from the more ancient authors ; F. Grenard
(Consul of France at Sivas)has collected some new and accurate

information in J

A

x. iii. [1904] 511-522. The writer of this

article has added here some facts gathered by himself among
the 'Klril Bash of the region of Amazia in 1900.

Feanz Cumont.
KNEELING.—Kneeling may be described as a

natural reaction to the emotions of self-abasement

and supplication. As such, it has been observed

among unsophisticated peoples. In a less degree

only than prostration, it symbolizes inferiority

and dependence, by the abandonment of the erect

posture of human active life. According to Tylor,^

Reeling as a ceremonial posture prevails in the

‘middle stages of culture.^ The same limitation,

however, applies to prostration as still practised in

Islam and Hinduism. Both in the middle and in the

higher stages kneeling is more or less constantly

associated with a third gesture—^bowing, a sym-
bolic expression of respect or reverence. It would
be quite erroneous to ‘ derive ’ ceremonial kneeling

from prostration, or bowing from kneeling. But
certain forms of the bow, surviving in modem
etiquette, include some bending of one or both
knees : such are the curtsey, still made by ladies

at court, and the bow of ceremony in which one

1 Art. * Salutations * in BBr^ xxiv. 04.
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foot is moved backward while the knee of the other

leg is bent.
Primitive peoples hardly developed kneeling as

a ceremonial posture in either of the two sphpes
in which it obtains—social etiquette and religious

ritual. What generally corresponds to kneeling

in the latter sphere is squatting on the heels, still

the Muslim mode of kneeling and certainlj[ a

primitive posture, though originalljr expressing

attention rather than reverence. It is employed
largely by the Australian natives in their cere-

monies.^ As the stages of the higher barbarism

are reached, kneeling appears, developed from the

natural supplicatory posture. In Central Africa

it is a tribute paid to rank. When a chief passes,

the native drops on his knees and bows his head.
* When two grandees meet, the junior leans forward, bends

lus iuiees, and places the palms of his hands on the ground.’ 2

At higher stages prostration is usual among
Oriental peoples, except the Chinese, who bow, or

kneel and bow, according to the rank. To kings

they kneel.® It is chiefly in Semitic and Gr®co-
Boman culture that kneeling has been prevalent

as a ceremonial posture.

In Greek andRoman civilization muchprominence
was ^ven to the suppliant and the act of supplica-

tion, just as was the case in the MiddleAges with the
practice of sanctuary. In both ceremonial customs
kneeling, the natural posture of earnest entreaty
and self-abandonment, was the constant attitude.

Such phrases as ‘nixse genibus’ (Plaut. Eud, iii. iii.

33) and ‘ genibus minor ’ (Horace, jSp. I. xii. 28) are
common in metaphor. It seems that in the Assyrian
States not only subjection to kings but worship of

gods was expressed by kneeling.^ In the latter

case it may be assumed as certain that the attitude

has no essential connexion with prayer, as in the
Christian use ; the king and the god alike were,
it appears, pre-eminently despotic, and court and
temple ceremonial had similar forms expressing
similar ideas, the chief of which was submission.
Among organized religions Christianity alone

has given special significance to the posture of

kneeling, lluring half its history the posture
signified penitence; during the rest it signified

prayer. At the change (marked by the Reforma-
tion) it was, by a curious association of ideas,

identified with adoration or idolatry.

The process by which Christianity adopted
kneeling as a ceremonial posture is somewhat un-
certain in detail. The Hebrews, deriving many
elements of their worship from Mesopotamian
cults, may be supposed to have adopted kneeling
from that source, and as a posture of humility it

is found in the OT.® The Talmud speaks of bend-
ing the knee with the face touching the ground

—

a still more Oriental gesture,® almost identical with
prostration. Elijah on Carmel * put his face be-

tween his knees’"^—a similar posture. Kneeling
to Baal® may have been a form of prostration.
Kneeling in prayer is mentioned in the cases of
Solomon, Ezra, and Daniel. At the dedication
of the Temple Solomon knelt on his knees with his
hands spread up to heaven. Ezra fell upon his
knees and spread out his hands unto the Lord.
Daniel knelt upon his knees and prayed.® The
posture in those three oases seems identical with
the Christian.

The Jews usually prayed standing, but knelt in
prayer on special occasions of solemnity or dis-

1 See Spencer-Gillen, passim.
2 J. Thomson, Central AfHcan Lahes^ London, 1881, p. 318

;

V. L. Cameron, Across Africa, do. 1877, i. 226.
3 S. Wells Williams, The Middle Ki-ngdom, New York, 1883,

L 801.
4 L. Ginzbergr, in s.v. ‘Adoration.* « 2 K 113.

« J5er. 20b. 7 1 K 1842. 8 1 K 1918.
9 1 K 884, Bad 98, Dn 610, Joining the hands (contrary to the

Jewish, Grseco-Koman, and early Christian gesture of out-
stretched arms, retained by the celebrant in the Consecration)
^eems derived from the mediseval practice of homage.

I

tress.^ Hannah stood and prayed.® It was the
same in the time of Christ; He said, ‘When ye
stand praying.’ In the parable both Pharisee
and publican stood to pray.® The posture of
supplication or homage referred to in Mk 10^^ and
Lk 5® {irpocTKJjyricns) seems to be complete prostra-
tion. Kneeling in prayer occurs once only in the
Gospels, when Christ Himself knelt during the
Agony.^
The first Christians may be assumed to have,

like the Founder, usually stood in prayer, follow-
ing the practice which was common to both Hebrew
and Graeco-Roman ritual. The catacomb frescoes
represent the orantes standing with outstretched
arms.® But earlier than this, at the period repre-
sented by the Acts, kneeling appears to have
become a characteristic posture. When Stephen
knelt just before his death, after the stoning,
no posture of prayer can be assumed.® It seems
as if the posture were so regular a feature of the
faith that it was applied indiscriminately on every
occasion by the chroniclers. But there is no doubt
that the attitude was a feature of the faith at
this time. Peter knelt down and prayed; Paul
knelt and prayed with them all; ‘we kneeled
down on the shore and prayed.*'^ For St. Paul
kneeling and praying are synonymous.® In view
of the catacomb evidence and of that of the next
stage, it is clear that there is some prejudice in
the evidence of Acts. But clearly there is a pre-

sumption in favour of the early adoption of kneel-
ing for some aspect of Christian worship. The
facts may perhaps be reconciled in this way : the
pioneers of the faith probably emphasized the
penitent and suppliant posture (which was familiar
t)oth to Jews and to Greeks and Romans) on all

possible occasions ;
® but, when the faith attained

a secure position, the posture was relegated to its

traditional use. The case would thus be a micro-
cosm of the change of attitude shown by Christi-

anity itself as a wliole.

By the time of the Shepherd of Hermas (the

middle of the 2nd cent.) kneeling had become
familiar in Christian prayer and worship.^® The
position has been summed up thus for the ante-

Nicene period

:

‘The recognized attitude for prayer, liturgically speaking,
was standing, but kneeling was early introduced for penitentifU,

and perhaps ordinary ferial, seasons, and was frequently, though
not necessarily always, adopted in private prayer.’

n

The strange thing is that in neither the pre- nor
the post-Pentecostal period has kneeling a peniten-

tial aspect. This may possibly have been a special

development of the Hebrew solemn use of the

posture, as in mourning, or of the Graeco-Roman
and Mesopotamian use in supplication or homage.
However that may be, kneeling has ever since^ in

Roman Catholicism retained a primary connexion
with penitence. In private prayer it is still, as it

has been since the 2nd cent., usual hut not obli-

gatory. In public adoration it is regular, though
prostration may be used.

But as the posture for public prayer kneeling

has never been regular except in Protestantism.

The subject requires some detail. Origen in the

3rd cent, is one of the earliest writers to emphasize

the penitential meaning ; if forgiveness is required,

he says, kneeling is essential.^® St. Ambrose, in

the 4tli cent., writes

:

1 See F. T. Bergh, in CE, s.v. * Genuflexion.’
2 1 S 126. 8 Mk 1125, Lk 1811- IS, Mt 68.

4 Lk 2241.

8 Bergh, loc. dt. The fact may indicate a difference of ritual

between the Italian and the Levantine Christians.
6 Ac 760. 7 Ac 940 2086 218. 8 Eph 314, Ph 210.

9 F. S. Banken (DOG, s.v. ‘ Kneeling’) ascribes the Christian

development of kneeling to Hellenistic influence.
10 Hermas, Past. i. 1 ; Tertullian, ad Scap. iv

11 F, E. Warren. Liturgy of the Ante-Nicene Churchy London,

1897, p. 145.
12 de Orat. 31 (PG xi. 552).
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* The knee is made flexible, by which the offence of the Lord
is mitigated, wrath appeased, grace called forth.’ i

Fseado-Alcuin has the general explanation

:

*3y such posture of the body we show forth our humbleness
of heart.’ 2

^
i

As early as Tertullian’s time a distinction was
marked ;

he observes that on Sundays and during
l-»entecost prayer was not to be said kneeling.^
The implication that a divergence of use existed
is proved by the ruling of the Council of Nicaea,
more than a century later

:

* Because there are some who kneel on the Lord’s Day and on
the davs of Pentecost, that all things may be uniformly per-
formed in every parish or diocese, it seems good to the Holy
Synod that the prayers be by all made to God, standing.’

Standing was the attitude of praise and thanks-
'

giving. Hence standing was obligatory during i

the psalms, hymns, and Eucharistic prayer. For
a similar reason, perhaps, St. Benedict uttered his
dying prayer standing, ‘ erectis in coelum manibus." *

In his lifetime he had instructed his monks to
kneel during private prayer, not to stand as when
in choir.® There was, it is to be assumed, an inner
meaning of penitence attaching to private prayer,
and some importance here seems to have been
given to the Gospel account of Christ’s kneeling
in solitary prayer. Naturally, public penance
made use of the attitude of kneeling. The custom
of the early Church is clearly marked by St. Basil,

who describes kneeling as the lesser penance (/xerd-

voLd fiLKpd) and prostration as the greater {/lerdvma

fieydXrjy A posture with such associations was a
favourite one for anchorites and ascetics. Some
such associations of thought may have inspired
Eusebius’s observation that the Knees of James,
* the Lord’s brother,’ became callous like a camel’s,

from continual kneeling.'^

The Canon Law emjihasized still further the dis-

tinction between standing and kneeling. The latter

was forbidden in public prayer at all the prin-
cipal festivals. To be degraded into the class of

genuflectentes or prostrati, who were obliged to
imeel during public service even on Sundays and
in paschal (or pentecostal) time, was a severe punish-
ment.® A gradation of posture appears in the two
terms quoted, which still obtains in Koman Catho-
lic adoration.
That kneeling is a posture characteristic of

prayer, as such, is a principle developed by the
Reformation Churches, adoration, on the one hand,
and penance, on the other, being disregarded.
The ‘Declaration on Kneeling ’ during the Lord’s
Supper illustrates the avoidance of Roman Catholic
adoration. The Presbyterians sat to receive the
Communion. The originally threefold use of the
attitude was perhaps assisted towards its Protestant
simplification or reduction into one for prayer alone
by the negative emphasis which it received from
contrast with the Roman Catholic idea.

It is also remarkable that the practices of kneel-
ing and genuflexion, or bending of the knee, are
relatively modem in their application to ideas of

reverence or adoration.® Here, no doubt, religious

and social ritual reacted upon one another. Genu-
flexion with one knee was developed in the Middle
Ages, clearly showing a connexion with homage.
The Carthusians are noteworthy for a traditional

objection to kneeling in worship ; they bend the
knee without touching the ground.'®
In Roman Catholic ritual the rules governing

kneeling are precise. The congregation knem
throughout a Low Mass, except during the read-
ing of the Gospel. At High Mass they kneel or
prostrate themselves at the words ‘et incamatus

1 Hexaem, vi. 9 [74].
2 de Divin. xviii. (PL ci. 1210).
3 de Cor. Mil. 3 ; it 18 nefas. Gregory, Dial. 11. 37.
3 Bergh, loc cit. Eusebius says that kneeling was the regular

attitude of Christians in private prayer (Vita Const, iv. 22).
3 Bergh, Zoc. cit. 7 iTJ&'^ii. 23.
** Borgh, loc. cit. ^ Ih '

‘
f •

est ’ and ‘ verbum caro factum est ’—a modem de-
velopment. When adoring the Blessed Sacrament
unveiled, the faithful genuflect with both knees,
but 'with the right knee only when revering it in the
tabernacle. In the old bidding prayers, as in the
diaconal litanies of the Greek Church, the ofiiciating
priest, asking the congregation to pray for some
special ‘intention,’ said, ‘Flectamus genua. In
penance and confirmation, and at the coronation of
a king or queen, the blessing of a new knight, recon-
ciliation, etc., kneeling is prescribed. The celebrant
in the Roman, Greek, and Anglican Churches
kneels in adoration, but communicates standing.
The Lutheran Chui-ch and the Church of England
have always prescribed reception of the sacrament
kneeling. The Lutherans, however, stand at prayer.
The Presbyterians stood at prayer, but in recent
times they have adopted kneeling.

In European history the social uses of kneeling
are confined to court ceremonial, when subjects
salute the monarch, the ritual of homage in medi-
aeval feudalism, and various courtly symbolic
fashions, as between gentleman and lady. In
feudal times the rule was kneeling on one knee
in homage, on two in worship. Social friction has
been produced in recent times by insistence on
the kneeling attitude in connexion either with
religious prejudice or with ideas of military disci-

pline.^

The differences in the form of the posture of
kneeling are simple. The only uncertainty is

with the early Christian forms. Most probably
there was in these an element of prostration, as
was usual in Oriental forms then and is now, being
characteristic also of Islam. The Muslim kneels by
sitting on his feet, and in that position can make
various grades of prostration of body and head.®
The words of Seneca, ‘inflexo genu adorare,’^
refer to an Oriental, not Graeco-Roman, posture of
reverence. The classical adoratio was performed
standing. The fashion of venerating the Roman
Emperor in a posture of ^ostration, complete or
from the knees, was of Persian origin, and its

introduction is ascribed to Diocletian. It still

obtains in Asiatic courts. Prostration in a more
natural form was usual in Greek times for sup-
pliants. Its incomplete form was kneeling. Here
Augustine illustrates the natural evolution of the
posture, and suggests at the same time the lines of
its introduction into Christianity, by identifying
kneeling with the suppliant attitude :

* They fix their knees, stretch forth their hands (a gesture of
prayer), or even prostrate themselves on the ground. ’5

Litbeatore.—

T

his is fully given in the article.

A. E. Crawley.
KNOTS.—The symbolical use of the knot and

the ceremony of tying and untying are practices of

great antiquity and of world-wdde distribution.
Knots have, among practically all primitive races,

a special mystical signification, namely, that as
amulets they possess the power of hindering or
impeding specific conditions. Generally spealSng,
the ultimate reason for this is not abstruse : the
act of tying a knot implies something ‘ bound,’
and hence the action becomes a spell towards hinder-
ing or impeding the actions of other persons ot
things. Similarly, the act of loosing a knot im-
plies the removal of the impediment caused by
the knot, and from this belief are derived the
various customs of unloosing knots, unlocking
and opening doors and cupboards, setting free

1 Bergh, loc. cit.

2 The ‘kneeling controversy* in Bavaria (1888-46) arose from
the King’s Roman Catholic preferences (see E. Dom, in PRE^
X. [1901] 690-594). The British Army has seen in the use of
* on the knee ' an excess of discipline.

3 T. P. Hughes, Diet, of Islam, London, 1895, s.v, ‘ Prayer,’ hits

a series of elaborate drawings of tiie Muslim prayer-attitudes.
4 Here. Fur. 410.
5 dp Cvra. .5
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captive animals, etc., at periods Avhen undesirable
hindrance of any event is feared. Such customs
are instances of imitative or homoeopathic magic,
and the same principle underlies cases in which the
tying of knots has a beneficent influence ; a person
suffering from disease, may rid himself of it by
tying knots in some object, such as a string or twig.
The examples here given from the vast number
which exist in literature may best be grouped
according to their principal uses.

1 . General.—The theory of knots from a scientific

point of view was first discussed by J. B. Listing,^
and later, more exhaustively, by P. G. Tait, who
analyzed knots in their various forms according to
the number of their crossings. ^ The expression
‘knot’ enters into several phrases of an obscure
nature: thus ‘nuts of May’ is a corruption of
‘knots of May,’ from the custom of gathering
knots of flowers on May-day. The ‘ Gordian knot ’

refers to the famous tradition that Gordius, a peas-
ant called to the throne of Phrygia, in obedience to
an oracle of Jupiter, dedicated to that deity his
waggon, the yoke of which was tied to the draught
pole so that it could not be unloosed ; another
oracle declared that he who unloosed the knot
would become ruler of Asia, and Alexander the
Great accomplished the task by cutting the knot
with his sword.® Among the Homans the augur’s
wand, or lituus, which was used to mark out the
sacred region {templum) for the observation of
birds, had to be made from wood containing no
knot.^ In China the earliest means of communica-
tion, other than oral, is stated to have been by
knotted cords.® Similar to this are the quipus
of ancient Peru.
‘The quipu was a cord about two feet long, composed of

different-coloured threads tightly twisted together, from which
a quantity of smaller threads were suspended in the manner of
a fringe. The threads were of different colours, and were tied
into knots.* The signification of the cords depended on their
colour, their order, the number of knots, and their distance
from^ the main string.6

Similar contrivances are found in Hawaii and
among various African tribes, as well as in eastern
Asia and the Pacific Islands.^ Among some of the
tribes of the southern United States, if a definite
time was set for a certain event, count was kept
by untying one knot each day ; by this means the
Pueblo Indians were enabled to make simultaneous
revolt against the Spaniards in 1680.® The nautical
‘ knot ’ is another case in point.
2. Knots in religious ceremony.—In the religious

systems of the East the importance of the knot in
various ceremonies is well recognized. At the
initiation ceremony the sacred girdle with which
the Brahman was invested was wound round the
waist three times from left to right and tied with
one, three, or five knots ;

® at a later stage in the
cerenaony the initiator made a threefold knot in
the girdle on the north side of the navel and drew
this to the south side of it.^® Girdles with three
knots are also worn by the Dervishes in S.W.
Asia.^^ In the nadjot, or initiation ceremony, of
Zoroastrianism, the sacred husti, or girdle, is wound
round the waist three times and fastened with two
knots, one in front and the other at the back, these
knots symbolizing certain religious thoughts fsee
Initiation [Parsi]).!®

^

1 ‘Vorstudien zur Topologie,* Gottinger Studien, 1847.
2 Trans. Roy. Soc. JEdin. xxviii. [1879] 145.
3 Arrian, Ana&asis, ii. 3 ; QuintiTS Curtius, iii. 1 : Justin, xi. 7.4 Livy, I. xvm. 7. 6 vi. 218.

» * *•

6

W. H. Prescott, Conquest of Peru, London, 1847, p. 51

:

Jjc^ardson, Beginnings of Libraries, Princeton, N.J.,
p. aZ t,

fl'A/ i^U907]^l9
' Indians, London, 1775, p. 75

;

9 SBB xxix. [1886] 61 f. 10 Jb. xxx. [1892] 67, 143

la i* 9?®^* London, 1893-97, i. 127.
cb. J. J. Modi, The Naojote Ceremony of the

Pdrsis, Bombay, 1909, p. 16 ; cf. West, SBBxviu. [1882] 122, not^

In the religious ceremonies of the Assyrians the
god Marduk is directed to soothe the last moments
of a dying man by knotting a woman’s kerchief
with seven knots and tying it on his head, hands,
and feet. The gods will then receive his dying
spirit.^ Similar ideas may underlie the origin of
the phylacteries of the Jews and their practice
of binding holy texts round the limbs.® The Jew-
ish phylacteries, or ‘frontlets,’ are small leather
boxes in which are strips of parchment with pas-
sages from Hebrew Scripture. They are fixed on
the forehead and on the back of the right hand.
That on the head is attached by having its strap
tied at the back of the head into a knot of the
shape of a ‘daleth.’ The strap attached to the
hand is formed into a noose by means of a knot
of the shape of a ‘yod.’ These knots, together
with the letter ‘shin’ of the head phylactery,
make up the letters of the sacred name ‘Shaddai’
( ‘Almighty ’ ). ® In Roman religious ceremonials the
Flamen Dialis, the priest of Jupiter, was not allowed
to have any knots in his clothing, the ring on his
finger was broken, and any one coming to his house
in chains had instantly to be loosed.^ Muslim pil-

grims on the journey to Mecca also avoid having
knotsabout their person when in a state of sanctity.®
The Qur’an contains a reference (cxiii. 4) to ‘ those
who puff into knots,’ and these words are believed
to refer to women who tie knots in cords and blow
and spit on them for magical purposes. It is even
recorded that a Jew once bewitched the prophet
Muhammad by tying nine knots on a string;
Muhammad fell ill and recovered only when the
baleful thing was found and its knots undone by
the recitation of certain charms.® In Biblical litera-

ture there are many references to the ceremony of
‘ binding,’ the signification of the term being similar
to that of tying a knot.

3. Knots in relation to love and the marriage
ceremony.—The magic of knots and the ceremony
of binding and loosing had a particular reference in
earlier times to women ; in classical times, e.g., the
unloosing of the girdle {g,v.) was symbolical of the
loss of virginity,^ and by tying three knots on three
strings of different colours a maid might seek to
draw her lover to her side.® Among the Arabs a
girl, in order to attract the object of her affections,

would tie knots in his whip.® The true-love-knot
is a symbol of plighted aflection ; the direct origin
of its symbolism is uncertain, but from its form and
signification it is possible that Thomas Browne’s
suggestion of its derivation from the nodus Hercu-
laneus and the caducous is correct.

The symbolical use of the knot in the marriage
ceremony is widely distributed and dates back to
extremely ancient times. Among the Brahmans,
towards the end of the marriage ceremony, the
husband advances towards his young wife, who is

seated facing the east, and, while reciting mantras,
he fastens the tali—a little gold ornament which
all married women wear—round her neck, securing
it with three knots ; before these knots are tied the
father of the bride may refuse his consent, but after

they are tied the marriage is indissoluble.-^^ A cord

1 Tablet K. 3169, 4E3 (Brit. Mus.); H. F. Talbot, TSBA ii.

[1873] 54.
2 W. R. Smith, JPh xiii. [1886] 2S6 ;

Talbot, p. 55.
SBBBm. 870.
4 Aulus Gellius, x. xv. 6. 9 ; H. Nettleship and J. E. Sandys,

Diet, of Class. Ant., London, 1899, p. 238.
6 E. Doutt4, Magie et religion dans VAfriaue du Nord, Paris,

1909, p. 87f.
® il-Baidawi’s Comment, on the Qur*dn, ad loe. ; J. O. Frazer,

Taboo a’nd the Perils of the Soul, London, 1911, p. 302.
7 W. J. Dilling, Caledon. Med. Joum. ix. [1913-14] 837, 403.
8 Vergfil, Eel. viii. 77-79.
9 J. Wellhausen, Reste arab. JSeidentumes^, Berlin, 1897, p. 163.
10 ‘Vulgar Errors* in Works, ed. 0. Sayle, London, 1904, ii.

cb. xxii. § 5, p. 266.
11 J. A. Dubois and H. K. Beauchamp, Hindu Mannas, Cus^

toms, and Ceremonies'^, Oxford, 1906, pp. 224, 226.
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is also tied round the bride’s waist,^ and, when she
departs from the house, the verse ‘ I loosen thee

’

is said.^ In the Parsi marriage ceremony, a curtain
is held up to screen the bride and groom from each
other ,* under this they grasp each other’s right hand,
after which another piece of cloth is placed round
them so as to encircle them, and the ends of the
cloth are tied together by a double knot. In the
same way, raw twist is taken and wound round the
pair seven times. It is then tied seven times over
the joined hands of the couple as well as round the
double knot of the ends of the cloth around them.®
The Bhandaris tie the hands of the wedded pair
together with a wisp of kusa grass.** The Karans
of Bengal believe the essential part of the marriage
ceremony to be the laying of the bride’s right hand
in that of the bridegroom and the tying of their
two hands together with a piece of thread spun in
a special way.® In upper India the clothes of the
bride and bridegroom are knotted together as they
revolve round the sacred fire.®

The greatest development of the symbolism was
in classical times. At the Roman marriage cere-
mony the bride’s garments were bound with a girdle
made of sheep’s wool and tied with a Herculean
knot ; after the marriage the bride, on proceeding
to her husband’s house, tied the door-posts with
woollen fillets,^ and later, in the bridal chamber,
the Herculean knot was untied by her husband and
the girdle removed ; over this loosening ceremony
Juno Cinxia presided.® Further details of the cere-

mony are given by Festus,® who states that the
application of the girdle symbolized the binding
character of the marriage oath, while its unloosing
was for a^ good omen, so that they might be as
fortunate in rearing children as was Hercules, who
had seventy offspring. On the other hand. Macro-
bins,^® in his description of the caducettSf states that
this represents the union of a male and female
serpent as an oftering to Mercury, and that they
are united by a Herculean knot, which symbolizes
necessity; Athenagoras says that the wand of
Mercury is a symbol of the union of Jupiter and
Rhea, whom Jupiter, disguised as a dragon, bound
to him in the form of a Herculean knot. A, Ross-
bach^® suggested that the Herculean knot was
associated originally with the god Sancus, and that
the latter, as god of light, protected men from ill-

ness and witchcraft—apotropaeic powers which the
knot possessed, as being his symbol. In the opinion
of the present writer, the symbolism of its tying
was that of the binding character of the ceremony,
and its loosing represented the loss of virginity.

From a physical standpoint the Herculean knot
was difficult to unloose.^®

A somewhat similar custom prevails among the
natives of the East Indian island of Rotti. A cord
is fastened round the waist of the bride, and nine
knots are tied in it and smeared with wax in order
to increase the difficulty of unloosing them ; the
bride and bride^oom are then secluded, and the
latter has to untie the knots with the thumb and
forefinger of his left hand. Not until this has been
done may the man possess the woman as his wife.

Frazer, in recording this case, suggests that the

1 SBE xxix. 33.
2 XXIX. 39 ; Rigveda, x. Ixxxv. 24.
s D. F. Karaka, Hist, of the Parsis, London, 1884, i. 179.
^ H. H. Risley, TCy Calcutta, 1891, i. 92.
5 Risley, i. 425 ; W. Orooke, PR, London, 1896, iL 46.

8

Orooke, PR ii, 46 f.

7 Pliny, HN xxix. 9.

8 Festus, de Verborum significationef iii., s.v. ‘Oinxiae
Junonis ’

; Arnobius, adv. NationeSj iii. 21, 23, 25.
9 S.V. * Cingulo ’

; cf . Nonius Maroellus, de Proprietate sermo-
num, s.v. ‘ Cingulum ’

; Catullus, bd. 60 f., Ixviii. 26.
10 Saturnalia^ i. xix. 16-18.
11 Legatiu ad Imp. AntoninoSy xx. (PG vi. 932).
12 X)ie romische Ehe^ Stuttgart, 1853, p. 279.
13 For full evidence see Dilling, Caledon. Med. Jowm. lx. 361-

nine knots may refer to the months of pregnancy.^
Before the wedding procession a Macedonian bride
has a girdle tied round her waist with three knots
by one of her brothers ;

® and among the Russians,
duringamarriage ceremony, a net, ‘from its affluence
of knots,’ is thrown over the bride or the bridegroom,
and the attendants are girt with pieces of net or
girdles, * for before a wizard can begin to injure them
he must imdo all the knots in the net, or take offthe
girdles.’®

Not only was the knot important in the consum-
mation of marriage and in the protection of the
married couple from witchcraft ; it Avas also a
pow'erful amulet in the hands of a third person in
preventing the wedding ceremony or the union of

the parties concerned. Thus in the Middle Ages
a person could prevent a marriage by tying a
knot in a cord or fastening a lock. The cord or
lock had then to be thrown into water, and, until
the charm was recovered and undone, no real
marriage could take place.** Such practices were
punishable, and in 1705 two persons werecondemned
to death in Scotland for stealing charmed knots
which had been made, with intent to mar the wedded
bliss of Spalding of AshintOly.® The tying of these
knots was known in Germany as Nestel knupfen
and in France as nomr Vaiguillette. Those who
made or used such spells were, as early as 1208,
directed to be excommunicated,® and the Bitual of

Paris of 1630 contains the statement

:

* Nous d^nonQons pour excommuni^s tous ma^ciens et magi-
ciennes, sorciers et sorciferes, devineurs et devineresses, noueurs
d’aiguillettes et autres qui par ligatures et sortileges empechent
Tosage et consummation du saint Mariaee.’ ?

There are innumerable examples of this supersti-

tion in mediseval literature, and the same idea seems
to have been prevalent among the Northern Semites
in A.D. 700, since mention is made of persons * who
bend a needle and insert the head in the eye, or set

seals on locks and throw them into a deep well or
hide them in the ground that a man may be kept
away from his wife.’®

In Perthshire, in 1793, knots were also tabued at

the marriage ceremonies, as is illustrated by the
following custom, recorded by the minister of

Logierait

;

‘Immediately before the celebration of the marriage cere-
mony every knot about the bride and bridegroom (garters,

shoe-strings, strings of petticoats, etc.) is carefully loosened.
After leaving the church, the whole company walk round it,

keeping the church walls always upon the right hand. The
bridegroom, however, first retires one way with some young
men to tie the knots that were loosened about him, while the
young married woman in the same manner retires somewhere
else to adjust the disorder of her dress.* 9

For a similar reason it was a common practice
for the bride and bridegroom to have one or both
shoes untied during the marriage ceremony.^® In
Syria the bridegroom must have no knots or
buttons fastened in his wedding garments ; other-
wise their magic will deprive him of his marriage
rights. Similar beliefs exist among the North
African races. A curious belief connected with
marriage is that prevalent among the Pidhireanes,
a Ruthenian people on the hem of the Carpathians,

1 Op. cit. p. 301.
2 G. F. Abbott, Macedonian Folklore^ Cambridge, 1903, p. 167 f.

9

W. R. S. Ralston, Songs of the Russian People^ London,
1872, p. 390 ; Abbott, p. 170.

4 J. Grimm, Deutsche Mythologies, Berlin, 1876-78, ii. 897,

983 ; J. Brand, Pop. Ant., London, 1900, p. 742.
5 J. G. Dalyell, Darker Superstitions of Scotland, Glasgow,

1835, pp. 302, 306 f.

6J. B. Thiers, TraiU des superstitions, 4 vols., Avignon,
1777, iv. 510.

7 lb. p. 514 ; the whole subject is treated on pp. 503-526.
8 P. A. de Lagarde, Reliquioe juris ecclesiast. antiquiss. Syr.,

Leipzig, 1856, p. 133 ;
W. R. Smith, JPh xiv. [1885] 116, note.

9 J. Sinclair, Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh,
1791-99, V. 83.
10 J. Pinkerton, Voyages and Travels, London, 1808-14, iii. 91,

325, 382 ; G. Rogers, Social Life in Scotland, Edinburgh, 1884-

86, iii. 232.
11 Eijub AbSla, ZDPV vu. [1884] 91 f.

12 Doutt6, pp. 288-292.
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where a widow who wishes to remarry unties

the knots on her dead husband’s grave-clothes;^

here again the magic is imitative and symboli2es
her freedom from her bond.

4. Knots at child-birth.—The symbolism of the

knot at birth is obvious, and its use is probably
the most widely distributed of all such beliefs.

Birth is associated in all countries with the idea

of unloosing, and various peoples adopt different

charms of a homoeopathic character to facilitate

delivery. Hence arise such customs as opening
doors and windows, undoing hair, girdles, and all

knots in the clothing, preventing the husband and
other persons from sitting with the legs crossed,

setting free captive animals and even school

children, etc. A few examples of these customs
must suffice.

In ancient India it was a custom to unloose all

knots at the time of child-birth,® and among the
Romans and Greeks such beliefs were common.
Thus Ovid states that the pregnant woman is to
unbind her hair before praying to the goddess of

child-birth,® and she must also avoid having knots
in her clothing.^ At the delivery of Alcmene,
Eileithyia is represented as having sat cross-le^ed
before the house in Order to delay matters.® The
same superstition as that mentioned by Ovid
occurs in Bilaspur, where the woman’s hair is

never allowed to remain knotted while the child
is being born,® and unmarried Jewish mrls undo
their hair if a difficult labour occurs in the house.^
The prospective mother, among the Kayans of
Borneo, mxist refrain from tying knots;® and in
Persia, when a birth was imminent, the school-

masters were asked to give liberty to the boys,
whilst birds in cages were allowed to escape,® In
Denmark knots had to be undone when a birth
was about to occur ; and in Smaaland, to render
future parturition easy, the bride should untie the
straps of her horse’s saddle when returning from
the church. Here also the bride did not tie her
shoe-laces before the wedding, in order that * she
might bear children as easily as she could remove
her shoes,*' and she would nave toothache at the
birth of her child if anything were tied over her
bridal crown. Among the Hos of Togoland, when
a difficult confinement occurs, a magician is called,

who declares : ‘ The child is bound in the womb,
that is why she cannot be delivered,’ To loose the
bonds he binds the hands and feet of the patient
with a tough creeper and then, after calling the
woman’s name, he cuts through the creeper with
a knife, saying, ‘I cut through to-day thy bonds
and thy child’s bonds,’ The creeper is then cut up
into small pieces and put in water, with which the
woman is bathed.
Similar superstitious beliefs and customs may be

traced in the folklore of ancient and modern India,
Java, Sumatra, the Sea and Land Dayaks, Cochin
China, Central Australia, Mecklenburg, Voigt-
land, Transylvania, and even to the present day in
Scotland,^®

j

5. Knots in the cure of diseases.—Knots were
I

largely employed by the Assyrians in their spells
for removing illness ; thus, for headache, the head

1 R. F. Kaindl, Gloibus, Ixxiii. I1S98] 261.
3W. Oaland, Altind. Zmlemitwil. Amsterdam. 1900. p.

108.
*

« iii. 267f.
< Servius on Vergil, JEn. iii. 618.
« Brand, p. 721 ; Ovid, Metam, ix. 286 ; Pliny, SN xxviii. 17

;

tif. Pausanias, ix. xi. 3.

< £, M. Gordon, Indian Folk TaUSt London, 1908, p. 89.
I TU! *

B Customs of ths Wcrldy ed. W. Hutchinson, London, 1912,
p. 20L

9 J. 0. Lettsom, Eist, of the Origin of Medicine^ London,
1778, p. 48, note.

IB K. R. V. Wikman, Ofvertrych wr Sembygden, Helsingfora,
1912, nos. 5, 6.

11 J. Spieth, Die JBwe-StSmme, Berlin. 1906, p. 092.
1* Frazer, pp. 298- 818.

of the sick person must be bound with a bundle of
twigs, accompanied by the recitation of magic
words, and at eventide the twigs are to be cut off

and thrown into the street ‘ that the sickness of
his head may be assuaged.’ 1 Another text recom-
mends the use of the hair of a virgin kid, spun and
bound with twice seven knots to the head, neck,
and limbs of the sufferer.® As a charm for oph-
thalmia, black and white threads or hairs are
woven together, with seven and seven knots there-
in, and during the knotting an incantation is said

;

the thread of black hair is then to be fastened
to the sick eye, and the white one to the sound
eye.® The Babylonian witches could strangle their
victims or seal their mouths, etc. , by tying knots
in a cord, and by undoing these knots the sufferer
could be relieved.'® Similar customs have been
found among the Persians® and Arabs® in modem
times. Pliny, referring to wounds, remarks

:

‘ It is quite surprising how much more speedily wounds will
heal if they are bound up and tied with a Hercules* knot;
indeed, it is said that, if the girdle which we wear every day is

tied with a knot of this description, it will be productive of
certain beneficial effects, Hercules having been the first to dis-
cover this fact.' 7

He also states that inguinal tumours could be
cured by taking a thread from a web, tying seven
or nine knots on it, and then fastening it to the
patient’s groin, although it was also necessary to
name some widow as each knot was tied.® Again,
to cure swelling of the groins due to ulcers, the

E
atient is directed to insert in the sores three horse
airs tied with as many knots.® In 1718 the

Parliament of Bordeaux sentenced an individual
to be buried alive for spreading desolation through
a family by means of knotted cords ; and in Scot-

land, Denmark, and Sweden knotted cords are
still in use to protect both men and beasts from
illness, the number of knots being usually three or
nine. In Russia a skein of red wool is wound about
the arms and legs to protect the wearer from fever,

and nine skeins tied round a child’s neck protect it

from scarlatina.^ One of the most common of such
beliefs is that warts may be cured by tying as
many knots in a string as one has warts, and to
obtain the ultimate cure either the knots are un-
loosed or the string is thrown away or placed under
a stone, when the first person to tread on the stone
or pick up the string acquires the warts ; or each
wart is to be touched by one of the knots. ^® In the
days when the belief in the possibility of transfer-

ring diseases to inanimate objects was prevalent,

knots were made in the branches or twigs of trees

;

the ceremony, being accompanied 1^ spells, trans-

ferred the disease to the tree.^® Por protection

against disease the Hos of Togoland tie strings

round the different parts of the body.” Knots are

even believed to be a protection against death
itself, and the soul cannot leave the body till they
are loosed,

“

6.

Other beliefs in knots as amulets.—^Among
the Assyrians the knot was used to prevent the
spirits of the dead from annoying the living. To
attain this end, the following directions are given

;

* Spin a varieg’ated and a scarlet thread together, and tie seven

knots in it ; thou shalt mix together oil of cedar, spittle of the

IR. Campbell Thompson, Semitic MagiCt London, 1908,

p. 166.
2 /6.

» H. 0. Rawlinson, WAI iv. [1875] 29*. 4, c. i. 15.
,

4 M. Jastrow, Religion of Bcd>ylonia and Assyria^ Boston,

1898, pp. 268, 270.
B E. O’Donovan, Mero^ London, 1883, p. 290 f.

6 Thompson, p. 168 f.

7jErjV'xxvUi.l7. 8/6.12. 9/6.61.
WDalyell,pp. 802, S06£.
U R. 0. Maclagan, FL vi. [1896] 164 ff.

12 Wikman, loc. cit. 13 Ralston, p. 388.
14 J. G. Frazer, The Scapegoat^ London, 1913, p. 48.

15 Wikman, Zoc. i® Of. Frazer, p. 66.

17 Spieth, p. 631. . « „ .

iSDalyell, p. 307; T. F. Thiselton-Dyer, English Fomore
London, 1878, p. 229 f.
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man, the leavened dough, earth from an old grave a tortoise’*?m
mouth (?). a thorn (?). earth from the rootTofthe S^elrH;
Of ants ;

thou shalt sprinkle the knots with this. While thou
tiest them, thou shalt repeat this incantation [(and) bind itl on
the temples [of the man]. Thus shalt thou tighten it, unta the
darkemng or the white part of the face and the whitenins of
the dark-coloured part of the face takes place.* i

To remove a tabu from a maiij directions are
given to bind his limbs with a double cord of black
and white threads which has been twisted on a
spindle ; the cord then appears to be cut by the
hands of Marduk, who also releases the man from
the tabu.^ Evidently a witch could cast a tabu on
a man by tying knots and chanting a spell, for we
are told that ‘ her knot is loosed, her sorcery is
brought to naught, and all her charms fill the
desert.’ » The ancient Hindus believed that knots
tied in the garments of a traveller would protect
him on a dangerous journey ;

* and in classical times
spellswereremoved by knots, for Petroniusmentions
that, in removing a spell from Encolpius, ‘ she then
took from her bosom a web of twisted threads of
various colours and bound it onmy neck. ’

« Charms
of many coloured threads were tied on the necks
of infants to protect them from fascination.® The
same idea explains the wearing of the sacred thread,
orjaneH, by high-caste Hindus. The knots on it,
knowm as Brahma^granthi, or ‘the knots of the
Creator,’ repel evil influences, and Muhammadans
on their birthdays tie knots in a cord, which is
known as the sdlgirah^ or ‘ year knot.’ ^ To drive
away rain, the Mirzapur natives name twenty-one
men blind of an eye (and, therefore, ill-omened),
and make twenty-one knots in a cord, and tie it
under the eaves of the house.® The tying of knots
in a string and subsequently unloosing them to
raise wind for sailing is a custom common to many
fishing people— Finlanders, Laplanders, Shet-
landers, and natives of the Hebrides and Isle of
Man.® South African natives before starting on a
journey will knot a few blades of grass so that the
journey may be prosperous, and the knotting of
grass in a forest is supposed by Laos hunters to
prevent others from being successful there in the
pursuit of game.^^ Russians have the belief that
knots act as a protective against violent death
from weapons, which, as it were, are ‘ tied’ by the
knots ; and knots also prevent the death of cattle
and people by ‘ binding up ’ the mouths of wolves
and other ravenous animals—a belief which is also
current in Bulgaria and Armenia.^®
Literature.—^References are given in the footnotes. Many

other examples are cited in J. G. Frazer, Taboo and the Perils
of the Soul, London, 1911, pp. 293-313

; and also under artt.
Charms and Amulets. For EgjTDtian knotted cords (use un-
known) see W, M. F. Petrie, Amulets illustrated by the Egyv.
Collection in Univ, Coll,, London, London, 1914, p. 29, and
plates xvii.-xix. WALTER J. BILLING.

KNOWLEDGE.—See Epistemology.

KNOX.

—

1 . Birth and early life.—Neither the
place nor the date of John Knox’s birth is certain

;

but Giftbrdgate, a hamlet contiguous with Had-
dington, is the site for which most and against
which least can be said; and a date between 24
Nov. 1513 and 24 Nov. 1514 (not 1505, as, until
recently, was usually supposed) is most probable.
Local tradition in favour of Giffordgate was old in 1785 (G.

Barclay, in Trans. Soc. of Antiq. i. 69 ;
publ. 1862), and is

accepted by D. Laing (Works of Knox, Edinburgh, 1864, vi.
xviiiA A. F. Mitchell (Scottish Reformation, do. 1900, p. 79),
and D. Hay Fleming (Original Secession Mag., 1889). The

2/6. p. 165.
4 SBE xxix. 432, xxx. 127.
® Persius, Sat, iL 81.

8/6. i. 77.

1 Thompson* p. 33 f.

8 Rawlinson, iv. 49, 84».
8 Sat. cxxxi.

47.

9 Brand, p. 689.w J. Shooter, The Kafirs of Natal and the Zulu Country,
London, 1867, p. 217 f

.

li Aymonier, Notes swr U Laos, Saigon, 1886, p. 23 f.

12 Ralston, p. 388 flf.

» & •

18 M. Abeghian, Armen. Volksglaube, Jena, 1899, p. 116.

I ^cient Registre of Geneva and Knox’s contemporary, Archibald
I Hamilton (de Confusions Calviniance sectce, Paris, 1577, p. 64),
descrioe him as a native of Haddington. His designation byLe^ (leones, 1580) as ‘ Giffordiensis,’ and the statement by

Church of Scotland [published
looo], ed. 1850, li. ISO) that he was born in Gifford, are con-
ptent with the above (Giffordgate being on the Gifford Estate),

McCrie (Life of John Enozf>, Edinburgh,
18o9) and by S. Kerr of tester (lFAer« was Knox bom?) to
mdi^te Gifford village, 4 miles from Haddington, as the real
birthplace—a village, however, which appears in no map older
than the 17th century. D. Louden (History ofMorham, London,
1^9, pp. 34-51) advocates Morham, within Haddington Con-
stabulary

; and it is favoured by P. Hume Brown (Jonn Knox

:

A htography, London, 1895). In the 14th cent, this parish
passed by marriage to the Giffords, and in Knox’s time was
owned by the Bothwells—w’hich would account best (it is held)
for Knox’s acknowledgment (Laing, Works of Knox, ii. 323) of
feudal obligation to that family. But, against this view, the
name Morham was never superseded by Gifford.
The two earliest authorities for Enox*s birth-year are Peter

Young, of Edinburgh, and Theodore Beza, of Geneva—^both
personal friends of the Reformer. Beza states (leones) that
Knox died after reaching the age of 57 ; but Young’s testunony
that he died in bis 50th year is to be preferred as being con-
tained in a letter (recently recovered) w’ritten from Edinburgh
expressly in answer to Bern’s inquiry. The date 1505 (formerly
a^epted) rests on Spottiswoode’s authority (Hist, of Church
oj ^otland, ii. ISO), followed by D. Buchanan (Life and Death

published 1644), who had access to Spottiswoode’s
then unpublished MS. McCrie found confirmation (perhaps the
basis) of Spottiswoode’s statement in the recorded entrance of
a John Knox into Glasgow Universitv in 1522; hut eight John
Knoxes were students there in the 16th and 17th centuries.

Knox is stated by Beza to have been a student
at St. Andrews under John Major, who was
settled there in 1531. His student life must have
begun not very long after Patrick Hamilton’s
martyrdom at St. Andrews in 1528, and the words
in Knox’s Mistory (i, 36), ‘ when those cruel wolves
had devoured their prey, there was none within
St. Andrews who began not to enquire where-
fore was Patrick Hamilton burnt?’ sound like a
personal reminiscence. At any rate Knox was
probably affected by the martodom ; and this,
along with the teaching of (xavin Logie, who
fled from St. Andrews about 1534 on account of
Reformed views, and also the oath which graduates
had to take against ‘Lollardism,’ may have led to
Knox’s non-graduation as Magister Artium. On
the other hand. Major’s influence and Knox’s
keenly patriotic spirit may have kept him from
identifying himself with a cause which, in its
earlier stages, came, justly or unjustly, under
suspicion of being associatea with unpatriotic sub-
servience to England. Knox entered the priest-
hood at some date prior to 1540 ; and, up to 1545,
there is no evidence of his public support of the
Reform cause. In 1543, however, he had received
a lively impression of the truth from Friar Thomas
William, one of the Regent Arran’s evangelical
chaplains (B. Calderwood, History of the Kirk of
Scotland, i. 155 f.)

; and the seed fructified under
the ministry of George Wishart, who came to
East Lothian in 1545. Knox, then tutor in
Hugh Bouglas’s family at Longniddry, ‘waited
on Wishart from the time he came to Lothian,’
and attended him in Haddington on the evening
before Wishart’s midnight arrest. Henceforth
Knox was a recognized adherent of the Refor-
mation.
2. Call and ministry at St. Andrews.— The

assassination of Beaton in May 1546 was condoned
by Knox as a * godly fact,’ justified by the failure
of the civil authority to punish the Cardinal’s
illegal oppression. He had no scruple, therefore,
about taking refuge from peril in the Castle of
St. Andrews held by the conspirators and other
opponents of the Roman Catholic religion. From
the Castle congregation, led by John Rough, an
evangelical preacher, he accepted a solemn call to
the Reformed ministry. From the pulpit of the
Parish Church he declared that the evil lives
of the clergy (from popes downward), corrupt
Roman doctrine, nnscriptnral enactments, and
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blasphemotis papal pretensions proved that the

Church of Eome was ‘ not the body of Christ, but
the whore of Babylon.’ ‘A great number openly
professed ’ Keformed doctrine at St. Andrews ; and
Holy Communion was celebrated for the first_ time
publicly in Scotland according to a Keformed ritual.

What had hitherto been only a Protestant move-
ment thus grew into a Keformed Church. Mean-
while, however, partly as a divine judgment (so

Knox declared) on account of the evil doings of a
portion of the Castle community, the garrison were
constrained, in the autumn of 1547, to surrender

to the French fleet, and Knox, along with other

prisoners, was consigned to the ‘torment* of the

^
3. Ministry in England.—After eighteen months

of toil and tribulation as a galley bondsman, Knox
was released through the English Government’s
intervention. Gratitude to his liberators and the

impracticability, then, of eflective ministry in

Scotland induced him to settle in England, where
Archbishop Cranmer and Protector Somerset were
accomplishing, under Edward VI., a more real

Kefonnation than that of Henry vill. In Berwick
(1549-51) Knox ministered to a congregation con-

sisting of garrison and citizens, using a Puritan
form of service. The Communion office was largely

borrowed from Swiss sources, and the practice of

kneeling was discontinued as a symbolical en-

dorsement of the Adoration of the Host. During
this Berwick ministry he publicly testified against
the ‘idolatry’ of the Mass before the ecclesi-

astical ‘ Council of the North,’ and vindicated the
Puritan position that ‘all worshipping invented
by the brain of man, without God’s express com-
mand, is idolatry.* Such action and testimony
justify Carlyle’s designation of Knox as ‘the
Chief Priest and Founder ’ of English Puritanism
{Heroes and Hero^orship, London, 1872, p. 132).

In 1551 he was promoted to Newcastle, and in

1552 he became one of six royal chaplains, who
also itinerated on behalf of the Keform cause.

He declined the bishopric of Kochester, not owing
to any objection to episcopacy in itself, but
because he disapproved of ‘ your prowde prelates’

great dominions and charge (impossible by one
man to be discharged)’ (Laing, v. 518). As a
patriotic Scot, moreover, he would be reluctant
to undertake responsibilities which might debar
him from eventual service to his native land.
Partly through Knox’s influence, sitting at Com-
munion was favoxired by many ; and in Edward’s
Second Prayer Book, while kneeling was retained,
the existing rubric was inserted at Knox’s insti-

f
ation (J. Foxe, Acts and Monuments, vi. 510;
Lorimer, John Knox and the Church of Eng-

land, London, 1875, pp. 99-107), declaring that
by kneeling no adoration is intended either of the
sacramental elements or of Christ’s ‘ natural flesh
and blood.’ At Edward’s death Knox not only
took no part in the plot to enthrone Lady Jane
Grey, but, as Koyal Chaplain, prayed publicly for
‘our Sovereign Lady Queen Mary,’ and besought
God to ‘repress the pride of them that would
rebel.’ When the Queen’s policy of persecution,
however, became assured, Knox crossed over to
Dieppe early in 1554. *My prayer,’ he writes,
‘is that I may be restoirit to the battell again*
(Laing, iii. 154 f. ).

4. Leader and pastor of Protestant exiles on
the Continent (1554-69).—Knox’s exile was no
period of inactivity. He not only accomplished
much literary work,^ and kept himself in constant
touch, through correspondence, with reforming

1 This included his First Blast of the Trumpet against the
MoTistruous Regiment [i.e. RvZel of Women, his Appellation
against ths Scottish Bierwrchy, a Brief Exhortation to England,
and a magnum opus on Predestination.

friends in Scotland and England, but he also
ministered to congregations of feUow-exiles. In
Frankfort he became pastor, in March 1554, to
an English community of Puritan tendency, using
a Service-book of his own based on Calvin’s Liturgy.
The subsequent arrival, however, of other exiles,

who desired the use of Edward Vl.’s Second Prayer
Book, led to conflicts which issued in Knox’s with-
drawal and in his settlement, early in 1555, at
Geneva, as one of two pastors chosen by the
British exiles there. Knox’s Genevan ministry
continued until Jan. 1559, with two breaks—viz.

a nine months* visit to Scotland in 1555-56, and a
ten weeks’ sojourn, in the winter of 1557-58, at
Dieppe, where he organized a French Protestant
community of 800 members. His stay at Geneva
was the most peaceful and perhaps the happiest
period of his ministry. ‘ The Church of Geneva,’
he writes in 1556, ‘ is the most perfect school of

life since the days of the Apostles.’ Fellowship
with Calvin was a joy and a strength, an educa-
tion and an incentive. To Geneva, in Sept. 1556,

he brought his wife, Marjory Bowes, whom Calvin
describes as ‘ suavissima ’

; her mother had been a
devoted member of Knox’s Berwick flock. Mra
Knox died in Dec. 1560. In Geneva were bom
his sons Nathanael and Eleazar, who entered
Cambridge University after their father’s death;
the latter became vicar of Clacton Magna in 1587.

Among notable members of Knox’s Geneva con-

gregation were Miles Coverdale, William Whit-
tingham, and two future prelates, Bentham and
Pilkington (afterwards bishops respectively of

Lichfimd and Durham).

5. First return to Scotland.—The anxiety of the

Kegent Mary of Guise to secure the marriage of

her daughter, Mary Stuart, to the Dauphin of

France led her to court the favour of Scottish

Protestant nobles, and to adopt a tolerant re-

ligious policy which encouraged Knox to visit

Scotland in Sept. 1565. In districts where influ-

ential laymen gave him support, particularly West
Lothian and Midlothian, Forfarshire, Ayrshire,

and Strathclyde, he propagated Keformed doc-

trine and persuaded Protestant leaders to abstain

from Mass and to celebrate Holy Communion with
a Keformed ritual. Scottish Protestants thus ac-

quired courage and consolidation. Knox even
made a bold attempt to win the Regent by a con-

ciliatory letter in which he praises her ‘moderation

and clemency.* In vain ; she treated his elaborate

address as a ‘ pasquil.* The Bishops cited him to

trial for heresy at Edinburgh in May 1556, and
Knox arrived to meet his accusers ; but they re-

ceived no support from the Regent, and departed

from the charge on the ground of some alleged

informality. On the very day appointed for his

trial Knox preached to a larger congregation than

ever before had listened to him. An appeal, how-
ever, in midsummer, from his Geneva flock, and
the conviction that the Reform cause, strengthened

by his visit, might now be better served by his

withdrawal for a time to prevent the resumption

of persecution, led to his return to Geneva.^

0. Final return to Scotland and accomplishment
of the Reformation (1559-60).—In Dec. 1557 there

was drawn up at Edinburgh, largely through the

absent Reformer’s stimulating influence, the first

Scottish ‘ Covenant,’ an organized Protestant

league for defence against religious despotism

and for the advancement of the Reform cause.

This movement, along with Mary Stuart’s mar-

riage to the Dauphin in 1558, and the consequent

removal of the Regent’s motive for toleration, led

to renewed persecution ; and the Scottish Re-

formers, realizing their need of Knox, invited him
to return. He arrived at an opportune moment,
on 2nd May 1559. Four notable preachers

—
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Harlaw, Willock, Christison, and Methven—had
been cited to Stirling on 10th May to answer the
charge of unauthorized and heretical ministrations,
in rebellious defiance of the Privy Council’s pro-
hibition. For non-appearance they were declared
to be outlaws, and the raising of an army of 8000
(partly French) by the Regent provoked the gather-
ing of a Protestant host. A trifling incident pre-
cipitated the conflict. On 11th MayKnox preached
in St. John’s Church, Perth, against the ‘idolatry*
of the Mass.

^
While the congregation were dis-

persing, a priest began the celebration of what
Knox had been denouncing. A lad protested loudly,
was struck by the irritated celebrant, and retali-

ated by throwing a stone which broke an image.
It was as if a lighted match had been applied to a
heap of combustibles. Wide-spread ‘purging* of
churches and demolition of monasteries ensued.
After temporary truces and fruitless attempts at
compromise, the Regent, supported by France, and
the Reformers, by England, carried on civil war
which terminated only with the Regent’s death
in June 1560. Knox took a leading part in the
conflict as preacher and counsellor. A significant
sermon at St. Andrews on the ‘Cleansing of the
Temple ’

; another in St. Giles vindicating the
Reformers* aim as being not any alteration of
authority, but the reformation of religion and
suppression of idolatry; an extensive itinerancy
for the enlightenment of the people and the estab-
lishment of a Reformed ministry in chief centres

;

an important share in the negotiations which issued
in the alliance between the Scottish Reformers and
the English Government ; a signal service at Stirling
after a defeat by the French army, when the de-
pressed spirits of the Reformers were ‘ wondrously
re-erected’ by Knox’s inspiring assurance that
their cause must and shall prevail because ‘it is

the eternal truth of the eternal God*—these are
some of the Reformer’s contributions to the Reform
movement during that critical time (Laing, i. 348,

365, 471, vi. 30, 56, 78). The Regent’s dying
counsel to both sides was to procure the with-
drawal of both the English and the French armies.
This was eftected ; and the settlement of Scottish
ecclesiastical afiairs was left to the Estates of the
realm. The issue was the establishment of Pro-
testantism as the national religion by the Conven-
tion (a virtual parliament) of Aug. 1560, so far at
least as this was constitutionally possible in the
absence of monarch and regent.

To Knox and five colleagues was entrusted the
composition of a Confession of Faith ; the outcome
was the ‘Scots Confession,* which held the field

until it was superseded by that of Westminster.
Inferior in logical precision to its successor, the
older Confession is superior in theological breadth
and spiritual warmth (see art. Confessions, vol.

iii. p. 872). Knox and his associates drew up a
Church polity embodied in the First Book of
Discipline, It recognizes five classes of office-

bearers—superintendent, minister, elder, deacon,
and reader. The first office was apparently a
tentative arrangement, whose continuance or dis-

continuance might depend on its effectiveness or
otherwise

;
gradually it disappeared ; the readers

were a temporary institution until sufficient minis-

ters became available. The Church courts were
the Kirk Session, Synod, and General Assembly

;

the Presbytery was developed after Knox’s death.

Worship was regulated by his Book of Common
Order. A school as well as a church was to be
established in every parish, and a ‘college* in

every ‘notable town,* at which preparation was
to be provided for the University. The Book of
Discipline anticipated modern legislation by advo-
cating compulsory education. The patrimony of

the Church, which, prior to the Reformation,
VOL. VII.—48

included nearly half the property of the realm,
was to be expended on tne maintenance of the
ministry, the education of the 3"oung, and the
relief^ of the poor

; but unfortunately, notwith-
standing Knox’s indignant protest, the Scottish
landowners * greadelie gripped to the possessionis
of the Kirk’ (Laing, ii. 128), which had to be
content with a sixth of her ancient patrimony.

7. Knox and Queen Mary.—The young Queen’s
retum^ in 1561 and the permission of the otherwise
interdicted Mass in the private chapel at Holy-
rood filled Knox with anxiety. He declared from
the pulpit that ‘ one Messe was more fearful to him
then gif ten thousand armed enemyes war ... in
the Realme’ {ib. 276). His first interview with
Mary deepened his solicitude. The chief subject
of conversation was the right of subjects to resist
their princes, particularly in the religious sphere.
‘ God commands subjectis to obey thair Princes,*
said Mary ;

‘ think ye that subjectis having power
may resist thair Princes ? * Knox, long before, had
learned from John Major the principle of con-
stitutional monarchy, and he replied :

‘ Yf Princes
exceed thair boundis, and do against that whairfoir
they should be obeyed, . . . thei may be resisted.*

‘I perceave that my subjectis shall obey you, and
not me,* said the Queen. ‘My travell,’ responded
Knox, ‘is, that boyth princes and subjectis obey
God.* He closed the interview with the loyal
prayer that Maiy might be * as blessed within the
Commoun-wealth of Scotland as everDebora was in
the Commoun-wealth of Israeli *

; but he stated to
friends his conviction, ‘ yf thair be not in hir a proud
mynd, a crafty witt, and ane indurat hearte against
God and his treuth, my judgment faileth me* {ib,

277-286). This first encounter fairly exemplifies
their relations. Knox in his bearing towards the
Queen united on the whole the courtesy of a gentle-
man with the firm and sometimes stem maintenance
of his right as a ‘profitable member within the
commonwealth* publicly to criticize his sovereign’s
doings, especially in religious concerns. At their
last recorded meeting, in Dec. 1563, when Knox
appeared before the Queen and her Council to
answer the charge of ‘ convoking the lieges ’ with-
out her authority, he uttered the memorable mani-
festo : * I am in the place quhair I am demandit of

conscience to speik the treuth ; and thairfoir I speik.

The treuth I speik impung it quhoso list’ {ib, 408).

8. Knox and the Protestant statesmen.—Amid
general agreement between Knox and lay Re-
formers on the vital question of dethroning the
Roman Catholic and establishing a Protestant
Church, there was serious disagreement as to
important details. The difference consisted chiefly

in the familiar divergence between principle and
expediency. While Knox was against the tolera-

tion of the Mass even in the Queen’s private chapel,
Moray and Maitland thought this a cheap price
to pay for Mary’s acquiescence in Protestant
supremacy. Knox emphasized the necessity of
free Assemblies ;

‘ Take from us the freedom of

Assemblies, and you take from us the Evangel.*
The Protestant statesmen, especially Maitland,
saw in the freedom of convocation and enactment
a perilous imperium in imperio. Knox demanded
the legalizing of the Book of Discipline by royal
and parliamentary endorsement

; the lay leaders
of the Reformation resisted the claim alike as an
occasion of rupture between Church and land-
owners and as a dangerous aggrandizement of
ecclesiastical wealth and power. There was never
much love to lose between Knox and Maitland,
but the temporary estrangement between Knox and
Moray (1563-65), the immediate occasion of which
was the latter’s unwillingness to press the Queen
formally to recognize the Reformed as the National
Church, caused a painful breach between two men
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who had regarded each other with esteem and
affection. The breach was closed about the time
of the Queen’s marriage to Darnley, when the
statesman (who opposed it) became an exile, and
the Reformer the leader of a depressed Church.
Common misfortune helped to heal discord.

When Mary’s mad marriage with her husband’s
murderer alienated the national sentiment and led

to her enforced abdication, Knox and the Regent
Moray co-operated loyally in securing the full

establishment of Protestantism, a guarantee
against the accession of any non-reformed sove-

reign, and more adequate maintenance of a
Protestant ministry. To Knox Moray’s tragic

death was not only a great public calamity, but a
heavy personal bereavement ;

and his funeral

sermon, from the significant text, ‘Blessed are

the dead which die m the Lord,’ moved a vast

congregation to tears (Calderwood, Hist. ii. 526).

9. Last years and death.— The eventide of

Knox’s life was clouded with trouble. Moray’s
removal strengthened the paity which favoured
Mary’s restoration ; and some influential men now
seceded to it, including Maitland and Kirkcaldy
of Grange. On the other hand, the Regent’s
party, to which Knox loyally adhered, strained

I

the fidelity of the Reformer and others by ‘ merci-
less devouring ’ of the Church’s patrimony and
oppressive interference with her liberty. When
to these troubles was added in 1570 a stroke of

apoplexy, Knox was persuaded to leave Edinburgh
for the c^uieter environment of St. Andrews, where
he remained for half a year. He describes himself
as there ‘lying half-dead,* but he did not cease
from preaching.

He had to he * lifted to the pulpit/ writes James HelTille,

an eye-witness (Menwiraf p. 75), * where he behoved to lean at
his first entry ; but ere he had done, he was like to ding that
pulpit in blads and flee out of it.'

During his residence in St. Andrews took place
that introduction of a modified episcopate into
the Reformed Scottish Church which became the
fruitful source of discord, despotism, and rebellion.

Knox did not protest against episcopacy in itself

;

but he warned the Church of the abuses to which
it might lead, and suggested safeguards against
the appointment of unqualified persons and the
simoniacal alienation of ecclesiastical property to
secular use. In autumn he returned to Edinburgh—^to die ; but two notable functions he lived to
discharge: his sermon after the massacre of St.

Bartholomew, when he denounced ‘that mur-
derer the king of France’ in the white heat of
righteous indignation, and his last pulpit service on
9th November, when James Lawson was inducted
as his successor, and when Knox with ‘ weak voice ’

but fervent heart ‘ prayed that any gift which he
had possessed ’ might be bestowed on his successor
‘1000 fold’ (R. Bannatyne, Memoriales, p. 281).
A ‘ last good night ’ to the elders and deacons of
St. Giles ; a solemn and affectionate Godspeed to
his colleague; farewell interviews and messages,
in particular a meeting with Morton whom he
supported but did not love, and an assurance of
divine mercy to Kirkcaldy whom he loved but
opposed ; a dying prayer for ‘the troubled Kirk’

;

a dying vision of the ‘Delectable Land’ ; and a last
request to his devoted young wife ^ to read the 15th
chapter of 1st Corinthians, ‘where,’ he said, ‘I
first cast anchor’—these are some of the chief
incidents of the Reformer’s latest hours {ih. p.
288 f.). He was buried in what was then the
churchyard of St. Giles, at or near the spot after-
wards indicated ^ his initials between the church
and Parliament House. As the remains were laid

1 Margaret Stewart, daughter of Lord Ochiltree, to whom
Knox was married in 1564. The youngest of their three
daughters, Elizabeth, became the wife of the celebrated John
Welch, minister of Ayr.

in the grave, Morton uttered his disinterested wit-
ness: ‘Here lyeth a man who in his life never
feared the face of man’ (J. Melville, Memoirs^
p. 60). This panegyric indicates what in I^ox’s
character most impressed his contemporaries. But
beneath this fearlessness towards men was his
steadfast faith in God, and in his own call to be
God’s servant. Knox was intolerant towards
Romanists as well as Romanism; but we must
remember the great difference between the Roman
Church of Scotland in the 16th cent, and in the
20th. He was a stern man when conscience de-
manded severity ; but there was in him a vein of
tenderness and sympathy of which life-long conflict

did not deprive him. Vve catch a glimpse of this

side of his character in the almost intolerable pain
which (as he told the Queen) he felt when con-
strained to punish his children ; in the yearnings
of a wounded yet affectionate spirit which are
revealed in his letter to Moray at the time of their

quarrel ; and in the solicitude which he manifested
on his deathbed for the salvation of Kirkcaldy, his

antagonist but former friend. Knox’s unreserved
self-dedication—at once patriotic and devout—to
the Scottish Reformation contrasts well with the
defective patriotism and ignoble self-seeking of

some of his fellow-labourers, who reaped spoil from
the Church’s heritage. His incessant and devoted
labours after his final return to Scotland, notwith-
standing ‘aweak and fragile body,’ his courageous
maintenance of divine truth, by voice and pen,

before high and low, and his heroic faith through
which the faith of others was sustained, in the
eventual triumph of Protestantism, justify the
historian Froude’s judgment that ‘no grander
figure can be found, in the entire history of the
Reformation in this island, than that of Knox’
(History ofEngland^ London, 1856-70, x. 466).
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KODAS.-—See Mundas.

KOL, KOLARIAN.—* Kol ’ and ‘ Kolarian ’ are

terms applied to a race and a group of lan^ages
spoken by people found on the Vindhyan-Kaimur
hill range, which flanks the Ganges valley to the

South in N. India. The origin of these names
presents many difficult questions. Skr. kola means
‘a hog,’ and, according to some authorities, the

tribal designation is a term of contempt applied by
the early Hindus to the dark-skinned aborigines.

According to Jellinghaus (ZE iii. [1871] 326), the

word means ‘pig-killer’ ; but it is more probably,

like Oraon (g^.), a variant of horo, the Munda term

for ‘man’ (H. H. Risley, TO, Calcutta, 1891, ii.

101 ; E. T. Dalton, Descript. Ethnology of Bengal,

do. 1872, p. 178). The term Kola used in the

Harivamka and other Purfi-nas (J. Muir, Orig,
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Shr, TextSi ii.® [1874] 422; H. H. Wilson, Vishnu
Burdhat London, 1864-77, iii. 293) is supposed to be
applied to the Karnata or Kanarese people ; but it

seems more probable that it refers to the N. tribe

(R. Caldwell, Comparative Grammar of Dravidian,
Languages^, Londun, 1875, Introd. p. 18). The
origin of the term Kolarian is more remarkable.
F. Wilford tried to show (^Asiatic Researches^ ix.

[1809] 92) that ‘Colar ’ was the oldest name of India,
this hypothesis being based on a passage in pseudo-
Plutarch {de FluviiSy iv. 1) which speaks of a
nymph Kalauria in connexion with the origin of
the Ganges. The use of the term Kolarian to de-
signate this people and their lan^age is due to

G. Campbell {JASBe xxxv. pt. ii. [1866], supple-

ment, p. 27 f.), and was adopted by Dalton and
other ethnologists, but was repudiated by Risley
on anthropometric grounds

:

* Another theory ot the origin of the Dravidians was adopted
by Sir William Hunter in the account of the non-Aryan races of

India given by him in The Indian Empire. Accordmg to this

view tWe are two branches of the Dravidians—the Kolarians,
speaking dialects allied to Mundari, and the Dravidians proper,
whose languages belong to the Tamil family. The former
entered India from the North-East and occupied the northern
portion of the Vindhya table-land. There they were con-
quered and split into fragments by the main body of Dravidians
who found their way into the Punjab through the North-
Western passes and pressed forward towards tihe South of
India. The basis of this theory is obscure. Its account of the
Dravidians seems to rest upon a supposed affinity between the
Brahui dialect of Baluchistan and the languages of Southern
Inffia ; while the hypothesis of the North-Eastern origin of the
Kolarians depends on the fancied recognition of Mongolian
characteristics among the people of Chota Nagfpur. But in the
first place the distinction between Kolarians and Dravidians is

purely linguistic, and does not correspond to any differences of
physical type. Secondly, it is extremely improbable that a
large body of very black and conspicuously long-headed types
should have come from the one region of the earth which is

peopled exclusiveljr by races with broad heads and yellow com-
plexions. With this we may dismiss the theory which assigns
a trans-BCimalayan origin to the Dravidians’ (Census Report of
India, 1901, L 508, The People of India, Calcutta, 1905, p.
46 f.).

The question has assumed another form as the
result of linguistic researches. The ormnal sub-

stratum of the type of languages now known as
Mon-Khmer is found to have
* covered a wide area, larger than the area covered by many
families of languages in India at the present day. Languages
with this common substratum are now spoken, not only in the
modern Province of Assam, in Burma, Siam, Cambodia and
Annam, but also over the whole of Central India as far west
as the Berars. It is a far cry from Cochin China to Nimar,
and yet, even at the present day, the coincidences between
the language of the Korkus [see Kurkus] of the latter

District and the Annaniese of Cochin China are strikingly

obvious to any student of language who turns his attention

to them ’ (G. A. Grierson, Linguistic Survey of India, ii. [Cal-

cutta, 1904] p. 2, iv. [1906] ‘Mu^i^a and Dravidian Languages,*

p. 2ff.).

Further, many ethnologists are not prepared to

admit Risley’s doctrine of the uniformity of the
brachycephalic type in trans-Himalaya {JBAI
xlii. [1912] 450 ff.) ; and the origin of the Munda-
speaking races is now attributed to the arrival of

the first of three great invasions of Further India

from the eastern uplands of Central Asia. It is

improbable that the wide distribution in N. India

of languages of the M6n-Khmer type could have
occurred in any other way than by an emigration
of these people from Further India. The identity

of physical type between the Kolarians and the

Dravidians may be the result of contact metamor-
phosis and the control of a common environment.
The latest authority, A. Baines (Ethnography
i^^GIAP ii. 6], Strassburg, 1912, p. 3), thus sums
up the question

;

‘ The other race, to which the title of K6l or Munqla is gene-
rally attached, is not known south of the forest Belt, in which
it is at the present time concentrated under its distinctive

tribal appellations. Formerly, however, it was spread over the

whole of the great plains of Upper India, and, according to
recent philological discoveries, it is akin, at least in language,
to communities now settled on the borders of Assam, and far

to the east of the Bay of Bengal. Some investigators, indeed,

spread its former habitat over a still wider area. In the east

ttfcid north-east of India, however, its identity has been ob-

scured, if not obliterated, by the successive immigrations of
people of Mongoloidic race from eastern Tibet and the head
waters of the great Chinese rivers, whose main streams of
migration have sought the sea by the valleys of the Irawadi,
Salwin, and Mekhong. In the Gangetic plain the type is trace-
able throughout the population, slightly, indeed, along the
Jamna, but more distinctly as the east is approached, and
almost everywhere more

|
prevalent as the social position is

lower. This graduation is due to miscegenation between the
K61,who, as far as ethnography is concerned, may be considered
the autochthonous inhabitants of these tracts, and a taller and
fairer race, which entered India by the passes of the north-west
or the plains of Baluchistan.’

See also artt. Mundas and Oeaons.

Literature.—In addition to the authorities quoted in the
article, see G. Oppert, Original Inhabitants ofEharatavar^a or
India, Westminster, 1893, p. 121 ff. ; W. Crooke, TO, do. 1896,
iii. 294 ff. On the Mon-Khmer question, W. W. Skeat and
C. O. Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay Peninsula, London,
1906, ii. 439 ff. ; C&nsus Reports, 1911, Assam, L 96, Burma, i.

207f., 26iff. W. Crooke.

KORAN.—See Qur’an.

KOREA.—The Korean Peninsula, very moun-
tainous and well watered, projects ffom the con-
tinent towards Japan. On the north it adjoins
the wooded mountains of Manchuria, and the
plain of Lyao, which has always been a cause of
contention to the Chinese, the hunters of the
north-east, the shepherds of the north-west (the

Manchns), and the Mongols (or their predecessors)

;

on the sonth-west side it stretches well into the
vicinity of Shantung and Central China; the
southern extremity comes close to Tsushima ; but
the north-eastern coast, on the Sea of Japan, is

somewhat inhospitable.

1. History.—The history of Korea may be ex-
tracted from the above remarks ; its neighbours,
when more advanced or stronger, have prevailed
over it by virtue of their civilization, and have
often brought it into subjection by force of arms

;

at some rare intervals it has lived its own life.

Its unity was brought about with difficulty. Its

entrance into history was about the time when it

wasinvaded first by Chinese and then by Japanese,
while the natives settled down as independent
kingdoms, Kokurye in the north-west, Paikchei
in the south-west, Silla in the south-east, Karak
between the two latter—to say nothing of the
tribes of the Yei on the Sea of Japan, and the
kingdom of Puye situated in the country which
is now Manchuria. At last, through the assist-

ance of China, a union was accomplished in the
interest of Silla (668) and in opposition to Japan.
To that southern kingdom succeeded the kingdom
of Korye (918), and then that of Chosen (1392)

;

the latter was absorbed by Japan in the year 1910.

2. Nature-worship.—Numerous facts indicate

that earlier than the Korye dynasty there was a
nature-religion whose traces are still visible to-day.

Sacrifices to heaven were oftered by the kings or

the people in Silla, Paikchei, Koknrye, and Puye,
and among the Yei. Under the dynasty of Korye
the worship of heaven was celebrated by the king,

^though he was a vassal of the Emperor ; the

rites had probably become Chinese, and the place

of the ceremony was, as in China, a round knoll.

The first sovereigns of the Chosen dynasty kept
up these old rites. As early as the reign of Thai-

chong, in 1410, 1411, and 1414, debate had arisen

regarding the right of the king of Korea to cele-

brate a sacrifice which the Chinese rituals reserved

for the Emperor. Suppressed, then re-established,

the sacrifice to heaven does not reappear after

1457 until 1897, when Korea was independent and
known as the Empire of Tai-han.
Worship of the sun, moon, and stars existed in

Silla and in Kokurye, and is found again during

the Korye dynasty. In the last-mentioned period,

and also in that of Chosen, mention is made of
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altars dedicated to the stars ; at these altars offer-

ings and prayers were burned. In the middle of

the 15th cent, these ceremonies, Taoist in char-

acter, were suppressed ; like the sacrifices to heaven,
they did not conform to the strict orthodoxy of

Confucianism.
In the kingdom of Silla, at a period when the

Chinese civilization had already penetrated, the
sacrifices in connexion with agriculture kept their

national character; they took place three times
a year—in spring, summer, and autumn.
One of the most important points in the ancient

religion was the worship of mountains, rivers, and
seas. The Sam Tcnh sa keui gives a list of the holy
places of the kingdom of Silla, classified into three
OToups, according to their importance. Under the
dynasty of Chosen, sacrifices were regularly offered,

sometimes at the places consecrated by tradition,

sometimes at a mountain- or river-altar (after

1405 the altars had official guardians). The
regulations of 1866 include ritual rules along with
a kind of sacred geography. In spite of the
intolerance of the Confucianists, who have gradu-
ally effaced so many traces of the ancient beliefs,

this 'worship has survived. It is very deep-rooted
among the people ; there is hardly a sacred moun-
tain where some sanctuary is not to be found, dedi-
cated to the spirit of the place or to a Buddha as
its substitute. At every important or difficult

pass there is a sacred tree, at the foot of which
each passer-by lays a pebble ; some travellers tear
strips from their garments and tie them to the
branches ; the devout present rice. Similar offer-

ings are made at the fords and at the eddies of
the rivers. The great trees, the miryeh (gigantic
statues, perhaps Buddhist in origin, which occur
in fairly large numbers), and the posts painted red,

with the tops roughly representing a human head,
are the objects of a similar devotion.
A last mark of the ancient religion has reference

to ritual purity. At the beginning of each year
there were general sacrifices of propitiation and
purification ; these were offered also in time of war

;

and at such times all rejoicings were forbidden.
Practices analogous to that great annual purifica-

tion may be found in the feudal China of the
Cheu and in ancient Japan. In the modem
Chinese "worship, fasting and the ivashing of
hands which precedes every sacrifice have not so
general a significance. The use of purifications
and of public prayers on the occasion of calami-
ties, fires, and invasions is often noted even during
the period of Korye, under names which recall the
Japanese Ohobarahi, The people observed a cus-
tom of the same nature; each year, on the 15th
day of the 6th moon, they went to wash their hair
at the river in order to remove all misfortunes;
then they gathered together to drink and make
merry.

3. Ancestor-worship.—The Sam huh sa keui
assigns a remote origin to the worship of the
royal ancestors of Silla.
‘Under the king' Nam-hai, the second reign, the 8rd year

(A.D. 6) in spring, they set up for the first time the temple of
Si-cho Hyekkesei

; at the four seasons they offered sacrifices
to him. His own younger sister, Aro, presided at the sacri-
fices. King Ohi-cheung (600-514), 22nd reign, at Nai-eul, birth-
place of Si-cho, founded a temple in order to offer sacrifice to
him. Coming to the S6th reign, king Hyei-kong (765-780) for
the first time determined the five temples ; he chose king
Michu (262-284) as the first ancestor of the Kim family ; kings
Thai-chong (654-661) and Mun-mu (661-681), who had pacified
Paikchei and Kokurye, and had great merits, were each of them
ancestors whose [worship] the successive generations [might]
not abolish : with these were grouped his wo nearest temples,
that made five temples.*

The place of a woman in the ceremonies makes
us think of the Imperial Japanese priestesses of
Ise and Kamo

; and, as in Japan, the guardians
of the royal tombs seem to have formed a heredi-
tary class of the population in Silla and in Kokurye.

The worship of dead kings in Kokurye is thus
attested

:

‘The 3rd year of king Tai-mu-sin (a.d. 20), the temple of the
first ancestor, king Tong-myeng (37-19 b,o.), was built.' The
Chinese historians confirm the existence of this worship*
‘They have two temples for the spirits; one is called the
spirit of Puye, represented by a carved wooden image of a
woman ; the other is called the spirit of Ko-teung (or, rather
the spirit which rose to the heights) ; they say he is Si-cho, son
of the spirit of Puye. For each temple they have established
officials, and send men to guard them. These would be the
daughter of the god of the river and Ohumong.’

The last phrase, added by the author of the Sam
huh sa keuif indicates very precisely that Kokurye
adored their first king and his mother; the legend
of these two personages, recorded in the Sam kuk
sa keui and in the inscription of 414 of Kokurye,
testifies that Si-cho (Chumong, the king Tong-
myeng) and his mother were born in Puye ; Si-cho
did not die a natural death, but disappeared, rising
up to heaven, whence the name Ko-teung.
The worship of the founder of the dynasty is

likewise observed in Paikchei and in Karak.
Since the 10th cent., at least, the worship of

the royal ancestors has been Chinese as regards
formulae and rites ; and since the jrear 988 the
Korean rituals have been directly inspired by
Chinese rituals. The formalities of ancestor-
worship have been extended, in accordance with
Chinese principles, to the worship of all spirits.

Generally a wooden tablet is inscribed with the
name of the spirit; the tablet represents him or
acts as a support for him ; for the ceremony it is

set up on a throne. The name of the sacrifice

varies : chei and sa are applied to the worship of
the spirits of nature, the first term referring to
the earthly, and the second to the heavenly,
spirits ; hydng is reserved for the manes ; keui
is a requisition or a proclamation made to the
spirits; in the worship of Confucius the expres-
sions hydng and sek tyen are found. Some of the
sacrifices are offered at a fixed time—e.y., at new
moon and full moon, at each season, or in spring
and in autumn, according to the diversity of

spirits; others take place when special events
call for them. The king is sacrificer by right,

and officiates in person or by his representatives.

The principal sacrificer is assisted by various
acolytes, masters of ceremonies, invocators, and
others ; these are merely assistants, not priests.

There is no specially constituted priesthood.

The essential elements of the sacrifice are the
offering of incense, cloth, wine, and different kinds
of food, and the reading of a prayer ; at the great
sacrifices, musicians chant hymns and dancers per-

form evolutions at different points in the ceremony.
A consecrated cup is handed to the principal sacri-

ficer, who empties it ; a part of the consecrated
food is then handed to him, which he receives,

and, after the ceremony, consumes. The rest of

the offering, along with the text of the prayer, is

interred in a trench dug for the purpose. The
text of the prayer, and the quantity and nature of

the offering, vary according to circumstances.

The offerings placed before each tablet for the sacrifice of

the proclamation to the gods of the harvests were : two bamboo
baskets, covered (dried stag-flesh, chestnuts) ;

two wooden
bowls, covered (salted stag-flesh, pickled vegetables); two
copper plates, rectangular, covered (rice, sorghum); two
wooden plates, round, covered (two kinds of millet) ; a wooden
tray (pork fat); a bamboo basket, covered (cloth); two wax
tapers, one perfume-burner, one cup for libations ;

two bowls

of plain wood (pure water, sweet wine) ; and two pitchers of

carved wood (pure water, clarified wine).

Of the places where the official worship is cele-

brated, some

—

myOf tyen, sa—are covered buildings,

separated by courts, and contained within an en-

closing wall; and these buildings, more or less

extensive and sumptuous, are consecrated to the

worship of the manes. The others, tan, are altars

in the open air, formed of a levelled surface which
is raised above the surrounding ground and is
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reached by steps ; these are encompassed by one
or two enclosing walls, square or rectangular m
form, often rather low, and built of stone; the
altar and the walls are orientated. In the middle
of each of the walls is an opening which serves as
a passage ; it is adorned with the Korean wooden
gate, called hong sal mun. The altars are em-
ployed for the most part for the worship of the
spirits of nature. Several other temples, called
hung or wyo, are dedicated to different members
of the royal family, heirs to the throne, wives of
the second rank, and so on. At death-anniversaries
and at several feasts, worship is celebrated at the
tombs of the kings and other members of the royal
family. The tombs of the kings and queens, sdn
reung, 47 or 48 in number, are situated mostly in
the neighbourhood of Se-ul; the tombs of the
second and third class, uen and mOy number more
than 10. There are also temples consecrated to
Confucius and to various celebrated men and bene-
factors of the country.
Principal temples and, altars.—Chong myOy at Se-ul, temple

of the royal ancestors of Chosen
; Yeng-heui tyen^ at Se-ul,

where the portraits of several kings are honoured
; Kyeng-mo

hung, at Se-ul, built in 1764 for the manes of the crown-prince
Chang-hen (Sa-to) ; Ham-heung pon kung^ at Ham-heung, an
ancient habitation of Thai-cho, who founded the Chosen
dynasty; Sung4n tyen^ at Phyeng-yang, in honour of the
legendary Keui-cha, founder (a.d. 1122) of the second kingdom
of Chosen ; Sung-tek tyen, at Kjeng-chu, dedicated to the first

king of Silla ; Mun-sen odng myo^ temple of Confucius at Se-ul

;

Eodn odng myo^ at Se-ul, temi>les of the god of war who
fought with the Korean army against the Japanese in 1592 and
1697 ; Sen-mu sa, at Se-ul, in honour of two Chinese generals
who fought for Korea in that war ; Mu-ryel sa^ at Phyeng-yang,
dedicated to several Chinese mandarins who took part in the
war against the Japanese (1592-98) ; Chhung-min sa, at Sun-
thyen, where Ei Sun-sin is honoured, the great Korean admiral
who so often conquered the Japanese ; Tdi-po fan, at Se-ul, an
altar dedicated to three Ming Emperors—Thai-tsu, Shen-tsung,
who rescued Korea in 1592-98, and Yi-tsung, the last of the
dynasty ; and Sd-ohik tdn^ at Se-ul, altar of the gods of the
harvests.

In theory ancestor-worship exists in every family,
just as in the royal family : the eldest son inherits
the sacrifices and presents offerings to his father,

his grandfather, and great-grandfather, as well as
to their wives, z.e. to one, two, or three generations
of ancestors in the male line; the more remote
ancestors have neither tablets nor special offerings.

The ceremonies take place at the same periods and
in connexion with the same events as those of the
worship of the royal ancestors, and may be per-

formed in the principal room of the house, in a
room or chapel set apart for this purpose, or near
the tombs.
For the sacrifice presented by a man of the people (i.e. not

an ofScial) to his father and mother, the offerings are by right
the following : a bowl of vegetables, a plate of fruits, a bowl of
dried meat and of salted meat, a bowl of roasted liver, two
bowls of cooked rice, two bowls of broth, a spoon and chop-
sticks for two persons, and six cups (of wine).

In practice the aristocracy of the rydng-pdn and
the demi-aristocracy of the chung-in seem to be
the only people Avho celebrate this private worship.
It is regulated by the ritual of Chu Hi and by
many Korean commentaries, but it is not men-
tioned, even in a native form, earlier than 1015.

There are many buildings, more or less important,
bearing the name of sa, se-ueuy or myo, which
belong neither to the official nor to the domestic
worship. They are dedicated to celebrated men,
Korean or Chinese, philosophers, officials, and
soldiers, distinguishedby their loyalty, theirvirtues,
and the loftiness of their teaching. The little

work entitled Gho tu rok mentions no fewer than
383 outside of Se-ul—i.6., on an average, more than
one for each district. In some of the chapels not
more than one personage is adored, in others half
a dozen or more ; some men receive sacrifices only
in one locality, while the names of others are
found in all the provinces, or in several districts of
each province. If the terms were taken in their
exact sense, the sa and the myo would be essentially

the places of worship ; in the se-ueriy the principal
part would be the hang tang, where the disciples
gather together to read and comment upon the
works of their master, and to discuss and expound
his teaching; as a matter of fact, the three ex-
ressions are not kept distinct. These chapels,
uilt by the piety of descendants, disciples, and

adorers in order to honour thememory of a respected
master, received from their founders gifts of rice-
plantations and slaves ; and often the king bestowed
similar benefits on them, exempted them from
taxation, or gave them a tablet bearing characters
written by his hand.
There is no doubt that the new international

conditions of Korea ’will modify the religious
customs.

4. Buddhism.—The formalities of Buddhism in
Korea do not differ essentially from those in China,
whence it has penetrated into the peninsula. The
bonze Sun-to, carrying images and sacred texts,
was sent to Kokurye by the king of Tshin in a.d.
372; in 384 the bonze Marananda coming from
Tsin went to Paikchei ; fifty years later some
bonzes from Kokurye entered Silla, which practised
the Buddhist precepts in 528. Before long it was
forbidden in tnat kingdom to kill any living thing

;

many people became monks and gave their goods
to the monasteries ; some kings took the bonze’s
robe; and in 551 the dignity of patriarch of the
kingdom was created. Under the Korye dynasty
Buddhism shone with incomparable radiance ; the
kouk sa, preceptor of the kingdom, -was often
possessed of great power, while the bonzes, fortified

in their monasteries, and owners of numerous slaves
and extensive domains, intrigued, plotted, and
strove by force of arms against the ministers who
displeased them. The dynasty of Chosen, however,
treated the monks mainly with distrust ; the chong,
Buddhist Orders or sects, were, by decree, reduced
to the number of two (1419), and then abolished
(1512). The monastic profession was surrounded
by many hindrances (1469) ; the monasteries of

Se-ul were destroyed, and it was forbidden to build
others ; the bonzes were prohibited from entering
the capital and were ranked among the lowest
castes. These persecuting laws have been sup-
pressed since the Japanese domination.

5. Confucianism.—The accession of the dynasty
of Chosen had been, in fact, a reaction against the
bonzes and against the Mongols. In opposition

to that twofold tyranny, the nobles had become
Confucian literati. In spite of the encouragement
given by several of the first kings of Korye, the
teaching of the Chinese sage, scarcely approved of

in Silla, had failed to find more adherents later on,
and in the middle of the 13th cent. An Yu com-
plained that he saw the temple of Confucius in

ruins and the Great School without pupils. After
the fall of the Sung in China, many Confucian books
were introduced, and literati came into the country.
This was the beginning of a Confucian renaissance,

of which the great names are those of Ki Saik and
Cheng Mong-chu (second half of the 14th cent.).

The triumph of the literati in Korea followed the
fall of the Mongols and the accession of the Ming
at Peking. The first kings of Chosen, in particular

Thai-chong (1400-1418) and Sei-chong (1418-1450),
organized their kingdom according to the principles

of the School, revived the competitive examinations
and the rules for the conferment of offices, and
surrounded themselves with lite^^ati, whom, how-
ever, they knew how to keep in subjection. In
the following century, however, the Confucianists
grouped in the official pro’vincial schools, the
temples, and colleges around renowned masters,
communicating from town to town, and repre-
sented at Se-ul by the literati of the temple of

Confucius and often by the highest officials, spoke
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out to the court and to the kings. Two princes

resisted and were deposed ; the others had usually
to submit to a strict puritanism founded upon
the classics, and to take part in the persecution of

all dissenters, Buddhist and others. It was the
reign of Chinese rituals ; but the literati were not
of one mind about the interpretation of the texts.

They split up into parties, and fought for power

;

hence arose exiles, massacres, and violation of

tombs ; all parties at certain times showed equal
ferocity, especially in the 16th and 17th centuries,

before and after the invasion of the Japanese and
that of the Manchus. Among the great sages of

that period mention must be made of Ri Theu-kyei,
Seng U-kyei, and Ri Ryul-kok, who kept them-
selves apart from the factions, and He Mok and
Song Si-ryel, whose partisans stained the land with
blood. Since the 18th cent, the Confucian philo-

sophy has continued to be studied, and the rites

have been practised, with milder feelings.

6. Christianity.~ Christianity was introduced
from Peking in 1784 by some members of the
annual embassy ; the priests were at first Chinese.
The first European missionary who made his way
into Korea (1836) was M. Maubant. In 1866 there
were in Se-ul and in the provinces twelve mission-
aries and ten thousand converts, but the massacres
decreed in that year almost annihilated the Korean
Church. Since 1883, in consequence of the treaties
with the European powers, it has been possible to
establish all the religious missions openly in the
land.
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KORKUS-—See Kuekus.

KORWAS.—See Mundas.

KORYBANTES.—See Kouretes and Kory-
BANTES.

KOURETES AND KORYBANTES. — i.

Kouretes. — The nature and functions of the
Kouretes are in great part deducible from a right
understanding of their name. We must, in all

probability, distinguish between Koiprrres and
Kovpijros, which apparently come from entirely
different bases.

Kovpus, ‘youngr man, warrior’ (e.g., II. xix. 193, 248), is prob-
ably to be connected with Homeric Kovpos, Kovprf, ‘ youth,
maiden,* Doric /ewpos, lewpa, which, as shown by tne Arcadian
form K6pFa, * maiden,* are for *kor>vos, *kor’-vd, and are to be
connected with the base ^kere^, * to grow,’ which appears, among
many other words, in Lat. oreo, * I create ’ (H. OsthoS, Etymolog.
Parerga, Leipzig, 1901, i. 37 ; B, Boisacq, Biot, itymol. de la
langw grecque, Heidelberg, 1907 fif., p. 497). It means properly
* adolescent.’ Kovprjrev (Cretan Kcopijrag), on the other handl,
the subject of the present art., may represent an original ^qor-s-
ites, and thus be connected with Gr. /eoupa, * shearing, tonsure,*
and with wtpw (fqers-yS), ‘ I shear, cut.* The Greek lexico-
graphers (infused the two bases, and connected Kovpos, Kovpi}
with jcovpa, as in the Etymologwu.m Magnum, s.v. /covpdcrwa

:

KOvpo9 • • * heyerat fie /cal 6 ^vpS>v avrov rb yivaxov
; Etymologi'

cum Gudianum, s.v, /covpu : Kopyf koX *1<ovikS>s xovprj ... if

Kucpofxivii Iti. On the other hand, both lexicons, as well as
Hesychius, rightly distinguish between xoiJp/jret and Kovp^re?.

The KovpTjres, then, may be regarded as meaning
those who had undergone some form of tonsure,
and this tonsure was one of, and perhaps among
the Greeks^ the most inmortant among, the rites
of puberty-initiation. Hair among most primitive
people is sacred because regarded as a source and
vehicle of life (cf. art. Hair and Nails, vol. vi.

pp. 474-477 ) . The sprouting of the beard is a mark
of virility attained ; and, as puberty both for man

and for woman has significance only in relation to
marriage, Greek custom enacted that a young man
should ofier his beard and a maiden her locks
before entering on marriage. Our earliest definite
evidence for hair-shearing as a rite preliminary
to marriage is in the Hippolytos of Euripides
(1425 ff.). Artemis says to Hippolytos

;

Tt/u.as fieyterras ivjrohet Tpo^r/i't^

Sacra) • /copat yap a^tryes ydp.cav irapos
KopMs Kipovvrai <rot.

And Lucian {de Syr. Dea, 60), quoting the
custom of Troezen, says that it was the same at
Hierapolis in Syria.

‘The young men offer the firstfruits of their beards (twv
yeveiav dirapypvrai), and they then let down the locks of the
maidens, which have been sacred from their birth. They then
cut these off in the sanctuary and place them in vessels, some
of silver, and many of gold.* Lucian notes that the name of the
dedicator was often inscribed, and adds : * I did this myself
when I was still a youth, and my lock of hair and my name stiil

remain in the sanctuary.*

The Kouretes, then, we may conjecture, were
the mythological projection of youths who had
undergone puberty-initiation. The custom of hair-
shearing survived in the ceremony of xovpewrts,

which gave its name to the third day of the
Apatouria at Athens, on which the youths and
maidens were enrolled on the phratry-lists, and
the children’s hair was shorn and dedicated to
Artemis.

Strabo devotes most of the 10th hook of his
Geography to the discussion of the Kouretes.
What puzzled him was that he knew of two sorts
of Kouretes—one sort real young men living and
giving their name to tribes living in Euboea,
iEtolia, and Acarnania ; the other sort a kind of
magical priest, a semi-mythical person attendant
on the gods, and akin, according to him, to other
mythical ministrants—like Satyrs, Seilenoi, and
Tityroi—to Korybantes, Kabeiroi, Idsean Baktyls,
and Telchines. The confusion that seems hopeless
to Strabo is cleared up for us by comparative
anthropology. Two principles necessarily hidden
from Strabo serve to unravel the tangle. First,

we know now that social institutions tend to
‘ project ’ mythological figures. Actual men danc-
ing in animal skins for ritual purposes beget the
notion of mythical figures half-men, half-animal,

e.g. Satyrs. Actual young initiates, or kouretes,

tend to project mythological idealized Kouretes.
The process is marked by the capital letter. The
second principle is even more important. Tribal

initiation ceremonies, once their purport is ob-

scured, tend to become the mysteries of secret

societies. Privileges once open to all at puberty
are confined to the few willing to purchase them
either by actual payment to already existing

members or by submission to particular tests.

The initiate, the koures, develops into the pro-

fessional medicine-man.
All over Greece in primitive days there were
resumably Kouretes, warriors who nad shorn their

air at puberty, but in Krete only do we find the

Kouretes as a special sect of medicine-men or

embryo priests. The chorus in the Hypsipyle of

Euripides (frag. iii. 24) tell how Europa landed

on holy Krete, rearer of Zeus, ‘nurse of the

Kouretes,’ and the Bacchants sing (Eur. Bach.

119);
S) 6aka.p.evp.a Kovpu-
rav ^afieov re Kpuros
hioyeveropes evavhoi.

In Krete, it would seem, was not only the sacred

birth-place of Zeus, but the marriage-chamber of

the Kouretes. Here, though the Kouretes are

half-mythologized, their primary function as mar-

riageable initiates is still remembered, and in the

light of this function we can understand the

characteristic myth in which they appear as

attendants of the Mother (Rhea) and rearers and
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protectors of the holy child (Zeus), as xatSoTpo^ot
and ^v\aK€$.

* In the Kretan discourses the Kouretes are called the nurses
and guardians of Zeus ’ (Strabo, x. 468).

Krete, then, was by common consent the birth-
place of the Kouretes, and, wherever Kretan
civilization spread, the specialized Kouretes are
apt to be found. Their particular geographical
distribution is matter of the general history of the
spread of Kretan civilization, and does not here
concern us.

The great central worship of Krete was the
worship of the Mother-goddess. In the bridal-
chamber {daXdfjLevfjLa) of Krete the young men,
before they might win their earthly brides, were
initiated to the Mountain-Mother, and became
symbolically her consorts or husbands; by this
ceremony her fertility was promoted and theirs
safeguarded. In natural sequence these potential
fathers became the guardians of the Mother’s
child, re-born each year, on whose re-birth the
fertility of nature and man alike depended. This
marriage of the initiate with the Queen or Mother
underlies all the Kretan and Asia Minor mysteries.
On an Orphic gold tablet the mystic avows Aeo-TroiVas

ifwb K6\7rov x^oWas pacnXdaSf and one formu-
lary of the mysteries of Dea was rbv Taarby
iiredvpi where the Traarbi corresponds exactly to
the marriage-chamber {6a\dfiev/jtxi.) of the Kretan
Kouretes.
The functions of the koures in the secondary and

derivative sense as medicine-man, a member of a
secret society, were not confined, any more than
were those of the young tribal initiate, to that of
marriage. It was the multiplicity of these func-
tions that puzzled Strabo. He finds that the
Kouretes are magicians, prophets, and armed
dancers, as well as child-rearers, and always half-

daemonic. These manifold functions are natural
enough if we regard the Kouretes as a blend of
medicine-man and culture-hero. The medicine-
man is always half-daemonic, and often dressed up
as a bogey; he is always a seer and a healer,

always charged with mamcal power, and it is

interesting to find that Epimenides, the great
magician-healer of Krete who was summoned
to Athens to purify the city, was hailed as the
‘ New Koures ’ (Koupi)?, not KoOpos, as in the printed
edd.). He was a man of Phaistos, according to
Plutarch {Vita Sol. xii.), ‘an adept in religious

matters dealing with the lore of orgiastic and
initiatory rites,’ and his life, with its magical
sleep in the Diktaean cave and its dream-taught
lore, reads like the tale of the initiation of a
savage medicine-man.
Diodorus brings the Kouretes before us as

culture-heroes, as the projections, half-historical,

half-mythological, of man’s primitive energies and
discoveries. They dwelt, he tells us, on mountains
and in wooded places and glens where there was
natural shelter. They were distinguished by their

ingenuity in inventing things for the common
good. They first taugh^t men to collect four-footed

beasts in flocks, to tame wild animals, the art of

bee-keeping, how to hunt and shoot, and they
‘taught men how to live together in societies, and were the
originators of harmony and a certain good order. They also

discovered swords and helmets and armed dances, and by
means of those they made a great din and deceived Eronos’
(V, 65).

Following Diodorus, modern mythologists have
always explained the characteristic clashing of

arms by the Kouretes as part of the tendance of

the holy child. As such it appears in the reliefs

and on the various coins where the birth is

represented. The Mother and child, or sometimes
the child only, are figured in the centre, and above
them the Kouretes clash their shields. Bendel
Harris has shown that the shield- or, rather,

cymbal - clashing was connected with the child’s
sacred food^ as much as or more than with the
child. ‘Butter and honey shall he eat,’ His
nm'sing mothers {rpo<poi) are Amalthea (‘she of the
milk ’) and Melissa, the honey-bee. It was * a rude
niusic meant to call the swarming bees to a new
hive * {Boanerges,^ p. 350). It finds its counterpart
in the ‘noise of tin pans and kettles which may be
heard in the neighbourhood of any cottage in the
country when the bees are swarming.’ Virgil
remembers the connexion between bees and the
cymbals of the Mother. When the bees swarm,
he says, strew bruised balm -leaves and honey-
wort,
‘Tinnitusque cie, et Matris quate cymbala circum* (Gearq,
iv. 64),

;

and a little later he definitely connects the bees
and the Kouretes, speaking of the bees as

‘Ouretum sonitus crepitantiaque aera secutae* (t6. 161).

It is important to note that on our earliest monu-
ment representing the Kouretes—one of the votive
bronze shields, found actually in the sacred cave
on Mt. Ida and dating^ about the 8th cent. B.o.

—

the Kouretes are clashing not shields but cymbals
or a sort of gong.
Though their aspect as culture-heroes was of

great importance, the central function of the
Kouretes remained that of husbands and potential
fathers. On the symbolic performance in ritual
of this function depended the fertility and, in
general, the luck or fate of the whole community.
Of this, happily, we are certain, owing to the
discovery of a priceless monument, the Hymn of
the Kouretes, recently found at PaJaikastro in
Eastern Krete. The Hymn dates from about the
4th cent. A.D., but it embodies a much older
original. It opens with an invocation to the
‘Kouros most great,’ the mythical projection of
the band of kouroi. He is addressed as ‘ Kronian,’
as ‘ Lord of all that is wet and gleaming ’ {TtarfKparkt

ydvovi), i.e. lord of moisture and of life begotten and
nurtured by moisture. Moreover—an all-important
point—he is bidden to come to Dikte ‘for the
year’ {is ivLavrbv). The birth and nurture of the
holy child are then recounted— a birth which
implied to the ears of the initiated a sacred ritual
marriage. The Hymn then passes to the conse-
quences of the holy birth. Because the child is

annually born, the Seasons (Horse) began to be
fruitful year by year ; the cause of the Seasons,
their order and way (I)ik§), is inaugurated, never
again to be disturbed, and in virtue of this birth
there results fertility for man and beast, for flocks
and herds and bee-hives, for cities and seafaring
ships, and finally, by virtue of this goodly rite

{dif^iv) of initiation, fertility for the nevdy initiated
citizens {Kis »'[6oi>s xoXjelras). For all this the
worshippers and their god are bidden in primitive
fashion to ‘ leap ’ {B6pe). The Kouretes stand then
as salient examples of two fundamental principles
in primitive Greek religions. (1) Mythological
figures are the projection of (a) social structure,
and (6) human activities. The Kouretes reflect

the matrilinear social structure, which centres in

the Mother and Child, with accessory consort or

consorts. Their religion was obscured and all but
effaced by the later patriarchal system in which
the Father dominates the Mother, and in which
tribal initiation at puberty has ceased to be
prominent ; the human energies expressed by the
Kouretes are those of fighting and fatherhood
combined with early food -producing activities

—

the tending of flocks and nerds and bees. (2)

Primitive ritual is always magical in character;
i.e., the worshipper does what he wants done, his
rites are those of magical induction; he marries
that the land may be fertile, he tends symbolically
a holy child that his own children may be nurtured.
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Then, as the religious instinct develops, he projects

a daemon leader—a Greatest Kouros, to whom he
hands over the functions which he himself per-

formed.
2. Korybantes.— The Ko^bantes are but a

specialize form of one function of the Kouretes

;

they are the embodiments or projections of the
orgiastic ritual-dance. Their name is of interest

;

it means ‘peak.' Thus the Macedonian form of

koryphst * mountain-peak,' is Jcorybe, and is probably
akin to Imrbasia, a peaked head-dress worn by,
e.^., the Persian king and the Koman Salii, figures

near akin to the Kouretes. The Korybantes, like

the Kouretes, had initiation-mysteries which seem
to have emphasized death and burial rather than
marriage and birth ; but it must be borne in mind
that death and burial rites, followed by resur-

rection, are equally efiective ‘medicine' for fertility

with rites of marriage and birth. The Peak-Men
were naturally, like the Kouretes, satellites of the
Mountain-Mother, and in her honour celebrated
wild mountain dances {dpei^dcta). Some said that
they were the first men sprung from the Earth in
the form of bees. Their worship was confused
with that of the Kabeiroi, and they were at home
in Phrygia rather than in Krete. To Plato the
Ko:^bantie dances are the stock instance of
orgiastic K^dapcns {Legg. 790D : ret rwv Kopv^dvrw
l6.pjo.Ta), This Kddapcris by dancing included for
the ancient Kouretes and Korybantes, as for the
modem savage, two elements apparently con-
trasted, but in reality closely inter-connected—the
expulsion of evil, i.e. barrenness, sickness, mad-
ness, and the induction of good, i.e, fertility, health,
growth, and sanity. To-day in French Guinea,
while some of the natives sow seed, a man armed
with a musket dances, and the intent of this is

explained as twofold : for exorcizing the spirits and
causing the grain to sprout ; and in West Africa
at sowing time half of the people go out armed for
battle, the other half carry only farm tools.

IiTTBRATURB.—For literary and monumental evidence see
Roscher, s.v. * Kureten,’ Daremberg’-Saglio, s.u.* Ouretes,’ and
O. Gruppe, Gviech. Mythol. und Religionsgesch., Munich, 1906,
Index, S.V. * Kureten * and ‘ KOrj'bantes.’ For the Palaikastro
Hymn of the Kouretes see three artt. in BSA xv. [1908-09]
309-365, by R. C- Bosanquet, Gilbert Murray, and J. E.
Harrison, discussing respectiveljr the finding of the Hymn,
the editing of the text, and its religious significance. For the
Kouretes as initiates and culture-heroes see J. E. Harrison,
Themis, Cambndge, 1912, pp. 6fl., 51ff. ; for their relation to
matrilinear culture, ib. p. 492 ft. For the Kouretes as consorts
of the Mother see A. B. Cook, Zeue, a Study in Andent
Religion, Cambridge, 1914, i. 650, and id. pp. 23, 24, note 6, for
the interpretation of the Kouretes as those of the shorn hair.
For the Korybantes as Peak-Men, ib. p. 107. For the cymbal-
dashers as bee-keepers see J. Rendel Harris, Boanerges,
Cambridge, 1913, pp. 348-357. For prophylactic and inductive
functions of armed dancing priests see J. G. Frazer, GBi, pt.
vi

,
‘ The Scape-goat,’ London, 1913, p. 231 ff. For bronze shields

of the Idaean cave see F. Poulsen, Ber Orient und die fruh-
griechische Eunst, Leipzig, 1912, pp. 74-82.

J. E. Harrison.
KRISHNA.—See Incarnation (Indian).

KSHATRIYAS.—See Caste.

KURDS.—See Sunnis, Kizil Bash.

KURKUS.

—

I. Race, habitat, and census.

—

The Kurkus belong to the Munda family of India,
and are closely akin to the Kols of Chota Nagpur
and the Santals of the Santal Parganas.^ They
inhabit the Ss,tpura hills and the contiguous plains
in the Central Provinces, especially the Districts
of_ Hoshangabad, Nimar, Betul, and the Melghat
Taluq of Ellichpur. Their total number, as given
in the Census of 1911, was 152,363, which marks an
increase of 27 per cent on the returns of 1901,

1 For an account of the distribution of this family, and a
discussion as to the propriety of the various terms by which ithM been d^oirdnated, see Linguistic Survey of India, iv. [19061
2 ff. ; and cf. Census of India, 1901, i. 278.

^

whereas the latter showed a decrease of 8 per cent
on those of the previous decade, due to the famine
years from 1897 onward.
2. Tribal organization.—The Kurkus are also

known by the name Muasi; but this, again, is

used as a subdivisional name along with three other
terms, viz. Bawaria, Ruma, and Bondoya. Thus
the Kurkiis are divided into four sub-tribes, mainly
on a territorial basis, but also with a marked
traditional cleavage approximating to caste dis-

tinction. The sub-tribes are further divided into

totemic septs, named, for the most part, after trees,

plants, animals, and other natural objects, animate
or inanimate

—

e.g., Chilati {Ccesalpinia sepiaria),

Jamba {Eugenia jambolana), BetS {Gmetina ar-

borea, Roxb.), Takher (cucumber), Sakom (leaf),

Marirana (peafowl), Dhapri_{ass), Akhandi (moun
tain), Kasa (earth), and Athoa (wooden ladle).

Accounts vary as to the correct number of these
septs. According to one version, each sub-tribe

has 36 septs. The writer of this article has been
assured by Kurkus that the number is properly

12J, which is also the figure given by Driver;^
but the sept names in actual use are found to

exceed these limits, so that the statement is prob-
ably due to Gond—and ultimately to Hindu—in-

fluence. The origin of these sept divisions is

naturally hidden in obscurity, though various
stories are current which purport to give the
explanation. The art. ‘Korku’ in the Ethno-
graphic Survey of the Central Provinces (iii. ‘ Draft
Articles on Forest Tribes' [1907] 64) records a
tradition that
‘the names are derived from trees and other articles in or
behind which the ancestors of each sept took refuge after being
defeated in a great battle.’

A variant of this was told to the present writer
to the effect that the names were given by Bhagwan
on an occasion when he called the ancestors of the
tribe into bis presence and inq^uired whence they
had come, and, as each one indicated the locality

by reference to some special object, Bhagwan
named him accordingly. Perhaps this version
looks more in the direction of J. G. Frazer’s theory
that the ultimate explanation of totemistic names
is to be sought in connexion with primitive ignor-

ance regarding the processes of procreation, though
it would be precarious to lay particular stress on
any special interpretation of such unstable tradi-

tions. With the predominance of the totemic sept,

there is a corresponding weakness in the develop-
ment of the clan principle. But, while the latter

fails to afiect the general organization of the tribe,

various degrees of relationship are distinguished
with great particularity, as among the Hindus;
and what Frazer {Totemum andExogamy

^

London,
1910, iii. 21) notes as characteristic where the
‘ classificatory system

'
prevails holds good among

the Kurkus, viz. that the language
‘has separate terms for elder brother [dddd or dddu] and
younger brother [b6ko\, for elder sister [bal or jSji] and younger
sister [bokbgi], but no term for brother in general or for sister
in general.’

The Kurkfis, like some sections of the Gond tribe,

occasionally seek to establish a Rajput ancestry,
and various tales are current with this intent.
The element of truth here seems to be that some
measure of intercourse has taken place, resulting
in the loss of caste on the part of individusd
Rajputs and their identification with the Kurka
people. The term Raj Kurku is, however, re-

garded as an honourable distinction and is usually
reserved for the wealthier and more powerful
members of the tribe.

3. Social and religious practices.—The Kurkfis
are animists, but their animism is modified by a
considerable admixture of Hindu beliefs and prac-
tices. This is reflected in the 1911 Census, which

1 JASBe Ixi. pt. i. [1892] 128 ff.
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gives figures showing more than half the Kurkti

people as Hinduized. But the figures cannot be
relied on as an exact index of the change. The
process is too gradual and imperceptible to admit
of mathematical treatment, especially at the
hands of unskilled enumerators. The influence

of Hinduism is distinctly noticeable in the current

folklore of the Kurkus, the simpler substrata of

which are now largely overlaid with names and
notions foreign to the tribal tradition. Thus the
horse, which to the Kurku is the agent of male-
volent spiritual powers—a notion which perhaps
echoes some old-time terror aroused by the in-

cursions of a warlike foe—has become associated

with Indra; the crow, which fulfils a traditional

function reminiscent of Noah’s raven and dove,

is transformed into Kageswar; and the spiritual

powers, which, according to the limitations of the
kurku language and the genius of their primitive
animism, were expressed, in highest terms, by the
names for the sun and the moon, are now resolved

into a council of gods in which not only Bhagwan
but also Mahadeo, Indra, and other deities and
demi-gods find a place. But the more original

elements can usually be distinguished and the
crude fabric of a naive cosmology pieced together.

They have their own story of creation, in which
man is fashioned from red earth ; stories to account
for the origin of vegetation and of death

;
a story

of a lost revelation in which a dog, the agent of

the beneficent spiritual powers and the enemy of

the horse, appears with the message written in

the venation of a leaf of the Kende Nangan creeper
—the signs are still there, but are no longer legible

!

While the Kurkus are coming gradually to recog-
nize Hindu deities and to observe some of the
Hindu festivals, mucli of their religion is still

peculiarly their own. Their everyday beliefs and
practices are of the aboriginal order, their normal
hopes and fears continuing to find common ex-
pression by means of animistic symbols and rites.

Their more familiar objects of worship—Mutua
Gomfiij (the village god), DSngor Gomoij (the
jungle god), and Harduli Gomoij (the cholera god)
—come under this category. They usually consist
of mere heaps of stones, frequently with a lump
of quartz crystal on top. Gomoij is the Kurku
word for the sun, which, according to Kurku con-
ceptions, is the supreme power in the universe.
The Kfirkus have their own priests {hhiimkas), and
are in no way dependent on lirahmanical direction.
The customs observed at the birth of a child, and
at marriage and funeral ceremonies, are, in the
main, likewise peculiar to the people, though in
the case of marriage customs in particular there is

a tendency to copy their Hindu neighbours.

On the birth of a child, the father is excluded from the house
for five days, and compelled bo rest content with the shelter
of a cattle-shed or similar building’ not used as an ordinary
human habitation. Cluld-marriage is the exception among- the
Kurkus, though it is said to be increasing under Hindu in-
fluence. The septs are exogamous

;
the sub-tribes normally

endogamous. Usually a marriage is arrangedthrough the media-
tion of friends of the prospective bridegroom's family. These
wait upon the parents of the girl, who, as a matter of etiquette,
reject the proposals and maintain their opposition thereto for
a period which may extend from a few months to two years.
But at last their consent is gained and the bride-price is agreed
on—usually about sixty rupees. One peculiar custom observed
at a Kurku wedding may be noticed here, because of its prob-
able relation to earlier polygamous practices : the bridegroom
and his elder brother’s wife are made to stand on a blanket and
embrace seven times. Sometimes the father of the girl insists
on the would-be husband working for a period of years in lieu
of the payment of the bride-price, but not infrequently this
leads to a runaway marriage on the part of the couple concerned,
in which case an indemnity may be demanded of the boy’s
parents. Polygamy is permitted, the main restriction being the
practical one which arises from the very frequent absence of
means to support a large household. The women-folk are well-
treated, but there is no trace of the matriarchate with regard
to sept-genealogy or inheritance : children belong to the sept
of the father, and the property is divided among the widow and
the unmarried sons. Kurkus may either burn or bury their

dead. The latter is the more common method. The spirit of
the deceased is set at rest at a subsequent ceremony called
shiduli, in connexion with which elaborate rites are per-
formed, extending over three days, and consummated by the
erection of a memorial post rudely carved with representations
of the sun and the moon, facing the east, and other figures of
men on horseback, dancers, apes, peacocks, fowls, crabs, spiders,
trees, etc.

The Kurkus have many practices which give
evidence of their belief in imitative and sympathetic
magic.

Literature.—Ethnographic Survey of the Central Provinces,
iii. (Allahabad, 1907) 49 fif. ; C. A. Elliott, Settlement Report
Hoshangabad District, do. 1867; S. Hislop, Papers relating
to the Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces, Nagpur,
1866, p. 26 ;

Central Provinces Gazetteer, do. 1870, p. 49.

John Drake.
KURUKH.—See Oraons.

KUSINAGARA (Ku^anagara, or Kusinara
[Pali]).—The most ancient name is said to have
been Kusavati, which is connected in Jataka 531
with a legendary king Kusa, son of Okkaka
(Iksvaku). Well-authenticated and credible tradi-

tion affirms that Gautama Buddlia, Sakyaniuni,
died and was cremated close to Kusinara, which
consequently became one of the four most holy
places of Buddhism, and one of the most frequented
pilgrim shrines.

At the time of Buddha’s death (c. 487 B.C., or,

as others prefer, 483), Kusinara was described as
‘this sorry little town, this rough little town in

the jungle, this little suburban town’ (Introd, to
Jataka 95, tr. E. B. Cowell and B. Chalmers, i. 231),
and evidently was a place of no intrinsic import-
ance. But its association with the last scene of
the Buddha’s life made it famous throughout the
Buddhist world, and drew sucii multitudes of
pilgrims that the petty town became the centre of
important religious establishments and grew in
population and size. It was visited at the begin-
ning of the 5th cent, after Clirist by Fa-liian
(Fa-Hsien), the first Chinese pilgrim, who writes
briefly as follows

:

‘East from here [Ramagrfima] four [three, Beal and Giles]

yojanas, there is the place where the heir apparent [Gautama
Buddha] sent back Ohaydaka with his white liorse, and there
also a tope was erected. Four yojanas to the east from this
(the travellers) came to the Charcoal tope, where there is also
a monastery. Going on twelve yojanas, still to l,he east, they
came to the city of Ku^anagara, on the north of w'hich between
two trees, on the bank of the Nairafijana river [Ilirar.iyavati,

Beal ; Hsi-lien, Giles], is the place where the World-honoured
one, with his head to the north, attained paHnirva'^a (and
died)’ {Travels, ch. xxiv., Legge’a version). The pilgrim men-
tions several topes [stupas] and monaHteries as still existing,
and proceeds :

‘ In the city the inhaliitants are few and far
between, comprising only the families belonging to the
(different) societies of monks.* He then traces the road in a
south-easterly and easterly direction for 17 yojanas [12 4-5, the
6 being 10 in Legge] to the modern Basaph (about 26*

SS’ N., 86“ 11' E.), which lies about 27 miles a little west of
north from I^atna.

The earlier Pali account in the Parinibbdna
Sutta gives the names of several villages lying
between Vai^ali and Ku^inagara (Kusinara) which
would settle the position of the place, if they could
he identified, but, unfortunately, there is no clue
to their identification. The next and only other
detailed description of Ku^inagara after that of
Fa-Hian is that recorded by Hiuen Tsiang (Yuan
Chwang), about A.D. 637. He enters into much
detail concerning both the geographical position
of the town and its topographical features. At
first sight it would seem tliat his account should
preclude all doubts, and yet, when it is critically

considered, doubts remain as to the identification
of the site. The publications enumerated in the
Literature below examine the question in all its

bearings.
The later jpilgrim agrees substantially with the

earlier in the statement of the distance and
direction of the Ashes (=Embers= Charcoal) stwpa
from the fixed point of the Lumbini garden
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(Runimindei), the distance according to Fa-Hian
being 12 yojanas, and according to Hiuen Tsiang
about 480 or 490 Ih at the rate of 40 li to the
yojana. In direction the only difference is that
Fa>Hian gives an easterly bearing for all the
stages, whereas Hiuen Tsiang places the Ashes
stupa to the S.E. of the next preceding stage,

namely, the stupa of Chandaka’s return. He is

habitually more precise in the indication of
direction than his predecessor. Fa-Hian states

that Kiisinagara lay 12 yojanas (about 90 miles
marching distance) to the east of the Ashes stupa.
Hiuen Tsiang does not give the distance, but places

Kusinagara to the N.E. of that stupa^ and notes
that the road was a narrow and dangerous path,
infested with wild oxen, wild elephants, and
murderous robbers who haunted the great forest.

From those elements, combined with the state-

ment that Kusinagara was close to the river

Airavati {al. Ajitavati, al. Hiranyavati), the
present writer deduced the conclusion that the
site of Kusinagara must be sought in Nepal beyond
the passes, close to the Little Kapti or Airavati,
somewhere about 84“ 51' E., 27“ 32' N. General
H.H. Prince KhadgaSumsherJung Kana Bahadur,
sometime Governor of West Nepal, in a letter to
the PioTuer MaUj dated Feb. 26, 1904, declared
that the spot where Gautama Buddha attained
nirvana * was at the confluence of the Hiranyavati
and Achiravati, near Bhavasar Ghat,’ i.e. the
confluence of the Little Kapti with the Gandak.
That site seems best to satisfy the terms of toth
the pilgrims’ itineraries as traced from the Lumbini
garden, but the identification has not been verified
by lo(^ examination. So far, the result of the
investigation seems to be satisfactory enough;
but, when we come to discuss the hearings of
Kusinagara in relation to two other fixed points,
Benares and Vai^ali, fresh difficulties arise. Fa-
Hian makes Vaisali lie in a south-easterly direction
from Kusinagara, at a distance of 17 yojanas
(=:about 127 miles), and those details do not at all

suit the site indicated in Nepal, while they suit
the rival site^ near Kasia. Hiuen Tsiang reckons
about 700 li (say 130 miles marching distance)
from Kusinagara to the kingdom of Benares, in a
south-westerly direction. If he meant to reckon
the distance to the city of Benares, the actual
distance from the supposed Nepalese site is much
greater ; but, if we assume that the distance was
reckoned to the river Ghagra (Gogra), the pilgrim’s
estimate might be accepted. These remarks are
enough to indicate the nature of the difficulties
which exist in interpreting the detailed itineraries
recorded by the Chinese pilgrims in the 5th and
7th centuries. Full statement and discussion of
those difficulties is impossible in this place.
Ku^ina^ara has usually been identified with the

remarkable group of Buddhist ruins lying near
Kasia (about 26“ 45' N., 83“ 55' E.), 35 miles due
east from Gorakhpur city and in the Gorakhpur
District. The principal remains, which lie in the
lands of Bisanpur, to the west of Kasia, were
formerly enclosed within a boundary wall sur-
rounding a space of about 36 acres. They comprise
many structmes, including a great stupa and a
temffie containing a colossal recumbent image of
the Dying Buddha, almost unique in India, and
executed in the 5th cent. a.d. Excavation has
roved that the site was regarded as one of the
ighest sanctity continuously from the time of
A4oka to the end of the 12th cent.—during some
fourteen or fifteen centuries. Several great mon-
asteries of various dates have been revealed, besides
other buildings and crowds of votive stupas. The
site unquestionably was one of the most venerated
spots in the world for Buddhist pilgrims, and the
colossal image of the Dying Buddha agrees well

with Hiuen Tsiang’s description o± a similar image
at Kusinagara. But in other respects the remains
do not a^ee with the pilgrim’s detailed account.
He saw the remains of a walled town.
*The city walls,* he observes, *were in ruins, and the towns and

villages were deserted. The brick foundations of the “old
city” (that is, the city which had been the capital) were above
ten li [2 miles] in circuit ; there were very few inhabitants, the
interior of the city being a wild waste ’ (Watters, ii. 25).

It is difficult to believe that all trace of the old
walls should have disappeared, but it is admitted
that now there is no sign of them, although plenty
of extremely ancient fortifications remain at
numerous sites in the Gorakhpur District. In the
neighbourhood of Kasia there is no considerable
town, and the demand for bricks has never been
large. Moreover, the pilgrim places the Ajitavati
{al. Airavati, al. Hiranyavati) river to the N.W.
of the town, hut there is no river near Kasia. He
also states that in his time the great stu^f although
ruinous, was still above 200 ft. high. The existing
great stupa^ re-constructed or repaired apparently
in the 5th cent., prior to the pilgrim’s visit, never
can have been more than half that height. These
facts led the present writer in 1896 to reject

decisively the identification of the remains near
Kasia with Kusinagara. His finding to that effect

was generally accepted for some years.

The later explorations of the Archaeological
Survey, however, have produced fresh evidence
complicating the problem. Many hundreds of

seals belonging to the Mahaparinirvana monastery
have been discovered, besides others belonging to
the Makutabandha or Bandhana (‘Diadem’) mon-
astery. Both those institutions undoubtedly were
at Kusinagara. The fact that most of the seals

were broken, as if torn from letters and parcels,

seems to indicate that the sealed packets were
sent from Kusinagara to the dependent institution

near Kasia. The people at the latter place cannot
have addressed letters to themselves. The inference

thus deduced is confirmed by the discovery of one
seal-die belonging to the Vethadipa or Visnudvipa
monastery, which stood at one of the eight places
among which the relics of Buddha were originally

divided. So far as the seals go, they lead to the
conclusion that the ruins near Kasia mark the site

of Vethadipa or Visnudvipa.
A still later discovery, however, throws doubt

on that conclusion. The Survey found enshrined
in the relic chamber of the stupa adjoining the
colossal recumbent image a copper plate dis-

tinctly inscribed as having been deposited ‘in the
[Pariniyvdna chaitya.^ We know that a build-

ing called the Parinirodna temple (‘temple du
Pan-nie-p’an’) existed at ’ Kusinagara (travels of

Ta-ch'6ng-t§ng in Chavannes, Voyages depilerins
houddhistes, p. 73). That discovery of the copper
plate, consequently, seems to indicate that the
remains near Kasia must be those of Kusinagara.
The only other conceivable explanation is that the
shrine at Visnudvipa also may have been called a
Parinirvdnci chaitya. The remark must be added
that the hearings irom Kusinagara to both Vaisali
and Benares as given by both pilgrims agree much
better with the Kasia site than with the Nepal
site. On the other hand, it has been shown that
the detailed itineraries from the Lumbini garden,
an absolutely certain fixed point, cannot be recon-

ciled with the position of the Kasia site, which,
moreover, has no river and no walled town.
On the whole, the present writer is of opinion

that the remains near Kasia most probably are
those of Vethadipa or Visnudvipa, that the site of

Kusinagara* is to he sought in Nepal, and that it is

most likely to be found at the confluence of tlie

Little Kapti with the Gandak, But positive

certainty is not attainable at present. AJmost
conclusive evidence against the Kasia site is
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afforded by the testimony of the pilgrims that in

or about a.d. 405 and 637 Kusinagara and its

vicinity lay desolate and in ruins, whereas we know
that at the Kasia site building was in active

progress during the 5th cent., and that it continued

for some seven centuries later. Moreover, it is not

credible that the road from Kasia to Benares can

ever have been the narrow and ditticult path,

infested by wild beasts and robbers, described by
Hiuen Tsiang. His account suits well if applied

to the passes of the Somesar range.
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KWAN-YIN.— Kwan-yin or Kwan-shi-yin
(Kwan-non or Kwan-je-on in Japanese) is the
Chinese name for Avalokitesvara, and means ‘ one
who looks {kuan) towards a (supplicatory) sound
{yin) of the world {shi).^

I. History. — (a) China.—The oldest Chinese
name was Kuang-siii-yin, ‘ shining over the sound
of the world,’ ^ and the original name appears at
about the same time in a vague transcription, * A-
ha-Lou-huan,’ in a Sukhavativyuha text trans-
lated into Chinese a.d. 147-186.'^ The worship of
Kwan-yin, however, does not seem to have been
very popular until Kumarajiva translated the
Baadliarmapun^arlha (the * Lotus of tlie Good
Law’), A.D. 402-412, in which he introduced the
name Kwan-shi-yin, of which Kwan-yin is a
curtailed form. The section on the Samanta-
mukha (25th in Chin, and 24th in Skr.) of the
text in question specially relates to the Bodhi-
sattva, and has been widely read in China.®
The popularity of the belief was further increased

when the famous Chi-i, the founder of the Tien-
t’ai school in China, wrote several treatises on the
Samantamukha section (589-618),^ and since that
time practically all the schools of Chinese Buddhism
seem to have adopted the worship.
The pilgrims who witnessed the worship of the

saint in India also contributed much to the propaga-
tion of the belief at home. Fa-Hian (399-414) says
that all the followers of the Mahayana in India
honour the saint, and, when his home-bound ship is

} Bunyiu Nanjio, Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, Oxford,
XS83, no. 282 (a.]>. 148-170).

2 Ih. no. 25.
® J. Takakusu, Record of the Buddhist Religion ... by

T-Tsing, Oxford, 1896, p. 162.
4 Nanjio, Cat., nos. 1555, 1557, 1662.

in danger during a gale, he hastens to pray to him.
Hiuen Tsiang (629-645), who introducea a new
translation of the name, viz. Kuan-ts’u-ts’ai, * Self-

existent who gazes’ or ‘Gazing Lord,’ records the
presence of images of the saint almost everywhere in
India, and mentions z^pujd to him by King Siladitya
of Kanauj during the festival. I-Tsing (671-695)
dist'iiguishes the Mahayana from the Hinayana
bythe worship of Bodhisattvas, which is peculiar
to the former. These facts are fully borne out by
the discovery of the sculptured images of the saint
from the valley of Gandhara to the caves of Ellora
for a period of about eight or nine centuries.

With the introduction into China of the mantra
school of Buddhism during the T’ang and the Sung
dynasties (c. a.d. 700-900), the cult of Kwan-yin
seems to have become exceedingly powerful, its

climax being reached in the reign of Wen-tsung,
who, in 828, ordered that an image of Kwan-yin
should be set up and worshipped in all monasteries
of the Empire, which then numbered about 44,600.^

We do not know its fate after the decline of the
mystic school in China.

(6 ) Japan.—The worship of Kwan-non in Japan
is almost as old as the introduction of Buddhism
(A.D. 552). In the reign of the Empress Sui-ko
(593-628) the saint found an able devotee in the
Crown Prince Shotoku, who built a special hall for
him called Yume-dono, ‘Hall of Dreams,’ in the
HSriuji monastery. Here he used to .sit and medi-
tate every morning before he attended to State
affairs. He himself wrote a commentary on the Sad-
dharmapundarlka, including the Samantamukha
section. The subsequent development of Japanese
Buddhism centres in the text of the ‘ Lotus,’ the two
powerful sects of Tendai and Hokk6 being founded
on the doctrine of the text. The twelve sects of
Japanese Buddhism all honour or worship the saint
directly or indirectly ; there is, in fact, no other
deity so popular as Ivwan-non. He is the principal
figure in art, both pictorial and plastic, in general
literature, and in the religious life of the Japanese.
A religious reform movement started lately,

basing its foundation solely on the doctrine of
Avalokitesvara, and it is fairly successful.

2. General character.—Kwan-yin is a bodily
healer as well as a saviour, ilis relation to
Ainitabha is like that of Maitreya to Sakyamuni,
and the boundless mercy of Amitabha is made
known only through his efforts. Until all beings
have been saved he himself will not become Buddha.
He would, it is said, ever remain in midstream
with his boat ready to carry beings across. There
are more than 60 books in the Chinese Tripitaka
which profess to teach the mercy of the saint.

’

The principal exposition, however, will be found
in the Samantamukha section already mentioned.
The devotees make this a separate text, calling it

the ‘Avalokitesvara sutra,’ and recite it every day.
The expedients {upaya) with which he approaches
the world are minutely described in the text, and
are literally believed by the people.

3. Incarnations.—thirty -three manifestations
in which Kwan-yin has approached the people are
given in Kumaraiiva’s translation of the ‘ Lotus,*
whereas in the Sanskrit text only sixteen are
mentioned. But the number thirty-three has
become so sacred and peculiar to the saint in China
and Japan that a simple mention of thirty-three
avatars implies him. While instructing the people
he would assume any form of incarnation that was
necessary, such as a Buddha, Pratvekahuddhay
kravalm (‘disciple’), Brahma, Indra, Isvara, Mahe-
svara (Siva), the heavenly general {Smdpati)y Vai-
sravana (Kubera), a Raja, a merchant, a female
merchant, a retired man, a retired woman, a
minister, a minister’s wife, a Brahman, a female

1 See E. H. Parker, China and Religion, London, 1905, p. 185.
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Brahman, a mendicant, a female mendicant, an
updsaka (layman), an vpdsikd (laywoman), a boy, a
girl, a deva, a Tidga^ a yakm (demon), a gandharva
(heavenly musician), an asura^ ^garu^a^ a kinnara^
a mahoraga (great serpent), or vajra-pdni. That
the number thirty-three was not originally in-

tended, however, is obvious from the fact that the
names enumerated often differ from one another.
Actually thirty-three forms of Kwan-yin have been
created and often represented in art. In Japan
there are thirty-three sacred places of pilgrimage
where some one of the seven Kwan-nons given below
is enshrined and worshipped. The thirty-three

shrines of the Western region (Saikoku) are the
most famous, while those of the Eastern region
(Ban-to) and those of Chichibu are also renowned.
Besides, there is in Kyoto a great hall of Kwan-
non called the ‘ Thirty-three partitioned Hall’
(San-ju-san-gen-do), which contains 1,000 images
of the saint. There are smaller heads on the fore-

heads and haloes, or held in the hands of these
images, altogether making up the number 33,333.

4 . Activities.—Seven cases of distress are gener-
ally specified in which Kwan-yin is ready to extend
his hand of mercy. These are generally selected
from the thirteen cases of distress of the Samanta-
mukha section ; they are dangers caused by a sword,
fetters or chains, fire, water, demons [rdksasa),
goblins [hhuta)i and an enemy. Sometimes danger
Dj storm is added to these to make four pairs
complete, and facilitate pictorial representation.
In the so-called Buddhist litany represented in

some sculptured reliefs of Ajanta (no. 4), Ellora
(no. 3), Aurangabad (no. 7), and Kanheri (no. 4), we
can trace several scenes of dangers more or less

akin to the above seven. In the cave of Ajanta
(no. 4) we see a representation of dangers from an
elephant, a lion, an enemy with a sword, and a
young man against a woman, on one row, and
those from a lire, a snake, a flood, and a female
against a male, on the other, while a standing
figure of Kwan-yin is represented at the centre.
In Ellora (no. 3), fire, sword, and flood are notice-
able, while the rest are quite indistinct. In one of
the eastern caves, Aurangabad (no. 7), we have a
very good representation of the litany. The eight
scenes are specified by a fire, a sword, a thief, and
a shipwreck on the right, and a lion, a snake, an
elephant, and a man with a woman on the left.

Kwan-yin isflying towards the centre to theirrescue.
Further, in one of the 108 caves of Kanheri (no.

4) the scenes are ten instead of eight: ( 1 ) a girl
with a man ; (2) a man in a striking attitude before
a snake-king; (3) a man brandishing a sword
against a female with a child ; (4) a man with a
stick before another who is prostrating himself;
(5) a man squatting and one side invisible ; (6 ) an
elephant ; (7) a lion

; (8 ) a serpent
; (9 ) a man I

lifting both hands over his head, his body in-
|

visible, probably drowning;
(10 ) a man with his

hands raised, probably in a pushing attitude.
Thus almost all the thirteen cases mentioned in
the * Lotus ’ are to be found represented in these
caves, which are probably excavations of the 7th or
8th cent, and are certainly Mahayanistic.
We can safely conclude from these facts, and

from the records of eye-witnesses of the same
period, that the text of the Samantamukha section
of the * Lotus,’ or at any rate the belief in Kwan-
yin as the saviour of the distressed world, was in
vogue and very popular among Buddhists during
the same period as it was in China and Japan.
5. Kwan-yins adopted into the mystical school

of Buddhism.—Six or seven Kwan-yins are enum-
erated and often represented in art in China and
Japan, especially in the latter.

(1)

IrySvaloMteSvara (Sho-Kwan-non, *Holy*), otherwise
called MaMk&ra^ika (* Great Compassionate’). This is the

original Bodhisattva and the most Buddhistic of all Kwan-yins.
He IS always shown with a lotus-flower in the left hand, with
his right hand held up to his breast, and with or without an
image of Aiuitabha over his head.

(2) Sahasrabhuja (Sen-ju, ‘Thousand-armed’), otherwise
called Sahasranetra (Sen-gen, ‘Thousand-eyed’), or Maha-
padmaraja (‘Great Lotus King’). This Kwan-yin, as he has
the names common to Visnu, Indra, and Durga, seems to have
been borrowed from the Brahmanical deities. He is generally
represented with three eyes (triloGhana) and forty or thirty-

eight arms, the palm of each hand being marked with an eye.
Among the things which he carries are a sword, an arrow, a
halberd, an axe, a vajra, a hook, a rope, or a skull-banner, mostly
peculiar to Durga. He is far the most popular of all Kwan-yins,
at least in Japan, fifteen of the thirty-three shrines havmg him
as the chief object of worship against three in the case of (1).

(3) Hayagriva (Ba-to, ‘Horse-headed’), otherwise called
Siflihabhaya (Shishi-mui, * Lion-fearless ’). He is depicted as
horse-headed, two-tusked, and with eight arms, two of which
hold a vajra and a lotus. He is a dailya (demon), hostile to Vig^iu
in the Hindu pantheon, probably converted into a Tantra deity
by mystic Buddhists. Only one of the thirty-three temples
gives the place of honour to him.

(4) Ekada^amukha (Ju-ichi-men, ‘Eleven-faced’). He has
eleven faces, of which the three front are compassionate, the
three left wrathful, and the three right admonishing, while the
one at the top and the proper face show equanimity. He has
four arms, which carry a rosary, a lotus, a waterpot, and a mark
of abhayanda (‘ bestowing security i.e. a raised hand with its

palm outward. £)£adai£ottama, * chief of the eleven (Rudrasy
is an epithet of Siva, and so is Chaturbahu (‘Four-armed^).
Thus this Kwan-yin too seems bo have originated from the
Hindu deity. Five places of worship are accorded him.

(5) Oha^di (according to Nanj'io, Ohundi), otherwise called

Saptakotibuddhamatf (‘ Mother of seven Kotis of Buddhas ’).

Different from the rest of the Kwan-yms, this "is from the be^-
ning a female deity, and her name is never translated, being
always Ohun-t’i in Chinese and Jun-tei in Japanese. She is re-

presented with three eyes (triloe'hana) and eighteen arms (a§td-
daiabhuja)t and is no other than Cha^d^ Maha-devI Durga, also

called ‘ the Goddess of eighteen arms,’ who destroyed the asura
Mahisa. An auspicious pot {bhadrammbha^ a mark of security
(ahhdyanda7rvudTa\ a rope, a lotus, a vajm, etc., are among
the articles carried by her. Only one place honours her.

(6) Ohakravartichintamani, or sometimes Chintamai^ichakra
(Nyo-i-rin, ‘ Wishing wheel ’). He is generally two-armed, rarely
six-armed, and is represented in a meditative attitude with his
right hand against his cheek, his head slightly turned to the
right, and his left hand on his left knee. When he is six-armed,
he carries a wishing gem {chintdmaxd)^ a wheel (chakra)j a
rosary, and a lotus. He occupies six places of worship.

(7) Amoghapa^a (Fu-ku-ken-saku, ‘Unfailing rope’), or some-
times simply Amogha (‘ Unerring ’). The common feature of this

Kwan-yin is that he has three faces and .eight arms, and a rope
in his hand. As Amogha is the name of Siva and a rope is often
carried by Durga, this deity also is probably imported from the
Hindu pantheon. One of the thirty-three shrines is sacred to him.

6. Kwan-yins known among Buddhists gener-
ally.—We shall name only five here, which are
important for their artistic representations.

(1) Byaku-e (Pau^dravasini, ‘White-robed’), the goddess
with a white veil and robe, is the chief.favourite among artists.

Two other Kwan-yins, Byaku-shin (Svetabhagavati, ‘White-
bodied deity’) and Y6-i (Pala^avali, * Leaf-streaked ’),i are
closely allied with this deity.

(2) Y6-riu (‘ Willow-tree ’). The peculiarity of this deity is a
willow leaf either held in the hand or placed in a pot beside
her. The origin of this emblem is doubtful, though an off-hand
explanation is not wanting among Buddhists. It may have
orimnated from an olive tree or a palm-leaf, seeing that the
goddesses Athene and Victory have been sculptured in Gan-
dhara. It is, however, j'ust possible that it may be of purely
Chinese origin, for we do not know how far this form of Kwan-
yin carries us back.

(3) Gyo-ran (‘ Fish-basket ’)is another very popular deity who
carries a basket with a fish in it. He is probably a counterpart
of the fish avatar of Vis^u, or a representation of Matsyendraor
Minanatha, who is sometimes worshipped in India and Nepal.

(4) Koyasu (* Easy-child-birth ’) is a female Kwan-yin like

Tara, and is often represented with a child in her arm or below
her. Properly speaking, she is not a separate Kwan-yin, for
any Kwan-yin who is celebrated as answering prayers for easy
labour can be called Koyasu. It was under this name that the
Madonna of the Christian Church found her way among the
worshippers of the Virgin, during the period of persecution in
Japan under the Shogunate government (1603-1867).

(6) Shogyo (NUaka^tihai^vara, ‘ Blue-necked lord ’) seems to
be another imported from the Hindu pantheon, for Nflaka^tha
is the name of a form of Siva in his capacity of churning the
ocean. He is white and three-faced, with a lion’s face on the
right and a boar’s on the left. The Buddha Amitabha is found
on his proper head. He has four arms, which hold a stick, a
lotus, a wheel, and a conch-shelL

7. The sacred resort of Kwan-yin. — As this

article is in a way a continuation of that on
Avalokitesvara {q,v. ), all the characteristics of the
saint found there are omitted here. Only one

1 Nanjio, no. 973 ; Parpasavari seems to be an error.
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thino* not found there has to be supplied here.

That is Potala, Potalaka, or Potaraka/ the name
of a place sacred to the Bodhisattva, and never

separated from the worship. It is sometimes said

to oe an island in the sea or sometimes a rocky

hill. We have Potala (sllardXa), a harbour at

the mouth of the Indus in an island called Patale,^

and the river here is said to begin to form a Delta

like the Nile. If this name can be identified with

Patara, now Patera, the capital of Lycia in Asia
Minor on the eastern side of the mouth of the

river Zanthus, we can further identify Avalokita

or Apalokita (in Pali) of Potalaka with Apollo

Patareus, both being in this case patron deities of

mariners. This conjecture was once proposed by
the present writer to solve the riddle of the strange

name ‘Avalokita,’ though there are some philo-

logical difficulties in the identifications. Be this as

it may, the name Potala is always transferred with

the worship of the saint. In the 7th cent, we find

Potalaka as the resort of Kwan-yin in the eastern

side of the Malaya range near the extreme corner

of the south coast of India.® The island Pu-t’o-lo

(Potala), in the Chusan group off* Ningpo, is the

centre of the worship of Kwan-yin in China. This
shrine was founded lay a Japanese priest, Ye-gaku

by name, who was sent by an Imperial order to

China as a Buddhist student, but remained there
as the founder of the famous Pu-t’o-lo (Potala)
monastery (A.D. 858).

We are familiar with the existence of the Potala
palace in the heart of Tibet as the residence of an
incarnated Kwan-yin, viz. the Dalai Lama; and
in Japan we can trace two or three places which
bear the Buddhistic name Fu-da-la-ku as shrines
of Kwan-non.

8. The formula of invocation.—The famous six-

syllable formula, Om mani padme hum, was once
Indian, for it is often mentioned in the texts
of the Chinese Tripitaka translated from Sanskrit
(see art. Jewel [Buddhist]). At present, how-
ever, this formula is exclusively Tibetan or at
least Lamaistic. The non-Lamaistic Buddhists
use the old formula Namo ^valokiteivarmia Bodhi-
sattvdya {Namu-Kwan-je-on-Bosatsu), ‘ Sail to the
Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara.’

Literature.—E. Burnouf, Le Lotus de la lonne toi, Paris, 1862,

ch. XXIV. ; H. Kern, Saddharmapuzidetr'ika (SBE xxi. [1884]),

ch, xxiv.
;
Kern and Bunyiu Nanjio, Saddharrnapuv>doi‘rlka

(text), m Bibliotheca Buddhica x., St. Petersburg:, 19l)8,pp. 438-

456 ; L. A. Waddell, 2'he Buddhism of Tihety London, 1896,

Index, s.v. ‘ Avalokita *
; S. Beal, A Catena of Buddhist Scrip-

tures, do. 1871, pp. 383-416. J, TaKAKUSU.

LABOUR.—See Employment, Economics.

LAISSEZ-FAIRE.—So great a part has this

celebrated phrase played in economic and sociologi-

cal, and even in religious, discussion during the
past century that a whole book was published at

Berne in 1886 upon the maxim—A. Oncken’s Die
Maodme Laissezfaire et laissezpasser. The occasion

of its origin is perhaps best understood by a com-
parison of the policies of two great French Ministers
of Finance—Colbert (1619-83) and Turgot (1727-

81). The former, towards the end of the 17th
cent., brought industry and commerce under a
system of extreme regulation and coercion ; his

ideals were those of the Mercantilists—protection,

subsidy, and privilege, A century later, we see a
complete reversal of this policy in the financial

administration of Turgot, who worked on the
principle of commercial freedom. Between these
two men stand the founders of scientific economics
in France, whose school is usually known under the
name of the Physiocrats. It is said, indeed, that
the first authentic use of the phrase laissez-faire

was a retort made by a merchant to Colbert himself.

The names which are of chief importance are
those of Gournay (1712-59) and Quesnay (1694-
1774). Gournay was an administrator rather than
an economist, but he had great influence on Turgot,
who accompanied him on some of his official

journeys. It is through, Turgot that we know of
his principles. In his Eloge of Gournay, Turgot
attributes to him maxims of trade and welfare,
based on the utmost liberty of personal competition,
and on the view that private interest and general
welfare were coincident, if this kind of freedom
were given. The complete phiase laissezfaire,

1 Potalaffama occurs in the Buddhacharita (Chinese), and
Potala and Potalaka are the names of tNVo demons living: there
(see SBB xix. [1883] 244).

2 See Monier-Wilhams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, Oxford,
1872, S.U. * Potala’

; Pbolemy, vii. i. 69 ; Pomponius Mela, iii. 7

;

see also 0. Lassen, Ind, Alterthumskunde, i.® [Leipzig:, 18671 125,
u.a [1874] 191 f., and especially V. A. Smith. EaHy Eist. of
Indian, Oxford, 1908, pp. 99-102.

* S. Julien, M&moirea de Hiouen-Thsang, Paris, 1857-58, x. 123.

L
laissez passer is first attributed to him. Quesnay
was the real head of the Physiocrats, and holds a
place in French economic science similar to that of

Adam Smith in Great Britain. Competition and
self-interest were the bonds out of whicli a compact
system of industrial life could alone be created,

ihough he does not use the phrase laissezfaire, he
is obviously in line with the movement.

In view of the expressions of Adam Smith, it is

of importance to note that the identification of
laissezfaire with the ‘ natural system ’ had taken
place in France in the writings of the economist
Boisguillebert (1646-1714). It was left to Smith
to introduce into the system a still further idea

—

that of religious guarantee.
Free competition as the advantageous, as the

natural, and as the divinely ordered ba.sis of
industry—these are the 8tei)S of the development.
The evil aspects of the phrase are usually charged
to Adam Smith’s account, and it is, therefore^ of
interest to understand his statement of the case.

Smith was not only an economist, but a moral
philosopher, and a Scottish one at that. The
classical passages of the Wealth of Nations {Vll^)

are in bk. iv. ch. ii. They sum up and extend the
whole preceding statement of laissezfaire, without,
however, using the phrase itself. What is of
advantage to the individual is ‘ advantageous ’ to
the society ; this is so ‘ naturally, or rather neces-
sarily ’

; and, if we ask the reason of the coinci-

dence, that is because the individual, in seeking his

own gain, is ‘ led by an invisible hand ’ to promote
the social good, although this was no part of his

intention. Now, if we turn to Smith’s earlier work
on the Moral Sentiments (1759), we find some re-

markable passages, showing that the basis of his

ideas in this respect was ethical or religious rather
than economic. In the section on ‘ Utility’ (pt.

iv. sect, i.)—to quote only one extract—there is a
remarkable vindication of the luxury of the rich
and the inequality of wealth.

‘ The rich only select from the heap what is most precious and
agreeable. They consume little more than the poor, and in
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spite of their natural selfishness and rapacity, though they mean
only their own conveniency, they divide with the poor the
produce of all their improvements. They are led by an invis-
ible hand to make nearly the same distribution ... as if the
earth had been divided into equal portions among all its in-
habitants

It is no wonder that, after the miseries of the
Industrial Revolution, teaching of this kind
brought some odium upon economic science

; and
it was overlooked that Smith had established
his objections to existing forms of regulation by
inductive, far more than by deductive, reasoning.

Smith’s views must be judged in the light of
general facts

; (1) that he was leading a re-
action against excessive regulation; and (2) that
the form of industry in his time was itself so
individualistic. It was still the day of the in-
dividual manufacturer and the small unit ; to ask
for freedom at that time was practically to ask for
independent competition. It does not follow that,
when the form of industry had changed. Smith
would have construed freedom in the same way.
With the larger unit created by the Factory
System for both labour and capital, it must have
become apparent that to combine was a free act,^d that economic freedom could no longer mean
independent or individualized competition.
Some hidden fallacies in the early statement

of laissez-faire are exposed by D. G. Ritchie in
his Natural Bights (London, 1895). Especially
dangerous was the introduction of the word
‘natural.’ For the natural is taken to mean
the ideal, or the original, or the non-human. As
soon as we say that a certain system is a ‘ natural ’

system, we first idealize it, and then, by a trans-
ition to another meaning of the word, we identify
it with what is not of human device or with what
IS prior to human institution. Thus we slip into

that a non-regulated system is an
ideal one. But, in fact, nature in its broadest sense
includes human life; and ‘is made better by no
means, but nature makes that means.’
Competition without control has not actually

^en taught by any English economist
; but phrases

have been seized on and misapplied. In spite of
the opposition created to the idea of competition
by stressing the words of early writers, an analysis
of recent thought shows a desire not to suppress
but only to reorganize, this force. The claims of
democracy are often, indeed, for greater freedom
of competition

; it is sought to remove privileges
and monopolies, to extend education, to make it
possible for any one with ability to challenge any
position in the State. And the greatest social
bitterness is not between those who compete most
with each other, as w^orkman with workman, or
employer with employer, but between classes who
do not compete, such as employer and employed,
and often simpl;

5
r on the ground that effective com-

petition is so limited across that line. The real
objection that is summed up in the bitter use of
the phrase laissezfaire is to the defects of a certain
organization of industrial competition.
We may indeed say that, properly understood,

laissezfaire is a maxim quite in keeping with
the extension of State control, if the form of
industry so changes as to require this. What is
the object of the verb? In Smith’s time it was
the individual who was the economic agent * then
said Smith, leave him free. In Mill’s time it was
the group ; then let the group be free to work. In
our time, for many purposes 'which only economic
evolution could haverevealed, it is the municipality
or the State ; then let the State be free to do its
proper work. The object of the verb can be the
individual, the group, or the public authority ; for
\ve cannot fix the form of industry, or force on
modern conditions the meaning which any maxim
had a hundred and thirty years ago. The law of

the land should not suppress, or refuse to give
scope for, any kind of social agency or force ; but
in the changing conditions of industrial life, it
must guard the rights and watch the limits of each
force and agency.

Leteraturb.—A. Oncken, Die Marime Laissez fairs et laissez
xss^t Berne, 1886 ; H. Higgs, The Physiocrats,, London, 1897 •

* . Quesnay, Tableau ieonomique, repnnt by the British
Economic Society, do. 1895 ; D. G. Ritchie, Natural Rights,
do. ^95 ; Adam Smith, Theory of Moral Sentiments, London
and Edinburgh, 1759, esp. pp. 284, 289-293, 348-352, and Wealth
ofNations, London, 1776, esp. bk. iv. ch. li. init. ; C. H. Cooley.
Personal Competition, New York, 1899 ; D. H. Macerea-or
The Evolution of Industry, London, 1911, ch. vii.

*

D. H. MACGREGOR,
LAITY, LAYMEN.—This article is not con-

cerned, unless indirectly, -with the origin, develop-
ment, and nature of the Christian ministry. It
deals only with the position, rights, and duties of
those Christians who are not of the official ministry,
and the latter will be referred to only negatively’
or in connexion with elections by the laity or
similar matters. A large controversy -will, there-
fore, be left entirely on one side. We have to
considp what the laity were called by the older
Christian writers, and what position they held in
the divine society, especially with reference to
appointments, to worship and the sacraments, to
councils, and to Church work generally.

I. Names of the laity.~In the Bible 6 Xaos is
used of the Jewish people, as distinguished from
their priests and rulers, in Mt 26®, Ac 5^ etc., and
especially as distinguished from the high priest and
the priests in He 5^ 7®-

; so, in the OT, in Ex 19^,
2 24^®. Similarly, o Xa6s is frequently used in
the Greek liturgies to denote the congregation as
distinguished from the officiating priest; for an
early example see Apostolic Constitutions, viii, 12
(at pud) : ‘ Let all the people say, Amen.’ The
Latin liturgies havepopulus in a similar place, and
the^Synac liturgies nave the Syriac equivalent
amd {e.g,, Testarmnt of our Lora, i. 21, which we
possess only in a Syriac translation by Jacob of
Jidessa, c, a.d. 700). Elsew’here in Latin writings
pleos is used for the laity, as ordinarily in Ter-
tullian, Cyprian, Jerome, and Augustine, and in
can. 77 of the Council of Elvira (c. a.d. 305).

Prom Aady is derived K<uk6s (laicus), which, however, is not
found in the NT or LXX. In Clement of Rome (Cor, i. 40, a
passage which describes the relation of the layman to the
ci®rgy) a step is taken (c. a.d. 95) towards the somewhat later
use of \aLK6<! as a technical substantive, ‘a layman*: but it
IS there used only as an epithet. The ‘lay-man* (6 Koikos

bound by th^ lay (^dinances (rots Koukois rrpoardy-
ai/6pa>ffos) is »jr uiuiuauucB ^Tots AGUKOt; TTOocrrav-

..4^ of the 2nd cent. Clement of Alexandria
(Strom. HI. 12, near end) uses ^aticd; as a substantive, *a lay-
man, in contrast to ‘presbyter’ and * deacon,’ with reference
to marriage, clerical and lay

; but he also uses it as an adjective,
and speaks of Aaldj airia-TCa in Strom, v. 6, i.e. ‘the unbelief of
the pe^le.’ Twtullian also uses laicus for ‘ a layman ’ (de Bavt.
17, de Exh^, Ca^. 7), as do the Roman clergy in a letter to
Ojqirian (Cypr. Ep. ^x. 6). The substantive AoT/cds is found in
txm ATiswers to the Orthodox (*AiroKpC<r€ii irpbs 6p6oS6iovs, § 97),
which at one time was assigned to Justin Martvr, but is cer-
tainly of a somewhat later date

; and often in the 4th cent.,
as m the Clementine Homilies (now usually assigned in their
present form to that date) : see the Ep. of Clement toJanm, § 5

;

in the Sacramentary of Sarapion (JThSt i. [1899-1900] 101),
where a prayer is called x^^po9e<rLa Xmkup (‘ blessing of the lay-men ) ; and in the Apost. Const (e.g., viii. ll and 28, where
Aaticoi are opposed to ‘the clergy’ [ot rov xXijpov or kX^pikoH):
It is also found frequently in the Apostolic Canons. In Syriac
we find as a rendering of Aal*/cd? the words 'dlmdyd and "dlmd-
naya, ht. ‘one of the world,’ as in the Test of our Lord, i. 35,m the htany which has a suffrage for ‘the faithful laymen’:
see other instances in R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, ii.
(Oxford, 1901) 2900 f.

^^other, but less common, word for ‘layman’ is ISlmtk,
which has sadly degenerated in meaning, having become in
English idiot.* But in classical Greek it means simply
private person.* Philo (de Vit Mos, iii. 29, ed. Mangey, ii. 169)

uses it to denote a Jew who is not a priest. In 1 Co 1416. 2Sf.

it probably means ‘one who has not the charisma of tongues*^Vm ; see notes by A. Robertson and A. Plummer in loco [ICC
1 Cor.,* Edinburgh, 1911, pp. SIS t, SIS f.]). In Ac 413 it means
unlearned’ or ‘uneducated’; here Tyndale and Coverdale

render it by *laye people,* a translation which may be com-
pared with our use of the word * layman ’ to denote one who if
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not versed by training in the particular matter in hand, a sense

Si which I6iwn]s was also used in classical Greek (see Liddell

and Scott, S.V.). The word is similarly used in 2 Oo lie in

1 Co 14^® the ‘place of the tfitwrrjs' can hardly refer to the

soecial seats occupied by laymen in the Christian assembly

(below, § 6). In an interpolation in Pr 6^ cited in the Apost.

Gonst Vii. 63), ISiurai is opposed to /SacnAeiv, and means ‘ the

kinff’s subjects
’

;
the corresponding passage of the older Didas-

edSi which the Constitutions incoimorate, here has * rich and
noor' (see F. X. Funk, Didasc, et Const. Apostolorum, Pader-

bom, 1906, i. 180). Isidore of Seville, early in the 7th cent.,

uses privatus (as well as laicus) in the sense of ‘layman*
/‘necprivatis nec clericis,’ de Eccl. Off. ii. 26).

Another name of the laity is ‘ the brethren ’ (ol aSe\<f)o£)- In

the .Ipost. Const, ii. 67 (near the beginning) they are so called

in contrast to the bishop and deacons (not in the parallel Oidas-

ealia); cf. iTi 40, where ‘ the brethren ’ means * the whole com-
munity.’ It is a little curious to note in this connexion that in

Ac 16^22 the expressions ‘ the church,’ ‘ the whole church,* are

used in contrast to * the apostles and elders.*

2. Who is a layman ?—Hitherto ‘ the Laity ’ have
been spoken of ne^:?atively, as being those Chris-

tians who are not ministers. But, owning to modem
conditions, and especially owing to the divisions of

Christendom, some further definition is necessary.

For instance, in England, it has been maintained
that every Englishman there resident is in the eye
of the law a layman of the Church of England,
unless he is a bishop, priest, or deacon. Apart,
however, from legal right.s, every Christian com-
munity is bound to ask itself who are its laymen,
not only from a negative, but also from a positive
point of view. The first step in the definition has
usually been to affirm that he must be a baptized
person, or at least a catech\imen ; with regard to
the latter qualification we may note—and this has
a bearing on the practice of missionary Churches
of the present day—that the Canons of Hippolyttis
style catechumens * Christians’ (can. x. ; ed. H.
Achelis, in TU, new ser., X^eipzig, 1891, § 63).

But the question whether a baptized person is a
layman belonging to a particular Christian com-
munity is not so easy to answer. A positive de-
finition of ‘ laity ’ may perhaps bo found in some
such phrase as ‘ those who (not being ministers)
from baptism or after baptism have been attached
to ’ that community, ana * who have not by any
overt act declared their dissent from its com-
munion.’ This does not raise the question of * full
membership,’ by which is often meant the status
of a communicant.

3 . The priesthood of the laity.—This, which
seems at first sight to be a contradiction in tenn.s,
is nevertheless asserted of Christians in 1 V 2®* ^

and Rev 1®. They are a * holy priesthood, to offer
up spiritual sacrifices ... a royal priesthood, a
holy nation.’ Christ ‘made us [all Christians] to
be a kingdom, to be priests unto his Cod and
Father.’ The same thing had been ass( 3rted with
equal emphasis of the Jews in Ex 19®: ‘Ye shall
be unto me a kingdom of priests, and an holy
nation.’ The NT asserts in the first place the
priesthood of our Lord (e.y., in Hebrews, passim)

^

then, as derived therefrom, the priesthood of
His people.

^
In the highest .sense of the word,

Lnnstianity is a sacerdotal system. But this must
not be misunderstood.

^
It do(‘S not mean that

the .Christian ministry is vicarious, and that its
ministers take the place of the people in approach-
ing God. When, therefore, J. B. Xjightfoot says,
perhaps rather hastily (E.S8ay on ‘The Christian

ed. London, 1903, pp. 181,
loo), that Christianity ‘has no sacerdotal system,’
he means, as he himself mo.st truly explains (id.),
that it interposes no sacrificial tribe or class
Detween God and man, by whose intervention
• ^

T

reconciled and man forgiven. Each
mamdual member holds personal communion with
Che Divine Head. To Him immediately he is re-
bponsihle, and from Him directly he olitains pardon
and draws strength. . . . As individuals, all Chris-
lans are priests alike.’ For the same view of the

priesthood of the laity see C. Gore, TAe Church
and the Ministry^, p. 76 ff.

Let us consider one practical result of this NT
doctrine. It follows, as the ancient liturgies so
often assert, that the laity ofier the Christian
sacrifice of prayer and praise equally with the
officiating minister, though he is or may be the
instrument by which they offer it, for it would
ordinarily be inconvenient if all people spoke at
once in Christian worship. This fact is the
rationale of the ‘Amen ’ or ‘ So be it ’ by which
the laity audibly ‘seal’ the prayers and praises.
Jerome compares the Amen of the people at Rome
to a thunder-clap, so loud and hearty was it

:

‘ Ubi sic ad similitudinem caelestis tonitrui Amen reboat, et
vacua idolorum templa quatiuntur?’ (fiom. on Galatians,
Prooem. in lib. ii.).

The same may be said of the ‘prayers in common ’

of which Justin (Apol. i. 65) and Augustine (‘com-
munis qratio,’ JSp. Iv. 34 Bon. [cxi.x.] ad Inguis.
Januarii) speak, and which must have involved
some audible partaking by the laity in the suppli-
cation (see Intercession [Liturgical]). Such also
are the litanies and hymns (especially the Sanctus)
which became common at least from the 4th cent,
onwards. In the Test, of our Lord the whole
people are bidden to repeat with the bishoj^ part
of the central act of the Eucharist (i. 21), a
direction with which we may compare the old
custom of ‘ concelebration ’ (priests audibly cele-
brating the Eucharist along with the bishop).
All this is evidence of the universality of tne
doctrine that every Christian layman possesses a
priesthood.
The same teaching is much emphasized by the

Fathers. In the middle of the 2nd cent. Justin
Martyr (Dial. 116 f.), quoting Mai dwells on
the fact that all Christians ‘are the tine high-
priestly race of God,’ and that the Eucliarist is

offered by ‘ Christians in all places throughout the
world.’ He speaks similarly, addressing Jews, of
the Jewish sacrifices being offered ‘ by you and by
those priests of yt>ur8.’ So, at the end of the
century, Irenams (Ilcer. tv. viii. 3, V. xxxiv, 3)
says that ‘all the righteous possess the sacerclotal
rank ’ and that * all the disciples of the Lord are
Levites and priests’ ; and, a little later, 'Fertullian
(de Exhort. Cast. 7) asks, ‘Are not even we laics
priests?’ (this work was written after his secession
to Montanism). In the 3rd cent. Origen (Horn. 9
in Lev. § I) says to the layman in general

:

‘Dost fchou not know that the pricHthcjod (mcerdotium)
given to thco also, that Ih, to all the ohurc.h of Got! and the
people of belwivors? (he quotes 1 I* 2»). Thou hfist, thvr<*forcr,
the priesthood becauso thou art a priestly (saarrdotaKs) ra<;a
(cf. Justin above}, and so thou oughtest to offer Uf Ood this
sacrinco (hostiam) of praise, of prayer* of pity, of modesty, of
justice, of holiness.

’

In the 4th cent. Jerome declares (c. Lurif. 4)
that the priesthoo<l of the layman is his bai>tism
(‘sacerdotium laici, id est, Viaptisma’); he uses
the word ‘baptism’ in the full sense of the com-
plete rite.^ So Augustine (de Civ. Dei, x%*n. v. 5)
says, ‘lie gives the name priesthood to the very
peojile whose priest is the mediator of (Jod and
man, the man Christ Jesus’ (he quotes 1 V 2^).

Many other such passages might be cited. The
teaching was common to all ag(!H.

The doctrine that all Christian people are jiriests
does not, it need hardly be said, mean tliat there
is no such thing as a ministerial priesthood. The
whole nation of Israel were priests, and yet Aaron
and his sons had a sjiecial or ministerial priesthood.
And so, without discussing controverted questions,
we may conclude tliat there is at least no ctmtra-

1 It has often been held that the priesthood of the huty in
given to the baptized, not at the iininorhion, hut at the laCujg
on of hands or conllrniation (A. J. Mason, Itdatum of r^unrvxa-
tion to Baptism, London, IHdl, p. 4G2f.), But it hmmijh un-
necessary to distinguish thus sharply between different purt4i
of what was originally one nte.
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diction involved in the assertion of the same
characteristic in Christianity. The confusion of
minister and layman as to function is such dra^la
^want of order’) as the author of the Apost.
Const, so eloquently protests against (viii. 31, 46).
Clement of Home (c. a.d. 95) says that the Chris
tian^ ministers are ‘rulers’ and ‘presbyters
irjyodfieuotj T'poTjyoij/x.evoif Trpea^^rrepoL)^ to whom the
laity are to be subject {vTroTo.crad/j.eyoL) and to give
reverence {Cor. i. 1, 21). Hernias, a little later,
calls the clergy ‘ the rulers ’ {TrpoTjyo^pievoLj Vis. ii.

same nomenclature is found in He
13 • and also in 1 Th 5^-, where the ministers
are they that are over you’ {irpoiCTauiifovs itpuav).
See, further, § 5.

^ ^ ^ a* ;

4* Election of bishops and clergy by laity.

—

Under this head we have to consider a very im-
portant part in the Church played by laymen.
We note that in Ac 6®’ ® the people choose, but the
apostles appoint (et. i7rLffKi\l/a<Tde and i^eX^^avro with
KaTairT7j(Top€p). The laity elected the Seven and
placed them before the apostles, who laid hands
on them with prayer. And this was the ancient
method of appointment, though the details might
va^. In the Didache (§ 15, c. A.D. 120?) the
^iter bids the people to elect (x^tporop^a-aTe) for
themselves bishops and deacons, i.e. the local
ministry ; nothmg is said of the appointment of
the Itinerant ‘apostles and prophets.’ It must
here be remeinbered that x^^pofopeip does not neces-
sarily carry with it the idea of ordination by the
persons electing (see below). Early in the 4th
cent, popular election is much insisted on by
Athanasius. He quotes {Apol. c. Arian. 6) a letter

1
bishops which says that he was

elected (A.D. 326) ‘ by a majority of our body [the
bishops] in the sight and with the acclamation of
^1 the people, in order to refute a calumny of theimans that he was clandestinely consecrated by
SIX or seven bishops unknown to the laity,
ijrregory of Nazianzus {Orat. xxi. 8) says that
Athanasius was elected ‘by the vote of the whole
people, not in the evil fashion which has since
prevailed, nor by means of bloodshed and oppres-
sion; but m an apostolic and spiritual manner, he
IS led up to the throne of St. Mark.’ He means,
no doubt, that this was the ancient method of
section. The same practice is seen in the Church
Orders—e.y., m the Test, of our Lord (i. 20), which
speaks yery^ emphatically about the election of
bishops (‘ bemff chosen bv all f.lio

auuuu election or
bishops (‘ bemg chosen by aU the people aecordino-
to the will of the Holy Ghost’), and somewhat le£

(‘testified to by all the people,’
1. -9) and deacons

(
^osen as has been said above,’

1. 66). The other Church Orders make similar
provisions {Canons of Bippolytus. can. ii. fed
Achelis, § 7], V^ona Latin Fragments of B^as-

etc., ed. E. Hauler, Leipzig, 1900, p 103
Egyptian Chvrch Order, § 31 [el H. Tattara,m.^ostohcal Constitutions

j London, 1848 n qoi
^hiopi^ Church Order, % 21, Apoet. S.4 J !We find the same regulations in the Galilean codetoown as the Statuta Ecclesioe Antigua, perhaps

Csesarius of Arles, c. a.d. 500 (formerlycit^ as the canons of a supposed Fourth Counefl
398). In can. 22 it is directed

without the

thi ll is bound to seekthe assent {conmventiam) and testimony of thecitizens—a phrase which has a bearing on a well-^mvn dictum of St. Cyprian (see below, § 8 ; fora translation of the Statuta see C. J. Hefele
^ oTAm 1871-96, ii. 410£F.).’hMd, the people were at an earlydate d®prir®d of this nght. The Council oi

choice of

^t j® ?*® priesthood shaU notrest with the mnltitude ’ (can. 13). This move-

ment may have been due in part to the encroach-
ments of the State and its olficials after the time
of Constantine, and it may have also been due to
the interpretation placed in the East on the 4th
canon of Niceea (a.d. 325), which says that the
bishop is to be appointed {Kadlarao-eaL) by the com-
provincial bishops, three of whom at least shall
meet. The first of the Apostolic Canons, a col-
lection made c. A.D. 400, though some of them are
doubtless older, has a similar provision, but with
X^LpoToveiadta.^ The Nicene rule was understood
by the second Council of Niccea, the ‘7th Ecu-
menical ’ (A.D. 787, can. 3), as meaning that only
the bishops could elect, and it forbids, with refer-
ence to Apost. Canon 31, the election of a bishop,
priest, or deacon proceeding from a secular prince •

but the Latins at first interpreted the Nicene canon
to refer to the confirmation of election and con-
secration to the episcopate by the comprovincial
bishops (Hefele, op. cit. i.s [1894] 385 f.). And this
IS probably the real meaning. A bishop, before
being consecrated, must be approved by the people
(and clergy) whom he is to serve, and also by the
bishops of the province. This is the true reason
(one can hardly doubt) of the ancient rule about
the three bishops consecrating the elect. At a
later date it was suggested that this was to remove
all fear of invalidity in the position of any one of
the consecrators ; but this could hardly have been
a consideration at so early a date. Three bishops,
or, as A2iost. Canon 1 says, ‘two or three,’ must
come together to the election that they may signify
the assent of the comprovincials.

In Western Europe, from the time of Charle-
magne onwards, the election by the laity to
bishoprics was r^resented by the sovereign’s
nommation, or in England in Anglo-Saxon times
by that of the Witenagemot. But patronage of
benefices by laymen became very common. This
was exercised (a) by an individual, who originally,
in many cases, was, or represented, the founder of
the church ; or (5) by a corporation external to the
benefice, for the same reason

; or (c) by the persons
to be ministered to, either as a whole body—rarelym the Anglican,^ but normally at the present day
in the Presbyterian, polity—or through representa-
tives chosen by them.^ The system of the Church
OT Ireland is a variation of the last method.
When a benefice is vacant, a nomination to it is
made by a patronage committee, consisting of the
bishop of the diocese, three persons nominated by
the diocese, and three persons appointed Iw the
parish where the vacancy had occurred. La all
Episcopal bodies the bishop has, at least in theory,
a power of veto on elections to parishes, though
there is usually an appeal to the metropolitan or to
the comprovincial bishops if he refuse to institute ;

but in the Church of England this veto be
exercised only with considerable difficulty.

^
The share of the laity in appointing bishops, etc.,

in the present day may be seen from the following
conspectus.

(a) Anglican Communimi (see further details in art. * Diocesan
^shop, by E. A. Welgi in the Prayer Booh Dictionary, London,
1912, p. 279 flf.).—^In EnglanA and Wales the sovereign issues a
cong6d'U%re, and on the advice of the Prime Minister nominates
a person to the dean and chapter of the cathedral, who elect, and
the election is confirmed by the metropolitan

; if there is no^an and chapter, the sovereign nominates directly. In India
the sovereim acts on the advice of the Secretary of State for
India. In Scotland a bishop is elected by a special body chosen
cw hoc, consisting of two chambers of presbyters and laity of
the diocese, and for his election a simple majority in either
chamber is necessary ; the assent of a majority of the compro-
vincial bishops is required to confirm the election, and, unless
it be thus confirmed, proceedings must begin again. In Ireland
the sj'^stem is similar (except in the case of the diocese of
Armagh, where an abnormal procedure takes place), but the

iThis word, which often means ‘elect,’ apparently in these
canons means * ordain,' as the 2nd canon says that a presbyter
and deacon and the other clergy (KA.i7pi#eoO are to be * ordained'
(xeipoTovetordco) by one bishop.
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trtftforitv must be one of two-thirds ; in some cases the choice,

selection from certain names, is left to the bishops (see

Ccmtitution of the Church of Ireland^ Dublin, 1909, vi. 6).

Canada New Zealand^ Australia, and S. Africa the system

similar with some variations of detail, especially as to the

maiority required in the different orders ; in S. Africa the

Se^injr body is a special one, called the ‘Elective Assembly';

Se clerg-y elect, and the laity assent. In the United States of

Atmima like practice is in vogue for the ordinary diocesan

bishoprics but to the ‘missionary bishoprics’ the House of

Bishops appoints. Each diocesan ‘ convention ’ (synod) makes

its own rules for election. In all the non-established branches

of the Anglican federation the assent of the laity ia required bo

an episcopal election.

(b) Roman Communion.—The laity appear to have no official

share in the election of bishops, but in countries where a con-

cordat with the pope is in force, as was the case till recently in

France, the sovereign or the State nominates.

(c) Eastern Orthodox Communion.—Here the laity usually

have a voice in electing bishops, though the practice differs in

different countries; fora detailed account see M. G. Dampier,

The Organization of the Orthodox Eastern Churches, London,

1910 (which, however, does not give information about the

patriarchates of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem
;

these

seem to follow Constantinople closely). In the patriarchate of

Constantinople the bishops of the Holy Synod and the laity

elect the patriarch ; the whole assembly selects three names,

and the bishops choose one of them. A mixed council of

bishops and laymen attend to the temporal affairs of the patri-

archate. A diocesan bishop is appointed by the Holy Synod,
which consists of bishops only. The laity must bo consulted

before the bishop appoints a pariah priest, or the parish priest

appoints a deacon ; and each parish has a lay committee for

parochial affairs. In Russia the Holy Synod—which here con-

sists of bishops, a few archimandrites (heads of monasteries),

two representatives of the parish clergy, and the Tsar’s pro-

curator (a layman who has no vote in doctrinal matters, but is

the connecting link between Church and State)—submits three
names for bishoprics to the Tsar, who selects one. The parish

priests are appointed by the bishop, and the clergy and laymen
of each parish appoint a layman to administer the finances. In
Cyprus the clergy and laity elect the bishops. The Synod con-
sist of bishops only, for managing all ecclesiastical affairs. In
Mount Sinai the archbishop is elected by the monks. In
Greece the Holy Synod (consisting of bishops only) submits
three names for bishoprics to the king, who selects one.
Priests and deacons are appointed by the bishop after consult-
ing their laymen. The king appoints a commissioner (eirtVpo-

vos) to attend the Holy Synod, but ho has no vote. In
Rumania the bishops are elected by the other bishops and by
(lay) members of Parliament. In Servia they are elected by the
synod of bishops, but the metropolitan of Belgrade is elected by
the bishops and the chief clergy and lay officials of the country.
In Montenegro the metropolitan is nominated by the king

;

riests are appointed by the metropolitan. There are no otlier
ishops besides the metropolitan. In Bulgaria the laity have a

share in the election of the exarch and of the other bishops, and
also of the parish priests. In A ustria-Hungary practice varies.
The metropolitan of Karlowitz is appointed a mixed body,
but the bishops of the metropolitanate appoint to the other
bishoprics; while in Herraannstadt both metropolitan and
bishops are elected by a mixed body. The metropolitan and
bishops in Dalmatia are nominated by the Crown.

(d) Armenian Communion.—For details see M. Ormanlan,
Church of Armenia, ch. xxxi. (Eng. tr„ Loiulon, 1912, p. 151 ff.).

Inmost countries the Armenian parish iincHls are elected by
the parishioners in the first instance, but the laity have no voice
in the selection of priests ordained in monasteries. The
‘ catholic! ’ of Sis and Aghthamar, the patriarchs of Constanti-
nople and Jerusalem (patriarchs are of inferior rank to the
catholici among the Armenians), and the diocesan bishops are
elected by mixed councils of laymen and clergy, the former
largely preponderating. In Russia the influence of the laity is

much less. ‘The government permits the existence of lay
councils (ephorates) [of parishes], out it has done away with the
diocesan councils, whose prerogatives have been transferred to
a synod and to consistories made up of ecclesiastics

'
(Ormanian,

p.163).

(e) East Syrian or Nestorian Communion.—The laity have
an indirect share in clerical appointments. The bishojis are
supposed to ordain a parish priest only when tlie parishioners
ele^ him, and, as a matter of fact, they generally consult their
washes

; but ordinations without * titles ’ or cures of souls as-
signed are somewhat frequent. In the case of bishoprics, a
vacancy is usually filled from the late bishop’s nephews or
cousins, as the office can be held only by those who have been
brought up as ‘ Nazirites ’

; of these there are sometimes more
than one, and the laity are supposed to choose from them a

See A. J. Maclean and W. H. Browne, The Catholicos
Of the East and his People, London, 1892, pp. 180 ff., 206 f.

From what has been said it will be seen that the
^^cient share of the laity in electing to ministerial
offices has remained, though more or less altered,
m a large part of Christendom till the present time.
5* The laity and the sacraments.-—(a) The

Eucharist.’— real instance has been found,
except in some heretical or separated bodies, of a
layman being allowed to celebrate the Euchar-
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ist, even in cases of emergency. In connexion
with this it is perhaps necessary to repeat the
caution that is sometimes used in Chris-

tian antiquity in the sense of ‘ saying grace ’ or
‘ asking a blessing ’ at a meal, and that it does not
always mean ‘ to celebrate the Eucharist.’
The 18th canon of Nicsea (A.D. 325) asserts that

even deacons have not the power of ‘ offering,’ Le.

of celebrating, the Eucharist^ {roi/s i^oua-lav jxij

^Xovras Trpoa4)^p€Lv)f while presbyters are expressly
called * those who offer ’ (rots 7rpo<r<f>ipovcn). The
same thing is found in the Church Orders, where
the bishop and the presbyter are expressly recog-
nized as being capable of celebrating the Eucharist
(for the presbyter, cf. Apost. Const, iii. 20, vii. 26,

Ethiopic Didascalia, § 16, Test, of our Lordy i. 31),

while the deacon is explicitly forbidden to do so

(Apost. Const, viii. 46) ; cf. the repeated statement
that a deacon is not ordained to the priesthood

—

which would have been meaningless if the deacons
had not been pushing their claims (Test, of our
Lord, i. 38 ; Statuta Ecclesice Antiqua, § 4 ; Egyp.
Ch. Order, § 33 ; Ethiop. Ch. Order, § 24 ;

Verona
Fragments of Didascalia, ed. Hauler, p. 1 09).

But, if a deacon could not celebrate the Eucharist,
afortiori a layman could not do so.

Nor was this a prohibition invented in the 4th
century. Not only is there no evidence of a lay-
man inside the Church celebrating the Eucharist
in ante-Nicene times, but Tertullian, in a work
written before his secession (de Prcescr. adv.
Beer. 41), by implication strongly repudiates
such a theory. He condemns the heretical sect.s

because they confused the functions of laity and
ministry.

‘ To-day one man is their bishop, to-morrow another ; to-
day he is a deacon who to-morrow is a reader ; to-day he is a
presbyter who to-morrow is a layman. For even on laymen do
they impose the functions of priesthood.’

With this it is instructive to compare the same
writer’s language after his seccs-sion. In de
Exhort. Cast. 7, after saying that all laymen are
priests (see above, § 3 ), he continues

;

‘It is the authority of the Church, and the honour which
has acquired sanctity through the joint session (comessus) of
the Orcior, which has eslablished the difference between the
Order and the laity. Acconiingly, where there is no joint
session of the ecclesiastical Order, you offer [see above], and
baptize (tinguis), and are priest, alone for yourself. . . . You
have the right of a priest in your own person, m catses of
necessity.’

Here Tertullian, writing in his later days, claims
for a layman, if necessity urges, the right inter
alia to celebrate Holy Communion.

It might be suggested that in this respect Mon-
tanism was conservative of an old custom which
had elsewhere died out, owing to the sunposeti
increase of ‘sacerdotal’ feeling in the (jhurch.
But, whatever Montanism was, it was not, and
did not profess to be, conservative. Hucii, imitjcui,

is not tlxe characteristic of any movement wliich
magnilies * charismatic ’ powers. JMontanism pro-
fessed to have received a new inspiration by the
Holy Ghost, and ratiier despised than honoured
old existing customs. Bee, further, a long in-

vestigation in Gore, op. cit. pp. 184-190, and
Appended Note H on Montanism (pp. 355-359)-

(0) Baptism.—Had we no history to guide us,
we mi^ht have imagined that, if the laity cotild

not celebrate the Eucharist, neither could they
baptize. And yet, though (jhrihtian opinion ha.s

not been unanimous on the subject, the great
majority have held that, in cases of necessity, a
layman, and even a laywumau, may rightly
baptize.

It is not quite conclusive that tlu' apostles rlid

1 For thin meaning upixrtUfmt' or see the pfriti-nt

writer’s The Ancient Church Orders (1‘umbridge, p. -i"' i,

These words homidum-s iiu'uu * to bring tlie obUtion to tin
bishop ’ (zb. and Ancyra |a.i> ,'114], cun. 2 ;

but the latter
to olFor the bread and the cup ').
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not, as a rule, themselves baptize, though they

laid on hands after baptism. St, Paul says that

it was not his usual custom to baptize (1 Co 1^^^)

;

St. Peter comniand&d Cornelius and his company
to be baptized (Ac 10^®). It is also not quite

certain, though it is probable, that the apostles

did not themselves baptize all the three thousand
converts in Ac 2^ ; if they did not do so, lay

brethren must have baptized, since there was as

yet no ministry other than the Twelve. But,

though the NT evidence is not quite conclusive,

opinion from early times favoured lay baptism.

Tertullian {de Bapt, 17) allows it to deacons and
laymen, but not to women ; in de Virg, Vel. 9

also he forbids women to baptize. But we may
note that his argument in the former passage,

that ‘what is equally received can be equally

given,’ if valid, should refer to women no less than
to men. The older Didascalia (3rd cent. ; iii.

12; Funk, i. 210) allows it to deacons, but (iii. 9;
Funk, i. 198) forbids it to women ; the permission

to deacons is not found in the parallel Apost,

Const. ^ which here incorporate the Didascalia.

The Spanish Council of Elvira (c. A.D. 305) says

that a catechumen on a sea voyage or in a place

where there is no church near can be baptized in

great illness by a layman who has not apostatized

or been a bigamist (can. 38), and similarly allows

a deacon on some occasions to ‘ rule ’ a congrega-
tion—apparently in a country district—and to

baptize (can. 77) ; but in all these cases confirma-

tion by the bishop is to follow unless the baptized
person dies. The Test, of our Lord (c. A.D. 350 ?)

allows deacons to baptize (ii. 10). Jerome (c.

Lucif. 9) says that, ‘ if necessity so be, even lay-

men may, and frequently do, baptize.’ Augustine
(c. Ep. ratmen. II. xiii. [29]) says that baptism by
a layman, ‘ if necessity urges, is either no sin or a
venial one.* But he appears to be a little doubt-
ful about the matter. The Statuta Ecclesice

Antigua (can. 100), by saying that ‘a woman may
not baptize,’ probably imply that a man, even if

a layman, can do so. Isidore of Seville very
grudgingly says that lay baptism is for the most
part allowed, but only when a person is in ex-

tremis {de Ecd, Off. ii. 25).

A striking case, which brings in other considerations of
importance, occurred in the 4th century. The famous Athan-
arius is said, when a boy, to have administered baptism
in play. This was observed by Alexander, the bishop of the
diocese (AlexandriaX who, on hearing that the proper words
had been izsed, forbade re-baptism, but administered confirma-
tion. For this story see Sozomen (HE ii. 17) and Rufinus {EE
i. 14) ; Socrates {SE i. 15) alludes to it without mentioning
Alexanderis action. Whether the story is historic or not, it is

instructive as showing that the historians treated lay baptism
as an actual and not unusual fact. On the other question, that
of * intention,* Alexander's decision is much more doubtful.

We find that a contrary opinion as to lay bap-
tism was not unknown in the 4th century. Even
a deacon is forbidden to baptize in the Apost.
Const, viii. 28, 46, and so are the laity and minor
orders in iii. 10 f., and women in iii, 9 ; of baptism
by women it is said that ‘ there is no small peril to
those who undertake it, for it is dangerous, or,

rather, wicked and impious. * The Ethiopia Didasc-
alia (§ 13 f.) also negatives lay baptism; this

manual is largely derived from the Constitutions.

We may notice opinion on this question in later

times. In the mediaeval West lay baptism was
fully and officially recognized and, in cases of
necessity, encouraged. Midwives were instructed
how to baptize infants when in danger of death.
This is the present attitude of the Eoman Com-
munion. It was also the attitude of the Church
of England in the Middle Ages and down to 1604.

Lay baptism was extremely common. The Sarum
manual provided for it, as did the English Prayer
Books of 1549, 1552, and 1559. The rubrics before
the Office of Private Baptism in these three books

say that baptism is to be administered by laymen
only when ‘ great need shall compel,’ but that, if

so, they ‘ that be present ’ are to ‘ call upon God
for his grace, and say the Lord’s prayer, if the
time will suffer. And then one of them shall

name the child, and dip him in the water, or pour
water upon him, saying,’ etc. After the Hamp-
ton Court Conference, however, as a concession to

Puritan feeling, a change was made in the Prayer
Book, and since 1604 only an official minister has
been explicitly recognized therein. Yet we notice

that in the questions directed in the Prayer Book
to be asked at private baptism there is a distinc-

tion. First they that bring the child are asked
by whom he was baptized, and who was present

;

then ‘ because some things essential to this Sacra-

ment may happen to be omitted,’ the persons are

asked with what matter and words the child was
baptized. The implication would seem to be that

the status of the baptizer is not one of the ‘ things

essential.’ Lay baptism has never been forbidden

in England, and has been a continuous custom.
Hooker has defended its validity, even if ad-

ministered by women {Eccles. Polity

,

v, 61 f. ; this

book was first published in 1597), and his great

influence has prevailed, though not quite univers-

ally, to this day. The English law-courts (in

1809, Kemp v. Wickes, and in 1841, Mastin v.

Escott ; see J. H. Blunt and W. G. F. PhiUimore,
Book of Church Lau^^ London, 1899) have upheld
the same view.

To the Eastern mind the matter has presented
itself in a different way. A Western can dis-

tinguish between what is irregular and what is

invalid, and is accustomed to the saying * fieri non
debet, factum valet.’ But an Eastern makes no

i such distinction ; to him ‘ irregular ’ and ‘ invalid
*

mean the same thing. Quite irrespectively of the
validity of the Western Orders, the question has
arisen in the East whether Western baptisms are

irregular, and therefore (to the Eastern) invalid.

To this question the Russian Church has replied

No, andhas admitted Western, including Lutheran
and Calvinist, baptisms since 1718 ; but the Con-
stantinople Church has replied Yes. On this

very complicated subject see W. J. Birkbeck,
Russia and the English Church, London, 1895,

p. 63 n.

6. The laity in the Church services : church-
wardens.—From the earliest times, as it would
appear, the laity had a place of their own in the

Christian synaxis, or assembly. Putting aside

Justin Martyr’s description {Apol, i. 65-67), which
does not help us here, the first^ account of the
arrangements of the synaxis is in the older Di-
dascalia (3rd cent.). In this description the pres-

byters sat on either side of the bishop, the lay-

men behind the presbyters, and the -women behind
them, all apparently facing east (ii. 57 ; Funk, i.

158, 160). In the corresponding passage of Apost.

Const, (ii, 57 ; Funk, 159 If, ), the description is some-
what confused, but it would seem that the bishop

and his presWters here sat (at least at the begin-

ning of the Eucharistic service) behind the alt^,

facing the west. In this account also the laity

sat by themselves, the men in one place and the

women in another ; the young people and the older

people sat separately, the younger women, the

mothers, the widows, the virgins, and the elder

women all having distinct places. In this work
the assembly is likened to a ship, the bishop being

the commander, the deacons the mariners, the
‘ brethren’ (the laity, see above, § i) the passengers

—a metaphor still carried out in the word ‘ nave ’

for the part of the church where the congregation

worship. In the Test, of our Lord (i. 19), and
also in the derived chapters of the Arabic Di’

dascalia (§ 35 ; Funk, ii. 124), the laymen and the
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laywomen sit in separate places. For a somewhat
later period see W. E. Scudamore, in DCA ii. 915^.

Now, in the Church Orders {e.g.^ Didobscalia

i,n^Apost. Const. ylocc. citt. ; Test, of our Lord, i. 34)

the deacons are represented as moving about rather

than as having seats, and, in the case of several of

them, as keeping order in the assembly, watching

the doors, and assigning seats to the different

classes. But, as time went on, deacons, who, as

the Church Orders show, were constantly pressing

their claims (Maclean, Ancient Church Orders,

p, 69), devolved their duties on sub-deacons and
members of the minor orders. At a somewhat
later date—though it is not easy to say when—lay

officials took over these duties of deacons, and
received the name of ‘ church-wardens.* But their

duties were not and are not confined to keeping
order in church. They; are in the present day
charged with the supervision of the church fabrics

and churchyards, with seating the people, with
parochial church finance, and with the relief of

the poor. In Lyndwoode’s Provinciate (15th cent.)

they are called guardiani ecclesice. The English
canons of 1603 call them also * quest men.* Their
assistants are called ‘ sidesmen * (see below, § 8). In
England there are ordinarily two church-wardens
in each parish, one usually nominated by the rector

or vicar, and one by the parishioners, and these
are admitted to office by the archdeacon. For a
full account see P. V. Smith in the Prayer Book
Dictionary, p. 205 f.

7. Lay preaching.—It was often discussed in
the early ages of the Christian era how far a lay-
man might be allowed to teach or preach in churcn.
The case of the learned Origen (3rd cent.), who
was, when still a layman, allowed to do so, caused
some misgivings in certain quarters ; and J. B.
Lightfoot (Apost. Fathers, pt. i. * Clement of
Rome,* ii, [1890] 195 n.) remarks that the objec-
tions raised in his case show that the practice was
rare. Eusebius {HE vi. 19), to whom we are in-

debted for the information, evidently approved of
the invitation given to Origen. At the end of the
4th cent, the Apost. Const, (viii. 32, near the end)
speak approvingly of lay teachers, but the reference
is perhaps not to public teaching in church. The
Statuta Ecclesias Antigua (can. 98) say that a
layman may not teach in the presence of the
clergy except at their command. The Quinisext
or Trullan Council (A.D. 692) decrees that the
laity are to be excluded from preaching publicly
in religious services (can. 64).
We should gather from the gospel story that

among the Jews any layman who had the capacity
to give instruction in the synagogue might do so.
From the Jewish point of view, our Lord, when
He taught in the synagogue service, was a ‘lay
preacher * (Lk 4^®’®*). So Paul and Barnabas were
invited by the Jewish authorities to speak in the
synagogue at Pisidian Antioch (Ac 13^®) and else-
where. And in the early ages of the Church,
"v^en charismatic gifts were common, it is prob-
able that the same liberty was frequently allowed.
These charismata included ‘ the word of wisdom,’
‘the word of knowledge,* ‘prophecy,* and ‘inter-
pretation of tongues’ (1 Co 12^"^®). See, further,
J. Wordsworth, The Ministry of Grace, London,
1901, pp. 163-166.
There was, however, except among the Mon-

tanists and some other sects, a great objection to
women preaching. Tertullian, even after he be-
came a Montanist, disliked it ; he says

:

* It is not permitted to a woman to speak in the church, nor
yet to teach * (de Virg. Vel. 9).

which enthusiasti-
cally advances the claims of the order of widows,
and admits them within the sanctuary in the
Eucharistic Service, will nor allow them to speak

in church (i. 40 : ‘in the church let her be silent *),

though it bids them teach women in private. So
the Apost. Const, (iii. 6) strongly forbid them to
‘teach in church,’ and bid them ‘pray and listen

to the teachers.’ The prohibition of St. Paul
(1 Co 14®^

; cf. 1 Ti 2^2) -yyras considered conclusive.
8. The laity in councils.—There is a consider-

able contrast between ancient and modern practice
with regard to the position of laymen in ecclesi-

astical synods or councils. With the growth of
the parliamentary conception in the civil State has
arisen the organization of corresponding Church
Parliaments in which the various orders give a
vote on the questions decided, and each has a
veto on the decisions of the others. It will be of
interest to watch the growth of this conception.
In the NT we have the description of two ‘coun-
cils,’ one of which may be called the prototype of

the general or ecumenical synods of later days, and
I

the other of the diocesan synods. In Ac 15 we
i

read of a meeting called to discuss a difficult ques-
tion which had arisen in the Church, whether the
Gentile converts to Christianity must keep the
Law of Moses—^whether, in fact, the only entrance
to Christianity was through Judaism. Delegates,
including Paul and Barnabas, were sent up to Jeru-
salem to discuss the question with the ‘apostles
and elders’ (v.*), who came together to consider
the matter (v.®). But others than the apostles and
elders were present. The delegates were received
not only by them but by ‘the church* (v.*; see
above, § I), who heard them declare the progress of
the gospel. And, when the meeting for discussion
took place, ‘the multitude* were present (v.**).

It is not clear what part these ‘ laymen * took in
the proceedings. There was much ‘ questioning *

(i'ljTi^o-is) before Peter spoke, and they may have
had their share in this. When Paul and Barnabas
began to describe the wonderful progress made
among the Gentiles, * all the multitude kept
silence’ {^aLyvae, v.^*). The aorist would imply
that before that they had not kept silence ; but
whether they had contributed to the debate by
speeches or by acclamation does not appear. After
Paul and Barnabas had spoken, James, the Lord’s
brother, who presided over the local church at
Jerusalem, summed up the discussion and gave as
the finding of the meeting what was clearly the
mind of those assembled. Then ‘ the apostles and
the elders, with the whole church,’ determined to
send chosen men of their own company to Antioch
with Paul and Barnabas (v.^’-^) ; but the letter which
these ‘chosen men* carried ran in the name of ‘the
apostles and elder brethren * only (v.^ EV ; the
AV has a faulty text here). We thus see that
laymen (but local laymen, not representatives of
other Churches) were certainly present at the
Apostolic Council, and perhaps spoke at it, and
yet that there was a difference between their posi-
tion at the meeting and that of the ‘ apostles and
elders’ in whose name the decree ran. In Ac 2P®
we have an assembly more closely resembling a
diocesan synod of succeeding ages, which was a
meeting for discussion between a bishop and his
presbyters—though the term ‘diocesan synod* is

now often used in a different sense. Paul and his
companions (including Luke) came to Jerusalem
and conferred with James and his ‘elders* on
further aspects of the question which had been
discussed at the Apostolic Council. It seems that
on this occasion no laymen were present.
The impression which one receives from Ac 15

is that the apostles determined to carry with them
not only the official ministry, but also the whole
Christian community. A similar deduction may
be made from Cyprian’s famous dictum that from
the beginning of his episcopate he had proposed
to act only after taking the advice (consilium) of
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the clergy, and the concurring feeling {consensus)

of the laity {JSp. xiv. [v.] 4, ‘ To the presbyters

and deacons’). But modem ideas have been read

into this saying. It has been interpreted as mean-
ing that Cyprian disclaimed the power to take any
action unless the laity gave their consent. The
Latin word consensusj however, has not the same
sharply defined meaning as our * consent ’

; it con-

veys no idea of voting or of vetoing. Cyprian very
rightly determined to carry his people with him
in his episcopal rule, and this is the meaning of

his expression consensus. That this view is just

may be inferred from the fact that, if the dictum
meant that the laity had the right to veto the
bishop’s actions, they would have had a higher
position than that of the clergy, who had only the
right to give advice {consilium).

In the provincial councils of the earlier centuries

the bishops were the constituent membera. But
the essence of conciliar action is publicity, and
both clergy and laity were present, often m con-

siderable numbers, not only for their own informa-
tion, that they might leam from the deliberations

of the bishops, but in order that they might give
information. Those who were qualified to do so,

whether clergy or laymen, were brought or invited
to the councUs. Athanasius was present at Nicsea,

in attendance on Bishop Alexander, though only a
deacon (Socrates, RE i. 8). Eusebius tyit. Const.
iii. 8) says that the bishops brought in their train
an immense number of presbyters, deacons, aco-
lytes, and other attendants. Yet there is no record
in ancient times of either clergy or laity exercising
a veto on the bishops’ decisions. Their influence
was often great, but it was an indirect influence,

one wielded not as an exercise of ri^ht by a class

or an order, but from the qualification of know-
ledge and experience. They were called in, e.g.^

to give advice about the lapsed in Cyprian’s day
{Ep. xvii. [xi.] 3, ‘To the pe^le’). See, further,
art. Councils and Synods (Christian), vol. iv. p.

186 f. ; and A. W. Haddan, in RCA, art. ‘ Council ’

(i. 4811).
The opizdon of the latter writer is that, while * bishops were

the proper, ordinary, and essential members of a provincial
coTincil,’ the presbyters *as a body were consulted, as of right,
down to certainly the 3rd century, and not only continued to
be present, but were admitted to subscribe in several instances
in later centuries.* But he doubts if ‘ they ever actually voted
in a division*

; while deacons and laity were often present and
sometimes subscribed decrees, 'no proof at all exists that
the laity, and no suflScient proof that the deacons, ever voted
individually in actual divisions.*

We may notice here a saying of Hooker. He maintains (JSccl,

Pol. viii. 451) that ‘ in all societies, companies, and corporations,
what severally each shall be bound unto, it must be with all
their assents ratified.* But whatever force such an opinion mav
have as regards the laws of a voluntary society, in matters of
religion it is of very doubtful application ; even to the laws of
a State it can be applied only by somewhat unsatisfactory ex-
planations. In this case it would appear that Hooker is less
* judicious * than usual.

A difficulty in the relation of laymen to synods
arises from the fact that synods have so often had
to deal with Christian doctrine. To legislate on
doctrine is to exercise the office of teaching, and
the laity have not, as a class, been commissioned,
as the clergy have been commissioned, to teach, even
though individual laymen may have been so com-
missioned (see § 7 above). Had the synods had to
deal only with practical questions of Church organi-
zation, no doubt laymen would much sooner have
been admitted to take a more active share in them.
An early step towards the more modern idea of

a Church Parliament was the organization of the
English Convocations (also called synods), in which
the clerical representatives of the Lower House
have a vote or veto on the decisions of the bishops
in the Upper House ;

^ for, without the concurrence
of both Houses, no decision is an Act of Convoca-

1 For a possible precedent at Borne see Oouncils and Synods
(Christian), vol. iv. p. 186^

tion. It is true that the Convocations were first

thus fully organized (in the 13th cent.) for fiscal

purposes; but, whatever the purpose, the result
has been as stated. The addition of Lay Houses
of Convocation, as consultative only, is a quite
recent experiment.

Since the Keformation there has been a great
movement in the West towards giving the laity an
equal voice with the clergy in ecclesiastical synods.
In Ireland and the British Colonies the Anglican
communities have, as a rule, done this. This is

also the case in the Presbyterian Communion, in

which ministers and ‘ elders ’ are admitted to the
General Assemblies on equal terms. It has, indeed,
been discussed whether these ‘elders’ are or are
not properly laymen, inasmuch as they have re-

ceived a certain ordination or commission by laying
on of hands. Neither the Church of England nor
the Episcopal Church in Scotland has gone so far.

The position of the laity in the former has been
described above. In the latter the provincial
synods are composed of the bishops and repre-
sentatives of the clergy only, the clergy having a
veto on the findings of the bishops, and the bishops
on those of the clergy ; but no legislation can take
place without the representatives of the laity having
an opportunity of expressing their opinion upon it,

and all matters of business organization are dealt
with by the Representative Church Council, in
which laymen have at least an equal voice with
clergymen. In this system a clergyman accused
of an ecclesiastical offence can be tried only by his

bishop as advised by his fellow-presbyters in dio-

cesan synod—a sort of jury system ; and he has an
appeal to the ‘ Episcopal Synod,’ which consists of

the whole body of bishops.

In the Roman Catholic Communion the laity

have no part, as of right, in synods, though they
have sometimes been called in to give advice. In
the Eastern Orthodox bodies, as wiU have been
seen from what is stated above (§ ^), laymen have
often a very considerable share in ecclesiastical

councils of some kinds ; but questions of doctrine
are reserved for the bishops. In this connexion
it may be observed that the difficulty, which has
so often been felt in the West, of distinguishing
questions which are doctrinal from those which are
not doctrinal—for so many fall into both cate-

gories, according to the aspect in which they are
viewed—does not seem to have troubled the more
subtle but less logical East.
In connexion with the summoning of laymen to

give evidence before synods, mention may be made
of the interesting relic in England and Ireland of
‘ sidesmen ’ (in the 1603 canons ‘ sydemen ’ or ‘ side-

men’). It was the custom in the Middle Ages for

the bishop to summon to his diocesan synod lay-

men as testes synodales, to bear witness to tne
moral condition of their parishes. The name
‘synodsmen’ is thought to have been corrupted
into ‘sidesmen.’ Since the Reformation, however,
these lay officials have been merely assistants to

the church-wardens, and help to keep order in the
church (English canon 90).
Litbrature.—

O

n the general relation of laity to cler^ see

J. B. Lightfoot, essay on 'The Christian Ministry* in Philip-
pians^y London, 1878, and many later editions (since reprinted
in a volume of essays) ; C. Gore, The Church and the Ministry^^
do. 1900 ; A Barry, The Position of the Laity in the Churchy
do. 1903; and W. E. Scudamore, art. 'Laity* in DCA. On
lay baptism see R. Hooker, Ecclesiastical Polity^ new ed.,

Oxford, 1843 fl.; J. Bingham, Scholastical History of Lay
Baptismy London, 1712 (these two writers are in favour of the
practice)

; W. Elwin, The Minister of Baptism^ do. 1889 ; D.
Waterland, Letterson Lay-Baptism^ newed. by F. N. Oxenham,
do. 1892 (these two writers deny or doubt the validity of lay

baptism)
;
and T. Thompson, The Offices of Baptism and Con-

firmationt Cambridge, 1914, pt. ii. ch. iii. On the laity in

councils see E. B. Pusey, The Councils of the Churchy Oxford,

1867; A. W. Haddan. art. 'Council* in BOA (an exhaustive
treat^e on the subject) ; and A. Barry, op. cit.

A. J. Maclean.
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lake-dwellings. — The term * lake-

dwellings ’ (Fr. habitations lacustres\ Germ.
Hahlhauteni Ital. palafitte) is a generic ex-

pression to designate those singular habitations

which certain peoples were formerly in the habit

of constructing, chiefly on fresh-water lakes, and

the remains of which are at the present time not

infrequently disinterred from ancient lacustrine

deposits, either along the shallow margins of exist-

ing lakes or on the sites of some of the smaller

lake-basins which, in the course of time, have been

obliterated by the growth of peat. It is only in

comparatively recent times that even the existence

of such structures has come to the knowledge of

archseologists, but practical researches have already

abundantly shown that they were at one time

common in many parts of the world, especially in

Central Europe ana in the British Isles. Herodotus
(4th cent. B.C.) describes (v. 16) a lake-dwelling com-
munity in Lake Prasias, in Thrace, who lived in

huts placed on a wooden platform, supported on
tall pues, and connected with the shore by a wooden
gangway. Each habitation had a trap-door which
gave access to the water beneath ; and the lake so

abounded with fish that a man had only to open
his trap-door and let down a basket by a rope into

the water, and, on drawing it up in a short time,

he would find it full of fish. But this, and a few
other historical notices suggestive of the custom of

constructing lake-habitations, failed to disclose

the archaeological treasures which have lain buried
for so many centuries in the ancient lacustrine

deposits of nearly all the lake-basins of Central
Europe. Now the antiquarian materials collected

on lake-dwelling sites are so vast and varied that
they hold a prominent position in the principal

archaeological museums of Europe. To have
rescued the evidence of so remarkable a phase of
human civilization from oblivion is justly regarded
as one of the greatest triumphs of pre-historic

archaeology. In 1890 the present writer described
the terremare of the Po valley, the terpen of Holland
and other analogous structures in Hungary and
elsewhere, as mere variants of the lacustrine system
of habitation, and, as some remarkable discoveries
have since been made in these somewhat obscure
fields of research, it is desirable to include a
brief notice of them in this article as separate
sections.

1. Lacustrine researches.—Although the dis-

covery of the remains of pile-structures in Lake
Zurich during the winter of 1853-54 is generally
regarded as the starting-point of lacustrine archte-
ology, we are not without valid evidence to show
that analogous structures, though not so ancient,
were known in Ireland fifteen years earlier. It
seems that in 1839 curiosity was roused at the
Museum of the Royal Irish Academy by the fre-

quency of the visits of a local dealer ottering for
sale objects of a miscellaneous character, many of
which were of rare antiquarian value. These
objects were said to have been found in a peat-bog
in County Meath, and their assortment in such a
place seemed so strange to the Museum authorities
that G. Petrie and W. R. Wilde determined to visit
the locality. On this expedition they were con-
ducted to the peat-bog of Lagore, near the village
of Dunshaughlin, where, within the boundaries of
a drained lake and under a thick covering of peat,
was an artificial mound then partially exposed by
peat-cutters. It seems that this mound had been
well known to bone collectors for upwards of ten
years ; during that time they had dug out and ex-
ported to a factory of bone-manure in Scotland no
fewer than 150 cart-loads of bones.
The mound was 620 feet in circumference and along* its margin

were ‘upright posts of black oak, measuring from 6 to S feet in
ne^ht ; these were mortised into beams of a similar material
laid flat upon the marl and sand beneath the bog, and nearly 16

feet below the present surface. The upright posts were held
together by connecting crossbeams, and (said to be) fastened
by large iron nails.’

An abstract of a paper by Wilde on the Lagore
* find,’ from which the above extract is taken, was
published in the Proceedings of the Moyal Irish
Academy for 1840, and its contents were so sug-
gestive to local antiquaries that almost immedi-
ately several other sites were recognized as island-

forts, or crannogs (the name given to such structures

in the Irish annals). Moreover, during the work-
ings of the Commission of the Arterial Drainage
and Inland Navigation of Ireland, no fewer than 22
crannogs were brought to light throughout the
counties of Roscommon, Leitrim, Cavan, and
Monaghan. Reports of these discoveries by the
engineers of the Board of Works, with plans, maps,
sections, and a large assortment of relics, were de-

posited at the time in the Museum of the Royal
Irish Academy.
The fortuitous circumstances which led to the

discovery of the pile-structures {Pfahlhauten) of

Switzerland are so well known that it is hardly
necessary to dwell on them here. It appears that,
owing to the lowness of the water in Lake Zurich
during the winter of 1853-54, two of the inhabitants
of Ober-Meilen, whose vineyards in ordinary times
came close to the water in the lake, began to ex-
tend their limits by enclosing portions of the ex-
posed shore with a stone wall and filling in the
space with the adjacent mud. In course of these
operations they came upon the decayed stumps of
wooden piles, stone axes, flint implements, and
various worked objects of horn ana bone, which
excited some curiosity among the workmen. J.
Staub {Die Pfahlhauten in den Schweizer-Seen,
Fluntem, 1864, p. 8) informs us that the village

schoolmaster, Herr Aeppli, having seen some of the
objects with his pupils, went to inspect the locality,

and was so impressed with the importance of the
find that he sent a brief statement of the facts to
the Antiquarian Society at Zurich. Within four
hours of the dispatch of his epistle three repre-
sentatives of the Society arrived at Ober-Meilen,
among them being the president, Ferdinand Keller.
After careful consideration of the facts, Keller
came to the conclusion that originally the piles

had supported a platform upon which huts had
been erected ; that these huts had been inhabited
by an industrious population, who were the owners
of the stone axes and the other primitive relics

disinterred from the mud ; and that the lacustrine
village had come to an untimely end by a confla-
gration which destroyed the entire structures down
to the water edge.
News of the discoveries at Ober-Meilen spread

rapidly among the Swiss people, with the result
that an army of explorers immediately began to
search for similar remains in other lakes. Guided
partly by traditional stories of submerged cities
long current among the fishing community, and
partly by the knowledge of local fishermen, who,
from practical experience of disasters to their nets,
could at once point to numberless fields of sub-
merged woodwork, the efibrts of these pioneer
lacustreurs were speedily crowned with success.
Keller’s first report on the Swiss lake-dwellings,
which appeared towards the close of 1854 under
the title of ‘Die keltischen Pfahlhauten in den
Schweizerseen,’ at once brought this singular
mode of human habitation prominently before the
scientific world.
To dredge the bed of a lake with hand-worked

appliances in a small boat was a slow process,
always expensive, and often unproductive. Yet
such was the enthusiasm with which that kind of
work was carried on year after year by the Swiss
antiquaries that there is scarcely a Cantona)
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Museum in the country but contains a valuable
collection of lacustrine relics secured in this way.
In the course of time, these prosaic methods were
powerfully supplemented by the prosecution of
various kinds of public works, sucn as drainage
operations, the deepening of harbours, the con-
struction of railways, jetties, etc. Of exceptional
importance among such incidental works was the
completion of the gigantic operation known as the
‘ Correction des Eaux du Jura,’ which embraced
the deepening of the entire waterway of the Jura
valley, from the junction of the Lower Thiele with
the Aar to the outlet of the Broye at Lake Morat,
the result of which was to lower the surface of the
lakes of Bienne, Neuchdtel, and Morat from 6 to 8
feet. The permanent effect of these works on the
Jura lakes, especially Lake Neuchatel, was very
marked—harbours, jetties, and extensive tracts of
shoreland being left high and dry by the subsiding
waters. This was the harvest time of archaeology.
Many of the sites of lacustrine villages became dry
land and were visited by crowds of eager relic-

hunters; even fishermen forsook their normal
avocation, finding it more profitable to fish for
pre-historic antiquities.

Another illustration of how public works were
utilized for the advancement of archaeology was
the construction of the splendid bridge which now
spans the Limmat at its outlet from Lake Zurich,
and the laying out of the adjacent promenades,
gardens, and ornamental quays, which occupy
what was formerly part of the lake. The filling up
of thislarge area necessitated the use ofdredgers, by
means of which gravel and mud were raised from the
most convenientshallows along the shore and trans-
ported as required. Among fire localities selected
for these operations were the ‘ Grosser Hafner ’ and
the outskirts of the Bauschanze. The rich loamy
deposits of the ‘Haumessergrund’ at WoUishofen

|

were found to be a suitable soil for the floral gar-
I

dens. All these localities turned out to be the sites
of lake-villages, and yielded an enormous amount
of industrial remains of all ages. Indeed, the collec-
tion of Bronze Age relics from Wollishofen now de-
posited in the Antiquarian Museum at Zurich is

one of the most valuable hitherto brought to light
through lake-dwelling researches.

It is not necessary to notice the successive in-
vestigations which have been made throughout
Europe in consequence of the publicity given to
these discoveries in Switzerland. Suffice it to
say that systematic explorations on an extensive
scale have conclusively shown that lake-villages,
generally in the form of pile-structures, had been
prevalent during the Stone and Bronze Ages in the
sheltered bays of nearly all the lakes of France,
Switzerland, S. Germany, Austria, and N. Italy,
More recently the area of their distribution has
been extended to Bosnia, Greece, Asia Minor, and
probably other localities.

The remarkable development of lake-dwellings
during the pre-historic ages in Central Europe
seems to have come to a sudden end in the eariy
Iron Age, and so completely had the system fallen
into d^uetude that scarcely a trace of it has sur-
vived in the local traditions of the districts in
which such dwellings were most numerous. The
habit of constructing houses built on platforms
supported on piles is not, however, absolutely con-
fined to pre-historic times, for we find from various
books of travel that such habitations are still pre-
valent in various parts of the world— in the
Gulf of Maracaibo, the mouths of the Orinoco and
Amazon, on the Coasts of New Guinea and Borneo,
at Singapore, along the creeks and harbours run-
ning into the Straits of Malacca, etc. V. L. Cameron
{Across Africa, London, 1877, ii. 63) describes three
villages in Lake Mohrya, in Central Africa, with

drawings of their picturesque appearance as seen
from the shore. A. Goering (in illustrated Travels^
London, 1869-75, ii. 19-21) gives an account of a
visit which he paid to the pile-dwellers of a tribe

of Goajiro Indians in the neighbourhood of the
town of Maracaibo, from which the following ex-
tracts may be interesting

:

* In this way we reached the Goajiro village. Here a lively
scene presented itself. The houses, with low sloping roofs,
were like so many little cock-lofts perched on high over the
shallow waters, and they were connected with each other by
means of bridges, made of narrow planks, the split stems of
palm trees. . . . Each house, or cock-loft, consisted of two
parts, the pent-roof shelter being partitioned off in the middle

;

the front apartment served the double purpose of entrance-hall
and kitchen, the rear apartment as a reception and dwelling
chamber, and I was not a little surprised to observe how clean
it was kept. The floor was formed of split stems of trees, set
close together and covered with mats. Weapons and utensils
were placed in order in the corners.*

Access was got to these villages from the shore by dug-out
canoes, the innabitants mounting to their * cock-lofts ’ ny a
notched tree-trunk, which served as a ladder. Goering states
that such villages are numerous along the shores of the great
‘Lake,* or Gulf, of Maracaibo. ‘The piles on which they rest
are driven deep into the oozy bottom, and so firmly do they
hold that there is no shakiness of the loftily-perched dwelling
perceptible, even when crowded with people.*

File-structures are still more numerous in the east Indian
islands. J. S. 0. Dumont d*Urville {Voyage de dAcouvertes
autour du monde, Paris, 1836) describes the inhabitants of the
bay of Dorei as living on four groups of pile-villages, each con-
taining from eight to fifteen houses entirely constructed of
timbers. Some of these houses have a double row of cells or
cabins, separated by a passage which runs from end to end, and
give accommodation to several families.

As early as 1860, F. Troyon (Habitations loffustres) quotes
from the books of a number of travellers recording the existence
of pile-structures in nearly all parts of the world ; but little

farmer information is to be derived from this class of evidence.

The discovery of an older lacustrine civilization

in Switzerland was hailed by Irish antiquaries with
the ^eatest enthusiasm, for it was only then that
the significance of their own crannogs came to be
fully realized ; and henceforth cranmgAxuntuig
was pursued with renewed vigour. The Irish

I

annals were now carefully searched for references

I

to crannogs, and many of the localities thus in-

;

dicated were identified and partly explored. In
1857 Wilde published the first part of his well-
known catalogue of the antiquities in the Museum
of the Koyal Irish Academy, in which he gave an
excellent account of the crannogs. In it he states

that 46 were known up to date, and predicts that
many more would come to light as the drainage of
the country advanced—a prediction which has been
amply verified, as every succeeding year has seen
an increase to their number. Now the total number
of Irish crannogs known and more or less explored
is upwards of 200.

^
In 1857 Joseph Robertson read a paper on Scot-

tish crannogs at the Society of Aitiquaries of
Scotland. The chief facts adduced by him con-
sisted of historic references to island-forts, and
submerged wooden structures exposed in the course
of the drainage of lochs and marshes during the
last two centuries. The first great discovery,Low-
ever, which brought the subject on the field of
practical research in Scotland, was made in the
Loch of Dowalton, Wigtownshire, upwards of fifty

years ago. In order to drain the extensive
meadows occupying the western portion of the
Dowalton valley the proprietor, William Maxwell,
conceived and successfully carried out a project of

draining the loch by cutting a new outlet through
a narrow lip of rock which separated its waters
from the lower grounds beyond. This excavation
was completed during the summer of 1863, and, as
the waters subsided, a group of five or six artificial

islands gradually emerged from the bosom of the
lake. The antiquarian remains collected on these
islands ultimately disclosed a picture of early
Scottish civilization hitherto unknown.
A descriptive account of the Dowalton crannogs

was read by the Duke of Northumberland (then
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Lord Lovaine) at the meeting of the British Asso-

ciation held at Newcastle-on-Tyne in 1863.

Two years later J. Stuart, secretary of the

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, visited Dowal-

ton, and, owing to the more complete drainage of

the loch, was enabled to examine the islands under

more favourable conditions. The result of his

labours was an elaborate paper to the Society

(1866), in which he gave a detailed account of their

structure and of the relics found on them.

The discovery and excavation of the Lochlee

crannog (1878-79) was the beginning of a series

of explorations, conducted under the auspices of

the kjT and Galloway Archaeological Association,

which culminated within a few years in the ex-

cavation of about half a dozen typical crannog

sites throughout the counties of Ayr and Wigtown.
The assortment of relics recovered from their debris

indicates the range of their occupancy to have
extended from the Komano-British period down
to mediaeval times. Since the publication of the

reports on these excavations three other typical

crannogs have been investigated in Scotland, viz.

one in Lochan Dughaill, Ar^llshire, one at Hynd-
ford, near Lanark, and one in Ashgrove Loch, near

Stevenston, Ayrshire. The Hyndford crannog is

of special interest on account of the number of

objects belonging to Roman civilization which were
among its relics.

Until the discovery of the Glastonbury lake-

village, in the spring of 1892, by Arthur Bulleid,

the recorded indications of lake-dwellings south of

the Scottish border are too meagre and fragmen-
tary to call for any notice in this sketch. The
excavation of the Glastonbury settlement has been
in progress since its discovery, and is now com-
pleted. Its site occupies some 3 or 4 acres of flat

meadow-land, within the boundaries of what is

justly supposed to have been formerly a marshy
lake. Before excavations were begun, all that the
eye could discern was a group of low mounds
huddled in the corner of a field. These mounds
turned out to be the sites and debris of dwelling-
huts resting on a foundation of layers of brush-
wood and the stems of small trees. These under-
structures were sometimes bound together with
transverse mortised beams, precisely similar to

those so commonly met with in the Scottish and
Irish crannogs, A thick palisading of piles and
brushwood surrounded and protected the village.

Its marginal boundary was very irregular, probably
owing to the fact that enlargement of the original
area of the village had been subsequently made by
the addition of huts projecting from its sides. The
huts were circular or slightly oval, and varied in
size from 20 to 35 ft. in diameter. Each hut con-
tained a central hearth, sometimes neatly made of
flat stones embedded in the clay flooring which
existed in all of them ; and, as subsidence, due to
the compression and decay of the under-structures,
progressed, the occupants superadded new clay
floorings, which on section showed a well-marked
stratified appearance. Several hearths, five or six
not being an unknown number, were thus observed
to have been superimposed one above the other

—

precisely as was the case on the Lochlee crannog.
The relics collected on the site of this remarkable

lacustrine village are so numerous and varied that
theyillustrate, with rare and singular completeness,
the life-history of the community who inhabited it.

They exhibit the special characteristics of ‘Late
Celtic’ art, as it existed prior to the spread of
Roman civilization in that part of Britain ; and it is
this fact that gives the Glastonbury collection an
exceptional importance among the antiquarian re-
mains hitherto discovered within the British Isles.^

1 Within the last few years another lacustrine village has
been discovered at a place called Meare, about tw# miles from

2. Structure of lake-dwellings.—It will be under-

stood from the foregoing remarks that the struc-

tural details of lake-dwellings have to be gathered

more or less from difterent, and sometimes widely

separated, settlements, and re-constructed on the

principles of comparative archseology. As regards

the pile-structures of the Stone and Bronze Ages,

everything—huts, platforms, and even the sub-

merged piles, except their lower ends—has dis-

appeared ages ago, either from natural decay or

by conflagrations. The complete destruction of a
lake-village by fire was by no^ means a rare

catastrophe, and, strange to say, it was, from an
archseological point of view, the most fortunate

termination that could have happened to it.

During the bustle and scrimmage consequent on
the conflagration of such combustible materials not

only did many articles of value drop into the water
beneath, but some of the most perishable commo-
dities, such as grain, fruits, bread, cloth, portions

of the clay mouldings which covered the cottage

walls, etc., were more or less charred before being
deposited in the lake-silt—a condition which ren-

dered them less liable to decomposition. It is by
collecting, assorting, and comparing such frag-

mentary materials that archaeologists are enabled
to form some idea of the appearance and internal

structure of these lacustrine villages, as well as of

the culture, civilization, and domestic economy of

their inhabitants.
The preliminary problem which had to be solved

before habitable huts of any kind could be erected
was the construction of a level platform, sutficiently

elevated above the surface of the water to place the
dwelling-huts beyond the action of the waves and
floods. The methods adopted to secure this end
may be briefly described.

(a> One method was by driving: long piles of wood Into the
bed of the lake, leaving their tops projecting at a uniform
height above the water, and then placing over them transverse
beams with mortised holes, into which the tops of the piles

were fitted—^thus forming a platform capable of supporting
human habitations, and, of course, varying in size according
to the requirements of the community. That the earliest lake-

dwellers had the requisite skill to accomplish such work is

established beyond doubt by the discovery among the dt'bns of
nearly all the stations of mortised beams, tenons, portions of

wood containing both round and square holes, together with
a various assortment of wooden implements, vessels, etc. A
common method of steadying the piles was to throw around
them after being placed in position large quantities of stones.
The stones were transported from the adjacent shore in canoes,
one of which, still containing its load, was actually observed
buried in the mud off the lie de St. Pierre, in Lake Bienne,
where it had evidently been swamped. These extensive collec-

tions of stones formed here and there a kind of submerged
mound, which from time immemorial was locally known as a
Steinberg. One or more of these Steinbergs have been found on
almost all the sites of the pile-villages of the Stone Age. The
long straggling settlement at Schaffis contained three, the
largest measuring 217 ft. in length by 66 ft. in breadth. The
fishermen, in order to prevent injury to their nets, were in
the habit of pulling up these piles ; and so abundant were they
in the three great lakes known as the ‘ Jura waters ’ that they
had become the source of a small industry among cabinet-
makers, who had long recognized the valuable properties of the
black oak for the manufacture of ornamental articles. A more
striking appearance has rarely been seen than that which the
stations of Moringen and Lattnngen presented shortly after
I^ake Bienne became afifected by the operations of the * Correc-
tion des Eaux du Jura.’ Photographs then taken show quite
a forest of black stumps rising a few feet above the muddy
bottom which then, for the first time, became exposed to view.

It is estimated that the actual number of piles used in the
construction of some of the larger settlements was not far short
of 100,000. One of the stations at Merges, in the lake of Geneva,
was 1200 ft. long and 160 ft. broad ; and the whole of this area
was thickly studded with the stumps of the piles which formerly
supported the village. E. von Fellenberg calculated, by count-
ing the number of piles in one or two selected localities, that
the entire number requisite for the Bronze Age settlement at
Moringen could not have been less than 10,000.
In the construction of the earlier villages the piles were

simply round stems of trees, but latterly, apparently for the
purpose of economizing the wood, they were split into two and

Glastonbury, and is now in the course of being excavated during
each summer. So far, both the structural and cultural relics
disclosed at this new site are precisely similar to those of the
Glastonbury village.
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sometimes into four portions—a structural feature said to be
characteristic of the Bronze ^e. It may also be noted that,

when a Stone Age site continued in occupation during^ the

Bronze Age, the debris of the latter settlement lay invariably

on the outside of the former, showing that with the use of

met^ tools their constructors were enabled to plant the piles in

deeper water. During the Stone Age the woodwork had been
manipulated by stone implements—a fact which was clearly

demonstrated by Keller on the occasion of the first discovery of

the kind at Ober-Meilen. Here some of the piles, on being

freshly pulled up, were observed to have their tips pointed by
blunt implements, and it was experimentally ascertained that

the cuts on them could be closely imitated by using the stone

axes which were picked out of the surrounding mud.
(6) A second method by means of which lake-dwellers secured

an adequate basis for their huts was to construct a series of

rectangular basements of wood a few feet apart, each basement
having its sides formed by a succession of horizontal beams
lying one above the other, like the logs in a Swiss chUet. The
ends of the beams overlapped for a few feet, and at the four

crossings a few uprights were placed, apparently for the purpose
of steadying the structure. These compartments varied in size

from a few feet in ddameter to as many yards. The lowest beams
rested on the bed of the lake, and, when the requisite height

above the water was reached, transverse beams to form the

habitable platform were laid across, thus covering up the empty
spaces underneath. This plan, which was probably selected for

the purpose of saving the structural materials, may be regarded
as analogous to the vaulted foundations of modem houses. Ex-
amples of such structures have been found in Lake Paladru in

France (Merovingian period) and in the lakes of Persanzig, Arys,

Daber, and in a few other sporadic lake-dwellings of the Iron

Age in N. Gennany.
(c) Contemporary with the pre-historic pile-structures al-

ready noticed, there existed throughout the same regions of

Central Europe certain lake-dwelhngs which, instead of plat-

forms supported on piles, had solid sub-structures composed of

closely set timbers arranged in horizontal layers and often alter-

nating with beds of clay. Such structures were commonly
erected in the smaller lakes, and their remains are now gener-
ally embedded in peat. Characteristic specimens of this class

belonging to the Stone Age have been investigated at Wauwyl,
Niederwyl, Schussenried, and a few other localities. An arti-

ficial island in the lake of Inkwyl, near Soleure, was shown by
0. A. Morlot to have been originally a pile-structure which at a
later period had become consolidated into an island by the
gradual accumulation of the debris of a lengthy habitation.

Another in Lake Nussbaumen is, according to Morlot, sur-

rounded by a circle of piles, after the manner of the Scottish

and Irish crannogs. It has also been proved that the prettily

wooded Isola Virginia in Lake Varese, though now about three
acres in extent, was originally a pile-structure. At present it

contains several buildings, one of which is a valuable archsso-

logical museum erected by the proprietor, Ettore Ponti.

It was, however, within the British Isles that
the artificial islands, or crannogs^ acquired their

greatest development. Precise information as re-

gards their structure has been supplied by an ex-

haustive investigation of a few Scottish specimens,
notably those at Lochlee and Buston, in the county
of Ayr, the result of which may be briefly summar-
ized as follows.
A suitable locality having been selected—the topographical

requirements seem to have been a small mossy lake with its

margin overgrown with water-plants—the next consideration
was the selection of materials for constructing the island. In a
lake bed composed of many feet of decayed vegetable matter it

is manifest that heavy substances, such as stones and earth,
would be inadmissible, owing to their weight, so that solid logs
of wood in the form of trunks of trees would be the best
material that could be used. The plan adopted seems to have
been to make in the first place a floating raft of tree-stems,
brushwood, heather, bracken, etc., with which were mingled
stones and earth. On this basis they continued to add similar
materials until the mass grounded. It was then surrounded
with a stockade in the form of one or more circles of piles united
by intertvrining branches, or, in the more elaborately con-
structed specimens, by horizontal beams with mortised holes to
receive the ends of the piles. These horizontal beams were
arranged in two ways. One set ran along the circumference
and bound together aU the uprights in the same circle, while
othera took a radial direction and connected each circle together,
some of these radial beams being long enough to bind the up-
rights in three circles together. The mechanical skill displayed
in the construction of these stockades was specially directed to
give stability to the island, and to prevent superincumbent
pressure from causing the general mass to bulge out laterally.

The internal structure of the Lochlee island was
carefully ascertained by cutting a lar^e rectangular
hole near its centre down to the original silt of the
lake—a depth of some 10 ft. from the lowest floor

of the dwelling-house, or about 16 ft. from the
original surface of the mound. The result of this
was to show that nearly the entire mass was com-
posed of the unbarked stems of various kinds of
trees, from 6 to 12 ins. in diameter, laid in trans-

verse layers one above the other. Interspersed

here and there among the wood'work were some
long slender oak planks, which appear to have
formed a binding framework between the central

parts of the island and its margin. One such
beam, on having its attachments traced out, was
found to have its inner end pinned by a long
wooden peg to an adjacent large tree-stem, while
its outer end was pinned to another slender oak
plank which extended outwards and was similarly

attached to the marginal structures.

Some of these crannog islands in Scotland and
Ireland had been constructed of stones with or

without a wooden foundation. According to G. H.
Kinahan, the largest and most typical exaMle of

the stone crannog in Ireland is Hag’s Castle, Lough
Mask, Co. Mayo. As a Scottish example may be
cited a mound on the margin of the White Loch of

Eavenstone, Wigtownshire, explored a few years

ago by Lord Borthwick and the present writer.

It turned out to be a mass of stones, presenting a
level surface of about 80 ft. in diameter and 6 or 7

ft. thick, resting on a foundation of large beams.
On the surface of this mound were the foundations

of stone buildings divided into five compartments.^
Most of the pile-structures of Central Europe

had been connected with the shore by one or more
gangways, supported on a double row of piles,

with dimensions varying according to the require-

ments of each village. E. von Fellenberg informs
us (Keller, Lahe-DwelUngs, p. 181 f.) that the bridge

leading from the shore to the Bronze Age settle-

ment of Moringen was about 200 yards in length,

and nearly 20 ft. in width, while that to the Stone
Age settlement in the same locality was consider-

ably shorter, and only 6 to 8 ft. wide. The area

occupied by piles at Eobenhausen extended to about
3 acres, and the nearest point of the old lake shore

was some 2000 paces distant ; but yet, from traces

of piles found in the peat, it would appear that a
wooden bridge traversed the whole of this distance.

Eemains of similar approaches have occasionally

been discovered in connexion with the later dwell-

ings of the Iron Age, both in N. Germany and in

the British Isles. Some of the Scottish and Irish

crannogs were also accessible by a submerged stone

causeway, the existence of which had become
known in some instances only upon the drainage

of the lake. It has been conjectured that such

submerged approaches might have been intention-

ally constructed so as to supply to the initiated a

secret means of escape in emergencies—an idea

strengthened by the zig-zag direction presented by
some of them, such as a stone causeway in the

Loch of Sanquhar. Other crannogs, however,

appear to have been completely insulated and
accessible only by boats. The frequency with

which canoes have been disinterred from the

debris of lake-dwellings of all ages shows how
prevalent and widely distributed was their use as

a means of communication with the shore. These
primitive boats, whether emanating from a Swiss

jPfahlbau or from a mediasval crannog of the

British Isles, were almost invariably dug-outs, and
presented no special feature either in form or in

structure by which their age or provenance could

be determined.
The evidential data, on which our knowledge of

the structure of the actual habitations of the lake-

1 During the last few years a preliminary survey of Che arti-

ficial islands in the Highland lochs, preparatory to exc^ating
the more promising sites, has been completed by F. Odo
Blundell of St. Benedict’s Monastery, Fort Augustus, under the

auspices of a Committee of the British Association. Severn
interesting reports have already been published by the Associ^

tion, as well as in the Proceedings of the Society of AtUu
quaries of Scotland. For the year 1914 a small grant has been

obtained from the Carnegie Research Fund towards the expense

of investigating the artificial island in the Loch of Kinellan,

Ross-shire.
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dwellers is founded, consist of portions of burnt

clay mouldings, the position of hearths and culinary

implements, traces of walls an<^artitions, the dis-

po^tion of food refuse, etc. The inference from

the clay castings is that the timbers which formed
the walls of the huts had been placed close to-

gether in an upright position, and then plastered

over with puddled clay. Burnt clay impressions

found at Robenhausen indicated timbers about an
inch and a half in diameter, but other fragments
indicated merely a kind of wicker-work. It may
be noted that clay mouldings found in LakeBourget,
supposed to have been portions of the ceiling of a
room, were ornamented with concentric circles and
parallel lines. Other burnt fragments from the

same locality were portions of the funnel of a small

furnace or stove.

As to the form of the huts archaeologists are

divided in opinion, some, in their ideal restorations,

figuring them as circular, and others as rectangular.

F. Troyon, judging from some clay casts found at

Wangen, came to the conclusion that they were
circular, and, accordingly, figures them as such in

his Habitations laciistres. On the other hand, E.

Frank, the investigator of Schussenried, came upon
the foundations and portions of the walls of a
cottage embedded in peat. The structure was
rectangular, measuring 33 ft. in length and 23 ft.

in breadth, and was divided into two compartments
by a partition. The walls and partitions were
constructed of split stems of trees set upright, and
plastered over with clay. On the south side there

was a door, a little over 3 ft. wide, which opened
into one of the chambers. The flooring of both

these chambers was composed of four layers of

closely laid timbers separated by as many layers

of clay. These repeated floorings may have been
necessitated by the gradual rise of the surrounding

peat, which ultimately compelled the inhabitants

to abandon the dwelling altogether.

The diameter of the circular area enclosed by
the stockades at Lochlee was about 60 ft., and in

its central portion there was a space, measuring 39

ft. square, paved with closely laid beams like rail-

way sleepers, and along each of its sides were the

stumps of posts, apparently the remains of a

wooden wall. A row of similar stumps divided

the paved area into two compartments. Five or

six superimposed hearths occupied the middle of

the northern compartment, and the doorway,

clearly defined by portions of two stout posts, was
situated on the south side, while facing it on the

left was an immense refuse heap, beyond which
were the remains of a gangway connecting the

island with the shore. On the other hand, the

structural remains on the Buston crannog indicated

one large circular dwelling-house, a form of habita-

tion which was also disclosed by the excavation of

the crannog in Lochan Dughaill. We have already

seen that the huts of the Glastonbury lake-village

were more or less circular. It may, therefore, be

inferred that both forms were indiscriminately used

by the lake-dwellers not only during the pre-

historic period, but also during the subsequent

ages in wnich such structures were in vogue.

On the pile-structures proper the hut floor was
made of clay mixed with rushes, and over this was
placed the hearth, which consisted of a few flat

stones embedded in clay. From discoveries made
at Kiederwyl, Jacob Messikommer (Keller, Lake-

Dwellings, p, 73) concluded that the roofs of the

huts in that settlement were thatched with straw

and rushes. That thatch of some kind, was used

in Western Europe in proto-historic times finds

some corroboration in the writings of classical

authors.

Thus, Strabo (iv. iv. 3) writes that the Belgse lived in ‘great

bouses, arched, constructed of planks and wicker-work, ana

covered with a heavy thatched roof ’—a description which cor-
rectly applies to many of the Scottish crannogs.

3. Culture and civilization of the lake-dwellers
of Europe.—There is no class of antiquities which
gives greater support to the general accuracy of
the chronological sequence of the so-called three
ages of Stone, Bronze, and Iron than the various
collections of lake-dwelling remains which are to
be seen in the archaeological museums of Europe.
Founded in the Stone Age, these pile-structures
continued to flourish during the whole of the
Bronze Age, and even overlapped into the early
Iron Age, so that the period of their duration
entirely covers the introduction and development
of bronze into Middle and Western Europe. It is

beyond doubt that from the very start the lake-

dwellers were acquainted with, and sedulously
practised, various arts and industries, that they
reared most of the ordinary domestic animals, and
that they cultivated the growth of flax, fruits, and
various kinds of cereals.

Several varieties of cloth, fringes, nets, cords,

and ropes were brought to light by Messikommer
from the very lowest relic-bed at the Stone Age
station of Robenhausen ; and even specimens of

embroidery were found at the adjoining station of

Irgenhausen. Remains of linen cloth, thread,

nets, basket-work, etc., have also been found on
many other stations, as at Vinelz, Locras, Schaffis,

Lagozza, Laibach, etc. The absence of such fragile

relics from other stations is not to be taken as
evidence that their inhabitants were unacquainted
with such industries ; for it is only when fabrics

are carbonized, or deposited in circumstances ex-

ceptionally favourable to their preservation, that

they resist for a prolonged period the process ot

natural decay. Thus, at Schussenried, though
there was no actual specimen of cloth found, the
impression of a well-woven fabric was clearly

visible on a consolidated mass of wheat—probably

that of the sack in which the grain had been
stored. At Laibach, a similar impression was
observed on a fragment of pottery.

^
In the museum

at Freiburg (Switzerland) there is a carbonized

spindle from Lake Morat, which shows fine threads

still coiled round it ; and Gross figures a similar

object from Locras.

One of the stations at Moosseedorf-See, which
was carefully investigated by the experienced

archaeologists Jahn, Morlot, and XJhlmann, jrielded

a large assortment of the osseous remains of

animals, among which the following were supposed

to have been in a state of domestication : dog,

sheep, goat, pig, and various kinds of oxen. A
few bones and teeth of the horse were also found,

but these might have belonged to the wild species,

as it is not agreed that this animal was domesti-

cated till the Bronze Age. The cultivated plpts
recorded from this station were barley, two kinds

of wheat, pea, poppy, and flax. At Wangen two
varieties of wheat and the two-rowed barley were

distinctly recognized both in whole ears and as

detached grain—the latter in quantities that could

be measured in bushels.

That the ceramic art was well known to, and
practised by, the early lake-dwellers is amply
proved by the quantity of pottery, mostly frag-

mentary, indicating bowls, plates, cups, jugs,

spoons, and large vessels, now stored among
lacustrine relics in the various museums through-

out Europe. These vessels were made without a

knowledge of the potter’s wheel, and the paste

frequently contained coarse sand or small pebbles

;

but a finer kind was also used for the manufacture

of smaller vessels. Generally speaking, they were

coarsely made in the earlier stations, having per-

forated knobs instead of handles ;
yet examples

are occasionally found which show that handles
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were not unknown. The ornamentation consisted
of finger-^ and string-marks, irregular scratchings
with a pointed tool, raised knobs, and perforations
round the rim, together with dots and lines vari-
ously combined.
For the prosecution of the ordinary avocations

of social life the lake-dwellers w-ere in possession
of a varied assortment of tools and implements,
the precise function of some of them being, how-
ever, difficult to determine. They used axes,
knives, saws, scrapers, borers, etc., of flint and
other hard stones. Cutting instruments, pointers,
chisels, etc., were also made of horn, bone, and the
tusks of the wild boar. With such tools they con-
structed wooden houses, scooped out canoes, and
shaped wood into various kinds of dishes, clubs,
and handles.
The food supply derived from agriculture and

the rearing of domestic animals was supplemented
by the produce of hunting, fishing, and gathering
such seeds and fruits as nature produced in the
vicinity. The weapons and tools used in these
pursuits^ are abundantly met with. Arrow- and
spear-points of flint, and sometimes of rock-crystal
and jade, or other mineral, and of bone, are
common among lake-dwelling remains; and even
a few of the bows made of yew wood, notwith-
standing their liability to decay, have come to
light—two from Robenhausen, and one from each
of the stations of Vinelz, Sutz, and Clairvaux.
The introduction of cutting implements of bronze

into general use among the lake-dwellers gave a
great impulse to the advancement of all the
industries and ordinary affairs of life. In lieu of
the primitive weapons and tools previously in use,
we now meet with a splendid array of swords,
daggers,

^
lances, axes, knives, razors, chisels,

gouges, sickles, etc., all made of the new material.
The simple dagger of bone or flint, which could be
used only by a thrusting blow, not only became
more effective, but developed into a new weapon

—

the double-edged sword. Indeed, all weapons,
implements, and ornaments underwent more or
less evolutionary improvements, the various stages
of which can be readily traced by a comparison of
extant specimens. Thus, the primitive stone axe
at first retained the same form in bronze, and, as
such, had a wide distribution throughout Europe

;

but it gradually succumbed to the flanged type,
with or without a loop, till finally all forms gave
way to the socketed implement, which appears to
have been regarded as the best form of axe pre-
valent in the Bronze Age. It was only when iron
superseded bronze in the manufacture of cutting
implements that the modem type of axe, i.e. with
a transverse socket, came into general use.
In the category of ornaments and articles

of the toilet there falls to be considered a large
^ortment of new and fanciful forms, such as
br^elets, pendants, necklaces, fibulse, pins, combs,
belt-clasps, finger-rings, buttons, studs, ear-rings,
chains, and a few trinkets of gold, amber, and

That the horse was in a state of domestication
among the lake-dwellers during the Bronze Age
we have very circumstantial evidence, in the dis-
covery of bridle-bits and various ornaments for
harness, as well as a wheel and other mountings of
a carriage.

These progressive innovations in domestic and
public life could hardly fail to influence the art of
the potter. Accordingly, we meet with a better
quality of paste, greater variety and elegance in
the style and form of vessels, and some approach
to systematic decoration. Ultimately colouring
materials were utilized, which considerably en-
hanced the effect of the geometric style of orna-
mentation. Besides patterns of recurring figures,

formed by impressions in the soft clay, we occasion-
ally find similar patterns traced on the surface of
vessels in thin strips of tin-foil made to adhere to
the dish by means of a kind of gum or asphalt.
Such vessels were made of fine black paste, with
a smooth surface, and were extremely elegant in
shape.

Lacustrine archaeology does not supply the
materials requisite for a review of the culture and
civilization prevalent in the early Iron Age, as no
lake-dwellings have been discovered showing a
transition in the manufacture of bronze and iron
objects. Iron appears in a few instances, towards
the close of the Bronze Age, as in ornamental bands
encrusted on a few swords and bracelets, but there
are no tools or weapons of the transition stage,
such as was the case at HaUstatt, where iron is
seen, as it were, competing with bronze in the
manufacture of all^ kinds of objects. On the
contrary, the few objects of iron found on the sites
of one or two of the Swiss lake-dwellings are mostly
La Tbne types, which, of course, are very different,
not only in material, but in form and technique,
from those of the previous age. On these stations
not only were iron objects of La T^ne forms found,
but also Roman tiles, pottery, and coins. The
introduction of iron into general use in Europe
seems, therefore, to have been the work of an
alien people who subjugated the lake-dwellers and
destroyed their villages. On the other hand, the
sporadic lake-dwellings found outside the area of
these earlier habitations belong almost exclusively
to the Iron Age, and their respective inhabitants
had no common bonds of affinity. The vast
majority of the Scottish and Irish crannogs
flourished from the Romano-British period down
to the 17th cent.—a statement which, according to
R. von Virchow (‘Die Pfahlbauten des nbrdlichen
Deutschlands,’ ZE i, [Berlin, 1869]), is applicable
to their analogues in N. Germany.
The well-known station of La Tbne, regarded by

the earlier lacustreurs as a true lake-dwelling of
the Iron Age, is now shown to have been an
oppidurriy or fort, of the Helvetians, erected at the
outlet of the lake when its waters stood at a lower
level than th^ did immediately before the * Cor-
rection des Eaux du Jura.’ The remarkable
assortment of weapons, implements, and orna-
ments collected from this site gives a striking
picture of the metallurgical skill to which their
owners had attained prior to the influence of
Roman civilization in Gaul. The style of art dis-
closed by them seems to be closely allied to that
known in Britain as ‘ Late Celtic,’ as represented,

by iibe relics found on the Glastonbury lake-
^fllages ; and so important is this group considered
by archseologists that the name *La T6ne’ has
become a generic expression for those well-defined
Marnian remains which are Celtic in origin, and
are not to be confounded with those classified as
Greek, Roman, Etruscan, or Phoenician.

4. Terremare.—Shortly after the middle of the
18th cent, certain artificial mounds of an earthy
substance found scattered here and there over
some of the eastern provinces of the Po valley
became known to agriculturists as possessing great
fertilizing power—a property which was henceforth
turned to account by using their contents as a
field mamme. To such an extent has this practice
been carried on that, out of about 100 sites then
known, few now remain. On the removal of a few
feet of surface soil the fertilizing materials come
to view in the form of stratified deposits of clay,
sand, ashes, etc., of various colours—yellow,
brown, green, and black—shown conspicuously on
section as parallel bands running across the moiind.
The finer materials, procured by riddling, are sold
to the farmers under the name Tnarna or '/nerne ;
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and hence these mounds are now known in

scientific literature as terremare^ In course of

these annual excavations a number of antiquarian

objects were encountered by the workmen, such

as fragments of pottery, Roman coins and tiles,

implements of bronze, bone, and horn, the bones
of domestic and wild animals, and occasionally

those of men. These discoveries for a long time
failed to lead to any scientific investigation, and,

when the mysterious mounds happened to be
noticed by the early writers of last century, each
had a theory of his own to account for them. The
celebrated naturalist G. Venturi (1822) assigned

them partly to the Boii, a Celtic race who here

cremated their dead warriors and ceremonially

threw their weapons and animals taken in war
into the burning pile, and partly to the Romans
who subsequently inhabited the country and
selected these mounds as burial-places. Others
supposed them to have been the sacred and tradi-

tional cemeteries of successive races, and hence
their contents were called cemetery-earth {terra

cimeteriale) ; and it is a curious fact that many of

these truncated mounds are to this day crowned
by a modern church or convent, around which the
Christians have been in the habit of burying their

dead. B. Gastaldi thought the stratification of the
deposits could be accounted for only by the inter-

vention of floods and inundations, such as the
annual overflowings of the Po and the bursting of

the numerous torrents which descend from the
Apennines.
These and similar theories, based on the sup-

position that the terramara mounds were tne
abodes of the dead, were not, however, in harmony
with the domestic character of the pottery and
industrial implements which were turned up. The
starting-point of a long series of researches which
ultimately solved the problem was the announce-
ment, in 1861, of P. Strobel that the remains of a
palafitte, analogous to those found in lakes and
peat-bogs, were to be seen below the true terra-

mara beds at the station of Castione dei Marches!,
near Borgo San Donnino, in the province of Parma.
This discovery aroused much speculative interest,

especially when correlated with the researches

initiated by B. Gastaldi regarding pile-dwellings

in lakes and marshes, the existence of which, in

Italy, had just then been proved by the discovery

of tlieir remains in the peat-bog of Mercurago and
in Lake Garda. I

Reflecting on these novel revelations, Strobel and
Luigi Pigorini, both then residing at Parma, began
a series of investigations regarding the temmarem

\

their own vicinity, the outcome of which was a
joint report, first published in 1862 as part of !

Gastaldrs well-known vrork, Nuovi cenni sugli

oggetti di alta antichitA trovati nelle torhiere e nelle

marniere delV Italia?'

Interest in the whole subject now rapidly in-

creased, and extended to agriculturists and local

observers. Yearly excavations were carefully

scanned for antiquities, and special excavations

in the interests of science were even undertaken
by the State. The outcome of these elaborate

researches has been to show that a typical terra-

mara settlement was virtually a land palafitte,

trapezoidal in shape (with two sides always
parallel), and orientated—the degree of orienta-

tion being dependent on the direction of the sunrise

when the settlement was founded. In their con-

struction one uniform plan was adopted.
Having' selected a site suitable in size to the requirements of

the community, the constructors proceeded to surround it with

1 Tlais work was translated into English by 0. H. Chambers
under the title of Lake Habitations and Pre-histoHo Remains
in the Turbaries and Marl-beds of Northern and Centred
Italy

^

and pubhahed in 1865 by the Anthropological Society of

London.

a moat, the excavated materials being thrown up in the form
of a dike or rampart on the inner bank. The mside edge of
this dike was then lined with a series of small rectangular
enclosures made of horizontal beams laid one above the ocher,
as in a Swiss chalet. The beams, which were roughly hewn
and partially mortised at the points of crossing, projected
irregularly beyond the enclosed spaces, some extending as far
as the adjacent compartments. The interior of these log-
houses was then filled with rubbish—clay, gravel, pottery, bits
of wood, etc. From special investigations conductea at
Castione, Pigorini came to the conclusion that the purpose of
this curious structure was to support the inner side of the
earthen dike {contrafforte dell* argine), and so give it a perpen-
dicular facing. The area thus enclosed was then thickly planted
with stakes, the tops being brought to a common level, and over
them a wooden platform was laid. On this platform, huts,
made of light timbers and plastered over with clay, were
erected. Thus, in a very simple manner, was constructed a
fortified village, access to which was secured by a wooden
bridge spanning the surrounding moat. The vacant space be-
neath the common platform became a convenient receptacle for

all sorts of refuse, including lost and worn-out objects of

industry. When, in the course of time, the space became filled

up, the terramaricoH, in order to avoid the labour of removing
the d6bris which would have accumulated around them,
adopted the ingenious plan of constructing a brand-new plat-

form above the former. It seems that, in some instances, a
preliminary step to the carrying out of this project was to set

fire to the entire village, thus at one coup getting rid of all

sanitary difficulties as well as of a number of uninvited guests.
Having started de novo with a clean bill of health, they elevated

the surrounding dike to the requisite height, and planted
stakes, as formerly, over the habitable area for the support of

the new platform. This mode of procedure appears to have
been repeated over and over again, until in the course of time
the successive deposits accumulated to a height of 16 or 20 feet.

Of subsequent discoveries the most remarkable
were the result of systematic excavations on the
terramara of Castellazzo di Fontanellato, in the
province of Parma, conducted by Pigorini at suit-

able intervals during the summers of 1888 to 1896.

In this station the surrounding moat was 30 metres wide and
deep below the original level of the plain. It was kept

supplied with water from a neighbouring stream by an artificial

canal, and in another part there was an overflow canal only

half a metre in depth, so that water always remained in the

moat to a depth of 3 metres. Along the inside of the moat
there was a rampart, 15 metres broad at the base, having its

outer side sloping and its inner side vertical—being kept in

this position by a contrafforte. Although the woodwork of this

structure bad almost entirely decayed, there was no difficulty in

recognizing that it was similar to that of Castione, already

described. The only access to the interior was by a wooden
bridge, from which the main street, 16 metres wide, extended
midway between the two parallel sides of the fort. Along the

middle of the east rampart and a little to its inside, there was a

raised mound of earth, 100 metres long and 50 broad, sur-

rounded by a moat and a contrafforte^ and crossed by three

bridges. This was the citadel of the village, and within it was an

open trench, at the bottom of which were five rectangular pits in

a row, each of which had been covered with a wooden lid. These
receptacles are supposed to have been for ritual purposes, and
are regarded by Mgorini as the prototypes of analogous pits

found in Eoman camps, such as those described by M. Jacobi

of Homburg as occurring in the Limes Germanieus. Facing

the middle bridge of the citadel, another street, but only half

the breadth of the former, ran across the settlement, at right

angles to the main street. Pigorini has also pointed out that

these two intersecting streets are virtually the same as in a

Eoman camp, with its cardo maximus and decumanus maaei-

mus. Other streets ran parallel to the two main roadways,

and thus divided the whole habitable area into rectangular

divisions of equal size. All the spaces formed by the intersection

of the streets contained traces of the piles which had supported

the wooden platforms on which the huts had been erected.

Among the more important results of the in-

vestigations at Castellazzo was the discovery of

two cremation cemeteries containing vases with

calcined bones. One, situated near the south-east

comer of the village, was of a square shape, each

side measuring 165 metres. On being examined,

this necropolis turned out to be a veritable pile-

structure, having rows of cinerary urns placed

close together, not, however, on the CTOund, But on

a wooden platform. It was surrounded by a moat,

10 metres broad and 1*60 metres in depth, from

which it would appear that the houses of the dead

were constructed on the same plan as those of the

living.

The station of Castellazzo was by no means a

newly discovered site when Pigorini began his in-

vestigations, as its fertilizing earths were excavated

by the peasants from time immemorial. The relics
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found on it from time to time had not been care-

fully collected, but nevertheless a goodly number
had been sent to the museums of Parma and Rome.
They are similar to the ordinary relics character-

istic of the terremare, such as pottery (including

the famous ama lunata\ loom weights, terra-cotta

figurines of animals, and various objects of deer-

horn, together with an assortment of Bronze Age
implements, weapons, and ornaments.

^

The opinion of Pigorini and other Italian authori-

ties is that the original lake-dwellers came into

Italy from the great highway of the Danube by
way of Croatia, Carmthia, and Venetia. On
reaching the Po valley, they founded settlements

in the lakes of Garda, Fimon, Arquk, and others

during the transition period between the Stone
and Bronze Ages. In the lake of Garda the settle-

ments were numerous, and some of them continued
to flourish down to the early Iron Age. In moving
westwards these immigrants followed the left bank
of the Po, founding settlements in the intermediate
lakes, until they reached the lakes of Varese and
Maggiore, which henceforth became their head-
quarters in the western part of the valley. Mean-
while the early settlers who remained in the eastern
district began to found lake-dwellings {palajitte)

on swampy ground, the lakes here being too few
to afford suitable accommodation for their increas-

ing agricultural and pastoral pursuits. Subse-
quently they crossed to the south side of the Po,
where, the land being low-lying and subject to
inundations, they continued their inherited system
of habitations with the addition of having them
fortified by a moat and a rampart. The crossing
of the Po, which doubtless was a great military
achievement, is supposed to have taken place at
Viadana, and it is worthy of note that the great
camp of Castellazzo was in the vicinity, on the
frontier of the territories of the Ibero-Liguri, the
original inhabitants of the country—a fact which
seems to the present writer to have been the raison
o^Urs for the exceptional defences of the terramara
villages of Western Emilia. On the east side, to-

wards Bologna, the hut-constructors of the Stone
Age were conquered and subjugated by the terra-

maricoliy who then installed themselves in their
hut villages—thus accounting for the remains of
the two civilizations being met with in the stations
and habitable caves all along the coast of the
Adriatic, Gradually these terramara folk moved

i

southwards, and, according to Pigorini, became
the actual founders of Rome. At any rate, a
typical terramara station has been discovered as
far south as Taranto.

5. Terpen.—We now proceed to inquire if struc-
tures analogous to the terremare are found else-

where in Europe. It is a remarkable fact that,
notwithstanding the striking appearance which
the Swiss lake-villages must have presented to
strangers, classical writers are absolutely silent
about them. Such reticence does not, however,
apply to the class of remains now about to be
described. Before the construction of the great
sea-dikes of Holland, the whole of West Friesland
would have been in that hybrid condition described
by Pliny {HN xvi. 1 ), in which it was difficult to
say whether it belonged to sea or land

:

* Here a wretched race is found, inhabiting either the more
elevated spots of land, or else eminences artificially constructed,
and of a height to which they know by experience that the
highest tides will never reach. Here they pitch their cabins

;

and, when the waves cover the surrounding country far and
wide, like so many mariners on board ship are they,* etc.

At the present time this region is studded with
certain low mounds called terpen. From a map of
their geographical distribution recently issued by
the Friesch Genootschap, it appears that their
number in Friesland alone amounts to 600, of
which 200 have already been excavated. Of the

remaining 300 many are not available for either
agricultural or archaeological purposes, being occu-
pied by villages, churches, cemeteries, etc. Like
the terremare, these ^^r^-mounds have for a long
time been excavated on account of their rich am-
moniacal deposits, which are used by agriculturists

as guano; but, until they accidentally attracted
the attention of archaeologists, nobody seemed to
have given a thought to their origin. As their
excavation is prosecuted solely in the interests of
agriculture, little attention is paid to the position
of the archaeological treasures which they contain.
Either a canal or a railway siding is conducted to
the perpendicular facing of the excavation, and
from it the transporting boats or waggons are
filled. Most of the larger antiquarian objects are
thus secured, but many of the smaller articles,

such as beads and ornaments, escape observation.
From the relics thus collected the curator of the
Leeuwarden Museum has the privilege of selecting
any that he thinks necessary for the national col-

lection, but the rest may be sold or disposed of
privately.

As to the origin of the terpen, they are now
roved to have been originally constructed as pile-

wellings, at least as regards some parts of their
interior ; and some of them are probably the
actual mounds described by Pliny. The modus
operandi was, in the first place, to raise a circular
ring-mound of mud during ebb-tide. When this

mound was sufficiently elevated to keep the waves
outside, wooden platforms supported on short
stakes were erected in the interior, and on these
huts were placed. As the rubbish accumulated
the process was repeated until the interior became
a solid mound, precisely like what took place in
the terremare. The towns of Leeuwarden and
Leyden are said to be built over one or two terp-

mounds. The industrial remains collected in the
course of the excavations of the terpen, and care-
fully preserved in the museum of the Friesch
Genootschap at Leeuwarden, give a vivid picture
of the culture and civilization of their inhabitants
from pre-Roman times down to the 12th century.
Among the relics the following maj be noted : egg-shells (hen

and goose), some of which were unbroken ; a flute made of the
shank bone of an animal ; Anglo-Saxon, Byzantine, and Boman
coins; wooden spades; large casks for storing water ; canoes;
bone skates ; clay loom weights ; toilet and weaving combs

;

beads of amber and glass; quantities of the debris of flax;
mittens with one stall for the thumb ; cock-spurs, etc. Latterly
fibulae of La Ttoe types, Boman tiles and pottery (terra
latay-Eom^ specimens of the latter having makers’ marks on
them— bridle-bits of iron, bronze pots, and Merovingian
brooches have come to light ; but no objects characteristic of
the Bronze Age.

During the year 1905 a number of urns and
human skeletons were found in a localized spot
within a terp near Leeuwarden. Some of the
skeletons were enclosed in coffins made of the
hollowed trunks of trees and some in wooden
boxes. The cinerary urns were hand-made, and
are regarded as of Saxon origin, dating from the
5th or 6th cent. a.d. There were, however, a few
wheel-made urns, which are considered to be the
work of the Franks, as the wheel was not used in

Friesland, either by the Saxons or Frisians, till

the 10th or 11th century.
Osseous remains representing the following animals are

abundantly met with : horse, ox (several varieties), cat, dog,
sheep, wild boar, deer, roe, and fallow-deer. Among the skulls

of these animals are one or two of the four-homed sheep. It

may be of interest to note that the bones of this animal were
among those identified by W. B. Wilde as coming from the
crannog of Lagore in Ireland.

Analogous structures, under the names ‘Warfen’
and ‘Wurfen,* have been described in the low-
lying regions of East Friesland, the fen district of

Holland, the embouchure of the Elbe, and, indeed,

in nearly all the marshes along this part of the
North Sea coast (see Munro Lectures for 1912,

p. 445 f.).
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6. Pile-structures in rivers.—Habitations erected

over the margins of rivers, though possessing

features common to both lake-dwellings and terre-

imre proper, yet differ in other respects so much
that they must be treated as a separate group.

{a) Butmir (Bosnia).—The fertile plain of Ilidze,

occupying the centre of a wide basin, about 11
kilometres long by 7 broad, has been formed by
sedimentary materials imported by numerous
streams from the surrounding hills, which, by
their junction here, give rise to the river Bosna.
In earlier times this basin was more or less a lake,

and, indeed, in winter parts of it are still submerged.
Almost in its centre there is a portion of land
covering several acres, which, on careful inspection,

is seen to be a little more elevated than the part of
the plain in its immediate proximity. This eleva-

tion was selected by the Government as the site of
offices for a model farm ; and, when, in 1893, ex-
cavations for the foundations of these buildings
were begun, it was discovered that all this raised

area was composed of the refuse of early human
occupancy. This pre-historic settlement, or work-

i

shop, as some suppose it to have been, is now
known under the name of ‘ the neolithic station of

Butmir.’ Part of the area is now occupied by a
large dairy and other buildings, and the rest of it

has been excavated for scientific purposes. A per-
pendicular section, specially prepared to show the
position and nature of the materials of which the
elevation was composed, disclosed the following
deposits in successive strata from above down-
wards.

On the surface were 12 to 16 inches of clayey soil ; then a
blackish streaky mixture of clay mould, charcoal, etc., arranged
in wavy and more or less parallel strata. The depth of this
heterogeneous mass was from 3 to 5 feet, and it was in it, dis-

persed apparently throughout its entire contents regardless of
depth, tnat all the relics were found. Beneath this again was a
natural deposit of fine yellowish clay, very adhesive and well
adapted for the manufacture of pottery. The discovery of
hollows, extremely variable both in size and in form, in this

underlying virgin clay, suggested to W. Radimsky, the super-
intendent of the excavations, the idea that they were the
foundations of the original huts of the inhabitants. The sub-
sequent discovery of a number of round holes in these hollows,
which were readily recognized as having been formed by
wooden posts, because, although the wood had entirel]^ decayed,
the spaces had become filled up with d4bris, gave rise to the
theory that the settlement was really a pile-structure—an
opinion which the present writer has supported on the following
grounds

: (1) the extreme irregularity in form and size of the
so-called hut-foundations ; (2) the occasional presence of pieces
of charcoal, pottery, and other d6bris on the surface layer of

the virgin clay, thus showing that the deposition of the latter

had not entirely ceased when the settlement was founded;
(3) the presence of some of the idols and other relics among
the stuff which lay in these hollows, together with the entire

absence of hearths or evidence of fire in any of them ; (4) the
general horizontality of the strata which, in section, were seen
to run across the margin of the hollows without any break in
continuity

; (5) at various levels throughout the debris were
to be seen portions of burnt and beaten clay platforms, as well
as clay casts of the timbers which formed the walls of the huts.

A peculiarity of the Butmir station vras the
scarcity of organic materials ; not even a bone or

wooden handle remained, although, from the
abundance of perforated stone implements, such
objects must have been largely used—all ha'nng
apparently disappeared by natural decomposition.

Quantities of charred corn were found in different

places throughout the ddbris. That grain and
seeds were largely used as food is infenred from
the fact that no fewer than 900 stone grinders, in-

cluding fragments, were found throughout the
station. The industrial remains consist of about
70 fragments of idols, mostly in human form,
quantities of broken pottery, including some with
beautiful spiral ornamentation, and a large assort-

ment of polished stone implements—knives, saws,

scrapers, borers, chisels, hammers, axes, and adzes
—but no metal object is among the collection.

(d) BypaL—The village of Ripa6 lies on the east

bank of the river Una, a tributary of the Save.

Here the stream widens into a kind of lake in
which are two small islands accessible by wooden
bridges supported on piles. Like other Bosnian
rivers, the water of the Una holds in solution a
large amount of calcareous matters which, on
exposure to the atmosphere, are deposited, causing
in some localities barriers across the stream. The
miniature falls and currents by which the waters
escape over these barriers are often utilized as the
motive-power of corn-mills. At Ripad there is

such an obstruction stretching from the larger
island to both shores, and along it may be seen
a row of these little mills, in the form of wooden
cabins planted on tall piles. In course of removing

!

some obstructive materials to the free escape of
the water from the small water-wheels, the work-

I

men encountered the stumps of thickly-set piles

I

in a blackish relic-bed containing fragments of

pottery, clay weights, broken bones, etc. This
discovery was recognized to be of so much import-
ance that the Government gave orders to have
the locality investigated under W. Radimsky, the
chief inspector of mines. Exploratory operations
were carried on during the summers of 1893 and
1894, and it was then ascertained that a pre-

historic pile-structure not only occupied the whole
space between the islands, but also embraced a
considerable portion of the larger island and the
bank of the river. The upper deposits contained
only Roman and later remains, but in the true
culture-bed underneath were found burnt beams,
organic materials, portions of platforms and huts,

and a large assortment of relics of the pre-historic

period. The piles were mostly made of oak stems,

sometimes spat and perforated, but of these only
the stumps remained ; and there were two sets of

them, a lower and an upper, which suggest an
earlier and a later structure. There was also

evidence that the settlement, or at least a portion

of it, had been destroyed by a conflagration ; but
this catastrophe did not bring it to an end.

The objects collected were made of iron, copper,

bronze, silver, lead, stone, day, glass, bone, wood,
and vegetable fibre. Among the relics werenumer-
ous articles characteristic, not only of the Stone
and Bronze Ages, but of the well-defined periods

of Hallstatt and La T^ne, thus proving that the
habitation was occupied continuously from the end
of the Neolithic Age till taken possession of by the
Romans. During the Middle Ages the larger

island became a fortified castle.

Radimsky states that indications of similar pile-

structures are to be seen at several other localities

on the river Una, viz. at Golubic, Ribi6, ICralje,

and Brekovica.
(c) Donja Dolma, (Bosnia).—The site of this

pile-structure is on the south bank of the river

Save, a tributary of the Danube. Here an oval-

shaped terrace, some 500 paces in length and half

this in breadth, presents a steep front to the river,

but elsewhere falls away, except at the west end,

where the escarpment turns abruptly inland,

forming the bank of what was formerly a bay in

the river. The surface of this terrace is 3 or 4

metres higher than that of the surrounding land,

and is almost the only spot in the neighbourhood
that is not submerged during the periodical

floodings of the Save. It is called ‘ Gradina,’ i.e.

‘ fort,’ l>y the peasants ; and here, during heavy-

floods, they find shelter for themselves and their

cattle; and for the same reason it contains two
village cemeteries—one for the Catholics and one

for the Orthodox Protestants.

For several years, articles of antiquarian value

from the vicinity of Donja Dolina were now and
again presented to the Landesmuseum at Sarajevo

—a fact which at last induced Giro Truhelka,

head of the archaeological department, to visit the
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locality. On walking along the river, at the foot

of the ‘ Gradina,’ he observed the tops of oak piles

protruding through the river mud, while scattered

around them were fragments of pottery, spindle-

whorls, prism-like objects of burnt clay, worked
portions of deer-hom, etc., from which he con-

cluded that before him lay the debris of a pre-

historic pile-structure. Excavations w'ere begun
in the following year (1900), and continued for

several successive seasons when the water-level of

the Save was favourable. The results are of great
archeological importance from the wealth and
variety of the relics discovered, and the^ ability

with which they are recorded in two magnificently

illustrated reports byTruhelka (JVissensc/i, MitL
azut Bosnien und der Serzegowina, ix. [Vienna,

1904] and xi. [do. 1909]).

Erom the very beginning of the excavations it

became evident that the structural details of this

settlement deviated, in many respects, from the
ordinary Pfahlhauten as hitherto known in Europe.
The first interesting discovery was a row of piles

running parallel to the river, which proved to have
been the under portion of a palisade against the
current, as the piles were bound together by inter-

twining willow thongs. In continuing the excava-
tions inwards, the excavators brought to light the
remains of several houses supported on wooden
posts. These posts were thickly set, no fewer
than 978 having been counted over an area of 1160
square metres—^nearly one for every sq^uare metre.
Many of them, however, belonged to a later period,

and were inserted to strengthen old timbers for

the support of new houses. They were for the
most part made of oak tree-stems, seldom split or
squared, and well pointed with sharp metal tools.

A little back from the river palisade there was a
raised promenade from which a sloping gangway
gave access to the underground vaults containing
the supporting piles, as well as to the platforms on
which the houses had been erected. Little of the
structural details of the dwelling-houses remained,
except the foundations of the partition walls and
some loose spars and boards, which crumbled into

dust as soon as they were exposed to daylight.
|

During the excavations the sites of eleven houses
|

were exposed, all of difierent dimensions, one
measuring 4*5 metres by 6 metres, and another
6 by 9 metres. By comparing the more perfect
remains from difierent sites, a fairly correct idea
of their plan and internal arrangement was ob-
tained. Each consisted of a large room and one
or two smaller compartments. The former was
regarded as the kitchen, with a fire-place, a hearth,
and an oven made of well-burnt clay.

It is difficult to determine the former extent of
this singular settlement. Strong stumps of piles

were met with over a large area of the adjacent
river-bed. It has also been ascertained that during
the digging of graves in the Catholic cemetery the
same class of relics were often thrown up. From
these and other suggestive facts, it has been con-
jectoed that the whole of the ‘Gradina Hiigel*
consists of the ddbris of pile-dwellings—an area
approximately amounting to 26,000 square metres.
That the underground vaults were sometimes

utilized as cattle-pens was made evident by the
^ge amount of animal dung that had accumulated
in some of them. But this was not the only use
to which they were put, as in several instances
cinerary urns and wooden coffins (the latter con-
taining human remains) were found. One coffin,

that of a child, had the skeleton below the pelvis
ierced by a supporting pile, showing that this
urial was older than the reconstruction of the

superincumbent dwelling-house. The urns con-
tained the incinerated remains of bodies, charcoal,
ashes, and an extraordinary wealth of grave-goods

;

but, unfortunately, the latter had been greatly
damaged by the fire. It would appear, from the
valuable nature of some of these offerings, that the
cremated persons were of greater social distinction

than those buried by inhumation. The objects
consisted of fibulae and spiral bracelets of bronze,

beads of glass, amber, and enamel, and other
ornamental relics characteristic of the Hallstatt
period. Of special interest was one um, which
contained a necklet composed of several hundred
beads of amber, enamel, and coloured glass, seven
cowrie shells, two perforated teeth, and a large
clay bead without any ornamentation. Among
the relics which supply a clue to the latest date
of the settlement were five coins, one of bronze
and the others of potin—all ‘ barbarous imitations
of the tetradrachms of Philip of Macedon’ (356-

336 B.C.).

A discovery which materially helped to define

the chronological horizon of the pile-dwellings was
the identification of the cemetery in which their

inhabitants were buried. It was located on some
ridges, not subject to submergence, at a distance

of some 600 paces to the south-west of the Pfahlbaut
and 200 from the present bed of the river. This
necropolis contained both burnt and unburnt inter-

ments, and yielded an immense assortment of relics

which, from the standpoint of archaeology, were
recognized to be precisely similar to those dis-

interred from the excavations in the 'Gradina.*

(d) Pile-siruciures in Hungary.—On the right

bank of the Theiss, a few miles from the railway
station of Szolnok, near the village of Tdszeg, there
is an artificial mound to which, since the meeting
of the International Congress of Pre-historic

Archaeology at Budapest, in 1876, much import-
ance has been attached, on account of the opinion
expressed by L. Pigorini that it is identical in

structure with the ferm?7i«m-deposits of Northern
Italy. The mound, though considerably under-
mined by the river Theiss during the great floods of

1876, is still of considerable extent, measuring 360
metres in length and 100 in breadth, and rising to

a maximum height of 8 metres above the surround-
ing plain. It is only in times of flood that the waters
reach the mound, its usual bed being a mile and a
half distant. When the artificial nature of the
mound became known in consequence of the section

exposed by the floods, some extensive excavations
were made to ascertain the archaeological character
of its contents. An assortment of the objects col-

lected during these researches was exhibited at the
Congress, among which were the following

;

Perforated hammers of stag-born, various pointed implements
of bone and horn, perforated teeth and the leg-bone of a horse
pierced in two places, probably a skate, polished stone celts

(some perforated), four flint flakes (one of obsidian), corn
grinders, and various worked stones ; a fragment of a bronze
pin, a bronze knife, and a small ingot of this metal ; pottery,

m die form of a variety of dishes, some with handles ; various

objects of burnt clay—a whistle, buttons, spoons, and eighteen
pyramidal and perforated clay weights ; a considerable amount
of food-refuse, such as bones of animals, scales of fish, land
shells, charred grain, etc.

During the meeting of the Congress, L. Pigorini,

E. von Virchow, and Miss J. Mestorf visited the
T6szeg excavations and made some further re-

searches which enabled them to agree on the

correctness of the following propositions, whichwere
ublished in separate reports after their return

ome:
(1) The existence of piles and wooden beams was satisfy

torUy proved at three different levels ; (2) the materials which
conmined the debris of human occupancy were distinctly strati-

fied, and formed undulating layers amounting to a total thick-

ness of 4 metres ; (3) the antiquities collected belonged to the

three pre-historic ages of Stone, Bronze, and Iron.

F. Komer gave an accoimt of his excavations at

T6szeg and other localities to the members of the

Congress in an article entitled ‘ Les Terramares en

Hongrie.* It is worthy of note that in one of the
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stations, viz. Ascott-halom, he mentions that rotten
piles were observed in its lowest stratum before

Pigorini called attention to their significance.

The author concludes his article by stating that
ttrrarmra deposits are by no means confined to

the valley of the Theiss, as they have already been
observed in various other low-lying localities in

the Danubian valley, both above and below
Budapest. But the task of excavating such huge
masses goes beyond the means at the disposal of

ordinary archseologieal societies.^

7, General remarks.—Notwithstanding the dis-

covery of various portions of human skeletons at
several stations, and their subjection to the ex-

amination of anatomical experts, anthropologists

are not agreed that the data thus ascertained

prove that the constructors of the pre-historic

pile-structures belonged to one race with definite

physical characteristics. T. Studer {ZE xvii. [1885]

548) advocates the theory of Troyon, viz, that with
the introduction of bronze there came a new race

of people; and this opinion he bases on the fact

that at Sutz and Vinelz two kinds of human skulls

were found, viz. brachycephalic and dolichocephalic,

whereas in the pure Stone Age stations only the
former were, according to him, met with. Virchow’s
conclusions on lacustrine craniology are as follows

(i6., p. 300)

;

(1) In the stations of the pure Stone Age brachycephalic
skulls only are known to a certainty to have existed. (2) In the
transition period both brachycephalic and dolichocephalic skulls
are known. (3) In the full Bronze Age there is a slight pre-

ponderance of dolichocephalic skulls.

On these grounds Virchow thought that during
the Bronze Age a new people joined the original

lake-dwellers by degrees, but not as conquerors
subverting the previous order of things—an opinion
which seems to be strengthened by the undoubted
continuity of the same social organizations in both
these periods. Bronze was gradually introduced,
and it took some time to supersede the cutting
implements previously in use. Nor was there any
violent disturbance of the previous conditions of

social life. The original system of constructing
lake-villages was continued, and the only changes
detected in their structure were such as can be
accounted for by the use of better implements.
Although trepanning was practised in Central

Europe as far back as the Stone Age, it does not
appear that this custom was prevalent to a] great
extent among the lake-dwellers. Segments of the
upper portions of human crania, supposed to have
been used as drinking-cups, were found at Gerla-

fingen, Sutz, Schaffis, and Locras; and from the
last-named there was also a skull having a circular

ortion cut out, as if post mortem trepanning had
een performed. Roundlets cut out of skulls are

supposed to have been used as charms, and such
reucs are frequently found in the graves of the
period. From lake-dwellings only two of these
objects have been recorded ; one from Concise has
two small perforations, and another, figured by
Gross, has one hole. On the Trajan column a
Dacian village is represented as having human
skulls set on poles before the walls. The finding
of skulls of different races in the lake-villages

might, therefore, be accounted for on the supposi-

tion that they were trophies of their enemies, and
not the skulls of their actual inhabitants.

In eastern Switzerland and the Danubian valley
the number of settlements greatly decreased during
the Bronze Age, while in the Lake of Geneva they
increased, and in Lake Bourget its eight stations

flourished almost exclusively in the Bronze period.

In instituting a comparison between the ordinary

iFor an elaborate and highly illustrated aooount of the
terremare and analogous remains in Europe, readers may con-

sult the present writer's recent book, PaUeolUhic Man and
Terramara Settlements in Surope,

lake-dwellings and the terremare of Italy, it may
be observed that the latter term was originally
applied only to the fertilizing materials, and not,
as at present, to the tout ensemble of a settlement.
From this point of view any organic refuse from
an inhabited site containing a sufficiently large
amount of ammoniacal products to be used as fer-

tilizers (as was the case with the contents of the
Barma Grande cave at Mentone) might be notSropriately so designated. If, on the other

the special features of Castellazzo—moat,
dike, contra^orte^ canals, roadways, citadel, ritual
pits, trapezoidal shape—must be regarded as essen-
tial characteristics of terramara stations in general,
then it must be admitted that there are few such
structures outside Western Emilia. If, however,
the few known examples of the Castellazzo type
be excluded on the ground that they were military
forts, we can find in the Po valley parallels to all

the settlements which we have described elsewhere
in Europe. In pile-structures on the sea-shore,

and on marshy ground liable to flooding, dikes were
indispensable. The Butmir station belonged to
the Stone Age, and it did not appear that a dike
was necessary either for defence against enemies
or to prevent flooding, as it was constructed over
water.
Much significance has been assigned to the pottery

known as ansa lunata or comuta. Formerly the
manufacture of this handle was simposed to be a
monopoly of the terramara folk of ifmilia, but now
it has been shown to have a wider distribution,

extending southwards along the coast of the
Adriatic as far as Taranto and other localities in

S. Italy. It is found in the lake-dwellings of

the eastern district of the Po valley, but—^what is

very remarkable—^it is entirely absent from those
of Piedmont and Western Lombardy. Outside
Italy it is common in the early Iron stations of
Bosnia, as at Bipa6 and Donja Dolina, as well as
in Bohemia, Lower Austria, Hungary, Styria {Bui-
lettino di Palet, ItaL xv. [1889] 65). Before the
brachycephalic lake-dwellers swarmed into Europe,
its neolitnic inhabitants were dolichocephalic, and
disposed of their dead by inhumation. It appears
that they freely associated with the newcomers,
as was the case with the Ibero-Liguri in N.
Italy, where remains of the two civilizations were
found on the same stations, that of the Stone Age
being in the lower strata. There is evidence to
show that burial by cremation was practised by the
terramara folk, and by both the eastern and western
lake-dwellers towards the end of the Bronze Age
and beginning of the Iron Age ; but whether the
latter were cremationists on their first appearance
in Italy is a problem that has not yet been solved.

Singularly enough, the same uncertainty has been
experienced with regard to the burial customs of

the lake-dwellers of Central Europe. Some arche-
ologists are inclined to exaggerate the importance
of this question, on the plea that the manner of

disposing of the dead is hereditarily so rooted in

the human constitution that it would not be readily

changed. But, as a matter of fact, the contrary

is the case. Cremation, being the outcome of

religious ideas, powerfully influenced humanity in

those early days, and spread like wild-fire through-

out the whole of Europe, so that the change from
inhumation to incineration might have been ac-

complished in a short space of time.

The cause of the almost sudden discontinuance

of palajitte system of habitation all over Europe
at the end of the Bronze Age is not known. We
may, however, surmise that it was deeply-seated,

and partly due to the law of the survival of the

fittest, or rather the destruction of the unfittest.

In the smaller lakes the growth of peat would
make lacustrine habitations useless as a means
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of defence. Of the settlements in the Po valley

the lake-dwellings of Lake Garda were the last to

be abandoned, but the terremare ceased to be

occupied at an earlier period, apparently; having

been found inadequate to supply the social com-

forts prevalent among the races who subsequently

dominated the Italian peninsula.

In conclusion, we are justified, from a considera-

tion of the archaeological phenomena hitherto dis-

closed by lacustrine research, in formulating the

hypothesis that the primary founders of the lake-

dwellings of Europe were brachycephalic immi-
grants, in the neolithic stage of culture, who, in

succ^sive hordes, moved westwards by way of the

Danubian valley, but occasionally diverged from
the route into the numerous affluents of the

Danube. The goal of all these shepherd farmers

was the rich and well-watered pasture-lands along

the lakes, brooks, and springs of the Alpine regions,

which constitute the primary sources of the great

rivers of Central Europe and their tributaries. The
Scottish and Irish crannogs, the Glastonbury lake-

village, and other lacustrine habitations of the

Iron Age were but sporadic remnants of the more
ancient system, which, like every dying art, passed

through a stage of degeneration before final extinc-

tion.

Litbrattibb.-—
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or an exhaustive list of the literature on lake-

dwellings up to 1890, see ‘Bibliography of Lake-dwelling Re-
searches in Europe ’appended to R. Munro’sThe Laka-Bwellings
of JEwrope, in which over 600 books, monographs, and special
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Academyf Dublin, 1857 ; W. M. Wyllie, * On Lake-Dwellings
of the early Periods,* Archceologia^ xxxviii. (1859) ; F. Troyon,
Habitations lacustres des temps aTiciens et modemes, Lausanne,
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Zetland and other Parts of Europe^ Eng. tr., J. E.^Lee, London,
1866, 21878 ; E. Desor and L. Favre, Le Bel Age du hrmze
lacustre en Suisse^ Neuchatel, 1874; R. Munro, Ancient
Scottish Lake-DweUings or Crannogs^ Edinburgh, 1882; V.
Gross, Des Protohelvhtes^ Paris, 1883 ; E. Vouga, Les HelvUes
d la Tbne, Neuchatel, 1885 ; W. G. Wood-Martin, The Lake-
DweRings of Ireland^ Dublin, 1886 ; R. Munro, The Lake-
DweUings of Europe^ London, 1890 ; T. E. Peet, The Stone
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^

Oxford, 1909; R.
Munro, PaZoeolithic Man and Terramara Settlements in
Europe, Edinburgh, 1912. A monograph on the Glastonbury
lake-\illage in two volumes is now being published by the
Antiquarian Society of Glastonbury (1911-14).

Kobert Munro.
LALANGS.—See Bodos.

LAMAISM.—^The term ‘Lamaism’ is now em-
ployed by many Europeans to designate the Bud-
dhism of Tibet, and is intended to identify with that
religion the Tibetan Buddhist monks, who are
generally known as Lamas, * the superior ones.* It
first appears to have been used by Koppen (and
presumably coined by him) in his Lamaische Hier-
archie und Kirche, 1859, which, as a pioneer work,
gave some currency to the term, although it was
employed by him only a few times and merely
incidentally. Itwas not, however, adopted, though
mentioned, by Emil Schlagintweit in 1863, who was
the first authoritative systematic writer on the
subject, setting aside the ponderous compilation
by A. (iiorgi of the 18th cent. {Alphahetum Tibet-
anum, Rome, 1762), which was little more than a
literary curiosity. Altogether unknown to the
Tibetans themselves, who designate their creed
* Buddha’s religion * {Sangs-rgyas-hyi cKos) or ‘ the
orthodox religion * {nang-cKbs\ this term is in many
ways misleading, inappropriate, and undesirable.
It conveys the implication that Tibetan Buddhism

differs essentially from all other forms of that
faith—which is not a fact, for its differences from
mediaeval Indian Buddhism are relatively trifling

and mainly external.

The political ascendancy by which one sect of the Lamas has
achieved temporal power in modern times is in nowise an in-

herent part of the Buddhism professed by the Lamas, nor
is it shared by the older sects. It is not usual to designate
religions by the generic name of their clergy ; the epithet * Brah-
manism’ presents no real analogy, as that title is eponymic
for the Supreme Creator in that faith, as well as descriptive

of his ministers. Phonetically, also, the word is anomalous

;

for on the analogy of * Buddhism ’ from Buddha, it should be
‘ Lamism.* Altogether, therefore, ‘ Lamaism ’ is an undesirable
designation for the Buddhism of Tibet, and is rightly dropping
out of use.

As the Buddhism of Tibet is intrinsically identi-

cal with, and derived from, Indian Buddhism of the
Mahayana, the following account will indicate

chiefly those features in which the Tibetan differs

from the Indian MahaySna {g.v. for the general
Buddhist doctrine and practices).

I. Introduction of Buddhism into Tibet.—The
indigenous religion of Tibet was the Bon, a primi-

tive animistic cult (see Tibet). According to all

the vernacular histories, especially the most author-
itative, the ‘ Chronicle of the Kings ’ {Bgyal robs,

and the somewhat apocryphal Mani-bkah-hhum),
Buddhismwasfirstintroduced into Tibetin the reign
of King Srong-btsan Gam-po, who died A.D. 650.

But in the Lhasa lithic edicts of 783, published by
the present writer [JBASt 1909, p. 931), the intro-

duction of ‘the orthodox religion,* i.e. Buddhism,
is stated in general terms to have taken place

several generations before Srong-btsan’s epoch.

This, however, may merely refer to the current
legend that five generations before the advent of

the latter, in the reign of a king named Lha Tho-
tho-ri, certain Buddhist tracts and some relics fell

from heaven upon the top of the king’s palace, but
that up till Srong-btsan*s reign no one was able to
decipher the writing. There seems to be no doubt
that the indigenous histories are strictly correct in

stating that oefore Srong-btsan*s time Buddhism
had not yet penetrated Tibet, and that that
country was without a knowledge of the written

character which is now called ‘ Tibetan,* which is

merely a slightly modified form of the Indian
alphaoet as current in N. India (and in Khotan) in

the middle of the 7th cent. A.D.
^
It was certainly

Srong-btsan who introduced this character, and
along with it Buddhism in the form then most
popmar in India, the Mahayana.
The credit for the latter achievement is given in

the Mani-bJcah-hbum (the authorship of which is

ascribed to Srong-btsan) to the two chief wives of

the king, one the daughter of the king of Nepal
and the other an imperial Chineseprincess. Though
it is probable that these ladies may have contri-

buted to the introduction of the new religion, as

both of them certainly were Buddhists, it appears

possible that Srong-btsan himself took the initia-

tive, as he procured his Indian letters and early

Buddhist texts from remote Kashmir, and not from
the more accessible Buddhist country of Nepal,

from which he would presumably have obtained

them, had he been then married to his Nepalese
wife ; and his Chinese marriage was still later (in

A.D. 641). Thefirstbooklet translated into Tibetan

in the new letters was a hymn to Avalokita on the

Om warnformula—^which formula, it is recorded, he
engraved on stone. As the first patron of Buddhism
in Tibet, Srong-btsan was canonized, as were also

his wives, by the grateful monks in later days.

But Srong-btsan was not the saintly person he is

pictured in the religious histories, for he is seen in

the contemporary Chinese chronicles to have been

engaged all his life in bloody wars (see his invasion

of Central India in A.D. 647 as described by the

present writer in Asiatic Quart. Bev., vol. xxxii.
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[1911]). He certainly did little, if anything, in the

way of Buddhist propaganda. He built a few
temples to enshrine the images brought to him in

dower by his Buddhist wives. One of these was
the nucleus of the present great cathedral-temple

at Lhasa, ‘the house of the lord’ (Jo-k’ang ; cf.

Waddell, Buddhism of Tib&t, pp. 23, 28, 300, and
Lhasa and Its Mysteries

,

pp. 341 ,
361 f

.
) . He built

no monasteries, and, according to the vernacular

histories, no order of monks was established till

over a century later.

2. Establishment of the monastic Order.—After
Srong-btsan’s death (A.D. 650), Buddhism made
little headway against the indigenous Bon cult,

and was resisted by the people until the accession

of Khri-Srong De-btsan, the fifth in succession

after Srong-btsan. The son of an imperial Chinese
princess, he was an ardent Buddhist and proselyt-

izer. Desirous of establishing an Order of Buddhist
monks among his,people, on the advice of his family
Buddhist priest, Santiraksita, an Indian, he sent to

India for the kinsman of the latter. This was Pad-
makara or Padmasambhava, of the then popular
ritualistic and mystical Yoga school at Nalanda
college, and skilled in Buddhist spells {dhdrani).

He was a native of Udayana (latterly known as
Swat and Kafiristan) on the Peshawar frontier of

N. India, and he arrived in Tibet in a.d. 747, with
several other Indian monks, who were induced to

settle in the country, Padmakara established the
first monastery at Sam-yas in A.D. 749 on the left

bank of the Brahm^utra river about thirty miles
to the south-east of Lhasa, and installed Santirak-
§ita as its abbot, with seven Tibetan novices as the
nucleus of the Order. Of these novices three were
elderly ; and the first of them, Dpal-bangs, who
succeeded thirteen years later to the abbotship,
may be said to be the first ‘Lama.’ He appears
to have studied in India also, and to be the same as

Ska-ba-bha-po Dpal-brtsegs, who was one of the
chief early translators of the Sanskrit Buddhist
canon into the Tibetan language.
‘Lama’ is a Tibetan word meaning ‘supreme

one,’ and is strictly applicable only to Tibetan
abbots {q*v,) and the most learned among the
ordained monks. By courtesy, however, it is

generally extended in popular conversation to

ordained monks in general.

3. Founder of the monastic Order.—Padmakara,
the founder of the Order of Buddhist monks in

Tibet, is commonly known as Padmasambhava,
‘ the lotus-born ’ (in Tibetan Pad-ma Byung-gnas),
or as ‘the teacher treasure’ (Guru Kin-po-ch’e),

and also as ‘ Ld-pdn ’ {slob-dpon), the Tibetan
equivalent of the Indian guru, ‘ teacher.’ It is

not easy now to discover with certainty the
details of his teaching, but from the remarkably
high literary standard of the monks associated

with him, as shown by their scholarly translations
from the Sanskrit canon, it is difi&cult to believe
that he was the quasi-shamanistic priest that he is

represented to have been by the old unreformed
sects. There is no doubt that he was a believer in

Tantrik mysticism with its prayers to various
Buddhist gods and goddesses; but so were the
^eat Indian Buddhist patriarchs, the metaphysi-
cists Vasubandhu and Asanga, before his day.

^
No

canonical translations are found ascribed to him ;

but he is the reputed author of several manuals of

worship {sddhanas) ^ for compelling the good ser-

vices of certain deities by means of the repetition of

spells {dhdratyl) after the style of the Brahmanical
mantras—a class of literature which was prevalent
in Indian Buddhism at that period.

4. Translation of the Indian Buddhist canon.

—

Under the zealous patronage of King Khri-Srong

S«e list of sMhcmat by F. W. Thomas in Musim, xacii. [1908]

VOT . VTI.—50

De-btsan, Padmakara initiated an era of great
literary activity and scholarship for the transla-
tion of the Buddhist canon from the Indian
Sanskrit. Several of the most intellectual youths
were sent to India to learn Sanskrit and Buddhist
philosophy in its home in mid-India, and some ot
the most learned monks of India were induced to
proceed to Tibet and settle there for this evan-
gelizing work. In a letter embedded in the great
commentary, the Tan~gyur 387 ff.), addressed
to this king by the Indian monk Buddhaguhya,
we read

:

*Thou didst dispatch to India Vairotchana, Ska-ba-dpal
brtsegs, Kluyi rgyal mts’an, Ye-shes sde, Armandju, and
others, to whom thou didst intrust much wealth of gold and
silver, to get the Dharma, increase the little religion that was
in thy realm, and open the window which would ler in the light
on the darkness of Bod [Tibet], and bring in its midst the Ine-
giving waters.’ 1

This indicates clearly that in the middle of the
8th cent. A.D. Tibet was scarcely recognized as a
Buddhist country at all. The young Tibetans
named therein are some of the best known trans-
lators of the Tibetan scriptures.

5. Authenticity and historical value of Tibetan
canon.—These Tibetan translations of the Sanskrit
Buddhist canon are now of great historical import-
ance, as they preserve with remarkable accuracy
the Indian texts, of which most of the originals have
been lost in India. The Tibetan translations of

these texts, as tested by the few surviving Sanskrit

I

fragments and by isolated texts preserved in

I

Nepal, display such scrupulous literary accuracy,
even down to the smallest etymological detail, as
to excite the admiration of all modern scholars

who have examined them. Thus their authorita-

tiveness is placed beyond dispute.

These canonical texts thus afford, along with the
less precise Chinese and Japanese translations of

the same originals, invaluable means for control-

ling, supplementing, and correcting the less detailed

Pali versions of the early scriptures, and explaining
ambiguous terms in the latter, thereby enabling us
to gain a more correct knowledge of Buddha and
his doctrine than has been forthcoming from purely
Ceylonese sources. On this account the study of

Tibetan has become indispensable to students of

Buddhist Sanskrit and of Buddhism in general.

The excellent Tibeto-Sanskrit dictionaries date
from this literary epoch, and the formation of the
classical Tibetan style. The divisions of the
Tibetan Buddhist canon will be indicated below.

6. Growth of the Order and popular adoption
of Buddhism.—The institution of the indigenous
Order on these Indian lines was opposed by Chinese
Buddhists, under a Mahayana monk named
Hwa-shang (the Chinese term for a Buddhist monk
corresponding to the Sanskrit upddhydya, or
‘master’). These Chinese, who appear to have
been itinerant priests, were defeated in argument
by the Indian Kamalasila, and expelled from the
country, leaving the Indian system to be developed
unmolested. Many monasteries and Buddhist
temples were established all over the country, and
Buddhism became the State religion of the
land.

A second development of literary activity and
Buddhist propaganda occurred in the reign 01 Bal-
pa-Chan, the grandson of Khri-Srong De-btsan, in

the latter half of the 9th cent. A.D., when the
work of translation of the Great Commentaries by
Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, Vasubandhu, etc.,

^
was

actively prosecuted, and most of the remaining
canonical books completed. Among the Indian
translators employ^ by Ral-pa-Chan were the
monks Jinamitra, Silendrabodni, Surendrabodhi,
Prajnavarman, Dana^ila, and Bodhimitra, assisted

by the Tibetan translators (or lo-tsa-va) Pal-brtsegs

I W. W. Eockhill, of the Buddha, p. 221.
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Ye-ahessde and Ch*os-kyi-gyal-ts’an. At least

half of the two great Tibetan collections, canon
and commentaries, is the work of their hands.

Bal-pa-Chan endowed most of the monasteries

with State lands and the right to collect tithes and
taxes. His ardent devotion to Buddhism, indeed,

led to his assassination and the downfall of the

monarchy, which event paved the way for the

eventual rise of a hierarchy. The murderer of

Bal-pa-Chan was his brother Lang-darma, who
was at the head of a Bon faction, on which some
authentic light is thrown by the Lhasa edict piHar

inscription of A.D. 842, published by the writer

{JBASy 1909, p. 1267) ; on ascending the throne he

actively persecuted the Buddhists, and did his

utmost to uproot that religion. He desecrated and
destroyed many temples and monasteries, burned
the sacred books, and forced many of the monks to

become butchers. He was in turn assassinated

within three years by a Buddhist monk disguised

as a Black Hat Bon devil-dancer, and this incident

is now a favourite episode in the popular sacred

plays.

7
'. Rise of the hierarchy.—Although on the

downfall of the dynasty Tibet became subdivided

into several principalities. Buddhism continued to

grow steadily in pi^ularity, and the priests became
more and more influential, till eventually, in the
13th cent., a hierarchy was established with
temporal sway. This was effected by the great
Mongol Emperor Kublai Khan, whose grandfather
Jenghiz Khan had conquered Tibet. Converted to

Buddhism by the Tibetan abbot of the Sas-kya
monastery in 'Western Tibet near the Nepalese
frontier, Kublai created the Sas-kya abbot official

head of the Buddhist Church in Tibet in return for

the favour of formally crowning him as Emperor
of China. He also conferred upon the learned
Sas-kya Lama—or ‘Sas-kya Pandita,’ as he is

usually called—'the temporal rulership of Western
Tibet.

This first of the Tibetan hierarchs thus especi-

ally patronized by the Mongols achieved with a
staff of his scholars the gigantic task of translating

the bulky Tibetan canon into Mongolian, after

revision and collation with Chinese texts, the
Mongolian character being a form of Syriac intro-

duced into Central Asia by Nestorian Christian
missionaries.

The Sas-kya primacy maintained much of its

political supremacy for several generations, and
used its power to oppress its less-favoured rival

sects. It burned the great Kar-gyu monastery of

Dikung about A.D. 1320. But on the accession of

the Ming djmasty in 1368 the Chinese Emperor
deemed it politic, -whilst conciliating the monks as
a body, by gifts and titles, to strike at the Sas-
kya power by raising the heads of two other
monasteries to equal rank with it (Dikung of the
Kar-gyu sect and Ts’al of the Ka-dam sect), and
encouraged strife against it.

8

.

Rise of the priest-kings of Lhasa.—At the
beginning of the 15th cent. A.D., a Lama named
Tsong-Kna-pa or Je-Bin-po-ch’e re-organized the
reformed Ka-dam sect which had been instituted by
the Indian monk Atisa in 1038, and altered its title

to ‘ The "Virtuous Order,’ or Ge-lug-pa, This sect,

which arose at Gah-ldan monastery near Lhasa,
wore as a distinctive badge a yellow cap, and
hence was known as the ‘Yellow Hat’ Order. It
soon eclipsed all the others, and in five generations
achieved the priest-kingship of the whole of Tibet,
which it retains to this day.

Its first GrandLama was*Tsong-Kha-pa’s nephew,
Geden-dub, -with his succession based on the idea
of his perpetual re-incamation. In 1640 the
Yellow Hats leapt into temporal power under the
fifth series of Grand LSmas, the crafty prelate

Lob-zang Gya-mts’o, also known as ‘ the fifth Jina ’

[a title of Buddha], Gyal-ba-Na-pa. At his request
a Mongol prince, Gusri Khan, conquered Tibet and
made a present of it to him, and in 1650 he was
confirmed in the sovereignty by the Manchu
Chinese Emperor, and also in the title of Ta-lai,

usually written by Europeans Dalaiy which is

merely the Mongolian word for Gya’ints'o (or

‘Ocean’), the surname of himself and his three
predecessors.
This resourceful Dalai Lama consolidated and

extended his rule by inventing divine legends
about himself, and by forcibly appropriating many
of the monasteries of the older sects. He also

built for himself the famous palace-monastery on
the red hill at Lhasa, the name of which he changed
to ‘ Potala,’ after the mythic Indian residence of

the most popular of all Buddhist divinities, Avalo-
kita, or Lord of Mercy, of whom he posed as the
incarnation, and whose special spell was the famous
Oih manipadme Hum formula.

9. Origin of the succession by re-incarnation.

—

The idea of re-incarnation, which is a fundaments.1
element of belief in Buddhism, derived from its

parent Brahmanism, does not appear to have been
definitely utilized for the regulation of the hier-

archical’ succession in India, although many cases

are cited by Taranatha, from the Indian histories,

of Indian Buddhist patriarchs and saints having
been re-incarnated in other saints some genera-
tions afterwards.
The succession of the Sas-kya hierarchs was

clearly not based upon this system, butwas by nom-
ination of relatives. The Yellow Hat succession,

however, indisputably shows by the dates of birth

and death of the respective incumbents that the

succession to the Grand Lamaship was based upon
the theory of direct re-incarnation. The spirit of

the first abbot was supposed on his death to be re-

incarnated in the world immediately as a new-born
infant, and thus was re-born again and again for

the good of his monastery and particular sect of

Yellow Hats. This theory has latterly been adopted
as a basis for succession to the leadership of several

other sects as well.

Enlarging this theory, the fifth Grand Lama
introduced the fiction of a divine origin for himself

and his predecessors. He declared that both he
himself and the first Yellow Hat abbot were re-

incarnations of the most powerful and popular of

all the kings of Tibet, namely Srong-btsan Gam-
po ; and, further, that the latter in his turn was
the earthly incarnation of the Compassionate Spirit

of the mountains who had ^ven the early

Tibetans the magical food which transformed them
from monkeys into men. This Compassionate
Spirit was identified with the Buddhist ‘god of

mercy’ Avalokita (see Avalokite6vara), known
in Tibetan as Chan-ra-zi,’ ‘ the all-seeing Lord ’ (lit.

‘ clad with eyes ’). Avalokita is especially the god
who regulates transmigration, and who can procure

ready entrance to paradise and escape from hell.

His favour can be won by the repeated utterance

of his mystic spell, the Om mani (see Jewel
[Buddhist]) of Indian Buddhism ; hence the extreme
popularity of this formula in Tibet, and^ the divine

honours paid to the Dalai Lama, who is believed

to be the incarnation of this most powerful of all

divinities,

10. Dual Grand-Lamaship.—The only person

whom this Grand Lama of Lhasa permitted to

share to some extent his divine honours was the

abbot of the large monastery at Tashi-lhunpo,

the Western capital of Tibet, belonging to his own
Yellow Hat sect, and his own tutor. He raised

this abbot to the dignity of a Grand Lama, and

gave hiTn the divine pedigree of descent from the

Buddha-god Amitabha, the ‘ Buddha of Infinite
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Light,’ whose blissful paradise in the west is the
popular heaven which was the goal of the majority

of Indian Buddhists from the beginning of the
Christian era, as it is to-day in Tibet, as well

as in China and Japan. This pontiff is generally

known to Europeans, after his residence, as the
‘Tashi Lama,’ in contradistinction to the ‘Dalai
Lama’ of Lhasa. To Tibetans, however, the
former of these is usually known as ‘the great
treasure of learning,* Pan-ch’en Rin-po-ch’e, and
the latter as ‘the protector-treasure,^ Kyab-gon
Ein-po-ch’e, or ‘ the victor Jina,’ a title of Buddha
himself.

Latterly, a third and a fourth Grand Lama of

the dominant Yellow Hats were instituted for the

two kingdoms outside Tibet, to which Tibetan
Buddhism extended, namely Mongolia and China.

The former of these at Urgya is known as Je-btsun

Dam-pa, and possesses temporal sovereignty over

Outer Mongolia, like the Dalai Lama in Tibet

;

but, although posing as the head of the celibate

monkhood, he is not himself celibate. The fourth

was appointed by the Emperor Kang-Hsi about

1700, especially for Inner Mongolia, and has his

special residence at Peking and Jehol. He is known
to Tibetans as Chang-skya-Hu-thuk-thu, and is

considered to be an incarnation of Rol-pai Dorje

;

and his succession, as well as that of the Urgya
Grand Lama, is arranged by the Dalai Lama.
The spiritual jurisdiction of the Dalai Lama is

not acknowledged outside Tibet and Mongolia,

including the land of the Buriats (g.-y.) bordering

Lake Baikal in Siberia, the tracts in Western
China which formerly belonged to Tibet, the

isolated Tibetan monasteries in N. China, and the

Himalayan States of Bhutan, Sikkim, and Ladakh.
Neither the Dalai nor the Tashi Lama exercises

any ecclesiastical authority in Tibet over the other

and older sects, the Red Hats, whose relative laxity

in Buddhist discipline, especially in the matter of

imcelibacy, they despise.

II. Sects in Tibetan Buddhism.—No sects appear

to have existed prior to Lang-darma’s persecution

in the 9th cent., nor till more than a century and
a half later. The sectarial movement seems to

date from the visit to Tibet of the great Indian

Buddhist monk Atisa in 1038. Atisa, while cling-

ing to Yoga and theistic Tantrism, at once started

a reformation on the lines of the higher Indian

Mahayana system, enforcing celibacy and high

morality, and deprecating the Bon rites which had
crept into some of the priestly practices of the

Buddhist monks. The time was ripe for such a

reform, as the monks in Tibet had become a very

large and influential body, and possessed a fairly

full and scholarly translation of the bulky Maha-
yana canon and commentaries.
The first of the reformed sects, and the one with

which Atisa most intimately identified himself was
the Ka-dam, or ‘ those bound by the Orders ’

; and
it was this sect that ultimately, three and a half

centuries later, in Tsong-Kha-pa’s hands became
less ascetic and more highly ritualistic under the

title of Ge-lug, or ‘Virtuous Order,’ the ‘Yellow

Hats,’ now the dominant established sect in Tibet.

Atisa, or ‘the Lord’ (Jo-bo-rje), was the sole

profound reformer of Tibetan Buddhism.; for we
find that the other parallel early reformations were

initiated by his pupUs. Thesewere the Kar-gyu and

Sas-kya sects, which were directly based in great

measure upon Atisa’s teaching. These two sects

may be regarded as semi-reformations^ adapted for

those individuals who found Atisa’s high standard

of morality and discipline too irksome.

The residue, who remained wholly unreformed

and weakened by the loss of their best and most

intellectual members, were now called the ‘Old,

or Nying-ma, as they adhered to the old corrupt

practices. To legitimize some of their unorthodox
practices borrowed from the indigenous Bon faith,
the Nying-ma Lamas began to discover hidden
‘ revelations ’ (ier-ma), or fictitious gospels, ascribed
to Guru Padmakara, authorizing these practices,
just as, it is related, the Indian monk Nagarjuna,
to secure an orthodpx reception for his new doc-
trine, alleged that Sakyamuni had entrusted the
developed gospels to Isaga demigods until men
were sufficiently enlightened to comprehend the
doctrine. Each of these ‘finders’ of the new
revelations claimed to have been in a former birth
one or other of the twenty-five traditional disciples

of the ffuru. The ‘revelations’ treat mainly of
Bon rites which are permissible in Buddhist prac-
tice ; and they prescribe forms of worship mostly
on the Buddhist model. These apocrypim gospels
formed the starting-point for further subdivision
of the semi-reformed and the old unreformed
sects, which difier from each other chiefly by the
particular ter-ma~hook that they have adopted
as sanctioning the worship of a particular Bon
deity.

12, Sectarian distinctions.—The distinctions be-
tween the various sects are partly theistic and
creedal, and partly ritualistic, and are also usually
expressed by some external difference in dress and
symbolism. None of them relate to the personality

or doctrine of the historical Buddha as expressed
in the canon, as this is accepted intact by all.

These differences may be classed as : (1) person-

ality and title of the primordial deity or Adi-
buddha (cf. Adibuddha) ; (2) special source of

divine inspiration ; (3) transmitters of this special

inspiration ; (4) meditative system of mystical in-

sight {darianat Tib. Ita-wa) ; (5) special tantra-

revelation ; (6) personal tutelary {yi-aam) or Saivite

Indian protective demon ; and (7) guardian demon
{dharmapdlat Tib. cKos-’Skyong)^ sometimes of

Tibetan type.

The Ge-lug, or dominant Yellow Hats, have
as their primordial deity Vajradhara {‘ holder of

the thunderbolt’), and they derive ^eir divine

inspiration mainly, not from the dead Sakyamuni,
but from the living Buddhist ‘Messiah’ Maitreya,

the next coming Buddha, as revealed through the

succession of Indian saints from Asanga down to

Atisa, and through the Tibetan saints from Atisa’s

disciple Bromton downwards to Tsong-Kha-pa.
The Ge-lug mystical insight is in the Xaw-rian, or

‘ graded path,*^on which a commentary was written

by Tsong-Kha-pa, and their special Taniraf or

theistic manual, is Rgya-ch^en-spyod. Their tute-

lary Indian demon {yi-dam) is ‘the fearful thunder-

bolt’ Vajrabhairava (Tib. Dorje-jig-je), supported

by Samvara (Sambara, Tib. Dem-chog) and Guhya-
kala (Tib. Sang-’dus) ; and their * guardian’ demon
{dharmapdla) is ‘the six-armed lord’ (Gon-po) or

‘the horse-necked’ (Hayagriva, Tib. Tam-ch’en),

both of them Indian, not Tibetan.

In organizing the Ge-lug sect Tsong-Kha-pa
collected the scattered members of the Ka-dam
from their ascetic retreats and housed them in

monasteries, together with his new followers,

under rigid discipline, setting them to keep the

253 Vinaya rules of primitive Buddhism, including

strict celibacy, and nence obtaining for them the

title of ‘ Vinaya-keepers ’ (Dulba-Lama). He also

made them carry a begging-bowl and wear patched

robes of a yellow colour after the fashion of the

Indian Buddhist mendicant. The bowl, however,

soon dropped out of use, as daily begging was not

adapted to the sparse population of Tibet. He
attracted followers also by instituting a highly

ritualistic service, in part borrowed, perhaps, firom

the Nestorian Christian missionaries who were un-

doubtedly settled at that time in Tsong-]Dia, the

locality of his early boyhood in W. China. He
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gave his monks the yellow hat which distinguished

them from all the other sects, who wore red hats,

in contradistinction to the black caps of the Bon
prie^^ts.

The Kar-gyu, the next great sect after the
Ge-ing, v/as founded in the latter half of the 11th

cent, by tlie Tibetan monk Mar-pa, who had
visited India. The name means ‘ follo\ver of the
successive Orders,’ expressive of the belief that
the rulings of the later Buddhist sages were in-

spired. Its distinctive features are its hermit
practices—meditation in caves and other retired

places—and the following peculiarities : its primor-
#jial Buddha is also Vajradhara, and its tutelary
Samvara ; but its m3’stical insight is Mahamudra
{pwtg-rgya-vKeii] of "the ‘Middle path,’ its Tantra
rfum-kar bsduds, its guardian ‘the lord of the
black cloak’ (Bar-nag); its hat has a frontal

badge like a JSt. Andrew’s cross (XIj to sym-
bolize that meditation with crossed knees is its

special feature ; with these is associated a stricter

observance of the Indian monastic rules. One
of its most famous monks was the hermit poet
Mila-raspa.
The hermit feature of tliis sect rendered it so

unattractive that several sub-sects arose out of it

which dispensed with the necessity for hermitages.
These were the Karma, Bikung-pa, To-lung-pa,
and Dug-pa (the form dominant in Bhutan), which
differ from each other in having adopted a different
‘revelation’ (fer-ma) to allow of worship of an
aboriginal spirit. An important image in their
temples is that of the founder of their particular
sect or sub-sect. In Ge-lug temples Tsong-Kha-pa’s
image is prominent and receives worship as a
canonized saint.

The third great reformed sect is the Sas-kya, or
Sa-kya, taking its name from the monastery of
that place, founded in A.D. 1072. As we have
seen, it became under imperial Chinese patronage
the first great hierarchy in Tibet, and in 1251
attained for a time the temporal sovereignty, until
eclipsed by its later rival, the Ge-lug sect. Its
special source of inspiration is the Bodhisattva
Manjuiri, through the Indian saints from Nagar-
juna to Yasuputra (Vasubandhu ?). Its mystic
insight is Hhe deep path ’ {gambkira daHana\ its

tut^ary Yajra-phurpa, and its ‘guardians’ are
‘the tent-lord’ and ‘the presence-lord’ (Gon-po
zhab).

Now, however, except in a few externals, it is

practically undistinguishable from the unreformed
Nying-ma, and celibacy is exceptional. From the
Sas-kya two reforming sub-sects issued, the Ngor-
paand Jo-nang, which difi’er merely in the founders.
To the latter sect belonged the famous Tibetan
historiographer Taranatha.
The wholly unreformed sect of Tibetan Buddhists

are not numerous in Tibet. They are priests
rather than monks, and are freely tinged with
quasi-Bon cults. They are found chiefly in the
more remote districts. They too have sub-sects,
Urgyen-pa, Kartok-pa, and Lhat-sun-pa. The
monasteries in Sikkim chiefly belong to the last
sect* The Bhutanese lamaseries are not Nying-ma,

^ is usually asserted by Dug-pa, a sub-sect of the
Kar-gyu above noted.

13.

Special features of Tibetan Buddhism.—
Contrary to ^Yeste^l belief, there is nothing in
the Buddhism professed by the monastic Order in
Tibet w’liich difiers greatly from the type of the
Indian Buddhism of the Mahayana. difier-
ences in discipline and clothing are mainly those
enforced by different climatic conditions. In
doctrinal beliefs and practice the Ge-lug monks,
who form the great majority of the Order, differ
little from the Indian Buddhist monks in the early
centuries of our era. The use of sacred sentences

as protective charms or spells has been shown by
the present writer to have been a feature of
Buddhism in India from its commencement, and
on the evidence of the Pali canon to have been
practised even by Buddha himself (cf. Jewel
[Buddhist]), and the mechanical repetition of such
spells {dhhram or paritta) was extensively prac-

tised about the 5th cent. A.D. by Asahga and his

brother Vasubandhu according to the circum-
stantial records quoted by Taranatha,' and sup-
ported by an early sddhana bearing Asanga’s
name. The grosser priestly theistic and demon-
istic rites, the practice of which is restricted almost
entirely to the unreformed sects which form a
minority, are also largely of Indian J^aivite origin.

Those which are borrowed from the indigenous
Bon will he indicated in art. Tibet. The self-

immolation by entombment is an extreme and re-

volting instance of asceticism, having its parallel

in the self-torture of Indian yogis, but it is of

altogether exceptional occurrence ^ and never
practised by orthodox monks.

14. Grades in the Order.—The monks are of two
chief grades—the novice and the ordained, as in

Indian Buddhism ; to these may be added at the
lower end the neophyte and at the top the abbot,
or head of the monastery.

(1) The neophyte, or probationer-pupil, usually a cjhild of

about eight years of age, is called ge-shen, i.e. the equivalent
of the Indian upasaka^ or ‘ virtuous follower,' the ordinary title

of a lay devotee. He receives instruction as in a school under
a tutor, and is called ^-pa (grva-pa), ‘pupil.* (2) The novice,

or ge-t^uZ, is a formally admitted candidate for tne Order. He
has gone through the ceremony of ‘going forth from home'
(pravrajydvrat^, of having his head formally shaved, and
vowing to keep thirty-six of the precepts. He is now permitted
to loin in the religious services in the monastery. The great
majority of the monks, even the old ones, never rise above this

grade to full initiation. (8) The fully ordained monk is called
ge4ong (jige-slong), the equivalent of the Indian bhik§u, or
‘virtuous mendicant.' He is usually over twenty-five years,

and comparatively few ever reach this high staffe. He now
has to vow to keep the 258 precepts. (4) The aJobot is called
Te‘an’po (cf. Abbot [Tibetan]).

Nuns are given corresponding tities. They are not numerous,
are very illiterate, as a rule, and are allotted an inferior position,

scarcely higher than the ordinary lay devotee.

15. Excessive numbers of the monks.—In
Tibet we see Buddhism at the extreme limit of

its inevitable development when unfettered. For
the monastic state is an essential condition for the
attainment of Buddhist salvation; and in Tibet
this condition has been realized more fully than
in any other Buddhist country in the world. In-

deed, nowhere else in the world does monasticism
appear ever to have reached such vast proportions.

This has been the result of the exceptionally
favourable circumstances for its unchecked growth
and development, under the fostering care of a
temporal government which for several centuries

has been entirely in the hands of the monks them-
selves.

As a consequence, there have arisen swarming
armies of State-supported celibate monks who live

arasitically upon the people and decimate them.
ince Buddhism was introduced as the State-

religion in the 8th cent. A.D., the Tibetan nation,

which formerly was one of the most virile in

Eastern Asia, and overran and even conquered
China more than once, has steadily declined in

power and numbers until it now has not a

tenth part of its former population. The only

general census of the population hitherto taken
appears to be one made by the Chinese, so long

ago as 1737 ; but the proportion probably still

holds good, though the total number has greatly

declined through the population having died off,

presumably in the main as a result of the wide-

1 F. A. Schiefner, Gesch. des Buddhistnus in Indien, St.

Petersburg, 1869, pp. 103 f., 121, 123, 146; L. A. WaddeU,
‘Dhara?ii Cult in Buddhism,’ Ostasiat. Zeitschr. i. [19123

178.
2 Waddell, Lhasa and its Mysteries, p. 236.
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spread monasticism, for polyandry is far from
common.

No. of Lamas,

Central Province (Dbus) . 302,500 602,190

Western „ (Tsang) . 13,700 38,760

316,200 635,950

This gives one monk for every three of the entire

lay community, including the women and children.

The shrinking of the population is evident

everywhere in Central and Western Tibet, where
one sees numerous abandoned tracts of former
cultivation and the ruins of former villages and
homesteads. The population is, presumably as a
consequence of over-monasticism, steadily drift-

ing towards extinction.

16. Excessive monasticism an inevitable result

of Buddhism.—Yet this wide-spread devastation
worked by unfettered monasticism must inevitably

be the outcome everywhere of Buddhism when
that religion is free to develop without restraint.

Buddhism, with its inveterate note of pessimism,
repressing the wholesome instinct for living and
for the development and enjoyment of nature’s

resources, is itself in direct antagonism to all

worldly progress, whilst it restricts its goal of

Nirvana expressly to those who have entered its

celibate monastic Order. This is clearly the
teaching everywhere of Buddha himself, and of

all orthodox professing Buddhists of all sections

of Buddhism, both North and South, pace the
modernizing theories of popular Western writers.

No prospect whatever of attaining salvation or

Nirvana in this life is held out by Buddhism to

any oiie except those who actually enter its celi-

bate Order of monks.
This is manifestly the reason, in the opinion of

the present writer, why heaven and not Nirvana
is the popular goal of lay Buddhists—Indra’s

heaven m the company of ‘the coming Buddha’
Maitreya, according to the * Southern ’ Buddhists
of Ceylon, Burma, and Siam; or Amitabha’s
paradise in the West in the company of Avalokita,
according to the Mahayanist Buddhists. It is

obviously because, in the first place, these respec-

tive heavens are the old traditional paradises of

the layman’s ancestors, and, in the second place,

and chiefly, because there is no other goal of bliss

open to him on his death ; for, being a layman
and forced to work for his living, or bound by
family ties, he cannot afford to enter the monastic
Order, which is the sole avenue to Nirvana.

17. Tibetan Buddhist scriptures.—The scrip-

tures of the Tibetan Buddhists are translations

from the Sanskrit texts of Indian Buddhism by
the most scholarly monks of mediasval India,

assisted by learned Lamas. A few books in the
last volume of the sutras were translated from the
Pali, and a very few from the Chinese. The
whole forms a series of over three hundred
volumes, each of which with its wooden covers

makes a package about 26 ins. long, 8 ins. broad,

8 ins. deep, and weighing about 10 pounds. The
volumes generally are in the form of xylo^aphs,
or prints from carved wooden blocks, as with the
ancient Chinese books, no movable type having
been employed; occasionally MS sets of the en-

tire canon are to be found—as, e.g,^ the set

obtained by the present writer and now in the
British Museum, MSS no. Oriental 672 ff.

The sacred texts consist of two great collec-

tions : (a) the canon, and (5) the commentaries.
The canon, or Ka-gyur (vulgarly iTan/wr), ‘trans-

lated word,’ forms a series of one hundred, or, in

some editions, one hundred and eight, volumes,
and comprises 1083 distinct books. It is divided
into seven great sections, as compared with the

three divisions of the Pali canonical scriptures, or
Tripitaka.^ This diflerence in number is due to
a subdivision of the sutras (asterisked in the
subjoined list), and the addition of the mystical
Saivite sutras or tantras. The divisions are as
follows (the constituent volumes being indicated
by the letters of the alphabet, in the order of the
Sanskrit alphabet)

:

1. Discipline, Dul-'ba (Skr. Vinaya^ in 12 volumes (K-P).
2. Metaphysics and transcendental wisdom, Ser-p'yxn (Skr.
PrajMpdramitd), corresponding generally to the Abki-
dkamma of the Pali, in the following recensions

:
(a) in

100.000 verses, 'Bum (Skr. Satasdhasrikd), 10 volumes
(K-N)

; (b) in 25,000 verses, Nyi-k'ri (Skr. Paflchaviih^ata-
8dhasrikd)t 3 volumes (K-G); (c) in 18,000 verses, Z’n-
brgyad (Skr, A§td>daiasdhasrikd% 3 volumes (K-G)

;
(d) in

10.000 verses, E’ri (Skr. Ba^asahasrikd), 1 volume (K);
(e) in 8000 verses, br Gyad-stong (Skr. A§tasdhasrikd)^
1 volume (K) ; (/) various abridged abstracts, Ea-ts'ogs
(Skr. VUva), 18 tracts in 1 volume.

8. Buddhist Congregation, P'al-ch'm (Skr. Bitddhdvata-
saiighd)y 6 volumes (K-Ch).

i. Perfection of the Buddha—ethical and metaphysical doc-
trine entitled ‘The Jewel-heap,’ dKon^brisegs (Skr. Ratna~
kuta\ 5 volumes (K-Ch).

*5, Sermons [of Buddha], jnJDO'Sde (Skr. Sutrdnta\ SO volumes
(K-A).

6. Parixiirvdztdi or * Deliverance from Misery,* Myang-'das^
2 volumes (K-Kh).

7. Mi'stical theosophy, rOyud (Skr. Tantra\ 21 volumes
(K-Zh).

To these are added :

8. Prayers, sMon-lam (Skr. Pranidhdna), 3 leaves.
9. Index, dEar-ckag (Skr. Suchilip{)y 1 volume.

The commentary Tan~gyur (vulgarly Tanjur) is

a great encyclopsedic library of ancient Indian
lore on metap^sics, logic, composition, arts,

alchemy, etc., including the commentaries of
ancient Indian Buddhist writers, Nagarjuna and

! others, also some texts by Tsong-Kha-pa and other
I Tibetan saints. Its contents have not yet been
fully examined.

LirBRATTJRB.—A. Griinwedel, Pie MythologiedesBuddhisms
in Tibet und der Mongoleiy Leip^, 1900, Padma Sambhava
und VerwandteSy do. 1912; C. r. Kdppen, Die lamaische
Mierarchie und Kirchey Berlin, 1859 ; W. W. Rockhill, The
Land of the LamaSy London, 1891, The Life of the Buddha and
the Early History of his Order

y

do. 18Si, Notes on the Ethno^
logy of Tibet, Washington, 1895 ; E. Schlagintweit, Buddhism
in Tibet, Leipzig, 1863, Die Konige von Thibet, Munich, 1866 ;

W. Wassilieff, Der Buddhismus, St. Petersburg, 18U0 ; L. A.
Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, London, 1895, ‘ Guide-book
to Lhasa Cathedral,* in JASB, Calcutta, 1895, p. 259 f., Lhasa
and its Mysteries, London, 1905, ‘ Tibetan MSS and Books col-

lected in Mission to Lhasa,’ in Asiatic Quart, Review, xxxiii.

[19123 80-113. L. A. Waddell.

LANDMARKS AND BOUNDARIES-—
I. Introduction.—^A frequent subject of dispute
is the boundary-line—between nations, that of

their respective territories, between tribes, that
of their hunting or fishing grounds, between indi-

viduals, that of their holdings. An excellent
examj^le of this is found in Gn 13®**. It is true
that in some instances land disputes are rare
because there is a large area available for the
needs of all,^ but in general this is not the case

;

hence the need of the boundaries being carefully
defined by landmarks. We must here distinguiA
bet^veen natural and artificial landmarks. The
former mainly mark the hounds of public terri-

tories ; the latter mainly those of private lands.
On the other hand, sometimes carved pillars are
set up on the boundaries of States, while natural
landmarks—trees, boulders, and the like—^may
mark the limits of individual holdings. In eaily
times nations and tribes often sought that the
boundary of their territories should effectually pre-
vent the encroachment of neighbouring peo;^es.
Such an end was attainable where the sea, a region
of ice, a range of mountains, an impenetrable forest,

a river, or a waste and desert region existed on a
frontier. Hence these natural botmdaries are

1 Cf. O. A. Soppitt, Short Account of the Euki-Ltishai Tribes,
Shilloz^, 1887, p. 28; E. Hordenskidld, Indianerleben : El
Gran Chaco, Leipzig, 1912, p. 86.
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themselves a kind of landmark. Cmsar says of

the Teutons :

‘It is the r ii^reatest glory to have around them as extensiv

e

deserts as possiole, with their confines laid waste.* i

Such uuundaries or tracts of waste land formed
neutral ground, which at once removed the fear

of a sudden incursion,® and offered a zone where
arrangements—political, commercial, and the like

—might be effected.

As an example may be taken that primitive form of commerce
calied the ‘ silent trade ’ {Vicha/nge d Za muette), in which membere
of a distant tnbe or foreign merchants lay out their goods at a
certain place and retire. The natives then come and take them,
leaving the equivalent value of their own products. This is

frequently done at the boundaries, or on the seashore, itself a
frontier-ime. Such places being regarded as neutral ground, in

course of time regular markets or fairs are held there. It w'as

for this reason that Hermes, whose images (epixai) stood on
boundaries, became the god of merchants, just as certain

markets held on the frontiers of some Greek States were
protected hy Seal dyopoTot..^

To such waste territory forming a boundary the
name ‘ mark ’ was given, and an officer was charged
with its defence—the lord of the mark, the marquis
—while the dwellers by the frontier were the marco-
vnanni.

That the boundary was often a forest is shown in the con-
nexion between the words for ‘boundary* and ‘wood.* Cf. Old
Norse mork, ‘wood,’ mark, ‘boundary,’ Old Pruss. median,
* w'ood, ’ O. Ch. Slav. meMa, * boundary.’ The words for ‘ wood ’

easily took on the meaning of ‘ boundary.* This was also the
case with words denoting fen- or marsh-land.4

As will be seen later, stones with or without
inscriptions were often set up on the frontier-line

of States, on mountains, water-sheds, the sea-coast,

etc. Private lands were marked by hewn or unhewn
stones, posts, or trees, the last sometimes having
ownership marks cut upon them.

2. Boundaries and landmarks m the lower
culture.—The Australians have well-defined areas
with %vell-known boundaries, over which each tribe
wanders, and from which strangers are expelled.®
This w*as also true of the Tasmanians, w'ho seldom
moved beyond their boundaries. The tracksthrough
thethicketwere markedhysmallbranchesof bushes,
broken and left hanging.® Among the Torres Straits
people natural obiects constituted landmarks, or
such objects as a felled tree, a branch thrown down,
and the like.’’ In New Britain the territorial divi-

sions -were those of the respective villages, and the
boundaries of these were the customary fighting
places when any dispute between districts occurred.
The boundaries of the lands of which each family
was possessed were well known.® In Banks’ Island
the exact limits of property are known. Each
piece of land is divided by boundaries drawn from
tree to tree.® In Fiji the boundaries were apt to
contract or expand with the strength of the tribe.
Where two tribes were nearly equal, disputes

1 de Bell. GaU. vl. 23 ; cf. 25 for the great Hercynian forest as
a boundary, and iv. 3 : ‘They consider it their highest glory as
a nation that the lands on their borders lie waste to the widest
extent.*

* lb. vi. 25.
s For examples of the effect of the silent trade and of market

on boundaries see P. J. Hamilton-Grierson, The Silent Tradt
Edinburgh, 1903, pp. 44, 56 f.; J. A. Dulaure, Des Cuites gui on
prieide et amenS Vidolatrie, Paris, 1805, p. 346 f.; and, for th
silent trade generally, L. J.-B. B6renger-F6raud, Superstition
et do. 1896, ii. 489fe,; 0. Letoumeau, Btai. de I
So^ d Anthrop., do. 1895. Of. also Gifts (^imitive and Savage'
voL VI. p. 204 fif.

‘

l>i^Indogermanen, Strassburg, 1905-07, pp. 39(
RmXUx. der indogerm. Altertumskunde, dc

J K J*®*®^*
^ultur ... der Indogermanen, Berlin

SS’ f*
Hleinere Schriften, ii. (Berlin, I86f

llOff.; J. Lubbock, Origin o
anZwafronfi, London, 1902, p. 318.

*

s Spencer-Gmec^, p. 8; E. M. Curr, The Australian Race
Melbourne, 1^^7, ii. 232 £f.; L. Fison and A. W. HowitiKamuaroi and Eumai, do. 1880, p. 232.

6 J. Bonwck, Daily Life and Origin of the Tasmaniam
London, lS/0, p. S3; H. Ling Both, The Aborigines of Toi
rnarna*^, do. 1S99, pp. 73, 104f.

j ^
7 A. C. Haddon, JAl xix. [1889-90] 386.

p 271
Melanesians and Polynesians, London, 191C

• E. H. Codrington, The Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 66.

regarding boundaries were submitted to a kind
of arbitration. To appropriate a patch of forest

was a paltry offence, but to claim another man’s
plantation was a crime. Hence, where the council
of a tribe wished to claim a boundary enclosing a
piece of debatable land, men were sent to plant it

with gardens. Thus it became theirs and their

heirs’. ^ In Samoa the boundary-marks were path-
ways, rivers, trenches, and stones. At the houndary-
line between two villages stood two stones repre-
senting two youths who, after a fight, had been
changed to stone. Any quarrel had to be settled

at these stones.® In Tahiti there were well-known
landmarks at the boundary-lines, usually taking
the form of carved images, or tiis. To remove
these landmarks was a grave offence.® In New
Zealand the kumara and taro grounds were con-
tiguous and divided into portions, carefully marked
by stones over which incantations had been said.

This rendered them so sacred that to move one
brought death to the remover. Streams, trees,

rocks, or posts marked the bounds of the hunting
area, which was held in common.^ In New Zealand
and elsewhere in Polynesia fields were protected by
hedges, walls of unhewn stones, or fences, the mak-
ing and repairing of which occupied much time.®

In Africa great care is taken to define the boun-
daries of provinces or of private possessions. Thus
in the province of Oran there are heaps of stones
at the frontiers of several tribes, where oaths are
taken by parties in cases of litigation.® B. H.
Nassau, writing of W. African tribes, says that,

when a family settles on land, the place is marked
out by trees and stones as boundary-lines.^ Among
the Washambala, Banaka, etc., pathways, trees,

rivers, rocks, etc., are the landmarks of parcels of

land and plantations ; though in some cases the
boundary-lines are imamnary, they are usually
respected.® Among the vVadshagga, sacrifices are
made at the boundaries when war threatens, and
also at other times where a road leaves the terri-

tory, to prevent the entrance of an enemy.® Among
the Yoruha the boundaries of farms are marked by
heaps of earth in which certain trees are planted.
One of these, the akoJco, is a common boundary-
mark, and is sacred to the god Ogun. Kola trees
growing in the forest often mark the site of old
fhrms and afford proof of ownership.^® R. E. Den-
nett says that mounds of earth and leaves in the
woods mark the frontiers of two provinces. Natives
add to the heap, so that they may not be accused
of bringing anything evil into the next chief’s

country. The Asi of Equatorial Africa indicate
the boundaries of property by planting trees in line,

by hedges, or by stones sunk deep out of sight. The
nijama^ or executive power, decides in disputes as
to boundaries. Village boundaries of trees and
stones throughout this region are sacred.^® In S.
Africa with the Basuto the bounds of fields were
carefully marked, and disputes were settled by the
chief. Among the Baronga, rivers, trees, and other
natural objects mark the boundaries of different
clans. To define those of gardens, a ditch a foot
deep is dug all round the field, and it can be traced

1 B. Thomson, The Fijia^is, Loudon, 1908, p. 860.
2 Brown, p. 339 ; G. Turner, Samoa, do. 1884, p. 45.
8 W. Ellis, Polynesian Researches'^, do. 1832, iiL 116.
4 B. Taylor, Te Ika a UauC^, do, 1870, p. 356.
5 0. Letoumeau, Property, do., 1892, p. 66 ; T. Waits and G.

Gerland, Anthrop. der Naturvolker, Leipzig, 1869-72, v. ii. 79,
Vi. 63; Ellis, i. 138.

6 E. Doutt6, Magie et religion dans VAfriqueduNord, Algiers,
1908, p. 424.

7 Fetickism in W. Africa, London, 1904, p. 23.

8 S. R. Steinmetz, Rechtsverhaltnisse von emgeborenen Vclkem
in Afrika und Ozeanien, Berlin, 1903, pp. 63, 197, 262 f., 389.

® B. Gutmann, ARW xii. [1909] 98.
10 H. Ling Roth, Great Benin, Halifax, 1903, p. 187, App, xxiv.
11 ‘Bavili Notes,’ FL xvi. [1905] 396.

12

W. S. and K. BoutledgerTT^iA a Prehistoric People, London,
1910, pp. 6, 204 ; H. M. Stanley, The Congo, do. 1885, i. 315,
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years after even when the field has become fallow.^
In general, trespass is resented and is a crime or the
caiTse of frequent quarrels and bloodshed, but
among the Kafirs it w^as permitted because, all

having gardens and cattle, all %vere liable to it.^

Among the N. American Indians disputes regard-
ing boundaries w^ere also a constant source of
quarrel. W. H. Ball says of the Indians and the
tnnuit that they were jealous of their boundary-
lines—usually the summit of a watershed. Any
one found on the wrong side was liable to be shot!®
Tribal boundaries were rivers, lakes, mountaiu
ranges, trees, stones, and other natural features.

A boulder marked the limit of the Shevwits’ land

;

a deep spring was the most prominent natural
object on the line between the Onondagas and
Oneidas.^ The Iroquois ran straight lines as
boundaries, marked here and there by well-known
objects. Occasionally, as among the Californian
Indians, Pueblos, Haidas, and other north-west
tribes, artificial boundaries—posts and stones

—

were set up to mark the hunting and fishing
grounds. Among the Serrano Indians the patches
of land belonging to an individual or, more likely,

the gens were indicated by trees with marks
corresponding to those paintea on the owner’s face,

so that they could be instantly recognized. Among
the Wyandots the women of the tribe distinctly
marked the household tracts after they were
partitioned among the householders, out of the
common land of the gens? In modem treaties
with Indians the bounds of their lands are carefully
noted and described.® In S. America it is said of
the Indians of Guiana that, while they have no
clear tribal boundaries, yet each tribe lives in a
separate district and allows therein no interloper
from another tribe.^ In Brazil the boundaries of
each tribe were marked by trees, streams, and
rocks, and also by artificial landmarks.
took an active part in defining these, with much
magical ritual, etc. Bark strips, rags, and baskets
were sometimes attached to these landmarks.
The trespasser was killed on the spot when caught.®
Ajnong the aboriginal tribes of India the Todas

mark the boundaries of their villages by stones.®
Among the village peoples of N.W. India the
arbitrator who walks the boundary does so with
a raw cowskin on his head—the cow being sacred
—and is under a solemn oath to decide correctly.

He holds five sticks in his hand to show that he is

the representative of the Panchayat. Boundaries
and cattle paths are religiously preserved, and the
curse is uttered ;

‘ May the man who destroys a
boundary, a cowpath, or a ditch have his lands
sovm by others, or may they lie waste.’ A method
of ordeal for fixing boundaries consisted in the
arbitrator walking the bounds with a red-hot ball
on his palm, protected by pipal leaves. If he was
not burned, his decision was accepted.^® In Mysore
disputes as to boundaries were settled by the
holeya hulumdi^ who held a ball of earth in Ms
hand as he walked. If he diverged even accident-
ally from the true line, the ball went to pieces, and
it was believed that he would die in fifteen days.

^ E. Casalis, Bassoutos^ Paris, 1859, p. 167; H. A. Junod,
The Life of a S. African Trthe^ Neuchatel, 1918, p. 9.

3

D. Macdonald, Africana, London, 1882, i. 185 ; G. A. S.

Northcote, ‘ The Nilotic Kavirondo,* JAl xxxviL [1907] 60 ; J.

Maclean, Compendium of Kafir Laws and Customs^ Mount
Coke, 1868, p. 113.

3 Alaska^ London, 1870, p. 144.
4 P. S. Dellenbaugh, N. Americans of Yesterday, New York,

1901, p. 410 f. ; 7 RBEWllSm, p. 42 ; S RBEW p.891], p. 28.
5 4RBEW [1886], p. 182 ; 1 RBEW [1881], p. 65.
e 7 RBEW, p. 44 ; 19 RBEW, pt. i. [1900] p. 138.
7 E. P. im Thum, Among the Indians of Guiana, London,

1883, pp. 171, 418.
8 G. F. P. von Martins, Von dem Rechtszustande unter den

Ureinwohnem Brasiliens, Munich, 1832, p. 34 f.

3 W. H. R. Rivers, The Todas, London, 1906, p. 439.
*®H. M. Elliot, Memoirs on the Hist, of the Races of N.W.

Provinces of India, do. 1869, pp. 239, 267.

In Jeypore the arbitrator had to eat earth. If he
died within six months, this proved that his decision
was wTong, and that the earth-goddess had punished
him.^ In some parts of India a goat is led along
a disputed boundaiy, and the place where it shivers
is the true limit. ® Among the Abors the boundaries
of clearings are marked by upright stones, and
property thus defined is respected. The Bhila
surround their fields with fences of boughs and
bamboo.® Among the Kandhs boundary-lines,
when determined by the public tribunals, are
marked by stones set up in presence of the abbayas,
or patriarchs. They are sacred to Sundi Pennu,
god of boundaries.
A pra\'er to him asks that disease be kept from the boundaries,

that hostile gods and tigers may not cross them, that waters
from the higher lands may be attracted to them, that cattle

may not stray bej'ond them, etc. A fowl or goat is sacri-

ficed by the priest at a point on the boundary fixed by ancient
usage. The god is common to two parties whose lands join,

and is supposed to help the one whose cause is Just when a
fight takes place between them.

The flesh of human sacrifices to the houndary-
god as well as to the sun- and war-gods is strewn
along the boundary-line. A boundary-god also

exists among the Gonds.**

The Veddas had well-defined boundaries to the
hunting grounds of each group in the jungle, and
these were seldom trespassed on. Where it was
not possible for natural features—stream or hill

—

to mark the boundary, definite marks were made
on the trees along the line.®

3. Landmarks in the higher culture.-—(a) Among
the Semites the landmark was of supreme import-
ance both for the State and for the individual
owner. The Babylonians called boundary-stones
kudurru, though the name was also applied to the
land within the boundary. They were sacred to
certain divinities, but not themselves representa-
tives of divinity like the Greek Hermae, though
the divinity exercised power, the power of the
curse, through them. Among gods to whom
boundaries and landmarks were peculiarly sacred
were Nabu (‘Nabu preserves tne limits of the
fields’), Papu (‘lord of the boundary,* period of

Hammurabi), Ninib and Nusku (‘ the name of this

^one k Ninib q-nd Nusku establish the bounds ’),

and Samas (‘Samas hates those who falsify

boundaries and weights ’). The importance of the
just boundary is also seen in the incantation texts

used by the exorcizer as he tries to discover what
evil has been done by the sufferer. * Has he fixed

a false boundary, Not fixed a just boundary. Has
he removed a boundary, a limit, a territory ’ ’

The kudurru, which probably had some phallic significance,

varies m height from one to several feet. The inscription begins
with the name of the stone

—

e.g., ‘Ninib and Nusku establish

the bounds.’ Then follow the measurements of the field and
a description of the occasion of the gift of it by a king to its

owner. To this succeeds the appeal to the gods

—

e.g., ‘ Who-
ever overthrows the grant of this field or causes it to be seized,

may Anu overthrow him.* Other gods—^Enlil, Ea, Sin, SamaS,
Eamman—are asked to do turn various evils ;

‘ Ninib, lord of
boundaries and boundary-stones, tear out his boundary-stone.
* Whoever removes this stone, in the dust hides it, burns it with
fire, casts it into water, shuts it up in an enclosure, causes a
fool, a deaf man, an idiot, to take it, places it in an invisible

E
lace ; may the g^eat gods who upon this stone are mentioned
y their names curse him with an evil curse, tear out his

foundation, and destroy his seed.* Then follow the names of
the witnesses present at the sealing of the tablet.6 On the
kudurru are usually representations of serpents, scorpions, and
monsters. These may represent the demons to whom the soil

1 E. Thurston, Ethnographic Botes in S, India, Madras, 1906,

pp. 321, 371.
2 Crooke, PR 2 u. 224.
3 H. B. Rowney, The Wild Tribes of India, London, 1882,

pp. 35, 158.

4

S. O. Macpherson, Memorials of Service in India, do. 1866,

pp. 57, 67, 83 f., 90, 366 ; E. W. Hopkins, Rel, of India, Boston,

1895, p. 528 f. ; see also Dravidians (North India), vol. v. p. 11b.

5

0. G, and B. Z. Seligmann, The Veddas, Cambridge, 1911,

pp. 106, 112 f., with fig. ; R. Knox, An Historical Rdation oj

the Island of Ceylon, London, 1681, p. 63.

6

See R. W. Rogers, Cuneiform ParaUMs to the OT, New
York, 1912, p. 387 and pi. 46.
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belongs, and who would presumably resent trespass or removal

of the landmark after the owner had duly propitiated them.

Others have seen in them representations of the signs of the

zodiac—a tiieor^ which receives support from the representation

of hea'. enly hoaies and shrines (? houses of the heavens) on the

ktidurru. 'They would then have reference to the time at which
the grant w’as made.i

Stones were also set up at the frontiers by kings

who had extended their territories or restored the

boundaries of earlier times. Such landmarks are

still found in situ. The well-known ‘ stele of the

vultures’ delimited the respective territories of

two City-States.^

Among the Hebrews, as among other Semitic

peoples, stones, whether monoliths, circles, or

cairns, were sacred, and were used to mark places

where certain events had taken place, burial-sites,

and sacred places. Whatever the origin of the

massebah, or upright stone, may have been,

boundary-stones were included under this title,

though a heap of stones might also form a boundary-
mark. In Gn 31^^* E’s narrative shows that a
massebdh was erected as a witness of the covenant
between Jacob and Laban on the Aramaean frontier,

but J speaks of a heap of stones. Both had the
same purpose (v.*-), as a reminder that there was
to be no transgression beyond the limit thus marked
out (cf. Jos 22^°®-). Boundary-stones were also

used to mark private property in land, and were
not to be removed (Dt 19'^ Pr 22^ 23^®). The
sacredness of landmarks was enforced by a curse

on the remover of them (Dt 27^^), and such removal
was regarded as a peculiarly wicked action (Hos
5^®, Job 24'^). Such landmarks are still common in

the East to-day, and are regarded as sacred.*

(S) In India, besides the instances from present-
day tribes already cited, the evidence from the
older law-books is suggestive. The sections regard-
ing landmarks and boundary disputes are full of

detail. Such disputes were to he settled by
neighbours, by people from neighbouring villages,

by the elders, by men of a variety of occupations,
or by the king. Witnesses were called and duly
sworn. They were to have earth on their head
and to wear chaplets. False witnesses were
punished by a fine. The boundary-line was to be
marked by trees of specified kinds, ant-hills,

artificial mounds, hills, thickets, gardens, roads,
dikes, tanks, wells, cisterns, temples, etc. In the
ground were buried objects which would not decay
—potsherds, charcoal, bones, stones, bricks, en-
closed in vessels. These were pointed out to
youths and children, who were to show them to
their children in after years. The destroyer of a
boundary-mark was to be punished by mutilation.'*

(c) In Egypt, -where the encroachments of the
Nile causea the effacing of boundaries, there were
continual government surveys of territories, and
careful records were kept in each district. Hero-
dotus, Plato, Strabo, and others ascribe the origin
of geometry to this need of adjusting the measure-
ments of the land after each inundation. Boundary-
stones were set up along the limits of estates, and
were inscribed with the name of the tenant at the
date of their erection, and other details

—

e.g., the
nature of the soil, the situation, etc., or the name
of the reigning Pharaoh. Such stones also received
a name, which, once given, never altered for all

1 0. W. Belser, Beitr. zur Assyr., Leipzig, 1894, ii. lllfi.

;

Guide to Bah. and Assyr. Ant (Br. Mus.), 1900, p. 8o|fl.; M.
Jastrow, The Rel. of Babylonia and Assyria, Boston, 1898, pp.
174, 181 f. ; H. Zimmern, Beitr. zur Kenntnis dor bah. ltd.,

1896-1901, p. 3ff. ; M. J. Lagrange, Mudes sur les
religions s&mitioues^. Paris. 1905. T9fi* a ffand-

jTi J T J .A*,,.
' — Sumer and

Ahkad, London, 1910, p. 143.
s See Lagrange, op. eit. p. 197 ; 0. M. Doughty, Travels in

Andna Deserta, Cambridge, 1888, i. 66 f.

* Laws of Manu, viii. 245 ff., iac. 291 ^BE xxv. [1886]
894) ; Earada,xi. in., BrhaspaU, xix. (^55xxxiii. [1889] 155 ff,,
851 fl.); J. JoUy, Becht und Sitte (t=GlAP ii. 8), Strassburg
1896, p. 94 f.

**

time. Boundary - stones "vvitli inscriptions also
marked the frontiers of the land, and were set up
by the kings after each new conquest. One oi
these says that all who maintain the boundaries
-will be called ‘my son.’ Temples occasionally
stood on the frontier line. The Negative Confes-
sion in the Book of the Dead says nothing of

removing landmarks, but the equivalent, ‘I have
not falsilied the cubit of land,’ occurs.^

(d) In early Greece heaps of stones {ipfidios \6<f>os,

^pjxaiov) or erect stones (phallic), or both together,
represented Hermes, god of commerce, of mer-
chants, of travellers, etc., and were placed to
mark paths, as well as frontier-limits and bounds
of private lands. These gave place in many cases

to quadrangular stones, surmounted by the head of

Hermes and with an erect 0aXX<5s, which were set

up at street-comers, before houses, etc.* Pausanias
describes the territorial boundary-stones, or eppuu,

marking the frontiers on Mt. Pamon.* Plutarch
records how Theseus set up a pillar between Pelo-
ponnesos and Attica, on one sidTe of which were the
words: ‘This is not Peloponnesos hut Ionia,’ on
the other: ‘This is Peloponnesos, not Ionia.’*

Boundary-heaps may still be seen on the frontiers

of Laconia.® Altars or OTave-mounds occasionally

marked boundary-lines.* Boundary-stones also

separated public from private lands, marked off

roads, temple-precincts, burial-places, as well as

private lands. They were under the protection

not only of Hermes (EppLTjs ’BxiT^p^uios), but also of

Zebs "Optos, or, as among the Dorians, 'AirdXKcav

*Ayvieb$, protector of streets and roads,® and in

Greece, as elsewhere, it was dangerous to remove a
landmark. Plato says that ‘one should be more
willing to move the largest rock which is not a
landmark than the least stone which is the sworn
mark of friendship and hatred between neigh-

bours.* The consequences will he doubly fatal—

a

penalty coming from the gods and one coming
from the law.®

(e) Among the Bomans the poets looked back to

a golden age when there was no private property in

land and hence no boundary-stones.^® To Numa
was ascribed the first law regarding landmarks
{cippi terminales). Stones sacred to Jupiter Ter-

minalis or Terminus were to mark the limits of

property, and yearly sacrifices were to be offered

to them at the Terminalia. Any one removing
such stones might he slain without any gufft being

incurred by the slayer. He, as well as his cattle,

was devoted to the god who guarded or cursed

boundaries. The earliest form of the boundary-
mark was a post or stone ; later the Greek form of

the Hermse was adopted. This landmark repre-

sented Terminus, god of boundaries, and, as Ovid
says, possessed divinity.^
When it was set up, a trench was dug and the hlood of a

sacrificial victim poured into it. Then the body of the victim,

along with incense, honey, wine, corn, etc., was consumed by

1 G. Maspero, Dawn of Civilization, Eng. tr., London, 1894,

p. 328f. ; J. G. Wilkinson, Manners and Customs, ed. London,

1878, L 323, iL 864 ; Strabo, xvii. 8 ; H. Brugsch, Egy^ under
the Pharaohs, London, 1891, i. 81, 182, ii. 78, 81 ;

ERE iiL

828», V. 478b.

2 See Hesychius, s.v. kpiuuos Xo^os; Suidas, s.v. Ip^otov;

Paus. IV. xxxiii. 8 ; Plato, Mipparchos, p. 229 A.
SiL xxxviii. 7; for other instances see rv. xxxiiL 3, vm.

jL fiets. w.
5 L. Boss, Reise und Reiserouten durch Grieclunland, Berlm,

1841, i. 18, 174.
® Paus. vni. xi. 1, xxvi. 8.

7 See inscriptions, etc., in I. von Muller, Sandbuch d#** Mass,

Altertumstoissmschaft, i.2 (Munich, 1892) 622 f.

^
8 K. O. Muller, Hist of the Doric Race, Eng. tr., Oxford, 1830,

9 Laws, viii. 842 f.
;
see also K. F. Hermann, Disputatio de

terminis eorumque religions apud Grcecos, Gottingen, 1846.

10 Virg. Georg. 1 126 ff. ; Ovid, Fasti, L 136 ff. ; TibuUus, Eleg.

L 3.
11 Plut. Numa, xvi. 1 ; Dion. HaL Anl. Rom. ii. 74.

12 Faxti, iL 640.
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fire in the trench, and on the ashes the stone was placed.^ On
the Terniinalia tne possessors of adjacent lands sacrificed a

lamb at an altar set up by the boundary-stone, and sprinkled

the stone wits its blood. The stone or image was garlanded by

each on his own side,2 Public sacrifices were also made at a

boundary-stone by the sixth milestone on the Via Laurentina.3

Curses were sometimes inscribed on landmarks against those

who removed them.4

Besides marking private lands, boundary-stones

also marked the limits of territories, public lands,

etc.® In later times the removing of landmarks
was punished by a fine of 5000 sesterces, and any
one could lay the accusation. Hadrian enacted

banishment for persons of higher degree, and for

those of lower degree forced labour for two or

three years.® Fearful curses had already been pro-

nounced by the Etruscans against the remover of

landmarks. The gods punished him by wasting

disease, ruined crops, extinction of his family,

etc.*^

{/) Among the Teutons in the earliest times,

according to Caesar, a tract of waste or forest land

was preferred as a territorial boundary.® Other
natural features served as boundaries, and artificial

landmarks were also used

:

* Terminales lapides Alamannorum et Burgundiorum confinia

distinguebant.' ®

As to private property, Tacitus and Caesar^ say

that holdings were re-partitioned out to^ once a

year. This communal arable land divided into

separate fields belonging to different owners was
caned the ‘mark,’ and in later times was sur-

rounded by a jfence or ditch, its limits being also

shown by stones, posts, or trees, planted with

great ceremony. In the case of the lands of the

free-lord, he with his neighbours made a circuit of

his domain, and marked the limits by cutting

marks on trees, by stones, or by mounds of earth.

The boundary-marks on trees and stones (often a

cross) are frequently referred to in old documents.

Both stones and trees forming landmarks were
sacred. Even to break a twig off the latter was
not permissible, and right down through the

Middle Ages veiy severe and cruel punishments
were meted out to those who removed a landmark.
Li folk-belief, ghosts wandering through the fields

or the Jack o’ Lantern were thought to he the

spirits of those who had committed this crime or

who had made false measurements of land. Cer-

tain divinities were guardians of boundaries

—

Thorr, Frea, and Holda—and in folk-sagas there

are tales of boundary-ditches having been marked
out by the spindle of a goddess. Holy fire was
carried round boundaries, and the Indiculus Supers

stitionum (23) speaks of the custom of ploughing a

furrow round the bounds of villages.^®

(gr) Among the ancient Celts in Gaul some of the

many simulacra which Csesar describes as repre-

senting a Celtic Mercury, and which were probably
menhirs or heaps of stones, may have been used as

boundary-marks, as they were in later times (§ 7).

I Sic. Flacc. 141. 2 Fasti, iL 639 ff.

3 It. 679 ff. ; for the Terminus stone in the Gapitoline temple,

possibly an old boundary-stone, see W, W. Fowler, The Roman
Festivals, London, 1S99, p. 326 f.

4 Dulaure, op. dt. p. 136.
6 For the inscriptions on boundary-stones see Miiller, op. eit.

697f.
3 See details in T. Mommsen, Romisehes Strafreeht, Leipzig,

1899, p. 822 ; W. A. Hunter, Roman Law^, London, 1897, p.

249 f.

7 Westermarck, Ml ii. 68 f. ^de Bell. GaU. vi. 23 ; cf. iv. 3.

9 Amm. Marc. xvin. iL 16. Germ. 26.
II de Bell. Gall. vL 22.
12 See J. Grimm, Deutsche RechtsalterthUmer^, Gottingen,

1881, pp. 541-648; Grimm, Kleinere Sehriften, iL 30 fl.,

* Deutsche Grenzalterthumer’; H. Brunner, DeutseJu Rechts-

geschiehte, LeipTig, 1887, i. 116; K. Simrock, Handbuck der
dmtseh. Myth.% Bonn, 1864, p. 406f. ; D. W. Boss, Early Hist,

of Land-Holding among the Germans, London, 1883, p. 12 f.

;

Schrader, p. 307; E. de Laveleye, Primitive Property, Eng, tr.,

London, 1878, pp. 110, 119, 224, 284 ; G. W. Dasent, Story of
Burnt Njal, Edinburgh, 1861, L pp. xxxvii, xlii ; B. ThoiTpe,

Storihem Mythology, London, 1851, iL 97, 202, 211.

»d<r Bett. GaZZ.vi. 17.

The Irish Celts are said in the Leabharna hUidhre
to have had no divisions of land, and therefore no
boundaries, until the time of Aed Slane (A.D. 651-

694), -when they were introduced because of the
increasing population. The Brehon Laws define a
large variety of boundary-marks

—

e.g.y stones of

worship, memorial stones, trees, stakes, mounds,
ditches, rivers, lakes, wells, and roads—and give
details of the fines for unlawful possession of
lands. ^ In Wales the laws speak of the three
‘ stays of boundaries ’—privilege, proprietary title,

and prior occupancy— but elsewhere principal

waters, a lawful randir, and a dw^elling.^ Three
things preserve a memorial of lands and stand as

witness—a fireback stone, stones of a kiln, and a
mounting stone, because the mark of the kindred
remains on them. An action for theft arises

against the man who removes these, a forfeit of

life attaching to all who destroy a strong testi-

mony.® Trees, stones, ditches, and rivers are also

mentioned as marks. ^ A fine is levied against

any one who ploughs up a ditch or removes a stone

cross, or timber, or anything else preserving a
boundary, and he must restore it to its former
state.® In disputes the church fixes the boundary
to the court, the court to the country, and, in cases

of lands belonging to those co-equal in privilege,

the oldest men are to assig;n the boundary after

inquiry of witnesses. The judge and the king in

such cases receive fees.®

(A) In ancient Mexico each domain was carefully

measured out, marked, and its limits shown on a
register kept by an officer in each district. Sepa-
rate fields were enclosed -with hedges or walls.

Those who changed the limits of private lands or

removed landmarks were put to death.’ Similarly

in Peru the lands were carefully divided and
marked out, and the remover of a landmark was
punished severely.®

4. Landmarks and the curse.—Asmany examples
cited above have shovTi, a curse is invoked on the
remover of the landmark, and, as in the Babylonian
instances, the gods are desired to brin^ it about.

The gods are, in fact, frequently associated with
boundary-marks, and protect the owners of land

against those who would take some of it.

In the Finnish Ealevala, V^namoinen himself divides the

land into arable patches. The boundary-stones between Sweden
and Russia were believed to have been hewn by a wood-spirit.9

It is probable, however, that in earlier times the

curse was not brought about by a god, but was
inherent in the landmark itself and worked through
it upon the trespasser. Thus among many^ savage
tribes not only articles of property, but fruit-trees,

growing crops, etc., are protected by charms,

fetishes, and the like, placed on or among them.
These are recognized as tabu signs ; but, if any one
disregarded them, some terrible result would follow.

In effect, a curse is inherent in them and works
automatically. In many instances the charm is

hung from a pole, post, or fence, or the fence itself

is tabu. These are then a species of primitive

landmarks, to disregard which produces an auto-

matic curse, as in New Britain, where a spell said

over a fence produces serious trouble to a thief.

Among the natives of the Congo, rows of stakes are set round
fields, and on them the medicme-man ties bundles of herbs,

which cause death to the trespasser or thief.10 The Ewe fasten

amulets to long sticks, placed in a conspicuous position among

1 Ancient Laws of Ireland, Dublin, 1866-1901, iv. 143 f. ; cf.

iii, 149, vi. 102.
2 Ancient Laws and Institutes of Wales, ed. A- Owen,

London, 1841, ii. 41, 403 ; cf. 148 ff.

8

i. 455, ii. 523. 4 i. 554, ii. 96, 623. « L 766.

6 L 166, 456, 628, ii. 77.

7 NR ii. 224-226, 463 ; H. Beuchat, Manuel dlarch. amArir
eaine, Paris, 1912, p. 311 ;

Letoumeau, Property, p. 181 f.

8 W. H. Prescott, Conquest of Peru, ed. London, 1890, p. 21 f.

9 Grimm, Kleinere Sehriften, ii, 54.

10 J. Merolla da Sorrenta, in J. Pinkerton, Voyages, London,
1808-14, xvi. 238.
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che crops.i Among the Bangala such sticks with charms
attached mark the boundary between separate owners* fields,
and the charms are protective. 2 Among the Koita of British
New Guinea a fora, or tabu sign, set up on a path or in a
garden with the consent of the older men has no magical power,
nut it is * native law,’ and, if violated, would bring the full force
of public opinion against the offender. Gardens are tabued by
planting sticks with a length of creeper between, to which is
attached a tabu sign with a certain amount of magical force.®
In Fijian gardens reeds were thrust into the earth, their tops
brought together, and set in a banana or a nut. These would
produce boils on the thief.^ In Samoa the ‘ cross stick tabu *

—

a stick fastened horizontally to a tree—indicated the wish of the
owner that the thief might incur disease.® In New Zealand
kurmra grounds and crops were made tapu

; or a chief would
tie one of his garments to a pole to make a place tabu.® In
Madagascar poles with a bundle of herbs are placed on roads,
fields, etc., to indicate that these are tabu.7 Among the
Oumanas, and also the Juris of S. America, a gap in a hedge
round a field was merely protected by a thread tied across it
The trespasser who disregarded it would die.® In S. India
stones called the Five Pandhus are set up in fields and regarded
as guardians of the crops.®

When gods of boundaries were evolved, the
curse was visited by them directly, not through
the stones, etc., which were now merely regarded
as sacred to them.

5

.

Beating the bounds.—The custom of riding
the marches, or beating the bounds, is of ancient
origin. Its purpose was to make sure that the
bounds and marks were not tampered with, to
restore them when displaced, and also to establish
them in the memory of the folk. It occurred an-
nually, or every seven years, and in Christian
times usually at Rogation-tide or Whitsuntide,
Easter, or May-day. Probably the older proces-
sions of divine images for the fertility of the land
were connected with these, if the procession went
round the boundaries (see Cross - roads, § 3).
Though going round the bounds had a religious
character—in mediaeval times the clergy accom-
panied it with cross, banners, and bells, and gospels
or passages from the lives of saints were reaa at
halting-places, e,g. where a cross stood, or an altar
was erected near a boundary-stone and mass was
said and prayer made for the fruits of the earth—
there was also a good deal of merriment, eating,
and drinking, and there were numerous customs
observed in each place. That of striking some of
the younger folk against the landmarks, whipping
them, throwing them into a boundary-stream, etc.,
is well known, and had the intention of fixing the
parish or manorial boundaries in their minds. The
custom is still in existence in Russia and in many
parts of Germany, and has been revived in Eng-
land in many parishes. In Scotland it occurs at
Lanark (‘riding the marches ’), and at Hawick and
Selkirk (‘ common.riding’).ii In England, after
the Reformation, while much of the medieval
ceremonial was dropped, the religious character of
the procession was not lost. According to the in-
junctions of Queen Elizabeth, at the stopping-places
the curate had to admonish the people to give God
thanks, the 104th Psalm was said, and the passages
regarding the removal of landmarks were read (Dt

1
A. B. EUis, The Ewe-speaking Peoples, London, 1890. p. 91f

2 J. H. \^eks, JRAI xxxix. [1909] 129; for similar customs
among the Washambala see Steinmetz, op. ait, p. 263

t-
G. SeHgmann, Melanedans of Brit. New Guinea, Cam-

^ndge, 1010, p. 1^6 ff.; cf. 676 f.; for similar tabu signs among
the Banks Islanders see Codrington, op. cit. pp. 77, 82 216.

1
Williams, Fiji and the Fina^is, London, 1858, i. 249.

'

® G. Turner, Nineteen Years vn Polynesia, do. 1861, p. 295
6 Taylor, Te Ika a Maui, pp. 165-169.

Gennep, Tabou et toUmisme d Madagascar, Paris
1904, p. 184 f.

’

.0!/* ^*. autores espafioles, Madrid.
1852, xxii. 206; 0. F. P. von Martius, op. cit. p. 37 f.

9 S. Hislop, cited in Tylor, PC^, London, 1891, ii. 164 ; formany other examples, as also of the tabu as curse, see J. G
Frazer, Psyche*s Task, London, 1909, p. 17 ff. ; MI ii. 62 ft.

1® Gr. irepieKeetv t^v x<^poLv; M. Lab. drcumducere terminos,
arcuire fines or marcham, cavallicare marcham', Germanic
and Anglo-Sax. lantleita, marohgang, markleita, grembeaana

dT^an^
* ganga

; Danish markegang, gj^\

.7
last see A. and J. Lang, Highways and Byways on

ihe Scottish Border, London, 1918, p. 270.
^

19^^ etc.). These customs are referred to in con-
temporary writings.! They correspond to the
processions round the fields and lands on the Roman
Ambarvalia in May for the averting of disease and
blight, an object doubtless also sought in beating
the bounds, as it still is in the processions round
the fields in Italy in Rogation-w^eek.^ The boun-
daries were also renewed at the Ambarvalia, and
there may have been a beating of the bounds of
each curia at the Fornacalia.^
6

.

Superstitions regarding landmarks.—Besides
the general belief that to remove a landmark is
dangerous, other superstitious are sporadically
connected with them. In Teutonic and Scandin-
avian lands the Jack 0’ Lantern is the ghost of a
former remover of landmarks who now haunts
them and the boundary-lines. In popular Hindu
belief the ghost of a former proprietor will not
allow people of another village to encroach with
impunity on a boundary. Bhuts also haunt
boundaries, and a stream of liquor is poured round
these by the priest. In S. India sorceresses are
believed to ride round boundaries of seven villages
by night on a tiger.® In the Isle of Man witches
were believed to practise their evil deeds at the
meetings of three boundaries or at cross-roads.®
In the Hebrides blight could be removed from
cattle by bringing the carcass of one of them near
a boundary-stream

; and water from such a stream
was used with silver to remove the curse of the
evil eye.’

I

Myths or folk-tales are often told regarding
! existing landmarks or boundaries and their origin.
Where niegalithic blocks have been utilized as
landmarks, they are thought to have been placed
there by a saint or by conquerors of the land.®
There are legends regarding the assigning of
specific boundaries in cases of former disputes, as
at Uri and Glaris in Switzerland, and in Brittany.®
The Mikirs have a myth relating how the gods
marked the limits of their creative work by setting
up four posts to be the boundaries of the world.!®

7

.

Landmarks other than boundary-marks,—In
dinerent parts of the world heaps of stones, uncon-
nected with boundaries, form a kind of landmark
where specific acts are performed by the passer-by,
most usually that of adding a stone to the heap.

{a) The ip/aaTos \6<pos in Greece, connected with
the cult of Hermes, was a heap of stones mark-
ing roads, and to it each wayfarer added a stone.
Later myth found its origin in the heap of stones
formed when Hermes was stoned.

Such heaps are found among many savage peoples, as well as
the custom of adding a stone, or saying a prayer, or making an
offenng at them.n Strabo describes such heaps of stones on
roads m Egypt.12 They are common in Tibet on the tops of
passes, where they have been erected by devotees, and each
passer-by adds a stone for good fortune.is They are found
among the Kirghiz in similar positions and where a Muham-
madan saint has been buried, but also elsewhere, and offerings

^e.g., E. Grindal, Remains, Cambridge, 1843, pp. 141, 241;
J. Whitgift, Works (Parker Soc.), do. 1851-53, iii. 277 f.; G.
Herbert, Country Parson, London, 1652, p. 167 ; I. Walton,
Lives of Hooker, etc., Oxford, 1806.

2 Fowler, op. cit, pp. 114, 126, 304 ; PKny, HN xviii. 8.

^

3 For the custom in Germany see Grimm, Kleinere Schriften,
lu 61 ff. ; W. Mannhardt, Wald- und Feldkulte\ Berlin, 1904,
p. 397f. ; Laveleye, op. cit. p. 119 f.; in Russia, D. Mackenzie
Wallace, Russia, London, 1877, p. 866 f. ; in England, J. Brand,
Popular Antiquities, do. 1870, i. 110 ff.

;
R. Chambers, Book of

Days, do. 1863, i. 682 ff. ; FLJ v. [1887] 30 f.

4 PJS2 ii. 182, 290 f. 5 E. Thurston, op, eit, p. 322.
SJ.Rhj^s, FLii.[1891]292.
7 A. Goodrich-Freer, FL x. [1899] 278.
8 P. S6billot, Le Folk-lore de France, iv. (Paris, 1907) 16.
9 Laveleye, p. 75 ; S4billot, i: [1904] 371.
10 E. Stack, The Mikirs, London, 1908, p. 70.

G. M. Theal, Kafftr Folk-lore, do. 1882, p. 19 (stone added for
good fortune)

; E. Aymonier, Notes sur le Laos, Paris, 1885, p.
198 (prayer offered); other instances in GB® iii. iiff., and m
Frazer’s tr. of Pausanias, London, 1898, iv. 227.

12 xvii. (p, 818).
13 A. H. S. Landor, In the Forbidden Land, London, 1898, i.

186.
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of all kinds are made at them.i In the Himalaya region they
are venerated by Hindus, Buddhists, and Muhammadans, and
offerings are made at theni.2 Heaps of stones were kno^^^l

among the Hebrews (Pr 268 RV)» and were also used to mark
burial-places (Jos 7-® 829, 2 S lSi7)_a custom common else-

where.^ They are well known all over the Semitic region. In
N. Africa they are found on passes, often where the tomb of a
saint is first seen, or they are regarded as the tomb. Others
are commemorative, or mark routes. To the former, and to
those which mark where a man has been killed, the passer-by
adds a stone.^ In the W. Highlands a cairn is erected where a
suicide or sudden death has taken place out-of-doors, but in
earlier times the cairn was erected as a burial-mound, and each
passer-by added a 'stone. Hence the saying :

‘ I will add a stone
to your cairn.’®

Although the added stone is an offering or for

good luck and the like, it is not improbable that

its primary intention, whatever the origin of the
cairn may have been, was that of a rite of riddance

of danger or the contagion of evil.®

(d) In many parts of the world stone circles serve

a variety of purposes, and must form conspicuous
landmarks. The circles dating from pre-historic

times and found in large numbers in Great Britain

and elsewhere— N. Africa, Syria, India, etc.

—

are generally buri^-sites.’ In the Cross Eiver
district circles of stones carved in human form
occur, and are said to be deities.® Among the S.

Massim stone circles mark the places where the
men of the village meet for talk, and circles called

gahana were used for cannibal feasts.® Circles also

occur in Gambia^® and in Melanesia.

(c) In many cases stones represent divinities, or

a regular cult is paid to sacred stones.^® These
stones are landmarks in the sense of being rallying-

places for worship.
{d) The great megalithic monuments (apart

from circles) which are found in Europe, Asia,

and Africa—menhirs, alignments, dolmens, etc.,

set up as memorials of events, as marking burial-

places, or the scene of a slaying (e.gr., among the
Garos and the Todas)i®—whether the work of one
or of many races, must have been noticeable

landmarks through the ages, and many curious

superstitions show the reverence in which they
were held.

(e) Burial mounds the tumuli of pre-

historic times, Babylonian burial-mounds, the
Hindu ddgoha or stupa) ^

tombs (e.o., the pyra-

mids), monuments of all kinds, temples, churches,

and the like, standing out conspicuously from the
surrounding landscape, often form landmarks or

guides to travellers.

(/) Among lower races rocks, trees, and the like

often mark the scene of traditional or mythic
events

—

e,g., among the Arunta, where they mark
events of the Alcheringa {q.v.

)
period,^® or in Guiana,

where engravings on conspicuous rock faces may
commemorate striking events.^® Such engraved
rocks are also common over the Semitic area, and
act as landmarks.
Litbraturb.—

T

his is given throughout the article.

J. A. MacCullooh.
1 Sven Hedin, Through Asia, London, 1898, i. 278.
2 hSnd Rep, of Brit. Assoc., do. 1873, p. 194 f.

8 See B6renger-F6raud, op. dt. ii. 126 ff,, for several instances;

Ellis, op. dt. L 369 ;
cf. the burial cairns surviving from pre-

historic times.
4 Doutt6, op. cit. p. 420 fl.

6 Cf. FLJ vi. [1888] 63 (Ireland) ; see also F. Liebrecht, Zur
Volkskunde, Heilbronn, 1879, p. 267 ff.; R. Andrea, Ethnograph.
ParalUUn und Vergleiche, Leipzig, 1889, p. 46 f.

® See Frazer and Doutt6, loec. dtt., and cf. §2 for the custom
among the Bavili.

7 T. E. Peet, Rough Stone Monuments and iheir Builders,

London, 1912 ; Proc. Soc. Ant. Scotland, passim.
8 0. Partridge, Cross River Natives, London, 1905, p. 268 ff.

9 Seligmann, Melanesians, pp. 464, 656.
19 Man, 1903, no. 93. n Oodrington, op. dt. p. 181.

18 See Stones
; J. Lubbock, Origin of Civilisation^, p. 320 ff.

;

Oodrington, op. dt. p. 182 ; A. Playfair, The Garos, London,

1909, p. 96 (sacrificial stones at the entrance to every village).

13 Playfair, p. 97 ; Rivers, p. 439.
14 On this question see Peet, gp. dt. p. 143 ff., and the papers

by him and G. Elliot Smith in Rep. of Brit. Assoc., 1913.
15 Spencer-Gillen^, pp. 391, 427.
15 B. F. im Thurn, op. di. p. 406 f.

LAOS.—1 . Introductory.—Prench Laos, which
embraces only about a third of Laos proper
(Muong Lao), was constituted by the treaty con-
cluded between France and Siam in 1893. It is

bounded on the N. by China, on the E. by Tong-
king, on the S. by Cambodia, and on the W. by
the Mekong, which separates it from the Shan
and Burman States occupied by Britain, and from
Siamese Laos. French Laos is inhabited by the
Thai race, the most important group of "whom are
called Laotians; and by the half-civilized tribes
called Mois by the Annamese, Phndngs by the
Cambodians, and Khas by the Laotians (for these
tribes see art. Indo-Ciiina).
The Laotians are akin to the Thais of S. Tong-

king and the Siamese. Their origin and history
are veiy obscure. Their royal chronicles, the data
of which are often not above suspicion, mention
a first king of Laos who came from India, another
who came from Cambodia, then four Kha kings,
and, finally, the intrusion and decisive seizure by
the Laotians, who claimed to have come from the
valley of Nam-hou. These immigrants, or con-
querors, acquired several independent principali-
ties, the two greatest of which seem to have been
the kingdoms of Vien-chang and Luang-Prabang.
Constantly at war, and attacked at the same time
by Siam and Cambodia, they led a troubled and
recarious life. In the 19th cent, the Siamese
estrojred the kingdom of Vien-chang in order to

annex it, and left only a nominal independence to
the kingdom of Luang-Prabang, which, continuing
in the same status under the French, is to-day the
centre of the Laotian race.

2. Habitat.—The Laotians settled by preference along the
river-banks and in the neighbourhood of rice-plains. They
built huts on piles 5 to 6 ft. high, the huts measuring 20 to 40
ft by 12 to 20 ft. The door, which nearly always faces the
east, and to which they mount by a ladder, has a sort of
balcony-verandah in front of it. The roof is made of palm-
leaves, straw, or bamboo tiles. The furniture consists of kitchen
utensils, tables, mattresses, mats, and chests for keeping clothes.

Under the house are the weaving-loom, the domestic animals,
and the poultry-yard ; a little shelter at the side serves as a
kitchen ; the rice-granary is qmte close, and always built on
piles for fear of rodents.

3. Appearance and character.—^The Laotians are well en-
dowed as regards physical type ;

they have well-proportioned
figures, and frank, open faces ; and the young women especially

have a graceful, supple carriage. They are of a lively and often

refined intellect, with a certain aptitude for poetry ; they are
extremely pleasant and sociable, gay and happy-go-lucky, but
extraordinarily indolent and sensual. The Laotian’s indolence
is a matter both of principle and of temperament : once he has
got the means of living and amusing himself, he considers every
kind of exertion not only useless hut blameworthy. It is no
use to look to him for the economic and intellectual transfor-

mation of Indo-China. He is a good builder, but a mediocre
agriculturalist, often depending on hired labourers or slaves to

work his rice-plantations ; it is from trade and hawking prin-

cipally that he makes his living. He is the usual intermedia:^
between the * savages’ and the more civilized races. For six

months out of twelve the Laotian does nothing—^he does not
even hunt or fish. The women work much harder : it is they
who sow, prick, reprick, and harvest the rice, weave clothing,

fet(^ water and wood, pound the rice, and, in addition to the
multitudinous cares of housekeeping, manage the farm-yard.

4. Religious beliefs.— The Laotians, like the
Cambodians, profess Sinhalese Buddhism- Al-

though their pagodas are well supported and their

bonzes well paid, their worship seems less fervent,

and the morals of their clergy much less pure, than
is the case in Cambodia. I'he bonzes mix freely

with the laity in the festivals, eat and joke with
them, smoke in public, breathe with impunity the

flowers that abound in all Laotian solemnities,

sometimes drink fermented liquors, accept objects

directly from the hands of women, and even go to

:
cut wood with them. They are shown less respect

and are also granted more indulgence in their

failings: for fornication, they are expelled from
the pagoda, sentenced to pay a fine, and can then
marry their accomplice. In Cambodia, the same
offence would entau death or penal servitude for

I life.
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The Laotians are Buddhists by tradition ; but
their most devoted worship is given to the good
or bad spirits {phi), who animate all objects and
beings, and preside over all the actions of human
life. Hence spring innumerable beliefs and rites

which have nothing in common with Buddhism.
When a man is building a house in Laos, he must fasten

flowers, banana-shoots, and sugar-canes to the pillars bounding-

the part that is to be the sleeping-apartment, and also put a

inning-wheel and some threads of cotton at the pillars beside

e foot of the bed, and a reel and some threads ot silk at those

beside its head. Before settling down in his house the proprietor

invokes the deities with offerings and scented sticks. When a

Laotian is going to work a rice-plantation, before he traces the

first furrow and after he has his buffaloes yoked, he makes
libations of lustral water, and offers a hen’s egg, a tray of

sweetmeats, and two betel-pellets to the spirits protecting the
soil.

At the transplanting of the rice, he erects a little trestle in

the middle of his field to serve as an altar ; this remains until

the close of the harvest On this trestle he lays a boiled chicken,

some cakes, and four betel-pellets, and plants seven stems in

front of it; then, after a libation of alcohol, he invokes the

deities as follows :
‘ On this propitious day I transplant my

rice. Make it grow in abundance and full of grain, let it not
be dried up, let it not wither away as it stands.* When the
rice is matured, he decorticates a little of it to offer to the
deities in order that they may protect the harvest from rodents.

When the harvest is gathered and the rice put in stacks, the
Laotian sets up a pole at the top of the stacks, fastening on
the end of the pole the seven stems that bad been planted in

front of the trestle. A sacrifice is also made to the threshing-

floor on which the rice has been trodden. Another more solemn
sacrifice is made before storing the rice in the granary : the
phi receive an offering of alcohol, rice, various dishes, and
cakes, which the invited relatives and friends consume after-

wards, tying their wrists together with cotton threads.

Like the Cambodians, the Laotians believe in

the existence of a water-spiritNook (ef. Annamese,
niiV’c, ‘water’), a huge water-dragon, with a
human head according to some, a cock’s or ox’s

head according to others, which watches for all

who cross the -water, makes them fall, paralyzes
their movements, and, after sucking their blood,

throws them up on the shore some days after,

bloodless and lifeless. Even elephants cannot
resist it unless the elephant-driver himself gives
them a wound, the blood of which appeases
the dragon. Before any dangerous voyage, the
Laotians sacrifice a live hen or goat to Nook.
They also sacrifice ‘to the boat-heads,’ or spirits

of the junks {ya niang). Laotian sailors preserve
a strict silence in presence of a cataract or water-
fall: any cry, crack, ^nshot, or sound of an
instrument would ofiend the spirit by appearing
to rival its voice.

In the regions of bo, or salt-wells, the business of extracting
the salt is preceded every year by a ceremony which brings all

the salt-makers of the bo together to get permission from the
tutelary deity to descend into the wells. They sacrifice a pre-
scribed animal—a pig, a tortoise, or a buffalo, according to the
year. Besides this, the workers are bound to certain abstin-
ences : they must wear no head-dress, must not put on a head-
band, must not protect themselves beneath parasol or umbrella

;

they must avoid all sexual relations
;
and, although they may

move about and work in the bo, they are forbidden, as, indeed,
is everj’body, to ‘cut ’the bo, i.e. to cross it on foot, in a
carriage, or on horseback. Any infringement of these rules is

punished by a fine of a flask of brandy and an animal of the
kind sacrificed at the beginning of the year. These offerings
are given to a woman of the next village who has declared her-
self, according to certain regulations, possessed by the spirit of
the bo, and who is the incarnation of its divinity. In certain
districts, if a stranpr dressed in red or black visi^ the bo, the
spirit of the well is deeply offended, and would stop the flow
of water if it was not appeased by a certain stated sacrifice.
Because of an analogous belief the metal-workers make an
annual offering at the beginning of their smelting operations to
Plirab Bisnukar (=sSkr. Vi^vakarman), patron of artisans, of a
woman’s languti, a hair kerchief, a comb, a bracelet, a boiled
chicken, some alcohol, candles, and scented sticks.

Hunters sacrifice to their nooses and their nets.
As a rule, if they want to he successful they must
avoid talking among themselves, borrowing from
each other, holding a pot, or walking over their

|

weapons.
j

The Laotians not only believe in the spirits of
natural forces, but they dread ghosts and reckon
among the worst of evil spirits women who have
died in child-birth, stDl-hom children, and in^-

viduals who have died a violent death—who have

been drowned, burned, assassinated, have com-

mitted suicide, or have been accidentally killed or

devoured by wild animals.

5. Magic and sorcery.—Like al^ Indo-Chinese,

the Laotians believe in magic and sorcerers. These
sorcerers may be male {phi kah) or female {phi

pop). Their power comes to them by the direct

or hereditary possession of a spirit, or else by
initiation into magic. They also believe in tigress-

women (the smer of the Cambodians [see Cam-
bodia, vol. iii. p. 158*^]), in spells and love-charms

(lip-salve with wax, red jasmine flower), in incan-

tations and amulets. In spite of the wonderful

gentleness of the race, sorcerers who, voluntarily

or involuntarily, have incurred the charge of

witchcraft are sometimes put to death by the

terrified people. They combine magic and medi-

cine, like nearly all the Indo-Chinese, and, except

for certain harmless and well-known ailments

which alone are put into the hands of the doctor,

and cholera and small-pox, which are too well

known to be attributed to the ill-will of an
individual, all serious or puzzling illnesses are the

work of witchcraft, and the one thing that they
require is the intervention of a witch-doctor.

6. Festivals.
—

^The Laotians are even fonder of

festivals than of idleness, and they bring to these

rejoicings the sensual gaiety which is their char-

acteristic. The profusion of flowers, sky-rockets,

and kites is remarkable. We find in Laos all the

S
*eat Buddhist solemnities of Cambodia and Siam

:

ew-Year festivals which last seven days; hill-

festivals ; festivals for the opening and closing of

the ecclesiastical retreat, or vosa

;

festivals for

reunion with ancestors; a festival with great
regattas at the end of the

^
rainy season ; the

festival of flowers which a village offers to the

pagodas of another village; the great annual
festival of the offering of presents to the bonzes

;

and the occasional festivals at the ordination of

bonzes.

7

.

Marriage customs.—The relations of the sexes
before marriage are perhaps the most character-

istic peculiarity of this sensual race. Boys and
girls associate with absolute freedom ; they walk
together, and provoke each other to poetical

combat, the foundation of which is a vivacity
which is witty and licentious rather than senti-

mental. On moonlight nights, along the banks of

the river, a band of women walk about in the
evening singing improvised couplets to which a
band of men, following at a respectful distance,

reply. The Laotian girl is not responsible to any
one for an account of her virginity. Her parents
and public opinion seem to require no account
from her, but she is protected by the peng huhbn,
‘sale, conviction for the advantage of the house,’
a domestic law which requires a settled fine for

every attempt against her person of which the girl

complains. In spite of their loose customs, the
Laotian girls usually marry between the ages of
fifteen and eighteen. As in Cambodia, marriage
consists in the request made by intermediaries on
the part of the youth to the girl’s parents; the
regulation betrothal presents; an examination of
the horoscopes of the future hiide and bridegroom
to see that the projected union is not unfavourable

;

the official betrothal, which cannot be wilfully
broken without the penalty of the law ; the dowry,
or ‘ bride-price,’ movided by the bridegroom ; and
the wedding with the expenses all paid by him.
The dowry varies, of course, with the station and
charms of the bride and the means of the suitor,
but it is not honourable for a man to many
without ofiering a dowry for the woman of his
choice. A marriage often costs the man whc
contracts it from 1200 to 1500 francs. The names
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and ages of the couple, those of their parents, and
the money and presents given on the occasion of
the wedding are put in writing, and this con-
stitutes a sort of marriage contract. The marriage-
ceremony includes a rich banquet, with oblations
to ancestors, the passing of cotton threads over the
left wrist of the bridegroom and the right wrist of
the bride, and the drinking of a mouthful of
alcohol by both of them from the same cup. Next
day it is repeated identically at the house of
the bridegroom’s parents. At Luang-Prabang the
question of dowry and presents is discussed
directly by the girl and the young man. The new
couple usually live near the girl’s parents, some-
times with them ; in the latter case, the dowry to
be given by the youth is reduced because of the
work that the young couple will do. I

Polygamy exists in Laos, but is practised only
|

by the wealthy. Divorce is common and easy ; it

takes place almost always by mutual consent, the
wife claiming her own personal belongings and the
share of the acquisitions after marriage which
comes to her by right, and the husband not
interfering unless she unlawfully carries off every-
thing. The woman has full right to divorce if her
husband leaves her for three years without news
of him.
Adultery, which is rare, is punished by death in

theory, in practice by a fine paid by the wife and
'

her lover to the husband. !

8. Disposal of the dead.—-The Laotians generally
burn their dead ; only the poor bury them. Before
the French occupation women dying in child-birth

and persons dying a violent death or from an
internal complaint used to be abandoned on a
current of water ; but to-day only a pretence of

this performance is gone through, and they are

buried. Cremation takes place some days, or some
months, or even a whole year after the death,

according to the means of the heirs. In cases of a
long interval, the corpse is often buried until the
appointed ceremony ; among the rich, it is put in

a coffin hermetically sealed except for a small

opening through which a long bamboo tube carries

the putrid vapours beyond the roof ;
this coffin is

placed under a special canopy on a rich catafalque,

and the bonzes stand round it to pray in turn.

During the whole time that the coffin is exposed
there are friends and relatives in abundance at the

house of the deceased, in holiday garb and provided

with musical instruments. Lengthy banquets take

place, with dances, songs, games, dramatic per-

formances, etc. The guests must, in fact, cheer

the spirit of the dead man as much as possible and
prevent his heirs from abandoning themselves to a

grief both useless and dangerous. This accounts

for the very joyous character of Laotian funerals.

The placing on the pyi'e and the cremation are

performed as in Cambodia (see Cambodia, 9 (5)).

When it is the cremation of an important personage,

the fire for lighting the pile, which used to be

provided by the court of Bangkok in the form of

a tinder-box, comes to-day from Hanoi from the

French Governor-General of Indo-China, under

the form of an electric spark.

9 , Political and administrative organization.-;-

Laos was once divided into independent princi-

alities, the most important of which were the

ingdom of Vien-chang (now demolished) and the

kingdom of Luang-Prabang. France has preserved

these divisions as provinces, each under the control

of one of her envoys. Each principality, or muong,

was administered by a choot or king, under whom
came an upahat, then a latsahong and a latsahut.

The title of king has been preserved ly the French

Government only in the single case of the king of

Luang-Prabang, but the upahats, latsaboTig, and

latsahuts have been retained. These dignified

offices are the privilege of a hereditary nobility,
who make recruits by election under the control of
the protecting Power. These functions generally
pass from father to son. All the other offices may
be filled by the common people. As in Cambodia,
the Laotian functionaries < drink the oath ’water

’

before entering on the exercise of their duties.
When a mandarin sends a delegate to another
province, he generally gives him a cane with an
ivory or copper handle, which serves him as a
passport. Judgment in serious affairs is admin-
istered in the capital of the muong^ or provinces

;

the decisions may be revised by the chew. Laos is

regulated by the codes and customs of Vien-chang
as much as by those of Luang-Prabang. This code
of laws is clear and well-arranged, and evidently
related to the laws of Cambodia. It is among the
most lenient of Asiatic codes. The death penalty
is rare, extenuating circumstances being admitted

;

e.g.f theft of food or fruit in case of dire necessity
is sometimes, according to the necessity, even
pardoned.

^

The French Power has made only
slight modifications in the code in order to further
the progress of Laos and foster peace in its

borders.
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Antoine Cabaton.
LAPPS.—The religious conceptions of the

Lapps come down to us from various periods.

As in the religions of other Arctic hunting peoples,

the primitive oelief was a worship of the dead and
the allied bear-worship.

I. Worship of the dead.—The Lapps worshipped
their deceased relatives as guardian spirits. They
believed that those spirits stood in the closest re-

lation to their surviving kindred and protected
them and their children from calamities, assisted

them on their hunting and fishing expeditions,

and watched over their reindeer in the forests.

Moreover, if for any reason the dead were dis-

satisfied, they could injure their kinsmen—e.y., by
afflicting them with sickness. Alongside of the

primitive worship of the dead there might also be
found a more developed ancestor-worship, evident

traces of which appear in sacrifices made by a
certain family or clan in their special holy place.

As a result of the different conditions under which
the Lapps lived, the sacrificial places of the family

or clan were situated on high mountains or on the

shores or islands of lakes rich in fish. Such holy

places {passe) were recognized by figures in stone

or wood {seide). We know little about the shape

of the wooden figures ;
but the stone figures, many

examples of which have been preserved until the

present day, are either natural rocks or strangely

shaped blocks, often in the form of a bird. The
sagas tell us that the figures had life, and origin-

aily were men turned into stone. In the Lapp
districts of Pite and Lule, these figures are called

by a special Swedish name, storjunkare (‘grand

younkers’).
In the religion of the Lapps, even in its most

primitive forms, an element of foreign influence

can be traced. The belief of the Scandinavian

Lapps, that the dead took up their quarters in the

mountains, where they had the same occupations

and lived under the same kind of conditions as in

their previous life, recalls the conception of the

Norsemen, that the dead continued their post-

mortem life within the mountains ;
and the belief

that the dead roamed about at Yule (joulo-gadze

= ‘ Yule train ’) under the guidance of Struotta-

1
galles (‘the man of Yule’) or Joulo-herra (‘the
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Lord of Yule’} is Scandinavian. To the spirits

roaming about at Yule the Lapps offered food in

a boat-shaped birch-bark basket which was placed
on a tree. The word saim may also be foreign. In
the language of the more southerly Lapps it means
both a sacred mountain and a subterranean spirit

living in it. In the latter sense they spoke also

of Sawo-olmai (‘ themiuo man’) and of Saivo-neida
(‘the saivo maid *). The later conception, that the
dead dwelt together in one subterranean abode,
jahme-aihno (‘the world of the dead’) or mubbe-
aibmo (‘the other world ’), under the authority of
Jahmi-ahko (‘the old woman of the dead’), corre-

sponds to the Scandinavian conception of Hel, in

the sense both of the kingdom of the dead and of

a being ruling there. During the Roman Catholic
period jahme-aibmo was transformed into an inter-

mediate state, from which the dead, according to

their deeds, proceeded either to radicn-aibrno (‘ the
ruler’s world’), which corresponded to heaven in
the Christian sense, or to Euto-aibmo (‘the world
ot Ruto ’), where the dreaded blue-robed Ruto
reigned and plagued men and beasts with sick-

ness, He was sometimes called Fuodno (‘the Evil
One ’). As an offering to him it was usual to bury
a horse, on which he could ride away, and by the
side of the horse the wooden image of a man.
Some scholars believe that in Ruto they can re-

cognize Odin, the Scandinavian god of death, who
was likewise clad in blue and mounted on a horse.
In any case the horse, as a victim of sacrifice,

proves that such an offering cannot be of Lapp
origin. The kekri or keyri (‘ spectre,’ ‘ ghost ’) of
the Finns has passed over to the kovrre or kevrre
of the Russian Lapps.

2. Bear-worship.—Of all the ceremonies of the
Lapps perhaps the most interesting is bear-worship,
5vhich comes down from the early hunting stage.
To^ the Lapps, as to many other nature-folk, the
object of their hunting was in a certain degree
sacred. Both in hunting and in fishing the men
^one took part, and the booty had to be carried
into the k&ta (the everyday tent) by a private door

|

[possjo) at the back of the tent. In general they 1

had to see that the bones were kept and buried, in
order that the slain animal might come to life
again. Nothing was of more importance than the
careful observance of this rule in the case of the
largest of the forest animals, the bear. Women
might not be present at the bear-feast ; but they
were permitted to eat bear flesh in the kdta, only
with a splinter of wood, and through a brass ring
which was held in front of the mouth. The men
alone might consume the heart of the animal {bise
bierga, ‘the sacred flesh’). There were all kinds
of magical hunting usages associated with the bear
ceremonies. It was the custom, e.y., when the
hunters came back from the forest, for the wives
bo salute their husbands by spitting the juice of
chewed alder-bark in their faces, and for a certain
period after a successful hunt a man was not per-
mitted to have intercourse with his wife. It is
worth mention that a woman might not drive a
reindeer that had drawn a bear home from the
forest, nor might the bear be taken home on a path
which any woman had trodden. Of the utmost
importance, too, was the burial of the bear ; all
its bones were carefully collected and arranged in
their natural position in the grave.

3. Tutelary spirits.—There is some doubt as
to whether the tutelary spirits of the Lapps were
originally Lappish. The forest-spirit among the
Norse Lapps, to whom attention should first be
directed, was Leih-ohnai (‘the alder-man’), who
ruled over all wild animals

; but he was especially
the tutelary spirit of the bear. To him, among
other things, offerings of bows and arrows were
made. This being was known only in a very re-

stricted region, and he appears occasionally depicted
on the Lapp drum in the shape of a bear—from
which one may conclude that his origin may be
assigned to the bear-worship itself. The name
also points to this conclusion ; for the juice of the
aider-bark played an important part in the bear-
hunting ceremonies. Gidne reminds us of the
Scandinavian forest-maiden, a charmingly beauti-
ful creature, who could be recognized by her long
tail. From the neighbouring lands spring also
Gufittar (Scandinavian Go{d)vettery ‘good being’)
and Ulda (Huldra) of the western Lapps. We can
comjjare Virku-akka {virka^ ‘ trap ’) of the Finnish
Lapps with Virankannos of the Finns, and the
Russian Lapps’ Tavaj with Tapio of the Finns.
There is also mention of a female, Tava-ajh ( tava
= ‘ mother ’). The Russian Lapps had a spirit,

Miehts-chozjin (‘ the master of the wood’), who
shrieked and misled people in the forest

; he seems
to have come over from the Russians. A similar
woodland spirit was Vare-jielle (‘the one who
lives in the woods’). A female divinity among
the eastern Lapps was Luot-chozjik (‘ the reindeer
guardian’), who looked after the reindeer while
they roamed the forests untended during the
summer. She did not, however, protect them
from men. Pots-chozjin (‘the reindeer master’)
had the same task of earing for the reindeer.
The water -spirit of the southern Lapps was

Tshatse-olmai (‘the water man’), to whom offer-

ings were made in order that he might not cause
any damage when men were journeying by water,
or that he might drive fish into the nets of the
fishers. A corresponding spirit among the Russian
Lapps was Tshadze-jUlle (‘ the one who lives in the
water’), the sight of whom predicted disaster. A
female deity in the western Lapp district was
Tshatse-neida (‘the water nymph’), who corre-
sponded to the Scandinavian Sjbjungfru (‘ Lady of
the Sea’) ; and Tshadze-ienne (‘ the water mother’)
of the eastern district, who was usually seen sit-

ting on a rock, combing her hair, and who enticed
people to come to her, seems to be identical with
the Russian rusalka. In the sea lived Akkruva
or Avfruvva (Scandinavian HaffrUy ‘mermaid’),
who up to the hips had the body of a fish and
above that the body of a girl, and there were
water-spirits who predicted misfortune, such as
Nekke (‘nixie’) and Eavgga (Norwegian draug)
or Tshatse-ravgga (‘water-spirit’), the spirit of a
drowned person. The water giant Vessedursses
was borrowed from the Finns. The Lapps called
the tutelary spirits connected with certain districts
by a common designation, haldde, borrowed from
the Finnish haltia (‘ruling’).

The home also had a haldde. The Russian
Lapps gave this spirit the names Kybde-jielle (‘ the
one who lives in the kdta') and Port-chozjin ^the
master of the kiln ’)

; the latter, who corresponded
to the Russian domovoy, lived in the house by the
hearth, and not, like the original Finno-Ugrian
domestic deities, in the back part of the kdta\
this part was also deemed sacred by the Lapps,
and no woman set foot on it. They spoke of a
deity living there, Possjo~akka (‘ the old woman of
Possjo’). The Scandinavian Lapps had, in addi-
tion, some borrowed domestic deities, such as Tonto
(‘the site’) and Smiera-gatto (‘the butter cat,’
corresponding to the Scandinavian Ram, which
stole butter for its master).

4. Nature-gods.—In addition to the dead and
the spirits derived from the deceased, the Lapps
had powerful nature-gods whom they worshipped.
On the drums of the southern type the sun {Beive)
occupies a very prominent place. But sun-worship
was not originally Lappish, as is very evident from
the oblations made by the Lapps. Like the Scandi-
navians, they offered white animals to the sun
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The symbol of the sun for sacrificial purposes was

a ring. Scandinavian influence can also be traced

in tlie mid-summer offering of the Lapps, viz.

porridge set out in honour of the sun. A per-

gonification of the sun was Beive-neida (‘the sun

maiden and the moon {Manno), which in winter

is an important light-giver in Lapland, seems also

to have been worshipped. The Yule moon, bisse-

manno (‘the holy moon ’), was specially dangerous,

possibly because the dead were then free to roam.

When the new moon appeared, people had to avoid

all noise ; the women were not even allowed to

spin in the kdta, A brass ring was placed in the

cmmney for the moon. Attention was also paid

to kuova-manno (the joy month, Pebruary), a Dor-

rowing from a Scandinavian source. The Northern

lights—aurora borealis—were regarded as living

bmngs ;
and these lights were not to be irritated

by noises. Among the Russian Lapps there is a

tradition that the Northern lights are the evil

spirits of dead men. The thunder was thought to

be a living being, Diermes or Tiermes ; but it is

uncertain whether the Lapps made offerings to him

before they came in contact with tillers of the

soil. At a later period the thunder-god was repre-

sented exactly like Thor and was called by his

name, Toragalles (‘old man Thor’) or ToraUuros

(‘ champion Thor ’). He was supposed to be an old

man [Aija) who killed goblins with a hammer;
and his sacrificial symbol was a hammer held

in his hand. From foreign sources also was

derived the thunder-god’s wife, Akko (‘the old

woman’), or, as she is sometimes called, Bavdna
[Bauni of the Finns), to whom the rowan-tree was

sacred ; indeed, in her name may be recognized

the Icelandic reynir, ‘ rowan,’

By the side of the thunder-god on the Lapp

drum may also be seen depicted another Scandi-

navian deity, viz. the god of fertility, whom the

Lapps called Vdralden-olmai (‘the world man ).

He is pictured with a mattock in his hand, which

proves, better than anything else, his southern

origin. When the Lapps made offerings to h^^^i

they fastened to his sacrificial symbol a reindeer

stag’s genitals, to induce him to increase the rein-

deer herd. In addition to animal sacrifices, they

offered in his honour agricultural implemente,

mattocks, and spades. iUl these features of the

cult point to the Scandinavian Freyr, who

also called Veraldar-go^ (‘ the god of the world ).

At the sacrificial altars of V3.ralden-olmai, a

‘world’s pillar,’ blood-besprinkled, was set ^Pj

pillar with which he was to support the world.

This was another borrowing from the Scandi-

navians, and it is seen in their sacred higli-seat

pillars, and in the sacred pillar {irmmsul) of the

early Saxons.
^ ^

Tnere was a third important Scandinavian

nature -god whom the Lapps worshipped, viz.

Biegga-galles (‘the old man of the wind ), oxBjsgg-

olmai (‘the wind man’), who drove out the wmd
with a club, and scooped it in again with a she'll

when it had stormed enough. To this deit^ who

was also known in Finnish Lappmark, they oflered,

among other things, small boats. In the north he

had a name, Ilmaris, borrowed from the Finnish

IlTnarinen, one of the heroes of Kalevala.^

Like the Ilmarinen of the Finns, Bjegg-oimai

showed features which were most certainly denyed

from the Scandinavian Njor’6r, In like manner the

Lapp method of conjuring forth wind and storm,

by undoing three magic knots, is of

origin. From their agricultural neighbours the

southern Lapps may have acquired

(‘the hoar-frost man’) and Bana-neida (signih-

oance of Bana unknown), the former being a t^ost

spirit and the latter a goddess of verdure or growth,

who ruled over the mountains that become green

earliest in the spring. It is probable that Baz-ajk
(‘the grass mother’) of the Russian Lapps is of

later origin, for grass is comparatively unimportant
in the keeping of reindeer.

5. Other deities and mediators.—The goddess
of birth was Mader~akka (‘the old woman of the
earth ’)

; and her three daughters were Sar-akka
or Sar-edne (from sarrat, which, according to K. B.
Viklimd, means ‘to cleave sinews asunder for

threads’; cf. the spinning of the Norns), Juks^
akka (‘the old woman of the bow’), who was
identical with Stduk-edne (‘ the gun mother ’) ; and
Uks-akka (‘the door woman*). Sar-akka was
most favoured, for she gave needed aid at child-

birth and calving. The task of Juks-akka was to

protect the child from falling and hurting itself

;

and mth her Uks-akka, who lived under the door

and changed girl children into boys in the mother’s

womb, was often confounded. All three lived

under the kdta. The goddesses of birth, who were
unknown to the eastern Lapps and to whoru they

oflered spinning-wheels and alien sacrificial animals,

corresponded to the Scandinavian Noms, just as

the Lapps’ porridge feast, which had to be eaten

by women in child-bed in honour of the godd^s,

corresponded to the Faroe nomagreytur. During

the Roman Catholic period Sar-akka was con-

founded with the Virgin Mary, who was frequently

called Sergve-edne (significance unknown). Two
strange ceremonies dated from the same period,

viz. Sar-akka baptism and Sar-akka euenarist

which were simply imitations of the Christian sacra

ments. Roman Catholic tenets can also be re

cognized in the trinity of the Lapps— Badieti-

attshe (‘the ruler’s father’), Badien-akka (‘the

ruler’s wife’), and Badien-bardne (‘the ruler’s

child’), who are all depicted on the Lapp drum of

the later periods. It was the duty of Auekes-olrmi

(‘ the holiday man ’) to see that the week-end days,

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, were properly

observed ; and Fasto-olrfw/i (‘ the fast-man ) had

to see that the fasts were observed. Ailekes-

olmai also furthered prayers presented to the god

whom the Lapps called Jubmel or Ibmel—a name

borrowed from the Finnish JuiYiala.
^ ^

The mediators between mauled and the spiritual

world were noide, noite^ noaide (Finnish fioita)^

shamans of the same kind as those of the Samoyeds

and the northern Asiatic folk. Usually they were

extremely nervous individuals whose charactenstic

troubles passed down from generation to genera-

tion. Yet the natural skill and dexterity had^
be cultivated by means of an old shaman. The

noaide could enter into touch with the spirit

world when in an ecstatic state, a trance, during

w'hich his soul went to the kingdom of death m
order to ask the advice of the dead about such

thino-s as the cause of the sickness of men or

aninmls, the prospects of hunting, and so on.

For the purpose of assisting him, the noaide naa

one or more tutelary spirits {siioje, originally

‘shadow,’ ‘phantom’), wliich he could ip^^ent, ot

buy, or obtain as a marriage portion. Often the

spirit placed itself at the disposal of the noa^e.

This spirit company was called noaide - gaddse

(‘shaman retinue’)—a name which is often given

to certain animals who helped the shaman during

his spirit journey. From the close connexion m
which such animals stood to their masters, it is

probable that it was the shaman s own soul that,

severed from the body, could put on difierent

shapes : as a reindeer {saivo-sarva)

the nills ; as a bird {saivo-lodde) it flew through

space ; as a fish {saivo-guolle) it plunged through

tKbterranean waters; and as a snake

ffwarTni?) it undulated on the earth,
,

^
6. The Lapp drum.—As a means of producing

an ecstatic trance noaide employed yelling, wild
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dances, and unnatural food and drink, but above
all an instrument of exaltation, the so-called Lapp
drum {genre in the south, kohdes in the north).

There were two distinct types of Lapp drums.
The riddle-drum had a narrow or broad wooden
frame bent in a circle, with a tanned reindeer skin
stretched taut on it. The upper side of the drum
was provided with a handle. The other type, the
shell-drum, had a frame resembling an oblong
shell, with a couple of holes in the bottom by
which to grasp it. The latter was not nearly so

large as the former. In order to get the drum to

sound as loudly as possible, the shaman warmed
its surface at the fire before he began to beat it

with the drum-stick—a hammer-shaped implement
elegantly carved from a horn. In order still further

to increase the sound, the drum was often provided
with various kinds of rattling objects j an(i in order

to liven up the shaman’s fantasy the Lapps painted
figures and signs with blood or alder-bark juice on
the drum-skin. In the later days these figures

were multiplied and became a perfect microcosmos,
representing the whole range of ideas of the Lapps.
It is uncertain whether it was the increase of the
figures or a new art of divination that had come
from the south with a riddle that had the effect of

changing the use of the Lapp drum so that it was
employed more as a means of divination than of

exaltation. A bunch of rings was kept hopping
about on the drum-skin as the drum-stick rose and
fell ; and from the movement of the rings on and
off the different signs the shaman predicted good or
ill. If the bunch of rings stopped at any symbol of

a deity, it might be concluded that the god desired
a gift. The Lapp drum was q^uite common as an
implement of divination, and it survived in secret

in certain districts almost down to our own day.

7. Sacrifices and offerings. — Sacrifices were
offered by the head of the family or the shaman.
In certain districts in the south of Lappmark the
sacrificial priest wore a special dress : on his back a
white linen robe, on the left arm a brass ring, and
on the breast a badge resembling the riband of an
order. When he sacrificed to the female divinities,

he wore a white linen cap. He was often bedecked
with flowers, while a garland was placed on the
forehead of the victim. This sacrificial custom
points to Southern lands. The images of the gods,
which were set up on special pedestals or altars,

undoubtedly indicated a Scandinavian influence.
The Lapps anointed their gods with blood and
grease ; and the wood for the sacrifice, which was
set up by the door, was called luotte-muorra
(‘ sacrifice wood ’). A fence, made of horns {tjorve-

gardi), was placed round the image. Besides
reindeer, which were the proper sacrificial animals,
the Lapps, on occasion, when they made sacrifices

to gods belonging to alien religions, offered horses,
cattle, sheep, poultry, etc., which they bought from
the natives. In the custom of the Lapps that the
bones of the victim should not be broken, except
to be placed at the disposal of the god with pieces
of all the more important limbs, we find an ancient
idea which was common among the Finno-Ugrian
peoples. A primitive Finnish sacrificial usage had
also been adopted by the Lapps, viz. the custom of
strewing green twigs under the seide, or image of
the god—spruce in winter, and birch in summer.
When the shaman lifted the stone, he perceived
from its weight whether the god was favourable or
not. This also was the way in which the Samoyed
determined the disposition of his hahe. Finally,
the caution with which women made their way
past sacred places, and the absence of women from
all sacrificial feasts, can be traced far back into the
childhood of the human race.

Litbrattjrb.—^The most important sources of our knowledge
of the religion of the Lapps are the reports of the missionaries

from the end of the I7th and beginning of the 18th centuries.

These were published by K. B. Viklund, in Svenska Land^
mialen, Stockholm, 1898-1910, xvii. ; J. Qvigstad, in Kilde-

skrifter til den Lappiske mythologi, Trondhjem, 1903-10, L and
ii. ; E. Reuterskidld, in Kallskrifter till lappamas mytologi,

Stockholm, 1920; and J. Fellman, inBandhngarochuppsats&r
angdende Finska Lappmarken och Lappame^ i.-iii, (Helsing-

fors, 1910-12). Accounts of most of the MSS are found in J.
Scheffer, Lapponia, Frankfort, 1673 (Eng. ed., Oxford, 1674),

in the l^ench ed. of which (Paris, 1678) there is an important
supplement. The account of the Lapps in Finmark, K. Leem,
Beskrivelse over Fintnarkens Lapper, Copenhagen, 1767, has
E. J. Jessen’s Afhandling om de Norske Finners og happen
hedienske Religion as a supplement. Valuable additional in-

formation on the customs and usages of the Scandinavian Lapps
is to be found in P. HSgstrQm, Beskrifning ofver de til Sveripes

krona tydande Lappmarker^ Stockholm, 1747, and in P.

Fjellstrbm, Kort herattelse om Lappamas h^orna^fange, do.

1755. The rehgion of the Finnish Lapps is sketched in J.

Fellman, Anteckningar under min visteUe % Lappmarken^ ii.

(Helsingfors, 1906). The Russian Lapps are described by A.
Genetz, in Wbrtercyach derkola-lappischen Lialekte, Helsingfors,

1891 ; N. Charuzin, in Russkie lopari, Moscow, 1890 ; and A.
Jashtshenko, in Njeskoljko slov 0 Russkoj Laplandii (^Mnogra-
fitskeskoe Obozrjenie, xii.), do. 1892. Exhaustive descriptions

of the mythology of the Lapps are J. A. Friis, Lappish mytho-
logy evevdyr og folkesagn^ Christiania, 1871 ; G. von Diiben,

Lappland och Lappame, Stockholm, 1873 ; J, Krohn, Siwmen
suvun pakanallvnen mmalanpalvelust Helsingfors, 1894 ; and
A. HeUand.Rfiskmefse over Finmarkens Amt, ii. (Christiania,

1906). Of researches may be specified J. Fritzners, ‘ Lappernes
H^enskab og trolddomskunst,* in Forg. Hist. Ticnkr. iv.

(Christiania, 1876^ A. Olrik, ‘Nordiskog Lappish gudsdyrkelse,*
‘ Tordenguden og bans Dreng,* and ‘ Soldyrkelse i Norge,’ in

Danske Studier, Copenhagen, 1905-06 ; Kaarle I^ohn, * Lap-
pische Beitrage zur germamschen Mythologie,’ in Finnisch-

ugrische Forschungen, vi. (Helsingfors, 1906) ; W. v. Unwerth,
Untermchungen uber Totenkult und Odinnverehrung hei

Nordgermanen wnd happen, Breslau, 1911 ; E. Reuterskidld,
De Nordiska Lappamas Religion, Stockhohn, 1912; and
U. Holmberg, ‘Die Wassergottheiten der finnisch-ugrischen

YoVk£t,*mM6rmire8delaSociit4 finno-ougrienne, xxxiv. [1913].

U. Holmberg.
LATIN CHURCH.—See Western Church.

LATTER-DAY SAINTS.—See Mormonism.

LAUD.—William Laud, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, and chief minister of Charles I., was bom,
according to his diary ( Works, iii. [1863] 131), on the
7th of October 1573, in the town of Reading. His
father was a clothier by trade, and in later days
his Puritan opponents did not allow him to forget

the fact that he had not ‘ the good fortune to be
born a gentleman.’ Indeed, his unexalted origin

was made the foundation of many malicious and
exaggerated libels, which sound strangely in our
ears in these democratic times. Had Laud lived

under happier auspices, the ability and persistent

energy with which he fought his way step by step

to high position would doubtless have won their

due meed of praise. As it was, he experienced to

the full the disadvantages which belong to the lot

of the noviis homo, and to this circumstance some
of the harshnesses and defects of his character may
be traced.

Laud went to school at Reading, where he won
the appreciation of ‘a very severe schoolmaster,’

who predicted that one day he would be a great

man. In 1589, at the age of sixteen, he^ entered
St. John’s College, Oxford, and the following year
became a Scholar. In 1593 he was admitted Fellow
of St. John’s, and a year later he became a Bachelor
of Arts ; his M.A. degree followed in 1598. In his

diary he records various ' great sicknesses ’ which
befell him both in infancy and during his Univer-
sity career. Indeed, throughout his life he was
seldom free from ill-health for any long period,

and in his arduous public life we can see an
instance of the triumph of an indomitable will

over a weakly constitution.

At the time that Laud entered Oxford, and for

many years afterwards, Calvinism reigned supreme
within its walls. The tide of extreme Puritanism
which had set in after the reign of Queen Mary
was running deep and strong. If the Puritans
were in a minority in the country, they were very
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resolute in holding to their ideals, and for those
ideals they desired not toleration but mastery.
They wished to see Episcopacy supplanted by the
Presbyterian system, and for that end they steadily

worked within the Church itself.^ Their objections

to ceremonies, surplices, and liturgy were only
steps towards the hoped for institution of the
Genevan form of discipline as the Anglican stand-

ard. For the time being, it is true, this particular

hope was in abeyance, and it was mainly as a
doctrinal system that Calvinism now showed its

strength. The leaders of the movement were in

the ranks of the clergy, and the Universities were
its strongholds.

To this system Laud soon showed himself a
strong and dangerous opponent. He belonged to

the school of Richard Hooker and Bishop Lancelot
Andrewes, and the pious aspirations of men like

George Herbert and Nicholas Ferrar were very
precious in his sight. His ideal for the Church
of England was that which in modern times is

called Anglican. He saw in the English Church
a great mediating communion, neither Roman on
the one side nor Genevan on the other, primitive,

Scriptural, and Catholic, purged from superstition

yet reverencing antiquity, loyal to the truth once
delivered and yet large-hearted in its welcome to

new knowledge and fresh thought. Whatever
grievous mistakes he made in furtherance of this

ideal, it was to it that he devoted his life; and,

after everything is said against Laud that can be

said, the truth remains that his conception has

been justii&ed in the subsequent history of the

English Church. To him in a large degree is due
the settling of the character of that Church’s

system.
In setting himself against the Calvinism of

Oxford, however. Laud entered upon a long and
one-sided conflict with authority.

^
In an academi-

cal exercise delivered soon after his ordination he

gave great offence to Abbot, Master of University

College and Vice-Chancellor and afterwards Arch-

bishop, by tracing the authority of the Church,

through the Roman Catholic hierarchy, up to the

Apostles and the Primitive Church, and an outcry

was raised later in 1604 when, in his exercises for

the B.D. degree, he maintained the necessity of

Episcopacy and the doctrine of baptismal regenera-

tion. Two years later Laud was attacked by the

Vice-Chancellor, Henry Airy, for publishing ‘popish

opinions ’ in a sermon delivered in the pulpit of St.

Mary’s. A trial followed in the Vice-Chancellor’s

Court, from whichLaud emerged scot-free. Amidst

these and similar attacks Laud’s coolness, courage,

and ability served him in good stead. For a time

he seemed to stand almost alone. In his own
words, ‘ it was almost made a heresy for any one

to be seen in his company, and a misprision of

heresy to give him a civil salutation as he walked

the streets’ (Heylyn, Cyprianus Anglicus, p. 54).

On one occasion he sat in St. Mary’s and heard

himself abused for almost an hour together, being

pointed at as he sat {ih, p. 66). The preacher <m

this occasion was Abbot, brother of the Arch-

bishop, and Divinity Professor, who certainly

castigated in trenchant style the supposed

pistical leanings of this unruly member of the

University.
, , ,

Yet Laud was not without friends who sjmi-

pathized with him in his baptism of fire. Bishop

Young of Rochester, who ordained him as deacon

in 1600 and priest in 1601, praised his study of the

Fathers, Councils, and the ecclesiastical historians,

and declared that, if he lived, he would be ‘ an

instrument of restoring the Church from^ the

narrow and private principles of modem
(Mozley, ifwjf. and Ttieol. Essays^, i. 116). Rapid

preferment fell to his lot. He became chaplain to
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the Earl of Devonshire in 1603, and in 1607 he
was made Vicar of Stanford in Northamptonshire.
The following year the advowson of N. Kihvorth
in Leicestershire was given to him, and he took
his degree of D.D., and became chaplain to Bishop
Neile of Rochester. His first sermon before King
James was preached in 1609, and shortly after-
wards he was appointed to the charge of West
Tilbmy in Essex. Cuxton in Kent next fell to his
care in 1610, but a few months later he left it to
take charge of Norton. The same year the Pre-
sidentship of St. John’s College became vacant,
and Laud became a candidate. Naturally the
whole strength of the Puritan party was put
forth to prevent his appointment. Abbot, the
Archbishop-Elect, and Lord Chancellor Ellesmere
being indefatigable in their efforts. Yet, although
Laud was disabled by sickness, and unable per-

sonally to take part in the contest, he was elected.

An appeal was made to the Crown, which James
in person disposed of by declaring Laud President
of St. John’s.

As head of a College, Laud was in his proper
element, and his rule seems to have been a happy
and beneficent one. In dealing with those Fellows
of the College who had worked against him he
showed a proper spirit of conciliation. As a patron
of literature and sound learning he was^ wholly
admirable, and his love of order and discipline

found congenial scope in dealing with academic
life and affairs. When he became Chancellor of

the University in 1630, his opportunities for use-

fulness in this direction were much widened, and
he used them to the full. The reforms which he

instituted resulted in a large increase of students

and in greater efficiency of teaching, and theii

effect remained long after Laud was dead.

It may be convenient here to summarize in

anticipation the valuable results of Laud’s con-

nexion with Oxford. The codification of the

University Statutes was perhaps his most im-

portant work, and his code still remains as the

basis of the Statute-book of the University.

Among its provisions were the institution of

public examinations for University degrees, the

revival of the College system with its moral and

religious discipline and the academical dress, and

an improved method of electing proctors. Laud’s

benefactions to the University were many and

important. He founded the Laudian Professor-

ship of Arabic, increased the endowment of the

Hebrew Chair, and similarly augmented the emolu-

ments of the Public Orator, He befriended foreign

scholars like Gerhard Vossius, and helped to pro-

mote native men of learning like Jeremy Ta^dor,

Selden, Lindsell, and Bedell. In 1633 Laud pro-

cured a royal patent for the foundation of the

University Press—an institution in which he took

the greatest interest. His munificence towards

the then recently founded Bodleian Library was

also great. He presented to this institution over

1300 MSS in various languages, besides a collec-

tion of coins, and built an extra wing to accom-

modate his gifts. His claim that no Chancellor

had ever loved the University as he is well borne

out by the record of his services and his §ifts,

and, when it is remembered that his educational

work was carried out in the intervals of his

ecclesiastical and political labours as Archbishop

and Prime Minister, it seems all the more remark-

able. Mention should also be made of the fact

that, as Chancellor of Dublin Universit:^ Laud

provided a Charter and Code for Trinity College,

one of the features of the latter being the pro-

vision that the fellowships, originally of seven

years’ duration, should be tenable for life. The

Colleges of Eton and Winchester also came withm

the Archbishop’s care as visitor, and we find him
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providing statutes for the Cathedral School of

Canterbury. To the town of Reading and to

the grammar-school where his instruction began
he was a generous benefactor, and to his own
College of St. John^s he gave a new quadrangle
and valuable presents of books.
One turns with less satisfaction to the record of

Laud’s career in the larger field of politics and
ecclesiastical statesmanship. The problems of a
kingdom cannot be handled in the same way as
those of a College or a University, and Laud
had all the defects of a purely academic char-

acter. He was lacking in that instinctive sym-
pathy which enables the true statesman to grasp
the conditions, unfavourable as well as favourable,

under which his work has to be done. He did
uot realize the enormous power which prejudice
plays in public opinion, and his bent was to treat

men as a schoolmaster treats children. He was
often hasty and severe. Harassed by his own
love for details, he often failed to distinguish
between the important and the trivial. His
rodigious activity outran his strength, and, as
e grew older, his temper became more uncertain

and his attitude more arbitrary. As a Church
ruler he presented himself more in the light of
an ofiScial than of a Father-in-God, and as a states-
man he was more inclined to rely upon force than
upon influence. In holding high secular office in
the State, and in promoting Juxon in England
and Spottiswoode in Scotland to similar prefer-
ment, he ran counter to the public feeling of the
country since the Reformation ; and in becoming
an agent of the despotic Government of Charles I.

he involved the Church in a struggle with the
growing power in the nation, and to all intents
and pui-poses made the Church a department of
the State.

Yet, with all his faults and mistakes, Laud has
been hardly dealt with in the past. The picture
of the monster drawn by Macaulay and the per-
petrators of the great Whig legend does not
correspond with the ascertained facts. S. R.
Gardiner in his History of England has shown
how to treat the man and his times in an impartial
manner. And no one can read Laud’s Devotions,
with their unfailing note of penitence and of per-
sonal piety, without realizing that their writer
was a man who strove conscientiously according
to his light to serve his Church and his country.
His diary, too, with its record of anxiety and dis-
appointment, and its curious revelation of the
writer’s belief in dreams and omens, throws a very
human light upon his brilliant but hazardous public
career.

Laud’s progress at Court was slow but sure. He
became King’s Chaplain soon after his election to
the Presidency of St. John’s, and, as time went
on, further ecclesiastical preferments fell to his
lot. In 1614 he received the prebend of Bugden,
in 1615 he became Archdeacon of Huntingdon, and
the year after Dean of Gloucester. At Gloucester
he soon showed what his views were as to the
externals of Church worship. Among other things
he removed the Communion table from the centre
of the^ choir to its old position at the east end.
The Bishop of the Diocese was greatly ofitended at
the innovation, and is said never to have entered
the Cathedral again. In 1616 Laud was in the
King’s train durmg his visit to Scotland, and gave
offence to Scottish susceptibilities by wearing a
surplice at a funeral. Three years later King
James offered Laud the Bishopric of St. David’s,
stipulating that he might continue to hold the
Presidentship of St. John’s. To this condition,
however. Laud would not consent, and he resigned
the headship of the College on the day before
his consecration as Bishop. In 1622 there took

place, at the command of the King, the famous
controversy with the Jesuit Percy or Fisher,

who had influenced, among others, the Countess
of Buckingham, mother of George Villiers, the
King’s favourite. In the earlier stages of the con-

ference, Francis White, afterwards Bishop of Ely,
was the English champion, but after two meetings
Laud was called in. Although he had not ‘the
full time of four and twenty hours to bethink him-
self’ (J. Dowden, Haddock Lectures, p. 115), his

learning and acuteness stood him in good stead.

Denying that there is Scriptural or primitive war-
rant for an infallible pope, he proceeded to deal
with Roman errors. Yet he conceded that Rome
with its errors is a true Church, but not the true
Church. Against the exclusive claims of Rome he
appealed to the authority of a general Council, and
to the witness of Scripture. The English Church
as reformed, he declared, is also a true Church,
holding the Catholic doctrines of Baptism and the
Eucharist. In the Eucharist Laud saw a three-

fold sacrifice : (1) the memorial of the sacrifice of

Calvary, (2) the sacrifice of praise and thanks-
giving, (3) the sacrifice of ourselves, our souls and
bodies.

One result of this controversy was the beginning
of a close friendship and intimacy between Laud
and Buckingham. Whatever may be said as to the
strangeness of such an alliance, its sincerity was
unquestionable. Laud became the confessor of the
Court favourite, and undoubtedly exercised a real

religious influence over him. In matters political

also he was Buckingham’s devoted ally, helping
him with his advice and influence in times of

trouble, and working to maintain his influence at
Court. In 1625 King James died, and a new era
of influence opened up for Laud. Charles gave
him a fullness of confidence which his father had
withheld. A schedule of the clergy was prepared
by him at Buckingham’s request, and laid before
the King. Each name was marked 0 or P, the
orthodox being listed for promotion, while the
Puritans were to be left out in the cold. We find

him defending Richard Montague against the Par-
liament’s wrath incurred by his pamphlet against
Calvinism, assisting Buckingham in his defence,
and preaching up the King’s prerogative before
Charles’s second Parliament. In 1626 he became
Bishop of Bath and Wells, and two years later,

shortly before the assassination of Buckingham,
he became Bishop of London. Buckingham’s
death opened the way still further to Laud’s promo-
tion, and he became the chief adviser of the king.
In 1633 he was translated to the Archbishopric
of Canterbury, and became, under Charles, all-

powerful in Church and State. In his diary
{Works, iii. 219) he relates that the month before
he became Archbishop he was twice approached by
an emissary of Rome with the offer of a Cardinal’s
hat. Whatever may be thought of the sincerity

of this offer, it had no effect upon Laud, who was
thoroughly convinced of the strength of the Angli-
can position.

The character of Laud’s administration in Church
and State has already been briefly described. In
matters ecclesiastical he put the care of outward
things in the forefront, both because he believed that
worship is the best form of teaching, and because he
desired that Rome should not point the finger at
Anglican slovenliness. He enforced uniformity of

practice, and yet was willing to allow large liberty

of thought. As a statesman he has incurred the
odium of the severities practised Iw the Star
Chamber and the Court of High Commission.
But it must at least be remembered that the
humanitarian sentiments of the present day did
not exist in Laud’s time, and that the cruelties of

the Commonwealth far exceeded anything that
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can justly be laid to bis charge. He was not re-

vengeful, and often treated bis fallen enemies with
private kindness. He was kind to the poor, and
strove in various ways for social betterment.
Laud’s connexion with Scotland was a fateful

one. He had accompanied King James in his visit

to that country as Dean of Gloucester, and again
in 1633, as Bishop of London, he was one of the
companions of Charles i. in a visit that produced
an unfavourable impression among the Scots. The
climax came in 1637, when the attempt to introduce
the Prayer Book known as ‘Laud’s Liturgy’ led

to ecclesiastical and political revolution in both
countries. In spite of its name, however, the
Prayer Book was in the main the work of two
Scottish Bishops, Maxwell of Ross and Wedder-
bum of Dunblane, Laud’s share being confined to
preliminary suggestion and subsequent revision.

Both Charles and Laud, indeed, had wished the
English book then in use to be adopted in Scot-

land, but gave way in the face of the patriotic

representations of the Scottish Bishops. The real

oftence of the book lay in the arbitrary method of

its introduction, regarded as the culmination of a
series of despotic acts.

Laud met his fall with pathetic dignity, and
bore his long imprisonment with all its trials very
patiently. On 18th December 1640 he was im-
peached by Parliament, and the following March
he was imprisoned in the Tower. His friend and
colleague Straftbrd was executed on 12th May, and
the Archbishop fainted at the window of his cell

when attempting to give him his blessing on the

way to the scaffold. In May 1643 Prynne w^
commissioned to rifle his papers, and to seize Ms
diary, a mutilated edition of which was shortly

afterwards published. His trial for high treason

began on 12th March 1644. Laud showed the

same coolness and ability in defending himself

that he had exhibited many years ago in the

Court of the Vice-Chancellor of Oxford, and the

rosecution failed. But his enemies were not to

e baulked of their prey, and a special bill of

attainder was passed by Parliament. On 10th

January 1646 the Archbishop paid for his policy

and his mistakes with his life. He was executed

on Tower Hill in the presence of a large mMtitude,

declaring that he had always belonged, in heart

and soul, to the Church of England,^ and that he

had never endeavoured the subversion either of

law or of religion. His body was deposited in the

chancel of the neighbouring Church of All Hallows,

Barking, whence it was removed in 1663 to St.

John’s College, Oxford.

Literature.—Tforfcs (Library of Anglo-Catholic Theology),

7 vols., Oxford, 1847-60 ; J. B. Mozley, Historical and TAeo-

logical EssaysK London, 1884, Essay on ‘Laud’; Lives iw

a!c. Benson, do. 1887; W. H. Hutton, do. 1896 ;^C. H.

Simpkinson, do. 1894 ;
Arclibishjop Laud Commemoration, ed.

W. E. Collins, do. 1895 ; Peter Heylyn, Cyprianus Anglums,

do. 1668 ; S. R. Gardiner, History of England, 10 vols., do.

1888-84 : John Dowden, Paddock Lectures, do. 1897.

A. Mitchell.

LAUGHTER.—When we seek to assign to

laughter a place and a function in social life, it

is clear that w'^e have in view the laughter of em-

bodied persons. Even when * the joyful roar^ to

the benefit of the lungs’ has undergone repression

and refinement under the touch of civilizatioi^

there remains a more chastened expression which

may be seen if not heard, and without which a

fellowship in feeling is incommunicable. There

is, indeed, when refinement and repression

reached their limit, a hidden and silent laughter

of the mind which might be enjoyed by a disem-

bodied spirit—though even here for embodied mor-

tals there are, no doubt, more subtle physiological

effects which, by purely inward reverberation,

heightened tone to the enjoyment. But such

silent and unexpressed laughter has, on one side
at least, lost touch with social life. Apart from
some form of telepathic influence, it can call forth
no echo in others. It may bring to the individual
an access of glee—a touch of ‘ sudden gloty ’

; it
remains, however, unshared; there can be none
of that beneficent contagiousness which, through
the interaction of suggestion, imitation, and sym-
pathy, gives one form of social value to laughter

—

a real value, though in its more primitive stages
it may as yet afford little evidence of that progress
in the art of good manners which, according to
Bergson, it is its function to promote.
On its physical and expressive side, then, laugh-

ter is, among other things, a means of inter-

communication, though it may not be consciously
employed to that end. Like other such means,
it implies as a basis a common mode of expression,
inherited or acquired ; and, in large measure in
co-operation -with language, it affords to others an
index of the presence of a specific and probably
indefinable mode of affective tone w’hich accom-
panies man’s outlook on his fellows. For amid
much divergence of opinion as to the essential

characteristics of that which is provocative of

laughter, there seems to be fairly general agree-

ment that it is the situations of, or in close relation

to, human life that afford the natural objective of

laughter when it comes to maturity. On the one
hand, therefore, there is the physical laugh wMch
invites others to join in the social chorus ; on the
other hand, the laughable, which is a property of

some sort that characterizes a social situation

;

and between them stands laughter, in the sense^ in

which the word will here be used, as that which
subtly yet distinctively qualifies some one’s consci-

ousness.

Of the laugh and the smile as bodily expres-

sions little need be said. It is probable that for

both there are hereditary foundations, and that

the behaviour involved is, in the narrower and
biological sense, instinctive. But whether^ the

smffe is, in the infant, an expression of satiety,

and whether the laugh is at the outset the reflex

outcome of physical tickling; how far they are

quite independent modes of response, or how far

Siey have common factors; whether they have

in themselves some element of survival value,

or whether the muscles concerned are, from the

habits of our race, the readiest and therefore the

first to receive an overflow of ‘ nervous energy ’

;

how the facial, vocal, and respiratory co-ordina-

tions are brought about, and why they should

come to be an expression of specific and somewhat

varying mental states—these are matters beyond

our present concern. They are questions of genetic

origin which we can afford to pass by. It is to

laughter and the laughable that we must restrict

our attention, merely noting that the nervous

laugh, the irritable laugb, the laugh of bitter

scorn, though the same organic mechanism of re-

sponse is employed, do not seem to express the

sunny laughter of the mind. The laughter of the

Bible is nearly always an expression of scorn and

not of mirth (see, however, Ps 126^ and Job 8®^).

Genial laughter and the laughable are in correl-

ative relationship ; at all events the langhame

inevitably implies some one who does or might

laugh thereat. If we add that laughter also im-

plies something which is laughed at (which will

exclude the laugh as an expression of pure joy and

lightness of heart), the symmetry of the ^rrela-

tion will be preserved. But a good deal depends

upon whether the laugher is regarded as a rela-

tively detached and disinterested spectator or is

looked upon as eminently self-centred in Ms out-

look. Schopenhauer’s doctrine of the mcongruous

involves the assumption of the former attitude

;
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Hobbes’s ‘sudden glory’ shows an emphasis on
the latter.
Men experience the passion of sudden glory * either by some

sudden act of their own, that pleaseth them ; or by the appre-
hension of some deformed thing in another, by comparison
whereof they suddenly applaud themselves. And it is incident
most to them, that are conscious of the fewest abilities in them-
selves ; who are forced to keep themselves in their own favour,

by observing the imperfections of other men * (Leviathant pt. i.

ch. vi.).

The stress in Hobbes is on the sudden conception
of some eminency in ourselves by comparison with
the inferiority oi others or with our own formerly.

So self-centred is this form of laughter that the
correlative laughable almost fades out of view,
though the inferiority of others is presumably in

some degree ridiculous. As a factor in a particular

type of laughter, this exultation over others and
the accompanying self-exaltation may be accepted

;

as a comprehensive theory of laughter, it can hardly
pass muster. Not all exultation over inferiors is

of the order of laughter ; not all laughter is of the
order of self-exaltation.

In Schopenhauer’s doctrine of the incongruous
the self-centred attitude is relatively unimportant.
His is predominantly a doctrine of the laughable,
though tills must, of course, be apprehended as
such.

* The cause of laughter in every case is simply the sudden
perception of the incongruity between a concept and the real
objects which have been thought through it in some relation*
(The World as Will and Idea^ tr. Haldane and Kemp, i. 76).

There is an element of the unexpected or of
expectation baulked. A situation, presented or
described, diverges from the course of its custom-
ary development, or we are swiftly transferred
into the midst of a somewhat different situation.
But not all incongruity is laughable. The situa-

tions of social life teem with incongruities; and
many of them are provocative of si^s and tears
rather than laughter and smiles. Spencer, there-
fore, distinguished between ascending and descend-
ing incongruity.
‘Laughter naturally results only when consciousness is

unawares transferred from great things to small—only when
there is what we call a descending incongruity ’ (‘ Physiology of
Laughter,* JEssays, i. 206).

In accordance with his physiological interpreta-
tion, the prior condition involves a volume of
brain-excitement which, on the sudden descent, is

too great for the occasion, and overflows, through
habitual channels, into the smaller muscles of the
smile or the larger muscles of the hearty laugh.
But, unless, in line with the well-known thesis
of W. James and C. Lange, the bodily laugh
begets the laughter of the mind, the mental affec-

tion itself is not thus explained. The descending
incongruity is translated into physiological terms

;

hut we are left w'ith that as determining the
laughter and the laugh. No doubt it is applicable
in many cases ; but whether descent is in all cases
necessary is, to say the least of it, doubtful. A
man’s hat on a child’s head, and a child’s hat on
a man’s head, may both make us laugh. Is this
because in the one case we come down from the
noble hat to the ridiculous child, and in the other
from the dignity of the man to his absurd head-
gear? Or is there in each case a descent from the
normal to the abnormal (cf. J. Sully, Essay on
Laughter, p. 9f.)?

Bergson reduces all forms of descending incon-
gruity to one,^ and traces the genesis of laughter
to the perception of some intrusion of a mechanical
mode of action or gesture into a situation which
should develop on the higher vital plane. For
him there can be no descent more serious than
that from life to mechanism. One would suppose
that so fatal a fall would move Bergson to tears.
But he suppresses these deeper emotions, and
even insists that ‘absence of feeling ’ is the usual
accompaniment of laughter. One must look upon

life as a disinterested spectator. To produce the
whole of its effect, the comic demands something
like a momentary anaesthesia of the heart. Its

appeal is to intelligence pure and simple. In-

difference is its natural environment, for laughter
has no greater foe than emotion. Under these
conditions the attitudes, gestures, and movements
of the human body are laughable in exact propor-
tion as that body reminds us of a mere machine.
What is essentially laughable is that which is done
automatically. Rigidity, automatism, absent-
mindedness, and unsociability are all inextricably
entwined; and all serve as ingredients to the
making up of the comic in character. Such is his

main thesis (H. Bergson, Laughter, Eng. tr., pp. 4,

5, 29, 139, 147). But, whereas for the most part
serious discussions of the comic are dull enough,
save for the welcome jokes and anecdotes which
one enjoys all the more if one forgets all about the
principles which they are supposed to illustrate,

feergson’s book on Laughter is worthy to be placed
on the same shelf as Meredith’s Essay on Comedy.
In both there is real distinction in matter and
style. In both the sympathy of the artist is

combined with philosophic insight. In both one
is perhaps impressed by the inadequacy of any
scientific formulation to hold in the bondage of

clearly defined concepts the elusive spirit of laugh-
ter. One cannot but feel that Bergson’s wide
outlook on the laughable in life and in comedy
overleaps the constraints of his theory.

He tells us that laughter is begotten of real life

and akin to art. It is in the selective products of

art that the thoughtful laughter of the mind
reaches its fullest development. If, as he urges,

there may be comic elements alike in situations,

in words, and in character, the business of the
artistic creator of the laughable is to combine all

these elements into one synthesis which shall be
provocative of laughter at its highest pitch of

refinement. Witty dialogue, good in itself, must
afibrd also a revelation of the comic in character,

and must be organic to laughable situations pre-

sented. But how many and varied are the factors

;

how subtle is the harmonious synthesis ! Here one
sees portrayed the sudden glory of exultation, but
it is not the sympathetic sharing of that alone
that produces the thoughtful laugh. Or one may
see cases of Kant’s tense expectation evaporating
in the void; but that does not cover the whole
ground. There is, no doubt, much incongruity,
not always descending ; but episodic incongruity
is subject to underlying congruity. We pass
lightly from one universe of regard to another;
but they are related, and each illuminates the
other. This is seen in detail, and gives piquancy
to the play upon words. If the after-dinner orator
explains his success as due to his adoption of the
prmciple that, if he does not strike oil in three
minutes, he stops boring, two universes of dis-

course are related, and a sudden laughter-span
bridges the interval between them. The incongru-
ous implies some measure of separation, and there
must be the subtle integration of some perceived
congruity to produce the synthetic whole which
the artistry of the comic seeks to attain. There
is often, no doubt, some element of the mechanical,
in a rather strained interpretation ; but, notwith-
standing Bergson’s brilliant advocacy of a theory
dictated by his philosophy, one feels that it is the
free life of comedy rather than its occasional lapse
into constrained mechanism that enshrines the true
spirit of laughter. How many and varied are the
constitutive factors of the laughable the sym-
pathetic artist probably realizes better than the
analytic man of science. And it is questionable
whether the total exclusion of emotion (by which
we must understand that which is in affective
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antithesis to the laughing mood) is characteristic
of the best comedy. If, as is generally held,
humour is a blend of the playful and the serious
owing Its timbre to overtones of something akin to
pity, then, so far as humour is an ingredient of
comedy, emotion is present. We have ‘ the richer
laugh of heart and mind in one.’ Meredith says
that the humorist of high order has an embrace of
contrasts beyond the reach of the comic poet. But
this very contrast serves to enhance the richness
of laughter, and characterizes the higher comedy
as distinguished, from farce ; for ‘ the test of true
comedy is that^ it shall awaken thoughtful lauo“h-
ter ’ (G. Meredith, Essay on Comedy, pp. 83, SoX

It is not the primary business of comedy to
correct men’s manners. That is one of the func-
tions of laughter in social life ; but it is introduced
into comedy only as an ideal representation of that
life. This disciplinary function of laughter is
regarded by Bergson as the mark of its social
utility {op. cit. pp. 17, 170, 197 f.). Laughter is
above all a corrective. By laughter, which would
fail in its object if it bore the stamp of sympathy
or kindness, society avenges itself for the liberties
taken wdth it. Its function is to intimidate by
humiliating. Ridicule, we may say, is the whip
with which society corrects the smaller faults of
its children, and satire is the lash which is applied
to corporate abuses when they have been stripped
bare of their fine garments. In both there is
something of self-centred superiority, even when
it is felt to be the superiority of society embodied
in the smiter. But, though the derisive smile or
the scornful laugh may be there, it is not an
expression of the true spirit of laughter, which is

happy and genial. It is rather the lineal descend-
ant of the exultant laugh of the savage over his
van(juished foe. And it not infrequently fails in
attaining its end, while the kindly good-humoured
laugh has far greater efficacy in correcting the
manners of boys and men.

It is questionable, however, whether this form of
social utility is that which has given to laughter

Its chief evolutionary value in social life. This is
rather a secondary utility like that of the insect’s
sting, wmch is derived from an organ of diderent
ancestral value. There is a more genial form of
utih^. According to \V. McDougall, laughter
has been ev’olved in man as an antidote to sym-
pathy with suffering (Brit. Assoc., 1913, reported
in E^ature, xcii. [1914]). He contends that faugh-
ter arises only in situations which are mildly
unpleasant except in so far as they are redeemed
by laughter itself ; or in presence of those things
which would excite a feeble degi-ee of sympathetic
pain if we did not actually laugh at them. But
are these conditions universal ? Is the comic situa-
tion, or the joke, at which \ve laugh, always in
some degree painful ? Should we not substitute
‘sometimes’ for ‘always’? There is, however,
probably an element of truth (if not the whole
truth) in the \iew that laughter is a protective
reaction which shields us from the depressing
influence of the^ shortcomings of our fellow-men
even when they jest. As pity softens the primitive
callousness of laughter, so does laughter in turn
relieve us from the depression w’hich stupidity, for
example, engenders. And it may have a wider
influence.

‘ H<w many men in our highly civilized communities to-daymay have learned to keep their heads above water by the
practice of gentle laughter, no one knows * (Sully. Bssav on
Laughter, p. 408).

^ y

In any case, ‘ he who produces a laugh of pure

g
ladness brightens the world for those who hear
im’ (Sully, op. cit. p. 417). Laughter is a tonic

which braces both body and mind, and thus benefits
both the individual and society.
Literature.—Thomas Hobbes, Human Nature, London,

1650, The Leviathan, do. 1651; A. Schopenhauer, Die Welt
als Wille und VorsteUung, Leipzig, 1819, tr. R. B. Haldane and
J. Kemp, London, 1883-S6; H. Spencer, ‘The Physiology of
Laughter,’ Maemillan's Magazine, March, 1860, reprinted in
Essays, i. (London, 1883); George Meredith, ‘An Essay on
Comedy,* New Quarterly Magazine, April, 1877, reprinted in
book form ; H. Bergson, Le Eire, Pans, 1900, tr. C. Brereton
and F. Rothwell, London, 1911 ; James Sully, An Essay on
Laughter, do. 1902, and references to literature there.

C. Lloyd Morgan.
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American (L. H. Gray), p. 814.
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Old Testament (C. F. Kent), p. 823.

New Testament (A. Menzies), p. 824.
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—

Western (A. Fortescue), p. 832.

LAW (Natural).—The idea of ‘law’ has a long

and varied history. It has passed through import-

ant changes, and has occasioned manifold disputes.

It took its rise as something relating to human
society, and was then extended to external nature

and the universe, whence, after undergoing a pecu-

liar metamorphosis, it was brought back to the

sphere of its origin, in order to shed light upon
human life and action.

I. The development of the idea of natural law.

—The development of the concept began in the

ancient world, but it was not until the modern
epoch that ‘ law ’ came to occupy a central position

in all scientific procedure. The expression ‘law of

nature,’^ which formed a theme of great interest in

^ The historical origin of the phrase * law of nature ’ is dis-

oipsed bv E Zeller ‘tlber Begriflf und Begrundung der sitt-

Christian

—

Eastern (A. Fortescue), p. 838.

Anglican (A. J. Maclean), p. 840.

Egyptian (F. Ll. Griffith), p. 846.

Greek (P. Vinogradoff), p. 847.

Hindu (J. Jolly), p. 850.

Iranian (L. C. Casartelli), p. 853.

Japanese (T. Nakajima), p. 854.

Jewish (F. Perles), p. 855.

Muhammadan (Th. W. Juynboll), p. 858.

Roman (G. Wissowa), p. 8S3.

Teutonic and Slavic (0. Schrader), p. 887.

the classical age of Greece, was originally used
with reference, not to the external world, but to

human nature itself. It denoted the imwritten as

contrasted with the written law. This unwritten
law, however, was at first simply equivalent to

traditional usage and custom, and it was only later

that it came to be taken in the sense of a law written
by the deity in the human heart. The term ‘ law
of nature,’ in its modem acceptation, is seldom

lichen Gesetze,’ reprint from ABAW, 1888, and with sig^nal

caution and thoroughness by R. Hirzel, *’’A7pa(f>os Noptos,* in

ASG, philoL-histor. Klasse, xx. [1900]. According to Hirzel,

aypa^os vopos primarily meant traditional usage and custom,

and retained this sense throughout the ancient period ; from
the time of Thucydides, however, it came to bear another

meaning as well, viz that of the divine law written in the

heart. Of. also Hirzel’s still more exhaustive work, Themis,

Dike und Verwandtes, Leipzig, 1907, pp. 886-41L
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used by Plato and Aristotle ;
^ it was especially

among the Stoics that it took a more prominent
place, and here the idea of divine laws led to that

of natural laws. The expression * natural law ’ was
first brought into general usage by the Romans,
and from them again it passed to mediaeval writers.

As yet, however, the expression was used without
real precision ; it denoted merely a certain regu-

larity of events, so that the Church Fathers, and
in particular Augustine, could regard natural laws
as no more than the customary modes of divine

action—modes of action which might quite well be
departed from in exceptional circumstances. Thus
the belief in natural laws in no way conflicted with
the belief in miracles. The conception first ac-

quired a more precise signification in modern
times, especially since the time of Descartes, and
in close connexion with the whole character of

modem investigation. The great object of modem
scientific inquiry is to analyze an existent state of

things into its simple elements, and to interpret

the whole by means of the parts. The laws of

nature thus came to be regarded as but the simplest
forms of motion among the elements. The dis-

covery of these laws seemed to give man the power
of interpreting nature intellectually, and at the
same time of controlling it by j^actical and tech-
nical application of the laws. This fitted in with
the whole tendency of modern thought, i.e, to
regard nature not as the work of a Higher Power,
but as something to be interpreted by its own con-
catenations. It was felt, however, that, if the laws
of nature were to have a precise content, a mathe-
matical formulation of them was indispensable;
and in this way an ancient problem found at last a
happy solution. The Pythagoreans had taught
that nature could be resolved into mathematical
forms, and this theory had all along been main-
tained by a relatively small group of thinkers.
But it was found impossible to formulate definite
laws, and even as late as the 15th cent. Nicholas
of Cusa had declared the task to be beyond human
capacity. The first to construct mathematical
laws of nature was Kepler, in his famous three
laws of planetary motion, which thus marked a
profound revolution in the investigation of nature.
Thereafter Newton proposed the idea of reducing
all the phenomena of nature to mathematical laws,^
and Kant even ventured to say that ‘in every
special science of nature there can be only as much
real knowledge as there is mathematics.'^

_

Side by side with this precise modern formula-
tion of natural law, however, the ancient and
more indefinite conception still survives ; and even
at the present day the discovery of a mere order in
phenomena is often hailed as a law. This is especi-
ally the case in modem biology, in which, c.^., a
peculiarly intricate complex of facts, if it only
recurs, is often summarily designated a law, so
that what purports to be a solution is, in point of
fact, simply a problem. In other ways also the
term law has been the cause of much confusion.
Laws are often discussed as if they were living
forces, and even revered as if they were divine
powers. It has frequently been forgotten that
th^ are merely the forms of natural processes,
and that they in no sense explain the processes
then^elves. A further source of ambiguity is that
law is not seldom thought of as an entity lying

1 The oifiy passages, indeed, are Plato, TimcBUSy 83 E. and
Arist. de Cmo, 268 A, 10 ff. The word more frequently used
for ‘laws of nature ’ in the classical writers, as, e.g.^ in medical
works, in Democritus, Xenophon, Plato, and Aristotle is
avayKot, Among the Greeks, the conception of a natural law
was probably first definitely applied in the spheres of astronomy
and medicine.

^

^

2 Of. the beginning of his Philosopkice naturalis principia
matfiematica: ‘Missis formis substantialibus et qualitatibua
occi^is phenomena naturae ad leges mathematicas revocare.'

3 WerJcet ed. G. Hartenstein, Leipzig, 1867-69, iv. 860

beyond and controlling the concrete facts. 3 has
even within the sphere of nature itself the employ-
ment of the idea of law is attended with grave
difficulties and dangers, and the dangers are greatly
increased when the idea is applied outside that
sphere, and used as a means of transferring the
methods of natural science to other provinces of
human interest.

2. The application of ‘natural law’ to other
provinces.—This extension of the idea of law to
extra-natural data began as early as the 17th cent.,
when, in particular, the idea was employed in psy-
chology. The procedure was continued in the 18th
cent., being now applied to the fields of politics and
history, but it was in the course of the 19th cent,
that the tendency reached its highest development,
and the idea of law became the subject of numer-
ous dilutes regarding method.

() Psychology,—The application of natural law
to the soul was carried out in a most imposing
manner by Spinoza. For him the entire inward
life of man was but a texture of single and partic-
ular occurrences, which work and interlink exactly
like external things. Psychological laws in the
stricter sense—e.^., the laws of Association—^were
set forth in particular by English thinkers. In
Germany, Leibniz had spoken of the ethico-logical
laws of the soul, and Wolff* made further advances
on the same lines, while Herbart, again, sought to
carry mathematical formulae into the inmostlife of
the soul. Modern psychophysics has attempted
with no small success to give a mathematical form-
ulation to the relation between bodily and psychi-
cal processes, and especially between stimulus and
sensation. Greater difficulties were encountered in
the endeavour to interpret not merely the funda-
mental forms, but also the spiritual content, of
psychical life on the analogy of natural laws. A
special theme of controversy here was the relation
between natural and moral law, some thinkers en-
deavouring to bring the two into the closest possible
relation, while others insisted upon the unmistak-
able difference between ethical principles and the
laws of nature.^ The pre-eminent representative
of the latter position was Kant, who regarded the
moral law, with its imperative of duty, as some-
thing spontaneous, unique, and superior to all ex-
perience, and who uncompromisingly opposed the
freedom which it involves to the necessity of
nature. Schleiermacher, on the other hand, con-
tended for a close connexion between natural
law and moral law,^ but in trying to universal-
ize the scope of morality he incurred the danger
of attenuating its distinctive character. The prob-
lem is not yet solved, and is still being ceasefesly
discussed.®

() Sociology,—In a somewhat different sphere a
fruitful theme of discussion was introduced by the
attempt of modern sociology to reduce the social
life of man to simple laws. The main factor in
this movement was the known fact that by taking
sufficiently large numbers of human beings the
fortuitous element of the individual phenomenon
may be eliminated, and relatively constant aver-
ages ascertained, and that thereby the phenomena
or the social sphere are found to be much more
regular than appears at first sight. By thus
surveying mankind in large numbers modern sta-
tistical science has discovered a mass of interesting

1 Of more recent works W. Windelband’s esaaj’ on * Normen
und Naturgesetze' in his Tdbingen, 1911, is specially'
worthy of notice in this connexion.

2 Of. his Werke mr PhilpsophiSy Berlin, 1834-64, ii. 897-417.
^e,g,, by H. Siebeck, *Uber das Verbaltniss von Naturgeseta

und^ Sittengesetz,‘ in PhUosophische MonaUhefte^ xx. (1884]

4 The pioneer in this field was the Belgian statistician L. A. J.
Quetelet (1796-1874), especially in his Sur VHomme et U 6A*
veloppement de ses faciUUs^ ou Essai de physique sodcde, Paris,
1835, 2nd ed., Brussels, 1S69.
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facts. It is no doubt true that here certain uni-

formities have been rather prematurely resolved

into laws, and that intricate congeries of facts

have not always been sufficiently broken up into

their simple elements; but, w^hen all is said, the
movement has opened fresh avenues of knowledge,

and given effective incentives to inquiry.

(c) Economics ,—The movement assumed a more
intense and incisive phase upon the narrower field

of economics proper. Here we find two modes of

interpretation and investigation in conflict with

each other. The advocates of the one mode sought

to resolve the economic process into a mere tissue

of self-regulating elementary movements, and so

to explain them in accordance with natural laws,

and they repudiated all interference in the political

and social order as a derangement of natural pro-

cesses.^ The most prominent representative of

this view is Adam Smith. It was maintained on
the other side that, if the economic life of mankind
was not to degenerate into a ruthless struggle of

each against all, it must be ethically regulated.

As representing this position the name of Thomas
Carlyle will suffice. It is indisputable that in

recent times this ethical view of economics has

asserted itself more and more eflectively in oppo-

sition to the purely scientific interpretation, and
that, accordingly, the State has interfered more
and more actively with economic conditions.

Modern industry, with its huge manufactories,

has been the main factor in this development.

[d] History,—There has been in recent times a

considerable amount of discussion regarding the

problem of historical laws. The abandonment of

a religious reading of history has given rise to an
endeavour to interpret the historical process by its

own movement, and this again has led thinkers to

construct a philosophy of history,^ and to search

for the laws that control the process. In the 19th

cent, attempts to understand the movement of

history as an ordered and articulate process were

made—from opposite points of view, indeed, though

not without a certain correspondence in results—by
Hegel and Comte. Hegel regarded history as a self-

evolution of the Spirit, which advances by means

of antithesis, while Comte, by way of the ‘ three

stages’ in ceaseless progress, arrived finally at an

intellectual interpretation of phenomena which

provides a rational comprehension of human life

as a whole*
In Germany, within recent years, a subject of

much discussion and controversy has been the

relation between history and natural science.

Certain writers insist strongly upon the profound

difference between the two, emphasizing the

individual or particular character of historical

processes, and seeing in these the pre-eminently

valuable element of history. Windelband and

Rickert^ are prominent champions of this view,

and they are supported by the majority of German
historians. A leading representative of the other

1 On the history of the question see I. Neumann, JahrbUch^

fwr ationalokonomie wid Statistiky 3rd ser., Jena, 1899, who

(p. 15211.) writes :
‘ Even in antiquity men sought for economic

and social laws, and next, more especially from the latter half

of the 17th centun', from the days of Locke and HoDbes, they

applied the term “ law *’ to the facts of the Jormer ii.e, ®con-

omics], while the physiocrats themselves, in foUowmg these

precedents, cannot be altogether exonerated from the charge

of having been so influenced by the then all-powerful ide^

of Natural Right that they were unable to keep sych laws of

events sufticicntly distinct from those of tlie ought, orethic^

laws.’ Cf. also his ‘Naturgesetz und Wirtschaftsgesetz, in

Zettschrift fiir die gesarnte StaatswmenscJiapy ni.
[1892J,

ana

F. Eulenburg, * Naturgesetze und soziale Gesetze, ju

Sazialwiasenschaft und SozicUpolitik, xxxi.-xxxii. [1910-i:u.

* The expression * philosophie de I’histoire was first used by

Voltaire, though not in a technical sense.
^

« W. Windelband, ‘GeschichteundNaturwissenschaft (^trass-

burner Rektoratsrede)^ 1894 (now also in
a.

4H. Rickert, Die Grenzen d»r naturwtssensehajtlichen JSe-

griffsbildung^y Tubingen, 1913.

school is Lamprecht, who puts forward the hypo-
thesis of socio-psychical stages of development
proceeding in a determinate order.

^

3. Conclusion.—^Thus the idea of * law ’ provides
an interesting example of the manner in which a
general tendency works its way into all the various
fields of human experience, and is used to mould
them into conformity with the process of nature.
But we also see here how the distinctive character
of the several fields forms an obstacle to the ten-
dency, and how this distinctive character is clearly
revealed in the attempt to bring the various fields

into correspondence with the laws of nature. Itmay
be said, in general, that, if we are to speak of law's

in the spiritual sphere at all, the conception of law
must have quite a different meaning from that
which it bears in the realm of nature. It is in
particular the ideas of freedom and individuality
that prohibit a simple extension of the laws of

nature to other provinces.

Litbraturb.—^In addition to the works cited in the text of

the art. cf. R. Eucken, Geistine Stromungen der Gegenwari^,
Leipzig, 1909, Eng. tr. Main Currents of Modern Thought,
London, 1912, p. 196 ff.; E. Boutroux, De l’Id4e de la hi
naturelle dans la science et la philosophie, Paris, 1895 ; W.
Kfihler, Geist und Freiheit: allgemeine Entik des Gesetzes-

hegriffes, Tubingen, 1913. R. EuCKEN.

LAW (Primitive).—The definition of law, like

that of religion, is by no means so easy as it looks.

That framed by the great jurist, Jolm Austin, so

long dominant in En^ish political philosophy, was
derived from Hobbes, who in the 17th cent, elabor-

ated the theory of paternal government. So high

did he place the authority of the ruler that^ he

made the king the arbiter, not merely of political

and social conduct, but even of religion and morals.

Austin, of course, did not go so far as this. When
he formulated his theory, the controversy con-

cerning the Divine Right of Kings "vvas dead, theo-

logical and political passion on the question had
cooled down, and the British Constitution, as

settled at the Revolution, had been accepted by
all parties. It was, therefore, necessary only to

posit a supreme political authority, without theor-

izing as to its origin or dogmatizing on its proper

form. According to Austin, positive law (as dis-

tinguished from the divine law, the moral law, the

laws of nature, and other laws so called by way of

analogy, and in his sense not really law's at all) is a

rule of conduct prescribed by a sovereign, whether

an individual or a definite body of men, to a

member or members of the independent political

society wherein its author is supreme [Lectures on

Jmrisprudence^, London, 1861, i. 316). Laws are

a species of command addressed by a political

superior to those on whom he has the power and

the will to inflict evil if his desire expressed in

the command he disregarded. A sanction, or

penalty for disobedience, is, therefore, annexed to,

or implied in, every command of the sovereign

—

that is to say, in this connexion, every law.

‘Command, duty, and sanction are inseparably connected

terms Each embraces the same ideas as the others, though

each denotes those ideas in a peculiar order or series’ [ib.

pp. 5f., 9). IT

This definition has the merit of avoiding ail

antiquarian questions and all theological dogma

and philosophical speculation as to the ongm of

the supreme authority. It takes the facts as they

are in modern civilized States, and as they were m
imperial Rome, and frames a formula to express

them. Nothing else was possible to that genera-

tion. Archseological inquiry into origins had

hardly begun in 1832, when Austin’s work was

1 The controversy as to the existence of laws in histoiy is

flnniv7pd and explained by E. Bernheim, Dehrbuch der histor-

ischeri Methods und dsr Leipzig, 1908 ;

cf also F. Eulenburg, ‘tJber Gesetzmassigkeiten in der Ge-

schichte (“ historische Gesetze”)’, in Archio fw Sozialwissen-

^h^ und BoMpolitik, XXXV. [19121, and art. Historiography
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first published
; or, if it had, it did not interest

him ; while the science of anthropology had not
yet come to the birth. But during the fast eighty

the extension and necessities of the
Indian Empire, and the colonial, missionary, com-
mercial, and scientific enterprises of every civilized
nation have brought us into more and more inti-
mate contact with peoples in every grade of culture
and every variety of political, economic, and social
constitution. To all thoughtful persons and to
most mvUized governments it has become obvious
that the first requisite for good administration, as
well as for missionar^^ and commercial activity, is
a right comprehension of the ideas and social order
nf na+.irt'ne i .of nations thus brought under the sway, or at least
the influence, of the white man. The scientific
interest of the study has been quickened by these
practical considerations, and has resulted in the
accumulation of a vast amount of material un-
ImoAvn to our grandfathers. It has become clear
that the social and political relations of a people,
however wild or however backward in culture,
cannot, and in fact do not, subsist without govern-
ing rules, and that such rules are equivalent to
wnat on a higher plane is called law.
Moreover, the researches carried on simultane-

ously with these into^ the early history of the
various European nations have emphasized the
similarity of their original condition to that of
many barbarous tribes in the present day. They
have shown not only that the formation of codes

was gradual, but also that, side by
side with them, a great body of unwritten but bind-
ing customs continued for ages, and possessed a
validity and authority of its own. That authority
antedated any formal prescription by a discover-
able sovereign.^ It was recognized and enforced
from time to time, but not created, by the sove-
reign s courts. In short, the customs were to aU
intents and purposes law equally with the written
codes. Jurists have thus been compelled to re-
consider the conception of law, and to take into
account its historical origins. They could no longer
content themselves with the a priori dogmatism
that satisfied Hobbes and Austin. The problem
how the conception of law may be so widened that
Its demition shall include the rules obeyed by all
societies of men, whether savage or civilized, in
their social and political intercourse became press-
ing m the latter part of the 19th century. Various
solutions have been attempted, of which it will be
necessary here to consider only two of the most
recent.

(CoTOOTore Sense in Law, London,
1914, p. 33 n.) argues that the notions of sove-
reignty and command are not necessary to the
conception of law, that the term ‘law’ cannot be
confined to a rule of conduct prescribed by the
head of an mdependent political society, but ex-
tends to the rules to which the members of any
society as such axe required to conform, and, finally,
that law does not rest ultimately on the physical
sanction of force, but on recognition or agreement.

nn ^ obeyed noton account of matenal compulsion, but for other reasons—m consequM<^ of reasonable acceptance or instinctive cou-
absence of organized resistance. ... It is

possibility of coercion so much as the mentalhabit of recognizing rules imposed by social authority that iadecisive m regard to the existence of iLs
'
(i*d. p. 62)

^

Thus every part of Austin’s definition is traversed •

his elaborate argument for confining the term'law to the command of a political superior is
set aside ; and the sanction to which he attached
so much importance is abandoned as a test of law,
so tar at least as it is an appeal to force.

necessary to constitute a

law
’ most convenient means for enforcing

A sanction of some kind must indeed be implied
but It need not be of a material kind, like 4ath*
imprisonment, or the forfeiture of goods. It
need not be inflicted by any definite tribunal. Itmay be nothing more than the hostility of public
momion, or the contempt of all honourable men.
Beyond this, law is often obeyed for reasons indi-
cated above, quite apart from even such vague
external sanctions.

®

Vinogradoff’s own definition is ‘a set of rules
imposed and enforced by a society with regard to
the attribution and exercise of power over persons
and things {ib. p. 59). The only point here callint^
for any further observation is the object and pur®
pose of the rules. Put in another way, laws may
be said to be aimed at the delimitation of willsNo society could hold together unless the wills
of the individual members were limited and re-
strained ; without this it would be a mere struggling
mob; it would be chaos. It is by means of the
limitation and direction of wills that it becomes
an organized community. The rules effecting such
hmitation and direction are the laws of the society.
But every limitation of one human will gives power
to other human wills. It defines the scope within
which they have free play, and the conditions
which they must observe to give effect to the in-
tentions either of the individual or of the society,
alike as regards persons and things. Within that
scope and subject to those conditions, it facilitates
the exercise of power.

B. Malinowski in his recent work on The Family
among the Australian Aborigines (London, 1913,
pp. 10-15), applying the concept of law to a very
archaic type of society, reverts to the test of sanc-
tion.

‘ AU social organization,’ he argues, * implies a series of norms,
which extend oyer the whole social life and regulate more or
less strictly all the social relations.’ These norms are of different
Kinds and enforced by different forms of social sanction. He
enumerates three.

^
The first kind owes its validity ‘ to the evil

r^ults which are intrinsically connected with their violation.’
The norms included under the second head are observed * be-
cause any departure from them would bring general contempt

culprit : a form of chastisement to which
the [Australian] natives are said to be extremely sensitive.* It is
only to the third kind, ‘sanctioned by a more direct collective
action, thathe applies the term ‘law,’ because such norms ‘enjoy
an organized, more or less regulated and active social sanction.’
mvolving violent or magical proceedings for the purpose of
corporal coercion or punishment.
Let us examine this classification. The first

kind of norm includes the Arunta prohibition
against eating meat which has been killed or even
seen by certain relatives : ‘ The food would dis-
agree with him [who infringes the rule], and he
would sicken and suffer severely’ (Spencer-Gillen»
p. 469).

Similar rules enforced by similar sanctions pre-
vei^ boys after initiation from partaking of certain
food before their wounds have healed, and women
from eating meat during pregnancy {ib, 471). So
among the Jajaurung, ‘whenever a female child
was promised in marriage to any man, from that
very hour neither he nor the child’s mother were
permitted to look upon or hear each other speak,
nor hear their names mentioned by others ; for
xf they did, they would immediately grow pre-
maturely old and die’ (R. Brough Smyth, Abort-
gines of Victoria, London, 1878, n. 156).
Sucn penalties are what we call supernatural.

But they are not the only supernatur^ penalties
known to the Australian natives,

If^a man among the Arunta, during the early stages of his
wife s pregnancy, attempts to throw a spear or boomerang at any
animal, the spirit of the unborn child, which follows him about,
will cause the weapon to take a crooked course, and the man

know that he has lost his skill in the chase and that the
child IS angry with him.* Persistence, despite this warning,
win largely increase the sickness and sufferings of the pro-
spective mother (Spencer-Gillen», p. 471). Custom requires that
on a death certain female relatives of the deceased must utter
frenzied and reiterated lamentations, and must inflict serious
wounds on themselves or one another, as if in an agony of
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grief. Omission of these rites results in harm from the spirit
of the deceased {ib. p. olO). Young members of the tribes about
the junction of the Thomson and Barcoo rivers m Queens-
land are prohibited even from breaking an emu’s egg. The
prohibition is enforced by the threat that ‘ the offended spirits
will shortly raise a storm of thunder and lightning, in which
the unlucky culprit will probably be struck down ’ (E. M. Curr,
The Attstralian Race, Melbourne, 1&36-S7, ii. 377). Among the
tribes on the north-eastern coast of Queensland an infringement
of the marriage-rules, the omission to w^ear the mourning neck-
lace for the prescribed period, or the eating of forbidden food
is said to bring on the offender the anger of a supernatural being
called Kohin, and sooner or later death in consequence (A. W.
Howitt, native Tribes of S.E, Australia, London, 1904, p. 49S).

Thus supernatural penalties are not, even among
the Blackfellows, simply evil results ‘ intrinsically
connected with ’ the violation of the norm, if hy
that phrase be meant an automatic operation of
the^ sanction. They are often attributed to the
action of ghosts and other imaginary or super-
human beings. On higher planes of culture we
are familiar with offences against the gods, and
innumerable tales are told of the vengeance of an
outraged divinity. In this class of trespass we
have to do with violations of a social rme that
are so alien from ordinary conduct that they entail
religious horror, expressed in the fear of a special
kind of punishment. It is this horror that makes a
supernatural penalty a social sanction. When the
misfortune looked upon as the penalty overtakes
a man, it is regarded as evidence of the trespass.

The horror then fastens upon the guilty person and
segregates him from his fellows. On the other
hand, the consciousness of guilt often operates
with overwhelming effect on the mind : men have
been known to die from sheer terror when they
have recognized their offence, though committed
unintentionally.
Maori chiefs were fenced about with a very strict tabu. Not

merely their persons, but everything which had come into con-
tact with them, everythmg that had once belonged to them,
was sacred. If an inferior made use of any such object, the
tabu would kill him. Tannui, a high chief, once lost bis tinder-
box. Several persons who were so unfortunate as to find it

and light their pipes from it, without knowing that it belonged
to him, actually died from fright when they learned who the
owner was (R. Taylor, Te Ika a Maui : New Zealand and its

Inhabitants^ London, 1870, p. 164).

Thus the supernatural sanction becomes itself an
agent to preserve the norm recognized by society,

apart from any penalty directly inflicted hy the
organized action of the community. But, while
this is so, and while the operation of the community
is indirect, acting through the conscience of the
guilty man, the punishment is none the less of

social origin. It is, therefore, not easy to see how
a norm thus yarded can be distinguished from a
law. Bub society is by no means always satisfied

with this indirect penalty. The religious horror
entailed by the trespass takes an active form,

treats the oftender with general contempt and
ridicule, or with loathing, and drives him away,
or even puts him to death—perhaps with all ins

family—and destroys all his possessions.
A familiar example is that of Achan, who, for appropriating

a small portion of the spoil of Jericho which had been banned by
Jahweh, was with his sons and daughters stoned to death, while

all his propertywas burned, together with the corpses (Jos

When King Uzziah trenched upon the prerogative of the priest-

hood by presuming to bum incense in the Temple at Jerusalem,
the supernatural sanction immediately took effect:^ he was
smitten with leprosy. Now, leprosy involved exclusion from
religious rites and segregation from society. Uzziah, there-

fore, was cut off from the house of the Lord, and from the
exercise of his royal office; he was shut u^ in a separate

dwelling for the rest of his life, and Jotham bis son was made
regent (2 Ch Lv IS^sf.). Orestes, after putting his mother
to death, was seized with madness and pursued hy her Erinyes,

He fled not merely from them, hut from the vengeance of the
Argives. When he came to Troezen, no one would admit him to

his house. He was kept in a state of tabu until he was purified

and cleansed from the guilt of matricide (Pausanias, ii. 31).

These events represent the consequences that

flowed in law and practice from offences primarily

punishable by the supernatural powers.^ Such
offences were* visited with the whole weight of

social indignation.

It is, in fact, impossible, if we have regard to
the test of sanction only, to draw a strict line
between the three categories into which Malinowski
divides the social norms as known in Australia
One form of sanction frequently implies, or results
in, another.

^
It is not only in comparatively higher

forms of civilization that the first class of norms
(roughly coiresponding to what in Homan law was
called fas) is enforced by a sanction beyond the
supernatural penalty. T*he painful manifestations
already mentioned of mournmg for a death among
the^ Arnnta are a norm prescribed by society, and
society does not leave retribution for non-compliance
entirely to the ghost ; it inflicts on the offender
the contempt and ridicule of his fellows. Obviously
a similar penalty must also follow the infraction
of other norms of the same class, though not ex-
pressly mentioned by our authorities. Indeed, so
strongly do the aborigines feel on some of them
(the marriage-rules, for instance) that no doubt
can be entertained of punishment by violent meas-
ures, independent of the supernatural sanction.
Nor can these consequences be confined to cases

where the religious horror is aroused by violation
of the norm, as in the illustrations already given.
To take a single example outside the Australian
area

—

Among the Dakotas of N. America certain relatives are for-
bidden to address one another by name. Offenders against
this rule, both men and women, have been known to be
punished by having their clothes cut off their backs and thrown
away (J. G. Frazer, Totemism and Exogamy, London, 1910,
in. 112).

Clearly the destruction of the clothing was only
part or the retribution ; it must have involved also
the contempt of the community.
Punishment, when directly inflicted by society,

is the expression of society’s reprobation ; and its

severity roughly corresponds to the intensity of
the feeling aroused by the offence. The mildest
form in which public opinion thus declares itself

against the offender is ridicule and contempt.
These are a very real sanction—most of all in
relatively primitive societies, w'here numbers are
small and the individual members are brought
into close contact, for escape is difficult, if not
impossible. When active measures are taken, it

is because the feeling aroused by the trespass is

more intense, amounting to indignation, ab-
horrence, or fear. But, where active measures
are appropriate, they are not always taken by
the community as a whole; they may be left to
the group more directly aggrieved. When a man
is slain, an offence is committed against the com-
munity at large ; but over and above this his kin
is the sufferer by the loss of a member, and by the
injury to its prestige, so that it devolves on the
kindred to obtain reparation by slaying in tuni
the criminal or some member of his clan. The
avengers are supported in such a case by public

opinion. They are in effect the instruments of

society; and the knowledge that they are thus
acting in accordance with the mos majorum and
the tacit concurrence of the community strengthens
their hands, and tends to be a powerful deterrent

from wanton violation of the peace. When, how-
ever, death is imputed to witchcraft, active con-

currence of the community in retaliation is apt to

occur. Witchcraft—hostile magic—^is forbidden

by all relatively primitive societies. It is a secret

treason from which no one feels safe, a subtle

danger threatening all alike. It therefore arouses

an agony of apprehension, fury, and abhorrence,

and everybody joins in the hue and cry after the

suspected criminal.

This is true even among a people so peaceful and little

disposed to violence as the Eskimos. Nor do they limit public

interference to cases of witchcraft; for, when a man has

rendered himself generally obnoxious, either by witchcraft or

in any other way, some one is deputed to put him to death
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(D. Grantz, Hist, of Gre^.nland^ London, 17(57, i. 194 ; F. Boas,

Bvll. Amer. Mtn. Sat, Hist, xv. [New York, 1901-07] 117, 467).

The weak point here, as a more recent writer on the Eskimos
remarks, is that the death of the man, however intolerable he
may have made himself, even to his kindred, may start a blood-

feu'd between the kindred and those who have been the in-

struments of society in punishing him with death. The
power of public opinion is, however, so strong that ‘the mere
knowledge of having displeased the community would be
severe punishment in itself,’ and, therefore, likely to restrain

an lU-disposed person from carrying his evil or reckless pro-

pensities to an extremity (V. StefAnsson, My Life imth the

Eskimo, London, 1913, p. 365). On the other hand, so far from
implacable are the Eskimos that a serious fault—even one that

may imperil the entire communitj* by the violation of a quasi-

reli’gious tabu—may often be redeemed by pubhc confession.

But to fix attention on the sanction—and that
a penal sanction—as the test of law in a com-
munity relatively primitive is to limit the defi-

nition of law to that which concerns what we call

crimes. It is to ignore whole provinces of law.

The religious side of life, so far as it is enforced

by sanctions not involving the organized and
regulated action of the community, is entirely

omitted from consideration. No one who knows
how profoundly what we in our contempt are apt
to call ‘superstition’ dominates savage life can
fail to appreciate the seriousness of the omission.

So slowly and reluctantly, indeed, is religion

separated from law that even to-day the ecclesi-

astical law is part of the law of the land in some
highly civilized countries. In the oaths daily

exacted in our courts we have a perpetual witness
to the large share formerly taken by religion in

the administration of the law. Oaths are an
appeal to the divinity to attest the truth of the
evidence. They are a relic of the ordeals once
held conclusively to determine on which side

justice lay. Such ordeals are still in use in the
lower culture. Courts of law are there often held,

as they were in classic times, in the temples of

the gods and under the presidency of priests and
medicine-men ; nor had such practices ceased in
Europe until the Middle Ages came to a close.

Equally, no account is taken of the class of
rights enforcible by civil procedure, which has
attained so remarkable a development among the
black races of Africa. Among those rights the
rights to property, directly or indirectly, occupy
an important place. Private property is but
feebly represented in the social institutions of
the Australian natives; and the complaints that
come before the tribal elders savour much more of
the criminal than of what we should call the civil

jurisdiction. Hence it may not have been neces-
sary for Malinowski to take into account this
class of rights. When, however, we come to
inquire whether his definition can be applied to
social conditions elsewhere, we cannot overlook
them.
No less serious is the omission of constitutional

law. Low as they are in the scale of civilization,

the Australian savages are not quite ignorant of
constitutional law. The population is composed
of a number of tribes, each of which occupies
exclusively a tract of country. The boundaries
of this tract are recognized by the adjacent tribes.

The members of the tribe are bound together by
a^ common language and common institutions,
differing more or less from those of their neighbours,
and by a feeling of solidarity, if not a definite
alliance. Each tribe is divided into local groups.
There is no chief of a whole tribe ; but each local
group, speaking generally, has its headman, whose
authority, in most cases, is real but vague, depend-
ing largely on his personal qualities. He is

assisted by a council of the elders, which deals
with the internal affairs of the group and its

external relations, and whose decision is the
supreme authority. The office of headman is

sometimes hereditary, though even then it is

frequently conditioned by ability. The local

roup is made up of families, each of them ruled

y the husband and father, with large powers over

his wife and children, and often his grandchildren.

Local groups are independent of one another, but
frequently unite for the purposes of war and of

religious rites and festivals. The tribe is, more-
over, with rare exceptions, divided into exogamous
totemic clans, descendible sometimes only through
females, in other cases only through males. In

the latter case the clan tends to be coincident with
the local group, for the wife usually goes to reside

at the husband’s camp. The Australian organi-

zation is thus rudimentary ; it is none the less

real on that account. That of the Andaman
islanders is in most respects even more rudi-

mentary, except that they reco^ize the authority,

though very limited, of a chief of the tribe over

the various local groups.

A type of constitution, very interesting because it clearly

shows how the social and political relations of a people are

dependent upon economic conditions, is that of the Yakuts.
They inhabit the steppes of north-eastern Siberia. In former
times they were almost entirely dependent on their herds of

homes, which found pasturage on the steppe and supplied their

owners with food and the material for clothing and shelter.

The minimum drove on which a family of four persons could
live consisted of ten head, that is to say, five mares, one
stallion, one two-j'^ear-old, one one-year-old, and two suckling
colts. This would hardly keep such a family from distress. A
maximum, on the other hand, of from three hundred to five

hundred head would allow a community of fifty persons to live

in comparative ease. This community, whether large or small,

would be composed of individuals who seem to have regarded
one another as related, and may be referied to as the kmdred,
or sib. Between the members of the sib there was community
of goods. Kindred seems formerly to have been traced ex-

clusively in the female, but is now traced in the male, line.

The number of persons comprised in the sib is thus dependent
upon the number of a herd that can be pastured at any given
station and the number of persons who can be found to manage
and be maintained by it. Every sib belongs to some tribe,

called ulics, and sub-tribe, or nasleg. The land of each tribe

is apportioned, and from time to time re-apportioned, between
the sub-tribes, and that of the sub-tribe is still more frequently
re-apportioned between the aga-ussa, or kindreds. Every
kindred chooses a deputy for this purpose, and every nasleg
an oflBcer to supervise the deputies. But these officials do not
appear to have any other authority. The sib (and, so far as

can be gathered, the nasleg) is governed by a mass-meeting or
general assembly of the db (or nasleg), at which the common
affairs are settled by the oldest and most influential members,
but subject to the general opinion. The sib was frequently
subdivided, for the convenience of tending the herds, into

smaller families. Of such a family the father was the head.
It held together so long as his influence was paramount, or
until the necessity to divide the herd arose. In the family the
younger members were subjected to the elder, these to the
head, and the women to the men. War, when it took place,

generally arose, if the traditions are to be trusted, from the
stealing of women or cattle. The feeling of solidarity between
members of the sib was very strong. A blood-feud was the
consequence of murder; but meetings with ceremonies for

reconciliation were an institution. It hardly needs to be said

that the spread of civilization, and the consequent introduction
of new means of livelihood, new luxuries, and new ideas of

property, have greatly modified the ancient customs, which in

the more southerly and fertile districts are now to a great
extent broken up, and even on the open steppes of the north
are in decay (W. G. Sumner, JAI xxxi. [1901] 66 ff.).

On the whole, in a wide but poor and thinly
peopled land the life of the Yakuts, occupied with
the care of their herds and the occasional diversions

of hunting and fishing, was externally one of peace.

That of the Maoris of New Zealand, in utterly

different conditions, was one of continual warfare.
Every winter a raid was planned on some neigh-
bouring tribe, and every summer it was executed
with cannibalism and other circumstances of bar-

barity. For such a life a different organization
was needed.

The people dwelt in strongly stockaded pas, or fortresses,

and militarism developed a hereditary aristocracy. They were
divided into tribes, occupying separate districts, at the head of

each of which was a chief, who was by virtue of his descent
enveloped in a sanctity called tapu (whence our word ‘ tabu ’),

which varied in intensity with his rank. The tribe was sub-

divided into ge?ites, each distinguished by its own patronymk
and governed by its own chief

;
and the lowest unit was the

family. The religion of the Maoris was practically the worship
of ancestors. The prestige of the chiefs was largely that of theii
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ancestry. The tapu that encircled them was derived not merely
from their own personal power, but from the divine forefathers

of whom they were both children and priests. A curious con-

sequence of the value thus attached to heredity was that the
eldest son of a chief was deemed higher in rank than his father.

On the birth of a son the prestige of the father, or at least some
portion of it, was automatically transferred to the child. He
was a step upwards in the ancestral ladder, with a longer array

of forefathers. Within the family the paternal authority was
nearly absolute. Slavery was common ; and the head of the

family could put his slaves to death with impunity. If he ven-

tured, however, to go the length of taking the life of wives or

children, he would in the former case be liable to a claim for

compensation or to vengeance at the hands of the kindred of the

murdered wife ; in the latter case he would be called to account
by the tribe. The power of a chief also was nominally absolute

within his gens or tribe, as the case might be. Both domestic

and foreign affairs, however, were debated by the principal

chiefs in open assembly, at which the warriors, women, and
even children were allowed to speak. The chiefs were thus

made amenable to public opinion, though the final decision

apparently rested with them. ‘ Public quarrels between chiefs

are referred to the rangdtira nui^ or bead of the tribe, and his

fiat is generally conclusive. His authority is much respected

;

yet subordination is scarcely known, as, provided a chief is

satisfied with his people, they may he insolent to any other

party, independent of his authority; the people supporting

their chief, who in turn winks at their exactions and ill conduct.’

Such a state of things, it is obvious, would give abundant pre-

text for the wars to which the people were addicted. The head

of the tribe was not necessarily the leader in war; the war-

chief was elected (J, S. Polack, Manners and Customs of the

New ZealanderSi London, 1840, i. 00 fl., ii. 23 ff., 34 ff.; Taylor,

op. eit. p. 350 ff. ; E. Tregear, JAl xix. [1889] 112).

The Bantu and Negro populations of Africa are

also all more or less -warlike. Without going into

details, which would be tedious as well as unneces-

sary in view of the difierent types of society already

presented, it may be said that among them a still

higher organization has been developed, culminat-

ing in kingdoms ruled by hereditary monarchs
surrounded by hosts of officials, maintaining an

elaborate ceremonial, having a^ standing army,

and whose subjects are graded into classes, each

with its own occupation, rights, and duties; the

whole edifice resting, it may be, on the slavery of

a conquered tribe.

Constitutional law, in truth, is the very frame-

work of society. It is the foundation-norm. With-

out it there can be no regulated limitation of wills

;

society falls into anarchy ; it ceases to exist. The
possibility of this result is not within the contem-

plation of any community. Consequently consti-

tutional law rarely or never has any definite penal

sanction attached to its observance, even in the

highest civilization. But this does not entitle us

to deny it the name of law.

Again, international law must be recognized

wherever there is contiguity or intercourse be-

tween two or more independent tribes or peoples.

It certainly exists in Australia. Strict formality
j

governs the relations between tribe and tribe.

There is a way of accrediting messengers which

renders their persons sacred ; there are rules con-

cerning meetings for barter, for the celebration of

religious and other rites, for mutual conference

and the settling of intertribal difterences, for

intertribal hospitality, and even for the prosecu-

tion of war. Such rules are also found on other

planes of culture, though some of them may be

disregarded where a warlike and arrogant people

comes into contact with a feebler one, or where

passions are greatly excited. On the whole, how-

ever, it is true to say that, while the conventions

of international relations are very seldom provid^

with a formal sanction, they are habitually ob-

served, and their breach is liable to be seriously

resented.
For these reasons we cannot regard the test of

sanction as satisfactory ; we are driven back upon

that of recognition. Where a rule is generally

recognized, it may be said to be imposed and en-

forced by society, whether or not a definite external

sanction be annexed to it. For public opinion and

the individual conscience will co-operate to ensure
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its observance. We may then define law as a set

of rules imposed and enforced hy a society
,for the

conduct of social andpolitical relations.
To a large extent morality and law cover the

same ground. The law of every community is an
index to its morals; and especially is it so with
relatively primitive peoples. Amon^ them the
standard of the collective conscience is external

;

the idea of motive as affecting the value of an act
has not yet been fully evolved. To such peoples,
for instance, the unconscious violation of a tabu
entails the same guilt as the most deliberate

;
it is

equally heinous to slay a man by accident and mth
malice aforethought. The distinction drawn by
our morality between the different classes of homi-
cide, and adopted by our law, matters nothing to
them; bloodshed even in self-defence demands
atonement. Until the individual conscience has
been cultivated by the reflexion of generations
on the social norms and their adaptation to the
changing environment, and until the emotions
have been disciplined and directed with some con-
scious effort, if not to the general wellbeing, at all

events to the maintenance of the existing customs
and constitution of society, morality cannot emerge
as distinct from law. The process commences early.

It is indispensable to the growth of civilization, it

is one of the most important dynamic forces con-

tributory to that growth. But its operation is

slow.

On the other side, law is concerned -with pro-

cedure- Actively to enforce compliance with the

rules governing a society, or to punish non-com-
pliance, certain steps have to be taken, and certain

forms observed ; otherwise the enforcement is law-

less violence or individual caprice ; it has not the

consent and the power of the collectivity behind

it. These forms are freq^uently, in the early stages

of culture, crude enou^ ; but they are forms re-

cognized as the proper means of obtaining repara-

tion for -wrong. The sentence of death passed by a

band of Eskimos on an obnoxious person, though
passed in his absence and without his knowledge,

is the sentence of the community, given in a manner
more or less formal. In Australia such a decision

would be arrived at by consultations of the govern-

ing elders. In either case it would carry the -w^eight

of the community. When the duty of retaliation

for the death or injury of a man is left to his

kin, it is because this is the recognized means of

restraining lawless aggression. Stigma and con-

tempt would follow their neglect of vengeance;

but for others to interfere would be to commit a

new offence, to arouse a new blood-feud it would

be outside their duty ; it would not be in pursu-

ance of the law. The feuds resulting from this

method of enforcing the norm against bloodshed

-within the commumty are, however, in time per-

ceived to lead to new dangers. To obviate these

more than one method is available. The rule of a

life for a life is commuted for a pecimiary compen-

sation, agreed on between the parties or assessed

by a recognized tribunal. With the advance of

culture this is often, as among the ancient in-

habitants of the British Isles, both Celtic and

Teutonic, elaborated into a regular scale of pay-

ments in accordance with the rank of the victim,

and is applied to other injuries—to those agai^t

property as well as against the person. The be-

^nings of the practice of referring outrages for

redress to a recognized tribunal appear very low

do-wn in culture.

Among the tribes of south-western Victoria ‘persons accused

)f wrong-doing get one month’s notice to appear before the

issemblS tribes —probably the tnbe of the complainant a^
ihat of the defendant—‘ and be tried, on pam of being outlawed

ind killed’ (J. Dawson, AvstraXian AhongineSi Melbourne,

L881 V. 76). In the Narrinyeri tribe offenders were brought

jefore the rewdi (council of old men) for trial. For instance,
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if a member of one clan had been in time of peace killed by one
of another clan, the clansmen of the latter would send to the
friends of the murderer, and invite them to bring him for trial

before the united Tendis. If, after trial, he were found guilty
of committing the crime, he would be punished according to
his guilt ’ (Howitt, 341). It is a very wide-spread practice of the
Negro and Bantu peoples, equally in cases of what we should
call a civil ^spute and of crime, to have recourse to a palaver
—which is, in effect, an action at law. The accused is summoned
before a properly constituted court, a trial takes place, wit-
nesses are examined, advocates are heard, and sentence is given.
Only then can punitive measures be taken against the offender
or the Iverson liable on the claim. In certain cases, such as an
accusation of witchcraft, the matter is decided by means of an
ordeal, under which the accused may die. Such is the con-
fidence felt in the palaver that the blood-feud has receded more
and more into the background. Indeed, in at least one tribe in
the Congo basin, recent scientific explorers have been unable to
discover a trace of it (E. Torday and T. A. Joyce, Les Bush<mgo,
Brussels, 1910, p, 76).

With procedure morals have little directly to do.
It is sufficient that its rules are part of the law,
and as such must he observed. How far any modi-
fication of those rules has in relatively primitive
communities arisen out of moral considerations is

a question to determine which the data do not at
present exist.

The question must be answered : Whence does
a law derive that recognition which determines its

validity as a rule imposed and enforced by society ?

Even in highly organized and civilized communi-
ties the answer given by Austin is incomplete
and unsatisfactory. For, though the written law
expressed by a specific act of legislation is a rule
definitely formulated and prescribed by the sove-
reign power, we are still left without any account
of the source of that large body of rules equally
binding on the community and known as the ‘ un-
written law,’ in England called the * common law.’
In many modern States the law is wholly con-
tained in a code supplemented and amended by
subsequent legislation. Where there is no code,
legislation presupposes, and is ultimately founded
on, the unwritten law.

^
This unwritten law is

found expressed in judicial decisions given upon
the cases brought before the courts from time to
time. This was a process well known in ancient
Homan jurisprudence. Decisions merely profess
to declare the pre-existing law, and app^ it to the
relations of the parties in litigation. They may,
in efiect,^ formulate and make binding a new rule.
If so,^ this is done by adopting and applying some
principle already held by the community to be
morally binding. When the result is generally
accepted, the decision becomes law ; and, though
not formally an act of legislation, it has the same
consequences. Otherwise it is overruled by a sub-
sequent decision, or by the sovereign power.

In a relatively primitive society there is not
always an authority capable of formulating a
legislative act. All laws are unwritten. They
depend for their validity, like the decisions of
English judges, on acceptance and recognition.
To a large extent they come down from remote
and unrecorded antiquity

; and on that plane of
culture the forces of conservatism, influential as
they are with us, wield immensely greater power.
The custom of the fathers acquires a religious
sanction beyond and apart from its appropriate-
ness to the circumstances and condition of the
people. The feeling was accurately if not com-
pletely expressed by the Boeotian who told an
mquisitive and supercilious foreigner that he knew
only one thing, namely, that it was right to main-
tain the customs of one’s ancestors, and that it was
not right to apologize for them to foreigners. The
answer was incomplete because it did not give
adequate expression to the awe, the religious fear,
the devotion—in short, the complex of emotions

—

that guard and preserve the institutions of savage
society.
The cannibal Fang, we are informed, are not only * not quick

to adopt reforms or to introduce new methods
; they are more

or less the slaves of custom, and have a superstitious dread of
departing from ancestral habits ’—and this in ‘ all the proceed-
ings of life *{JAI xxix. [1899] 80). The inhabitants of the island
of Serang, one of the Moluccas, are reported to have an aversion
to novelties, and to be very superstitious and much attached to
their ancient usages. ‘ Custom is for them the law, and not to
follow it is in their eyes not merely an outrage on it, but also
an insult to the forefathers from whom the old customs have
descended’ (J. G. F. Riedel, De sluik- en kroesharige ramn
tusschen Selebes en Papua, The Hague, 1886, p. 97). The same
tale is told almost everywhere. To such lengths did a Bechuana
chief carry his objection to change that, when one of his tribes-
men had obtained some maize and planted it, although he
allowed him to reap and eat of it, he would not allow him to
plant it a second time, because it was a plant ‘unknown to the
fathers’ (T. Arbousset and F. Daumas, Exploratory Tmr, Cape
Town, 1846, p. 172). Innovations are indeed often punished as
a crime. Among the Arunta ‘any infringement of custom
within certain limitations, is visited with sure and often severe
punishment’ (Spencer-Gillena, p. Ilf.); while among the Ban-
gala on the Upper Congo adherence to custom is secured by the
fear of being charged with witchcraft; in other words, that is

the penalty imposed by society on him who departs from it

(J. H. Weeks, JA/xxxix. [1909] 108).

The circumstances and condition of a people,
however, are never quite steadfast; they are al-

ways changing, although slowly and insensibly,

with everything else in the world. Appropriate
customs arise gradually and unmarked, and are
adapted from time to time to these slow changes
with the same gradual and imperceptible pro-

gression. Hence to the members of such a society

their customs frequently appear to be unchanged
from the beginning, the unaltering bequest of the
wisdom of the primeval ancestors, or a necessary
part of the scheme of things without which they
cannot conceive of the existence of society. Yet
it is evident that both the original customs them-
selves and the changes that they undergo, however
gradually and imperceptibly, must have been initi-

ated by individuals. The collective opinion and
the collective will are merely the concurrence of

individual opinions and individual wills. Percep-

tion of this individual action is indicated in the

traditions of many peoples ; and, though the tra-

dition of individual legislation may not in any
specific case be trustworthy as history, it assuredly

points to a consciousness or the fact of change and
of change by individual initiation. Sometimes, no
doubt, a Lycurgus might arise, and by force of his

personality and genius impress his countrraen
with his opinions and will to the extent of legis-

lation. More usually a change, when reco^ized
as such, is the result of long and repeated discus-

sions among the leaders of the tribe. Spencer and
Gillen give sound reasons for thinking that this is

a course from time to time adopted by the abori-

gines of Central Australia [op, cit,, p. 12). If they

are right, the conclusion cannot be limited to the

tribes described by them. Such a change would not

be ventured upon unless the elders were satisfied

that the tribe was ripe for it. When announced,

it would have to run the gauntlet of criticism by
the whole tribe, and its validity would ultimately

rest on general acceptance. In the lapse of time

the superseded law might sink out of memory ; the

new law would then be regarded as of primeval

authority.
At a somewhat later stage in civilization the

lawgiver invokes the authorit;^ of the gods for his

legislation. The Mosaic Law is ascribed to Jah-

weh
;
^ammurabi receives his famous code from

Shamash ; Minos is instructed by Zeus. In this

way the general acceptance and permanence of

the law would be secured by investing it with ^^e

sanctity of religion. The same intention is visible

in the legislation of Kin^ Alfred the Great, who,

in collecting and adapting the laws of his pre-

decessors, placed at the head of the compilation

the divinely inspired Decalogue and other Mos^c
precepts. Acceptance is facilitated by the indis-

tinction still characteristic of the institutions or

such a society. We may analyze them under the
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heads of law, religion, medicine, morals, and so

forth ; we may distinguish between different kinds
of la\v ; we may sever religion from medicine and
medicine from magic; the members of the com-
munity itself do^ none of these things ; no such
analysis is possible to them. All their insti-

tutions are for them bound together into one
equally authoritative and homogeneous whole.
Each is part of all the rest, and cannot be severed
from them. They see nothing extravagant in

publishing a code in the name of a god, nothing
incongruous in combining in the same code ritual,

moral, agricultural, and medical -with what we
understand by strictly juridical prescriptions, pro-

hibitions of homicide, rape, theft, and fraud with
meticulous directions as to food—what must be
avoided, what may be eaten, and how it must be
prepared—the treatment of disease, the method of

tillage, and the garb in mourning. The same code
in the same divine name and w’ith equal authority
may make regulations for the conduct of com-
mercial transactions and of the most intimate
conjugal relations, as w’ell as for a complex and
splendid ceremonial of divine worship. All these
are part of the national institutions, equally carry-

ing the sense of obligation, and all actively fostering
the sense of solidarity ; therefore no impropriety
can be felt in ascribing them to the same source.

The indistinction thus found has always been
one of the chief hindrances to missionary enter-

prise. To break with one custom is to break with
all ; to renounce the religious ideas of the ancestors
is to renounce the entire scheme of culture with
which they are bound up. The same indistinction

has retarded scientific mquiry into the jurispru-

dence of the lower culture. Observers have been
apt to record practices, not law*. Striking and
superficial differences between savage culture and
ours have riveted the attention, to the neglect of

the principles underlying all social organization.
Consequently the meaning of those differences has
too frequently been missed, and their place in the
development of civilization has been misunderstood.
Thus in a scientific periodical we are told by a writer who has

lived and laboured among the tribe :
‘ The Fang have no system

of law, no judge or tribunal for punishment of crime.* Yet he
immediately goes on to say :

‘ Theft, murder, offences against
the person are all settled according to native custom *

; and he
describes the procedure for the purpose {JAI xxix. 78).

A definite procedure for the purpose of settling

claims that else will blossom into open warfare
may not be literally a system of law ; it is at all

events a long step in the evolution of jurisprudence.
But the observation quoted shows that w’hat the
writer has in mind is a highly civilized judicial

system, such as he has been familiar with in his

native land. He must he adware that the Fang,
like all other tribes, have a body of customs having
the force of law. They are the rules generally
recognized and habitually observed, by means of
which Fang society is held together. The par-
ticular procedure which he describes, if it discloses

the want of a functionary armed with judicial

authority, is not a picturesque but haphazard prac-
tice without sanction or recognition; it is a real

juridical process. The author exhibits it by means
of an example, thus

:

*A Fang of the Esisis clan steals goods or a woman from a
J^ng of the Nge clan. The Nge who has been wronged does
not go to the offender for settlement, he goes to anotiier near
town and shoots the first goat he sees in the street, or, if very
angry, he may shoota woman. The owner of the goat orwoman
demands of the Nge his reason for doing so. The Nge replies,
** An Esisis ” (giving the man*s name) “ has wronged me ; I put
the palaver (his offence) on you.” The third par^ then goes to
the Esisis and says, “An Nge "(giving the man’s name) “has
shot my goat (or woman) because vou have made trouble with
him ; he has put your palaver (trouble) on me. You must pay
me !

” The original offender is now responsible and hable to
two parties.*

These steps are thus the formal and regular pre-
liminary to a palavei, and are as well understood

over a considerable area of the continent of Africa
as the king’s writ or a police-court summons in

Great Britain. So far from starting w’ith an ex-

plosion of random rage, they are ingeniously
calculated to enlist the active interference of a
third party, and to render the wrong-doer liable

in a double penalty—to the person injured by him-
self in respect of the original wrong, and to the
third party in respect of the loss suffered by him
at the hands of the latter. The palaver is publicly
‘talked’ by the representatives of the respective
parties before the representatives of their re-

spective clans. Though it does not appear that
these have any direct pcwer to impose a fine or
order payment of the claims, such a discussion
must in most cases tend to compose the differ-

ences, for it infonus the public fully on the merits
of the dispute. And the aggressor knows that, if he
fails to ‘cut’ the palaver, by paying a reasonable
compensation to the satisfaction of the aggrieved
parties and their clans, he and his clan will have
to run the certain risk of hostilities by two clans
with public opinion behind them. The process,

therefore, offers powerful incentives to peace,
doubtless actively assisted by the representatives
of the clans involved.

It is, of course, perfectly true that the laws of

the Fang, and of all other relatively primitive
societies, extend (as has been pointed out above)
to many subjects that in the process of civiliza-

tion have dropped out of legislation. The use of

the term ‘law’ in common parlance limits it to

acts of the legislature and such other rules as are
recognized by the courts of justice. It obscures
for us the fact that many of the rules which we
observe in daily life, though they are not amenable
to the king’s courts, are laws which have their own
sanction, and breach of which ^^ill subject us to

penalties tending to exclude us from the society
of our fellows and make life burdensome in other
ways. By virtue of the indistinction which we
have already noted, savage mentality, though ad-
mitting a difference in the penalties, heaps all these
rules together as customs. As such they are sacred.

All alike they rest on a traditional basis ; together
they constitute the ethos of the society, which is

not likely to be infringed. The variance of onr
point of view from that of the savage, the indiffer-

ence or the comparative leniency with w^hich we
regard some acts or omissions that seem highly
important to him, and the emphasis which we lay
on other acts or omissions that he treats as trivial

are a measure of the distance of our civilization

from his, and should not blind ns to the fact that
what "we call the customs of a tribe are as much a
body of la'ws as the Code NapoUon.
Literature.—The substance of the laws of peoples in the

lower culture is mostly to be gathered from the general ac-

counts of tra\ ellers, missionaries, and scientific explorers ; and
its collection and comparison is as laborious a process as any
other branch of anthropological inquiry. In some instances,

however, European rulers have for purposes of government
found it necessary to collect and in some measure codify the
laws of their subject-peoples, notably on the continent of

Africa. Among such collections may be mentioned A Com-
pendium of Kafir Laws and Customs, compiled by direction of

J. Maclean, Cape Town, 1866 ; Report and Proceedings with.

Appendices of the Government Commission on Native Laws and
Customs, published by the Government of the Cape of Good
Hope, Cape Tov^m, 1883 (a very valuable collection); Les Cou-
tumes indigenes de la C6te d'Ivoire, by F. J. Clozel and R.
Villamur, Paris, 1902 (a comprehensive juridical work giving
the laws of the various tribes separately); Fanti Customary
Laws, a brief Introduction to the Principles of the Native Laws
and Customs of the Fanti and Akan Sections of the Gold Coast,

with a Selection of Cases thereon decided in the Law Courts, by
John Mensah Sarbah, London, 1897 (the author was a Negro
barrister practising in the Courts ; comparison of this with the
last-mentioned work affords an admirable example of the differ-

ence between the French and English methods and view^ of

jurisprudence). A collection of the laws of the Linkas in the
Egyptian Sudan was made by Hugh O’Sullivan or practical

purposes, when in charge of the Dinka divisions of the Upper
Nile Province. It was published in JRAI xl, (1910) 171. Col-
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lections of the laws of the Hereto, a very interesting tribe in

German S.W. Africa, have been published by Eduard Dannert
(Zum Jtechte der Herero, Berlin, 1906). As might be expected,
these compilations, from their practical purpose, contain little

beyond the native laws so far as they are administered by the
Courts. Felix Meyer’s Wvrtschaft und Mecht der Eerero
(Berlin, 1905) comprises somewhat more. A more general
work, written in a scientific spirit, is Afrikanische Jurispru-
dem: Ethnologiseh^ juristiscne Beitrage zwr Eenrdniss der
einheimischen Rechte Afrikas^ by A. H. Post, 2 vols., Oldenburg
and Leipzig, 18S7. The best compendium of the whole subject,

with abundant bibliographical references, is the same author’s
Grundriss der ethnolog. JurisprudenZy do. 1894-95, to which
may be added S. R. Steinmetz, Rechtsverhaltniase von einge-

iorenen Volkem in Afrika und Ozeanien, Berlin, 1903.

In various periodicals devoted to jurisprudence, articles on
the subject are occasionally found. Such articles are frequent
in the ZVRW, Stuttgart, 1887 to date. One of the editors,

Josef Kohler, devotes special attention to it.

Accessible works on the general subject are those of Henry
J. Sumner Maine, esp. his Lectures on the Early History of
InstitutionSy London, 1875. But it must be borne in mind in

reading them that a generation of further research has resulted

in conclusions widely differing from his on several important
points. E. Sidney Hartland.

LAW (American).—In so vast a culture-area as

the two Americas, with their wide range of stages

of civilization, from the savage tribes of S. Cali-

fornia or the Amazonians to the highly organized
Aztecs and Peruvians, the concept and the scope
of law necessarily present extreme divergencies;
and the difficulty of the task of preparing a Corptis

juris Americani—a work urgently needed by all

students of comparative ethnological jurisprudence
—is enhanced by the scantiness of the records
which have been preserved of extinct or obsolescent
American Indian stocks, as well as by our almost
utter ignorance of many living stocks, particularly
in S. America, while scarcely any of the earlier

observers studied from a juristic point of view the
tribes with whom they came in contact.

Yet it would be wrong to conclude that the
American Indian, even of the most undeveloped
stock, is a lawless being. In a veiy real sense he
may be essentially more law-abiding than those
who are commonly regarded as highly civilized;

for to him law is well-nigh synonymous with
custom [q.v.) ; it is not something imposed from
without, or supported by pleas of ‘the greatest
good of the greatest number,’ or exercised by a
class who may be regarded with antipathy by
many members of the community, or a bondage
ingeniously and sophistically to he eluded or cir-

cumventeu by clever legal illegality, or a purely
human convention to be flouted and broken by
any lawless individual of sufficient strength to
do so.

I. North America.—The general basis of N.
American Indian government was the family—on
a totemistic foundation—^which formed a part of
the gens, and this, in turn, of the tribe. Matri-
archy was the rule, and the women possessed much
influence in the election of the chiefs, of whom
there might be more than one, so that separate
chiefs presided over military and civil affairs
amoi^ Iroquois, Muskhogeans, Chippewa, Dakota,
and romo, and sometimes, as among the Caribs,
there were chiefs only in time of war. The posi-
tion and source of the chieftainship varied among
the different stocks, and the general problem here
is connected with that of the origin of the kingship
(see the series of artt. on King). Among many
tribes, such as the Iroquois, Caddo, Omaha,
Cheyenne, Arapaho, Comanche, the Plains Indians
generally, Maidu, Yurok, Miwok, Kutchin, Tlin-
git, and Kaniagmiut, the chieftainship was elective,
depending on the women or the shaman, often
ractically restricted to certain families, but con-
itioned in great part by 'wealth, and still more

by personal ability. Elsewhere the office was
hereditary, unless grave obstacles forbade, as
among the Natchez, the Carolina tribes, Pawnee,

Porno, Gallinomero, Gualala, Nutka, and, under
certain conditions, the Dakota ; and among still
other tribes both systems were in simult^eous
use, as among the Abenaki, with whom the sachem,
or supreme ruler of a number of tribes, held office
by hereditary right, while the individual tribal
heads, or sagamores, were elected.

The power of the American Indian chief is re-
stricted, sometimes by more or less elaborate tribal
councils, as among the Comanche, sometimes—and
more effectually—by public opinion. Only rarely,
as among the Natchez and the Santee, did he have
ower which might become tyrannical. Frequently
e is little more than interpares, this being

especially the case in the less organized forms of
government, such as the Maidu, Karok, and Cali-
fornians generally. Much, ho'wever, depended on
a chiefs personal ability, notable instances of
wielders of wide power being the Wampanoag
Massassoit and the Powhatan Wahunsonacock.
The territorial scope of the chiefs power also

varies widely. In a few regions in N. America-
most notably the Iroquois (g'.-y.)—^real states and
confederacies were established, but elsew’here—
as on the west coast and among the Apache,
Comanche, Shoshoni, and Eskimos—each chief was
head only of a village. The Iroquois had de-
veloped the elements of international law, having
a regular system of sending envoys, whose persons
were sacred, to declare war or to make peace ; and
tribes less advanced politically possess the rudi-

ments of similar institutions.

In very few instances the chieftainship is traced
back to a divine origin, the most notable example
being the Natchez chief, who was descended from
the sun, although occasionally, as amon^ the

Nutka, the chief is at the same time a ‘ medicine-

man,’ or, as among the Calusa, he was believed to

possess supernatural power, and was deposed or

killed if he did not use this for the welfare of his

people.
Among the Iroquois an insolvent debtor was

tied to a tree and flogged, but among the Oregon
tribes he became a slave. Death usually cancelled

debt, as among the Eskimos. As regards con-

tracts, the same general rules held as among
ourselves, although the Tlingit and, with some
reservations, the Eskimos expressly provided that

either party might withdraw from a contract upon
which ne had agreed. For the American Indian

laws regarding property see art. Property.
American Indian criminal law is concerned

mainly with murder and theft. The penalties for

murder have been considered in art. Blood-feud
(Primitive). The normal punishment for witch-

craft was death, which was also the penalty for

incest among some of the Carolina tribes, for

robbing a grave, as among the Chinook, for

cowardice, as among the Kansa, and for desertion

by an adopted prisoner of war, as among the Mis-

souri tribes, this being regarded as treason to his

new tribe. As regards theft, the thief was gene-

rally bound to make simple restitution ;
but the

Huron required double restitution ; and among

some of the N. Carolina tribes, as also among the

Tlingit, the thief, if unable to make the restitu-

tion required, became a quasi-slave. Among the

Comanche, murder, adulteiy ,
theft, and failure to

cure the sick were punished by death. As a rule,

ho'wever, even the gravest crimes might be com-

muted by fines (cf. art. Blood-feud [Primitive]).

Legal procedure naturally varied according to

the stage of civilization attained by each tribe.

In the most primitive strata the punishment for

non-capital offences was public contempt; incase

of capital crime the persons injured—or fheir™
—themselves acted as executioners. Anytnmg

approximating a formal court was, however, ex-
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tremely rare; the tribal councils normally took
cognizance only of peace, war, and other matters
atiecting the tribe as a whole. NeTertheless,
totem and tribal courts were found among the
Huron, which acted especiallyon charges of murder,
treason, and witchcraft. Any error in the form of

procedure before these courts quashed the whole
ease. Certain Missouri tribes had courts of arbi-

tration, whose decisions it was an obligation of

honour to fulfil, while elsewhere consideraole influ-

ence is exercised by the tribal councils, as among
the Hopi and Iroquois.

2, Mexico and Central America.—The Aztec
sovereign was regarded as the earthly representa-
tive of the gods, w’hence implicit obedience w'as

due him, and his power was absolute. Like the
Peruvian Inca, he was assisted by many officials,

and there seems to have been a special department
of justice, while in each large city there was a
viceroy {cfhiiacohuatl) controlling both the general
administration and justice, and constituting the
final court of appeal in criminal cases. The rules

as to the succession of the Mexican kingship
differed in various times and places. In Tezcnco,
Tlacopan, IVIichoacan, and Tlascala, as well as
among the Miztec and Zapotec, the eldest son was
normally the heir to the throne ; but in Mexico
it was usually the eldest brother or the eldest

brother’s eldest son who succeeded, though there
seems to have been no rigid rule of succession,

ability and character being more potent in the eyes
of the electors than mere kinship to a deceased
ruler. Over the Zapotec city of Yopaa a heredi-

tary priest-king ruled.

In the smaller cities there were judges who de-

cided minor cases, referring others to the higher
courts, tf.pf., to those consisting of three judges,
who sat under the control of each cihuacohuatL
Both Mexico and Tezcuco seem to have been
divided into six circuits, each represented at the
capital by two judges, who formed the lower court
for important cases, the court of last resort con-
sisting of twelve or thirteen judges appointed by
the sovereign, apparently for life, and required to
assemble, under the presidency of the king or his

representative, for ten or twelve days every four
months (SO days). Any bribery, negligence, or
partiality exposed them to reproof, and, if re-

peated, to degradation or even death; and the
entire court system was worked in minute detail.

Besides the regular courts, there were special courts
for markets and for military affairs.

The Mexican laws, which recognized circum-
stantial evidence, seem to have been codified, and
were administered strictly, though some leniency
was shown to first offenders. The stern imparti-
Jity with which the judges acted was most ad-
mirable, and high rank or kinship to the king was
of no avail to the criminal ; indeed, Ketzahuaipilli
put his own wife to death for immorality, and
Netzahualcoyotl had his only legitimate son exe-
cuted for high treason.
The best known portions of Mexican law are

those relating to criminal procedure. Here the
evidence of witnesses was requisite, although the
oath of the defendant was accepted as evidence.
Formal complaintwas not always essential to begin
prosecution, common reputation, as in cases of
adultery, sometimes forming sufficient ground for

legal proceedings. Ail grave crimes were punished
by death, the mode of death varying according to
circumstances, rank, etc. The death penalty was
prescribed for murder (even of a slave), kidnapping,
adultery, incest, rape, unnatural vice, pandering,
witchcraft, altering landmarks, appropriation of

another’s property or of the royal insignia, selling
land already sold, selling stolen goods, falsifying
weights, slander, drunkenness or other excesses of

priests and royal retainers, military insubordina-
tion, flight from the enemy, permitting an enemy
to escape, selling or releasing a prisoner of w^ar,

treason (involving slavery or banishment for kins-
men to the fourth degree, and in Tlaxcala the
death of kindred to the seventh degree), false
accusation before the king, false guardianship,
striking or insulting a parent, squandering patri-
mony, challenge to a duel, perjury, harbouring
an enemy of the State, and, according to some
authorities, abortion and 'wearing the garments
of the opposite sex. A thief must not only make
restitution, but also pay a fine to the treasury

;

under aggravating circumstances (as in the market-
place) or for repetition of the offence, he suffered
death, but in Cuzco he was blinded. Slavery was
often a punishment for crime—a <7., for theft (ap-
parently when the thief was unable to make the
reparation demanded) and stealing another’s child,

as well as for delicts arising from negligence, if

the delinquent was unable to make compensation
otherwise, failure to lodge information of high
treason, unauthorized sale of property, obtaining
goods on false credit, embezzlement, failure to pay
taxes, etc. ; mutilation also occurred, as when the
lips of a calumniator were pierced or partly cut
off ; and degrading punishments •were inflicted in
Anahnac for pandering. Drunkenness was an
especial object of legislation, tbe drunkard’s head
being shaved, his house tom do-wn, and all public
office denied him ; in some instances he even
suffered the death penalty. Imprisonment as a
unishment was rare, the usual use of the prison
eing restricted to those condemned to death or

sacrifice. The particeps criminis in abortion was
as severely punished as the principal, but received
a milder penalty in cases of theft. Pardon might,
however, De panted by the monarch, and certain
festivals carried amnesty with them, while for-

giveness by tbe injured party or his kinsman might
mitigate a penalty.
All possible provision was made for the poor

from the State treasury ; and the laws of Tezcuco
sought to protect the forests as well as agriculture,
besides forbidding undue luxury— gold and
silver vessels for the -wealthy nobles. There -was

also among the Aztec a law of contracts which
must be made under oath; and gambling debts
were valid so far as they came -^vithin the law of

contracts. Another fomi of contract -was farming
on shares. Interest on loans was unknown, but
commissions on sale and deposits in pledge were
common.
The Mayan sovereignty was hereditary in the

male line, and the power of the king was absolute,
though he was constantly advised by his nobles

;

among the Quiche the king seems to have been
succeeded by his brother, the heir-presumptive
being the king's eldest son. Among the Lacan-
dones and Nicaraguans the chieftainship was
elective, and among the latter the chief was
practically subject to the council ; in Darien and
among the Mosquito, on the other hand, heredi-
tary chiefs ruled ; while in Chichen (in Yucatan)
a priest-king held po-wer, in which connexion it

should be noted that all the semi-mythical founders
of Maya ci-vilization, such as Votan, Zamni, and
Kttkulcan, were both priests and kings.
The system of courts was elaborate, and it is

noteworthy that both here and among the Aztec
advocates (though probably not -with a special legal
training) were appointed to aid both the judges
and the parties to the case. Inspectors seem to
have traversed the country to see that justice was
properly administered, but there appears to have
been no power of appeal after a decision bad once
been rendered. In cases of grave crime, torture is

said to have been employed at Vera Paz to elicit
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testimony. The Maya punishments were death,

enslavement, and fine; imprisonment, except for

detention, was rare, though inflicted at Coban for

non-payment of taxes. The death penalty usually

involved confiscation of property and enslavement
of the criminal’s family ; it was inflicted for murder
(although in Yucatan and Nicaragua, in a case of

extreme provocation or other extenuating circum-

stances only a fine was inflicted, while, if a man
killed another’s slave, he was required to pay
damages), incorrigible thieving, stealing^ large

amounts (San Salvador—all theft in Darien) or

from a temple, adultery (Darien, Yucatan, Itza,

and Guatemala), rape ((Guatemala), incest and
seduction (Yucatan), sodomy (Nicaragua), tre^on,
desertion, interference with payment of tribute

to the king, kidnapping, killing the q^uetzal bird

(Guatemala), disrespect for religion, lying in time
of war (Pipile), sorcery, sexual relations with a
foreigner (Carib), false testimony (Darien), and
fornication between slaves (Vera Paz). Sometimes
the choice between death and fine lay with the
injured party, as for fornication and for poaching.
Enslavement was the penalty for murder by a

minor (Yucatan), theft (if the thief was unable to

make restitution and also pay a fine to the royal
treasury) or attempted robbery, continued un-
chastity by a woman, unsuccessful rape, and
obtaining goods on false credit (Guatemala), re-

peated adultery (Vera Paz), cohabitation with
another’s female slave (PipOe). Small thefts and
improper advances to a woman were punished by
banishment in San Salvador, as was bigamy in

Nicaragua, but thieving was penalized by muti-
lation in Darien; a degrading punishment was
flogging for falsehood (Pipile), theft by a noble
(Yucatan), and adultery (Honduras and Nicaragua).
All but the most heinous offences could, however,
be commuted by fines. Strict fulfilment of con-
tracts was required, and they were made valid by
the parties drinking in the presence of witnesses.

3. South America.—The general level of civili-

zation is far lower in S. America than in the
northern continent; indeed, the conditions are,

broadly speaking, very little superior to those of

the Californian tribes. The usual centre of govern-
ment in S. America is the village, each village

having its own chief. Succession to the chieftain-

ship seems generally to be by inheritance, as among
the Bororo, Uaupe, western Tupi, Araucanians,
and the tribes along the Xingu; but sometimes,
as among the Caribs, Chiquito, Guahibo, Cren,
Coroado, and Paraguayans, each chief is elected,
though among some tribes, as the Tupinambaza,
only from a special family. Only rarely does he
claim divine power, as when a chief near Coro
asserted that he was creator and lord of earth.
Unlike N. America, which is matriarchal, both
matriarchy and patriarchy are found in S. America

;

hence succession is sometimes matriarchal, as in
British Guiana and among the Warrau, and some-
times patriarchal, as among the Uaupe, Arau-
canians, and the tribes along the upper Xingu,
although among the latter, in default of a son, a
sister’s son becomes chief.

^n time of peace the functions of the S. American

though in any event he is a cmm'seHor rather th^
a ruler. He controls, in great measure, agricultural
operations, organizes the expeditions for hunting
and fishing, determines on traces of settlement,
and, at least sometimes, settles disputes that may
arise. Among the Karaya he protects orphans
and illegitimate children, and among the Macusi
he convenes the village assemblies. One other
function of importance he enjoys wliich is strik-
ingly alien to his N. American fellow—his control
of barter with neighbouring tribes and his duties

as representative of his own village and as host to
guests from other villages. Barter is much more
important in S. than in N. America, and com-
mercial relations between different stocks lead to
a greater development of the rudiments of inter-
national law than is the case in the northern
continent. So far is this carried that, among the
Karaya, skill in conducting mercantile transactions
is a more^ important qualification for chieftainship
than ability in war, and even adopted prisoners of
war may become chiefs if their business capacity
is sufficient. In time of war the powers of the
chief are greatly increased, as among the Caribs,
Araucanians, Molucho, and Puelcho, If a chief is

absent, he may be represented by a vice-chief, e.g.

his sister; and if he dies, a kinsman, e.g. his

widow’s brother, may act until another chief
assumes formal office. Among the Pampas tribes,

on the contrary, the chief is authoritative only in
time of peace.

Village councils deliberate on affairs of general
importance ; and sometimes, as among the Arau-
canians, sale of any part of the settlement is

dependent on then* approval, or, as among the
Macusi, contesting parties submit to their de-

cision, while among the Pampas tribes matters of

religion come within their purview.
A further point of difference between S. and N.

American government is the greater power of the
‘medicine-man’ [paje] in the former, particularly

in matters that fringe upon the sphere of religion,

e.g. in making war to revenge a murdered tribes-

man . However great the influence of the ‘ medicine-
man ’ in N. America, he does not limit or circum-
scribe the power of the chief as he does in S.

America.
The execution of justice usually depends upon

the wronged individual or his friends or kin,

although the functions of the Macusi council, just

mentioned, form an exception to this general mle.
Where a crime affects the whole community, as in

cases of witchcraft, all seek to punish the offence.

Death, often at the instance of the paje^ is the
penalty for sorcery and treason, as among the

Araucanians, or for a woman who is unlawfully
present at dances or in the men’s house, as among
the Chambira and some of the tribes along the

upper Xingu, as well as among the Amazonians.
Minor punishments are flogging or blinding, as for

theft among the Brazilians. Among the Arau-
canians, torture may be used to extort a confession

of guilt.

Occasionally legal responsibility is highly de-

veloped, as among the Goajiro, where one who
lends an animal is responsible for any damage
which it may do, and he who sells intoxicants for

any mishap that may result. The Brazilians are

acquainted with a system of deposits in pledge.

4. Peru and the Chibchas.—The culture of Peru
stands quite isolated in S. America, where a high

degree of civilization has been secured by no other

people except the Chibchas {g^v.).
^

The Peruvian

government was essentially a socialistic despotism.

Like the N. American Natchez, the Peruvians be-

lieved that their Inca was descended from the sun,

'whence he united within himself all civil and

religious power, and was regarded as perfect. He
was aided by a host of officials, themselves under

strict inspectors, and everything was regulated to

the minutest detail ; in the giving of tribute, for

instance, the natives of Pasto, being deemed stupid

and dirty, were required to contribute at least

some quota in the form of a levy of vermin.

Poverty and idleness were as impossible as avarice

;

but, on the other hand, the socialism of the Inca s

State stifled all initiative and all personal em
deavour, placing everything on one dead, though

relatively lofty, level. Land, for instance, was
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apportioned by the State to the individual in pro-
portion to the size of his family, and the allotment
was changed annually according to the change of
his circumstances—a usage which also appears
elsewhere, as among the Brazilians and Huron.
Labour was required of all—even children of five

had their appointed tasks—and this labour was as
meticulously regulated as were clothing, food, the
care of strangers, the sick, the poor, and orphans
and widows. The succession to the Incasliip, as
well as to the principal offices of State, was in
general—though there were exceptions, and the
authorities are not altogether in agreement

—

by
inheritance in the male line.

Obedience to law was a marked characteristic
of the Peruvians, particularly as law was of divine
origin, and violation of it was believed to bring
the wrath of the gods upon the land. The judges,
who were supervised by inspectors and obliged to

f
ive an account of their administration, were bound
y definite laws, and from their decisions there
was no appeal, although the more important cases
were tried before the higher officials, e.y. provincial
governors. The severity of punishment was miti-
gated by alleviating circumstances, such as a first

offence, provoked murder, or theft because of ne-
cessity ; parents shared in punishment for offences
committed by their children, and sometimes the
superior was made a co-defendant with his inferior.

On the other hand, men of rank were punished
more severely than the ordinary citizen; c.y., if

one of the Inca’s retinue committed the smallest
theft, he suffered death.
The death penalty was freely inflicted, as for

abortion, immorality, adultery, murder, ordinary
theft, sorcery (the sorcerer’s entire family being
extirpated), fornication by a vestal of the sun (her
lover and her whole kindred suffering with her),
blasphemy of the sun, cursing the Eica, bridge-
burning, etc. ; lesser offences were punished with
imprisonment ; idlers were flogged ; and even l3dng
ana slovenly housekeeping were visited with legal
penalties.

The Chibcha ruler possessed despotic power.
Succession passed first to the sister’s son, or, in
default of him, to the deceased ruler’s brother.
The laws were severe, and are remarkable for the
number of fines which they levied, hereby enriching
the royal treasury. Death was the penalty for
murder, rape (if the culprit was married, his wife
might be exposed to double the outrage which he
had committed), incest, sodomy, and cowardice in
war (in the latter event the coward might instead
be forced to wear women’s clothing). The thief
was blinded; and other forms of mutilation are
also mentioned as penalties. The nobles usually
suflered degrading punishments, such as shearing
off of the hair or flogging by their wives.

Literature.

—

complete survey of American law could be
gained only by study of all the material thus far accessible on
the peoples dwelhng in the Americas. The chief summarifes

—

by no means exhaustive—are the following; C. F. P. von
Martius, Von dem Hechtszustande unter den Uteinwohnem
Brasiliens^ Munich, 1832 ; J. Kohler, Reeht det Azteken, Stutt-
gart, 1892, *Ueber das Recht der Goajiroindianer,’ ZVRW viu
[1887] 381-884, ‘ Die Rechte der Urvolker Nordamerikas,* ib. xii.

[1895] 354-416; M. Schmidt, *tjber das Recht der tropischen
Naturvolker Siidamerikas,’ ib. xiiL [1899] 280-318 ; T. Waite,
Anthropol. der Naturvolker^ iv. [Leipzig, 1864] 404-417 (for
Peru); H. H. Bancroft, NR^ San Francisco, 1882-83, iL 133 flf.,

483-472 (for Mexico), 630-660 (for Central America). Much
material, with references, is scattered throughout A. H. Post,
Grundriss der ethnolog, JurisprvdenZt Oldenburg and Leipzig,
1894-95. Louis H. Gray.

LAW (Babylonian).—Babylonian law naturally
was based upon ancient custom. The origin of
such custom, however, is often hidden from us in
the mists of antiquity. We may legitimately
argue back from historic conditions to the pre-
historic implications, but the methods usually
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adopted are guesses in the dark. The invention
of writing and the use of clay as the writing
material have combined to preserve documentary
evidence of the nature of the old consuetudinary
law of Babylonia to a very remarkable degree.

I

The disputes which arose among the ancient
Babylonians were settled by a court consisting of
judges and a group of assessors, the elders of the
city. In the times of a settled monarchy the
judges were recognized, if not appointed, by the
king, and ultimate appeal was made to him.
Their decisions, if not revoked on appeal, carried
the -weight of his authority as vicere^ent of the
god—^just as in earlier times human judges had
declared the decision of the divine judge of men.
Ultimately, therefore, judicial decision and royal
enactment were a divine law ; Babylonian law ran
in the name of God.
The population of Babylonia was in all but the

very earfiest times a mixture of races. Racial
customs must in early times have been diverse and
conflicting. The earliest people whose monuments
have reached us are known as Sumerians (see art.
BABYLOJfiANS AND ASSYRIANS). They were early
in contact with, and influenced by, Semitic folk.
When invasion and conquest by successive waves
of immi^ation had blended these races, they
were subjected to further inroads by the Hittites,
Kassites, Assyrians, Aramaeans, Chaldaeans, Per-
sians, and even Greeks. For the most part, ho-vv-

ever, the life of the people had assumed a very
stable form, and neither law nor custom suffered
much change. This conservatism was largely due
to the hign degree of justice and the exact suita-
bility to local conditions which the law had reached
bj the time of the 1st dynasty of Babylon, w-hose
sixth monarch, the celebrated conqueror and law-
giver, gammurabi, promulgated a code of laws
known by his name as the Code of gammurabi.^

Certain customs which had grown up under the
oppressive rulers in Sumerian times were abrogated
in favour of easier and fairer regulations by a
series of enactments which are sometimes called
the Code of Urukagina, after the monarch who
claimed thereby to have relieved his people of the
exactions of the royal tax-gatherers and priests.

The rulers themselves and a host of their officials

had ground down the people by fees and fines for
legal matters such as divorce, marriage, or burial.

To a considerable extent this was a legal reform ;

but, e.ff., while Urukagina abolished the fee
demanded for divorce in former times, he has left

us no statement of the conditions on which divorce
was to be obtained in future. His reformation
did away -with abuses and restored the laws of
God, but his record of it aflbrds little information
as to what those laws had been.
As it is probable that the Sumerians, over

whom Urukagina ruled in the South of Babylonia,
regained after his reforms their own native customs,
uninfluenced by the Semitic peoples soon (about
20 years later) to rise to empire in the North
under Sargon of Akkad, we must deplore the fact

that we cannot treat the Code of Urukagina -with

adequate fullness as an authority for Sumerian
law. When Sargon conquered the South, we may
assume that gi*eat changes took place there, but
we have evidence that the Sumerian law was
adopted, in a great measure unchanged, by the
Semitic invaders. Their very law-terms were
taken over. Even when the bulk of the legal

document was -wTitten in Semitic, Sumerian words
and phrases were adopted unchanged, and 800 years
later appear even in the Code of Igammurabi. The
use of Sumerian as a language for legal documents
in Southern cities such as Nippur survived the
1st dynasty of Babylon.

1 This we shall usually quote as ‘ the Cnd«.*
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We must therefore bear in mind that Babylonian
law has its roots in Sumerian soil ; and, while
Semitic customs were retained where race preju-

dices or religious needs demanded, the laws which
regulated the settled civilization of the community
were due to economic necessity rather than to

racial characteristics. They had been elaborated

by Sumerians, but Semites assimilated them as

too valuable to alter or discard. The Code of

5ammurabi embodies the judgments of a long
series of judges acquainted with an already formu-
lated system of law which had considered most of

the points involved in their decisions. Perhaps
the need for any further enactments arose from
the conflict between ancient law as found in the
land and a recent custom due to the modifications

introduced by the new race. For the dynasty to

which Hammurabi belonged rose to power as the
result of a fresh immigration of a Semitic folk

called * Amorites.’ The Semitic speech already in

use in Babylonia was kno^vn as Akkadian, but
that of the new-comers showed marked differences

from it and affinities with the Western dialects.

We may assume that customs marked by similar
affinities came in with it.

Hence we cannot claim even racial purity for

Babylonian law. It is the product of the interplay
of many peoples. It woum be a task outside our
limits to attempt to unravel the threads which are
easily discernible in its texture— even if the
materials for judging of their composition were
available.

Curiously enough, the Semitic scribes who
adopted the Sumerian methods of writing compiled
extensive lists of words and phrases, such as would
occur in legal documents, and attached Semitic
renderings. These lists have naturally proved of
great assistance in reading the Sumerian portions
of the many thousands oflegal documents, such as
conveyances, deeds of sale, leases, bonds, marriage
settlements, receipts, and other memoranda, which
have come doTO to us. They were obviously
drawn up to assist young lawyers, who were to
become notaries. By a happy accident one scribe
has preserved what looks like an extract from a
code and has been called the ‘Sumerian Family
Laws ’ (see EBE iv. 257, v. 447).

The great Code of §ammurabi was often copied
even at the time when promulgated, and copies
were made for the library of Ashurbanipal, king
of Assyria (668-626 B.C.), which reproduce its

decrees with marvellous fidelity 1200 years later.

Copies, made in Babylonia, of even later times,
exist. They were divided into books, or chapters,
and read and commented upon almost to the end
of Babylonian power. But copies of other later
laws also exist, which show marked changes.
The legal documents of the Chaldsean period of
Nebuchadrezzar and his successors also show
changes. We may, for want of a more precise
term, call this Neo-Babylonian law.
AVith the details of a citizen’s rights and obli-

gations we are not well acquainted. Much is

assumed in the Code as wen known which we
would gladly be told explicitly. The Code recog-
nizes the aniMu, a free-born person of high birth
and standing, the musliMnu^ free, but of lower
rank, and the wardu^ slave. These three great
classes were separately treated. A slave could be
sold or pledged, and had no wage for his services.
If injured by a third person, his injury was
assessed and the offender fined, but the fine went
to his master. The master seems to have had the
ower to punish him, but not to kill him, though
e might brand him.

_

The master clothed and fed
him, and he had a right to three days’ cessation
from labour a month, at any rate in some cases.
He might acquire property and even marry a free

woman. He could buy his freedom and sometimes
was freed by adoption. The slave girl often bore
children to her master, but acquired rights
thereby, so that she could not be sold outright,
and even when insolent to her mistress could only
be reduced to slave rank again, and was free in
any case on her master’s death. The slave went
freely about the city and district, but was strictly
guarded against flight. Any one who captured a
runaway slave and restored him to his master was
entitled to a fixed rew'ard. To harbour a slave or
connive at his flight was severely punished. To
obliterate the slave-brand was treated as theft.

Some slaves, possibly captives in >var, were
owned subject to a fixed period of State service,

extending to four or five yearly terms, either for
war or for public works.
The status of a mushhinu was that of a plebeian.

It may well have embraced the whole p^ulation,
not of noble birth, who yet were free. The legal
documents rarely refer to such members of the
community except to name the quarter of the city
where they dwelt. Injury done to them was
punished more severely than injury done to a
slave, but less severely than injury to an awMu.
But the mushHmi had less to pay for his crimes
than a noble would, just as his offering was less in

the temple. In all other respects he was free, and
in many laws he is included among the amMu^
being named solely when treated as distinct.

The ani^lu was properly a man of family, his

genealogy being enrolled, his birth, marriage, and
death being subjects of registration, and he was
by strict interpretation an aristocrat—a title borne
by the king himself. His status covered not only
tne rich proprietors, but also the military, priestly,

and professional classes. Gilds of artificers existed,

and had special quarters in which they usually
dwelt. They were inter-connected by family
relations, but admitted as apprentices both slaves

and freemen. Nevertheless, they ranked as

aniMu,
The king was in theoiy a benevolent despot,

and the prosperity of his land depended to an
extraordinary degree on his powers of hard work
and organization. He took cognizance of all sorts

of aftairs throughout his kingdom— oppression,

distress, neglect of officials, building, sheep-

shearings, and movements of supplies, as well as

military measures. Above all, he was the source

of justice and the fount of honour. He had long

ceased to be owner of all land, though conquest

made him owner of much territory, especially the

land of those killed in battle. He had his own
estates as a private person as well as entailed

endowments, as also had the great officers of State.

But he had to buy like a private individual if he

washed for more, or at any rate compensate at

market price those whom he displaced. In most

cities there was a palace which was usually

occupied by his viceroy, or by a local magnate.

Thus the rdbidnu, or city mayor, had his palace.

It was a hereditary office subject to royal

approval.
Under the 1st dynasty a great many military or

feudal retainers were settled in the land. To each

was assigned a definite holding of field, house,

and garden, together with some stock, for which

he owed service. The service was ‘the king’s

errand,’ whether for war, garrison duty, postal

duty, or command of troops or of gangs of work

men on the corvee. The holding was inalienable,

but refusal to go on the king’s errand forfeited

it and life together. It was carefully protected

from oppression or the encroachments of higher

officials, and was reserved for^ its holder if he

returned from foreign service within three years.

If he had a son able to manage it in his father a
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absence, it was entrusted to him ; if not, the duty
was delegated to a locum tenensy one-third being
reserved to the holder’s family. Neglect on his
own part to manage it forfeited the holding. If

such a feudal tenant was taken captive abroad, he
was ransomed at his own expense, but, in default
of means to ransom himself, his city was bound to
ransom him, and, if that failed, the State did so.

Such feudal cenants were captains, or at least
sergeants, in the army and taskmasters on the
corvie. All able-bodied men were liable to serve
on both accounts, with the exception of temple
servants, shepherds, stewards on estates, palace
servants, and those whose service was essential at
home. In the course of time military service was
commuted for payment, or a group of families was
called upon to provide and maintain a soldier,

while the State found him arms. As early as the
8th cent. B.C. a definite area of land was required
to furnish a bowman and his attendant pikeman,
and was known as a ‘ bow ’ of land. These were
grouped in tens and hundreds. Later, a horseman
with his equipment was due from certain estates.

Closely allied with this military tenure was that
of a shukha, whose office is not entirely clear. He
was a * catcher,’ but whether of fish or men is not
certam. If the former, fisheries were State pro-
perty ; if the latter, he was a sort of policeman.
Subject to his service, whatever it was, he held
lands on the same terms from the king. Other
lands were held on condition of paying rent or
tribute. The latter was due from holders of con-
quered lands. The king often rewarded his faith-

ful subjects by grants of lands, and might further
exempt such estates from State obligations.
Kiparian owners had liabOities to furnish work

to ke^ open or repair the canals, bridges, quays,
etc. These public works were carried out at the
expense of a king, a temple, or some public bene-
factor, but the beneficiaries were responsible for
their upkeep.
The State claimed also fixed rates of all crops,

stock, etc. Every city had its own octroi, customs,
ferry dues, and highway and water rates, levied
on all but its own citizens. Each city claimed
some special rights; thus a burgher of Nippur
could not be pressed for the army; Asshur was
exempt from the corvee ; and every citizen of

Babylon had the right to trial even if caught at
burglary. We happen to know of these facts

accidentally, but probably most cities preserved
laws distinct from the Code.
The king’s messengers in peace, and a general

or levy-master in time of war, could commandeer
horses, fodder, cattle, grain, vehicles, etc., giving a
receipt to the victim which ensured their return or
compensation. Apparently the temple treasuries,
which received a share of the spoil taken in war,
were called upon to furnish means for war, the
king borrowing of them and sometimes returning
the loan. Later we find the palace acting as
treasury and arsenal also.

The temple was a most important factor in Baby-
lonian city life. The god, in theory, owned all

the land, and every holder paid a tribute or rent
to the city-god. The holders were, of course,
members of the clan or association of people who
had settled the city and built the temple. These
^d their descendants also had the right to furnish
its priests, who inherited shares of the right to
minister in the temple ; and profit by its revenues
became a valuable species of property, freely sold
or leased, but entailed to certain lines of succession.
The tribute to the temple from those who held its

lands was early commuted to a tithe of all pro-
duce of the lands. But many holders had in-

herited the right to share this revenue. Private
ownership of land may have arisen from the fact

that a man inherited land on -which he paid tithe
ultimately to himself. Conquest and commercial
arrangements gradually dissolved old obligations,
and estates were freed by charter ; but, while much
land became private property, much was always
entailed, or subject to redem|)tion by next of kin.
The temple also always retained much in its own
possession, and acted as a large land-owner. It
owned great herds of cattle and flocks of sheep
and goats; it made up raw stufi*, especially into
garments ; and it lent freely to those in necessity
and on security, both with and without interest.
NaturaDy the temple grew rich and employed large
numbers of servants. The convents or cloisters
of vowed women made the same progress, till the
temples and allied institutions became much like
the monasteries in mediaeval towns.
Doubtless the concentration of power in the

hands of the monarch and consequent centrali-
zation, coupled with incessant intercourse, gradu-
ally tended to break down local and city custom
and make for uniformity. But there were other
important factors.

A principle which had established itself through
ages of commercial activity was that of contract.
If parties could agree, they made a contract. Their
deed of agreement was drawn up by a notary
public, confirmed by an oath taken in the temple,
and duly sealed by the parties in the presence of
witnesses, who often affixed their own seals also.

These witnesses were usually neighbours or col-

laterally interested parties. The manner in which
such a contract was executed excluded as a rule
any illegality or impiety. A clause was often
appended, by which the parties bound themselves,
in case of breach of contract, to abide by the
decision of the king. The Code constituted such
a decision in all the cases with which it dealt.
In case of a breach of contract, the injured party brought a

suit before a court consisting of one or more judges, together
with the elders of the city as assessors. A most important
feature of procedure was the production of the contract and the
witnesses to it. The contract was usually executedm duplicate,
each party taking a copy, while the notary often held a further
draft or third copy. To secure the deed from being tampered
with, it was usually enclosed in a cover or envelope, also of day.
The envelope was inscribed with a copy of the document and
fully sealed. While it would have been easy to falsify either
deed or envelope, both being often of unbumt but sun-dried
clay, it was impossible to reproduce both with their seals. The
envelope might be tampered with, but the interior could not be.
The judges in delivering judgment dedared that they had seen
and inspected the contract, and only rarely set it aside, and
then only on grounds of mistake in fact. In some cases, suit
was made to certify a fresh copy where the original had been
lost, in which case the original was declared invalid, and
ordered to be destroyed if found. After the contract was ful-

filled, as when a loan was repaid, both copies were destroyed

;

and if, for any cause, one was not producible, an order was
issued and recorded that whenever found it was to be destroyed.

The Code recognizes this practically universal
habit of contract and the use of writing to embody
agreements. It even insists on it, as when it

declares that without marriage bonds a woman is

no -wife, or that no money or goods can be brought
into acconnt for which written receipt had not been
given and was now produced. It -was seldom that
a contract was repudiated on the ground that it

had been originally illegal.

On the other hand, the Code lays down that a
man who is in debt shall not hand over his land
and crops to his creditor unconditionally, even if

the creditor is willing to speculate on the future
yield, but must himself hu^and the crop and pay
off his debt from the produce. This was intended
to check the ruinous habit of borrowing on security

of future crops, by which the debtor might pay
dear for temporary accommodation or a lender lose
his money through a failure in crop.

Consequently, it must not be assumed that the
Code merely embodied contemporary custom or old-

established precedents. It constituted a standard
appeal. It did not prevent contracts (many of
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which have come down to ns), which were volun-
tarily entered upon, from being sustained by the
court and carried out. It did set up a standard
which subsequent practice gradually accepted.
Even its criminal clauses were not at once en-

forced. In many cases they really define a maxi-
mum penalty or minimum wage, but the judges
used their discretion as to its exaction.
The Code recognized the power of the oath,

especially in cases where guilt turned on intention.

A man who struck a fatal blow could purge him-
self of murderous intent by oath. In a deeply
religious community fear of divine wrath con-

stituted a strong security against the violation of

an oath. The witnesses as well as the parties

were put on oath. In many cases it was left to

this * fear of God * or * conscience ’ to secure justice

between men ; but the written specification of the
form which justice should take was a great step
in advance.
In early times an oath ‘ by the king * alone is

quite frequent. In all cases the oath by the local

god is usual. When Babylon became the metro-
polis, Marduk, the city-god of Babylon, was usually
associated with the local god and the king in oaths.
The form of the oath is usually * he, or they, singly
or both together, swore by (lit. took the name of)

such and such god or king.’ Barely is the purport
of the oath given. It was ‘ not to repudiate the
contract,’ whether by default or by raising a plea
on its terms. What form the divine vengeance on
the faithless would take is not clear, but it is ‘ the
god’s evil.’ When kings called down the curses
of the gods on the malefactor who shordd contra-
vene their orders, or deface their monuments, they
were extraordinarily explicit and exhaustive as to
the evil consequences to follow j but this was to
deter from wrong any who should purpose its

commission. The oath was a personal acceptance
of obligation, not a fulmination against unknown
wrong-doers. The agent who was robbed was put
on oath as to his loss. The buyer of a slave abroad
had to take oath as to his price.

Crimes and their punishments are dealt with in
a separate article by T. G. Pinches (vol. iv. pp.
257-260), to which reference should be made.
Very little evidence of crime beyond breach of
contract can be expected from the deeds or bonds,
but a number of legal decisions, laid down in special
cases, have been preserved. For the most part,
these do not state the nature of the suit, only the
result and verdict of the court. The plaintiff seems
always to have brought his complaint, * captured ’

his defendant, and found judges, and each then con-
ducted his own case. Written pleas and answers
were put in, but advocates are not mentioned.
We find orders given to defendants to appear
and answer the charge. As the decisions are
drawn, the plaintiff usually wins. But this is

deceptive, for both parties were regarded as
plaintiffs ; each party brought the other into court.
The decision as stated thus makes the winner
appear to have been plaintiff. The parties could
demand the venue to be changed so that the case
should be tried in their own city. In any case we
hear of many local courts. The unsuccessful suitor
was often degraded to slave status, but, except that
he had lied or home false witness, no ground for
this punishment is stated, and he paid damages
also.

In the Code no punishment is assigned to murder.
We may assume that this was left to the avenger
of blood, but can only argue from silence. We
are also left in doubt as to the agency for the
execution of judgment. As, however, a man was
to be scourged ‘ in the assembly,’ we may assume
a general responsibility on the part of the local
assembly for execution. In two eases the Code

specifies that the punishment shall be executed on
the scene of the crime : a thief at a fire shall be
thrown into it, and a burglar is to be gibbeted
opposite the breach that he made in the house
which he broke into.

The power of the king to over-ride the decision of
the local court is implied by the Letters of gammu-
rabi summoning certain cases, including the judges
and witnesses, as well as the parties, to his judg-
ment-seat. But the Code mentions the royal pardon
only in the one case of an adulterer when the injured
husband has already condoned the offence by par-
doning his wife.

Corporate responsibility is seen in the fine in-

flicted on a burgh or parish for murder or robbery
within its confines, and as compensation to the
sufferer or his family. This was imposed in eases
where the malefactor was not produced.
Private property in land was the rule, but subject

to the State dues and obligations. There were
usually a number of consents and pre-emptions to
be considered on a proposal to transfer ownership.
Not all obligations went vtith the land; a sale

might transfer the estate to another official’s

sphere and so be a detriment to the previous over-
lord. Hence a State official, the city, the county,
or parish, so to speak, the levy-master or recruiting
sergeant, all might have claims. Sometimes gover-
nors of a district enforced its transfer to a diflerent

land-group, or alienated land from a temple, or
included it in their own subdivision. This was
usually regarded as a wrong, and the king was
appealed to for reversal of the transfer. A new
owner was usually bound to take up the State
obligation. Boyal charters in granting an estate

as reward for signal services to the State often gave
exemption in perpetuity from State obligations.

A very interesting form of property was the
right to income for the receipts at a certain door
of the temple, or to exercise certain functions in

the temple itself. The right was entailed, and so

often came into possession of a woman or other

person who could hold but not exercise it, or merely
aid not see fit to do so. The right was then pledged,

or sold, to others, but reverted to legal heirs on the
death of the beneficiary.

The Code recognizes many ways of disposal of

property : sale, barter, gift, aedication, lease, loan,

pledge, deposit, and testamentary disposition, all

of which were primarily matters of contract. Sale

was the delivery of the purchase in exchange for

the price agreed upon. In the case of real estate,

delivery was symbolized by handing over a stafi',

or the key of a house, or later the deed of con-

veyance. Estates were often exchanged, the

difference in value, if any, being paid in money-
Money payments might be made in silver, or its

equivalent in corn or other natural produce.

Credit was given for the remainder of a price not

paid in full, but was treated as a loan from the

seller to the purchaser, who gave a bond for it.

The Code allows no claim unsubstantiated by a

duly executed deed. The buyer had to convince

himself of the seller’s title. He might demand
guarantees against State obligations or against a

creditorwho had lentmoneyon the estate. TheCode
insists that he should himself discharge the State

liabilities. Certain feudal holdings could^ not be

sold or exchanged, and, if a purchaser claimed to

have acquired such, he had to return the ^ta^,
and in addition forfeit the consideration which he

had given for it. The next of kin might exercise

his right of redemption, if it came imder the head

of lit abiSu, lit. ‘his father’s house,’ i.e. if the

seller had inherited the property. If a man bought

or received on pledge or deposit from a slave or a

minor without uiritten power of attorney to dispose

of the property, it was by the Code fraudulent
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possession; he was accounted a thief, and was
obliged not only to restore and forfeit the con-
sideration given, but also to lose his life. Attempts
to upset a sale were rarely successful, but their
occurrence show's that a buyer needed to exercise
caution.
In the case of goods, exchange of receipts was the rule. The

buyer of a slave usually exacted a guarantee that he would not
develop disease, especially the dreaded hennvr—a, disease not
yet clearly identified, but having a long period of incubation,
possibly of 100 daj’s. The seller also stipulated for a fixed
period of rest or abstinence from labour for his slave, three
days a month in some cases. He might guarantee against the
slave being recalcitrant, against desertion, obligation to State
service, and other depreciations in value. These all came under
the head of sarfu, lit. ‘blame’ or ‘fine,* and were matters of
contract, and the buyer probably could not repudiate his pur-
chase on their account unless guarded by contract. But the
Code expressly annuls his purchase for him if the slave develops '

bennu within a month, and awards him return of the price paid, I

On the other hand, it makes the seller responsible for any claim i

made on the slave after sale. If slaves were bought abroad and,
when delivered to the buyer in Babylonia, turned out to be the
lost or fugitive property of a Babylonian, they were, if native
Babylonians, to oe set free. If they were forei^ers, they were
to be given over to their former owners for the same price as
paid for them abroad, as to which the buyer’s oath was to be
accepted. Properly a native Babylenian could not be enslaved
except as a punishment for crime. But slaves bom in the
house might be sold abroad, or freemen captured by the enemy
might be enslaved by the enemy and bought in the foreign
market to sell in Babylonia. They had to be set free and their
sale was illegal.

In the case of all goods, the seller might have fraudulently
appropriated them, and the buyer be at the mercy of the rem
owner, who might recog^e and claim them. The claimant had,
of course, to establish his previous ownership of his lost goods
or be adjudged a would-be thief. If he did establish his right,
the buyer would be adjudged a thief unless he could prove a
bona fide purchase. He had to produce the seller and the
witnesses to the sale. If these were not on the spot, he was
allowed six months to produce them. If he could not prove
purchase, he lost his life. If the fraudulent seller was produced,
he suffered death, and the wronged purchaser could recover
from his estate, if any. If the seller had died, the purchaser
could recover five-fold- So far the Code itself. The seller,

however, usually guarded against aU claim to repudiate pur-
chase by a clause in the sale contract that the buyer was satisfied
and took bis oath not to enter any claim against him. In return
he^aranteed the buyer against defect in title.

In the great majority of cases an owner cnlti-

vated his own land, but the principle of hire was
well understood and clearly worked out.
Lease of fields, gardens, or houses was made for

a term of years, usually one or two, rarely longer.
The date of entrance upon possession was often
stated, and sometimes the date of expi^ of lease.

The rent was usually stated, and a portion, often a
half or a third, paid at once in advance. The rent
taken was often a share of the produce, a half or a
third. In practice it is often specified as so much
per acre. The case of share-rent raised difficulties

which this avoided. If the landlord, e,g., was to
receive half and was paid in advance, a storm
might ruin the tenant’s share, but the Code ruled
that he must stand the loss. If the storm came
before payment was made, both shared equally
in the loss.

In many cases, along with a field in full yield
another area was leased to reclaim. This appears
usually to have been part of the pasture land, or
open field, which lay outside the ring of irrigated
land or water meadows surrounding the city.

Perhaps it was a recognized right that land so
reclaimed to full cultivation became the private
property of whoever reclaimed it. Some such con-
vention must have obviated the gradual restriction
of grazing land. Sometimes it appears that the
land had simply gone out of cultivation. In all

these cases the area to be reclaimed was allotted
free of rent, on condition that at expiry of the
term it should, usually in the third year, jjay an
average rent. Meanwhile the already cultivated
land went with it at average rent, so ensuring the
maintenance of both landlord and tenant, the
latter making what he could out of the reclaimed
land.

In a slightly different case, a plot of land might

be let to make into a garden, orchard, or p^m
plantation, the tenant paying no rent for a period
fixed according to the nature of the crop and the
time it needed to become productive. The Code
set an average term of four years, and in the fifth
year tenant and owner divided the crop. After
that it was the owner’s. If he let it, he let it as a
garden.

^

If the gardener left any part nnplanted,
it went into his share. The division was one of
area, not of produce. The owner took first choice.
Another system has been called mitager. It was
specially common with temple lands. Here the
landlord found seed, oxen to plough and to harvest,
agricultural implements, and in some cases even
labour. The tenant was a sort of bailiifor steward.
The Code lays down regulations of a more stringent
character than those usual in the few contracts
concerned -with this system. For theft of the seed,
of fodder supplied for the oxen, or rations for the
labourers, T»he tenant had his fingers cut off. For
stealing the implements or overworking the oxen

I

he was fined, a still heavier penalty beiog levied

I

for snb-letting the oxen or for entire neglect to

j

cultivate. As he was likely to be poor, it was laid
down that, if unable to pay his fines, he should be
tom limb from limb by tne oxen on the field.

The Code allows sub-letting as long as the land-
lord suffers no damage. But the contract, what-
ever its terms, must be kept. From accident or
circumstances over which he had no control the
cultivator might get no crop. A flood might
cany away the produce, or a drought impoverish
the crop or utterly destroy it. The Code rules that
in such cases the tenant may cariy over and pay
the year following. The phrase is peculiar : ‘ to
wet nis tablet ’ may” refer to an obvious custom of
damping the sun-dried clay of tlie contract and so
altering its terms. One thinks at once of the
Unjust Steward in Lk 16. His lord’s debtors
‘moistened their tablets’ and altered not the date,
but the amount, of their debts. If a gardener
failed to make a garden, he had a double debt to
pay. He had kept the owner out of five years’
produce of the land and disappointed his hope of

a garden. He had therefore to pay five years’
average corn-land yield and make the garden after

all. The tenant of land was bound to cultivate it,

not only because it might become foul and so not
readily let to a new tenant, but because the rent
was usually a share. If the tenant were neglectful,

he could not get off with the stimulated share of

the actual produce ; hut the Code fixed the rent at
half an average crop for the locality. He had,
further, to complete all the operations on the land
as he would have done after a good crop if himself
continuing the tenancy. He had to plough it,

break it up with hoes and picks, gather out and
bum the weeds, and generally leave it in good
order. The fields do not appear to have been
manured, and the rich alluvial soil might not have
needed it ; but gardens, orchards, and palm-groves
were dunged with oxen manure.
Houses were usually let by contract, which stated

the size and situation of the house. The term of

lease was also stated—usually one year—and the
amount of yearly rent. A clause often occurs to the
effect that the house is in good repair. The doors,

door-frames, and some other woodwork wereremov-
able, and the tenant might bring in his own. If let

with the house, they were inventoried. The tenant
covenanted for all repairs, the nature of which
might be specified- In the rainy climate, houses
of sunburnt brick required constant and immediate
attention. The accessaries of the house are often

mentioned, such as a court, a bam, a shop, a cellar,

a well, but we have little exact information as to

the usual accommodation in old Babylonian houses.

They rarely exceeded one storey in height.
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The Code enacted that, if the landlord wished to
recover possession before the end of the lease, a
fair proportion of the rent should be remitted.
The tenant had full possession and could pledge
the house.
A common plan was to lease a piece of land to a

man to build upon. After a somewhat longer
lease than usual the house came into possession of

the landlord. The Code fixed the cost of building
a house per area.

Boundary or common walls were often the cause
of dispute, usually as to which neighbour should
repair, or as to the right to fix beams. The con-
dition that one might build it if the other might
fix beams in it, was matter of contract. Most
of the sections relating to houses have disappeared
from our copies of the Code.
Labourers were often specifically hired, the most

common cases being to get in the harvest, for

building, and to transport goods by road or canal.

The wage was a matter of contract, but the Code
fixed minimum rates. Cattle for ploughing, cart-

ing, and working the irrigation machines, etc.,

and the associated agricultural machines, chariots
for journeys, and ships for voyages as well as
for freight, were often nired.

The pastoral pursuits were highly developed.
The kings and many rich land-owners, and, above
all, the temples, oAvned large flocks and herds. As
a rule, these were committed to shepherds, who
gave a receipt for the animals entrusted to their
care, and were bound to return the flock or herd
undiminished and with proper increase after breed-
ing, or to answer for them, A shepherd had to
make good all loss due to his neglect. He was
frequently a foreigner, belonging to one or other
of the nomad races who roamed the deserts or open
pasture.

j

Questions of currency arose. The standard by
which the precious metals were weighed varied
from city to city, and there is often a clause
specifying the standard in which money should be
repaid. The Code enacted that this could not be
enforced. Payment in kind w^as to be accepted,
and a creditor was bound to accept even goods at
fair value.

Debt was secured on the person of the debtor,
and in default of means must be worked off. But
the father of a family could name a substitute

—

wife, child, or slave—to work off* his debt. To
mitigate the hardships of this custom, the Code
protected the hostage for debt from ill treatment,
and fixed the term of servitude at three years as a
maximum, whatever the debt. If the hostage died
a natural death, the creditor had no further claim

;

but, if he contributed by cruelty, he had to restore
son for son or pay for the slave. He could sell the
slave hostage, but not if it was a slave-girl who
had borne children to her master. She had to be
redeemed by her owner, i.e. replaced by a different
pl^ge.
Pledges were often taken as security for debt,

but could not be sold without consent of the real
owner. Frequently, when profitable, as a slave or
cattle might be, their value was taken by the
creditor in lieu of interest. Pledges were often
left with the debtor and served merely as security.
Personal guarantee on the part of friends that the
debtor would pay at the proper time was often
given, and the debtor sometimes had to pay for
this assistance.

Trade w^as thriving, and Babylonian merchants
cpried on a considerable overland commerce to
distant lands. The foreign products in their
markets were numerous and brought from afar.
Palestine, Cappadocia, Elam, and the lands beyond
these countries were conspicuous sources. Many
who stayed at home took shares in enterprises

conducted by travellers. Merchants received
money or goods to be traded away. The Code
regularized this practice, enacting that the parties
should exchange receipts, and that demands should
be based on documentary evidence. The accent
had to deposit an inventory and receipt for what
was entrusted him, and no claim could be sub-
stantiated except by such receipt. Profits were
ood ; the agent must pay 100 per cent, whatever
is own gains. He was not responsible if he was

robbed on his travels, but had to be put on oath as
to the extent of his loss. Profits were usually
divided equally by contract on the termination of
the business.

These trade journeys afforded the opportunity
for transport. A considerable amount of forward-
ing was done. Debts were paid abroad by travel-
ling merchants and purchases executedat a distance.
The Code enacts that a merchant shall give a

I

receipt for the consignment, take all responsibility,
and exact a receipt on delivery. If he should
default in any respect, he was penalized five-fold.
Deposit was a common transaction, especially the
warehousing of grain. The Code fixed a statutable
rate of one-sixtieth for warehousing. The ware-
houseman took all risks, and paid double for all
shortage, but only if he had given a proper receipt.
If the goods were stolen from him, he had to
recover as best he could ,* but he had no relief
against the depositor.
The network of canals supported a vast amount

of water traffic. Ships, whose tonnage was esti-

mated by the amount of corn that they could
carry, were incessantly plying for hire between the
great cities. The contract specified the goods and
their destinations, and named the charges. These
were for carriage solely, but, when a whole ship was
employed, the rations for the crew were charged
specifically. The Code fixes the price for building,
navigating, etc., and insists on a year’s guarantee
with a new boat. The captain was responsible for
ship and freight, and bore all risks. If he sank a
ship, he was fined half its value, even if he re-

floated it. In the case of collision the boat under
way was responsible for damage to a boat at
anchor.
The Code regulated traffic in liquor, fixing a fair

E
rice for beer, and severely punishing a tavern-
eeper for allowing disorderly conduct or treason-

able assembly. The hostess was to hale offenders

to the court—which seems to imply efficient and
accessible police officers, or perhaps the command
of able-bodied slaves.

Payment through a banker, or by written draft

against account, was usual. Bonds to pay were
treated as negotiable. A man could usually
borrow without interest from the temple treasury
of his city, for a fixed term, but paid interest if his

debt were left overdue. It is not quite clear, how-
ever, whether this privilege did not imply some
relationship to the tem^e, possibly only full

citizenship. Merchants, and temples in other

cases, charged interest at varying rates, usually

high, commonly 20 to 30 per cent, but for short

terms. Long loans were rare, if known at all. A
feature which seems to us somewhat irrelevant is

that the money or com appearing in a loan or other

transaction is often specified as to origin and
purpose

;
e.y., so much silver, part of the rent of a

nouse, is lent to hire reapers ; so much com produce

of a peculiar field is lent to buy oil, or to pay a tax.

The exact purpose of such specification is not clear,

and, so long as the loan was punctually repaid,

there seems no reason to restrict its use. No
penalty is named for using the accommodation for

a different purpose from that for^ which it was
taken. Possibly there lurks in this specification

an analogy to our * for value received/ or it was
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an acknowledgment of the moral claim of the

borrower on the lender for accommodation.
L1TERATUB.IS.—For laws relating to marriage, inheritance, etc.,

see ‘ Semitic ’ sections of artt. Marriage, Adoption, Adultery,
Family (Ass^To-Babylonian), and Inheritance (Babylonian).

The peculiar situation of vestals and vowed women comes under
Hierododloi (Semitic), Holiness (Semitic). For details cf. C.
H. W. Johns, artt. ‘Babylonian Law ’ in JSBrii yi. 115

^ ‘The
0(^e of Hammurabi ’ in EDB^ v. 584, as well as Babylonian
and Assyrian Laws^ Contracts, and Letters, Edinburgh, 1904.

The most important addition to the bibliography there given is

J. Kohler and A. Ungnad, Hammurabi's Gesetz, Leipzig,

1909, which gives full transcription, complete vocabulary,
juristic excursus, and about 1400 transcribed and translate
legal documents of the Hammurabi period, to be followed by a
large selection from the'Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian periods.

This bod3’’ of material affords an almost cor^lete text-book for

the study of Babylonian law. C. H. W. JOHNS.

LAW (Biblical, Old Testament). — Ancient
peoples, almost without exception, regarded their

laws as of divine origin. At the top of the front

side of the stele containing the famous code of

Hammurabi, the snn-god Shamash is pictured in

a bas-relief seated on his throne and presenting

to the king the laws which follow. In ancient

Egypt, la'vv was attributed to the gods (J. H.
Breasted, Eist, of Egypt, London, 1906, p. 242).

Ex (J) represents Jahweh as dictating the
primitive decalogue to Moses, who acts as His
amanuensis, and the later tradition of Ex 24^

states that Jahweh Himself ‘ wrote down the Ten
Words’ (cf. Ex 3H®). Dt 6^ implies that all the
commands contained in that law-book were given

directly to Moses by Jahweh. The late priestly

tradition (c. 400 B.C.) of Ex 25^ and 35^ states that

all the laws found in Exodus, Leviticus, and Num-
bers were a direct revelation from God through
Moses. Demosthenes asserted that

|
every law is a

discovery and gift of {Aristogeit. A, 16, ed. F.

Blass, Leipzig, 1888). Even Cicero declared; ^Lex
nihil alind nisi recta et a numine deorum tracta

ratio’ {PhiL xi. 12). The belief that underlying
all man-made laws was a perfect law, emanating
from divine mind, was the foundation of Roman
law. It is reaffirmed by W. Biackstone, who says

;

* Tbis law of nature being coeval with mankind, and dictated

b3" God Himself, is of course superior in obligation to any other.

It is binding over all the globe, in all countries, and at all times

;

no human laws are of any validitj’, if wntrary to this ; and
such of them as are v^d derive their force and all their

authority, mediately or immediately, from this origin’ ((Com-

mentaries, ed. London, 1857, L 27).

Thus it is that each age has expressed the convic-

tion that law is not a mere human convention, but

is conditioned by the eternal nature of things, and
that behind nature is InteUigence pid Will.

A more careful study of the ancient sources and
the contributions of anthropology and sociology

have shed new light upon the origin ^d growth
of law. The ancients were not wholly ignorant of

man’s part in its development. In the epilogue to

his great code Hammurabi declares ; ‘ If a man
heed my words which I have written upon my
monument, do not efface my words, do not alter

my monument, so may Shamash prolong his reign.’

Recent discoveries have brought to light some of

the older Sumerian laws which he incorporated

(cf. OLZ xiii. [Leipzig, 1914]). Egyptian kings,

like Horemheb of the XIXth dynasty, freely en-

acted new law’s and gave them equal authority

with the older laws which tradition ascribed to the

gods (Breasted, op- cit. p. 242).

Notwithstanding the late traditions, which re-

present all Israel’s laws as being directfy dictated

by Jahweh, the OT contains some of the best

existing illustrations of the different stages by
which law evolved. The custom of blood-revenge

is a survival of the primitive stage of self-help,

when, in the absence of an organized government,

the individual or the clan undertook to redress all

grievances (see, further, art. Blood-fextd). It is

typical of customs that w’ere inherited from the

pre-historic past and represented the crude be-

ginning of law’. Some of them w’ere based on
wide observation and experience, and were bene-
ficial to society; others were but the result of

savage ignorance and superstition. Law began to

take definite form when men began to refer their
cases to an arbiter or judge. Ex 18^®’®’ contains
a vivid illustration of this important stage in the
evolution of law. It represents the people of Israel

in the wilderness bringing their cases 01 dispute to

Moses for his judgment. The decisions w’hich he
rendered were called tdrdtk. The singular of this

word, tCrdh, is the common Hebrew designation
of * law,’ and comes from a root which means ‘ to

throw’ out’ (the lot), then ‘to direct,’ ‘to teach.’

It corresponds closely to the tw^o terms used in

Homer for ‘ law’ *
: bUt}, w'hich means a way pointed

out, a course prescribed by precedent, and di/iis,

that w’hich is laid dow’n. In 1 S 30-^'®® is found
a clear example of the way in w’hich such a decision

grew into a judicial precedent possessing all the
validity of the law*. After Da\’id’s follow’ers over-

took and vanquished the plunder-laden Amalekites,
he decided, as the chief of his clan, that,

* As is the share of him who goeth into battle,

So is the share of him who remaineth with the baggage,
They shall all share alike.

*

The historian adds significantly, ‘And from that

time he made it a statute and a precedent for

Israel to this day.’

Usually the tdrCth, or decisions, were rendered
by the priest, the representative of Jahw’eh, by the

use of the sacred lot. Mai 2®^* states that ‘the

t6rdh of truth was in the mouth of the priest ...
and the people w’ere wont to seek the tdrdh at his

month.’ It is evident that in the mind of the

eople these decisions enjoyed from the first the

ivme sanction. This fact represents the germ
of the later Hebrew theory of the divine origin

of law. Until the days of Nehemiah the oral

decision of the priests was apparently ascribed

equal authority wdtli the wTitten law’.

The other common Hebrew word for law, mish-

pdt, is equally suggestive. It originally meant a
specificjudgment or decision. In Ex 21^ it is used

in the plural as a title for the decisions or judg-

ments which embodied the fundamental principles

of early Israelitish law’ and custom. At first it

apparently referred only to civil law’, hut in Lv
(e.y. 18^- ** ^) it is extended to include ceremonial

laws. The authority attributed to the decision

{tdrdh or mishpdt) rendered by the priest, or tribal

chief, or king, or civU judge gave ample oppor-

tunity for the development of custom and law.

Ordinary cases were decided according to older

precedents. When new’ cases arose, this flexible

system made it possible for the judges to decide

tnem, and, in so doing, to establish new’ precedents

which, if just, soon gained the authority of definite

laws. Tne passage already quoted from Ex 18

plainly illustrates the process. When the cases

referred to Moses became so many that he did not
have time to pass judgment upon them all, he
appointed judges to decide all the questions that

were analogous to those covered by tCrdth already
rendered by him (v.^o). ‘They judged the people

at all times, but the difficult cases they brought
to Moses’ (v.26). The principles w’hich he thus

concretely promulgated represent the historical

foundation of the later tradition that he was the
author of all Israel’s law’s.

Among the Hebrew’s, as among most primitive

peoples, the customs and the oral laws, w’hich grew’

up on the basis of those decisions, long sufliced.

The OT contains some interesting illustrations of

the gradual transition from oral to w’ritten and
definitely codified law’. The nine (at first probably

ten) groups of ten w’ords or decalogues, found in
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Ex 21^-23^®, are the result of an attempt to embody
the important principles of Israel’s early law and
customs in systematic, compact form (cf. C. F.

Kent, The Founders and Rulers of United Israel

{^Historical Bible, ii.], London, 1909, pp. 209-219).

Each decalogue deals with a distinct subject and
is divided into two pentads, indicating that they

were first intended to be committed to memory

—

each law being associated with a finger or thumb
of the two hands—rather than to writing. Thus,

e.p., the decalogue in Ex 2P“^^ deals with the

rights of slaves : the first pentad (212’®) ^yi^h male
slaves, the second (21^’^^) with female slaves. The
first five decalogues contain civil laws and are very

explicit. They clearly represent earlier customs

and precedents—e.y., ‘If a man strike another so

that he die, the manslayer shall be put to death ’

(21“). The remaining decalogues consist of moral

and ceremonial laws, and are simply mandatory
or hortatory— e.y., ‘Thou shalt not wrong nor

oppress a resident alien, for ye were resident aliens

in the land of Egypt’ (222^).

In time these primitive Hebrew decalogues were
committed to 'writing. They may at first have
been inscribed on tablets and set up in the Israelite

sanctuaries. They represent the same stage in the

development of Hebrew law as the more elaborate

Code of jgammurabi, which was inscribed on stone

and originally set up in order that (as is definitely

stated) the oppressed who had a suit to prosecute

might read and understand these laws and learn

how to secure justice ((D. H. W. Johns, Babylonian
and Assyrian Laws, Edinburgh, 1904, p. 393).

Typical western analogies are the Code of Gortyn,

set up in the market-place of that ancient Cretan
town, and the Twelve Tables of the Eomans.
The next step in the development of law was

the modification, expansion, and codification of the

earlier codes to meet the needs of a more advanced
civilization and to embody the higher ideals of the

later age. Again the OT contains excellent illus-

trations of this process. The Hebrews and most
Oriental nations failed to develop an authoritative,

legislative body. Even the Romans for centuries

kept alive the legal fiction that the Twelve Tables

were the sole foundation of all Roman law. Dur-
ing the latter half of the 7th cent. B.c. it became
evident to the enlightened priests and prophets of

Judah that the primitive laws of Ex 21^-23^2 (which

were probably formulated as early as the 9th cent.)

were inadequate. Many questions not contem-

plated by these earlier laws had arisen-
^
Under

the preaching of the great ethical and social pro-

phets of the 8th cent., many new moral and religi-

ous principles had been proclaimed and accepted

by the leaders of the nation. The spirit of reform

that was at work called for a definite programme,
if it was to bear permanent fruits. A detailed

comparison of the primitive codes and of the laws
embodied in Deuteronomy reveals the methods, as

well as the work, of these self-appointed lawgivers.

Three-fourths of the older laws are represented in

the later code : some are simply reaffirmed, others

are abrogated, the majority are modified or ex-

panded in accordance "with the principles of justice,

humau^, and loyalty to Jahweh enumerated by
Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah. The result is a remark-
ably complete code, well adapted to the needs of

the Judaean kingdom about 625 B.O., and yet put
in the mouth of Moses, whose early precedents it

incorporates. 2 K 22^-232® contains a remarkably
clear account of how this privately-prepared code

was promulgated. Evidently it had the sympa-
thetic support of the ruling party and of an able

group of reformers. At the opportune time it was
brought from the temple, formsuly presented to the

king, read before him and the assembled people,

and then solemnly accepted by him in behalf of

his nation. The final step was its rigorous enforce-

ment by Josiah.
Interpreted in the light of the earliest records,

Israel’s legal history illustrates the five closely

related stages in the growth of law. The first is

the period of relative lawlessness, 'when the indi-

vidual or the elan is the only recognized authority
and human relations are determined by customs,
most of which originated in the pre-historic past.

The second stage is when questions of dispute are
referred to tribal chieftains, priests, or judges, and
their decisions are held to be binding not only in

specific, but also in analogous, cases. The third

stage marks the development of a definite oral

law, based on earlier customs and precedents, and
transmitted in the form of decalogues or concrete

typical formulas. The fourth stage is when the
primitive oral laws are committed to writing. The
last stage is when the primitive laws are modified,

expanded, and codified, and new laws are con-

stantly being promulgated to meet the needs of a
developing civilization.
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LAW (Biblical, New Testament).—i. Fading

of the Law in the NT,—In the Synoptic Gospels

the Jewish Law forms a large part of the back-

ground of the narrative; but from that point

forward less and less is heard of it, until it dis-

appears entirely, and another standard of conduct

takes its place. This change was due in the main
to the action of the two great persons who were

the founders, the one of Christianity and the other

of Gentile Christianity. Both were too great to

remain under the yoxe of the Law as the Jews
understood it

;
but, while the first never had any

open conflict with the Law, the second \yaged

a war upon it which began early and continued

long.

2. Jesus and the Law,—Jesus was brought upm
a pious home, in the religion of the Law which to

the ordinary Jew in Palestine was no burden (Lk

1®). ‘ He never learned,’ we read in Jn 7^®
; i.e.,

He did not follow a life of learning nor place Him-

self under a scribe. His sympathies did not incline

Him to men of that class. On the other hand, He
lived in full sight of Gentile life, witnessing the

social and religious usages of the heathens, and

He had no aversion to people who were not Jews,

and we never find Him boasting, as does the Jew
of Ro 2^^’2®, of the superiority which the possession

of the Law gave to the Jews. Yet He regarded

the Law "with profound respect ; He considered it

to be the way of life that God had given to His

people, and He experienced little reaction agamst

it. He regarded it chiefly as a moral code; as a

system of ritual, He was less impressed by it, and

the tradition which the scribes had built up around

it He must from early times have regarded with

indifi'erence, as being apart from the way of life

that God had given to His people, and in some

points inconsistent with it. He regarded the Law

as containing, so far as it went, all God s will and.

all man’s duty, though those who sought for per-

fection had some aims which transcended its pre-

cepts ; and He was able to say (Lk 16 , Mt 6 )

that it was easier for heaven and earth to pass

than for one tittle of the Law to fail. The pas-

sage, Mt 521-^, in which Jesus appears as definitely

superseding commandments of the Law by more

ethical commandments of His own, belongs cer-

tainly in its arrangement, and also in much or its

detail, to a later state of things ; the Law is m^e
ruder than it was as then practised, in order to act

as a foil to the more elevated injunctions set over
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against it, and some of the sayings {e.g.y

reflect the controversy of the Church of Palestine

with the synagogue. Jesus Himself upheld the

religious system of His country, and encouraged
i

others to do the same.

He did not, however, treat all the command-
ments of the Law as being on the same level. To
the question, a common one in His day, ‘Which
is the greatest commandment of the Law?’ He

|

replies by citing two precepts of the Pentateuch,

the first requiring love to God with all one’s

powers, the second love to one’s neighbour (Mt
2234-40), The Golden Kule (g'.'y.), stated by Him in

the positive form that one must do to others what
one desires that they should do to oneself, is said

to be the cardinal injunction on which hang all the

Law and the prophets (Mt 7^-). The comparison

of the weighty matters of the Law with those less

weighty is certainly authentic (Mt 23^), and shows

Jesus to have occupied the same position as the

prophet Micah (6^). The words of the prophet

Hosea, who declares that God requires mercy and

not sacrifice, are twice put in His mouth in the First

Gospel (Mt 9^3 127= Hos ge).

We find, accordingly, that Jesus was never

accused, as were Stephen and St. Paul, of any

attack on the Law. On several points He^ pleads

for an elastic view of the Law. He is not rigorous

as to the Sabbath or in the matter of fasting;

but on these points general opinion seems to have

upheld His views. The only instance of His de-

liberately setting aside a law of the Pentateuch

is in connexion with divorce, for which Moses

provided, but which Jesus held to be quite inad-

missible (Mk 102-12), Divorce, He held, was allowed

to the Israelites when they were in a backward

state, and unable to support the whole of Gods
will as seen in the original constitution of human
nature, which made marriage indissoluble. It niay

be doubted if Jesus used the words ‘ except for

fornication’—that would of itself bring marriage

to an end.
The example of Jesus could thus be appealed "to

by those of His followers who held the Law in

honour and practised it. But He also prepared

the way for those of them who sat loose to it and

regarded it as a code of morals and scarcely more.

He taught no ritual, and stood somewhat aloof

from the great ritual system of His country. He
was impatient of the minute and burdensome tra-

dition which the scribes had built up around the

Law and which the Pharisees regarded as bemg
itself the Law and diligently practised.. He fOT-

mally broke with that vast system which sought

to provide rules for every case that could occur^ m
human life, and to bring under strict regulatmn

the whole of conduct and action. In Mk 7^"®* He
repudiates the authority of the tradition, as being

made by man, not given by God, and in many cases

opposed! to the law of God. And the Law itself

was a very different thing from the law with the

tradition added to it. The ignorant could keep

it ; the Gentiles could accept it.

Jesus was opposed with His whole soul to the

pedantic rigour of the system of the scribes because

their multiplied rules depressed rather than ele-

vated the people, and drove away^ from the true

religion ramer than attracted to it. The tradi-

tion, as they applied it, w’as a merciless institution,

binding heavy ourdens on men’s shoulders, shut-

ting them out of the kingdom of heaven, losing

sight of the weightier matters of the Law, mercy

and justice and faith, in the strict attention paid

to the small matters, mint, anise, and cummin
(Mt 23^^23.26 . aji these verses are in Q). In

Mk 6®^ He regards with compassion the multitude

which has prevented the repose that He sought to

give His disciples, because they are harassed and

scattered like sheep without a sh^herd, and He
begins diligently^ to teach them. He taught them
doubtless of a lighter yoke, of more practicable

duties than had generally been asked of them. He
taught them that the Law was not their only link

with God, that He was their Father, and that they
had access to Him at all times, and could learn for

themselves, by meditation and prayer, what He
asked of them. By His teaching He brought the

question of the Law to the position in which the

Church took it up ; appeal could be made to Him
both for continuing to practise the Law (for He
Himself had done so) and for a spiritual attitude

in which the Law parts imperceptibly with its

authority.

3. Attitude of the Jews in Palestine.—In Pales-

tine the followers of t^esus continued after His
removal to be good Jews. They frequented the

Temple, gave alms, attended to their prayers, and
even—if Mt 5^^- is not to be taken figuratively-

offered sacrifice (see Ac 2123-26). They observed the

Levitical lavrs as to clean and unclean in food and

other matters. Circumcised Jews would see no
reason in their attachment to Christ for throwing

away the advantages of their position. To their

piety as Jews they added another piety as followers

of Jesus ; they kept His commandments in addition

to those of Moses, and began to collect them mto
a code, as we see in Mt 527-^, as well as in collections

like Q and in the Didache.
When the gospel spread to Gentile soil, new

questions arose. Those who named the name of

Christ naturally sought to meet together and to

practise their common worship in the form of

common meals. From this sprang the first great

controversy of the Church as to the terms on which

Jewish and Gentile Christians could live together.

The strict Je'svish Christians held that Gentile

believers must become Jews and keep the whole

Law; and in this they only upheld the practice

which obtained in the Jewish missions to the Gen-

tiles. But Jewish missions had been great failures

for this very reason ; and easier terms had to be

sought forthe GrentUe converts. InAc 15theChurch

at Jerusalem draws up an easy rule : Gentiles are to

be admitted to the Church on agreeing to adopt

the Jewish standard as to sexual intercourse, to

have their meat for table prepared in the Jewish

fashion, and to abstain from meat offered to^ idols.

(It seems scarcely possible that the addition^ to

these outward abstentions of the far-reaching

ethical rule added in Cod. D, ‘and not to do to

others what they would not have done to them-

selves,’ can be original.) Of this compact little is

heard afterwards. The claim, moreover, made in

Ac 10 for Peter, that he was the first to be led

by Providence to see that the barrier which kept

Gentiles outside the Church ought no longer to

prevail, can scarcely stand against the evidence

of Ac 15 and Gal 2 that Paul and Barnabas went

to Jerusalem to get the question settled as to the

terms on which Gentiles should be received, and

that Peter afterwards broke through the adjust-

ment then made. If the storjr of Peter and Cor-

nelius has a historical kernel, it probably belongs

to a later period than that in which Acts places it.

The question may have arisen in more parts of the

world than one, and have been settled in various

ways. In some of the Pauline churches we know
that it occasioned acute controversy and that the

solution which Paul aimed at and no doubt at-

tained was that the Gentile Christians were recog-

nized as children of Abraham without commg
under any obligation at all to the Jewish Law,

and that it was recognized that the difference be-

tween Jew and Gentile had ceased to be regarded ;

they were all one in Jesus Christ.

4. St. Paul and the Law.—The question of the
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attitude of Christian missions to the Law must
have occupied Paul’s mind as soon as he became
convinced of his own call to carry the gospel to

the Gentiles, if we are to accept his own state-

ment in Gal 1^®, from the time of his conversion.

Ro 7, with its incisive definition of the character

of the Law and its relation to those wearing human
nature, shows how impossible it was for him to

demand of the Gentiles obedience to a Law which
brought so little comfort to himself. In that chapter

he arrives at a different conclusion as to the Law
from that of his own upbringing. It is idealized

as Jesus idealized it, and regarded as a seeching
standard of entire perfection, dealing not with acts

but with motives and springs of conduct, and hold-

ing up to man aJl that ne ought to be. It is holy
and just and good ; to keep it would be to find the
promises fulfilled that one should live by it (Gal
3-^). But, alas ! it is too good for man to live at
peace with it. The Law is spiritual, but man is

carnal and cannot love the standard of ineffable

goodness. It acts as an irritant on him and brings

to the surface his innate weakness and recalci-

trancy, and so, while his reason approves of it, he
cannot keep it, and is driven by it to despair.

The view of the Law which is here set forth as
a matter of personal experience, and a truth of

psycholo^, is set forth again and again in the
Pauline Epistles as a general doctrine. So the
Law acts, so it was intended to act, on those who
are placed under it; it is by God’s decree and
counsel that it does so. The Law is the strength
of sin (1 Co 15®®), which is the sting of death ; it

came in to multiply transgression (Ro 5^®), for

where there is no law there is no transgression
(4^®) ; the Law, therefore, works wrath. Every one
who does not keep it in every point is under a curse
(Gal 3^®). The ministry by which it was introduced
into the world was a ministry of death (2 Co 3^).

The Apostle was confirmed in this view of the
nature and effects of the Law, to which his own
experience had brought him, by his missionary
practice and experience. He saw that the Gentiles
were being saved quite apart from the Law. The
Law was not proposed to them as in any way a
condition of salvation; only Christ crucified was
declared to them, and, on their believing in Christ
crucified, the Spirit at once took possession of them,
and they be^n to exercise the gifts of the Spirit
(Gal 3^”®). From this he inferred that God was,
as a matter of fact, justifying the Gentiles by faith
(Gal 3®), and from this he drew the broad conclusion
that the method of salvation by keeping the Law
was now discontinued by God in favour of the new
method—that of salvation by faith in Christ alone

—

and that this method now alone availed (Ro 3^^’^).

Holding this very radical doctrine about the
Law, the Apostle could no longer follow up his
career as a Jewish Rabbi (Ph 3^“®)

; and he became
the object of the bitter hatred of the Jews wherever
he went, and also of many Jewish converts to
Christianity, who represented him (Ac 2pi-28)

teaching that the Jews living among the Gentiles
should renounce their allegiance to Moses, and
should give up circumcising their children and the
observance of Jewish customs. That this was a
gross exaggeration there can be no doubt ; he him-
self adhered to many a Jewish custom, and he did
not interfere with such practices on the part of
other Jews (1 Co 9^®). But to Gentiles he made it

quite clear that the Law was no condition of salva-
tion for them; and to Jew and Gentile alike he
proclaimed that salvation did not come through
the Law, but only through faith in Jesus Christ
(Gal 2^®^*). To those who sought to make his
Gentile converts Judaize, practise circumcision,
and observe Jewish festivals and Jewish restric-
tions in diet, he offered, as the champion of the

liberty of these convex ts, an uncompromising
opposition.

5. Position of the OT in Pauline churches.—
Something must be said of the place of the OT in
the churches of Pauline foundation. The converts
were supposed to be familiar with the history and
the words of the OT ; it was the revelation of which
the gospel of Christ was the consummation and
flower ; it was full of Christian things ; the pro-
mises recorded in it were now being fulfilled to
believers in Christ (1 Co Ro 1^*)

; its types
were coming to reality in their experience. The
Law and the Prophets were Christian books, and
the discerning could find Christ in them in most
unlikely places. The moral standard of the OT,
an object of envy to the Gentiles, was from the
first that of the Church ; the heathen converts were
at once lifted up to it, though they accepted its

re(^uirements not from the dead code but from the
living spirit of Christ, and were taught, as He had
taught, that love was the fulfilling of the Law.
The provisions of the Law were not quoted either
in setting up the standard of Christian conduct or
in correcting the lapses which took place from it.

Nor was any appeal made to the OT in arranging
the internal affairs of the Church; in these the
mind of Christ is the supreme authority, where the
Apostle’s own authority does not suffice (1 Co 7^®

etc.). When disputes break out among believers,

the Apostle advises that recourse should not be had
to the heathen courts, but that an arbiter should
be found among their own number. The OT Law
has completely disappeared as law for the Gentile
converts.

The arguments by which Paul sought to account
for the Law, which in his missionary practice he
had deprived of all authority, are of various kinds.

Some consist of bold speculations on the divine

economy of salvation, some are Rabbinical devices,

bringing a new meaning out of a text of the OT.
Of the former kind the most powerful and impressive
is that of Gal where he speaks of the Law
as the tutor placed over the growing heir to check
his freedom till the day arrives when he attains

his majority. This had been the case with rnan-

kind when Christ came, and in Him the spirit of

adoption took possession of the human race now
entering on its inheritance, so that the ^ardian
is no longer needed. The Law is treated in this

chapter as bein^ on a level with those constraining

influences, or spirits of the world, under which the

Gentiles also were confined, to be prepared for

Christ. A great thought also is contained in the

argument that the promise was antecedent to the

Law, -which could not set it aside, and that the

promise to Abraham, made to him before circum-

cision was instituted, is fulfilled directly to the

Gentiles who, like him, take faith and not works
for their guiding principle and, therefore, are

Abraham’s true children (Gal 3^^”^, Ro 4). Of

another calibre are the arguments that the seed, in

the singular, to whom, with Abraham, the promise

was addressed, must indicate an individual person,

and that Christ is that person, faith in whom now
saves (Gal 3^®*’)j ^^1^® argument that the radiance

on the face of Moses when he came down from

Mount Sinai was fading away, and that he put on

a veil to hide that circumstance from the Israelites,

who think that the radiance still rests on the Law,

though it is quite outshone by the exceeding radi-

ance of Christ (2 Co 3“^"^®).

6. Conclusion*—The controversy about the Law-

subsided in Paul’s life-time. In Galatians it is

acute ; in Romans the argiunent is free from

passion ; in the Corinthian Epistles there is little

of it ; in the later Epistles only a few phrases are

found to show that he still stands where he stood

(Ph 3®-®, Col On the other hand, the com-
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mandments of Christ are valid wherever they apply.

This is the case in every part of the Church. The
eternal validity claimed by Christ for the old Law
(Lk 16^^) is attached to the words of Christ Himself
(Mk 13®^), and the law of love is spoken of both by
Paul and in many of the later boolcs of the NT as

the sum of Christian duty (Gal 6^, Eo Ac 20^,

Ja 2^ He 13^* Jn )• In the Fourth Gospel
the Law of Moses is spoken of as ‘ their law ’ (Jn
152®), as if Christ had not acknowledged it and His
followers had nothing to do with it.

Literature.—The Commentaries and Bible Dictionary articles,

especially J. Denney, * Law (in NT) ’ in RDB. On the recent
discussion on the Apostolic Decree and the relation of Acts to

Paul, see K. Lake, The Earlier Epistles of St. Paul, London,
1911; A. Harnack, Luke the Physician, Eng. tr., do. 1907,

The Acts of the Apostles, do. 1909, The Date of the Acts, do.

1911 ;
W. Sanday, ‘ The Text of the Apostolic Decree,* in Exp,

8th ser., vL [1918] ; B. W. Bacon, ‘ The Apostolic Decree against

iropveCa,' ib., 8th ser., vii. [1914]. A. MeNZIES.

LAW (Buddhist).—In the strict sense of the
word there is no Buddhist law ; there is only an
influence exercised by Buddhist ethics on changes
that have taken place in customs. No Buddhist
authority, whether local or central, whether lay or

clerical, has ever enacted or promulgated any law.

Such law as has been administered in countries

ruled over by monarchs nominally Buddhist has
been custom rather than law ; and the custom has
been in the main pre-Buddhistic, fixed and estab-

lished before the people became Buddhist. There
have been changes in custom. But the changes
have not been the result of any enactment from
above. They have been brought about by change
of opinion among the people themselves. And. in

order to ascertain whether such change of opinion

was, or was not, due to the influence of Buddhism
it would be necessary, in each case, to ascertain

what the custom had been before the introduction

of Buddhism, in what degree or manner it had
changed, and what had been the probable cause of

the difference shown. Unfortunately our know-
ledge of the history of social conditions in Eastern
Asia, whether before or after the 6th cent. B.C., is

at present much too meagre to enable us to deal

with the subject in so thorough a manner. Nothing
has yet been written on the subject, and only a
slight beginning may yet be made.
The Buddhists, for instance, had from the begin-

ning whatwe term their canon law, what they called

Vinaya, i.e, ‘Guidance.’^ It consists of 227 rules

to regulate the conduct of the members in outward
affairs, and some supplementary chapters on special

subjects. These ‘articles of association’ are quite

apart from the Buddhist religion, and indeed nave
little or nothing that is specifically either Buddhist
or religious. No religious community could avoid

quarrels and disruption without the assistance of

rules of the kind. Now, just before the rise of

Buddhism therewere quite a number of such Orders.

The names of ten of them are preserved in the

Ahguttara.^ Unfortunately, the records of nine

out of the ten have perished. They had no writ-

ing ; and, as each Order died out, both its doctrine

and its canon law, kept alive only in the memory
of its members, died out also. Only one of these

pre-Buddhistic communities has survived—that of

the Jains; and the internal regulations of the

Jain Order have not yet been published. It was
inevitable that the early Buddhists should have

adopted in many details the customs already

followed by these other wanderers.^ But in the

main, no doubt, the rules were Indian in origin,

the common inheritance of all the schools.

There is nothing in the 227 rules of the Vinaya
which would be included under the English terra

1 Ed. H. Oldenberg, London, 1879-83. ^ . ,

2 See T, W. Rhvs Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, Oxford,

1899-1910, i. 220-222,

‘law’ in its modern sense. In the explanations
and applications, however, of the rules, as inter-

preted in the chapters of the Order when a particu-
lar case came up for decision, there is a good deal
of what we should now call case law. For example.
Rule No. 3 is as follows :

^

‘Whatsoever Bhikkhu shall knowing^ly deprive of life a huinan
being, or shall seek out an assassin against a human being, or
shall utter the praises of death, or incite another to self-destruc-
tion, saying, “ Ho ! my friend ! what good do you get from this
sinful, wretched life ? death is better to you than life !

’*—if, so
thinking, and with such an aim, he, by various argument, utter
the praises of death or incite another to self-destruction—^he,

too, is fallen into defeat, he is no longer in communion.'

In the elucidation and discussion ® of this rule a
very large number of all possible cases of alleged
infringement of it are given. The cases are not
real ones that actually happened, but hypotheti-
cal. The offences, or alleged offences, are sorted

into grades, which are distinguished one from
another as modern English law-books distin^ish
between assault, aggravated assault, manslau^ter,
and murder. The penalty for the gravest kind is

exclusion from the Order ; that for the lesser kind
is suspension in varying degrees, and for varying
duration.

For instance, a man digs a pit ; that is no offence. He digs

it in the hope that X will fall into it; that is a dukkataC evil

act*). The man (X) falls into it ; that is another dukkata. He
is badly hurt ; the man who dug the pit is guilty of a ‘ grave
offence* (thullachchaya). The man falling is killed, then the

digger of the pit is guilty of * defeat * (pdrdjika), involving ex-

pulsion.3

This is not criminal law. It is intended only to

keep the Order pure ; and the penalties are^ very
mild. But it is interesting to find in these discus-

sions the doctrine of malice aforethought, or ac-

cessory before (or after) the fact, used much as a

modem jurist would use it, and leading up to de-

cisions which are very much what a modern jurist

would give.

H. Oldenberg, in his introduction to his edition

of the text, has carefully considered the manner in

which these documents enshrining the Buddhist

Vinaya were gradually built up, and their ap-

proximate date. He concludes that the whole
text, as we now have it, was in existence within a

century of the Buddha’s death ; and that much of

it—for instance, the 227 rules referred to above—
is older, and may go back to^ the generation in

which Buddhism arose. It will be seen at once

that this is quite modern compared with the

IBLammurabi Code of customary law. Such value

^ these Buddhist documents have in the history

of law depends upon their being the oldest legal

texts which apply the principles of equity to the

problems to be solved. They do not pretend to

put forward any code of law. They belong to a

stage beyond that, and only attempt to utilize for

the practical requirements of an association of co-

workers the results of previous thought on legal

points. We shall probably never know how far

these results may have been modified or softened

by the Buddhists for the purpose of application to

the new problems to be met.

The administration of this law (if law it can be

called) was very simple. The decision lay with

the Ch^ter, which was composed of all members
of the Order resident within a certain boundary.

The boundary, also fixed by the Chapter, was so

arranged as to secure the possible attendance of

from a dozen to a score of members. All the

members were equal, and the senior member pre-

sided. If the matter came to a vote—which seldom

happened—the voting was by ticket. Complicated

matters were referred to a special committee for

report, and the decisions in most eases
_
were

unanimous. The Chapters had no authority to

1 Vinaya Texts, i. 4 (SBE xiil [1881] 4).

2 Vinaya, iii. 68-86 ; not yet translated.

3 2b. iii. 76.
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settle any matters not included in the Vinaya^ or

to deal with property not the property of the

Order. All such matters were the province of the

State, to be settled according to the customs of

each locality. They were regarded as secular, not
religious. Thus customs as to marriage and
divorce, the inheritance and division of real or

personal estate, the law of contract and criminal

law, were all purely secular matters to^ be deter-

mined by the sense of the lay community. This
continued to be the attitude of mind of the Bud-
dhists throughout their long and varied history.

The expression ‘Buddhist law’ as used of law
administered in English courts in Ceylon and
Burma has a very different meaning. When the

English had taken the whole of Ceylon, they intro-

duced English law except on certain matters, which,

they imagined, would or might offend the religious

feelings of some of the inhabitants. Thus, with
regard to marriage and inheritance, they granted
to the Dutch the Eoman-Dutch law on these points,

and to the Hindus and Muhammadans the Hindu
and Muhammadan law respectively. Taking for

granted, in their ignorance of Buddhism, that the
relation between law and religion on these points

must be the same for the Buddhists as for these

others, they decided to incorporate into the law of

the Island the customs prevalent there among the
majority, the Buddhists, on the same points. For
this purpose they made inquiries as to what those
customs were, and finally recognized two different

groups of custom as valid, the one for the low-
country Sinhalese, the other for the Kandians in

the hills. By so doing they made customs current
at the beginning of the 19th cent, valid for ever,

and deprived the lay community of any power of

change or adjustment which they possessed. On
the other hand, they soon began, and have con-

tinued, to change the customs by two methods,
one of interpretation by judicial decisions, the
other by legislative enactment. By the latter they
have introduced the registration of marriages, and
conferred upon the laity the power of making wills.

The original report on Kandian customs has been
recently discovered and a translation of it published
by C. J. K. Le Mesurier and T. B. Panabokke,
under the title Niti Niganduva (Colombo, 1880).

The course of events in Burma, since it was taken
over, has been very similar. But, whereas we
know nothing or next to nothing of Sinhalese law
before the conquest, we have for Burma a most
valuable summary of the gradual growth of the
customary law in E. Forchhammer’s Jardine Frize
Essay (Kangoon, 1885). He shows how the
customa^ law, originally introduced there from
S. India in the 10th cent. A.D., has been constantly
but slo^-^ modified by the influence of the Buddhist
laity. Ele mentions also the numerous codes in
which such alterations have been incorporated.
D. Kichardson has translated one of the latest of
these codes under the title The Damathat, or Laws
of Menoo, Kangoon, 1906.

Litbraturb.—The authorities are given in the course of the
article. T. W. KhYS DAVIDS.

^
LAW (Celtic).—i. Law.—Of the legal institu-

tions of the ancient Celts we have no knowledge
beyond the evidence of philologyand the statements
of Caesar with regard to Gaul. Both the Goidelic
and the Brythonic branches of the Celtic languages
contain a term for law cognate with the Latin
rectus (Ir. recht

;

Welsh, rhaith), while the words
for judgment (Ir. drdth

;

Welsh, hrawd) also corre-
spond in these branches. Similarly, we have in
both branches the same word for ‘duty’ or ‘re-

^onsibility,’ namely Ir. dliged; Welsh, dyled.
Throughout the Celtic world, too, the organization
of society had a tribal basis, and the legal institu-

tions of the Celts were, consequently, in their
origin tribal in character. This tribal character,
though in a greater or less degree modified, survived
unmistakably in Irish and Welsh law, as we know
it in historic times. The evidence of Caesar as to
Celtic law [de Bell. Gall. vi. 13) relates to the
druids, of whom he says that they decided practi-
cally all public and private disputes and assessed
the fines and penalties in the case of any crime, as,
for instance, homicide, while it was they also who
gave their decision in the case of any dispute regard-
ing inheritance or boundaries. In the case of refusal
to abide by their judgment they had recourse to
excommunication from religious ceremonies— a
punishment which, in practice, involved the loss

of all civil rights, and which survived as outlawry
in Irish and Welsh law. The druids, according to
Caesar, formed an organized community, at whose
head was a chief druid. It is, however, from the
surviving Irish and Welsh legal literature that
we derive most information concerning actual
Celtic law. In Breton and Cornish there are no
legal documents in existence, but we may surmise
that ancient Breton and Cornish law was substan-
tially the same as that of Wales, while the clan-

system of the Gaels of Scotland, which was intro-

duced by the Dalriad Scots, had, as its legal

counterpart, institutions of the same essential

character as those of Ireland. From a study of

the Irish legal treatises, which reflect the older

tribal system better than do the Welsh laws, we
find that legal decisions were not given by judges
appointed by the king, but by men of legal learn-

ing, who were of two grades
: (1) the brethem (gen.

brethemon^ whence ‘ Brehon’), a term usually trans-

lated * judge,’ but more correctly ‘ advocate,’ and
(2) the ollamhy or law-agent. It is not impossible

that, originally, recourse was had to the judgment
of men of known probity, without regard to legal

training, but, though the judicial powers of non-
professional magistrates and noblemen survived

in Ireland for certain purposes, it is clear that for

aU the more important cases a trained judge was
necessary. Each district appears to have had a
Brehon, and some more than one, while the king
and the great magnates had Brehons of their own.
Where there were more than one Brehon in a dis-

trict, a litigant had a choice. In Welsh law there

are plain indications of the earlier tribal basis as

in Ireland, but there are also clear signs of the

growth of the influence of the royal power upon
law, and of the beginnings of a police system in a

rudimentary form. In Ireland the policing of the

law was practically in the hands of the tribal com-

munity, who, in the last resort, in the case of

contumacy, could outlaw the offender. Side^ by
side with the growth of the central power (possibly

through the influence of England) we find much
more prominence given in Wales than in Ireland

to severe punishments, such as hanging and mutila-

tion, and later to such a mode of trial as ordeal.

It is interesting to find that, both in Ireland and

in Wales, there were legal variations in different

localities, and, in Ireland, this variation led to the

broad division of Gdm-law, or law of general appli-

cation, and ZJrra^Aiw-law, which varied with the

locality. The trial of cases arising under the latter

type of law was open to noblemen and local magis-

trates, but cases under the former type could be

tried only by trained judges. There is no clep

evidence of any personal or collective legislation m
ancient Ireland, but it would appear that portions

at any rate of written custom were recited at some

of the great annual gatherings, such as that of

Tara, for which the Irish had so marked a predi-

lection. It is sometimes stated that Irish leg^

practice did not distinguish between crimes and

torts. This is true so far as the existence of a
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pecuniary method of compensation was concerned,

but motive nevertheless entered in, for in the case

of homicide, €.5^., malice doubled the penalty (see

(Ckimes and Punishments [Celtic]).

It might be thought that the position of arbiter

in Ireland was one which placed the community at
his mercy. In practice, however, the Brehon had
to exercise his judgment with great care, for, if on
appeal his judgments were reversed, he was liable

to lose his practice, to pay damages, and to lose

any free land which might be in his possession.

It was also generally believed that blotches would
arise on the face of a judge who gave false judg-

ment. The main function of the judge was to

assess damages and compensation correctly, and
the Irish legal treatises contain minute rules for

this purpose. The task of obtaining the damages
from the defendant lay with the plaintiff and his

kin, and, when the defendant was obstinate, re-

course was had to the process of distraint--a pro-

cess which occupies a very large place in the extant
legal treatises of Ireland. The scope and the
nature of Celtic law, as it has come down to us,

can best be estimated from a survey of extant

Celtic law-books.
2. The law-books of Ireland,— number of the

legal treatises of Ireland were published in the
Bolls Series, in five volumes, together with a
glossary forming the sixth volume, at various dates

between 1865 and 1901, under the direction of the
Commissioners for publishing the Ancient Laws
and Institutes of Ireland. These volumes contain

not only the texts of the various legal treatises,

but also translations of them, together with intro-

ductions which vary considerably in value. The
MSS of these treatises contain, along with each
text, a commentary to each section or it. Some-
times the commentary throws light upon the text,

but frequently the commentary merely embodies
the practice of a later age. Vols. i. and iL and
part of vol. iii. of the Irish Laws are occupied by
the most important Irish legal treatise, namely,
the Senchus M6r (or ‘Great Collection’). Vol. i.

and the first part of vol. ii. are occupied by one of

the most elaborate portions of Irish law, namely,
that of ‘distress.’ The two chief varieties nanied
are ‘distress without delay,’ and ‘distress with
delay,’ but possibly the most interesting type^ of

distress mentioned is that initiated by ‘fasting

against’ a person—a form of distress resorted to

when an inferior pressed for payment from a
superior. This form of distress had a powerful

social sanction, since, when the inferior threatened

to die of hunger at the door of the superior, the

guilt of his death was regarded as falling on the

superior’s head (cf. A. H. Post, Grundriss der

ethnolog, Jurisprudem, Oldenburg, 1894-95, U.

562). The remainder of vol. ii. contains a brief

treatise on ‘ The Law of Services of Hostage-sure-

ties.’ Hostage-sureties played a large part in the

social life both of Ireland and of Wales. This

treatise is followed by ‘The Law of Fosterage,’

which deals with an institution w’^hich held a pro-

minent place in Irish and Welsh life (see Children
[Celtic], Fosterage). Land tenure, too, receives

its share of attention in this volume, and we have
first the ‘ Law of Free (or Sder) tenure,’ and then

the Cdin Aigillne, or ‘ Law of jDder-stock tenure,’

i.e, the less honourable tenure by giallna- (or

pledge-) security. This section also contains an
interesting account of the Irish law of contract.

The remainder of vol. ii. deals with the * Cidin-law

of social connexions.’

The social connexions here meant are, according- to the text

of this treatise, those of ‘the chief with his af^fiMnc-tenants

;

the Church with her tenants of ecclesiastical lands ; the father

with his daughter ; a daughter with her brother ; a son with
his mother ; a foster-son with his foster-mother ; a tutor with
bis pupil ; a man with a woman.*

This part of the Senchus Mdr is of interest as
containing an account of the conditions of marriage
among the ancient Irish. Vol. iii. contains a valu-
able introduction on the general principles of Irish

jurisprudence, and completes the Senchus Mdr with
a treatise called C6rus Bescna, or ‘ The Customary
Law.’ This treatise also deals with contracts, and
lays stress on the importance of keeping oral con-
tracts. These discussions of contract show the
advance which the Irish had made on the way de-
scribed by Maine as from ‘status to contract.’

We have here a discussion of a wide range of

topics, including the regulation of banquets, gifts

to the Church, and the like. Throughout the
Senchus Mdr the Church is treated with the highest
respect. The next treatise in vol. iiL is the ‘ Book
of Aicill,’ said to have been so named after Aicili

near Tara, and attributed to Cormac, the author
of the well-known glossary. It deals very largely

with what we should now call criminal law, and it

is interesting to note that one of its dicta is ‘ Fines

are doubled by malice aforethought.’ In this

treatise the commentary is remarkably long as

compared with the text. Other dicta are:

* Every judge is punishable for his neglect ’
;

* every king is

entitled to compensation for injury to his road’; ‘what is cast

ashore is the property of the owner of the shore ' ;
‘ thou shalt

not kill a captive, unless he be thine.*

Numerous topics are touched upon, and the

wrongs and injuries discussed are not confined to

crimes, while one of its most interesting features

is the discussion of responsibility. Vol. iv. con-

tains first a treatise entitled * Of taking Legal

Possession,’ and treats of the symbolic ceremonial

that was necessary in Ireland (as in other ancient

countries) for the institution of an action for the

recovery of land. One part of the treatise is called

‘ The Beginning of Customs^ Law,’ and deals with

matters other than the main topic of the treatise.

The treatise which follows is called ‘Judgments

of Co-tenancy,’ and discusses important problems

arising from this aspect of Irish life. It deals with

the partition of lands, fences, trespasses by cattle,

bees, hens, or dogs, and gives rules as to the

relations between landlord and tenant. Herem we
see clearly the growth in Ireland of the individual

ownership of land. This treatise even considers

the trespasses of pet herons and pet hens, pet deer

and pet wolves, pet old birds and pet foxes.

Another treatise which throws light on older con-

ditions of life is that called Bech bretha. oi ‘Bee-

judgments,’ which deals with various contingeacies

arising from the keeping of bees, a very important

phase of country life at the time when mead was

drunk and sugar was unknown. The next treatise,

Coihnius Uisci, or ‘The Bight of Water,’ deals,

among other subjects, with the right to construct

water-courses and mills. The next treatise, called

Maighne (‘Precincts’), deals with such topics as

the violation of precincts, the position of fugitives,

and the like. In this document is to be found a

very interesting account of sanctuary among the

Irish. The treatises which follow are, ‘Of the

Judgment of every Crime,’ ‘Division of Land’ (a

mere fragment), ‘ Of the Divisions of the Tribe of

a Territory ’ (containing a valuable account of the

Irish tribal system), and the document called Crith

Gabhlachf giving mainly an account of the rights

and emoluments of the higher classes of Ireland.

This treatise, however, frequently describes an

ideal rather than an actual state of things. To
this treatise is appended a sequel to Crith GabhZach,

and also a fragment on ‘ Succession.’ The treatises

given in vol. v. are of a miscellaneous character.

The first and second are called respectively * Small

Primer ’ and ‘ Heptads,’ and they were evidently

intended as manuals to be used in the law-schools

of Ireland. The former shows some trace of the
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influence of the Civil Law, and of an attempt on

the part of the writer to show his familiarity with
Latin. The substance of the work, however, deals

with Irish custom, notably in connexion with the

Sder- and lOder-grades, and mves a summary of the

Irish legal system. The Heptads arrange the dif-

ferent legal maxims in groups of seven, as may be

seen from the following example

;

‘There are with the F4ini (i.e. the free Irishmen) seven re-

boundinga that shed blood, which incur not debts nor sick-

maintenanoe : the rebounding of a chip from the chipping of fire-

wood or of carpentry ; the rebounding of a piece from a flesh

fork ; the rebounding of a branch backwards ; the rebounding
of a flail from the ground

;
the rebounding from horses’ shoes

;

the rebounding in a forge ; the rebounding of a stone off

another.’

Then follows a treatise called ‘Judgments on
Pledge-Interests,’ in which the various pledges

given by men and women are dealt with in detail.

The next treatise, ‘ On the Confirmation of Right
and Law,’ consists in its earlier part of triads on
various topics, while the latter part is of a miscel-

laneous character. This series of legal documents
ends with a brief tract called ‘ On the Removal of

Covenants,’ which deals with the rights of property.

3. The law-books of Wales.—The law-books of

Wales are not legal treatises like those of Ireland,

but consist of a code attributed to Hywel Dda
(Howel the Good), a Welsh prince of the 9th cent.,

together with one or two amendments attributed

to other princes, and a series of mediaeval legal

maxims. The code in q^uestion is found in Latin
and in Welsh MSS, and the Welsh MSS fall into

three main groups called Venedotian (that of

N.W. Wales), Dimetian (that of S.W. Wales), and
Gwentian (that of S.E. Wales) respectively. The
propriety of the term ‘Gwentian^ has been dis-

puted, and some at any rate of the MSS of this

S
oup may belong to Powys (East Central Wales).
owel ruled over a large part of Wales, and was

in touch with the En^ish Court, and it is not
improbable that he signalized his reign by means
of a code after the manner of other kings of his

epoch. Tradition, as embodied in the introduction
to the Dimetian code, regards Whitland, in Car-
marthenshire, called in Welsh Y Ty Gwyn ar Daf
(* The White House on the Tdf ’), as the place where
the code was drawn up at an assembly consisting

I

of the leading men in Church and State, the bishops
!

being present in order to prevent any collision with
the law of the Church. A perusal of the laws
themselves, however, brings to view much that is

not Christian and that must have been derived
from pre-Christian usage in Wales, and, ethno-
logically, this pre-Christian matter is of great value.
Still, to distinguish ancient tribal usage from posi-

tive enactment in the Welsh laws is no easy task.

The oldest known copy of the Welsh Laws is in
Latin, and dates from the last quarter of the 12th
century. The next MS in point of age is a Welsh
one, giving the Venedotian version of the code,
which bears the name Llyfr Du^r Weim (‘The
Black Book of Chirk ’), now in the National Library
of Wales, Aberystwyth. This MS was written
about A.D. 1200 and was probably copied from a
pre-Norman archetype. The oldest MS of the
Dimetian version of the code was written about
A.D. 1282, and there are in existence several other
MSS of Howel’s Laws. These Laws deal with
various topics, such as the royal household and
the officers of the king and queen, the setheling
or heir apparent, the king’s majesty, the king as
the fountain of justice, criminal law, with fines,

accomplices, blood-feud, and life-price, together
with the Welsh penal system ; the law of property
and succession, touching upon inheritance to per-
sonal property, succession by testament, and the
succession of women j the execution of justice
and the surety-s;^stem. Further, there are im-
portant laws relating to women, to trespass, to the

values of animals, tame and wild, and of building.«i.

trees, utensils, etc. The Welsh Laws show clearly

the advance of a territorial system represented bv
the arglwydd (lord), as the king’s viceroy in eacli

district, as compared with the earlier tribal system,
wherein the pencenedl (chief of the tribe) was
supreme in each tribe. In addition to the mediaeval
legal triads, which are given in the MSS, there
are published in the Myvyrian Archaiology certain
triads called the ‘Triads of Dyfnwal Moelmud’
(an imaginary Welsh lawgiver), which were first

brought to view (and probably invented) by a
certain Tomas ab Ifan of Glamorgan in 1685. In
the Laws of Howel reference is sometimes made in

a conventional way to the ‘ Law of Howel,’ as
evidence for a given legal doctrine ; but, in spite of

the unhistorical character of these references, the
very prominence of the royal court in the code
makes it higlily probable that it had a royal origin.

The two Welsh princes whose amendments of the
law are quoted, in addition to Howel, are Bleddyn
ab Cynf;^ (1063-75) and Rhys ab Gruffiidd (1155-

97). TheWelsh Laws in their several versions, like

those of Ireland, deserve close study, especially

in connexion with the history of the gradual
advance in Celtic countries from a tribal to a terri-

torial system, and the consequent legal evolution.

Literature.—Ancient Laws of Ireland^ Rolls series, 6 vols.,

Dublin and London, 1865-1901 ; W. F, Skene, Celtic^cotland^f
Edinburgh, 1886-90 ; H. d’Arbois de Jubainville, Etudes sur
le droit celtiquey Paris, 1895, La FamUle celtique^ do. 1905;

Andent Laws and Institutes of Wales^ ed. Aneurin Owen, Rolls

series, London, 1841 ; Welsh Medi&cal Law, ed. A. W. Wade-
Evans, Oxford, 1909; F. Seebohm, The Tribal System in Wales,

London, 1904 ; Hubert Lewis, The Ancient Laws of Wales, do.

1889 ; P. Vinogradoff, The Growth of the Manor, do. 1905

;

Cyfreithi&a, Hywel Dda ac eraill, ed. W. Wotton, do. 1730

;

The Cambrian Register, vols. i. and ii., do. 1796 and 1799;

Myvyrian Archaiology of Wales, vol. iii., do. 1807, 2 Denbigh,

1870 ; W. Probert, Andent Laws 0̂ Cambria, London, 1823 ; G.
Peignot, Tableau des moeurs au dicdhime sibcle, ou la cour et les

Ms de Howel-MBon, roi d’Aberfraw, de 907-9J^8, Paris, 1832;

Timothy Lewis, Llanstephan MS 116, Aberystwyth, 1913,;

Glossary to Welsh Laws, Manchester, 1913. See also ‘Celtic*

sections of artt. Children, Crimes and Punishments, Faiiilt,

Inheritance. E. ANWYL.

LAW (Chinese).—The first mention of Chinese

law in the classics is the institution of the Five

Punishments by Emperor Yao twenty-four cen-

turies before the Christian era. In the next reign,

that of Shun, the Five Punishments could be com-

muted into transportation and deportation, and

even, if there were extenuating circumstances,

into fines. Mistake and misadventme were par-

doned, while aggravated crime and recidivism found

no mercy. In cases of doubt, the accused was

given the benefit of the doubt. These institutions

and principles, couched in qnaint language, are

to be found in the Shu King (‘Book of Records ’),

the oldest book extant in Chinese literature. Em-
bodying, as they do, some of the principles under-

lying the most enlightened of modern legal systems,

they testify to the progress already achieved^ 'hj

Chinese jurisprudence at that remote poriod.

Mercifulness in administration and brevity m
legislation were the aims which ancient Chinese

statesmen and jurists always had in view.
^

Codification was attempted about the tune of

Confucius, the laws being inscribed in bamboo

or in metal, reminding one of the nearly con-

temporaneous Twelve Tables of that other legal

system which, after moulding Western jurispm-

dence, is destined to influence profoundly the

Chinese also. Unfortunately, practically nothing

is now known of those early codes. During the

period of the ‘Warring States’ (7th cent. B.C.),

a code was compiled by Li Kwei winch remams

the basis of Chinese jurisprudence. The laws 01

Ts’in (249-210 B.O.) were severe and complex, ana

were one of the causes of the early downfall 01

the dynasty. When Liu Pang, the founder of the
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Han djmasty, captured the Ts'in capital, he abol-
ished ail the harsh laws and substituted for them
the famous Three Articles, undoubtedly the short-
est and simplest code in history, punishing murder,
wounding, and robbery. Of course, this abbrevi-
ated code could not serve the needs of the Empire,
and another code was enacted later, based mainly
on that of Li Kwei, with the addition of three
books. Hereafter each dynasty had its code or
codes, until we come to the late Tsing dynasty
with its Ta Tsing Lu Li, which, founded on those
of the previous dynasties, in particular that of the
Mings, was published in 1647, three years after
the Manchu dynasty was established in China.
This body of laws, together with the subsequent
amendments, held sway until the latter days of
the dynasty, when, under pressure of circum-
stances and influenced by Western ideas, the
Emperor established a bureau for the revision of
laws, which had among its members many who
had knowledge of Western laws, particularly
Japanese law. It had also Japanese advisers
who exercised considerable influence. It drafted
several codes—criminal law, civil law, criminal
procedure, and civil procedure, besides other laws,
some of which have been enacted, including a
temporary criminal code which takes the place
of the Ta Tsing Lu Li and is still actually in force

under the Hepublic. While the draftsmen of the
new laws displayed considerable knowledge of com-
arative law, Japanese ideas were, naturally, pre-

ominant. The Japanese modelled their legal

system upon that of the Germans, who in turn
inherited from the Romans. Thus the two sys-

tems of law, which were each inscribed in bronze
at about the same time, are, after the lapse of

nearly thirty centuries and through the inter-

mediary of more than one nation, finally brought
together.

As the laws of China are at present in a trans-

itional state, and will in future be largely influenced
by exotic notions, to get some idea of them in their

greatest purity one should go back to the dis-

carded Ta Tsing Lu Li. It is Tvell arranged under
seven heads: the first may be described as the
‘ general ’ part, and the remaining six are named
after the former six ministries of the government

—

civil, fiscal, ritual, military, criminal, and public
works. The language is clear and concise, com-
paring favourably with the productions of modern
Western legislation. It has been said that China
has only criminal law, and that the Ta Tsing Lu
Li is only a penal code, what in foreign countries

would be civil law being left to local and trade
customs and usages, in a sense this is true,

because everything in the code is punishable as
a crime, but there are many things in it which
would be described in other countries as civil law.

(1) The first part deals with general definitions

and principles, in some cases with great minute-
ness and precision. There are also descriptions of

the Five Punishments (different from ana lighter

than the Five Punishments of the ancients), defini-

tions of the ten heinous crimes, statement of the
eight privileges, lists of crimes which are nob
pardonable by a general amnesty, etc. (2) The
civil part deals with the conduct of officials, and
corresponds to a certain extent with the_ droit

administratif of the continental countries of

Europe. (3) The fiscal part contains largely w’hat

would be civil law. Among its topics are regis-

tration of census, real property, marriage, public

granaries and treasuries, smuggling, usury, treasure-
trove, and weights and measures. The family law
is strikingly like that of the Romans, though rather
after it had been tempered by Praetorian edicts and
Imperial constitutions than at the time of its primi-
tive severity. The notion of what constitutes a

family is similar in both laws. Agnatic relation-
ship is more important than cognatic ; hence
*Mulier est finis familiae’ is to a certain extent
applicable to China. Patria pot&stas there is, bub
the power of life and death possessed by the Roman
paterfamilias is lacking. It is also tempered by
paternal love and filial piety, for w^hich the Chinese
are justly noted. Marriage is an all-important
institution for the continuation of the family.
Divorce is regulated by the code, though rarely
carried into practice. If polygamy, or rather
polygyny, means marriage with more than one
wife at the^ same time, then Chinese law does not
permit it ; in fact, the code punishes bigamy. One
and only one wife is permitted. However, as
Mencius^ teaches, ‘ there are three things which
are unfilial, and to have no posterity is the great-
est of them ’

; to ensure against this calamity it

is permitted to have concubines, who are in no
sense wives. They are frequently chosen by the
wife, and occupy a subordinate position, while
their children are considered the children of the
wife. (4) The ritual part deals with sacrificial,

court, and official rites and ceremonies. (5) The
military part is nob altogether a code of mili-

tary law, since it contains, inter alia, provisions
for the guarding of palaces, guarding of passes
and fords, keeping of official cattle, injuries in-

flicted by animals to person and property (cattle
‘ damage feasant ’), and carrying of dispatches by
couriers. The articles more particularly applicable
to the army pro\ude for mobilization of troops,

divulging military secrets, substitution of recruits,

lack of discipline, etc. (6) The criminal part is

the criminal code par excellence. The aphorism
‘ Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea ’ is re-

ligiously observed throughout the articles : a man
is not punished for a criminal act unless his intent
be also criminal. In homicide, e.g., no fewer than
six different degrees are distinguished, varying
from culpable to excusable. Most of the crimes
found in Western law are also in the code. The
use of abusive language is a crime; likewise

adultery, 'which, though in England only a cause
for divorce and action for damages, is a crime in

France, Germany, and other European countries,

as well as in some of the States of the American
Union. Gambling is another offence; and so is

causing a fire in one’s house, -which is culpable

because of the element of carelessness and the
dangerous consequences to the neighbourhood.

(7) The part relating to public w’orks deals with
such subjects as the maintenance and repair of

granaries, dikes, and bridges, and encroachment
on public highways.
From this hasty survey of Chinese law, one

characteristic may be noted—a characteristic -which

can be observed not only in law, but in the whole
fabric of government itself. Writers on and
admirers of English law and institutions have
noted a distinguishing feature which they call

the rule or supremacy of law. The character-

istic of Cliinese law is what may by analogy be
called the rule of morality. Confucius says

:

*If the people be led by law, and uniformity sought to be
given them by punishments, they will try to avoid the punish-

ment, but have no sense of shame. If they be led by virtue,

and uniformity sought to be given them by the rules of pro-

riety, they will have the sense of shame, and, moreover, will

ecome good.’ i

Before and since Confucius, this has been the

maxim of Chinese rulers and the first principle of

government. Law occupies but a secondary place

;

morality comes first. Law is intended to reach

only where morality is ineffective. In other words,

law is supplementary to morality. It may be said

that this is true of every civuized apociety, and
that no society can live with only law to guide

1 Conjudan Analects, tr. J. Legge, Hong-kong, 1861.
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it. But the difference between China and other
civilized societies is that in China this is a prin-

ciple of government, a maxim recognized by law
itself. From this arise some curious results.

Peculiarities in Chinese law for which foreigners

seek an explanation in vain become quite clear

once this principle is grasped.
As pointed out above, China has, in one sense,

no ci^ law. There is no civil code governing
rights of contracts and of property, a breach or
violation of which entitles the aggrieved to an
action in court whereby he may claim damages.
Nevertheless, in China these things are alsogoverned
by rules. Some of these rules are local, customary,
or professional. Some of them are to be found in

the code, which, however, instead of giving the
complainant monetary compensation, punishes the
defendant with the ordinary criminal punishments.
While the distinction between criminal and civil

law, a crime and a tort, is a fruitful source of differ-

ence among jurists, seeing that even in Western
law many acts are at the same time both a crime
and a tort, yet the fact remains that China treats

everything under one law and one sanction, the
reason being that the legislators have upheld the
doctrine of the rule of morality. Western legislators
say that a breach of promise of marriage is only an
infringement of a private right, giving rise to an
action for damages, whereas bigamy is so serious
that it is considered something more than that ; it

is a matter which concerns the community at large,

and should be punished as a crime. The Chinese
lawgiver, on the other hand, not only punishes
bigamy, but also punishes the father who has
broken his promise to give his daughter in mar-
riage (the nearest Chinese equivalent to a breach
of promise of marriage in a Western sense). He
considers that the father has broken the moral
code, and therefore deserves punishment as a
criminal. Chinese officials and judges encourage
arbitration and private settlement in every way 5

but, when the parties refer their differences to the
court, unless there has been hona fide mistake, the
man who breaks a promise is as much a criminal
as a murderer, though, of course, the penalty and
the consequences are very different. To thosewho
disagree with the Chinese view, and in view of the
impending radical changes to be made in Chinese
law in this respect, it will be interesting to quote
the words of T, E. Holland

:

‘The far-reaching consequences of acts become more and
more visible with the advance of civilisation, and the State
tends more and more to recognise as offences against the com-
munity acts which it formerly only saw to be injuries to
individuals.* 1

There is in Chinese law the doctrine of vicarious
responsibility. When a particularly heinous of-

fence is committed

—

e.g,, high treason—^not only
is the criminal punished, but relatives up to a cer-
tain degree are also punished. While doubtless
deterrence is the principal motive for this provision,
as it is not otherwise easy in such a large country
and with inadequate police supervision to prevent
the commission of crime, yet, in theory at least,
these relatives are responsible because they have
not exercised a moral and benign influence on the
culprit—an influence which the law presumes they
are, on account of their relationship and intimacy,
in a position to exercise. Similarly, when parricide
has been committed—a crime particularly egregious
in the eyes of the filial Chinese—the officials of the
jurisdiction, from, the district magistrate up to the
Governor and Viceroy, all receive more or less
punishment. The theory is the same; these
officials have charge, among other tWgs, of the
morality of the people within their jurisdiction

;

and, when such a horrible crime as tne murder of
a person’s parents is permitted to come to pass,

1 Jurisprudence^, London, 1906, p. 820

there has been a breach of duty on the part of the
officials. In no other way can the doctrine of
vicarious responsibility in Chinese law be explained
than by the principle of the rule of morality.
Considerations of policy doubtless have their influ-
ence, but in theory and origin it is because the
Chinese government is essentially a government by
morality.
As already stated, the code is no longer in force,

and another penal code has taken its place. Drafts
of other codes and laws were in course of prepara-
tion even before the fall of the Manchus. The
legal revolution preceded the political revolution.
In the admiration for Western laws, there ia

danger of a slavish imitation without ascertaining
whether the new tree is suited to this ancient
soil. This danger is particularly evident in the
law of persons. As J. Bryce has pointed out,^
the law of persons in all countries is the most
difficult and the last to change, since it touches
most nearly the question of status, the family
relations, the very foundation of the social struc-
ture of the community. The drafts prepared in
the last days of the Manchns are to be submitted
to another body of select men tor consideration.
It is, therefore, premature and unprofitable to
prophesy as to the future. That Japanese, and
hence German, influence will largely be felt there
is no doubt. Anglo-Saxon legal principles also

have admirers, so that they too will probably be
adopted to a certain extent. But Chinese law and
custom should form the foundation of the new
structure, so that the Chinese law of the future
may still be an institution which is the product of
the genius of the people, and that, while useful
and suitable principles may be borrowed from the
West, there may be no apish imitation of others

;

that, in a word, the law may still be Chinese law.
Litbratuhb.—-E. Alabaster, Notes and Comtnentaries on

Chinese Criminal Law, London, 1899 (a good intaroduction to
a knowledge of Chinese law); Ta Tsing Lu Li, tr. George
Thomas Staunton, London, 1810 (unfortunately now out of
print); S. Wells Williams, The Middle Kingdom, new ed.,

New York, 1883 ; T. R, Jernigan, China in Law and Com-
merce, London, 1905. ChAO-CHU Wu.

LAW (Christian, Western).—I. INTRODCCTION-—^There are, first of all, certain distinctions to be
made. The first distinction is between ius and
lex. Lex {loi, Gesetz, vbjxos) is a precept ^ made by
right authority, which the subject of that authority

is morally bound to obey. This is our ‘law* in

one sense. Ius {droit, Becht,^ dUrj or dUcuov)^ may
be understood either subjectively or objectively.

Subjectively, it is defined as ‘the moral power of

doing, omitting, or demanding anything, so that

another he obliged to do or omit something.* It in'

eludes much of what we call ‘right* or ‘authority.*

‘Ius habeo* may be rendered ‘I have the right.*

Objectively, in the sense in which it is studied by
jurists, it IS ‘ the complex of norms by which the

actions of individual members of a society are

regulated in regard to other members or to the

whole society, so that the society may be preserved

and may attain its end.* The English word ‘law*

is used in this sense too ; thus we speak of State

law, Church law, and canon law, as distinct from

a particular law {lex). Starting from the idea that

all ius comes ultimately from the will of God,

canonists distinguish the following kinds. Ius

naturale is the eternal law of God, imprinted in

our conscience by Him naturally, so^ that ^1 men
know, or may know, what is essentially right or

wrong, by the light of their own conscience. This

is the sense in which St. Paul says the (Jentiles,

who have not the Law (5c. of Moses), do natoe

the things of the law (the natural law of God ; Bo
1 Studies in History and Jurisprudence, Oxford, 1901.

2 We may prescind here from the difference between a puniio

l*x and a private prceceptum.
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2^^). This natural law is promulgated by God in

making human nature. Jso power can abrogate
it or dispense from it. Different from this is ius
positiuumi that is, law made by a legislator about
things not in themselves necessary, which become
necessary as the result of his legislation. Things
forbidden by natural law are * prohibita quia mala’

;

those forbidden by positive law are ‘mala quia
prohibita.’

Positive law may be divine or human. Divine
positive law is that promulgated by God Himself,
as the Law of Moses, or laws made by Christ in

the NT. This is not the same as natural law.
Many commands of the old Jewish Law are about
things in themselves indifferent. It differs also in
binding onl;;^ the subjects to whom it is given (as

does afl positive laAv), -whereas natural law binds
all men. No man can abrogate or dispense from
divine positive law. Human positive law is that
promulgated by a human authority. Indirectly

this too comes irom God (or it -would not be bind-

ing law at all), but only in the sense that God has
delegated authority to him who makes it. Positive

human law can be abrogated, modified, or dispensed
by the authority that laid it dowm. It is divided
into civil law and ecclesiastical law. The ius ecclesi-

asticum is called also by other names. It is ius

sacrum, as opposed to ius profanum (civil law)

;

in old days it was often called ius pontificium, as

opposed to the civil iws cmsareum-, and, opposed
to ius ciuUe, it is not infrequently called ms
canonicum, though there is a more accurate sense

in which ius canonicum is a part of ecclesiastical

law. Another distinction which crosses this, and
so may lead to confusion, is between ius diuinum,
in the sense of all Church law, whether promul-
gated immediately hj Christ or by the authority
of the Church, and ius humanum, meaning all

secular law. This distinction is better avoided.

The distinctions of ecclesiastical la-w are ius gene-

rale and ius speciale, Ius generale is a law which
applies to all cases in which the circumstances for

which it pro-vides are found ; ius speeiale is a law
made for a particular case, -which does not apply
to another case, even if the circumstances are the

same. From Koman civil law the Church has
taken the distinction between ius commune and
ius singulars. Ius commune is that which flows

from general principles and so applies normally
to all subjects ; ius singulars is law made for a
particular class of persons. This distinction has
much in common -with that of ius generale and ius

speeiale, but is not quite the same. From the
point of view of the legislating authority we dis-

tinguish im uniuersale and ius particulars.
^

Uni-
versal law is that which is made by the univers^
authority of the whole Church

;
particular law is

made by limited authority, as by a bishop for his

o-wn diocese. So we have the principle that ius

particulars may enforce and add to the universal

law, but may never contradict it. Lastly comes the
much discussed distinction between ius publicum
and ius priuatum. This regards the matter of the
law. Ius publicum contains laws for the^ whole
Church and for its public authorities; iuspriuatum
is concerned with the rights and duties of private

members of the Church. Several modem canonists

of the German school [e.g., Phillips) reject this

distinction as absurd. It is defended by most
others (cf. C. Tarquini, luris eccl. publici institu-

tiones, Rome, 1896, p. If.). Iuspublicum either

externum, if it regards the relation of the Church
to other societies {e.g., the State), or internum, if

it regards the internal affairs of the Church.
‘ Canon ’ is the Greek KQ.vf^v, a rule or measure.

Already in the 4th cent. Church synods began to

call the rules laid down by them canons (so the

Synod of Ancyra in A.D. 314, the Nicene Synod in

VOL. VII.—53

325, etc. ). From this time ‘ canon ’ begins to be
used exclusively in the sense of an ecclesiastical
law laid down by public Church authority. It
is contrasted with civil law, which is lex (vdpoi).

Gratian defines the word in this sense

:

* Ecclesiastica constitutio canonis nomine censetur^ (ad D. 3,

§ 1) ;
‘ porro canonum alii sunt decreta pontificum, alii statuta

conciliorum’ (ib. ad c. 2).

Since about the 8th cent, collections of such canons
were made under the titles Liber canonum, Corpus
canonum, etc. So arose the term ius canonicum,
the law made by canons, in this sense. But, since
the typical collection of canons, the Corpus iuris
canonici, was closed in 1317, it has been common
to use the term ius canonicum only for what is con-
tained therein and in the ‘Extrauagantes’ which
form its supplement (to the loth cent.). In this

sense it does not cover later Church law ; on the
other hand, it includes much contained in the
Corpus iuris canonici which is really civil law.
.Mthough so far these definitions are taken

from Western canonists, and so represent Roman
Catholic principles, they are general ones, which
are accepted on all sides. We shall here describe
Roman CJatholic canon law ; for that of the Eastern
Churches see the following article.

II. R0MA2!i Catholic canoh law.—i. Written
and un-written law.—Roman Catholic canon law
distinguishes first between two sources of law, ius

scriptum and ius non scriptum. The ius scriptum
consists of laws which are formally laid down by
authority in an authentic document

;
ius non scrip-

tum is the law which arises from practical applica-

tion on the part of the community, without any
such formal promulgation. It does not cease to be
ius non scriptum when it is written down, but only
when it is promulgated anew by authority under
the conditions w^hich make a written law.

(a) The fontes iuris canonici scripti are
: (1) The

NT. The OT is not considered a source of Christ-

ian law at all, but at most an adminiculum. The
positive old Law was abolished by the preaching of

the gospel, and its moral precepts are contained in

natural law. So the OT, as such, does not occur

as a fons iuris at all. On the other hand, the

NT and the laws therein contained constitute the

foundation of Church positive law. From the NT
we have three principles—the power of legislation

given by Christ to His Church, the constitution

the Church as an organism with a hierarchy,

and the social character of Christianity, from
which we conclude that the Church is a perfect

society, ha-ving the rights of such. These are the
foundation of all positive Church law. (2) The
decrees of synods. Before the Council of Trent
decrees about faith were called dogmas, and those

about positive law were called canons. The Coun-
cil of Trent changed these terms, calling its decrees

about faith canones, and its disciplinary laws de-

creta. The Vatican Council follo-wxd this new
terminology. Only the decrees of ecumenical
councils have force for all Catholics ; those of

particular councils oblige only those for whom
they are promulgated, over -whom the council has
jurisdiction. But many decrees of particular

synods have since become universal by virtue of

a new promulgation of universal authority ex-

tending them. Disciplinary decrees of ecumenical
councils oblige until they are repealed by universal

authority. The Church has the power of abro-

gating or modifying her o-wn positive laws. (3)

Constitutions of popes. The pope, by virtue of

his universal jurisdiction, has the powder of making
laws for the whole Church. He does this in tw^o

forms—in a more solemn form by bulls {bullce) and
less solemnly by briefs (breues). There is no differ-

ence in the binding force of bulls and briefs ;
the

greater or less solemnity concerns only the im-
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portance of the matter. Bulls are regularly issued
from the papal Chancellery ; before Leo Xill. they
were written in Gothic characters and had attached
a leaden seal tied to the parchment by silk threads.
Leo xili., in 1878, ordered that in future bulls

should be written in Roman letters and sealed with
a red seal representing St. Peter and St. Paul and
bearing the name of the pope. Only in bulls of

special importance is the old leaden seal to be re-

tained. Bulls always begin with the name of the
pope and the title ‘Seruus Seruorum Dei’ only;
briefs begin with a fuller title and are sealed in

red with the seal of the Fisherman. They are
prepared at the Secretariate of Briefs. The use
of bulls or briefs is not easy to account for. Fre-
quently matters of great importance are determined
not by bulls but by briefs (see, further, art. Bulls
AND Briefs). According to the matter and the
force of obligation, papal constitutions are vari-

ously distinguished. General laws for the whole
Church are called by the generic name constitu-

tiones, and decreta are those which are issued
‘ motu proprio ’

; literce decretales generally come
from a consultation and are answers to questions.
Encyclicals are addressed to the bishops of the
whole Church or to those of some province. With
regard to the extension of their binding force, we
distinguish between constitutiones generales for
all and rescripta for special cases, to which alone
normally they apply. All Roman Catholics are
bound by general constitutions, and also by epis-

tolcB decretales if they are expressly extended to
all. Otherwise, they do not constitute a general
law, from defect of promulgation. Immediately
they bind only those to whom they are addressed.
But to others they have the force of authentic
interpretations of law, and are often published
with the purpose of constituting a precedent.
Rescripts have no legal force excei)t for those
to \yhom they are addressed. Rescripts may be
iustiticBf containing an obligation, or gratia!, con-
fen'ing a favour, or mixtoe.

So far we have considered the fontes
generalis,

^
lus particulare is made by the decrees

of provincial councils, diocesan laws, or statutes
of corporations, such as chapters for their own
body.^ It is obvious that a particular authority
can bind only those who are subject to it. Many
civil laws are included as particular canon law;
not that the Church recognizes the right of a civic
authority to legislate in ecclesiastical matters, but
either because they are the civil sanction of already
existing Church laws or because Church authority
has given them the force of canon law. Connected
with civil law are concordats. These began in the
Middle Ages, e.y.

, the ‘ Concordatum Calixtinum ’

of 1122, between Pope Calixtus ii. and the Em-
peror Henry v., which put an end to the dispute
about investitures (see art. Investiture Con-
troversy). A concordat is defined as ‘a treaty
between Ecclesiastical and Civil authorities, by
which the connexion between both societies con-
cerning mixed affairs is regulated. According
to modem principles, only the pope makes the
concordat on tlie side of the Church. For the
State its governing authority acts. The matters
treated in concordats are all the ‘ mixed ’ questions
in which both Church and State have an interest,
such as questions of property, marriage, presenta-
tions to benefices, and so on. Concordats are now
generally said by Roman Catholic canonists to be
true bilateral contracts, which oblige both sides
in justice, being binding on the subjects of both
powers as particular Church law and civil law
(see, further, art. Concordat).

{h) The fontes inns canonid non scripti are

:

(1) Natural law as the origin of all positive law.
a. Aichner, Compendium juris eccl.^, Brixen, 1900, p. 26.

The basis of positive law is the principles of
natural law ; nor can positive authority make any
law which

_
contradicts that of nature. (2) Tra-

dition, which affects principles of discipline as
well as those of faith. So we distinguish ivine,
apostolic, and ecclesiastical traditions in matters
which bind conduct. (3) Custom {consuetude)
This plays a great part in Catholic canon law. It
is denned as :

‘ A law introduced by the repetition
of similar actions on the part of the community
with the consent of the legislator. ’ i The difference
between consuetudo and traditio is that in the
case of a law coming through tradition it is pre-
sumed that it was originally formally promulgated
by authority, although knowledge of that pro-
mulgation is to be had only through tradition.
In the case of custom there is no promulgation
at the beginning ; the law gradually acquires its
force through repeated acts. Custom is, in fact,
the same principle as prescription, except that
prescription usually connotes a right, and con-
suetudo a duty. It may be universal for the
whole Church, special in the case of a particular
though perfect society in its own order (as a
chapter or religious order), or specialissima, if it

affects an imperfect society, such as a family or
parish.

Custom may be according to law, in which case
it only makes the force of the law more clear, and
perhaps interprets it (hence the proverb, ‘Con-
suetudo est optima legum interpres’); or it may
be beside the law (‘ prseter legem ’), adding to,W
not contradicting, the lex scripta; or it may be
against the law (‘ contra le^em’), which abrogates
or abolishes a law. This is the most important
case. It is called desuetude when custom simply
abolishes a law by continual non-observance,
consuetudo contraria when by repeated acts a new
law is introduced which abrogates a former one.
There are many precautions in canon law against

the too easy admittance of custom. First, it must
be introduced by a perfect community, i.e,, by one
which has the power of making or receiving a true
law, as distinct from a particular precept. Hence
one man can never obtain a right for himself by
repeated acts. The custom must be introduced
by repeated, free, and public acts on the part of

the greater part of the community. Most canon-
ists require that these acts should not be made
through an erroneous opinion {e,g., imorance that
the law exists); they must certainly be free, in

the sense of not being made through force or fear.

Nor is a new law introduced by custom when the

people who practise the custom do so with the

deliberate consciousness that they are merely per-

forming a free work of piety. There must be, at

least eventually, some signs of an intention (not

necessarily explicit) to prescribe a custom ‘ praeter

legem.’ The object of a coi(i^etudo may be any-

thing which is not opposed to natural law, or

opposed to right reason, or an immediate occasion

of sin, or injurious in itself to the whole system of

Church discipline. The only general and certain

principle that can be laid down with regard to the

time required for a custom to obtain the force of

law is that there must be a sufficiently repeated

number of acts, extending over a sufficient time,

for a reasonable person to be able to say that the

custom is already in firm possession. Generally

canonists apply to consuetudo the same principles

as are required by civil law for the prescription of

a right. For customs ‘praeter legem’ some de-

mand ten years, for customs ‘ contra legem ’ forty

years. Others think ten years sufficient in this

case too, at least when it is a case of^ law which

has never been observed by the community, against

which custom began as soon as the law was pro-

3 Aichner, op. dt. p. 31.
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mulgated. The last condition for a consuetudo,
and the most important, is the consent of the
legislator. This really does away with all that
othe^^vise would be anomalous in the principle of
consuetudo, and makes it consistent with the
normal principles of canon law. For in this case
also the rule obtains that ultimately the only
source of law is the act of the legislator in some
form. The consent of the legislator may be ex-
pressed, or tacit, or merely^ legal, -when he is

ignorant of the custom, but intends in general to
apply always the canonical principles affecting
custom. In such a case he has an implicit intention
with regard to each particular custom, even if he
does not know of it. In this case, too, the real
source of the obligation of the consuetudo is the
will of the legislator. When the legislator knows
of the custom and could put a stop to it but does
not do so, "we have a case of tacit consent. Custom
may be abolished by abrogation, 'which simply
puts an end to the one which now exists, but in

no way prevents a new custom of the same kind
from arising; or by prohibition, which not only
ends the custom but forbids a new one to arise

;

and, finally, by reprobation, which declares the
custom to be in itself pernicious and incapable of
ever obtaining the force of law. But the formulas
which are often appended to positive laws (such as
‘non obstante quacumque consuetudine ’) do not
always mean as much as they would seem to
mean. Often such formulas are intended only to
make the beginning of a coiisuetudo contraria
more difficult. A new positive law is always
supposed to abrogate general customs contrary to

it, but not local customs, unless a clause to this

effect is added. A custom may be abolished by a
new custom opposed to it, or by simple desuetuao.

Other fontes iuris canonici non scripti are
enumerated in the text-books. There are the
opinions of learned canonists. These are not
strictly a source of law ; but the respoma pruden-
turn, as in Roman civil law, so also in canon law,
are considered a safe guide as to the meaning of
laws whose form is ambiguous ; they^ furnish a
precedent according to which authentic declara-

tions are made ; as in moral theology, the consent
of a number of canonists of repute constitutes a
probability which may be followed safely. In
much the same way the Fathers of the Church,
though each one has no more authority than the
reason he gives, form a 'witness of tradition which
is often of great importance. Moreover, many
sayings and decisions of Fathers have afterwards
been incorporated into authentic collections of

laws, and from this incorporation receive the force

of law in the strict sense. In matters concerning
which there is yet no positive law, it is probable
that the judgment of illustrious Fathers 'v\^iil be
considered when a law is framed. Many early

text-books of canon law include answers of Fathers
and their sentences in test cases. The usmfqrensis
also occurs in connexion 'with ius non scHpUim.
Thus a repeated number of decisions in special

cases, which all show agreement with the same
general principle, form a precedent which may be
of great importance for general law. Here it is

probable that, if a new law be dra'wn up, it will

be in accordance 'with the precedent set by the
tisus forensis. Meanwhile this use gives a greater

or less probability as to the correct interpretation

of laws. Among the Roman tribunals 'which

make the usus forensis the Rota Romana is of

chief importance. Formerly disputed cases from

^1 parts of the world were sent to the Rota for

judgment. Its juiisdiction is now limited by that

of other tribunals; but it still remains the most
important one.
The stylus curios also occurs among the fontes

Tion scripti. This means the use of certain con-
ventional or technical terms and methods of
procedure, which the student of canon law should
understand, since they affect the meaning of the
decisions.

2, History of Ihe sources of canon law,—
Canonists distinguish three main periuds of canon
law—the ius antiqitiim from the foundation of the
Church to the publication of Gratian’s Decretum,
hts nounm from Gratian to the Council of Trent,
and ius nouissimum from the Council of Trent to
our own time.

(1) Ius an After the NT there is but
little canon law extant down to the Council of

Nicsea (325). The modern canonist in practice
does not refer much to this time, but in theory tne
same rules apply to it as to later times. A law
made during the first three centuries by proper
authority binds the subjects of that authority till

it he repealed or fall into desuetude. But there
are hardly any such documents now extant. There
are a few papal letters, letters of other bishops,
such as St. Cyprian, and the decrees of one or two
councils, such as the two held at Carthage in 256.

Moreover, since later legislation has cov’ered almost
the whole field of possible Church law, it is unlikely
that any law of the first three centuries would be
cited. It 'will have been either re-enacted or abro-
gated at a later period. After the Council of N ictea

we have a large collection of canons, chiefly pseudo-
apostolic, such as the Canons of Rippolytus, the
various Church Orders, etc. The most important
of these are the so-called Apostolic Constitutions
and Canons. When it 'was believed that these
were the work of the apostles, naturally they
seemed of enormous importance. The Quinisextum
Synod (*in Trullo,® at Constantinople, 692) recog-
nized the 85 Apostolic Canons as an authentic
source of canon law, whereas in the West a Roman
synod under Pope Gelasius i. rejected them as
spurious as early as 495. Eventually fifty of these
canons, by oheir reception in the Corpus iuris^

obtained a certain recognition, tliough not techni-

cally authority, in the West. Now that every one
knows that they are spurious, they have only an
archaeological interest. Some of them, however,
are really repetitions of anthentic canons of Nicsea
and the Synod of Antioch in 341. From the
Council of Nicsea (325) there are decrees of ecu-

menical synods, which have the full force of law for

the whole Church, and those of particular synods,
which are authentic sources for the provinces con-

cerned. The other source of the ius antiquum
consists of papal letters and decrees. There are
literos synodicoe (treating chiefly of matters of

faith) and papal decrees in various forms from the
time of Damasus i. (366-384). These are collected

in Begesta, and still have full force, unless they
have been repealed by later legislation.

Long before the famous Decretum Gratiani
attempts had been made to collect and arrange the
growing mass of sources of canon law. The first

collection of this kind is the so-called Versio His-
panica, long supposed to be the work of St. Isidore

of Seville. Really it is a Greek collection, to which
a Latin translation was added in Italy. Its first

edition, composed and translated not long after the
4th cent., contained only the decrees of Nicsea ; to

these the Latin version added those of Sardica,

then supposed in the West to he Nicene. Later
the decrees of Ancyra, Neo-Caesarea, and Gangra
were added. Such a collection would naturally

constantly be brought up to date, and new canons
would be added by copyists. Finally, in Spanish
and Gallican texts, the canons of Chalcedon were
added. From the 5th to the 9th centuries there

are a number of such collections. The so-called

Versio prisca is an Italian translation of a Greek
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collection made in the early 5th century. In Gaid

a great but disordered collection of canons of

councils, and of papal and episcopal letters, was

made in the beginning of the 6th century. This

was published by Fasquier Quesnel,^ who thought

it to be the oldest official E-oman collection. F.

Maassen counts thirteen other early Gallican col-

lections of the kind.2 In Italy Dionysius Exiguus

(536) made two large collections, one of canons and

one of decretals (papal letters) down to Anastasius

II. (496-498). These were then joined together, and

became the offi.cial Roman text-book, practically

displacing all others. Later canons were added to

the collection. Pope Adrian i. in 774 sent a copy

of this to Charles the Great (with additions down
to his own time). This became the official Codex

Canonum of the Church of Gaul. It was made
State law in Charles’s empire in 802. In Africa

the chief collections are the Breuiatio CcLnonum of

Fulgentius Ferrandus in the first half of the 6th

cent., and the Concordict CcLuonuw> of Crescentius

about the year 690. Spain had a number of such

collections. In the end of the 6th cent., Martin,

Bishop of Braga, made a ColUctio Canonum (also

known as Lihev Cc^itulorum), About the same
time appeared an Epitome from Martin of Braga

and other sources; from this further Epitomes

were made. It was also at the end of the 6tli

cent, that the great Sisipana Collectio was com-

posed. The preface of this is taken for the chief

part from the Etymologies of St. Isidore of Seville

(t 636). This is the main source of pseudo-Isidore.

In the 9th cent, it was increased by a great number
of forged decretals and was ascribed by the forger

to St. Isidore. Ireland had a collection of canons,

chiefiy taken from Dionysius, about the end of the

7th century. In the 9th cent, appeared three

collections in the Frankish kingdom which con-

sisted largely of forced documents. These are

the Collection of Camtidaries of Benedict Levita,

the famous forged Decretals (pseudo-Isidore), and
the Capitxda AngilramnL The forged Decretals

especially had a disastrous effect on later canon

law. They contain so great a mass of documents,

touching all kinds of matter, that for centuries

canonists took their material from them. It is

now generally admitted that the forged Decretals

were compiled between the years 847 and^ 853, in

Gaul. They were probably begun at Mainz and
completed at Rheims. The compiler calls himself

Isidorus Mercator (in other copies, Isidorus Pec-

cator or Mercatus). Various persons have been

suggested as the compiler (Benedict Levita, Rothad
of Soissons, etc.). The forgeries consist for the

most part in ascribing authentic documents of

a later age to an earlier one. In the 15th cent.

Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa and John Turrecremata
first doubted their authenticity. Since then this

has been so established that no one any longer

quotes them. Other collections are those of Regino
of Prum (c. 906), Burchard of Worms (t 1025),

Anselm of Lucca (t 1086), Cardinal Deusdedit

(1086-87), and the Decretum and Pannormia of

Ivo of Chartres (t 1117).

(2) lus nouum.—The ius nouum begins with the

Decretum of Gratian, which superseded all earlier

ones and became the universally accepted collection

of the Middle Ages in the West.
Gratian (Magister Gratianus) was a Benedictine

monk at Bologna. He lectured on canon law, and,

feeling the need of a text-book, he composed his

Decretum about the year 1150. He intended this

to be not so much a collection of canons as a text-

book in which he lays down theses and proves them
by quotations. In each case he first states a thesis

(these statements are the * dicta Gratiani,’ which

1 In the Opera Leonis Jlagni, ii. (Paris, 1675).

2 Gesch. der Quellen und der Lit. des can. MechtSj pp. 821-873.

come first); then, as proof, he quotes documents,
canons of synods, papal decrees, and even civil

laws. His idea was also to harmonize apparently
discordant canons; hence the name, given either

by himself or soon after, Discordantium canonum
Concordia. Gratian’s book was, in comparison with
all that had gone before it, so well arranged, and
contained so much matter, that it soon became the
universal text-book in the West. No other can-

onical work approaches it in importance. Soon it

began to be commented. An immediate disciple

of (Gratian, Paucapalea, made the divisions of the

first and third parts as w^e have them now. He
also added notes which have become incorporated

into the work, each under the special heading
‘ Palea’ (for Paucapalea) ; then the notes of other

commentators were added with the same heading,

so that ‘ Palea’ became a general title for notes at

the end of Gratian’s ‘Distinctiones.’ A mass of

longer commentaries and glosses gathered around
the text. The ‘Glossa ordinaria^ printed at the

foot of modern editions is by lohannes Teutonicus

(Johann Zemeke), Canon of Halberstadt (t 1245),

and Bartholomew of Brescia (t 1258). After the

work had passed through innumerable hands and
had received all manner of additional notes and
corruptions of the text. Pope Pius iv. appointed a

special commission of cardinals to revise it. They
continued their work under Pius V. These are the
‘ Correctores Romani ’ whose corrections are added

beneath the text. Finally, Gregory xiii. in 1852

issued an authentic printed edition of the Decretum.

It consists of three parts. Part i. (sometimes called *Trac-

batus ordinandorum*) treats of the sources of canon law and of

scclesiastical persons and offices. It has 101 Distinctiones, each

of which begins with a dictum headed * Gratianus.’ This is his

thesis. It is then proved by a number of canons. At the end

often comes the Palea. Originally these Distinctiones and canons

were not numbered, and were quoted by their first words. The

edition of Charles Dumoulin (Pans, 1647) is the first to number

them. Le Conte ('Paris, 1556) numbered the Palese also.

Part ii. contains solutions of disputed questions. It is divided

into 36 Causae. Each begins with a statement of the case by

Gratian, followed by a number of ‘ Quaestiones,’ each having a

proposition by Gratian, which is then proved by a number of

canons. Among these is one quaestio which amounts to a com-

plete treatise or excursus by itself. This is the third quaestio

of Causa yxxiii- It bears the special title ‘ Tractatus de Poem-

tentia’ and is divided into seven Distinctiones and these again

into canons. * De Poenitentia ’ is quoted as a separate treatise.

Part iii. is headed * de Consecratione.’ It treats of liturgical

matters, especially of the Mass. This part has five Distinctiones,

each beginning with a ‘dictum Gratiani,’ which is proved by a

series of canons. The second and third parts also have Palese.

There is a recognized manner of quoting the Decretum

Gratiani which should be noted. Since each part is arranged

differently, it is not necessary to begin by saying which part

one quotes; this is shown by the quotation itself. From the

first part we quote by canon and Distinctio (c. and D.); thus

*c. 3, D. xcv.’ means the third canon of the ninety-fifth Dis-

tinctio of the first part. In quoting the second part three

numbers occur, those of the canon. Causa, and qusestio (m that

order): e.g. ‘c. 6, C. vii. q. 4.’ The treatise ‘de Poenitentia

is known by the addition of those words (or in a shortened

form, ‘de Poen.,’ or even ‘D.P.’), then (either before or after

this) come the canon and the Distinctio—e.p., ‘c. 3, D. 6, D.P.

In quoting the third part the words ‘de Consecr. are always

added ;
otherwise the quotation by canon and Distinctio is the

same as in the first part—e.p., ‘ c. 123, D. iv., de Consecr.

Gratian’s Decretum then became the nucleus of

the Corpus iuris canonici, of which it is still the

first (about half in length). To this gradually four

other parts were added. Gratian had used canons

down to Innocent II.; the latest quoted by him xs

of 1139. As time went on, and further material

accumulated, it became necessary to add to these.

Notably the third and fourth Lateran councils

(1179 and 1215) added considerabljr to the material

of canon law in the West. During this period,

when the papacy reached its greatest power m
civil life, a great number of papal decrees were

issued. After Gratian about seventeen different

compilations of this new material were made,

when Pope Gregory ix. thought of publishmg an

authentic addition to the Decretum Gratiam.

was prepared by St. Raymund of Pennafort, the
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pope’s penitentiary. Gregory published this col-

lection in 1234 by the bull Eex pacijicus, sent it to

the Universities of Paris and Bologna, and ordered
that it should be accepted as authentic. This is

the Decretals of Gregory ix.

The work is divided into five books, treating of the matters
described in the verse ‘ Index, indicium, clems, connubia,
crimen,’ namely of ecclesiastical officials and judges, of pro-

cedure in canon law, of the rights, duties, and property of

clerks, of laws about marriage, of criminal cases and their pro-

cess. Each book is divided further into ‘Tituli,’ and these into
‘ Capitula.’ This division already existed in the compilation of

Bernard of Pavia (Papiensis), about 1191, which is the basis of

that of Gregory rs

The sign bjr whitffi a quotation from this part of the Corpus
iuris canonici maj be known is the word ‘extra* or the letter

X, meaning that it is outside the JDecretum Gratiani. Thus

:

‘ c. 1, X, de clericis non resid. (in. 3) ’ means the first chapter of

the Titulus 3 (which is about clerks who do not reside) of book
in., extra, namely, in the Decretals of Gregory ix. The addition

of the heading of the Titulus is now no longer necessary, since

in later editions they are numbered.

The work has been enlarged since it was first

published. Raymund, with the idea of maintain-

mg brevity, did not write out the statement of the

case, but only the solution. Nor did he quote the

whole Decretal, but only fragments of it. The
result of this was that it 'was often impossible to

understand his text unless one went to the ori^al
source. To remedy this Le Conte in his edition

(Paris, 1556) added what Raymund had omitted.

These additions are the ‘ partes decisse,’ printed in

italics in modern editions. The decretals are

arranged in chronological order; in some cases

Raymund, when the matter did not seem suffi-

ciently clear, obtained from the pope a special

decree made to be inserted here. These are put at

the end of the Tituli. There is a ‘ G1ossa ordinaria
*

made by Bernardus de Bottone of Parma (1263).

The third part of the Corpus iuris canonici con-

sists of the Liber Sextus Decretalium^ added by
Boniface vni. It is the sixth book after the five

of Gregory ix. This became necessary in the same
way as those of Gregory IX. In 1245 and 1274 the

first and second Councils of Lyons had been held.

From the decrees of these, of popes since Gregory
IX., and of his own, Boniface vill, in 1298 published

his Liber Sextus, by the bull Sacrosanctoe, In this

he expressly forbids any decrees to be accepted as

valid except those contained in this collection.

John Andre® made the * Glossa ordinaria ’ to this

part of the Corpus. At the end the pope added 88

‘Regulae iuris,’ short maxims about procedure.

The Liber Sextus is divided in the same way as the

Decretals of Gregory ix. Although the whole is

the Liber Sextus, it has itself five books, divided

into Tituli and chapters. It is quoted as in Gregory
IX., except that, instead of x, we “write ‘in vi.*

The fourth part of the Corp%ts iuris canonici is

the Constitutiones Clementinoe. In 1314, Clement
y, published a collection of his own Constitutions,

including those of the Council of Vienne (1311-

12) ; but he died before his work had been re-

ceived by the Universities of Orleans and Paris, to

whom it was addressed. His successor, John ^ii.,
in 1317 sent the collection to the University of

Bologna with the bull Quoniam nulla, ordering its

use by schools of canon law and in courts. Clement
meant to call his collection the Seventh Book of

Decretals ; but, since it contains only his own, not

all those which had been issued sinceBoniface vin.

,

the commentators refused to give it this title and
called it the Constitutiones Clementinm.

It is divided, like the Decretals of Gregory ix., into five books,

and these into Tituli and chapters. It is quoted in the same
way, with the special rubric ‘Clem.’ instead of ‘x.’ It 1^ a

Glossa by John Andreee (1326), improved by Francis Zarabella

a«7).

These collections, those of Gratian, Gregory ix.,

Boniface VIIL, and Clement V., constitute the

Corpus mris canonici clausum, a name which be-

gins with a misunderstanding of a phrase in the

acts of the Council of Basel.^ The Corpus iuris
canonici, however, received yet t'wo appendices.
Decrees made later, and, therefore, not in the Cor-
pus, were called ‘ Extrauagantes,’ os being outside
the official book. Then they began to be added to
copies of the Corpus as an appendix. Finally, John
Chappuis in his edition (Paris, 1500) printed two
such appendices of ‘ Extrauagantes ’ which, al-

though collected only by his private authority,
are now always added. These are the 20 ‘ Extra-
uagantes’ of Pope John XXII. (1316-34), which
had already been edited with a Glossa by Zenzel-
inus de Cassanis in 1325. They are distributed in
14 Tituli. The other appendix contains ‘Extra-
nagantes communes,’ decrees of various popes from
Boniface vni. (1294-1303) to Sixtus IV. (1471-84).
Chappuis published seventy of these ; later (in 1503)
five more were added. These are arranged in five

books on the same principle as those of Gregory ix.

Butthefourthbook (‘Connubia’) iswanting, because
there had been no new decrees about marriage.
The whole “work is considered one Corpus, including
the ‘ Extranagantes.’ Matthew of Lyons in 1590
published a so-called ‘ Liber Septimus ’ containing
constitutions of popes from Sixtus iv. to Sixtus v.

(1585-90); and Paul Lancelloti in 1563 wrote a
compendium of canon law which he called Jnstitu-

tiones iuris canonici. These also, with the approval
of Paul V., have been added to the Corpus since

1605. They can hardly be considered in any sense

part of it, though they are authentic collections

which may be used in canonical processes.

This is the end of the Corpus iuris canonici. Its

historical importance is enormous. For centuries

it has been the one official collection of the Roman
Catholic Church ; it is the most iniport^t book
of canon law ever ]published. But, in spite of the

reverence with which it is still regarded, it has
ceased to have more than a historical interest.

There has been far-reaching legislation since,

notably by the Councils of Trent and the Vatican.

Moreover, the Corpus has many errors of various

kinds. Gratian’s decree, its nucleus, is not on the

level of modem erudition. He quotes a number of

spurious papal decrees, including manyfrom pseudo-

Isidore. It is not hkely that any further additions

will be made to a work \vhicii would need rather

complete re-casting. At the Vatican Council one

of the Postulata "w^as for a new Coipus, to be made
by a special commission. Meanwhile the modem

:
canonist refers rather to a modem work.

1 The Corpus iuris canonici has not the same
authority throughout. Although it is an official

collection, this does not mean that everything in

it must be accepted as authentic. The Decretum
Gratiani has never been made a ‘ codex legalis’

in the strict sense. Therefore it remains, in itself,

a private collection, which confers no new force on
the decrees which it quotes. Each of these has no
more value than it had before Gratian quoted it.

His Dicta and the Pale® have no juxidic value.

But the Decretals of Gregory IX., Boniface vin.,

and Clement V. were published as a ‘ codex legalis.’

This means that the publication, apart from their

origin, was promulgation of a new law. All that

is m them thereby obtained the value of common
law, even when the original decree was addressed

to some particular person only. But this law is

subject to the usual conditions. It may be abro-

gated, prescribed against, etc., as may all common
law. Accorffing to the opinion of canonists, the

constitutions among the ‘Extranagantes’ do not

receive any new authority from their insertion

here.

1 The Council speaks of papal reservations ‘ which are included

in the C&rpus* (‘in corpore iuris expresse clausis’) (sess. xxiii. 6

[Mansi, xxix., col. 120, E]). From this phrase originated the

idea of a * Corpus iuris canonici clausum,’ afterwards adopted in

many documents, e.g. Benedict xiv. in the const, lam fere, etc.
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(3) Jus nouissimum. —The ms nouissimum be-

gins with the Council of Trent (1545-63). Of the
twenty-five sessions of the Council, thirteen made
decrees afieeting law. These decrees were to have
force as soon as they were promulgated. This was
done by the bull Benedictus Deus of Pius V. in 1564.

The pope fixed 1st May of that year as the date
from which the decrees should be in force. The
question occurs whether it be possible lawfully for

a custom to abrogate any Tridentine decree. The
possibility of this has often been denied, so that
there is an axiom often quoted :

‘ Contra concilium
Tridentinum non ualet consuetudo.’ This axiom
has no authority behind it. It is true that the
Council of Trent has the gravest authority j but
there is no reason to suppose an exception to the
common principle about consuetudo in this case
either. In fact, a number of customs have arisen
against its decrees in various parts of the Church,
which, supposing the usual conditions, are admitted
as lawful. In order that there might be a per-
manent body capable of giving authentic inter-
pretations of the Tridentine decrees, Pius ly.

founded the ‘Congi-egatio concilii Tridentini inter-
pres’ (commonly called the ‘Sacra congregatio
concilii,' ‘ S. C.C.'). This congregation still exists

;

it has acquired extended functions regarding other
matters also.

Since the Council of Trent there has been a con-
siderable increase in the sources of canon law.
The immense number of papal constitutions is

edited in the Bullariiim Romanum, of which
several

^
editions have appeared, the most impor-

tant being the Magnum Bullarium Romanum of
Luxemburg (1726-58) and Rome (1733-56). There
is also a Bullarii Romani Continuatio (Rome,
1835-57), bringing it^ down to Gregory xvi.
(1831-46). These are in themselves only private
collections. But Benedict XIV. (1740-58) pub-
lished a collection of his own bulls (1754-58).
The publication of this work is considered equi-
valent to a new promulgation

; so that Benedict
XIV. ’s Bullarium has the same authority, as a
collection, as the Decretals of Gregory ix., etc.,
in the Corpus iuris canonici. The disciplinary
decrees of the Vatican Council (1870) forma/ow5
iuris of great importance. The laws of Pius ix.
(1846-78), including the Syllabus of 1864,^ and
of Leo xin. (1878-1903)® are published in special
collections. Since the Peace of Westphalia (1648)
there have been concordats with various States,
and provincial synods. During the late ponti-
ficate there has been considerable legislation. The
Holy See functions through the Roman Congre-
gations.
According to the reform of Pius x. (Sapienti consilio, 1908),

there are now twelve Congregations of Cardinals : (1) ‘ S. Cong.
Sancti Officii ’ (the Inquisition), which looks after matters of
faith and morals, indulgences, matters affecting the theology of
the sacraments, and certain marriage cases

; (2) * S. Cong. Oon-
sistorialis,’ which has to do with consistories, and with the affairs
of dioceses not under propaganda

; (3) ‘ S. Cong, de disciplina
Sacramentorum,’ for disciplinary matters affecting sacraments

;

U) S. Cong. Concilii ’ (sc. Tridentini), mentioned above
; (5) ‘ S.

Cong, de Religiosis,' for affairs of religious Orders; (6) ‘S. Cong,
de Propaganda ffde,’ for missions, with two divisions, one for the
Roman rite and one for Eastern rites

; (7) ‘ S. Cong. Incficis,’
which forbids dangerous books

; (8)
‘ S. Cong, sacrorum rituum,*

for rites and ceremonies
; (9) ‘S. Cong. OBerimoniarum,’ for non-

« ceremonies, especially those of the papal court:
(10) S. Cong, pro negotiis eccl. extraordinariis,’ for concordats
and other affairs of special importance

; (11) ‘ S. Cong, studi-
orum,* for schools, seminaries, and universities

; (12) ‘ S. Cong.
renouandsB fabricse S. Petri,’ which looks after the property and
building of St. Peter’s at Rome.
There are three Roman ‘Officia'; the*Cancel-

leria apostolica,' which prepares and sends bulls
concerning the erection of new dioceses, chapters,
and other important matters ; the ‘ Dataria aposto-
lica,' which has to do chiefly with minor benefices

;

1 Acta Pii IX., 3 vols., Rome, 1848-75.
2 Leonis Xiii, encycUcm, constitutiones et epistolce, 2 vols

.

Milan, 1887.
*

and the * Camera apostolica,’ which looks after the
property of the Holy See, especially ‘sede ua-
cante,' and gives jurisdiction to the Camerlen<yo
for that time. There are three Tribunals : the ‘ S.
Poenitentiaria,' which has to do with matters of
confession and others ‘ in foro interno ' only

; the
‘S. Romana Rota,’ the highest tribunal for all
canonical cases ; and the ‘ Signatura apostolica ’

which is the court of appeal that may reverse the
judgment of the Rota or of the congregations.
Among the commissions instituted by Pius x.
the most important for our purpose is the ‘ Com*-
missio pro codificatione iuris canonici.’ This
has undertaken the enormous task of revisin<y
simplifying, and codifying the whole body of
Roman Catholic canon law.
The position of the Uniates (Christians of East-

ern rites in union with Rome) has nothing abnor-
mal in principle, though practically they have
many points of canon law special to themselves.
They are bound, as are all Catholics, by ecu-
menical laws, but not by all papal constitutions,
since many of these are intended only for Latins!
The sources of canon law for Uniates are the
canons of synods held before the great schism of
the 9th cent., except such as have been abrogated
since ; their liturgical books approved by the Holy
See ; and their local synods approved in the same
way. There have been several of these, some of
great importance, e.g. the Ruthenian Synod of
Zamoisk in 1720,^ the Maronite Synod of Mount
Lebanon, held at the monastery of Deir Luwaise
in 1736,® and the Armenian S5mod held at Rome in
1911.^ They are bound by special papal consti-

tutions for Eastern Churches and by decrees of
propaganda addressed to them. In 1631 Urban
Vin. declared that Uniates are bound by general
papal decrees in three cases only : when the decree
concerns a matter of faith, when they are expressly
named, and when something is decreed which im-
plicitly affects them. The local law of one Uniate
church does not afiect the others, unless it be ex-

plicitly extended to them ; nor has the authority
of one jurisdiction over the others, unless it is

received by delegation from the Holy See.
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heutige hath. Kirchenrecht, Danzig, 1868 ;

W. Bickell, Gesch.
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LAW (Christian, Eastern).—i. Canon law in

the Orthodox Church.—In general principles the

Orthodox Church agrees with the Church of Rome
as to canon law. She too recognizes the NTj

1 Syn. prou. Ruthenorum hab. in cmitate ZamoscicB, Rome,
1838.

2 Syn. prou. a R.D. Patr. Antiocheno . . . nationis Syrorum
Maronitarum ... in Monte Libano celebrata, Rome, 1820.

3 Enrvolical Quanta animi. 22 Dec. 1911.
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tradition (irap<£5o<r«),^ custom (^5os), and positive
ecclesiastical legislation ^KKk'qa-LacmK^ vo/xodecria)

as the sources of canon law. But she takes a
dilferent attitude towards civil law. As the result
of the long Byzantine period, during which emper-
ors made laws for the Church which were accepted
by Eastern bishops, the Orthodox Church gives
more importance to the State in Church matters
than does the Church of the West. Orthodox
canonists explain this. They urge that, as the
Christian State accepted canon law in its province,
and confirmed Church law by civil proclamation
and civil sanctions, so the Church accepts all State
law, even that of heathen emperors, as hers, so
long as this does not contradict the canons. By
this acceptance the Church ‘ canonizes ’ State law
and gives it promulgation from herself. John
Scholasticus (6th cent.), in his collection of canons,
includes as an appendix a number of the Nouellcs
of Justinian I. which affect Church matters. The
Nomocanon contains the rule: *In eases where
the canons contain no decision, we must follow the
laws of the State.’ ^ Theodore Balsamon (13th
cent.), ho\vever, ascribes greater authority to the
canons than to civil laws. In a case of conflict the
canons, not the laws, must be obeyed. The Ortho-
dox Church also ascribes canonical authority to

responsaprudentum {airoKplcreis t&v i.e.

the opinions of learned canonists given in the
form of answers to questions or as statements. In
this, like the Latin Church, she follows a principle
of Homan civil law.
With regard to positive Church law {Kavchv in the

strict sense) the Orthodox admit, as binding the
whole Church, the 85 Canons of the Apostles (to

which they still give apostolic and ecumenical
authority, as containing principles derived from
the Apostles, and as being confirmed by the Trul-
lan Synod of 692) and the decrees of ecumenical
synods. Of these they acknowledge seven, includ-

ing the second of Nicaea (787) as the last. Although
they hold their Church to be the whole Church of

Christ on earth (so that she should have the same
power of convoking an ecumenical synod as had
the Church before the great schism), as a matter
of fact they have held no synod claiming to be
ecumenical since that schism. These are in theory
the only authorities that can legislate for the
whole Church, though the decrees of many par-
ticular synods and even canons of individual
Fathers are considered to have acquired ecumeni-
cal authority by the later acceptance of the whole
(Orthodox) Church. A Patriarch can legislate for

his Patriarchate only ; since the formation of per-

manent synods to govern national Churches, they
give to these the same authority as a Patriarch
has. In neither case can the particular authority
legislate against the universal canons. In theory
each bishop has the right to legislate for his own
Eparchy, within the bounds of general law. He
can summon diocesan synods, and promulgate
laws for his people in the iorm of pastoral lettera.

In practice, however, this right is now much cir-

cumscribed. Each national Orthodox Church is

considerably centralized under its Patriarch or

Holy Synod. The independence of each national

Church is balanced by a very complete depen-
dence of each bishop within it. In the Orthodox
States the government has much to say in the
matter of the legislation of ecclesiastical authority.

The source of universal canon law for all Orthodox
Churches is the Nomocanon compiled in the year
883. This is divided into fourteen titles. It con-

tains the Canons of the Apostles, those of the seven

ecumenical synods, those of ten particular synods,

namely Ancyra (314), Neo-Caesarea (between 314

1 Syntagma. (Athenian ed.), iii. 68 (Nomocanon, tit. i- cap.

(c. 340), Antioch (341), Laodicea (c.
343), Sardica (343), Constantmopie (394), Carthage
(419), Constantinople (861), and Constantino^e
(8/9). The Isomocanon adds so-called canons of
thirteen Fathers, namely Dionysius of Alexandria,
Gregory of Neo-Caesarea, Peter of Antioch, Athan-
asius, Basil, Timothy of Alexandria, Gregory of
Nazianzus, Amphilochius of Iconium, Gregory of
Nyssa, Theophiius of Alexandria, Cyril of Alex-
andria, Gennadius of Constantinople, and Tarasius
of Constantinople. These constitute the funda-
mental law of the Church. In the Athenian
Syntagma (G. A. Rhalles and M. Potles, Athens,
1852-59), after these sources are added rules
taken from St.^ Basil, St. John Chrysostom, St.
Anastasius of Sinai, the s3modical letter of Nicho-
las of Constantinople (895-925), and the Canons
of Nicephorus Confessor and of John the Faster of
Const^tinople (5S2-5D5). After these (which are
comprised under the heading dia<popd) comes the
rubric rAos tQp iepQv Kavbvtcv. As these have been
received^ by the various national Churches, they
are considered now to have ecumenical authority.
The chief collections of canons are the Nomocanon

of Photius (c. 883), who, however, only revised a
former one, and that of John Zonaras (c. 1120),
who used a diflerent source from tliat of Photius.
Theodore Balsamon, Orthodox Patriarch of Antioch
residing at Constantinople, made a collection of
canons after the order of Zonaras and dependent
on his, and a commentary on Photius’s Nomocanon.
Already in the 5th cent, there was an Epitome of
Canons {KavoLK^ a'dvo\pLi) made by a certain Stephanas
of Ephesus, To this, in course of time, other
canons were added. About the year 1160, Alexius
Aristenus, Nomophylax of Constantinople, wrote
a commentary on this Epitome, and Simeon the
Logothete edited the same Epitome in another
arrangement, similar to that of Zonaras and Bal-
samon. The Emperors Leo in. (717-741) and
Constantine V. (741-775) published an Extract of
Laws {iK\oy^ tQp vb/xav) from Justinian. This
and the following collections of ci\*ii law contain
much canonical matter. In 1255 Arsenins, monk
of Athos, composed a new Synopsis of Canon Law,
In 1562 Manuel Malaxes published a Nomocanon,
In 1335 Matthew Blastares made an alphabetical
arrangement of laws {aOvrayfia). The most import-
ant modern printed collection of Canons is the
Pedalion {TrnddXiop}.'^ This was compiled in the
first case by two monks of Athos, Agapios and
Nikodemos, and was published hy authority of the
ecumenical Patriarch Neophytos Vlii. at Leipzig

in 1800. Theodoretos (iepop.6paxos), who controlled

the printing, added anumber of passages Vvdiich were
opposed to the law of the Orthodox Church ; hut
in 1802 the Patriarch sent out an Encyclical order-

ing all possessors of the book to erase these ad-

ditions. A second edition, without them, appeared
at Athens in 1841, and a third, revised by Sergios

ilhaphthanes, at Zakynthos in 1864. This third

edition contains the Canons of the Apostles, the
Canons of ecumenical and particular synods, and
those of the Fathers. To the text, commentaries
{ipfi7}vetaL) and solutions of difficulties {a-vp.tl>iavLai),

in modem Greek, are added. In 1852, two Greek
lawyers, George A. Hhalles and Michael Potles,

invited by the Athenian Holy Synod, began a new
collection of sources of canon law. The work was
completed in six volumes by 1859 and published at

Athens. This is the Athenian Syntagma {TidvTayfxa

tCjp deiojp Kal iepQp Kavbvoiv /c.r.X.).

Vol. L contains Photius’a NoTnocanon, with Balsamon’s com-
mentary and other dissertations by older canonists; vol. ii.

1 In 1672 William Beveridge (afterwards bishop of St.

Asaph’s) published an important collection of Greek laws

:

Synodicon situ FandectcB canonum ss, Aposiolorum et Con^

ciliorum ah EccL Grceca reeeptorttm, 2 vols., London. Nearly

all later Orthodox collections are based on this.
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gives the Canons of the Apostles and those of the ecumeni^l
synods, with the interpretations of Zonaras and Balsamon ; iii.

the particular synods with commentaries ;
iv. the canons of the

Fathers; v. synodical decrees of ecumenical Patriarchs, laws

of Emperors which affect Church matters, responsa prudentum^
and a number of disquisitions by various canonists ; lists of sees

and of the offices of the Great Church (the Byzantine Patri-

archate), the Greek civil laws of 1852 regulating the organi-

zation of the Church of Greece and the Holy Synod which
governs it; and vi. the Syntagma of Matthew Blastares and
an alphabetical index of the whole work.

The Athenian Syntagma is the most complete

collection of Orthodox canon law. It has been
officially recognized, as an authentic codex, by
the ecumenical Patriarchate and by most of the

national Churches. For this reason N. Milasch

judges that all canons contained in it must be

regarded as having ecumenical authority.^

The Slav and Rumanian Churches have for the

most part translations of Greek collections, with
additions and commentaries.^
In modern times laws are made for each Church

by its central authority. The tendency is now
strongly in favour of synods and councils of various

Idnds, instead of the old rule of one Patriarch or

Primate. Even the Patriarchs now have their

synods, mixed councils, and so on. The later

national Churches are governed by Holy Synods,
formed after the model of the Russian one (formed

I

in 1721). These synods, under considerable influ-
j

ence from the governments, make laws regulating

all the aflairs of their Churches.^
2. The lesser Eastern Churches.—Each of the

Nestorian and Monophysite Churches has its own
system of canon law, evolved from the general

principles of Eastern Church law with the necessary
special modifications. They do not seem to have
a clear concept of the difference between ecumenical
and local law. As each is an (Ekumene to itself,

the two concepts naturally are confused. They
admit in their canon law the decrees of certain early

councils, which they recognize, and have then their

own rules, made by their special synods and
Patriarchs. In the Middle Ages these Churches
evolved schools of canon law of some importance.

They have great canonists among their writers.

In modern times, at least among the Nestorians
and Jacobites, there is a tendency to replace the
old canons by new decisions made for each case by
the Patriarcn, in agreement with the other bishops

or notables.
Nestorian canon law is derived from three main

sources. First come the ‘Western Synods, ’ i.e, such
synods held in the Empire before their schism as
they recognize. These include many particular

synods, such as those of Antioch (341) and Ancyra
(358). There is a collection of these made by
M^ruthfi of Maiferkat in 410, to which the dis-

ciplinary canons of Chalcedon (451) were added
later. The second source is the ‘ Eastern Synods,’
namely, those held by Nestorian Katholikoi down
to the 8th century. The old rule was that each
Katholikos should hold a synod as soon as he was
appointed. An unknown Nestorian collected these
in the Book of the Sunhddaus betw-een 775 and 790.

The Sunhddaus begins with the Synod of Mar Isaac
in 410 and ends with that of Mar ^n^nyeshu* ll.

in 775; an appendix adds the Synod of Mar
Timothy I. in 790. The Sunhddaus also contains
a selection of canons of Western synods. This is

the chief Nestorian canonical authority. The
third source consists of all laws made since the

1 Kirohenreeht der morgenl. Eirche, p. 80.
2 For these see Milasch, op. cit pp. 137-157, 191-199 ; F. H,

Vering, Lehrhuch des Rirchenrechts^ Freiburg i. Br., 1898,

pp. 58-63.
3 The best account of the constitution of each national Orthodox

Church is Silbernagl’s Verfassung (see literature).
•i Germ. tr. by O. Braun, Das Buck der Synhados, Stuttgart,

1900 ; Syr. text and Fr. version by J. B. Chabot, Synodicon
orientate^ Paris, 1902 (from a MS written at Rabban Hurmizd,
now no. 332 in the Biblioth^que nationale).

8th century. These have not been completely
codified. In the 13th cent. 'Ebedyeshu* Bar Bartk5.,

Metropolitan of Nisibis, made a codex from those
three sources. This is the Nomoeanon ofEhedjesus^
the most complete collection of their laws.

The chief sources of Coptic canon law are the
31 canons of the Patriarch Christodulos (1047-77),

the 30 canons of Gabriel li. (1131-46), and the
canons of Cyril ill. (1235-43). Gabriel III. not
only made canons himself, but ordered that a com-
plete collection of all those existing should be drawn
up. The Abyssinian Church recognizes and obeys
Ccmtic canon law.
The Jacobite Church once had a considerable

school of canonists. Bar-Hebraeus, their greatest

theologian, was also one of the most important of

all Eastern canonists. His Nomoeanon {Ktdbd
dHudddye) remains their classical collection.

The Armenian Church recognizes the first three

General Councils, but even before she was separated

from the rest of Christendom she began to have her
own canon laws. The most famous particular

Armenian canons of antiquity are the 21 canons
of the Katholikos Isaac issued about the year 406.^

Then from the time of the Synod of Tovin (Buin),

about the year 554, which condemned Chalcedon,

the Armenians have had a long series of national

synods, each of \vhich added to their canon law.

The acts of these synods have been collected and
translated by Angelo Mai.® In modern times

Russian laws affecting the supreme Katholikos of

Etchmiadzin, the virtual separation of Armenia in

Turkey from his jurisdiction, and the formation of

the National Assembly and diocesan councils have
completely modified the old law. The Katholikos

of Etchmiadzin has a theoretic authority over the

whole Armenian Church, -which he exercises in

conjunction with his permanent synod of seven

auxiliary bishops. In affairs of the greatest im-

portance he would, no doubt, take the lead in

forming a new law; otherwise he has little real

authority beyond his own Patriarchate. The prac-

tical head of the Armenian Church in Turkey is its

Patriarch of Constantinople. He is assisted by a
National Assembly, composed for the most part of

laymen. With these he rules and makes laws. In

each diocese there is also a council of laymen, and

in each parish a body of lay administrators, who
look after the property and have much to say in

all Church affairs. The modem Armenian Church
is ruled practically by the decisions of these

assemblies.
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Adrian Fortescue.

LAW (Christian, Anglican).—i. Nature of the

present Anglican Church law.— The Anglican

Communion is a federation of more or less autono-

mous Churches ; hence its ecclesiastical law varies

in different countries. It consists partly of the

written law which is now universally acknowledged

to be in force, and partly of custom, depending in

a large degree on the ancient and mediaeval canon

1 These will be found in H. F. Toumebize, Eist. pol. et rel de

Paris, n.d„ p. 354 f.
. .eoc oo

2 In his Veterum Scriptorum noua collectio, Rome, le^so-oo,

vol. X. p. ii.
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law of Western Christendom. In England and
Wales (also in Man, Berwick-on-Tweed, and the
Channel Islands) complications arise owing to the
close connexion between Church and State, which
involves the result that the Church’s law cannot
become binding unless the State assents to it.

This is the case also in India, where the relations

of Church and State are very close. But in most
of the other branches of the Anglican Federation
the Church is free to make its own laws, which
become binding on the basis of a voluntary con-
tract (see below, § 6 ).

() In England the present written ecclesiastical

law is mainly found in the ‘Book of Common
Prayer’ and the ‘Ordinal’ of 1662 (these are the
popular titles only), in the Thirty-nine Articles of

1562, and in the canons of 1603 (1604), as slightly

amended in later years. The Prayer Book and
the Ordinal, after being agreed upon by the Con-
vocations, were enacted as part of the statutory
law of the realm by being inserted as a schedule
in an Act of Parliament knowm as the Act of Uni-
formity of 1662. We need not here enter into the
vexed question of later Acts of Parliament affect-

ing the Church, in which the Church as such had
no part. The Thirty-nine Articles have also the
authority both of Church and of State. Thus the
Prayer fiook and Articles are certainly binding on
both clergy and laity. The canons of 1603, as

also those of 1640, 1865, 1888, which added to or
amended them, were agreed upon by the Convoca-
tions and published by the sovereign’s authority
under the Great Seal (Blunt-Phillimore, Church
Lato, pp. 17 f., 371 ff. ; in the latter place they are
given in full as amended).
There was an irregularity in that the Royal Letters Patent

were given for the 1603 canons before the York Convocation
|

had discussed them, though after the Canterbury Convocation
had passed them. The York Convocation, however, obtained
the king’s licence to discuss them afterwards, and then passed
them (J. H. Overton, The Church in England, London, 1S97,

ii. 11). The validity of the 1640 canons, which were passed
before the fall of Laud, was disputed (see Overton, ii. 77 f., SS).

The predecessors of the 1603 canons, those of 1671, held good
only in Elizabeth’s reign. They are given in English and Latin
by W. E. Collins in the Church Historical Society’s publications,

no. xl. (London, 1899).

The canons of 1603 as amended undoubtedly
bind the clergy, but it is uncertain (seeing that
they have not been sanctioned by Parliament) how
far they bind the laity.

Lord Hardwicke (in Middleton v. Croft [Blunt-Phillimore,

p. 23j) was of opinion that they do not *proprio vigore bind the
laity, but only the clergy,’ adding: *I say proprio vigore, by
their own force and authority, for there are many proidsions

contained in these canons which are declaratory of the ancient

usage and law of the Church of England received and allowed
here, which in that respect and by virtue of such ancient allow-

ance will bind the laity.’

The Prayer Book and canons as at present in

force have been somewhat influenced by Royal
and Episcopal Injunctions from the Reformation
onwards.
Besides the laws mentioned above, the great

canonists of the 18th cent., such as Gibson, men-
tion numerous Acts of Parliament which deal with
crimes against the moral law, and with marriage
and other matters which affect the Church. With
these w-e are not here concerned.

( ) Church of Ireland,— The present written
law is founded on a ‘ Constitution ’ agreed upon in

1870 by the archbishops, bishops, and representa-

tives of clergy and laity in a (general Convention
assembled in Dublin, and of ‘constitutions and
canons ecclesiastical’ decreed by General Synods
in 1871, 1877, and 1889. The Constitution of 1870

and the ‘constitutions and canons ecclesiastical’

have since 1909 been consolidated in a single Consti-

tution, the ‘ constitutions and canons ecclesiastical
’

being cb. ix. thereof. The written law also includes

the Thirty-nine Articles and the (revised) Book of

Common Prayer and the Ordinal, approved in the

Constitution. We must here notice the difference
between the ancient and modem use of the word
‘constitution.’ Originally a ‘constitution’ was
much the same as a ‘canon,’ and so it is in the
titles of the English and Irish codes of canons.
But the W'ord ‘constitution’ as now used often
means a more fundamental document than the
canons, one governing the organization of the
Church (see below {d)).

(c) Episcopal Church in Scotland.—^The consti-
tution here is contained in the canons, and is not
a separate document. The written law consists
of a code of canons passed in 1911, built up on the
basis of codes of previous Provincial Synods in
1743, 1811, 1828-29, 1838, 1863-64, 1875-76, 1890,
and 1905. The present code authorizes the services
of the Prayer Book, >^ith certain modifications,
and also of t he ‘ Scottish Liturgy or Communion
Office,’ and forbids departure from them ‘in public
prayer and administration of the Sacraments or in
the performance of the other Services,’ except as
the code provides. In this branch of the Federa-
tion the word ‘ constitution ’ is used for a document
subsidiary to the canons. Each incumbency must
have such a ‘ constitution ’ regulating matters not
dealt with in the canons, especially with the
patronage of that charge. Such a constitution is

an agreement between the bishop of the diocese

and the clergy and laymen of that congregation.
The constitutions of different incumbencies vary
considerably.

(c?) United States of America.—The ‘ Protestant
Episcopal Church’ revised the Prayer Book in

1790, soon after the War of Independence, and
again in 1892. A Constitution was adopted at

Philadelphia in 1789, and since modified ;
canons

have been passed at various dates.

In Scotland the canons, and in Ireland and the
United States the constitution and canons, are

primary, and the Prayer Book has^ authority only

because these documents prescribe it.

(e) British colonies.—In the Colonial Churches
of the Anglican Federation the process seems to

have been as a rule different from that %vbich has
just been described. The Prayer Book has de-

scended to them, being daughters of the Church
of England, as a primary authority, and in some
cases they have bound themselves to make no
alterations in it until the mother Church takes

action, or have limited themselves in some degree

in this direction. Most or all of them, however,

have also made canons to regulate their internal

afiairs, and these have validity because of contract

(see above ; and, for further details, cf. § 4).
^
In

some branches of the Federation, as in S. Africa,

dioceses are also permitted to make canons fox

themselves on purely local matters, in subm^sion,

however, to the provincial canons. This is not

allowed in Scotland or in Ireland, where the re-

solutions of diocesan synods have not the nature of

canons, and have no binding power as such.

2. The legislative bodies of the Anglican

Churches.—In England there are two provinces,

of Canterbury and York, and each has two Houses

of Convocation, the Upper House consisting of

the diocesan bishops, and the Lower House of

the deans, the archdeacons, and the proctors (or

representatives) of the clergy. Two consultative

Houses of Laymen are also appointed— one to

assist each Convocation ;
but this is a volunta^

and modern arrangement, having no recognition in

law. The Convocations can, under Royal licence,

discuss and pass canons ; but these have no effect

until they receive the sovereign’s assent. In prac-

tice, the Convocations very rarely pass canons;

and, owing to the connexion with the State, no

other laws can receive validity until they have

passed the Civil Legislature as Acts of Parliament
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In the non-established branches of the Anglican
Federation there are General (or Provincial) Synods
—called Conventions in America—for the purpose
of legislating. In the Episcopal Church %n Scot-

land, which now has one province only (the metro-
politan powers being held in commission by the
seven bishops), the Provincial Synod consists of
two chambers, the first of the bishops, and the
second of the deans of the seven dioceses, about
35 representatives of the clergy, and one or two
clerical officials. Each chamber must assent by a
simple majority to any change in the canons before
it can take effect. The Synod meets only when
legislation is required ; but, before any changes
rovisionally made by the Synod have been con-
rmed at a subsequent meeting of Synod, such

proposed alterations must be submitted to a mixed
Consultative Council, consisting of the bishops,

about 40 clergy, and the same number of lay-

men, who meet all together (but may, if desired,

vote or debate by orders), and may, if they think
fit, express any opinion on the changes, or suggest
other alterations. The Consultative Council may
also suggest legislation in the first instance, and
this was the course adopted in 1911, when it care-

fully discussed the whole code and noted the
changes which it desired.

In the Church of Ireland, where there are two
provinces (of Armagh and Dublin), there is a
single General Synod which legislates, consisting
of two Houses, the one of bishops, and the other
of representatives of clergy and laity, who nor-
mally sit all together. According to the present
Constitution, the representatives of the clergy
number 208, and those of the laity 416. Voting
by orders is provided for. Unless in certain ex-
ceptional cases, each House must assent to any
change, and, if the laymen and the clergy vote by
orders, also each order.

In the United States the General Convention
consists of two Plouses, the one of the bishops, the
other of ‘deputies’ or representatives, not more
than four presbyters and four laymen from each
diocese. Both Houses must agree to any change
in the law before it becomes valid. A vote by
dioceses and by orders is provided for if desired,
under the regulation that the dioceses are in that
case equalized by only one clerical vote and only one
lay vote being allowed for each ; and a majority
of dioceses and of each order is then required for
legislation. The General Convention meets once
every three years.

^
In most of the Colonial Churches of the Federa-

tion, legislation (which, however, as we have seen,
is somewhat limited) is effected by synods con-
sisting of bishops, and eleiical and lay repre-

|

sentatives. It is usually enacted that voting and
i

debating may be by orders, and, if so, that a
j

majority of each orSer is necessary for carrying
j

any alteration.

3. The older canon law and customary law.

—

(a) Origin and growth.—The written law—except
the law of God, or the Moral Law, which has been
universally regarded as unalterable—has gradually
grown up, coming from decisions of ‘individual
great bishops, but later on in the shape, usually,
of canons of councils’ (Collins, Nature and Force
of the Canon Law, p. 13). Such councils were
either ecumenical (general) or local (see art.

Councils and Synods [Christian]). As time went
on, their regulations increased greatly in number,
and collections of canons were made. Among
these may be mentioned those of Dionysius
Exiguus (c. A.D. 500), Isidore of Seville (early
7th cent.), whose work was supplemented in the
9th cent, by ‘ pseudo-Isidore,’ the compiler of the
great collection which contained the ‘ Forged
Decretals,’ and Gratian (12th cent.), whose

Becretum was the comer-stone of mediaeval canon
law, and is sometimes called the Corpus iuris
canonici (Collins, p. 19 ; see, further, above, p. 835 f. ),

The mediaeval system of canon law was not at
first meant to be more than something to be aimed
at, and it was never fully carried out, any more
than the liturgical regulations which set forth the
elaborate ceremonial possible in the great cathedral
of Salisbury were thought to be practicable in
every little parish church of England. In this
respect the older canon law differs from civil law,
especially from modern civil law, which is much
more rigid, though not so logically complete or so
fully systematized. This fact has a great bearing
on the binding nature of the canon law in later
times (see below {d)). In the Middle Ages the more
rigid view of law gradually grew up, and, at least
since the Reformation, an ecclesiastical canon is as
much and as literally obligatory on those who are
bound by it as any civil law.

(5) Row far it was accepted in Englcmd in
medicBval times.—On this point there has been

I

some controversy. According to one view, it was

I

held to be valid in England only when accepted by

I

Act of Parliament or by custom. This is the
' opinion of Gibson {Codex, ii. 945-947), who quotes)

Acts of Parliament of the time of Henry viii.,

asserting that the old canons were accepted only if

not contrary to the laws (of England) and the royal
prerogative. Only those laws which were made
by the realm or were acknowledged by common
assent or established custom were received. Gib-
son illustrates this by citing the proposal to legiti-

mate in England children born before marriage.
Pope Alexander III. had published a canon to pro-

vide for this, but it was against the law and custom
of the kingdom, and, when the bishops tried to

introduce it, the Lords (in the Parliament of

Merton, a.d. 1236) declared that they would not
have the law of England altered (‘nolumus le^es

Angliae mutari’). Gibson also gives other in-

stances. With regard to this legitimation question

it is noteworthy that Scotland did accept the papal
canon, while England did not, and that, therefore,

to this day the laws of the two countries differ in

this resiDCct. On the general subject Ayliffe

{Parergon, p. xxxiii) expresses a similiar view.

On the other hand, F. W. Maitland, a high author-

ity, has maintained that, at any rate according to

the 'canonists of the 14th and 15th centuries, the

canon law as a wdiole did run in England then
{English Historical Eevieto, July and Oct. 1896,

Oct. 1897). He is here followed by Eves {Prayer
Book Dictionary, p. 128) and, apparently with
some hesitation, by Collins {op. cit. p. 35 f.). There
is perhaps not really any great difference between
these two views. Everything depends on what is

meant by ‘accepted.’ The one view holds that

the ‘canonists’—ecclesiastical writers who com-
piled codes of canons—considered that the complete

Western canon law (with some local reservations)

was accepted, but that the State would not allow

parts of it to be put in force. On the other hand,

much of the old canon law had, as a matter of fact,

no practical effect in England. And, if we bear in

mind the difference between canon and civil law

(below {d)), this is all that practically concerns us.

(c) Collections of English ecclesiastical laws.—^A

very early collection of English * constitutions
’

was made by Yfilliam Lyndwood or Linwood (who

in 1442 became bishop of St. David’s),
^

under the

name of Provinciale ; he gives 14 constitutions by
Archbishops of Canterbury from Stephen Langton

(1207-29) to Chichele, which bring us down to the

middle of the 15th centuiy.
^

But the greatest

activity in this respect is found in the 18th century.

John Ayliffe’s Parergon (new edition published in

1734) was, as its second title states, a ‘ commentary
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by way of supplement to the canons and constitu-
tions of the Church of England,’ John Johnson
(the famous vicar of Cranbrook) published in 1720
his (English) Laws and Canons (up to the Reforma-
tion), arranged chronologically as a history. David
Wilkins’ Concilia, first published in 1737, carries
the collection down to 1717 ; and Edmund Gibson,
bishop of London, 1723-48, whose famous Codex was
brought out in a second and considerably enlarged
edition in 1761, gives the canons and the Acts of
Parliament which relate to the Church, arranged
according to subject instead of chronologically.
No one in the older days did for Scotland what

Lyndwood did for England ; but in our own time
Joseph Robertson has collected the Scottish pro-
vincial constitutions under the title of Statuta
Ecclesice Scotticance.

{d) Howfar the older canon law is now binding.
—The opinion has been expressed that the whole
of the Corpus iitris canonici is now binding, un-
less explicitly repealed by an authority equal to
or higher than that which enacted it. it has been
maintained that a council of inferior status cannot
repeal the canons of one of higher status, or a local

council those of a larger one. The result would be
that the Anglican Church of to-day would be bound
by a number of ancient regulations which have
little or no relation to the needs of the time. Such
a view, however, looks at canon law from the point
of view of the civil law. In the case of an Act of
Parliament, laws remain in force (at any rate in
England) till repealed by a later law. But this
was not meant to be the case with canon law, in
which desuetude could repeal. A contrary cus-
tom invalidated it, and canonists have debated
how long the custom must have existed to do so

—

in some cases ten years, in others forty years being
fixed on (see above, p. 834 f

.
). This was also a prin-

ciple of the Roman civil law (Collins, pp. 25-30 ; see
also Eves, in Pr. Bk. Diet,, p. 126). It is stated,
indeed, by E. G. Wood {Begat Power of the Church,
p. 84) that ‘ the question whether any particular
taw has been abrogated by desuetude is one far
from being easy of solution. It is one requiring
the application of a highly technical set of rules,

maxms, and limitations, by an expert possessed of

considerable sldll and canonico-legal instinct. It

is, moreover, only within a very limited area that
desuetude can effect abrogation of common law.’
But, as Collins remarks (p. 32), this allows the
principle in words but denies it in application.

It is instructive to turn to one or two instances of repeal of
canons or other regulations by desuetude ; and we may take the
most difficult case, the abrogation of those enacted by an
ecumenical council. The 15th canon of Nicsea forbade the
translation of a bishop, priest, or deacon from one city to
another, but almost immediately the canon fell into desuetude ; a
partial revival of its spirit is seen in the American branch of the
Anglican Communion, for that body greatly dislikes the trans-
lation of bishops. Again, the decree of Mcasa about the keeping
of Easter has been modified. That ecumenical council decided
that the Church was to follow the existing Eoman computation
(see the encyclical letter of the council, and also Constantine’s
letters, given by Socrates in i. 9). But Pope Gregorj^ xm.,
in 1582, modified the regulation, being followed by other
countries at an interval—by England in 1752 (the Graeco-Russian
Church has not yet done so). Those, therefore, who hold the
Anglican position thata pope is notabove an ecumenical council
must take this as an instance of the canons of such a council
being repealable by custom or b^ an inferior authority. Another
example is the 20th canon of Nicsea, which decrees that all are
to offer prayer to God standing and not kneeling on the Lord’s
day, and ‘ in the days of Pentecost,’ i.e. in Eastertide (see art.

KiraaiiiNG). But this has long been obsolete in the West. And,
if we go into the canons of the older councils, ecumenical or
otherwise, we shall be struck by the fact that a very large number
are now obsolete. It has been calculated that the majority of
the canons of Nicsea have thus been abrogated in the West, and
to a large extent in the East (Collins, p. 25).

These and similar considerationsmake it difficult

to maintain that a local Western Church cannot
alter, for its own organization, regulations which
were once (ex hypothesi) in force in the whole of the
West. As a matter of fact, the alteration of

medieval canon law did not take place at any one
England. A * Reformatio Legum ’ was, in-

deed, attempted in the distmbed times of the 16th
cent., but it came to nothing. The process was
a gradual one. But the eflect of the older canon
law has been that there is, as there alwaj’s was to
a certain extent, a customary law, which is largely
the outcome of old written enactments ; and so far
the older canon law has frequently been appealed
to in ecclesiastical suits. (On the whole question
see the learned essays by W. E. Collins and E. G.
Wood cited above; these writers hold different
views on the subject.)

It may be noted thaE, in the Episcopal Church in Scotland,
the canon on interpretation in the 1SG3 and 1S76 codes enacted
that the general principles of canon law should alone be deemed
applicable thereto. This was modified in 1S90 by the enactment
that the canons are in all cases to be construed in accordance
with the princijiles of the civil law of Scotland, but that any
generally recognized principles of canon law may be appealed to
in cases of dispute and difficulty. These provisions have all
disappeared from the present code (1911). In S. Africa (can. 30,
code of 1SS3) the same provision is made as in the Scottish
canons of 1863.

It may be of interest to give one or two instances of customary
law in the (local) Church of England at the present day. Since
1604 lay baptism comes under this head (see Laity). The irre-
movability of beneficed clergy is a matter of custom ; as also is
the consecration of churches and churchyards, the reading of
the lessons at Matins and Evensong bv laymen, and the saying
(as is done in some cathedral and collegiate churches) of the first
part of the litany by lay clerks.

4. Contents of the canons, etc.

—

(a) English
canons of 1603 as since amended.—These deal (1, 2)
with the king’s supremacy, and (3-12) with the
assertion of the Church of England as a true Church.
Canons 13-30 deal with the due celebration of divine
worship, the keeping of Sundays and Holy Days,
and the use of the litany, with rules for the service
of Holy Communion and for the vestures to be used
thereat, with the reception of that sacrament, and
therepelling of persons therefrom, andwithbaptism,
sponsors, and the sign of the cross. Canons 31-76
deal -with the ministry, and give rules about ordina-
tions, subscriptionsofassent, institution to benefices,
simony, plurality, residence of clergy, strange
preachers, the ‘bidding prayer’ before sermons, ves-
tures, catechizing, confirmation, marriages, visiting
the sick, burials, private conventicles, sober appard
and life, etc. Canons 77-79 deal with school-
masters, canons 80-88 -with churches and their
furniture, glebe-lands, etc., canons 89-91 with
church-wardens and their assistants, and with
parish clerks. Canons 92-138 deal ^vith ecclesias-

tical courts, both those of an archbishop (including
matters of marriage and divorce) and those of a
bishop, and give rules as to ecclesiastical judges,
surrogates, proctors, registrars, and apparitors.
Canons 139-141 deal with synods.

(d) Church of Ireland.—The ‘constitution’ of

1909 is divided into fifteen chapters. The first five

give the functions and organization of general and
diocesan synods, and deal with parochial machinery
and the appointment to cures of souls ; the 6tli with
the election of archbishops and bishops ; the 7th
with cathedrals ; the 8tli with ecclesiastical tri-

bunals and offences ; the 9th contains the canons

;

the 10th and 11th deal with the representative body
which holds Church property and with certain
funds ; the 12th and IStli with burial-grounds,
glebes, and parochial buildings ; the 14th and 15th
with provision for widows and orphans of clergy
and with superannuation. The canons have in the
main the same antiquated appearance as the Eng-
lish canons, being the older code with some quite
modem additions. They regulate (1-6) divine

service, (7-16) preaching, catechizing, baptisms,
burials, marriages, confirmation, private com-
munions, etc. ; and deal with (17) archdeacons,

(18-22) ordinands, (23-25) institution to and patron-
age of benefices and simony, (26-33) the w’ork and
life of ministers and their assistants, (34-40) the
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furniture and ornaments of churches, Holy Com-
munion, and other services, (41) the consecration

of churches, (42-43) duties of church-wardens and
‘select vestries,* (44-46) repair and furnishing of

churches, etc., (47, 51) appeals, (48) the General
Synod, and (49, 50, 52-54) repelling from and re-

admission to Holy Communion.
(c) ThQ Episcopal Church in Scotland has gradu-

ally built up its canons since 1811, and the code has
a more modern appearance. It is now arranged
as follows : canons 1-10 deal with the Primus
(the presiding bishop), and diocesan and coadjutor
bishops, and their appointment and jurisdiction,

and with cathedral churches; canons 11-20 with
the ordination and licensing and duties of presbyters

and deacons, subscriptions of assent and institution

to benehces, and with lay readers ; canons 21-29

with the services of the Church ; canon 30 f. with
vestures, and with the structure and ornaments of

churches; canons 32-38 with congregational organi-
zation ; canons 39-45 with diocesan and provincial

officials ;
canons 46-50 with synods and councils

;

and canons 51-53 with judicial proceedings and
disputes, notices, and interpretation. A bulky set

of appendices not only give the forms of deeds, but
also, gathered together in one place, the list of

additions to and deviations from the Book of

Common Prayer, as canonically sanctioned.

{d) United States.—The ‘ constitution * is divided
into eleven heads dealing with (1) the General Con-
vention, (2) the election of bishops, (3) bishops for

foreign lands, (4) standing committees in each dio-

cese as the bishop’s advisory council, (5, 6) ad-
mission of new dioceses and missionary districts,

(7) provinces, (8) ordination and admission of

strangers, (9) trials, (10) authorization of the
Prayer Book, and arrangements for revising the
same, and (11) alterations in the constitution.

The canons (1902) are much more detailed, and
are of great length. They are divided into four
‘titles,’ each with many subdivisions. The first

deals with the ministry and church services, the
second with discipline (including marriage and
divorce), the third with organized bodies and
officers of the Church, the fourth with the enact-
ment and repeal of canons.

(e) South Africa.—This province has one or two
peculiarities. Its constitution, as made in 1870
and 1876, accepts the doctrinal standards and
Prayer Book of the Church of England, and dis-

claims any right of altering them proprio motu^
but with the proviso that the province is not bound
by the interpretations of them by any ecclesiastical

or other tribunal except its own (this famous
proviso has since been ^tered). The constitution
makes the provincial synod the legislative body,
and says that it can adapt, abridge, and add to the
Church Services if such alterations are consistent
with the spirit and teaching of the Prayer Book.
It can also review and revise any diocesan canons,
(above, § i), and can alter its own constitution and
its canons. The canons of this province have been
frequently amended. Besides legislating, the pro-
vincial synod frequently passes ‘resolutions.* It
is understood that these are only expressions of
opinion, and are not legally binding on members
of the (ilhurch.

(/) It is not necessary to do more than refer to
two other examples of the law of the colonial
branches of the Anglican Federation, as having
originated in somewhat difierent circumstances.
The branch in Canada has a constitution as well
as canons. The former was made under the
authority of an Act of the Provincial Legislature
in 3857 (19-20 Viet. ch. 121), which sanctioned the
meeting of bishops, clergy, and laity in the pro-
vince to make a constitution and regulations, and
the meeting of those in each diocese to make

diocesan regulations. Another Act of 1858 ex-
plained some details. The Anglican Church in
New Zealand has a constitution first made in 1857
as a ‘ voluntary compact * between the members of
the Church in the colony ; it has the same limita-
tion of powers as the province of S. Africa has in
the matter of altering formularies. The whole
question of the nexus between the daughter and
the mother Church is being keenly discussed in this

colony, as is also the case in Australia, especially
since all the dioceses of that continent have been
federated in one organization.

5. Church law and State law when divergent.—
When a voluntaij club or society makes laws which
are consistent with the laws of the State, and the
latter afterwards alters its laws so as to be incon-
sistent with those of the club or society, the laws
of the club or society in the ordinary course must
go by the board. When, however, the society is a
religious community, the question of moral obliga-

tion may arise, and the individual has then to ask
himself whether he ought to obey the law of his

Church and break the law of the State, taking the
consequences of such action. Whether he is morally
justified in doing so must depend on circumstances.
If a heathen State commands one of its Christian
subjects to sacrifice to a heathen god and his

Church forbids him to do so, he must necessarily
choose between the two, and few at the present
day would fail to think him justified in determining
to break the State law, even though he had to face

martyrdom. Such contradictions between Church
law and State law are less likely to arise in times
and in States which tolerate diverse religions, and
which have determined more clearly than in older

days what is the province of each in legislating.

But divergences may often arise. It is proper to

observe, however, that this means merely that the
State allows what the Church as a whole, or a part

of the Church in particular, forbids. To take an
example from recent legislation i in Great Britain

and in some other countries a man is now allowed
by the State to marry his deceased wife’s sister.

But this does not mean that every Church^ must
allow its own members to do so ; each Church has
the right, if it sees fit, to say that any of its

members w^ho use the liberty given by the State

shall not be married by one of its ministers or in

its buildings, or shall not be considered any longer

a member, or shall be repelled from Holy (^om-

munion for a longer or a shorter time. There is no
real contradiction here between the Church law and
the State law ; it is not as if the State had enacted

that every widower must marry his sister-in-law,

if he has one. This has been taken as an example
only. The general principle is that a particular

society may limit for its own members a liberty

allowed or not forbidden by the State.

6. Interpretation of ecclesiastical law.—In the

Church of England a great controversy has gone on
for more than a generation as to theyalidity of the

courts which interpret the ecclesiastical law. Into

this controversy we cannot enter here, except to

say that it turns on the question whether the State

can erect ecclesiastical courts (the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council and that of the judge

under the Public "Worship Kegulation Act) without

the assent of the Church. The controversy appears

to be no nearer a solution now than it was when it

arose ; and it has practically paralyzed the actions

of the ecclesiastical courts with regard to questions

of worship. Various solutions have been proposed,

but the difficulties have been great, and are ei^

hanced by the close connexion between the Chiurch

and the State. It may be said, however, that the

controversy does not turn on the question who the

1 For simplicity we may put aside the case of an established

Church and deal only with one that is not established.
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judges, the interpreters of the law, are—whether
bishops or laymen—but on the question by whom
their court has been appointed, and whether an
ecclesiastical or quasi-ecclesiatical court is bound
by the decisions of a superior court (the Judicial
Committee) which does not profess to be anything
but a State court.

It may be useful to consider how the Church law
is interpreted in the non-established branches of
the Anglican Federation. In these each Church
has set up its own courts, and there is no dispute
as to tiieir validity. They may give an erroneous
or foolish decision, but their power of deciding has
not been questioned ; it is explicitly acknowledged
by those who make the subscriptions required of
them before receiving an office. In the Church of
Ireland the supreme court consists of three bishops
and four lay judges, and, though the latter are in

a majority, the spiritual character of the court has
never been questioned. In the Episcopal Church
in Scotland the supreme court (which is the court
of appeal from the bishoj) in synod, and the court
of first instance in the trial of a bishop) consists of

all the diocesan bishops only, though they may
(and, as a matter of fact, always do) have a lay
assessor learned in the law to advise them, without
being bound to follow his advice. The American
and Colonial branches have each set up their own
court, variously constituted, but on more or less

similar lines.

But the question arises, What is the relation of

such voluntary ecclesiastical courts to the State
courts? The former can command obedience to

their interpretation of the law only by virtue of

the contract entered into by those who come before

them. Every clergyman, before bein^ ordained or

receiving any office, makes a subscription, not only
of doctrinal agreement with the Church, but pro-

mising obedience to its canons and tribunals. It

is, therefore, instructive to see what view the
State would take of the decisions of such Church
courts. We may take the position of the Episcopal

Church in Scotland as a good example of this atti-

tude, since two or three cases in which that Church
has been concerned (one of primary importance)

have arisen to illustrate it.

In the case of Forbes v. Eden and others (Leading Ecclesi-

astical Cases decided in the Court of Session, ISiQ-WU, Edin-
burgh, 1S7S, p. 3S8fic.), the Rev. G. Forbes, an incumbent at

Burntisland (well known for his liturgiological eminence),

disapproving of certain canons made in the General or Province
Synod of 1862-63, and maintaining that he was not bound by
them, as he had promised obedience at his ordination to the
code previously in force, sued all the members of this simod to

have, inter alia, the new canons declared null and void. The
case was given against him by the unanimous decisions of the

Court of Session in 1865 and of the House of Lords in 1867, on
the ^ound that the code of canons which he had subscribed

provided for alterations being made, and that the said synod
had fulfilled all necessary requirements for making alterations.

The new canons then enacted were, therefore, binding on aU.

In the Inner House—^the Court of Appeal—Lord Cowan smd
that it was the province of the civil courts to redress civil

wrongs. It was not their province, and it had not been their

practice, to interfere as a court of review with the theological

dogma or the internal regulations on discipline of religious sects

or denominations. In the House of Lords the Lord Chancellor

said that no civil court could take cognizance of the ndes of a

voluntary religious society made for the regulation of its own
affairs, except so far as they related to collateral questions

affecting the disposal of property. This judgment, then, makes
it clear that an autonomous Church can alter its laws, if its code

contains provisions to that effect.

In a more recent case, which was taken to the House of Lords
(Scottish Guardian, Edinburgh, 1893, pp. 148, 504), it was re-

marked in the Inner House by Lord Young that the civil courts

could not entertain an action concerning merelythe government
of the Church unless it involved a breach of contract ; and this

principle was affirmed in the House of Lords, which gave an
additional ground of action before the civil courts, namely, if

the managers of a congregation had in trust some funds of which
the pursuer was in whole or in part beneficiary, and if they
refused to pay him. To this extent w'ould the civil courts

investigate and decide on the Church documents.

The civil courts might be called in if a clergy-

man deprived or suspended by the Church courts

declined to recognize their sentence. The Church,
having no power in itself to enforce its decrees,
must invoke the help of the civil courts, if neces-
sary, to ensure the carrying out of the contracts
made. This might happen if the clergyman in
question refused to give up his parsonage or
chmch; or, if costs were given in the ecclesi-
astical courts against a certain party, and payment

I

was refused, the ciNul court might he called in. In
such cases the State tribunal would treat the case
purely as a matter of contract, and they would
investigate whether the procedure in the Church
court had been regular and in accordance with the
current canons. In the Forbes case (see above),
where Forbes sued for damages because he was
refused an assistant curate, Lord Benholme
rempked that ‘this exercise of ecclesiastical
discipline on the part of the bishop under the
superintendence and review of the ecclesiastical
court of appeal ’ could not he made the subject of
a civil claim for damages in the Court of Session
(Leading Eccles. Cases, p. 426).
From what has been said it would appear that,

if a clergyman deposed for heresy by the Church
courts appealed to the civil courts, the latter
would not determine whether or not the doctrine
in question was in accordance 'with the formularies
of the Church, but would ask whether the Church
courts to which the clergjTnan had promised obedi-
ence had proceeded regularly. In the discussions
it is quite possible that doctrinal questions might
he touched on, as, in fact, was done in Forbes v.

Eden, when the Eucharistic Controversy was re-

ferred to, and (as might he expected when men go
outside their own line of study) some curious
dicta in theolo^ and ecclesiastical history were
uttered. But this would happen onlj' incidentally.

An important question of Church law was
touched on in Forbes v, Eden, which illustrates

the recent case of the Free Church of Scotland.
In the latter case, as the present writer under-
stands it, it was ruled by the House of Lords that
the Free Church had not in its constitution ex-
plicit powers of complete alteration, but was sub-
ject to the limitation that certain things were
unalterable. Something of this sort was the case
in the Episcopal Church in Scotland from 1838 to

1890, when the codes of canons limited the altera-

tions to those which were ‘ in conformity with the
recognized constitution of the Church ’ (until 1863
also with its ‘acknowledged practice’). In the
Forbes case in 1865 the Lord Ordinary observed
that the ‘ civil courts do not undertake* to protect

Churches or individual members of Churches from
the influx of new doctrines. They only interfere

to prevent the uses of property being perv^erted

through its being retained by a majority who only
keep the name while they have abandoned the
principles of the Church to which it was devoted ’

(Leading Eccles, Cases, p. 401 n.). In the Inner
House Lord Inglis said that a majority may be
restrained on the application of a minority Iroin

carrying an alteration of a fundamental article of

the constitution, and as an illustration said that
a proposal to abolish the Thirty-nine Articles and
to substitute Knox’s Confession of Faith of 1567
would require unanimity in the Episcopal Church
(ih. p. 404). In the Provincial Synod of 1890 the

limitation on the power of alteration contained

in the vague phrase ‘ recognized constitution ’ was
removed.

Experience, then, tends to show that a non-
established Church may make, interpret, and ad-

minister its law, in the existing civil conditions of

this country, without any undue interference from
the State. But it must he careful to see that its

autonomous powers are clearly laid down in the

documents that govern it.
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Litbraturb.

—

i. Oldsr books.—R. Hooker, Ecclesiai,tical

Polity^ Oxford, 3843, etc., bk. viii. ; W. Lyndwood, Prooineiale,

ed., do. 1679; D. Wilkins, Coitciha Magnce BrUanniai et

kibemice, 4 vols., London, 1737; J. Johnson, Collection of the

Laws and Canons of the Church of England^ do. 1720, new
ed. (by J. Baron), Oxford, 1851 ; J. Ayliffe, Parergon Juris
Canonici Anglican'C^^ London, 1734; E. Gibson, Codex Juris
Ecclesiastiei Anglicani^, Oxford, 1761.

11 . Moderk books (a small selection).—J. H. Blunt [and
W. G. F. Pliillimore and G. E. Jones], The Booh of Church
Law, London, 1899 ; P. A. Lempri^re, A Compendium of the

Canon Law, Edinburgh, 1903 (has special reference to the
Episcopal Church in Scotland); R. S. Eves, art. ‘Canon Law,’
and G. Harford, art. ‘ Ritual Law,’ in the Prayer Booh Die-

tionary, London, 1912 ; J. W. Joyce, The Civil Power in its

Relations to the Church (* The Sword and the Keys ’). do. 1869,

and Sandbooh of Convocations, do. 1887 ; E. G. Wood, The
Regal Power of the Church, Cambridge, 1888 ; W. E. Collins,

The Nature and Force of the Canon Law (Church Historical

Society, no. xxxiv.), London, 1898; J. Robertson, Statuta
EceUsice Scotticance, Edinburgh, 1866.

iii. The constitutions and canons of the Anglican Churches
have been published and may be seen as follows ; those of Eng-
land in Blunt-Phillimore as above, and (unrevised) bound up
with the older Prayer Books ; those of Ireland in The Constitu-

tion of the Church of Ireland, Dublin, 1909, and the canons are

bound up with the Irish Prayer Books ; the present canons of

the Episcopal Church in Scotland were published in Edinburgh
in 1911 ; for the United States see Digest of the Canons . . .

together with the Constitution, Printed for the Convention,

1902 [no place mentioned] ;
the S. African constitution and

canons were published at Capetown in 1887. These and the
other branches of the Anglican Federation have published their

laws locally after each revision of them. The Irish ConstiiuUon
is reprinted every ten years, when the changes made in the
interval since the last reprinting are incorporated.

A. J. Maclean.
LAW (Egyptian).—No body of Egyptian laws

has come down to us, but some kind of -written

code is probably to be recognized in ‘the forty
leather rolls * laid before the wazir^s judgment-seat
in the XVIIIth dynasty (J. H. Breasted, Ancimt
Records ofEgypt, Chicago, 1905-07, ii. §§ 675, 712).

We have to depend for our knowledge of Egyptian
law and its procedure almost entirely on the few
royal decrees, business documents, or the like, that
happen to have survived on stone or papyrus to re-

present the vai^fing practices of several thousands
of years. It is impossible to give even a meagre
sketch of Egyptian law from these materials ; a
brief enumeration of the documents or groups of
documents in order of date may be of service.

1. Old Kingdom.—For the Old Kingdom there
is an interesting series of royal decrees conferring
immunity from taxation and services of different

kinds on particular temples, their personnel, lands,

serfs, etc. (K. Sethe, in GGA, 1912, p. 705). In
the tombs we find concise records of the conditions
under which the tomb endowments are entrusted
to the ^«-priests (cf. Breasted, i. §§ 201, 232, etc.).

There exists also a papyrus which briefly states a
claim made in regard to the property of a deceased
man involving guardianship and its denial by the
opposing party, together with directions as to how
the c[uestion should be settled (A. Erman and F.
Krebs, Aus den Papyrus der honiglichen Museen,
Berlin, 1899, p. 83). A stele records the sale of a
house in the presence of witnesses for goods the
value of which is reckoned by a fixed standard
(H. Sottas, Etude critique sur un acte de vente
immohiliere, Paris, 1913).

2. Middle Kingdom.—From the MiddleKingdom
comes a remarkable record of a tomb endowment
in the shape of ten contracts made with the priests

and necropolis officials of Sint for the benefit of
the nomarch^s tomb, and the directions given to
the single well-endowed ^ct-priest to whom the
whole care of the tomb and its services was con-
fided (Breasted, i. § 535). It shows that the Old
Kingdom system of appointing an entire staff of
hereditary tomb priests had failed. A group of
papyri from house ruins give two examples of
testamentary dispositions [amt-per), census-lists

{uput) of two households, a sunt^ or record, of the
liire of services and payment to be made, and a
statement of a claim before the courts (F. LI.

Griffith, Kahun Papyri, London, 1899), and a
memorandum in support of the claim to an inherit-
ance {FSB

A

xiv. [1892] 328). The inscription of
Chnemhotp (Breasted, i. § 619) shows the king
regulating the boundaries of and succession to a
nomarch’s province. A royal decree {ih. § 773)
deposes a nomarch for sheltering an enemy, and
excludes his descendants from the office for ever.

3. New Kingdom (dynasties XVIII.-XX.).—
From the XVIIIth dynasty we have the difficult

and fragmentary inscriptions of the duties of the
wazir already referred to (Breasted, ii. § 663) ; the
latest treatment of one of the texts, the royal
charge to the wazir, is by K. Sethe {Die Einsetzung
des Veziers unter der 18, Dynastie, Leipzig, 1909).

There is also the brief proclamation of a king’s
accession (Breasted, ii. § 54), the dedication of the
city Akhetaton to the Sun-god by the heretic king
Akhenaton {ih. § 949), a royal gift of lands to an
official {ih, § 1042), and the edict of Horemheb,
being a series of enactments to punish the unjust
impositions of tax-gatherers and royal officers

{ih, iii. § 45). Of documents on papyrus we have
group of two sunt (hirings of female slaves) and
two other documents connecting tliese with a law-
suit (A. H. Gardiner, in ZA xliii. [1907] 27).

Ostraca record a dispute about an inheritance
(W. Spiegelberg, Studien und Materialien zum
Bechtsioesen des Pharaonenreiches der Dynast.
XVIIL-XXL, Hanover, 1892, p. 16), and a few
other memoranda of law-suits.

From the XIXth dynasty we have the long
record of a dispute between cousins regarding the

title to some land (A. H. Gardiner, The Inscription

of Mes, Leipzig, 1905), and the settlement of

another dispute about land (Erman and Krebs,

Atis den Papyrus, p. 84). The international treaty

with the Hittite king (Breasted, iii. § 367) must be
looked upon as belonging properly to Hittite rather

than to Egyptian legal phenomena.
The XXth dynasty has given us a notable series

of papyrus records of criminal prosecutions con-

cerning (1) a conspiracy in the royal harim
(Breasted, iv. § 416), and (2) the robberies in the

Theban necropolis, and especially of the royal tombs
{ih. § 499) ; ^so memoranda of criminal charges

against a ship-master (Spieg^elberg, in ZA xxix.

[1891] 73). A fragment remains of a royal decree

like that of Horemheb (Spiegelberg, Bechtswesen,

p, 95), and there are some ostraca with records

of the division of property to heirs {ih. 29, 92).

4. Deltaic dynasties.— (1) Dynasties XXI.-
XXIV.—At Thebes the virtual will of a high

priest of Ammon in favour of his son was cast

into the form of a decree of the god himself

(Erman, in ZA xxxv. [1897] 19). A dispute about

the ownership of a well in the Oasis of Dakhel
was settled by reference to the local god Seth

(Breasted, iii. § 725; Spiegelberg, in BTr xxL

[1899] 12). A case supposed by Erman to be of

summary jurisdiction is now shown to be rather

of assassination of persons who knew too much
of a State secret (Gardiner, J^urn, of Manchester

Egyp. Soc., 1912-13, p. 57). , . .

(2) Dynasties XXV,—XXX,—Withthe Ethiopian

conq[uest begins a period when the writing down
of contracts appears to have been more and more

insisted on. Our collections henceforward furnish

a thin stream of legal papyri; and, though it is

interrupted at periods of national disaster and ^s-

turbance, it tends to increase down to the time

when the Egyptian language for such purposes

ceased in the 1st cent. A.D. Religion was not so

obtrusive in settling le^al matters as it had been

in the last period, but it was the age of oracles

;

oaths by the local deity in his temple always

played a large part in both criminal and civil cases

;

and to the end of the reign of Psammeticus I.,
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in the early contract papyri, an oath by the king
,

anti Ammon was customarily recorded. !

All documents of this time vrhich had been pub- I

lished or were accessible to him in original or I

photograph are enumerated by the present writer
;

in his Catalogue of the Demotic Papyri in the John
\

Eylands Library, Manchester, 1909, vol. iii., where i

the papyri of that collection are also fully trans-
;

lated. They comprise sales of land, houses, temples,
'

priesthoods, funerary offices, and cattle ; leases of

faims ; also contracts of marriage and divorce, of

son-ship (adoption), and of servitude. A large and
complete papyrus in the Hylands CoDection con-

tains an elaborate petition presented to the wazir

by a much-injui'ed priest seeking redress and
restoration of hereditary rights.

5 . Ptolemaic period.—^After the Macedonian con-

quest sales of lands and houses and of mummies
with their funerary services, mortgages, leases,

loans, marriage-contracts, and exculpatory oaths

are common, but contracts of divorce, adoption,

and servitude are not to be found, nor wills in any
form. The native forms are modelled on those

that preceded them, and are quite distinct from

the flood of Greek contracts being produced in

Egypt at the same time (see the above-mentioned

Rylands Catalogue and numerous publications of

papyri by Spiegelberg). The great priestly decrees

of Canopus and of Memphis (the Hosetta stone)

may also be mentioned here.

6. Roman period.—The native legal documents

are practicalTy confined to house-sfdes and mort-

gages in the Fayyum of the 1st cent. a.d. See also

Ethics and IVToralitt (Egyptian). § 12.

Literature.—Besides the works specified above, the most
recent and therefore best publications of documents include

W. Spiegelberg, Die deimtischen Vertrage der Papyri Haus-
waldt mit einem rechtsgeschichtlichen Beitrag von Josef

PartsGh, Leipzig, 1918; O. Gradenwitz, F. Preisigke, and W.
Spiegelberg, Bin Erhstreit aus dem ptolemaischen Agyptm,
Strassburg, 1912. The numerous works of E. EeviUout on
Egyptian law are too fanciful to be recommended,

F. Ll. Griffith.

LAW (Greek).—!. UmTY OF Greek law.—
Although the Greek world was made up of a great

number of commonwealths, each possessing inde-

pendent laws of its own, and although every

allowance must be made for local peculiarities,

the leading conceptions of Greek law as a whole

may still be considered as a unity. Most of our

material, of course, comes from Athens, but

Athens, as ‘the school of Hellas,' is in a great

measure representative of Greece. The Greeks felt

very strongly that their customs and laws were

peculiar to themselves as a nation, and presented

a marked contrast to those of other people (Eur.

Androm. 174 ff., and Bern, in Lacmtum, 45).

II. Periods.—

T

he history of Greek law falls

into three principal periods, which may be called

the archaic, the classical, and the Hellenistic. In

the first, the rules of Greek legal lore are one of

the varieties of Aryan tribal customs, which mi^t

be studied by the methods of comparative juris-

pmdence in close connexion with Indian, Italic,

Celtic, Germanic, and Slavic law. The^ second

covers roughly the 6 fch, 5th, and 4th centuries B.C.,

and is concerned chiefly with the laws and insti-

tutions of the autonomous city-States. The third

corresponds to the time when Greek conceptions

were acting as a kind of leaven in the vast tracts of

the East—Asia Minor, Ponfcus, Syria, and Egypt—
through which the Greek population had been dis-

persedby emigration and the Macedonian conquests.

I. The archaic period.— The States of the

earliest periods were federations of the clans.

Thus in Athens the commonwealth of the Eupa-

trids was subdivided into four tribes^ (^uX'ii), each

of which consisted of three phratries {(pparpLa),

while each phratry was supposed to consist of

thirty kindreds {'^f€vcs

.

llie chief contribution of

this period to Greek law con&ist.s in the principles

of family law and succei>sion. The community of

famih’ interests is symbolized by the hearth
(eurta) as the centre of the liousehola ; the estate,

which forms the basis of the material subsistence
of the household, is the and even in Athens
of classical times certain rights and duties were
considered as peculiarly attached to this estate

(see, e.g., Beni, in Macart. 1069 fi‘., as to the
duties of criminal prosecution, corresponding to

rights of succession to the icX^pos). For this reason

the practice of adoption was as well developed in

Athens as in Horae (see art. Adoption [Greek]).

A special case arose when a person died leering
a daughter to succeed him. Sue was emphatically
‘joined to the estate' (erkXiypo?), and destined to

marry the nearest agnate in order to preserve it.

Instances from Athenian practice are quite

common, but the custom is also well illustrated

by examples from Sparta and Crete (Herod, vi. 57 ;

Code of Gortyn, as to the srarpojtd-A'os, i. 50 fi’.

;

Bareste, Rec. des inscr. jiir. gr., i. 37911.; see,

further, art. Inheritance [Greek]). The wider
kindreds were constituted on the agnatic principle,

as units organized under a chief {^px^^ yivovs)

;

but in many respects relationship through females

was also recognized. The dyxt-(rT€ia, as the

narrower circle of kindred, included all relatives

doAvn to the degree of first cousins once removed.

The admission of relatives through females by
the side of agnates may be explained to^ some
extent by tradition from a period of matrilinear

organization, which, according to a popular

legend, existed in Athens at the time of Kekrops
(Athenfeus, xiii. 2 [555]) ; but it is also connected

with alliances between clans (e.p., the case of

K-leisthenes the Alkmseonid). The influence of

kinship on legal rules is well exemplified by the

extensive rights of kinsmen in regard to criminal

prosecutions. In eases of homicide, an action

(5kj7 (popov) had to be brought by relatives of the

deceased, and, if the olfence amounted to man-
slaughter, it might be condoned by the relatives

(atoea-Ls) (Law of Brakon ; Bareste, Inscr. jur. gr.,

ii. 1) and compensation given by the slayer to the

kindred. The family authority of the father oyer

the children and of the husband over the wife

appears in Greek as well as in other Aryan laws

;

hut it is not so drastically expressed as in the

Homan system. The father is not the absolute

ruler of the household, but, as it Tvere, a party to

an implied compact, providing protection and

education for his children, and entitled to support

from them in return {yqpo^oa-Kia).

2. The classical period.—(a) General character-

istics.—In this period we must he careful to

distinguish between oligarchic and democratic

political principles. Aristotle (e.y., Pol. vii. [v.]

1309a) often calls attention to the fact that the

laws assumed a difierent aspect according to the

system of government which w’as in force. The
ideal of oligarchy is government by a small number

of equals [giloIol], though in practice many in-

equalities may arise {Pol. ii. 9. 1270a)
; ^

the

tendency of democracy, on the other hand, is to

oive freer scope to individual liberty of judgment

and action {Pol. viii. 13175, 3; cf. the funeral

speech of Perikles [Thuc. ii. 39]). In Athens, we
are dealing with a system which, more than any

other, embodied these democratic principles.

(5) The Athenian system.—Athenian law of the

classical period was essentially a popular, not a

technical, body of rules. It represents the most

striking experiment in history to administer law

according to the standards of the ‘ average man
as to equity and justice. The commissions of

heliasts, the sworn judges of the courts {diKaariipia),
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numbered some 200, 500, or 1000 citizens, who had
to decide by vote after hearing the pleadings, but
without previous debate among themselves. In
these circumstances, no doubt the action of the
tribunals was often extremely capricious and
swayed by merely emotional considerations (e.y.,

Lykurgus, in Leocharem

;

cf. Wyse’s Isceus,

passing. But the real wonder is not that these

defects existed, but that in spite of them the
administration of justice was of such a kind as

to produce not only fine oratory, but remarkable
juridical ideas.

(c) Nature of ^aw.—The Greeks set a very high
ideal to the State ; its aim was not merely
negative—to provide order and security for its

members—but positive—to ensure the welfare of

the individual. The policy might be called a
cultural socialism—oii jiovov rov ^ijv eVe/ca, oNKb. rod

^Tjv (cf. Plato, Legff. xi. 923 A). Thus the State
was regarded as being primarily an educational
and cultural institution. To the attainment of its

ideal, the laws were the chief instrument : they
provided a iraLdeLav irpbs rb kolv6v (Arist. Eth. Nic.

V. ii. 11). Their object was to embody the eternal
justice [dLKaLOffTjvTj) I and it is characteristic of the
Greek conception that there is no term in the
language equivalent to the Latin iust the ex-
ression rh dUaiov meaning not only ‘ the lawful *

ut ‘fche just.’ Hence the archaic conception of

law was that it was essentially sacred in its origin,

being the gift of the gods to men (see passage from
Dem. adv, Aristogeitonem, quoted Big. I. iii. 2),

the concrete expression of a universal and immut-
able ^LKOLLoai^vri (cf. Herakleitos, fr. 114; H. Diels,

Herakleitos von Ephesics\ Berlin, 1909, p. 44) ; an.d

hence the view, which frequentlj^ recurs in the
orators, that the most ancient law is the best {e.g.,

Isok. nepi *Avridbaecai, 82). In the classical

period, however, this ancient idealistic view was
subjected to searching criticism. The 5th cent,

was a time of great fermentation, when, as
Thucydides says, * men believed nothing but that
nothing was secure ’ (iii. 83) ; a growing acquaint-
ance with new countries and peoples impressed
the Greeks vividly with the diversity of national
ideas and customs (Herod, iii. 38); the great
catastrophes of the Persian and Peloponnesian
wars produced a distrust of settled institutions;
and, lastly, the development of philosophical
theories led to a marked assertion of individualism.
The general result was an acute realization of the
relativity of all human afiairs, which in practical
life acted as a powerful social dissolvent. It

became a common contention that law was merely
the product of force, or an arbitrary and artificial

arrangement which superior persons were entitled
to disregard (Thrasymachos and Glaukon in the
EepubliCj Kallikles in the Gorgias). In the domain
of jurisprudence the great problem was to deter-
mine how far the fundamental laws could be
considered as ingrained in the nature of man, and
how far they were merely subjective and factitious.
It was the Sophists who chiefly canvassed this
question, but the inquiry did not by any means
originate with them; it appears as early as
Demokritos, who first sets up the antithesis
between or that which exists by nature,
and vbjjLost or that which exists by convention
(fr. 1 ; cf. Archelans, ap. Diog. Laert. ii. 4, and
Hippolytus, ap. H. Diels, Doxographi Greed,
Berlin, 1879, p. 564). This principle of relativism
runs throughout all the speculation of the Sophists,
and, as is well known, reached its highest point in
Protagoras. But a justification had to be pro-
vided for positive law ; even the Sophists had to
recognize the fact that society and law continue
to exist in spite of the divergent tendencies of
individualism. This was to be explained, they

said, by the social instinct : man is led by
nature to evaluate his own actions— hence the
feeling of shame (at5c65)—and at the same time to
strike a balance between conflicting rights—hence
justice {diioi]) (Plato, Protag. 322 B). How was this
to be reconciled with relativism? According to
Plato, Protagoras held that the laws were the
result of conventions imposed by each city ac-
cording to its own particular standards {Thecet.

172 A, B). It was useless to dispute concerning
the truth of these different views of law ; but the
event would show which of them was useful and
which not. In this system, therefore, individual-
ism is supplanted by pragmatism. The doctrine
of the 66|a r^s TrbXews, fully developed by Prota-
goras, remains one of the corner-stones of Sokrates’
teaching. The citizen who has been nurtured by
the TT^Xt?, and chooses to remain in it, must abide
by its decrees ; at the same time, freedom must be
allowed to individual thought, and Sokrates was
optimistic as to the ultimate triumph of right
knowledge in politics and jurisprudence as well as
in science; his standard tor the examination of

laws is a logical standard, and his method
necessarily dialectical. Plato follows upon much
the same lines as Sokrates. The 56|a iroXews,

in his view, means that the State, not the in-

dividual, is to set the standard of morals and law

;

justice is ‘writ small in the individual and writ
large in the State’ {Bep. ii. 368 £f.). Its essence
is the distribution of rights and duties on the
principle of not meddling with the concerns of

others [Bep. iv. 433 A). The privileges of each
class of the community—thinkers, fighters, and
workers—must be strictly proportionate to its

responsibilities. It is, unhappily, not any exist-

ing State, but only an ideal commonwealth, that

is equal to the task of setting and maintain-
ing the standard of justice [Bep. vii. 519). Aris-

totle sums up the preceding theories concerning
the justification of positive law, and gives the

famous classification which divides the subject

under the heads of ‘ justice in general ’ [rb dUcuov

Kad* 3\ov) and ‘ justice in particular ’ [rb dUaiov iv

pipei). The latter is further subdivided into justice

which is distributive [5tav€p,7)TLK6v) and legal redress

{diopdwTLKbv). Justice in general deals with moral
precepts brought under the cognizance of the State

by its laws [rb vbpL[xov), while justice in particular

deals more especially with equality [rh tcrov). As
to the distribution of rights and duties, it has to

find its standard, not in absolute^ equality, but in

proportion (/car’ dvaXoyiav), which is taken as

geometrical proportion. Men must claini rights

in accordance with their standing and their duties.

Legal redress is directed to determining rights

which may be in dispute, and giving compensation
for material and moral injuries. Besides giving

these categories of justice, Aristotle dwells on the

necessity of correcting general rules according to

the circumstances of particular cases ; this forms

the sphere of iirteLKeLa (see below) [Eth. Nic, V. ii.

8, 10, iii. 7, iv, 2f., v. 1).

[d) Sottrees of law.—Let us now consider how
these jurisprudential principles were embodied in

the practice of law. (1) Enacted law.—The most

important source was written or formulated en-

actment. The sovereign people did not care to

entrust the administration of justice to the inde-

pendent judgment of magistrates and officers : the

‘rule of law’ was fully recognized by Athenian

democracy [e.g., Isok. Panath. § 138). As soon

as the authority of v6po^ was usurped by popular

decree [\//i^(pLa'p.a), democracy, said Aristotle, was

undermined [Pol. vi. 4. 1292a, 27 f. ). Elaborate

precautions against hasty legislation were taken by

means of the ypaeprj TrapavbfjLOiiv, oaths and penalties

(Hyperides, Philipp. §§ 4, 6 ; Dem. adv. Aristoc,
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86). (2) Ciisioim/xry Nevertheless, there was
also a vast body of customary law, which was
main^ passed on to democracy by the preceding
period, since only a few of the rules as to procedure
and substantive law were actually promulo-ated
as (Arist. AtK, PoL iii. 4). Sacral law in
general remained uncodified

; ancestral customs (rd
TrdrpLo.) were recognized as a definite and sacred
source of legal rules, and as such were interpreted
by the exegetae (Dem. in Euergutm, p. 1160, § 68 f )
The ancient jurisdiction of the archons, and that
of the Areopagus, until the reforms of Perikles
and Lphialtes, were also largely concerned with
traditional usages. (3) Precedent.—Precedent was
never regarded as binding on the Athenian courts,
but various kinds of non-litigious custom—6.^.,
in dowry, commercial practice, maritime law, aQ
forms of pleading and conveyancing employed
by the professional scribes {ypafifULTcl^) of the
courts together with various forms of executory
agreements (cf. Dareste, In$cr. jur. gr., i. 318)
tended to establish precedents ; and, in general, ex-
isting decisions had at least a symptomatic value,
as showing the prevailing views and tendencies of
popular courts (cf. Dem. in Dionys. 48). (4) Natu-
ral law.^Though in the orators and philosophers

I

there are many indications of an * unwritten law *

{vdfios dypatpos) which is founded on instincts of
human nature (Arist. Phet. i. x. 3), the theory of a
transcendent law of nature was not erected into a
positive juridical doctrine. It appears most forc-
ibly in the poets {e.g., Soph. Antig. 454), though it
was sometimes appealed to in actual litigation
(Lysias, in Eratosthenem, § 2). (5) Equity. —A
conscious juristic theory of the law of nature was
rendered unnecessary by the conception of imeiKeia,
which gives a peculiar colouring to the whole
system of Greek law. It amounted in practice to
a liberal interpretation and application of legal
rules. Although the oath of the heliasts enjoined
them to frame their decisions according to their
consciousness of justice (yvdfi'g Kal diKatordru) only
where there was no definite law to go by, in prac-
tice popular tribunals took great liberties in the
application of existing laws. To some extent this
was made necessary by the archaic orig^in and
obscure expression of many fundamental laws
(Arist. Ath. Pol. ix.). WiUs and contracts pro-
vided fruitful material for such discretionary
justice.

[e] Distributive justice.—The principle of the dis-
tribution of rights and duties, so characteristic of
the Greek legal system, was by no means confined
to theory, but was very definitely asserted in
practice. Privileges and burdens were dispensed
according to what the individual did and could
contribute to the common stock. Military service,
taxation, and the liturgies

—

i.e. public services
such as the fitting out of ships, providing choruses
for dramatic performances, etc.—were all regulated
upon this basis. Those who considered themselves
unfairly burdened by the very heavy requirements
of the liturgies might resort to the dvrldoa-Ls. A
citizen who had been called upon to perform a
liturgy might claim that another was better able
to undertake it than himself, and demand that he
should either do so or exchange properties (Bern.
in Phcen. ; Isok. Uepl ^AvTidda-ecjs). Similarly,
if a citizen had been exempted from public burdens
or granted a subsidy, he might be called upon to
defend his privileges (Lysias, Or. xxiv. § 6 f.).

The law of property in Athens never developed on
such rigid Imes as in Kome. There was no theory
of absolute ownership. The kXtjpos was primarily
the thing which was * allotted ’ to the individual,
but a kind of ‘ eminent domain ’ was reserved to
the commonwealth. Therefore the typical action
for the recovery of property was the dLadiKoala,
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which was not a claim for absolute title, but only
for guaranteed possession. Expropriation and inter-
ference with contracts were practised ith a dis-
reg^d for private right w’iiich is startling to
modem notions (e.^., legislation in Ephesus at the
time of the Mithridatic w'ar [Dareste, Inscr» jur.
gr., i. 22]).

(/) Wrong and crime.—We distinguish in the
Greek theory of wrong and crime three elements
which call for juridical treatment. (1) The first is
that of redress. ‘ Damages,’ in Aristotle’s scheme,
are not merely compensation, as in modern theory,
but an equation of the loss to the party %vronged
{ir)p.ia) and the gain to the wTongdoer (Kipdos). All
wrongs are considered chiefly from the personal
point of view. There is no sharp cleavage be-
tween the private action {81ktj) and the public action
{ypa(p-n)

;

as a transitional form, the dUrj Kard tlvos,
a private action for crime, is distinguished from
the 8iK7) wp6s TLva, a purely private suit. As for
the assessment of damages, the contending parties
presented rival valuations between which the
court had to decide. (2) The element of public
reprobation assumes a religious form. Bloodshed,
B.g., was a pollution which excited the wrath of
the Erinyes and the Olympian gods, and must be
cleansed by religious purification. Hence even in
classical times all actions of homicide were tried
in temples, and even an inanimate object which

I

caused the death of a human being "was solemnly
judged and sentenced before the hearth of the
government (Prytaneum). Hence also the import-
ance which w^as attached to orthodoxy : impiety,
which was taken to include professions of free
thought, -w'as indictable by the ypatpTj dae^elas {e.g.,
the case of Sokrates). (3) How far was it recog-
nized^ that in every crime there is a revolt of the
individual -will against the supreme will of the
community? There are many indications that
the Greeks were conscious of this element in crime,
e.g., Isok. c. Lochitem^ § 7). They were not con-
cerned with problems of individual free will in the
theory of punishment. In view of the predomi-
nance of the commonw'ealth over the individual,
punishment itself often took the terroristic form
of actual extermination and intimidation. Demo-
kritos puts the criminal on the same plane as a
wild beast (frags, aj?. Stob. Plor. xliv. 16, 18, 19),
and Plato unequivocally states the necessity of
removing obnoxious members of the body politic
by means of capital punishment {Legg. 862). The
social effect of intimidation was one of the leading
principles of Protagoras’s theory of law, and Plato
fully endorses the view of the great Sophist that
the object of punishment is not revenge for what,
after all, cannot be undone, but the prevention of
similar offences in the future {Protag. 324B).

3. The Hellenistic period.—It is impossible to
enter in detail upon the discoveries which the recent
researches of papyrologists and epigraphists have
made in the Greek law of this period, especially
that which prevailed in Egypt. One of its most
remarkable features was the personification of the
State in the king (the Pharaoh; cf. art. King
[Egyptian]), and the subjection of all juridical
relations to the fiscal point of view. Under the
rule of the Ptolemys, dominium was vested in the
monarch, and private property in land amounted
only to a species of leasehold {yn ev dcpiaei), while
the cultivation of State domains (7^ ^aa’ikiK'ri), and,
later on, of all taxed land, was ensured by every
means, including a compulsory distribution of plots
{iTi^oXi}) among peasant farmers. In the ascrip-

tion of the peasantry {druxdcnoL yeajpyoi) to the crown
lands we find the germs of the doctrine of local
origin which played such a large part in the later
Koman Empire. In Asia Minor, under the Sel-

eucidae, there was even a class of tenants, called
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\aol ^aa-iXcKoit whose status may he described as

'ascription to the glebe’ (Rostowzew, Gesch. des

rom. KolonateSj p. 256 ff. ).

Litbratctrb.—

S

ome of the original texts of Greek law have
been preserved for us in inscriptions

—

e.g.^ the laws of Gort^
in Crete, and Drakon’s law as to homicide in a copy made in

409-408 B.c. A selection of texts and of legal instruments of

different kinds, with an excellent commentary, is presented in

the Reeueil des inscriptions juridiqttes grecques, ed. R. Dareste,

B. Haussoulier, and T. Reinach, Paris, 1892-95. Other collec-

tions are W. Dittenberger, Sylloge Inscriptionum Grmcarum^
3 vols., Leipzig, 1898 ; CIG, Berlin, 1873, etc. ;

H. Collitz and
F. B&chteU Die griech.Dialekt’Inschriften^ Gottingen, 1883 ff.;

P. Cauer, DcUctus Inscriptionum Grceearum^ Leipzig, 1883

;

E. S, Roberts and E. A. Gardner, Introduction to Greek
Epigraphy^ Cambridge, 1887-1905. As to laws and acts pre-
served in papyri, seel-. Mitteis and U. Wilcken, Grundzuqe
und Chrestomathieder Papyruskunde, JuristischerTeil, Leipzig
and Berlin, 1912. A rather antiquated collection of the princi-

pal notices as to Athenian law is that of J. B. Telfy, Corpus
Juris Attid^ Budapest and Leipzig, 1808. The speeches of

Attic orators pleading before the Courts afford, of course, a copi-

ous source of information ; see especially the speeches of Demos-
thenes, and also the translations, with instructive notes and
appendices, by C. R. Kennedy, of orations against Leptines,
Meidias, etc. (London, 1877), orations against Timokrates, Aris-

togeiton, etc. (do. 1871), and Select Speeches (Cambridge, 1841)

;

R. Dareste, Les Plaidoyers civils de DSmosthhnes, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1875 ; The Speeches of Isceus, ed. William Wyse, Cam-
bridge, 1904, with a commentary remarkable for its learning
and acumen as well as for its exaggerated criticisms of Athenian
legal practice ; R. Dareste and B. Haussoulier, Les Plaidoyers
d^seCy Paris, 1898 ; and the speeches of Antiphon, Andokides,
Lysias, Isokrates, Deinarchus, Lykurgus, ^Eschines, and Hype-
rides. The lexicographers—Harpokration, Hesyohios, PoUux,
etc.—have preserved many fragments of Greek laws. In the
writings of the philosophers there is much information about
Greek doctrines of jurisprudence ; see especially Xenophon,
Memorabilia

; Plato, Jtc'pubhc, LawSy Protagoras, Gorgias,
Thecetetus; Aristotle, Ethics (particularly bk. v.), Politics,
Rhetoric, The Constitution of Athens, and other fragments of
the work on Constitutions (iroAir^cai). Theophrastos’s treatise
on laws has been lost, with the exception of one or two frag-
ments.
General works on Greek law are R. Dareste, Nouvelles J^tudes

d’histoire du droit, Paris, 1889, La Science du droit en Grbee,
do. 1893; T. Thalheim, Die griechischen Rechtsalterthumer,
Freiburg i. B. and Tubingen, 1884 ; B. W. Leist, Altarisches
Jus Civiley Jena, 1892-96, Altarisches Jus Gentium, do. 1889;
Fustel de Coulanges, La Qiti antique^, Paris, 1870.

On the general jurisprudence of the subject: R. Hirzel,
Themis, Dihi und Verwandtes,'L<et\p:d^ 1907; K. HUdenbrand,
Geschichte und System der Rechts- und Staatsphilosophie, do.
1860 ; R. L. Nettleship, Lectures on the Republic of Plato,
London, 1898 ; G. Grote, Plato and the other Companions of
Socrates, do. 1875, and Aristotle, do. 1872 ; T. Gomperz,
Qriechische Denker, Leipzig, 1896-1909, Eng. tr., London,
1901-12; M. Voigt, Die Lehrevon Jus Naturale, jEquumet
Bonum, und Jus Gentium der Romer, Leipzig, 1856, vol. i. ; and
general works on the history of Greek philosophy by E, Zeller,
W. Windelband, F. Ueberweg, R. Heinze, etc.
Procedure and judicial organization ; M. H. E, Meier, G. F.

SchSmann, and J. H. Lipsius, Der attische Process, Berlin,
1881 ; G. Gilbert, Beitrdge zur Entwicklungsgesch. des grieoh.
Gerichtsverfahrens und aes grieoh. Rechtes, Leipzig, 1896.
Public law : G. Perrot, Essai sur le droit public et privi de

la repuhlique athinienne, Paris, 1867 ; and the handbooks on
Alterthiimer by G. F. SchSmann (Berlin, 1861-63), C. F. Her-
mann (Freiburg i. B., 1882-84), G. Gilbert (Leipzig, 1881-85),
G. Busolt (Munich, 1893); Coleman Phillipson, The Inters
nationalLaw and Custom ofAncient Greece and Rome, London,
1911.

Private law : L. Beauchet, Histoire du droit privi de la
ripublique atMnienne, Paris, 1896 ; J. Partsch, Griech. Burg-
sdiaftsrecht, Leipzig, 1909

;
E. Caillemer, Le Droit de succes-

sion Ugitime d, Athhnes, Paris and Caen, 1879, and several im-
portant articles on sale, lease, etc.

Criminal law
: J. J. Thonissen, Le Droit p6nal de la ripu-

bliqus athinienne, Paris, 1876 ; G. Glotz, La Solidariti de la
famille dans le droit criminel en Grice, do. 1904.
The law of the Hellenistic period : there are many notes on

particular questions in the various editions of Egvptian papyri
— J- P* Mahaffy and B. F. Grenfell, The Revenue Laws
of PtoUmy Philadelphuz, Oxford, 1896; B. P. Grenfell, Oam-

S
nehus Papyri, London, 1907; B. P. Grenfell and A. S.
unt, Tebtunis Papyri, do. 1907; M. Rostowzew, Studien

zur Gesch. des rom, Rolonates, Leipzig, 1910 ; S. Was:^nski,
Die Bodenpacht, Leipzig and Berlin, 1905 ; L. Mitteis, Reichs-
recht und Volksrecht, Leipzig, 1891 ; Mitteis and Wilcken,
Grundzuge der Papyruskunde, Juristischer Teil, Leipzig and
Berlin, 1912 ; Dikaiomata, Grasca Halensis, Berlin, 1913.
Most valuable contributions on various questions of law are

to be found in the great Encyclopaedias of Pauly-Wissowa and
Daremberg-Saglio ; cf. W. Smith’s Dictionary of Greek and
Roman Antiquities^, London, 1890-91.

Paul Vinogradoff.
LAW (Hindu).—Law in India is closely con-

nected witli religion. Thus the so-called Code of

Manu contains a great deal more about achara^
‘established practices/ i,e. observances of caste,*

domestic ceremonies, funeral rites, oblations to the
manes and to the gods, rules of diet, and other
religious questions, including purely religious and
philosophical discussions, than on the subject of
secular laws (see Custom [Hindu]). Hence, after
an exordium in the first book on the creation of
the world, the four stages in the life of a Brahman
form the principal if not the only subject treated in
the 2nd to the 6th book. The 7th book contains the
rules of government, including the art of war. The
8th book—the longest of all, it is true—and the 9th
are the only ones which deal with law in the proper
sense of the word {vyavahara). The last three
books (10-12) treat of the duties of the various
castes, of penances, and of transmigration. The
legal portion of the Code does not amount to more
than one-fourth of the whole. Nor do the other
law-books {Dharmasdstras) differ from Manu in
this respect ; most of the Codes do not deal at all

with positive law, but confine their attention to
penances, purification, and other religions topics.

Forensic law is arranged under 18 heads in the
Code of Manu (viii. 4-7), viz. non-payment of debt,
deposit and pledge, sale without ownership, con-
cerns among partners, resumption of gifts, non-
payment of wages, non-performance of agreements,
rescission of sale and purchase, disputes between
the owner of cattle and his servants, disputes re-

garding boundaries, assault, defamation, robbery
and violence, adultery, duties of man and wife,

partition of inheritance, gambling and betting.

The DharmaSastra of Narada divides the 18 titles

into 132 branches. Thus, e.g.^ the first title, the
law of debt, is said to consist of the following 25
divisions

: (1) which debts have to be paid, and
which not ; (2) debts ; (3) property ,* (4) subsistence
of a Brahman in times of distress; (5) modes of

proof ; (6) lending money at interest ; (7) usurers ,*

(8) sureties; (9) pledges; (10) documents ; (11) in-

competent witnesses
; (12) witnesses for the plaintiff

;

(13) witnesses for the defendant; (14) where no
witnesses are required ; (15) validity of testimony

;

(16) false witnesses ; (17) exhorting the witnesses

;

(18) valid evidence ; (19) invalid evidence ; (20) pro-

ceedings on failure of both documents and witnesses

;

(21) ordeal by balance ; (22) ordeal by fire ; (23)

ordeal by water ; (24) ordeal by poison ; (25) ordeal

by sacred libation. It appears that the law of

evidence and judicial procedure, including ordeals,

in general is here mixed up with the law of debt,

pointing thus to the special importance of debt
which may be considered the principal reason for

goin^ to law in a primitive state of society. A
creditor is, however, allowed to recover a debt

from his debtor privately, by force or by fraud.

The rate of interest is extremely high; it is

generally paid in kind.
As regards deposits, we can understand that the

insecurity of property led to the entrusting of

valuable articles for safety to the keeping of others.

The habit of concealing such articles somewhere
accounts for the prominence of the subject of

treasure - trove in the Indian law-books (see

Treasure-trove [Hindu]). All purchases and
sales are to be effected in^ open market, secrecy

being considered a sign of dishonesty. The public

fixing of market rates and the enforcement of

them correspond to modern practice. When a

man repents of a bargain, he is at liberty to annul

it within ten days. The rules regarding concerns

among partners refer, particularly, to societies of

priests ; and by ‘ gifts ’ are meant, in the first

place, religious gifts to Brahmans (see Gifts

[Hindu]). A herdsman is to receive a tenth part of

the milk of his cows in place of wages, The
detailed rules regarding the boundaries of fields
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show that the arable land was already held in

severalty.

In the family laws,^ the institution of marriage

is improved by prohibiting purchase of a wife, and
declaring a contract of marriage, if once concluded,

to be irrevocable. Nevertheless, the position of

women is one of absolute inferiority to the male

sex. Thus a wife is liable to be chastised by her

husband ; and, even when he is unfaithful to her,

she must worship him like a god. A woman is

declared to be never fit for independence, and

has to live under the perpetual tutelage of her

father, husband, and sons. Polygamy is allowed,

and seems to have been verj^ common in rich and
noble families. Infant-marriage is recommended,

and the re-marriage of widows prohibited or dis-

couraged. As regards proprietary right {strldkana),

women are said to be incapable of holding any pro-

perty (except their or peculiar property)

;

nor can they inherit, under the early law of suc-

cession at least, which was subsequently modified

so as to let the widow in as an heir, with certain

restrictions, on failure of male posterity. All

family property is supposed to be held in common
by a sort of joint ownership (joint family), the

father or manager being regarded as a head

partner. The family members are kept together

by the sacred oblations offered in common by its

living head to its deceased members (see Ij^heeit-

ANCE [Hindu]). After the father’s death the

sons divide his property equally, or with a

specific deduction for the eldest son ; or the eldest

succeeds to the whole estate, the others living under

him as under their father. Twelve different kinds

of sonship are recomized, each of the secondary

sons succeeding in default of his superior in rank,

whilst the reed legitimate son excludes them all

from inheriting. The passages in the law-books

extolling the possession of a son for spiritual pur-

poses, as sa'Ang his father from hell, generally

relate to the real lemtimate son. The gross usages

relating to the affiliation of the subsidiary sons

were discouraged by the legal writers, and no

doubt the existence of these usages throws an un-

favourable light on the constitution of the family

in ancient India. Thus there is the Jcsctraja, or

son begotten by levirate [niyoga ) ; the gUdhaja, or

secretly bom son of an adulterous wife
;

^the

sahodha, or son of the pregnant bride ; the Jcdntna)

or unmarried damsel’s son ; the hintd^ or purchased

son ; the apaviddka, or deserted son. The more

recent writers do not acknowledge as legitimate in !

the present age of sin {Kcdiyuga) any but the

son, procreated in lawful marriage {aurasa), and

the adopted son {dattaka) (see Adoption [Hindu]).

There is diversity of opinion as to wffiether a

widoAv may be allowed to adopt, with the assent of

her husband given shortly before his death, this

being the only case in which a sort of testamentary

power of the owner of property is recognized. A
father may, indeed, distribute his property among
his sons during his lifetime ; but, m doing so, he

can exercise discretion only as to his self-acquired

property, the ancestral property being held by

father and sons in common, according to the jomt-

family principle.

Passing to criminal law, we find the suppression

of crime recognized as a sovereign and a sacred

function. There are hardly any survivals left of

the right of private war and of the wergild (see

Blood-feud [Hindu]). The removal of thorny

weeds (kantakasodhana), i.e. the suppression of

criminals, is regarded as one of the principal duties

of a ruler. Legal offences are also moral sins, and

kings, by punishing the wicked and protecting the

virtuous, obtain their own absolution. Punishment

is personified as a god (see Crimes and Punish-

ments [Hindu]). A king in whose dominions there

are no thieves, adulterers, calumniators, robbers,

murderers, (after death) attains the world of Indra.
Abuse, assault, theft, violence, including man-
slaughter and robbery, and sexual crimes, such as

adultery, rape, seduction,and forbidden intercourse,
are regarded as the five principal crimes. Theft
and robbery seem to obtain special attention. A
thief appearing before the king %vith flying hair,

holding a club in his hand, and proclaiming his

deed, is purified of his guilt, w’hether he be slain or

pardoned ; but, if the king does not strike, the

guilt falls on him. Cattle-lifting appears to have
been specially common, and the village to which
the robbers were tracked w^as made answerable.

The principle thus laid down has remained an
effective part of the law* down to our day, and
elaborate rules are stiff in force in Kathiawnr for

foUowung up the track from village to village, the

Talukdar of the last being held primarily respon-

sible. Stolen property in general must be restored

by a king to its owner, according to ^lanu ;
and a

ruler is even bound to make good the loss occasioned

by his negligence. The king is required to cause

taverns, shops, festive assemblies, old gardens,

forests, and other places of retreat to be guarded by
companies of soldiers, in order to keep awny thieves,

and to find out thieves with the aid of clever re-

formed thieves, and destroy them. The notion of

theft and robbery is extended very far, so as to

include cheating of every sort, forgery, bribery,

jugglery, dishonest dealing in judicial proceedings,

false gambling, etc. To steal gold belonging to a

Brahman is regarded as particularly punishable ;

but it is in the law’ of abuse and assault, of homi-

cide, and of adultery, that the gradation of punish-

ments according to the caste of the offender and

of the offended comes out most clearly. Thip a

low-caste man must suffer death for an intrigue

with a guarded Brahman w’oman, as a safeguard

of caste purity, whereas adultery with a w’onian of

inferior caste is punishable only wdth a fine. Fines

are inflicted equally on K§atriyas and Vaisyas

who defame one of a higher caste, while the Sudra

offender incurs corpor^ punishment. Fines are

the most common form of punishment, but there

are manv other forms (see Crimes and Punish-

ments [fiindu]). Barbarous cruelty, the prevalence

of the lex talionis, and want of system characterize

the Indian as well as other primitive codes. Death

is prescribed by Manu for aggravated theft,
_
for

harbouring robbers, swindling, and kidnapping,

for certain cases of adultery ana insult—in short,

for a great many more crimes than under more

balanced systems. Death by torture w’as the

punishment of a dishonest goldsmith, and mutila-

tion that of the destroyer of a boundary-mark-—

which shows how great was the alarm at their

offences. When we find that a red-hot iron spike

ten fingers long is to be thrust into the mouth of a

low-bom wretch for revilmg a Brahman, w’e are

reminded that the composers of these lavy-books

were Brahmans. Although the judges, like the

jurists, were generally Brahmans, it appears doubt-

ful whether the privffeges claimed by the sacer-

dotal class and incorporated with legal rules w’ere

actually accorded to them. Many of their rules

belong to the moral sphere, and go beyond what

we recognize as the proper province of the penal

law. Excessive drinJdng is punished as^ a crime

in itself, not only as a breach of public order.

Gambling is view’ed in the same light. There are

rules for securing chastity and sexual

Hospitality is considered a duty to be enforced by

law in certain cases. The practice of magic rites

and incantations meant to destroy life is punish-

able by a fine. Every one must be strictly kept to

the employment of his own caste. Matrimonial

duties and family relations are elaborately regu-
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lated. The proper province of moral obligations

and delinquencies, however, is the ecclesiastical

law, with its long lists of offences and religious

penances and austerities (see Expiation and
Atonement [Hindu]). Punishment and penance
may be combined, as when the slayer of a milch-
cow or of a bull (these being sacred animals) has to

pay a fine first and do penance afterwards, or when,
in cases of sexual criminality, the king inflicts

E
unishment and the sin committed is expiated

y a penance. Should an offender fail to perform
the penance prescribed for his offence, he is at
once expelled from his caste by the ceremony of

gha^phota, ‘the breaking of the water-pot’—

a

ceremony which is performed down to the present
day in such cases. Punishment by itself is also

supposed to have a purifying effect, as in the above-
mentioned case of a thief who appears before the
king of his own accord and is struck down by him.

Judicial procedure is simple and patriarchal. It

presents the open court method of investigating
accusations for crime, the king, attended by learned
Brahmans, entering his court of justice every
morning, and there, after having seated himself on
the judgment-seat and having worshipped the gods,
undertaking the trial of the causes brought before
him. The king has to fast for one whole day if a
criminal deserving punishment is allowed to go
free, and for three days if an innocent man is pun-
ished. The more recent law-books mention a num-
ber of other members of a court of justice besides
the king—the king’s domestic priest, his chief judge,
who may also represent him if absent, his ministers
of State, the assessors of the court, who are
required to state their opinion of the case unre-
servedly and in accordance with the dictates of
justice, the accountant, the scribe, the beadle.
Gold and fire are used in the administration of
oaths and ordeals, and water for refreshment. In
giving a decision, the king must attend to local

usage, written law, and the practice of the virtuous,
if not opposed to local, family, or caste usages.
Villages, tribes, and castes have also tribunals of
their own, corresponding to themodem Paiichayats

;

but from these an appeal to the king is possible.

There is no essential diflerence between the trial of
civil and criminal suits,except perhaps thatthe char-
acter and other qualifications of a reliable witness
are not examined so strictly in criminal cases as in
civil ones, and that the defendant in a criminal
case cannot be represented by a substitute. The
litigants must always be heard in person, and the
king or the judge watches their countenances and
their conduct carefully. Witnesses are watched in
the same way, the depositions of witnesses being
regarded as the most important part of the evidence.
Certain persons are not admissible as witnesses on
account of their personal relations with the litigant
parties, or on account of age, dignity, sex, devotion
to religion, moral or personal defects. There are
also some provisions as to the number of witnesses,
as that there shall not be less than three. In the
event of a conflict of testimony, that of the majority
generally prevails. The witnesses are solemnly
adjured to speak the truth; and, if they should
happen to meet with a calamity within seven
days after making their deposition, this is held to
prove its falsehood. Perjured witnesses are severely
punished, and have to endure fearful pangs in a
future existence, and destroy their own relatives
through their wickedness. Perjury, however, is

tolerated where an accused person may be saved
from death by it.

The later law-books give special prominence to
documents, and make written prevail over oral
evidence, the plaint and the answer of the defend-
ant having, likewise, to be stated in writing. The
trial is to be conducted discreetly and skilfully.

for liars may have the appearance of veracious
men and veracious men may resemble liars, or
documents may be forged. If human proof should
fail, divine test is to be resorted to, of which there
are many kinds, such as the water and fire ordeals,
the ordeal by poison, the ordeal by hot metal (a
gold coin has to be taken out of a vessel filled

with boiling oil and butter), the ordeal by draw-
ing lots, and the ordeal by sacred libation. The
deities are invoked to super'vise these proceedings,
and are believed to establish the innocence or guilt
of the accused. In less important cases, oaths are to
be administered, the accused swearing by the head

I or feet of a Brahman, or of his wife or son, or of an
idol, and his innocence being established if within
a certain period he should not meet with an extra-
ordinary calamity, such as an illness, or the loss of
a son or of his fortune. The custom of performing
ordeals has survived down to very modem times

;

and oaths by an idol, a Brahman, etc., are even
now in vogue, an accident happening to the person
afterwards being considered to prove his guilt.

The decision of the judge in a suit is to be stated
in writing, and a copy of it is to be handed to the
victorious party. ‘When lawsuits are decided
properly, the members of the court are cleared
from guilt. But where justice, wounded by in-

justice, approaches, and the judges do not extract
the dart, then they also are wounded by that dart
of injustice’ (Narada, p. 17 ; Manu, viii. 12).

The sources of the sacred law, according to Manu
(ii. 6, 12), consist of the whole Veda, the Smrti, or
tradition, the customs of holy men, and self-satis-

faction (where there is no other guide). The four
Vedas, together with auxiliary literature, all of
which is believed to be eternal and inspired, are
confined to the consideration of religious rites, and
contain very little about secular law, though they
are considered the fountainhead of the whole law.
Dharma^dstras or Smrtis are the real sources of

law from a legal point of view. The term Smrti
means literally ‘ recollection,’ and is used to denote
a work or the whole body of Sanskrit works in

which the sages of antiquity set do'wn their recol-

lections of the divine precepts regarding the duty
of man. In reality, the earliest law-books were
composed in and for the Brahmanical schools study-
ing the various parts of the Veda, and have been
preserved as portions of the manuals of Vedic lore

used in those schools, or as independent works.
Such compositions are the Dharmatdstras or Dhar-
masutras of Apastamba, Baudhayana, Gautama,
Vasistha, Vi§nu, and some others. They are com-
posed in the aphoristic Sutra style, either entirely

in prose or, more usually, in mixed prose and verse.

Some of these works are supposed to have been
written in the 5th or 6th cent. B.O., or even earlier,

but they may have undergone many changes since

then. Their contents are mainly religious, but the

positive law is also treated in them, and they are

very useful for tracing the gradual development of

le^l institutions in India.

From these aphoristic treatises we pass to the

versified works, composed in the i:lo7ca metre, such

as the celebrated Code of Manu, the_ Magna Charta

of Brahmanism ; the Code of Yajnayalkya, dis-

tinguished for its concise and systematic treatment

of the whole law, in three books, on dcMra, i,e,

religious rites and duties, vgavakara, i.e. juris-

prudence, and prdya^chitta, i,e. sins and their

atonement ; and the Code of Narada, unique in ite

being confined to jurisprudence alone, which it

treats with great fullness of detail. The opening

verses of the Code of Manu narrate how Manu, the

descendant of Brahma, gave the great sages an

account of the creation, and afterwards trans-

ferred the task of expounding the Institutes of the

Sacred Law, which he had learned from Brahma,
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to Bhr^, one of his ten mind-born sons. There is

an ancient proverb that ‘ all Mann said is medicine/
and another maxim stating that ‘ a smrti or rule

of law that is opposed to the sense of Mann’s
Institntes is not approved.’ The great nnmber of
learned Commentaries composed on the Code of
Mann, from the 8th or 9th cent, downwards, also

testifies to the veiy particular anthority early
assigned to this codification of the religions and
sectQar law, which may have originated in the first

centnries A.D., if not earlier. There are also many
Smrtis which have not been preserved in a separate
and complete form, and are known to ns only from
the passages of law cited in the Sanskrit Com-
mentaries and Digests; bnt the authenticity of
these texts is somewhat doubtful. The mytho-
logical poems called Purdnas are also cited a great
deal, particularly on the subject of vows, gifts, and
other parts of the religions law, though they are
said to be inferior in anthority to the Smrtis. The
Commentaries and systematic works on law, being
posterior in time to the Smrtis and Purdnas, have
gradually come to supersede them in authority,
especially the celebrated Mitdksard, a Commentaiy
on the Smrti ofYajnavalkya composed bythe ascetic
Vijnane^vara, c. A.B. 1100, at Kalyanapura, in the
Deccan. The Smrtichandrikd of Devanna-bhato,
the Sarasvatwildsa of king Rudradeva, the ViruTni^

trodayaofMitramisra, theifayw^AcwofNilakantha,
and other learned compositions are used concur-
rently with the Mitdksard in the several provinces ;

in Bengal alone the Ddydbhdga of JimutavShana
has superseded the Mitdksard as far as the law of

inheritance is concerned. Customs which are, like

written codes, considered a source of law have to a
certain extent been embodied in the codes. Recent
collections of customs were instituted by the
British Government—e.y., A. Steele, The Law and
Customs of Hindu Castes, London, 1868; C. L.

Tupper, Punjab Customary Law, Calcutta, 1881

;

C. Boulnois and W. H. Rattigan, Notes on Custom-
ary Law as administered in the Courts of the

Punjab, Lahore, 1876.

Literature.—^W. Stokes,Hindu Law Books,Madras, 1865 ; G.
Biihler and J. Jolly, translations of Sanskrit law-lx>oks in SBB,
vols. ii. vii. xiv. xxv. xxxiii. ; M. Monier-Williams, Indian
Wisdom^, London, 1876 ; R. West and G. Biihler, A Digest of
the Hindu Lau^, Bombay, 1884 ; J. D. Mayne, Hindu Law and
Usages, Madras, 1900 ; G. Sarkar, Hindu Law^ Calcutta, 1903

;

V. N. Mandlik, Hindu Law, Bombay, ISSO; J. C. Ghose,
The Principles of Hindu Law, Calcutta, 1903; J. Jolly,

History of the Hindu Law, Calcutta, 1895, and Recht und
Sitte (ssffJAPii. 8), Strassburg, 1896. J. JoLLY.

LAW (Iranian).—The term daena, the later din,

which is commonly and conveniently translated
‘ law/ is perhaps the most characteristic and best

known term in the Avestic system. It also^ indic-

ates the religion itself ; in fact, in accord with the

entire mentality of the ancient Iranians, as of^ so

manyother Easternpeoples, therewas no distinction

between religious and civil law. Another term
which may be translated ‘ law ’ is data, and in the

Pahlavi treatise, the Dlnkart, we read the asser-

tion, Airdno ddto dlno Mdzdayasno {Dlnkart, ed.

PeshotanB. Sanjana, Bombay, 1874ff.,ch. 28), which
we may render, ‘ the Mazdean religion is the law of

Iran.’ As Geiger remarks, it is highly probable

that with the ancient Iranians, as with other Indo-

European peoples, the early form of judicial process

was the simjfie one of a village council of elders.

His surmise, that in the word mcira (the origm of

the modern Persian vazir, or, as we say, ‘vizier’)

we have a Gathic term for ‘ judge,’ does not

seem to be tenable, although vlcira certainly bears

the meaning of ‘ deciding.’ In the later Avesta the

term tkaesha, sometimes with the qualificative ddto-

rdza, ‘giving or administrating law’ (Fs. ix. 10),

certainly indicates the judge. In the passage just

quoted it is especially applied to Urvakh'^haya, the

son of Thrita, who is considered apparently as a
kind of Iranian Numa. According to Geiger’s view,
the priestly code, which we know as the Vendidad,
represents only that portion of legislation ‘ in whicli
the priesthood reserved for themselves jurisdiction,
or else added ecclesiastical penalties to those of the
secular tribunal.’ There are distinct traces in the
Ave&ta. of hlood. vendetta, and, still more, of ivergild;

indeed, the prescriptions forthe latter are fairly full

(see Vend, iv. 44). Such usages were no doubt
pre-Zoroastrian. The legislation contained in the
Vendidad, agreeably with the underlying principles
of the system, does not make any real distinction

between what we should call civil jurisprudence and
religious or ritual law. Ifwe accept J. H. Moulton’s
theory of the Magian element in later Zoroastrian-
ism {Early Zoroastrianism, London, 1913, lectures

vi., vii.), then the whole ritual legislation must
be attributed to this, as he maintains, non-Ai^an
race. In the code, however, moral, ritual, and civic,

even hygienic, crimes and their respective punish-
ments are mingled together. As we should expect
from the fundamental and traditional love of truth
and hatred of falsehood which, even by the testi-

mony of their Greek foes, always characterized the
ancient Iranian people, the highest value is attached
to the observance of contracts {mithra), and breach
of contract is severely condenmed, even when
towards unbelievers. Contracts are said to be con-

firmed in six ways—by w^ord of mouth, by hand-
grasp, or by the pledging of a sheep, an ox, a man,
or a piece of land, respectively {Vend, iv. 2fi‘.).

Crimes of personal violence are carefully graduated
according to the seriousness of the injuries done
and the number of times committed, the penalties

being fixed on a sliding scale of (apparently) scourg-

ings. Capital punishment, curiously enough, is

prescribed, not for taking life, but for performing
irregularly and without sufficient knowledge cer-

tain priestly functions. The ordinary unit, so to

speak, of corporal chastisement for all kinds of

crimes is updzana, "which is generally translated

‘stroke* or ‘blow’ with a horsew’hip or scourge.

A difficulty arises from the enormous number of

these units which are prescribed for certain crimes,

rising to hundreds and even thousands, which it

would be quite impossible for any human being to

bear. As,however, there was apparently a scale of

monetary equivalents for corporal chastiseinents,

it may be that these impossible numbers are simply

meant as a guide to fix the amount of such wergud.

As a matter of fact, far more serious punishments
are assigned to what we should consider slight

ritual or ceremonial transgression than to crimes

of violence. In the opinion of Spiegel and Geiger,

these updzana may possibly mean simply blows

wdth an instrument for the slaying of noxious

insects and other creatures of the Evil Spirit,

whose destruction was supposed to atone tor a

certain degree of crime.

As the Vendlddd was exclusively a priestly code of the

Magians, ‘it is self-evident why transgressions of religious

precepts are most severely punished. If the penalty consisted

only m the delivery of slain khrafstras, it might of course reach

very high sums. It is probable that, quite early, persons

could be relieved of their obligation by the payment of money
compensation to the priest. The scourge could never have
assumed such dimensions without provoking opposition’ (Geiger,

Ostlrdn, Kultur, p. 459).

Be this as it may, the system of an equivalent

fine in money for successive degrees of corporal

punishment seems to have subsisted down to

Sasanian times, inasmuch as in the Pahlavi

treatise, Shdyast Id-Shdyast (lit. ‘licet non-licet’),

which is the standard text of later Mazdean
casuistry, in its comment on the above-quoted

4th Fargard of the Vendidad, the scale of lashes

for various degrees of violence, rising from five to

two hundred, is given with equivalents in dirhams
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(Gr. dpax/J^'j, a-Tarifjp), which originally were
said mythically to represent the weights in the
golden scales of Kashnu, the Spirit wTio weighed
the deeds of the dead, hut which later on were
translated into real monetary values (see E. W.
West,SBE V. [1880] 239-242 ; C. de Harlez, Introduc-
tion d VAvesta, Paris, 1881, pp. ccxxviii, ccxxix).

In the case of one crime mentioned in the vision of

Arta-i Viraf, the penalty would appear to amount
to about £2000.
The fact that in the Avesta and the subsequent

Pahlavi literature practically no distinction is made
between moral sins and legal crimes, between
ecclesiastical and civil jurisprudence, accounts for

the fact that we have really no civil code in the
Sacred Book, and in spite of its name the Palliavi

Ddtistan-l Dlnik (Maw-code of religion ’) is purely
a treatise of moral theology. Fragments of what
may be called civil legal codes exist in one or two
Pahlavi treatises mentioned by West. Thus what
he styles ‘the Social Code of the Parsis in Sasanian
times ’ contains information about slaves, partners,

and joint proprietors, ‘decisions of the leaders of

professions and agreement and disagreement with
their decisions,’ the laws of property, the income
of wives, annuities, mortgage, care and adoption
of children, ‘infallibility of officials,’ etc. One
provision regarding a man with two wives may be
quoted

:

‘Each wife separately is joint proprietor with the husband,
but the wives are separate proprietors as regards one another

;

and it is not allowable for a wife to alter that joint proprietor-
ship, but it is for the husband * (GlrF ii. [1904] 117).

There can be no doubt whatever that civil codes,
tribunals, andjudges must have existed under all

the successive Iranian dynasties, under the supreme
authority of the king. It will be remembered that
twice in the OT the ‘laws of the Medes and
Persians’ are specially referred to in identical

terms. In Dn 6^* it is said to be ‘ the law of the
Medes and Persians ’ that no decree made by the
king may be altered ; and in Est 1^® there is

mention of ‘ the law of the Medes and Persians,’

which may not be altered, apparently even by the
king himself. As regards the punishment of crime,
it is well known that throughout history, and even
to the present day, penalties of gruesome cruelty
have been characteristic of Persian rulers and
magistrates. It has been remarked by more than
one writer that the horrible punishments detailed
in the Inferno of Arta-i Viraf are almost certainly
reproductions of the dreadful tortures inflicted in

the Sasanian courts and tribunals, and a further
suggestion has been ventured that some echo of the
same may not improbably be found in the grim
punishments of Dante’s Inferno,

Literature.—W. Geiger, Ostlranische Kultur im Altertum^
Erlangen, 18S2, bk. iii. ch. vii. § 46, ‘ Das Recht,* also Eng. tr.

by Darab Peshotan, 2 vols., London, 1885 ; other authorities
as quoted in the text. L. C. CaSARTELLI.

LAW (Japanese).—i. The laws of ancient Japan,
as of all ancient peoples, were those of custom.
Though their details have been lost, it is evident
that the two fundamental principles—of Imperial
sovereignty, and of the family system—were firmly
established even in early days. The Imperial House
considered itself the head of the whole race, and
governed accordingly, while each clan, under its

own head, called omi or muraji, was represented at
the court, holding its office by inheritance from
generation to generation. Within each clan the
law of custom was followed, the clansmen seeming
to have rendered unquestioning obedience to their

chief. This period of authority derived from custom
extended from pre-historic times to about A.D. 600,
and may be regarded as a time uninfluenced by
foreign ideas, in which were laid the foundations
of those later laws most uniquely Japanese.

2. The oldest code mentioned in Japanese history
is the constitution formed by the regent, Prince
Umayado (Shotoku Taishi), in the 12th year of
Empress Suiko (A.D. 604). This consisted of seven-
teen articles, and is commonly known as The
Seventeen Article Constitution. Whether, how-
ever, this constitution should be called a positive
law or merely a political principle is a question
discussed but not settled by Japanese historians,
since it w^as issued in the name of the Prince and
not of the Empress.

In the tenth year of Emperor Tenchi (A.D. 671)
a code of laws, said to have consisted of twenty-
two volumes, was formed ; but the entire code was
lost, and its contents are unknown. In the fourth
year of Emperor Mommu, Prince Osakabe and
Fujiwara Fuhito were charged with the duty of
codification ; and in the following year, the first

of Taiho (701), the work was completed. This
entire code, consisting of eleven volumes of general
law concerning government organization, adminis-
tration, and private relations, and six volumes of

criminal laws, was promulgated and enforced the
same year, and is known as the Taiho Code. It
also has been lost.

In the second year of Yoro, in the reign of
Emperor Gensho (718), Fujiwara Fuhito and others
were again ordered to revise the statutes. The
revision consisted of ten volumes of general law
and an equal number devoted to criminal law.
Though called by the name ‘ Yoro,’ this was no-

thing more than a revision and supplement of the
Taiho Code, and is, therefore, commonly known
by the latter name. The part of this code on
general law has been perfectly preserved, but the
part on criminal laws has been lost, with the ex-

ception of four chapters. This is the oldest law-
book in Japan.
These laws were marked by Chinese influence—

not that Chinese
^
law was adopted as a whole,

but the best Chinese principles were added to

Japanese laws already existing. The Taiho laws,

with many revisions and supplements, governed
the nation for about five hundred years, until 1190.

There are many commentaries, chief among them
being Ryo-no-Gige^ Byo-no-Shuge^ and Ryo-Sho.
The first of these was officially edited in the tenth
year of Tencho in the reign of Emperor Ninna
(833), and is recognized as of the highest authority.

3. With the establishment of the feudal system,

the individual Shoguns issued laws for the govern-

ment of their vassals ; and, as the authority of

the Shoguns increased, the territory within which
the Taiho laws were enforced decreased until, with
the establishment of the Shogunate government at

Kamakura under Minamoto Yoritomo (middle of

12th cent.), it was limited to places directly under
the control of the court. A remarkably simple

code of feudal laws consisting of only fifty-one

articles was formed by Hojo, the executive head
of the Shogunate, on the 8th of August, in the

first year of Teiei, in the reign of Emperor Gohori-

kawa. It is known as the Teiei-Shikimoku, and
accorded so well with the spirit of feudalism that

it remained effective until the end of the Tokugawa
Shogunate (1867).

The characteristic of this code is its rejection

of Chinese influence and its adaptation to the

maintenance and development of a unique Japanese

feudalism. In the days of the Taiho laws, the

whole country was under direct government super-

vision ; but during the feudal period only a little

territory remained under such control, by far the

larger part being held as arrifere-fiefs. In the

earlier period, the children of a family shared

equally in the inheritance of property, but under

feudalism the eldest son took precedence.

4. With the fall of the Kamakura Shogunate
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(1334) its successor, the Ashikapra, continued to
enforce the principles of the Teiei-Slnkimoku ; but
the laws were revised from time to time until the
articles numbered two hundred and ten. The
Kenbu-ShikunoJcu, of seventeen articles, was issued
during the time of the Ashikaga Shogunate ; but
the affairs of the country became disorderly, and
neither the law of the court nor the will of the
Shogunate was executed. Many feudal lords de-
clared their independence

; and some among them
issued their own regulations or family lavrs, of
which those of the Shingen, Ouchi, Chosokabe,
Hojo, and Asakura families remain intact. For
two hundred years, until the establishment of the
Tokugawa Shogunate (1603), the country passed
through what is known as the dark ages, and no
new laws of permanent value were enacted.

5. In the eighth year of Keicho in the reign of
Emperor Goyozei (1603), Tokugawa lyeyasu pacified
the whole country and established his government
as Shogun in Yedo (now Tokyo). Two hundred
and sixty-five years of peace followed. The Toku-
gawa family tried to govern the country according
to already existing customs, and, as far as possible,

avoided the making of written laws. But, as time
passed, the number of simple statutes increased, and
they were codified in what is known as the Kwajo-
Buiten, This code was divided into two parts,

the first dealing with laws of ceremony, of adminis-
tration, and of personal relations, while the second
contained the criminal laws. As the criminal law
comprised a hundred articles, the people of the
time termed it Tokugawa^s^ Code of the Hundred,
Secrecy was a governing principle of the Tokugawa
Shogunate j these articles, therefore, were not pub-
lished, but privately distributed among feudal

officers for information and guidance. As a result,

these laws, though of comparatively recent date,

are not in all points clearly understood.
6. The uncertainty concerning these laws of the

Shogunate is increased by the fact that at the time
of the Kestoration in 1867, when the authority

which had been exercised by the Shogunate was
restored to the Imperial House, they were entirely

inapplicable, being in reality family and not
national in their nature, and they were, accord-

ingly, completely set aside. During a period of

some seven hundred years the Imperial House had
had no real voice in the government, and possessed

no laws which could at once be enforced. As a
temporary measure, certain Chinese laws were
revived and articles from the Taiho Code were
revised. Contact with Western nations and^ a
study of their civilization showed the necessity

of laws in harmony with the modem world ; and
in the fifteenth year of Meiji (1882) the criminal

code was promulgated. This was followed, in the

twenty-second year (1889), by the proclamation of

the Constitution, and, in the thirty-third year,

(1900), by the civil code. Auxiliary laws of pro-

cedure have been issued on the models of Western
nations ; but all these, together wdth the standard

codes, recognize and enforce the two fundamental

rinciples which from the first have characterized

apanese law: the sovereignty of the Imperial

House and the family system.

Literature.—N. Hozumi, TI1& New Japanese Civil Code,

London, 1904 ; R. Masujima, ‘Modern Japanese Legal Insti-

tutions,’ in TASJ xviii. [1S90] ; V. Pappafava, Das Notariat

in Japan^ Germ, tr., Innsbruck, 1905 ; J. H.
* Materials for Study of Private Law in Old Japan,* in TASJ
XX. [1892]. TAMAKICHI NAKAJIMA.

LAW (Jewish). — The important signification

which Judaism from earliest times has attached

to the law is outwardly indicated by the fact that

the religious vocabulary of the Jews presents no

fewer than seven synonyms for this conception

:

Mg (also huqgdh), the most comprehensive expres-

1 sion for law, the laws of nature being also indicated
by it, mishpdt/Oluth, misvdh, piqqiid^ tCrdh, and
the term dath^ which is borrowed from Persian.

The le^al portions of the Pent:iteuch are : Ex 12 f., 20-23, 25-
31, 34 f.; Lv 1-S, ll-:5, 27; Xu 5-1'J, ISf., 27* -b 35 f.;

Dt 4-27.

The usual division of the laws into legal, ritual,

and moral is not supported by the sources ; such a
distinction is nowhere expressed, nor can such a
division be made with regard to tlieir contents.
On the contrary, one and the same law is often
both legal and moral—e.p., the numerous social
laws ; and just as often tne basis adduced for the
legal and ritual laws elevates them to moral laws.
An outward distinction is impossible because all

laws 'without distinction are regarded as divine
commands. AU commands are of divine origin,

since God represents law and morality in idea.

This conception is the constant element in Jewish
religion at all stages of its evolution, which ve
can still partly trace in the original documents.
However mncii law may have varied in its conno-
tation at dlfierent times, it was always regarded as
an expression of the divine will ; and he who pro-

fessed to belong to the Jewish community must
not only acknowledge the one God, but also con-
form to all His laws unconditionally. Disobedience
to the commands of God was equal to heresy, just

like idolatry and superstition, and was described
as ‘ profanation of the divine name.’ Judaism was
from the beginning more a religion of doing than
of believing, and, therefore, it has laid the main
emphasis on the legal rather than on the mystical
element. The constitution of Judaism, accordingly,

is not a number of articles of belief, but ten com-
mandments ; and the revelation at Sinai is repre-

sented not as a communication of secret doctrines,

but as a proclamation of the divine will ; Moses is

not a metaphysician, but a lawgiver.

The Pentateuch, as we have it to-day, does not

present one uniform system of legislation, but a
composite body of laws from several sources of very
different times ; and, in spite of all their work,
critics have not entirely succeeded in assigning the

single laws to a particular source or even to a par-

ticular time. The oldest laws (esp. £x 21-23)

exhibit a considerable degree of harmony with the

old Babylonian Code of gammurabi, but a depen-

dence of the one on the other must not he assumed.
In comparing the two systems of law, apart from
the great progress in single laws, we are struck by
a difference in principle, viz. the intimate union of

law and morality which characterizes Jewish legis-

lation (cf. e.g. Ex 22-®*-® 23®* and esp. Dt, e.g.

516 1017-19 159-11 241®).

The discourses of the prophets from the middle

of the 8fch cent, onwards already presuppose a law,

which they recognize as binding and whose non-

fulfilment they censure. Frequently, however,

they polemize against the law ; they declare the

whole system of worship worthless and even hated

of God, when the nation does not practise justice

and morality. But the elevated moral exhortation

of the prophets was little understood and stilly less

followed. It was too abstract to exercise a decisive

influence on the lik of the people. It had first to

be made practicable in a social legislation, adapted

to different cases and circumstances, and trans-

formed into a rule of conduct for the individual.

In this way Deuteronomy took its rise ; it is a

product of the prophetic teaching, and places social

Justice at the heart of religion, while it restricts

the sphere of worship to a great extent, and, in par-

ticular, recognizes only one place of worship. After

the return from the Jixile and the building of the

second Temple, the order of worship in all its

details was appointed in the ‘Priests’ Code,’ al-

though its constituent parts are, it is true, of an
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earlier date. The different law-books were now
combined into one book along with the traditions

of primeval history and the history of the nation
which also originated at different periods (up to the
death of Moses). Moses was regarded as the author
of this book, every word of which was supposed to

be insfjired, and was designated by the name tdrah^

‘teaching.’ Belief in its divine origin and recog-

nition of its whole contents became the basis of

Judaism under Ezra. This book was by no means
a law-book ; half of its contents were of the nature
of narrative, so that it appealed to the understand-
ing and imagination as much as to the will ; and it

was those narrative portions that had the greatest

influence on the religious education of the people.

The LXX made a great and most momentous
error when, for want of an exactly corresponding
Greek expression, they translated tdraK by
{‘law’), giving rise to an utterly false conception
of the nature of Judaism, and making possible, at
a later date, the historically important attack of

the Pauline letters upon the Law. The fact that
the Jews regarded the book as ‘ teaching ’ is indi-

cated by the Aramaic translation *6raithdi which
can mean only ‘teaching’ and never ‘law.’ This
is especially shown by the wide-spread demand of
learning and teaching of the Torah, and by the
fact that the occupation of the intellect with it was
regarded as the loftiest and most delightful of tasks,
A classical proof of this is afforded in Ps 119, which,
following the succession of the letters of the Hebrew
alphabet, presents in 22 times 8 verses an endless
variation on the same theme: the Torah is the
chief good, chief happiness, pleasure, entertain-
ment, and comfort. The law was only the frame-
work upon which the pure monotheism, which
forms the substance of the Jewish teaching, could
establish itself, work itself up, and become the
religion of the people.

Simultaneously with the elevation of the Torah
to be the religious book of the community, the
synagogue was established with the reading, trans-
lation, and explanation of the Torah as its first

object. As soon as it was introduced, the Torah,
like every other law-book, required explanation by
experts, and the sdprtm^ ‘scribes’ (from sefer^

‘book’), became the religious authorities in Juda-
ism from that time onwards. The expositions of
the Torah laid down in their lectures soon became
quite as binding as the written teaching ; and thus
there was developed an oral teaching, which did
not, however, interfere with the validity of the
Torah, being at first only an application of it.

But it soon went beyond the written teaching,
and, in particular, it was supposed to create a
‘hedge round the teaching,’ on the one hand to
preserve the essentials of the religion from corrup-
tion and evaporation, and on the other hand to
secure the observance of the religious laws by
means of provisions, sometimes lightening, some-
times increasing, their burden. The oral jteaching
varied with the custom and common law of each
period, adapted the written word to the changed
outward circumstances and new views, and even
directly created new provisions, which could not
possibly have been foreseen in the Torah. Thus,
for instance, the whole synagogue service with its
order of prayer was gradually introduced by the
scribes, and at a later date, in the Hellenistic
period, feasts like Purlm and H^nukka were
mtroduced and made religiously binding. The
collision of Judaism with Greek civilization raised
a verjr difficult problem for the scribes ; and, if the
victorious elevation of the Hasmonaeans saved
Judaism from the danger of the moment, the
newly founded Jewish State nevertheless had,
from the necessity of the case, to come forward
in opposition to the scribes, w^ho wished to regard

Judaism as merely a religious community. Thus
arose the parties of the Pharisees and the Saddu-
cees. The former, led by the scribes, were the
representatives of the religious principle and
emphasized the value and necessity of the oral
teaching in addition to the Torah. The latter,

worldly-minded throughout, wished to recognize
the Torah alone. The Sadducees, accordingly, luke-
warm in their attitude tow'ards religious matters,
exerted their influence towards petrifying religion,

while the pious Pharisees sought its progress and
development. Under the compulsion of this con-
test, the Pharisees extended the oral teaching
more and more and had to find a basis for it, and,
in particular, to prove its agreement wdth the
Torah. About the last century before Christ an
attempt was made by Hillel and Shammai to fix

the oral teaching in writing ; this had previously
been avoided, partly to preserve intact the authority
of the Torah as the only valid religious document,
and partly to leave the tradition free and flowing.

Here, too, it is incorrect and one-sided to speak of

an oral ‘law.’ For from the very beginnmg the
oral no less than the written teaching contained
narrative, instructive, and edifying portions as
well as the legal elements ; the legal portion was
designated Halakha, the narrative Haggada.
Jewish thought, feelings, and hopes were laid down
in the proverbs, parables, and stories of the Hag-
gada, which for this reason is just as important a
source for the customs and religious views of the
Jews as the H^lakha. The Halakha, i.e. the re-

ligious norm, was in the different schools subjected
to great differences of opinion, which the scribes

sought to clear up in public discussions. A defi-

nite system of logical and exegetical principles

gradually formed, according to which the Halakha
was derived from the written text. The wider the
circle within which the life of the Jews moved,
and the wider their circle of knowledge and opin-

ions became, the more the sphere of the Halakha
had to be extended. It embraces temple rites and
synagogue worship, land laws, civil and criminal

law, poor laws, laws regarding marriage, laws
about foods, and laws of health.

The oral law, which now gradually becamewritten
law, also recognized the existence and necessity of

an unwritten law, controlling matters left to the
moral feeling of the individual—the finer demands
of morality which did not admit of formulation
and classification. The unwritten law was de-

signated dahkar ham-mdmr lal-Uhh, ‘something
which is left to the heart.’ This conception was
a healthy counterpoise to the ever-increasing ten-

dency to determine beforehand the proper course

of action in all circumstances by means of a law.

On the other hand, it filled up the deficiencies and
gaps that are a necessary feature of every written

law. It is thus entirely misleading to speak of

the Jewish religion as purely legal in character.

The designation din^ ‘ law,’ for the individual pro-

visions applies exclusively to those religious duties

which deal with definite actions that can be judici-

ally formulated—what is prohibited or allowed.

The din demands nothing but obedience; the

ddhhdr ham-mdsur lal-Uoh, on the other hand,

appeals to the moral feeling, and thus recognizes

morality as a necessary supplement to the law.

The Halakha gives numerous instances in which
the individual cannot be punished according to

law, but is guilty in the eyes of the law of God.
In the midst of the work of recording the oral

law there took place the great catastrophe which
inA.D, 70 destroyed the State and the Temple of

the Jews. The result of the dispersion of the

Jews was that, since its external unity had ceased,

Judaism anxiously sought to preserve its inner

unity in law and custom. While up to this time
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the object of ail additions to and burdens on the
law was to preserve the teaching of Judaism in-
tact, the law now had the further task of pre-
serving the very existence of the Jews as a people
at all. The study of the law was now regarded
as the highest religious duty and an equally valu-
able, in fact a more valuable, substitute for the
earlier sacrifice. If the traditions of the Haggada
played an important part in the consciousness of
the people, the Haiakha was the chief occupation
of the high schools in Palestine. They carefully
sought not only to fix all the single provisions, but
in particular to preserve all those laws and customs
which by force of circumstances had for a time

—

they hoped only for a time—fallen into disuse.
‘Afelba ben Joseph (g.-y.), who died as a martyr
after the fatal issue of the rising of Bar Koldiba
(A.D. 134), brought the recording of the oral teach-
ing to a temporary end. He sought to arrange
the immense amount of material from two points
of view : according to the matter in the form of a
book of law [Mishnd) and according to Bible verses
in the form of a running commentary to the legal
books of the Torah {Midrash), After his death
his pupils tried with all possible speed to close the
record finally, so that the tradition might not be
lost by the violent death of other scholars. 'Aklba’s
Mishna formed the basis on which his pupil R.
M§’ir further improved, and after his death R.
Yehfida, the patriarch (f c. 200), closed, the record,
and created the Mishna as a generally received
book of law. Soon after, the Midrasblm, which
in their main contents went back to * Ai^iba and Ms
contemporaries, were completed.
Their names (with the exception of a few which are preserved

only in fra^ents) are M^JchUtd (on Exodus), Sifrd (on Leviti-
cus), and SifrS (on Numbers and Deuteronomy). These Mi^a-
shim have not, however, been any more officially recognized
than the collection of traditions which has been preserved to us
under the name of Tdseftd. In attitude and aim the Tdsefta is

similar to the Mishna, but it originated in other schools and
had accepted many traditions which are wanting or rejectedm
the latter. It is, therefore, a priceless source for the scientific

investigation of the HSlakha. The Mishna and the Tdsefta
are divided into six portions

: (1) synagogue worship and agri-

culture ; (2) sabbath and feast days ; (3) law of marriage ; (4)
civil and criminal law

; (5) temple rites ; and (6) laws of purity.

The completed Mishna, which was composed in
the Hebrew language, was taken by Rabh and
Samuel to Babylon, and taught and explained in

the institutions of learning founded by them there.

The Palestinian schools also sought to explain the
Mishna, which, owing to its condensed method
of expression, was often difficult to understand.
These explanations in the Aramaic tongue, which
are called Gurnard, and which have been written
down and collected, furnish more than a bare
commentary to the Mishna. In their outward
form they are records of the discussions which
took place in the schools during three centuries,

and they preserve these in all their original

vividness. In their contents, particularly in the
Haggadic portions, they are a repertory of every-

tMng that the most distinguished representatives
of Judaism during the period spoke, thought, felt,

experienced, and knew. While the explanation
of the Mishna was not finished in Palestine, the
Babylonian G®mara was completed about A.D. 500.

The Mishna and the G®mara together were called

the Talmud. Of the two Talmuds, the Babylonian
became in practice the only authoritative one;
the Palestinian (incorrectly called the Jerusalem
Talmud) was not recognized, and was always much
less studied.
The Talmud as a whole is not, strictly speaking,

a law-book like the Mishna ;
it places the opposite

opinions with their reasons beside each other and
often leaves the debated question undecided. In
spite of that, it brought Jewish law to a fixed

system, and thus lent to Judaism the necessary
inner unity. By means of it Judaism was re-

moulded into^ the homogeneous mass which it

presented during the whole of the Middle Ages.
The Talmud allows a sphere of action to the free-
dom of thought altogether out of proportion to
that which is granted to the freedom of will or
action. It does not demand blind obedience to the
law, but would recognize as valid only what is

rationally deduced from the word of Scripture,
and asks time and again in regard even to Biblical
commands : Why has the Torah so ordered ? It
then adduces a logical or moral reason. Only in
the case of very few laws, for which a rational ex-
piration could not be found (c.g., the red heifer
[Nu 19]), is the authoritative command of God
adduced as the ground of obligation.
The Jewish law, as it found its final expression

in the Talmud, has often been represented as
an unbearable yoke. TMs designation, however,
which is played upon as early as Sirach, indi-
cates only the impression which the law made
on non-Jews, and not the emotions with which
the people themselves regarded it. The Jew ever
found joy and satisfaction in the fulfilment of it,

and coined for it the special expression Umhdh hi
misvdhf * joy in the commandment,’
The recognized benediction on occasions of fulfilling aU the

more important relig-ious provisions ran as follows :
‘ Praised be

thou, O God, who hast sanctified us by thy commandments’;
and in the daily evening praj er they said :

‘ We rejoice in the
words of thy teaching- and the words of thy commandments
now and evermore, for they are our life and the length of our
days.*

It was not freedom from the law, but freedom in

the law, that was the religious ideal of the Jews.
They felt themselves morally free simply through
the fact that they subjected themselves joyfufiy
to the law, and recognized that it must be obeyed
even when it was not there. The patriarchs they
regarded as especially virtuous because they had
kept the law even before it was given. It was not
Kant, therefore, who was the first to teach the
autonomy of morality. In one place we are told

that he who keeps the commandments stands as
high in God’s sight as if he had produced them
out of himself (cf. R. Perles, ‘ Die Autonomie der
Sittlichkeit im jiid. Schrifttum,’ in Festschrift fur
Hermann Cohen, Berlin, 1912, pp. lOS-lOS).

It is true that the frequent use of petty casuistry,

and especially the forced exegesis of the Talmud,
repels us, but the Talmud ought not to he judged
in this light alone. Emphasis should he laid on
the fact that the morality of the Jews did not
degenerate under its control, hut rather became
more rigorous. For the casuistry bad almost
always the tendency to make the law more exact *

ing, and did not, as a rule, deal with moral so

much as with legal and ritual questions, while
morality was often appealed to as a supplement
to the law. On the other hand, it was important
that certain moral requirements, such as care for

the poor, the sick, and unburied dead, and even
kindness to animals, w’ere made laws in the
Talmud. It is often alleged that all the la^ws aim
at the well-being of the individual and of society,

but it is quite as frequently emphasized that only

the unselfish frdfilment of the law has moral value,

and that the ennobling of humanity is the highest

aim. Specially peculiar to the Judaism of the
Talmud is the conception of the qidditsh hash-sTi^m,
‘ hallowing of the divine name,’ according to which
every Jew ought to witness for God by an
exemplary life, and contribute towards His recog-

nition among men.
In spite of the fact that the divine legislation as

a whole was regarded as eternal and unchangeable,

in individual cases the temporary suspension and
even the annulling of a law was recognized as

justifiable and necessary. Sufficient ground for

putting aside even Biblical commands was found
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by the lawyers not only in danger to life or im-

possibility of carrying out the law owing to a ms
major, but also in intolerable inconvenience to the

community, danger to the existence or repute of

the religion, and collision with the laws of the

State. The ‘dignity of man’ is also repeatedly

given as a reason for temporary suspension of a

law.
When it was completed, the Talmud was adopted

as the only authority in matters of religious law,

and became, like the Mishna 300 years previously,

the subject of study and exposition. Since it was
not, of course, a law-book in the strict sense of the

term, definite rules had to be laid down for judg-

ing in cases where the Talmud presented undis-

solved differences of opinion. The need of

codifying the extensive contents of the Talmud
came more and more to the front. When the

3J[araites (gr.v.) rejected the whole Talmud, and,

in fact, the oral teaching altogether, and recog-

nized the Torah alone as binding in matters of

religious law, a code had to be formed which set

forth plainly what was to be regarded as law in

the Talmud and what only as individual opinion.

Hence arose, from the 8bh to the 9th cent., the

so-called E&ldkhdth G^dtUth, compendium of the

Talmud, which in outward form follows the
Mishna, but attempts to make a better arrange-

ment of the material according to subjects. This
work, which originated from the G®6nim, the
heads of the Babylonian schools of the time, did

not obtain such an extensive circulation as the
EdlakhCth of Isaac al-Fasi, which w^as composed
two centuries later. Al-Fasi makes use of the
Palestinian Talmud also to decide questions of

religious law, and is much more independent than
the G®6nlm in laying down general rules, as well

as in using them to obtain concrete results from
the discussions of the Talmud. The most original

and important code of Kabbinic Judaism is the
Mishnm Tdrah of Moses Maimonides. Absolutely
abandoning the dialectics and the order of the
materials of the Talmud, he gives a strictly

systematic exposition of the lavrs and the teaching
of Judaism in fourteen books. In opposition to

all his predecessors, he specifies neither his sources

nor opposed opinions, and gives no reasons for his

own decisions. On this account his work was very
sharply attacked from many sides, although his

opponents could not free themselves from his

innuence. After him the first work to obtain
far-reaching influence was the T’wr of Jacob ben
Asher of the 14th cent., who, in fact, used
Maimonides as his model, but produced a new
and unique book of law, stating and discussing
the contradictory opinions of the authorities after

the Talmud. This work remained the undisputed
authority for more than two centuries. It was
only after the expulsion of the Jews from Spain
and Portugal that the need for a new code more
suited to the changed conditions made itself felt.

To meet this need Joseph Qaro produced the
Shulhdn^ 'Arukh, basing his work on the J’ur, but
also consulting the rest of its predecessors. Joseph
Qaro often proceeds very independently in his

code, and his work on this account met with
energetic opposition before it was generally
accepted. The Polish Talmudists especially
opposed it, one of whom, IMoses Isserles, provided
it with continuous glosses, which were then

E
rinted along with the work. A century later,

owever, the Shulhdn 'Arukh was the only
authoritative code of Kabbinic Judaism, and it

has remained so among the orthodox Jews to the
present day. It had, in fact, contributed largely
to the consolidation of Judaism, and was at the
time of its production, when the Jewish com-
munion threatened to break up, a historical

necessity. Gradually, however, it became more
and more a hindrance to free religious develop-
ment, and, on the whole, its influence upon the
culture, particularly of the Jews of eastern Europe,
has been unfavourable. The efforts of the last
century, therefore, towards the culture and re-
form of Judaism have aimed at destroying the
unrivalled authority of this work.
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Felix Perles.
LAW (Muhammadan).—I. INTRODUCTION.—

I. Muslim canon law (shari'ah or shar*) and the
sacred texts: Qur’an and tradition.—^A Muslim
is bound by religions regulations not only in the
performance of his daily ritual prayers, the fast,

the pilgrimage to Mecca, and other religious acts,

but also in the contraction and dissolution of

his marriage, in commercial contracts, and, indeed,

in all events of any importance in his domestic
and social life. Ail these religious regulations
form together a code of law which in Arabic is

called the shariah or shar\ lit. ‘the way’ (viz.

that which faithful Muslims must follow accord-

ing to Allah’s will). Muslims believe that the

relations of this code depend not on human
judgment, but entirely on Allah’s inscrutable will.

Originally the only sources from which the know-
ledge of Allah’s law could be gained were the

Qur’an and the sunnah.
The Qur’an contains few regulations of a legis-

lative character. It is true that in certain verses

instructions are given as to how a Muslim must
generally distinguish himself from an unbeliever, as

to his chief duties, and some sins which he must
especially avoid ; but these regulations do not form
a complete system. From the beginning Muham-
mad’s sunnah ^ was an indispensable supplement to

the regulations of the Qur’an. In the Qur’an, e.g.,

it is enjoined that a Muslim must perform his salat

[i.e, the daily ritual prayer, which consists princi-

pally of praise of Allah, prostration, etc.), but not
how he must fulfil this religious duty. In such a
case Muhammad’s sunnah gave an explanation

of the Qur’an. All Muslims have always per-

formed the salat in the same way as the Prophet

had done before them, for Muhammad’s position

as a preacher of the new religion and as the head
of the Muslim community entailed that his fol-

lowers should observe not only the regulations

which he gave as Allah’s will in the form of the

Qur’an, but also his personal commands and
example.
After the death of Muhammad the traditions

concerning the deeds and sayings of the Prophet

and his companions, as well as the Qur’an, were
held in great respect; and the sunnah of these

was an example worthy of following for the later

Muslims, at least in *so far as the Prophet had
approved either implicitly or expressly of their

acts or sayings. A tradition is called in Arabic

hadlth, which commonly means ‘story,’ ‘communi-

cation ’
; in a special sense * the Jmdlth ’ means the

whole sacred tradition.

1 The word sunnah is often wrongly taken to mean ‘ tradition
’

(viz. regarding the deeds and sayings of the Prophet), but it

really means the method of behaviour which is generally fol-

lowed : the sunnah of a person means the ordinary Ime ol

conduct of the person, and the sunnah of a people means the

manners and customs of the people. Of. 0. Snouck Hurgronje,

‘Le Droit uiusulman,’ in RER xxxyni, [1898] 6ff.; I. GoldziUer.

Muham. Studien, Halle, 1889-90, ii. Iff., 11 ff.
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Originally the oral traditions "were handed on from one
generation to another. 3Iany undertook long journeys in order
to visit celebrated teachers of tradition m different lands and
places, and to hear them relate their traditions. Besides the
text {main) of a tradition, the names of the persons who had
handed it on, from the latest narrator to the Prophet, were
accurately learned by heart. The trustworthiness of these
teachers was the guarantee for the correctness of their nar-
rative, and therefore the portion of the tradition containing
the names of the teachers was called the i^nad or sanad, i.e.
‘ the support ’ (viz. for the credibility of the traditions). StUl,

many of the Muslim traditions concerning Muhammad’s sunnah
are deliberately invented ; on this point a historical and critical

examination leaves no possibility of doubt. Decisions were
ascribed to the Prophet on questions of all kinds which did not
become important to Muslinis till long after his death. More-
over, there are in currency numerous contradictory traditions.

Apparently each party attributed to the Prophet just what they
held to be the true conception. In the first century of Islam
there was serious controversy as to the trustworthiness of many
traditions. Every one knew that there were many true and
untrue traditions as to the sunnah of the Prophe*t, and the
opposing teachers of tradition accused each other of lying.

But, when the ritual, the doctrine, and the most important
social and political institutions had become definitely fixed,

agreement was reached in wdde-spread circles as to the trust-

worthiness of most traditions. When a tradition could not be
brought into harmony with the generally current conceptions,
it was regarded as false. Moreover, many successful attempts
were made to harmonize contradictory traditions with the
prevailing conceptions, by means of ingeniously discovered
explanations.
Although there is no ofiScial and exclusively authoritative

collection of Muslim traditions, there are six collections com-
monly recognized in the orthodox world, 'idz. the ‘ six books *

or the ‘ six §a1ilhs,* i.e. the six ‘ sound ’ or ‘ authentic ’ collec-

tions. Two of these—the collection of traditions of al-Bukhari

(t A.H. 256= A.D. STO) and that of Muslim (t A.H. 261= a.d. S75)

—

are held in great honour by orthodox Muslims. The other four
are those of Abu Dawud, al-Tirmidhi, al-Nasa’i, and Ibn Majah.
The Shi'ites do not reject the authority of Muhammad’s

sunnah, but differ in opinion from the orthodox Muslims as

to the trustworthiness of many traditions relating to it. They
have their own collections of traditions.

t

2. The fiqh and the fiqh-schools.—By the 'ilm

al fiqh (‘science of the is meant the science

of the regulations contained in the sacred texts.

It was not enough to know only the literal con-

tents of the Qur’an and the traditions ; it was also

necessary to know in what sense these texts were to

be understood, and how the commands and prohibi-

tions which they contained were to be applied in

different circumstances. The scholars who occupied

themselves with this study of the fiqh (the faqlhs)
have given an extraordinarjr extension to the orig-

inal meaning of the regulations of the Qur’an and
of the traditions. They could find answers in the

sacred texts to all possible questions of the law,

and in this way the study of th.Qfiqh has produced
a vast system of legal casuistry worked out in

eve^ detail.

Since the opinions of scholars as regards the rules

to be deduced from the Qur’an and the traditions

disagreed in many respects, there grew up m a
short time different yzg'A-schools, each having its

own views as to questions of detail. Such a school

was called madhhah (‘party’). There were at

first a great many of these schools ; each faqih
of any importance had his own madhhah.
The rise, development, and ultimate fate of the

different madhkahs were dependent to a great ex-

tent on accidental circumstances ; and the favour

of the Government often had a special influence

on their reputation. If the judges and magis-

trates in a Muslim land were chosen by preference

from among the followers of a particular rnxidhhdb,

many people joined that j?^^-school, until change
in the Government exercised fresh influence

in an opposite direction. In the course of time

most of the old schools lost their significance,

1 See further I. Goldziher, ‘ Uber die Entwicklung des IHEadith,*

in Muham. Stud. ii. 1-274, also ‘Neue Materialen zur Litteratur

des tiberlieferungswesens beiden Muhammedanem,’ in ZDMG
1. [1896] 465-506, and * Beitrage zur Litteraturgesch. der Shi'a

und der sunnitischen Polemik,’ in phil.-hist. K1.,1S74;

W. Mar$ais, Le Taqrlb de Eti-Nawatcl traduit et annoU, Paris,

1901 ; E. Salisbury, * Contributions from Original Sources to the

Knowledge of Muslim Traditions.’ in JAOS, 1862, pp. 60-142;

A. Sprenger, * tlber das Traditionswesen bei den Arabern,’ in

ZDMG X. [1856] 1-17 ;
art. ‘ Hadith ’ in El ii.

until they finally had no followers at all. Only
the four schools of Abu Hanifali (f A.H. 150=
A.D. 767), Malik ibn Anas (fA.H. 179= A.D. 7t5),

al-Shaffi (fA.H. 204= a.d. 820), and Ibn ^anbal
(tA.H. 241= A.D. S55) have retained adherents in
the orthodox Muslim world down to the present
day.
One of the extinct schools is that of Dawud ibn 'Ali (+ a.h. 270

=A.D. SS3), the Zakiilyak, i.e. the parly which prided itself on
holding to the ‘ outward sense ’ (zdhir) of the text.i Nawawi,
an Arabic writer of the 7th cent, a.h., mentions sl\ Jigh-
schools held in repute in his time,^ two of whien were the
Zdhirlyah and the school of Sufyan al-Thawri (f a.h. 161=
A.D. 777); but the formerly’' famous school of al-Awza'i (f a.h.
157=a.d. 773) in Syna was by that time extinct. It is true that
the value of the sjstem of al-Awza’i vras not less than that of
oX\\^rjnadhhahs, but, since its adherents lived in more or less

remote places, far from the great caravan roads and from the
route of the pilgrims going to Mecca, their opinions on the

fiqh gradually jiassed out of consideration.3 Tne madhhah
of Jarir al-Tabari (the Jarirlyah), more famous as a chronicler

(t A.H. 310= A. D. 922), had at that time also disappeared.
As to the fiqh-schoo]s which stiil exist the following points

may be noted.

(1) The school of Abu l^anifah owed its great influence in

later centuries especially to the Turkish Osman Sultans, who
in the 16th cent, obtained authority over so important a part of

the orthodox Muslims. From the beginning this dynasty showed
exceptional preference for the ^anifitic system, and this madh-
hah IS stiil dominant in Turkej* and in all lands in which Turkish
influence is felt. It has also spread in Central Asia (Turkestan,
Bukhara, Samarkand) and in 'Hindustan, so far as the popula-
tion there has accepted Islam as the result of the former Muslim
invasions.

(2) The school of al-Shafi'i was based specially on the authority
and influence of the 'Abbasid Khalifs. The Shafi'ites had ob-
tained a considerable supremacy in the centre of the Muslim
lands in the Middle Ages, and their reputation still continued
to increase until, in the 16th cent., the Hanifitic school came to
the front under Turkish influence. Even after this time the
Shafi'itic school continued to possess many adherents, even in

Syria, Egypt, and West Arabia, in which lands the
school only was accepted as the official one in public matters

;

e.g., the judges and ruling personages who were sent from
Turkey to these lands were all Hanifitic, but the original popula-
tion still continued to order its reLgious and domestic life accord-
ing to the regulations of the Shafi'itic school, and the study of

the Shafi'itic fiqh-hooks continued to flourish. The Shafi'itic

school is also dominant in the Straits Settlements, the Malay
border districts of Siam, and the whole Indian Archipelago,

as well as in the coast districts of Hindustan (ilalabar and Coro-
mandel), on the Persian Gulf, and in South Arabia (especially in

^Eadramaut). In German East Africa it is the most important

;

only a minority of the Muslim population there belong to the
heretical Ihadites. Followers of the Shafi'itic school are also

to he found iii Daghestan, and in some parts of Central Asia.^

(3) The school of Malik ibn Anas flourished originally at

Medina. Later on, it spread over the whole of the west of

Islam, not only in the north-west of Africa (Tunis, Algiers,

Morocco, formerly also in Spain), but over the whole of Africa,

so far as it graciually accepted Islam. Even in Egypt the
Malikitic school has many adherents. It has the same position

in Upper Egj-pt as the Shafi'itic has in Lower Egypt.

(4) The school of Ibn Hanbal has always been the least im-
portant; it has never ha<i many adherents, and will probably
completely disappear in time, like so many other fiqh-schools.

At present 9anbalites are found in Central Arabia, in the
interior of Oman, and on the Persian Gulf. Besides this, the
followers of this school are found sporadically in Baghdad, in

some towns of Central Asia, and insome districts (among others,

in Syria) which do not lie on thegreat trade-routes. It is w’orthy

of notice that the Wahhabites, who are generally considered
heretics, prefer to be taken for ^anhalites ; they often ai)peal

to Ibn Taimlyah in order to defend their particular conceptions,

which are in conflict with the requirements of modem life

generally obtaining in the orthodox Muslim world. This
scholar, though in many respects quite independent, belonged
to the ^anbalite school.^

The difierences of opinion between the fiqh-
schools did not turn on fundamental points. It

has been alleged, indeed, that Abu Uaulfah tried

by preference to establish the rules of the fiqh in

agreement ^vith his own opinions on morality and
justice, while other faqlhs (especially Dawud ibn
*Ali and Ibn ^lanbal) kept strictly to the letter of

the sacred texts. An unprejudiced comparison of

1 For this school of. I. Goldziher, Die Zdhiriten^ ihr Lehr-
system und ihre Geschichte, Leipzig, 1884.

2Cf. Biographical Dictionary oj Illustrious Men^ hy el-Naw-
avn, ed. F. Wustenfeld, Gottingen, 1842-47, p. 2SS.

3 Cf. Muqaddasl, ed- M. J. de Qoeje, Leyden, 1876, p. 144.
4 As to Shafi'itic Muslims in South Africa see, among others,

0. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, The Hague, 1SSS-S9, ii. 296 ff.

5 Gf. I. Goldziher, in ZDMGlii. [1898] 155-160 ; and D. B. Mac-
donald, Development of Muslim Theology, Jurisprudence, and
Constitutional Theory, Iiondon, 19U3, p. 273 ff.
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the various systems of fiqh shows, however, that
this view is exaggerated, and that in general all

Muslim scholars followed very much the same
methods of establishing the^g'A-rules. Difference
of opinion existed only on q[uestions of detail.

Even the controversy between the earlier scholars

on the question whether the qiyas was permissible
raised no serious deep-seated difference of opinion.

Qiyas means literally ‘ measuring off.* What was
intended was reasoning byanalogy—the application
to similar cases of relations which in the Qur’an
or in the tradition were given only with reference
to special circumstances.
An example of qiyas is the following. A Muslim is forbidden

in the Qur’an (ii. 276-279, iii. 125, iv. 169, xxx. 38), as well as in

tradition, to make himself mdebted for nfia, i.e. not only usury,
but every demand of interest. In the traditions in which the
prohibition of the Qur’an is explained in more detail, riha is

forbidden only if a Muslim carries on a business with gold, silver,

and some kinds of merchandise which were formerly the usual
objects of trade in Arabia. Some/ag"iAs thought that it was
right to hold strictly to the letter of these traditions : ‘n&d,*
they said, ‘ is forbidden only to any one engaged in the trades
expressly mentioned in these sacred texts ; for, if the demanding
of interest was not permitted in other cases as well, this would
have been clearly expressed.* Others thought that here the
giyds (analogy) must be applied, and thatridd must be regarded
as equally forbidden in other cases of the same nature.!

Those who rejected the qiyoLs accused their oppo-
nents of misrepresenting and derogating from the
laws of Allah by following their own fallible human
‘ insight’ (ra’y). The enemies ofAbu 5anifah, e.^.,

charged him and his followers with establishing the
/g'A-rules solely on the basis of ra’y and qiyas, and
with neglecting the study of the tradition. * Iblis

’

(Satan), they said, ‘was the first who had been
guilty of such arbitrary arguments.’ An appeal
was made even to the Prophet, and it was main-
tained that he himself had already expressly for-

bidden the qiyas and all such kinds of reasoning.
Still, the ^y&s was in the end generally recog-
nized by all orthodox as permissible. As a
matter of fact, it had never been possible to exclude
analogy, and even those who had most prided them-
selves on keeping exclusively to the literal sense of
the texts, such as the Zahirites, had been them-
selves compelled in many cases to draw conclusions
from the holy texts by means of argument (they
then used to maintain that their conclusion was
already ‘included’ [wq/’Mm] in the text, and,
therefore, had not to be deduced from it by means
of argument).®
There are some special methods of argument which have not

found general favour among orthodox faqihs, viz. the isti^sdn
(i.e. to reckon something fj.asan, ‘good’), which was used by
Abu Eianifah and his school, and a similar method of reasoning
of Malik ibn Anas, the istiqlali (i.e. judgment that something is

for general good). Both methods had apparently as their object
the establishment of )lgy^-rules by the abandonment of analogy,
thus departing from the regulations of the holy texts. Both Abu
9anifah and Malik thought this sometimes necessary, if holding
fast to the letter of the law gave rise in exceptional cases to
injustice, or was even quite impossible. But most Jaqlhs
rejected these istilj.san and and thought none qualified
to depart in so arbitrary a manner from the usual rules, even
though it might appear to be for the general good. Another
method which was not generally favoured was the isti^^dh
(lit. ‘seek connexion with’), which was especially practised by
al-Shafi% and with certain restrictions also by *Abu Hanifahl
This isti§Jf,db meant that a doubtful situation was connected
with a previous position of circumstances, and that the regula-
tions which held good in the latter case were regarded as applic-
able in the former also. Such a position of doubt may arise if

any one remains absent so long that his existence becomes
uncertain. The 9anifites apply the isti§b‘db only when the
question arises of the retention of rights which have been
already obtained. The Shafi’ites do so even with regard to the
acquirement of new rights. If, e.g,, any one dies after the
existence of his blood-relation has become uncertain, then,
according to the BEanifites, the latter has no right to his estate

;

but the Shafi*ites do not recognize this limitation, and, according
to them, the usual rules of inheritance obtain in such a case,
just as if the existence of the absent party was oertain.s

! Cf. I. Goldziher, Die J^dhiriten, p. 41 f.

2 Of. 0. Snouek Hurgronje’s review of Goldziher’s Die ZdM-
riten in LOPh i. [1884] 421-425.

s For UtiTj.sdn, isti^ldb-, and istish^b cf. I. Goldziher, ‘ Das
Prinzip des istisbab in der muham. Gesetzwissenschaft,* in
WZKM L [1887] 228-236.

Fundamental departures from the doctrine of the
four /g'A-schools are not found even among the
Shfites and other heretical sects. Although each
of these sects has its own doctrine in matters of
fiqh, and this differs in many points from the
opinions of the orthodox schools, the points of
difference are generally limited to the same kind
of details as those on which even the four orthodox
^g’A-schools differ. The controversy which pro-
duced the heretical parties in Islam was not con-
cerned with the fiqh, but rather with questions of
the faith (kaldm [^.'W.]) and with the political
question who should be the head of the Muslim
community as the direct successor of the Prophet.
OrOTally each faqlh of any importance could

consider himself qualified to deduce the fiqh from
the Qur’an and tradition, but after the rise of the
^qA-schools independent criticism of the sacred texts
gradually ceased, and it became more and more
usual to join the madhhah which was locally re-

cognized as authoritative.
Nevertheless, for a long time some very learned /agzAs main-

tained their own judgment on matters of fiqh. In the 3rd
cent, there arose some more or less independent madhhabs;
and several scholars, though they associated themselves in
general with the opinions of an already established school, still

considered themselves qualified to depart in some points of
secondary importance from the view's of its founder. Abu
Yusuf andMuhammad ibn BEasan al-Shaibani, e.g., who belonged
to the followers of Abu Hanifah, had in many cases different
conceptions from those of their master. Even al-Tabari and
Dawud ibn *Ali might be regarded as followers of the Shafl'itic

school, though they had generally a wholly independent con-
ception of the fiqh.

Later it became the general conviction in the
orthodox Muslim world that scholars as well as
laymen were bound to taqlld (lit. ‘ to invest with
authority,* i.e. to acknowledge that the rules of

the fiqh had already been established in an
authoritative manner). Such a person, for whom
the rules of a /^^-school had binding authority,

was called muqallid {i.e. one who held others m
authority). The earlier scholars, on the contrary,

who had themselves deduced the fiqh from the
holy texts, were afterwards called mujtahids (lit.

‘people who had toiled strenuously’), and the
search for the true sense of the sources to which
they had applied themselves was called ijtihdd

{i.e. lit. ‘ to be zealous and take trouble,* here in

the special sense of ‘ exerting themselves in order

to determine the rules of thefiqh^).
Muslim writers generally distinguish three kinds of mujtahids,

because they think that not every one has been equally capable
of independent judgment on matters of the fiqh : (1) ‘ Till the

third century after the hijrah,* they say, ‘ there were general

or imlimited mujtahids, who were so learned and acute that

they could deduce the fiqh from the sources quite indepen-

dently. To these belong the founders of the j'i^A-schools, and
some of their contemporaries. (2) After this time there were
still mujtahids, but these were independent only within certain

limits. Though toey established new rules for j^g^A-questions,

which were not yet sufficiently settled, they apparently con-

sidered themselves bound by the principles of their school,

and thus only built on the foundations laid by the master.’

This second class of mujtahids were called * mujtahids of

madhhabs. (S) Later, when no more new rules were established,

the necessity still remamed, for some time, for a certain kind

of ijtihdd, for in each )2gA-school there was much diversity of

opinion on questions of subordinate importance between the

scholars of the madhhab, and contradictory traditions con-

cerning the opinions of the founder of the school had often

been brought into circulation. Scholars, such as Nawawi, who
bad settled which of these different opinions in the madhhab
deserved the preference, were thus regarded by later Muslims

as also in a certain sense mujtahids', they had ‘weighed up’

the contradictory decisions, and settled which of them must
be regarded as the ‘heaviest’ (al-rdjibX the best. They
were mujtahids of the third class.!

All later faqlhs are, according to the general

conviction of orthodox Muslims, only muqallids,

who are in all respects bound by the utterances

of the former mujtahids. Those who hold a

different opinion on this point, such as the

Wahhabites, are regarded as heretics. The
Wahhabites condemn the taqlld; their scholars

1 Of. 0. Snouek Hurgronje’s review of Sachau’s Muham.
Recht, in ZDMGlm. [1899] 140 ff.
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consider themselves still constantly hound by the
duty of independent study of the sacred texts.
Among the Shi’ites also mujtahids are still found
who are qualified to judge in matters of religion
on their own authority.
Every orthodox Muslim is, therefore, bound by

the regulations of his /g'^-school, and the Jiqh-
books have become the law-books for later
generations. The Qur’an and the collections of
tradition are, it is true, always held in high
honour as holy texts, but it is not possible to
know what doctrine may be deduced from these
sacred sources except by means of the j^^-A-books.
The /2'^-books are still studied in all Muslim
lands. In later times Mecca has, in a special
de^ee, become the centre of the study of the

and in the great mosque of Mecca instruction
in the fiqh^ according to the method of the Middle
Ages, is given almost uninterruptedly by various
scholars.^

The great majority of Muslims cannot consult
the^^^A-books for themselves, and must, therefore,
use the explanation of Q,faqlh, who is qualified to

g
*ve a fatiodi when they wish to know what the
w prescribes in cases 'which are not of daily

occurrence. Afatwd is a professional opinion on
^g'A-matters, generally couched in the form of
question and answer. A scholar who gives such
fatwas is in consequence called mufti, and any one
who is recognized as a competent faqih, so that
his legal advice is asked when occasion arises,

may be regarded as a mufti. Besides this, there
are in Muslim lands ofi&cial muftis paid by the
Government to advise the public, and, when
necessary, also the Government itself, as to the
law. In some places, where adherents of difierent

j'?2^A-schools are constantly found, the Government
even appoints a separate mufti for each madhhdb.
The contents of the fatwds are obtained from the
j?2'^-books, since the muftis, like all other scholars,
are only muqallids. Sometimes, among the
questions submitted to a mufti, are found situa-
tions which are new in Muslim society, and
subjects which have become important for the
Muslims only under the later influence of Western
civilization ; in such cases the muftis must decide
how the old rules are to be applied in the changed
circumstances. In the /g'^-books of later date
consideration is given, so far as is necessary, to

fatwas which relate to new situations.

^

The general conviction of orthodox Muslims
nowadays is that the doctrine of each of the four
^g'^-schools represents a correct view of the canon
law. At first the scholars disputed hotly on the
fiqh, and their adherents often showed signs of

great intolerance. For a long time bitter ani-

mosity existed between the teachers in the holy
towns in Arabia and the faqilis in the conquered
territory (especially in Iraq), Those who lived

at Mecca and Medina would have liked to keep
the monopoly of the sacred science in their o'wn

hands. They tried in every possible way to throw
ridicule and suspicion on tneir rivals, who were
frequently not even of pure Arabian descent (Abu
5anifah, e,g., was of Persian blood). Both parties

deluged each other 'with a flood of abusive names.
Although the majority of the people were not

1 Of. 0. Snouck Hurgronje, 3Iekka, ii. 232 ff., and The
Achehnese, Ensr. tr., Leyden, 1906, ii. 1 fif. ; P- Arminjon,
L*£!nseignemenU la doctrine et la vie dane les tiniversitea

musrdrnaTies d’JBgyptey Paris, 1907.
2 For the fatwas and their contents, which are often im-

portant, see 0. Snouck Hur^onje, Mekka, ii. 2SS, 240, also
* Ein arab. Beleg zum heutigen Sklavenhandel in Singapore,'
in ZDMG xlv. [1891J 395-402, ‘lets over verjaring in het
Moehamm. recht,* in Tijdschr. Bataviaasch Genootseh. xszix..

[189‘n 431-457, and ‘Idam und Phonograph,’ ib, xUL [1900]

393-427 ; I. Goldziher, ‘ Uber eine Formel in der jud. Respon-
senlitteratur und in den muham. Fetwds,’ in ZDjIG liii. [1899]
645-652.

entirely acquainted with the details of the prob-
lems of scholarship, nevertheless, in places where
the followers of different schools came into con-
tact with each other, collisions often took place
which gave rise to street fights and mutual per-
secution.

In spite of this, the controversial questions con-
cerning the fqh did not cause permanent divisions
in Islam. On the contrary, the conviction gradu-
ally arose in orthodox circles that the difference
of opinion between the /g'A-schools must be
regarded not as a misfortune, but rather as a
situation willed by God Himself. It is, they
thought, apparently possible and permissible to
hold different opinions as to various j^'g'A-rules
of secondary importance. Thus, if one school
cherished a less rigorous opinion concerning a
command or prohibition than the other schools,
it was proper for the faithful to regard this as in
some degree a blessing, since the less rigorous
opinion could apparently also be defended with
good reason. A tradition says that the Prophet
himself declared; *The difference of opinion in
my community is a proof of God’s mercy.’
Each Muslim has to give the preference to the

observance of the regulations of his o'wn fiqh’
school, and only under exceptional circumstances
is an appeal made to the divergent doctrine of
another madkhab. This appeal is also called
taqlld (in this case the recognition that the rules
of another school are authoritative on a special
point), and is held permissible under certain
conditions for laymen.
The following is an example. According to the Shafi'ites,

children under age can be given in niarnage only by their
father or grandfather. In Acheh, where the Shafi'itic madhhab
is usually followed, it was the ancient national custom not to
allow children to remain unmarried until their majority. Now,
if it happens that the father and the grandfather of ‘children
under age are dead, the difBculty is solved by means of taqlid,
“ppealing to the 9anifites, who declare that even distant
[ood-relations are also competent to give children in marriage

during their minority.!

Passing from one madhhab to another is not
always approved of. There are Turkish scholars
who permit those who follow^ the Shafi'itic or
another madhhab to become Hanifites, but forbid
^Tanifites to go over to another ^g'A-school. Such
transference to another Tnadhhah is scarcely ever
found except when there is some exceptional
reason for it

—

e.g., when any one leaves his
native country and goes to live in a land where
the majority of the inhabitants belong to another
/ffA-school. In places such as Mecca, where the
adherents of the difierent ^g'^-schools constantly
come in contact with each other, transference to
another Tnadhhab is found, if, e,g,, a man and
woman who belong to different j^g’A-schools wish
to marry.

3. The *usul al-fiqh’ (i.e., the sources or
foundations of the fiqh),—The fiqh is based on
four infallible foundations: (1) Allah’s 'word—the
Qur’an ; (2) the words and deeds of the Prophet

—

sunnat al-nabl; (3) the general agreement of
feeling among orthodox scholars—tyma' ; and (4)

the analogy

—

qiyds. Each of these foundations
supplies a ^arantee that the doctrine of the
^gA-schools is really in agreement with the will
of Allah. They are called the umtl al-fiqh (lit.

roots of the fiqh’). The name furiC (‘branches’)
is used to designate the rules of the fiqh based on
these usul.

(1) The Qur’an.—As has been stated above, the
qiyds originally was not generally recognized as
a permissible method of establishing the fiqh, nor
has the infallibility of sunnah and ijmd^ been
recognized from the beginning. But none could
contest the authority of the Qur’an, which, accord-

! For further particulars cf. C. Snouck Hurgronje, Tfu
Ackehnese, i, 344 ff., and see also § s (a), below.
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iiig to IStuslim opinion, contained Allah's own
words, nor was there later any doubt that

Muhammad had accurately delivered God’s word.
According to tradition, the Prophet had, with the help of the

angel Gabriel, repeatedly collated the sacred text with the

original preserved in heaven, and the Qur’an must thus be re-

garded as a completely trustworthy source of Allah’s will. It

IS true that some of the verses contradict each other, but it

generally appeared possible to give an interpretation of the

contradictory texts which brought them into harmony ; and, if

this was not possible, it was assumed that the one verse of the

Qur’an was cancelled by the other.

(2)

The From the very bepnning the

sunnahol the Prophet passed in general as a guide

for all Muslims. But Muhammad was not re-

garded by his contemporaries as infallible. He
was often subjected to severe opposition, even from
his most loyal adherents, and, indeed, did not him-

self make any claim to infallibility. On the con-

trary, he often took pains to declare expressly that

he was only a fallible man like every one else ; he
could achieve only one miracle which none else

could accomplish—the communication of Allah’s

revelation.

After the death of the Prophet, also, it occasionally happened
that customs which he had expressly permitted to his followers,

or of which he had himself given the example, were rejected

and regarded as contrary to the true spirit of Islam.

The 7nMrfl/i-raarrjage is an example. According to several

traditions, the Prophet had permitted some Muslims to contract

temporarj^ marriages—e.p.,on the occasion of expeditions. For
this purpose a sum of money or other goods was given to a
woman, and a marriage was contracted with her for a definite

period, after the expiration of which the marriage was again

dissolved. This kind of marriage isknown as muVaK (‘ to make
use of*). The second KhalTf, ‘Umar, forbade these temporary
marriages ;

he apparently regarded them as practically fornica-

tion :
* Let no one he brought to me who has married a wife for

a limited period,’ he said, ‘ for, if so, I will have him stoned.*

According to a later tradition, the Prophet himself withdrew
his permission. Orthodox iMuslims regard witifa^-marriages as

forbidden ; the Shi'ites still continue to regard them as per-

missible.i

But latex Muslims began to idealize the Prophet.

They could not admit that he had been subject to

mistakes and weaknesses just like other men, and
they could not allow that any doubt existed on
this point. It was necessary to have full security

that men were not following an erroneous line

when they accepted the siinnah of the Prophet.

An attempt was made to find proofs for the infalli-

bility {'ismah) of the Prophet, and it was thought
that this could he discovered in many verses of the

Qur’an—c.p'., in those in which God enjoins obedi-

ence not only to Himself, hut also to Muhammad,
His representative. There was also a tradition

which made the Prophet declare expressly ;
‘ My

community shall not err when they hold fast in

everything to Allah’s book and to my sunnahJ*

According to Muslim theory, the sunnah of the

Prophet consists of three elements
: (1) his qawl

(decisions) ; (2) his fi"l (manner of conduct) ; and

(3)

his siilmt or taqrir (tacit approbation of the

deeds and words of others).

Generally behaviour according to the sunnah of the Prophet
is as indispensable a duty for a Muslim as obedience to the

regulations of the Qur’an. The only exception to the general

rule is formed by those cases in which God had permitted excep-

tional freedom to His messenger ; e.g., Muhammad had more
than the number of wives permitted by the law, and in such
special cases it is naturally regarded as forbidden to follow the
example of the Prophet. Some European writers have errone-

ously imagined that what the sunnah prescribes haiS not a bind-

ing power in the same degree as a command in the Qur’an. On
the contrary, Muslim scholars even assume that some regula-

tions of the Qur’an are altered or cancelled by later decisions or

acts of the Prophet which contradict them. In Qur’an, ii. 176,

e.g.y it is ordained that legacies may always be left to parents

and near blood-relations ; but this rule is regarded as cancelled,

because, later on, according to tradition, after the regulation of

inheritance db intestato^ Muhammad said: ‘No will may be
made for the benefit of heirs whose share in the estate is fixed.*

Although the Qur’an, xxiv. 2, prescribes only scourging as the

punishment for fornication, adulterers must, according to the

1 On the so-called mut'ah see G. A. Wilken, Das Matriarchat

(das Mutterrecht) bei den alien Arabem, Leipzig, 1884, pp. 9-16

;

and J. Wellhausen, ‘ Die Ehe bei den 4rabern,’ in GGiV, 1893,

p. 404 ff.

canon law, be in some cases stoned to death. This last punish-
ment is based exclusively on the sunnah of the Prophet, which
in this case has altered the regulation of the Qur’an.

(3) The ijma\—By the time that a firm convic-
tion had been formed in the schools as to the main
rules of the fiqh, this general feeling began to be
regarded as a new argument for the validity of the
doctrine. It was declared to he impossible that
rules as to which all faqlhs had the same opinion
could be based on error, and thus the ijmcC (‘general
agreement of opinion ’) of the scholars must be an
incontrovertible proof of the correctness of their
views. There could, so men thought, no longer be
any doubt, even as to subjects on which there was
originally a difference of opinion, so soon as all

scholars were agreed on them. Their unanimous
opinion must for the future he reverenced by every
one as the truth.

The doctrine of the infallibility of the ijmd at first met with
much opposition. Many refused to concede binding authority
in religious matters to the opinions of fallible men, even when
they were agreed in their judgment. Nevertheless a tradition
arose later, according to which the Prophet himself had de-
clared :

‘ My people shall never be unanimous in error.’ It was
also thought possible to find arguments for this opinion in some
verses of the Qur'an. In iv. 115, e.p., pumshmenc is threatened
on those ‘ who separate themselves from the Prophet ’ and ‘ do
not follow the way of the faithful,’ and this ‘ way of the faithful,'

it was said, was obviously nothing else than that for which
unanimity had been already obtained in Islam.

The earlier Muslims had already attached great importance to

the ijmd of * the companions of the Prophet (§alidbah). It was
thought that those who belonged to the generation which had
been so extraordinarily favoured by the blessing of personal

acquaintance with Muhammad must have been completely per-

meated by the true spirit of Islam, and it was thus impossible

that they could have been unanimous in error. Later on, Malik
ibn Anas laid special emphasis on the general agreement of

opinion of the scholars of Medina. In that holy city, he thought,
the mnnah of Islam must have undoubtedly been preserved in

its purest form. Thus, when all the scholars in the city of the

Prophet were agreed in their opinion, this could not be errone-

ous. Others applied the same reasoning to the vjmd' of the

scholars in both the holy towns—^Medina and Mecca. In the

end, however, consideration had to be given also to the/a^^
in otjher places. There was no sufficient reason for limiting the

authority of the ijmd* exclusively to the opinion of the §abdbah
and the scholars in the holy cities. Thus the ipnd‘ came to

mean in Islam the agreement of all scholars who could be

regarded as competent to judge in matters of religion.

The ijmd* must he regarded as the most important

of the mul. It became in the end the infallible

basis for the whole doctrine of Islam. ^ It gave

Muslims security also that the Jlqh was correctly

deduced from the sacred texts, it is true that,

with regard to many details of the canon law, there

remained a difference of opinion between the four

;?^A-schools ; but, as has already been noticed, all

orthodox Muslims came later to recognize that as

to these questions different opinions were possible.

It was agreed that the doctrine of each of the four

madhhabs gave a correct view of the canon law,

and, in consequence, it was possible to say that the

ijma itself had sanctioned even those regulations

as to which the four /g^^-schools cherished different

opinions. Moreover, everything which afterwards,

under changed circumstances, became a rule was

helu to be justified when all were agreed about it.

(Customs and doctrines cannot he heresies for the

true Muslim, provided that all orthodox faqlhs

sanction them, even if they are not based on the

Qur’an or the mnnah. Those who do not honour

customs sanctioned by the ijma\ such as the Wah-
habites, are regarded by the orthodox Muslim as

heretics •

(4)

The qiycis.—Of the different methods of

argument according to which some rules of the

were established only the qiyds was recog-

nized as a fourth infallible foundation for the fiqh.

The other methods, such as istihsdn, istisldhf and

istishah, were not approved by the majority of

Muslim scholars.

1 See especially 0. Snouck Hurgronje, ‘ Le Droit musulman,'

in RHR x^vii. [1898] 16 ff. ; I. Goldziher, /
Die Beligion dea

Islams,’ in Die KvZtur der Oegenwart, Leipzig, 1906, i. m.,

Ist half-vol., pp. 105-107.
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To prove that the fiqh might really be based on analogy, an
appeal was made to various texts of the Qur’an and tradition.
According to some traditions, the Prophet had instructed
Mu'adh, his governor of Yaman, to keep in general to the
Qur’an and the sunnah, but, in cases in which this was not pos-
sible, to behave according to the analogy of these sacred texts.
Since, later on, all orthodox scholars were agreed that the gipds
was permissible, no further doubt on the point was possible.

Thus, for later generations in the orthodox Muslim world, the
doctrine that the qiyds is a fourth infallible foundation of the
fiqh is based on ijmd\
Some orthodox scholars were of opinion that the general

custom i'urf) should also be regarded as a basis for the fiqh. As
a matter of fact, many faqlhSt from ancient times, had been
careful, in establishing the regulations of the jfigA, to take into
consideration the general customs of Muslims

; but it has never
become a rule to regard the "urf as a fifth infallible foundation
of the fiqhJ
Muslim writers have written extensive works about the tefuZ

al-fiqh, which treat of the different methods by means of which
the rules of the fiqh may be established. Most faqihs make no
special study af this science, but content themselves with the
condensed statements as to the tL§ul which may be found in the
?i5^-books.

4. Summary of the contents of Muslim canon
law.—The chief regulations of Muslim canon law
may be divided into two classes : (1) those regard-
ing religious worship and ritual duties; and (2)

those regarding civil, penal, and public law.
The regulations belonging to the first class deal

in the first place with the five 'xbadat^ i,e. the
ritual actions by which Allah is to be worshipped.
They are (i.)the salat (the ritual prayer, mainly
consisting of prostration, praises of the Creator,

etc.) ; (ii.) the tahdrah (the ritual purification,

which must be specially gone through before the
salat is performed, but which is also required in

other cases in which a believer must be in a ritually

pure condition) ; (iii.) the zakdt (originally alnas-

giving, which was afterwards fixed by definite

rules and became a kind of religious tax) ; (iv.)

the saiom (fasting, especially in the month of

Ramadan) ; and (v. ) the Jiajj (the annual pilgrimage
to Mecca).
These five 'ibdddt are always fareated in tbe first five chapters

of the fiqh-hodks, according to the usual division of these works
W'hich has obtained since ancient times. They belong at the
same time to the ‘pillars’ of Islam, i.e. to the principal duties
of a Muslim. Originally also the jihad (the ‘sacred war’
against unbelievers) was regarded by many Muslims as a
‘pillar’ of Islam. This opinion is still held by the Kharijites,

who are, however, regarded as heretics. According to orthodox
Muslims there are only five ‘ pillars ’ of Islam. One of these is

the §alaty including the tahdrah connected with it. The zakdtf

the tf-cijj^ and fasting belong also to them, and the fifth ‘ pillar’

is the confession (shahddak), consisting of the well-known * two
words ’

: ‘ I confess that there is no God hut Allah, and that
Muhammad is the messenger of Allah.’ For it is reported in

tradition that the Prophet said :
‘ Islam is built on five [sc.

foundations] : on the snahddah^ the ^aJM, the zakdt, the hxijj,

and fasting in the month of Ramadan.*
The subjects connected with the belief in AHah were so

numerous, and the controverting of manifold heresies on this

point came in time to extend so far, that the doctrine regard-

ing the first ‘ pillar ’ (the shahddah) developed into a separate

branch of science, the *il7n aJrtawTyid> or 'iZm al-kaldm (* know-
ledge of the unity of God’ or ‘doctrine of faith’). Intheji(?A-

books only the four other pillars are discussed. In connexion
with the daily §aldt, the figh-hooks also deal with the whole
worship in the mosque, the service on Friday and on the two
“ids (i.e. feasts : the ‘ great * feast on the tenth of the last

month, Dhu’l-Tjxjja, and the * small * feast on the first of the

loth month, ShawwdVy, further, they deal with various special

foldts—e,g., the ^aldt al-i$tisqa^ (the salat by which Allah is

asked for rain in times of great drought), and the ?aldt at the

eclipses of the sun and moon.

Besides these chief duties, a MusHm must observe

numerous other religious prescriptions, and abstain

from many actions which are regarded by canon
law as blameworthy, or even strictly forbidden.

These prescriptions may be found in nearly all the

chapters of the Jiqh-hooks, They treat chiefly^ of

:

(i.) the religious ceremonies on various occasions

in Muslim domestic life— child-birth, circum-

cision, marriage, and death ; (ii.) the ritual purity

of persons and objects, the ritual slaughter, the

lawful food and drink, etc. These regulations are

followed by various others-^.^., concerning the

prohibition of images of living beings, of super-
1 Cf. I. Goldziher- Die Zdhiriten, p. 204.

fluous luxury (the use of gold and silver dishes, the
wearing of silk clothes by men, etc.), of various
games and pleasures, and concerning permissible
and forbidden music. The^g'A-books specially deal
with some of those regulations in the chapter on
the 'wallmah (the religious meal at the marriage-
feast and on other occasions) ; for, if any of the
rules mentioned in the fiqh-'hoo'ks are infringed,
the religious character of this meal is lost.

The regulations of the second division chiefly
concern marriage, divorce, relationship and the
rights and duties connected with it, guardianship,
inheritance, and slaves and freedmen ; also con-
tracts (sale, hire, partnership, commission, etc.),

warrants, the obtaining of property and other
rights, the prohibition of taking interest (Muslim
law regards this as ‘ usury ’)

; oaths and vows and
all connected with them ; testamentary dispositions
and the waqfs (dispositions by which certain goods
are withdrawn from trade in order to be reserved
for definite religious aims or for a special number
of persons) ; furthermore, the right of retaliation
and the redemption of it by payment of a ransom

;

legal procedure, and the law oi evidence ; finally,

the duty of believers to take part in the jihad, the
rights and duties of unbelievers living in Muslim
lands, and the appointment of an undm (chief of

the Muslim community), his rights and his duties.

It is not the aim of all the regulations of the law
to give absolute commands or prohibitions; in

many cases it is only suggested that it is advisable
from a religious point of view to perform or to
omit some action. Five classes of regulations may
be distinguished ; they are called ahalihdm al-

khamsah, i.e, ‘the five legal categories.* (i.) A
deed may be obligatory {wdjih, ‘ necessary,* or

fard, ‘ prescribed *). Only the ^anifites recognize
a difference between wdjib and fard. They apply
the term fard to all that is prescribed by the
Qu’ran or by the tradition, if the meaning is

beyond doubt ; and wdjih to that which, in case
of doubt, is obligatory only according to the most
probable view. Duties to be observed by every
Muslim individually are called fard aVain (or

fard "ala ^I'ain) ; duties to be observed only by
a certain number of Muslims collectively are called

fard al-kifdyah (or fard"ala" l-kifdyah)—e g,, the
daily salat in the mosque and the sacred war
against ‘unbelievers.* (ii.) A deed may be com-
mendable or meritorious {sunnah). A Muslim
will be rewarded if he observes these regulations,

but he will not be punished if he neglects them.
It has been supposed by some scholars that the actions

belonging to this class were called sunnah as being derived
ferom the sunnah of the Prophet. But this is incorrect. It

is indifferent for what reason an action is recommended in
canon law. Muslim jurists of one ^A-school sometimes call

a deed sunnah, in order not to disagree wholly with the doc-
trine of another madhhab, which calls the same deed obligatory.

A deed may also be sunnah because it was recommended in a
verse of the Qur’an ; on the other hand, the imitation of a deed
of the Prophet is often ‘ obligatory.* Other wor<fe that are used
in the same sense as sunnah are mustaliabb (‘ desirable ’), and
mandvi) (‘ recommended ’).

(iii.) A deed maybe permissible {muhdh ox jd"iz)

or (iv.) objectionable {makriih)', the latter actions

are better avoided, but a Muslim is not punished
if he commits them, (v.) A deed may be forbidden
{kardm) ; the committing of this action is punished.
The action which is forbidden m&j at the same
time be ‘valid* {sahth)—e.g., if one steals water
and with it fulfis the ritual purification ; this

action is ‘valid,* although stealing is forbidden.
An ‘invalid * action is called batil.

Notwithstanding the great lack of knowledge
and the negligence of most Muslims, in all Mu-
hammadan lands that part of the canon law which
deals with religious duties and ritual is more or
less faithfully observed. According to the popular
conscience, some actions are even regarded as
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obligatory which have not so important a place

in canon law. On the other hand, rnost Muslims

neglect without scruple many duties that are

really prescribed as ‘obligatory.’^ In general,

the whole Muslim world is especially faithful to

certain food-laws (e.y., abstinence from pork), to

circumcision, and to other religious customs by
which a Muslim is externally distinguished from

the followers of other religions.
^
In the canon law

these are not regarded as ‘chief duties,’ but in

practice they play the part, to a certain extent,

of the real ‘pillars’ of Islam. Other duties are

neglected by most people, particularly those wHch
are to be daily observed—e.p^., the salat. One
country, however, is stricter than another.

The regulations regarding civil, penal,
^
and

public law generally proved to be only^ ideals

that were practically unattainable. It is true

that, according to the theory of the law-books,

these regulations are in all respects of equal value

with the prescriptions concerning religious duties,

and every Muslim is bound to regard them as

obligatory, but in practice it is impossible to ob-

serve them, particularly those which concern com-

mercial and other contracts. Everywhere the

demands and customs of the commercial inter-

course and local manners and customs prevent

even the most pious Muslim from observing these

regulations ;
very often the observance of them

is hindered by the arbitrary behaviour and tyranny

of the local authorities. Eious Muslims often ask

the advice of able lawyers as to the religious rules

concerning matters of commerce, but in practice

they find themselves compelled to act contrary to

this advice.® Only the regulations concerning

marriage and family life are faithfully observed

by most Muslims as far as it is made possible by
the different circumstances in each land.® Hence
a twofold law usually obtains in Muslim countries.

Alongside of canon law the local customary law
(*acfaA), and regulations of the local government,

have in practice very great influence. Conse-

quently there are usually two kinds of procedure.

Besides the qad\ Le. the judge, who judges accord-

ing to the regulations of the shariah^ we find

everywhere other magistrates, who inflict punish-

ment and give decisions according to local manner
and customs and local regulations. The influence

of these magistrates is generally the more im-

portant. The qd^ decides only those questions

which are generally admitted to be imniediately

connected with religion, and which for this reason

have to be decided according to the shariah.

These questions are specially matters concerning

family life, marriage, inheritance, and donations

and endowments for religious purposes.

In the following pages the regulations of Muslim
canon law regarding civil and public law are dealt

with only so far as they are really of practical im-

portance for the Muslim (cf. also the ‘ Muhamma-
dan’ sections of artt. Crimes and Punishments,
Adultery, Apostasy, etc., to which reference is

made below).

The doctrine of the Shaft itic madhhah will form
the general basis of our description of the religious

regmations of the Muslim canon law; only in

dealing with matters of particular importance we
shall refer also to the divergent opinions of other

^g^A-schools (esp. those of the J^anifites and the

Malikites).^
1 Of. 0. Snouck Hurgronje, The Aehehnese, ii. 273 fif., SOSff.

2 76. ii. 270-277.
3 Of. ih. ii. 269 ff., 303 ff.; I. Goldziher, ‘ Muham. Recht in

Theorie und Wirklichkeit,’ in ZVRW viii. [1889] 406-423.

4 See, further, for the development of the Jiqh and u^ul ah
fiqh and for the practical importance of Muslim canon law, 0.

Snouck Hurgronje, *Le I>roit musulman,’ in RER xxxvii.

[1898] 2ff,, 174 fi!., Mekka, ii. 200 flf., The Aehehnese, ii. 269 ff.,

and * LArabie et les Indes n^erlandaises,’ in RER lix. [1908]

60-80 ; I. Goldziher, Vorlesungen uber den Islam, Heidelberg,

II. Marriage, kinship, law of inherit^
ANCE, SLAVES.—5 . Marriage.

—

[a) The marriage
contract.—In ancient times in Arabia the husband
used to buy his wife from her nearest kinsman
{wall, ‘nearest’). He could give her in marriage
to whom he liked, and he received the dowry,
which was regarded as a sale price. By paying
this sale price the bridegroom became the owner
of the bride. In some Arabic Bedawin tribes we
find these customs even at the present time, with
very little modification.^

In some parts of Arabia, however, the original

form of marriage by sale and the patriarchal

family customs connected with it were already so

far modified in the time of Muhammad that it was
customary to pay the dowry to the bride herself

;

and it was regarded as objectionable if her wall

desired to keep this gift wholly or partly for him-
self. So, according to the Qu’ran {e.g. iv. 28), the

Muslims had to regard the dowry as a ‘ reward for

the wife,’ and no one was allowed to withhold it.

It seems, however, that the nearest kinsman in

Muhammad’s days was entitled to give a girl

in marriage to whom he liked, even against her

will. As several women complained of this to the

Prophet, he is said to have issued a command that

in future in ordinary cases every wall must ask

the agreement of the bride to her marriage.

No marriage is valid without being preceded by
the making of a proper marriage contract {^aqd

aUnikah). Even at the present day, the wall

usually’ is the only person entitled to make this

marriage contract with the bridegroom.

The ^anifites allow a woman to make the

marriage contract herself, or to appoint a proper

person to do so in her name, if she is of age and

is not under guardianship. The Shafi'ites, on the

other hand, hold that neither a minor woman nor

even a woman of full age is entitled to do this

;

only her wall has the right to marry her to any

one ;
but he is at the same time generally bound

to give his co-operation if she desires it of him.

Malikites, like the ^anifites, consider that the

woman who is of age is entitled to make her^ own
marriage contract, unless she belongs to a distin-

guished family, or, in consequence of her beauty

or other qualities, is an exceptionally desirable

match ; in the latter case she may be united in

marriage only through her toall. The only case in

which the wall has the right to oppose a marriage

is when the woman desires to marry a man who
is not her ‘ equal ’ (Abu flCanifah also allowed him
this right if the bridegroom was unable or un-

willing to pay a suitable dowry, but_this_ opinion

was rejected by his two pupils, Abu Yusuf and

Muhammad) ; for the wall has to protect the

honour of the family. The ‘ equal ’ of a woman
is called her kuf\

The theories of the various ^Jg-A-schools about the equality

(kafa’ah) disagree. The Shafi'ites and Hanifites pay special

attention to (1) birth

:

an Arab is considered of greater distinc-

tion than any non-Arab, and among the Arabs the tribesmen

of Muhammad—the Quraishitea—rank highest, the relatives of

the Prophet bemg the most distinguished ; (2) the

;?qli-books contain numerous regulations on this subject. The

profession otfaqih is regarded as specially distinguished ;
if toe

profession of the bridegroom is inferior to that of the father of toe

bride, the former is no kuf* of the bride. No emancipated slave

can be considered as the kHz’ of a freewoman, any more toan ft

fd&ig is that of a 'woman who is *adil.^ On the other hand, it is

1910, pp. 86-39, Die j^idhiriten, and the art. *Fi]^h* m El ii.;

D. B.Macdonald, Develo'pment of Muslim Theology, Juns^

'prudence, and Constitutional Theory.
. m- r i

1 J. L. Burckhardfc, Notes on the Bedouins and Wahaoys

London, 1831, i. 268, 272 ; A. Musil, Arabia Petrosa, Vienna,

1908, iii. 180, 184.
2 Everybody that is not 'adl is called/dsig. When a Person is

'adl, it means that no great sin has been committed by him,

and that he does not usually infringe the less important regula-

tions of canon law. Even although he has infringed these less

important regulations, a person still may be adl if he fulnw tM
greater part of his other religious duties devoutly. This atones
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wholly indifferent for this purpose whether the bridegroom is

equal in wealth to the father of the bride or not. In matters
of Teafa*ah the Malikites do not judge according to the origin
or profession of the bridegroom, but exclusively by his conduct
and faith. As a rule, the various reflations of canon law
concerning the kafd*ah are of no practical importance for the
present-day Muslims. Marriages which would be considered
misalliances accordmg to the theo^ of the law very often are
considered by the wife and her wall as honourable. An excep-
tion to this rule is made by the sayyids or shares, the descend-
ants of the Prophet. In some countries (e.g., the Dutch Indies)
they refuse to marry their daughters to men who are not related
to them, because of their distinguished origin.

The various /g;A-schools differ as to the cases in
which the wall has still in Islam the right of mak-
ing a marriage contract without the permission of
the bride.

The Shifi'ites hold that the wall as a rule has no right to give
the bride in marriage without her permission. A minor girl,

therefore, cannot be given in marriage by her waZlf for she is

not able to give a valid permission. According to the Shafi'ites,

only the father or, failing him, the paternal grandfather is en-
titled to compel his daughter (or granddaughter) to a marriage,
if she is still a virgin, whether she be a minor or of age. For
this reason they call the father and the grandfather wall rmtj-
bir(i.e. ‘compelling’ wall). Nevertheless the doctrine even of
the Shafi'ites always regarded it as commendable (sunnah) that
the wall mujMr should ask the permission of the bride before
giving her in marriage. Further, he is not entitled to compel
her to marry if she declares that she is not a virgin—^this dema-
ration is accepted as true without further proof—or if there is

enmity either between himself and the girl or between the girl

and the man with whom he wishes her to join in marriage. The
wall mujbir is not entitled to mve the bride in marriage to any-
body who is not her * equal ’ (ku/*), or who is not able to pay a
‘ suflacient * dowry (mahr aUmithl).
According to the Hanifites and Malikites, women under age

may be given in marriage without their permission ; this may
be done by their father or, failing him, by a more distant kins-

man on the paternal side. In the latter case the l^anifices

permit them to demand dissolution {faskh) of their marriage
when they come of age.
According to the l^anifites, women of full age cannot be

compelled to a marriage by any one ; and, according to the
Malikites, they may be compelled only by their father (not by
the grandfather) so long as they are still virgin. Onljf the father

is thus, according to the Ma,likite system, wall mujbir.

The wall must be not only the * nearest ’ kins-

man,^ but also an adult and a free Muslim in

full possession of his intellectual powers and (at

least according to the Shafi’itic school) not a fasiq.

If he does not satisfy these conditions, his right

passes to the next kinsman. If none of the persons

just mentioned is qualified to become wall, or if

there is no kinsman, or the kinsman unlawfully
refuses to be waM, the magistrate {JmJdm) is re-

garded as the wall of the bride. According to

Sradition, the Prophet said :

* The magistrate is

wall of her who has no walV The/g'A-books do
not indicate which of the magistrates is then the I

competent wall ; in many Muslim countries in this

case the marriage contract is made by the qadl. If

there is no magistrate living in the place where
the marriage is to be contracted, the bride and
bridegroom are allowed to hand over this function

to some proper person. Such a man is called

hakam (which is also the title of an arbiter in a

lawsuit). Parties are entitled to choose another

person as hakam even if a competent magistrate

is living in the place, but in this case the hakam
who is chosen is allowed to act as a substitute for

the real magistrate only if he satisfies the condi-

tions of a q^ddl in every respect.

The bridegroom is not generally represented by
a wall in the making of a marriage contract—he
does it himself. The contract is made by his wall

only if he lives under guardianship as a minor.

According to the Shafi'ites, boys under age can be

married only by their wall mujhi/r (their father

or paternal grandfather), for they are supposed to

be unfit to give their permission tor the marriage.

The panifites and Malikites, however, allow other

relatives also to do this.

for his small sins. But, if he confesses heretic opinions, he

ceases to be *adl.
. ,

1 The opinions of the different ^qA-schools disagree as to tne

order in which the kinsmen of the bride are entitled to be

regarded as her nearest kinsman (cf. § 7 (&))•
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If the bridegroom lives under guardianship for
other reasons [e.g., bankruptcy), he can be married
only by the mediation of his guardian.
By the marriage contract the wall or other re-

presentative of the bride declares her to be given
in marriage to the bridegroom (this declaration is

called Ijdh, * the offer ’)
; and the bridegroom de-

clares that he takes her as his wife (this declaration
is called qahul, ' acceptance ’)» and that he will pay
her a certain sum as dowry. Ijdh and qahul must
follow each other immediately, as in all other
contracts.
Accordingto the Shafi'ites, in the making of the contractparties

are not allowed to modify the legal rights and duties of married
couples. Either husband or wife, indeed, is allowed to renounce
later on the rights to which they are entitled by the law, but it

is not permitted to bind oneself to this beforehand ; e.g., if the
man bound himself beforehand not to marry a second wife, or if

the wife renounced her right of being supported by her husband,
then these conditionswomd be nuU and void. In this case the
marriage contract remains valid, unless conditions were made
which would be contrary to the aim of a marriage ({.e. not to
have children) ; in that case both the condition and the marriage
are considered void. In other ^iqA-schools these questions are
partly decided in another way.
For the waVi of the bride it is sunnah to make a speech

(Jdhvlbah) when the marriage contract takes place. If possible,

this speech is made in Arabic, and must glorify God, oless His
Prophet, give pious admonition, and recommend marriage.
According to the Sh^'ites and the J^anifites, the contract must
be made in the presence of trustworthy witnesses, who must
satisfy certain demands of the law. The Malikites, however,
only demand that the marriage shall not be kept secret.

Assistance of a clergyman is not required in
Islam for the making of a marriage contract, but
usually the aid of a person who has a special know-
ledge of the regulations concerning marriage is

invoked. Only in this way do Muslims feel that
the marriage is guaranteed not to be null and void.

Thuswe find in nearly aU Muslim countries persons

who make a profession of assisting at the marriage
contracts. In different countries these men are

called by various names {e.g., mumlik in Mecca).

^

Sometimes such a person dictates to the parties the

words that are to be pronounced by them, but in

most cases he appears exclusively as a representa-

tive {wakll) of the wall of the bride. Then he
need only dictate to the bridegroom the required

formulae. If the bridegroom and the wall of the

bride possess a sufficient knowledge of the regula-

tions of the canon law, theymay make the marriage
contract themselves without the assistance of a
professional officiator.

In the art. Worship (Muslim) the religious ceremonies con-

nected with marriage will be dealt with, such as the wallmat
al-urs (i.e. the marriage feast, which originally was probably a

sacrificial meal).

It remains to mention only that bride and bridegroom are not

allowed to contract a marriage if they are in the state of ijbrdm,

i.e. the state of religious consecration and abstinence whi^ the

law makes obligatory for those joining in the yearly pilgrimage

The dowry.—The dowry given by the bride-

groom to the bride has still its old Arabic name
mahr (cf. Heb. mdhar). By this word was origin-

I ally meant the price which was paid to the wall of

the bride. Another name for the dowry is sadaq.

Because of the general meaning of the Arab, verb

sadaqa and its derivatives, we may assume that

the sadaq was originally the amount deposited

by the bridegroom as a guarantee of his trust-

worthiness, and held by the waU of the bride if

the bridegroom broke his promise. Later on no
distinction was made between mahr and sadaq, and
Muslim scholars generally regard these words as

synonymous in every respect.

The amount to be paid by the bridegroom as

dowry depends on the conditions upon which parties

agree when the marriage contract is made. There

are three possible cases. (1) There is no condition

between parties as to the amount of the mahr.

(2) It is expressly stated that the fixing of the

amount of the present to the bride is left to the
1 Cf. 0. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, ii. 161. Mumlik is literally

the person who ‘makes ’ the bridegroom ‘owner’ of the bride.
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pleasure of the bride^oom. (3) A fixed sum is

mentioned. In the first case a bridegroom is

obliged to give his bride a mahr al-mithl^ i,e, a
dowry suitable to her position and also dependent
on the social position, descent, age, intelligence,

beauty, and otlier qualities of the bride, for which
she may be reckoned as a more or less desirable
match. The agreement by which the mahr is

expressly left to the pleasure of the bridegroom is

called (‘to leave over to somebody’). The
wall of the bride can leave the fixing of the amount
of the dowry to the bridegroom only if the bride
has expressly empowered him to do so, and she
may do this only if she is of age and has the free
disposal of her fortune. In the third case the
amount of the dowry is precisely stated in the
contract. Then the dowryis calledmahrmusammd.
According to the Shafi'ites, it is mnnah to fix the amount of

tile dowry in this way, the parties not being bound by legal
regulations concerning the amount, except that it is necessary
that the amount of dowry desired by the wall mujbir of the
bride be at least equal to a mahr al-mithl. The ]^anifites and
Malikites hold that the dowry must always represent a certain
minimum value. They disagree, however, as to the exact
amount of this minimum. The 5anifites say that it is not
allowed to give less than a golden dinar or 10 silver dirhams.
The Malikites hold that the minimum is one quarter of a golden
dinar or 3 silver dirhams (cf. the same difference between these
two ^g/t*schools where the minimum value of stolen property
is concerned, as discussed in art. Crimes and Punishments
[Muhammadan], § 5 (3)).

It is not necessary to pay tbe dow’ry at the time
when the marriage contract is made. Usually only
a portion (e.^., the half) of the mahr is paid before
the marriage

;
but the customs vary in different

lands. The remainder is paid later in case of
divorce or of the death of one of the couple.
According to the Shafi*ites, it is usual to pay to
the bride before the marriage two-thirds or at least
half of the dowry.
This custom of paying only a part of the dowry

before the marriage probably dates back to the
pre-IslSmic period, we may assume that the
original purpose was to prevent the loss of all

connexion between the wife and her family. In
many countries in which the custom of buying a
wife exists, if she is ill-treated by her husband,
the relatives of the wife do not lose the right to
protect her until the full dowry is paid.^
The bridegroom has to pay half the dowry to the bride as

damages if he breaks the marriage contract by afterwards
refusing to take her as his wife. If the amount of the dowry
was expressly left to the pleasure of the bridegroom by means
of be is obliged, according to the Shafi'ites and the
?!auifites, to give a ‘present* as compensation to the rejected
bride. This present is called mut'ah because of the name given
to this compensation in Qur’an, ii. 287-238. The Malikites also
hold that this ‘present’ of the bridegroom is not obligatory,
but they regard it as sunnah for the bridegroom.

(c) The lawful obstacles to marriage,—The prin-
cipal^ circumstances which can prevent the con-
traction of a marriage are the following five.

(1)

An already existing marriage. A free Muslim
may not contract a new marriage so long as he has
already four wives ; a woman may be married to
only one man at once. Polygamy is permitted in
Islam only within these limits ; it existed in Arabia
from antiquity and was not done away with by the
Prophet. In Qur’an, iv. 3, in which believers who
had embezzled the property of orphans entrusted
to them were enjoined to live in a simple manner,
the following words are found

:

* If ye fear that will be unable to give the orphans what is
theirs, marry so many wives as is good for you~two, three, or
four ; and if ye still fear (in spite of this) that ye will be unable
to act suitably, marry only one wife or take slaves ; that is
better, that ye be not molined to evil.*

These words were interpreted by the later Muslim
fa^hs in the sense that no Muslim may possess

1 The following example shows that this view was not entirely
untoown even to the Muslim scholars : if a man leaves his
native town and goes elsewhere, according to Abu
he may take his wife with him only if he has paid her the whole
of the mohr.

more than four wives at once. And there was a
tradition that the Prophet had expressly authorized
this interpretation. It was, indeed, known from
tradition that Muhammad himself had more than
four wives at once, but men explained this later as
one of the special privileges which God had given
only to His messenger.

(2) Too close relationship. A Muslim is forbidden
to marry his female relatives in the direct line
(ascending and descending), his sisters and the
female descendants of his brothers and sisters, and
his aunts and great-aunts on both the paternal and
maternal sides. A relative (man or woman) whom
it is forbidden to marry is called mahram

; e.y., a
man is his daughter’s mahram. Relationship-in-
law (the relation between a* married person and the
relatives of his or her consort in consequence of
marriage) is an obstacle to marriage. A Muslim
may not marry his female relations-in-law in the
direct (ascending and descending) line~e.y., his
mother-in-law, daughter-in-law, step-daughter, etc.—^nor can he have two sisters or an aunt and niece
as wives at the same time. In the fourth place,
foster-relationship is also a hindrance to marriage,
on the ground of Qur’an, iv. 27.
No one may marry either a woman who has suckled him or

his foster sisters {i.e. women who have been suckled by the
same woman as suckled him). Foster-relationship is held to
exist betvveen a man and all his descendants on the one side
and the woman who has suckled him, all her relations (either
blood-kin or foster-kin), her husband, and all his relations
(both blood-kin and foster-kin) on the other side. This foster-
relationship, on the ground of a decision of the Prophet, is an
obstacle to marriage within the same degree of relationship as
with blood-relations. On the other hand, there is no foOTer-
relationship (a) between the woman who suckled the child and
the ancestors or side-relations of that child ; or (&) between the
child and the ancestors or side-relations of children who were
suckled by the same woman.
These regulations concerning the obstacles to marriage caused

by kinship are in general deduced from Qur’an, iv. 26-27 (cf.

also xxxiii. 49 and xxiv. 30-31). The ordinances made in these
two verses of the Qur’an were at least partly new to the
Muslims, as may be seen from the words found at the end of
Qur’an, iv. 27, in which permission is expressly given to regard
as lawful the marriages which had been previously contracted
contrary to these restrictions.

(3) Difference of religion. In Qur’an, ii. 220-221,
it is forbidden for Muslims to contract a marriage
with unbelievers. To that prohibition there were
originally no exceptions

;

‘ Marry no heathen women before they have become believers

;

a believing slave is better than an unbelieving free woman, even
though she please you. Give also your female relations in
marriage to no unbelievers before they have become believers

;

a believing slave is better than an unbelieving free man, even
though he please you. They (the unbelievers) take you to hell,

but God takes you to paradise and forgiveness.’

Later on, one exception was admitted, and
Muslim men were allowed to marry women who
belonged to a so-called people ‘ of the book ’ [ahl al-

kitdh). By the ahl al-Jcitab must be understood
people, such as Jews and Christians, to whom,
according to Muhammad’s view, the same religion

had previously been announced as he made known
to his own people, the Arabians.
See Qur’an, v. 7 : ‘Now are all free women permitted to you,

both among the Muslims and among those who have received
sacred books before you.*
In distinction from the otherjficA-schools, the Shafi'ites regard

marriage of women of the ahl al-midh as permitted only if these
ahl al-Mtab had accepted their religfion before the Qur’an was
revealed, and also had not corrupted it. So, according to the
Shafi'ites. a Muslim may not marry an English woman, because
the English, though they belong to the ahl al-Jdtab^ accepted
Christianity after Muhammad’s time.

(4) A man and woman who are separated from
each other cannot as a rule contract a new marriage
with each other if the former marriage was dis-

solved either because the man had three times
repudiated his wife, or because he had accused her
of adultery by means of the IVan (the swearing of

a solemn oath). As to these two cases see § 6 {a)

and (6), in which the exceptions to the general rule

are also discussed.

(5) Women may not contract a new marriage
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within a certain period after the dissolution of a
former one. This period is called Hddah, i.e.

properly ‘ the number ’ (viz. the number of days).
If the marriage was dissolved by the decease of
the husband, according to Qur’an, ii. 234, the wife
must wait four months and ten days. A similar
period of mourning after the death of the husband
existed among the Arabians in the heathen period

;

but it was then customary, at least in some
Arabian tribes, for the widow to seclude herself in
a small tent for a full year after the death of her
husband ; during this time she might not purify
herself.^ The Hddah after divorce was, on the
other hand, probably first introduced by Muham-
mad. According to Qur’an, Ixv. 4, the wife may
not marry again within the limit of three quru\ if

her marnage was dissolved by divorce. Accordmg
to Abu Pa-ii^fah, quru* must be taken to mean
menstruation; accordingto the Shafi’ites, Malikites,
and others, it is the period of a woman’s cleanness
between the periods of menstruation. If the
woman has no menstruation, the 'iddah is reckoned
at three months. When a woman is pregnant at
the dissolution of her marriage, she may in no case
marry again before her confinement.
Difference in position is, as a rule, no obstacle to

the contraction of a marriage, since it is in no case
regarded as scandalous for the bridegroom to marry
a woman of lower rank ; and even a woman may
contract a valid marriage with a man w'ho is not
her kuf\ if neither her wall nor she herself has
any objection.

Youth is usually no hindrance according to
Muslim law. Child-marriages were not forbidden
in Muhammad’s day, and even the Prophet married
A’ishah, the daughter of Abu Bakr, when she was
only six years old. But, according to the Shafi’ites,

only the wall mujbir (the father, or, failing him,
the paternal grandfather) is qualified to give his
children (or grandchildren) in marriage before their

majority. According to the other j?yA-schools,

more distant relations have the same right if the
ancestors of the children under age are deceased.
Children under age, therefore, cannot marry,
according to the Shaffites, if they have no father
or grandfather. See, however, § 2 (at the end) as
to the taqlid which is applied in such a case.

{d) Mutual rights ana duties of married people
during marriage; lld^ and^ihar.—No community
of goods between the married couple is brought
into existence by marriage. Each keeps the owner-
ship of that which was possessed at marriage, and
of that obtained during marriage by labour, endow-
ment, inheritance, or in any .other way. The wife
keeps the right, during her married life, of disposing
of her possessions and of making contracts. She
does not in that respect come under the guardian-
ship of her husband. The husband is obliged to
support his wife according to her position, and to
give her food as well as clothing, residence, and
service consistently with the appropriate customs.
This legal and obligatory support is called nafaqah.
If the husband is not able to give the legal support
to his wife, she is entitled to demand divorce

{faskh)y but in that case she has to prove that her
husband is really not able to give her nafaqah. If

the husband is able to support her, but refuses to
do so, the judge must try to induce the husband to

fulfil his duty, if the wife requires him to do so.
^A husband who is married to more than one wife

must not spend more time in the rooms of one wife
than in those of another. The husband is also

particularly forbidden in the law-books to swear an
oath to aostain from sexual intercourse. The
taking of such a vow of abstinence was called IW
(‘ to swear’). In the pre-Islamic period the Arabs

1 Cf. J. Wellhaasen, * Die She bei den Arabem/ in GQN, 1893,

pp. 464-456.

regarded this i/a’ as a kind of divorce, by which,
however, the marriage was not fully dissolved.
Although the woman was thus neglected, she could
not contract a new marriage before her husband
had definitely repudiated her, and this he generally
refused to do before he had been paid a certain sum
as ransom.
This was forbidden in Qur’an, ii. 226 f. Any one who had

taken such a vow of abstinence was for the future obliged to
repudiate his wife after the expiration of four months, if he
was then still unreconciled to her. According to the ^anifites,
after the expiration of four months the marriage is ipso facto
legally dissolved if _no^ reconciliation has taken place ; but,
according to the Shafi'ites and Malikites, it must m this case
be dissolved by the ^dkim if the man refuses to repudiate his
wife of Ws own accord.

_
If the husband desires to be reconciled

again with his wife, he is, according to the unanimous opinion
of Muslim scholars, obliged to make a * guilt-offering ’ (kajfdraht
lit. * that which covers the sin ’) because he has broken his vow.
The legal regulations concerning the Ud* are applicable only if

the husband has vowed to abstain from conjugal relations with
his wife for longer than four months.
Another vow of abstinence was the zihdr (from

zahr, *baek’). In this case the husband declared
that ' his wife should be to him even (untouched)
as the back of his mother.’ This was apparently
a customaiy vow of abstinence by the heathen
Arabs, which, according to tradition, was also
taken by some Muslims in the month of fasting,
when they proposed to abstain from conjugal rela-

tions with their wives. This vow was expressly
condemned in Qur’an, Iviii. 1-5.
Apparently the original meaning of this revelation was that

every Muslim who ‘turned again’ to this heathen custom
should have to pay a heavy penalty (kaffdrah), consisting of

the emancipation of a Muslim slave, fasting for two successive
months, or the feeding of sixty poor persons, before he Tvas
again permitted to have intercourse with his wife. The Muslim
fa^hSy however, have explained these verses of the Qur’an in an-
other sense.i According to the Shafi'ites, the husband is legally
hound to this haffdrah unless he repudiates his wife immedi-
ately after pronouncing the ?iAdr. * If he does not do this at
once,* they say, ‘then he “turns back,”* i.e. breaks his vow of
abstinence, and must thus give the kafdrah. According to the
other j^g’ft-schools, he breaks his promise only if he actually
behaves contrary to his vow, and is only then obliged to give
the haffdrah, Ihus these also es^lain * turn back ’ in the sense
of changing (minion and breaking the vow of abstinence.

Both the ud* and the ^ihdr soon became obsolete in

Islam.
If the husband fulfils his duties, he has the right

to demand obedience from bis wife, and is even
entitled to chastise her if she is unwilling {noishiz)

;

in this case she loses her right to nafaqah.
Husband and wife, according to the Shafi'ites,

can make no change in their mutual rights and
duties as established in canon law. Any agreement
of that nature which they may make in the mar-
riage contract has no binding power. Nevertheless,

it is usual, in some Muslim lands, even among the
Shafi'ites, for the husband to undertake certain

exceptional obligations with regard to his wife, to

which he is not bound by the law. He promises,
e.g,, not to take a second wife, thongh he has the
right to do so. In order to give a binding force to
such promises the bridegroom, immediately after

the conclusion of the marriage contract, pronounces
a repudiation of his wife conditional on the non-
fulfilment of his vows. He declares, after making
the marriage contract :

‘ If I take a second wife
[or *if I neglect my wife and give her no nafaqahy
etc.], then is she repudiated by me.’ This custom
is called tdllq (lit. ‘ to hang up ’ the divorce to a
condition).

By this ta'llq various rights may be guaranteed
to the wife which the law does not give her, and
she may gain in this way a much better position.

If sbe IS ill-treated or neglected by her nusband,
or if he acts in other respects contrary to his pro-

mises, the marriage is ipso facto dissolved, and
the yiiie may, if she wishes, marry another hus-

band. TMs tdllq is customary especially in the
Dutch Indies. (Jnly when the bridegroom is of

high distinction or a pious man, so that it is im-
1 Cf. I. Goldzdher, Die Zdkiriteny pp. 62-54.
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possible to imagine that he will treat his wife
otherwise than well, is the tcCViq not applied.^

6. Divorce.

—

{a) Bepudiation {taldg),—^According

to Muslim canon law, marriage may be dissolved

by divorce in four ways, besides by the death of

one of the parties or their apostasy from Islam.

The common form of divorce is the repudiation
{taldq) pronounced by the husband. Amon^ the
old Arabians the husband thus renounced his rights

over his wife, who could return to her relatives and
contract a new marriage with another husband.
Her marriage was immediately dissolved by the
talda, the effect of which was the same as that of

the atdq^, or emancipation of slaves. But, accord-
ing to the new law of Islam, the wife might not
marry again during a certain period {*iddah ; cf.

§ 5 (c) (5)) after the repudiation. During the Hddah
it had to be seen whether she was pregnant, in

which case her former husband would have the
ri^ht of claiming the child. Further, the husband
gained the right of reconciling himself with his

wife during the 'iddah, and of revoking the taldq.

The revocation of the repudiation is called rujd*
(also rifah or rafah).
According to Muslim tradition, this new right of

the revocation of the taldq was at first abused. It

was evidently given to the husband in order to put
him in a position to retrieve his fault if he had
repudiated his wife in a fit of passion ; but a wife
complained to the Prophet of her husband, who
repeatedly repudiated her and as often revoked his
repudiation before the expiration of the *iddah.
By this means the woman was practically repudi-
ated, but could not contract a new marriage with
another husband. Obviously her husband was
trying in this way to compel ner to ransom herself
by paying back the dowry that she had formerly
received from him. The Prophet forbade th&
practice in Qur’an, ii. 231

;

* When you have repudiated your wife and she has waited her
time, keep her with you and treat her well, otherwise let her
TO free, but do not take her back with evil intent. He who
does that sins. Yet do not mock the words of Allah.*

Moreover, the right of revoking the taldq was now
limited in Qur’an, ii. 229 f.

:

*If the tal&q has twice (taken place, then it may only) be
revoked with good intentions, or you must let go (joxa wife)
with kindness, (for) it is not permissible to take back from her
that which you have (formerly) given her . . . but if the hus-
band repuchates his wife (once more), then she is no longer
lawful for him.'

On the ground of these verses of the Qur’an, a
husband may repudiate his wife only three times.
After each taldq an ‘tWa^-period begins, during
which the wife may not many again. During the
'iddah after the first and second repudiations the
marriage is not yet dissolved. If, e.y., the hus-
band is married to four wives and repudiates one
of them, he may not during the period of Hd^h
many another woman ; but, if either the husband
or wife ^es during this period, the survivor shares
in the inheritance. Moreover, the husband is

entitled to revoke his repudiation during this
period. H he allows the term to expire, the
marriage is then dissolved. The divorced parties
may contract a new marriage with each other if
they both wish it ; but in this case a new marriage
contract must be made and a dowry again paid by
the husband.
After the third taldq, however, the marriage is

immediately dissolved.
^
An *ic?c?aA-period also fol-

lows the third repudiation, during which the wife
may not marry again ; but the man has no further
right to revoke his repudiation, and the divorced
pair cannot ever contract a new marriage with
each other.
To the last rule there is one exception based on the Qur’an

itself. A woman at Medina who was three times repudiated by
her husband and afterwards married to another man wished

1 Of. 0. Snouck Hurgronje, The Achehnese, i. 348 flf.

afterwards to marry her first husband again. When she ex-
plained her wish to the Prophet, he declared that this was
impossible, even if she were repudiated by her second husband •

later on, however, he took pity on her, and altered the regula-
tion quoted above from Qur’an, ii. 229 f. After the words ‘ after
the third talaq the woman is no longer permitted to him,’ the
following regulation was added : * Unless the woman afterwards
married another husband and was also repudiated by him ; in
such a case it is no sin for them both (3c. the wife and her first
husband) to return to each other, if they think that they will in
future be able to observe the commandments of Allah.’

On the ground of this regulation, the law allows
married people to contract a new marriage with
each other even after the third taldq, if the wife
has in the meantime married another husband and
been repudiated by him. In Muslim countries
repudiation is very often pronounced three times
for insignificant reasons, and the divorced persons
often desire to be joined together again. In order
to make this possible, the wife contrives to contract
a mock-marriage with another husband, who is

ready to r^udiate her immediately after the
marriage. Ble who declares himself willing to do
this is called muhallil (because he makes the wife
by this mock-marriage once more haldl, i,e, per-
missible for her first husband). Such a mock-
marriage may be employed only twice, for, if the
husband has three times pronounced the thrice-

repeated taldq, he cannot again contract a new
marriage with his repudiated wife.

(6) Other forms of divorce,—Besides taldq there
are three other ways in which marriage may be
dissolved: hhul\fas7ch, and li'dn. After each of

these, a period of 'iddah begins for the woman in
which she may not marry again. During this

time she is entitled to nafaqah, if she has not
neglected her duties towards her husband.

(1) KhuV was customary in ancient times among
the Arabs. Generally speaking, it consisted in
the ransom of the wife by her relatives, usually
for a sum of money proportionate to that which
they had received from the bridegroom as mahr at
the time of the marriage. In consideration of this

sum, the husband was induced to renounce his

wife and leave her free to marry another husband.
KhuV means literally ‘to put off.* The use of
khttV in this context is derived from the symbolic
act (the throwing away of a cloak, a shoe, or a
similar piece of clothing) by which the husband
shows that he renounced his claim on his wife.^

As has already been mentioned, the Prophet
originally forbade the husband to receive back his

wife’s dowry at the dissolution of marriage, as this

custom often gave rise to the deliberate neglect
and otherwise vexatious treatment of the wife
(see the words of Qur’an, ii. 229, quoted above ; cf.

also iv. 24-25). But later on the ancient custom
of khuV was again permitted.

The reason of this was the request of a woman at Medina, who
declared that she had such an aversion to her husband that she
no longer wished to stay with him. She asked permission to
buy her freedom in order to be released from her husband, and
the following addition was then made to the words of Qur’an,
ii. 229 : * It IS not lawful for you to take back anything which
you have given to your wives, except if you are afraid that you
will transgress the laws of Mah ; when you are afraid of this,

then is (the ransom) with which the wife redeems herself

no sin for either (of the married couple), that is the law of
Allfih,* etc.

On the authorily of these words the khuV re-

mained even in Islam a legal method of divorce.

The wife by this means buys her repudiation ; her
husband can never revoke it. If the husband and
wife both wish it, they may again join in mar-
riage.

(2) Faskh is the annulment of marriage with the
co-operation of the magistrates. According to the
^anifites, a minor who has been given in marriage,

not by her father or grandfather, but by a more
distant relative, may demand dissolution of this

1 Cf. Bu 47f., and J. L. Burckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins
and Wahahys, i. 118.
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marriage on the attainment of her majority (see

§ 5 (a)). Other reasons for the/a^M may be found

in certain diseases or bodily infirmities mentioned

in the/^A-books. This method of divorce is pos-

sible also when, after the completion of the mar-

riage, it appears that the bride or bridegroom does

not fulfil certain qualifications (e.y., with regard to

birth, position, virginity, etc.) which had been

expressly insisted on as conditions at the making

of the marriage contract. According to the

Shafi'ites, a wife may also demand faskh if she

proves that her husband is not able to give her

lawful maintenance {nafaqah). In these cases the

sentence of dissolution of marriage is pronounced

by the magistrate at the request of the parties.

(3) The dissolution of marriage by means of

li'dn (‘imprecation ’) is based on Qur’an, xxiv. 6-9,

As a rule, any one who accuses a free Muslim

woman of fornication, without being^ able to prove

his accusation, is punished by scourging.
^

If, how-

ever, a husband suspects his own wife of infidelity,

the law allows himto accuse her of adultery^without

any further proof, and to contest the legitimacy of

her child, but he must do so by means of the h an,

invoking Allah in the manner prescribed in Qur fin,

xxiv. 6-9

:

‘ Those who accuse their wives of infidelity and have no other

witnesses than themselves must invoke Allah four times as a

witness that they have spoken the truth, and a fifth tune, caUmg

down His curse on themselves if they have lied. The wife may
avert the punishment (for adultery) if she svyears by Allah four

times that her husband has Ued, and a fifth tune, declaring that

God’s wrath may faU upon her if her husband has spoken the

truth.’

If a husband, after accusmg his wife of adultery,

refuses to pronounce the li an, he must be s^mged
for slander if he cannot produce witnesses ; but the

Hanifites consider that the husband ought to be

imprisoned until he pronounces the Kdn or admits

that he has lied. According to the ShSfi ites and

the MaJikites, not only is the marnage legally

dissolved by the Kan, but the married couple may
never marry each other again. According to the

Hanifites, even after the Udn the marnage must

still be dissolved by a decision of the magistrate,

and the reunion of the parties is permitted if the

husband has afterwards revoked his accusation and

been scourged for his slanderous imputation.

7. Relationship, and the rights and duties

based on it.

—

{a) The rslation bettvsBov a child an^

his v(^rents.—^In ancient Arabia, on account of the

nature of the marriage by sale, the husband {oa^,

lit. ‘ master,’ of the \voman) was regarded as the

father of all children borne by his wife dunng the

marriage, even if he did not beget them. Thus he

was also regarded as the father of the children

borne by his wife if he had married a pregnant

woman, or if he had given up his wife for a certam

time to another man in order to raise up noble

children from her.^

In Islam this rule was altered. Accordmg to

Muslim canon law, only the man who has begotten

the children in a legal marriage is regarded as

their father ; a woman must wait for the expiration

of the Hddah^'period, if she wishes to marry pother

husband after the dissolution of her marriage, in

order that it may be seen whether she is pregnant.

If she is, she may marry agam only after Her

confinement, and the first husband is reprded as

the father of the children born during the iddah.

Thus in Islam the first and second husbands caimot

quarrel about the chUdren bom after the dissolution

of the marriage ; such quarrels were very common

in the pre-Islamic period.^

Muslim canon law generally recognizes a child

born in wedlock as begotten by the husband and

1 For further particulars about this so.-called

of W. E. SmiSa, Kinship and Marnage vn Early Araoia,

London, 1885, p. 110 [2 do. 1903. p, 132].

thus as legitimate when the birth takes place not

earlier than six months after the consummation of

marriage. A child born within a certain period

after the dissolution of marriage (whether bydivorce
or through the death of the husband) is also regarded

as legitimate. According to the 5anifites, it must
be assumed that pregnancy may last two years if

it appears that the mother had no menstruation

during that time. According to the Shafi'ites and
the Malikites, pregnancy may even last much
longer (four or seven years), and thus a child born

so long after the dissolution of the marriage may
stni pass as legitimate. Further, the chOdren

which the master begets from his slaves are re-

garded as legitimate ofispring, and are placed on

a complete equality with those begotten in lawful

marriage (see § 9 {a)). When it appears that a

marriage is invalid, or that any one has been

wrong in thinking that he was the owner of a

slave, the children are, nevertheless, regarded as

legitimate, provided the parents acted mistakenly

in good faith, so that there can be no question of

zina’ (‘fornication’).
, * . »

All other children are illegitimate^ {walad zind ,

‘begotten in fornication’). There is no relation-

ship between such illegitimate children and their

father, even though the father expressly recognizes

that they were begotten by him. From such an

acknowledgment no claim to relationship can follow

either for the child or for the father (neither right

of inheritance, nor guardianship, nor duty of main-

tenance). The Shafi'ites even allow a father to

marry the daughter whom he begets in fomicati^,

though they regard it as blamew^orthy (mal^uh).

The hanifites forbid this. On the other hpq,

the relationship between the mother and her illegi-

timate children is legally precisely the same as

that between her and her legitimate children.

She is not allowed to marry her illegitimate son,

and she inherits from him, etc. A child is ^0
Ulesitimate if the husband by means of h an

accuses his wife of adultery (see § 6 (&) (3)), and

declares that the child borne by her is not his. if,

on the other hand, it is uncertain whether a child

was really begotten by the husband during wedlock

(or by the master, during the time that he was the

owner of the slave), it is then regarded as legitimate

without further proof, if the father recognizes it as

Ms. Such an acknowledgment is called iqrar.

Adoption is forbidden, and has no legal force

(see Adoption [Muhammadan]).^
Blood-relations in the direct Ime are obliged to

support each other (by means of na/agaA) in case

of necessity ;
according to the JEaniiites, this duty

rests on all blood-relations that are not allowed

to marry each other (thus on all mahrams

;

see

^
^(bfOther kinds of relationship.—-Ano^ev replt

of marriage by sale among the ancient Arabians

was that after marriage the wife ce^ed to bel(mg

to her family, so that there was family-relationship

only between the child and the family of its father,

and not between it and the family of the mother.

It is true that for philological reasons it may be

assumed that even in Arabia the patriarchal 1^7
-

system was preceded by the matriarchal, ^
historical times no clear traces of the latter system

see the works of the foUowing writers,

who^views differ as to many details : I. Goldriher,

and Polveamy amongf the Arabs,’ in The Acad^y,
26 • G .^Wilken, Vos MeUriarehat (das

•R B T\dor’s Arabian Matnarchate, m
275-^2 -WE. Smith, Kinship and Marnagetn Early Ar^a

AraHsehe huwelijk, Leyden, 1894.
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As already pointed out, even before Muhammad
marriage ceased to be generally regarded as a
purchase. So also it was customary in Arabia
before Islam not to limit relationship entirely to

the family or tribe of the father, but in many
cases to take into consideration the relatives on the
mother’s side, although the maternal relatives are
never placed on an equality with the paternal
by the Muslim scholars. It is also true that
maternal relationship is an obstacle to marriage
according to Qur’an, iv. 26 f. (the maternal aunt is

a mahram, just as is the paternal aunt, and the
hobdanah \i,&, the care of children] is in certain

cases equally a right of maternal relatives), but, in

general, attention is paid only to the rights and
duties of the^asahat, i.e. the male relatives on the
paternal side.

Eights which are based on relationship {nasah)

and which are usually conceded to the "asabat are

:

(1) the right of giving female relatives in marriage
or of opposing the marriage of female relatives who
wish to marry below their rank ; (2) the right of

inheritance ; (3) the right of managing the property
of blood-relations who are under age or insane ; (4)

the right of retaliation or of demanding the price

of blood if a blood-relation has been killed; and
(5) the right to succeed a blood-relation who has
set free a slave in his rights and duties with regard
to the freedman. According to the majority of
Muslim if a blood-relation has unintention-
ally killed any one, the duty of paying the satis-

faction money also falls entirely on the 'asabdt.

In order to indicate the nearest relative among
any one’s "asahdt, Muslim scholars divide the male
relatives on the paternal side into classes. The
first class consists of the descendants, the second
of the ancestors ; the third class is formed by the
descendants of the father, and the fourth class

by the descendants of the paternal grandfather.
Among the descendants the son is the next of kin,
then the son’s son, etc. ; among the ancestors the
father is the next of kin, next to him his father,
etc. ; the next of kin in the third class is the
brother, then follows his son, etc. ; the next of kin
in the fourth class is the paternal uncle, then
follows his son, afterwards his son’s son, etc. He
who is related to any one both on the paternal and
on the maternal side precedes a blood-relation of
the same rank who is related to him only on the
atemal side ; so, in the third class the full

rother takes precedence of the half-brother on the
paternal side, the son of the full brother precedes
the son of the paternal half-brother, etc.

Thus, as a rule, not only the son but also the
grandson, etc., has precedence over the father, and
the grandfather on the paternal side ranks above
the brother. There are, however, exceptions to this
rule. (1) The nearest 'asahdt of a woman who
have the right to give her in marriage are, accord-
ing to the Shafi’ites, not her descendants but her
ancestors, and after them her relatives in the
lateral line; but, according to the 5anifites and
Malikites, the ordinary rules obtain in this case
also, and the descendants have the right in the
first place to be wall al-nikah. (2) The brothers
of a deceased man inherit equally with his paternal
grandfather, and are thus not excluded by him

;

but the gi-andfather has always the right to at least
a third of their common share, so that, if he in-
herits together with one or two brothers, each
obtains an equal part; but, if he inherits with
three or more brothers, the latter divide two-thirds
of the whole among themselves in equal parts,
while the^ grandfather has one-third. (3) The
rights whicn can be exercised over a freed slave
pass b;;^ the death of his emancipator to the nearest
of the ^asahdt of the emancipator, but in this case
the brothers take precedence of the grandfather.

(4) According to the Shafi’ites, the obligation of
the nearest 'asahdt to pay the 'agl (the atonement
money), when one of their blood-relations has
committed unintentional manslaughter, falls only
on the lateral relations and not on the 'asabat in
the direct (ascending and descending) line*(cf. art.

Ceimes and Punishments [Muhammadan], vol.

iv. p. 292).

The blood-relations on the maternal side and
those on the father’s side, so far as they do not
belong to the ^asabdt, are called dhawuH-arlmm,
They have in general no rights and duties based
on relationship. According to the !0!anifites, how-
ever, they take the place of the 'asahaty if these do
not exist. In such a case the right to be wall and
to give the bride in marriage passes to the mother
and to her next of kin ; and the inheritance also
passes to the next lelatives among the dhawu%
arMm, According to the Shafi'ites and Malikites,
on' the other hand, t\\Q*asabdt in such a case are
not succeeded by the dhawu'Uarhdm but by the
Muslim community ; thus, if there are no 'asabdt,

the treasury {bait al-nidl) inherits ; and the Tidhim^

Le, the magistrate, must take the place of the waU
of the bride.

(c) Guardianship,—Minors are legally under tlie

guardianship of their parents or nearest blood

-

relations. They are not qualified to make indepen-
dent contracts, or to undertake other legal trans-

actions. Minority ceases generally, according to

Muslim law, when the children are really adult
and the signs of puberty can be observed. Accord-
ing to the Shafi'ites, minority ends in any case
after the completion of the fifteenth year ; accord-
ing to the ^anifites, only after the eighteenth
year. Besides the so-called wildyat aUnikdh {i,e,

the guardianship which gives the guardian the
right to give a female relative in marriage, or to

prevent Her marrying below her rank), which has
already been discussed in § 5 (a), Muslim lawyers
distinguish two other kinds of guardianship,
namely, the haddnah and the wildyat al-mdl,

(1) The purpose of the haddnah is to care for

the physical well-being of the minors and also for

their education and training for a profession.

During the married life of the parents the children
are subjected to the parental authority; in case
of separation of the parents, the mother has the
right to retain the children so long as they have
need of her help, t.e., according to the Shafi'ites,

until they are about seven years old
; after this,

the child may entrust itself to the care of the
father, if it prefers to do so; according to the
Hanifites, a boy always comes at that age under
the guardianship of the father, but a girl remains
under the guardianship of her mother, while,
according to the Malikites, both boys and girls

remain under the guardianship of the mother
until they are of full age (girls even until they
marry).

If the mother contracts a fresh marriage, she
loses the haddnah^ unless her new husband is at
the same time one of the blood-relations of the
children. In this case she keeps the guardianship,
according to the Shafi'ites, if the husband belongs
to the 'asabdt of the children ; according to the
Hanifites, if he is a mahram of them

; and, accord-
ing to the Malikites, if he is either a mahram of
them or a relative who would himself have the
right to be ^ardian over the children if he were
not excluded by nearer relatives.

If, after the divorce, one of the parents removes
to another place, the child remains as a rule with
the parent who does not leave the former dwelling-
place, in order to avoid the dangers of travel. If,

however, the father establishes himselfpermanently
in another place, he has the right to take his
children there with him; but the rules of the
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different /^gA-schools with regard to this subject
vary in details.

If the mother is dead, Muslim lawyers generally
consider the female relatives the most suitable for
the haddnah. According to the l^anifites, the
father and the other dsdhdt of minors have a right
to the hdddnicih only when there are no female
relatives.

The rules which the T^gA-schools follow with regard to the
order in whwh the male and female relatives enjoy a right to the

differ from each other in many details
; e.g.^ according

to the Malikites, the maternal aunt has a preference above all
other female relations. They base this opinion on the tradition
that, when ^amzah and his wife were dead, three of his 'asabdt
quarrelled over the question which of them had the best right to
iook after ^iamzah’s young daughter. One of them said to the
Prophet : * She is not only the daughter of my uncle, but my
wife is, moreover, her maternal aunt.’ On this Muhammad
decided that the child must be entrusted to this mg-n anH his
wife, saying, ‘The maternal aunt is as good as the mother.’
According to the Shafi'ites, if the mother dies or is not

qualified for the ^a^dnahi she is succeeded by her mother, or,
if necessary, by the mother of her mother. Only after them the
father, and, after him, his mother, or, if necessary, his maternal
grandmother, has a claim to the J^a^dnaK If the father and
his female ancestors (and, after them, the grandfather and his
female ancestors) are dead or disqu^ified, the nearest of the
male or female relatives in the collateral line has the right to
the ^a^dnah. In this case by the female relatives are meant
all, both on the maternal and on the paternal side, but by
the male relatives only the *a$a&d£. If several male and female
relatives are equally related to the child, the female ones have
the preference. If the child has reached the age of about seven
years, it may choose for itself whether it will be entrusted to
the next of ^n of its male or of its female relatives.

(2) The wildyat al-mdl is the guardianship which
has for its purpose the management of the property
of minors. According to the Shafi'ites, only the
father (and, failing him, the paternal grandfather)
can be legally wall ahmal. The father (or, if neces-
sary, the grandfather) has, however, the right to
appoint by testamentary disposition a guardian over
his children (or grandchildren) who are under age.

A guardian thus apppointed is called wasl» Even
women can in this wajr be entrusted with the care
of the property of a child under age, and the mother
is in the first place taken into consideration for this

purpose, although she has no legal claim to the
position. Failing both the father and grandfather,
or a guardian appointed by them, the magistrate
{hdkim)y or a person appointed by the magistrate,

must take the place of guardian. The Malikites
recognize the qualification of the father only (not

that of the paternal grandfather) to set up a legal

claim to be guardian and to appoint a waM*
The guardian manages the property of the minor,

and makes any necessary agreements for him, etc.

When it is near the child’s coming of age, the

guardian has to inquire whether his ward is rashldt

t,e. able to manage his property for himself. This
regulation is based on Qur’an, iv. 5

;

‘ Examine the minors, and put them in possession of their

property, when you find that they are rashld.*

K it appears that the ward, though of age, is

not yet capable of managing his own property,

the guardianship continues. The opinion of Abu
^[anifah, that the guardianship in any case ceased

as soon as the ward was twenty-five years old,^

has found no favour with other Muslim scholars.

The haddnah of the insane, and the care of

their property, must be entrusted as a rule to

the same blood-relations as guardianship over

minors. The wife of an insane person has, how-
ever, the first claim to the haddnah, and his

daughter has in this respect the preference above

all other female relatives with the exception of the

mother.
8. Law of inheritance.

—

{a) Introduction,

—

Muslim canon law distinguishes various groups

of heirs. The first group consists of persons to

whom the Qur’an allots a definite share (J, J, J, §j

j, or i) in the estate. Such a share is called

1 See, among others, A von Kremer, Cviturgeschichte des

Orients unter den Chalifen, Vienna, 1876-76, i. 517, 532.

fandah, and the heirs belonging to this group
are therefore called the dkawu lifard* id, i.e. those
who have a right to such definite shares.
When the heirs of this first group have received

their share, the residue of the estate falls to the
share of the male relatives of the deceased in the
male line (the so-called 'asahdt). These *asabdt,
who in Islam thus form a second group of heirs,
were in Arabia in pre-Islamic times the only
relatives who had a right to the estate. When,
however, in the battles at Badr and Uhud and on
other occasions, many Muslims had perished,
quarrels arose among the members of their
families as to the division of the estates which
they left. Some examples of this are reported
in Muslim tradition. The widow of *Aws ibn
Thabit seems to have complained to the Prophet
that the male relatives of her dead husband had
taken possession of his estate, -while she and her
children had obtained nothing of it. Other
women came with similar complaints to Muham-
mad. This gave him occasion to decide that for
the future the -widow and some of the nearest
female relatives of the deceased should have a
right to a certain share in his estate. These
regulations are to be found in Qur’an, iv. 8, 12-15,
and 175. It is not quite clear on what principles
Muhammad based his regulations. It is, however,
certain that he did not mean to abolish the right
of inheritance of the 'asabdt. This continued to
form the foundation also of the Muslim law of
inheritance; and the new regulations, according
to which some of the nearest relatives of the
deceased obtained a right to a fixed share {faindah)
of his estate, were, therefore, only supplementary
to the old Arabian law of inheritance.

If there are no 'asahdt, and there still remains
something over from the estate after the dhavndU
fardHii have received their shares, then, according
to the 9anifites, the residue must also be shared
among the dJujiwuH-fardHd proportionately to
their shares. According to the Shafi'ites and
MMikites, this residue falls to the lot of the
treasury {bait aX~mdl), and it is handed over to
the dhawu hfardHd only if the treasury is not
managed according to the rules of the law.

The blood-relations of the deceased who do not
belong to the 'asahdt and -to whom no faridah is

assigned in the Qur’an—the so-called dhawu^l-
arham—form, as has already been noted in § 7 (6),

according to the ^[anifites, a third group of heirs

who have a claim to the estate in the case of the

failure of the 'asahdt and the dhawuH-fardHd,
According to the Shafi'ites and the Malikites, the
dhawu^l-arhdm are not heirs unless the 'asahott

and dhawu’lfard^id fail and the treasury is not
managed according to the rules of the law. In

the opposite case the whole estate falls, according

to them, on the failnre of heirs of the first and
second group, to the share of the treasury.^

(5) The law of inheritance of the 'asahdt,—As
has been stated above (in § 7 (o)), the 'asahdt are

divided into classes, and the descendants of the

deceased take precedence over his ancestors, the

latter over the descendants of his father, these

again over the descendants of his grandfather, and
in each class only the next of kin inherits. But,

as has already been noted, the grandfather does

not exdude the brothers of the deceased ; he in-

herits together with them, and has a right to at

least i of their common share. If there are at the

same time dhawu*lfardHd among the heirs, the

grandfather has, moreover, a claim to at least J

of the estate. He may then choose which is

most advantageous for him : h estate, J of

the residue of the estate after the dhawuHfaraHd

lOf. E. Quatremfere, Histoire des sultans mamloubs de

PEgypte, Paris, 1837-41, n. i. 132.
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have received their share, or a share equal to that
inherited by a brother of the deceased.

If the deceased is a freed slave and dies without
leaving 'asahdt, the person (man or woman) who
has given him his freedom (the so-called mawla)
takes the place of the 'asahdt, and this person is

succeeded by the nearest of his 'asahat xf he has
predeceased the freed man.
In consequence of the regulation in Qur’an, iv.

12-15 and 175, that women have a right to the
half of what men in the same grade of blood-
relationship inherit, some female blood-relations
on the father’s side are regarded in the Muslim
law of inheritance as 'asahdt in addition to the
male relations. If, e,g.f the deceased has left both
sons and daughters, they inherit together, and
the daughters also count as *asahdti hut a
daughter receives only half the share of a son.
In such a case the daughter is called 'asabdt
hi%ghairi^ i.e. ^asahdt through another—she is

'as^dt because the son (her brother) inherits. In
this case the son himself is described as 'cLsabdt

hi-nafsihi (i.e. "asahdt by himself). The same
rule and nomenclature also obtain for the daughter
of a son of the deceased who inherits together
with the son of a son of the deceased

; also for the
fidl sister of the deceased who inherits together
with his full brother ; and for the half-sister on
the paternal side who inherits together with a
half-brother on the paternal side. The grand-
father on the paternal side also makes 'asahdt
Wl-ghcdri of both the full sister and the half-
sister on the paternal side.

^

The full sister and the half-sister on the paternal
side are called 'asahdt when they inherit together
with a daughter of the deceased or of his son ; i.e.,

they have in that case, like the male ^asdbdt, a
claim to the residue of the inheritance after the
dhaim%fardH4 have received their share. In
such a case, therefore, they are called *asahdt
ma'cCl-ghairi, i.e. 'asahdt because they inherited
‘ together with ’ another.

(c) The law of inheritance of the dhawu^l-
fardHd.—The regulations concerning the shares
to which the heirs belonging to this group have
a claim are based upon a literal explanation of the
so-called ‘inheritance verses’ in Qur’an, iv. 12-15

:

* Allah commands you to give to your children: to a male
child as much as to two female ; if there are only female
children (two or) more than two, then these receive two-thirds
of the estate, and, if there is only one female child, then she
receives the half. The parents (of the deceased) each receive
one-sixth, if he leaves a child ; if, however, there are no children
and the parents inherit, the mother receives a third, except
when there are surviving brothers of the deceased, for then the
mother receives only a sixth. You (men) receive the half of
the estate of your wives if they leave no children, otherwise
you receive only a fourth. They (the widows) receive a fourth
of your estate if you leave no children, otherwise (they receive
only) an eighth. If a person dies without leaving blood-
relations in the direct line, and there is a brother or sister of
him, then these each receive a sixth ; if there are more, then
they receive together one-third.'

A supplement to these ‘inheritance verses’ is
given in Qur’an, iv. 175

:

‘They ask you for a decision,—say : “Allah decides for you
concerning the case in which a man dies without leaving blood-
relations in the direct line as follows : If a man die without
leaving children and there is a sister of him, then she receives
the half of his estate ... if there are two sisters, then they
receive two-thirds between them; if, however, they inherit
together with their brothers, one brother receives as much as
two sisters."

’

Thus in these verses fixed shares are assigned to
the daughter, the two parents, the husband (and
wife), and the brothers and sisters of the deceased.
But, according to the Muslim lawyers, Qur’an, iv.
15, refers only to half-brothers and half-sisters on
the maternal side ; iv. 175, on the other hand, to full
sisters or half-sisters on the paternal side. More-
over, according to their explanation of the text,
the rules for the daughter of the deceased equally
apply to the daughter of his son

; and the rules

for his parents also apply to his grandparents.
The heirs who have a claim to a fixed share of the
inheritance can thus be reduced to the following
twelve classes

:
{a) in the descending line : the

daughter of the deceased, and the daughter of his
son ; (jS) in the rising line : the father, the mother,
the grandfather, and the grandmother

; (7 ) in the
side linei the full sister, the half-sister on the
father’s side, and the half-sister and half-brother
on the mother’s side; (5) the widow and the
widower.
The shares to which these twelve classes of heirs

have a claim are the following

:

(1) The daughter receives two or more daughters together
I of the estate; if sons also inherit, the daughter does not
receive a fixed share, but then becomes "a§abat bVl-ghairi. and
receives ^ of the share of a son.

(2) The same rules obtain for the daughter of a sou. She
receives J, two or more daughters of a son together § of the
estate ; if the daughter of a son inherits together with the son
of a son, she receives i of his share. She Ts excluded by the
son of the deceased if he inherits, but not by the daughter of
the deceased. If, e.gr., there is one daughter of the deceased,
she receives and the son's daughters receive since § of the
estate is allotted to the daughters and son’s daughters together.
But, if there are two or more daughters, there then remains
no further residue of thefary^ah for the son's daughters

; they
may, however, still inherit if there is a son’s son, for he makes
them 'a§ab&t bi*l-ghairi^ and in this case he is, therefore,
called the ‘ blessed ’ son's son.

(3) The father has a claim to J of the estate
; besides this, he

inherits as an *a^abdt if there are no offspring of the deceased.
(4) The paternal grandfather has also a claim to ^ of the

estate, if the father of the deceased is no longer alive
; besides

this, he inherits as an 'asabdt if the deceased has left neither
father nor offspring. If there are surviving brothers of the
deceased, the grandfather inherits together with them (see
§ 8 (6)).

(5) The mother inherits ^ of the estate ; if, however, there
survive either, in the first place, children or son’s children or,
in the second, two or more brothers or sisters of the deceased,
she inherits only

(6) The grandmother inherits J of the estate. According to
the Malikites, the maternal grandmother has this right as well
as the paternal grandmother of the deceased, together with
her female ancestors in the female line. According to the
Shafi'ites and ^anifites, the same applies also to the mother
of the paternal grandfather of the deceased ; i.e., by grand-
mother they understand every female ancestor of the deceased
with the exception of those who are related to him by means
of a grandfather who does not belong to his ’a§abdt.

(7) A full sister receives ^ ;
two or more full sisters inherit

I of the estate ; they have, however, this right only when the
deceased has not survived descendants or ancestors. If, how-
ever, a daughter of the deceased or of his son survives, the full
sister becomes 'asabdt ma'a*l-^hairi (see § 8 (6)) ; and, if the
grandfather on the paternal side shares the inheritance, then
she becomes 'asabdt bi’l-ghairi

;
similarly, if a full brother of

the deceased shares the inheritance.

(8) Practically the same rules obtain for a half-sister on the
father’s side. If there is one half-sister, she receives

; if there
are two or more, they receive | of the estate ; if there is a
half-brother on the father’s side, the half-sister on the father’s
side becomes 'a§abah bi’l-ghairi and receives of her brother’s
share. Like the full sister, she loses her claim to a fan^akit
there are offspring or male ancestors of the deceased, or if his
full brother survives. Inheriting together with the grandfather,
she becomes 'asabdt bi*l-ghairi\ if, on the other hand, she
mherits with the daughter or son’s daughter, she becomes
'asabdt ma'a^l-ghairi. If there are two or more full sisters of
the deceased, they receive together f of the estate, and there
remains no residue of the fari^.ah for the half-sister on the
father’s side ; if, however, the latter inherits together with one
full sister of the deceased, the two have together a claim on f
of the estete ; the full sister then receives and the half-sister

J. This is the same rule as in the case of the inheritance of
daughters together with son’s daughters ; the ^ is in both cases
called by Muslim lawyers takmilak, i.e. the ‘filling up’ (sc. of
the i which the daughter or a full sister receives).

(9) The half-brother on the mother’s side follows the rules of
the next case.

(10) The half-sister on the mother’s side has a claim to J of
the estate. Two or more half-brothers or half-sisters receive
together They have, however, a claim to a fa/n^ah only
if the deceased died without surviving offspring or ma-ia
ancestors.

(11) The widower receives J of the estate of his wife. If,

however, she has left children or son’s children, he receives
only i, whether the children are his own offspring or those of
another husband.

(12) The widow receives J of the estate of her husband ; if,

however, he has left children or son’s children, she receives
only both when they are her offspring and when they are
those of another wife of the deceased. If there are several
widows, they must divide their /arZ<sJaA equally.

It may happen that, when the various dhawv^h
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faraid inherit together, the snm of the fixed
shares to which they have a claim is more than
the whole estate. In such a case the share of each
must be proi)ortionately diminished.
For example, if there are no sons, two daughters have a eiaim

the estate, the father and mother to ^ each. If the de-

. , , ^ r —d into twenty-seven eaual
shares mstead of twenty-four; of these the daughters receiv^
si^een, the parents four each, and the widow three. This
diminution of the amount of the shares of the inheritance is
called The_ case here indicated is known as the mirtiair’

problem was proposed for decision to the
Ehalif All while he stood in the pulpit (niinba/r),

(d) Special cam.—There are still some special
cases—the so-called masdHl mulaqqabah (t.c. cases
which are known under special names)--in which,
owing to the simultaneous inheritance of various
blood-relations, a departure from the general mles
is regarded as necessary in order to prevent rela-
tives who usually receive more than others from
receiiung in a special instance less than them. It
is impossible here to enumerate all these cases

;

the following are examples of them.
If a woman is deceased and her estate has to be shared be-

tween her two parents and her husband, the latter has a
to i and the mother to ^ of the estate, so that there would
remain over for the father only exactly ^ of the mother’s
share. To prevent this, after the widower has received the half,
the residue is so divided between the two parents that the father
receives f of it and the mother i. The same rule obtains when
a husband is deceased and his estate has to be divided between
his tw'o parents and his widow. The widow receives and of
the remaining f the father receives | and the mother J. These
two cases are called the two ‘brifliant,’ or the ‘decided by
Umar,’ cases.
Another case is the akdanyah. The origin of this name is

not certain. According to some Muslim writers, AMa,r was the
name of & fagih whom KhaKf *Abd-al-Malik consulted about
the following problem. When a woman is deceased and her
hairs consist of (1) her husband, (2) her mother, (3) her paternal
grandfather, (4) her sister (whether her full sister or her paternal
half-sister), then these have together a claim to f of the estate
(the widower to the mother to the sister to |, and the
grandfather to |). According to the rule mentioned above (the
so-called 'awl), the estate must, therefore, be divided into nine
shares, so that the widower would receive three shares, the
mother two, the grandfather one, and the sister three. To
prevent the sister from inheriting three times as much as the
grandfather, the f share of the inheritance must in this case be
so divided that the grandfather receives f of it and the sister J.
Thus the grandfather inherits and the sister According
to the Hanifites, however, the widower inherits |, the mother
I, and the grandfather i, while the sister is excluded by ilie

grandfather.

As to the division of the estate among the
dhawu’l-arhdmf if they inherit, there are two
theories.
According to some lavsryers, the right of these persons to

inherit depends on the principle that only he who is next of
kin to the deceased inherits, and that he excludes the more
distant relatives. Others think that the dhawu’l-arj).dm take
the place of those blood-relations of the first and second group
through whose intermediacy they are related to the deceased.
Thus, if the estate must be divided between two persons A and
B, of whom A is the daughter of the daughter of the deceased,
and B the daughter of the daughter of his son, then, according
to the first theory, B would be excluded by A, who is more
closely related to the deceased ; but, according to the second
theory, A would take the place of the daughter of the deceased
and thus inherit and B would take the place of the daughter
of the son and thus inherit i (see § 8 (c)). Moreover, according
to the second theory, the residue of the estate also must be
divided in the same proportion between the dkawn’l-ar^dm, so

that in this case A inherits |, and B only J. The latter theory
is preferred by the Shafiltes, the former by the Ua-nifites.

He who deliberately and illegally has compassed
the death of the deceased is unworthy to inherit,

like the murtadd (i.e. he who is an apostate from
Islam). The estate of the murtadd^ passes, ac-

cording to the Shafi*ites and Malikites, to the
treasury ; according to the Blanifite scholars Abu
Yusuf and Muhammad ibn ]5asan, on the other

hand, the heirs of the murtadd have a right to his

estate. Otherwise, according to the unanimous
opinion of the ^g'^-schools, there is no difference in

general between believers and unbelievers in the
law of inheritance.
No one can be regarded as an heir if it is not i

certain that he was still alive at the moment when I

the deceased died. If, therefore, various persons
lose their lives by flood, conflagration, or other dis-
asters without its appearing which perished first,
^ere can he no inheritance between those persons.
With regard to the case in "which an heir is so long

that his existence is doubtful, see § 2, p.
86(r. An exception to the general rule is found
in the case of a child who was not born at the

death of his father ; as soon as such
a child comes into the world alive, it is regarded as
an heir of its deceased father.^

9- Slaves and freedmen.—(a) The rights and
duties of slaves.—In Muhammad’s time there were
many slaves in Arabia. It would have been im-
possible for him to abolish slavery, Islam, however,
so far changed the position of affairs that for the
rature no Muslim might make a slave of a fellow-
believer. According to Muslim canon law, slavery
can arise only (1) through captivity, if anon-Muslim
prisoner be taken by a IMuslim ; or (2) by birth, if
the mother is a married slave.

Slaves are the property of their master {saiyid).
He can dispose of them as of the rest of his pos-
sessions. He can, for instance, part with them by
sale, gift, or testamentary disposition, hire them
out, lend them, mortgage them, etc. A child,
however, may not be separated from the mother so
long as it is still in need of a mother’s care (i.c. till

a^ut seven years old). The master may not make
his slave "work beyond his power, and must give him
the necessary rest after his work. Slaves have
also a right to naf(wah (maintenance, i.e. food,
clothing, housing). The legal punishments for the
misdemeanours of slaves are, generally speaking,
less severe than for those of free persons.

Slaves have no right of property, nor can they,
as a rule, make contracts or bind themselves hy
them.^ All that they acq[uire becomes the property
of their master.

^
When, however, he wishes to use

the service of his slave for commercial purposes,
the master may give him authority to carry out
the necessary legal transactions (sale and purchase,
etc.).

^
The contracts which the slave then makes

are hintog and valid, so far as he remains within
the limits of the power given him, and the goods
which the master has entrusted to him to carry on
the business serve as guarantee for the engagements
made by the slave. If, on the other hand, the
slave goes beyond his powers, he is himself ^one
responsible; and the creditors can obtain satis-

faction from him after he has been set free. If

slaves injure any one by a punishable act, the
saiyid is liable to make good the damage, but he
can free himself from this liability by giving up
the guilty slave to the injured person.
The master has the right to live in concubinage

with all his unmarried female slaves, if they con-
fess Islam or belong to the so-called * people of the
book ’—in the last ease, how’’ever, according to the
Shafi'ites, only if the slaves belong to the true
ahl aUkitab (see § 5 (c) (3)). If any one has become
an owner of the female slave of another person by
means of sale, donation, or otherwise, he is not
permitted immediately to live with her in concu-
binage, but must w’ait a definite period to see if

she is not already pregnant.
Children born from the concubinage of the owner

with his female slave are free (see § 7 (a)), and are

1 See, further, W. Jones, Al-Sirdjiyyah, with a Commentary,
Calcutta, 1792 ; A. Rumsey, Al Serajiyyah or the Mohammedan
Law of Inheritance, with Notes and Appendix, London, 1880,

21890; N. B. E. Baillie, The Moohammudan Law of Inherit-

ance according to Aboo Huneefa and his Followers, do. 1874

;

J. D. Luciani, Traite des successions musulmanes (ab intestat),

Paris, 1890 ; L. Hirsch, Abdul Kadir Mukammed : der iiber-

jliessende Strom in der Wissenschaft des Erbrechts der Eanefites
und Schafcites iibersetzt und ertautert, Leipzig-, 1S91; E.

Sachau, ‘Muham. Erbrecht nach der Lehre der ibaditischen

Araber von Zanzibar und Ostafrika,’ in SBAW, 1894, pp.
15^210.
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in all respects equal with children bom from mar-
riage with a free wife. Among the Old Arabians
a different rule obtained in this case : no children

of female slaves were regarded as free. The female
slave who has given her master a child is called

umm wcdad (lit. ‘mother of children,’ viz. mother
of one or more children of her master). After the
death of her master she becomes legally free, and,
therefore, after her confinement, may no longer be
alienated or mortgaged.

Slaves male and female may contract a legal

marriage with both free and unfree persons, so long
as the former are not at the same time their owners

;

for, according to Muslim law, the master may
marry only a female slave of another owner and
not one of his own ; and the same rule applies also

to mistresses.

According to the Malikites, slaves may even
have four wives (free or not free) ,* but, according
to the other /^'A-sehools, only two. A female slave
is given in marriage by her master, who then acts
as owner, not as wall, and need not ask her consent
for the marriage. He also has the right to refuse
to give her in marriage, though she ask him to do so.

But, according to the Shan'ites, the master has
not the right of forcing his male slave to a mar-
riage ; he is empowered only to refuse consent to
a marriage; whereas, according to the ^anifites
and Malikites, the master has the right of giving
even his male slaves in marriage against their will.

Just like a free man, the slave is obliged to give
his wife a dowry, and must work for this purpose
if his master does not pay the mahr for him. The
dowry which a female slave receives becomes the
property of her saiyid, A slave has the right of
rejecting his wife twice, and the second taldq has
the same consequence in law for the slave as the
third taldq for a free man (cf. p. 868). The Hddah
after the dissolution of marriage by death or di-

vorce is also prescribed for female slaves, and lasts
a shorter time than the iddah of a free woman.
Instead of the 'iddah of four months and ten days,
the female slave has one of two months and five
days 3 the 'iddah of three quru" is replaced by one
of two qurW, and that of three months by one of a
month and a half ; in case of pregnancy the 'iddah of
a female slave does not end before her confinement.
Children born of marriages in which one or both of the parents

are not free take the rank of the mother. Children of a married
female slave are thus_ always slaves, and become the property
of the master of their mother, independently of the question
whether their father is a free man or a slave. Since it is re-
garded as undesirable for the children of a free man to become
the slaves of another, the law condemns marriage between a
free man and a^ female slave of another, except under the four
following conditions

: (1) that he has not sufficient means to
pay the dowry of a free woman, (2) that he is not in a position
to have conjugal intercourse with a free woman, (3) that the
female slave whom he desires is a believer in Islam, and (4) that
there is a risk that he will fall into immorality, so that the pro-
posed marriage with a slave is, as it were, the last means of
preserving him from that sin (cf. Qur’an, iv. 29-30). The Hani-
fites, however, regard it as permissible for a free man to niarry
a female slave of another, without the first three conditions,
provided she belongs to the ahl al-kitab (cf. § $ (c)).

(&) Emancipation {'itq) of slaves.—Tho setting
free of slaves is regarded as a highly meritorious
act for Muslims and well-pleasing to God. Muham-
mad said, according to a tradition :

‘ The setting
free of a believing slave shall preserve the liberator
from hell at the day of resurrection.’ It is also one
of the means by which a believer who has trans-
gressed Allah’s law can in some cases make a
reparation for his fault.

Every one who has the right of disposing of his
property has also the right to set free his slaves,
unless, e.g., he has mortgaged them. If a slave
belongs to various owners, and his freedom is given
him by one of them, he becomes free if the liberator
has at the same time made good to his partners the
value of their share; otherwise, the liberation is
valid only for the share of the liberator, and the

slave becomes a muha"ad {i.e. partly free and partly
not free).

The umm walad is legally free after the death of
her master ; if she has been formerly married and
has children of that marriage, these children follow
the rank of their mother, and become equally free
at the death of the owner of their mother. A male
or female slave who becomes the property of a
blood-relation obtains a legal freedom ipso facto.
According to the Shafi'ites, this rule obtains only
when the owner is one of those in the direct line of
ascent or descent of the slave ; but, according to
the Malikites, also if the slave becomes the pro-
perty of his own brother or sister ; and, according
to the even if the owner is a mahram of
the slave, i.e. one who is related to him within the
limits of kin which form an obstacle to marriage.
The master may also limit the liberation by

certain conditions— by the tadhlr and the
hitdbah.

(1) The tadhlr is a liberation by which the master
declares that at his death his slave shall be free.

So long as the saiyid lives, such a slave {mudahhar)
is not different from others. According to the
Shafi'ites, the master even retains the right of
parting with him and thus revoking his libera-

tion; according to the Malikites and 5anifites,
such a slave may not be parted with, and the
master may not revoke his tadhlr. The tadhlr,

according to the unanimous opinion of Muslim
lawyers, must be classed with a testamentary
disposition. Since the heirs of one who dies in-

testate have a claim to at least § of his estate, the
tadhlr is valid only if the value of a mudahhar is not
more than 4 of the estate. If the value of the slave
is greater, he becomes only i)artially free, unless
the heirs sanction the disposition of the deceased.

(2) The hitdhah (or muhdtahah) is a liberation

by virtue of an agreement with a slave. The name
seems to be derived from the document ijdtdh) in

which the conditions of the contract were origin-

ally set out. This kind of liberation was customary
among the Arabs .before Muhammad. At that time
slaves who were not ransomed by their relations
sometimes obtained the permission of their master
to earn their ransom by work. In Qur’an, xxiv.

33, Muslims were recommended, if their slaves
asked to redeem themselves in this way, to grant
their request and to help them in its furtherance—

by giving them money or omitting part of the
ransom. Some of the earlier even regarded
the master as obliged to do this.

The mukdtah {i.e. the slave who makes this con-
tract of liberation with his master) must bind him-
self to pay a definite sum of money to his master
(the mu/cdtib) as ransom (according to the Shafi'ites,

in at least two or more instalments). By the kifd^

hah he obtains the right for the future of acquiring
property for himself and of making contracts even
without the express permission of his master. In
other respects the mukdtah remains in the same
position as other slaves ; his master, however, may
no longer mortgage him or part with him, and,
when he has paid his ransom, he is free.
The master may make another contract of liberation with his

slave (the *aqd al‘*atdqah, i.e. the liberation contract). This
consists of the purchase of the slave by himself ; he becomes
free immediately, but is obliged to pay the ransom to the liber-

ator as quickly as possible, or within a period agreed upon.

Between the liberator and his freed slave there
continues to exist a certain relationship {wald\
i.e. patronage). The liberator becomes the mawld
(i.e. patronus) of the freed slave, and, if the latter

has no 'asahdt, the mawld takes their place. The
liberator then obtains the rights which usually
depend on blood-relationship, such as the right
of inheritance, the right to give in marriage his

liberated female slaves, the right of retaliation,

and others.
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The exists not only between the liberator
his freed slave personally, but also between

the liberator and the descendants (and even the
freed slaves) of the freed slave. After the death

f
® lioerator the patronage passes to the next

of km of his asabat (cf. § 7 (6)). The same rules
are also applied to a woman who has liberated a
slave [maivlcit, i.e. liberatrix).i

III. Contracts WILLS, ^waqfs.^^iq. General

,

rules. 1 he yigA-books contain many special I

regulations for various contracts, but scarcely
any general principles as to the responsibility of
the parties, the establishment and annulment of
rights and obligations, etc. They expressly forbid
only agreements which are not precise or which
depend upon accidental chances (e.p., all assurance
contracts), and^ these they declare invalid because
of the possibility that one of the parties thereby
binds himself to something which he cannot see
in advance. The Muslim jurists call such an
undesirable chance gharar.
No definite form for the making of a contract

(aqd) is prescribed. In consequence of Qur’an,
ii. 282, many of the earlier faqlhs thought that,
when an agreement has not to be immediately
fulfilled on either side, since the parties have
agreed on certain terms of delay, the contract
must be m writing, and concluded in the pre-
sence of witnesses. This was considered necessary,
e.g,, for the so-called salam or salaf; this con-
tract meant that a future harvest was bought and
the price paid in advance. But this did not be-
come the general opinion. The law-books insist
only that the parties who make an agreement
must make their intentions plain to each other.
The legal form of an agreement is called its nghah.
The mutual declarations of the parties are called
Ijdb (offer) and qabul (acceptance). Only excep-
tionally is it permitted to make contracts without
such an Ijdb and qabul in matters of very little
importance.
When two parties transfer to each other rights

or claims, these must refer to matters which,
according to the sharVah, have a real value
for Muslims. Thus, regarded from a legal stand-
point, all contracts are invalid "which refer to
forbidden musical instruments, to books "which
treat of philosophy, astrology, and other forbidden
sciences, to grapes, which must serve for the pre-
paration of wine, to dogs, pigs, and other ritually
unclean things, etc. If such affairs are treated,
it is not strictly a change of real 0"wnership {tamllkh
according to the Muslim law-books, but rather a
method of obtaining a defacto possession {istilcb').

The ^g'A-books contain numerous precise regula-
tions concerning the most common contracts and
transactions, such as purchase, sale, hire, mort-
gage, gift, deposit, partnership, security and loan,

etc. These transactions have the general name of

rn/ddmaldt. But this part of the laAV has only a
theoretical and no practical value for the Muslim
(see above, § 4). Principles different from those
of the sharXah generally obtain in commercial
life ; and it is usually impossible even for the

most pious Muslims to regulate their lives in this

matter precisely according to the law-books.

Therefore no further discussion in detail need be
given here.

1 See, further, Syed Ameer Ali, Th^ Personal Law of the 3fo-

hammedans according to all the Schools^ together with a com-
parative Sketch of the Law of Inheritance among the Sunnis
and the Shiahs, London, 1880; E. Olavel, Droit musulman;
du statut personnel et des successions d’apris les diffirentes rites

et plus particulihrfiment d’aprU le rite hanafite, Paris, 1895

;

P. de Nauphal, Etudes orientales: systhme Ugislatif musuZ-
man, St. Petersburg, 1893 ; 0. Snouck Hurgronje, The Ackeh-
nese, i. 296-871 ; E. Roberts,- ‘ Das Familien-, Sklaven- und
Erbrecht im Qorfln,’ LSSt ii. 6 [1908] ;

Sidi Khalil, Mariage et

repudiation, tr. E. Fagnan, Algiers, 1909 ; Mahmoud Fathy, La
Doctrine musulmane de Vahus des droits (with introduction by
E. I*ambert), Lyons, 1913 ;

art. ‘*Abd/ in El i.

remarkable regulation of the Muslim law
which lorhids the charging of intereist in trade
must, however, not remain unnoticed. Not only
usury in the strict sen&e, but the charging uf
interest at all is regarded as a great sin {bfbimh};
ana, although this prohihitiun has always been
transgressed by numbers of Muslims, the pious try
as far as possible to avoid direct oilenee against
it.^

/
prohibition against charging interest

(nba).— (a) Introduction,— In Muliammad^s ssur-
roundings the practice of usury >eems to have
taken the form especially of a contract of exchange.
The money-lender gave money or articles of com-
merce (e.y., dates or barley) on condition that after
a certain period a larger sum of monev or a greater
quantity of the articles receiv’ed should be returned,
if the aebtor could not fulfil his obligation on the
day when it fell due, the creditor gave him a post-
ponement of payment, but doubled the amount of
his debt. Such contracts of exchange were regarded
as a sort of sale and purchase {hai ), and the post-
ponement of payment was called na^^^Vak. This
usurious trade is strictly forbidden in various verses
of the Qur’an ; see, e.g., ii. 276 :

‘ They say that there is no difference between feat* and rt'fed,
but Allah permits feat* and forbids riba ! . . . Tnev who in
future are guilty of riba are destined for heU ; they shall remain
there for ever.’ Cf. also ii. 276-279, iv. 159, and rxx. 38.

Thus no Muslim could doubt that usury was strictly
forbidden in IslEm, but in the earliest times there
were many, and among them well-known com-
panions of the Prophet, such as Ibn 'AbbSjs, w’ho
maintained that Islam prohibited only the abuse
of the poverty of the debtor by constantly doubling
his debt and ruining him. They regarded usury
as forbidden only in a restricted sense ; the nasVah
was particularly deprecated. Others thought that
by riba (lit. ‘multiplication’) the Prophet had
meant not only usury, but all charging ot interest.
Later on this opinion became general. Thus, if

a Muslim -wishes to lend money or articles of
commerce to any one, he can do so only on con-
dition that the debtor, after the expiration of a
certain period, shall pay him back the same sum
of money or the same quantity of articles lent him.
No profit may be made out of him

; the value which
the creditor receives must be the same as that
w’hich he has given. If the purpose is not to give
a temporary convenience to the other party, but
only to exchange goods, this is permitted only if

both parties receive goods of the same value and
at the same time. One who does not observe
these rules is guilty of riba. It is, therefore,
necessary to distinguish two kinds of riba: (1)

ribcl by contract of exchange, (2) riba by loan
{mutuum),

(b) Bibd, by contract of exchange,—The regula-

tions of the law-books concerning the first kind of

riba are based on traditions, according to which the
Prophet had expressly declared that it was pro-

hibited to a Muslim *to exchange gold for gold,

silver for silver, dates for dates, etc., unless both
parties simultaneously made the same payment to

each other. These words of the Prophet are handed
down in various recensions, in which gold, silver,

barley, wheat, and dates (sometimes also raisins

1 See, further, for contracts in general, R. Grasshoff, Die aV^e-
meinen Lehren des Obligationenrechis sourie die Lekre von aen
JRealkontrakten nach der Recktsschule des Imdm Esch-Sdidfi*i

:

einAbschnittaus demKitdb el-bvju des AbH Ishdk Esch-Schirdzi
ubers, und comm,, Konigsberg, 3895; 0. Snouck Hurgronje,

The Achehnese, ii. 319-321 ; S- Grove Grady, A Manual of the

Mohammedan Law of Inheritance and Contract: comprising

the Doctrine of the Soonee and Sheea Schools, Xiondon, 1869

;

L. W. 0. van den Berg, de Contractu * do ut des* jure Moham-
medano, Leyden, 1868 ; F. Peltier, Le Livre des ventes du Qahih
d*El-Bokhdrt, trad, aiec eclairc. et comm., Paris, 1910, and Le
Livre des ventes du Mouwatta de Malik ben Anas trad, avec

eclairc., Algiers, 1911 ; D. Gatteschi, Real Property, Mortgage,

and Waqfaccording to Ottoman Law (tr. A. van Dj’ck), London,

1884.
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and salt) are specially mentioned as the objects of

the forbidden contracts of exchange.
Some scholars, and especially the Zahirites, thought that they

must keep strictly to the words of these traditions ; they re-

garded the qiyds as forbidden only in these cases (see § a),

and considered that the regulations concerning riba could refer

only to the exchange of articles expressly named in these tradi-

tions. The majority of jurists, however, could not agree to

such a limitation of the riba. They thought that gold, silver,

and other articles were mentioned in the tradition only as

examples. The ^anifites considered that the rule which in the
tradition was expressly given for dates, barley, etc., could be
applied to all other articles of sale which were measured by
weight; the Malikites thought that dates, barley, and wheat
ought to be regarded as examples of articles which were kept
in shops to be used as food; the Shafi'ites regarded the

prohibition of riba as applicable to the exchange of all articles

of value (athman) and all forms of food.

Articles which are regarded as subject to the

prohibition of riba are called mdl ribawl. If it is

desired to exchange such articles, two courses are

possible. (1) When two articles not of the same
kind are concerned {e.g., gold and silver, or dates

and barley), delivery must take place on both sides

at once, but the parties are not bound to give each

other the same quantity. (2) If, on the other hand,

two articles of the same kind are exchanged {e.g,,

gold for gold, and silver for silver), the parties must
immediately hand over to each other the same
quantity. It is, therefore, possible by the exchange
to be guilty of riba in three ways

:
(a) if one of the

parties receives more than the other, this is riboCh

fadl {i.e. usury because of the greater payment)

;

(/3) if the two parties do not receive the payment
due to them at the same time, they are guilty of

ribofl-yad {i.e. usury with regard to the possession)

;

(7) if they expressly make a condition of i)ostpone-

ment, this must be regarded a.sribd’l-nasci {i.e. usury
with regard to the conditional postponement) . The
purpose of these regulations of Muslim law was
apparently to prevent men from making themselves
guilty of usury by means of the exchanges custom-
ary in Muhammad’s time, by which the debtor,

after the expiration of the period agreed upon,
had to pay back a greater amount of money or of

articles of sale than he had received.

(c) Eibd by loan.—^When it is not a matter of

contract of exchange but of loan {mutuum), Muslim
law forbids the creditor to make a condition of

interest or of other advantage on any pretence
whatever. The prohibition of riba is in this case
not limited to gold, silver, food, etc., but is applic-

able to everything that can be lent.

When a Muslim lends money to a co-religionist,

this may be merely a kindness exclusively for the
benefit of the debtor, and is recommended for this

reason. If the debtor wishes to show his gratitude
to his creditor for the support he has received, and
to return more than he received, this is permissible,

but the creditormay not make it a condition before-

hand.
As may easily be understood, Muslims have from

the beginning endeavoured to escape this prohibi-
tion, Means were often found of demanding high
interest without openly coming into conflict with
the words of the law.
One of these means was the following. Two fictitious con-

tracts of sale were made ; the creditor sold an article to the
debtor, on condition that he would later on pay the sale price
agreed upon ; hereupon the creditor bought the same article
back again from the debtor, but for a lower price, which he
paid at once. By this means the debtor actually obtained a
certain sum of money, and was obliged after a fixed time to pay
back a much greater sum as purchase money. This double
contract of sale was well known in Europe in the Middle Ages.
It was called mohatra, apparently a corrupted pronunciation of
the Arab, word mukhdtarah.'^ This Arabic name proves that
the custom did not arise in Europe, but was taken over from
the Muslims.2

lOf. R. Dozy and W. H. Engelmann, Giossaire des mots
espofjnols etportugais dirivis de iarabe, Leyden, 1869, p, 316 ;

du Cange, Glossar. ad Scrip, med. et inf. Latimtatis, s.v.

‘Mohatra'; for the moAaim-contract see also J. Kohler,
Moderns Rechtsfragen bei islam. t7itm£en,Wurzburg, 1885, p. 5 flc.

2 See, further, £. Cohn, Her Wucher {Ribd) in Qor*dn, Chadith

12. Obligations arising from oaths and vows.—
Oaths and vows have always played a great part
in the various Muslim lands. The obligations
which spring from them have a religious character
in the eyes of Muslims. The ancient Arabians
were accustomed to enforce by oaths not only their
alliances and other important agreements, but even
every sort of promise and statement in ordinary
life ;

^ and vows of abstinence were made as a pre-
paration for the holding of religious ceremonies,
the prosecution of blood-feuds, and other im-
portant acts. No one lightly decided to break
the oath or vow which he had once made, for he
feared to be punished for such a sin by the wrath
of God.
The Prophet himself often strengthened his

words, according to the custom of the time, by
oaths and vows. He did not, however, consider
himself as unconditionally bound by them, but
thought that it was in some cases better to appease
God’s wrath for the breaking of an oath by means
of an atoning sacrifice {kaffdrah) than to hold
obstinately to the oath. ‘ When I have sworn
an oath that I will do something, but later on
perceive that it is better to act difierently, I offer

an atoning sacrifice and break my oath,’ was
Muhammad’s customary statement, according to

tradition.

In Qur’an, v. 91, the regulations are given as to

the religious acts by which a Muslim who acts

contrary to his oath can turn aside God’s wrath.
The penance {kaffdrah) must then consist in feeding
or clothing ten poor persons, in manumitting a
slave, or, in the case of a person who has no
means, in fasting for three days (cf. also Ixvi. 2).

The jurists have worked out these rules in still

fuller details

—

e.g., fixing the minimum of food or

clothing which must be given ; they difter in their

opinions as to the particulars; according to the
Shafi'ites, the manumitting of a slave can serve
for kaffdrah only if the slave is a believer.

An oath is called yamln and a vow nadhr. The
rules concerning oaths and vows differ in various
points. A vow is binding only when a Muslim
who is qualified according to the legal regulations
to make an independent agreement has voluntarily
taken upon himself to carry out an act which is

meritorious, regarded from a religious standpoint,
and to which he was not bound apart from his vow.
In this way it is possible to be bound by a vow
to set free slaves, to give alms to the poor, to

make a pilgrimage, and so on. He who has bound
himself by a vow remains permanently obliged
to fulfil it, and cannot free himself from it by a
kaffdrah. If, hovrever, the vow has been made
dependent on a condition {e.g., * If I recover from
my illness, I will fast for a certain number of

days ’), he is bound to fulfil his oath only when the
condition has really been fulfilled. A vow to do
something which is forbidden or to omit something
which is obligatory may not be regarded as bind-
ing. Muslim jurists also consider that no one can
bind himself by a vow to do or to omit what is

merely permitted but not meritorious (or for-

bidden)

—

e.g., to drink water. In such cases there
is no obligation to a kaffdrah even if the vow be
not fulfilled.

Oaths, on the other hand, are subjected to

another rule ; for he who has sworn by an oath to

do or not to do anything is always bound to a
und FiqTi, Heidelberg, 1903 ; F. Arin, Recherches historiquesmr
les operations usuraires et aliatoires en droit musulman, Paris,

1909; Benali F6kar, UUsure en droit musulman et ses comM-
qumces pratiques, Lyons, 1908.

1 There are two kinds of oaths
: (1) the oath by which it is

sworn that a statement or testimony contains the truth ;
this

oath refers to that which has already happened (see below,

§ 16 (&)) ; (2) the oath by which one swears to act or not to act
in a certain way ; this oath refers to a future event, and is

discussed here.
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kaffarah if he breaks his oath, even though he had
pledged himself to do something which is forbidden,

or to omit something which is obligatory.

Moreover, Muslim jurists deal at length with various special

oaths andvows and the questions connected with them ; even in

very short jigA-books there are usually full details as to this sub-

ject. The following cases, e.p.jarementionedm particular. When
a man has declared, ‘ If such and such is done, I will apostatize

from Islam,* if the conditions are fulfilled, he may not, it is true,

give up his faith, but must nevertheless, accorchng to the Hani-

fites, offer a haffarah. On the other hand, ii a man has

declared, * If I do such and such, or if such and such happens,

my wife is repudiated, or my slave is set free,’ he is actually

bound by his words, and, on the fulfilling of the conditions,

his wife must be regarded as repudiated and his slave as free.

An oath is valid only when it has been taken either in the

name of Allah (or in that of one of His attributes) or by the

Qur’an. Other oaths, e.p., by calling on the Prophet, are not

binding.

13 . Wills.—Muslim law only partially recog-

nizes the right to make a will. When the debts

of the deceased have been paid, his legal heirs (see

§ 8) have a claim to § of the residue of the estate.

The testator may dispose by ”svill {wcmyah) of only

the remaining J of tne estate. If he has disposed

of more than his arrangements and legacies are

valid only if, and so far as, they are sanctioned by

his heirs.
, .

As to this rule, there is no difference of opinion

among the j^g^A-schools. It is based on the follow-

ing tradition.

Sa*d ibn Abi Waqqa?, one of the contemporaries of the

Prophet, had decided to devote the whole of his property after

his death to pious purposes. Once, when he lay dangerously

ill, he explained his plan to the Prophet, who, he thought,

would value his pious deed. This was, however, not toe ;

on the contrary, Muhammad forbade him to disinherit his heirs.

‘ It is better to leave them rich,’ said he, ‘ than to force them to

beg after your death.’ Finally, the Prophet consented to Sa d s

petition to dispose of ^ of his estate.

From this tradition the Muslim jurists have

deduced another principle. Every Muslim may
dispose of his property as he wishes during his li^,

and thus may even give everything away if he

wishes ; hut this right ceases if he is seriously ill.

In that case only J of the property may he disp^ed

of by gift, the manumitting of slaves, etc. The

property of a seriously sick person is thus treated

as in some degree similar to an estate to which the

heirs have a claim. .

This rule is also applicable to^ persons who in

other ways are in danger of their lives

—

e.g.j to any

one who is taking part in a battle, to a woman

during childbirth, to the inhabitants of a totrict

which is suffering severely from plague, etc. It,

during a serious illness, or while ne was m other

respects in danger of his life, a person has given

away more than 4 of his property, his arrange-

ments are valid only if his heirs ofier no opposition

to them, or if he has recovered from his illness or

escaped the danger in which he was.

Further, the legality of a wasiyah depends pm-
cipaUy on (1) the right of the person who makes

the the of

benefits by the will (aJ-mitfos-Za/lM), (3) the pro-

perty which is disposed of and (4)

the form of the wfll. The law-boolm oontam the

following regulations as to these four suhjMts.

(1) Only those who have the power of mdependent

disposition over their property ^ave the r^ht to

maL a will ;
miuors are not qmMed Moreover,

the w(myah is valid only if tl» testotor had toe

right to dispose of what he left, and if he wted

ivithont co4ulsion. The testator rem^s q^i-

lied to revoke his wfll up to the time of ^®^^-

(2) The beneficiary under a nm^t at to® mo-

ment at which toe wfll is made be fiJiaMed Md m
a position to become the owner of

him A will made in favour of an unborn^d is

vSd, however, if the child be horn y^thin toe next

months. Those who already “bent by the

enactment of the law have no right to receive

further legacies by will. According to tradition,

the Prophet forbade the alteration, by means ot

testamentary disi)osition, of the shaie^ lixed for

them by law (see above, p. ; if the \\ill is not

made in favour of a deiinite person, but for a

hospital, a mosque, or simiiar institution, then the

purpose must he one which is permitted ny law ;

e.g.j a will in favour of a Christian church or a

Je'ttdsh synagogue is invalid. (S) Tiie objects

which are left to any one in the will must
accurately described, and of such a nature that it

is possible to take possession of them. Toe testiiior

may not, for instance, leave any forbidden musical

instruments or dogs to any one ; or a copy of the

Qur’an, or a Muslim slave, to a Christian or other

unbeliever. (4) Xo special form of will is pre-

scribed ; the law directs only that the testator

should make his will clearly known in the presence

of persons who can bear witness that he has really

made such a testament. It need not be reduced to

writing. Besides the allotment of property, the

will may contain certain other dispositions

—

the appointment of an executor who is charged

with the care of the payment of debts, and of the

division of the estate ;
further, the nomination of

a guardian for the children of the testator who are

under age, etc.

The beneficiary of the will first receives posses-

sion of the property left him when he has accepted

the arrangements of the testator (by means of

qabul; see § lo). If he should predece^e the

testator, his heirs are qualified to accept the will

in his favour.^

14. Regulations concerning the waqis.—tsy a

Muslim law means something which is with-

drawn from commerce, in order to reserve it for

religious purposes or for the benefit of definite

persons. To the question whether such a disposi-

tion is lawful in Islam Muslim scholars or^inallj

gave various answ^ers. Some considered that the

nghts of the heir were injured by such disposi-

tions. Others declared that the heirs had no

on any man’s property so long as he still hved, and,

therefore, a man might withdraw his pods from

commerce, just as he had the right to contrpt

debts, to set free slaves, and to give away

to the injury of his heirs. According to Abfi

Hanifah, a waqf was not irrevocably binding

;

‘ he who has made a vsaqf of anything, said he,

‘remains the owner of it, and can always revoke

his disposition if he will.’ The majonty of Mushm

lawyers, however—and amon^
and Muhammad, the two pupils of ^bu Sanffah-

considered that the disposition by which anything

was made a wagf was irrevpably binding. By

making such a disposition, they said, owner

loses his right of ownership

;

the owner of that which is waqf, Othem held that

the ownership of a waqf passed to those who

benefited by it.

S' torProphet had made such <^spositions mto his^^^

tion The Dest-known tradition is the foUovrinff. Lmar, tin

sit
purposes. . .j.

*

Waaf properly means the transition itself, t.e.

toe®^ae?otioii of property to Sfff/
other words used In toe ^e ““®®

devote to toe ‘ way of God (saM Allah)

'

i.e. toe declaration that somethmg is ( for-

bidden,’ ‘inaUenable’) ;

(in other words, to make inalienable). Both waqfMKe also used to indicate that which s

1 see furOier, F. Peltier, Le Umt dtt UAmeoU du faMi

d^El-BokMrt, Algiers, 1909.
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withdrawn from commerce ; in the latter sense the

plurals of waqf and kahs are wuquf and huhus.

The Muslim law-books contain the following

regulations concerning waqf, (1) The waqif i.e.

the person who makes a waqf of anything,—No
one is qualified to make such a disposition unless

he has the independent right of alienating his pro-

perty. He who withdraws anything from com-
merce must at the same time be the owner of it

;

otherwise his disposition is invalid. Unbelievers
have the right of making their property a waqf if

the purpose of it is not contrary to Islam ; e.g., a
Christian in a Muslim land is forbidden to make
his dwelling a waqf in order to have it turned into

a church.

(2) The mawquf or waqf i.e. that which is made
a waqf,—According to the Shafi'ites, it is permis-

sible to make a waqf of moveable as well as of

immoveable property, at least so far as the move-
ables are not immediately destroyed by use {e.g,^

food, or wax candles which are designed for the
illumination of a mosque). Forbidden instru-

ments, books whose contents give signs of unbelief,

and similar articles cannot in any case be made
waqf. Many other Muslim scholars regard the
regulations concerning as applicable only to
immoveable property, and recognize only a few
exceptions to this rule. According to the iffani-

fites, beasts of burden and weapons may be desig-

nated waqf Books are also often withdrawn
from commerce in all Muslim lands, and especially

devoted to an appointed library or mosque.
(3) The mawquf 'alaihi^ i.e. he who recei/oes

henefit from the waqf,— This person must be
qualified to make use of the property ; e.^., it would
not be permissible to make a copy of the Qur’an

waqfi and a believing slave could not make e.waqf
in favour of unbelievers. Astothe questionwhether
the person who derived benefit from a waqf must
be so indicated that the institution may remain for

ever, a difference of opinion exists. Some think
that it is necessary for the waqif to indicate an
unending series of persons for whom the waqf is

destined ; others hold that a wagfhs^ apermanently
valid continuation even if this is not specially indi-

cated by the founder ;
‘ if there are no surviving

persons who, according to the disposition of the
waqif have a claim to the income of a waqf* they
say, ‘ then the income is intended for the poor.’

Waqfs need not be exclusively intended for

religious or philanthropic purposes ; according to
the majority of Muslim lawyers, it is sufficient if

the purpose of a waqf is merely permissible. In
the Shafi'itie law-books it is expressly stated that
a waqf may even extend to the advantage of the
rich. Many waqfSj such as mosques, cemeteries,

and water supplies, are intended for the rich as

well as for the poor. The law-books especially

recognize the validity of a waqf in favour of some
one’s family. In this case, if any one has decided
that property belonging to him shall be a waqf
for his children and further descendants, and these
become extinct, then, according to the majority
of Muslim lawyers, his further relatives have a
right to the income of the waqf and after them
the poor.

(4) The sighah^ i.e, the form in which the waqif
makes his will known, is not generally subjected
to special regulations. It is sufficient if the founder
makes his meaning plain by pointing out what
property shall be waqf^ and to what purpose it

must be given. It is, however, not permissible to
make the existence of a waqf dependent on a
condition or a period of time. Therefore a
is invalid if the waqif

,

for instance, declared, ‘ IfI
get a son, then is my house a waqf* or if he made
his property a waqf' for ten years.’ According to

many Muslim writers, one may, however, distin-

guish between waqfs which have a general purpose
(e.^., for philanthropic purposes) and those which
are intended only for definite persons [e.g.^t for the
descendants of the founder). In the first case the
disposition of the waqif must be preserved as far

as possible, and thus only the conditions or desig-

nation of a period must be declared invalid, and
not the institution itself ; in the latter case there
is no opening for this, and the waqf itself is

invalid.

An exception to this rule is that the waqif may
make the existence of a waqf dependent on his

own death. He may decide that property shall

become a waqf after his death. Such a disposition

is, however, subject to the general regulations
concerning wills, and may be withdrawn by the
owner up to his death; moreover, only J of the
estate may thus be made a waqf^ since the heirs

have a right to the other
IV. Public — 15 . The imam.— (a) The

election of an imam, —According to the legal

theory, the Muslim community must be guided by
an imam, who is to be regarded as the khallfak
{i.e. substitute) of the Prophet.^ The quarrels as to

the imdmat in the first centuries after Muhammad
divided the Muslims into various religious-political

parties, which partially continue to the present day.

To them belong especially the Shi'ites and Khari-

jites, who are regarded as heretics by orthodox
Muslims. The opinions of these ppties differ in

many respects—as to political questions, as to who
must be regarded as the legitimate imam, and as

to the requirements which he must fulfil.® We
must at present limit ourselves to a sketch of the

regulations which obtain in this matter among the

orthodox.
All questions regarding the imam must be

decided according to the position of affairs during
the first thirty years after Muhammad. That
eriod, in which the Muslim community was led

y Abu Bakr, *Umar, ’Uthman, and 'All—the so-

called ‘rightly guided khalifahs’ {al-khulafd* al-

rdshidun)—with the help and co-operation of the

most faithful comrades of the Prophet, is regarded
among orthodox Muslims as the ‘ Golden Age ’ of

Islam; and, according to them, the principles

followed at that time must be regarded as the only

correct ones.

The imam, therefore, like the four immediate
successors of the Prophet, must belong to his tribe,

and thus be a Quraishite. The Shi’ite doctrine

that the imam must be also a descendant of the

Prophet is rejected by the orthodox. Moreover,

(1) the imam must be a free, male Muslim of full

age, recognized as *adl (see p. 864^) ; (2) he must
be competent to manage the business of the

State, and, above all, have the spirit and courage
to fight against the unbelievers and to protect

Muslim territory. (3) The imdm ought also,

properly speaking, to be a mujtahid (see p. SBO**),

competent, if necessary, to settle difficult religious

iSee, further, J. Krcsmdrik, ‘Das Wa^ffrecht vom Stand-

punkte des Sari'atrechtes nach der ^janefitisohen Schule,* in

ZDMGy.lv. [1891] 611-676; E. Olavel, mu8ulm<m: le

waqf, ou habous, d*aprh8 la doctrine et la jwrisprudence (Rites

hanafite et malSkite), Cairo, 1896.
2 In most Muslim countries the popular view was that the

imam was the substitute of Allah Himself. Accordingly, many
imams were called khalifat Allah (i.e, substitute of God),^ but

many Muslim scholars disapprove of this title. See I. Goldziher,
‘ Du Sens propre des expressions “ Ombre de Dieu, Khalife de

Dieu” pour designer les chefs dans I’lslam,* in RSR xxxv.

[1897] 8S1-8S8.
,

8 See D. B. Macdonald, Development of Muslim Theology,

pp. 7-63; J. Wellhausen, ‘Die religios-politischen Oppositions-

parteien im alten Islam,* in AGG, phil.-nist. Kl., new ser., no. 2

[1903] ; I. Friedlander, * The Heterodoxies of the Shiites in the

Presentation of Ibn Hazm,* in JA05 xxviii. [1907] 1-80, xxix.

[1909] 1-183; I. Goldziher, ‘Beitrage zur Litteraturgesch. der

Shi'a und der sunnit. Polernik,* in ^WATTlxxviii. [1874] 439-624

;

R. E. Briinnow, Die Charidsckiten unter den ersten Omay-
yaden, Leyden, 1884.
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situations on his own authority, just as the
immediate successors of Muhammad were held to
have been perfect scholars. Since, however, such
ijtihoLd was regarded as beyond the reach of later
generations, such learning can no longer be de-
manded even of an imam, (4) An imam may have
no physical infirmity, or defect of intellect ; serious
defects, such as blindness, deafness, or insanity,
disqualify a candidate for the imamat. Con-
sequently, a khallf was often made blind after his
deposition, in order to prevent him from attempt-
ing to recover his position.

At the election of an imam it is necessary to
follow the principles which obtained in the ‘ Golden
Age.’ Inheritance, according to the law, gives no
claim to the imamat. Each khallf be elected,
and his election is valid only if (1) he, like the
first khallf Abii Bakr, receives the homage of a
certain number of Muslims of high rank {‘those
who are qualified to bind and loose ’) ; or if, (2) like
the second Ma?2/*Umar, he is appointed by the
former imam as his successor. ‘Those who are
qualified to bind and loose’ and have the right of
meeting an irimm consist of Muslims of full age, of
the male sex, free men who are recognized as 'adl,

and can judge what persons have the necessary
qualifications to be elected as imdmf and which
among those who come under consideration is the
most suitable for the position under existing circum-
stances.

The election of an imam is a fard al-kifayah

;

t.e., as soon as this task is fulfilled by some quali-
fied person, all others are relieved from the duty
(see p. 863^). ‘The election of an imdm^^ say the
Muslim scholars, ‘it is true, is usually carried out by
the leading circles in the capital, and is acquiescea
in in the other parts of the land (as at the election
of AbtL Bakr), but the electors in the capital have
uo right of preference above those in other places.’

If different persons are elected as imam in different

places, a new election must be held between these
candidates. The faqlhs are not a^eed as to the
number of electors which must be demanded for a
valid election. Some of them require at least five

electors, and in support of this opinion appeal to
the election of the third khaltf ‘Uthman, but
others regard the election by even one elector as

valid if he is a universally respected and influential

man.
If the imam himself nominates his successor, the

choice is binding on all Muslims, if the chosen
person has the qualities necessa^ for an imam
and expressly accepts his nomination. In appoint-

ing his successor the im^m need not consult the
electors ; he may also indicate several persons to

succeed him in a definite order one after the other.

But Muslim lawyers consider that a father has no
right to appoint his son as his successor, since they
regard no one as capable of forming an unprejudiced

judgment as to whether his son is fitted for this

high dignity.

(o) The rights and duties of the imam.—The
imdm is not only the spiritual head of the Muslims,

as has been often incorrectly assumed in Europe

;

he is at the same time the highest secular authority

in Islam. There is no idea among Muslims of a

separation between spiritual and temporal power.

In tbis respect the position of the first thirty years

after Muhammad is copied. The imam must,

like the four ‘rightly led’ khallfs, wage war
against unbelievers, see to the contribution of the

zakah, resolve differences of opinion in the com-

munity, take care that the regulations of the

sharVah are respected and that tiansOTessions

against it are punished, take action against heresies,

try to bring the erring back to the right way, etc.

If it appears that the irmm is incompetent to

fulfil his office, or that he abuses his power, then

‘those who can bind and loose’ must depose him
and choose a new imam.
Every Muslim is bound in loyalty and obedience

not only to the legitimate inmnii but also to any
one who has made himself de facto master of the
highest authority, even though he has not the
requisite qualities {e,g,, a woman, a person who is
under age, ignorant, not an Arabian, or a sinner),
and even if he has not been appointed as inidm in
a legal manner. Such a potentate, who in the
/fg^A-books is usua.lly called ‘ the holder of power ’

{dhiVl-shawkah), is not a legitimate imam, but
orthodox Muslims nevertheless regard it as neces-
sary for believers to recognize his authority, at
least when he does not force them to sin asrainst
the law.

This opinion apparently arose as early as the first century
after Muhammad. During* the incessant strife of the Umayyads
against the rehgious rebels, who would not recognize their
authority, the opinion became established, among the majority
of the people and among the leading sehokrs, that it was
better, for the prevention of greater disasters, not to resist the
tjrrant even though he did not fulfil the theoretical ideals.
Traditions ^se that the Prophet himself had foretold this
state of affairs, and had enunciated the doctrine that it was a
duty for all Muslims to submit to the ruling princes. * Thirty
years long,’ the Prophet is reported to have said, ‘shall you he
happy imder the government of my successors, but after this
the dominion shall pass to tyrannous princes.* The companions
of Muhammad asked, ‘Must we not contend against such god-
less potentates?* ‘No,’ he answered, ‘so long as they do not
interfere with the qalaV According to another saying of the

I

Prophet, * a Muslim must be obedient both in matters which he
I

approves and in those of which he disapproves, so long as no
j

acts are enjoined on him by which he would transgress the
laws of God. In the latter case he need neither listen nor
obey.’
On the ground of this theory the later Muslim princes and

khaUfs had a claim on the obedience of their subjects, even
though they were not appointed according to the regulations
of the shariah and did not possess the legally required qualities.

Opposition to princes who are not of Qnraishite (or even of
Arabian) origin, such as the Turkish Sultans, and who have,
therefore, theoretically no right to the Hhalifate, is from a
religious standpoint not permitted for Muslims, unless the prince
has to he deposed because of his bad government.

i6. Legal procedure.—(a) Begulations concern-
ing the qadl and trials.—^A very important duty
of the imam is to appoint a sufficient number of

judges. Acting as judge is regarded by Muslim
scholars as a fard al-Mfdyah (see p. 863°). Thus
no one is obliged to accept the office of judge when
the duty can be fulfilled satisfactorily by others

;

when ttis, however, is not the case, to act as
judge becomes a personal duty {fard aVain)\
under such circumstances every one who is able to

g
*ve a decision according to the regulations of the
w is obliged to be a judge.

A gadl (judge) generally must be a free male
Muslim of full age, who is recognized as 'adl (see

p. 864^), and is fully acquainted with theregulations

of the canon law. In theory the judge must even
be a mujtahid (see p. 860^), and be able, in passing

a sentence, to dednee independently from the

sacred sources the rules to be applied. But,^ as

has already been stated, among the later Muslims
no one was any longer regarded as qualified to

give an independent judgment in /g^A-matters

;

therefore even a jndge can at present be only a

mugallidy and must &ep in every respect to what
is prescribed in the authoritative jSg'A-books of his

madhhah.
In order to secure the independence of the judge,

the law forbids the qadl to accept presents, except

from his relatives in the direct line (becaime,

according to the law, he can never give a decision

in their favour). For the same reason, according

to all except the judges are forbidden

to engage in commerce, because it would be possible

to give them exceptional advantages in trade, in

order to obtain their favour.

The judge controls the trial, and is not generally

bound by legal regulations for this purpose. He
is obliged oiSy to give sufficient opportunity both
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to plaintiff and to defendant [ctl-muddai and al-
mudda'd 'alaihi) to present their declaration and
arguments. He must treat both parties equally,
provided they are both believers; he must also
refrain from exercising influence on the witnesses.
He is permitted to endeavour to bring about
friendly relations between the parties, and to re-
commend the cause of one party to the good will
of the other.

If the defendant admits that the plaintiff is

right, the latter is not obliged to prove his con-
tention. Such an iqrdr (‘ acknowledgment*) may,
however, be regarded as valid only if it has been
made before the judge by a defendant of full
age, in full possession of his intellectual faculties,
without any compulsion. If the contention con-
cerns the payment of a debt or other questions
concerning property, he who makes the acknow-
ledgment must also be rashld (see p. 871“).

If, on the other hand, the defendant contests the
contention of the plaintiff*, he cannot lose his case
until the plaintiff has proved his claim by evidence.
If, however, the matter in hand is so accurately
known to the judge that he can himself give evi-
dence, he may, according to the Shafi’ites and
Hanifites, give sentence without further proof on
the sole ground of his personal knowledge; ac-
cording to the Malikites, he has not this right.
All Muslinr schools are agreed that the judge is

never obliged to give sentence on the ground of
formally valid proof, against his better knowledge.

(5) Legal theory regarding emdence.—Written
documents cannot be regarded as valid evidence,
unless their contents are confirmed by trustworthy
witnesses ; the force of the proof, however, is then
no longer in the document, but in the oral evidence.
An exception is formed to this rule by documents
sent from one judge to another. In practice it is
frequently necessary to recognize exceptions to
this rule.

Legally recognized evidence consists principally
in (1) proof borne by witnesses, and (2) the sworn
testimony of the parties before the judge.

(1) Testimony [shahadah) has the force of proof
only if it is borne by a Muslim of full age, who is
not under guardianship, and is recognized as *adl
(see p. 864'^). If the judge knows a witness per-
sonally, he need not inquire whether he is 'adl;
otherwise, according to the Shafi'ites and Mali-
kites, he may give no credence to the testimony
till two trustworthy male witnesses have assured
him that the witness is 'adl, even though the other
party in the case make no objection to his credi-
bility ; according to the ^anifites, such an inquiry
is called for only in the case of hadd and qisds
(see art. Crimes Punishments [Muham-
madan], §§ 2

, 5)j 3'iid if the other party throws
doubt on the credibility of the witness.
Inquiry into the credibility of the witnesses is

usually handed over by the judge to two of his
oificers who bear the title of 7nv>zaJcJc%^ i,e, one who
declares the witness to be zaki (‘without sin,*
‘pure*). In many Muslim lands there are also
persons with the title of "adl or shahid, who fill
much the same rdle as a notary. They are ap-
pointed by the gddl. If two parties wish to make
an important contract or sale, or to set on foot
other transactions, they may go to such an 'adl
that he may witness the contract. If, later on,
there is litigation between the parties with refer-
ence to this transaction, the 'adl may be heard by
the judge as a trustworthy witness.
When it is established that a witness is ^adl, his

evidence is held to be worthy of belief, without
his havi^ to swear on oath that he will speak the
truth. ()nly in a few cases may the judge attach
to the evidence of an ^adl no value as proof e gwhen the witness is related in the direct line to

one of the parties and testifies in his favour, or if
he is an enemy of one of the parties and testifies
against him. According to the Ifauifites and
Malikites, husband and wife cannot give valid evi-
dence against each other, though the Shafi'ites
allow this.

Since only a few Muslims live so strictly accord-
ing to the regulations of the canon law that they
may really be regarded as "adl, the judges in
Muslim lands must very often content themselves
with the declarations ot witnesses who do not fulfil
the legal requirements. In such cases their de-
clarations are not legal testimony in the strict
sense.

The testimony of Christians, Jews, and other
unbelievers must be regarded as worthless; the
judge may attach no credence to the declarations
of persons who deny the most important truths in
the sphere of Muhammadanism.
The number of witnesses by whom either of the

parties can prove a declaration depends on the
subject in hand. If the parties are disputing as
to debt or property, then, according to Qur’an, ii.

282, the evidence of at least two men, or of one
man and two women, is required; according to
the Shafi'ites and Malikites, one male witness is
in such a case sufficient, if the party who calls him
takes an oath that he (himself

) has spoken the truth
(and, according to the Malikites, even two women
in this case may take the place of the male
witness).

If the case is not concerned with money, the
law demands (a) the witness of two men, ii they
must testify as to subjects which are generally
known only to men—e.^y., retaliation and the price
of blood

; (j8) the testimony of a definite number
of women, if points have to be proved which are
usually known only to women

—

e,g . ,
the physical

infirmities of women, foster-relationship, child-
birth, etc. As to the number of female witnesses
required in the latter case, the opinions of the
y?2'A-schools differ; the Shafi'ites demand four
women or two women and one man, the Mali-
kites two women, and the ^anifites one only. It
the case concerns a hadd, the witness of women
must be regarded as worthless ; in this case proof
can usually be given only by two male witnesses,
and in cases of adultery only by four male
witnesses.

(2) The oath [yamln), according to the Shafi'ites
and Malikites, may be administered by the judge
to one of the parties in order to make the evidence
of one male witness or of two female witnesses a
sufficient proof. The defendant is obliged to take
an oath that the plaintiff’ is in the wrong, if the
latter cannot prove his claims legally. If the
defendant refuses to take this oath, the plaintiff*,

according to the Shafi'ites, must be given the
verdict ii he is ready to swear to the truth of
his contention ; according to the ^anifites, this
oath of the plaintiff is not necessary, and the judge
must immediately condemn the defendant if he
refuses to swear that the plaintiff was in the
wrong; according to the Malikites, the oath of
the plaintiff is required only in some special cases.
The expiration of a long time is not properly recognized in

Muslim law as a means of acquiring property or gaining
freedom from^ debt, but, when it appears that a plaintiff has
neglected to institute a suit for an exceptionally long time
Without good reason, this must be regarded as a proof that
he knew himself that he had no case. As to the length of this
term of limitation the opinions of Muslim scholars differ. In
practice an ordinance of the Turkish Sultans is usually followed,
who decreed (towards the end of the 16th cent.) that the judges
might not grant a suit if it appeared that the plaintiff had
wthout good reason neglected to bring forward his case for
fifteen years (see 0. Snouck Hurgronje, * lets over verjaring in

...
Moeham. recht,* in Tijdschrift JSataviaasch Oenootschap,

xlii. [1900] 393-427).

17. The holy war (jihad).—(a) The duty of
believers to take part in the holy war {jihad).

—
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Another important religious duty of the imam and
:
believers must be maintained. Only in case Ox an

the Muslim community is the holy war against i attack by unbelievers and the invasion of a Muslim
unbelievers—the jiMd {i,e. ‘to take trouble,’ . land is participation in the Jihad an indiv-idual
‘exert oneself,’ striving ‘on the way of Allah’

|
duty (/arc? both for the inhabitants of the

Ifl sabil AUdh])^m order violently to convert the = threatened districts and for all believers living in
heathen to the true faith, or at least to subject
them to the yoke of Islam.

In the earliest period of Islam, Muslims were
forbidden to take measures against the unbeliev-
ing inhabitants of Mecca who persecuted and
ill-treated them, but after the Hijrah the position

was altered. In Qur’an, xxii. 39-42, Allah de-

clared that in future Muslims should be permitted
to defend themselves if they were attacked, and
that in so doing they could count on God’s
support.

‘ When they strive against their persecutors,* it is stated in

these verses of the Qur’an, * it is permissible : Allah is powerful
enough to help those who are driven out of their homes un-
righteously, merely because they said, “Allah is our Lord.”

God did not help men agamst each other, hermitages,
and aU places of prayer where God’s

1 desolate,* etc.
churches, synagogues,
name is often glorified would be rendered

This permission to ofier defence against attacks

was soon afterwards changed into a command
actually to attack the unbelievers, and, since

the various expeditions for robbery and pillage

on both sides brought about a state of perpetual

war between the inhabitants of Mecca and the

Muslims at Medina, the jihad gradually became
one of the most important religious duties of

Muhammad’s adherents.

Of. Qur’an, ii. 212-213: ‘The strife is prescribed for you;
you have, it is true, an antipathy to it, but it is possible that

you have an antipathy to that which nevertheless is good for

you.’

Those who could not personally take part m the

campaign must at least assist in the jihad by

the neighbourhood. If the land is conquered by
unbelievers, according to the faiicds of the later

scholars, every Muslim who is in a position to leave
the land is then obliged to do so as quickly as
possible, at least if he is hindered in the practice
of his religious duties.

All lands not belonging to ‘the territory or

Islem’ (ddr alAsldm) must gradually be conquered
by the Muslims, and are therefore called ‘ territory

of the war’ {ddr al-harb). The imam has to settfe

when the attack shall be begun. According to

theory, one campaign at least must be undertaken
against the unbelievers every year; but this be-

came impossible in the later periods, and, according
to several Muslim scholars, at present it may be
regarded as sufficient if the imd7ii keeps the army
in good condition and trains it for carrying on the
jihad.
The many regulations concerning the ways in

which Muslims must wage the jihad cannot^ be
treated in detail here; they have no practical

importance for the later generations. Generally
speaking, the war must be carried on as humanely
as possible, the helpless must not be killed, and
the property of the enemy must not be needlessly

destroyed. Before the iTndm invades territory

inhabited by unbelievers, he must urge the in-

habitants to be converted to Islam. If he neglects

this, according to the Shafi*ites (but not the other

/g^-schools), the diyah must be paid for every

believer who is killed.

(6) Begulations concerning booty,—^The sharingpayments of money according to their means. ^ ^ ^ _

Even after Mecca was taken, and the inhabit- of booty [ghanlmah) among those who have a cl^
ants had been converted to Islam, the jihad to it is careMly regulated in the^A-^oks. The

against unbelievers remained a religious duty, regulations on this subject depend on Qux Sn,

Though the Prophet at that time did not persecute 42. This verse was revealed when the Mi^lims

the heathen for their unbelief alone, the jihad

against many tribes of the heathen Arabs was

necessary because they frequently broke their

treaty and otherwise showed signs of their un-

trustworthy and dangerous disposition. The doc-

trine that all heathen must be subjected to Islam

* because of their unbelief * first arose in the time

of the Great Conquests, after the death of the

Prophet, when the Muslim pmies succeeded m
conquering an extensive territory outside ^abia,

and in making tributaries of many unbelievers.

At that time the Prophet is said to have declared

;

* I am commanded to fight against men until they

bear witness that there is no God but Allah, and

that Muhammad is God’s messenger; only by

pronouncing these words can they make their

perty and blood secure from me.

had obtained great booty in the battle of Badr,

and it was necessary to establish rules for its divi-

sion, Among the ancient Arabians the head of

the tribe ususdly received a fixed proportion (e.^., a

quarter) of the booty, while the rest was divided

among the fighting men of the tribe. The head

of the tribe received the largest share, but was

bound to heavy expenditure in the interests

of the tribe. He had, above all, to uphold

the honour of the tribe, by hospitality and kind-

ness not only to his relations but to all who had

need of help, such as the old, widows, orphans,

the poor, and the guests of the tribe. In agree-

ment with this old Arabian custom, Qur’an, viu.

42, regulated the division of the ghanlmah in the

following words :
‘ Know that of that which

make booty a fifth part belongs to Allah—to His

messenger, his family, the orphans, the ^or, and

travellers—if you believe in Allah,’ etc. Thus

weapons. A son, however, may not g purposes as the

of hk creditors. to Muslim law, i of the booty of war
l^anifites, no one is boniM to the j , , ^ must be divided among the troops which have
has a mount to cover the distance tetween^ to I’®

If a Muslim MU ^
dwellmg and the scene

those for whose unbeliever in battle, according to the Shafi ites, he

sary sustenance for hunself^d f ^ g. right to hU weapons (saJo6) ; but, acoordmg
sustenance he is responsible; a^ofdmg to the

Malikites, only if he had ex-

MMikites, the duty of takmg part in
pressly made this condition with the imam before-

independent of these conditions.
7.-^= ami hand.^ The remaining fifth part {khums), according

HL jihad generally
to the Wfi'itic system, based on the words of

when a sufficient number of
mve^them- Qur’an, viii. 42, must be divided into five equal

the war, the others are permitted to ^ve^ Q
’ One of these parts (namely, that whichwm

ofIhe varTouf^ the sustenance of Formerly designed for the Prophet) must after his

VOL. VII.-
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death he used for the common good of the general
Muslim community, and the four remaining parts
are to be given respectively to (1) the relatives of
the Prophet, (2) the orphans, (3) the poor, and (4)
travellers, at least so far as they have need of help.
According to the ^[anifites, the share of the Pro-
phet has lapsed since his death, and so also has
that of his family, so that the hhums must be
divided into three equal parts and paid out to
the three remaining parties. According to the
Malikites, the imam has the right to decide ac-
cording to his own judgment how the khums shall
be used in the general interest of Muslims.
To the booty belong not only the weapons and

mounts which have been captured in battle, but
all moveable property of the enemy ; on the other
hand, the land and all immoveable property in
conquered territory is not divided as booty (see
below, § i8 Prisoners are also part of the
booty. If unbelievers are converted to Islam be-
fore they fall into the hands of the conquerors,
they and their children must be regarded by the
Muslims as fellow-believers, and they also keep
their property. In the opposite case they become
slaves (the men as well as the women and children)
and are divided among the persons who have a
right to a share in the booty. The imam is en-
titled to put prisoners of war to death ; according
to the Shafi'ites and Malikites, he may spare them
and set them free, either in exchange for ransom
or for Muslim prisoners of war, or even without
compensation.

i8. Rights and duties of unbelievers in Mus-
lim lands.—(a) Tribute .—The population of the
lands conquered by Muslims after Muhammad’s
death originally retained their old faith. They
were allowed to remain in their old dwellings,
both in the towns and in the country; but they
had to pay tribute to their conquerors. The
tribute consisted chiefly of payment of part of the
harvest. Villages and sometimes whole districts
were^ commanded by the magistrates to deliver
definite quantities of crops, which were afterwards
^nverted into money by the Muslim officials.
The forms of goyemment existing in the ancient
times in the difierent districts were preserved in
many respects.^

The tribute is called both jizyah and khardj ;
both names^ have^ originally the same meaning.
The

_
word jizyah is taken from Qur’an, ix. 29

:

* Strive against the people of the Book ” who do
not believe in Allah and the Last Day, and do not
regard as forbidden what Alah and His messenger
fo^rbid, untn they pay you jizyah in abasement.’
Muslim writers are accustomed to explain jizyah
as that which is paid ‘as compensation’ by the
‘ people of the Book ’ because the Muslims allow
them to keep both their faith and their life and
give them protection. Kharaj, on the other hand,
IS bo^owed from the language of the conquered,
especially in Iraq, where the word is used in the
general sense of taxation.® Later on, however,
a difierence was made between the two words,
khardj^ being taken to mean—probably because it
was originally understood in the sense of produce
of the field—^taxation connected with the occupa-
tion of land, in distinction from jizyah, which
came to be used exclusively in the sense of poll-
tax.

^

1
IS'iid in the conquered territories was de-

clared by Muhammad’s successors to be a national
domain, in agreement with the opinions of the

Becker, Papyri SckoU-’Reinhardt, i. (Heidelberg,

2 Of. T. Noldeke, Gesck. der Perser und Araber zur Zeit derSasamdm, Leyden, 1879, p. 241 ; M. von Berchem, La ProprieU
UrrxtcfnaU et Vimpdtfancier, Geneva, 1886, p. 20 ; 0. H. Becker
p. 39. Another name, originally a Byzantine term, was tasa
(Or. Toft-e) ; cf. Noldeke, ZA xxiii. [1909-10] 145-148.

^ *

companions of the Prophet. They would not divide
the land among the troops, but kept it as a perma-
nent source of income for all future generations of
Muslinis. The conquered population were allowed
to cultivate the land as they had formerly done,
but they had to pay part of the produce as tribute
{khardj).

The Prophet himself had acted in some respects in the same
way at the conquest of certain districts inhabited by Jews to
the north of Medina. When these places fell into the hands of
Muslims without much fighting, the Prophet commanded that
the captured land should not be divided among the Muslim
troops, but, like the khums of the ghanlmah, should be left to
his personal disposition. See Qur’an, lix. 7 : ‘ What God allows
to fall to His messenger as /ai’i belongs to God— to His
messenger, his family, the orphans, the poor, and travellers

;

accept what God’s messenger gives you, but refrain from that
which he forbids you ; fear God, for His punishments are fear-
ful.* Apparently the intention was that property which could
not be regarded as booty should be managed by the Prophet,
in order that the income might be used in the same way as the
fifth part of the booty.

Tbe land which was declared to belong to the
State dominion in conquered countries was also
called jai\ and to secure the use of the income of
the /hi’-land to the Muslim community it was
arranged that khardj should be for ever attached
to the possession of that land. Even if the popu-
lation which cultivated the land went over to
Islam, they must continue to pay the khardj.
This rule has proved unworkable in practice, since
the payment of the khardj was regarded as an act
of subjection to which only unbelievers could sub-
mit.® The new converts rejected this obligation,
in spite of all measures taken by the magistrate.
After their conversion they refused to pay more
than the tithe which the Arabian Muslims were
also obliged to pay from the product of their
harvests.

In the second century after the Hijrah several
separate works were written by Muslim scholars
about the khardj. Among these is the well-known
book written by Abu Yusuf at the instance of the
Abbasid Khalif Al-Mansur.® In these works it is

accurately established which lands belonged to the
/ai’-territory and were thus the State’s dominion,
and how much their inhabitants must pay as
tribute. But, after the whole population had
gradually accepted the faith of the Arabian con-
querors, and the sharp distinction between them
and the latter was becoming less and less marked,
the payment of the khardj passed completely out
of use. Both the Arabs who had settled on the
State domain and the new converts refused to sub-
mit to such a tribute, and in the end the land was
no longer regarded as/ai’-land.

(6) Toll-tax, and other obligations of the dhimmis.—In the later law-books there is usually no longer
an exhaustive discussion of the khardj, but only of

jizyah. By this was understood in later times,
as has already been noted, a fixed sum of money
which was to be paid per head by unbelievers as
tribute (on the ground of Qur’an, ix. 29). Accord-
ing to the Shafi'ites, only the ahl al-kitdb, i.e.

possessors of a revelation (esp. Christians and Jews
who already confessed their faith before Muhammad
had preached Islam [see above, p. 866^]), are allowed
to submit to the Muslims on condition that they
shall pay the jizyah. Other believers must, ac-

1 Lit. *whatGod makes return (Arab. afd*a) to His messenger.
All the possessions of the unbelievers must ‘return’ to the Mus-
Inns. From this peculiar expression of Qur’an, lix. 7, the name
fai’ originated. By this name Muslim law understands all goods
returning to the Muslims, without being booty in the proper
sense of the word. The tribute paid by unbelievers also belongs
tothe/ai*.

2 Hence the earlier Muslim faqihs used to forbid Arab con-
querors to own land, at least in countries in which the land
belonged to the State domain (fai’). There was no objection,
however, to Arabs possessing land in countries in wmch the
land did not belong to the/a^*, and where, therefore, no khardj
was to be paid.

8 On the Arabic books about the khardj see I. Goldziher,
Deutsche Lit.-Zeitung, xni. [1896] 1514 f.



cording to them, be fought against until they
|

buUdings only if they are in danger of ruin

;

have accepted Islam.
^

According
^
to the other

^

according to Abu !^anifah, even this was }>er*
/g'^-schools, the regulations concerning the jizyah mitted only in those lands %vhich had not been
are applicable also to all other unbelievers, and the

]
conquered but had voluntarily submitted at the

latter may be permitted to submit to the Muslims
j

approach of the Muslim army. As a matter of
and at the same time to retain their faith. Ac- fact, however, in the hrst centuries of Islam the
cording to the 53-^ifites, the heathen Arabians Muslims conceded to Christians much greater free-
were the only exception to this rule ; and, accord- dom as to the building of cimrehes (cf. I. Goldziher,
ing to the Malikites, the heathen Quraishites, so in ZDMG xxxviii. [1SS4] 674). Otherwise the
tihat only these had to choose bebveen death and dhimmls are in many respects on an equality with
conversion to Islam. their Muslim fellow-citizens . tbev mav aeouire

hat only these had to choose bebveen death and dhimmls are in many respects on an equality with
onversion to Islam.

^
their Muslim fellow-citizens . they may acquire

The submission of unbelievers must take the property in the lands of Islam and karry "on trade

;

oi*m of a statement by which the rights and duties this last is under certain conditions permitted evenfoi*m of a statement by which the rights and duties this last is under certain conditions pen
of both parties are accurately described. The un- to unbelievers w’ho have not submitted,
believers must hind themselves to pay the jizyah, Literatcrr.—Besides the works on special subjects of lilosSlas

and to fulfil the other duties that Islam enjoins on iaw cited above and various artt. in El and bl, the fohow-

thftm Thf^ Miicilims in Pvpbnncrp fnr thics ^ general works must be mentioned here: Ash-ShaVaoi,
^ J XT-

®^cnange tor tnis must Balmiu de la lot mustUmane. Fr. tr. by M. A. Perron, Algiers,
Dind. tneniSeiVeS tor tne tuture not only to leave

^
1S9S; Joanny-Pharaon T. T^tilaWj PmH miundTrum^ l-*ar:Sj

them in peace, but also to protect them. The ! 1840.
, „ ,

subjugated unbelievers who are thus under the Haxifite B. E. Baiilie, a Dijyesf of 3loohum-

i /jT- T . .v-i-. V i A 1 niuaan Xau?, 1 . (on the subjects to which It IS usually applied
protection {CL/lvmTyia/l, t.6. responsibility) Ot tne British Courts ot Justice in India), London, IbOu, -iS75;
Muslims are therefore called dhimmls in the law- W. H. Macnaghten, Principles and Precedents of Hindu and

books Jlohammadan Law, Calcutta, 1S25 ; C. Hamilton, TAe Bedayd,
0** Guide; a Commentaiy on the MusstUinan Laws, London,

Only those dhimmis who aie of full age, tree, 1791 ^
o^d ed., with preface by S. Grove Grady, do. 1S70; J. M.

male, and in full possession of their mtellectual d’Ohsson, Tableau general de ^empire otlwman, Paris, 17S7>

faculties are obliged to pay jizyah. According to 1320. _

nf nflimiPTif- rtVnPTidcs SHAFriTELAW.—E. Sachan, Huhammsdanisches Reeht
thebhatiites, the amount ot tins payment depends ^ schajiitiscker Lehre, Berlin, 1S97; Th, W. JuynboU,
on the agreement made at the drawing-up of the Sandbuch des isldmtsehen Gesetz^, Leyden and Leipzig, 1910;

act of submission : the imam or his deputy must L. W. C. van den Berg, Prineipes du droit musntman selon

at Ipaaf nriA /77<w/7r npr hpflfl hTit if it i«; les rites d’Abou Hanlfah et de C'/i<2A% Fr. tr. by R. de Francedemand at least one ainar per head, out, n ic ^ de Tersant, Algiers, 1S96; Minkdkj at-Tdimn, Manuel de
nnssihlA. nrAffirfl.hlv nrinrA i acAordiiiff to the Mall- rfhr.ttn

according to the Ranifitik, he has no Choice, but
must demand from every poor dhimml one dfvrwir, MIlieite law.

^

iil. A. Perron, Pricis de jurisprudence

from each who is well-to-do two dinars, and from musulmane selon le nte malikite par KhalU i^i

...1, i. rin)< fmiT AfiRordinff to theeach ^ho is rich four Jiinara. Accor<^g to the

conviction of Muslims, however, at the end of the q. Houdas and F. Martel, Traits de droit musubnan : La

days ’ Jesns will once more come hack to the earth Tohfat d’Ebn Aeem, Mgiers, iS93.
* ^ ^ ^

show to Christians as well
^

to Jews that

Islam IS the only true religion. In the ideal period, prudence), London, 1S69, 2

1

SS6 ; A. Querry, Droit musubnan :

which will begin at His coming, all unbelievers Recueildeloisconcemantle87nu8ulTnansschyites,Taxis,iSTL~‘n;

must he converted, and thejicyal can no longer be Tor^^
JuraBo“

accepted from any one.
^

. r

Lite other taxes which unbelievers have to pay (Koman).—i. Fas and ins.—Law, accord-
(e.g., the customs which they must pay for theix

. ideas, had a double foundation, being
goods if they trade in Muslim lands), the jisgaA

nartlv upon divine revelation and partly
belongs to the/ai’. As to the question ho"' human ordinance. Here we have the root
rnmn.vn. TTinst USA ths monCV hclonSfmg to tn© ta% “k/i-f-tTTaii-n Vvyt* M/.p iinrl fhiaimam must use the money belonging to the fai^

there is a difference of opinion among the fqh-
schools.

According to the Shafi'ites, the rules concerning the division

of the kUmis of the booty (see above, p. 881 f.) are also applicable

of the distinction between and iits, and this

again corresponds to the division of law' into iiis

divinum and iits humanum :

* Fas et iura sinunt id est divina humanaque mra perniittunt

;

nam ad religionem fas, ad homines iura pertinent’ (Serv. Ge&rg.

tothe/ai’; thus i of the/aj mu^ be dividedhe^ r2%Tth7^^K to hit the mark,
five categories of persons who have also a right ^ the of ^ distinctive character of the fas lay, not in its relation to

the booty, while the remaining f are <i^tmed for toe general
things—there were also secular laws * de religione

interests of Muslims. According to toe ^amfltes and MtoUtes,
2, ‘fas lex divina

toe rules concerning the distribution of the booty are not appu-
ius lex humana’]); Cic. de Earusp. Resp. 34, ‘oratores

cable to toe fa€, but the whole /ai must he i^ed in toe mterests
fasque interfectos , . . ius legatorum cum hominum

of all Muslims {e.g., for the payment of judges, troops, jmd munitum sit, turn etiam divino iure esse vallatum’

;

officials, for the building of forts, roads, bridges, mosques, etc.).
£. ^xvii. xvii. 13, * ubi ius ac fas crederent coli ... ;

i&.

Unbelievers in Muslim lands not only have to pay le, ‘ubi nec divini quicquam nec humani sanctum esset.’

tribute, but are also subjected to other regulations Qn the other hand, the later threefold division

which involve indignities; e.g., they have to fasten law into itis sacrum, ius publicum, and

a coloured piece of cloth (^Atyar) on their clothes, — a division unknown in professional

and wear a special kind of girdle {zuundr), in order lurisprudence ®— does not rest upon diversity of

that they may readily he distinguishable from origin, but is based upon the division of affairs

Muslims. Christians must preferably wear a blue, res sacrce, respublicce, and resprivates, of which

Jews a yellow ghiydr. They may not ride on groups the res sacrcs (and res religiostE) cotaq under

horseback, their houses may not he as high as, or divinum, and the other two under ius Am-

hio’her than, those of their Muhammadan neigh- fyianum.^ The fact that the term jrhs is neuter ana

hours and they may carry no weapons. They indeclinable shows that the correspondmg concept

must not give offence to Muslims—e.y., by ringing ^ pure abstraction ;
the attempts to personffy

their church-hells, or by openly slighting Islam, were of relatively late date, and never qmte

the Prophet, or the Qur’an, by drinking wine, or
^ Quintii. Inst. Or. n. iv. 33; Auson. Griph. urn. num. 6I.

eating pork, etc. On the other hand, they may
practise their own religious observances. ^ artieffios diducitur ;

nam aliae sunt divini iuns, aUae hum^i-

towns in which at the conquest of the land there
iuris sunt veluti res sacrae et rehgiosae . . . 5

were no churches or synagogues, they may not be ^utem quae humani iuris sunt, aut publicae sunt aut pnvatae

built later ;
Christians and Jews may restore these (cf. Mommsen, loc. at.).
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succeeded, for the prayer which Livy (i. xxxii. 6)
puts into the mouth of the Pater patratus of the
Fetiales at the Clarigatio, and which begins with
the invocation, ‘ audi Juppiter, audite Fines, audiat
Fas’ (cf. VIII. V. 8, ‘audite lus Fasque’), shows
traces of extensive adulteration by annalistic trad-
ition, while the deity whom later poets designate
Fas (Seneca, Eerc, Pur. 658 ; Valer. Flacc. i. 796)
is in reality the Greek Themis.^ This view ot fas
never found admission into the cultus, while, on
the other hand, the divine personification of ius—
i,6, lustitia—^was in the Augustan Age not merely
represented by the poets as the counterpart of

the Greek Dike,® but even honoured by tne erec-

tion of a special temple.^
To the Komans fas was by no means simply an

eternal and universal law, a justice equally valid
for all peoples and for all times, natural and there-
fore traceable to a divine source—a ius natures or
icard <ly6(XLv SUaLov—although in the later period and
under the influence of Greek philosophy it was
certainly attenuated to an indefinite abstraction
of this kind,^ for, in the sense of a natural or cus-
tomary law,® even without written formulation,
fas was conjoined with the mos maiorum^^ or with
fides^ and the classical jurists sometimes criti-

cized current law by an appeal tofas as of higher
authority;® it was from this point of view, in fact,
that the phrase ‘ contra fas^ was often simply a
rather severe characterization of the illegality of an
action,® and the frequent expression ‘ fas est ’ came
to signify nothing more than ‘par est,’ ‘licet,’

‘fieri potest.’^® Originally, however, the scope
of Xhefas did not extend beyond the Roman people.
Nor had the fas existed from eternity : it was oe-
lieved that the founders of the Roman State had
made a compact with certain deities, who thereupon
became the national gods, and, while this compact
secured for the Roman people the protection and
favour of these gods, and therefore also all good
fortune and prosperity, it likewise required from
them the strict fulfilment of certain clearly defined
duties and commandments.^^
These divine laws were all included under the

one term/a^, which, accordingly, was not confined
to the demands of natural justice, as, e.^., those
referring to the relation of children to parents,
etc., but comprehended also the extensive and in-
tricate ritual law in its entirety. We have the
clearest evidence for this in the earliest extant
document which makes mention of fas and its op-

1 Auson. Tedhnop. dedis, 44, ‘sunt et caelicolum monosyllaba:
primadeum Fas, quae Themis est Grais’; G. Goetz, Thesaur.
gloss, emendat., Leipzig, 1899-1903, i. 436 ; cf. K. Lehrs, Pom-
Idre Avfsatze aus dem Altertum^, Leipzig, 1876, p. 98.

** reference to

3 pv. Epist. ex Panto, m. vi. 28flE.; cf. H. L. Axtell, The Deifi-
cation ofAbstract Ideas in Roman Literature and Inscriptions,
Chicago, 1907, p. 36 f.; G. Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der
Romer^, Munich, 1912, p. 333.

* Cic. pro Milone, 43, ‘ quod aut per naturam fas esset aut
per leges liceret *

; Pers. v. 98, * publica lex hominum naturaque

:

continet hoc fas.*

6

On both of these conceptions cf. R. Hirzel, •’’AvpaAos Nouos,m ASG, phil.-histor. Klasse, xx. 1 [1900].
6 Blor. I. XXXV. 7, ‘ contra fas deum moresque maiorum*

; Cod
Justin, ix. 38, ‘praeter fas praeterque morem antiquitatis.*

7 Livy I. ix. 13, ‘per fas ac fidem
’ ; Tac. Ann. xiii. 16, ‘nequ

fas neque fidem pensi habere ’
; cf. also Hist. iii. 6, ‘ ius fasqu

exuere,* with Ann. L 35, ‘fidem exuere,’ and Hist. iv. 67, ‘ fasqu
ac foedera respicere.’

8 Instances in L. Mitteis, Romisches Privatre<M, i. 23 f.

note 3.

^e.g. OIL viii. W570, ii. 3, ‘(praevaricationem) . . . contri
^3-3 a'tqEue] in pemiciem rationum tuarum sine modo exercuit.’

Of. R. Hirzel, Themis, Dike und Verwandtes, Leipzig, 1907
p. 51.

11 As is distinctly expressed in Oic. pro Rest. 91, ‘turn res ac
communem utilitatem, quas publicas appellamus, turn conventi
cula hominum, quae postea civitates nominatae sunt, tumdomi
cilia coniuncta, quas urbes dicimus, invento et divino iure e
humano, moenibus saepserunt ’

; similarly it is said, e.g. in 012
vi. 1302, ‘is preimus ius fetiale paravit,’ although the Fetial Lav
was undoubtedly regarded as a part of the /as.

posite nefas, viz. the Roman Calendar of festivals.

That the abbreviations Q • R • C • F and Q • ST •D • F
foimd there are to read as ‘ quando rex comitiavit
fas ’ and ‘ quando stercus delatum fas ’ respectively
is proved on adequate grounds ; moreover, the sym-
bols F and N attached to the majority of the days
in the calendar meant originally, not fastus and
nefastus, as was supposed at a later period, butfas
and nefas, as is shown by the symbol N-F-P, subse-
quently contracted to ^p, and signifying ‘nefas
feriae publicae.’ ^ In these phrasesfas can be con-
strued grammatically only as the predicative noun
of a clause which in full would Irun :

‘ hoc die lege
agere fas est ’

;
® ‘ fas est ’ signifies ‘ is in accordance

with fas,^ just as ‘ius est’ was employed in an
analogous sense.® Thus the distinctively Roman
practice of dividing the days of the year into the
two classes of ‘holy days’ and ‘working days,’
belonging respectively to the gods and to men,
comes under the fas.^ As bearing a like sense,
and with express reference to the ordinances of
sacred law, the word fas is frequently used not
only in the technical phraseology of sacred things,®

but also in the literature generally, as, e.g.^ with
reference to dedication (Cic. de Domo sua^ 138), the
legal position of ‘loca sacra’ (Paul. Dig. xxxix.
iii. 17. 3), questions of marriage law (Ulpian, Dig.
m. ii. 13. 4), and adoption (Cic. de Domo sua, 35)

;

similarly, in Cic. Verr. v. 34 (‘contra fas, contra
auspicia, contra omnes divinas et humanas relig-

iones’) and Marcian, Dig. XLVIII. xviii. 5 (‘inces-
tum, quia cognatam violavit contra fas ’), the
phrase ‘ contra fas ’ still bears the pregnant sense
of a violation of divine law, and passages of like
tenor are of frequent occurrence down to the
later literary period.

It is a widely prevalent view that the ius was
disengaged from the fas in relatively late times,
and was indeed developed from it, and that in a
broad sense the whole public and private law of
the Romans rested upon the basis of the religious
law.® This theory, however, requires considerable
qualification, as has recently been most efficiently

shown by L. Mitteis [op. cit. p. 221). Mitteis
(p. 26) rightly emphasizes the circumstance that
there is hardly a single significant trace of the
influence of the fas in the law of property as
relating to living persons, while the occasional
occurrence of fas and ius in family law and the
law of inheritance is explained by the fact that
marriage was regarded as a ‘divini humanique
iuris communicatio ’ (Modestinus, Dig. XXIII. ii. 1),

and^ all the questions relating to the sacra of
family and clan came as decisively within the
province of the fas as questions relating purely to
property within that of the ius. In criminal juris-

prudence a religious penal law of earlier origin
maintained a place beside a later secular one, and
the provisions of each are clearly distinguished by
the form of the punishment imposed (sanctio);
thus, while the secular law relegates the execution
of the penalty to the authorities, and attaches
definite penalties in person or property to particu-
lar crimes, the religious law knows nothing what-
ever of penalties inflicted by human means, but
either declares that the trespass against a sacred
ordinance can be made good by the pi'oper
expiato^ offerings (piacula) or else, by pro-

1 pf. W. Soltau, in A. Fleckeisen’s Neu^ Jahrbucher fii/r

Philologie, cxxxvii. [1888] 836 ; Wissowa, op. cit. p. 438.
2 The present writer is at a loss to understand the view of

W. W. Fowler {The Religious Experience of the Roman People,
p. 487 f.), viz. that/as is here an adverb.

3 e.g. Plant. Persa, 105, * pernam quidem ius est adponi fri-

gidam postridie.*
4 Hence Verg. Georg, i. 268 f., ‘quippe etiam festis quaedam

exercere diebus fas et iura sinunt.’
3 e.g. OIL vi. 576, ‘ extra hoc limen aliquid de sacro Silvani

efferre fas non est’ ; Fest. p. 318. ‘ neque fas est eum immolari.*
8 Of recent writers cf. especially E. Lambert, La Fcnction dv

droit civil compari, i. (Pans, 1903) 632 ff.
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nouncing the formula ‘ sacer esto,’ devotes the
'

offender to the deity for such punishment as the
'

latter rnay decree. The leges sacratce with which
the inviolability of the plebeian magistracy was
guaranteed at its institution were simply laws
which pronounced the sentence [sctTictio) * sacer
esto,’ ^ just as, in fact, the penalty imposed upon
one who violated the privileges of the plebs %vas,
according to the literary tradition, ‘ut . . . eius
caput lovi sacrum esset, familia ad sedem Cereris,
Liberi, Liberaeque venum iret.’^ What we have
here, accordingly, is not a secular ordinance in the
forms of public law, but a contract under the
protection of the fas. The person declared to be
sacer was a proscribed outlaw, and any one had the
right to execute the^ divine sentence under which
he lay, and might kill him with impunity.® The
same consequences were incurred by one who com-
mitted an act of violence upon a tribune of the
people,* though at a later period the State itself
saw to^ the due infliction of the penalty by secular
law, viz. by bringing the crime before the magis-
trates in the form of a process of perduellion.®
A similar reinforcement of the sentence ‘sacer
esto* by a secular penalty is authorized also by
the Law of the XII Tables as given by Pliny,
EN xviii. 12

:

*Frugem . . . aratro quaesitam noctu pavisse ac secuisse
puberi XII tabulis capital erat suspensumque Cereri necari
lubebant, . . . impubem praetoris arbitratu verberari noxiamve
duplionemve decerni,’

where the reference to Ceres indicates that the
original formula of the sanctio was ‘ Cereri sacer
esto,* and that the penalty of crucifixion (or, in

the case of those under age, scour^g) was a later

addition. It is possible that in other cases as well
the sanction of secular law was added to or sub-
stituted for that of sacred law, and, as the former
was naturally more certain in its operation than
the latter, fas gradually lost its practical signifi-

cance, and came to be regarded more as an ideal

ratification and reinforcement of a secular law
that was in itself perfectly competent to administer
the penalty. Only so can we explain the circum-

stance that the often ® purely conventional phrase,

‘ius et fas’ or *ius fasque,’’ is found, almost
without exception, with its terms in that order,®

even in passages where the reverse order might
seem the more natural, as, e.g., Livy, xxxni.
xxxiii. 7, ‘ius fas lex,’ and Cic. de Earusp. Besp.

43, ‘ deos hominesque, pudorem, pucficitiam,

senatus auctoritatem, ius, fas, leges, indicia

violavit’ (where ‘deos hominesque’ would lead

us to expect ‘fas iusque’). The same sequence

occurs also in the technical language of religion,

as in the Lex arse Narbonensis, UIL xii. 4333,

ii. 14, ‘ Si quis tergere omare reficere volet, quod
beneficii causa fiat, ius fasg^ue esto,’ in accordance

with which the correspondmg passage in the law

of the temple at Furfo {Cl£ ix. 3513. 7) shoidd

probably be restored thus :
‘ utei tangere sarcire

tegere . . . [ius] fasque esto.’ This also explains

why the fas should be specially; appealed to in

matters which the arm of the civil law did not

1 Hence the term ‘sacrosanctus/ the implications of which

A. Rosenberg {Hermes, xlviii. [1913] 359 ff.), whose ar^ruments

so frequently carry conviction, has failed to grasp with suffi-

cient clearness.
.

2 Livy, III. Iv. 7 ; cf. Dion. Hal. vi. Ixxxix. 3, x. xlii. 3f.

s Fest. p. 318 ; Macr. Sat. m. vii. 6 ;
Dion. Hal. n. x. 3 ; cf.

also W. W. Fowler, Journal ofRoman Studies, i. [1911] 57flf.

4 Oic. pro TuUio, 47, ‘ legem antiquam de legibus sacratis, quae

iubent impune occidi eum, qui tribunum plebis pulsavent';

cf. Livy, in. Ivi. 6 ;
Dion. Hal. vi. l^ix. 3.

5 Mommsen, Rom, Strafreoht, Leipzig, 1899, p. 681.

6 First in Plautus, Cist. 20 ;
Terence, Hecyra, 387.

7 Cf. R. Hirzel, Themis, Dike und Verwandtes, p. 161.^

8 The sequence in Verg. Georg, i. 269 (‘fas et iura sinunt )

and Amm. Marc. xrv. i. 6 (‘velut fas iusque perpensum )is due

no doubt to the writers’ conscious purpose ; m Livy, vii. xicn.

3 (‘sicut fas iusque est*) E. Wolfflin, in view of 1^ authors

regular usage, has substituted ‘ ius fa^ue ’ for the traditional

reading.

reach, as, e.g., affairs of international law, which
regulated the relations of war and peace among
the nations ; thus Tacitus speaks of the ‘ fas
gentium ’

" and the ‘ fas armorum et ius hostium.’®
2. Codification.—It is only natural to expect

that there could be no complete or public codifi-
cation of the ordinances of the ius divinum, as,
although the latter was traced back to a definite
compact with the gods, it was in reality the result
of a gradual development. The duty of preserv-
ing this sacred law was committed to the .State
priests, who had, as required, to give their pro-
fessional opinions for the enlightenment and
mstruetion both of the authorities and of private
individuals. There was, however—apart from the
penal authority of the Pontifex Maximus in
relation to his subordinate priests—no official

^ministration of sacred law, and no official

infliction of its penalties. In general, offences
against the fas w’ere regarded as falling under
^e maxim * deorum iniuriae dis curae ’ (Tac. Ann.
i. 73), and the piacula assigned to particular
ritual misdeeds -were not penalties, but were
designed simply to show the delinquent how he
might propitiate the offended deity. A person
who did not avail himself of this opportunity, and
who refused to offer the required piaenlum, or one
who violated the fas in so gross a fashion that
expiation was deemed impossible, was impius, was
excluded from the naas deorum,^ even if neither the
sacred nor the secular authorities took proceedings
against him;® the only thing that could affect

such an offender, indeed, was the reprimand of the
Censor. Those who violated the ordinance regard-
ing holy days, or did not fulfil a vow that they
had made, or broke an oath made by appealing
to the gods, did not thereby become liable to

human retribution at all, whether of priests or of

magistrates; and even with regard to those pro-

visions of the sacred law which, by means of the
formula ‘sacer esto,’ committed the defender to

the divine retribution, the intervention of the
State in the infliction of punishment was, as noted
above, a later development. Likewise, in cases

which did not relate to penal offences at all, but
involved civil matters falling within the scope

of the fas, as, e.g., the mode and extent of

the required fulfilment of a vow, the inheritance

of the sacra familiaria, etc., the priests did not
deliver a judgment that could be enforced by
law, but merely gave an opinion regarding the

legal position, though it is true that this opinion

was almost always accepted hy the parties con-

cerned.
Corresponding to the respective ^heres of the

several colleges of priests, the codincation of the

ius divinum is found in three distinct forms, viz.

the ius pontificium, the ius augurale, and the ius

fetiale. The iusfetiale contained the articles re-

lating to matters of international law which could

not be consummated without religious ceremonies,

and also the form of such ritual ; the vital element

in the itts augurale was the widely ramified and

imposing doctrine of the auspida ; the ius^ ponti-

ficxum embraced not only the ritual ordmances

designed for the guidance of the mests, i.e, the

ceremonial law in the proper sense, but also all the

essential principles of the legal and other relations

between the Roman citizen or the Roman nation

and the State gods ; and in a State whose citizens,

alike as individuals and as people, attached the

utmost significance to the maintenance of the pax
deum, and as ‘ religiosissimi mortales’ (Salmst,

Cat. xii. 3) applied themselves to their religious

1 Ann. i. 42, ‘hostium quoque ius et sacra legationum et fas

gentium rupistis.* . . t «
2 Bist. iv. 68 ; cf. Ann. i. 19, * contra fas disciplmae ; Justm,

TTYTY. iii. 8, ‘praeter commune bellantium fas.’

3 Mommsen, ^rafrecht, p. 36 f

.
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coneerns with the most painful conscientiousness,
this pontifical law boreupon every phase of private
and public life, so that the Pontifex Maximus was
actually designated as ‘ index atque arbiter rerum
divinarum humanarumque * (Festus, p. 185). This
certainly does not in the slightest alter the fact
that the jurisdiction of the Pontifices, as of all

other priests, was wholly confined to the province
of the ius diyimim ;

^ nevertheless those invested
vdth the priestly office, just because they ex-
pounded and administered thefas^ had, on the one
hand, the opportunity of acquiring great experience
in the application and interpretation of law, and
thus also great acuteness in juridical thinking and
reasoning ; while, on the other hand, in view of the
nmnerous points at which thefas came into touch
with questions of secular life and secular law, they
required to have a thorough knowledge of the ius
civile also,^ so that the Pontifices were the earliest
jurists of Rome, and in virtue of their responsa
exercised no small influence upon the development
of the civil law as well. It should be noted, how-
ever, that these responsa, so far as they transcended
the proper sphere of the ius divinum, were not
official deliverances, and thus were never given by

collegium as a whole, but were pronounced by
individual Pontifices, who in such things had no
higher authority than a private person learned in
the law. From the circumstance that the body
of consulting lawyers was largely recruited from
among the Pontifices the ancient reading of the
history, to which modem scholars have attached
too much importance, wrongly assumed that the
Pontifical College as such was officially concerned
in the preservation and application of the civil law,
and asserted that the form of words necessary to
the institution of a suit (the legis actiones) was
officially communicated to the parties by a member
of the Pontifical College annually appointed for the
purpose,® and even that the knowledge of the civil
law as a whole was confined to the Pontifices.^ As
a matter of fact, the official function of the Ponti-
fical College was restricted to the administration
of the sacred law, and a similar limitation must
be assigned to the juristic writings deiureponti-

which drew their materials from the pontifical
archives, the lihri (or commentarii) pontificum,
and of which, with an older work by Q. Fabius
Pictor, the comprehensive treatises of M. Antistius
Labeo and C. Ateius Capito may be singled out for
special mention.
An important step in the publication of the

sacred law was taken when the register of court-
days and holy days, the FclsU, was made accessible
to the public—an event brought about, as Momm-
sen ® rightly infers from Cic. ad Att, vi. i. 8, by the
promulgation of the Code of the XII Tables ; while
the well-known disclosure of Cn. Flavius, the pro-
tog4 of the revolutionary Appius Claudius, Censor
in 312 B.a, marks the earliest issue of the calendar
in a codified form. Another extensive collection
of articles from the sacred law, the publication
of which cannot be precisely dated, was current
among the jurists of the later period under the

1 Oic. de Leg. ii. 47, * quid enim ad pontificem de iure parie*
fium et aquarum aut ullo omniuo nisi eo quod cum relinoue
coniunctum est?*

3 Ih. ‘pontificem bonum neminem esse nisi qui ius civile bene
nosset.’

3 Pompon. Dig. i. ii. 2. 6,
‘ omnium tamen baruminterpretandi

scientia et actiones apud collegium pontificum erant, ex quibus
constituebatur quis quoquo anno praeesset privatis *—a state-
ment which Momnwen (Staatsrech&, ii. 46) justly characterizes
as confused and incredible, while R. Maschke (in Festschrift
zum 50-jdhr. Dohtorjuhil. L. Prwdldnd&rs, Leipzig, 1896, p.
322 ff.) makes it the basis of far-reaching inferences.

4 Liyy^ IX. xlvi. 6, ‘civile ius repositum in penetralibus pontd-
fioum evulgavit,’ and, following this statement, Valer. Max. n.
V. 2, *ius civile per multa saecula inter sacra caerimoniasque
deorum immortalium abditum solisque pontifioibus notum On.
Flavius . . . vulgavit.*

5 Romisehe Chronohgie^, Berlin, 1869, p. 31, note 36a.

title of Ius Papirianum^ and was annotated
by Granius Flaccus, a contemporary of Csesar.^
The meaning of the name * Papirianum ’ had been
forgotten by the ancients themselves, but was be-
lieved to go back to an editor called Papirius (the
prcenomen is variously given), said to have been the
first Pontifex Maximus after the expulsion of the
kings,® while a rather unconvincing modern theory*
would assign the compilation to Sextus Papirius,
a jurist of Cicero’s time, who is mentioned as a
pupil of Q. Mucius Scaevola.® While the collection
as a whole may be of fairly late date,® there can be
no doubt that its individual statutes go back to a
very remote period and were drawn from the writ-
ings of the Pontifices. They are called Leges
PegicB^ and were arranged in the order of the kings
to whom—somewhat arbitrarily, it is clear—^they
were ascribed.® As regards their matter, they lie

wholly within the range of the ius divinum, and,
in cases where they prohibit something, the
penalties imposed are exclusively of a religious
kind—the offering of a piaculum for less serious
offences,® and, for more serious, condemnation by
the formula ‘ sacer esto.’ Moreover, many of the
provisions bear directly upon the ceremonial of
sacrifice, and of other proceedings regulated by
religious law, as, e.g., the interment of the dead,“
so that we can quite easily understand the refer-

ence of Servius \Mn. xii. 836) to the ‘lex Papiria
de ritu sacrorum* (cf. also Macr. Sat, m. xi. 5).

In aU cases where the code seems to encroach upon
the sphere of secular law, it deals with matters
which originally were regulated by thefas alone,
but were subsequently brought within the scope of
the ordinary criminal law, as appears to have been
the case even with.paricidium,^^ The ordinances of
the fas formulated in the Leges Regice bore with
special frequency upon matters in which private
law was palpably defective,^^ as, e,g,, the unin-
tentional slaying of a human being, and many
questions of family law : thus we find ordinances
concerning the punishment of children who ill-

treat their parents,^® the exposure of children, the
repudiation and selling of wives, the period of a
widow’s mourning and her re-marriage,^® etc. ; the
protection of clients®® and landmarks®^ also fell

within the scope of the sacred law. When the
extreme penalty of ‘sacer esto’ is imposed, the
deities to whom the criminal is delivered are always
those of the earliest Roman cultus, and above all

Juppiter,®® Vediovis,®® and the divi parentum or

1 Macr. Sat. ni. xi. 5 ; Paul. Dig. l. xvi. 144 ; in Pompon.
Dig. I. ii. 2. 2, it is wrongly desiraated ‘ ius civile Papirianum ’

;

in Serv. xii. 836, it is called ‘ lex Papiria.’
2 Paul. Dig., loc. dt.
3 Dion. Hal. ni. xxxvi. 4 ; cf. further A. Schwegler, Rdmischs

Geschichte, Halle, 1876, i. 24.

4F. P. Bremer, Jurisprudentice antehadrianoe quoe supers
sunt, Leipzig, 1896-1901, i. 182 f,

5 Pompon. Dig. i. ii. 2. 42.

6 Of. esp. O. Hirschfeld, KleineSehriften, Berlin, 1913, p. 239 ff.

7 Pompon. Dig. i. ii. 2. 36 ; Livy, vi. i. 10.
8 This appears from Fest. p. 230, *in regis Romuli et Tatii

legibus ... in Servii Tullii haec est . .
.*

3 e.g.
* Paelex aram lunonis ne tangito ; si tangit, lunoni

crmibus demissis agnam feminam caedito ’ (Paul. p. 222 ; cf. Aul.
Gell. IV. iii. 8).

10 *8i quisquam aliuta faxit, ipsos lovi sacer esto’
(Paul. p. 6).

11 As, e.g,, in the presentation of the spolia opima (Fest.
p. 189).

12 Of. Pliny, EN xiv. 88, ‘vino rogum ne respargito.*
18 ‘Si qui hominem liberum dolo sciens morti duit, paricidas

esto ’ (Paul. p. 221).
14 Mommsen, Staatsreeht^, ii. 42.
10 * ut si quis imprudens occidisset hominem, pro capita

occisi agnatis eius in contione offerret arietem ’ (Serv. jScI. iv. 43

;

cf. Georg, iii. 887).
16 ‘ Si parentem puer verberit, ast ille plorassit, puer divif

parentum sacer esto’ (Fest. p. 280).
17 Dion. Hal. n. xv. 2.

18 Plut. Romulus, 22. 19 Plut. Numa, 12.
20 Dion. Hal. ii. x. 3. 21 n, n. ixxiv. 3.
23 Paul. p. 6 ; Dion. Hal. n. badv. 3.
23 Z«v5 Karax^oyiov (Dion. Hal. Ii. x. 3).
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ancestral spirits.^ The Ayj/j.'i/jTTjp to whom one half
of the husband's property was assigned when he
unjustly repudiated his wife^ must undoubtedly
have been the ancient Roman goddess Tellus, of
whom we read as the goddess of marriage and to
her also belonged the oblation of a cow in calf
(‘forda bos'), which, according to Plut. Nurm, 12,
was demanded from a widow who married again
during her period of mourning. The Ceres towhom
the spoiler of crops was delivered was without doubt
the ancient Roman goddess of vegetation,^ and not
the Greek Demeter ; it was the latter, however, to
whom, as Ceres Liber and Ceres Libera, the
statutes of the Leges Sacratce (a reproduction of the
Leges Eegice) assigned the property of one who
infringed the privileges of thoplehs}
As the sentence of ‘sacer esto’ was attached

only to the statutes derived from the sphere of the
ancient fas, we must not, with Mommsen {Straf-
recht, p. 900 ff.), regard the formula as equivalent
to the capital penalty of the secular law ; m reality
it simply handed the offender over to divine re-
tribution, nor did it ever signify more than this
except in so far as the State supplemented the
religious penalty by a civil one. The youth who
beat his father, and thereby became * divis paren-
tum sacer ' was not called to account by the civil

magistrates, though in legislating for certain
other offences the State fixed definite penalties
and so undertook to enforce them. As we saw
above (p. 885^), the peculiar form of the penalty im-
posed by the XII Tables upon the injurer of crops
(‘suspensum Cereri necari' [Pliny, MN xviii. 12])
clearly implies that the secular penalty of cruci-
fixion was an addition to the older relimous penalty
of * Cereri sacer esto.’ The like holds good with
regard to another offence: if a patron wilfully
injured his client, he was, by a lex regia ascribed
to Romulus, delivered, as sacer, to Vediovis (Dion.
Hal. II. X. 3), and the XII Tables formulated this
ordinance as * patronus si clienti fraudem fecerit,

sacer esto' (Serv. vi. 609) ; the fact that the
deity’s name is omitted in the latter formulation
shows that the phrase * sacer esto ' had lost its

original meaning, for it was necessary that the
sentence of sacratio should always specify a par-

ticular deity.® That the whole procedure of conse-

cratio capitis et honorum'^ lay outside the sphere
of secular justice, and belonged exclusively to that
of religious law,® to which adl formal judicial pro-

cedure was alien, appears from the fact that the
consecratio honorum, which was still inflicted in

historical times, and manifestly on the grounds
of the Leges Sacratce, by the tribunes of the people
upon those who resisted them,^ was carried out
in purely religious forms, and neither required a
forensic process nor permitted of an appeal.

As the ius divinum was believed to have come
into being at the foundation of the city, it could
of course be developed indirectly by the exposi-

tions of the priests, but could not be added to by
the creation of fresh laws. From the institution of

the Republic, accordingly, there was no specific

sacred legislation, and the ius sacrum was a divi-

sion of the iuspublicum, as finds clear expression

in the formula with which the magistrate rejected

1 Fest. p. 230 : Plut. Romulus, 22.
2 Id. sserv.^n. iv. 166.

4 Pliny, HN xviii. 12 ;
see below.

5 Livy, III. Iv.-lvi.; cf. Dion. Hal. vi. Ixxxix. 3, x. xlii. 4.

® Pest. p. 318, * sacratae leges sunt, quibus sanctum est, qui
quid adversus eas fecerit, sacer alicui deorum sit sicut familla

pecuniaque ’
; cf. Dion. Hal. n. x. 3.

7 The abundant literature on this subject is given in J. Mar-
quardt, R6m. StaatsverwaUung, iii.2, Leipzig, 1885, p. 276.

8 Of. Macr. Sat, ni, vii. 4, ‘sacrationis vocabulo observantiam
divini iuris implevit.*

9 Instances in Mommsen, Strafrecht, p. 49.

19 Ulpian, Dig. i. i. 1. 2, ‘publicum ius est quod ad statum rei

Romanaespectat, privatum quod ad sin^orumutilitatem . . .

publicum ius in sacris, in sacerdotibus, m magistratibus,*

private claims to property, ‘ aut sacrum aut publi-
cum esse,' 1 i.e. *the property of the gods and that
of the State are one in relation to private property.’
In the so-called Lex de imperio Kespasiani^ the
two great

^

divisions of divince humance res and
public(Bprwatcegue res {fho publicce res embracing
also the sacrce res) are not conjoined in such a way
as to imply that the latter pair is a subdivision of
iho humancBres

; and Ulpiams definition of (secular)
jurisprudence as ‘divinarum atque humanarum
rerum notitia, iusti atque iniusti scientia’ {Dig.
I. i. 10. 2) no longer recognizes any distinction
between sacred and secular law.
Literature.

—

M. Voigrt, ‘Die romische Klassihcstion von ius
^viuum und humanum,’ in Berichte der sacks. Gesdlseh. der
Wmenschaften, Hv. [1902] 185 fE. ; T. Mommsen, R6m. Stoats-
recUK Leipzig, 1887, ii. 36 fE. ; W. Warde Fowler, The Religi-
on Experience of the Romom People, London, 1911, pp. 109 fE.,

270 ff., 486 ff. ; L. Mitteis, Rom. Privatrecht,, 1912,
1. 22 ff. For the Leges Regies*. M. Voigt, ‘liber die leges
regiae,’ ASG, phiL-hist. Klasse, vii. [1876] ; P. Kruger, Gesoh.
der Quellenuna Litteraturdesrom. Rechts'^, Munich and Leipdg,
1912, p. 3ff. ; fragments in C. G. Bruns and O. Gradenwite,
Fontes iuris rom. antigui^, Tubingen, 1909, i. 1 ff.

G. WiSSOWA.
LAW (Teutonic and Slavic).—i. Terms denot-

;

ing ‘ law.*—As the conceptions of justice and law
are everywhere of higher antiquity than the know-
ledge and use of writing, we may assume that
among the Teutons and the Slavs there were at
one time only &ypa<poL v6p.0L,

‘ unwritten laws.’ The
nature of such unwritten laws can be discovered
only by an analysis of the general terms used to
designate them. Among the Slavs one of the most
typical terms for the idea of law is zakoutL, a word
found in all the Slavic tongues, and the word
pohonU was employed in the same sense. As both
of these words are etymologically akin to the 0.
Slav, za-cina, Czech po-enu, ‘ I begin,' they must
originally have meant something like ‘ beginning,'
i.e. that which existed or was in force from the
first. This is the fundamental sense also of the
0. Russ. po§lina, * law,' lit. * the past,’ and starina,
‘ law,' lit. ' antiquity ’

;
cf. such phrases as^o staroj

po§lim^ Novgorodekoj, ‘ by ancient Novgorod law,'
dirzati vU starine, ‘to observe the laws,’ na vsej
starine, * in retention of all previous law. ’ An essen-
tially similar idea lies at the root of the term for
‘law’ common to theWestTeutonic dialects, O.H.G.
iwa, O.S. So, A.S. CB, CBW. It is true that some
philologists regard this Teutonic word as cognate
with the Lat. ceguum, so that it would mean orig-

inally ‘ fairness,^* equity,’ and this is certainly pos-
sible by phonetic laws (O.H.G. $wa from * aihva=^
Lat. ceguum from * aiguo) 5 but the Slavic data just
noted seem to make it much more probable that
O.H.G. Swa is related to Lat. cevum, ‘eternity,’

Gr. al(av, ‘ long space of time,’ alel, ‘ ever,’ and thus,
like the Slavic zakonit, poSlina, starina, will mean
‘the law which has been in force from eternity,

from the beginning, from of old.’

A second concept connoting ‘ law ’ and ‘ equity,'

and common to both Teutons and Slavs—though
found also in other branches of the Indogermanic
stock-—is that of ‘ straightness ’ as contrasted with
‘crookedness.’ Thus Goth, raihfs, 0. Norse rSUr,
A.S. riht, 0. Sax. reht (cf. also 0. Irish recht, * law,’

‘justice’), are philologically equivalent to Lat. rec-

tus, ‘straight,^ ‘right,’ Avest. rdSta, ‘straight,*

‘right,’ ‘ correct* ; and similarly the Slav, pravida,
pravo, ‘law,’ ‘justice,’ is derived from prcmH,
‘ straight,’ We cannot doubt that this ‘ straight

’

signifies ‘ running in the same line with something
else,’ i.e. ‘in accordance with it.’ This, however,
raises the question as to what that .‘something else’

was. According to R. Lbning ( Vber Wurzel und
1 CIL ix. 439, 440 ; cf. Plaut, Tain. 1044 ; Livy/.xxv, i. 12, xl.

li. 8.
2 CIL vi. 930, line 17, ‘ quaecunque ex usu reipublicae ma-

iestateque divinarum humanarum, publicarum privatarumque
rerum esse censebit.*
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Wesen des Bechts, Jena, 1907, passim)^ the norm
was a sense of justice inherent in man. In view of

the above interpretations of Slav. zakonU^ poHina,
starina, and O.H.G. ^wa (Lat. mvum), however,
the present writer thinks it more natural and more
in keeping with primitive thought to explain Germ.
Recht, Slav, pravo, as signifying that which agrees
with the usages of the earliest times.
Other two Teutonic groups of terms denoting

* law ’ are derivatives of roots originally signifying
‘ statute,’ ‘ something fixed.’ One of these is East-
ern Teutonic, the 0. Norse log (from which A.S.
lagu and hence * law ’ itself are derived), Goth, (as

in Jordanes, 11) bel{l)agineSi ‘laws’=*
connected with lagjan, ‘to lay,’ and, if cognate with
Lat. lexy going hack to the primitive Indogermanic
language. The other group, which is represented in
all the Teutonic dialects, and tends rather to assume
the sense of ‘ judgment on grounds of law,’ includes
the Goth. ddTns, in ddmjan, 0. Norse ddmry A.S.
d&m (the regular term for ‘law,’ as in ddmhdJcy

‘law-book’), 0. Fris. domy 0. Sax. dduriy O.H.G.
tuom—all cognate with Gr. rLdriiUy ‘set,’ ‘place,’

‘lay, ’and Skr. dhamany ‘seat,’ ‘law,’ ‘order.’ As
we can hardly suppose that the reference here is to
statutes of the primitive gods, whose sphere of

authority lay as yet ‘beyond good and evil’ (cf.

art. Aryan Keligion, vol. ii. p. 50^), any more
than to the statutes of kings, who in primitive
times had no independent authority to make laws
(cf. art. King [Teut. and Litu-Slav.], above, p. 728),

we must regard 0. Norse log and Goth. ddTns as
denoting the statutes of those tribal assemblies,
presided over by kings, which can be traced back
to the Indogermanic epoch, such statutes being
then carried in the memory of the people and so
handed down from one generation to another (of.

0. Schrader, Reallexihon der indogemianischen
AltertuTYiskunde, Strassburg, 1901, s,v. ‘Volks-
versammlung ’).

Keference must be made, finally, to a verjr pecu-
liar term for ‘law’ found in all the Teutonic lan-
guages, viz. Goth. wit6^ {^vbfios% 0. Norse vita'6,

O.H.G. wizzddy etc. It is formed from the Goth.
witan, ‘ to know,’ and is manifestly to be under-
stood in the sense of the late M.H.G. vAstuom
(Eng ‘wisdom’), ‘ legal precedent,’ ‘instruction in
iaw,^ but lit. ‘learning,’ z.e. the learning that con-
sists in the knowdedge and application of legal views
and usages.

2. Law as oral tradition.—If we want a concise
characterization of the legal side of primitive life

among the Teutons and Slavs, we cannot do better
than take the words of Nestor’s ChronicUy ch. x.:
‘ they had the customs and the law of their fathers
and traditions; each [tribe] its own usage.’ As
writing was not yet in use, this ancient law of cus-
tom (Slav. zakonHy O.H.G. two,) could, of course, be
reserved from age to age only by oral tradition.
How this was done in remote antiquity we have
no direct or definite means of knowing, but we
may gain some idea of the method by observing
the corresponding state of matters found among
peoples who still remained without legal documents
till far on in historical times. Among Teutonic
peoples this was the case with the Scandinavians.

* The highest civic position was that of “the man of law ”(%-
matJr, logsogurrui^r). He was the living code and the custocfian
of the law for the province and the diet ; he was the director of
the Thing, he announced its decisions to the public, and in cases
of doubt expounded the law. It was his duty to keep aknowledge
of law alive among the people, and, as is prescribed by the Ice-
landic graugaTis andrecommended bythe Scandinavian statutes,
he had every three years to stand upon the “ cliff of the law ” and
recite intelligibly to all the whole civil law, and once a year the
procedure of the law-courts (pingshop)* Weinhold, Altnor6i-
isches Leben, Berlin, 1856, p. 400).

Such ‘ men of law,’ as official guardians and pre-
servers of primitive legal tradition, who in Scandi-
navia were preferably resorted to even when at

length movements were made towards reducing
the laws to writing, must have played a part also
among the other Teutonic peoples from remote
times. In references to the documentary formula-
tion of ancient popular laws, we often hear of sapi-

entes, ue. ‘the learned’ (cf. Goth, witdp, ‘law,’
‘ legal decision ’), as those to whom the work was
committed. Thus Charlemagne {Capit. ann. 789,
cap. 62) says : ‘ lex a sapientibus populo composita.’
From a prologue to a collection of ancient popular
laws we learn that Theodoric, king of the Franks,
when at Chalons, selected a number of men learned
in the laws (‘ viros sapientes qui in regno suo leg-

ibus antiquis eruditi erant’) with a view to re-

cording the usages of the Franks, Alamans, and
Bavarians. The law of the Frisians contains sup-

S
lements by the sapientes Wlemarus and Saxomun-
us, and that of the Thuringians by the former.
With reference to the ordinance of the Lex Salicay

a prologue dating from the 6th cent, states that in
the days when the people were still heathens four
men selected by the ‘ rectores ’ of the people had
expounded the Salic law in three assemblies (cf. 0.
Stobbe, Gesch, der deutschen RechisquelleUy Bruns-
wick, 1860-64, i. 16f.; H. Brunner, Deutsche Rechts-
gesch, i.^ Leipzig, 1906, p. 298). These sapienteSy

whose legal formulae are referred to in the sources
as (‘decisions,’ ‘opinions’), maybe compared
to the Scandinavian ‘men of law,’ and we may
safely assume that among the Teutons there had
existed from time immemorial a class of ‘ erudite
men ’ who carried in their minds the ancient law
of custom in fixed formulae, and publicly recited
it on given occasions. From traces still found in
Scandinavia (cf. K, von Amira, Grundriss des ger-

man, Rechts^, Strassburg, 1901, p. 60 ff.), it may be
inferred that these fixed forms were at first metri-
cal; and with this we may compare what Aristotle
says of the Agathyrsians, a Transylvanian people,
viz. that before tney had a knowledge of writing
they expressed their laws in song, so that they
might not forget them.^

3. The beginnings of codification.—Whether,
like the Teutons, the Slavs had among them in
pre-historic times a special class of learned men
who carried in their memories the ancient law of

use and wont, and on given occasions communicated
it to the people, we have no definite means of

knowing. The two races, however, are certainly
so far alike that their first attempts to reduce
their laws to writing (and it is only with such
beginnings that the present article can deal) were
due to their contact with the civilized peoples of

the South, and to the need of having their

relations with these regulated by law, the move-
ment, in the case of the Teutons, being a result

of their coming into touch with the Romans,
while the Slavs (Russians) were similarly infiu-

enced by their intercourse with Byzantium. In
the Romanic area arose the Lex Salica and the
Lex Ribuaria; the two West Gothic law-books
and the Edict of Theodoric, king of the Eastern
Goths ; the two Burgundian codes and the Edicts
of the Longobards. These, as weU as the Lex
Alamannorumy the Lex Baiwariorumy and the
three sets of popular laws (Thuringian, Frisian,

Saxon) reduced to writing at the instance of

Charlemagne, were all in Latin, while the Anglo-
Saxon code, which is closely connected with the
Lex Saxonumy was the only one of the West
Teutonic law-books which used the native
language.*

1 oTt vpXv eirioToo’dat ypa/i/jiara, vo/xovs, fyois
iirtXoJduavrany oScnrep ev *Jirf<tSvp<rovs ert eitadaxri (Problem, xix. 28).

2 Further details are given fillly in O. Stobbe, op, cit. ; H.
Brunner, op. cit,

;

R. Schrbdeir Lehrbueh der deuzsehen
BeoM8gesoh.^y i., Leip2!ig, 1907; R. Schmid, Die Gesetze der
AngeUachserfiy Leipzig, 1858 ; F. liebermann, Die (Gesetze der
Angelsachseriy Halle, 1903.
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On Slavic soil, again, it was the relations

between the Russians and the Greeks that gave
occasion to the earliest written formulations of

legal enactments. These were the treaties of

peace i^dogovory) between Prince Oleg and the
Greeks (A.D. 912), and between Prince Igor and
the same people (A.D. 945).^ The investigations

of Ewers^ seem to show that Oleg’s document is

the main trea^, and that Igor’s contains later

supplements. The purpose of each was to bring

the relations between Russians and Greeks under
legal regulations; cf., § 3 of Oleg’s treaty,

referring to homicide

:

‘ If a Bussian kills a Christian, or a Christian a Russian, he
phfl.n die at the place where he committed the homicide. If,

however, he who committed the homicide flees, then, if he
possesses property, the nearest kinsman of the slain man shall

take his portion according to the law {po zaikonil), but the wife

of the slayer shall take as much as falls to her according to the

laWf etc.

As may be inferred from this extract, the treaty

makes frequent reference to the Russian law
{zakonix) which, in view of what has already been

said, would be no more than an xmwritten law of

custom, and of which we have the earliest written

deposit in the treaties of Oleg and Igor desired
to regulate the intercourse of Greeks and. Russians.

As was shown above, similar considerations,

mutatis mutandis, underlie the various Ugss

JBarharorum, The earliest codification of the

Russian law of custom, or of part of it, for the

Russians themselves, will then be fomid in the first

form of the Busshaja Pra'oda,^ which, according

to tradition, Jaroslav (A.D. 1019-54) presented as

a gift to his allies, the Novgorodians, *. . . and
gave them a law {pravdu), and caused a statute

to be written, saymg, “Walk according to this

document.”’ As Ewers remarks, ‘So arose the

earliest legal document of the Russians, intended

primarily for Novgorod, but it roust soon have
become operative throughout Russia., as there was
no other written law in its way.’

It ought to be noted, however, that L. K.
Goetz ^ takes quite a difierent view from the fore-

I

going. He is of opinion (p. 238) that the references

to ‘ Russian law ’ found in the treaties of Oleg and

Igor really presuppose the existence of a docuTnent
—^the Bravda in its original form (as in Goetz,

pp. 6-11 ; JireSek, iii. 1-17 ; Ewers, pp. 264-270)—

since, as he believes, that earliest formulation of

the Russian law of custom was free from all ex-

traneous (Greek or Teutonic) Muence, and dates

from a time anterior to Vladimir—from the first

half of the 9th, if not indeed from the 8th century.

He certainly admits that it was in no sense an

official document, and supposes that it was written

for purely private purposes by, say, a judge of the

local law-court (see Kjng [Teut. and Litu-Slav.]),

who * made these notes to serve as a ^de in ^ses

where he might have to pronounce a legal decision

regarding the amount of compensation ’ (p. 230).^ It

is hardly possible to arrive at certain conclusions

regarding these matters, although the theory that

the Busskaja Pravda had a private origin such as

Goetz conjectures does not appear to the present

writer to be very probable.

Lptebaturb.—

T

his has been suflBciently indicated in the

course of the article. O. SCHRADER.

LEAVEN.—Leaven is that which produces fer-

mentation in a mass of dough. The Hebrew word

was the designation of the piece of dough

already infected by the leaven which was put into

the flour to communicate the leaven to the entire

1 Texts in H. Jirecek, Sood Zdkonuv Slovanskych, Prague,

1880 p. 1 ff., tr. in J. P. G. Ewers, Das aUeste Iteeht der

Russen, Dorpat, 1826, p. 132 ff.

2 Op. dt. p. 128. _
8 Te:rt in Jirecek, nos. iii. and iv. ; tr. in Ewere, p. 2643.

^Das russische Recht (Russkaja Pravda)^ i., Die ^testc

Redaction des russischen Rechts,* Stuttgart, 1910.

mass before it was baked. Dough that had risen

through the influence of this leaven was called

Mmes, Leaven might either be communicated by
contagion, by mixing yeast with water, or spring

up spontaneously, especially in a warm climate
like Palestine. Bread that was entirely free from
leaven was called massdh, ‘unleavened bread.’

Ordinarily in the warm climate of Syria twenty-
four hours was sufficient for a mass of dough to

become thoroughly leavened. Pliny {HN xviii.

26) states that the best yeast w^as made among the

Romans by kneading millet or a tine brand of wheat
with must at vintage time. The early Hebrews,
however, appear to have depended entirely upon
the s^'dr, or leavened piece of dough, to preserve

and transmit the leaven. The later Jews probably

used the lees of wine as yeast.

Leaven, like all striking forms of germ growth,

made a profound impression upon the thought and
institutions of the Hebrews. Ignorant as they were
of its real nature, they interpreted it as it appealed

to their senses. The fact that it soured the dough
in which it was placed led them to classify it as a

type of corruption. Therefore everything infected

with leaven was in time regarded as unfit for use

in certain parts of the sacrificial ritual. Plutarch

has most clearly voiced this widely held belief

:

‘Now leaven is itself the offspring of corruption and corrupts

the of dough with which it has been mixed* iQuaest*

Rom. 109).

Am 4® indicates, however, that leaven offerings,

either in principle or in practice, were not wholly

forbidden in the ritual of northern Israel. Lv 7^®

and 23^'^ also pro-vide that the bread eaten by the

priest might contain leaven, and indicate that

leavened cakes were presented in connexion with

the Feast of Weeks. Here the early use of wine

(Lv cf. also Ex 29", Nu IS® 28’*^^), which
must in many cases have been fermented, in con-

nexion with sacrifices presents a suggestive analogy

and indicates that the provision against that which

contained evidence of corruption was not primitive

or absolute. W. Robertson Smith {Bet. Sem.^i

London, 1894, p. 221) has suggested that in its

earliest form the legal prohibition of leaven applied

only to the Passover, and in the oldest code (J) of

Ex 34^ and 23^® the prohibition is thus limited.

The extension of the prohibition to the shewbread

and then to all cereal offerings (Lv 2^* ^ 8%

Nu 6^®) evidently represents a later stage of develop-

ment, under the influence of the popular idea that

leaven represented corruption, and from the desire

(so manifest in the Holiness Code and Ezekiel)

absolutely to exclude from the ritual everything

inconsistent with the idea of Jahweh’s perfect holi-

ness. The original reason for the use of xmleavened

bread in connexion with the Passover meal appears

to have been simpler. In primitive times, ana still

among theArabs on a lowstage of civilization, bread

was made and cooked at once. The Passover, in its

latest Jewish form, evidently represented a blend-

ing of the older nomadic spring festival and the

fimt of the three great Canaanite harvest festivals.

After the Hebrews passed over to the agricultural

stage, it marked the time when the sickle was first

put in the standing grain and the people brought

to the Deity the first sheaves gathered from their

fields (cf. C. F. Kent, Israel's Laws and Leg. Pre-

cedents, London, 1907, p. 268 f.). During this busy

first week of harvest the people had no time to wait

for the slow working of the leaven, but gladly ate

the bread made hastuy from the unleavened dough.

Thus the custom grew into an institution confirmed

by the earliest H^rew laws. In later times it pre-

sented such a marked contrast to existing usage

that the Passover itself was frequentty designated

as the Feast of Unleavened Bread. The tendency

to regard leaven as a type of putrefaction doubtless
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fortified this earlier custom and explains the ten-
dency, already noted, to extend the prohibition to
all cereal offerings. It is paralleled by the extension
of a similar prohibition so as to include all fermented
liquors.

Because of its peculiar characteristics leaven was
used figuratively in early literature in two very
difierent senses. In Mt 13^3 and its parallel,

Lk 13-®**, it is used by Jesus as a symbol of the
quiet, pervasive, and rapid extension of the prin-
ciples of the rule or kingdom of God in human
society. Its more common use is illustrated by
Mt 16®’^® (cf. Mk 8^®, Lk 12^), where Jesus warns
His disciples against the leaven of the Pharisees,
Sadducees, and Herodians. It is a pregnant, con-
crete figure, which well describes the secret, per-
sistent, corrupting influence of Jesus’ foes, who
were seeking in an underhand way to pervert the
loyalty even of His immediate followers. The
Eabbinical writers also used leaven as a symbol
of sin and corruption. St. Paul, in 1 Co 5® and
Gal 5®, evidently quotes a familiar proverb which
graphically reflects this current idea: ‘A. little

leaven leaveneth the whole lump.’ In 1 Co 5®*- he
goes on to develop a figure based on the well-known
Jewish custom of thoroughly cleansing their houses
of all leaven in preparation for the joyous Passover
feast : * Know ye not that a little leaven leaveneth
the whole lump ? Purge out the old leaven, that
ye may be a new lump, even as ye are unleavened.
For our passover also hath been sacrificed, even
Christ : wherefore let us keep the feast, not with
old leaven, neither with the leaven of malice and
wickedness, but with the unleavened bread of sin-

cerity and truth.’

The Roman Flamen Dialis was forbidden to touch
* farinam fermento imbutam ’ (Aul. Gell. X. xv. 19).
In other ethnic religions leaven plays little part.

LiTERATi]rRB.--There is no literature beyond what is cited in
the article. Q, y, KENT.

LEGALISM.—See Nomism.

LEIBNIZ.

—

1 . Life.—Gottfried Wilhelm Leib-
niz, or Leibnitz, was bom at Leipzig on 1st July
1646. His father, a professor of Moral Philosophy
at the University of the same town, died in 1652,
leaving^ his son under the care of his young widow
(his third wife), who appears to have discharged
her duties with admirable skill. The family was
well-connected, of the official class, with consider-
able means, and the mother, a religious woman,
impressed on her children the importance of main-
taining the good name of their ancestors. Leibniz
became in great measure his own teacher, and even
in his earliest days his love of study was extra-
ordinary. He learned Latin by himself at the age
of eight, and at ten, by the advice of a neighbour,
his father’s library was to his great joy opened to
him, wdth the w^ords, ‘Tolle, lege.’ One study
succeeded another in the case of this extraordinary
boy, who, after mastering Latin and Greek, de-
voted himself to the learning of the Schools. At
the age of fifteen, in 1661, he became a student at
the University of Leipzig. But the teaching there
was not such as to satisfy him, and it was through
his private study that he became acquainted with
the philosophy of Descartes. He also read Francis
Bacon, Cardan, Campanella, Kepler, and Galileo,
and he soon realized the distinction between the
new and the old methods of science. The summer
of 1663 was spent at Jena under Weigel, a mathe-
matician as well as a philosopher, and his interest
in mathematics developed from this time, though
it was not until later in life that he reached the
deeper study of the science. The years 1663-66
were occupied in legal studies, and in the last of
those years he obtained his doctorate of law at

Altdorf (not having already received it at his own
University of Leipzig), and the brilliancy of his
dissertation procured him the ofier of a professorial
chair.

_

This, however, he declined, having, as he
said, different ends in view. His mother died in
1664, and he never visited his native town again
except in passing. Although not yet tw'enty-one,
he had already written several remarkable essays,
which showed the trend of his later work. One of
them de^t with the importance of the historical
method in law. Nuremberg was Leibniz’s next
place of abode, and there he became (like his great
predecessor, Descartes) acquainted with the Order
of the Rosicrucians, of which he became, indeed,
a member. What was more important, he also
became acquainted there with J. C. von Boineburg,
who had been first minister to the Elector of Mainz,
and by whose advice he both printed his Nova
Methodm in 1667 and dedicated and presented it

to the Elector. This act determined the young
man’s future life, for he entered the Elector’s
service in consequence of the acquaintance then
made. Leibniz now took to political writing ; he
defended (unsuccessfully) the claims of the German
candidate to the crown of Poland in 1669, and in
1670, in his Thoughts on Public Safety, he advo-
cated a new league (* Rheinbund’) for the protec-
tion of Germany. He also brought forward the
proposal that the French king, Louis xiv., instead
of marching on Holland (a step then imminent),
should make an expedition to Egypt. Letters re-
ferring to this scheme were sent to Louis by Boine-
burg, and in 1672 Leibniz, as the author of the
memorial, was requested to go to Paris. This
he did, but he was never granted the interview
which he desired. The history of the scheme was
hidden in the archives of the Hanoverian Library
until Napoleon learnt of it on taking possession of
Hanover in 1803.

In Paris Leibniz became acquainted with Des-
cartes’s successors Arnauld and Malebranche, and
also with physicists such as Christian Huygens,
and he was soon immersed in the study of the
philosophical and scientific questions on which he
proceeded to write. As early as 1671 he had
written Hypothesis physica nova, an essay on
physics, and more especially on the subject of
gravitation, so that he was already known in the
scientific world. His tour was extended to London,
where he became acquainted with Boyle, Olden-
burg, and Newton. A calculating machine (an
improvement on that of Pascal), which was one
of nis many scientific inventions, was exhibited at
the Royal Society of London, and he w-as elected
a Fellow in 1673. It is from this period that his
studies in higher mathematics date, and he now
entered upon the series of investigations which
culminated in his discovery of the differential and
integral calculus. This gave rise to a long con-
troversy with Newton as to which of them first

invented the mathematical method of the calculus.
This famous controversy resulted in the conclusion
that, though Newton was in possession of a similar
method as early; as 1666, in all probability it was
not known to Leibniz. Each discovered the method
independently. Leibniz published his account of
the method m 1684 ; Newton’s was first published
in 1693.

In 1673 Leibniz entered the employment of Duke
Frederick of Brunswick-Liineburg as librarian and
private councillor, and in 1676 he removed to
Hanover, visiting Spinoza in Holland on his way.
At Hanover he passed the rest of his life. He
ppported by his pen the claims of the dukedom
in various ways, and also wrote a history of the
Bnmswick-Liineburg family, for which work he
had to travel in Germany, Austria, and Italy.

At Rome he was offered the custodianship of the
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Vatican T^lbiary by the pope, but one of the con-
ditions was that he should become a Roman
Catholic, and to this Leibniz would not consent.

He was, however, interested in a scheme which
was then being mooted for the reunion of the
Protestant and Roman Catholic Churches, and it

was in connexion with this discussion that he
wrote, in 1686, SysUma theologicum, in which he
tried to find some common standing-ground be-

tween the two religions. The letters to Leibniz
from Bossuet and others show that the writers

hoped to convert him to Roman Catholicism ; and,
when it was clear that they would not succeed,

the letters ceased. He later attenyited to recon-

cile the Reformed and Lutheran Churches, also

without success. In addition to his literary pur-

suits, Leibniz interested himself in the mining
operations carried on in the Harz Mountains and
in the coming of silver found there.

In 1690 Leibniz was appointed librarian at

Wolfenbuttel, and some years later he formed a
friendship with the Electress Sophia Charlotte of

Brandenburg and her mother Princess Sophia of

Hanover. It was through this friendship that his

connexion with Berlin arose, and he was invited

thither in 1700. In this year the Academy which
he planned was founded by Frederick I. of Prussia

with Leibniz as President for life. He proceeded

to suggest the establishment of similar societies in
I

St. Petersburg, Dresden, and Vienna, with various

degrees of success. In recognition of this work
Leibniz was made privy councillor of justice by
bhe Elector of Brandenburg ; the same honour was
given him by the Elector of Hanover and by Peter

bhe Great of Russia. He like\yise had the distinc-

tion of being granted an imperial privy councillor-

ship when on a visit to Vienna in 1712, while he

was also made a baron of the Empire (Reichs-

freiherr). While in Berlin he had much pleasant

intercourse at Charlottenburg with his royal pupH
the Electress Sophia Charlotte, and her death in

1705 was a severe blow to him. Indeed subse-

quently to that event his visits to Berlin became
less frequent, and that which took place m 1711

was the last. After the visit to Vienna in 1712

he returned to Hanover in 1714, but the Elector

George had by that time gone to England to

assume the crown, and Leibniz was disappointed

at not being asked to accompany him, since he had
supported his father’s claims to^ the Elector’s hat.

He was directed instead to remain in Hanover and

finish his history of Brunswick. This was the last

work of his life. He died on November 14th, 1716,

and his last years were far from happy. He was
ill, neglected after his royal friend’s death by those

who imould have helped him, and embittered by

many controversies ; and, when the end came,

hardly any notice was taken of it either in Berlin

or in London, whither his sovereign had gone.

His only mourner in Hanover was Eckhart, his

secretary, and not till 1787 was a monument
erected to his memory. To the last he showed a

marvellous power of work in very many directions

;

indeed his attainments were those of an almost

universal kind, and such as have seldona been

equalled. As he was naturally ambitious, the ne-

glect from which he sufiered pained hina greatty.

It is matter for regret that Leibnizs teaching

has to be derived in great measure from isolated

papers, sketches, and letters. In 1703-04 he

worked out his criticisms on Locke’s but

the author’s death prevented their publication.

In 1710 appeared his most important philosophical

work, the Essais d& th6odic6^ sur la honU d&vi&u^

la liherU de Yhomme, et Vorigine du vmL In

1714 he wrote La MonadologUf and in that year

there also appeared the Frincvpes de la nature et

de la grace. During his latter years he corre-

sponded (by the desire of the Queen of England)
with Samuel Clarke ‘ sur Dieu, I’toe, I’espace, la

dur4e.’

2. Philosophy.—Leibniz’s philosophical doctrines
are mainly concerned with the mode in which sub-
stance is to be conceived. They represent a distinct

advance on the Cartesian view, which took for

granted that there were two substances, connected
only, if indeed they were connected at all, by the
power of God. Thus Cartesianism showed itself

to be a dualism which successive philosophers have
in different ways done their best to solve. Spinoza,

of course, endeavoured to absorb them^ into one
Divine Substance. For him ‘determination^ is

negation,’ and so far did he carry this doctrine

that in his case unity is preserved only at the ex-

pense of the reality of the parts ; the Substance,

that is to say, is self-existent and unconditional,

requiring no other thing from which it is formed,

or part which may determine it.^ This develop-

ment of the Cartesian doctrine is, no doubt, a

consistent one, and one which carried the principle

to its logical conclusion, but it ends in something
which much resembles the Oriental theory of ab-

solute self-identity. Leibniz, on the other hand,

accepts the multiplicity of substance (the ultimate

reality), which he terms monads (an expression

originally perhaps adopted from the Pythagoreans,

but more directly from Giordano Bruno), and these

monads he proceeds to determine. Assuming that

substance can be conceived only as force, he states

that the metaphysical view of monads is that they

are simple substances without parts, and, as there

axe no parts, there can be ‘ neither extension, form,

nor divisibility.’ No dissolution of these elements

need be feared, and there is no conceivable way in

which they can be destroyed by natural me^s.
Nor can they by these means come into being.

Thus a monad can become existent or come to an

end only all at once, i,e, by creation in the one

instance or annihilation in tne other.

These monads are therefore, so to speak, centres

of force, as distinguished from manifestations of

world-force. They are not to be confused with the

atoms of Democritus or the materialists, inasnauch

as they have within them the power of action

;

indeed it is their nature to act, and they also have

what might be called a spiritual nature. In his

Monadology, Leibniz states that the monad like-

wise has ‘perception and appetition.’ The per-

ception is, however, not necessarily conscious

perception, since conscious perception represents

another stage, which he calls ‘ apperception.’ In

perception we have a unity which has a multi-

plicity of relations, and is thus variously modified.

Likewise the appetition is not necessarily conscious

desire or wOl ; it represents change within the

identity of a simple substance. Hence "we must

conceive the monad as possessed of spontaneity

and as capable of evolving its nature and experi-

ence from itself. It is not inert and passive, but

is a microcosm, ‘the universe in little’; indeed

Leibniz goes so far as to make use of the Aristo-

telian term, and say that the monads are entelechies

because they have a

‘csertain perfection which makes them the sources of their

internal activities, so to speak, incorporeal automata ' (§ 18).

They are not, however, pure entelechies, as is shown

by the differences among themselves.

* Each monad must be different from every other. For in

nature there are never two beings which are perfectly alike

He considers that the Cartesian view of perception

is wrong, because it treats as non-existent those

perceptions of which we are not commonly aware,

and he believes that this causes a failure to dis-

tinguish between a prolonged unconsciousness

and death ;
this error has even ‘ confirmed ill-
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balanced minds in the opinion that souls are
mortal ’

(§ 14).

Leibniz does not give the name ‘ soul ’ to every-
thing that has perception and desires; for such,
he says, the general name monads or entelechies
should suffice.

The name of ‘souls,’ he considers, should be reserved for
those ‘in whom perception is more distinct, and is accom-
panied by memory ’ (§ 19). * Memory provides the soul with
a kind of consecutiveness w'hich copies reason, but
which is to be distinguished from it ’ (§ 26). ‘ It is the know-
ledge of necessary and eternal truths that distinguishes us
from the mere animal and gives us Reason and the Sciences,
raising us to the knowledge of ourselves and of God. And it

is this in us that is called the rational soul or mind [espnf]’

knowledge makes us conscious of ourselves,
of substance, and of God ; it teaches us that what
is limited in us is in Him without limits.

Reasoning is founded by Leibniz on two great
principles

; (1) that of Contradiction, by whi(3i we
judge that to be false which involves a contra-
diction and that true which is contradictory to the
false ; and (2) that of Sufficient Reason, whereby
we hold that there can be no fact, real or existent,
‘ unless there is a sufficient reason why it should
be so and not otherwise, even although these
reasons usualljr cannot be known to us.’ There
are also two kinds of truths, those of reasoning
and fact.
‘ Truths of reasoning are necessary, and their opposite is im-
possible ; truths of fact are contingent, and their opposite is
possible * (§ 33).

Then, again, the organic body of each living
thing is a kind of divine machine or natursQ
automaton,
‘which infinitely surpasses all artificial automata. . . . For a
machine made by the skill of man is not a machine in each
of its parts. * . . But the machines of nature, namely living
bodies, are still machines in their smallest parts ad infinitum*

feach portion of matter is not only infinitely
divisible but also actually subdivided without
end. The smallest particle of matter has in it a
world of creatures—living beings, animals, ente-
lechies, souls—and nothing is sterile, or fallow,
or dead, or confused save in appearance. Each
living body has a dominant entelechy (in the
animal the soul), but the members of this body
are full of other living beings, plants, and animals,
each of which has its dominant entelechy or soul.
There is never absolute birth {giniration) nor

complete death consisting in the separation of
soul from body.
‘What we call births are developments, growths, while what
we call iUaths are envelopments and diminutions ’ (§ 73).

Organic bodies do not really proceed from chaos,
but always from seeds in which there was some
pre-formation.

‘ The organic body was already there before conception, but
also a soul in this body, and in short the animal itself’ (§ 74).

The animal is merely prepared for the great trans-
formation of becoming another kind of animal.
The fact that the soul and the animal itself are

alike indestructible makes it easier for Leibniz to
explain his theory of the union of or material
agreement between soul and organic body. Both
soul and body follow their own laws, and
‘they agree with each other in virtue of the pre-established
harmony between all substances, since they are all repre-
sentatives of one and the same universe ’ (§ 78).

Souls and bodies, the two realms of efficient causes
and final causes, are in harmony with one another.
This is the famous doctrine of pre-established
harmony, which is often misrepresented, since it
is said to be arbitrarily dependent on the will of
God, whereas in reality it proceeds from the very
nature of the monads themselves as percipient,
spontaneous beings. Leibniz believes that Des-
cartes was not far off from his doctrine, and that
he would have arrived at it had he known that
there was a
‘law of nature aflBrming the conservation of the same total
direction in matters ’ ($ 80).

The Leibnizian and Cartesian theories of me-
chanical physics were the subject of much con-
troversy. For Descartes’s theory of the constancy
of the quantity of motion in the world, Leibniz
substitutes the principle of the conservation of
vis viva, but the long controversy was probably
due in great measure to the ambiguity of the
terms employed. It really concerns the conser-
vation of momentum as compared with the con-
servation of energy, which is what Leibniz
maintains. For Leibniz, motion is simply a
change of position. It is not a positive quality
belonging to the moving of a body, but a relative
one, and rest itself is merely an infinitely small
degree of motion.

Leibniz illustrates his theory of pre-established
harmony by the well-known example of the two
clocks. There are three alternative methods by
which they may be made to keep perfect time
with one another: (1) the machinery of the one
may actually move the other, being connected,
e.g., by a piece of wood, which represents Locke’s
theory of mutual infiuence; (2) whenever one
moves the mechanism, a similar alteration may
be made in the other by a skilled workman, which
is the doctrine of the Occasionalists ; or (3) the
clocks may have been so perfectly constructed at
the first as to continue to correspond at every
instant without any further infiuence or assistance,
which is Leibniz’s view of a pre-established
harmony. Another simile that he uses is, how-
ever, a more adequate one: he compares the
monads to two independent bands of musicians
playing in perfect harmony.
As regards our knowledge, it is all developed by

the soul’s own activity, and sensuous perception
is but a confused sort of knowledge. Locke had
denied that there were any innate ideas, and held
that all our knowledge must reach us from outside,
and through the senses. Descartes believed that
it came from pure thought and independently of
the senses. Leibniz held that his theory harmon-
ized the two. The soul of man as monad is an
active spontaneous force, and its ideas are innate,
but they are not clear and distinct, as Descartes
would have us believe. To begin with, they are
confused and imperfect, and it is only by means
of a developing force that they reach clearness
and self-ovidence. Locke’s sensation is really con-
fused perception, and it is made clear only by the
result of an internal experience. Human know-
ledge is both a priori and a •posteriori.

' As there is a perfect harmony between the two realms in
nature, one of efficient and the other of final causes, there is

another harmony between the physical realm of nature and
the moral realm of grace, i.e. between God, as Architect of the
mechanism [macAme] of the universe, and God considered as
Monarch of the Duine City of spirits iespritsi ’ 87).

Thus Leibniz justifies the ways of God to man,
the punishment of some, and the reward of others,
as being in accordance with the divine harmony.
Could we sufficiently understand the order of the
universe, we should find that it is impossible to
make it better than it is. Leibniz therefore makes
God the necessary postulate of morality, and in
his TModic^e he works out his theology and
defends his view of the universe as the best
possible world, and shows how faith and reason
may be found to coincide and harmonize. God
must either exist as a self-existent Being or be
impossible. The will is an effort towards that
which one finds good, and is free only in the sense
of being exempt from external control, and, as it

has a sufficient reason for its action, determined
by what seems good to it. Freedom consists in

following reason, while servitude comes from
following the passions which proceed from con-
fused perceptions.
Probably few philosophers have suffered more
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than Leibniz from misrepresentation of their

systems. We have Voltaire’s stinging satire of

the doctrine of the ‘ best possible world ’ in his

CandidQ^\i^\i that was a satire more than a mis-

representation. The doctrine of the pre-established

harmony, however, lent itself to easy caricature,

as did that of the living monads. Tew of Leibniz’s

writings were published during his lifetime, and he

left masses of MSS in detached papers and little

treatises, difficult to sort out. His two principles

of contradiction and sufficient reason were never

clearly related to one another, and existed, so to

speak, side by side in independence. Newton’s

physics did not altogether accord with Leibniz’s

metaphysics, and Newton’s triumph meant cor-

responding discredit to Leibniz. His successor,

Christian Wolf, though he systematized his

philosophy, was not a true follower, or at kast

he followed him in a pedantic way. Perhaps Kant

understood his position better, although he ad-

vanced far beyond it. Hegel terms it an ‘ artificial

system,’ but he appreciates its worth as showing

forth the principle of individuality. Goethe

adopted the Leibnizian conception of monads

and souls. Later on Lotze re-constructed the

philosophy of Leibniz on his revolt as a man of

^ 4-iia i/loaliem nf TPifthtfi. SchellmfiT.

doctrines and rejected much of Leibniz s teachmg.

[3. Mathematics.—Leibniz was a pioneer in the

science of comparative philology, and compared

and collected various remote languages ; this was

but one of his very numerous studies outside philo-

sophy. It was to mathematics, however, that

he specially devoted his attention. Leiooiz?

mathematical studies were carried beyond what

was usual at the time under Weigel at Jena in

1663 The de Arte Comhinatoria, which he wrote

in 1666, is of logical rather than mathematical

interest. In 1673, when in London, he told PeU

that he had obtained the summation of mtinite

series by differences, but in this he had been antici-

pated. After this he studied under Huygens m
Paris. Among other results at this period, he ob-

tainedtheimportantseriesf • •

He now began his great work on the mfinitesimal

calculus. He started with the conception, pre-

viously employed by Barrow, Ne^ons teacher,

of a ‘triangulum characteristicum at any point

on the curve. This consists of the chord loming

two adjacent points, together with parallels to the

axes of co-orffinates drawn through these points.

In the limit when these points come to comcide

with the given point, the chord becomes the tangent

at it. With the aid of this conception he attacked

problems of tangency, showing that the so-called

‘inverse problems of tangents’ could be reduced to

quadratures, or, in modem terminology, integra-

tions. He regarded integration as a summation ot

infinitesimals. His original notation for/ was

‘ omn,v,' omn, standing for omnia. Later he intro-

duced the symbols /, standmg ior S, ov Summa,

and d, for differentia, which are stiU used in the

calculus. By 1676 he had applied thenew methods

to the ‘ direct problems of tangents and to solid

geometry, and in the following year he gave cor-

rect rules for the differentiation of sums, products,

powers, and other functions.
^ In 1684 he published his first paper (m the differ-

ential calculus in the Leipzig Acta Eruditorum,

Besides tangency, maxima and minima and refrac-

tion are treated ; dy and dx are still apparently

taken as finite, though sniaU.

Two years later he gave a sketch of the mtegrai

calculus in the same journal. Here and dx are

regarded as quantities, though mfinitely smML

His final position appears to have been that they

are ‘ quantitates assignabiles ’ which spring from

‘quantitates inassignabiles’ by the law of con-

tmuity, but on the whole question he showed

Serable vacillation. His view of the calculus,

though more general, and peiffiaps more

than Newton’s, was on the whole less consistent

and loffical. Thus be always seems to haveregarded

a curve as a polygon with infinitesimal sides, whilst

Newton usually considered it as

continuous motion of a p<^t. In the minds of

both, however, there was
p"''

DOtn, nowcvoi, rv";'

to justify Berkeley’s attack jn The , ,,

gome idea of the variety and magnitude of Lmb-

niz’s mathematical achievements can ^e ^thered

from the fact that, besides the

calculus we owe to him the words oo-ordinat

and-ris of co-ordinates’ in analytical geomet^,

the be^nnigs of the theories of determinants,

o^ulatt^n, an“denvelopes, aadthe method of parting

fractions ‘ Leibniz’s theorem deals with the re

ieaSfferentiato of a product. In ^echanics

hiswork though fruitful, contarnsmanyerrors. He

regarded vis viva, which varies as

vSffitiras the velocity, for this purpose.

the attack on Descartes was uniustified.

idtw ultimately kd_to the

modem conception of energy.—J. B. S. HALDANB. j
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being founded, and the latent national genius was
re-asserting itself in the varied interests that we
should comprise under the term ‘ culture.*

Gk>tthold Ephraim Lessing was born at Eamenz, in the Saxon
province of Upper Lusatia, on 22nd Jan. 1729, the second child

and eldest son of a family of twelve born to a Lutheran clergy-

man, afterwards head-pastor of the town, and his worthy out
not remarkable wife. The boy was brought up in simple cir-

cumstances and in a very orthodox family circle. In 1741 he
was sent to the IQosterschule of St. Afra at Meissen, in which
Che monastic spirit was associated with a thorough classical

education, a strict discipline, and a healthy intermixture of

boys from different social strata. In his spare hours he supple-

mented his vigorously pursued studies by extensive reading in

his favourite authors—Theophrastus, Plautus, and Terence—
and, when he left in June 1746, in consequence of the disturbed
condition of the town after tiie battle of Eesselsdorf, it was
with a thorough mastery of Latin and Greek, some knowledge
of modern languages, and well-developed mathematical powers.
Hia farewell oration was on ‘ Mathematics among the Ancients.*

He next entered Leipzig University, where he came under the
influence of J. A. Ernesti and J. F. Christ in classics and of

A. G. Kastner in mathematics. Fearful lest keen study should
make him a dry pedant, he entered society and acquired the
accomplishments suited to a man of the world. Introduced
into dramatic circles, he completed his first play, which he had
commenced at school, and it was performed at Frau Neuber's
theatre. His new interests gave his good father much anxiety,
for the young student had been destined for the Church ; and
he had to promise to study medicine before his parents’ con-
fidence was restored.
Leaving Leipzig in consequence of debts which he had

contracted by standing security for some actor-friends, he
went for a time to Wittenberg, but in 1749 he found himself
in Berlin, earning a living by translating, and at the same time
making a literary venture "with his friend Christlob Mylius, in
the shape of a Quarterly Review intended to form a history of

dramatic poetry and to contain translations of classical and
foreign dramatic works. The Review ceased to appear in the
following year, since Mylius had made a statement in it with
which Lessing refused to be associated. Another periodical
appearing in parts from 1754 to 1768 showed Lessing’s deter-
mination to devote himself to the reform of the stage.

He published at this time in the Vossische Zeitung a series

of criticisms which attracted much attention. On returning
to Wittenberg for a few months, he was engaged in theological
studies, and wrote the well-known Rettungen (the defence of
certain little-known and much-maligned authors of the past).
At the same time he made a special study of Horace and
Martial, and entered into a controversy with a certain pastor,
S. G. Lange, utterly destroying the latter’s claims to be ‘ the
German Horace,* and securing a respectful hearing for any
critiques which he might care to publish. Once again in
Berlin, Lessing became the friend of the learned Moses
Mendelssohn and the publisher 0. F. Nicolai.
His literary activity was now great, and, apart from his

translations of important foreign books, he published from
1753 to 1756 six volumes of collected works, containing songs,
odes, epigrams, letters, critiques, fables, and his tragedy, Miss
Sara Sampson. For a second period he resided in Leipzig,
and then started an abortive grand tour as travelling com-
panion to a rich young man. Back again in Leipzig^, he de-
veloped an intimate friendship with the soldier-poet E. C. von
Kleist (destined to be cut short after two years by von Kleist’s
untimely death), and then, disappointed by his failure to obtain
an oflficial post in Prussia, he returned to Berlin (1758).

Lessing’s next production was the Letters upon Current
Literature', these were epoch-making in German literature.
Saddened by the loss of his friend von Eileist, and lonely in his
conscious superiority to the literary circles of Berlin, he went
for a time to Breslau, acting as secretary to the governor.
General Tauentzien, developing a strange love of the gaming-
table, collecting a large and valuable library, working at ms
Laocoon, and sketching out his play Minna von Bari^elm.
After an illness due to overwork, he gave up his post in 1766,
and, refusing a professorship which involved certain duties
uncongenial to an independent man, returned to Berlin, He
was unable to obtain the post of librarian to Frederick the
Great, and turned to finish the Literaturbriefe, the Laocoon,
i,nd Minna von Barrihelm. We next find Lessing at Hamburg,
acting as ‘ critic of the plays and actors ’ in connexion with a
newly founded National Theatre, issuing the criticisms which
are preserved under the title Hamburgische Dramaturgie
(‘Hamburg Dramatic Writings’), and engaging in violent
single-handed controversy with C. A. Klotz (professor of
rhetoric at Halle), whom he ultimately laid low by his Anti-
Quarische Brief

e

(‘Letters upon Archaeology’). In 1770 he
accepted the post of librarian of the Wolfenbiittel Library
under a Brunswick prince, but his life at Wolfenbiittel was
dull in the extreme. He was importuned by his family for
financial help, and cut off from intercourse with congenial
companions. He was betrothed in 1771 to Eva Konig, but was
unable to marry her till five years later. In the meantime he
published his Emilia Galotti and afterwards some ‘fragments*
by his friend H. S. Eeimarus, which aroused another contro-
versy. He then went to Austria, and, when just about to
marry, felt compelled to accept an invitation to accompany
Prince Leopold of Brunswick on a journey to Italy. The
journev lasted nine months, but involved Lessing in uncon-

genial ceremonies, and left him few opportunities of studying
Italian works of art. In 1776 he was married, and he had a
happy life with his cultured and refined wife

; but their joy
was short-lived, for in 1778 a son died after only a few hours
of lif^ and his wife died a fortnight later. Nathan the Wise.
The Education of the Human Race, and Dialogues for Free-
masons mark the remaining years of his life, which ended at
Brunswick suddenly after a brief illness on 16th Feb. 1781,
when he was only fifty-two years of age.

Perhaps the greatest service which Lessing
rendered to his age lajr in his devotion to truth
even more than in his influence in changing the
direction of creative literpy work, in revolution-

izing the principles of criticism, and in stimulating
theological study. ‘In his person,* said D. F.
Strauss, ‘allegiance to truth and love of truth
personifled ^ard the portals of our literature*

{Lessing^s Nathan der Weise^, Berlin, 1866). It

was righteous indignation rather than cynical
irony that gave point to his most acute criticisms.

Sham and the worship of mere appearances were
hateful in his eyes.

* Not the truth which a man possesses or believes himself to
possess, but the sincere attempt which he has made to reach
the truth, constitutes his worth. For not through the
possession of truth, but through inquiry after truth, are
developed those powers in which his ever-increasing per-
fection consists. Possession makes the mind stagnant, in-

active, proud. If God held in His right hand all truth, and in
His left only the ever-active impulse to search for truth, even
with the condition that I must for ever err, and said to me,
“ Choose 1

” I should humbly bow before His left hand and say,
“ Father, ^ve I Pure truth belongs to Thee alone !

”
’ (Scimmt-

liche Schnften, ed. Lachmann and Maltzahn, xL (2) 401).

Though Lessing’s mind sought creative ex-
pression, its bent was in the long run predomi-
nantly critical. While he could not create without
stimulating his own critical faculty, and could not
arrive at critical conclusions without desiring to
apply them, we owe more to his insight as a critic

than to his genius as a creative artist. And our
debt has found striking expression in words which
give an illuminating estimate of the critic as well
as a testimony to his influence on subsequent
authors.
Macaulay once said that the reading of Lessing’s Laocoon

formed an epoch in his mental history, and that he had
learned more from it than he had ever learned elsewhere (G.
H. Lewes, Life of Goethe^, London, 1864, p. 57). Carlyle said
in his ‘ Essay on the State of German Literature ’ {Works of T.
Carlyle, London, 1857, ii. 86) :

‘ It is to Lessing that an English-
man would turn with readiest affection. ... As a poet, as a
critic, philosopher, or controversialist, his style will be found
precisely such as we of England are accustomed to admire
most; brief, nervous, vivid; yet quiet, without glitter or
antithesis; idiomatic, pure without purism, transparent yet
full of character and reflex hues of meaning.’

2. Contributions to aesthetics.— iEsthetics has
always occupied an important place in modern
German philosophy, but it is questionable whether
Kant or Schelling, Hegel or Schopenhauer, exer-
cised so potent or so far-reaching an influence as
Lessing, whose Laocoon (written between 1760 and
1765 and published in 1766) gathered together in
a suggestive form the results of previous critical

theory and handed them on to a dawning new age
along with an arresting presentation of several
new problems. The book deals only by way of
Ulustration with the sculptured group which gives
it its title. Its theme is the dissimilarity of poetry
on the one hand and painting and plastic art on
the other

; it attacks the current but uncritically
held view summed up in Plutarch’s quotation from
Simonides referring to poetry as a speaking picture
and painting as a dumb poem. Lessing shows
that peculiar laws govern these different arts,

and, in particular, that the choice of a ‘ pregnant
moment,* essential to the artist, is not the task
of the poet. The artist must select a moment at
which the object of his art is so acting that the
representation of it shall be most suggestive to
the imagination—suggestive both of past and of

prospective action; the poet, however, is able to
prepare the imagination of his hearer or reader
beforehand and even to influence it subsequently j
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in other words, he is able to lead up to his critical

moment and to tone dowm the ehects of his

treatment of it. Virgil could for this reason re-

present Laocoon as screaming with anguish ; but
the sculptor shows him to us as emitting deep
sighs.
‘That choice which allows free play to the imagination is

alone a happj- one. The more we g^e, the more must our
imagination add ; and the more our imagination adds, the more
we must believe that we see. Now in the whole course of an
emotion there is no moment which offers this to so little ad-
vantage as its climax. There is nothing higher beyond this,
and to present the extreme to the eye is to clip the wings of
fancy and to compel her, since she cannot get beyond the im-
pression of the senses, to seek lowrer and weaker images where-
with to occupy herself, shunning, as her limit, the visible fulness
of expression. Thus, if the Laocoon sighs, the imagination can
hear him shriek. But if he shrieks, it can neither rise a step
above, nor descend a step below this representation, with-
out beholding him in a more endurable and consequently less

interesting condition. It either hears him merely moaning or
sees him already dead ’ (Laocoon, ch. iii.).

With some of the exaggeration of an advocate,
Lessing inveighs against descriptive poetry ; action
in the widest sense of the word, we might say ‘ the
dramatic,’ that w-hich changes, moves, and pro-
gresses (including feeling), is to him the primary
object of poetry. So far as poetry represents
things co-existing in time, it must do so by re-

g
resentation of things in succession. A fruitful

lustration of this, as of so many of his theses, is

drawn from Homer.
* Now a shield, at any rate, it will be said, is a single material

object, and consequently a description of it, according to its parts
in juxtaposition, would not form a suitable subject for poetic
representation. And yet this very shield [that of Achilles] has
been described by Homer, in over a hundred magnificent lines,

with such minuteness and exactitude as regards its material,
its form, and all the figures which filled its vast surface, that
modern artists have experienced little difficulty in producing a
drawtug corresponding with it in every detail. My reply to this
particular objection is that I have already replied to it. What
Homer does is not to describe the shield as it is when finished
and complete, but as it is being wrought. Here again, there-
fore, he has availed himself of that admirable device of trans-
forming what is co-existent in his subject into what is consecu-
tive, thus giving us a vivid picture of an action instead of a
tedious painting of a material object. We do not seethe shield,

but the divine craftsman in the act of making it. He steps,
with hammer and tongs, before his anvil, and, after the plates
have been forged out of the raw material, the figures destined
by him to adorn the shield rise from the bronze one by one
before our e^res, beneath the finer strokes of his hammer. We
do not lose sight of him until the work is completed. At length
it is finished, and we marvel at it with the confident astonish-
ment of an eye-witness who has beheld the actual operation'
(id. ch. xviii.).

Incidentally Lessing discusses a number of special
topics of interest to the student of art from the
comparative point of view. The book, as we
have it, is but a fragment of Lessing’s projected
work, but its charm lies in the skill with which
the main themes are relieved, and at the same
time illustrated, by digressions which stimulate
the imagination instead of wearying the critical

faculties.

‘We are plunged at once into the midst of his argument;
then he draws back, alternately approaches and recedes from
his goal, taking occasionally a side-glance at objects he meets
on his way. We see him in the very act of conquering the
truths he intends to expound, witness his hesitancy while they
are still uncertain, share his pleasure as they burst upon him
in their full significance. ... If we except the best of Plato’s
dialogueSj it would be difficult to name any book which gives
opportunity for so much of the most valuable kind of mental
gymnastic’ (J. Sime, Lessing

^

i. 251 f.).

3, Dramatic writings.—Lessing’s dramatic works
interest us here only in so far as they reflect his

social and reli^ous ideals. Miss Sara Sampson,
the scene of wMch is laid in England, is a tragedy
of middle-class life, interesting as a hint of the
new day about to dawn on the German drama.
Minna von Bamhelm is a charming study in
human character, full of local colour and contem-
porary feeling, and presents its characters before a
background of political significance.

The Seven Years’ War ended for political reasons, and har-
mony of national sentiment did not immediately take the place
of the bitterness which accompanied the conflict. Minna von

Bamhelm made for true peace, whether Goethe was right or

wrong in saying that it was the design of the play to effect bj
art a result which could not be achieved by diplomacy. ‘ The
Saxon felt most painfully the wounds inflicted upon him by the
proud Prussian.’ In this play ‘ the grace and amiability of

the Saxon ladies subdue the stolid character, the dignity, the
obstinacy of the Prussians ’ (Dichtung und Wahrheit^ Stuttgart
and Tubingen, 1837, pt. ii. bk. 7). The play was of great im-
portance, since its originality, and the breach which it made
with contemporary imitation of French and English drama,
stimulated the national consciousness and genius.

Nathan the Wise, a dramatic poem rather than
a drama, secured Lessing’s European fame. It

saw^ the light first in 1779, but had long been
planned. While Lessing declined to admit that
his play contained allusions to the controversies
in which he had been engaged with a Hamburg
pastor, J. M. Gotze, he declared that he would
have nothing to say against the surmise that his
purpose was to show ho\v in olden time and in many
lands, as among modern peoples, there have lived
individuals who, though holding aloof from the
religious systems of their age, were yet respectable
and good; or against the conclusion that he in-

tended to present such persons in a less repulsive
light than that in which they had hitherto been
regarded in Christian communities.
We cannot here detail the plot, but the idea of the play—and

there is more idea than action—centres in the story of three
rings in the possession of three sons of a dead man, one of them
being the true heirloom, the others fraudulent imitations. The
central characters of the play are a Christian, a Jew, and a
Muslim. Nathan, the Jew, teaches what Lessing admitted was
his own conviction, not, as some have supposed, that of the
three religions one is true and the others false, the true to be
discovered by observation of the results of each in the lives of
its adherents, but rather the deep truth that, so long as Christ-
ians, Muslims, and Jews quarrel about their systems, the truth
of religion (present in each) can never be discovered. When
the power of the true ring has shown itself acting from within
its owner, there will be nothing left to quarrel about. Creeds
are accidents of birth and circumstances, hut true religion is

seen in character and action and must be the achievement of
those who profess it.

Nathan the Wise was plaved in Berlin in 1783,
but by indifferent actors. Only when Goethe and
Schiller produced it at Weimar in 1801 did it

take the place that it holds to-day in the reper-
to^ of the best German theatres. In it Lessing
still teaches his lessons of toleration and broad-
minded sympathy.

A. Literary and dramatic criticism.—In literary
and dramatic criticism Lessing occupied an originm
standpoint and maintained it with brilliance and
learning. His various contributions to periodicals
and his Literaturhriefe (‘Letters upon Current
Literature’) carried him into the arena already
occupied, on the one side, by J. C. Gottsched, who
blindly imitated the stilted masterpieces of the
French, and therefore gave supremacy to formal
standards, and, on the other, by the Swiss writers
J. J. Bodmer and J. J, Breitinger, who insisted
on the supreme importance of creative imagina-
tion. Lessing took up an independent position,
criticizing both schools, though championing the
main thesis of the anti-French school. From the
frankest criticism of Gottsched, a renowned Leip-
zig professor, the young critic proceeded to the
stm more daring venture of criticizing Rousseau
and Voltaire. In his Hamhurgische Bramaturgie
(published while he was ‘ critic ’ at the Hamburg
Theatre and collected in 1769) he urged that che
Greek dramatists and Shakespeare should be re-

garded as models, and he succeeded in severing the
tie between German literature and the classic

French school. In a brief but striking essay on
‘How the Ancients represented Death’ [Wie die
Alten den Tod gebildet, 1769), Lessing maintained
in reply to Klotz, who had criticized a remark in
Laocoon, that the ancients represented the god of
Death, not by the symbol of a skeleton, but by
that of a boy, twin-brother of Sleep. He argued
that skeletons represented the departed souls of
evil men.
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* It must presumably be our relig’ion which has banished the

ancient cheerful image of Death out of the realm of art. Since,
however, this religion did not wish to reveal this terrible truth
[that even natural death is the wages and fruit of sin] to drive
us to despair, since it too assures us that the death of the
righteous cannot be other than gentle and restoring, I do not
see what should prevent our artists from banishing the terrible
skeletons, and again taking possession of that other better
image. , . . Only misunderstood religion can estrange us from
beauty, and it is a token that religion is true and rightly under-
stood, if it everywhere leads us back to the beautifur
Pro^e WorhSy Bohn’s Library, 1S79, p. 225 f.).

5. Theological opinions.—Lessing was always
most powerful in the expression of his opinions
when he was compelled to defend them against
the traditionalist, whether of the literary or of the
theological world. In addition to early Essays,
‘The Origin of Eevealed Religion’ and ‘Contri-
hutions to History and Literature’ (containing
essays on the theories of Leibniz), controversies in
which he was engaged led to the publication of the
following tracts : ‘The Demonstration of the Spirit
and of Power,’ ‘The Testament of John,’ ‘A Re-
mmder’ {EinDuplik), and ‘The Religion of Christ.’
His chief theological controversy arose over papers
that he published anonymously which were the
work of H. S. Reimarus, who died at Hamburg
while Lessing was there. These papers, which
were transcripts from an essay left by Reimarus
entitled ‘An Apology for Rational Worshippers of
God,’ dealt with the questions of revelation, im-
mortality in the OT, and the inconsistencies in the
accounts of Christ’s Resurrection. That they did
not reflect adequately his personal views may be
judged by his own words

:

* has the Christian to do with the hypotheses, the ex-
planations, the proofs, of the theologian ? The letter is not the
spirit, and the Bible is not religion’ (SammUicke Schmftm,
X. 14).

The foremost critic of these papers was Gbtze,
head-pastor of Hamburg, whose utterances were
the occasion of some of Lessing’s most brilliant
controversial writings. Lessing strenuously up-
held the right of the intellect to discuss with
perfect freedom all subjects, whatever their nature,
which are of deep concern to mankind.

* If you could bring it about that our Lutheran pastors should
become our popes ; that they should have power to prescribe
to us where _we must cease to investigate Scripture, to put
limits to our investigation and to our right of publishing the
results ; I should be the first to exchange the popeUngs for the
pope * (i6. p. 161).

Lessing insisted on the distinction between Christ-
ianity and the religion of Christ

;

*that which He Himself as a man recognised and practised,
which every man may have in common with Him, which every
man must wish to hav'e in common with Him in proportion as
the character ascribed to Christ simply as a man is sublime and
lovely* \ib. xi. (2) 243).

In the (iialogue entitled ‘The Testament of
John,’ Lessing asks, ‘Are not Christian love and
the Christian religion the same thing?’ {ib, x. 46).
In his treatment of Biblical questions Lessing was
very frank. He left it to others to write appreci-
ations of the Bible, taking their results for granted.
He himself set out to show that the Bible is not
the only sustenance for man’s spiritual life, and
the suggestions which he threw out in the course
of these controversial writings (which belong chiefly
to the year 1778) led to those inquiries and re-
searches which were only much later recognized
as the legitimate studies of NT Canon and Early
Christian History. Indeed, it was Lessing who
first among the Moderns drew attention to the
essential difierence between the first three and the
fourth Gospels (see the fragment, ‘New Hypothesis
concerning the Evangelists,’ Sdmmtliche Schrifien,
xi.).

Lessing’s contributions to theological study
were vividly summarized in a work consisting of
a hundred propositions and entitled * The Educa-
tion of the Human Race’ {Die Erziehimg cles

MenschengeschlechtSf 1780). Humanity is repre-
sented as passing through three stages of education.

The first is that reflected in its school-book, the
OT. We see there the gradual development from
the worship of a patriarchal and local deity to that
of one God, and the transition from the ethics of
a virtue which is dependent on rewards and punish-
ments in this life to the doctrine of the immortality
of the soul, to learn which the Hebrew people had
been ‘sent abroad’ to Babylon. The second is

that in which Christ taught the eternal sanctions
of righteousness in place of immediate retribution,
and the NT is the school-book of this stage. Be-
fore the third stage is reached, revealed truths are
to be transformed into truths of reason.

*It will come, the time of consummation, when man, however
firmly his mind is convinced of an ever better future, will yet
have no need to borrow motives for his conduct from that
future. For he will do what is right because it is right, and
not because arbitrary rewards are attached to it, which were
merely intended to attract and strengchen his wandering
attention, so that he might recognise its inward and better
rewards. It will certainly come, the time of this new eternal
Gospely which is promised us already in the elementary books
of the New Covenant* (Proposition 85 f.).

After remarking that each individual human
being must first traverse the ground along which
the race advances towards its perfection, he meets
the objection that in one and the same life-

time a man cannot pass through all the stages,

making the interesting, and at that time novel,
suggestion of pre-existence (see Propositions 93-
100). This little treatise is closely related to
Nathan the Wise in its teaching of the relative

worth of different religions, and in its insistence

that each is fitted for a particular race and epoch
and that none can claim supremacy over all the
others.

6. Political opinions.—In Ernst and Falk, Dia-
logues for Freemasons {Gesprdche fiir Freymauer),
published without his permission in 1780, Lessing
expresses his views of society, devoting but little

space to freemason^, which should, he says, over-

come all distinctions of caste and fortune, of

nationality and religion. He admits a preference

for natural life as opposed to the social state.
Speaking of ants, he says: ‘What activity and yet what

order 1 Bveryone carries, drags, and pushes, and not one is a
hindrance to the rest. See, they even help one another ; . . .

they have no member that holds them together and rules

them; . . . each individual is able to govern himself *(<Samm£-
liohe Schrifteny x. 267).

But at the same time he recognizes that the good
of individuals depends at present on a certain

degree of organization. With no uncertain cour-

age, considering the circumstances of the age,

Lessing insists on the basis of social life in the
needs and satisfactions of individual life.

* States xmite men that through and in this union every indi-

vidual man may the better and more surely enjoy his share
of welfare. The total of the welfare of all its members is the
welfare of the state ; besides this there is none. Every other
kind of welfare of the state, whereby individuals suffer and
must suffer, is a cloak for tyranny. . . . As if nature could have
Intended the welfare of an abstract idea. State, Fatherland, and
the like rather than that of each individual ’ (ih. x. 258).
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Harold E. B. Speight.
LETTERS CELESTIALANDINFERNAL.
—With the development of writing the belief

arose that the gods themselves kept records of

their proceedings, and thus among the Egyptians
Thoth was the scribe of the gods (A. Wiedemann,
Religion of the anc, Egyptians, London, 1897, pp.

227 f., 248), while the Indians believed Brahma to

be a writer god (cf. Vdsavadatia, tr. L. H. Gray,
New York, 1913, p. 115), particularly the deity

who writes the fate of each mortal on the indi-

vidual’s forehead {hrahmarehha).
As a natural corollary it was thought that the

gods could communicate their will to man by
written as well as by spoken words.

In the Egi^ptian Book of the Dead, the rubric of ch. xxx. b.

states that ‘ this chapter was found in the city of Khemennu
[Hermopolis Magna] under the feet of [the statue of] this god.

[It was inscribed] upon a slab of iron of the south, in the writing

of the god himself,
in the time of . . . Men-kau-Ra [of the IVth

dynasty] ... by the royal son Heru-ta-ta-f” [son of Cheops,

the builder of the Great Pyramid] (Book of the Dead, tr. E. A. W.
Budge, London, 1901, p. 151 ; cf. 221 f., 418).

In some forms of revelation the document is

written in heaven by the deity. This is notably

the case with the Decalogue (Ex 24^^ 3118 321a

341. 28^ ;[)t 5“^ 9^** 10^- *), and the archetype of the

Qur’an is written * on the preserved table (Ji lauhf'*^

mahfut^'^, Ixxxv. 22; cf. also xiii. 39, xcvii. 1),

the'word for ‘ table ’ i}auh) being the one employed
also in reference to the tables of the Ten Command-
ments (vii. 142, 149, 153 ; of. the equivalent Heb.

Ex 24^2 etc.). Mention is likewise made in

the Bible of books sent down from heaven and
eaten by Ezekiel and St. John the Divine, who
then prophesied the contents of the volumes (Ezk
2®^- Rev 10®^-). Similarly, in the Book of Mormon
an angel gives Lehi a book foretelling the Baby-
lonian Captivity (1 Nephi D^®*). According to

the Zdhar, Adam, while yet in Eden, received

from God a book containing, in 670 writings, the

72 sorts of wisdom, and giving the 1500 keys of

knowledge—matters which were unknown even to

the angels. Adam consulted this book daily till

he was driven from the Garden,^ when it flew

away from him. In pity for his grief, God caused

it to be restored to him, and it was in the posses-

sion of his descendants until Abraham (J. E.

Eisenmenger, EntdecJctes Judenthum, Konigsberg,

1711, i. 375 f., ii. 675).
^ ^

The sacred book of the Elkesaites was believed

to have fallen from heaven (Eus. HE vi. 38), or,

according to another version, to have been brought

from heaven to Elkesai by a gigantic angel (Hippol.

Refut. ix. 8 ; see ERE v. 263'^).

The belief may, however, be traced much farther

back. Towards the end of the 3rd or during the

2nd cent. B.C. Menippus, a Syrian from Gadara,

inaugurated the genre of the ‘Menippean satire.’

Among his productions were irriaTokal

dirh Tov tCov dsQ>v rrpoo'dnrov (Diog. Laert. VI. viii.

101), and Dieterich [Kleine Schri/ten, p. 244) sug-

gests that the non-Greek phrase dirb rov rwv deQv

TTpoadirov may be a reminiscence of a Heb. '39s

D’nSij. It may have been these compositions that

gave another Semite, Lucian of Samosata, the in-

spiration for his ‘Letters of the Gods.’ Servius

{ad Mn, vi. 532) mentions a certain Tiberianus

who ‘ inducit epistolam vento allatam ab ^anti-

podibus, quae habet superi inferis salutem,’ and

rausanias (X. xxxviii. 7) records that iEsculapius

sent the poetess Anyte to Naupactus, bearing a

sealed tablet given her by the god, to heal Phaly-
sius, who was well-nigh blind, but who, obeying
the divine command to read the tablet, received

full vision again. Other instances of more doubtful

interpretation might be cited, as, e.g., Juvenal’s

phrase (xi. 27), ‘ e caelo descendit yvCjdL aeavrbv,'’

although here the most obvious meaning k that

Chilon was divinely inspired with the maxim, not
that a missive inscribed ‘ yv(bdL aeavrdv ’ was wafted
to him from the sky.

Within Christianity one of the earliest mentions
of a celestial letter occurs in the 23rd Ode of Solomon
(tr. J. H. Bernard, TS viii. iii. [1912] 97 f.; prob-

ably second half of the 2nd cent. A.D.), in which the

decree of the Most High descends in a letter ‘ like

an arrow which is violently shot from the bow.’

It was ‘ a great Tablet, w^hich was wholly written

by the Finger of God.’ The contents of this letter

were apparently Mt 28^®. In the Ethiopic Acts of

Peter the apostle receives from Christ books
‘written with His own hand . . . wherein were
written the mysteries which the tongues of the

children of men are neither able to utter nor to

understand with their hearts, except those whose
hearts are arrayed in the strength of the gracious

gift of baptism ’ (tr. E. A. W. Budge, Contendings

of the Apostles, London, 1899-1901, ii. 469-471).

In the 4tn cent. Georgian Life of St. Nino (tr. M.
and J. 0. Wardrop, Stud, Bib, et Eccles, v. 1 [1900])

the saint receives, in vision, a book from a divine

visitor, its contents being Mt 26^®, Gal 3**®, Mt 28^®,

Lk 2®2, Mk 16^®, Mt 10^®- Jn 20^“^, and two other

sentences—all apparently being selected to promote
Montanistic teachings.

To the category of celestial letters belongs the

very interesting ‘letter for hallowing Sunday,’

whose history may be traced at least to the 6th

cent., and which has spread, despite many efforts

to check it, throughout both Western and Eastern

Christendom. Although much study has already

been devoted to this letter, its history is by no
means clear. Its general character is thus sum-

marized by Delehaye {op. cit. infra, p. 174)

:

* La lettre est 6crite par le Christ lui-m&me, en lettres d’or ou

avec son sang. Elle est port6e sur la terre par I’archange

Michel, ou bien elle tombe du ciel, k Rome sur le tombeau de

saint Pierre, k Jerusalem, ^ Bethl6em ou e_n d*autres lieux

c616bres, suivant I’occurrence. Son ohjet principal est d’en-

culquer Tobservation du dimanche. Subsidiairement, d’autres

pr^ceptes y sont recommand6s. Vient ensuite une sidrie de

menaces terribles contre ceux qui m6priseront ces ordres, et

assez souvent une vive protestation destin^e k rassurer ka
chr6tiens qui concevraient des doutes sur rauthenticit6 du
document. Ordinairement, le texte du message divin est

encadr6 d’un prologue racontant les circonstances de la pro-

mulgation, et d’un court Epilogue.*

The principal specimens of this letter are as

follows

:

(a) Latin : J. A. Fabricius, Codex a^ocr. Novi Testainenti^,

Hamburg, 1719, L 308-314 ; J. P. Migne, Did. des apooryphes,

Paris, 1856-58, ii. 367-369 ; Delehaye, 179-186.
^ ^

lb) Anglo-Saxon : Four homilies are edited by A. S. Napier m
Wulfstan, Berlin, 1883, a fifth by him in Eng. Miscellany pre-

sented to Dr. FumivaU, Oxford, 1901, pp. 355-362, and a sixth

has been published by E. Priebsch in Otia Merseiana, i. (Liver-

pool, 1899) 129 ff.
. J ^

(c) Middle English ; John Audelay’s poem is edited by R.

Priebsch in Eng. Miscellany, 397-407.

(d) German: Delehaye, 191-193; Dieterich, 234-237, 248 f.;

A. Wuttke, Deut. VoU^aberglaube^, Berlin, 1900, p. l78 f. ; L.

Strackerjan, Aberglavbe und Sagen aus dem Herzogtum

OldenJmrg, Oldenburg, 1868, i. 59 ff. ; K. Bartsch, Sagen,

MdrchenundGebiaumeaus Mecklenburg, Sierras., 1879-80, 11.

341 ff. ; U. Jahn, Hexenwesen und Zauberei in Poww/i^m,Breslau,

1887, p. 40 ff. ; F. Closener, Strassburgische Chronik, Stuttgart,

1842 pp. 89-96 ;
Chroniken der oberrhein. Stadte, Strassburg, i.

(Leipzig, 1870) 111-116 ;
M. Haupt, Altdeut. Blatter, ii. (do.

1840) 241-264.

(e) Icelandic : J. Arnason, tslenzkar pjdQsbgur og aefmtyri,

Leipzig, 1861-64, ii. 63-66.
n.. i. *.1

(f) French : Delehaye, 194-196 ;
an unedited 0. Fr. text is

mentioned by Priebsch, jFnp. MistwZZany, 39’L

(ff) Celtic : E. O’Ourry, Lectures on the MS Material of anc.

Irish Hist., Dublin, 1861, p. 663 (referring to Leabhar Lecain,

do. 1896, col. 217); P. W. Joyce, Soc. Mist, of anc. Ireland,

VOL. VIL—57
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London, 1903, i. 386 f. (referring to Leabhar Breac, Dublin,

1S76, pp. 202-204); Welsh ‘Ebostul y Sul,’ in Y Cymmrodr,
viii. [1S87] 162 f.

(k) Slavic : Yesselovsky, Joum, Ministry of Public Instruct

tioUy clxxxir. [1876J 50-116 (Russ.)*

(€) Greek : A. Vassiliev, Analecta Grceco-Byzantina^ Moscow,
1893, pp. 23-32, xiv-xx.

(f) Ethiopic : F. Praetorius, Mazhafa Tamara das dthiop.

Briefhuchj Leipzig, 1869 ; R. Basset, Apocryphes ithiop. tr. en
frangais, ii., Paris, 1893.

(fc) Oriental in general (Greek, Armenian, Syriac, Karshuni,

Arabic, Ethiopic, and Hebrew) : M. Bittner, ‘ Der vom Hknmel
gefallene Brief Christa in seinen morgenl. Versionen und Rezen-

sionen,’ DWAW, 1905.

The earliest known mention of the ‘Sunday
letter’ is its condemnation, as a diabolical forgery

(diaboli Jigmentum)) by Lieinianus, bishop of Car-

thage, towards the end of the 6th cent.^ {Ep. ad
Vincentium iPL Ixxii. 699 f.])“a condemnation
which was repeated at the Lateran Council of 745

(J. D. Mansi, Sacrorum coneiliorum . . . Collectio,

xii. [Florence, 1766] 384^). Originally the letter

emphasized the keeping of Sunday, but later it

came to insist on other duties as well. It often

concluded with maledictions on the disobedient

and unbelieving, but some specimens also contain a
benediction on those who do its bidding (Delehaye,

185; Eng. Miscellany, 362, 404, 406 f.). Peter the
Hermit carried with him a ‘chartulam de caelo

lapsam,’ and the Flagellants of the 14th cent, also

claimed to possess * letters from heaven ’ (Delehaye,

187, 189), some of these alleging that ‘the Lord
God deprived the Roman Pope, all bishops, prelates,

and priests of all authorities.

With the addition of a blessing for obeying the
commands of the heavenly letter the way was
opened for what is to-day the most important
function of the epistle—its use as an amulet to

ward off all harm. The ori^ of the apotropasic

aspect of the ‘ heaven letter ’ is obvious, but cannot
be supported at present by documentary evidence.
A Swiss letter of, at latest, the early 16th cent.

(Dieterich, 248 f.), purporting to be that which
‘ bapst leo kunig karolo von himmel sant,’ promises
to gain honour and prosperity for its bearer and
to protect him against enemies, death by water or
fire, and false witnesses, to bring a travailing

woman to happy delivery, and to &ep the whole
house from injury. This particular text does
not mention the Sunday law, but in another,
of 1604 (Delehaye, 191 f.), the mandatory and
apotropseic functions are combined. The letter is

stOl a favourite amulet among the German
soldiery, and is also used for general protection of
person and house (Dieterich, 240, 249 f.). It is

also found among the Slavs (E. Kozac, JPTh xviii

[1892] 155).

The origin of the wide-spread ‘Sunday letter’
is, as Delehaye has conclusively shown (207 ft*.),

the West, not the East, and, in all probability,
Africa or Spain (the latter country being the
more likely, since Vincentius, to whom Licini-
anus wrote, was bishop of Iviza, in the Balearic
Islands).

The counterpart to the ‘heaven letter’ is the
‘hell letter.’ Apart from a cursory mention by
T. Trede {Wunaerglauhe im Meidentum und in
der alien Kirche^ Gotha, 1901, p. 257) of a letter
written by Satan and preserved in Girgenti, how-
ever, no instance of an infernal epistle seems to be
recorded. On the other hand, letters to the infer-

1 This date may be carried back to the early 4th cent., and to
the East, if the Coptic exhortation to Sunday-hallowing by
Peter of Alexandria (t 811) be genuine. Even so, however, the
origin of the ‘Sunday letter’ seems, from internal evidence, to
be Occidental, not Oriental. On this letter of Peter see 0.
Schmidt, * Fragjmente einer Schrift des Martyrerbischofs Petrus
von Alexandrien,’ TU n. v. 4b [1901]), and Delehaye's review in
Analecta Bollandiana, xx. [1900] 101-103. It may be remarked,
moreover, that the association with Peter the Apostle, as in the
letter of lieinianus, would naturally be the oldest, and that
from him the transfer to Peter of Gaza, Antioch, or Nimes was
made later*

nal gods are known from classic times (Dieterich,

251). In the 14th and 15th centuries a number
of epistles were ascribed to Satan, but these
were solely satirical in purpose (see W. Watten-
bach, ‘liber erfundene Briefe in Handschriften
des Mittelalters,’ SBA W, 1892, pp. 91-123, and for

an admirable specimen ih. 104-122).

LiTERATunB.—In addition to the works mentioned in che art.

see I. F. Knormn, Biss. . . .de libris et epistolis ccelo et inferno
delatis, Helmstedt, 1725 ; H. Delehaye, Bull de la classe des
lettres . . . aeaddm. roy. de Belgique, ni. xxxvii. [1899] 171-213

;

A. Dieterich, Eleine Schriften, Leipzig, 1911, pp. 234-251
; K.

Abt, ‘ Von den Himmelsbriefen,’ Hessisehe Blatter fur Volks-

kunde, viii. [1909] ; T. O. Radlach, * Zur Lit. und Gesch. der
Himmelsbriefe,’ Zeitschr. des Vereins fur Kirahengesch. in der
Provinz Sachsen, v. [1908] 238-248 ; R. Priebsch, Diu vrdve
botschaJtzederckristenkeU, Graz, 1895 ; V. G. Kirchner, Wider
die Himmelsbriefe, Leipzig, 1908 ; W. Kohler, ‘ Himmels- und
Teufelsbriefe,’ Religion in Gesch. und Gegenwart, iii. (Tubingen,
1912) 29-36. Many German specimens are given in such
periodicals as Schweiz. Archiefur Volkskunde, Hessisehe Blatter

fur Volkskunde, etc. ; see also above, p. Tei®.

Louis H. Gray.

LETTS.—See Lithuanians and Letts.

LEUCIPPUS.—See Democritus.

LEVI BEN GERSHON.—1. Life and influ-

ence.— Levi ben Gershon, familiarly known in

Hebrew literature as Ralbag, from tne initials of

his name, called also Gersonides, Leon de Bagnols,
Magister Leo de Bannolis, and Magister Leo Heb-
rseus, Jewish philosopher, exegete, mathematician,
and astronomer, was born in Bagnols (S. France)
in 1288, and died on April 20th, 1344. Levi lived

at Orange and at Avignon, where it is supposed
that he practised as a physician. His life fell in

a period when discussion raged furiously between
the followers of tradition and those who read their

philosophical conceptions into the text of Scrip-

ture. Levi belonged to the latter class, ana,

though under the influence of the great Stagyrite
and his Arabic interpreter, Averroes, he was not
afraid to criticize them—just as he was sufficiently

open-minded to differ from Ptolemy in matters of

astronomy.
He was, like most of the great scholars in the

Middle Ages, a polyhistor ; but his interest in

Jewish theology, as well as his studies in meta-
physics, accentuated his occupation with many of

the exact sciences. Just as Aristotelian theories

regarding the spheres and the stars as the virtual

intermeeSum between the Deity and man made a

study of astronomy necessary, so did occupatioE
with questions concerning the Jewish calendai

necessitate a knowledge of both mathematics ana
astronomy. Of Levi’s life we know very little;

but its end must have been darkened by the
clouds that hung over his people and led him
to compute the Year of Redemption to be 1358,

and to write horoscopes for the years 1343 and
1344.

In Hebrew literature Levi’s chief influence was
as a philosopher and Bible commentator. He
was the first after Maimonides to present to his

fellow Jews a complete system of philosophy ; and,

while he found many followers, his comparative
freedom from the fetters of tradition evoked strong
opposition, ^asdai b. Abraham Crescas (t 1410)

severely criticized his philosophical deductions;
and he was decried as unorthodox by such writers

as Isaac b. Sheshet (t 1408), Abravanel (1450),

Shem Tob b, Shem Tob (1461), Messer Leon (1476),

Elias l)elmedigo (t *1497), and Manasseh b. Israel

(1627). Indeed, in 1546 it was dangerous to print

his chief work on philosophy. But the opposition

which he aroused is proof that he was widely
read. His influence extended outside his own circle.

Spinoza adopted his theories regarding miracles;

Pico de Mirandola praised his astronomical treatise,
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part of which Pope Clement vi. (1342) ordered to
be translated into Latin ; and he is mentioned by
Keiichlin and Keppler. Farther, he was the
real discoverer of the haculus, or ‘Jacob’s Staff,’

an instrument for measuring angles and distances
on the earth and in the spheres—a discovery
which has been attributed to Regiomontanus. He
also invented the cavnera obscura, in order to be
able to find out the relation of the radii of the sun
and the moon to the radius of a circle, to measure
the size of the eclipse of these two bodies, and to
ascertain the relation of the diameter of the whole
body to that of the part obscured. He laid down
these results in his Luhdth ha-t^kunndh (‘ Astro-
nomical Tables ’), incorporated in the fifth part of
the MilhdmotK This was 200 years before Leonardo
da Vinci and Porta.

2. Philosophy.—Levi’s philosophical system is

contained in his Milh&mdth Adhdnai (‘Wars of the
Lord,’ Riva di Trenta, 1560, Leipzig, 1856). His
controversy with Maimonides centred about the
creation of matter and the immortality of the soul.

In order to posit God’s interference in natural
phenomena and to form a basis for the existence
of miracles, Maimonides had denied the eternity
of matter, while he had not proved the possibility

of individual immortality. Levi held opposite
views; but, in order to justify his standpoint,
he found it necessary to explain the physical and
metaphysical theories upon which his idea of the
co-eternity of matter with God was based. The
MilJmmdthi which is in six parts, covers the whole
ground of natural philosophy, metaphysics, and
theology in the following order: theory of the
soul; prophecy; God’s omniscience; providence;
astronomy, physics, and metaphysics; Creation
and miracles.

According to Levi, the basis of human intellect

is in reality the ima^native soul, something akin
to the animal soul. This human intellect is moved
to action by the universal intellect ; when joined
to the acquired ideas and conceptions, it becomes
the acquired intellect. This acquired intellect is

made up of universals ; and Levi holds, with the
realists, that such universals have a real existence.

It is therefore possible that the acquired intellect

may continue to exist after death, thus affording

us a philosophical basis for the theological doctrine
of the immortality of man. In a similar manner
he lays the foundation for the belief in prophecy
by connecting the rational faculty in man, which
then comes into play, with the universal intellect.

Prophecy is thus differentiated from divination,

in which the imaginative power in man is, so to

speak, the receiving instrument, and to whose work-
ings no certainty can be attached. Maimonides
had based his theory upon the imaginative side

of the human mind and upon the will of God,
without attempting to explain the psychological

process. Levi, on the other hand, demands
moral as well as intellectual perfection in the

prophet.
There are three grades of superhuman forces

—

the planetary intelligences, the active intellect,

and the primary cause of all, God. God’s exist-

ence is proved by the phenomena of creation ; and
His oneness is deducible from the evident hierarchy
in the forces that move the universe. The planet-

ary intelligences are made up of the spirits of the
stars, which are to be thought of as immaterial
bodies swinging in recurring periods in the world
harmony. There are forty-eight such sphere in-

telligences and eight astral ones, corresponding to

the forty-eight spheres and the eight planets. No
one of the sphere intelligences can be—as Averroes
supposed—the primary cause, since they affect a
part of the universe and not the whole, in contra-

distinction to Aristotle, Levi holds that the world

had a beginning, since neither matter nor motion
is infinite ; but, like the heavenly bodies, it has no
end. At creation, matter was inert and undeter-
mined. Form and various attributes were given
to it by God, but the diverse separate intelli-

gences proceeded directly from the Divine Being.
Miracles do not proceed from the Deity, but
from the active intellect. Natural laws are of
two kinds : those governing the heavens, upon
which sublunary phenomena are dependent, and
those governing the active intellect. Miracles are
natural events, and are meant to act as a counter-
poise to the inflexibility of the celestial bodies.
According to Levi, there is a definite analogy be-
tween the knowledge of God and that of man ; but
there is a clear distinction to be made between
them. God’s knowledge extends over all the cos-

mic laws of the universe, and over the influence
exercised upon sublunary things by the celestial

bodies ; but He does not know the details of what
happens in the sublunary world. This explains
the possibility of the freedom of the will, which
does not in any way derogate from God’s omnisci-
ence or imply any imperfection in Him, as He
knows all that is essential.

God’s providence does not extend to every indi-

vidual, as Maimonides had supposed ; nor does it

deal only with mankind as a whole—the theory of

Aristotle. Levi strikes a middle course, and holds
that some human beings are under a general pro-
vidence, others under a special, and that the
quantity of special providence meted out to any
individual is in direct relation to the scale in
creation which he has reached—i.e., to the degree
of nearness to the active intellect attained by him.
The solicitude of this special providence, appreci-
ated only by beings of the highest perfection, mani-
fests itself in a warning to avoid evil influences
emanating from the celestial bodies, all of which
are regulated by eternal laws known to the
Deity.
These philosophical and metaphysical doctrines

are found again in Levi’s commentaries on various
books of the Bible, -written between the years 1326
and 1338—^notably in those on the Pentateuch and
the Former Prophets—and they have even been
excerpted and published in separate form under
the title of Td'CLllyOth (Riva di Trenta, 1550-64).

In addition to these he wrote comments on Job,
Daniel, Proverbs, Canticles, Esther, Ecclesiastes,

and Ruth. Levi’s explanations are quite con-
sciously two-faced. He is perfectljr well aware of

the literal meaning of the text, which he explains
with lucidity and clearness, following in many
cases Ibn Ezra ; even miracles, e.gf., he explains in

a natural sense. But behind this literal meaning
he sees a philosophical and historic sense, which
he deduces out of the text with great skill. He
also finds his scientific principles rooted in the
Bible—on the theory that all knowledge is one,

the separate parts of which cannot contradict each
other.

This philosophic bent of mind is likewise seen in

his works on pure science. He believed himself to

be an absolute rationalist, and held that no prob-

lem was insoluble to man. He even dared to ex-

plain geometric axioms. His work on arithmetic
{Ma'dseh JSdshebh) differs from that of Ibn Ezra,

which may be said to be dogmatic and mechanical,
in that it attempts to build up a theoretic system
founded upon an algebraic basis taken from the
elements of Euclid. The same spirit is shown in

his tract de JSfumeris harmonicis, dealing with a

question in algebra put to him by Philip of Vitry,
Bishop of Meaux. Levi was also one of the first

writers in Europe to study trigonometry, and he
worked out a commentary on the first five books
of Euclid.
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His views on astronomy are, of course, the in-

tegral part of his general system of philosophy,

and are largely contained in the fifth section of

his Milhdmoth, Here again he shows his free-

dom of judgment. He is not afraid to criticize

both Alpetragins (al-Bitruji) and Ptolemy. He
takes into consideration a system akin to that of

Copernicus, hut only to reject it as quite impos-

sible. According to Levi, the various movements
of a star depend upon more than one sphere, so

that the number of the heaven-circles equals the

number of all these movements. Each planet also

belongs to several spheres—which accounts for the

complicated courses of the stars. Yet he is not

satisfied with so simple a statement, the current

mysticism of his day leading him to seek a deeper

meaning in these movements. The object of the

stars, he says, is to exercise an influence here on
earth in order to make good the evident incom-
pleteness of earthly things. This influence, how-
ever, is not plenary; man’s freedom of will can

break through the causal nexus of the domin-
ance of stars, and the higher a man ascends in the

scale of humanity the greater is his power to

overcome this influence. Levi is thus a firm

believer in astrology, the existence of which, he
says, ‘no one can doubt.* The light of the sun
warms the earth because there is some secret con-

nexion between the sun and the element of fire

which is not possessed by the other heavenly
lights.

3. Appreciation-—Levi’s method is, in all cases,

first to state the opinions of his predecessors, to
criticize these opinions, and then to state his own
view. It is significant that the first work that
he wrote was one on logic, in which he reviews
Averroes* interpretation of the Analytics of Aris-
totle. His general position can be stated best in
his own words

:

* If thought carried us to a conclusion which does not seem
to result from the simple wording of Holy Writ, we would still

have no scruple to speak the truth ; for to do this would not run
counter to Biblical ethics, which cannot ask us to believe that
which is false.’

He must not in any way be considered as a sceptic

;

he found means to harmonize the truth, as he saw
it, with received tradition. Nor did he in any way
care for the applause of the multitude, though he
did believe that some subjects were not fit for dis-

cussion. Indeed, he says on one occasion

:

* By God, it is the intention of the author to hide his words
from the crowd, in order to be understood only of the few, and
to do no harm to others.’

In view of this, it seems impossible to hold, as some
have done, including Curtze, Cantor, and Gunther,
that, ver^ late in life, Levi became a convert to
Christianity. The basis for this view is found in
some expressions in the dedication (in 1342 to Pope
Clement vi.) of the Latin translation of a part
of the chapters on astronomy contained in Ms Mil-
ThdmdtTi, But there was no need to adopt such a
course in Avignon, where the Jews were treated
by the popes with conspicuous kindness. All Levi s
writings exhibit a strong Jewish feeling, and none
of his literary and philosophic opponents mentions
the charge. Carlebach suggests rightly that this
dedication must have been composed for him by
some one else, who wrote what he pleased, as Levi
was unacquainted with Latin.

Litbratueb.—M. Seligsohn and I. Broydd in JE viii. 26 ff.

;

M, Joel, Levi hen Gerson als Religionsphiiosophf Breslau, 1862

;

Joseph Carlebach, Lewi hen Gerson als MathematiJcer, Berlin’
1910; I. 'Weilt PhiloscpkiereligieusedeJ^pvi-Een-Gerson, Paris
1868; M. Steinschneider, Eebrdische Vbersetzungen^ Berlin’
1893, p. 27; A. Neubauer, Les Ecrivains juifs frangais, ed.
E. Renan, Paris, 1893, p. 240 ; S. Munk, MilangesdephUosophie
juive et arahe, do. 1S57-69, p. 498 ; Gerson Lange, SeferMaassei
Choscheb: die Praxis des Eeckners. . . ,des Levi ben Gerschom
Frankfort, 1909,

*

Richard Gottheil.

LIBERALJUDAISM.—Thechangesinthought
which marked the close of the 18th cent, and so

powerfully affected the course of the iOth did not

pass without influencing Judaism. Moreover, the

external barriers between the Jews and the rest of

the world were broken down by the changes which
preceded and followed the French Revolution, and
the problem arose as to the harmonization of the

new social life with the old religious institutions.

These two causes, the intellectual and the social,

have not always had the same relative importance

;

sometimes the one, sometimes the other, has pre-

dominated. But they have not been isolated,

because the two are essentially related. The social

changes in the position of the Jews were bound up
with the modification of the European intellectual

outlook. Those who have led the liberal Jewish
cause have mostly been the intellectually and
socially ‘ emancipated *—those, in short, who have
most deeply felt the consequences of the altered

attitude of men in general towards the problems of

thought and of intercourse.

There has been nothing in the nature of schism,

because, on the one hand, there has been no estab-

lished synagogue (see Heresy [Jewish]), and, on
the other, theleaders of the new movements have
invariably been animated with a strong loyalty to

the common cause of Judaism. But from time to

time these new movements have been distinctly

marked off from the older Judaism by less reliance

on tradition. The earlier Reform in Judaism was
an attempt to re-state Judaism in the light of the
new Jewish learning, which did so much to promote
the ‘ higher criticism * of the Talmud. It was seen

that the Rabbinic Codes were the result of growth,
that they had a history which, while it made them
more interesting as expressions of the progressive

life of Jewry, necessarily undermined their au-

thority as unalterable norms. The older Rabbinic
Judaism had made far fewer claims to the per-

manent validity of traditional forms than did the
conservative Judaism of the 16th, 17th, and 18th
centuries. In the Jewish life of the 18th cent,

there were many customs—ritualistic and social

—

which, in the light of historical criticism, were
seen to be of very various date and significance.

Reform, accepting this criticism, busied itself with
the valuation of traditions, establishing or accept-

ing the validity of some and not of all. More and
more, too, the conception became firmly formed

—

though there are at the present day some ‘ liberals
’

who are also ‘Zionists’—that the Jews were not a
nation but a religious community, and that, while
the maintenance of the synagogue as an inde-

pendent organization was absMutely essential for

the vitality and continued existence of Judaism,
yet it was imperative to find as a basis for the
maintenance of independence other means than the
retention of separative customs.
The course of Reform in Judaism thus became in

part a matter of detail. Some of these details were
of small significance, such as the question whether
to pray with covered or uncovered heads. But
others were of greater importance. One of these
was the position of women. Woman always
occupied a high position in Jewish esteem (see

I. Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages,
London, 1896, ch. v.). But the Reform movement
tended to express this esteem ofwoman by admitting
her more fully to congTegational equality with men.
Another detail was the question of language. The
first effective Reform movement occurred in Ger-
many ; Moses Mendelssohn—who, however, belongs
to the history of Reform only in a special sense—
wrote three sermons in German in 1757 on the
occasion of the victories of Frederick the Great.
Vernacular sermons had been in regularvogue much
earlier (L. Z\mz,Die goUesdienstlMen Vortrdge der
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Juden\ Berlin, 1892, pp. 424-496). But, in the
centuries preceding the age of Beform, sermons
were rare in synagogues, being usual only twice
a year, and then the language employed by the
Teacher was either some form of Hebrew or a
ialect, such as Yiddish. The establishment of

regular sermons in the pure vernacular and the
fuller organization of religious education for the
young, especially as regards girls, are among the
most important changes which the modem con-
servative synagogue owes to the liberals. Again,
the introduction of the organ and the employment
of vernacular prayers and hymns werefurther stages
in the Reform movement (1810), which, on the
whole, sought to * sestheticize,’ or, as some have in-

eptly expressed it, to ‘de-orientalize,’ the synagogue
services.

But there was a deeper principle at work, and,
as time went on, the Reform movement, attaching
itself to such views as that of Maimonides that the
Pentateuchal sacrificial system was a concession to
the w'eakness of early Israel, sought to remove the
liturgical prayers for the restoration of the sacri-

fices and also for the physical resurrection and
return to Palestine, without, however, surrendering
the belief in immortality and in the Messianic Age.
Liberal Judaism has always tended to a firm grasp
of Messianism, in the form of a belief in the per-

fectibility of human nature, of a steady advance
towards that end, and of the ultimate conversion
of the world to monotheism, and the establishment

of the universal Kingdom of God.
Much anxiety was presented by the Saturday

Sabbath, and since the beginnings of Reform the
problem has grown in diflSculty. Economic pres-

sure among the working and professional classes,

as well as laxity and assimilation among the
more wealthy and leisured circles, has led to a
weakening of the seventh day sabbatical rule

among conservatives as well as among liberals.

No real solution has been found, for, while Sunday
services have been established in some liber^

Jewish congregations of Germany and America,
there has been very little desire or attempt to

transfer the Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday.
Reform in Judaism entered on a new and more

fertile phase under the inspiration of Abraliam
Geiger (1810-74). He was one of the leading re-

presentatives of the new learning—of the ‘science’

of Judaism, to use the phrase often applied to it.

His writings were of great significance; indeed,

his Urschrift (Breslau, 1857) is a work which is

becoming more and more appreciated as a contri-

bution to Biblical and historical criticism. But,

though Geiger was possessed of a ‘historical

temper ’—to use E. G. Hirsch’s phrase—he did not,

as the ‘ Breslau’ school of Jewish thought tended

to do, separate his criticism from his creed. Just

because ne conceived of Judaism not as a given

quantity but as a process {JE v. 586), Geiger recog-

nized the necessity of making that process har-

monious. His whole struggle forReform was based

on his sense that .thought and religion must be
syncretized, not put into separate compartments.
Some very sincere and very great Jews of the

Breslau School were able to discriminate between
intellectual and practical freedom, but Geiger could
not arrive at critical results in his study and go on
with religious conformity as though nothing had
happened to compromise the sanctions on which
conformity w^as based. The same attitude towards
sanctions and their influence on life is at the root

of the liberal Judaism of our own time.

Parallel with this was the conviction among
certain Reformers that it was necessary to return

to the Bible in order to purge Judaism from
Rabbinism. This tendency was shown in the dis-

cussions of the French Sanhedrin, summoned by

Napoleon in 1806. So, too, when the first Reform
synagogue was opened in England

^
(1842), the

authority of the ‘ Oral Law ’ was repudiated, -while,

as D. W. Marks, the minister of the new congre-
gation, put it, in his sermon published on the
occasion, ‘for Israelites there is but one immut-
able law, the sacred volume of the scriptures,

commanded by God to be written down for the
unerring guidance of his people until the end of

time.’ Similarly, Isaac M. Wise (1819-1900), the
great organizer of Jewish Reform in the United
States of America, and the founder of the famous
Hebrew Union College of Cincinnati, strenuously
maintained the older view of Biblical inspiration ;

to the end of his life he upheld the Mosaic author-
ship of the Pentateuch, as in his Pronaos to Holy
Writ (Cincinnati, 1891). But this easy discrimi-

nation between ‘ Mosaism ’ and ‘ Rabbinism ’
-vvas

not tenable \vhen the newer Biblical criticism

afiected the synagogue. Geiger had been a ‘ higher
critic ’ not only of Rabbinisni but also of Mosaism.
Similarly, Zunz (1794-1886) was not only a pioneer
in the criticism of the Midrash ; he was also a
leader in the criticism of the Biblical text which
the Midrash expounded. For some time, however,
a half-way house was built by those who, while
firmly holding by the authority of the Bible, denied
the authority of tradition. But the house con-
structed with so much care proved an ephemeral
lodging for the new Judaism. And this for two
reasons. Whereas the older confident view as to
Biblical authority \vas undermined, the newer
repudiation of tradition was equally felt to be ill-

founded. Mystical theories, not always consciously
reco^ized as mystical, have invaded all forms of

religion, and Judaism at present is much infected

by mystical conceptions. Liberal Judaism, feeling

itself bound to assert that not all the Bible is of

God, became equally assured that not all the
tradition is of man. it believes in a spiritual con-

tinuity of the ages, and regards the whole of the
Jewish revelation as a spiritual experience, which
links together all generations of Jews, including

the present generation. It is not, however, neces-

sary to insist on this way of describing what has
happened. It can be expressed rationally by the
assertion that criticism has tended to prove that,

just as documents grew up from traditions, so

tractions may have the validity of documents.
Hence it is becoming usual now to speak of

‘liberal Judaism,’ whereas in former generations

the favoured term was ‘ Reform Judaism .
’ Liberal

Judaism in a real sense bases itself on the Scrip-

tures. It may be described in general terms as a
direct resumption of the prophetical Judaism. But
it regards the Talmud as often a real advance in

religious and ethical teaching, and therefore has
the warmest affection for the Talmud as the ex-

pression of certain important aspects of the Jewish
genius. Thus liberal Judaism, though necessarily

denying the validity of any book whatever as a
final authority in religion, is strongly placed by its

very power of eclecticism. It has not yet formu-
lated a precise theory as to its relation to the idea

of Law. But it is coming to accept the theory of

progressive revelation in a manner which must
eventually become interpretable in objective, com-
munal, and therefore more or less legalistic,

terms.
It is unnecessary to discuss more fully the tenets

of liberal Judaism, because in most fundamental
principles it is at one with conservative opinion.

Liberal Judaism shares the belief in the absolute

unity of God, in the revelation of God to man, in

human responsibility, in immortality, in the call

of Israel to teach the universal Fatherhood of God,
in the pragmatic sufficiency of righteousness for

salvation to all men despite difierences of creed
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and in the ultimate triumph of right throughout
the world. Liberal Judaism, however, more con-

sciously upholds the universalistic character of the

religion, and lays more stress on the fundamental
principles than on their expression in ceremony
and institution. It allies itself specifically to the

teaching, or rather to the spirit, of the Hebrew
prophets, who made their appeal to the great truths

of religion and morality, and who held that these

truths can be brought to bear directly on the life

of humanity. But liberal Judaism maintains, as

strongly as does the older Judaism, that spirit and
letter, prophet and priest, are not antithetic.

Hence, although some individual liberal Jews are

now expressing appreciation of parts of the NT,
liberal Judaism does not acquiesce in any general

condemnation of Pharisaism apart from the abuses

to which every organized system is liable. On its

art, while reducing considerably the number and
etails of ceremonial observances, and while leav-

ing even such important ritual as the dietary laws
a matter for individual choice, liberal Judaism
accepts and maintains the idea of ceremony as

valuable for enforcing the religious life in the
synagogue and for sanctifying the home. Hence
the Sabbath, and great festivals, and a number of

other public and family rites are lovingly retained.

The very fact that this can be done without the
ritual precision marking the observance of the
same rites in the older Judaism is tending to revive

many beautiful customs, full of significance for the
historical continuity of religious experience, and
possessed of spiritual value, which modem con-

ditions of life were weakening or destroying. It

may be said, in conclusion, that liberal Judaism
applies to ceremonies the test of present values.

It believes in the retention of whatever of the past
has vital value in the present or promises a renewal
of value in the future.

Literature.—D. Philipson, The Reform Movement in Juda-
ism, New York, 1907 (a complete history of the movemeot with
many quotations, and full references to the earlier literature

on the subject); C. G. Montefiore, Liberal Judaism, London,
1903, Outlines of Liberal Judaism, do. 1912; Ricktlinien zu
einem Programmfiir das liberaU Judentum, Frankfort, 1912
(an important series of declarations which are the basis of the
liberal revival in Germany now in progress) ; volumes of the
annual Year Books of the Central Conference of American
Rabbis (the meeting in Detroit in 1914 was the 25th of the
series) ; Jewish Addresses, London, 1904, and other publications
of the Jewish Religious Union, London.

I. Abrahams.
LIBERTARIANISM AND NECESSITA-

RIANISM.— I. Tee controversy and its
METHODOLOGY, — Libertarianism ^ is misrepre-
sented by necessitarians ; necessitarianism is mis-
understood by libertarians. So we find it urged
by writers on either side of this discussion, and
even a moderate acquaintance with the relevant
literature substantiates both these charges. This
is not due to wilfulness, but arises partly from the
ambiguity of language which is unequal to the
subtlety of nature, though mainly, as we shall see,

from the intrinsic difficulty of the problem itself.

‘ Both parties commit themselves to a confusion which arises
from language, and which is due to the fact that language is not
meant to convey all the delicate shades of inner states ’ (Bergson,
Time and Free Will, p. 160). * Facts must be described in some
way and therefore words must be used,* as B. Jowett re-

minds us (Interpretation of Scripture and other Essays, London
Library Series, n.d., p. 526), but * always in philosophy with
a latent consciousness of their inadequacy and imperfection.*

It is therefore necessary to analyze terms like
‘ cause,’ ‘ motive,’ ‘ character,’ which play such an
important r61e in this discussion ; for we must
make sure that the question is not a logomachy,
but a real one.

Thus the term * causality ' is allowed by custom,
‘ the arbiter of language,’ to embrace many mean-
ings. The scientist means by it uniformity of

1 rhe term, according to Thomas Reid, was introduced into
hpilosophy by Alexander Crombie (1760-1842).

sequence, and objects to any other meaning. Now
it is clear that, if this is a full account of causation,

libertarianism in any sense is meaningless. For to

seek the cause of a moral action in the past is to

desert the moral standpoint, and is vetoed by the
moral consciousness. Moreover, causality as uni-

form sequence seems to be full of contradictions.

There are uniform sequences which are not causally

connected, as the conjunction of night and day.

Again, uniform sequence lands us in an infinite

regress. The intellect which meant to satisfy

itself by going one step back is urged to go back
for ever. When we come to man, however, we
find, or seem to find, a ‘ cause ’ which is intelligible

in itself. We know why we act in some cases ; it

is because we have purposes which we wish to

realize, ideals by which we guide our actions. It

may not be possible to explain how we act, because
activity is an ultimate element in our experience,

just as we cannot say how we think, but cogito

ergo sum. Man, then, appears to himself the prin-

ciple of his own movements ; here the cause is

immanent and efficient. And he guides himself

by ideas; here the cause is final. At first men
applied ‘ cause ’ in this full sense to the world of

nature, as we still do in ordinary speech.

‘Savages wherever they see motion which they cannot
account for there they suppose a soul* (G. T. F. Raynal, quoted
by T. Reid, Essays on the Powers of the Human Mind, 3 vols.,

London, 1822, iii. 269).

As time went on, this rich view of causality as

applied to nature became eviscerated. Final causes

were fruitless, efficient cause was useless, the regu-

larity of sequences sufficed. No one can deny that
this was a gain, that superstition and magic thus
received a death-blow, and that nature was ex-

amined with greater impartiality and rewarded
the patient student. It is, however, questionable

whether this view is rightly termed causality at

all, for what is it but an attempt to understand
a change without beginning or end, an attempt
which succeeds only because it has the instinct to

stop somewhere and to take just as much of the
change as it pleases ? A change, however, can
never explain itself, and it certainly cannot explain

the subject who is conscious of it or the moral
agent who thinks—rightly or wrongly—that he
can direct it in accordance with his aims. In
discussing freedom we must ask which view of

causation is the most satisfactory. It will not do
to foreclose the question ofi-hand by a bigoted

adherence to uniformity of sequence as alone pos-

sible or exhaustive. If we remember this looseness

in the use of the term ‘ cause,’ we are saved from
initial confusion and from the arrogance of gratui-

tous assumptions. To say that a human action is

‘ caused ’ does not in any way inform us as to the
kind of causation implied. The rashest libertarian
may use the term without committing himself to

determinism.
‘ The circulation of the blood is not the cause of life in the

same sense that a blow with the hammer may be the cause of

death, nor is virtue the cause of happiness in precisely the same
sense that the circulation of the blood is the cause of life.

Everywhere as we ascend in the scale of creation from me-
chanics to chemistry, from chemistry to physiology and human
action, the relative notion is more difficult and subtle, the cause
becoming inextricably involved with the effect and the effect

with the cause, every means being an end and every end a
means. Hence no one who examines our ideas of cause and
effect will believe that they impose any limit on the vrill. They
are an imperfect mode in which the mind imagines the sequence
of natural or moral actions; being no generalization from
experience but a play of words only. The chain which we are
weaving is loose, and when shaken will drop off. External
circumstances are not the cause of which the will is the effect,

neither is the will the cause of which circumstances are the
effect. But the phenomenon intended to be described by the
words “cause and effect*’ is itself the will whose motions are
analysed in language borrowed from physical nature ’ (Jowett,
op. dt. p. 526).

Occam’s razor ^ is no doubt a useful instrument
1 * Entia non sunt multiplicands praeter necessitatem-'
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for certain purposes, but it can be abused, and it

is abused when causality is shorn till nothing is

left but uniform sequence.
Further, in our use of the term ‘motive,’ we

ought to remember that motives do not act on a
person as forces act on a body. While it is true
that in deliberation, which is mainly intellectual,

we have something metaphorically similar to the
placing of weights in a balance, yet this is a meta-
horical resemblance only, and in real action the
ecisive elements are preference and value, and

these emerge from the living person himself.
Motives are movements of the subject as well as
movements on the subject. The subject acts on
its own affections.

* We must reject also the idea that our motives are fixed and
given quantities which operate within the soul like weights on
a pair of scales, thus effecting a decision. Must all conduct
result from given motives—cannot new motives arise from inner
transformations of life ? And, moreover, must not the soul con-
tinualh' assign fresh values to the motives?’ (Eucken, Main
Currents of %lodem Thought^ p. 439, footnote).

If moral activity is real, then we cannot speak as
if a decision was a resultant compounded of many
difierent forces acting on one centre; we find

rather that one course of action is preferred by a
person and acted on. The rejected proposals do
not enter into the action as in the ease of mechani-
cal resultants. In fact they may even strengthen
the preferred activity—by rousing the subject to

greater eft'ort. It is often said that the strongest
motive always prevails, but, if this means that
the motive which prevails is always strongest, we
have an identical, and so a useless, proposition.

If it means, as most ordinary people take it to
mean, that our reason always obeys our passions,

that, in Bentham’s phrase, ‘ nature has placed man
under the empire of pleasure and pain ’ {Principles

of Morals and Legislation^ London, 1789, ch. i.),

then it is not true. While men act largely from
passion, they need not do so ; and, indeed, to most
people, as Lecky points out, ‘the reality of all

moral freedom ultimately depends ’ on the distinc-

tion between our will and our desires, on what
Reid in his able discussion on this point calls our
animal and our rational natures (W. E. H. Lecky,
Eur, Morally London, 1888, ii. 123 ; Reid, Essays,
iv, ch. 4). It is just because a mechanical view of

motives is tacitly assumed as true that so much
confusion arises. J. S. Mill failed to distinguish

properly between desire and will for this reason

(see A. C. Pigou, The Problem of Theism, London,

1908, p. 79) ; and, when T. H. Green says : ‘ but
he being what he is, and the circumstances being

what they are at any particular conjuncture, the

determination of the will is already given, just as

an effect is given in the sum of its conditions’

{Works, London, 1906, ii. 318; cf. Prolegomena,
Oxford, 1883, p. 126), we feel that in the last clause

he has given up his own standpoint and descended

into another genus of thought. No one has done
more to explain the real nature of motives than
Green, and perhaps this is an unfortunate lapsus.

Libertarians have probably fastened on this and
the corresponding sentence in the Prolegomena
with too great avidity. Green not only recognized,

but enforced and carried through all his moral
reasonings, the difierence between motives and the

solicitations of desire. W'hile we admit, then,

that moral action depends on motives, we do not

by this admission decide the question of freedom
either one way or another. We have still to ask
what the nature of this relation is.

Again, no term is more abused in this discussion

than ‘ character ’ (see Eucken, op, cit. p. 422 ft., and
art. Character, vol. iii. p. 364 f., for the various

meanings of this term). While the determinist

tends to look on ‘ character ’ as fixed at each stage,

its growth depending on the interaction between

it and circumstances also fixed, the indeterminist
sometimes speaks of the will as acting indepen-
dently of the character ; and so in the former case
we have character explained as mechanical, and
actions looked on without regard to any real

activity of the subject, -^vhile in the latter case we
have a subject with no content. But, in reality,

what we have is a subject possessing a character
which has to be conserved or bettered in the midst
of circumstances. We have a subject conditioned
by its object but relatively independent of it. This
‘ character ’ is not fixed at any point, nor are these
circumstances unalterable. Circumstances and
character are not indifferent to the subject, nor
does the subject act otherwise than through them.
But, if the subject could not act teleologically on
them and through them, there would be no moral
life at all. There is a seeming paradox in all self-

control or self-denial, as Plato saw, but it is a
paradox explicable only on the ground that person-

ality is a potential infinite under self-imposed
moral government.

If ‘ characier’ be used in a sense which ^ves no
future to man, which forgets that man does not
grow simply as a plant grows, but that he draws
on the future also for his spiritual sustenance,

then Martineau and others are justified in draw-
ing some distinction between the ‘self’ and the
‘ character.’ In fact, some such distinction is used
in every philosophical system which recognizes

that man can obey ideals and an ‘ought’ which
is higher than ‘ is.’

‘With regard to moral laws, e^erience is (unfortunately)

the mother of pretence, and it is in the highest degree repre-

hensible to allow laws relating to what I ought to do to be
determined or limited by what is done* (Kant, Works, ed. G.

Hartenstein, Leipzig, 1867-68, iii. 26).

In regard even to the past there is a very true

sense in which a smritual being like man can be

said to create it. He selects from it, and reacts

upon it. If the self is treated as fixed, i.e, if its

future determinations are calculable, if any dubiety

on this head is held to be owing to our imperfect

knowledge, then we are unconsciously falling back
on a biological view of the self. This may be done

in the interests of our ideal freedom, as by certain

Hegelians; but there is the danger that by so

doing we are destroying the very possibility of this

ideal freedom itself. In discussing the question of

freedom, the phrase ‘ self-determination ’ or ‘ deter-

mination by Siaracter * may be used in a way that

ignores the very possibility of freedom. We do not

solve the question by the phrase ‘ self-determina-

tion’ or ‘self-realization.’ We need to examine
what this self is, and what is the nature of the

determination.
We are thus led to the conclusion that the mis-

understanding between the two parties is deeper

than language, that it is inherent in the problem

itself. The question of freedom is but a specific

way in which different theories of life conflict.

The controversy is like a combat^ between two
representative champions, on the issue of which

the fate of armies depends. That is what gives

the problem its perennial interest and importance,

and makes it so difi&cult of solution. It is true, as

Eucken points out, that in recent times more than

in the past the solution of the problem is attempted

through an analysis of experience {op, cit. p. 433),

but the problem cannot be solved on that arena

alone ; it is mainly a [philosophical and theolomcal

question. The wider issues emerge sooner or later

on whatever plane we attempt a solution. Free-

dom may be taken as the touchstone of every philo-

sophical system. To explicate a theory from this

standpoint is to come face to face with its real

implications.
‘ If there he anything obscure and difficult in philosophj we

are sure to find it in mat part which treats of Elections and
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Liberty’ (W. King, Origin of Evil^, Cambridge, 1758, ch. v.
sect. i,).

This is the reason why in actual discussions we
find the battle raging, not round a single point,
but over a \vide area of consequences, and herein
is the danger that we may attribute to thinkers
consequences which they repudiate, because we
think these consequences follow from admitted
premisses. We can accuse men of bad logic ; we
must not falsely report them.
For example, necessitarianism is often identified

with fatalism.
‘ It is supposed to imply the existence of a Fate which forces

people, whether they like it or not, to commit so many murders
in proportion to their population, or forces a sober person to
take to drink because his grandfather was a drunkard ’ (Leslie
Stephen, Hobbes, London, 1904, p. 157 f.).

J. S.
_
Mill protested against this identification,

and distinguished between his own view ana such
a view as that of Robert OAven, according to whom
our characters were made for us and not in any
sense by us. We must allow the distinction. It
is not necessary to start with the conviction that
determinism in every form destroys morality and
paralyzes conduct. Many determinists, even of
Avhat William Janies calls the ‘ hard ’ school, en-
deavour to show that morality is impossible save
on their theory. Probably the ordinary man will
always associate determinism with fatalism

; prob-
ably his instinctive logic is right in so doing ; in
discussion, however, it is necessary to distinguish
them, unless the force of argument compels us to
identify them.
Again, the libertarian view is identified with

caprice, with a liberty of equilibrium according to
wliich the power of the will is not influenced in any
wa,y by education, experience, or training. The
objections to this view, hoAvever, are so many and
so obvious, and have been so often pointed out by
libertarians themselves, that it is surely frivolous
on the part of determinists to attack this view
of liberty. What A. S. Pringle-Pattison says of
J. M. E. McTaggart is true of many more.
‘He attacks a “freedom of indetermination ” for which I do

not think any champion would enter the lists. What upholder
of freedom, for example, would accept the statement that
“according to the indeterminist theory our choice between
motives is not determined by anything at all ” ? ’ (Phil. Radicals.
London, 1907, p. 205 f.).

The problem Avill not be solved, but rather shelved,
if libertarianism is identified with an exploded
myth, or determinism answered by the story of
Buridan’s ass dying between two equally attractive
bundles of hay. Conforming, then, to the proper
method of carrying on this discussion, it is necessary
for us to examine the various types of necessitarian
doctrine, leaving out the theological aspects of
the problem, which more properly fall under the
title Peedestination.

II. Different types.—When we try to class-
ify various theories of necessity and freedom, we
are tempted to neglect the historical elements, to
eliminate epochal and personal peculiarities, and
so to identify views that differ widely in their
ultimate assumptions and aims. To do this is to
do violence to facts and to confuse the problem
^s^f. No^ one can justly treat Augustine and
Hobbes as if they spoke in unison on this matter.
Yet it is possible and desirable to examine certain
typical ways in which this problem has been dis-
cussed.

I. The common man’s position.—Perhaps the
most prevalent view is to regard freedom and
necessity as both true although apparently con-
tradictory. We do not refer to the high-idealistic
way of identifying opposites, but to what may
be called the common man’s position. W. Ham-
ilton, accepts both as facts of consciousness

:

to use either exclusively is to land oneself in con-
fusion ; but, while each alone is false, both together

are true. Hamilton’s position, however, is so de-
pendent on his peculiar theory of knowledge and
ignorance that it has now only an historical interest.
It is clear that he and Mill held practically the
same views on freedom when their admissions and
cautions are taken into account. The fundamental
assumptions of their systems are, however, very
different.

Theologians often take up this position. They
speak of predestination and free will as concentric
circles ; to us they appear inconsistent, but in reality
they are compatible Avith each other. It may be
the case that for practical purposes it is best to
regard the problem as on a par with Zeno’s famous
paradoxes and to say : ‘ Solvitur ambulando.’ The
value of this view seems to lie in its recognition of
facts and its faithfulness to experience. Its Aveak-
ness consists in its theoretic helplessness. For we
find too often that freedom is confined to a realm
which is SAAdftly being conquered by necessity, or
else that it is raised to a pro-temporal or supra-
temporal region while experience as we know it is

rigidly determined. Or, again, freedom is vieAved
simply as a datum of consciousness Avhich is not in
any way brought into line Avith the rest of experi-
ence. Human life is thus divided into two spheres
which contradict each other—on one side freedom,
on the other necessity.

It is very doubtful, however, if the problem can
be thus solved. There are distinctions in experi-
ence, but they are not meant to be contradictories,
nor are the limitations of our knowledge to be used

I to discredit knoAvledge itself. It is a gain to recog-
nize that both freedom and necessity have a mean-
ing, and that both are implicitly taken for granted
in all systems. The most rigid determinists sur-
reptitiously admit freedom.

‘Moreover, determinism has never been completely and
logically carried out at any period. When the Stoic philo-
sophers converted the whole cosmos into a causal structure
and placed the destinies of men entirely within its framework,
man’s power of personal decision still remained

; . . . The
possibility of such decision (the very core of Stoic morality) is
obviously in direct opposition to the determinist doctrine. . , .

And in Spinoza’s case, although he so strongly maintained that
man is situated entirely within a flawless network of cosmic
connections, the fact remains that man has to be won over to
a recognition of his position, and this recognition imparts quite
a new complexion to the whole of life ’ (Eucken, op. cit, p. 435).
‘Na^uram expellas furca tamen usque recurret* (Horace, Ep. i.

So also theologians like Augustine, Calvin, and
Chalmers, in the interests of morality, appeal to
the conscience and the poAver of choice. The Stoic
admitted the possibility of sudden conversion.
Can, then, determinism alone or freedom alone be
taken as true or must both be recognized? At-
tempts have been made to carry necessity all
through reality—with some shoAV of plausibility.

2. Physical determinism.—Huxley, for instance,
revived the view of Descartes that animals were
s^ply automata, and man was explained in a
similar fashion. Consciousness had no more effici-

ent relation to the movements of a creature than
the steam-whistle has to the movements of a rail-

way train. Few,^ if any, biologists would agree
with this theory in detail, but Huxley’s assump-
tions and aims are still Avidely accepted and
implicitly acted on by scientific philosophers (not
necessarily scientists). His purpose was to guard
physics and biology from the moralist, who worked
Avith teleological concepts whose introduction into
physics produced chaos and confusion. The scien-
tist feels at home in dealing with the movements
of matter. He can describe, predict, and to some
extent control, them. He has thus enriched
society, discovered new media of communication
and means of comfort. The results here are so

f
reat and beneficial that one can appreciate the
esire to apply the same methods to all reality.

Hence the tneox'y of the conservation ot energy is
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held to explain everything, and the scientific

categories ol cause and effect are, it is taken for
granted, operative everywhere just as in physics.
All apparent differences are levelled down under
this theory. So consciousness arises, it is said, out
of molecular motions, and accompanies them like
the phosphorescent line which results from the
rubbing of a match. No efficiency can originate
m consciousness; otherwise there would be the
intolerable fact that something came from nothing.
The amount of the existing energy is so fixed that
we could accurately predict the future if we knew
the state of things at any moment. We do not, of
course, have accurate knowledge at any time ; but,
if we had, then the future would be open and
naked to us. This is not the divine forelcnowledge
of which theologians speak, for many of them
admit the greatest freedom (as King in his famous
sermon on Predestination, published with notes by
R. Whately in his Use andAbuse of Party Feeling
in Religion, London, 1822) as consistent vith the
divine foreknowledge. It is really our ordinary
physical knowledge infinitely enlarged. Now this
view, conveniently known as naturalism, has no
place for freedom in any shape. It has no place
for anything ultimately but matter and motion.
This determinism is totally different from theo-
logical determinism, and should not be identified

wuth it, as it so often is.

The libertarian can leave to the biologist the
refutation of this view. He can leave it even to
the physicist himself. It may be pointed out that
the advance of science does not depend on extend-
ing these assumptions to cover all reality. Indeed,
to do so is to make science itself chaotic and
indeterminate, for the value of the principle of the
conservation of energy depends on its limitation to
those fields where the amount of energy is calcul-

able. It does not in the least show how the energy
whose working is calculable is related to all the
energy in existence. If it tried to do so, it would
be useless. Its strict delimitation is the veiy con-

dition of its success. Nor does it allow for different

kinds of energy ; it must confine itself to quanti-

tative relations. Hence the pretence of foretelling

the future is simply a logical conclusion from the
principle itself.

The fact is that biology needs new categories.

The lowliest organism possessing spontaneity must
not be factorized into general conditions, far less

reduced to a single principle. It is doubtful if any-
thing that can be called a ‘thing’ can be so

explained. One golf-ball is not another, and a
living being has an even more obtrusive individu-

ality. Was this the reason why even Epicurus
attributed to each atom an ‘exiguum clinamen’
peculiar to itself ? In the higher animals at least,

consciousness is a real factor whose presence helps

towards preservation and propagation; it would
otherwise be unintelligible. When, again, we
come to explain man, we must recognize the exist-

ence of a new problem. Are we to regard history

and civilization, ideals and achievements, asshadows
of matter? The unsatisfactoriness of this theory

is perhaps best shown by its own advocates. For
they forget their own assumptions in dealing with
knowledge, morality, and social life. They make
morality to consist in warfare with the cosmic
process (as Huxley). They regard consciousness

as flowing alongside of neurotic processes, but
related to them in no way : they are both mani-
festations of an unknown energy. Some of them
(Clifford, Haeckel, etc.) make matter conscious.

Further, they seem to make all reality to be
somehow in consciousness, and so in the realm of

shadows. The prevalence of naturalism is due to

two causes. In the first place, every theory must
recognize the enormous influence which the physical

organism has on the inner life, the intimate rela-

tionship between the higher phases of spiritual

existence and material conditions. This naturalism
does, and it is therefore valuable. Again, there is

a close connexion between this view and the results

of science. No theory that scorns scientific results

can nowadays prevail, but these results are not
dependent on naturalistic assumptions. The weak-
ness of this view is revealed when it tries to explain
itself; then it either forgets itself or contradicts
itself, or, as is almost always the case, it admits
consciousness as a reality and tries to explain it on
deterministic grounds. It leads thus to psycho-
logical determinism.

3. Psychological determinism.—The basis of

this determinism is the theory of association.

Consciousness is reco^ized as ‘sui generis,’ but
any existing phase of it is said to be caused by the
preceding, (^reat stress is laid also on physio-
logical processes, often in such a way as to suggest
that these are the ultimate causes. Now there is

always a relation between states of consciousness
even when these are qualitatively different, but to

explain this relation is just the problem. The
cause of this relation is not always evident to the
subject experiencing it. Even the simplest case of

memory is tinged mth personal qualities that raise

it above a mere association of ideas, and, as Berg-
son points out {qp. cit, p. 156), many of our so-called

associations are ex post facto attempts to unify
experience. The main objection to this theory is

its defective view of the * self.’ What we find is a
bundle of impressions not one of which or all of

them together make the self. A. Bain, following
Hume, says : ‘ I cannot light upon anything of the
sort [i.e. a self]’ {The Emotions and the WiW^
London, 1875, p. 492). But the fact is that the self

thus banished is tacitly assumed in every state-

ment, although sensation, knowledge, and volition

are all explained as if there were no subject to

which they belonged. The personal equation is

forgotten in each case. We are dealing all through
with given quantities which arrange and rearrange
themselves evidently in vacuo, or, rather, as Berg-
son insists, in space. Consciousness is a stream,

or a display in a theatre at which no one is looking.

What we have here pictured for us is a conflict of

motives acting nowhere—a fight without fighters.

When the self is reco^ized, it is only as a desire

or aversion or a point in which motives meet, but
it has neither position nor magnitude.

* To talk of motives confiictiDg of themselves is as absurd as

to talk of commodities competing in the absence of traders *

(Ward, Healm of Ends, p. 290). ‘The associationist reduces
the self to an aggregate of conscious states : sensations, feel-

ings, and ideas. But if he sees in these various states no more
than is expressed in their name, if he retains only their imper-

sonal aspect, he may set them side by side for ever without
getting anything but a phantom self, the shadow of the ego
projecting itself into space ’ (Bergson, p. 165).

No one in Great Britain has done more than
Green to discredit the associationist view of experi-

ence. He saw clearly that states of consciousness

could never account tor consciousness of states. It

is true that he explicated this truth mainly in

regard to the cognitive element, but it is equally

true in regard to feeling, and even more in regard

to volition. Sensations are determined by interest

;

attention depends on the subject as well as on the

object. Experience is always seen from the inside,

and in the nature of the case can never be seen

directly from the outside. It is personal and indi-

vidual. To deny this is to deny the very possibility

of freedom, in fact, to make freedom meaning-
less ; to admit it is to get a platform on which the

question of necessity and freedom can be intelli-

gently discussed.

4. Self-determination.— Can we then regard the

reality of freedom as a common platform for every

system that admits an activity of the subject
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which issues from itself, and which cannot be
reduced wholly to the influence of conditions?
There is a sense in which this is true of all things
—of chemical reaction, of biological growth, and
of human activity. Everything—man included—
has its own nature, and freedom is simply the
acting out of this nature according to its own
laws. Is this a sufficient account of freedom ?^

If

it is, freedom means freedom from compulsion,
and it could be applied, metaphorically at least,

to everything. The planets are thus free as the
immortal gods; the flower that grows without
being trampled on, the lion in the jungle, the man
out of fetters, are all free in this negative sense.

Or it might mean that man was able to fulfil the
distinctive laws of his being without internal
interruption, i,e, interruption arising from the
man himself as distinct from external compulsion.
Schopenhauer understood Kant’s view of free-

dom in this sense as the working out of the
‘esse’ according to its own character, conditions
giving the occasions to this nature to reveal itself

in time and space. Freedom here means the
evolution in acts of the inner nature of the subject.

The subject is free, but the acts are rigidly deter-
mined. Whether this be a true representation of
Kant we do not need to inquire. At any rate
fi’eedom here seems to be the bare knowledge that
we act as we act. Curiously enough, Schopen-
hauer admitted conversion as Kant and the Stoics
did, but only as a mystery. It is now generally
aclmowledged that this is determinism of a very
* hard ’ type.
But, leaving aside Schopenhauer’s clumsy ap-

paratus of a noumenal ego and phenomenal acts,

it may still be held that freedom is simply deter-
mination by oneself.

* To be free means that one is determined by nothing but one-
self * (J. S. Mackenzie, Manual of Ethics^^ London, 1900, p. 94).

Every one holding the activity of the self as a fact
agrees with what this statement excludes, viz.

mechanical causation or compulsion. In this
respect the statement is immaculate, but what
does it include? We may see tins from the
context.

* A vicious man in a sense can, and in a sense cannot, do a
good action. He cannot, in the sense that a good action does
not issue from such a character as his. A corrupt tree cannot
bring forth good fruit. But he can do the action, in the sense
that there is nothing to prevent him except his character-—
i.e. except himself. Now a man cannot stand outside of him-
self, and regard a defect in his own character as something by
which his action is hindered. If he can, but for himself

^

he can
in the only sense that is required for morality’ {ib. p. 93 f.).

This view, it is held, combines the truth of
necessity and freedom because it gives uniformity
and spontaneity a place; but since it was set
forth m 1900 a very influential school has main-
tained the opposite. Surely the real question is

:

Can the tree itself be made good ? not Can grapes
grow on thorns? If any libertarian holds that
good fruit can come from a bad tree without
changing the tree itself first, then libertarianism
is indeed a lingering chimera. But, if libertarian-
ism holds to the possibility of changing the bad
character itself, then it seems worth contending
for, and recent investigation into changes of
character seems to substantiate its truth. The
authority who tells us that a bad tree cannot
bear good fruit also exhorts us to make the tree
itself good, and, on the Kantian dictum that
every ‘ought’ implies a ‘can,’ which Mackenzie
accepts, this is possible. Is the difficulty here not
due to the fact that a static and spatial view of
* character ’ is unconsciously adopted ? The living
self is as it were photographed, and this snapshot
is taken as fixed and true. Yet the same writer
goes on to speak of at least three different selves,
one of which he places above the ‘ character,’ and
he makes real freedom obedience to this self. We

are grateful to the Hegelians for emphasizing the
value of this real freedom which the theologians
always recognized, the freedom of a non posse
peccare such as we imagine in a perfect being.
There need be no dispute about such freedom and
its desirability. But how can we attain to this
freedom itself if the ‘ character,’ the man himself,
prevents its ever being sought after? It seems
absurd to talk of progress here, or of degrees of
freedom, if the very road towards it is barred.
Fortunately, however, those holding such views
are so mucn alive to the interests of morality that
they forget their own theories, as the rigid pre-
destinarian also does. It is sought sometimes to
explain this view of freedom by the analogy of
knowledge. In logical reasoning we have necessity
and free activity also; that we cannot think
otherwise is no restraint on thought. But does
knowledge itself not advance through experiment
and error ? This theory, then, would do very well
for a perfect world, and consciously or uncon-
sciously it is this idea that reality is perfect that
animates it, but the freedom we need is not first

the freedom of absolute perfection, but one that
can open a door of hope to men who err in thought
and practice. We need a freedom that will help
us to get the perfect freedom which none of us has
as yet. When we start with a theoretic bias in
favour of a perfect reality, either of two things
happens.

‘This system of exclusively immanent reason, with its pan-
theism, suffers shipwreck more particularly upon the fact of
the manifold unreason m human and natural life. For, from
this point of view, there are two alternatives only ; either the
unreason must be minimised, removed as far as possible from
sig^ht or explained away, or it must be recogn^ised as a basic
element in reality and hence held to be unassailable. Thus
we have either a tendency towards optimism, which involves
shallowness, or towards pessimism, which means negation and
finally despair’ (Eucken, p. 468 f.).

It will not do to project the activity of the
subject either into a perfect absolute or into social
customs. For, while a perfect absolute would ex-
plain perfect freedom, it does not explain sin and
error, which are the roots of all our difficulties, nor
does society give us any relief, because we find all

the perplexing difficulties of our life repeated in it.

Conclusion,—The freedom which we desiderate
is a moral power that can make the world better.
While knowledge may be content to unfold its

object and works, as Bergson says, ‘in the circle

of the given,’ in morality we make the object.
‘Action breaks the circle’ {Creative Evolution,
London, 1912, p. 203). But, if we admit this
freedom to make things better and indeed to
create, then we must admit also with it, as its

correlative, freedom to make things worse and to
destroy. Is not this what we actually find in
experience? We have in man a spiritual being
rising above nature to the heights of ideals, but
also falling into nature, disobeying ideals, and
refusing to realize them. We find new individuals
appearing who were never there before, a fact
which no bare singularism can ever explain. If
reality were suddenly frozen into a static whole,
then absolute thought would have the happy task
of quiet contemplation; but reality is always
active, and so living thought and living action
are never satisfied with the past, nor is morality
ever satisfied with the present. Bergson tries to
show that it is the neglect of this dynamic nature
of life that makes the whole difficulty of freedom

;

and for philosophy and theology the greatest task
at present is to outline a theory of reality and of
God that, starting from this fact, can give us some
reasonable view of nature below us and God above
us. Our freedom is conditioned by both of these,
though in different ways; the one supplies the
media, the other the norm, for the activity of
spiritual beings. We are not mere cogs in the
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machine of nature, nor mere points through which
God irresistibly acts. May it not be the case
that nature itself is more friendly to us than we
imagine, that its stability is a training-ground
for growing men to learn their powers, and carry
out their purposes, and God Himself our very life

whose unchangeable nature gives independence to
our dependence, and whose perfect freedom and
moral relations to us alone supply the transition
by offering us the power by which we can be freed
from our self-delusion and our moral thraldom?
The great objection to this view is that we get
something ‘de novo.’ But is that not just the
whole claim of morality, that the present be not
simply projected into the future, but that a new
and a better world be created ? For Christianity,
at any rate, the possibility of new creatures and
of a new world is basal. What a moral law, an
‘ ought ’ above the ‘ is ’ of character, implies is that
this requirement is morally more reasonable than
a mere re-arrangement of the existent. We need
not be afraid of those "who cry ‘chance.* For
there is so much unreason and absurdity, so much
cruelty and evil, in the world that we welcome
even ‘ chance * if it opens a door to their abolition.

That this could be possible without the dangerous
gift of free power we cannot conceive. But so
imperative is the need of betterment that even
this dangerous method is welcome. Nor need we
be concerned that thus the peace of the absolute
is destroyed. The only Absolute for which Christ-

ian men care has, if certain tales be true, sacri-

ficed His own peace and more to make it possible

for men to obey their conscience and be fellow-

workers with God.

Litbraturb.—The literature on this subject is well-nigh un-
limited ; see the selection given in DPhP. Recent discussions
are found in J. Ward, Reaim of Ends, Cambridge, 1911 ; H.
Bergson, Time and Free Will, Eng. tr., London, 1912; R.
Eucken, 3Iain Currents of Modem Thought, Eng. tr., do.
1912; F. C. S. Schiller, ‘Freedom and Responsibility,’ in

Oxford and Cambridge Review, 1907, p. 41 ff. ; Andrew Seth,
Two Lectures on Theism, Edinburgh, 1897 ; Norman Pearson,
Some Problems of Existence, London, 1907 ; Bertrand Russell,
Philosophical Essays, do. 1910 ; Borden P. Bowne, Personal-
ism, do. 1908 ; C. B. Upton, The Bases of Religious Belief{RL,
1893), do. 1894, Dr, Martineau's Philosophy (with Introductory
Essay), do. 1905; Oliver Lodge, Man and the Universe, do.
1910 ; James Lindsay, Recent Advances in Theistic Philosophy
of Religion, do. 1897, ch. xiii. ; G. F. Barbour, A Philo-
sophical Study of Christian Ethics, do. 1911, ch. x. ; see also
art. Free Will. DoNALD MACKENZIE,

LIBERTY (Christian).—In this article no at-

tempt is made to deal with the philosophical
problems of free wrll and determinism, nor with
the relation of free will to predestination or
causality; the reader is referred to the artt.

specifically treating of free will under its meta-
physical and speculative aspects (see artt. Free
Will, Libertarianism and Necessitarianism,
Predestination). Of recent liters on Christian
ethics Haering, Ethics of the Christian Life (see

pp. 76-95), may be consulted for a discussion of the
free will as a presupposition of Christian morality,
and in particular in its relation to conscience as
viewed from the Christian standpoint.

By the Biblical writers the fact of human free

will is assumed, like the existence of God. Free
will in its absolute sense belongs alone to the un-
conditioned being of the Deity, but on the moral
side man is at once free and responsible. In Ezk

the idea of irresponsibility as a deduction from
heredity is vigorously combated :

‘ the soul that
sinneth it shall die.’ Man, -who is created in the
Divine image, is a partaker of the Divine nature,
and his freedom is the reflex of God’s. When we
pass into the atmosphere of the NT, we discover
that personal free will is an axiom in the teaching
of our Lord and His apostles We may therefore
fitly consider the following aspects of the subject.

I. Christian liberty as a religious experience.—
The religious life in our Lord's interpretation is

a filial relationship with a Heavenly Father, and
therefore a life of liberty. It consists in love to

God and to man. When hatred, rancour, and re-

sentment, on the one side (Mt 5^-)» s-iid needless
anxiety in relation to material things, on the other
(Mt 6^^"^), have been expelled from the soul, we
are then truly the sons of our Father. The sub-
mission of children to the Father above is not a
surrender of liberty, but its noblest prerogative;
in fact, freedom in the Christian sense is simply
obedience to that which we most truly and deeply
love and venerate. Freedom is attained by self-

conquest, by victory over unrighteousness, of which
the penalty is self-contempt and unrest. * Come
unto me . . . and ye shall find rest unto your
souls’ (Mt ll^'^) is a promise of freedom. Self-

denial, therefore, to Jesus is a privilege, not a loss

;

the taking up of the cross (Mt 10^ 16-^ Mk 8®^,

Lk 1427), -vviiich looks like the loss of liberty, issues

in moral emancipation.
This general view of religion explains our Lord’s

attitude towards the Mosaic Law, which is a
conspicuous feature of His teaching alike in the
Synoptic and Johannine narratives. He does not,
of course, countenance an antinomian contempt of

moral restriction, nor does He proclaim exemption
from the Moral Law. In so far as the Mnsaic
Law enshrines the eternal principles of morality,
it is worthy of all reverence ; it is not superseded,
but only consummated, by the ‘New Command-
ment ’ of our Lord’s teaching. On the other hand,
in the course of time the Law had been marred by
accretions of interpretation which tended to lay
the emphasis on vexatious minutiae of custom and
usage, and elevated practices of cleanliness and
health to an unnecessary prominence, with the
result that trivial and secondary regulations were
deemed as sacred as the original enactments. The
letter of the Law was punctiliously observed by
the pious Jew in the hope of propitiating God.
Obedience to the outward regulation tended to

cloud the finer powers of the inner life and to pro-
duce a distorted sense of the relative value of given
acts. Hence our Lord’s pronouncements on the
unwashen hands of the disciples (Mt 15^®, Mk 7*)

and on the proper view of the Sabbath as ‘ made
for man’ (Mk are to be regarded as examples
of His method of interpreting the nature of Christ-

ian freedom. He substituted great principles

of action for minute and arbitrary regulations
supposed to be binding at all times and under
all circumstances. He superseded definitions of

duty— e.y., our duty to our neighbour in the
parable of the good Samaritan—by a command-
ment ‘ exceeding broad,’ namely, the law of love.

It is obvious that this view of liberty receives

its crowning illustration and its binding force from
His own manhood. If we take such statements as
Jn 4^ as summing up the character of His
own religious experience, we discover that self-will

in His judgment is no freedom ; the true freedom
for Him was ‘ to do the will ’ of His Father. More-
over, His sinlessness is the supreme argument for

His conception of freedom and the reality of His
power to liberate humanity from the power of sin.

These ideas are clearly expressed in His discourse

to ‘those Jews which had believed Him’ (see Jn
g3i-S6j^ Professing, as ‘ the seed of Abraham,’ that
they had never suffered the extreme penalty of

domination by their conquerors—a proud boast
and substantially true in so far as the preservation
of their racial identity was concerned—they had
overlooked the true principle of freedom, which
was in effect freedom from the bondage of sin.

Moral emancipation was the real freedom (free
‘ essentially,’ 6vT<t}s [8®®]) in our Lord’s view. ‘ The
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truth’ which is to set men free is ‘perfect con-
formity to the absolute, that which is ’ (see B. F.
Westcott, Gospel according to St, John, London,
1908, on Jn 8^^, and the relation of this conception to
Socratic, Stoic, and Jewish ethics). Again, in Jn
15^^' our Lord speaks as the true imparter of free-

dom ; He communicates to others what is His own
{Trapa rod Trarpds fiov) ; and this self-communication
is the basis of a friendship between Himself and
His disciples in which the doing of His will is not
a service but a joy.

^
These conceptions of Christian liberty as a re-

ligious experience find further illustration in the
writings of St. Paul, to whom iXevdepia is a vivid
and real characteristic of the Christian life j this
word, with its connected epithet and verb, * free

’

and ‘set free,’ occurs 11 times in Gal., 7 in Eom.,
8 in the Corinthian Epistles, and twice in other
letters (see W. M. Kamsay, Cities of St. Paul,
London, 1907, p. 36 ff., who argues that this is

one of the ideas which became familiar to St.
Paul from his Hellenic environment in Tarsus and
elsewhere). In the Galatian Epistle in particular
he enunciates with great emphasis the freedom
which the gospel confers ‘in Christ Jesus’ (see
Gal 2^). The Christian eXevdepla destroys distinc-
tions of sex, social status, and race (3^; cf. also
Col 3^^ Eph 6®). By an allegory which recalls our
Lord’s words in Jn 8®® he difierentiates {4p-^) be-
tween the children ‘ of a handmaid ’ and those ‘ of
a free woman,’ indicating that the real freedom is

that of the spirit imparted to us by Christ (5^),

which involves a complete abrogation of the out-
ward enactments of the law as a means of personal
and universal salvation. He protests against sub-
mission to the rite of circumcision, whidi, while it

had a religious significance to the Jew, had none
to the Gentile, ending with ‘the impatient, per-
haps half-humorous wish that the Judaizers who
want to circumcise the Galatians might be sub-
jected to a severer operation themselves’ (W. R.
Inge, ‘St. Paul,’ Quarterly Review,

^

no. 438 [1914],

p. 53). But, while glorying in the liberty to which
the Christian has been called, he is careful to avoid
any misunderstanding as to its nature : liberty is

not licence (5^®).

But to St. Paul Christian liberty has an even
deeper religious significance ; it involves a real
emancipation from sin (Bo 8®'®^, 2 Co 3^^);

and herein he carries on the teaching of our Lord.
His own personal experience is : ‘ the law of the
Spirit of life in Christ Jesus made me free from
the law of sin and of death ’ (Bo 8®). This consti-
tutes the true Christian sonship (Gal 4’'), ‘the
liberty of the glory of the children of God ’ (Bo 8®^)

;

and we note that ‘glory’ here is an aspect of our
present earthly existence. Sin, which is a bondage
and carries with it a sense of guilt and condemna-
tion, has been defeated by Christ, who is thus
qualified to be the liberator of the soul (Gal 5^).

To early Christian writers the promise of freedom
(2 P 2^®) from any other source is an illusion. It is
from this experience of inward liberty that the
fruits of the spirit—jo;^, peace, and hope~are de-
veloped. ‘To be spiritually-minded is life and
peace ’ (Bo 8®) is a saying which recalls the serene
and gentle teaching of the author of the Sermon
on the Mount, and may be illustrated by the testi-
mony of Christian experience in all ages.

St. Paul is indeed the ^eat apostle of liberty.
He regards the Christian life as one of unrestricted
access

^

to God, and lays much emphasis on the
Christian duty of Tra^ppcrLa, or boldness of utterance,
in proclaiming the principles of the gospel (see art.
‘Boldness of Speech,’ xxi. [1909-10] 236 ff.,

for an elucidation of this duty). His opposition
to the narrower ideal of St. Peter saved Christi-
anity (Gal 2^^) and made it a world-faith. He was

the advocate of liberty of thought, action, and
judgment. His pronounced views on original sin
and the eternal, supreme power and grace of God
never weakened his sense of human accountability
(Bo F® 26).

As J. Weiss (Paul and Jesus, Eng. tr., London, 1909, p, 113)
remarks, ‘the ethical sense of responsibility, the energy for
struggle and the discipline of will was not paralysed or absorbed
in Paul’s case by his consciousness of redemption and his pro-
found spiritual experiences.’

He believed in Divine election, pre-knowledge, and
predestination, and, without attempting to resolve
the antithesis, places human determination side
by side with these. Man co-operates with Divine
grace, which is a power ‘appropriated by man’s
moral nature and conditioned by his free action

’

(Alexander, The Ethics of St. Paul, p. 144, who
quotes Ph 1® 2^®, 2 Co P®, 1 Th 5^, and the state-
ment of Weiss just cited).

It may also be noted that St. James’s royal ‘law
of freedom ’ (26* is practically identical with St.

Paul’s ‘law of the Spirit,’ consisting, as Haering
[op. cit. p. 162) remarks, in ‘freedom from the
multiplicity of single precepts,’ while the epithet
‘ royal ’ appears to imply that ‘ Christ’s law is not
addressed to slaves, who must obey whether they
will or not, but to the heirs of the kingdom (2®)

who voluntarily embrace the law as their guide

;

cf. the Stoic paradox in Hor. Ep. I. i. 106’ (see

note in J. B. Mayor’s commentary ad loc. ).

2. Christian liberty in relation to the problems
of ethical and social life.—It is clear from what
has already been said that Christian liberty as an
experience of the inner life has a direct relationship
with outward practice, and has created ethical
problems in the conduct of life. This is seen in
the conflict of duties arising within the early
Christian Church as the result of the accession of
converts from paganism to its ranks. For example,
St. Paul was faced at Corinth with a difterence of
opinion regarding the practice of eating ‘things
offered to idols.’ Evidently the peril lay in a one-
sided and over-emphasized interpretation of Christ-
ian liberty, which offended the conscience of
the more cautious and self-restrained Christians.
There were, in fact, two opposing tendencies repre-
sented by those who strained their new-found
Christian liberty to the breaking - point— ‘ the
strong’ of 1 Cor. (see ch. 8, passim) and Christians
of a narrower type, who were more concerned
about preserving personal sanctity than about
exercising their Christian privileges. The claim
that ‘aH things are lawful to me’ (1 Co 6^® 10®®)—
the watchword of ‘the strong,’ quoted out of their
mouth by the Apostle—had been abused not only
to the extent of participation in heathen sacrificial

feasts, but to the extent of advocating grave
licence and immorality in sexual relationships.
As E. von Dobschiitz points out, such Christians
were self-deceived, mistaking outward freedom for
the inner freedom proclaimed by the gospel.
‘The slave, instead of joying in the freedom which Christ

gave him, hankered after outward liberty. The Jew, instead
of gratefully recognising his freedom from the constraint of
law, exerted himself to secure release from circumcision : others
sought also and found the freedom only in things which were
unbecoming Christianity and morally impermissiWe

'
(Christian

Life in the Primitive Church, Eng. tr., London, 1904, p. 66).

The strong must therefore take on their shoulders
the infirmities of the weak (Bo 15^) ; they must
spare sensitive minds the pain of witnessing prac-
tices which appear to them to be wrong; as
Christians, they are to refrain where the exercise
of liberty is a stumblingblock to the weak (1 Co 8®).

Finally, the strong might lead others into sin by
encouraging them to eat against conscience for
mere seif - ^'atification, and thus sin not only
against their brethren but against Christ (8^®**)*

Such was the ruling of the Apostle. On the other
hand, the moral revision from paganism produced
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an exaggerated asceticism which in some sections
of the Church resulted in the advocacy of celibacy,

in aversion to mixed marriages (1 Co and
even in hostility^ to such spiritual manifestations
as ‘speaking with tongues,’ which recalled the
excitements of pagan cults. In holding the balance
between such opposing tendencies, neither of which
did justice to the gospel as a whole, St. Paul had
a difficult task. He sympathized with the moral
vigour of the one and the moral earnestness of the
other, and resolved the antinomy by the procla-
mation of Christian love as the supreme law of
conduct and the sovereign cTiarisma (1 Co 13).

Christian liberty is always to be humanized, cor-

rected in its exercise even where legitimate, and
modified in the doing of what is morally indifferent

by the spirit of love, which teaches the Christian
not so much to stand upon his rights as to consider
the interest of others. Such eVtei/ceta (Ph 4®), or
‘sweet reasonableness,’ is not a weak concession
to human infirmity, but a virUe demonstration of

tenderness and charity. It was in this sense that
the Apostle himself ‘ became all things to all men ’

(1 Co 9--) that he might save some. He was ready
to sacrifice liberty to the claims of brotherhood

;

and this was the new contribution which Christ-

ianity made to the ethics of the ancient world:
it superseded or (perhaps it would be more correct

to say) consummated the ethics of self-realization

by the ethics of self-sacrifice.

Christianity therefore condemned libertinism as
an offence against the common life of humanity.
The ‘liberty of indifference’—of doing what one
likes—is rejected by the Christian ethic as an
illustration of that dvo/xia which is sin (1 Jn 3^).

Undoubtedly the interpretation of liberty against
which St. Paul and later teachers protested (cf.

Irenssus, adv. Seer. i. vi. 3, quoted by von Dob-
schiitz, p. 270, for an account of the practices of

Valentinians, curiously parallel to those of the
Corinthian Church) was a mark of immaturity in

the early Christian communities, due to an exultant
sense of a new unrestricted life ; but the influence

of Gnosticism, with its dualistic separation of

spirit and matter, must also be taken into account
as explanatory of the repeated appearances of

libertinism in the primitive Church. On the other
hand, the antagonism between flesh and spirit is

inherent in human nature ; even when sublimated
into the convenient distinction of Hebraism and
Hellenism, the one standing for righteousness, the
other for freedom, the two tendencies represent a
fixed duality in the moral and intellectual evolution

of the race. Now one element and now the other
holds the sway in the Iffe of the individual and of

the community ; and no one who reads the history

of the Church can be blind to the fact that in given

periods one of the two has exercised the greater

influence and created the type of religious witness

which is associated with particular epochs. After
the dark ages the Renaissance represents the
revival of Hellenism ; and to mediaeval laxity in

religious and social life succeeds the Reformation,
which is the triumph of Hebraism. The swing of

the pendulum from Puritanism to the excesses of

the Restoration in England illustrates the fact

that there are recurring reactions in national life

which inevitably affect the ethical standard alike

of Church and society. It is clear also that the

conception of Christian liberty, always subject to

the expansions of a virile intellectual or rational-

istic consciousness, is bound to suffer pstnetion
and limitation during a reaction to Puritanism of

life and morals; and, when the Puritan wave has

spent itself, human nature re-asserts itself in a

desire to regain its lost or curtailed liberty of

action. Thus in all ages of the Church the question

of accommodation to the habits, customs, and

recreations of secular society has to be faced by
the individual Christian, and in the solution of

the difficulty two opposite tendencies, parallel with
those in the Corinthian Church, have always made
themselves felt : we should now call them the
broad and the narrow view. In the present age,
when 'we have reached a pitch of civilization in

which the resources of the natural universe are
placed at the disposal of mankind to an extra-
ordinary^ extent and the facilities of intercom-
munication, luxury, and amusement are multiplied
for all sections of society, Cluistianity is still

represented by the double ideal—the one proclaim-
ing the width of the Christian freedom, the other
its self-restraint and self-limitation. Take, e.y.,

the attitude of the modem Christian to the theatre.

This is but a repetition, under another set of con-
ditions, of the problem which the early teacher of

Christianity had to face. With all our advance in

moral insight, our larger views of life and destiny,

we have not yet superseded the ethical principles

which served as a guide to St. Paul. The individual
conscience still has to weigh over against the
undoubted fact of Christian liberty the influence
of the personal support of certain customs or insti-

tutions not wholly moralized, and, under certain

circumstances, actually immoral, still has to take
into account the effect of the exercise of liberty,

in matters morally indifferent, upon others not so

clear in their moral vision nor sufficiently strong
to meet the demands of a new temptation, as well
as upon those belonging to the same community
whose conscience is sensitive. At the same time,

it is clear that a policy of self-isolation on the part
of the Christian in regard to the defective and
degrading tendencies of given recreations leaves

the latter as they are; and to many Christians
who interpret liberty in the wider sense considera-

tion of the public good is paramount in deter-

mining their attitude in the matter of supporting
the drama or otherwise. The law of love is not
less binding to-day than in the earlier ages of the
Church. It may even be argued that the developed
sense of human solidarity and brotherhood, in

itself the ofepring of Christianity, is educating the

Christian conscience to solve all such questions of

conscience by a reference to the good of the com-
munity as a whole. Yet even the love of humanity,
wMch is but another aspect of the love of God, is

determined in practice by our ethical conception of

the summum honum for humanity ; and here the

Christian ideal, more especially in relation to art,

differs toto orbQ from the cult of realism popular in

many quarters to-day, which is based on the theory
of ‘ art for art’s sake,’ regardless of the effect on
public morality. Art enriches the common life

only when regarded as ‘ a revelation of a deeper
truth in things.’

* If it is taken merely as art, merely as a beautiful dream, it

sinks into play, becomes a mere refined amusement, and loses

all its real power over the human spirit. There could hardly
be any worse sign of an age than that it regards art as a mere
amusement, as a mere escape from the graver problems of life*

(J. S. Mackenzie, Ma.nvjaX of Ethics London, 1900, p. 443).

‘All things are yours’ (1 Co 3^^) is indeed the

noblest charter of Christian freedom, but only

when interpreted in the light of the succeeding

words, ‘ ye are Christ’s.’ The possession of worldly
treasure—literary, scientific, commercial, terri-

torial—involves iox the Christian in personal union
with a Divine life a clear perception of the eternal

amid the transitory, the unseen amid the temj^oral

:

his citizenship is in heaven ; his real life lies in

that ideal -world which gives meaning, beauty, and
power to the world of phenomena. Hence ‘ liberty

’

in the Christian sense is always limited by the

sanctions of ‘ the mind of Christ ’
; in other words,

by a reference to the ethical ideal for which Christ

stands.
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Less need be said as to the relation of Christian
freedom to the institutions of the State, the laws
of the State, and the established regulations and
customs of organized communities, as this has
been treated in the art. Ethics and Morality
(Christian), vol. v. p. 474. It is well known that
neither Christ nor the apostles encouraged revolt
against the State, even when, as in the case of
slavery, a national institution contradicted the
essential teaching of the gospel, being content to
lay down universal principles rather than directions
for particular nations and phases of social evolu-
tion (cf. Mt 2221, Mk 1217, Lk2025, Ro 13i‘7, 1 P 2i7).

St. Paul, in dealing with the mutual obligations of
masters and servants, bases their relationship on
the fact that both are slaves of a heavenly Master
(Eph 6®*®, Col 322-41). But the Christian ideas of
human equality and brotherhood carried with
them a revolutionary force which inevitably tended
in the course of ages to modify social custom,
legislation, and practice. As an ideal, brother-
hood has ;^et to be realized, and the process of
realization involves a perpetual conflict or interests.
The rights of conscience are imperative, ‘are in-

herent in Christian faith, and cannot be ignored
in the interests either of despotism or of democracy *

(see art. Ethics and Morality [Christian], lot.

cit,). The pages of Christian history are crowded
with the records of attempts to assert these rights
in the face of persecution. State-edicts, and repres-
sive measures, and the annals of religious liberty
are glorious with heroisms and ma^rdoms cheer-
fully endured for conscience’ sake. How far passive
resistance to State legislation, when the latter con-
flicts with conscience, may be justified is a subtle
ethical problem which is settled variously according
as the casuist exalts the sacredness of a particular
issue above regard to the general well-being of
society as a whole, or vice versa. On the other
hand, the Church exists to moralize State legis-
lation and to enlighten national institutions; it

guards the great ideal of human brotherhood, which
mvolves an equal opportunity for all, and it advo-
cates and supports all effort to alleviate human
misery and to remedy imperfect social conditions,
and to defeat social injustices. In the ideal of
liberty, equality, and fraternity the last stands
first in the order of Christian thought (cf. Murray,
Handbook of Christian Ethics, p. 31 f.). Equality
flows from brotherhood—the Christian conception
of a common family and one eternal Father.

‘ And this equality can have no meaning except as an equal
right for all ; nor can there be an equal right for all, which does
not allow every individual liberty to act as he pleases. But
every individual can enjoy this freedom in reality only when
each is restricted from interfering with the freedom of the rest

’

(id. p. 32).

Co-operation in industrial struggles such as those
which the present generation is witnessing between
capital and labour imposes restrictionsupon liberty.
Trade unions break down when the principle of
Christian liberty is ignored and the will of the
individual is not subordinated to a common pur-
pose. And, as legislative restrictions tend more
and more to curtail the liberty of the individual,
in other words, as the laws of the State become
more socialized, the obligations of Christian liberty
‘ to seek not its own, but the things of others ’ are
proportionately more binding.

3. Christian liberty in relation to the intellect.

—

Over against the authority of the State, with which
the individual conscience has often found itself in
opposition, there m the authority of the Church,
to which the individual member is supposed to
subordinate his wiU and judgment. Limits of
space prevent a Ml treatment of the subject of
authority in relation to the individual judgment in
matters of faith.

^
Suffice it to say that the oppon-

ents of Christianity are in the habit of urging

from a review of Church history that Christian
freedom of thought has never been received with
anything but stern measures of repression, that the
heretic has frequently been treated as an immoral
person, and that on the whole Catholicism has been
the foe of human enlightenment and progress (see
J. B, Bury, History of Freedom of Thought, Lon-
don, 1914, for a clear, if prejudiced, statement of
this point of view). No fair-minded person can
deny the general reasonableness of this charge.
The necessity of exercising rigid discipline within
the system of the Church in the interests of internal
order and unity, the exaction of obedience on the
part of the hierarchy from each unit as an exercise
in self-renunciation not without real spiritual
benefit, and the safeguarding of the deposit of
faith amid a worldly and corrupt society may be
adduced as grounds of self-defence against the
common charge ; but the fact remains that the
Church has often transgressed the spirit and
example of its founder in its hostility to new
thought and in the repression of rationalism, for-

getting that orthodoxy and Christianity are not
synonymous terms. Christ’s general attitude to-

wards heterodoxy was that of tolerance; this is

shown by His reproof of Jewish exclusiveness more
by implication than by actual condemnation in
such references as we find to the Samaritans in
St. Luke’s Gospel (10®® 17^® 951-56. (jjjg reading ‘Ye
know not what manner of spirit ye are of’ in the
last passage is without strong critical authority,
but the fact of His rebuke is recorded in v.®®),

by His outspoken rejection of narrowness in the
passage Lk 9®®, ‘ Forbid him not : for he that is not
against you is for you,’ and by His emphasis on the
ethical rather than the intellectual side of the
Christian witness in Jn 7^7, To Him ‘faith’ was
not assent to an intellectual proposition or formula,
but the spirit of receptiveness in relation to Himself
and His teaching.
The convenient distinction between a religion of

authority and a religion of the spirit tends to
break down in practice. The Society of Friends,
without a ministry and without sacraments, yet
becomes an organized fellowship with recognized
principles ethical and spiritual, which are binding
on its members. Authority runs into every sphere
of thought as well as into religion. The infallible
church of Catholicism is superseded by the infallible
book of Protestantism ; but, when both forms of
authority are discredited, it does not follow that
pure subjectivity is the only possible issue. In
Christianity there must be a synthesis of the
principle of inspiration with that of authority.
The day of inspiration, so long as we believe in a
Spirit that guides into all truth, is never at an end,
wnile at the same time the corporate witness of the
Christian Church in all epochs of its history cannot
be ignored. The progress of Christianity depends,
therefore, on an adequate recognition of botn these
factors—the consensus sanctorum and the openness
of the reason to the light that lighteth every man.
In a striking essay on ‘ The Principle of Authority ’

by A. E. J, Bawlinson (Foundations, London, 1912)
it is stated that there are three stages in the life of
the educated Christian

:
(a) bondage to authority

—the stage proper to childhood ; (6) the stage of
‘abstract freedom,’ i.e, the assertion of the right
to criticize and, if necessary, to deny ; leading on
to (c) the stage of ‘concrete freedom,’ which is

defined as voluntary assent on grounds of reason
to what was formerly believed on authority. Many
Christians never pass beyond the first stage ; intel-

lectually they remain unenlightened, but their
religious experience is unaffected. The second
stage is that in which Christian liberty comes into
play as a factor in our moral and intellectual
development. To repress the spirit of inquiry is to
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let ‘ that capability and godlike reason fust in us
unused* (Shakespeare, Hamlet, iv, iv. 38 f.)j to
imperil our moral and spiritual health, and to fore-

close the possibility of a larger equipment for

Christian influence. If the issue on the intellec-

tual side is rejection of the doctrines hitherto
accepted on authority, there still remain the wit-

ness of life and the experience of the saints. It is

no doubt true that Christian experience is bound
up with a conviction of the truth of certain doc-
trines, such as the existence of God, immortality,
the divinity of our Lord, and the persistent activity
of His spirit ; but its moral earnestness and beauty
remain as a perpetual challenge to those who reject

doctrinal Christianity and thereupon feel justined
in belittling its contribution to the ethical progress
of humanity. On the one hand, it is possible to

combine intellectual sus|)ense and even scepticism

with a high-minded allegiance to the moral teach-

ing of Christ, and such inquirers after truth are
not to be excluded from the fellowship either of

individual Christians or of the organized Christian

community in its various forms. On the other

hand, the Church may legitimately demand from
those towhom it does not refuse the right of private

judgment that such judgment shall be exercised

with becoming humility.
‘ He who would teach a new truth or reject an old (and to do

so is a vocation to which in every generation some men are

called) must both expect to meet in practice with the persecu-

tions fay which true prophets are assailed, and must also face the
prima facie likelihood that his own prophecy may turn out
false * (i&. p. 3S0).

Hence in actual practice within the limits of the
Christian fellowship liberty of thought is restricted

by the collective witness of the saints, by con-

sideration of human fallibility, by the avoidance

of arrogance, intolerance, and impatience, and by
respect for simple faith which moves on traditional
lines. If one may adapt a saying of T. H. Green
{Prolegomena to Ethics, Oxford, 1884, p. 292), the
Church is ‘a society of which the members owe
reciprocal services to each other,’ simply as Christ-
ian to Christian. There must be no attempt to
frown on the mind that is open to the newer light
when ethically and intellectually equipped for the
re-interpretation of ancient doctrine, nor is it to
be forgotten that those who have been aflected in
spiritual outlook by the critical spirit which has
modified the value of time-honoured creeds and
formularies may yet be qualified to bring out of the
treasury of their wisdom and devotion ‘ things both
new and old.’ It is a function of Christian liberty
to harmonize et veteray as ^ving their re-

spective witness to the realization in humanity of
the ever-developing Christian ideal. But, if the
modernist as a reverent seeker after truth is toler-

ated, he in turn must exercise the grace of patience
towards the traditionalist. Christian liberty is a
great gift, but Christian charity is a greater.
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